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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1936028891
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1.269 builtins 5.0.1 

     1.269.1 Available under license 

1.270 gson 2.8.9 

     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 globalthis 1.0.3 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 gson 2.9.0 

     1.272.1 Available under license 
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     1.273.1 Available under license 
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     1.274.1 Available under license 

1.275 object-inspect 1.12.2 

     1.275.1 Available under license 
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1.277 openjpeg 2.5.0 

     1.277.1 Available under license 

1.278 okhttp 4.10.0 
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1.279 python-certifi 2021.05.30 

     1.279.1 Available under license 

1.280 diff 5.1.0 

     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 reactive-streams 1.0.4 
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     1.285.1 Available under license 
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     1.286.1 Available under license 
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     1.287.1 Available under license 
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     1.288.1 Available under license 

1.289 streamroller 3.1.2 

     1.289.1 Available under license 

1.290 object.assign 4.1.4 

     1.290.1 Available under license 

1.291 flatted 3.2.7 

     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 wsproto 1.2.0 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 chardet 4.0.0 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 html5lib 1.1 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 colorama 0.4.4 

     1.295.1 Available under license 

1.296 webencodings 0.5.1 

     1.296.1 Available under license 

1.297 packaging 21.3 

     1.297.1 Available under license 

1.298 packaging 20.4 

     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 tomli 2.0.1 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 pysocks 1.7.1 

     1.300.1 Available under license 
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     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 futures 3.3.0 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 importlib-metadata 1.4 

     1.303.1 Available under license 

1.304 yargs-parser 21.1.1 

     1.304.1 Available under license 

1.305 google-http-client 1.42.2 

     1.305.1 Available under license 

1.306 google-http-client-gson 1.42.2 

     1.306.1 Available under license 

1.307 opencensus-api 0.31.1 

     1.307.1 Available under license 
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1.308 universalify 0.2.0 

     1.308.1 Available under license 

1.309 es-abstract 1.20.2 

     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 jna 5.12.1 

     1.310.1 Available under license 

1.311 cglib 3.3.0 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 get-intrinsic 1.1.3 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 follow-redirects 1.15.2 

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 glew 2.1.0 

     1.314.1 Available under license 

1.315 is-callable 1.2.6 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 cli-table3 0.6.3 

     1.316.1 Available under license 

1.317 classgraph 4.8.147 

     1.317.1 Available under license 

1.318 javassist 3.29.2-GA 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 emoji-regex 8.0.0 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 socks 2.7.1 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 emoji-regex 9.2.2 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 tunnel 0.0.6 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 defaults 1.0.4 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 protobuf-java 3.19.6 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 cliui 8.0.1 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 fastest-levenshtein 1.0.16 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 commons-compress 1.22 
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     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 keyv 4.5.2 

     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 npmlog 7.0.1 

     1.329.1 Available under license 

1.330 treeverse 3.0.0 

     1.330.1 Available under license 

1.331 unique-filename 3.0.0 

     1.331.1 Available under license 

1.332 proc-log 3.0.0 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 npm-bundled 3.0.0 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 unique-slug 4.0.0 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 abbrev 2.0.0 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 read-cmd-shim 4.0.0 

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 @types/cacheable-request 6.0.3 

     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 @types/node 18.7.18 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 ansi-styles 6.2.1 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 normalize-url 8.0.0 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 v8 8.8.8.8 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 minipass 3.3.6 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 jctools-core 4.0.1 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 json-cpp 1.9.4 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 google-auth-library-credentials 1.10.0 

     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 googleauthlibraryoauthhttp 1.10.0 

     1.346.1 Available under license 
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1.347 python-lxml 4.9.2 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 platformdirs 2.6.2 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 httpcomponents-core 4.4.16 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 @xmldom/xmldom 0.7.9 

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 punycode 2.1.1 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 http-cache-semantics 4.1.1 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 ttf-liberation 2.1.5-r2 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 just-diff-apply 5.5.0 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 promzard 1.0.0 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 read-package-json-fast 3.0.2 

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 npm-user-validate 2.0.0 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 mute-stream 1.0.0 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 gson 2.10.1 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 profiles 2.15.73 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 arns 2.15.73 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 annotations 2.15.73 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 aws-core 2.15.73 

     1.363.1 Available under license 

1.364 client-spi 2.15.73 

     1.364.1 Available under license 

1.365 aws-query-protocol 2.15.73 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 netty-nio-client 2.15.73 
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     1.366.1 Available under license 

1.367 s3 2.15.73 

     1.367.1 Available under license 

1.368 protocol-core 2.15.73 

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 regions 2.15.73 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 sdk-core 2.15.73 

     1.370.1 Available under license 

1.371 metrics-spi 2.15.73 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 auth 2.15.73 

     1.372.1 Available under license 

1.373 utils 2.15.73 

     1.373.1 Available under license 

1.374 apache-client 2.15.73 

     1.374.1 Available under license 

1.375 aws-xml-protocol 2.15.73 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 commons-fileupload 1.5 

     1.376.1 Available under license 

1.377 tenacity 8.2.2 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 oauth-1.0a 2.2.6 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 httpcomponents-client 5.2.1 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 snake-yaml 2.0 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 lru-cache 7.18.3 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 file-system 3.16-2.el9 

     1.382.1 Available under license 

1.383 pcre2-syntax 10.40-2.el9 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 python3-gpg 1.15.1-6.el9 

     1.384.1 Available under license 

1.385 spdx-correct 3.2.0 

     1.385.1 Available under license 
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1.386 sqlite 3.19.1 

     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 ignite-spring-data-ext 2.0.0 

     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 ignite-spring-data-commons 1.1.0 

     1.388.1 Available under license 

1.389 msgpack 1.0.5 

     1.389.1 Available under license 

1.390 akamai-edgegrid 3.4.0 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 global-agent 3.0.0 

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 jose 4.11.2 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 xml-crypto 2.1.5 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 graceful-fs 4.2.11 

     1.394.1 Available under license 

1.395 error_prone_annotations 2.18.0 

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 opencensus-contrib-http-util 0.31.1 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 opentelemetry-proto 0.11.0 

     1.397.1 Available under license 

1.398 annotations 16.0.3 

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 slf4j 2.0.7 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 plexus-sec-dispatcher 2.0 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 plexus-cipher 2.0 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 jul-to-slf4j 2.0.7 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 promise-call-limit 1.0.2 

     1.403.1 Available under license 

1.404 parse-conflict-json 3.0.1 

     1.404.1 Available under license 

1.405 just-diff 6.0.2 
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     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 bridgeutils 1.7.1-r2 

     1.406.1 Available under license 

1.407 packaging 23.1 

     1.407.1 Available under license 

1.408 mpdecimal 2.5.1-r2 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 gdbm 1.23-r1 

     1.409.1 Available under license 

1.410 wrap-ansi 8.1.0 

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 libxcrypt-compat 4.4.18-3.el9 

     1.411.1 Available under license 

1.412 kubernetes-client 4.13.2 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 kubernetes-model-node 4.13.2 

     1.413.1 Available under license 

1.414 kubernetes-model-common 4.13.2 

     1.414.1 Available under license 

1.415 kubernetes-model 4.13.2 

     1.415.1 Available under license 

1.416 jsr305 3.0.2 

     1.416.1 Available under license 

1.417 xml-apis 1.4.01 

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 servlet-api 3.0.1 

     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 perfmark-api 0.17.0 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 disruptor 2.11.2.3 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 libiconv 4.9.2 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 spring-data-commons 3.0.5 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 chardet 5.1.0 

     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 plexus-utils 3.5.1 

     1.424.1 Available under license 
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1.425 maven-model 3.9.1 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 minipass 5.0.0 

     1.426.1 Available under license 

1.427 yargs 17.7.2 

     1.427.1 Available under license 

1.428 webjars-locator-core 0.52 

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 foreground-child 3.1.1 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 @pkgjs/parseargs 0.11.0 

     1.430.1 Available under license 

1.431 npm-normalize-package 3.0.1 

     1.431.1 Available under license 

1.432 @isaacs/cliui 8.0.2 

     1.432.1 Available under license 

1.433 write-file-atomic 5.0.1 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 gauge 5.0.1 

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 read 2.1.0 

     1.435.1 Available under license 

1.436 walk-up-path 3.0.1 

     1.436.1 Available under license 

1.437 validate-npm-package-name 5.0.0 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 spring-ldap 3.0.2 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 okhttp 4.11.0 

     1.439.1 Available under license 

1.440 docker-java 3.3.0 

     1.440.1 Available under license 

1.441 docker-java-transport-httpclient 3.3.0 

     1.441.1 Available under license 

1.442 shedlock-spring 4.27.0 

     1.442.1 Available under license 

1.443 swagger-models 2.1.3 

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 shedlock-core 4.27.0 
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     1.444.1 Available under license 

1.445 modelmapper-gson 2.3.8 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 docker-java-transport 3.3.0 

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 swagger-annotations 2.1.3 

     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 swagger-integration 2.1.3 

     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 python3-libcomps 0.1.18-1.el9 

     1.449.1 Available under license 

1.450 gdbm-libs 1.19-4.el9 

     1.450.1 Available under license 

1.451 libzstd 1.5.1-2.el9 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 libcom-err 1.46.5-3.el9 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 maven-resolver-util 1.9.7 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 maven-artifact 3.9.1 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 maven-resolver-impl 1.9.7 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 maven-core 3.9.1 

     1.456.1 Available under license 

1.457 maven-resolver-api 1.9.7 

     1.457.1 Available under license 

1.458 maven-resolver-named-locks 1.9.7 

     1.458.1 Available under license 

1.459 maven-model-builder 3.9.1 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 maven-builder-support 3.9.1 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 maven-plugin-api 3.9.1 

     1.461.1 Available under license 

1.462 maven-settings 3.9.1 

     1.462.1 Available under license 

1.463 google-http-client-apache 1.42.2 

     1.463.1 Available under license 
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1.464 maven-resolver-provider 3.9.1 

     1.464.1 Available under license 

1.465 maven-resolver-spi 1.9.7 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 maven-repository-metadata 3.9.1 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 jib-plugins-extension-common 0.2.0 

     1.467.1 Available under license 

1.468 maven-settings-builder 3.9.1 

     1.468.1 Available under license 

1.469 postcss-selector-parser 6.0.13 

     1.469.1 Available under license 

1.470 apk-tools 2.14.0-r5 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 readline 8.2.1-r2 

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 bzip2 1.0.8-r6 

     1.472.1 Available under license 

1.473 libunistring 1.1-r2 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 libffi 3.4.4-r3 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 libc-utils 0.7.2-r5 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 lcms 1.19-1 

     1.476.1 Available under license 

1.477 python-requests 2.31.0 

     1.477.1 Available under license 

1.478 hicolor-icon-theme 0.17-r2 

     1.478.1 Available under license 

1.479 libtasn 4.19.0-r2 

     1.479.1 Available under license 

1.480 libgpg-error 1.47-r2 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 fontconfig 2.14.2-r4 

     1.481.1 Available under license 

1.482 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.23 

     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 strip-ansi 7.1.0 
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     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 zlib 1.2.13 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 lame 3.100-r5 

     1.485.1 Available under license 

1.486 lame-libs 3.100-r5 

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 opus 1.4-r0 

     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 j2objc-annotations 2.8 

     1.488.1 Available under license 

1.489 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.15.2 

     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 libnettle6 3.9.1-r0 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

1.491 libpciaccess 0.17-r2 

     1.491.1 Available under license 

1.492 orc 0.4.34-r0 

     1.492.1 Available under license 

1.493 fribidi 1.0.13-r0 

     1.493.1 Available under license 

1.494 libepoxy 1.5.10-r1 

     1.494.1 Available under license 

1.495 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.15.2 

     1.495.1 Available under license 

1.496 guava 32.0.1-jre 

     1.496.1 Available under license 

1.497 rich 13.4.2 

     1.497.1 Available under license 

1.498 x265-libs 3.5-r4 

     1.498.1 Available under license 

1.499 libxmu 1.1.4-r2 

     1.499.1 Available under license 

1.500 numactl 2.0.16-r4 

     1.500.1 Available under license 

1.501 xset 1.2.5-r1 

     1.501.1 Available under license 

1.502 http-proxy-agent 7.0.0 

     1.502.1 Available under license 
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1.503 x265 3.5-r4 

     1.503.1 Available under license 

1.504 agent-base 7.1.0 

     1.504.1 Available under license 

1.505 opus 1.4-r0 

     1.505.1 Available under license 

1.506 mkfontscale 1.2.2-r4 

     1.506.1 Available under license 

1.507 jackson-xc 2.15.2 

     1.507.1 Available under license 

1.508 libfontenc 1.1.7-r4 

     1.508.1 Available under license 

1.509 jackson 2.15.2 

     1.509.1 Available under license 

1.510 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.15.2 

     1.510.1 Available under license 

1.511 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.15.2 

     1.511.1 Available under license 

1.512 jackson-databind 2.15.2 

     1.512.1 Available under license 

1.513 jackson-annotations 2.15.2 

     1.513.1 Available under license 

1.514 pax-utils 1.3.7-r2 

     1.514.1 Available under license 

1.515 npm-audit-report 5.0.0 

     1.515.1 Available under license 

1.516 tough-cookie 4.1.3 

     1.516.1 Available under license 

1.517 exponential-backoff 3.1.1 

     1.517.1 Available under license 

1.518 nopt 7.2.0 

     1.518.1 Available under license 

1.519 libpng 1.6.40-r0 

     1.519.1 Available under license 

1.520 python3-setuptools-wheel 53.0.0-12.el9 

     1.520.1 Available under license 

1.521 keyutils-libs 1.6.3-1.el9 

     1.521.1 Available under license 

1.522 libjxl 0.8.2-r0 
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     1.522.1 Available under license 

1.523 platformdirs 3.8.1 

     1.523.1 Available under license 

1.524 chalk 5.3.0 

     1.524.1 Available under license 

1.525 supports-color 9.4.0 

     1.525.1 Available under license 

1.526 semver 7.5.4 

     1.526.1 Available under license 

1.527 escodegen 2.1.0 

     1.527.1 Available under license 

1.528 minimatch 9.0.3 

     1.528.1 Available under license 

1.529 path-scurry 1.10.1 

     1.529.1 Available under license 

1.530 asm 9.5 

     1.530.1 Available under license 

1.531 free-type 2.13.1 

     1.531.1 Available under license 

1.532 httpcore5-h 5.2.2 

     1.532.1 Available under license 

1.533 httpcomponents-core 5.2.2 

     1.533.1 Available under license 

1.534 pyyaml 6.0.1 

     1.534.1 Available under license 

1.535 readable-stream 4.4.2 

     1.535.1 Available under license 

1.536 hibernate-validator 8.0.1.Final 

     1.536.1 Available under license 

1.537 jboss-logging 3.5.3.Final 

     1.537.1 Available under license 

1.538 queue-tick 1.0.1 

     1.538.1 Available under license 

1.539 launchdarkly-java-server-sdk 6.1.0 

     1.539.1 Available under license 

1.540 pyparsing 3.1.1 

     1.540.1 Available under license 

1.541 signal-exit 4.1.0 

     1.541.1 Available under license 
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1.542 gmp 6.3.0-r0 

     1.542.1 Available under license 

1.543 @tootallnate/quickjs-emscripten 0.23.0 

     1.543.1 Available under license 

1.544 cross-fetch 4.0.0 

     1.544.1 Available under license 

1.545 degenerator 5.0.1 

     1.545.1 Available under license 

1.546 tar-fs 3.0.4 

     1.546.1 Available under license 

1.547 ssri 10.0.5 

     1.547.1 Available under license 

1.548 minipass-fetch 3.0.4 

     1.548.1 Available under license 

1.549 fs-minipass 3.0.3 

     1.549.1 Available under license 

1.550 tslib 2.6.2 

     1.550.1 Available under license 

1.551 libjpeg-turbo 3.0.0 

     1.551.1 Available under license 

1.552 jetty-alpn-client 11.0.15 

     1.552.1 Available under license 

1.553 opentelemetry-sdk-extension-autoconfigure-spi 1.29.0 

     1.553.1 Available under license 

1.554 opentelemetry-sdk 1.29.0 

     1.554.1 Available under license 

1.555 guava 32.0.1-android 

     1.555.1 Available under license 

1.556 okio 3.5.0 

     1.556.1 Available under license 

1.557 tar 6.2.0 

     1.557.1 Available under license 

1.558 micrometer-observation 1.11.3 

     1.558.1 Available under license 

1.559 micrometer-core 1.11.3 

     1.559.1 Available under license 

1.560 libsigsegv 2.13-4.el9 

     1.560.1 Available under license 

1.561 less 590-2.el9_2 
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     1.561.1 Available under license 

1.562 vim 8.2.2637-20.el9_1 

     1.562.1 Available under license 

1.563 libmodulemd 2.13.0-2.el9 

     1.563.1 Available under license 

1.564 libcomps 0.1.18-1.el9 

     1.564.1 Available under license 

1.565 gmp 4.3.4 

     1.565.1 Available under license 

1.566 libyaml 0.2.5-7.el9 

     1.566.1 Available under license 

1.567 berkeley-db 5.3.28-53.el9 

     1.567.1 Available under license 

1.568 libverto 0.3.2-3.el9 

     1.568.1 Available under license 

1.569 libevent 2.1.12-6.el9 

     1.569.1 Available under license 

1.570 bash 5.1.8-6.el9_1 

     1.570.1 Available under license 

1.571 libutempter 1.2.1-6.el9 

     1.571.1 Available under license 

1.572 pcre 10.40-2.el9 

     1.572.1 Available under license 

1.573 gdbm 1.19-4.el9 

     1.573.1 Available under license 

1.574 setup 2.13.7-9.el9 

     1.574.1 Available under license 

1.575 libtasn 4.16.0-8.el9_1 

     1.575.1 Available under license 

1.576 lz4 1.9.3-5.el9 

     1.576.1 Available under license 

1.577 libcap-ng 0.8.2-7.el9 

     1.577.1 Available under license 

1.578 readline 8.1-4.el9 

     1.578.1 Available under license 

1.579 dbus-broker 28-7.el9 

     1.579.1 Available under license 

1.580 libarchive 3.5.3-4.el9 

     1.580.1 Available under license 
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1.581 libpwquality 1.4.4-8.el9 

     1.581.1 Available under license 

1.582 iconv 2.34 

     1.582.1 Available under license 

1.583 popt 1.18-8.el9 

     1.583.1 Available under license 

1.584 expat 2.5.0-1.el9 

     1.584.1 Available under license 

1.585 coreutils 8.32-34.el9 

     1.585.1 Available under license 

1.586 pcre 8.44-3.el9.3 

     1.586.1 Available under license 

1.587 gzip 1.12-1.el9 

     1.587.1 Available under license 

1.588 e2fsprogs 1.46.5-3.el9 

     1.588.1 Available under license 

1.589 gawk 5.1.0-6.el9 

     1.589.1 Available under license 

1.590 cracklib 2.9.6-27.el9 

     1.590.1 Available under license 

1.591 xz 5.2.5-8.el9_0 

     1.591.1 Available under license 

1.592 sed 4.8-9.el9 

     1.592.1 Available under license 

1.593 attr 2.5.1-3.el9 

     1.593.1 Available under license 

1.594 mpfr 4.1.0-7.el9 

     1.594.1 Available under license 

1.595 readline 8.1 

     1.595.1 Available under license 

1.596 libassuan 2.5.5-3.el9 

     1.596.1 Available under license 

1.597 npth 1.6-8.el9 

     1.597.1 Available under license 

1.598 libgpg-error 1.42-5.el9 

     1.598.1 Available under license 

1.599 berkeley-db 5.3.28 

     1.599.1 Available under license 

1.600 json-c 0.14-11.el9 
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     1.600.1 Available under license 

1.601 selinux 3.5-1.el9 

     1.601.1 Available under license 

1.602 libidn 2.3.0-7.el9 

     1.602.1 Available under license 

1.603 hostname 3.23-6.el9 

     1.603.1 Available under license 

1.604 libsepol 3.5-1.el9 

     1.604.1 Available under license 

1.605 ima-evm-utils 1.4-4.el9 

     1.605.1 Available under license 

1.606 zstd 1.5.1-2.el9 

     1.606.1 Available under license 

1.607 libnettle6 3.8-3.el9_0 

     1.607.1 Available under license 

1.608 python-setuptools 53.0.0-12.el9 

     1.608.1 Available under license 

1.609 libxcrypt 4.4.18-3.el9 

     1.609.1 Available under license 

1.610 libpkit 0.24.1-2.el9 

     1.610.1 Available under license 

1.611 rpm 4.16.1.3-17.ph4 

     1.611.1 Available under license 

1.612 libgcrypt 1.10.0-10.el9_2 

     1.612.1 Available under license 

1.613 bzip2 1.0.8-8.el9 

     1.613.1 Available under license 

1.614 libseccomp 2.5.2-2.el9 

     1.614.1 Available under license 

1.615 tar 1.34-6.el9_1 

     1.615.1 Available under license 

1.616 acl 2.3.1-3.el9 

     1.616.1 Available under license 

1.617 librepo 1.14.5-1.el9 

     1.617.1 Available under license 

1.618 libksba 1.5.1-6.el9_1 

     1.618.1 Available under license 

1.619 grep 3.6-5.el9 

     1.619.1 Available under license 
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1.620 libunistring 0.9.10-15.el9 

     1.620.1 Available under license 

1.621 rootfiles 8.1-31.el9 

     1.621.1 Available under license 

1.622 fdisk 2.37.4 

     1.622.1 Available under license 

1.623 keyutils 1.6.3-1.el9 

     1.623.1 Available under license 

1.624 gpgme 1.15.1-6.el9 

     1.624.1 Available under license 

1.625 libreport-filesystem 2.15.2-6.el9.alma 

     1.625.1 Available under license 

1.626 gpg-pubkey b86b3716-61e69f29 

     1.626.1 Available under license 

1.627 shadow 4.8-1 

     1.627.1 Available under license 

1.628 logback-core 1.4.11 

     1.628.1 Available under license 

1.629 spring-security-config 6.1.3 

     1.629.1 Available under license 

1.630 fast-fifo 1.3.2 

     1.630.1 Available under license 

1.631 socks-proxy-agent 8.0.2 

     1.631.1 Available under license 

1.632 free-type 2.13.2-r0 

     1.632.1 Available under license 

1.633 libidn 2.3.4-r4 

     1.633.1 Available under license 

1.634 python-setuptools 68.2.2 

     1.634.1 Available under license 

1.635 libwebp 1.3.2-r0 

     1.635.1 Available under license 

1.636 urlpattern-polyfill 9.0.0 

     1.636.1 Available under license 

1.637 pac-proxy-agent 7.0.1 

     1.637.1 Available under license 

1.638 proxy-agent 6.3.1 

     1.638.1 Available under license 

1.639 libwebp 1.3.2-r0 
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     1.639.1 Available under license 

1.640 xz 5.4.4 

     1.640.1 Available under license 

1.641 cyrus-sasl 2.1.27-21.el9 

     1.641.1 Available under license 

1.642 npm-profile 9.0.0 

     1.642.1 Available under license 

1.643 @npmcli/metavuln-calculator 7.0.0 

     1.643.1 Available under license 

1.644 isexe 3.1.1 

     1.644.1 Available under license 

1.645 init-package-json 6.0.0 

     1.645.1 Available under license 

1.646 make-fetch-happen 13.0.0 

     1.646.1 Available under license 

1.647 which 4.0.0 

     1.647.1 Available under license 

1.648 normalize-package-data 6.0.0 

     1.648.1 Available under license 

1.649 @npmcli/package-json 5.0.0 

     1.649.1 Available under license 

1.650 read-package-json 7.0.0 

     1.650.1 Available under license 

1.651 npmcli-promise-spawn 7.0.0 

     1.651.1 Available under license 

1.652 tuf-js 2.1.0 

     1.652.1 Available under license 

1.653 cups-lib 2.4.7-r0 

     1.653.1 Available under license 

1.654 cups 2.4.7-r0 

     1.654.1 Available under license 

1.655 mitt 3.0.1 

     1.655.1 Available under license 

1.656 opentelemetry-semconv 1.29.0-alpha 

     1.656.1 Available under license 

1.657 spring-beans 6.0.11 

     1.657.1 Available under license 

1.658 spring-tx 6.0.11 

     1.658.1 Available under license 
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1.659 spring-context 6.0.11 

     1.659.1 Available under license 

1.660 spring-web 6.0.11 

     1.660.1 Available under license 

1.661 spring-aop 6.0.11 

     1.661.1 Available under license 

1.662 spring-expression 6.0.11 

     1.662.1 Available under license 

1.663 cffi 1.16.0 

     1.663.1 Available under license 

1.664 minipass 7.0.4 

     1.664.1 Available under license 

1.665 urllib3 1.26.17 

     1.665.1 Available under license 

1.666 jackspeak 2.3.6 

     1.666.1 Available under license 

1.667 glob 10.3.10 

     1.667.1 Available under license 

1.668 java™-native-access 5 

     1.668.1 Available under license 

1.669 simple-launcher 1.1.0.14 

     1.669.1 Available under license 

1.670 audit-lib 3.0.7-104.el9 

     1.670.1 Available under license 

1.671 alternatives 1.24-1.el9 

     1.671.1 Available under license 

1.672 libuuid 2.37.4-15.el9 

     1.672.1 Available under license 

1.673 lua-libs 5.4.4-4.el9 

     1.673.1 Available under license 

1.674 libmount 2.37.4-15.el9 

     1.674.1 Available under license 

1.675 systemd-pam 252-18.el9 

     1.675.1 Available under license 

1.676 fdisk 2.37.4-15.el9 

     1.676.1 Available under license 

1.677 kmod-libs 28-9.el9 

     1.677.1 Available under license 

1.678 dbus-common 1.12.20-8.el9 
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     1.678.1 Available under license 

1.679 systemd-libs 252-18.el9 

     1.679.1 Available under license 

1.680 util-linux-core 2.37.4-15.el9 

     1.680.1 Available under license 

1.681 libeconf 0.4.1-3.el9_2 

     1.681.1 Available under license 

1.682 libcap 2.48-9.el9_2 

     1.682.1 Available under license 

1.683 ca-certificates 2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9_2 

     1.683.1 Available under license 

1.684 spdx-license-ids 3.0.16 

     1.684.1 Available under license 

1.685 got 11.8.6 

     1.685.1 Available under license 

1.686 libpng 1.6.40 

     1.686.1 Available under license 

1.687 ini 4.1.1 

     1.687.1 Available under license 

1.688 node-fetch 2.7.0 

     1.688.1 Available under license 

1.689 spring-framework 6.0.11 

     1.689.1 Available under license 

1.690 libpng 1.6.39 

     1.690.1 Available under license 

1.691 https-proxy-agent 7.0.2 

     1.691.1 Available under license 

1.692 pillow 10.1.0 

     1.692.1 Available under license 

1.693 libtiff 4.6.0 

     1.693.1 Available under license 

1.694 xml2js 0.6.2 

     1.694.1 Available under license 

1.695 jackson-databind 2.15.3 

     1.695.1 Available under license 

1.696 jackson-annotations 2.15.3 

     1.696.1 Available under license 

1.697 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.15.3 

     1.697.1 Available under license 
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1.698 jackson 2.15.3 

     1.698.1 Available under license 

1.699 okio 3.6.0 

     1.699.1 Available under license 

1.700 python-setuptools 65.5.0 

     1.700.1 Available under license 

1.701 @npmcli/agent 2.2.0 

     1.701.1 Available under license 

1.702 python-certifi 2023.07.22 

     1.702.1 Available under license 

1.703 python-setuptools 53.0.0 

     1.703.1 Available under license 

1.704 python-pip 21.2.3 

     1.704.1 Available under license 

1.705 netmask 2.0.2 

     1.705.1 Available under license 

1.706 trio-websocket 0.11.1 

     1.706.1 Available under license 

1.707 hasown 2.0.0 

     1.707.1 Available under license 

1.708 is-core-module 2.13.1 

     1.708.1 Available under license 

1.709 libgcc 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 

     1.709.1 Available under license 

1.710 libstdc++ 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 

     1.710.1 Available under license 

1.711 combined-stream 1.0.8 

     1.711.1 Available under license 

1.712 delayed-stream 1.0.0 

     1.712.1 Available under license 

1.713 side-channel 1.0.4 

     1.713.1 Available under license 

1.714 function-bind 1.1.1 

     1.714.1 Available under license 

1.715 mime-db 1.52.0 

     1.715.1 Available under license 

1.716 has-symbols 1.0.3 

     1.716.1 Available under license 

1.717 safer-buffer 2.1.2 
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     1.717.1 Available under license 

1.718 inherits 2.0.4 

     1.718.1 Available under license 

1.719 has 1.0.3 

     1.719.1 Available under license 

1.720 es6-error 4.1.1 

     1.720.1 Available under license 

1.721 safe-buffer 5.2.1 

     1.721.1 Available under license 

1.722 call-bind 1.0.2 

     1.722.1 Available under license 

1.723 spring-security-core 6.1.3 

     1.723.1 Available under license 

1.724 spring-security-web 6.1.3 

     1.724.1 Available under license 

1.725 yallist 4.0.0 

     1.725.1 Available under license 

1.726 hapi-hoek 9.3.0 

     1.726.1 Available under license 

1.727 form-data 4.0.0 

     1.727.1 Available under license 

1.728 cpp 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 

     1.728.1 Available under license 

1.729 hosted-git-info 7.0.1 

     1.729.1 Available under license 

1.730 undici-types 5.26.5 

     1.730.1 Available under license 

1.731 gettext 0.22.3-r0 

     1.731.1 Available under license 

1.732 @colors/colors 1.5.0 

     1.732.1 Available under license 

1.733 packaging 23.2 

     1.733.1 Available under license 

1.734 mime-types 2.1.35 

     1.734.1 Available under license 

1.735 asynckit 0.4.0 

     1.735.1 Available under license 

1.736 crypto-js 4.2.0 

     1.736.1 Available under license 
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1.737 function-bind 1.1.2 

     1.737.1 Available under license 

1.738 gnupg 1.15.1 

     1.738.1 Available under license 

1.739 rpm 4.16.1.3 

     1.739.1 Available under license 

1.740 ip-regex 5.0.0 

     1.740.1 Available under license 

1.741 jpeg-dev 9e-r1 

     1.741.1 Available under license 

1.742 charset-normalizer 3.3.2 

     1.742.1 Available under license 

1.743 universalify 2.0.1 

     1.743.1 Available under license 

1.744 libx11 1.8.7-r0 

     1.744.1 Available under license 

1.745 basesystem 11-13.el9 

     1.745.1 Available under license 

1.746 nghttp2 1.58.0-r0 

     1.746.1 Available under license 

1.747 jetty 11.0.18 

     1.747.1 Available under license 

1.748 xz 5.4.5-r0 

     1.748.1 Available under license 

1.749 jetty-util 11.0.18 

     1.749.1 Available under license 

1.750 node-gyp 10.0.1 

     1.750.1 Available under license 

1.751 packaging 23.3.dev0 

     1.751.1 Available under license 

1.752 @types/yauzl 2.10.3 

     1.752.1 Available under license 

1.753 crypto-policies-scripts 20230731-1.git94f0e2c.el9_3.1 

     1.753.1 Available under license 

1.754 elfutils-debuginfod-client 0.189-3.el9 

     1.754.1 Available under license 

1.755 brotli 1.1.0-r1 

     1.755.1 Available under license 

1.756 busybox 1.36.1-r15 
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     1.756.1 Available under license 

1.757 musl 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 

     1.757.1 Available under license 

1.758 libnghttp2 1.43.0-5.el9_3.1 

     1.758.1 Available under license 

1.759 xz-libs 5.2.5-8.el9_0 

     1.759.1 Available under license 

1.760 ncurses-libs 6.2-10.20210508.el9 

     1.760.1 Available under license 

1.761 netty-resolver 4.1.101.Final 

     1.761.1 Available under license 

1.762 netty-codec 4.1.101.Final 

     1.762.1 Available under license 

1.763 netty-transport 4.1.101.Final 

     1.763.1 Available under license 

1.764 netty 4.1.101.Final 

     1.764.1 Available under license 

1.765 netty-handler 4.1.101.Final 

     1.765.1 Available under license 

1.766 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.101.Final 

     1.766.1 Available under license 

1.767 libintl 0.22.3-r0 

     1.767.1 Available under license 

1.768 systemd-rpm-macros 252-18.el9 

     1.768.1 Available under license 

1.769 lua 5.4.4-4.el9 

     1.769.1 Available under license 

1.770 libsemanage-common 3.5-2.el9 

     1.770.1 Available under license 

1.771 gnupg 2.3.3-4.el9 

     1.771.1 Available under license 

1.772 audit 3.0.7-104.el9 

     1.772.1 Available under license 

1.773 tpm2-tss-tcti 3.2.2-2.el9 

     1.773.1 Available under license 

1.774 dnf 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 

     1.774.1 Available under license 

1.775 libdnf 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 

     1.775.1 Available under license 
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1.776 ncurses 6.2-10.20210508.el9 

     1.776.1 Available under license 

1.777 libsolv 0.7.24-2.el9 

     1.777.1 Available under license 

1.778 d-bus 1.12.20-8.el9 

     1.778.1 Available under license 

1.779 util-linux 2.37.4-15.el9 

     1.779.1 Available under license 

1.780 python3-dnf 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 

     1.780.1 Available under license 

1.781 glib 2.68.4-11.el9 

     1.781.1 Available under license 

1.782 chkconfig 1.24-1.el9 

     1.782.1 Available under license 

1.783 python 3.9.18 

     1.783.1 Available under license 

1.784 almalinux-release 9.3-1.el9 

     1.784.1 Available under license 

1.785 cpp 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 

     1.785.1 Available under license 

1.786 open-ldap 2.6.3-1.el9 

     1.786.1 Available under license 

1.787 libstdc++ 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 

     1.787.1 Available under license 

1.788 file 5.39-14.el9 

     1.788.1 Available under license 

1.789 almalinux-gpg-keys 9.3-1.el9 

     1.789.1 Available under license 

1.790 nghttp2 1.43.0-5.el9_3.1 

     1.790.1 Available under license 

1.791 libgomp 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 

     1.791.1 Available under license 

1.792 kerberos 1.21.1-1.el9 

     1.792.1 Available under license 

1.793 yum 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 

     1.793.1 Available under license 

1.794 zlib 1.2.11-40.el9 

     1.794.1 Available under license 

1.795 python3-libdnf 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 
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     1.795.1 Available under license 

1.796 dnf-data 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 

     1.796.1 Available under license 

1.797 libffi 3.4.2-8.el9 

     1.797.1 Available under license 

1.798 pam 1.5.1-15.el9 

     1.798.1 Available under license 

1.799 libgcc 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 

     1.799.1 Available under license 

1.800 crypto-policies 20230731-1.git94f0e2c.el9_3.1 

     1.800.1 Available under license 

1.801 findutils 4.8.0-6.el9 

     1.801.1 Available under license 

1.802 shadow-utils 4.9-8.el9 

     1.802.1 Available under license 

1.803 gmp 6.2.0-13.el9 

     1.803.1 Available under license 

1.804 python3-hawkey 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 

     1.804.1 Available under license 

1.805 elfutils 0.189-3.el9 

     1.805.1 Available under license 

1.806 almalinux-repos 9.3-1.el9 

     1.806.1 Available under license 

1.807 systemd 252-18.el9 

     1.807.1 Available under license 

1.808 kmod 28-9.el9 

     1.808.1 Available under license 

1.809 netty-resolver-dns 4.1.101.Final 

     1.809.1 Available under license 

1.810 netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos 4.1.101.Final 

     1.810.1 Available under license 

1.811 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.101.Final 

     1.811.1 Available under license 

1.812 netty-transport-classes-epoll 4.1.101.Final 

     1.812.1 Available under license 

1.813 netty-codec-dns 4.1.101.Final 

     1.813.1 Available under license 

1.814 netty-codec-socks 4.1.101.Final 

     1.814.1 Available under license 
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1.815 makedumpfile 0.189 

     1.815.1 Available under license 

1.816 netty-codec-http 4.1.101.Final 

     1.816.1 Available under license 

1.817 musl-dev 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 

     1.817.1 Available under license 

1.818 zstd-libs 1.5.5-r8 

     1.818.1 Available under license 

1.819 zstd 1.5.5-r8 

     1.819.1 Available under license 

1.820 libmagic 5.45-r1 

     1.820.1 Available under license 

1.821 libgomp 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 

     1.821.1 Available under license 

1.822 file 5.45-r1 

     1.822.1 Available under license 

1.823 lru-cache 10.1.0 

     1.823.1 Available under license 

1.824 pynacl 1.5.0 

     1.824.1 Available under license 

1.825 colorama 0.4.6 

     1.825.1 Available under license 

1.826 importlib-metadata 4.11.1 

     1.826.1 Available under license 

1.827 idna 3.4 

     1.827.1 Available under license 

1.828 idna 3.6 

     1.828.1 Available under license 

1.829 libpkit 0.25.3-r0 

     1.829.1 Available under license 

1.830 pkgconf 2.1.0-r0 

     1.830.1 Available under license 

1.831 uuid 9.0.0 

     1.831.1 Available under license 

1.832 fs-extra 11.2.0 

     1.832.1 Available under license 

1.833 hawk 9.0.1 

     1.833.1 Available under license 

1.834 log4js 6.6.1 
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     1.834.1 Available under license 

1.835 axios 1.2.6 

     1.835.1 Available under license 

1.836 ignite-core 2.15.0 

     1.836.1 Available under license 

1.837 ignite-kubernetes 2.15.0 

     1.837.1 Available under license 

1.838 jetty-client 11.0.18 

     1.838.1 Available under license 

1.839 alpine-baselayout 3.4.3-r2 

     1.839.1 Available under license 

1.840 is-cidr 5.0.3 

     1.840.1 Available under license 

1.841 ci-info 4.0.0 

     1.841.1 Available under license 

1.842 ssl-client 1.36.1-r15 

     1.842.1 Available under license 

1.843 xz-libs 5.4.5-r0 

     1.843.1 Available under license 

1.844 musl-utils 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 

     1.844.1 Available under license 

1.845 scanelf 1.3.7-r2 

     1.845.1 Available under license 

1.846 outcome 1.3.0.post0 

     1.846.1 Available under license 

1.847 libmd 1.1.0-r0 

     1.847.1 Available under license 

1.848 llvm 17.0.5-r0 

     1.848.1 Available under license 

1.849 libbsd 0.11.7-r3 

     1.849.1 Available under license 

1.850 libevent 2.1.12-r7 

     1.850.1 Available under license 

1.851 openssl 3.1.4-r2 

     1.851.1 Available under license 

1.852 pcre 10.42-r2 

     1.852.1 Available under license 

1.853 elfutils 0.190-r1 

     1.853.1 Available under license 
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1.854 sqlite 3.44.2-r0 

     1.854.1 Available under license 

1.855 libgcrypt 1.10.3-r0 

     1.855.1 Available under license 

1.856 libuv 1.47.0-r0 

     1.856.1 Available under license 

1.857 libmount 2.39.3-r0 

     1.857.1 Available under license 

1.858 libuuid 2.39.3-r0 

     1.858.1 Available under license 

1.859 libncursesw 6.4_p20231125-r0 

     1.859.1 Available under license 

1.860 llvm17-libs 17.0.5-r0 

     1.860.1 Available under license 

1.861 libpanelw 6.4_p20231125-r0 

     1.861.1 Available under license 

1.862 netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic 0.0.52.Final 

     1.862.1 Available under license 

1.863 libxml2 2.11.6-r0 

     1.863.1 Available under license 

1.864 distlib 0.3.8 

     1.864.1 Available under license 

1.865 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.101.Final 

     1.865.1 Available under license 

1.866 netty-resolver-dns-native-macos 4.1.101.Final 

     1.866.1 Available under license 

1.867 yaml 0.2.5-r2 

     1.867.1 Available under license 

1.868 libffi-dev 3.4.4-r3 

     1.868.1 Available under license 

1.869 libyaml 0.2.5-r2 

     1.869.1 Available under license 

1.870 commons-lang3 3.14.0 

     1.870.1 Available under license 

1.871 libvorbis 1.3.7-r2 

     1.871.1 Available under license 

1.872 libxcomposite 0.4.6-r4 

     1.872.1 Available under license 

1.873 libxft 2.3.8-r2 
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     1.873.1 Available under license 

1.874 cairo 1.18.0-r0 

     1.874.1 Available under license 

1.875 speexdsp 1.2.1-r2 

     1.875.1 Available under license 

1.876 alsa 1.2.10-r0 

     1.876.1 Available under license 

1.877 libvdpau 1.5-r2 

     1.877.1 Available under license 

1.878 libjpeg-turbo 3.0.1-r0 

     1.878.1 Available under license 

1.879 libwebpmux 1.3.2-r0 

     1.879.1 Available under license 

1.880 libsharpyuv 1.3.2-r0 

     1.880.1 Available under license 

1.881 libxcursor 1.2.1-r3 

     1.881.1 Available under license 

1.882 libsodium 1.0.19-r0 

     1.882.1 Available under license 

1.883 mpg123 1.32.3-r0 

     1.883.1 Available under license 

1.884 wayland 1.22.0-r4 

     1.884.1 Available under license 

1.885 harfbuzz 8.3.0-r0 

     1.885.1 Available under license 

1.886 theora 1.1.1-r18 

     1.886.1 Available under license 

1.887 libaom 3.7.1-r0 

     1.887.1 Available under license 

1.888 libltdl 2.4.7-r3 

     1.888.1 Available under license 

1.889 libxslt 1.1.39-r0 

     1.889.1 Available under license 

1.890 libxrandr 1.5.4-r0 

     1.890.1 Available under license 

1.891 harfbuzz-subset 8.3.0-r0 

     1.891.1 Available under license 

1.892 d-bus 1.14.10-r0 

     1.892.1 Available under license 
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1.893 libxi 1.8.1-r2 

     1.893.1 Available under license 

1.894 libtool 2.4.7-r3 

     1.894.1 Available under license 

1.895 libxi 1.1.5-r3 

     1.895.1 Available under license 

1.896 dbus-libs 1.14.10-r0 

     1.896.1 Available under license 

1.897 libsndfile 1.2.2-r0 

     1.897.1 Available under license 

1.898 wayland-libs-cursor 1.22.0-r4 

     1.898.1 Available under license 

1.899 cairo-gobject 1.18.0-r0 

     1.899.1 Available under license 

1.900 gdkpixbuf 2.42.10-r6 

     1.900.1 Available under license 

1.901 tdb-libs 1.4.9-r0 

     1.901.1 Available under license 

1.902 libflac 1.4.3-r1 

     1.902.1 Available under license 

1.903 aom 3.7.1-r0 

     1.903.1 Available under license 

1.904 libwebpdemux 1.3.2-r0 

     1.904.1 Available under license 

1.905 libva 2.20.0-r0 

     1.905.1 Available under license 

1.906 tiff 4.6.0-r0 

     1.906.1 Available under license 

1.907 libtheora 1.1.1-r18 

     1.907.1 Available under license 

1.908 aom-libs 3.7.1-r0 

     1.908.1 Available under license 

1.909 libxrender 0.9.11-r4 

     1.909.1 Available under license 

1.910 wayland-libs-egl 1.22.0-r4 

     1.910.1 Available under license 

1.911 shared-mime-info 2.4-r0 

     1.911.1 Available under license 

1.912 libxtst 1.2.4-r4 
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     1.912.1 Available under license 

1.913 libxdamage 1.1.6-r4 

     1.913.1 Available under license 

1.914 libxkbcommon 1.6.0-r0 

     1.914.1 Available under license 

1.915 tdb 1.4.9-r0 

     1.915.1 Available under license 

1.916 libogg 1.3.5-r5 

     1.916.1 Available under license 

1.917 pango 1.51.0-r0 

     1.917.1 Available under license 

1.918 zeromq 4.3.5-r2 

     1.918.1 Available under license 

1.919 mpg123-libs 1.32.3-r0 

     1.919.1 Available under license 

1.920 libtiff 4.6.0-r0 

     1.920.1 Available under license 

1.921 libzmq 4.3.5-r2 

     1.921.1 Available under license 

1.922 libxdmcp 1.1.4-r3 

     1.922.1 Available under license 

1.923 eudev 3.2.14-r0 

     1.923.1 Available under license 

1.924 libxext 1.3.5-r3 

     1.924.1 Available under license 

1.925 lcms 2.15-r4 

     1.925.1 Available under license 

1.926 libxcb 1.16-r0 

     1.926.1 Available under license 

1.927 eudev-libs 3.2.14-r0 

     1.927.1 Available under license 

1.928 libxau 1.0.11-r3 

     1.928.1 Available under license 

1.929 bcrypt 4.1.2 

     1.929.1 Available under license 

1.930 paramiko 3.4.0 

     1.930.1 Available under license 

1.931 libxml2 2.9.13-5.el9_3 

     1.931.1 Available under license 
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1.932 libressl3.8-libtls 3.8.2-r0 

     1.932.1 Available under license 

1.933 libnpmpublish 9.0.3 

     1.933.1 Available under license 

1.934 libressl3.8-libcrypto 3.8.2-r0 

     1.934.1 Available under license 

1.935 libnpmexec 7.0.5 

     1.935.1 Available under license 

1.936 libnpmdiff 6.0.4 

     1.936.1 Available under license 

1.937 libnpmfund 5.0.2 

     1.937.1 Available under license 

1.938 libnpmsearch 7.0.1 

     1.938.1 Available under license 

1.939 icu 74.1-r0 

     1.939.1 Available under license 

1.940 libressl 3.8.2-r0 

     1.940.1 Available under license 

1.941 base-64 0.5.0-r0 

     1.941.1 Available under license 

1.942 minipass-collect 2.0.1 

     1.942.1 Available under license 

1.943 libnpmteam 6.0.1 

     1.943.1 Available under license 

1.944 libnpmhook 10.0.1 

     1.944.1 Available under license 

1.945 ada-libs 2.7.4-r0 

     1.945.1 Available under license 

1.946 libnpmorg 6.0.2 

     1.946.1 Available under license 

1.947 icu-libs 74.1-r0 

     1.947.1 Available under license 

1.948 libnpmversion 5.0.2 

     1.948.1 Available under license 

1.949 libressl3.8-libssl 3.8.2-r0 

     1.949.1 Available under license 

1.950 libbase64 0.5.0-r0 

     1.950.1 Available under license 

1.951 libressl-dev 3.8.2-r0 
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     1.951.1 Available under license 

1.952 libnpmaccess 8.0.2 

     1.952.1 Available under license 

1.953 icu-data-en 74.1-r0 

     1.953.1 Available under license 

1.954 libnpmpack 6.0.4 

     1.954.1 Available under license 

1.955 plexus-classworlds 2.6.0 

     1.955.1 Available under license 

1.956 pixman 0.42.2-r2 

     1.956.1 Available under license 

1.957 highway 1.0.7-r0 

     1.957.1 Available under license 

1.958 joda-time 2.12.6 

     1.958.1 Available under license 

1.959 librist 0.2.10-r0 

     1.959.1 Available under license 

1.960 libxfixes 6.0.1-r3 

     1.960.1 Available under license 

1.961 x264-libs 0.164_git20231001-r0 

     1.961.1 Available under license 

1.962 libpulse 16.1-r11 

     1.962.1 Available under license 

1.963 graphite 1.3.14-r6 

     1.963.1 Available under license 

1.964 libopenmpt 0.7.3-r1 

     1.964.1 Available under license 

1.965 xvidcore 1.3.7-r2 

     1.965.1 Available under license 

1.966 x264 0.164_git20231001-r0 

     1.966.1 Available under license 

1.967 libdrm 2.4.118-r0 

     1.967.1 Available under license 

1.968 hwdata-pci 0.377.2-r0 

     1.968.1 Available under license 

1.969 rav1e-libs 0.6.6-r2 

     1.969.1 Available under license 

1.970 soxr 0.1.3-r7 

     1.970.1 Available under license 
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1.971 libvpx 1.13.1-r0 

     1.971.1 Available under license 

1.972 onevpl-libs 2023.3.1-r2 

     1.972.1 Available under license 

1.973 rav1e 0.6.6-r2 

     1.973.1 Available under license 

1.974 libasyncns 0.8-r2 

     1.974.1 Available under license 

1.975 libsrt 1.5.3-r0 

     1.975.1 Available under license 

1.976 libhwy 1.0.7-r0 

     1.976.1 Available under license 

1.977 onevpl 2023.3.1-r2 

     1.977.1 Available under license 

1.978 xvid 1.3.7-r2 

     1.978.1 Available under license 

1.979 wayland-libs-client 1.22.0-r4 

     1.979.1 Available under license 

1.980 libbluray 1.3.4-r1 

     1.980.1 Available under license 

1.981 linux-headers 6.5-r0 

     1.981.1 Available under license 

1.982 util-linux 2.39.3-r0 

     1.982.1 Available under license 

1.983 ncurses 6.4_p20231125-r0 

     1.983.1 Available under license 

1.984 swagger-ui 4.15.5 

     1.984.1 Available under license 

1.985 libpng-dev 1.6.40-r0 

     1.985.1 Available under license 

1.986 py3-setuptools 68.2.2-r0 

     1.986.1 Available under license 

1.987 py3-parsing 3.1.1-r0 

     1.987.1 Available under license 

1.988 py3-packaging 23.2-r0 

     1.988.1 Available under license 

1.989 py3-pip 23.3.1-r0 

     1.989.1 Available under license 

1.990 ws 8.16.0 
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     1.990.1 Available under license 

1.991 zt 1.16 

     1.991.1 Available under license 

1.992 npm 10.2.5-r0 

     1.992.1 Available under license 

1.993 ada 2.7.4-r0 

     1.993.1 Available under license 

1.994 tre 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 

     1.994.1 Available under license 

1.995 openjdk-jre 17.0.10u7 

     1.995.1 Available under license 

1.996 openjdk 17.0.10 

     1.996.1 Available under license 

1.997 yarn 1.22.19-r0 

     1.997.1 Available under license 

1.998 font-liberation-sans-narrow 1.07.6-r2 

     1.998.1 Available under license 

1.999 font-liberation 2.1.5-r2 

     1.999.1 Available under license 

1.1000 gnutls 3.8.3-r0 

     1.1000.1 Available under license 

1.1001 tar-stream 3.1.7 

     1.1001.1 Available under license 

1.1002 xz-dev 5.4.5-r0 

     1.1002.1 Available under license 

1.1003 libffi 3.4.4-r3 

     1.1003.1 Available under license 

1.1004 openssl 3.0.7-25.el9_3 

     1.1004.1 Available under license 

1.1005 zlib 1.3.1-r0 

     1.1005.1 Available under license 

1.1006 c-ares 1.24.0-r1 

     1.1006.1 Available under license 

1.1007 zlib-dev 1.3.1-r0 

     1.1007.1 Available under license 

1.1008 futures 3.4.0 

     1.1008.1 Available under license 

1.1009 rpm-sign-libs 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 

     1.1009.1 Available under license 
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1.1010 rpm-libs 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 

     1.1010.1 Available under license 

1.1011 openssl 3.1.4-r5 

     1.1011.1 Available under license 

1.1012 libcrypto3 3.1.4-r5 

     1.1012.1 Available under license 

1.1013 libssl3 3.1.4-r5 

     1.1013.1 Available under license 

1.1014 nspr 4.35-r4 

     1.1014.1 Available under license 

1.1015 libssh 0.10.6-r0 

     1.1015.1 Available under license 

1.1016 cjson 1.7.17-r0 

     1.1016.1 Notifications 

     1.1016.2 Available under license 

1.1017 ffmpeg 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1017.1 Available under license 

1.1018 hwdata 0.377.2-r0 

     1.1018.1 Available under license 

1.1019 ffmpeg-libswresample 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1019.1 Available under license 

1.1020 ffmpeg-libavcodec 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1020.1 Available under license 

1.1021 glib 2.78.4-r0 

     1.1021.1 Available under license 

1.1022 ffmpeg-libavformat 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1022.1 Available under license 

1.1023 ffmpeg-libavutil 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1023.1 Available under license 

1.1024 python 3.9.18-1.el9_3.1 

     1.1024.1 Available under license 

1.1025 sqlite 3.34.1-7.el9_3 

     1.1025.1 Available under license 

1.1026 rpm 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 

     1.1026.1 Available under license 

1.1027 xdg-utils 1.1.3-r4 

     1.1027.1 Available under license 

1.1028 signxml 3.2.1 

     1.1028.1 Available under license 
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1.1029 icu-data-full 74.1-r0 

     1.1029.1 Available under license 

1.1030 font-noto-math 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1030.1 Available under license 

1.1031 font-opensans 0_git20210927-r1 

     1.1031.1 Available under license 

1.1032 font-noto-bengali 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1032.1 Available under license 

1.1033 font-noto-symbols 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1033.1 Available under license 

1.1034 font-noto-gurmukhi 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1034.1 Available under license 

1.1035 wayland-libs-server 1.22.0-r4 

     1.1035.1 Available under license 

1.1036 font-noto-devanagari 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1036.1 Available under license 

1.1037 libxslt-dev 1.1.39-r0 

     1.1037.1 Available under license 

1.1038 font-noto-telugu 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1038.1 Available under license 

1.1039 libcamera-ipa 0.1.0-r1 

     1.1039.1 Available under license 

1.1040 pipewire-libs 1.0.0-r0 

     1.1040.1 Available under license 

1.1041 font-noto-kannada 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1041.1 Available under license 

1.1042 font-noto-common 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1042.1 Available under license 

1.1043 font-noto-tamil 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1043.1 Available under license 

1.1044 font-noto-malayalam 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1044.1 Available under license 

1.1045 libturbojpeg 3.0.1-r0 

     1.1045.1 Available under license 

1.1046 roc-toolkit-libs 0.3.0-r0 

     1.1046.1 Available under license 

1.1047 font-noto-gujarati 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1047.1 Available under license 

1.1048 font-noto-oriya 23.7.1-r0 
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     1.1048.1 Available under license 

1.1049 libjpeg-turbo-dev 3.0.1-r0 

     1.1049.1 Available under license 

1.1050 devtools-protocol 0.0.1232444 

     1.1050.1 Available under license 

1.1051 chromium-bidi 0.5.4 

     1.1051.1 Available under license 

1.1052 pipewire 1.0.0-r0 

     1.1052.1 Available under license 

1.1053 mbed-tls 2.28.7-r0 

     1.1053.1 Available under license 

1.1054 libsm 1.2.4-r3 

     1.1054.1 Available under license 

1.1055 libunwind 1.7.2-r1 

     1.1055.1 Available under license 

1.1056 webrtc-audio-processing-1 1.3-r0 

     1.1056.1 Available under license 

1.1057 libcamera 0.1.0-r1 

     1.1057.1 Available under license 

1.1058 @puppeteer/browsers 1.9.1 

     1.1058.1 Available under license 

1.1059 libdouble-conversion 3.3.0-r0 

     1.1059.1 Available under license 

1.1060 libice 1.1.1-r5 

     1.1060.1 Available under license 

1.1061 font-noto 23.7.1-r0 

     1.1061.1 Available under license 

1.1062 font-noto-cjk 0_git20220127-r1 

     1.1062.1 Available under license 

1.1063 puppeteer-core 21.9.0 

     1.1063.1 Available under license 

1.1064 openh264 2.4.0-r0 

     1.1064.1 Available under license 

1.1065 roc-toolkit 0.3.0-r0 

     1.1065.1 Available under license 

1.1066 libxt 1.3.0-r4 

     1.1066.1 Available under license 

1.1067 lcms 2.15-r4 

     1.1067.1 Available under license 
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1.1068 libbsd 0.11.7-r3 

     1.1068.1 Available under license 

1.1069 libilbc 6.1.1-r0 

     1.1069.1 Available under license 

1.1070 libxdmcp 1.1.4-r3 

     1.1070.1 Available under license 

1.1071 libxcb 1.16-r0 

     1.1071.1 Available under license 

1.1072 libxslt 1.1.39-r0 

     1.1072.1 Available under license 

1.1073 distro 1.8.0 

     1.1073.1 Available under license 

1.1074 busybox 1.36.1 

     1.1074.1 Available under license 

1.1075 gnutls 3.7.6-23.el9_3.3 

     1.1075.1 Available under license 

1.1076 openssl 3.2.1 

     1.1076.1 Available under license 

1.1077 freetype-dev 2.13.2-r0 

     1.1077.1 Available under license 

1.1078 brotli-dev 1.1.0-r1 

     1.1078.1 Available under license 

1.1079 python-certifi 2024.2.2 

     1.1079.1 Available under license 

1.1080 v8 8.11.2 

     1.1080.1 Available under license 

1.1081 libuv 1.46.0 

     1.1081.1 Available under license 

1.1082 v8 3.1.4 

     1.1082.1 Available under license 

1.1083 netty-incubator-codec-native-quic 0.0.52.Final 

     1.1083.1 Available under license 

1.1084 kotlin 1.8.22 

     1.1084.1 Available under license 

1.1085 python-pip 24.0 

     1.1085.1 Available under license 

1.1086 boringssl 0.0.52.Final 

     1.1086.1 Available under license 

1.1087 jbcrypt 2.15.0 
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     1.1087.1 Available under license 

1.1088 escalade 3.1.2 

     1.1088.1 Available under license 

1.1089 b4a 1.6.6 

     1.1089.1 Available under license 

1.1090 alpine-baselayout-data 3.4.3-r2 

     1.1090.1 Available under license 

1.1091 acl 2.3.01 

     1.1091.1 Available under license 

1.1092 get-uri 6.0.3 

     1.1092.1 Available under license 

1.1093 pac-resolver 7.0.1 

     1.1093.1 Available under license 

1.1094 data-uri-to-buffer 6.0.2 

     1.1094.1 Available under license 

1.1095 activation 2.1.2 

     1.1095.1 Available under license 

1.1096 libxml2 2.11.7-r0 

     1.1096.1 Available under license 

1.1097 libxml2-dev 2.11.7-r0 

     1.1097.1 Available under license 

1.1098 libxml2-utils 2.11.7-r0 

     1.1098.1 Available under license 

1.1099 node.js 20.11.1-r0 

     1.1099.1 Available under license 

1.1100 urllib3 2.2.1 

     1.1100.1 Available under license 

1.1101 python 3.11.8-r0 

     1.1101.1 Available under license 

1.1102 pyc 3.11.8-r0 

     1.1102.1 Available under license 

1.1103 python 3.11.8 

     1.1103.1 Available under license 

1.1104 python3-pycache-pyc0 3.11.8-r0 

     1.1104.1 Available under license 

1.1105 python3-pyc 3.11.8-r0 

     1.1105.1 Available under license 

1.1106 https-proxy-agent 7.0.4 

     1.1106.1 Available under license 
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1.1107 http-proxy-agent 7.0.2 

     1.1107.1 Available under license 

1.1108 python-dev 3.11.8-r0 

     1.1108.1 Available under license 

1.1109 node.js 20.11.1 

     1.1109.1 Available under license 

1.1110 minizip 1.3.1-r0 

     1.1110.1 Available under license 

1.1111 @npmcli/map-workspaces 3.0.4 

     1.1111.1 Available under license 

1.1112 npmcli-installed-package-contents 2.0.2 

     1.1112.1 Available under license 

1.1113 @npmcli/fs 3.1.0 

     1.1113.1 Available under license 

1.1114 @npmcli/name-from-folder 2.0.0 

     1.1114.1 Available under license 

1.1115 @npmcli/disparity-colors 3.0.0 

     1.1115.1 Available under license 

1.1116 @npmcli/node-gyp 3.0.0 

     1.1116.1 Available under license 

1.1117 cryptography 42.0.5 

     1.1117.1 Available under license 

1.1118 @isaacs/string-locale-compare 1.1.0 

     1.1118.1 Available under license 

1.1119 socks 2.8.1 

     1.1119.1 Available under license 

1.1120 nss 3.98-r0 

     1.1120.1 Available under license 

1.1121 sniffio 1.3.1 

     1.1121.1 Available under license 

1.1122 @xmldom/xmldom 0.8.6 

     1.1122.1 Available under license 

1.1123 kotlin 8.0.0 

     1.1123.1 Available under license 

1.1124 mesa 23.3.6-r0 

     1.1124.1 Available under license 

1.1125 xprop 1.2.7-r0 

     1.1125.1 Available under license 

1.1126 libdav1d 1.3.0-r1 
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     1.1126.1 Available under license 

1.1127 selenium 4.9.1 

     1.1127.1 Available under license 

1.1128 streamx 2.16.1 

     1.1128.1 Available under license 

1.1129 glew 1.3.1 

     1.1129.1 Available under license 

1.1130 libvpx 1.13.1 

     1.1130.1 Available under license 

1.1131 basic-ftp 5.0.5 

     1.1131.1 Available under license 

1.1132 dav1d 1.3.0-r1 

     1.1132.1 Available under license 

1.1133 libcxx 1.0 

     1.1133.1 Available under license 

1.1134 libcxxabi 1.0 

     1.1134.1 Available under license 

1.1135 ca-certificates 20240226-r0 

     1.1135.1 Available under license 

1.1136 curl-minimal 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 

     1.1136.1 Available under license 

1.1137 glibc-minimal-langpack 2.34-83.el9_3.12 

     1.1137.1 Available under license 

1.1138 glibc-common 2.34-83.el9_3.12 

     1.1138.1 Available under license 

1.1139 libcurl 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 

     1.1139.1 Available under license 

1.1140 bare-events 2.2.1 

     1.1140.1 Available under license 

1.1141 ffmpeg 6.1.1-r3 

     1.1141.1 Available under license 

1.1142 binutils-gold 2.35.2-42.el9_3.1 

     1.1142.1 Available under license 

1.1143 pyopenssl 24.1.0 

     1.1143.1 Available under license 

1.1144 wheel 0.43.0 

     1.1144.1 Available under license 

1.1145 python 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 

     1.1145.1 Available under license 
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1.1146 curl 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 

     1.1146.1 Available under license 

1.1147 python-pip 21.2.3-7.el9_3.1 

     1.1147.1 Available under license 

1.1148 glibc 2.34-83.el9_3.12 

     1.1148.1 Available under license 

1.1149 binutils 2.35.2-42.el9_3.1 

     1.1149.1 Available under license 

1.1150 python-setuptools 69.2.0 

     1.1150.1 Available under license 

1.1151 expat 2.6.2-r0 

     1.1151.1 Available under license 

1.1152 h11 0.14.0 

     1.1152.1 Available under license 

1.1153 ca-certificates-bundle 20240226-r0 

     1.1153.1 Available under license 

1.1154 ieee754 1.2.1 

     1.1154.1 Available under license 

1.1155 npm-package-arg 11.0.1 

     1.1155.1 Available under license 

1.1156 buffer 5.7.1 

     1.1156.1 Available under license 

1.1157 base64-js 1.5.1 

     1.1157.1 Available under license 

1.1158 ip-address 9.0.5 

     1.1158.1 Available under license 

1.1159 sprintf-js 1.1.3 

     1.1159.1 Available under license 

1.1160 npm-pick-manifest 9.0.0 

     1.1160.1 Available under license 

1.1161 npm-packlist 8.0.1 

     1.1161.1 Available under license 

1.1162 @sigstore/protobuf-specs 0.2.1 

     1.1162.1 Available under license 

1.1163 @sigstore/sign 2.2.0 

     1.1163.1 Available under license 

1.1164 @npmcli/query 3.0.1 

     1.1164.1 Available under license 

1.1165 @sigstore/bundle 2.1.0 
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     1.1165.1 Available under license 

1.1166 npm-registry-fetch 16.1.0 

     1.1166.1 Available under license 

1.1167 cidr-regex 4.0.3 

     1.1167.1 Available under license 

1.1168 @sigstore/tuf 2.2.0 

     1.1168.1 Available under license 

1.1169 json-parse-even-better-errors 3.0.1 

     1.1169.1 Available under license 

1.1170 bin-links 4.0.3 

     1.1170.1 Available under license 

1.1171 ignore-walk 6.0.4 

     1.1171.1 Available under license 

1.1172 npm-install-checks 6.3.0 

     1.1172.1 Available under license 

1.1173 @npmcli/config 8.0.3 

     1.1173.1 Available under license 

1.1174 @tufjs/canonical-json 2.0.0 

     1.1174.1 Available under license 

1.1175 sigstore 2.1.0 

     1.1175.1 Available under license 

1.1176 @npmcli/run-script 7.0.2 

     1.1176.1 Available under license 

1.1177 cacache 18.0.1 

     1.1177.1 Available under license 

1.1178 pacote 17.0.5 

     1.1178.1 Available under license 

1.1179 cmd-shim 6.0.2 

     1.1179.1 Available under license 

1.1180 binary-extensions 2.2.0 

     1.1180.1 Available under license 

1.1181 are-we-there-yet 4.0.1 

     1.1181.1 Available under license 

1.1182 @npmcli/arborist 7.2.2 

     1.1182.1 Available under license 

1.1183 @tufjs/models 2.0.0 

     1.1183.1 Available under license 

1.1184 npmcli-git 5.0.3 

     1.1184.1 Available under license 
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1.1185 trio 0.25.0 

     1.1185.1 Available under license 

1.1186 @types/node 20.11.30 

     1.1186.1 Available under license 

1.1187 jre 17.0.10+7-LTS 

     1.1187.1 Available under license 

1.1188 attrs 23.2.0 

     1.1188.1 Available under license 

1.1189 chromium 122.0.6261.128-r0 

     1.1189.1 Available under license 

1.1190 avahi 0.8-r16 

     1.1190.1 Available under license 

1.1191 avahi-libs 0.8-r16 

     1.1191.1 Available under license 

1.1192 c-ares 1.27.0-r0 

     1.1192.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 libjpeg 6b 
1.1.1 Notifications : 

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.1.2 Available under license : 
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

====================================

 

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into

larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to

our electronic mailing list.  Mailing list members are notified of updates

and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.
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DOCUMENTATION

 ROADMAP

=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:

 

OVERVIEW            General description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.

REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

RELATED SOFTWARE    Other stuff you should get.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

 

User documentation:

 install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).

 wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal

 documentation:

 libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.

 example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc.  Useful information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and

decompression.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and gray-scale images.
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  JPEG is intended for compressing

"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images

are not its strong suit.  JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not

exactly identical to the input image.  Hence you must not use JPEG if you

have to have identical output bits.  However, on typical photographic images,

very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and

remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a

low-quality image.  For more details, see the references, or just experiment

with various compression settings.

 

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding

variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES.  We have made no provision for supporting

the

 hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.  We have also included

"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG

processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for

inserting and extracting textual comments

 in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the

REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============
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In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you

 must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed,

 then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.
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ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of

 L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than

the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by

patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic

 coding cannot

legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this reason,

support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software.

(Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented

Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining

code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We

 highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.
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The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz.  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,

and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more

 leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in

"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides

good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C

code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...

 

The best full description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still Image Data

Compression Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L. Mitchell, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.  Price US$59.95, 638 pp.

The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG standards (DIS 10918-1

and draft DIS 10918-2).  This is by far the most complete exposition of JPEG

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

 

The

 JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a

paper copy through ISO or ITU.  (Unless you feel a need to own a certified

official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead;

it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.)

In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212)

642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179.  (ANSI

doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.)  It's not cheap: as of

1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7%

shipping/handling.  The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1

is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still

 Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

 

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3,
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a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84.  IJG

currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision

1.02.  A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

	Literature Department

	C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.

	1778 McCarthy Blvd.

	Milpitas, CA 95035

	phone (408) 944-6300,  fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at

ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz.  There is also a plain text

version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing

the figures.

 

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation

 scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).

Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or

from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.  libtiff is available

from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet

address 192.48.96.9).  The most recent released version can always be found

there in directory graphics/jpeg.  This particular version will be archived

as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz.  If you don't

 have

direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact

help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

 

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files.  However, only

ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

 

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from

the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or

on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12

"JPEG Tools".  Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net
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release.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of

general information about JPEG.  It is updated constantly and therefore is

not included in this distribution.  The FAQ is posted every two weeks to

Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers

 archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

 

 

RELATED SOFTWARE

================

 

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG.  (Quite a

few of them use this library to do so.)  The JPEG FAQ described above lists

some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to

obtain them on Internet.

 

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free

PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image

files.  In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of

other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful.  The latest

version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous

sites,

 notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is;

you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

 

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford,

is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/.  This program

is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use;

it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it

is easier to read and modify.  Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG,

which we do not.  (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

 

 

FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library.

The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a

concrete file format.  Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own,
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creating proprietary formats that no one else could read.

  (For example, none

of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to

exchange compressed files.)

 

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES).  This format

has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has

become the de facto standard.  JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation.

We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF

Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of

additional data about an image.  TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely

supported, unfortunately.

 

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF.

SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should

be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF.  SPIFF has some technical

advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an

official standard rather than an informal one.  At this point it is unclear

whether

 SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto

standard.  IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we

have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not.

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

 

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist.

We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats.  Indeed,

one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help

force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files.  Don't

use a proprietary file format!

 

 

TO DO

=====

 

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.

The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be

very good at low Q values.  We also intend to investigate block boundary

smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving

quality-vs-file-size performance without

 sacrificing compatibility.

 

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG

Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file

format.

 

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.
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1.2 javax-inject 1 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,
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 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.3 commons-math 2.1 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Math

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

===============================================================================

The LinearConstraint, LinearObjectiveFunction, LinearOptimizer,

RelationShip, SimplexSolver and SimplexTableau classes in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.linear include software developed by

Benjamin McCann (http://www.benmccann.com) and distributed with

the following copyright: Copyright 2009 Google Inc.

===============================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the

University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

Laboratory.

The LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer class in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.general includes software

translated from the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routines

from the Minpack package

Minpack Copyright

 Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

===============================================================================

 

The GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class in package

org.apache.commons.math.ode.nonstiff includes software translated

from the odex Fortran routine developed by E. Hairer and G. Wanner.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer

===============================================================================

 

The EigenDecompositionImpl class in package

org.apache.commons.math.linear includes software translated

from some LAPACK Fortran routines.  Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 1992-2008 The University of Tennessee.  All rights reserved.

===============================================================================

 

The MersenneTwister class in package org.apache.commons.math.random

includes software translated from the 2002-01-26 version of

the Mersenne-Twister generator written in C by Makoto Matsumoto

 and Takuji

Nishimura. Original source copyright:

Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

All rights reserved

===============================================================================

 

The complete text of licenses and disclaimers associated with the the original

sources enumerated above at the time of code translation are in the LICENSE.txt

file.

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

APACHE COMMONS MATH DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

The Apache commons-math library includes a number of subcomponents

whose implementation is derived from original sources written

in C or Fortran.  License terms of the original sources

are reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

For the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routine from minpack and translated in

the LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer

 class in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.general

Original source copyright and license statement:

 

Minpack Copyright Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
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provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the

redistribution, if any, must include the following

acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by the

  University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

  Laboratory.

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the

 software

itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

normally appear.

 

4. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. THE SOFTWARE IS SUPPLIED "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER, THE

UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND

THEIR EMPLOYEES: (1) DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE

OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, (2) DO NOT ASSUME ANY LEGAL LIABILITY

OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR

USEFULNESS OF THE SOFTWARE, (3) DO NOT REPRESENT THAT USE OF

THE SOFTWARE WOULD NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED RIGHTS, (4)

DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL FUNCTION

UNINTERRUPTED, THAT IT IS ERROR-FREE OR THAT ANY ERRORS WILL

BE CORRECTED.

 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER, THE UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY, OR THEIR EMPLOYEES: BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,

 SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF

ANY KIND OR NATURE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

PROFITS OR LOSS OF DATA, FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER, WHETHER

SUCH LIABILITY IS ASSERTED ON THE BASIS OF CONTRACT, TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE,

EVEN IF ANY OF SAID PARTIES HAS BEEN WARNED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the odex Fortran routine developed by

E. Hairer and G. Wanner and translated in GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class

in package org.apache.commons.math.ode.nonstiff:

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in

 binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright

 and license statement for the original lapack fortran routines

translated in EigenDecompositionImpl class in package

org.apache.commons.math.linear:

 

Copyright (c) 1992-2008 The University of Tennessee.  All rights reserved.

 

$COPYRIGHT$

 

Additional copyrights may follow

 

$HEADER$

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed
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 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT 

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the original Mersenne twister C

routines

 translated in MersenneTwister class in package

org.apache.commons.math.random:

 

  Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

  All rights reserved.                         

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

       products derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
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  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

1.4 slf4j 1.6.6 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 

Version 2.0, January 2004 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

1. Definitions. 

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document. 

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. 

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by

 this License. 

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files. 

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. 

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below). 

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include
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 works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof. 

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not

 a Contribution." 

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable

 by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against

any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution

incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted

to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions: 

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and  

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and  

 

You

 must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and  

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the
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Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices

 within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License. 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

 such Contributions. 

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

 contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to

in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages. 

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on

 behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for

any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty

or additional liability. 

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work 

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives. 

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] 

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 

  you may not use this file

 except in compliance with the License. 

  You may obtain a copy of the License at 

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.5 jeromq 0.3.5 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

GNU General Lesser Public License (LGPL) version 3.0

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.html

 

1.6 annotations 13.0 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 Sascha Weinreuter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Language.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/PrintFormat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/RegExp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Subst.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2013 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Contract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Flow.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2009 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nls.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NonNls.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/PropertyKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2012 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/TestOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/JdkConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NotNull.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/173667507_1695324641.7896898/0/annotations-13-0-sources-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/MagicConstant.java

 

1.7 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-

conflict-with-guava 

 

1.8 failureaccess 1.0.1 
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1.9 latencyutils 2.0.3 

 

1.10 bzip2 1.0.8 

 

1.11 j2objc-annotations 1.3 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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1.12 giflib 4.1.6-9.el7 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.13 objenesis 2.6 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

1.14 cache-api 1.1.1 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the

 preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)
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 to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated

within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination

 of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent

litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent

licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and

 attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that
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 such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

 names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work

and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any

 Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential

damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other

commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims

 asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.15 esprima 4.0.1 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.16 bouncy-castle 1.64 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

<p>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

<p>

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

<p>

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</body>

</html>
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<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

The following organisations and people have contributed to the Bouncy Castle Cryptography Package.

<p>

Thanks, may your castles never deflate!

<p>

Donors

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.63:

<br />

Joshua Hight

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.61:

<br />

Bihari Babu

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.60:

<br />

Jens Neuhalfen and perillamint.

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.59:

<br />

Brian Reid.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.57:

<br />

Joop Kaashoek and Pexus LLC.

</p>

<p>

We also wish to acknowledge financial and collaborative support from <a

href="https://www.cisco.com/">CISCO</a> and additional financial support from <a

href="https://www.primekey.com/">PrimeKey</a> towards developing the EST API for RFC 7030

 support.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.56:

<br />

DidiSoft, Cotiviti, Atanas Krachev, Encryptomatic LLC, LogicalAnswersIncSupporter

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.55:

<br />

Digistamp, RAM NAG

</p>
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<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.54:

<br />

Lobster GmbH

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.53:

<br />

Sheba, Ishmal Bartley, and Li-Chang Johnny Lo

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.52:

<br />

lecker&#064buetterchen.de, Charles Proxy, Gunny Mills, Morgan Le Douget, Ben Whitaker, and Emilio Navarrete

Lineros.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.51:

<br />

Gup & Boz @ Alki Seattle, Bytemine Gmbh, Ted Pennings, Atanas

 Krachev, PrimeKey Solutions AB, Martin Paljak, CorseraFri19980116, CPU Terminator, Lindsay Bradford, kares,

Philius, and Aaron Anderson.

</p>

<p>

Organisations

</p>

<ul>

<li>Holders of <a href="https://www.cryptoworkshop.com">Crypto Workshop Support Contracts</a>. Without the

consulting time left over from support contracts being contributed back to working on the Bouncy Castle APIs,

progress would be impossible. You know who you are!</li>

<li><a href="http://www.atlassian.com/">Atlassian Software Systems</a> donation of Confluence and JIRA

licences.</li>

<li><a href="http://www.grierforensics.com/">Grier Forensics</a>, for collaborating in the development of the

S/MIME Toolkit and DANE SMIMEA functionality.</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

lightweight client side TLS implementation, which is based on MicroTLS and for help with qTESLA

implementation. MicroTLS was developed by Erik Tews under the supervision of Dipl.-Ing. Henning Baer and Prof.

 Max Muehlhaeuser. qTESLA assistance was provided by Nina Bindel and Yinhua Xu.

</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

Post Quantum provider, which was based on the FlexiProvider. The FlexiProvider was developed

by the Theoretical Computer Science Research Group at TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG under

the supervision of Prof. Dr. Johannes Buchmann. More information on the history of FlexiProvider can be found at:

<a href="http://www.flexiprovider.de/">http://www.flexiprovider.de/</a>

</li>

<li>Voxeo Labs - sponsorship of the initial development of APIs for DTLS 1.0 (RFC 4347), DTLS-SRTP key

negotiation (RFC 5764),

and server side TLS 1.1 (RFC 4346) and tested WebRTC compatibility. More information on Voxeo Labs can be
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found at <a href="http://voxeolabs.com">http://voxeolabs.com</a></li>

<li><a href="https://www.coreinfrastructure.org/">Core Infrastructure Initiative</a> - financial support towards

developing the TLS API and JSSE provider

 that appeared in 1.56.</li>

<li>Additional CertPath testing and validation data from the CertPath testing tool developed by <a

href="https://www.cryptosource.de">cryptosource GmbH</a> and <a href="https://www.mtg.de">media Transfer

AG</a> both located in Darmstadt, Germany.</li>

<li><a href="https://www.microfocus.com/">Micro Focus</a> - additional support towards further developing the

TLS/DTLS API and the BCJSSE provider.</li>

</ul>

<p>

People

</p>

<ul>

<li>Tito Pena &lt;Fortunato.Pena&#064;AdNovum.CH&gt; - initial RC5 implementation</li>

<li>Michael Lee &lt;yfl&#064;mira.net&gt; - initial RC6 implementation, MD2 implementation</li>

<li>Nuno Santos &lt;nsantos&#064;student.dei.uc.pt&gt; - finding toString bug in certificate object.</li>

<li>Brett Sealey &lt;bretts&#064;mortbay.com&gt; - fixing the missing return problem in JDKKeyFactory (affected

SSLeay private keys).</li>

<li>Victor A. Salaman &lt;salaman&#064;teknos.com&gt; - fixing the bug in Cipher.java which caused it to ignore

 specified providers, fixing the bug in RSAKeyGenerator which caused keys to be occasionally produced 1 bit too

small.</li>

<li>Eran Librach &lt;eranl&#064;valicert.com&gt; - spotting and fixing the classLoader bug that occurs if

javax.crypto and the provider aren't sharing the same classpath  (occurs in JDK 1.3 and greater).</li>

<li>Jonathan Knudsen &lt;jonathan&#064;LearningPatterns.com&gt; - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Markus Niedermann &lt;markus.niedermann&#064;softwired-inc.com&gt; - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Mike Benham &lt;moxie&#064;thoughtcrime.org&gt; - detection and fixing of an

incorrect weak key in the DES key generation support classes. Suggestions

for simplifying DESedeParameter objects. Optimisations for the Blowfish engine

and BufferedBlockCipher class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer &lt;hilmer&#064;mail.tele.dk&gt;

 - initial implementation of

netscape certificate request classes.</li>

<li>Uwe Guenther &lt;uwe&#064;cscc.de&gt; - detection and fixing of 3 incorrect semi-weak keys in the DES key

generation support classes.</li>

<li>Markus Bradtke &lt;mab&#064;informatik.uni-kiel.de&gt; - fixing of a logic

error in the JDKKeyStore class.</li>

<li>Waclaw Sierek &lt;waclaw.sierek&#064;tpg.pl&gt; - fix to setOddParity in

the DESParameter class. Assistance with adding ordering to X509 names for

certificate generation, proper processing of byte strings in the ASN1

package, further simplifications and additional classes to improve pkcs7

support, bug fixes in CertPath API.</li>

<li>Ly-Na Phu &lt;lyna.phu&#064;init-consulting.de&gt; - assistance in the

addition of ISO 9796-1 padding.</li>
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<li>Stefan K&ouml;psell &lt;sk13&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - making the jdk 1.1

version of the collections API available. For further details see

<a href="http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/">http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/</a></li>

<li>Carmen

 Bastiaans &lt;cbastiaa&#064;microbits.com.au&gt; - fixing the improper

null pointer problem in the setting of certificates in the PKCS12 key store.</li>

<li>Tomas Gustavsson &lt;tomasg&#064;primekey.se&gt; - initial implementation of the

AuthorityInformationAccess, SubjectKeyIdentifier, AuthorityKeyIdentifier, CRLNumber, CRLReason,

CertificatePolicies, V2TBSCertListGenerator, and X509V2CRLGenerator classes in the ASN.1 library. Additions to

GeneralName class, other bug fixes in the X.509 package. Initial implementation of the CertificationRequest classes.

getRevocationReason() patch for OCSP. Patch to SemanticsInformation to prevent ClassCastException.</li>

<li>Eugen Kuleshov &lt;euxx&#064;hotmail.com&gt; - optimisations for Blowfish, assistance with

PKCS12/keytool interoperability.

<li>Megan Woods &lt;meganwoods&#064;sekurafile.com&gt; - initial implementation of

ECIES.</li>

<li>Christian Geuer-Pollmann &lt;geuerp&#064;apache.org&gt; -

adding IV's to

 the AESWrap implementations. Initial implementation of

DESedeWrap.</li>

<li>Michael M&#252;hle &lt;michael&#064;mouling.de&gt; - contributing the initial CertPath implementation and

compatibility classes, fixing provider bug in JDK 1.1 java.security.cert.CertificateFactory compatibilty class.</li>

<li>Michael Mansell  &lt;me&#064;michaelmansell.com&gt; - fixing the parsing of the empty DER set in the

ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Eike Recker &lt;eike.recker&#064;gmx.de&gt; - fixing misspelling of provider reference for RSA/1 and

RSA/2.</li>

<li>Chris Southern &lt;CSouthern&#064;baltimore.com&gt; - fixing misuse of specified provider in the PKCS10

certification request class.</li>

<li>Sidney Markowitz &lt;sidney&#064;sidney.com&gt; - fixing null pointed exception on unknown OID in

X509Name class, initial implementation of the three AES engines.</li>

<li>Chris Kerr &lt;ckerr&#064;filonet.ca&gt; - initial implementation of the cms,

asn1.cms, and the mail/smime packages,

assistance in simplifying

 the ASN.1 package, miscellaneous other optimisations,

NIST CertPath certification test, PKIXPolicyNode class, CertPath subtree validation and policy tree construction.

We also

wish to acknowledge the generosity of Filonet

Corporation for allowing Chris to make the initial cms and mail/smime packages available to us.</li>

<li>Mike Bean &lt;mbean&#064;lucentradius.com&gt; - fixing the fall through bug

in the IV algorithm parameters class.</li>

<li>Martin Petraschek &lt;e9526225&#064;student.tuwien.ac.at&gt; - fixing ASN1

tagging so tag values up to 30 are now supported.</li>

<li>Jess Garms &lt;jgarms&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - fixing 112/168 key size bug for

DESede key generation.</li>

<li>Mike Bremford &lt;mike&#064;big.faceless.org&gt; - contributing the inital PKCS7 implementation.</li>

<li>Shankar Srinivasan &lt;ssr002&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - S/Mime interoperability testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Stef Hoeben &lt;ilsestef&#064;skynet.be&gt; - adding Montgomery multiplication to the BigInteger

 class.</li>

<li>Klaudiusz Ciosk &lt;kciosk&#064;max.com.pl&gt; - improving the compatibility of
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the SMIME package with the Sun JCE.</li>

<li>Thomas Houtekier &lt;Thomas.Houtekier&#064;tectrade.net&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.

Interoperability with

Biztalk.</li>

<li>Don Hillsberry &lt;hillsber&#064;dialcorp.com&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Kazuo Furuya &lt;kfuruya&#064;infoteria.co.jp&gt; - fixing root certificate chaining bug in PKCS12 key

store.</li>

<li>Jason Novotny &lt;jdnovotny&#064;lbl.gov&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>Joel Hockey &lt;joel.hockey&#064;qsipayments.com&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>John Steenbruggen &lt;JohnS&#064;geotrust.com&gt; - fixing CertificationRequestInfo to handle cert request

info objects without attribute blocks.</li>

<li>Justin Chapweske &lt;justin&#064;chapweske.com&gt; - ordering patch for Tiger message digest.</li>

<li>John Serock &lt;jserock&#064;hotmail.com&gt;

 - fixing null pointer exception

in constructor for ExtendedKeyUsage. Fixing of base OID bug in KeyPurposeId.

Compliance of KeyUsage extension return value with security API.</li>

<li>Sascha Weinreuter &lt;Sascha.Weinreuter&#064;cit.de&gt; - fixed SMIME saveChanges() bug.</li>

<li>Andre Wehnert &lt;aw5&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - fixing key schedule problem in RC5-64, fixing

buffer cleaning issue in buffered block cipher.</li>

<li>Luigi Lo Iacono &lt;lo_iacono&#064;nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de&gt; - adding SIC

mode to the blockciphers in the provider.</li>

<li>Tim Sakach &lt;tsakach&#064;certivo.net&gt; - SMIME v2 compatibility patches.</li>

<li>Marcus Povey &lt;mpovey&#064;brookes.ac.uk&gt; - adding the PGP mode to the lightweight API and the

provider.</li>

<li>Sebastian Clau&szlig; &lt;sc2&#064;inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - adding randomness setting

to the certificate and CRL generators.</li>

<li>Nicolas Bielza &lt;nicolas.bielza&#064;alligacom.com&gt; - isolating the tagging bug in the

 ASN.1 library that was misrepresenting some ASN.1 constructed data types. Contributions to the streaming

S/MIME classes.</li>

<li>Casey Marshall &lt;rsdio&#064;metastatic.org&gt; - fixing the clone problem with Macs in the clean room

JCE.

<li>Rick Zeldes &lt;rick.zeldes&#064;eds.com&gt; - initial code for CMS/SMIME CompressedData.</li>

<li>Jarek Gawor &lt;gawor&#064;mcs.anl.gov&gt; - fixing ASN.1 sequence unpacking in BasicConstraints

constructor.</li>

<li>Brett Neumeier &lt;random&#064;rnd.cx&gt; - patch to OriginatorIdentifierOrKey object, improvements to

encoders package, introduction of UrlBase64.</li>

<li>Graham Coles &lt;graham.coles&#064;retail-logic.com&gt; - patch to isParityAdjusted in DESKeySpec.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn von Kattch&eacute;e &lt;J.Kattchee&#064;seeburger.de&gt; - patch to SMIMEGenerator for

preventing class cast exceptions with BodyParts containing Multipart objects.</li>

<li>Matteo Artuso &lt;matartuso&#064;libero.it&gt; - picking up the possible overead in ASN1InputStream.</li>

<li>Julian

 Morrison &lt;julian&#064;extropy.demon.co.uk&gt; - spotting the slow down

in Diffie-Hellman key generation.</li>

<li>Elmar Sonnenschein &lt;eso&#064;esomail.de&gt; - fix to long conversion in clean room

SecureRandom.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn Schwarze &lt;JSchwarze&#064;ulc.de&gt; - Locale fix for the clean room JCE.</li>

<li>Bryan Lovquist &lt;bkl&#064;cps.com.au&gt; - Other provider compatibility fixes for CMS signing.</li>

<li>Artem Portnoy &lt;Artem_Portnoy&#064;ibi.com&gt; - generalisations for CMSProcessableBodyPart in
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S/MIME. Header fix for mime messages.</li>

<li>Michael H&auml;usler &lt;haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - missing OID update for SHA1 with RSA

Signature.</li>

<li>Johan Seland &lt;johans&#064netfonds.no&gt; - general toString for BigInteger class.</li>

<li>Johannes Nicolai &lt;johannes.nicolai&#064novosec.com&gt; - further enhancements to OCSP response

generation, fix to CertificateID issuer.</li>

<li>Marc Doberva &lt;marc.doberva&#064ilex-si.com&gt;

 - help in isolating the JSSE/BC RSA key issue.</li>

<li>Jan Dvorak &lt;jan.dvorak&#064mathan.cz&gt; - initial implementation of the light weight Null block

cipher.</li>

<li>Joe Cohen &lt;jcohen&#064forumsys.com&gt; - converting the ArrayOutOfBoundsException in

DERInputStream into what it should have been.</li>

<li>Chris Long&lt;aclong&#064ece.cmu.edu&gt; - adding public key decoding to PEMReader.</li>

<li>Hes Siemelink&lt;hes&#064izecom.com&gt; - findIssuer fix for CertPathBuilder, toMimeMessage converter

for Mail API, getSize() fix for zero length messages in SMIMEMessage.</li>

<li>Stefan Puiu&lt;stefanpuiuro&#064yahoo.com&gt; - initial implementation V3 policy mapping, policy qualifier

objects in ASN.1 X.509 package.</li>

<li>Kaiser Yang &lt;kaiseryang&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - Finding BigInteger loop problem in prime generation.</li>

<li>Jiri Urbanec &lt;jiri.urbanec&#064logicacmg.com&gt; - patch to fix defect in DERBMPString.equals().</li>

<li>Justin Kolb &lt;jkolb&#064pristx.com&gt;

 - patch to DSA signature generation in OpenPGP. Fix for the unexpected "Unexpected end of ZLIB input stream"

exception.</li>

<li>Ralf Hauser &lt;ralfhauser&#064gmx.ch&gt; - patch to exception handling in PublicKeyRing, PEMReader, 1.4

build script, X509 Certificate Factory, CertPathValidatorUtilities, fromAddress null check in SignedMailValidator,

ReadOnceInputStream testing utility in MIME tests.</li>

<li>Michal Dvorak &lt;M_Dvorak&#064kb.cz&gt; - getNextUpdate patch for OCSP SingleResp.</li>

<li>Klaus Greve Fiorentini &lt;Klaus&#064cpqd.com.br&gt; - array fix in PGP PublickKeyEncSessionPacket.</li>

<li>Olivier Refalo &lt;Olivier_Refalo&#064fpl.com&gt; - null pointer exception fix for JDK 1.3 CMSSignedData

objects.</li>

<li>Mariusz Bandola &lt;mariusz.bandola&#064cryptotech.com.pl&gt; - patch to DERGeneralizedTime.

Compliance patch for OCSP TBSRequest class. Patch to X509Name for delaing with general objects in

sequences.</li>

<li>Brien Oberstein &lt;brien.oberstein&#064transacttools.net&gt;

 - patch to S2K algorithm in OpenPGP, initial PGP version 3 secret key support, initial PGP version 3 signature

generation, RIPEMD160 addition to PGPUtil.</li>

<li>Ian Haywood &lt;ian&#064haywood.bpa.nu&gt; - addition of getSignatureType to PGPSignature.</li>

<li>Jonathan Edwards &lt;s34gull&#064mac.com&gt; - initial support for reading multiple rings from a PGP key

file.</li>

<li>Andrew Thornton &lt;andrew&#064caret.cam.ac.uk&gt; - patch for RSA PUBLIC KEY in PEMReader.</li>

<li>Gregor Leander &lt;gl&#064bos-bremen.de&gt; - initial parsing of multiple sequence entries in an X.500

Name.</li>

<li>Antoon Bosselaers &lt;Antoon.Bosselaers&#064esat.kuleuven.ac.be&gt; - help with RipeMD320

implementation.</li>

<li>Peter Sylvester &lt;Peter.Sylvester&#064edelweb.fr&gt; - improvements to the ASN.1 BasicConstraints

object.</li>

<li>Doug &lt;ummmmm&#064myrealbox.com&gt; - addition of isEncryptionKey method to OpenPGP public

keys.</li>

<li>Francois Staes &lt;fstaes&#064netconsult.be&gt;
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 - improvements to DEBitString, DERGeneralizedTime and initial implimentation of DERGeneralString, addition of

settable signed object info to CMSSignedDataGenerator, patch to DH key agreement.</li>

<li>W.R. Dittmer &lt;wdittmer&#064cs.vu.nl&gt; - patch to decoding of SignatureCreationTime in BCPG. Patch to

PGPKeyPair to fix nullpointer exception.</li>

<li>Perez Paz Luis Alberto &lt;laperez&#064banxico.org.mx&gt; - patch to use of BitString in X.500 name.</li>

<li>James Wright &lt;James_Wright&#064harte-hanks.com&gt; - patches for dealing with "odd"

ArmoredInputStreams.</li>

<li>Jim Ford &lt;jim&#064muirford.com&gt; - patch to PGPSecretKey to avoid null pointer exception on encoding

secret keys, comments on KeyExpirationTime, getBitStrength for ElGamal keys. Signature creation time patch for

newly created v4 signatures.</li>

<li>Michael Hausler &lt;haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - extra aliases for provider.</li>

<li>Sai Pullabhotla &lt;psai&#064linoma.com&gt; - fix to PGP

 compressed data generator to improve compression levels. Performance improvements for

KeyBasedLargeFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Joseph Miller &lt;joseph&#064digiweb.net.nz&gt; - addition of ZeroBytePadding.</li>

<li>Lars &lt;xyz&#064sagemdenmark.dk&gt; - patch to explicit padded mode for CBC block cipher MAC.</li>

<li>Jeroen van Vianen &lt;jeroen&#064vanvianen.nl&gt; - the Signed and Encrypted mail example.</li>

<li>Jun Sun &lt;JSun&#064diversinet.com&gt; - patch to SecureRandom to work around problem in wtk 1.0.4 and

wtk 2.1.</li>

<li>Petr Dukem &lt;pdukem&#064email.cz&gt; - patch to CMSSignedDataGenerator to allow it to work with

PKCS11 providers.</li>

<li>Filipe Silva &lt;filipe.silva&#064wedoconsulting.com&gt; - patch to fix overead issue in

BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Alpesh Parmar &lt;alps&#064linuxmail.org&gt; - patch for class cast problem in

PGPPublicKey.getSignatures().</li>

<li>Jay Gengelbach &lt;jgengelbach&#064webmethods.com&gt; - patch to fix isSigningKey in PGPSecretKey

class,

 patch to hashedPackets in PGP signatureGenerator, initial cut for indefinite length output.</li>

<li>Doug &lt;doug&#064tigerprivacy.com&gt; - public key ring patches for ElGamal Signatures, problem key ring

data.</li>

<li>Matthew Mundy &lt;mmundy1&#064umbc.edu&gt; - infinite loop prevention patch to

PKCS5S2ParametersGenerator.</li>

<li>Tom Cargill &lt;cargill&#064profcon.com&gt; - spelling patch in provider.</li>

<li>Breitenstrom Christian &lt;C.Breitenstrom&#064t-systems.com&gt; - compatibility patch to SignaturePacket,

DetachedSignatureProcessor.</li>

<li>Zanotti Mirko &lt;zanotti&#064cad.it&gt; - patch to ordered equality test for X509Name.</li>

<li>Nicola Scendoni &lt;nscendoni&#064babelps.it&gt; - patch to add sorting to CertPath validation.</li>

<li>Ville Skytt&auml; &lt;ville.skytta&#064iki.fi&gt; - patch to CRLDistPoint for cRLIssuer field. KeyStore

compliance on add patches. DiffieHellman patch for provider compliance. Support for PEM object "TRUSTED

CERTIFICATE". Exception handling

 patch in PEMReader. JavaDoc clean up.</li>

<li>Bruce Gordon &lt;bruce.gordon&#064savvis.net&gt; - patch to secret key creation encoding

NullPointerException in OpenPGP, speed up for BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Miles Whiteley &lt;Miles.Whiteley&#064savvis.net&gt; - "223" fix for BCPGInputStream new packets.</li>

<li>Albert Moliner &lt;amoliner&#064evintia.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano &lt;carlos&#064evintia.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation, patch to SignerInformation for

supporting repeated signers, initial updates for supporting repeated attributes in CMS.</li>

<li>Javier Delgadillo &lt;javi&#064javi.codewarp.org&gt; - initial Mozilla PublicKeyAndChallenge classes.</li>
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<li>Joni Hahkala &lt;joni.hahkala&#064cern.ch&gt; - initial implementations of VOMS Attribute Certificate

Validation, IetfAttrSyntax, and ObjectDigestInfo. We also wish to thank the <a href="http://www.eu-

egee.org">EGEE project</a> for making the work available.</li>

<li>Rolf Schillinger&lt;rolf&#064sir-wum.de&gt;

 - initial implementation of Attribute Certificate generation.</li>

<li>Sergey Bahtin &lt;Sergey_Bahtin&#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix for recovering certificate aliases in BKS and

UBER key stores. Initial implementations of GOST-28147, GOST-3410, EC GOST-3410, GOST OFB mode

(GOFB) and GOST-3411.</li>

<li>Franck Leroy &lt;Franck.Leroy&#064keynectis.com&gt; - ANS.1 set sorting. Contributions to TSP

implementation. Test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery attack.</li>

<li>Atsuhiko Yamanaka &lt;ymnk&#064jcraft.com&gt; - patch for improving use of Montgomery numbers in

BigInteger library. Patch to use size of private exponent in DH parameters.</li>

<li>Nickolay Bolshackov &lt;tyrex&#064reksoft.ru&gt; - patch for class cast exception in

AuthorityInformationAccess class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer &lt;soren.hilmer&#064tietoenator.com&gt; - patches for CertID with issuerSerial set in TSP

implementation, additional compliance testing.</li>

<li>Steve Mitchell &lt;mitchell&#064intertrust.com&gt;

 - patch for stateful path validator fix. Patch to allow BigInteger class to create negative numbers from byte arrays.

Additions to allow different providers to be used for asymmetric/symmetric encryption in OpenPGP.

Optimisation to avoid redundant verification in path validator. Suggestion to use PKIXParameters.getSigProvider()

correctly.</li>

<li>Dirk Eisner &lt;D.Eisner&#064seeburger.de&gt; - initial implementation of ISO 78164-4 padding.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier&#064free.fr&gt; - initial implementation of attribute classes from RFC 3126.

Fix to KEKIdentifier, OtherKeyAttribute parsing. Initial ContentHints class.</li>

<li>Matteo &lt;matartuso&#064libero.it&gt; - sequence patch to ASN1Dump.</li>

<li>Andrew Paterson &lt;andrew.paterson&#064burnsecs.com&gt; - patches to PGP tools, isRevoked method on

PGPPublicKey.</li>

<li>Vladimir Molotkov &lt;vladimir.n.molotkov&#064intel.com&gt; - extensive provider exception handling

compliance testing.</li>

<li>Florin

 Kollan &lt;adlocflo&#064web.de&gt; - fix to ElGamalKeyParameters equality testing.</li>

<li>Pavel Vassiliev &lt;paulvas&#064gmail.com&gt; - Initial GOST28147Mac implementation.</li>

<li>Tom Pesman &lt;tom&#064tnux.net&gt; - addition of DES-EDE encryption for RSAPrivate keys to

PEMWriter.</li>

<li>Lukasz Kowalczyk &lt;lukasz.b.kowalczyk&#064gmail.com&gt; - patch to fix parsing issue with OpenSSL

PEM based certificate requests.</li>

<li>Arndt Hasch &lt;Arndt.Hasch&#064maxence.de&gt; - additional fix for partial reading with new style PGP

packets.</li>

<li>Fix Bernd (KCDP 11) &lt;bernd.fix&#064credit-suisse.com&gt; - fix for 31 byte issue and exception throwing

by Whirlpool.</li>

<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee&#064Crossroads.com&gt; - code for add and remove secret key in the

PGPSecretKeyRing class. Additions to S/MIME and CMS unit tests.</li>

<li>Mike Dillon &lt;md5&#064embody.org&gt; - additional checks for PGP secret and public key construction,

patches to copyWithNewPassword.</li>

<li>tu-vi

 cung &lt;t2cung&#064hotmail.com&gt; - patch for out of bounds problem in getDecoderStream method.</li>

<li>Chris Schultz &lt;cschultz&#064gmail.com&gt; - fix for InputStream constructor for

X509V2AttributeCertificate.</li>
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<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee&#064Crossroads.com&gt; - implementation assistance with streaming CMS

classes.</li>

<li>Joel Rees &lt;rees&#064ddcom.co.jp&gt; - fix to correct getOID methods from returning same set on X.509

attribute certificates.</li>

<li>Francesc Sau &lt;francesc.sau&#064partners.netfocus.es&gt; - micro fix for tsp Accuracy class.</li>

<li>Larry Bugbee &lt;bugbee&#064mac.com&gt; - initial ECNR implementation.</li>

<li>Remi Blancher &lt;Remi.Blancher&#064keynectis.com&gt; - Contributions to TSP implementation. Initial

implementation of RFC 3739 and ICAO ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Brian O'Rourke &lt;brianorourke&#064gmail.com&gt; - patch for signature creation time override in

OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Andreas Schwier &lt;andreas.schwier&#064cardcontact.de&gt;

 - initial implementation of ISO9797 MAC Algorithm 3, addition of DES-EDE 64 MAC to the provider, fix to EC

point encoding, addition of EC and RSA-PSS OIDs to CMS, addition of AES-CMAC and DESede-CMAC to JCE

provider.</li>

<li>David Josse &lt;david.josse&#064transacttools.net&gt; - Patch for trailer function in version 2 signature

packets.</li>

<li>Kishimoto Kazuhiko &lt;kazu-k&#064hi-ho.ne.jp&gt; - RFC 3280 updates to policy processing in the CertPath

validator. Additional test data not covered by NIST.</li>

<li>Lawrence Tan &lt;lwrnctan&#064gmail.com&gt - Large field OID sample test data. Missing key types in

JDKKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Carlos Valiente &lt;superdupont&#064gmail.com&gt; - Addition of CRL writing to the PEMWriter class.</li>

<li>Keyon AG, Martin Christinat, <a href="http://www.keyon.ch">http://www.keyon.ch</a> - fixing incorrect

ASN.1 encoding of field elements in X9FieldElement class.</li>

<li>Olaf Keller, &lt;olaf.keller.bc&#064bluewin.ch&gt; - initial implementation

 of the elliptic curves over binary fields F2m. Additional tests and modifications to elliptic curve support for both

F2m and Fp. Performance improvements to F2m multiplication. Initial implementation of WNAF/WTNAF point

multiplication. Improvement to k value generation in ECDSA.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rg Eichhorn &lt;eichhorn&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - patch to fix EOF read on

SharedFileInputStream, support for F2m compression.</li>

<li>Karsten Ohme &lt;widerstand&#064t-online.de&gt; - initial check against for out of range data on non byte

aligned RSA keys. Addition of equals/hashCode on ECCurve.Fp. Additional curve type support for Fp,

contributions to F2m compression. F2m decoding for ECPointUtil. Infinity fix and prime192v2 fix for Fp. Extra

validation for RSA key creation. Fix to name typos for some OpenSSL key generators. RFC-1779 table, improved

RFC 2253 compliance for X509Name. Additional constructor validation for X.509/ESS ASN.1 classes. Validation

for Printable, IA5,

 and Numeric Strings. Fix for RFC 5280 NameConstraint checking for RDNs.</li>

Support for surrogate pairs in DERUTF8String, DER UTF8 test. Additional X.509 name attributes for ISIS-MTT,

RFC 3039, addition of indirect CRL support, initial X509 LDAP CertStore implementation, CertificatePair class,

and X509CertificatePair class. Contributions to X509Store/Parser infrastructure and design.

CertPath support for implicit DSA parameters and a range of NameConstraints. Addition of support for V1 attribute

certificates and attribute certificate path validation. Initial classes for ASN.1 ISIS-MTT support. Enhancements for

improving compliance with the NIST CertPath tests.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano Ruiz &lt;carlos&#064tradise.com&gt; - patch for &lt;ctrl&gt;&lt;m&gt; only handling in

CRLFOutputStream.</li>

<li>John Alfred Prufrock &lt;j.a.prufrock&#064gmail.com&gt; - mods to GOST-3411 and MD2 to support

ExtendedDigest.</li>

<li>Stefan Neusatz Guilhen &lt;sneusatz&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial version of
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 RoleSyntax, improvements to AttributeCertificateHolder and AttributeCertificateIssuer.</li>

<li>Marzio Lo Giudice &lt;marzio.logiudice&#064gmail.com&gt; - fix to endianess in KDF2BytesGenerator,

additional KDF2 tests.</li>

<li>Georg Lippold &lt;georg.lippold&#064gmx.de&gt; - initial implementation of NaccacheStern cipher.</li>

<li>Chris Viles &lt;chris_viles&#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix to SignatureSubpacket critical bit setting.</li>

<li>Pasi Eronen &lt;Pasi.Eronen&#064nokia.com&gt; - extra toString() support for ASN.1 library. Initial patch for

large OID components.</li>

<li>Lijun Liao &lt;https://github.com/xipki&gt; performance enhancements for SHA family of digests. Bug report

and patch for blank line handling in ArmoredInputStream. Addition of getSignatureAlgorithmID to

BasicOCSPResp. Reset fix for SM2 signatures, performance improvements for SHA-3. Clean up of CMP

EncryptedValueBuilder, additional functionality on PollReqContent. Bug fix for endianness issue in cSHAKE left

encode method.</li>

<li>Maria

 Ivanova &lt;maria.ivanova&#064gmail.com&gt; - support for tags > 30 in ASN.1 parsing.</li>

<li>Armin H&auml;berling &lt;arminha&#064student.ethz.ch&gt; - first cut of internationalisation, initial PKIX

validation classes.</li>

<li>Marius Schilder &lt;mschilder&#064google.com&gt; - main set of test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery

attack.</li>

<li>Xavier Le Vourch &lt;xavier&#064brittanysoftware.com&gt; - general code clean ups.</li>

<li>Erik Tews &lt;e_tews&#064cdc.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de&gt; - initial threaded random seed generator,

constant-time PKCS#1.5 decoding</li>

<li>Thomas Dixon &lt;reikomusha&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementations of TEA/XTEA, Salsa20, ISAAC,

and Noekeon. XTEA enhancements.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis &lt;info&#064frankcornelis.be&gt;- addition of crlAccessMethod in

X509ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Rui Joaquim &lt;rjoaquim&#064cc.isel.ipl.pt&gt; - initial implementation of RSA blinding for signatures.</li>

<li>David Stacey &lt;DStacey&#064allantgroup.com&gt;

 - addition of trust packet checking on revocation signatures in PGPSecretKeyRing.</li>

<li>Martijn Brinkers &lt;list&#064mitm.nl&gt; - better exception handling in CMS enveloping, "just in time"

modifications for CRL and Sequence evaluation.</li>

<li>Julius Davies &lt;juliusdavies&#064gmail.com&gt; - additional modes and algorithm support in

PEMReader</li>

<li>Matthias &lt;g&#064rtner.de&gt; - GnuPG compatibility changes for PBEFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Olga K&auml;thler &lt;olga.kaethler&#064hjp-consulting.com&gt; - initial implementation of TeleTrusT EC

curves, additional ISO 9797 MACs, contributions to EAC OIDs, addition of EAC algorithms to CMS Signing.</li>

<li>Germano Rizzo &lt;germano.rizzo&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementation of CMac, EAX, HC-128, and

HC-256, optimisations for Salsa20.</li>

<li>N&uacute;ria Mar&iacute; &lt;numaa&#064hotmail.com&gt; - patch for alternate data type recoginition in

CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Janis Schuller &lt;js&#064tzi.de&gt;

 - addition of NotationData packets for OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Michael Samblanet &lt;mike&#064samblanet.com&gt; - patches towards improved Sun/default provider

support in CMS.</li>

<li>Mike StJohns &lt;mstjohns&#064comcast.net&gt; - patches for supporting empty subject in X.509 certificate

generation, noneWithECDSA, updates to KeyPurposeId.</li>

<li>Ramon Keller &lt;ramon.keller&#064gmx.ch&gt; - patch to deal with null revocations return from other CRL

in X509V2CRLGenerator.</li>

<li>Mark Nelson &lt;mark&#064nbr.com&gt; - correction to excluded DN in name constraints processing for PKIX
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processing.</li>

<li>Eugene Golushkov &lt;eugene_gff&#064ukr.net&gt; - mask fix to single byte read in TlsInputStream.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier&#064free.fr&gt; - additional classes for supporting signature policy and

signer certificates in the ASN.1 esf and ess libraries.</li>

<li>Peter Knopp &lt;pknopp&#064mtg.de&gt; - fix for named curve recognition in ECGOST key generation.</li>

<li>Jakub

 Gwozdz &lt;gwozdziu&#064rpg.pl&gt; - addition of getTsa() to TimeStampTokenInfo.</li>

<li>Bartosz Malkowski &lt;bmalkow&#064tigase.org&gt; - initial implementation of VMPC cipher,

VMPCRandomGenerator, VMPCMac.</li>

<li>Tal Yacobi &lt;tal.yacobi&#064octavian-tech.com&gt; - fix for issue in OpenPGP examples [#BJA-55].</li>

<li>Massimiliano Ziccardi &lt;massimiliano.ziccardi&#064gmail.comt&gt; - support for counter signature reading

in CMS API, update for multiple counter signature attributes, JCA compliance patch for PEM parsing in

CertificateFactory.</li>

<li>Andrey Pavlenko &lt;andrey.a.pavlenko&#064gmail.com&gt; - security manager patch for PKCS1Encoding

property check.</li>

<li>J Ross Nicoll &lt;jrn&#064jrn.me.uk&gt; - improved exception handling for getInstance() in ASN.1

library.</li>

<li>Matthew Stevenson &lt;mavricknz&#064yahoo.com&gt; - patch to construtor for CRMF CertSequence.</li>

<li>Gabriele Contini &lt;gcontini&#064hotpop.com&gt; - identified a bug in ASN.1

 library with handling of unterminated NDEF's.</li>

<li>Roelof Naude &lt;roelof.naude&#064epiuse.com&gt; - patch for TLS client to send empty client certs in

response to HP_CERTIFICATE_REQUEST.</li>

<li>Patrick Peck &lt;peck&#064signaturen.at&gt; - identified problem with DERApplicationSpecific and high tag

numbers in ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Michael LeMay &lt;lemaymd&#064lemaymd.com&gt; - identified problem with EAX [#BJA-93].</li>

<li>Alex Dupre &lt;ale&#064FreeBSD.org&gt; - fix to use of Signature rather than SignatureSpi in provider

[#BJA-90]. Addition of null provider use to SignedPublicKeyAndChallenge and PKCS10CertificationRequest

[#BJA-102]</li>

<li>Michael Schoene &lt;michael&#064sigrid-und-michael.de&gt; - fix of improper handling of null in

ExtendedPKIXParameters.setTrustedACIssuers(), check for V2 signingCertificate attribute in

TimeStampResponse.validate().</li>

<li>Ion Larra&ntilde;aga &lt;ilarra&#064s21sec.com&gt; fix to default partial packet generation in

BCPGOutputStream.</li>

<li>Bob

 Kerns &lt;bob.kerns&#064positscience.com&gt; fix to hashCode for X509CertificateObject.</li>

<li>Stefan Meyer &lt;stefan.meyer&#064ewe.de&gt; backport for PKIXCertPathValidotor and

SMIMESignedMailReviewer.</li>

<li>Robert J. Moore &lt;Robert.J.Moore&#064allanbank.com&gt; speedups for OpenPGPCFB mode, clean room

JCE patches.</li>

<li>Rui Hodai &lt;rui&#064po.ntts.co.jp&gt; speed ups for Camellia implementation, CamelliaLightEngine.</li>

<li>Emir Bucalovic &lt;emir.bucalovic&#064mail.com&gt; initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Torbjorn Svensson &lt;tobbe79&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Paul FitzPatrick &lt;bouncycastle_pfitz&#064fitzpatrick.cc&gt; error message fix to X509LDAPCertStoreSpi,

comparison fix to BCStrictStyle.</li>

<li>Henrik Andersson &lt;k.henrik.andersson&#064gmail.com&gt; addition of UniqueIssuerID to certificate

generation.</li>

<li>Cagdas Cirit &lt;cagdascirit&#064gmail.com&gt; subjectAlternativeName
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 fix for x509CertStoreSelector.</li>

<li>Harakiri &lt;harakiri_23&#064yahoo.com&gt; datahandler patch for attached parts in SMIME signatures.</li>

<li>Pedro Henriques &lt;pmahenriques&#064gmail.com&gt; explicit bounds checking for DESKeyGenerator, code

simplification for OAEPEncoding.</li>

<li>Lothar Kimmeringer &lt;job&#064kimmeringer.de&gt; verbose mode for ASN1Dump, support for

DERExternal, DNS performance fix for S/MIME API.</li>

<li>Richard Farr &lt;rfarr.se&#064gmail.com&gt; initial SRP-6a implementation.</li>

<li>Thomas Castiglione &lt;castiglione&#064au.ibm.com&gt; patch to encoding for CRMF OptionalValidity.</li>

<li>Elisabetta Romani &lt;eromani&#064sogei.it&gt; patch for recognising multiple counter signatures.</li>

<li>Robin Lundgren &lt;r737lundgren&#064gmail.com&gt; CMPCertificate constructor from

X509CertificateStructure fix.</li>

<li>Petr Kadlec &lt;mormegil&#064centrum.cz&gt; fix to sign extension key and IV problem in HC-128, HC-

256.</li>

<li>Andreas

 Antener &lt;antener_a&#064gmx.ch&gt; fix to buffer reset in AsymmetricBufferedBlockCipher.</li>

<li>Harendra Rawat &lt;hsrawat&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for BERConstructedOctetString.</li>

<li>Rolf Lindemann &lt;lindemann&#064trustcenter.de&gt; patch for PKCS12 key store to support more flexible

attribute specifications [#BMA-42].</li>

<li>Alex Artamonov &lt;alexart.home&#064gmail.com&gt; name look up patch for GOST-2001 parameters.</li>

<li>Mike Lyons &lt;mlyons&#064layer7tech.com&gt; work arounds for EC JDK bug 6738532 and JSSE EC

naming conventions.</li>

<li>Chris Cole &lt;chris_h_cole&#064yahoo.com&gt; identified a problem handling null passwords when loading a

BKS keystore.</li>

<li>Tomas Krivanek &lt;tom&#064atack.cz&gt; added checking of Sender header to SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>Michael &lt;emfau&#064t-online.de&gt; correction of field error in getResponse method in

CertRepMessage.</li>

<li>Trevor Perrin &lt;trevor&#064cryptography.com&gt; addition of constant time equals to avoid

 possible timing attacks.</li>

<li>Markus Kil&aring;s &lt;markus&#064primekey.se&gt; several enhancements to

TimeStampResponseGenerator.</li>

<li>Dario Novakovic &lt;darionis&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for NPE when checking revocation reason on CRL

without extensions.</li>

<li>Michael Smith &lt;msmith&#064cbnco.com&gt; bug fixes and enhancements to the CMP and CRMF classes,

initial Master List classes.</li>

<li>Andrea Zilio &lt;andrea.zilio&#064gmail.com&gt; fix for PEM password encryption of private keys.</li>

<li>Alex Birkett &lt;alex&#064birkett.co.uk&gt; added support for EC cipher suites in TLS client (RFC 4492)

[#BJA-291].</li>

<li>Wayne Grant &lt;waynedgrant&#064gmail.com&gt; additional OIDs for PCKS10 and certificate generation

support.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis &lt;info&#064frankcornelis.be&gt; additional support classes for CAdES, enhancements to

OCSP classes.</li>

<li>Jan Dittberner &lt;jan&#064dittberner.info&gt; addHeader patch for SMIME generator.</li>

<li>Bob McGowan &lt;boab.mcgoo&#064btinternet.com&gt;

 patch to support different object and mgf digests in PSS signing.</li>

<li>Ivo Matheis &lt;i.matheis&#064seeburger.de&gt; fix to padding verification in ISO-9796-1.</li>

<li>Marco Sandrini &lt;nessche&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to add IV to ISO9797Alg3Mac.</li>

<li>Alf Malf &lt;alfilmalf&#064hotmail.com&gt; removal of unnecessary limit in CMSContentInfoParser.</li>

<li>Alfonso Massa &lt;alfonso.massa&#064insiel.it&gt; contributions to CMS time stamp classes.</li>
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<li>Giacomo Boccardo &lt;gboccardo&#064unimaticaspa.it&gt; initial work on

CMSTimeStampedDataParser.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis&#064ut.ee&gt; patches for dealing with OIDs with specific key sizes associated in

CMS.</li>

<li>Janusz Sikociski &lt;J.Sikocinski&#064gdzie.pl&gt; addition of Features subpacket support to OpenPGP

API.</li>

<li>Juri Hudolejev &lt;jhudolejev&#064gmail.com&gt; JavaDoc fix to CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Liane Velten &lt;liane.velten&#064hjp-consulting.com&gt; fine tuning

 of code for DHParameters validation.</li>

<li>Shawn Willden &lt;swillden&#064google.com&gt; additional functionality to PGPKeyRing.</li>

<li>Atanas Krachev &lt;akrachev&#064gmail.com&gt; added support for revocation signatures in OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Mickael Laiking &lt;mickael.laiking&#064keynectis.com&gt; initial cut of EAC classes.</li>

<li>Tim Buktu &lt;tbuktu&#064hotmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of NTRU signing and encryption.</li>

<li>Bernd &lt;rbernd&#064gmail.com&gt; Fix for open of PGP literal data stream with UTF-8 naming.</li>

<li>Steing Inge Morisbak &lt;stein.inge.morisbak&#064BEKK.no&gt; Test code for lower case Hex data in PEM

headers.</li>

<li>Andreas Schmid &lt;andreas.schmid&#064tngtech.com&gt; Additional expiry time check in

PGPPublicKeys.</li>

<li>Phil Steitz &lt;phil.steitz&#064gmail.com&gt; Final patch eliminating JCE dependencies in the OpenPGP BC

classes.</li>

<li>Ignat Korchagin &lt;ignat.korchagin&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of DSTU-4145-2002,

 long hash fix for DSTU-4145-2002.</li>

<li>Petar Petrov &lt;p.petrov&#064bers-soft.com&gt; Testing and debugging of UTF-8 OpenPGP passwords.</li>

<li>Daniel Fitzpatrick &lt;daniel.f.nwr&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of ephemeral key support for

IES, initial implementions of RSA-KEM and ECIES-KEM, initial implementation of homogeneous projective

coordinates for EC.</li>

<li>Andy Neilson &lt;Andy.Neilson&#064quest.com&gt;a further patches to deal with multiple providers and

PEMReader.</li>

<li>Ted Shaw &lt;xiao.xj&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to MiscPEMGenerator for handling new

PKCS10CeriticationRequests.</li>

<li>Eleriseth &lt;Eleriseth&#064WPECGLtYbVi8Rl6Y7Vzl2Lvd2EUVW99v3yNV3IWROG8.fms&gt; speed up

for SIC/CTR mode. Provider compatibilty generalisations for EC operations.</li>

<li>Kenny Root &lt;kenny&#064the-b.org&gt; patch for issuerAltName, subjectAltName support in

X509CertificateObject, BaseBlockCipher.getIV() patch for AEAD.</li>

<li>Maarten Bodewes &lt;maarten.bodewes&#064gmail.com&gt;

 initial implementation of HKDF and NIST SP 800-108 MAC based KDF functions.</li>

<li>Philip Clay &lt;pilf_b&#064gyahoo.com&gt; Initial implementation of J-PAKE.</li>

<li>Brian Carlstrom &lt;bdc&#064carlstrom.com&gt; compliance patches for some JCA/JCE keystore and cipher

classes, miscellaneous code quality improvements, intial provider PBKDF2WithHmacSHA1

SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Samuel Lid&eacute;n Borell &lt;samuel&#064primekey.se&gt; patch to add DSTU-4145 to

DefaultSignatureAlgorithmFinder</li>

<li>Sergio Demian Lerner &lt;sergiolerner&#064certimix.com&gt; pointing out isInfinity issue in ECDSASigner

signature verification.</li>

<li>Tim Whittington &lt;Tim.Whittington&#064orionhealth.com&gt; patch to remove extra init call in CMac,

additional of Memoable interface for Digest classes, initial implementation of GMAC, further correctness tests for

IV and reset processing in OCB, CCM, and block cipher reset. Initial implementation of Skein, XSalsa20, ChaCha,

reduced
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 round Salsa20, Threefish, and the Poly1305 MAC. Documentation updates. Added OCB support to Noekeon and

CAST6 in the provider, exception testing for CTS, optimisations for CCM, provider support for AAD cipher

methods, safe CipherInput/OutputStream implementations for use with AAD and subsequent bug fixes, cleanup

after IDEA patent expiry, work on JCE SipHash support, optimisations for AESFastEngine, further work on

EncodableDigest for SHA-2 digests, contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, PGP API documentation and code

quality work.</li>

<li>Marcus Lundblad &lt;marcus.lundblad&#064primekey.se&gt; patch for working arnound JDK jarsigner TSP

bug, optional setting of IssuerSerial in TimeStampTokenGenerator, additional extensions enhancement for time

stamp token generation.</li>

<li>Andrey Zhozhin &lt;zhozhin&#064xrm.ru&gt; patch for override of TSP SignerInfo attributes.</li>

<li>Sergey Tiunov &lt;t5555d&#064gmail.com&gt; initial cut of DVCS classes.</li>

<li>Damian Kolasa &lt;fatfredyy&#064gmail.com&gt;

 ASN1Sequence patch for class cast issue in X9Curve.</li>

<li>Ash Hughes &lt;ashley.hughes&#064blueyonder.co.uk&gt; patches for supporting

PGPSecretKeyRing/PGPSecretKeys encodings with empty private keys, initial code for

PGPSignatureSubpacketVector.getEmbeddedSignatures().</li>

<li>Daniel Hirscher &lt;dev&#064daniel-hirscher.de&gt; patch to support parsing of explicit EC parameters in

PEM files.</li>

<li>Daniele Ricci &lt;daniele.athome&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of EC keys for OpenpPGP and

RFC6637 support.</li>

<li>Matti Aarnio &lt;matti.aarnio&#064methics.fi&gt; tweaks to any build to remove dependence on shell scripts.

Initial SM3 digest implementation, some EC related code cleanups, JavaDoc improvements for ASN.1 classes,

addition of NONEwithRSA to lightweight RSADigestSigner.</li>

<li>Babak Najafi &lt;bnajafi&#064akamai.com&gt; fixes to OpenPGP NotationData to prevent truncation

problems.</li>

<li>Eric M&uuml;ller &lt;eric.mueller&#064sage.de&gt; additional

 standard algorithm name lookups in JcaPEMKeyConverter.</li>

<li>Mathias Herberts &lt;Mathias.Herberts&#064gmail.com&gt; fix to inOff usage in RFC3394WrapEngine.</li>

<li>Daniil Ivanov &lt;daniil.ivanov&#064gmail.com&gt; addition of provider support for GOST HMAC

SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Daniele Grasso &lt;daniele.grasso86&#064gmail.com&gt; contributions to final Key calculation code for

SRP6.</li>

<li>Andrey Utkin &lt;cindrhc&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to reconstruction of ECGOST keys from PrivateKeyInfo

objects in provider classes.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis&#064ut.ee&gt; checker for generated key vs OID in

JceCMSContentEncryptorBuilder.</li>

<li>AxelVDB &lt;axel-vdb&#064riseup.net&gt; initial implementation of Shacal2.</li>

<li>Roberto Tyley &lt;&gt; further work on completing gradle build.</li>

<li>Waldemar Dick &lt;wdick&#064devmue.de&gt; code improvement in x500 ASN.1 package.</li>

<li>Sid Steward &lt;sid.steward&#064pdflabs.com&gt; code improvements to ASN1Boolean.</li>

<li>Alex

 Klyubin &lt;klyubin&#064google.com&gt; AlgorithmParameters check for EC key agreement.</li>

<li>Jonathan Gillett &lt;gsoc.student&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial support for block cipher IVs in IESEngine, IES

MAC length check bug fix.</li>

<li>Andreas Reiter &lt;andreas.reiter&#064iaik.tugraz.at&gt; Reported incomplete status of CertificateVerify

processing in (D)TLS server, and provided fix.</li>

<li>Kieran Miller &lt;kieran.miller&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation for RFC 5649 key wrap with

padding.</li>
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<li>Oliver Ehli&lt;ehli&#064arago.de&gt; Additional support for BSI plain ECDSA in the provider.</li>

<li>Daniel Heldt&lt;Daniel.Heldt&#064cryptovision.com&gt; Initial support for encodable state message

digests</li>

<li>Robert Bushman &lt;bouncycastle&#064traxel.com&gt; Clean up of DirectKeySignature example.</li>

<li>Maurice Aarts&lt;aarts&#064riscure.com&gt; updated to KDF generator to follow NIST SP 800-108.</li>

<li>Franziskus Kiefer&lt;https://github.com/franziskuskiefer&gt;

 initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.</li>

<li>KB Sriram&lt;mail_kb&#064yahoo.com&gt; testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute

Subpackets.</li>

<li>Marco Schulze&lt;marco&#064nightlabs.de&gt; Reported verification bug in GenericSigner.</li>

<li>Martin Schaef&lt;https://github.com/martinschaef&gt; contributed a code-cleanup patch.</li>

<li>dstutz&lt;https://github.com/dstutz&gt; added iteration count setters to PKCS#12 PBE mac/key generator

builders.</li>

<li>Tobias Wich&lt;tobias.wich&#064ecsec.de&gt; Provided patch for TLS to work around servers sending

Supported Elliptic Curves extension unexpectedly.</li>

<li>Hauke Mehrtens&lt;hauke&#064hauke-m.de&gt; TLS patch to add ECDHE_ECDSA CCM ciphersuites from

RFC 7251.</li>

<li>Daniel Zimmerman&lt;dmz&#064galois.com&gt; Further key quality improvements to

RSAKeyPairGenerator.</li>

<li>Jens Kapitza&ltj.kapitza&#064schwarze-allianz.de&gt; Iterable support in OpenPGP API, code cleanup in

OpenPGP API.</li>

<li>Johan Eklund&lt;johan&#064primekey.se&gt;

 update to RFC 6960 for OCSPObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>nikosn&lt;https://github.com/nikosn&gt; Fix to encoding of EC private keys to ensure encoding matches order

length.</li>

<li>Axel von dem Bruch &lt;axel-vdb&#064riseup.net&gt; Contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, original

version of Blake2bDigest.</li>

<li>Derek Atkins &lt;derek&#064ihtfp.com&gt; Documentation fixes to X9ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Peter Jr Halicky &lt;peto&#064halicky.sk&gt; Correction to notification/error message handling in

SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>lartiguePierre&lt;https://github.com/lartiguePierre&gt; Fix for counter signature SID in CMSSignedData.</li>

<li>Thomas Belot&lt;thomas.belot+BC&#064gmail.com&gt; initial CertPathLoopTest for demonstrating stack

overflow issue.</li>

<li>Rich DiCroce&lt;https://github.com/rdicroce&gt; Initial implementation of server-side TLS-SRP support. TLS

API extension to support non-blocking usage.</li>

<li>Bj&ouml;rn Kautler&lt;https://github.com/Vampire&gt;

 Refinements to cert path validation (authority key addition, certificate order preservation).</li>

<li>Dominik Sch&uuml;rmann&lt;https://github.com/dschuermann&gt; method for returning

signatures/verifications without user IDs on PGPPublicKey, method for exposing S2K in PGPSecretKey, constants

for GNU protection modes in S2K classes, optional version header for armored output.</li>

<li>Michael &lt;MSKnete&#064web.de&gt; initial fix for bitStrength issue for OpenPGP EC keys, correction for

generic type on RecipientInformationStore.</li>

<li>Tobias Wagner &lt;tobias.wagner&#064n-design.de&gt; Fix SecureRandom handling in

BcAsymmetricKeyWrapper [#BJA-536].</li>

<li>Sergio Giro &lt;sgiro&#064google.com&gt; Fixed adding of additional stores from CRL distribution point

[#BJA-537]. Fixed missing null check for CRL certificate issuer [#BJA-538], removal of risky zeroisation code in

PBE.java, check for salt in PBEKeys that require it.</li>

<li>bschuette&lt;https://github.com/bschuette&gt;
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 Fixed typo in DefaultSignatureAlgorithmIdentifierFinder, additional methods on CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Leonard Dallot&lt;https://github.com/dallotTazTag&gt; Fix to S2K usage of none on changing passwords on

keys without passwords originally.</li>

<li>Jan Willem Janssen &lt;j.w.janssen+bouncycastle&#064lxtreme.nl&gt; Support for DSAParameters in

lightweight SubjectPublicKeyInfoFactory, initial object signer verifier for BC lightweight EC.</li>

<li>Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.</li>

<li>Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12

KeyStore.</li>

<li>Benoit Charles &lt;benoit.charles&#064opentrust.com&gt; Fix for IES data length check on decryption.</li>

<li>Niko &lt;nfink95&#064gmail.com&gt; fix to cast issue in getOutputSize() for ECIES.</li>

<li>akwizgran&lt;https://github.com/akwizgran&gt; Fixed clone of key in Blake2bDgest copy constructor,

 blake2b reset issue for varient keys.</li>

<li>Matthias Edelhoff &lt;Matthias.Edelhoff&#064cryptovision.com&gt; BasicConstraintsValidation pathlen fix in

PKIX certpath classes.</li>

<li>Lukasz Deputat &lt;lukasz.deputat&#064gmail.com&gt; Fixed bugs in TlsUtils read methods [#BJA-592].</li>

<li>Justin Ludwig &lt;https://github.com/justinludwig&gt; Iterator fix for PGPObjectFactory to handle stream

packets at start of iterated data.</li>

<li>Andr&eacute; Berenguel &lt;https://github.com/aberenguel&gt; Fix to include ECNamedCurveSpec in EC

AlgorithmParameterSpi</li>

<li>Slawomir Jaranowski&lt;https://github.com/slawekjaranowski&gt; Patch to make cipher/hash/signature name

methods in PGP internal API public.</li>

<li>Andrey Vasilyev&lt;https://github.com/andrey-vasilyev&gt; Initial implementation of GOST R 34.11-

2012.</li>

<li>William Glanton &lt;wglanton77&#064gmail.com&gt; Fixed bug in Poly1305 [#BJA-620].</li>

<li>jdvorak001&lt;https://github.com/jdvorak001&gt; Speed improvements for

 ASN.1 ObjectIdentifier cache.</li>

<li>Joseph Naegele &lt;jnaegele&#064grierforensics.com&gt; Patch for handling multiple certificates in a DANE

SMIMEA entry.</li>

<li>Andrew Bonventre&lt;https://github.com/andybons&gt; NullPointer patch for WNafUtil.</li>

<li>The Google Security Team (Project Wycheproof) &lt;https://github.com/google/wycheproof&gt; defect analysis

and additional test cases for the provider.</li>

<li>Gorka Irazoqui &lt;girazoki&#064wpi.edu&gt; from Intel Security Center of Excellence &lt;https://security-

center.intel.com/&gt; detection of the issue with AESFastEngine (CVE-2016-1000339), additional suggestions for

improvement to hardening of AESEngine and finding cache sensitivities in EC key generation/signing.</li>

<li>Joerg Senekowitsch &lt;joerg.senekowitsch&#064veridos.com&gt; patch to deal with hard coded boolean in

EAC ECDSAPublicKey.</li>

<li>Alexandr Krivoshta &lt;wipe&#064ya.ru&gt; N4 calculation fix to GOFB mode.</li>

<li>Artem Storozhuk &lt;storojs72&#064gmail.com&gt;

 N4 calculation fix to GOFB mode.</li>

<li>Na Yu &lt;na.yu&#064samsung.com&gt; Constructor patches to CMC PKIData.</li>

<li>Evangelos Karatsiolis &lt;ekaratsiolis&#064mtg.de&gt; Corrected use of explicit tagging in X.509

PolicyConstraints class.</li>

<li>VivleSoren &lt;https://github.com/VivleSoren&gt; additional constructor for

McElieceCCA2PrivateKeyParameters.</li>

<li>mtausig &lt;https://github.com/mtausig&gt; JavaDoc fix for MCSEncryptedDataGenerator.</li>

<li>Anders Schack-Mulligen &lt;https://github.com/aschackmull&gt; code cleanups for CMSSignedDataParser,

BrokenKDF2BytesGenerator.</li>

<li>Sebastian Wolfgang Roland &lt;sebastianwolfgang.roland&#064stud.tu-darmstadt.de&gt; Initial XMSS/XMSS-
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MT implementation.</li>

<li>didisoft &lt;https://github.com/didisoft&gt; test code for PGP signature removal involving user ids.</li>

<li>Mike Safonov&lt;https://github.com/MikeSafonov&gt; initial implementation of GOST3410-2012 for light

weight provider and JCA, parameters patches

 for ECGOST keys, initial implementation of GOST3412-2015, addition of fromExtensions() for

CRLDistPoint.</li>

<li>Artem Storozhuk &lt;storojs72&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of DSTU7564 (digest) and

DSTU7624 (cipher) and their associated modes.</li>

<li>Andreas Glaser &lt;andreas.glaser&#064gi-de.com&gt; patch to recognise ANSSI curves for PKCS#10

requests.</li>

<li>codeborne &lt;https://github.com/cbxp&gt; patch to correct OIDs used in public key digest parameters for

ECGOST-2012.</li>

<li>FauxFaux &lt;https://github.com/FauxFaux&gt; patch for JDK 1.9 update to DRBG.java.</li>

<li>4garbage &lt;https://github.com/4garbage&gt; patch to allow GOST3410-94 private keys encoded as

integers.</li>

<li>ekszz &lt;https://github.com/ekszz&gt; corrections to SM2 signer to include default identity value.</li>

<li>jminer &lt;https://github.com/jminer&gt; fix to Blake2b for hashes in range of 2**64-127 to 2**64.</li>

<li>str4d &lt;https://github.com/str4d&gt; initial implementation of

 Blake2s</li>

<li>Scott Woodward &lt;scott&#064bit3consulting.com&gt; performance fixes for CTRSP800DRBG.</li>

<li>David Strawn &lt;https://github.com/isomarcte&gt; fix for off by one error in SCRYPT bounds checking.</li>

<li>chris mccown &lt;0xchrismccown&#064gmail.com&gt; identification of serialisation issue with

XMSS/XMSSMT private keys (see also CVE-2018-1000613).</li>

<li>ZZMarquis &lt;https://github.com/ZZMarquis&gt; offset patches for SM2 encryption and decryption,

improvement to Array constant time comparison.</li>

<li>Andreas Kretschmer &lt;https://github.com/Akretsch&gt; NPE fix for CertTemplate.getVersion()</li>

<li>Armin Lunkeit, Michael Tautenhahn &lt;&gt; identification of M-R test issue on higher certainty values in RSA

key pair generation.</li>

<li>Vincent Breitmoser &lt;https://github.com/Valodim&gt; fix to ignore unnecessary checksum calculator on PGP

secret key encryption.</li>

<li>Adam Vartanian &lt;https://github.com/flooey&gt; use of ShortBuffer exception and buffer

 size pre-check in Cipher.doFinal().</li>

<li>Bernd &lt;https://github.com/ecki&gt; Fix to make PGPUtil.pipeFileContents use buffer and not leak file

handle.</li>

<li>Shartung &lt;https://github.com/shartung&gt; Additional EC Key Agreement algorithms in support of German

BSI TR-03111.</li>

<li>Paul Schaub &lt;https://github.com/vanitasvitae&gt; bringing PGPSecretKey.getUserIds() into line with

PGPPublicKey.getUserIds(). Exception message fix in BcPublicKeyDataDecryptorFactory. Additional tests on PGP

key ring generation.</li>

<li>Nick of Nexxar &lt;https://github.com/nros&gt; update to OpenPGP package to handle a broader range of EC

curves.</li>

<li>catbref &lt;https://github.com/catbref&gt; sample implementation of RFC 7748/Ed25519 (incorporated work

from github users Valodim and str4d as well).</li>

<li>gerlion &lt;https://github.com/gerlion&gt; detection of concurrency issue with pre-1.60 EC math library.</li>

<li>fgrieu &lt;fgrieu&#064gmail.com&gt; identification and suggested fixes

 for possible timing vulnerability in OAEPEncoding and RSACoreEngine.</li>

<li>MTG &lt;https://github.com/mtgag&gt; patch for decoding issues in PKIPublicationInfo and

CertifiedKeyPair.</li>
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<li>Andreas Gadermaier &lt;up.gadermaier&#064gmail.com&gt; initial version of Argon2 PBKDF algorithm.</li>

<li>Tony Washer &lt;tony.washer@yahoo.co.uk&gt; review of qTesla, Java 1.9 module code, additional test code

and debugging for GOST, DSTU, and ECNR algorithms. Initial lightweight implementation of the ZUC ciphers and

macs.</li>

<li>Vincent Bouckaert &lt;https://github.com/veebee&gt; initial version of RFC 4998 ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Tony Washer &lt;https://github.com/tonywasher&gt; ECIESKeyEncapsulation fix for use of OldCofactor mode.

Submitted ChaCha20Poly1305 prototype.</li>

<li>Aurimas Liutikas &lt;https://github.com/liutikas&gt; JavaDoc patches to ReasonsMask.</li>

<li>Gabriel Sroka &lt;https://github.com/gabrielsroka&gt; corrected comments in RSA validation.</li>

<li>sarah-mdv &lt;https://github.com/sarah-mdv&gt;

 improvements to JceKeyTransRecipientInfoGenerator, tests for JournalingSecureRandom, initial implementation of

JournaledAlgorithm.</li>

<li>Jesse Feinman &lt;https://github.com/jessefeinman&gt; performance optimisation in RSAKeyParameters.</li>

<li>Gilis95 &lt;https://github.com/Gilis95&gt; improved JSSE compatibility for setEnabledCipherSuites.</li>

<li>Haemin Yoo &lt;https://github.com/yoohaemin&gt; Javadoc fixes.</li>

<li>Antoine Toulme &lt;https://github.com/atoulme&gt; Initial implementation of EthereumIESEngine.</li>

<li>Golden Looly &lt;https://github.com/looly&gt; Patch for addition of C1C3C2 mode to SM2Engine.</li>

<li>Moses Palm&eacute;r, TrueSec &lt;Henrik.Palmer&#064truesec.se&gt; Additional improvements to constant

time comparisons.</li>

<li>Ren&eacute; Korthaus&lt;https://github.com/securitykernel&gt; Update to XMSS/XMSS^MT OID values to

bring them in line with RFC 8391.</li>

<li>THausherr&lt;https://github.com/THausherr&gt; Addition generic

 support for CMS/TSP functions.</li>

<li>Gaylor Bosson&lt;https://github.com/Gilthoniel&gt; Initial implementation of Blake2xs.</li>

<li>gaellalire&lt;https://github.com/gaellalire&gt; Patch for unprotected PGP private keys as SExpr.</li>

<li>im-scooter&lt;https://github.com/im-scooter&gt; Patch for case-insensitive behaviour of Param-Z.</li>

<li>Nick hitchan&lt;https://github.com/hitchan&gt; Fix for typo in engineInitSign() in EdEc SignatureSpi.</li>

<li>dbusche&lt;https://github.com/dbusche&gt; Argon2 optimisations.</li>

<li>Daniel Heldt&lt;https://github.com/dheldt&gt; Fixing encodings in unicode tests to allow a wider range of Java

compilers to work. Tweak to inheritance in JceKeyAgreeRecipient.</li>

<li>Ugochukwu Mmaduekwe&lt;https://github.com/Xor-el&gt; Fix for initially bugged legacy

Integers.numberOfLeadingZeros method.</li>

<li>Gsealy &lt;https://github.com/Gsealy&gt; addition of PBKDF2withHmacSM3 to the provider.</li>

<li>aphuang2013 &lt;https://github.com/aphuang2013&gt;

 update to path validation in EST service for ClearPath EST.</li>

<li>Kevin Herron &lt;https://github.com/kevinherron&gt; Initial ChaCha20Poly1305 prototype.</li>

<li>vkreml &lt;https://github.com/svkreml&gt; GOST compliance change for

DefaultCMSSignatureEncryptionAlgorithmFinder.</li>

<li>Tobias Ospelt &gt;tobias&#064pentagrid.ch&lt; Identification of 1.63 regression in ASN.1 parsing.</li>

</ul>

</body>

</html>

 

1.17 xmlbuilder 11.0.1 
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1.17.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.18 event-stream 1.0.1 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1015861006_1591858433.32/0/event-stream-1-0-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.malkomich/event-stream/pom.xml

 

1.19 javax-annotation-api 1.2 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.
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  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.
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     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.
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     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day
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notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.
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10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer
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 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works

 in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
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  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that
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accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.20 commons-codec 1.14 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)
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===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

1.21 xerces-j 2.11.0-17.el7_0 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law
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 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean
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 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.22 grpc-context 1.27.2 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.23 libffi 3.0.13-19.el7 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.24 typetools 0.6.2 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1050289327_1591719213.08/0/typetools-0-6-2-sources-

jar/net/jodah/typetools/TypeResolver.java

 

1.25 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

 

1.26 cross-spawn 7.0.3 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.27 indent-string 4.0.0 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.28 reactor-extra 3.3.3.RELEASE 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-
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jar/reactor/retry/AbstractRetry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/DefaultContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/BackoffDelay.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/RepeatContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/Backoff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/IterationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/DefaultRepeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/RetryExhaustedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MathFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/Repeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/Jitter.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/DefaultRetry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/RetryContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/retry/Retry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/scheduler/clock/SchedulerClock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer5.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoMinMax.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Function3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/scheduler/forkjoin/ForkJoinPoolScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate7.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumFloat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Function8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate3.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Function5.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/cache/CacheFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumDouble.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate5.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer7.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoAverageDouble.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate8.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/swing/SwingScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/cache/CacheMono.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Function4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer6.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-
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jar/reactor/function/Function7.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoAverageFloat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/swing/SwtScheduler.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoFromFluxOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Predicate6.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumInt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MathSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Consumer8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/Function6.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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 *

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/extra/processor/RingBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoAverageBigDecimal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/extra/processor/WorkQueueProcessor.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumBigInteger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/extra/processor/TopicProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/extra/processor/EventLoopProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoSumBigDecimal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/extra/processor/WaitStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/math/MonoAverageBigInteger.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/function/TupleUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077482473_1596857753.28/0/reactor-extra-3-3-3-release-sources-

jar/reactor/bool/BooleanUtils.java

 

1.29 minipass-pipeline 1.2.4 
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1.29.1 Available under license : 
The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.30 swagger-core 2.1.3 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 SmartBear Software Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.31 swagger 2.1.3 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/Struts2ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/package-info.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ResourceUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/DataType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/License.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Param.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APIs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/FileTypeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Items.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/package-info.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/ApiController.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/DefaultApiViewWriter.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDoc.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/Constants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/ApiServlet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/FreemarkerUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Definition.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Path.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/API.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITags.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemaPropertie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Tag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/NoStoreableAPIParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITag.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/ApiAction.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemas.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDocInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(function(){function

e(){e.history=e.history||[],e.history.push(arguments),this.console&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argument

s)[0])}!function(){var

e=Handlebars.template,t=Handlebars.templates=Handlebars.templates||{};t.apikey_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a;return'                <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.value:t,

{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input

placeholder="api_key" class="auth_input input_apiKey_entry" name="apiKey" type="text"/>\n'},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class="key_input_container">\n

<h3 class="auth__title">Api key authorization</h3>\n    <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n

    <div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span class="key_auth__label">name:</span>\n

<span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">in:</span>\n            <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["in"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">value:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.pro

gram(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </div>\n

</div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button=e({compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<a

class='authorize__btn'

href=\"#\">Authorize</a>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button_operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

        authorize__btn_operation_login\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

authorize__btn_operation_logout\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'        <ul class="authorize-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(6,i,0),inverse:e

.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"        </ul>\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'

<li class="authorize__scope"

title="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</li>\n"},co

mpiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="authorize__btn

authorize__btn_operation\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inv

erse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progra

m(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_view=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

            <button type="button" class="auth__button auth_submit__button" data-sw-

translate>Authorize</button>\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <button type="button" class="auth__button

auth_logout__button" data-sw-translate>Logout</button>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="auth_container">\n\n    <div class="auth_inner"></div>\n    <div

class="auth_submit">\n'+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),i

nverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isAuthorized:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0

),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"    </div>\n\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.basic_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" -
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authorized"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'         

       <span

class="basic_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.usernam

e:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input required

placeholder="username" class="basic_auth__username auth_input" name="username"

type="text"/>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <div class="auth_label">\n                <span

class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-translate>password:</span>\n                <input required placeholder="password"

class="basic_auth__password auth_input" name="password" type="password"/></label>\n

</div>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div

class='basic_auth_container'>\n    <h3 class=\"auth__title\">Basic

authentication"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,d

ata:i}))?a:"")+'</h3>\n    <form class="basic_input_container">\n        <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{na

me:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n

        <div class="auth_label">\n            <span class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-

translate>username:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),i

nverse:e.program(5,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"

</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i}))?a:"")+"    </form>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t<option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

  <option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+

'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select name="contentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.main=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <div

class="info_title">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.title:a,{name:"sanitize"

,hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n  <div class="info_description

markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.externalDocs:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progr

am(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfServiceUrl:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),in

verse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.name:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(6,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"

<p>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz
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e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n  <a

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{

},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

target="_blank">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"esc

ape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="info_tos"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfSer

viceUrl:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Terms of

service</a></div>'},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<div><div class='info_name' style=\"display: inline\" data-sw-

translate>Created by </div>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:

a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div class='info_url' data-sw-translate>See more at <a

href=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a

.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class=\'info_email\'><a target="_parent"

href="mailto:'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,

{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?subject="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.i

nfo:t)?a.title:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Contact

 the developer</a></div>'},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div

class='info_license'><a target=\"_blank\"

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a)?a.url:a,{name:"es

cape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.l

icense:a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},14:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'  ,

<span style="font-variant: small-caps" data-sw-translate>api version</span>:

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n    "},16:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'    <span

style="float:right"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

/debug?url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"><

img

 id="validator"

src="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?

url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"></a>\n

</span>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div class='info'

id='api_info'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.info:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n<div class='container' id='resources_container'>\n  <div class='authorize-wrapper'></div>\n\n

<ul id='resources'></ul>\n\n  <div class=\"footer\">\n    <h4 style=\"color: #999\">[ <span style=\"font-variant:

small-caps\">base url</span>:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.basePath:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a

:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(14,i,0),inve

rse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"]\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(16,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

    </h4>\n    </div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.oauth2=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Authorization URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"sanitize

",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Token URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'        <p>Please input username and password for password
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flow authorization</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Username: <input class="oauth-username"

type="text" name="username"></label></div>\n            <div><label>Password: <input class="oauth-password"

type="password"

 name="password"></label></div>\n        </fieldset>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"        <p>Setup client

authentication."+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.requireClientAuthenticaiton:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.p

rogram(8,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Type:\n                <select

class="oauth-client-authentication-type" name="client-authentication-type">\n                    <option value="none"

selected>None or other</option>\n                    <option value="basic">Basic auth</option>\n                    <option

value="request-body">Request body</option>\n                </select>\n            </label></div>\n            <div

class="oauth-client-authentication" hidden>\n                <div><label>ClientId: <input class="oauth-client-id"

type="text" name="client-id"></label></div>\n                <div><label>Secret: <input class="oauth-client-secret"

type="text" name="client-secret"></label></div>\n

            </div>\n        </fieldset>\n'},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"(Required)"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'            <li>\n                <input class="oauth-scope" type="checkbox"

data-scope="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

oauthtype="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data

:i}))?a:"")+'"/>\n

<label>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</labe

l><br/>\n                <span class="api-scope-

desc">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\

n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"                </span>\n            </li>\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"           

("+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escap

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+")\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div>\n    <h3 class="auth__title">OAuth2.0</h3>\n

<p>'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</p>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"\n    <p>flow:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.flow:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>\n"+(null

!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isPasswordFlow:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.clientAuthentication:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"

    <p><strong>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.appName:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</strong> API requires the following scopes. Select which ones you want to grant to Swagger UI.</p>\n

<p>Scopes are used to grant an application different levels of access to data on behalf of the end user. Each API

may declare one or more scopes.\n        <a href="#">Learn how to use</a>\n    </p>\n    <ul class="api-popup-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"

</ul>\n</div>"},useData:!0}),t.operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"deprecated"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

     <h4><span data-sw-translate>Warning: Deprecated</span></h4>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'

<h4><span data-sw-translate>Implementation Notes</span></h4>\n        <div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.description:t,{

name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"
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            <div class='authorize-wrapper authorize-wrapper_operation'></div>\n"},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'          <div class="response-class">\n            <h4><span data-sw-translate>Response

Class</span> (<span data-sw-translate>Status</span>

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.successCode:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i})

)?a:"")+")</h4>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.successDescription:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+'\n            <p><span class="model-signature" /></p>\n            <br/>\n            <div class="response-

content-type" />\n            </div>\n'},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.successDescri

ption:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a;return'          <h4 data-sw-translate>Headers</h4>\n          <table class="headers">\n            <thead>\n

<tr>\n                <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Header</th>\n                <th

style="width: 310px; max-width: 310px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n                <th style="width: 200px;

max-width: 200px" data-sw-translate>Type</th>\n                <th style="width: 320px; max-width: 320px" data-sw-

translate>Other</th>\n              </tr>\n            </thead>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse

:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"            </tbody>\n          </table>\n"},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"              <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

 o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.other:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n   

          </tr>\n"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'          <h4 data-sw-translate>Parameters</h4>\n          <table

class=\'fullwidth parameters\'>\n          <thead>\n            <tr>\n            <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px"

data-sw-translate>Parameter</th>\n            <th style="width: 310px; max-width: 310px" data-sw-

translate>Value</th>\n            <th style="width: 200px; max-width: 200px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n

      <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Parameter

 Type</th>\n            <th style="width: 220px; max-width: 230px" data-sw-translate>Data Type</th>\n

</tr>\n          </thead>\n          <tbody class="operation-params">\n\n          </tbody>\n

</table>\n'},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n          <h4

data-sw-translate>Response Messages</h4>\n          <table class='fullwidth response-messages'>\n            <thead>\n

          <tr>\n              <th data-sw-translate>HTTP Status Code</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Reason</th>\n

           <th data-sw-translate>Response Model</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Headers</th>\n            </tr>\n

       </thead>\n            <tbody class=\"operation-status\">\n            </tbody>\n

</table>\n"},19:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},21:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div class='sandbox_header'>\n

 <input class='submit' type='submit' value='Try it out!' data-sw-translate/>\n

            <a href='#' class='response_hider' style='display:none' data-sw-translate>Hide Response</a>\n            <span

class='response_throbber' style='display:none'></span>\n          </div>\n"},23:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <h4

data-sw-translate>Request Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block request_headers'></div>\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing,l=e.escapeExpression;return"  <ul

class='operations' >\n    <li

class='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

operation'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.parentId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>\n      <div

class='heading'>\n        <h3>\n          <span class='http_method'>\n          <a
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href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

class="toggleOperation">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},da

ta:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n          </span>\n          <span class='path'>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"'

class=\"toggleOperation

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""

)+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.path:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n

   </span>\n        </h3>\n        <ul class='options'>\n          <li>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

 class="toggleOperation"><span

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+"</span></a>\n          </li>\n        </ul>\n      </div>\n      <div class='content'

id='"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_"+l((n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_content'

style='display:none'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.security:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(9,i,0),inverse:e.noop

,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.n

oop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

        <form accept-charset='UTF-8' class='sandbox'>\n          <div

style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.parameters:t,{name:"if",hash:

{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.responseMessages:t,{name:"

if",hash:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isReadOnly:t,{name

:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(19,i,0),inverse:e.program(21,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </form>\n        <div

class='response' style='display:none'>\n          <h4 class='curl'>Curl</h4>\n          <div class='block curl'></div>\n

    <h4 data-sw-translate>Request URL</h4>\n          <div class='block

request_url'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.showRequestHeaders:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(23

,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Body</h4>\n          <div class='block response_body'></div>\n          <h4

data-sw-translate>Response Code</h4>\n          <div class='block response_code'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-

translate>Response Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block response_headers'></div>\n        </div>\n      </div>\n

</li>\n  </ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.param=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'/>\n\t\t

\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

 />\n'},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea>\n
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       <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex

tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div

 class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(10,i,0),

data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'\n</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<span class="model-

signature"></span>\n</td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_list=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

required"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' multiple="multiple"'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" required

"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"      <option

"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.hasDefault:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+" value=''></option>\n"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'  selected="" '},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\n      <option

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+"

value='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'> 

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+" </option>\n\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' selected=""  '},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" (default)

"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<strong>"},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"</strong>"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"<td

class='code"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n

  <select

"+(null!=(a=(n.isArray||t&&t.isArray||l).call(s,t,{name:"isArray",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+' class="parameter

'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'"

name="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n\n'+

(null!=(a=n.unless.call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"

")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n.each.call(s,null!=(a=null!=t?t.allowableValues:t)?a.descriptiveValues:a,{name:"each",hash:{},f

n:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'\n  </select>\n</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.
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noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(o=null!=(o=n.description||(null!=t?t.description:t))?o:l,a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"description",hash:{},data:i}):o)?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash

:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,nul

l!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n

        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){

var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span

 class="model-signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</textarea

>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span

 class="model-signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'
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id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},

4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n        <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex

tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.program(12,i,0)

,data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t<input class='parameter required' type='file'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},

12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<strong><span

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</span></strong>\n</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{

name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.parameter_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

  <option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return'<label

for="'+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.parameterContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t))?o:l,"func

tion"==typeof o?o.call(s,{name:"parameterContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'" data-sw-translate>Parameter

content type:</label>\n<select name="parameterContentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.pro

gram(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.popup=e({compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="api-popup-dialog-wrapper">\n    <div class="api-popup-

title">'+e.escapeExpression((a=null!=(a=n.title||(null!=t?t.title:t))?a:n.helperMissing,"function"==typeof

 a?a.call(null!=t?t:{},{name:"title",hash:{},data:i}):a))+'</div>\n    <div class="api-popup-content"></div>\n    <p

class="error-msg"></p>\n    <div class="api-popup-actions">\n        <button class="api-popup-cancel api-button

gray" type="button">Cancel</button>\n    </div>\n</div>\n<div class="api-popup-dialog-
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shadow"></div>'},useData:!0}),t.resource=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" : "},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

<li>\n      <a

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"' data-sw-translate>Raw</a>\n    </li>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l=null!=t?t:{},u=n.helperMissing,c="<div class='heading'>\n  <h2>\n    <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'

class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!

=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>

 ";return

o=null!=(o=n.summary||(null!=t?t.summary:t))?o:u,s={name:"summary",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i},a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(l,s):o,n.summary||(a=n.blockHelperMissing.call(t,a,s)),null!=a&&(c+=a),c+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanit

ize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n  </h2>\n  <ul class='options'>\n

<li>\n      <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='endpointListTogger_"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+'\' class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>Show/Hide</a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n

      <a href=\'#\' class="collapseResource" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        List Operations\n      </a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n      <a href=\'#\' class="expandResource" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        Expand Operations\n      </a>\n

</li>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(l,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"  </ul>\n</div>\n<ul class='endpoints'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_endpoint

_list' style='display:none'>\n\n</ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.response_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing,u="function",c=e.escapeExpression;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select

name="responseContentType"

id="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.produc

es:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.sig

nature=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'\n<div>\n<ul class="signature-nav">\n  <li><a class="description-link" href="#" data-sw-

translate>Model</a></li>\n  <li><a class="snippet-link" href="#" data-sw-translate>Example

Value</a></li>\n</ul>\n<div>\n\n<div class="signature-container">\n  <div class="description">\n

'+e.escapeExpression((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{

},data:i}))+'\n  </div>\n\n  <div
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class="snippet">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),invers

e:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"  </div>\n</div>\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'      <div

class="snippet_json">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n      </div>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'<small class="notice" data-sw-

translate></small>'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'    <div class="snippet_xml">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n    </div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},

data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.ifCond||t&&t.ifCond||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,"||",null!=t?t.sampleXM

L:t,{name:"ifCond",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,0),data:i}))?a:""},useData:!0}),t.status_code=

e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

 a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"      <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

</tr>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td

width='15%'

class='code'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.code:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.message:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}

))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

 width=\'50%\'><span class="model-signature" /></td>\n<td class="headers">\n  <table>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"    </tbody>\n  </table>\n</td>"},useData:!0})}(),$(function(){$.fn.vAlign=function(){return

this.each(function(){var e=$(this).height(),t=$(this).parent().height(),n=(t-e)/2;$(this).css("margin-

top",n)})},$.fn.stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent=function(){return this.each(function(){var

e=$(this).closest("form").innerWidth(),t=parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-right"),10),n=parseInt($(this).css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).css("padding-right"),10);$(this).css("width",e-t-n)})},$("form.formtastic li.string input,

form.formtastic textarea").stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent(),$("ul.downplayed li div.content

p").vAlign(),$("form.sandbox").submit(function(){var e=!0;return

$(this).find("input.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),""===$(this).val()&&($(this).addClass("

error"),$(this).wiggle(),e=!1)}),e})}),Function.prototype.bind&&console&&"object"==typeof

console.log&&["log","info","warn","error","assert","dir","clear","profile","profileEnd"].forEach(function(e){consol

e[e]=this.bind(console[e],console)},Function.prototype.call),window.Docs={shebang:function(){var

e=$.param.fragment().split("/");switch(e.shift(),e.length){case 1:if(e[0].length>0){var

t="resource_"+e[0];Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1})}break;case

2:Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1});var

n=e.join("_"),r=n+"_content";Docs.expandOperation($("#"+r)),$("#"+n).slideto({highlight:!1})}},toggleEndpointLi
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stForResource:function(e){var t=$("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+"

ul.endpoints");t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState("#/",2),Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource(e)):($.bbq.pushState(

"#/"+e,2),Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e))},expandEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

 e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideDown();$("li#resource_"+e).addClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideDown()},collapseEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideUp();$("li#resource_"+e).removeClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideUp()},expandOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideDown():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+" li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.expandOperation($(this))})},collapseOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideUp():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+"

 li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.collapseOperation($(this))})},escapeResourceName:function(e){return

e.replace(/[!"#$%&'()*+,.\/:;<=>?@\[\\\]\^`{|}~]/g,"\\$&")},expandOperation:function(e){e.slideDown()},collapseO

peration:function(e){e.slideUp()}},function(e,t){"use strict";"function"==typeof

define&&define.amd?define(t):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t():e.returnExports=t()}(this,function(){var

e,t,n=Array,r=n.prototype,i=Object,a=i.prototype,o=Function,s=o.prototype,l=String,u=l.prototype,c=Number,p=c.p

rototype,h=r.slice,f=r.splice,d=r.push,m=r.unshift,g=r.concat,y=r.join,v=s.call,b=s.apply,w=Math.max,_=Math.min,

x=a.toString,A="function"==typeof Symbol&&"symbol"==typeof

Symbol.toStringTag,S=Function.prototype.toString,j=/^\s*class /,E=function(e){try{var

t=S.call(e),n=t.replace(/\/\/.*\n/g,""),r=n.replace(/\/\*[.\s\S]*\*\//g,""),i=r.replace(/\n/gm," ").replace(/ {2}/g,"

");return j.test(i)}catch(a){return!1}},O=function(e){try{return!E(e)&&(S.call(e),!0)}catch(t){return!1}},k="[object

 Function]",T="[object GeneratorFunction]",e=function(e){if(!e)return!1;if("function"!=typeof

e&&"object"!=typeof e)return!1;if(A)return O(e);if(E(e))return!1;var t=x.call(e);return

t===k||t===T},C=RegExp.prototype.exec,I=function(e){try{return C.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},D="[object

RegExp]";t=function(e){return"object"==typeof e&&(A?I(e):x.call(e)===D)};var

L,M=String.prototype.valueOf,R=function(e){try{return M.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},U="[object

String]";L=function(e){return"string"==typeof e||"object"==typeof e&&(A?R(e):x.call(e)===U)};var

P=i.defineProperty&&function(){try{var e={};i.defineProperty(e,"x",{enumerable:!1,value:e});for(var t in

e)return!1;return e.x===e}catch(n){return!1}}(),q=function(e){var t;return t=P?function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||i.defineProperty(e,t,{configurable:!0,enumerable:!1,writable:!0,value:n})}:function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||(e[t]=n)},function(n,r,i){for(var a in r)e.call(r,a)&&t(n,a,r[a],i)}}(a.hasOwnProperty),B=function(e){var

 t=typeof e;return null===e||"object"!==t&&"function"!==t},z=c.isNaN||function(e){return

e!==e},N={ToInteger:function(e){var t=+e;return z(t)?t=0:0!==t&&t!==1/0&&t!==-(1/0)&&(t=(t>0||-

1)*Math.floor(Math.abs(t))),t},ToPrimitive:function(t){var n,r,i;if(B(t))return

t;if(r=t.valueOf,e(r)&&(n=r.call(t),B(n)))return n;if(i=t.toString,e(i)&&(n=i.call(t),B(n)))return n;throw new

TypeError},ToObject:function(e){if(null==e)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+e+" to object");return

i(e)},ToUint32:function(e){return e>>>0}},$=function(){};q(s,{bind:function(t){var n=this;if(!e(n))throw new

TypeError("Function.prototype.bind called on incompatible "+n);for(var r,a=h.call(arguments,1),s=function(){if(this

instanceof r){var e=b.call(n,this,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)));return i(e)===e?e:this}return

b.call(n,t,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)))},l=w(0,n.length-a.length),u=[],c=0;c<l;c++)d.call(u,"$"+c);return

r=o("binder","return function ("+y.call(u,",")+"){ return binder.apply(this,

 arguments); }")(s),n.prototype&&($.prototype=n.prototype,r.prototype=new $,$.prototype=null),r}});var

F=v.bind(a.hasOwnProperty),V=v.bind(a.toString),H=v.bind(h),Y=b.bind(h),J=v.bind(u.slice),W=v.bind(u.split),Q=
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v.bind(u.indexOf),G=v.bind(d),K=v.bind(a.propertyIsEnumerable),X=v.bind(r.sort),Z=n.isArray||function(e){return

"[object Array]"===V(e)},ee=1!==[].unshift(0);q(r,{unshift:function(){return

m.apply(this,arguments),this.length}},ee),q(n,{isArray:Z});var te=i("a"),ne="a"!==te[0]||!(0 in

te),re=function(e){var t=!0,n=!0,r=!1;if(e)try{e.call("foo",function(e,n,r){"object"!=typeof

r&&(t=!1)}),e.call([1],function(){"use strict";n="string"==typeof

this},"x")}catch(i){r=!0}return!!e&&!r&&t&&n};q(r,{forEach:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=-

1,o=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[1]),!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.forEach callback must be a function");for(;++a<o;)a in i&&("undefined"==typeof

n?t(i[a],a,r):t.call(n,i[a],a,r))}},!re(r.forEach)),q(r,{map:function(t){var

r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=n(o);if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.map callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&("undefined"==typeof r?s[l]=t(a[l],l,i):s[l]=t.call(r,a[l],l,i));return s}},!re(r.map)),q(r,{filter:function(t){var

n,r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=[];if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.filter callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&(n=a[l],("undefined"==typeof r?t(n,l,i):t.call(r,n,l,i))&&G(s,n));return

s}},!re(r.filter)),q(r,{every:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[

1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.every callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&!("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!1;return!0}},!re(r.every)),q(r,{some:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[

1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.some callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!0;return!1}},!re(r.some));var

ie=!1;r.reduce&&(ie="object"==typeof r.reduce.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduce:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.reduce callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw new

TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=0;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else

for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o++];break}if(++o>=i)throw new TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial

value")}for(;o<i;o++)o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));return a}},!ie);var ae=!1;r.reduceRight&&(ae="object"==typeof

 r.reduceRight.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduceRight:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.reduceRight callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw

new TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=i-

1;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o--];break}if(--o<0)throw new

TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value")}if(o<0)return a;do o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));while(o-

-);return a}},!ae);var oe=r.indexOf&&[0,1].indexOf(1,2)!==-1;q(r,{indexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var

r=0;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=N.ToInteger(arguments[1])),r=r>=0?r:w(0,n+r);r<n;r++)if(r in

t&&t[r]===e)return r;return-1}},oe);var se=r.lastIndexOf&&[0,1].lastIndexOf(0,-3)!==-

1;q(r,{lastIndexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var

 r=n-1;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=_(r,N.ToInteger(arguments[1]))),r=r>=0?r:n-Math.abs(r);r>=0;r--)if(r in

t&&e===t[r])return r;return-1}},se);var le=function(){var e=[1,2],t=e.splice();return

2===e.length&&Z(t)&&0===t.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){return

0===arguments.length?[]:f.apply(this,arguments)}},!le);var ue=function(){var e={};return

r.splice.call(e,0,0,1),1===e.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){if(0===arguments.length)return[];var

n=arguments;return this.length=w(N.ToInteger(this.length),0),arguments.length>0&&"number"!=typeof

t&&(n=H(arguments),n.length<2?G(n,this.length-e):n[1]=N.ToInteger(t)),f.apply(this,n)}},!ue);var
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ce=function(){var e=new n(1e5);return e[8]="x",e.splice(1,1),7===e.indexOf("x")}(),pe=function(){var

e=256,t=[];return t[e]="a",t.splice(e+1,0,"b"),"a"===t[e]}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){for(var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=[],a=N.ToUint32(r.length),o=N.ToInteger(e),s=o<0?w(a+o,0):_(o,a),u=_(w(N.ToInteger(t),0

),a-s),c=0;c<u;)n=l(s+c),F(r,n)&&(i[c]=r[n]),c+=1;var

 p,h=H(arguments,2),f=h.length;if(f<u){c=s;for(var d=a-u;c<d;)n=l(c+u),p=l(c+f),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete

r[p],c+=1;c=a;for(var m=a-u+f;c>m;)delete r[c-1],c-=1}else if(f>u)for(c=a-u;c>s;)n=l(c+u-1),p=l(c+f-

1),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete r[p],c-=1;c=s;for(var g=0;g<h.length;++g)r[c]=h[g],c+=1;return r.length=a-

u+f,i}},!ce||!pe);var

he,fe=r.join;try{he="1,2,3"!==Array.prototype.join.call("123",",")}catch(de){he=!0}he&&q(r,{join:function(e){var

t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(L(this)?W(this,""):this,t)}},he);var me="1,2"!==[1,2].join(void

0);me&&q(r,{join:function(e){var t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(this,t)}},me);var

ge=function(e){for(var

t=N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length),r=0;r<arguments.length;)t[n+r]=arguments[r],r+=1;return

t.length=n+r,n+r},ye=function(){var e={},t=Array.prototype.push.call(e,void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:function(e){return

 Z(this)?d.apply(this,arguments):ge.apply(this,arguments)}},ye);var ve=function(){var e=[],t=e.push(void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:ge},ve),q(r,{slice:function(e,t){var

n=L(this)?W(this,""):this;return Y(n,arguments)}},ne);var

be=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(null),[1,2].sort({}),!0}catch(e){}return!1}(),we=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(/a

/),!1}catch(e){}return!0}(),_e=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(void

0),!0}catch(e){}return!1}();q(r,{sort:function(t){if("undefined"==typeof t)return X(this);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.sort callback must be a function");return X(this,t)}},be||!_e||!we);var

xe=!K({toString:null},"toString"),Ae=K(function(){},"prototype"),Se=!F("x","0"),je=function(e){var

t=e.constructor;return

t&&t.prototype===e},Ee={$window:!0,$console:!0,$parent:!0,$self:!0,$frame:!0,$frames:!0,$frameElement:!0,$we

bkitIndexedDB:!0,$webkitStorageInfo:!0,$external:!0},Oe=function(){if("undefined"==typeof

window)return!1;for(var

 e in window)try{!Ee["$"+e]&&F(window,e)&&null!==window[e]&&"object"==typeof

window[e]&&je(window[e])}catch(t){return!0}return!1}(),ke=function(e){if("undefined"==typeof

window||!Oe)return je(e);try{return

je(e)}catch(t){return!1}},Te=["toString","toLocaleString","valueOf","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIs

Enumerable","constructor"],Ce=Te.length,Ie=function(e){return"[object

Arguments]"===V(e)},De=function(t){return null!==t&&"object"==typeof t&&"number"==typeof

t.length&&t.length>=0&&!Z(t)&&e(t.callee)},Le=Ie(arguments)?Ie:De;q(i,{keys:function(t){var

n=e(t),r=Le(t),i=null!==t&&"object"==typeof t,a=i&&L(t);if(!i&&!n&&!r)throw new TypeError("Object.keys

called on a non-object");var o=[],s=Ae&&n;if(a&&Se||r)for(var u=0;u<t.length;++u)G(o,l(u));if(!r)for(var c in

t)s&&"prototype"===c||!F(t,c)||G(o,l(c));if(xe)for(var p=ke(t),h=0;h<Ce;h++){var

f=Te[h];p&&"constructor"===f||!F(t,f)||G(o,f)}return o}});var Me=i.keys&&function(){return

2===i.keys(arguments).length}(1,2),Re=i.keys&&function(){var

 e=i.keys(arguments);return

1!==arguments.length||1!==e.length||1!==e[0]}(1),Ue=i.keys;q(i,{keys:function(e){return

Ue(Le(e)?H(e):e)}},!Me||Re);var Pe,qe,Be=0!==new Date((-0xc782b5b342b24)).getUTCMonth(),ze=new Date((-

0x55d318d56a724)),Ne=new Date(14496624e5),$e="Mon, 01 Jan -45875 11:59:59

GMT"!==ze.toUTCString(),Fe=ze.getTimezoneOffset();Fe<-720?(Pe="Tue Jan 02 -

45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Thu Dec 10 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?:

|$)/.test(Ne.toString())):(Pe="Mon Jan 01 -45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Wed Dec 09 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d

GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?: |$)/.test(Ne.toString()));var

Ve=v.bind(Date.prototype.getFullYear),He=v.bind(Date.prototype.getMonth),Ye=v.bind(Date.prototype.getDate),Je
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=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCFullYear),We=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMonth),Qe=v.bind(Date.prototype.get

UTCDate),Ge=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCDay),Ke=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCHours),Xe=v.bind(Date.proto

type.getUTCMinutes),Ze=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCSeconds),et=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMilliseconds),tt

=["Sun","Mon","Tue","Wed","Thu","Fri","Sat"],nt=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct

","Nov","Dec"],rt=function(e,t){return

 Ye(new Date(t,e,0))};q(Date.prototype,{getFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var e=Ve(this);return

e<0&&He(this)>11?e+1:e},getMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not

a Date object.");var e=Ve(this),t=He(this);return e<0&&t>11?0:t},getDate:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof

Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=Ve(this),t=He(this),n=Ye(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-n+1}return

n},getUTCFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Je(this);return e<0&&We(this)>11?e+1:e},getUTCMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof

Date))throw new TypeError("this is

 not a Date object.");var e=Je(this),t=We(this);return e<0&&t>11?0:t},getUTCDate:function(){if(!(this&&this

instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=Je(this),t=We(this),n=Qe(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-n+1}return

n}},Be),q(Date.prototype,{toUTCString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is

not a Date object.");var e=Ge(this),t=Qe(this),n=We(this),r=Je(this),i=Ke(this),a=Xe(this),o=Ze(this);return tt[e]+",

"+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+" "+nt[n]+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"}},Be||$e),q(Date.prototype,{toDateString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear();return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+"

"+r}},Be||Pe),(Be||qe)&&(Date.prototype.toString=function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear(),i=this.getHours(),a=this.getMinutes(),o=this

.getSeconds(),s=this.getTimezoneOffset(),l=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)/60),u=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)%60);

return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"+(s>0?"-

":"+")+(l<10?"0"+l:l)+(u<10?"0"+u:u)},P&&i.defineProperty(Date.prototype,"toString",{configurable:!0,enumerabl

e:!1,writable:!0}));var it=-621987552e5,at="-000001",ot=Date.prototype.toISOString&&new

Date(it).toISOString().indexOf(at)===-1,st=Date.prototype.toISOString&&"1969-12-31T23:59:59.999Z"!==new

Date((-

1)).toISOString(),lt=v.bind(Date.prototype.getTime);q(Date.prototype,{toISOString:function(){if(!isFinite(this)||!isF

inite(lt(this)))throw new RangeError("Date.prototype.toISOString called on non-finite value.");var

e=Je(this),t=We(this);e+=Math.floor(t/12),t=(t%12+12)%12;var

n=[t+1,Qe(this),Ke(this),Xe(this),Ze(this)];e=(e<0?"-":e>9999?"+":"")+J("00000"+Math.abs(e),0<=e&&e<=9999?-

4:-6);for(var

 r=0;r<n.length;++r)n[r]=J("00"+n[r],-2);return e+"-"+H(n,0,2).join("-

")+"T"+H(n,2).join(":")+"."+J("000"+et(this),-3)+"Z"}},ot||st);var ut=function(){try{return

Date.prototype.toJSON&&null===new Date(NaN).toJSON()&&new Date(it).toJSON().indexOf(at)!==-

1&&Date.prototype.toJSON.call({toISOString:function(){return!0}})}catch(e){return!1}}();ut||(Date.prototype.toJ

SON=function(t){var n=i(this),r=N.ToPrimitive(n);if("number"==typeof r&&!isFinite(r))return null;var

a=n.toISOString;if(!e(a))throw new TypeError("toISOString property is not callable");return a.call(n)});var

ct=1e15===Date.parse("+033658-09-27T01:46:40.000Z"),pt=!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-04-

04T24:00:00.500Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-11-31T23:59:59.000Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-12-

31T23:59:60.000Z")),ht=isNaN(Date.parse("2000-01-01T00:00:00.000Z"));if(ht||pt||!ct){var ft=Math.pow(2,31)-

1,dt=z(new Date(1970,0,1,0,0,0,ft+1).getTime());Date=function(e){var t=function(n,r,i,a,o,s,u){var
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 c,p=arguments.length;if(this instanceof e){var h=s,f=u;if(dt&&p>=7&&u>ft){var

d=Math.floor(u/ft)*ft,m=Math.floor(d/1e3);h+=m,f-=1e3*m}c=1===p&&l(n)===n?new e(t.parse(n)):p>=7?new

e(n,r,i,a,o,h,f):p>=6?new e(n,r,i,a,o,h):p>=5?new e(n,r,i,a,o):p>=4?new e(n,r,i,a):p>=3?new e(n,r,i):p>=2?new

e(n,r):p>=1?new e(n instanceof e?+n:n):new e}else c=e.apply(this,arguments);return

B(c)||q(c,{constructor:t},!0),c},n=new RegExp("^(\\d{4}|[+-]\\d{6})(?:-(\\d{2})(?:-

(\\d{2})(?:T(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})(?::(\\d{2})(?:(\\.\\d{1,}))?)?(Z|(?:([-

+])(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})))?)?)?)?$"),r=[0,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334,365],i=function(e,t){var

n=t>1?1:0;return r[t]+Math.floor((e-1969+n)/4)-Math.floor((e-1901+n)/100)+Math.floor((e-1601+n)/400)+365*(e-

1970)},a=function(t){var n=0,r=t;if(dt&&r>ft){var i=Math.floor(r/ft)*ft,a=Math.floor(i/1e3);n+=a,r-=1e3*a}return

c(new e(1970,0,1,0,0,n,r))};for(var o in

e)F(e,o)&&(t[o]=e[o]);q(t,{now:e.now,UTC:e.UTC},!0),t.prototype=e.prototype,q(t.prototype,{constructor:t},!0);va

r

 s=function(t){var r=n.exec(t);if(r){var o,s=c(r[1]),l=c(r[2]||1)-1,u=c(r[3]||1)-

1,p=c(r[4]||0),h=c(r[5]||0),f=c(r[6]||0),d=Math.floor(1e3*c(r[7]||0)),m=Boolean(r[4]&&!r[8]),g="-"===r[9]?1:-

1,y=c(r[10]||0),v=c(r[11]||0),b=h>0||f>0||d>0;return p<(b?24:25)&&h<60&&f<60&&d<1e3&&l>-

1&&l<12&&y<24&&v<60&&u>-1&&u<i(s,l+1)-

i(s,l)&&(o=60*(24*(i(s,l)+u)+p+y*g),o=1e3*(60*(o+h+v*g)+f)+d,m&&(o=a(o)),-

864e13<=o&&o<=864e13)?o:NaN}return e.parse.apply(this,arguments)};return

q(t,{parse:s}),t}(Date)}Date.now||(Date.now=function(){return(new Date).getTime()});var

mt=p.toFixed&&("0.000"!==8e-

5.toFixed(3)||"1"!==.9.toFixed(0)||"1.25"!==1.255.toFixed(2)||"1000000000000000128"!==(0xde0b6b3a7640080).to

Fixed(0)),gt={base:1e7,size:6,data:[0,0,0,0,0,0],multiply:function(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t;++n<gt.size;)r+=e*gt.data[n],gt.data[n]=r%gt.base,r=Math.floor(r/gt.base)},divide:function(e){for(var

t=gt.size,n=0;--t>=0;)n+=gt.data[t],gt.data[t]=Math.floor(n/e),n=n%e*gt.base},numToString:function(){for(var

e=gt.size,t="";--e>=0;)if(""!==t||0===e||0!==gt.data[e]){var

 n=l(gt.data[e]);""===t?t=n:t+=J("0000000",0,7-n.length)+n}return t},pow:function Ut(e,t,n){return

0===t?n:t%2===1?Ut(e,t-1,n*e):Ut(e*e,t/2,n)},log:function(e){for(var

t=0,n=e;n>=4096;)t+=12,n/=4096;for(;n>=2;)t+=1,n/=2;return t}},yt=function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,u;if(t=c(e),t=z(t)?0:Math.floor(t),t<0||t>20)throw new RangeError("Number.toFixed called with invalid

number of decimals");if(n=c(this),z(n))return"NaN";if(n<=-1e21||n>=1e21)return l(n);if(r="",n<0&&(r="-",n=-

n),i="0",n>1e-21)if(a=gt.log(n*gt.pow(2,69,1))-69,o=a<0?n*gt.pow(2,-

a,1):n/gt.pow(2,a,1),o*=4503599627370496,a=52-a,a>0){for(gt.multiply(0,o),s=t;s>=7;)gt.multiply(1e7,0),s-

=7;for(gt.multiply(gt.pow(10,s,1),0),s=a-1;s>=23;)gt.divide(1<<23),s-

=23;gt.divide(1<<s),gt.multiply(1,1),gt.divide(2),i=gt.numToString()}else gt.multiply(0,o),gt.multiply(1<<-

a,0),i=gt.numToString()+J("0.00000000000000000000",2,2+t);return

t>0?(u=i.length,i=u<=t?r+J("0.0000000000000000000",0,t-u+2)+i:r+J(i,0,u-t)+"."+J(i,u-

t)):i=r+i,i};q(p,{toFixed:yt},mt);var

 vt=function(){try{return"1"===1..toPrecision(void

0)}catch(e){return!0}}(),bt=p.toPrecision;q(p,{toPrecision:function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?bt.call(this):bt.call(this,e)}},vt),2!=="ab".split(/(?:ab)*/).length||4!==".".split(/(.?)(.?)/).length||"t"==="tesst".split(/

(s)*/)[1]||4!=="test".split(/(?:)/,-1).length||"".split(/.?/).length||".".split(/()()/).length>1?!function(){var

e="undefined"==typeof/()??/.exec("")[1],n=Math.pow(2,32)-1;u.split=function(r,i){var

a=String(this);if("undefined"==typeof r&&0===i)return[];if(!t(r))return W(this,r,i);var

o,s,l,u,c=[],p=(r.ignoreCase?"i":"")+(r.multiline?"m":"")+(r.unicode?"u":"")+(r.sticky?"y":""),h=0,f=new

RegExp(r.source,p+"g");e||(o=new RegExp("^"+f.source+"$(?!\\s)",p));var m="undefined"==typeof

i?n:N.ToUint32(i);for(s=f.exec(a);s&&(l=s.index+s[0].length,!(l>h&&(G(c,J(a,h,s.index)),!e&&s.length>1&&s[0].r

eplace(o,function(){for(var e=1;e<arguments.length-2;e++)"undefined"==typeof
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 arguments[e]&&(s[e]=void

0)}),s.length>1&&s.index<a.length&&d.apply(c,H(s,1)),u=s[0].length,h=l,c.length>=m)));)f.lastIndex===s.index&

&f.lastIndex++,s=f.exec(a);return

h===a.length?!u&&f.test("")||G(c,""):G(c,J(a,h)),c.length>m?H(c,0,m):c}}():"0".split(void

0,0).length&&(u.split=function(e,t){return"undefined"==typeof e&&0===t?[]:W(this,e,t)});var

wt=u.replace,_t=function(){var

e=[];return"x".replace(/x(.)?/g,function(t,n){G(e,n)}),1===e.length&&"undefined"==typeof

e[0]}();_t||(u.replace=function(n,r){var i=e(r),a=t(n)&&/\)[*?]/.test(n.source);if(i&&a){var o=function(e){var

t=arguments.length,i=n.lastIndex;n.lastIndex=0;var a=n.exec(e)||[];return n.lastIndex=i,G(a,arguments[t-

2],arguments[t-1]),r.apply(this,a)};return wt.call(this,n,o)}return wt.call(this,n,r)});var

xt=u.substr,At="".substr&&"b"!=="0b".substr(-1);q(u,{substr:function(e,t){var n=e;return

e<0&&(n=w(this.length+e,0)),xt.call(this,n,t)}},At);var St="\t\n\x0B\f\r

\u2028\u2029\ufeff",jt="",Et="["+St+"]",Ot=new

 RegExp("^"+Et+Et+"*"),kt=new

RegExp(Et+Et+"*$"),Tt=u.trim&&(St.trim()||!jt.trim());q(u,{trim:function(){if("undefined"==typeof

this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+this+" to object");return

l(this).replace(Ot,"").replace(kt,"")}},Tt);var

Ct=v.bind(String.prototype.trim),It=u.lastIndexOf&&"abc".lastIndexOf("",2)!==-

1;q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert

"+this+" to object");for(var

t=l(this),n=l(e),r=arguments.length>1?c(arguments[1]):NaN,i=z(r)?1/0:N.ToInteger(r),a=_(w(i,0),t.length),o=n.lengt

h,s=a+o;s>0;){s=w(0,s-o);var u=Q(J(t,s,a+o),n);if(u!==-1)return s+u}return-1}},It);var

Dt=u.lastIndexOf;if(q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){return

Dt.apply(this,arguments)}},1!==u.lastIndexOf.length),8===parseInt(St+"08")&&22===parseInt(St+"0x16")||(parseI

nt=function(e){var t=/^[\-+]?0[xX]/;return function(n,r){var i=Ct(String(n)),a=c(r)||(t.test(i)?16:10);return

 e(i,a)}}(parseInt)),1/parseFloat("-0")!==-(1/0)&&(parseFloat=function(e){return function(t){var

n=Ct(String(t)),r=e(n);return 0===r&&"-"===J(n,0,1)?-0:r}}(parseFloat)),"RangeError: test"!==String(new

RangeError("test"))){var Lt=function(){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't

convert "+this+" to object");var e=this.name;"undefined"==typeof e?e="Error":"string"!=typeof e&&(e=l(e));var

t=this.message;return"undefined"==typeof t?t="":"string"!=typeof t&&(t=l(t)),e?t?e+":

"+t:e:t};Error.prototype.toString=Lt}if(P){var Mt=function(e,t){if(K(e,t)){var

n=Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(e,t);n.configurable&&(n.enumerable=!1,Object.defineProperty(e,t,n))}};Mt(Er

ror.prototype,"message"),""!==Error.prototype.message&&(Error.prototype.message=""),Mt(Error.prototype,"name

")}if("/a/gim"!==String(/a/gim)){var Rt=function(){var e="/"+this.source+"/";return

this.global&&(e+="g"),this.ignoreCase&&(e+="i"),this.multiline&&(e+="m"),e};RegExp.prototype.toString=Rt}})

,Handlebars.registerHelper("sanitize",function(e){var

 t;return void

0===e?"":(t=sanitizeHtml(e,{allowedTags:["div","span","b","i","em","strong","a","br","table","tbody","tr","th","td"

],allowedAttributes:{div:["class"],span:["class"],table:["class"],td:["class"],th:["colspan"],a:["href"]}}),new

Handlebars.SafeString(t))}),Handlebars.registerHelper("renderTextParam",function(e){var

t,n="text",r="",i=e.type||e.schema&&e.schema.type||"",a="array"===i.toLowerCase()||e.allowMultiple,o=a&&Array

.isArray(e["default"])?e["default"].join("\n"):e["default"],s=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e.name),l=Handleba

rs.Utils.escapeExpression(e.valueId);i=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(i);var

u=Object.keys(e).filter(function(e){return null!==e.match(/^X-data-/i)}).reduce(function(t,n){return t+="

"+n.substring(2,n.length)+"='"+e[n]+"'"},"");if(e.format&&"password"===e.format&&(n="password"),l&&(r="

id='"+l+"'"),o=o?sanitizeHtml(o):"",a)t="<textarea class='body-textarea"+(e.required?" required":"")+"'

 name='"+s+"'"+r+u,t+=" placeholder='Provide multiple values in new lines"+(e.required?" (at least one

required).":".")+"'>",t+=o+"</textarea>";else{var c="parameter";e.required&&(c+=" required"),t="<input
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class='"+c+"' minlength='"+(e.required?1:0)+"'",t+=" name='"+s+"'

placeholder='"+(e.required?"(required)":"")+"'"+r+u,t+=" type='"+n+"' value='"+o+"'/>"}return new

Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),Handlebars.registerHelper("ifCond",function(e,t,n,r){switch(t){case"==":return

e==n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"===":return e===n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<":return

e<n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<=":return e<=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">":return

e>n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">=":return e>=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"&&":return

e&&n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"||":return e||n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);default:return

r.inverse(this)}}),Handlebars.registerHelper("escape",function(e){var

t=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e);return new Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

 exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof

define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.sanitizeHtml=e()}}(function(){return function e(t,n,r){function

i(o,s){if(!n[o]){if(!t[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var

u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var

c=n[o]={exports:{}};t[o][0].call(c.exports,function(e){var n=t[o][1][e];return i(n?n:e)},c,c.exports,e,t,n,r)}return

n[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return

i}({1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){t(e[n],n)})}function

i(e,t){return{}.hasOwnProperty.call(e,t)}function a(e,t,n){function c(e,t){var

n=this;this.tag=e,this.attribs=t||{},this.tagPosition=d.length,this.text="",this.updateParentNodeText=function(){if(x.l

ength){var

 e=x[x.length-1];e.text+=n.text}}}function p(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e+=""),e.replace(/\&/g,"&amp;").replace(/</g,"&lt;").replace(/\>/g,"&gt;").replace(/\"/g,"&quot;")}function

h(e,n){n=n.replace(/[\x00-\x20]+/g,""),n=n.replace(/<\!\-\-.*?\-\-\>/g,"");var r=n.match(/^([a-zA-

Z]+)\:/);if(!r)return!1;var a=r[1].toLowerCase();return

i(t.allowedSchemesByTag,e)?t.allowedSchemesByTag[e].indexOf(a)===-

1:!t.allowedSchemes||t.allowedSchemes.indexOf(a)===-1}function f(e,t){return

t?(e=e.split(/\s+/),e.filter(function(e){return t.indexOf(e)!==-1}).join(" ")):e}var

d="";t?(t=s(a.defaults,t),t.parser?t.parser=s(u,t.parser):t.parser=u):(t=a.defaults,t.parser=u);var

m,g,y=t.nonTextTags||["script","style","textarea"];t.allowedAttributes&&(m={},g={},r(t.allowedAttributes,function

(e,t){m[t]=[];var

n=[];e.forEach(function(e){e.indexOf("*")>=0?n.push(l(e).replace(/\\\*/g,".*")):m[t].push(e)}),g[t]=new

RegExp("^("+n.join("|")+")$")}));var

v={};r(t.allowedClasses,function(e,t){m&&(i(m,t)||(m[t]=[]),m[t].push("class")),v[t]=e});var

 b,w={};r(t.transformTags,function(e,t){var n;"function"==typeof e?n=e:"string"==typeof

e&&(n=a.simpleTransform(e)),"*"===t?b=n:w[t]=n});var _=0,x=[],A={},S={},j=!1,E=0,O=new

o.Parser({onopentag:function(e,n){if(j)return void E++;var a=new c(e,n);x.push(a);var

o,s=!1,l=!!a.text;i(w,e)&&(o=w[e](e,n),a.attribs=n=o.attribs,void

0!==o.text&&(a.innerText=o.text),e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),b&&(o=b(e,n),a.att

ribs=n=o.attribs,e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),t.allowedTags&&t.allowedTags.index

Of(e)===-1&&(s=!0,y.indexOf(e)!==-

1&&(j=!0,E=1),A[_]=!0),_++,s||(d+="<"+e,(!m||i(m,e)||m["*"])&&r(n,function(t,n){if(!m||i(m,e)&&m[e].indexOf(n

)!==-1||m["*"]&&m["*"].indexOf(n)!==-

1||i(g,e)&&g[e].test(n)||g["*"]&&g["*"].test(n)){if(("href"===n||"src"===n)&&h(e,t))return void delete

a.attribs[n];if("class"===n&&(t=f(t,v[e]),!t.length))return void delete a.attribs[n];d+="

"+n,t.length&&(d+='="'+p(t)+'"')}else

 delete a.attribs[n]}),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)!==-1?d+="

/>":(d+=">",!a.innerText||l||t.textFilter||(d+=a.innerText)))},ontext:function(e){if(!j){var n,r=x[x.length-

1];if(r&&(n=r.tag,e=void 0!==r.innerText?r.innerText:e),"script"===n||"style"===n)d+=e;else{var
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i=p(e);d+=t.textFilter?t.textFilter(i):i}if(x.length){var a=x[x.length-

1];a.text+=e}}},onclosetag:function(e){if(j){if(E--,E)return;j=!1}var n=x.pop();if(n){if(j=!1,_--,A[_])return delete

A[_],void n.updateParentNodeText();if(S[_]&&(e=S[_],delete S[_]),t.exclusiveFilter&&t.exclusiveFilter(n))return

void(d=d.substr(0,n.tagPosition));n.updateParentNodeText(),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)===-

1&&(d+="</"+e+">")}}},t.parser);return O.write(e),O.end(),d}var o=e("htmlparser2"),s=e("xtend"),l=e("regexp-

quote");t.exports=a;var

u={decodeEntities:!0};a.defaults={allowedTags:["h3","h4","h5","h6","blockquote","p","a","ul","ol","nl","li","b","i"

,"strong","em","strike","code","hr","br","div","table","thead","caption","tbody","tr","th","td","pre"],allowedAttribut

es:{a:["href","name","target"],img:["src"]},selfClosing:["img","br","hr","area","base","basefont","input","link","met

a"],allowedSchemes:["http","https","ftp","mailto"],allowedSchemesByTag:{}},a.simpleTransform=function(e,t,n){r

eturn

 n=void 0===n||n,t=t||{},function(r,i){var a;if(n)for(a in t)i[a]=t[a];else

i=t;return{tagName:e,attribs:i}}}},{htmlparser2:36,"regexp-quote":54,xtend:58}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(){for(var

e="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/",t=0,n=e.length;t<n;++t)

l[t]=e[t],u[e.charCodeAt(t)]=t;u["-".charCodeAt(0)]=62,u["_".charCodeAt(0)]=63}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s=e.length;if(s%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");a="="===e[s-

2]?2:"="===e[s-1]?1:0,o=new c(3*s/4-a),r=a>0?s-4:s;var

l=0;for(t=0,n=0;t<r;t+=4,n+=3)i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<18|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<12|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]<<6|u[e.

charCodeAt(t+3)],o[l++]=i>>16&255,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i;return

2===a?(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<2|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]>>4,o[l++]=255&i):1===a&&(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<10|u[

e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<4|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]>>2,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i),o}function a(e){return

l[e>>18&63]+l[e>>12&63]+l[e>>6&63]+l[63&e]}function o(e,t,n){for(var

r,i=[],o=t;o<n;o+=3)r=(e[o]<<16)+(e[o+1]<<8)+e[o+2],i.push(a(r));return i.join("")}function s(e){for(var

t,n=e.length,r=n%3,i="",a=[],s=16383,u=0,c=n-r;u<c;u+=s)a.push(o(e,u,u+s>c?c:u+s));return 1===r?(t=e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>2],i+=l[t<<4&63],i+="=="):2===r&&(t=(e[n-2]<<8)+e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>10],i+=l[t>>4&63],i+=l[t<<2&63],i+="="),a.push(i),a.join("")}n.toByteArray=i,n.fromByteArray=s;var

l=[],u=[],c="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array;r()},{}],3:[function(e,t,n){},{}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";var

r=e("buffer"),i=r.Buffer,a=r.SlowBuffer,o=r.kMaxLength||2147483647;n.alloc=function(e,t,n){if("function"==typeo

f i.alloc)return i.alloc(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof n)throw new TypeError("encoding must not

 be number");if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new

RangeError("size is too large");var r=n,a=t;void 0===a&&(r=void 0,a=0);var s=new i(e);if("string"==typeof

a)for(var l=new i(a,r),u=l.length,c=-1;++c<e;)s[c]=l[c%u];else s.fill(a);return

s},n.allocUnsafe=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafe)return i.allocUnsafe(e);if("number"!=typeof

e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new RangeError("size is too large");return new

i(e)},n.from=function(e,n,r){if("function"==typeof i.from&&(!t.Uint8Array||Uint8Array.from!==i.from))return

i.from(e,n,r);if("number"==typeof e)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must not be a

number');if("string"==typeof e)return new i(e,n);if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e instanceof

ArrayBuffer){var a=n;if(1===arguments.length)return new i(e);"undefined"==typeof a&&(a=0);var

o=r;if("undefined"==typeof o&&(o=e.byteLength-a),a>=e.byteLength)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(o>e.byteLength-a)throw

 new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return new i(e.slice(a,a+o))}if(i.isBuffer(e)){var s=new

i(e.length);return e.copy(s,0,0,e.length),s}if(e){if(Array.isArray(e)||"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e.buffer

instanceof ArrayBuffer||"length"in e)return new i(e);if("Buffer"===e.type&&Array.isArray(e.data))return new

i(e.data)}throw new TypeError("First argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like

object.")},n.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafeSlow)return

i.allocUnsafeSlow(e);if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>=o)throw new
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RangeError("size is too large");return new a(e)}}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{buffer:5}],5:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";function

r(){try{var e=new Uint8Array(1);return e.__proto__={__proto__:Uint8Array.prototype,foo:function(){return

42}},42===e.foo()&&"function"==typeof

 e.subarray&&0===e.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(t){return!1}}function i(){return

o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function a(e,t){if(i()<t)throw new RangeError("Invalid

typed array length");return o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=new

Uint8Array(t),e.__proto__=o.prototype):(null===e&&(e=new o(t)),e.length=t),e}function

o(e,t,n){if(!(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||this instanceof o))return new o(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof

e){if("string"==typeof t)throw new Error("If encoding is specified then the first argument must be a string");return

c(this,e)}return s(this,e,t,n)}function s(e,t,n,r){if("number"==typeof t)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must

not be a number');return"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t instanceof ArrayBuffer?f(e,t,n,r):"string"==typeof

t?p(e,t,n):d(e,t)}function l(e){if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError('"size" argument must be a

number');if(e<0)throw new RangeError('"size" argument must not be negative')}function u(e,t,n,r){return

l(t),t<=0?a(e,t):void

 0!==n?"string"==typeof r?a(e,t).fill(n,r):a(e,t).fill(n):a(e,t)}function

c(e,t){if(l(t),e=a(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;++n)e[n]=0;return e}function

p(e,t,n){if("string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8"),!o.isEncoding(n))throw new TypeError('"encoding" must be a

valid string encoding');var r=0|y(t,n);e=a(e,r);var i=e.write(t,n);return i!==r&&(e=e.slice(0,i)),e}function h(e,t){var

n=t.length<0?0:0|m(t.length);e=a(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t,n,r){if(t.byteLength,n<0||t.byteLength<n)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(t.byteLength<n+(r||0))throw new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return t=void 0===n&&void

0===r?new Uint8Array(t):void 0===r?new Uint8Array(t,n):new

Uint8Array(t,n,r),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=t,e.__proto__=o.prototype):e=h(e,t),e}function

d(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(t)){var n=0|m(t.length);return

e=a(e,n),0===e.length?e:(t.copy(e,0,0,n),e)}if(t){if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t.buffer

 instanceof ArrayBuffer||"length"in t)return"number"!=typeof

t.length||G(t.length)?a(e,0):h(e,t);if("Buffer"===t.type&&Z(t.data))return h(e,t.data)}throw new TypeError("First

argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like object.")}function m(e){if(e>=i())throw new

RangeError("Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size: 0x"+i().toString(16)+" bytes");return

0|e}function g(e){return+e!=e&&(e=0),o.alloc(+e)}function y(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(e))return

e.length;if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&"function"==typeof

ArrayBuffer.isView&&(ArrayBuffer.isView(e)||e instanceof ArrayBuffer))return e.byteLength;"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return 0;for(var r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":return

n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":case void 0:return H(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return

2*n;case"hex":return n>>>1;case"base64":return W(e).length;default:if(r)return

H(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function

 v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if((void 0===t||t<0)&&(t=0),t>this.length)return"";if((void

0===n||n>this.length)&&(n=this.length),n<=0)return"";if(n>>>=0,t>>>=0,n<=t)return"";for(e||(e="utf8");;)switch(e

){case"hex":return L(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return T(this,t,n);case"ascii":return

I(this,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return D(this,t,n);case"base64":return k(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return M(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n){var r=e[t];e[t]=e[n],e[n]=r}function

w(e,t,n,r,i){if(0===e.length)return-1;if("string"==typeof n?(r=n,n=0):n>2147483647?n=2147483647:n<-

2147483648&&(n=-2147483648),n=+n,isNaN(n)&&(n=i?0:e.length-

1),n<0&&(n=e.length+n),n>=e.length){if(i)return-1;n=e.length-1}else if(n<0){if(!i)return-

1;n=0}if("string"==typeof t&&(t=o.from(t,r)),o.isBuffer(t))return 0===t.length?-1:_(e,t,n,r,i);if("number"==typeof

t)return t=255&t,o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"==typeof
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Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?i?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call(e,t,n):Uint8Array.prototype.lastIndexOf.call(e,t

,n):_(e,[t],n,r,i);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or Buffer")}function _(e,t,n,r,i){function

a(e,t){return 1===o?e[t]:e.readUInt16BE(t*o)}var o=1,s=e.length,l=t.length;if(void

0!==r&&(r=String(r).toLowerCase(),"ucs2"===r||"ucs-2"===r||"utf16le"===r||"utf-

16le"===r)){if(e.length<2||t.length<2)return-1;o=2,s/=2,l/=2,n/=2}var u;if(i){var c=-

1;for(u=n;u<s;u++)if(a(e,u)===a(t,c===-1?0:u-c)){if(c===-1&&(c=u),u-c+1===l)return c*o}else c!==-1&&(u-=u-

c),c=-1}else for(n+l>s&&(n=s-l),u=n;u>=0;u--){for(var

p=!0,h=0;h<l;h++)if(a(e,u+h)!==a(t,h)){p=!1;break}if(p)return u}return-1}function x(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var

i=e.length-n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new TypeError("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;++o){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))return

o;e[n+o]=s}return o}function A(e,t,n,r){return

 Q(H(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function S(e,t,n,r){return Q(Y(t),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n,r){return S(e,t,n,r)}function

E(e,t,n,r){return Q(W(t),e,n,r)}function O(e,t,n,r){return Q(J(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function k(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?K.fromByteArray(e):K.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

T(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case

2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return C(r)}function C(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=ee)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var

 n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=ee));return n}function I(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function D(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function L(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;++a)i+=V(e[a]);return i}function

M(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return

i}function R(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new

RangeError("Trying to access beyond buffer length")}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new

TypeError('"buffer" argument must be a Buffer instance');if(t>i||t<a)throw new RangeError('"value" argument is out

of bounds');if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out of range")}function

P(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,2);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-

i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function

 q(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,4);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-

i)&255}function B(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out of range");if(n<0)throw new

RangeError("Index out of range")}function z(e,t,n,r,i){return i||B(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-

3.4028234663852886e38),X.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function N(e,t,n,r,i){return

i||B(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-1.7976931348623157e308),X.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

$(e){if(e=F(e).replace(te,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function F(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function V(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function

H(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;++o){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=(i-

55296<<10|n-56320)+65536}else

 i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-

=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-
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=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return a}function

Y(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;++n)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function J(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);++o)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function W(e){return K.toByteArray($(e))}function Q(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);++i)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}function G(e){return e!==e}var K=e("base64-

js"),X=e("ieee754"),Z=e("isarray");n.Buffer=o,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,o.TYPED_ARRA

Y_SUPPORT=void

0!==t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT:r(),n.kMaxLength=i(),o.poolSize=8192,o._aug

ment=function(e){return

 e.__proto__=o.prototype,e},o.from=function(e,t,n){return

s(null,e,t,n)},o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&(o.prototype.__proto__=Uint8Array.prototype,o.__proto__=Uint8

Array,"undefined"!=typeof

Symbol&&Symbol.species&&o[Symbol.species]===o&&Object.defineProperty(o,Symbol.species,{value:null,conf

igurable:!0})),o.alloc=function(e,t,n){return u(null,e,t,n)},o.allocUnsafe=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isBuffer)},o.compare=function(e,t){if(!o.isBuffer(e)||!o.isBuff

er(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var

n=e.length,r=t.length,i=0,a=Math.min(n,r);i<a;++i)if(e[i]!==t[i]){n=e[i],r=t[i];break}return n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},o.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},o.concat=function(e,t){if(!Z(e))throw

 new TypeError('"list" argument must be an Array of Buffers');if(0===e.length)return o.alloc(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;++n)t+=e[n].length;var r=o.allocUnsafe(t),i=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;++n){var

a=e[n];if(!o.isBuffer(a))throw new TypeError('"list" argument must be an Array of

Buffers');a.copy(r,i),i+=a.length}return

r},o.byteLength=y,o.prototype._isBuffer=!0,o.prototype.swap16=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%2!==0)throw

new RangeError("Buffer size must be a multiple of 16-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=2)b(this,t,t+1);return

this},o.prototype.swap32=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%4!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 32-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=4)b(this,t,t+3),b(this,t+1,t+2);return

this},o.prototype.swap64=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%8!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 64-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=8)b(this,t,t+7),b(this,t+1,t+6),b(this,t+2,t+5),b(this,t+3,t+4);return

this},o.prototype.toString=function(){var

 e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?T(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},o.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!o.isBuffer

(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===o.compare(this,e)},o.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return

this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join(" "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer

"+e+">"},o.prototype.compare=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a

Buffer");if(void 0===t&&(t=0),void 0===n&&(n=e?e.length:0),void 0===r&&(r=0),void

0===i&&(i=this.length),t<0||n>e.length||r<0||i>this.length)throw new RangeError("out of range

index");if(r>=i&&t>=n)return 0;if(r>=i)return-1;if(t>=n)return

1;if(t>>>=0,n>>>=0,r>>>=0,i>>>=0,this===e)return 0;for(var a=i-r,s=n-

t,l=Math.min(a,s),u=this.slice(r,i),c=e.slice(t,n),p=0;p<l;++p)if(u[p]!==c[p]){a=u[p],s=c[p];break}return a<s?-

1:s<a?1:0},o.prototype.includes=function(e,t,n){return

 this.indexOf(e,t,n)!==-1},o.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t,n){return

w(this,e,t,n,!0)},o.prototype.lastIndexOf=function(e,t,n){return

w(this,e,t,n,!1)},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void 0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else if(void
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0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else{if(!isFinite(t))throw new Error("Buffer.write(string,

encoding, offset[, length]) is no longer supported");t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void 0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void

0)}var i=this.length-t;if((void 0===n||n>i)&&(n=i),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new

RangeError("Attempt to write outside buffer bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var a=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return

x(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return A(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return

S(this,e,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return j(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return E(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return O(this,e,t,n);default:if(a)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),a=!0}},o.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var

 ee=4096;o.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),

t<e&&(t=e);var r;if(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=this.subarray(e,t),r.__proto__=o.prototype;else{var i=t-

e;r=new o(i,(void 0));for(var a=0;a<i;++a)r[a]=this[a+e]}return

r},o.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},o.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},o.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,1,this.length),this[e]},o.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},o.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},o.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},o.prototype.readUInt32BE=function

(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},o.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},o.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},o.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||R(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},o.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},o.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){retur

n

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},o.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},o.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},o.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},o.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},o.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=1,o=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++o<n&&(a*=256);)this[t+o]=e/a&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-

1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=n-1,o=1;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=e/o&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,255,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.

writeUInt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return
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e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2

]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a-1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-

s&255;return t+n},o.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

 i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-1,o=1,s=0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--

a>=0&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a+1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.writeI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt16

BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt32

LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24

):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this

[t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

 z(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

z(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||

(t=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var i,a=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(i=a-1;i>=0;--i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

if(a<1e3||!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(i=0;i<a;++i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

Uint8Array.prototype.set.call(e,this.subarray(n,n+a),t);return

 a},o.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n,r){if("string"==typeof e){if("string"==typeof

t?(r=t,t=0,n=this.length):"string"==typeof n&&(r=n,n=this.length),1===e.length){var

i=e.charCodeAt(0);i<256&&(e=i)}if(void 0!==r&&"string"!=typeof r)throw new TypeError("encoding must be a

string");if("string"==typeof r&&!o.isEncoding(r))throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r)}else"number"==typeof e&&(e=255&e);if(t<0||this.length<t||this.length<n)throw new RangeError("Out of

range index");if(n<=t)return this;t>>>=0,n=void 0===n?this.length:n>>>0,e||(e=0);var a;if("number"==typeof

e)for(a=t;a<n;++a)this[a]=e;else{var s=o.isBuffer(e)?e:H(new o(e,r).toString()),l=s.length;for(a=0;a<n-

t;++a)this[a+t]=s[a%l]}return this};var te=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-_]/g}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"base64-

js":2,ieee754:37,isarray:40}],6:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function t(e){return

Array.isArray?Array.isArray(e):"[object

 Array]"===g(e)}function r(e){return"boolean"==typeof e}function i(e){return null===e}function a(e){return

null==e}function o(e){return"number"==typeof e}function s(e){return"string"==typeof e}function

l(e){return"symbol"==typeof e}function u(e){return void 0===e}function c(e){return"[object

RegExp]"===g(e)}function p(e){return"object"==typeof e&&null!==e}function h(e){return"[object

Date]"===g(e)}function f(e){return"[object Error]"===g(e)||e instanceof Error}function

d(e){return"function"==typeof e}function m(e){return null===e||"boolean"==typeof e||"number"==typeof

e||"string"==typeof e||"symbol"==typeof e||"undefined"==typeof e}function g(e){return
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Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}n.isArray=t,n.isBoolean=r,n.isNull=i,n.isNullOrUndefined=a,n.isNumber=o,n.isSt

ring=s,n.isSymbol=l,n.isUndefined=u,n.isRegExp=c,n.isObject=p,n.isDate=h,n.isError=f,n.isFunction=d,n.isPrimiti

ve=m,n.isBuffer=e.isBuffer}).call(this,{isBuffer:e("../../is-buffer/index.js")})},{"../../is-

buffer/index.js":39}],7:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t){if(e){var n,r="";for(var i in e)n=e[i],r&&(r+="

"),r+=!n&&p[i]?i:i+'="'+(t.decodeEntities?c.encodeXML(n):n)+'"';return r}}function

i(e,t){"svg"===e.name&&(t={decodeEntities:t.decodeEntities,xmlMode:!0});var

n="<"+e.name,i=r(e.attribs,t);return i&&(n+="

"+i),!t.xmlMode||e.children&&0!==e.children.length?(n+=">",e.children&&(n+=d(e.children,t)),f[e.name]&&!t.xml

Mode||(n+="</"+e.name+">")):n+="/>",n}function a(e){return"<"+e.data+">"}function o(e,t){var

n=e.data||"";return!t.decodeEntities||e.parent&&e.parent.name in h||(n=c.encodeXML(n)),n}function

s(e){return"<![CDATA["+e.children[0].data+"]]>"}function l(e){return"<!--"+e.data+"-->"}var

u=e("domelementtype"),c=e("entities"),p={__proto__:null,allowfullscreen:!0,async:!0,autofocus:!0,autoplay:!0,chec

ked:!0,controls:!0,"default":!0,defer:!0,disabled:!0,hidden:!0,ismap:!0,loop:!0,multiple:!0,muted:!0,open:!0,readonly

:!0,required:!0,reversed:!0,scoped:!0,seamless:!0,selected:!0,typemustmatch:!0},h={__proto__:null,style:!0,script:!0

,xmp:!0,iframe:!0,noembed:!0,noframes:!0,plaintext:!0,noscript:!0},f={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br

:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,img:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source

:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0},d=t.exports=function(e,t){Array.isArray(e)||e.cheerio||(e=[e]),t=t||{};for(var

 n="",r=0;r<e.length;r++){var

c=e[r];n+="root"===c.type?d(c.children,t):u.isTag(c)?i(c,t):c.type===u.Directive?a(c):c.type===u.Comment?l(c):c.t

ype===u.CDATA?s(c):o(c,t)}return

n}},{domelementtype:8,entities:20}],8:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"com

ment",Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||"script"===e.

type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],9:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"comment",

Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",Doctype:"doctype",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||

"script"===e.type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],10:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t,n){"object"==typeof e?(n=t,t=e,e=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=l),this._callback=e,this._options=t||l,this._elementCB=n,this.dom=[],this._done=!1,this._tagStack=[],this.

_parser=this._parser||null}var

i=e("domelementtype"),a=/\s+/g,o=e("./lib/node"),s=e("./lib/element"),l={normalizeWhitespace:!1,withStartIndices:

!1};r.prototype.onparserinit=function(e){this._parser=e},r.prototype.onreset=function(){r.call(this,this._callback,this

._options,this._elementCB)},r.prototype.onend=function(){this._done||(this._done=!0,this._parser=null,this._handle

Callback(null))},r.prototype._handleCallback=r.prototype.onerror=function(e){if("function"==typeof

this._callback)this._callback(e,this.dom);else if(e)throw e},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(){var

e=this._tagStack.pop();this._elementCB&&this._elementCB(e)},r.prototype._addDomElement=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1],n=t?t.children:this.dom,r=n[n.length-

1];e.next=null,this._options.withStartIndices&&(e.startIndex=this._parser.startIndex),this._options.withDomLvl1&

&(e.__proto__="tag"===e.type?s:o),r?(e.prev=r,r.next=e):e.prev=null,n.push(e),e.parent=t||null},r.prototype.onopen

tag=function(e,t){var

n={type:"script"===e?i.Script:"style"===e?i.Style:i.Tag,name:e,attribs:t,children:[]};this._addDomElement(n),this.

_tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.ontext=function(e){var

t,n=this._options.normalizeWhitespace||this._options.ignoreWhitespace;!this._tagStack.length&&this.dom.length&

&(t=this.dom[this.dom.length-1]).type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a,"

"):t.data+=e:this._tagStack.length&&(t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1])&&(t=t.children[t.children.length-

1])&&t.type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a," "):t.data+=e:(n&&(e=e.replace(a,"

")),this._addDomElement({data:e,type:i.Text}))},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1];if(t&&t.type===i.Comment)return void(t.data+=e);var

n={data:e,type:i.Comment};this._addDomElement(n),this._tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.oncdatastart=function(){v
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ar

e={children:[{data:"",type:i.Text}],type:i.CDATA};this._addDomElement(e),this._tagStack.push(e)},r.prototype.on

commentend=r.prototype.oncdataend=function(){this._tagStack.pop()},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=functio

n(e,t){this._addDomElement({name:e,data:t,type:i.Directive})},t.exports=r},{"./lib/element":11,"./lib/node":12,dom

elementtype:9}],11:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./node"),i=t.exports=Object.create(r),a={tagName:"name"};Object.keys(a).forEach(function(e){var

t=a[e];Object.defineProperty(i,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{"./node":12}],12:[function(e,t,n){var r=t.exports={get firstChild(){var e=this.children;return

e&&e[0]||null},get lastChild(){var e=this.children;return e&&e[e.length-1]||null},get nodeType(){return

a[this.type]||a.element}},i={tagName:"name",childNodes:"children",parentNode:"parent",previousSibling:"prev",ne

xtSibling:"next",nodeValue:"data"},a={element:1,text:3,cdata:4,comment:8};Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){va

r

 t=i[e];Object.defineProperty(r,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){var

r=t.exports;[e("./lib/stringify"),e("./lib/traversal"),e("./lib/manipulation"),e("./lib/querying"),e("./lib/legacy"),e("./lib/

helpers")].forEach(function(e){Object.keys(e).forEach(function(t){r[t]=e[t].bind(r)})})},{"./lib/helpers":14,"./lib/leg

acy":15,"./lib/manipulation":16,"./lib/querying":17,"./lib/stringify":18,"./lib/traversal":19}],14:[function(e,t,n){n.rem

oveSubsets=function(e){for(var t,n,r,i=e.length;--i>-1;){for(t=n=e[i],e[i]=null,r=!0;n;){if(e.indexOf(n)>-

1){r=!1,e.splice(i,1);break}n=n.parent}r&&(e[i]=t)}return e};var

r={DISCONNECTED:1,PRECEDING:2,FOLLOWING:4,CONTAINS:8,CONTAINED_BY:16},i=n.compareDocu

mentPosition=function(e,t){var n,i,a,o,s,l,u=[],c=[];if(e===t)return

0;for(n=e;n;)u.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(n=t;n;)c.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(l=0;u[l]===c[l];)l++;return

 0===l?r.DISCONNECTED:(i=u[l-

1],a=i.children,o=u[l],s=c[l],a.indexOf(o)>a.indexOf(s)?i===t?r.FOLLOWING|r.CONTAINED_BY:r.FOLLOWIN

G:i===e?r.PRECEDING|r.CONTAINS:r.PRECEDING)};n.uniqueSort=function(e){var

t,n,a=e.length;for(e=e.slice();--a>-1;)t=e[a],n=e.indexOf(t),n>-1&&n<a&&e.splice(a,1);return

e.sort(function(e,t){var n=i(e,t);return n&r.PRECEDING?-

1:n&r.FOLLOWING?1:0}),e}},{}],15:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return"function"==typeof

t?function(n){return n.attribs&&t(n.attribs[e])}:function(n){return n.attribs&&n.attribs[e]===t}}function

i(e,t){return function(n){return e(n)||t(n)}}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=n.isTag=a.isTag;n.testElement=function(e,t){for(var n in

e)if(e.hasOwnProperty(n)){if("tag_name"===n){if(!o(t)||!e.tag_name(t.name))return!1}else

if("tag_type"===n){if(!e.tag_type(t.type))return!1}else

if("tag_contains"===n){if(o(t)||!e.tag_contains(t.data))return!1}else

if(!t.attribs||!e[n](t.attribs[n]))return!1}else;return!0};var

 s={tag_name:function(e){return"function"==typeof e?function(t){return

o(t)&&e(t.name)}:"*"===e?o:function(t){return

o(t)&&t.name===e}},tag_type:function(e){return"function"==typeof e?function(t){return

e(t.type)}:function(t){return t.type===e}},tag_contains:function(e){return"function"==typeof

e?function(t){return!o(t)&&e(t.data)}:function(t){return!o(t)&&t.data===e}}};n.getElements=function(e,t,n,a){var

o=Object.keys(e).map(function(t){var n=e[t];return t in s?s[t](n):r(t,n)});return

0===o.length?[]:this.filter(o.reduce(i),t,n,a)},n.getElementById=function(e,t,n){return

Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),this.findOne(r("id",e),t,n!==!1)},n.getElementsByTagName=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.filter(s.tag_name(e),t,n,r)},n.getElementsByTagType=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.filter(s.tag_type(e),t,n,r)}},{domelementtype:9}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.removeElement=function(e){if(e.prev&

&(e.prev.next=e.next),e.next&&(e.next.prev=e.prev),e.parent){var

t=e.parent.children;t.splice(t.lastIndexOf(e),1)}},n.replaceElement=function(e,t){var
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 n=t.prev=e.prev;n&&(n.next=t);var r=t.next=e.next;r&&(r.prev=t);var i=t.parent=e.parent;if(i){var

a=i.children;a[a.lastIndexOf(e)]=t}},n.appendChild=function(e,t){if(t.parent=e,1!==e.children.push(t)){var

n=e.children[e.children.length-2];n.next=t,t.prev=n,t.next=null}},n.append=function(e,t){var

n=e.parent,r=e.next;if(t.next=r,t.prev=e,e.next=t,t.parent=n,r){if(r.prev=t,n){var

i=n.children;i.splice(i.lastIndexOf(r),0,t)}}else n&&n.children.push(t)},n.prepend=function(e,t){var

n=e.parent;if(n){var

r=n.children;r.splice(r.lastIndexOf(e),0,t)}e.prev&&(e.prev.next=t),t.parent=n,t.prev=e.prev,t.next=e,e.prev=t}},{}],

17:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){return Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),"number"==typeof

r&&isFinite(r)||(r=1/0),i(e,t,n!==!1,r)}function i(e,t,n,r){for(var

a,o=[],s=0,l=t.length;s<l&&!(e(t[s])&&(o.push(t[s]),--

r<=0))&&(a=t[s].children,!(n&&a&&a.length>0&&(a=i(e,a,n,r),o=o.concat(a),r-=a.length,r<=0)));s++);return

o}function a(e,t){for(var

 n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e(t[n]))return t[n];return null}function o(e,t){for(var

n=null,r=0,i=t.length;r<i&&!n;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])?n=t[r]:t[r].children.length>0&&(n=o(e,t[r].children)));return

n}function s(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(u(t[n])&&(e(t[n])||t[n].children.length>0&&s(e,t[n].children)))return!0;return!1}function

l(e,t){for(var

n=[],r=0,i=t.length;r<i;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])&&n.push(t[r]),t[r].children.length>0&&(n=n.concat(l(e,t[r].children)))

);return n}var

u=e("domelementtype").isTag;t.exports={filter:r,find:i,findOneChild:a,findOne:o,existsOne:s,findAll:l}},{domelem

enttype:9}],18:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return e.children?e.children.map(function(e){return

o(e,t)}).join(""):""}function i(e){return

Array.isArray(e)?e.map(i).join(""):s(e)||e.type===a.CDATA?i(e.children):e.type===a.Text?e.data:""}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=e("dom-

serializer"),s=a.isTag;t.exports={getInnerHTML:r,getOuterHTML:o,getText:i}},{"dom-

serializer":7,domelementtype:9}],19:[function(e,t,n){var

 r=n.getChildren=function(e){return e.children},i=n.getParent=function(e){return

e.parent};n.getSiblings=function(e){var t=i(e);return t?r(t):[e]},n.getAttributeValue=function(e,t){return

e.attribs&&e.attribs[t]},n.hasAttrib=function(e,t){return!!e.attribs&&hasOwnProperty.call(e.attribs,t)},n.getName=f

unction(e){return e.name}},{}],20:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./lib/encode.js"),i=e("./lib/decode.js");n.decode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTML)(e)},n.decodeStri

ct=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTMLStrict)(e)},n.encode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?r.XML:r.HTML)(

e)},n.encodeXML=r.XML,n.encodeHTML4=n.encodeHTML5=n.encodeHTML=r.HTML,n.decodeXML=n.decode

XMLStrict=i.XML,n.decodeHTML4=n.decodeHTML5=n.decodeHTML=i.HTML,n.decodeHTML4Strict=n.decode

HTML5Strict=n.decodeHTMLStrict=i.HTMLStrict,n.escape=r.escape},{"./lib/decode.js":21,"./lib/encode.js":23}],2

1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=Object.keys(e).join("|"),n=a(e);t+="|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+|#\\d+";var r=new

RegExp("&(?:"+t+");","g");return

 function(e){return String(e).replace(r,n)}}function i(e,t){return e<t?1:-1}function a(e){return

function(t){return"#"===t.charAt(1)?u("X"===t.charAt(2)||"x"===t.charAt(2)?parseInt(t.substr(3),16):parseInt(t.sub

str(2),10)):e[t.slice(1,-1)]}}var

o=e("../maps/entities.json"),s=e("../maps/legacy.json"),l=e("../maps/xml.json"),u=e("./decode_codepoint.js"),c=r(l),p

=r(o),h=function(){function e(e){return";"!==e.substr(-1)&&(e+=";"),c(e)}for(var

t=Object.keys(s).sort(i),n=Object.keys(o).sort(i),r=0,l=0;r<n.length;r++)t[l]===n[r]?(n[r]+=";?",l++):n[r]+=";";var

u=new RegExp("&(?:"+n.join("|")+"|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+;?|#\\d+;?)","g"),c=a(o);return function(t){return

String(t).replace(u,e)}}();t.exports={XML:c,HTML:h,HTMLStrict:p}},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/legacy.js

on":26,"../maps/xml.json":27,"./decode_codepoint.js":22}],22:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(e>=55296&&e<=57343||e>1114111)return"";e in i&&(e=i[e]);var t="";return e>65535&&(e-

=65536,t+=String.fromCharCode(e>>>10&1023|55296),e=56320|1023&e),t+=String.fromCharCode(e)}var
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 i=e("../maps/decode.json");t.exports=r},{"../maps/decode.json":24}],23:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

Object.keys(e).sort().reduce(function(t,n){return t[e[n]]="&"+n+";",t},{})}function i(e){var t=[],n=[];return

Object.keys(e).forEach(function(e){1===e.length?t.push("\\"+e):n.push(e)}),n.unshift("["+t.join("")+"]"),new

RegExp(n.join("|"),"g")}function a(e){return"&#x"+e.charCodeAt(0).toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function

o(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0),n=e.charCodeAt(1),r=1024*(t-55296)+n-

56320+65536;return"&#x"+r.toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function s(e,t){function n(t){return e[t]}return

function(e){return e.replace(t,n).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}}function l(e){return

e.replace(m,a).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}var u=r(e("../maps/xml.json")),c=i(u);n.XML=s(u,c);var

p=r(e("../maps/entities.json")),h=i(p);n.HTML=s(p,h);var f=/[^\0-\x7F]/g,d=/[\uD800-\uDBFF][\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/g,m=i(u);n.escape=l},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/xml.json":27}],24:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={0:6

5533,128:8364,130:8218,131:402,132:8222,133:8230,134:8224,135:8225,136:710,137:8240,138:352,139:8249,140

:338,142:381,145:8216,146:8217,147:8220,148:8221,149:8226,150:8211,151:8212,152:732,153:8482,154:353,155:

8250,156:339,158:382,159:376}},{}],25:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Abreve:"",abreve:"",ac:"",a

cd:"",acE:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",Acy:"",acy:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",af:"",Afr:"",afr:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",alefsy

m:"",aleph:"",Alpha:"",alpha:"",Amacr:"",amacr:"",amalg:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",andand:"",And:"",and:"",andd:"",a

ndslope:"",andv:"",ang:"",ange:"",angle:"",angmsdaa:"",angmsdab:"",angmsdac:"",angmsdad:"",angmsdae:"",angms

daf:"",angmsdag:"",angmsdah:"",angmsd:"",angrt:"",angrtvb:"",angrtvbd:"",angsph:"",angst:"",angzarr:"",Aogon:"",

aogon:"",Aopf:"",aopf:"",apacir:"",ap:"",apE:"",ape:"",apid:"",apos:"'",ApplyFunction:"",approx:"",approxeq:"",Ari

ng:"",aring:"",Ascr:"",ascr:"",Assign:"",ast:"*",asymp:"",asympeq:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",awconint:"

",awint:"",backcong:"",backepsilon:"",backprime:"",backsim:"",backsimeq:"",Backslash:"",Barv:"",barvee:"",barwe

d:"",Barwed:"",barwedge:"",bbrk:"",bbrktbrk:"",bcong:"",Bcy:"",bcy:"",bdquo:"",becaus:"",because:"",Because:"",b

emptyv:"",bepsi:"",bernou:"",Bernoullis:"",Beta:"",beta:"",beth:"",between:"",Bfr:"",bfr:"",bigcap:"",bigcirc:"",bigc

up:"",bigodot:"",bigoplus:"",bigotimes:"",bigsqcup:"",bigstar:"",bigtriangledown:"",bigtriangleup:"",biguplus:"",big

vee:"",bigwedge:"",bkarow:"",blacklozenge:"",blacksquare:"",blacktriangle:"",blacktriangledown:"",blacktrianglelef

t:"",blacktriangleright:"",blank:"",blk12:"",blk14:"",blk34:"",block:"",bne:"=",bnequiv:"",bNot:"",bnot:"",Bopf:"",b

opf:"",bot:"",bottom:"",bowtie:"",boxbox:"",boxdl:"",boxdL:"",boxDl:"",boxDL:"",boxdr:"",boxdR:"",boxDr:"",box

DR:"",boxh:"",boxH:"",boxhd:"",boxHd:"",boxhD:"",boxHD:"",boxhu:"",boxHu:"",boxhU:"",boxHU:"",boxminus:

"",boxplus:"",boxtimes:"",boxul:"",boxuL:"",boxUl:"",boxUL:"",boxur:"",boxuR:"",boxUr:"",boxUR:"",boxv:"",bo

xV:"",boxvh:"",boxvH:"",boxVh:"",boxVH:"",boxvl:"",boxvL:"",boxVl:"",boxVL:"",boxvr:"",boxvR:"",boxVr:"",b

oxVR:"",bprime:"",breve:"",Breve:"",brvbar:"",bscr:"",Bscr:"",bsemi:"",bsim:"",bsime:"",bsolb:"",bsol:"\\",bsolhsub

:"",bull:"",bullet:"",bump:"",bumpE:"",bumpe:"",Bumpeq:"",bumpeq:"",Cacute:"",cacute:"",capand:"",capbrcup:"",c

apcap:"",cap:"",Cap:"",capcup:"",capdot:"",CapitalDifferentialD:"",caps:"",caret:"",caron:"",Cayleys:"",ccaps:"",Cc

aron:"",ccaron:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",Ccirc:"",ccirc:"",Cconint:"",ccups:"",ccupssm:"",Cdot:"",cdot:"",cedil:"",Cedill

a:"",cemptyv:"",cent:"",centerdot:"",CenterDot:"",cfr:"",Cfr:"",CHcy:"",chcy:"",check:"",checkmark:"",Chi:"",chi:""

,circ:"",circeq:"",circlearrowleft:"",circlearrowright:"",circledast:"",circledcirc:"",circleddash:"",CircleDot:"",circled

R:"",circledS:"",CircleMinus:"",CirclePlus:"",CircleTimes:"",cir:"",cirE:"",cire:"",cirfnint:"",cirmid:"",cirscir:"",Clo

ckwiseContourIntegral:"",CloseCurlyDoubleQuote:"",CloseCurlyQuote:"",clubs:"",clubsuit:"",colon:":",Colon:"",C

olone:"",colone:"",coloneq:"",comma:",",commat:"@",comp:"",compfn:"",complement:"",complexes:"",cong:"",con
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"",upsilon:"",UpTeeArrow:"",UpTee:"",upuparrows:"",urcorn:"",urcorner:"",urcrop:"",Uring:"",uring:"",urtri:"",Usc

r:"",uscr:"",utdot:"",Utilde:"",utilde:"",utri:"",utrif:"",uuarr:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",uwangle:"",vangrt:"",varepsilon:"",v

arkappa:"",varnothing:"",varphi:"",varpi:"",varpropto:"",varr:"",vArr:"",varrho:"",varsigma:"",varsubsetneq:"",varsu

bsetneqq:"",varsupsetneq:"",varsupsetneqq:"",vartheta:"",vartriangleleft:"",vartriangleright:"",vBar:"",Vbar:"",vBarv

:"",Vcy:"",vcy:"",vdash:"",vDash:"",Vdash:"",VDash:"",Vdashl:"",veebar:"",vee:"",Vee:"",veeeq:"",vellip:"",verbar:

"|",Verbar:"",vert:"|",Vert:"",VerticalBar:"",VerticalLine:"|",VerticalSeparator:"",VerticalTilde:"",VeryThinSpace:""

,Vfr:"",vfr:"",vltri:"",vnsub:"",vnsup:"",Vopf:"",vopf:"",vprop:"",vrtri:"",Vscr:"",vscr:"",vsubnE:"",vsubne:"",vsupn

E:"",vsupne:"",Vvdash:"",vzigzag:"",Wcirc:"",wcirc:"",wedbar:"",wedge:"",Wedge:"",wedgeq:"",weierp:"",Wfr:"",

wfr:"",Wopf:"",wopf:"",wp:"",wr:"",wreath:"",Wscr:"",wscr:"",xcap:"",xcirc:"",xcup:"",xdtri:"",Xfr:"",xfr:"",xharr:"

",xhArr:"",Xi:"",xi:"",xlarr:"",xlArr:"",xmap:"",xnis:"",xodot:"",Xopf:"",xopf:"",xoplus:"",xotime:"",xrarr:"",xrArr:"

",Xscr:"",xscr:"",xsqcup:"",xuplus:"",xutri:"",xvee:"",xwedge:"",Yacute:"",yacute:"",YAcy:"",yacy:"",Ycirc:"",ycirc

:"",Ycy:"",ycy:"",yen:"",Yfr:"",yfr:"",YIcy:"",yicy:"",Yopf:"",yopf:"",Yscr:"",yscr:"",YUcy:"",yucy:"",yuml:"",Yu

ml:"",Zacute:"",zacute:"",Zcaron:"",zcaron:"",Zcy:"",zcy:"",Zdot:"",zdot:"",zeetrf:"",ZeroWidthSpace:"",Zeta:"",zet

a:"",zfr:"",Zfr:"",ZHcy:"",zhcy:"",zigrarr:"",zopf:"",Zopf:"",Zscr:"",zscr:"",zwj:"",zwnj:""}},{}],26:[function(e,t,n){

t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",

Aring:"",aring:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",brvbar:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",cedil:"",cent:"",copy:"",COPY:"",

curren:"",deg:"",divide:"",Eacute:"",eacute:"",Ecirc:"",ecirc:"",Egrave:"",egrave:"",ETH:"",eth:"",Euml:"",euml:"",fr

ac12:"",frac14:"",frac34:"",gt:">",GT:">",Iacute:"",iacute:"",Icirc:"",icirc:"",iexcl:"",Igrave:"",igrave:"",iquest:"",Iu

ml:"",iuml:"",laquo:"",lt:"<",LT:"<",macr:"",micro:"",middot:"",nbsp:"",not:"",Ntilde:"",ntilde:"",Oacute:"",oacute:"

",Ocirc:"",ocirc:"",Ograve:"",ograve:"",ordf:"",ordm:"",Oslash:"",oslash:"",Otilde:"",otilde:"",Ouml:"",ouml:"",para:

"",plusmn:"",pound:"",quot:'"',QUOT:'"',raquo:"",reg:"",REG:"",sect:"",shy:"",sup1:"",sup2:"",sup3:"",szlig:"",THO

RN:"",thorn:"",times:"",Uacute:"",uacute:"",Ucirc:"",ucirc:"",Ugrave:"",ugrave:"",uml:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",Yacute:"

",yacute:"",yen:"",yuml:""}},{}],27:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={amp:"&",apos:"'",gt:">",lt:"<",quot:'"'}},{}],28:[fun

ction(e,t,n){function

 r(){this._events=this._events||{},this._maxListeners=this._maxListeners||void 0}function

i(e){return"function"==typeof e}function a(e){return"number"==typeof e}function o(e){return"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e}function s(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r,r.EventEmitter=r,r.prototype._events=void

0,r.prototype._maxListeners=void

0,r.defaultMaxListeners=10,r.prototype.setMaxListeners=function(e){if(!a(e)||e<0||isNaN(e))throw TypeError("n

must be a positive number");return this._maxListeners=e,this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){var

t,n,r,a,l,u;if(this._events||(this._events={}),"error"===e&&(!this._events.error||o(this._events.error)&&!this._events.

error.length)){if(t=arguments[1],t

 instanceof Error)throw t;var c=new Error('Uncaught, unspecified "error" event. ('+t+")");throw

c.context=t,c}if(n=this._events[e],s(n))return!1;if(i(n))switch(arguments.length){case 1:n.call(this);break;case

2:n.call(this,arguments[1]);break;case

3:n.call(this,arguments[1],arguments[2]);break;default:a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),n.apply(this,a)}els

e

if(o(n))for(a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),u=n.slice(),r=u.length,l=0;l<r;l++)u[l].apply(this,a);return!0},r.

prototype.addListener=function(e,t){var n;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");return

this._events||(this._events={}),this._events.newListener&&this.emit("newListener",e,i(t.listener)?t.listener:t),this._e

vents[e]?o(this._events[e])?this._events[e].push(t):this._events[e]=[this._events[e],t]:this._events[e]=t,o(this._events

[e])&&!this._events[e].warned&&(n=s(this._maxListeners)?r.defaultMaxListeners:this._maxListeners,n&&n>0&&

this._events[e].length>n&&(this._events[e].warned=!0,console.error("(node)
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 warning: possible EventEmitter memory leak detected. %d listeners added. Use emitter.setMaxListeners() to

increase limit.",this._events[e].length),"function"==typeof

console.trace&&console.trace())),this},r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addListener,r.prototype.once=function(e,t){functi

on n(){this.removeListener(e,n),r||(r=!0,t.apply(this,arguments))}if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a

function");var r=!1;return n.listener=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.removeListener=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,s;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");if(!this._events||!this._events[e])return

this;if(n=this._events[e],a=n.length,r=-1,n===t||i(n.listener)&&n.listener===t)delete

this._events[e],this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t);else if(o(n)){for(s=a;s--

>0;)if(n[s]===t||n[s].listener&&n[s].listener===t){r=s;break}if(r<0)return this;1===n.length?(n.length=0,delete

this._events[e]):n.splice(r,1),this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t)}return

 this},r.prototype.removeAllListeners=function(e){var t,n;if(!this._events)return

this;if(!this._events.removeListener)return 0===arguments.length?this._events={}:this._events[e]&&delete

this._events[e],this;if(0===arguments.length){for(t in

this._events)"removeListener"!==t&&this.removeAllListeners(t);return

this.removeAllListeners("removeListener"),this._events={},this}if(n=this._events[e],i(n))this.removeListener(e,n);e

lse if(n)for(;n.length;)this.removeListener(e,n[n.length-1]);return delete

this._events[e],this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){var t;return

t=this._events&&this._events[e]?i(this._events[e])?[this._events[e]]:this._events[e].slice():[]},r.prototype.listenerCo

unt=function(e){if(this._events){var t=this._events[e];if(i(t))return 1;if(t)return t.length}return

0},r.listenerCount=function(e,t){return e.listenerCount(t)}},{}],29:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this._cbs=e||{},this.events=[]}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this.events.p

ush([e]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this.events.push([e,t]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i

[e])throw Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this.events.push([e,t,n]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}}),r.pr

ototype.onreset=function(){this.events=[],this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset()},r.prototype.restart=function(){thi

s._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset();for(var e=0,t=this.events.length;e<t;e++)if(this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]){var

n=this.events[e].length;1===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]():2===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1]):thi

s._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1],this.events[e][2])}}},{"./":36}],30:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this.init(e,t)}function i(e,t){return c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0)}function a(e,t){return

c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0,1)[0]}function

 o(e,t,n){return c.getText(c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,n,1)).trim()}function s(e,t,n,r,i){var

a=o(n,r,i);a&&(e[t]=a)}var l=e("./index.js"),u=l.DomHandler,c=l.DomUtils;e("inherits")(r,u),r.prototype.init=u;var

p=function(e){return"rss"===e||"feed"===e||"rdf:RDF"===e};r.prototype.onend=function(){var

e,t,n={},r=a(p,this.dom);r&&("feed"===r.name?(t=r.children,n.type="atom",s(n,"id","id",t),s(n,"title","title",t),(e=a(

"link",t))&&(e=e.attribs)&&(e=e.href)&&(n.link=e),s(n,"description","subtitle",t),(e=o("updated",t))&&(n.updated

=new Date(e)),s(n,"author","email",t,!0),n.items=i("entry",t).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","id",e),s(n,"title","title",e),(t=a("link",e))&&(t=t.attribs)&&(t=t.href)&&(n.link=t),(t=o("summ

ary",e)||o("content",e))&&(n.description=t),(t=o("updated",e))&&(n.pubDate=new

Date(t)),n})):(t=a("channel",r.children).children,n.type=r.name.substr(0,3),n.id="",s(n,"title","title",t),s(n,"link","lin

k",t),s(n,"description","description",t),(e=o("lastBuildDate",t))&&(n.updated=new

 Date(e)),s(n,"author","managingEditor",t,!0),n.items=i("item",r.children).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","guid",e),s(n,"title","title",e),s(n,"link","link",e),s(n,"description","description",e),(t=o("pubDat

e",e))&&(n.pubDate=new Date(t)),n}))),this.dom=n,u.prototype._handleCallback.call(this,r?null:Error("couldn't

find root of feed"))},t.exports=r},{"./index.js":36,inherits:38}],31:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this._options=t||{},this._cbs=e||{},this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribvalue="",this._attribs=null,

this._stack=[],this.startIndex=0,this.endIndex=null,this._lowerCaseTagNames="lowerCaseTags"in
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this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseTags:!this._options.xmlMode,this._lowerCaseAttributeNames="lowerCaseA

ttributeNames"in

this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseAttributeNames:!this._options.xmlMode,this._options.Tokenizer&&(i=this._

options.Tokenizer),this._tokenizer=new i(this._options,this),this._cbs.onparserinit&&this._cbs.onparserinit(this)}var

i=e("./Tokenizer.js"),a={input:!0,option:!0,optgroup:!0,select:!0,button:!0,datalist:!0,textarea:!0},o={tr:{tr:!0,th:!0,t

d:!0},th:{th:!0},td:{thead:!0,th:!0,td:!0},body:{head:!0,link:!0,script:!0},li:{li:!0},p:{p:!0},h1:{p:!0},h2:{p:!0},h3:{

p:!0},h4:{p:!0},h5:{p:!0},h6:{p:!0},select:a,input:a,output:a,button:a,datalist:a,textarea:a,option:{option:!0},optgrou

p:{optgroup:!0}},s={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,im

g:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0,path:!0,circle:!0,ellipse:!0,line:

!0,rect:!0,use:!0,stop:!0,polyline:!0,polygon:!0},l=/\s|\//;e("inherits")(r,e("events").EventEmitter),r.prototype._updat

ePosition=function(e){null===this.endIndex?this._tokenizer._sectionStart<=e?this.startIndex=0:this.startIndex=this.

_tokenizer._sectionStart-

e:this.startIndex=this.endIndex+1,this.endIndex=this._tokenizer.getAbsoluteIndex()},r.prototype.ontext=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(1),this.endIndex--

,this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e)},r.prototype.onopentagname=function(e){if(this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e

=e.toLowerCase()),this._tagname=e,!this._options.xmlMode&&e

 in o)for(var t;(t=this._stack[this._stack.length-1])in o[e];this.onclosetag(t));!this._options.xmlMode&&e in

s||this._stack.push(e),this._cbs.onopentagname&&this._cbs.onopentagname(e),this._cbs.onopentag&&(this._attribs=

{})},r.prototype.onopentagend=function(){this._updatePosition(1),this._attribs&&(this._cbs.onopentag&&this._cbs.

onopentag(this._tagname,this._attribs),this._attribs=null),!this._options.xmlMode&&this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._ta

gname in

s&&this._cbs.onclosetag(this._tagname),this._tagname=""},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(e){if(this._updatePositi

on(1),this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!this._stack.length||e in

s&&!this._options.xmlMode)this._options.xmlMode||"br"!==e&&"p"!==e||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurre

ntTag());else{var t=this._stack.lastIndexOf(e);if(t!==-1)if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(t=this._stack.length-t;t--

;)this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack.pop());else

this._stack.length=t;else"p"!==e||this._options.xmlMode||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurrentTag())}},r.protot

ype.onselfclosingtag=function(){this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recognizeSelfClosing?this._closeCurrentTag(

):this.onopentagend()},r.prototype._closeCurrentTag=function(){var

e=this._tagname;this.onopentagend(),this._stack[this._stack.length-

1]===e&&(this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._cbs.onclosetag(e),this._stack.pop())},r.prototype.onattribname=function(e)

{this._lowerCaseAttributeNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),this._attribname=e},r.prototype.onattribdata=function(e){

this._attribvalue+=e},r.prototype.onattribend=function(){this._cbs.onattribute&&this._cbs.onattribute(this._attribna

me,this._attribvalue),this._attribs&&!Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty.call(this._attribs,this._attribname)&&(this._

attribs[this._attribname]=this._attribvalue),this._attribname="",this._attribvalue=""},r.prototype._getInstructionNam

e=function(e){var

 t=e.search(l),n=t<0?e:e.substr(0,t);return

this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(n=n.toLowerCase()),n},r.prototype.ondeclaration=function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocess

inginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("!"+t,"!"+e)}},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=

function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("?"+t,"?"+e)}},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(4),this._cbs.oncomment&&this._cbs.oncomment(e),this._cbs.oncommentend&&this._cbs.onc

ommentend()},r.prototype.oncdata=function(e){this._updatePosition(1),this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recogn

izeCDATA?(this._cbs.oncdatastart&&this._cbs.oncdatastart(),this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e),this._cbs.oncda

taend&&this._cbs.oncdataend()):this.oncomment("[CDATA["+e+"]]")},r.prototype.onerror=function(e){this._cbs.o

nerror&&this._cbs.onerror(e)},r.prototype.onend=function(){if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(var
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 e=this._stack.length;e>0;this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack[--

e]));this._cbs.onend&&this._cbs.onend()},r.prototype.reset=function(){this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset(),this._

tokenizer.reset(),this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribs=null,this._stack=[],this._cbs.onparserinit&&this.

_cbs.onparserinit(this)},r.prototype.parseComplete=function(e){this.reset(),this.end(e)},r.prototype.write=function(e

){this._tokenizer.write(e)},r.prototype.end=function(e){this._tokenizer.end(e)},r.prototype.pause=function(){this._t

okenizer.pause()},r.prototype.resume=function(){this._tokenizer.resume()},r.prototype.parseChunk=r.prototype.writ

e,r.prototype.done=r.prototype.end,t.exports=r},{"./Tokenizer.js":34,events:28,inherits:38}],32:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){this._cbs=e||{}}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this._cbs[e]

&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i[e])throw

 Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}})},{"./":36}],33:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e){a.call(this,new i(this),e)}function i(e){this.scope=e}t.exports=r;var

a=e("./WritableStream.js");e("inherits")(r,a),r.prototype.readable=!0;var

o=e("../").EVENTS;Object.keys(o).forEach(function(e){if(0===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(){this.scope.emit

(e)};else if(1===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t){this.scope.emit(e,t)};else{if(2!==o[e])throw Error("wrong

number of

arguments!");i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t,n){this.scope.emit(e,t,n)}}})},{"../":36,"./WritableStream.js":35,inherit

s:38}],34:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return" "===e||"\n"===e||"\t"===e||"\f"===e||"\r"===e}function i(e,t){return

function(n){n===e&&(this._state=t)}}function a(e,t,n){var r=e.toLowerCase();return

e===r?function(e){e===r?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--

)}:function(i){i===r||i===e?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--)}}function

 o(e,t){var n=e.toLowerCase();return function(r){r===n||r===e?this._state=t:(this._state=m,this._index--)}}function

s(e,t){this._state=f,this._buffer="",this._sectionStart=0,this._index=0,this._bufferOffset=0,this._baseState=f,this._sp

ecial=me,this._cbs=t,this._running=!0,this._ended=!1,this._xmlMode=!(!e||!e.xmlMode),this._decodeEntities=!(!e||!

e.decodeEntities)}t.exports=s;var

l=e("entities/lib/decode_codepoint.js"),u=e("entities/maps/entities.json"),c=e("entities/maps/legacy.json"),p=e("entit

ies/maps/xml.json"),h=0,f=h++,d=h++,m=h++,g=h++,y=h++,v=h++,b=h++,w=h++,_=h++,x=h++,A=h++,S=h++,j

=h++,E=h++,O=h++,k=h++,T=h++,C=h++,I=h++,D=h++,L=h++,M=h++,R=h++,U=h++,P=h++,q=h++,B=h++,z=

h++,N=h++,$=h++,F=h++,V=h++,H=h++,Y=h++,J=h++,W=h++,Q=h++,G=h++,K=h++,X=h++,Z=h++,ee=h++,te

=h++,ne=h++,re=h++,ie=h++,ae=h++,oe=h++,se=h++,le=h++,ue=h++,ce=h++,pe=h++,he=h++,fe=h++,de=0,me=d

e++,ge=de++,ye=de++;s.prototype._stateText=function(e){"<"===e?(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ont

ext(this._getSection()),this._state=d,this._sectionStart=this._index):this._decodeEntities&&this._special===me&&"

&"===e&&(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._baseState=f,this._state=ue,th

is._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeTagName=function(e){"/"===e?this._state=y:"<"===e?(this.

_cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._sectionStart=this._index):">"===e||this._special!==me||r(e)?this._state=f:"!"==

=e?(this._state=O,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"?"===e?(this._state=T,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):(this._

state=this._xmlMode||"s"!==e&&"S"!==e?m:F,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInTagName=funct

ion(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._emitToken("onopentagname"),this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCloseingTagName=function(e){r(e)||(">"===e?this._state=f:this._special!==me?"s"===e

||"S"===e?this._state=V:(this._state=f,this._index--

):(this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index))},s.prototype._stateInCloseingTagName=function(e){(">"===e||r(e))

&&(this._emitToken("onclosetag"),this._state=b,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterCloseingTagName=function(e){">"===e&&(this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeName=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onopentagend(),this._state=f,this._sectio

nStart=this._index+1):"/"===e?this._state=g:r(e)||(this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateIn

SelfClosingTag=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onselfclosingtag(),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):r(
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e)||(this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeName=function(e){("="===e||"/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._cbs.onattribname(this

._getSection()),this._sectionStart=-1,this._state=x,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterAttributeName=function(e){"="===e?this._state=A:"/"===e||">"===e?(this._cbs.onattribe

nd(),this._state=w,this._index--

):r(e)||(this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeValue=

function(e){'"'===e?(this._state=S,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"'"===e?(this._state=j,this._sectionStart=this._i

ndex+1):r(e)||(this._state=E,this._sectionStart=this._index,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes=function(e){'"'===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.

onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=t

his._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes=function(e

){"'"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e

&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prot

otype._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes=function(e){r(e)||">"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattri

bend(),this._state=w,this._index--

):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,thi

s._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeDeclaration=function(e){this._state="["===e?M:"-

"===e?C:k},s.prototype._stateInDeclaration=function(e){

">"===e&&(this._cbs.ondeclaration(this._getSection()),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype.

_stateInProcessingInstruction=function(e){">"===e&&(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction(this._getSection()),this._s

tate=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype._stateBeforeComment=function(e){"-

"===e?(this._state=I,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):this._state=k},s.prototype._stateInComment=function(e){"-

"===e&&(this._state=D)},s.prototype._stateAfterComment1=function(e){"-

"===e?this._state=L:this._state=I},s.prototype._stateAfterComment2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncomment(t

his._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index-2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"-

"!==e&&(this._state=I)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata1=a("C",R,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata2=a("D",U,k),s.

prototype._stateBeforeCdata3=a("A",P,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata4=a("T",q,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata

5=a("A",B,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata6=function(e){"["===e?(this._state=z,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):

(this._state=k,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInCdata=function(e){"]"===e&&(this._state=N)},s.prototype._stateAfterCdata1=i("]",$),s.proto

type._stateAfterCdata2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncdata(this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index

-

2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"]"!==e&&(this._state=z)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecial=funct

ion(e){"c"===e||"C"===e?this._state=H:"t"===e||"T"===e?this._state=te:(this._state=m,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecialEnd=function(e){this._special!==ge||"c"!==e&&"C"!==e?this._special!==ye||"t"!

==e&&"T"!==e?this._state=f:this._state=ae:this._state=G},s.prototype._stateBeforeScript1=o("R",Y),s.prototype._s

tateBeforeScript2=o("I",J),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript3=o("P",W),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript4=o("T",Q),s.pr

ototype._stateBeforeScript5=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ge),this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterScript1=a("R",K,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript2=a("I",X,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript3

=a("P",Z,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript4=a("T",ee,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript5=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(thi

s._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index-6,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle1=o("Y",ne),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle2=o("L",re),s.prototype._stat

eBeforeStyle3=o("E",ie),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle4=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ye),

this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterStyle1=a("Y",oe,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle2=a("L",se,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle3=

a("E",le,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle4=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(this._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStar

t=this._index-5,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeEntity=a("#",ce,pe),s.prototype._stateBeforeNumericEntity=a("X",fe,he),s.p
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rototype._parseNamedEntityStrict=function(){if(this._sectionStart+1<this._index){var

e=this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart+1,this._index),t=this._xmlMode?p:u;t.hasOwnProperty(e)&&(this._emit

Partial(t[e]),this._sectionStart=this._index+1)}},s.prototype._parseLegacyEntity=function(){var

e=this._sectionStart+1,t=this._index-e;for(t>6&&(t=6);t>=2;){var

n=this._buffer.substr(e,t);if(c.hasOwnProperty(n))return this._emitPartial(c[n]),void(this._sectionStart+=t+1);t--

}},s.prototype._stateInNamedEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._parseNamedEntityStrict(),this._sectionStart+1<this

._index&&!this._xmlMode&&this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._state=this._baseState):(e<"a"||e>"z")&&(e<"A"||e>"Z

")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode||this._sectionStart+1===this._index||(this._baseState!==f?"="!==e&&this._

parseNamedEntityStrict():this._parseLegacyEntity()),this._state=this._baseState,this._index--

)},s.prototype._decodeNumericEntity=function(e,t){var

 n=this._sectionStart+e;if(n!==this._index){var

r=this._buffer.substring(n,this._index),i=parseInt(r,t);this._emitPartial(l(i)),this._sectionStart=this._index}else

this._sectionStart--

;this._state=this._baseState},s.prototype._stateInNumericEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(2

,10),this._sectionStart++):(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumericEntity(

2,10),this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInHexEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart++):(e<"

a"||e>"f")&&(e<"A"||e>"F")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumeric

Entity(3,16),this._index--

)},s.prototype._cleanup=function(){this._sectionStart<0?(this._buffer="",this._index=0,this._bufferOffset+=this._in

dex):this._running&&(this._state===f?(this._sectionStart!==this._index&&this._cbs.ontext(this._buffer.substr(this.

_sectionStart)),this._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):this._sectionStart===this._index?(this

._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):(this._buffer=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart),this._

index-

=this._sectionStart,this._bufferOffset+=this._sectionStart),this._sectionStart=0)},s.prototype.write=function(e){this.

_ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".write()

 after

done!")),this._buffer+=e,this._parse()},s.prototype._parse=function(){for(;this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._r

unning;){var

e=this._buffer.charAt(this._index);this._state===f?this._stateText(e):this._state===d?this._stateBeforeTagName(e):t

his._state===m?this._stateInTagName(e):this._state===y?this._stateBeforeCloseingTagName(e):this._state===v?th

is._stateInCloseingTagName(e):this._state===b?this._stateAfterCloseingTagName(e):this._state===g?this._stateInS

elfClosingTag(e):this._state===w?this._stateBeforeAttributeName(e):this._state===_?this._stateInAttributeName(e)

:this._state===x?this._stateAfterAttributeName(e):this._state===A?this._stateBeforeAttributeValue(e):this._state==

=S?this._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes(e):this._state===j?this._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes(e):this._st

ate===E?this._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes(e):this._state===O?this._stateBeforeDeclaration(e):this._state===k?

this._stateInDeclaration(e):this._state===T?this._stateInProcessingInstruction(e):this._state===C?this._stateBefore

Comment(e):this._state===I?this._stateInComment(e):this._state===D?this._stateAfterComment1(e):this._state===

L?this._stateAfterComment2(e):this._state===M?this._stateBeforeCdata1(e):this._state===R?this._stateBeforeCdat

a2(e):this._state===U?this._stateBeforeCdata3(e):this._state===P?this._stateBeforeCdata4(e):this._state===q?this._

stateBeforeCdata5(e):this._state===B?this._stateBeforeCdata6(e):this._state===z?this._stateInCdata(e):this._state=

==N?this._stateAfterCdata1(e):this._state===$?this._stateAfterCdata2(e):this._state===F?this._stateBeforeSpecial(

e):this._state===V?this._stateBeforeSpecialEnd(e):this._state===H?this._stateBeforeScript1(e):this._state===Y?thi

s._stateBeforeScript2(e):this._state===J?this._stateBeforeScript3(e):this._state===W?this._stateBeforeScript4(e):thi

s._state===Q?this._stateBeforeScript5(e):this._state===G?this._stateAfterScript1(e):this._state===K?this._stateAft

erScript2(e):this._state===X?this._stateAfterScript3(e):this._state===Z?this._stateAfterScript4(e):this._state===ee?

this._stateAfterScript5(e):this._state===te?this._stateBeforeStyle1(e):this._state===ne?this._stateBeforeStyle2(e):th

is._state===re?this._stateBeforeStyle3(e):this._state===ie?this._stateBeforeStyle4(e):this._state===ae?this._stateAf
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terStyle1(e):this._state===oe?this._stateAfterStyle2(e):this._state===se?this._stateAfterStyle3(e):this._state===le?t

his._stateAfterStyle4(e):this._state===ue?this._stateBeforeEntity(e):this._state===ce?this._stateBeforeNumericEntit

y(e):this._state===pe?this._stateInNamedEntity(e):this._state===he?this._stateInNumericEntity(e):this._state===fe

?this._stateInHexEntity(e):this._cbs.onerror(Error("unknown

_state"),this._state),this._index++}this._cleanup()},s.prototype.pause=function(){this._running=!1},s.prototype.resu

me=function(){this._running=!0,this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._parse(),this._ended&&this._finish()},s.prot

otype.end=function(e){this._ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".end() after

done!")),e&&this.write(e),this._ended=!0,this._running&&this._finish()},s.prototype._finish=function(){this._sectio

nStart<this._index&&this._handleTrailingData(),this._cbs.onend()},s.prototype._handleTrailingData=function(){var

e=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart);this._state===z||this._state===N||this._state===$?this._cbs.oncdata(e):this._

state===I||this._state===D||this._state===L?this._cbs.oncomment(e):this._state!==pe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==

he||this._xmlMode?this._state!==fe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==m&&this._state!==w&&this._state!==A&&this._

state!==x&&this._state!==_&&this._state!==j&&this._state!==S&&this._state!==E&&this._state!==v&&this._cbs.

ontext(e):(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,this._hand

leTrailingData())):(this._decodeNumericEntity(2,10),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,th

is._handleTrailingData())):(this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,t

his._handleTrailingData()))},s.prototype.reset=function(){s.call(this,{xmlMode:this._xmlMode,decodeEntities:this.

_decodeEntities},this._cbs)},s.prototype.getAbsoluteIndex=function(){return

 this._bufferOffset+this._index},s.prototype._getSection=function(){return

this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index)},s.prototype._emitToken=function(e){this._cbs[e](this._getSect

ion()),this._sectionStart=-

1},s.prototype._emitPartial=function(e){this._baseState!==f?this._cbs.onattribdata(e):this._cbs.ontext(e)}},{"entitie

s/lib/decode_codepoint.js":22,"entities/maps/entities.json":25,"entities/maps/legacy.json":26,"entities/maps/xml.json

":27}],35:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t){var n=this._parser=new i(e,t),r=this._decoder=new

o;a.call(this,{decodeStrings:!1}),this.once("finish",function(){n.end(r.end())})}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("stream").Writable||e("readable-

stream").Writable,o=e("string_decoder").StringDecoder,s=e("buffer").Buffer;e("inherits")(r,a),a.prototype._write=fu

nction(e,t,n){e instanceof

s&&(e=this._decoder.write(e)),this._parser.write(e),n()}},{"./Parser.js":31,buffer:5,inherits:38,"readable-

stream":3,stream:55,string_decoder:56}],36:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,n){return delete

t.exports[e],t.exports[e]=n,n}var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("domhandler");t.exports={Parser:i,Tokenizer:e("./Tokenizer.js"),ElementType:e("domelement

type"),DomHandler:a,get FeedHandler(){return r("FeedHandler",e("./FeedHandler.js"))},get Stream(){return

r("Stream",e("./Stream.js"))},get WritableStream(){return r("WritableStream",e("./WritableStream.js"))},get

 ProxyHandler(){return r("ProxyHandler",e("./ProxyHandler.js"))},get DomUtils(){return

r("DomUtils",e("domutils"))},get CollectingHandler(){return

r("CollectingHandler",e("./CollectingHandler.js"))},DefaultHandler:a,get RssHandler(){return

r("RssHandler",this.FeedHandler)},parseDOM:function(e,t){var n=new a(t);return new

i(n,t).end(e),n.dom},parseFeed:function(e,n){var r=new t.exports.FeedHandler(n);return new

i(r,n).end(e),r.dom},createDomStream:function(e,t,n){var r=new a(e,t,n);return new

i(r,t)},EVENTS:{attribute:2,cdatastart:0,cdataend:0,text:1,processinginstruction:2,comment:1,commentend:0,closeta

g:1,opentag:2,opentagname:1,error:1,end:0}}},{"./CollectingHandler.js":29,"./FeedHandler.js":30,"./Parser.js":31,"./

ProxyHandler.js":32,"./Stream.js":33,"./Tokenizer.js":34,"./WritableStream.js":35,domelementtype:9,domhandler:10

,domutils:13}],37:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-7,p=n?i-

1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-

1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return
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 o?NaN:(f?-1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u=8*a-i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-

=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-

d]|=128*m}},{}],38:[function(e,t,n){"function"==typeof

Object.create?t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t,e.prototype=Object.create(t.prototype,{constructor:{value:e,enume

rable:!1,writable:!0,configurable:!0}})}:t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t;var

 n=function(){};n.prototype=t.prototype,e.prototype=new

n,e.prototype.constructor=e}},{}],39:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e.constructor&&"function"==typeof

e.constructor.isBuffer&&e.constructor.isBuffer(e)}function i(e){return"function"==typeof

e.readFloatLE&&"function"==typeof e.slice&&r(e.slice(0,0))}t.exports=function(e){return

null!=e&&(r(e)||i(e)||!!e._isBuffer)}},{}],40:[function(e,t,n){var

r={}.toString;t.exports=Array.isArray||function(e){return"[object

Array]"==r.call(e)}},{}],41:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){"use strict";function n(t,n,r,i){if("function"!=typeof

t)throw new TypeError('"callback" argument must be a function');var a,o,s=arguments.length;switch(s){case 0:case

1:return e.nextTick(t);case 2:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n)});case 3:return

e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r)});case 4:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r,i)});default:for(a=new

Array(s-1),o=0;o<a.length;)a[o++]=arguments[o];return

e.nextTick(function(){t.apply(null,a)})}}!e.version||0===e.version.indexOf("v0.")||0===e.version.indexOf("v1.")&

&0!==e.version.indexOf("v1.8.")?t.exports=n:t.exports=e.nextTick}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:42}],42:[fu

nction(e,t,n){function

 r(){throw new Error("setTimeout has not been defined")}function i(){throw new Error("clearTimeout has not been

defined")}function a(e){if(p===setTimeout)return setTimeout(e,0);if((p===r||!p)&&setTimeout)return

p=setTimeout,setTimeout(e,0);try{return p(e,0)}catch(t){try{return p.call(null,e,0)}catch(t){return

p.call(this,e,0)}}}function o(e){if(h===clearTimeout)return clearTimeout(e);if((h===i||!h)&&clearTimeout)return

h=clearTimeout,clearTimeout(e);try{return h(e)}catch(t){try{return h.call(null,e)}catch(t){return

h.call(this,e)}}}function s(){g&&d&&(g=!1,d.length?m=d.concat(m):y=-1,m.length&&l())}function l(){if(!g){var

e=a(s);g=!0;for(var t=m.length;t;){for(d=m,m=[];++y<t;)d&&d[y].run();y=-

1,t=m.length}d=null,g=!1,o(e)}}function u(e,t){this.fun=e,this.array=t}function

 c(){}var p,h,f=t.exports={};!function(){try{p="function"==typeof

setTimeout?setTimeout:r}catch(e){p=r}try{h="function"==typeof

clearTimeout?clearTimeout:i}catch(e){h=i}}();var d,m=[],g=!1,y=-1;f.nextTick=function(e){var t=new

Array(arguments.length-1);if(arguments.length>1)for(var n=1;n<arguments.length;n++)t[n-

1]=arguments[n];m.push(new

u(e,t)),1!==m.length||g||a(l)},u.prototype.run=function(){this.fun.apply(null,this.array)},f.title="browser",f.browser=

!0,f.env={},f.argv=[],f.version="",f.versions={},f.on=c,f.addListener=c,f.once=c,f.off=c,f.removeListener=c,f.remo

veAllListeners=c,f.emit=c,f.binding=function(e){throw new Error("process.binding is not

supported")},f.cwd=function(){return"/"},f.chdir=function(e){throw new Error("process.chdir is not

supported")},f.umask=function(){return

0}},{}],43:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js")},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44}],44:[function(e,t,n

){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?(u.call(this,e),c.call(this,e),e&&e.readable===!1&&(this.readable=!1),e&&e.writable===!1&&(this.writable=!1),t

his.allowHalfOpen=!0,e&&e.allowHalfOpen===!1&&(this.allowHalfOpen=!1),void

 this.once("end",i)):new r(e)}function i(){this.allowHalfOpen||this._writableState.ended||s(a,this)}function

a(e){e.end()}var o=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in e)t.push(n);return t};t.exports=r;var s=e("process-
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nextick-args"),l=e("core-util-is");l.inherits=e("inherits");var

u=e("./_stream_readable"),c=e("./_stream_writable");l.inherits(r,u);for(var

p=o(c.prototype),h=0;h<p.length;h++){var

f=p[h];r.prototype[f]||(r.prototype[f]=c.prototype[f])}},{"./_stream_readable":46,"./_stream_writable":48,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38,"process-nextick-args":41}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?void i.call(this,e):new r(e)}t.exports=r;var i=e("./_stream_transform"),a=e("core-util-

is");a.inherits=e("inherits"),a.inherits(r,i),r.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){n(null,e)}},{"./_stream_transform":

47,"core-util-is":6,inherits:38}],46:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use

 strict";function r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof

e.prependListener?e.prependListener(t,n):void(e._events&&e._events[t]?C(e._events[t])?e._events[t].unshift(n):e._e

vents[t]=[n,e._events[t]]:e.on(t,n))}function

i(t,n){z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

z&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.readableObjectMode);var

r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high

WaterMark,this.buffer=new

B,this.length=0,this.pipes=null,this.pipesCount=0,this.flowing=null,this.ended=!1,this.endEmitted=!1,this.reading=!

1,this.sync=!0,this.needReadable=!1,this.emittedReadable=!1,this.readableListening=!1,this.resumeScheduled=!1,th

is.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.ranOut=!1,this.awaitDrain=0,this.readingMore=!1,this.decoder=n

ull,this.encoding=null,t.encoding&&(q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this.decoder=new

 q(t.encoding),this.encoding=t.encoding)}function a(t){return z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof

a?(this._readableState=new i(t,this),this.readable=!0,t&&"function"==typeof t.read&&(this._read=t.read),void

I.call(this)):new a(t)}function o(e,t,n,r,i){var a=c(t,n);if(a)e.emit("error",a);else if(null===n)t.reading=!1,p(e,t);else

if(t.objectMode||n&&n.length>0)if(t.ended&&!i){var o=new Error("stream.push() after

EOF");e.emit("error",o)}else if(t.endEmitted&&i){var l=new Error("stream.unshift() after end

event");e.emit("error",l)}else{var

u;!t.decoder||i||r||(n=t.decoder.write(n),u=!t.objectMode&&0===n.length),i||(t.reading=!1),u||(t.flowing&&0===t.len

gth&&!t.sync?(e.emit("data",n),e.read(0)):(t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length,i?t.buffer.unshift(n):t.buffer.push(n),t

.needReadable&&h(e))),d(e,t)}else i||(t.reading=!1);return s(t)}function

s(e){return!e.ended&&(e.needReadable||e.length<e.highWaterMark||0===e.length)}function l(e){return

e>=N?e=N:(e--,e|=e>>>1,e|=e>>>2,e|=e>>>4,e|=e>>>8,e|=e>>>16,e++),e}function

 u(e,t){return

e<=0||0===t.length&&t.ended?0:t.objectMode?1:e!==e?t.flowing&&t.length?t.buffer.head.data.length:t.length:(e>t.

highWaterMark&&(t.highWaterMark=l(e)),e<=t.length?e:t.ended?t.length:(t.needReadable=!0,0))}function

c(e,t){var n=null;return L.isBuffer(t)||"string"==typeof t||null===t||void 0===t||e.objectMode||(n=new

TypeError("Invalid non-string/buffer chunk")),n}function p(e,t){if(!t.ended){if(t.decoder){var

n=t.decoder.end();n&&n.length&&(t.buffer.push(n),t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length)}t.ended=!0,h(e)}}function

h(e){var

t=e._readableState;t.needReadable=!1,t.emittedReadable||(P("emitReadable",t.flowing),t.emittedReadable=!0,t.sync

?T(f,e):f(e))}function f(e){P("emit readable"),e.emit("readable"),w(e)}function

d(e,t){t.readingMore||(t.readingMore=!0,T(m,e,t))}function m(e,t){for(var

n=t.length;!t.reading&&!t.flowing&&!t.ended&&t.length<t.highWaterMark&&(P("maybeReadMore read

0"),e.read(0),n!==t.length);)n=t.length;t.readingMore=!1}function

 g(e){return function(){var t=e._readableState;P("pipeOnDrain",t.awaitDrain),t.awaitDrain&&t.awaitDrain--

,0===t.awaitDrain&&D(e,"data")&&(t.flowing=!0,w(e))}}function y(e){P("readable nexttick read

0"),e.read(0)}function v(e,t){t.resumeScheduled||(t.resumeScheduled=!0,T(b,e,t))}function

b(e,t){t.reading||(P("resume read

0"),e.read(0)),t.resumeScheduled=!1,t.awaitDrain=0,e.emit("resume"),w(e),t.flowing&&!t.reading&&e.read(0)}func

tion w(e){var t=e._readableState;for(P("flow",t.flowing);t.flowing&&null!==e.read(););}function
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_(e,t){if(0===t.length)return null;var n;return

t.objectMode?n=t.buffer.shift():!e||e>=t.length?(n=t.decoder?t.buffer.join(""):1===t.buffer.length?t.buffer.head.data:

t.buffer.concat(t.length),t.buffer.clear()):n=x(e,t.buffer,t.decoder),n}function x(e,t,n){var r;return

e<t.head.data.length?(r=t.head.data.slice(0,e),t.head.data=t.head.data.slice(e)):r=e===t.head.data.length?t.shift():n?A

(e,t):S(e,t),r}function A(e,t){var n=t.head,r=1,i=n.data;for(e-=i.length;n=n.next;){var

 a=n.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(i+=o===a.length?a:a.slice(0,e),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++r,n.next?t.head=n.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=n,n.data=a.slice(o));break}++r}retur

n t.length-=r,i}function S(e,t){var n=M.allocUnsafe(e),r=t.head,i=1;for(r.data.copy(n),e-

=r.data.length;r=r.next;){var a=r.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(a.copy(n,n.length-e,0,o),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++i,r.next?t.head=r.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=r,r.data=a.slice(o));break}++i}return

t.length-=i,n}function j(e){var t=e._readableState;if(t.length>0)throw new Error('"endReadable()" called on non-

empty stream');t.endEmitted||(t.ended=!0,T(E,t,e))}function

E(e,t){e.endEmitted||0!==e.length||(e.endEmitted=!0,t.readable=!1,t.emit("end"))}function O(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)t(e[n],n)}function k(e,t){for(var n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)if(e[n]===t)return n;return-

1}t.exports=a;var T=e("process-nextick-args"),C=e("isarray");a.ReadableState=i;var

I,D=(e("events").EventEmitter,function(e,t){return

 e.listeners(t).length});!function(){try{I=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{I||(I=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

L=e("buffer").Buffer,M=e("buffer-shims"),R=e("core-util-is");R.inherits=e("inherits");var U=e("util"),P=void

0;P=U&&U.debuglog?U.debuglog("stream"):function(){};var

q,B=e("./internal/streams/BufferList");R.inherits(a,I);var z,z;a.prototype.push=function(e,t){var

n=this._readableState;return n.objectMode||"string"!=typeof

e||(t=t||n.defaultEncoding,t!==n.encoding&&(e=M.from(e,t),t="")),o(this,n,e,t,!1)},a.prototype.unshift=function(e){

var t=this._readableState;return o(this,t,e,"",!0)},a.prototype.isPaused=function(){return

this._readableState.flowing===!1},a.prototype.setEncoding=function(t){return

q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this._readableState.decoder=new

q(t),this._readableState.encoding=t,this};var

N=8388608;a.prototype.read=function(e){P("read",e),e=parseInt(e,10);var

t=this._readableState,n=e;if(0!==e&&(t.emittedReadable=!1),0===e&&t.needReadable&&(t.length>=t.highWater

Mark||t.ended))return

 P("read:

emitReadable",t.length,t.ended),0===t.length&&t.ended?j(this):h(this),null;if(e=u(e,t),0===e&&t.ended)return

0===t.length&&j(this),null;var r=t.needReadable;P("need readable",r),(0===t.length||t.length-

e<t.highWaterMark)&&(r=!0,P("length less than watermark",r)),t.ended||t.reading?(r=!1,P("reading or

ended",r)):r&&(P("do

read"),t.reading=!0,t.sync=!0,0===t.length&&(t.needReadable=!0),this._read(t.highWaterMark),t.sync=!1,t.reading|

|(e=u(n,t)));var i;return i=e>0?_(e,t):null,null===i?(t.needReadable=!0,e=0):t.length-

=e,0===t.length&&(t.ended||(t.needReadable=!0),n!==e&&t.ended&&j(this)),null!==i&&this.emit("data",i),i},a.pr

ototype._read=function(e){this.emit("error",new Error("not

implemented"))},a.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function i(e){P("onunpipe"),e===h&&o()}function

a(){P("onend"),e.end()}function

o(){P("cleanup"),e.removeListener("close",u),e.removeListener("finish",c),e.removeListener("drain",y),e.removeLis

tener("error",l),e.removeListener("unpipe",i),h.removeListener("end",a),h.removeListener("end",o),h.removeListene

r("data",s),v=!0,!f.awaitDrain||e._writableState&&!e._writableState.needDrain||y()}function

 s(t){P("ondata"),b=!1;var

n=e.write(t);!1!==n||b||((1===f.pipesCount&&f.pipes===e||f.pipesCount>1&&k(f.pipes,e)!==-1)&&!v&&(P("false

write response, pause",h._readableState.awaitDrain),h._readableState.awaitDrain++,b=!0),h.pause())}function

l(t){P("onerror",t),p(),e.removeListener("error",l),0===D(e,"error")&&e.emit("error",t)}function

u(){e.removeListener("finish",c),p()}function c(){P("onfinish"),e.removeListener("close",u),p()}function
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p(){P("unpipe"),h.unpipe(e)}var h=this,f=this._readableState;switch(f.pipesCount){case 0:f.pipes=e;break;case

1:f.pipes=[f.pipes,e];break;default:f.pipes.push(e)}f.pipesCount+=1,P("pipe count=%d opts=%j",f.pipesCount,t);var

d=(!t||t.end!==!1)&&e!==n.stdout&&e!==n.stderr,m=d?a:o;f.endEmitted?T(m):h.once("end",m),e.on("unpipe",i);va

r y=g(h);e.on("drain",y);var v=!1,b=!1;return

 h.on("data",s),r(e,"error",l),e.once("close",u),e.once("finish",c),e.emit("pipe",h),f.flowing||(P("pipe

resume"),h.resume()),e},a.prototype.unpipe=function(e){var t=this._readableState;if(0===t.pipesCount)return

this;if(1===t.pipesCount)return

e&&e!==t.pipes?this:(e||(e=t.pipes),t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1,e&&e.emit("unpipe",this),this);if(!e){

var n=t.pipes,r=t.pipesCount;t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1;for(var

i=0;i<r;i++)n[i].emit("unpipe",this);return this}var a=k(t.pipes,e);return a===-

1?this:(t.pipes.splice(a,1),t.pipesCount-

=1,1===t.pipesCount&&(t.pipes=t.pipes[0]),e.emit("unpipe",this),this)},a.prototype.on=function(e,t){var

n=I.prototype.on.call(this,e,t);if("data"===e)this._readableState.flowing!==!1&&this.resume();else

if("readable"===e){var

r=this._readableState;r.endEmitted||r.readableListening||(r.readableListening=r.needReadable=!0,r.emittedReadable

=!1,r.reading?r.length&&h(this,r):T(y,this))}return

n},a.prototype.addListener=a.prototype.on,a.prototype.resume=function(){var

 e=this._readableState;return

e.flowing||(P("resume"),e.flowing=!0,v(this,e)),this},a.prototype.pause=function(){return P("call pause

flowing=%j",this._readableState.flowing),!1!==this._readableState.flowing&&(P("pause"),this._readableState.flowi

ng=!1,this.emit("pause")),this},a.prototype.wrap=function(e){var

t=this._readableState,n=!1,r=this;e.on("end",function(){if(P("wrapped end"),t.decoder&&!t.ended){var

e=t.decoder.end();e&&e.length&&r.push(e)}r.push(null)}),e.on("data",function(i){if(P("wrapped

data"),t.decoder&&(i=t.decoder.write(i)),(!t.objectMode||null!==i&&void

0!==i)&&(t.objectMode||i&&i.length)){var a=r.push(i);a||(n=!0,e.pause())}});for(var i in e)void

0===this[i]&&"function"==typeof e[i]&&(this[i]=function(t){return function(){return

e[t].apply(e,arguments)}}(i));var a=["error","close","destroy","pause","resume"];return

O(a,function(t){e.on(t,r.emit.bind(r,t))}),r._read=function(t){P("wrapped

_read",t),n&&(n=!1,e.resume())},r},a._fromList=_}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"./internal/str

eams/BufferList":49,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,isarray:40,"process-

nextick-args":41,"string_decoder/":56,util:3}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){this.afterTransform=function(t,n){return

i(e,t,n)},this.needTransform=!1,this.transforming=!1,this.writecb=null,this.writechunk=null,this.writeencoding=null

}function i(e,t,n){var r=e._transformState;r.transforming=!1;var i=r.writecb;if(!i)return e.emit("error",new Error("no

writecb in Transform class"));r.writechunk=null,r.writecb=null,null!==n&&void 0!==n&&e.push(n),i(t);var

a=e._readableState;a.reading=!1,(a.needReadable||a.length<a.highWaterMark)&&e._read(a.highWaterMark)}functi

on a(e){if(!(this instanceof a))return new a(e);s.call(this,e),this._transformState=new r(this);var

t=this;this._readableState.needReadable=!0,this._readableState.sync=!1,e&&("function"==typeof

e.transform&&(this._transform=e.transform),"function"==typeof

 e.flush&&(this._flush=e.flush)),this.once("prefinish",function(){"function"==typeof

this._flush?this._flush(function(e){o(t,e)}):o(t)})}function o(e,t){if(t)return e.emit("error",t);var

n=e._writableState,r=e._transformState;if(n.length)throw new Error("Calling transform done when ws.length !=

0");if(r.transforming)throw new Error("Calling transform done when still transforming");return

e.push(null)}t.exports=a;var s=e("./_stream_duplex"),l=e("core-util-

is");l.inherits=e("inherits"),l.inherits(a,s),a.prototype.push=function(e,t){return

this._transformState.needTransform=!1,s.prototype.push.call(this,e,t)},a.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){throw

new Error("Not implemented")},a.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){var

r=this._transformState;if(r.writecb=n,r.writechunk=e,r.writeencoding=t,!r.transforming){var
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i=this._readableState;(r.needTransform||i.needReadable||i.length<i.highWaterMark)&&this._read(i.highWaterMark)

}},a.prototype._read=function(e){var

t=this._transformState;null!==t.writechunk&&t.writecb&&!t.transforming?(t.transforming=!0,this._transform(t.writ

echunk,t.writeencoding,t.afterTransform)):t.needTransform=!0}},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38}],48:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use

 strict";function r(){}function i(e,t,n){this.chunk=e,this.encoding=t,this.callback=n,this.next=null}function

a(t,n){C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

C&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.writableObjectMode);var

r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high

WaterMark,this.needDrain=!1,this.ending=!1,this.ended=!1,this.finished=!1;var

a=t.decodeStrings===!1;this.decodeStrings=!a,this.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.length=0,this.wri

ting=!1,this.corked=0,this.sync=!0,this.bufferProcessing=!1,this.onwrite=function(e){d(n,e)},this.writecb=null,this.

writelen=0,this.bufferedRequest=null,this.lastBufferedRequest=null,this.pendingcb=0,this.prefinished=!1,this.errorE

mitted=!1,this.bufferedRequestCount=0,this.corkedRequestsFree=new

 x(this)}function o(t){return C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof o||this instanceof

C?(this._writableState=new a(t,this),this.writable=!0,t&&("function"==typeof

t.write&&(this._write=t.write),"function"==typeof t.writev&&(this._writev=t.writev)),void E.call(this)):new

o(t)}function s(e,t){var n=new Error("write after end");e.emit("error",n),A(t,n)}function l(e,t,n,r){var

i=!0,a=!1;return null===n?a=new TypeError("May not write null values to stream"):k.isBuffer(n)||"string"==typeof

n||void 0===n||t.objectMode||(a=new TypeError("Invalid non-string/buffer

chunk")),a&&(e.emit("error",a),A(r,a),i=!1),i}function u(e,t,n){return

e.objectMode||e.decodeStrings===!1||"string"!=typeof t||(t=T.from(t,n)),t}function

c(e,t,n,r,a){n=u(t,n,r),k.isBuffer(n)&&(r="buffer");var o=t.objectMode?1:n.length;t.length+=o;var

s=t.length<t.highWaterMark;if(s||(t.needDrain=!0),t.writing||t.corked){var

 l=t.lastBufferedRequest;t.lastBufferedRequest=new

i(n,r,a),l?l.next=t.lastBufferedRequest:t.bufferedRequest=t.lastBufferedRequest,t.bufferedRequestCount+=1}else

p(e,t,!1,o,n,r,a);return s}function

p(e,t,n,r,i,a,o){t.writelen=r,t.writecb=o,t.writing=!0,t.sync=!0,n?e._writev(i,t.onwrite):e._write(i,a,t.onwrite),t.sync=!

1}function h(e,t,n,r,i){--t.pendingcb,n?A(i,r):i(r),e._writableState.errorEmitted=!0,e.emit("error",r)}function

f(e){e.writing=!1,e.writecb=null,e.length-=e.writelen,e.writelen=0}function d(e,t){var

n=e._writableState,r=n.sync,i=n.writecb;if(f(n),t)h(e,n,r,t,i);else{var

a=v(n);a||n.corked||n.bufferProcessing||!n.bufferedRequest||y(e,n),r?S(m,e,n,a,i):m(e,n,a,i)}}function

m(e,t,n,r){n||g(e,t),t.pendingcb--,r(),w(e,t)}function

g(e,t){0===t.length&&t.needDrain&&(t.needDrain=!1,e.emit("drain"))}function y(e,t){t.bufferProcessing=!0;var

n=t.bufferedRequest;if(e._writev&&n&&n.next){var r=t.bufferedRequestCount,i=new

Array(r),a=t.corkedRequestsFree;a.entry=n;for(var

o=0;n;)i[o]=n,n=n.next,o+=1;p(e,t,!0,t.length,i,"",a.finish),t.pendingcb++,t.lastBufferedRequest=null,a.next?(t.corke

dRequestsFree=a.next,a.next=null):t.corkedRequestsFree=new

 x(t)}else{for(;n;){var

s=n.chunk,l=n.encoding,u=n.callback,c=t.objectMode?1:s.length;if(p(e,t,!1,c,s,l,u),n=n.next,t.writing)break;

}null===n&&(t.lastBufferedRequest=null)}t.bufferedRequestCount=0,t.bufferedRequest=n,t.bufferProcessing=!1}f

unction v(e){return e.ending&&0===e.length&&null===e.bufferedRequest&&!e.finished&&!e.writing}function

b(e,t){t.prefinished||(t.prefinished=!0,e.emit("prefinish"))}function w(e,t){var n=v(t);return

n&&(0===t.pendingcb?(b(e,t),t.finished=!0,e.emit("finish")):b(e,t)),n}function

_(e,t,n){t.ending=!0,w(e,t),n&&(t.finished?A(n):e.once("finish",n)),t.ended=!0,e.writable=!1}function x(e){var

t=this;this.next=null,this.entry=null,this.finish=function(n){var r=t.entry;for(t.entry=null;r;){var

i=r.callback;e.pendingcb--

,i(n),r=r.next}e.corkedRequestsFree?e.corkedRequestsFree.next=t:e.corkedRequestsFree=t}}t.exports=o;var
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 A=e("process-nextick-args"),S=!n.browser&&["v0.10","v0.9."].indexOf(n.version.slice(0,5))>-

1?setImmediate:A;o.WritableState=a;var j=e("core-util-is");j.inherits=e("inherits");var E,O={deprecate:e("util-

deprecate")};!function(){try{E=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{E||(E=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

k=e("buffer").Buffer,T=e("buffer-shims");j.inherits(o,E);var C;a.prototype.getBuffer=function(){for(var

e=this.bufferedRequest,t=[];e;)t.push(e),e=e.next;return

t},function(){try{Object.defineProperty(a.prototype,"buffer",{get:O.deprecate(function(){return

this.getBuffer()},"_writableState.buffer is deprecated. Use _writableState.getBuffer instead.")})}catch(e){}}();var

C;o.prototype.pipe=function(){this.emit("error",new Error("Cannot pipe, not

readable"))},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n){var i=this._writableState,a=!1;return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),k.isBuffer(e)?t="buffer":t||(t=i.defaultEncoding),"function"!=typeof

n&&(n=r),i.ended?s(this,n):l(this,i,e,n)&&(i.pendingcb++,a=c(this,i,e,t,n)),a},o.prototype.cork=function(){var

 e=this._writableState;e.corked++},o.prototype.uncork=function(){var e=this._writableState;e.corked&&(e.corked--

,e.writing||e.corked||e.finished||e.bufferProcessing||!e.bufferedRequest||y(this,e))},o.prototype.setDefaultEncoding=f

unction(e){if("string"==typeof e&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!(["hex","utf8","utf-

8","ascii","binary","base64","ucs2","ucs-2","utf16le","utf-16le","raw"].indexOf((e+"").toLowerCase())>-1))throw

new TypeError("Unknown encoding: "+e);return

this._writableState.defaultEncoding=e,this},o.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){n(new Error("not

implemented"))},o.prototype._writev=null,o.prototype.end=function(e,t,n){var

r=this._writableState;"function"==typeof e?(n=e,e=null,t=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),null!==e&&void

0!==e&&this.write(e,t),r.corked&&(r.corked=1,this.uncork()),r.ending||r.finished||_(this,r,n)}}).call(this,e("_process

"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,"process-

nextick-args":41,"util-deprecate":57}],49:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(){this.head=null,this.tail=null,this.length=0}var i=(e("buffer").Buffer,e("buffer-

shims"));t.exports=r,r.prototype.push=function(e){var

t={data:e,next:null};this.length>0?this.tail.next=t:this.head=t,this.tail=t,++this.length},r.prototype.unshift=function(

e){var

t={data:e,next:this.head};0===this.length&&(this.tail=t),this.head=t,++this.length},r.prototype.shift=function(){if(0

!==this.length){var e=this.head.data;return 1===this.length?this.head=this.tail=null:this.head=this.head.next,--

this.length,e}},r.prototype.clear=function(){this.head=this.tail=null,this.length=0},r.prototype.join=function(e){if(0

===this.length)return"";for(var t=this.head,n=""+t.data;t=t.next;)n+=e+t.data;return

n},r.prototype.concat=function(e){if(0===this.length)return i.alloc(0);if(1===this.length)return

this.head.data;for(var t=i.allocUnsafe(e>>>0),n=this.head,r=0;n;)n.data.copy(t,r),r+=n.data.length,n=n.next;return

 t}},{buffer:5,"buffer-

shims":4}],50:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js")},{"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45}],51:

[function(e,t,n){(function(r){var i=function(){try{return

e("stream")}catch(t){}}();n=t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_readable.js"),n.Stream=i||n,n.Readable=n,n.Writable=e("./lib

/_stream_writable.js"),n.Duplex=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js"),n.Transform=e("./lib/_stream_transform.js"),n.PassThr

ough=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js"),!r.browser&&"disable"===r.env.READABLE_STREAM&&i&&(t.exports

=i)}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44,"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45,"./lib/_stream_readabl

e.js":46,"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47,"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48,_process:42}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e(

"./lib/_stream_transform.js")},{"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47}],53:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_writa

ble.js")},{"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48}],54:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=function(e){return

 e.replace(/[-\\^$*+?.()|[\]{}]/g,"\\$&")}},{}],55:[function(e,t,n){function r(){i.call(this)}t.exports=r;var

i=e("events").EventEmitter,a=e("inherits");a(r,i),r.Readable=e("readable-

stream/readable.js"),r.Writable=e("readable-stream/writable.js"),r.Duplex=e("readable-

stream/duplex.js"),r.Transform=e("readable-stream/transform.js"),r.PassThrough=e("readable-

stream/passthrough.js"),r.Stream=r,r.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function
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n(t){e.writable&&!1===e.write(t)&&u.pause&&u.pause()}function

r(){u.readable&&u.resume&&u.resume()}function a(){c||(c=!0,e.end())}function o(){c||(c=!0,"function"==typeof

e.destroy&&e.destroy())}function s(e){if(l(),0===i.listenerCount(this,"error"))throw e}function

l(){u.removeListener("data",n),e.removeListener("drain",r),u.removeListener("end",a),u.removeListener("close",o),

u.removeListener("error",s),e.removeListener("error",s),u.removeListener("end",l),u.removeListener("close",l),e.re

moveListener("close",l)}var

u=this;u.on("data",n),e.on("drain",r),e._isStdio||t&&t.end===!1||(u.on("end",a),u.on("close",o));var

 c=!1;return

u.on("error",s),e.on("error",s),u.on("end",l),u.on("close",l),e.on("close",l),e.emit("pipe",u),e}},{events:28,inherits:38

,"readable-stream/duplex.js":43,"readable-stream/passthrough.js":50,"readable-stream/readable.js":51,"readable-

stream/transform.js":52,"readable-stream/writable.js":53}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e&&!l(e))throw new

Error("Unknown encoding: "+e)}function i(e){return e.toString(this.encoding)}function

a(e){this.charReceived=e.length%2,this.charLength=this.charReceived?2:0}function

o(e){this.charReceived=e.length%3,this.charLength=this.charReceived?3:0}var

s=e("buffer").Buffer,l=s.isEncoding||function(e){switch(e&&e.toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":case"raw":return!0;default:return!1}},u=n.StringDecoder=function(e){switch(this.encoding=(e||"utf8").toLow

erCase().replace(/[-

_]/,""),r(e),this.encoding){case"utf8":this.surrogateSize=3;break;case"ucs2":case"utf16le":this.surrogateSize=2,this.

detectIncompleteChar=a;break;case"base64":this.surrogateSize=3,this.detectIncompleteChar=o;break;default:return

 void(this.write=i)}this.charBuffer=new

s(6),this.charReceived=0,this.charLength=0};u.prototype.write=function(e){for(var t="";this.charLength;){var

n=e.length>=this.charLength-this.charReceived?this.charLength-

this.charReceived:e.length;if(e.copy(this.charBuffer,this.charReceived,0,n),this.charReceived+=n,this.charReceived

<this.charLength)return"";e=e.slice(n,e.length),t=this.charBuffer.slice(0,this.charLength).toString(this.encoding);var

r=t.charCodeAt(t.length-

1);if(!(r>=55296&&r<=56319)){if(this.charReceived=this.charLength=0,0===e.length)return

t;break}this.charLength+=this.surrogateSize,t=""}this.detectIncompleteChar(e);var

i=e.length;this.charLength&&(e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,e.length-this.charReceived,i),i-

=this.charReceived),t+=e.toString(this.encoding,0,i);var

 i=t.length-1,r=t.charCodeAt(i);if(r>=55296&&r<=56319){var a=this.surrogateSize;return

this.charLength+=a,this.charReceived+=a,this.charBuffer.copy(this.charBuffer,a,0,a),e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,0,a),t.

substring(0,i)}return t},u.prototype.detectIncompleteChar=function(e){for(var t=e.length>=3?3:e.length;t>0;t--){var

n=e[e.length-

t];if(1==t&&n>>5==6){this.charLength=2;break}if(t<=2&&n>>4==14){this.charLength=3;break}if(t<=3&&n>>3

==30){this.charLength=4;break}}this.charReceived=t},u.prototype.end=function(e){var

t="";if(e&&e.length&&(t=this.write(e)),this.charReceived){var

n=this.charReceived,r=this.charBuffer,i=this.encoding;t+=r.slice(0,n).toString(i)}return

t}},{buffer:5}],57:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e,t){function n(){if(!i){if(r("throwDeprecation"))throw

new Error(t);r("traceDeprecation")?console.trace(t):console.warn(t),i=!0}return

e.apply(this,arguments)}if(r("noDeprecation"))return e;var i=!1;return n}function

r(t){try{if(!e.localStorage)return!1}catch(n){return!1}var

 r=e.localStorage[t];return null!=r&&"true"===String(r).toLowerCase()}t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{}],58:[function(e,t,n){function r(){for(var e={},t=0;t<arguments.length;t++){var

n=arguments[t];for(var r in n)i.call(n,r)&&(e[r]=n[r])}return e}t.exports=r;var

i=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof
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define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.SwaggerClient=e()}}(function(){var t;return function

n(e,t,r){function i(o,s){if(!t[o]){if(!e[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return

l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw

u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var c=t[o]={exports:{}};e[o][0].call(c.exports,function(t){var

 n=e[o][1][t];return i(n?n:t)},c,c.exports,n,e,t,r)}return t[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof

require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return i}({1:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("./lib/auth"),i=e("./lib/helpers"),a=e("./lib/client"),o=function(e,t){return i.log('This is deprecated, use "new

SwaggerClient" instead.'),new a(e,t)};Array.prototype.indexOf||(Array.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){for(var

n=t||0,r=this.length;n<r;n++)if(this[n]===e)return n;return-

1}),String.prototype.trim||(String.prototype.trim=function(){return

this.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}),String.prototype.endsWith||(String.prototype.endsWith=function(e){return

this.indexOf(e,this.length-e.length)!==-

1}),t.exports=a,a.ApiKeyAuthorization=r.ApiKeyAuthorization,a.PasswordAuthorization=r.PasswordAuthorization,

a.CookieAuthorization=r.CookieAuthorization,a.SwaggerApi=o,a.SwaggerClient=o,a.SchemaMarkup=e("./lib/sche

ma-markup")},{"./lib/auth":2,"./lib/client":3,"./lib/helpers":4,"./lib/schema-markup":7}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r=e("./helpers"),i=e("btoa"),a=e("cookiejar").CookieJar,o={each:e("lodash-

compat/collection/each"),includes:e("lodash-compat/collection/includes"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray")},s=t.exports.SwaggerAuthorizations=function(e){this.authz=e||{}};s.prototype.add=function(

e,t){if(o.isObject(e))for(var n in e)this.authz[n]=e[n];else"string"==typeof e&&(this.authz[e]=t);return

t},s.prototype.remove=function(e){return delete this.authz[e]},s.prototype.apply=function(e,t){var

n=!0,r=!t,i=[],a=e.clientAuthorizations||this.authz;return o.each(t,function(e,t){"string"==typeof

t&&i.push(t),o.each(e,function(e,t){i.push(t)})}),o.each(a,function(t,a){if(r||o.includes(i,a)){var

s=t.apply(e);n=n&&!!s}}),n};var

l=t.exports.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(e,t,n){this.name=e,this.value=t,this.type=n};l.prototype.apply=function(

e){if("query"===this.type){var t;if(e.url.indexOf("?")>0){t=e.url.substring(e.url.indexOf("?")+1);var

 n=t.split("&");if(n&&n.length>0)for(var r=0;r<n.length;r++){var

i=n[r].split("=");if(i&&i.length>0&&i[0]===this.name)return!1}}return

e.url.indexOf("?")>0?e.url=e.url+"&"+this.name+"="+this.value:e.url=e.url+"?"+this.name+"="+this.value,!0}if("h

eader"===this.type)return"undefined"==typeof e.headers[this.name]&&(e.headers[this.name]=this.value),!0};var

u=t.exports.CookieAuthorization=function(e){this.cookie=e};u.prototype.apply=function(e){return

e.cookieJar=e.cookieJar||new a,e.cookieJar.setCookie(this.cookie),!0};var

c=t.exports.PasswordAuthorization=function(e,t){3===arguments.length&&(r.log("PasswordAuthorization: the

'name' argument has been removed, pass only username and

password"),e=arguments[1],t=arguments[2]),this.username=e,this.password=t};c.prototype.apply=function(e){retur

n"undefined"==typeof e.headers.Authorization&&(e.headers.Authorization="Basic

"+i(this.username+":"+this.password)),!0}},{"./helpers":4,btoa:13,cookiejar:18,"lodash-

compat/collection/each":52,"lodash-compat/collection/includes":55,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],3:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r={bind:e("lodash-compat/function/bind"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),find:e("lodash-compat/collection/find"),forEach:e("lodash-

compat/collection/forEach"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isObject"),isFunction:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isFunction"),isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined")},i=e("./auth"),a=e("./helpers"),o=e("./types/model"),s=e("./types/operation"),l=e("./types

/operationGroup"),u=e("./resolver"),c=e("./http"),p=e("./spec-

converter"),h=e("q"),f=["apis","authorizationScheme","authorizations","basePath","build","buildFrom1_1Spec","bu
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ildFrom1_2Spec","buildFromSpec","clientAuthorizations","convertInfo","debug","defaultErrorCallback","defaultSu

ccessCallback","enableCookies","fail","failure","finish","help","host","idFromOp","info","initialize","isBuilt","isVa

lid","modelPropertyMacro","models","modelsArray","options","parameterMacro","parseUri","progress","resourceC

ount","sampleModels","selfReflect","setConsolidatedModels","spec","supportedSubmitMethods","swaggerRequest

Headers","tagFromLabel","title","url","useJQuery","jqueryAjaxCache"],d=["apis","asCurl","description","externalD

ocs","help","label","name","operation","operations","operationsArray","path","tag"],m=["delete","get","head","opti

ons","patch","post","put"],g=t.exports=function(e,t){return

this.authorizations=null,this.authorizationScheme=null,this.basePath=null,this.debug=!1,this.enableCookies=!1,this.

info=null,this.isBuilt=!1,this.isValid=!1,this.modelsArray=[],this.resourceCount=0,this.url=null,this.useJQuery=!1,t

his.jqueryAjaxCache=!1,this.swaggerObject={},this.deferredClient=void 0,this.clientAuthorizations=new

i.SwaggerAuthorizations,"undefined"!=typeof

e?this.initialize(e,t):this};g.prototype.initialize=function(e,t){if(this.models={},this.sampleModels={},"string"==typ

eof

 e?this.url=e:r.isObject(e)&&(t=e,this.url=t.url),this.url&&this.url.indexOf("http:")===-

1&&this.url.indexOf("https:")===-1&&"undefined"!=typeof

window&&window&&window.location&&(this.url=window.location.origin+this.url),t=t||{},this.clientAuthorizatio

ns.add(t.authorizations),this.swaggerRequestHeaders=t.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json;charset=utf-

8,*/*",this.defaultSuccessCallback=t.defaultSuccessCallback||null,this.defaultErrorCallback=t.defaultErrorCallback||

null,this.modelPropertyMacro=t.modelPropertyMacro||null,this.connectionAgent=t.connectionAgent||null,this.param

eterMacro=t.parameterMacro||null,this.usePromise=t.usePromise||null,this.timeout=t.timeout||null,this.fetchSpecTim

eout="undefined"!=typeof

t.fetchSpecTimeout?t.fetchSpecTimeout:t.timeout||null,this.usePromise&&(this.deferredClient=h.defer()),"function"

==typeof

t.success&&(this.success=t.success),t.useJQuery&&(this.useJQuery=t.useJQuery),t.jqueryAjaxCache&&(this.jquer

yAjaxCache=t.jqueryAjaxCache),t.enableCookies&&(this.enableCookies=t.enableCookies),this.options=t||{},this.o

ptions.timeout=this.timeout,this.options.fetchSpecTimeout=this.fetchSpecTimeout,this.supportedSubmitMethods=t.

supportedSubmitMethods||[],this.failure=t.failure||function(e){throw

e},this.progress=t.progress||function(){},this.spec=r.cloneDeep(t.spec),t.scheme&&(this.scheme=t.scheme),this.use

Promise||"function"==typeof t.success)return

this.ready=!0,this.build()},g.prototype.build=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return this;var

t=this;this.spec?this.progress("fetching resource list; Please wait."):this.progress("fetching resource list: "+this.url+";

Please wait.");var

n={useJQuery:this.useJQuery,jqueryAjaxCache:this.jqueryAjaxCache,connectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,enabl

eCookies:this.enableCookies,url:this.url,method:"get",headers:{accept:this.swaggerRequestHeaders},on:{error:funct

ion(e){return"http"!==t.url.substring(0,4)?t.fail("Please specify the protocol

 for "+t.url):!e.errObj||"ECONNABORTED"!==e.errObj.code&&e.errObj.message.indexOf("timeout")===-

1?0===e.status?t.fail("Can't read from server.  It may not have the appropriate access-control-origin

settings."):404===e.status?t.fail("Can't read swagger JSON from "+t.url):t.fail(e.status+" : "+e.statusText+"

"+t.url):t.fail("Request timed out after "+t.fetchSpecTimeout+"ms")},response:function(e){var n=e.obj;if(!n)return

t.fail("failed to parse JSON/YAML

response");if(t.swaggerVersion=n.swaggerVersion,t.swaggerObject=n,n.swagger&&2===parseInt(n.swagger))t.swa

ggerVersion=n.swagger,(new u).resolve(n,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0;else{var r=new

p;t.oldSwaggerObject=t.swaggerObject,r.setDocumentationLocation(t.url),r.convert(n,t.clientAuthorizations,t.option

s,function(e){t.swaggerObject=e,(new

u).resolve(e,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0})}}}};if(this.fetchSpecTimeout&&(n.timeout=this.fetchSpecTime

out),this.spec)t.swaggerObject=this.spec,setTimeout(function(){(new

u).resolve(t.spec,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t)},10);else{if(this.clientAuthorizations.apply(n),e)return
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 n;(new c).execute(n,this.options)}return

this.usePromise?this.deferredClient.promise:this},g.prototype.buildFromSpec=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return

this;this.apis={},this.apisArray=[],this.basePath=e.basePath||"",this.consumes=e.consumes,this.host=e.host||"",this.in

fo=e.info||{},this.produces=e.produces,this.schemes=e.schemes||[],this.securityDefinitions=r.cloneDeep(e.securityD

efinitions),this.security=e.security,this.title=e.title||"";var

t,n,i,u,c={},p=this;if(e.externalDocs&&(this.externalDocs=e.externalDocs),this.authSchemes=this.securityDefinitio

ns,this.securityDefinitions)for(t in this.securityDefinitions){var

h=this.securityDefinitions[t];h.vendorExtensions={};for(var g in h)if(a.extractExtensions(g,h),"scopes"===g){var

y=h[g];if("object"==typeof y){y.vendorExtensions={};for(var v in y)a.extractExtensions(v,y),0===v.indexOf("x-

")&&delete y[v]}}}if(Array.isArray(e.tags))for(c={},n=0;n<e.tags.length;n++){var

 b=r.cloneDeep(e.tags[n]);c[b.name]=b;for(u in b){if("externalDocs"===u&&"object"==typeof b[u])for(var w in

b[u])a.extractExtensions(w,b[u]);a.extractExtensions(u,b)}}if("string"==typeof

this.url){if(i=this.parseUri(this.url),"undefined"==typeof this.scheme&&"undefined"==typeof

this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length)"undefined"!=typeof

window?this.scheme=window.location.protocol.replace(":",""):this.scheme=i.scheme||"http";else

if("undefined"!=typeof window&&0===window.location.protocol.indexOf("chrome-

extension"))this.scheme=i.scheme;else if("undefined"==typeof this.scheme)if("undefined"!=typeof window){var

_=window.location.protocol.replace(":","");"https"===_&&this.schemes.indexOf(_)===-1?(a.log("Cannot call a

http server from https inside a browser!"),this.scheme="http"):this.schemes.indexOf(_)!==-

1?this.scheme=_:this.schemes.indexOf("https")!==-1?this.scheme="https":this.scheme="http"}else

this.scheme=this.schemes[0]||i.scheme;"undefined"!=typeof

this.host&&""!==this.host||(this.host=i.host,i.port&&(this.host=this.host+":"+i.port))}else"undefined"==typeof

 this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length?this.scheme="http":"undefined"==typeof

this.scheme&&(this.scheme=this.schemes[0]);this.definitions=e.definitions;for(t in this.definitions){var x=new

o(t,this.definitions[t],this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro);x&&(this.models[t]=x)}p.apis.help=r.bind(p.help,p),r.f

orEach(e.paths,function(e,t){r.isPlainObject(e)&&r.forEach(m,function(n){var

i=e[n];if(!r.isUndefined(i)){if(!r.isPlainObject(i))return void a.log("The '"+n+"' operation for '"+t+"' path is not an

Operation Object");var o=i.tags;!r.isUndefined(o)&&r.isArray(o)&&0!==o.length||(o=i.tags=["default"]);var

h=p.idFromOp(t,n,i),m=new

s(p,i.scheme,h,n,t,i,p.definitions,p.models,p.clientAuthorizations);m.connectionAgent=p.connectionAgent,m.vendor

Extensions={};for(u in

i)a.extractExtensions(u,m,i[u]);if(m.externalDocs=i.externalDocs,m.externalDocs){m.externalDocs=r.cloneDeep(m.

externalDocs),m.externalDocs.vendorExtensions={};for(u

 in m.externalDocs)a.extractExtensions(u,m.externalDocs)}r.forEach(o,function(e){var t=r.indexOf(f,e)>-

1?"_"+e:e,n=r.indexOf(d,e)>-1?"_"+e:e,i=p[t];if(t!==e&&a.log("The '"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient

function/property name.  Use 'client."+t+"' or 'client.apis."+e+"' instead of 'client."+e+"'."),n!==e&&a.log("The

'"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"' instead of

'client.apis."+e+"'."),r.indexOf(d,h)>-1&&(a.log("The '"+h+"' operationId conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation

function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"._"+h+"' instead of

'client.apis."+n+"."+h+"'."),h="_"+h,m.nickname=h),r.isUndefined(i)){i=p[t]=p.apis[n]={},i.operations={},i.label=n

,i.apis={};var

o=c[e];r.isUndefined(o)||(i.description=o.description,i.externalDocs=o.externalDocs,i.vendorExtensions=o.vendorEx

tensions),p[t].help=r.bind(p.help,i),p.apisArray.push(new

l(e,i.description,i.externalDocs,m))}h=p.makeUniqueOperationId(h,p.apis[n]),r.isFunction(i.help)||(i.help=r.bind(p.h

elp,i)),p.apis[n][h]=i[h]=r.bind(m.execute,m),p.apis[n][h].help=i[h].help=r.bind(m.help,m),p.apis[n][h].asCurl=i[h].

asCurl=r.bind(m.asCurl,m),i.apis[h]=i.operations[h]=m;var

 s=r.find(p.apisArray,function(t){return t.tag===e});s&&s.operationsArray.push(m)})}})});var A=[];return

r.forEach(Object.keys(c),function(e){var t;for(t in p.apisArray){var
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n=p.apisArray[t];n&&e===n.name&&(A.push(n),p.apisArray[t]=null)}}),r.forEach(p.apisArray,function(e){e&&A

.push(e)}),p.apisArray=A,r.forEach(e.definitions,function(e,t){e.id=t.toLowerCase(),e.name=t,p.modelsArray.push(

e)}),this.isBuilt=!0,this.usePromise?(this.isValid=!0,this.isBuilt=!0,this.deferredClient.resolve(this),this.deferredCli

ent.promise):(this.success&&this.success(),this)},g.prototype.makeUniqueOperationId=function(e,t){for(var

n=0,i=e;;){var a=!1;if(r.forEach(t.operations,function(e){e.nickname===i&&(a=!0)}),!a)return

i;i=e+"_"+n,n++}return e},g.prototype.parseUri=function(e){var

 t=/^(((([^:\/#\?]+:)?(?:(\/\/)((?:(([^:@\/#\?]+)(?:\:([^:@\/#\?]+))?)@)?(([^:\/#\?\]\[]+|\[[^\/\]@#?]+\])(?:\:([0-

9]+))?))?)?)?((\/?(?:[^\/\?#]+\/+)*)([^\?#]*)))?(\?[^#]+)?)(#.*)?/,n=t.exec(e);return{scheme:n[4]?n[4].replace(":",""):

void 0,host:n[11],port:n[12],path:n[15]}},g.prototype.help=function(e){var t="";return this instanceof

g?r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){r.isPlainObject(e)&&(t+="operations for the '"+n+"'

tag\n",r.forEach(e.operations,function(e,n){t+="  * "+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"}))}):(this instanceof

l||r.isPlainObject(this))&&(t+="operations for the '"+this.label+"' tag\n",r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){t+="  *

"+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"})),e?t:(a.log(t),t)},g.prototype.tagFromLabel=function(e){return

e},g.prototype.idFromOp=function(e,t,n){n&&n.operationId||(n=n||{},n.operationId=t+"_"+e);var

r=n.operationId.replace(/[\s!@#$%^&*()_+=\[{\]};:<>|.\/?,\\'""-]/g,"_")||e.substring(1)+"_"+t;return

r=r.replace(/((_){2,})/g,"_"),r=r.replace(/^(_)*/g,""),r=r.replace(/([_])*$/g,"")},g.prototype.setHost=function(e){this.

host=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.host=e})})},g.

prototype.setBasePath=function(e){this.basePath=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forE

ach(t.operations,function(t){t.basePath=e})})},g.prototype.setSchemes=function(e){this.schemes=e,e&&e.length>0

&&this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.scheme=e[0]})})}

,g.prototype.fail=function(e){return

this.usePromise?(this.deferredClient.reject(e),this.deferredClient.promise):void(this.failure?this.failure(e):this.failure

(e))}},{"./auth":2,"./helpers":4,"./http":5,"./resolver":6,"./spec-

converter":8,"./types/model":9,"./types/operation":10,"./types/operationGroup":11,"lodash-

compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-compat/collection/find":53,"lodash-compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-

compat/function/bind":58,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isFunction":142,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use

 strict";var r={isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),indexOf:e("lodash-

compat/array/indexOf")};t.exports.__bind=function(e,t){return function(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}};var

i=t.exports.log=function(){console&&"test"!==n.env.NODE_ENV&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argum

ents)[0])};t.exports.fail=function(e){i(e)},t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};var a=t.exports.resolveSchema=function(e){return

r.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=a(e.schema)),e};t.exports.simpleRef=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},t.exports.extractExtensions=function(

e,t,n){e&&t&&"string"==typeof e&&0===e.indexOf("x-

")&&(t.vendorExtensions=t.vendorExtensions||{},n?t.vendorExtensions[e]=n:t.vendorExtensions[e]=t[e])}}).call(thi

s,e("_process"))},{_process:12,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject":145}],5:[function(t,n,r){(function(r){"use

 strict";var i=t("./helpers"),a=t("superagent"),o=t("js-yaml"),s={isObject:t("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),keys:t("lodash-

compat/object/keys")},l=function(){this.type="JQueryHttpClient"},u=function(){this.type="SuperagentHttpClient"}

,c=n.exports=function(){};c.prototype.execute=function(t,n){var r;r=n&&n.client?n.client:new

u(n),r.opts=n||{},n&&n.requestAgent&&(a=n.requestAgent);var i=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof

window&&"undefined"!=typeof

window.jQuery&&(i=!0),"options"===t.method.toLowerCase()&&"SuperagentHttpClient"===r.type&&(e("forcing

jQuery as OPTIONS are not supported by

SuperAgent"),t.useJQuery=!0),this.isInternetExplorer()&&(t.useJQuery===!1||!i))throw new Error("Unsupported
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configuration! JQuery is required but not

available");(t&&t.useJQuery===!0||this.isInternetExplorer()&&i)&&(r=new

 l(n));var o=t.on.response,c=t.on.error,p=function(e){return

n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(e=n.requestInterceptor.apply(e)),e},h=function(e){return

n&&n.responseInterceptor&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),o(e)},f=function(e){n&&n.responseInterceptor

&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),c(e)};return

t.on.error=function(e){f(e)},t.on.response=function(e){e&&e.status>=400?f(e):h(e)},s.isObject(t)&&s.isObject(t.bo

dy)&&t.body.type&&"formData"===t.body.type&&n.useJQuery&&(t.contentType=!1,t.processData=!1,delete

t.headers["Content-

Type"]),t=p(t)||t,t.beforeSend?t.beforeSend(function(e){r.execute(e||t)}):r.execute(t),t.deferred?t.deferred.promise:t},

c.prototype.isInternetExplorer=function(){var e=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof navigator&&navigator.userAgent){var

t=navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase();if(t.indexOf("msie")!==-1){var

n=parseInt(t.split("msie")[1]);n<=8&&(e=!0)}}return e},l.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=this.jQuery||"undefined"!=typeof window&&window.jQuery,n=e.on,r=e;if("undefined"==typeof

 t||t===!1)throw new Error("Unsupported configuration! JQuery is required but not available");return

e.type=e.method,e.cache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,e.data=e.body,delete e.jqueryAjaxCache,delete e.useJQuery,delete

e.body,e.complete=function(e){for(var t={},a=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\n"),s=0;s<a.length;s++){var

l=a[s].trim();if(0!==l.length){var u=l.indexOf(":");if(u!==-1){var

c=l.substring(0,u).trim(),p=l.substring(u+1).trim();t[c]=p}else t[l]=null}}var

h={url:r.url,method:r.method,status:e.status,statusText:e.statusText,data:e.responseText,headers:t};try{var

f=e.responseJSON||o.safeLoad(e.responseText);h.obj="string"==typeof f?{}:f}catch(d){i.log("unable to parse

JSON/YAML

content")}if(h.obj=h.obj||null,e.status>=200&&e.status<300)n.response(h);else{if(!(0===e.status||e.status>=400&&

e.status<599))return n.response(h);n.error(h)}},t.support.cors=!0,t.ajax(e)},u.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=e.method.toLowerCase(),n=e.timeout;"delete"===t&&(t="del");var

l=e.headers||{},u=a[t](e.url);e.connectionAgent&&u.agent(e.connectionAgent),n&&u.timeout(n),e.enableCookies&

&u.withCredentials();var

c=e.headers.Accept;if(this.binaryRequest(c)&&u.on("request",function(){this.xhr&&(this.xhr.responseType="blob"

)}),e.body)if(s.isObject(e.body)){var p=e.headers["Content-Type"]||"";if(0===p.indexOf("multipart/form-

data"))if(delete l["Content-Type"],"[object FormData]"==={}.toString.apply(e.body))u.send(e.body);else{var

h,f,d;for(h in e.body)if(f=e.body[h],Array.isArray(f))for(d in f)u.field(h,d);else u.field(h,f)}else

s.isObject(e.body)&&(e.body=JSON.stringify(e.body),u.send(e.body))}else u.send(e.body);var m;for(m in

l)u.set(m,l[m]);"function"==typeof u.buffer&&u.buffer(),u.end(function(t,n){n=n||{status:0,headers:{error:"no

response from server"}};var

a,l={url:e.url,method:e.method,headers:n.headers};if(!t&&n.error&&(t=n.error),t&&e.on&&e.on.error){if(l.errObj

=t,l.status=n?n.status:500,l.statusText=n?n.text:t.message,n.headers&&n.headers["content-

type"]&&n.headers["content-

type"].indexOf("application/json")>=0)try{l.obj=JSON.parse(l.statusText)}catch(u){l.obj=null}a=e.on.error}else

 if(n&&e.on&&e.on.response){var c;if(n.body&&s.keys(n.body).length>0)c=n.body;else

try{c=o.safeLoad(n.text),c="string"==typeof c?null:c}catch(u){i.log("cannot parse JSON/YAML

content")}"function"==typeof r&&r.isBuffer(c)?l.data=c:l.obj="object"==typeof

c?c:null,l.status=n.status,l.statusText=n.text,a=e.on.response}n.xhr&&n.xhr.response?l.data=n.xhr.response:l.data||(l

.data=l.statusText),a&&a(l)})},u.prototype.binaryRequest=function(e){return!!e&&(/^image/i.test(e)||/^application\/

pdf/.test(e)||/^application\/octet-stream/.test(e))}}).call(this,t("buffer").Buffer)},{"./helpers":4,buffer:14,"js-

yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149,superagent:158}],6:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){var t={},n=/[a-

z]+:\/\//i.exec(e);n&&(t.proto=n[0].slice(0,-

3),e=e.slice(t.proto.length+1)),"//"===e.slice(0,2)&&(t.domain=e.slice(2).split("/")[0],e=e.slice(2+t.domain.length))
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;var

 r=e.split("#");return r[0].length&&(t.path=r[0]),r.length>1&&(t.fragment=r.slice(1).join("#")),t}function i(e){var

t=e.path;return void 0===t&&(t=""),void 0!==e.fragment&&(t+="#"+e.fragment),void

0!==e.domain&&("/"===t.slice(0,1)&&(t=t.slice(1)),t="//"+e.domain+"/"+t,void

0!==e.proto&&(t=e.proto+":"+t)),t}function a(e,t){var n=r(t);if(void 0!==n.domain)return t;var a=r(e);if(void

0===n.path)a.fragment=n.fragment;else if("/"===n.path.slice(0,1))a.path=n.path,a.fragment=n.fragment;else{var

o=void

0===a.path?[]:a.path.split("/"),s=n.path.split("/");for(o.length&&o.pop();".."===s[0]||"."===s[0];)".."===s[0]&&o.p

op(),s.shift();a.path=o.concat(s).join("/"),a.fragment=n.fragment}return i(a)}var o=e("./http"),s={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray"),isString:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isString")},l=t.exports=function(){this.failedUrls=[],this.resolverCache={},this.pendingUrls={}};l.prot

otype.processAllOf=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

 o,s,l;n["x-resolved-from"]=["#/definitions/"+t];var u=n.allOf;for(u.sort(function(e,t){return

e.$ref&&t.$ref?0:e.$ref?-1:1}),o=0;o<u.length;o++)l=u[o],s="/definitions/"+t+"/allOf",this.resolveInline(e,a,l,r,i,s);

},l.prototype.resolve=function(e,t,n,r){this.spec=e;var i,a,l=t,u=n,c=r,p={};"function"==typeof

t&&(l=null,u=t,c=n);var

h,f=l;this.scope=c||this,this.iteration=this.iteration||0,this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.requestInterceptor&&(

p.requestInterceptor=this.scope.options.requestInterceptor),this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.responseIntercep

tor&&(p.responseInterceptor=this.scope.options.responseInterceptor);var

d,m,g,y,v,b,w,_=0,x={},A={},S=[];e.definitions=e.definitions||{};for(d in e.definitions){var

j=e.definitions[d];if(j.$ref)this.resolveInline(l,e,j,S,A,j);else{for(y in

j.properties)g=j.properties[y],s.isArray(g.allOf)?this.processAllOf(l,d,g,S,A,e):this.resolveTo(l,g,S,"/definitions");j.a

llOf&&this.processAllOf(l,d,j,S,A,e)}}e.parameters=e.parameters||{};for(d

 in

e.parameters){if(v=e.parameters[d],"body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){h="inline_model"

;var E=h;for(b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[E]){b=!0;break}E=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[E]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+E,this.processAllOf(l,E,e.definitions[E],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(d in e.paths){var

O,k,T;if(m=e.paths[d],"object"==typeof m){for(O in

m)if("$ref"===O)i="/paths"+d,this.resolveInline(l,e,m,S,A,i);else{k=m[O];var

C=m.parameters||[],I=k.parameters||[];C.forEach(function(e){I.unshift(e)}),"parameters"!==O&&s.isObject(k)&&(k

.parameters=k.parameters||I);for(a in

I){if(v=I[a],i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/parameters","body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){for(h=

"inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

 v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(T in k.responses){var

D=k.responses[T];if(i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/responses/"+T,s.isObject(D)&&(D.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,D,S,A,i

),D.schema)){var

L=D;if(s.isArray(L.schema.allOf)){for(h="inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:L.schema.allOf},delete

L.schema.allOf,delete

L.schema.type,L.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else"array"===L.sche

ma.type?L.schema.items&&L.schema.items.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,L.schema.items,S,A,i):this.resolveTo(l,D.s

chema,S,i)}}}m.parameters=[]}}var M,R=0,U=[],P=S;for(a=0;a<P.length;a++){var

q=P[a];if(l===q.root){if("ref"===q.resolveAs){var
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B,z=((q.root||"")+"/"+q.key).split("/"),N=[],$="";if(q.key.indexOf("../")>=0){for(var

 F=0;F<z.length;F++)".."===z[F]?N=N.slice(0,N.length-

1):N.push(z[F]);for(B=0;B<N.length;B++)B>0&&($+="/"),$+=N[B];q.root=$,U.push(q)}else

if(M=q.key.split("#"),2===M.length){0!==M[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==M[0].indexOf("https:")||(q.root=M[0]),i=

M[1].split("/");var V,H=e;for(B=0;B<i.length;B++){var Y=i[B];if(""!==Y){if(H=H[Y],"undefined"==typeof

H){V=null;break}V=H}}null===V&&U.push(q)}}else

if("inline"===q.resolveAs){if(q.key&&q.key.indexOf("#")===-

1&&"/"!==q.key.charAt(0)){for(M=q.root.split("/"),i="",a=0;a<M.length-

1;a++)i+=M[a]+"/";i+=q.key,q.root=i,q.location=""}U.push(q)}}else U.push(q)}R=U.length;for(var

J={},W=0;W<U.length;W++)!function(e,t,n,r,i){if(e.root&&e.root!==l)if(n.failedUrls.indexOf(e.root)===-1){var

a={useJQuery:!1,url:e.root,method:"get",headers:{accept:n.scope.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json"},on:{

error:function(i){_+=1,console.log("failed url: "+a.url),n.failedUrls.push(a.url),r&&delete

r[e.root],A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u)},response:function(i){var

 a=i.obj;r&&delete

r[e.root],n.resolverCache&&(n.resolverCache[e.root]=a),n.resolveItem(a,e.root,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,f

,S,x,A,u)}}};c&&c.fetchSpecTimeout&&(a.timeout=c.fetchSpecTimeout),c&&c.clientAuthorizations&&c.clientAu

thorizations.apply(a),function h(){setTimeout(function(){if(r[a.url])h();else{var

e=n.resolverCache[a.url];s.isObject(e)?a.on.response({obj:e}):(r[a.url]=!0,(new o).execute(a,p))}},0)}()}else

_+=1,A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u);else

n.resolveItem(t,f,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,l,S,x,A,u,!0)}(U[W],e,this,J,W);0===Object.keys(U).length&&

this.finish(e,f,S,x,A,u)},l.prototype.resolveItem=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o=a.location,s=e,l=o.split("/");if(""!==o)for(var u=0;u<l.length;u++){var c=l[u];if(c.indexOf("~1")!==-

1&&(c=l[u].replace(/~0/g,"~").replace(/~1/g,"/"),"/"!==c.charAt(0)&&(c="/"+c)),"undefined"==typeof

s||null===s)break;if(""===c&&u===l.length-1&&l.length>1){s=null;break}c.length>0&&(s=s[c])}var

 p=a.key;l=a.key.split("/");var h=l[l.length-

1];h.indexOf("#")>=0&&(h=h.split("#")[1]),null!==s&&"undefined"!=typeof

s?r[p]={name:h,obj:s,key:a.key,root:a.root}:i[p]={root:a.root,location:a.location}},l.prototype.finish=function(e,t,n,

r,i,a,o){var s,l;for(s in n){var

u=n[s],c=u.key,p=r[c];if(p)if(e.definitions=e.definitions||{},"ref"===u.resolveAs){if(o!==!0)for(c in

p.obj)l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root),p.obj[c]=l;e.definitions[p.name]=p.obj,u.obj.$ref="#/definitions/"+p.name}

else if("inline"===u.resolveAs){var h=u.obj;h["x-resolved-from"]=[u.key],delete h.$ref;for(c in

p.obj)l=p.obj[c],o!==!0&&(l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root)),h[c]=l}}var

f=this.countUnresolvedRefs(e);0===f||this.iteration>5?(this.resolveAllOf(e.definitions),this.resolverCache=null,a.ca

ll(this.scope,e,i)):(this.iteration+=1,this.resolve(e,t,a,this.scope))},l.prototype.countUnresolvedRefs=function(e){var

t,n=this.getRefs(e),r=[],i=[];for(t in

 n)0===t.indexOf("#")?r.push(t.substring(1)):i.push(t);for(t=0;t<r.length;t++)for(var

a=r[t],o=a.split("/"),s=e,l=0;l<o.length;l++){var u=o[l];if(""!==u&&(s=s[u],"undefined"==typeof

s)){i.push(a);break}}return i.length},l.prototype.getRefs=function(e,t){t=t||e;var n={};for(var r in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(r)){var i=t[r];if("$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i)n[i]=null;else if(s.isObject(i)){var

a=this.getRefs(i);for(var o in a)n[o]=null}}return n},l.prototype.retainRoot=function(e,t,n){if(s.isObject(t))for(var r

in t){var i=t[r];"$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i?t[r]=a(n,i):s.isObject(i)&&this.retainRoot(r,i,n)}else

s.isString(t)&&"$ref"===e&&(t=a(n,t));return t},l.prototype.resolveInline=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u,c=n.$ref,p=n.$ref,h=!1;if(e=e||"",p){if(0===p.indexOf("../")){for(s=p.split("../"),l=e.split("/"),p="",o=0;o<s.le

ngth;o++)""===s[o]?l=l.slice(0,l.length-1):p+=s[o];for(e="",o=0;o<l.length-

1;o++)o>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[o];h=!0}if(p.indexOf("#")>=0)if(0===p.indexOf("/"))u=p.split("#"),s=e.split("//"),l=s[1

].split("/"),e=s[0]+"//"+l[0]+u[0],a=u[1];else{if(u=p.split("#"),""!==u[0]){if(l=e.split("/"),l=l.slice(0,l.length-

1),!h){e="";for(var
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f=0;f<l.length;f++)f>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[f]}e+="/"+p.split("#")[0]}a=u[1]}if(0===p.indexOf("http:")||0===p.indexO

f("https:"))p.indexOf("#")>=0?(e=p.split("#")[0],a=p.split("#")[1]):(e=p,a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:

e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("#"))a=p.split("#")[1],r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("/")&&p.indexOf("#")===-1){a=p;var

d=e.match(/^https?\:\/\/([^\/?#]+)(?:[\/?#]|$)/i);d&&(e=d[0]+p.substring(1),a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",ro

ot:e,key:c,location:a})}else

r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a})}else"array"===n.type&&this.resolveTo(e,n.items,r,a)},l.p

rototype.resolveTo=function(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o=t.$ref,l=e;if("undefined"!=typeof

o&&null!==o){if(o.indexOf("#")>=0){var u=o.split("#");if(u[0]&&0===o.indexOf("/"));else

if(!u[0]||0!==u[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==u[0].indexOf("https:")){if(u[0]&&u[0].length>0){for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a

=0;a<i.length-1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=u[0]}}else

 l=u[0],o=u[1];r=u[1]}else

if(0===o.indexOf("http:")||0===o.indexOf("https:"))l=o,r="";else{for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a=0;a<i.length-

1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=o,r=""}n.push({obj:t,resolveAs:"ref",root:l,key:o,location:r})}else if("array"===t.type){var

c=t.items;this.resolveTo(e,c,n,r)}else if(t&&(t.properties||t.additionalProperties)){var

p=this.uniqueName("inline_model");t.title&&(p=this.uniqueName(t.title)),delete

t.title,this.spec.definitions[p]=s.cloneDeep(t),t.$ref="#/definitions/"+p,delete t.type,delete

t.properties}},l.prototype.uniqueName=function(e){for(var t=e,n=0;;){if(!s.isObject(this.spec.definitions[t]))return

t;t=e+"_"+n,n++}},l.prototype.resolveAllOf=function(e,t,n){n=n||0,t=t||e;var r;for(var i in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(i)){var a=t[i];if(null===a)throw new TypeError("Swagger 2.0 does not support null types

("+t+").  See https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-spec/issues/229.");if("object"==typeof

 a&&this.resolveAllOf(e,a,n+1),a&&"undefined"!=typeof a.allOf){var o=a.allOf;if(s.isArray(o)){var

l=s.cloneDeep(a);delete l.allOf,l["x-composed"]=!0,"undefined"!=typeof a["x-resolved-from"]&&(l["x-resolved-

from"]=a["x-resolved-from"]);for(var u=0;u<o.length;u++){var c=o[u],p="self";"undefined"!=typeof c["x-resolved-

from"]&&(p=c["x-resolved-from"][0]);for(var h in c)if(l.hasOwnProperty(h))if("properties"===h){var f=c[h];for(r

in f){l.properties[r]=s.cloneDeep(f[r]);var d=f[r]["x-resolved-from"];"undefined"!=typeof

d&&"self"!==d||(d=p),l.properties[r]["x-resolved-from"]=d}}else if("required"===h){for(var

m=l.required.concat(c[h]),g=0;g<m.length;++g)for(var y=g+1;y<m.length;++y)m[g]===m[y]&&m.splice(y--

,1);l.required=m}else"x-resolved-from"===h&&l["x-resolved-from"].push(p);else

if(l[h]=s.cloneDeep(c[h]),"properties"===h)for(r in l[h])l[h][r]["x-resolved-

from"]=p}t[i]=l}}}}},{"./http":5,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isString":146}],7:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r=e("./helpers"),i={isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined"),isArray:e("lodash-compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isEmpty:e("lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty"),map:e("lodash-

compat/collection/map"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),keys:e("lodash-compat/object/keys"),forEach:e("lodash-

compat/collection/forEach")},a=t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};t.exports.typeFromJsonSchema=function(e,t){var

n;return"integer"===e&&"int32"===t?n="integer":"integer"===e&&"int64"===t?n="long":"integer"===e&&"und

efined"==typeof t?n="long":"string"===e&&"date-time"===t?n="date-

time":"string"===e&&"date"===t?n="date":"number"===e&&"float"===t?n="float":"number"===e&&"double"=

==t?n="double":"number"===e&&"undefined"==typeof

 t?n="double":"boolean"===e?n="boolean":"string"===e&&(n="string"),n};var

o=t.exports.getStringSignature=function(e,t){var n="";return"undefined"!=typeof

e.$ref?n+=r.simpleRef(e.$ref):"undefined"==typeof

e.type?n+="object":"array"===e.type?t?n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}):(n+="Array[",n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}),n+="]"):n+
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="integer"===e.type&&"int32"===e.format?"integer":"integer"===e.type&&"int64"===e.format?"long":"integer"=

==e.type&&"undefined"==typeof e.format?"long":"string"===e.type&&"date-time"===e.format?"date-

time":"string"===e.type&&"date"===e.format?"date":"string"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"string":"number"===e.type&&"float"===e.format?"float":"number"===e.type&&"double"===e.format?"

double":"number"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"double":"boolean"===e.type?"boolean":e.$ref?r.simpleRef(e.$ref):e.type,n},s=t.exports.schemaToJSON=

function(e,t,n,a){e=r.resolveSchema(e),"function"!=typeof a&&(a=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var

 o,l,u=e.type||"object",c=e.format;return

i.isUndefined(e.example)?i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])&&(l=e["enum"][0]):l=e.example,i.isUnde

fined(l)&&(e.$ref?(o=t[r.simpleRef(e.$ref)],i.isUndefined(o)||(i.isUndefined(n[o.name])?(n[o.name]=o,l=s(o.definiti

on,t,n,a),delete n[o.name]):l="array"===o.type?[]:{})):i.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===u?l="date-

time"===c?(new Date).toISOString():"date"===c?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===u?l=0:"number"===u?l=0:"boolean"===u?l=!0:"object"===

u?(l={},i.forEach(e.properties,function(e,r){var

o=i.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=a(e),l[r]=s(o,t,n,a)})):"array"===u&&(l=[],i.isArray(e.items)?i.forEach(e.items,funct

ion(e){l.push(s(e,t,n,a))}):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?l.push(s(e.items,t,n,a)):i.isUndefined(e.items)?l.push({}):r.log("A

rray type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):l=e["default"]),l};t.exports.schemaToHTML=function(e,t,n,o){function s(e,t,a){var

 o,s=t;return e.$ref?(s=e.title||r.simpleRef(e.$ref),o=n[s]):i.isUndefined(t)&&(s=e.title||"Inline Model "+

++m,o={definition:e}),a!==!0&&(f[s]=i.isUndefined(o)?{}:o.definition),s}function l(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):"array"===n?(t+="Arr

ay[",i.isArray(e.items)?t+=i.map(e.items,s).join(","):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.isUnd

efined(e.items.type)||i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?s(e.items):e.items.type:s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref)):(r.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or

an object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function u(e,t){var

n="",r=e.type||"object",o="array"===r;switch(o&&(r=i.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!i.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.ite

ms.type:"object"),i.isUndefined(e["default"])||(n+=a("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=a(

"Min. Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=a("Max.

 Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=a("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=a("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=a("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=a("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(o&&(e.minItems&&(n+=a("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=a("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=a("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=a("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])){var

s;s="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=a("Enum",s)}return

n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function c(e,t){var

a=e.type||"object",c="array"===e.type,f=p+t+"

"+(c?"[":"{")+h;if(t&&d.push(t),c)i.isArray(e.items)?f+="<div>"+i.map(e.items,function(e){var

 t=e.type||"object";return i.isUndefined(e.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):u(e,t):s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):i.i

sPlainObject(e.items)?f+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-

1?(i.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&i.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>":

"<div>"+s(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+u(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref

))+"</div>":(r.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),f+="<div>object</div>");else if(e.$ref)f+="<div>"+s(e,t)+"</div>";else
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if("object"===a){if(i.isPlainObject(e.properties)){var m=i.map(e.properties,function(t,a){var

s,c,p=i.indexOf(e.required,a)>=0,h=i.cloneDeep(t),f=p?"required":"",d='<span class="propName

'+f+'">'+a+"</span> (";return

h["default"]=o(h),h=r.resolveSchema(h),c=t.description||h.description,i.isUndefined(h.$ref)||(s=n[r.simpleRef(h.$ref

)],i.isUndefined(s)||i.indexOf([void

 0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-1||(h=r.resolveSchema(s.definition))),d+=l(h),p||(d+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(d+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),d+=")",i.isUndefined(c)||(d+=': <span class="propDesc">'+c+"</span>"),h["enum"]&&(d+=' = <span

class="propVals">[\''+h["enum"].join("', '")+"']</span>"),"<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+u(h,d)}).join(",</div>");m&&(f+=m+"</div>")}}else

f+="<div>"+u(e,a)+"</div>";return f+p+(c?"]":"}")+h}var p='<span

class="strong">',h="</span>";if(i.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],o=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=r.resolveSchema(t),i.isEmpty(t))return

p+"Empty"+h;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=r.simpleRef(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return p+e+" is not

defined!"+h;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

 o&&(o=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=c(t,e);i.keys(f).length>0;)i.forEach(f,function(e,t){var n=i.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete

f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+c(e,t))});return g}},{"./helpers":4,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-compat/collection/map":56,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-

compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-compat/lang/isUndefined":148,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149}],8:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("./http"),i={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=t.exports=function(){this.errors=[],this.warnings=[],this.modelMap={}};a.prototype.set

DocumentationLocation=function(e){this.docLocation=e},a.prototype.convert=function(e,t,n,r){if(!e||!Array.isArray

(e.apis))return this.finish(r,null);this.clientAuthorizations=t;var

i={swagger:"2.0"};i.originalVersion=e.swaggerVersion,this.apiInfo(e,i),this.securityDefinitions(e,i),e.basePath&&t

his.setDocumentationLocation(e.basePath);var

 a,o=!1;for(a=0;a<e.apis.length;a++){var

s=e.apis[a];Array.isArray(s.operations)&&(o=!0)}o?(this.declaration(e,i),this.finish(r,i)):this.resourceListing(e,i,n,r)

},a.prototype.declaration=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,o;if(e.apis){0===e.basePath.indexOf("http://")?(a=e.basePath.substring("http://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?

(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.host=a,t.basePath="/")):0===e.basePath.indexOf("https://")?(a

=e.basePath.substring("https://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.

host=a,t.basePath="/")):t.basePath=e.basePath;var

s;if(e.authorizations&&(s=e.authorizations),e.consumes&&(t.consumes=e.consumes),e.produces&&(t.produces=e.p

roduces),i.isObject(e))for(n in e.models){var

l=e.models[n],u=l.id||n;this.modelMap[u]=n}for(r=0;r<e.apis.length;r++){var

c=e.apis[r],p=c.path,h=c.operations;this.operations(p,e.resourcePath,h,s,t)}var

 f=e.models||{};this.models(f,t)}},a.prototype.models=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){var

n;t.definitions=t.definitions||{};for(n in e){var r,a=e[n],o=[],s={properties:{}};for(r in a.properties){var

l=a.properties[r],u={};this.dataType(l,u),l.description&&(u.description=l.description),l["enum"]&&(u["enum"]=l["e

num"]),"boolean"==typeof l.required&&l.required===!0&&o.push(r),"string"==typeof

l.required&&"true"===l.required&&o.push(r),s.properties[r]=u}o.length>0?s.required=o:s.required=a.required,t.def

initions[n]=s}}},a.prototype.extractTag=function(e){var t=e||"default";return

0!==t.indexOf("http:")&&0!==t.indexOf("https:")||(t=t.split(["/"]),t=t[t.length-

1].substring()),t.endsWith(".json")&&(t=t.substring(0,t.length-

".json".length)),t.replace("/","")},a.prototype.operations=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(Array.isArray(n)){var

a;i.paths||(i.paths={});var o=i.paths[e]||{},s=this.extractTag(t);i.tags=i.tags||[];var
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l=!1;for(a=0;a<i.tags.length;a++){var

u=i.tags[a];u.name===s&&(l=!0)}for(l||i.tags.push({name:s}),a=0;a<n.length;a++){var

c=n[a],p=(c.method||c.httpMethod).toLowerCase(),h={tags:[s]},f=c.authorizations;if(f&&0===Object.keys(f).lengt

h&&(f=r),"undefined"!=typeof f){var d;for(var m in f){h.security=h.security||[];var g=f[m];if(g){var y=[];for(var v

in g)y.push(g[v].scope);d={},d[m]=y,h.security.push(d)}else

d={},d[m]=[],h.security.push(d)}}c.consumes?h.consumes=c.consumes:i.consumes&&(h.consumes=i.consumes),c.

produces?h.produces=c.produces:i.produces&&(h.produces=i.produces),c.summary&&(h.summary=c.summary),c.n

otes&&(h.description=c.notes),c.nickname&&(h.operationId=c.nickname),c.deprecated&&(h.deprecated=c.depreca

ted),this.authorizations(f,i),this.parameters(h,c.parameters,i),this.responseMessages(h,c,i),o[p]=h}i.paths[e]=o}},a.pr

ototype.responseMessages=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(t)){var

n={};this.dataType(t,n),!n.schema&&n.type&&(n={schema:n}),e.responses=e.responses||{};var

r=!1;if(Array.isArray(t.responseMessages)){var a,o=t.responseMessages;for(a=0;a<o.length;a++){var

s=o[a],l={description:s.message};200===s.code&&(r=!0),s.responseModel&&(l.schema={$ref:"#/definitions/"+s.re

sponseModel}),e.responses[""+s.code]=l}}r?e.responses["default"]=n:e.responses[200]=n}},a.prototype.authorizati

ons=function(e){!i.isObject(e)},a.prototype.parameters=function(e,t){if(Array.isArray(t)){var

n;for(n=0;n<t.length;n++){var

r=t[n],i={};if(i.name=r.name,i.description=r.description,i.required=r.required,i["in"]=r.paramType,"body"===i["in"

]&&(i.name="body"),"form"===i["in"]&&(i["in"]="formData"),r["enum"]&&(i["enum"]=r["enum"]),r.allowMultip

le===!0||"true"===r.allowMultiple){var a={};if(this.dataType(r,a),i.type="array",i.items=a,r.allowableValues){var

o=r.allowableValues;"LIST"===o.valueType&&(i["enum"]=o.values)}}else this.dataType(r,i);"undefined"!=typeof

r.defaultValue&&(i["default"]=r.defaultValue),e.parameters=e.parameters||[],e.parameters.push(i)}}},a.prototype.da

taType=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){e.minimum&&(t.minimum=e.minimum),e.maximum&&(t.maximum=e.maxi

mum),e.format&&(t.format=e.format),"undefined"!=typeof

 e.defaultValue&&(t["default"]=e.defaultValue);var

n=this.toJsonSchema(e);n&&(t=t||{},n.type&&(t.type=n.type),n.format&&(t.format=n.format),n.$ref&&(t.schema=

{$ref:n.$ref}),n.items&&(t.items=n.items))}},a.prototype.toJsonSchema=function(e){if(!e)return"object";var

t=e.type||e.dataType||e.responseClass||"",n=t.toLowerCase(),r=(e.format||"").toLowerCase();if(0===n.indexOf("list["

)){var i=t.substring(5,t.length-

1),a=this.toJsonSchema({type:i});return{type:"array",items:a}}if("int"===n||"integer"===n&&"int32"===r)return{t

ype:"integer",format:"int32"};if("long"===n||"integer"===n&&"int64"===r)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if

("integer"===n)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if("float"===n||"number"===n&&"float"===r)return{type:"n

umber",format:"float"};if("double"===n||"number"===n&&"double"===r)return{type:"number",format:"double"};i

f("string"===n&&"date-time"===r||"date"===n)return{type:"string",format:"date-

time"};if("string"===n)return{type:"string"};if("file"===n)return{type:"file"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boole

an"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boolean"};if("array"===n||"list"===n){if(e.items){var

 o=this.toJsonSchema(e.items);return{type:"array",items:o}}return{type:"array",items:{type:"object"}}}return

e.$ref?{$ref:this.modelMap[e.$ref]?"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.$ref]:e.$ref}:"void"===n||""===n?{}:this.mo

delMap[e.type]?{$ref:"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.type]}:{type:e.type}},a.prototype.resourceListing=function

(e,t,n,i){var

a,o=0,s=this,l=e.apis.length,u=t,c={};n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(c.requestInterceptor=n.requestInterceptor),n&&

n.responseInterceptor&&(c.responseInterceptor=n.responseInterceptor);var

p="application/json";for(n&&n.swaggerRequestHeaders&&(p=n.swaggerRequestHeaders),0===l&&this.finish(i,t),

a=0;a<l;a++){var

h=e.apis[a],f=h.path,d=this.getAbsolutePath(e.swaggerVersion,this.docLocation,f);h.description&&(t.tags=t.tags||[],

t.tags.push({name:this.extractTag(h.path),description:h.description||""}));var

 m={url:d,headers:{accept:p},on:{},method:"get",timeout:n.timeout};m.on.response=function(e){o+=1;var

t=e.obj;t&&s.declaration(t,u),o===l&&s.finish(i,u)},m.on.error=function(e){console.error(e),o+=1,o===l&&s.finis

h(i,u)},this.clientAuthorizations&&"function"==typeof
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this.clientAuthorizations.apply&&this.clientAuthorizations.apply(m),(new

r).execute(m,c)}},a.prototype.getAbsolutePath=function(e,t,n){if("1.0"===e&&t.endsWith(".json")){var

r=t.lastIndexOf("/");r>0&&(t=t.substring(0,r))}var i=t;return

0===n.indexOf("http:")||0===n.indexOf("https:")?i=n:(t.endsWith("/")&&(i=t.substring(0,t.length-

1)),i+=n),i=i.replace("{format}","json")},a.prototype.securityDefinitions=function(e,t){if(e.authorizations){var

n;for(n in e.authorizations){var

r=!1,i={vendorExtensions:{}},a=e.authorizations[n];if("apiKey"===a.type)i.type="apiKey",i["in"]=a.passAs,i.name

=a.keyname||n,r=!0;else if("basicAuth"===a.type)i.type="basicAuth",r=!0;else if("oauth2"===a.type){var

o,s=a.scopes||[],l={};for(o

 in s){var

u=s[o];l[u.scope]=u.description}if(i.type="oauth2",o>0&&(i.scopes=l),a.grantTypes){if(a.grantTypes.implicit){var

c=a.grantTypes.implicit;i.flow="implicit",i.authorizationUrl=c.loginEndpoint,r=!0}if(a.grantTypes.authorization_co

de&&!i.flow){var

p=a.grantTypes.authorization_code;i.flow="accessCode",i.authorizationUrl=p.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,i.tokenUrl

=p.tokenEndpoint.url,r=!0}}}r&&(t.securityDefinitions=t.securityDefinitions||{},t.securityDefinitions[n]=i)}}},a.pr

ototype.apiInfo=function(e,t){if(e.info){var

n=e.info;t.info={},n.contact&&(t.info.contact={},t.info.contact.email=n.contact),n.description&&(t.info.description

=n.description),n.title&&(t.info.title=n.title),n.termsOfServiceUrl&&(t.info.termsOfService=n.termsOfServiceUrl),(

n.license||n.licenseUrl)&&(t.license={},n.license&&(t.license.name=n.license),n.licenseUrl&&(t.license.url=n.licen

seUrl))}else this.warnings.push("missing info section")},a.prototype.finish=function(e,t){e(t)}},{"./http":5,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],9:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r=(e("../helpers").log,{isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isString:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isString")}),i=e("../schema-markup.js"),a=e("js-yaml"),o=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.definition=t||{},this.isArray="array"===t.type,this.models=n||{},this.name=e||t.title||"Inline

Model",this.modelPropertyMacro=r||function(e){return

e["default"]},this};o.prototype.createJSONSample=o.prototype.getSampleValue=function(e){return

e=e||{},e[this.name]=this,this.examples&&r.isPlainObject(this.examples)&&this.examples["application/json"]?(this

.definition.example=this.examples["application/json"],r.isString(this.definition.example)&&(this.definition.example

=a.safeLoad(this.definition.example))):this.definition.example||(this.definition.example=this.examples),i.schemaToJ

SON(this.definition,this.models,e,this.modelPropertyMacro)},o.prototype.getMockSignature=function(){return

i.schemaToHTML(this.name,this.definition,this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro)}},{"../helpers":4,"../schema-

markup.js":7,"js-yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isString":146}],10:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e,t){if(i.isEmpty(t))return e[0];for(var n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e.indexOf(t[n])>-1)return

t[n];return e[0]}var i={cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined"),isEmpty:e("lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=e("../helpers"),o=e("./model"),s=e("../http"),l=e("q"),u=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r,i,s,l,u,c)

{var

p=[];e=e||{},s=s||{},e&&e.options&&(this.client=e.options.client||null,this.requestInterceptor=e.options.requestInter

ceptor||null,this.responseInterceptor=e.options.responseInterceptor||null,this.requestAgent=e.options.requestAgent),t

his.authorizations=s.security,this.basePath=e.basePath||"/",this.clientAuthorizations=c,this.consumes=s.consumes||e.

consumes||["application/json"],this.produces=s.produces||e.produces||["application/json"],this.deprecated=s.deprecat

ed,this.description=s.description,this.host=e.host,this.method=r||p.push("Operation

 "+n+" is missing method."),this.models=u||{},this.nickname=n||p.push("Operations must have a

nickname."),this.operation=s,this.operations={},this.parameters=null!==s?s.parameters||[]:{},this.parent=e,this.path

=i||p.push("Operation "+this.nickname+" is missing

path."),this.responses=s.responses||{},this.scheme=t||e.scheme||"http",this.schemes=s.schemes||e.schemes,this.securit

y=s.security||e.security,this.summary=s.summary||"",this.timeout=e.timeout,this.type=null,this.useJQuery=e.useJQu
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ery,this.jqueryAjaxCache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,this.enableCookies=e.enableCookies;var

h;if(this.host||("undefined"!=typeof

window?this.host=window.location.host:this.host="localhost"),this.parameterMacro=e.parameterMacro||function(e,t

){return t["default"]},this.inlineModels=[],"/"!==this.basePath&&"/"===this.basePath.slice(-

1)&&(this.basePath=this.basePath.slice(0,-1)),"string"==typeof

this.deprecated)switch(this.deprecated.toLowerCase()){case"true":case"yes":case"1":this.deprecated=!0;break;case"

false":case"no":case"0":case null:this.deprecated=!1;break;default:this.deprecated=Boolean(this.deprecated)}var

f,d;if(l)for(h in l)d=new o(h,l[h],this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro),d&&(this.models[h]=d);else

l={};for(f=0;f<this.parameters.length;f++){var

m,g=this.parameters[f];g["default"]=this.parameterMacro(this,g),"array"===g.type&&(g.isList=!0,g.allowMultiple=

!0);var

y=this.getType(g);y&&"boolean"===y.toString().toLowerCase()&&(g.allowableValues={},g.isList=!0,g["enum"]=

[!0,!1]);for(h in g)a.extractExtensions(h,g);"undefined"!=typeof g["x-example"]&&(m=g["x-

example"],g["default"]=m),g["x-examples"]&&(m=g["x-examples"]["default"],"undefined"!=typeof

m&&(g["default"]=m));var v=g["enum"]||g.items&&g.items["enum"];if("undefined"!=typeof v){var

b;for(g.allowableValues={},g.allowableValues.values=[],g.allowableValues.descriptiveValues=[],b=0;b<v.length;b

++){var

w=v[b],_=w===g["default"]||w+""===g["default"];g.allowableValues.values.push(w),g.allowableValues.descriptive

Values.push({value:w+"",isDefault:_})}}"array"===g.type&&(y=[y],"undefined"==typeof

g.allowableValues&&(delete g.isList,delete

g.allowMultiple)),g.modelSignature={type:y,definitions:this.models},g.signature=this.getModelSignature(y,this.mo

dels).toString(),g.sampleJSON=this.getModelSampleJSON(y,this.models),g.responseClassSignature=g.signature}va

r

x,A,S,j=this.responses;j[200]?(S=j[200],A="200"):j[201]?(S=j[201],A="201"):j[202]?(S=j[202],A="202"):j[203]?(S

=j[203],A="203"):j[204]?(S=j[204],A="204"):j[205]?(S=j[205],A="205"):j[206]?(S=j[206],A="206"):j["default"]&

&(S=j["default"],A="default");for(x in j)if(a.extractExtensions(x,j),"string"==typeof x&&x.indexOf("x-")===-

1){var E=j[x];if("object"==typeof E&&"object"==typeof E.headers){var O=E.headers;for(var k in O){var

T=O[k];if("object"==typeof T)for(var C in T)a.extractExtensions(C,T)}}}if(S)for(x in

S)a.extractExtensions(x,S);if(S&&S.schema){var

 I,D=this.resolveModel(S.schema,l);delete

j[A],D?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=D):S.schema.type&&"object"!==S.schema.type&&"a

rray"!==S.schema.type?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=S.schema):(this.successResponse={},

I=this.successResponse[A]=new o((void

0),S.schema||{},this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)),I&&(I.vendorExtensions=S.vendorExtensions,S.description&

&(I.description=S.description),S.examples&&(I.examples=S.examples),S.headers&&(I.headers=S.headers)),this.typ

e=S}return

p.length>0&&this.resource&&this.resource.api&&this.resource.api.fail&&this.resource.api.fail(p),this};u.prototype

.isDefaultArrayItemValue=function(e,t){return

t["default"]&&Array.isArray(t["default"])?t["default"].indexOf(e)!==-

1:e===t["default"]},u.prototype.getType=function(e){var

t,n=e.type,r=e.format,i=!1;"integer"===n&&"int32"===r?t="integer":"integer"===n&&"int64"===r?t="long":"inte

ger"===n?t="integer":"string"===n?t="date-time"===r?"date-

time":"date"===r?"date":"string":"number"===n&&"float"===r?t="float":"number"===n&&"double"===r?t="dou

ble":"number"===n?t="double":"boolean"===n?t="boolean":"array"===n?(i=!0,e.items&&(t=this.getType(e.items)

)):"file"===n&&(t="file"),e.$ref&&(t=a.simpleRef(e.$ref));var

 o=e.schema;if(o){var s=o.$ref;

return s?(s=a.simpleRef(s),i?[s]:s):"object"===o.type?this.addInlineModel(o):this.getType(o)}return

i?[t]:t},u.prototype.addInlineModel=function(e){var t=this.inlineModels.length,n=this.resolveModel(e,{});return
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n?(this.inlineModels.push(n),"Inline Model "+t):null},u.prototype.getInlineModel=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return

null},u.prototype.resolveModel=function(e,t){if("undefined"!=typeof e.$ref){var

n=e.$ref;if(0===n.indexOf("#/definitions/")&&(n=n.substring("#/definitions/".length)),t[n])return new

o(n,t[n],this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro)}else if(e&&"object"==typeof

 e&&("object"===e.type||i.isUndefined(e.type)))return new o((void

0),e,this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro);return null},u.prototype.help=function(e){for(var

t=this.nickname+": "+this.summary+"\n",n=0;n<this.parameters.length;n++){var

r=this.parameters[n],i=r.signature;t+="\n  * "+r.name+" ("+i+"): "+r.description}return"undefined"==typeof

e&&a.log(t),t},u.prototype.getModelSignature=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):this.getInlineModel(e)?(e=this.getInlineModel(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array[

"+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+e.getMockSignature()+"]":e.getMockSignature()},u.prototype.supportHeaderParam

s=function(){return!0},u.prototype.supportedSubmitMethods=function(){return

this.parent.supportedSubmitMethods},u.prototype.getHeaderParams=function(e){for(var

t=this.setContentTypes(e,{}),n={},r=0;r<this.parameters.length;r++){var

i=this.parameters[r];"header"===i["in"]&&(n[i.name.toLowerCase()]=i)}for(var

 a in e){var o=n[a.toLowerCase()];if("undefined"!=typeof o){var

s=e[a];Array.isArray(s)&&(s=s.toString()),t[o.name]=s}}return t},u.prototype.urlify=function(e,t){for(var

n={},r=this.path.replace(/#.*/,""),i="",a=0;a<this.parameters.length;a++){var

o=this.parameters[a];if("undefined"!=typeof e[o.name]){var

s;if("string"===o.type&&"password"===o.format&&t&&(s=!0),"path"===o["in"]){var l=new

RegExp("{"+o.name+"}","gi"),u=e[o.name];u=Array.isArray(u)?this.encodePathCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.na

me,u,s):this.encodePathParam(u,s),r=r.replace(l,u)}else if("query"===o["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[o.name])if(i+=""===i&&r.indexOf("?")<0?"?":"&","undefined"!=typeof o.collectionFormat){var

c=e[o.name];i+=Array.isArray(c)?this.encodeQueryCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.name,c,s):this.encodeQueryKey

(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s)}else

i+=this.encodeQueryKey(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s);else"formData"===o["in"]&&(n[o.na

me]=e[o.name])}}var

p=this.scheme+"://"+this.host;return"/"!==this.basePath&&(p+=this.basePath),p+r+i},u.prototype.getMissingParam

s=function(e){var

 t,n=[];for(t=0;t<this.parameters.length;t++){var r=this.parameters[t];r.required===!0&&"undefined"==typeof

e[r.name]&&(n=r.name)}return n},u.prototype.getBody=function(e,t,n){for(var

r,i,a,o,s,l={},u=!1,p=0;p<this.parameters.length;p++)if(i=this.parameters[p],"undefined"!=typeof t[i.name]){var

h;"string"===i.type&&"password"===i.format&&(h="password"),"body"===i["in"]?a=t[i.name]:"formData"===i["

in"]&&(l[i.name]={param:i,value:t[i.name],password:h},r=!0)}else"body"===i["in"]&&(u=!0);if(u&&"undefined"

==typeof a){var f=e["Content-Type"];f&&0===f.indexOf("application/json")&&(a="{}")}var d=!1;if(e["Content-

Type"]&&e["Content-Type"].indexOf("multipart/form-data")>=0&&(d=!0),r&&!d){var m="";for(o in

l){i=l[o].param,s=l[o].value;var g;n&&n.maskPasswords&&(g=l[o].password),"undefined"!=typeof

s&&(Array.isArray(s)?(""!==m&&(m+="&"),m+=this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s,g)):(""!==m&

&(m+="&"),m+=encodeURIComponent(o)+"="+c(encodeURIComponent(s),g)))}a=m}else

 if(d){var y;if("function"==typeof FormData){y=new FormData,y.type="formData";for(o in

l)if(i=l[o].param,s=t[o],"undefined"!=typeof s)if("[object File]"==={}.toString.apply(s))y.append(o,s);else

if("file"===s.type&&s.value)y.append(o,s.value);else

if(Array.isArray(s))if("multi"===i.collectionFormat){y["delete"](o);for(var v in s)y.append(o,s[v])}else

y.append(o,this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s).split("=").slice(1).join("="));else

y.append(o,s);a=y}else{y={};for(o in l)if(s=t[o],Array.isArray(s)){var

b,w=i.collectionFormat||"multi";if("ssv"===w)b=" ";else if("pipes"===w)b="|";else
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if("tsv"===w)b="\t";else{if("multi"===w){y[o]=s;break}b=","}var

_;s.forEach(function(e){_?_+=b:_="",_+=e}),y[o]=_}else y[o]=s;a=y}e["Content-Type"]="multipart/form-

data"}return a},u.prototype.getModelSampleJSON=function(e,t){var n,r,a;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof

Array,a=n?e[0]:e,t[a]?r=t[a].createJSONSample():this.getInlineModel(a)&&(r=this.getInlineModel(a).createJSONS

ample()),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof

 r)return r;if(i.isObject(r)){var o=r;if(r instanceof Array&&r.length>0&&(o=r[0]),o.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof

o){var s=(new XMLSerializer).serializeToString(o);return this.formatXml(s)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return

r}},u.prototype["do"]=function(e,t,n,r,i){return this.execute(e,t,n,r,i)},u.prototype.execute=function(e,t,n,r,o){var

u,c,p,h,f=e||{},d={};i.isObject(t)&&(d=t,u=n,c=r),h="undefined"!=typeof

d.timeout?d.timeout:this.timeout,this.client&&(d.client=this.client),this.requestAgent&&(d.requestAgent=this.reque

stAgent),!d.requestInterceptor&&this.requestInterceptor&&(d.requestInterceptor=this.requestInterceptor),!d.respons

eInterceptor&&this.responseInterceptor&&(d.responseInterceptor=this.responseInterceptor),"function"==typeof

t&&(u=t,c=n),this.parent.usePromise?p=l.defer():(u=u||this.parent.defaultSuccessCallback||a.log,c=c||this.parent.def

aultErrorCallback||a.log),"undefined"==typeof

 d.useJQuery&&(d.useJQuery=this.useJQuery),"undefined"==typeof

d.jqueryAjaxCache&&(d.jqueryAjaxCache=this.jqueryAjaxCache),"undefined"==typeof

d.enableCookies&&(d.enableCookies=this.enableCookies);var m=this.getMissingParams(f);if(m.length>0){var

g="missing required params: "+m;return a.fail(g),this.parent.usePromise?(p.reject(g),p.promise):(c(g,o),{})}var

y,v=this.getHeaderParams(f),b=this.setContentTypes(f,d),w={};for(y in v)w[y]=v[y];for(y in b)w[y]=b[y];var

_=this.getBody(b,f,d),x=this.urlify(f,d.maskPasswords);if(x.indexOf(".{format}")>0&&w){var

A=w.Accept||w.accept;A&&A.indexOf("json")>0?x=x.replace(".{format}",".json"):A&&A.indexOf("xml")>0&&(

x=x.replace(".{format}",".xml"))}var

S={url:x,method:this.method.toUpperCase(),body:_,enableCookies:d.enableCookies,useJQuery:d.useJQuery,jquery

AjaxCache:d.jqueryAjaxCache,deferred:p,headers:w,clientAuthorizations:d.clientAuthorizations,operation:this,conn

ectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,on:{response:function(e){return

 p?(p.resolve(e),p.promise):u(e,o)},error:function(e){return p?(p.reject(e),p.promise):c(e,o)}}};return

h&&(S.timeout=h),this.clientAuthorizations.apply(S,this.operation.security),d.mock===!0?S:(new

s).execute(S,d)},u.prototype.setContentTypes=function(e,t){var

n,i,o=this.parameters,s=e.parameterContentType||r(this.consumes,["application/json","application/yaml"]),l=t.respon

seContentType||r(this.produces,["application/json","application/yaml"]),u=[],c=[],p={};for(i=0;i<o.length;i++){var

h=o[i];if("formData"===h["in"])"file"===h.type?u.push(h):c.push(h);else if("header"===h["in"]&&t){var

f=h.name,d=t[h.name];"undefined"!=typeof t[h.name]&&(p[f]=d)}else"body"===h["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[h.name]&&(n=e[h.name])}var

m=n||u.length||c.length;if("post"===this.method||"put"===this.method||"patch"===this.method||("delete"===this.met

hod||"get"===this.method)&&m){if(t.requestContentType&&(s=t.requestContentType),c.length>0){if(s=void

0,t.requestContentType)s=t.requestContentType;else if(u.length>0)s="multipart/form-data";else

 if(this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0)for(var g in this.consumes){var

y=this.consumes[g];0!==y.indexOf("application/x-www-form-urlencoded")&&0!==y.indexOf("multipart/form-

data")||(s=y)}"undefined"==typeof s&&(s="application/x-www-form-urlencoded")}}else s=null;return

s&&this.consumes&&this.consumes.indexOf(s)===-1&&a.log("server doesn't consume "+s+", try

"+JSON.stringify(this.consumes)),this.matchesAccept(l)||a.log("server can't produce

"+l),s&&""!==n||"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"===s?p["Content-

Type"]=s:this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0&&"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"===this.consumes[0]&&(p["Content-

Type"]=this.consumes[0]),l&&(p.Accept=l),p},u.prototype.matchesAccept=function(e){return!e||!this.produces||(thi

s.produces.indexOf(e)!==-1||this.produces.indexOf("*/*")!==-1)},u.prototype.asCurl=function(e,t){var

n={mock:!0,maskPasswords:!0};if("object"==typeof t)for(var r in t)n[r]=t[r];var

a=this.execute(e,n);this.clientAuthorizations.apply(a,this.operation.security);var
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 o=[];if(o.push("-X "+this.method.toUpperCase()),"undefined"!=typeof a.headers){var s;for(s in a.headers){var

l=a.headers[s];"string"==typeof l&&(l=l.replace(/\'/g,"\\u0027")),o.push("--header '"+s+": "+l+"'")}}var

u=!1,p=!1,h=a.headers["Content-Type"];if(h&&0===h.indexOf("application/x-www-form-

urlencoded")?u=!0:h&&0===h.indexOf("multipart/form-data")&&(u=!0,p=!0),a.body){var

f;if(i.isObject(a.body)){if(p){p=!0;for(var d=0;d<this.parameters.length;d++){var

m=this.parameters[d];if("formData"===m["in"]){f||(f="");var g;if(g="function"==typeof FormData&&a.body

instanceof FormData?a.body.getAll(m.name):a.body[m.name])if("file"===m.type)g.name&&(f+="-F

"+m.name+'=@"'+g.name+'" ');else if(Array.isArray(g))if("multi"===m.collectionFormat)for(var y in g)f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g[y],m.format)+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryCollection(m.collectionFormat,m.name,c(g,m.format))+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g,m.format)+"

 "}}}f||(f=JSON.stringify(a.body))}else f=a.body;f=f.replace(/\'/g,"%27").replace(/\n/g," \\ \n

"),u||(f=f.replace(/&/g,"%26")),p?o.push(f):o.push("-d '"+f.replace(/@/g,"%40")+"'")}return"curl "+o.join(" ")+"

'"+a.url+"'"},u.prototype.encodePathCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="",o="";for(o="ssv"===e?"%20":"tsv"===e?"%09":"pipes"===e?"|":",",i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encode

QueryParam(n[i],r):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i],r);return

a},u.prototype.encodeQueryCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="";if(e=e||"default","default"===e||"multi"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)i>0&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKe

y(t)+"="+c(this.encodeQueryParam(n[i]),r);else{var o="";if("csv"===e)o=",";else if("ssv"===e)o="%20";else

if("tsv"===e)o="%09";else if("pipes"===e)o="|";else

if("brackets"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0!==i&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"[]="+c(this.encodeQuer

yParam(n[i]),r);if(""!==o)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i

]):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i])}return

 a},u.prototype.encodeQueryKey=function(e){return

encodeURIComponent(e).replace("%5B","[").replace("%5D","]").replace("%24","$")},u.prototype.encodeQueryPar

am=function(e,t){return t?"******":encodeURIComponent(e)},u.prototype.encodePathParam=function(e,t){return

encodeURIComponent(e,t)};var c=function(e,t){return"string"==typeof

t&&"password"===t?"******":e}},{"../helpers":4,"../http":5,"./model":9,"lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],11:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){this.description=t,this.externalDocs=n,this.name=e,this.operation=r,this.operationsArra

y=[],this.path=e,this.tag=e};r.prototype.sort=function(){}},{}],12:[function(e,t,n){function r(){if(!s){s=!0;for(var

e,t=o.length;t;){e=o,o=[];for(var n=-1;++n<t;)e[n]();t=o.length}s=!1}}function i(){}var

a=t.exports={},o=[],s=!1;a.nextTick=function(e){o.push(e),s||setTimeout(r,0)},a.title="browser",a.browser=!0,a.env

={},a.argv=[],a.version="",a.versions={},a.on=i,a.addListener=i,a.once=i,a.off=i,a.removeListener=i,a.removeAllLi

steners=i,a.emit=i,a.binding=function(e){throw

 new Error("process.binding is not supported")},a.cwd=function(){return"/"},a.chdir=function(e){throw new

Error("process.chdir is not supported")},a.umask=function(){return

0}},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){!function(){"use strict";function n(t){var n;return n=t instanceof e?t:new

e(t.toString(),"binary"),n.toString("base64")}t.exports=n}()}).call(this,e("buffer").Buffer)},{buffer:14}],14:[functio

n(e,t,n){function r(){return i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function i(e){return this

instanceof i?(this.length=0,this.parent=void 0,"number"==typeof e?a(this,e):"string"==typeof

e?o(this,e,arguments.length>1?arguments[1]:"utf8"):s(this,e)):arguments.length>1?new i(e,arguments[1]):new

i(e)}function a(e,t){if(e=d(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;n++)e[n]=0;return

 e}function o(e,t,n){"string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8");var r=0|y(t,n);return e=d(e,r),e.write(t,n),e}function

s(e,t){if(i.isBuffer(t))return l(e,t);if(Q(t))return u(e,t);if(null==t)throw new TypeError("must start with number,

buffer, array or string");if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer){if(t.buffer instanceof ArrayBuffer)return c(e,t);if(t

instanceof ArrayBuffer)return p(e,t)}return t.length?h(e,t):f(e,t)}function l(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);return
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e=d(e,n),t.copy(e,0,0,n),e}function u(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return

e}function c(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function p(e,t){return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(t.byteLength,e=i._augment(new Uint8Array(t))):e=c(e,new

Uint8Array(t)),e}function h(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t){var n,r=0;"Buffer"===t.type&&Q(t.data)&&(n=t.data,r=0|m(n.length)),e=d(e,r);for(var

i=0;i<r;i+=1)e[i]=255&n[i];return

 e}function d(e,t){i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?e=i._augment(new Uint8Array(t)):(e.length=t,e._isBuffer=!0);var

n=0!==t&&t<=i.poolSize>>>1;return n&&(e.parent=G),e}function m(e){if(e>=r())throw new RangeError("Attempt

to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size: 0x"+r().toString(16)+" bytes");return 0|e}function g(e,t){if(!(this

instanceof g))return new g(e,t);var n=new i(e,t);return delete n.parent,n}function y(e,t){"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return 0;for(var

r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"binary":case"raw":case"raws":return n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":return

$(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return 2*n;case"hex":return

n>>>1;case"base64":return H(e).length;default:if(r)return $(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function

v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if(t=0|t,n=void

0===n||n===1/0?this.length:0|n,e||(e="utf8"),t<0&&(t=0),n>this.length&&(n=this.length),n<=t)return"";for(;;)switc

h(e){case"hex":return C(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return

 E(this,t,n);case"ascii":return k(this,t,n);case"binary":return T(this,t,n);case"base64":return

j(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return I(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new

TypeError("Unknown encoding: "+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var

i=e.length-n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new Error("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;o++){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))throw new

Error("Invalid hex string");e[n+o]=s}return o}function w(e,t,n,r){return Y($(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function

_(e,t,n,r){return Y(F(t),e,n,r)}function x(e,t,n,r){return _(e,t,n,r)}function A(e,t,n,r){return Y(H(t),e,n,r)}function

S(e,t,n,r){return Y(V(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?J.fromByteArray(e):J.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

E(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var

 l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case

2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return O(r)}function O(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=K)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var

n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=K));return n}function k(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function T(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function C(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;a++)i+=N(e[a]);return

 i}function I(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return

i}function D(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new

RangeError("Trying to access beyond buffer length")}function L(e,t,n,r,a,o){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new

TypeError("buffer must be a Buffer instance");if(t>a||t<o)throw new RangeError("value is out of

bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("index out of range")}function

M(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,2);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-

i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function R(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-

n,4);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-i)&255}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(t>i||t<a)throw new RangeError("value is out of
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bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("index out of range");if(n<0)throw new RangeError("index out of

range")}function P(e,t,n,r,i){return i||U(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-

3.4028234663852886e38),W.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function

 q(e,t,n,r,i){return i||U(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-

1.7976931348623157e308),W.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

B(e){if(e=z(e).replace(Z,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function z(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function N(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function

$(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;o++){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=i-

55296<<10|n-56320|65536}else i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-

=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-

=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return

 a}function F(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;n++)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function V(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);o++)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function H(e){return J.toByteArray(B(e))}function Y(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);i++)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}var J=e("base64-js"),W=e("ieee754"),Q=e("is-

array");n.Buffer=i,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,i.poolSize=8192;var

G={};i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT=function(){function e(){}try{var t=new Uint8Array(1);return

t.foo=function(){return 42},t.constructor=e,42===t.foo()&&t.constructor===e&&"function"==typeof

t.subarray&&0===t.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(n){return!1}}(),i.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isB

uffer)},i.compare=function(e,t){if(!i.isBuffer(e)||!i.isBuffer(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be

Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var n=e.length,r=t.length,a=0,o=Math.min(n,r);a<o&&e[a]===t[a];)++a;return

 a!==o&&(n=e[a],r=t[a]),n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},i.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"raw":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},i.concat=function(e,t){if(!Q(e))throw new TypeError("list argument must be an

Array of Buffers.");if(0===e.length)return new i(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;n++)t+=e[n].length;var r=new i(t),a=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;n++){var

o=e[n];o.copy(r,a),a+=o.length}return r},i.byteLength=y,i.prototype.length=void 0,i.prototype.parent=void

0,i.prototype.toString=function(){var e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?E(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},i.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(

e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return

this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join("

 "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer "+e+">"},i.prototype.compare=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new

TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e?0:i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){function n(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,i=0;n+i<e.length;i++)if(e[n+i]===t[r===-1?0:i-r]){if(r===-1&&(r=i),i-r+1===t.length)return n+r}else r=-

1;return-1}if(t>2147483647?t=2147483647:t<-2147483648&&(t=-2147483648),t>>=0,0===this.length)return-

1;if(t>=this.length)return-1;if(t<0&&(t=Math.max(this.length+t,0)),"string"==typeof e)return 0===e.length?-

1:String.prototype.indexOf.call(this,e,t);if(i.isBuffer(e))return n(this,e,t);if("number"==typeof e)return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"===Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call

(this,e,t):n(this,[e],t);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or

Buffer")},i.prototype.get=function(e){return console.log(".get() is deprecated. Access using array indexes

instead."),this.readUInt8(e)},i.prototype.set=function(e,t){return
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 console.log(".set() is deprecated. Access using array indexes

instead."),this.writeUInt8(e,t)},i.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void 0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else

if(void 0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else if(isFinite(t))t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void

0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void 0);else{var i=r;r=t,t=0|n,n=i}var a=this.length-t;if((void

0===n||n>a)&&(n=a),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new RangeError("attempt to write outside buffer

bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var o=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return b(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return

w(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return _(this,e,t,n);case"binary":return x(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return

A(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return S(this,e,t,n);default:if(o)throw new

TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),o=!0}},i.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var

 K=4096;i.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),t<e&&(t=e);var

r;if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=i._augment(this.subarray(e,t));else{var a=t-e;r=new i(a,(void 0));for(var

o=0;o<a;o++)r[o]=this[o+e]}return

r.length&&(r.parent=this.parent||this),r},i.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(

var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},i.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},i.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,1,this.length),this[e]},i.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},i.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},i.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},i.prototype.readUInt32BE=function(

e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},i.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},i.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},i.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||D(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},i.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},i.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},i.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

 t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},i.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},i.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},i.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},i.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,

Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=1,a=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(i*=256);)this[t+a]=e/i&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=n-

1,a=1;for(this[t+i]=255&e;--i>=0&&(a*=256);)this[t+i]=e/a&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,255,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeUI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return
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e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=e):R(this,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2]

=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-

1,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

 t+n},i.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeInt16LE

=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt16BE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt32LE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24):R(thi

s,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[

t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

P(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

 P(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||(t

=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var a,o=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(a=o-1;a>=0;a--)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

if(o<1e3||!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(a=0;a<o;a++)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

e._set(this.subarray(n,n+o),t);return o},i.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n){if(e||(e=0),t||(t=0),n||(n=this.length),n<t)throw

new RangeError("end < start");if(n!==t&&0!==this.length){if(t<0||t>=this.length)throw new RangeError("start out

of

 bounds");if(n<0||n>this.length)throw new RangeError("end out of bounds");var r;if("number"==typeof

e)for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=e;else{var i=$(e.toString()),a=i.length;for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=i[r%a]}return

this}},i.prototype.toArrayBuffer=function(){if("undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array){if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)return new i(this).buffer;for(var e=new

Uint8Array(this.length),t=0,n=e.length;t<n;t+=1)e[t]=this[t];return e.buffer}throw new

TypeError("Buffer.toArrayBuffer not supported in this browser")};var X=i.prototype;i._augment=function(e){return

e.constructor=i,e._isBuffer=!0,e._set=e.set,e.get=X.get,e.set=X.set,e.write=X.write,e.toString=X.toString,e.toLocale

String=X.toString,e.toJSON=X.toJSON,e.equals=X.equals,e.compare=X.compare,e.indexOf=X.indexOf,e.copy=X.

copy,e.slice=X.slice,e.readUIntLE=X.readUIntLE,e.readUIntBE=X.readUIntBE,e.readUInt8=X.readUInt8,e.readUI

nt16LE=X.readUInt16LE,e.readUInt16BE=X.readUInt16BE,e.readUInt32LE=X.readUInt32LE,e.readUInt32BE=X.

readUInt32BE,e.readIntLE=X.readIntLE,e.readIntBE=X.readIntBE,e.readInt8=X.readInt8,e.readInt16LE=X.readInt

16LE,e.readInt16BE=X.readInt16BE,e.readInt32LE=X.readInt32LE,e.readInt32BE=X.readInt32BE,e.readFloatLE=

X.readFloatLE,e.readFloatBE=X.readFloatBE,e.readDoubleLE=X.readDoubleLE,e.readDoubleBE=X.readDoubleB

E,e.writeUInt8=X.writeUInt8,e.writeUIntLE=X.writeUIntLE,e.writeUIntBE=X.writeUIntBE,e.writeUInt16LE=X.w

riteUInt16LE,e.writeUInt16BE=X.writeUInt16BE,e.writeUInt32LE=X.writeUInt32LE,e.writeUInt32BE=X.writeUI
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nt32BE,e.writeIntLE=X.writeIntLE,e.writeIntBE=X.writeIntBE,e.writeInt8=X.writeInt8,e.writeInt16LE=X.writeInt

16LE,e.writeInt16BE=X.writeInt16BE,e.writeInt32LE=X.writeInt32LE,e.writeInt32BE=X.writeInt32BE,e.writeFlo

atLE=X.writeFloatLE,e.writeFloatBE=X.writeFloatBE,e.writeDoubleLE=X.writeDoubleLE,e.writeDoubleBE=X.w

riteDoubleBE,e.fill=X.fill,e.inspect=X.inspect,e.toArrayBuffer=X.toArrayBuffer,e};var

 Z=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-_]/g},{"base64-js":15,ieee754:16,"is-array":17}],15:[function(e,t,n){var

r="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/";!function(e){"use

 strict";function t(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0);return t===o||t===p?62:t===s||t===h?63:t<l?-1:t<l+10?t-

l+26+26:t<c+26?t-c:t<u+26?t-u+26:void 0}function n(e){function n(e){u[p++]=e}var

r,i,o,s,l,u;if(e.length%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");var

c=e.length;l="="===e.charAt(c-2)?2:"="===e.charAt(c-1)?1:0,u=new a(3*e.length/4-l),o=l>0?e.length-

4:e.length;var

p=0;for(r=0,i=0;r<o;r+=4,i+=3)s=t(e.charAt(r))<<18|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<12|t(e.charAt(r+2))<<6|t(e.charAt(r+3)),n((1

6711680&s)>>16),n((65280&s)>>8),n(255&s);return

2===l?(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<2|t(e.charAt(r+1))>>4,n(255&s)):1===l&&(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<10|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<4|t(e.

charAt(r+2))>>2,n(s>>8&255),n(255&s)),u}function i(e){function t(e){return r.charAt(e)}function n(e){return

t(e>>18&63)+t(e>>12&63)+t(e>>6&63)+t(63&e)}var i,a,o,s=e.length%3,l="";for(i=0,o=e.length-

s;i<o;i+=3)a=(e[i]<<16)+(e[i+1]<<8)+e[i+2],l+=n(a);switch(s){case 1:a=e[e.length-

1],l+=t(a>>2),l+=t(a<<4&63),l+="==";break;case

 2:a=(e[e.length-2]<<8)+e[e.length-1],l+=t(a>>10),l+=t(a>>4&63),l+=t(a<<2&63),l+="="}return l}var

a="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array,o="+".charCodeAt(0),s="/".charCodeAt(0),l="0".charCodeAt(0),u="a".charCodeAt(

0),c="A".charCodeAt(0),p="-".charCodeAt(0),h="_".charCodeAt(0);

e.toByteArray=n,e.fromByteArray=i}("undefined"==typeof

n?this.base64js={}:n)},{}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-

7,p=n?i-1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-

=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return

o?NaN:(f?-1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u=8*a-i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-

=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-d]|=128*m}},{}],17:[function(e,t,n){var

 r=Array.isArray,i=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=r||function(e){return!!e&&"[object

Array]"==i.call(e)}},{}],18:[function(e,t,n){!function(){"use strict";function e(t,n,r,i){return this instanceof

e?(this.domain=t||void 0,this.path=n||"/",this.secure=!!r,this.script=!!i,this):new e(t,n,r,i)}function t(e,n,r){return e

instanceof t?e:this instanceof

t?(this.name=null,this.value=null,this.expiration_date=1/0,this.path=String(r||"/"),this.explicit_path=!1,this.domain=

n||null,this.explicit_domain=!1,this.secure=!1,this.noscript=!1,e&&this.parse(e,n,r),this):new t(e,n,r)}function

r(){var e,n,i;return this instanceof r?(e=Object.create(null),this.setCookie=function(r,a,o){var

 s,l;if(r=new t(r,a,o),s=r.expiration_date<=Date.now(),void

0!==e[r.name]){for(n=e[r.name],l=0;l<n.length;l+=1)if(i=n[l],i.collidesWith(r))return

s?(n.splice(l,1),0===n.length&&delete

e[r.name],!1):(n[l]=r,r);return!s&&(n.push(r),r)}return!s&&(e[r.name]=[r],e[r.name])},this.getCookie=function(t,r){

var i,a;if(n=e[t])for(a=0;a<n.length;a+=1)if(i=n[a],i.expiration_date<=Date.now())0===n.length&&delete

e[i.name];else if(i.matches(r))return i},this.getCookies=function(t){var n,r,i=[];for(n in

e)r=this.getCookie(n,t),r&&i.push(r);return i.toString=function(){return

i.join(":")},i.toValueString=function(){return i.map(function(e){return e.toValueString()}).join(";")},i},this):new
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r}n.CookieAccessInfo=e,n.Cookie=t,t.prototype.toString=function(){var e=[this.name+"="+this.value];return

this.expiration_date!==1/0&&e.push("expires="+new

Date(this.expiration_date).toGMTString()),this.domain&&e.push("domain="+this.domain),this.path&&e.push("pat

h="+this.path),this.secure&&e.push("secure"),this.noscript&&e.push("httponly"),e.join(";

 ")},t.prototype.toValueString=function(){return this.name+"="+this.value};var i=/[:](?=\s*[a-zA-Z0-9_\-

]+\s*[=])/g;t.prototype.parse=function(e,n,r){if(this instanceof t){var

i,a=e.split(";").filter(function(e){return!!e}),o=a[0].match(/([^=]+)=([\s\S]*)/),s=o[1],l=o[2];for(this.name=s,this.val

ue=l,i=1;i<a.length;i+=1)switch(o=a[i].match(/([^=]+)(?:=([\s\S]*))?/),s=o[1].trim().toLowerCase(),l=o[2],s){case"h

ttponly":this.noscript=!0;break;case"expires":this.expiration_date=l?Number(Date.parse(l)):1/0;break;case"path":thi

s.path=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_path=!0;break;case"domain":this.domain=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_domain=!!this.d

omain;break;case"secure":this.secure=!0}return

this.explicit_path||(this.path=r||"/"),this.explicit_domain||(this.domain=n),this}return(new

t).parse(e,n,r)},t.prototype.matches=function(e){return!(this.noscript&&e.script||this.secure&&!e.secure||!this.collid

esWith(e))},t.prototype.collidesWith=function(e){if(this.path&&!e.path||this.domain&&!e.domain)return!1;if(this.p

ath&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;if(this.explicit_path&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;var

t=e.domain&&e.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,""),n=this.domain&&this.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,"");if(n===t)return!0;if(n){if

(!this.explicit_domain)return!1;var r=t.indexOf(n);return r!==-1&&r===t.length-

n.length}return!0},n.CookieJar=r,r.prototype.setCookies=function(e,n,r){e=Array.isArray(e)?e:e.split(i);var

a,o,s=[];for(e=e.map(function(e){return new

t(e,n,r)}),a=0;a<e.length;a+=1)o=e[a],this.setCookie(o,n,r)&&s.push(o);return s}}()},{}],19:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("./lib/js-yaml.js");t.exports=r},{"./lib/js-yaml.js":20}],20:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){return function(){throw new Error("Function "+e+" is deprecated and cannot be used.")}}var i=e("./js-

yaml/loader"),a=e("./js-yaml/dumper");t.exports.Type=e("./js-yaml/type"),t.exports.Schema=e("./js-

yaml/schema"),t.exports.FAILSAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.JSON_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/json"),t.exports.CORE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/core"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_FULL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.load=i.load,t.exports.loadAll=i.loadAll,t.exports.safeLoad=i.safeLoad,t.exports

.safeLoadAll=i.safeLoadAll,t.exports.dump=a.dump,t.exports.safeDump=a.safeDump,t.exports.YAMLException=e(

"./js-yaml/exception"),t.exports.MINIMAL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.scan=r("scan"),t.exports.parse=r("parse"),t.exports.compose=r("compose"),t.ex

ports.addConstructor=r("addConstructor")},{"./js-yaml/dumper":22,"./js-yaml/exception":23,"./js-

yaml/loader":24,"./js-yaml/schema":26,"./js-yaml/schema/core":27,"./js-yaml/schema/default_full":28,"./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe":29,"./js-yaml/schema/failsafe":30,"./js-yaml/schema/json":31,"./js-

yaml/type":32}],21:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){return"undefined"==typeof e||null===e}function i(e){return"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e}function a(e){return Array.isArray(e)?e:r(e)?[]:[e]}function o(e,t){var

n,r,i,a;if(t)for(a=Object.keys(t),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)i=a[n],e[i]=t[i];return e}function s(e,t){var

n,r="";for(n=0;n<t;n+=1)r+=e;return r}function l(e){return

0===e&&Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===1/e}t.exports.isNothing=r,t.exports.isObject=i,t.exports.toArray=a,t.

exports.repeat=s,t.exports.isNegativeZero=l,t.exports.extend=o},{}],22:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){var

n,r,i,a,o,s,l;if(null===t)return{};for(n={},r=Object.keys(t),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)o=r[i],s=String(t[o]),"!!"===o.sli

ce(0,2)&&(o="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+o.slice(2)),l=e.compiledTypeMap[o],l&&R.call(l.styleAliases,s)&&(s=l.styleAl

iases[s]),n[o]=s;return n}function i(e){var t,n,r;if(t=e.toString(16).toUpperCase(),e<=255)n="x",r=2;else

if(e<=65535)n="u",r=4;else{if(!(e<=4294967295))throw
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 new I("code point within a string may not be greater than 0xFFFFFFFF");n="U",r=8}return"\\"+n+C.repeat("0",r-

t.length)+t}function

a(e){this.schema=e.schema||D,this.indent=Math.max(1,e.indent||2),this.skipInvalid=e.skipInvalid||!1,this.flowLevel=

C.isNothing(e.flowLevel)?-

1:e.flowLevel,this.styleMap=r(this.schema,e.styles||null),this.sortKeys=e.sortKeys||!1,this.lineWidth=e.lineWidth||8

0,this.noRefs=e.noRefs||!1,this.noCompatMode=e.noCompatMode||!1,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImpl

icit,this.explicitTypes=this.schema.compiledExplicit,this.tag=null,this.result="",this.duplicates=[],this.usedDuplicate

s=null}function o(e,t){for(var n,r=C.repeat(" ",t),i=0,a=-1,o="",s=e.length;i<s;)a=e.indexOf("\n",i),a===-

1?(n=e.slice(i),i=s):(n=e.slice(i,a+1),i=a+1),n.length&&"\n"!==n&&(o+=r),o+=n;return o}function

s(e,t){return"\n"+C.repeat(" ",e.indent*t)}function l(e,t){var

n,r,i;for(n=0,r=e.implicitTypes.length;n<r;n+=1)if(i=e.implicitTypes[n],i.resolve(t))return!0;return!1}function

 u(e){return e===q||e===U}function c(e){return

32<=e&&e<=126||161<=e&&e<=55295&&8232!==e&&8233!==e||57344<=e&&e<=65533&&65279!==e||65536<

=e&&e<=1114111}function p(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!==W&&e!==N}function h(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&!u(e)&&e!==J&&e!==G&&e!==W&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!

==N&&e!==F&&e!==H&&e!==B&&e!==ne&&e!==Q&&e!==V&&e!==z&&e!==$&&e!==K&&e!==ee}functio

n f(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=!1,l=!1,f=r!==-1,d=-1,m=h(e.charCodeAt(0))&&!u(e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1));if(t)for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),!c(o))return

ce;m=m&&p(o)}else{for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),o===P)s=!0,f&&(l=l||a-d-1>r&&"

"!==e[d+1],d=a);else if(!c(o))return ce;m=m&&p(o)}l=l||f&&a-d-1>r&&" "!==e[d+1]}return s||l?"

"===e[0]&&n>9?ce:l?ue:le:m&&!i(e)?oe:se}function d(e,t,n,r){e.dump=function(){function i(t){return

l(e,t)}if(0===t.length)return"''";if(!e.noCompatMode&&ae.indexOf(t)!==-1)return"'"+t+"'";var

a=e.indent*Math.max(1,n),s=e.lineWidth===-1?-1:Math.max(Math.min(e.lineWidth,40),e.lineWidth-

a),u=r||e.flowLevel>-1&&n>=e.flowLevel;switch(f(t,u,e.indent,s,i)){case

 oe:return t;case se:return"'"+t.replace(/'/g,"''")+"'";case le:return"|"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(t,a));case

ue:return">"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(y(t,s),a));case ce:return'"'+b(t,s)+'"';default:throw new I("impossible error: invalid

scalar style")}}()}function m(e,t){var n=" "===e[0]?String(t):"",r="\n"===e[e.length-1],i=r&&("\n"===e[e.length-

2]||"\n"===e),a=i?"+":r?"":"-";return n+a+"\n"}function g(e){return"\n"===e[e.length-1]?e.slice(0,-1):e}function

y(e,t){for(var n,r,i=/(\n+)([^\n]*)/g,a=function(){var n=e.indexOf("\n");return n=n!==-

1?n:e.length,i.lastIndex=n,v(e.slice(0,n),t)}(),o="\n"===e[0]||" "===e[0];r=i.exec(e);){var s=r[1],l=r[2];n="

"===l[0],a+=s+(o||n||""===l?"":"\n")+v(l,t),o=n}return a}function v(e,t){if(""===e||" "===e[0])return e;for(var

n,r,i=/ [^ ]/g,a=0,o=0,s=0,l="";n=i.exec(e);)s=n.index,s-a>t&&(r=o>a?o:s,l+="\n"+e.slice(a,r),a=r+1),o=s;return

 l+="\n",l+=e.length-a>t&&o>a?e.slice(a,o)+"\n"+e.slice(o+1):e.slice(a),l.slice(1)}function b(e){for(var

t,n,r="",a=0;a<e.length;a++)t=e.charCodeAt(a),n=ie[t],r+=!n&&c(t)?e[a]:n||i(t);return r}function w(e,t,n){var

r,i,a="",o=e.tag;for(r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r+=1)j(e,t,n[r],!1,!1)&&(0!==r&&(a+=",

"),a+=e.dump);e.tag=o,e.dump="["+a+"]"}function _(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o="",l=e.tag;for(i=0,a=n.length;i<a;i+=1)j(e,t+1,n[i],!0,!0)&&(r&&0===i||(o+=s(e,t)),o+="-

"+e.dump);e.tag=l,e.dump=o||"[]"}function x(e,t,n){var

r,i,a,o,s,l="",u=e.tag,c=Object.keys(n);for(r=0,i=c.length;r<i;r+=1)s="",0!==r&&(s+=",

"),a=c[r],o=n[a],j(e,t,a,!1,!1)&&(e.dump.length>1024&&(s+="? "),s+=e.dump+":

",j(e,t,o,!1,!1)&&(s+=e.dump,l+=s));e.tag=u,e.dump="{"+l+"}"}function A(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,l,u,c,p="",h=e.tag,f=Object.keys(n);if(e.sortKeys===!0)f.sort();else if("function"==typeof

e.sortKeys)f.sort(e.sortKeys);else if(e.sortKeys)throw new I("sortKeys must be a boolean or a

function");for(i=0,a=f.length;i<a;i+=1)c="",r&&0===i||(c+=s(e,t)),o=f[i],l=n[o],j(e,t+1,o,!0,!0,!0)&&(u=null!==e.ta

g&&"?"!==e.tag||e.dump&&e.dump.length>1024,u&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?"?":"?

 "),c+=e.dump,u&&(c+=s(e,t)),j(e,t+1,l,!0,u)&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?":":":

",c+=e.dump,p+=c));e.tag=h,e.dump=p||"{}"}function S(e,t,n){var
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r,i,a,o,s,l;for(i=n?e.explicitTypes:e.implicitTypes,a=0,o=i.length;a<o;a+=1)if(s=i[a],(s.instanceOf||s.predicate)&&(!s

.instanceOf||"object"==typeof t&&t instanceof

s.instanceOf)&&(!s.predicate||s.predicate(t))){if(e.tag=n?s.tag:"?",s.represent){if(l=e.styleMap[s.tag]||s.defaultStyle,

"[object Function]"===M.call(s.represent))r=s.represent(t,l);else{if(!R.call(s.represent,l))throw new I("!<"+s.tag+'>

tag resolver accepts not "'+l+'" style');r=s.represent[l](t,l)}e.dump=r}return!0}return!1}function

j(e,t,n,r,i,a){e.tag=null,e.dump=n,S(e,n,!1)||S(e,n,!0);var

o=M.call(e.dump);r&&(r=e.flowLevel<0||e.flowLevel>t);var s,l,u="[object Object]"===o||"[object

Array]"===o;if(u&&(s=e.duplicates.indexOf(n),l=s!==-

1),(null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag||l||2!==e.indent&&t>0)&&(i=!1),l&&e.usedDuplicates[s])e.dump="*ref_"+s;else{if

(u&&l&&!e.usedDuplicates[s]&&(e.usedDuplicates[s]=!0),"[object

Object]"===o)r&&0!==Object.keys(e.dump).length?(A(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(x(e,t,e.du

mp),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else if("[object

Array]"===o)r&&0!==e.dump.length?(_(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(w(e,t,e.dump),l&&(e.du

mp="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else{if("[object String]"!==o){if(e.skipInvalid)return!1;throw new I("unacceptable

kind of an object to dump

"+o)}"?"!==e.tag&&d(e,e.dump,t,a)}null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag&&(e.dump="!<"+e.tag+">

"+e.dump)}return!0}function E(e,t){var

n,r,i=[],a=[];for(O(e,i,a),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)t.duplicates.push(i[a[n]]);t.usedDuplicates=new Array(r)}function

O(e,t,n){var r,i,a;if(null!==e&&"object"==typeof e)if(i=t.indexOf(e),i!==-1)n.indexOf(i)===-1&&n.push(i);else

if(t.push(e),Array.isArray(e))for(i=0,a=e.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[i],t,n);else

 for(r=Object.keys(e),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[r[i]],t,n)}function k(e,t){t=t||{};var n=new a(t);return

n.noRefs||E(e,n),j(n,0,e,!0,!0)?n.dump+"\n":""}function T(e,t){return k(e,C.extend({schema:L},t))}var

C=e("./common"),I=e("./exception"),D=e("./schema/default_full"),L=e("./schema/default_safe"),M=Object.prototyp

e.toString,R=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,U=9,P=10,q=32,B=33,z=34,N=35,$=37,F=38,V=39,H=42,Y=44,J=

45,W=58,Q=62,G=63,K=64,X=91,Z=93,ee=96,te=123,ne=124,re=125,ie={};ie[0]="\\0",ie[7]="\\a",ie[8]="\\b",ie[9]

="\\t",ie[10]="\\n",ie[11]="\\v",ie[12]="\\f",ie[13]="\\r",ie[27]="\\e",ie[34]='\\"',ie[92]="\\\\",ie[133]="\\N",ie[160]="

\\_",ie[8232]="\\L",ie[8233]="\\P";var

ae=["y","Y","yes","Yes","YES","on","On","ON","n","N","no","No","NO","off","Off","OFF"],oe=1,se=2,le=3,ue=4

,ce=5;t.exports.dump=k,t.exports.safeDump=T},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./schema/default_full":28,"./sche

ma/default_safe":29}],23:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){Error.call(this),Error.captureStackTrace?Error.captureStackTrace(this,this.constructor):this.stack=(new

 Error).stack||"",this.name="YAMLException",this.reason=e,this.mark=t,this.message=(this.reason||"(unknown

reason)")+(this.mark?"

"+this.mark.toString():"")}r.prototype=Object.create(Error.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,r.prototype.toString

=function(e){var t=this.name+": ";return t+=this.reason||"(unknown reason)",!e&&this.mark&&(t+="

"+this.mark.toString()),t},t.exports=r},{}],24:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

10===e||13===e}function i(e){return 9===e||32===e}function a(e){return

9===e||32===e||10===e||13===e}function o(e){return 44===e||91===e||93===e||123===e||125===e}function

s(e){var t;return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:(t=32|e,97<=t&&t<=102?t-97+10:-1)}function l(e){return

120===e?2:117===e?4:85===e?8:0}function u(e){return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:-1}function c(e){return

48===e?"\0":97===e?"�

":98===e?"\b":116===e?"\t":9===e?"\t":110===e?"\n":118===e?"\x0B":102===e?"\f":114===e?"\r":101===e?"�

":32===e?"

 ":34===e?'"':47===e?"/":92===e?"\\":78===e?"":95===e?"":76===e?"\u2028":80===e?"\u2029":""}function

p(e){return e<=65535?String.fromCharCode(e):String.fromCharCode((e-65536>>10)+55296,(e-

65536&1023)+56320)}function

h(e,t){this.input=e,this.filename=t.filename||null,this.schema=t.schema||V,this.onWarning=t.onWarning||null,this.leg

acy=t.legacy||!1,this.json=t.json||!1,this.listener=t.listener||null,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImplicit,this.
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typeMap=this.schema.compiledTypeMap,this.length=e.length,this.position=0,this.line=0,this.lineStart=0,this.lineInd

ent=0,this.documents=[]}function f(e,t){return new N(t,new $(e.filename,e.input,e.position,e.line,e.position-

e.lineStart))}function d(e,t){throw f(e,t)}function m(e,t){e.onWarning&&e.onWarning.call(null,f(e,t))}function

g(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,s;if(t<n){if(s=e.input.slice(t,n),r)for(i=0,a=s.length;i<a;i+=1)o=s.charCodeAt(i),9===o||32<=o&&o<=1114111|

|d(e,"expected valid JSON character");else Z.test(s)&&d(e,"the

 stream contains non-printable characters");e.result+=s}}function y(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o,s;for(z.isObject(n)||d(e,"cannot

merge mappings; the provided source object is

unacceptable"),i=Object.keys(n),o=0,s=i.length;o<s;o+=1)a=i[o],H.call(t,a)||(t[a]=n[a],r[a]=!0)}function

v(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s;if(i=String(i),null===t&&(t={}),"tag:yaml.org,2002:merge"===r)if(Array.isArray(a))for(o=0,s=a.length;o<s;o+

=1)y(e,t,a[o],n);else y(e,t,a,n);else e.json||H.call(n,i)||!H.call(t,i)||d(e,"duplicated mapping key"),t[i]=a,delete

n[i];return t}function b(e){var

t;t=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),10===t?e.position++:13===t?(e.position++,10===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position

)&&e.position++):d(e,"a line break is expected"),e.line+=1,e.lineStart=e.position}function w(e,t,n){for(var

a=0,o=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==o;){for(;i(o);)o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(t&&35===o)do

o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(10!==o&&13!==o&&0!==o);if(!r(o))break;for(b(e),o=e.input.charCode

At(e.position),a++,e.lineIndent=0;32===o;)e.lineIndent++,o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return

 n!==-1&&0!==a&&e.lineIndent<n&&m(e,"deficient indentation"),a}function _(e){var t,n=e.position;return

t=e.input.charCodeAt(n),!(45!==t&&46!==t||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+1)||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+2)||(n+=3,t=e

.input.charCodeAt(n),0!==t&&!a(t)))}function x(e,t){1===t?e.result+=" ":t>1&&(e.result+=z.repeat("\n",t-

1))}function A(e,t,n){var

s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,y=e.kind,v=e.result;if(m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),a(m)||o(m)||35===m||38===m||42===m||33

===m||124===m||62===m||39===m||34===m||37===m||64===m||96===m)return!1;if((63===m||45===m)&&(l=e.i

nput.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l)))return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",u=c=e.position,p=!1;0!==m;)

{if(58===m){if(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l))break}else

if(35===m){if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position-

1),a(s))break}else{if(e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)||n&&o(m))break;if(r(m)){if(h=e.line,f=e.lineStart,d=e.lineInd

ent,w(e,!1,-

1),e.lineIndent>=t){p=!0,m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);continue}e.position=c,e.line=h,e.lineStart=f,e.lineInden

t=d;break}}p&&(g(e,u,c,!1),x(e,e.line-

h),u=c=e.position,p=!1),i(m)||(c=e.position+1),m=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return

 g(e,u,c,!1),!!e.result||(e.kind=y,e.result=v,!1)}function S(e,t){var

n,i,a;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),39!==n)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,i=a=e.positio

n;0!==(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));)if(39===n){if(g(e,i,e.position,!0),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),3

9!==n)return!0;i=a=e.position,e.position++}else

r(n)?(g(e,i,a,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),i=a=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document

within a single quoted scalar"):(e.position++,a=e.position);d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a single quoted

scalar")}function j(e,t){var

n,i,a,o,u,c;if(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),34!==c)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,n=i=e.p

osition;0!==(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));){if(34===c)return

g(e,n,e.position,!0),e.position++,!0;if(92===c){if(g(e,n,e.position,!0),c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),r(c))w(e,!

1,t);else if(c<256&&ie[c])e.result+=ae[c],e.position++;else if((u=l(c))>0){for(a=u,o=0;a>0;a--

)c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),(u=s(c))>=0?o=(o<<4)+u:d(e,"expected hexadecimal

character");e.result+=p(o),e.position++}else d(e,"unknown escape sequence");n=i=e.position}else

r(c)?(g(e,n,i,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),n=i=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document

within a double quoted scalar"):(e.position++,i=e.position)}d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a double

quoted scalar")}function E(e,t){var
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n,r,i,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,m=!0,g=e.tag,y=e.anchor,b={};if(f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),91===f)o=93,u=!1,r=[];else{i

f(123!==f)return!1;o=125,u=!0,r={}}for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=r),f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.

position);0!==f;){if(w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),f===o)return

e.position++,e.tag=g,e.anchor=y,e.kind=u?"mapping":"sequence",e.result=r,!0;m||d(e,"missed

 comma between flow collection

entries"),p=c=h=null,s=l=!1,63===f&&(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(i)&&(s=l=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,t))),

n=e.line,L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),p=e.tag,c=e.result,w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!l&&e.line!==n||58!==f||(s=!0,f

=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),w(e,!0,t),L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),h=e.result),u?v(e,r,b,p,c,h):s?r.push(v(e,null,b,p,c,h)):r.p

ush(c),w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),44===f?(m=!0,f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):m=!1}d(e,"u

nexpected end of the stream within a flow collection")}function O(e,t){var

n,a,o,s,l=G,c=!1,p=!1,h=t,f=0,m=!1;if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),124===s)a=!1;else{if(62!==s)return!1;a=!0

}for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="";0!==s;)if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),43===s||45===s)G===l?l=43===s?X

:K:d(e,"repeat of a chomping mode identifier");else{if(!((o=u(s))>=0))break;0===o?d(e,"bad explicit indentation

width of a block scalar; it cannot

 be less than one"):p?d(e,"repeat of an indentation width identifier"):(h=t+o-1,p=!0)}if(i(s)){do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(i(s));if(35===s)do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(!r(s)&&0!==s)}for(;0!==s;){for(b(e),e.lineIndent=0,s=e.input.charCode

At(e.position);(!p||e.lineIndent<h)&&32===s;)e.lineIndent++,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(!p&&e.lineInd

ent>h&&(h=e.lineIndent),r(s))f++;else{if(e.lineIndent<h){l===X?e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f):l===G&&c&&(e

.result+="\n");break}for(a?i(s)?(m=!0,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f)):m?(m=!1,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f+1)):0===

f?c&&(e.result+="

"):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f),c=!0,p=!0,f=0,n=e.position;!r(s)&&0!==s;)s=e.input.ch

arCodeAt(++e.position);g(e,n,e.position,!1)}}return!0}function k(e,t){var

n,r,i,o=e.tag,s=e.anchor,l=[],u=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=l),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.positio

n);0!==i&&45===i&&(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(r));)if(u=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,-

1)&&e.lineIndent<=t)l.push(null),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);else

 if(n=e.line,L(e,t,W,!1,!0),l.push(e.result),w(e,!0,-

1),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),(e.line===n||e.lineIndent>t)&&0!==i)d(e,"bad indentation of a sequence

entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break;return!!u&&(e.tag=o,e.anchor=s,e.kind="sequence",e.result=l,!0)}function

T(e,t,n){var

r,o,s,l,u=e.tag,c=e.anchor,p={},h={},f=null,m=null,g=null,y=!1,b=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.ancho

r]=p),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==l;){if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),s=e.line,63!==l&&58!==l||!a(

r)){if(!L(e,n,J,!1,!0))break;if(e.line===s){for(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);i(l);)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.posit

ion);if(58===l)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),a(l)||d(e,"a whitespace character is expected after the key-value

separator within a block

mapping"),y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!1,o=!1,f=e.tag,m=e.result;else{if(!b)return

e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read an implicit mapping

 pair; a colon is missed")}}else{if(!b)return e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read a block mapping entry; a

multiline key may not be an implicit key")}}else

63===l?(y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!0,o=!0):y?(y=!1,o=!0):d(e,"incomplete explicit mapping pair;

a key node is

missed"),e.position+=1,l=r;if((e.line===s||e.lineIndent>t)&&(L(e,t,Q,!0,o)&&(y?m=e.result:g=e.result),y||(v(e,p,h,f,

m,g),f=m=g=null),w(e,!0,-1),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)),e.lineIndent>t&&0!==l)d(e,"bad indentation of a

mapping entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break}return

y&&v(e,p,h,f,m,null),b&&(e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,e.kind="mapping",e.result=p),b}function C(e){var

t,n,r,i,o=!1,s=!1;if(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),33!==i)return!1;if(null!==e.tag&&d(e,"duplication of a tag

property"),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),60===i?(o=!0,i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):33===i?(s=!0,n=

"!!",i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):n="!",t=e.position,o){do
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i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==i&&62!==i);e.position<e.length?(r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),i=e.inp

ut.charCodeAt(++e.position)):d(e,"unexpected

 end of the stream within a verbatim tag")}else{for(;0!==i&&!a(i);)33===i&&(s?d(e,"tag suffix cannot contain

exclamation marks"):(n=e.input.slice(t-1,e.position+1),ne.test(n)||d(e,"named tag handle cannot contain such

characters"),s=!0,t=e.position+1)),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),te.test(r)&&d(e,"t

ag suffix cannot contain flow indicator characters")}return r&&!re.test(r)&&d(e,"tag name cannot contain such

characters:

"+r),o?e.tag=r:H.call(e.tagMap,n)?e.tag=e.tagMap[n]+r:"!"===n?e.tag="!"+r:"!!"===n?e.tag="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+

r:d(e,'undeclared tag handle "'+n+'"'),!0}function I(e){var

t,n;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),38!==n)return!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&d(e,"duplication of an anchor

property"),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==n&&!a(n)&&!o(n);)n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.po

sition);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an anchor

 node must contain at least one character"),e.anchor=e.input.slice(t,e.position),!0}function D(e){var

t,n,r;if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),42!==r)return!1;for(r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==r

&&!a(r)&&!o(r);)r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an alias node must

contain at least one character"),n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),e.anchorMap.hasOwnProperty(n)||d(e,'unidentified alias

"'+n+'"'),e.result=e.anchorMap[n],w(e,!0,-1),!0}function L(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f=1,m=!1,g=!1;if(null!==e.listener&&e.listener("open",e),e.tag=null,e.anchor=null,e.kind=null,e.result

=null,a=o=s=Q===n||W===n,r&&w(e,!0,-

1)&&(m=!0,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-1)),1===f)for(;C(e)||I(e);)w(e,!0,-

1)?(m=!0,s=a,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-

1)):s=!1;if(s&&(s=m||i),1!==f&&Q!==n||(p=Y===n||J===n?t:t+1,h=e.position-

e.lineStart,1===f?s&&(k(e,h)||T(e,h,p))||E(e,p)?g=!0:(o&&O(e,p)||S(e,p)||j(e,p)?g=!0:D(e)?(g=!0,null===e.tag&&n

ull===e.anchor||d(e,"alias

 node should not have any

properties")):A(e,p,Y===n)&&(g=!0,null===e.tag&&(e.tag="?")),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.re

sult)):0===f&&(g=s&&k(e,h))),null!==e.tag&&"!"!==e.tag)if("?"===e.tag){for(l=0,u=e.implicitTypes.length;l<u;l

+=1)if(c=e.implicitTypes[l],c.resolve(e.result)){e.result=c.construct(e.result),e.tag=c.tag,null!==e.anchor&&(e.anch

orMap[e.anchor]=e.result);break}}else

H.call(e.typeMap,e.tag)?(c=e.typeMap[e.tag],null!==e.result&&c.kind!==e.kind&&d(e,"unacceptable node kind for

!<"+e.tag+'> tag; it should be "'+c.kind+'", not

"'+e.kind+'"'),c.resolve(e.result)?(e.result=c.construct(e.result),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.result)

):d(e,"cannot resolve a node with !<"+e.tag+"> explicit tag")):d(e,"unknown tag !<"+e.tag+">");return

null!==e.listener&&e.listener("close",e),null!==e.tag||null!==e.anchor||g}function M(e){var

t,n,o,s,l=e.position,u=!1;for(e.version=null,e.checkLineBreaks=e.legacy,e.tagMap={},e.anchorMap={};0!==(s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(e.position))&&(w(e,!0,-

1),s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!(e.lineIndent>0||37!==s));){for(u=!0,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.p

osition;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);for(n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),o=[],n.length<1&&d(e,"

directive

 name must not be less than one character in

length");0!==s;){for(;i(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(35===s){do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==s&&!r(s));break}if(r(s))break;for(t=e.position;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(++e.position);o.push(e.input.slice(t,e.position))}0!==s&&b(e),H.call(se,n)?se[n](e,n,o):m(e,'unkno

wn document directive "'+n+'"')}return w(e,!0,-

1),0===e.lineIndent&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1)&&45===

e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+2)?(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1)):u&&d(e,"directives end mark is

expected"),L(e,e.lineIndent-1,Q,!1,!0),w(e,!0,-

1),e.checkLineBreaks&&ee.test(e.input.slice(l,e.position))&&m(e,"non-ASCII
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 line breaks are interpreted as

content"),e.documents.push(e.result),e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?void(46===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&

&(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1))):void(e.position<e.length-1&&d(e,"end of the stream or a document separator is

expected"))}function R(e,t){e=String(e),t=t||{},0!==e.length&&(10!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1)&&13!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-1)&&(e+="\n"),65279===e.charCodeAt(0)&&(e=e.slice(1)));var n=new

h(e,t);for(n.input+="\0";32===n.input.charCodeAt(n.position);)n.lineIndent+=1,n.position+=1;for(;n.position<n.len

gth-1;)M(n);return n.documents}function U(e,t,n){var r,i,a=R(e,n);for(r=0,i=a.length;r<i;r+=1)t(a[r])}function

P(e,t){var n=R(e,t);if(0!==n.length){if(1===n.length)return n[0];throw new N("expected a single document in the

stream, but found more")}}function q(e,t,n){U(e,t,z.extend({schema:F},n))}function B(e,t){return

P(e,z.extend({schema:F},t))}for(var

z=e("./common"),N=e("./exception"),$=e("./mark"),F=e("./schema/default_safe"),V=e("./schema/default_full"),H=

Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,Y=1,J=2,W=3,Q=4,G=1,K=2,X=3,Z=/[\x00-\x08\x0B\x0C\x0E-\x1F\x7F-

\x84\x86-\x9F\uFFFE\uFFFF]|[\uD800-\uDBFF](?![\uDC00-\uDFFF])|(?:[^\uD800-\uDBFF]|^)[\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/,ee=/[\x85\u2028\u2029]/,te=/[,\[\]\{\}]/,ne=/^(?:!|!!|![a-z\-]+!)$/i,re=/^(?:!|[^,\[\]\{\}])(?:%[0-9a-f]{2}|[0-

9a-z\-#;\/\?:@&=\+\$,_\.!~\*'\(\)\[\]])*$/i,ie=new

 Array(256),ae=new Array(256),oe=0;oe<256;oe++)ie[oe]=c(oe)?1:0,ae[oe]=c(oe);var

se={YAML:function(e,t,n){var r,i,a;null!==e.version&&d(e,"duplication of %YAML

directive"),1!==n.length&&d(e,"YAML directive accepts exactly one argument"),r=/^([0-9]+)\.([0-

9]+)$/.exec(n[0]),null===r&&d(e,"ill-formed argument of the YAML

directive"),i=parseInt(r[1],10),a=parseInt(r[2],10),1!==i&&d(e,"unacceptable YAML version of the

document"),e.version=n[0],e.checkLineBreaks=a<2,1!==a&&2!==a&&m(e,"unsupported YAML version of the

document")},TAG:function(e,t,n){var r,i;2!==n.length&&d(e,"TAG directive accepts exactly two

arguments"),r=n[0],i=n[1],ne.test(r)||d(e,"ill-formed

 tag handle (first argument) of the TAG directive"),H.call(e.tagMap,r)&&d(e,'there is a previously declared suffix

for "'+r+'" tag handle'),re.test(i)||d(e,"ill-formed tag prefix (second argument) of the TAG

directive"),e.tagMap[r]=i}};t.exports.loadAll=U,t.exports.load=P,t.exports.safeLoadAll=q,t.exports.safeLoad=B},{"

./common":21,"./exception":23,"./mark":25,"./schema/default_full":28,"./schema/default_safe":29}],25:[function(e,t

,n){"use strict";function r(e,t,n,r,i){this.name=e,this.buffer=t,this.position=n,this.line=r,this.column=i}var

i=e("./common");r.prototype.getSnippet=function(e,t){var n,r,a,o,s;if(!this.buffer)return

null;for(e=e||4,t=t||75,n="",r=this.position;r>0&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(r-1))===-1;)if(r-

=1,this.position-r>t/2-1){n=" ...

",r+=5;break}for(a="",o=this.position;o<this.buffer.length&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(o))=

==-1;)if(o+=1,o-this.position>t/2-1){a=" ... ",o-=5;break}return

 s=this.buffer.slice(r,o),i.repeat(" ",e)+n+s+a+"\n"+i.repeat(" ",e+this.position-

r+n.length)+"^"},r.prototype.toString=function(e){var t,n="";return this.name&&(n+='in "'+this.name+'" '),n+="at

line "+(this.line+1)+", column

"+(this.column+1),e||(t=this.getSnippet(),t&&(n+=":\n"+t)),n},t.exports=r},{"./common":21}],26:[function(e,t,n){"u

se strict";function r(e,t,n){var i=[];return

e.include.forEach(function(e){n=r(e,t,n)}),e[t].forEach(function(e){n.forEach(function(t,n){t.tag===e.tag&&i.push(

n)}),n.push(e)}),n.filter(function(e,t){return i.indexOf(t)===-1})}function i(){function e(e){r[e.tag]=e}var

t,n,r={};for(t=0,n=arguments.length;t<n;t+=1)arguments[t].forEach(e);return r}function

a(e){this.include=e.include||[],this.implicit=e.implicit||[],this.explicit=e.explicit||[],this.implicit.forEach(function(e){i

f(e.loadKind&&"scalar"!==e.loadKind)throw new s("There is a non-scalar type in the implicit list of a schema.

Implicit resolving of such types is not

supported.")}),this.compiledImplicit=r(this,"implicit",[]),this.compiledExplicit=r(this,"explicit",[]),this.compiledTyp

eMap=i(this.compiledImplicit,this.compiledExplicit)}var

 o=e("./common"),s=e("./exception"),l=e("./type");a.DEFAULT=null,a.create=function(){var

e,t;switch(arguments.length){case 1:e=a.DEFAULT,t=arguments[0];break;case 2:e=arguments[0],t=arguments[1];
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break;default:throw new s("Wrong number of arguments for Schema.create

function")}if(e=o.toArray(e),t=o.toArray(t),!e.every(function(e){return e instanceof a}))throw new s("Specified list

of super schemas (or a single Schema object) contains a non-Schema object.");if(!t.every(function(e){return e

instanceof l}))throw new s("Specified list of YAML types (or a single Type object) contains a non-Type

object.");return new

a({include:e,explicit:t})},t.exports=a},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./type":32}],27:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./json")]})},{"../schema":26,"./json":31}],28:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=r.DEFAULT=new

r({include:[e("./default_safe")],explicit:[e("../type/js/undefined"),e("../type/js/regexp"),e("../type/js/function")]})},{".

./schema":26,"../type/js/function":37,"../type/js/regexp":38,"../type/js/undefined":39,"./default_safe":29}],29:[functio

n(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./core")],implicit:[e("../type/timestamp"),e("../type/merge")],explicit:[e("../type/binary"),e("../type/om

ap"),e("../type/pairs"),e("../type/set")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/binary":33,"../type/merge":41,"../type/omap":43,"..

/type/pairs":44,"../type/set":46,"../type/timestamp":48,"./core":27}],30:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({explicit:[e("../type/str"),e("../type/seq"),e("../type/map")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/map":40,"../type/seq":45,"../t

ype/str":47}],31:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./failsafe")],implicit:[e("../type/null"),e("../type/bool"),e("../type/int"),e("../type/float")]})},{"../schema

":26,"../type/bool":34,"../type/float":35,"../type/int":36,"../type/null":42,"./failsafe":30}],32:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){var t={};return

null!==e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){e[n].forEach(function(e){t[String(e)]=n})}),t}function

i(e,t){if(t=t||{},Object.keys(t).forEach(function(t){if(o.indexOf(t)===-1)throw new a('Unknown option "'+t+'" is met

in definition of "'+e+'" YAML

type.')}),this.tag=e,this.kind=t.kind||null,this.resolve=t.resolve||function(){return!0},this.construct=t.construct||functi

on(e){return

e},this.instanceOf=t.instanceOf||null,this.predicate=t.predicate||null,this.represent=t.represent||null,this.defaultStyle=

t.defaultStyle||null,this.styleAliases=r(t.styleAliases||null),s.indexOf(this.kind)===-1)throw new a('Unknown kind

"'+this.kind+'" is specified for "'+e+'" YAML type.')}var

a=e("./exception"),o=["kind","resolve","construct","instanceOf","predicate","represent","defaultStyle","styleAliases

"],s=["scalar","sequence","mapping"];t.exports=i},{"./exception":23}],33:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var

t,n,r=0,i=e.length,a=p;for(n=0;n<i;n++)if(t=a.indexOf(e.charAt(n)),!(t>64)){if(t<0)return!1;r+=6}return

r%8===0}function i(e){var

t,n,r=e.replace(/[\r\n=]/g,""),i=r.length,a=p,o=0,l=[];for(t=0;t<i;t++)t%4===0&&t&&(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>

>8&255),l.push(255&o)),o=o<<6|a.indexOf(r.charAt(t));return

n=i%4*6,0===n?(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>>8&255),l.push(255&o)):18===n?(l.push(o>>10&255),l.push(o>>

2&255)):12===n&&l.push(o>>4&255),s?new s(l):l}function a(e){var

t,n,r="",i=0,a=e.length,o=p;for(t=0;t<a;t++)t%3===0&&t&&(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+

=o[63&i]),i=(i<<8)+e[t];return

n=a%3,0===n?(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+=o[63&i]):2===n?(r+=o[i>>10&63],r+=o[i>>

4&63],r+=o[i<<2&63],r+=o[64]):1===n&&(r+=o[i>>2&63],r+=o[i<<4&63],r+=o[64],r+=o[64]),r}function

o(e){return s&&s.isBuffer(e)}var s;try{var

 l=e;s=l("buffer").Buffer}catch(u){}var

c=e("../type"),p="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/=\n\r";t.ex

ports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:binary",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],34:[funct

ion(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t=e.length;return
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4===t&&("true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e)||5===t&&("false"===e||"False"===e||"FALSE"===e)}function

i(e){return"true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e}function a(e){return"[object

Boolean]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:bool",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{lowercase:function(e){return

e?"true":"false"},uppercase:function(e){return e?"TRUE":"FALSE"},camelcase:function(e){return

e?"True":"False"}},defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],35:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

null!==e&&!!u.test(e)}function i(e){var t,n,r,i;return t=e.replace(/_/g,"").toLowerCase(),n="-"===t[0]?-1:1,i=[],"+-

".indexOf(t[0])>=0&&(t=t.slice(1)),".inf"===t?1===n?Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY:Number.NEGATIVE_INFI

NITY:".nan"===t?NaN:t.indexOf(":")>=0?(t.split(":").forEach(function(e){i.unshift(parseFloat(e,10))}),t=0,r=1,i.fo

rEach(function(e){t+=e*r,r*=60}),n*t):n*parseFloat(t,10)}function

 a(e,t){var

n;if(isNaN(e))switch(t){case"lowercase":return".nan";case"uppercase":return".NAN";case"camelcase":return".NaN"

}else

if(Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return".inf";case"uppercase":return".INF";case"c

amelcase":return".Inf"}else if(Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return"-

.inf";case"uppercase":return"-.INF";case"camelcase":return"-.Inf"}else if(s.isNegativeZero(e))return"-0.0";return

n=e.toString(10),c.test(n)?n.replace("e",".e"):n}function o(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&(e%1!==0||s.isNegativeZero(e))}var

s=e("../common"),l=e("../type"),u=new RegExp("^(?:[-+]?(?:[0-9][0-9_]*)\\.[0-9_]*(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|\\.[0-

9_]+(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|[-+]?[0-9][0-9_]*(?::[0-5]?[0-9])+\\.[0-9_]*|[-

+]?\\.(?:inf|Inf|INF)|\\.(?:nan|NaN|NAN))$"),c=/^[-+]?[0-9]+e/;t.exports=new

l("tag:yaml.org,2002:float",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a,defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{

"../common":21,"../type":32}],36:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57||65<=e&&e<=70||97<=e&&e<=102}function i(e){return 48<=e&&e<=55}function a(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57}function o(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t,n=e.length,o=0,s=!1;if(!n)return!1;if(t=e[o],"-

"!==t&&"+"!==t||(t=e[++o]),"0"===t){if(o+1===n)return!0;if(t=e[++o],"b"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!=

=t){if("0"!==t&&"1"!==t)return!1;s=!0}return

s}if("x"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!r(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!i(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(":"===t)break;if(!a(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return!!s&&(":"!==t||/^(:[0

-5]?[0-9])+$/.test(e.slice(o)))}function

 s(e){var t,n,r=e,i=1,a=[];return r.indexOf("_")!==-1&&(r=r.replace(/_/g,"")),t=r[0],"-"!==t&&"+"!==t||("-

"===t&&(i=-

1),r=r.slice(1),t=r[0]),"0"===r?0:"0"===t?"b"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r.slice(2),2):"x"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r,16):i*parseInt

(r,8):r.indexOf(":")!==-

1?(r.split(":").forEach(function(e){a.unshift(parseInt(e,10))}),r=0,n=1,a.forEach(function(e){r+=e*n,n*=60}),i*r):i*

parseInt(r,10)}function l(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&e%1===0&&!u.isNegativeZero(e)}var

u=e("../common"),c=e("../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:int",{kind:"scalar",resolve:o,construct:s,predicate:l,represent:{binary:function(e){return"0b"+

e.toString(2)},octal:function(e){return"0"+e.toString(8)},decimal:function(e){return

e.toString(10)},hexadecimal:function(e){return"0x"+e.toString(16).toUpperCase()}},defaultStyle:"decimal",styleAli

ases:{binary:[2,"bin"],octal:[8,"oct"],decimal:[10,"dec"],hexadecimal:[16,"hex"]}})},{"../common":21,"../type":32}]

,37:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;try{var

t="("+e+")",n=s.parse(t,{range:!0});return"Program"===n.type&&1===n.body.length&&"ExpressionStatement"==

=n.body[0].type&&"FunctionExpression"===n.body[0].expression.type}catch(r){return!1}}function i(e){var

t,n="("+e+")",r=s.parse(n,{range:!0}),i=[];if("Program"!==r.type||1!==r.body.length||"ExpressionStatement"!==r.bo
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dy[0].type||"FunctionExpression"!==r.body[0].expression.type)throw new Error("Failed to resolve function");return

r.body[0].expression.params.forEach(function(e){i.push(e.name)}),t=r.body[0].expression.body.range,new

Function(i,n.slice(t[0]+1,t[1]-1))}function a(e){return e.toString()}function o(e){return"[object

Function]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s;try{var l=e;s=l("esprima")}catch(u){"undefined"!=typeof

window&&(s=window.esprima)}var c=e("../../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/function",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],38:

[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;if(0===e.length)return!1;var

t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";if("/"===t[0]){if(n&&(r=n[1]),r.length>3)return!1;if("/"!==t[t.length-r.length-

1])return!1}return!0}function i(e){var

t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";return"/"===t[0]&&(n&&(r=n[1]),t=t.slice(1,t.length-r.length-1)),new

RegExp(t,r)}function a(e){var t="/"+e.source+"/";return

e.global&&(t+="g"),e.multiline&&(t+="m"),e.ignoreCase&&(t+="i"),t}function o(e){return"[object

RegExp]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/regexp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],39:[f

unction(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(){return!0}function i(){}function a(){return""}function

o(e){return"undefined"==typeof e}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/undefined",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],4

0:[function(e,t,n){"use

 strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:map",{kind:"mapping",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:{}}})},{"../type":32}],41:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return"<<"===e||null===e}var

i=e("../type");t.exports=new

i("tag:yaml.org,2002:merge",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r})},{"../type":32}],42:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t=e.length;return

1===t&&"~"===e||4===t&&("null"===e||"Null"===e||"NULL"===e)}function i(){return null}function a(e){return

null===e}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:null",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{canonical:function(){return"~"

},lowercase:function(){return"null"},uppercase:function(){return"NULL"},camelcase:function(){return"Null"}},def

aultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],43:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var

t,n,r,i,a,l=[],u=e;for(t=0,n=u.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=u[t],a=!1,"[object

 Object]"!==s.call(r))return!1;for(i in r)if(o.call(r,i)){if(a)return!1;a=!0}if(!a)return!1;if(l.indexOf(i)!==-

1)return!1;l.push(i)}return!0}function i(e){return null!==e?e:[]}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,s=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:omap",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],44:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n,r,i,a,s=e;for(a=new

Array(s.length),t=0,n=s.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=s[t],"[object

Object]"!==o.call(r))return!1;if(i=Object.keys(r),1!==i.length)return!1;a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]]}return!0}function

i(e){if(null===e)return[];var t,n,r,i,a,o=e;for(a=new

Array(o.length),t=0,n=o.length;t<n;t+=1)r=o[t],i=Object.keys(r),a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]];return a}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:pairs",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:seq",{kind:"sequence",construct:function(e){return

 null!==e?e:[]}})},{"../type":32}],46:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n=e;for(t

in n)if(o.call(n,t)&&null!==n[t])return!1;return!0}function i(e){return null!==e?e:{}}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:set",{kind:"mapping",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:str",{kind:"scalar",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:""}})},{"../type":32}],48:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return
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null!==e&&(null!==s.exec(e)||null!==l.exec(e))}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,u,c,p,h,f=0,d=null;if(t=s.exec(e),null===t&&(t=l.exec(e)),null===t)throw new Error("Date resolve

error");if(n=+t[1],r=+t[2]-1,i=+t[3],!t[4])return new

Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i));if(a=+t[4],o=+t[5],u=+t[6],t[7]){for(f=t[7].slice(0,3);f.length<3;)f+="0";f=+f}return

t[9]&&(c=+t[10],p=+(t[11]||0),d=6e4*(60*c+p),"-"===t[9]&&(d=-d)),h=new

 Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i,a,o,u,f)),d&&h.setTime(h.getTime()-d),h}function a(e){return e.toISOString()}var

o=e("../type"),s=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])$"),l=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-

9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9]?)-([0-9][0-9]?)(?:[Tt]|[ \\t]+)([0-9][0-9]?):([0-9][0-9]):([0-9][0-9])(?:\\.([0-9]*))?(?:[ \\t]*(Z|([-

+])([0-9][0-9]?)(?::([0-9][0-9]))?))?$");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:timestamp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,instanceOf:Date,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],

49:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=e?e.length:0;if(!r)return-1;if("number"==typeof n)n=n<0?o(r+n,0):n;else

if(n){var s=a(e,t);return s<r&&(t===t?t===e[s]:e[s]!==e[s])?s:-1}return i(e,t,n||0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/binaryIndex"),o=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseIndexOf":78

,"../internal/binaryIndex":92}],50:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e?e.length:0;return t?e[t-1]:void

0}t.exports=r},{}],51:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){if(l(e)&&!s(e)&&!(e instanceof i)){if(e instanceof a)return

e;if(p.call(e,"__chain__")&&p.call(e,"__wrapped__"))return u(e)}return new a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/LazyWrapper"),a=e("../internal/LodashWrapper"),o=e("../internal/baseLodash"),s=e("../lang/isArray"

),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),u=e("../internal/wrapperClone"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;r.prototyp

e=o.prototype,t.exports=r},{"../internal/LazyWrapper":60,"../internal/LodashWrapper":61,"../internal/baseLodash":8

2,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../internal/wrapperClone":137,"../lang/isArray":140}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=

e("./forEach")},{"./forEach":54}],53:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/baseEach"),i=e("../internal/createFind"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/cre

ateFind":102}],54:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/arrayEach"),i=e("../internal/baseEach"),a=e("../internal/createForEach"),o=a(r,i);t.exports=o},{"../int

ernal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/createForEach":103}],55:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t,n,r){var h=e?a(e):0;return l(h)||(e=c(e),h=e.length),n="number"!=typeof

n||r&&s(t,n,r)?0:n<0?p(h+n,0):n||0,"string"==typeof e||!o(e)&&u(e)?n<=h&&e.indexOf(t,n)>-1:!!h&&i(e,t,n)>-

1}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/getLength"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../internal/isIterateeCall"),l=e(

"../internal/isLength"),u=e("../lang/isString"),c=e("../object/values"),p=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseInde

xOf":78,"../internal/getLength":112,"../internal/isIterateeCall":122,"../internal/isLength":125,"../lang/isArray":140,"..

/lang/isString":146,"../object/values":152}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=s(e)?i:o;return

t=a(t,n,3),r(e,t)}var

i=e("../internal/arrayMap"),a=e("../internal/baseCallback"),o=e("../internal/baseMap"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.export

s=r},{"../internal/arrayMap":64,"../internal/baseCallback":67,"../internal/baseMap":83,"../lang/isArray":140}],57:[fu

nction(e,t,n){var

 r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=r(Date,"now"),a=i||function(){return(new

Date).getTime()};t.exports=a},{"../internal/getNative":114}],58:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/createWrapper"),i=e("../internal/replaceHolders"),a=e("./restParam"),o=1,s=32,l=a(function(e,t,n){va

r a=o;if(n.length){var u=i(n,l.placeholder);a|=s}return

r(e,a,t,n,u)});l.placeholder={},t.exports=l},{"../internal/createWrapper":106,"../internal/replaceHolders":132,"./restP

aram":59}],59:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){if("function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(i);return t=a(void

0===t?e.length-1:+t||0,0),function(){for(var n=arguments,r=-1,i=a(n.length-

t,0),o=Array(i);++r<i;)o[r]=n[t+r];switch(t){case 0:return e.call(this,o);case 1:return e.call(this,n[0],o);case 2:return

e.call(this,n[0],n[1],o)}var s=Array(t+1);for(r=-1;++r<t;)s[r]=n[r];return s[t]=o,e.apply(this,s)}}var i="Expected a

function",a=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],60:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=[],this.__dir__=1,this.__filtered__=!1,this.__iteratees__=[],this.__takeCo
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unt__=o,this.__views__=[]}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash"),o=Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY;r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.c

onstructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCreate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],61:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=n||[],this.__chain__=!!t}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash");r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCr

eate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],62:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-

1,r=e.length;for(t||(t=Array(r));++n<r;)t[n]=e[n];return t}t.exports=r},{}],63:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r&&t(e[n],n,e)!==!1;);return e}t.exports=r},{}],64:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=e.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=t(e[n],n,e);return i}t.exports=r},{}],65:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r;)if(t(e[n],n,e))return!0;return!1}t.exports=r},{}],66:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t){return null==t?e:i(t,a(t),e)}var

i=e("./baseCopy"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseCopy":69}],67:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction r(e,t,n){var r=typeof e;return"function"==r?void 0===t?e:o(e,t,n):null==e?s:"object"==r?i(e):void

0===t?l(e):a(e,t)}var

i=e("./baseMatches"),a=e("./baseMatchesProperty"),o=e("./bindCallback"),s=e("../utility/identity"),l=e("../utility/pro

perty");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"../utility/property":156,"./baseMatches":84,"./baseMatchesProperty":8

5,"./bindCallback":94}],68:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,m,g,y,v){var w;if(n&&(w=g?n(e,m,g):n(e)),void

0!==w)return w;if(!f(e))return e;var _=p(e);if(_){if(w=l(e),!t)return i(e,w)}else{var

A=B.call(e),S=A==b;if(A!=x&&A!=d&&(!S||g))return P[A]?u(e,A,t):g?e:{};if(h(e))return

g?e:{};if(w=c(S?{}:e),!t)return o(w,e)}y||(y=[]),v||(v=[]);for(var j=y.length;j--;)if(y[j]==e)return v[j];return

y.push(e),v.push(w),(_?a:s)(e,function(i,a){w[a]=r(i,t,n,a,e,y,v)}),w}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./arrayEach"),o=e("./baseAssign"),s=e("./baseForOwn"),l=e("./initCloneArray"),u=e("./init

CloneByTag"),c=e("./initCloneObject"),p=e("../lang/isArray"),h=e("./isHostObject"),f=e("../lang/isObject"),d="[obj

ect Arguments]",m="[object Array]",g="[object Boolean]",y="[object Date]",v="[object Error]",b="[object

Function]",w="[object Map]",_="[object Number]",x="[object Object]",A="[object RegExp]",S="[object

Set]",j="[object String]",E="[object WeakMap]",O="[object ArrayBuffer]",k="[object Float32Array]",T="[object

Float64Array]",C="[object Int8Array]",I="[object Int16Array]",D="[object Int32Array]",L="[object

Uint8Array]",M="[object Uint8ClampedArray]",R="[object Uint16Array]",U="[object

Uint32Array]",P={};P[d]=P[m]=P[O]=P[g]=P[y]=P[k]=P[T]=P[C]=P[I]=P[D]=P[_]=P[x]=P[A]=P[j]=P[L]=P[M]=

P[R]=P[U]=!0,P[v]=P[b]=P[w]=P[S]=P[E]=!1;var

q=Object.prototype,B=q.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isObject":144,"./arrayCopy":62,"./array

Each":63,"./baseAssign":66,"./baseForOwn":76,"./initCloneArray":116,"./initCloneByTag":117,"./initCloneObject":

118,"./isHostObject":120}],69:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t,n){n||(n={});for(var r=-1,i=t.length;++r<i;){var a=t[r];n[a]=e[a]}return

n}t.exports=r},{}],70:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("../lang/isObject"),i=function(){function e(){}return

function(t){if(r(t)){e.prototype=t;var n=new e;e.prototype=void 0}return

n||{}}}();t.exports=i},{"../lang/isObject":144}],71:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseForOwn"),i=e("./createBaseEach"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"./baseForOwn":76,"./createBaseEach":98}],72:[f

unction(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){var i;return n(e,function(e,n,a){if(t(e,n,a))return

i=r?n:e,!1}),i}t.exports=r},{}],73:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=e.length,i=n?r:-1;n?i--

:++i<r;)if(t(e[i],i,e))return i;return-1}t.exports=r},{}],74:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./createBaseFor"),i=r();t.exports=i},{"./createBaseFor":99}],75:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keysIn");t.exports=r},{"../object/keysIn":150,"./baseFor":74}],76:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction

 r(e,t){return i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseFor":74}],77:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e,t,n){if(null!=e){e=i(e),void 0!==n&&n in e&&(t=[n]);for(var
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r=0,a=t.length;null!=e&&r<a;)e=i(e)[t[r++]];return r&&r==a?e:void 0}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],78:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(t!==t)return i(e,n);for(var

r=n-1,a=e.length;++r<a;)if(e[r]===t)return r;return-1}var

i=e("./indexOfNaN");t.exports=r},{"./indexOfNaN":115}],79:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,s,l,u){return

e===t||(null==e||null==t||!a(e)&&!o(t)?e!==e&&t!==t:i(e,t,r,n,s,l,u))}var

i=e("./baseIsEqualDeep"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("./isObjectLike");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseIs

EqualDeep":80,"./isObjectLike":126}],80:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,f,g,y){var

v=s(e),b=s(t),w=p,_=p;v||(w=m.call(e),w==c?w=h:w!=h&&(v=u(e))),b||(_=m.call(t),_==c?_=h:_!=h&&(b=u(t)));va

r

 x=w==h&&!l(e),A=_==h&&!l(t),S=w==_;if(S&&!v&&!x)return a(e,t,w);if(!f){var

j=x&&d.call(e,"__wrapped__"),E=A&&d.call(t,"__wrapped__");if(j||E)return

n(j?e.value():e,E?t.value():t,r,f,g,y)}if(!S)return!1;g||(g=[]),y||(y=[]);for(var O=g.length;O--;)if(g[O]==e)return

y[O]==t;g.push(e),y.push(t);var k=(v?i:o)(e,t,n,r,f,g,y);return g.pop(),y.pop(),k}var

i=e("./equalArrays"),a=e("./equalByTag"),o=e("./equalObjects"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isHostObject"),u=e("../

lang/isTypedArray"),c="[object Arguments]",p="[object Array]",h="[object

Object]",f=Object.prototype,d=f.hasOwnProperty,m=f.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isTyped

Array":147,"./equalArrays":107,"./equalByTag":108,"./equalObjects":109,"./isHostObject":120}],81:[function(e,t,n)

{function r(e,t,n){var r=t.length,o=r,s=!n;if(null==e)return!o;for(e=a(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];if(s&&l[2]?l[1]!==e[l[0]]:!(l[0]in e))return!1}for(;++r<o;){l=t[r];var u=l[0],c=e[u],p=l[1];if(s&&l[2]){if(void

 0===c&&!(u in e))return!1}else{var h=n?n(c,p,u):void 0;if(!(void 0===h?i(p,c,n,!0):h))return!1}}return!0}var

i=e("./baseIsEqual"),a=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsEqual":79,"./toObject":135}],82:[function(e,t,n){functi

on r(){}t.exports=r},{}],83:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-1,r=a(e)?Array(e.length):[];return

i(e,function(e,i,a){r[++n]=t(e,i,a)}),r}var

i=e("./baseEach"),a=e("./isArrayLike");t.exports=r},{"./baseEach":71,"./isArrayLike":119}],84:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){var t=a(e);if(1==t.length&&t[0][2]){var n=t[0][0],r=t[0][1];return function(e){return

null!=e&&(e=o(e),e[n]===r&&(void 0!==r||n in e))}}return function(e){return i(e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseIsMatch"),a=e("./getMatchData"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsMatch":81,"./getMatchData":1

13,"./toObject":135}],85:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=s(e),r=l(e)&&u(t),f=e+"";return

e=h(e),function(s){if(null==s)return!1;var l=f;if(s=p(s),(n||!r)&&!(l in s)){if(s=1==e.length?s:i(s,o(e,0,-

1)),null==s)return!1;l=c(e),s=p(s)}return

 s[l]===t?void 0!==t||l in s:a(t,s[l],void 0,!0)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./baseIsEqual"),o=e("./baseSlice"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isKey"),u=e("./isStrictCompar

able"),c=e("../array/last"),p=e("./toObject"),h=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"../array/last":50,"../lang/isArray":140,"./b

aseGet":77,"./baseIsEqual":79,"./baseSlice":89,"./isKey":123,"./isStrictComparable":127,"./toObject":135,"./toPath"

:136}],86:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t){return null==t?void 0:i(t)[e]}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],87:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e+"";return

e=a(e),function(n){return i(n,e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"./baseGet":77,"./toPath":136}],88:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../utility/identity"),i=e("./metaMap"),a=i?function(e,t){return

i.set(e,t),e}:r;t.exports=a},{"../utility/identity":154,"./metaMap":129}],89:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=-

1,i=e.length;t=null==t?0:+t||0,t<0&&(t=-t>i?0:i+t),n=void

 0===n||n>i?i:+n||0,n<0&&(n+=i),i=t>n?0:n-t>>>0,t>>>=0;for(var a=Array(i);++r<i;)a[r]=e[r+t];return

a}t.exports=r},{}],90:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

null==e?"":e+""}t.exports=r},{}],91:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=e[t[n]];return i}t.exports=r},{}],92:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var

r=0,o=e?e.length:r;if("number"==typeof t&&t===t&&o<=s){for(;r<o;){var

l=r+o>>>1,u=e[l];(n?u<=t:u<t)&&null!==u?r=l+1:o=l}return o}return i(e,t,a,n)}var

i=e("./binaryIndexBy"),a=e("../utility/identity"),o=4294967295,s=o>>>1;t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"./bin
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aryIndexBy":93}],93:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){t=n(t);for(var

o=0,l=e?e.length:0,u=t!==t,c=null===t,p=void 0===t;o<l;){var h=i((o+l)/2),f=n(e[h]),d=void

0!==f,m=f===f;if(u)var g=m||r;else

g=c?m&&d&&(r||null!=f):p?m&&(r||d):null!=f&&(r?f<=t:f<t);g?o=h+1:l=h}return a(l,s)}var

i=Math.floor,a=Math.min,o=4294967295,s=o-1;t.exports=r},{}],94:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t,n){if("function"!=typeof e)return i;if(void 0===t)return e;switch(n){case 1:return function(n){return

e.call(t,n)};case 3:return function(n,r,i){return e.call(t,n,r,i)};case 4:return function(n,r,i,a){return

e.call(t,n,r,i,a)};case 5:return function(n,r,i,a,o){return e.call(t,n,r,i,a,o)}}return function(){return

e.apply(t,arguments)}}var

i=e("../utility/identity");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154}],95:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e){var

t=new r(e.byteLength),n=new i(t);return n.set(new i(e)),t}var

r=e.ArrayBuffer,i=e.Uint8Array;t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{}],96:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=n.length,a=-

1,o=i(e.length-r,0),s=-1,l=t.length,u=Array(l+o);++s<l;)u[s]=t[s];for(;++a<r;)u[n[a]]=e[a];for(;o--

;)u[s++]=e[a++];return u}var i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],97:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,a=n.length,o=-1,s=i(e.length-a,0),l=-1,u=t.length,c=Array(s+u);++o<s;)c[o]=e[o];for(var

 p=o;++l<u;)c[p+l]=t[l];for(;++r<a;)c[p+n[r]]=e[o++];return c}var

i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],98:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r){var s=n?i(n):0;if(!a(s))return

e(n,r);for(var l=t?s:-1,u=o(n);(t?l--:++l<s)&&r(u[l],l,u)!==!1;);return n}}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125,"./toObject"

:135}],99:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t,n,r){for(var a=i(t),o=r(t),s=o.length,l=e?s:-1;e?l--

:++l<s;){var u=o[l];if(n(a[u],u,a)===!1)break}return t}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],100:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t){function r(){var

i=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof r?a:e;return i.apply(t,arguments)}var a=i(e);return r}var

i=e("./createCtorWrapper");t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],101:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){return function(){var t=arguments;switch(t.length){case 0:return new e;case 1:return new e(t[0]);case 2:return

new e(t[0],t[1]);case 3:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2]);case 4:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3]);case 5:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4]);case 6:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5]);case 7:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5],t[6])}var n=i(e.prototype),r=e.apply(n,t);return a(r)?r:n}}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseCreate":70}],102:[function(e,t

,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r,l){if(r=i(r,l,3),s(n)){var u=o(n,r,t);return u>-1?n[u]:void 0}return a(n,r,e)}}var

i=e("./baseCallback"),a=e("./baseFind"),o=e("./baseFindIndex"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray

":140,"./baseCallback":67,"./baseFind":72,"./baseFindIndex":73}],103:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

function(n,r,o){return"function"==typeof r&&void 0===o&&a(n)?e(n,r):t(n,i(r,o,3))}}var

i=e("./bindCallback"),a=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./bindCallback":94}],104:[function

(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t,_,x,A,S,j,E,O,k){function T(){for(var d=arguments.length,m=d,g=Array(d);m--

;)g[m]=arguments[m];if(x&&(g=a(g,x,A)),S&&(g=o(g,S,j)),L||R){var b=T.placeholder,P=c(g,b);if(d-

=P.length,d<k){var q=E?i(E):void 0,B=w(k-d,0),z=L?P:void 0,N=L?void 0:P,$=L?g:void 0,F=L?void

0:g;t|=L?y:v,t&=~(L?v:y),M||(t&=~(h|f));var V=[e,t,_,$,z,F,N,q,O,B],H=r.apply(void 0,V);return

l(e)&&p(H,V),H.placeholder=b,H}}var Y=I?_:this,J=D?Y[e]:e;return

E&&(g=u(g,E)),C&&O<g.length&&(g.length=O),this&&this!==n&&this instanceof

T&&(J=U||s(e)),J.apply(Y,g)}var C=t&b,I=t&h,D=t&f,L=t&m,M=t&d,R=t&g,U=D?void 0:s(e);return T}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./createCtorWrapper"),l=e("./isLaziable

"),u=e("./reorder"),c=e("./replaceHolders"),p=e("./setData"),h=1,f=2,d=4,m=8,g=16,y=32,v=64,b=128,w=Math.max

;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

 global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgsRight":97,"./createCtorWrapper":101,
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"./isLaziable":124,"./reorder":131,"./replaceHolders":132,"./setData":133}],105:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){functi

on r(e,t,r,o){function s(){for(var t=-1,i=arguments.length,a=-1,c=o.length,p=Array(c+i);++a<c;)p[a]=o[a];for(;i--

;)p[a++]=arguments[++t];var h=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof s?u:e;return h.apply(l?r:this,p)}var

l=t&a,u=i(e);return s}var i=e("./createCtorWrapper"),a=1;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],106:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,y,v,b,w){var

_=t&h;if(!_&&"function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(m);var x=r?r.length:0;if(x||(t&=~(f|d),r=y=void 0),x-

=y?y.length:0,t&d){var A=r,S=y;r=y=void 0}var j=_?void

0:l(e),E=[e,t,n,r,y,A,S,v,b,w];if(j&&(u(E,j),t=E[1],w=E[9]),E[9]=null==w?_?0:e.length:g(w-x,0)||0,t==p)var

 O=a(E[0],E[2]);else O=t!=f&&t!=(p|f)||E[4].length?o.apply(void 0,E):s.apply(void 0,E);var k=j?i:c;return

k(O,E)}var

i=e("./baseSetData"),a=e("./createBindWrapper"),o=e("./createHybridWrapper"),s=e("./createPartialWrapper"),l=e("

./getData"),u=e("./mergeData"),c=e("./setData"),p=1,h=2,f=32,d=64,m="Expected a

function",g=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"./baseSetData":88,"./createBindWrapper":100,"./createHybridWrapper":104,".

/createPartialWrapper":105,"./getData":110,"./mergeData":128,"./setData":133}],107:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n,r,a,o,s){var l=-1,u=e.length,c=t.length;if(u!=c&&!(a&&c>u))return!1;for(;++l<u;){var

p=e[l],h=t[l],f=r?r(a?h:p,a?p:h,l):void 0;if(void 0!==f){if(f)continue;return!1}if(a){if(!i(t,function(e){return

p===e||n(p,e,r,a,o,s)}))return!1}else if(p!==h&&!n(p,h,r,a,o,s))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("./arraySome");t.exports=r},{"./arraySome":65}],108:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){switch(n){case i:case

a:return+e==+t;case

 o:return e.name==t.name&&e.message==t.message;case s:return e!=+e?t!=+t:e==+t;case l:case u:return

e==t+""}return!1}var i="[object Boolean]",a="[object Date]",o="[object Error]",s="[object Number]",l="[object

RegExp]",u="[object String]";t.exports=r},{}],109:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,a,s,l){var

u=i(e),c=u.length,p=i(t),h=p.length;

if(c!=h&&!a)return!1;for(var f=c;f--;){var d=u[f];if(!(a?d in t:o.call(t,d)))return!1}for(var m=a;++f<c;){d=u[f];var

g=e[d],y=t[d],v=r?r(a?y:g,a?g:y,d):void 0;if(!(void

0===v?n(g,y,r,a,s,l):v))return!1;m||(m="constructor"==d)}if(!m){var

b=e.constructor,w=t.constructor;if(b!=w&&"constructor"in e&&"constructor"in t&&!("function"==typeof b&&b

instanceof b&&"function"==typeof w&&w instanceof w))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("../object/keys"),a=Object.prototype,o=a.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149}],110:[function(e,t,

n){var r=e("./metaMap"),i=e("../utility/noop"),a=r?function(e){return

r.get(e)}:i;t.exports=a},{"../utility/noop":155,"./metaMap":129}],111:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){for(var t=e.name+"",n=i[t],r=n?n.length:0;r--;){var a=n[r],o=a.func;if(null==o||o==e)return a.name}return

t}var i=e("./realNames");t.exports=r},{"./realNames":130}],112:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseProperty"),i=r("length");t.exports=i},{"./baseProperty":86}],113:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=a(e),n=t.length;n--;)t[n][2]=i(t[n][1]);return t}var

i=e("./isStrictComparable"),a=e("../object/pairs");t.exports=r},{"../object/pairs":151,"./isStrictComparable":127}],11

4:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=null==e?void 0:e[t];return i(n)?n:void 0}var

i=e("../lang/isNative");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isNative":143}],115:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var

r=e.length,i=t+(n?0:-1);n?i--:++i<r;){var a=e[i];if(a!==a)return i}return-

1}t.exports=r},{}],116:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e.length,n=new e.constructor(t);return

t&&"string"==typeof e[0]&&a.call(e,"index")&&(n.index=e.index,n.input=e.input),n}var

i=Object.prototype,a=i.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{}],117:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function

 r(e,t,n){var r=e.constructor;switch(t){case c:return i(e);case a:case o:return new r((+e));case p:case h:case f:case

d:case m:case g:case y:case v:case b:r instanceof r&&(r=x[t]);var _=e.buffer;return new

r(n?i(_):_,e.byteOffset,e.length);case s:case u:return new r(e);case l:var A=new

r(e.source,w.exec(e));A.lastIndex=e.lastIndex}return A}var i=e("./bufferClone"),a="[object Boolean]",o="[object

Date]",s="[object Number]",l="[object RegExp]",u="[object String]",c="[object ArrayBuffer]",p="[object
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Float32Array]",h="[object Float64Array]",f="[object Int8Array]",d="[object Int16Array]",m="[object

Int32Array]",g="[object Uint8Array]",y="[object Uint8ClampedArray]",v="[object Uint16Array]",b="[object

Uint32Array]",w=/\w*$/,_=n.Uint8Array,x={};x[p]=n.Float32Array,x[h]=n.Float64Array,x[f]=n.Int8Array,x[d]=n.I

nt16Array,x[m]=n.Int32Array,x[g]=_,x[y]=n.Uint8ClampedArray,x[v]=n.Uint16Array,x[b]=n.Uint32Array,t.export

s=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

 global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./bufferClone":95}],118:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t=e.constructor;return"function"==typeof t&&t instanceof t||(t=Object),new

t}t.exports=r},{}],119:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return null!=e&&a(i(e))}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125}],120:[function(e,t,n){var

r=function(){try{Object({toString:0}+"")}catch(e){return function(){return!1}}return

function(e){return"function"!=typeof

e.toString&&"string"==typeof(e+"")}}();t.exports=r},{}],121:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

e="number"==typeof e||i.test(e)?+e:-1,t=null==t?a:t,e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<t}var

i=/^\d+$/,a=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],122:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(!o(n))return!1;var r=typeof

t;if("number"==r?i(n)&&a(t,n.length):"string"==r&&t in n){var s=n[t];return e===e?e===s:s!==s}return!1}var

i=e("./isArrayLike"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./isArrayLike":11

9,"./isIndex":121}],123:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t){var n=typeof e;if("string"==n&&s.test(e)||"number"==n)return!0;if(i(e))return!1;var r=!o.test(e);return

r||null!=t&&e in a(t)}var

i=e("../lang/isArray"),a=e("./toObject"),o=/\.|\[(?:[^[\]]*|(["'])(?:(?!\1)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?\1)\]/,s=/^\w*$/;t.exports=r},{"../la

ng/isArray":140,"./toObject":135}],124:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=o(e),n=s[t];if("function"!=typeof n||!(t in

i.prototype))return!1;if(e===n)return!0;var r=a(n);return!!r&&e===r[0]}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./getData"),o=e("./getFuncName"),s=e("../chain/lodash");t.exports=r},{"../chain/lodash":

51,"./LazyWrapper":60,"./getData":110,"./getFuncName":111}],125:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return"number"==typeof e&&e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<=i}var

i=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],126:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e&&"object"==typeof

e}t.exports=r},{}],127:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){return e===e&&!i(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144}],128:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var

n=e[1],r=t[1],m=n|r,g=m<p,y=r==p&&n==c||r==p&&n==h&&e[7].length<=t[8]||r==(p|h)&&n==c;if(!g&&!y)retur

n e;r&l&&(e[2]=t[2],m|=n&l?0:u);var v=t[3];if(v){var b=e[3];e[3]=b?a(b,v,t[4]):i(v),e[4]=b?s(e[3],f):i(t[4])}return

v=t[5],v&&(b=e[5],e[5]=b?o(b,v,t[6]):i(v),e[6]=b?s(e[5],f):i(t[6])),v=t[7],v&&(e[7]=i(v)),r&p&&(e[8]=null==e[8]?

t[8]:d(e[8],t[8])),null==e[9]&&(e[9]=t[9]),e[0]=t[0],e[1]=m,e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./replaceHolders"),l=1,u=4,c=8,p=128,h

=256,f="__lodash_placeholder__",d=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgs

Right":97,"./replaceHolders":132}],129:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){var

r=e("./getNative"),i=r(n,"WeakMap"),a=i&&new i;t.exports=a}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./getNative":114}],130:[function(e,t,n){var

 r={};t.exports=r},{}],131:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=e.length,r=o(t.length,n),s=i(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];e[r]=a(l,n)?s[l]:void 0}return e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./isIndex":121}],132:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-1,r=e.length,a=-1,o=[];++n<r;)e[n]===t&&(e[n]=i,o[++a]=n);return o}var

i="__lodash_placeholder__";t.exports=r},{}],133:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseSetData"),i=e("../date/now"),a=150,o=16,s=function(){var e=0,t=0;return function(n,s){var l=i(),u=o-(l-

t);if(t=l,u>0){if(++e>=a)return n}else e=0;return

r(n,s)}}();t.exports=s},{"../date/now":57,"./baseSetData":88}],134:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var
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t=u(e),n=t.length,r=n&&e.length,c=!!r&&s(r)&&(a(e)||i(e)||l(e)),h=-1,f=[];++h<n;){var

d=t[h];(c&&o(d,r)||p.call(e,d))&&f.push(d)}return f}var

i=e("../lang/isArguments"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=e("./isIndex"),s=e("./isLength"),l=e("../lang/isString"),u=e("../ob

ject/keysIn"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":14

0,"../lang/isString":146,"../object/keysIn":150,"./isIndex":121,"./isLength":125}],135:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){if(o.unindexedChars&&a(e)){for(var t=-1,n=e.length,r=Object(e);++t<n;)r[t]=e.charAt(t);return r}return

i(e)?e:Object(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject"),a=e("../lang/isString"),o=e("../support");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":

146,"../support":153}],136:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(a(e))return e;var t=[];return

i(e).replace(o,function(e,n,r,i){t.push(r?i.replace(s,"$1"):n||e)}),t}var

i=e("./baseToString"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=/[^.[\]]+|\[(?:(-

?\d+(?:\.\d+)?)|(["'])((?:(?!\2)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?)\2)\]/g,s=/\\(\\)?/g;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./baseToString":90}

],137:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return e instanceof i?e.clone():new

a(e.__wrapped__,e.__chain__,o(e.__actions__))}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./LodashWrapper"),o=e("./arrayCopy");t.exports=r},{"./LazyWrapper":60,"./LodashWra

pper":61,"./arrayCopy":62}],138:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof t?i(e,!0,a(t,n,3)):i(e,!0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseClone"),a=e("../internal/bindCallback");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseClone":68,"../internal/bind

Callback":94}],139:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return a(e)&&i(e)&&s.call(e,"callee")&&!l.call(e,"callee")}var

i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o=Object.prototype,s=o.hasOwnProperty,l=o.propertyI

sEnumerable;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],140:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object

Array]",s=Object.prototype,l=s.toString,u=r(Array,"isArray"),c=u||function(e){return

a(e)&&i(e.length)&&l.call(e)==o};t.exports=c},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/is

ObjectLike":126}],141:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){return null==e||(o(e)&&(a(e)||u(e)||i(e)||l(e)&&s(e.splice))?!e.length:!c(e).length)}var

i=e("./isArguments"),a=e("./isArray"),o=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),s=e("./isFunction"),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike

"),u=e("./isString"),c=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,".

./object/keys":149,"./isArguments":139,"./isArray":140,"./isFunction":142,"./isString":146}],142:[function(e,t,n){fu

nction r(e){return i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("./isObject"),a="[object

Function]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"./isObject":144}],143:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return null!=e&&(i(e)?p.test(u.call(e)):o(e)&&(a(e)?p:s).test(e))}var

i=e("./isFunction"),a=e("../internal/isHostObject"),o=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),s=/^\[object

.+?Constructor\]$/,l=Object.prototype,u=Function.prototype.toString,c=l.hasOwnProperty,p=RegExp("^"+u.call(c).r

eplace(/[\\^$.*+?()[\]{}|]/g,"\\$&").replace(/hasOwnProperty|(function).*?(?=\\\()|

 for

.+?(?=\\\])/g,"$1.*?")+"$");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"./isFunction":

142}],144:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=typeof

e;return!!e&&("object"==t||"function"==t)}t.exports=r},{}],145:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t;if(!s(e)||h.call(e)!=u||o(e)||a(e)||!p.call(e,"constructor")&&(t=e.constructor,"function"==typeof t&&!(t instanceof

t)))return!1;var n;return l.ownLast?(i(e,function(e,t,r){return n=p.call(r,t),!1}),n!==!1):(i(e,function(e,t){n=t}),void

0===n||p.call(e,n))}var

i=e("../internal/baseForIn"),a=e("./isArguments"),o=e("../internal/isHostObject"),s=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),l=e(

"../support"),u="[object

Object]",c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty,h=c.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseForIn":75,"../internal/i

sHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../support":153,"./isArguments":139}],146:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return"string"==typeof e||i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),a="[object
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String]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],147:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return a(e)&&i(e.length)&&!!T[I.call(e)]}var

i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object Arguments]",s="[object Array]",l="[object

Boolean]",u="[object Date]",c="[object Error]",p="[object Function]",h="[object Map]",f="[object

Number]",d="[object Object]",m="[object RegExp]",g="[object Set]",y="[object String]",v="[object

WeakMap]",b="[object ArrayBuffer]",w="[object Float32Array]",_="[object Float64Array]",x="[object

Int8Array]",A="[object Int16Array]",S="[object Int32Array]",j="[object Uint8Array]",E="[object

Uint8ClampedArray]",O="[object Uint16Array]",k="[object

Uint32Array]",T={};T[w]=T[_]=T[x]=T[A]=T[S]=T[j]=T[E]=T[O]=T[k]=!0,T[o]=T[s]=T[b]=T[l]=T[u]=T[c]=T[p]

=T[h]=T[f]=T[d]=T[m]=T[g]=T[y]=T[v]=!1;var

C=Object.prototype,I=C.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],148:[funct

ion(e,t,n){function

 r(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r},{}],149:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("../internal/shimKeys"),s=e("../

support"),l=r(Object,"keys"),u=l?function(e){var t=null==e?void 0:e.constructor;return"function"==typeof

t&&t.prototype===e||("function"==typeof

e?s.enumPrototypes:i(e))?o(e):a(e)?l(e):[]}:o;t.exports=u},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isArrayLike":119,

"../internal/shimKeys":134,"../lang/isObject":144,"../support":153}],150:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(null==e)return[];c(e)||(e=Object(e));var t=e.length;t=t&&u(t)&&(o(e)||a(e)||p(e))&&t||0;for(var

n=e.constructor,r=-1,i=s(n)&&n.prototype||S,f=i===e,d=Array(t),m=t>0,y=h.enumErrorProps&&(e===A||e

instanceof Error),v=h.enumPrototypes&&s(e);++r<t;)d[r]=r+"";for(var w in

e)v&&"prototype"==w||y&&("message"==w||"name"==w)||m&&l(w,t)||"constructor"==w&&(f||!E.call(e,w))||d.pus

h(w);if(h.nonEnumShadows&&e!==S){var

T=e===j?_:e===A?g:O.call(e),C=k[T]||k[b];for(T==b&&(i=S),t=x.length;t--;){w=x[t];var

 I=C[w];f&&I||(I?!E.call(e,w):e[w]===i[w])||d.push(w)}}return d}var

i=e("../internal/arrayEach"),a=e("../lang/isArguments"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../lang/isFunction"),l=e("../intern

al/isIndex"),u=e("../internal/isLength"),c=e("../lang/isObject"),p=e("../lang/isString"),h=e("../support"),f="[object

Array]",d="[object Boolean]",m="[object Date]",g="[object Error]",y="[object Function]",v="[object

Number]",b="[object Object]",w="[object RegExp]",_="[object

String]",x=["constructor","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIsEnumerable","toLocaleString","toString","

valueOf"],A=Error.prototype,S=Object.prototype,j=String.prototype,E=S.hasOwnProperty,O=S.toString,k={};k[f]=

k[m]=k[v]={constructor:!0,toLocaleString:!0,toString:!0,valueOf:!0},k[d]=k[_]={constructor:!0,toString:!0,valueOf

:!0},k[g]=k[y]=k[w]={constructor:!0,toString:!0},k[b]={constructor:!0},i(x,function(e){for(var t in

k)if(E.call(k,t)){var

n=k[t];n[e]=E.call(n,e)}}),t.exports=r},{"../internal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/isIndex":121,"../internal/isLength":12

5,"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isFunction":142,"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":1

46,"../support":153}],151:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){e=a(e);for(var t=-1,n=i(e),r=n.length,o=Array(r);++t<r;){var s=n[t];o[t]=[s,e[s]]}return o}var

i=e("./keys"),a=e("../internal/toObject");t.exports=r},{"../internal/toObject":135,"./keys":149}],152:[function(e,t,n){f

unction r(e){return i(e,a(e))}var

i=e("../internal/baseValues"),a=e("./keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseValues":91,"./keys":149}],153:[function(e,t

,n){var

r=Array.prototype,i=Error.prototype,a=Object.prototype,o=a.propertyIsEnumerable,s=r.splice,l={};!function(e){var

t=function(){this.x=e},n={0:e,length:e},r=[];t.prototype={valueOf:e,y:e};for(var a in new

t)r.push(a);l.enumErrorProps=o.call(i,"message")||o.call(i,"name"),l.enumPrototypes=o.call(t,"prototype"),l.nonEnu

mShadows=!/valueOf/.test(r),l.ownLast="x"!=r[0],l.spliceObjects=(s.call(n,0,1),!n[0]),l.unindexedChars="x"[0]+Ob

ject("x")[0]!="xx"}(1,0),t.exports=l},{}],154:[function(e,t,n){function
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 r(e){return e}t.exports=r},{}],155:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}t.exports=r},{}],156:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return o(e)?i(e):a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/baseProperty"),a=e("../internal/basePropertyDeep"),o=e("../internal/isKey");t.exports=r},{"../internal/

baseProperty":86,"../internal/basePropertyDeep":87,"../internal/isKey":123}],157:[function(e,n,r){(function(e){!func

tion(e){"use strict";if("function"==typeof bootstrap)bootstrap("promise",e);else if("object"==typeof

r&&"object"==typeof n)n.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof t&&t.amd)t(e);else if("undefined"!=typeof

ses){if(!ses.ok())return;ses.makeQ=e}else{if("undefined"==typeof window&&"undefined"==typeof self)throw new

Error("This environment was not anticipated by Q. Please file a bug.");var i="undefined"!=typeof

window?window:self,a=i.Q;i.Q=e(),i.Q.noConflict=function(){return

 i.Q=a,this}}}(function(){"use strict";function t(e){return function(){return Q.apply(e,arguments)}}function

n(e){return e===Object(e)}function r(e){return"[object StopIteration]"===re(e)||e instanceof H}function

i(e,t){if($&&t.stack&&"object"==typeof e&&null!==e&&e.stack&&e.stack.indexOf(ie)===-1){for(var

n=[],r=t;r;r=r.source)r.stack&&n.unshift(r.stack);n.unshift(e.stack);var i=n.join("\n"+ie+"\n");e.stack=a(i)}}function

a(e){for(var t=e.split("\n"),n=[],r=0;r<t.length;++r){var i=t[r];l(i)||o(i)||!i||n.push(i)}return n.join("\n")}function

o(e){return e.indexOf("(module.js:")!==-1||e.indexOf("(node.js:")!==-1}function s(e){var t=/at .+

\((.+):(\d+):(?:\d+)\)$/.exec(e);if(t)return[t[1],Number(t[2])];var n=/at ([^

]+):(\d+):(?:\d+)$/.exec(e);if(n)return[n[1],Number(n[2])];var r=/.*@(.+):(\d+)$/.exec(e);return

r?[r[1],Number(r[2])]:void 0}function l(e){var t=s(e);if(!t)return!1;var n=t[0],r=t[1];return

n===V&&r>=Y&&r<=ue}function u(){if($)try{throw new Error}catch(e){var

t=e.stack.split("\n"),n=t[0].indexOf("@")>0?t[1]:t[2],r=s(n);if(!r)return;return

 V=r[0],r[1]}}function c(e,t,n){return function(){return"undefined"!=typeof console&&"function"==typeof

console.warn&&console.warn(t+" is deprecated, use "+n+" instead.",new

Error("").stack),e.apply(e,arguments)}}function p(e){return e instanceof m?e:b(e)?k(e):O(e)}function h(){function

e(e){t=e,a.source=e,K(n,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){e.promiseDispatch.apply(e,n)})},void 0),n=void

0,r=void 0}var t,n=[],r=[],i=ee(h.prototype),a=ee(m.prototype);if(a.promiseDispatch=function(e,i,a){var

o=G(arguments);n?(n.push(o),"when"===i&&a[1]&&r.push(a[1])):p.nextTick(function(){t.promiseDispatch.apply(t

,o)})},a.valueOf=function(){if(n)return a;var e=y(t);return v(e)&&(t=e),e},a.inspect=function(){return

t?t.inspect():{state:"pending"}},p.longStackSupport&&$)try{throw new

Error}catch(o){a.stack=o.stack.substring(o.stack.indexOf("\n")+1)}return

i.promise=a,i.resolve=function(n){t||e(p(n))},i.fulfill=function(n){t||e(O(n))},i.reject=function(n){t||e(E(n))},i.notify

=function(e){t||K(r,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){n(e)})},void

 0)},i}function f(e){if("function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("resolver must be a function.");var

t=h();try{e(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}return t.promise}function d(e){return

f(function(t,n){for(var r=0,i=e.length;r<i;r++)p(e[r]).then(t,n)})}function m(e,t,n){void

0===t&&(t=function(e){return E(new Error("Promise does not support operation: "+e))}),void

0===n&&(n=function(){return{state:"unknown"}});var r=ee(m.prototype);if(r.promiseDispatch=function(n,i,a){var

o;try{o=e[i]?e[i].apply(r,a):t.call(r,i,a)}catch(s){o=E(s)}n&&n(o)},r.inspect=n,n){var

i=n();"rejected"===i.state&&(r.exception=i.reason),r.valueOf=function(){var

e=n();return"pending"===e.state||"rejected"===e.state?r:e.value}}return r}function g(e,t,n,r){return

p(e).then(t,n,r)}function y(e){if(v(e)){var t=e.inspect();if("fulfilled"===t.state)return t.value}return e}function

v(e){return e instanceof

 m}function b(e){return n(e)&&"function"==typeof e.then}function w(e){return

v(e)&&"pending"===e.inspect().state}function _(e){return!v(e)||"fulfilled"===e.inspect().state}function x(e){return

v(e)&&"rejected"===e.inspect().state}function A(){ae.length=0,oe.length=0,le||(le=!0)}function

S(t,n){le&&("object"==typeof e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){X(oe,t)!==-

1&&(e.emit("unhandledRejection",n,t),se.push(t))}),oe.push(t),n&&"undefined"!=typeof

n.stack?ae.push(n.stack):ae.push("(no stack) "+n))}function j(t){if(le){var n=X(oe,t);n!==-1&&("object"==typeof

e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){var r=X(se,t);r!==-
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1&&(e.emit("rejectionHandled",ae[n],t),se.splice(r,1))}),oe.splice(n,1),ae.splice(n,1))}}function E(e){var

t=m({when:function(t){return t&&j(this),t?t(e):this}},function(){return

this},function(){return{state:"rejected",reason:e}});return S(t,e),t}function O(e){return m({when:function(){return

e},get:function(t){return e[t]},set:function(t,n){e[t]=n},"delete":function(t){delete

 e[t]},post:function(t,n){return null===t||void 0===t?e.apply(void 0,n):e[t].apply(e,n)},apply:function(t,n){return

e.apply(t,n)},keys:function(){return ne(e)}},void 0,function(){return{state:"fulfilled",value:e}})}function k(e){var

t=h();return p.nextTick(function(){try{e.then(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}}),t.promise}function

T(e){return m({isDef:function(){}},function(t,n){return R(e,t,n)},function(){return p(e).inspect()})}function

C(e,t,n){return p(e).spread(t,n)}function I(e){return function(){function t(e,t){var o;if("undefined"==typeof

StopIteration){try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return E(s)}return

o.done?p(o.value):g(o.value,i,a)}try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return r(s)?p(s.value):E(s)}return g(o,i,a)}var

n=e.apply(this,arguments),i=t.bind(t,"next"),a=t.bind(t,"throw");return i()}}function

D(e){p.done(p.async(e)())}function L(e){throw new H(e)}function M(e){return function(){return

C([this,U(arguments)],function(t,n){return

 e.apply(t,n)})}}function R(e,t,n){return p(e).dispatch(t,n)}function U(e){return g(e,function(e){var t=0,n=h();return

K(e,function(r,i,a){var o;v(i)&&"fulfilled"===(o=i.inspect()).state?e[a]=o.value:(++t,g(i,function(r){e[a]=r,0===--

t&&n.resolve(e)},n.reject,function(e){n.notify({index:a,value:e})}))},void

0),0===t&&n.resolve(e),n.promise})}function P(e){if(0===e.length)return p.resolve();var t=p.defer(),n=0;return

K(e,function(r,i,a){function o(e){t.resolve(e)}function s(){n--,0===n&&t.reject(new Error("Can't get fulfillment

value from any promise, all promises were rejected."))}function l(e){t.notify({index:a,value:e})}var

u=e[a];n++,g(u,o,s,l)},void 0),t.promise}function q(e){return g(e,function(e){return

e=Z(e,p),g(U(Z(e,function(e){return g(e,J,J)})),function(){return e})})}function B(e){return

p(e).allSettled()}function z(e,t){return p(e).then(void 0,void 0,t)}function N(e,t){return p(e).nodeify(t)}var

$=!1;try{throw new Error}catch(F){$=!!F.stack}var V,H,Y=u(),J=function(){},W=function(){function

 t(){for(var e,t;r.next;)r=r.next,e=r.task,r.task=void 0,t=r.domain,t&&(r.domain=void

0,t.enter()),n(e,t);for(;l.length;)e=l.pop(),n(e);a=!1}function n(e,n){try{e()}catch(r){if(s)throw

n&&n.exit(),setTimeout(t,0),n&&n.enter(),r;setTimeout(function(){throw r},0)}n&&n.exit()}var r={task:void

0,next:null},i=r,a=!1,o=void

0,s=!1,l=[];if(W=function(t){i=i.next={task:t,domain:s&&e.domain,next:null},a||(a=!0,o())},"object"==typeof

e&&"[object process]"===e.toString()&&e.nextTick)s=!0,o=function(){e.nextTick(t)};else if("function"==typeof

setImmediate)o="undefined"!=typeof window?setImmediate.bind(window,t):function(){setImmediate(t)};else

if("undefined"!=typeof MessageChannel){var u=new

MessageChannel;u.port1.onmessage=function(){o=c,u.port1.onmessage=t,t()};var

c=function(){u.port2.postMessage(0)};o=function(){setTimeout(t,0),c()}}else o=function(){setTimeout(t,0)};return

W.runAfter=function(e){l.push(e),a||(a=!0,o())},W}(),Q=Function.call,G=t(Array.prototype.slice),K=t(Array.protot

ype.reduce||function(e,t){var

 n=0,r=this.length;if(1===arguments.length)for(;;){if(n in this){t=this[n++];break}if(++n>=r)throw new

TypeError}for(;n<r;n++)n in this&&(t=e(t,this[n],n));return t}),X=t(Array.prototype.indexOf||function(e){for(var

t=0;t<this.length;t++)if(this[t]===e)return t;return-1}),Z=t(Array.prototype.map||function(e,t){var n=this,r=[];return

K(n,function(i,a,o){r.push(e.call(t,a,o,n))},void 0),r}),ee=Object.create||function(e){function t(){}return

t.prototype=e,new t},te=t(Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty),ne=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in

e)te(e,n)&&t.push(n);return t},re=t(Object.prototype.toString);H="undefined"!=typeof

ReturnValue?ReturnValue:function(e){this.value=e};var ie="From previous

event:";p.resolve=p,p.nextTick=W,p.longStackSupport=!1,"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.env&&e.env.Q_DEBUG&&(p.longStackSupport=!0),p.defer=h,h.prototype.makeNodeResolver=functio

n(){var e=this;return

function(t,n){t?e.reject(t):arguments.length>2?e.resolve(G(arguments,1)):e.resolve(n)}},p.Promise=f,p.promise=f,f.r

ace=d,f.all=U,f.reject=E,f.resolve=p,p.passByCopy=function(e){return
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 e},m.prototype.passByCopy=function(){return this},p.join=function(e,t){return

p(e).join(t)},m.prototype.join=function(e){return p([this,e]).spread(function(e,t){if(e===t)return e;throw new

Error("Can't join: not the same: "+e+" "+t)})},p.race=d,m.prototype.race=function(){return

this.then(p.race)},p.makePromise=m,m.prototype.toString=function(){return"[object

Promise]"},m.prototype.then=function(e,t,n){function r(t){try{return"function"==typeof e?e(t):t}catch(n){return

E(n)}}function a(e){if("function"==typeof t){i(e,s);try{return t(e)}catch(n){return E(n)}}return E(e)}function

o(e){return"function"==typeof n?n(e):e}var s=this,l=h(),u=!1;return

p.nextTick(function(){s.promiseDispatch(function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolve(r(e)))},"when",[function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolv

e(a(e)))}])}),s.promiseDispatch(void 0,"when",[void 0,function(e){var

t,n=!1;try{t=o(e)}catch(r){if(n=!0,!p.onerror)throw

 r;p.onerror(r)}n||l.notify(t)}]),l.promise},p.tap=function(e,t){return p(e).tap(t)},m.prototype.tap=function(e){return

e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall(t).thenResolve(t)})},p.when=g,m.prototype.thenResolve=function(e){return this.then(function(){return

e})},p.thenResolve=function(e,t){return p(e).thenResolve(t)},m.prototype.thenReject=function(e){return

this.then(function(){throw e})},p.thenReject=function(e,t){return

p(e).thenReject(t)},p.nearer=y,p.isPromise=v,p.isPromiseAlike=b,p.isPending=w,m.prototype.isPending=function()

{return"pending"===this.inspect().state},p.isFulfilled=_,m.prototype.isFulfilled=function(){return"fulfilled"===this

.inspect().state},p.isRejected=x,m.prototype.isRejected=function(){return"rejected"===this.inspect().state};var

ae=[],oe=[],se=[],le=!0;p.resetUnhandledRejections=A,p.getUnhandledReasons=function(){return

ae.slice()},p.stopUnhandledRejectionTracking=function(){A(),le=!1},A(),p.reject=E,p.fulfill=O,p.master=T,p.sprea

d=C,m.prototype.spread=function(e,t){return

 this.all().then(function(t){return e.apply(void

0,t)},t)},p.async=I,p.spawn=D,p["return"]=L,p.promised=M,p.dispatch=R,m.prototype.dispatch=function(e,t){var

n=this,r=h();return p.nextTick(function(){n.promiseDispatch(r.resolve,e,t)}),r.promise},p.get=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("get",[t])},m.prototype.get=function(e){return this.dispatch("get",[e])},p.set=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).dispatch("set",[t,n])},m.prototype.set=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("set",[e,t])},p.del=p["delete"]=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("delete",[t])},m.prototype.del=m.prototype["delete"]=function(e){return

this.dispatch("delete",[e])},p.mapply=p.post=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n])},m.prototype.mapply=m.prototype.post=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("post",[e,t])},p.send=p.mcall=p.invoke=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("post",[t,G(arguments,2)])},m.prototype.send=m.prototype.mcall=m.prototype.invoke=function(e){ret

urn this.dispatch("post",[e,G(arguments,1)])},p.fapply=function(e,t){return

 p(e).dispatch("apply",[void 0,t])},m.prototype.fapply=function(e){return this.dispatch("apply",[void

0,e])},p["try"]=p.fcall=function(e){return p(e).dispatch("apply",[void

0,G(arguments,1)])},m.prototype.fcall=function(){return this.dispatch("apply",[void

0,G(arguments)])},p.fbind=function(e){var t=p(e),n=G(arguments,1);return function(){return

t.dispatch("apply",[this,n.concat(G(arguments))])}},m.prototype.fbind=function(){var e=this,t=G(arguments);return

function(){return e.dispatch("apply",[this,t.concat(G(arguments))])}},p.keys=function(e){return

p(e).dispatch("keys",[])},m.prototype.keys=function(){return

this.dispatch("keys",[])},p.all=U,m.prototype.all=function(){return

U(this)},p.any=P,m.prototype.any=function(){return

P(this)},p.allResolved=c(q,"allResolved","allSettled"),m.prototype.allResolved=function(){return

q(this)},p.allSettled=B,m.prototype.allSettled=function(){return this.then(function(e){return

U(Z(e,function(e){function

 t(){return e.inspect()}return e=p(e),e.then(t,t)}))})},p.fail=p["catch"]=function(e,t){return p(e).then(void

0,t)},m.prototype.fail=m.prototype["catch"]=function(e){return this.then(void

0,e)},p.progress=z,m.prototype.progress=function(e){return this.then(void 0,void
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0,e)},p.fin=p["finally"]=function(e,t){return

p(e)["finally"](t)},m.prototype.fin=m.prototype["finally"]=function(e){return e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall().then(function(){return t})},function(t){return e.fcall().then(function(){throw

t})})},p.done=function(e,t,n,r){return p(e).done(t,n,r)},m.prototype.done=function(t,n,r){var

a=function(e){p.nextTick(function(){if(i(e,o),!p.onerror)throw

e;p.onerror(e)})},o=t||n||r?this.then(t,n,r):this;"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.domain&&(a=e.domain.bind(a)),o.then(void 0,a)},p.timeout=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).timeout(t,n)},m.prototype.timeout=function(e,t){var n=h(),r=setTimeout(function(){t&&"string"!=typeof

t||(t=new Error(t||"Timed out after "+e+" ms"),t.code="ETIMEDOUT"),n.reject(t)},e);return

this.then(function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.resolve(e)},function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.reject(e)},n.notify),n.promise},p.d

elay=function(e,t){return void 0===t&&(t=e,e=void 0),p(e).delay(t)},m.prototype.delay=function(e){return

this.then(function(t){var n=h();return

setTimeout(function(){n.resolve(t)},e),n.promise})},p.nfapply=function(e,t){return

p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfapply=function(e){var t=h(),n=G(e);return

n.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(n).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfcall=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfcall=function(){var e=G(arguments),t=h();return

e.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(e).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfbind=p.denodeify=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return function(){var n=t.concat(G(arguments)),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).fapply(n).fail(r.reject),r.promise}},m.prototype.nfbind=m.prototype.denodeify=

function(){var e=G(arguments);return e.unshift(this),p.denodeify.apply(void

 0,e)},p.nbind=function(e,t){var n=G(arguments,2);return function(){function r(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}var

i=n.concat(G(arguments)),a=h();return

i.push(a.makeNodeResolver()),p(r).fapply(i).fail(a.reject),a.promise}},m.prototype.nbind=function(){var

e=G(arguments,0);return e.unshift(this),p.nbind.apply(void 0,e)},p.nmapply=p.npost=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).npost(t,n)},m.prototype.nmapply=m.prototype.npost=function(e,t){var n=G(t||[]),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},p.nsend=p.nmcall=p.ninvoke=fun

ction(e,t){var n=G(arguments,2),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},m.prototype.nsend=m.prototype.n

mcall=m.prototype.ninvoke=function(e){var t=G(arguments,1),n=h();return

t.push(n.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,t]).fail(n.reject),n.promise},p.nodeify=N,m.prototype.nodeify

=function(e){return e?void

this.then(function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(null,t)})},function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(t)})}):this},p.noConflict

=function(){throw

 new Error("Q.noConflict only works when Q is used as a global")};var ue=u();return

p})}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:12}],158:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}function i(e){if(!y(e))return e;var

t=[];for(var n in e)a(t,n,e[n]);return t.join("&")}function

a(e,t,n){if(null!=n)if(Array.isArray(n))n.forEach(function(n){a(e,t,n)});else if(y(n))for(var r in

n)a(e,t+"["+r+"]",n[r]);else e.push(encodeURIComponent(t)+"="+encodeURIComponent(n));else

null===n&&e.push(encodeURIComponent(t))}function o(e){for(var

t,n,r={},i=e.split("&"),a=0,o=i.length;a<o;++a)t=i[a],n=t.indexOf("="),n==-

1?r[decodeURIComponent(t)]="":r[decodeURIComponent(t.slice(0,n))]=decodeURIComponent(t.slice(n+1));return

r}function s(e){var t,n,r,i,a=e.split(/\r?\n/),o={};a.pop();for(var

s=0,l=a.length;s<l;++s)n=a[s],t=n.indexOf(":"),r=n.slice(0,t).toLowerCase(),i=b(n.slice(t+1)),o[r]=i;return

o}function l(e){return/[\/+]json\b/.test(e)}function

 u(e){return e.split(/ *; */).shift()}function c(e){return e.split(/ *; */).reduce(function(e,t){var n=t.split(/ *=

*/),r=n.shift(),i=n.shift();return r&&i&&(e[r]=i),e},{})}function

p(e,t){t=t||{},this.req=e,this.xhr=this.req.xhr,this.text="HEAD"!=this.req.method&&(""===this.xhr.responseType||"t

ext"===this.xhr.responseType)||"undefined"==typeof this.xhr.responseType?this.xhr.responseText:null,
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this.statusText=this.req.xhr.statusText,this._setStatusProperties(this.xhr.status),this.header=this.headers=s(this.xhr.g

etAllResponseHeaders()),this.header["content-type"]=this.xhr.getResponseHeader("content-

type"),this._setHeaderProperties(this.header),this.body="HEAD"!=this.req.method?this._parseBody(this.text?this.te

xt:this.xhr.response):null}function h(e,t){var

n=this;this._query=this._query||[],this.method=e,this.url=t,this.header={},this._header={},this.on("end",function(){v

ar e=null,t=null;try{t=new p(n)}catch(r){return e=new Error("Parser is unable to parse

 the

response"),e.parse=!0,e.original=r,e.rawResponse=n.xhr&&n.xhr.responseText?n.xhr.responseText:null,e.statusCod

e=n.xhr&&n.xhr.status?n.xhr.status:null,n.callback(e)}n.emit("response",t);var

i;try{(t.status<200||t.status>=300)&&(i=new Error(t.statusText||"Unsuccessful HTTP

response"),i.original=e,i.response=t,i.status=t.status)}catch(r){i=r}i?n.callback(i,t):n.callback(null,t)})}function

f(e,t){var n=v("DELETE",e);return t&&n.end(t),n}var d;"undefined"!=typeof

window?d=window:"undefined"!=typeof self?d=self:(console.warn("Using browser-only version of superagent in

non-browser environment"),d=this);var m=e("emitter"),g=e("./request-base"),y=e("./is-

object"),v=t.exports=e("./request").bind(null,h);v.getXHR=function(){if(!(!d.XMLHttpRequest||d.location&&"file:"

==d.location.protocol&&d.ActiveXObject))return new XMLHttpRequest;try{return new

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.6.0")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.3.0")}catch(e){}try{return

 new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}throw Error("Browser-only verison of superagent could not

find XHR")};var b="".trim?function(e){return e.trim()}:function(e){return

e.replace(/(^\s*|\s*$)/g,"")};v.serializeObject=i,v.parseString=o,v.types={html:"text/html",json:"application/json",x

ml:"application/xml",urlencoded:"application/x-www-form-urlencoded",form:"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded","form-data":"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"},v.serialize={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":i,"application/json":JSON.stringify},v.parse={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":o,"application/json":JSON.parse},p.prototype.get=function(e){return

this.header[e.toLowerCase()]},p.prototype._setHeaderProperties=function(e){var t=this.header["content-

type"]||"";this.type=u(t);var n=c(t);for(var r in n)this[r]=n[r]},p.prototype._parseBody=function(e){var

t=v.parse[this.type];return!t&&l(this.type)&&(t=v.parse["application/json"]),t&&e&&(e.length||e instanceof

Object)?t(e):null},p.prototype._setStatusProperties=function(e){1223===e&&(e=204);var

t=e/100|0;this.status=this.statusCode=e,this.statusType=t,this.info=1==t,this.ok=2==t,this.clientError=4==t,this.serv

erError=5==t,this.error=(4==t||5==t)&&this.toError(),this.accepted=202==e,this.noContent=204==e,this.badReques

t=400==e,this.unauthorized=401==e,this.notAcceptable=406==e,this.notFound=404==e,this.forbidden=403==e},p.

prototype.toError=function(){var e=this.req,t=e.method,n=e.url,r="cannot "+t+" "+n+" ("+this.status+")",i=new

Error(r);return i.status=this.status,i.method=t,i.url=n,i},v.Response=p,m(h.prototype);for(var w in

g)h.prototype[w]=g[w];h.prototype.type=function(e){return this.set("Content-

Type",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.responseType=function(e){return

this._responseType=e,this},h.prototype.accept=function(e){return

this.set("Accept",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.auth=function(e,t,n){switch(n||(n={type:"basic"}),n.type){case"basi

c":var r=btoa(e+":"+t);this.set("Authorization","Basic

 "+r);break;case"auto":this.username=e,this.password=t}return

this},h.prototype.query=function(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=i(e)),e&&this._query.push(e),this},h.prototype.attach=function(e,t,n){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t,n||t.name),this},h.prototype._getFormData=function(){return

this._formData||(this._formData=new d.FormData),this._formData},h.prototype.callback=function(e,t){var

n=this._callback;this.clearTimeout(),n(e,t)},h.prototype.crossDomainError=function(){var e=new Error("Request

has been terminated\nPossible causes: the network is offline, Origin is not allowed by Access-Control-Allow-Origin,

the page is being unloaded,
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etc.");e.crossDomain=!0,e.status=this.status,e.method=this.method,e.url=this.url,this.callback(e)},h.prototype._time

outError=function(){var e=this._timeout,t=new Error("timeout of "+e+"ms

exceeded");t.timeout=e,this.callback(t)},h.prototype._appendQueryString=function(){var

e=this._query.join("&");e&&(this.url+=~this.url.indexOf("?")?"&"+e:"?"+e)},h.prototype.end=function(e){var

t=this,n=this.xhr=v.getXHR(),i=this._timeout,a=this._formData||this._data;this._callback=e||r,n.onreadystatechange

=function(){if(4==n.readyState){var e;try{e=n.status}catch(r){e=0}if(0==e){if(t.timedout)return

t._timeoutError();if(t._aborted)return;return t.crossDomainError()}t.emit("end")}};var

o=function(e){e.total>0&&(e.percent=e.loaded/e.total*100),e.direction="download",t.emit("progress",e)};this.hasLi

steners("progress")&&(n.onprogress=o);try{n.upload&&this.hasListeners("progress")&&(n.upload.onprogress=o)}

catch(s){}if(i&&!this._timer&&(this._timer=setTimeout(function(){t.timedout=!0,t.abort()},i)),this._appendQueryS

tring(),this.username&&this.password?n.open(this.method,this.url,!0,this.username,this.password):n.open(this.meth

od,this.url,!0),this._withCredentials&&(n.withCredentials=!0),"GET"!=this.method&&"HEAD"!=this.method&&"s

tring"!=typeof a&&!this._isHost(a)){var u=this._header["content-

type"],c=this._serializer||v.serialize[u?u.split(";")[0]:""];!c&&l(u)&&(c=v.serialize["application/json"]),c&&(a=c(a)

)}for(var

 p in this.header)null!=this.header[p]&&n.setRequestHeader(p,this.header[p]);return

this._responseType&&(n.responseType=this._responseType),this.emit("request",this),n.send("undefined"!=typeof

a?a:null),this},v.Request=h,v.get=function(e,t,n){var r=v("GET",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.query(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.head=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("HEAD",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.options=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("OPTIONS",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.del=f,v["delete"]=f,v.patch=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("PATCH",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.post=function(e,t,n){var r=v("POST",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.put=function(e,t,n){var r=v("PUT",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r}},{"./is-object":159,"./request":161,"./request-

base":160,emitter:162}],159:[function(e,t,n){function

 r(e){return null!==e&&"object"==typeof e}t.exports=r},{}],160:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("./is-

object");n.clearTimeout=function(){return

this._timeout=0,clearTimeout(this._timer),this},n.parse=function(e){return

this._parser=e,this},n.serialize=function(e){return this._serializer=e,this},n.timeout=function(e){return

this._timeout=e,this},n.then=function(e,t){if(!this._fullfilledPromise){var n=this;this._fullfilledPromise=new

Promise(function(e,t){n.end(function(n,r){n?t(n):e(r)})})}return

this._fullfilledPromise.then(e,t)},n.use=function(e){return e(this),this},n.get=function(e){return

this._header[e.toLowerCase()]},n.getHeader=n.get,n.set=function(e,t){if(r(e)){for(var n in e)this.set(n,e[n]);return

this}return this._header[e.toLowerCase()]=t,this.header[e]=t,this},n.unset=function(e){return delete

this._header[e.toLowerCase()],delete this.header[e],this},n.field=function(e,t){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t),this},n.abort=function(){return

this._aborted?this:(this._aborted=!0,this.xhr&&this.xhr.abort(),this.req&&this.req.abort(),this.clearTimeout(),this.e

mit("abort"),this)},n.withCredentials=function(){return

this._withCredentials=!0,this},n.redirects=function(e){return

this._maxRedirects=e,this},n.toJSON=function(){return{method:this.method,url:this.url,data:this._data,headers:this.

_header}},n._isHost=function(e){var t={}.toString.call(e);switch(t){case"[object File]":case"[object

Blob]":case"[object FormData]":return!0;default:return!1}},n.send=function(e){var t=r(e),n=this._header["content-

type"];if(t&&r(this._data))for(var i in e)this._data[i]=e[i];else"string"==typeof

e?(n||this.type("form"),n=this._header["content-type"],"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"==n?this._data=this._data?this._data+"&"+e:e:this._data=(this._data||"")+e):this._data=e;return!t||this._i
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sHost(e)?this:(n||this.type("json"),this)}},{"./is-object":159}],161:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof

 n?new e("GET",t).end(n):2==arguments.length?new e("GET",t):new

e(t,n)}t.exports=r},{}],162:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e)return i(e)}function i(e){for(var t in

r.prototype)e[t]=r.prototype[t];return e}"undefined"!=typeof

t&&(t.exports=r),r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addEventListener=function(e,t){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},(this._callbacks["$"+e]=this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]).push(t),this},r.prototype.once=

function(e,t){function n(){this.off(e,n),t.apply(this,arguments)}return

n.fn=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.off=r.prototype.removeListener=r.prototype.removeAllListeners=r.prototype.re

moveEventListener=function(e,t){if(this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},0==arguments.length)return

this._callbacks={},this;var n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(!n)return this;if(1==arguments.length)return delete

this._callbacks["$"+e],this;for(var r,i=0;i<n.length;i++)if(r=n[i],r===t||r.fn===t){n.splice(i,1);break}return

this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{};var

 t=[].slice.call(arguments,1),n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(n){n=n.slice(0);for(var

r=0,i=n.length;r<i;++r)n[r].apply(this,t)}return this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]},r.prototype.hasListeners=function(e){return!!this.listen

ers(e).length}},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),window.SwaggerUi=Backbone.Router.extend({dom_id:"swagger_ui",options:null,

api:null,headerView:null,mainView:null,initialize:function(e){e=e||{},"model"!==e.defaultModelRendering&&(e.de

faultModelRendering="schema"),e.highlightSizeThreshold||(e.highlightSizeThreshold=1e5),e.dom_id&&(this.dom_

id=e.dom_id,delete

e.dom_id),e.supportedSubmitMethods||(e.supportedSubmitMethods=["get","put","post","delete","head","options","p

atch"]),"string"==typeof

e.oauth2RedirectUrl&&(window.oAuthRedirectUrl=e.oauth2RedirectUrl),$("#"+this.dom_id).length||$("body").app

end('<div id="'+this.dom_id+'"></div>'),this.options=e,marked.setOptions({gfm:!0});var

t=this;this.options.success=function(){return

 t.render()},this.options.progress=function(e){return t.showMessage(e)},this.options.failure=function(e){return

t.onLoadFailure(e)},this.headerView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView({el:$("#header")}),this.headerView.on("update-swagger-ui",function(e){return

t.updateSwaggerUi(e)}),JSONEditor.defaults.iconlibs.swagger=JSONEditor.AbstractIconLib.extend({mapping:{col

lapse:"collapse",expand:"expand"},icon_prefix:"swagger-

"})},setOption:function(e,t){this.options[e]=t},getOption:function(e){return

this.options[e]},updateSwaggerUi:function(e){this.options.url=e.url,this.load()},load:function(){this.mainView&&t

his.mainView.clear(),this.authView&&this.authView.remove();var

e=this.options.url;e&&0!==e.indexOf("http")&&(e=this.buildUrl(window.location.href.toString(),e)),this.api&&(thi

s.options.authorizations=this.api.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.options.url=e,this.headerView.update(e),this.api=n

ew

SwaggerClient(this.options)},collapseAll:function(){Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource("")},listAll:function(){

Docs.collapseOperationsForResource("")},expandAll:function(){Docs.expandOperationsForResource("")},render:fu

nction(){var

 e;switch(this.showMessage("Finished Loading Resource Information. Rendering Swagger

UI..."),this.mainView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.MainView({model:this.api,el:$("#"+this.dom_id),swaggerOptions:this.options,router:this}).rende

r(),_.isEmpty(this.api.securityDefinitions)||(e=_.map(this.api.securityDefinitions,function(e,t){var n={};return

n[t]=e,n}),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(e),router:this}),$("#auth_conta

iner").append(this.authView.render().el)),this.showMessage(),this.options.docExpansion){case"full":this.expandAll(

);break;case"list":this.listAll()}this.renderGFM(),this.options.onComplete&&this.options.onComplete(this.api,this),

setTimeout(Docs.shebang.bind(this),100)},buildUrl:function(e,t){if(0===t.indexOf("/")){var n=e.split("/");return
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e=n[0]+"//"+n[2],e+t}var

 r=e.length;return e.indexOf("?")>-1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("?"))),e.indexOf("#")>-

1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("#"))),e=e.substring(0,r),e.indexOf("/",e.length-1)!==-

1?e+t:e+"/"+t},showMessage:function(e){void 0===e&&(e="");var t=$("#message-bar");t.removeClass("message-

fail"),t.addClass("message-

success"),t.text(e),window.SwaggerTranslator&&window.SwaggerTranslator.translate(t)},onLoadFailure:function(e

){void 0===e&&(e=""),$("#message-bar").removeClass("message-success"),$("#message-

bar").addClass("message-fail");var t=$("#message-bar").text(e);return

this.options.onFailure&&this.options.onFailure(e),t},renderGFM:function(){$(".markdown").each(function(){$(this

).html(marked($(this).html()))}),$(".propDesc",".model-signature

.description").each(function(){$(this).html(marked($(this).html())).addClass("markdown")})}}),window.SwaggerUi

.Views={},window.SwaggerUi.Models={},window.SwaggerUi.Collections={},window.SwaggerUi.partials={},win

dow.SwaggerUi.utils={},function(){function

 e(e){"console"in window&&"function"==typeof

window.console.warn&&console.warn(e)}window.authorizations={add:function(){if(e("Using

window.authorizations is deprecated. Please use SwaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add()."),"undefined"==typeof

window.swaggerUi)throw new TypeError("window.swaggerUi is not defined");window.swaggerUi instanceof

SwaggerUi&&window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add.apply(window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations,a

rguments)}},window.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(){e("window.ApiKeyAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)},window.P

asswordAuthorization=function(){e("window.PasswordAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)}}(),fun

ction(e,t){"function"==typeof define&&define.amd?define(["b"],function(n){return

e.SwaggerUi=t(n)}):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t(require("b")):e.SwaggerUi=t(e.b)}(this,function(){return

 SwaggerUi}),window.SwaggerUi.utils={parseSecurityDefinitions:function(e,t){var

n=Object.assign({},t),r=[],i=[],a=[],o=window.SwaggerUi.utils;return Array.isArray(e)?(e.forEach(function(e){var

t={},s={};for(var l in

e)if(Array.isArray(e[l])){if(!n[l])continue;if(n[l]=n[l]||{},"oauth2"===n[l].type){s[l]=Object.assign({},n[l]),s[l].scop

es=Object.assign({},n[l].scopes);for(var u in s[l].scopes)e[l].indexOf(u)<0&&delete

s[l].scopes[u];s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)}else

t[l]=Object.assign({},n[l])}else"oauth2"===e[l].type?(s[l]=Object.assign({},e[l]),s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(

s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)):t[l]=e[l];_.isEmpty(t)||i.push(t),_.isEmpty(s)||r.push(s)}),{auths:i,oauth2:r,scop

es:a}):null},parseOauth2Scopes:function(e){var t,n=Object.assign({},e),r=[];for(t in

n)r.push({scope:t,description:n[t]});return r},sanitize:function(e){return

e=e.replace(/<script\b[^<]*(?:(?!<\/script>)<[^<]*)*<\/script>/gi,""),e=e.replace(/(on\w+="[^"]*")*(on\w+='[^']*')*(

on\w+=\w*\(\w*\))*/gi,"")}},SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{"in":"",na

me:"",title:"",value:""},initialize:function(){this.on("change",this.validate)},validate:function(){var

 e=!!this.get("value");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ApiKeyAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

.input_apiKey_entry":"apiKeyChange"},selectors:{apikeyInput:".input_apiKey_entry"},template:Handlebars.templa

tes.apikey_auth,initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},apiKeyChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();t&&this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).removeClass("error"),this.model.set("value",t)},isValid:fun

ction(){return

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.isValid()||this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).addClass("error")}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click
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.authorize__btn":"authorizeBtnClick"},tpls:{popup:Handlebars.templates.popup,authBtn:Handlebars.templates.auth

_button,authBtnOperation:Handlebars.templates.auth_button_operation},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},thi

s.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.isOperation=this.options.isOperation,this.model=this.model||{},this.router=t

his.options.router,this.auths=this.options.data.oauth2.concat(this.options.data.auths)},render:function(){var

e=this.isOperation?"authBtnOperation":"authBtn";return

this.$authEl=this.renderAuths(this.auths),this.$el.html(this.tpls[e](this.model)),this},authorizeBtnClick:function(e){

var t;e.preventDefault(),t={title:"Available authorizations",content:this.$authEl},this.render(),this.popup=new

SwaggerUi.Views.PopupView({model:t}),this.popup.render()},renderAuths:function(e){var

t=$("<div>"),n=!1;return e.forEach(function(e){var r=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthView({data:e,router:this.router}),i=r.render().el;t.append(i),r.isLogout&&(n=!0)},this),this.

model.isLogout=n,t}}),SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection=Backbone.Collection.extend({constructor:function(

){var

e=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);e[0]=this.parse(e[0]),Backbone.Collection.apply(this,e)},add:function(e){v

ar t=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);Array.isArray(e)?t[0]=_.map(e,function(e){return

this.handleOne(e)},this):t[0]=this.handleOne(e),Backbone.Collection.prototype.add.apply(this,t)},handleOne:functio

n(e){var t=e;if(!(e instanceof Backbone.Model))switch(e.type){case"oauth2":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.Oauth2Model(e);break;case"basic":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuthModel(e);break;case"apiKey":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel(e);break;default:t=new Backbone.Model(e)}return t},isValid:function(){var

e=!0;return this.models.forEach(function(t){t.validate()||(e=!1)}),e},isAuthorized:function(){return

this.length===this.where({isLogout:!0}).length},isPartiallyAuthorized:function(){return

this.where({isLogout:!0}).length>0},parse:function(e){var

 t={};return"undefined"!=typeof

window.swaggerUi&&(t=Object.assign({},window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.authz)),_.map(e,function(e,

n){var r=t[n]&&"basic"===e.type&&t[n].username&&t[n].password;return

_.extend(e,{title:n}),(t[n]||r)&&_.extend(e,{isLogout:!0,value:r?void 0:t[n].value,username:r?t[n].username:void

0,password:r?t[n].password:void

0,valid:!0}),e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.opti

ons=e||{},this.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.router=this.options.router,this.collection=new

SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection(e.data),this.$innerEl=$("<div>"),this.authViews=[]},render:function(){retu

rn

this.collection.each(function(e){this.renderOneAuth(e)},this),this.$el.html(this.$innerEl.html()?this.$innerEl:""),this

},renderOneAuth:function(e){var

t,n,r,i=e.get("type");"apiKey"===i?r="ApiKeyAuthView":"basic"===i&&0===this.$innerEl.find(".basic_auth_cont

ainer").length?r="BasicAuthView":"oauth2"===i&&(r="Oauth2View"),r&&(n=new

SwaggerUi.Views[r]({model:e,router:this.router}),t=n.render().el,this.authViews.push(n)),this.$innerEl.append(t)},h

ighlightInvalid:function(){this.authViews.forEach(function(e){e.highlightInvalid()},this)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Auth

View=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .auth_submit__button":"authorizeClick","click

.auth_logout__button":"logoutClick"},tpls:{main:Handlebars.templates.auth_view},selectors:{innerEl:".auth_inner"

,authBtn:".auth_submit__button"},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},e.data=e.data||{},this.router=this.options.r

outer,this.authsCollectionView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView({data:e.data}),this.$el.html(this.tpls.main({isLogout:this.authsCollectionV

iew.collection.isAuthorized(),isAuthorized:this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()})),this.$inne

rEl=this.$(this.selectors.innerEl),this.isLogout=this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()},render:f

unction(){return

this.$innerEl.html(this.authsCollectionView.render().el),this},authorizeClick:function(e){e.preventDefault(),e.stopP

ropagation(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.isValid()?this.authorize():this.authsCollectionView.highlightInvali

d()},authorize:function(){this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){var
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 t,n,r=e.get("type");"apiKey"===r?(t=new

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization(e.get("name"),e.get("value"),e.get("in")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),t)):"basic"===r?(n=new

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization(e.get("username"),e.get("password")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),n)):"oauth2"===r&&this.handleOauth2Login(e)},this),this.router.load()},logoutClick:function(e){e.p

reventDefault(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorization

s.remove(e.get("title"))}),this.router.load()},handleOauth2Login:function(e){function t(e){return

e.vendorExtensions["x-tokenName"]||e.tokenName}var

n,r,i,a=window.location,o=location.pathname.substring(0,location.pathname.lastIndexOf("/")),s=a.protocol+"//"+a.h

ost+o+"/o2c.html",l=window.oAuthRedirectUrl||s,u=null,c=_.map(e.get("scopes"),function(e){if(e.checked)return

e.scope}),p=window.swaggerUiAuth||(window.swaggerUiAuth={});p.OAuthSchemeKey=e.get("title"),window.ena

bledScopes=c;var

h=e.get("flow");if("oauth2"!==e.get("type")||!h||"implicit"!==h&&"accessCode"!==h){if("oauth2"===e.get("type")

&&h&&"application"===h)return r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.clientCredentialsFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if("oauth2"===e.get("type")&&h&&"password"===h)return

r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.passwordFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if(e.get("grantTypes")){var f=e.get("grantTypes");for(var d in

f)f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"implicit"===d?(r=f[d],i=r.loginEndpoint.url,u=r.loginEndpoint.url+"?response_type=tok

en",p.tokenName=t(r)):f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"accessCode"===d&&(r=f[d],i=r.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,u=r.tok

enRequestEndpoint.url+"?response_type=code",p.tokenName=t(r))}}else

r=e.attributes,u=r.authorizationUrl+"?response_type="+("implicit"===h?"token":"code"),p.tokenName=t(r)||"access

_token",p.tokenUrl="accessCode"===h?r.tokenUrl:null,n=p.OAuthSchemeKey;redirect_uri=l,u+="&redirect_uri="

+encodeURIComponent(l),u+="&realm="+encodeURIComponent(realm),u+="&client_id="+encodeURICompone

nt(clientId),u+="&scope="+encodeURIComponent(c.join(scopeSeparator)),u+="&state="+encodeURIComponent(n

);for(var m in

additionalQueryStringParams)u+="&"+m+"="+encodeURIComponent(additionalQueryStringParams[m]);window.o

pen(u)},clientCredentialsFlow:function(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"client_credentials")},passwordFlow:f

unction(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"password",{username:t.username,password:t.password})},accessToke

nRequest:function(e,t,n,r,i){i=$.extend({},{scope:e.join(" "),grant_type:r},i);var

a={};switch(t.clientAuthenticationType){case"basic":a.Authorization="Basic

"+btoa(t.clientId+":"+t.clientSecret);break;case"request-

body":i.client_id=t.clientId,i.client_secret=t.clientSecret}$.ajax({url:t.tokenUrl,type:"POST",data:i,headers:a,succes

s:function(e){onOAuthComplete(e,n)},error:function(){onOAuthComplete("")}})}}),SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuth

Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{username:"",password:"",title:"basic"},initialize:function(){this.on("cha

nge",this.validate)},validate:function(){var

 e=!!this.get("password")&&!!this.get("username");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.BasicAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.optio

ns=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},events:{"change

.auth_input":"inputChange"},selectors:{usernameInput:".basic_auth__username",passwordInput:".basic_auth__pass

word"},cls:{error:"error"},template:Handlebars.templates.basic_auth,render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},inputChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target),n=t.val(),r=t.prop("name");n&&t.removeClass(this.cls.error),this.model.set(r,n)},isValid:function(){ret

urn

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.model.get("username")||this.$(this.selectors.usernameInput).a

ddClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},rend

er:function(){return

this.model.contentTypeId="ct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.content_type(this.model)),this}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click #show-pet-store-
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icon":"showPetStore","click #explore":"showCustom","submit #api_selector":"showCustom","keyup

#input_baseUrl":"showCustomOnKeyup","keyup

#input_apiKey":"showCustomOnKeyup"},initialize:function(){},showPetStore:function(){this.trigger("update-

swagger-

ui",{url:"http://petstore.swagger.io/v2/swagger.json"})},showCustomOnKeyup:function(e){13===e.keyCode&&thi

s.showCustom()},showCustom:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:$("#input_baseUrl").val()})},update:function(e,t,n){void

0===n&&(n=!1),$("#input_baseUrl").val(e),n&&this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.MainView=Backbone.View.extend({apisSorter:{alpha:function(e,t){return

 e.name.localeCompare(t.name)}},operationsSorters:{alpha:function(e,t){return

e.path.localeCompare(t.path)},method:function(e,t){return

e.method.localeCompare(t.method)}},initialize:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(e=e||{},this.router=e.router,e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter&&(t=e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter,n=_.isFunction(

t)?t:this.apisSorter[t],_.isFunction(n)&&this.model.apisArray.sort(n)),e.swaggerOptions.operationsSorter&&(t=e.sw

aggerOptions.operationsSorter,n=_.isFunction(t)?t:this.operationsSorters[t],_.isFunction(n)))for(r in

this.model.apisArray)this.model.apisArray[r].operationsArray.sort(n);this.model.auths=[];for(r in

this.model.securityDefinitions)i=this.model.securityDefinitions[r],this.model.auths.push({name:r,type:i.type,value:i

});"validatorUrl"in

e.swaggerOptions?this.model.validatorUrl=e.swaggerOptions.validatorUrl:this.model.url.indexOf("localhost")>0||th

is.model.url.indexOf("127.0.0.1")>0?this.model.validatorUrl=null:this.model.validatorUrl="//online.swagger.io/vali

dator";var

 a;for(a in

this.model.definitions)this.model.definitions[a].type||(this.model.definitions[a].type="object")},render:function(){$(t

his.el).html(Handlebars.templates.main(this.model)),this.info=this.$(".info")[0],this.info&&this.info.addEventListen

er("click",this.onLinkClick,!0),this.model.securityDefinitions=this.model.securityDefinitions||{};for(var

e={},t=0,n=0;n<this.model.apisArray.length;n++){for(var r=this.model.apisArray[n],i=r.name;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+t,t+=1;r.id=sanitizeHtml(i),e[i]=r,this.addResource(r,this.model.auths)}return

$(".propWrap").hover(function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).show()},function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).hid

e()}),this},addResource:function(e,t){e.id=e.id.replace(/[^a-zA-Z\d]/g,function(e){return

e.charCodeAt(0)}),e.definitions=this.model.definitions;var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResourceView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",id:"resource_"+e.id,className:"resource

",auths:t,swaggerOptions:this.options.swaggerOptions});$("#resources",this.el).append(n.render().el)},clear:function

(){$(this.el).html("")},onLinkClick:function(e){var

t=e.target;"A"===t.tagName&&t.href&&!t.target&&(e.preventDefault(),window.open(t.href,"_blank"))}}),Swagger

Ui.Models.Oauth2Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{scopes:{},isPasswordFlow:!1,clientAuthenticationTy

pe:"none"},initialize:function(){if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.scopes){var

e,t=_.cloneDeep(this.attributes),n=[];for(e in t.scopes){var r=t.scopes[e];"string"==typeof

r.description&&(n[r]=t.scopes[e],n.push(t.scopes[e]))}t.scopes=n,this.attributes=t}if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.

flow){var

i=this.attributes.flow;this.set("isPasswordFlow","password"===i),this.set("requireClientAuthentication","applicatio

n"===i),this.set("clientAuthentication","password"===i||"application"===i)}this.on("change",this.validate)},setScop

es:function(e,t){var

 n=_.extend({},this.attributes),r=_.findIndex(n.scopes,function(t){return

t.scope===e});n.scopes[r].checked=t,this.set(n),this.validate()},validate:function(){var

e=!1;if(this.get("isPasswordFlow")&&!this.get("username"))return!1;if(this.get("clientAuthenticationType")in["basi

c","request-body"]&&!this.get("clientId"))return!1;var t=this.get("scopes"),n=_.findIndex(t,function(e){return

e.checked===!0});return

t.length>0&&n>=0&&(e=!0),0===t.length&&(e=!0),this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Oauth2View=Backb
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one.View.extend({events:{"change .oauth-scope":"scopeChange","change .oauth-

username":"setUsername","change .oauth-password":"setPassword","change .oauth-client-authentication-

type":"setClientAuthenticationType","change .oauth-client-id":"setClientId","change .oauth-client-

secret":"setClientSecret"},template:Handlebars.templates.oauth2,cls:{error:"error"},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},scopeChange:function(e){var

 t=$(e.target).prop("checked"),n=$(e.target).data("scope");this.model.setScopes(n,t)},setUsername:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("username",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setPassword:function(e)

{this.model.set("password",$(e.target).val())},setClientAuthenticationType:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val(),n=this.$el;switch(this.model.set("clientAuthenticationType",t),t){case"none":n.find(".oauth-

client-authentication").hide();break;case"basic":case"request-body":n.find(".oauth-client-

id").removeClass(this.cls.error),n.find(".oauth-client-authentication").show()}},setClientId:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("clientId",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setClientSecret:function(e

){this.model.set("clientSecret",$(e.target).val()),$(e.target).removeClass("error")},highlightInvalid:function(){this.m

odel.get("username")||this.$el.find(".oauth-

username").addClass(this.cls.error),this.model.get("clientId")||this.$el.find(".oauth-client-

id").addClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView=Backbone.View.extend({invocationUrl:null,even

ts:{"submit

 .sandbox":"submitOperation","click .submit":"submitOperation","click .response_hider":"hideResponse","click

.toggleOperation":"toggleOperationContent","mouseenter .api-ic":"mouseEnter","dblclick

.curl":"selectText","change [name=responseContentType]":"showSnippet"},initialize:function(e){return

e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,this.parentId=this.model.parentId,this.nickname=this.model.nickname

,this.model.encodedParentId=encodeURIComponent(this.parentId),e.swaggerOptions&&(this.model.defaultRenderi

ng=e.swaggerOptions.defaultModelRendering,e.swaggerOptions.showRequestHeaders&&(this.model.showRequest

Headers=!0),e.swaggerOptions.showOperationIds&&(this.model.showOperationIds=!0)),this},selectText:function(e

){var

t,n,r=document,i=e.target.firstChild;r.body.createTextRange?(t=document.body.createTextRange(),t.moveToEleme

ntText(i),t.select()):window.getSelection&&(n=window.getSelection(),t=document.createRange(),t.selectNodeCont

ents(i),n.removeAllRanges(),n.addRange(t))},mouseEnter:function(e){var

t=$(this.el).find(".content"),n=e.pageX,r=e.pageY,i=$(window).scrollLeft(),a=$(window).scrollTop(),o=i+$(windo

w).width(),s=a+$(window).height(),l=t.width(),u=t.height();n+l>o&&(n=o-l),n<i&&(n=i),r+u>s&&(r=s-

u),r<a&&(r=a);var c={};c.top=r,c.left=n,t.css(c)},render:function(){var

e,t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,g,y,v,b,w,x,A,S,j,E,O,k,T,C,I,D,L,M,R,U,P,q,B,z,N;

if(a=jQuery.inArray(this.model.method,this.model.supportedSubmitMethods())>=0,a||(this.model.isReadOnly=!0),t

his.model.description=this.model.description||this.model.notes,this.model.oauth=null,m=this.model.authorizations||t

his.model.security)if(Array.isArray(m))for(l=0,u=m.length;l<u;l++){n=m[l];for(s in n)for(e in

this.auths)if(t=this.auths[e],s===t.name&&"oauth2"===t.type){this.model.oauth={},this.model.oauth.scopes=[],A=t

.value.scopes;for(o in

A)P=A[o],D=n[s].indexOf(o),D>=0&&(y={scope:o,description:P},this.model.oauth.scopes.push(y))}}else

 for(o in m)if(P=m[o],"oauth2"===o)for(null===this.model.oauth&&(this.model.oauth={}),void

0===this.model.oauth.scopes&&(this.model.oauth.scopes=[]),d=0,c=P.length;d<c;d++)y=P[d],this.model.oauth.sco

pes.push(y);if("undefined"!=typeof

this.model.responses){this.model.responseMessages=[],S=this.model.responses;for(r in

S)q=S[r],C=null,I=this.model.responses[r].schema,I&&I.$ref&&(C=I.$ref,C.indexOf("#/definitions/")!==-

1&&(C=C.replace(/^.*#\/definitions\//,""))),this.model.responseMessages.push({code:r,message:q.description,respo

nseModel:C,headers:q.headers,schema:I})}if("undefined"==typeof

this.model.responseMessages&&(this.model.responseMessages=[]),L=null,B=this.model.produces,z=this.contains(

B,"xml"),N=!z||this.contains(B,"json"),this.model.successResponse){R=this.model.successResponse;for(s in

R)q=R[s],this.model.successCode=s,"object"==typeof q&&"function"==typeof
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q.createJSONSample?(this.model.successDescription=q.description,this.model.headers=this.parseResponseHeaders(

q.headers),L={sampleJSON:!!N&&JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(q),void

0,2),isParam:!1,sampleXML:!!z&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample(q.name,q.definition,q.models),

signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(q.name,q.definition,q.models,q.modelPropertyMacro)}):

L={signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getPrimitiveSignature(q)}}else

this.model.responseClassSignature&&"string"!==this.model.responseClassSignature&&(L={sampleJSON:this.mod

el.responseSampleJSON,isParam:!1,signature:this.model.responseClassSignature});for($(this.el).html(Handlebars.te

mplates.operation(this.model)),L?(L.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRendering,T=new

SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:L,router:this.router,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(T.render().el)):(this.model.responseClassSignature="string",$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.type)),i={isParam:!1},i.consumes=this.model.consumes,i.produces=this.model

.produces,j=this.model.parameters,g=0,p=j.length;g<p;g++)b=j[g],U=b.type||b.dataType||"","undefined"==typeof

U&&(C=b.schema,C&&C.$ref&&(x=C.$ref,U=0===x.indexOf("#/definitions/")?x.substring("#/definitions/".length

):x)),U&&"file"===U.toLowerCase()&&(i.consumes||(i.consumes="multipart/form-data")),b.type=U;for(k=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:i,router:this.router}),$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(k.render().el),E=this.model.parameters,v=0,h=E.length;v<h;v++)b=E[v],this.addParameter(

b,i.consumes);for(O=this.model.responseMessages,w=0,f=O.length;w<f;w++)M=O[w],M.isXML=z,M.isJSON=N,_

.isUndefined(M.headers)||(M.headers=this.parseHeadersType(M.headers)),this.addStatusCode(M);if(Array.isArray(t

his.model.security)){var

F=SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(this.model.security,this.model.parent.securityDefinitions);F.isLogout=!

_.isEmpty(this.model.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:F,router:this.router,isOperation:!0,model:{scopes:F.scopes}}),this.$(".aut

horize-wrapper").append(this.authView.render().el)}return

 this.showSnippet(),this},parseHeadersType:function(e){var t={string:{"date-time":"dateTime",date:"date"}};return

_.forEach(e,function(e){var

n;e=e||{},n=t[e.type]&&t[e.type][e.format],_.isUndefined(n)||(e.type=n)}),e},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},parseResponseHeaders:function(e){var t=";

",n=_.clone(e);return _.forEach(n,function(e){var n=[];_.forEach(e,function(e,t){var

r=["type","description"];r.indexOf(t.toLowerCase())===-1&&n.push(t+":

"+e)}),n.join(t),e.other=n}),n},addParameter:function(e,t){e.consumes=t,e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRen

dering,e.schema&&($.extend(!0,e.schema,this.model.definitions[e.type]),e.schema.definitions=this.model.definition

s,e.schema.type||(e.schema.type="object"),e.schema.title||(e.schema.title=" "));var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView({model:e,tagName:"tr",readOnly:this.model.isReadOnly,swaggerOptions:this.opt

ions.swaggerOptions});$(".operation-

params",$(this.el)).append(n.render().el)},addStatusCode:function(e){e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRenderi

ng;var

 t=new SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView({model:e,tagName:"tr",router:this.router});$(".operation-

status",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)},submitOperation:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a;if(null!==e&&e.preventDefault(),n=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),t=!0,n.find("input.required").each(function(){$(

this).removeClass("error"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:fu

nction(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("textarea.required:visible").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("err

or"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){return

$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("select.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),this.selectedInd

ex===-1&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),t){if(i=this.getInputMap(n),r=this.isFileUpload(n),a={parent:this},this.opti

ons.swaggerOptions)for(var o in this.options.swaggerOptions)a[o]=this.options.swaggerOptions[o];var
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s;for(s=0;s<this.model.parameters.length;s++){var

l=this.model.parameters[s];if(l.jsonEditor&&l.jsonEditor.isEnabled()){var

u=l.jsonEditor.getValue();i[l.name]=JSON.stringify(u)}}return a.responseContentType=$("div

select[name=responseContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),a.requestContentType=$("div

select[name=parameterContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),$(".response_throbber",$(this.el)).show(),r?($(".request_url",

$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(this.invocationUrl),a.useJQuery=!0,i.parameterContentType="multipart/form-

data",this.map=i,this.model.execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this)):(this.map=i,this.model.

execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this))}},getInputMap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h;for(t={},n=e.find("input"),r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r++)a=n[r],null!==a.value&&jQuery.trim(a.value).

length>0&&(t[a.name]=a.value),"file"===a.type&&(t[a.name]=a.files[0]);for(o=e.find("textarea"),s=0,l=o.length;s<

l;s++)a=o[s],u=this.getTextAreaValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u);for(c=e.find("select

"),p=0,h=c.length;p<h;p++)a=c[p],u=this.getSelectedValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u

);return t},isFileUpload:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a=!1;for(t=e.find("input"),n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)i=t[n],"file"===i.type&&(a=!0);return

a},success:function(e,t){t.showCompleteStatus(e)},wrap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s;for(r={},n=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\r"),a=0,o=n.length;a<o;a++)i=n[a],t=i.match(/^([^:]*?):(.*

)$/),t||(t=[]),t.shift(),void 0!==t[0]&&void 0!==t[1]&&(r[t[0].trim()]=t[1].trim());return

s={},s.content={},s.content.data=e.responseText,s.headers=r,s.request={},s.request.url=this.invocationUrl,s.status=

e.status,s},getSelectedValue:function(e){if(e.multiple){for(var

 t=[],n=0,r=e.options.length;n<r;n++){var i=e.options[n];i.selected&&t.push(i.value)}return t.length>0?t:null}return

e.value},hideResponse:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideUp(),$(".response_hider",$

(this.el)).fadeOut()},showResponse:function(e){var

t=JSON.stringify(e,null,"\t").replace(/\n/g,"<br>");$(".response_body",$(this.el)).html(_.escape(t))},showErrorStatu

s:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},showCompleteStatus:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},formatXml:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[ ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(/\r\n/g,"\n").replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="

",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single-

>other":0,"closing->single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening-

>single":1,"opening->closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-

1,"other->opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},showStatus:function(e){var t,n;void

0===e.content?(n=e.data,t=e.url):(n=e.content.data,t=e.request.url);var r=e.headers;"string"==typeof

n&&(n=jQuery.trim(n));var i=null;r&&(i=r["Content-Type"]||r["content-

type"],i&&(i=i.split(";")[0].trim())),$(".response_body",$(this.el)).removeClass("json"),$(".response_body",$(this.el

)).removeClass("xml");var a,o,s=function(e){var

t=document.createElement("audio");return!(!t.canPlayType||!t.canPlayType(e).replace(/no/,""))},l=!1;if(n)if("applic

ation/octet-stream"===i||r["Content-Disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["Content-Disposition"])||r["content-

disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["content-disposition"])||r["Content-Description"]&&/File

 Transfer/.test(r["Content-Description"])||r["content-description"]&&/File Transfer/.test(r["content-

description"]))if("Blob"in window){var u,c=i||"text/html",p=document.createElement("a");if("[object

Blob]"==={}.toString.apply(n))u=window.URL.createObjectURL(n);else{var

h=[];h.push(n),u=window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob(h,{type:c}))}var

f=e.url.substr(e.url.lastIndexOf("/")+1),d=[c,f,u].join(":"),m=r["content-disposition"]||r["Content-
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Disposition"];if("undefined"!=typeof m){var

g=/filename=([^;]*);?/.exec(m);null!==g&&g.length>1&&(d=g[1],f=d)}p.setAttribute("href",u),p.setAttribute("dow

nload",d),p.innerText="Download "+f,a=$("<div/>").append(p),l=!0}else a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append("Download

 headers detected but your browser does not support downloading binary via XHR (Blob).");else

if("application/json"===i||/\+json$/.test(i)){var y=null;try{y=JSON.stringify(JSON.parse(n),null,"

")}catch(v){y="can't parse JSON.  Raw result:\n\n"+n}o=$("<code />").text(y),a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append(o)}else if("application/xml"===i||/\+xml$/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(this.formatXml(n)),a=$('<pre

class="xml" />').append(o);else if("text/html"===i)o=$("<code />").html(_.escape(n)),a=$('<pre class="xml"

/>').append(o);else if(/text\/plain/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="plain" />').append(o);else

if(/^image\//.test(i)){var

b=window.URL||window.webkitURL,w=b.createObjectURL(n);a=$("<img>").attr("src",w)}else/^audio\//.test(i)&&

s(i)?a=$("<audio

controls>").append($("<source>").attr("src",t).attr("type",i)):r.location||r.Location?window.location=e.url:(o=$("<co

de />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="json" />').append(o));else o=$("<code />").text("no content"),a=$('<pre

 class="json" />').append(o);var x=a;$(".request_url",$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(t),$(".response_code",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+e.status+"</pre>"),$(".response_body",$(this.el))

.html(x),$(".response_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(e.headers,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>"),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideDown(),$(".response_hider",$(this.el)).show(),$(".r

esponse_throbber",$(this.el)).hide();var

A=this.model.asCurl(this.map,{responseContentType:i});A=A.replace("!","&#33;"),$("div.curl",$(this.el)).html("<

pre>"+_.escape(A)+"</pre>");var S=this.options.swaggerOptions;if(S.showRequestHeaders){var

j=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),E=this.getInputMap(j),O=this.model.getHeaderParams(E);delete O["Content-

Type"],$(".request_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(O,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>")}S.responseHooks&&S.responseHooks[this.nickname]&&S.responseHooks[this.

nickname](e,this);var

 k=$(".response_body",$(this.el))[0];return S.highlightSizeThreshold&&"undefined"!=typeof

e.data&&e.data.length>S.highlightSizeThreshold||l?k:hljs.highlightBlock(k)},toggleOperationContent:function(e){v

ar

t=$("#"+Docs.escapeResourceName(this.parentId+"_"+this.nickname+"_content"));t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState

("#/",2),e.preventDefault(),Docs.collapseOperation(t)):Docs.expandOperation(t)},getTextAreaValue:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(null===e.value||0===jQuery.trim(e.value).length)return

null;if(t=this.getParamByName(e.name),t&&t.type&&"array"===t.type.toLowerCase()){for(n=e.value.split("\n"),r=

[],i=0;i<n.length;i++)null!==n[i]&&jQuery.trim(n[i]).length>0&&r.push(n[i]);return r.length>0?r:null}return

e.value},showSnippet:function(){var e,t=this.$("[name=responseContentType]"),n=this.$(".operation-status

.snippet_xml, .response-class .snippet_xml"),r=this.$(".operation-status .snippet_json, .response-class

.snippet_json");t.length&&(e=t.val(),e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(n.show(),r.hide()):(r.show(),n.hide()))},getParamByName:function(e){var

 t;if(this.model.parameters)for(t=0;t<this.model.parameters.length;t++)if(this.model.parameters[t].name===e)return

this.model.parameters[t];return

null}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return

this.model.parameterContentTypeId="pct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.parameter_content

_type(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

[name=parameterContentType]":"toggleParameterSnippet"},initialize:function(){Handlebars.registerHelper("isArra

y",function(e,t){var

n=e.type&&e.type.toLowerCase();return"array"===n||e.allowMultiple?t.fn(this):t.inverse(this)})},render:function(){

var
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e,t,n=this.model.type||this.model.dataType,r=this.model.modelSignature.type,i=this.model.modelSignature.definitio

ns,a=this.model.schema||{},o=this.model.consumes||[];if("undefined"==typeof n&&a.$ref){var

s=a.$ref;n=0===s.indexOf("#/definitions/")?s.substring("#/definitions/".length):s}this.model.type=n,this.model.para

mType=this.model["in"]||this.model.paramType,this.model.isBody="body"===this.model.paramType||"body"===th

is.model["in"],this.model.isFile=n&&"file"===n.toLowerCase(),"undefined"==typeof

this.model["default"]&&(this.model["default"]=this.model.defaultValue),this.model.hasDefault="undefined"!=type

of

this.model["default"],this.model.valueId="m"+this.model.name+Math.random(),this.model.allowableValues&&(thi

s.model.isList=!0);var

l=this.contains(o,"xml"),u=!l||this.contains(o,"json");e=SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createParameterJSONSample(r

,i);var c=this.template();$(this.el).html(c(this.model));var

p={sampleJSON:!!u&&e,sampleXML:!(!e||!l)&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",a,i,!0),isPara

m:!0,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getParameterModelSignature(r,i),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultR

endering};e?(t=new SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:p,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)):$(".model-signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.signature);var

 h=!1;if(this.options.swaggerOptions.jsonEditor&&this.model.isBody&&this.model.schema){var

f=$(this.el);this.model.jsonEditor=new

JSONEditor($(".editor_holder",f)[0],{schema:this.model.schema,startval:this.model["default"],ajax:!0,disable_prop

erties:!0,disable_edit_json:!0,iconlib:"swagger"}),p.jsonEditor=this.model.jsonEditor,$(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),$(".parameter-content-

type",f).change(function(e){"application/xml"===e.target.value?($(".body-

textarea",f).show(),$(".editor_holder",f).hide(),this.model.jsonEditor.disable()):($(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),this.model.jsonEditor.enable())})}this.model.isBody&&(h=!0);var

d={isParam:h};if(d.consumes=this.model.consumes,h){var m=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView({model:d});$(".parameter-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(m.render().el),this.toggleParameterSnippet()}else{var

 g=new SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:d});$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(g.render().el),this.toggleResponseSnippet()}return this},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},toggleParameterSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=parameterContentType]").val();this.toggleSnippet(e)},toggleResponseSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=responseContentType]");e.length&&this.toggleSnippet(e.val())},toggleSnippet:function(e){e=e||"",

e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(this.$(".snippet_xml").show(),this.$(".snippet_json").hide()):(this.$(".snippet_json").show(),this.$(".snippet_xml"

).hide())},template:function(){return

this.model.isList?Handlebars.templates.param_list:this.options.readOnly?this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.

param_readonly_required:Handlebars.templates.param_readonly:this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.param_r

equired:Handlebars.templates.param}}),SwaggerUi.partials.signature=function(){function e(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.definition,o=e.config,s=e.models,l=e.config.isParam,u=[],c=a.properties,p=a.additionalProperties,h=

a.xml,f=b(h);return f&&u.push(f),c||p?(c=c||{},t=_.map(c,function(e,t){var n,i;return

l&&e.readOnly?"":(n=e.xml||{},i=r(t,e,s,o),n.attribute?(u.push(i),""):i)}).join(""),p&&(t+="<!-- additional elements

allowed -->"),y(i,t,u)):n()}function t(e,t){return y(e,"<!-- Infinite loop $ref:"+t+" -->")}function n(e){return e=e?":

"+e:"","<!-- invalid XML"+e+" -->"}function r(r,i,s,l){var

u,c,p=_.isObject(i)?i.$ref:null;l=l||{},l.modelsToIgnore=l.modelsToIgnore||[];var

h=_.isString(p)?a(p,r,s,l):o(r,i,s,l);if(!h)return

n();switch(h.type){case"array":u=w(h);break;case"object":u=e(h);break;case"loop":u=t(h.name,h.config.loopTo);bre

ak;default:u=A(h)}return p&&"loop"!==h.type&&(c=l.modelsToIgnore.indexOf(p),c>-

1&&l.modelsToIgnore.splice(c,1)),u}function i(e,t,n,r,i){if(arguments.length<4)throw new

Error;this.config=i||{},this.config.modelsToIgnore=this.config.modelsToIgnore||[],this.name=v(e,n.xml),this.definiti
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on=n,this.models=r,this.type=t}function

 a(e,t,n,r){var a=u(e),o=n[a]||{},s=o.definition&&o.definition.type?o.definition.type:"object";return

t=o.definition&&o.definition.xml&&o.definition.xml.name?t||o.definition.xml.name||o.name:t||o.name,r.modelsToIg

nore.indexOf(e)>-1?(s="loop",r.loopTo=a):r.modelsToIgnore.push(e),o.definition?new

i(t,s,o.definition,n,r):null}function o(e,t,n,r){var a=t.type||"object";return

t.xml&&t.xml.name&&(e=t.xml.name||e),t?new i(e,a,t,n,r):null}function s(e,t,n,i){var a='<?xml

version="1.0"?>';return p(a+r(e,t,n,{isParam:i}))}var l=function(e){return

_.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=l(e.schema)),e},u=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},c=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)&&this.inlineModels){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline

Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return null},p=function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[

 ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,

o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single->other":0,"closing-

>single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening->single":1,"opening-

>closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-1,"other-

>opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},h=function(e,t,n,r){function i(e,t,r){var

i,a=t;return

 e.$ref?(a=e.title||u(e.$ref),i=n[u(e.$ref)]):_.isUndefined(t)&&(a=e.title||"Inline Model "+

++m,i={definition:e}),r!==!0&&(f[a]=_.isUndefined(i)?{}:i.definition),a}function a(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=i(e,u(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):"array"===n?(t+="Array[",_.isA

rray(e.items)?t+=_.map(e.items,i).join(","):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.isUndefined(e

.items.type)||_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?i(e.items):e.items.type:i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref)):(console.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or an

object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function o(e,t){var

n="",r=e.type||"object",i="array"===r;switch(_.isUndefined(e.description)||(t+=': <span

class="propDesc">'+e.description+"</span>"),e["enum"]&&(t+=' = <span class="propVals">[\''+e["enum"].join("',

'")+"']</span>"),i&&(r=_.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!_.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.items.type:"object"),_.isUndefin

ed(e["default"])||(n+=h("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=h("Min.

 Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=h("Max. Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=h("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=h("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=h("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=h("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(i&&(e.minItems&&(n+=h("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=h("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=h("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=h("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])){var

a;a="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=h("Enum",a)}return

n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function

 s(e,t){var s,h=e.type||"object",f="array"===e.type,m=c+t+" "+(f?"[":"{")+p;return

t&&d.push(t),f?_.isArray(e.items)?m+="<div>"+_.map(e.items,function(e){var t=e.type||"object";return
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_.isUndefined(e.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):o(e,t):i(e,u(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):_.isPlainObj

ect(e.items)?m+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-

1?(_.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&_.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>"

:"<div>"+i(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+o(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref))+"</div

>":(console.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),m+="<div>object</div>"):e.$ref?m+="<div>"+i(e,t)+"</div>":"object"===h?(_.isPlainObject(e.propertie

s)&&(s=_.map(e.properties,function(t,i){var

s,c=_.indexOf(e.required,i)>=0,p=_.cloneDeep(t),h=c?"required":"",f='<span

 class="propName '+h+'">'+i+"</span> (";return

p["default"]=r(p),p=l(p),_.isUndefined(p.$ref)||(s=n[u(p.$ref)],_.isUndefined(s)||_.indexOf([void

0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-1||(p=l(s.definition))),f+=a(p),c||(f+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(f+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),f+=")","<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+o(p,f)}).join(",</div>")),s&&(m+=s+"</div>")):m+="<div>"+o(e,h)+"</div>",m+c+(f?

"]":"}")+p}var c='<span class="strong">',p="</span>",h=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};if(_.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],r=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=l(t),_.isEmpty(t))return

c+"Empty"+p;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=u(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return c+e+" is not

defined!"+p;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=s(t,e);_.keys(f).length>0;)_.forEach(f,function(e,t){var

 n=_.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+s(e,t))});return

g},f=function(e,t,n,r){e=l(e),"function"!=typeof r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var

i,a,o=e.type||"object",s=e.format;return

_.isUndefined(e.example)?_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])&&(a=e["enum"][0]):a=e.example,_.isU

ndefined(a)&&(e.$ref?(i=t[u(e.$ref)],_.isUndefined(i)||(_.isUndefined(n[i.name])?(n[i.name]=i,a=f(i.definition,t,n,r)

,delete n[i.name]):a="array"===i.type?[]:{})):_.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===o?a="date-time"===s?(new

Date).toISOString():"date"===s?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===o?a=0:"number"===o?a=0:"boolean"===o?a=!0:"object"==

=o?(a={},_.forEach(e.properties,function(e,i){var

o=_.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=r(e),a[i]=f(o,t,n,r)})):"array"===o&&(a=[],_.isArray(e.items)?_.forEach(e.items,fun

ction(e){a.push(f(e,t,n,r))}):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?a.push(f(e.items,t,n,r)):_.isUndefined(e.items)?a.push({}):cons

ole.log("Array

 type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):a=e["default"]),a},d=function(e,t){if(t=t||{},t[e.name]=e,e.examples&&_.isPlainObject(e.examples)){e=_

.cloneDeep(e);var n=Object.keys(e.examples);_.forEach(n,function(n){if(0===n.indexOf("application/json")){var

r=e.examples[n];return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}})}if(e.exa

mples){e=_.cloneDeep(e);var r=e.examples;return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}return

f(e.definition,e.models,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)},m=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):c(e)?(e=c(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array["+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+h(e.

name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)+"]":h(e.name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)},g=

function(e,t){var

 n,r,i;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof Array,i=n?e[0]:e,t[i]?r=d(t[i]):c(i)&&(r=d(c(i))),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof

r)return r;if(_.isObject(r)){var a=r;if(r instanceof Array&&r.length>0&&(a=r[0]),a.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof
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a){var o=(new XMLSerializer).serializeToString(a);return p(o)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return

r}},y=function(e,t,r){var i,a;return r=r||[],a=r.map(function(e){return"

"+e.name+'="'+e.value+'"'}).join(""),e?(i=["<",e,a,">",t,"</",e,">"],i.join("")):n("Node name is not

provided")},v=function(e,t){var n=e||"";return t=t||{},t.prefix&&(n=t.prefix+":"+n),n},b=function(e){var

t="",n="xmlns";return

e=e||{},e.namespace?(t=e.namespace,e.prefix&&(n+=":"+e.prefix),{name:n,value:t}):t},w=function(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.config,o=e.definition,s=e.models,l=o.items,u=o.xml||{},c=b(u),p=[];if(!l)return n();var h=i;return

l.xml&&l.xml.name&&(h=l.xml.name),t=r(h,l,s,a),c&&p.push(c),u.wrapped&&(t=y(i,t,p)),t},x=function(e){var

t,n;switch(e=e||{},n=e.items||{},t=e.type||""){case"object":return"Object

 is not a primitive";case"array":return"Array["+(n.format||n.type)+"]";default:return e.format||t}},A=function(e){var

t,r=e.name,i=e.definition,a={string:{date:new Date(1).toISOString().split("T")[0],"date-time":new

Date(1).toISOString(),"default":"string"},integer:{"default":1},number:{"default":1.1},"boolean":{"default":!0}},o=

i.type,s=i.format,l=i.xml||{},u=b(l),c=[];return

_.keys(a).indexOf(o)<0?n():(t=_.isArray(i["enum"])?i["enum"][0]:i.example||a[o][s]||a[o]["default"],l.attribute?{nam

e:r,value:t}:(u&&c.push(u),y(r,t,c)))};return{getModelSignature:h,createJSONSample:d,getParameterModelSignatu

re:m,createParameterJSONSample:g,createSchemaXML:r,createXMLSample:s,getPrimitiveSignature:x}}(),Swagge

rUi.Views.PopupView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .api-popup-

cancel":"cancelClick"},template:Handlebars.templates.popup,className:"api-popup-

dialog",selectors:{content:".api-popup-content",main:"#swagger-ui-

container"},initialize:function(){this.$el.html(this.template(this.model))},render:function(){return

this.$(this.selectors.content).append(this.model.content),$(this.selectors.main).first().append(this.el),this.showPopup

(),this},showPopup:function(){this.$el.show()},cancelClick:function(){this.remove()}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Resourc

eView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,""===this.mod

el.description&&(this.model.description=null),this.model.description&&(this.model.summary=this.model.descriptio

n),this.number=0},render:function(){var e={};$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.resource(this.model));for(var

t=0;t<this.model.operationsArray.length;t++){for(var

n=this.model.operationsArray[t],r=0,i=n.nickname;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+r,r+=1;e[i]=n,n.nickname=i,n.parentId=this.model.id,n.definitions=this.model.definitions,this.addOper

ation(n)}return

$(".toggleEndpointList",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"toggleEndpointListForResource")),$(".collapseResour

ce",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"collapseOperationsForResource")),$(".expandResource",this.el).click(this.c

allDocs.bind(this,"expandOperationsForResource")),this},addOperation:function(e){e.number=this.number;var

 t=new

SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",className:"endpoint",swaggerOptions:t

his.options.swaggerOptions,auths:this.auths});$(".endpoints",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el),this.number++},callDo

cs:function(e,t){t.preventDefault(),Docs[e](t.currentTarget.getAttribute("data-

id"))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return

this.model.responseContentTypeId="rct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.response_content_ty

pe(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click a.description-

link":"switchToDescription","click a.snippet-link":"switchToSnippet","mousedown

.snippet_json":"jsonSnippetMouseDown","mousedown

.snippet_xml":"xmlSnippetMouseDown"},initialize:function(){},render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.signature(this.model)),"model"===this.model.defaultRendering?this.switchTo

Description():this.switchToSnippet(),this},switchToDescription:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(t

his.el)).hide(),$(".description",$(this.el)).show(),$(".description-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".snippet-

link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},switchToSnippet:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(this.e

l)).show(),$(".description",$(this.el)).hide(),$(".snippet-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".description-
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link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},snippetToTextArea:function(e){var

t=$("textarea",$(this.el.parentNode.parentNode.parentNode));""!==$.trim(t.val())&&t.prop("placeholder")!==t.val()|

|(t.val(e),this.model.jsonEditor&&this.model.jsonEditor.isEnabled()&&this.model.jsonEditor.setValue(JSON.parse(

this.model.sampleJSON)))},jsonSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e.preventDefault(),thi

s.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleJSON))},xmlSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e

.preventDefault(),this.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleXML))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView=Backbo

ne.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){var

 e,t,n=this.router.api.models[this.model.responseModel];return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.status_code(this.model)),e=this.router.api.models.hasOwnProperty(this.model.r

esponseModel)?{

sampleJSON:JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(n),void

0,2),sampleXML:!!this.model.isXML&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",this.model.schema,this

.router.api.models),isParam:!1,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(this.model.responseModel

,n,this.router.api.models),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultRendering}:{signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.g

etPrimitiveSignature(this.model.schema)},t=new

 SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:e,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",this.$el).append(t.render().el),this}})}).call(this);

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/resources/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/statics/swagger-ui.min.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>com.cpjit</groupId>

	<artifactId>swagger4j</artifactId>

	<packaging>jar</packaging>

	<version>2.1.3</version>

	<name>swagger4j</name>

	<description>swagger4jswagger uiwebswagger4jstruts2spring mvcservlet</description>

	<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<id>yonghuan</id>

			<name></name>

			<email>2232911026@qq.com</email>

		</developer>

	</developers>

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache 2</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

			<comments>A business-friendly OSS license</comments>

		</license>

	</licenses>
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	<distributionManagement>

		<snapshotRepository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/snapshots</url>

		</snapshotRepository>

		<repository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/service/local/staging/deploy/maven2/</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<scm>

		<connection>

         scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </connection>

		<developerConnection>

        scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </developerConnection>

		<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

		<tag>v2.0.0</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>4.10</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.commons</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-lang3</artifactId>

			<version>3.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>commons-io</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-io</artifactId>

			<version>2.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

		

    <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>

		    <artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId>

		    <version>1.7.25</version>

		    <scope>provided</scope>
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		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.alibaba</groupId>

			<artifactId>fastjson</artifactId>

			<version>1.2.29</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>javax.servlet</groupId>

			<artifactId>javax.servlet-api</artifactId>

			<version>3.1.0</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.struts</groupId>

			<artifactId>struts2-core</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.8</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.springframework</groupId>

			<artifactId>spring-webmvc</artifactId>

			<version>4.2.5.RELEASE</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.freemarker</groupId>

			<artifactId>freemarker</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.23</version>

		</dependency>

		

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.springframework</groupId>

			<artifactId>spring-core</artifactId>

			<version>4.3.12.RELEASE</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<finalName>swagger4j</finalName>

		<defaultGoal>compile</defaultGoal>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>
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				<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.6.3</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<serverId>ossrh</serverId>

					<nexusUrl>https://oss.sonatype.org/</nexusUrl>

					<autoReleaseAfterClose>true</autoReleaseAfterClose>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-release-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5</version>

				<configuration>

					<autoVersionSubmodules>true</autoVersionSubmodules>

					<useReleaseProfile>false</useReleaseProfile>

					<releaseProfiles>release</releaseProfiles>

					<goals>deploy</goals>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<source>1.8</source>

					<target>1.8</target>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>
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			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<attach>true</attach>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<phase>compile</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<aggregate>true</aggregate>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

					<additionalparam>-Xdoclint:none</additionalparam>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-gpg-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.5</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>sign-artifacts</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>sign</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>
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				</executions>

				<configuration>

					<skip>false</skip>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/ConfigResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1083457108_1598192382.18/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-3-0-g13c9006-tar-gz/cpjit-

swagger-9b11438/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/DefaultConfigResolver.java

 

1.32 fs-minipass 2.1.0 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.33 jctools-core 3.1.0 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>
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	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>
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				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache

 License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>
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		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java
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1.34 xerces-j 2.12.2 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own
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 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.
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    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.35 commons-io 2.8.0 
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1.35.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.36 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"
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   means Source Code

 Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently,

 any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its
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   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

  

 licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise

 exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope
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The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications

 of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have

 under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source

 Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute

 the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of
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the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability

 terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However,

 if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.
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5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the

 rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is

 free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*

                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *
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*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation

 of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation

 which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.
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10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license

 steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary

 Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.37 libyaml 0.2.5 
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1.37.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.38 source-map 0.6.1 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.39 color-support 1.1.3 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.40 qrcode-terminal 0.12.0 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

==============================================================

This product also include the following software:

==============================================================

 

QRCode for JavaScript

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Kazuhiko Arase

 

URL: http://www.d-project.com/

 

Licensed under the MIT license:

  http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

The word "QR Code" is registered trademark of

DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED

  http://www.denso-wave.com/qrcode/faqpatent-e.html

 

Located in ./vendor/QRCode

- project has been modified to work in Node and some refactoring was done for code cleanup

 

1.41 validate-npm-package-license 3.0.4 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

validate-npm-package-license

============================
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Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string.

 

```javascript

var valid = require('validate-npm-package-license');

```

 

SPDX license identifiers are valid license strings:

 

```javascript

 

var assert = require('assert');

var validSPDXExpression = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 spdx: true

};

 

assert.deepEqual(valid('MIT'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('BSD-2-Clause'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('Apache-2.0'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('ISC'), validSPDXExpression);

```

The function will return a warning and suggestion for nearly-correct license identifiers:

 

```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('Apache 2.0'),

 {

   validForOldPackages: false,

   validForNewPackages: false,

   warnings: [

     'license should be ' +

     'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

     '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

      '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

     'license is similar to the valid expression "Apache-2.0"'

   ]

 }

);

```

 

SPDX expressions are valid, too ...

 

```javascript

// Simple SPDX license expression for dual licensing

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(GPL-3.0-only OR BSD-2-Clause)'),
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 validSPDXExpression

);

```

 

... except if they contain `LicenseRef`:

 

```javascript

var warningAboutLicenseRef = {

 validForOldPackages: false,

 validForNewPackages: false,

 spdx: true,

 warnings: [

   'license should be ' +

   'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

   '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

   '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

 ]

};

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('LicenseRef-Made-Up'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(MIT OR LicenseRef-Made-Up)'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

```

 

If you can't describe your licensing terms with standardized SPDX identifiers, put the terms in a file in the package

and point users there:

 

```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE

 LICENSE IN LICENSE.txt'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,

   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'LICENSE.txt'

 }

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE LICENSE IN license.md'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,
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   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'license.md'

 }

);

```

 

If there aren't any licensing terms, use `UNLICENSED`:

 

```javascript

var unlicensed = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 unlicensed: true

};

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENSED'), unlicensed);

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENCED'), unlicensed);

```

 

1.42 has-unicode 2.0.1 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.43 delegates 1.0.0 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.44 text-table 0.2.0 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.45 wrappy 1.0.2 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.46 isexe 2.0.0 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.47 util-deprecate 1.0.2 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.48 string_decoder 1.3.0 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

 

"""

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
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deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

1.49 console-control-strings 1.1.0 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.50 once 1.4.0 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.51 pump 3.0.0 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.52 imurmurhash 0.1.4 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110635849_1607035374.31/0/imurmurhash-0-1-4-4-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.53 json-stringify-safe 5.0.1 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.54 retry 0.12.0 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011:

Tim Koschtzki (tim@debuggable.com)

Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.55 set-blocking 2.0.0 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.56 esutils 2.0.3 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.57 ms 2.1.2 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.58 wcwidth 1.0.1 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

wcwidth.js: JavaScript Portng of Markus Kuhn's wcwidth() Implementation

=======================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2012 by Jun Woong.

 

This package is a JavaScript porting of `wcwidth()` implementation

[by Markus Kuhn](http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/ucs/wcwidth.c).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.59 tiny-relative-date 1.3.0 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Joseph Wynn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.60 json-parse 1.3.1 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Tim Caswell
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.61 archy 1.0.0 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.62 aproba 2.0.0 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.63 sax 1.2.4 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

`String.fromCodePoint` by Mathias Bynens used according to terms of MIT

License, as follows:

 

   Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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  a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

1.64 clone 1.0.4 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.65 promise-inflight 1.0.1 
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1.65.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2017, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.66 through 2.3.8 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.67 jsonfile 4.0.0 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015, JP Richardson <jprichardson@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files

(the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.68 encoding 0.1.13 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Andris Reinman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.69 pysftp 0.2.9 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014, Dundee Media & Technology, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Dundee Media & Technology, Inc nor the names of

   its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.70 minipass-flush 1.0.5 
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1.70.1 Available under license : 
The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.71 guava 30.1-jre 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Usage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  *

 the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*
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  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims

 copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby

 disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain
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* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler

 wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable}

 to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap

 class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/math/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned

 array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

 

1.72 aop-alliance 1.0 
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1.72.1 Available under license : 
Public Domain

 

1.73 snake-yaml 2.1 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.74 querystringify 2.2.0 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.75 universalify 0.1.2 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanzim.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
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FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.76 which 2.0.2 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Cdric Belin <cedric@belin.io>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.77 tr46 0.0.3 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

 

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sebastian Mayr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.78 webidl-conversions 3.0.1 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

# The BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Domenic Denicola

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.79 unbzip2-stream 1.4.3 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017 by Jan Boelsche (jan@lagomorph.de)

 

based on bzip2.js - a small bzip2 decompression implementation

Copyright 2011 by antimatter15 (antimatter15@gmail.com)
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Based on micro-bunzip by Rob Landley (rob@landley.net).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.80 libpng 1.6.37 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.
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     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the
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authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.
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Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and
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are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of
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the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

1.81 automation 1.11-8 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* dk.brics.automaton

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY
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 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/ShuffleOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/Datatypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/RegExp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-jar/dk/brics/automaton/State.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/AutomatonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/TransitionComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/MinimizationOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/BasicOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/Transition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/StatePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/RunAutomaton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/SpecialOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/BasicAutomata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/DatatypesAutomatonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/Automaton.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* dk.brics.automaton - AutomatonMatcher

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2011 John Gibson
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840548_1613612864.41/0/automaton-1-11-8-sources-3-

jar/dk/brics/automaton/AutomatonMatcher.java

 

1.82 httpcomponents-core 4.4.13 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.83 httpcore-nio 4.4.13 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.84 commons-lang3 2.6 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names
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 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.85 httpclient-cache 4.5.13 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Cache

Copyright 2010-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.86 commons-logging 1.2 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.87 classmate 1.5.1 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

 

1.88 httpcomponents-mime 4.5.12 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Mime

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.89 commons-codec 1.15 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.90 libsodium 1.0.18 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

/*

* ISC License

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2019

* Frank Denis <j at pureftpd dot org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.91 get-caller-file 2.0.5 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

ISC License (ISC)

Copyright 2018 Stefan Penner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.
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1.92 spdx-exceptions 2.3.0 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The package exports an array of strings. Each string is an identifier

for a license exception under the [Software Package Data Exchange

(SPDX)][SPDX] software license metadata standard.

 

[SPDX]: https://spdx.org

 

## Copyright and Licensing

 

### SPDX

 

"SPDX" is a federally registered United States trademark of The Linux

Foundation Corporation.

 

From version 2.0 of the [SPDX] specification:

 

> Copyright © 2010-2015 Linux Foundation and its Contributors. Licensed

> under the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported. All other

> rights are expressly reserved.

 

The Linux Foundation and the SPDX working groups are good people. Only

they decide what "SPDX" means, as a standard and otherwise. I respect

their work and their rights. You should, too.

 

### This Package

 

> I created this package by copying exception identifiers out of the

> SPDX specification. That work was mechanical, routine, and required no

> creativity

 whatsoever. - Kyle Mitchell, package author

 

United States users concerned about intellectual property may wish to

discuss the following Supreme Court decisions with their attorneys:

 

- _Baker v. Selden_, 101 U.S. 99 (1879)

 

- _Feist Publications, Inc., v. Rural Telephone Service Co._,

 499 U.S. 340 (1991)

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136088994_1613675065.5/0/spdx-exceptions-2-3-0-5-tgz/package/README.md
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1.93 spdx-expression-parse 3.0.1 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kyle E. Mitchell & other authors listed in AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.94 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.24210.0 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Do Not Translate or Localize

 

This project incorporates components from the projects listed below. The original copyright notices and the licenses

under which Microsoft received such components are set forth below. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly

granted

herein, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 

 

 

 

%% winjs version 4.4.0 (https://github.com/winjs/winjs)

=========================================

WinJS

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation
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All rights reserved.

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the ""Software""), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED *AS IS*, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================

END OF winjs NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

 

 

 

%% string_scorer version 0.1.20 (https://github.com/joshaven/string_score)

=========================================

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) Joshaven Potter

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
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IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF string_scorer NOTICES

 AND INFORMATION

 

 

 

 

%% chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION

For Microsoft vscode-theme-seti

 

This file is based on or incorporates material from the projects listed below ("Third Party OSS"). The original

copyright

notice and the license under which Microsoft received such Third Party OSS, are set forth below. Such licenses and

notice

are provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft licenses the Third Party OSS to you under the licensing

terms for

the Microsoft product or service. Microsoft reserves all other rights not expressly granted under this agreement,

whether

by implication, estoppel or otherwise.
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1.       Seti UI - A subtle dark colored UI theme for Atom. (https://github.com/jesseweed/seti-ui)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jesse Weed

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute,

 sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Microsoft Corporation
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Monarch definition & snippets:

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Owens II

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Text mate grammar:

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Darin Morrison

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 - present Microsoft Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS

MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIO ENTERPRISE 2017, VISUAL STUDIO PROFESSIONAL 2017,

VISUAL STUDIO TEST PROFESSIONAL 2017 AND TRIAL EDITION

These license terms are an agreement between you and Microsoft Corporation (or based on where you live, one of

its affiliates). They apply to the software named above. The terms also apply to any Microsoft services and updates

for the software, except to the extent those have different terms.
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BY USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS. IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THEM, DO NOT

USE THE SOFTWARE. INSTEAD, RETURN IT TO THE RETAILER FOR A REFUND OR CREDIT. If you

cannot obtain a refund there, contact Microsoft about Microsoft’s refund policies. See

www.microsoft.com/worldwide. In the United States and Canada, call (800) MICROSOFT or see

www.microsoft.com/info/nareturns.htm.

	

TRIAL EDITION USE RIGHTS. If the software is a trial edition, this Section applies to your use of the trial edition.

 

A.	GENERAL. You may use any number of copies

 of the trial edition on your devices. You may only use the trial edition for internal evaluation purposes, and only

during the trial period. You may not distribute or deploy any applications you make with the trial edition to a

production environment. You may run load tests of up to 250 virtual users during the trial period.

B.	TRIAL PERIOD AND CONVERSION. The trial period lasts for 30 days after you install the trial edition, plus

any permitted extension period. After the expiration of the trial period, the trial edition will stop running. You may

extend the trial period an additional 90 days if you sign in to the software. You may not be able to access data used

with the trial edition when it stops running. You may convert your trial rights at any time to the full-use rights

described below by acquiring a valid full-use license.

C.	DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE TRIAL EDITION IS LICENSED “AS-IS.” YOU BEAR THE RISK OF

USING IT. MICROSOFT GIVES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS.

 TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS, MICROSOFT EXCLUDES THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-

INFRINGEMENT.

FOR AUSTRALIA – YOU HAVE STATUTORY GUARANTEES UNDER THE AUSTRALIAN CONSUMER

LAW AND NOTHING IN THESE TERMS IS INTENDED TO AFFECT THOSE RIGHTS.

D.	SUPPORT. Because the trial edition is “as is,” we may not provide support services for it.

E.	LIMITATIONS ON DAMAGES. YOU CAN RECOVER FROM MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS ONLY

DIRECT DAMAGES UP TO U.S. $5.00. YOU CANNOT RECOVER ANY OTHER DAMAGES, INCLUDING

CONSEQUENTIAL, LOST PROFITS, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

This limitation applies to (a) anything related to the trial version, services, content (including code) on third party

Internet sites, or third party programs; and (b) claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or

condition, strict liability, negligence, or other tort to the extent permitted by applicable law.

It also applies even if Microsoft

 knew or should have known about the possibility of the damages. The above limitation or exclusion may not apply

to you because your country may not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, consequential or other damages.

 

FULL-USE LICENSE TERMS FOR THE SOFTWARE: When you acquire a valid license and either enter a

product key or sign in to the software, the terms below apply. You may not share your product key or access

credentials.

1.	OVERVIEW.

a.	Software. The software includes development tools, applications and documentation.

b.	License Model. The software is licensed on a per user basis.

2.	USE RIGHTS.

a.	General. One user may use copies of the software on your devices to develop and test applications. This includes

using copies of the software on your own internal servers that remain fully dedicated to your own use. You may not,

however, separate the components of the software and run those in a production environment, or on third party

devices (except as otherwise

 stated in this agreement), or for any purpose other than developing and testing your applications. Running the

software on Microsoft Azure requires a separate license.
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b.	Workloads. These license terms apply to your use of the Workloads made available to you within the software,

except to the extent a Workload or a Workload component comes with different terms.

c.	Demo Use. The use permitted above includes use of the software in demonstrating your applications.

d.	Backup copy. You may make one backup copy of the software, for reinstalling the software.

3.	TERMS FOR SPECIFIC COMPONENTS.

a.	Utilities. The software contains items on the Utilities List at https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=823097. You

may copy and install those items, if included with the software, onto your devices to debug and deploy your

applications and databases you developed with the software. Please note that Utilities are designed for temporary

use, that Microsoft may not be able to patch or update Utilities

 separately from the rest of the software, and that some Utilities by their nature may make it possible for others to

access the devices on which they are installed. As a result, you should delete all Utilities you have installed after you

finish debugging or deploying your applications and databases. Microsoft is not responsible for any third party use

or access of Utilities you install on any device.

b.	Build Tools.  You may copy and install files from the software onto your build devices, including physical devices

and virtual machines or containers on those machines, whether on-premises or remote machines that are owned by

you, hosted on Azure for you, or dedicated solely to your use (collectively, “Build Devices”).  You and others in

your organization may use these files on your Build Devices solely to compile, build, and verify applications or run

quality or performance tests of those applications as part of the build process.  For clarity, “applications” means

applications developed

 by you and others in your organization who are each licensed to use the software.

c.	Font Components. While the software is running, you may use its fonts to display and print content. You may

only: (i) embed fonts in content as permitted by the embedding restrictions in the fonts; and (ii) temporarily

download them to a printer or other output device to help print content.

d.	Licenses for Other Components.

•	Microsoft Platforms. The software may include components from Microsoft Windows; Microsoft Windows Server;

Microsoft SQL Server; Microsoft Exchange; Microsoft Office; and Microsoft SharePoint. These components are

governed by separate agreements and their own product support policies, as described in the Microsoft “Licenses”

folder accompanying the software, except that, if separate license terms for those components are included in the

associated installation directly, those license terms control.

•	Developer resources. The software includes compilers, languages, runtimes,

 environments, and other resources. These components may be governed by separate agreements and have their own

product support policies. A list of these other components is located at https://support.microsoft.com.

Third Party Components. The software may include third party components with separate legal notices or governed

by other agreements, as may be described in the ThirdPartyNotices file(s) accompanying the software.

 

e.	PACKAGE MANAGERS. The software includes package managers, like NuGet, that give you the option to

download other Microsoft and third party software packages to use with your application. Those packages are under

their own licenses, and not this agreement. Microsoft does not distribute, license or provide any warranties for any

of the third party packages.

4.	DISTRIBUTABLE CODE. The software contains code that you are permitted to distribute in applications you

develop as described in this Section. (For this Section the term “distribution” also means deployment of

 your applications for third parties to access over the Internet.)

a.	Right to Use and Distribute. The code and text files listed below are “Distributable Code.”

•	REDIST.TXT Files. You may copy and distribute the object code form of code listed on the REDIST list located at

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=823097.

•	Sample Code, Templates and Styles. You may copy, modify and distribute the source and object code form of code

marked as “sample”, “template”, “simple styles” and “sketch styles”.

•	Image Library. You may copy and distribute images, graphics and animations in the Image Library as described in
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the software documentation.

•	Third Party Distribution. You may permit distributors of your applications to copy and distribute the Distributable

Code as part of those applications.

b.	Distribution Requirements. For any Distributable Code you distribute, you must:

•	add significant primary functionality to it in your applications;

•	require distributors and external end users

 to agree to terms that protect the Distributable Code at least as much as this agreement; and

•	indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Microsoft from any claims, including attorneys’ fees, related to the

distribution or use of your applications, except to the extent that any claim is based solely on the Distributable Code.

c.	Distribution Restrictions. You may not:

•	use Microsoft’s trademarks in your applications’ names or in a way that suggests your applications come from or

are endorsed by Microsoft; or

•	modify or distribute the source code of any Distributable Code so that any part of it becomes subject to an Excluded

License. An Excluded License is one that requires, as a condition of use, modification or distribution of code, that (i)

it be disclosed or distributed in source code form; or (ii) others have the right to modify it.

5.	DATA.

a.	Data Collection. The software may collect information about you and your use of the software, and send that to

Microsoft. Microsoft may use

 this information to provide services and improve our products and services. You may opt-out of many of these

scenarios, but not all, as described in the product documentation. There are also some features in the software that

may enable you and Microsoft to collect data from users of your applications. If you use these features, you must

comply with applicable law, including providing appropriate notices to users of your applications together with

Microsoft’s privacy statement. Our privacy statement is located at

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=824704. You can learn more about data collection and use in the help

documentation and our privacy statement. Your use of the software operates as your consent to these practices.

b.	Processing of Personal Data. To the extent Microsoft is a processor or subprocessor of personal data in connection

with the software, Microsoft makes the commitments in the European Union General Data Protection Regulation

Terms of the Online Services Terms

 to all customers effective May 25, 2018, at http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9840733.

6.	SCOPE OF LICENSE. The software is licensed, not sold. This agreement only gives you some rights to use the

software. Microsoft reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law gives you more rights despite this limitation, you

may use the software only as expressly permitted in this agreement. In doing so, you must comply with any

technical limitations in the software that only allow you to use it in certain ways. You may not

•	work around any technical limitations in the software;

•	reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the software, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code for the

software, except and to the extent required by third party licensing terms governing use of certain open source

components that may be included in the software;

•	remove, minimize, block or modify any notices of Microsoft or its suppliers in the software;

•	use the software in any way that is against the law;

•	share,

 publish, rent or lease the software, or provide the software as a stand-alone offering for others to use.

7.	DOCUMENTATION. Any person that has valid access to your computer or internal network may copy and use

the documentation for your internal, reference purposes.

8.	NOT FOR RESALE SOFTWARE. You may not sell software marked as “NFR” or “Not for Resale.”

9.	RIGHTS TO USE OTHER VERSIONS AND LOWER EDITIONS. You may use the software and any prior

version on any device. You may create, store, install, run, or access in place of the version licensed, a copy or

instance of a prior version, different permitted language version, or lower edition.

10.	PROOF OF LICENSE. If you acquired the software on a disc or other media, your proof of license is the
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Microsoft certificate of authenticity label, the accompanying product key, and your receipt. If you purchased an

online copy of the software, your proof of license is the Microsoft product key you received with your purchase and

your receipt

 and/or being able to access the software service through your Microsoft account. To identify genuine Microsoft

software, see www.howtotell.com.

11.	TRANSFER TO A THIRD PARTY. If you are a valid licensee of the software, you may transfer it and this

agreement directly to another party. Before the transfer, that party must agree that this agreement applies to the

transfer and use of the software. The transfer must include the software, genuine Microsoft product key, and (if

applicable) the Proof of License label. The transferor must uninstall all copies of the software after transferring it

from the device. The transferor may not retain any copies of the genuine Microsoft product key to be transferred,

and may only retain copies of the software if otherwise licensed to do so. If you have acquired a non-perpetual

license to use the software or if the software is marked Not for Resale you may not transfer the software or the

software license agreement to another party.

12.	EXPORT RESTRICTIONS.

 You must comply with all domestic and international export laws and regulations that apply to the software, which

include restrictions on destinations, end users, and end use. For further information on export restrictions, visit

www.microsoft.com/exporting.

13.	SUPPORT. Microsoft provides support for the software as described at https://support.microsoft.com.

14.	ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement (including the warranty below), and the terms for supplements,

updates, Internet-based services and support services, are the entire agreement for the software and support services.

15.	APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired the software in the United States, Washington State law applies to

interpretation of and claims for breach of this agreement, and the laws of the state where you live apply to all other

claims. If you acquire the software in any other country, its laws apply.

16.	CONSUMER RIGHTS; REGIONAL VARIATIONS. This agreement describes certain legal rights. You may

have other rights,

 including consumer rights, under the laws of your state or country. Separate and apart from your relationship with

Microsoft, you may also have rights with respect to the party from which you acquired the software. This agreement

does not change those other rights if the laws of your state or country do not permit it to do so. For example, if you

acquired the software in one of the below regions, or if mandatory country law applies, then the following

provisions apply to you:

a)	Australia. References to “Limited Warranty” mean the express warranty provided by Microsoft or the

manufacturer or installer. This warranty is in addition to other rights and remedies you may have under law,

including your rights and remedies under the statutory guarantees in the Australian Consumer Law.

In this section, “goods” refers to the software for which Microsoft or the manufacturer or installer provides the

express warranty. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian

 Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other

reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail

to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

b)	Canada. If you acquired this software in Canada, you may stop receiving updates by turning off the automatic

update feature, disconnecting your device from the Internet (if and when you re-connect to the Internet, however, the

software will resume checking for and installing updates), or uninstalling the software. The product documentation,

if any, may also specify how to turn off updates for your specific device or software.

c)	Germany and Austria.

(i)	Warranty. The properly licensed software will perform substantially as described in any Microsoft materials that

accompany it. However, Microsoft gives no contractual guarantee in relation to the software.

(ii)	Limitation of Liability.

 In case of intentional conduct, gross negligence, claims based on the Product Liability Act, and death or personal or

physical injury, Microsoft is liable according to the statutory law.
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Subject to the foregoing clause (ii), Microsoft will only be liable for slight negligence if Microsoft is in breach of

such material contractual obligations, the fulfillment of which facilitate the due performance of this agreement, the

breach of which would endanger the purpose of this agreement and the compliance with which a party may

constantly trust in (so-called "cardinal obligations"). In other cases of slight negligence, Microsoft will not be liable

for slight negligence.

17.	LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES. YOU CAN RECOVER FROM MICROSOFT AND

ITS SUPPLIERS ONLY DIRECT DAMAGES UP TO THE AMOUNT YOU PAID FOR THE SOFTWARE. YOU

CANNOT RECOVER ANY OTHER DAMAGES, INCLUDING CONSEQUENTIAL, LOST PROFITS,

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

This limitation applies to (a) anything related

 to the software, services, content (including code) on third party Internet sites, or third party applications; and (b)

claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or condition, strict liability, negligence, or other tort to

the extent permitted by applicable law.

It also applies even if Microsoft knew or should have known about the possibility of the damages. The above

limitation or exclusion may not apply to you because your state or country may not allow the exclusion or limitation

of incidental, consequential or other damages.

 

*************************************************************************

LIMITED WARRANTY

A.	LIMITED WARRANTY. If you follow the instructions, the software will perform substantially as described in

the Microsoft materials that you receive in or with the software.

References to “limited warranty” are references to the express warranty provided by Microsoft. This warranty is

given in addition to other rights and remedies you may have under

 law, including your rights and remedies in accordance with the statutory guarantees under local Consumer Law.

B.	TERM OF WARRANTY; WARRANTY RECIPIENT; LENGTH OF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE

LIMITED WARRANTY COVERS THE SOFTWARE FOR ONE YEAR AFTER ACQUIRED BY THE FIRST

USER. IF YOU RECEIVE SUPPLEMENTS, UPDATES, OR REPLACEMENT SOFTWARE DURING THAT

YEAR, THEY WILL BE COVERED FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE WARRANTY OR 30 DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER. If the first user transfers the software, the remainder of the warranty will apply to the

recipient.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS

LAST ONLY DURING THE TERM OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY. Some states do not allow limitations on

how long an implied warranty lasts, so these limitations may not apply to you. They also might not apply to you

because some countries may not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty, guarantee or condition lasts.

C.	EXCLUSIONS FROM WARRANTY. This warranty does not cover problems

 caused by your acts (or failures to act), the acts of others, or events beyond Microsoft’s reasonable control.

D.	REMEDY FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY. MICROSOFT WILL REPAIR OR REPLACE THE SOFTWARE

AT NO CHARGE. IF MICROSOFT CANNOT REPAIR OR REPLACE IT, MICROSOFT WILL REFUND THE

AMOUNT SHOWN ON YOUR RECEIPT FOR THE SOFTWARE. IT WILL ALSO REPAIR OR REPLACE

SUPPLEMENTS, UPDATES AND REPLACEMENT SOFTWARE AT NO CHARGE. IF MICROSOFT

CANNOT REPAIR OR REPLACE THEM, IT WILL REFUND THE AMOUNT YOU PAID FOR THEM, IF

ANY. YOU MUST UNINSTALL THE SOFTWARE AND RETURN ANY MEDIA AND OTHER ASSOCIATED

MATERIALS TO MICROSOFT WITH PROOF OF PURCHASE TO OBTAIN A REFUND. THESE ARE YOUR

ONLY REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY.

E.	CONSUMER RIGHTS NOT AFFECTED. YOU MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL CONSUMER RIGHTS UNDER

YOUR LOCAL LAWS, WHICH THIS AGREEMENT CANNOT CHANGE.

F.	WARRANTY PROCEDURES. You need proof of purchase for warranty service.

1.	United States and Canada. For warranty service or information about how to
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 obtain a refund for software acquired in the United States and Canada, contact Microsoft at:

•	(800) MICROSOFT;

•	Microsoft Customer Service and Support, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399; or

•	visit (aka.ms/nareturns).

2.	Europe, Middle East, and Africa. If you acquired the software in Europe, the Middle East, or Africa, Microsoft

Ireland Operations Limited makes this limited warranty. To make a claim under this warranty, you should contact

either:

•	Microsoft Ireland Operations Limited, Customer Care Centre, Atrium Building Block B, Carmanhall Road,

Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin 18, Ireland; or

•	the Microsoft affiliate serving your country (see aka.ms/msoffices).

3.	Australia. For Warranty Services and to claim expenses in relation to the warranty (if applicable) for software

acquired in Australia, contact Microsoft at:

•	13 20 58; or

•	Microsoft Pty Ltd, 1 Epping Road, North Ryde NSW 2113, Australia.

4.	Outside the United States, Canada, Europe, Middle East, Africa,

 and Australia. If you acquired the software outside the United States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and

Australia, contact the Microsoft affiliate serving your country (see aka.ms/msoffices).

G.	NO OTHER WARRANTIES. THE LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE ONLY DIRECT WARRANTY FROM

MICROSOFT. MICROSOFT GIVES NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR

CONDITIONS. WHERE ALLOWED BY YOUR LOCAL LAWS, MICROSOFT EXCLUDES IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-

INFRINGEMENT. If your local laws give you any implied warranties, guarantees or conditions, despite this

exclusion, your remedies are described in the Remedy for Breach of Warranty clause above, to the extent permitted

by your local laws.

FOR AUSTRALIA ONLY. References to “Limited Warranty” are references to the warranty provided by

Microsoft. This warranty is given in addition to other rights and remedies you may have under law, including your

rights and remedies in accordance with the statutory

 guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the

Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any

other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the

goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Goods presented for repair

may be replaced by refurbished goods of the same type rather than being replaced. Refurbished parts may be used to

repair the goods.

H.	LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY. THE LIMITATION

ON AND EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES CLAUSE ABOVE APPLIES TO BREACHES OF THIS LIMITED

WARRANTY.

THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS

WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM

COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.

 

EULA ID: VS2017_ENT_PRO_TRIAL_RTW.2_ENU

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)  

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.  

 

1. Definitions  

 

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.  

 

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.  

 

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.  

 

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.  

 

2. Grant of Rights  

 

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section

3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution

 or any derivative works that you create.  

 

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.  

 

3. Conditions and Limitations  

 

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.  

 

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.  
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(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.  

 

(D) If you distribute

 any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by including a complete

copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in compiled or object code

form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.  

 

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot

change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.95 escape-string-regexp 4.0.0 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.96 ms 2.1.3 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Vercel, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.97 event-target-shim 5.0.1 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.98 clean-stack 2.2.0 
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1.98.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.99 p-map 4.0.0 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.100 mkdirp 1.0.4 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

Copyright James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Isaac Z. Schlueter (i@izs.me)

 

This project is free software released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.101 abort-controller 3.0.0 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.102 chownr 2.0.0 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.103 tenacity 7.0.0 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.104 env-paths 2.2.1 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.105 buffer 6.0.3 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.106 es6-object-assign 1.1.0 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Rubn Norte <rubennorte@gmail.com>

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.107 msgpack 1.0.2 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.108 pycryptodomex 3.10.1 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

Copyright and licensing of the Python Cryptography Toolkit ("PyCrypto"):

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 

Previously, the copyright and/or licensing status of the Python

Cryptography Toolkit ("PyCrypto") had been somewhat ambiguous.  The

original intention of Andrew M. Kuchling and other contributors has

been to dedicate PyCrypto to the public domain, but that intention was

not necessarily made clear in the original disclaimer (see

LEGAL/copy/LICENSE.orig).

 

Additionally, some files within PyCrypto had specified their own

licenses that differed from the PyCrypto license itself.  For example,

the original RIPEMD.c module simply had a copyright statement and
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warranty disclaimer, without clearly specifying any license terms.

(An updated version on the author's website came with a license that

contained a GPL-incompatible advertising clause.)

 

To rectify this situation for PyCrypto 2.1, the following steps have

been taken:

 

1. Obtaining explicit permission

 from the original contributors to

   dedicate their contributions to the public domain if they have not

   already done so.  (See the "LEGAL/copy/stmts" directory for

   contributors' statements.)

 

2. Replacing some modules with clearly-licensed code from other

   sources (e.g. the DES and DES3 modules were replaced with new ones

   based on Tom St. Denis's public-domain LibTomCrypt library.)

 

3. Replacing some modules with code written from scratch (e.g. the

   RIPEMD and Blowfish modules were re-implemented from their

   respective algorithm specifications without reference to the old

   implementations).

 

4. Removing some modules altogether without replacing them.

 

To the best of our knowledge, with the exceptions noted below or

within the files themselves, the files that constitute PyCrypto are in

the public domain.  Most are distributed with the following notice:

 

 The contents of this file are dedicated to the public domain.  To

 the extent that dedication to

 the public domain is not available,

 everyone is granted a worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free,

 non-exclusive license to exercise all rights associated with the

 contents of this file for any purpose whatsoever.

 No rights are reserved.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS:

 

Note that the export or re-export of cryptographic software and/or
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source code may be subject to regulation in your jurisdiction.

 

1.109 mkdirp-classic 0.5.3 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2020 James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.110 fs-extra 8.1.0 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

    LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.111 aggregate-error 3.1.0 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.112 semver-compare 1.0.0 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 vivaxy

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.113 minizlib 2.1.2 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Minizlib was created by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

It is a derivative work of the Node.js project.

 

"""

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

1.114 proxy-from-env 1.1.0 
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1.114.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2016-2018 Rob Wu <rob@robwu.nl>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.115 type-fest 0.13.1 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https:/sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Creative Commons Legal Code
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CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal

 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or
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    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any
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reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.116 serialize-error 7.0.1 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.117 jsbn 1.1.0 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

Licensing

---------

 

This software is covered under the following copyright:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003-2005  Tom Wu

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

* WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

*

* IN NO EVENT SHALL TOM WU BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL,

* INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

* RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* In addition, the following condition applies:

*

* All redistributions must retain an intact copy of this copyright notice

* and disclaimer.

*/
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Address all questions regarding this license to:

 

 Tom Wu

 tjw@cs.Stanford.EDU

 

1.118 distlib 0.3.2 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes
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   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.
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Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise

 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all
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respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of
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the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

=======================

Distutils2 Contributors

=======================

 

The Distutils2 project was started by Tarek Ziad and is currently

maintained by ric Araujo.  Many people have contributed to the project.

 

distlib has started off using some of the code from distutil2.

 

If you're making a patch, please add your name below in alphabetical order,

and welcome into the Fellowship of the Packaging!

 

Thanks to:

 

- Rajiv Abraham

- Ali Afshar

- David Barnett

- Pior Bastida

- Anthony Baxter

- Erik Bray

- C. Titus Brown

- Francisco Martn Brugu

- Nicolas Cadou

- Godefroid Chapelle

- Julien Courteau

- Christophe Combelles

- Jason R. Coombs

- Pierre-Yves David

- Ned Deily

- Konrad Delong
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- Josip Djolonga

- John Edmonds

- Andr Espaze

- Boris Feld

- Andrew Francis

- Hallvard B Furuseth

- Patrice Gauthier

- Yannick Gingras

- Filip Gruszczyski

- Walker Hale IV

- Alexandre Hamelin

- Kelsey Hightower

- Thomas Holmes

- Preston Holmes

- Christian Hudon

- Julien Jehannet

- Jeremy Kloth

- Thomas Kluyver

-

 Amos Latteier

- Mathieu Leduc-Hamel

- Pierre Paul Lefebvre

- Tshepang Lekhonkhobe

- Alain Leufroy

- Janusz Lewandowski

- Martin von Lwis

- Hugo Lopes Tavares

- Guillermo Lpez-Anglada

- Justin Love

- Simon Mathieu

- Carl Meyer

- Alexis Mtaireau

- Julien Miotte

- Zubin Mithra

- Derek McTavish Mounce

- Paul Moore

- Michael Mulich

- Louis Munro

- Gal Pasgrimaud

- George Peristerakis

- Mathieu Perreault

- Guillaume Pratte

- Sean Reifschneider

- Antoine Reversat

- Arc Riley

- C. Anthony Risinger

- Elson Rodriguez

- Luis Rojas
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- Erik Rose

- Brian Rosner

- Vinay Sajip

- Victor Stinner

- Alexandre Vassalotti

- Nadeem Vawda

Copyright (C) 2013 by Test User.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Vinay Sajip

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

VINAY SAJIP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL

VINAY SAJIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD-licensed.

 

1.119 promise-all-reject-late 1.0.1 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.120 minipass-sized 1.0.3 
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1.120.1 Available under license : 
The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.121 common-ancestor-path 1.0.1 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.122 minipass-json-stream 1.0.1 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
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to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

----

This is a derivative work based on JSONStream by Dominic Tarr, modified and

redistributed according to the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/dominictarr/JSONStream

 

1.123 is-lambda 1.0.1 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.124 promise-retry 2.0.1 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014 IndigoUnited

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.125 err-code 2.0.3 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Released under the [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php).

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1171160520_1622824841.22/0/err-code-2-0-3-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.126 urllib3 1.26.6 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.127 commons-io 2.11.0 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.128 pep517 0.11.0 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.129 python-requests 2.26.0 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

Requests

Copyright 2019 Kenneth Reitz

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.130 iconv-lite 0.6.3 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.131 json-stringify-nice 1.1.4 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.132 cross-fetch-polyfill 0.0.0 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2013 Marcello Bastea-Forte (marcello@cellosoft.com)

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

   1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

   claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

   in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

   appreciated but is not required.

 

   2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

   misrepresented as being the original software.

 

   3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

   distribution.
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1.133 @hapi/cryptiles 5.1.0 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014-2020, Sideway Inc, and project contributors 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

OFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.134 @hapi/b64 5.0.0 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014-2020, Sideway Inc, and project contributors 

Copyright (c) 2014, Walmart. 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS OFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.135 sortedcontainers 2.4.0 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2014-2019 Grant Jenks

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.136 smart-buffer 4.2.0 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.137 available-typed-arrays 1.0.5 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Inspect JS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.138 is-generator-function 1.0.10 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.139 detect-node 2.1.0 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Ilya Kantor

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.140 roarr 2.15.4 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2019, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.141 matcher 3.0.0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.142 packaging 21.0 
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1.142.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.143 ast-types 0.13.4 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.144 whatwg-url 5.0.0 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 20152016 Sebastian Mayr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.145 ansi-regex 6.0.1 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.146 libcomps 0.1.18 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.147 namespace 1.4.01 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

  2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
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    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright

 FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright

 in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>
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Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005)

 $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original

 version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

  

  and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)
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THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

 or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.148 wide-align 1.1.5 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.149 estraverse 5.3.0 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.150 cli-columns 4.0.0 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Shannon Moeller <me@shannonmoeller.com> (shannonmoeller.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.151 xpath 0.0.32 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Cameron McCormack

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.152 function.prototype.name 1.1.5 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.153 @hapi/boom 9.1.4 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2020, Sideway Inc, and project contributors 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014, Walmart. 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS OFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.154 alpine-keys 2.4-r1 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.155 assert 2.0.0 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.156 okhttp 4.9.3 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

Note that publicsuffixes.gz is compiled from The Public Suffix List:

https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat

 

It is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0:

https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Mozilla Public License

Version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. “Contributor”

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. “Contributor Version”

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor’s

Contribution.

 

1.3. “Contribution”

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. “Covered Software”

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form

of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.5. “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses”
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means

 

that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also

under the terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. “Executable Form”

means

 any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. “Larger Work”

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered

Software.

 

1.8. “License”

means this document.

 

1.9. “Licensable”

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. “Modifications”

means any of the following:

 

any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of

Covered Software; or

 

any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. “Patent Claims” of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using,

selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer

 of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. “Secondary License”

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1,

the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. “Source Code Form”

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. “You” (or “Your”)

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, “You” includes any

entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, “control”

means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of
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such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

 license:

 

under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce,

make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an

unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer

either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the

date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses

will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

for

 any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the

combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

 

under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may

be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a

subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under

the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has

sufficient rights

 to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair

dealing, or other equivalents.
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2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which

You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You

may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients’ rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in

 Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source

Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the

recipient; and

 

You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms,

provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients’ rights in the

Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the

requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

such Secondary License(s),

 so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the

terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices,

disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software,

except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any

Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred

 by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include

additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered

Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the

maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed
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in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent

prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to

be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its

 terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and

(b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means,

this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You

become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly

infringes any patent,

 then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this

License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding

distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an “as is” basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed,

implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the

Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty

constitutes

 an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this

disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall

any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for

lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial

damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of

liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party’s negligence to the extent

applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

consequential damages, so

 this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant

maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without
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reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party’s ability to bring cross-

claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the

drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other

 than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given

a distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally

received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you

may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this

version of the License, the notice described in

 Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

distributed with this file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses” Notice

This Source Code Form is “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses”, as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v.

2.0.

 

1.157 path-key 3.1.1 
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1.157.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.158 y18n 5.0.8 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.159 requires-port 1.0.0 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.160 wrap-ansi 7.0.0 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.161 require-directory 2.1.1 
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1.161.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Troy Goode <troygoode@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.162 progress 2.0.3 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# rc-progress

 

Progress Bar.

 

[![NPM version][npm-image]][npm-url]

[![build status][travis-image]][travis-url]

[![Test coverage][coveralls-image]][coveralls-url]

[![gemnasium deps][gemnasium-image]][gemnasium-url]

[![node version][node-image]][node-url]

[![npm download][download-image]][download-url]

 

[npm-image]: http://img.shields.io/npm/v/rc-progress.svg?style=flat-square

[npm-url]: http://npmjs.org/package/rc-progress

[travis-image]: https://img.shields.io/travis/react-component/progress.svg?style=flat-square

[travis-url]: https://travis-ci.org/react-component/progress

[coveralls-image]: https://img.shields.io/coveralls/react-component/progress.svg?style=flat-square

[coveralls-url]: https://coveralls.io/r/react-component/progress?branch=master
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[gemnasium-image]: http://img.shields.io/gemnasium/react-component/progress.svg?style=flat-square

[gemnasium-url]: https://gemnasium.com/react-component/progress

[node-image]:

 https://img.shields.io/badge/node.js-%3E=_0.10-green.svg?style=flat-square

[node-url]: http://nodejs.org/download/

[download-image]: https://img.shields.io/npm/dm/rc-progress.svg?style=flat-square

[download-url]: https://npmjs.org/package/rc-progress

 

## Example

 

http://react-component.github.io/progress/

 

## Screenshots

 

<img src="https://t.alipayobjects.com/images/T12p8gXjpgXXXXXXXX.gif" />

 

## Browsers

 

* support IE9+, Chrome, Firefox, Safari

 

## Install

 

[![rc-progress](https://nodei.co/npm/rc-progress.png)](https://npmjs.org/package/rc-progress)

 

## Usage

 

```jsx

import { Line, Circle } from 'rc-progress';

 

ReactDOM.render(<div>

 <Line percent="10" strokeWidth="4" strokeColor="#D3D3D3" />

 <Circle percent="10" strokeWidth="4" strokeColor="#D3D3D3" />

</div>, container);

```

 

## API

 

### props

 

<table class="table table-bordered table-striped">

 <thead>

 <tr>

   <th style="width: 100px;">name</th>

   <th style="width: 50px;">type</th>

   <th style="width: 50px;">default</th>

    <th>description</th>

 </tr>

 </thead>
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 <tbody>

   <tr>

     <td>strokeWidth</td>

     <td>Number</td>

     <td>1</td>

     <td>Width of the stroke. Unit is percentage of SVG canvas size.</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

     <td>strokeColor</td>

     <td>String</td>

     <td>#2db7f5</td>

     <td>Stroke color.</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

     <td>trailWidth</td>

     <td>Number</td>

     <td>1</td>

     <td>Width of the trail stroke. Unit is percentage of SVG canvas size. Trail is always centered relative to actual

progress path. If trailWidth are not defined, it same as strokeWidth.</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

     <td>trailColor</td>

     <td>String</td>

     <td>#D9D9D9</td>

     <td>Color for lighter trail stroke underneath the actual progress path.</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

		  <td>strokeLinecap</td>

		  <td>String</td>

		  <td>round</td>

		  <td>The shape to be used at the end of the progress bar, can be square or round.</td>

		</tr>

   <tr>

     <td>prefixCls</td>

 

     <td>String</td>

     <td>rc-progress</td>

     <td>prefix className for component</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

     <td>className</td>

     <td>String</td>

     <td></td>

     <td>customized className</td>

   </tr>

   <tr>

     <td>style</td>

     <td>Object</td>
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     <td></td>

     <td>style object will be added to svg element</td>

   </tr>

 </tbody>

</table>

 

## Installation

 

```

npm install --save rc-progress

```

 

## Development

 

```

npm install

npm start

```

 

## License

 

rc-progress is released under the MIT license.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1237622726_1638828129.29/0/react-component-progress-2-0-3-0-ga727336-tar-gz/react-

component-progress-a727336/README.md

 

1.163 shebang-command 2.0.0 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Kevin Mrtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.164 shebang-regex 3.0.0 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.165 cssesc 3.0.0 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.166 rfdc 1.3.0 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2019 "David Mark Clements <david.mark.clements@gmail.com>"

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and

to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.167 sprintf-js 1.1.2 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Johannes Tegnr / Jitesoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.168 jsonfile 6.1.0 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.169 events 3.3.0 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.170 object-is 1.1.5 
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1.170.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.171 is-arguments 1.1.1 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.172 nan 1.3.2 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.173 balanced-match 1.0.2 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.174 lru-cache 6.0.0 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.175 ansi-styles 4.3.0 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.176 is-fullwidth-code-point 3.0.0 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.177 color-name 1.1.4 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Dmitry Ivanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.178 color-convert 2.0.1 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.179 ansi-regex 5.0.1 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.180 yauzl 2.10.0 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Josh Wolfe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.181 @types/responselike 1.0.0 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

    LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.182 process 0.11.10 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.183 lowercase-keys 2.0.0 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.184 json-buffer 3.0.1 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
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deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.185 buffer-crc32 0.2.13 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Brian J. Brennan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.186 es-to-primitive 1.2.1 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.187 pend 1.2.0 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (Expat)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Andrew Kelley

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.188 mimic-response 1.0.1 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.189 fd-slicer 1.1.0 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014 Andrew Kelley

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.190 decompress-response 6.0.0 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.191 object-keys 1.1.1 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2013 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.192 end-of-stream 1.4.4 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.193 mimic-response 3.1.0 
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1.193.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.194 string-width 4.2.3 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.195 strip-ansi 6.0.1 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.196 bouncy-castle 1.70 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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   THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

 (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

 patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

 As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied

 warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

 if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection

 with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
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relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims

 against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

 AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.
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If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program

 itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves

 the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted

 under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.
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     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.
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     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
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Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge

to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started
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running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute
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 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
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which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)
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  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."
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Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or

 entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the
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   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that

 contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

 copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands
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 that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

         i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
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        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material

 in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes

 the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing
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 of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN

 THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
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   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other

 software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves

 the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel

 or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice
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   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely

 to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.)

 You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone
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   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you

 must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed

 at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted,

 and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program
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   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how

 to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you;

 rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

     

  of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed

 need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy
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   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have

 their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible

 for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular

 circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.
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   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free

 Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

     

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.
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       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU

 Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you
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   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If

 you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Jakarta Mail

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Mail project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.mail

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Mail is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/mail

 

## Third-party Content
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This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License
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1.197 get-stream 5.2.0 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.198 which-boxed-primitive 1.0.2 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.199 get-symbol-description 1.0.0 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.200 is-date-object 1.0.5 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.201 is-string 1.0.7 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.202 has-tostringtag 1.0.0 
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1.202.1 Available under license : 
MIT

 

1.203 is-regex 1.1.4 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.204 is-symbol 1.0.4 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.205 for-each 0.3.3 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.206 is-boolean-object 1.1.2 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.207 is-bigint 1.0.4 
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1.207.1 Available under license : 
MIT

 

1.208 internal-slot 1.0.3 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.209 p-cancelable 2.1.1 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.210 normalize-url 6.1.0 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.211 resolve-alpn 1.2.1 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Szymon Marczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.212 szmarczak-http-timer 4.0.6 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Szymon Marczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.213 http2-wrapper 1.0.3 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Szymon Marczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.214 quick-lru 5.1.1 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.215 defer-to-connect 2.0.1 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Szymon Marczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.216 cacheable-lookup 5.0.4 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Szymon Marczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.217 cacheable-request 7.0.2 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Luke Childs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.218 @types/http-cache-semantics 4.0.1 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.219 is-negative-zero 2.0.2 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.220 is-weakref 1.0.2 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Inspect JS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.221 log4j-api 2.17.1 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j 1.x Compatibility API

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.222 log4j-to-slf4j 2.17.1 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Log4j to SLF4J Adapter

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.223 apache-log4j 2.17.1 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache license, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the license for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the license.
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*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.224 log4j-jcl 2.17.1 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j Commons Logging Bridge

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.225 extract-zip 2.0.1 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014 Max Ogden and other contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.226 javassist 3.28.0-GA 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
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* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

 

1.227 hdrhistogram 2.1.12 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/WriterReaderPhaser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoublePercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ZigZagEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AllValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Base64Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/IntCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLinearIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedConcurrentDoubleHistogram.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/packedarray/PackedArraySingleWriterRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/RecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LinearIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedDoubleHistogram.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AtomicHistogram.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Recorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterDoubleRecorder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogramIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedConcurrentHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleAllValuesIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ShortCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/EncodableHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/packedarray/PackedArrayRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentHistogram.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogram.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* package-info.java

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/package-

info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

package org.HdrHistogram;

 

final class Version {

   public static final String version="$VERSION$";

   public static final String build_time="$BUILD_TIME$";

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java.template

 

1.228 dom 1.0 
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1.228.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more

* details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLDOMImplementation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ElementEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMImplementationAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentAS.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASEntityDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/NodeEditAS.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Checks if this content model has had its min/maxOccurs values reduced for

    * purposes of speeding up UPA.  If

 so, this content model should not be used

    * for any purpose other than checking unique particle attribution
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    *

    * @return a boolean that says whether this content has been compacted for UPA

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.

    * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may

    *

 then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>

    * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>

    *  method.

    * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either

    *   <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if

    *   <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous

    *   mode, if it's <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous

    *   mode.

    * @param schemaType  An absolute URI representing the type of the schema

    *   language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the

    *   newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking

    *   is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a

    *   <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the

    *   LSParser will be free to use any schema

 found), use the value

    *   <code>null</code>.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    For W3C XML Schema [<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-
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20010502/'>XML Schema Part 1</a>]

    *   , applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a

href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006'>XML 1.0</a>],

    *   applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml"</code>. Other Schema languages

    *   are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an

    *   absolute URI in order to use this method.

    * @return  The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This

    *   <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous

    *   depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code>

    *    does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of

    *   the "<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Core-20030609/core.html#parameter-error-

handler'>

     *   error-handler</a>" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations

    *   may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case,

    *   the initial value of the <code>"error-handler"</code> configuration

    *   parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a

    *   reference to the default error handler.

    * @exception DOMException

    *    NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is

    *   not supported.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDElementTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLEntityDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ShadowedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLImgElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptgroupElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLImgElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractIDConstraintTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTimerElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLWmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnySimpleDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTimerElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/CaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultXMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAnchorElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLSerializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHtmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaParsingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLMetaElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMInputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLCatalogResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/TeeXMLDocumentFilterImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableSectionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMStateSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DraconianErrorHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementDefinitionImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLabelElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFieldSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLCardElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLMetaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/UIEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBodyElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNSDTDValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ElementSchemePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTdElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SecurityManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/FieldActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XIntPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCellElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF16Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLImageElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXEventResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLHeadElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/PSVIErrorList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/KeyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/Latin1Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/LCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BooleanDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLEntityResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MouseEventImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DefaultValidationErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptgroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SchemaValidatorConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPostfieldElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/StAXSchemaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ReadOnlyGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLAttributesImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDComplexTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLNoopElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLInputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/SchemaContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SoftReferenceSymbolTableConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ShortHandPointer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/BasicParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLPreElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractXMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLdtd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDOMImplementation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXLocatorWrapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/NamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLUElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTextAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLGoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSLoaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMenuElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentFragmentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXInputSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPrevElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMXSImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/MixedContentModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/UniqueOrKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLLocatorWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StreamValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXLocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseSchemaDVFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/IdentityConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSetvarElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASDOMImplementationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NotationDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SoftReferenceSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMValidatorHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLEmElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredTextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FloatDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DocumentScannerImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLScriptElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLStringBuffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/DTDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTrElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentFragmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/StringDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDREFDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/ByteListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLStrongElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/CachingParserPool.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMapElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDContentModelHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLEmElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/ElementPSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTemplateElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParagraphElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLUListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CharacterDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLGrammarPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLStrongElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAppletElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeFacetException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractParticleTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXStreamResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/XMLGregorianCalendarImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DoubleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/ASCIIReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLFieldsetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/FilePathToURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPrevElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/HexBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedXMLGregorianCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDeclHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/PrimeNumberSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOneventElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/ImmutableLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/UnionDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XNIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSWildcardDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMConfigurationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableColElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ConfigurableValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ElementState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/DFAContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/StringDatatypeValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMRepeatingLeaf.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAccessElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/TextSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeListCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableElementImpl.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMEntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/AttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/LocatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLObjectElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/WeakReferenceXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeIteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/BMPattern.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SimpleXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLegendElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDWildcardTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadingElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSFacets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLRefreshElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDirectoryElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/MalformedByteSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/UnparsedEntityHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAccessElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSetvarElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLinkElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/EventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DTDDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/XMLEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XS10TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDivElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarPreparser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeExceptionImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLStyleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolver2Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDecl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/ContentModelValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/AttributePSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSelectElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableRowElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLPullParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecureProcessingConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLGoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLRefreshElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIsIndexElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/SimpleContentModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/EmptyLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/HTTPInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CharactersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/XMLEventFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/JAXPNamespaceContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMLocatorImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/LSInputListImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDeclarationPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ExtendedSchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/EntityDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyURIDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSEmptyCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptGroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DVFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDocumentImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDNotationTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/StandardParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSAllCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLFieldsetElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMASBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeAwareParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/RevalidationHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type

    * (should be each model group):

    * Unique Particle

 Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),

    * Element Declrations Consistent.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSConstraints.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Unique Particle Attribution

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSDFACM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AbstractDateTimeDV.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDKeyrefTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelGroupImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DOMMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XPointerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DatatypeMessages.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/SAXMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XIncludeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSerializerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/JAXPValidationMessages.properties

 

1.229 generex 1.0.2 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 y.mifrah

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/test/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/GenerexUnitTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 y.mifrah

*

 

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/GenerexIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/util/Iterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/util/Iterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/Main.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/main/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/Generex.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>com.github.mifmif</groupId>

	<artifactId>generex</artifactId>

	<version>1.0.2</version>

	<name>Generex</name>

	<url>https://github.com/mifmif/Generex/tree/master</url>

	<description>Generex A Java Library for regex to Strings generation</description>

	<packaging>jar</packaging>

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>The Apache Software License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>
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			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<id>mifmif</id>

			<name>MIFRAH Youssef</name>

			<email>mifmif.com@gmail.com</email>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<id>mkolisnyk</id>

			<name>mkolisnyk</name>

			<email>kolesnik.nickolay@gmail.com</email>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<parent>

		<groupId>org.sonatype.oss</groupId>

		<artifactId>oss-parent</artifactId>

		<version>7</version>

	</parent>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<maven.pmd.excludes>**/generated-sources/**</maven.pmd.excludes>

	</properties>

	<scm>

		<connection>scm:git:git@github.com:mifmif/Generex.git</connection>

		<developerConnection>scm:git:git@github.com:mifmif/Generex.git</developerConnection>

		<url>https://github.com/mifmif/Generex.git</url>

	</scm>

	<ciManagement>

		<url>https://travis-ci.org/mifmif/Generex/builds</url>

		<system>Travis</system>

		<notifiers>

			<notifier>

				<address>mifmif.com@gmail.com</address>

				<type>mail</type>

			</notifier>

			<notifier>

				<address>kolesnik.nickolay@gmail.com</address>

				<type>mail</type>

			</notifier>

		</notifiers>

	</ciManagement>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<snapshotRepository>
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			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/snapshots</url>

		</snapshotRepository>

		<repository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/service/local/staging/deploy/maven2/</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

 

	<build>

		<sourceDirectory>src/main/java</sourceDirectory>

		<testSourceDirectory>src/test/java</testSourceDirectory>

		<resources>

			<resource>

				<directory>src</directory>

				<excludes>

					<exclude>**/*.java</exclude>

				</excludes>

			</resource>

			<resource>

				<directory>target/dependency</directory>

				<excludes>

					<exclude>**/*.java</exclude>

				</excludes>

			</resource>

			<resource>

				<directory>src/main/resources</directory>

				<includes>

					<include>**/*.properties</include>

				</includes>

			</resource>

		</resources>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-install-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<file>target/${project.artifactId}-${project.version}.jar</file>

					<groupId>${project.groupId}</groupId>

					<artifactId>${project.artifactId}</artifactId>

					<version>${project.version}</version>

					<packaging>maven-plugin</packaging>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>
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				<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.5.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<source>1.5</source>

					<target>1.5</target>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>*</exclude>

						<exclude>com/thoughtworks/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>freemarker/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>ftl/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>i18n/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>style/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>junit/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>licenses/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>META-INF/maven/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/codehaus/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/hamcrest/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/jbehave/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/junit/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/testng/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/xmlpull/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>stories/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>style/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>tests/**/*</exclude>

					</excludes>

					<archive>

						<manifest>

							<addClasspath>false</addClasspath>

							<addDefaultImplementationEntries>true</addDefaultImplementationEntries>

							<addDefaultSpecificationEntries>true</addDefaultSpecificationEntries>

							<addExtensions>false</addExtensions>

							<classpathLayoutType>simple</classpathLayoutType>

						</manifest>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-assembly-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<descriptors>
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						<descriptor>./sources.xml</descriptor>

					</descriptors>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10</version>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10.3</version>

				<configuration>

					<show>private</show>

					<nohelp>false</nohelp>

					<failOnError>false</failOnError>

					<sourcepath>src/main/java</sourcepath>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-release-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<tagNameFormat>v@{project.version}</tagNameFormat>

					<preparationGoals>package

 install:install-file</preparationGoals>

					<scmCommentPrefix>#3</scmCommentPrefix>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-deploy-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.8.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<skip>true</skip>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>
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						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-gpg-plugin</artifactId>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>sign-artifacts</id>

						<phase>deploy</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>sign</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

				

 

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.6.3</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>default-deploy</id>

						<phase>deploy</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>deploy</goal>

						</goals>
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					</execution>

				</executions>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<serverId>ossrh</serverId>

					<nexusUrl>https://oss.sonatype.org/</nexusUrl>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-pmd-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

					<excludeRoots>

						<excludeRoot>target/generated-sources/plugin</excludeRoot>

					</excludeRoots>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>**/HelpMojo.java</exclude>

					</excludes>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

							<goal>cpd-check</goal>

						</goals>

						<configuration>

							<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

							<excludes>

								<exclude>**/HelpMojo.java</exclude>

							</excludes>

						</configuration>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-checkstyle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10</version>

				<configuration>

					<excludes>**/test/java/**/*.java</excludes>

					<configLocation>./sun_checks.xml</configLocation>

					<suppressionsLocation>./checkstyle-suppressions.xml</suppressionsLocation>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>
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						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>cobertura-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<check>

						<haltOnFailure>false</haltOnFailure>

						<totalBranchRate>80</totalBranchRate>

						<totalLineRate>80</totalLineRate>

						<packageLineRate>80</packageLineRate>

						<packageBranchRate>80</packageBranchRate>

					</check>

					<instrumentation>

						<excludes>

							<exclude>**/HelpMojo.class</exclude>

						</excludes>

					</instrumentation>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>verification</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

							<goal>cobertura</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>javancss-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.0</version>

				<configuration>

					<encoding>${project.build.sourceEncoding}</encoding>

					<ccnLimit>10</ccnLimit>

					<ncssLimit>100</ncssLimit>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>**/tests/**/*.*</exclude>

					</excludes>

				</configuration>
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				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>findbugs-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.3</version>

				<configuration>

					<encoding>${project.build.sourceEncoding}</encoding>

					<failOnError>true</failOnError>

					<excludeFilterFile>findBugsExclude.xml</excludeFilterFile>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>jdepend-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.0</version>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>dk.brics.automaton</groupId>

			<artifactId>automaton</artifactId>

			<version>1.11-8</version>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>4.12</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-junit</artifactId>

			<version>2.0.0.0</version>
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			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Generex is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 y.mifrah

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*	 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257332954_1642801959.04/0/mifmif-generex-1-0-2-0-ge910243-tar-gz/mifmif-Generex-

e910243/src/test/java/com/mifmif/common/regex/GenerexIteratorUnitTest.java

 

1.230 zjsonpatch 0.3.0 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 flipkart.com zjsonpatch.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/NodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/JsonDiff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/NoopProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/ApplyProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/CompatibilityFlags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/JsonPatchApplicationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/JsonPatchProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/InvalidJsonPatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-

jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/JsonPatch.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257333041_1642801938.9/0/zjsonpatch-0-3-0-sources-jar/com/flipkart/zjsonpatch/Diff.java

 

1.231 dagger 2.4 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google, Inc.
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* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Lazy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/DelegateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/MapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MapFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Component.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/InstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/SingleCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MapProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/SetFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Provides.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MembersInjectors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Multibindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/StringKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/LongKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/ClassKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Subcomponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Reusable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/ProviderOfLazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Binds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Preconditions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/DoubleCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-

jar/dagger/multibindings/ElementsIntoSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntoMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntoSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/MembersInjector.java
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1.232 paranamer 2.5.1 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Portions Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* Portions copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

 IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/BytecodeReadingParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/AnnotationParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/Paranamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/NullParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/AdaptiveParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/ParameterNamesNotFoundException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/CachingParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/DefaultParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Paul Hammant

* Copyright 2007 ThinkTank Maths Limited

*

* ThinkTank Maths Limited grants a non-revocable, perpetual licence

* to Paul Hammant for unlimited use, relicensing and redistribution. No

* explicit permission is required from ThinkTank Maths Limited for

* any future decisions made with regard to this file.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 *    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/JavadocParanamer.java

 

1.233 mapstruct 1.3.1.Final 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

Copyright MapStruct Authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License version 2.0, available at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Contributors

============

 

Alexandr Shalugin - https://github.com/shalugin

Andreas Gudian - https://github.com/agudian

Andres Jose Sebastian Rincon Gonzalez - https://github.com/stianrincon

Arne Seime - https://github.com/seime

Christian Bandowski - https://github.com/chris922

Christian Schuster - https://github.com/chschu

Christophe Labouisse - https://github.com/ggtools

Ciaran Liedeman - https://github.com/cliedeman

Cindy Wang - https://github.com/birdfriend

Cornelius Dirmeier - https://github.com/cornzy

David Feinblum - https://github.com/dvfeinblum

Darren Rambaud - https://github.com/xyzst

Dilip Krishnan - https://github.com/dilipkrish

Dmytro Polovinkin - https://github.com/navpil

Eric Martineau - https://github.com/ericmartineau

Ewald Volkert - https://github.com/eforest

Filip Hrisafov - https://github.com/filiphr

Florian Tavares - https://github.com/neoXfire

Gervais Blaise - https://github.com/gervaisb

Gunnar Morling - https://github.com/gunnarmorling

Ivo Smid - https://github.com/bedla

Jeff

 Smyth - https://github.com/smythie86

Jonathan Kraska - https://github.com/jakraska

Joshua Spoerri - https://github.com/spoerri

Kevin Grneberg - https://github.com/kevcodez

Michael Pardo - https://github.com/pardom

Mustafa Caylak - https://github.com/luxmeter

Oliver Ehrenmller - https://github.com/greuelpirat

Paul Strugnell - https://github.com/ps-powa
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Pascal Grn - https://github.com/pascalgn

Pavel Makhov - https://github.com/streetturtle

Peter Larson - https://github.com/pjlarson

Remko Plantenga - https://github.com/sonata82

Remo Meier - https://github.com/remmeier

Richard Lea - https://github.com/chigix

Saheb Preet Singh - https://github.com/sahebpreet

Samuel Wright - https://github.com/samwright

Sebastian Haberey - https://github.com/sebastianhaberey

Sebastian Hasait - https://github.com/shasait

Sean Huang - https://github.com/seanjob

Sjaak Derksen - https://github.com/sjaakd

Stefan May - https://github.com/osthus-sm

Taras Mychaskiw - https://github.com/twentylemon

Tillmann

 Gaida - https://github.com/Tillerino

Timo Eckhardt - https://github.com/timoe

Tomek Gubala - https://github.com/vgtworld

Vincent Alexander Beelte - https://github.com/grandmasterpixel

 Copyright MapStruct Authors.

 

MapStruct is licensed under the Apache License version 2.0, available at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

MAPSTRUCT SUBCOMPONENTS WITH DIFFERENT COPYRIGHT OWNERS

 

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include FreeMarker, a software developed by Attila

Szegedi, Daniel Dekany and Jonathan Revusky. FreeMarker is licensed

under the same license as MapStruct itself - Apache License, Version

2.0 - but the copyright owners are the aforementioned individuals.

 

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include a number of files that are licensed by the

Apache Software Foundation under the same license as MapStruct itself -

Apache License, Version 2.0 - but the copyright owner is the Apache

Software Foundation. These files are:

 

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

     freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_4.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_5.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd
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1.234 annotations 4.1.1.4 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/SuppressLint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/TargetApi.java

 

1.235 netty-reactive-streams 2.0.4 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.236 netty-reactive-streams-http 2.0.4 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.237 byte-buddy 1.9.4 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.
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// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Edge.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Opcodes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 - 2018 Rafael Winterhalter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/TypeReferenceAdjustment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/MemberRemoval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/MetadataAwareClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Argument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodOverrideMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/Nexus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/FieldConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringAnnotationMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/TextConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/MultipleParentClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/StackAwareMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionSizeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/FieldDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/FieldLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/FieldPersistence.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/ClassConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/TypeResolutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodSortMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/ParameterList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DefinedShapeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/EqualityMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/StackSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/enumeration/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodExceptionTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/MethodConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveTypeAwareAssigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/SuperMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ArrayTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/SuperCall.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/DeclaringTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/TypeCasting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionOneToOneMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ElementMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/ModifierReviewable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/InstanceTypeMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/CachedReturnPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/FieldAccess.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/AnnotationTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/SuperMethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FilterableList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/AllArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/AuxiliaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/DefaultValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/DefaultMethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RebaseImplementationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassLoadingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NegatingMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/Assigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/AsmVisitorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Origin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassReloadingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/PackageDefinitionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/TypeVariableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/IgnoreForBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/TypeManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/DefaultCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/reference/ReferenceTypeAwareAssigner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/PrimitiveTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/IsNamedMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/ParameterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Pipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/ClassFileLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/TargetType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/MethodDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/StackManipulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/CompoundList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/build/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/ToStringMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/ParameterLengthResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/InstrumentedType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/SerializedConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/ByteCodeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/DynamicType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/EntryPoint.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/EqualsMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/Ownership.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/FieldValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParametersMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/MethodNameEqualityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/SubclassImplementationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RedefinitionDynamicTypeBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/TypeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationValueFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/NexusAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeVariableToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/AbstractInliningDynamicTypeBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SuperTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/pool/TypePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/SetAccessibleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/InvocationHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/LambdaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/ClassWriterStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/ArgumentTypeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FieldTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/NamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/HashCodeMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/enumeration/EnumerationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/ExceptionTableSensitiveMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/FieldList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/TypeSortMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/MethodNameTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/Implementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/PackageDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParameterTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/VisibilityMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/NoOpClassFileTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/InliningImplementationMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ParameterManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CachingMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/TypeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/ExceptionMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodInvocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionItemMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodVariableAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/HasSuperTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/TargetMethodAnnotationDrivenBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/OpenedClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/MemberSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/MethodCallProxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodDelegation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/MethodDelegationBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/MethodGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/FieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/InvokeDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/TypeAttributeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/FieldManifestation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/LatentMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ByteArrayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/StubMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/ClassFileVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Multiplication.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/ToStringPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/DefaultMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DescriptorMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/FieldProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringMethodMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NameMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/ArrayFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/RandomString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/MethodList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/InstanceCheck.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/pool/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParameterTypesMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SubTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ClassLoaderParentMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/LongConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/HandleInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RebaseDynamicTypeBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/BuildLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Duplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/TypeCreation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Empty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/build/Plugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/BooleanMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/ConstructorStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/StubValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/LoadedTypeInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/HashCodeAndEqualsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ModifierContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/MethodRebaseResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NullMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/SubclassDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/package-info.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/FieldAttributeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/ResettableClassFileTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/BindingPriority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/TrivialType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/RuntimeType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/InjectionClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/DeclaredByType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/FieldRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ErasureMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/JavaConstantValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/ByteBuddy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SignatureTokenMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Throw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ClassLoaderHierarchyMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/TypeConstantAdjustment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/IntegerConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/Visibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/DoubleConstant.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveWideningDelegate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Addition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Super.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/StreamDrainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionErasureMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/GetSystemPropertyAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ProvisioningState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/ArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ModifierMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveUnboxingDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveBoxingDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/StringMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/ModifierAdjustment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/SynchronizationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodStrictness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/LineNumberPrependingMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/PrivilegedMemberLookupAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/NullConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodReturnTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/FloatConstant.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Morph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FailSafeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/DecoratingDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/ByteCodeElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/MethodAttributeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/VoidAwareAssigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/MethodRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/InheritedAnnotationMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/SyntheticState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringFieldMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/EnumerationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/reference/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Removal.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/AccessibilityMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/AgentBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/This.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/NamedElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: Byte Buddy is a Java library for creating Java cla

sses at run time.        This artifact is a build of Byte Buddy with

all ASM dependencies repackaged into its own name space.

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-SymbolicName: net.bytebuddy.byte-buddy

Built-By: rafael

Bnd-LastModified: 1542145452587

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Tool: Bnd-3.5.0.201709291849

Main-Class: net.bytebuddy.build.Plugin$Engine$Default

Export-Package: net.bytebuddy;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.agent.buil

der;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.asm;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.b

uild;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.description;version="1.9.4",net.by

tebuddy.description.annotation;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.descript

ion.enumeration;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.description.field;versi

on="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.description.method;version="1.9.4",net.byteb

 uddy.description.modifier;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.description.t

ype;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.dynamic;version="1.9.4",net.bytebud

dy.dynamic.loading;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold;ver

sion="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold.inline;version="1.9.4",ne

t.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold.subclass;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.i

mplementation;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.attribute;

version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.auxiliary;version="1.9.4

",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bind;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.imp

lementation.bind.annotation;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementat

ion.bytecode;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.as

sign;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.assign.pri

mitive;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.assign.r

eference;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.collec

tion;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.constant;v

 ersion="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.member;version="

1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.matcher;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.pool;versi

on="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.utility;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.utilit

y.privilege;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.utility.visitor;version="1.

9.4",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm.sign

ature;version="1.9.4",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm.commons;version="1.9.4"

Bundle-Name: Byte Buddy (without dependencies)

Bundle-Version: 1.9.4

Multi-Release: true
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Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_181

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1258947704_1643119306.14/0/byte-buddy-1-9-4-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/package.html

 

1.238 maven-shared-utils 3.3.4 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.239 error_prone_annotations 2.3.3 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java
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1.240 picocontainer 2.15 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ProviderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/security/CustomPermissionsURLClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentMonitorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Stored.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/FactoryInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/SimpleReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Guarded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/CompositeInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-jar/org/picocontainer/Injector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/InjectInto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/ThreadLocalMapObjectReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/CompositeInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Injector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MultiInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ObjectReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Decorated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Reinjection.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/ThreadLocalReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Reinjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MultiInjection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style

* license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the

* LICENSE.txt file.

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassLoadingPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/DefaultConstructorParameter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/DefaultClassLoadingPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/NullParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*****************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/LifecycleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/StartableLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/MethodCallingVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/AbstractMonitoringLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/TraversalCheckingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/converters/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/ReflectionLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/JavaEE5LifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/Converters.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/LifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/VerifyingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/DefaultLifecycleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/CompositeLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/ReflectionLifecycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/AbstractPicoVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by                                                          *
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*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedFieldInjector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Automated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Locked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/NameBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AdaptingBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/PropertyApplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedFieldInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/LifecycleComponentMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoContainer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Automating.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/adapters/AbstractAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Injectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/Characteristics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/PropertyApplying.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Inject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/TransientPicoContainer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/DefaultPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/NullLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/BasicComponentParameter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Synchronizing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedMethodInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoVerificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Cache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CommandLinePicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/TypedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/adapters/InstanceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/TypedFieldInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/CollectionComponentParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Locking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Nullable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Behaviors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AbstractInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/BehaviorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/InjectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedMethodInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ImplementationHiding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/HiddenImplementation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/ComponentParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-
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jar/org/picocontainer/containers/ImmutablePicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SetterInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoClassNotFoundException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant & Obie Fernandez & Aslak Helles&oslash;y    *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/NullComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Jon Tirsen                                               *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AbstractBehavior.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) NanoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Joerg Schaibe                                            *

*****************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Decorating.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/FieldDecorating.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammaant                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ComponentMonitorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/WriterComponentMonitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ConsoleComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by the committers                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/AbstractDelegatingMutablePicoContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *
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* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

* Original Code By: Centerline Computers, Inc.                              *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/PrimitiveMemberChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Committers. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Joerg Schaibe                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-jar/org/picocontainer/BindKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant & Obie Fernandez & Aslak                    *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by various                           *

*****************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CompositePicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/MutablePicoContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Mauro Talevi                                             *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/AbstractComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved. *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD * style

* license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in * the

* LICENSE.txt file. * * Original code by *

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AbstractBehaviorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/PropertiesPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-
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jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MethodInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Intercepting.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoLifecycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ForgetfulConstructorInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Intercepted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/SystemPropertiesPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CommandLineArgumentsPicoContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ParameterNameBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/AbstractParameter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SingleMemberInjector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/composers/RegexComposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ComposingMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Jon Tirsen                        *

*****************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/ConstantParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-jar/org/picocontainer/Parameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant                                             *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-jar/org/picocontainer/Behavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/EmptyPicoContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the license.html file.                                                    *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Aslak Hellesoy and Paul Hammant   *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-jar/org/picocontainer/Startable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Aslak Hellesoy and Paul Hammant   *

*****************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ThreadCached.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Guarding.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SetterInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MethodInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedMethodInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AdaptingInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ConstructorInjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ThreadCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ConstructorInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Storing.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoCompositionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/OptInCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1266565840_1644246713.67/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Cached.java

 

1.241 negotiator 0.6.3 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Federico Romero

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Isaac Z. Schlueter

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.242 url-parse 1.5.10 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.243 plexus-component-annotations 2.1.0 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278586212_1645928164.16/0/plexus-component-annotations-2-1-0-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/annotations/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278586212_1645928164.16/0/plexus-component-annotations-2-1-0-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/annotations/Configuration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278586212_1645928164.16/0/plexus-component-annotations-2-1-0-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/annotations/Requirement.java

 

1.244 plexus-interpolation 1.26 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*
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* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this

 acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/**

    * Determines if the current OS matches the given OS

    * version.

    *

    * @param version the OS version to check for

    * @return true if the OS matches

    * @since 1.0

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/os/Os.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/PrefixedValueSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/BasicInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/InterpolationCycleException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 The Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/EnvarBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/ObjectBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/MapBasedValueSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/PrefixedObjectValueSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/PrefixedPropertiesValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/PrefixedPropertiesValueSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/os/OperatingSystemUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

*   Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

* ====================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/reflection/ClassMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/reflection/MethodMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/util/ValueSourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/reflection/ReflectionValueExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2008 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/InterpolationCycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/AbstractDelegatingValueSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/AbstractDelegatingValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/AbstractValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/object/FieldBasedObjectInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/RecursionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/InterpolationPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/object/ObjectInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/InterpolationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/SimpleRecursionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/StringSearchInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/Interpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/PrefixAwareRecursionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/ValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/RegexBasedInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/FeedbackEnabledValueSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/PropertiesBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/AbstractFunctionValueSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/object/ObjectInterpolationWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/PrefixedValueSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/QueryEnabledValueSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.codehaus.org/)."

*    Alternately, this

 acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact codehaus@codehaus.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.codehaus.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/InterpolatorFilterReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/multi/MultiDelimiterInterpolatorFilterReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2014 The Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/PropertiesBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/FixedStringSearchInterpolator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/ObjectBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/FixedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/EnvarBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/PrefixedObjectValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/MapBasedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/fixed/InterpolationState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software

 Foundation (http://www.codehaus.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact codehaus@codehaus.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.codehaus.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/util/StringUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2001-2009 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/multi/MultiDelimiterStringSearchInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/SingleResponseValueSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1278590218_1645925441.18/0/plexus-interpolation-1-26-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/interpolation/multi/DelimiterSpecification.java

 

1.245 sindresorhus-is 4.6.0 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.246 brace-expansion 2.0.1 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.247 columnify 1.6.0 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Tim Oxley

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.248 util 0.12.4 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.249 debug 4.3.4 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2018-2021 Josh Junon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.250 @types/keyv 3.1.4 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

License Notices:

 

The API definitions and documents are from Google Apps Script reference site [1].

 

The document comments are reproduced from work created and shared by Google [2]

and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License [3].

 

The code samples in the documents and the test code are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License [4].

 

[1] https://developers.google.com/apps-script/

[2] https://developers.google.com/readme/policies/

[3] http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

[4] http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.251 boolean 3.2.0 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014-2022 the native web.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.252 eastasianwidth 0.2.0 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.253 string-width 5.1.2 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.254 graceful-fs 4.2.10 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.255 is-shared-array-buffer 1.0.2 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Inspect JS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.256 is-number-object 1.0.7 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.257 define-properties 1.1.4 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.258 has-property-descriptors 1.0.0 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Inspect JS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.259 regexp-prototype-flags 1.4.3 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.260 has-bigints 1.0.2 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.261 functions-have-names 1.2.3 
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1.261.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.262 unbox-primitive 1.0.2 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.263 auto-value-annotations 1.9 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/memoized/processor/MemoizeExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/memoized/Memoized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/PropertyBuilderClassifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/Optionalish.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express
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* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/AutoAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/EclipseHack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/TypeEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/memoized/processor/MemoizedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/memoized/processor/ClassNames.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/AutoValueExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/BuilderMethodClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/JavaScanner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/ExtensionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2012 Google LLC

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.google.auto.value/auto-value-annotations/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/ToPrettyStringValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/ClassNames.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/BuilderMethodClassifierForAutoValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/AutoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/ToPrettyString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/ToPrettyStringExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/Annotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/BuilderMethodClassifierForAutoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/Nullables.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoBuilderTemplateVars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/ExtensionClassTypeSpecBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/toprettystring/processor/ToPrettyStringMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoBuilderProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/MissingTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AnnotationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/GwtSerialization.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/BuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoAnnotationTemplateVars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/Reformatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/TypeMirrorSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/GwtCompatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/ErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AbortProcessingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/TemplateVars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueBuilderProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoAnnotationProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/TypeSimplifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueTemplateVars.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueOrBuilderTemplateVars.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

## Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

## you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

## You may obtain a copy of the License at

## http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

## distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/builder.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/autobuilder.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/autovalue.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/autooneof.vm
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* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/autoannotation.vm

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/equalshashcode.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/gwtserializer.vm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/SerializerFactoryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/processor/PropertyMirror.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/processor/ClassNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/interfaces/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/impl/ImmutableListSerializerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/impl/IdentitySerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/runtime/FunctionWithExceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/impl/OptionalSerializerExtension.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/processor/SerializableAutoValueExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/impl/ImmutableMapSerializerExtension.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/interfaces/SerializerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/impl/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/SerializableAutoValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/extension/serializable/serializer/interfaces/SerializerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/SimpleServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/TypeVariables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**
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  * Specifies that AutoValue should copy any annotations from the annotated element to the

  * generated class. This annotation supports classes and methods.

  *

  * <p>The following annotations are excluded:

  *

  * <ol>

  *   <li>AutoValue and its nested annotations;

  *   <li>any annotation appearing in the {@link AutoValue.CopyAnnotations#exclude}

 field;

  *   <li>any class annotation which is itself annotated with the {@link

  *       java.lang.annotation.Inherited} meta-annotation.

  * </ol>

  *

  * <p>For historical reasons, annotations are always copied from an {@code @AutoValue} property

  * method to its implementation, unless {@code @CopyAnnotations} is present and explicitly

  * {@linkplain CopyAnnotations#exclude excludes} that annotation. But annotations are not copied

  * from the {@code @AutoValue} class itself to its implementation unless {@code @CopyAnnotations}

  * is present.

  *

  * <p>If you want to copy annotations from your {@literal @}AutoValue-annotated class's methods to

  * the generated fields in the AutoValue_... implementation, annotate your method

  * with {@literal @}AutoValue.CopyAnnotations. For example, if Example.java is:<pre>

  *

  *   {@code @}Immutable

  *   {@code @}AutoValue

  *   abstract class Example {

  *     {@code @}CopyAnnotations

  *     {@code

 @}SuppressWarnings("Immutable") // justification ...

  *     abstract Object getObject();

  *     // other details ...

  *   }</pre>

  *

  * <p>Then AutoValue will generate the following AutoValue_Example.java:<pre>

  *

  *   final class AutoValue_Example extends Example {

  *     {@code @}SuppressWarnings("Immutable")

  *     private final Object object;

  *

  *     {@code @}SuppressWarnings("Immutable")

  *     {@code @}Override

  *     Object getObject() {

  *       return object;

  *     }

  *

  *     // other details ...

  *   }</pre>

  *
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  * <p>When the <i>type</i> of an {@code @AutoValue} property method has annotations, those are

  * part of the type, so by default they are copied to the implementation of the method. But if

  * a type annotation is mentioned in {@code exclude} then it is not copied.

  *

  * <p>For example, suppose {@code @Confidential} is a

  * {@link java.lang.annotation.ElementType#TYPE_USE TYPE_USE} annotation:

  *

  * <pre>

  *

   *   {@code @}AutoValue

  *   abstract class Person {

  *     static Person create({@code @}Confidential String name, int id) {

  *       return new AutoValue_Person(name, id);

  *     }

  *

  *     abstract {@code @}Confidential String name();

  *     abstract int id();

  *   }</pre>

  *

  * Then the implementation of the {@code name()} method will also have return type

  * {@code @Confidential String}. But if {@code name()} were written like this...

  *

  * <pre>

  *

  *     {@code @AutoValue.CopyAnnotations(exclude = Confidential.class)}

  *     abstract {@code @}Confidential String name();</pre>

  *

  * <p>...then the implementation of {@code name()} would have return type {@code String} without

  * the annotation.

  *

  * @author Carmi Grushko

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/AutoValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueishProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoOneOfProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoOneOfTemplateVars.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/PropertyNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/SimpleMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/AutoOneOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/ClassNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1319211690_1651231542.12/0/auto-value-annotations-1-9-sources-1-

jar/com/google/auto/value/processor/AutoValueishTemplateVars.java
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1.264 eclipse-sisu-plexus 0.3.5 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.265 eclipse-sisu-inject 0.3.5 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available <p>Your use of the ASM code is subject to the terms and conditions of the ASM License All

rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its this

software without specific prior written permission.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.266 string-prototype-trimend 1.0.5 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.267 string-prototype-trimstart 1.0.5 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.268 guice 5.1.0 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Core Library

Copyright 2006-2022 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.269 builtins 5.0.1 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.270 gson 2.8.9 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project
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* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/PreJava9ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/UnsafeReflectionAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

 

1.271 globalthis 1.0.3 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.272 gson 2.9.0 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

 

1.273 is-typed-array 1.1.9 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.274 which-typed-array 1.1.8 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.275 object-inspect 1.12.2 
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1.275.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.276 jakarta-validation-api 3.0.2 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Jakarta Bean Validation API

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ValidateUnwrappedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Positive.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Digits.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-jar/module-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Configuration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/FutureOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/NotBlank.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/NegativeOrZero.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/NotEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/ExtractedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/Unwrapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/NoProviderFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Null.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-
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jar/jakarta/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/PastOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Negative.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ContainerElementTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Email.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ElementKind.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ClockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Size.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/PositiveOrZero.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/GroupSequence.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/UnwrapByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/Valid.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-
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jar/jakarta/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-

jar/jakarta/validation/metadata/ContainerDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Jakarta Bean Validation API

 ~

 ~ License: Apache License, Version 2.0

 ~ See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

 -->

<![CDATA[

Comments to: <a href="mailto:bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org">bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org</a>.<br>

Copyright &#169; 2019,2020 Eclipse Foundation.<br>

Use is subject to <a href="{@docRoot}/doc-files/speclicense.html" target="_top">EFSL</a>; this spec is based on

material that is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0.]]>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1343263537_1655119212.9029043/0/jakarta-validation-api-3-0-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/jakarta.validation/jakarta.validation-api/pom.xml

 

1.277 openjpeg 2.5.0 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL), Belgium

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Professor Benoit Macq

Copyright (c) 2001-2003, David Janssens

Copyright (c) 2002-2003, Yannick Verschueren

Copyright (c) 2003-2007, Francois-Olivier Devaux and Antonin Descampe

Copyright (c) 2005, Herve Drolon, FreeImage Team

Copyright (c) 2007, Digital Signal Processing Laboratory, Universit degli studi di Perugia (UPG), Italy

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditionsare met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS'

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2011 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*

* The copyright in this software is being made available under the 2-clauses

* BSD License, included below. This software may be subject to other third

* party and contributor rights, including patent rights, and no such rights

* are granted under this license.

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL), Belgium

* Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Professor Benoit Macq

* Copyright (c) 2003-2014, Antonin Descampe

* Copyright (c) 2003-2009, Francois-Olivier Devaux

* Copyright (c) 2005, Herve Drolon, FreeImage Team

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003, Yannick Verschueren

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, David Janssens

* Copyright (c) 2011-2012, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), France

* Copyright (c) 2012, CS Systemes d'Information, France

*

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS'

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

*

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience.  In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

 

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.

 

This code is released under the libpng license.

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000 through 1.6.25, September 1, 2016 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2016 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond

  Mans Rullgard

  Cosmin Truta

  Gilles Vollant

  James Yu

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There

 is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes
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  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the list

of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license

 as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors
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and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages,

 which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

 2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

    be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

 3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

    source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

END OF COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE.

 

TRADEMARK:

 

The name "libpng" has not been registered by the Copyright

 owner

as a trademark in any jurisdiction.  However, because libpng has

been distributed and maintained world-wide, continually since 1995,

the Copyright owner claims "common-law trademark protection" in any

jurisdiction where common-law trademark is recognized.

 

OSI CERTIFICATION:

 

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software.  OSI Certified Open Source is

a certification mark of the Open Source Initiative. OSI has not addressed

the additional disclaimers inserted at version 1.0.7.

 

EXPORT CONTROL:

 

The Copyright owner believes that the Export Control Classification

Number (ECCN) for libpng is EAR99, which means not subject to export

controls or International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) because
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it is open source, publicly available software, that does not contain

any encryption software.  See the EAR, paragraphs 734.3(b)(3) and

734.7(b).

 

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

September 1, 2016

### MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 by Jim Pattee <jimp03@email.com>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.278 okhttp 4.10.0 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

Note that publicsuffixes.gz is compiled from The Public Suffix List:

https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat

 

It is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0:

https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.279 python-certifi 2021.05.30 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
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***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $

 $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

 

1.280 diff 5.1.0 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Lerna Contributors

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.281 reactive-streams 1.0.4 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

MIT-0

 

1.282 model-mapper 2.3.8 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/InexactMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/ConfigurableConditionExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/DestinationSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyReferenceCollector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/ReferenceMapExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ReferenceMapExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/InternalPropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-
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jar/org/modelmapper/ExpressionMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/SourceGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ConfigurableConditionExpressionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Members.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/ValueReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-
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jar/org/modelmapper/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/valueaccess/MapValueReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/NumberConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/Conditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeInfoImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/MapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/NameableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/ConverterExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyMappingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/MatchingStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/CalendarConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/ToStringBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/ConstantMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/SourceMappingImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/ArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/StringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/MappingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/AssignableConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/EnumConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyNameInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/StrictMatchingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/PropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ErrorsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/MapExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ConstantMappingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/ErrorMessage.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/AbstractCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/NamingConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/valuemutate/ValueMutateStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/NonMergingCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/Mutator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/ConverterStore.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/AbstractProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/config/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/AbstractConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/InheritingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeMapImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/NamingConventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ProvisionRequestImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/LooseMatchingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/StandardMatchingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyInfoSetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Primitives.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/MatchingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/MergingCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/valueaccess/ValueAccessStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/BridgeClassLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/PropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/NameTokenizers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/Converter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/ArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/SourceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/MappingEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/PropertyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/MappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/CharacterConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/TypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/MappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeMapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/convention/NameTransformers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ImplicitMappingBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/NameTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/Accessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/MappingEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-
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jar/org/modelmapper/spi/PropertyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/PropertyInfoRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/ConditionExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Stack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeInfoRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/ModelMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/SkipExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/converter/DateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/MappingContextImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/NameTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/builder/ProviderExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2011-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/ExplicitMappingBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/InternalMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/TypeSafeSourceGetter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/ValueWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-
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jar/org/modelmapper/internal/TypeResolvingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/spi/PropertyNameInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/Converters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/valuemutate/MapValueWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1357791432_1657088980.5044694/0/modelmapper-2-3-8-sources-

jar/org/modelmapper/internal/util/Callable.java

 

1.283 psl 1.9.0 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Lupo Montero lupomontero@gmail.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.284 clone-response 1.0.3 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Luke Childs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.285 responselike 2.0.1 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017 Luke Childs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.286 ip 2.0.0 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.287 jakarta xml bind api 4.0.0 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2022 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Jakarta XML Binding

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta XML Binding

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta XML Binding is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0

 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-tck

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache River (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND BSD-3-Clause

 

ASM 7 (n/a)

 

* License: BSD-3-Clause

* Project: https://asm.ow2.io/

* Source:

  https://repository.ow2.org/nexus/#nexus-search;gav~org.ow2.asm~asm-commons~~~~kw,versionexpand

 

JTHarness (5.0)

 

* License: (GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0)	

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/JT+Harness

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/jtharness/

 

normalize.css (3.0.2)

 

* License: MIT

 

SigTest (n/a)

 

* License: GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which
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 you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 

  THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.288 date-format 4.0.13 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Gareth Jones

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
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use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.289 streamroller 3.1.2 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Gareth Jones

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.290 object.assign 4.1.4 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jordan Harband
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.291 flatted 3.2.7 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2020, Andrea Giammarchi, @WebReflection

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.292 wsproto 1.2.0 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Benno Rice and contributors
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.293 chardet 4.0.0 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
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libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.294 html5lib 1.1 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham, Geoffrey Sneddon, and

other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.295 colorama 0.4.4 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.296 webencodings 0.5.1 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

python-webencodings

===================

 

This is a Python implementation of the `WHATWG Encoding standard

<http://encoding.spec.whatwg.org/>`_.

 

* Latest documentation: http://packages.python.org/webencodings/

* Source code and issue tracker:

 https://github.com/gsnedders/python-webencodings

* PyPI releases: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/webencodings

* License: BSD

* Python 2.6+ and 3.3+

 

In order to be compatible with legacy web content

when interpreting something like ``Content-Type: text/html; charset=latin1``,

tools need to use a particular set of aliases for encoding labels

as well as some overriding rules.

For example, ``US-ASCII`` and ``iso-8859-1`` on the web are actually

aliases for ``windows-1252``, and an UTF-8 or UTF-16 BOM takes precedence

over any other encoding declaration.

The Encoding standard defines all such details so that implementations do

not have to reverse-engineer each other.

 

This module has

 encoding labels and BOM detection,

but the actual implementation for encoders and decoders is Python’s.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/README.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

from setuptools import setup, find_packages
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import io

from os import path

import re

 

 

VERSION = re.search("VERSION = '([^']+)'", io.open(

   path.join(path.dirname(__file__), 'webencodings', '__init__.py'),

   encoding='utf-8'

).read().strip()).group(1)

 

LONG_DESCRIPTION = io.open(

   path.join(path.dirname(__file__), 'README.rst'),

   encoding='utf-8'

).read()

 

 

setup(

   name='webencodings',

   version=VERSION,

   url='https://github.com/SimonSapin/python-webencodings',

   license='BSD',

   author='Simon Sapin',

   author_email='simon.sapin@exyr.org',

   maintainer='Geoffrey Sneddon',

   maintainer_email='me@gsnedders.com',

   description='Character encoding aliases for legacy web content',

   long_description=LONG_DESCRIPTION,

   classifiers=[

       'Development Status :: 4 - Beta',

       'Intended Audience :: Developers',

       'License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License',

       'Programming Language

 :: Python',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 2',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 2.6',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.3',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: CPython',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy',

       'Topic :: Internet :: WWW/HTTP',

   ],

   packages=find_packages(),

)
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

"""

 

   webencodings.mklabels

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 

   Regenarate the webencodings.labels module.

 

   :copyright: Copyright 2012 by Simon Sapin

   :license: BSD, see LICENSE for details.

 

"""

 

import json

try:

   from urllib import urlopen

except ImportError:

   from urllib.request import urlopen

 

 

def assert_lower(string):

   assert string == string.lower()

   return string

 

 

def generate(url):

   parts = ['''\

"""

 

   webencodings.labels

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 

   Map encoding labels to their name.

 

   :copyright: Copyright 2012 by Simon Sapin

   :license: BSD, see LICENSE for details.

 

"""

 

# XXX Do not edit!

# This file is automatically generated by mklabels.py

 

LABELS = {

''']
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   labels = [

       (repr(assert_lower(label)).lstrip('u'),

        repr(encoding['name']).lstrip('u'))

       for category in json.loads(urlopen(url).read().decode('ascii'))

       for encoding in category['encodings']

        for label in encoding['labels']]

   max_len = max(len(label) for label, name in labels)

   parts.extend(

       '    %s:%s %s,\n' % (label, ' ' * (max_len - len(label)), name)

       for label, name in labels)

   parts.append('}')

   return ''.join(parts)

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__':

   print(generate('http://encoding.spec.whatwg.org/encodings.json'))

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings/mklabels.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

:license: BSD, see LICENSE for details.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings/labels.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings/tests.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings/x_user_defined.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: webencodings

Version: 0.5.1

Summary: Character encoding aliases for legacy web content

Home-page: https://github.com/SimonSapin/python-webencodings

Author: Geoffrey Sneddon

Author-email: me@gsnedders.com

License: BSD

Description: python-webencodings

       ===================

      

       This is a Python implementation of the `WHATWG Encoding standard

       <http://encoding.spec.whatwg.org/>`_.
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       * Latest documentation: http://packages.python.org/webencodings/

       * Source code and issue tracker:

         https://github.com/gsnedders/python-webencodings

       * PyPI releases: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/webencodings

       * License: BSD

       * Python 2.6+ and 3.3+

      

       In order to be compatible with legacy web content

       when interpreting something like ``Content-Type: text/html; charset=latin1``,

       tools need to use a particular set

 of aliases for encoding labels

       as well as some overriding rules.

       For example, ``US-ASCII`` and ``iso-8859-1`` on the web are actually

       aliases for ``windows-1252``, and an UTF-8 or UTF-16 BOM takes precedence

       over any other encoding declaration.

       The Encoding standard defines all such details so that implementations do

       not have to reverse-engineer each other.

      

       This module has encoding labels and BOM detection,

       but the actual implementation for encoders and decoders is Python’s.

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 4 - Beta

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

 :: 3.3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: CPython

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy

Classifier: Topic :: Internet :: WWW/HTTP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-

0.5.1/webencodings.egg-info/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1401468445_1661617535.3616152/0/webencodings-0-5-1-1-tar-gz/webencodings-0.5.1/PKG-

INFO
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1.297 packaging 21.3 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.
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Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.298 packaging 20.4 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.299 tomli 2.0.1 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.300 pysocks 1.7.1 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2006 Dan-Haim. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of Dan Haim nor the names of his contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY DAN HAIM "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL DAN HAIM OR HIS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMANGE.

3proxy 0.7 Public License Agreement

 

(c) 2000-2014 by 3APA3A (3APA3A@security.nnov.ru)

(c) 2000-2014 by SecurityVulns.com (http://3proxy.ru/)

(c) 2000-2014 by Vladimir Dubrovin (vlad@sandy.ru)

 

This software uses:

 RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm

 RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

 THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software is FREEWARE.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that following conditions

are met (BSD style license):

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the SecurityVulns.COM nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

   software without specific prior written permission.
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Instead of this license, you can also use and redistribute this software under

terms of compatible license, including:

 

1. Apache License, Version 2.0

  You may obtain a copy

 of the License at

 

	http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

2. GNU General Public License as published by

  the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

  (at your option) any later version.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

	http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.txt

 

3. GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the

  Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or

  (at your option) any later version.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.txt

 

1.301 pycparser 2.21 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

pycparser -- A C parser in Python

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020, Eli Bendersky

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Eli Bendersky nor the names of its contributors may

 be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.302 futures 3.3.0 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part

 thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,
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OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship

 of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

1.303 importlib-metadata 1.4 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017-2019 Jason R. Coombs, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.304 yargs-parser 21.1.1 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.305 google-http-client 1.42.2 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Google HTTP Client Library for Java

Bundle-Description: Google HTTP Client Library for Java. Functionality

 that works on all supported Java platforms,    including Java 7 (or

higher) desktop (SE) and web (EE), Android, and Google App Engine.

Automatic-Module-Name: com.google.api.client

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.http-client.google-http-client

Implementation-Version: 1.42.2

Bnd-LastModified: 1657808243654

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-DocURL: https://www.google.com/

Bundle-Vendor: Google

Import-Package: javax.annotation;resolution:=optional;version="[3.0,4)

",com.google.api.client.http,com.google.api.client.json,com.google.ap

i.client.json.webtoken,com.google.api.client.testing.util,com.google.

api.client.util,com.google.api.client.util.escape,com.google.common.b

ase;version="[30.1,31)",com.google.common.collect;version="[30.1,31)"

 ,com.google.common.io;version="[30.1,31)",com.google.common.util.conc

urrent;version="[30.1,31)",io.opencensus.common,io.opencensus.contrib

.http.util,io.opencensus.trace,io.opencensus.trace.export,io.opencens

us.trace.propagation,javax.net.ssl,org.apache.http,org.apache.http.cl

ient,org.apache.http.client.methods,org.apache.http.conn,org.apache.h

ttp.conn.params,org.apache.http.conn.routing,org.apache.http.conn.sch

eme,org.apache.http.conn.ssl,org.apache.http.entity,org.apache.http.i

mpl.client,org.apache.http.impl.conn,org.apache.http.impl.conn.tsccm,

org.apache.http.message,org.apache.http.params,org.apache.http.protoc

ol

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-6.2.0.202202251641

Implementation-Vendor: Google

Export-Package: com.google.api.client.util;uses:="javax.net.ssl";versi

on="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.util.store;version="1.42.2",com.goo

gle.api.client.util.escape;version="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.tes

 ting.util;uses:="com.google.api.client.util";version="1.42.2",com.goo

gle.api.client.testing.http.javanet;version="1.42.2",com.google.api.c

lient.testing.http;uses:="com.google.api.client.http,com.google.api.c
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lient.util";version="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.testing.http.apach

e;uses:="org.apache.http,org.apache.http.client,org.apache.http.conn,

org.apache.http.conn.routing,org.apache.http.impl.client,org.apache.h

ttp.params,org.apache.http.protocol";version="1.42.2",com.google.api.

client.testing.json;uses:="com.google.api.client.json";version="1.42.

2",com.google.api.client.testing.json.webtoken;uses:="com.google.api.

client.json.webtoken,javax.net.ssl";version="1.42.2",com.google.api.c

lient.http;uses:="com.google.api.client.util,io.opencensus.trace,io.o

pencensus.trace.propagation,javax.annotation";version="1.42.2",com.go

ogle.api.client.http.javanet;uses:="com.google.api.client.http,javax.

net.ssl";version="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.http.apache;uses:="co

 m.google.api.client.http,org.apache.http,org.apache.http.client,org.a

pache.http.conn.ssl,org.apache.http.impl.client,org.apache.http.param

s";version="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.http.json;uses:="com.google

.api.client.http,com.google.api.client.json";version="1.42.2",com.goo

gle.api.client.json;uses:="com.google.api.client.util";version="1.42.

2",com.google.api.client.json.rpc2;uses:="com.google.api.client.util"

;version="1.42.2",com.google.api.client.json.webtoken;uses:="com.goog

le.api.client.json,com.google.api.client.util,javax.net.ssl";version=

"1.42.2"

Bundle-Name: Google HTTP Client Library for Java

Bundle-Version: 1.42.2

Build-Jdk-Spec: 1.8

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin 5.1.6

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1405772436_1662058146.2824829/0/google-http-client-1-42-2-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.306 google-http-client-gson 1.42.2 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.307 opencensus-api 0.31.1 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.308 universalify 0.2.0 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanzim.com>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.309 es-abstract 1.20.2 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.310 jna 5.12.1 
1.310.1 Available under license : 

SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0 OR LGPL-2.1

 

Java Native Access (JNA) is licensed under the LGPL, version 2.1

or later, or (from version 4.0 onward) the Apache License,

version 2.0.

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

 

You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 

Commercial support may be available, please e-mail

twall[at]users[dot]sf[dot]net.

 

1.311 cglib 3.3.0 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.312 get-intrinsic 1.1.3 
1.312.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.313 follow-redirects 1.15.2 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2014present Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben

Verborgh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.314 glew 2.1.0 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to

 make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or

 in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on

 it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable

 form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time

 you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any

 other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of

 this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT

 WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

The OpenGL Extension Wrangler Library

Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Milan Ikits <milan ikits[]ieee org>

Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Marcelo E. Magallon <mmagallo[]debian org>

Copyright (C) 2002, Lev Povalahev

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Mesa 3-D graphics library

Version:  7.0

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

BRIAN PAUL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2007 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the
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"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

1.315 is-callable 1.2.6 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.316 cli-table3 0.6.3 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 James Talmage <james.talmage@jrtechnical.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.317 classgraph 4.8.147 
1.317.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Sergey Bespalov

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Sergey Bespalov

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without
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* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereTraditionalClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison (luke.hutch@gmail.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED
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 TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ResourceList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/RecycleOnClose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/URLClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/URLPathEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/GraphvizDotfileGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FileUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ParentLastDelegationOrderTestClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/TypeResolutions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/CallStackReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/VersionFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FastPathResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PotentiallyUnmodifiableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/WorkQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ModuleFinder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/BaseTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-
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jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/FieldTypeInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationClassRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/InfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/PhysicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationEnumValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/PlexusClassWorldsClassRealmClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/scanspec/AcceptReject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/OSGiDefaultClassLoaderHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Resettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/UnoOneJarClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementZip.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeArgument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ReferenceTypeSignature.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/JarUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JPMSClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleReaderProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ObjectTypedValueWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxContextFinderClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/LogicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-
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jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/TomcatWebappClassLoaderBaseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/LogNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HierarchicalTypeSignature.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SingletonMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/InterruptionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefOrTypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WeblogicClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/Id.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModulePathInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MappableInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ReferenceEqualityKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodTypeSignature.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ParameterizedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Classfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HasName.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/FastZipEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassGraphClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeParameter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/scanspec/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodParameterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/SystemJarFinder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/ProxyingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FallbackClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResultObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFieldCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/NestedJarHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValue.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2020 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/ArraySlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessArrayReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/ClassfileReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/Slice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessFileChannelReader.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessByteBufferReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/SequentialReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/PathSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/FileSlice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Harith Elrufaie

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Harith Elrufaie

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FelixClassLoaderHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Michael J. Simons

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/SpringBootRestartClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The MIT License (MIT)</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.classgraph/classgraph/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2021 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/StandardReflectionDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/CloseableByteBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/JVMDriverReflectionDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/CxfContainerClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/NarcissusReflectionDriver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/ReflectionDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison, with significant contributions from Davy De Durpel

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JBossClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @jacobg on GitHub

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*
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* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 @jacobg, Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/AntClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: R. Kempees

*

* With contributions from @cpierceworld (#414)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 R. Kempees (contributed to the ClassGraph project)

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
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* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereLibertyClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Johno Crawford (johno@sulake.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Johno Crawford

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
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* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SimpleThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @mcollovati

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 @mcollovati, contributed to the ClassGraph project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

 * LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430832825_1664544659.5808003/0/classgraph-4-8-147-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/QuarkusClassLoaderHandler.java

 

1.318 javassist 3.29.2-GA 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434218610_1664996210.5127783/0/javassist-3-29-2-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

 

1.319 emoji-regex 8.0.0 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.320 socks 2.7.1 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.321 emoji-regex 9.2.2 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.322 tunnel 0.0.6 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Koichi Kobayashi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.323 defaults 1.0.4 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Sindre Sorhus

Copyright (c) 2015 Elijah Insua

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.324 protobuf-java 3.19.6 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0
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Automatic-Module-Name: com.google.protobuf

Bnd-LastModified: 1664485905970

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_181-google-v7

Built-By: mkruskal

Bundle-Description: Core Protocol Buffers library. Protocol Buffers are

a way of encoding structured data in an    efficient yet extensible for

mat.

Bundle-DocURL: https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

Bundle-License: https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Protocol Buffers [Core]

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.protobuf

Bundle-Version: 3.19.6

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: com.google.protobuf;version="3.19.6"

Import-Package: sun.misc;resolution:=optional,com.google.protobuf;versio

n="[3.19,4)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.0.0.201509101326

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto
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* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444789790_1666041710.804059/0/protobuf-java-3-19-6-jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

 

1.325 cliui 8.0.1 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.326 fastest-levenshtein 1.0.16 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Kasper Unn Weihe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.327 commons-compress 1.22 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

---

 

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

 

---

 

The test file lbzip2_32767.bz2 has been copied from libbzip2's source

repository:

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented;

 you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written
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  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.328 keyv 4.5.2 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2021 Luke Childs

Copyright (c) 2021-2022 Jared Wray

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.329 npmlog 7.0.1 
1.329.1 Available under license : 

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.330 treeverse 3.0.0 
1.330.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.331 unique-filename 3.0.0 
1.331.1 Available under license : 

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

1.332 proc-log 3.0.0 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.333 npm-bundled 3.0.0 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.334 unique-slug 4.0.0 
1.334.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.335 abbrev 2.0.0 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under the ISC and MIT licenses.

You may use this software under EITHER of the following licenses.
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----------

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----------

 

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is

 hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.
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1.336 read-cmd-shim 4.0.0 
1.336.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.337 @types/cacheable-request 6.0.3 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE
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1.338 @types/node 18.7.18 
1.338.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.339 ansi-styles 6.2.1 
1.339.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
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 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.340 normalize-url 8.0.0 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.341 v8 8.8.8.8 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# The 3-Clause BSD License

 

Copyright 2019 web-platform-tests contributors

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

maintained libraries.  The externally maintained libraries used by V8

are:
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 - PCRE test suite, located in

   test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre/regexp-pcre.js.  This is based on the

   test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

   of Cambridge and Google, Inc.  The copyright notice and license

   are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 

 - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/object-keys.  These are

   based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

   Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

   assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

   assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h,

   assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler-mips-inl.h,

   assembler-mips.cc, assembler-mips.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

   This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems

 Inc. and released

   under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Valgrind client API header, located at src/third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

   This is released under the BSD license.

 

 - The Wasm C/C++ API headers, located at third_party/wasm-api/wasm.{h,hh}

   This is released under the Apache license. The API's upstream prototype

   implementation also formed the basis of V8's implementation in

   src/wasm/c-api.cc.

 

These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Further license information can be found in LICENSE files located in

sub-directories.

 

Copyright 2014, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

All files in this directory are provided by the following license if not stated

otherwise in the individual file:

====================

This file is provided under a dual BSD/GPLv2 license.  When using or

redistributing this file, you may do so under either license.

 

GPL LICENSE SUMMARY

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

The full GNU General Public License

 is included in this distribution

in the file called LICENSE.GPL.

 

Contact Information:

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe/

 

BSD LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

====================

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later

claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For
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 these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a

Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

 and translate a Work;

 

 ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

 iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

  depicted in a Work;

 

 iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

 subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in

 a Work;

 

 vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

 protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

 including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

 

 vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

 based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known

 or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes

the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver
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shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or

any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work

by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved

 to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver

is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free,

non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in

the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration

provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii)

in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any

purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or

promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the

License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under

applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and

 in such case Affirmer hereby

affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims

and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

 a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

 surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

 b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties

 of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

 including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

 for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or

 other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

 discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

 c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other

 persons

 that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

 any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

 disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

 or other rights required for any use of the Work.

 

 d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

 party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this
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 CC0 or use of the Work.

 

For more information, please see

<http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

Tests included here are based on build output generated by the six-speed

benchmark suite.

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kevin Decker

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Sun Microsystems or the names of contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Copyright 2016 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 7 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also
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included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2007 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in

 source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1993-2004 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

Copyright (c) 2006 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder(s) nor the names of any

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The JsonCpp library's source code, including accompanying documentation,

tests and demonstration applications, are licensed under the following

conditions...

 

The author (Baptiste Lepilleur) explicitly disclaims copyright in all

jurisdictions which recognize such a disclaimer. In such jurisdictions,

this software is released into the Public Domain.

 

In jurisdictions which do not recognize Public Domain property (e.g. Germany as of

2010), this software is Copyright (c) 2007-2010 by Baptiste Lepilleur, and is

released under the terms of the MIT License (see below).

 

In jurisdictions which recognize Public Domain property, the user of this

software may choose to accept it either as 1) Public Domain, 2) under the

conditions of the MIT License (see below), or 3) under the terms of dual

Public Domain/MIT License conditions described here, as they choose.

 

The MIT License is about as close to Public Domain as a license can get, and is

described in clear, concise terms at:
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  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License

  

The full text of the MIT License follows:

 

========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Baptiste Lepilleur

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

========================================================================

(END LICENSE TEXT)

 

The MIT license is compatible with both the GPL and commercial

software, affording one all of the rights of Public Domain with the

minor nuisance of being required to keep the above copyright notice

and license text in the source code. Note also that by accepting the

Public Domain "license" you can re-license your copy using whatever

license you like.

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the following BSD-style license applies to this one

file (valgrind.h) only.  The rest of Valgrind is licensed under the

terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2, unless

otherwise indicated.  See the COPYING file in the source

distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

This file is part of Valgrind, a dynamic binary instrumentation

framework.
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Copyright (C) 2000-2010 Julian Seward.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment

 in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the above BSD-style license applies to this one file

(valgrind.h) only.  The entire rest of Valgrind is licensed under

the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2.  See the

COPYING file in the source distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting
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Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,
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   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the

 Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 Python Software Foundation; All

Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available

 to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF

 and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare

 derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6.

 This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White

 Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement

 together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".
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3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR

 ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs

 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2
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--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both

 that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.342 minipass 3.3.6 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.343 jctools-core 4.0.1 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1662622707903

Build-Jdk-Spec: 11

Bundle-Description: Java Concurrency Tools Core Library

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Java Concurrency Tools Core Library

Bundle-SymbolicName: org.jctools.core

Bundle-Version: 4.0.1

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin 5.1.6

Export-Package: org.jctools.maps;version="4.0.1",org.jctools.util;uses

:="sun.misc";version="4.0.1",org.jctools.queues;version="4.0.1",org.j

ctools.queues.atomic;uses:="org.jctools.queues";version="4.0.1",org.j

ctools.queues.unpadded;uses:="org.jctools.queues";version="4.0.1",org

.jctools.counters;version="4.0.1"

Import-Package: sun.misc;resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-6.2.0.202202251641

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1500645298_1670406227.9308958/0/jctools-core-4-0-1-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1500645298_1670406227.9308958/0/jctools-core-4-0-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

 

1.344 json-cpp 1.9.4 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

The JsonCpp library's source code, including accompanying documentation,

tests and demonstration applications, are licensed under the following

conditions...

 

Baptiste Lepilleur and The JsonCpp Authors explicitly disclaim copyright in all

jurisdictions which recognize such a disclaimer. In such jurisdictions,

this software is released into the Public Domain.

 

In jurisdictions which do not recognize Public Domain property (e.g. Germany as of

2010), this software is Copyright (c) 2007-2010 by Baptiste Lepilleur and

The JsonCpp Authors, and is released under the terms of the MIT License (see below).

 

In jurisdictions which recognize Public Domain property, the user of this

software may choose to accept it either as 1) Public Domain, 2) under the

conditions of the MIT License (see below), or 3) under the terms of dual

Public Domain/MIT License conditions described here, as they choose.

 

The MIT License is about as close to Public Domain as a license can get, and is

described in clear,

 concise terms at:

 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License

 

The full text of the MIT License follows:

 

========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Baptiste Lepilleur and The JsonCpp Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

========================================================================

(END LICENSE TEXT)

 

The MIT license is compatible with both the GPL and commercial

software, affording one all of the rights of Public Domain with the

minor nuisance of being required to keep the above copyright notice

and license text in the source code. Note also that by accepting the

Public Domain "license" you can re-license your copy using whatever

license you like.

 

1.345 google-auth-library-credentials 1.10.0 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

BSD-3-Clause

 

1.346 googleauthlibraryoauthhttp 1.10.0 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

BSD-3-Clause

 

1.347 python-lxml 4.9.2 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole
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 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each
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 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2004 Infrae. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

 3. Neither the name of Infrae nor the names of its contributors may

    be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 INFRAE OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The ElementTree / XML Toys Library is

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Secret Labs AB
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Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Fredrik Lundh

 

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its

associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood,

and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all

copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs

AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

lxml is copyright Infrae and distributed under the BSD license (see

doc/licenses/BSD.txt), with the following exceptions:

 

Some code, such a selftest.py, selftest2.py and

src/lxml/_elementpath.py are derived from ElementTree and

cElementTree. See doc/licenses/elementtree.txt for the license text.

 

lxml.cssselect and lxml.html are copyright Ian Bicking and distributed

under the BSD license (see doc/licenses/BSD.txt).

 

test.py, the test-runner script, is GPL and copyright Shuttleworth

Foundation. See doc/licenses/GPL.txt. It is believed the unchanged

inclusion of test.py to run the unit test suite falls under the

"aggregation" clause of the GPL and thus does not affect the license

of the rest of the package.

 

The isoschematron implementation uses several XSL and RelaxNG resources:

* The (XML syntax) RelaxNG schema for schematron, copyright International

  Organization for Standardization (see

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/rng/iso-schematron.rng for the license

  text)

* The skeleton

 iso-schematron-xlt1 pure-xslt schematron implementation

  xsl stylesheets, copyright Rick Jelliffe and Academia Sinica Computing

  Center, Taiwan (see the xsl files here for the license text:
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  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/iso-schematron-xslt1/)

* The xsd/rng schema schematron extraction xsl transformations are unlicensed

  and copyright the respective authors as noted (see

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/RNG2Schtrn.xsl and

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/XSD2Schtrn.xsl)

 

1.348 platformdirs 2.6.2 
1.348.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-202x The platformdirs developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.349 httpcomponents-core 4.4.16 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.350 @xmldom/xmldom 0.7.9 
1.350.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2019 - present Christopher J. Brody and other contributors, as listed in:

https://github.com/xmldom/xmldom/graphs/contributors

Copyright 2012 - 2017 @jindw <jindw@xidea.org> and other contributors, as listed in:

https://github.com/jindw/xmldom/graphs/contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.351 punycode 2.1.1 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.352 http-cache-semantics 4.1.1 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2016-2018 Kornel Lesiski

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.353 ttf-liberation 2.1.5-r2 
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1.353.1 Available under license : 
# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=ttf-freefont

pkgver=20120503

pkgrel=2

pkgdesc="A set of free high-quality TrueType fonts covering the UCS character set"

url="https://nongnu.org/freefont/"

arch="noarch"

license="GPL-3.0-or-later with exception"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

depends="fontconfig encodings mkfontdir mkfontscale"

makedepends="font-util-dev"

source="https://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/freefont/freefont-ttf-$pkgver.zip"

builddir="$srcdir/freefont-$pkgver"

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the
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 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Link provided by user svershin https://repology.org/project/fonts:liberation/packages

 

1.354 just-diff-apply 5.5.0 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 angus croll

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.355 promzard 1.0.0 
1.355.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.356 read-package-json-fast 3.0.2 
1.356.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.357 npm-user-validate 2.0.0 
1.357.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.358 mute-stream 1.0.0 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.359 gson 2.10.1 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Created-By: 11.0.16.1 (Azul Systems, Inc.)

Build-Jdk-Spec: 11

Bnd-LastModified: 1673019830620

Bundle-ContactAddress: https://github.com/google/gson

Bundle-Description: Gson JSON library

Bundle-Developers: google;organization=Google;organizationUrl="https://w

ww.google.com"

Bundle-DocURL: https://github.com/google/gson/gson

Bundle-License: "Apache-2.0";link="https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICEN

SE-2.0.txt"

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Gson

Bundle-RequiredExecutionEnvironment: JavaSE-1.7, JavaSE-1.8

Bundle-SCM: url="https://github.com/google/gson/gson/",connection="scm:g

it:https://github.com/google/gson.git/gson",developer-connection="scm:g

it:git@github.com:google/gson.git/gson",tag="gson-parent-2.10.1"

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.gson

Bundle-Vendor: Google Gson Project

Bundle-Version: 2.10.1

Export-Package: com.google.gson;uses:="com.google.gson.reflect,com.googl

e.gson.stream";version="2.10.1",com.google.gson.annotations;version="2.

 10.1",com.google.gson.reflect;version="2.10.1",com.google.gson.stream;v

ersion="2.10.1"

Import-Package: sun.misc;resolution:=optional,com.google.gson.annotation

s

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-6.4.0.202211291949

Multi-Release: true
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1570533427_1676891842.8285189/0/gson-2-10-1-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.360 profiles 2.15.73 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.361 arns 2.15.73 
1.361.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.362 annotations 2.15.73 
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1.362.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.363 aws-core 2.15.73 
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1.363.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.364 client-spi 2.15.73 
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1.364.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.365 aws-query-protocol 2.15.73 
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1.365.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.366 netty-nio-client 2.15.73 
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1.366.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.367 s3 2.15.73 
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1.367.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.368 protocol-core 2.15.73 
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1.368.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.369 regions 2.15.73 
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1.369.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.370 sdk-core 2.15.73 
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1.370.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.371 metrics-spi 2.15.73 
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1.371.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.372 auth 2.15.73 
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1.372.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.373 utils 2.15.73 
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1.373.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.374 apache-client 2.15.73 
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1.374.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.375 aws-xml-protocol 2.15.73 
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1.375.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.376 commons-fileupload 1.5 
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1.376.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.377 tenacity 8.2.2 
1.377.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.378 oauth-1.0a 2.2.6 
1.378.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Ddo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.379 httpcomponents-client 5.2.1 
1.379.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.
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1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code

 Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently,

 any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the
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   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

  

 licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise

 exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.
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2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications

 of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have

 under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted
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in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source

 Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute

 the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices
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(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability

 terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However,

 if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after
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Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the

 rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is

 free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*

                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *
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*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation

 of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation

 which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license
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steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license

 steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary

 Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.380 snake-yaml 2.0 
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1.380.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008, SnakeYAML

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/SafeRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/env/EnvScalarConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/ScalarNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ValueToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/AbstractConstruct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/ScalarAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/AliasEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ScalarEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DirectiveToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CommentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AliasToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Construct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ImplicitTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/CustomClassLoaderConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Production.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/ResolverTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/ComposerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/MappingNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingEndToken.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/DumperOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/AnchorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Represent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/ReaderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/SafeConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Constant.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/AnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ScalarToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MethodProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionStartEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/UriEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/UnicodeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/CollectionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/ConstructorException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/BaseRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/PlatformFeatureDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/VersionTagsTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/Yaml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/UnTrustedTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserException.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MarkedYAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Representer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TrustedTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/FieldProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/BeanAccess.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/LoaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/CommentToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/PackageCompactConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TrustedPrefixesTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/SerializerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/Mark.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/YAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/EnumUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/TypeDescription.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/SequenceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/Resolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Constructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentStartEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentEventsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/NumberAnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AnchorToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MissingEnvironmentVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/BaseConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/Composer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/NodeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertySubstitute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/StreamReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/internal/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/KeyToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MissingProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/Event.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/GenericProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/UnicodeEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.yaml/snakeyaml/pom.xml

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms

// EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal

// LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

// GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

// AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses

// BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

/**

* A Base64 encoder/decoder.

*

* <p>

* This class is used to encode and decode data in Base64 format as described in RFC 1521.

*

* <p>
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* Project home page: <a href="http://www.source-code.biz/base64coder/java/">www.

* source-code.biz/base64coder/java</a><br>

* Author: Christian d'Heureuse, Inventec Informatik AG, Zurich, Switzerland<br>

* Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1584157893_1677999786.1262538/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/biz/base64Coder/Base64Coder.java

 

1.381 lru-cache 7.18.3 
1.381.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.382 file-system 3.16-2.el9 
1.382.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1584951162_1692872395.5955822/0/filesystem-3.16-2.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

U5EyYVFM/filesystem.spec

 

1.383 pcre2-syntax 10.40-2.el9 
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1.383.1 Available under license : 
PCRE2 LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE2 distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE2 LICENCE

-------------

 

PCRE2 is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Releases 10.00 and above of PCRE2 are distributed under the terms of the "BSD"

licence, as specified below, with one exemption for certain binary

redistributions. The documentation for PCRE2, supplied in the "doc" directory,

is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the

testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a just-in-time compiler that can be used to

optimize pattern matching. This is an optional feature that can be omitted when

the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: Philip.Hazel

Email domain:     gmail.com

 

Retired from University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge,

 England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2022 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE2 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

--------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.
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STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notices,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of any

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

EXEMPTION FOR BINARY LIBRARY-LIKE PACKAGES

------------------------------------------
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The second condition in the BSD licence (covering binary redistributions) does

not apply all the way down a chain of software. If binary package A includes

PCRE2, it must respect the condition, but if package B is software that

includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B unless it uses

PCRE2 independently.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.384 python3-gpg 1.15.1-6.el9 
1.384.1 Available under license : 

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:|B36I(s7}+ZJ/pvE;"tg7N	ca"Gxvnyu&bB#h'7=89&oG

R<hO)(1:g1:)(1:y128:Ji]WU_UP}AQ\YMhAl|2e{_tcMNDg]{QnWsK	4pY{$bDCs)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-

sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:JcE7:6452224)16:	i[Q*vK)192:FJA!O!ZAF

biJ&Tsb!t

&9@R\~V+x>?sedDz-W(yqf?u^e?s1saV8<T0:tC5%ZMh?$|,y_e[1D)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105135)))

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:W#}}l;;m>

;4YV$Qg

LoLy~*Tru*+ID8"-9,:17^g*({	#7)(1:g1:)(1:y128:2o62,Tj/

rRi3sSS	iCAYNYbVtAHKi7(UPp)?Od{'R^f)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-

cbc((4:sha18:fw`E7:5242880)16:aqR)192:5f1a-`{^EV699WoB\,:Rs1*W6Lu	iZ

:=ZqURM47;pA3#DL	

so8O)Th^P@lP0&.DR;"rkN7)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070216)))
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#+TITLE: GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO Examples

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Examples

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python3-examples

 :END:

 

 The contents of this directory are the examples included in the /GNU

 Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings HOWTO/ file.  Each

 script is explicitly for Python 3 and specifically for Python 3.4 or

 later.

 

 Some of these scripts may work with Python 2.7, but there are no

 guarantees.  They will include the relevant imports from the

 =__future__= module to facilitate that if possible.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 Unless otherwise stated, all the examples in this directory are

 released under the same terms as GPGME

 itself; that is they are dual

 licensed under the terms of both the GNU General Public License

 version 2.0 (or any later version) *and* the GNU Lesser General

 Public License version 2.1 (or any later version).

 

 

** Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:

 

  Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:
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  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

  This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

cython

;;;; gpgme-package.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

;;; it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

;;; by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

;;; or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

;;; Conventions:

;;;

;;; gpg-error is used for error handling.

;;;

;;; Standard I/O streams are used for input and output.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme

 (:use #:common-lisp #:cffi #:gpg-error)

  (:import-from #:trivial-garbage

               #:finalize)

 (:export #:check-version

	   #:*version*

	   #:context

	   #:protocol

	   #:armorp

	   #:textmodep
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	   #:+include-certs-default+

	   #:include-certs

	   #:keylist-mode

	   #:signers

	   #:sig-notations

	   #:with-context

	   #:key-data

	   #:get-key

	   #:op-encrypt

	   #:op-decrypt

	   #:op-sign

	   #:op-verify

	   #:op-import

	   #:op-export))

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Fix example code.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix OpenPGP parameters and reference

	GPG and GPGSM manual.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Changing Passphrases): New.

 

2009-07-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (UI Server Encrypt): Add --expect-sign option to

	PREP_ENCRYPT.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Result Management): New section.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Document gpgme_op_export_keys.

	(Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_keys.

	(Data Buffer Meta-Data): Document URL encodings.

 

2009-05-28
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  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Document selftest error.

	(Creating Contexts): Likewise.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Replace path by file_name.

 

2008-11-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Change description of the return

	value to match the code.  Spotted by Colin Leroy.

 

2008-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Add option

	--protocol to the SENDER command.

 

2008-07-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* module-overview.sk: New.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Algorithms): Add a hint on symmetric only encryption.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancellation): Document gpgme_cancel_async.

 

2008-06-25

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Updated example to the current API.

	Noted by Nico Schottelius.

 

2008-06-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Describe

	START_CONFDIALOG.

 

2008-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.texi: Use @copying command. Change license to

	GPLv3. Include protocol specis from GpgOL and GPGEx.  Minor

	cleanups.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (File Based Data Buffers): Document the need for

	blocking operations.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Rename snippet function to

	init_gpgme.

	(I/O Callback Example): Call it here.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Document that data encoding affects some output data

	objects now.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines):

 Document GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

2007-09-11  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Typo fix.

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Describe chain_model.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Add remark that the socket

	layer will get initialized.

 

2007-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Advanced Key Editing): New section.

 

2007-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (online): New target.
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2007-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Fix documentation of

	gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2006-11-01  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations): Fixed entry for

	gpgme_data_seek: OFFSET is not a pointer; some s/whence/offset/.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Clarify that

	gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem destroys DH unconditionally.

 

2005-03-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Make example code compatible

	to W32 systems.

 

2006-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix inverted condition in

	description.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Updated to match the fixes for

	subkey fingerprints and theg secret flag.

 

2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Document gpgme_free.

 

2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add the new member notations of

	gpgme_sig_key_t.

	(Key Listing Mode): Document GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Enclose all return parameters of deftypefuns in
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	curly brackets.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signature Notation Data): New

 section.

	(Verify): Added more about the notation data structure.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations, Data Buffer Meta-Data):

	New subsections.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Replace plaintext_filename with file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Document is_qualified.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add plaintext_filename to

	gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(Verify): Likewise for gpgme_verify_result_t.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Add information about new fields in

	gpgme_signature_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add gpgme_recipient_t.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Fix return type of

	gpgme_set_keylist_mode.

	Reported by "Sergio" <ml_sergico@virgilio.it>.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Included Certificates): Document

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-01-12  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Configuration): New section.

	(Crypto Engine): New subsection.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lesser.texi (Library Copying): Change from @appendixsec to
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	@appendix.

	* gpgme.texi (Features): Change reference to GPL to one to LGPL.

 

	* Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Replace gpl.texi with lesser.texi.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Change license to LGPL (also for documentation of

	GPGME's license).

	* lesser.texi: New file.

	* gpl.texi: File removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating Contexts): Fix cut&paste error.  Reported

	by Noel Torres <envite@rolamasao.org>.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme_TEXINFOS): Remove fdl.texi.

	* gpgme.texi: Do not include fdl.texi.  Change license to GPL.

	* fdl.texi: File removed.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Change type of keylist_mode in

	gpgme_key_t to gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix last change.

 

2004-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Update copyright year for tex version.

 

2004-07-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix gpgme_get_key example (ancient

	force_update argument was still there).

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Elaborate on the length restrictions

	on search patterns.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Document the NO_DATA error
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	code.

	(Verify): Document the relationship between gpgme_op_verify_result

	and the decrypt and verify operations.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.text (Verify): Document GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED status.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add note about new field wrong_key_usage

	of gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add

 note about new field

	keylist_mode of gpgme_key_t.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Correct type of member wrong_key_usage.

 

2004-03-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@duesseldorf.ccc.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix type of gpgme_op_verify_result.

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Typo fix.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Fix the instruction when to

	set the locale.

 

2004-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example Qt): New section by Marc Mutz.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (cancellation): New section.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Doc KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi: A couple of small fixes regarding the Largfile

	Support section.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Largefile Support): New

 section.

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Fix exportable field.

 

2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Rename member class in

	gpgme_key_sig_t to sig_class.

	(Creating a Signature): Likewise for gpgme_signature_t.

 

2003-12-23  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Minor clarification for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signal Handling): New section.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Correct documentation on memory

	synchronization requirement.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Locale): New section.

	(Multi Threading): Set locale in example.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Update documentation.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Header): We don't use the assuan namespace anymore.

	Document new thread options.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Change type of member class

	to unsigned int.
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2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Get error code from SIG->status in the code

	for gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add can_authenticate flag.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove variable.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Bad passphrase is only

	possible with symmetric encryption, change the wording to reflect

	that.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Document

	GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Mention encrypt and sign

	operations in result function.

	(Creating

 a Signature): Likewise.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Remove word duplication.

	(Listing Keys): Remove mentioning of force argument.

	(Verify): Don't mention r_stat.  Fix some typos.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Correct info how to get the result.  Don't

	mention r_stat.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Fix documentation of return value.

	(Listing Keys): Update examples.

	(Decrypt): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	(Verify): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	All spotted by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Sources): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Clarify difference between can_sign

	and can_certify.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise for GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN and

	GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Progress

 Meter Callback): Change return type of

	gpgme_progress_cb_t to void.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add 2003 to copyright notice.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Fix name space documentation on

	libgpg-error.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove reference to

	gpgme_recipients_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Crypto Operations): Rename gpgme_invalid_user_id_t

	to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Change error codes to GPG_ERR_* variants.

	(Error Handling): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change and document prototypes.

	Add new gpgme_op_export_ext and gpgme_op_export_ext_start

	variants.

	(Selecting Recipients): Section removed.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Change prototypes and document the

	changes.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change argument type from

	gpgme_recipient_t to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.
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	(Selecting Recipients): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocol Selection): Do not use @acronym in @node

	because that breaks texi2dvi.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document new prototype.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Remove Gpgme as namespace prefix.  Add

	_GPGME to namespace prefix.

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Add note about link order.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document what happens if key is not

	found.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Remove reference to

	gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Subsection removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	(Manipulating

 Keys): Add obsoleteness note.

	(Key Signatures): Likewise.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise.

	(Key Management): Add new data types GpgmeSubkey, GpgmeKeySig,

	GpgmeUserID, and all the information about GpgmeKey.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Remove force_update argument from

	gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Trust Item Management): Add data members of

	GpgmeTrustItem type.

	(Information About Trust Items): Add note about obsoleteness.

	(Manipulating Trust Items): Add gpgme_trust_item_ref and

	gpgme_trust_item_unref.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Rewritten to take into account new and

	deprecated functions and data types.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Descript gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

	GpgmeDecryptResult.

 

2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Add info about

	GpgmeEncryptResult and gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi

 (Creating a Signature): Add info about

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult and gpgme_op_sign_result.

	(Crypto Operations): Add GpgmeInvalidUserID.

	(Algorithms): New chapter.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification.

	(Error Values): Remove GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

	Add GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to

	GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Remove note about gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Remove note about import.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add documentation

 for

	GpgmeImportStatus, GpgmeImportResult and gpgme_op_import_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix documentation of public and

	secret arguments.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document changed gpgme_op_genkey

	and new gpgme_op_genkey_result function.  Document
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	GpgmeGenKeyResult data type.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Likewise.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Likewise.

	(Creating a Signature): Likewise.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	(Listing Keys): Likewise.

	(Listing Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancelling an Operation): Removed.

	(Passphrase

 Callback): Document new type for GpgmePassphraseCb.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rename member part to

	file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines): Document

	gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rewritten.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Interface): Document new even

	GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(Waiting For Completion): Document new possible return values.

	(I/O Callback Interface): Document return type of GpgmeIOCb.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Hooking Up Into Idle Time): Section removed.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Drop R_STAT argument in gpgme_op_verify.
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	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Likewise for

	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document that

	GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET is not representable

 as a string anymore.

 

2002-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Signatures): New section.

	(Listing Keys): Add gpgme_get_key.

 

2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Memory Based Data Buffers): New subsection.

	(File Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Update interfaces.  Add

	gpgme_data_seek.

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Version Check): Remove gpgme_check_engine.

 

2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document the new interface.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document new argument to

	gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix prototype of gpgme_get_sig_key.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Selecting Signers): Fix reference count.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Document name space.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_ext.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Undocument EOF.

 

2002-08-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Changed GPGME_ATTR_TYPE.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Say that secret keys might not be

	deleted.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document (badly) the new

	key attributes.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Mention that backend

	tries to detect encoding automatically.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): Update this section.

	(Waiting For Completion): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Cancelling an Operation): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Using External Event Loops): New subsection with several

	subsubsections.

 

2002-06-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove item about the need to

	synchronize anything against gpgme_wait (except gpgme_wait

	itself).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Fix documentation for IDX.

	(Information About Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document the return value -1 of

	gpgme_op_import.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Explain the new whatidx variable.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document attribute GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Document new autodetection.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Some typographical corrections

 throughout.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Using Automake): New section.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Escape { and }.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Overview): Replace note about thread-safeness.

	(Multi Threading): New section.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Changed some data types

	to void*.

	(Protocol Selection): Added gpgme_get_protocol.

	(Verify): Updated to include the new attribute functions and

	status codes.

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): New type GpgmeDataEncoding.

 

2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document that either return

	argument can be NULL.
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	(Progress Meter Callback): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix small

 typo.  Document the

	new function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb.

	(Progress Meter Callback): Document the new function

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-04-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Fix function name.  Reported

	by Wichert Ackerman <wichert@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (direntry): End index entry with a full stop.

	Patch submitted by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo <jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Fix syntax error in last change.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Import does also return info.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document symmetric

	encryption.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add example.

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document verification of normal and

	cleartext signatures.
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2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipients.

	(Error Values): Likewise.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign and gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Add a note about

	certificates to include.

	(Included Certificates): New section.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Remove literal tags.

	(Generating Keys): Update documentation.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys):

 Fix syntax error.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Waiting For Completion): Adjust doc to changes in

	the code.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Update documentation.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document error at creation

	failure.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document new error values.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add reference to gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Some spell checking.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add all the gpgme_op_*_start functions.

	Fill the concept index with many, many entries.

 

2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): New section.

	(Verify): Document gpgme_get_notation.

	(More Information):

 New section describing gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase callback): Change GpgmePassphraseCb's

	R_HD type from void* to void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating data buffers): Change

	gpgme_data_new_from_filepart's LENGTH type from off_t to size_t.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating keys): New subsection.

	(Exporting keys): Likewise.

	(Importing keys): Likewise.

	(Deleting keys): Likewise.

 

2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: g10Code -> g10 Code

 

	* gpgme.texi (Top): Complete detailmenu.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Convert embarrassing cruft to the real thing.

 

2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ChangeLog: New file.

	* gpgme.texi: Likewise.
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	* gpl.texi: Likewise.

	* fdl.texi: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (info_TEXINFOS): New variable.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Likewise.

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,

 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

              2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(private-key

(oid.1.2.840.113549.1.1.1

 (n

#00e0ce96f90b6c9e02f3922beada93fe50a875eac6bcc18bb9a9cf2e84965caa2d1ff95a7f542465c6c0c19d276e4526ce

048868a7a914fd343cc3a87dd74291ffc565506d5bbb25cbac6a0e2dd1f8bcaab0d4a29c2f37c950f363484bf269f78914

40464baf79827e03a36e70b814938eebdc63e964247be75dc58b014b7ea251#)

 (e #010001#)

 (d

#046129F2489D71579BE0A75FE029BD6CDB574EBF57EA8A5B0FDA942CAB943B117D7BB95E5D28875E0F

9FC5FCC06A72F6D502464DABDED78EF6B716177B83D5BDC543DC5D3FED932E59F5897E92E6F58A0F334

24106A3B6FA2CBF877510E4AC21C3EE47851E97D12996222AC3566D4CCB0B83D164074ABF7DE655FC244

6DA1781#)

 (p

#00e861b700e17e8afe6837e7512e35b6ca11d0ae47d8b85161c67baf64377213fe52d772f2035b3ca830af41d8a4120e

1c1c70d12cc22f00d28d31dd48a8d424f1#)

 (q

#00f7a7ca5367c661f8e62df34f0d05c10c88e5492348dd7bddc942c9a8f369f935a07785d2db805215ed786e4285df16

58eed3ce84f469b81b50d358407b4ad361#)

 (u

#304559a9ead56d2309d203811a641bb1a09626bc8eb36fffa23c968ec5bd891eebbafc73ae666e01ba7c8990bae06cc2

bbe10b75e69fcacb353a6473079d8e9b#)

 )

)

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.
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  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Top,  Next: Introduction,  Up: (dir)

 

Main Menu

*********

 

This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version 1.14.1-beta35 of the

GPGME library.

 

* Menu:

 

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should

 do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.

* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from GPGME.
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* Contexts::                      Handling GPGME contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.

* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share GnuPG Made Easy.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

  The Detailed Node Listing

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about

 the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms
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* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling

 

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file

 based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring

 the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.
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* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::

               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::  

     How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

Miscellaneous

 

* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.
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Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate GPGME in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate GPGME in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate GPGME in Qt.

 

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Introduction,  Next: Preparation,  Prev: Top,  Up: Top

 

1 Introduction

**************

 

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a C language library that allows to add

support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed to make access to

public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier for applications.

GPGME provides a high-level crypto API for encryption, decryption,

signing, signature verification and key management.

 

  GPGME uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support OpenPGP and the

Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

* Menu:

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Getting Started,  Next: Features,  Up: Introduction

 

1.1 Getting Started

===================

 

This manual documents the GPGME library programming interface.  All

functions and data types provided
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 by the library are explained.

 

  The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography

in general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are

mentioned as far as they are relevant to GPGME or its users.

 

  This manual can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it can

be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts of

the interface which are unclear.

 

  The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those

 languages bindings follow the general programming

model of GPGME but may provide some extra high level abstraction on top

of the GPGME style API. For now please see the README files in the

lang/ directory of the source distribution.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Features,  Next: Overview,  Prev: Getting Started,  Up: Introduction

 

1.2 Features

============

 

GPGME has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing a similar

job, and over implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto engines

into your application directly.

 

its free software

    Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the

    GNU Lesser General Public License (*note Library Copying::).

 

its flexible

    GPGME provides transparent support for several cryptographic

    protocols by different engines.  Currently, GPGME supports the

    OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

    Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.

 

its easy

    GPGME hides the differences

 between the protocols and engines from

    the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way the
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    programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

    integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

    GPGME has been added to a program, it is easy to add support for

    other crypto protocols once GPGME backends provide them.

 

its language friendly

    GPGME comes with languages bindings for several common programming

    languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Overview,  Prev: Features,  Up: Introduction

 

1.3 Overview

============

 

GPGME provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data to the

crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be read from

memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a callback

function.

 

  The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour of

all

 operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context is

allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can run the

next operation in the same context.  There can be more than one context,

and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

  Furthermore, GPGME has rich key management facilities including

listing keys, querying their attributes, generating, importing,

exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information about the trust

path.

 

  With some precautions, GPGME can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Preparation,  Next: Protocols and Engines,  Prev: Introduction,  Up: Top

 

2 Preparation

*************

 

To use GPGME, you have to perform some changes to your sources and the

build system.  The necessary changes are small and explained in the

following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it is described how the

library is initialized,
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 and how the requirements of the library are

verified.

 

* Menu:

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Header,  Next: Building the Source,  Up: Preparation

 

2.1 Header

==========

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined in

the header file gpgme.h.  You must include this in all programs using

the library, either directly or through some other header file, like

this:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

  The name space

 of GPGME is gpgme_* for function names and data

types and GPGME_* for other symbols.  Symbols internal to GPGME take

the form _gpgme_* and _GPGME_*.

 

  Because GPGME makes use of the GPG Error library, using GPGME will

also use the GPG_ERR_* name space directly, and the gpg_err*,

gpg_str*, and gpgrt_* name space indirectly.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Building the Source,  Next: Largefile Support (LFS),  Prev: Header,  Up: Preparation

 

2.2 Building the Source

=======================

 

If you want to compile a source file including the gpgme.h header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the directory

hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the directory in

which the header file is located to the compilers include file search

path (via the -I option).
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  However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program gpgme-config that knows about the path to

 the include

file and other configuration options.  The options that need to be added

to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by the --cflags

option to gpgme-config.  The following example shows how it can be

used at the command line:

 

    gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

 

  Adding the output of gpgme-config --cflags to the compiler command

line will ensure that the compiler can find the GPGME header file.

 

  A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search path

(via the -L option).  For this, the option --libs to gpgme-config

can be used.  For convenience, this option also outputs all other

options that are required to link the program with GPGME (in particular,

the -lgpgme option).  The example shows how to link foo.o with the

GPGME library to a program foo.

 

    gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

 

  Of

 course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to gpgme-config:

 

    gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

 

  If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use

list them using:

 

    gpgme-config --print-lang

 

  or test for the availability using

 

    gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Largefile Support (LFS),  Next: Using Automake,  Prev: Building the Source,  Up:

Preparation

 

2.3 Largefile Support (LFS)

===========================

 

GPGME is compiled with largefile support by default, if it is available
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on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files larger than two

gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system can.  On some

systems, largefile support is already the default.  On such systems,

nothing special is required.  However, some systems provide only support

for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.  Support for larger

file sizes

 has to be specifically enabled.

 

  To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

  An example: The data type off_t is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type off64_t is provided,

which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing off_t data type

with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All occurrences of off_t are then

automagically replaced.

 

  As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because if

file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a different

maximum

 file size, certain errors must be produced on some file

descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.

 

  As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for GPGME, because some data types it uses in its interfaces

are affected by that.  For example, the off_t data type is used in the

gpgme_data_seek function, to match its POSIX counterpart.  This

affects the call-frame of the function, and thus the ABI of the library.

Furthermore, file descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the

application.

 

  For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow

 for a transitional period.

 

  On POSIX platforms GPGME is compiled using largefile support by

default.  This means that your application must do the same, at least as
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far as it is relevant for using the gpgme.h header file.  All types in

this header files refer to their largefile counterparts, if they are

different from any default types on the system.

 

  On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms off_t is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C library.

The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native interface

(CreateFile et al.)  for large files.  Released binary versions of

GPGME (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build with a 32 bit off_t.

To avoid an ABI break we stick to this convention for 32 bit Windows by

using long there.  GPGME versions for 64 bit Windows have never been

released and thus we are able to use int64_t instead of off_t there.

For easier migration the typedef gpgme_off_t has been defined.  The

reason we cannot use off_t

 directly is that some toolchains (e.g.

mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for off_t.  Some widely

used toolkits make use of this hack and in turn GPGME would need to use

it also.  However, this would introduce an ABI break and existing

software making use of libgpgme might suffer from a severe break.  Thus

with version 1.4.2 we redefined all functions using off_t to use

gpgme_off_t which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the

ABI well defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom

line is that LFS support in GPGME is only available on 64 bit versions

of Windows.

 

  On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled on,

by using the Autoconf macro AC_SYS_LARGEFILE.  If you do this, then

you dont need to worry about anything else: It will just work.  In this

case you might also want to use AC_FUNC_FSEEKO to take advantage of

some new interfaces, and AC_TYPE_OFF_T (just in

 case).

 

  If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

_FILE_OFFSET_BITS to 64 _before_ including any header files, for

example by specifying the option -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 on the

compiler command line.  You will also want to define the preprocessor

symbol LARGEFILE_SOURCE to 1 in this case, to take advantage of some

new interfaces.

 

  If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know

enough about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind

that the GPGME header file expects that largefile support is enabled, if

it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual mode

(_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE).

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Using Automake,  Next: Using Libtool,  Prev: Largefile Support (LFS),  Up: Preparation
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2.4 Using Automake

==================

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and

invoking the gpgme-config script at all.  GPGME

 provides an extension

to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

    Check whether GPGME (at least version MINIMUM-VERSION, if given)

    exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

    ACTION-IF-FOUND, otherwise do ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND, if given.

 

    Additionally, the function defines GPGME_CFLAGS to the flags

    needed for compilation of the program to find the gpgme.h header

    file, and GPGME_LIBS to the linker flags needed to link the

    program to the GPGME library.  If the used helper script does not

    match the target type you are building for a warning is printed and

    the string libgcrypt is appended to the variable

    gpg_config_script_warn.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH

 checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with GNU Pth, and defines GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS and

    GPGME_PTH_LIBS.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

    GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS and GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS.  Since version

    1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as GPGME itself

    is thread safe.

 

    This macro searches for gpgme-config along the PATH. If you are

    cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

    SYSROOT to the top directory of your target.  The macro will then

    first look for the helper program in the bin directory below that

    top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for

    SYSROOT.  Finally, if the configure command line option

    --with-gpgme-prefix is used, only its value is used for the top

    directory below which the helper script is expected.
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  You can use the defined Autoconf variables

 like this in your

Makefile.am:

 

    AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

    LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)
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2.5 Using Libtool

=================

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to libgpgme.la, libgpgme-pth.la or libgpgme-pthread.la

respectively, everything will be done automatically by Libtool.
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2.6 Library Version Check

=========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_check_version

         (const char *REQUIRED_VERSION)

    The function gpgme_check_version has four purposes.  It can be

    used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

    can verify that the version number is higher than a certain

    required version number.  In either case, the function initializes

    some sub-systems,

 and for this reason alone it must be invoked

    early in your program, before you make use of the other functions

    in GPGME.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

    As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

    initialized.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is NULL, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is not NULL, it should point to a string

    containing a version number, and the function checks that the

    version of the library is at least as high as the version number

    provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.  If REQUIRED_VERSION is not a valid version number, or if

    the version requirement is not met, the function returns NULL.
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    If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

    older releases, but contains

 additional interfaces which your

    program uses, this function provides a run-time check if the

    necessary features are provided by the installed version of the

    library.

 

    If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest

    errors are returned later when invoking gpgme_new or

    gpgme-data_new, so that a detailed error code can be returned

    (historically, gpgme_check_version does not return a detailed

    error code).

 

-- Function: int gpgme_set_global_flag (const char *NAME,

         const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and

    thus hard to use GPGMEs internal trace facility for debugging.

    This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

    debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

    important to assure that only one thread accesses GPGME functions

    between a call to this function and after the return from the call

    to

 gpgme_check_version.

 

    All currently supported features require that this function is

    called as early as possible  even before gpgme_check_version.

    The features are identified by the following values for NAME:

 

    debug

         To enable debugging use the string debug for NAME and VALUE

         identical to the value used with the environment variable

         GPGME_DEBUG.

 

    disable-gpgconf

         Using this feature with any VALUE disables the detection of

         the gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the

         simple OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of

         GnuPG-1 on systems which have both GPG versions installed.

         Note that in general the use of gpgme_set_engine_info is a

         better way to select a specific engine version.

 

    gpgconf-name

    gpg-name

         Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The
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         defaults are GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf and GNU/GnuPG/gpg.  Under

 

         Unix the leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the

         leading directory part is used as the default installation

         directory; the .exe suffix is added by GPGME. Use forward

         slashed even under Windows.

 

    require-gnupg

         Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that

         version is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use

         the existent version.  The given version must be a string with

         major, minor, and micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".

 

    w32-inst-dir

         On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to

         find its spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because

         a DLL has this information.  Some applications however link

         statically to GPGME and thus GPGME can only figure out the

         installation directory of this application which may be wrong

         in certain cases.  By supplying an installation directory as

        

 value to this flag, GPGME will assume that that directory is

         the installation directory.  This flag has no effect on

         non-Windows platforms.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.  In contrast to other

    functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

    error code.  For setting debug the only possible error cause is

    an out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later

    anyway.  Thus the return value may be ignored.

 

  After initializing GPGME, you should set the locale information to

the locale required for your output terminal.  This locale information

is needed for example for the curses and Gtk pinentry.  Here is an

example of a complete initialization:

 

    #include <locale.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    void

    init_gpgme (void)

    {

      /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

      setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

     #ifdef LC_MESSAGES

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));
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    #endif

    }

 

  Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale

settings like this.  GPGME can not do this for you because it would not

be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary for

portability to W32 systems.
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2.7 Signal Handling

===================

 

The GPGME library communicates with child processes (the crypto

engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example due to a

bug, or system problem, a SIGPIPE signal will be delivered to the

application.  The default action is to abort the program.  To protect

against this, gpgme_check_version sets the SIGPIPE signal action to

SIG_IGN, which means that the signal will be ignored.

 

  GPGME will only do that if the signal action for SIGPIPE is

SIG_DEF at the time gpgme_check_version

 is called.  If it is

something different, GPGME will take no action.

 

  This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for SIGPIPE, you dont need to take any precautions.  If you

do install a signal handler for SIGPIPE, you must be prepared to

handle any SIGPIPE events that occur due to GPGME writing to a defunct

pipe.  Furthermore, if your application is multi-threaded, and you

install a signal action for SIGPIPE, you must make sure you do this

either before gpgme_check_version is called or afterwards.
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2.8 Multi-Threading

===================

 

The GPGME library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used in a

multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements for

multi-threaded use:

 

   The function gpgme_check_version must be called before any other

    function in the library, because it initializes the thread support

    subsystem in GPGME.  To achieve
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 this in multi-threaded programs,

    you must synchronize the memory with respect to other threads that

    also want to use GPGME.  For this, it is sufficient to call

    gpgme_check_version before creating the other threads using

    GPGME(1).

 

   Any gpgme_data_t and gpgme_ctx_t object must only be accessed

    by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal with the

    same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on that

    object are fully synchronized.

 

   Only one thread at any time is allowed to call gpgme_wait.  If

    multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

    all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

   The function gpgme_strerror is not thread safe.  You have to use

    gpgme_strerror_r instead.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) At least this is true for POSIX threads, as pthread_create is a

function that synchronizes

 memory with respects to other threads.  There

are many functions which have this property, a complete list can be

found in POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term Memory Synchronization.  For other thread

packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.
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3 Protocols and Engines

***********************

 

GPGME supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it does not

implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called engines) which

implement the protocol.  GPGME uses inter-process communication to pass

data back and forth between the application and the backend, but the

details of the communication protocol and invocation of the backend is

completely hidden by the interface.  All complexity is handled by GPGME.

Where an exchange of information between the application and the backend

is necessary, GPGME provides the necessary

 callback function hooks and

further interfaces.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_protocol_t

    The gpgme_protocol_t type specifies the set of possible protocol
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    values that are supported by GPGME.  The following protocols are

    supported:

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

         This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

         This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Special protocol for use with

 gpgme_op_spawn.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

         Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate

         that the used protocol is not known to the application.

         Currently, GPGME does not accept this value in any operation,

         though, except for gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_protocol_name

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol_name returns a statically

    allocated string describing the protocol PROTOCOL, or NULL if the

    protocol number is not valid.

 

* Menu:
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* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.
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3.1 Engine Version Check

========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_dirinfo (cons char *WHAT)

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_dirinfo returns a statically allocated

    string with the value associated to WHAT.  The returned values are

    the defaults and wont change even after gpgme_set_engine_info

    has been used to configure a different engine.  NULL is returned

    if no value is available.  Commonly supported values for WHAT are:

 

    homedir

         Return the default home directory.

 

    sysconfdir

         Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

    bindir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

    libdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library

         files.

 

    libexecdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program

         files.

 

 

    datadir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.

 

    localedir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.
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    agent-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

    agent-ssh-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent

         component of gpg-agent.

 

    dirmngr-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

    uiserver-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface

         server.

 

    gpgconf-name

         Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

    gpg-name

         Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

    gpgsm-name

         Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

    g13-name

         Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

    gpg-wks-client-name

         Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version

          (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_engine_check_version verifies that the engine

    implementing the protocol PROTOCOL is installed in the expected

    path and meets the version requirement of GPGME.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    engine is available and GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE if it is not.
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Protocols and Engines

 

3.2 Engine Information

======================

 

-- Data type: gpgme_engine_info_t

    The gpgme_engine_info_t type specifies a pointer to a structure

    describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following
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    elements:

 

    gpgme_engine_info_t next

         This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol

         This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.

  You

         can convert this to a string with gpgme_get_protocol_name

         for printing.

 

    const char *file_name

         This is a string holding the file name of the executable of

         the crypto engine.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

    const char *home_dir

         This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto

         engines configuration directory.  If it is NULL, then the

         default directory is used.  See gpgme_get_dirinfo on how to

         get the default directory.

 

    const char *version

         This is a string containing the version number of the crypto

         engine.  It might be NULL if the version number can not be

         determined, for example because the executable doesnt exist

         or is invalid.

 

    const char *req_version

         This is a string containing the minimum required version

         number

 of the crypto engine for GPGME to work correctly.  This

         is the version number that gpgme_engine_check_version

         verifies against.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_engine_info_t *INFO)

    The function gpgme_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures in INFO.  Each info structure describes the

    defaults of one configured backend.

 

    The memory for the info structures is allocated the first time this

    function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.
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    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, and a system error if the memory could not be

    allocated.

 

  Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you

receive an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is

invalid.

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t

 err;

 

    [...]

 

    if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

      {

        gpgme_engine_info_t info;

        err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

        if (!err)

          {

            while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

              info = info->next;

            if (!info)

              fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

            else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                       info->file_name);

            else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                       "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                       info->version, info->req_version);

            else

              fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine

 for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

          }

      }
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3.3 Engine Configuration

========================

 

You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You can
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make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_engine_info changes the default

    configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

 

   NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.

 

  The functions gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info and

gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  *Note Crypto Engine::.
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3.4 OpenPGP

===========

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the GNU Privacy Guard.  This is the

first protocol that was supported by GPGME.

 

  The OpenPGP protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.
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3.5 Cryptographic Message Syntax

================================

 

CMS is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for GnuPG.

 

  The CMS protocol is specified by
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 GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.
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3.6 Assuan

==========

 

Assuan is the RPC library used by the various GnuPG components.  The

Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers using

GPGME.  *Note Using the Assuan protocol::.

 

  The ASSUAN protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.
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4 Algorithms

************

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.(1)  The following sections list the identifiers used to

denote such an algorithm.

 

* Menu:

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Some engines also provide symmetric only encryption; see the

description of the encryption function on how to use this.
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4.1 Public Key Algorithms

=========================

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

    The gpgme_pubkey_algo_t type specifies the set of all public key

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:
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    GPGME_PK_RSA

         This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

         algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA_E

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for encryption and decryption only.

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA_S

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

    GPGME_PK_DSA

         This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG

         This value indicates ElGamal.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG_E

 

         This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in

         GnuPG.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECC

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve

         algorithms.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDSA

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital

         Signature Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDH

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

         encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_EDDSA

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_name

         (gpgme_pubkey_algo_t ALGO)
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    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_name returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing a description of the public

    key algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of

    the public key algorithm to the user.

 

     If ALGO is not a valid public key algorithm, NULL is returned.

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (gpgme_subkey_t KEY)

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_string is a convenience function

    to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

    (e.g.  rsa2048 or ed25519).  The caller must free the result

    using gpgme_free.  On error (e.g.  invalid argument or memory

    exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets ERRNO.
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4.2 Hash Algorithms

===================

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message to

make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_hash_algo_t

    The gpgme_hash_algo_t type specifies the set of all hash

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:

 

    GPGME_MD_MD5

    GPGME_MD_SHA1

    GPGME_MD_RMD160

    GPGME_MD_MD2

    GPGME_MD_TIGER

     GPGME_MD_HAVAL

    GPGME_MD_SHA256

    GPGME_MD_SHA384

    GPGME_MD_SHA512

    GPGME_MD_SHA224

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    GPGME_MD_MD4

    GPGME_MD_CRC32

    GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

    GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_hash_algo_name (gpgme_hash_algo_t ALGO)

    The function gpgme_hash_algo_name returns a pointer to a
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    statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

    algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of the

    hash algorithm to the user.

 

    If ALGO is not a valid hash algorithm, NULL is returned.
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5 Error Handling

****************

 

Many functions in GPGME can return an error if they fail.  For this

reason, the application should always catch the error condition and take

appropriate measures, for example by releasing the resources and passing

the error up to the caller, or by displaying a descriptive

 message to

the user and cancelling the operation.

 

  Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data buffer

or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain for many

error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have specific

meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are described

in the documentation of those functions.

 

  GPGME uses the libgpg-error library.  This allows to share the

error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and thus pass

error values transparently from the crypto engine, or some helper

application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no information

is lost.  As a consequence, GPGME does not use its own identifiers for

error codes, but uses those provided by libgpg-error.  They usually

start

 with GPG_ERR_.

 

  However, GPGME does provide aliases for the functions defined in

libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space consistency.

 

* Menu:

 

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.
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5.1 Error Values

================

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_code_t

    The gpgme_err_code_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type

    gpg_err_code_t.  The error code indicates the type of an error,

    or the reason why an operation failed.

 

    A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_source_t

    The gpgme_err_source_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error

    type gpg_err_source_t.  The error source

 has not a precisely

    defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where the error

    happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was encoded into

    an error value.  Usually the error source will give an indication

    to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true, but it

    is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

    A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t

    The gpgme_error_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type

    gpg_error_t.  An error value like this has always two components,

    an error code and an error source.  Both together form the error

    value.

 

    Thus, the error value can not be directly compared against an error

    code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

    However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

    (GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR), and that in this case all other parts of the

    error value are set to 0, too.

 

    Note

 that in GPGME, the error source is used purely for

    diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to

    test for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only

    documents the error code part of an error value.  The error source

    is left unspecified and might be anything.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_code returns the

    gpgme_err_code_t component of the error value ERR.  This function

    must be used to extract the error code from an error value in order
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    to compare it with the GPG_ERR_* error code macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_source_t gpgme_err_source

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_source returns the

    gpgme_err_source_t component of the error value ERR.  This

    function must be used to extract the error source from an error

    value in order to compare it with the GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*

 error

    source macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_make returns the error value

    consisting of the error source SOURCE and the error code CODE.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_error

         (gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_error returns the error value

    consisting of the default error source and the error code CODE.

 

    For GPGME applications, the default error source is

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1.  You can define GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT

    before including gpgme.h to change this default.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

  The libgpg-error library provides error codes for all system error

numbers

 it knows about.  If ERR is an unknown error number, the error

code GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO is used.  The following functions can be

used to construct error values from system errnor numbers.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make_from_errno

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_make_from_errno is like gpgme_err_make,

    but it takes a system error like errno instead of a

    gpgme_err_code_t error code.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_error_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_error_from_errno is like gpgme_error, but it

    takes a system error like errno instead of a gpgme_err_code_t

    error code.
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  Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

-- Function: gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_from_errno returns

 the error code for

    the system error ERR.  If ERR is not a known system error, the

    function returns GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_err_code_to_errno (gpgme_err_code_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_to_errno returns the system error for

    the error code ERR.  If ERR is not an error code representing a

    system error, or if this system error is not defined on this

    system, the function returns 0.
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5.2 Error Sources

=================

 

The library libgpg-error defines an error source for every component

of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error value is not

well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the diagnostic

error message for the user.

 

  If the error code part of an error value is 0, the whole error

value will be 0.  In this case the error source part is of course

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN.

 

  The list of error

 sources that might occur in applications using

GPGME is:

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

    The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

    0.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

    The error source is GPGME itself.  This is the default for errors

    that occur in the GPGME library.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

    The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the

    OpenPGP protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM
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    The error source is GPGSM, which is the crypto engine used for the

    CMS protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

    The error source is libgcrypt, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform cryptographic operations.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

    The error source is gpg-agent, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform operations with the secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

    The error source is pinentry, which is used by gpg-agent to

    query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

    The error source is the SmartCard Daemon,

 which is used by

    gpg-agent to delegate operations with the secret key to a

    SmartCard.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

    The error source is libkbx, a library used by the crypto engines

    to manage local keyrings.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

    These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

    used by other software.  For example, applications using GPGME can

    use them to mark error values coming from callback handlers.  Thus

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1 is the default for errors created with

    gpgme_error and gpgme_error_from_errno, unless you define

    GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT before including gpgme.h.
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5.3 Error Codes

===============

 

The library libgpg-error defines many error values.  Most of them are

not used by GPGME directly, but might be returned by GPGME because it

received them

 from the crypto engine.  The below list only includes such

error codes that have a specific meaning in GPGME, or which are so

common that you should know about them.
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GPG_ERR_EOF

    This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

    This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is 0.

    Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the error code

    0 will be 0 itself (as a whole).  This means that the error

    source information is lost for this error code, however, as this

    error code indicates that no error occurred, this is generally not

    a problem.

 

GPG_ERR_GENERAL

    This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

    enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

    value, or there is no separate error value for this type of

    problem.

 

GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

    This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_E...

    System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO

 where FOO is the symbol for

    the system error.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

    This value means that some user provided data was out of range.

    This can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

    gpgme_data_t object was expected, but one containing data was

    provided, this error value is returned.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

    This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

    This value means that some signers were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    This value means that a gpgme_data_t object which was expected to

    have content was found empty.

 

GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

    This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

    This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is

    not implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only
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    occur if you use certain values or configuration options which do

    not work, but for which we think that they should work at some

     later time.

 

GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

    This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

    This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase

    when requested.

 

GPG_ERR_CANCELED

    This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

    This value means that the engine that implements the desired

    protocol is currently not available.  This can either be because

    the sources were configured to exclude support for this engine, or

    because the engine is not installed properly.

 

GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

    This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not

    specify a unique key.

 

GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

    This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

    This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

    This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

    This value indicates

 that no certificate revocation list is known

    for the certificate.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

    This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

    This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is

    available.

 

GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

    issuer certificate is missing.
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GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

    certificate chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM

    This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

    algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

    This value means a verification failed because the signature is

    bad.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

    This value means a verification failed because the public key is

    not available.

 

GPG_ERR_USER_1

GPG_ERR_USER_2

...

GPG_ERR_USER_16

    These error codes are not used

 by any GnuPG component and can be

    freely used by other software.  Applications using GPGME might use

    them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers if no

    suitable error codes (including the system errors) for these errors

    exist already.
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5.4 Error Strings

=================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_strerror (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error code

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

    This function is not thread safe.  Use gpgme_strerror_r in

    multi-threaded programs.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_strerror_r (gpgme_error_t ERR, char *BUF,

         size_t BUFLEN)

    The function gpgme_strerror_r returns the error string for ERR in

    the user-supplied buffer BUF of size BUFLEN.
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  This function is, in

    contrast to gpgme_strerror, thread-safe if a thread-safe

    strerror_r function is provided by the system.  If the function

    succeeds, 0 is returned and BUF contains the string describing the

    error.  If the buffer was not large enough, ERANGE is returned and

    BUF contains as much of the beginning of the error string as fits

    into the buffer.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_strsource (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error source

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

  The following example illustrates the use of gpgme_strerror:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

    if (err)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

                 argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

         exit (1);

      }
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6 Exchanging Data

*****************

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and information

about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging the data

information are completely abstracted by GPGME.  The user provides and

receives the data via gpgme_data_t objects, regardless of the

communication protocol between GPGME and the crypto engine in use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_data_t

    The gpgme_data_t type is a handle for a container for generic

    data, which is used by GPGME to exchange data with the user.

 

  gpgme_data_t objects do not provide notifications on events.  It is

assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data is

available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure that all

GPGME data operations always have data available, for example

 by using

memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This might be
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relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism is used.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_off_t

    SINCE: 1.4.1

 

    On POSIX platforms the gpgme_off_t type is an alias for off_t;

    it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms gpgme_off_t

    is defined as a long (i.e.  32 bit) for 32 bit Windows and as a 64

    bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_ssize_t

    The gpgme_ssize_t type is an alias for ssize_t.  It has only

    been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to the

    declaration of ssize_t by different toolchains.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.
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6.1 Creating Data Buffers

=========================

 

Data

 objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all objects.

 

* Menu:

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.
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6.1.1 Memory Based Data Buffers

-------------------------------

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is

convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a fraction

of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied from its

source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by using one

of the other data object
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (gpgme_data_t *DH)

    The function gpgme_data_new creates a new gpgme_data_t object

  

  and returns a handle for it in DH.  The data object is memory based

    and initially empty.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is not a

    valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *BUFFER, size_t SIZE, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_mem creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and fills it with SIZE bytes starting from BUFFER.

 

    If COPY is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If COPY

    is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as needed, and

    the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for the whole

    life span of the data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    BUFFER is not a valid pointer, and

 GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *FILENAME, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_file creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with the content of the file

    FILENAME.

 

    If COPY is not zero, the whole file is read in at initialization

    time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

    mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for COPY might

    cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

    not yet implemented.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    FILENAME is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if CODE

    is zero, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, const char *FILENAME,
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 FILE *FP,

         off_t OFFSET, size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_filepart creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with a part of the file

    specified by FILENAME or FP.

 

    Exactly one of FILENAME and FP must be non-zero, the other must be

    zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from which

    LENGTH bytes are read into the data object, starting from OFFSET.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH and

    exactly one of FILENAME and FP is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.
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6.1.2 File Based Data Buffers

-----------------------------

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or streams.

Only a small amount of data is stored

 in core at any time, so the size

of the data objects is not limited by GPGME.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         int FD)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_fd creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the file descriptor FD to read from (if used as an

    input data object) and write to (if used as an output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by

    the crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

    mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

    fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream
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          (gpgme_data_t *DH, FILE *STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_stream creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the I/O stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, gpgrt_stream_t STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_estream creates

 a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the gpgrt stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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6.1.3 Callback Based Data Buffers

---------------------------------

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can
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 implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The gpgme_data_read_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should read up to SIZE bytes from the current

    read position into the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is

    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and

    -1 on error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe

    the type of the error.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

     The gpgme_data_write_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should write up to SIZE bytes to the current

    write position from the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is

    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE)

    The gpgme_data_seek_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to change the current read/write position

    in a user-implemented data object, just like the lseek function.

 

    The function

 should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE)

    The gpgme_data_release_cb_t type is the type of functions which
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    GPGME calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data object.

    The HANDLE is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

-- Data type: struct gpgme_data_cbs

    This structure is used to store the data callback interface

    functions described above.  It has the following members:

 

    gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

         This is the function called by GPGME to read data from the

         data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

    gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

         This is the function called by GPGME to write data to the data

         object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

    gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

         This is the function called by GPGME

 to change the current

         read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is

         optional.

 

    gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

         This is the function called by GPGME to release a data object.

         It is optional.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         gpgme_data_cbs_t CBS, void *HANDLE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_cbs creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the user-provided callback functions to operate on

    the data object.

 

    The handle HANDLE is passed as first argument to the callback

    functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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Up: Exchanging Data

 

6.2 Destroying Data Buffers

===========================

 

 -- Function: void gpgme_data_release (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_release destroys the data object with the

    handle DH.  It releases all associated resources that were not
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    provided by the user in the first place.

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (gpgme_data_t DH,

         size_t *LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem is like

    gpgme_data_release, except that it returns the data buffer and

    its length that was provided by the object.

 

    The user has to release the buffer with gpgme_free.  In case the

    user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be made

    for this purpose.

 

    In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that

    can be returned to the user, the function will return NULL.  In

    any case, the data object DH is destroyed.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_free (void *BUFFER)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_free releases

 the memory returned by

    gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem and gpgme_pubkey_algo_string.

    It should be used instead of the system libraries free function

    in case different allocators are used by a program.  This is often

    the case if gpgme is used under Windows as a DLL.
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6.3 Manipulating Data Buffers

=============================

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

* Menu:

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.
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Buffers

 

6.3.1 Data Buffer I/O Operations

--------------------------------
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-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_read

 (gpgme_data_t DH, void *BUFFER,

         size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_read reads up to LENGTH bytes from the

    data object with the handle DH into the space starting at BUFFER.

 

    If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end

    of the data object is reached, the function returns 0.

 

    In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets ERRNO.

 

-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_write (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The function gpgme_data_write writes up to SIZE bytes starting

    from BUFFER into the data object with the handle DH at the current

    write position.

 

    The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if

    an error occurs.  If an error occurs, ERRNO is set.

 

-- Function: off_t gpgme_data_seek (gpgme_data_t DH, off_t OFFSET,

         int WHENCE)

    The function gpgme_data_seek changes the current read/write

    position.

 

    The WHENCE argument specifies how

 the OFFSET should be interpreted.

    It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

    SEEK_SET

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         beginning of the data object.

 

    SEEK_CUR

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         current file position.  This count may be positive or

         negative.

 

    SEEK_END

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the end of

         the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within

         the current extent of the data object; a positive count

         specifies a position past the current end.  If you set the

         position past the current end, and actually write data, you

         will extend the data object with zeros up to that position.

 

    If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

    measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can
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    use this feature together with SEEK_CUR

 to read the current

    read/write position.

 

    If the function fails, -1 is returned and ERRNO is set.
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Operations,  Up: Manipulating Data Buffers

 

6.3.2 Data Buffer Meta-Data

---------------------------

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_get_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_get_file_name returns a pointer to a

    string containing the file name associated with the data object.

    The file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or

    signing the data and will be returned to the user when decrypting

    or verifying the output data.

 

    If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is

    returned.  Otherwise, NULL will be returned.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *FILE_NAME)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_set_file_name sets the file

 name

    associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in

    the output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned

    to the user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is

    not a valid pointer and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_encoding_t

    The gpgme_data_encoding_t type specifies the encoding of a

    gpgme_data_t object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

    useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

    data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

    certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

    encodings on all operations.  The following data types are

    available:
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    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

         This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the

         default for a new data object.  The backend will try

 its best

         to detect the encoding automatically.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

         This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e.

         there is no special encoding.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

         This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64

         encoding scheme as used by MIME and other protocols.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

         This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as

         used by OpenPGP and PEM.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only

         useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is

         only useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

       

  SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control

         and space characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet

         implemented.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_get_encoding returns the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH.  If DH is not a valid pointer (e.g.

    NULL) GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE is returned.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH, gpgme_data_encoding_t ENC)

    The function gpgme_data_set_encoding changes the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH to ENC.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_flag (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with

    flags set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    size-hint

          The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall

         assume for this data object.  This is useful if the data is

         provided by callbacks or via file descriptors but the

         applications knows the total size of the data.  If this is set

         the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on buffer allocation

         strategies and to provide a total value for its progress

         information.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.
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6.3.3 Data Buffer Convenience Functions

---------------------------------------

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_type_t

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The gpgme_data_type_t type is used to return the detected type of

    the content of a data buffer.

 

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

    This is returned by gpgme_data_identify if it was not possible to

    identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable

 stream

    or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

    The type of the data is not known.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

    The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

    signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.
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GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER

    This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

    encrypted data.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY

    This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

    This is a CMS signed message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

    This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

    This is used for other CMS message types.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

    The data is a X.509 certificate

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

    The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This

 is commonly used to exchange

    private keys for X.509.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_data_identify returns the type of the data

    with the handle DH.  If it is not possible to perform the

    identification, the function returns zero

    (GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID).  Note that depending on how the data

    object has been created the identification may not be possible or

    the data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).

    For file or memory based data object, the state should not change.
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7 Contexts

**********

 

All cryptographic operations in GPGME are performed within a context,

which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run several

cryptographic operations in parallel, with different configuration.
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 -- Data type: gpgme_ctx_t

    The gpgme_ctx_t type is a handle for a GPGME context, which is

    used to hold the configuration, status and result of cryptographic

    operations.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.
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7.1 Creating Contexts

=====================

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (gpgme_ctx_t *CTX)

    The function gpgme_new creates a new gpgme_ctx_t object and

    returns a handle

 for it in CTX.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    context was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not

    a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.  Also, it returns GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL if

    gpgme_check_version was not called to initialize GPGME, and

    GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED if a selftest failed.  Currently, the

    only selftest is for Windows MingW32 targets to see if

    -mms-bitfields was used (as required).
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7.2 Destroying Contexts

=======================

 

-- Function: void gpgme_release (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_release destroys the context with the handle

    CTX and releases all associated resources.
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7.3 Result Management

=====================

 

The

 detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as gpgme_decrypt_result_t.  The corresponding

retrieval functions such as gpgme_op_decrypt_result provide static

access to the results after an operation completes.  Those structures

shall be considered read-only and an application must not allocate such

a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make it possible to

detach a result structure from its associated context and give it a

lifetime beyond that of the current operation or context.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_ref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_ref acquires an additional reference

    for the result RESULT, which may be of any type gpgme_*_result_t.

    As long as the user holds a reference, the result structure is

    guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_unref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_unref releases a reference for

 the

    result RESULT.  If this was the last reference, the result

    structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will

    be released.

 

  Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

gpgme_op_*_result functions.
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7.4 Context Attributes

======================

 

* Menu:

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.
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* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing

 the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

* Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.
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7.4.1 Protocol Selection

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO)

    The function gpgme_set_protocol sets the protocol used within the

    context CTX to PROTO.  All crypto operations will be performed by

    the crypto engine configured for that protocol.  *Note

 Protocols

    and Engines::.

 

    Setting the protocol with gpgme_set_protocol does intentionally

    not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

    installed correctly.  *Note Engine Version Check::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    protocol could be set successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PROTOCOL is not a valid protocol.

 

-- Function: gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol retrieves the protocol currently

    use with the context CTX.
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Attributes

 

7.4.2 Crypto Engine

-------------------

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The default
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can also be retrieved without any particular context.  *Note Engine

Information::.  The default can also be changed globally.  *Note

 Engine

Configuration::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

    configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

    CTX.

 

    The result is valid until the next invocation of

    gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info for this particular context.

 

    This function can not fail.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info changes the configuration

    of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO for the

    context CTX.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this

 crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

    NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    Currently this function must be used before starting the first

    crypto operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will

    take effect if the function is called after starting the first

    operation on the context CTX.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.
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7.4.3 How to tell the engine the sender.

----------------------------------------
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Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to figure

out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification and

signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the sender

("From:") address.  GPGME provides two functions to accomplish that.

Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:" addresses is not

supported.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_set_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int ADDRESS)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_sender specifies the sender address for

    use in sign and verify operations.  ADDRESS is expected to be the

    addr-spec part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

    address, in which case this function extracts the addr-spec from

    it.  Using NULL for ADDRESS clears the sender address.

 

    The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

    most likely failure is that no valid addr-spec was found in

    ADDRESS.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_sender returns the current sender address

    from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned value is

    valid as long as the CTX is valid and gpgme_set_sender has not

    been called again.
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7.4.4

 ASCII Armor

-----------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_armor specifies if the output should be

    ASCII armored.  By default, output is not ASCII armored.

 

    ASCII armored output is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_armor returns 1 if the output is ASCII
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    armored, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.5 Text Mode

---------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_textmode specifies if canonical text mode

    should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

    Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

    the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

    preparations so that

 text mode is not needed anymore.

 

    This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and

    ignored by all other engines.

 

    Canonical text mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_textmode returns 1 if canonical text mode

    is enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.6 Offline Mode

------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_offline specifies if offline mode should

    be used.  Offline mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

    The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

    backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter

    and for example

 completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any

    engine.

 

    For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr

    shall be used to do additional validation that might require
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    connecting external services (e.g.  CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the

    offline mode only affects the keylist mode

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

    For the OpenPGP protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of

    the Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are

    done as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an

    effect with GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.

 

    For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_offline returns 1 if offline mode is

    enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.7

 Pinentry Mode

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

    gpgme_pinentry_mode_t MODE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_pinentry_mode specifies the pinentry mode

    to be used.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback

    mechanism in GPGME through gpgme_set_passphrase_cb.

 

-- Function: gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_pinenty_mode returns the mode set for the

    context.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The gpgme_minentry_mode_t type specifies the set of possible

    pinentry modes that are supported by GPGME if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.
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    The following modes are supported:

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK

          SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Emulate use of Pinentrys cancel button.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Return a Pinentry error No Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.  This enables the use

         of gpgme_set_passphrase_cb because pinentry queries are

         redirected to gpgme.

 

         Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires

         allow-loopback-pinentry to be enabled in the

         gpg-agent.conf or an agent started with that option.
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7.4.8 Included Certificates

---------------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int NR_OF_CERTS)

    The function gpgme_set_include_certs

 specifies how many

    certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

    default, only the senders certificate is included.  The possible

    values of NR_OF_CERTS are:
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    GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.0.3

 

         Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the

         default for GPGME.

    -2

         Include all certificates except the root certificate.

    -1

         Include all certificates.

    0

         Include no certificates.

    1

         Include the senders certificate only.

    n

         Include the first n certificates of the certificates path,

         starting from the senders certificate.  The number n must

         be positive.

 

    Values of NR_OF_CERTS smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

    This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored

    by all other engines.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_include_certs returns

 the number of

    certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.
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7.4.9 Key Listing Mode

----------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_keylist_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_set_keylist_mode changes the default behaviour

    of the key listing functions.  The value in MODE is a bitwise-or

    combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL symbol specifies that the local

         keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting

         operation.  This is the default.

 

         Using only this option results in a --list-keys.
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    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN symbol specifies that an

         external source should be searched for keys in the keylisting

          operation.  The type of external source is dependent on the

         crypto engine used and whether it is combined with

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL.  For example, it can be a remote

         keyserver or LDAP certificate server.

 

         Using only this option results in a --search-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP and something similar to

         --list-external-keys for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         This is a shortcut for the combination of

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN,

         which results in a --locate-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS symbol specifies that the key

         signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS symbol specifies that

         the signature notations on key signatures

 should be included

         in the listed keys.  This only works if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS is also enabled.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU symbol specifies that

         information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be

         included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

         SINCE: 1.14.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP symbol specifies that the

         keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default

         depends on the version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.5.1
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         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET returns information about

         the presence of a corresponding secret key in a public key

         listing.  A public key listing with this mode is slower than a

         standard listing but can be used instead of a second run to

         list the secret keys.

  This is only supported for GnuPG

         versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this option also makes sure

         that the keygrip is available in the output.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL symbol specifies that keys

         flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE symbol specifies that the

         backend should do key or certificate validation and not just

         get the validity information from an internal cache.  This

         might be an expensive operation and is in general not useful.

         Currently only implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored

         for other backends.

 

    At least one of GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN must be specified.  For future binary

    compatibility, you should get the current mode with

    gpgme_get_keylist_mode and

 modify it by setting or clearing the

    appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

    gpgme_set_keylisting_mode operation.  This will leave all other

    bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not

    used in the current version of the library).

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the mode

    could be set correctly, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a

    valid pointer or MODE is not a valid mode.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_keylist_mode returns the current key

    listing mode of the context CTX.  This value can then be modified

    and used in a subsequent gpgme_set_keylist_mode operation to only

    affect the desired bits (and leave all others intact).

 

    The function returns 0 if CTX is not a valid pointer, and the

    current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Passphrase

 Callback,  Next: Progress Meter Callback,  Prev: Key Listing Mode,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.10 Passphrase Callback

--------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const

         char *UID_HINT, const char *PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD,

         int FD)

    The gpgme_passphrase_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    passphrase callback function.

 

    The argument UID_HINT might contain a string that gives an

    indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this

    is not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric

    encryption, for example), UID_HINT will be NULL.

 

    The argument PASSPHRASE_INFO, if not NULL, will give further

    information about the context in which the passphrase is required.

    This information is engine and operation specific.

 

    If this is the repeated attempt to get the passphrase, because

    previous attempts failed, then PREV_WAS_BAD is 1,

 otherwise it will

    be 0.

 

    The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline

    character, to the file descriptor FD.  The function

    gpgme_io_writen should be used for the write operation.  Note

    that if the user returns 0 to indicate success, the user must at

    least write a newline character before returning from the callback.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    You can use the error code GPG_ERR_CANCELED to abort the

    operation.  Otherwise, return 0.

 

    Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

    with the 2.0.x series.  See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode for more

    details on 2.1.x usage.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t PASSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_passphrase_cb sets the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

    PASSFUNC.  The function PASSFUNC needs to
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 implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no passphrase callback function is

    set.

 

    Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

    passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase

    from a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each

    user to implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not

    even support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case

    the error code GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is returned.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback.

    See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode.

 

    The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_passphrase_cb with PASSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *PASSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

     The function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb returns the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

    *PASSFUNC, and the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.

    If no passphrase callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer,

    NULL is returned in both variables.

 

    PASSFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Progress Meter Callback,  Next: Status Message Callback,  Prev: Passphrase Callback,  Up:

Context Attributes

 

7.4.11 Progress Meter Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT,

         int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL)

    The gpgme_progress_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    progress callback function.

 

    The arguments are specific to the crypto engine.  More information

    about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can

    be

 found in the GnuPG source code in the file doc/DETAILS in the

    section PROGRESS.
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-- Function: void gpgme_set_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t PROGFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_progress_cb sets the function that is used

    when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

    available.  The function PROGFUNC needs to implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no progress callback function is

    set.

 

    Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to

    display progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

    The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_progress_cb with PROGFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t *PROGFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_get_progress_cb returns the

 function that is

    used to inform the user about the progress made in *PROGFUNC, and

    the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no

    progress callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.

 

    PROGFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.
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Context Attributes

 

7.4.12 Status Message Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char

         *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS)

    The gpgme_status_cb_t type is the type of function usable as a

    status message callback function.

 

    The argument KEYWORD is the name of the status message while the

    ARGS argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    Otherwise,

 return 0.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t STATUSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)
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    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_status_cb sets the function that is used

    when a status message is received from gpg to STATUSFUNC.  The

    function STATUSFUNC needs to be implemented by the user, and

    whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument being

    HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no status message callback function is

    set.

 

    The user can disable the use of a status message callback function

    by calling gpgme_set_status_cb with STATUSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t *STATUSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_status_cb returns the function that is

    used to process status messages from gpg in *STATUSFUNC, and the

    first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no status

    message callback

 is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.
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7.4.13 Context Flags

--------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags

    set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    "redraw"

         This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME

         sets and clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before

         an operation and set if an operation noticed that the engine

         has launched a Pinentry.  A Curses based application may use

         this information to redraw the screen; for example:

 

                  err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@example.org", 0);

                  while
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 (!err)

                    {

                      err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

                      if (err)

                        break;

                      show_key (key);

                      gpgme_key_release (key);

                    }

                  if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

                    redraw_screen ();

                  gpgme_release (ctx);

 

    "full-status"

         Using a VALUE of "1" the status callback set by

         gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the

         exception of PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the

         status callback is only called in certain situations.

 

    "raw-description"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" returns human readable strings in a

         raw format.  For example the non breaking space characters

         ("~") will not be removed from the description field of the

         gpgme_tofu_info_t object.

 

    "export-session-key"

      

   Using a VALUE of "1" specifies that the context should try to

         export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By

         default, or when using an empty string or "0" for VALUE,

         session keys are not exported.

 

    "override-session-key"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engine to

         override the session key for decryption.  The format of that

         session key is specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a

         decrypt operation when the context flag "export-session-key"

         is enabled.  Please be aware that using this feature with

         GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on many platforms via

         ps(1).

 

    "auto-key-retrieve"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" asks the backend to automatically

         retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note

         that this option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.

         Keyserver or Web Key Directory operators can

 see which keys

         you request, so by sending you a message signed by a brand new

         key (which you naturally will not have on your local keyring),
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         the operator can tell both your IP address and the time when

         you verified the signature.

 

    "auto-key-import"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to

         automatically import a missing key for signature verification

         from the signature.

 

    "include-key-block"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the

         signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the

         signature.

 

    "request-origin"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engines to

         request restrictions based on the origin of the request.

         Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg

         man page under the option --request-origin.  Requires at

         least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an effect.

 

    "no-symkey-cache"

          For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical

         en- and decryption.  This cache is based on the message

         specific salt value.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an

         effect.

 

    "ignore-mdc-error"

         This flag passes the option --ignore-mdc-error to gpg.  This

         can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due

         to a missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with

         great caution and only if it is a known non-corrupted old

         message and the decryption result of the former try had the

         decryption result flag legacy_cipher_nomdc set.  For

         failsafe reasons this flag is reset after each operation.

 

    "auto-key-locate"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to gpg.  This can be used

         to change the behavior of a GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         keylisting.  Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual

         and the gpg

 man page under the option --auto-key-locate.

         Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

         Note: Keys retrieved through auto-key-locate are

         automatically imported in the keyring.

 

    trust-model

         SINCE: 1.11.2
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         Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An

         empty string sets the trust-model back to the users default.

         If the trust-model is not supported by GnuPG the behavior is

         undefined and will likely cause all operations to fail.

         Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

         This options should be used carefully with a strict version

         requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

         trust-model changes the default trust-model for future

         operations.  A change in the trust-model also can have

         unintended side effects, like rebuilding the trust-db.

 

    "extended-edit"

         This flag passes the option --expert to gpg key edit.  This

         can be used to get additional

 callbacks in gpgme_op_edit.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The value of flags settable by gpgme_set_ctx_flag can be

    retrieved by this function.  If NAME is unknown the function

    returns NULL.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned for

    False and the string "1" is returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

    test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.
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7.4.14 Locale

-------------

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

  The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_set_locale (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int CATEGORY, const char *VALUE)
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    SINCE: 0.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_set_locale sets the locale of the context CTX,

    or the default locale if CTX is a null pointer.

 

    The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

    CATEGORY.  Supported categories are LC_CTYPE, LC_MESSAGES, and

    LC_ALL, which is a wildcard you can use if you want to change all

    the categories at once.

 

    The value to be used for the locale setting is VALUE, which will be

    copied to GPGMEs internal data structures.  VALUE can be a null

    pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will make PIN entry

    and other applications use their default setting, which is usually

    not what you want.

 

    Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a

    text terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration

    of the output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize

    the default

 value at startup.

 

    The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.
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7.4.15 Additional Logs

----------------------

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are engine

specific and can be be obtained with gpgme_op_getauditlog.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_getauditlog is used to obtain additional

    logs as specified by FLAGS into the OUTPUT data.  If

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if a log

    could be queried from the engine, and GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if

    the log specified in FLAGS is not available for this engine.  If no

    log is available GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:
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    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

          SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to stderr in

         interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide

         additional diagnostic information in case of errors in other

         operations.

 

         Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log

         will be empty and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA will be returned.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains

         additional information from the engine by issuing the

         GETAUDITLOG command.  For GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS this provides

         additional information about the X509 certificate chain.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         Same as GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT but in HTML.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_getauditlog_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_getauditlog.
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7.5 Key Management

==================

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or signers

are specified.  This is always done by specifying the respective keys

that should be used for the operation.  The following section describes

how such keys can be selected and manipulated.
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* Menu:

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public

 keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.
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7.5.1 Key objects

-----------------

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid as

long as the key object itself is valid.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_t

 

    The gpgme_key_t type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

         SINCE: 0.9.0

 

         The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

          This is true if the key is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the key is disabled.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key is invalid.  This might have several

         reasons, for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set
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         during key listings if the key could not be validated due to

         missing certificates or unmatched policies.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create data signatures.

 

    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create key certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true

 if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures

         according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will

         always be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be

         false (offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of

         secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    unsigned int origin : 5

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol

         This is the protocol supported by this key.

 

    char *issuer_serial

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

         serial.

 

    char *issuer_name
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         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

          name.

 

    char *chain_id

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the chain

         ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

    gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP, then this is the

         owner trust.

 

    gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

         This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first

         subkey in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t uids

         This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first

         user ID in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

    char *fpr

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note

         that this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.

         For an incomplete key (for example from a verification result)

         a subkey may be missing but this field may be set

         nevertheless.

 

    unsigned long last_update

  

       SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_subkey_t

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The gpgme_subkey_t type is a pointer to a subkey structure.

    Subkeys are one component of a gpgme_key_t object.  In fact,

    subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about

    the individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key

    object.  One gpgme_key_t can contain several subkeys.  The first

    subkey in the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

    The subkey structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_subkey_t next

         This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked
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         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the subkey is disabled.

 

    unsigned int

 invalid : 1

         This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create data

         signatures.

 

    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create key

         certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified

         signatures according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for

         classified information in Germany at the restricted level

         (VS-NfD). This are currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or

         ECDH/ECDSA

 keys using a Brainpool curve.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that it will
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         be false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e.  a secret key

         operation is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is

         only set if a listing of secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

    unsigned int length

         This is the length of the subkey (in bits).

 

    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits,

         if available.

 

    char *keygrip

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or NULL if not

         available.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.

  This is -1 if

         the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the

         subkey does not expire.

 

    unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         True if the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

    char *card_number

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The serial number of a smart card holding this key or NULL.

 

    char *curve

         For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_user_id_t
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    A user ID is a component of a gpgme_key_t object.  One key can

    have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

    primary) user ID.

 

    The user ID structure has the following members.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t next

         This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

  

  unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity

         This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

    char *uid

         This is the user ID string.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email

         This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    char *address;

         The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID

         string.  This is general the same as the email part of this

         structure but might be slightly different.  If no mail address

         is available NULL is stored.

 

    gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         If not NULL information from the TOFU database pertaining to

         this user id.

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t signatures

         This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

    unsigned int origin :
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         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

    unsigned long last_update

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.

 

    char *uidhash;

         A string used by gpg to identify a user ID. This string can be

         used at certain prompts of gpgme_op_edit to select a user

         ID. Users must be prepared to see a NULL value here.  The

         format of the value is not specified and may depend on the

         GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_info_t type is a pointer to a tofu info structure.

    Tofu info structures are one component of a gpgme_user_id_t

    object, and provide information from the TOFU database pertaining

    to the user ID.

 

    The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if

 this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int validity : 3

         This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

         0

              The value 0 indicates a conflict.

 

         1

              The value 1 indicates a key without history.

 

         2

              The value 2 indicates a key with too little history.

 

         3

              The value 3 indicates a key with enough history for

              basic trust.
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         4

              The value 4 indicates a key with a lot of history.

 

    unsigned int policy : 4

         This is the TOFU policy, see gpgme_tofu_policy_t.

 

    unsigned short signcount

         This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).

 

    unsigned short encrcount

         This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).

 

    unsigned long signfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when

 the first signature was

         seen with this binding.

 

    unsigned long signlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen

         with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    char *description

         A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_sig_t

 

    The gpgme_key_sig_t type is a pointer to a key signature

    structure.  Key signatures are one component of a gpgme_key_t

    object, and validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

    The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

    via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode

    enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of

 

    a key.

 

    The signature notations on a key signature are only available if
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    the key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS mode enabled, because it can be

    expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

    The key signature structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key signature is expired.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

    unsigned int exportable : 1

         This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the

 key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to

         create the signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is

         -1 if the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if

         the key signature does not expire.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning

         as the member of the same name in a gpgme_signature_t

         object.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The

         meaning is specific to the crypto engine.

 

    char *uid
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         This is the main user ID of the key used to create the

         signature.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email

          This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Listing Keys,  Next: Information About Keys,  Prev: Key objects,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.2 Listing Keys

------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, int SECRET_ONLY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_start initiates a key listing

    operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so that

    subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the keys

    in the list.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that the

    total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

    maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually

 accepted).  The

    pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

    name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing

    their fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are
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    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], int SECRET_ONLY, int RESERVED)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start initiates an extended key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the

  

  keys in the list.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are

    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of all patterns is

    restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact limit also

    depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting required,

    but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  Patterns

    should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name or

    user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

    fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function

 returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t DATA, int RESERVED)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start initiates a key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  In contrast to the other

    key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied DATA and

    not from the local key database.  The keys are also not imported

    into the local key database.  The function sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the

    keys from DATA.
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    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

    works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next

 returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.  While

    the context is busy DATA may not be released.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_next returns the next key in the

    list created by a previous gpgme_op_keylist_start operation in

    the context CTX.  The key will have one reference for the user.

    *Note Manipulating Keys::.

 

    This is the only way to get at gpgme_key_t objects in GPGME.

 

    If the last key in the list has already been returned,

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if there is not

    enough memory

 for the operation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_end ends a pending key list

    operation in the context CTX.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

    listing operation can be retrieved with gpgme_op_keylist_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during

    the operation there was not enough memory available.

 

  The following example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (g10code) can be listed with their key ID and the name and
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email address of the main user ID:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_key_t key;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

    if (!err)

      {

        err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

        while (!err)

          {

            err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

            if (err)

            

  break;

            printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

              printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

              printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

            putchar ('\n');

            gpgme_key_release (key);

          }

        gpgme_release (ctx);

      }

    if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

        exit (1);

      }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_keylist_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  After successfully ending a key

    listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_keylist_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    unsigned int truncated : 1

         This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result,

         and less than the desired keys

 could be listed.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_result returns a

    gpgme_keylist_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  The pointer is only valid if
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    the last operation on the context was a key listing operation, and

    if this operation finished successfully.  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.

 

  In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable,

the following function can be used to retrieve a single key.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FPR, gpgme_key_t *R_KEY, int SECRET)

    The function gpgme_get_key gets the key with the fingerprint (or

    key ID) FPR from the crypto backend and return it in R_KEY.  If

    SECRET is true, get the secret key.  The currently active keylist

    mode is used to retrieve

 the key.  The key will have one reference

    for the user.

 

    If the key is not found in the keyring, gpgme_get_key returns the

    error code GPG_ERR_EOF and *R_KEY will be set to NULL.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer or FPR is not a fingerprint or key ID,

    GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key ID was not a unique specifier

    for a key, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during the

    operation there was not enough memory available.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Information About Keys,  Next: Manipulating Keys,  Prev: Listing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.3 Information About Keys

----------------------------

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

gpgme_key_t objects.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_validity_t

    The gpgme_validity_t type is used to specify the validity of a

    user ID in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

         The user

 ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation

         of this validity is ?.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

         The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string

         representation of this validity is q.
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    GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

         The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is n.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

         The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is m.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

         The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is f.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE

         The user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is u.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Manipulating Keys,  Next: Generating Keys,  Prev: Information About Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.4 Manipulating Keys

-----------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_ref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_ref

 acquires an additional reference for

    the key KEY.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_unref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_unref releases a reference for the key

    KEY.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed and

    all resources associated to it will be released.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int RESERVED);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire sets the expiration time of the

    key KEY or of the specified subkeys.  This function requires at

    least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.  To be

    similar to other usages where expiration times are provided in

    unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date and so it is
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    in seconds from NOW.

 

    The common case is to use 0 to not set an

 expiration time.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    SUBFPRS selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time should

    be set.  If SUBFPRS is set to NULL, then the expiration time of

    the primary key is set.  If SUBFPRS is an asterisk (*), then the

    expiration times of all non-revoked and not yet expired subkeys are

    set.  To select more than one subkey put all subkey fingerprints

    into one string separated by linefeeds characters (\n).

 

    RESERVED is reserved for later use and must be 0.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start

 initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Generating Keys,  Next: Signing Keys,  Prev: Manipulating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.5 Generating Keys

---------------------

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older GnuPG
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versions the gpgme_op_genkey function can be used.  Existing code

which wants to update to the new functions or new code which shall

supports older

 GnuPG versions may try the new functions first and

provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is received.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey generates a new key for the

    procotol active in the context CTX.  As of now this function does

    only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of

    GnuPG.

 

    USERID is commonly the mail address associated with the key.  GPGME

    does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address

    is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected

    to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).

    This is a required parameter.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

 of

    public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see

    the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or the string "default", the

    key is generated using the default algorithm of the engine.  If the

    string "future-default" is used the engine may use an algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

    protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without

    requesting a non-default usage via FLAGS, triggers the creation of

    a primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to

 avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.
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    EXTRAKEY is currently not used and must be set to NULL.  A future

    version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

    GPGME_CREATE_ENCR

    GPGME_CREATE_CERT

    GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key

         usage) of the requested algorithm but use those explicitly

         given by these flags: signing, encryption,

         certification, or authentication.  The allowed

         combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

         If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

         selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

         protocol.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

          SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Request generation of the key without password protection.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed

         certificate.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not store the created key in the local key database.  This

         has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Return the public or secret key as part of the result

         structure.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.7.0
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         The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

         already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be

         used to override this check.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

         SINCE: 1.9.0

 

         Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

    After the operation

 completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createkey operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey creates and adds

 a new subkey

    to the primary OpenPGP key given by KEY.  The only allowed protocol

    in CTX is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP.  Subkeys (aka secondary keys)

    are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to bind several keys to a

    primary key.  As of now this function requires at least version

    2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

    supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or
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    the string "default", the subkey is generated using the default

    algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the string

    "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you

 supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS takes the same values as described above for

    gpgme_op_createkey.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO,

         unsigned long RESERVED, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE:

 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createsubkey operation; see there for details.  It must

    be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation is
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    a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly the

    mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not require

    a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given, RFC-822

    style format is suggested.

  The value is expected to be in UTF-8

    encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

    required parameter.

 

    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid_start initiates a gpgme_op_adduid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

    feature

 of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID must

    be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.
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    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    Note that the engine wont allow to revoke the last valid user ID.

    To change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then

    revoke the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const

 char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid_start initiates a gpgme_op_revuid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, cons char * NAME,

         cons char * VALUE);

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag is used to set flags on a user

    ID from the OpenPGP key given by KEY.  Setting flags on user IDs

    after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus

    the protocol for the context CTX must be set to OpenPGP.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

    USERID is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

    must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

 

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

    NAME names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

    supported flag is:

 

    primary

         This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID. All other

         primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  VALUE must be

         given as NULL. For technical reasons this functions bumps the

         creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one

         second.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.
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    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID,

         cons char * NAME, cons char * VALUE);

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag operation; see there for details.  It must

 

   be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey generates a new key pair in the

    context CTX.  The meaning of PUBLIC and SECRET depends on the

    crypto backend.

 

    GPG does not support PUBLIC and SECRET, they should be NULL.

    GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the standard key ring.

    The fingerprint of the generated key is available with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    GpgSM requires PUBLIC to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will

    generate a secret key (which will be stored by gpg-agent, and

    return a certificate request in PUBLIC, which then needs to be

    signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

    used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

    The argument PARMS specifies parameters for the

 key in an string

    that looks something like XML. The details about the format of

    PARMS are specific to the crypto engine used by CTX.  The first

    line of the parameters must be <GnupgKeyParams format="internal">

    and the last line must be </GnupgKeyParams>.  Every line in

    between the first and last lines is treated as a Header: Value

    pair.  In particular, no XML escaping is necessary if you need to

    include the characters <, >, or &.

 

    Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):
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         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: default

         Subkey-Type: default

         Name-Real: Joe Tester

         Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         Expire-Date: 0

         Passphrase: abc

         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation

 are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: RSA

         Key-Length: 1024

         Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format

    supported for now is internal.  The content of the

    GnupgKeyParms container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.

    Control statements are not allowed.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a well-formed string (e.g.  does not have the expected

    tag-like headers and footers), GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if PUBLIC or

    SECRET is not valid, and GPG_ERR_GENERAL if no key was created by

    the backend.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_genkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_start initiates a gpgme_op_genkey

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a valid XML string, and GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    PUBLIC or SECRET is not NULL.
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-- Data type: gpgme_genkey_result_t

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_genkey operation.  After successfully generating a key,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    unsigned int primary : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    unsigned int sub : 1

         This

 flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.

 

    unsigned int uid : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both

         a primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the

         primary key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not

         provide the fingerprint, fpr will be a null pointer.

 

    gpgme_data_t pubkey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

    gpgme_data_t seckey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

-- Function: gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_result returns a

    gpgme_genkey_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_genkey

 operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_genkey or

    gpgme_op_genkey_start operation, and if this operation finished
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    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signing Keys,  Next: Exporting Keys,  Prev: Generating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.6 Signing Keys

------------------

 

Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT). Instead of using the gpgme_op_interact function

along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a convenient function

to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG versions.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign adds

 a new key signature to the

    public key KEY.  This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

    GnuPG.

 

    CTX is the usual context which describes the protocol to use (which

    must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be used

    for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

    signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be

    used for a key signature, gpgme_signers_add can be used.  *Note

    Selecting Signers::.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If USERID is

    set to NULL all valid user IDs are signed.  The user ID must be

    given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case sensitive

    match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select more than one user ID

    put them all into one string separated by linefeeds characters

    (\n) and set the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP.

 

    EXPIRES

 specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

    seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration

    date.  However, if the configuration of the engine defines a

    default expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless
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    the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE is used.  Note that this

    parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t to avoid

    problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.  Note

    further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps

    and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Instead of creating an exportable key signature, create a key

         signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare that

 USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

         Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration

         date.  This overrides EXPIRE and any local configuration of

         the engine.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_keysign operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1
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     The function gpgme_op_revsig revokes key signatures of the public

    key KEY made with the key SIGNING_KEY.  This function requires at

    least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    SIGNING_KEY specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.

 

    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall be

    revoked.  If USERID is set to NULL the signatures on all user IDs

    are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim because the engine

    does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from

    the user ID object (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select

    more than one user ID put them all into one string separated by

    linefeeds characters (\n) and set the flag GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.14.1

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare

 that USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_revsig_start initiates a gpgme_op_revsig

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Exporting Keys,  Next: Importing Keys,  Prev: Signing Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.7 Exporting Keys

--------------------

 

Exporting keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--export.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way the
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export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they may be

or-ed together.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

     If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

    keyserver.  This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is

    good practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver

    at one time.  Using this flag requires that the KEYDATA argument of

    the export function is set to NULL.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

    SINCE: 1.3.1

 

    If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For

    OpenPGP keys it removes all signatures except for the latest

    self-signatures.  For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

    OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

    accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey

    a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be

    used.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    Instead of exporting the public

 key, the secret key is exported.

    This may not be combined with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN.  For

    X.509 the export format is PKCS#8.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not

    be used with OpenPGP.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also

    includes the certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.
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GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

    SINCE: 1.12.0 - experimental Do not export user ids.  Works only

    with certain gpg version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns

    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output

 format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_start initiates a gpgme_op_export

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.

  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns

    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are
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    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error

 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t keys[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys extracts public keys

 and

    returns them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the

    key data returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set

    for the context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

    specified for KEYDATA.

 

    The keys to export are taken form the NULL terminated array KEYS.

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX which do have a

    fingerprint set are considered for export.  Other keys specified by

    the KEYS are ignored.  In particular OpenPGP keys retrieved via an

    external key listing are not included.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no useful keys

    are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are reported by the

    crypto engine support routines.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEYS[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no

    useful keys are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Importing Keys,  Next: Deleting Keys,  Prev: Exporting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.8 Importing Keys

--------------------

 

Importing keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--import.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import

 adds the keys in the data buffer

    KEYDATA to the key ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.  The

    format of KEYDATA can be ASCII armored, for example, but the

    details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    KEYDATA is an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import_start initiates a gpgme_op_import

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the
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    import could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    KEYDATA

 is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if KEYDATA is

    an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_keys adds the keys described by the

    NULL terminated array KEYS to the key ring of the crypto engine

    used by CTX.  It is used to actually import and make keys permanent

    which have been retrieved from an external source (i.e.  using

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN) earlier.  The external keylisting must

    have been made with the same context configuration (in particular

    the same home directory).  (1) Note that for OpenPGP this may

    require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX are considered

    for import.  Other keys specified by the KEYS are ignored.  As of

    now all considered keys must have been retrieved using the same

    method, i.e.  the used key

 listing mode must be identical.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import

    the keydata using gpgme_op_export and gpgme_op_import.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the key listing mode

    does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys are considered for

    export.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_import_keys operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

 if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the
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    key listing mode does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys

    are considered for export.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_status_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  For each considered key one

    status is added that contains information about the result of the

    import.  The structure contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_import_status_t next

         This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

    gpgme_error_t result

         If the import was not successful, this is the error value that

         caused the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR.

 

    unsigned int status

         This is a bit-wise OR of the following

 flags that give more

         information about what part of the key was imported.  If the

         key was already known, this might be 0.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

              The key was new.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_UID

              The key contained new user IDs.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

              The key contained new signatures.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

              The key contained new sub keys.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

              The key contained a secret key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_import operation.  After a successful import operation,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_import_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:
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    int considered

         The total number of considered keys.

 

    int no_user_id

         The number of keys without user ID.

 

    int imported

         The total number

 of imported keys.

 

    int imported_rsa

         The number of imported RSA keys.

 

    int unchanged

         The number of unchanged keys.

 

    int new_user_ids

         The number of new user IDs.

 

    int new_sub_keys

         The number of new sub keys.

 

    int new_signatures

         The number of new signatures.

 

    int new_revocations

         The number of new revocations.

 

    int secret_read

         The total number of secret keys read.

 

    int secret_imported

         The number of imported secret keys.

 

    int secret_unchanged

         The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

    int not_imported

         The number of keys not imported.

 

    gpgme_import_status_t imports

         A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more

         information about the keys for which an import was attempted.

 

    int skipped_v3_keys

         For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore

         support v3 keys (created with PGP
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 2.x) and ignores them on

         import.  This counter provides the number of such skipped v3

         keys.

 

-- Function: gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_import_result returns a

    gpgme_import_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_import or

    gpgme_op_import_start operation, and if this operation finished

    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Thus it is a replacement for the usual workaround of exporting

and then importing a key to make an X.509 key permanent.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Deleting Keys,  Next: Changing Passphrases,  Prev: Importing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.9 Deleting Keys

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext deletes the key KEY from the key

    ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If not set, only public keys are deleted.  If set, secret keys

         are deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

    GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the key
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    was deleted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not

    a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY if KEY could not be found in

    the keyring, GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key was not specified

    unambiguously, and GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the secret key for KEY is

    available, but ALLOW_SECRET is zero.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_delete operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

  The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext_start, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node:

 Changing Passphrases,  Next: Changing TOFU Data,  Prev: Deleting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.10 Changing Passphrases

---------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd changes the passphrase of the

    private key associated with KEY.  The only allowed value for FLAGS

    is 0.  The backend engine will usually popup a window to ask for

    the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not useful

    in a server application (where passphrases are not required
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    anyway).

 

    Note that old gpg engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

    this command and will silently ignore it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd_start initiates a gpgme_op_passwd

    operation.  It can be completed

 by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Changing TOFU Data,  Next: Advanced Key Editing,  Prev: Changing Passphrases,  Up:

Key Management

 

7.5.11 Changing TOFU Data

-------------------------

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU implementation.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_policy_t type specifies the set of possible policy

    values that are supported by GPGME:

 

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

         Set the policy to auto.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

         Set the policy to good.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

         Set the policy to

 bad.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

         Set the policy to ask.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

         Set the policy to unknown.
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  To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy changes the TOFU policy of KEY.

    The valid values for POLICY are listed above.  As of now this

    function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version

    2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_tofu_policy operation.  It can be

 completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Advanced Key Editing,  Prev: Changing TOFU Data,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.12 Advanced Key Editing

---------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_interact_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The status

    keyword STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by

    GPGME from the crypto engine.  An empty string represents EOF. The

    file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status messages.  If STATUS

    indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to

    the command should
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 be written to FD.  The HANDLE is provided by the

    user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact processes the key KEY

    interactively, using the interact callback function FNC with the

    handle HANDLE.  The callback is invoked for every status and

    command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

    engine is written to the data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    FLAGS modifies the behaviour of the function; the only defined

 bit

    value is:

 

    GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

         --card-edit command.

 

    The function returns 0 if the edit operation completes

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid

    pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or the edit

    callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_interact operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,
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    and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Crypto Operations,  Next: Miscellaneous,  Prev: Key Management,

  Up: Contexts

 

7.6 Crypto Operations

=====================

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure is

used to hold information about such a key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_invalid_key_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.

    The structure contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t next

         This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

    gpgme_error_t reason

         An error code describing the reason why the key was found

         invalid.

 

* Menu:

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting

 a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt,  Next: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.1 Decrypt

-------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt decrypts the ciphertext in the data

    object CIPHER and stores it into the data object PLAIN.
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    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could

    not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t CIPHER,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext is the same as

    gpgme_op_decrypt but has an additional argument FLAGS.  If FLAGS

    is 0 both function behave identically.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

     

    The GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY symbol specifies that this function

         shall exactly act as gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP symbol specifies that the output

         shall be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer

         removed.  This requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for

         OpenPGP. This is the counterpart to GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP.
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    The function returns the error codes as described for

    gpgme_op_decrypt.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start (

         gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully,

 and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_recipient_t

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about

    the recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  This information (except for the

    status field) is even available before the operation finished

    successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

    contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_recipient_t next

         This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

         recipient.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

         if the secret key for this recipient

 is not available, and 0

         otherwise.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_decrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  After successfully decrypting data,
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    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_decrypt_result.  As with all result structures, it this

    structure shall be considered read-only and an application must not

    allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    char *unsupported_algorithm

         If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string

         describes the algorithm that is not supported.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         SINCE: 0.9.0 This is true if the key was not used according to

         its policy.

 

    unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

         SINCE: 1.11.2 The message was made by a legacy algorithm

         without any integrity protection.  This might be an old but

     

    legitimate message.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0 The message claims that the content is a MIME

         object.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

         SINCE: 1.10.0 The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant

         way.  This is a specification in Germany for a restricted

         communication level.

 

    gpgme_recipient_t recipients

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was

         encrypted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

    char *session_key

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the

         session key used in symmetric encryption of the message, if

         the context has been set to export session keys (see

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag, "export-session-key"), and a session key

         was available for the
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 most recent decryption operation.

         Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

         You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key") returns

         success or gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")

         returns true (non-empty string).

 

    char *symkey_algo

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode

         using the format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated

         non-MDC encryption mode of OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

-- Function: gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_result returns a

    gpgme_decrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_decrypt or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_start operation.  If the operation failed this

   

 might be a NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid

    until the next operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Verify,  Next: Decrypt and Verify,  Prev: Decrypt,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.2 Verify

------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_verify verifies that the signature in the

    data object SIG is a valid signature.  If SIG is a detached

    signature, then the signed text should be provided in SIGNED_TEXT

    and PLAIN should be a null pointer.  Otherwise, if SIG is a normal

    (or cleartext) signature, SIGNED_TEXT should be a null pointer and

    PLAIN should be a writable data object that will contain the

    plaintext after successful verification.

 

    The results of the individual signature verifications can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_verify_result.

 

    The function returns the error
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 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if SIG

    does not contain any data to verify, and passes through any errors

    that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_verify_start initiates a gpgme_op_verify

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    SIG or PLAIN does not contain any data to verify.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sig_notation_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

     of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure

         in the linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *name

         The name of the notation field.  If this is NULL, then the

         member value will contain a policy URL.

 

    int name_len

         The length of the name field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    char *value

         The value of the notation field.  If name is NULL, then

         this is a policy URL.

 

    int value_len

         The length of the value field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

         The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags

         associated with the notation data in an accumulated form which

         can be used
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 as an argument to the function

         gpgme_sig_notation_add.  The value flags is a bitwise-or

         combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE symbol specifies

              that the notation data is in human readable form

 

         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL symbol specifies that

              the notation data is critical.

 

    unsigned int human_readable : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE flag

         is set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for

         notation data, not for policy URLs.

 

    unsigned int critical : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL flag is set

         and false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and

         policy URLs.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_signature_t

     This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_signature_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sigsum_t summary

         This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.

         It provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the

         signature status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see

         whether a signature is valid without any restrictions.  This

         means that you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

              if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

              {

                 ..do stuff if valid..

              }

              else

              {
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                 ..do stuff if not fully valid..

              }

 

         The defined bits are:

         GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

               The signature is fully valid.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

              The signature is good but one might want to display some

              extra information.  Check the other bits.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

              The signature is bad.  It might be useful to check other

              bits and display more information, i.e.  a revoked

              certificate might not render a signature invalid when the

              message was received prior to the cause for the

              revocation.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

              The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

              The key or one of the certificates has expired.  It is

              probably a good idea to display the date of the

              expiration.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

              The signature has expired.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

              Cant verify due to a missing

 key or certificate.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

              The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

              Available CRL is too old.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

              A policy requirement was not met.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

              A system error occurred.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

              A TOFU conflict was detected.
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    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the

         following status codes are of interest:

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

              This status indicates that the signature could be

              verified or that there is no signature.  For the combined

              result this status means that all signatures could be

              verified.

 

              Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could

 be

              found.  Check the summary field for that.

 

              For example a gpgme_op_decrypt_verify returns a

              verification result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted

              but unsigned data.

 

         GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but

              expired.  For the combined result this status means that

              all signatures are valid and expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has expired.  For the

              combined result this status means that all signatures are

              valid and all keys are expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has been revoked.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

 

              are valid and all keys are revoked.

 

         GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

              This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

              are invalid.

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

              This status indicates that the signature could not be

              verified due to a missing key.  For the combined result

              this status means that all signatures could not be
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              checked due to missing keys.

 

         GPG_ERR_GENERAL

              This status indicates that there was some other error

              which prevented the signature verification.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

    unsigned long timestamp

         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    unsigned long exp_timestamp

         The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the

         signature

 does not expire.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

    unsigned int pka_trust : 2

         This is set to the trust information gained by means of the

         PKA system.  Values are:

         0

              No PKA information available or verification not

              possible.

         1

              PKA verification failed.

         2

              PKA verification succeeded.

         3

              Reserved for future use.

         Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may

         also be reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

    unsigned int chain_model : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.6

 

         This is true if the validity of the signature has been checked

         using the chain model.  In the chain model the time the

         signature has been created must be within the validity period

         of the certificate and the time the certificate itself has

          been created must be within the validity period of the issuing

         certificate.  In contrast the default validation model checks

         the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate

         chain at the current time.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity
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         The validity of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t validity_reason

         If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    char *pka_address

         The mailbox from the PKA information or NULL.

 

    gpgme_key_t key

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         An object describing the key used to create the signature.

         This key object may be incomplete in that it only conveys

         information availabale directly with a signature.  It may also

         be NULL if such information is not readily available.

 

 -- Data type: gpgme_verify_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_verify operation.  After verifying a signature, you can

    retrieve the pointer to the result with gpgme_op_verify_result.

    If the operation failed this might be a NULL pointer.  The

    structure contains the following member:

 

    gpgme_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures for which

         a verification was attempted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The

         filename is not covered by the signature.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

         Warning: This flag is not covered by the signature.

 

-- Function: gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)
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 The function gpgme_op_verify_result returns a

    gpgme_verify_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_verify,

    gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start operation, and if this operation

    finished successfully (for gpgme_op_decrypt_verify and

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start, the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    counts as successful in this context).  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt and Verify,  Next: Sign,  Prev: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.3 Decrypt and Verify

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify decrypts the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER and

 stores it into the data object PLAIN.

    If CIPHER contains signatures, they will be verified.

 

    After the operation completed, gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

    gpgme_op_verify_result can be used to retrieve more information

    about the signatures.

 

    If the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned, CIPHER does not

    contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be signed.

    The information about detected signatures is available with

    gpgme_op_verify_result in this case.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could

    not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support

 routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify operation.  It can be completed by

    calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For
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    Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER, PLAIN or R_STAT is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt.

 

  When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail address (the addr-spec) from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal functions

in GPGME and GnuPG:

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (const char *UID)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.1

 

    Return the mail address (called addr-spec in RFC-5322) from the

    string

 UID which is assumed to be a user id (called address in

    RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e.  those with bit 7

    cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must

    free the result using gpgme_free.  Returns NULL if no valid

    address was found (in which case ERRNO is set to EINVAL) or for

    other errors.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Sign,  Next: Encrypt,  Prev: Decrypt and Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.4 Sign

----------

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of keys

used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is applied to

all following signing operations in this context (until the set is

changed).

 

* Menu:

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Selecting Signers,  Next: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.1

 Selecting Signers

.........................
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The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_signers_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_signers_clear releases a reference for each

    key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

    context CTX.

 

    Every context starts with an empty list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_signers_add adds the key KEY to the list of

    signers in the context CTX.

 

    Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

 

-- Function: unsigned int gpgme_signers_count (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_signers_count returns the number of signer

    keys in the context CTX.

 

-- Function:

 gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int SEQ)

    The function gpgme_signers_enum returns the SEQth key in the list

    of signers in the context CTX.  An additional reference is acquired

    for the user.

 

    If SEQ is out of range, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Creating a Signature,  Next: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Selecting Signers,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.2 Creating a Signature

............................

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_mode_t

    The gpgme_sig_mode_t type is used to specify the desired type of

    a signature.  The following modes are available:

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

         A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext

         and the signature.
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    GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

         A detached signature is made.

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

         A clear text signature is made.  The ASCII armor and text mode

         settings of the context are ignored.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_op_sign creates a signature for the text in

    the data object PLAIN and returns it in the data object SIG.  The

    type of the signature created is determined by the ASCII armor (or,

    if that is not set, by the encoding specified for SIG), the text

    mode attributes set for the context CTX and the requested signature

    mode MODE.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_sign_result.

 

    If an S/MIME signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

    the number of certificates to include in the message can be

    specified with gpgme_set_include_certs.  *Note Included

    Certificates::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    signature could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

 the

    signature could not be created, GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the

    passphrase for the secret key could not be retrieved,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY if there are invalid signers, and passes

    through any errors that are reported by the crypto engine support

    routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_start initiates a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_new_signature_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result
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    of a gpgme_op_sign operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t

 next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sig_mode_t type

         The type of this signature.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         The signature class of this signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this

         signature.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sign_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_sign operation.  After successfully generating a

    signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_sign_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t

 invalid_signers

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which a signature could not be created.

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures created.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_result returns a gpgme_sign_result_t

    pointer to a structure holding the result of a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  The pointer is only valid if the last operation on the

    context was a gpgme_op_sign, gpgme_op_sign_start,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign or gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start operation.
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    If that operation failed, the function might return a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.3 Signature Notation Data

...............................

 

Using the following

 functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data to

a signature.  This information is then available to the user when the

signature is verified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_clear removes the notation data

    from the context CTX.  Subsequent signing operations from this

    context will not include any notation data.

 

    Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE,

         gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add adds the notation data with

    the name NAME and the value VALUE to the context CTX.

 

    Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as

    well as any other notation data that was added since the creation

    of the context or the last gpgme_sig_notation_clear operation.

 

 

    The arguments NAME and VALUE must be NUL-terminated strings in

    human-readable form.  The flag GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

    is implied (non-human-readable notation data is currently not

    supported).  The strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.

 

    If NAME is NULL, then VALUE should be a policy URL.

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add returns the error code

    GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the notation data could be added

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a valid pointer, or

    if NAME, VALUE and FLAGS are an invalid combination.  The function
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    also passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

    engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get

         (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_get returns the linked list of

    notation data structures that are contained in the context CTX.

 

    If CTX is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data added

     for this context, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypt,  Prev: Sign,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.5 Encrypt

-------------

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same time.

The list of recipients is created independently of any context, and then

passed to the encryption operation.

 

* Menu:

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypting a Plaintext,  Up: Encrypt

 

7.6.5.1 Encrypting a Plaintext

..............................

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt encrypts the plaintext in the data

    object PLAIN for the recipients RECP and stores the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER.  The type of the ciphertext created is

    determined by the ASCII armor (or, if that is not set, by the

    encoding specified

 for CIPHER) and the text mode attributes set for

    the context CTX.

 

    RECP must be a NULL-terminated array of keys.  The user must keep

    references for all keys during the whole duration of the call (but

    see gpgme_op_encrypt_start for the requirements with the

    asynchronous variant).
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    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST symbol specifies that all the

         recipients in RECP should be trusted, even if the keys do not

         have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should

         be used with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any

         untrusted keys.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO symbol specifies that no

         default or hidden default recipients as configured in the

         crypto backend should be included.  This

 can be useful for

         managing different user profiles.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS symbol specifies that the

         plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.

         This is in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted

         message may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE symbol is used with the UI Server

         protocol to prepare an encryption (i.e.  sending the

         PREP_ENCRYPT command).  With the GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         symbol the UI Server is advised to also expect a sign command.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC symbol specifies that the output

         should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even if

         recipients are provided.  This feature is only supported for

         the OpenPGP

 crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS symbols requests that the
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         identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the

         ciphertext.  On the receiving side, the use of this flag may

         slow down the decryption process because all available secret

         keys must be tried.  This flag is only honored for OpenPGP

         encryption.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP symbol specifies that the input is an

         OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart

         to GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS symbol requests that all

         supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically

         valid mail address.  If this is not the case the operation is

         not even tried and the error code GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID

 is

         returned.  Only the address part of the key specification is

         conveyed to the backend.  As of now the key must be specified

         using the RECPSTRING argument of the extended encrypt

         functions.  This feature is currently only supported for the

         OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

    If GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY is returned, some recipients in RECP

    are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might be

    encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in CIPHER (if this

    happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about the

    invalid recipients is available with gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

    If RECP is NULL, symmetric rather than public key encryption is

    performed.  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be deciphered

    with gpgme_op_decrypt.  Note that in this case the crypto backend

    needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.  Symmetric encryption

    is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

 crypto backend.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RECP, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RECP contains some invalid recipients,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the symmetric key

    could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of

    this call.  The user can release its references to the keys after

    this function returns, even

 if the operation is not yet finished.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RSET does not contain any valid

    recipients.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt with RECPSTRING

    as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING is not

    NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited string with

    the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the keys are

    given directly as strings and there is no need to first create key

    objects.  Leading and trailing white space is remove from each line

    in RECPSTRING.  The keys

 are then passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

    For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

    modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

    specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

    --hidden

    --no-hidden

         These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for

         all following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is

         requested the gpg option -R (or -F in file mode) is used

         instead of -r (-f in file mode).

 

    --file

    --no-file
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         These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all

         following key specification.  In file mode the option -f or

         -F is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is

         required to handle these options.  The

         GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS flag is ignored in file mode.

 

    --

         This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of

         the string.  All

 keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

    To create a RECPSTRING it is often useful to employ a strconcat

    style function.  For example this function creates a string to

    encrypt to two keys:

 

         char *

         xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

         {

           char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

           if (!result)

             { perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }

 

    Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

    keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

    specifications starting with a double dash.  The used strconcat

    function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

    (aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME. The number of arguments to

    gpgrt_strconcat is limited to 47 but that should always be

    sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to

    be

 supplied the following code can be used:

 

         char *

         xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

         {

           gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

           const char *s;

           void *result;

 

           memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

           if (!memfp)

             { perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); }

           gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

           while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

             {

               gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);
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               gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

             }

           gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

           if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

             { perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); }

           if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

             { perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }

 

    In this example get_next_keyspec is expected to return the next

    key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

    large number of recipients

 is often questionable due to security

    reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

    passed on the command line to gpg which has as a platform

    specific length limitation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_start with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_encrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_encrypt

 operation.  After successfully encrypting data,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_encrypt_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which the data could not be encrypted.

 

-- Function: gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_result returns a
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    gpgme_encrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_encrypt,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_sign or gpgme_op_sign_start

    operation.  If this operation failed, this might be a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

          gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign does a combined encrypt and

    sign operation.  It is used like gpgme_op_encrypt, but the

    ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in CTX.

 

    The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

    for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[],

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,
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         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start with

    RECPSTRING

 as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.
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7.7 Miscellaneous operations

============================

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

* Menu:

 

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates
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7.7.1 Running other Programs

----------------------------

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend engines.

Along

 with data abstraction object this subsystem can be used to run

arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related to

cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools which

are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible with the

GPGME API.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0
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    The function gpgme_op_spawn runs the program FILE with the

    arguments taken from the NULL terminated array ARGV.  If no

    arguments are required ARGV may be given as NULL.  In the latter

    case or if argv[0] is the empty string, GPGME uses the basename

    of FILE for argv[0].  The file descriptors stdin, stdout, and

    stderr are connected to the data objects DATAIN, DATAOUT, and

    DATAERR.  If NULL is passed for one of these data objects the

    corresponding

 file descriptor is connected to /dev/null.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new

         console for the program.  This is useful for a GUI application

         which needs to call a command line helper tool.

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag allows the called program to put

         itself into the foreground.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_spawn.
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Up: Miscellaneous

 

7.7.2

 Using the Assuan protocol

-------------------------------

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.  By

default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected to

arbitrary servers by using gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, passing the

location of the servers socket as FILE_NAME argument, and an empty

string as HOME_DIR argument.
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  The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to

transfer data:

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback receives any data sent by the server.  OPAQUE is the

    pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, DATA of length

    DATALEN refers to the data sent.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *NAME, const char *ARGS, gpgme_data_t *R_DATA)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan

 

    server.  OPAQUE is the pointer passed to

    gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, NAME and ARGS specify what kind

    of data the server requested, and R_DATA is used to return the

    actual data.

 

    Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in GPGME.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.  OPAQUE

    is the pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, STATUS

    and ARGS denote the status update sent.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  Any

     callback may be NULL.  The result of the operation may be

    retrieved using gpgme_wait_ext.
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    Asynchronous variant.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_error_t *OP_ERR)

 

    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  The

    result of the operation is returned in OP_ERR.

 

    Synchronous variant.
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7.7.3 How to check for software updates

---------------------------------------

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG. GPGME can be used to access this

online database and check whether a new version of

 a software package is

available.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  After success full call to that

    function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_query_swdb_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    name

         This is the name of the package.

 

    iversion

         The currently installed version or an empty string.  This

         value is either a copy of the argument given to

         gpgme_op_query_swdb or the version of the installed software

         as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

    created

         This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers

         has originally be created by the GnuPG project.
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    retrieved

         This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

    warning

         If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of

         the

 information in this structure are not properly set.  For

         example if the version number of the installed software could

         not be figured out, the update flag may not reflect a

         required update status.

 

    update

         If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

    urgent

         If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

    noinfo

         If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

    unknown

         If this flag is set the given name is not known.

 

    tooold

         If this flag is set the available information is not fresh

         enough.

 

    error

         If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

    version

         The version string of the latest released version.

 

    reldate

         The release date of the latest released version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *IVERSION, gpgme_data_t RESERVED)

 

     SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    Query the software version database for software package NAME and

    check against the installed version given by IVERSION.  If IVERSION

    is given as NULL a check is only done if GPGME can figure out the

    version by itself (for example when using "gpgme" or "gnupg").  If

    NULL is used for NAME the current gpgme version is checked.

    RESERVED must be set to 0.
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-- Function: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_query_swdb_result returns a

    gpgme_query_swdb_result_t pointer to a structure holding the

    result of a gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  The pointer is only

    valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

    gpgme_op_query_swdb.  If that call failed, the result might be a

    NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context CTX.

 

Here is an example on

 how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    int

    main (void)

    {

      gpg_error_t err;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;

 

      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (err)

        fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

      else

        {

          gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

          err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

          if (err)

            fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

          else

            {

              result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

              if (!result)

                fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

              if (!result->warning && !result->update)

                printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                        result->iversion);

              else if (!result->warning && result->update)

       

         printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                        result->iversion, result->version);
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              else

                fprintf (stderr, "error finding the update status\n");

            }

          gpgme_release (ctx);

        }

      return 0;

    }
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7.8 Run Control

===============

 

GPGME supports running operations synchronously and asynchronously.  You

can use asynchronous operation to set up a context up to initiating the

desired operation, but delay performing it to a later point.

 

  Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when GPGME runs.  This ensures that GPGME only runs when necessary and

also prevents it from blocking for a long time.

 

* Menu:

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to

 end pending operations prematurely.
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7.8.1 Waiting For Completion

----------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_error_t *STATUS, int HANG)

    The function gpgme_wait continues the pending operation within

    the context CTX.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

    between GPGME and the crypto backend and watches over the run time

    status of the backend process.

 

    If HANG is true, the function does not return until the operation

    is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not block

    for a long time.

 

    The error status of the finished operation is returned in STATUS if

    gpgme_wait does not return NULL.
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    The CTX argument can be NULL.  In that case, gpgme_wait waits

    for any context to complete its operation.

 

    gpgme_wait can be used only in conjunction with any context

 that

    has a pending operation initiated with one of the

    gpgme_op_*_start functions except gpgme_op_keylist_start and

    gpgme_op_trustlist_start (for which you should use the

    corresponding gpgme_op_*_next functions).  If CTX is NULL, all

    of such contexts are waited upon and possibly returned.

    Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key and

    trust item list operations, do not affect gpgme_wait.

 

    In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

    gpgme_wait at any time, regardless of whether CTX is specified or

    not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

    synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

    The function returns the CTX of the context which has finished the

    operation.  If HANG is false, and the timeout expires, NULL is

    returned and *status will be set to 0.  If an error occurs,

    NULL

 is returned and the error is returned in *status.
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Run Control

 

7.8.2 Using External Event Loops

--------------------------------

 

GPGME hides the complexity of the communication between the library and

the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that the calling

thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data returned by the

crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in particular if they are

interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.  OTOH, if gpgme_wait is

used without the HANG option being enabled, it might be called

unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that could be used otherwise.

 

  The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  GPGME will provide the user with

the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the callback

functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is ready for

reading

 or writing.  It is then the users responsibility to decide when

to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the callback functions.
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Usually this is done in an event loop, that also checks for events in

other parts of the program.  If the callback functions are only called

when the file descriptors are ready, GPGME will never block.  This gives

the user more control over the program flow, and allows to perform other

tasks when GPGME would block otherwise.

 

  By using this advanced mechanism, GPGME can be integrated smoothly

into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded programs.

 

* Menu:

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use GPGME with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use GPGME with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use

 GPGME with Qt.
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7.8.2.1 I/O Callback Interface

..............................

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD)

    The gpgme_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME wants

    to register as I/O callback handlers using the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t functions provided by the user.

 

    DATA and FD are provided by GPGME when the I/O callback handler is

    registered, and should be passed through to the handler when it is

    invoked by the user because it noticed activity on the file

    descriptor FD.

 

    The callback handler always returns 0, but you should consider

    the return value to be reserved for later use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA,

         int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void *FNC_DATA,

         void **TAG)

    The gpgme_register_io_cb_t type is the type of

 functions which

    can be called by GPGME to register an I/O callback function FNC for

    the file descriptor FD with the user.  FNC_DATA should be passed as

    the first argument to FNC when the handler is invoked (the second

    argument should be FD).  If DIR is 0, FNC should be called by the

    user when FD is ready for writing.  If DIR is 1, FNC should be
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    called when FD is ready for reading.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be

    passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

    For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

    which the file descriptor should be added.

 

    GPGME will call this function when a crypto operation is initiated

    in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback handler

    functions with gpgme_set_io_cbs.  It can also call this function

    when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file

 descriptor

    associated to this context.

 

    The user should return a unique handle in TAG identifying this I/O

    callback registration, which will be passed to the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function without interpretation when the

    file descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG)

    The gpgme_remove_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback handler that was

    registered before.  TAG is the handle that was returned by the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t for this I/O callback.

 

    GPGME can call this function when a crypto operation is in an I/O

    callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

    destroyed while an operation is pending.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_event_io_t

    The gpgme_event_io_t type specifies the type of an event that is

    reported to the user by GPGME as a consequence of an I/O operation.

    The following events

 are defined:

 

    GPGME_EVENT_START

         The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to

         run the registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that

         registered I/O callback handlers must not be run before this

         event is signalled.  TYPE_DATA is NULL and reserved for

         later use.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE

         The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this

         operation was removed.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA points to a

         struct gpgme_io_event_done_data variable that contains the

         status of the operation that finished.  This event is
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         signalled after the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

         In a gpgme_op_keylist_start operation, the next key was

         received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA

         is a gpgme_key_t variable that contains the key with one

         reference for the user.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t)

 (void *DATA,

         gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA)

    The gpgme_event_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to signal an event for an operation running in a

    context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be passed

    as the first argument when registering a callback function.  For

    example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

    this event has occurred.

 

    TYPE will specify the type of event that has occurred.  TYPE_DATA

    specifies the event further, as described in the above list of

    possible gpgme_event_io_t types.

 

    GPGME can call this function in an I/O callback handler.
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Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.2 Registering I/O Callbacks

.................................

 

 -- Data type: struct gpgme_io_cbs

    This structure is used to store the I/O callback interface

    functions described in the previous section.  It has the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

         This is the function called by GPGME to register an I/O

         callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

    void *add_priv

         This is passed as the first argument to the add function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should

         be added.
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    gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

         This is the function called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback

         handler.  It must be specified.

 

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

         This is the function called by GPGME to signal an event for an

         operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start

         event must be processed.

 

    void *event_priv

          This is passed as the first argument to the event function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the context in which the event has occurred.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_set_io_cbs enables the I/O callback interface

    for the context CTX.  The I/O callback functions are specified by

    IO_CBS.

 

    If IO_CBS->add is NULL, the I/O callback interface is disabled

    for the context, and normal operation is restored.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_get_io_cbs returns the I/O callback functions

    set with gpgme_set_io_cbs in IO_CBS.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: I/O Callback Example,  Next: I/O Callback Example GTK+,  Prev: Registering I/O

Callbacks,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.3 I/O Callback Example

............................

 

To

 actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by GPGME to register and unregister

file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually monitor these file

descriptors for activity and call the appropriate I/O callbacks.

 

  The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can run

concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized structure

because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto operation in

GPGME is not predictable.
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    #include <assert.h>

    #include <errno.h>

    #include <stdlib.h>

    #include <pthread.h>

    #include <sys/types.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    /* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

    struct op_result

    {

      int done;

      gpgme_error_t err;

    };

 

    /* The following structure holds the

 data associated with one I/O

    callback.  */

    struct one_fd

    {

      int fd;

      int dir;

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      void *loop;

    };

 

    struct event_loop

    {

      pthread_mutex_t lock;

    #define MAX_FDS 32

      /* Unused slots are marked with FD being -1.  */

      struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

    };

 

  The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

    gpgme_error_t

    add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

    	   void **r_tag)

    {

      struct event_loop *loop = data;

      struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

      int i;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        {
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          if (fds[i].fd == -1)

    	{

    	  fds[i].fd = fd;

    	  fds[i].dir = dir;

    	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

    	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

    	  fds[i].loop = loop;

    	  break;

    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

       if (i == MAX_FDS)

        return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

      *r_tag = &fds[i];

      return 0;

    }

 

    void

    remove_io_cb (void *tag)

    {

      struct one_fd *fd = tag;

      struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      fd->fd = -1;

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

    }

 

    void

    event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

    {

      struct op_result *result = data;

 

      /* We don't support list operations here.  */

      if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

        {

          result->done = 1;

          result->err = *type_data;

        }

    }

 

  The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

    int

    do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

    {

      fd_set rfds;
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      fd_set wfds;

      int i, n;

      int any = 0;

      struct timeval tv;

      struct one_fd *fdlist

 = loop->fds;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      FD_ZERO (&rfds);

      FD_ZERO (&wfds);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

          FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

      tv.tv_sec = 0;

      tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

      do

        {

          n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

        }

      while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

      if (n < 0)

        return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

        {

          if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

    	{

    	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

    	    {

    	      assert (n);

    	      n--;

    	      any = 1;

                  /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                     so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

                  pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

     	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

                  pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

    	    }

    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

      return any;

    }
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    void

    wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

    {

      int ret;

 

      do

        {

          ret = do_select (loop);

        }

      while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

    }

 

  The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

    int

    main (int argc, char *argv[])

    {

      struct event_loop loop;

      struct op_result result;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_error_t err;

      gpgme_data_t sig, text;

      int i;

      pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

      struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

      {

        add_io_cb,

        &loop,

        remove_io_cb,

        event_io_cb,

        &result

      };

 

      init_gpgme ();

 

      /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

      /* The mutex must be

 recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

         lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

      pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

      pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        loop.fds[i].fd = -1;
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      /* Initialize the result structure.  */

      result.done = 0;

 

      err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

      if (!err)

        err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

      if (!err)

        err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (!err)

        {

           gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

           err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

        }

      if (err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

          exit (1);

        }

 

      wait_for_op (&loop,

 &result);

      if (!result.done)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

          exit (1);

        }

      if (!result.err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

          exit (1);

        }

      /* Evaluate verify result.  */

      ...

      return 0;

    }
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Example,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.4 I/O Callback Example GTK+

.................................

 

The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate GPGME with the GTK+

event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done
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using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GTK+ specific

 setup.

 

    #include <gtk/gtk.h>

 

    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      guint input_handler_id

    };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                       ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                       : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                                    my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                                   0, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;

    }
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7.8.2.5 I/O Callback Example GDK

................................

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

GDK event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GDK specific setup.

 

  It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

    #include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      gint tag;

 

   };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                      my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;
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    }
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Loops

 

7.8.2.6 I/O Callback Example Qt

...............................

 

The

 I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

Qt event loop.  The following code snippets show how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any Qt specific setup.

 

    #include <qsocketnotifier.h>

    #include <qapplication.h>

 

    struct IOCB {

      IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

        : func( f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) {}

      GpgmeIOCb func;

      void * data;

      QSocketNotifier * notifier;

    }

 

    class MyApp : public QApplication {

 

      // ...

 

      static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                           GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                           void ** tag ) {

        QSocketNotifier * n =

          new QSocketNotifier(

 fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                       : QSocketNotifier::Write );

        connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

                 qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

        qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

        *tag = (void*)n;

      }

 

      static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) {

        if ( !tag ) return;

        QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );
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        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier == n ) {

            delete it->notifier;

            qApp->mIOCBs.erase( it );

            return;

          }

      }

 

    public slots:

      void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) {

        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

            (*(it->func))

 ( it->func_data, fd );

      }

 

      // ...

 

    private:

      QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

      // ...

    };
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7.8.3 Cancellation

------------------

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.  GPGME

provides two different functions to achieve that.  The function

gpgme_cancel takes effect immediately.  When it returns, the operation

is effectively canceled.  However, it has some limitations and can not

be used with synchronous operations.  In contrast, the function

gpgme_cancel_async can be used with any context and from any thread,

but it is not guaranteed to take effect immediately.  Instead,

cancellation occurs at the next possible time (typically the next time

I/O occurs in the target context).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 0.4.5

 

    The function gpgme_cancel attempts to cancel a pending operation

    in the context

 CTX.  This only works if you use the global event

    loop or your own event loop.
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    If you use the global event loop, you must not call gpgme_wait

    during cancellation.  After successful cancellation, you can call

    gpgme_wait (optionally waiting on CTX), and the context CTX will

    appear as if it had finished with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL.

 

    If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

    callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the

    event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O

    callbacks for this context will be unregistered, and a

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE event with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL will

    be signalled.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.7

 

    The function gpgme_cancel_async attempts to cancel a pending

    operation

 in the context CTX.  This can be called by any thread at

    any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

    take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the

    next time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).
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Appendix A The GnuPG UI Server Protocol

***************************************

 

This section specifies the protocol used between clients and a User

Interface Server (UI server).  This protocol helps to build a system

where all cryptographic operations are done by a server and the server

is responsible for all dialogs.  Although GPGME has no direct support

for this protocol it is believed that servers will utilize the GPGME

library; thus having the specification included in this manual is an

appropriate choice.  This protocol

 should be referenced as The GnuPG UI

Server Protocol.

 

A server needs to implement these commands:(1)

 

* Menu:
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* UI Server Encrypt::                Encrypt a message.

* UI Server Sign::                   Sign a message.

* UI Server Decrypt::                Decrypt a message.

* UI Server Verify::                 Verify a message.

* UI Server Set Input Files::        Specifying the input files to operate on.

* UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files::     Encrypting and signing files.

* UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files::   Decrypting and verifying files.

* UI Server Import/Export Keys::     Managing certificates.

* UI Server Checksum Files::         Create and verify checksums for files.

* Miscellaneous UI Server Commands::   Commands not related to a specific operation.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) In all examples we assume that the connection has already been

established; see the Assuan manual for details.
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 UI Server Protocol

 

A.1 UI Server: Encrypt a Message

================================

 

Before encryption can be done the recipients must be set using the

command:

 

-- Command: RECIPIENT STRING

 

    Set the recipient for the encryption.  STRING is an RFC-2822

    recipient name ("mailbox" as per section 3.4).  This command may or

    may not check the recipient for validity right away; if it does not

    all recipients are expected to be checked at the time of the

    ENCRYPT command.  All RECIPIENT commands are cumulative until a

    successful ENCRYPT command or until a RESET command.  Linefeeds

    are obviously not allowed in STRING and should be folded into

    spaces (which are equivalent).

 

To tell the server the source and destination of the data, the next two

commands are to be used:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be encrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.

 

    GpgOL is a Windows only program,

 thus N is not a libc file

    descriptor but a regular system handle.  Given that the Assuan
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    connection works over a socket, it is not possible to use regular

    inheritance to make the file descriptor available to the server.

    Thus DuplicateHandle needs to be used to duplicate a handle to

    the server process.  This is the reason that the server needs to

    implement the GETINFO pid command.  Sending this command a second

    time replaces the file descriptor set by the last one.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output (i.e.  the

    encrypted message) to N.  If the option --binary is given the

    output shall be in binary format; if not given, the output for

    OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64 encoded.  For

    details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT command.

 

The setting of the recipients, the data source and destination may

happen in any order, even intermixed.  If this has been

 done the actual

encryption operation is called using:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT --protocol=NAME

 

    This command reads the plaintext from the file descriptor set by

    the INPUT command, encrypts it and writes the ciphertext to the

    file descriptor set by the OUTPUT command.  The server may (and

    should) overlap reading and writing.  The recipients used for the

    encryption are all the recipients set so far.  If any recipient is

    not usable the server should take appropriate measures to notify

    the user about the problem and may cancel the operation by

    returning an error code.  The used file descriptors are void after

    this command; the recipient list is only cleared if the server

    returns success.

 

    Because GpgOL uses a streaming mode of operation the server is not

    allowed to auto select the protocol and must obey to the mandatory

    PROTOCOL parameter:

 

    OpenPGP

         Use the OpenPGP protocol (RFC-2440).

    CMS

         Use the CMS

 (PKCS#7) protocol (RFC-3852).

 

  To support automagically selection of the protocol depending on the

selected keys, the server MAY implement the command:

 

-- Command: PREP_ENCRYPT [--protocol=NAME] [--expect-sign]

 

    This commands considers all recipients set so far and decides
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    whether it is able to take input and start the actual encryption.

    This is kind of a dry-run ENCRYPT without requiring or using the

    input and output file descriptors.  The server shall cache the

    result of any user selection to avoid asking this again when the

    actual ENCRYPT command is send.  The --protocol option is

    optional; if it is not given, the server should allow the user to

    select the protocol to be used based on the recipients given or by

    any other means.

 

    If --expect-sign is given the server should expect that the

    message will also be signed and use this hint to present a unified

    recipient and signer selection dialog if possible and desired. 

 A

    selected signer should then be cached for the expected SIGN command

    (which is expected in the same session but possible on another

    connection).

 

    If this command is given again before a successful ENCRYPT

    command, the second one takes effect.

 

    Before sending the OK response the server shall tell the client the

    protocol to be used (either the one given by the argument or the

    one selected by the user) by means of a status line:

 

-- Status line: PROTOCOL NAME

    Advise the client to use the protocol NAME for the ENCRYPT

    command.  The valid protocol names are listed under the description

    of the ENCRYPT command.  The server shall emit exactly one

    PROTOCOL status line.

 

Here is an example of a complete encryption sequence; client lines are

indicated by a C:, server responses by C::

 

        C: RESET

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT foo@example.net

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT bar@example.com

        S: OK

        C: PREP_ENCRYPT

         S: S PROTOCOL OpenPGP

        S: OK

        C: INPUT FD=17

        S: OK

        C: OUTPUT FD=18

        S: OK

        C: ENCRYPT

        S: OK
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Protocol

 

A.2 UI Server: Sign a Message

=============================

 

The server needs to implement opaque signing as well as detached

signing.  Due to the nature of OpenPGP messages it is always required to

send the entire message to the server; sending just the hash is not

possible.  The following two commands are required to set the input and

output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be signed to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.  For details on the

    file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output

 is

    either the complete signed message or in case of a detached

    signature just that detached signature.  If the option --binary

    is given the output shall be in binary format; if not given, the

    output for OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64

    encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT

    command.

 

To allow the server the selection of a non-default signing key the

client may optionally use the SENDER command, see *note command

SENDER::.

 

The signing operation is then initiated by:

 

-- Command: SIGN --protocol=NAME [--detached]

    Sign the data set with the INPUT command and write it to the sink

    set by OUTPUT. NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.

    For a description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT

    command.  With option --detached given, a detached signature is

    created; this is actually the usual way the command is used.

 

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before

 the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: MICALG STRING
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    The STRING represents the hash algorithm used to create the

    signature.  It is used with RFC-1847 style signature messages and

    defined by PGP/MIME (RFC-3156) and S/MIME (RFC-3851).  The GPGME

    library has a supporting function gpgme_hash_algo_name to return

    the algorithm name as a string.  This string needs to be lowercased

    and for OpenPGP prefixed with "pgp-".

-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

 

lQOYBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAEAB/wLJ0gyMjs2fFfT83wM

5Lzz2yQIwV4t3bblBAujdHTqeN5Zmsm/oakFyjSokULK96Kv0R4ej9eoIgMFvxFk

HRkrggxTrbsNJ7I6QcKYHTPeIIj318ykNL6fj0WJUcdPIENukXl5jbqNyk3/4D2y

TTDySyq6jHTgvMH4K4KJUSpglvSJPntTk9RhuFGHAF+sNR9atygDYctAaERMRtSg

LCoSt/AoX5GRMlQjXT9oqQjwSQoZyF4s8HMC8wdTFIE/E0L4IVdHVp8sz2UszNtT

W/evmCA+KVruKjRH/Fhrq4hHkEamW28+j4L6uAyagONP7BONs+S5Oo2zTT9+tV2R

ILTZBADdgLuAgF6C5Lu9jCF6DfFgaT/uafMyQNkEGNlxOHMWHTgLHe475V2eG9gA

amd4yXKyEFKU1PWnvlGuicQSGdzVcwmq61msvXgYD0FK3LP3yWzKnE4X1tzrC9Vp

/uHJxKjewCuyt1f5in919v+T8TbUxBYKC0zX/qWtX+10cTx77QQA6leqhToJ95Yc

u4UBrKMEO+y2v8Svb3LG7yI5oY8tkw0EkJ/kpZ8xTAfZYCe6fXdvVE3PHg2lrxyc

Wv/EU3QY/qA3G82mbXYeJ2jNZaTNYo4MylMrt4Mx25x4ke7JlsE8SVrQ+4CrHkqp

OjSIa7fppLrQ78uW980AtN8NNQGrlTsD/A9aoA60Igxy1Q3K2uSyDCyjLknv57ym

ZSBD3/t7m0l6Q6gbdfhNGosT+Hd4y3actqEqzXZHW2VG4dKZ/wRNkxtSm9adU9vs

EHyzxjb6mKIH32zAG5TaFT20hC+NK6lsyHr9UE2ZrS6ma2sLxGW2O40hqNsdD+5m

NrqeBc2I/js1PMK0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9

uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8JnAAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIe

AQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGwFq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ6

4oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/V

ZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rNGkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eX

nZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k70DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd9

95uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6UunOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h

3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ1J8Nsv87SZeEnQOYBFrsKEkBCADj

oEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpd

whAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0pO7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUz

kzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1

bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jg

MyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyLUGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZ

oyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAEAB/4lN3gXOI4OuoOcsvHak4pebx61Mt0YP9cT

qZASIBqxok5x8E28pFh/tYfkYdqRCtdNYZOnxcEoUWh5j6nfwZkEnJ9P/T8GPNk7

pMKnKXmExi05b5uGHD8nU1rSbf/YkvAF0vpbxd4/RDxbbtQhbUwGzusSI+pBLM0w

5TreEB+vRGBc2gOvXXOtKLNEa7M9rH2EwbAkP3jOGGwgk6adxbQdBcRxq4merqhL

YrVz73bCj8TDc0fsNJyIaZZJ++ejfBFYavsF1pvx9z7FNFi8rSXoiB3SBtaWGfhr

bwNaMZrDc7TRIq/fgGaL6g//bzcWrr1YaHXZ10Bgx6UymDOlYkCpBADm0Hv46sPw

07SO8+IACcaQliOto1pndOPwTimCeo58/7rf8I2a5uuJloGrnPwAX65bKDnUALp6

X3lnXRNMhnB3Uewx4i00LQmjsxhJfQiGLpMv0j58tn64s7GqQzGVV1JKcQm992RV
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jFOydyjZ+K4LGWEOITG/bZrMEVNGCM+OnQQA/Haz8xN0NFSlq7tyfFc0pkx/TiCX

xGfBqbO0wU2b5GMnZbY/06HENpidIzpa231VQaw5/nPTvfhlLKW1iGAkc148cX1q

lL9w2ksXuaHR3LXud2VcfVTIdxU/7h7u1dD/85+c0+7jlGObD9cXKxlM6OjpIJz1

l5/1h3C5S0TuxHkEAL/3BGihkhNfv1Xx0rWu0/732usX/nE/A9C26hGu41FUf3fp

0ilonKpKZUEwWt5hWSEFCSrznNVekiO0rxvuu3RVegvzThPNU4Pf4JZtJpRVhvUQ

d9ulxJw7V9rs75uNBatTNC0kXuGoXhehw4Bn93xa67gYGd3LfrH+oT0GCDpTSHCJ

ATwEGAEIACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAK

CRAjAWNe7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ

5F32NDJ9PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7

Jq3e/4Iy0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02L

kr+2Cc/Qk6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe

23nntMSDA+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t

9Mmd7bM1+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=hkUm

-----END

 PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

from __future__ import absolute_import

 

import cython

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

if cython.compiled is True:

   cc = "Powered by Cython compiled C code."

else:

   cc = "Powered by Python."

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

 {2}

""".format(secnum, pubnum, cc))

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
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    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

Indirect:

gpgme.info-1: 1688

gpgme.info-2: 301751

 

Tag Table:

(Indirect)

Node: Top1688

Node: Introduction9067

Node: Getting Started9857

Node: Features11318

Node: Overview12630

Node: Preparation13739

Node: Header14736

Node: Building the Source15483

Node: Largefile Support (LFS)17627
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Node: Using Automake23043

Node: Using Libtool25596

Node: Library Version

 Check25958

Node: Signal Handling32018

Node: Multi-Threading33288

Ref: Multi-Threading-Footnote-134704

Node: Protocols and Engines35127

Node: Engine Version Check37878

Node: Engine Information40401

Node: Engine Configuration44261

Node: OpenPGP45565

Node: Cryptographic Message Syntax45905

Node: Assuan46218

Node: Algorithms46592

Ref: Algorithms-Footnote-147071

Node: Public Key Algorithms47199

Node: Hash Algorithms49801

Node: Error Handling51015

Node: Error Values52889

Node: Error Sources58092

Node: Error Codes60532

Node: Error Strings65325

Node: Exchanging Data67132

Node: Creating Data Buffers69017

Node: Memory Based Data Buffers69533

Node: File Based Data Buffers72966

Node: Callback Based Data Buffers76079

Node: Destroying Data Buffers80270

Node: Manipulating Data Buffers81777

Node: Data Buffer I/O Operations82269

Node: Data Buffer Meta-Data84642

Node: Data Buffer Convenience89161

Node: Contexts91381

Node: Creating Contexts92500

Node: Destroying Contexts93347

Node: Result Management93686

Node:

 Context Attributes95267

Node: Protocol Selection96434

Node: Crypto Engine97480

Node: Setting the Sender99369

Node: ASCII Armor100882

Node: Text Mode101511

Node: Offline Mode102445

Node: Pinentry Mode103943

Node: Included Certificates105837

Node: Key Listing Mode107283
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Node: Passphrase Callback112407

Node: Progress Meter Callback115969

Node: Status Message Callback117954

Node: Context Flags119719

Node: Locale126330

Node: Additional Logs127922

Node: Key Management130120

Node: Key objects131344

Node: Listing Keys145918

Node: Information About Keys154571

Node: Manipulating Keys155879

Node: Generating Keys158777

Node: Signing Keys177097

Node: Exporting Keys182611

Node: Importing Keys189891

Ref: Importing Keys-Footnote-1197294

Node: Deleting Keys197422

Node: Changing Passphrases199702

Node: Changing TOFU Data201029

Node: Advanced Key Editing203137

Node: Crypto Operations205870

Node: Decrypt207127

Node: Verify214407

Node: Decrypt and Verify227500

Node: Sign230355

Node: Selecting Signers230919

Node:

 Creating a Signature232325

Node: Signature Notation Data237095

Node: Encrypt239380

Node: Encrypting a Plaintext239736

Node: Miscellaneous254148

Node: Running other Programs254560

Node: Using the Assuan protocol256723

Node: Checking for updates259521

Node: Run Control264338

Node: Waiting For Completion265082

Node: Using External Event Loops267207

Node: I/O Callback Interface269179

Node: Registering I/O Callbacks274107

Node: I/O Callback Example276146

Node: I/O Callback Example GTK+282771

Node: I/O Callback Example GDK284560

Node: I/O Callback Example Qt286202

Node: Cancellation288490

Node: UI Server Protocol290798

Ref: UI Server Protocol-Footnote-1292233

Node: UI Server Encrypt292352
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Node: UI Server Sign297710

Node: UI Server Decrypt301751

Node: UI Server Verify303406

Node: UI Server Set Input Files306978

Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files308048

Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files309856

Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys311732

Node: UI Server Checksum Files312794

Node:

 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands315012

Ref: command SENDER316943

Node: Debugging318645

Node: Deprecated Functions320394

Node: Library Copying343403

Node: Copying371623

Node: Concept Index409373

Node: Function and Data Index424085

 

End Tag Table

 

 

Local Variables:

coding: utf-8

End:

000

	*H

010	UDE1!0U

Deutsches Forschungsnetz10UDFN-PCA1.0,U%DFN Top Level Certification Authority1!0	*H

	certify@pca.dfn.de0

001102164724Z

011230180000Z010	UDE1!0U

Deutsches Forschungsnetz10UDFN-PCA1+0)U"DFN Server Certification Authority1!0	*H

	certify@pca.dfn.de0"0

	*H

0

W`r;wXu)QYHm1t]4?|-.B(iw6G01N>[mQSwC'muw~E'l-M

+<[A|F)F%

ZiRaW=OC,,meKW@J-*<,L}:Bnm-kv

EYBmu	tt[-%,R+n0j0U00U0U{upz*D\

v0Ux0v09753http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/certify/ssl/dfnpca.crx09753http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/certify/ssl/dfn

pca.crl0	`HB0)	`HBhttps://mystic.pca.dfn.de/0A	`HB42http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/policy/wwwpolicy.html0	`HB

This certificate was issued by the DFN-PCA, the Top

Level Certification Authority of the German Research

Network (Deutsches Forschungsnetz, DFN).

The key owner's identity was authenticated in

accordance with the DFN World Wide Web Policy, v1.00!	`HBcgi/check-rev.cgi?0

	*H

\C)2
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+ZYG|	UCA|PzYFnTj@SA)/<HU+4t?@g?pb5w'Z;dqLi9\(d=

,}h?c(MeM44=Qe/_^^JyYN/61&jPFXifP&#;/KZ

1 xOK?ps

\input texinfo                   @c -*- mode: texinfo; coding: utf-8; -*-

@documentencoding UTF-8

@setfilename gpgme.info

@include defs.inc

@settitle The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual

 

@dircategory GNU Libraries

@direntry

* @acronym{GPGME}: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

@end direntry

 

@c Unify some of the indices.

@syncodeindex tp fn

@syncodeindex pg fn

 

@copying

Copyright @copyright{} 2002--2008, 2010, 2012--2018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

@quotation

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version. The text of the license can be found in the

section entitled ``Copying''.

@end quotation

 

This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU

General Public License for more details.

@end copying

 

@c Macros used by the description of the UI server protocol

@macro clnt{string}

 @sc{c:} \string\

@end macro

@macro srvr{string}

 @sc{s:} \string\

@end macro

 

@c API version.

@macro since{string}

 @sc{Since:} \string\

@end macro
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@c

@c  T I T L E  P A G E

@c

@ifinfo

This file documents the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version

@value{VERSION}.

 

@c NOTE: Don't forget to update the year for the TeX version, too.

@insertcopying

 

@end ifinfo

 

@c We do not want that bastard short titlepage.

@c @iftex

@c @shorttitlepage The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual

@c @end iftex

@titlepage

@center @titlefont{The `GnuPG Made Easy'}

@sp 1

@center @titlefont{Reference Manual}

@sp 6

@center Edition @value{EDITION}

@sp 1

@center last updated @value{UPDATED}

@sp 1

@center for version @value{VERSION}

@page

@vskip 0pt plus 1filll

Published

 by The GnuPG Project@* c/o g10 Code GmbH@* Httenstr. 61@* 40699 Erkrath, Germany

 

@insertcopying

@end titlepage

@page

 

@summarycontents

@contents

 

@ifnottex

@node Top

@top Main Menu

This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version
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@value{VERSION} of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end ifnottex

 

@menu

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.

* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from @acronym{GPGME}.

* Contexts::                      Handling @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.

* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated

 Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share `GnuPG Made Easy'.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

@detailmenu

--- The Detailed Node Listing ---

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS):: 

      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.
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* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling

 

* Error Values::                  The error

 value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

*

 Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.
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* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::

              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of

 a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.
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* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

Miscellaneous

 

* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.

 

Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting

 until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in Qt.

 

@end detailmenu

@end menu

 

@node Introduction

@chapter Introduction

 

`GnuPG Made Easy' (@acronym{GPGME}) is a C language library that

allows to add support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed

to make access to public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier

for applications.  @acronym{GPGME} provides a high-level crypto API

for

 encryption, decryption, signing, signature verification and key

management.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support

OpenPGP and the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

@menu

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.
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* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end menu

 

 

@node Getting Started

@section Getting Started

 

This manual documents the @acronym{GPGME} library programming

interface.  All functions and data types provided by the library are

explained.

 

The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography in

general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are

mentioned as far as they are relevant to @acronym{GPGME} or its users.

 

This manual

 can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it

can be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts

of the interface which are unclear.

 

The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those languages bindings follow the general

programming model of @acronym{GPGME} but may provide some extra high

level abstraction on top of the @acronym{GPGME} style API.  For now

please see the README files in the @file{lang/} directory of the

source distribution.

 

 

@node Features

@section Features

 

@acronym{GPGME} has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing

a similar job, and over

 implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto

engines into your application directly.

 

@table @asis

@item it's free software

Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the GNU

Lesser General Public License (@pxref{Library Copying}).
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@item it's flexible

@acronym{GPGME} provides transparent support for several cryptographic

protocols by different engines.  Currently, @acronym{GPGME} supports

the OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.

 

@item it's easy

@acronym{GPGME} hides the differences between the protocols and

engines from the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way

the programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

@acronym{GPGME} has been added to a program, it is easy to add support

for other crypto protocols once @acronym{GPGME} backends provide them.

 

@item it's language friendly

@acronym{GPGME}

 comes with languages bindings for several common

programming languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.

@end table

 

@node Overview

@section Overview

 

@acronym{GPGME} provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data

to the crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be

read from memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a

callback function.

 

The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour

of all operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context

is allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can

run the next operation in the same context.  There can be more than

one context, and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

Furthermore, @acronym{GPGME} has rich key management facilities

including listing keys, querying their attributes, generating,

importing, exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information

about

 the trust path.

 

With some precautions, @acronym{GPGME} can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.

 

 

@node Preparation
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@chapter Preparation

 

To use @acronym{GPGME}, you have to perform some changes to your

sources and the build system.  The necessary changes are small and

explained in the following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it

is described how the library is initialized, and how the requirements

of the library are verified.

 

@menu

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::    

           How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

@end menu

 

 

@node Header

@section Header

@cindex header file

@cindex include file

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined

in the header file `gpgme.h'.  You must include this in all programs

using the library, either directly or through some other header file,

like this:

 

@example

#include <gpgme.h>

@end example

 

The name space of @acronym{GPGME} is @code{gpgme_*} for function names

and data types and @code{GPGME_*} for other symbols.  Symbols internal

to @acronym{GPGME} take the form @code{_gpgme_*} and @code{_GPGME_*}.

 

Because @acronym{GPGME} makes use of the GPG Error library, using

@acronym{GPGME} will also use the @code{GPG_ERR_*} name space

directly, and the @code{gpg_err*}, @code{gpg_str*}, and @code{gpgrt_*}

name space indirectly.

 

 

@node Building the Source

@section Building the Source

@cindex compiler options
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@cindex

 compiler flags

 

If you want to compile a source file including the `gpgme.h' header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the

directory hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the

directory in which the header file is located to the compilers include

file search path (via the @option{-I} option).

 

However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program @command{gpgme-config} that knows about the path to the

include file and other configuration options.  The options that need

to be added to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by

the @option{--cflags} option to @command{gpgme-config}.  The following

example shows how it can be used at the command line:

 

@example

gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

@end example

 

Adding the output of @samp{gpgme-config --cflags} to the compiler

command line will ensure that the compiler can find the

@acronym{GPGME}

 header file.

 

A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search

path (via the @option{-L} option).  For this, the option

@option{--libs} to @command{gpgme-config} can be used.  For

convenience, this option also outputs all other options that are

required to link the program with @acronym{GPGME} (in particular, the

@samp{-lgpgme} option).  The example shows how to link @file{foo.o}

with the @acronym{GPGME} library to a program @command{foo}.

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

@end example

 

Of course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to @command{gpgme-config}:

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

@end example

 

If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use list
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them using:

 

@example

gpgme-config --print-lang

@end example

 

or

 test for the availability using

 

@example

gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'

@end example

 

 

@node Largefile Support (LFS)

@section Largefile Support (LFS)

@cindex largefile support

@cindex LFS

 

@acronym{GPGME} is compiled with largefile support by default, if it

is available on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files

larger than two gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system

can.  On some systems, largefile support is already the default.  On

such systems, nothing special is required.  However, some systems

provide only support for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.

Support for larger file sizes has to be specifically enabled.

 

To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those

 new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

An example: The data type @code{off_t} is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type @code{off64_t} is

provided, which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing

@code{off_t} data type with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All

occurrences of @code{off_t} are then automagically replaced.

 

As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because

if file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a

different maximum file size, certain errors must be produced on some

file descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.
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As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for @acronym{GPGME}, because

 some data types it uses in

its interfaces are affected by that.  For example, the @code{off_t}

data type is used in the @code{gpgme_data_seek} function, to match its

@acronym{POSIX} counterpart.  This affects the call-frame of the

function, and thus the ABI of the library.  Furthermore, file

descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the application.

 

For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow for a transitional period.

 

On POSIX platforms @acronym{GPGME} is compiled using largefile support

by default.  This means that your application must do the same, at

least as far as it is relevant for using the @file{gpgme.h} header

file.  All types in this header files refer

 to their largefile

counterparts, if they are different from any default types on the

system.

 

On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms @code{off_t} is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C

library.  The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native

interface (@code{CreateFile} et al.) for large files.  Released binary

versions of @acronym{GPGME} (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build

with a 32 bit @code{off_t}.  To avoid an ABI break we stick to this

convention for 32 bit Windows by using @code{long} there.

@acronym{GPGME} versions for 64 bit Windows have never been released

and thus we are able to use @code{int64_t} instead of @code{off_t}

there.  For easier migration the typedef @code{gpgme_off_t} has been

defined.  The reason we cannot use @code{off_t} directly is that some

toolchains (e.g. mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for

@code{off_t}.  Some widely used toolkits make use of this hack and in

turn @acronym{GPGME} would need

 to use it also.  However, this would

introduce an ABI break and existing software making use of libgpgme

might suffer from a severe break.  Thus with version 1.4.2 we

redefined all functions using @code{off_t} to use @code{gpgme_off_t}

which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the ABI well

defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom line is

that LFS support in @acronym{GPGME} is only available on 64 bit

versions of Windows.
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On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled

on, by using the Autoconf macro @code{AC_SYS_LARGEFILE}.  If you do

this, then you don't need to worry about anything else: It will just

work.  In this case you might also want to use @code{AC_FUNC_FSEEKO}

to take advantage of some new interfaces, and @code{AC_TYPE_OFF_T}

(just in case).

 

If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

@code{_FILE_OFFSET_BITS} to 64 @emph{before} including

 any header

files, for example by specifying the option

@code{-D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64} on the compiler command line.  You will

also want to define the preprocessor symbol @code{LARGEFILE_SOURCE} to

1 in this case, to take advantage of some new interfaces.

 

If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know enough

about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind that

the @acronym{GPGME} header file expects that largefile support is

enabled, if it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual

mode (@code{_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE}).

 

 

@node Using Automake

@section Using Automake

@cindex automake

@cindex autoconf

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and

invoking the @command{gpgme-config} script at all.  @acronym{GPGME}

provides an extension to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

@c A simple macro for optional variables.

@macro ovar{varname}

@r{[}@var{\varname\}@r{]}

@end

 macro

@defmac AM_PATH_GPGME (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-

found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-

if-not-found})

Check whether @acronym{GPGME} (at least version @var{minimum-version},

if given) exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

@var{action-if-found}, otherwise do @var{action-if-not-found}, if

given.
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Additionally, the function defines @code{GPGME_CFLAGS} to the flags

needed for compilation of the program to find the @file{gpgme.h}

header file, and @code{GPGME_LIBS} to the linker flags needed to link

the program to the @acronym{GPGME} library.  If the used helper script

does not match the target type you are building for a warning is

printed and the string @code{libgcrypt} is appended to the variable

@code{gpg_config_script_warn}.

 

@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH}

 checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with GNU Pth, and defines @code{GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS} and

@code{GPGME_PTH_LIBS}.

 

@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD} checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

@code{GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS} and @code{GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS}. Since

version 1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as

@acronym{GPGME} itself is thread safe.

 

This macro searches for @command{gpgme-config} along the PATH.  If

you are cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

@code{SYSROOT} to the top directory of your target.  The macro will

then first look for the helper program in the @file{bin} directory

below that top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for

@code{SYSROOT}.  Finally, if the configure command line option

@code{--with-gpgme-prefix} is used, only its value is used for the top

directory below which the helper script is expected.

 

@end defmac

 

You can

 use the defined Autoconf variables like this in your

@file{Makefile.am}:

 

@example

AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)

@end example

 

 

@node Using Libtool

@section Using Libtool

@cindex libtool

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to @code{libgpgme.la}, @code{libgpgme-pth.la} or

@code{libgpgme-pthread.la} respectively, everything will be done

automatically by Libtool.
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@node Library Version Check

@section Library Version Check

@cindex version check, of the library

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_check_version (@w{const char *@var{required_version}})

The function @code{gpgme_check_version} has four purposes.  It can be

used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

can verify that the version number is higher than a certain required

version number.  In either case, the function initializes some

sub-systems, and for this reason alone it must be invoked early in

your program, before you make use of the other functions

 in

@acronym{GPGME}.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

initialized.

 

 

If @var{required_version} is @code{NULL}, the function returns a

pointer to a statically allocated string containing the version number

of the library.

 

If @var{required_version} is not @code{NULL}, it should point to a

string containing a version number, and the function checks that the

version of the library is at least as high as the version number

provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing the version number of the

library.  If @var{REQUIRED_VERSION} is not a valid version number, or

if the version requirement is not met, the function returns

@code{NULL}.

 

If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

older releases, but contains additional interfaces which your program

uses, this function provides a run-time check if the necessary

features are provided by the

 installed version of the library.

 

If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest errors

are returned later when invoking @code{gpgme_new} or

@code{gpgme-data_new}, so that a detailed error code can be returned

(historically, @code{gpgme_check_version} does not return a detailed

error code).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_set_global_flag  @
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           (@w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and thus

hard to use @acronym{GPGME}'s internal trace facility for debugging.

This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

important to assure that only one thread accesses @acronym{GPGME}

functions between a call to this function and after the return from

the call to @code{gpgme_check_version}.

 

All currently supported features require that this function is called

as early as possible

 --- even before @code{gpgme_check_version}.  The

features are identified by the following values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item debug

To enable debugging use the string ``debug'' for @var{name} and

@var{value} identical to the value used with the environment variable

@code{GPGME_DEBUG}.

 

@item disable-gpgconf

Using this feature with any @var{value} disables the detection of the

gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the simple

OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of GnuPG-1 on

systems which have both GPG versions installed.  Note that in general

the use of @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} is a better way to select a

specific engine version.

 

@item gpgconf-name

@itemx gpg-name

Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The defaults are

@code{GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf} and @code{GNU/GnuPG/gpg}.  Under Unix the

leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the leading

directory part is used as the default installation directory; the

@code{.exe} suffix

 is added by GPGME.  Use forward slashed even under

Windows.

 

@item require-gnupg

Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that version

is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use the existent

version.  The given version must be a string with major, minor, and

micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".
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@item w32-inst-dir

On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to find its

spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because a DLL has this

information.  Some applications however link statically to GPGME and

thus GPGME can only figure out the installation directory of this

application which may be wrong in certain cases.  By supplying an

installation directory as value to this flag, GPGME will assume that

that directory is the installation directory.  This flag has no effect

on non-Windows platforms.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.  In contrast to other

functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

error

 code.  For setting ``debug'' the only possible error cause is an

out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later anyway.

Thus the return value may be ignored.

@end deftypefun

 

 

After initializing @acronym{GPGME}, you should set the locale

information to the locale required for your output terminal.  This

locale information is needed for example for the curses and Gtk

pinentry.  Here is an example of a complete initialization:

 

@example

#include <locale.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

void

init_gpgme (void)

@{

 /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

 setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

#ifdef LC_MESSAGES

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));

#endif

@}

@end example

 

Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale settings

like this.  @acronym{GPGME} can not do this for you because it would

not be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary

for
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 portability to W32 systems.

 

 

@node Signal Handling

@section Signal Handling

@cindex signals

@cindex signal handling

 

The @acronym{GPGME} library communicates with child processes (the

crypto engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example

due to a bug, or system problem, a @code{SIGPIPE} signal will be

delivered to the application.  The default action is to abort the

program.  To protect against this, @code{gpgme_check_version} sets the

@code{SIGPIPE} signal action to @code{SIG_IGN}, which means that the

signal will be ignored.

 

@acronym{GPGME} will only do that if the signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE} is @code{SIG_DEF} at the time

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called.  If it is something different,

@code{GPGME} will take no action.

 

This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you don't need to take any precautions.

If you do install a signal handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you must be

prepared to handle any @code{SIGPIPE}

 events that occur due to

@acronym{GPGME} writing to a defunct pipe.  Furthermore, if your

application is multi-threaded, and you install a signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE}, you must make sure you do this either before

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called or afterwards.

 

 

@node Multi-Threading

@section Multi-Threading

@cindex thread-safeness

@cindex multi-threading

 

The @acronym{GPGME} library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used

in a multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements

for multi-threaded use:

 

@itemize @bullet

@item

The function @code{gpgme_check_version} must be called before any

other function in the library, because it initializes the thread

support subsystem in @acronym{GPGME}.  To achieve this in

multi-threaded programs, you must synchronize the memory with respect

to other threads that also want to use @acronym{GPGME}.  For this, it
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is sufficient to call @code{gpgme_check_version} before creating the

other threads using @acronym{GPGME}@footnote{At least

 this is true for

POSIX threads, as @code{pthread_create} is a function that

synchronizes memory with respects to other threads.  There are many

functions which have this property, a complete list can be found in

POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term ``Memory Synchronization''.  For other thread

packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.}.

 

@item

Any @code{gpgme_data_t} and @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object must only be

accessed by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal

with the same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on

that object are fully synchronized.

 

@item

Only one thread at any time is allowed to call @code{gpgme_wait}.  If

multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

@item

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} is not thread safe.  You have

 to

use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} instead.

@end itemize

 

 

@node Protocols and Engines

@chapter Protocols and Engines

@cindex protocol

@cindex engine

@cindex crypto engine

@cindex backend

@cindex crypto backend

 

@acronym{GPGME} supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it

does not implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called

engines) which implement the protocol.  @acronym{GPGME} uses

inter-process communication to pass data back and forth between the

application and the backend, but the details of the communication

protocol and invocation of the backend is completely hidden by the

interface.  All complexity is handled by @acronym{GPGME}.  Where an

exchange of information between the application and the backend is

necessary, @acronym{GPGME} provides the necessary callback function

hooks and further interfaces.
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@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_protocol_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_protocol_t} type specifies the set of possible protocol

values that are supported

 by @acronym{GPGME}.  The following protocols

are supported:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

@itemx GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

@since{1.2.0}

 

This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

@since{1.3.0}

 

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

@since{1.5.0}

 

Special protocol for use with @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate that the

used protocol is not known to the application.  Currently,

@acronym{GPGME} does not accept this value in any operation, though,

except for @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name}.

@end

 table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_protocol_name (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} returns a statically
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allocated string describing the protocol @var{protocol}, or

@code{NULL} if the protocol number is not valid.

@end deftypefun

 

@menu

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.

@end menu

 

 

@node Engine Version Check

@section Engine Version Check

@cindex version check, of the engines

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_dirinfo (@w{cons char *@var{what}})

@since{1.5.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} returns a statically

 allocated

string with the value associated to @var{what}.  The returned values

are the defaults and won't change even after

@code{gpgme_set_engine_info} has been used to configure a different

engine.  @code{NULL} is returned if no value is available.  Commonly

supported values for @var{what} are:

 

@table @code

@item homedir

Return the default home directory.

 

@item sysconfdir

Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

@item bindir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

@item libdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library files.

 

@item libexecdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program files.

 

@item datadir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.
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@item localedir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.

 

@item agent-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

@item agent-ssh-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent component of

gpg-agent.

 

@item

 dirmngr-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

@item uiserver-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface server.

 

@item gpgconf-name

Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

@item gpg-name

Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

@item gpgsm-name

Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

@item g13-name

Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

@item gpg-wks-client-name

Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

@end table

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies that the

engine implementing the protocol @var{PROTOCOL} is installed in the

expected path and meets the version requirement of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

engine is available and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE} if it is not.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Engine
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 Information

@section Engine Information

@cindex engine, information about

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_engine_info_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_engine_info_t} type specifies a pointer to a structure

describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following

elements:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_engine_info_t next

This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.  You can

convert this to a string with @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} for

printing.

 

@item const char *file_name

This is a string holding the file name of the executable of the crypto

engine.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

 

@item const char *home_dir

This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto engine's

configuration directory.  If it is @code{NULL}, then

 the default

directory is used.  See @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} on how to get the

default directory.

 

@item const char *version

This is a string containing the version number of the crypto engine.

It might be @code{NULL} if the version number can not be determined,

for example because the executable doesn't exist or is invalid.

 

@item const char *req_version

This is a string containing the minimum required version number of the

crypto engine for @acronym{GPGME} to work correctly.  This is the

version number that @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies

against.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_engine_info_t *@var{info}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of
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engine info structures in @var{info}.  Each info structure describes

the defaults of one configured backend.

 

The memory for the info

 structures is allocated the first time this

function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, and a system error if the memory could not be allocated.

@end deftypefun

 

Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you receive

an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is invalid.

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err;

 

[...]

 

if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

 @{

   gpgme_engine_info_t info;

   err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

   if (!err)

     @{

       while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

         info = info->next;

       if (!info)

         fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

       else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                  info->file_name);

        else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                  "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                  info->version, info->req_version);

       else

         fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

     @}

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Engine Configuration

@section Engine Configuration
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@cindex engine, configuration of

@cindex configuration of crypto backend

 

You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You

can make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{proto}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} changes

 the default

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun

 

The functions @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} and

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  @xref{Crypto Engine}.

 

 

@node OpenPGP

@section OpenPGP

@cindex OpenPGP

@cindex GnuPG

@cindex protocol, GnuPG

@cindex engine, GnuPG

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the @acronym{GNU} Privacy Guard.

This is the first protocol that was supported by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The OpenPGP protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

 

@node
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 Cryptographic Message Syntax

@section Cryptographic Message Syntax

@cindex CMS

@cindex cryptographic message syntax

@cindex GpgSM

@cindex protocol, CMS

@cindex engine, GpgSM

@cindex S/MIME

@cindex protocol, S/MIME

 

@acronym{CMS} is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for

GnuPG.

 

The @acronym{CMS} protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

 

@node Assuan

@section Assuan

@cindex ASSUAN

@cindex protocol, ASSUAN

@cindex engine, ASSUAN

 

Assuan is the RPC library used by the various @acronym{GnuPG}

components.  The Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary

Assuan servers using @acronym{GPGME}.  @xref{Using the Assuan

protocol}.

 

The ASSUAN protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN}.

 

 

@node Algorithms

@chapter Algorithms

@cindex algorithms

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.@footnote{Some engines also provide symmetric only

encryption; see the description of the encryption function on

 how to use

this.}  The following sections list the identifiers used to denote such

an algorithm.

 

@menu

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

@end menu

 

 

@node Public Key Algorithms
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@section Public Key Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, public key

@cindex public key algorithms

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t} type specifies the set of all public key

algorithms that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values

are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PK_RSA

This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_E

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

algorithm for encryption and decryption only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_S

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

 Adleman)

algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_DSA

This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG

This value indicates ElGamal.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG_E

This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in GnuPG.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECC

@since{1.5.0}

 

This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve algorithms.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDSA

@since{1.3.0}

 

This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDH

@since{1.3.0}
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This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_EDDSA

@since{1.7.0}

 

This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_name (@w{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the public key

algorithm

 @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the public key algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid public key algorithm, @code{NULL} is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (@w{gpgme_subkey_t @var{key}})

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string} is a convenience function

to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

(e.g. ``rsa2048'' or ``ed25519'').  The caller must free the result

using @code{gpgme_free}.  On error (e.g. invalid argument or memory

exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets @code{ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Hash Algorithms

@section Hash Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, hash

@cindex algorithms, message digest

@cindex hash algorithms

@cindex message digest algorithms

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message

to make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_hash_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_hash_algo_t

The
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 @code{gpgme_hash_algo_t} type specifies the set of all hash algorithms

that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_MD_MD5

@item GPGME_MD_SHA1

@item GPGME_MD_RMD160

@item GPGME_MD_MD2

@item GPGME_MD_TIGER

@item GPGME_MD_HAVAL

@item GPGME_MD_SHA256

@item GPGME_MD_SHA384

@item GPGME_MD_SHA512

@item GPGME_MD_SHA224

@since{1.5.0}

 

@item GPGME_MD_MD4

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

@item GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_hash_algo_name (@w{gpgme_hash_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_hash_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

algorithm @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the hash algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid hash algorithm, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Handling

@chapter Error Handling

@cindex error handling

 

Many functions in @acronym{GPGME}

 can return an error if they fail.

For this reason, the application should always catch the error

condition and take appropriate measures, for example by releasing the

resources and passing the error up to the caller, or by displaying a

descriptive message to the user and cancelling the operation.

 

Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data
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buffer or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain

for many error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have

specific meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are

described in the documentation of those functions.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses the @code{libgpg-error} library.  This allows to

share the error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and

thus pass error values transparently

 from the crypto engine, or some

helper application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no

information is lost.  As a consequence, @acronym{GPGME} does not use

its own identifiers for error codes, but uses those provided by

@code{libgpg-error}.  They usually start with @code{GPG_ERR_}.

 

However, @acronym{GPGME} does provide aliases for the functions

defined in libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space

consistency.

 

@menu

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

@end menu

 

 

@node Error Values

@section Error Values

@cindex error values

@cindex error codes

@cindex error sources

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_code_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_code_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_err_code_t}.  The

 error code indicates the type of an

error, or the reason why an operation failed.

 

A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_source_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_source_t} type is an alias for the

@code{libgpg-error} type @code{gpg_err_source_t}.  The error source

has not a precisely defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where

the error happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was

encoded into an error value.  Usually the error source will give an

indication to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true,
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but it is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t}

The @code{gpgme_error_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_error_t}.  An error value like this has always two

components, an error code and an error source.  Both together form the

error value.

 

Thus, the error value

 can not be directly compared against an error

code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

(@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}), and that in this case all other parts of

the error value are set to 0, too.

 

Note that in @acronym{GPGME}, the error source is used purely for

diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to test

for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only documents the

error code part of an error value.  The error source is left

unspecified and might be anything.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_code} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error code from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_*} error code macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_source_t}

 gpgme_err_source (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_source} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_source_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error source from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*} error source macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}},

@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_make} returns the error

value consisting of the error source @var{source} and the error code

@var{code}.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.
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@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_error} returns the error value

consisting of the default error source and the error code @var{code}.

 

For @acronym{GPGME}

 applications, the default error source is

@code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1}.  You can define

@code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including @file{gpgme.h} to

change this default.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.

@end deftypefun

 

The @code{libgpg-error} library provides error codes for all system

error numbers it knows about.  If @var{err} is an unknown error

number, the error code @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO} is used.  The

following functions can be used to construct error values from system

errnor numbers.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make_from_errno (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}}, @w{int

@var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_make_from_errno} is like

@code{gpgme_err_make}, but it takes a system error like @code{errno}

instead of a @code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_error_from_errno}

 is like @code{gpgme_error},

but it takes a system error like @code{errno} instead of a

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_from_errno} returns the error code

for the system error @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not a known system

error, the function returns @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_err_code_to_errno (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_to_errno} returns the system error
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for the error code @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not an error code

representing a system error, or if this system error is not defined on

this system, the function returns @code{0}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Sources

@section

 Error Sources

@cindex error codes, list of

 

The library @code{libgpg-error} defines an error source for every

component of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error

value is not well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the

diagnostic error message for the user.

 

If the error code part of an error value is @code{0}, the whole error

value will be @code{0}.  In this case the error source part is of

course @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN}.

 

The list of error sources that might occur in applications using

@acronym{GPGME} is:

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

@code{0}.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

The error source is @acronym{GPGME} itself.  This is the default for

errors that occur in the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the

OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM

The error source is GPGSM, which is

 the crypto engine used for the

CMS protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

The error source is @code{libgcrypt}, which is used by crypto engines

to perform cryptographic operations.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

The error source is @command{gpg-agent}, which is used by crypto

engines to perform operations with the secret key.
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@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

The error source is @command{pinentry}, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

The error source is the SmartCard Daemon, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to delegate operations with the secret key to a

SmartCard.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

The error source is @code{libkbx}, a library used by the crypto

engines to manage local keyrings.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

used by other software.  For example, applications

 using

@acronym{GPGME} can use them to mark error values coming from callback

handlers.  Thus @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1} is the default for errors

created with @code{gpgme_error} and @code{gpgme_error_from_errno},

unless you define @code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including

@file{gpgme.h}.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Codes

@section Error Codes

@cindex error codes, list of

 

The library @code{libgpg-error} defines many error values.  Most of

them are not used by @code{GPGME} directly, but might be returned by

@acronym{GPGME} because it received them from the crypto engine.  The

below list only includes such error codes that have a specific meaning

in @code{GPGME}, or which are so common that you should know about

them.

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_EOF

This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is

@code{0}.  Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the

error code @code{0}
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 will be @code{0} itself (as a whole).  This means

that the error source information is lost for this error code,

however, as this error code indicates that no error occurred, this is

generally not a problem.

 

@item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

value, or there is no separate error value for this type of problem.

 

@item GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_E...

System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO where FOO is the symbol for

the system error.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

This value means that some user provided data was out of range.  This

can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

@code{gpgme_data_t} object was expected, but one containing data was

provided, this error value is returned.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

This

 value means that some signers were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

This value means that a @code{gpgme_data_t} object which was expected

to have content was found empty.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is not

implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only occur if

you use certain values or configuration options which do not work,

but for which we think that they should work at some later time.

 

@item GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase
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when requested.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CANCELED

This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

This value means that the engine that implements the desired protocol

is currently not available.  This can either be because

 the sources

were configured to exclude support for this engine, or because the

engine is not installed properly.

 

@item GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not specify

a unique key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

This value indicates that no certificate revocation list is known for

the certificate.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

issuer certificate is missing.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

certificate

 chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM

This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.
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@item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

This value means a verification failed because the signature is bad.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

This value means a verification failed because the public key is not

available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_USER_2

@item ...

@item GPG_ERR_USER_16

These error codes are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

freely used by other software.  Applications using @acronym{GPGME}

might use them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers

if no suitable error codes (including the system errors) for

these errors exist already.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Strings

@section Error Strings

@cindex error values, printing of

@cindex error codes, printing of

@cindex error sources, printing of

@cindex error strings

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strerror

 (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error code contained

in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to output a

diagnostic message to the user.

 

This function is not thread safe.  Use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} in

multi-threaded programs.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_strerror_r (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}}, @w{char *@var{buf}}, @w{size_t

@var{buflen}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror_r} returns the error string for

@var{err} in the user-supplied buffer @var{buf} of size @var{buflen}.

This function is, in contrast to @code{gpgme_strerror}, thread-safe if

a thread-safe @code{strerror_r} function is provided by the system.

If the function succeeds, 0 is returned and @var{buf} contains the

string describing the error.  If the buffer was not large enough,

ERANGE is returned and @var{buf} contains as much of the beginning of

the error string as fits into
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 the buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strsource (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error source

contained in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to

output a diagnostic message to the user.

@end deftypefun

 

The following example illustrates the use of @code{gpgme_strerror}:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

if (err)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

            argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Exchanging Data

@chapter Exchanging Data

@cindex data, exchanging

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and

information about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging

the data information are completely abstracted by @acronym{GPGME}.

The

 user provides and receives the data via @code{gpgme_data_t} objects,

regardless of the communication protocol between @acronym{GPGME} and

the crypto engine in use.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_data_t}

The @code{gpgme_data_t} type is a handle for a container for generic

data, which is used by @acronym{GPGME} to exchange data with the user.

@end deftp

 

@code{gpgme_data_t} objects do not provide notifications on events.

It is assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data

is available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure

that all GPGME data operations always have data available, for example

by using memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This
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might be relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism

is used.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_off_t}

@since{1.4.1}

 

On POSIX platforms the @code{gpgme_off_t} type is an alias for

@code{off_t}; it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms

@code{gpgme_off_t} is defined as

 a long (i.e. 32 bit) for 32 bit

Windows and as a 64 bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ssize_t}

The @code{gpgme_ssize_t} type is an alias for @code{ssize_t}.  It has

only been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to

the declaration of @code{ssize_t} by different toolchains.

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Data Buffers

@section Creating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, creation

 

Data objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all

objects.

 

 

@menu

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node

 Memory Based Data Buffers

@subsection Memory Based Data Buffers

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is
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convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a

fraction of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied

from its source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by

using one of the other data object

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_data_t}

object and returns a handle for it in @var{dh}.  The data object is

memory based and initially empty.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}},

 @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_mem} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with @var{size} bytes starting

from @var{buffer}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If

@var{copy} is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as

needed, and the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for

the whole life span of the data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{buffer} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_file} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with the content of the file

@var{filename}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, the whole file is

 read in at initialization

time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for @var{copy} might

cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

not yet implemented.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the
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data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{filename} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED} if @var{code} is zero, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{FILE *@var{fp}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{size_t @var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_filepart} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with a part of the file specified

by @var{filename} or @var{fp}.

 

Exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} must be non-zero, the other

must

 be zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from

which @var{length} bytes are read into the data object, starting from

@var{offset}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} and exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node File Based Data Buffers

@subsection File Based Data Buffers

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or

streams.  Only a small amount of data is stored in core at any time,

so the size of the data objects is not limited by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int @var{fd}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_fd} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the file descriptor @var{fd} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as

 an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by the

crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

fatal for crypto operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the
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data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{FILE

*@var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_stream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the I/O stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the

 stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}},

@w{gpgrt_stream_t @var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_estream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the gpgrt stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME

 assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Callback Based Data Buffers
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@subsection Callback Based Data Buffers

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{void @var{*buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_read_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_read_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented

data object.  The function should read up to @var{size} bytes from the

current read position into the space

 starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and -1

on error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe

the type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{const void

@var{*buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_write_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_write_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented

data object.  The function should write up to @var{size} bytes to the

current write position from the space starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data

 is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}},

@w{int @var{whence}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_seek_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_seek_cb_t} type is the type of functions which
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@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to change the current read/write

position in a user-implemented data object, just like the @code{lseek}

function.

 

The function should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_release_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_release_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME}

 calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data

object.  The @var{handle} is provided by the user at data object

creation time.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_data_cbs}

This structure is used to store the data callback interface functions

described above.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to read data from the

data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to write data to the

data object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to change the current

read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is optional.

 

@item gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to release a data

object.  It is optional.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs

 (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{gpgme_data_cbs_t @var{cbs}}, @w{void *@var{handle}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_cbs} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the user-provided callback functions

to operate on the data object.

 

The handle @var{handle} is passed as first argument to the callback
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functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Data Buffers

@section Destroying Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_data_release (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release} destroys the data object with

the handle @var{dh}.  It releases all associated resources that were

not provided by the user in the first place.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{dh}}, @w{size_t *@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} is like

@code{gpgme_data_release}, except that it returns the data buffer and

its length that was provided by the object.

 

The user has to release the buffer with @code{gpgme_free}.  In case

the user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be

made for this purpose.

 

In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that can

be returned to the user, the function will return @code{NULL}.  In any

case, the data object @var{dh} is destroyed.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_free (@w{void *@var{buffer}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_free} releases the memory returned by

@code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} and

@code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string}.  It should be used instead of the

system libraries @code{free} function in case different allocators are

used by a program.  This is often the case if gpgme is used under

Windows as a DLL.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node
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 Manipulating Data Buffers

@section Manipulating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, manipulation

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

 

@menu

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Data Buffer I/O Operations

@subsection Data Buffer I/O Operations

@cindex data buffer, I/O operations

@cindex data buffer, read

@cindex data buffer, write

@cindex data buffer, seek

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_read (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{void *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t

@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_read} reads up to @var{length} bytes

from the data object with the handle @var{dh} into the space starting

at @var{buffer}.

 

If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end of

the data object is reached, the function returns

 0.

 

In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets @var{errno}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_write (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const void *@var{buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_write} writes up to @var{size} bytes

starting from @var{buffer} into the data object with the handle

@var{dh} at the current write position.

 

The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if an

error occurs.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun off_t gpgme_data_seek (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{int

@var{whence}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_seek} changes the current read/write
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position.

 

The @var{whence} argument specifies how the @var{offset} should be

interpreted.  It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

@table @code

@item SEEK_SET

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the

beginning of the data object.

 

@item SEEK_CUR

Specifies that @var{offset}

 is a count of characters from the current

file position.  This count may be positive or negative.

 

@item SEEK_END

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the end of

the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within the

current extent of the data object; a positive count specifies a

position past the current end.  If you set the position past the

current end, and actually write data, you will extend the data object

with zeros up to that position.

@end table

 

If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can use

this feature together with @code{SEEK_CUR} to read the current

read/write position.

 

If the function fails, -1 is returned and @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Meta-Data

@subsection Data Buffer Meta-Data

@cindex data buffer, meta-data

@cindex data buffer, file name

@cindex data buffer, encoding

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_get_file_name

 (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_file_name} returns a pointer to a

string containing the file name associated with the data object.  The

file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or signing the

data and will be returned to the user when decrypting or verifying the

output data.
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If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is returned.

Otherwise, @code{NULL} will be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_set_file_name} sets the file name

associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in the

output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned to the

user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end

 deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_encoding_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_encoding_t

The @code{gpgme_data_encoding_t} type specifies the encoding of a

@code{gpgme_data_t} object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

encodings on all operations.  The following data types are available:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the default

for a new data object.  The backend will try its best to detect the

encoding automatically.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e. there is

no special encoding.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64 encoding

scheme as used by @acronym{MIME} and other protocols.

 

@item

 GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as used by
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OpenPGP and PEM.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

@since{1.7.0}

 

This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only useful with

@code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is only useful

with @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control and space

characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet implemented.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_encoding} returns the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh}.  If @var{dh} is not a valid

pointer (e.g. @code{NULL}) @code{GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE}

 is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}, gpgme_data_encoding_t

@var{enc}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_set_encoding} changes the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh} to @var{enc}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_data_set_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}
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Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with flags

set by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item size-hint

The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall assume for

this data object.  This is useful if the data is provided by callbacks

or via file descriptors but the applications knows the total size of

the data.  If this is set the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on

buffer allocation strategies and to provide a total

 value for its

progress information.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Convenience

@subsection Data Buffer Convenience Functions

@cindex data buffer, convenience

@cindex type of data

@cindex identify

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_type_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_type_t

@since{1.4.3}

 

The @code{gpgme_data_type_t} type is used to return the detected type

of the content of a data buffer.

@end deftp

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

This is returned by @code{gpgme_data_identify} if it was not possible

to identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable stream

or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

The type of the data is not known.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

@since{1.7.0}
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The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The

 data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER

This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

encrypted data.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY

This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

This is a CMS signed message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

This is used for other CMS message types.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

The data is a X.509 certificate

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This is commonly used to exchange

private keys for X.509.

@end table

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_identify} returns the type of the data

with the handle @var{dh}.  If it is not possible to perform the

identification, the function returns zero

(@code{GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID}).  Note that depending

 on how the data

object has been created the identification may not be possible or the

data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).  For

file or memory based data object, the state should not change.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c    Chapter Contexts

@c

@node Contexts

@chapter Contexts

@cindex context

 

All cryptographic operations in @acronym{GPGME} are performed within a

context, which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run
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several cryptographic operations in parallel, with different

configuration.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ctx_t}

The @code{gpgme_ctx_t} type is a handle for a @acronym{GPGME} context,

which is used to hold the configuration, status and result of

cryptographic operations.

@end deftp

 

@menu

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the

 result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Contexts

@section Creating Contexts

@cindex context, creation

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (@w{gpgme_ctx_t *@var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object

and returns a handle for it in @var{ctx}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

context was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.  Also, it returns

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL} if @code{gpgme_check_version} was not

called to initialize GPGME, and @code{GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED}

 if a

selftest failed.  Currently, the only selftest is for Windows MingW32

targets to see if @code{-mms-bitfields} was used (as required).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Contexts

@section Destroying Contexts

@cindex context, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_release (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_release} destroys the context with the handle
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@var{ctx} and releases all associated resources.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Result Management

@section Result Management

@cindex context, result of operation

 

The detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as @code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t}.  The corresponding

retrieval functions such as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} provide

static access to the results after an operation completes.  Those

structures shall be considered read-only and an application must not

allocate such a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make

it possible to detach a result structure from its associated

 context

and give it a lifetime beyond that of the current operation or

context.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_ref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_ref} acquires an additional reference

for the result @var{result}, which may be of any type

@code{gpgme_*_result_t}.  As long as the user holds a reference, the

result structure is guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_unref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_unref} releases a reference for the

result @var{result}.  If this was the last reference, the result

structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will be

released.

@end deftypefun

 

Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

@code{gpgme_op_*_result} functions.

 

 

@node Context Attributes

@section

 Context Attributes

@cindex context, attributes
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@menu

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

*

 Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.

@end menu

 

 

@node Protocol Selection

@subsection Protocol Selection

@cindex context, selecting protocol

@cindex protocol, selecting

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_protocol} sets the protocol used within

the context @var{ctx} to @var{proto}.  All crypto operations will be

performed by the crypto engine configured for that protocol.

@xref{Protocols and Engines}.

 

Setting the protocol with @code{gpgme_set_protocol} does intentionally

not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

installed correctly.  @xref{Engine Version Check}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

protocol could be set successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{protocol} is not a valid protocol.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_protocol} retrieves the protocol currently

use with the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun
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@node Crypto Engine

@subsection Crypto Engine

@cindex context, configuring engine

@cindex engine, configuration per context

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The

default can also be retrieved without any particular context.

@xref{Engine Information}.  The default can also be changed globally.

@xref{Engine Configuration}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of

engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

@var{ctx}.

 

The result is valid until the next invocation of

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} for this particular context.

 

This function can not fail.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}}, @w{const char *@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} changes the

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto} for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

Currently this function must be used before starting the first crypto

operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will take effect

if the function is called after starting the first operation on the

context @var{ctx}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun
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@node Setting the Sender

@subsection How to tell

 the engine the sender.

@cindex context, sender

@cindex sender

@cindex From:

 

Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to

figure out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification

and signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the

sender ("From:") address.  @acronym{GPGME} provides two functions to

accomplish that.  Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:"

addresses is not supported.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{int @var{address}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_sender} specifies the sender address for

use in sign and verify operations.  @var{address} is expected to be

the ``addr-spec'' part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

address, in which case this function extracts the ``addr-spec'' from

it.  Using @code{NULL} for @var{address} clears the sender address.

 

The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

most likely

 failure is that no valid ``addr-spec'' was found in

@var{address}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_sender} returns the current sender

address from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned

value is valid as long as the @var{ctx} is valid and

@code{gpgme_set_sender} has not been called again.

 

@end deftypefun
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@c FIXME: Unfortunately, using @acronym here breaks texi2dvi.

@node ASCII Armor

@subsection @acronym{ASCII} Armor

@cindex context, armor mode

@cindex @acronym{ASCII} armor

@cindex armor mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_armor} specifies if the output should be

@acronym{ASCII} armored.  By default, output is not @acronym{ASCII}

armored.

 

@acronym{ASCII} armored output is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and

enabled otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t

 @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_armor} returns 1 if the output is

@acronym{ASCII} armored, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Text Mode

@subsection Text Mode

@cindex context, text mode

@cindex text mode

@cindex canonical text mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_textmode} specifies if canonical text mode

should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

preparations so that text mode is not needed anymore.

 

This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and ignored

by all other engines.

 

Canonical text mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_textmode} returns
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 1 if canonical text

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Offline Mode

@subsection Offline Mode

@cindex context, offline mode

@cindex offline mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_offline} specifies if offline mode should

be used.  Offline mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter and

for example completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any engine.

 

For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr shall

be used to do additional validation that might require connecting

external services (e.g. CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the offline mode

only affects the keylist mode @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE}.

 

For the OpenPGP

 protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of the

Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are done

as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an effect with

GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.

 

For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_offline} returns 1 if offline

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Pinentry Mode

@subsection Pinentry Mode
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@cindex context, pinentry mode

@cindex pinentry mode

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_pinentry_mode_t @var{mode}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} specifies the pinentry mode

to be used.

 

For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback

mechanism in GPGME

 through @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_pinenty_mode} returns the

mode set for the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

@since{1.4.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_minentry_mode_t} type specifies the set of possible pinentry

modes that are supported by @acronym{GPGME} if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.

The following modes are supported:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

@since{1.4.0}

 

Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

@since{1.4.0}

 

Emulate use of Pinentry's cancel button.
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@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

@since{1.4.0}

 

Return a Pinentry error @code{No Pinentry}.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.

This enables

 the use of @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} because pinentry

queries are redirected to gpgme.

 

Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires @code{allow-loopback-pinentry}

to be enabled in the @file{gpg-agent.conf} or an agent started with that option.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@node Included Certificates

@subsection Included Certificates

@cindex certificates, included

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{nr_of_certs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_include_certs} specifies how many

certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

default, only the sender's certificate is included.  The possible

values of @var{nr_of_certs} are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

@since{1.0.3}

 

Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the default

for GPGME.

@item -2

Include all certificates except the root certificate.

@item -1

Include all certificates.

@item 0

Include no certificates.

@item 1

Include the sender's

 certificate only.

@item n

Include the first n certificates of the certificates path, starting

from the sender's certificate.  The number @code{n} must be positive.
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@end table

 

Values of @var{nr_of_certs} smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored by

all other engines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_include_certs} returns the number of

certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Key Listing Mode

@subsection Key Listing Mode

@cindex key listing mode

@cindex key listing, mode of

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_keylist_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode} changes the default

behaviour of the key listing functions.  The value in @var{mode} is a

bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

The

 @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} symbol specifies that the local

keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  This

is the default.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--list-keys}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} symbol specifies that an external

source should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  The

type of external source is dependent on the crypto engine used and

whether it is combined with @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL}.  For

example, it can be a remote keyserver or LDAP certificate server.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--search-keys} for

@code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP} and something similar to

@code{--list-external-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

This is a shortcut for the combination of

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}, which
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results in a @code{--locate-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

@item

 GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} symbol specifies that the key

signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

@since{1.1.1}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} symbol specifies that the

signature notations on key signatures should be included in the listed

keys.  This only works if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} is also

enabled.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU} symbol specifies that

information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be included in

the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

@since{1.14.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP} symbol specifies that the

keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default depends on the

version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

@since{1.5.1}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} returns information about

the presence of a corresponding

 secret key in a public key listing.  A

public key listing with this mode is slower than a standard listing

but can be used instead of a second run to list the secret keys.  This

is only supported for GnuPG versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this

option also makes sure that the keygrip is available in the output.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL} symbol specifies that keys

flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

@since{0.4.5}
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The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE} symbol specifies that the

backend should do key or certificate validation and not just get the

validity information from an internal cache.  This might be an

expensive operation and is in general not useful.  Currently only

implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored for other backends.

 

@end table

 

At least one of @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} must be specified.  For future binary

compatibility,

 you should get the current mode with

@code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} and modify it by setting or clearing the

appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

@code{gpgme_set_keylisting_mode} operation.  This will leave all other

bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not used

in the current version of the library).

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

mode could be set correctly, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx}

is not a valid pointer or @var{mode} is not a valid mode.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} returns the current key

listing mode of the context @var{ctx}.  This value can then be

modified and used in a subsequent @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode}

operation to only affect the desired bits (and leave all others

intact).

 

The function returns 0 if @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and

 the

current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Passphrase Callback

@subsection Passphrase Callback

@cindex callback, passphrase

@cindex passphrase callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{uid_hint},

const char *@var{passphrase_info}, @w{int @var{prev_was_bad}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

passphrase callback function.
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The argument @var{uid_hint} might contain a string that gives an

indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this is

not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric encryption,

for example), @var{uid_hint} will be @code{NULL}.

 

The argument @var{passphrase_info}, if not @code{NULL}, will give

further information about the context in which the passphrase is

required.  This information is engine and operation specific.

 

If this is the repeated attempt

 to get the passphrase, because

previous attempts failed, then @var{prev_was_bad} is 1, otherwise it

will be 0.

 

The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline character,

to the file descriptor @var{fd}.  The function @code{gpgme_io_writen}

should be used for the write operation.  Note that if the user returns

0 to indicate success, the user must at least write a newline

character before returning from the callback.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value.  You can use the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCELED} to abort

the operation.  Otherwise, return @code{0}.

 

Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

with the 2.0.x series. See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} for more

details on 2.1.x usage.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

@var{passfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} sets the function that is

used

 when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

@var{passfunc}.  The function @var{passfunc} needs to implemented by

the user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first

argument being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no passphrase callback

function is set.

 

Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase from

a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each user to

implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not even

support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case the error

code @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is returned.

 

For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to
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@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback.

See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode}.

 

The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} with @var{passfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *@var{passfunc}}, @w{void

**@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_passphrase_cb} returns the function that

is used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

@var{*passfunc}, and the first argument for this function in

@var{*hook_value}.  If no passphrase callback is set, or @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{passfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Progress Meter Callback

@subsection Progress Meter Callback

@cindex callback, progress meter

@cindex progress meter callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{what}, int @var{type},

int @var{current}, int @var{total})}

@tindex gpgme_progress_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_progress_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

progress callback function.

 

The arguments are

 specific to the crypto engine.  More information

about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can be

found in the GnuPG source code in the file @file{doc/DETAILS} in the

section PROGRESS.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t

@var{progfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} sets the function that is

used when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

available.  The function @var{progfunc} needs to implemented by the

user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no progress callback function

is set.
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Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to display

progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} with @var{progfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void

 gpgme_get_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t *@var{progfunc}},

@w{void **@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_progress_cb} returns the function that is

used to inform the user about the progress made in @var{*progfunc},

and the first argument for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no

progress callback is set, or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer,

@code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{progfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Status Message Callback

@subsection Status Message Callback

@cindex callback, status message

@cindex status message callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{keyword}, const

char *@var{args})}

@tindex gpgme_status_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_status_cb_t} type is the type of function usable as

a status message callback function.

 

The argument @var{keyword} is the name

 of the status message while the

@var{args} argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value. Otherwise, return @code{0}.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t

@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_status_cb} sets the function that is used when a

status message is received from gpg to @var{statusfunc}. The function
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@var{statusfunc} needs to be implemented by the user, and whenever it is

called, it is called with its first argument being @var{hook_value}.  By

default, no status message callback function is set.

 

The user can disable the use of a status message callback function by calling

@code{gpgme_set_status_cb} with @var{statusfunc} being @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t

*@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void **@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_status_cb} returns the function that is used to

process status messages from gpg in @var{*statusfunc}, and the first argument

for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no status message callback is set,

or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both

variables.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Context Flags

@subsection Context Flags

@cindex flags, of a context

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_set_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags set

by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item "redraw"

This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME sets and

clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before an operation and

set if an operation noticed that the engine has launched

 a Pinentry.

A Curses based application may use this information to redraw the

screen; for example:

 

@example

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@@example.org", 0);

   while (!err)

     @{
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       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       show_key (key);

       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

     redraw_screen ();

   gpgme_release (ctx);

@end example

 

 

@item "full-status"

Using a @var{value} of "1" the status callback set by

gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the exception of

PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the status callback is only

called in certain situations.

 

@item "raw-description"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" returns human readable strings in a raw

format.  For example the non breaking space characters ("~") will not

be removed from the @code{description} field of the

@code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} object.

 

@item "export-session-key"

Using a @var{value}

 of "1" specifies that the context should try to

export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By default, or

when using an empty string or "0" for @var{value}, session keys are

not exported.

 

@item "override-session-key"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engine to override

the session key for decryption.  The format of that session key is

specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a decrypt operation when

the context flag "export-session-key" is enabled.  Please be aware that

using this feature with GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on

many platforms via ps(1).

 

@item "auto-key-retrieve"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" asks the backend to automatically

retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note that this

option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.  Keyserver or Web Key

Directory operators can see which keys you request, so by sending you

a message signed by a brand new key (which you naturally will not have

on your

 local keyring), the operator can tell both your IP address and

the time when you verified the signature.
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@item "auto-key-import"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to automatically

import a missing key for signature verification from the signature.

 

@item "include-key-block"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the

signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the signature.

 

@item "request-origin"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engines to

request restrictions based on the origin of the request.  Valid values

are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under the

option @option{--request-origin}.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an

effect.

 

@item "no-symkey-cache"

For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical en- and

decryption.  This cache is based on the message specific salt value.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an effect.

 

@item "ignore-mdc-error"

This flag passes

 the option @option{--ignore-mdc-error} to gpg.  This

can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due to a

missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with great caution

and only if it is a known non-corrupted old message and the decryption

result of the former try had the decryption result flag

@code{legacy_cipher_nomdc} set.  For failsafe reasons this flag is

reset after each operation.

 

@item "auto-key-locate"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to gpg.  This can be used

to change the behavior of a @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE} keylisting.

Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under

the option @option{--auto-key-locate}.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

Note: Keys retrieved through @code{auto-key-locate} are automatically

imported in the keyring.

 

@item trust-model

@since{1.11.2}

 

Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An empty

string sets the trust-model back to the users default.  If the

trust-model is not
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 supported by GnuPG the behavior is undefined

and will likely cause all operations to fail.  Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

This options should be used carefully with a strict version

requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

trust-model changes the default trust-model for future operations.

A change in the trust-model also can have unintended side effects, like

rebuilding the trust-db.

 

@item "extended-edit"

This flag passes the option @option{--expert} to gpg key edit.  This

can be used to get additional callbacks in @code{gpgme_op_edit}.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The value of flags settable by @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag} can be

retrieved by this function.  If @var{name} is unknown the function

returns @code{NULL}.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned

for False and the string "1" is

 returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Locale

@subsection Locale

@cindex locale, default

@cindex locale, of a context

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_locale (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{category}},

@w{const char *@var{value}})

@since{0.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_locale} sets the locale of the context

@var{ctx}, or the default locale if @var{ctx} is a null pointer.

 

The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

@var{category}.  Supported categories are @code{LC_CTYPE},

@code{LC_MESSAGES}, and @code{LC_ALL}, which is a wildcard you can use

if you want to change

 all the categories at once.

 

The value to be used for the locale setting is @var{value}, which will

be copied to @acronym{GPGME}'s internal data structures.  @var{value}

can be a null pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will

make PIN entry and other applications use their default setting, which

is usually not what you want.

 

Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a text

terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration of the

output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize the default

value at startup.

 

The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Additional Logs

@subsection Additional Logs

@cindex auditlog, of the engine

@cindex auditlog

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are

engine specific and can be be obtained with @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}},

 @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog} is used to obtain additional

logs as specified by @var{flags} into the @var{output} data.  If

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if a

log could be queried from the engine, and @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED}

if the log specified in @var{flags} is not available for this engine.
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If no log is available @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

@since{1.11.2}

 

Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to @code{stderr} in

interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide additional

diagnostic information in case of errors in other operations.

 

Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log will

be empty and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} will be returned.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}

 

@item

 GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

@since{1.11.2}

 

This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains additional

information from the engine by issuing the @code{GETAUDITLOG} command.

For @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS} this provides additional information about

the X509 certificate chain.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

 

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

@since{1.1.1}

 

Same as @code{GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT} but in HTML.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}}, @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Key Management

@section Key Management
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@cindex key management

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or

signers are specified.  This is always done by specifying the

respective keys that should be used

 for the operation.  The following

section describes how such keys can be selected and manipulated.

 

 

@menu

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

@end menu

 

@node Key objects

@subsection Key objects

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by

 structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid

as long as the key object itself is valid.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_t

 

The @code{gpgme_key_t} type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

@since{0.9.0}

 

The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the key is expired.
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@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the key is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key is invalid. This might have several reasons,

for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set during key

listings if the key could not be validated due to missing

certificates or unmatched policies.

 

@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign

 : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures according

to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will always

be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be false

(offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of secret keys has

been requested or if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol supported by this key.
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@item char *issuer_serial

If

 @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer serial.

 

@item char *issuer_name

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer name.

 

@item char *chain_id

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

chain ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}, then this is the

owner trust.

 

@item gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first subkey

in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

@item gpgme_user_id_t uids

This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first user ID

in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

@item char *fpr

@since{1.7.0}

 

This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note that

this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.  For an

incomplete key (for example from a verification result) a subkey may

be missing but this field

 may be set nevertheless.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_subkey_t

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_subkey_t} type is a pointer to a subkey structure.
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Subkeys are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  In fact,

subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about the

individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key object.  One

@code{gpgme_key_t} can contain several subkeys.  The first subkey in

the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

The subkey structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_subkey_t next

This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the subkey

 is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified signatures

according to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

@since{1.8.0}
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This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for classified

information in Germany at the restricted level (VS-NfD).  This are

currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or ECDH/ECDSA keys using a

Brainpool curve.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that

 it will be

false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e. a secret key operation

is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is only set if a

listing of secret keys has been requested or if

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

@item unsigned int length

This is the length of the subkey (in bits).

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits, if

available.

 

@item char *keygrip

@since{1.7.0}

 

The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or @code{NULL} if not

available.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.  This is -1 if the

timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires

This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the subkey

does not expire.

 

@item unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

@since{1.2.0}

 

True if

 the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

@item char *card_number
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@since{1.2.0}

 

The serial number of a smart card holding this key or @code{NULL}.

 

@item char *curve

For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_user_id_t

 

A user ID is a component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  One key can

have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

primary) user ID.

 

The user ID structure has the following members.

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_user_id_t next

This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

@item char *uid

This is the user ID string.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment

 component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *address;

The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID string.

This is general the same as the @code{email} part of this structure
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but might be slightly different.  If no mail address is available

@code{NULL} is stored.

 

@item gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

@since{1.7.0}

 

If not @code{NULL} information from the TOFU database pertaining to

this user id.

 

@item gpgme_key_sig_t signatures

This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.

 

@item char *uidhash;

A string used by gpg to identify a user ID.  This string can be used

at certain prompts of @code{gpgme_op_edit} to select a user ID.  Users

must be prepared to see a @code{NULL} value here.  The format

 of the

value is not specified and may depend on the GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} type is a pointer to a tofu info

structure.  Tofu info structures are one component of a

@code{gpgme_user_id_t} object, and provide information from the TOFU

database pertaining to the user ID.

 

The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.
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@item unsigned int validity : 3

This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

@table @code

@item 0

The value @code{0} indicates a conflict.

 

@item 1

The value @code{1} indicates a key without history.

 

@item 2

The value @code{2} indicates a key with too little history.

 

@item 3

The value @code{3} indicates a key with enough history for basic trust.

 

@item 4

The value @code{4} indicates a key

 with a lot of history.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int policy : 4

This is the TOFU policy, see @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t}.

 

@item unsigned short signcount

This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned short encrcount

This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned long signfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long signlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was done with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was done with
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this binding.

 

@item char *description

A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_sig_t

 

The

 @code{gpgme_key_sig_t} type is a pointer to a key signature structure.

Key signatures are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object, and

validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} mode

enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of a

key.

 

The signature notations on a key signature are only available if the

key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} mode enabled, because it can

be expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

The key signature structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is

 true if the key signature is expired.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int exportable : 1

This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.
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@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to create

the signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is -1 if

the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires

This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if the key

signature does not expire.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning as the

member of the same name in a @code{gpgme_signature_t} object.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The meaning

is specific to the crypto engine.

 

@item char *uid

This is the main

 user ID of the key used to create the signature.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

@node Listing Keys

@subsection Listing Keys

@cindex listing keys

@cindex key listing

@cindex key listing, start

@cindex key ring, list

@cindex key ring, search
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{int @var{secret_only}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} initiates a key listing

operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets everything up so that

subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys

in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.

Otherwise,

 @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that

the total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  The

pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name

or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

 *@var{pattern}[]}, @w{int @var{secret_only}}, @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start} initiates an extended

key listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets

everything up so that subsequent invocations of

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of

all patterns is restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact

limit also depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting

required, but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).

Patterns should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their
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fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list

 is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{data}}, @

            @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start} initiates a key

listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  In contrast to the

other key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied

@var{data} and not from the local key database.  The keys are also not

imported into the local key database.  The function

 sets everything up

so that subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return

the keys from @var{data}.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

While the context is busy @var{data} may not be released.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{r_key}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns the next key in the

list created by a previous @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation in

the context @var{ctx}.  The key will have

 one reference for the user.

@xref{Manipulating Keys}.

 

This is the only way to get at @code{gpgme_key_t} objects in

@acronym{GPGME}.

 

If the last key in the list has already been returned,

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if there is not enough memory for the operation.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} ends a pending key list

operation in the context @var{ctx}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

listing operation can be retrieved with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

The following

 example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (@code{g10code}) can be listed with their key ID and the name

and email address of the main user ID:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_key_t key;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

if (!err)

 @{

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

   while (!err)
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     @{

       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

         printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

         printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

       putchar ('\n');

       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   gpgme_release (ctx);

 @}

if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_keylist_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_*}

 operation.  After successfully ending a key

listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.  The structure contains the following

member:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int truncated : 1

This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result, and

less than the desired keys could be listed.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_keylist_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_*} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a key listing

operation, and if this operation finished successfully.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable, the

following function can be used to retrieve
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 a single key.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{fpr}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}}, @w{int @var{secret}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_key} gets the key with the fingerprint

(or key ID) @var{fpr} from the crypto backend and return it in

@var{r_key}.  If @var{secret} is true, get the secret key.  The

currently active keylist mode is used to retrieve the key.  The key

will have one reference for the user.

 

If the key is not found in the keyring, @code{gpgme_get_key} returns

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_EOF} and *@var{r_key} will be set to

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer or @var{fpr} is not a

fingerprint or key ID, @code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key ID was

not a unique specifier for a key, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Information About Keys

@subsection

 Information About Keys

@cindex key, information about

@cindex key, attributes

@cindex attributes, of a key

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

@code{gpgme_key_t} objects.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_validity_t

The @code{gpgme_validity_t} type is used to specify the validity of a user ID

in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

The user ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation of this

validity is ``?''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string representation of this

validity is ``q''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``n''.
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@item GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``m''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``f''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE

The

 user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``u''.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

 

@node Manipulating Keys

@subsection Manipulating Keys

@cindex key, manipulation

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_ref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_ref} acquires an additional reference for

the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_unref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_unref} releases a reference for the key

@var{key}.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed

and all resources associated to it will be released.

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_setexpire

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{reserved}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire} sets the expiration time of

the
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 key @var{key} or of the specified subkeys.

This function requires at least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.

To be similar to other usages where expiration times are provided

in unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date

and so it is in seconds from NOW.

 

The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration time.

Note that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not

a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed

32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol

uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can

only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{subfprs} selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time

should be set.  If @var{subfprs} is set to @code{NULL}, then the

expiration time of the primary key is set.  If @var{subfprs} is

an asterisk (@code{*}), then the expiration times of all non-revoked

and not yet expired subkeys are set.

  To select more than one subkey

put all subkey fingerprints into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}).

 

@var{reserved} is reserved for later use and must be @code{0}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire}

 operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Generating Keys

@subsection Generating Keys

@cindex key, creation

@cindex key ring, add

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older

GnuPG versions the @code{gpgme_op_genkey} function can be used.

Existing code which wants to update to the new functions or new code

which shall supports older GnuPG versions may try the new functions

first and provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is received.

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey} generates a new key for the

procotol active in the context @var{ctx}.  As of now this function

does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of
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GnuPG.

 

@var{userid} is commonly the mail address associated with the key.

GPGME does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail

address is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is

expected to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail

addresses).  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

of public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see

the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is @code{NULL} or the string

"default", the key is generated using the default algorithm of the

engine.  If the string "future-default" is used the engine may use an

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine;

 however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without requesting

a non-default usage via @var{flags}, triggers the creation of a

primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{extrakey} is currently not used and must be set to @code{NULL}.

A future version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following

 flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_ENCR

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_CERT

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key usage) of the

requested algorithm but use those explicitly given by these flags:

``signing'', ``encryption'', ``certification'', or ``authentication''.
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The allowed combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

protocol.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

@since{1.7.0}

 

Request generation of the key without password protection.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

@since{1.7.0}

 

For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed certificate.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not store the created key in the local key database.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

@since{1.7.0}

 

Return

 the public or secret key as part of the result structure.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be used to

override this check.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

@since{1.9.0}

 

Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

@end table

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.
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The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}}, @

      @w{unsigned int

 @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createkey} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createsubkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} creates and adds a new

subkey to the primary OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  The only

allowed protocol in @var{ctx} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP}.

Subkeys (aka secondary keys) are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to

bind several keys to a primary key.  As of now this function requires

at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate
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 on.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is

@code{NULL} or the string "default", the subkey is generated using the

default algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the

string "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.

 

@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode

 dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{flags} takes the same values as described above for

@code{gpgme_op_createkey}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} operation; see there for details.  It must
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be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_adduid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_adduid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid} adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation

is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function

requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly

the mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not

require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given,

RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected to be in

UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

The function returns zero

 on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});
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@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_adduid} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_revuid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid} revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol

 for the context

@var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function requires at

least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID

must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

Note that the engine won't allow to revoke the last valid user ID.  To

change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then revoke

the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @
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     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revuid} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_set_uid_flag

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} is used to set flags on a

user ID from the OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  Setting flags on

user IDs after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and

thus the protocol for the context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

must

 be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{name} names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

supported flag is:

 

@table @code

@item primary

This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID.  All other

primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  @var{value} must be
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given as NULL.  For technical reasons this functions bumps the

creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one second.

At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}},

 @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{parms}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey} generates a new key pair in the

context @var{ctx}.  The meaning of @var{public} and @var{secret}

depends on the crypto backend.

 

GPG does not support @var{public} and @var{secret}, they should be

@code{NULL}.  GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the

standard key ring.  The fingerprint of the generated key is available

with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

GpgSM requires @var{public} to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will
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generate

 a secret key (which will be stored by @command{gpg-agent},

and return a certificate request in @var{public}, which then needs to

be signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

The argument @var{parms} specifies parameters for the key in an string

that looks something like XML.  The details about the format of

@var{parms} are specific to the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  The

first line of the parameters must be @code{<GnupgKeyParams

format="internal">} and the last line must be

@code{</GnupgKeyParams>}.  Every line in between the first and last

lines is treated as a Header: Value pair.  In particular, no XML

escaping is necessary if you need to include the characters @code{<},

@code{>}, or @code{&}.

 

Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: default

Subkey-Type: default

Name-Real:

 Joe Tester

Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

Expire-Date: 0

Passphrase: abc

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: RSA

Key-Length: 1024

Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format supported

for now is ``internal''.  The content of the @code{GnupgKeyParms}

container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.  Control

statements are not allowed.
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After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a well-formed string (e.g. does not have the

expected

 tag-like headers and footers), @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED}

if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not valid, and

@code{GPG_ERR_GENERAL} if no key was created by the backend.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{parms}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a valid XML string, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey_result

@c

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_genkey_result_t}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation. 

 After successfully generating a

key, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int primary : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0

if not.

 

@item unsigned int sub : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.
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@item unsigned int uid : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if not.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both a

primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the primary

key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not provide the

fingerprint, @code{fpr} will be a null pointer.

 

@item gpgme_data_t pubkey

@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@item gpgme_data_t seckey

@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_genkey_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} or

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  SIGNING KEYS

@c

@node Signing Keys

@subsection Signing Keys

@cindex key, signing

 

Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT).  Instead of using the @code{gpgme_op_interact}
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function along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a

convenient function to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG

versions.

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_keysign

@c

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign} adds a new key signature to the

public key @var{KEY}.   This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

GnuPG.

 

@var{CTX} is the usual context which describes the protocol to use

(which must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be

used for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be used

for a key signature, @code{gpgme_signers_add} can be used.

@xref{Selecting Signers}.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If

@var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} all valid user IDs are signed.  The

user ID must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact

 and

case sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID

object (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  To select more than

one user ID put them all into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag @code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP}.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration date.

However, if the configuration of the engine defines a default

expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless the flag

@code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE} is used.  Note that this parameter takes

an unsigned long value and not a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on

systems which use a signed 32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that

the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can
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only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

@since{1.7.0}

 

Instead of creating an exportable

 key signature, create a key

signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

@since{1.7.0}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration date.  This

overrides @var{expire} and any local configuration of the engine.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_keysign} operation; see there for details.  It must

be

 completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun
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@c

@c  gpgme_op_revsig

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig} revokes key signatures of the

public key @var{key} made with the key @var{signing_key}.   This

function requires at least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{signing_key} specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall

be revoked.  If @var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} the signatures

on all user IDs are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim

because the engine does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the

@code{uid} field from the user ID object

 (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to

be used.  To select more than one user ID put them all into one string

separated by linefeeds characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag

@code{GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

@since{1.14.1}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.
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@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revsig} operation; see there

 for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  EXPORTING KEYS

@c

@node Exporting Keys

@subsection Exporting Keys

@cindex key, export

@cindex key ring, export from

 

Exporting keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--export}.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way

the export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they

may be or-ed together.

 

@table @code

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

keyserver. This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is good

practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver at one

time.  Using this flag requires that the @var{keydata} argument of the

export function is set to @code{NULL}.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

@since{1.3.1}

 

If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For OpenPGP

keys it removes all signatures
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 except for the latest self-signatures.

For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

@since{1.4.0}

 

If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey

a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be used.

 

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

@since{1.6.0}

 

Instead of exporting the public key, the secret key is exported.  This

may not be combined with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN}.  For X.509

the export format is PKCS#8.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not be

used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also includes

the

 certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

@since{1.12.0 - experimental}

Do not export user ids.  Works only with certain gpg version.

 

@end table

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{pattern}},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding
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specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.

Otherwise, @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation

 completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public

 keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t keys[]},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

The keys to export are taken form the @code{NULL} terminated array

@var{keys}.  Only

 keys of the currently selected protocol of

@var{ctx} which do have a fingerprint set are considered for export.

Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are ignored.  In particular

OpenPGP keys retrieved via an external key listing are not included.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{keys}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the

 context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Importing Keys

@subsection Importing Keys

@cindex key, import

@cindex key ring, import to

 

Importing keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--import}.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import} adds the keys in the data buffer

@var{keydata} to the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

The format of @var{keydata} can be @acronym{ASCII} armored, for example,

but the details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result

 can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})
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@since{1.2.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys} adds the keys described by

the @code{NULL} terminated array @var{keys} to the key ring of the

crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  It is used to actually import and

make keys permanent which have been retrieved from an external source

(i.e. using @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}) earlier.  The external

keylisting must have been made with the same context configuration (in

particular the same home directory).  @footnote{Thus it is a

replacement for the usual workaround of exporting and then importing a

key to make an X.509 key permanent.}  Note that for OpenPGP this may

require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

Only keys of the currently selected protocol of @var{ctx} are

considered for import.  Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are

ignored.  As of now all considered keys must have been retrieved using

the same method, i.e. the used key listing mode must be identical.

 

After the operation completed successfully,

 the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import the

keydata using @code{gpgme_op_export} and @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key

listing mode does not match, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are

considered for export.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import_keys} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx}

 or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key listing mode does not match, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are considered for export.

@end deftypefun
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@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_status_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  For each considered key one

status is added that contains information about the result of the

import.  The structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_import_status_t next

This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t result

If the import was not successful, this is the error value that caused

the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}.

 

@item unsigned int status

This is a bit-wise OR of the following flags that give more

information about what

 part of the key was imported.  If the key was

already known, this might be 0.

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

The key was new.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_UID

The key contained new user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

The key contained new signatures.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

The key contained new sub keys.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

The key contained a secret key.

@end table

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  After a successful import
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operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_import_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item int considered

The total number of considered keys.

 

@item int no_user_id

The number of keys without user ID.

 

@item int imported

The total number of imported keys.

 

@item int imported_rsa

The number of imported RSA keys.

 

@item int unchanged

The number of unchanged keys.

 

@item

 int new_user_ids

The number of new user IDs.

 

@item int new_sub_keys

The number of new sub keys.

 

@item int new_signatures

The number of new signatures.

 

@item int new_revocations

The number of new revocations.

 

@item int secret_read

The total number of secret keys read.

 

@item int secret_imported

The number of imported secret keys.

 

@item int secret_unchanged

The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

@item int not_imported

The number of keys not imported.

 

@item gpgme_import_status_t imports

A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more information

about the keys for which an import was attempted.
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@item int skipped_v3_keys

For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore support

v3 keys (created with PGP 2.x) and ignores them on import.  This

counter provides the number of such skipped v3 keys.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_import_result_t}

 pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_import} or

@code{gpgme_op_import_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Deleting Keys

@subsection Deleting Keys

@cindex key, delete

@cindex key ring, delete from

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext} deletes the key @var{key} from

the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

@since{1.9.1}

 

If not set, only public keys are deleted. If set, secret keys are

deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

@item

 GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

@since{1.9.1}

 

If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

@end table
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the key

was deleted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or

@var{key} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY} if

@var{key} could not be found in the keyring,

@code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key was not specified

unambiguously, and @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the secret key for

@var{key} is available, but @var{allow_secret} is zero.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_delete} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully,

 and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Changing Passphrases

@subsection Changing Passphrases

@cindex passphrase, change

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}
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The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd}

 changes the passphrase of the

private key associated with @var{key}.  The only allowed value for

@var{flags} is @code{0}.  The backend engine will usually popup a window

to ask for the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not

useful in a server application (where passphrases are not required

anyway).

 

Note that old @code{gpg} engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

this command and will silently ignore it.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_passwd} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

 oepration

could not be started.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  CHANGING TOFU DATA

@c

@node Changing TOFU Data

@subsection Changing TOFU Data

@cindex validity, TOFU

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU

implementation.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t}

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_tofu_policy_t

The @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t} type specifies the set of possible
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policy values that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

Set the policy to ``auto''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

Set the policy to ``good''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

Set the policy to ``bad''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

Set the policy to ``ask''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

Set the policy to ``unknown''.

@end table

 

@end deftp

 

To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_tofu_policy @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} changes the TOFU policy of

@var{key}.  The valid values for @var{policy} are listed above.  As of

now this function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least

version 2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.
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The

 function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the oepration

could not be started.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Advanced Key Editing

@subsection Advanced Key Editing

@cindex key, edit

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_interact_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_interact_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The

status keyword @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are

passed through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  An empty

string represents EOF.  The file descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal

status messages.  If @var{status} indicates a command rather than a

status message, the response to the command should be written to

@var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is

 provided by the user at start of

operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the interact callback function @var{FNC} with the
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handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@var{flags} modifies the behaviour

 of the function; the only defined

bit value is:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

@since{1.7.0}

 

This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

@code{--card-edit} command.

 

@end table

 

The function returns @code{0} if the edit operation completes

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or @var{key} is

not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or

the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_interact} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started

successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} or @var{key}

is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun
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@node Crypto Operations

@section Crypto Operations

@cindex cryptographic operation

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure

is used to hold information about such a key.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_invalid_key_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.  The

structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t next

This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t reason

An error code describing the reason why the key was found invalid.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::      

                  Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Decrypt

@subsection Decrypt

@cindex decryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} decrypts the ciphertext in the

data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt, @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

 for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} is the same as

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}

 but has an additional argument

@var{flags}.  If @var{flags} is 0 both function behave identically.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY} symbol specifies that this function

shall exactly act as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify}.

 

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

@since{1.8.0}
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The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP} symbol specifies that the output shall

be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer removed.  This

requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for OpenPGP.  This is the

counterpart to @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP}.

 

@end table

 

The function returns the error codes as described for

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

          

 @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_recipient_t}

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about the

recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  This information (except for the

status field) is even available before the operation finished

successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_recipient_t next

This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the linked list,

or @code{NULL} if this is

 the last element.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t
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The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

recipient.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY if the

secret key for this recipient is not available, and 0 otherwise.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_decrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  After successfully decrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result}.  As with all result structures, it

this structure shall be considered read-only and an application must

not allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item char *unsupported_algorithm

If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string describes the

algorithm that is not supported.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage

 : 1

@since{0.9.0}

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

@item unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

@since{1.11.2}

The message was made by a legacy algorithm without any integrity

protection.  This might be an old but legitimate message.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

@since{1.10.0}

The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant way.  This is a

specification in Germany for a restricted communication level.

 

@item gpgme_recipient_t recipients

@since{1.1.0}
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This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was encrypted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

@item char *session_key

@since{1.8.0}

 

A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the session key

used in symmetric encryption of the message, if the context has been

set to export session

 keys (see @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag,

"export-session-key"}), and a session key was available for the most

recent decryption operation.  Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

@code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns success

or @code{gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns true

(non-empty string).

 

@item char *symkey_algo

@since{1.11.0}

 

A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode using the

format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated non-MDC encryption mode of

OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} or @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start}

 operation.

If the operation failed this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Verify

@subsection Verify

@cindex verification

@cindex signature, verification
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@cindex cryptographic operation, verification

@cindex cryptographic operation, signature check

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex notation data

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify} verifies that the signature in the

data object @var{sig} is a valid signature.  If @var{sig} is a

detached signature, then the signed text should be provided in

@var{signed_text} and @var{plain} should be a null pointer.

Otherwise, if @var{sig} is a normal (or cleartext) signature,

@var{signed_text} should be a null pointer and @var{plain} should be a

writable data object

 that will contain the plaintext after successful

verification.

 

The results of the individual signature verifications can be retrieved

with @code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} does not contain any data to

verify, and passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started

 successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} or @var{plain} does not contain

any data to verify.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sig_notation_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code
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@item gpgme_sig_notation_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure in the

linked list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *name

The name of the notation field.  If this is @code{NULL}, then the

member @code{value} will contain a policy URL.

 

@item int name_len

The length of the @code{name} field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item char *value

The value of the notation field.  If @code{name} is @code{NULL}, then

this is a policy URL.

 

@item int value_len

The length of the @code{value}

 field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags associated

with the notation data in an accumulated form which can be used as an

argument to the function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add}.  The value

@code{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the

following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} symbol specifies that the

notation data is in human readable form

 

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} symbol specifies that the

notation data is critical.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int human_readable : 1

This is true if the @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} flag is

set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for notation data,

not for policy URLs.
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@item unsigned int critical : 1

This is true if the

 @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} flag is set and

false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and policy URLs.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_signature_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sigsum_t summary

This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.  It

provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the signature

status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see whether a

signature is valid without any restrictions. This means that

you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

@example

if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

@{

  ..do stuff if valid..

@}

else

@{

  ..do stuff if not fully valid..

@}

@end example

 

The defined bits are:

  @table @code

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

 The signature is fully valid.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

 The signature is good but one might want to display some extra

 information.  Check the other bits.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

 The signature is bad. It might be useful to check other bits and

 display more information, i.e. a revoked certificate might not render a
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 signature invalid when the message was received prior to the cause for

 the revocation.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

 The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

 The key or one of the certificates has expired. It is probably a good

 idea to display the date of the expiration.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

 The signature has expired.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

 Can't verify due to a missing key or certificate.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

 The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

 Available CRL is too

 old.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

 A policy requirement was not met.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

 A system error occurred.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

 A TOFU conflict was detected.

 @end table

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the following

status codes are of interest:

 

 @table @code

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

 This status indicates that the signature could be verified or that

 there is no signature.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures could be verified.

 

 Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could be found.  Check

 the @code{summary} field for that.
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 For example a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} returns a verification

 result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted but unsigned data.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

 the combined result this

 status means that all signatures are valid

 and expired.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

 verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used

 to verify the signature has been revoked.  For the combined result

 this status means that all signatures are valid and all keys are

 revoked.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

 This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

 result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

 This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

 a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

 signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

 This status indicates that there was some other

 error which prevented

 the signature verification.

 @end table

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

@item unsigned long timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item unsigned long exp_timestamp

The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the signature does

not expire.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.
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@item unsigned int pka_trust : 2

This is set to the trust information gained by means of the PKA system.

Values are:

 @table @code

 @item 0

       No PKA information available or verification not possible.

 @item 1

       PKA verification failed.

 @item 2

       PKA verification succeeded.

 @item 3

       Reserved for future use.

 @end table

Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may also be

reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

@item unsigned int chain_model : 1

@since{1.1.6}

 

This is true if the

 validity of the signature has been checked using the

chain model.  In the chain model the time the signature has been created

must be within the validity period of the certificate and the time the

certificate itself has been created must be within the validity period

of the issuing certificate.  In contrast the default validation model

checks the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate chain

at the current time.

 

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

The validity of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t validity_reason

If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item char *pka_address

The mailbox from the PKA information or @code{NULL}.

 

@item gpgme_key_t key

@since{1.7.0}
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An object describing the key used to create the signature.  This key

object may be incomplete in that it only conveys information

availabale

 directly with a signature.  It may also be @code{NULL} if

such information is not readily available.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_verify_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  After verifying a signature, you

can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.  If the operation failed this might be

a @code{NULL} pointer.  The structure contains the following member:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t signatures

A linked list with information about all signatures for which a

verification was attempted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The filename is

not covered by the signature.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

 

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.  Warning: This

flag is not covered by the signature.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_verify_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_verify},

@code{gpgme_op_verify_start}, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} or

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} operation, and if this operation

finished successfully (for @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} and

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start}, the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} counts as successful in this context).  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.
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@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Decrypt and Verify

@subsection Decrypt and Verify

@cindex decryption and verification

@cindex verification and decryption

@cindex signature check

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption and verification

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} decrypts the ciphertext in

the data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.  If @var{cipher} contains signatures, they will be

verified.

 

After the operation completed, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} and

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} can be used to retrieve more information

about the signatures.

 

If the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned, @var{cipher}

does not contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be

signed.  The information about detected signatures is available with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} in this case.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt,

 @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{cipher}, @var{plain} or @var{r_stat} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain
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any data to decrypt.

@end deftypefun

 

When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail

 address (the ``addr-spec'') from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal

functions in GPGME and GnuPG:

 

@deftypefun @w{char *} gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (@w{const char *@var{uid}})

 

@since{1.7.1}

 

Return the mail address (called ``addr-spec'' in RFC-5322) from the

string @var{uid} which is assumed to be a user id (called ``address''

in RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e. those with bit 7

cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must free

the result using @code{gpgme_free}.  Returns @code{NULL} if no valid

address was found (in which case @code{ERRNO} is set to @code{EINVAL})

or for other errors.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Sign

@subsection Sign

@cindex signature, creation

@cindex sign

@cindex cryptographic operation, signing

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of

keys used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is

applied to all following signing operations in

 this context (until the

set is changed).

 

@menu

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

@end menu

 

 

@node Selecting Signers

@subsubsection Selecting Signers

@cindex signature, selecting signers

@cindex signers, selecting
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The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_signers_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_clear} releases a reference for each

key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

context @var{ctx}.

 

Every context starts with an empty list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}})

The function

 @code{gpgme_signers_add} adds the key @var{key} to the

list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.

 

Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{unsigned int} gpgme_signers_count (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_signers_count} returns the number of signer keys in

the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{seq}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_enum} returns the @var{seq}th key in

the list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.  An additional reference

is acquired for the user.

 

If @var{seq} is out of range, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Creating a Signature

@subsubsection Creating a Signature

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_mode_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_mode_t} type is used to specify the desired type of a

signature.  The following modes are available:

 

@table @code

@item
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 GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext and the

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

A detached signature is made.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

A clear text signature is made.  The @acronym{ASCII} armor and text

mode settings of the context are ignored.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign} creates a signature for the text in

the data object @var{plain} and returns it in the data object

@var{sig}.  The type of the signature created is determined by the

@acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{sig}), the text mode attributes set for the context

@var{ctx} and the requested signature mode @var{mode}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.

 

If an S/MIME

 signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

the number of certificates to include in the message can be specified

with @code{gpgme_set_include_certs}.  @xref{Included Certificates}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

signature could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if the signature could not be created,

@code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the secret key

could not be retrieved, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY} if there are

invalid signers, and passes through any errors that are reported by the

crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait}

 on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the operation could be
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started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx},

@var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_new_signature_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_new_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sig_mode_t type

The type of this signature.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

The signature class of this signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item

 char *fpr

The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this signature.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sign_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  After successfully generating a

signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_signers

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which a

signature could not be created.

 

@item gpgme_new_signature_t signatures
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A linked list with information about all signatures created.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_sign_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was

 a @code{gpgme_op_sign},

@code{gpgme_op_sign_start}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} or

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} operation.  If that operation

failed, the function might return a @code{NULL} pointer. The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Signature Notation Data

@subsubsection Signature Notation Data

@cindex notation data

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex policy URL

 

Using the following functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data

to a signature.  This information is then available to the user when

the signature is verified.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} removes the notation data

from the context @var{ctx}.  Subsequent signing operations from this

context will not include any notation data.

 

Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @w{const char *@var{value}},

@w{gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} adds the notation data with

the name @var{name} and the value @var{value} to the context

@var{ctx}.

 

Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as well
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as any other notation data that was added since the creation of the

context or the last @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} operation.

 

The arguments @var{name} and @var{value} must be @code{NUL}-terminated

strings in human-readable form.  The flag

@code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} is implied

(non-human-readable notation data is currently not supported).  The

strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.

 

If @var{name} is @code{NULL}, then @var{value} should be a policy URL.

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} returns the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the notation data could be added

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} is not a valid

pointer, or if @var{name}, @var{value} and @var{flags} are an invalid

combination.  The function also passes through any errors that are

reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_get} returns the linked list of

notation data structures that are contained in the context @var{ctx}.

 

If @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data

added for this context, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Encrypt

@subsection Encrypt

@cindex encryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, encryption

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same

time.  The list of recipients is created independently of any context,

and then passed to the encryption operation.

 

@menu

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Encrypting a

 Plaintext

@subsubsection Encrypting a Plaintext
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} encrypts the plaintext in the

data object @var{plain} for the recipients @var{recp} and stores the

ciphertext in the data object @var{cipher}.  The type of the

ciphertext created is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if

that is not set, by the encoding specified for @var{cipher}) and the

text mode attributes set for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{recp} must be a @code{NULL}-terminated array of keys.  The user

must keep references for all keys during the whole duration of the

call (but see @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} for the requirements with

the asynchronous variant).

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST} symbol specifies that all the

recipients in @var{recp} should be trusted, even if the keys do not

have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should be used

with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any untrusted keys.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO} symbol specifies that no

default or hidden default recipients as configured in the crypto

backend should be included.  This can be useful for managing different

user profiles.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS} symbol specifies that the

plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.  This is

in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted message

may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

@itemx GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE} symbol is used with the UI Server

protocol to prepare an encryption
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 (i.e. sending the

@code{PREP_ENCRYPT} command).  With the

@code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN} symbol the UI Server is advised to

also expect a sign command.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC} symbol specifies that the

output should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even

if recipients are provided. This feature is only supported

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS} symbols requests that the

identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the ciphertext.

On the receiving side, the use of this flag may slow down the

decryption process because all available secret keys must be tried.

This flag is only honored for OpenPGP encryption.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP} symbol specifies that the input is an

OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart to

@code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP}.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

@since{1.11.0}

 

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} symbol requests that all

supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically valid mail

address.  If this is not the case the operation is not even tried and

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID} is returned.  Only the

address part of the key specification is conveyed to the backend.  As

of now the key must be specified using the @var{recpstring} argument

of the extended encrypt functions.  This feature is currently only

supported for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@end table

 

If @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} is returned, some recipients in

@var{recp} are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might

be encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in @var{cipher} (if

this happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about
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the invalid recipients is available with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.

 

If @var{recp} is @code{NULL}, symmetric rather than public key

encryption is performed.

  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be

deciphered with @code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.  Note that in this case the

crypto backend needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.

Symmetric encryption is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

crypto backend.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{recp}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{recp} contains some

invalid recipients, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

for the symmetric key could not be retrieved, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} initiates

 a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of this

call.  The user can release its references to the keys after this

function returns, even if the operation is not yet finished.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{rset} does not

contain any valid recipients.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}
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This is an extended

 version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create key objects.  Leading and trailing white space is

remove from each line in @var{recpstring}.  The keys are then passed

verbatim to the backend engine.

 

For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

@table @code

@item --hidden

@itemx --no-hidden

These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for all

following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is requested

the gpg option @option{-R} (or @option{-F} in file mode) is used

instead of @option{-r} (@option{-f} in file mode).

 

@item --file

@itemx

 --no-file

These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all following

key specification.  In file mode the option @option{-f} or @option{-F}

is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is required to handle

these options.  The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} flag is ignored

in file mode.

 

@item --

This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of the

string.  All keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

@end table

 

To create a @var{recpstring} it is often useful to employ a strconcat

style function.  For example this function creates a string to encrypt

to two keys:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

@{

 char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

 if (!result)

   @{ perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); @}
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 return result;

@}

@end example

 

Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

specifications starting

 with a double dash.  The used strconcat

function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

(aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME.  The number of arguments to

@code{gpgrt_strconcat} is limited to 47 but that should always be

sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to be

supplied the following code can be used:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

@{

 gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

 const char *s;

 void *result;

 

 memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

 if (!memfp)

   @{ perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); @}

 gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

 while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

   @{

     gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);

     gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

   @}

 gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

 if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

   @{ perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); @}

 if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

   @{ perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); @}

 return result;

@}

@end example

 

In this example @code{get_next_keyspec} is expected

 to return the next

key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

large number of recipients is often questionable due to security

reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

passed on the command line to @command{gpg} which has as a platform

specific length limitation.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there

 is no need

to first create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_encrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  After successfully encrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which

the data could not be encrypted.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_encrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start},

@code{gpgme_op_sign} or

 @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} operation.  If this

operation failed, this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} does a combined encrypt and

sign operation.  It is used like @code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, but the

ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in

@var{ctx}.

 

The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start}

 initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp}

 the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Miscellaneous

@section Miscellaneous

 operations

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

@menu

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates

@end menu

 

 

@node Running other Programs

@subsection Running other Programs

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend

engines.  Along with data abstraction object this subsystem can be

used to run arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related

to cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools

which are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible

with the GPGME API.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @
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            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_spawn} runs the program @var{file} with

the arguments taken from the NULL terminated array @var{argv}.  If no

arguments are required @var{argv} may be given as @code{NULL}.  In the

latter case or if @code{argv[0]} is the empty string, GPGME uses the

basename of @var{file} for @code{argv[0]}.  The file descriptors

@code{stdin}, @code{stdout}, and @code{stderr} are connected to the

data objects @var{datain}, @var{dataout}, and @var{dataerr}.  If NULL

is passed for one of these data objects the corresponding file

descriptor is connected to @file{/dev/null}.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new console for

the program.  This is useful for a GUI application which needs to call

a command line helper tool.

 

@item GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows

 this flag allows the called program to put itself into

the foreground.

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

@end deftypefun
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@node Using the Assuan protocol

@subsection Using the Assuan protocol

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.

By default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected

to arbitrary servers by using @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info},

passing the location of the servers socket as @var{file_name}

argument, and an empty string as @var{home_dir} argument.

 

The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to transfer

data:

 

@deftp {Data type}

 {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const void *@var{data}}, @

       @w{size_t @var{datalen}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any data sent by the server.  @var{opaque} is

the pointer passed to @code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start},

@var{data} of length @var{datalen} refers to the data sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}}, @w{gpgme_data_t *@var{r_data}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to

@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{name} and @var{args}

specify what kind of data the server requested, and @var{r_data} is

used to return the actual data.

 

Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in @acronym{GPGME}.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) @

    

  (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to
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@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{status} and @var{args}

denote the status update sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}})

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

Any callback may be @code{NULL}.  The result of the operation may be

retrieved using @code{gpgme_wait_ext}.

 

Asynchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{op_err}})

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

The result of the operation is returned in @var{op_err}.

 

Synchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Checking for updates

@subsection How to check for software updates

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG.  GPGME can be used to

access this online database and check whether a new version of a

software package is available.
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@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_query_swdb_result_t}

@since{1.8.0}

 

This

 is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  After success full call to that

function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result}.  The structure contains the

following member:

 

@table @code

@item name

This is the name of the package.

 

@item iversion

The currently installed version or an empty string.  This value is

either a copy of the argument given to @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} or

the version of the installed software as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

@item created

This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers has

originally be created by the GnuPG project.

 

@item retrieved

This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

@item warning

If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of the

information in this structure are not properly set.  For example if

the version number of the installed software could not be figured out,

the

 @code{update} flag may not reflect a required update status.

 

@item update

If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

@item urgent

If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

@item noinfo

If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

@item unknown

If this flag is set the given @code{name} is not known.

 

@item tooold

If this flag is set the available information is not fresh enough.
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@item error

If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

@item version

The version string of the latest released version.

 

@item reldate

The release date of the latest released version.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

            @w{const char *@var{name}},      @

            @w{const char *@var{iversion}},  @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

Query the software version database for software package @var{name}

and check against the installed

 version given by @var{iversion}.  If

@var{iversion} is given as @code{NULL} a check is only done if GPGME

can figure out the version by itself (for example when using

"gpgme" or "gnupg").  If @code{NULL} is used for @var{name} the

current gpgme version is checked.  @var{reserved} must be set to 0.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_query_swdb_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb}.  If that call failed, the result might

be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until

the next operation is started on the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@noindent

Here is an example on how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

@example
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#include

 <gpgme.h>

 

int

main (void)

@{

 gpg_error_t err;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;

 

 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (err)

   fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

 else

   @{

     gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

     err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

     if (err)

       fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

     else

       @{

         result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

         if (!result)

           fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

         if (!result->warning && !result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                   result->iversion);

         else if (!result->warning && result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                   result->iversion, result->version);

         else

           fprintf (stderr, "error finding the

 update status\n");

       @}

     gpgme_release (ctx);

   @}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node Run Control

@section Run Control

@cindex run control

@cindex cryptographic operation, running
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@acronym{GPGME} supports running operations synchronously and

asynchronously.  You can use asynchronous operation to set up a

context up to initiating the desired operation, but delay performing

it to a later point.

 

Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when @acronym{GPGME} runs.  This ensures that @acronym{GPGME} only

runs when necessary and also prevents it from blocking for a long

time.

 

@menu

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

@end menu

 

 

@node Waiting For Completion

@subsection Waiting For Completion

@cindex cryptographic operation, wait for

@cindex wait for completion

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{status}}, @w{int

@var{hang}})

The function @code{gpgme_wait} continues the pending operation within

the context @var{ctx}.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

between @acronym{GPGME} and the crypto backend and watches over the

run time status of the backend process.

 

If @var{hang} is true, the function does not return until the

operation is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not

block for a long time.

 

The error status of the finished operation is returned in @var{status}

if @code{gpgme_wait} does not return @code{NULL}.

 

The @var{ctx} argument can be @code{NULL}.  In that case,

@code{gpgme_wait} waits for any context to complete its operation.

 

@code{gpgme_wait} can be used only in conjunction with any context

that has a pending operation initiated with one of the

@code{gpgme_op_*_start} functions except @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start}

and @code{gpgme_op_trustlist_start} (for

 which you should use the

corresponding @code{gpgme_op_*_next} functions).  If @var{ctx} is

@code{NULL}, all of such contexts are waited upon and possibly

returned.  Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key
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and trust item list operations, do not affect @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

@code{gpgme_wait} at any time, regardless of whether @var{ctx} is specified

or not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start asynchronous

operations while a thread is running in @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

The function returns the @var{ctx} of the context which has finished

the operation.  If @var{hang} is false, and the timeout expires,

@code{NULL} is returned and @code{*status} will be set to 0.  If an

error occurs, @code{NULL} is returned and the error is returned in

@code{*status}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Using External Event Loops

@subsection Using External Event

 Loops

@cindex event loop, external

 

@acronym{GPGME} hides the complexity of the communication between the

library and the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that

the calling thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data

returned by the crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in

particular if they are interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.

OTOH, if @code{gpgme_wait} is used without the @var{hang} option being

enabled, it might be called unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that

could be used otherwise.

 

The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  @acronym{GPGME} will provide the

user with the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the

callback functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is

ready for reading or writing.  It is then the user's responsibility to

decide when to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the

callback functions.  Usually this is done in an event

 loop, that also

checks for events in other parts of the program.  If the callback

functions are only called when the file descriptors are ready,

@acronym{GPGME} will never block.  This gives the user more control

over the program flow, and allows to perform other tasks when

@acronym{GPGME} would block otherwise.

 

By using this advanced mechanism, @acronym{GPGME} can be integrated

smoothly into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded

programs.
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@menu

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with Qt.

@end menu

 

 

@node I/O Callback Interface

@subsubsection I/O Callback Interface

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t

 (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} wants to register as I/O callback handlers using the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} functions provided by the user.

 

@var{data} and @var{fd} are provided by @acronym{GPGME} when the I/O

callback handler is registered, and should be passed through to the

handler when it is invoked by the user because it noticed activity on

the file descriptor @var{fd}.

 

The callback handler always returns @code{0}, but you should consider

the return value to be reserved for later use.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}},

@w{int @var{dir}}, @w{gpgme_io_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{fnc_data}}, @w{void **@var{tag}})}

@tindex gpgme_register_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can

be called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O callback

 function

@var{fnc} for the file descriptor @var{fd} with the user.

@var{fnc_data} should be passed as the first argument to @var{fnc}

when the handler is invoked (the second argument should be @var{fd}).

If @var{dir} is 0, @var{fnc} should be called by the user when

@var{fd} is ready for writing.  If @var{dir} is 1, @var{fnc} should be

called when @var{fd} is ready for reading.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always

be passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

which the file descriptor should be added.
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@acronym{GPGME} will call this function when a crypto operation is

initiated in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback

handler functions with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs}.  It can also call this

function when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file descriptor

associated to this context.

 

The

 user should return a unique handle in @var{tag} identifying this

I/O callback registration, which will be passed to the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function without interpretation when the file

descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{tag}})}

The @code{gpgme_remove_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O callback handler that was

registered before.  @var{tag} is the handle that was returned by the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} for this I/O callback.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function when a crypto operation is in

an I/O callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

destroyed while an operation is pending.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_event_io_t}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

The @code{gpgme_event_io_t} type specifies the type of an event that is

reported to the user by @acronym{GPGME} as a consequence of an I/O

operation.

  The following events are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_EVENT_START

The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to run the

registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that registered I/O

callback handlers must not be run before this event is signalled.

@var{type_data} is @code{NULL} and reserved for later use.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_DONE

The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this operation

was removed.  The accompanying @var{type_data} points to a

@code{struct gpgme_io_event_done_data} variable that contains the

status of the operation that finished.  This event is signalled after

the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

In a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation, the next key was

received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying @var{type_data} is
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a @code{gpgme_key_t} variable that contains the key with one reference

for the user.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}},

 @w{gpgme_event_io_t @var{type}}, @w{void *@var{type_data}})}

The @code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for an operation running

in a context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always be

passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

this event has occurred.

 

@var{type} will specify the type of event that has occurred.

@var{type_data} specifies the event further, as described in the above

list of possible @code{gpgme_event_io_t} types.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function in an I/O callback handler.

@end deftp

 

 

@node Registering I/O Callbacks

@subsubsection Registering I/O Callbacks

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_io_cbs}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

This structure

 is used to store the I/O callback interface functions

described in the previous section.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

@item void *add_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{add} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should be added.

 

@item gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.
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@item gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for

an operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start event

must be processed.

 

@item void *event_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{event} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine

 the context in which the event has occurred.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} enables the I/O callback

interface for the context @var{ctx}.  The I/O callback functions are

specified by @var{io_cbs}.

 

If @var{io_cbs}->@code{add} is @code{NULL}, the I/O callback interface

is disabled for the context, and normal operation is restored.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_io_cbs} returns the I/O callback

functions set with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} in @var{io_cbs}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 

To actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by @acronym{GPGME} to register and

unregister file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually

monitor these

 file descriptors for activity and call the appropriate

I/O callbacks.

 

The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can

run concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized

structure because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto

operation in @acronym{GPGME} is not predictable.

 

@example

#include <assert.h>
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#include <errno.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <pthread.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

/* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

struct op_result

@{

 int done;

 gpgme_error_t err;

@};

 

/* The following structure holds the data associated with one I/O

callback.  */

struct one_fd

@{

 int fd;

 int dir;

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 void *loop;

@};

 

struct event_loop

@{

 pthread_mutex_t lock;

#define MAX_FDS 32

 /* Unused slots are marked with FD being

 -1.  */

 struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

@};

@end example

 

The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

@example

gpgme_error_t

add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

	   void **r_tag)

@{

 struct event_loop *loop = data;

 struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

 int i;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   @{
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     if (fds[i].fd == -1)

	@{

	  fds[i].fd = fd;

	  fds[i].dir = dir;

	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

	  fds[i].loop = loop;

	  break;

	@}

   @}

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 if (i == MAX_FDS)

   return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

 *r_tag = &fds[i];

 return 0;

@}

 

void

remove_io_cb (void *tag)

@{

 struct one_fd *fd = tag;

 struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 fd->fd = -1;

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

@}

 

void

event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

@{

 struct op_result *result = data;

 

 /* We

 don't support list operations here.  */

 if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

   @{

     result->done = 1;

     result->err = *type_data;

   @}

@}

@end example

 

The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

@example

int
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do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

@{

 fd_set rfds;

 fd_set wfds;

 int i, n;

 int any = 0;

 struct timeval tv;

 struct one_fd *fdlist = loop->fds;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 FD_ZERO (&rfds);

 FD_ZERO (&wfds);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

     FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

 tv.tv_sec = 0;

 tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

 do

   @{

     n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

   @}

 while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

 if (n < 0)

   return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

   @{

     if (fdlist[i].fd

 != -1)

	@{

	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

	    @{

	      assert (n);

	      n--;

	      any = 1;

             /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

             pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

             pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

	    @}

	@}

   @}
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 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 return any;

@}

 

void

wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

@{

 int ret;

 

 do

   @{

     ret = do_select (loop);

   @}

 while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

@}

@end example

 

The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

@example

int

main (int argc, char *argv[])

@{

 struct event_loop loop;

 struct op_result result;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_error_t err;

 gpgme_data_t sig, text;

 int i;

 pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

 struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

 @{

   add_io_cb,

    &loop,

   remove_io_cb,

   event_io_cb,

   &result

 @};

 

 init_gpgme ();

 

 /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

 /* The mutex must be recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

    lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

 pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

 pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

 pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);
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 pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   loop.fds[i].fd = -1;

 

 /* Initialize the result structure.  */

 result.done = 0;

 

 err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

 if (!err)

   err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

 if (!err)

   err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (!err)

   @{

      gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

      err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

   @}

 if (err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

     exit (1);

 

   @}

 

 wait_for_op (&loop, &result);

 if (!result.done)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

     exit (1);

   @}

 if (!result.err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

     exit (1);

   @}

 /* Evaluate verify result.  */

 @dots{}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GTK+

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example GTK+

@cindex GTK+, using @acronym{GPGME} with
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The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate @acronym{GPGME}

with the GTK+ event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this

can be done using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback

functions.  In this example, the private data of the register I/O

callback function is unused.  The event notifications is missing

because it does not require any GTK+ specific setup.

 

@example

#include <gtk/gtk.h>

 

struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 guint input_handler_id

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb

 (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                              void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;

 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                  ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                  : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                              my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                              0, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}
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@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GDK

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 GDK

@cindex GDK, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the GDK event loop.  The following code snippets

shows how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any GDK specific setup.

 

It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

@example

#include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 gint tag;

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

             

                 void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;
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 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                 my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example Qt

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example Qt

@cindex Qt, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the Qt event loop.  The following code snippets

show how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any Qt specific setup.

 

@example

#include <qsocketnotifier.h>

#include <qapplication.h>

 

struct IOCB @{

 IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

   : func(

 f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) @{@}

 GpgmeIOCb func;

 void * data;

 QSocketNotifier * notifier;

@}

 

class MyApp : public QApplication @{

 

 // ...

 

 static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                      GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                      void ** tag ) @{

   QSocketNotifier * n =

     new QSocketNotifier( fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                  : QSocketNotifier::Write );

   connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

            qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

   qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

   *tag = (void*)n;

 @}
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 static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) @{

   if ( !tag ) return;

   QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier == n ) @{

       delete it->notifier;

       qApp->mIOCBs.erase(

 it );

       return;

     @}

 @}

 

public slots:

 void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) @{

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

       (*(it->func)) ( it->func_data, fd );

 @}

 

 // ...

 

private:

 QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

 // ...

@};

@end example

 

 

@node Cancellation

@subsection Cancellation

@cindex cryptographic operation, aborting

@cindex cryptographic operation, cancelling

@cindex aborting operations

@cindex cancelling operations

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.

@acronym{GPGME} provides two different functions to achieve that.  The

function @code{gpgme_cancel} takes effect immediately.  When it

returns, the operation is effectively canceled.  However, it has some

limitations and can not be used with synchronous operations.  In

contrast, the function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} can be used with any

context and from

 any thread, but it is not guaranteed to take effect

immediately.  Instead, cancellation occurs at the next possible time

(typically the next time I/O occurs in the target context).
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@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{0.4.5}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This only works if you use the

global event loop or your own event loop.

 

If you use the global event loop, you must not call @code{gpgme_wait}

during cancellation.  After successful

cancellation, you can call @code{gpgme_wait} (optionally waiting on

@var{ctx}), and the context @var{ctx} will appear as if it had

finished with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL}.

 

If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the

event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O callbacks

for this context will be unregistered, and a @code{GPGME_EVENT_DONE}

event

 with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL} will be signalled.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.7}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This can be called by any thread

at any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the next

time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

@c **********************************************************

@c *******************  Appendices  *************************

@c **********************************************************

 

@include uiserver.texi

 

@node Debugging

@appendix How to solve problems

@cindex
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 debug

@cindex GPGME_DEBUG

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and thus

there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like @acronym{GPGME} and of

course also for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how

to solve such problems.

 

First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is

to run the desired operation using @command{gpg} or @command{gpgsm} on

the command line.  If you can't figure out why things don't work, you

may use @acronym{GPGME}'s built in trace feature.  This feature is

either enabled using the environment variable @code{GPGME_DEBUG} or,

if this is not possible, by calling the function

@code{gpgme_set_global_flag}.  The value is the trace level and

an optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to @code{stderr}.

 

@noindent

For example

@smallexample

GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

@end

 smallexample

@noindent

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful

to understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may

reveal sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in

your application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that

you run your tests only with play data.

 

 

@node Deprecated Functions

@appendix Deprecated Functions

@cindex deprecated

 

For backward compatibility @acronym{GPGME} has a number of functions,

data types and constants which are deprecated and should not be used

anymore.  We document here those which are really old to help

understanding old code and to allow migration
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 to their modern

counterparts.

 

@strong{Warning:} These interfaces will be removed in a future version

of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_release (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_release} is equivalent to

@code{gpgme_key_unref}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}}, @w{int *@var{nr}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_ext} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

 if (!err)

   @{

     gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

     *nr = result->considered;

   @}

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{gpgme_status_code_t @var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_edit_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_edit_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls

 if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The

status code @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are passed

through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  The file

descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal status messages.  If @var{status}

indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to the

command should be written to @var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is provided

by the user at start of operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}},

@w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the edit callback function @var{FNC} with the

handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback

 is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

edit operation completes successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer, and any error returned

by the crypto engine or the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact_start} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_edit} operation.

  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated, please use @code{gpgme_op_interact}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.
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The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit} is analogous to

@code{gpgme_op_edit}, but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated,

 please use @code{gpgme_op_interact_start}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_card_edit} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int

(*@var{readfunc})} (@w{void *@var{hook}}, @w{char *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{count}}, @w{size_t

*@var{nread}}), @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the callback function @var{readfunc}

to retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

@acronym{GPGME}

 provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

The callback function receives @var{hook_value} as its first argument

whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to @var{count} bytes in

@var{buffer}, and return the number of bytes actually read in

@var{nread}.  It may return @code{0} in @var{nread} if no data is

currently available.  To indicate @code{EOF} the function should

return with an error code of @code{-1} and set @var{nread} to

@code{0}.  The callback function may support to reset its internal

read pointer if it is invoked with @var{buffer} and @var{nread} being

@code{NULL} and @var{count} being @code{0}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{readfunc} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})
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The function @code{gpgme_data_rewind}

 is equivalent to:

 

@example

 return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

   ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key or trust item

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_FPR

This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be used.  It

is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond

to the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_LEN

This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration time of

 a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is a user ID.  There can be more than one user IDs in a

@var{gpgme_key_t} object.  The first one (with index 0) is the primary

user ID.  The user ID is representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY

This is the validity belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string and as a number.  See below for a list of available validities.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the user ID is revoked, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable as a

number,

 and is @code{1} if the user ID is invalid, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

This returns information about the type of key.  For the string function

this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The integer function returns 0

for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is invalid, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is expired, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

This specifies if a sub key is disabled.

  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is disabled, and @code{0} otherwise.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

representable as a string.  The string contains the letter ``e'' if

the key can be used for encryption, ``s'' if the key can be used for

signatures, and ``c'' if the key can be used for certifications.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is

representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be used

for encryption, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data signatures.  It

is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for signatures, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key certificates.

It is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for certifications,

 and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is representable as

a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification chain.  It

is representable as a string.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_string_attr} returns the value of the

string-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.
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The function returns @code{0}

 if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range,

or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of the

number-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the attribute can't be returned as a

number, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range, or

@var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c Key Signatures

@c

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS}

 mode

enabled, because it is expensive to retrieve all signatures of a key.

 

So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function @code{gpgme_get_key}.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key signature

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of the key which was used for the signature.  It is

representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It is

representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond to

the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration

 time of the signature.  It is representable as

a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user ID is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.  It is

representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and

@code{0} otherwise.

 

@c @item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

@c This specifies if a key signature is expired.  It is representable as

@c a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0}

@c otherwise.

@c

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific

 to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

This is the same value as returned by @code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table
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@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr} returns the value of

the string-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.

 

The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved}

 not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of

the number-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_stat_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_stat_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_stat_t} type holds the result of a signature check, or

the combined result of all signatures.  The following results are

possible:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

This status should not occur

 in normal operation.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are valid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP
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This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

the combined result this status means that all signatures are valid

and expired.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

This

 status indicates that the signature data provided was not a real

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR

This status indicates that there was some other error which prevented

the signature verification.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

For the combined result this status means that at least two signatures

have a different status.  You can get each key's status with

@code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_status (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_sig_stat_t *@var{r_stat}}, @w{time_t *@var{r_created}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_status} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;
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     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return NULL;

 

 if (r_stat)

   @{

     switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

	@{

	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

	

  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

	  break;

 

	default:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	  break;

	@}

   @}

 if (r_created)

   *r_created = sig->timestamp;

 return sig->fpr;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_string_attr} is equivalent to:
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@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return

 NULL;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

     return sig->fpr;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

     if (whatidx == 1)

       return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

     else

	return "";

   default:

     break;

   @}

 

 return NULL;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{
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     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return 0;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:

     return sig->timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

     return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

     return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

      switch (sig->status)

	@{

	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

	default:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	@}

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

     return sig->summary;

 

   default:

     break;

   @}
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 return 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_key} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return gpg_error

 (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

 return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

 

 

@include lesser.texi

 

@include gpl.texi

 

@node Concept Index

@unnumbered Concept Index

 

@printindex cp

 

@node Function and Data Index

@unnumbered Function and Data Index

 

@printindex fn

 

 

@bye
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(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p193:5*n^f"Q'R0_6<ymec	\=c7S8u[5

ZF'xf5yi9F@T=KhZdU0(k5nZEI/	R]njVITPU$W<xs-Yx)(1:g1:)(1:y192:O9GNR{?]Y_W[FD*zuRmk%'R\'>>e9pe

eU)uS%VJ!5F)yH*O

]l'7{@wJmQP^jurx'V2H2j[G{q_"8()(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:o"%7:5242880)16:Hs*}u

)256:Gzk3%\Kb2=oOO@,}eBBI3F|OQP3eD%n,;~L-6UH^=64i);l

e+sG"(mlH_2sn_BBO7hRcZUt(p6,{5|37C3m8EY9=gQ	)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070148)))

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFsMHecBCACqdJgqa+CeNYwPCK+MpOwAV6uFVjDyO2LmOs6+XfDWRBU/Zjtz

8zdYNKSbLjkWN4ujV5aiyA7MtEofszzYLEoKUt1wiDScHMpW8qmEFDvl9g26MeAV

rTno9D5KodHvEIs8wnrqBs8ix0WLbh6J1Dtt8HQgIbN+v3gaRQrgBFe6z2ZYpHHx

ZfOu3iFKlm2WE/NekRkvvFIo3ApGvRhGIYw6JMmugBlo7s5xosJK0I9dkPGlEEtt

aF1RkcMj8sWG9vHAXcjlGgFfXSN9YLppydXpkuZGm4+gjLB2a3rbQCZVFnxCyG4O

ybjkP8Jw6Udm89bK2ucYFfjdrmYn/nJqRxeNABEBAAG0I1Rlc3QgTm9Qcml2S2V5

IDxub2JvZHlAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmc+iQFOBBMBCAA4FiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZou

EzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwMFCwkIBwIGFQoJCAsCBBYCAwECHgECF4AACgkQTZouEzBB

U9F+qwf/SHj4uRnTWgyJ71FBxQDYCBq3jbi6e7hMkRPbJyJdnPIMAb2p0PJjBgjW

0pp4+kDPZans3UDHbma1u/SFI4/y6isJiK94Bk5xp5YliLGnUceTjgDFe6lBhfQ1

zVWZC/NF3tPgbziIxXQTNt34nS+9dbV/QFDLW0POcN7C0jR/hgkBjMEH2PezWhSj

mL/yLfLfUYAoxVpXjfC5aPJKqw0tR7m5ibznjCphE+FUMRg8EOmJcg6soeJ5QspU

k2dPN3+Y0zCTNRgAHEI+yIQbM6pio6v2c+UCtT1QhW4xSI38/kcEG8QiM55r1TUy

FcWAY5n5t1nNZtMxxse3LqEon3rKiLkBDQRbDB3nAQgAqfAjSjcngERtM+ZYOwN0

QF2v2FuEuMe8mhju7Met7SN2zGv1LnjhTNshEa9IABEfjZirE2Tqx4xCWDwDedK4

u1ToFvcnuAMnq2O47Sh+eTypsf6WPFtPBWf6ctKY31hFXjgoyDBULBvl43XU/D9C

Mt7nsKDPYHVrrnge/qWPYVcb+cO0sSwNImMcwQSdTQ3VBq7MeNS9ZeBcXi+XCjhN

kjNum2AQqpkHHDQV7871yQ8RIILvZSSfkLb0/SNDU+bGaw2G3lcyKdIfZi2EWWZT

oCbH38I/+LV7nAEe4zFpHwW8X0Dkx2aLgxe6UszDH9L3eGhTLpJhOSiaanG+zZKm

+QARAQABiQE2BBgBCAAgFiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZouEzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwwA

CgkQTZouEzBBU9H5TQgAolWvIsez/WW8N2tmZEnX0LOFNB+1S4L4X983njwNdoVI

w19pbj+8RIHF/H9kcPGi7jK96gvlykQn3uez/95D2AiRFW5KYdOouFisKgHpv8Ay

BrhclHv11yK+X/0iTD0scYaG7np5162xLkaxSO9hsz2fGv20RKaXCWkI69fWw0BR

XlI5pZh2YFei2ZhH/tIMIW65h3w0gtgaZBBdpZTOOW4zvghyN+0MSObqkI1BvUJu

caDFI4d6ZTmp5SY+pZyktZ4bg/vMH5VFxdIKgbLx9uVeTvOupvbAW0TNulYGUBQE

nm+S0zr3W18t64e4sS3oHse8zCqo1iiImpba6F1Oaw==

=y6DD

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

;;;; gpgme.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.

;;;
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;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

;;; TODO

 

;;; Set up the library.

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

(deftype byte-array ()

 '(simple-array (unsigned-byte 8) (*)))

 

(deftype character-array ()

 '(simple-array character (*)))

 

;;;

 Debugging.

 

(defvar *debug* nil "If debugging output should be given or not.")

 

;;; Load the foreign library.

 

(define-foreign-library libgpgme

 (:unix "libgpgme.so")

 (t (:default "libgpgme")))

 

(use-foreign-library libgpgme)

 

;;; System dependencies.

 

; Access to ERRNO.

(defcfun ("strerror" c-strerror) :string

 (err :int))

 

(defun get-errno ()

 *errno*)

 

(defun set-errno (errno)

 (setf *errno* errno))

 

(define-condition system-error (error)

 ((errno :initarg :errno :reader system-error-errno))
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 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	     (format stream "System error: ~A: ~A"

		     (system-error-errno c)

		     (c-strerror (system-error-errno c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when an errno is encountered."))

 

; Needed to write passphrases.

(defcfun ("write" c-write) ssize-t

 (fd :int)

 (buffer :string) ; Actually :pointer, but we only need string.

 (size size-t))

 

(defun system-write (fd buffer size)

 (let ((res (c-write fd buffer size)))

   (when (< res 0) (error 'system-error

 :errno (get-errno)))

   res))

 

;;;

;;; C Interface Definitions

;;;

 

;;; Data Type Interface

 

;;; Some new data types used for easier translation.

 

;;; The number of include certs.  Translates to NIL for default.

(defctype cert-int-t

   (:wrapper :int

    :from-c translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; A string that may be NIL to indicate a null pointer.

(defctype string-or-nil-t

   (:wrapper :string

    :to-c translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; Some opaque data types used by GPGME.

 

(defctype gpgme-ctx-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME context type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-data-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME data object type.")
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;;; Wrappers for the libgpg-error library.

 

(defctype gpgme-error-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign)

 "The

 GPGME error type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-error-no-signal-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign)

 "The GPGME error type (this version does not signal conditions in translation.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-code-t gpg-error::gpg-err-code-t

 "The GPGME error code type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-source-t gpg-error::gpg-err-source-t

 "The GPGME error source type.")

 

(defun gpgme-err-make (source code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code and source."

 (gpg-err-make source code))

 

(defun gpgme-error (code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code."

 (gpgme-err-make :gpg-err-source-gpgme code))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code (err)

 "Retrieve an error code from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-code err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-source (err)

 "Retrieve an error source from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-source err))

 

(defun gpgme-strerror (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error code."

 (gpg-strerror err))

 

(defun

 gpgme-strsource (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error source."

 (gpg-strsource err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-from-errno (err)

 "Retrieve the error code for the system error.  If the system error
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  is not mapped, :gpg-err-unknown-errno is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-from-errno err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-to-errno (code)

 "Retrieve the system error for the error code.  If this is not a

  system error, 0 is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-to-errno code))

 

(defun gpgme-err-make-from-errno (source err)

 (gpg-err-make-from-errno source err))

 

(defun gpgme-error-from-errno (err)

 (gpg-error-from-errno err))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-data-encoding-t

 "The possible encoding mode of gpgme-data-t objects."

 (:none 0)

 (:binary 1)

 (:base64 2)

 (:armor 3)

 (:url 4)

 (:urlesc 5)

 (:url0 6)

 (:mime 7))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-pubkey-algo-t

 "Public key algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:rsa 1)

 (:rsa-e 2)

 (:rsa-s 3)

 (:elg-e 16)

 (:dsa 17)

 (:ecc 18)

 (:elg 20)

  (:ecdsa 301)

 (:ecdh 302)

 (:eddsa 303))

 

(defcenum gpgme-hash-algo-t

 "Hash algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:none 0)

 (:md5 1)

 (:sha1 2)

 (:rmd160 3)
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 (:md2 5)

 (:tiger 6)

 (:haval 7)

 (:sha256 8)

 (:sha384 9)

 (:sha512 10)

 (:sha224 11)

 (:md4 301)

 (:crc32 302)

 (:crc32-rfc1510 303)

 (:crc24-rfc2440 304))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-sig-mode-t

 "The available signature modes."

 (:none 0)

 (:detach 1)

 (:clear 2))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-validity-t

 "The available validities for a trust item or key."

 (:unknown 0)

 (:undefined 1)

 (:never 2)

 (:marginal 3)

 (:full 4)

 (:ultimate 5))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-protocol-t

 "The available protocols."

 (:openpgp 0)

 (:cms 1)

 (:gpgconf 2)

 (:assuan 3)

 (:g13 4)

 (:uiserver 5)

 (:spawn 6)

 (:default 254)

 (:unknown 255))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-mode-t :unsigned-int)
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 "The available keylist mode flags."

 (:local 1)

 (:extern 2)

 (:sigs 4)

 (:sig-notations)

 (:with-secret 16)

 (:with-tofu 32)

 (:ephemeral

 128)

 (:validate 256))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "The available signature notation flags."

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defctype gpgme-sig-notation-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign)

 "Signature notation pointer type.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-sig-notation

 "Signature notations."

 (next gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (name :pointer)

 (value :pointer)

 (name-len :int)

 (value-len :int)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-status-code-t

 "The possible status codes for the edit operation."

 (:eof 0)

 (:enter 1)

 (:leave 2)

 (:abort 3)

 (:goodsig 4)

 (:badsig 5)
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 (:errsig 6)

 (:badarmor 7)

 (:rsa-or-idea 8)

 (:keyexpired 9)

 (:keyrevoked 10)

 (:trust-undefined 11)

 (:trust-never

 12)

 (:trust-marginal 13)

 (:trust-fully 14)

 (:trust-ultimate 15)

 (:shm-info 16)

 (:shm-get 17)

 (:shm-get-bool 18)

 (:shm-get-hidden 19)

 (:need-passphrase 20)

 (:validsig 21)

 (:sig-id 22)

 (:enc-to 23)

 (:nodata 24)

 (:bad-passphrase 25)

 (:no-pubkey 26)

 (:no-seckey 27)

 (:need-passphrase-sym 28)

 (:decryption-failed 29)

 (:decryption-okay 30)

 (:missing-passphrase 31)

 (:good-passphrase 32)

 (:goodmdc 33)

 (:badmdc 34)

 (:errmdc 35)

 (:imported 36)

 (:import-ok 37)

 (:import-problem 38)

 (:import-res 39)

 (:file-start 40)

 (:file-done 41)

 (:file-error 42)

 (:begin-decryption 43)

 (:end-decryption 44)

 (:begin-encryption 45)

 (:end-encryption 46)

 (:delete-problem 47)

 (:get-bool 48)

 (:get-line 49)

 (:get-hidden 50)

 (:got-it 51)

 (:progress 52)
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 (:sig-created 53)

 (:session-key 54)

 (:notation-name 55)

 (:notation-data 56)

 (:policy-url 57)

 (:begin-stream 58)

 (:end-stream 59)

 (:key-created 60)

 (:userid-hint 61)

 (:unexpected

 62)

 (:inv-recp 63)

 (:no-recp 64)

 (:already-signed 65)

 (:sigexpired 66)

 (:expsig 67)

 (:expkeysig 68)

 (:truncated 69)

 (:error 70)

 (:newsig 71)

 (:revkeysig 72)

 (:sig-subpacket 73)

 (:need-passphrase-pin 74)

 (:sc-op-failure 75)

 (:sc-op-success 76)

 (:cardctrl 77)

 (:backup-key-created 78)

 (:pka-trust-bad 79)

 (:pka-trust-good 80)

 (:plaintext 81)

 (:inv-sgnr 82)

 (:no-sgnr 83)

 (:success 84)

 (:decryption-info 85)

 (:plaintext-length 86)

 (:mountpoint 87)

 (:pinentry-launched 88)

 (:attribute 89)

 (:begin-signing 90)

 (:key-not-created 91)

 (:inquire-maxlen 92)

 (:failure 93)

 (:key-considered 94)

 (:tofu-user 95)

 (:tofu-stats 96)

 (:tofu-stats-long 97)

 (:notation-flags 98)

 (:decryption-compliance-mode 99)
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 (:verification-compliance-mode 100))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-engine-info-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-to-foreign)

 "The engine information structure pointer type.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-engine-info

  "Engine information."

 (next gpgme-engine-info-t)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name :string)

 (version :string)

 (req-version :string)

 (home-dir :string))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-subkey-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign)

 "A subkey from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-subkey-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The subkey bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512)

 (:is-cardkey 1024)

 (:is-de-vs 2048))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-subkey

 "Subkey from a key."

 (next gpgme-subkey-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-subkey-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (length :unsigned-int)

 (keyid :string)
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 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (fpr :string)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-sig-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign)

  "A signature on a user ID.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-sig-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key signature bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:invalid 4)

 (:exportable 16))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key-sig

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (next gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-sig-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (-class :unsigned-int)

 (uid :string)

 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-user-id-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign)

 "A user ID from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-user-id-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The user ID bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:invalid 2))
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(defcstruct gpgme-user-id

 "A user ID from a key."

 (next

 gpgme-user-id-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-user-id-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (uid :string)

 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (signatures gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (-last-keysig gpgme-key-sig-t))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign)

 "A key from the keyring.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (-refs :unsigned-int)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-bitfield)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (issuer-serial :string)

 (issuer-name :string)

 (chain-id :string)

 (owner-trust gpgme-validity-t)

 (subkeys gpgme-subkey-t)

 (uids gpgme-user-id-t)

 (-last-subkey gpgme-subkey-t)

  (-last-uid gpgme-user-id-t)

 (keylist-mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))
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;;;

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-passphrase-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-progress-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-edit-cb-t :pointer)

 

 

;;;

;;; Function Interface

;;;

 

;;; Context management functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_new" c-gpgme-new) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_release" c-gpgme-release) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_protocol" c-gpgme-set-protocol) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol" c-gpgme-get-protocol) gpgme-protocol-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol_name" c-gpgme-get-protocol-name) :string

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_armor" c-gpgme-set-armor) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_armor" c-gpgme-get-armor) :boolean

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_textmode" c-gpgme-set-textmode) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_textmode" c-gpgme-get-textmode) :boolean

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))
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(defconstant +include-certs-default+ -256)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_include_certs" c-gpgme-set-include-certs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (nr-of-certs cert-int-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_include_certs" c-gpgme-get-include-certs) cert-int-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode)

   gpgme-keylist-mode-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-passphrase-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-get-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_progress_cb"

 c-gpgme-set-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-progress-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_progress_cb" c-gpgme-get-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_locale" c-gpgme-set-locale) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (category :int)

 (value string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info)

   gpgme-engine-info-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))
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(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir string-or-nil-t))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_pubkey_algo_name" c-gpgme-pubkey-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_hash_algo_name" c-gpgme-hash-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_clear" c-gpgme-signers-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_add" c-gpgme-signers-add)

 gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_enum" c-gpgme-signers-enum) gpgme-key-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (seq :int))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_clear" c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_add" c-gpgme-sig-notation-add) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (name :string)

 (value string-or-nil-t)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_get" c-gpgme-sig-notation-get)

   gpgme-sig-notation-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Run Control.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.
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(defctype gpgme-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-register-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-remove-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcenum gpgme-event-io-t

 "The possible events on I/O event callbacks."

 (:start 0)

 (:done 1)

 (:next-key 2)

 (:next-trustitem 3))

 

(defctype gpgme-event-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct

 gpgme-io-cbs

 "I/O callbacks."

 (add gpgme-register-io-cb-t)

 (add-priv :pointer)

 (remove gpgme-remove-io-cb-t)

 (event gpgme-event-io-cb-t)

 (event-priv :pointer))

 

(defctype gpgme-io-cbs-t :pointer)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_io_cbs" c-gpgme-set-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_io_cbs" c-gpgme-get-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_wait" c-gpgme-wait) gpgme-ctx-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (status-p :pointer)

 (hang :int))

 

;;; Functions to handle data objects.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-data-read-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-write-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-seek-cb-t :pointer)
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(defctype gpgme-data-release-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct gpgme-data-cbs

 "Data callbacks."

 (read gpgme-data-read-cb-t)

 (write gpgme-data-write-cb-t)

 (seek gpgme-data-seek-cb-t)

  (release gpgme-data-release-cb-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-data-cbs-t :pointer

 "Data callbacks pointer.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_read" c-gpgme-data-read) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_write" c-gpgme-data-write) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_seek" c-gpgme-data-seek) off-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (offset off-t)

 (whence :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new" c-gpgme-data-new) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release" c-gpgme-data-release) :void

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_mem" c-gpgme-data-new-from-mem) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem" c-gpgme-data-release-and-get-mem)

   :pointer

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (len-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_cbs" c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (cbs gpgme-data-cbs-t)
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  (handle :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_fd" c-gpgme-data-new-from-fd) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fd :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_stream" c-gpgme-data-new-from-stream)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (stream :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_encoding" c-gpgme-data-get-encoding)

   gpgme-data-encoding-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_encoding" c-gpgme-data-set-encoding)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (enc gpgme-data-encoding-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_file_name" c-gpgme-data-get-file-name) :string

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_file_name" c-gpgme-data-set-file-name) gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_file" c-gpgme-data-new-from-file) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_filepart" c-gpgme-data-new-from-filepart)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (fp

 :pointer)

 (offset off-t)

 (length size-t))

 

;;; Key and trust functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_key" c-gpgme-get-key) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (key-p :pointer)

 (secret :boolean))
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(defcfun ("gpgme_key_ref" c-gpgme-key-ref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_key_unref" c-gpgme-key-unref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

;;; Crypto operations.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_cancel" c-gpgme-cancel) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-invalid-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign)

 "An invalid key structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-invalid-key

 "An invalid key structure."

 (next gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (reason gpgme-error-no-signal-t))

 

;;; Encryption.

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-encrypt-result

 "Encryption result structure."

 (invalid-recipients gpgme-invalid-key-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "An encryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defbitfield gpgme-encrypt-flags-t

 (:always-trust 1)

 (:no-encrypt-to 2)

 (:prepare 4)

 (:expect-sign 8)

 (:no-compress 16)

 (:symmetric 32)

 (:throw-keyids 64)
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 (:wrap 128)

 (:want-address 256))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt" c-gpgme-op-encrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign"

 c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Decryption.

 

(defctype gpgme-recipient-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign)

 "A recipient structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-recipient

 "Recipient structure."

 (next gpgme-recipient-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t))
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(defbitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield

 "Decryption result structure bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:is-de-vs 2)

 (:is-mine 4))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-decrypt-result

 "Decryption result structure."

 (unsupported-algorithm :string)

 (bitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield)

 (recipients gpgme-recipient-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "A decryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt" c-gpgme-op-decrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defctype gpgme-new-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign)
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 "A new signature structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-new-signature

 "New signature structure."

 (next gpgme-new-signature-t)

  (type gpgme-sig-mode-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t)

 (-obsolete-class :unsigned-long)

 (timestamp :long)

 (fpr :string)

 (-obsolete-class-2 :unsigned-int)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-sign-result

 "Signing result structure."

 (invalid-signers gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (signatures gpgme-new-signature-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-sign-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A signing result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_result" c-gpgme-op-sign-result)

   gpgme-op-sign-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-sign-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign" c-gpgme-op-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

;;; Verify.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sigsum-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags

 used for the summary field in a gpgme-signature-t."

 (:valid #x0001)

 (:green #x0002)

 (:red #x0004)
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 (:key-revoked #x0010)

 (:key-expired #x0020)

 (:sig-expired #x0040)

 (:key-missing #x0080)

 (:crl-missing #x0100)

 (:crl-too-old #x0200)

 (:bad-policy #x0400)

 (:sys-error #x0800)

 (:tofu-conflict #x1000))

 

(defctype gpgme-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign)

 "A signature structure.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-signature-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The signature bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:pka-trust 2)

 (:chain-model 4)

 (:is-de-vs 8))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-signature

 "Signature structure."

 (next gpgme-signature-t)

 (summary gpgme-sigsum-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (notations gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (exp-timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (bitfield gpgme-signature-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (validity-reason

 gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-verify-result

 "Verify result structure."

 (signatures gpgme-signature-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-verify-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A verify result structure.")
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(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_result" c-gpgme-op-verify-result)

   gpgme-op-verify-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-verify-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify" c-gpgme-op-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-import-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the import status field."

 (:new #x0001)

 (:uid #x0002)

 (:sig #x0004)

 (:subkey #x0008)

 (:secret

 #x0010))

 

(defctype gpgme-import-status-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-import-status

 "New import status structure."

 (next gpgme-import-status-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (result gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (status :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-import-result

 "Import result structure."

 (considered :int)

 (no-user-id :int)

 (imported :int)

 (imported-rsa :int)

 (unchanged :int)

 (new-user-ids :int)
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 (new-sub-keys :int)

 (new-signatures :int)

 (new-revocations :int)

 (secret-read :int)

 (secret-imported :int)

 (secret-unchanged :int)

 (skipped-new-keys :int)

 (not-imported :int)

 (imports gpgme-import-status-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-import-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_result" c-gpgme-op-import-result)

   gpgme-op-import-result-t

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_start" c-gpgme-op-import-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import" c-gpgme-op-import) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export_start" c-gpgme-op-export-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export" c-gpgme-op-export) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended export interfaces require array handling.

 

;;; Key generation.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-genkey-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key generation result bitfield."

 (:primary #x0001)
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 (:sub #x0002)

 (:uid #x0004))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-genkey-result

 "Key generation result structure."

 (bitfield gpgme-genkey-flags-t)

 (fpr :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-genkey-result-t :pointer

 "A

 key generation result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_result" c-gpgme-op-genkey-result)

   gpgme-op-genkey-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_start" c-gpgme-op-genkey-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey" c-gpgme-op-genkey) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Key deletion.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete_start" c-gpgme-op-delete-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete" c-gpgme-op-delete) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

;;; FIXME: Add edit interfaces.

 

;;; Keylist interface.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key listing result bitfield."

 (:truncated #x0001))
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(defcstruct gpgme-op-keylist-result

 "Key listing result structure."

 (bitfield

 gpgme-keylist-flags-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-keylist-result-t :pointer

 "A key listing result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_result" c-gpgme-op-keylist-result)

   gpgme-op-keylist-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_start" c-gpgme-op-keylist-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (secret_only :boolean))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended keylisting requires array handling.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_next" c-gpgme-op-keylist-next) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (r-key :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_end" c-gpgme-op-keylist-end) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Various functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_check_version" c-gpgme-check-version) :string

 (req-version string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-get-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (engine-info-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-set-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir

 string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_engine_check_version" c-gpgme-engine-check-verson)

   gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

;;;

;;;  L I S P   I N T E R F A C E

;;;
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;;;

;;; Lisp type translators.

;;;

 

;;; Both directions.

 

;;; cert-int-t is a helper type that takes care of representing the

;;; default number of certs as NIL.

 

(defun translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((eql value +include-certs-default+) nil)

   (t value)))

 

(defun translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t +include-certs-default+)))

 

;;; string-or-nil-t translates a null pointer to NIL and vice versa.

;;; Translation from foreign null pointer already works as expected.

 

(defun translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t (null-pointer))))

 

;;; Output only.

 

;;; These type translators only convert from foreign type, because we

;;; never use these types in the other direction.

 

;;; Convert gpgme-engine-info-t linked lists into a

 list of property

;;; lists.  Note that this converter will automatically be invoked

;;; recursively.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Should we use a hash table (or struct, or clos) instead of

;;; property list, as recommended by the Lisp FAQ?

 

(defun translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next protocol file-name version req-version home-dir)

	    value (:struct gpgme-engine-info))

	 (append (list protocol (list

			     :file-name file-name
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			     :version version

			     :req-version req-version

			     :home-dir home-dir))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr reason)

	    value (:struct gpgme-invalid-key))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :reason reason))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	

   ((invalid-recipients)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-encrypt-result))

	 (list :encrypt

	       (list :invalid-recipients invalid-recipients))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next keyid pubkey-algo status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-recipient))

	 (append (list (list :keyid keyid

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((unsupported-algorithm bitfield recipients file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-decrypt-result))

	 (list :decrypt (list :unsupported-algorithm unsupported-algorithm

			      :bitfield bitfield

			      :recipients recipients

			      :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign (value)
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 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next

 type pubkey-algo hash-algo timestamp fpr sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-new-signature))

	 (append (list (list :type type

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			     :hash-algo hash-algo

			     :timestamp timestamp

			     :fpr fpr

			     :sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((invalid-signers signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-sign-result))

	 (list :sign (list :invalid-signers invalid-signers

			   :signatures signatures))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next summary fpr status notations timestamp

		  exp-timestamp bitfield validity validity-reason

		  pubkey-algo hash-algo)

	    value (:struct gpgme-signature))

	 (append (list (list :summary summary

			     :fpr fpr

			     :status status

			     :notations notations

			     :timestamp timestamp

			

     :exp-timestamp exp-timestamp

			     :bitfield bitfield

			     :validity validity

			     :validity-reason validity-reason

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots
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	   ((signatures file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-verify-result))

	 (list :verify (list :signatures signatures

			     :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr result status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-import-status))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :result result

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((considered no-user-id imported imported-rsa unchanged

			new-user-ids new-sub-keys new-signatures

			new-revocations

 secret-read secret-imported

			secret-unchanged skipped-new-keys not-imported

			imports)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-import-result))

	 (list :verify (list :considered considered

			     :no-user-id no-user-id

			     :imported imported

			     :imported-rsa imported-rsa

			     :unchanged unchanged

			     :new-user-ids new-user-ids

			     :new-sub-keys new-sub-keys

			     :new-signatures new-signatures

			     :new-revocations new-revocations

			     :secret-read secret-read

			     :secret-imported secret-imported

			     :secret-unchanged secret-unchanged

			     :skipped-new-keys skipped-new-keys

			     :not-imported not-imported

			     :imports imports))))))

 

;;; Error handling.

 

;;; Use gpgme-error-no-signal-t to suppress automatic error handling

;;; at translation time.

;;;
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;;; FIXME: Part of this probably should be in gpg-error!

 

(define-condition gpgme-error (error)

 ((value :initarg :gpgme-error :reader gpgme-error-value))

 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	

     (format stream "GPGME returned error: ~A (~A)"

		     (gpgme-strerror (gpgme-error-value c))

		     (gpgme-strsource (gpgme-error-value c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when a GPGME function returns an error."))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Raise a GPGME-ERROR if VALUE is non-zero."

 (when (not (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error))

   (error 'gpgme-error :gpgme-error value))

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (if (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error)

     0

     (gpg-err-as-value value)))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

 

;;; *INTERNAL* Lispy Function Interface that is still close to the C

;;; interface.

 

;;; Passphrase callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar

 *passphrase-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  passphrase callback object as value.")

 

(defcallback passphrase-cb gpgme-error-t ((handle :pointer)

					  (uid-hint :string)

					  (passphrase-info :string)

					  (prev-was-bad :boolean)

					  (fd :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((passphrase-cb
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	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *passphrase-handles*))

	     (passphrase

	      (cond

		((functionp passphrase-cb)

		 (concatenate 'string

			      (funcall passphrase-cb uid-hint passphrase-info

				       prev-was-bad)

			      '(#\Newline)))

		(t (concatenate 'string passphrase-cb '(#\Newline)))))

	     (passphrase-len (length passphrase))

	     ;; FIXME: Could be more robust.

	     (res (system-write fd passphrase passphrase-len)))

	(cond

	  ((< res passphrase-len) ; FIXME: Blech.  A weak attempt to be robust.

	   (gpgme-error :gpg-err-inval))

	  (t (gpgme-error :gpg-err-no-error))))

   (gpgme-error (err)

 (gpgme-error-value err))

   (system-error (err) (gpgme-error-from-errno (system-error-errno err)))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 

   (condition (err) (progn

		       (when *debug*

			 (format t "DEBUG: passphrase-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

				 err))

		       (gpgme-error :gpg-err-general)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-passphrase-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the passphrase callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *passphrase-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (callback passphrase-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *passphrase-handles*)))))

 

;;; Progress callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar *progress-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  progress callback

 object as value.")

 

(defcallback progress-cb :void ((handle :pointer)

				(what :string)
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				(type :int)

				(current :int)

				(total :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((progress-cb

	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *progress-handles*)))

	(funcall progress-cb what type current total))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 

   (condition (err) (when *debug*

		       (format t "DEBUG: progress-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

			       err)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-progress-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the progress callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *progress-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (callback progress-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *progress-handles*)))))

 

;;; Context management.

 

(defun gpgme-new (&key (protocol :openpgp) armor textmode include-certs

		  keylist-mode passphrase progress file-name

 home-dir)

 "Allocate a new GPGME context."

 (with-foreign-object (ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)

   (c-gpgme-new ctx-p)

   (let ((ctx (mem-ref ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)))

     ;;; Set locale?

     (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol)

     (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor)

     (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode)

     (when include-certs (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx include-certs))

     (when keylist-mode (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx keylist-mode))

     (gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx passphrase)

     (gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx progress)

     (gpgme-set-engine-info ctx protocol

			     :file-name file-name :home-dir home-dir)

     (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-new: ~A~%" ctx))

     ctx)))

 

(defun gpgme-release (ctx)

 "Release a GPGME context."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-release: ~A~%" ctx))

 (c-gpgme-release ctx))
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(defun gpgme-set-protocol (ctx proto)

 "Set the protocol to be used by CTX to PROTO."

 (c-gpgme-set-protocol ctx proto))

 

(defun gpgme-get-protocol (ctx)

 "Get

 the protocol used with CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme-get-protocol-name

 

(defun gpgme-set-armor (ctx armor)

 "If ARMOR is true, enable armor mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

(defun gpgme-armor-p (ctx)

 "Return true if armor mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-armor ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-textmode (ctx textmode)

 "If TEXTMODE is true, enable text mode mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))

 

(defun gpgme-textmode-p (ctx)

 "Return true if text mode mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-textmode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-include-certs (ctx &optional certs)

 "Include up to CERTS certificates in an S/MIME message."

 (c-gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

(defun gpgme-get-include-certs (ctx)

 "Return the number of certs to include in an S/MIME message,

  or NIL if the default is used."

 (c-gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-get-keylist-mode (ctx)

  "Get the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-keylist-mode (ctx mode)

 "Set the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))
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;;; FIXME: How to handle locale?  cffi-grovel?

 

(defun gpgme-get-engine-info (&optional ctx)

 "Retrieve the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is omitted."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info ctx))

   (t (with-foreign-object (info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)

	 (c-gpgme-get-engine-info info-p)

	 (mem-ref info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)))))

 

(defun gpgme-set-engine-info (ctx proto &key file-name home-dir)

 "Set the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is NIL."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info ctx proto file-name home-dir))

   (t (c-gpgme-set-engine-info proto file-name home-dir))))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme_pubkey_algo_name, gpgme_hash_algo_name

 

(defun gpgme-set-signers (ctx keys)

 "Set the signers for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-signers-clear ctx)

  (dolist (key keys) (c-gpgme-signers-add ctx key)))

 

;;;

 

(defun gpgme-set-sig-notation (ctx notations)

 "Set the sig notation for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear ctx)

 (dolist (notation notations)

   (c-gpgme-sig-notation-add

    ctx (first notation) (second notation) (third notation))))

 

(defun gpgme-get-sig-notation (ctx)

 "Get the signature notation data for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-get ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: Add I/O callback interface, for integration with clg.

 

;;; FIXME: Add gpgme_wait?

 

;;; Streams

;;; -------

;;;

;;; GPGME uses standard streams.  You can define your own streams, or

;;; use the existing file or string streams.

;;;
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;;; A stream-spec is either a stream, or a list with a stream as its

;;; first argument followed by keyword parameters: encoding,

;;; file-name.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Eventually, we should provide a class that can be mixed

;;; into stream classes and which provides accessors for encoding and

;;; file-names.  This interface

 should be provided in addition to the

;;; above sleazy interface, because the sleazy interface is easier to

;;; use (less typing), and is quite sufficient in a number of cases.

;;;

;;; For best results, streams with element type (unsigned-byte 8)

;;; should be used.  Character streams may work if armor mode is used.

 

;;; Do we need to provide access to GPGME data objects through streams

;;; as well?  It seems to me that specific optimizations, like

;;; directly writing to file descriptors, is better done by extending

;;; the sleazy syntax (stream-spec) instead of customized streams.

;;; Customized streams do buffering, and this may mess up things.  Mmh.

 

(defvar *data-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME data user callback handle address as key

  and the corresponding stream as value.")

 

;;; The release callback removes the stream from the *data-handles*

;;; hash and releases the CBS structure that is used as the key in

;;; that hash.  It is implicitly invoked (through

 GPGME) by

;;; gpgme-data-release.

(defcallback data-release-cb :void ((handle :pointer))

 (unwind-protect (remhash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)

   (when (not (null-pointer-p handle)) (foreign-free handle))))

 

(defcallback data-read-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                  (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type))

             (read (read-sequence seq stream)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)

                   (aref (the byte-array seq) i))))

          ((eql stream-type 'character)
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           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char

 i)

                   (char-code (aref (the character-array seq) i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)

                   (coerce (aref seq i) '(unsigned-byte 8))))))

        (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: read ~A~%" read))

        read))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

(defcallback data-write-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                   (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-write-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the byte-array seq) i)

                   (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i))))

           ((eql stream-type 'character)

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the character-array seq) i)

                   (code-char (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref seq i)

                   (coerce (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i) stream-type)))))

        (write-sequence seq stream)

        size))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

;;; This little helper macro allows us to swallow the cbs structure by

;;; simply setting it to a null pointer, but still protect against

;;; conditions.

(defmacro with-cbs-swallowed ((cbs) &body body)

 `(let ((,cbs (foreign-alloc '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs))))

   (unwind-protect (progn ,@body)

     (when (not (null-pointer-p ,cbs)) (foreign-free ,cbs)))))
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(defun gpgme-data-new (stream &key encoding file-name)

 "Allocate a new GPGME data object for STREAM."

 (with-foreign-object (dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)

   ;;; We allocate one CBS structure

 for each stream we wrap in a

   ;;; data object.  Although we could also share all these

   ;;; structures, as they contain the very same callbacks, we need a

   ;;; unique C pointer as handle anyway to look up the stream in the

   ;;; callback.  This is a convenient one to use.

   (with-cbs-swallowed (cbs)

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'read)

           (callback data-read-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'write)

           (callback data-write-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'seek)

           (null-pointer))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'release)

           (callback data-release-cb))

     (c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs dh-p cbs cbs)

     (let ((dh (mem-ref dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)))

	(when encoding (gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

	(when file-name (gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

	;;; Install the stream into the hash table and

 swallow the cbs

       ;;; structure while protecting against any errors.

	(unwind-protect

	     (progn

	       (setf (gethash (pointer-address cbs) *data-handles*) stream)

	       (setf cbs (null-pointer)))

	  (when (not (null-pointer-p cbs)) (c-gpgme-data-release dh)))

	(when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-new: ~A~%" dh))

	dh))))

 

;;; This function releases a GPGME data object.  It implicitly

;;; invokes the data-release-cb function to clean up associated junk.

(defun gpgme-data-release (dh)

 "Release a GPGME data object."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-release: ~A~%" dh))

 (c-gpgme-data-release dh))

 

(defclass data ()

 (c-data)  ; The C data object pointer

 (:documentation "The GPGME data type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((data data) &key streamspec

                                      &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-data (if (listp streamspec)
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                   (apply #'gpgme-data-new streamspec)

                   (gpgme-data-new streamspec)))

        (cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

        (progn

          (setf (slot-value data 'c-data) c-data)

          (finalize data (lambda () (gpgme-data-release c-data)))

          (setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-data-release c-data)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (cond

   ((null value) (null-pointer))

   ((pointerp value) value)

   (t (slot-value value 'c-data))))

 

(defmacro with-gpgme-data ((dh streamspec) &body body)

 `(let ((,dh (make-instance 'data :streamspec ,streamspec)))

    ,@body))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-encoding (dh)

 "Get the encoding associated with the data object DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-encoding dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-encoding (dh encoding)

 "Set the encoding associated with the data object DH to ENCODING."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-file-name (dh)

 "Get the file name associated with the data object

 DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-file-name dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-file-name (dh file-name)

 "Set the file name associated with the data object DH to FILE-NAME."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

 

;;; FIXME: Add key accessor interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 "Get the key with the fingerprint FPR from the context CTX."

 (with-foreign-object (key-p 'gpgme-key-t)

   (c-gpgme-get-key ctx fpr key-p secret)

   (mem-ref key-p 'gpgme-key-t)))

 

(defun gpgme-key-ref (key)

 "Acquire an additional reference to the key KEY."
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 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-ref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-ref key))

 

(defun gpgme-key-unref (key)

 "Release a reference to the key KEY."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-unref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-unref key))

 

;;; FIXME: We REALLY need pretty printing for keys and all the other

;;; big structs.

 

;;; Various interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-check-version (&optional req-version)

 (c-gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

;;;

;;;

 The *EXPORTED* CLOS interface.

;;;

 

;;; The context type.

 

;;; We wrap the C context pointer into a class object to be able to

;;; stick a finalizer on it.

 

(defclass context ()

 (c-ctx  ; The C context object pointer.

  signers ; The list of signers.

  sig-notation) ; The list of signers.

 (:documentation "The GPGME context type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((ctx context) &rest rest

				       &key &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-ctx (apply #'gpgme-new rest))

	(cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

	 (progn (setf (slot-value ctx 'c-ctx) c-ctx)

		(finalize ctx (lambda () (gpgme-release c-ctx)))

		(setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-release c-ctx)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-ctx)))

 

(defmacro context (&rest rest)

 "Create a new GPGME context."
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 `(make-instance 'context ,@rest))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor

 functions.

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Protocol.

 

(defgeneric protocol (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the protocol of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod protocol ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf protocol) (protocol ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the protocol of CONTEXT to PROTOCOL."))

 

;;; FIXME: Adjust translator to reject invalid protocols.  Currently,

;;; specifying an invalid protocol throws a "NIL is not 32 signed int"

;;; error.  This is suboptimal.

(defmethod (setf protocol) (protocol (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Armor.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric armorp (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the armor flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod armorp ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-armor-p ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf armorp) (armor ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the armor flag of CONTEXT to ARMOR."))

 

(defmethod (setf armorp) (armor (ctx

 context))

 (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Textmode.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric textmodep (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the text mode flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod textmodep ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-textmode-p ctx))
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(defgeneric (setf textmodep) (textmode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the text mode flag of CONTEXT to TEXTMODE."))

 

(defmethod (setf textmodep) (textmode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Include Certs.

 

(defgeneric include-certs (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the number of included certificates in an

                  S/MIME message, or NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod include-certs ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf include-certs) (certs ctx)

 (:documentation "Return the number of certificates to include in an

                  S/MIME message, or

 NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod (setf include-certs) (certs (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Engine info.

 

(defgeneric engine-info (ctx)

 (:documentation "Retrieve the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod engine-info ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-engine-info ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf engine-info) (info ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod (setf engine-info) (info (ctx context))

 (dolist (proto '(:openpgp :cms))

   (let ((pinfo (getf info proto)))

     (when pinfo

	(gpgme-set-engine-info ctx proto :file-name (getf pinfo :file-name)

			       :home-dir (getf pinfo :home-dir))))))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Keylist mode.

 

(defgeneric keylist-mode (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the keylist mode of CTX."))

 

(defmethod keylist-mode ((ctx context))
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 (gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf keylist-mode) (mode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the keylist mode of CTX to MODE."))

 

(defmethod

 (setf keylist-mode) (mode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Signers.

 

(defgeneric signers (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signers of CTX."))

 

(defmethod signers ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf signers) (signers ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signers of CTX to SIGNERS."))

 

(defmethod (setf keylist-mode) (signers (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx signers)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'signers) signers))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Sig notations.

 

(defgeneric sig-notations (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signature notations of CTX."))

 

(defmethod sig-notations ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf sig-notations) (notations ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signatire notations of CTX to NOTATIONS."))

 

(defmethod (setf sig-notations) (notations (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx notations)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'notations) notations))

 

;;;

 The context type: Support macros.

 

(defmacro with-context ((ctx &rest rest) &body body)

 `(let ((,ctx (make-instance 'context ,@rest)))

   ,@body))

 

;;; The key type.
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(defclass key ()

 (c-key)  ; The C key object pointer.

 (:documentation "The GPGME key type."))

 

;;; In the initializer, we swallow the c-key argument.

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((key key) &key c-key

				       &allow-other-keys)

 (setf (slot-value key 'c-key) c-key)

 (finalize key (lambda () (gpgme-key-unref c-key))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: import key: ~A~%" value))

 (make-instance 'key :c-key value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-key)))

 

(defmethod print-object ((key key) stream)

 (print-unreadable-object (key stream :type t :identity t)

   (format stream "~s" (fpr key))))

 

;;; The key type:

 Accessor functions.

 

;;; FIXME: The bitfield and flags contain redundant information at

;;; this point.  FIXME: Deal nicer with zero-length name (policy url)

;;; and zero length value (omit?) and human-readable (convert to string).

;;; FIXME: Turn binary data into sequence or vector or what it should be.

;;; FIXME: Turn the whole thing into a hash?

(defun translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next name value name-len value-len flags bitfield)

	    value (:struct gpgme-sig-notation))

	 (append (list (list

			:name name

			:value value

			:name-len name-len

			:value-len value-len

			:flags flags

			:bitfield bitfield))

		 next)))))

 

;;; FIXME: Deal nicer with timestamps.  bitfield field name?

(defun translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond
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   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo length keyid fpr timestamp expires)

	    value (:struct gpgme-subkey))

	

 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:length length

			:keyid keyid

			:fpr fpr

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo keyid timestamp expires status

		  uid name email comment sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-key-sig))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:keyid keyid

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires

			:status status

			:uid uid

			:name name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield validity uid name email comment signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-user-id))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:validity validity

			:uid uid

			:name
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 name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:signatures signatures))

		 next)))))

 

(defun key-data (key)

 (with-slots (c-key) key

   (with-foreign-slots

	((bitfield protocol issuer-serial issuer-name chain-id

		   owner-trust subkeys uids keylist-mode)

	 c-key (:struct gpgme-key))

     (list

      :bitfield bitfield

      :protocol protocol

      :issuer-serial issuer-serial

      :issuer-name issuer-name

      :chain-id chain-id

      :owner-trust owner-trust

      :subkeys subkeys

      :uids uids

      :keylist-mode keylist-mode))

   ))

 

 

(defgeneric fpr (key)

 (:documentation "Get the primary fingerprint of the key."))

 

(defmethod fpr ((key key))

 (getf (car (getf (key-data key) :subkeys)) :fpr))

 

 

;;; The context type: Crypto-Operations.

 

(defgeneric get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 (:documentation "Get the (secret) key FPR from CTX."))

 

(defmethod get-key ((ctx context) fpr &optional secret)

 (gpgme-get-key ctx fpr secret))

 

;;; Encrypt.

 

(defgeneric

 op-encrypt (ctx recp plain cipher &key always-trust sign)

 (:documentation "Encrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-encrypt ((ctx context) recp plain cipher

		       &key always-trust sign)
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 (with-foreign-object (c-recp :pointer (+ 1 (length recp)))

   (dotimes (i (length recp))

     (setf (mem-aref c-recp 'gpgme-key-t i) (elt recp i)))

   (setf (mem-aref c-recp :pointer (length recp)) (null-pointer))

   (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

     (with-gpgme-data (out cipher)

	(let ((flags))

	  (if always-trust (push :always-trust flags))

	  (cond

	    (sign

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (append (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx)

		     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx)))

	    (t

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx))))))))

 

;;; Decrypt.

 

(defgeneric op-decrypt (ctx cipher plain &key verify)

 (:documentation "Decrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-decrypt ((ctx context) cipher plain &key verify)

 (with-gpgme-data (in cipher)

   (with-gpgme-data

 (out plain)

     (cond

	(verify

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify ctx in out)

	 (append (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx)

		 (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx)))

	(t

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt ctx in out)

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx))))))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defgeneric op-sign (ctx plain sig &optional mode)

 (:documentation "Sign."))

 

(defmethod op-sign ((ctx context) plain sig &optional (mode :none))

 (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

   (with-gpgme-data (out sig)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign ctx in out mode)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx))))

 

;;; Verify.
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(defgeneric op-verify (ctx sig text &key detached)

 (:documentation "Verify."))

 

(defmethod op-verify ((ctx context) sig text &key detached)

 (with-gpgme-data (in sig)

   (with-gpgme-data (on text)

     (c-gpgme-op-verify ctx in (if detached on nil)

			 (if detached nil on))

     (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx))))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defgeneric op-import (ctx keydata)

 (:documentation "Import."))

 

(defmethod op-import ((ctx context) keydata)

  (with-gpgme-data (in keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-import ctx in)

   (c-gpgme-op-import-result ctx)))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defgeneric op-export (ctx pattern keydata)

 (:documentation "Export public key data matching PATTERN to the

                  stream KEYDATA."))

 

(defmethod op-export ((ctx context) pattern keydata)

 (with-gpgme-data (dh keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-export ctx pattern 0 dh)))

 

;;; Key generation.

 

 

;;;

;;; Initialization

;;;

 

(defun check-version (&optional req-version)

 "Check that the GPGME version requirement is satisfied."

 (gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

(defparameter *version* (check-version)

 "The version number of GPGME used.")

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: A Short History of the GPGME bindings for Python

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]
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#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

 

* Overview

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: overview

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The GPGME Python bindings passed through many hands and numerous

phases before, after a fifteen year journey, coming full circle to

return to the source.  This is a short explanation of that journey.

 

** In the beginning

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: in-the-begining

   :END:

 

  In 2002 John Goerzen released PyME; Python bindings for the GPGME

  module which utilised the current release of Python of the time and

  SWIG.[fn:1]  Shortly after creating it and ensuring it worked he stopped

  supporting it, though he left his work available on his Gopher

  site.

 

 

** Keeping the flame alive

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keeping-the-flame-alive

  :END:

 

  A couple of years later the project was picked up by Igor Belyi and

  actively developed and maintained by him from 2004 to 2008.  Igor's

  whereabouts at the time of this document's creation are unknown,

  but the current authors do hope he is well.  We're assuming (or

  hoping) that life did what life does and made continuing untenable.

 

 

** Passing the torch

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: passing-the-torch

  :END:
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  In 2014 Martin Albrecht wanted to patch a bug in the PyME code and

  discovered the absence of Igor.  Following a discussion on the PyME

  mailing list he

 became the new maintainer for PyME, releasing

  version 0.9.0 in May of that year.  He remains the maintainer of

  the original PyME release in Python 2.6 and 2.7 (available via

  PyPI).

 

 

** Coming full circle

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: ouroboros

  :END:

 

  In 2015 Ben McGinnes approached Martin about a Python 3 version,

  while investigating how complex a task this would be the task ended

  up being completed.  A subsequent discussion with Werner Koch led

  to the decision to fold the Python 3 port back into the original

  GPGME release in the languages subdirectory for non-C bindings

  under the module name of =pyme3=.

 

  In 2016 this PyME module was integrated back into the GPGME project

  by Justus Winter.  During the course of this work Justus adjusted

  the port to restore limited support for Python 2, but not as many

  minor point releases as the original PyME package supports.  During

  the course of this integration the package was renamed to more

  accurately

 reflect its status as a component of GPGME.  The =pyme3=

  module was renamed to =gpg= and adopted by the upstream GnuPG team.

 

  In 2017 Justus departed G10code and the GnuPG team.  Following this

  Ben returned to maintain of gpgme Python bindings and continue

  building them from that point.

 

 

* Relics of the past

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: relics-past

 :END:

 

There are a few things, in addition to code specific factors, such as

SWIG itself, which are worth noting here.

 

** The Annoyances of Git

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-annoyances-of-git

  :END:
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  As anyone who has ever worked with git knows, submodules are

  horrible way to deal with pretty much anything.  In the interests

  of avoiding migraines, that was skipped with addition of the PyME

  code to GPGME.

 

  Instead the files were added to a subdirectory of the =lang/=

  directory, along with a copy of the entire git log up to that point

  as a separate file within the =lang/python/docs/= directory.[fn:2]

   As the log for PyME is nearly 100KB and the log for GPGME is

  approximately 1MB, this would cause considerable bloat, as well as

  some confusion, should the two be merged.

 

  Hence the unfortunate, but necessary, step to simply move the

  files.  A regular repository version has been maintained should it

  be possible to implement this better in the future.

 

 

** The Perils of PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-perils-of-pypi

  :END:

 

  The early port of the Python 2 =pyme= module as =pyme3= was never

  added to PyPI while the focus remained on development and testing

  during 2015 and early 2016.  Later in 2016, however, when Justus

  completed his major integration work and subsequently renamed the

  module from =pyme3= to =gpg=, some prior releases were also

  provided through PyPI.

 

  Since these bindings require a matching release of the GPGME

  libraries in order to function, it was determined that there was

  little benefit in also providing a copy

 through PyPI since anyone

  obtaining the GPGME source code would obtain the Python bindings

  source code at the same time.  Whereas there was the potential to

  sew confusion amongst Python users installing the module from PyPI,

  only to discover that without the relevant C files, header files or

  SWIG compiled binaries, the Python module did them little good.

 

  There are only two files on PyPI which might turn up in a search

  for this module or a sample of its content:

 

  1. gpg (1.8.0) - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

  2. pyme (0.9.0) - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

 

*** GPG 180 - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:
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   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-180

   :END:

 

   This is the most recent version to reach PyPI and is the version

   of the official Pyhon bindings which shipped with GPGME 1.8.0.  If

   you have GPGME 1.8.0 installed and /only/ 1.8.0 installed, then it

   is probably safe to use

 this copy from PyPI.

 

   As there have been a lot of changes since the release of GPGME

   1.8.0, the GnuPG Project recommends not using this version of the

   module and instead installing the current version of GPGME along

   with the Python bindings included with that package.

 

 

*** PyME 090 - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-90

   :END:

 

   This is the last release of the PyME bindings maintained by Martin

   Albrecht and is only compatible with Python 2, it will not work

   with Python 3.  This is the version of the software from which the

   port from Python 2 to Python 3 code was made in 2015.

 

   Users of the more recent Python bindings will recognise numerous

   points of similarity, but also significant differences.  It is

   likely that the more recent official bindings will feel "more

   pythonic."

 

   For those using Python 2, there is essentially no harm in using

   this module, but it may lack

 a number of more recent features

   added to GPGME.

 

 

* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] In all likelihood this would have been Python 2.2 or possibly

Python 2.3.

 

[fn:2] The entire PyME git log and other preceding VCS logs are

located in the =gpgme/lang/python/docs/old-commits.log= file.

# HACKING                                                       -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: Hacking notes for GPGME

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* How to contribute
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** No more ChangeLog files

 

 Do not modify any of the ChangeLog files in GPGME.  Starting

 on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

 commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

 "make dist" time.  As such, there are strict requirements on the

 form of the commit log messages.  The old ChangeLog files have all

 be renamed to ChangeLog-2011

 

 

** Commit log requirements

 

 Your commit log should always start with a one-line summary, the

 second line should be blank, and the remaining lines are usually

 ChangeLog-style entries for all affected files.  However, it's fine

 -- even recommended -- to write a few lines of prose describing the

 change, when the summary and ChangeLog entries don't give enough of

 the big picture.  Omit the leading TABs that you're used to seeing

 in a "real" ChangeLog

 file, but keep the maximum line length at 72

 or smaller, so that the generated ChangeLog lines, each with its

 leading TAB, will not exceed 80 columns.  If you want to add text

 which shall not be copied to the ChangeLog, separate it by a line

 consisting of two dashes at the begin of a line.

 

 Note that ./autogen.sh installs a git hook to do some basic syntax

 checking on the commit log message.

 

 Typo fixes and documentation updates don't need a ChangeLog entry;

 thus you would use a commit message like

 

 #+begin_example

 Fix typo in a comment

 

 --

 #+end_example

 

 The marker line here is important; without it the first line would

 appear in the ChangeLog.

 

 If you exceptionally need to have longer lines in a commit log you may

 do this after this scissor line:

 #+begin_example

 # ------------------------ >8 ------------------------

 #+end_example

 (hash, blank, 24 dashes, blank, scissor, blank, 24 dashes).

 Note that such a comment will be removed if the
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 git commit option

 =--cleanup-scissor= is used.

 

** License policy

 

 GPGME is currently licensed under the LGPLv2.1+ with tools and the

 manual being under the GPLv3+.  We may eventually update to a newer

 version of the licenses or a combination of them.  It is thus

 important, that all contributed code allows for an update of the

 license; for example we can't accept code under the LGPLv2(only).

 

 If you want to contribute code or documentation to GPGME you are

 asked to assert that the contribution is in accordance to the "GPGME

 Developer's Certificate of Origin" as found in the file "DCO".

 Except for a slight wording change, this DCO is identical to the one

 used by the Linux kernel.  Please take these simple steps:

 

 - Decide which mail address you want to use.  Please have your real

   name in the address and not a pseudonym.  Anonymous contributions

   can only be done if you find a proxy who certifies for you.

 

 - If your employer or school might claim ownership

 of code written

   by you; you need to talk to them to make sure that you have the

   right to contribute under the DCO.

 

 - Send an OpenPGP signed mail to the gnupg-devel@gnupg.org public

   mailing list from your mail address.  Include a copy of the DCO as

   found in the official master branch.  Insert your name and email

   address into the DCO in the same way you want to use it later.

   Example:

 

     Signed-off-by: Joe R. Hacker <joe@example.org>

 

   If you need it, you may perform simple transformations on the mail

   address: Replacing "@" by " at " or "." by " dot ".)

 

 - That's it.  From now on you only need to add a "Signed-off-by:"

   line with your name and mail address to the GIT commit message.

   It is recommended to send the patches using a PGP/MIME signed

   mail.

 

** Coding standards

 

 Please follow the GNU coding standards.  If you are in doubt consult

 the existing code as an example.  Do no re-indent code without a

 need.  If you really need to
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 do it, use a separate commit for such a

 change.

 

 - C99 syntax should not be used; stick to C90.

 - Please do not use C++ =//= style comments.

 - Try to fit lines into 80 columns.

 - Ignore signed/unsigned pointer mismatches

 - No arithmetic on void pointers; cast to char* first.

 

** Commit log keywords

 

 - GnuPG-bug-id :: Values are comma or space delimited bug numbers

                   from bug.gnupg.org pertaining to this commit.

 - Debian-bug-id :: Same as above but from the Debian bug tracker.

 - CVE-id :: CVE id number pertaining to this commit.

 - Regression-due-to :: Commit id of the regression fixed by this commit.

 - Fixes-commit :: Commit id this commit fixes.

 - Reported-by :: Value is a name or mail address of a bug reporte.

 - Suggested-by :: Value is a name or mail address of someone how

                   suggested this change.

 - Co-authored-by :: Name or mail address of a co-author

 - Some-comments-by :: Name or mail address of the author of

    

                   additional comments (commit log or code).

 - Proofread-by :: Sometimes used by translation commits.

 - Signed-off-by :: Name or mail address of the developer

 

* Debug hints

 

 - Use gpgme-tool for manual tests.

 - The envvar GPGME_DEBUG enables debugging; see debug.[ch] for

   details.

Configuration files may go here.  Note that config.h.in is

auto-generated so that this file is not in git.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg-error.m4: Update from current libgpg-error repo.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Update from libassuan svn.
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2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Fix LIBASSUAN_VERSION.

 

2006-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Add --all to pth-config invocation.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Fix code generation (required for Max OS X).

	Submitted by Emanuele Giaquinta <exg@gentoo.org>.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* glib-2.0.m4: New file.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* pth.m4: Changed quoting for use with automake 1.9.

 

2004-09-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Disable _ac_pth_line, and don't fail if Pth is not

	found.

 

	* glibc21.m4: New file.

	* gpg-error.m4: New file.

	* pth.m4: New file.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.15.1

GPGME Developer's Certificate of Origin.  Version 1.0

=====================================================

 

By making a contribution to the GPGME project, I certify that:
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(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I

   have the right to submit it under the free software license

   indicated in the file; or

 

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the

   best of my knowledge, is covered under an appropriate free

   software license and I have the right under that license to

   submit that work with modifications, whether created in whole

   or in part by me, under the same free software license

   (unless I am permitted to submit under a different license),

   as indicated in the file; or

 

(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some other

   person who certified (a), (b) or (c) and I have not modified

   it.

 

(d) I understand and agree that this project and the contribution

   are public and that a record of the contribution

 (including

   all personal information I submit with it, including my

   sign-off) is maintained indefinitely and may be redistributed

   consistent with this project or the free software license(s)

   involved.

 

Signed-off-by: [Your name and mail address]

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2008-11-08  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpgme.lisp (size-t): Wrong call to defctype: function accepts

	optional, not keyword argument.

	(ssize-t): Likewise.

	(off-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-data-t, gpgme-ctx-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-no-signal-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-code-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-source-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-sig-notation-t, gpgme-engine-info-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-subkey-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-sig-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-user-id-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-t): Likewise.
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	(gpgme-data-cbs-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-invalid-key-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-recipient-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-new-signature-t):

 Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-sign-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-signature-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-verify-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-import-status-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-import-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-genkey-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-keylist-result-t): Likewise.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Initial release.

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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* What Was New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The following are all the past /What's New/ sections for the Python

Bindings HOWTO and other documentation.

 

 

** What Was New in GPGME 1120

  :PROPERTIES:

 

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-1-12-0

  :END:

 

The most obviously new point for those reading this guide is this

section on other new things, but thats hardly important. Not given

all the other things which spurred the need for adding this section

and its subsections.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

There have been quite a number of additions to GPGME and the Python
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bindings to it since the last release of GPGME with versions 1.11.0

and 1.11.1 in April, 2018.

 

The bullet points of new additiions are:

 

- an expanded section on [[file:gpgme-python-howto#installation][installing]] and [[file:gpgme-python-

howto#snafu][troubleshooting]] the Python

 bindings.

- The release of Python 3.7.0; which appears to be working just fine

 with our bindings, in spite of intermittent reports of problems for

 many other Python projects with that new release.

- Python 3.7 has been moved to the head of the specified python

 versions list in the build process.

- In

 order to fix some other issues, there are certain underlying

 functions which are more exposed through the [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-get-context][gpg.Context()]], but

 ongoing documentation ought to clarify that or otherwise provide the

 best means of using the bindings.  Some additions to =gpg.core= and

 the =Context()=, however, were intended (see below).

- Continuing work in identifying and confirming the cause of

 oft-reported [[file:gpgme-python-howto#snafu-runtime-not-funtime][problems installing the Python bindings on

Windows]].

- GSOC: Google's Surreptitiously Ordered Conscription ... erm ... oh,

 right; Google's Summer of Code.  Though there were two hopeful

 candidates this year; only one ended up involved with the GnuPG

 Project directly, the other concentrated on an unrelated third party

 project with closer ties to one of the GNU/Linux distributions than

 to the GnuPG Project.  Thus the Python bindings benefited from GSOC

 participant Jacob Adams, who added

 the key_import function; building

 on prior work by Tobias Mueller.

- Several new methods functions were added to the gpg.Context(),

 including: [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-import-key][key_import]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-

export-key][key_export]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-public-key][key_export_minimal]] and

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-secret-key][key_export_secret]].

- Importing and exporting examples include versions integrated with

 Marcel Fest's recently released [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][HKP for Python]] module.  Some

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#hkp4py][additional notes on this module]] are included at the end of the HOWTO.

- Instructions for dealing with semi-walled garden implementations

 like ProtonMail are also included.  This is intended to make things

 a little easier when communicating with users of ProtonMail's

 services and should not be construed as an endorsement of said

 service.  The GnuPG Project neither favours,

 nor disfavours

 ProtonMail and the majority of this deals with interacting with the

 ProtonMail keyserver.

- Semi-formalised the location where [[file:gpgme-python-howto#draft-editions][draft versions]] of this HOWTO

may
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 periodically be accessible.  This is both for the reference of

 others and testing the publishing of the document itself.  Renamed

 this file at around the same time.

- The Texinfo documentation build configuration has been replicated

 from the parent project in order to make to maintain consistency

 with that project (and actually ship with each release).

- a reStructuredText (=.rst=) version is also generated for Python

 developers more used to and comfortable with that format as it is

 the standard Python documentation format and Python developers may

 wish to use it with Sphinx.  Please note that there has been no

 testing of the reStructuredText version with Sphinx at all.  The

 reST file was generated by the simple expedient of using [[https://pandoc.org/][Pandoc]].

-

 Added a new section for [[file:gpgme-python-howto#advanced-use][advanced or experimental use]].

- Began the advanced use cases with [[file:gpgme-python-howto#cython][a section]] on using the module with

 [[https://cython.org/][Cython]].

- Added a number of new scripts to the =example/howto/= directory;

 some of which may be in advance of their planned sections of the

 HOWTO (and some are just there because it seemed like a good idea at

 the time).

- Cleaned up a lot of things under the hood.

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.
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    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Decrypt,  Next: UI Server Verify,  Prev: UI Server Sign,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.3 UI Server: Decrypt a Message

================================

 

Decryption may include the verification of OpenPGP messages.  This is

due to the often used combined signing/encryption modus of OpenPGP. The

client may pass an option

 to the server to inhibit the signature

verification.  The following two commands are required to set the input

and output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be decrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is either binary encoded or  in the

    case of OpenPGP  ASCII armored.  For details on the file

    descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

The decryption is started with the command:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT --protocol=NAME [--no-verify]

         [--export-session-key]

    NAME is the encryption protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  If the option --no-verify is given,

    the server

 should not try to verify a signature, in case the input

    data is an OpenPGP combined message.  If the option

    --export-session-key is given and the underlying engine knows how

    to export the session key, it will appear on a status line
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Server Protocol

 

A.4 UI Server: Verify a Message

===============================

 

The server needs to support the verification of opaque signatures as

well as detached signatures.  The kind of input sources controls what

kind message is to be verified.

 

-- Command: MESSAGE FD=N

    This command is used with detached signatures to set the file

    descriptor for the signed data to N.  The data is binary encoded

    (used verbatim).  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the opaque message or the signature

    part

 of a detached signature to N.  The message send to the server

    is either binary encoded or  in the case of OpenPGP  ASCII

    armored.  For details on the file descriptor, see the description

    of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded and only used for opaque signatures.  For details on

    the file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the

    ENCRYPT section.

 

The verification is then started using:

 

-- Command: VERIFY --protocol=NAME [--silent]

    NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  Depending on the combination of

    MESSAGE INPUT and OUTPUT commands, the server needs to select

    the appropriate verification mode:

 

    MESSAGE and INPUT

         This indicates a detached signature.  Output data is not

         applicable.

 

   INPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  As no output command has

         been given, the server is only required to check the
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         signature.

    INPUT and OUTPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  The server shall write

         the signed data to the file descriptor set by the output

         command.  This data shall even be written if the signatures

         cant be verified.

 

  With --silent the server shall not display any dialog; this is for

example used by the client to get the content of opaque signed messages.

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: SIGSTATUS FLAG DISPLAYSTRING

    Returns the status for the signature and a short string explaining

    the status.  Valid values for FLAG are:

 

    none

         The message has a signature but it could not not be verified

         due to a missing key.

    green

         The signature is fully valid.

   

 yellow

         The signature is valid but additional information was shown

         regarding the validity of the key.

    red

         The signature is not valid.

 

    DISPLAYSTRING is a percent-and-plus-encoded string with a short

    human readable description of the status.  For example

 

         S SIGSTATUS green Good+signature+from+Keith+Moon+<keith@example.net>

 

    Note that this string needs to fit into an Assuan line and should

    be short enough to be displayed as short one-liner on the clients

    window.  As usual the encoding of this string is UTF-8 and it

    should be send in its translated form.

 

    The server shall send one status line for every signature found on

    the message.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Set Input Files,  Next: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Verify,

Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.5 UI Server: Specifying the input files to operate on.

========================================================
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All file related UI

 server commands operate on a number of input files

or directories, specified by one or more FILE commands:

 

-- Command: FILE [--clear] NAME

    Add the file or directory NAME to the list of pathnames to be

    processed by the server.  The parameter NAME must be an absolute

    path name (including the drive letter) and is percent espaced (in

    particular, the characters %, = and white space characters are

    always escaped).  If the option --clear is given, the list of

    files is cleared before adding NAME.

 

    Historical note: The original spec did not define --clear but the

    keyword --continued after the file name to indicate that more

    files are to be expected.  However, this has never been used and

    thus removed from the specs.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Set

Input Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.6 UI Server: Encrypting and signing files.

============================================

 

First,

 the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: SIGN_FILES --nohup

-- Command: ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are encrypted and/or

    signed.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server may

    allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively, and

    even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to encrypt or sign a file or directory is specific to

    the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for each input

    file a new file is created under the original filename plus a

    protocol specific extension (like .gpg or .sig), which contain

    the encrypted/signed file or a detached signature.  For

    directories, the server may offer

 multiple options to the user (for

    example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES command requests a combined sign and
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    encrypt operation.  It may not be available for all protocols (for

    example, it is available for OpenPGP but not for CMS).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Prev: UI Server

Sign/Encrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.7 UI Server: Decrypting and verifying files.

==============================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: VERIFY_FILES --nohup

-- Command: DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES

 --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are decrypted and/or

    verified.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server

    may allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively,

    and even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to decrypt or verify a file or directory is specific

    to the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for decryption, a

    new file is created for each input file under the original filename

    minus a protocol specific extension (like .gpg) which contains

    the original plaintext.  For verification a status is displayed for

    each signed input file, indicating if it is signed, and if yes, if

    the signature is valid.  For files that are signed and encrypted,

    the VERIFY command transiently decrypts the file to verify the

    enclosed signature.  For directories,

 the server may offer multiple

    options to the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Next: UI Server Checksum Files,  Prev: UI Server
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Verify/Decrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.8 UI Server: Managing certificates.

=====================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: IMPORT_FILES --nohup

    Request that the certificates contained in the files specified by

    FILE are imported into the local certificate databases.

 

    For directories, the server may offer multiple options to the user

    (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The

 option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

  FIXME: It may be nice to support an EXPORT command as well, which

is enabled by the context menu of the background of a directory.
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Import/Export Keys,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.9 UI Server: Create and verify checksums for files.

=====================================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the destination

    storage and format for the created checksums depend on the

   

 preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.
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-- Command: CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE and verified against previously created and stored

    checksums.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the source storage

    and format for previously created checksums depend on the

    preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    If the source storage of previously created checksums

 is available

    to the user through the Windows shell, this command may also accept

    such checksum files as FILE arguments.  In this case, the UI

    server should instead verify the checksum of the referenced files

    as if they were given as INPUT files.

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Miscellaneous UI Server Commands,  Prev: UI Server Checksum Files,  Up: UI Server

Protocol

 

A.10 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands

=====================================

 

The server needs to implement the following commands which are not

related to a specific command:

 

-- Command: GETINFO WHAT

    This is a multi purpose command, commonly used to return a variety

    of information.  The required subcommands as described by the WHAT

    parameter are:

 

     pid

         Return the process id of the server in decimal notation using

         an Assuan data line.

 

To allow the server to pop up the windows in the correct relation to the

client, the client is advised to tell the server by sending the option:

 

-- Command option: window-id NUMBER

    The NUMBER represents the native window ID of the clients current

    window.  On Windows systems this is a windows handle (HWND) and

    on X11 systems it is the X Window ID.  The number needs to be

    given as a hexadecimal value so that it is easier to convey pointer
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    values (e.g.  HWND).

 

A client may want to fire up the certificate manager of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_KEYMANAGER

    The server shall pop up the main window of the key manager (aka

    certificate manager).  The client expects that the key manager is

    brought into the foregound and that this command immediately

    returns (does not wait until the key manager has

 been fully brought

    up).

 

A client may want to fire up the configuration dialog of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_CONFDIALOG

    The server shall pop up its configuration dialog.  The client

    expects that this dialog is brought into the foregound and that

    this command immediately returns (i.e.  it does not wait until the

    dialog has been fully brought up).

 

When doing an operation on a mail, it is useful to let the server know

the address of the sender:

 

-- Command: SENDER [--info] [--protocol=NAME] EMAIL

    EMAIL is the plain ASCII encoded address ("addr-spec" as per

    RFC-2822) enclosed in angle brackets.  The address set with this

    command is valid until a successful completion of the operation or

    until a RESET command.  A second command overrides the effect of

    the first one; if EMAIL is not given and --info is not used, the

    server shall use the default signing key.

 

    If option --info is not given,

 the server shall also suggest a

    protocol to use for signing.  The client may use this suggested

    protocol on its own discretion.  The same status line as with

    PREP_ENCRYPT is used for this.

 

    The option --protocol may be used to give the server a hint on

    which signing protocol should be preferred.

 

To allow the UI-server to visually identify a running operation or to

associate operations the server MAY support the command:

 

-- Command: SESSION NUMBER [STRING]

    The NUMBER is an arbitrary value, a server may use to associate

    simultaneous running sessions.  It is a 32 bit unsigned integer
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    with 0 as a special value indicating that no session association

    shall be done.

 

    If STRING is given, the server may use this as the title of a

    window or, in the case of an email operation, to extract the

    senders address.  The string may contain spaces; thus no

    plus-escaping is used.

 

    This command may be used at any time and overrides

 the effect of

    the last command.  A RESET undoes the effect of this command.
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Appendix B How to solve problems

********************************

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and

thus there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like GPGME and of course also

for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how to solve such

problems.

 

  First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is to

run the desired operation using gpg or gpgsm on the command line.

If you cant figure out why things dont work, you may use GPGMEs built

in trace feature.  This feature is either enabled using the environment

variable GPGME_DEBUG or, if this is not possible, by calling the

function gpgme_set_global_flag.  The

 value is the trace level and an

optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to stderr.

 

For example

    GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

  A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful to

understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may reveal

sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in your

application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that you

run your tests only with play data.
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Appendix C Deprecated Functions

*******************************

 

For backward compatibility GPGME has a number

 of functions, data types

and constants which are deprecated and should not be used anymore.  We

document here those which are really old to help understanding old code

and to allow migration to their modern counterparts.

 

  *Warning:* These interfaces will be removed in a future version of

GPGME.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_release (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_release is equivalent to

    gpgme_key_unref.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA, int *NR)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_ext is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

           if (!err)

             {

               gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

               *nr = result->considered;

             }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

    The gpgme_edit_cb_t

 type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The status code

    STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by GPGME from

    the crypto engine.  The file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status

    messages.  If STATUS indicates a command rather than a status

    message, the response to the command should be written to FD.  The

    HANDLE is provided by the user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit processes the key KEY interactively,

    using the edit callback function FNC with the handle HANDLE.  The

    callback is

 invoked for every status and command request from the

    crypto engine.  The output of the crypto engine is written to the

    data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the edit

    operation completes successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY

    is not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine

    or the edit callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit_start initiates a gpgme_op_edit

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on

 the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit is analogous to gpgme_op_edit,
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    but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the

    key KEY.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit_start initiates a

  

  gpgme_op_card_edit operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, int (*READFUNC) (void *HOOK, char *BUFFER,

         size_t COUNT, size_t *NREAD), void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the callback function READFUNC to

    retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

    the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

    GPGME provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

    The callback function receives HOOK_VALUE as its first argument

    whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to COUNT bytes in

    BUFFER, and return the number of bytes

 actually read in NREAD.  It

    may return 0 in NREAD if no data is currently available.  To

    indicate EOF the function should return with an error code of

    -1 and set NREAD to 0.  The callback function may support to

    reset its internal read pointer if it is invoked with BUFFER and

    NREAD being NULL and COUNT being 0.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    READFUNC is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_rewind is equivalent to:

 

           return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

             ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;
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-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key or trust item

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the

 key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_FPR

         This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as

         a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be

         used.  It is representable as a string and as a number.  The

         numbers correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the

         gcrypt library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_LEN

         This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time of a sub key.  It is representable

         as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is a user ID. There can be more than one user IDs in a

         GPGME_KEY_T object.  The first one (with index 0) is the

         primary user ID. The user ID

 is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is
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         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY

         This is the validity belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string and as a number.  See below for a

         list of available validities.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

         This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

         This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

         This

 returns information about the type of key.  For the

         string function this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The

         integer function returns 0 for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

         This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked,

         and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

         This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

         This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is expired, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

         This specifies if a sub key is disabled.  It is

 representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is disabled, and 0

         otherwise.
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    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

         This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a string.  The string contains the letter e

         if the key can be used for encryption, s if the key can be

         used for signatures, and c if the key can be used for

         certifications.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

         This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the sub key can be

         used for encryption, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data

         signatures.  It is representable as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for signatures, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key

         certificates.  It is representable

 as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for certifications, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

         The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

         The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

         The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification

         chain.  It is representable as a string.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_get_string_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_string_attr returns the value of the

    string-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute

    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is

 only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a
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    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr returns the value of the

    number-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute

    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if the attribute cant be returned as a

    number, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

  The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode enabled,

because it is expensive to retrieve

 all signatures of a key.

 

  So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function gpgme_get_key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key signature

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the key ID of the key which was used for the

         signature.  It is representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It

         is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers

         correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the gcrypt

         library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It

         is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time

 of the signature.  It is

         representable as a number.
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    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user

         ID is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.

         It is representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is

         revoked, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This

 specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

         This is the same value as returned by gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr returns the value of

    the string-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the

    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.
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-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t

 WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr returns the value of

    the number-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the

    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_stat_t

    The gpgme_sig_stat_t type holds the result of a signature check,

    or the combined result of all signatures.  The following results

    are possible:

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

         This status should not occur in normal operation.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

         This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         valid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP

         This status indicates that

 the signature is valid but expired.

         For the combined result this status means that all signatures

         are valid and expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

         This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key

         used to verify the signature has expired.  For the combined

         result this status means that all signatures are valid and all

         keys are expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

         This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         invalid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

         This status indicates that the signature could not be verified

         due to a missing key.  For the combined result this status

         means that all signatures could not be checked due to missing
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         keys.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

         This status indicates that the signature data provided was not

         a real signature.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR

          This status indicates that there was some other error which

         prevented the signature verification.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

         For the combined result this status means that at least two

         signatures have a different status.  You can get each keys

         status with gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_status (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_sig_stat_t *R_STAT, time_t *R_CREATED)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_status is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           if (r_stat)

             {

               switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

          	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

         	  break;
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         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

         	  break;

 

         	default:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	  break;

         	}

             }

           if (r_created)

             *r_created = sig->timestamp;

           return sig->fpr;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_string_attr is equivalent to:

 

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

               return sig->fpr;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

               if (whatidx == 1)
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                 return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

               else

         	return "";

             default:

               break;

             }

 

           return NULL;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

        

   result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return 0;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:

               return sig->timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

               return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

               return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

               switch (sig->status)

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;
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         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

        

 	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

         	default:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	}

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

               return sig->summary;

 

             default:

               break;

             }

           return 0;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int IDX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_key is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

           return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Library Copying,  Next: Copying,
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  Prev: Deprecated Functions,  Up: Top

 

GNU Lesser General Public License

*********************************

 

                     Version 2.1, February 1999

 

    Copyright  1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

    [This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

    as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

    version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

========

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free softwareto

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated softwaretypically librariesof the

 Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use it too,

but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or

the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any

particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example,
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 if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there

is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is modified

by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they

have is not the original version, so that the original authors

reputation will not be affected by problems that

 might be introduced by

others.

 

  Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that any

patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent

with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is

quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use this

license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries

into non-free programs.

 

  When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire

combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General Public

License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the

library.

 

  We call this license the Lesser General Public License because it

does _Less_ to protect the users freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less of

an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages are

the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

  For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free library

does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.

  In this case,

there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software

only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

  In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free

software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free

programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system,

as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked

with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program

using a modified version of the Library.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

work based on the library and a work that uses the library.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the

 latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

    program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

    other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms

    of this Lesser General Public License (also called this License).

    Each licensee is addressed as you.

 

    A library means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

    The Library, below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A work based on the

    Library means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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     portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    modification.)

 

    Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does

 and what the program that uses the

    Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Librarys

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of

    it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You

 must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or
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         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to

         ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such

         function or table, the facility still operates, and performs

         whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied

 function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply

    to those sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But

    when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

    work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on

    the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part

    regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is

 to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a

    volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other

    work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To

    do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License,

    so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License,

    version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than

    version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared,

    then you can specify that version instead if you wish.)  Do not

    make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so
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 the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the

    Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative

    of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the

    terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with

    the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must

    be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

    medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

  5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled

    or linked with it, is called a work that uses the Library.  Such

    a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

    therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a work that uses the Library with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a work that uses

    the library.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

    Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

    When a work that uses the Library uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the

 Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link

    a work that uses the Library with the Library to produce a work

    containing portions of the Library,

 and distribute that work under

    terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification

    of the work for the customers own use and reverse engineering for

    debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a. Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is

         an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

          machine-readable work that uses the Library, as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use

         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

         Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run

         time a copy of the library already present on the users

         computer system, rather than copying library functions into

         the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

         version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as

         the modified version is interface-compatible with the version

         that the work was made with.

 

    

  c. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

         performing this distribution.
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      d. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      e. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the work that uses the

    Library must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the materials to be distributed need not include

    anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

    form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of

    the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that

    you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such

    a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the

    work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is

    otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

         where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received

    copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their

    licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full
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    compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

     are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License

    to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties with this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

     agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive

    copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

    could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

    from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply

    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or

 other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a
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    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to

    it and any later version, you have the option of following the

    terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version

    published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not

    specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever

    published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts

 of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                             NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

    AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY

    OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE
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 RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

    PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE

    DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

    OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

If

 you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

    under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

 

    This library

 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    Lesser General Public License for more details.
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    You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

    License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

    Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307,

    USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  Thats all there is to it!

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Copying,  Next: Concept Index,  Prev: Library Copying,  Up: Top

 

GNU General Public License

**************************

 

                       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

    Copyright  2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

    license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

========

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software

and other kinds of works.

 

  The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a programto make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can
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 apply it to

your programs, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know

 their rights.

 

  Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

  For the developers and authors protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users and

authors sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

  Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit

 the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

  Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                        TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

    This License refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public

    License.

 

    Copyright also means copyright-like laws that apply to other

    kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

    The Program refers

 to any copyrightable work licensed under this

    License.  Each licensee is addressed as you.  Licensees and

    recipients may be individuals or organizations.

 

    To modify a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the

    work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the

    making of an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a modified

    version of the earlier work or a work based on the earlier work.

 

    A covered work means either the unmodified Program or a work

    based on the Program.

 

    To propagate a work means to do anything with it that, without

    permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

    infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on

    a computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes

    copying, distribution (with or without modification), making

    available to the public, and in some countries other activities as

    well.

 

    To convey a work means any

 kind of propagation that enables other

    parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

    through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

    conveying.

 

    An interactive user interface displays Appropriate Legal Notices

    to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

    feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

    tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to

    the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey
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    the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this

    License.  If the interface presents a list of user commands or

    options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this

    criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work

    for making modifications to it.  Object code means any non-source

    form of a work.

 

    A Standard Interface means an interface that

 either is an

    official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in

    the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming

    language, one that is widely used among developers working in that

    language.

 

    The System Libraries of an executable work include anything,

    other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal

    form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that

    Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with

    that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for

    which an implementation is available to the public in source code

    form.  A Major Component, in this context, means a major

    essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the

    specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work

    runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code

    interpreter used to run it.

 

    The Corresponding Source for a

 work in object code form means all

    the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

    work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts

    to control those activities.  However, it does not include the

    works System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

    available free programs which are used unmodified in performing

    those activities but which are not part of the work.  For example,

    Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated

    with source files for the work, and the source code for shared

    libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is

    specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data

    communication or control flow between those subprograms and other

    parts of the work.

 

    The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

    regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

    Source.
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    The Corresponding

 Source for a work in source code form is that

    same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

    All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

    copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

    conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

    permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running

    a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given

    its content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges

    your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by

    copyright law.

 

    You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

    convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise

    remains in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the

    sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you,

    or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided

    that you comply with the terms of this

 License in conveying all

    material for which you do not control copyright.  Those thus making

    or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your

    behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit

    them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside

    their relationship with you.

 

    Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

    the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section

    10 makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

    No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

    measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under

    article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December

    1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of

    such measures.

 

    When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

    circumvention of technological measures

 to the extent such

    circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License

    with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to

    limit operation or modification of the work as a means of

    enforcing, against the works users, your or third parties legal
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    rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

    You may convey verbatim copies of the Programs source code as you

    receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

    appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

    keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

    non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the

    code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and

    give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

    You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

    and you may offer support or warranty protection

 for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

    You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

    produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

    terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

    conditions:

 

      a. The work must carry prominent notices stating that you

         modified it, and giving a relevant date.

 

      b. The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

         released under this License and any conditions added under

         section 7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in

         section 4 to keep intact all notices.

 

      c. You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

         License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

         License will therefore apply, along with any applicable

         section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all

         its parts, regardless of how they are packaged.  This

 License

         gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but

         it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately

         received it.

 

      d. If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

         Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has

         interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal

         Notices, your work need not make them do so.

 

    A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

    works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered
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    work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger

    program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is

    called an aggregate if the compilation and its resulting

    copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the

    compilations users beyond what the individual works permit.

    Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this

    License

 to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

    You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

    of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

    machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this

    License, in one of these ways:

 

      a. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

         Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

         customarily used for software interchange.

 

      b. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

         written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

         long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that

         product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code

         either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for

 all the

         software in the product that is covered by this License, on a

         durable physical medium customarily used for software

         interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of

         physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

         to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no

         charge.

 

      c. Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

         written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

         alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

         and only if you received the object code with such an offer,

         in accord with subsection 6b.

 

      d. Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

         place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to

         the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same

         place at no further charge.  You need not require recipients

         to copy

 the Corresponding Source along with the object code.

         If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the
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         Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by

         you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying

         facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the

         object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

         Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you

         remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as

         needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

      e. Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

         provided you inform other peers where the object code and

         Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the

         general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

 

    A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is

    excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need

     not be included in conveying the object code work.

 

    A User Product is either (1) a consumer product, which means

    any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

    family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

    incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is

    a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

    coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

    normally used refers to a typical or common use of that class of

    product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the

    way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is

    expected to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product

    regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial,

    industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the

    only significant mode of use of the product.

 

    Installation Information for a User Product

 means any methods,

    procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

    install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that

    User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.

    The information must suffice to ensure that the continued

    functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or

    interfered with solely because modification has been made.

 

    If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with,

    or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying

    occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession

    and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in

    perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

    is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this

    section must be accompanied by the Installation Information.  But

    this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party
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    retains

 the ability to install modified object code on the User

    Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

 

    The requirement to provide Installation Information does not

    include a requirement to continue to provide support service,

    warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed

    by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been

    modified or installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the

    modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation

    of the network or violates the rules and protocols for

    communication across the network.

 

    Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information

    provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is

    publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the

    public in source code form), and must require no special password

    or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

    Additional

 permissions are terms that supplement the terms of

    this License by making exceptions from one or more of its

    conditions.  Additional permissions that are applicable to the

    entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in

    this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable

    law.  If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program,

    that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the

    entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to

    the additional permissions.

 

    When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

    remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part

    of it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

    removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

    additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

    for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material

    you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright

    holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with

    terms:

 

      a. Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from

         the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

      b. Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices
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         or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate

         Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

      c. Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material,

         or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked

         in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

      d. Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors

         or authors of the material; or

 

      e. Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

         trade names,

 trademarks, or service marks; or

 

      f. Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

         material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified

         versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to

         the recipient, for any liability that these contractual

         assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

 

    All other non-permissive additional terms are considered further

    restrictions within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as

    you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that

    it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further

    restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document

    contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying

    under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed

    by the terms of that license document, provided that the further

    restriction does not survive such relicensing or

 conveying.

 

    If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

    must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

    additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

    where to find the applicable terms.

 

    Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in

    the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

    the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

    You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

    provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

    modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights

    under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the

    third paragraph of section 11).
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    However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

    license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

    provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly

 and

    finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the

    copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

    Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

    reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

    violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

    received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

    that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

    after your receipt of the notice.

 

    Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate

    the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you

    under this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not

    permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses

    for the same material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

    You are not required to

 accept this License in order to receive or

    run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

    occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer

    transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require

    acceptance.  However, nothing other than this License grants you

    permission to propagate or modify any covered work.  These actions

    infringe copyright if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

    by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your

    acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

    Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

    receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

    propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not

    responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this

    License.

 

    An entity transaction is a transaction transferring control of an

    organization, or substantially

 all assets of one, or subdividing an

    organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a

    covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

    transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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    licenses to the work the partys predecessor in interest had or

    could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession

    of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in

    interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable

    efforts.

 

    You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

    rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

    may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise

    of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate

    litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

    alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using,

    selling, offering

 for sale, or importing the Program or any portion

    of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

    A contributor is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

    License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.

    The work thus licensed is called the contributors contributor

    version.

 

    A contributors essential patent claims are all patent claims

    owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

    hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner,

    permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its

    contributor version, but do not include claims that would be

    infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the

    contributor version.  For purposes of this definition, control

    includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner

    consistent with the requirements of this License.

 

    Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide,

    royalty-free patent license under the contributors

 essential

    patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and

    otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor

    version.

 

    In the following three paragraphs, a patent license is any

    express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to

    enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a

    patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement).  To grant

    such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or

    commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

 

    If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent
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    license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available

    for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

    License, through a publicly available network server or other

    readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the

    Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive

    yourself

 of the benefit of the patent license for this particular

    work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements

    of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream

    recipients.  Knowingly relying means you have actual knowledge

    that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work

    in a country, or your recipients use of the covered work in a

    country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

    country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

    If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

    arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

    covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

    receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate,

    modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the

    patent license you grant is automatically extended to all

    recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

 

   

 A patent license is discriminatory if it does not include within

    the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

    conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that

    are specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a

    covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third

    party that is in the business of distributing software, under which

    you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your

    activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party

    grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work

    from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with

    copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from

    those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific

    products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you

    entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted,

    prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

    Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

    any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

    otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others Freedom.

 

    If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement
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    or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

    do not excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you

    cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your

    obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations,

    then as a consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example,

    if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for

    further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the

    only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would

    be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

    permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

    under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a

    single combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms

    of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the

    covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero

    General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through

    a network will apply to the combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

    The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such

    new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but

    may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU

 

   General Public License or any later version applies to it, you

    have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

    that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free

    Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version

    number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

    If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

    versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that

    proxys public statement of acceptance of a version permanently

    authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

 

    Later license versions may give you additional or different

    permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

    author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

    later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

    THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

     APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE

    COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM AS IS

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

    INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

    RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

    NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

    IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES

    AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

    DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

    CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE

    THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

    BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES

 SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

    PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

    PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF

    THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

    If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

    above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

    reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely

    approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in

    connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of

    liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

=============================================

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under

 these

terms.

 

  To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE PROGRAM'S NAME AND A BRIEF IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

    it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

 

    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 

    along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice

like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    PROGRAM Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

    This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

    type show w.  This is free software, and you are

    welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

    type show c for details.

 

  The hypothetical commands show w and show c should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

programs commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an about box.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the program, if

necessary.  For more information on this, and how to apply and follow

the GNU GPL, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

   The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the

GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But first,

please read <https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Concept Index,  Next: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Copying,  Up: Top

 

Concept Index

*************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* aborting operations:                   Cancellation.          (line 6)

* algorithms:                            Algorithms.            (line 6)

* algorithms, hash:                      Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, message digest:            Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, public key:                Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* armor mode:                            ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

*

 ASCII armor:                           ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* ASSUAN:                                Assuan.                (line 6)

* attributes, of a key:                  Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* auditlog:                              Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* auditlog, of the engine:               Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* autoconf:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* automake:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* backend:                               Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* callback, passphrase:                  Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* callback, progress meter:              Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* callback, status message:              Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

*

 cancelling operations:                 Cancellation.          (line 6)

* canonical text mode:                   Text Mode.             (line 6)

* certificates, included:                Included Certificates. (line 6)

* CMS:                                   Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* compiler flags:                        Building the Source.   (line 6)

* compiler options:                      Building the Source.   (line 6)

* configuration of crypto backend:       Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* context:                               Contexts.              (line 6)

* context, armor mode:                   ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* context, attributes:                   Context Attributes.    (line 6)

* context, configuring engine:           Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* context, creation:                     Creating Contexts.     (line 6)

* context, destruction:                  Destroying Contexts.

   (line 6)

* context, offline mode:                 Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* context, pinentry mode:                Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)
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* context, result of operation:          Result Management.     (line 6)

* context, selecting protocol:           Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* context, sender:                       Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* context, text mode:                    Text Mode.             (line 6)

* crypto backend:                        Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* crypto engine:                         Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* cryptographic message syntax:          Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation:               Crypto Operations.     (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, aborting:     Cancellation.          (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, cancelling:   Cancellation.          (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, decryption:

   Decrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, decryption and verification: Decrypt and Verify.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, encryption:   Encrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, running:      Run Control.           (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signature check: Verify.             (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signing:      Sign.                  (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, verification: Verify.                (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, wait for:     Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, convenience:              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, creation:                 Creating Data Buffers. (line 6)

* data buffer, destruction:              Destroying Data Buffers.

                            

                                   (line 6)

* data buffer, encoding:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, file name:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, I/O operations:           Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, manipulation:             Manipulating Data Buffers.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, meta-data:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, read:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, seek:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, write:                    Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data, exchanging:         

             Exchanging Data.       (line 6)

* debug:                                 Debugging.             (line 6)

* decryption:                            Decrypt.               (line 6)

* decryption and verification:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* deprecated:                            Deprecated Functions.  (line 6)

* encryption:                            Encrypt.               (line 6)
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* engine:                                Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* engine, ASSUAN:                        Assuan.                (line 6)

* engine, configuration of:              Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* engine, configuration per context:     Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* engine, GnuPG:                         OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* engine, GpgSM:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* engine, information about:             Engine Information.    (line 6)

* error codes:

                           Error Values.          (line 6)

* error codes, list of:                  Error Sources.         (line 6)

* error codes, list of <1>:              Error Codes.           (line 6)

* error codes, printing of:              Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error handling:                        Error Handling.        (line 6)

* error sources:                         Error Values.          (line 6)

* error sources, printing of:            Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error strings:                         Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error values:                          Error Values.          (line 6)

* error values, printing of:             Error Strings.         (line 6)

* event loop, external:                  Using External Event Loops.

                                                               (line 6)

* flags, of a context:                   Context Flags.         (line 6)

* From::                                 Setting the Sender.   

 (line 6)

* GDK, using GPGME with:                 I/O Callback Example GDK.

                                                               (line 6)

* GnuPG:                                 OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* GPGME_DEBUG:                           Debugging.             (line 6)

* GpgSM:                                 Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* GTK+, using GPGME with:                I/O Callback Example GTK+.

                                                               (line 6)

* hash algorithms:                       Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* header file:                           Header.                (line 6)

* identify:                              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* include file:                          Header.                (line 6)

* key listing:                           Listing Keys.       

   (line 6)

* key listing mode:                      Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, mode of:                  Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, start:                    Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key management:                        Key Management.        (line 6)

* key ring, add:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key ring, delete from:                 Deleting Keys.         (line 6)

* key ring, export from:                 Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, import to:                   Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, list:                        Listing Keys.          (line 6)
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* key ring, search:                      Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key, attributes:                       Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* key, creation:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key, delete:                           Deleting

 Keys.         (line 6)

* key, edit:                             Advanced Key Editing.  (line 6)

* key, export:                           Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key, import:                           Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key, information about:                Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* key, manipulation:                     Manipulating Keys.     (line 6)

* key, signing:                          Signing Keys.          (line 6)

* largefile support:                     Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LFS:                                   Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License: Library Copying.     (line 6)

* libtool:                               Using Libtool.         (line 6)

* listing keys:                          Listing

 Keys.          (line 6)

* locale, default:                       Locale.                (line 6)

* locale, of a context:                  Locale.                (line 6)

* message digest algorithms:             Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* multi-threading:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* notation data:                         Verify.                (line 6)

* notation data <1>:                     Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* offline mode:                          Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* OpenPGP:                               OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* passphrase callback:                   Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* passphrase, change:                    Changing Passphrases.  (line 6)

* pinentry mode:                         Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)

* policy URL:                            Signature Notation Data.

                                      

                         (line 6)

* progress meter callback:               Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol:                              Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* protocol, ASSUAN:                      Assuan.                (line 6)

* protocol, CMS:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, GnuPG:                       OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* protocol, S/MIME:                      Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, selecting:                   Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* public key algorithms:                 Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* Qt, using GPGME with:                  I/O Callback Example Qt.
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                                                               (line 6)

* run control:                     

      Run Control.           (line 6)

* S/MIME:                                Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* sender:                                Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* sign:                                  Sign.                  (line 6)

* signal handling:                       Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signals:                               Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signature check:                       Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* signature notation data:               Verify.                (line 6)

* signature notation data <1>:           Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* signature, creation:                   Sign.                  (line 6)

* signature, selecting signers:          Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* signature, verification:               Verify.                (line 6)

* signers, selecting: 

                   Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* status message callback:               Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* text mode:                             Text Mode.             (line 6)

* thread-safeness:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* type of data:                          Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* UI server:                             UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* user interface server:                 UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* validity, TOFU:                        Changing TOFU Data.    (line 6)

* verification:                          Verify.                (line 6)

* verification and decryption:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* version check, of the engines:         Engine Version Check.  (line 6)

* version check, of the library:         Library Version Check. (line 6)

* wait for completion:

                   Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Concept Index,  Up: Top

 

Function and Data Index

***********************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* AM_PATH_GPGME:                         Using Automake.      (line  11)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH:                     Using Automake.      (line  13)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD:                 Using Automake.      (line  15)

* CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.
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                                                             (line   9)

* CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.

                                                             (line  22)

* DECRYPT:                               UI Server Decrypt.   (line  26)

* DECRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES:

                  UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* ENCRYPT:                               UI Server Encrypt.   (line  47)

* ENCRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES:                    UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* enum gpgme_data_encoding_t:            Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  31)

* enum gpgme_data_type_t:                Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_event_io_t:                 I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  58)

* enum gpgme_hash_algo_t:                Hash Algorithms.     (line   9)

* enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:

            Pinentry Mode.       (line  25)

* enum gpgme_protocol_t:                 Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  16)

* enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line   9)

* enum gpgme_sig_mode_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_sig_stat_t:                 Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 387)

* enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t:              Changing TOFU Data.  (line  10)

* FILE:                                  UI Server Set Input Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* GETINFO:                               Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_addrspec_from_uid:       

        Decrypt and Verify.  (line  48)

* gpgme_attr_t:                          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 140)

* gpgme_attr_t <1>:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 301)

* gpgme_cancel:                          Cancellation.        (line  16)

* gpgme_cancel_async:                    Cancellation.        (line  38)

* gpgme_check_version:                   Library Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  12)

* gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  26)
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* gpgme_ctx_t:                           Contexts.            (line  11)

* gpgme_data_encoding_t:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  32)

* gpgme_data_get_encoding:               Data Buffer

 Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  81)

* gpgme_data_get_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_identify:                   Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_new:                        Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  12)

* gpgme_data_new_from_cbs:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_data_new_from_estream:           File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  49)

* gpgme_data_new_from_fd:                File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_data_new_from_file:              Memory Based Data Buffers.

     

                                                        (line  37)

* gpgme_data_new_from_filepart:          Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* gpgme_data_new_from_mem:               Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  22)

* gpgme_data_new_from_stream:            File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb:           Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 110)

* gpgme_data_read:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_read_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_data_release:                    Destroying Data Buffers.

                        

                                     (line   6)

* gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem:        Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_data_release_cb_t:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  55)

* gpgme_data_rewind:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 134)

* gpgme_data_seek:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  26)

* gpgme_data_seek_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_set_encoding:               Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  87)
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* gpgme_data_set_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                               

              (line  18)

* gpgme_data_set_flag:                   Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  92)

* gpgme_data_t:                          Exchanging Data.     (line  13)

* gpgme_data_type_t:                     Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_data_write:                      Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_data_write_cb_t:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_decrypt_result_t:                Decrypt.             (line 101)

* gpgme_edit_cb_t:                       Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  33)

* gpgme_encrypt_result_t:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line

 241)

* gpgme_engine_check_version:            Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line  67)

* gpgme_engine_info_t:                   Engine Information.  (line   6)

* gpgme_error:                           Error Values.        (line  65)

* gpgme_error_from_errno:                Error Values.        (line  89)

* gpgme_error_t:                         Error Values.        (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN): Using the

Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  15)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *NAME, const char *ARGS,

gpgme_data_t *R_DATA): Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS): Using

the Assuan protocol.

                             

                                (line  38)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int

FD): Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD):

Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *UID_HINT, const char

*PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD, int FD): Passphrase Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void

*FNC_DATA, void **TAG): I/O Callback Interface.
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                      (line  19)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS): Status

Message Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code:                        Error Values.        (line  42)

* gpgme_err_code_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  98)

* gpgme_err_code_t:                      Error Values.        (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code_to_errno:               Error Values.        (line 103)

* gpgme_err_make:                        Error Values.        (line  57)

* gpgme_err_make_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  83)

* gpgme_err_source:                      Error Values.        (line  49)

* gpgme_err_source_t:                    Error Values.        (line  13)

* gpgme_event_io_t:                      I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  59)

* gpgme_event_io_t <1>:                  Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                              (line   7)

* gpgme_free:                            Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  25)

* gpgme_genkey_result_t:                 Generating Keys.     (line 381)

* gpgme_get_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line  13)

* gpgme_get_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line 135)

* gpgme_get_dirinfo:                     Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_get_engine_info:                 Engine Information.  (line  46)

* gpgme_get_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line  37)

* gpgme_get_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_get_key:                         Listing Keys.        (line 178)

*

 gpgme_get_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line 103)

* gpgme_get_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line  31)

* gpgme_get_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  63)

* gpgme_get_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line  18)

* gpgme_get_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line  21)

* gpgme_get_protocol_name:               Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_get_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  29)

* gpgme_get_sig_key:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 587)

* gpgme_get_sig_status:                  Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 435)

* gpgme_get_sig_string_attr:

             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 491)

* gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.
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                                                             (line 525)

* gpgme_get_status_cb:                   Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line  20)

* gpgme_hash_algo_name:                  Hash Algorithms.     (line  30)

* gpgme_hash_algo_t:                     Hash Algorithms.     (line  10)

* gpgme_import_result_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line 118)

* gpgme_import_status_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_interact_cb_t:                   Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_invalid_key_t:                   Crypto Operations.   (line  10)

* gpgme_io_cb_t:            

             I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_keylist_result_t:                Listing Keys.        (line 155)

* gpgme_key_get_string_attr:             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 266)

* gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 280)

* gpgme_key_ref:                         Manipulating Keys.   (line   6)

* gpgme_key_release:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  14)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr:         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 357)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr:          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 373)

* gpgme_key_sig_t:                       Key objects.         (line

 346)

* gpgme_key_t:                           Key objects.         (line  10)

* gpgme_key_unref:                       Manipulating Keys.   (line  10)

* gpgme_new:                             Creating Contexts.   (line   6)

* gpgme_new_signature_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  57)

* gpgme_off_t:                           Exchanging Data.     (line  24)

* gpgme_op_adduid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 189)

* gpgme_op_adduid_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 215)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext:          Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  64)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start:        Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_card_edit:                    Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  85)

*

 gpgme_op_card_edit_start:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  95)

* gpgme_op_createkey:                    Generating Keys.     (line  14)

* gpgme_op_createkey_start:              Generating Keys.     (line 119)

* gpgme_op_createsubkey:                 Generating Keys.     (line 132)
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* gpgme_op_createsubkey_start:           Generating Keys.     (line 176)

* gpgme_op_decrypt:                      Decrypt.             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext:                  Decrypt.             (line  30)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start:            Decrypt.             (line  60)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_result:               Decrypt.             (line 164)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_start:                Decrypt.             (line  20)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify:               Decrypt and Verify.  (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start:         Decrypt and Verify.  (line  30)

* gpgme_op_delete:                       Deleting Keys.     

  (line  47)

* gpgme_op_delete_ext:                   Deleting Keys.       (line   6)

* gpgme_op_delete_ext_start:             Deleting Keys.       (line  33)

* gpgme_op_delete_start:                 Deleting Keys.       (line  52)

* gpgme_op_edit:                         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_op_edit_start:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_encrypt:                      Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext:                  Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 131)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start:            Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 224)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_result:               Encrypting a Plaintext.

                

                                             (line 252)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign:                 Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 263)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext:             Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 288)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start:       Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 304)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start:           Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 274)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_start:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 113)

* gpgme_op_export:                       Exporting Keys.      (line  59)

* gpgme_op_export_ext:                   Exporting Keys.      (line  92)

* gpgme_op_export_ext_start:             Exporting Keys.      (line 114)

* gpgme_op_export_keys:            

      Exporting Keys.      (line 126)

* gpgme_op_export_keys_start:            Exporting Keys.      (line 153)

* gpgme_op_export_start:                 Exporting Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_op_genkey:                       Generating Keys.     (line 304)

* gpgme_op_genkey_result:                Generating Keys.     (line 418)

* gpgme_op_genkey_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 369)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog:                  Additional Logs.     (line   9)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog_start:            Additional Logs.     (line  54)
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* gpgme_op_import:                       Importing Keys.      (line   9)

* gpgme_op_import_ext:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  18)

* gpgme_op_import_keys:                  Importing Keys.      (line  35)

* gpgme_op_import_keys_start:            Importing Keys.      (line  65)

* gpgme_op_import_result:                Importing Keys.      (line 174)

* gpgme_op_import_start:

                 Importing Keys.      (line  24)

* gpgme_op_interact:                     Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_op_interact_start:               Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  53)

* gpgme_op_keylist_end:                  Listing Keys.        (line 111)

* gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start:            Listing Keys.        (line  34)

* gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start:      Listing Keys.        (line  67)

* gpgme_op_keylist_next:                 Listing Keys.        (line  94)

* gpgme_op_keylist_result:               Listing Keys.        (line 166)

* gpgme_op_keylist_start:                Listing Keys.        (line   6)

* gpgme_op_keysign:                      Signing Keys.        (line  12)

* gpgme_op_keysign_start:                Signing Keys.        (line  73)

* gpgme_op_passwd:                       Changing Passphrases.

                              

                               (line   6)

* gpgme_op_passwd_start:                 Changing Passphrases.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb:                   Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb_result:            Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_op_revsig:                       Signing Keys.        (line  84)

* gpgme_op_revsig_start:                 Signing Keys.        (line 119)

* gpgme_op_revuid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 224)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start:                 Manipulating Keys.   (line  58)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start <1>:             Generating Keys.     (line 252)

* gpgme_op_setexpire:                    Manipulating Keys.   (line  15)

* gpgme_op_setexpire_start:              Manipulating Keys.   (line  47)

* gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start:         

  Generating Keys.     (line 293)

* gpgme_op_set_ui_flag:                  Generating Keys.     (line 261)

* gpgme_op_sign:                         Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_sign_result:                  Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  99)

* gpgme_op_sign_start:                   Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_spawn:                        Running other Programs.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_op_spawn_start:                  Running other Programs.
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                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy:                  Changing TOFU Data.  (line  29)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start:            Changing TOFU Data.  (line  43)

* gpgme_op_verify:                       Verify.              (line

   6)

* gpgme_op_verify_result:                Verify.              (line 298)

* gpgme_op_verify_start:                 Verify.              (line  26)

* gpgme_passphrase_cb_t:                 Passphrase Callback. (line  10)

* gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:                 Pinentry Mode.       (line  26)

* gpgme_progress_cb_t:                   Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line   8)

* gpgme_protocol_t:                      Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_protocol_t <1>:                  Engine Information.  (line   7)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_name:                Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_string:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:                   Public Key Algorithms.

          

                                                   (line  10)

* gpgme_query_swdb_result_t:             Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_recipient_t:                     Decrypt.             (line  75)

* gpgme_register_io_cb_t:                I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_release:                         Destroying Contexts. (line   6)

* gpgme_result_ref:                      Result Management.   (line  15)

* gpgme_result_unref:                    Result Management.   (line  23)

* gpgme_set_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line   6)

* gpgme_set_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_engine_info:                 Engine Configuration.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_set_global_flag:                 Library Version Check.

                         

                                    (line  44)

* gpgme_set_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_set_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  35)

* gpgme_set_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line   6)

* gpgme_set_locale:                      Locale.              (line  14)

* gpgme_set_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line   6)

* gpgme_set_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  40)

* gpgme_set_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_set_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line   6)
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* gpgme_set_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  13)

* gpgme_set_status_cb:   

                Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_set_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line   6)

* gpgme_signature_t:                     Verify.              (line  92)

* gpgme_signers_add:                     Selecting Signers.   (line  18)

* gpgme_signers_clear:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  11)

* gpgme_signers_count:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  25)

* gpgme_signers_enum:                    Selecting Signers.   (line  31)

* gpgme_sign_result_t:                   Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  85)

* gpgme_sig_mode_t:                      Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_sig_notation_add:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  19)

* gpgme_sig_notation_clear:          

    Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_sig_notation_get:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_sig_notation_t:                  Verify.              (line  38)

* gpgme_sig_stat_t:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 388)

* gpgme_ssize_t:                         Exchanging Data.     (line  32)

* gpgme_status_cb_t:                     Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line   8)

* gpgme_strerror:                        Error Strings.       (line   6)

* gpgme_strerror_r:                      Error Strings.       (line  15)

* gpgme_strsource:                       Error Strings.       (line  26)

* gpgme_subkey_t:                        Key objects.         (line 112)

* gpgme_tofu_info_t:                     Key objects.

         (line 282)

* gpgme_tofu_policy_t:                   Changing TOFU Data.  (line  13)

* gpgme_user_id_t:                       Key objects.         (line 217)

* gpgme_validity_t:                      Information About Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_verify_result_t:                 Verify.              (line 276)

* gpgme_wait:                            Waiting For Completion.

                                                             (line   6)

* IMPORT_FILES:                          UI Server Import/Export Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* INPUT:                                 UI Server Encrypt.   (line  23)

* INPUT <1>:                             UI Server Sign.      (line  12)

* INPUT <2>:                             UI Server Decrypt.   (line  12)

* INPUT <3>:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  16)

* MESSAGE:                               UI
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 Server Verify.    (line  10)

* MICALG:                                UI Server Sign.      (line  43)

* off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  43)

* OUTPUT:                                UI Server Encrypt.   (line  36)

* OUTPUT <1>:                            UI Server Sign.      (line  18)

* OUTPUT <2>:                            UI Server Decrypt.   (line  19)

* OUTPUT <3>:                            UI Server Verify.    (line  23)

* PREP_ENCRYPT:                          UI Server Encrypt.   (line  72)

* PROTOCOL:                              UI Server Encrypt.   (line  98)

* RECIPIENT:                             UI Server Encrypt.   (line   9)

* SENDER:                                Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  50)

* SESSION:                               Miscellaneous UI Server

 Commands.

                                                             (line  69)

* SIGN:                                  UI Server Sign.      (line  33)

* SIGN_FILES:                            UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* SIGSTATUS:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  56)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data

Buffers.

                                                             (line  27)

* START_CONFDIALOG:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  41)

* START_KEYMANAGER:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                  

                           (line  31)

* struct gpgme_data_cbs:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  59)

* struct gpgme_io_cbs:                   Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line   6)

* VERIFY:                                UI Server Verify.    (line  31)

* VERIFY_FILES:                          UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA): I/O Callback

Interface.

                                                             (line  83)

* void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT, int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL):

Progress Meter Callback.

     

                                                        (line   6)

* void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  48)
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* window-id:                             Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  21)

Wenn Sie dies lesen knnen, ist es wohl nicht

geheim genug.

hkp4py

requests

Additional license notices for GPGME.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the GPGME distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* MIT License

 

 For files:

 - cJSON.c, cJSON.h

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2009 Dave Gamble

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a opy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to eal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the ights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING ROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

#+end_quote

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: Maintenance Mode

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes
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#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Maintenance Mode from 2019

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

From the beginning of 2019 the Python bindings to GPGME will enter

maintenance mode, meaning that new features will not be added and only

bug fixes and security fixes will be made.

  This also means that

documentation beyond that existing at the end of 2018 will not be

developed further except to correct errors.

 

Though use of these bindings appears to have been quite well received,

there has been no indication of what demand there is, if any for

either financial backing of the current Python bindings development or

support contracts with g10code GmbH citing the necessity of including

the bindings.

 

 

** Maintainer from 2019 onward

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode-bm

  :END:

 

How does this affect the position of GnuPG Python Bindings Maintainer?

 

Well, I will remain as maintainer of the bindings; but without funding

for that position, the amount of time I will be able to dedicate

solely to this task will be limited and reduced to volunteered time.

As with all volunteered time and effort in free software projects,

this will be subject to numerous external imperatives.
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** Using the Python Bindings from 2019 and beyond

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 maintenance-mode-blade-runner

  :END:

 

For most, if not all, Python developers using these bindings; they

will continue to just work the same as they always have.  Expansions

of GPGME itself are usually handled by SWIG with the existing code and

thus bindings are generated properly when the bindings are installed

alongside GPGME and when the latter is built from source.

 

In the rare circumstances where that is not enough to address some new

addition to GPGME, then that is a bug and thus subject to the

maintenance mode provisions (i.e. it will be fixed following a bug

report being raised and your humble author will need to remember where

the timesheet template was filed, depending on how many years off such

an event is).

 

All the GPGME functionality will continue to be accessible via the

lower level, dynamically generated methods which match the GPGME C

documentation.  While the more intuitively Pythonic higher level layer

already covers the vast majority of functionality people require

 with

key generation, signatures, certifications (key signing), encryption,

decryption, verification, validation, trust levels and so on.

 

Any wanted features lacking in the Python bindings are usually lacking

because they are missing from GPGME itself (e.g. revoking keys via the

API) and in such cases they are usually deliberately excluded.  More

discussion of these issues can be found in the archives of the

[[https://lists.gnupg.org/mailman/listinfo/gnupg-devel][gnupg-devel mailing list]].

 

Any features existing in the dynamically generated layer for which

people want a specific, higher level function included to make it more

Pythonic (e.g. to avoid needing to learn or memorise cryptographic

mode values or GnuPG status code numbers), would be a feature request

and /not/ a bug.

 

It is still worthwhile requesting it, but the addition of such a

feature would not be guaranteed and provided on a purely volunteer

basis.  Expediting such a request would require funding that request.

 

Those

 with a commercial interest in expediting such a feature request

already know how to [[https://gnupg.org/cgi-bin/procdonate.cgi?mode=preset][expedite it]] (use the message field to

state what
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feature is being requested).

 

 

** Documentation formats

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: docs

  :END:

 

The documentation has been written in Org mode for GNU Emacs, with

both Texinfo and reStructuredText formats generated from that.  The

Texinfo files are intended for use with the rest of the GnuPG

documentation; while the reStructuredText files are intended for use

with Docutils and Sphinx, as with other Python projects.

 

 

*** Cautionary Notes regarding Sphinx and EPUB

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: sphinx-made-epubs-suck

   :END:

 

Though Python's Docutils in conjunction with Sphinx is capable of

generating some very useful HTML sites, as proven by [[https://readthedocs.org/][Read the Docs]] and

the [[https://docs.python.org/][Python documentation]], there are a number of output formats it does

not

 handle well.  At the top of the list of things it manages to break

so atrociously as to be embarassing is the [[http://idpf.org/epub][EPUB 3]] format.

 

The automatically generated EPUB of the CPython documentation always

contains hundreds of validation errors and even the modest amount of

documentation here [[https://files.au.adversary.org.s3.amazonaws.com/crypto/gpgme-

python/rst/epub/GPGMEPythonBindings.epub][produced a file]] with approximately thirty

validation errors.  As the volume of documentation content increases,

so does the induced errors.  Whereas Texinfo doesn't produce EPUB

output at all, nor does Org-mode.

 

Should there ever be genuine demand for this format, lodge a

[[https://dev.gnupg.org/maniphest/task/edit/form/4/][feature

request]] case marked for [[https://dev.gnupg.org/p/BenM/][my]] attention.  The means of generating such

files flawlessly is already available, but is not yet part of the

GnuPG build system.  Nor is it integrated with a means of converting

Org

 mode input files to the relevant base format automatically, as can

already be done when converting Org to reStructuredText or Org to

Texinfo.  As a certain amount of work would be required to get it

done, there would need to be clear demand for that work to be done.

Just GNU it!

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* m4/pth.m4: Removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove check for pth and automake conditional

	HAVE_PTH.

 

2011-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	Release 1.3.1

 

	* configure.ac: Set LT version to C19/A8/R0.

 

2011-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove complus.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove complus/Makefile.

	(BUILD_COMPLUS): Remove AM_CONDITIONAL.

	* complus/: Remove very old and stale component.

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2011-04-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.11.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32):

 Support option --build-w64.

	* configure.ac (HAVE_W64_SYSTEM): Define.

	(INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H): New.

	(GPGME_CONFIG_HOST): New.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_LIBASSUAN_VERSION): Bump to 2.0.2 for system hooks.

 

2010-12-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Support a git revision.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/types.h and

	sys.stat.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys.time.h.

 

2010-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Define GPG_ERR_ENABLE_ERRNO_MACROS.

 

2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for setlocale.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Change checks to always require libassuan.

 

2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Update the thing.

 

	* configure.ac: Check for locale.h.

 

2010-05-06

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Detect Windows CE.

	(HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM): New symbol and automake conditional.

	* ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4: Patch so that it works for Windows CE.

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 1.8.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (emacs_local_vars_begin)

	(emacs_local_vars_read_only, emacs_local_vars_end): New.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32): Add --with-libassuan-prefix.

 

2010-01-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release 1.3.0.
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2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Do not use echo -n.  Test for __thread.

 

2009-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Make largefile check more robust.

 

2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for getgid and getegid.

 

2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Update to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* configure.ac: Invoke AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR.

	(AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL,

 AC_LIBTOOL_RC): Replace by ...

	(LT_PREREQ, LT_INIT, LT_LANG): ... these.

	* config.guess, config.sub, install-sh, ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4:

	Updated to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* m4/ltoptions.m4, m4/ltsugar.m4, m4/ltversion.m4,

	m4/lt~obsolete.m4: New files from libtool 2.2.6a.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Activate UIServer if FD passing is enabled and

	Assuan is available.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for argp.h and error_t.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION_DEFAULT): Bump to 1.4.0 as 1.3.0

	was development versions only.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for G13.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove assuan/Makefile.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Replace internal libassuan by external libassuan.

	* m4/libassuan.m4:

 New file.

	* Makefile.am (assuan): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${assuan}.

	* assuan/: Removed.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add AC_TYPE_UINTPTR_T.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h [_ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN]: Declare

	_gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released GPGME 1.2.0.

 

	* configure.ac (my_version): Set to 1.2.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add infrastructure for compile time check of

	_FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCHECK_CONFIGURE_FLAGS): Specify --with-gpg.

 

2009-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update to libassuan SVN 2009-03-06.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/opassuan/Makefile.

 

2008-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME

 1.1.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump API revision.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>
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	* configure.ac: Replace gpgme paths with src.

	* gpgme: Move to ...

	* src: ... this new directory.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgme.h.

	(GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2008-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.7.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2008-09-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove bogus "esac".

 

2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (_XOPEN_SOURCE) [apple-darwin]: Define it.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* config.guess, config.sub: Update to 2007-11-19.  Also update

	missing et al scripts.

 

2008-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Fix quoting.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump required version of automake up to 1.10.

	* autogen.sh: Fix

 aclocal check.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.6.

 

	* configure.ac: Support gpgconf.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Do not close process

	handle here.  Use this function also on Unix systems.
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	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Fix last change.

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): New function, use it

	if _ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Use the svn version magic.

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for C++, Qt and support --enable-w32-qt.

	* m4/pkg.m4: New file.

 

2007-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (--enable-w32-glib): Use --enableval, not

	--withval.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-socket.c (_assuan_close): Always use close().

	* assuan/assuan.h (_gpgme_io_close): New prototype.

	(close): New

 macro, define as _gpgme_io_close.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-io.c (_assuan_simple_read, _assuan_simple_write):

	Always use read/write (which means _gpgme_io_read and

	_gpgme_io_write).

 

2007-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.5.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_DEFAULT) [*-mingw32*]: Initialize it.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H): Set to 1 if we have it.

	(funopen): Use AC_REPLACE_FUNCS.

	(USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING): Define to 1 if we have it.  Do not

	define it at all if we don't.

	(NETLIBS) [have_w32_system]: Add -lws2_32.

	(DIRSEP_C, DIRSEP_S, EXPSEP_C, EXPSEP_S, PATHSEP_S)
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	[HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove definitions.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h (_assuan_funopen): Define to _gpgme_funopen.

	* assuan/funopen.c: Move to ../gpgme/funopen.c.

	* assuan/Makefile.am (libassuan_la_SOURCES): Remove funopen.c.

 

2007-07-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 assuan/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include $(top_srcdir)/gpgme.

	* assuan/assuan.h: Include <ath.h> instead of trying to duplicate

	the definitions.

 

	* assuan/: Update files to 2007-07-04 version of assuan.

 

	* autogen.sh: Use = not == in test.

 

2007-03-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

	* autogen.sh: New option --force.

 

2007-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Changed gpg and gpgsm version checks to work with

	arbitrary names of the gpg binary. New option --disable-gpg-test

	and --disable-gpgsm-test.

 

2007-01-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION, NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Must define

	after it may have been changed by an option.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require gpg-error 1.4 due to the use of

	gpg_error_from_syserror.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H):
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 New.

 

2007-01-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add options --with-gpg-version and

	--with-gpgsm-version to allow overriding the minimum version

	requirements.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix two typos in last change.

 

2006-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Use descriptor passing only if --enable-fd-passing

	is provided.

 

	* configure.ac: Add check for use of descriptor passing.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump to 1.3.0.

 

2006-09-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Turn stpcpy into a replacement function.

	Check for unistd.h and add setenv as replacement function.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for network libraries and set NETLIBS.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lang, lang/cl: New subdirectories.

	*

 lang/Makefile.am, lang/README: New files.

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add lang/Makefile,

	lang/cl/Makefile and lang/cl/gpgme.asd.

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add lang.

 

2006-03-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.1.
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2006-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Test for inline feature.

	(AH_BOTTOM): New to define the pure attribute.

 

2006-01-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Append SVN revision to the version.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (BUILD_REVISION): New.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for --enable-w32-glib (disabled by

	default).  Invoke AM_PATH_GLIB_2_0.

 

2005-11-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac

 (CFLAGS) [W32]: Make sure that -mms-bitfields are used.

 

2005-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Create BUILD_FILEVERSION from SVN Revision.

 

	* autogen.sh [W32]: Build shared and static versions of the library.

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-dll/ChangeLog, w32-dll/build-dll, w32-dll/gpgme.def: Remove

	files.

 

	* configure.ac: Instead checking for windres and dlltool, invoke

	AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL and AC_LIBTOOL_RC.

	* src/Makefile.am [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use libtool, which simplifies

	the rules.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.0.
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_PTH): Don't add $PTH_CFLAGS to $CFLAGS here.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (SEPCONSTANTS): New to define DIRSEP_C et al.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 configure.ac [W32]: Create values for versioninfo.rc and list

	substuture versioninfo.rc.

	* configure.ac: Define ENABLE_GPGSM.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (stpcpy): Changed from replace to test.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Removed.

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): Assume no when cross-compiling.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Include autogen.sh

 

	* autogen.sh: Added the usual code to build for W32 (--build-w32).

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed the mingw32 host string, removed OS/2 stuff.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Removed.

	(HAVE_W32_SYSTEM): Added.

	(AC_GNU_SOURCE): New to replace the identical AH_VERBATIM.

	(AH_BOTTOM): Added.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.0.2.

 

	* Makefile.am (AUTOMAKE_OPTIONS): Build bzip 2 version.

	(ACLOCAL_AMFLAGS): Add -I m4.

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.9.3 and autoconf 2.59.
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	* acinclude.m4:

 Changed quoting for automake 1.9.

	* README: Use SHA1 instead of MD5.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Replace ttyname_r if it doesn't exist (and warn in

	that case).

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* README: Refer to COPYING.LESSER and "each file" instead of

	COPYING.

	* COPYING.LESSER: New file.

	* gpgme.spec.in (%doc): Add COPYING.LESSER.

	* acinclude.m4, configure.ac, Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL

	2.1 or later.

	* TODO: Add copyright notice.

	* README.CVS: Likewise.

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_VERSION): Fix filter to get it.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 2.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac: Set HAVE_GPGSM to true only if $GPGSM is not "no".

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.0.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.0.

 

	* Makefile.am

 (EXTRA_DIST): Remove README-alpha.

	* README-alpha: Remove file.

 

2004-09-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR for now.

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Improve diagnostics with version check.

 

	* configure.ac: Print diagnostics about found thread libraries at

	the end.  Check for the versions of GPG and GPGSM and print the

	found versions at the end.

	(HAVE_GPGSM): Do not require GPGSM to exist and be readable.

	(AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR): Invoke with argument m4.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add copyright notice.

	(jm_GLIBC21, AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR, _AC_PTH_ERROR, _AC_PTH_VERBOSE,

	AC_CHECK_PTH): Removed.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for <sys/uio.h>.

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.9.0.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version number to 0.9.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to zero.

 

2004-05-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_API_VERSION): New variable,

	substitute it.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.4.7.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump it up.

 

2004-04-02  Thomas Schwinge  <schwinge@nic-nac-project.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added ACLOCAL_FLAGS.

 

2004-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.6.

 

	* config.guess, config.sub, ltmain.sh: Updated to those from

	libtools 1.5.4.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	Released 0.4.5.

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 1.9.6.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove autogen.sh and README.CVS.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Make the check for funopen fail with just a

	warning.

 

2004-02-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* autogen.sh (check_version): Removed bashism and simplified.

 

2004-02-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed funopen test change.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte

  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix funopen replacement mechanism.

 

2004-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add invocation of AC_SYS_LARGEFILE, AC_TYPE_OFF_T

	and AC_FUNC_FSEEKO.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT_Revision; now at C12/A1/R1.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Set to 1.9.3.

	(min_automake_version): Added.

	* README.CVS: New.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Added README.CVS.

	* autogen.sh: Updated.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.

	* configure.ac: Check for timegm.  Made warning messages more

	prominent.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	Released 0.4.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by 1.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 0.5.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Remove libtool cruft, add jm_GLIBC21.

	* configure.ac: Add check for

 getenv_r, and call jm_GLIBC21.

	Define HAVE_THREAD_SAFE_GETENV if appropriate.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove GPGME_CONFIG_LIBS and GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS.

 

2003-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Move invocation of AC_CANONICAL_HOST up to

	suppress warning by autoconf.

 

2003-08-30  Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged,

	remove to prevent checking failure.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: If building Assuan, check for funopen and

	fopencookie, and make isascii, putc_unlocked and memrchr

	replacement functions.

	(AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR): Require 0.3.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.3.

 

2003-07-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

 

	Released 0.4.2.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac:

 Complain if libgpg-error is not found.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.2.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump up to 11.

 

	* configure.ac: Use AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.

 

	* configure.ac: Check for libgpg-error.  Define

	GPG_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.2.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	In all files, replace the Gpgme* type names with the new gpgme_*

	type names.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update files to 2002-11-10 version of assuan.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* bonobo/gpgme.c, bonobo/main.c, bonobo/main.h, bonobo/Makefile,

	bonobo/Makefile.am, bonobo/Makefile.in: Dead files removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove automake conditional BUILD_BONOBO

	(AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove bonobo/Makefile.

	*

 Makefile.am (bonobo): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${bonobo}.

 

	* configure.ac: Remove all uses of GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF, for byte,

	ushort, ulong, u16 and u32.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Remove macro.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: New conditional HAVE_LD_VERSION_SCRIPT.

	Call AC_CANONICAL_HOST, use host instead target.
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2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up to 0.4.1.

 

	Released 0.4.0.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (automake_vers): Require 1.7 (really 1.7.1) for the

	conditional source distribution bug fix.

 

2002-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increase by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE, LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2002-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* NEWS: Add note about moving "gpgmeplug" to the "cryptplug"

	package.

	* README: Remove instructions related to "gpgmeplug".

	* configure.ac:

 Remove enable option "gpgmeplug" and automake

	conditional BUILD_GPGMEPLUG, as well as the status info about it.

	(GPGMEPLUG): Remove variable.

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${gpgmeplug}.

	* cryptplug.h, gpgme-openpgp.c, gpgmeplug.dox, gpgme-smime.c,

	Makefile.am, gpgmeplug.c, ChangeLog: Files removed.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable GPGSM for all dosish systems.

 

2002-10-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version up to 0.4.0.

	(NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 0.9.0.

	* README: Update version numbers.

	* NEWS: Start entry for 0.4.0.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	Released 0.3.11.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/select.h.

 

2002-09-04  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (autoconf_vers): Bump up to 2.53 to get the @&t@

	quadrigraph.  Always cutting the edge!

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Create and substitute LTLIBOBJS.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: Changed user name in Wojciech Polak's email

	address from ghostface to polak per request by himself.

 

2002-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): New.

	* configure.ac: Use it.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS): Renamed from GPGME_CFLAGS

	and removed the libpath because it is set by the config script.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump version number to 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Add template for development version.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.9.
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	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.spec.in.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* jnlib/argparse.c, jnlib/argparse.h, jnlib/ChangeLog,

	jnlib/dotlock.c, jnlib/dotlock.h, jnlib/libjnlib-config.h,

	jnlib/logging.c, jnlib/logging.h,jnlib/Makefile.am,

	jnlib/mischelp.h, jnlib/README, jnlib/stringhelp.c,

	jnlib/stringhelp.h, jnlib/strlist.c, jnlib/strlist.h,

	jnlib/types.h, jnlib/xmalloc.c, jnlib/xmalloc.h: Remove files.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove jnlib.

	* configure.ac: Don't check for unsigned short or unsigned long.

	Don't check for memicmp, strlwr, strtoul, memmove, stricmp.

	Make stpcpy a replaced function.

	Don't define HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING.

	Don't generate jnlib/Makefile.

 

2002-07-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version number to 0.3.9; add a comment on

	when to change it.

 

	* gpgme.spec.in:

 New. Contributed by Wojciech Polak.

	* Makefile.am (dist-hook): New.

 

	* AUTHORS: Added Wojciech and bug reporting addresses.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version to 9/3/0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Need 0.3.8 due to fixed export command.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.7.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version to 0.3.7.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Add one.

 

	* README: Document version requirement correctly.
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2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Fix Pth check so that it doesn't error out if pth

	is not found.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add checks for Pth and pthreads.

	* acinclude.m4: Add slightly hacked check for pth (seems to be an

	autoconf version problem).

 

2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): We need gpgsm 0.3.7.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.6.

 

2002-04-05

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acconfig.h: File removed.

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Add description.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Likewise.

	(GPG_PATH): Likewise.

	(GPGSM_PATH): Likewise.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Likewise.

 

2002-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.5.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version to 0.3.4-cvs to continue development.

 

	Released 0.3.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version numbers to (7,1,0), requires

	gpgsm 0.3.1.
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2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Change version number to snapshot CVS

	version.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (vasprintf,fopencookie): Add checks.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT):

 Bump version to 0.3.3.

	* jnlib/Makefile.am: Rever to older version that includes xmalloc

	but not dotlock and some other files.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-02-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.2.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.2.

	* jnlib/libjnlibconfig.h: Revert to older version that doesn't

	expect libgcrypt.  Reported by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo

	<jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump it up to 6!

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump it up to 0.3.0!

	(AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.1

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING): Define always for assuan.

 

2001-12-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (VERSION,PACKAGE): Defined and subst.  Used for

	AM_INIT_AUTOMAKE and moved all version number more to the top.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (libtool_vers):
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 Bump to 1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increment.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Reset.

	Improve comment.

	Fix wrong comment character.

 

2001-12-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Fixed for new automake.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPG): Substitute this variable.

	(GPGSM): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/gpg/Makefile and

	tests/gpgsm/Makefile.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): New variable, set to gpgmeplug if

	[BUILD_GPGMEPLUG].

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgmeplug/Makefile.

	Support --enable-gpgmeplug.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Tighten version dependencies.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Support building the assuan library

	(currently if GPGSM_PATH is set)..

	* configure.ac: Support building

 the assuan library.

	* assuan: New directory, populated with the Assuan library

	(copied from the newpg repository).

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): New variable.  Treat it

	similarly to NEED_GPG_VERSION.

	* acconfig.h: Likewise.

 

2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.in: Renamed to ...

	* configure.ac: ... this.  Update to autoconf 2.52.  Lots of small

	changes in the transition.  Support --with-gpg=PATH and

	--with-gpgsm=PATH options.  Check if test suites can be run.

	* acconfig.h: Add GPGSM_PATH.

	* Makefile.am: New variable `tests', set to `tests' if

	RUN_GPG_TESTS.

	(SUBDIRS): Replace string `tests' with variable `tests'.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Invoke automake with `-a' (add missing files).

	Do not invoke configure.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.3.

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.6. Incremented LT

	current

 and age.

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add doc

 

2001-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.2.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.4g

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.1.

 

	Changed the copyright notices all over the place.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.0.

 

2001-01-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added option --build-w32.
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Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

	(clean-local): New rule.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

 

2011-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am: Unset GPG_AGENT_INFO when setting up local

	configuration.

	(clean-local): Shut down local gpg-agent.

 

2011-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Complete secret key pair counting

	and disable status check, as GPG 2.1 currently emits two IMPORT_OK

	lines and we only look at the first.

 

2011-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES):

 Add S.gpg-agent.

	(mkdemodirs, ./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Remove targets.

	(GNUPGHOME): Export as absolute build directory (for gpg-agent).

	(./pubring.gpg): Remove --homedir option, import secdemo.asc.

	(clean-local): Rewrite.

	* gpg/secdemo.asc: New file.

	* gpg/pubkey-1.asc, gpg/seckey-1.asc: Change passphrase to

	"abc" (now needed as GnuPG 2.1 asks for secret key passphrase on
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	import).

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (keys): Update key info for Joe Random Hacker.

	(main): Disable check for can_encrypt, as this is now in a

	different subkey.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Allow RMD160 hash

	algorithm.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): One secret key pair now counts as

	two secret keys, allow that.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-support.h (fail_if_err): Include program name.

 

	* run-sign.c (main): Add option --uiserver.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Update to new interface.

 

2009-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-verify.c:

 New.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-sign.c: New.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-keylist.c (main):  Add options --cms and --openpgp.

 

	* gpg/pgp-keylist.c: Rename to ...

	* run-keylist.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: Rename to ...

	* run-import.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-export.c: Rename to ...

	* run-export.c: ... this.

	* run-support.h: New. Copied from gpg/t-support.h.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Remove them.

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add them.

	(noinst_HEADERS): New.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Implement write() according to

	the book to silence compiler warning.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Likewise.
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2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: New.

	* gpg/t-support.h (print_import_result, nonnull): Factored out

	from other tools.

 

	* gpg/pgp-export.c, gpg/pgp-keylist.c: New.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am

 (./pubring.gpg): Ignore errors in case of

	already imported keys.  Add --no-permission-warning and remove

	obsolete --allow-secret-key-import.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Add --no-permission-warning.

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Use gpgme_io_write.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Replaced mkdemodirs with mkdemodirs.in.

	(mkdemodirs): New target.

	(clean-local): Added command for removing mkdemodirs script.

	(./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Added dependency on mkdemodirs.

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Renamed to ...

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in: ... here.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Derive value from @GPG@ instead of

	hard-coding "gpg".

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Adjust for changed new op_assuan interface.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Check that new fields is_cardkey and

	card_number are not set.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/: New.

	* opassuan/Makefile.am:

 New.

	* opassuan/t-command.c: New.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Fix path to include file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES), gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Likewise.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-decrypt.c: New.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD): Replace gpgme path with src.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD, t_thread1_LDADD): Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

2008-10-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-keylist.c: New.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (dump_arg): Add new types.  Print strings in

	quotes.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx~.

 

2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Allow for dirmngr not to be available.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (./gpg-agent.conf): Correct pinentry path.

 

	* gpg/pinentry:

 New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES, all-local): Add gpg-agent.conf

	(./gpg-agent.conf): New target.

	(EXTRA_DIST): Add pinentry.

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Exit early if compiled without gpgconf.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx and dirmngr.conf.

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for
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	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-gpgconf.

	t-gpgconf.c: New file.

 

2007-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (show_auditlog): Check for GPG_ERR_ASS_UNKNOWN_CMD.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (check_result): Don't exit on error but set a flag.

	(main): Cosnult flag for return value.

	(show_auditlog): New.

	(main): Use it.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c

 (check_engine_info): Fix debug output.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (tests_unix): New variable.

	(TESTS): Use it.

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use WriteFile instead of write.

	* gpg/t-wait.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Define sleep as _sleep.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Release TEXT and SIG.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Change := into =.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Do not init the locales as

	the constants are not available.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (double_plaintext_sig): New.

	(main): Check it.

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Skip unknown keys.  Newer versions of

	GPGSM import more keys than older ones.
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2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Changed for that secondary keys now have

	a fingerprint.

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Ditto.  The test used to be wrong.

 

2005-10-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pubdemo.asc, gpg/secdemo.asc: Add 2 expired subkeys to

	Whisky.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Reordered list to match new demo keyring.  Add

	arg for number of subkeys and for extra checking function.

	(main): Enhanced a few error outputs.  Changed subkey

	counting. Call extra checking function.

	(check_whisky): New.

 

2005-10-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Allow for an email address as a second

	uid.

 

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c: Change critical notation to something

	GnuPG understands.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove gpg.conf.

	(DISTCLEANFILES): Add gpg.conf.

	(all-local): Add gpg.conf.

	(./gpg.conf): New target.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: Remove file.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpg.conf.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sig-notation.

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c

 (check_result): New file.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Also check the length of the

	notation data.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: New file.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-filename.

	* gpg/t-filename.c: New file.
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2005-09-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Don't use LC_MESSAGES.

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-large.c: New test.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-large.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-wait.

	* gpg/t-wait.c (main): New test.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Add copyright notice.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am, gpgsm/t-support.h, gpgsm/t-decrypt.c,

	gpgsm/t-encrypt.c, gpgsm/t-export.c, gpgsm/t-genkey.c,

	gpgsm/t-import.c, gpgsm/t-keylist.c, gpgsm/t-sign.c,

	gpgsm/t-verify.c, gpg/Makefile.am, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-edit.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c,

	gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c,

 gpg/t-eventloop.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-genkey.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-keylist.c,

	gpg/t-keylist-sig.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-signers.c,

	gpg/t-support.h, gpg/t-thread1.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-verify.c, Makefile.am, t-data.c, t-engine-info.c,

	t-version.c: Change license to LGPL.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (struct): Add new fields VALIDITY and

	KEY_LENGTH.

	(main): Use them.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): New argument total_stat.

	(main): Pass this argument.  Reduce number of total considered

	keys to 1 for the second test.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: Changed the faked system time to 20011213T12000.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add chain IDs.

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Also check exporting 2 certificates.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): gpgsm does now

 return info in

	the result->imports; adjust for that.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Reset the GPG_AGENT_INFO.

 

       Include config.h at the top of each C source.  This is required

	due to LFS support.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): s/class/sig_class/.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Temporary disabled one test due top

	gpg 1.3.4 problems.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (DIM): Added.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Rewrote test for notations

	because the order of notaions is not guaranteed.

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (fail_if_err): Also print the numeric values.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: Include <sys/types.h> for old systems.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am

 (DISTCLEANFILES): Add random_seed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (thread_one): Do not call initialize_gpgme.

	Likewise.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (main): Call init_gpgme here.
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	(initialize_gpgme): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-thread1.c.

	(t_thread1_LDADD): New variable.

	(LDADD): Remove GPG Error lib.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: Include <stdlib.h> and <locale.h>.

	(init_gpgme): New function.

	* gpg/t-support.h: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main):

 Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Change output format for signature

	class to unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Change type of SUMMARY to
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	unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (check_verify_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (keys): Change type of member CLASS

 to

	unsigned int.

	* t-data.c (read_cb): Change type of AMOUNT to unsigned int.

	* t-version.c (version): Remove unused variable.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpg/t-support.h: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: New file.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Adapt to new syntax.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Rewrite recipient management.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Order t-keylist and t-keylist-sig after
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	t-import.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Fix primary UID for keylisting tests.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Change order of user IDs.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: Likewise.

	* gpg/t-import.c: Add support for gpg in CVS.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Remove TEST_OUT_CB.

	(main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Access ITEM directly.

 

	* (t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-edit.c, t-encrypt-sign.c,

	t-encrypt-sym.c, t-sign.c, t-signers.c): Include <unistd.h>.

	(passphrase_cb): Rewritten.

	* t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Remove timestamp check.

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add check for timestamp.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist-sig.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: New file.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Do not call print_op_info.

	(print_op_info): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Do not use gpgme_key_get_as_xml.  Use

	gpgme_key_unref instead gpgme_key_release.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Use gpgme_key_unref instead

	gpgme_key_release.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c: Rewritten.

 

2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c: Check for invalid recipients.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Really use FPR.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add t-genkey.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(main): Check result->fpr before checking its length.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Rewritten to match new semantics.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Fix to new prototype.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	*

 gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c: Use file_name instead path throughout.
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	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-engine-info.

	* t-engine-info.c: New file.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Don't print engine info.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Adjust caller of gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise for

	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./gpgsm.conf): Add a faked system time to

	avoid certification's expiry.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Use the short certification name.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Add missing argument to gpgme_op_genkey

	invocation.

 

2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Update to new gpgme_data_read

	interface, and use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_version.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* t-data.c (read_once_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Update for new behaviour of data objects.
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	(main): Remove type test.

 

2002-09-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Add arg SECRET.

	(main): Add option --secret.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-version.c: Include <string.h>.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Test PATTERN for NULL before printing.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-08-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: Also add a test for the expire command (testing

	the passphrase callback).

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-edit.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Change type of I to size_t and

	rename to LEN.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.  Submitted by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-eventloop.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-import.c (print_op_info): New.

	(main): Print operation info.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): new.
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2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-export.

	gpgsm/t-export.c: New file.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Also test a normal signature.

 

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Set GPG_AGENT_INFO empty.

	* gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Changed the GPG_AGENT_INFO check to

	match the one in ../../gpgme/rungpg.c.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Print operation info if available.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print the error token.

 

2002-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Add a simple option parser and allow

	to specify an encryption

 key.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (all-local): Remove dependency on ./secring.gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Remove target, and move all rules for this target

	to ...

	(./pubring.gpg): ... here.  This was necessary because GnuPG 1.0.7

	does create an empty secring.gpg file when importing public keys.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.

	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.
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	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code,de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./trustlist.txt): Put more into this file to

	prevent use of gpg-agent.

	(./gpg-agent.conf): Remove target.

	(all-local): Remove ./gpg-agent.conf.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c

 (main): Use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_engine.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sym.

 

2002-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Remove random_seed, which is now

	in DISTCLEANFILES.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Added.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Add a few more sanity checks, and a check

	for normal signatures.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sign.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (private-keys-v1.d): Don't

	fail when the directory already exists.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): New target.
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	(distclean-local): Rename to

 ...

	(clean-local): ... this.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): Fix rule.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: New file (not added to Makefile.am because of

	gpg-agent bug).

 

2002-02-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Update value.

	(all-local): Add .key to keyid filename.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): Renamed to ...

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): ... this.

	(all-local): Add ./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt.

	(./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt): New target.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Renamed to ...

	* gpgsm/32100C27173EF6E9C4E9A25D3D69F86D37A4F939: ... this.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (print_op_info): New function.

	(main): Use it.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Change type of r_hd to void**.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb):

 Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Don't include `mcheck.h'.  Reported by

	Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add missing line continuation.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add $(key_id).

 

2001-12-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile: Rename `pubcerts.kbx' to `pubring.kbx'.

 

2001-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): Set protocols.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sign.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add

 t-decrypt.

	(key_id): New variable.

	(all-local): New target ./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id) added.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): New target.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-verify.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (GPG): Set to @GPG_PATH@.

	(./pubring.gpg): Use $(GPG) instead gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Likewise.

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main): Remove third test case.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (GPGSM): Set to @GPGSM@.

	(all-local): New target.

	(./pubcerts.kbx): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist.
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2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca01.der: New file.

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca15.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/cert_g10code_test1.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c: Likewise.

	*

 gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRADIST): Add new files.

	(TESTS): Add t-import.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/: New directory.

	* Makefile.am, t-verify.c, t-encrypt.c, t-signers.c, t-trustlist.c,

	t-sign.c, t-keylist.c, t-import.c, t-genkey.c, t-export.c,

	t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-version.c, t-data.c, mkdemodirs.

	cipher-1.asc, cipher-2.asc, geheim.txt, pubdemo.asc, pubkey-1.asc,

	secdemo.asc, seckey-1.asc): Move to sub directory gpg/.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include gpgme/, not include/ and

	intl/.

	(LDD): Correct relative path to gpgme library.

	(TESTS): Remove t-version and t-data.

	* gpg/t-verify.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c, gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-keylist.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-genkey.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	t-version.c, t-data.c): Include gpgme.h, not "../gpgme/gpgme.h".

 

	* Makefile.am: New file.

	* gpgsm/: New directory.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: New file.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-decrypt-verify.

	* t-decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* cipher-2.asc: Likewise.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Include stddef.h.

	(read_once_test): Change type of READ to size_t.

	(read_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Likewise.

 

2001-10-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* t-signers.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-signers.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Revert last change.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Set environment to $(srcdir),

	not current directory.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c (write_test): New function.

	(main): Invoke write_test for all rounds except TEST_OUT_CB.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Remove spurious duplicate to silence

	automake.

 

2001-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 t-version.c: New file.

	* t-data.c: Likewise.

	* t-data-1.txt: Likewise.

	* t-data-2.txt: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-version, t-data.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): New.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-encrypt.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-sign.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (doit): List subkeys too, show caps.

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Repaled ulong by unsigned long

	because we don't use the config stuff here.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* tests/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print info about the keys.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited

 permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(11:private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:eC_L&$2,6tx.gh1VirlqI9

,^g3.$DveUvX1'oIj)(1:q21:	#UFK2z(tuVG)(1:g128:zu^Rab;qeQQA	B?/6/aspfE/

gx!Mr0YY*oMrJc2xWG:.r6)(1:y128:Uf]j^@oEn4j#QrRq" RcEa	E/}4C[3A

5+~~.#!+

)W&5d)ij)(1:x21:`	)))

# libgpgme.vers - List of symbols to export.

# Copyright (C) 2002, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 g10 Code GmbH

#

# This file is part of GPGME.

#

# GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser general Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

#-------------------------------------------------------

# Please remember to add new functions also to gpgme.def

#-------------------------------------------------------

 

GPGME_1.1 {
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 global:

   gpgme_set_engine_info;

 

    gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info;

 

   gpgme_data_set_file_name;

   gpgme_data_get_file_name;

   gpgme_data_identify;

 

   gpgme_sig_notation_clear;

   gpgme_sig_notation_add;

   gpgme_sig_notation_get;

 

   gpgme_free;

 

   gpgme_op_getauditlog_start;

   gpgme_op_getauditlog;

 

   gpgme_conf_release;

   gpgme_conf_arg_new;

   gpgme_conf_arg_release;

   gpgme_conf_opt_change;

   gpgme_op_conf_load;

   gpgme_op_conf_save;

   gpgme_op_conf_dir;

 

   gpgme_cancel_async;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_result;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start;

 

   gpgme_check_version_internal;

 

   gpgme_io_read;

   gpgme_io_write;

 

   gpgme_result_ref;

   gpgme_result_unref;

 

   gpgme_op_import_keys;

   gpgme_op_import_keys_start;

   gpgme_op_export_keys;

   gpgme_op_export_keys_start;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext;
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   gpgme_wait_ext;

 

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result;

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount;

   gpgme_op_vfs_create;

 

   gpgme_key_from_uid;

    gpgme_set_sub_protocol;

   gpgme_get_sub_protocol;

 

   gpgme_op_passwd_start;

   gpgme_op_passwd;

 

   gpgme_set_global_flag;

 

   gpgme_io_writen;

 

   gpgme_set_pinentry_mode;

   gpgme_get_pinentry_mode;

 

   gpgme_get_dirinfo;

 

   gpgme_op_spawn_start;

   gpgme_op_spawn;

 

   gpgme_set_offline;

   gpgme_get_offline;

 

   gpgme_set_status_cb;

   gpgme_get_status_cb;

 

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_string;

   gpgme_set_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_get_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_data_set_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_createkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createkey;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey;

   gpgme_op_adduid_start;

   gpgme_op_adduid;

   gpgme_op_revuid_start;

   gpgme_op_revuid;

   gpgme_op_keysign_start;

   gpgme_op_keysign;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy;
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   gpgme_op_interact_start;

   gpgme_op_interact;

 

   gpgme_addrspec_from_uid;

 

   gpgme_set_sender;

   gpgme_get_sender;

 

   gpgme_op_query_swdb;

   gpgme_op_query_swdb_result;

 

    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start;

   gpgme_op_set_uid_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start;

 

   gpgme_data_new_from_estream;

 

};

 

 

GPGME_1.0 {

 global:

   gpgme_check_version;

   gpgme_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_engine_check_version;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_errno;

   gpgme_err_code_to_errno;

   gpgme_err_make_from_errno;

   gpgme_error_from_errno;

   gpgme_strerror;

   gpgme_strerror_r;

   gpgme_strsource;

 

   gpgme_data_get_encoding;

   gpgme_data_new;

   gpgme_data_new_from_cbs;

   gpgme_data_new_from_fd;

   gpgme_data_new_from_file;

   gpgme_data_new_from_filepart;

   gpgme_data_new_from_mem;

   gpgme_data_new_from_stream;

   gpgme_data_read;

   gpgme_data_release;

   gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem;

   gpgme_data_seek;
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   gpgme_data_set_encoding;

   gpgme_data_write;

 

   gpgme_get_protocol_name;

   gpgme_hash_algo_name;

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_name;

 

   gpgme_new;

   gpgme_get_armor;

   gpgme_get_include_certs;

   gpgme_get_io_cbs;

    gpgme_get_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_get_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_get_progress_cb;

   gpgme_get_protocol;

   gpgme_get_textmode;

   gpgme_release;

   gpgme_set_armor;

   gpgme_set_include_certs;

   gpgme_set_io_cbs;

   gpgme_set_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_set_locale;

   gpgme_set_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_set_progress_cb;

   gpgme_set_protocol;

   gpgme_set_textmode;

   gpgme_signers_add;

   gpgme_signers_clear;

   gpgme_signers_count;

   gpgme_signers_enum;

 

   gpgme_key_ref;

   gpgme_key_unref;

   gpgme_key_release;

 

   gpgme_trust_item_ref;

   gpgme_trust_item_unref;

 

   gpgme_cancel;

   gpgme_op_card_edit;

   gpgme_op_card_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_result;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start;

   gpgme_op_delete;

   gpgme_op_delete_start;
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   gpgme_op_delete_ext;

   gpgme_op_delete_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_edit;

   gpgme_op_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_start;

    gpgme_op_encrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_result;

 

   gpgme_op_export;

   gpgme_op_export_ext;

   gpgme_op_export_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_export_start;

   gpgme_op_genkey;

   gpgme_op_genkey_result;

   gpgme_op_genkey_start;

   gpgme_get_key;

   gpgme_op_import;

   gpgme_op_import_result;

   gpgme_op_import_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_end;

   gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_next;

   gpgme_op_keylist_result;

   gpgme_op_keylist_start;

   gpgme_op_sign;

   gpgme_op_sign_result;

   gpgme_op_sign_start;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_end;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_next;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_start;

   gpgme_op_verify;

   gpgme_op_verify_result;

   gpgme_op_verify_start;

   gpgme_wait;

 

   gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb;

   gpgme_data_rewind;

   gpgme_get_sig_status;

    gpgme_get_sig_string_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_key;
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   gpgme_key_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_op_import_ext;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_release;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_syserror;

   gpgme_err_set_errno;

 

   gpgme_op_setexpire;

   gpgme_op_setexpire_start;

 

   gpgme_op_revsig;

   gpgme_op_revsig_start;

 

 local:

   *;

 

};

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: What's New in the GPGME Python Bindings and Documentation

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* What's New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

Last time the most obviously new thing was adding the /What's New/

section to the HOWTO.  Now it's moving it out of the HOWTO.
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** New in GPGME 1130

  :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-13-0

  :END:

 

Additions since GPGME 1.12.0 include:

 

- Moving the /What's New/ section out of the basic [[file:gpgme-python-howto.org][HOWTO]] document and

 into its own file so as to more readily include other documents

 beyond that HOWTO.

- Moving the preceding, archival, segments into [[file:what-was-new.org][another file]].

- Added =gpg.version.versionintlist= to make it easier for Python

 developers to check for a specific version number, even with beta

 versions (it will drop the "-betaN" part).

- Added expanded detail on issues pertaining to installing for Windows

 users.

- Bindings enter [[file:maintenance-mode][maintenance mode]] from January, 2019.

- Added documentation on maintenance mode and what changes can be made

 to the code when in that status.  Essentially that boils down to bug

 fixes only and no feature requests.

- The import-keys-hkp.py example script, which uses the =hkp4py=

 module to search the SKS servers for a key, has been

 tightened up to

 search for both hexadecimal key IDs and user ID strings with reduced

 chance of unnecessary repitition.  There may still be some

 repetition if a key includes a user ID matching the hexadecimal

 value of a key ID.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
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notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,

 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

1603972630
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lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-31.2962,191.338,158.855,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))
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le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('DirMngr',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,224.02,142.978),1,1)

G_()

lw(2)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(219.15,126.18,0)

bs(219.685,77.9528,0)

bs(155.906,77.9528,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(233.858,127.559,0)

bs(233.858,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,85.0393,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(248.031,127.559,0)

bs(248.031,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,85.0393,0)

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(99.2124,0,0,-28.3464,333.07,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Certificate

 Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,382.606,69.8548),1,1)

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,248.031,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)
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Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('CRL Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,284.147,70.6936),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,240.945,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(588.189,283.465,0)

bs(588.189,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0,

 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(205.512,283.465,0)

bs(205.512,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.015,85.0393,0)

bs(574.015,141.732,0)

bs(262.204,141.732,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(602.361,85.0393,0)

bs(602.361,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,325.984,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,240.945,0)

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(290.551,269.291,0)
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bs(290.551,340.157,0)

bs(262.204,340.157,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,333.071,0)

bs(574.016,333.071,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(488.976,85.0393,0)

bs(488.976,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,212.598,0)

lw(2)

ld((1,

 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(205.512,127.559,0)

bs(205.512,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,141.732,0)

bs(155.906,141.732,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(622.961,356.76,0)

bs(622.961,518.503,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3459,573.199,354.33,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('GpgAgent',(0.552654,0,0,0.500554,608.238,340.185),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))
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lw(4.25)

b()

bs(721.712,467.717,0)

bs(721.712,297.838,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,686.278,297.637,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('SCdaemon',(0.552654,0,0,0.500564,721.316,283.492),1,1)

G_()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

lj(1)

r(86.162,0,0,-117.493,679.192,566.929,0.181818,0.333333)

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Smartcard',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,698.127,491.036))

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-31.2962,686.279,557.593,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Card

 Reader',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,721.318,541.975),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(73.6353,0,0,-41.2944,587.066,565.703,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)
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style('Text')

txt('PIN Entry',(0.57675,0,0,0.729211,623.632,545.097),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(707.539,340.158,0)

bs(707.539,304.724,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.016,283.465,0)

bs(587.066,283.464,0)

bs(686.278,283.464,0)

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(98.9053,325.985,0)

bs(98.9053,240.945,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,63.7795,354.331,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('WatchGnuPG',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8185,338.713),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.1194,63.7795,240.718,0.0670228,0.168178)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Log
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 Socket',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8175,225.1),1,1)

G_()

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,446.457,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,485.621,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,545.669,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,584.834,70.8662),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,347.245,239.959,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help

 Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,388.252,224.705),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))
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lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,446.457,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,487.464,69.7854),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,248.032,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Keybox Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,289.59,226.322),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-28.3464,574.016,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Private Keys',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,609.449,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')
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Fs(24)

txt('Scute',(0.552654,0,0,0.599958,224.978,465.775),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Times-Roman')

Fs(10)

txt('(pkcs#11)',(1,0,0,1.08559,206.081,445.011))

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(198.827,0,0,-56.6929,304.322,488.976,0.0603744,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(36)

txt('GPGME

 Library',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,404.952,457.853),1,1)

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(197.598,0,0,-42.5187,304.724,566.928,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('GPGME aware Application',(0.98062,0,0,0.937018,334.892,540.985))

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(127.829,0,0,-41.7496,162.992,566.159,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('Legacy Application',(174.688,540.01))

G_()

G()

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)
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b()

bs(749.296,162.296,0)

bs(705.89,162.296,0)

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0,

 -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,100.083,0)

bs(744.472,100.083,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,131.189,0)

bs(744.472,131.189,0)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('execute/access',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,726.951,87.3768),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('closely linked',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,724.715,149.589),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Assuan protocol',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,728.535,118.483),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

r(56.6929,0,0,-92.126,701.575,170.079)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(248.031,325.984,0)
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bs(248.031,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,340.157,0)

bs(566.929,340.157,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(375.591,325.984,0)

bs(375.591,304.724,0)

bs(531.496,304.724,0)

bs(531.496,347.244,0)

bs(566.929,347.244,0)

guidelayer('Guide

 Lines',1,0,0,1,(0,0,1))

grid((0,0,7.08661,7.08661),1,(0,0,1),'Grid')
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* Introduction

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: intro

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.1.5                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| Language codes: | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

** Python 2 versus Python

 3

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: py2-vs-py3

  :END:

 

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.

 

There are multiple reasons for concentrating on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which

 is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

** Examples

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-python3-examples
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  :END:

 

All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory.

 

 

** Unofficial Drafts

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: unofficial-drafts

  :END:

 

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section

on locations to read or download [[#draft-editions][draft editions]] of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

** What's New

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

  :END:

 

Full details of what is new are now available in the [[file:what-is-new.org][What's New]] file

and archives of the preceding /What's New/ sections are available in

the [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]] file.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1130

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID:

 new-stuff-1-13-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-is-new#new-stuff-1-13-0][What's New]] document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-was-new#new-stuff-1-12-0][What Was New]] document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

* GPGME Concepts

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-concepts

 :END:
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** A C API

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-c-api

  :END:

 

Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the =gpgme.h= header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.

 

This is a very effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some

 means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.

 

 

** Python bindings

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings

  :END:

 

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

=gpgme.h= generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

=gpgme.h=.

 

 

** Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings-diffs

  :END:

 

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.
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*** The python-gnupg package maintained

 by Vinay Sajip

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-python-gnupg

   :END:

 

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the =subprocess= module to implement

wrappers for the =gpg= and =gpg2= executables normally invoked on the

command line (=gpg.exe= and =gpg2.exe= on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and

capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the

command line via the =subprocess= calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

*** The gnupg package created

 and maintained by Isis Lovecruft

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-isis-gnupg

   :END:

 

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new

package also relied on subprocess to call the =gpg= or =gpg2=

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

*** The PyME package maintained by Martin Albrecht
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   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-pyme

   :END:

 

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.

  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the [[file:short-history.org][Short History]] document.[fn:1]

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the

=python-gnupg= or =gnupg= packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME

itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

* GPGME Python bindings installation

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-install

 :END:

 

 

** No PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: do-not-use-pypi

  :END:

 

Most

 third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is

infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against =gpgme.h= and =gpgme.h= is generated from

=gpgme.h.in= at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require
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either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding [[#snafu-cffi][CFFI and SWIG]] at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

** Requirements

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-requirements

  :END:

 

The GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

1. A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

  means CPython

 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

  higher.

2. [[https://www.swig.org][SWIG]].

3. GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

  must be installed too.

 

 

*** Recommended Additions

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-recommendations

  :END:

 

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide

a significant advantage in some way.

 

1. If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

2. Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

  reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

  should be robust enough to be relied on.

3. If possible add the following Python modules which are not part of

  the standard library: [[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][Requests]],

[[https://cython.org/][Cython]],

 [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][Pendulum]] and [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]].

 

Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly
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well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

** Installation

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: installation

  :END:

 

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.

 

Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the bindings installed for are in your =$PATH=.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python

 3 it detects

in =$PATH=.  It specifically checks for the =python= and =python3=

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: =python=,

=python2= and =python2.7=.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: =python3=,

=python3.7=, =python3.6=, =python3.5= and =python3.4=.[fn:2]

 

On systems where =python= is actually =python3= and not =python2= it

may be possible that =python2= may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME

1.12.0, the order of preferred

 Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

*** Installing GPGME

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: install-gpgme

   :END:
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See the GPGME =README= file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

** Known Issues

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: snafu

  :END:

 

There are a few known issues with the current build process and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should

they be encountered.

 

 

*** Breaking Builds

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-a-swig-of-this-builds-character

   :END:

 

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the =make= portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with =make check= and

=make install= appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in

 the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce =lang/python/python2-gpg/= and

=lang/python/python3-gpg/= directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into =site-packages=.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict

(e.g. not installing as */root/* or */su/*) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant =site-packages= directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

*root* user or prepended with =sudo -H=[fn:3] in the =lang/python/=

directory:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install
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#+END_SRC

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or

 incomplete steps during the

=configure=, =make= and =make install= steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

=setup.py= and =gpgme.h= files).

 

 

**** IMPORTANT Note

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-swig-build-note

    :END:

 

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative =configure= steps for GPGME using

the =--enable-languages=$LANGUAGE= option.

 

Alternatively

 =make= (or =gmake=, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the =-k= option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

 

 

*** Reinstalling Responsibly

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-lessons-for-the-lazy

   :END:

 

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then

the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.
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While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing

 the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant =site-packages= directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the =gpg/= directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on

the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

*** Multiple installations

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-the-full-monty

   :END:

 

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings *must*

 match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going

by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME [[https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e][1.12.1]] the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, and so on

up until the current dev branch that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the =$PATH= when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find, including alternative prefixes.
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*** Won't Work With Windows

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-runtime-not-funtime

   :END:

 

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users

 having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users

and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

[[https://python.org][Python website]] (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

=.exe= files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is /considerably/ more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have

 been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

1. Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

   Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

   used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

   installed.

 

   If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be

   done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

   versions of Python.

 

2. Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

   such as MinGW or Msys2.

 

Do *not* use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community Edition of
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Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following

 table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released [[https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/][for Windows]]:

 

| CPython | Microsoft product name | runtime filename |

|  2.7.6  |   Visual Studio 2008   |   MSVCR90.DLL    |

|  3.4.0  |   Visual Studio 2010   |   MSVCR100.DLL   |

|  3.5.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.6.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.7.0  |   Visual Studio 2017*  |   *see below*    |

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus *incompatible*

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds

 of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

[[https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python_msvc.html][Using Microsoft Visual C with Python]].  It is also

worth reading the

Microsoft Developer Network blog post on [[http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-the-

universal-crt.aspx][the universal CRT]] and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions ([[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5][part 1]] and

[[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two][part 2]]).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these

 bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.

 

In addition to the blog posts, the [[https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers][Windows compilers]] wiki

page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions
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of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten

different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4,

 with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare *minimum*, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from =python.org= the advanced options available

which utilise [[#cython][Cython]] will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

1. Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

   later.

 

2. Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

   Studio 2017 (or later).

 

3. Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

   selected in step 2.

 

4. Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

 5. Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

   something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

   Apple's OS X).

 

 

*** CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-cffi

   :END:
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There are many reasons for favouring [[https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html][CFFI]] and proponents

of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the bindings to Python using the =gpgme.h= file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.

 

CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of

 applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the =gpgme-tool.c= file in the GPGME =src/= directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

***

 Virtualised Environments

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-venv

   :END:

 

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into

question too.
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As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix like =/usr/local= or

=/opt/local= then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from

 minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

=sites.pth= file in the =site-packages/= directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as

 long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are

also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. [[https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html][pytest]]) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. [[https://www.virtualbox.org/][VirtualBox]]), a

hardware emulation layer (e.g. [[https://www.qemu.org/][QEMU]]) or an application container

(e.g.
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 [[https://www.docker.com/why-docker][Docker]]).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the =virtualenv= command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard =python3

-m venv= and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command =python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy=

instead.

 

 

*** Post installation

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-docs

   :END:

 

Following installation it is recommended to move the

=post_installer.py= script from the =lang/python/examples/howto/=

directory to the =lang/python/= directory and run it.  This will fix

or restore files needed by Sphinx which may be removed during a

distribution build for release.  It will also generate reST files from

Org mode files with Pandoc and generate Texinfo files from Org mode

files with GNU Emacs and Org mode (in batch

 mode).  Additionally it

will fix the UTF-8 declaration line in the Texinfo files (Emacs

expects "UTF-8" to be "utf-8").

 

 

* Fundamentals

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-fund-a-mental

 :END:

 

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly or these Python bindings.

 

 

** No REST

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: no-rest-for-the-wicked

  :END:

 

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is /*not*/ a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.
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Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having

 to

retrain developers.

 

This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct

bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

** Context

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-context

  :END:

 

One of the reasons which prevents this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the

public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type

 of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

* Working with keys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys

 :END:

 

 

** Key selection

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-selection

  :END:
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Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without

any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not

 matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Counting keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-counting

   :END:

 

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (=pubring.kbx=), the

format which has superseded

 the old keyring format (=pubring.gpg= and

=secring.gpg=), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: The [[#cython][Cython]] introduction in the [[#advanced-use][Advanced and Experimental]]

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

** Get key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-key
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  :END:

 

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context

 with =Context().get_key=.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select

secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due to expire at the end of 2018:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the =secret= key word argument set to =True=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

#+END_SRC

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively

 display

information about those keys.

 

It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

** Importing keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-import-key

  :END:

 

Importing keys is possible with the =key_import()= method and takes
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one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result

 = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)

   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

 The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}

  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:
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   pass

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length

 or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading =0x=

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. =0xDEADBEEF=) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).

 

Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal value which may be missing the leading =0x= is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

=import-keys-hkp.py= script (see below).

 

 

*** Working with ProtonMail

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail

   :END:

 

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail

 public keys.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")
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if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") ==

 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None

 and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys
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       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

Both the above example, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py][pmkey-import.py]],

 and a version which prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py][pmkey-import-alt.py]], are

available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

*** Importing with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Performing the same tasks with the [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py module]] (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of
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benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some

 checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys

 

c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False

 

   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not

 None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass
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   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:

               try:

                   fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

        num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}
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The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (=keys= is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned

 data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

*** Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that

server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address

 can be obtained.

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm1

    :END:

 

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under
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the somewhat less than original name, =pmkey-import-hkp.py=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

        ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")
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       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

            ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

        new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}
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  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm2

    :END:

 

Like

 its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a =homedir= which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")
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c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv)

 == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True

       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

    else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as
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# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)

   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

    

   for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:
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           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception

 as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs,

 new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Exporting keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-key

  :END:
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Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.

 

 

*** Exporting public keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-public-key

   :END:

 

There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, =key_export()=, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the =key_export_minimal()= method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC

 python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")
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if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif

 os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

It should be noted that the result will only return =None= when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to =None= this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:
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   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus

 = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Exporting secret keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-secret-key

   :END:

 

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public

 keys; save for the invocation of =pinentry= via =gpg-agent= in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg
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import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

    keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass
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if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the approach

 of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (=.gpg=) and ASCII armoured

(=.asc=) files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"

 

a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()
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if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

    logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir

 = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:

   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:
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       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),

                                      stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result

 = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-send-public-key

   :END:
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As with the previous section on importing keys, the =hkp4py= module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server

 = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

           send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:
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       print(e)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as =send-key-to-keyserver.py=.

 

The =hkp4py= module appears to

 handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.

 

 

* Basic Functions

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-the-basics

 :END:

 

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

** Encryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption

  :END:

 

Encrypting is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, =text=, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

*** Encrypting to one key

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-single

   :END:

 

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced

 to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the =gpg.Context().encrypt()= method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: =recipients=, a list of keys encrypted to
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(covered in greater detail in the following section); =sign=, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to =True=); =sink=, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to =None=); =passphrase=, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to =None=); =always_trust=, used to override the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to =False=);

=add_encrypt_to=, utilises any preconfigured =encrypt-to= or

=default-key= settings in the user's =gpg.conf= file (defaults to

=False=); =prepare=, prepare for encryption (defaults to =False=);

=expect_sign=, prepare for signing (defaults to =False=); =compress=,

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to =True=).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import

 gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the =gpg.conf= file:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))
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ciphertext,

 result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

If the =recipients= parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted

symmetrically.  If no =passphrase= is supplied as a parameter or via a

callback registered with the =Context()= then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

*** Encrypting to multiple keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-multiple

   :END:

 

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (=text=) to everyone with an

email address on the =gnupg.org= domain,[fn:4] but does /not/ encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to

 normally encrypt

to.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []
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for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign

 the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the =c.encrypt= line to this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

#+END_SRC

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which

the default values are changing.  The default value of =sign= is

=True=, the default of =always_trust= is =False=, the default of

=add_encrypt_to= is =False=.

 

If =always_trust= is not set to =True= and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org",

 secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])
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   try:

       ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass

       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

#+END_SRC

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched

 for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.

 

 

** Decryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-decryption

  :END:

 

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either =gpg.Context()=

or =gpg.core.Context()= as =c= is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to =c= simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)
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   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

 

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

The data available in =plaintext= in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms in

=result= and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

=verify_result=.

 

If =gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)= is called instead,

then =verify_result= will be returned as =None= and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

** Signing text and files

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing

  :END:

 

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.

 

 

*** Signing key selection

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-signers

   :END:

 

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter

 the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)
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#+END_SRC

 

The signing examples in the following sections include the explicitly

designated =signers= parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and

not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

*** Normal or default signing messages or files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-normal

   :END:

 

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an

encoded

 and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring will be determined

according to the value of =gpg.Context().armor=.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:
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   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another

 file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Detached signing messages and files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-detached

   :END:

 

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc",

 "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC
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As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Clearsigning messages or text

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-clear

   :END:

 

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with

 open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled

by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg
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with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Signature verification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-verification

  :END:

 

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python

 -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}
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""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

        sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed against the signed data in =data= to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")
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else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of =c.verify=.  So =data= is =None= and only the information

in =result= is available.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data,

 result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()
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try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*

 Creating keys and subkeys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: key-generation

 :END:

 

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.

 

In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to =SECRET= level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured =gpg.conf= file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC conf

 expert

 allow-freeform-uid

 allow-secret-key-import

 trust-model tofu+pgp

 tofu-default-policy unknown

 enable-large-rsa
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 enable-dsa2

 cert-digest-algo SHA512

 default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128

 AES BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

 personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

 personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

 personal-compress-preferences ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Primary key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-primary

  :END:

 

Generating a primary key uses the =create_key= method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

=userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires=, =sign=, =encrypt=,

=certify=, =authenticate=, =passphrase= and =force=.  The defaults for

all of those except =userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires= and

=passphrase= is =False=.  The defaults for =algorithm= and

=passphrase= is =None=.  The default for =expires_in= is =0=.  The

default for =expires= is =True=.  There is no default for =userid=.

 

If =passphrase= is left as =None=

 then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if =passphrase= is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if =passphrase= is set to =True= then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep =passphrase= set to =None=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

#+END_SRC

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the =c.home_dir=

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this
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example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and

active key store data.  As with the default directory, =~/.gnupg=, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory

 owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to 700.

 

The =temp-homedir-config.py= script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.

 

The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

=GenkeyResult= object, which includes the following data:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

  bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

As with generating keys manually, to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the =gpg.conf= file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own =gpg.conf=

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref
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quit

 Secret key is available.

 

 sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

      created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

      trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

      Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,

IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

      Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

      Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

      Features: MDC, Keyserver

 no-modify

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Subkeys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-subkeys

  :END:

 

Adding subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the =create_subkey= method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the =userid= argument

there is now a =key= argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

#+END_SRC

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

  Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr, dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,

          dmsub.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** User IDs

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids

  :END:

 

 

*** Adding User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-add

   :END:

 

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

=key_add_uid= and the only arguments it takes are for the =key= and

the new =uid=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()
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c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr

 = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Revoking User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-revoke

   :END:

 

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the =key_revoke_uid= method.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC
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** Key certification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign

  :END:

 

Since key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is =key_sign=.

 

The =key_sign= method takes four arguments: =key=, =uids=,

=expires_in= and =local=.  The default value of =uids= is =None= and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both =expires_in= and =local= is =False=; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.

 

The =key= is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the =uids= value is not =None= then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it

 is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Verifying key certifications

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign-verify

   :END:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time
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c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

#+BEGIN_EXAMPLE

 0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

  0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

#+END_EXAMPLE

 

The two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))
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keys

 = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

/not/ part of Python's standard library, the [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][pendulum module]].  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using

the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

* Advanced or Experimental Use Cases

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: advanced-use

 :END:

 

 

** C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: cython

  :END:

 

In

 spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html][Cython]].  Though in many

cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the [[#howto-keys-counting][key counting]] code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, =keycount.py= (available in

the =examples/howto/= directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.
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Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically

 and timed it using

=time= utility, with the following results:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time keycount.py

 

 Number of secret keys:  23

 Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

 real	11m52.945s

 user	0m0.913s

 sys	0m0.752s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython_tutorial.html][Cython Basic

Tutorial]] to demonstrate

compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the =gpg= module to the end of the script:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number

 of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC
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Save that into a file called =keycount.pyx= and then create a

=setup.py= file which contains this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")

)

#+END_SRC

 

Compile it:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Then run it in a similar manner to =keycount.py=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"

 

 Number of secret keys:  23

 Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

 real	6m47.905s

 user	0m0.785s

 sys	0m0.331s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Cython turned =keycount.pyx= into an 81KB =keycount.o= file in the

=build/= directory, a 24KB =keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so= file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB =keycount.c= generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the =keycount.pyx= file or the full

 1,452 bytes of the

full executable =keycount.py= example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.
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The =keycount.pyx= and =setup.py= files used to generate this example

have been added to the =examples/howto/advanced/cython/= directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

[[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd][Magic Attributes]] section

of the Cython documentation.

 

 

* Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: cheats-and-hacks

 :END:

 

Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with [[#group-lines][group lines]].

 

 

** Group lines

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: group-lines

  :END:

 

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.

 

The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()
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else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"',

 '').split(',')

 

group_lines = []

group_lists = []

 

for group in groups:

   group_lines.append(group.split("="))

   group_lists.append(group.split("="))

 

for glist in group_lists:

   glist[1] = glist[1].split()

#+END_SRC

 

The result of that code is that =group_lines= is a list of lists where

=group_lines[i][0]= is the name of the group and =group_lines[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The =group_lists= result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, =group_lists[i][0]= matches

=group_lines[i][0]= as the name of the group, but =group_lists[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a list.

 

A demonstration of using the =groups.py= module is also available in

the form of the executable =mutt-groups.py= script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's =gpg.conf= file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

** Keyserver access for Python

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 hkp4py

  :END:

 

The [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]] module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

[[https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp][python-hkp]] module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use the

[[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][requests]] module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.
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Since it rewrites the =hkp= protocol prefix as =http= and =hkps= as

=https=, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.[fn:5]  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a [[#cython][Cython]] generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

*** Key import format

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: hkp4py-strings

   :END:

 

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(=r.text=) instead of byte literals (=r.content=).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing

 that

key material using a =gpg.Context().key_import()= method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the =search=

function of =hkp4py.KeyServer()= which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by =key_import=.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

Without that recent addition it would have been necessary to encode

the contents of each =hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key= in

=hkp4py.KeyServer().search()= before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the [[#howto-import-key][Importing Keys]] section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory as normal; the

executable version is the =import-keys-hkp.py= file.

 

 

** GPGME version checking

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-version-check

   :END:

 

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of
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GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the =gpg.version.versionstr= and

=gpg.version.versionlist= methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as =gpgme-config --version=, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,

                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0]

 >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

#+END_SRC

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the =gpg.version.versionintlist= method (added in version

=1.12.1-beta79=).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i
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import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

    else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

 

try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")

           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

The points where =pass= is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an =Exception= error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the =gpgme.version.is_beta=

 and

=gpgme.version.versionintlist= methods available.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 

** Copyright

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:
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Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

** Draft Editions of this HOWTO

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: draft-editions

  :END:

 

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly

from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft (HTML

single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (HTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML

 multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

These draft versions have been generated from this document via GNU

Emacs [[https://orgmode.org/][Org mode]] to =.texi= and [[https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/][GNU Texinfo]]

to HTML.  Though it is

likely that the specific [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto][file]]

[[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org][version]] used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.  Occasionally I may include the Org

mode generated XHTML versions:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

That XHTML version, however, is exported in a way which inherits a

colour scheme from [[https://github.com/holomorph/emacs-zenburn][the author's Emacs theme]] (which is a higher

contrast

version

 of [[http://kippura.org/zenburnpage/][Zenburn]] ported by [[https://github.com/holomorph][Holomorph]]).  So it's

fine for people who

prefer dark themed web pages, but not so great for everyone else.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info version is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in
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batch mode:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

 emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

#+END_SRC

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org mode source

file, except it is generated using [[https://pandoc.org][Pandoc]] with either of the following

commands (depending on the filename):

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst

 gpgme-python-howto.org

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

#+END_SRC

 

Note that the Org mode source files are identified as such via a mode

line at the top of each file and have had their =.org= file extensions

dropped in order to make scripted generation of output formats easier

and not require renaming files post-conversion.

 

Due to a bug in Org mode's texinfo conversion method, the recommended

steps for generating the Texinfo files for all the files in the

=lang/python/doc/src/= directory are as follows:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 for x in * ; do

     emacs $x --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

     cat $x.texi | sed -e 's/@documentencoding UTF-8/@documentencoding utf-8/g' > ../texinfo/$x.texi

     pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o ../rst/$x.rst $x

 done ;

 rm -fv *.texi

 cd ../texinfo

 mkdir info

 mkdir html

 for x in *.texi ; do

     makeinfo -v $x

     makeinfo --html --no-split $x

 done ;

 mv *.info info/

 mv

 *.html html/

#+END_SRC

 

This code snippet includes the generation of the reStructuredText

files and would be expected to be run from the =doc/src/= directory

containing the Org mode source files.  It also assumes that the
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commands are being run on POSIX compliant systems with basic tools

like sed, the Bourne shell and GNU Emacs[fn:6] available.  The code

snippet also includes the steps for generating the Emacs Info files

and HTML files from the Texinfo files.  Using reStructuredText files

with Sphinx is best left for the documentation of that project.

 

In addition to these there is a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html][WebHelp site]]

(AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in [[https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben%252Fhowto-dita/][an

alternative branch]] of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories

 of the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python][gpgme-python]] directory.  In

particular within

the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita][DITA]],

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst][reStructuredText]] and

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo][Texinfo]] subdirectories.  The

=rst=

directory contains output files generated with Sphinx and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats, but there are no

guarantees as to how recent these are or even if they are present.

 

These draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released

versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding

 that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.
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* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] =short-history= and/or =short-history.html=.

 

[fn:2] With no issues reported specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements

will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported

 minor release is quite possible too.

 

[fn:3] Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

/entire/ GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on

POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).

 

[fn:4] You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a

comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.

 

[fn:5] Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python

 Code.  The =hkp4py= module will rewrite

these appropriately when the connection is made to the server.

 

[fn:6] Okay, Emacs might not necessarily qualify as a basic tool, but

it is common enough that having it installed on a system isn't too

great an expectation, nor is it difficult to add to most POSIX

systems, even if the users of those systems do not personally use it.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove build rules for libgpgme-pth.
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	* gpgme.m4: Remove support for libgpgme-pth.

 

2011-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start, gpgme_op_decrypt): Check CTX.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start,

 gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start)

	(gpgme_op_import_keys, gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Likewise.

	* passwd.c (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start, gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact, gpgme_op_vfs_create):

 Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount, gpgme_op_vfs_transact): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_armor, gpgme_set_include_certs)

	(gpgme_set_keylist_mode, gpgme_set_passphrase_cb)

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb, gpgme_set_io_cbs, gpgme_set_locale)

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Check for valid R_CTX.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_cancel_async, gpgme_release): Likewise.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Add option --host.  Change options --cflags and
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	--libs to collapse duplicate include and lib dirs.  Try to put

	extra libs at the end.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H to include platform

	specific typedefs.

 

2011-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* extra-stati.h: New.

	* mkstatus: Extend to also process extra-stati.h

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add extra-stati.h

	(status-table.h): Depend on extra-stati.h and adjust rule.

 

2011-02-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket): Return fd, not res.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_socket, my_connect): New functions.

	(_gpgme_assuan_system_hooks): Add my_Socket, my_connect.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_socket): New prototype.

	* w32-io.c (pid_to_handle, handle_to_oid, fd_to_handle): Remove macros.

	(is_socket): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Remove some dead code.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Translate handles before DuplicateHandle them.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (mkstemp): Don't use CreateFile instead of open (the

	function is not used on Windows CE, and the callers were not

	adjusted).

 

2011-01-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Fix the case that is

	not self-assignment.

 

2010-12-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (strcpy_escaped_plus): New.

	(DIM, xtoi_1, xtoi_2): New.

	(cmd_keylist):

 Allow for multiple patterns.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>
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	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer): Use small stack size on

	Windows CE.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_conf_arg_new): Make VALUE arg const void *.

	* gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgconf_write): Remove debug hack.

 

2010-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Support

	self-assignment.  Requested by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Just use a

	fixed size buffer, as va_copy is not easy to fake.

 

2010-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h (strcasecmp, strdup) [_MSC_VER]: Define.

	* genkey.c, passphrase.c: Include util.h.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Fix return value.

 

2010-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart)

	(gpgme_data_new_from_file) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Return not

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* w32-ce.h (HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA, HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG, _IOLBF)

	(abort) [_MSC_VER]: Provide these macros.

 

	* ath.h [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Include winsock2.h.

 

	* ath.c (ath_read, ath_write) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Do not call

	non-available functions.

 

2010-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h [_MSC_VER && W32CE]: Undef leave.

	* export.c: Include util.h so that we get the above undef.
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	* memrchr.c: Remove.  Used to be a replacement function required

	by the formerly included assuan code.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug) [W32CE]: Replace locatime by GetLocalTime.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Remove useless return.

	Reported by Patrick Spendrin.

 

	* w32-util.c: s/__inline__/GPG_ERR_INLINE/

 

	* setenv.c: Include string.h due to our strerror replacement.

 

	* w32-ce.h (access, bsearch):

 New macros.

	* w32-ce.c (_gpgme_wince_access): New.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Change DATA to a void*.

	(_gpgme_wince_bsearch): New.  Taken from glibc 2.6.

 

	Guard include of sys/stat.h and sys/types.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-fd.c (read, write, lseek) [W32CE && ! __MINGW32CE__]: New.

	Taken from Pedro Alves Public Domain code.

 

	* w32-ce.h (SHGetSpecialFolderPath): Remove our defines and

	prototypes.  We use the system provided prototypes now.

	* w32-ce.c: Include shlobj.h

	(_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400

	(CreateFileA): New.

	* w32-util.c: Explicitly include windows headers before util.h.

	(_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Do not use wchar_t strings for

	read_w32_registry_string.

	(mkstemp): Use CreateFile instead of open.

 

	* w32-io.c (handle_to_fd, fd_tohandle): Add.  We need them for W32.

	* w32-util.c (_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400.

 

	* util.h [W32]: Include windows.h.

	* w32-sema.c: Do not include windows.h directly.

	* ath.c (ssize_t, pid_t)[_MSC_VER]: Add new

 types.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Do not use a

	void pointer in pointer arithmetic.

	* w32-util.c: Include util.h prior to ath.h.  Don't include

	windows.h directly.
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	(F_OK): Define if not defined.

	* w32-ce.c: Include string.h.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Use WINAPI modifier to match the declaration.

	* vfs-create.c: Include string.h because under W32CE with MSC we

	get a warning related to our strerror replacement.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include stdlib.h, string.h and errno.h.

	* priv-io.h [W32CE]: Include w32-ce.h

	* w32-ce.h: Include winsock2.h and ws2tcpip.h.

	(_MSV_VER): Remove useless macro.

	(pid_t): Add typedef.

 

	Guard all includes of unistd.h and sys/time.h.

 

2010-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Fix uninitialized

	value use.  Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-10-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Use EDEADLK if available.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar) [W32CE]:

 New.

	* debug.c (debug_init) [W32CE]: Use new function.

 

2010-09-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* import.c: Include "util.h".

	(parse_import): Return GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

 

	* util.h: Add fallback define for GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

	* op-support.c: Include "util.h".

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Handle new code 12.

 

2010-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* error.c (gpgme_err_code_to_errno): Fix cut and paste bug (thanks

	to Marc Mutz).

 

2010-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c: Revert change from 2009-06-18, as it created a race

	condition.

 

2010-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_err_code_from_syserror and gpgme_err_set_errno.
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	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to

	gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_from_syserror, gpgme_err_set_errno): New prototype.

	(gpgme_error_from_syserror): New inline function (why are

	gpgme_err_make_from_errno and gpgme_error_from_errno

 not inline

	functions?).

	* error.c (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_set_errno, gpgme_err_code_from_syserror): New functions.

 

2010-08-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_encrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml): Check vigorously for null pointers.

 

	* w32-io.c (GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_ASSIGN_RVID): New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use ASSIGN_RVID.

 

2010-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove debug printf.

 

2010-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use special hack for Windows CE to

	get at stdin and stdout.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Translate returned achild_fds back

	to child_fds.

 

	* debug.h (TRACE_SUC6): New macro.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_SLAFD): New macro.

	(fd_table): New static variable.

	(new_fd, release_fd): New functions.

	(fd_to_handle, handle_to_fd, handle_to_socket):

 Remove macros.

	(MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Increase to 64.

	(notify_table): Increase to MAX_SLAFD.

	(struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): Add member

	file_sock.

	(reader, writer): Use file_hd vs file_sock to decide if socket

	operations to use.  Remove auto-detect mode.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Set file_sock.  Unblock pending

	thread only if this is a pipe fd.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate fds from table and return slot indices

	instead of windows handles.  This allows to properly handle RVIDs.
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	(_gpgme_io_close): Handle dup'ed file descriptors.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Implement using fd table.

	(_gpgme_io_socket): Allocate fds from table.

	(_gpgme_io_connect): Use fd from table.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Check that the slot is used.

 

2010-06-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]:

 Include assuan.h and winioctl.h.

	(GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_UNBLOCK) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define.

	(set_synchronize) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

	(is_socket): Allow to return -1 for auto-detect (old behaviour).

	(is_socket) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Return -1.

	(reader): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me before

	checking for EOF.

	(destroy_reader) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending reader.

	(writer): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me with

	ERROR_BUSY.

	(destroy_writer) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending writer.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement in terms of a

	half-pipe.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: New function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it differently

	for this platform.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it for RVIDs.

	(_gpgme_io_dup) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_add_timestamp): Add missing NULL argument.

	(result_sign_to_xml): Protect against NULL

 fingerprint.

	(struct server): New members input_fd, input_filename,

	input_stream output_fd, output_filename, output_stream,

	message_filename, message_stream.

	(server_reset_fds): Deallocate those.

	(server_parse_fd): New function.

	(server_data_obj): Take optional filename argument and direction

	argument.  Also take new argument to return a filestream that

	needs to be closed after destroying the data object.

	Change all callers, too.

	(input_notify, output_notify): Removed.

	(cmd_input, cmd_output): New functions.

	(gpgme_server): Do not register input and output notifier.

	(register_commands): Use cmd_input and cmd_output.
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	(cmd_message): Rewritten to use server_parse_fd.

	(cmd_delete, cmd_keylist): Fix inverted option check.

	(main) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Sleep a bit to work around bug in ssh.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Return err with TRACE_ERR.

 

2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_timegm) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New static

	function.

	(_gpgme_parse_timestamp)

 [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use it.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (main): Protect call to setlocale with

	HAVE_SETLOCALE.

 

	* Makefile.am (system_components): Remove custom cppflags from

	RCCOMPILE (because gpg-error adds -idirafter that makes RC bail.

	[HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Add w32-ce.h and w32-ce.c, clear

	libexec_PROGRAMS.

	* w32-ce.h, w32-ce.c: New files.

 

	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/types.h>

	* util.h: Likewise.

 

2010-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: Include ath.h

	(HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW) [!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define

	it.

	(RTLD_LAZY, dlopen, dlsym,

	dlclose) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FORGROUND_WINDOW]: Don't define anymore.

	(_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW]:

	Make it a stub.

	(read_w32_registry_string): Use FooA variants of Windows functions

	instead of Foo (which dispatches depending on UNICODE).

	[!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Don't check environment.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath): Remove.

	(find_program_at_standard_place): Call

	SHGetSpecialFolderPath

 (which is available on all Windows systems

	and also Windows CE).

	(mkstemp): Use ath_self instead of getpid.

	(_gpgme_mkstemp): Use GetTempPathA instead of GetTempPath.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use _WIN32 instead of _MSC_VER.  Include time.h for

	time_t.
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2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c, gpgme.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine-gpg.c,

	op-support.c, engine-assuan.c, gpgme-tool.c: Include <locale.h>

	only if available with HAVE_LOCALE_H and conditionalize use of

	LC_CTYPE on its definition.

	* engine-gpgconf.c: Do not include <locale.h>.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new, start): Cast between int and

	assuan_fd_t.

	* assuan-support.c (my_pipe, my_close, my_read, my_write): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (server_data_obj, server_reset_fds, gpgme_server),

	(my_recvmsg, my_sendmsg, my_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine-assuan.c (start): Likewise.

	* engine-g13.c (start): Likewise.

 

2010-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-qt-io.cpp,

 w32-sema.c, w32-util.c:

	Do not include <signal.h>.

 

	* sign.c, data-user.c, conversion.c, debug.c, verify.c, data.c,

	decrypt.c, delete.c, assuan-support.c, import.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	data-mem.c, op-support.c, w32-io.c, w32-util.c, data-compat.c: Use

	gpg_error_from_syserror instead gpg_error_from_errno, and use

	gpg_err_set_errno to set error number.

	* setenv.c: Include <gpg-error.h> and define __set_errno to use

	gpg_err_set_errno.

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Define to EDEADLOCK (which is

	mapped in Windows CE) instead of E2BIG (which is not).

	(gt_import_keys): Initialize err.

 

2010-04-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Cast to avoid warning.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Make ARGV array of pointer to const

	char.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_FUNCTION]: Don't define.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_append_name): Same in prototype.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make SRC argument pointer to

	const char.

	* posix-util.c

 (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): Make HOMEDIR

	const.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Never define this

	potentially useful but currently unused function.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Likewise.
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2010-04-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (is_socket): New.

	(reader, writer): Use it to figure out the API to use.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add autoconf template to set generated file to

	read-only in an emacs buffer.

 

2010-03-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): Use the right file for the

	change; see below.

 

	* passwd.c (op_data_t): New.

	(passwd_start): Setup OPD.

	(passwd_status_handler): Return GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if needed.

	* context.h (OPDATA_PASSWD): New.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): New.

 

2010-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Try to start the agent.

 

2010-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* posix-io.c (notify_table):

 Change implementation.

	(notify_table_item_t, notify_table_size, notify_table_lock): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Adjust for new

	implementation.

 

2010-02-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (spacep, has_option, skip_options): New.

	(cmd_export): Implement option --minimal.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL): New.

	* export.c (export_start, export_ext_start): Implement it.

	* engine-gpg.c (export_common): Ditto.

 

2010-01-25  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix return code check to make it work.

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Remove superfluous second
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	WSAStartup.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (writer): Try to use send first.

	(reader): Try to use recv first.

 

2010-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_passwd): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Register.

	* passwd.c (parse_error): New.

	(passwd_status_handler): Use it.

 

2010-01-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (result_xml_write_cb_t, struct result_xml_state):

	New types.

	(MAX_TAGS): New macro.

	(result_init, result_xml_indent, result_xml_tag_start)

	(result_xml_tag_data, result_xml_tag_end, result_add_error)

	(result_add_pubkey_algo, result_add_hash_algo, result_add_keyid)

	(result_add_fpr, result_add_timestamp, result_add_sig_mode)

	(result_add_value, result_add_string, result_encrypt_to_xml)

	(result_decrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml, result_keylist_to_xml)

	(result_vfs_mount_to_xml): New functions.

	(gt_result): Rewritten.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gt_passwd, cmd_passwd): New.

	(register_commands): Register.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): New.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* passwd.c: New.

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add passwd.c

	* engine.c, engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_passwd): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct

 engine_ops): Add PASSWD.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_passwd): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Register.

	(gpgsm_reset): Reset only if we have a connection.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PK_ECDSA, GPGME_PK_ECDH): New.
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): Add them.

 

2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Test for TLS, not __GNUC__

 

2009-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Calloc, not malloc, the fd_items.

 

2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Test on sgid process.

 

2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (LTRCCOMPILE): Refactor with ...

	(RCCOMPILE): ... this new macro.

	(SUFFIXES): Add .lo.

	(gpgme_res_ldflag): Removed.

	(gpgme_res): Use libtool object file name here.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Remove gpgme_res_ldflag usage.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Add gpgme_res.

 

	* ath.c (ath_self) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Fix typo.

 

2009-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_conf_arg_release):

 No return in a function

	returning void.  Reported by Wyllys Ingersoll.

 

2009-12-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (cmd_getauditlog): Add flag --html.

	(hlp_getauditlog): New.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (GT_GCC_A_SENTINEL, GT_GCC_A_PRINTF): New.

	(gt_write_status): Use sentinel.

	(argp_error, log_error): Use printf attribute.

	(argp_parse): Remove extra argument to argp_error.

	(_gt_progress_cb, gt_get_engine_info, gt_get_keylist_mode)

	(gt_result): Add NULL arg.

 

2009-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan.c (opassuan_start): Allocate result structure before

	beginning operation.
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2009-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use assuan_fd_t and assuan_fdopen

	on fds.

 

2009-11-13    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Handle SIG_CREATED_SEEN.

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_sign): Make sending SENDER optional.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset):

 Instead of last change, only set

	sub protocol if it is not the default.

 

2009-11-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

	while setting the sub protocol.

 

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_new): Pass fdpassing flag to

	assuan_socket_connect.

	(set_recipients): Replace fingerprint by user id.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Fix non-terminating loop in

	case of a missing key.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set default sub protocol.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Implement get sub protocol.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_get_sub_protocol): Add prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_get_sub_protocol.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member sub_protocol.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_sub_protocol): Set CTX->sub_protocol.

	(gpgme_get_sub_protocol): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set sub protocol.

 

	* Makefile.am (uiserver_components): New variable.

	(main_sources):

 Add it.

	* ops.h, key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Take CONVERT argument,

	implement it.  Adjust callers.

	(gpgme_key_from_uid): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_DEFAULT.
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	(gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE,

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol, gpgme_key_from_uid): New functions.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Add UIServer protocol.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol): New function.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add UIServer and default protocol.

	* assuan-support.c: Return correct error values, implement

	socketpair for POSIX.

	* priv-io.h, posix-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c,

	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add ATFORK and ATFORKVALUE

	arguments.  Implement it for POSIX.  Adjust all callers.

	* engine.h, engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_set_protocol)

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New prototypes.  Adjust all

	users.

	* engine.c (engine_ops, gpgme_get_engine_info): Add UIServer

	engine.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_protocol,

 _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New

	function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify.

	* util.h, posix-util.c,

	w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Fix _gpgme_io_pipe invocation.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Some support for UIServer protocol.

	* engine-uiserver.c: New file.

 

2009-11-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Close server side FDs.

 

2009-11-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (struct gpgme_tool): New members write_data and

	write_data_hook.

	(gt_write_data): New function.

	(gt_result): Output vfs_mount result.

	(server_write_data): New function.

	(gpgme_server): Initialize write_data members.

 

2009-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c (struct engine_g13): Remove members RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command, status_handler): Don't use those

 anymore.

	(g13_transact): Remove them from argument list, too.
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	* vfs-mount.c (_gpgme_vfs_mount_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Pass it to transact.

 

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Update use of assuan_socket_connect.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Update use of assuan_pipe_connect.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_NOCLOSE): New flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Implement this flag.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Set this flag.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Fix use of debug macro.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_create): Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Likewise.

 

2009-11-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h (ath_self): New prototype.  Include <stdint.h>

	* ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c (ath_self): New function.

	* debug.h: Rewrite most macros to beautify debug output.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Remove tagname and tag argument.

	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New prototypes.

	* debug.c: Include <time.h>.  Don't include assuan.h.

	(frame_nr, FRAME_NR): New thread-specific variable and macro.

	(debug_init): Do not initialize assuan. 

 Call _gpgme_debug after

	initialization instead using printf directly.

	(_gpgme_debug): Do not call debug_init (we now ensure proper

	initialization by user).  Add timestamp and thread/process ID.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Do not take tagname and tag argument.
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	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New functions.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal, gpgme_check_version):

	Fix debug string.  Do not initialize assuan.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): Use 0 not NULL (nicer debug output).

 

2009-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (register_commands): Add HELP feature.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER): New.

 

2009-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Change g13.c to vfs-mount.c.  Add

	vfs-create.c

	* vfs-create.c: New file.

	* g13.c: Renamed to ...

	* vfs-mount.c: ... this new file.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_vfs_create): New prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_vfs_create.

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (gt_vfs_create, cmd_vfs_create): New functions.

	(register_commands): Add VFS_CREATE and CREAET.

 

2009-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Make TAG argument const const.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (input_notify, output_notify): Adjust type to new

	assuan interface.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Remove unused variable.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Fix return value.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): New target gpgme-tool.

	(gpgme_tool_LDADD): New variable.

	* gpgme-tool.c: New file.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_clearm _gpgme_signers_clear): New

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF (when

	had that gone missing?).

	(_gpgme_sig_notation_clear): New function without debug output.

	(gpgme_release): Call it and _gpgme_signers_clear.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_clear): New
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 function without debug output.

	* g13.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Add debug output.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Allow fd_child_list to be NULL.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): Fix infinite loop.

	* debug.h: Put tag in front of debug lines, should make for nicer

	output.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Use our new system hooks for libassuan.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Remove redundant assuan context allocation.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Delay debug output

	until after gpgme_check_version was called.

 

2009-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* signers.c, encrypt-sign.c, encrypt.c, delete.c, keylist.c,

	edit.c, import.c, export.c: Fix last change in debug output.

 

2009-10-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Add debug output.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start,

 gpgme_op_encrypt)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey)

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result, gpgme_op_import_start)

	(gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next, gpgme_op_keylist_end, gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_op_assuan_result)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Likewise.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add, gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next, gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start,

 gpgme_op_verify)

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.h.in (struct gpgme_io_event_done_data)

	(gpgme_io_event_done_data_t): New types.

	(struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate the err member.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate (for now).

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Deprecate.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result): Replace with ...

	(struct _gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Replace with ...

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount): ... this.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_wait_ext)

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result, gpgme_op_vfs_mount): New.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Remove.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE args in opassuan_transact member.  Add CANCEL_OP

	member.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_cancel_with_err, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Add

	OP_ERR argument.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext):

 New prototype.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_VFS_MOUNT.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_cancel_op): New function.

	(parse_status): Remove declaration.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command): Do nothing with status lines for now.

	(status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): Add new cancel_op member.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): Add new parameter OP_ERR.

	Handle operational errors.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): Add debug output.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler)

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Adjust opaque value access.

	* engine-gpg.c (command_handler, status_handler)

	(colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add cancel_op member.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Likewise.

	* g13.c: Rewritten (and will be rewritten again).

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb

	and result_cb_value parameters from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op):

 New prototype.

	* engine.c (engine_ops) [! ENABLE_ASSUAN]: Add missing comma.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb and

	result_cb_value parameter.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op): New function.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add new argument OP_ERR.
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	(struct io_cb_data): New struct to pass opaque data and get a

	op_err return value.  Needed because we can't modify I/O callback

	handler signature because it is exposed to the user.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add OP_ERR parameter.  Handle

	operational errors.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Handle operational

	errors.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): New argument to

	retrieve the operational result.  Handle operational errors in

	session based protocols.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Pass argument in invocation of

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* wait-global.c (struct ctx_list_item): Add member OP_ERR.

	(ctx_done): New argument OP_ERR.

	(ctx_wait): New argument

 OP_ERR.

	(gpgme_wait_ext): New function based on gpgme_wait but handling

	operational errors.

	(gpgme_wait): Implement in term of gpgme_wait_ext.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Pass argument in invocation

	of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Pass argument in

	invocation of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct engine_llass): Replace members RESULT_CB

	and RESULT_CB_VALUE by LAST_OP_ERR.

	(_gpgme_engine_assuan_last_op_err): Add this hack function.

	(llass_cancel_op): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_llass_ops): Add cancel_op member.

	(llass_status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(llass_transact): Remove RESULT_CB and RESULT_CB_VALUE arguments.

	* opassuan.c: Move compat hacks to the end of file.

	(opassuan_start): Do not set OPD->result.err.

	Do not pass RESULT_Cb and CTX to _gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New function.

 

	* debug.h (DEBUG_GLOBAL): New debug level.

	* conversion.c (gnupg_errors,

 _gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Removed.

	* data-user.c (gpgme_data_new_from_cbs): Add debug output.

	* data-fd.c (gpgme_data_new_from_fd): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (gpgme_data_new_from_stream): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result, gpgme_op_decrypt_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Fix debug message.
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	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_new): Improve debug output.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Use atoi instead of

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove @NETLIBS@ from LIBADDs.

	(g13_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add $(g13_components).

	* g13.c, engine-g13.c: New files.

	* engine.c (engine_ops): Check for assuan for assuan engine, add

	g13 engine.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_g13_path,

 _gpgme_encode_percent_string): New

	prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result, gpgme_g13_result_t): New types.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): New function.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_g13_mount.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): New declaration.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (netlibs): Remove.

	(assuan_cflags, assuan_libs): Add.

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_cppflags, assuan_libobjs): Removed.

	(gpgsm_components): Move engine-assuan.c to ...

	(assuan_components): ... this new variable.

	(main_sources): Add this new variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Remove $(assuan_cppflags).

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @LIBASSUAN_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES): Remove $(assuan_libobjs).

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD))

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD): Replace $(assuan_libobjs) by

	@LIBASSUAN_LIBS@.

	* priv-io.h [!HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Declare _gpgme_io_recvmsg,

	_gpgme_io_sendmsg, _gpgme_io_waitpid.
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	* engine-backend.h: Define with [ENABLE_ASSUAN] instead

	of [ENABLE_GPGSM].

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid): Make non-static.

	* util.h (ENABLE_ASSUAN): Declare _gpgme_assuan_system_hooks,

	_gpgme_assuan_malloc_hooks, _gpgme_assuan_log_cb.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Don't map assuan error codes.  Use

	assuan_release instead of assuan_disconnect.

	(map_assuan_error): Remove function.

	(gpgsm_new): Use new assuan context interface.

	* engine-assuan.c: Use assuan_release instead of

	assuan_disconnect.

	(llass_new): Use new assuan context

 interface.

 

2009-10-07    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* priv-io.h [W32]: Include windows.h instead of sys/socket.h.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Allow for no fingerprint.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Hook up the status func for the

	SIGNER command.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_INV_SGNR, GPGME_STATUS_NO_SGNR): New.

	* sign.c (op_data_t): Add fields IGNORE_INV_RECP and INV_SGNR_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): Factor code out to ...

	(sign_init_result): .. new.  Init new fields.

	(sign_start): Use sign_init_result.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Take care of the new INV_SGNR.

	Return an error if no signature has been created.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add fields

	input_helper_data and input_helper_memory.

	(close_notify_handler): Release these new fields.

	(gpgsm_import): Implement the keyarray feature.

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Actually return GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Return an error for unknown data

	encodings.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: Everywhere, use %p instead of 0x%x to print pointer.
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	[HAVE_STDINT_H]: Include <stdint.h>.

	(_TRACE, TRACE, TRACE0, TRACE1, TRACE2, TRACE3, TRACE6): Cast tag

	to (uintptr_t) before casting it to (void*) to silence GCC

	warning.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (_GPGME_DEPRECATED_OUTSIDE_GPGME): New macro.

	* sign.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

	* keylist.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin, _gpgme_debug_add): Handle error in

	vasprintf and asprintf.

 

	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/socket.h>.  Declare _gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Revert last change, it's

	back! (GPA still uses it...).

 

	* gpgme.def: Fix stupid typo.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Add missing declaration.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Remove obsolete macro.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate

 reader/writer thread right

	away.

	(_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_select)

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Never allocate threads here.

	(find_writer, find_reader): Check return value of thread creation

	function.

 

	* context.h (CTX_OP_DATA_MAGIC): New macro.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New member MAGIC.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize magic.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref, gpgme_result_ref): Check magic.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref): Hot fix to release a lock.

 

	* gpgme.c (result_ref_lock): New global variable.

	(gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): use it.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c: Include stdlib.h.
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	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_data_encoding_t): Add GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL,

	GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC, GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_encoding): Adjust for new values.

	* engine-gpg.c (string_from_data): New.

	(gpg_import): Implement --fetch-key feature.

 

	* gpgme.h.in

 (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	(export_keys_start): New.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_export_mode_t, GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN): New.

	(gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Change arg RESERVED to MODE of new

	compatible type.

	* export.c (gpgme_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext): Ditto.

	(export_start): Ditto.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export): Ditto.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext): Ditto.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Ditto.  Implement

	mode EXTERN.

	(gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Factor common code out to ..

	(export_common): .. this.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_import_keys_start, gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	(_gpgme_op_import_keys_start): New.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_import): Add arg KEYARRAY.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Ditto.  Not functional.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Ditto.  Implement it.

 

2009-06-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Add

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref):

	Add these.

	* context.h (struct ctx_op_data): Add member "references".

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): New functions.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Use gpgme_result_unref.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize references.
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2009-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-w32spawn.c (translate_get_from_file): Parse optional spawn

	flags.  Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Fix segv on file w/o LF.

	(translate_handles): Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Avoid possible segv.

	(main): Pass flags for my_spawn.

	(my_spawn):

 Add arg FLAGS and implement AllowSetForegroundWindow.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_ALLOW_SET_FG): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg FLAGS and implement it.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add dummy arg FLAGS.

	* engine-gpg.c (start): Call spawn with new flag.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Rename to

	_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window.  Change all callers.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window): Ditto.

 

2009-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Add trace support.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_io_event): Test for cmd.fd.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Make result const.

 

	* gpgme.c: Include priv-io.h.

	(gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add them.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Remove gpgme.h.

	(include_HEADERS):

 Rename to nodist_include_HEADERS so that a

	VPATH build won't use the distributed one.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL): Define.

 

2009-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_check_version_internal): New prototype.

	(gpgme_check_version): New macro, overriding function of the same

	name.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add gpgme_check_version_internal.o
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	* context.h (_gpgme_selftest): New variable declaration.

	* version.c: Include "context.h".

	(gpgme_check_version): Set _gpgme_selftest on success.

	(gpgme_check_version_internal): New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_selftest): Define it.

	(gpgme_new): Check the selftest result.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Pass --no-encrypt-to to gpg if

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO flag is set.

 

2009-05-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_status_code_t):

 Explicitly initialize for

	better maintainability and to help debugging.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add compile time check for _FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New functions.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix stupid error.

 

2009-04-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (giochannel_table): New members used, fd, socket.

	(find_channel): Drop CREATE argument.

	(new_dummy_channel_from_fd, new_channel_from_fd)

	(new_channel_from_socket): New functions.

	(_gpgm_io_fd2str): Implement for sockets.

	(_gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_read): Translate EAGAIN errors

	correctly.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix for new channel bookkeeping.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Bump up to 40.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp

 (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New stubs.

	* version.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Include "windows.h.

	(do_subsystem_inits) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Call WSAStartup.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_status_handler): Ignore EAGAIN errors.
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2009-03-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send new option.

 

2009-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Make sure locale is set to C.

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): New.

	(gpgme_assuan_result_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx)

	(gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t, gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_t):Remove.

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t): Changed.

	* opassuan.c (op_data_t): Make use of a result structure.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(opassuan_start): Use result structure.

	(result_cb): Ditto.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx):

 Remove.

	(inquire_cb_sendfnc): Remove.

	(inquire_cb): Change for new callback scheme.  Not yet finished.

	(llass_status_handler): Allow sending a CANCEL from the inquire CB.

 

2009-02-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	match prototype.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add fields IS_CARDKEY and

	CARD_NUMBER..

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Release field CARD_NUMBER.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Factor common code out to ...

	(parse_sec_field15): New.  Set card number.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c, dirinfo.c, engine-assuan.c: New.

	* Makefile.am:  Add them.

	* engine-backend.h: Add _gpgme_engine_ops_assuan.

	(struct engine_ops): Add field OPASSUAN_TRANSACT.  Update all
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	engine intializers.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): Add engine-assuan.c.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.

	(gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t,

 gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t)

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t, gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Ditto.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Support it.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Ditto.

	(engine_ops): Register it.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add GET_HOME_DIR and

	initialize to NULL for all engines.

	* engine.c (engine_get_home_dir): New.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use it.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use it.

	* engine.h (engine_assuan_result_cb_t): New.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_ASSUAN.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_UNFINISHED): Define if not yet defined.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Protect trace arg against NULL.

 

2009-01-19  Werner

 Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c: Rename to engine-gpg.c

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Ditto.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Use $(builddir) to find gpgme.h.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Always initialize I/O

	subsystem.  Fixes regression from 2007-08-02.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error to parse the error code for decrypt.algorithm.

 

2008-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove unused

	variable IDX.

	* wait-global.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Pass error value directly.

	* wait-user.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	silence gcc warning.  Cast argument to execv to silence warning.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise for

 prototype.

 

2008-10-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Escape backslashes too.

 

2008-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Convert percent escaped

	string to C coded string.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.h.in.

 

	* gpgme.h: Rename to gpgme.h.in.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_VERSION): Use autoconf substitution.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include sys/uio.h.  Fixes bug #818.

 

2008-10-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): Don't define.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path)

	(_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): Do not check for fooProgram in the

	registry anymore.  It is now no longer possible to overwrite the

	default location in that way.

 

2008-10-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use "%d" and not "%ld" to work

	around a bug in mingw32.

 

2008-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	*

 gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Clear CTX->sig_notations.

	Submitted by "Daniel Mueller" <daniel@danm.de>
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2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Don't use errno with ttyname_r.

 

2008-08-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Remove cmd fd before status fd.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): New function.

	(gpgme_cancel): Reimplement in terms of _gpgme_cancel_with_err.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Use

	_gpgme_cancel_with_err.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb, gpgme_wait): Likewise.

 

2008-08-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Remove I/O callback on error, too.

 

2008-06-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel_async): Remove unused variable.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_cancel_async.

	* gpgme.def: Likewise.

 

	* context.h:

 Include "sema.h".

	(struct gpgme_context): New members lock and canceled.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize lock.

	(gpgme_release): Destroy lock.

	(gpgme_cancel_async): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Reset the canceled flag.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Check cancel flag before processing

	any I/O callbacks.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

 

2008-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_mkstemp): Replace sprint by stpcpy.

	(mkstemp): Need to use GetSystemTimeAsFileTime for better

	compatibility.

 

2008-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme-w32spawn.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libexec_PROGRAMS) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New variable

	with gpgme-w32spawn.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Use server translated handles.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): Return early if locale value is NULL.

	* util.h (_gpgme_mkstemp)

	(_gpgme_get_w32spawn_path) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New function

	prototypes.

	*

 w32-util.c: Include <stdint.h>, <sys/stat.h> and <unistd.h>.

	(letters, mkstemp, _gpgme_mkstemp, _gpgme_get_w32spawn_path): New

	functions.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_decrypt, gpg_encrypt, gpg_encrypt_sign)

	(gpg_genkey, gpg_import, gpg_verify, gpg_sign): Pass data over

	special filename FD rather than stdin.

	(struct arg_and_data_s): Add member ARG_LOCP.

	(struct fd_data_map_s): Add member ARG_LOC.

	(struct engine_gpg): Add member ARG_LOC to status and colon.

	(_add_arg, add_arg_with_locp): New function.

	(add_arg_ext): Reimplement in terms of _add_arg.

	(gpg_new): Remember argument location for status FD.

	(build_argv): Set argument location if requested.  Also set

	argument location of fd_data_map for data items.

	(start): Adjust caller of _gpgme_io_spawn.

	* priv-io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Add members peer_name and

	arg_loc.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove parent fd list argument.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): New function.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Add tracing.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn):

 Remove parent fd list.  Change meaning of child

	fd list to contain all child fds that should be inherited.  Close

	all other file descriptors after fork.

	* w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c, w32-qt-io.c(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove

	parent fd list.  Change meaning of child fd list to contain all

	child fds that should be inherited.  Do not inherit any file

	descriptors, but DuplicateHandle them.  Spawn process through

	wrapper process.  Provide wrapper process with a temporary file

	containing handle translation data.  Return translated handle

	names.

	* w32-io.c (reader): Add more tracing output.

	(_gpgme_io_read): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_io_spawn.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

 

2008-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Change ARGV initialization for

	compatibility with old compilers.  Fix amount of memmove.  Fix

	CR removal.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME):

 Replace by GPGME_CONF_FILENAME,

	change all callers and provide compatibility macro.

	(gpgme_conf_type_t): Add complex types 34..37.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option, arg_to_data)

	(_gpgme_conf_arg_new, _gpgme_conf_arg_release): Add new types.

 

2008-06-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option): Fix comma detection.

 

2008-05-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Do not pass empty lines to the

	callback.

 

2008-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_write): Change argv[0] to a

	self-explaining string.  Needs a proper fix, though.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist, gpg_keylist_ext): Factor common code out

	to ..

	(gpg_build_keylist_options): .. new. Allow combination of extern

	and intern mode.

	(gpg_new): DFT_TTYNAME is an array, thus check the first character.

 

2008-05-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (extract_version_string): New.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Use it to allow for suffixes in the

	version line.

 

2008-04-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fixed segv.  Avoid memmove for

	each line.

 

2008-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New versions from Frank
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	Osterfeld, implement blocking select.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write): Retry on EINTR.

 

2008-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Terminate UID in case SRC is NULL.

	Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release OPD->result.recipients.

	* encrypt.c (release_op_data): Release invalid_recipient.

 

2008-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fix end-of-line handline.

 

2008-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg R_PID to return the pid.

	* posix-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Adjust prototyp and change all callers.

	* rungpg.c (start): Call _gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (default_inq_cb): New.

	(gpgsm_new) [W32]: Enable pinentry notifications.

	(status_handler): Handle inquiries.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version by Frank Osterfeld, fixes race

	condition.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): Rename to ...

	(map_data_enc): ... this.  Also change all callers.

	(gpgsm_encrypt, gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext, gpgsm_genkey)

	(gpgsm_sign): Set encoding for output.
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2008-01-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Skip duplicated keys.  Fixes bug 876.

 

2008-01-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb): Fix program_name

	field.

 

2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb2): Handle the flag

	NO_ARG_DESC.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgconf_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add gpgconf.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): New protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	(gpgme_conf_level_t, gpgme_conf_type_t, gpgme_conf_arg_t)

	(gpgme_conf_opt_t, gpgme_conf_comp_t, gpgme_conf_arg_new)

	(gpgme_conf_arg_release, gpgme_conf_opt_change)

	(gpgme_conf_release, gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): New

	types.

	* gpgconf.c, engine-gpgconf.c: New files.

	* engine.h: (_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New prototypes.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore not implemented locale

	function.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New

 function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* rungpg.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* gpgme.def: Add new gpgconf related interfaces.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf): New prototype.

	(struct engine_ops): Add members for conf_load and conf_save.

	* engine.c (engine_ops): Add _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New functions.
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	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Allow protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

 

2007-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Search

	for installation directory.  Remove old fallback default.

	(find_program_in_inst_dir): New function.

 

2007-11-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add field INLINE_DATA and

	always reset it before calling start.

	(gpgsm_new): Clear it.

	(status_handler): Implement it.

	(gpgsm_getauditlog) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Use INLINE_DATA.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Implement a no-reset flag.

	* getauditlog.c (getauditlog_start): Use that flag.

 

2007-11-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Add new reason code 11.

 

2007-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start, gpgme_op_getauditlog): New.

	* libgpgme.vers: Ditto.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

	* getauditlog.c: New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add member GETAUDITLOG.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_getauditlog): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Insert new function.

	(gpgsm_new): Try to enable audit log support.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Insert dummy entry.

 

2007-11-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld and Marc

	Mutz.

 

2007-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank

	Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc,

	w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc: New versions.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Print actual_fd if available.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Only acquire a reference, do not actually dup.

	Submitted by Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* priv-io.h, engine-gpgsm.c: Add comments.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_select): Remove code handling frozen FDs.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close):

 Always dereference the channel,

	even if not primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Acquire a reference.  Replace unused

	implementation by assertion.

 

2007-09-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): Add SERVER_FD_STR.

	(gpgsm_new): Set it.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Use it.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Add a new primary flag.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Close channel only if primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Put newfd into the table as shallow copy.

 

	* priv-io.h (struct io_select_fd_s): Remove member FROZEN.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Ditto.

	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_io_event): Add tracing.
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	(start): Use gpg_io_event for sending the start event.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_io_event): Add tracing.

	(start): Use gpgsm_io_event for sending the start event.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_run_io_cb): Add tracing.

 

2007-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New

	versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn),

	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn), w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Close

	the process handle, return 0.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Implement support for

	GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Fix last change.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), w32-qt-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe),

	w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix debug

	output.

 

2007-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c, keylist.c: Include <sys/types.h>.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	[Q_OS_WIN32 && NOMINMAX]: Do not define NOMINMAX again.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp: Change namespace of KDPipeIODevice to

	_gpgme_::KDPipeIODevice.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_new): Make robust against undefined ttyname or

	ttytype.

 

2007-09-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Fix tracing bug.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Call gpgme_sig_notation_clear.

 

2007-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Handle return value of _gpgme_getenv (fixes

	small memory leak).

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): Move

	moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp to EXTRA_DIST, as this is only included by

	another file (it's more like a header file than a cpp file, but

	automake doesn't know that).

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Fix several cast errors and typos.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Use TRACE_SYSRES instead of TRACE_SYS.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): Add QT4_CORE_LIBS, not QT4_CORE_LIB.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp,

	kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.c:

 New files.

	* Makefile.am (ltlib_gpgme_extra): Rename to ltlib_gpgme_glib.

	(ltlib_gpgme_qt): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_qt).

	(libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): New variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_INCLUDES@

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): New variables.

 

	* sema.h (struct critsect_s): Rename "private" to "priv" to make

	C++ users happy.  Change users.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter, _gpgme_sema_cs_leave)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_enter)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_leave, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (gpgme_get_giochannel): Change return type to

	void*.

	(gpgme_get_fdptr): New function.

	* w32-io.c (gpgme_get_fdptr): New function

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_get_fdptr.

 

2007-08-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Return early if COUNT is zero.

	(writer): Remove superfluous
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 check.

 

2007-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Move include of gpg-error.h out of extern "C".

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Add member CHAIN_MODEL.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Set Chain_MODEL.

 

2007-08-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use DETACHED_PROCESS flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Map ERROR_NO_DATA to EPIPE.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug): Enable assuan logging.

	(_gpgme_debug_subsystem_init): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Disable assuan logging and

	initialize the debug system.

	(gpgme_check_version): Do not trace before the subsystems are

	initialized.

 

2007-07-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Include <errno.h> and "debug.h".

	(_gpgme_debug): Save and restore ERRNO.

	(TOHEX): New macro.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): New function.

	* conversion.c, data-compat.c, data-mem.c, data.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	gpgme.c,

 keylist.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, sign.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait.c: Replace DEBUG macros by TRACE_* variants.  In

	most of these files, add many more tracepoints.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not send BYE here.

 

	* w32-io.c (struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): New

	members REFCOUNT.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Initialize C->refcount to 1.

	(destroy_reader, destroy_writer): Only destroy if C->refcount

	drops to 0.

	(find_reader, find_writer, kill_reader, kill_writer): Beautify.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.
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	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Reverting to version 2007-07-10.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_read, user_write, user_seek): Set errno and

	return -1 instead returning the error code directly.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_seek):

 Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_add): Return error properly.

 

	* Revert the "close_notify_handler" returns int stuff.  Always

	close in the _gpgme_io_close implementations.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Try to terminate the connection

	in case of error.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Return C->error_code in ERRNO.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler.

	(_gpgme_close_notify_handler): New type.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove prototype.

	* posix-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change

	type of HANDLER to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify,

	_gpgme_io_close): Change type of HANDLER to

	_gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-glib-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify, notify_table): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to int,

	return 1.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to

	int, return 0 for status FD and 1 for all other FDs.

	(start): Do not duplicate the status FD.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Replace implicit rule by suffix rule.  Add

	SUFFIXES for that.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits) [W32]: Make sure that the socket

	system has been started.

 

2007-07-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Use _gpgme_dup() instead of dup().

 

2007-07-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Enable the bunch of the file.

	* funopen.c (funopen): Rename to _gpgme_funopen.

 

2007-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Fix error handling for ttyname_r.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	Submitted by Stephen Tether.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (op_data_t): New element PLAINTEXT_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return an error if more than one

	plaintext has been seen.

	(parse_error): New arg SET_STATUS. Also detect it based on an

	ERROR status (gpg > 1.4.6).

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Fixed stupid quoting bug.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Avoid dangling pointer after free.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: New options --get-gpg and --get-gpgsm.

 

2007-01-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (_gpgme_data_get_fd): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_data_get_fd_cb):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_data_cbs): New member get_fd.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_get_fd): New function.
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	* data-fd.c (fd_get_fd): New function.

	(fd_cbs): Add fd_get_fd.

	* data-stream.c (stream_get_fd): New function.

	(stream_cbs): Add stream_get_fd.

	* data-mem.c (mem_cbs): Add NULL for get_fd callback.

	* data-user.c (user_cbs): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Try to

	short-cut by passing the data descriptor directly.

 

2007-01-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote all command line arguments.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Likewise.

 

2007-01-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return a dummy name.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Do assuan init only if building

	with Assuan.

	* setenv.c: Include assuan-def.h only if building with Assuan

	support.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set LC_MESSAGES only if

	if

 defined.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_locale): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Ditto.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Shut down the engine when

	switching protocols.

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): Likewise for engine info.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member RESET.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add NULL for reset function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm)

	[USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add gpgsm_reset for reset.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add NULL for

	reset function.

	(gpgsm_reset) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Try to use the engine's reset

	function if available.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Move code to dup status_fd to ...
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	(start): ... here.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_recvmsg, _gpgme_io_sendmsg): New functions.

 

	*

 engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Remove arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Call _gpgme_engine_set_locale.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add new member SET_LOCALE.

	Remove arguments lc_messages and lc_ctype from member NEW.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): New members lc_ctype_set

	and lc_messages_set.

	(gpgsm_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype

	arguments.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_set_locale.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Add new members lc_messages and

	lc_ctype.

	(gpg_release): Release lc_messages and lc_ctype if set.

	(gpg_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype arguments.

	(gpg_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_set_locale.

	(add_arg): Implement in terms of:

	(add_arg_ext): New function.

	(start): Set lc-messages and lc-ctype arguments here.

 

2006-12-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Move members

	input_fd_server, output_fd_server, message_fd_server to ...

	(iocb_data): ... here (as server_fd).

	(close_notify_handler): Reset tags as well.

	(gpgsm_new): Implement support for descriptor

	passing.

	(fd_type_t): New type.

	(gpgsm_clear_fd): New function.  Use it instead of _gpgsm_io_close

	for unused communication channels.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Rewritten to support descriptor passing.  All

	relevant callers adjusted as well (previously of _gpgme_io_close).

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Include "assuan.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Call assuan_set_assuan_err_source.

 

2006-12-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Rename to main_sources.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	libgpgme_glib_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add

	$(main_sources).

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Remove

	libgpgme-real.la.

	(noinst_LTLIBRARIES): Removed.

	(libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS, libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): Removed.

	(AM_CFLAGS): New variable.

 

2006-11-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Replace AssuanError with gpg_error_t and

	ASSUAN_CONTEXT with assuan_context_t.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Check return value of

	assuan_pipe_connect.

 

	* rungpg.c: Include <unistd.h>.

	(gpg_new): Support --display, --ttyname, --ttytype, --lc-ctype and

	--lc-messages.  Fixes issue 734.

 

2006-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Return error if OPD is

	NULL.

 

2006-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Unlock CTX_LIST_LOCK while calling

	_gpgme_engine_io_event().

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error if OPD is NULL.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Release the data

	object properly.

 

2006-09-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Move debug output after

	initialising KEY.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options): Add NETLIBS.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Add NETLIBS.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Fix comparison disguising as an

	assignment.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_locale): Remove conditional on

	HAVE_W32_SYSTEM, and just check for LC_MESSAGES.

 

2006-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Strip potential carriage return.

	* genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Skip potential carriage return.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Strip potential carriage

	return.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_file_name): Allow to clear the file name

	by passing NULL.

 

2006-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Also clone the engine info.

 

2006-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (cflags_pth): Revert accidental removal of

	pthread support with last change.

 

2006-02-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (O_BINARY) [!O_BINARY]: New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Open pipes in binary mode.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_engine_check_version): Reimplemented to allow

	checking the version correctly even after changing the engine

	information.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.
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	* rungpg.c (read_colon_line): Invoke colon preprocess handler if

	it is set.

	(colon_preprocessor_t): New type.

	(struct engine_gpg): New member colon.preprocess_fnc.

	(gpg_keylist_preprocess): New function.

	* keylist.c

 (keylist_colon_handler): Allow short key IDs.

 

2006-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (create_writer): Make C->have_data a manually reset

	event.

	(writer): Move code from end of if block to beginning, so it

	is also run the first time.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Move assert check after error check.  Reset

	the is_empty event, and also do it eagerly.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Unconditionally wait for the is_empty event.

 

2006-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* w32-io.c (get_desired_thread_priority): New.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Use it here.

 

2006-01-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_srcname): New. Use it with the debug macros.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_nonblocking): Add debug

	statements. Disable error return for failed nonblocking call.

 

2006-01-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Only close fd if there

 is no

	channel for it.

 

2005-12-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Set channel to unbuffered.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Fix debug output.

 

2005-12-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Append field PKA_ADDRESS.

	* verify.c (release_op_data, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set
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	this field.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Added GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_BAD

	and GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_GOOD.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New field pka_trust.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store fingerprints of the

	subkeys.  Reset the secret flag of subkeys for stub secret keys.

	(NR_FIELDS): Bumped up to 16

 

2005-11-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use new_file_name in

	engine_get_version invocation.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2005-11-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Remove debug printf.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Include glib.h before windows to avoid a symbol

	shadowing warning.

	(find_channel): Better use g_io_channel_win32_new_fd instead of

	the autodetection function g_io_channel_unix_new.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Rewritten.  It is now a fully working select

	implementation.

 

2005-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* rungpg.c: Use this new function.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Rewrote the file handle code

	again.  Two's company, three's the musketeers.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Rewrote the file handle code.  We don't create

	system fds for every handle (doesn't work for inherited handles),

	but we create pseudo fds in a private namespace that designate a

	handle and potentially
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 a giochannel.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* versioninfo.rc.in: Set file version to LT-version + Svn-revision.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: New file.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_get_giochannel): Add symbol.

	* Makefile.am (system_components) [HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove

	w32-io.c.

	(ltlib_gpgme_extra): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_extra).

	(system_components_not_extra): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	(libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add $(system_components_not_extra).

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES,

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS)

	[BUILD_W32_GLIB]: New variables.

	* gpgme-config.in (glib): New option.

	* gpgme.m4 (AM_PATH_GPGME_GLIB): New macro.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill):

 Removed.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Declare static.

 

2005-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Don't minimize window, hide it.

 

2005-10-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Fixed cut+paste problem

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Build versioninfo.lo, not versioninfo.o.  Also, fix

	the whole mess.

 

2005-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Don't add a key argument if in card edit

	mode.
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2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme.dll gpgme.dll.a): Use $(srcdir) for

	gpgme.def.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_free): New prototype.

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_free): New function.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_free.

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_free.

 

2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Add new argument BINARY

	to prototype.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Likewise for invocation.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string):

 Likewise to

	declaration.  If set, do not replace '\0' characters with a

	printable string.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): New field notations.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_notation): New prototype.

	* sig-notation.c (_gpgme_parse_notation): New function.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Free all signature notations.

	* keylist.c (op_data_t): New member tmp_keysig.

	(finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_keysig.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Remove check.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Support listing signature notations.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Add prototype.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change return type of

	get_file_name() to const char * to silence gcc warning.

	* engine.c (engine_get_file_name): Change return type to const

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use transitional variable to go from

	const char * to char * to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Change type of LINE to

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgsm_new): Make ARGV a pointer to const char.

	(status_handler): Change type of SRC, END, DST, ALINE and NEWLINE

	to char * to silence gcc warning.

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_data_set_file_name,
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	gpgme_data_get_file_name, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add sig-notation.c.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New field sig_notations.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New member value_len and

	critical.

	(GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL): New symbol.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t): New type.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_add, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_get): New prototypes.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_create, _gpgme_sig_notation_free):

	New prototypes.

	*

 sig-notation.c (_gpgme_sig_notation_free): New file.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Use support functions.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_sig_notations): New function.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign, gpg_sign): Call it.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data): New member file_name.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_filename): New function.

	(_gpgme_data_release): Free DH->filename if necessary.

	(gpgme_data_get_filename): New function.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Set filename option.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_sign): Likewise.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_data_set_file_name and

	gpgme_data_get_file_name.

 

	* decrpyt.c, verify.c, gpgme.h: Replace plaintext_filename with

	file_name.

 

2005-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): Add field is_qualified.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_subkey_capability, set_mainkey_capability): Set

	field is_qualified.

 

2005-09-23

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Removed use of environment variable

	again.
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	(create_reader, create_writer): Set thread priority higher.

 

2005-09-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): New environment variable to change

	the size of the pipe buffer.

 

2005-09-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ath.c: Changes to make it work under W32.

 

2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Set to ath.h and ath.c.

	(ath_pth_src, ath_pthread_src): Removed.

	(w32_o_files): Replace ath-compat.o with ath.o.

	(libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): New variable.

	* ath-compat.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c: Removed.

	* ath.h (ath_pthread_available, ath_pth_available): Removed.

	(ath_init) [!_ATH_EXT_SYM_PREFIX]: Do not define macro.

	(struct ath_ops, ath_init) [_ATH_COMPAT]: Removed.

	(_ATH_COMPAT): Macro removed.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_subsystem_init): Do not call

	_gpgme_ath_init.

 

2005-09-12

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (release_op_data): Do not free opd->tmp_uid.

 

2005-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote argv[0].

 

2005-08-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Use _gpgme_io_write instead of write.

 

	* edit.c (command_handler): Do not depend on PROCESSED being

	available.

 

	* engine.h (engine_command_handler_t): Add new argument processed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Rename

	prototype to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal):

	Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.
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	* edit.c (command_handler): Add new argument processed.  Remove

	local variable with the same name.  Always return processed as

	true.

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Send a newline character if the

	handler did not.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Updated from code used by

	GnuPG.  This allows for expanding strings and features the

	implicit fallback key.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath, find_program_at_standard_place): New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): With no registry

	entry, locate the programs at the standard place.

	(dlopen, dlsym, dlclose): New, so that we can keep on using what

	we are accustomed to.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Use PATHSEP_C so that under W32 a

	semicolon is used which allows us to create files with drive

	letters.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print content in

	debug mode too.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New member plaintext_filename.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): New function.

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler):

 Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	* verify.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* util.h (stpcpy): Renamed to ..

	(_gpgme_stpcpy): .. this and made inline.  This avoids duplicate

	definitions when linking statically.

	* stpcpy.c: Removed.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.def: New.

	* versioninfo.rc.in: New.

	* Makefile.am: Adds support for building a W32 DLL.

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return error.

	* ath-compat.c [W32]: select and co are not yet supported; return

	error.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Use ftell if ftello is not available.

 

2005-07-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Allow key IDs.

 

2005-06-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Only call GPGME_CONFIG if found.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): New members pubkey_algo and

	hash_algo.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Parse pubkey and hash algo numbers.

	(parse_new_sig): Parse pubkey, hash algo and timestamp for ERRSIG.

 

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_recipient): New structure.

	(gpgme_recipient_t): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Add member recipients.

	* decrypt.c (op_data_t): New member last_recipient_p.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Initialize last_recipient_p.

	(parse_enc_to): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Handle status ENC_TO and

	NO_SECKEY.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Break out of the fd processing loop

	after an error.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New prototype.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New function.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Call it.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	*
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 wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

 

2005-06-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Take care of

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Also act on the key

	"passphrase.pin.ask".

 

	* gpgme.h: Added status codes GPGME_STATUS_SIG_SUBPACKET,

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN, GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_FAILURE,

	GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_SUCCESS, GPGME_STATUS_CARDCTRL,

	GPGME_STATUS_BACKUP_KEY_CREATED.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c: Include <errno.h>.

 

2005-05-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set the CTX->include_certs default to the

	default.

 

2005-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Fix loop increment.

 

2005-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_release): Only call user hook if provided.

	(user_seek): Return EBADF if no user hook is provided.

	(user_read):

 Likewise.

	(user_write): Likewise.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT): New macro.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Send the include-certs option after

	the reset, just for cleanliness, and do not sent it at all if the

	default is requested.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): Allow to use

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set the key revoked bit.
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2005-04-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Use LI->ctx when checking a context

	in the list, not the user-provided CTX.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): If no context is found, and we

	should not hang, set *status to 0 and return NULL.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (EOPNOTSUPP) [_WIN32]: Remove definition.

	* data.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]:

 Remove definition.

	(gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write, gpgme_data_seek): Return

	ENOSYS instead EOPNOTSUPP.

	* data-compat.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Remove definition.

	(gpgme_error_to_errno): Map GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED

	to ENOSYS.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* io.h: Rename to ...

	* priv-io.h: ... this.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Change io.h to priv-io.h.

	* data.c, engine-gpgsm.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait-private.c, wait-global.c, wait-user.c, wait.c:

	Change all includes of "io.h" to "priv-io.h"

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Do not

	cast away type checks.

 

	* io.h [W32]: Do not include stdio.h.  If it is needed do it at

	the right place.

 

	* data.h [W32]: Removed kludge for EOPNOTSUP.

	* data.c, data-compat.c [W32]: Explicitly test for it here.

 

	Replaced use of _WIN32 by HAVE_W32_SYSTEM except for public header

	files.

 

2005-03-07

  Timo Schulz  <twoaday@g10code.de>

 

       * gpgme.h: [_WIN32] Removed ssize_t typedef.
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       * ath.h: [_WIN32] Added some (dummy) types.

       * io.h: [_WIN32] include stdio.h.

       * data.h: [_WIN32] Define EOPNOTSUPP.

       * w32-io.c [_WIN32] (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New.

       * gpgme.c [_WIN32] (gpgme_set_locale): Disabled.

 

2004-12-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Fix assertion.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h [HAVE_CONFIG_H && HAVE_TTYNAME_R] (ttyname_r): Define

	prototype.

	* ttyname_r.c: New file.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* putc_unlocked.c, funopen.c: I just claim copyright on these

	files and change their license to LGPL, because they are totally

	trivial wrapper functions.

	* isascii.c: Change copyright notice to the one from ctype/ctype.h

	in the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10), where isascii is

	defined as a macro doing exactly the same as the

 function in this

	file.

	* memrchr.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2001-07-06).

	* stpcpy.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10).

	* ath.c, ath-compat.c, ath.h, ath-pth.c, ath-pth-compat.c,

	ath-pthread.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, context.h, conversion.c,

	data.c, data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c,

	data-stream.c, data-user.c, debug.c, debug.h, decrypt.c,

	decrypt-verify.c, delete.c, edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c,

	engine-backend.h, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h, error.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, get-env.c, gpgme.c, gpgme.h, import.c, io.h,

	key.c, keylist.c, mkstatus, Makefile.am, ops.h, op-support.c,

	passphrase.c, posix-io.c, posix-sema.c, posix-util.c, progress.c,

	rungpg.c, sema.h, sign.c, signers.c, trust-item.c, trustlist.c,

	util.h, verify.c, version.c, w32-io.c, w32-sema.c, w32-util.c,

	wait.c, wait-global.c, wait.h, wait-private.c, wait-user.c: Change

	license to LGPL.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers

 (GPGME_1.1): New version.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument FILE_NAME to

	member get_version().  Add arguments FILE_NAME and HOME_DIR to
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	member new().  Change return type of get_file_name and get_version

	to char *.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_version): Change return type to char

	pointer.  Do not cache result.

	(gpgsm_new): Add file_name and home_dir argument, and use them

	instead of the defaults, if set.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): New member file_name.

	(gpg_get_version): Change return type to char pointer, and do not

	cache result.

	(gpg_release): Free gpg->file_name.

	(gpg_new): Take new arguments file_name and home_dir.  Set the

	--homedir argument if HOME_DIR is not NULL.  Set gpg->file_name.

	(start): Use gpg->file_name instead _gpgme_get_gpg_path, if set.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_info_copy, _gpgme_engine_info_release):

	New prototypes.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info.

	* engine.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Set *INFO within the lock.  Move

	ENGINE_INFO and ENGINE_INFO_LOCK to ....

	(engine_info, engine_info_lock): ... here.  New static variables.

	(engine_get_version): Add file_name argument to

	get_version invocation.  Change return type to char pointer.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten to free() the return value

	of engine_get_version after using it.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_release): New function.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_copy): New function.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info, and use that.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Change type of file_name

	and version to char * (remove the const).  New member home_dir.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info,

	gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member engine_info.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Allocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_release):

 Deallocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New

	functions.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Look for correct engine info and

	pass it to _gpgme_engine_new.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Adjust to

	_gpgme_compare_versions returning an int.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return an int value, not a const char
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	pointer.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_compare_versions): Same for prototype.

 

2004-10-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_trust): If no reason is provided, set

	SIG->validity_reason to 0.

	(calc_sig_summary): Set GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD if appropriate.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Return 0 if ERR is 0.

	(start): Call map_assuan_error on return value of

	assuan_write_line.

 

2004-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use char pointer for

	pointer arithmetic.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Implement the --api-version check.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Move the polling of the output data pipe

	to just before removing the command fd, from just before adding

	it.  This avoids buffering problems.

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Use _gpgme_io_read, not

	read, to improve debug output.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID, GPGME_IMPORT_SIG,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET,

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODERN_EXTERN,

	GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE): Change from

	enum to macros.

	(gpgme_keylist_mode_t): Define as unsigned int.

	(gpgme_key_t): Change type of keylist_mode to

	gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Close the file descriptor

	if we get an EPIPE.
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	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Call ftello and return the current

	offset.

	* data.h (struct

 gpgme_data): Change type of data.mem.offset to

	off_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_seek): Check dh->cbs->seek callback, not read

	callback.  If SEEK_CUR, adjust the offset by the pending buffer

	size.  Clear pending buffer on success.

 

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Add copyright notice.

 

2004-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Always run the

	status handler.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-sk-comment, not --no-comment.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make sure tail points to the

	byte following the uid.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.  Don't use calloc, but malloc and

	memset.

 

2004-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Remove C-style comment, which is not supported by

	older binutils.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options):

 Support --api-version.

 

	* libgpgme.vers: List all gpgme symbols under version GPGME_1.0.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

	* verify.c (parse_error): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (parse_error): Do not skip location of where token.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.
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	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Add handling of

	GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.

	(parse_trust): Likewise.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_decrypt_result): New fields

	wrong_key_usage and _unused.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't skip over

	character after a matched string, as in a protocol error this

	could skip over the trailing binary zero.

	Handle decrypt.keyusage error notifications.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New member keylist_mode.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set the keylist_mode of KEY.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature):

 Change member WRONG_KEY_USAGE

	to unsigned int.  Same for member _unused.

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_trust_info): Rewritten.

	(set_subkey_capability): Handle 'd' (disabled).

	(set_mainkey_capability): Rewritten.

 

2004-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Quote first argument to AC_DEFUN.

 

2004-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Allow passing NULL like free does.

	The rule of least surprise.

 

2004-04-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (prepare_new_sig, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Remove

	unused result.signatures items.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Return an error if FPR is NULL.

 

2004-04-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Ignore the error status

	if we can't process it.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Backed out

	yesterday's hack.  It is not any longer required.
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2004-04-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Hack to cope

	with meaningless error codes from the verify status function.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_STATUS_NEWSIG.

 

	* verify.c (parse_error): Compare only the last part of the where

	token.

	(prepare_new_sig): New.

	(parse_new_sig): Use prepare_new_sig when required.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle STATUS_NEWSIG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist_ext): Send with-validation

	option.  Fixed pattern construction.

	(status_handler): Add debugging output.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect _only_ tty related code with

	isatty().  Submitted by Bernhard Herzog.

 

2004-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect all tty related code with

	isatty().

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Set GPG->fd_data_map to NULL after

	releasing it.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Only call assuan_disconnect if

	GPGSM->assuan_ctx is not NULL.  Set it to NULL afterwards.

 

2004-03-07

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Do not emit include and lib directory for

	prefix "/usr" or "".

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export_ext): Properly insert a space

	between patterns.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgme-config.in: Ignore setting of --prefix.

 

2004-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): New function.

	(gpg_release): Call it here.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add it here.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Fix last change.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member cancel.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add new member cancel.

	(gpgsm_cancel): New function.

	(gpgsm_release): Use it.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add new member cancel.

 

2004-02-17

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send this to gpgsm.

 

2004-02-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* memrchr.c (memrchr): Fixed implementation.  Problem pointed out

	by Adriaan de Groot.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-comment, not --comment "".

 

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Call fseeko if

	available.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Likewise.

 

2004-01-16  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Handle numerical codes as

	used by GnuPG 1.9.x

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): Fix comment on REVOKED.
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2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* sign.c: Include util.h for prototype of _gpgme_parse_timestamp.

 

2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Revert this change.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): For C++ compilers,

 rename class

	member to _obsolete_class.  Add new member sig_class.

	(struct _gpgme_new_signature): Same here.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Use CERTSIG->sig_class,

	not CERTSIG->class.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Likewise for KEYSIG, but keep

	setting KEYSIG->class, too.  Rename variable CLASS to SIG_CLASS.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Set SIG->sig_class.

 

2003-12-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Kludge for C++ compatibility without

	changing the C API.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_parse_timestamp): New.

	(atoi_1, atoi_2, atoi_4): New.

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Removed. Changed all callers to use

	the new function.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Ditto.  Repalced the errno check.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Ditto.

 

2003-10-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Detect ISO 8601 timestamps and try

	to convert them.

 

2003-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Make a copy of the key parameters.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-compat.c: Include <sys/time.h> before <sys/stat.h> for

	broken systems.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): If ERR is -1, return sensible

	error.

 

	* io.h (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): Add function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Do not fixup signal handler here.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Call _gpgme_io_subsystem_init.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Drop const qualifier from E.

 

	* ath.h (struct ath_ops): Make ADDR argument of CONNECT prototype

	const.

	(ath_connect): Make ADDR argument const.

	* ath-pthread.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-compat.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

 

	* ath.h [HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/select.h> for fd_set.

	[!HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/time.h>.

 

	*

 conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Drop "unsigned" from type of

	SRC argument.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Likewise for prototype.

 

	* gpgme.h: Remove trailing comma in enum.

 

	* rungpg.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/time.h>, <sys/types.h>,

	<signal.h>, <fcntl.h>, or "unistd.h".

 

2003-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument TYPE.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Likewise.  Use it.

	* edit.c (edit_start): Likewise.  Pass it on.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): New functions.

 

2003-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpg_strerror_r): Change prototype to match

	gpg_strerror_r change.

	* error.c (gpg_strerror_r): Likewise, also update implementation.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_hash_algo_name): Change name of RMD160 to
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	RIPEMD160, name of TIGER to TIGER192, name of CRC32-RFC1510 to

	CRC32RFC1510,

 and name of CRC24-RFC2440 to CRC24RFC2440.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_set_locale.

 

	* gpgme.h: Define macro _GPGME_INLINE depending on the compiler

	characteristics and use that instead __inline__.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New members lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* gpgme.c: Include <locale.h>.

	(def_lc_lock, def_lc_ctype, def_lc_messages): New static

	variables.

	(gpgme_set_locale): New function.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_new): Add arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise to NEW.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise to invocation of

	_gpgme_engine_new.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_strerror_r): New prototype.

	* error.c (gpgme_strerror_r): New function.

 

	* get-env.c: New file.

	* util.h (_gpgme_getenv):

 Add prototype.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add get-env.c.

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use _gpgme_getenv.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_new): Use ttyname_r.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Disable debugging for now.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Use $libdir, not @libdir@, for the echo

	command.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Rewritten.

	* gpgme.m4: Rewritten.
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2003-08-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	The ath files (ath.h, ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c,

	ath-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c and ath-pthread-compat.c) have been

	updated to have better thread support, and the Makefile.am was

	changed to reflect that.

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Remove fopencookie declaration.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Set ERR to return

	value of status_fnc.

	* rungpg.c (start): Return SAVED_ERRNO, not errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (start):

 Use saved_errno instead errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* funopen.c, putc_unlocked.c, isascii.c, memrchr.c: New files.

	* fopencookie.c: File removed.

 

2003-08-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Put gpg-error related flags after gpgme's.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_new_signature): Rename member CLASS to

	_OBSOLETE_CLASS, add member CLASS with type unsigned int.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Also set SIG->_unused_class for

	backward compatibility.

 

2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix status parsing case.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add flag CAN_AUTHENTICATE.

	Lower _UNUSED to 23 bits.

	(struct _gpgme_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Support 'a' and 'A'.

	(set_subkey_capability): Support 'a'.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Check if there is more than
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 one key

	listed, and return GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME in that case.

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Change type of LEN argument to

	size_t.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_enum): New unsigned variable SEQNO, set to SEQ.

	Use SEQNO instead SEQ.

	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Change type of I and J to unsigned int.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Change type of IDX

	to unsigned int.

	(gpgme_wait): Change type of I and IDX to unsigned int.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Change type of IDX

	and I to unsigned int.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Cast return value of macro DIM to

	int to suppress gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Change type of PROTO to

	unsigned int.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Change type of IDX and

	I to unsigned int.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Expand silly

	and wrong expression.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Initialize NULL.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs): Quote GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS and

	GPG_ERROR_LIBS when setting the corresponding variables.

	Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Move declaration of NEWLEN to

	the beginning of the block.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (mem_write):

 Copy original buffer content.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_user_ids_release, gpgme_user_ids_append): Remove

	prototypes.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS@.

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs, gpg_error_cflags): New variables.

	Print them.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Rename to

	_gpgme_parse_inv_recp and change to new datatype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_key): Fix prototype.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_invalid_user_id): Rename to

	__gpgme_invalid_key.  Rename field ID to KEY.

	(gpgme_invalid_user_id_t): Rename to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

	(struct _gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Here, too.

	(struct _gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* sign.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Save errno across debug calls.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Remove arg_error.

	(add_arg): Don't set arg_error.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(start): Don't check arg_error.

	(gpg_new): Check return value of add_arg.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Free allocated memory at error.

 

2003-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.
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	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove mkerrors.

	(BUILT_SOURCES): Remove errors.c.

	(MOSTLYCLEANFILES): Likewise.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Likewise.  Add error.c.

	(errors.c): Remove target.

	* mkerrors: File removed.

	* error.c: New file.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_error_t): Change to type gpg_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_t, gpgme_err_source_t): New types.

	(gpgme_err_code, gpgme_err_source, gpgme_error, gpgme_err_make):

	New static inline functions.

	(gpgme_strsource, gpgme_err_code_from_errno,

	gpgme_err_code_to_errno, gpgme_err_make_from_errno,

	gpgme_error_from_errno): New prototypes.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_export_start): Change second arg to const char *.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise for _gpgme_engine_op_export and

	_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.  Add prototype for export_ext.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpg_export_ext): New function.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Break loop at error.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_export_ext.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const

 char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.

	(gpgsm_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_export_ext.

	* export.c (export_start): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	(export_ext_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_keylist_mode_t): New type for anonymous enum.

	(gpgme_sigsum_t): New type for anonymous enum.

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Check for errors earlier,

	and return an error if RECP is not set.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove user-id.c.

	* user-id.c: Remove file.

	* ops.h: Remove prototype for _gpgme_user_ids_all_valid.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): New type.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Change second parameter to type

	gpgme_key_t[], and add third parameter.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.  Pass flags to engine.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for prototypes of

	encrypt and encrypt_sign.

	* engine.h: Likewise for prototypes of _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt

	and _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Check flags for always trust option.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(set_recipients): Rewritten to use keys instead user IDs.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Rewritten to use keys

	instead user IDs.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change errors

	returned to GPGME_Invalid_Key and GPGME_General_Error.

 

2003-05-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Rename GpgsmObject to engine_gpgsm_t.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpgsm.

	* rungpg.c: Rename GpgObject to engine_gpg_t.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpg.
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	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): Change EngineObject to

	engine_object_t.

	(enum ctx_op_data_type): Rename to ctx_op_data_id_t.

	(ctx_op_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgme_context): Use it.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use new type name.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* engine.c: Rename EngineObject to engine_t in the file.  Also

	EngineStatusHandler to engine_status_handler_t,

	EngineCommandHandler to engine_command_handler_t and

	EngineColonLineHandler to engine_colon_line_handler.

	* rungpg.c (start): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise

	* engine.h (struct engine_object_s): Rename to struct engine.

	(EngineObject): Rename to

 engine_t.  Also everywhere else in the

	file.

	(EngineStatusHandler): Rename to engine_status_handler_t.

	(EngineColonLineHandler): Rename to engine_colon_line_handler_t.

	(EngineCommandHandler): Rename to engine_command_handler_t.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Fix bug in last change.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove recipient.c, add

	user-id.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_recipients_t): Removed.

	(gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity, gpgme_recipients_count,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_open, gpgme_recipients_enum_read,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_close): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt, gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt_sign,

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start, gpgme_op_export_start,

	gpgme_op_export): Change second argument to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpgme_user_ids_release): New prototype.

	(gpgme_user_ids_append): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_recipients_all_valid): Remove.

	(_gpgme_user_ids_all_valid): Add.

	* context.h

 (struct gpgme_recipients): Removed.

	* user-id.c: New file.

	* recipient.c: Removed file.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Change last arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.  Reimplement.

	(gpg_encrypt): Change second arg to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.  Rewrite user ID list code.
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	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Change second arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Likewise.  Rewrite loop code.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for members

	ENCRYPT, ENCRYPT_SIGN and EXPORT.

	* export.c (export_start, gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.  Don't check for count of

	recipients.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_import_result): Add skipped_new_keys.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Add skipped_new_keys parser.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Add missing break

	statements.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Use gpgme_error_t instead of int.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Use intermediate variable

	HOOK to avoid compiler warning.  Don't ask, you don't want to know.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_init_result):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	(edit_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.
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	(genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	(genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result): Likewise.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result):

 Likewise.

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Fix

	access to pointer type.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (EngineCommandHandler): Change last argument to int fd.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_passphrase_cb_t): Rewritten to take parts of the

	description and fd.

	(gpgme_edit_cb_t): Change last argument to int fd.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(op_data_t): Rename userid_hint to uid_hint, remove last_pw_handle.

	(release_op_data): Check values before calling free.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Rewritten.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Pass -1 as fd argument.

	(command_handler): Update prototype.  New variable processed.  Use

	it to store return value of

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal which is now used

	instead _gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

  Use it also to check

	if we should call the user's edit function.  Pass fd to user's

	edit function.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of cmd.cb_data to

	void *.
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	(gpg_release): Check value before calling free.  Do not release

	cmd.cb_data.

	(command_cb): Function removed.

	(command_handler): New function.  Thus we don't use a data object

	for command handler stuff anymore, but handle it directly.  This

	allows proper error reporting (cancel of passphrase requests, for

	example).  Also all callbacks work via direct writes to the file

	descriptor (so that passphrases are not kept in insecure memory).

	(gpg_set_command_handler): Rewritten to use even more ugly hacks.

	(read_status): Check cmd.keyword before calling free.  Install

	command_handler as the I/O callback handler with GPG as private

	data.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Add --enable-progress-filter to gpg

	invocation.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rename to

	decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start):

 Call decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Set status handler to verify_status_handler.

	Rename to (verify_start).

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Call verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Call progress status handler.

	Make static.  Rename to encrypt_sym_status_handler.

	(encrypt_start): Set status handler to encrypt_sym_status_handler

	or encrypt_status_handler.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): New function.

	(sign_start): Set status handler to sign_status_handler.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(decrypt_start): Set status handler to decrypt_status_handler.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Call

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add missing break

	statement.

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Add one

	to buffer to allocate.

 

2003-05-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix ERRSIG case.

	Submitted by Benjamin Lee <benjaminlee@users.sf.net>.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: The following types are renamed.  The old name is kept

	as a deprecated typedef.

	(GpgmeCtx): Rename to gpgme_ctx_t.

	(GpgmeData): Rename to gpgme_data_t.

	(GpgmeRecipients): Rename to gpgme_recipients_t.

	(GpgmeError): Rename to gpgme_error_t.

	(GpgmeDataEncoding): Rename to gpgme_data_encoding_t.

	(GpgmePubKeyAlgo): Rename to gpgme_pubkey_algo_t.

	(GpgmeHashAlgo): Rename to gpgme_hash_algo_t.

	(GpgmeSigStat): Rename to gpgme_sig_stat_t.

	(GpgmeSigMode): Rename to gpgme_sig_mode_t.

	(GpgmeAttr): Rename to gpgme_attr_t.

	(GpgmeValidity): Rename to gpgme_validity_t.

	(GpgmeProtocol):

 Rename to gpgme_protocol_t.

	(GpgmeStatusCode): Rename to gpgme_status_code_t.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): Rename to gpgme_engine_info_t.

	(GpgmeSubkey): Rename to gpgme_subkey_t.

	(GpgmeKeySig): Rename to gpgme_keysig_t.

	(GpgmeUserID): Rename to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(GpgmePassphraseCb): Rename to gpgme_passphrase_cb_t.

	(GpgmeProgressCb): Rename to gpgme_progress_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEditCb): Rename to gpgme_edit_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCb): Rename to gpgme_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Rename to gpgme_register_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Rename to gpgme_remove_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Rename to gpgme_event_io_t.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Rename to gpgme_event_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCbs): Rename to gpgme_io_cbs.

	(gpgme_io_cbs_t): New type.

	(GpgmeDataReadCb): Rename to gpgme_data_read_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataWriteCb): Rename to gpgme_data_write_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Rename to gpgme_data_seek_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataReleaseCb): Rename to gpgme_data_release_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataCbs): Rename to gpgme_data_cbs.

	(gpgme_data_cbs_t):

 New type.

	(GpgmeInvalidUserID): Rename to gpgme_invalid_user_id_t.

	(GpgmeEncryptResult): Rename to gpgme_encrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): Rename to gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeNewSignature): Rename to gpgme_new_signature_t.

	(GpgmeSignResult): Rename to gpgme_sign_result_t.
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	(GpgmeSigNotation): Rename to gpgme_sig_notation_t.

	(GpgmeSignature): Rename to gpgme_signature_t.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): Rename to gpgme_verify_result_t.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): Rename to gpgme_import_status_t.

	(GpgmeImportResult): Rename to gpgme_import_result_t.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): Rename to gpgme_genkey_result_t.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): Rename to gpgme_keylist_result_t.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): Rename to gpgme_trust_item_t.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_deprecated_error_t): New type, swallowing macros

	GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient and

	GPGME_No_Passphrase.

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Rename to struct gpgme_data.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Rename to struct

	gpgme_context.

	(struct

 gpgme_recipients_s): Rename to gpgme_recipients.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_uid.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return GPGME_No_Data

	for NODATA status without signatures.

 

2003-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Use decoded string to parse user id.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member op_info.

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Initialize SIG->uid.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add deprecated values for

	GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_set_op_info,

	_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string, _gpgme_data_get_as_string,

	_gpgme_data_append, _gpgme_data_append_string,

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml,
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 _gpgme_data_append_for_xml,

	_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change first arg to void *.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* conversion.c: Do not include <string.h>, <errno.h>, <ctype.h>,

	and <sys/types.h>, but <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New structure.

	(GpgmeKey): Define using _gpgme_key.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): New structure.

	(GpgmeSubKey): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeySig): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_user_id): New structure.

	(GpgmeUserID):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_keylist_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_result): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Remove prototype.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove members tmp_key,

	tmp_uid, key_cond and key_queue.

	(struct key_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct user_id_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_recipients_s): Replace with simple

	GpgmeUserID list.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->tmp_key.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_add_subkey, _gpgme_key_append_name,

	_gpgme_key_add_sig, _gpgme_trust_item_new): New prototypes.

	* rungpg.c (command_cb): Return GpgmeError instead int.

	New variable ERR.  Use it to hold return value of cmd handler.

	(gpg_delete): Access fingerprint of key directly.

	(append_args_from_signers): Likewise.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(append_args_from_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipient list.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(gpgsm_delete): Access fingerprint of key

 directly.

	(gpgsm_sign): Likewise.
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	(set_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipients.  Invert invalid

	user ID flag.

	* key.h: File removed.

	* key.c: Completely reworked to use exposed GpgmeKey data types.

	* keylist.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Completely reworked to use GpgmeUserID.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_key): Remove force_update argument.

	* key-cache.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove key-cache.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_cache_add, _gpgme_key_cache_get): Remove

	prototypes.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Don't call

	_gpgme_key_cache_add.

	(gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Remove last argument to

	gpgme_get_key invocation.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_trust_item): New structure.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): New type.

	(gpgme_trust_item_ref, gpgme_trust_item_unref): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct trust_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove trust_queue

 member.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add trust-item.c.

	* trust-item.c: New file.

	* trustlist.c: Do not include <stdio.h> or <time.h>, but

	"gpgme.h".

	(struct trust_queue_item_s): Change to new type op_data_t.

	(trust_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	(trust_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Use op_data_t type.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use op_data_t and rework error

	handling.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Use op_data_t.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Remove function.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Do not set GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

	for bad signatures.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Remove OPDATA_VERIFY_COLLECTING.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member notation.
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	* gpgme.h: Make enum for GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_* values.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New structure.

	(GpgmeSigNotation): New

 type.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New structure.

	(GpgmeSignature): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_verify_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string, _gpgme_map_gnupg_error):

	New prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): New function.

	(gnupg_errors): New static global.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): New function.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Don't release CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	* verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h> and "key.h", but

	do include "gpgme.h".

	(struct verify_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this type.

	(release_verify_result): Remove function.

	(release_op_data):

 New function.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(copy_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New function.

	(calc_sig_summary): Rewritten.

	(finish_sig): Remove function.

	(parse_new_sig): New function.

	(parse_valid_sig): New function.

	(parse_notation): New function.

	(parse_trust): New function.

	(parse_error): New function.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Rewritten.  Change first argument

	to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Rework error handling.  Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Do not release or clear CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Rewritten.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start):

 Remove prototype.

	* decrypt-verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <stdlib.h>,

	<string.h> and <assert.h>, "util.h" and "context.h", but

	"gpgme.h".

	(decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *,

	and rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rewrite using

	_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Include <string.h>, "gpgme.h" and "util.h".

	(struct decrypt_result): Change to typedef op_data_t, rewritten.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(decrypt_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Use decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2003-04-27

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c: Do not include <stddef.h>, <stdio.h>,

	<stdlib.h>, <string.h>, <assert.h> and "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_sign_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Use encrypt_sign_start, not

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEncryptResult): New data type.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call
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	_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result.

	* encrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h>, "util.h" and

	"wait.h".  Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct encrypt_result): Rename to ...

	(op_data_t): ... new data type.  Rewrite for user result data.

	(append_xml_encinfo): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite result parsing.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Change first argument to

	void *.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use encrypt_start, not

	gpgme_op_encrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePubKeyAlgo, GpgmeHashAlgo, GpgmeInvalidUserID,

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult): New data types.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result, gpgme_pubkey_algo_name,

	gpgme_hash_algo_name): New prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): New function.

	(gpgme_hash_algo_name): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid, _gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New

	prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <errno.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): New function.

	* sign.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but

 not <stdio.h>,

	<assert.h> and "util.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct sign_result): Change to op_data_t type and rework it.

	(release_sign_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this and rewrite it.

	(append_xml_info): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result): New function.

	(parse_sig_created): New function.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite the function to use the new result structure and functions.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(sign_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Use sign_start instead _gpgme_op_sign_start.
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	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

 

	* delete.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h" or

	"key.h".

	(enum delete_problem): Move into function delete_status_handler.

	(delete_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Parse

	delete

 problem with strtol instead atoi.  Return better error

	values.

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(delete_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Use delete_start instead

	_gpgme_op_delete_start.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataType): Removed.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Parse unchanged field.

 

	* gpgme.h: New enum for GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SIG, GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE.

	(GpgmeError): GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key added

 as new error codes.

	(struct _gpgme_import_status): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_import_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	* import.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h".

	(struct import_result): Change to type op_data_t.

	(release_import_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Function removed.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	(parse_import): New function.

	(parse_import_res): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Rewrite

	to use new functions.
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	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Rework error handling.

 

	* edit.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(edit_resut): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(edit_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(command_handler): Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_edit_start): Rename to ...

	(edit_start): ... this.  Rework

 error handling.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start): Rewrite using edit_start.

	(gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h" or

	"debug.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct passphrase_result): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(release_passphrase_result): Rename to release_op_data.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rewrite error handling.  Do

	not call _gpgme_passphrase_start, but install command handler.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member initialized,

	use_cms and help_data_1.  Add member protocol.  Make use_armor and

	use_textmode bit flags.

  Make keylist_mode, include_certs,

	signers_len and signers_size unsigned.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Do not check CTX.  Use CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_get_protocol): Likewise.

	(gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->help_data_1.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Use CTX->protocol.

 

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Remove variable CTX.

 

	* data.c: Do not include <assert.h>, but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Expand _gpgme_data_append, because

	it will go.  Do not assert DH.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Do not assert DH.

 

	* export.c: Do not include <stdlib.h>, "debug.h" and "util.h", but

	"gpgme.h".
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	(export_status_handler): Change type of first argument to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(export_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Rewritten to use export_start instead

	_gpgme_op_export_start.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add GPGME_Busy,

 GPGME_No_Request.

	(GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient,

	GPGME_No_Passphrase): New macros.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Fix validity attribute.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_genkey_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Drop last argument.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	* genkey.c: Do not include "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this new type.

	(release_genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(release_op_data): ... this new function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	(genkey_status_handler): Rewritten using new op_data_t type.

	(get_key_parameter): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Renamed to

	(genkey_start): ... this and rewritten.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Use genkey_start instead

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Rewritten.  Remove FPR argument.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member

 verbosity.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Do not set member verbosity.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove set_verbosity.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Remove set_verbosity member.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Likewise.

	(gpg_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.
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	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start):

 Likewise.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add key-cache.c.

	* key.c (key_cache_initialized, key_cache_size,

	key_cache_max_chain_length, ): Removed.

	(struct key_cache_item_s, key_cache_lock, key_cache,

	key_cache_unused_items, hash_key, _gpgme_key_cache_add,

	_gpgme_key_cache_get, gpgme_get_key): Moved to ...

	* key-cache.c: ... here.  New file.

	* key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): Remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add,_gpgme_key_cache_get): Move to ...

	* ops.h: ... here.

	* version.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Do not call _gpgme_key_cache_init.

 

	* mkstatus: Strip trailing comma.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatus): Pretty print.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase instead GPGME_No_Passphrase.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler):

 Use GPGME_No_UserID

	instead GPGME_No_Recipients and GPGME_Invalid_UserID instead

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_event_cb): Don't clear CTX->pending.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Don't check pending flag.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Don't check or clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member PENDING.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_end): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_error_to_errno): Don't convert EBUSY.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type to return GpgmeError,

	and add argument for returning the result string.

	(gpgme_cancel): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Remove function.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member cancel.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Call the

	passphrase callback in the new way.

 

2003-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Call the progress status

	handler.

 

2003-02-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb): Move check for no

	I/O handlers left to ...

	(_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): ... here.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Release ITEM if name
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	could not be allocated.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Only release name if it is allocated.

	Reported by Marc Mutz <Marc.Mutz@uni-bielefeld.de>.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): If he status handler returns an error,

	return it.

	(status_handler): If read_status fails, just return the error.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Handle all errors, not only most of

	them.

	(xtoi_1, xtoi_2): Remove macro.

	(status_handler): Replace use of xtoi_2 with _gpgme_hextobyte.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Replace

	ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Path with ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Chain.

	(gpgsm_new): Use assuan_pipe_connect instead assuan_pipe_connect2.

 

	* util.h (DIMof): Remove macro.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_event_cb, _gpgme_op_event_cb_user,

	_gpgme_data_unread): Prototypes removed.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove types.h.

	* io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Do not include "types.h".

	* key.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Likewise.

	* cengine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	* engine.h: Include "gpgme.h" instead "types.h".  Add prototypes

	for EngineStatusHandler, EngineColonLineHandler and

	EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):

 Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-backend.h: Include "engine.h" instead "types.h".
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	(struct engine_ops): Change Gpgme*Handler parameters in members

	set_command_handler, set_colon_line_handler and set_status_handler

	to Engine*Handler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter

	type from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of member status.fnc

	from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.  Change type of

	member colon.fnc from GpgmeColonLineHandler to

	EngineColonLineHandler.  Change type of member cmd.fnc from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c

 (gpg_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type

	from GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not close status fd at end

	of function.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(_gpgme_op_data_lookup): New function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Function removed.

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct decrypt_resul): ... this.

	(DecryptResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* sign.c

 (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Function removed.

	(release_sign_result): New function.

	(struct sign_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct sign_result): ... this.

	(SignResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.
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	* encrypt.c (struct encrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct encrypt_result): ... this.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Function removed.

	(release_encrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* verify.c (struct verify_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct verify_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(VerifyResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Function removed.

	(release_verify_result): New function.

	(finish_sig): Change first argument to type VerifyResult.  Diddle

	the type of the op_data structure.

	(add_notation): Change first argument

 to type VerifyResult.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* passphrase.c (struct passphrase_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct passphrase_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(PassphraseResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	(release_passphrase_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct keylist_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(KeylistResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Function removed.

	(release_keylist_result): New function.

	(keylist_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* edit.c (struct edit_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct

 edit_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(EditResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Function removed.

	(release_edit_result): New function.

	(edit_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* types.h (DecryptResult, SignResult, EncryptResult,

	PassphraseResult, ImportResult, DeleteResult, GenKeyResult,
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	KeylistResult, EditResult): Types removed.

	* ops.h: Don't include "types.h", but "gpgme.h" and "context.h".

	(test_and_allocate_result): Remove macro.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result):

 Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Rewritten.

	* context.h (enum ctx_op_data_type): New enum.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace the member result with a member

	op_data.

	(fail_on_pending_request): Remove macro.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Expand macro

	fail_on_pending_request.

	* util.h: Don't include "types.h" or "debug.h", but include "gpgme.h".

 

2003-01-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Remove gpg_start.

	(gpg_start): Rename to ...

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgObject.

	(gpg_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.

	(gpg_import): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpg_trustlist): Likewise.

	(gpg_verify): Likewise.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_encrypt): Remove gpgsm_start.

	(gpgsm_start): Rename to ...

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Remove member command.

	(gpgsm_release): Don't free command.

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgsmObject and

	const char *.
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	(gpgsm_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpgsm_delete): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_genkey): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_verify): Likewise.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_start.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start):

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start):

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start):

 Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove member start.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove function.

 

2003-01-19  Miguel Coca  <mcoca@gnu.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Add missing argument in calls to

	DEBUG_BEGIN.

	* w32-util.c: Include "sema.h".

	(find_program_in_registry): Change DEBUG1 to DEBUG2, fixes compilation

	error.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Remove byte and ulong types.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change prototype to unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change argument to unsigned

	char instead byte.

	(_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise, and beautify.  Also support a

	few more escaped characters.  Be more strict about buffer size.
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	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Change

 type of SRC,

	BUF and DST to unsigned char instead byte.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Use unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* debug.c (trim_spaces): Likewise.

 

	* util.h (mk_error): Remove macro.

	* conversion.c, data.c, data-compat.c, decrypt.c, delete.c,

	edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, gpgme.c, import.c, key.c, keylist.c,

	passphrase.c, progress.c, recipient.c, rungpg.c, sign.c,

	signers.c, trustlist.c, verify.c, wait.c, wait-global.c,

	wait-private (literally everywhere): Expand the mk_error macro.

 

	* context.h (wait_on_request_or_fail): Remove macro.

 

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Remove member ERROR.

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeCommandHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError and add

	new argument RESULT.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeEventIO): New event GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(GpgmeIdleFunc): Remove type.

	(gpgme_register_idle): Remove

 prototype.

	* data.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return any error instead ignoring it, don't close file descriptor

	on error.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Don't work around the old kludge anymore.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError.  Return possible errors.

	* delete.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h>, <time.h> and

	<assert.h>.

	(delete_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Return

	error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	* edit.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Change type to GpgmeError,

	make static and rename to ...

	(edit_status_handler):
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 ... this.  Return error directly.

	(command_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, add result

	argument.  Return error directly.

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Do not signal done event

	anymore.

	(status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Diddle things

	around a bit to return errors directly.

	(start): Send start event.

	* export.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(export_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* genkey.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <assert.h>.

	(genkey_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.  Return errors directly.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Do not initialize ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb):

 Function removed.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): Likewise.

	* import.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(import_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler, keylist_status_handler, finish_key):

	Change return type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	* Makefile (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add wait-global.c,

	wait-private.c and wait-user.c

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Return error instead setting

	ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler,

	_gpgme_verify_status_handler, _gpgme_decrypt_status_handler,

	_gpgme_sign_status_handler, _gpgme_encrypt_staus_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler, _gpgme_progress_status_handler):

	Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_passphease_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError and add new argument RESULT.

	* op-support.c: Use new callback functions, and change private

	data to ctx everywhere.

	* passphrase.c

 (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, add result argument.  Return results accordingly.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change return type

	to GpgmeError, return errors directly.
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	* rungpg.c (status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(close_notify_handler): Don't send done event.

	(colon_line_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, return

	errors directly.

	* rungpg.c (start): Send start event.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, return errors directly.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError.  Return 0.

	(trustlist_colon_handler): Change return type GpgmeError.  Return

	errors directly.

	* verify.c (add_notation): Change return type to GpgmeError,

	return errors directly.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* wait.h

 (struct fd_table): Remove lock member.

	(struct wait_item_s): Moved here from wait.c.

	(struct tag): New structure.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb, _gpgme_wait_global_event_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_add_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_event_io_cb): New prototypes.

	* wait.c: Don't include <stdio.h>.

	(ftd_global, ctx_done_list, ctx_done_list_size,

	ctx_done_list_length, ctx_done_list_lock, idle_function): Remove

	global variable.

	(gpgme_register_idle, do_select, _gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove

	function.

	(gpgme_wait): Move to file wait-global.c.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): Take ctx as private argument, initialize ctx

	member in wait item and tag.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Take ctx from tag.  Don't use FDT lock.

	(_gpgme_wait_one, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Move to

	wait-private.c.

	(gpgme_fd_table_init): Don't initialize FDT->lock.

	(gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Don't destroy FDT->lock.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Make static and rename to

 ...

	(fd_table_put): ... this function.  Don't use FDT->lock.

	(struct wait_item_s): Move to wait.h.

	* wait-global.c: New file.

	* wait-private.c: New file.

	* wait-user.c: New file.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Use validity_to_string

	instead otrust_to_string to calculate validity.
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2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h (EngineObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine.h: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgObject): Move typedef to ...

	* rungpg.c: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgsmObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine-gpgsm.c: ... here.

 

	* util.h (return_if_fail, return_null_if_fail,

	return_val_if_fail): Remove macro.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Don't use return_if_fail.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref): Likewise.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_enum): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Rename get_path to

	get_file_name.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Rename member path to

	file_name.

	* version.c: Do not include <stdio.h>,

 <stdlib.h>, context.h and

	util.h.  Other clean ups.

	(parse_version_number): Protect more seriously against

	overflow.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Move to ...

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): ... here.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_info): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_path): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_file_name): .. this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_req_version): ... this.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_req_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info.): Remove

	prototypes.

 

	* gpgme.h (enum GpgmeProtocol): Remove GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Don't handle GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): New function.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member

	get_req_version, remove member check_version.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_Engine_get_version): New prototype.

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpg_check_version): Function removed.
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	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_get_req_version, remove

	gpg_check_version.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgsm_check_version): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_get_req_version, remove

	gpgsm_check_version.

	* engine.c: Include ops.h.

	 (_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_info): New structure.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): New type.

 

2003-01-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Handle 'd' and 'D' used

	since gpg 1.3 to denote disabled keys.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c: Include <string.h>.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): Correct bug in last change.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Drop R_STAT argument.

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): Function removed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_intersect_stati): Remove prototype.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: New file.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add libgpgme.vers.

	(libgpgme_version_script_cmd): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Add libgpgme_version_script_cmd here.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): New variable.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Don't accept GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET.

	(otrust_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Use it.

	(validity_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Beautify using above functions.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c

 (mem_release): Fix gcc warning.

	* data-user.c (user_release): Likewise.

 

2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (gpgme_data_release_cb): Change return type to void.

	(gpgme_data_read_cb): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (stream_read): Likewise.

	* data-fd.c (fd_read): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_read): Likewise.

	(mem_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-user.c (user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	(user_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Change return type to off_t.

 

2002-12-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_get_key.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Rewrite using gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for new interfaces

	gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

 and gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr.

	(enum GpgmeAttr): New attribute GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Allow GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New members ALGO, NAME_PART,

	EMAIL_PART, COMMENT_PART, NAME, SIG_STAT and SIG_CLASS.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add new parameter LEN.

	Use that to determine if allocation is desired or not.

	* util.h: Adjust prototype of _gpgme_decode_c_string.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_decode_c_string.
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	* key.h (struct gpgme_key_s): New member last_uid.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Rewritten using

	_gpgme_decode_c_string and the last_uid pointer.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(ALLOC_CHUNK): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Use last_uid member of KEY.

 

	* context.h (struct user_id_s): New member last_certsig.

	* key.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_certsig): New function.

	(set_user_id_part): Move function

 before _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	(parse_user_id): Change first argument to SRC, add new arguments

	NAME, EMAIL and COMMENT.  Change code to use these arguments

	instead going through UID.  Move function before

	_gpgme_add_certsig.

	(parse_x509_user_id): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Adjust arguments to parse_x509_user_id

	and parse_user_id invocation.

	(one_certsig_as_xml): New function.

	(one_uid_as_xml): Print signatures.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member TMP_UID.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Rewritten, implement "sig"

	record entries.

 

	* key.c (get_certsig): New function.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Use isdigit, not my_isdigit.

	(set_userid_flags): Likewise.

	(set_subkey_trust_info): Likewise.

	(set_ownertrust): Likewise.

	(finish_key): Move function up a bit and remove prototype.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_ext):

 Correct precedence of signature

	listing mode.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Implement signature listing mode.

 

2002-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not set parent fds to -1.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead close

	for parent fds.
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	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead

	CloseHandle for parent fds.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h [_MSC_VER]: Define ssize_t as long.

 

2002-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Save the result of a first

	setlocale before doing another setlocale.

 

2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c: Some beautyfication.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Treat

	GPGME_STATUS_UNEXPECTED like GPGME_STATUS_NODATA.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c: Only include <config.h> if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].

	(struct

 genkey_result_s): Add new member FPR.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Free RESULT->fpr if set.

	(genkey_status_handler): Extract the fingerprint from the status

	line.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add new argument FPR and return the fingerprint

	in it.

	* gpgme.h: Adjust prototype of gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Add --with-fingerprint to gpg invocation

	twice, to get fingerprints on subkeys.  Suggested by Timo Schulz

	<twoaday@freakmail.de>.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Use

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml rather than

	_gpgme_data_append_string for the field content.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* rungpg.h, engine-gpgsm.h: File removed.

	* engine-backend.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): New variable, set depending on

	automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES):

 Add engine-backend.h, remove rungpg.h and

	engine-gpgsm.h.  Replace engine-gpgsm.c with ${gpgsm_components}.

	(status-table.h): Depend on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* conversion.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not set ENABLE_GPGSM here.  Include

	"engine-backend.h" instead "engine-gpgsm.h".  Reorder some

	functions and remove all function prototypes.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgsmObject * to void **.  Call gpgsm_release instead

	_gpgme_gpgsm_release.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_export): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_verify): ... this.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_status_handler): ... this.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Make static

 and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): New variable.

	[!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Removed.

	* engine.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/types.h>, <string.h>,

	<assert.h>, "io.h", "rungpg.h" and "engine-gpgsm.h".  Include

	<stdlib.h> and "engine-backend.h".

	(struct engine_object_s): Rewritten.

	(engine_ops): New variable.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release, _gpgme_engine_set_verbosity,

	_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler, _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt,

	_gpgme_engine_op_delete,

 _gpgme_engine_op_edit,

	_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export, _gpgme_engine_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_engine_op_import, _gpgme_engine_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_engine_op_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist, _gpgme_engine_op_verify,

	_gpgme_engine_start, _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs,

	_gpgme_engine_io_event): Reimplement.

	* engine.h: Fix a few comments and a variable name in a prototype.

	* ops.h: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	* passphrase.c: Include config.h only if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].  Do not

	include "rungpg.h".

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

	* signers.c: Likewise.

	* version.c: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c: Likewise.  Include "engine-backend.h".  Reorder

	functions and remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_gpg_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgObject
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 * to void **.  Call gpg_release instead

	_gpgme_gpg_release.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_export): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_verify): ... this.

	(gpg_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): New variable.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Add

	missing argument.
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2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h, data-user.c, data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-fd.c,

	data-compat.c: New file.  Really check them in this time,

 completes

	2002-10-08 change.

 

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler): Rename type to GpgmeStatusHandler

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgColonLineHandler): Rename type to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeColonLineHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgCommandHandler): Rename type to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeCommandHandler): ... here.

	* engine.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type

 of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Change type of

	status.fnc to GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change type of argument from

	GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument from

	GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of status.fnc to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.  Change type of cmd.fnc
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 to

	GpgmeCommandLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument FNC to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeCommandHandler.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Remove prototype.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Remove PM.

	(pipemode_cb): Prototype removed.

	(add_pm_data): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Likewise.

	(pipemode_copy): Likewise.

	(pipemode_cb): Likewise.

	(add_arg): Don't check for pipemode.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set PM.active.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Remove pipemode case.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Remove pipemode case.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Prototype removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Make static and rename to ...

	(add_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Call add_data, not _gpgme_gpg_add_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Rename to ...

	(add_pm_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Call add_pm_data, not
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	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_arg):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(add_arg): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler, _gpgme_gpg_new,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_delete,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Use add_arg, not

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New function.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove member simple from colon.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Don't initialize simple.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Removed function.

	(read_colon_line): Don't check the GPG->colon.simple.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Call

	_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity instead _gpgme_gpg_add_arg.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_malloc,

 _gpgme_realloc, _gpgme_calloc,

	_gpgme_strdup, _gpgme_free): Remove prototypes.

	(xtrymalloc, xtrycalloc, xtryrealloc, xtrystrdup, xfree): Remove

	macros.

	* util.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove util.h.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Use malloc instead of

	xtrymalloc, realloc instead of xtryrealloc, calloc instead of

	xtrycalloc, free instead of xfree.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_new, _gpgme_data_release): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_write, mem_release, gpgme_data_new_from_mem,

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_release_edit_result, _gpgme_op_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new, _gpgme_gpgsm_release,
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	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	gpgsm_set_recipients, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new, gpgme_release): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_release_import_result): Likewise.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_cache_init, _gpgme_key_cache_add, key_new,

	add_subkey, gpgme_key_release, _gpgme_key_append_name): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_release_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb, gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_release_passphrase_result,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	*

 progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new, _gpgme_gpg_release,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler, free_argv, free_fd_data_map,

	build_argv, _gpgme_gpg_spawn, read_status, read_colon_line):

	Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Likewise.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_add): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trust_item_new, trustlist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb, gpgme_op_trustlist_next,

	gpgme_trustitem_release): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result, finish_sig): Likewise.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info, _gpgme_get_program_version):

	Likewise.

	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer, destroy_reader,

	destroy_writer, build_commandline, _gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Likewise.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_wait_event_cb, _gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb)

	* data-compat.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	New data object component:

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb, GpgmeDataWriteCb, GpgmeDataSeekCb,
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	GpgmeDataReleaseCb): New types.

	(struct GpgmeDataCbs): New structure.

	(gpgme_data_read): Changed prototype to match that of read() closely.

	(gpgme_data_write): Similar for write().

	(gpgme_data_seek, gpgme_data_new_from_cbs, gpgme_data_new_from_fd,

	gpgme_data_new_from_stream): New prototypes.

	(gpgme_data_get_type, gpgme_check_engine): Prototype removed.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add data.h, data-fd.c,

	data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-user.c and data-compat.c.

	* data.c: Reimplemented from scratch.

	* (data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c, data-stream.c,

	data-user.c): New file.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Removed.

	* conversion.c:

 Include <errno.h> and <sys/types.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): New function.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): ... here.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_get_mode, _gpgme_data_set_mode): Prototype

	removed.

	* types.h (GpgmeDataMode): Type removed.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't check data type or mode.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	*

 genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Remove hack that returns invalid

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.
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	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Add new argument to

	differentiate detached from normal signatures.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.  Don't check

	mode of data argument.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise for prototype.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h

 (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct arg_and_data_s): New member INBOUND to hold

	direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument INBOUND.  Use it to

	determine direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add new argument to _gpgme_gpg_add_data

	invocation.

	(build_argv): Use new member INBOUND to determine direction of

	file descriptor.  Don't check the data type.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument to prototype.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Don't call

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string if CTX->op_info is NULL.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Function removed.

 

2002-09-30

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Take care when printing a

	NULL with the DEBUG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member ANY.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Run the colon function to indicate EOF.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Better reset ANY here.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Prevent superfluous
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	multiplication with base.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Use private asynchronous

	operation type in invocation of _gpgme_op_reset.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* ath.c: Include sys/time.h if sys/select.h is not available.

 

2002-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Do not call finish_key() here.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Set CTX->tmp_key to NULL.

 

2002-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove @LTLIBOBJS@ as we link

 them

	into gpgme unconditionally.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change @LIBOBJS@ into @LTLIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Use @LTLIBOBJS@ instead @LIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_add): Test *LINE, not LINE.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't use a non-constant struct

	initializer.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Set DESTP before

	modifying DEST.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Fix off by one error in

	last change.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): Move before

	_gpgme_op_edit so its prototype is known early on.
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	* conversion.c: New

 file.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_decode_c_string and

	_gpgme_hextobyte.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Call _gpgme_decode_c_string

	on issuer name.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add conversion.c

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Replace calls to hextobyte by

	calls to _gpgme_hextobyte.

	(hash_key): Likewise.

 

2002-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set CTX->pending after calling

	_gpgme_engine_release, as this will reset pending to zero in the

	event done callback on cancelled operations.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add args from signers.

	Suggested by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add bogus ctx argument.

	* rungpg.h: Also to prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

 

2002-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Implement signer

	selection.

	* vasprintf.c (va_copy): Define macro if not yet defined.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Reset

	CTX->result.passphrase->no_passphrase if passphrase is given (good

	or bad).  Submitted by Jean DIRAISON <jean.diraison@free.fr>.

 

2002-08-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use a double-fork approach.

	Return 0 on success, -1 on error.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Don't wait for the child.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_housecleaning): Function removed.

	(do_reaping): Likewise.
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	(_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): Likewise.

	(struct reap_s): Removed.

	(reap_list): Likewise.

	(reap_list_lock): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): Remove prototypes for

	_gpgme_engine_housecleaning and

	_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Don't add child to reap list.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove

 PID member.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Don't initialize GPG->pid.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set GPG->pid.

	* wait.c (run_idle): Removed.

	(gpgme_wait): Run idle_function directly.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove dead

	variables encrypt_info and encrypt_info_len.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Set colon line handler.

	* posix-sema.c (sema_fatal): Remove function.

	All these reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Made --prefix work for --libs.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Update list of symbols that get a prefix: Rename the

	ath_mutex_*_available symbols to ath_*_available.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* stpcpy.c: New file from gnulib.

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove jnlib.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_op_import_ext.

	* import.c

 (struct import_result_s): New member `nr_considered'.

	Rename `any_imported' to `nr_imported'.

	(import_status_handler): Increment nr_imported.  Set nr_considered

	if appropriate.

	(gpgme_op_import_ext): New function.

	(gpgme_op_import): Implement in terms of gpgme_op_import_ext.
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2002-08-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Replaced with a new and faster version.  This does not

	anymore try to build test programs.  If we really need test

	programs, we should add an option to gpgme-config to do so.

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf): Hack to handle NULL passed for %s.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_set_op_info): Append data on subsequent calls.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove op_info

	handling.

 

2002-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt.c (is_token,skip_token): Duplicated from verify.c

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Hack to properly return Decryption_Failed..

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Create an operation info.

 

2002-08-14

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New.  Use it in gpgme_key_s.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_release): Release it. We need to add more code

	of course.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Use memset to initialize the struct.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Include sigs in listing depending

	non the list mode.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Use GPGME_ATTR_TYPE to return

	information about the key type (PGP or X.509).

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Include 1 in the check for

	valid algorithms so that RSA is usable.  Store the issuer name and

	serial number also for "crs" records.  Parse the expire date for

	subkeys.

	(set_userid_flags): Put them onto the last appended key.

 

2002-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Use --with-colons.

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): For GPGME_DATA_TYPE_NONE,
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 return EOF

	instead an error.

 

	The following changes make it possible to flush an inbound data

	pipe before invoking a command handler:

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Accept new argument NONBLOCK to

	_gpgme_io_select.  Set timeout of 0 if this is set.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

	* io.h: Add new argument NONBLOCK to _gpgme_io_select prototype.

	* wait.c (do_select): Add new argument to _gpgme_io_select

	invocation.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Add new argument

	linked_data to prototype.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Pass NULL as linked_data

	argument to _gpgme_engine_set_command_handler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): New members linked_data and

	linked_idx in CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize those new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Accept new argument linked_data.

	(build_argv): Handle linked_data

 in the same hack as cb_data.

	(read_status): If linked_data is in use, flush the pipe before

	activating the command handler.

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for gpgme_op_edit_start and

	gpgme_op_edit.

 

	The next changes export the status codes to the user:

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise, also prefix

	all STATUS_ with GPGME_.

	* delete.c (delete_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (parse_status): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler):
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 Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEditCb): New type.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusCode): Rename and move to ...

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatusCode): ... this and here.

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Run mkstatus on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* mkstatus: Prefix STATUS with GPGME_.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler, GpgCommandHandler): Change type

	accordingly.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_verify_status_handler,

	_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_sign_status_handler,

	_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for CMD.code.

 

	These changes add an edit operation to GPGME:

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member RESULT.edit.  *

	ops.h: Add prototype

 for _gpgme_release_edit_result and

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

	* passphrase.c (command_handler): Make non-static and rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Use new name for command handler.

	* types.h: Add EditResult type.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release EDIT result.

	* edit.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add edit.c.

	(libgpgme_la_LDADD): Rename to libgpgme_la_LIBADD, and include

	assuan_libobjs.

	(assuan_libobjs): New variable, set this instead

	libgpgme_la_LIBADD.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New function.

 

2002-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* delete.c (delete_problem): New case ambiguous specification.

	(delete_status_handler): Handle new case (poorly).

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Implement this.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LDADD): Add @LIBOBJS@ for vasprintf and

	fopencookie.

	* vasprintf.c: Update to more recent libiberty version.

	* debug.h: Replace #elsif with #elif.

 

	Submitted by Stphane Corthsy:

	* util.h (vasprintf): Correct prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include <stddef.h>.

	(encrypt_sign_status_handler): Change type of ENCRYPT_INFO_LEN to

	size_t.

	* ath-pthread.c: Include <stdlib.h>, not <malloc.h>.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (fdt_global): Make static.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Skip empty string

	patterns.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Add OTRUST attribute.  Requested

	by Stphane Corthsy.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY case to

	silence gcc warning.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Always set utf8 as charset.

 

2002-07-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_io_cbs): Deal with CTX being NULL.

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Support a new mode of operation

	for private or user event loop.  Use new user event callback

	wrapper.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use this new mode.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.
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	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New prototype.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Call _gpgme_engine_io_event, and move

	the real work for the default IO callback routines to ...

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Signal

	GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_TRUSTITEM.  Move queue

 manipulation to ...

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb): Call _gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb

	and _gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb when appropriate.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Add comment why we don't use the

	user provided event handler directly.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Return GpgmeError value, and TAG in

	a pointer argument.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with new

	argument.  Fix up error handling.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with

	new argument, fix up error handling.

 

2002-07-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): New.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Moved some code out to the new

	function and call this function also in case we get into the

	status

 handler with an error which might happen due to a kludge in

	engine-gpgsm.c

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg use synchronous mode).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Fix documentation of key attribute retrieval functions.

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from

	prototype and change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): New prototype.
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	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Replace with the meat from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition here, and remove the support for

	conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from prototype

	and change return type to GpgmeError.  Replace with meat from

	_gpgme_wait_one and add support for conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Just call _gpgme_wait_on_condition without

	condition.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg

 use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Map No_Data_Available to EOF.

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Kludge to print fingerprint

	instead of keyid for use with gpgsm.

	(import_status_handler): Set a flag to know whether any import

	occurred.

	(gpgme_op_import): Return -1 if no certificate ewas imported.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs) [ENABLE_GPGSM]: Fixed

	function arguments.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Only export the keys

	listed in RECP.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): If no data was returned,

 return

	GPGME_No_Recipients.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Implement.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return ERR.
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	(parse_status): New function.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Use parse_status.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Accept new arguments STATUS_FNC and

	STATUS_FNC_VALUE and process status messages.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Pass new arguments to gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Unlock FDT->lock.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Ignore GPG_AGENT_INFO if set but empty.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set bad policy for wrong key usage.

	(skip_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Watch out

 for wrong key usage.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Hack to return info on the key

	usage.  Does now make use of the former RESERVED argument which

	has been renamed to WHATIDX.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Renamed RESERVED to WHATIDX.

 

2002-06-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (do_select): Return -1 on error, and 0 if nothing to run.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Only set HANG to zero if do_select returned an

	error, or there are no more file descriptors to wait on.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Ignore return value from do_select for

	now.

 

2002-06-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Make sure that we never access an

	uninitialized result structure.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): New.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Release it here

	(keylist_status_handler): Handle truncated.

	(append_xml_keylistinfo): New.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): and use it here.

	* types.h: Declare the new type here.
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	*

 context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Use it here.

 

2002-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close status_cb.fd.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Duplicate status file descriptor, so we can

	use our own close notification mechanism without interfering with

	assuan.

 

2002-06-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY and the GPGME_SIGSUM_

	constants.

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): And use it here.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes TRUNCATED and ERROR.

	* verify.c (is_token, copy_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Use copy_token, handle the new

	ERROR status and store the errorcode used withgpgsm and trust

	status codes.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute ERRTOK.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add dummy case for it.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Use it here to return the last error.

 

2002-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Move the code that sets the

	close notification for the status fd to ...

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): ... here.

	* wait.h: Include "sema.h".  Remove prototypes of

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue and

	_gpgme_register_pipe_handler.  Add prototypes of

	_gpgme_fd_table_init, _gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_event_cb and

	_gpgme_wait_one..

	* wait.c: Remove global variables PROC_QUEUE, PROC_QUEUE_LOCK,

	FD_TABLE_SIZE, FD_TABLE, FD_TABLE_LOCK.  New global variables

	FDT_GLOBAL, CTX_DONE_LIST, CTX_DONE_LIST_SIZE,

	CTX_DONE_LIST_LENGTH and CTX_DONE_LIST_LOCK.  Remove struct

	proc_s.  Replace struct wait_item_s.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_init): New function.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Likewise.
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	(set_process_done): Remove function.

	(do_select): Take argument FDT.  Use that to decide which fds to

	select on.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_register_pipe_hanldler): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_freeze_fd): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_thaw_fd): Remove function.

	* rungpg.c (struct fd_data_map_s): Add new member TAG.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for STATUS and COLON.  Add member

	IDX to CMD.  Add new member IO_CBS.

	(close_notify_handler): New variables POSSIBLY_DONE and NOT_DONE.

	For each I/O callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all

	callbacks have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	Remove member RUNNING.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Check PID not RUNNING.  Don't call

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue.  Close GPG->CMD.FD if set.

	(build_argv): Store away the index instead the file descriptor for

	CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb to register IO

	callbacks.

	(gpg_status_handler):

 Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(read_status): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb instead _gpgme_thaw_fd.

	Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(gpg_colon_line_handler): Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(command_cb): Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): Prototype for

	_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): New type.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Likewise.

	(struct GpgmeIOCbs): New structure to hold I/O callbacks.

	(gpgme_set_op_io_cbs): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_op_io_cbs): Likewise.

	* ops.h: New prototype for _gpgme_op_event_cb.  Remove prototypes

	for _gpgme_freeze_fd and _gpgme_thaw_fd.  Remove PID argument from
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	_gpgme_data_inbound_handler and _gpgme_data_outbound_handler

	prototype.

  Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset.

	Add synchronous argument to _gpgme_decrypt_start prototype.

	* io.h: Beautification.

	* gpgme.c: Include "wait.h".

	(gpgme_new): Initialize FDT.

	(gpgme_set_io_cbs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_io_cbs): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to

	void.  Drop PID argument.  Close FD on error and EOF.

	(write_mem_data): Don't close FD here ...

	(write_cb_data): ... or here ...

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... but here.  Change return type

	to void.  Drop PID argument.

	* context.h: Include "wait.h".

	(struct gpgme_context_s): New members FDT and IO_CBS.

	* op-support.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add op-support.c.

	* ops.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset().

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Add synchronous argument.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Use _gpgme_wait_one instead

	gpgme_wait.

	*

 delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_delete_start now.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt.c: Include "wait.h".

	(ggpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt_sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): ... this.  New argument

	SYNCHRONOUS.  Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Add synchronous argument.
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  Use

	_gpgme_wait_one instead gpgme_wait.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_export_start now.

	(gpgme_op_export): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start now.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_import_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_import_start now.

	(gpgme_op_import): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead

 gpgme_wait.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Just a wrapper around _gpgme_op_sign_start

	now.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_verify_start now.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member status_cb.  Replace input_fd

	and input_data with input_cb.  Replace output_fd and output_data

	with

 output_cb.  Replace message_fd and message_data with

	message_cb.  New member io_cbs.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize all new members (and drop the old
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	ones).

	(close_notify_handler): New variable POSSIBLY_DONE.  For each I/O

	callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all callbacks

	have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Remove variable PID.  Use new variable

	names to close the file descriptors.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Use new variable names,

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Drop argument PID.  Change return type to

	void.  Close status pipe before returning because of EOF or error.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use _gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb to register

	callback

 function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: New prototype for _gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine.h: New prototype for _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove mutex.h.

 

2002-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Skip one more char when

	processing escaped char.  Submitted by Marc Mutz <mutz@kde.org>.

	Handle hexadecimal encodings.  Also reported by Marc.  Thanks!

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Enable the _gpgme_ prefix.  Fix all those prefix macros.

	* posix-sema.c: Use that prefix here.

	* posix-io.c: Include "ath.h".

	(_gpgme_io_read): Use _gpgme_ath_read instead read.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use _gpgme_ath_write instead write.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Use _gpgme_ath_waitpid instead waitpid.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Use _gpgme_ath_select

 instead select.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (ath_components): New variable.

	(ath_components_pthread): Likewise.

	(ath_components_pth): Likewise.

	(system_components): Add ath_componentes.

 

	* ath.h: New file.

	* ath.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pthread.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter): Rework to use the ATH

	interface.

	* mutex.h: Remove file.

 

2002-05-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return NULL when asking for

	an issuer with IDX > 0.  We don't support altIssuerNames for now.

 

2002-05-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Aehmm, added

	missing variable definition.  Oohh - Marcus was faster.

 

2002-05-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@gnu.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Fix last change.

 

2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist)

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext):

  Pass the keylist mode to gpgsm.

 

2002-05-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add OTRUST.

	* keylist.c (set_ownertrust): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Get the ownertrust value

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return that value.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: New static variable GET_PATH_LOCK.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Remove superfluous NULL initializer.

	Take lock while determining path.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Likewise.
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	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Set DONE to 1 after

	initialization.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): New variable ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock

	while determining engine info.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New variable

	GPG_VERSION_LOCK.  Take the lock while determining the program

	version.

	* posix-io.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): New variable FIXED_SIGNALS_LOCK.  Take the lock

	while fixing the signals.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Make READFDS and WRITEFDS non-static.

	*

 key.c: Include "sema.h".  New globals KEY_CACHE_LOCK and

	KEY_REF_LOCK.

	(capabilities_to_string): Make STRINGS very const.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): Lock the key cache.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_release): Lock the key_ref_lock.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Make IMPORTED_FIELDS and

	IMPORT_RES_FIELDS very const.  Make FIELD and FIELD_NAME a little

	const.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info): New variable

	ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock while determining engine info.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): New variable GPGSM_VERSION_LOCK.  Take

	lock while getting program version.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add debug.h.

	* util.h: Removed all prototypes and declarations related to

	debugging.  Include "debug.h".

 

	* debug.c (debug_level): Comment variable and remove superfluous

	zero initializer.

	(errfp): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_debug_enabled):

 Function removed.

	(struct debug_control_s): Definition removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_begin): Rewritten to use vasprintf.  Accept a

	pritnf-style format specification and a variable number of

	arguments.

	(_gpgme_debug_add): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Expect that format

	starts out with "%s" for simplicity.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Do not accept a

	TEXT argument anymore.
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	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use new level argument for

	DEBUG_BEGIN instead explicit if construct.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Remove superfluous zero initializer,

	remove volatile flag of INITIALIZED.  Do not use the

	double-checked locking algorithm, it is fundamentally flawed and

	will empty your fridge (on a more serious note, despite the

	volatile flag it doesn't give you the guarantee you would expect,

	for example on a DEC Alpha or an SMP machine.  The volatile only

	serializes accesses to the volatile variable, but not to the other

	variables).

 

2002-05-03

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Redirect any gpgsm error

	output to /dev/null.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set the protocol of the listctx.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol): New.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_write): Changed type of BUFFER to void*.

	(gpgme_data_read): Ditto.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle TRUST_* status

	lines so that a claim can be made without looking up the key.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): New.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Added GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS.

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes from gpg 1.0.7 and formatted the

	list to align with the status.h file from gnupg.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeSigStat): Add _GOOD_EXP and _GOOD_EXPKEY.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler, finish_sig): Handle

	these new status codes.  Store the expiration time

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeData_Encoding): New.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_get_encoding,gpgme_data_set_encoding):

 New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): New. Use it in all local

	functions where the INPUT command gets send.

 

2002-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Close the output

	descriptor only when we don't need it anymore.  Close the message

	descriptor if we don't need it.

 

2002-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Use libtool libraries.

 

2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Call gpgme_data_release on

	GPG->cmd.cb_data, not xfree.

 

2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set the display, ttyname,

	ttytype, lc_ctype and lc_messages options in the server.

 

2002-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Add new error codes.

 

2002-04-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Swapped use of can_encrypt and

	can_certify to return

 the requested values.

 

2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_progress_cb): Allow either return parameter

	to be NULL.

	(gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): New function.

	(gpgme_get_progress_cb): New function.

	* gpgme.h: Add new prototypes for gpgme_get_passphrase_cb and

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-03-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Add values for issuer and chaining.

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add issuer and chaining elements for X509.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store them.

	* key.c	(gpgme_key_release): Free them.
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	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Print them.

 

2002-03-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add mutex.h

 

2002-03-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Make sure off_t and ssize_t are

	defined.

 

2002-03-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 Makefile.am (system_components): New variable, set depending on

	HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Use system_components.  Remove `syshdr.h'.

	* syshdr.h: File removed.

 

	* posix-io.c: Remove !HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.  Clean up source.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* posix-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* w32-io.c: Remove HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include `unistd.h', do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-io.c: Include `io.h', do not include `syshdr.h'

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

	* data.c: Do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* wait.c: Likewise.

	* wait.h: Code cleanup.

 

	* mutex.h: New file.

	* posix-sema.c: Implement.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Fixed type.  Thanks to Frank Heckenbach.

 

2002-03-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Add prototype.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	*

 encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): New variable SYMMETRIC, set it if RECP

	is null, and if it is set, use _gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler

	as status handler and run _gpgme_passphrase_start.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero, do symmetric

	encryption.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero,

	return error value.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add "--" argument.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Also set the

	error No_Passphrase if only a bad passphrase was provided.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): If TEXT is of mode

	GPGME_DATA_MODE_IN, construct a command line that stores the

	plaintext in TEXT.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Accept TEXT being

	uninitialized, and in this case interpret SIG as a normal or

	cleartext signature and TEXT as a return

 data object.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]:

	Add stub function.

 

2002-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (subkey_s): New member expires_at.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set it here

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return it.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New function.
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	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): New function.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new error code GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	* encrypt.c (struct

 encrypt_result_s): New member invalid_recipients,

	rename no_recipients to no_valid_recipients.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Include error for invalid

	recipients.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_recipients): Change type of first

	argument to GpgsmObject.  Use that to report back the status about

	the recipients.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Fix the last change.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Parse the args line to

	see if the problem is due to a missing key, and report that back

	to the user.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Use that new function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign):

 New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add encrypt-sign.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Add prototype.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use new status handler name.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member include_certs.
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	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_include_certs): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	(gpgme_new): Set include_certs to 1 (the default).

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Accept

 new argument include_certs,

	and pass it to _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Accept new argument

	include_certs and handle it.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Add new argument include_certs.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Add new argument to

	_gpgme_engine_op_sign call.

 

2002-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not use a verbose listing.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* vasprintf.c, fopencookie.c: Add replacement functions.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for them.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return 0 if we

	reach the end of the function.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Fix logic in validity check.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Skip newlines after opening tag.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Remove cruft.

 

2002-02-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Allow PUBKEY and SECKEY to be

	set, and pass them down to the crypto engine.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): New arguments PUBKEY and SECKEY.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.  Use those

	arguments.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.  Complain if those

	arguments are set.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.  Implement

	function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Beautify comment.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Remove handling of keylist

	mode (for now).

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Add new argument STATUS, in which the

	status of the returned context is returned.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Rework the function a bit, to make it

	aware of cancelled processes, and to

 allow to use gpgme_wait with

	CTX being NULL (as documented in the source).

	(struct proc_s): New member REPORTED.

	* gpgme.h: Fix prototype.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Fix use of gpgme_wait.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Possibly return an error

	value.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New function.

	(gpgme_new): Set the default for keylist_mode member of CTX.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Fix prototype.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New prototype.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL): New macro.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN): Likewise..

 

2002-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	This patch has gotten a bit large... mmh.  The

 main thing that

	happens here is that error values are now not determined in the

	operation function after gpgme_wait completed, but in the status

	handler when EOF is received.  It should always be the case that
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	either an error is flagged or EOF is received, so that after a

	gpgme_wait you should never have the situation that no error is

	flagged and EOF is not received.  One problem is that the engine

	status handlers don't have access to the context, a horrible

	kludge works around this for now.  All errors that happen during a

	pending operation should be caught and reported in ctx->error,

	including out-of-core and cancellation.  This rounds up neatly a

	couple of loose ends, and makes it possible to pass up any errors

	in the communication with the backend as well.  As a bonus, there

	will be a function to access gpgme->wait, so that the operations

	can truly be implemented with their _start function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Horrible kludge to report

	error back

 to the context.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_status_handler): Same horrible kludge applied here.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Add error checking.

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If canceled, set CTX->error

	to a value indication that.

 

	* verify.c (add_notation): Set error, not out_of_core.

	(finish_sig): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): At EOF, clean up the notation data.

	(gpgme_op_verify): And don't do it here.

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

 

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): New macro.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Return error from context.

	(delete_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Release

 result.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result, and perform error checking here.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Just return the error value from the context.

	(sign_status_handler): Only progress if no error is set yet.  If

	we process an EOF, set the resulting error value (if any).

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_result): Function removed.
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	(create_result_struct): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result,

	caclulate error on EOF, do not progress with errors.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Just return the error value from the context.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Perform the error checking

	here.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Return if error is set in context.

	(gpgme_op_export_start):

 Release result.

	(gpgme_op_export): Return error from context.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Return the error in

	the context.

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result.  Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Just return the error from context.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Return the error from context.

	(import_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error of context.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Set error instead out_of_code.

	(finish_key): Likewise.

 

	* context.h: Remove member out_of_core, add member error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Clear error flag.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_get_error): New function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change

 return type to GpgmeError,

	use the new function to map error values.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Change return type tp GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Change type of ERR to GpgmeError.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.  Change type of return value

	equivalently.  Adjust error values.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member error.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Set error if error occurs.  Determine

	error number from ERR line received.  If assuan_read_line fails,

	terminate the connection.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (MOSTLYCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): At error, terminate the

	connection to the server.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_KEY_CREATED.

 

	* progress.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add progress.c.

 

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler):

 Use

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.  Add check for status.

	(struct genkey_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Check for error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_genkey_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (GenKeyResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add GenKeyResult to member result.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_delete_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (DeleteResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add DeleteResult to member result.

 

	* delete.c (enum delete_problem): New type.

	(struct delete_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): New function.

	(delete_status_handler): Implement more status codes.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Return error on failure.

 

	* import.c (MAX_IMPORTED_FIELDS): Bump up to 14.

 

2002-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (struct import_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): New function.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.
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	(import_status_handler): Implement.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add call to

	_gpgme_release_import_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_import_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (ImportResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add ImportResult to member result.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Code clean up.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add lots of comment and fix the formatting.  Add

	gpgme_trustlist_end prototype.

 

2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new type GpgmeIdleFunc.  Change type of

	gpgme_register_idle to return and accept this type.

	* wait.c (gpgme_register_idle): Fix type.

	Save and return old value of idle_function.

 

2002-01-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Implement

 secret only mode.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Add support for the new "crs"

	record type.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Call assuan_disconnect,

	not assuan_pipe_disconnect.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change to link assuan and

	jnlib (needed by assuan) statically into libgpgme.  Linking a

	static library into a shared library this way is not portable.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type of R_HD from void* to

	void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Change type of LENGTH

	from off_t to size_t.

	* gpgme.h: Likewise.
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2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If the process finished,

	reset the pending flag.  Also if the operation was cancelled.

 

	(struct proc_s): Rename READY to DONE.

	(wait_item_s): Likewise.

	(set_process_ready): Rename

 to ...

	(set_process_done): ... this.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Call set_process_done

	instead set_process_ready.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

	(do_select): Rename READY to DONE.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Do not set pending to zero here.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* export.c: Cleanup.

 

2002-01-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c: Various source clean ups.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): New function.

 

2002-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c: Various source clean ups, like renaming C to CTX where

	appropriate.

	(gpgme_new): Clear

 R_CTX before starting the work.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

	* data.c: Various source clean ups.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_mem): Check BUFFER after clearing R_DH.

	(gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb): Similar for READ_CB.
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	(gpgme_data_new_from_file): Loop over fread while EINTR.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Rediddled a bit.  Allow LENGTH to

	be zero.  Loop over fread while EINTR.

 

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

2001-12-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Replace General_Error with

	Pipe_Error where appropriate.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c: Include `string.h'.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Remove prototype.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): New variable CHILD_FDS.

	Fill it with the servers fds, and pass it to assuan_pipe_connect.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New function.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New prototype.

 

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): Move prototype to ...

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): ... here.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Remove unused variable.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Reimplemented.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Reimplemented.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return NULL if MY_VERSION is NULL.

 

	* engine.c: Include `io.h'.

	(gpgme_engine_get_info): New function.

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info):

	Add prototype.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): Moved to ...
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	* engine.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): ... here.

	Include `time.h', `sys/types.h', `assert.h', and `sema.h'.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): New function.

	(do_reaping, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): Moved to

 ...

	* engine.c (do_reaping, _gpgme_engine_housecleaning): ... here.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Replace code that is now in its

	own function by call to _gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list().

 

	* wait.c: Include `engine.h'.

	(run_idle): Call _gpgme_engine_housecleaning(), not

	_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning().

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Append, not prepend, the uid.

	Initialize the next field of the uid structure.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Do not list last uid first.

 

2001-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New

	function [!ENABLE_GPGSM].

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Put TEXT into

	message_data, not SIG.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Use `--detached', not `--detach'.

 

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Call

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler early.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Revert last change.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Freeze the output file

	handler when ending this operation, otherwise the wait function

	will sit on it.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member colon.attic.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize some more members.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Free the colon line handler's attic line.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rework the inline-data processing.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not add the fds to the child

	list that are not dup'ed, for those the close-on-exec flag is set

	now.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Remove first entry in

	CFD, as the close-on-exec flag is now set for this fd.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Do not add `armor'

	option to `ENCRYPT'.

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (gpgsm_set_recipients): Free LINE when returning

	successfully.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Manage the file descriptors a

	bit differently.  Do not set close-on-exec flags.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Do not set message_fd

	to -1, this is done by the close handler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise (also for output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise (also for input_fd and output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise, but for output_fd.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Set the close-on-exec flag for the

	non-inherited file descriptor index of the pipe.

 

2001-12-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Pass datalines to a colon handler

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Set the colon

	handler for gpgsm.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Allow NULL for

	pattern.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Removed underscore from

	assuan_write_line.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Ditto.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Replaced internal Assuan read

	function by the new assuan_read_line.  Removed the use of the

	internal header.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Ditto. Use the new assuan_pending_line.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use the documented way to get an fd from

	assuan.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Handle "crt" records

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add an x509 flag.

	* key.c (parse_x509_user_id): New.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Handle x.509 names.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Make it work with current

	version of assuan.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Accept one more argument OPT.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Pass armor argument to gpgsm_set_fd for

	output descriptor.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Likewise.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Set pending to 0 if EOF

	occurs.

 

2001-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Fix stupid typo.

 

2001-11-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Don't break if bsearch fails.

	Deal with assuan read line returning more than one line (for now).

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Implement it according to

	the current protocol definition.

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set CLOEXEC flag for parent
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	ends of the pipe.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include stdlib.h and string.h.  Also include,

	for now, rungpg.h and status-table.h.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Implement more of the status handler.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Implement CMS case.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Reimplement using gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Release command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Allocate command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Also treat `ERR' strings as EOF.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h

 (gpgme_set_protocol): New prototype.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Shuffle around header inclusion a bit, to still
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	keep them separate.

	(_gpgme_set_status_handler) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: New function.

 

2001-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include more headers so that NULL and mk_error

	is defined even with an undefined GPGSM_PATH.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_inbound_handler, write_mem_data, write_cb_data,

	gpg_outbound_handler): Moved to ...

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, write_mem_data,

	write_cb_data, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... here.  Make the

	_gpgme_* ones non-static.

	* data.c: Include io.h.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use

 these new functions.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_import,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_start, _gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): New prototype.

	Include <rungpg.h> for status handler function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New members input_fd,

	input_data, output_fd, output_data, message_fd, message_data, command

	and status.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Open input, output and message pipes before

	connecting to the client.  Close server's ends afterwards.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close open file descriptors.  Remove

	server process from wait queue.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, _gpgme_gpgsm_start,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler, gpgms_status_handler): New function.

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Implement for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Do not include rungpg.h, but engine.h.
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	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace member gpg with engine.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Release engine, not gpg.

 

	* recipient.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recifgpients): Function

	moved ...

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): ... here.

	Make static, change order of arguments, and return an error value.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): Removed prototype.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):
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 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Reimplement in terms of above

	functions.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Add types EngineObject and GpgsmObject.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add engine-gpgsm.h,

	engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h and engine.c.

	* engine.h: New file.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_gpg_get_version and

	_gpgme_gpg_check_version.

 

	* version.c (compare_versions): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_check_version): Use _gpgme_compare_versions rather than

	compare_versions.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version): Add prototype.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_INCLUDES): Remove obsolete directive.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): New directive [BUILD_ASSUAN].
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	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Remove global variables lineno and

	tmp_engine_version.

	(version_handler): Removed.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version): New function.

	(get_engine_info): Don't use context and version_handler,

	but _gpgme_get_program_version.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Add prototype for

	_gpgme_get_program_version (we expect to use it elsewhere soon).

 

2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): If GnuPG is not available, return

	an error message.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be

	undefined.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): New static function.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be undefined.  Rework

	to use find_program_in_registry.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	(util.h): Prototype _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path).

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Verify that _gpgme_get_gpg_path()

	returns non-null.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add decrypt-verify.c.

	* types.h: Add decrypt-verify types.

	* ops.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add result type for decrypt-verify.

	* gpgme.h: Add decrypt-verify prototypes.

 

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler):

 Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): New function, derived from

	gpgme_op_decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Reimplement in terms of

	_gpgme_decrypt_start.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): New function to retrieve error value.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Use _gpgme_decrypt_result.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.
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	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Use new function name.

	(intersect_stati): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Use new name.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add passphrase.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_result): Add prototypes from

	passphrase.c.

	* types.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add member passphrase to result.

	*

 gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release passphrase member.

 

	* decrypt.c: Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Don't release removed members.

	(decrypt_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Don't set command handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

	* sign.c Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct sign_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Don't release removed members.

	(sign_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Don't set command

 handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* decrypt.c (command_handler): Fix last change.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	Rename R2 to NEXT_RESULT.

	(intersect_stati): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Likewise.  Do not check return_type, but

	the member verify of result.

	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Rename RES to RESULT.  If

	RESULT is zero, return.

	(sign_status_handler, command_handler): Do not check return_type,

	but the member sign of result.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	If RESULT is zero, return.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Do not check return_type, but the member

	encrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(create_result_struct): Do not set result_type.

	(command_handler, decrypt_status_handler): Do not check

	return_type, but the member decrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* context.h (enum ResultType): Removed.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member result_type.

	(struct result): Replaces union result.

	* gpgme.c: Include string.h.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Release all members of c->result, which

	is now a struct.  Zero out all members of the struct afterwards.

 

2001-11-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Release GPG->cmd.cb_data.

	Release all members of the list GPG->arglist.

	Reported by Michael Schmidt <mschmidt@cs.uni-sb.de>.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (pipemode_copy): Change type of NBYTES to size_t.
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	* key.c: Include string.h.

	* data.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

 

2001-10-29

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: New member signers_len.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Require that signers are

	non-NULL with assertion.  Use signers_len to determine how much

	keys to release.  Add documentation.

	(gpgme_signers_add): Use signers_len to determine if the buffer is

	large enough.  Use xtryrealloc rather than xtrymalloc and copying.

	Add documentation.

	(gpgme_signers_enum): Use signers_len to determine if key is

	available.  Add documentation.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append): Check if LENGTH is smaller than

	ALLOC_CHUNK, not DH->length.

 

2001-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Fix last change.

 

2001-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeProtocol): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): New.

 

2001-09-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_passphrase_cb): Ignore a NULL context.

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb): Ditto.

 Suggested by Mark Mutz.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Shortcut for no tmp_key.  Changed all

	callers to use this function without a check for tmp_key.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Reset the key_cond after

	emptying the queue.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-09-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow rewind for callbacks.
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2001-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add NO_RECP.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Take on No_RECP.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Better error return.

 

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Take on NODATA.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Added STATUS_INV_RECP.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add support for new

	EncryptResult object.

	* encrypt.c (append_xml_encinfo): New.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Add some status parsing.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): New.

 

2001-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_release):

 Free the list.  By Timo.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Do a finish key if we receive

	an EOF here.  This is probably the reason for a lot of bugs

	related to keylisting.  It is so obvious.  Kudos to Enno Cramer

	for pointing that out.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c, gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Reset the op_info here.

	* sign.c (append_xml_siginfo): New.

	(sign_status_handler): Store the sig create information.

 

2001-07-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Hack to detect no valid recipients.

 

2001-07-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_armor,gpgme_get_textmode): New.

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Disable armor comments

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Need to add quotes here

 

2001-07-24  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Add a a way to return the available bytes.

 

2001-07-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.c: Removed

 stpcpy() because we use the version from jnlib.

 

2001-07-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* mkstatus: Define the collating sequence for sort.

 

2001-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_UNEXPECTED as suggested by Timo.

 

2001-06-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Fixed the assigned values. Kudos

	to Timo for pointing this out.

 

2001-06-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin): Fixed a /tmp race.  Noted by

	Johannes Poehlmann.

 

2001-05-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Stop version number parsing at

	the opening angle and not the closing one.  By Tommy Reynolds.

 

2001-05-01  Jos Carlos Garca Sogo <jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Deleted the assert ( !c->gpg )

	line, because it gave an error if another operation had been made

	before using the same context.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): The same as above. Also added

	one line to release

 the gpg object in the context (if any).

 

2001-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c, key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Init the cache.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Put key into the cache
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	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): First look into the cache.

 

2001-04-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Adjusted for the changed

	--fixed-list-mode of gpg 1.0.4h.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Enabled pipemode for detached sigs.

 

2001-04-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't select on the writer if there

	are still bytes pending.  Timo found this not easy to track down

	race condition.

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_KEY_{EXPIRED,DISABLED}.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): And return those attribs.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set keyliosting mode

 depending on

	the mode set in the current context.  Suggested by Timo.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return can_certify and not

	can_encrypt. By Timo.

 

2001-03-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Allow to specify a debug file.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): New.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print output.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Debug only with level > 2.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c: Included time.h.

 

	* key.h: New keyflags for capabilities.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability, set_subkey_capability): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Parse them.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute values for capabilities.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return them.

	(capabilities_to_string): New.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return the global caps.
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2001-03-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,destroy_writer): Fixed syntax error.

	Thanks to Jan Oliver Wagner.

 

2001-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* context.h: Add

 invalid and revoke flags to user_id structure.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use --fixed-list-mode.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Adjust for that.

	(set_userid_flags): New.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Handle new key invalid flag

	(set_subkey_trust_info): Ditto.

	* gpgme.h: Add new attributes for key and user ID flags.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Init these flags

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Print them.

	(one_uid_as_xml): New helper for above.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr, gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return the new attributes.  Enhanced, so that subkey information

	can be returned now.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader): Set stop_me flag.

	(writer,create_writer,destroy_writer,find_writer,kill_writer): New.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use a writer thread to avoid blocking.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Cleanup a writer thread

	(_gpgme_io_select): Repalce the faked wait on writing by a real

	waiting which is now possible due to the use of a writer thread.

 

2001-02-20

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,kill_reader): New.

	(create_reader, reader): Add a new event to stop the thread.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Kill the reader thread.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Handle frozen fds here.

	* 32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto. Removed a bunch of unused code.

 

	* wait.c: Reworked the whole thing.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Init pid to -1.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Remove the process from the wait queue.

 

2001-02-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do the notification.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use a 1 sec timeout and not 200

	microseconds.

 

	* wait.c (remove_process): Don't close the fd here.

	(do_select): Set the fd to -1 and remove the is_closed flag everywhere.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove the assert on the queue and

	break out if we could not find the queue.  The whole thing should

	be reworked.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close):

 Do the notification.

 

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Register a callback for the fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Ditto.

	(build_argv): Ditto

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s): Replaced pid_t by int.

 

	* types.h: Add ulong typedef.

 

	* rungpg.c (do_reaping,_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Reap children.

	* io.h, posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New (dummy).

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Cancel a pending request.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Add some debug output.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Increased the timeout.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Enhanced the signature verification, so that it can how handle

	more than one signature and is able to return more information on

	the signatures.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): New.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add stdio.h.

	(GpgmeSigStat):
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 New status DIFF.

 

2001-02-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (set_synchronize): Add EVENT_MODIFY_STATE.  Add Debug

	code to all Set/ResetEvent().

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Check for end of stream only if we have

	an r.  By Timo.

 

2001-01-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Removed all exit code processing.

	(propagate_term_results,clear_active_fds): Removed.

	(count_active_fds): Renamed to ..

	(count_active_and_thawed_fds): .. this and count only thawed fds.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_colon_line_handler): Return colon.eof and not

	status.eof ;-)

 

2001-01-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use the supplied path arg.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Return better error information.

 

	* posix-util.c, w32-util.c: New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): New, suggested by Jan-Oliver.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use new function to get GPG's path.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add): Ooops, one should test code and

	not just write it;

 the newarr was not assigned.  Thanks to Jos

	for pointing this out.  Hmmm, still not tested, why should a coder

	test his fix :-)

 

	* w32-io.c: Does now use reader threads, so that we can use

	WaitForMultipleObjects.

	* sema.h, posix-sema.c, w32-sema.c: Support for Critical sections.

	Does currently only work for W32.

 

	* debug.c, util.h : New. Changed all fprintfs to use this new

	set of debugging functions.

 

2001-01-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Fixed string

	termination.
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2001-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* delete.c: New.

 

	* signers.c: New.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_unref): New.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Allow the use of other keys.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info,gpgme_check_engine): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): New.

 

2001-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow to rewind data_type_none.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,

               2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

;;; -*- Mode: lisp -*-

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME.

;;;

;;; GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

;;; modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

;;; as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

;;; the License, or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

;;; License along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free
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;;; Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

;;; 02111-1307, USA.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme-system

 (:use #:common-lisp #:asdf))

 

(in-package #:gpgme-system)

 

(defsystem gpgme

 :description "GnuPG Made Easy."

 :author "g10 Code GmbH"

  :version "1.15.1"

 :licence "GPL"

 :defsystem-depends-on ("cffi-grovel")

 :depends-on ("cffi" "gpg-error" "trivial-garbage")

 :components ((:file "gpgme-package")

              (:cffi-grovel-file "gpgme-grovel"

               :depends-on ("gpgme-package"))

	       (:file "gpgme"

		:depends-on ("gpgme-package" "gpgme-grovel"))))

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* GPGME Python Bindings

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: top

 :END:

 

 

** Contents

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: contents

  :END:

 

 

- [[file:short-history][A short history of the project]]

- [[file:what-is-new][What's New]]

 - [[file:maintenance-mode][Maintenance Mode]] (from January, 2019)

- [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]]
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- [[file:gpgme-python-howto][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO]]

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAG0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5v

cmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8Jn

AAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIeAQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGw

Fq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ64oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6

kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/VZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rN

GkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eXnZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k7

0DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd995uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6U

unOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ

1J8Nsv87SZeEuQENBFrsKEkBCADjoEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6

yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpdwhAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0p

O7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUzkzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/

8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt

3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jgMyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyL

UGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZoyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAGJATwEGAEI

ACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAKCRAjAWNe

7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ5F32NDJ9

PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7Jq3e/4Iy

0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02Lkr+2Cc/Q

k6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe23nntMSD
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A+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t9Mmd7bM1

+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=QyY6

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

Using gpgme.js

---------------

At first, make sure that the environment you want to use gpgme.js in has access

and permissions for nativeMessaging, and gpgme-json installed. For details,

see the README.

 

The library itself is started via the {@link init} method. This will test the

nativeMessaging connection, and then resolve into an Object offering

the top level API:

 

* [encrypt]{@link GpgME#encrypt}

* [decrypt]{@link GpgME#decrypt}

* [sign]{@link GpgME#sign}

* [verify]{@link GpgME#verify}

* [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}

 

```

gpgmejs.init()

   .then(function(GPGME) {

       // using GPGME

   }, function(error){

       // error handling;

   })

```

 

All methods that require communication with nativeMessaging are asynchronous,

using Promises. Rejections will be instances of {@link GPGME_Error}.

 

An exaeption are Keys, which can be initialized in a 'sync' mode, allowing them

to be cached and used synchronously until manually refreshed.

 

Keyring and Keys

----------------

The gnupg keys

 can be accessed via the [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}.

 

The Keyring offers the methods for accessing information on all Keys known to

gnupg.

 

**Due to security constraints, the javascript-binding currently only offers

limited support for secret-Key interaction.**

 

The existence of secret Keys is not secret, and those secret Keys can be used
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for signing, but Operations that may expose, modify or delete secret Keys are

not supported.

 

* [getKeysArmored]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeysArmored}

* [getKeys]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeys}

* [getDefaultKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getDefaultKey}

* [generateKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#generateKey}

* [deleteKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#deleteKey}

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then
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 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

;;;; gpgme-grovel.lisp

 

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

 

(include "errno.h" "sys/types.h")

 

(constant (+ebadf+ "EBADF"))

 

(ctype off-t "off_t")

(ctype size-t "size_t")

(ctype ssize-t "ssize_t")

 

(cvar ("errno" *errno*) :int)

(21:protected-private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:_d8|po3s@!WGUOAXRC$_[8SN:y|o?2[.pVxn(kOc\Bk0zu&FnK)(1:q21:

vBeOP\P)(1:g129:fU/e(2hp@hjc2uE=Sg GO;ZkIyFnGM!GsG@

=	 _SZklI)(1:y128:K:9tA]4SU1 }sG`nZpx/imV^>A;V%?5!!sS{!=-6@|

=d

)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:Li7:6452224)16:,kO{,)80:z7OCG/sB48(H9%*ojSO

OGSma`YUs1h<_)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105134)))

For a list of the authors of the source code of GPGME, please see the

file AUTHORS.  The following people supported GPGME development in

various ways (for example by finding bugs or giving advice), and we

want to thank them for their help.  If we forgot you, please let us

know.
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Adriaan de Groot        adridg@cs.kun.nl

Albrecht Dre		albrecht.dress@arcor.de

Alfons Hoogervorst      alfons@proteus.demon.nl

Daniel Mueller		daniel@danm.de

Enno Cramer             uebergeek@web.de

Frank Heckenbach        frank@g-n-u.de

Igor Belyi		gpgme@katehok.ac93.org

Jan-Oliver Wagner       jan@intevation.de

Johannes Poehlmann      jhp@caldera.de

Jose C. Garca Sogo     jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org

Leo Gaspard             ekleog@gmail.com

Mark Mutz               mutz@kde.org

Miguel Coca		mcoca@gnu.org

Noel Torres		envite@rolamasao.org

Patrick Spendrin        patrick.spendrin@kdab.com

Stphane Corthsy       stephane@sente.ch

Timo Schulz             twoaday@freakmail.de

Tommy Reynolds          reynolds@redhat.com

W.

 Trevor King          wking@tremily.us

 

Copyright 2001, 2002, 2004, 2010, 2012 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

% Created 2019-01-18 Fri 10:10

% Intended LaTeX compiler: xelatex

\documentclass[12pt]{article}

\usepackage{graphicx}

\usepackage{grffile}

\usepackage{longtable}

\usepackage{wrapfig}

\usepackage{rotating}

\usepackage[normalem]{ulem}

\usepackage{amsmath}

\usepackage{textcomp}

\usepackage{amssymb}

\usepackage{capt-of}

\usepackage{hyperref}

\usepackage{xltxtra}

\usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

\setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}
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\section{Introduction}

\label{sec:org8e5fa02}

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{ll}

Version: & 0.1.4\\

GPGME Version: & 1.12.1\\

Author: & Ben

 McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>\\

Author GPG Key: & DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D\\

Language: & Australian English, British English\\

Language codes: & en-AU, en-GB, en\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

\subsection{Python 2 versus Python 3}

\label{sec:org517cbf4}

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.
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There are multiple reasons for concentrating

 on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

\subsection{Examples}

\label{sec:org2c08d53}

All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory.

 

 

\subsection{Unofficial Drafts}

\label{sec:orgceb2216}

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section

on locations to read or download \hyperref[sec:org080a94a]{draft editions} of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

\subsection{What's New}

\label{sec:orga79ddc2}

Full

 details of what is new are now available in the \href{what-is-new.org}{What's New} file

and archives of the preceding \emph{What's New} sections are available in

the \href{what-was-new}{What Was New} file.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1130}

\label{sec:org746b75d}

See the \href{what-is-new\#new-stuff-1-13-0}{What's New} document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1120}

\label{sec:org7adcade}

See the \href{what-was-new\#new-stuff-1-12-0}{What Was New} document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

\section{GPGME Concepts}

\label{sec:orgb257fc1}

\subsection{A C API}

\label{sec:org4fe1dfa}
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Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the \texttt{gpgme.h} header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.

 

This is a very

 effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.

 

 

\subsection{Python bindings}

\label{sec:org0e49e52}

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h} generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h}.

 

 

\subsection{Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages}

\label{sec:org97acfd7}

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python

 over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.

 

 

\subsubsection{The python-gnupg package maintained by Vinay Sajip}

\label{sec:org0136847}

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the \texttt{subprocess} module to implement

wrappers for the \texttt{gpg} and \texttt{gpg2} executables normally invoked on the

command line (\texttt{gpg.exe} and \texttt{gpg2.exe} on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and

capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the
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command line via the \texttt{subprocess} calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat

 limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

\subsubsection{The gnupg package created and maintained by Isis Lovecruft}

\label{sec:orgdc03987}

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new

package also relied on subprocess to call the \texttt{gpg} or \texttt{gpg2}

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

\subsubsection{The PyME package maintained by Martin

 Albrecht}

\label{sec:org715600b}

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the \href{short-history.org}{Short History} document.\footnote{\texttt{short-

history} and/or \texttt{short-history.html}.}

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the

\texttt{python-gnupg} or \texttt{gnupg} packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME
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itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version

 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

\section{GPGME Python bindings installation}

\label{sec:org73d8d6f}

\subsection{No PyPI}

\label{sec:orgec9a038}

Most third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is

infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against \texttt{gpgme.h} and \texttt{gpgme.h} is generated from

\texttt{gpgme.h.in} at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require

either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding \hyperref[sec:org645735a]{CFFI and SWIG} at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

\subsection{Requirements}

\label{sec:org2f7f06c}

The

 GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

means CPython 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

higher.

\item \href{https://www.swig.org}{SWIG}.

\item GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

must be installed too.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Recommended Additions}

\label{sec:org25bd7d4}

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide
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a significant advantage in some way.

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

\item Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

should be robust enough to be relied on.

\item If possible add the

 following Python modules which are not part of

the standard library: \href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{Requests},

\href{https://cython.org/}{Cython}, \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{Pendulum} and

\href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py}.

\end{enumerate}

 

Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly

well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

\subsection{Installation}

\label{sec:orgf1c7587}

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.

 

Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the

 bindings installed for are in your \texttt{\$PATH}.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python 3 it detects

in \texttt{\$PATH}.  It specifically checks for the \texttt{python} and \texttt{python3}

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python},

\texttt{python2} and \texttt{python2.7}.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python3},

\texttt{python3.7}, \texttt{python3.6}, \texttt{python3.5} and \texttt{python3.4}.\footnote{With no issues reported

specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements
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will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported minor release

 is quite possible too.}

 

On systems where \texttt{python} is actually \texttt{python3} and not \texttt{python2} it

may be possible that \texttt{python2} may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME

1.12.0, the order of preferred Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

\subsubsection{Installing GPGME}

\label{sec:org903bd67}

See the GPGME \texttt{README} file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

\subsection{Known Issues}

\label{sec:org0d2a332}

There are a few known issues with the current build process

 and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should

they be encountered.

 

 

\subsubsection{Breaking Builds}

\label{sec:orgbac75f3}

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the \texttt{make} portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with \texttt{make check} and

\texttt{make install} appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce \texttt{lang/python/python2-gpg/} and

\texttt{lang/python/python3-gpg/} directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into \texttt{site-packages}.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict
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(e.g. not installing

 as \textbf{\emph{root}} or \textbf{\emph{su}}) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

\textbf{root} user or prepended with \texttt{sudo -H}\footnote{Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you

do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

\emph{entire} GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on

POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).} in the \texttt{lang/python/}

directory:

 

\begin{verbatim}

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py

 build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install

\end{verbatim}

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or incomplete steps during the

\texttt{configure}, \texttt{make} and \texttt{make install} steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

\texttt{setup.py} and \texttt{gpgme.h} files).

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item IMPORTANT Note

\label{sec:org37f3d4a}

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable

 to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative \texttt{configure} steps for GPGME using

the \texttt{-{}-enable-languages=\$LANGUAGE} option.
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Alternatively \texttt{make} (or \texttt{gmake}, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the \texttt{-k} option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Reinstalling Responsibly}

\label{sec:org21e4dec}

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then

the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.

 

While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues

 observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the \texttt{gpg/} directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on

the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

\subsubsection{Multiple installations}

\label{sec:org30b18bd}

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python

 installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings \textbf{must} match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going
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by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e}{1.12.1} the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6,

3.7 and 3.8 (dev branch) that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the \texttt{\$PATH} when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find,

 including alternative prefixes.

 

 

 

\subsubsection{Won't Work With Windows}

\label{sec:org0ebae3a}

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users

and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

\href{https://python.org}{Python website} (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

\texttt{.exe} files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is \emph{considerably} more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of

 Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

installed.

 

If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be
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done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

versions of Python.

 

\item Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

such as MinGW or Msys2.

\end{enumerate}

 

Do \textbf{not} use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community

 Edition of

Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released \href{https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/}{for Windows}:

 

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{rll}

CPython & Microsoft product name & runtime filename\\

2.7.6 & Visual Studio 2008 & MSVCR90.DLL\\

3.4.0 & Visual Studio 2010 & MSVCR100.DLL\\

3.5.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.6.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.7.0 & Visual Studio 2017* & \textbf{see below}\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus \textbf{incompatible}

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is

 also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

\href{https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python\_msvc.html}{Using Microsoft Visual C with Python}.  It is

also worth reading the
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Microsoft Developer Network blog post on \href{http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-

the-universal-crt.aspx}{the universal CRT} and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions (\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5}{part 1} and

\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two}{part 2}).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython

 releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.

 

In addition to the blog posts, the \href{https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers}{Windows compilers}

wiki page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions

of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct

 binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten

different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4, with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare \textbf{minimum}, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from \texttt{python.org} the advanced options available

which utilise \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

later.
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\item

 Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

Studio 2017 (or later).

 

\item Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

selected in step 2.

 

\item Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

\item Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

Apple's OS X).

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG}

\label{sec:org645735a}

There are many reasons for favouring \href{https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html}{CFFI} and

proponents of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the

 bindings to Python using the \texttt{gpgme.h} file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.

 

CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the \texttt{gpgme-tool.c} file in the GPGME \texttt{src/} directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods
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 (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

\subsubsection{Virtualised Environments}

\label{sec:orgb0d56f5}

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into

question too.

 

As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix

 like \texttt{/usr/local} or

\texttt{/opt/local} then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

\texttt{sites.pth} file in the \texttt{site-packages/} directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system

 installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are
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also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. \href{https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html}{pytest}) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation

 from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. \href{https://www.virtualbox.org/}{VirtualBox}), a

hardware emulation layer (e.g. \href{https://www.qemu.org/}{QEMU}) or an application container

(e.g. \href{https://www.docker.com/why-docker}{Docker}).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the \texttt{virtualenv} command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard \texttt{python3

-m venv} and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command \texttt{python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy}

instead.

 

 

\section{Fundamentals}

\label{sec:org832642e}

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly

 or these Python bindings.

 

 

\subsection{No REST}

\label{sec:org3d694ba}

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is \emph{\textbf{not}} a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.

 

Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having to

retrain developers.
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This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct

bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

\subsection{Context}

\label{sec:org10e4004}

One of the reasons which prevents

 this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the

public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

\section{Working with keys}

\label{sec:orgff114ca}

\subsection{Key selection}

\label{sec:org6589217}

Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with

 GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without

any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Counting keys}

\label{sec:org63a3d62}

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (\texttt{pubring.kbx}), the

format which has superseded the old keyring format (\texttt{pubring.gpg} and

\texttt{secring.gpg}), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE:

 The \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} introduction in the \hyperref[sec:org944cc00]{Advanced and

Experimental}

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

\subsection{Get key}

\label{sec:org26adb2e}

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context with \texttt{Context().get\_key}.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select

secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due

 to expire at the end of 2018:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

\end{verbatim}
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Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the \texttt{secret} key word argument set to \texttt{True}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively display

information about those keys.

 

It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

\subsection{Importing keys}

\label{sec:org1ad598a}

Importing keys is possible with the \texttt{key\_import()} method and takes

one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more

 keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)
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   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

  The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}

  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading \texttt{0x}

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. \texttt{0xDEADBEEF}) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).

 

Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal

 value which may be missing the leading \texttt{0x} is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

\texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} script (see below).

 

 

\subsubsection{Working with ProtonMail}

\label{sec:org27b0d6f}

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail public keys.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

 

if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is

 True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:
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   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the

 following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

\end{verbatim}

 

Both the above example, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py}{pmkey-import.py}, and a version which

prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py}{pmkey-import-alt.py}, are
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available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being

 that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org592d7ab}

Performing the same tasks with the \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py module} (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of

benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys

 

c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif

 len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False
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   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass

 

   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:

               try:

                  

 fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:
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       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number

 of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (\texttt{keys} is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org3966a76}

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of

 a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that
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server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address can be obtained.

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

\label{sec:org6cd15c3}

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under

the somewhat less than original name, \texttt{pmkey-import-hkp.py}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c

 = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])
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       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

              

 except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:
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       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

 

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

\label{sec:org3b674e5}

Like its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a \texttt{homedir} which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path
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import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server

 for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

 is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True
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       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

   else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as

# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)

   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

        ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking
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 for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

        nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")
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   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsection{Exporting keys}

\label{sec:org4596a77}

Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.

 

 

\subsubsection{Exporting

 public keys}

\label{sec:org873704f}

There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, \texttt{key\_export()}, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the \texttt{key\_export\_minimal()} method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the
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 GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

It should be noted that the result will only return \texttt{None} when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to \texttt{None} this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]
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   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir)

 is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Exporting secret keys}

\label{sec:org6c28d3d}

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public keys; save for the invocation of \texttt{pinentry} via \texttt{gpg-agent} in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile

 = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir =

 None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:
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       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the approach of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (\texttt{.gpg}) and ASCII armoured

(\texttt{.asc}) files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the

 user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"
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a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir)

 == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:
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   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:

       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),

                                       stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers}

\label{sec:org82d4958}
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As with the previous section on importing

 keys, the \texttt{hkp4py} module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

            send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:
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       print(e)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as \texttt{send-key-to-keyserver.py}.

 

The \texttt{hkp4py} module appears to handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.

 

 

\section{Basic Functions}

\label{sec:orgb40b488}

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

\subsection{Encryption}

\label{sec:org3170365}

Encrypting

 is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, \texttt{text}, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to one key}

\label{sec:org8098c64}

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the \texttt{gpg.Context().encrypt()} method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: \texttt{recipients}, a list of keys encrypted to

(covered in greater detail in the following section); \texttt{sign}, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to \texttt{True}); \texttt{sink}, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{passphrase}, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{always\_trust}, used to override

 the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to}, utilises any preconfigured \texttt{encrypt-to} or

\texttt{default-key} settings in the user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file (defaults to
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\texttt{False}); \texttt{prepare}, prepare for encryption (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{expect\_sign}, prepare for signing (defaults to \texttt{False}); \texttt{compress},

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to \texttt{True}).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

    afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the \texttt{gpg.conf} file:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

If the \texttt{recipients} parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted

symmetrically.  If no \texttt{passphrase} is supplied as a parameter or via a
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callback registered with

 the \texttt{Context()} then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to multiple keys}

\label{sec:orgdcf6e47}

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (\texttt{text}) to everyone with an

email address on the \texttt{gnupg.org} domain,\footnote{You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a

comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.} but does \emph{not} encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to normally encrypt

to.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents

 of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)
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\end{verbatim}

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the \texttt{c.encrypt} line to this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

              

                             always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which

the default values are changing.  The default value of \texttt{sign} is

\texttt{True}, the default of \texttt{always\_trust} is \texttt{False}, the default of

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to} is \texttt{False}.

 

If \texttt{always\_trust} is not set to \texttt{True} and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

   try:

       ciphertext, result,

 sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass
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       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

\end{verbatim}

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.

 

 

\subsection{Decryption}

\label{sec:org1282b3d}

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret

 keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either \texttt{gpg.Context()}

or \texttt{gpg.core.Context()} as \texttt{c} is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to \texttt{c} simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)

   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The data available in \texttt{plaintext} in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms
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 in

\texttt{result} and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

\texttt{verify\_result}.

 

If \texttt{gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)} is called instead,

then \texttt{verify\_result} will be returned as \texttt{None} and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

\subsection{Signing text and files}

\label{sec:org59f1262}

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.

 

 

\subsubsection{Signing key selection}

\label{sec:org909cb3c}

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)

\end{verbatim}

 

The signing examples in the

 following sections include the explicitly

designated \texttt{signers} parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and

not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

\subsubsection{Normal or default signing messages or files}

\label{sec:org6ee259d}

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an
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encoded and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring

 will be determined

according to the value of \texttt{gpg.Context().armor}.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}
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\subsubsection{Detached signing messages and files}

\label{sec:org51049d4}

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Clearsigning messages or text}

\label{sec:orgf528a20}

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled

by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Signature verification}

\label{sec:org6cd81af}

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"
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c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

 

      sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}
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made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed

 against the signed data in \texttt{data} to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of \texttt{c.verify}.  So \texttt{data} is \texttt{None} and only the information

in \texttt{result} is available.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:
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{0}

with

 key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\section{Creating keys and subkeys}

\label{sec:org754c6df}

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes

 deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.
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In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to \texttt{SECRET} level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured \texttt{gpg.conf} file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

\begin{verbatim}

expert

allow-freeform-uid

allow-secret-key-import

trust-model tofu+pgp

tofu-default-policy unknown

enable-large-rsa

enable-dsa2

cert-digest-algo SHA512

default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

personal-compress-preferences

 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Primary key}

\label{sec:org0185c23}

Generating a primary key uses the \texttt{create\_key} method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

\texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires}, \texttt{sign}, \texttt{encrypt},

\texttt{certify}, \texttt{authenticate}, \texttt{passphrase} and \texttt{force}.  The defaults for

all of those except \texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{False}.  The defaults for \texttt{algorithm} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{None}.  The default for \texttt{expires\_in} is \texttt{0}.  The

default for \texttt{expires} is \texttt{True}.  There is no default for \texttt{userid}.

 

If \texttt{passphrase} is left as \texttt{None} then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if \texttt{passphrase} is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if

 \texttt{passphrase} is set to \texttt{True} then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep \texttt{passphrase} set to \texttt{None}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the \texttt{c.home\_dir}

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this

example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and

active key store data.  As with the default directory, \texttt{\textasciitilde{}/.gnupg}, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to

 700.

 

The \texttt{temp-homedir-config.py} script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.

 

The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

\texttt{GenkeyResult} object, which includes the following data:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA
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uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

As with generating keys manually,

 to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the \texttt{gpg.conf} file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own \texttt{gpg.conf}

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref

quit

Secret key is available.

 

sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

    created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

    trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

    Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,

IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

    Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

    Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

    Features: MDC, Keyserver no-modify

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Subkeys}

\label{sec:org5e2acbc}

Adding

 subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the \texttt{create\_subkey} method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the \texttt{userid} argument

there is now a \texttt{key} argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

\begin{verbatim}
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import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr,

 dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,

          dmsub.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{User IDs}

\label{sec:org4869c58}

\subsubsection{Adding User IDs}

\label{sec:orgebb13ca}

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

\texttt{key\_add\_uid} and the only arguments it takes are for the \texttt{key} and

the new \texttt{uid}.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Revoking User IDs}

\label{sec:org1683695}

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the \texttt{key\_revoke\_uid} method.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}
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\subsection{Key certification}

\label{sec:orgf431bf8}

Since

 key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is \texttt{key\_sign}.

 

The \texttt{key\_sign} method takes four arguments: \texttt{key}, \texttt{uids},

\texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local}.  The default value of \texttt{uids} is \texttt{None} and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both \texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local} is \texttt{False}; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.

 

The \texttt{key} is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the \texttt{uids} value is not \texttt{None} then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger

 Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Verifying key certifications}

\label{sec:org87abdd3}

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))
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key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

\begin{verbatim}

0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

\end{verbatim}

 

The

 two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid,

 mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]
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for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

\emph{not} part of Python's standard library, the \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{pendulum module}.  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using

the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

\section{Advanced or Experimental Use Cases}

\label{sec:org944cc00}

\subsection{C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython}

\label{sec:org3b53926}

In spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate

 more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html}{Cython}.  Though in

many cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the \hyperref[sec:org63a3d62]{key counting} code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, \texttt{keycount.py} (available in

the \texttt{examples/howto/} directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.

 

Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically and timed it using

\texttt{time} utility, with the following results:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$

 time keycount.py

 

Number of secret keys:  23
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Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

real	11m52.945s

user	0m0.913s

sys	0m0.752s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython\_tutorial.html}{Cython Basic

Tutorial} to demonstrate

compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the \texttt{gpg} module to the end of the script:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

\end{verbatim}

 

Save

 that into a file called \texttt{keycount.pyx} and then create a

\texttt{setup.py} file which contains this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")
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)

\end{verbatim}

 

Compile it:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Then run it in a similar manner to \texttt{keycount.py}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"

 

Number of secret keys:  23

Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

real	6m47.905s

user	0m0.785s

sys	0m0.331s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Cython turned \texttt{keycount.pyx} into an 81KB \texttt{keycount.o} file in the

\texttt{build/} directory, a 24KB \texttt{keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so} file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB \texttt{keycount.c} generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the \texttt{keycount.pyx} file or the full 1,452 bytes

 of the

full executable \texttt{keycount.py} example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.

 

The \texttt{keycount.pyx} and \texttt{setup.py} files used to generate this example

have been added to the \texttt{examples/howto/advanced/cython/} directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

\href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html\#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd}{Magic Attributes}

section of the Cython documentation.

 

 

\section{Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds}

\label{sec:orgd72f7de}
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Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with \hyperref[sec:org83f4d00]{group lines}.

 

 

\subsection{Group lines}

\label{sec:org83f4d00}

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.

 

The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()

else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"', '').split(',')

 

group_lines

 = []

group_lists = []

 

for i in range(len(groups)):

   group_lines.append(groups[i].split("="))

   group_lists.append(groups[i].split("="))
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for i in range(len(group_lists)):

   group_lists[i][1] = group_lists[i][1].split()

\end{verbatim}

 

The result of that code is that \texttt{group\_lines} is a list of lists where

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} is the name of the group and \texttt{group\_lines[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The \texttt{group\_lists} result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, \texttt{group\_lists[i][0]} matches

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} as the name of the group, but \texttt{group\_lists[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a list.

 

A demonstration of using the \texttt{groups.py} module is also available in

the form of the executable \texttt{mutt-groups.py} script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use

 with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

\subsection{Keyserver access for Python}

\label{sec:org5ad99aa}

The \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py} module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

\href{https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp}{python-hkp} module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use

the

\href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{requests} module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.

 

Since it rewrites the \texttt{hkp} protocol prefix as \texttt{http} and \texttt{hkps} as

\texttt{https}, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.\footnote{Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python Code.  The \texttt{hkp4py} module will rewrite

these

 appropriately when the connection is made to the server.}  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

\subsubsection{Key import format}

\label{sec:org1e47c97}

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(\texttt{r.text}) instead of byte literals (\texttt{r.content}).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing that
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key material using a \texttt{gpg.Context().key\_import()} method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the \texttt{search}

function of \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer()} which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by \texttt{key\_import}.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Without that recent addition it would

 have been necessary to encode

the contents of each \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key} in

\texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()} before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the \hyperref[sec:org1ad598a]{Importing Keys} section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory as normal; the

executable version is the \texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} file.

 

 

\subsection{GPGME version checking}

\label{sec:org18b8ef8}

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of

GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the \texttt{gpg.version.versionstr} and

\texttt{gpg.version.versionlist} methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as \texttt{gpgme-config -{}-version}, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings

 have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
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                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0] >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

\end{verbatim}

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum

 version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the \texttt{gpg.version.versionintlist} method (added in version

\texttt{1.12.1-beta79}).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

   else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

 

try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")
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           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

\end{verbatim}

 

The points where \texttt{pass} is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an \texttt{Exception} error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the \texttt{gpgme.version.is\_beta} and

\texttt{gpgme.version.versionintlist} methods available.

 

 

\section{Copyright and Licensing}

\label{sec:org9d52a23}

\subsection{Copyright}

\label{sec:org26ed04d}

Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

\subsection{Draft Editions of this HOWTO}

\label{sec:org080a94a}

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly

from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

\begin{itemize}

\item

 \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(XHTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (XHTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\item \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\end{itemize}

 

All of these draft versions except for one have been generated from

this document via GNU Emacs \href{https://orgmode.org/}{Org mode} and
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\href{https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/}{GNU Texinfo}.  Though it is

likely that the specific \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto}{file}

\href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org}{version}

 used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info verseion is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in

batch mode:

 

\begin{verbatim}

emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

\end{verbatim}

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org-mode source

file, except it is generated using \href{https://pandoc.org}{Pandoc} with either of the following

commands:

 

\begin{verbatim}

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto.org

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

\end{verbatim}

 

In addition to these there is

 a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html}{WebHelp

site} (AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben\%252Fhowto-dita/}{an

alternative branch} of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories of the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python}{gpgme-python}

directory.  In particular within

the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita}{DITA},

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst}{reStructuredText} and

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo}{Texinfo} subdirectories.  The

\texttt{rst}

directory contains output files generated with Sphix and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats.

 

These

 draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released
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versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

\subsection{License GPL compatible}

\label{sec:orge78f3b7}

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

\end{document}

# This is a template.  The dist target uses it to create the real file.

Summary: GPGME - GnuPG Made Easy

Name: gpgme

Version: 1.15.1

Release: 1

URL: https://gnupg.org/gpgme.html

Source: https://www.gnupg.org/ftp/gcrypt/gpgme/%{name}-%{version}.tar.gz

Group: Development/Libraries

Copyright: GPL

BuildRoot: %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}

BuildRequires: make

Prereq: /sbin/ldconfig /sbin/install-info

Requires: gnupg

 

%description

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a library designed to make access to GnuPG easier

for applications. It provides a High-Level Crypto API for encryption,

decryption, signing, signature verification and key management.

 

%prep

%setup -q

 

%build

CFLAGS="$RPM_OPT_FLAGS"; export CFLAGS

./configure --prefix=/usr

make

 

%install

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT
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make install prefix=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr infodir=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}

rm -f $RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}/dir

 

%clean

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

make distclean

 

%post

/sbin/ldconfig

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz

 %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

 

%preun

if [ "$1" = 0 ]; then

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

fi

 

%postun

/sbin/ldconfig

 

%files

%defattr(-,root,root)

%doc COPYING COPYING.LESSER AUTHORS README INSTALL NEWS ChangeLog TODO THANKS

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_bindir}/gpgme-config

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.so*

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.la

%attr(0644,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.a

%{_includedir}/gpgme.h

%{_datadir}/aclocal/gpgme.m4

%{_infodir}/gpgme.info*

%{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info*

 

%changelog

* Sat Aug 30 2003 Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

- %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged, remove to prevent checking failure

* Mon Jul 01 2002 Wojciech Polak <polak@lodz.pdi.net>

- initial specfile release for GPGME.

 

# EOF

 

1.385 spdx-correct 3.2.0 
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1.385.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.386 sqlite 3.19.1 
1.386.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.387 ignite-spring-data-ext 2.0.0 
1.387.1 Available under license : 

 

ignite-spring-data-ext

Copyright 2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.388 ignite-spring-data-commons 1.1.0 
1.388.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ignite-spring-data-commons

Copyright 2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.389 msgpack 1.0.5 
1.389.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.390 akamai-edgegrid 3.4.0 
1.390.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the

 preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name)

 to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

 combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
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submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark,

 and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided

 that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding
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such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks,

 or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall

 any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or

 claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.391 global-agent 3.0.0 
1.391.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2019, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.392 jose 4.11.2 
1.392.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Filip Skokan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.393 xml-crypto 2.1.5 
1.393.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) Yaron Naveh <yaronn01@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.394 graceful-fs 4.2.11 
1.394.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.395 error_prone_annotations 2.18.0 
1.395.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1606613656_1679417956.422988/0/error-prone-annotations-2-18-0-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.google.errorprone/error_prone_annotations/pom.xml

 

1.396 opencensus-contrib-http-util 0.31.1 
1.396.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.397 opentelemetry-proto 0.11.0 
1.397.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.398 annotations 16.0.3 
1.398.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2009 JetBrains s.r.o.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NonNls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/PropertyKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Contract.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2012 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/JdkConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 Sascha Weinreuter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/PrintFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Identifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Subst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/RegExp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Language.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Flow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/TestOnly.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2014 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/MagicConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1610489130_1681843014.1567125/0/annotations-16-0-3-sources-1-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nullable.java
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1.399 slf4j 2.0.7 
1.399.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2011-2014 ForgeRock AS

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1613031661_1680235541.8093038/0/slf4j-2-0-7-sources-

jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

! CDDL HEADER START

!

! The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the

! Common Development and Distribution License, Version 1.0 only

! (the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance

! with the License.

!

! You can obtain a copy of the license at legal/CDDLv1_0.txt or

! http://forgerock.org/license/CDDLv1.0.html.

! See the License for the specific language governing permissions

! and limitations under the License.

!

! When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL HEADER in each

! file and include the License file at legal/CDDLv1_0.txt.  If applicable,

! add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the fields enclosed

! by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information:

!      Portions Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

!

! CDDL HEADER END
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!

!      Copyright 2011 ForgeRock AS

!   

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1613031661_1680235541.8093038/0/slf4j-2-0-7-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.openidentityplatform.commons.i18n-framework/slf4j/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2011 ForgeRock AS

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1613031661_1680235541.8093038/0/slf4j-2-0-7-sources-

jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1613031661_1680235541.8093038/0/slf4j-2-0-7-sources-jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/package-

info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2014 ForgeRock AS

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1613031661_1680235541.8093038/0/slf4j-2-0-7-sources-

jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedMarker.java

 

1.400 plexus-sec-dispatcher 2.0 
1.400.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317604_1681866135.7779746/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317604_1681866135.7779746/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/DefaultSecDispatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1615317604_1681866135.7779746/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/PasswordDecryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317604_1681866135.7779746/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317604_1681866135.7779746/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecDispatcherException.java

 

1.401 plexus-cipher 2.0 
1.401.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
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* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317131_1681866740.368975/0/plexus-cipher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/DefaultPlexusCipher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317131_1681866740.368975/0/plexus-cipher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PlexusCipher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1615317131_1681866740.368975/0/plexus-cipher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PlexusCipherException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* createCipher routine was adopted from http://juliusdavies.ca/svn/not-yet-commons-ssl/tags/commons-ssl-

0.3.10/src/java/org/apache/commons/ssl/OpenSSL.java

* which is distributed under APL-2.0 license: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*/

/*

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied.  See the License

 for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317131_1681866740.368975/0/plexus-cipher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PBECipher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $HeadURL: http://juliusdavies.ca/svn/not-yet-commons-ssl/tags/commons-ssl-

0.3.10/src/java/org/apache/commons/ssl/Base64.java $

* $Revision$

* $Date$

*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See

 the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1615317131_1681866740.368975/0/plexus-cipher-2-0-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/Base64.java

 

1.402 jul-to-slf4j 2.0.7 
1.402.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl (Switzerland)

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,
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distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.403 promise-call-limit 1.0.2 
1.403.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.404 parse-conflict-json 3.0.1 
1.404.1 Available under license : 

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby
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granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.405 just-diff 6.0.2 
1.405.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 angus croll

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.406 bridgeutils 1.7.1-r2 
1.406.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Lennert Buytenhek

*

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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* modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

* License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

* General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.	This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.	Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

�

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

�

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the
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 source along with the object code.

�

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.	For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

�

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.	If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.	For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy	<name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show

 c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.407 packaging 23.1 
1.407.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.408 mpdecimal 2.5.1-r2 
1.408.1 Available under license : 

 

 

DOCUMENTATION LICENSE

=====================

 

Copyright 2010-2020 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source (RST) and 'compiled' forms (HTML, PDF,

PostScript and so forth) with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code (RST) must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

 

  2. Modified documents must carry a notice that modification has

     occurred. This notice must also be present in any compiled form.

 

  3. Redistributions in compiled form (converted to HTML, PDF,

     PostScript and other formats) must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

     in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

     distribution.

 

THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
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OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

DISTRIBUTOR NOTES

=================

 

The license is the standard FreeBSD Documentation License with an added

clause that requires a user notice for modifications. The following

modification notices are sufficient:

 

 

RST files

---------

 

The modification notice may be added below the license:

 

  Copyright 2010-2020 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

  ...

  ...

  IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  This file was modified in 2020 by DISTRIBUTOR.

 

 

HTML files

----------

 

The modification notice may be added to the copyright footer:

 

  Copyright 2010-2020 Stefan Krah, modified 2020 by DISTRIBUTOR.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.409 gdbm 1.23-r1 
1.409.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2)

 offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those

 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

  To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays

 "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything,

 other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
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with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must

 license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation

 and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
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   long as you offer spare parts or

 customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the

 object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and

 execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive

 additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You

 may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

 after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each

 time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

 may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or

 other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically

 extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
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contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to

 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this

 License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes

 with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
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into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But

 first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.410 wrap-ansi 8.1.0 
1.410.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.411 libxcrypt-compat 4.4.18-3.el9 
1.411.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software
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 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany
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 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.412 kubernetes-client 4.13.2 
1.412.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/resource-handler.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/resource-

operation.vm

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/resource-handler-

services.vm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/lib/FilenameUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/lib/FileSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

#

 

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.URLFromEnvVarsImpl

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.URLFromIngressImpl

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.URLFromNodePortImpl

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.URLFromClusterIPImpl

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.ServiceToURLProvider

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

#

 

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.AppsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1beta1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V2beta1AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V2beta2AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter
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io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.BatchAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.ExtensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.MetricAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.PolicyAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.RbacAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.SchedulingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.SettingsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.StorageAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1APIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1beta1ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1beta1AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.V1beta1NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.ExtensionAdapter

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AuthorizationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Terminateable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Operation.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/MetricAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TtyExecable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/APIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/BytesLimitTerminateTimeTailPrettyLoggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/NonBlockingInputStreamPumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/FromServerable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Listable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1NetworkAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/VisitFromServerGetWatchDeleteRecreateWaitApplicable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ExtensionAdapterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/SSLUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ScalableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/V1APIGroupDSL.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Ttyable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TimestampBytesLimitTerminateTimeTailPrettyLoggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/ReplicationControllerRollingUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/VersionWatchAndWaitable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/WatchAndWaitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/handlers/KubernetesListHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta1AutoscalingAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/AppsAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/LogWatchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/BindingOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Watchable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1ApiextensionAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/NamespaceVisitFromServerGetWatchDeleteRecreateWaitApplicableList

Impl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/extensions/v1beta1/DeploymentOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/SharedInformerEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/URLFromClusterIPImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/OpenIDConnectionUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/ListerWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/StorageAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/readiness/ReadinessWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Timeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/NonNamespaceOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/PortForwarder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/run/RunOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/IOHelpers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ExecListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/HttpClientAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/StatefulSetRollingUpdater.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TerminateTimeTailPrettyLoggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AutoscalingAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/WithRequestCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/WaitForConditionWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/RequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1ApiextensionAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Replaceable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/serializationmixins/ObjectMetaMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/ExecWebSocketListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/WatchConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta2AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/RollableScalableResourceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/KubernetesClientException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/FileSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Outputable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/PodOperationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TtyExecErrorChannelable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CascadingEditReplacePatchDeletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/NamespaceVisitFromServerGetWatchDeleteRecreateWaitApplicableIm

pl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/RbacAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/KubernetesListMixedOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/HasMetadataOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/URLFromIngressImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/uploadable/PodUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RecreateFromServerGettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/LeaderElectionConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Parameterizable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Lockable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Prettyable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Containerable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ClientAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/ApiVersionUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ErrorChannelable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RecreateCreateable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/NamespacedKubernetesClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1APIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Execable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/ReplaceValueStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Waitable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/SchedulingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AutoscalingAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Rollable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AppsAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ExecListenable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/RbacAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Filterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Inputable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ParameterMixedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/RollingOperationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Indexer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/CustomResourceOperationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/OIDCTokenRefreshInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/PortForwarderWebsocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/ComponentStatusOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Reflector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/BatchAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/CustomResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/ImpersonatorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta2AutoscalingAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/ReplicaSetOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/OperationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/DeltaFIFO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/RawCustomResourceOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AuthorizationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/CustomResourceDefinitionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/InputStreamPumper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/GenericKubernetesClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1NetworkAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/BaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/HasMetadataVisitiableBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/impl/DefaultSharedIndexInformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/batch/v1beta1/CronJobOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TimeTailPrettyLoggable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Versionable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Timeoutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/WatchListDeletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/StorageAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/URLFromServiceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/NamespaceListVisitFromServerGetDeleteRecreateWaitApplicable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Editable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Triggerable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/EditReplacePatchDeletable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1NetworkAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/FilterWatchListDeletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/LeaderCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/ClusterOperationsImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1NetworkAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/WatcherToggle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Recreateable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/CustomResourceList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Readiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/SchedulingAPIGroupDSL.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/AuthorizationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/SettingsAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RbacAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ServiceToURLProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/CreateOnlyResourceOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ApplicableAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ExtensionsAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Nameable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/RequestConfigHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CreateOrReplaceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/URLUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/KubernetesClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Watch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/SettingsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/resourcelock/LeaseLock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TtyExecOutputErrorable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AuthorizationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/SharedInformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/readiness/Readiness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/EventType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/extensions/v1beta1/ReplicaSetOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1ApiextensionsAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Deletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/ServiceOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/DefaultOperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/KubernetesListNonNamespaceOperation.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/MultiDeleteable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/PolicyAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/StatefulSetOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/KubeConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AuthorizationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/OAuthTokenProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/resourcelock/Lock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AutoscalingAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Config.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/NamespaceVisitFromServerGetWatchDeleteRecreateWaitApplicable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Applicable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Requirable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta1AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/run/RunConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/PKCS1Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CreateListFromLoadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/ProcessorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/AnyNamespaceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Createable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/LeaderElectorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/EditReplacePatchable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/KubernetesResourceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/resourcelock/LeaderElectionRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Version.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Store.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/PropagationPolicyConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/patchmixins/ObjectMetaMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/BlockingInputStreamPumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/VersionUsageUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/URLFromNodePortImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Watcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CreateFromServerGettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/PrettyLoggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/BaseClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RequestConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/IpAddressMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/WatchHTTPManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/PortForward.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AutoscalingAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/resourcelock/ConfigMapLock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Secretable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/PodOperationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/APIGroupNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/SharedInformerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/ConfigAndApiGroupsInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/HttpClientUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/BatchAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ExecWatch.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1ApiextensionsAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/GetListFromLoadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta2AutoscalingAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Cascading.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/DefaultKubernetesClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/NodeMetricOperationsImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/CertUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Loggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ApiextensionsAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TailPrettyLoggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/BatchAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V2beta1AutoscalingAPIGroupDSL.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/SharedIndexInformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Namespaceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/SettingsAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TtyExecErrorable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ServiceResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/GracePeriodConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/extensions/v1beta1/ReplicaSetRollingUpdater.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/FromServerGettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/OptionalDependencyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/PodResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/ReflectorWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/LocalCreateOnlyResourceReviewOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/URLFromEnvVarsImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/PolicyAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/LeaderElector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/ReplicationControllerOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/osgi/ManagedKubernetesClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/run/RunConfigUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Scaleable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/AutoscalingAPIGroupDSL.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CopyOrReadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/uploadable/PodUploadWebSocketListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/FunctionCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Patchable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RecreateApplicable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AutoAdaptableKubernetesClient.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ContainerResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/FilterWatchListMultiDeletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/serializationmixins/ReplicationControllerMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/KubernetesListOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/CustomResourceOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Evictable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/RollableScalableResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/DeleteAndCreateHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/DeploymentRollingUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AppsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/ResourceCompare.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Tailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/Utils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/extended/leaderelection/resourcelock/LockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ExtensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/ResyncRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ExtensionsAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AuthorizationAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/KubernetesListOperationsImpl.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1APIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TtyExecInputOutputErrorable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/PodStatusUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/CustomResourceDoneable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/MixedOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Gettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Loadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Handlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/KubernetesClientTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/CreateOrReplaceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/MetricAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Readable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Timestampable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Errorable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/Adapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Copiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/NetworkAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/RollingUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/OperationInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ListVisitFromServerGetDeleteRecreateWaitApplicable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/BytesLimitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/internal/PatchUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/PolicyAPIGroupDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ParameterNamespaceListVisitFromServerGetDeleteRecreateWaitApplicable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/MetricAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AuthorizationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/CascadingDeletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Uploadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/DeploymentOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Typeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/apps/v1/ReplicaSetRollingUpdater.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/Lister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/NetworkAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/utils/BackwardsCompatibilityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/LocalPortForward.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/PortForwardable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/cache/SharedProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/RawWatchConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/core/v1/PodOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1NetworkAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/VersionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/SchedulingAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/TimeoutImageEditReplacePatchable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1ApiextensionsAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/ImageEditReplacePatchable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/batch/v1/JobOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/LogWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/PodMetricOperationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/internal/extensions/v1beta1/DeploymentRollingUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/Listenable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/StorageAPIGroupClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/V1beta1AdmissionRegistrationAPIGroupExtensionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/StatusUpdatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/informers/ResourceEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/dsl/base/OperationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/client/ApiextensionsAPIGroupClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229583_1682521781.669401/0/kubernetes-client-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.fabric8/kubernetes-client/pom.xml

 

1.413 kubernetes-model-node 4.13.2 
1.413.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229585_1682521784.2182715/0/kubernetes-model-node-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.fabric8/kubernetes-model-node/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229585_1682521784.2182715/0/kubernetes-model-node-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/manifest.vm

 

1.414 kubernetes-model-common 4.13.2 
1.414.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229568_1682521786.3106341/0/kubernetes-model-common-4-13-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.fabric8/kubernetes-model-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229568_1682521786.3106341/0/kubernetes-model-common-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/model/util/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229568_1682521786.3106341/0/kubernetes-model-common-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/model/annotation/PackageSuffix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229568_1682521786.3106341/0/kubernetes-model-common-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/model/annotation/ApiGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229568_1682521786.3106341/0/kubernetes-model-common-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/model/annotation/ApiVersion.java

 

1.415 kubernetes-model 4.13.2 
1.415.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/manifest.vm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.
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   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.fabric8/kubernetes-model-apiextensions/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2015 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1/JSONSchemaPropsOrArraySerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1beta1/JSONSchemaPropsOrBoolSerDe.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1beta1/JSONSchemaPropsOrStringArraySerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1beta1/JSONSchemaPropsOrArraySerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1/JSONSchemaPropsOrStringArraySerDe.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1655229597_1682521779.2192724/0/kubernetes-model-apiextensions-4-13-2-sources-1-

jar/io/fabric8/kubernetes/api/model/apiextensions/v1/JSONSchemaPropsOrBoolSerDe.java

 

1.416 jsr305 3.0.2 
1.416.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1656638364_1682593601.2844107/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656638364_1682593601.2844107/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656638364_1682593601.2844107/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656638364_1682593601.2844107/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

 

1.417 xml-apis 1.4.01 
1.417.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $
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This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the

 W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
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conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the

 W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without

 specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing

 copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right

 to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright

 holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

 

1.418 servlet-api 3.0.1 
1.418.1 Available under license : 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific
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* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

 * file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates

 work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0
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1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if
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the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for
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 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show
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them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.
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  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works

 in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.
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9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a
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pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular
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 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.419 perfmark-api 0.17.0 
1.419.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 Carl Mastrangelo

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1656707133_1682600610.4687467/0/perfmark-api-0-17-0-sources-1-jar/io/perfmark/Impl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656707133_1682600610.4687467/0/perfmark-api-0-17-0-sources-1-

jar/io/perfmark/PerfMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656707133_1682600610.4687467/0/perfmark-api-0-17-0-sources-1-jar/io/perfmark/package-

info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1656707133_1682600610.4687467/0/perfmark-api-0-17-0-sources-1-jar/io/perfmark/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1656707133_1682600610.4687467/0/perfmark-api-0-17-0-sources-1-jar/io/perfmark/Tag.java
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1.420 disruptor 2.11.2.3 
1.420.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.421 libiconv 4.9.2 
1.421.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
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distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
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stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
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Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.
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 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
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   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
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for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
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   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
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reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
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any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.422 spring-data-commons 3.0.5 
1.422.1 Available under license : 

Spring Data Commons 3.0.5 (2022.0.5)

Copyright (c) [2010-2021] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304,

 United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

 

1.423 chardet 5.1.0 
1.423.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
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   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.424 plexus-utils 3.5.1 
1.424.1 Available under license : 

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally

 appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University"

name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by
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Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without
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 specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.425 maven-model 3.9.1 
1.425.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Model

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.426 minipass 5.0.0 
1.426.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2023 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.427 yargs 17.7.2 
1.427.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net); Modified work Copyright 2014 Contributors

(ben@npmjs.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.428 webjars-locator-core 0.52 
1.428.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.429 foreground-child 3.1.1 
1.429.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.430 @pkgjs/parseargs 0.11.0 
1.430.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.431 npm-normalize-package 3.0.1 
1.431.1 Available under license : 

This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

Used with permission.

 

Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
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OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.432 @isaacs/cliui 8.0.2 
1.432.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.433 write-file-atomic 5.0.1 
1.433.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

1.434 gauge 5.0.1 
1.434.1 Available under license : 

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.435 read 2.1.0 
1.435.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.436 walk-up-path 3.0.1 
1.436.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.437 validate-npm-package-name 5.0.0 
1.437.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, npm, Inc

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

1.438 spring-ldap 3.0.2 
1.438.1 Available under license : 

   ======================================================================

  == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4 d of the Apache License,  ==

  == Version 2.0, for the Spring LDAP distribution.                   ==

  ======================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  the Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org).

 

  The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgement:

 

    "This product includes software developed by the Spring LDAP

     Project (https://www.springframework.org/ldap)."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2005-2013 the original authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.439 okhttp 4.11.0 
1.439.1 Available under license : 

Note that publicsuffixes.gz is compiled from The Public Suffix List:

https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat

 

It is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0:

https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/

 

1.440 docker-java 3.3.0 
1.440.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.441 docker-java-transport-httpclient 3.3.0 
1.441.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.442 shedlock-spring 4.27.0 
1.442.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerProxyScheduledLockAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerProxyLockConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/MethodProxyScheduledLockAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/MethodProxyLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/annotation/SchedulerLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerLockConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/annotation/EnableSchedulerLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/LockConfigurationExtractorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/RegisterDefaultTaskSchedulerPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SpringLockConfigurationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/LockableTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/StringToDurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/AbstractLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/ExtendedLockConfigurationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605337_1684179849.1815033/0/shedlock-spring-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/LockingNotSupportedException.java
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1.443 swagger-models 2.1.3 
1.443.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/PathItem.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateTimeSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BinarySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MapSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ObjectSchema.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/examples/Example.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Content.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EmailSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/HeaderParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Components.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MediaType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ByteArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/StringSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EncodingProperty.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/PathParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/FileSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/UUIDSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/CookieParameter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityRequirement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/headers/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Contact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/OpenAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/NumberSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/IntegerSchema.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BooleanSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Paths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/Scopes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/PasswordSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ComposedSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605330_1684179852.9157915/0/swagger-models-2-1-3-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariable.java

 

1.444 shedlock-core 4.27.0 
1.444.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Copyright 2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/DefaultLockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/DefaultLockingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/SimpleLock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/AbstractStorageAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/annotation/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/annotation/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/LockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/Utils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/SchedulerLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/StorageBasedLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockableRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/ClockProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/ExtensibleLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/AbstractSimpleLock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockConfigurationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/StorageAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/LockRecordRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605285_1684179856.2028084/0/shedlock-core-4-27-0-sources-2-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockConfiguration.java

 

1.445 modelmapper-gson 2.3.8 
1.445.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605323_1684179847.1577072/0/modelmapper-gson-2-3-8-sources-2-

jar/org/modelmapper/gson/JsonElementValueReader.java

 

1.446 docker-java-transport 3.3.0 
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1.446.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.447 swagger-annotations 2.1.3 
1.447.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/OpenAPIDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Encoding.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/ExampleObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Servers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/extensions/Extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/DiscriminatorMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Content.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/headers/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Contact.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecuritySchemes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Hidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1676605352_1684179858.5842493/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-3-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/Link.java

 

1.448 swagger-integration 2.1.3 
1.448.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.449 python3-libcomps 0.1.18-1.el9 
1.449.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.450 gdbm-libs 1.19-4.el9 
1.450.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2)

 offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those

 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

  To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through
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a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays

 "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything,

 other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must

 license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
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in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation

 and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or

 customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
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   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the

 object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and

 execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
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   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive

 additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You

 may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
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prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

 after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each

 time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you
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 may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or

 other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically

 extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to

 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this
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 License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes

 with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But

 first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.451 libzstd 1.5.1-2.el9 
1.451.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution
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 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing
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 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.452 libcom-err 1.46.5-3.el9 
1.452.1 Available under license : 

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:
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	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et
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# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM)

 -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs
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Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from

 this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005
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+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the

 GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you

 must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for

 copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents

 constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You

 must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program

 is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or

 with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information

 you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program

 (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to

 the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be

 similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting

 the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

 TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

    This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;

 for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider

 it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git
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repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu)

 before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software

 is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source
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 code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms

 and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered

 only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based

 on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with

 the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it

 with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made

 by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy

 simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous

 contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such

 new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software

 and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE

 USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name

 of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision

 comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a

 subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for

 all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a

 fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program

 is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,
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we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is

 in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in

 header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed

 as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities

 other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for

 a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever

 part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each

 and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make

 any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library,

 or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that

 the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then

 relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as

 a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined

 library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute

 the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

 or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has

 the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as

 if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write

 to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO

 MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them

 to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.,

 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries

 which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:
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  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this

 software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs
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Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
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hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and

 the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T.

 S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

1.453 maven-resolver-util 1.9.7 
1.453.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver Utilities

Copyright 2010-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.454 maven-artifact 3.9.1 
1.454.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Artifact

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.455 maven-resolver-impl 1.9.7 
1.455.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver Implementation

Copyright 2010-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.456 maven-core 3.9.1 
1.456.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Core

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.457 maven-resolver-api 1.9.7 
1.457.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver API

Copyright 2010-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.458 maven-resolver-named-locks 1.9.7 
1.458.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver Named Locks

Copyright 2010-2023 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.459 maven-model-builder 3.9.1 
1.459.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Model Builder

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.460 maven-builder-support 3.9.1 
1.460.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Builder Support

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.461 maven-plugin-api 3.9.1 
1.461.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Plugin API

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.462 maven-settings 3.9.1 
1.462.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Settings

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.463 google-http-client-apache 1.42.2 
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1.463.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: Google HTTP Client Library for Java

Automatic-Module-Name: com.google.api.client.http.apache.v2

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.http-client.google-http-client-apache-

v2

Bnd-LastModified: 1657808276304

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-DocURL: https://www.google.com/

Bundle-Vendor: Google

Import-Package: com.google.api.client.http;version="[1.42,2)",com.goog

le.api.client.util;version="[1.42,2)",org.apache.http,org.apache.http

.client,org.apache.http.client.config,org.apache.http.client.methods,

org.apache.http.conn.routing,org.apache.http.conn.socket,org.apache.h

ttp.conn.ssl,org.apache.http.entity,org.apache.http.impl.client,org.a

pache.http.impl.conn

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-6.2.0.202202251641

Export-Package: com.google.api.client.http.apache.v2;uses:="com.google

 .api.client.http,org.apache.http.client,org.apache.http.impl.client";

version="1.42.2"

Bundle-Name: Apache HTTP transport v2 for the Google HTTP Client Libra

ry for Java.

Bundle-Version: 1.42.2

Build-Jdk-Spec: 1.8

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin 5.1.6

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1680759242_1684439891.002017/0/google-http-client-apache-v2-1-42-2-1-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.464 maven-resolver-provider 3.9.1 
1.464.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver Provider

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.465 maven-resolver-spi 1.9.7 
1.465.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Artifact Resolver SPI

Copyright 2010-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.466 maven-repository-metadata 3.9.1 
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1.466.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Repository Metadata Model

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.467 jib-plugins-extension-common 0.2.0 
1.467.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1680759221_1684439885.091054/0/jib-plugins-extension-common-0-2-0-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/tools/jib/plugins/extension/JibPluginExtensionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1680759221_1684439885.091054/0/jib-plugins-extension-common-0-2-0-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/tools/jib/plugins/extension/NullExtension.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1680759221_1684439885.091054/0/jib-plugins-extension-common-0-2-0-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/tools/jib/plugins/extension/ExtensionLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1680759221_1684439885.091054/0/jib-plugins-extension-common-0-2-0-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/tools/jib/plugins/extension/JibPluginExtension.java

 

1.468 maven-settings-builder 3.9.1 
1.468.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Maven Settings Builder

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.469 postcss-selector-parser 6.0.13 
1.469.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.470 apk-tools 2.14.0-r5 
1.470.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software

is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply

it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the
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 freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for

 each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients

to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually

obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

 the terms

of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation

in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program

is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been

made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program

does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately

publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;

keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this

License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

licensed as a whole at no charge

 to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most

ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate

copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that

you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

(Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print

such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print

an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works.
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 But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with

the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section

2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it

 with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give

any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing

source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on

a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute

corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial

distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable

form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means

 all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to
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copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except

as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program

 is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated

so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program

(or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of

the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;
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this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar

in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Program does not specify a version

 number of this License, you may choose

any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse

of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR
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 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best

 way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.>

 

Copyright (C)< yyyy> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when
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it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software,

and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show

c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks

or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright

 disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision'

(which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon >, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice This General

Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary

programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more

useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this

is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead

of this License.

 

1.471 readline 8.2.1-r2 
1.471.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE
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The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical
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connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
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this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
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Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from
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 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
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the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
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through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract
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 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.
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@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
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License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.
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 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
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share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
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extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
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appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
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   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
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protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright
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 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered
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 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.472 bzip2 1.0.8-r6 
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1.472.1 Available under license : 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.8 of 13 July 2019

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.473 libunistring 1.1-r2 
1.473.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
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the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
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organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.474 libffi 3.4.4-r3 
1.474.1 Available under license : 

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
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   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2022  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.475 libc-utils 0.7.2-r5 
1.475.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1991, 1993

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)queue.h	8.5 (Berkeley) 8/20/94

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1686513755_1685082238.691036/0/aports-master-main-libc-dev-zip/aports-master-main-libc-

dev/main/libc-dev/sys-queue.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1686513755_1685082238.691036/0/aports-master-main-libc-dev-zip/aports-master-main-libc-

dev/main/libc-dev/sys-tree.h

 

1.476 lcms 1.19-1 
1.476.1 Available under license : 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2007 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.477 python-requests 2.31.0 
1.477.1 Available under license : 

Modifications:

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Kenneth Reitz.

 

 

Original Project:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher.
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Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the theme, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

* The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

We kindly ask you to only use these themes in an unmodified manner just

for Flask and Flask-related products, not for unrelated projects.  If you

like the visual style and want to use it for your own projects, please

consider

 making some larger changes to the themes (such as changing

font faces, sizes, colors or margins).

 

THIS THEME IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS THEME, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2019 Kenneth Reitz. All rights reserved.

Requests

Copyright 2019 Kenneth Reitz

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.478 hicolor-icon-theme 0.17-r2 
1.478.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.479 libtasn 4.19.0-r2 
1.479.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
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is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
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in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the
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 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
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patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
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@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for
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 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word

 processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'',

 or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
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no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies

 you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the

 title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
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when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute

 an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same

 title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.
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@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the

 Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any

 section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item
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Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant

 Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old

 one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
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copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if

 known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License

 into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
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aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement

 (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for

 any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and

 conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons

 Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.
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An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License

 in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant

 Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.
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If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

LICENSING

=========

 

The libtasn1 library is released under the GNU Lesser General Public

License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later; see [COPYING.LESSER](doc/COPYING.LESSER)

for the license terms.

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main libtasn1 library, while the

included applications library are under the GNU GPL version 3.

The libtasn1 library is located in the lib directory, while the applications

in src/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

 

1.480 libgpg-error 1.47-r2 
1.480.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another
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 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you
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 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE
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 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
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your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.481 fontconfig 2.14.2-r4 
1.481.1 Available under license : 

fontconfig/COPYING

 

Copyright  2000,2001,2002,2003,2004,2006,2007 Keith Packard

Copyright  2005 Patrick Lam

Copyright  2007 Dwayne Bailey and Translate.org.za

Copyright  2009 Roozbeh Pournader

Copyright  2008,2009,2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2008 Danilo egan

Copyright  2012 Google, Inc.

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of the author(s) not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  The authors make no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE AUTHOR(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

 REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2019 Unicode, Inc.

Unicode and the Unicode Logo are registered trademarks of Unicode, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fontconfig/src/fcatomic.h

 

/*

* Mutex operations.  Originally copied from HarfBuzz.

*

* Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

* Copyright  2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

* Copyright  2011,2012,2013  Google, Inc.

*

 * Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

* license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

* above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

* all copies of this software.

*

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

* DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

* IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

* ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

* PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

*

* Contributor(s):

*	Chris Wilson

 <chris@chris-wilson.co.uk>

* Red Hat Author(s): Behdad Esfahbod

* Google Author(s): Behdad Esfahbod

*/

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fontconfig/src/fcfoundry.h

 

/*

 Copyright  2002-2003 by Juliusz Chroboczek
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 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fontconfig/src/fcmd5.h

 

/*

* This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.

* The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest.  This code was

* written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

* This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

*

* Equivalent code is available from RSA Data Security, Inc.

* This code has been tested against that, and is equivalent,

* except that you don't need to include two pages of legalese

* with every copy.

*

* To compute the message digest of a chunk of bytes, declare an

* MD5Context structure, pass it to MD5Init, call MD5Update

 as

* needed on buffers full of bytes, and then call MD5Final, which

* will fill a supplied 16-byte array with the digest.

*/

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fontconfig/src/fcmutex.h

 

/*

* Atomic int and pointer operations.  Originally copied from HarfBuzz.
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*

* Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

* Copyright  2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

* Copyright  2011,2012,2013  Google, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

* license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

* above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

* all copies of this software.

*

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

* DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

* IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

* ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

* PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

*

* Contributor(s):

*	Chris Wilson <chris@chris-wilson.co.uk>

* Red Hat Author(s): Behdad Esfahbod

* Google Author(s): Behdad Esfahbod

*/

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fontconfig/src/ftglue.[ch]

 

/* ftglue.c: Glue code for compiling the OpenType code from

*           FreeType 1 using only the public API of FreeType 2

*

* By David Turner, The FreeType Project (www.freetype.org)

*

* This code is explicitely put in the public domain

*

* ==========================================================================

*

* the OpenType

 parser codes was originally written as an extension to

* FreeType 1.x. As such, its source code was embedded within the library,

* and used many internal FreeType functions to deal with memory and

* stream i/o.
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*

* When it was 'salvaged' for Pango and Qt, the code was "ported" to FreeType 2,

* which basically means that some macro tricks were performed in order to

* directly access FT2 _internal_ functions.

*

* these functions were never part of FT2 public API, and _did_ change between

* various releases. This created chaos for many users: when they upgraded the

* FreeType library on their system, they couldn't run Gnome anymore since

* Pango refused to link.

*

* Very fortunately, it's possible to completely avoid this problem because

* the FT_StreamRec and FT_MemoryRec structure types, which describe how

* memory and stream implementations interface with the rest of the font

* library, have always been part of the public API, and never changed.

*

* What we do

 thus is re-implement, within the OpenType parser, the few

* functions that depend on them. This only adds one or two kilobytes of

* code, and ensures that the parser can work with _any_ version

* of FreeType installed on your system. How sweet... !

*

* Note that we assume that Pango doesn't use any other internal functions

* from FreeType. It used to in old versions, but this should no longer

* be the case. (crossing my fingers).

*

*  - David Turner

*  - The FreeType Project  (www.freetype.org)

*

* PS: This "glue" code is explicitely put in the public domain

*/

 

1.482 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.23 
1.482.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 The MIT License

 

 Copyright (c) 2009 codehaus.org.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1699778818_1685371632.5170038/0/animal-sniffer-annotations-1-23-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.codehaus.mojo/animal-sniffer-annotations/pom.xml

 

1.483 strip-ansi 7.1.0 
1.483.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.484 zlib 1.2.13 
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1.484.1 Available under license : 
Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.485 lame 3.100-r5 
1.485.1 Available under license : 

Can I use LAME in my commercial program? 

 

Yes, you can, under the restrictions of the LGPL (see COPYING

in this folder). The easiest way to do this is to:

 

1. Link to LAME as separate library (libmp3lame.a on unix or

  lame_enc.dll or libmp3lame.dll on windows)

 

2. Fully acknowledge that you are using LAME, and give a link

  to our web site, www.mp3dev.org

 

3. If you make modifications to LAME, you *must* release these

  modifications back to the LAME project, under the LGPL.

This package was originally made by Stefan Karrmann <S.Karrmann@gmx.net>

on Thu, 31 Aug 2000 22:15:07 +0200.

 

The current maintainer is Rogrio Brito <rbrito@users.sf.net>.

 

It was downloaded from the CVS repository at <http://sf.net/projects/lame>.

 

Upstream Authors: The LAME team <lame-dev@lists.sf.net>.

 

Copyright  1999-2009 The LAME team <lame-dev@lists.sf.net> and contributors.

 

   LAME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   LAME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library;

 if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Additionally, the original software's LICENCE file contains the following:

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Can I use LAME in my commercial program? 

 

Yes, you can, under the restrictions of the LGPL.  The easiest

way to do this is to:

 

1. Link to LAME as separate library (libmp3lame.a on unix or

  lame_enc.dll on windows)

 

2. Fully acknowledge that you are using LAME, and give a link

  to our web site, www.mp3dev.org

 

3. If you make modifications to LAME, you *must* release these

  these modifications back to the LAME project, under the LGPL.

 

*** IMPORTANT NOTE ***

 

The decoding functions provided in LAME use the mpglib decoding engine which

is under the GPL.  They may not be used by any program not released under the

GPL unless you obtain such permission from the MPG123 project (www.mpg123.de).

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

The Debian packaging is  2005-2009, Rogrio Brito <rbrito@users.sf.net>

and is licensed under the GPL, see above.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for
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your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must

 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
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the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been

 distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work

 must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by

 this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code

 of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the
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 use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based

 on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not

 distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or

 concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here

 is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.486 lame-libs 3.100-r5 
1.486.1 Available under license : 

Can I use LAME in my commercial program? 

 

Yes, you can, under the restrictions of the LGPL (see COPYING

in this folder). The easiest way to do this is to:

 

1. Link to LAME as separate library (libmp3lame.a on unix or

  lame_enc.dll or libmp3lame.dll on windows)

 

2. Fully acknowledge that you are using LAME, and give a link

  to our web site, www.mp3dev.org

 

3. If you make modifications to LAME, you *must* release these

  modifications back to the LAME project, under the LGPL.

This package was originally made by Stefan Karrmann <S.Karrmann@gmx.net>

on Thu, 31 Aug 2000 22:15:07 +0200.

 

The current maintainer is Rogrio Brito <rbrito@users.sf.net>.

 

It was downloaded from the CVS repository at <http://sf.net/projects/lame>.

 

Upstream Authors: The LAME team <lame-dev@lists.sf.net>.

 

Copyright  1999-2009 The LAME team <lame-dev@lists.sf.net> and contributors.

 

   LAME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   LAME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library;
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 if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Additionally, the original software's LICENCE file contains the following:

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Can I use LAME in my commercial program? 

 

Yes, you can, under the restrictions of the LGPL.  The easiest

way to do this is to:

 

1. Link to LAME as separate library (libmp3lame.a on unix or

  lame_enc.dll on windows)

 

2. Fully acknowledge that you are using LAME, and give a link

  to our web site, www.mp3dev.org

 

3. If you make modifications to LAME, you *must* release these

  these modifications back to the LAME project, under the LGPL.

 

*** IMPORTANT NOTE ***

 

The decoding functions provided in LAME use the mpglib decoding engine which

is under the GPL.  They may not be used by any program not released under the

GPL unless you obtain such permission from the MPG123 project (www.mpg123.de).

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

The Debian packaging is  2005-2009, Rogrio Brito <rbrito@users.sf.net>

and is licensed under the GPL, see above.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must
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 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been

 distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work

 must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by

 this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code

 of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the

 use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based

 on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not

 distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;
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 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or

 concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here

 is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.487 opus 1.4-r0 
1.487.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2001-2011 Xiph.Org, Skype Limited, Octasic,

                   Jean-Marc Valin, Timothy B. Terriberry,

                   CSIRO, Gregory Maxwell, Mark Borgerding,

                   Erik de Castro Lopo

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust, nor the

names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Opus is subject to the royalty-free patent licenses which are

specified at:

 

Xiph.Org Foundation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1524/

 

Microsoft Corporation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1914/

 

Broadcom Corporation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1526/

 

1.488 j2objc-annotations 2.8 
1.488.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/OnDealloc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/J2ObjCIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/LoopTranslation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedLocalRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-
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jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ReflectionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/WeakOuter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ObjectiveCName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Weak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1704412778_1685746927.655543/0/j2objc-annotations-2-8-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/AutoreleasePool.java

 

1.489 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.15.2 
1.489.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 datatype module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.490 libnettle6 3.9.1-r0 
1.490.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
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by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data
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 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.491 libpciaccess 0.17-r2 
1.491.1 Available under license : 

(C) Copyright IBM Corporation 2006, 2007

(C) Copyright Eric Anholt 2006

(C) Copyright Mark Kettenis 2011

(C) Copyright Robert Millan 2012

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Copyright 2009, 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation on

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

IBM AND/OR THEIR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Juan Romero Pardines

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011 Mark Kettenis

Copyright (c) 2009 Michael Lorenz

Copyright (c) 2009, 2012 Samuel Thibault

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

XFree86 Project.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Paulo R. Zanoni, Tiago Vignatti

Copyright (c) 2009 Tiago Vignatti

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction,
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 including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.492 orc 0.4.34-r0 
1.492.1 Available under license : 

 

The majority of the source code and the collective work is subject

to the following license:

 

 Copyright 2002 - 2009 David A. Schleef <ds@schleef.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING
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 IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The source code implementing the Mersenne Twister algorithm is

subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

  All rights reserved.                         

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

       products derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.493 fribidi 1.0.13-r0 
1.493.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.494 libepoxy 1.5.10-r1 
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1.494.1 Available under license : 
The libepoxy project code is covered by the MIT license:

 

/*

* Copyright  2013-2014 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

The generated code is derived from Khronos's xml files, which appear

under the following license:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 The Khronos Group Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

* "Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

* permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

*

* THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

*/

 

1.495 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.15.2 
1.495.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.496 guava 32.0.1-jre 
1.496.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.497 rich 13.4.2 
1.497.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2020 Will McGugan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# Contributors

 

The following people have contributed to the development of Rich:

 

<!-- Add your name below, sort alphabetically by surname. Link to GitHub profile / your home page. -->

 

- [Patrick Arminio](https://github.com/patrick91)

- [Gregory Beauregard](https://github.com/GBeauregard/pyffstream)

- [Artur Borecki](https://github.com/pufereq)
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- [Dennis Brakhane](https://github.com/brakhane)

- [Darren Burns](https://github.com/darrenburns)

- [Jim Crist-Harif](https://github.com/jcrist)

- [Ed Davis](https://github.com/davised)

- [Pete Davison](https://github.com/pd93)

- [James Estevez](https://github.com/jstvz)

- [Oleksis Fraga](https://github.com/oleksis)

- [Andy Gimblett](https://github.com/gimbo)

- [Micha Grny](https://github.com/mgorny)

- [Nok Lam Chan](https://github.com/noklam)

- [Leron Gray](https://github.com/daddycocoaman)

- [Andre Hora](https://github.com/andrehora)

- [Kenneth Hoste](https://github.com/boegel)

- [Lanqing Huang](https://github.com/lqhuang)

- [Finn Hughes](https://github.com/finnhughes)

-

 [Ionite](https://github.com/ionite34)

- [Josh Karpel](https://github.com/JoshKarpel)

- [Jan Katins](https://github.com/jankatins)

- [Hugo van Kemenade](https://github.com/hugovk)

- [Andrew Kettmann](https://github.com/akettmann)

- [Martin Larralde](https://github.com/althonos)

- [Hedy Li](https://github.com/hedythedev)

- [Luka Mamukashvili](https://github.com/UltraStudioLTD)

- [Alexander Mancevice](https://github.com/amancevice)

- [Will McGugan](https://github.com/willmcgugan)

- [Paul McGuire](https://github.com/ptmcg)

- [Antony Milne](https://github.com/AntonyMilneQB)

- [Michael Milton](https://github.com/multimeric)

- [Martina Oefelein](https://github.com/oefe)

- [Nathan Page](https://github.com/nathanrpage97)

- [Dave Pearson](https://github.com/davep/)

- [Avi Perl](https://github.com/avi-perl)

- [Laurent Peuch](https://github.com/psycojoker)

- [Ronny Pfannschmidt](https://github.com/RonnyPfannschmidt/)

- [Olivier Philippon](https://github.com/DrBenton)

-

 [Kylian Point](https://github.com/p0lux)

- [Kyle Pollina](https://github.com/kylepollina)

- [Sebastin Ramrez](https://github.com/tiangolo)

- [Felipe Guedes](https://github.com/guedesfelipe)

- [Min RK](https://github.com/minrk)

- [Clment Robert](https://github.com/neutrinoceros)

- [Brian Rutledge](https://github.com/bhrutledge)

- [Tushar Sadhwani](https://github.com/tusharsadhwani)

- [Paul Sanders](https://github.com/sanders41)

- [Tim Savage](https://github.com/timsavage)

- [Anthony Shaw](https://github.com/tonybaloney)
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- [Nicolas Simonds](https://github.com/0xDEC0DE)

- [Aaron Stephens](https://github.com/aaronst)

- [Gabriele N. Tornetta](https://github.com/p403n1x87)

- [Nils Vu](https://github.com/nilsvu)

- [Arian Mollik Wasi](https://github.com/wasi-master)

- [Handhika Yanuar Pratama](https://github.com/theDreamer911)

- [za](https://github.com/za)

- [Motahhar Mokfi](https://github.com/motahhar)

- [Tomer Shalev](https://github.com/tomers)

- [Serkan UYSAL](https://github.com/uysalserkan)

-

 [Zhe Huang](https://github.com/onlyacat)

- [Adrian Zuber](https://github.com/xadrianzetx)

- [Ke Sun](https://github.com/ksun212)

- [Qiming Xu](https://github.com/xqm32)

- [James Addison](https://github.com/jayaddison)

- [Pierro](https://github.com/xpierroz)

 

1.498 x265-libs 3.5-r4 
1.498.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a

 given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components

 (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and

 a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

This program

 is also available under a commercial proprietary license.

For more information, contact us at license @ x265.com.

Copyright (C) 2013-2020 MulticoreWare, Inc
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This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02111, USA.

 

This program is also available under a commercial proprietary license.

For more information, contact us at license @ x265.com.

Copyright (c) 2013 Dropbox, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.499 libxmu 1.1.4-r2 
1.499.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

 not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

-----------

 

src/StrToBmap.c and src/GrayPixmap.c also have:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

-----------

 

src/Clip.c and include/X11/Xmu/Lookup.h have:

 

Copyright (c) 1998 by The XFree86 Project, Inc.

Copyright 1999 by Thomas E. Dickey <dickey@clark.net>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

XFree86 Project.

 

-----------

 

src/reallocarray.c has:

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS

 ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.500 numactl 2.0.16-r4 
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1.500.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.501 xset 1.2.5-r1 
1.501.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1985, 1988, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.
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1.502 http-proxy-agent 7.0.0 
1.502.1 Available under license : 

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.503 x265 3.5-r4 
1.503.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a

 given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable
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 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components

 (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and

 a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

This program

 is also available under a commercial proprietary license.

For more information, contact us at license @ x265.com.

Copyright (C) 2013-2020 MulticoreWare, Inc

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02111, USA.

 

This program is also available under a commercial proprietary license.

For more information, contact us at license @ x265.com.

Copyright (c) 2013 Dropbox, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.504 agent-base 7.1.0 
1.504.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(The MIT License)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1721239969_1686775403.8330722/0/agent-base-7-1-0-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.505 opus 1.4-r0 
1.505.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2001-2011 Xiph.Org, Skype Limited, Octasic,

                   Jean-Marc Valin, Timothy B. Terriberry,

                   CSIRO, Gregory Maxwell, Mark Borgerding,

                   Erik de Castro Lopo

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust, nor the

names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
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 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Opus is subject to the royalty-free patent licenses which are

specified at:

 

Xiph.Org Foundation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1524/

 

Microsoft Corporation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1914/

 

Broadcom Corporation:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/ipr/1526/

 

1.506 mkfontscale 1.2.2-r4 
1.506.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2005 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Red Hat not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

without specific, written prior permission.  Red Hat makes no

representations

 about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

RED HAT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN

NO EVENT SHALL RED HAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.507 jackson-xc 2.15.2 
1.507.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.508 libfontenc 1.1.7-r4 
1.508.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2001 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.509 jackson 2.15.2 
1.509.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

## FastDoubleParser

 

jackson-core bundles a shaded copy of FastDoubleParser <https://github.com/wrandelshofer/FastDoubleParser>.

That code is available under an MIT license

<https://github.com/wrandelshofer/FastDoubleParser/blob/main/LICENSE>

under the following

 copyright.

 

Copyright  2023 Werner Randelshofer, Switzerland. MIT License.

 

See FastDoubleParser-NOTICE for details of other source code included in FastDoubleParser

and the licenses and copyrights that apply to that code.

 

1.510 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.15.2 
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1.510.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 Date/Time module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.511 jackson-module-parameter-names

2.15.2 
1.511.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 parameter names module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.
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## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.512 jackson-databind 2.15.2 
1.512.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0
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To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.513 jackson-annotations 2.15.2 
1.513.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits
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A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.514 pax-utils 1.3.7-r2 
1.514.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version

 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.515 npm-audit-report 5.0.0 
1.515.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS
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OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.516 tough-cookie 4.1.3 
1.516.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Salesforce.com, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of Salesforce.com nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.517 exponential-backoff 3.1.1 
1.517.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.518 nopt 7.2.0 
1.518.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.519 libpng 1.6.40-r0 
1.519.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2023 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2023 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties
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of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of
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   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner
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The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
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     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

 

1.520 python3-setuptools-wheel 53.0.0-12.el9 
1.520.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Jason R. Coombs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.521 keyutils-libs 1.6.3-1.el9 
1.521.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use

 it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you

 must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat

 to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire

 combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software

 only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL

 PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation

 is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately

 publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility

 in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

 works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead

 of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

 which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore

 covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of

 Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

    machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library,

 if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary

 form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must

 be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

 by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.

  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.

  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser

 General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving

 the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright"

 line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

 mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.522 libjxl 0.8.2-r0 
1.522.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: jpeg-xl

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2020 the JPEG XL Project

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: third_party/sjpeg/*

Copyright: 2017 Google, Inc

License: Apache-2.0

 

Files: third_party/skcms/*

Copyright: 2018 Google Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

.

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files: testdata/external/pngsuite/*

Copyright: Willem van Schaik, 1996, 2011

License: PngSuite License

See http://www.schaik.com/pngsuite/ for details.

.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute these images for any

purpose and without

 fee is hereby granted.

 

Files: testdata/external/raw.pixls/*

Copyright: their respective owners listed in https://raw.pixls.us/

License: CC0-1.0

 

Files: testdata/external/wesaturate/*

Copyright: their respective owners listed in https://www.wesaturate.com/

License: CC0-1.0

 

Files: testdata/external/wide-gamut-tests/

Copyright: github.com/codelogic/wide-gamut-tests authors.

License: Apache-2.0
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License: Apache-2.0

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

.

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text

 of the Apache License, Version 2

can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0".

 

License: CC0

Creative Commons Zero v1.0 Universal

.

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL

SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT

RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS"

BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS

DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE

INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER.

.

Statement of Purpose

.

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

.

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

 purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later

claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use

and efforts of others.

.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with
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a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to

the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with

 knowledge of

his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and

intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

  i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

communicate, and translate a Work;

  ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

  iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

likeness depicted in a Work;

  iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

  v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

in a Work;

  vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

European Parliament and of the Council of

 11 March 1996 on the legal

protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

  vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations

thereof.

.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

 limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer

makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and

to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that

such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation,

termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet

enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express

Statement of Purpose.

.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be
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judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the

Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a

royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

 Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License

shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the

Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally

invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or

ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in

such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any

of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii)

assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work,

in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

   a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

  b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or

otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title,

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the

absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of

errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible

under applicable law.

  c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

or other rights required for any use of the Work.

  d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges

 that Creative Commons is not a

party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this

CC0 or use of the Work.

.

For more information, please see:

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

Copyright (c) the JPEG XL Project Authors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

APNG Disassembler 2.8

 

Deconstructs APNG files into individual frames.

 

http://apngdis.sourceforge.net

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Max Stepin

maxst at users.sourceforge.net

 

zlib license

------------

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.
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3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

 distribution.

The copyright in this software is being made available under the BSD

License, included below. This software may be subject to other third party

and contributor rights, including patent rights, and no such rights are

granted under this license. 

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2017, ITU/ISO/IEC

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the ITU/ISO/IEC nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This files lists individuals who made significant contributions to the JPEG XL

# code base, such as design, adding features, performing experiments, ...

# Small changes such as a small bugfix or fixing spelling errors are not

# included. If you'd like to be included in this file thanks to a significant

# contribution, feel free to send a pull request changing this file.

Alex Deymo

Alexander Rhatushnyak

Evgenii Kliuchnikov

Iulia-Maria Coma

Jan Wassenberg

Jon Sneyers

Jyrki Alakuijala

Krzysztof Potempa

Lode Vandevenne
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Luca Versari

Martin Bruse

Moritz Firsching

Renata Khasanova

Robert Obryk

Sami Boukortt

Sebastian Gomez-Gonzalez

Thomas Fischbacher

Zoltan Szabadka

 

1.523 platformdirs 3.8.1 
1.523.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-202x The platformdirs developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.524 chalk 5.3.0 
1.524.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
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persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.525 supports-color 9.4.0 
1.525.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.526 semver 7.5.4 
1.526.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.527 escodegen 2.1.0 
1.527.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2012 Yusuke Suzuki (twitter: @Constellation) and other contributors.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.528 minimatch 9.0.3 
1.528.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.529 path-scurry 1.10.1 
1.529.1 Available under license : 

# Blue Oak Model License

 

Version 1.0.0

 

## Purpose

 

This license gives everyone as much permission to work with

this software as possible, while protecting contributors

from liability.

 

## Acceptance

 

In order to receive this license, you must agree to its

rules.  The rules of this license are both obligations

under that agreement and conditions to your license.

You must not do anything with this software that triggers

a rule that you cannot or will not follow.

 

## Copyright

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe that contributor's

copyright in it.

 

## Notices

 

You must ensure that everyone who gets a copy of

any part of this software from you, with or without

changes, also gets the text of this license or a link to

<https://blueoakcouncil.org/license/1.0.0>.

 

## Excuse

 

If anyone notifies you in writing that you have not

complied with [Notices](#notices), you can keep your

license by taking all practical steps to comply within
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 30

days after the notice.  If you do not do so, your license

ends immediately.

 

## Patent

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe any patent claims

they can license or become able to license.

 

## Reliability

 

No contributor can revoke this license.

 

## No Liability

 

***As far as the law allows, this software comes as is,

without any warranty or condition, and no contributor

will be liable to anyone for any damages related to this

software or this license, under any kind of legal claim.***

 

1.530 asm 9.5 
1.530.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

// documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1743261387_1689175312.0806127/0/asm-9-5-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

 

1.531 free-type 2.13.1 
1.531.1 Available under license : 

# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.

#

# All lines in this file are patterns (relative to the top-level directory),

# including the comment lines; this means that e.g. `FTL.TXT' matches all

# files that have this string in the file name (including the path relative

# to the current directory, always starting with `./').

#

# Don't put empty lines into this file!

#

builds/unix/pkg.m4

#

docs/FTL.TXT

docs/GPLv2.TXT

#

include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

#

src/base/fthash.c

src/base/md5.c

src/base/md5.h

#

src/bdf/bdf.c

src/bdf/bdf.h

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.c

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.h

src/bdf/bdferror.h

src/bdf/bdflib.c

src/bdf/module.mk

src/bdf/README

src/bdf/rules.mk

#

src/pcf/module.mk

src/pcf/pcf.c

src/pcf/pcf.h

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.c

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.h
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src/pcf/pcferror.h

src/pcf/pcfread.c

src/pcf/pcfread.h

src/pcf/pcfutil.c

src/pcf/pcfutil.h

src/pcf/README

src/pcf/rules.mk

#

src/gzip/adler32.c

src/gzip/ftzconf.c

src/gzip/infblock.c

src/gzip/infblock.h

src/gzip/infcodes.c

src/gzip/infcodes.h

src/gzip/inffixed.h

src/gzip/inflate.c

src/gzip/inftrees.c

src/gzip/inftrees.h

src/gzip/infutil.c

src/gzip/infutil.h

src/gzip/zconf.h

src/gzip/zlib.h

src/gzip/zutil.c

src/gzip/zutil.h

#

src/tools/apinames.c

src/tools/ftrandom/ftrandom.c

#

subprojects/dlg

#

#

 EOF

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the
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 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its

 main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions

 of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions
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--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,

  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,

  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:
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   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

  These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,

  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.
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     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org

 

 

--- end of FTL.TXT ---

FREETYPE LICENSES

-----------------

 

The FreeType  2 font  engine is  copyrighted work  and cannot  be used

legally without  a software  license.  In order  to make  this project

usable to  a vast majority of  developers, we distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means that *you* must choose  *one* of the two licenses described

below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License,  found in the file  `docs/FTL.TXT`, which is

   similar to the  original BSD license *with*  an advertising clause

   that forces  you to explicitly  cite the FreeType project  in your

   product's  documentation.  All  details are  in the  license file.

   This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General

   Public License.

 

   Note that  this license  is compatible to  the GNU  General Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The   GNU   General   Public   License

   version   2,   found   in

   `docs/GPLv2.TXT`  (any  later  version  can  be  used  also),  for

   programs  which  already  use  the  GPL.  Note  that  the  FTL  is

   incompatible with GPLv2 due to its advertisement clause.

 

The contributed  BDF and PCF  drivers come  with a license  similar to

that  of the  X Window  System.   It is  compatible to  the above  two

licenses (see files `src/bdf/README`  and `src/pcf/README`).  The same

holds   for   the   source    code   files   `src/base/fthash.c`   and

`include/freetype/internal/fthash.h`; they were part of the BDF driver

in earlier FreeType versions.
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The gzip  module uses the  zlib license (see  `src/gzip/zlib.h`) which

too is compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The files `src/autofit/ft-hb.c` and `src/autofit/ft-hb.h` contain code

taken almost  verbatim from the  HarfBuzz file `hb-ft.cc`,  which uses

the 'Old MIT' license, compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The  MD5 checksum  support  (only used  for  debugging in  development

builds)

 is in the public domain.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy
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 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.532 httpcore5-h 5.2.2 
1.532.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpComponents Core HTTP/2

Copyright 2005-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.533 httpcomponents-core 5.2.2 
1.533.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpComponents Core HTTP/1.1

Copyright 2005-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.534 pyyaml 6.0.1 
1.534.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2021 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.535 readable-stream 4.4.2 
1.535.1 Available under license : 

Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

 

"""

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

1.536 hibernate-validator 8.0.1.Final 
1.536.1 Available under license : 

Adam Stawicki

Ahmed Al Hafoudh

Alaa Nassef

Andrey Derevyanko

Andrey Rodionov

Asutosh Pandya

Benson Margulies

Brent Douglas

Carlos Vara

Carlo de Wolf

Chris Beckey

Christian Ivan
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Dag Hovland

Damir Alibegovic

Dario Seidl

Davide D'Alto

Davide Marchignoli

Denis Tiago

Doug Lea

Emmanuel Bernard

Efthymis Sarbanis

Federico

Federico Mancini

Gavin King

George Gastaldi

Gerhard Petracek

Guillaume Husta

Guillaume Smet

Gunnar Morling

Hardy Ferentschik

Henno Vermeulen

Hillmer Chona

Jan-Willem Willebrands

Jason T. Greene

Jesper Preuss

Jiri Bilek

Julien Furgerot

Julien May

Juraci Krohling

Justin Nauman

Kathryn Killebrew

Kazuki Shimizu

Kevin Pollet

Khalid Alqinyah

Lee KyoungIl

Leonardo Loch Zanivan

Lucas Pouzac

Lukas Niemeier

Mark Hobson

Marko Bekhta

Matthias Kurz

Mert Caliskan

Michal Fotyga

Nicola Ferraro

Nicolas Franois

Paolo Perrotta

Pete Muir

Rob Dickinson

Sanne Grinovero

Sebastian Bayerl
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Shahram Goodarzi

Shane Bryzak

Shelly McGowan

Sjaak Derksen

Steve Ebersole

Strong Liu

Tadhg Pearson

Takashi Aoe

Tomaz

 Cerar

Tommy Johansen

Victor Rezende dos Santos

Willi Schnborn

Xavier Sosnovsky

Yanming Zhou

Yoann Rodire

Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

 

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.537 jboss-logging 3.5.3.Final 
1.537.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.538 queue-tick 1.0.1 
1.538.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.539 launchdarkly-java-server-sdk 6.1.0 
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1.539.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2016 Catamorphic, Co.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.540 pyparsing 3.1.1 
1.540.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.541 signal-exit 4.1.0 
1.541.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Benjamin Coe, Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software
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for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.542 gmp 6.3.0-r0 
1.542.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand
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 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
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the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is
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 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates
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(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.
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  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide
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whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
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the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
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organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.543 @tootallnate/quickjs-emscripten 0.23.0 
1.543.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

quickjs-emscripten copyright (c) 2019 Jake Teton-Landis
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.544 cross-fetch 4.0.0 
1.544.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Leonardo Quixad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.545 degenerator 5.0.1 
1.545.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

degenerator

===========

### Compiles sync functions into async functions

 

Sometimes you need to write sync looking code that's really async under the hood.

This module takes a String to one or more synchronous JavaScript functions, and

returns a new String that with those JS functions transpiled into `async`

functions.

 

So this:

 

```js

function foo() {

 return a('bar') || b();

}

```

 

Gets compiled into:

 

```js

async function foo() {

   return await a('bar') || await b();

}

```

 

With the compiled output code, you can evaluate the code using the `vm` module

in Node.js, or save the code to a file and require it, or whatever.

 

Example

-------

 

You must explicitly specify the names of the functions that should be

"asyncified". So say we wanted to expose a `get(url)` function that did

and HTTP request and returned the response body.

 

The user has provided us with this implementation:

 

``` js

function myFn() {

 const one

 = get('https://google.com');

 const two = get('http://nodejs.org');
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 const three = JSON.parse(get('http://jsonip.org'));

 return [one, two, three];

}

```

 

Now we can compile this into an asyncronous function, implement the

async `get()` function, and finally evaluate it into a real JavaScript function

instance with the `vm` module:

 

 

```typescript

import vm from 'vm';

import { degenerator } from 'degenerator';

 

// The `get()` function is Promise-based (error handling omitted for brevity)

function get(endpoint: string) {

 return new Promise((resolve, reject) => {

   var mod = 0 == endpoint.indexOf('https:') ? require('https') : require('http');

   var req = mod.get(endpoint);

   req.on('response', function (res) {

     var data = '';

     res.setEncoding('utf8');

     res.on('data', function (b) { data += b; });

     res.on('end', function () {

       resolve(data);

     });

   });

 });

}

 

// Convert the JavaScript string provided from the user (assumed to be `str` var)

str

 = degenerator(str, [ 'get' ]);

 

// Turn the JS String into a real async function instance

const asyncFn = vm.runInNewContext(`(${str})`, { get });

 

// Now we can invoke the function asynchronously

asyncFn().then((res) => {

 // Do something with `res`...

});

```

 

 

API

---

 

### degenerator(code: string, names: Array<string|RegExp>): String
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Returns a "degeneratorified" JavaScript string, with `async`/`await` transplanted.

 

 

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this

 permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1768409761_1692318910.6404965/0/degenerator-5-0-1-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.546 tar-fs 3.0.4 
1.546.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.547 ssri 10.0.5 
1.547.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright 2021 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.548 minipass-fetch 3.0.4 
1.548.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Note: This is a derivative work based on "node-fetch" by David Frank,

modified and distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/bitinn/node-fetch

 

1.549 fs-minipass 3.0.3 
1.549.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.550 tslib 2.6.2 
1.550.1 Available under license : 

/******************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

***************************************************************************** */

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.551 libjpeg-turbo 3.0.0 
1.551.1 Available under license : 

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by three compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs

 (any code inherited from libjpeg, and any modifications to that code.)

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license covers the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.

 

- The [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib)

 

 This license is a subset of the other two, and it covers the libjpeg-turbo

 SIMD extensions.
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Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses

=========================================

 

This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove

 any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file (if

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation

 must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then
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       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable

   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================

 

Copyright

 (C)2009-2023 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.<br>

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Why Three Licenses?

===================

 

The zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG

License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution

 and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

 

1.552 jetty-alpn-client 11.0.15 
1.552.1 Available under license : 

Notices for Eclipse Jetty

=========================

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jetty project.

 

Project home: https://www.eclipse.org/jetty/

 

Trademarks

----------

Eclipse Jetty, and Jetty are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

Copyright

---------

All contributions are the property of the respective authors or of

entities to which copyright has been assigned by the authors (eg. employer).

 

Declared Project Licenses

-------------------------

This artifacts of this project are made available under the terms of:

 

 * the Eclipse Public License v2.0

   https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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 or

 

 * the Apache License, Version 2.0

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

 

The following dependencies are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following dependencies are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

The following dependencies

 are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

The following dependencies are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* jakarta.servlet:jakarta.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

The following dependencies are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

* org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

* org.ow2.asm:asm

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 * org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el
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* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

Cryptography

------------

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den

 Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.
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"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims

 licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types,

 classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative

 Works.
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 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each

 Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

  (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and
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 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability

 for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution

 notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
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("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against

 the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial

 Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage

 to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
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EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum

 extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone

 is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.
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Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives

 no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice

 in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

 the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example

 is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of

 electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display,

 publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as

 part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot

 be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on

 Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR Apache-2.0
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1.553 opentelemetry-sdk-extension-

autoconfigure-spi 1.29.0 
1.553.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.554 opentelemetry-sdk 1.29.0 
1.554.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.555 guava 32.0.1-android 
1.555.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned

 array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullnessCasts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/TempFileCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  *

 the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/J2ktIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in
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  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby

 disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectCountLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectCountHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *
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  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable}

 to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2011 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Fingerprint2011.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap

 class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims
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 copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ParametricNullness.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ParametricNullness.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ParametricNullness.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler

 wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779683696_1693137085.7490354/0/guava-32-0-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

 

1.556 okio 3.5.0 
1.556.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/SizetVariant.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/unixMain/okio/UnixFileHandle.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/FileHandle.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/FileSystem.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonAppleMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/appleMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Segment.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/SegmentPool.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/ForwardingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/SegmentPool.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/ForwardingSource.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc. and others.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/HashFunction.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/HashingSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/PosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/HashingSink.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/appleMain/okio/ApplePosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Path.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/FileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/ForwardingFileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-
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jar/commonMain/okio/HashingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/HashingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/FileMetadata.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/ExperimentalFileSystem.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/unixMain/okio/UnixPosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nativeMain/okio/PosixFileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nativeMain/okio/Cinterop.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Path.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Hmac.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/Path.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/PeekSource.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Base64.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/RealBufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/SegmentedByteString.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha1.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha512.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha256.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Md5.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonAppleMain/okio/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/CommonPlatform.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/internal/-

Utf8.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/NonJvmPlatform.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-
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jar/commonMain/okio/internal/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Util.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/appleMain/okio/ByteString.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Utf8.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Options.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Square, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/RealBufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Buffer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Sink.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Okio.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/BufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/RealBufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Source.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Sink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/commonMain/okio/Timeout.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/Buffer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/BufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Timeout.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/BufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-

jar/commonMain/okio/BufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1779742482_1693226770.6289008/0/okio-3-5-0-sources-1-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Buffer.kt

 

1.557 tar 6.2.0 
1.557.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.558 micrometer-observation 1.11.3 
1.558.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Micrometer

 

Copyright (c) 2017-Present VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'io.netty.util.internal.logging',

in the Netty/Common library distributed by The Netty Project:

 

 * Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://netty.io

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'StringUtils.isBlank()',

in the Commons

 Lang library distributed by The Apache Software Foundation:

 

 * Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'JsonUtf8Writer',

in the Moshi library distributed by Square, Inc:

 

 * Copyright 2010 Google Inc.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/square/moshi

 

This product contains a modified portion of the 'org.springframework.lang'

package in the Spring Framework library, distributed by VMware, Inc:

 

 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://spring.io/projects/spring-framework

 

1.559 micrometer-core 1.11.3 
1.559.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Micrometer

 

Copyright (c) 2017-Present VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'io.netty.util.internal.logging',

in the Netty/Common library distributed by The Netty Project:

 

 * Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://netty.io

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'StringUtils.isBlank()',

in the Commons

 Lang library distributed by The Apache Software Foundation:

 

 * Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'JsonUtf8Writer',

in the Moshi library distributed by Square, Inc:

 

 * Copyright 2010 Google Inc.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/square/moshi

 

This product contains a modified portion of the 'org.springframework.lang'
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package in the Spring Framework library, distributed by VMware, Inc:

 

 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://spring.io/projects/spring-framework

 

1.560 libsigsegv 2.13-4.el9 
1.560.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

                         Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak

 of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
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rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright

 the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS

 AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the

 Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the

 files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not

 bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative

 is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from

 the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all

 its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence

 you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application

 of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems

 or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

  11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

 RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute

 it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking

 proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.561 less 590-2.el9_2 
1.561.1 Available under license : 

                          Less License

                         ------------

 

Less

Copyright (C) 1984-2018  Mark Nudelman

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice in the documentation and/or other materials provided with
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  the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
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   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
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propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or
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 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
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public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
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free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to
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 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.562 vim 8.2.2637-20.el9_1 
1.562.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables
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 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and

 a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also

 get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

VIM LICENSE

 

I)  There are no restrictions on distributing unmodified copies of Vim except

   that they must include this license text.  You can also distribute

   unmodified parts of Vim, likewise unrestricted except that they must

   include this license text.  You are also allowed to include executables

   that you made from the unmodified Vim sources, plus your own usage

   examples and Vim scripts.

 

II) It is allowed to distribute a modified (or extended) version of Vim,

   including executables and/or source code, when the following four

   conditions are met:

   1) This license text must be included unmodified.

   2) The modified Vim must be distributed in one of the following five ways:

      a) If you make changes to Vim yourself, you must clearly describe in

         the distribution how to contact you.  When the maintainer asks you

         (in any way) for a copy of the modified Vim you distributed, you

         must make your changes, including source code, available

 to the

         maintainer without fee.  The maintainer reserves the right to

         include your changes in the official version of Vim.  What the

         maintainer will do with your changes and under what license they

         will be distributed is negotiable.  If there has been no negotiation

         then this license, or a later version, also applies to your changes.

         The current maintainer is Bram Moolenaar <Bram@vim.org>.  If this

         changes it will be announced in appropriate places (most likely

         vim.sf.net, www.vim.org and/or comp.editors). When it is completely

         impossible to contact the maintainer, the obligation to send him

         your changes ceases.  Once the maintainer has confirmed that he has

         received your changes they will not have to be sent again.

      b) If you have received a modified Vim that was distributed as

         mentioned under a) you are allowed to further distribute it

         unmodified,

 as mentioned at I).  If you make additional changes the

         text under a) applies to those changes.

      c) Provide all the changes, including source code, with every copy of

         the modified Vim you distribute.  This may be done in the form of a

         context diff.  You can choose what license to use for new code you

         add.  The changes and their license must not restrict others from

         making their own changes to the official version of Vim.

      d) When you have a modified Vim which includes changes as mentioned
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         under c), you can distribute it without the source code for the

         changes if the following three conditions are met:

         - The license that applies to the changes permits you to distribute

           the changes to the Vim maintainer without fee or restriction, and

           permits the Vim maintainer to include the changes in the official

           version of Vim without fee or restriction.

         - You

 keep the changes for at least three years after last

           distributing the corresponding modified Vim.  When the maintainer

           or someone who you distributed the modified Vim to asks you (in

           any way) for the changes within this period, you must make them

           available to him.

         - You clearly describe in the distribution how to contact you.  This

           contact information must remain valid for at least three years

           after last distributing the corresponding modified Vim, or as long

           as possible.

      e) When the GNU General Public License (GPL) applies to the changes,

         you can distribute the modified Vim under the GNU GPL version 2 or

         any later version.

   3) A message must be added, at least in the output of the ":version"

      command and in the intro screen, such that the user of the modified Vim

      is able to see that it was modified.  When distributing as mentioned

      under 2)e) adding

 the message is only required for as far as this does

      not conflict with the license used for the changes.

   4) The contact information as required under 2)a) and 2)d) must not be

      removed or changed, except that the person himself can make

      corrections.

 

III) If you distribute a modified version of Vim, you are encouraged to use

    the Vim license for your changes and make them available to the

    maintainer, including the source code.  The preferred way to do this is

    by e-mail or by uploading the files to a server and e-mailing the URL.

    If the number of changes is small (e.g., a modified Makefile) e-mailing a

    context diff will do.  The e-mail address to be used is

    <maintainer@vim.org>

 

IV)  It is not allowed to remove this license from the distribution of the Vim

    sources, parts of it or from a modified version.  You may use this

    license for previous Vim releases instead of the license that they came

    with, at your option.

 

1.563 libmodulemd 2.13.0-2.el9 
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1.563.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Stephen Gallagher <sgallagh@redhat.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.564 libcomps 0.1.18-1.el9 
1.564.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU
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 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.565 gmp 4.3.4 
1.565.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered
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 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.
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 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
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Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
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based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.
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 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)
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 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
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modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
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   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in
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 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights
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 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.566 libyaml 0.2.5-7.el9 
1.566.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.567 berkeley-db 5.3.28-53.el9 
1.567.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1990, 2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on how to

  obtain complete source code for the DB software and any accompanying

  software that uses the DB software.  The source code must either be included

  in the distribution or be available for no more than the cost of

  distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be freely redistributable under

  reasonable conditions.  For an executable file, complete source

 code means

  the source code for all modules it contains.  It does not include source

  code for modules or files that typically accompany the major components of

  the operating system on which the executable file runs.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software,

prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made

by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

Code.

 

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes

Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

1.7. "License" means this document.

 

1.8. "Licensable" means

 having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of

the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous

Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms

of this License.
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1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer

software code that is originally released under this License.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

 software code in

which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

with such code.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means

(a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable

 by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original

Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date

Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for

code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance

 with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made

by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of

Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

(c)

 The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the

date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for

any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other

software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source

Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License

 with every copy of the Source Code form of the

Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.
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3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by

the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications

are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the

rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as

the Contributor of the Modification.  You may not remove or alter any

copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4.

 Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code

form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the

recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,

warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients

of Covered Software.  However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not

on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the

Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms

of this License or under the terms of a license

 of Your choice, which may

contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance

with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form

does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code

form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it

absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by

You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.
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You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not

governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a

single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this

License are fulfilled

 for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised

and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which

You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes

a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or

otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered

Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute

 or otherwise make

the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your

Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if

You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License);

and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART

OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT

UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment

actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or

Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

the Participant is a Contributor or the Original

 Software where the Participant

is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the

Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period

You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user

licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

 TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
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8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

C.F.R.

 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software" (as that

term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer

software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through

227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

with only those rights set forth herein.  This U.S. Government Rights clause is

in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

extent

 applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that

the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance

with the United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial

 Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization

of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

Legal Notices:

 

Information related to copyright, licensing, patents and trademarks.  The

author of this file is not a lawyer and the opinions herein are not legal
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council.  If you have legal questions, contact a lawyer.

 

Copyright:

 

The body of work that comprises the `libdb database library` has multiple

copyright holders including, but not limited to:

 

* Oracle Corporation

* The President and Fellows of Harvard University

* The Regents of the University of California

* Free Software Foundation

* X Consortium

* INRIA, France Telecom

* Gary V. Vaughan

* Makoto Matsumoto

* Takuji Nishimura

* Asim Jalis

* Keith Bostic

* Margo Seltzer

* Gregory Burd

 

Licensing:

 

Oracle Corporation licenses their copyrighted portions under the terms of the

Sleepyat License (docs/legal/SPL.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/Sleepycat).  The Sleepyat License's first

two conditions are identical to that of the BSD 3-Clause license.  Only the

third condition differs by adding a copyleft-like requirement. 

 Oracle can be

contacted at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

The President and Fellows of Harvard University licenses their copyrighted

portions under the terms of a BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/HARVARD.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

The Regents of the University of California licenses their copyrighted portions

under the terms of a BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/BSD.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

INRIA, France Telecom licenses their copyrighted portions under the terms of a

BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/ASM.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

Gregory Burd licenses his contributions to this combined work under the terms

of the Common Development and Distribution License version 1.0

(docs/legal/CDDL.txt http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php).
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Patents:

 

There are no known patent infringements at this time.

 

 

Trademarks:

 

There are no known trademarks infringements at this time.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin

 of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.
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Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,
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license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and

 need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

1.568 libverto 0.3.2-3.el9 
1.568.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE
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 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.569 libevent 2.1.12-6.el9 
1.569.1 Available under license : 

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

 

==============================

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================

 

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's

a list:

 

log.c:

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

 

strlcpy.c:
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   Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

win32select.c:

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

 

evport.c:

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

 

ht-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

 

minheap-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

 

==============================

 

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the

"OpenBSD" license:

 

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

 BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

==============================

 

The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is

distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

CMake - Cross Platform Makefile Generator

Copyright 2000-2013 Kitware, Inc.

Copyright 2000-2011 Insight Software Consortium

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium,

 nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The above copyright and license notice applies to distributions of

CMake in source and binary form.  Some source files contain additional

notices of original copyright by their contributors; see each source

for details.  Third-party software packages supplied with CMake under

compatible licenses provide their

 own copyright notices documented in

corresponding subdirectories.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:

 

* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health

  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

 

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel

  Visualization Initiative.

 

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the

  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,

  Grant U54 EB005149.

 

* Kitware, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.570 bash 5.1.8-6.el9_1 
1.570.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute
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 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through
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 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It
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complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy,

 modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections,

 in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant
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Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters

 or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some

 word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"
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of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The

 Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section

 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should

 put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.
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If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before

 redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of

 the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
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  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year,

 new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor

 acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but

 endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
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passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING

 DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections

 Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all
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other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives

 with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under

 the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
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its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this

 License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies

 or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version
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number of this License, you may choose any version

 ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by

 that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

    under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
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   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
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license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.
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The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',
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``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
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pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
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Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item
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Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS
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You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
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derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.
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Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.
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``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
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   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
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of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
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   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
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of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,
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nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
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for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
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into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Unless otherwise stated, all files in this directory are Copyright (C)

1991,1992,1993,1994,1995,1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,2002,2003,

2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,2011

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

See the file COPYING in the bash distribution root directory for copying

and usage restrictions.

 

The file ifs-posix.tests is Copyright (C) 2005 Glen Fowler.

 

1.571 libutempter 1.2.1-6.el9 
1.571.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.572 pcre 10.40-2.el9 
1.572.1 Available under license : 

PCRE2 LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE2 distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE2 LICENCE

-------------

 

PCRE2 is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Releases 10.00 and above of PCRE2 are distributed under the terms of the "BSD"

licence, as specified below, with one exemption for certain binary

redistributions. The documentation for PCRE2, supplied in the "doc" directory,

is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the

testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.
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The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a just-in-time compiler that can be used to

optimize pattern matching. This is an optional feature that can be omitted when

the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: Philip.Hazel

Email domain:     gmail.com

 

Retired from University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge,

 England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2022 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE2 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

--------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notices,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of any

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

EXEMPTION FOR BINARY LIBRARY-LIKE PACKAGES

------------------------------------------

 

The second condition in the BSD licence (covering binary redistributions) does

not apply all the way down a chain of software. If binary package A includes

PCRE2, it must respect the condition, but if package B is software that

includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B unless it uses

PCRE2 independently.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.573 gdbm 1.19-4.el9 
1.573.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
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certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2)

 offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those

 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

  To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays

 "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything,
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 other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must

 license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation

 and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or
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 customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the

 object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product
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is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and

 execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
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under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive

 additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You

 may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

 after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do
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not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each

 time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

 may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or

 other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically

 extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or that patent license was granted, prior to

 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this

 License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes

 with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But

 first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.574 setup 2.13.7-9.el9 
1.574.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1787291259_1693992096.8588922/0/setup-2.13.7-9.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

jvX0tgVa/setup-2.13.7.tar.bz2-cosi-expand-archive-mIzrMOvf/setup-2.13.7.tar.bz2: binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1787291259_1693992096.8588922/0/setup-2.13.7-9.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

jvX0tgVa/setup.spec

 

1.575 libtasn 4.16.0-8.el9_1 
1.575.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
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keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
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from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
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documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.
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 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
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license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.
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The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word

 processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'',
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 or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies

 you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the

 title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
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pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute

 an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same

 title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
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Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the

 Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any

 section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item
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Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant

 Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old

 one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS
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You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if

 known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License

 into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
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derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement

 (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.
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Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for

 any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and

 conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.
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``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons

 Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License

 in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
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   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant

 Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

LICENSING

=========

 

The libtasn1 library is released under the GNU Lesser General Public

License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later; see [COPYING.LESSER](doc/COPYING.LESSER)

for the license terms.

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main libtasn1 library, while the

included applications library are under the GNU GPL version 3.

The libtasn1 library is located in the lib directory, while the applications

in src/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

 

1.576 lz4 1.9.3-5.el9 
1.576.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011-2020 Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/lz4/lz4/blob/dev/lib/LICENSE

 

1.577 libcap-ng 0.8.2-7.el9 
1.577.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
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operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
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on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.578 readline 8.1-4.el9 
1.578.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
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Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.
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The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
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The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.
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  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item
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List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
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@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.
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The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
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A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING
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``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group
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@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to
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 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
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covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
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conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
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above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.579 dbus-broker 28-7.el9 
1.579.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall

 mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original

 work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the

 Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to

 make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and
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  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along

 with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

   any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility

 of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The

 text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

	http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.580 libarchive 3.5.3-4.el9 
1.580.1 Available under license : 

The libarchive distribution as a whole is Copyright by Tim Kientzle

and is subject to the copyright notice reproduced at the bottom of

this file.

 

Each individual file in this distribution should have a clear

copyright/licensing statement at the beginning of the file.  If any do

not, please let me know and I will rectify it.  The following is

intended to summarize the copyright status of the individual files;

the actual statements in the files are controlling.

 

* Except as listed below, all C sources (including .c and .h files)

 and documentation files are subject to the copyright notice reproduced

 at the bottom of this file.

 

* The following source files are also subject in whole or in part to

 a 3-clause UC Regents copyright; please read the individual source

 files for details:

  libarchive/archive_read_support_filter_compress.c

  libarchive/archive_write_add_filter_compress.c

  libarchive/mtree.5

 

* The following source files are in the public domain:

  libarchive/archive_getdate.c

 

*

 The following source files are triple-licensed with the ability to choose

 from CC0 1.0 Universal, OpenSSL or Apache 2.0 licenses:

  libarchive/archive_blake2.h

  libarchive/archive_blake2_impl.h

  libarchive/archive_blake2s_ref.c

  libarchive/archive_blake2sp_ref.c

 

* The build files---including Makefiles, configure scripts,
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 and auxiliary scripts used as part of the compile process---have

 widely varying licensing terms.  Please check individual files before

 distributing them to see if those restrictions apply to you.

 

I intend for all new source code to use the license below and hope over

time to replace code with other licenses with new implementations that

do use the license below.  The varying licensing of the build scripts

seems to be an unavoidable mess.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2018 <author(s)>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1.

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

  in this position and unchanged.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.581 libpwquality 1.4.4-8.el9 
1.581.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpwquality release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpwquality, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License version 2 or later, in which case the provisions

of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included

below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		

    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not

 permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this

 License.

 

1.582 iconv 2.34 
1.582.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian prepackaged version of the GNU C Library version 2.23.

 

It was put together by the GNU Libc Maintainers <debian-glibc@lists.debian.org>

from <https://sourceware.org/git/glibc.git>

 

* Most of the GNU C library is under the following copyright:

 

   Copyright (C) 1991-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

   The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

   Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

   02110-1301 USA

 

 On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library

 General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1'.

 

* The utilities associated with GNU C library is under the following

 copyright:

 

   Copyright (C) 1991-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

   by the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation,

   Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

 On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library

 General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

* All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

 license:

 

  Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. [This condition was removed.]

  4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

  ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

  ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

  OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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  OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted both by

 UC Berkeley and by

 Digital Equipment Corporation.  The DEC portions

 are under the following license:

 

   Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

   that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

   advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

   software without specific, written prior permission.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

   DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

   DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

   INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

   FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

    NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

* The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

   Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

   ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

   OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

   CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

   PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

   ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS

   SOFTWARE.

 

* The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

 license:

 

   Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

       * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

         notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

       * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

         disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

         provided with the distribution.

       * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

         contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

         from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

     THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

      "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

     LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

     FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

     COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

     INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

     DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

     GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

     INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

     WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

     NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

     OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

 derived from Mach 3.0:

 

   Mach Operating System

   Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

   All Rights Reserved.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify and

 distribute this software and its

   documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

   notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

   software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

   thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

   CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

   CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

   ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

   Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to
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    Software Distribution Coordinator

    School of Computer Science

    Carnegie Mellon University

    Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

   or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

   extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

   redistribute these changes.

 

* The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

    Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

 with or without

    modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    are met:

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

    3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

       may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

       without specific prior written permission.

 

    THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

    CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

    INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

    IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY

    DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

    DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

    GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

    INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

    IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

    OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

    IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

 Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

   Intel License Agreement

 

   Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

 (C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

   /* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

     The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

   binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

   provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

      as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

      you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

      way or form.

   1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

      followed.

   2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

       notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

   3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

      notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]
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   5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

   DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

   DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

   (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

   LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

   ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

     If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

* The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

   Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

   Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

   This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

   Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

   If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

   see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

* The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright

 The Internet Society, Tom Tromey

 and Red Hat, Inc.:

 

   Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2011  Simon Josefsson

 

   This file is part of GNU Libidn.

 

   GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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* The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

 

   This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and

   gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

 

   Copyright (C)

 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey

   Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.

 

* The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and

 libidn/punycode.h:

 

   This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.

 

   Disclaimer and license: Regarding this entire document or any

   portion of it (including the pseudocode and C code), the author

   makes no guarantees and is not responsible for any damage resulting

   from its use.  The author grants irrevocable permission to anyone

   to use, modify, and distribute it in any way that does not diminish

   the rights of anyone else to use, modify, and distribute it,

   provided that redistributed derivative works do not contain

   misleading author or version information.  Derivative works need

   not be licensed under similar terms.

 

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003).  All Rights Reserved.

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

   others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise

 explain it

   or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

   and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

   kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

   included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

   document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

   the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

   Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

   developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

   copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

   followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

   English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

   revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

   "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

    TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

   BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION
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   HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

* The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

   Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

 

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   * The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

   Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

 

                           All Rights Reserved

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

   documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

   provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

   both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

   supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

   used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

   software without specific, written prior permission.
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   Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

   INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

   EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

   USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

   OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

   PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

*

 The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

   Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

   This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

   and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

   Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

   any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

   to the following restrictions:

 

   1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

      software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

   2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

      explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

      credits must appear in the documentation.

 

   3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

      ever read sources, credits must

 appear in the documentation.

 

   4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

* The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

   Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

   Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

   computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

   restrictions:

 

   1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

      but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

      MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

   2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

      explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

      PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or
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      otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

        Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

        which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and

 copyright

        by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

      somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

      files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

      the source, that is, to

 

        ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

      should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

      intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

      it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

      A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

      independently).

 

   3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

 

   4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

     General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

     then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition

 above with

     which it is incompatible.

 

* Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

   Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

   Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

   software is freely granted, provided that this notice

   is preserved.

 

* Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

 

   (C) Copyright C E Chew

 

   Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:

 

        1. you do not pretend that you wrote it

        2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

 

* Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:
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   Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

    License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

    version 2.1 of the License,

 or (at your option) any later version.

 

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

    but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

    License along with this library; if not, see

    <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

The following applies to the GNU C Library Reference Manual (libc.info):

 

  Copyright (C) 1993-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

  Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

  under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

  any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with the

  Invariant Sections being "Free Software Needs Free Documentation" and

  "GNU Lesser General Public License", the Front-Cover texts being "A

  GNU Manual", and with the Back-Cover

 Texts as in (a) below. A copy of

  the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free

  Documentation License".

 

  (a) The FSFs Back-Cover Text is: "You have the freedom to copy and

  modify this GNU manual. Buying copies from the FSF supports it in

  developing GNU and promoting software freedom."

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Free Documentation

License Version 1.3 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GFDL-1.3'.

 

1.583 popt 1.18-8.el9 
1.583.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998  Red Hat Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

 THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

 

1.584 expat 2.5.0-1.el9 
1.584.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.585 coreutils 8.32-34.el9 
1.585.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
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the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
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to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.586 pcre 8.44-3.el9.3 
1.586.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.
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End

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2020 University

 of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2020 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg
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Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2020 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

 the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.587 gzip 1.12-1.el9 
1.587.1 Available under license : 

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.
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This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy,

 modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections,

 in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a
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section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters

 or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some

 word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
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text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The

 Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section

 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should
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 put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before

 redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of

 the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
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  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year,

 new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor

 acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but

 endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
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standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING

 DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections

 Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual
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copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives

 with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under

 the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.
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If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this

 License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies

 or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of
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following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version

 ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by

 that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.
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   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

    under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
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free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
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standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
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Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further
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restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
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run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor
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 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
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the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
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version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
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For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.588 e2fsprogs 1.46.5-3.el9 
1.588.1 Available under license : 

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
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Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install
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install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM)

 -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
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	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from

 this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
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OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the

 GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you

 must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for

 copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents

 constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You

 must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program

 is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or

 with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information

 you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program

 (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to

 the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be

 similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
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specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting

 the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

 TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

    This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;

 for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider

 it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu)

 before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software
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 is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source

 code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms

 and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
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a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered

 only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based

 on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with

 the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it

 with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made

 by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy

 simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous

 contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such

 new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software

 and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE

 USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name

 of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision

 comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a
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 subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for

 all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a

 fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program

 is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is

 in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to
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permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in

 header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed

 as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities

 other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for

 a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever

 part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each

 and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make

 any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library,

 or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that

 the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then

 relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as

 a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined

 library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute

 the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

 or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has

 the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as

 if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write

 to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO

 MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them

 to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.,

 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:
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This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries

 which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this

 software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.
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  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and

 the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,
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and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T.

 S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

1.589 gawk 5.1.0-6.el9 
1.589.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) 1983, 1993

 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed

 for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because

 of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the
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users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must

 itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this

 function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition,

 mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the

 Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of

 the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
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this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the

 work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the

 Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for

 copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR

 LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
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to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand
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 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
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the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.590 cracklib 2.9.6-27.el9 
1.590.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,
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 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source
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 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

-----------

EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected

in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)

-----------

 

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively

involved or holding original licensing rights included.
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[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

 

Attachments: Message as HTML    

looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=

r=20

GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

=2Dmike

 

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18

     I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

      clarification of the licensing that was already in place.=20

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM

     > To: cracklib-devel@li...

     > Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing

     > libraries under

     > GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan
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 wrote:

     > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

 

     the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not=20

     GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license=

     =20

     change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

 

     unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless th=

     eir=20

     applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the place of =

     a=20

     library to dictact to application writes what license they should be using.=

     =20

     thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     =2Dmike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel]

 cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46

     Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of

     additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine by me.

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM

     > To: Neulinger, Nathan

     > Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett

      > Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:
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     > > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec

     > directly

     > > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this

     > point,

     > > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what

     > it was

     > > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

     >=20

     > the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was

     > not

     > GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the

     > license

     > change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

     >=20

     > unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib

     > unless their

     > applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the

     > place of a

     > library

 to dictact to application writes what license they should

     > be using.

     > thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57

     > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > bit of

     > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > by me.

 

     I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

 

     What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04

     I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I
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 think it is in everyone's

     best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting

     it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and

     will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code

     (where it is not already GPL).

 

     I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct

     license in this situation.

 

     Devin

     --

     If it's sinful, it's more fun.

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32

     On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > bit of

     > > additional

 code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > by me.

     >

     > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     >

     > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     timeframe.

 

     I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

 

     In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     Cheers,

 

     Nalin

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
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     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML

    

     On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:

     > On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > > bit of

     > > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > > by me.

     > >

     > > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     > >

     > > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > > linked with any code, not just GPL...

     >

     > My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     > timeframe.

     >

     > I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     > GPLv2 with the option of using

 the library under a later version of the

     > GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     > GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     > which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

     >

     > In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     the change now ?

     -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18

     >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     >

     > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     > the change now ?

 

     yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     -a
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     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Sunday 05 October

 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     > >

     > > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we

     > > make the change now ?

     >

     > yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...

     -mike

 

 

 

-----------

BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.

-----------

 

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the

interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with

the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

 

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed

as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

 

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address

that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please

use nneul@neulinger.org.

 

 

-------------------------------------

 

 

From

 alecm@crypticide.com Mon Oct  1 12:26:03 2007

Received: from umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu ([131.151.0.192]) by UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:03 -0500

Received: from scansrv2.srv.mst.edu ([131.151.1.114]) by umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:02 -0500

Received: (qmail 8022 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from smtp1.srv.mst.edu (131.151.1.43)

 by scanin-ipvs.cc.umr.edu with SMTP; 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000
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Received: from spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (mx1.spunky.mail.dreamhost.com [208.97.132.47])

	by smtp1.srv.mst.edu (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id l91Gxtpr020623

	for <nneul@umr.edu>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 11:59:55 -0500

Received: from rutherford.zen.co.uk (rutherford.zen.co.uk [212.23.3.142])

	by spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 2C7734D311

	for <nneul@neulinger.org>; Mon,  1 Oct 2007 09:59:50 -0700 (PDT)

Received: from

 [82.68.43.14] (helo=[192.168.1.3])

	by rutherford.zen.co.uk with esmtp (Exim 4.50)

	id 1IcOcX-0004Qt-6L

	for nneul@neulinger.org; Mon, 01 Oct 2007 16:59:49 +0000

Mime-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.2)

In-Reply-To: <1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

References: <1190922867.3457.147.camel@localhost.localdomain>

<EC90713277D2BE41B7110CCD74E235CEF44F38@UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu>

<1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed

Message-Id: <117A1264-F6DC-4E25-B0DD-56FBFEBE6E9F@crypticide.com>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

From: Alec Muffett <alecm@crypticide.com>

Subject: Re: cracklib license

Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2007 17:59:46 +0100

To: Nathan Neulinger <nneul@neulinger.org>

X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.2)

X-Originating-Rutherford-IP: [82.68.43.14]

Return-Path: alecm@crypticide.com

X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Oct 2007 17:26:03.0008 (UTC) FILETIME=[2420C000:01C80450]

Status: RO

Content-Length:

 585

Lines: 21

 

>

> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

> From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@umr.edu>

> Date: Sep 27, 2007 2:58 PM

> Subject: RE: cracklib license

> To: alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk

>

> Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly

> that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that 

> email

> in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the

> original discussion, but something succinct and self contained 

> would be

> ideal.

 

The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.
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Happy now? :-)

 

	-a

 

1.591 xz 5.2.5-8.el9_0 
1.591.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU

 GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.
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     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to

 put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.592 sed 4.8-9.el9 
1.592.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,
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 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.593 attr 2.5.1-3.el9 
1.593.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your

 freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free
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 library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries

 into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a

 certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use

 of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function

 must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere

 aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library

 into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

 the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file

 is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of
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 this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library

 mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

  For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate

 distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a

 consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

 circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution

 limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs

 whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE

 COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these

 terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software

 and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that

 any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its

 scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if

 the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works

 based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

 component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions
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 are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision

 will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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 FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  

 <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts

 in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License

 does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.594 mpfr 4.1.0-7.el9 
1.594.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;
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 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where
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 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.595 readline 8.1 
1.595.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
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format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING
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You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
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edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in
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 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item
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Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
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author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION
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Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.
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@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole
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or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
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to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)
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 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
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earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
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code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above
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 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.596 libassuan 2.5.5-3.el9 
1.596.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
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below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
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libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

 you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains

 in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To

 "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate

 Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than

 the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license

 the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and

 its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer

 support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
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included in conveying the object

 code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute

 modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional

 terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may

 not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your

 receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time

 you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not

 impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other

 readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically

 extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28

 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License,

 you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either

 of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with

 ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first,

 please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.597 npth 1.6-8.el9 
1.597.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.598 libgpg-error 1.42-5.el9 
1.598.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code
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 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version
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 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object
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 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.599 berkeley-db 5.3.28 
1.599.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1787291606_1693992088.4567575/0/db5-3-5-3-28-orig-tar/db5-3-5-3-28-orig-tar-1-

xz/db5.3_5.3.28.orig.tar (1): binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

 

1.600 json-c 0.14-11.el9 
1.600.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.601 selinux 3.5-1.el9 
1.601.1 Available under license : 

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

 

Warranty Exclusion

------------------

You agree that this software is a

non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that

term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended.

The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly

disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise

with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

 

Limitation of Liability

-----------------------

In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data,

lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental,

consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or

the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This
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limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility

of such damage. You acknowledge that this is

 a reasonable allocation of

risk.

 

1.602 libidn 2.3.0-7.el9 
1.602.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
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and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library
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facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution
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 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing
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 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Libidn2 COPYING -- Licensing information.                       -*- outline -*-

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn2.a or libidn.so) are

licensed under the terms of either the GNU General Public License

version 2.0 or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser

General Public License version 3.0 or later (see the file

COPYING.LESSERv3), or both in parallel as here.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxiliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

The license of the Unicode character data files (which are parsed into

static storage in the library) are documented in COPYING.unicode.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.

 

There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for

precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

This file is free software: you can redistribute

 it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this file.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

A. Unicode Copyright.

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

   Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming
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to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

   Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files solely

for informational purposes and in the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the Terms

and Conditions herein.

   Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the particular set of data files known as the

"Unicode Character Database" can be found in the License.

   Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the

 title page. The online code charts carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online documentation of the

core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

   No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

   Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

 

B. Restricted Rights Legend.

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software,

 in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

 

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

   This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in

this publication and/or website at any time.

   If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

   EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR

OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

 

D. Waiver of Damages.

In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of

any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

 

E. Trademarks & Logos.

   The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement
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 of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade

names.

   The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

   All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

 

F. Miscellaneous.

   Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access

this server from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are governed solely by the laws of the State of

California without regard to any principles

 which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be

resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal

jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

   Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it to this

site. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

   Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

   Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

   Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 1

Unicode Data Files include all data files

 under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE
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THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT

 AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.603 hostname 3.23-6.el9 
1.603.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause
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 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This package was written by Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

on Thu, 16 Jan 1997 01:00:34 +0100.

 

License:

 

	Copyright (C) 2009 Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 2004-2005 Graham Wilson <graham@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 1997 Bernd Eckenfels

	Copyright (C) 1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

	Copyright (C) 1996 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

	This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

	it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

	the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

 

	This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

	but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

	MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

	GNU General Public License for more details.

 

	You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

	along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

	Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

 MA 02110-1301 USA

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

hostname -- set the host name or show the host/domain name

 

Copyright (C) 1994-1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

             2009-     Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

1.604 libsepol 3.5-1.el9 
1.604.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits
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 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.605 ima-evm-utils 1.4-4.el9 
1.605.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.606 zstd 1.5.1-2.el9 
1.606.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.607 libnettle6 3.8-3.el9_0 
1.607.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered
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 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.
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 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
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Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
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based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.
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 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)
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 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
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modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
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   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in
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 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights
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 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.608 python-setuptools 53.0.0-12.el9 
1.608.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Jason R. Coombs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.609 libxcrypt 4.4.18-3.el9 
1.609.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
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Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
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which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the
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 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.610 libpkit 0.24.1-2.el9 
1.610.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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1.611 rpm 4.16.1.3-17.ph4 
1.611.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive
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 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided

 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that

 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some

 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent

 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with

 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must

 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.612 libgcrypt 1.10.0-10.el9_2 
1.612.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-i386.c

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy-gcd.c

 - random/jitterentropy-gcd.h

 - random/jitterentropy-health.c

 - random/jitterentropy-health.h

 - random/jitterentropy-noise.c

 - random/jitterentropy-noise.h

 - random/jitterentropy-sha3.c

 - random/jitterentropy-sha3.h

 - random/jitterentropy-timer.c

 - random/jitterentropy-timer.h

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

Copyright (C) 2017 - 2021, Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

   including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior

   written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL2

are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and
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the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-gcm-ppc.c

 

#+begin_quote

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

      * Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

         this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

        provided with the distribution.

 

      * Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

        copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

        promote products derived from this software without specific

        prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain

 

 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S
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#+begin_quote

 Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote

 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB

               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January

 9, 2013

 

1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any

patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.
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1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer

 or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.

 

1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for

public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.

 

1.6 Open Source

 Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice

any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes

 another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY
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KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED

PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
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   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of
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   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,
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 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.613 bzip2 1.0.8-8.el9 
1.613.1 Available under license : 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.8 of 13 July 2019

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.614 libseccomp 2.5.2-2.el9 
1.614.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

1.615 tar 1.34-6.el9_1 
1.615.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to
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 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
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covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
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conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
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above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.616 acl 2.3.1-3.el9 
1.616.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and

 to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that

 any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its

 scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if
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 the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works

 based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

 component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions

 are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,
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 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision

 will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

 DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one

 line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts

 in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License

 does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom

 to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions
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 that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free

 library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries

 into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a

 certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under

 these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use

 of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function

 must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere

 aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library

 into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

 the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file
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 is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of

 this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library

 mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate

 distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence

 of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It

 is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution

 limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs

 whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST

 OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these

 terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.617 librepo 1.14.5-1.el9 
1.617.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.618 libksba 1.5.1-6.el9_1 
1.618.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses
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 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

 you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains

 in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To

 "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate

 Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
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for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than

 the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
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content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal

 Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license

 the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and

 its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer

 support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object

 code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute

 modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in

 this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional
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 terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may

 not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your

 receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.
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 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time

 you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not

 impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other

 readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended

 to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License,

 you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the
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Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either

 of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of

 warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
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reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea

 of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY

 NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands
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might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first,

 please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
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for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.
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 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)
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 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

KSBA is distributed under mixed GPL and LGPL licenses.  Please see the

file AUTHOR for details.  The text of the used licenses can be found in

the files:

 

COPYING.LGPLv3

COPYING.GPLv3

COPYING.GPLv2

 

1.619 grep 3.6-5.el9 
1.619.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is
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 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.
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 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
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but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
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in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
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Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.620 libunistring 0.9.10-15.el9 
1.620.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.
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We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,
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as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''
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of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.
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If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.
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@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
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unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
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License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.
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If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
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reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.
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``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover
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 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
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certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
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with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years
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 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
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contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU General Public License.

@center Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@heading Preamble

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom

to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains

free software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation,

use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it

applies also to any other work released this way by its authors.  You

can

 apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you

have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom

of others.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
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freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too,

receive or can get the source code.  And you must show them these

terms so they know

 their rights.

 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the

manufacturer can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the

aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The

systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for

individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.

Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the

practice

 for those products.  If such problems arise substantially in

other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those

domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the

freedom of users.

 

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish

to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program

could make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL

assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@enumerate 0

@item Definitions.

 

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds

of works, such as semiconductor masks.
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``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed

 under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.  ``Licensees'' and

``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

 

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of

an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of

the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

 

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere

 interaction with a user

through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

conveying.

 

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to

the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

@item Source Code.

 

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  ``Object code'' means any non-source form

of a work.

 

A ``Standard Interface'' means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming

 language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

The ``System Libraries'' of an executable work include anything, other
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than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

``Major Component'', in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

The ``Corresponding Source'' for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However,

 it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

 

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same

work.

 

@item Basic Permissions.

 

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission

 to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey,

without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force.

You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having

them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with

facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the

terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not

control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works for
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you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and

control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your

copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

Conveying under any other circumstances is

 permitted solely under the

conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such

circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with

respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit

operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against

the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid

circumvention of technological measures.

 

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive

 it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item
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The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it,

and giving a relevant date.

 

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released

under this License and any conditions added

 under section 7.  This

requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all

notices''.

 

@item

You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to

anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This License will

therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms,

to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they

are packaged.  This License gives no permission to license the work in

any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have

separately received it.

 

@item

If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work

need not make them do so.

@end enumerate

 

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in

 or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

``aggregate'' if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

@item  Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

ways:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
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Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily

used for software interchange.

 

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written

offer,

 valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you

offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give

anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is

covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used

for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable

cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

@item

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written

offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This alternative is

allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you

received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection

6b.

 

@item

Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place

(gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

Corresponding Source in the same way through

 the same place at no

further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to copy

the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be

on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports

equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions

next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to

satisfy these requirements.

 

@item

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you

inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of

the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under

subsection 6d.

 

@end enumerate

 

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
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included in conveying the

 object code work.

 

A ``User Product'' is either (1) a ``consumer product'', which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a

consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

``normally used'' refers to a typical or common use of that class of

product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way

in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected

to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product regardless of

whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or

non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant

mode of use of the product.

 

``Installation Information'' for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

install

 and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User

Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The

information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of

the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with

solely because modification has been made.

 

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or

updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the

recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or

installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the modification

itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network

or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the

network.

 

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
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in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

@item Additional Terms.

 

``Additional permissions'' are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders

of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms

of

 sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

@item

Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author

attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices

displayed by works containing it; or

 

@item

Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

@item

Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

authors of the material; or
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@item

Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade

names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

@item

Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by

anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any

liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those

licensors and authors.

@end enumerate

 

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered

 ``further

restrictions'' within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the

above requirements apply either way.

 

@item Termination.

 

You may not propagate or modify a

 covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.
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Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination

 of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run

a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient

 automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

An ``entity transaction'' is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or

 other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

@item Patents.

 

A ``contributor'' is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's ``contributor version''.

 

A contributor's ``essential patent claims'' are all patent claims owned

or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, ``control'' includes the right to grant

patent

 sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

In the following three paragraphs, a ``patent license'' is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To ``grant'' such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you

 must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  ``Knowingly relying'' means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work

 and works based on it.

 

A patent license is ``discriminatory'' if it does not include within the

scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on

the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically

granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered work if you

are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the

business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the

third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the

work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties

who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent

license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by

you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in

connection with specific products or compilations that contain the

covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent

license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

Nothing in this License shall

 be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey

a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under

this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree

to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying

from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could

satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely

from conveying the Program.

 

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any

 covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
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combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

@item Revised Versions of this License.

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or

of any later version

 published by the Free Software Foundation.  If

the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General

Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

 

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions

of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public

statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to

choose that version for the Program.

 

Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.

 

@item Limitation of Liability.
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IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR

CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR

LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM

TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above

 cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

@end enumerate

 

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

Copyright

 (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;

 for details type @samp{show w}.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an ``about box''.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

 

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

  But

first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.
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 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to
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      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.621 rootfiles 8.1-31.el9 
1.621.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1787291709_1693991932.3390853/0/rootfiles-8.1-31.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

YeeXSla4/rootfiles.spec

 

1.622 fdisk 2.37.4 
1.622.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,
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 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the
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 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
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 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")
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 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.
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The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.623 keyutils 1.6.3-1.el9 
1.623.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use

 it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you

 must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat

 to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire

 combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software

 only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL

 PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation

 is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately

 publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility

 in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

 works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead

 of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

 which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore

 covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of

 Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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    machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library,

 if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary

 form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must

 be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

 by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.
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  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.

  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser

 General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving

 the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright"

 line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

 mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.624 gpgme 1.15.1-6.el9 
1.624.1 Available under license : 

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:|B36I(s7}+ZJ/pvE;"tg7N	ca"Gxvnyu&bB#h'7=89&oG

R<hO)(1:g1:)(1:y128:Ji]WU_UP}AQ\YMhAl|2e{_tcMNDg]{QnWsK	4pY{$bDCs)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-

sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:JcE7:6452224)16:	i[Q*vK)192:FJA!O!ZAF

biJ&Tsb!t

&9@R\~V+x>?sedDz-W(yqf?u^e?s1saV8<T0:tC5%ZMh?$|,y_e[1D)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105135)))

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:W#}}l;;m>

;4YV$Qg

LoLy~*Tru*+ID8"-9,:17^g*({	#7)(1:g1:)(1:y128:2o62,Tj/
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rRi3sSS	iCAYNYbVtAHKi7(UPp)?Od{'R^f)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-

cbc((4:sha18:fw`E7:5242880)16:aqR)192:5f1a-`{^EV699WoB\,:Rs1*W6Lu	iZ

:=ZqURM47;pA3#DL	

so8O)Th^P@lP0&.DR;"rkN7)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070216)))

#+TITLE: GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO Examples

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Examples

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python3-examples

 :END:

 

 The contents of this directory are the examples included in the /GNU

 Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings HOWTO/ file.  Each

 script is explicitly for Python 3 and specifically for Python 3.4 or

 later.

 

 Some of these scripts may work with Python 2.7, but there are no

 guarantees.  They will include the relevant imports from the

 =__future__= module to facilitate that if possible.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 Unless otherwise stated, all the examples in this directory are

 released under the same terms as GPGME

 itself; that is they are dual

 licensed under the terms of both the GNU General Public License

 version 2.0 (or any later version) *and* the GNU Lesser General

 Public License version 2.1 (or any later version).

 

 

** Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:

 

  Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.
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** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

  This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

cython

;;;; gpgme-package.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

;;; it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

;;; by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

;;; or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

;;; Conventions:

;;;

;;; gpg-error is used for error handling.

;;;

;;; Standard I/O streams are used for input and output.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme

 (:use #:common-lisp #:cffi #:gpg-error)

  (:import-from #:trivial-garbage

               #:finalize)

 (:export #:check-version

	   #:*version*
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	   #:context

	   #:protocol

	   #:armorp

	   #:textmodep

	   #:+include-certs-default+

	   #:include-certs

	   #:keylist-mode

	   #:signers

	   #:sig-notations

	   #:with-context

	   #:key-data

	   #:get-key

	   #:op-encrypt

	   #:op-decrypt

	   #:op-sign

	   #:op-verify

	   #:op-import

	   #:op-export))

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Fix example code.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix OpenPGP parameters and reference

	GPG and GPGSM manual.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Changing Passphrases): New.

 

2009-07-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (UI Server Encrypt): Add --expect-sign option to

	PREP_ENCRYPT.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Result Management): New section.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Document gpgme_op_export_keys.
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	(Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_keys.

	(Data Buffer Meta-Data): Document URL encodings.

 

2009-05-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Document selftest error.

	(Creating Contexts): Likewise.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Replace path by file_name.

 

2008-11-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Change description of the return

	value to match the code.  Spotted by Colin Leroy.

 

2008-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Add option

	--protocol to the SENDER command.

 

2008-07-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* module-overview.sk: New.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Algorithms): Add a hint on symmetric only encryption.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancellation): Document gpgme_cancel_async.

 

2008-06-25

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Updated example to the current API.

	Noted by Nico Schottelius.

 

2008-06-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Describe

	START_CONFDIALOG.

 

2008-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Use @copying command. Change license to

	GPLv3. Include protocol specis from GpgOL and GPGEx.  Minor

	cleanups.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (File Based Data Buffers): Document the need for

	blocking operations.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Rename snippet function to

	init_gpgme.

	(I/O Callback Example): Call it here.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Document that data encoding affects some output data

	objects now.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines):

 Document GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

2007-09-11  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Typo fix.

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Describe chain_model.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Add remark that the socket

	layer will get initialized.

 

2007-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Advanced Key Editing): New section.
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2007-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (online): New target.

 

2007-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Fix documentation of

	gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2006-11-01  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations): Fixed entry for

	gpgme_data_seek: OFFSET is not a pointer; some s/whence/offset/.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Clarify that

	gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem destroys DH unconditionally.

 

2005-03-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Make example code compatible

	to W32 systems.

 

2006-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix inverted condition in

	description.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Updated to match the fixes for

	subkey fingerprints and theg secret flag.

 

2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Document gpgme_free.

 

2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add the new member notations of

	gpgme_sig_key_t.

	(Key Listing Mode): Document GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS.
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2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Enclose all return parameters of deftypefuns in

	curly brackets.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signature Notation Data): New

 section.

	(Verify): Added more about the notation data structure.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations, Data Buffer Meta-Data):

	New subsections.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Replace plaintext_filename with file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Document is_qualified.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add plaintext_filename to

	gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(Verify): Likewise for gpgme_verify_result_t.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Add information about new fields in

	gpgme_signature_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add gpgme_recipient_t.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Fix return type of

	gpgme_set_keylist_mode.

	Reported by "Sergio" <ml_sergico@virgilio.it>.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Included Certificates): Document

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-01-12  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Configuration): New section.

	(Crypto Engine): New subsection.
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2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lesser.texi (Library Copying): Change from @appendixsec to

	@appendix.

	* gpgme.texi (Features): Change reference to GPL to one to LGPL.

 

	* Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Replace gpl.texi with lesser.texi.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Change license to LGPL (also for documentation of

	GPGME's license).

	* lesser.texi: New file.

	* gpl.texi: File removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating Contexts): Fix cut&paste error.  Reported

	by Noel Torres <envite@rolamasao.org>.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme_TEXINFOS): Remove fdl.texi.

	* gpgme.texi: Do not include fdl.texi.  Change license to GPL.

	* fdl.texi: File removed.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Change type of keylist_mode in

	gpgme_key_t to gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix last change.

 

2004-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Update copyright year for tex version.

 

2004-07-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix gpgme_get_key example (ancient

	force_update argument was still there).

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Elaborate on the length restrictions

	on search patterns.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Document the NO_DATA error

	code.

	(Verify): Document the relationship between gpgme_op_verify_result

	and the decrypt and verify operations.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.text (Verify): Document GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED status.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add note about new field wrong_key_usage

	of gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add

 note about new field

	keylist_mode of gpgme_key_t.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Correct type of member wrong_key_usage.

 

2004-03-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@duesseldorf.ccc.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix type of gpgme_op_verify_result.

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Typo fix.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Fix the instruction when to

	set the locale.

 

2004-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example Qt): New section by Marc Mutz.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (cancellation): New section.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Doc KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi: A couple of small fixes regarding the Largfile
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	Support section.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Largefile Support): New

 section.

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Fix exportable field.

 

2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Rename member class in

	gpgme_key_sig_t to sig_class.

	(Creating a Signature): Likewise for gpgme_signature_t.

 

2003-12-23  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Minor clarification for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signal Handling): New section.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Correct documentation on memory

	synchronization requirement.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Locale): New section.

	(Multi Threading): Set locale in example.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Update documentation.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Header): We don't use the assuan namespace anymore.

	Document new thread options.
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2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Change type of member class

	to unsigned int.

 

2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Get error code from SIG->status in the code

	for gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add can_authenticate flag.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove variable.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Bad passphrase is only

	possible with symmetric encryption, change the wording to reflect

	that.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Document

	GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Mention encrypt and sign

	operations in result function.

	(Creating

 a Signature): Likewise.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Remove word duplication.

	(Listing Keys): Remove mentioning of force argument.

	(Verify): Don't mention r_stat.  Fix some typos.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Correct info how to get the result.  Don't

	mention r_stat.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Fix documentation of return value.

	(Listing Keys): Update examples.

	(Decrypt): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	(Verify): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	All spotted by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Error Sources): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Clarify difference between can_sign

	and can_certify.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise for GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN and

	GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Progress

 Meter Callback): Change return type of

	gpgme_progress_cb_t to void.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add 2003 to copyright notice.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Fix name space documentation on

	libgpg-error.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove reference to

	gpgme_recipients_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Crypto Operations): Rename gpgme_invalid_user_id_t

	to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Change error codes to GPG_ERR_* variants.

	(Error Handling): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change and document prototypes.

	Add new gpgme_op_export_ext and gpgme_op_export_ext_start

	variants.

	(Selecting Recipients): Section removed.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Change prototypes and document the

	changes.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	*

 gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change argument type from

	gpgme_recipient_t to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

	(Selecting Recipients): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocol Selection): Do not use @acronym in @node

	because that breaks texi2dvi.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document new prototype.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Remove Gpgme as namespace prefix.  Add

	_GPGME to namespace prefix.

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Add note about link order.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document what happens if key is not

	found.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Remove reference to

	gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Subsection removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	(Manipulating

 Keys): Add obsoleteness note.

	(Key Signatures): Likewise.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise.

	(Key Management): Add new data types GpgmeSubkey, GpgmeKeySig,

	GpgmeUserID, and all the information about GpgmeKey.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Remove force_update argument from

	gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Trust Item Management): Add data members of

	GpgmeTrustItem type.

	(Information About Trust Items): Add note about obsoleteness.
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	(Manipulating Trust Items): Add gpgme_trust_item_ref and

	gpgme_trust_item_unref.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Rewritten to take into account new and

	deprecated functions and data types.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Descript gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

	GpgmeDecryptResult.

 

2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Add info about

	GpgmeEncryptResult and gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi

 (Creating a Signature): Add info about

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult and gpgme_op_sign_result.

	(Crypto Operations): Add GpgmeInvalidUserID.

	(Algorithms): New chapter.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification.

	(Error Values): Remove GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

	Add GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to

	GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Remove note about gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Remove note about import.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add documentation

 for

	GpgmeImportStatus, GpgmeImportResult and gpgme_op_import_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix documentation of public and

	secret arguments.
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2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document changed gpgme_op_genkey

	and new gpgme_op_genkey_result function.  Document

	GpgmeGenKeyResult data type.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Likewise.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Likewise.

	(Creating a Signature): Likewise.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	(Listing Keys): Likewise.

	(Listing Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancelling an Operation): Removed.

	(Passphrase

 Callback): Document new type for GpgmePassphraseCb.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rename member part to

	file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines): Document

	gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rewritten.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Interface): Document new even

	GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(Waiting For Completion): Document new possible return values.

	(I/O Callback Interface): Document return type of GpgmeIOCb.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Hooking Up Into Idle Time): Section removed.
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2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Drop R_STAT argument in gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Likewise for

	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document that

	GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET is not representable

 as a string anymore.

 

2002-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Signatures): New section.

	(Listing Keys): Add gpgme_get_key.

 

2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Memory Based Data Buffers): New subsection.

	(File Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Update interfaces.  Add

	gpgme_data_seek.

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Version Check): Remove gpgme_check_engine.

 

2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document the new interface.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document new argument to

	gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix prototype of gpgme_get_sig_key.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Selecting Signers): Fix reference count.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Header): Document name space.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_ext.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Undocument EOF.

 

2002-08-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Changed GPGME_ATTR_TYPE.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Say that secret keys might not be

	deleted.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document (badly) the new

	key attributes.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Mention that backend

	tries to detect encoding automatically.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): Update this section.

	(Waiting For Completion): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Cancelling an Operation): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Using External Event Loops): New subsection with several

	subsubsections.

 

2002-06-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove item about the need to

	synchronize anything against gpgme_wait (except gpgme_wait

	itself).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Fix documentation for IDX.

	(Information About Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document the return value -1 of
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	gpgme_op_import.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Explain the new whatidx variable.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document attribute GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Document new autodetection.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Some typographical corrections

 throughout.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Using Automake): New section.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Escape { and }.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Overview): Replace note about thread-safeness.

	(Multi Threading): New section.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Changed some data types

	to void*.

	(Protocol Selection): Added gpgme_get_protocol.

	(Verify): Updated to include the new attribute functions and

	status codes.

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): New type GpgmeDataEncoding.
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2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document that either return

	argument can be NULL.

	(Progress Meter Callback): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix small

 typo.  Document the

	new function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb.

	(Progress Meter Callback): Document the new function

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-04-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Fix function name.  Reported

	by Wichert Ackerman <wichert@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (direntry): End index entry with a full stop.

	Patch submitted by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo <jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Fix syntax error in last change.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Import does also return info.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document symmetric

	encryption.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add example.

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document verification of normal and

	cleartext signatures.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipients.

	(Error Values): Likewise.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign and gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Add a note about

	certificates to include.

	(Included Certificates): New section.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Remove literal tags.

	(Generating Keys): Update documentation.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys):

 Fix syntax error.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Waiting For Completion): Adjust doc to changes in

	the code.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Update documentation.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document error at creation

	failure.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document new error values.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add reference to gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Some spell checking.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add all the gpgme_op_*_start functions.

	Fill the concept index with many, many entries.

 

2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): New section.

	(Verify): Document gpgme_get_notation.

	(More Information):

 New section describing gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase callback): Change GpgmePassphraseCb's

	R_HD type from void* to void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating data buffers): Change

	gpgme_data_new_from_filepart's LENGTH type from off_t to size_t.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating keys): New subsection.

	(Exporting keys): Likewise.

	(Importing keys): Likewise.

	(Deleting keys): Likewise.

 

2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: g10Code -> g10 Code

 

	* gpgme.texi (Top): Complete detailmenu.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Convert embarrassing cruft to the real thing.
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2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ChangeLog: New file.

	* gpgme.texi: Likewise.

	* gpl.texi: Likewise.

	* fdl.texi: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (info_TEXINFOS): New variable.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Likewise.

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,

 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

              2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(private-key

(oid.1.2.840.113549.1.1.1

 (n

#00e0ce96f90b6c9e02f3922beada93fe50a875eac6bcc18bb9a9cf2e84965caa2d1ff95a7f542465c6c0c19d276e4526ce

048868a7a914fd343cc3a87dd74291ffc565506d5bbb25cbac6a0e2dd1f8bcaab0d4a29c2f37c950f363484bf269f78914

40464baf79827e03a36e70b814938eebdc63e964247be75dc58b014b7ea251#)

 (e #010001#)

 (d

#046129F2489D71579BE0A75FE029BD6CDB574EBF57EA8A5B0FDA942CAB943B117D7BB95E5D28875E0F

9FC5FCC06A72F6D502464DABDED78EF6B716177B83D5BDC543DC5D3FED932E59F5897E92E6F58A0F334

24106A3B6FA2CBF877510E4AC21C3EE47851E97D12996222AC3566D4CCB0B83D164074ABF7DE655FC244

6DA1781#)

 (p

#00e861b700e17e8afe6837e7512e35b6ca11d0ae47d8b85161c67baf64377213fe52d772f2035b3ca830af41d8a4120e

1c1c70d12cc22f00d28d31dd48a8d424f1#)

 (q

#00f7a7ca5367c661f8e62df34f0d05c10c88e5492348dd7bddc942c9a8f369f935a07785d2db805215ed786e4285df16

58eed3ce84f469b81b50d358407b4ad361#)

 (u

#304559a9ead56d2309d203811a641bb1a09626bc8eb36fffa23c968ec5bd891eebbafc73ae666e01ba7c8990bae06cc2

bbe10b75e69fcacb353a6473079d8e9b#)

 )

)

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this
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    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Top,  Next: Introduction,  Up: (dir)

 

Main Menu

*********

 

This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version 1.14.1-beta35 of the

GPGME library.

 

* Menu:

 

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should
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 do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.

* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from GPGME.

* Contexts::                      Handling GPGME contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.

* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share GnuPG Made Easy.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

  The Detailed Node Listing

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about

 the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.
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* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling

 

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file

 based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.
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* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring

 the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::

               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::  

     How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.
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Miscellaneous

 

* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.

 

Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate GPGME in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate GPGME in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate GPGME in Qt.

 

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Introduction,  Next: Preparation,  Prev: Top,  Up: Top

 

1 Introduction

**************

 

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a C language library that allows to add

support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed to make access to

public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier for applications.

GPGME provides a high-level crypto API for encryption, decryption,

signing, signature verification and key management.

 

  GPGME uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support OpenPGP and the

Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

* Menu:

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Getting Started,  Next: Features,  Up: Introduction

 

1.1 Getting Started
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===================

 

This manual documents the GPGME library programming interface.  All

functions and data types provided

 by the library are explained.

 

  The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography

in general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are

mentioned as far as they are relevant to GPGME or its users.

 

  This manual can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it can

be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts of

the interface which are unclear.

 

  The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those

 languages bindings follow the general programming

model of GPGME but may provide some extra high level abstraction on top

of the GPGME style API. For now please see the README files in the

lang/ directory of the source distribution.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Features,  Next: Overview,  Prev: Getting Started,  Up: Introduction

 

1.2 Features

============

 

GPGME has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing a similar

job, and over implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto engines

into your application directly.

 

its free software

    Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the

    GNU Lesser General Public License (*note Library Copying::).

 

its flexible

    GPGME provides transparent support for several cryptographic

    protocols by different engines.  Currently, GPGME supports the

    OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

    Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.
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its easy

    GPGME hides the differences

 between the protocols and engines from

    the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way the

    programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

    integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

    GPGME has been added to a program, it is easy to add support for

    other crypto protocols once GPGME backends provide them.

 

its language friendly

    GPGME comes with languages bindings for several common programming

    languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Overview,  Prev: Features,  Up: Introduction

 

1.3 Overview

============

 

GPGME provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data to the

crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be read from

memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a callback

function.

 

  The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour of

all

 operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context is

allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can run the

next operation in the same context.  There can be more than one context,

and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

  Furthermore, GPGME has rich key management facilities including

listing keys, querying their attributes, generating, importing,

exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information about the trust

path.

 

  With some precautions, GPGME can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Preparation,  Next: Protocols and Engines,  Prev: Introduction,  Up: Top

 

2 Preparation

*************

 

To use GPGME, you have to perform some changes to your sources and the
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build system.  The necessary changes are small and explained in the

following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it is described how the

library is initialized,

 and how the requirements of the library are

verified.

 

* Menu:

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Header,  Next: Building the Source,  Up: Preparation

 

2.1 Header

==========

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined in

the header file gpgme.h.  You must include this in all programs using

the library, either directly or through some other header file, like

this:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

  The name space

 of GPGME is gpgme_* for function names and data

types and GPGME_* for other symbols.  Symbols internal to GPGME take

the form _gpgme_* and _GPGME_*.

 

  Because GPGME makes use of the GPG Error library, using GPGME will

also use the GPG_ERR_* name space directly, and the gpg_err*,

gpg_str*, and gpgrt_* name space indirectly.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Building the Source,  Next: Largefile Support (LFS),  Prev: Header,  Up: Preparation

 

2.2 Building the Source

=======================

 

If you want to compile a source file including the gpgme.h header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the directory

hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the directory in
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which the header file is located to the compilers include file search

path (via the -I option).

 

  However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program gpgme-config that knows about the path to

 the include

file and other configuration options.  The options that need to be added

to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by the --cflags

option to gpgme-config.  The following example shows how it can be

used at the command line:

 

    gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

 

  Adding the output of gpgme-config --cflags to the compiler command

line will ensure that the compiler can find the GPGME header file.

 

  A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search path

(via the -L option).  For this, the option --libs to gpgme-config

can be used.  For convenience, this option also outputs all other

options that are required to link the program with GPGME (in particular,

the -lgpgme option).  The example shows how to link foo.o with the

GPGME library to a program foo.

 

    gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

 

  Of

 course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to gpgme-config:

 

    gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

 

  If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use

list them using:

 

    gpgme-config --print-lang

 

  or test for the availability using

 

    gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Largefile Support (LFS),  Next: Using Automake,  Prev: Building the Source,  Up:

Preparation

 

2.3 Largefile Support (LFS)
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===========================

 

GPGME is compiled with largefile support by default, if it is available

on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files larger than two

gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system can.  On some

systems, largefile support is already the default.  On such systems,

nothing special is required.  However, some systems provide only support

for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.  Support for larger

file sizes

 has to be specifically enabled.

 

  To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

  An example: The data type off_t is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type off64_t is provided,

which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing off_t data type

with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All occurrences of off_t are then

automagically replaced.

 

  As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because if

file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a different

maximum

 file size, certain errors must be produced on some file

descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.

 

  As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for GPGME, because some data types it uses in its interfaces

are affected by that.  For example, the off_t data type is used in the

gpgme_data_seek function, to match its POSIX counterpart.  This

affects the call-frame of the function, and thus the ABI of the library.

Furthermore, file descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the

application.

 

  For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow
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 for a transitional period.

 

  On POSIX platforms GPGME is compiled using largefile support by

default.  This means that your application must do the same, at least as

far as it is relevant for using the gpgme.h header file.  All types in

this header files refer to their largefile counterparts, if they are

different from any default types on the system.

 

  On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms off_t is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C library.

The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native interface

(CreateFile et al.)  for large files.  Released binary versions of

GPGME (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build with a 32 bit off_t.

To avoid an ABI break we stick to this convention for 32 bit Windows by

using long there.  GPGME versions for 64 bit Windows have never been

released and thus we are able to use int64_t instead of off_t there.

For easier migration the typedef gpgme_off_t has been defined.  The

reason we cannot use off_t

 directly is that some toolchains (e.g.

mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for off_t.  Some widely

used toolkits make use of this hack and in turn GPGME would need to use

it also.  However, this would introduce an ABI break and existing

software making use of libgpgme might suffer from a severe break.  Thus

with version 1.4.2 we redefined all functions using off_t to use

gpgme_off_t which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the

ABI well defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom

line is that LFS support in GPGME is only available on 64 bit versions

of Windows.

 

  On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled on,

by using the Autoconf macro AC_SYS_LARGEFILE.  If you do this, then

you dont need to worry about anything else: It will just work.  In this

case you might also want to use AC_FUNC_FSEEKO to take advantage of

some new interfaces, and AC_TYPE_OFF_T (just in

 case).

 

  If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

_FILE_OFFSET_BITS to 64 _before_ including any header files, for

example by specifying the option -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 on the

compiler command line.  You will also want to define the preprocessor

symbol LARGEFILE_SOURCE to 1 in this case, to take advantage of some

new interfaces.

 

  If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know

enough about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind

that the GPGME header file expects that largefile support is enabled, if

it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual mode
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(_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE).
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2.4 Using Automake

==================

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and

invoking the gpgme-config script at all.  GPGME

 provides an extension

to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

    Check whether GPGME (at least version MINIMUM-VERSION, if given)

    exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

    ACTION-IF-FOUND, otherwise do ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND, if given.

 

    Additionally, the function defines GPGME_CFLAGS to the flags

    needed for compilation of the program to find the gpgme.h header

    file, and GPGME_LIBS to the linker flags needed to link the

    program to the GPGME library.  If the used helper script does not

    match the target type you are building for a warning is printed and

    the string libgcrypt is appended to the variable

    gpg_config_script_warn.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH

 checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with GNU Pth, and defines GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS and

    GPGME_PTH_LIBS.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

    GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS and GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS.  Since version

    1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as GPGME itself

    is thread safe.

 

    This macro searches for gpgme-config along the PATH. If you are

    cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

    SYSROOT to the top directory of your target.  The macro will then

    first look for the helper program in the bin directory below that

    top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for
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    SYSROOT.  Finally, if the configure command line option

    --with-gpgme-prefix is used, only its value is used for the top

    directory below which the helper script is expected.

 

  You can use the defined Autoconf variables

 like this in your

Makefile.am:

 

    AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

    LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)
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2.5 Using Libtool

=================

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to libgpgme.la, libgpgme-pth.la or libgpgme-pthread.la

respectively, everything will be done automatically by Libtool.
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2.6 Library Version Check

=========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_check_version

         (const char *REQUIRED_VERSION)

    The function gpgme_check_version has four purposes.  It can be

    used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

    can verify that the version number is higher than a certain

    required version number.  In either case, the function initializes

    some sub-systems,

 and for this reason alone it must be invoked

    early in your program, before you make use of the other functions

    in GPGME.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

    As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

    initialized.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is NULL, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is not NULL, it should point to a string

    containing a version number, and the function checks that the

    version of the library is at least as high as the version number
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    provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.  If REQUIRED_VERSION is not a valid version number, or if

    the version requirement is not met, the function returns NULL.

 

    If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

    older releases, but contains

 additional interfaces which your

    program uses, this function provides a run-time check if the

    necessary features are provided by the installed version of the

    library.

 

    If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest

    errors are returned later when invoking gpgme_new or

    gpgme-data_new, so that a detailed error code can be returned

    (historically, gpgme_check_version does not return a detailed

    error code).

 

-- Function: int gpgme_set_global_flag (const char *NAME,

         const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and

    thus hard to use GPGMEs internal trace facility for debugging.

    This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

    debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

    important to assure that only one thread accesses GPGME functions

    between a call to this function and after the return from the call

    to

 gpgme_check_version.

 

    All currently supported features require that this function is

    called as early as possible  even before gpgme_check_version.

    The features are identified by the following values for NAME:

 

    debug

         To enable debugging use the string debug for NAME and VALUE

         identical to the value used with the environment variable

         GPGME_DEBUG.

 

    disable-gpgconf

         Using this feature with any VALUE disables the detection of

         the gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the

         simple OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of

         GnuPG-1 on systems which have both GPG versions installed.

         Note that in general the use of gpgme_set_engine_info is a

         better way to select a specific engine version.
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    gpgconf-name

    gpg-name

         Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The

         defaults are GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf and GNU/GnuPG/gpg.  Under

 

         Unix the leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the

         leading directory part is used as the default installation

         directory; the .exe suffix is added by GPGME. Use forward

         slashed even under Windows.

 

    require-gnupg

         Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that

         version is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use

         the existent version.  The given version must be a string with

         major, minor, and micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".

 

    w32-inst-dir

         On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to

         find its spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because

         a DLL has this information.  Some applications however link

         statically to GPGME and thus GPGME can only figure out the

         installation directory of this application which may be wrong

         in certain cases.  By supplying an installation directory as

        

 value to this flag, GPGME will assume that that directory is

         the installation directory.  This flag has no effect on

         non-Windows platforms.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.  In contrast to other

    functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

    error code.  For setting debug the only possible error cause is

    an out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later

    anyway.  Thus the return value may be ignored.

 

  After initializing GPGME, you should set the locale information to

the locale required for your output terminal.  This locale information

is needed for example for the curses and Gtk pinentry.  Here is an

example of a complete initialization:

 

    #include <locale.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    void

    init_gpgme (void)

    {

      /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

      setlocale (LC_ALL, "");
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      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

     #ifdef LC_MESSAGES

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));

    #endif

    }

 

  Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale

settings like this.  GPGME can not do this for you because it would not

be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary for

portability to W32 systems.
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2.7 Signal Handling

===================

 

The GPGME library communicates with child processes (the crypto

engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example due to a

bug, or system problem, a SIGPIPE signal will be delivered to the

application.  The default action is to abort the program.  To protect

against this, gpgme_check_version sets the SIGPIPE signal action to

SIG_IGN, which means that the signal will be ignored.

 

  GPGME will only do that if the signal action for SIGPIPE is

SIG_DEF at the time gpgme_check_version

 is called.  If it is

something different, GPGME will take no action.

 

  This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for SIGPIPE, you dont need to take any precautions.  If you

do install a signal handler for SIGPIPE, you must be prepared to

handle any SIGPIPE events that occur due to GPGME writing to a defunct

pipe.  Furthermore, if your application is multi-threaded, and you

install a signal action for SIGPIPE, you must make sure you do this

either before gpgme_check_version is called or afterwards.
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2.8 Multi-Threading

===================

 

The GPGME library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used in a

multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements for

multi-threaded use:
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   The function gpgme_check_version must be called before any other

    function in the library, because it initializes the thread support

    subsystem in GPGME.  To achieve

 this in multi-threaded programs,

    you must synchronize the memory with respect to other threads that

    also want to use GPGME.  For this, it is sufficient to call

    gpgme_check_version before creating the other threads using

    GPGME(1).

 

   Any gpgme_data_t and gpgme_ctx_t object must only be accessed

    by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal with the

    same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on that

    object are fully synchronized.

 

   Only one thread at any time is allowed to call gpgme_wait.  If

    multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

    all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

   The function gpgme_strerror is not thread safe.  You have to use

    gpgme_strerror_r instead.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) At least this is true for POSIX threads, as pthread_create is a

function that synchronizes

 memory with respects to other threads.  There

are many functions which have this property, a complete list can be

found in POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term Memory Synchronization.  For other thread

packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.
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3 Protocols and Engines

***********************

 

GPGME supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it does not

implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called engines) which

implement the protocol.  GPGME uses inter-process communication to pass

data back and forth between the application and the backend, but the

details of the communication protocol and invocation of the backend is

completely hidden by the interface.  All complexity is handled by GPGME.

Where an exchange of information between the application and the backend

is necessary, GPGME provides the necessary

 callback function hooks and

further interfaces.
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-- Data type: enum gpgme_protocol_t

    The gpgme_protocol_t type specifies the set of possible protocol

    values that are supported by GPGME.  The following protocols are

    supported:

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

         This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

         This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Special protocol for use with

 gpgme_op_spawn.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

         Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate

         that the used protocol is not known to the application.

         Currently, GPGME does not accept this value in any operation,

         though, except for gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_protocol_name

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol_name returns a statically

    allocated string describing the protocol PROTOCOL, or NULL if the
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    protocol number is not valid.

 

* Menu:

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.
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3.1 Engine Version Check

========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_dirinfo (cons char *WHAT)

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_dirinfo returns a statically allocated

    string with the value associated to WHAT.  The returned values are

    the defaults and wont change even after gpgme_set_engine_info

    has been used to configure a different engine.  NULL is returned

    if no value is available.  Commonly supported values for WHAT are:

 

    homedir

         Return the default home directory.

 

    sysconfdir

         Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

    bindir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

    libdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library

         files.

 

    libexecdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program

         files.

 

 

    datadir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.
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    localedir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.

 

    agent-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

    agent-ssh-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent

         component of gpg-agent.

 

    dirmngr-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

    uiserver-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface

         server.

 

    gpgconf-name

         Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

    gpg-name

         Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

    gpgsm-name

         Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

    g13-name

         Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

    gpg-wks-client-name

         Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version

          (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_engine_check_version verifies that the engine

    implementing the protocol PROTOCOL is installed in the expected

    path and meets the version requirement of GPGME.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    engine is available and GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE if it is not.
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3.2 Engine Information

======================
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-- Data type: gpgme_engine_info_t

    The gpgme_engine_info_t type specifies a pointer to a structure

    describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following

    elements:

 

    gpgme_engine_info_t next

         This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol

         This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.

  You

         can convert this to a string with gpgme_get_protocol_name

         for printing.

 

    const char *file_name

         This is a string holding the file name of the executable of

         the crypto engine.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

    const char *home_dir

         This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto

         engines configuration directory.  If it is NULL, then the

         default directory is used.  See gpgme_get_dirinfo on how to

         get the default directory.

 

    const char *version

         This is a string containing the version number of the crypto

         engine.  It might be NULL if the version number can not be

         determined, for example because the executable doesnt exist

         or is invalid.

 

    const char *req_version

         This is a string containing the minimum required version

         number

 of the crypto engine for GPGME to work correctly.  This

         is the version number that gpgme_engine_check_version

         verifies against.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_engine_info_t *INFO)

    The function gpgme_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures in INFO.  Each info structure describes the

    defaults of one configured backend.
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    The memory for the info structures is allocated the first time this

    function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, and a system error if the memory could not be

    allocated.

 

  Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you

receive an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is

invalid.

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t

 err;

 

    [...]

 

    if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

      {

        gpgme_engine_info_t info;

        err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

        if (!err)

          {

            while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

              info = info->next;

            if (!info)

              fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

            else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                       info->file_name);

            else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                       "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                       info->version, info->req_version);

            else

              fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine

 for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

          }

      }
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3.3 Engine Configuration

========================
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You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You can

make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_engine_info changes the default

    configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

 

   NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.

 

  The functions gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info and

gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  *Note Crypto Engine::.
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3.4 OpenPGP

===========

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the GNU Privacy Guard.  This is the

first protocol that was supported by GPGME.

 

  The OpenPGP protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.
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Engines

 

3.5 Cryptographic Message Syntax

================================
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CMS is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for GnuPG.

 

  The CMS protocol is specified by

 GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.
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3.6 Assuan

==========

 

Assuan is the RPC library used by the various GnuPG components.  The

Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers using

GPGME.  *Note Using the Assuan protocol::.

 

  The ASSUAN protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.
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4 Algorithms

************

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.(1)  The following sections list the identifiers used to

denote such an algorithm.

 

* Menu:

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Some engines also provide symmetric only encryption; see the

description of the encryption function on how to use this.
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4.1 Public Key Algorithms

=========================

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t
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    The gpgme_pubkey_algo_t type specifies the set of all public key

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA

         This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

         algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA_E

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for encryption and decryption only.

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA_S

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

    GPGME_PK_DSA

         This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG

         This value indicates ElGamal.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG_E

 

         This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in

         GnuPG.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECC

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve

         algorithms.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDSA

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital

         Signature Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDH

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

         encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_EDDSA

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.
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-- Function: const char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_name

         (gpgme_pubkey_algo_t ALGO)

    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_name returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing a description of the public

    key algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of

    the public key algorithm to the user.

 

     If ALGO is not a valid public key algorithm, NULL is returned.

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (gpgme_subkey_t KEY)

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_string is a convenience function

    to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

    (e.g.  rsa2048 or ed25519).  The caller must free the result

    using gpgme_free.  On error (e.g.  invalid argument or memory

    exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets ERRNO.
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4.2 Hash Algorithms

===================

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message to

make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_hash_algo_t

    The gpgme_hash_algo_t type specifies the set of all hash

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:

 

    GPGME_MD_MD5

    GPGME_MD_SHA1

    GPGME_MD_RMD160

    GPGME_MD_MD2

    GPGME_MD_TIGER

     GPGME_MD_HAVAL

    GPGME_MD_SHA256

    GPGME_MD_SHA384

    GPGME_MD_SHA512

    GPGME_MD_SHA224

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    GPGME_MD_MD4

    GPGME_MD_CRC32

    GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

    GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440
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-- Function: const char * gpgme_hash_algo_name (gpgme_hash_algo_t ALGO)

    The function gpgme_hash_algo_name returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

    algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of the

    hash algorithm to the user.

 

    If ALGO is not a valid hash algorithm, NULL is returned.
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5 Error Handling

****************

 

Many functions in GPGME can return an error if they fail.  For this

reason, the application should always catch the error condition and take

appropriate measures, for example by releasing the resources and passing

the error up to the caller, or by displaying a descriptive

 message to

the user and cancelling the operation.

 

  Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data buffer

or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain for many

error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have specific

meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are described

in the documentation of those functions.

 

  GPGME uses the libgpg-error library.  This allows to share the

error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and thus pass

error values transparently from the crypto engine, or some helper

application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no information

is lost.  As a consequence, GPGME does not use its own identifiers for

error codes, but uses those provided by libgpg-error.  They usually

start

 with GPG_ERR_.

 

  However, GPGME does provide aliases for the functions defined in

libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space consistency.

 

* Menu:

 

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.
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* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.
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5.1 Error Values

================

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_code_t

    The gpgme_err_code_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type

    gpg_err_code_t.  The error code indicates the type of an error,

    or the reason why an operation failed.

 

    A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_source_t

    The gpgme_err_source_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error

    type gpg_err_source_t.  The error source

 has not a precisely

    defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where the error

    happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was encoded into

    an error value.  Usually the error source will give an indication

    to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true, but it

    is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

    A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t

    The gpgme_error_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type

    gpg_error_t.  An error value like this has always two components,

    an error code and an error source.  Both together form the error

    value.

 

    Thus, the error value can not be directly compared against an error

    code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

    However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

    (GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR), and that in this case all other parts of the

    error value are set to 0, too.

 

    Note

 that in GPGME, the error source is used purely for

    diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to

    test for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only

    documents the error code part of an error value.  The error source

    is left unspecified and might be anything.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)
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    The static inline function gpgme_err_code returns the

    gpgme_err_code_t component of the error value ERR.  This function

    must be used to extract the error code from an error value in order

    to compare it with the GPG_ERR_* error code macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_source_t gpgme_err_source

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_source returns the

    gpgme_err_source_t component of the error value ERR.  This

    function must be used to extract the error source from an error

    value in order to compare it with the GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*

 error

    source macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_make returns the error value

    consisting of the error source SOURCE and the error code CODE.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_error

         (gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_error returns the error value

    consisting of the default error source and the error code CODE.

 

    For GPGME applications, the default error source is

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1.  You can define GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT

    before including gpgme.h to change this default.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

  The libgpg-error library provides error codes for all system error

numbers

 it knows about.  If ERR is an unknown error number, the error

code GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO is used.  The following functions can be

used to construct error values from system errnor numbers.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make_from_errno

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_make_from_errno is like gpgme_err_make,

    but it takes a system error like errno instead of a

    gpgme_err_code_t error code.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_error_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_error_from_errno is like gpgme_error, but it
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    takes a system error like errno instead of a gpgme_err_code_t

    error code.

 

  Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

-- Function: gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_from_errno returns

 the error code for

    the system error ERR.  If ERR is not a known system error, the

    function returns GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_err_code_to_errno (gpgme_err_code_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_to_errno returns the system error for

    the error code ERR.  If ERR is not an error code representing a

    system error, or if this system error is not defined on this

    system, the function returns 0.
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5.2 Error Sources

=================

 

The library libgpg-error defines an error source for every component

of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error value is not

well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the diagnostic

error message for the user.

 

  If the error code part of an error value is 0, the whole error

value will be 0.  In this case the error source part is of course

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN.

 

  The list of error

 sources that might occur in applications using

GPGME is:

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

    The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

    0.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

    The error source is GPGME itself.  This is the default for errors

    that occur in the GPGME library.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

    The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the
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    OpenPGP protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM

    The error source is GPGSM, which is the crypto engine used for the

    CMS protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

    The error source is libgcrypt, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform cryptographic operations.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

    The error source is gpg-agent, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform operations with the secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

    The error source is pinentry, which is used by gpg-agent to

    query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

    The error source is the SmartCard Daemon,

 which is used by

    gpg-agent to delegate operations with the secret key to a

    SmartCard.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

    The error source is libkbx, a library used by the crypto engines

    to manage local keyrings.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

    These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

    used by other software.  For example, applications using GPGME can

    use them to mark error values coming from callback handlers.  Thus

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1 is the default for errors created with

    gpgme_error and gpgme_error_from_errno, unless you define

    GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT before including gpgme.h.
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5.3 Error Codes

===============

 

The library libgpg-error defines many error values.  Most of them are

not used by GPGME directly, but might be returned by GPGME because it

received them
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 from the crypto engine.  The below list only includes such

error codes that have a specific meaning in GPGME, or which are so

common that you should know about them.

 

GPG_ERR_EOF

    This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

    This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is 0.

    Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the error code

    0 will be 0 itself (as a whole).  This means that the error

    source information is lost for this error code, however, as this

    error code indicates that no error occurred, this is generally not

    a problem.

 

GPG_ERR_GENERAL

    This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

    enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

    value, or there is no separate error value for this type of

    problem.

 

GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

    This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_E...

    System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO

 where FOO is the symbol for

    the system error.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

    This value means that some user provided data was out of range.

    This can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

    gpgme_data_t object was expected, but one containing data was

    provided, this error value is returned.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

    This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

    This value means that some signers were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    This value means that a gpgme_data_t object which was expected to

    have content was found empty.

 

GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

    This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.
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GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

    This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is

    not implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only

    occur if you use certain values or configuration options which do

    not work, but for which we think that they should work at some

     later time.

 

GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

    This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

    This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase

    when requested.

 

GPG_ERR_CANCELED

    This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

    This value means that the engine that implements the desired

    protocol is currently not available.  This can either be because

    the sources were configured to exclude support for this engine, or

    because the engine is not installed properly.

 

GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

    This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not

    specify a unique key.

 

GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

    This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

    This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

    This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

    This value indicates

 that no certificate revocation list is known

    for the certificate.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

    This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

    This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is

    available.
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GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

    issuer certificate is missing.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

    certificate chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM

    This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

    algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

    This value means a verification failed because the signature is

    bad.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

    This value means a verification failed because the public key is

    not available.

 

GPG_ERR_USER_1

GPG_ERR_USER_2

...

GPG_ERR_USER_16

    These error codes are not used

 by any GnuPG component and can be

    freely used by other software.  Applications using GPGME might use

    them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers if no

    suitable error codes (including the system errors) for these errors

    exist already.
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5.4 Error Strings

=================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_strerror (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error code

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

    This function is not thread safe.  Use gpgme_strerror_r in

    multi-threaded programs.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_strerror_r (gpgme_error_t ERR, char *BUF,

         size_t BUFLEN)
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    The function gpgme_strerror_r returns the error string for ERR in

    the user-supplied buffer BUF of size BUFLEN.

  This function is, in

    contrast to gpgme_strerror, thread-safe if a thread-safe

    strerror_r function is provided by the system.  If the function

    succeeds, 0 is returned and BUF contains the string describing the

    error.  If the buffer was not large enough, ERANGE is returned and

    BUF contains as much of the beginning of the error string as fits

    into the buffer.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_strsource (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error source

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

  The following example illustrates the use of gpgme_strerror:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

    if (err)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

                 argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

         exit (1);

      }
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6 Exchanging Data

*****************

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and information

about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging the data

information are completely abstracted by GPGME.  The user provides and

receives the data via gpgme_data_t objects, regardless of the

communication protocol between GPGME and the crypto engine in use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_data_t

    The gpgme_data_t type is a handle for a container for generic

    data, which is used by GPGME to exchange data with the user.

 

  gpgme_data_t objects do not provide notifications on events.  It is

assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data is

available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure that all

GPGME data operations always have data available, for example
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 by using

memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This might be

relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism is used.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_off_t

    SINCE: 1.4.1

 

    On POSIX platforms the gpgme_off_t type is an alias for off_t;

    it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms gpgme_off_t

    is defined as a long (i.e.  32 bit) for 32 bit Windows and as a 64

    bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_ssize_t

    The gpgme_ssize_t type is an alias for ssize_t.  It has only

    been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to the

    declaration of ssize_t by different toolchains.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.
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6.1 Creating Data Buffers

=========================

 

Data

 objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all objects.

 

* Menu:

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.
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6.1.1 Memory Based Data Buffers

-------------------------------

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is

convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a fraction

of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied from its
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source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by using one

of the other data object

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (gpgme_data_t *DH)

    The function gpgme_data_new creates a new gpgme_data_t object

  

  and returns a handle for it in DH.  The data object is memory based

    and initially empty.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is not a

    valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *BUFFER, size_t SIZE, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_mem creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and fills it with SIZE bytes starting from BUFFER.

 

    If COPY is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If COPY

    is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as needed, and

    the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for the whole

    life span of the data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    BUFFER is not a valid pointer, and

 GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *FILENAME, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_file creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with the content of the file

    FILENAME.

 

    If COPY is not zero, the whole file is read in at initialization

    time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

    mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for COPY might

    cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

    not yet implemented.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    FILENAME is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if CODE

    is zero, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart
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         (gpgme_data_t *DH, const char *FILENAME,

 FILE *FP,

         off_t OFFSET, size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_filepart creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with a part of the file

    specified by FILENAME or FP.

 

    Exactly one of FILENAME and FP must be non-zero, the other must be

    zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from which

    LENGTH bytes are read into the data object, starting from OFFSET.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH and

    exactly one of FILENAME and FP is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.
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6.1.2 File Based Data Buffers

-----------------------------

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or streams.

Only a small amount of data is stored

 in core at any time, so the size

of the data objects is not limited by GPGME.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         int FD)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_fd creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the file descriptor FD to read from (if used as an

    input data object) and write to (if used as an output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by

    the crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

    mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

    fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream
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          (gpgme_data_t *DH, FILE *STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_stream creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the I/O stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, gpgrt_stream_t STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_estream creates

 a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the gpgrt stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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6.1.3 Callback Based Data Buffers

---------------------------------

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can
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 implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The gpgme_data_read_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should read up to SIZE bytes from the current

    read position into the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is

    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and

    -1 on error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe

    the type of the error.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

     The gpgme_data_write_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should write up to SIZE bytes to the current

    write position from the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is

    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE)

    The gpgme_data_seek_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to change the current read/write position

    in a user-implemented data object, just like the lseek function.

 

    The function

 should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE)

    The gpgme_data_release_cb_t type is the type of functions which
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    GPGME calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data object.

    The HANDLE is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

-- Data type: struct gpgme_data_cbs

    This structure is used to store the data callback interface

    functions described above.  It has the following members:

 

    gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

         This is the function called by GPGME to read data from the

         data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

    gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

         This is the function called by GPGME to write data to the data

         object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

    gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

         This is the function called by GPGME

 to change the current

         read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is

         optional.

 

    gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

         This is the function called by GPGME to release a data object.

         It is optional.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         gpgme_data_cbs_t CBS, void *HANDLE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_cbs creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the user-provided callback functions to operate on

    the data object.

 

    The handle HANDLE is passed as first argument to the callback

    functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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Up: Exchanging Data

 

6.2 Destroying Data Buffers

===========================

 

 -- Function: void gpgme_data_release (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_release destroys the data object with the

    handle DH.  It releases all associated resources that were not
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    provided by the user in the first place.

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (gpgme_data_t DH,

         size_t *LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem is like

    gpgme_data_release, except that it returns the data buffer and

    its length that was provided by the object.

 

    The user has to release the buffer with gpgme_free.  In case the

    user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be made

    for this purpose.

 

    In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that

    can be returned to the user, the function will return NULL.  In

    any case, the data object DH is destroyed.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_free (void *BUFFER)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_free releases

 the memory returned by

    gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem and gpgme_pubkey_algo_string.

    It should be used instead of the system libraries free function

    in case different allocators are used by a program.  This is often

    the case if gpgme is used under Windows as a DLL.
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6.3 Manipulating Data Buffers

=============================

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

* Menu:

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.
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Buffers

 

6.3.1 Data Buffer I/O Operations

--------------------------------
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-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_read

 (gpgme_data_t DH, void *BUFFER,

         size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_read reads up to LENGTH bytes from the

    data object with the handle DH into the space starting at BUFFER.

 

    If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end

    of the data object is reached, the function returns 0.

 

    In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets ERRNO.

 

-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_write (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The function gpgme_data_write writes up to SIZE bytes starting

    from BUFFER into the data object with the handle DH at the current

    write position.

 

    The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if

    an error occurs.  If an error occurs, ERRNO is set.

 

-- Function: off_t gpgme_data_seek (gpgme_data_t DH, off_t OFFSET,

         int WHENCE)

    The function gpgme_data_seek changes the current read/write

    position.

 

    The WHENCE argument specifies how

 the OFFSET should be interpreted.

    It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

    SEEK_SET

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         beginning of the data object.

 

    SEEK_CUR

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         current file position.  This count may be positive or

         negative.

 

    SEEK_END

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the end of

         the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within

         the current extent of the data object; a positive count

         specifies a position past the current end.  If you set the

         position past the current end, and actually write data, you

         will extend the data object with zeros up to that position.

 

    If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

    measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can
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    use this feature together with SEEK_CUR

 to read the current

    read/write position.

 

    If the function fails, -1 is returned and ERRNO is set.
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Operations,  Up: Manipulating Data Buffers

 

6.3.2 Data Buffer Meta-Data

---------------------------

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_get_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_get_file_name returns a pointer to a

    string containing the file name associated with the data object.

    The file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or

    signing the data and will be returned to the user when decrypting

    or verifying the output data.

 

    If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is

    returned.  Otherwise, NULL will be returned.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *FILE_NAME)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_set_file_name sets the file

 name

    associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in

    the output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned

    to the user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is

    not a valid pointer and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_encoding_t

    The gpgme_data_encoding_t type specifies the encoding of a

    gpgme_data_t object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

    useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

    data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

    certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

    encodings on all operations.  The following data types are

    available:
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    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

         This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the

         default for a new data object.  The backend will try

 its best

         to detect the encoding automatically.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

         This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e.

         there is no special encoding.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

         This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64

         encoding scheme as used by MIME and other protocols.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

         This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as

         used by OpenPGP and PEM.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only

         useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is

         only useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

       

  SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control

         and space characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet

         implemented.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_get_encoding returns the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH.  If DH is not a valid pointer (e.g.

    NULL) GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE is returned.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH, gpgme_data_encoding_t ENC)

    The function gpgme_data_set_encoding changes the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH to ENC.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_flag (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with

    flags set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    size-hint

          The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall

         assume for this data object.  This is useful if the data is

         provided by callbacks or via file descriptors but the

         applications knows the total size of the data.  If this is set

         the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on buffer allocation

         strategies and to provide a total value for its progress

         information.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.
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6.3.3 Data Buffer Convenience Functions

---------------------------------------

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_type_t

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The gpgme_data_type_t type is used to return the detected type of

    the content of a data buffer.

 

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

    This is returned by gpgme_data_identify if it was not possible to

    identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable

 stream

    or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

    The type of the data is not known.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

    The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

    signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.
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GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER

    This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

    encrypted data.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY

    This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

    This is a CMS signed message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

    This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

    This is used for other CMS message types.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

    The data is a X.509 certificate

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

    The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This

 is commonly used to exchange

    private keys for X.509.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_data_identify returns the type of the data

    with the handle DH.  If it is not possible to perform the

    identification, the function returns zero

    (GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID).  Note that depending on how the data

    object has been created the identification may not be possible or

    the data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).

    For file or memory based data object, the state should not change.
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7 Contexts

**********

 

All cryptographic operations in GPGME are performed within a context,

which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run several

cryptographic operations in parallel, with different configuration.
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 -- Data type: gpgme_ctx_t

    The gpgme_ctx_t type is a handle for a GPGME context, which is

    used to hold the configuration, status and result of cryptographic

    operations.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.
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7.1 Creating Contexts

=====================

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (gpgme_ctx_t *CTX)

    The function gpgme_new creates a new gpgme_ctx_t object and

    returns a handle

 for it in CTX.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    context was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not

    a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.  Also, it returns GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL if

    gpgme_check_version was not called to initialize GPGME, and

    GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED if a selftest failed.  Currently, the

    only selftest is for Windows MingW32 targets to see if

    -mms-bitfields was used (as required).
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7.2 Destroying Contexts

=======================

 

-- Function: void gpgme_release (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_release destroys the context with the handle

    CTX and releases all associated resources.
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7.3 Result Management

=====================

 

The

 detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as gpgme_decrypt_result_t.  The corresponding

retrieval functions such as gpgme_op_decrypt_result provide static

access to the results after an operation completes.  Those structures

shall be considered read-only and an application must not allocate such

a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make it possible to

detach a result structure from its associated context and give it a

lifetime beyond that of the current operation or context.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_ref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_ref acquires an additional reference

    for the result RESULT, which may be of any type gpgme_*_result_t.

    As long as the user holds a reference, the result structure is

    guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_unref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_unref releases a reference for

 the

    result RESULT.  If this was the last reference, the result

    structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will

    be released.

 

  Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

gpgme_op_*_result functions.
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7.4 Context Attributes

======================

 

* Menu:

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.
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* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing

 the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

* Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.
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7.4.1 Protocol Selection

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO)

    The function gpgme_set_protocol sets the protocol used within the

    context CTX to PROTO.  All crypto operations will be performed by

    the crypto engine configured for that protocol.  *Note

 Protocols

    and Engines::.

 

    Setting the protocol with gpgme_set_protocol does intentionally

    not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

    installed correctly.  *Note Engine Version Check::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    protocol could be set successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PROTOCOL is not a valid protocol.

 

-- Function: gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol retrieves the protocol currently

    use with the context CTX.
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Attributes

 

7.4.2 Crypto Engine

-------------------

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The default
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can also be retrieved without any particular context.  *Note Engine

Information::.  The default can also be changed globally.  *Note

 Engine

Configuration::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

    configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

    CTX.

 

    The result is valid until the next invocation of

    gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info for this particular context.

 

    This function can not fail.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info changes the configuration

    of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO for the

    context CTX.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this

 crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

    NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    Currently this function must be used before starting the first

    crypto operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will

    take effect if the function is called after starting the first

    operation on the context CTX.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.
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7.4.3 How to tell the engine the sender.

----------------------------------------
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Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to figure

out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification and

signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the sender

("From:") address.  GPGME provides two functions to accomplish that.

Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:" addresses is not

supported.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_set_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int ADDRESS)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_sender specifies the sender address for

    use in sign and verify operations.  ADDRESS is expected to be the

    addr-spec part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

    address, in which case this function extracts the addr-spec from

    it.  Using NULL for ADDRESS clears the sender address.

 

    The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

    most likely failure is that no valid addr-spec was found in

    ADDRESS.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_sender returns the current sender address

    from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned value is

    valid as long as the CTX is valid and gpgme_set_sender has not

    been called again.
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7.4.4

 ASCII Armor

-----------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_armor specifies if the output should be

    ASCII armored.  By default, output is not ASCII armored.

 

    ASCII armored output is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_armor returns 1 if the output is ASCII
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    armored, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.5 Text Mode

---------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_textmode specifies if canonical text mode

    should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

    Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

    the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

    preparations so that

 text mode is not needed anymore.

 

    This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and

    ignored by all other engines.

 

    Canonical text mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_textmode returns 1 if canonical text mode

    is enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.6 Offline Mode

------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_offline specifies if offline mode should

    be used.  Offline mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

    The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

    backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter

    and for example

 completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any

    engine.

 

    For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr

    shall be used to do additional validation that might require
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    connecting external services (e.g.  CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the

    offline mode only affects the keylist mode

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

    For the OpenPGP protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of

    the Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are

    done as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an

    effect with GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.

 

    For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_offline returns 1 if offline mode is

    enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.
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7.4.7

 Pinentry Mode

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

    gpgme_pinentry_mode_t MODE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_pinentry_mode specifies the pinentry mode

    to be used.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback

    mechanism in GPGME through gpgme_set_passphrase_cb.

 

-- Function: gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_pinenty_mode returns the mode set for the

    context.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The gpgme_minentry_mode_t type specifies the set of possible

    pinentry modes that are supported by GPGME if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.
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    The following modes are supported:

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK

          SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Emulate use of Pinentrys cancel button.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Return a Pinentry error No Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.  This enables the use

         of gpgme_set_passphrase_cb because pinentry queries are

         redirected to gpgme.

 

         Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires

         allow-loopback-pinentry to be enabled in the

         gpg-agent.conf or an agent started with that option.
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7.4.8 Included Certificates

---------------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int NR_OF_CERTS)

    The function gpgme_set_include_certs

 specifies how many

    certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

    default, only the senders certificate is included.  The possible

    values of NR_OF_CERTS are:
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    GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.0.3

 

         Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the

         default for GPGME.

    -2

         Include all certificates except the root certificate.

    -1

         Include all certificates.

    0

         Include no certificates.

    1

         Include the senders certificate only.

    n

         Include the first n certificates of the certificates path,

         starting from the senders certificate.  The number n must

         be positive.

 

    Values of NR_OF_CERTS smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

    This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored

    by all other engines.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_include_certs returns

 the number of

    certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.
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7.4.9 Key Listing Mode

----------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_keylist_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_set_keylist_mode changes the default behaviour

    of the key listing functions.  The value in MODE is a bitwise-or

    combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL symbol specifies that the local

         keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting

         operation.  This is the default.

 

         Using only this option results in a --list-keys.
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    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN symbol specifies that an

         external source should be searched for keys in the keylisting

          operation.  The type of external source is dependent on the

         crypto engine used and whether it is combined with

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL.  For example, it can be a remote

         keyserver or LDAP certificate server.

 

         Using only this option results in a --search-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP and something similar to

         --list-external-keys for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         This is a shortcut for the combination of

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN,

         which results in a --locate-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS symbol specifies that the key

         signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS symbol specifies that

         the signature notations on key signatures

 should be included

         in the listed keys.  This only works if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS is also enabled.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU symbol specifies that

         information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be

         included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

         SINCE: 1.14.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP symbol specifies that the

         keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default

         depends on the version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.5.1
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         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET returns information about

         the presence of a corresponding secret key in a public key

         listing.  A public key listing with this mode is slower than a

         standard listing but can be used instead of a second run to

         list the secret keys.

  This is only supported for GnuPG

         versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this option also makes sure

         that the keygrip is available in the output.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL symbol specifies that keys

         flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE symbol specifies that the

         backend should do key or certificate validation and not just

         get the validity information from an internal cache.  This

         might be an expensive operation and is in general not useful.

         Currently only implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored

         for other backends.

 

    At least one of GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN must be specified.  For future binary

    compatibility, you should get the current mode with

    gpgme_get_keylist_mode and

 modify it by setting or clearing the

    appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

    gpgme_set_keylisting_mode operation.  This will leave all other

    bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not

    used in the current version of the library).

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the mode

    could be set correctly, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a

    valid pointer or MODE is not a valid mode.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_keylist_mode returns the current key

    listing mode of the context CTX.  This value can then be modified

    and used in a subsequent gpgme_set_keylist_mode operation to only

    affect the desired bits (and leave all others intact).

 

    The function returns 0 if CTX is not a valid pointer, and the

    current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Passphrase

 Callback,  Next: Progress Meter Callback,  Prev: Key Listing Mode,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.10 Passphrase Callback

--------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const

         char *UID_HINT, const char *PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD,

         int FD)

    The gpgme_passphrase_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    passphrase callback function.

 

    The argument UID_HINT might contain a string that gives an

    indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this

    is not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric

    encryption, for example), UID_HINT will be NULL.

 

    The argument PASSPHRASE_INFO, if not NULL, will give further

    information about the context in which the passphrase is required.

    This information is engine and operation specific.

 

    If this is the repeated attempt to get the passphrase, because

    previous attempts failed, then PREV_WAS_BAD is 1,

 otherwise it will

    be 0.

 

    The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline

    character, to the file descriptor FD.  The function

    gpgme_io_writen should be used for the write operation.  Note

    that if the user returns 0 to indicate success, the user must at

    least write a newline character before returning from the callback.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    You can use the error code GPG_ERR_CANCELED to abort the

    operation.  Otherwise, return 0.

 

    Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

    with the 2.0.x series.  See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode for more

    details on 2.1.x usage.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t PASSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_passphrase_cb sets the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

    PASSFUNC.  The function PASSFUNC needs to
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 implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no passphrase callback function is

    set.

 

    Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

    passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase

    from a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each

    user to implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not

    even support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case

    the error code GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is returned.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback.

    See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode.

 

    The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_passphrase_cb with PASSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *PASSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

     The function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb returns the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

    *PASSFUNC, and the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.

    If no passphrase callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer,

    NULL is returned in both variables.

 

    PASSFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.
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Context Attributes

 

7.4.11 Progress Meter Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT,

         int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL)

    The gpgme_progress_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    progress callback function.

 

    The arguments are specific to the crypto engine.  More information

    about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can

    be

 found in the GnuPG source code in the file doc/DETAILS in the

    section PROGRESS.
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-- Function: void gpgme_set_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t PROGFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_progress_cb sets the function that is used

    when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

    available.  The function PROGFUNC needs to implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no progress callback function is

    set.

 

    Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to

    display progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

    The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_progress_cb with PROGFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t *PROGFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_get_progress_cb returns the

 function that is

    used to inform the user about the progress made in *PROGFUNC, and

    the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no

    progress callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.

 

    PROGFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.
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7.4.12 Status Message Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char

         *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS)

    The gpgme_status_cb_t type is the type of function usable as a

    status message callback function.

 

    The argument KEYWORD is the name of the status message while the

    ARGS argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    Otherwise,

 return 0.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t STATUSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)
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    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_status_cb sets the function that is used

    when a status message is received from gpg to STATUSFUNC.  The

    function STATUSFUNC needs to be implemented by the user, and

    whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument being

    HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no status message callback function is

    set.

 

    The user can disable the use of a status message callback function

    by calling gpgme_set_status_cb with STATUSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t *STATUSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_status_cb returns the function that is

    used to process status messages from gpg in *STATUSFUNC, and the

    first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no status

    message callback

 is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.
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7.4.13 Context Flags

--------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags

    set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    "redraw"

         This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME

         sets and clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before

         an operation and set if an operation noticed that the engine

         has launched a Pinentry.  A Curses based application may use

         this information to redraw the screen; for example:

 

                  err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@example.org", 0);

                  while
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 (!err)

                    {

                      err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

                      if (err)

                        break;

                      show_key (key);

                      gpgme_key_release (key);

                    }

                  if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

                    redraw_screen ();

                  gpgme_release (ctx);

 

    "full-status"

         Using a VALUE of "1" the status callback set by

         gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the

         exception of PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the

         status callback is only called in certain situations.

 

    "raw-description"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" returns human readable strings in a

         raw format.  For example the non breaking space characters

         ("~") will not be removed from the description field of the

         gpgme_tofu_info_t object.

 

    "export-session-key"

      

   Using a VALUE of "1" specifies that the context should try to

         export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By

         default, or when using an empty string or "0" for VALUE,

         session keys are not exported.

 

    "override-session-key"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engine to

         override the session key for decryption.  The format of that

         session key is specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a

         decrypt operation when the context flag "export-session-key"

         is enabled.  Please be aware that using this feature with

         GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on many platforms via

         ps(1).

 

    "auto-key-retrieve"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" asks the backend to automatically

         retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note

         that this option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.

         Keyserver or Web Key Directory operators can

 see which keys

         you request, so by sending you a message signed by a brand new

         key (which you naturally will not have on your local keyring),
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         the operator can tell both your IP address and the time when

         you verified the signature.

 

    "auto-key-import"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to

         automatically import a missing key for signature verification

         from the signature.

 

    "include-key-block"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the

         signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the

         signature.

 

    "request-origin"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engines to

         request restrictions based on the origin of the request.

         Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg

         man page under the option --request-origin.  Requires at

         least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an effect.

 

    "no-symkey-cache"

          For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical

         en- and decryption.  This cache is based on the message

         specific salt value.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an

         effect.

 

    "ignore-mdc-error"

         This flag passes the option --ignore-mdc-error to gpg.  This

         can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due

         to a missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with

         great caution and only if it is a known non-corrupted old

         message and the decryption result of the former try had the

         decryption result flag legacy_cipher_nomdc set.  For

         failsafe reasons this flag is reset after each operation.

 

    "auto-key-locate"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to gpg.  This can be used

         to change the behavior of a GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         keylisting.  Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual

         and the gpg

 man page under the option --auto-key-locate.

         Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

         Note: Keys retrieved through auto-key-locate are

         automatically imported in the keyring.

 

    trust-model

         SINCE: 1.11.2
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         Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An

         empty string sets the trust-model back to the users default.

         If the trust-model is not supported by GnuPG the behavior is

         undefined and will likely cause all operations to fail.

         Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

         This options should be used carefully with a strict version

         requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

         trust-model changes the default trust-model for future

         operations.  A change in the trust-model also can have

         unintended side effects, like rebuilding the trust-db.

 

    "extended-edit"

         This flag passes the option --expert to gpg key edit.  This

         can be used to get additional

 callbacks in gpgme_op_edit.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The value of flags settable by gpgme_set_ctx_flag can be

    retrieved by this function.  If NAME is unknown the function

    returns NULL.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned for

    False and the string "1" is returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

    test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.
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7.4.14 Locale

-------------

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

  The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_set_locale (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int CATEGORY, const char *VALUE)
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    SINCE: 0.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_set_locale sets the locale of the context CTX,

    or the default locale if CTX is a null pointer.

 

    The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

    CATEGORY.  Supported categories are LC_CTYPE, LC_MESSAGES, and

    LC_ALL, which is a wildcard you can use if you want to change all

    the categories at once.

 

    The value to be used for the locale setting is VALUE, which will be

    copied to GPGMEs internal data structures.  VALUE can be a null

    pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will make PIN entry

    and other applications use their default setting, which is usually

    not what you want.

 

    Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a

    text terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration

    of the output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize

    the default

 value at startup.

 

    The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.
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7.4.15 Additional Logs

----------------------

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are engine

specific and can be be obtained with gpgme_op_getauditlog.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_getauditlog is used to obtain additional

    logs as specified by FLAGS into the OUTPUT data.  If

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if a log

    could be queried from the engine, and GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if

    the log specified in FLAGS is not available for this engine.  If no

    log is available GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:
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    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

          SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to stderr in

         interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide

         additional diagnostic information in case of errors in other

         operations.

 

         Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log

         will be empty and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA will be returned.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains

         additional information from the engine by issuing the

         GETAUDITLOG command.  For GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS this provides

         additional information about the X509 certificate chain.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         Same as GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT but in HTML.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_getauditlog_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_getauditlog.
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7.5 Key Management

==================

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or signers

are specified.  This is always done by specifying the respective keys

that should be used for the operation.  The following section describes

how such keys can be selected and manipulated.
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* Menu:

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public

 keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.
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7.5.1 Key objects

-----------------

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid as

long as the key object itself is valid.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_t

 

    The gpgme_key_t type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

         SINCE: 0.9.0

 

         The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

          This is true if the key is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the key is disabled.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key is invalid.  This might have several

         reasons, for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set
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         during key listings if the key could not be validated due to

         missing certificates or unmatched policies.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create data signatures.

 

    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create key certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true

 if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures

         according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will

         always be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be

         false (offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of

         secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    unsigned int origin : 5

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol

         This is the protocol supported by this key.

 

    char *issuer_serial

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

         serial.

 

    char *issuer_name
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         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

          name.

 

    char *chain_id

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the chain

         ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

    gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP, then this is the

         owner trust.

 

    gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

         This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first

         subkey in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t uids

         This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first

         user ID in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

    char *fpr

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note

         that this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.

         For an incomplete key (for example from a verification result)

         a subkey may be missing but this field may be set

         nevertheless.

 

    unsigned long last_update

  

       SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_subkey_t

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The gpgme_subkey_t type is a pointer to a subkey structure.

    Subkeys are one component of a gpgme_key_t object.  In fact,

    subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about

    the individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key

    object.  One gpgme_key_t can contain several subkeys.  The first

    subkey in the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

    The subkey structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_subkey_t next

         This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked
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         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the subkey is disabled.

 

    unsigned int

 invalid : 1

         This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create data

         signatures.

 

    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create key

         certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified

         signatures according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for

         classified information in Germany at the restricted level

         (VS-NfD). This are currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or

         ECDH/ECDSA

 keys using a Brainpool curve.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that it will
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         be false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e.  a secret key

         operation is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is

         only set if a listing of secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

    unsigned int length

         This is the length of the subkey (in bits).

 

    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits,

         if available.

 

    char *keygrip

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or NULL if not

         available.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.

  This is -1 if

         the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the

         subkey does not expire.

 

    unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         True if the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

    char *card_number

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The serial number of a smart card holding this key or NULL.

 

    char *curve

         For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_user_id_t
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    A user ID is a component of a gpgme_key_t object.  One key can

    have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

    primary) user ID.

 

    The user ID structure has the following members.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t next

         This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

  

  unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity

         This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

    char *uid

         This is the user ID string.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email

         This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    char *address;

         The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID

         string.  This is general the same as the email part of this

         structure but might be slightly different.  If no mail address

         is available NULL is stored.

 

    gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         If not NULL information from the TOFU database pertaining to

         this user id.

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t signatures

         This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

    unsigned int origin :
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         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

    unsigned long last_update

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.

 

    char *uidhash;

         A string used by gpg to identify a user ID. This string can be

         used at certain prompts of gpgme_op_edit to select a user

         ID. Users must be prepared to see a NULL value here.  The

         format of the value is not specified and may depend on the

         GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_info_t type is a pointer to a tofu info structure.

    Tofu info structures are one component of a gpgme_user_id_t

    object, and provide information from the TOFU database pertaining

    to the user ID.

 

    The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if

 this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int validity : 3

         This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

         0

              The value 0 indicates a conflict.

 

         1

              The value 1 indicates a key without history.

 

         2

              The value 2 indicates a key with too little history.

 

         3

              The value 3 indicates a key with enough history for

              basic trust.
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         4

              The value 4 indicates a key with a lot of history.

 

    unsigned int policy : 4

         This is the TOFU policy, see gpgme_tofu_policy_t.

 

    unsigned short signcount

         This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).

 

    unsigned short encrcount

         This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).

 

    unsigned long signfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when

 the first signature was

         seen with this binding.

 

    unsigned long signlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen

         with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    char *description

         A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_sig_t

 

    The gpgme_key_sig_t type is a pointer to a key signature

    structure.  Key signatures are one component of a gpgme_key_t

    object, and validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

    The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

    via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode

    enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of

 

    a key.

 

    The signature notations on a key signature are only available if
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    the key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS mode enabled, because it can be

    expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

    The key signature structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key signature is expired.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

    unsigned int exportable : 1

         This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the

 key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to

         create the signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is

         -1 if the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if

         the key signature does not expire.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning

         as the member of the same name in a gpgme_signature_t

         object.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The

         meaning is specific to the crypto engine.

 

    char *uid
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         This is the main user ID of the key used to create the

         signature.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email

          This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Listing Keys,  Next: Information About Keys,  Prev: Key objects,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.2 Listing Keys

------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, int SECRET_ONLY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_start initiates a key listing

    operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so that

    subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the keys

    in the list.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that the

    total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

    maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually

 accepted).  The

    pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

    name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing

    their fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are
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    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], int SECRET_ONLY, int RESERVED)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start initiates an extended key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the

  

  keys in the list.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are

    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of all patterns is

    restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact limit also

    depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting required,

    but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  Patterns

    should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name or

    user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

    fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function

 returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t DATA, int RESERVED)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start initiates a key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  In contrast to the other

    key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied DATA and

    not from the local key database.  The keys are also not imported

    into the local key database.  The function sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the

    keys from DATA.
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    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

    works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next

 returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.  While

    the context is busy DATA may not be released.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_next returns the next key in the

    list created by a previous gpgme_op_keylist_start operation in

    the context CTX.  The key will have one reference for the user.

    *Note Manipulating Keys::.

 

    This is the only way to get at gpgme_key_t objects in GPGME.

 

    If the last key in the list has already been returned,

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if there is not

    enough memory

 for the operation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_end ends a pending key list

    operation in the context CTX.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

    listing operation can be retrieved with gpgme_op_keylist_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during

    the operation there was not enough memory available.

 

  The following example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (g10code) can be listed with their key ID and the name and
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email address of the main user ID:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_key_t key;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

    if (!err)

      {

        err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

        while (!err)

          {

            err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

            if (err)

            

  break;

            printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

              printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

              printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

            putchar ('\n');

            gpgme_key_release (key);

          }

        gpgme_release (ctx);

      }

    if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

        exit (1);

      }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_keylist_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  After successfully ending a key

    listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_keylist_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    unsigned int truncated : 1

         This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result,

         and less than the desired keys

 could be listed.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_result returns a

    gpgme_keylist_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  The pointer is only valid if
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    the last operation on the context was a key listing operation, and

    if this operation finished successfully.  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.

 

  In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable,

the following function can be used to retrieve a single key.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FPR, gpgme_key_t *R_KEY, int SECRET)

    The function gpgme_get_key gets the key with the fingerprint (or

    key ID) FPR from the crypto backend and return it in R_KEY.  If

    SECRET is true, get the secret key.  The currently active keylist

    mode is used to retrieve

 the key.  The key will have one reference

    for the user.

 

    If the key is not found in the keyring, gpgme_get_key returns the

    error code GPG_ERR_EOF and *R_KEY will be set to NULL.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer or FPR is not a fingerprint or key ID,

    GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key ID was not a unique specifier

    for a key, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during the

    operation there was not enough memory available.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Information About Keys,  Next: Manipulating Keys,  Prev: Listing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.3 Information About Keys

----------------------------

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

gpgme_key_t objects.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_validity_t

    The gpgme_validity_t type is used to specify the validity of a

    user ID in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

         The user

 ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation

         of this validity is ?.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

         The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string

         representation of this validity is q.
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    GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

         The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is n.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

         The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is m.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

         The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is f.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE

         The user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is u.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Manipulating Keys,  Next: Generating Keys,  Prev: Information About Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.4 Manipulating Keys

-----------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_ref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_ref

 acquires an additional reference for

    the key KEY.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_unref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_unref releases a reference for the key

    KEY.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed and

    all resources associated to it will be released.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int RESERVED);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire sets the expiration time of the

    key KEY or of the specified subkeys.  This function requires at

    least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.  To be

    similar to other usages where expiration times are provided in

    unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date and so it is
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    in seconds from NOW.

 

    The common case is to use 0 to not set an

 expiration time.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    SUBFPRS selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time should

    be set.  If SUBFPRS is set to NULL, then the expiration time of

    the primary key is set.  If SUBFPRS is an asterisk (*), then the

    expiration times of all non-revoked and not yet expired subkeys are

    set.  To select more than one subkey put all subkey fingerprints

    into one string separated by linefeeds characters (\n).

 

    RESERVED is reserved for later use and must be 0.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start

 initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Generating Keys,  Next: Signing Keys,  Prev: Manipulating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.5 Generating Keys

---------------------

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older GnuPG
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versions the gpgme_op_genkey function can be used.  Existing code

which wants to update to the new functions or new code which shall

supports older

 GnuPG versions may try the new functions first and

provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is received.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey generates a new key for the

    procotol active in the context CTX.  As of now this function does

    only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of

    GnuPG.

 

    USERID is commonly the mail address associated with the key.  GPGME

    does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address

    is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected

    to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).

    This is a required parameter.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

 of

    public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see

    the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or the string "default", the

    key is generated using the default algorithm of the engine.  If the

    string "future-default" is used the engine may use an algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

    protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without

    requesting a non-default usage via FLAGS, triggers the creation of

    a primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to

 avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.
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    EXTRAKEY is currently not used and must be set to NULL.  A future

    version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

    GPGME_CREATE_ENCR

    GPGME_CREATE_CERT

    GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key

         usage) of the requested algorithm but use those explicitly

         given by these flags: signing, encryption,

         certification, or authentication.  The allowed

         combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

         If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

         selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

         protocol.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

          SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Request generation of the key without password protection.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed

         certificate.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not store the created key in the local key database.  This

         has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Return the public or secret key as part of the result

         structure.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.7.0
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         The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

         already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be

         used to override this check.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

         SINCE: 1.9.0

 

         Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

    After the operation

 completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createkey operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey creates and adds

 a new subkey

    to the primary OpenPGP key given by KEY.  The only allowed protocol

    in CTX is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP.  Subkeys (aka secondary keys)

    are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to bind several keys to a

    primary key.  As of now this function requires at least version

    2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

    supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or
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    the string "default", the subkey is generated using the default

    algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the string

    "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you

 supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS takes the same values as described above for

    gpgme_op_createkey.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO,

         unsigned long RESERVED, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE:

 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createsubkey operation; see there for details.  It must

    be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation is
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    a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly the

    mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not require

    a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given, RFC-822

    style format is suggested.

  The value is expected to be in UTF-8

    encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

    required parameter.

 

    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid_start initiates a gpgme_op_adduid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

    feature

 of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID must

    be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.
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    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    Note that the engine wont allow to revoke the last valid user ID.

    To change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then

    revoke the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const

 char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid_start initiates a gpgme_op_revuid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, cons char * NAME,

         cons char * VALUE);

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag is used to set flags on a user

    ID from the OpenPGP key given by KEY.  Setting flags on user IDs

    after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus

    the protocol for the context CTX must be set to OpenPGP.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

    USERID is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

    must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

 

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

    NAME names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

    supported flag is:

 

    primary

         This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID. All other

         primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  VALUE must be

         given as NULL. For technical reasons this functions bumps the

         creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one

         second.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.
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    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID,

         cons char * NAME, cons char * VALUE);

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag operation; see there for details.  It must

 

   be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey generates a new key pair in the

    context CTX.  The meaning of PUBLIC and SECRET depends on the

    crypto backend.

 

    GPG does not support PUBLIC and SECRET, they should be NULL.

    GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the standard key ring.

    The fingerprint of the generated key is available with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    GpgSM requires PUBLIC to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will

    generate a secret key (which will be stored by gpg-agent, and

    return a certificate request in PUBLIC, which then needs to be

    signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

    used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

    The argument PARMS specifies parameters for the

 key in an string

    that looks something like XML. The details about the format of

    PARMS are specific to the crypto engine used by CTX.  The first

    line of the parameters must be <GnupgKeyParams format="internal">

    and the last line must be </GnupgKeyParams>.  Every line in

    between the first and last lines is treated as a Header: Value

    pair.  In particular, no XML escaping is necessary if you need to

    include the characters <, >, or &.

 

    Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):
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         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: default

         Subkey-Type: default

         Name-Real: Joe Tester

         Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         Expire-Date: 0

         Passphrase: abc

         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation

 are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: RSA

         Key-Length: 1024

         Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format

    supported for now is internal.  The content of the

    GnupgKeyParms container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.

    Control statements are not allowed.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a well-formed string (e.g.  does not have the expected

    tag-like headers and footers), GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if PUBLIC or

    SECRET is not valid, and GPG_ERR_GENERAL if no key was created by

    the backend.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_genkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_start initiates a gpgme_op_genkey

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a valid XML string, and GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    PUBLIC or SECRET is not NULL.
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-- Data type: gpgme_genkey_result_t

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_genkey operation.  After successfully generating a key,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    unsigned int primary : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    unsigned int sub : 1

         This

 flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.

 

    unsigned int uid : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both

         a primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the

         primary key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not

         provide the fingerprint, fpr will be a null pointer.

 

    gpgme_data_t pubkey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

    gpgme_data_t seckey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

-- Function: gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_result returns a

    gpgme_genkey_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_genkey

 operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_genkey or

    gpgme_op_genkey_start operation, and if this operation finished
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    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signing Keys,  Next: Exporting Keys,  Prev: Generating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.6 Signing Keys

------------------

 

Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT). Instead of using the gpgme_op_interact function

along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a convenient function

to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG versions.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign adds

 a new key signature to the

    public key KEY.  This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

    GnuPG.

 

    CTX is the usual context which describes the protocol to use (which

    must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be used

    for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

    signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be

    used for a key signature, gpgme_signers_add can be used.  *Note

    Selecting Signers::.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If USERID is

    set to NULL all valid user IDs are signed.  The user ID must be

    given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case sensitive

    match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select more than one user ID

    put them all into one string separated by linefeeds characters

    (\n) and set the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP.

 

    EXPIRES

 specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

    seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration

    date.  However, if the configuration of the engine defines a

    default expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless
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    the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE is used.  Note that this

    parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t to avoid

    problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.  Note

    further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps

    and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Instead of creating an exportable key signature, create a key

         signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare that

 USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

         Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration

         date.  This overrides EXPIRE and any local configuration of

         the engine.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_keysign operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1
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     The function gpgme_op_revsig revokes key signatures of the public

    key KEY made with the key SIGNING_KEY.  This function requires at

    least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    SIGNING_KEY specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.

 

    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall be

    revoked.  If USERID is set to NULL the signatures on all user IDs

    are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim because the engine

    does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from

    the user ID object (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select

    more than one user ID put them all into one string separated by

    linefeeds characters (\n) and set the flag GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.14.1

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare

 that USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_revsig_start initiates a gpgme_op_revsig

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Exporting Keys,  Next: Importing Keys,  Prev: Signing Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.7 Exporting Keys

--------------------

 

Exporting keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--export.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way the
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export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they may be

or-ed together.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

     If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

    keyserver.  This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is

    good practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver

    at one time.  Using this flag requires that the KEYDATA argument of

    the export function is set to NULL.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

    SINCE: 1.3.1

 

    If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For

    OpenPGP keys it removes all signatures except for the latest

    self-signatures.  For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

    OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

    accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey

    a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be

    used.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    Instead of exporting the public

 key, the secret key is exported.

    This may not be combined with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN.  For

    X.509 the export format is PKCS#8.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not

    be used with OpenPGP.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also

    includes the certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.
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GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

    SINCE: 1.12.0 - experimental Do not export user ids.  Works only

    with certain gpg version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns

    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output

 format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_start initiates a gpgme_op_export

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.

  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns

    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are
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    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error

 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t keys[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys extracts public keys

 and

    returns them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the

    key data returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set

    for the context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

    specified for KEYDATA.

 

    The keys to export are taken form the NULL terminated array KEYS.

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX which do have a

    fingerprint set are considered for export.  Other keys specified by

    the KEYS are ignored.  In particular OpenPGP keys retrieved via an

    external key listing are not included.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no useful keys

    are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are reported by the

    crypto engine support routines.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEYS[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no

    useful keys are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Importing Keys,  Next: Deleting Keys,  Prev: Exporting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.8 Importing Keys

--------------------

 

Importing keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--import.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import

 adds the keys in the data buffer

    KEYDATA to the key ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.  The

    format of KEYDATA can be ASCII armored, for example, but the

    details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    KEYDATA is an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import_start initiates a gpgme_op_import

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the
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    import could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    KEYDATA

 is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if KEYDATA is

    an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_keys adds the keys described by the

    NULL terminated array KEYS to the key ring of the crypto engine

    used by CTX.  It is used to actually import and make keys permanent

    which have been retrieved from an external source (i.e.  using

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN) earlier.  The external keylisting must

    have been made with the same context configuration (in particular

    the same home directory).  (1) Note that for OpenPGP this may

    require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX are considered

    for import.  Other keys specified by the KEYS are ignored.  As of

    now all considered keys must have been retrieved using the same

    method, i.e.  the used key

 listing mode must be identical.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import

    the keydata using gpgme_op_export and gpgme_op_import.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the key listing mode

    does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys are considered for

    export.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_import_keys operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

 if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the
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    key listing mode does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys

    are considered for export.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_status_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  For each considered key one

    status is added that contains information about the result of the

    import.  The structure contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_import_status_t next

         This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

    gpgme_error_t result

         If the import was not successful, this is the error value that

         caused the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR.

 

    unsigned int status

         This is a bit-wise OR of the following

 flags that give more

         information about what part of the key was imported.  If the

         key was already known, this might be 0.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

              The key was new.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_UID

              The key contained new user IDs.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

              The key contained new signatures.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

              The key contained new sub keys.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

              The key contained a secret key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_import operation.  After a successful import operation,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_import_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:
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    int considered

         The total number of considered keys.

 

    int no_user_id

         The number of keys without user ID.

 

    int imported

         The total number

 of imported keys.

 

    int imported_rsa

         The number of imported RSA keys.

 

    int unchanged

         The number of unchanged keys.

 

    int new_user_ids

         The number of new user IDs.

 

    int new_sub_keys

         The number of new sub keys.

 

    int new_signatures

         The number of new signatures.

 

    int new_revocations

         The number of new revocations.

 

    int secret_read

         The total number of secret keys read.

 

    int secret_imported

         The number of imported secret keys.

 

    int secret_unchanged

         The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

    int not_imported

         The number of keys not imported.

 

    gpgme_import_status_t imports

         A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more

         information about the keys for which an import was attempted.

 

    int skipped_v3_keys

         For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore

         support v3 keys (created with PGP
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 2.x) and ignores them on

         import.  This counter provides the number of such skipped v3

         keys.

 

-- Function: gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_import_result returns a

    gpgme_import_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_import or

    gpgme_op_import_start operation, and if this operation finished

    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Thus it is a replacement for the usual workaround of exporting

and then importing a key to make an X.509 key permanent.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Deleting Keys,  Next: Changing Passphrases,  Prev: Importing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.9 Deleting Keys

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext deletes the key KEY from the key

    ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If not set, only public keys are deleted.  If set, secret keys

         are deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

    GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the key
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    was deleted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not

    a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY if KEY could not be found in

    the keyring, GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key was not specified

    unambiguously, and GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the secret key for KEY is

    available, but ALLOW_SECRET is zero.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_delete operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

  The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext_start, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node:

 Changing Passphrases,  Next: Changing TOFU Data,  Prev: Deleting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.10 Changing Passphrases

---------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd changes the passphrase of the

    private key associated with KEY.  The only allowed value for FLAGS

    is 0.  The backend engine will usually popup a window to ask for

    the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not useful

    in a server application (where passphrases are not required
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    anyway).

 

    Note that old gpg engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

    this command and will silently ignore it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd_start initiates a gpgme_op_passwd

    operation.  It can be completed

 by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Changing TOFU Data,  Next: Advanced Key Editing,  Prev: Changing Passphrases,  Up:

Key Management

 

7.5.11 Changing TOFU Data

-------------------------

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU implementation.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_policy_t type specifies the set of possible policy

    values that are supported by GPGME:

 

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

         Set the policy to auto.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

         Set the policy to good.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

         Set the policy to

 bad.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

         Set the policy to ask.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

         Set the policy to unknown.
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  To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy changes the TOFU policy of KEY.

    The valid values for POLICY are listed above.  As of now this

    function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version

    2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_tofu_policy operation.  It can be

 completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Advanced Key Editing,  Prev: Changing TOFU Data,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.12 Advanced Key Editing

---------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_interact_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The status

    keyword STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by

    GPGME from the crypto engine.  An empty string represents EOF. The

    file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status messages.  If STATUS

    indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to

    the command should
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 be written to FD.  The HANDLE is provided by the

    user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact processes the key KEY

    interactively, using the interact callback function FNC with the

    handle HANDLE.  The callback is invoked for every status and

    command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

    engine is written to the data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    FLAGS modifies the behaviour of the function; the only defined

 bit

    value is:

 

    GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

         --card-edit command.

 

    The function returns 0 if the edit operation completes

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid

    pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or the edit

    callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_interact operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,
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    and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Crypto Operations,  Next: Miscellaneous,  Prev: Key Management,

  Up: Contexts

 

7.6 Crypto Operations

=====================

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure is

used to hold information about such a key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_invalid_key_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.

    The structure contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t next

         This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

    gpgme_error_t reason

         An error code describing the reason why the key was found

         invalid.

 

* Menu:

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting

 a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt,  Next: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.1 Decrypt

-------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt decrypts the ciphertext in the data

    object CIPHER and stores it into the data object PLAIN.
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    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could

    not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t CIPHER,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext is the same as

    gpgme_op_decrypt but has an additional argument FLAGS.  If FLAGS

    is 0 both function behave identically.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

     

    The GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY symbol specifies that this function

         shall exactly act as gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP symbol specifies that the output

         shall be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer

         removed.  This requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for

         OpenPGP. This is the counterpart to GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP.
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    The function returns the error codes as described for

    gpgme_op_decrypt.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start (

         gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully,

 and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_recipient_t

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about

    the recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  This information (except for the

    status field) is even available before the operation finished

    successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

    contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_recipient_t next

         This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

         recipient.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

         if the secret key for this recipient

 is not available, and 0

         otherwise.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_decrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  After successfully decrypting data,
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    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_decrypt_result.  As with all result structures, it this

    structure shall be considered read-only and an application must not

    allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    char *unsupported_algorithm

         If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string

         describes the algorithm that is not supported.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         SINCE: 0.9.0 This is true if the key was not used according to

         its policy.

 

    unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

         SINCE: 1.11.2 The message was made by a legacy algorithm

         without any integrity protection.  This might be an old but

     

    legitimate message.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0 The message claims that the content is a MIME

         object.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

         SINCE: 1.10.0 The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant

         way.  This is a specification in Germany for a restricted

         communication level.

 

    gpgme_recipient_t recipients

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was

         encrypted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

    char *session_key

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the

         session key used in symmetric encryption of the message, if

         the context has been set to export session keys (see

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag, "export-session-key"), and a session key

         was available for the
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 most recent decryption operation.

         Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

         You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key") returns

         success or gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")

         returns true (non-empty string).

 

    char *symkey_algo

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode

         using the format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated

         non-MDC encryption mode of OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

-- Function: gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_result returns a

    gpgme_decrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_decrypt or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_start operation.  If the operation failed this

   

 might be a NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid

    until the next operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Verify,  Next: Decrypt and Verify,  Prev: Decrypt,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.2 Verify

------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_verify verifies that the signature in the

    data object SIG is a valid signature.  If SIG is a detached

    signature, then the signed text should be provided in SIGNED_TEXT

    and PLAIN should be a null pointer.  Otherwise, if SIG is a normal

    (or cleartext) signature, SIGNED_TEXT should be a null pointer and

    PLAIN should be a writable data object that will contain the

    plaintext after successful verification.

 

    The results of the individual signature verifications can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_verify_result.

 

    The function returns the error
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 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if SIG

    does not contain any data to verify, and passes through any errors

    that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_verify_start initiates a gpgme_op_verify

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    SIG or PLAIN does not contain any data to verify.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sig_notation_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

     of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure

         in the linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *name

         The name of the notation field.  If this is NULL, then the

         member value will contain a policy URL.

 

    int name_len

         The length of the name field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    char *value

         The value of the notation field.  If name is NULL, then

         this is a policy URL.

 

    int value_len

         The length of the value field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

         The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags

         associated with the notation data in an accumulated form which

         can be used
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 as an argument to the function

         gpgme_sig_notation_add.  The value flags is a bitwise-or

         combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE symbol specifies

              that the notation data is in human readable form

 

         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL symbol specifies that

              the notation data is critical.

 

    unsigned int human_readable : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE flag

         is set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for

         notation data, not for policy URLs.

 

    unsigned int critical : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL flag is set

         and false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and

         policy URLs.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_signature_t

     This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_signature_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sigsum_t summary

         This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.

         It provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the

         signature status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see

         whether a signature is valid without any restrictions.  This

         means that you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

              if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

              {

                 ..do stuff if valid..

              }

              else

              {
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                 ..do stuff if not fully valid..

              }

 

         The defined bits are:

         GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

               The signature is fully valid.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

              The signature is good but one might want to display some

              extra information.  Check the other bits.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

              The signature is bad.  It might be useful to check other

              bits and display more information, i.e.  a revoked

              certificate might not render a signature invalid when the

              message was received prior to the cause for the

              revocation.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

              The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

              The key or one of the certificates has expired.  It is

              probably a good idea to display the date of the

              expiration.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

              The signature has expired.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

              Cant verify due to a missing

 key or certificate.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

              The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

              Available CRL is too old.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

              A policy requirement was not met.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

              A system error occurred.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

              A TOFU conflict was detected.
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    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the

         following status codes are of interest:

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

              This status indicates that the signature could be

              verified or that there is no signature.  For the combined

              result this status means that all signatures could be

              verified.

 

              Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could

 be

              found.  Check the summary field for that.

 

              For example a gpgme_op_decrypt_verify returns a

              verification result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted

              but unsigned data.

 

         GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but

              expired.  For the combined result this status means that

              all signatures are valid and expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has expired.  For the

              combined result this status means that all signatures are

              valid and all keys are expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has been revoked.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

 

              are valid and all keys are revoked.

 

         GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

              This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

              are invalid.

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

              This status indicates that the signature could not be

              verified due to a missing key.  For the combined result

              this status means that all signatures could not be
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              checked due to missing keys.

 

         GPG_ERR_GENERAL

              This status indicates that there was some other error

              which prevented the signature verification.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

    unsigned long timestamp

         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    unsigned long exp_timestamp

         The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the

         signature

 does not expire.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

    unsigned int pka_trust : 2

         This is set to the trust information gained by means of the

         PKA system.  Values are:

         0

              No PKA information available or verification not

              possible.

         1

              PKA verification failed.

         2

              PKA verification succeeded.

         3

              Reserved for future use.

         Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may

         also be reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

    unsigned int chain_model : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.6

 

         This is true if the validity of the signature has been checked

         using the chain model.  In the chain model the time the

         signature has been created must be within the validity period

         of the certificate and the time the certificate itself has

          been created must be within the validity period of the issuing

         certificate.  In contrast the default validation model checks

         the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate

         chain at the current time.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity
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         The validity of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t validity_reason

         If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    char *pka_address

         The mailbox from the PKA information or NULL.

 

    gpgme_key_t key

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         An object describing the key used to create the signature.

         This key object may be incomplete in that it only conveys

         information availabale directly with a signature.  It may also

         be NULL if such information is not readily available.

 

 -- Data type: gpgme_verify_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_verify operation.  After verifying a signature, you can

    retrieve the pointer to the result with gpgme_op_verify_result.

    If the operation failed this might be a NULL pointer.  The

    structure contains the following member:

 

    gpgme_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures for which

         a verification was attempted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The

         filename is not covered by the signature.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

         Warning: This flag is not covered by the signature.

 

-- Function: gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)
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 The function gpgme_op_verify_result returns a

    gpgme_verify_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_verify,

    gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start operation, and if this operation

    finished successfully (for gpgme_op_decrypt_verify and

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start, the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    counts as successful in this context).  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt and Verify,  Next: Sign,  Prev: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.3 Decrypt and Verify

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify decrypts the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER and

 stores it into the data object PLAIN.

    If CIPHER contains signatures, they will be verified.

 

    After the operation completed, gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

    gpgme_op_verify_result can be used to retrieve more information

    about the signatures.

 

    If the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned, CIPHER does not

    contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be signed.

    The information about detected signatures is available with

    gpgme_op_verify_result in this case.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could

    not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support

 routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify operation.  It can be completed by

    calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For
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    Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER, PLAIN or R_STAT is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt.

 

  When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail address (the addr-spec) from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal functions

in GPGME and GnuPG:

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (const char *UID)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.1

 

    Return the mail address (called addr-spec in RFC-5322) from the

    string

 UID which is assumed to be a user id (called address in

    RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e.  those with bit 7

    cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must

    free the result using gpgme_free.  Returns NULL if no valid

    address was found (in which case ERRNO is set to EINVAL) or for

    other errors.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Sign,  Next: Encrypt,  Prev: Decrypt and Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.4 Sign

----------

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of keys

used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is applied to

all following signing operations in this context (until the set is

changed).

 

* Menu:

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Selecting Signers,  Next: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.1

 Selecting Signers

.........................
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The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_signers_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_signers_clear releases a reference for each

    key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

    context CTX.

 

    Every context starts with an empty list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_signers_add adds the key KEY to the list of

    signers in the context CTX.

 

    Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

 

-- Function: unsigned int gpgme_signers_count (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_signers_count returns the number of signer

    keys in the context CTX.

 

-- Function:

 gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int SEQ)

    The function gpgme_signers_enum returns the SEQth key in the list

    of signers in the context CTX.  An additional reference is acquired

    for the user.

 

    If SEQ is out of range, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Creating a Signature,  Next: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Selecting Signers,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.2 Creating a Signature

............................

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_mode_t

    The gpgme_sig_mode_t type is used to specify the desired type of

    a signature.  The following modes are available:

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

         A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext

         and the signature.
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    GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

         A detached signature is made.

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

         A clear text signature is made.  The ASCII armor and text mode

         settings of the context are ignored.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_op_sign creates a signature for the text in

    the data object PLAIN and returns it in the data object SIG.  The

    type of the signature created is determined by the ASCII armor (or,

    if that is not set, by the encoding specified for SIG), the text

    mode attributes set for the context CTX and the requested signature

    mode MODE.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_sign_result.

 

    If an S/MIME signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

    the number of certificates to include in the message can be

    specified with gpgme_set_include_certs.  *Note Included

    Certificates::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    signature could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

 the

    signature could not be created, GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the

    passphrase for the secret key could not be retrieved,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY if there are invalid signers, and passes

    through any errors that are reported by the crypto engine support

    routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_start initiates a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_new_signature_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result
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    of a gpgme_op_sign operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t

 next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sig_mode_t type

         The type of this signature.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         The signature class of this signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this

         signature.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sign_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_sign operation.  After successfully generating a

    signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_sign_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t

 invalid_signers

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which a signature could not be created.

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures created.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_result returns a gpgme_sign_result_t

    pointer to a structure holding the result of a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  The pointer is only valid if the last operation on the

    context was a gpgme_op_sign, gpgme_op_sign_start,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign or gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start operation.
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    If that operation failed, the function might return a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.3 Signature Notation Data

...............................

 

Using the following

 functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data to

a signature.  This information is then available to the user when the

signature is verified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_clear removes the notation data

    from the context CTX.  Subsequent signing operations from this

    context will not include any notation data.

 

    Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE,

         gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add adds the notation data with

    the name NAME and the value VALUE to the context CTX.

 

    Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as

    well as any other notation data that was added since the creation

    of the context or the last gpgme_sig_notation_clear operation.

 

 

    The arguments NAME and VALUE must be NUL-terminated strings in

    human-readable form.  The flag GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

    is implied (non-human-readable notation data is currently not

    supported).  The strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.

 

    If NAME is NULL, then VALUE should be a policy URL.

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add returns the error code

    GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the notation data could be added

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a valid pointer, or

    if NAME, VALUE and FLAGS are an invalid combination.  The function
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    also passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

    engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get

         (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_get returns the linked list of

    notation data structures that are contained in the context CTX.

 

    If CTX is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data added

     for this context, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypt,  Prev: Sign,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.5 Encrypt

-------------

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same time.

The list of recipients is created independently of any context, and then

passed to the encryption operation.

 

* Menu:

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypting a Plaintext,  Up: Encrypt

 

7.6.5.1 Encrypting a Plaintext

..............................

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt encrypts the plaintext in the data

    object PLAIN for the recipients RECP and stores the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER.  The type of the ciphertext created is

    determined by the ASCII armor (or, if that is not set, by the

    encoding specified

 for CIPHER) and the text mode attributes set for

    the context CTX.

 

    RECP must be a NULL-terminated array of keys.  The user must keep

    references for all keys during the whole duration of the call (but

    see gpgme_op_encrypt_start for the requirements with the

    asynchronous variant).
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    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST symbol specifies that all the

         recipients in RECP should be trusted, even if the keys do not

         have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should

         be used with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any

         untrusted keys.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO symbol specifies that no

         default or hidden default recipients as configured in the

         crypto backend should be included.  This

 can be useful for

         managing different user profiles.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS symbol specifies that the

         plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.

         This is in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted

         message may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE symbol is used with the UI Server

         protocol to prepare an encryption (i.e.  sending the

         PREP_ENCRYPT command).  With the GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         symbol the UI Server is advised to also expect a sign command.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC symbol specifies that the output

         should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even if

         recipients are provided.  This feature is only supported for

         the OpenPGP

 crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS symbols requests that the
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         identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the

         ciphertext.  On the receiving side, the use of this flag may

         slow down the decryption process because all available secret

         keys must be tried.  This flag is only honored for OpenPGP

         encryption.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP symbol specifies that the input is an

         OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart

         to GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS symbol requests that all

         supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically

         valid mail address.  If this is not the case the operation is

         not even tried and the error code GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID

 is

         returned.  Only the address part of the key specification is

         conveyed to the backend.  As of now the key must be specified

         using the RECPSTRING argument of the extended encrypt

         functions.  This feature is currently only supported for the

         OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

    If GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY is returned, some recipients in RECP

    are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might be

    encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in CIPHER (if this

    happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about the

    invalid recipients is available with gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

    If RECP is NULL, symmetric rather than public key encryption is

    performed.  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be deciphered

    with gpgme_op_decrypt.  Note that in this case the crypto backend

    needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.  Symmetric encryption

    is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

 crypto backend.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RECP, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RECP contains some invalid recipients,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the symmetric key

    could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.
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-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of

    this call.  The user can release its references to the keys after

    this function returns, even

 if the operation is not yet finished.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RSET does not contain any valid

    recipients.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt with RECPSTRING

    as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING is not

    NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited string with

    the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the keys are

    given directly as strings and there is no need to first create key

    objects.  Leading and trailing white space is remove from each line

    in RECPSTRING.  The keys

 are then passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

    For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

    modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

    specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

    --hidden

    --no-hidden

         These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for

         all following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is

         requested the gpg option -R (or -F in file mode) is used

         instead of -r (-f in file mode).

 

    --file

    --no-file
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         These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all

         following key specification.  In file mode the option -f or

         -F is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is

         required to handle these options.  The

         GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS flag is ignored in file mode.

 

    --

         This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of

         the string.  All

 keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

    To create a RECPSTRING it is often useful to employ a strconcat

    style function.  For example this function creates a string to

    encrypt to two keys:

 

         char *

         xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

         {

           char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

           if (!result)

             { perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }

 

    Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

    keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

    specifications starting with a double dash.  The used strconcat

    function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

    (aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME. The number of arguments to

    gpgrt_strconcat is limited to 47 but that should always be

    sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to

    be

 supplied the following code can be used:

 

         char *

         xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

         {

           gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

           const char *s;

           void *result;

 

           memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

           if (!memfp)

             { perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); }

           gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

           while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

             {

               gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);
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               gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

             }

           gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

           if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

             { perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); }

           if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

             { perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }

 

    In this example get_next_keyspec is expected to return the next

    key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

    large number of recipients

 is often questionable due to security

    reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

    passed on the command line to gpg which has as a platform

    specific length limitation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_start with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_encrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_encrypt

 operation.  After successfully encrypting data,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_encrypt_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which the data could not be encrypted.

 

-- Function: gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_result returns a
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    gpgme_encrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_encrypt,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_sign or gpgme_op_sign_start

    operation.  If this operation failed, this might be a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

          gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign does a combined encrypt and

    sign operation.  It is used like gpgme_op_encrypt, but the

    ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in CTX.

 

    The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

    for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[],

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,
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         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start with

    RECPSTRING

 as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.
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7.7 Miscellaneous operations

============================

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

* Menu:

 

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates
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7.7.1 Running other Programs

----------------------------

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend engines.

Along

 with data abstraction object this subsystem can be used to run

arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related to

cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools which

are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible with the

GPGME API.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0
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    The function gpgme_op_spawn runs the program FILE with the

    arguments taken from the NULL terminated array ARGV.  If no

    arguments are required ARGV may be given as NULL.  In the latter

    case or if argv[0] is the empty string, GPGME uses the basename

    of FILE for argv[0].  The file descriptors stdin, stdout, and

    stderr are connected to the data objects DATAIN, DATAOUT, and

    DATAERR.  If NULL is passed for one of these data objects the

    corresponding

 file descriptor is connected to /dev/null.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new

         console for the program.  This is useful for a GUI application

         which needs to call a command line helper tool.

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag allows the called program to put

         itself into the foreground.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_spawn.
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Up: Miscellaneous

 

7.7.2

 Using the Assuan protocol

-------------------------------

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.  By

default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected to

arbitrary servers by using gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, passing the

location of the servers socket as FILE_NAME argument, and an empty

string as HOME_DIR argument.
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  The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to

transfer data:

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback receives any data sent by the server.  OPAQUE is the

    pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, DATA of length

    DATALEN refers to the data sent.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *NAME, const char *ARGS, gpgme_data_t *R_DATA)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan

 

    server.  OPAQUE is the pointer passed to

    gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, NAME and ARGS specify what kind

    of data the server requested, and R_DATA is used to return the

    actual data.

 

    Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in GPGME.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.  OPAQUE

    is the pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, STATUS

    and ARGS denote the status update sent.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  Any

     callback may be NULL.  The result of the operation may be

    retrieved using gpgme_wait_ext.
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    Asynchronous variant.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_error_t *OP_ERR)

 

    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  The

    result of the operation is returned in OP_ERR.

 

    Synchronous variant.
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7.7.3 How to check for software updates

---------------------------------------

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG. GPGME can be used to access this

online database and check whether a new version of

 a software package is

available.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  After success full call to that

    function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_query_swdb_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    name

         This is the name of the package.

 

    iversion

         The currently installed version or an empty string.  This

         value is either a copy of the argument given to

         gpgme_op_query_swdb or the version of the installed software

         as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

    created

         This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers

         has originally be created by the GnuPG project.
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    retrieved

         This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

    warning

         If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of

         the

 information in this structure are not properly set.  For

         example if the version number of the installed software could

         not be figured out, the update flag may not reflect a

         required update status.

 

    update

         If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

    urgent

         If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

    noinfo

         If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

    unknown

         If this flag is set the given name is not known.

 

    tooold

         If this flag is set the available information is not fresh

         enough.

 

    error

         If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

    version

         The version string of the latest released version.

 

    reldate

         The release date of the latest released version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *IVERSION, gpgme_data_t RESERVED)

 

     SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    Query the software version database for software package NAME and

    check against the installed version given by IVERSION.  If IVERSION

    is given as NULL a check is only done if GPGME can figure out the

    version by itself (for example when using "gpgme" or "gnupg").  If

    NULL is used for NAME the current gpgme version is checked.

    RESERVED must be set to 0.
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-- Function: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_query_swdb_result returns a

    gpgme_query_swdb_result_t pointer to a structure holding the

    result of a gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  The pointer is only

    valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

    gpgme_op_query_swdb.  If that call failed, the result might be a

    NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context CTX.

 

Here is an example on

 how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    int

    main (void)

    {

      gpg_error_t err;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;

 

      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (err)

        fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

      else

        {

          gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

          err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

          if (err)

            fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

          else

            {

              result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

              if (!result)

                fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

              if (!result->warning && !result->update)

                printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                        result->iversion);

              else if (!result->warning && result->update)

       

         printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                        result->iversion, result->version);
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              else

                fprintf (stderr, "error finding the update status\n");

            }

          gpgme_release (ctx);

        }

      return 0;

    }
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7.8 Run Control

===============

 

GPGME supports running operations synchronously and asynchronously.  You

can use asynchronous operation to set up a context up to initiating the

desired operation, but delay performing it to a later point.

 

  Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when GPGME runs.  This ensures that GPGME only runs when necessary and

also prevents it from blocking for a long time.

 

* Menu:

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to

 end pending operations prematurely.
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7.8.1 Waiting For Completion

----------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_error_t *STATUS, int HANG)

    The function gpgme_wait continues the pending operation within

    the context CTX.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

    between GPGME and the crypto backend and watches over the run time

    status of the backend process.

 

    If HANG is true, the function does not return until the operation

    is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not block

    for a long time.

 

    The error status of the finished operation is returned in STATUS if

    gpgme_wait does not return NULL.
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    The CTX argument can be NULL.  In that case, gpgme_wait waits

    for any context to complete its operation.

 

    gpgme_wait can be used only in conjunction with any context

 that

    has a pending operation initiated with one of the

    gpgme_op_*_start functions except gpgme_op_keylist_start and

    gpgme_op_trustlist_start (for which you should use the

    corresponding gpgme_op_*_next functions).  If CTX is NULL, all

    of such contexts are waited upon and possibly returned.

    Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key and

    trust item list operations, do not affect gpgme_wait.

 

    In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

    gpgme_wait at any time, regardless of whether CTX is specified or

    not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

    synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

    The function returns the CTX of the context which has finished the

    operation.  If HANG is false, and the timeout expires, NULL is

    returned and *status will be set to 0.  If an error occurs,

    NULL

 is returned and the error is returned in *status.
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Run Control

 

7.8.2 Using External Event Loops

--------------------------------

 

GPGME hides the complexity of the communication between the library and

the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that the calling

thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data returned by the

crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in particular if they are

interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.  OTOH, if gpgme_wait is

used without the HANG option being enabled, it might be called

unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that could be used otherwise.

 

  The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  GPGME will provide the user with

the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the callback

functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is ready for

reading

 or writing.  It is then the users responsibility to decide when

to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the callback functions.
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Usually this is done in an event loop, that also checks for events in

other parts of the program.  If the callback functions are only called

when the file descriptors are ready, GPGME will never block.  This gives

the user more control over the program flow, and allows to perform other

tasks when GPGME would block otherwise.

 

  By using this advanced mechanism, GPGME can be integrated smoothly

into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded programs.

 

* Menu:

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use GPGME with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use GPGME with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use

 GPGME with Qt.
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7.8.2.1 I/O Callback Interface

..............................

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD)

    The gpgme_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME wants

    to register as I/O callback handlers using the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t functions provided by the user.

 

    DATA and FD are provided by GPGME when the I/O callback handler is

    registered, and should be passed through to the handler when it is

    invoked by the user because it noticed activity on the file

    descriptor FD.

 

    The callback handler always returns 0, but you should consider

    the return value to be reserved for later use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA,

         int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void *FNC_DATA,

         void **TAG)

    The gpgme_register_io_cb_t type is the type of

 functions which

    can be called by GPGME to register an I/O callback function FNC for

    the file descriptor FD with the user.  FNC_DATA should be passed as

    the first argument to FNC when the handler is invoked (the second

    argument should be FD).  If DIR is 0, FNC should be called by the

    user when FD is ready for writing.  If DIR is 1, FNC should be
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    called when FD is ready for reading.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be

    passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

    For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

    which the file descriptor should be added.

 

    GPGME will call this function when a crypto operation is initiated

    in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback handler

    functions with gpgme_set_io_cbs.  It can also call this function

    when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file

 descriptor

    associated to this context.

 

    The user should return a unique handle in TAG identifying this I/O

    callback registration, which will be passed to the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function without interpretation when the

    file descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG)

    The gpgme_remove_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback handler that was

    registered before.  TAG is the handle that was returned by the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t for this I/O callback.

 

    GPGME can call this function when a crypto operation is in an I/O

    callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

    destroyed while an operation is pending.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_event_io_t

    The gpgme_event_io_t type specifies the type of an event that is

    reported to the user by GPGME as a consequence of an I/O operation.

    The following events

 are defined:

 

    GPGME_EVENT_START

         The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to

         run the registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that

         registered I/O callback handlers must not be run before this

         event is signalled.  TYPE_DATA is NULL and reserved for

         later use.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE

         The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this

         operation was removed.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA points to a

         struct gpgme_io_event_done_data variable that contains the

         status of the operation that finished.  This event is
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         signalled after the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

         In a gpgme_op_keylist_start operation, the next key was

         received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA

         is a gpgme_key_t variable that contains the key with one

         reference for the user.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t)

 (void *DATA,

         gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA)

    The gpgme_event_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to signal an event for an operation running in a

    context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be passed

    as the first argument when registering a callback function.  For

    example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

    this event has occurred.

 

    TYPE will specify the type of event that has occurred.  TYPE_DATA

    specifies the event further, as described in the above list of

    possible gpgme_event_io_t types.

 

    GPGME can call this function in an I/O callback handler.
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Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.2 Registering I/O Callbacks

.................................

 

 -- Data type: struct gpgme_io_cbs

    This structure is used to store the I/O callback interface

    functions described in the previous section.  It has the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

         This is the function called by GPGME to register an I/O

         callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

    void *add_priv

         This is passed as the first argument to the add function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should

         be added.
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    gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

         This is the function called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback

         handler.  It must be specified.

 

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

         This is the function called by GPGME to signal an event for an

         operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start

         event must be processed.

 

    void *event_priv

          This is passed as the first argument to the event function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the context in which the event has occurred.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_set_io_cbs enables the I/O callback interface

    for the context CTX.  The I/O callback functions are specified by

    IO_CBS.

 

    If IO_CBS->add is NULL, the I/O callback interface is disabled

    for the context, and normal operation is restored.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_get_io_cbs returns the I/O callback functions

    set with gpgme_set_io_cbs in IO_CBS.
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7.8.2.3 I/O Callback Example

............................

 

To

 actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by GPGME to register and unregister

file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually monitor these file

descriptors for activity and call the appropriate I/O callbacks.

 

  The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can run

concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized structure

because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto operation in

GPGME is not predictable.
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    #include <assert.h>

    #include <errno.h>

    #include <stdlib.h>

    #include <pthread.h>

    #include <sys/types.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    /* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

    struct op_result

    {

      int done;

      gpgme_error_t err;

    };

 

    /* The following structure holds the

 data associated with one I/O

    callback.  */

    struct one_fd

    {

      int fd;

      int dir;

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      void *loop;

    };

 

    struct event_loop

    {

      pthread_mutex_t lock;

    #define MAX_FDS 32

      /* Unused slots are marked with FD being -1.  */

      struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

    };

 

  The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

    gpgme_error_t

    add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

    	   void **r_tag)

    {

      struct event_loop *loop = data;

      struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

      int i;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        {
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          if (fds[i].fd == -1)

    	{

    	  fds[i].fd = fd;

    	  fds[i].dir = dir;

    	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

    	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

    	  fds[i].loop = loop;

    	  break;

    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

       if (i == MAX_FDS)

        return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

      *r_tag = &fds[i];

      return 0;

    }

 

    void

    remove_io_cb (void *tag)

    {

      struct one_fd *fd = tag;

      struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      fd->fd = -1;

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

    }

 

    void

    event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

    {

      struct op_result *result = data;

 

      /* We don't support list operations here.  */

      if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

        {

          result->done = 1;

          result->err = *type_data;

        }

    }

 

  The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

    int

    do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

    {

      fd_set rfds;
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      fd_set wfds;

      int i, n;

      int any = 0;

      struct timeval tv;

      struct one_fd *fdlist

 = loop->fds;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      FD_ZERO (&rfds);

      FD_ZERO (&wfds);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

          FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

      tv.tv_sec = 0;

      tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

      do

        {

          n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

        }

      while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

      if (n < 0)

        return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

        {

          if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

    	{

    	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

    	    {

    	      assert (n);

    	      n--;

    	      any = 1;

                  /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                     so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

                  pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

     	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

                  pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

    	    }

    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

      return any;

    }
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    void

    wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

    {

      int ret;

 

      do

        {

          ret = do_select (loop);

        }

      while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

    }

 

  The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

    int

    main (int argc, char *argv[])

    {

      struct event_loop loop;

      struct op_result result;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_error_t err;

      gpgme_data_t sig, text;

      int i;

      pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

      struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

      {

        add_io_cb,

        &loop,

        remove_io_cb,

        event_io_cb,

        &result

      };

 

      init_gpgme ();

 

      /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

      /* The mutex must be

 recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

         lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

      pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

      pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        loop.fds[i].fd = -1;
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      /* Initialize the result structure.  */

      result.done = 0;

 

      err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

      if (!err)

        err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

      if (!err)

        err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (!err)

        {

           gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

           err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

        }

      if (err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

          exit (1);

        }

 

      wait_for_op (&loop,

 &result);

      if (!result.done)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

          exit (1);

        }

      if (!result.err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

          exit (1);

        }

      /* Evaluate verify result.  */

      ...

      return 0;

    }
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7.8.2.4 I/O Callback Example GTK+

.................................

 

The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate GPGME with the GTK+

event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done
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using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GTK+ specific

 setup.

 

    #include <gtk/gtk.h>

 

    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      guint input_handler_id

    };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                       ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                       : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                                    my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                                   0, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;

    }
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7.8.2.5 I/O Callback Example GDK

................................

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

GDK event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GDK specific setup.

 

  It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

    #include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      gint tag;

 

   };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                      my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;
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    }
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Loops

 

7.8.2.6 I/O Callback Example Qt

...............................

 

The

 I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

Qt event loop.  The following code snippets show how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any Qt specific setup.

 

    #include <qsocketnotifier.h>

    #include <qapplication.h>

 

    struct IOCB {

      IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

        : func( f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) {}

      GpgmeIOCb func;

      void * data;

      QSocketNotifier * notifier;

    }

 

    class MyApp : public QApplication {

 

      // ...

 

      static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                           GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                           void ** tag ) {

        QSocketNotifier * n =

          new QSocketNotifier(

 fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                       : QSocketNotifier::Write );

        connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

                 qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

        qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

        *tag = (void*)n;

      }

 

      static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) {

        if ( !tag ) return;

        QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );
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        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier == n ) {

            delete it->notifier;

            qApp->mIOCBs.erase( it );

            return;

          }

      }

 

    public slots:

      void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) {

        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

            (*(it->func))

 ( it->func_data, fd );

      }

 

      // ...

 

    private:

      QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

      // ...

    };
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7.8.3 Cancellation

------------------

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.  GPGME

provides two different functions to achieve that.  The function

gpgme_cancel takes effect immediately.  When it returns, the operation

is effectively canceled.  However, it has some limitations and can not

be used with synchronous operations.  In contrast, the function

gpgme_cancel_async can be used with any context and from any thread,

but it is not guaranteed to take effect immediately.  Instead,

cancellation occurs at the next possible time (typically the next time

I/O occurs in the target context).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 0.4.5

 

    The function gpgme_cancel attempts to cancel a pending operation

    in the context

 CTX.  This only works if you use the global event

    loop or your own event loop.
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    If you use the global event loop, you must not call gpgme_wait

    during cancellation.  After successful cancellation, you can call

    gpgme_wait (optionally waiting on CTX), and the context CTX will

    appear as if it had finished with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL.

 

    If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

    callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the

    event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O

    callbacks for this context will be unregistered, and a

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE event with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL will

    be signalled.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.7

 

    The function gpgme_cancel_async attempts to cancel a pending

    operation

 in the context CTX.  This can be called by any thread at

    any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

    take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the

    next time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).
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Appendix A The GnuPG UI Server Protocol

***************************************

 

This section specifies the protocol used between clients and a User

Interface Server (UI server).  This protocol helps to build a system

where all cryptographic operations are done by a server and the server

is responsible for all dialogs.  Although GPGME has no direct support

for this protocol it is believed that servers will utilize the GPGME

library; thus having the specification included in this manual is an

appropriate choice.  This protocol

 should be referenced as The GnuPG UI

Server Protocol.

 

A server needs to implement these commands:(1)

 

* Menu:
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* UI Server Encrypt::                Encrypt a message.

* UI Server Sign::                   Sign a message.

* UI Server Decrypt::                Decrypt a message.

* UI Server Verify::                 Verify a message.

* UI Server Set Input Files::        Specifying the input files to operate on.

* UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files::     Encrypting and signing files.

* UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files::   Decrypting and verifying files.

* UI Server Import/Export Keys::     Managing certificates.

* UI Server Checksum Files::         Create and verify checksums for files.

* Miscellaneous UI Server Commands::   Commands not related to a specific operation.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) In all examples we assume that the connection has already been

established; see the Assuan manual for details.
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A.1 UI Server: Encrypt a Message

================================

 

Before encryption can be done the recipients must be set using the

command:

 

-- Command: RECIPIENT STRING

 

    Set the recipient for the encryption.  STRING is an RFC-2822

    recipient name ("mailbox" as per section 3.4).  This command may or

    may not check the recipient for validity right away; if it does not

    all recipients are expected to be checked at the time of the

    ENCRYPT command.  All RECIPIENT commands are cumulative until a

    successful ENCRYPT command or until a RESET command.  Linefeeds

    are obviously not allowed in STRING and should be folded into

    spaces (which are equivalent).

 

To tell the server the source and destination of the data, the next two

commands are to be used:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be encrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.

 

    GpgOL is a Windows only program,

 thus N is not a libc file

    descriptor but a regular system handle.  Given that the Assuan
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    connection works over a socket, it is not possible to use regular

    inheritance to make the file descriptor available to the server.

    Thus DuplicateHandle needs to be used to duplicate a handle to

    the server process.  This is the reason that the server needs to

    implement the GETINFO pid command.  Sending this command a second

    time replaces the file descriptor set by the last one.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output (i.e.  the

    encrypted message) to N.  If the option --binary is given the

    output shall be in binary format; if not given, the output for

    OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64 encoded.  For

    details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT command.

 

The setting of the recipients, the data source and destination may

happen in any order, even intermixed.  If this has been

 done the actual

encryption operation is called using:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT --protocol=NAME

 

    This command reads the plaintext from the file descriptor set by

    the INPUT command, encrypts it and writes the ciphertext to the

    file descriptor set by the OUTPUT command.  The server may (and

    should) overlap reading and writing.  The recipients used for the

    encryption are all the recipients set so far.  If any recipient is

    not usable the server should take appropriate measures to notify

    the user about the problem and may cancel the operation by

    returning an error code.  The used file descriptors are void after

    this command; the recipient list is only cleared if the server

    returns success.

 

    Because GpgOL uses a streaming mode of operation the server is not

    allowed to auto select the protocol and must obey to the mandatory

    PROTOCOL parameter:

 

    OpenPGP

         Use the OpenPGP protocol (RFC-2440).

    CMS

         Use the CMS

 (PKCS#7) protocol (RFC-3852).

 

  To support automagically selection of the protocol depending on the

selected keys, the server MAY implement the command:

 

-- Command: PREP_ENCRYPT [--protocol=NAME] [--expect-sign]

 

    This commands considers all recipients set so far and decides
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    whether it is able to take input and start the actual encryption.

    This is kind of a dry-run ENCRYPT without requiring or using the

    input and output file descriptors.  The server shall cache the

    result of any user selection to avoid asking this again when the

    actual ENCRYPT command is send.  The --protocol option is

    optional; if it is not given, the server should allow the user to

    select the protocol to be used based on the recipients given or by

    any other means.

 

    If --expect-sign is given the server should expect that the

    message will also be signed and use this hint to present a unified

    recipient and signer selection dialog if possible and desired. 

 A

    selected signer should then be cached for the expected SIGN command

    (which is expected in the same session but possible on another

    connection).

 

    If this command is given again before a successful ENCRYPT

    command, the second one takes effect.

 

    Before sending the OK response the server shall tell the client the

    protocol to be used (either the one given by the argument or the

    one selected by the user) by means of a status line:

 

-- Status line: PROTOCOL NAME

    Advise the client to use the protocol NAME for the ENCRYPT

    command.  The valid protocol names are listed under the description

    of the ENCRYPT command.  The server shall emit exactly one

    PROTOCOL status line.

 

Here is an example of a complete encryption sequence; client lines are

indicated by a C:, server responses by C::

 

        C: RESET

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT foo@example.net

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT bar@example.com

        S: OK

        C: PREP_ENCRYPT

         S: S PROTOCOL OpenPGP

        S: OK

        C: INPUT FD=17

        S: OK

        C: OUTPUT FD=18

        S: OK

        C: ENCRYPT

        S: OK
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Protocol

 

A.2 UI Server: Sign a Message

=============================

 

The server needs to implement opaque signing as well as detached

signing.  Due to the nature of OpenPGP messages it is always required to

send the entire message to the server; sending just the hash is not

possible.  The following two commands are required to set the input and

output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be signed to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.  For details on the

    file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output

 is

    either the complete signed message or in case of a detached

    signature just that detached signature.  If the option --binary

    is given the output shall be in binary format; if not given, the

    output for OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64

    encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT

    command.

 

To allow the server the selection of a non-default signing key the

client may optionally use the SENDER command, see *note command

SENDER::.

 

The signing operation is then initiated by:

 

-- Command: SIGN --protocol=NAME [--detached]

    Sign the data set with the INPUT command and write it to the sink

    set by OUTPUT. NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.

    For a description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT

    command.  With option --detached given, a detached signature is

    created; this is actually the usual way the command is used.

 

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before

 the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: MICALG STRING
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    The STRING represents the hash algorithm used to create the

    signature.  It is used with RFC-1847 style signature messages and

    defined by PGP/MIME (RFC-3156) and S/MIME (RFC-3851).  The GPGME

    library has a supporting function gpgme_hash_algo_name to return

    the algorithm name as a string.  This string needs to be lowercased

    and for OpenPGP prefixed with "pgp-".

-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

 

lQOYBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAEAB/wLJ0gyMjs2fFfT83wM

5Lzz2yQIwV4t3bblBAujdHTqeN5Zmsm/oakFyjSokULK96Kv0R4ej9eoIgMFvxFk

HRkrggxTrbsNJ7I6QcKYHTPeIIj318ykNL6fj0WJUcdPIENukXl5jbqNyk3/4D2y

TTDySyq6jHTgvMH4K4KJUSpglvSJPntTk9RhuFGHAF+sNR9atygDYctAaERMRtSg

LCoSt/AoX5GRMlQjXT9oqQjwSQoZyF4s8HMC8wdTFIE/E0L4IVdHVp8sz2UszNtT

W/evmCA+KVruKjRH/Fhrq4hHkEamW28+j4L6uAyagONP7BONs+S5Oo2zTT9+tV2R

ILTZBADdgLuAgF6C5Lu9jCF6DfFgaT/uafMyQNkEGNlxOHMWHTgLHe475V2eG9gA

amd4yXKyEFKU1PWnvlGuicQSGdzVcwmq61msvXgYD0FK3LP3yWzKnE4X1tzrC9Vp

/uHJxKjewCuyt1f5in919v+T8TbUxBYKC0zX/qWtX+10cTx77QQA6leqhToJ95Yc

u4UBrKMEO+y2v8Svb3LG7yI5oY8tkw0EkJ/kpZ8xTAfZYCe6fXdvVE3PHg2lrxyc

Wv/EU3QY/qA3G82mbXYeJ2jNZaTNYo4MylMrt4Mx25x4ke7JlsE8SVrQ+4CrHkqp

OjSIa7fppLrQ78uW980AtN8NNQGrlTsD/A9aoA60Igxy1Q3K2uSyDCyjLknv57ym

ZSBD3/t7m0l6Q6gbdfhNGosT+Hd4y3actqEqzXZHW2VG4dKZ/wRNkxtSm9adU9vs

EHyzxjb6mKIH32zAG5TaFT20hC+NK6lsyHr9UE2ZrS6ma2sLxGW2O40hqNsdD+5m

NrqeBc2I/js1PMK0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9

uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8JnAAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIe

AQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGwFq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ6

4oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/V

ZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rNGkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eX

nZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k70DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd9

95uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6UunOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h

3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ1J8Nsv87SZeEnQOYBFrsKEkBCADj

oEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpd

whAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0pO7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUz

kzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1

bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jg

MyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyLUGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZ

oyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAEAB/4lN3gXOI4OuoOcsvHak4pebx61Mt0YP9cT

qZASIBqxok5x8E28pFh/tYfkYdqRCtdNYZOnxcEoUWh5j6nfwZkEnJ9P/T8GPNk7

pMKnKXmExi05b5uGHD8nU1rSbf/YkvAF0vpbxd4/RDxbbtQhbUwGzusSI+pBLM0w

5TreEB+vRGBc2gOvXXOtKLNEa7M9rH2EwbAkP3jOGGwgk6adxbQdBcRxq4merqhL

YrVz73bCj8TDc0fsNJyIaZZJ++ejfBFYavsF1pvx9z7FNFi8rSXoiB3SBtaWGfhr

bwNaMZrDc7TRIq/fgGaL6g//bzcWrr1YaHXZ10Bgx6UymDOlYkCpBADm0Hv46sPw

07SO8+IACcaQliOto1pndOPwTimCeo58/7rf8I2a5uuJloGrnPwAX65bKDnUALp6

X3lnXRNMhnB3Uewx4i00LQmjsxhJfQiGLpMv0j58tn64s7GqQzGVV1JKcQm992RV
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jFOydyjZ+K4LGWEOITG/bZrMEVNGCM+OnQQA/Haz8xN0NFSlq7tyfFc0pkx/TiCX

xGfBqbO0wU2b5GMnZbY/06HENpidIzpa231VQaw5/nPTvfhlLKW1iGAkc148cX1q

lL9w2ksXuaHR3LXud2VcfVTIdxU/7h7u1dD/85+c0+7jlGObD9cXKxlM6OjpIJz1

l5/1h3C5S0TuxHkEAL/3BGihkhNfv1Xx0rWu0/732usX/nE/A9C26hGu41FUf3fp

0ilonKpKZUEwWt5hWSEFCSrznNVekiO0rxvuu3RVegvzThPNU4Pf4JZtJpRVhvUQ

d9ulxJw7V9rs75uNBatTNC0kXuGoXhehw4Bn93xa67gYGd3LfrH+oT0GCDpTSHCJ

ATwEGAEIACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAK

CRAjAWNe7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ

5F32NDJ9PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7

Jq3e/4Iy0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02L

kr+2Cc/Qk6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe

23nntMSDA+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t

9Mmd7bM1+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=hkUm

-----END

 PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

from __future__ import absolute_import

 

import cython

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

if cython.compiled is True:

   cc = "Powered by Cython compiled C code."

else:

   cc = "Powered by Python."

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

 {2}

""".format(secnum, pubnum, cc))

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
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    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

Indirect:

gpgme.info-1: 1688

gpgme.info-2: 301751

 

Tag Table:

(Indirect)

Node: Top1688

Node: Introduction9067

Node: Getting Started9857

Node: Features11318

Node: Overview12630

Node: Preparation13739

Node: Header14736

Node: Building the Source15483

Node: Largefile Support (LFS)17627
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Node: Using Automake23043

Node: Using Libtool25596

Node: Library Version

 Check25958

Node: Signal Handling32018

Node: Multi-Threading33288

Ref: Multi-Threading-Footnote-134704

Node: Protocols and Engines35127

Node: Engine Version Check37878

Node: Engine Information40401

Node: Engine Configuration44261

Node: OpenPGP45565

Node: Cryptographic Message Syntax45905

Node: Assuan46218

Node: Algorithms46592

Ref: Algorithms-Footnote-147071

Node: Public Key Algorithms47199

Node: Hash Algorithms49801

Node: Error Handling51015

Node: Error Values52889

Node: Error Sources58092

Node: Error Codes60532

Node: Error Strings65325

Node: Exchanging Data67132

Node: Creating Data Buffers69017

Node: Memory Based Data Buffers69533

Node: File Based Data Buffers72966

Node: Callback Based Data Buffers76079

Node: Destroying Data Buffers80270

Node: Manipulating Data Buffers81777

Node: Data Buffer I/O Operations82269

Node: Data Buffer Meta-Data84642

Node: Data Buffer Convenience89161

Node: Contexts91381

Node: Creating Contexts92500

Node: Destroying Contexts93347

Node: Result Management93686

Node:

 Context Attributes95267

Node: Protocol Selection96434

Node: Crypto Engine97480

Node: Setting the Sender99369

Node: ASCII Armor100882

Node: Text Mode101511

Node: Offline Mode102445

Node: Pinentry Mode103943

Node: Included Certificates105837

Node: Key Listing Mode107283
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Node: Passphrase Callback112407

Node: Progress Meter Callback115969

Node: Status Message Callback117954

Node: Context Flags119719

Node: Locale126330

Node: Additional Logs127922

Node: Key Management130120

Node: Key objects131344

Node: Listing Keys145918

Node: Information About Keys154571

Node: Manipulating Keys155879

Node: Generating Keys158777

Node: Signing Keys177097

Node: Exporting Keys182611

Node: Importing Keys189891

Ref: Importing Keys-Footnote-1197294

Node: Deleting Keys197422

Node: Changing Passphrases199702

Node: Changing TOFU Data201029

Node: Advanced Key Editing203137

Node: Crypto Operations205870

Node: Decrypt207127

Node: Verify214407

Node: Decrypt and Verify227500

Node: Sign230355

Node: Selecting Signers230919

Node:

 Creating a Signature232325

Node: Signature Notation Data237095

Node: Encrypt239380

Node: Encrypting a Plaintext239736

Node: Miscellaneous254148

Node: Running other Programs254560

Node: Using the Assuan protocol256723

Node: Checking for updates259521

Node: Run Control264338

Node: Waiting For Completion265082

Node: Using External Event Loops267207

Node: I/O Callback Interface269179

Node: Registering I/O Callbacks274107

Node: I/O Callback Example276146

Node: I/O Callback Example GTK+282771

Node: I/O Callback Example GDK284560

Node: I/O Callback Example Qt286202

Node: Cancellation288490

Node: UI Server Protocol290798

Ref: UI Server Protocol-Footnote-1292233

Node: UI Server Encrypt292352
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Node: UI Server Sign297710

Node: UI Server Decrypt301751

Node: UI Server Verify303406

Node: UI Server Set Input Files306978

Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files308048

Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files309856

Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys311732

Node: UI Server Checksum Files312794

Node:

 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands315012

Ref: command SENDER316943

Node: Debugging318645

Node: Deprecated Functions320394

Node: Library Copying343403

Node: Copying371623

Node: Concept Index409373

Node: Function and Data Index424085

 

End Tag Table

 

 

Local Variables:

coding: utf-8

End:

000

	*H

010	UDE1!0U

Deutsches Forschungsnetz10UDFN-PCA1.0,U%DFN Top Level Certification Authority1!0	*H

	certify@pca.dfn.de0

001102164724Z

011230180000Z010	UDE1!0U

Deutsches Forschungsnetz10UDFN-PCA1+0)U"DFN Server Certification Authority1!0	*H

	certify@pca.dfn.de0"0

	*H

0

W`r;wXu)QYHm1t]4?|-.B(iw6G01N>[mQSwC'muw~E'l-M

+<[A|F)F%

ZiRaW=OC,,meKW@J-*<,L}:Bnm-kv

EYBmu	tt[-%,R+n0j0U00U0U{upz*D\

v0Ux0v09753http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/certify/ssl/dfnpca.crx09753http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/certify/ssl/dfn

pca.crl0	`HB0)	`HBhttps://mystic.pca.dfn.de/0A	`HB42http://www.pca.dfn.de/dfnpca/policy/wwwpolicy.html0	`HB

This certificate was issued by the DFN-PCA, the Top

Level Certification Authority of the German Research

Network (Deutsches Forschungsnetz, DFN).

The key owner's identity was authenticated in

accordance with the DFN World Wide Web Policy, v1.00!	`HBcgi/check-rev.cgi?0

	*H

\C)2
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+ZYG|	UCA|PzYFnTj@SA)/<HU+4t?@g?pb5w'Z;dqLi9\(d=

,}h?c(MeM44=Qe/_^^JyYN/61&jPFXifP&#;/KZ

1 xOK?ps

\input texinfo                   @c -*- mode: texinfo; coding: utf-8; -*-

@documentencoding UTF-8

@setfilename gpgme.info

@include defs.inc

@settitle The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual

 

@dircategory GNU Libraries

@direntry

* @acronym{GPGME}: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

@end direntry

 

@c Unify some of the indices.

@syncodeindex tp fn

@syncodeindex pg fn

 

@copying

Copyright @copyright{} 2002--2008, 2010, 2012--2018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

@quotation

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version. The text of the license can be found in the

section entitled ``Copying''.

@end quotation

 

This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU

General Public License for more details.

@end copying

 

@c Macros used by the description of the UI server protocol

@macro clnt{string}

 @sc{c:} \string\

@end macro

@macro srvr{string}

 @sc{s:} \string\

@end macro

 

@c API version.

@macro since{string}

 @sc{Since:} \string\

@end macro
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@c

@c  T I T L E  P A G E

@c

@ifinfo

This file documents the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version

@value{VERSION}.

 

@c NOTE: Don't forget to update the year for the TeX version, too.

@insertcopying

 

@end ifinfo

 

@c We do not want that bastard short titlepage.

@c @iftex

@c @shorttitlepage The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual

@c @end iftex

@titlepage

@center @titlefont{The `GnuPG Made Easy'}

@sp 1

@center @titlefont{Reference Manual}

@sp 6

@center Edition @value{EDITION}

@sp 1

@center last updated @value{UPDATED}

@sp 1

@center for version @value{VERSION}

@page

@vskip 0pt plus 1filll

Published

 by The GnuPG Project@* c/o g10 Code GmbH@* Httenstr. 61@* 40699 Erkrath, Germany

 

@insertcopying

@end titlepage

@page

 

@summarycontents

@contents

 

@ifnottex

@node Top

@top Main Menu

This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version
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@value{VERSION} of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end ifnottex

 

@menu

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.

* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from @acronym{GPGME}.

* Contexts::                      Handling @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.

* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated

 Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share `GnuPG Made Easy'.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

@detailmenu

--- The Detailed Node Listing ---

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS):: 

      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.
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* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling

 

* Error Values::                  The error

 value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

*

 Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.
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* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::

              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of

 a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.
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* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

Miscellaneous

 

* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.

 

Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting

 until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in Qt.

 

@end detailmenu

@end menu

 

@node Introduction

@chapter Introduction

 

`GnuPG Made Easy' (@acronym{GPGME}) is a C language library that

allows to add support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed

to make access to public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier

for applications.  @acronym{GPGME} provides a high-level crypto API

for

 encryption, decryption, signing, signature verification and key

management.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support

OpenPGP and the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

@menu

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.
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* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end menu

 

 

@node Getting Started

@section Getting Started

 

This manual documents the @acronym{GPGME} library programming

interface.  All functions and data types provided by the library are

explained.

 

The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography in

general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are

mentioned as far as they are relevant to @acronym{GPGME} or its users.

 

This manual

 can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it

can be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts

of the interface which are unclear.

 

The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those languages bindings follow the general

programming model of @acronym{GPGME} but may provide some extra high

level abstraction on top of the @acronym{GPGME} style API.  For now

please see the README files in the @file{lang/} directory of the

source distribution.

 

 

@node Features

@section Features

 

@acronym{GPGME} has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing

a similar job, and over

 implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto

engines into your application directly.

 

@table @asis

@item it's free software

Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the GNU

Lesser General Public License (@pxref{Library Copying}).
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@item it's flexible

@acronym{GPGME} provides transparent support for several cryptographic

protocols by different engines.  Currently, @acronym{GPGME} supports

the OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.

 

@item it's easy

@acronym{GPGME} hides the differences between the protocols and

engines from the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way

the programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

@acronym{GPGME} has been added to a program, it is easy to add support

for other crypto protocols once @acronym{GPGME} backends provide them.

 

@item it's language friendly

@acronym{GPGME}

 comes with languages bindings for several common

programming languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.

@end table

 

@node Overview

@section Overview

 

@acronym{GPGME} provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data

to the crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be

read from memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a

callback function.

 

The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour

of all operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context

is allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can

run the next operation in the same context.  There can be more than

one context, and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

Furthermore, @acronym{GPGME} has rich key management facilities

including listing keys, querying their attributes, generating,

importing, exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information

about

 the trust path.

 

With some precautions, @acronym{GPGME} can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.

 

 

@node Preparation
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@chapter Preparation

 

To use @acronym{GPGME}, you have to perform some changes to your

sources and the build system.  The necessary changes are small and

explained in the following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it

is described how the library is initialized, and how the requirements

of the library are verified.

 

@menu

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::    

           How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

@end menu

 

 

@node Header

@section Header

@cindex header file

@cindex include file

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined

in the header file `gpgme.h'.  You must include this in all programs

using the library, either directly or through some other header file,

like this:

 

@example

#include <gpgme.h>

@end example

 

The name space of @acronym{GPGME} is @code{gpgme_*} for function names

and data types and @code{GPGME_*} for other symbols.  Symbols internal

to @acronym{GPGME} take the form @code{_gpgme_*} and @code{_GPGME_*}.

 

Because @acronym{GPGME} makes use of the GPG Error library, using

@acronym{GPGME} will also use the @code{GPG_ERR_*} name space

directly, and the @code{gpg_err*}, @code{gpg_str*}, and @code{gpgrt_*}

name space indirectly.

 

 

@node Building the Source

@section Building the Source

@cindex compiler options
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@cindex

 compiler flags

 

If you want to compile a source file including the `gpgme.h' header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the

directory hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the

directory in which the header file is located to the compilers include

file search path (via the @option{-I} option).

 

However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program @command{gpgme-config} that knows about the path to the

include file and other configuration options.  The options that need

to be added to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by

the @option{--cflags} option to @command{gpgme-config}.  The following

example shows how it can be used at the command line:

 

@example

gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

@end example

 

Adding the output of @samp{gpgme-config --cflags} to the compiler

command line will ensure that the compiler can find the

@acronym{GPGME}

 header file.

 

A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search

path (via the @option{-L} option).  For this, the option

@option{--libs} to @command{gpgme-config} can be used.  For

convenience, this option also outputs all other options that are

required to link the program with @acronym{GPGME} (in particular, the

@samp{-lgpgme} option).  The example shows how to link @file{foo.o}

with the @acronym{GPGME} library to a program @command{foo}.

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

@end example

 

Of course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to @command{gpgme-config}:

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

@end example

 

If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use list
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them using:

 

@example

gpgme-config --print-lang

@end example

 

or

 test for the availability using

 

@example

gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'

@end example

 

 

@node Largefile Support (LFS)

@section Largefile Support (LFS)

@cindex largefile support

@cindex LFS

 

@acronym{GPGME} is compiled with largefile support by default, if it

is available on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files

larger than two gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system

can.  On some systems, largefile support is already the default.  On

such systems, nothing special is required.  However, some systems

provide only support for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.

Support for larger file sizes has to be specifically enabled.

 

To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those

 new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

An example: The data type @code{off_t} is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type @code{off64_t} is

provided, which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing

@code{off_t} data type with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All

occurrences of @code{off_t} are then automagically replaced.

 

As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because

if file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a

different maximum file size, certain errors must be produced on some

file descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.
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As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for @acronym{GPGME}, because

 some data types it uses in

its interfaces are affected by that.  For example, the @code{off_t}

data type is used in the @code{gpgme_data_seek} function, to match its

@acronym{POSIX} counterpart.  This affects the call-frame of the

function, and thus the ABI of the library.  Furthermore, file

descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the application.

 

For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow for a transitional period.

 

On POSIX platforms @acronym{GPGME} is compiled using largefile support

by default.  This means that your application must do the same, at

least as far as it is relevant for using the @file{gpgme.h} header

file.  All types in this header files refer

 to their largefile

counterparts, if they are different from any default types on the

system.

 

On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms @code{off_t} is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C

library.  The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native

interface (@code{CreateFile} et al.) for large files.  Released binary

versions of @acronym{GPGME} (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build

with a 32 bit @code{off_t}.  To avoid an ABI break we stick to this

convention for 32 bit Windows by using @code{long} there.

@acronym{GPGME} versions for 64 bit Windows have never been released

and thus we are able to use @code{int64_t} instead of @code{off_t}

there.  For easier migration the typedef @code{gpgme_off_t} has been

defined.  The reason we cannot use @code{off_t} directly is that some

toolchains (e.g. mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for

@code{off_t}.  Some widely used toolkits make use of this hack and in

turn @acronym{GPGME} would need

 to use it also.  However, this would

introduce an ABI break and existing software making use of libgpgme

might suffer from a severe break.  Thus with version 1.4.2 we

redefined all functions using @code{off_t} to use @code{gpgme_off_t}

which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the ABI well

defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom line is

that LFS support in @acronym{GPGME} is only available on 64 bit

versions of Windows.
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On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled

on, by using the Autoconf macro @code{AC_SYS_LARGEFILE}.  If you do

this, then you don't need to worry about anything else: It will just

work.  In this case you might also want to use @code{AC_FUNC_FSEEKO}

to take advantage of some new interfaces, and @code{AC_TYPE_OFF_T}

(just in case).

 

If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

@code{_FILE_OFFSET_BITS} to 64 @emph{before} including

 any header

files, for example by specifying the option

@code{-D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64} on the compiler command line.  You will

also want to define the preprocessor symbol @code{LARGEFILE_SOURCE} to

1 in this case, to take advantage of some new interfaces.

 

If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know enough

about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind that

the @acronym{GPGME} header file expects that largefile support is

enabled, if it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual

mode (@code{_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE}).

 

 

@node Using Automake

@section Using Automake

@cindex automake

@cindex autoconf

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and

invoking the @command{gpgme-config} script at all.  @acronym{GPGME}

provides an extension to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

@c A simple macro for optional variables.

@macro ovar{varname}

@r{[}@var{\varname\}@r{]}

@end

 macro

@defmac AM_PATH_GPGME (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-

found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-

if-not-found})

Check whether @acronym{GPGME} (at least version @var{minimum-version},

if given) exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

@var{action-if-found}, otherwise do @var{action-if-not-found}, if

given.
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Additionally, the function defines @code{GPGME_CFLAGS} to the flags

needed for compilation of the program to find the @file{gpgme.h}

header file, and @code{GPGME_LIBS} to the linker flags needed to link

the program to the @acronym{GPGME} library.  If the used helper script

does not match the target type you are building for a warning is

printed and the string @code{libgcrypt} is appended to the variable

@code{gpg_config_script_warn}.

 

@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH}

 checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with GNU Pth, and defines @code{GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS} and

@code{GPGME_PTH_LIBS}.

 

@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD} checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

@code{GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS} and @code{GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS}. Since

version 1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as

@acronym{GPGME} itself is thread safe.

 

This macro searches for @command{gpgme-config} along the PATH.  If

you are cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

@code{SYSROOT} to the top directory of your target.  The macro will

then first look for the helper program in the @file{bin} directory

below that top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for

@code{SYSROOT}.  Finally, if the configure command line option

@code{--with-gpgme-prefix} is used, only its value is used for the top

directory below which the helper script is expected.

 

@end defmac

 

You can

 use the defined Autoconf variables like this in your

@file{Makefile.am}:

 

@example

AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)

@end example

 

 

@node Using Libtool

@section Using Libtool

@cindex libtool

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to @code{libgpgme.la}, @code{libgpgme-pth.la} or

@code{libgpgme-pthread.la} respectively, everything will be done

automatically by Libtool.
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@node Library Version Check

@section Library Version Check

@cindex version check, of the library

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_check_version (@w{const char *@var{required_version}})

The function @code{gpgme_check_version} has four purposes.  It can be

used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

can verify that the version number is higher than a certain required

version number.  In either case, the function initializes some

sub-systems, and for this reason alone it must be invoked early in

your program, before you make use of the other functions

 in

@acronym{GPGME}.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

initialized.

 

 

If @var{required_version} is @code{NULL}, the function returns a

pointer to a statically allocated string containing the version number

of the library.

 

If @var{required_version} is not @code{NULL}, it should point to a

string containing a version number, and the function checks that the

version of the library is at least as high as the version number

provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing the version number of the

library.  If @var{REQUIRED_VERSION} is not a valid version number, or

if the version requirement is not met, the function returns

@code{NULL}.

 

If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

older releases, but contains additional interfaces which your program

uses, this function provides a run-time check if the necessary

features are provided by the

 installed version of the library.

 

If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest errors

are returned later when invoking @code{gpgme_new} or

@code{gpgme-data_new}, so that a detailed error code can be returned

(historically, @code{gpgme_check_version} does not return a detailed

error code).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_set_global_flag  @
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           (@w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and thus

hard to use @acronym{GPGME}'s internal trace facility for debugging.

This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

important to assure that only one thread accesses @acronym{GPGME}

functions between a call to this function and after the return from

the call to @code{gpgme_check_version}.

 

All currently supported features require that this function is called

as early as possible

 --- even before @code{gpgme_check_version}.  The

features are identified by the following values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item debug

To enable debugging use the string ``debug'' for @var{name} and

@var{value} identical to the value used with the environment variable

@code{GPGME_DEBUG}.

 

@item disable-gpgconf

Using this feature with any @var{value} disables the detection of the

gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the simple

OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of GnuPG-1 on

systems which have both GPG versions installed.  Note that in general

the use of @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} is a better way to select a

specific engine version.

 

@item gpgconf-name

@itemx gpg-name

Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The defaults are

@code{GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf} and @code{GNU/GnuPG/gpg}.  Under Unix the

leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the leading

directory part is used as the default installation directory; the

@code{.exe} suffix

 is added by GPGME.  Use forward slashed even under

Windows.

 

@item require-gnupg

Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that version

is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use the existent

version.  The given version must be a string with major, minor, and

micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".
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@item w32-inst-dir

On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to find its

spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because a DLL has this

information.  Some applications however link statically to GPGME and

thus GPGME can only figure out the installation directory of this

application which may be wrong in certain cases.  By supplying an

installation directory as value to this flag, GPGME will assume that

that directory is the installation directory.  This flag has no effect

on non-Windows platforms.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.  In contrast to other

functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

error

 code.  For setting ``debug'' the only possible error cause is an

out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later anyway.

Thus the return value may be ignored.

@end deftypefun

 

 

After initializing @acronym{GPGME}, you should set the locale

information to the locale required for your output terminal.  This

locale information is needed for example for the curses and Gtk

pinentry.  Here is an example of a complete initialization:

 

@example

#include <locale.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

void

init_gpgme (void)

@{

 /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

 setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

#ifdef LC_MESSAGES

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));

#endif

@}

@end example

 

Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale settings

like this.  @acronym{GPGME} can not do this for you because it would

not be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary

for
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 portability to W32 systems.

 

 

@node Signal Handling

@section Signal Handling

@cindex signals

@cindex signal handling

 

The @acronym{GPGME} library communicates with child processes (the

crypto engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example

due to a bug, or system problem, a @code{SIGPIPE} signal will be

delivered to the application.  The default action is to abort the

program.  To protect against this, @code{gpgme_check_version} sets the

@code{SIGPIPE} signal action to @code{SIG_IGN}, which means that the

signal will be ignored.

 

@acronym{GPGME} will only do that if the signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE} is @code{SIG_DEF} at the time

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called.  If it is something different,

@code{GPGME} will take no action.

 

This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you don't need to take any precautions.

If you do install a signal handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you must be

prepared to handle any @code{SIGPIPE}

 events that occur due to

@acronym{GPGME} writing to a defunct pipe.  Furthermore, if your

application is multi-threaded, and you install a signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE}, you must make sure you do this either before

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called or afterwards.

 

 

@node Multi-Threading

@section Multi-Threading

@cindex thread-safeness

@cindex multi-threading

 

The @acronym{GPGME} library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used

in a multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements

for multi-threaded use:

 

@itemize @bullet

@item

The function @code{gpgme_check_version} must be called before any

other function in the library, because it initializes the thread

support subsystem in @acronym{GPGME}.  To achieve this in

multi-threaded programs, you must synchronize the memory with respect

to other threads that also want to use @acronym{GPGME}.  For this, it
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is sufficient to call @code{gpgme_check_version} before creating the

other threads using @acronym{GPGME}@footnote{At least

 this is true for

POSIX threads, as @code{pthread_create} is a function that

synchronizes memory with respects to other threads.  There are many

functions which have this property, a complete list can be found in

POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term ``Memory Synchronization''.  For other thread

packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.}.

 

@item

Any @code{gpgme_data_t} and @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object must only be

accessed by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal

with the same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on

that object are fully synchronized.

 

@item

Only one thread at any time is allowed to call @code{gpgme_wait}.  If

multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

@item

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} is not thread safe.  You have

 to

use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} instead.

@end itemize

 

 

@node Protocols and Engines

@chapter Protocols and Engines

@cindex protocol

@cindex engine

@cindex crypto engine

@cindex backend

@cindex crypto backend

 

@acronym{GPGME} supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it

does not implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called

engines) which implement the protocol.  @acronym{GPGME} uses

inter-process communication to pass data back and forth between the

application and the backend, but the details of the communication

protocol and invocation of the backend is completely hidden by the

interface.  All complexity is handled by @acronym{GPGME}.  Where an

exchange of information between the application and the backend is

necessary, @acronym{GPGME} provides the necessary callback function

hooks and further interfaces.
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@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_protocol_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_protocol_t} type specifies the set of possible protocol

values that are supported

 by @acronym{GPGME}.  The following protocols

are supported:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

@itemx GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

@since{1.2.0}

 

This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

@since{1.3.0}

 

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

@since{1.5.0}

 

Special protocol for use with @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate that the

used protocol is not known to the application.  Currently,

@acronym{GPGME} does not accept this value in any operation, though,

except for @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name}.

@end

 table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_protocol_name (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} returns a statically
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allocated string describing the protocol @var{protocol}, or

@code{NULL} if the protocol number is not valid.

@end deftypefun

 

@menu

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.

@end menu

 

 

@node Engine Version Check

@section Engine Version Check

@cindex version check, of the engines

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_dirinfo (@w{cons char *@var{what}})

@since{1.5.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} returns a statically

 allocated

string with the value associated to @var{what}.  The returned values

are the defaults and won't change even after

@code{gpgme_set_engine_info} has been used to configure a different

engine.  @code{NULL} is returned if no value is available.  Commonly

supported values for @var{what} are:

 

@table @code

@item homedir

Return the default home directory.

 

@item sysconfdir

Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

@item bindir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

@item libdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library files.

 

@item libexecdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program files.

 

@item datadir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.
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@item localedir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.

 

@item agent-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

@item agent-ssh-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent component of

gpg-agent.

 

@item

 dirmngr-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

@item uiserver-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface server.

 

@item gpgconf-name

Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

@item gpg-name

Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

@item gpgsm-name

Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

@item g13-name

Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

@item gpg-wks-client-name

Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

@end table

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies that the

engine implementing the protocol @var{PROTOCOL} is installed in the

expected path and meets the version requirement of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

engine is available and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE} if it is not.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Engine
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 Information

@section Engine Information

@cindex engine, information about

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_engine_info_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_engine_info_t} type specifies a pointer to a structure

describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following

elements:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_engine_info_t next

This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.  You can

convert this to a string with @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} for

printing.

 

@item const char *file_name

This is a string holding the file name of the executable of the crypto

engine.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

 

@item const char *home_dir

This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto engine's

configuration directory.  If it is @code{NULL}, then

 the default

directory is used.  See @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} on how to get the

default directory.

 

@item const char *version

This is a string containing the version number of the crypto engine.

It might be @code{NULL} if the version number can not be determined,

for example because the executable doesn't exist or is invalid.

 

@item const char *req_version

This is a string containing the minimum required version number of the

crypto engine for @acronym{GPGME} to work correctly.  This is the

version number that @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies

against.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_engine_info_t *@var{info}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of
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engine info structures in @var{info}.  Each info structure describes

the defaults of one configured backend.

 

The memory for the info

 structures is allocated the first time this

function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, and a system error if the memory could not be allocated.

@end deftypefun

 

Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you receive

an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is invalid.

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err;

 

[...]

 

if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

 @{

   gpgme_engine_info_t info;

   err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

   if (!err)

     @{

       while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

         info = info->next;

       if (!info)

         fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

       else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                  info->file_name);

        else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                  "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                  info->version, info->req_version);

       else

         fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

     @}

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Engine Configuration

@section Engine Configuration
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@cindex engine, configuration of

@cindex configuration of crypto backend

 

You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You

can make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{proto}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} changes

 the default

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun

 

The functions @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} and

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  @xref{Crypto Engine}.

 

 

@node OpenPGP

@section OpenPGP

@cindex OpenPGP

@cindex GnuPG

@cindex protocol, GnuPG

@cindex engine, GnuPG

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the @acronym{GNU} Privacy Guard.

This is the first protocol that was supported by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The OpenPGP protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

 

@node
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 Cryptographic Message Syntax

@section Cryptographic Message Syntax

@cindex CMS

@cindex cryptographic message syntax

@cindex GpgSM

@cindex protocol, CMS

@cindex engine, GpgSM

@cindex S/MIME

@cindex protocol, S/MIME

 

@acronym{CMS} is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for

GnuPG.

 

The @acronym{CMS} protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

 

@node Assuan

@section Assuan

@cindex ASSUAN

@cindex protocol, ASSUAN

@cindex engine, ASSUAN

 

Assuan is the RPC library used by the various @acronym{GnuPG}

components.  The Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary

Assuan servers using @acronym{GPGME}.  @xref{Using the Assuan

protocol}.

 

The ASSUAN protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN}.

 

 

@node Algorithms

@chapter Algorithms

@cindex algorithms

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.@footnote{Some engines also provide symmetric only

encryption; see the description of the encryption function on

 how to use

this.}  The following sections list the identifiers used to denote such

an algorithm.

 

@menu

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

@end menu

 

 

@node Public Key Algorithms
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@section Public Key Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, public key

@cindex public key algorithms

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t} type specifies the set of all public key

algorithms that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values

are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PK_RSA

This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_E

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

algorithm for encryption and decryption only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_S

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

 Adleman)

algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_DSA

This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG

This value indicates ElGamal.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG_E

This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in GnuPG.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECC

@since{1.5.0}

 

This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve algorithms.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDSA

@since{1.3.0}

 

This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDH

@since{1.3.0}
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This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_EDDSA

@since{1.7.0}

 

This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_name (@w{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the public key

algorithm

 @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the public key algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid public key algorithm, @code{NULL} is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (@w{gpgme_subkey_t @var{key}})

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string} is a convenience function

to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

(e.g. ``rsa2048'' or ``ed25519'').  The caller must free the result

using @code{gpgme_free}.  On error (e.g. invalid argument or memory

exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets @code{ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Hash Algorithms

@section Hash Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, hash

@cindex algorithms, message digest

@cindex hash algorithms

@cindex message digest algorithms

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message

to make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_hash_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_hash_algo_t

The
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 @code{gpgme_hash_algo_t} type specifies the set of all hash algorithms

that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_MD_MD5

@item GPGME_MD_SHA1

@item GPGME_MD_RMD160

@item GPGME_MD_MD2

@item GPGME_MD_TIGER

@item GPGME_MD_HAVAL

@item GPGME_MD_SHA256

@item GPGME_MD_SHA384

@item GPGME_MD_SHA512

@item GPGME_MD_SHA224

@since{1.5.0}

 

@item GPGME_MD_MD4

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

@item GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_hash_algo_name (@w{gpgme_hash_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_hash_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

algorithm @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the hash algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid hash algorithm, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Handling

@chapter Error Handling

@cindex error handling

 

Many functions in @acronym{GPGME}

 can return an error if they fail.

For this reason, the application should always catch the error

condition and take appropriate measures, for example by releasing the

resources and passing the error up to the caller, or by displaying a

descriptive message to the user and cancelling the operation.

 

Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data
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buffer or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain

for many error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have

specific meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are

described in the documentation of those functions.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses the @code{libgpg-error} library.  This allows to

share the error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and

thus pass error values transparently

 from the crypto engine, or some

helper application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no

information is lost.  As a consequence, @acronym{GPGME} does not use

its own identifiers for error codes, but uses those provided by

@code{libgpg-error}.  They usually start with @code{GPG_ERR_}.

 

However, @acronym{GPGME} does provide aliases for the functions

defined in libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space

consistency.

 

@menu

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

@end menu

 

 

@node Error Values

@section Error Values

@cindex error values

@cindex error codes

@cindex error sources

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_code_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_code_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_err_code_t}.  The

 error code indicates the type of an

error, or the reason why an operation failed.

 

A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_source_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_source_t} type is an alias for the

@code{libgpg-error} type @code{gpg_err_source_t}.  The error source

has not a precisely defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where

the error happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was

encoded into an error value.  Usually the error source will give an

indication to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true,
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but it is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t}

The @code{gpgme_error_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_error_t}.  An error value like this has always two

components, an error code and an error source.  Both together form the

error value.

 

Thus, the error value

 can not be directly compared against an error

code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

(@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}), and that in this case all other parts of

the error value are set to 0, too.

 

Note that in @acronym{GPGME}, the error source is used purely for

diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to test

for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only documents the

error code part of an error value.  The error source is left

unspecified and might be anything.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_code} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error code from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_*} error code macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_source_t}

 gpgme_err_source (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_source} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_source_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error source from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*} error source macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}},

@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_make} returns the error

value consisting of the error source @var{source} and the error code

@var{code}.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.
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@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_error} returns the error value

consisting of the default error source and the error code @var{code}.

 

For @acronym{GPGME}

 applications, the default error source is

@code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1}.  You can define

@code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including @file{gpgme.h} to

change this default.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.

@end deftypefun

 

The @code{libgpg-error} library provides error codes for all system

error numbers it knows about.  If @var{err} is an unknown error

number, the error code @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO} is used.  The

following functions can be used to construct error values from system

errnor numbers.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make_from_errno (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}}, @w{int

@var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_make_from_errno} is like

@code{gpgme_err_make}, but it takes a system error like @code{errno}

instead of a @code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_error_from_errno}

 is like @code{gpgme_error},

but it takes a system error like @code{errno} instead of a

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_from_errno} returns the error code

for the system error @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not a known system

error, the function returns @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_err_code_to_errno (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_to_errno} returns the system error
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for the error code @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not an error code

representing a system error, or if this system error is not defined on

this system, the function returns @code{0}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Sources

@section

 Error Sources

@cindex error codes, list of

 

The library @code{libgpg-error} defines an error source for every

component of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error

value is not well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the

diagnostic error message for the user.

 

If the error code part of an error value is @code{0}, the whole error

value will be @code{0}.  In this case the error source part is of

course @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN}.

 

The list of error sources that might occur in applications using

@acronym{GPGME} is:

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

@code{0}.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

The error source is @acronym{GPGME} itself.  This is the default for

errors that occur in the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the

OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM

The error source is GPGSM, which is

 the crypto engine used for the

CMS protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

The error source is @code{libgcrypt}, which is used by crypto engines

to perform cryptographic operations.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

The error source is @command{gpg-agent}, which is used by crypto

engines to perform operations with the secret key.
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@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

The error source is @command{pinentry}, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

The error source is the SmartCard Daemon, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to delegate operations with the secret key to a

SmartCard.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

The error source is @code{libkbx}, a library used by the crypto

engines to manage local keyrings.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

used by other software.  For example, applications

 using

@acronym{GPGME} can use them to mark error values coming from callback

handlers.  Thus @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1} is the default for errors

created with @code{gpgme_error} and @code{gpgme_error_from_errno},

unless you define @code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including

@file{gpgme.h}.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Codes

@section Error Codes

@cindex error codes, list of

 

The library @code{libgpg-error} defines many error values.  Most of

them are not used by @code{GPGME} directly, but might be returned by

@acronym{GPGME} because it received them from the crypto engine.  The

below list only includes such error codes that have a specific meaning

in @code{GPGME}, or which are so common that you should know about

them.

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_EOF

This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is

@code{0}.  Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the

error code @code{0}
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 will be @code{0} itself (as a whole).  This means

that the error source information is lost for this error code,

however, as this error code indicates that no error occurred, this is

generally not a problem.

 

@item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

value, or there is no separate error value for this type of problem.

 

@item GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_E...

System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO where FOO is the symbol for

the system error.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

This value means that some user provided data was out of range.  This

can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

@code{gpgme_data_t} object was expected, but one containing data was

provided, this error value is returned.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

This

 value means that some signers were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

This value means that a @code{gpgme_data_t} object which was expected

to have content was found empty.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is not

implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only occur if

you use certain values or configuration options which do not work,

but for which we think that they should work at some later time.

 

@item GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase
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when requested.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CANCELED

This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

This value means that the engine that implements the desired protocol

is currently not available.  This can either be because

 the sources

were configured to exclude support for this engine, or because the

engine is not installed properly.

 

@item GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not specify

a unique key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

This value indicates that no certificate revocation list is known for

the certificate.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

issuer certificate is missing.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

certificate

 chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM

This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.
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@item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

This value means a verification failed because the signature is bad.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

This value means a verification failed because the public key is not

available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_USER_2

@item ...

@item GPG_ERR_USER_16

These error codes are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

freely used by other software.  Applications using @acronym{GPGME}

might use them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers

if no suitable error codes (including the system errors) for

these errors exist already.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Strings

@section Error Strings

@cindex error values, printing of

@cindex error codes, printing of

@cindex error sources, printing of

@cindex error strings

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strerror

 (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error code contained

in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to output a

diagnostic message to the user.

 

This function is not thread safe.  Use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} in

multi-threaded programs.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_strerror_r (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}}, @w{char *@var{buf}}, @w{size_t

@var{buflen}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror_r} returns the error string for

@var{err} in the user-supplied buffer @var{buf} of size @var{buflen}.

This function is, in contrast to @code{gpgme_strerror}, thread-safe if

a thread-safe @code{strerror_r} function is provided by the system.

If the function succeeds, 0 is returned and @var{buf} contains the

string describing the error.  If the buffer was not large enough,

ERANGE is returned and @var{buf} contains as much of the beginning of

the error string as fits into
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 the buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strsource (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error source

contained in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to

output a diagnostic message to the user.

@end deftypefun

 

The following example illustrates the use of @code{gpgme_strerror}:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

if (err)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

            argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Exchanging Data

@chapter Exchanging Data

@cindex data, exchanging

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and

information about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging

the data information are completely abstracted by @acronym{GPGME}.

The

 user provides and receives the data via @code{gpgme_data_t} objects,

regardless of the communication protocol between @acronym{GPGME} and

the crypto engine in use.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_data_t}

The @code{gpgme_data_t} type is a handle for a container for generic

data, which is used by @acronym{GPGME} to exchange data with the user.

@end deftp

 

@code{gpgme_data_t} objects do not provide notifications on events.

It is assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data

is available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure

that all GPGME data operations always have data available, for example

by using memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This
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might be relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism

is used.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_off_t}

@since{1.4.1}

 

On POSIX platforms the @code{gpgme_off_t} type is an alias for

@code{off_t}; it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms

@code{gpgme_off_t} is defined as

 a long (i.e. 32 bit) for 32 bit

Windows and as a 64 bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ssize_t}

The @code{gpgme_ssize_t} type is an alias for @code{ssize_t}.  It has

only been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to

the declaration of @code{ssize_t} by different toolchains.

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Data Buffers

@section Creating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, creation

 

Data objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all

objects.

 

 

@menu

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node

 Memory Based Data Buffers

@subsection Memory Based Data Buffers

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is
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convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a

fraction of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied

from its source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by

using one of the other data object

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_data_t}

object and returns a handle for it in @var{dh}.  The data object is

memory based and initially empty.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}},

 @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_mem} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with @var{size} bytes starting

from @var{buffer}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If

@var{copy} is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as

needed, and the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for

the whole life span of the data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{buffer} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_file} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with the content of the file

@var{filename}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, the whole file is

 read in at initialization

time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for @var{copy} might

cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

not yet implemented.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the
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data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{filename} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED} if @var{code} is zero, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{FILE *@var{fp}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{size_t @var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_filepart} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with a part of the file specified

by @var{filename} or @var{fp}.

 

Exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} must be non-zero, the other

must

 be zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from

which @var{length} bytes are read into the data object, starting from

@var{offset}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} and exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node File Based Data Buffers

@subsection File Based Data Buffers

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or

streams.  Only a small amount of data is stored in core at any time,

so the size of the data objects is not limited by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int @var{fd}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_fd} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the file descriptor @var{fd} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as

 an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by the

crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

fatal for crypto operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the
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data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{FILE

*@var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_stream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the I/O stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the

 stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}},

@w{gpgrt_stream_t @var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_estream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the gpgrt stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME

 assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Callback Based Data Buffers
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@subsection Callback Based Data Buffers

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{void @var{*buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_read_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_read_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented

data object.  The function should read up to @var{size} bytes from the

current read position into the space

 starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and -1

on error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe

the type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{const void

@var{*buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_write_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_write_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented

data object.  The function should write up to @var{size} bytes to the

current write position from the space starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data

 is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}},

@w{int @var{whence}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_seek_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_seek_cb_t} type is the type of functions which
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@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to change the current read/write

position in a user-implemented data object, just like the @code{lseek}

function.

 

The function should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_release_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_release_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME}

 calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data

object.  The @var{handle} is provided by the user at data object

creation time.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_data_cbs}

This structure is used to store the data callback interface functions

described above.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to read data from the

data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to write data to the

data object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to change the current

read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is optional.

 

@item gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to release a data

object.  It is optional.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs

 (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{gpgme_data_cbs_t @var{cbs}}, @w{void *@var{handle}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_cbs} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the user-provided callback functions

to operate on the data object.

 

The handle @var{handle} is passed as first argument to the callback
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functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Data Buffers

@section Destroying Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_data_release (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release} destroys the data object with

the handle @var{dh}.  It releases all associated resources that were

not provided by the user in the first place.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{dh}}, @w{size_t *@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} is like

@code{gpgme_data_release}, except that it returns the data buffer and

its length that was provided by the object.

 

The user has to release the buffer with @code{gpgme_free}.  In case

the user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be

made for this purpose.

 

In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that can

be returned to the user, the function will return @code{NULL}.  In any

case, the data object @var{dh} is destroyed.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_free (@w{void *@var{buffer}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_free} releases the memory returned by

@code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} and

@code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string}.  It should be used instead of the

system libraries @code{free} function in case different allocators are

used by a program.  This is often the case if gpgme is used under

Windows as a DLL.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node
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 Manipulating Data Buffers

@section Manipulating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, manipulation

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

 

@menu

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Data Buffer I/O Operations

@subsection Data Buffer I/O Operations

@cindex data buffer, I/O operations

@cindex data buffer, read

@cindex data buffer, write

@cindex data buffer, seek

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_read (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{void *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t

@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_read} reads up to @var{length} bytes

from the data object with the handle @var{dh} into the space starting

at @var{buffer}.

 

If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end of

the data object is reached, the function returns

 0.

 

In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets @var{errno}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_write (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const void *@var{buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_write} writes up to @var{size} bytes

starting from @var{buffer} into the data object with the handle

@var{dh} at the current write position.

 

The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if an

error occurs.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun off_t gpgme_data_seek (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{int

@var{whence}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_seek} changes the current read/write
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position.

 

The @var{whence} argument specifies how the @var{offset} should be

interpreted.  It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

@table @code

@item SEEK_SET

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the

beginning of the data object.

 

@item SEEK_CUR

Specifies that @var{offset}

 is a count of characters from the current

file position.  This count may be positive or negative.

 

@item SEEK_END

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the end of

the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within the

current extent of the data object; a positive count specifies a

position past the current end.  If you set the position past the

current end, and actually write data, you will extend the data object

with zeros up to that position.

@end table

 

If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can use

this feature together with @code{SEEK_CUR} to read the current

read/write position.

 

If the function fails, -1 is returned and @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Meta-Data

@subsection Data Buffer Meta-Data

@cindex data buffer, meta-data

@cindex data buffer, file name

@cindex data buffer, encoding

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_get_file_name

 (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_file_name} returns a pointer to a

string containing the file name associated with the data object.  The

file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or signing the

data and will be returned to the user when decrypting or verifying the

output data.
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If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is returned.

Otherwise, @code{NULL} will be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_set_file_name} sets the file name

associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in the

output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned to the

user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end

 deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_encoding_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_encoding_t

The @code{gpgme_data_encoding_t} type specifies the encoding of a

@code{gpgme_data_t} object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

encodings on all operations.  The following data types are available:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the default

for a new data object.  The backend will try its best to detect the

encoding automatically.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e. there is

no special encoding.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64 encoding

scheme as used by @acronym{MIME} and other protocols.

 

@item

 GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as used by
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OpenPGP and PEM.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

@since{1.7.0}

 

This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only useful with

@code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is only useful

with @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control and space

characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet implemented.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_encoding} returns the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh}.  If @var{dh} is not a valid

pointer (e.g. @code{NULL}) @code{GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE}

 is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}, gpgme_data_encoding_t

@var{enc}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_set_encoding} changes the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh} to @var{enc}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_data_set_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}
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Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with flags

set by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item size-hint

The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall assume for

this data object.  This is useful if the data is provided by callbacks

or via file descriptors but the applications knows the total size of

the data.  If this is set the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on

buffer allocation strategies and to provide a total

 value for its

progress information.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Convenience

@subsection Data Buffer Convenience Functions

@cindex data buffer, convenience

@cindex type of data

@cindex identify

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_type_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_type_t

@since{1.4.3}

 

The @code{gpgme_data_type_t} type is used to return the detected type

of the content of a data buffer.

@end deftp

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

This is returned by @code{gpgme_data_identify} if it was not possible

to identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable stream

or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

The type of the data is not known.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

@since{1.7.0}
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The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The

 data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER

This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

encrypted data.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY

This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

This is a CMS signed message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

This is used for other CMS message types.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

The data is a X.509 certificate

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This is commonly used to exchange

private keys for X.509.

@end table

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_identify} returns the type of the data

with the handle @var{dh}.  If it is not possible to perform the

identification, the function returns zero

(@code{GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID}).  Note that depending

 on how the data

object has been created the identification may not be possible or the

data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).  For

file or memory based data object, the state should not change.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c    Chapter Contexts

@c

@node Contexts

@chapter Contexts

@cindex context

 

All cryptographic operations in @acronym{GPGME} are performed within a

context, which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run
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several cryptographic operations in parallel, with different

configuration.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ctx_t}

The @code{gpgme_ctx_t} type is a handle for a @acronym{GPGME} context,

which is used to hold the configuration, status and result of

cryptographic operations.

@end deftp

 

@menu

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the

 result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Contexts

@section Creating Contexts

@cindex context, creation

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (@w{gpgme_ctx_t *@var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object

and returns a handle for it in @var{ctx}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

context was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.  Also, it returns

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL} if @code{gpgme_check_version} was not

called to initialize GPGME, and @code{GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED}

 if a

selftest failed.  Currently, the only selftest is for Windows MingW32

targets to see if @code{-mms-bitfields} was used (as required).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Contexts

@section Destroying Contexts

@cindex context, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_release (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_release} destroys the context with the handle
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@var{ctx} and releases all associated resources.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Result Management

@section Result Management

@cindex context, result of operation

 

The detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as @code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t}.  The corresponding

retrieval functions such as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} provide

static access to the results after an operation completes.  Those

structures shall be considered read-only and an application must not

allocate such a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make

it possible to detach a result structure from its associated

 context

and give it a lifetime beyond that of the current operation or

context.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_ref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_ref} acquires an additional reference

for the result @var{result}, which may be of any type

@code{gpgme_*_result_t}.  As long as the user holds a reference, the

result structure is guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_unref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_unref} releases a reference for the

result @var{result}.  If this was the last reference, the result

structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will be

released.

@end deftypefun

 

Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

@code{gpgme_op_*_result} functions.

 

 

@node Context Attributes

@section

 Context Attributes

@cindex context, attributes
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@menu

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

*

 Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.

@end menu

 

 

@node Protocol Selection

@subsection Protocol Selection

@cindex context, selecting protocol

@cindex protocol, selecting

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_protocol} sets the protocol used within

the context @var{ctx} to @var{proto}.  All crypto operations will be

performed by the crypto engine configured for that protocol.

@xref{Protocols and Engines}.

 

Setting the protocol with @code{gpgme_set_protocol} does intentionally

not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

installed correctly.  @xref{Engine Version Check}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

protocol could be set successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{protocol} is not a valid protocol.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_protocol} retrieves the protocol currently

use with the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun
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@node Crypto Engine

@subsection Crypto Engine

@cindex context, configuring engine

@cindex engine, configuration per context

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The

default can also be retrieved without any particular context.

@xref{Engine Information}.  The default can also be changed globally.

@xref{Engine Configuration}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of

engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

@var{ctx}.

 

The result is valid until the next invocation of

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} for this particular context.

 

This function can not fail.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}}, @w{const char *@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} changes the

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto} for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

Currently this function must be used before starting the first crypto

operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will take effect

if the function is called after starting the first operation on the

context @var{ctx}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun
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@node Setting the Sender

@subsection How to tell

 the engine the sender.

@cindex context, sender

@cindex sender

@cindex From:

 

Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to

figure out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification

and signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the

sender ("From:") address.  @acronym{GPGME} provides two functions to

accomplish that.  Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:"

addresses is not supported.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{int @var{address}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_sender} specifies the sender address for

use in sign and verify operations.  @var{address} is expected to be

the ``addr-spec'' part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

address, in which case this function extracts the ``addr-spec'' from

it.  Using @code{NULL} for @var{address} clears the sender address.

 

The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

most likely

 failure is that no valid ``addr-spec'' was found in

@var{address}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_sender} returns the current sender

address from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned

value is valid as long as the @var{ctx} is valid and

@code{gpgme_set_sender} has not been called again.

 

@end deftypefun
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@c FIXME: Unfortunately, using @acronym here breaks texi2dvi.

@node ASCII Armor

@subsection @acronym{ASCII} Armor

@cindex context, armor mode

@cindex @acronym{ASCII} armor

@cindex armor mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_armor} specifies if the output should be

@acronym{ASCII} armored.  By default, output is not @acronym{ASCII}

armored.

 

@acronym{ASCII} armored output is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and

enabled otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t

 @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_armor} returns 1 if the output is

@acronym{ASCII} armored, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Text Mode

@subsection Text Mode

@cindex context, text mode

@cindex text mode

@cindex canonical text mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_textmode} specifies if canonical text mode

should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

preparations so that text mode is not needed anymore.

 

This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and ignored

by all other engines.

 

Canonical text mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_textmode} returns
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 1 if canonical text

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Offline Mode

@subsection Offline Mode

@cindex context, offline mode

@cindex offline mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_offline} specifies if offline mode should

be used.  Offline mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter and

for example completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any engine.

 

For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr shall

be used to do additional validation that might require connecting

external services (e.g. CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the offline mode

only affects the keylist mode @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE}.

 

For the OpenPGP

 protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of the

Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are done

as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an effect with

GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.

 

For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_offline} returns 1 if offline

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Pinentry Mode

@subsection Pinentry Mode
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@cindex context, pinentry mode

@cindex pinentry mode

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_pinentry_mode_t @var{mode}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} specifies the pinentry mode

to be used.

 

For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback

mechanism in GPGME

 through @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_pinenty_mode} returns the

mode set for the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

@since{1.4.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_minentry_mode_t} type specifies the set of possible pinentry

modes that are supported by @acronym{GPGME} if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.

The following modes are supported:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

@since{1.4.0}

 

Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

@since{1.4.0}

 

Emulate use of Pinentry's cancel button.
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@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

@since{1.4.0}

 

Return a Pinentry error @code{No Pinentry}.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.

This enables

 the use of @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} because pinentry

queries are redirected to gpgme.

 

Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires @code{allow-loopback-pinentry}

to be enabled in the @file{gpg-agent.conf} or an agent started with that option.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@node Included Certificates

@subsection Included Certificates

@cindex certificates, included

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{nr_of_certs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_include_certs} specifies how many

certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

default, only the sender's certificate is included.  The possible

values of @var{nr_of_certs} are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

@since{1.0.3}

 

Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the default

for GPGME.

@item -2

Include all certificates except the root certificate.

@item -1

Include all certificates.

@item 0

Include no certificates.

@item 1

Include the sender's

 certificate only.

@item n

Include the first n certificates of the certificates path, starting

from the sender's certificate.  The number @code{n} must be positive.
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@end table

 

Values of @var{nr_of_certs} smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored by

all other engines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_include_certs} returns the number of

certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Key Listing Mode

@subsection Key Listing Mode

@cindex key listing mode

@cindex key listing, mode of

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_keylist_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode} changes the default

behaviour of the key listing functions.  The value in @var{mode} is a

bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

The

 @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} symbol specifies that the local

keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  This

is the default.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--list-keys}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} symbol specifies that an external

source should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  The

type of external source is dependent on the crypto engine used and

whether it is combined with @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL}.  For

example, it can be a remote keyserver or LDAP certificate server.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--search-keys} for

@code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP} and something similar to

@code{--list-external-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

This is a shortcut for the combination of

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}, which
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results in a @code{--locate-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

@item

 GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} symbol specifies that the key

signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

@since{1.1.1}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} symbol specifies that the

signature notations on key signatures should be included in the listed

keys.  This only works if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} is also

enabled.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU} symbol specifies that

information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be included in

the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

@since{1.14.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP} symbol specifies that the

keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default depends on the

version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

@since{1.5.1}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} returns information about

the presence of a corresponding

 secret key in a public key listing.  A

public key listing with this mode is slower than a standard listing

but can be used instead of a second run to list the secret keys.  This

is only supported for GnuPG versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this

option also makes sure that the keygrip is available in the output.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL} symbol specifies that keys

flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

@since{0.4.5}
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The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE} symbol specifies that the

backend should do key or certificate validation and not just get the

validity information from an internal cache.  This might be an

expensive operation and is in general not useful.  Currently only

implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored for other backends.

 

@end table

 

At least one of @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} must be specified.  For future binary

compatibility,

 you should get the current mode with

@code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} and modify it by setting or clearing the

appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

@code{gpgme_set_keylisting_mode} operation.  This will leave all other

bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not used

in the current version of the library).

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

mode could be set correctly, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx}

is not a valid pointer or @var{mode} is not a valid mode.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} returns the current key

listing mode of the context @var{ctx}.  This value can then be

modified and used in a subsequent @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode}

operation to only affect the desired bits (and leave all others

intact).

 

The function returns 0 if @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and

 the

current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Passphrase Callback

@subsection Passphrase Callback

@cindex callback, passphrase

@cindex passphrase callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{uid_hint},

const char *@var{passphrase_info}, @w{int @var{prev_was_bad}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

passphrase callback function.
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The argument @var{uid_hint} might contain a string that gives an

indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this is

not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric encryption,

for example), @var{uid_hint} will be @code{NULL}.

 

The argument @var{passphrase_info}, if not @code{NULL}, will give

further information about the context in which the passphrase is

required.  This information is engine and operation specific.

 

If this is the repeated attempt

 to get the passphrase, because

previous attempts failed, then @var{prev_was_bad} is 1, otherwise it

will be 0.

 

The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline character,

to the file descriptor @var{fd}.  The function @code{gpgme_io_writen}

should be used for the write operation.  Note that if the user returns

0 to indicate success, the user must at least write a newline

character before returning from the callback.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value.  You can use the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCELED} to abort

the operation.  Otherwise, return @code{0}.

 

Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

with the 2.0.x series. See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} for more

details on 2.1.x usage.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

@var{passfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} sets the function that is

used

 when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

@var{passfunc}.  The function @var{passfunc} needs to implemented by

the user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first

argument being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no passphrase callback

function is set.

 

Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase from

a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each user to

implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not even

support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case the error

code @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is returned.

 

For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to
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@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback.

See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode}.

 

The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} with @var{passfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *@var{passfunc}}, @w{void

**@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_passphrase_cb} returns the function that

is used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

@var{*passfunc}, and the first argument for this function in

@var{*hook_value}.  If no passphrase callback is set, or @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{passfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Progress Meter Callback

@subsection Progress Meter Callback

@cindex callback, progress meter

@cindex progress meter callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{what}, int @var{type},

int @var{current}, int @var{total})}

@tindex gpgme_progress_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_progress_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

progress callback function.

 

The arguments are

 specific to the crypto engine.  More information

about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can be

found in the GnuPG source code in the file @file{doc/DETAILS} in the

section PROGRESS.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t

@var{progfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} sets the function that is

used when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

available.  The function @var{progfunc} needs to implemented by the

user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no progress callback function

is set.
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Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to display

progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} with @var{progfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void

 gpgme_get_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t *@var{progfunc}},

@w{void **@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_progress_cb} returns the function that is

used to inform the user about the progress made in @var{*progfunc},

and the first argument for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no

progress callback is set, or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer,

@code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{progfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Status Message Callback

@subsection Status Message Callback

@cindex callback, status message

@cindex status message callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{keyword}, const

char *@var{args})}

@tindex gpgme_status_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_status_cb_t} type is the type of function usable as

a status message callback function.

 

The argument @var{keyword} is the name

 of the status message while the

@var{args} argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value. Otherwise, return @code{0}.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t

@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_status_cb} sets the function that is used when a

status message is received from gpg to @var{statusfunc}. The function
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@var{statusfunc} needs to be implemented by the user, and whenever it is

called, it is called with its first argument being @var{hook_value}.  By

default, no status message callback function is set.

 

The user can disable the use of a status message callback function by calling

@code{gpgme_set_status_cb} with @var{statusfunc} being @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t

*@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void **@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_status_cb} returns the function that is used to

process status messages from gpg in @var{*statusfunc}, and the first argument

for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no status message callback is set,

or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both

variables.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Context Flags

@subsection Context Flags

@cindex flags, of a context

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_set_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags set

by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item "redraw"

This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME sets and

clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before an operation and

set if an operation noticed that the engine has launched

 a Pinentry.

A Curses based application may use this information to redraw the

screen; for example:

 

@example

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@@example.org", 0);

   while (!err)

     @{
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       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       show_key (key);

       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

     redraw_screen ();

   gpgme_release (ctx);

@end example

 

 

@item "full-status"

Using a @var{value} of "1" the status callback set by

gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the exception of

PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the status callback is only

called in certain situations.

 

@item "raw-description"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" returns human readable strings in a raw

format.  For example the non breaking space characters ("~") will not

be removed from the @code{description} field of the

@code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} object.

 

@item "export-session-key"

Using a @var{value}

 of "1" specifies that the context should try to

export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By default, or

when using an empty string or "0" for @var{value}, session keys are

not exported.

 

@item "override-session-key"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engine to override

the session key for decryption.  The format of that session key is

specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a decrypt operation when

the context flag "export-session-key" is enabled.  Please be aware that

using this feature with GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on

many platforms via ps(1).

 

@item "auto-key-retrieve"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" asks the backend to automatically

retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note that this

option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.  Keyserver or Web Key

Directory operators can see which keys you request, so by sending you

a message signed by a brand new key (which you naturally will not have

on your

 local keyring), the operator can tell both your IP address and

the time when you verified the signature.
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@item "auto-key-import"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to automatically

import a missing key for signature verification from the signature.

 

@item "include-key-block"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the

signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the signature.

 

@item "request-origin"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engines to

request restrictions based on the origin of the request.  Valid values

are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under the

option @option{--request-origin}.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an

effect.

 

@item "no-symkey-cache"

For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical en- and

decryption.  This cache is based on the message specific salt value.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an effect.

 

@item "ignore-mdc-error"

This flag passes

 the option @option{--ignore-mdc-error} to gpg.  This

can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due to a

missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with great caution

and only if it is a known non-corrupted old message and the decryption

result of the former try had the decryption result flag

@code{legacy_cipher_nomdc} set.  For failsafe reasons this flag is

reset after each operation.

 

@item "auto-key-locate"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to gpg.  This can be used

to change the behavior of a @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE} keylisting.

Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under

the option @option{--auto-key-locate}.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

Note: Keys retrieved through @code{auto-key-locate} are automatically

imported in the keyring.

 

@item trust-model

@since{1.11.2}

 

Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An empty

string sets the trust-model back to the users default.  If the

trust-model is not
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 supported by GnuPG the behavior is undefined

and will likely cause all operations to fail.  Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

This options should be used carefully with a strict version

requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

trust-model changes the default trust-model for future operations.

A change in the trust-model also can have unintended side effects, like

rebuilding the trust-db.

 

@item "extended-edit"

This flag passes the option @option{--expert} to gpg key edit.  This

can be used to get additional callbacks in @code{gpgme_op_edit}.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The value of flags settable by @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag} can be

retrieved by this function.  If @var{name} is unknown the function

returns @code{NULL}.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned

for False and the string "1" is

 returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Locale

@subsection Locale

@cindex locale, default

@cindex locale, of a context

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_locale (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{category}},

@w{const char *@var{value}})

@since{0.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_locale} sets the locale of the context

@var{ctx}, or the default locale if @var{ctx} is a null pointer.

 

The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

@var{category}.  Supported categories are @code{LC_CTYPE},

@code{LC_MESSAGES}, and @code{LC_ALL}, which is a wildcard you can use

if you want to change

 all the categories at once.

 

The value to be used for the locale setting is @var{value}, which will

be copied to @acronym{GPGME}'s internal data structures.  @var{value}

can be a null pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will

make PIN entry and other applications use their default setting, which

is usually not what you want.

 

Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a text

terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration of the

output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize the default

value at startup.

 

The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Additional Logs

@subsection Additional Logs

@cindex auditlog, of the engine

@cindex auditlog

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are

engine specific and can be be obtained with @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}},

 @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog} is used to obtain additional

logs as specified by @var{flags} into the @var{output} data.  If

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if a

log could be queried from the engine, and @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED}

if the log specified in @var{flags} is not available for this engine.
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If no log is available @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

@since{1.11.2}

 

Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to @code{stderr} in

interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide additional

diagnostic information in case of errors in other operations.

 

Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log will

be empty and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} will be returned.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}

 

@item

 GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

@since{1.11.2}

 

This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains additional

information from the engine by issuing the @code{GETAUDITLOG} command.

For @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS} this provides additional information about

the X509 certificate chain.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

 

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

@since{1.1.1}

 

Same as @code{GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT} but in HTML.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}}, @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Key Management

@section Key Management
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@cindex key management

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or

signers are specified.  This is always done by specifying the

respective keys that should be used

 for the operation.  The following

section describes how such keys can be selected and manipulated.

 

 

@menu

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

@end menu

 

@node Key objects

@subsection Key objects

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by

 structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid

as long as the key object itself is valid.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_t

 

The @code{gpgme_key_t} type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

@since{0.9.0}

 

The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the key is expired.
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@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the key is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key is invalid. This might have several reasons,

for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set during key

listings if the key could not be validated due to missing

certificates or unmatched policies.

 

@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign

 : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures according

to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will always

be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be false

(offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of secret keys has

been requested or if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol supported by this key.
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@item char *issuer_serial

If

 @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer serial.

 

@item char *issuer_name

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer name.

 

@item char *chain_id

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

chain ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}, then this is the

owner trust.

 

@item gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first subkey

in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

@item gpgme_user_id_t uids

This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first user ID

in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

@item char *fpr

@since{1.7.0}

 

This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note that

this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.  For an

incomplete key (for example from a verification result) a subkey may

be missing but this field

 may be set nevertheless.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_subkey_t

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_subkey_t} type is a pointer to a subkey structure.
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Subkeys are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  In fact,

subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about the

individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key object.  One

@code{gpgme_key_t} can contain several subkeys.  The first subkey in

the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

The subkey structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_subkey_t next

This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the subkey

 is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified signatures

according to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

@since{1.8.0}
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This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for classified

information in Germany at the restricted level (VS-NfD).  This are

currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or ECDH/ECDSA keys using a

Brainpool curve.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that

 it will be

false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e. a secret key operation

is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is only set if a

listing of secret keys has been requested or if

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

@item unsigned int length

This is the length of the subkey (in bits).

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits, if

available.

 

@item char *keygrip

@since{1.7.0}

 

The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or @code{NULL} if not

available.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.  This is -1 if the

timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires

This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the subkey

does not expire.

 

@item unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

@since{1.2.0}

 

True if

 the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

@item char *card_number
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@since{1.2.0}

 

The serial number of a smart card holding this key or @code{NULL}.

 

@item char *curve

For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_user_id_t

 

A user ID is a component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  One key can

have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

primary) user ID.

 

The user ID structure has the following members.

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_user_id_t next

This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

@item char *uid

This is the user ID string.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment

 component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *address;

The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID string.

This is general the same as the @code{email} part of this structure
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but might be slightly different.  If no mail address is available

@code{NULL} is stored.

 

@item gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

@since{1.7.0}

 

If not @code{NULL} information from the TOFU database pertaining to

this user id.

 

@item gpgme_key_sig_t signatures

This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.

 

@item char *uidhash;

A string used by gpg to identify a user ID.  This string can be used

at certain prompts of @code{gpgme_op_edit} to select a user ID.  Users

must be prepared to see a @code{NULL} value here.  The format

 of the

value is not specified and may depend on the GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} type is a pointer to a tofu info

structure.  Tofu info structures are one component of a

@code{gpgme_user_id_t} object, and provide information from the TOFU

database pertaining to the user ID.

 

The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.
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@item unsigned int validity : 3

This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

@table @code

@item 0

The value @code{0} indicates a conflict.

 

@item 1

The value @code{1} indicates a key without history.

 

@item 2

The value @code{2} indicates a key with too little history.

 

@item 3

The value @code{3} indicates a key with enough history for basic trust.

 

@item 4

The value @code{4} indicates a key

 with a lot of history.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int policy : 4

This is the TOFU policy, see @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t}.

 

@item unsigned short signcount

This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned short encrcount

This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned long signfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long signlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was done with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was done with
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this binding.

 

@item char *description

A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_sig_t

 

The

 @code{gpgme_key_sig_t} type is a pointer to a key signature structure.

Key signatures are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object, and

validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} mode

enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of a

key.

 

The signature notations on a key signature are only available if the

key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} mode enabled, because it can

be expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

The key signature structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is

 true if the key signature is expired.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int exportable : 1

This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.
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@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to create

the signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is -1 if

the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires

This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if the key

signature does not expire.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning as the

member of the same name in a @code{gpgme_signature_t} object.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The meaning

is specific to the crypto engine.

 

@item char *uid

This is the main

 user ID of the key used to create the signature.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

@node Listing Keys

@subsection Listing Keys

@cindex listing keys

@cindex key listing

@cindex key listing, start

@cindex key ring, list

@cindex key ring, search
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{int @var{secret_only}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} initiates a key listing

operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets everything up so that

subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys

in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.

Otherwise,

 @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that

the total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  The

pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name

or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

 *@var{pattern}[]}, @w{int @var{secret_only}}, @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start} initiates an extended

key listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets

everything up so that subsequent invocations of

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of

all patterns is restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact

limit also depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting

required, but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).

Patterns should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their
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fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list

 is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{data}}, @

            @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start} initiates a key

listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  In contrast to the

other key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied

@var{data} and not from the local key database.  The keys are also not

imported into the local key database.  The function

 sets everything up

so that subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return

the keys from @var{data}.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

While the context is busy @var{data} may not be released.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{r_key}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns the next key in the

list created by a previous @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation in

the context @var{ctx}.  The key will have

 one reference for the user.

@xref{Manipulating Keys}.

 

This is the only way to get at @code{gpgme_key_t} objects in

@acronym{GPGME}.

 

If the last key in the list has already been returned,

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if there is not enough memory for the operation.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} ends a pending key list

operation in the context @var{ctx}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

listing operation can be retrieved with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

The following

 example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (@code{g10code}) can be listed with their key ID and the name

and email address of the main user ID:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_key_t key;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

if (!err)

 @{

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

   while (!err)
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     @{

       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

         printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

         printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

       putchar ('\n');

       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   gpgme_release (ctx);

 @}

if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_keylist_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_*}

 operation.  After successfully ending a key

listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.  The structure contains the following

member:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int truncated : 1

This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result, and

less than the desired keys could be listed.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_keylist_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_*} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a key listing

operation, and if this operation finished successfully.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable, the

following function can be used to retrieve
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 a single key.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{fpr}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}}, @w{int @var{secret}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_key} gets the key with the fingerprint

(or key ID) @var{fpr} from the crypto backend and return it in

@var{r_key}.  If @var{secret} is true, get the secret key.  The

currently active keylist mode is used to retrieve the key.  The key

will have one reference for the user.

 

If the key is not found in the keyring, @code{gpgme_get_key} returns

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_EOF} and *@var{r_key} will be set to

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer or @var{fpr} is not a

fingerprint or key ID, @code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key ID was

not a unique specifier for a key, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Information About Keys

@subsection

 Information About Keys

@cindex key, information about

@cindex key, attributes

@cindex attributes, of a key

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

@code{gpgme_key_t} objects.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_validity_t

The @code{gpgme_validity_t} type is used to specify the validity of a user ID

in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

The user ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation of this

validity is ``?''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string representation of this

validity is ``q''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``n''.
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@item GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``m''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``f''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE

The

 user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``u''.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

 

@node Manipulating Keys

@subsection Manipulating Keys

@cindex key, manipulation

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_ref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_ref} acquires an additional reference for

the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_unref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_unref} releases a reference for the key

@var{key}.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed

and all resources associated to it will be released.

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_setexpire

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{reserved}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire} sets the expiration time of

the
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 key @var{key} or of the specified subkeys.

This function requires at least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.

To be similar to other usages where expiration times are provided

in unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date

and so it is in seconds from NOW.

 

The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration time.

Note that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not

a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed

32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol

uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can

only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{subfprs} selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time

should be set.  If @var{subfprs} is set to @code{NULL}, then the

expiration time of the primary key is set.  If @var{subfprs} is

an asterisk (@code{*}), then the expiration times of all non-revoked

and not yet expired subkeys are set.

  To select more than one subkey

put all subkey fingerprints into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}).

 

@var{reserved} is reserved for later use and must be @code{0}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire}

 operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Generating Keys

@subsection Generating Keys

@cindex key, creation

@cindex key ring, add

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older

GnuPG versions the @code{gpgme_op_genkey} function can be used.

Existing code which wants to update to the new functions or new code

which shall supports older GnuPG versions may try the new functions

first and provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is received.

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey} generates a new key for the

procotol active in the context @var{ctx}.  As of now this function

does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of
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GnuPG.

 

@var{userid} is commonly the mail address associated with the key.

GPGME does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail

address is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is

expected to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail

addresses).  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

of public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see

the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is @code{NULL} or the string

"default", the key is generated using the default algorithm of the

engine.  If the string "future-default" is used the engine may use an

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine;

 however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without requesting

a non-default usage via @var{flags}, triggers the creation of a

primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{extrakey} is currently not used and must be set to @code{NULL}.

A future version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following

 flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_ENCR

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_CERT

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key usage) of the

requested algorithm but use those explicitly given by these flags:

``signing'', ``encryption'', ``certification'', or ``authentication''.
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The allowed combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

protocol.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

@since{1.7.0}

 

Request generation of the key without password protection.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

@since{1.7.0}

 

For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed certificate.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not store the created key in the local key database.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

@since{1.7.0}

 

Return

 the public or secret key as part of the result structure.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be used to

override this check.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

@since{1.9.0}

 

Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

@end table

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.
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The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}}, @

      @w{unsigned int

 @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createkey} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createsubkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} creates and adds a new

subkey to the primary OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  The only

allowed protocol in @var{ctx} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP}.

Subkeys (aka secondary keys) are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to

bind several keys to a primary key.  As of now this function requires

at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate
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 on.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is

@code{NULL} or the string "default", the subkey is generated using the

default algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the

string "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.

 

@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode

 dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{flags} takes the same values as described above for

@code{gpgme_op_createkey}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} operation; see there for details.  It must
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be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_adduid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_adduid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid} adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation

is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function

requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly

the mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not

require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given,

RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected to be in

UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

The function returns zero

 on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});
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@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_adduid} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_revuid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid} revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol

 for the context

@var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function requires at

least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID

must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

Note that the engine won't allow to revoke the last valid user ID.  To

change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then revoke

the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @
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     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revuid} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_set_uid_flag

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} is used to set flags on a

user ID from the OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  Setting flags on

user IDs after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and

thus the protocol for the context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

must

 be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{name} names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

supported flag is:

 

@table @code

@item primary

This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID.  All other

primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  @var{value} must be
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given as NULL.  For technical reasons this functions bumps the

creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one second.

At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}},

 @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{parms}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey} generates a new key pair in the

context @var{ctx}.  The meaning of @var{public} and @var{secret}

depends on the crypto backend.

 

GPG does not support @var{public} and @var{secret}, they should be

@code{NULL}.  GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the

standard key ring.  The fingerprint of the generated key is available

with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

GpgSM requires @var{public} to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will
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generate

 a secret key (which will be stored by @command{gpg-agent},

and return a certificate request in @var{public}, which then needs to

be signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

The argument @var{parms} specifies parameters for the key in an string

that looks something like XML.  The details about the format of

@var{parms} are specific to the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  The

first line of the parameters must be @code{<GnupgKeyParams

format="internal">} and the last line must be

@code{</GnupgKeyParams>}.  Every line in between the first and last

lines is treated as a Header: Value pair.  In particular, no XML

escaping is necessary if you need to include the characters @code{<},

@code{>}, or @code{&}.

 

Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: default

Subkey-Type: default

Name-Real:

 Joe Tester

Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

Expire-Date: 0

Passphrase: abc

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: RSA

Key-Length: 1024

Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format supported

for now is ``internal''.  The content of the @code{GnupgKeyParms}

container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.  Control

statements are not allowed.
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After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a well-formed string (e.g. does not have the

expected

 tag-like headers and footers), @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED}

if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not valid, and

@code{GPG_ERR_GENERAL} if no key was created by the backend.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{parms}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a valid XML string, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey_result

@c

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_genkey_result_t}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation. 

 After successfully generating a

key, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int primary : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0

if not.

 

@item unsigned int sub : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.
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@item unsigned int uid : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if not.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both a

primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the primary

key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not provide the

fingerprint, @code{fpr} will be a null pointer.

 

@item gpgme_data_t pubkey

@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@item gpgme_data_t seckey

@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_genkey_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} or

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  SIGNING KEYS

@c

@node Signing Keys

@subsection Signing Keys

@cindex key, signing

 

Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT).  Instead of using the @code{gpgme_op_interact}
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function along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a

convenient function to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG

versions.

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_keysign

@c

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign} adds a new key signature to the

public key @var{KEY}.   This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

GnuPG.

 

@var{CTX} is the usual context which describes the protocol to use

(which must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be

used for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be used

for a key signature, @code{gpgme_signers_add} can be used.

@xref{Selecting Signers}.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If

@var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} all valid user IDs are signed.  The

user ID must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact

 and

case sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID

object (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  To select more than

one user ID put them all into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag @code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP}.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration date.

However, if the configuration of the engine defines a default

expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless the flag

@code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE} is used.  Note that this parameter takes

an unsigned long value and not a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on

systems which use a signed 32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that

the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can
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only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

@since{1.7.0}

 

Instead of creating an exportable

 key signature, create a key

signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

@since{1.7.0}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration date.  This

overrides @var{expire} and any local configuration of the engine.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_keysign} operation; see there for details.  It must

be

 completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun
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@c

@c  gpgme_op_revsig

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig} revokes key signatures of the

public key @var{key} made with the key @var{signing_key}.   This

function requires at least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{signing_key} specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall

be revoked.  If @var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} the signatures

on all user IDs are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim

because the engine does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the

@code{uid} field from the user ID object

 (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to

be used.  To select more than one user ID put them all into one string

separated by linefeeds characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag

@code{GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

@since{1.14.1}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.
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@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revsig} operation; see there

 for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  EXPORTING KEYS

@c

@node Exporting Keys

@subsection Exporting Keys

@cindex key, export

@cindex key ring, export from

 

Exporting keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--export}.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way

the export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they

may be or-ed together.

 

@table @code

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

keyserver. This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is good

practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver at one

time.  Using this flag requires that the @var{keydata} argument of the

export function is set to @code{NULL}.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

@since{1.3.1}

 

If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For OpenPGP

keys it removes all signatures
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 except for the latest self-signatures.

For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

@since{1.4.0}

 

If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey

a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be used.

 

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

@since{1.6.0}

 

Instead of exporting the public key, the secret key is exported.  This

may not be combined with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN}.  For X.509

the export format is PKCS#8.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not be

used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also includes

the

 certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

@since{1.12.0 - experimental}

Do not export user ids.  Works only with certain gpg version.

 

@end table

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{pattern}},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding
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specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.

Otherwise, @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation

 completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public

 keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t keys[]},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

The keys to export are taken form the @code{NULL} terminated array

@var{keys}.  Only

 keys of the currently selected protocol of

@var{ctx} which do have a fingerprint set are considered for export.

Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are ignored.  In particular

OpenPGP keys retrieved via an external key listing are not included.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{keys}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the

 context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Importing Keys

@subsection Importing Keys

@cindex key, import

@cindex key ring, import to

 

Importing keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--import}.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import} adds the keys in the data buffer

@var{keydata} to the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

The format of @var{keydata} can be @acronym{ASCII} armored, for example,

but the details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result

 can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})
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@since{1.2.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys} adds the keys described by

the @code{NULL} terminated array @var{keys} to the key ring of the

crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  It is used to actually import and

make keys permanent which have been retrieved from an external source

(i.e. using @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}) earlier.  The external

keylisting must have been made with the same context configuration (in

particular the same home directory).  @footnote{Thus it is a

replacement for the usual workaround of exporting and then importing a

key to make an X.509 key permanent.}  Note that for OpenPGP this may

require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

Only keys of the currently selected protocol of @var{ctx} are

considered for import.  Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are

ignored.  As of now all considered keys must have been retrieved using

the same method, i.e. the used key listing mode must be identical.

 

After the operation completed successfully,

 the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import the

keydata using @code{gpgme_op_export} and @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key

listing mode does not match, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are

considered for export.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import_keys} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx}

 or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key listing mode does not match, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are considered for export.

@end deftypefun
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@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_status_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  For each considered key one

status is added that contains information about the result of the

import.  The structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_import_status_t next

This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t result

If the import was not successful, this is the error value that caused

the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}.

 

@item unsigned int status

This is a bit-wise OR of the following flags that give more

information about what

 part of the key was imported.  If the key was

already known, this might be 0.

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

The key was new.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_UID

The key contained new user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

The key contained new signatures.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

The key contained new sub keys.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

The key contained a secret key.

@end table

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  After a successful import
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operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_import_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item int considered

The total number of considered keys.

 

@item int no_user_id

The number of keys without user ID.

 

@item int imported

The total number of imported keys.

 

@item int imported_rsa

The number of imported RSA keys.

 

@item int unchanged

The number of unchanged keys.

 

@item

 int new_user_ids

The number of new user IDs.

 

@item int new_sub_keys

The number of new sub keys.

 

@item int new_signatures

The number of new signatures.

 

@item int new_revocations

The number of new revocations.

 

@item int secret_read

The total number of secret keys read.

 

@item int secret_imported

The number of imported secret keys.

 

@item int secret_unchanged

The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

@item int not_imported

The number of keys not imported.

 

@item gpgme_import_status_t imports

A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more information

about the keys for which an import was attempted.
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@item int skipped_v3_keys

For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore support

v3 keys (created with PGP 2.x) and ignores them on import.  This

counter provides the number of such skipped v3 keys.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_import_result_t}

 pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_import} or

@code{gpgme_op_import_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Deleting Keys

@subsection Deleting Keys

@cindex key, delete

@cindex key ring, delete from

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext} deletes the key @var{key} from

the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

@since{1.9.1}

 

If not set, only public keys are deleted. If set, secret keys are

deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

@item

 GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

@since{1.9.1}

 

If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

@end table
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the key

was deleted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or

@var{key} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY} if

@var{key} could not be found in the keyring,

@code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key was not specified

unambiguously, and @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the secret key for

@var{key} is available, but @var{allow_secret} is zero.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_delete} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully,

 and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Changing Passphrases

@subsection Changing Passphrases

@cindex passphrase, change

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}
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The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd}

 changes the passphrase of the

private key associated with @var{key}.  The only allowed value for

@var{flags} is @code{0}.  The backend engine will usually popup a window

to ask for the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not

useful in a server application (where passphrases are not required

anyway).

 

Note that old @code{gpg} engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

this command and will silently ignore it.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_passwd} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

 oepration

could not be started.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  CHANGING TOFU DATA

@c

@node Changing TOFU Data

@subsection Changing TOFU Data

@cindex validity, TOFU

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU

implementation.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t}

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_tofu_policy_t

The @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t} type specifies the set of possible
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policy values that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

Set the policy to ``auto''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

Set the policy to ``good''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

Set the policy to ``bad''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

Set the policy to ``ask''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

Set the policy to ``unknown''.

@end table

 

@end deftp

 

To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_tofu_policy @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} changes the TOFU policy of

@var{key}.  The valid values for @var{policy} are listed above.  As of

now this function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least

version 2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.
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The

 function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the oepration

could not be started.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Advanced Key Editing

@subsection Advanced Key Editing

@cindex key, edit

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_interact_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_interact_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The

status keyword @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are

passed through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  An empty

string represents EOF.  The file descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal

status messages.  If @var{status} indicates a command rather than a

status message, the response to the command should be written to

@var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is

 provided by the user at start of

operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the interact callback function @var{FNC} with the
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handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@var{flags} modifies the behaviour

 of the function; the only defined

bit value is:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

@since{1.7.0}

 

This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

@code{--card-edit} command.

 

@end table

 

The function returns @code{0} if the edit operation completes

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or @var{key} is

not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or

the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_interact} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started

successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} or @var{key}

is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun
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@node Crypto Operations

@section Crypto Operations

@cindex cryptographic operation

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure

is used to hold information about such a key.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_invalid_key_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.  The

structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t next

This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t reason

An error code describing the reason why the key was found invalid.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::      

                  Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Decrypt

@subsection Decrypt

@cindex decryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} decrypts the ciphertext in the

data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt, @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

 for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} is the same as

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}

 but has an additional argument

@var{flags}.  If @var{flags} is 0 both function behave identically.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY} symbol specifies that this function

shall exactly act as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify}.

 

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

@since{1.8.0}
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The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP} symbol specifies that the output shall

be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer removed.  This

requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for OpenPGP.  This is the

counterpart to @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP}.

 

@end table

 

The function returns the error codes as described for

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

          

 @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_recipient_t}

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about the

recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  This information (except for the

status field) is even available before the operation finished

successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_recipient_t next

This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the linked list,

or @code{NULL} if this is

 the last element.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t
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The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

recipient.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY if the

secret key for this recipient is not available, and 0 otherwise.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_decrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  After successfully decrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result}.  As with all result structures, it

this structure shall be considered read-only and an application must

not allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item char *unsupported_algorithm

If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string describes the

algorithm that is not supported.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage

 : 1

@since{0.9.0}

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

@item unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

@since{1.11.2}

The message was made by a legacy algorithm without any integrity

protection.  This might be an old but legitimate message.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

@since{1.10.0}

The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant way.  This is a

specification in Germany for a restricted communication level.

 

@item gpgme_recipient_t recipients

@since{1.1.0}
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This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was encrypted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

@item char *session_key

@since{1.8.0}

 

A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the session key

used in symmetric encryption of the message, if the context has been

set to export session

 keys (see @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag,

"export-session-key"}), and a session key was available for the most

recent decryption operation.  Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

@code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns success

or @code{gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns true

(non-empty string).

 

@item char *symkey_algo

@since{1.11.0}

 

A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode using the

format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated non-MDC encryption mode of

OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} or @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start}

 operation.

If the operation failed this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Verify

@subsection Verify

@cindex verification

@cindex signature, verification
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@cindex cryptographic operation, verification

@cindex cryptographic operation, signature check

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex notation data

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify} verifies that the signature in the

data object @var{sig} is a valid signature.  If @var{sig} is a

detached signature, then the signed text should be provided in

@var{signed_text} and @var{plain} should be a null pointer.

Otherwise, if @var{sig} is a normal (or cleartext) signature,

@var{signed_text} should be a null pointer and @var{plain} should be a

writable data object

 that will contain the plaintext after successful

verification.

 

The results of the individual signature verifications can be retrieved

with @code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} does not contain any data to

verify, and passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started

 successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} or @var{plain} does not contain

any data to verify.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sig_notation_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code
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@item gpgme_sig_notation_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure in the

linked list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *name

The name of the notation field.  If this is @code{NULL}, then the

member @code{value} will contain a policy URL.

 

@item int name_len

The length of the @code{name} field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item char *value

The value of the notation field.  If @code{name} is @code{NULL}, then

this is a policy URL.

 

@item int value_len

The length of the @code{value}

 field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags associated

with the notation data in an accumulated form which can be used as an

argument to the function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add}.  The value

@code{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the

following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} symbol specifies that the

notation data is in human readable form

 

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} symbol specifies that the

notation data is critical.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int human_readable : 1

This is true if the @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} flag is

set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for notation data,

not for policy URLs.
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@item unsigned int critical : 1

This is true if the

 @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} flag is set and

false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and policy URLs.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_signature_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sigsum_t summary

This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.  It

provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the signature

status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see whether a

signature is valid without any restrictions. This means that

you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

@example

if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

@{

  ..do stuff if valid..

@}

else

@{

  ..do stuff if not fully valid..

@}

@end example

 

The defined bits are:

  @table @code

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

 The signature is fully valid.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

 The signature is good but one might want to display some extra

 information.  Check the other bits.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

 The signature is bad. It might be useful to check other bits and

 display more information, i.e. a revoked certificate might not render a
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 signature invalid when the message was received prior to the cause for

 the revocation.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

 The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

 The key or one of the certificates has expired. It is probably a good

 idea to display the date of the expiration.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

 The signature has expired.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

 Can't verify due to a missing key or certificate.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

 The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

 Available CRL is too

 old.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

 A policy requirement was not met.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

 A system error occurred.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

 A TOFU conflict was detected.

 @end table

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the following

status codes are of interest:

 

 @table @code

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

 This status indicates that the signature could be verified or that

 there is no signature.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures could be verified.

 

 Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could be found.  Check

 the @code{summary} field for that.
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 For example a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} returns a verification

 result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted but unsigned data.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

 the combined result this

 status means that all signatures are valid

 and expired.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

 verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used

 to verify the signature has been revoked.  For the combined result

 this status means that all signatures are valid and all keys are

 revoked.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

 This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

 result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

 This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

 a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

 signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

 This status indicates that there was some other

 error which prevented

 the signature verification.

 @end table

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

@item unsigned long timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item unsigned long exp_timestamp

The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the signature does

not expire.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.
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@item unsigned int pka_trust : 2

This is set to the trust information gained by means of the PKA system.

Values are:

 @table @code

 @item 0

       No PKA information available or verification not possible.

 @item 1

       PKA verification failed.

 @item 2

       PKA verification succeeded.

 @item 3

       Reserved for future use.

 @end table

Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may also be

reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

@item unsigned int chain_model : 1

@since{1.1.6}

 

This is true if the

 validity of the signature has been checked using the

chain model.  In the chain model the time the signature has been created

must be within the validity period of the certificate and the time the

certificate itself has been created must be within the validity period

of the issuing certificate.  In contrast the default validation model

checks the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate chain

at the current time.

 

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

The validity of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t validity_reason

If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item char *pka_address

The mailbox from the PKA information or @code{NULL}.

 

@item gpgme_key_t key

@since{1.7.0}
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An object describing the key used to create the signature.  This key

object may be incomplete in that it only conveys information

availabale

 directly with a signature.  It may also be @code{NULL} if

such information is not readily available.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_verify_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  After verifying a signature, you

can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.  If the operation failed this might be

a @code{NULL} pointer.  The structure contains the following member:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t signatures

A linked list with information about all signatures for which a

verification was attempted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The filename is

not covered by the signature.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

 

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.  Warning: This

flag is not covered by the signature.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_verify_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_verify},

@code{gpgme_op_verify_start}, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} or

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} operation, and if this operation

finished successfully (for @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} and

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start}, the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} counts as successful in this context).  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.
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@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Decrypt and Verify

@subsection Decrypt and Verify

@cindex decryption and verification

@cindex verification and decryption

@cindex signature check

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption and verification

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} decrypts the ciphertext in

the data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.  If @var{cipher} contains signatures, they will be

verified.

 

After the operation completed, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} and

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} can be used to retrieve more information

about the signatures.

 

If the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned, @var{cipher}

does not contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be

signed.  The information about detected signatures is available with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} in this case.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt,

 @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{cipher}, @var{plain} or @var{r_stat} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain
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any data to decrypt.

@end deftypefun

 

When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail

 address (the ``addr-spec'') from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal

functions in GPGME and GnuPG:

 

@deftypefun @w{char *} gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (@w{const char *@var{uid}})

 

@since{1.7.1}

 

Return the mail address (called ``addr-spec'' in RFC-5322) from the

string @var{uid} which is assumed to be a user id (called ``address''

in RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e. those with bit 7

cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must free

the result using @code{gpgme_free}.  Returns @code{NULL} if no valid

address was found (in which case @code{ERRNO} is set to @code{EINVAL})

or for other errors.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Sign

@subsection Sign

@cindex signature, creation

@cindex sign

@cindex cryptographic operation, signing

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of

keys used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is

applied to all following signing operations in

 this context (until the

set is changed).

 

@menu

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

@end menu

 

 

@node Selecting Signers

@subsubsection Selecting Signers

@cindex signature, selecting signers

@cindex signers, selecting
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The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_signers_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_clear} releases a reference for each

key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

context @var{ctx}.

 

Every context starts with an empty list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}})

The function

 @code{gpgme_signers_add} adds the key @var{key} to the

list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.

 

Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{unsigned int} gpgme_signers_count (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_signers_count} returns the number of signer keys in

the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{seq}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_enum} returns the @var{seq}th key in

the list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.  An additional reference

is acquired for the user.

 

If @var{seq} is out of range, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Creating a Signature

@subsubsection Creating a Signature

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_mode_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_mode_t} type is used to specify the desired type of a

signature.  The following modes are available:

 

@table @code

@item
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 GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext and the

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

A detached signature is made.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

A clear text signature is made.  The @acronym{ASCII} armor and text

mode settings of the context are ignored.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign} creates a signature for the text in

the data object @var{plain} and returns it in the data object

@var{sig}.  The type of the signature created is determined by the

@acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{sig}), the text mode attributes set for the context

@var{ctx} and the requested signature mode @var{mode}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.

 

If an S/MIME

 signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

the number of certificates to include in the message can be specified

with @code{gpgme_set_include_certs}.  @xref{Included Certificates}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

signature could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if the signature could not be created,

@code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the secret key

could not be retrieved, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY} if there are

invalid signers, and passes through any errors that are reported by the

crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait}

 on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the operation could be
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started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx},

@var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_new_signature_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_new_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sig_mode_t type

The type of this signature.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

The signature class of this signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item

 char *fpr

The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this signature.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sign_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  After successfully generating a

signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_signers

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which a

signature could not be created.

 

@item gpgme_new_signature_t signatures
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A linked list with information about all signatures created.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_sign_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was

 a @code{gpgme_op_sign},

@code{gpgme_op_sign_start}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} or

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} operation.  If that operation

failed, the function might return a @code{NULL} pointer. The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Signature Notation Data

@subsubsection Signature Notation Data

@cindex notation data

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex policy URL

 

Using the following functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data

to a signature.  This information is then available to the user when

the signature is verified.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} removes the notation data

from the context @var{ctx}.  Subsequent signing operations from this

context will not include any notation data.

 

Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @w{const char *@var{value}},

@w{gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} adds the notation data with

the name @var{name} and the value @var{value} to the context

@var{ctx}.

 

Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as well
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as any other notation data that was added since the creation of the

context or the last @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} operation.

 

The arguments @var{name} and @var{value} must be @code{NUL}-terminated

strings in human-readable form.  The flag

@code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} is implied

(non-human-readable notation data is currently not supported).  The

strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.

 

If @var{name} is @code{NULL}, then @var{value} should be a policy URL.

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} returns the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the notation data could be added

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} is not a valid

pointer, or if @var{name}, @var{value} and @var{flags} are an invalid

combination.  The function also passes through any errors that are

reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_get} returns the linked list of

notation data structures that are contained in the context @var{ctx}.

 

If @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data

added for this context, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Encrypt

@subsection Encrypt

@cindex encryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, encryption

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same

time.  The list of recipients is created independently of any context,

and then passed to the encryption operation.

 

@menu

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Encrypting a

 Plaintext

@subsubsection Encrypting a Plaintext
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} encrypts the plaintext in the

data object @var{plain} for the recipients @var{recp} and stores the

ciphertext in the data object @var{cipher}.  The type of the

ciphertext created is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if

that is not set, by the encoding specified for @var{cipher}) and the

text mode attributes set for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{recp} must be a @code{NULL}-terminated array of keys.  The user

must keep references for all keys during the whole duration of the

call (but see @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} for the requirements with

the asynchronous variant).

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST} symbol specifies that all the

recipients in @var{recp} should be trusted, even if the keys do not

have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should be used

with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any untrusted keys.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO} symbol specifies that no

default or hidden default recipients as configured in the crypto

backend should be included.  This can be useful for managing different

user profiles.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS} symbol specifies that the

plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.  This is

in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted message

may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

@itemx GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE} symbol is used with the UI Server

protocol to prepare an encryption
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 (i.e. sending the

@code{PREP_ENCRYPT} command).  With the

@code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN} symbol the UI Server is advised to

also expect a sign command.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC} symbol specifies that the

output should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even

if recipients are provided. This feature is only supported

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS} symbols requests that the

identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the ciphertext.

On the receiving side, the use of this flag may slow down the

decryption process because all available secret keys must be tried.

This flag is only honored for OpenPGP encryption.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP} symbol specifies that the input is an

OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart to

@code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP}.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

@since{1.11.0}

 

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} symbol requests that all

supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically valid mail

address.  If this is not the case the operation is not even tried and

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID} is returned.  Only the

address part of the key specification is conveyed to the backend.  As

of now the key must be specified using the @var{recpstring} argument

of the extended encrypt functions.  This feature is currently only

supported for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@end table

 

If @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} is returned, some recipients in

@var{recp} are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might

be encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in @var{cipher} (if

this happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about
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the invalid recipients is available with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.

 

If @var{recp} is @code{NULL}, symmetric rather than public key

encryption is performed.

  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be

deciphered with @code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.  Note that in this case the

crypto backend needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.

Symmetric encryption is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

crypto backend.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{recp}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{recp} contains some

invalid recipients, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

for the symmetric key could not be retrieved, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} initiates

 a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of this

call.  The user can release its references to the keys after this

function returns, even if the operation is not yet finished.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{rset} does not

contain any valid recipients.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}
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This is an extended

 version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create key objects.  Leading and trailing white space is

remove from each line in @var{recpstring}.  The keys are then passed

verbatim to the backend engine.

 

For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

@table @code

@item --hidden

@itemx --no-hidden

These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for all

following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is requested

the gpg option @option{-R} (or @option{-F} in file mode) is used

instead of @option{-r} (@option{-f} in file mode).

 

@item --file

@itemx

 --no-file

These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all following

key specification.  In file mode the option @option{-f} or @option{-F}

is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is required to handle

these options.  The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} flag is ignored

in file mode.

 

@item --

This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of the

string.  All keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

@end table

 

To create a @var{recpstring} it is often useful to employ a strconcat

style function.  For example this function creates a string to encrypt

to two keys:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

@{

 char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

 if (!result)

   @{ perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); @}
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 return result;

@}

@end example

 

Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

specifications starting

 with a double dash.  The used strconcat

function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

(aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME.  The number of arguments to

@code{gpgrt_strconcat} is limited to 47 but that should always be

sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to be

supplied the following code can be used:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

@{

 gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

 const char *s;

 void *result;

 

 memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

 if (!memfp)

   @{ perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); @}

 gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

 while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

   @{

     gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);

     gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

   @}

 gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

 if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

   @{ perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); @}

 if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

   @{ perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); @}

 return result;

@}

@end example

 

In this example @code{get_next_keyspec} is expected

 to return the next

key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

large number of recipients is often questionable due to security

reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

passed on the command line to @command{gpg} which has as a platform

specific length limitation.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there

 is no need

to first create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_encrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  After successfully encrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which

the data could not be encrypted.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_encrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start},

@code{gpgme_op_sign} or

 @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} operation.  If this

operation failed, this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} does a combined encrypt and

sign operation.  It is used like @code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, but the

ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in

@var{ctx}.

 

The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start}

 initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp}

 the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Miscellaneous

@section Miscellaneous

 operations

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

@menu

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates

@end menu

 

 

@node Running other Programs

@subsection Running other Programs

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend

engines.  Along with data abstraction object this subsystem can be

used to run arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related

to cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools

which are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible

with the GPGME API.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @
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            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_spawn} runs the program @var{file} with

the arguments taken from the NULL terminated array @var{argv}.  If no

arguments are required @var{argv} may be given as @code{NULL}.  In the

latter case or if @code{argv[0]} is the empty string, GPGME uses the

basename of @var{file} for @code{argv[0]}.  The file descriptors

@code{stdin}, @code{stdout}, and @code{stderr} are connected to the

data objects @var{datain}, @var{dataout}, and @var{dataerr}.  If NULL

is passed for one of these data objects the corresponding file

descriptor is connected to @file{/dev/null}.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new console for

the program.  This is useful for a GUI application which needs to call

a command line helper tool.

 

@item GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows

 this flag allows the called program to put itself into

the foreground.

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

@end deftypefun
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@node Using the Assuan protocol

@subsection Using the Assuan protocol

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.

By default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected

to arbitrary servers by using @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info},

passing the location of the servers socket as @var{file_name}

argument, and an empty string as @var{home_dir} argument.

 

The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to transfer

data:

 

@deftp {Data type}

 {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const void *@var{data}}, @

       @w{size_t @var{datalen}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any data sent by the server.  @var{opaque} is

the pointer passed to @code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start},

@var{data} of length @var{datalen} refers to the data sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}}, @w{gpgme_data_t *@var{r_data}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to

@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{name} and @var{args}

specify what kind of data the server requested, and @var{r_data} is

used to return the actual data.

 

Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in @acronym{GPGME}.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) @

    

  (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to
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@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{status} and @var{args}

denote the status update sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}})

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

Any callback may be @code{NULL}.  The result of the operation may be

retrieved using @code{gpgme_wait_ext}.

 

Asynchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{op_err}})

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

The result of the operation is returned in @var{op_err}.

 

Synchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Checking for updates

@subsection How to check for software updates

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG.  GPGME can be used to

access this online database and check whether a new version of a

software package is available.
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@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_query_swdb_result_t}

@since{1.8.0}

 

This

 is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  After success full call to that

function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result}.  The structure contains the

following member:

 

@table @code

@item name

This is the name of the package.

 

@item iversion

The currently installed version or an empty string.  This value is

either a copy of the argument given to @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} or

the version of the installed software as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

@item created

This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers has

originally be created by the GnuPG project.

 

@item retrieved

This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

@item warning

If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of the

information in this structure are not properly set.  For example if

the version number of the installed software could not be figured out,

the

 @code{update} flag may not reflect a required update status.

 

@item update

If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

@item urgent

If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

@item noinfo

If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

@item unknown

If this flag is set the given @code{name} is not known.

 

@item tooold

If this flag is set the available information is not fresh enough.
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@item error

If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

@item version

The version string of the latest released version.

 

@item reldate

The release date of the latest released version.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

            @w{const char *@var{name}},      @

            @w{const char *@var{iversion}},  @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

Query the software version database for software package @var{name}

and check against the installed

 version given by @var{iversion}.  If

@var{iversion} is given as @code{NULL} a check is only done if GPGME

can figure out the version by itself (for example when using

"gpgme" or "gnupg").  If @code{NULL} is used for @var{name} the

current gpgme version is checked.  @var{reserved} must be set to 0.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_query_swdb_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb}.  If that call failed, the result might

be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until

the next operation is started on the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@noindent

Here is an example on how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

@example
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#include

 <gpgme.h>

 

int

main (void)

@{

 gpg_error_t err;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;

 

 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (err)

   fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

 else

   @{

     gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

     err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

     if (err)

       fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

     else

       @{

         result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

         if (!result)

           fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

         if (!result->warning && !result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                   result->iversion);

         else if (!result->warning && result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                   result->iversion, result->version);

         else

           fprintf (stderr, "error finding the

 update status\n");

       @}

     gpgme_release (ctx);

   @}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node Run Control

@section Run Control

@cindex run control

@cindex cryptographic operation, running
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@acronym{GPGME} supports running operations synchronously and

asynchronously.  You can use asynchronous operation to set up a

context up to initiating the desired operation, but delay performing

it to a later point.

 

Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when @acronym{GPGME} runs.  This ensures that @acronym{GPGME} only

runs when necessary and also prevents it from blocking for a long

time.

 

@menu

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

@end menu

 

 

@node Waiting For Completion

@subsection Waiting For Completion

@cindex cryptographic operation, wait for

@cindex wait for completion

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{status}}, @w{int

@var{hang}})

The function @code{gpgme_wait} continues the pending operation within

the context @var{ctx}.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

between @acronym{GPGME} and the crypto backend and watches over the

run time status of the backend process.

 

If @var{hang} is true, the function does not return until the

operation is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not

block for a long time.

 

The error status of the finished operation is returned in @var{status}

if @code{gpgme_wait} does not return @code{NULL}.

 

The @var{ctx} argument can be @code{NULL}.  In that case,

@code{gpgme_wait} waits for any context to complete its operation.

 

@code{gpgme_wait} can be used only in conjunction with any context

that has a pending operation initiated with one of the

@code{gpgme_op_*_start} functions except @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start}

and @code{gpgme_op_trustlist_start} (for

 which you should use the

corresponding @code{gpgme_op_*_next} functions).  If @var{ctx} is

@code{NULL}, all of such contexts are waited upon and possibly

returned.  Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key
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and trust item list operations, do not affect @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

@code{gpgme_wait} at any time, regardless of whether @var{ctx} is specified

or not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start asynchronous

operations while a thread is running in @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

The function returns the @var{ctx} of the context which has finished

the operation.  If @var{hang} is false, and the timeout expires,

@code{NULL} is returned and @code{*status} will be set to 0.  If an

error occurs, @code{NULL} is returned and the error is returned in

@code{*status}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Using External Event Loops

@subsection Using External Event

 Loops

@cindex event loop, external

 

@acronym{GPGME} hides the complexity of the communication between the

library and the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that

the calling thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data

returned by the crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in

particular if they are interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.

OTOH, if @code{gpgme_wait} is used without the @var{hang} option being

enabled, it might be called unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that

could be used otherwise.

 

The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  @acronym{GPGME} will provide the

user with the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the

callback functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is

ready for reading or writing.  It is then the user's responsibility to

decide when to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the

callback functions.  Usually this is done in an event

 loop, that also

checks for events in other parts of the program.  If the callback

functions are only called when the file descriptors are ready,

@acronym{GPGME} will never block.  This gives the user more control

over the program flow, and allows to perform other tasks when

@acronym{GPGME} would block otherwise.

 

By using this advanced mechanism, @acronym{GPGME} can be integrated

smoothly into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded

programs.
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@menu

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with Qt.

@end menu

 

 

@node I/O Callback Interface

@subsubsection I/O Callback Interface

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t

 (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} wants to register as I/O callback handlers using the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} functions provided by the user.

 

@var{data} and @var{fd} are provided by @acronym{GPGME} when the I/O

callback handler is registered, and should be passed through to the

handler when it is invoked by the user because it noticed activity on

the file descriptor @var{fd}.

 

The callback handler always returns @code{0}, but you should consider

the return value to be reserved for later use.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}},

@w{int @var{dir}}, @w{gpgme_io_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{fnc_data}}, @w{void **@var{tag}})}

@tindex gpgme_register_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can

be called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O callback

 function

@var{fnc} for the file descriptor @var{fd} with the user.

@var{fnc_data} should be passed as the first argument to @var{fnc}

when the handler is invoked (the second argument should be @var{fd}).

If @var{dir} is 0, @var{fnc} should be called by the user when

@var{fd} is ready for writing.  If @var{dir} is 1, @var{fnc} should be

called when @var{fd} is ready for reading.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always

be passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

which the file descriptor should be added.
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@acronym{GPGME} will call this function when a crypto operation is

initiated in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback

handler functions with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs}.  It can also call this

function when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file descriptor

associated to this context.

 

The

 user should return a unique handle in @var{tag} identifying this

I/O callback registration, which will be passed to the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function without interpretation when the file

descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{tag}})}

The @code{gpgme_remove_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O callback handler that was

registered before.  @var{tag} is the handle that was returned by the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} for this I/O callback.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function when a crypto operation is in

an I/O callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

destroyed while an operation is pending.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_event_io_t}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

The @code{gpgme_event_io_t} type specifies the type of an event that is

reported to the user by @acronym{GPGME} as a consequence of an I/O

operation.

  The following events are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_EVENT_START

The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to run the

registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that registered I/O

callback handlers must not be run before this event is signalled.

@var{type_data} is @code{NULL} and reserved for later use.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_DONE

The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this operation

was removed.  The accompanying @var{type_data} points to a

@code{struct gpgme_io_event_done_data} variable that contains the

status of the operation that finished.  This event is signalled after

the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

In a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation, the next key was

received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying @var{type_data} is
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a @code{gpgme_key_t} variable that contains the key with one reference

for the user.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}},

 @w{gpgme_event_io_t @var{type}}, @w{void *@var{type_data}})}

The @code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for an operation running

in a context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always be

passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

this event has occurred.

 

@var{type} will specify the type of event that has occurred.

@var{type_data} specifies the event further, as described in the above

list of possible @code{gpgme_event_io_t} types.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function in an I/O callback handler.

@end deftp

 

 

@node Registering I/O Callbacks

@subsubsection Registering I/O Callbacks

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_io_cbs}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

This structure

 is used to store the I/O callback interface functions

described in the previous section.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

@item void *add_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{add} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should be added.

 

@item gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.
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@item gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for

an operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start event

must be processed.

 

@item void *event_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{event} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine

 the context in which the event has occurred.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} enables the I/O callback

interface for the context @var{ctx}.  The I/O callback functions are

specified by @var{io_cbs}.

 

If @var{io_cbs}->@code{add} is @code{NULL}, the I/O callback interface

is disabled for the context, and normal operation is restored.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_io_cbs} returns the I/O callback

functions set with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} in @var{io_cbs}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 

To actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by @acronym{GPGME} to register and

unregister file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually

monitor these

 file descriptors for activity and call the appropriate

I/O callbacks.

 

The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can

run concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized

structure because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto

operation in @acronym{GPGME} is not predictable.

 

@example

#include <assert.h>
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#include <errno.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <pthread.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

/* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

struct op_result

@{

 int done;

 gpgme_error_t err;

@};

 

/* The following structure holds the data associated with one I/O

callback.  */

struct one_fd

@{

 int fd;

 int dir;

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 void *loop;

@};

 

struct event_loop

@{

 pthread_mutex_t lock;

#define MAX_FDS 32

 /* Unused slots are marked with FD being

 -1.  */

 struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

@};

@end example

 

The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

@example

gpgme_error_t

add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

	   void **r_tag)

@{

 struct event_loop *loop = data;

 struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

 int i;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   @{
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     if (fds[i].fd == -1)

	@{

	  fds[i].fd = fd;

	  fds[i].dir = dir;

	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

	  fds[i].loop = loop;

	  break;

	@}

   @}

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 if (i == MAX_FDS)

   return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

 *r_tag = &fds[i];

 return 0;

@}

 

void

remove_io_cb (void *tag)

@{

 struct one_fd *fd = tag;

 struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 fd->fd = -1;

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

@}

 

void

event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

@{

 struct op_result *result = data;

 

 /* We

 don't support list operations here.  */

 if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

   @{

     result->done = 1;

     result->err = *type_data;

   @}

@}

@end example

 

The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

@example

int
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do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

@{

 fd_set rfds;

 fd_set wfds;

 int i, n;

 int any = 0;

 struct timeval tv;

 struct one_fd *fdlist = loop->fds;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 FD_ZERO (&rfds);

 FD_ZERO (&wfds);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

     FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

 tv.tv_sec = 0;

 tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

 do

   @{

     n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

   @}

 while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

 if (n < 0)

   return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

   @{

     if (fdlist[i].fd

 != -1)

	@{

	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

	    @{

	      assert (n);

	      n--;

	      any = 1;

             /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

             pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

             pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

	    @}

	@}

   @}
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 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 return any;

@}

 

void

wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

@{

 int ret;

 

 do

   @{

     ret = do_select (loop);

   @}

 while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

@}

@end example

 

The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

@example

int

main (int argc, char *argv[])

@{

 struct event_loop loop;

 struct op_result result;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_error_t err;

 gpgme_data_t sig, text;

 int i;

 pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

 struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

 @{

   add_io_cb,

    &loop,

   remove_io_cb,

   event_io_cb,

   &result

 @};

 

 init_gpgme ();

 

 /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

 /* The mutex must be recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

    lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

 pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

 pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

 pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);
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 pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   loop.fds[i].fd = -1;

 

 /* Initialize the result structure.  */

 result.done = 0;

 

 err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

 if (!err)

   err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

 if (!err)

   err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (!err)

   @{

      gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

      err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

   @}

 if (err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

     exit (1);

 

   @}

 

 wait_for_op (&loop, &result);

 if (!result.done)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

     exit (1);

   @}

 if (!result.err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

     exit (1);

   @}

 /* Evaluate verify result.  */

 @dots{}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GTK+

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example GTK+

@cindex GTK+, using @acronym{GPGME} with
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The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate @acronym{GPGME}

with the GTK+ event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this

can be done using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback

functions.  In this example, the private data of the register I/O

callback function is unused.  The event notifications is missing

because it does not require any GTK+ specific setup.

 

@example

#include <gtk/gtk.h>

 

struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 guint input_handler_id

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb

 (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                              void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;

 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                  ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                  : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                              my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                              0, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}
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@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GDK

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 GDK

@cindex GDK, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the GDK event loop.  The following code snippets

shows how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any GDK specific setup.

 

It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

@example

#include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 gint tag;

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

             

                 void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;
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 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                 my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example Qt

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example Qt

@cindex Qt, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the Qt event loop.  The following code snippets

show how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any Qt specific setup.

 

@example

#include <qsocketnotifier.h>

#include <qapplication.h>

 

struct IOCB @{

 IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

   : func(

 f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) @{@}

 GpgmeIOCb func;

 void * data;

 QSocketNotifier * notifier;

@}

 

class MyApp : public QApplication @{

 

 // ...

 

 static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                      GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                      void ** tag ) @{

   QSocketNotifier * n =

     new QSocketNotifier( fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                  : QSocketNotifier::Write );

   connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

            qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

   qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

   *tag = (void*)n;

 @}
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 static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) @{

   if ( !tag ) return;

   QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier == n ) @{

       delete it->notifier;

       qApp->mIOCBs.erase(

 it );

       return;

     @}

 @}

 

public slots:

 void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) @{

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

       (*(it->func)) ( it->func_data, fd );

 @}

 

 // ...

 

private:

 QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

 // ...

@};

@end example

 

 

@node Cancellation

@subsection Cancellation

@cindex cryptographic operation, aborting

@cindex cryptographic operation, cancelling

@cindex aborting operations

@cindex cancelling operations

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.

@acronym{GPGME} provides two different functions to achieve that.  The

function @code{gpgme_cancel} takes effect immediately.  When it

returns, the operation is effectively canceled.  However, it has some

limitations and can not be used with synchronous operations.  In

contrast, the function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} can be used with any

context and from

 any thread, but it is not guaranteed to take effect

immediately.  Instead, cancellation occurs at the next possible time

(typically the next time I/O occurs in the target context).
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@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{0.4.5}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This only works if you use the

global event loop or your own event loop.

 

If you use the global event loop, you must not call @code{gpgme_wait}

during cancellation.  After successful

cancellation, you can call @code{gpgme_wait} (optionally waiting on

@var{ctx}), and the context @var{ctx} will appear as if it had

finished with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL}.

 

If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the

event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O callbacks

for this context will be unregistered, and a @code{GPGME_EVENT_DONE}

event

 with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL} will be signalled.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.7}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This can be called by any thread

at any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the next

time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

@c **********************************************************

@c *******************  Appendices  *************************

@c **********************************************************

 

@include uiserver.texi

 

@node Debugging

@appendix How to solve problems

@cindex
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 debug

@cindex GPGME_DEBUG

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and thus

there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like @acronym{GPGME} and of

course also for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how

to solve such problems.

 

First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is

to run the desired operation using @command{gpg} or @command{gpgsm} on

the command line.  If you can't figure out why things don't work, you

may use @acronym{GPGME}'s built in trace feature.  This feature is

either enabled using the environment variable @code{GPGME_DEBUG} or,

if this is not possible, by calling the function

@code{gpgme_set_global_flag}.  The value is the trace level and

an optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to @code{stderr}.

 

@noindent

For example

@smallexample

GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

@end

 smallexample

@noindent

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful

to understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may

reveal sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in

your application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that

you run your tests only with play data.

 

 

@node Deprecated Functions

@appendix Deprecated Functions

@cindex deprecated

 

For backward compatibility @acronym{GPGME} has a number of functions,

data types and constants which are deprecated and should not be used

anymore.  We document here those which are really old to help

understanding old code and to allow migration
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 to their modern

counterparts.

 

@strong{Warning:} These interfaces will be removed in a future version

of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_release (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_release} is equivalent to

@code{gpgme_key_unref}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}}, @w{int *@var{nr}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_ext} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

 if (!err)

   @{

     gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

     *nr = result->considered;

   @}

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{gpgme_status_code_t @var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_edit_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_edit_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls

 if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The

status code @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are passed

through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  The file

descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal status messages.  If @var{status}

indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to the

command should be written to @var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is provided

by the user at start of operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}},

@w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the edit callback function @var{FNC} with the

handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback

 is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

edit operation completes successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer, and any error returned

by the crypto engine or the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact_start} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_edit} operation.

  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated, please use @code{gpgme_op_interact}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.
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The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit} is analogous to

@code{gpgme_op_edit}, but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated,

 please use @code{gpgme_op_interact_start}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_card_edit} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int

(*@var{readfunc})} (@w{void *@var{hook}}, @w{char *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{count}}, @w{size_t

*@var{nread}}), @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the callback function @var{readfunc}

to retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

@acronym{GPGME}

 provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

The callback function receives @var{hook_value} as its first argument

whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to @var{count} bytes in

@var{buffer}, and return the number of bytes actually read in

@var{nread}.  It may return @code{0} in @var{nread} if no data is

currently available.  To indicate @code{EOF} the function should

return with an error code of @code{-1} and set @var{nread} to

@code{0}.  The callback function may support to reset its internal

read pointer if it is invoked with @var{buffer} and @var{nread} being

@code{NULL} and @var{count} being @code{0}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{readfunc} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})
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The function @code{gpgme_data_rewind}

 is equivalent to:

 

@example

 return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

   ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key or trust item

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_FPR

This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be used.  It

is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond

to the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_LEN

This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration time of

 a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is a user ID.  There can be more than one user IDs in a

@var{gpgme_key_t} object.  The first one (with index 0) is the primary

user ID.  The user ID is representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY

This is the validity belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string and as a number.  See below for a list of available validities.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the user ID is revoked, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable as a

number,

 and is @code{1} if the user ID is invalid, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

This returns information about the type of key.  For the string function

this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The integer function returns 0

for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is invalid, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is expired, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

This specifies if a sub key is disabled.

  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is disabled, and @code{0} otherwise.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

representable as a string.  The string contains the letter ``e'' if

the key can be used for encryption, ``s'' if the key can be used for

signatures, and ``c'' if the key can be used for certifications.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is

representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be used

for encryption, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data signatures.  It

is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for signatures, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key certificates.

It is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for certifications,

 and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is representable as

a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification chain.  It

is representable as a string.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_string_attr} returns the value of the

string-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.
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The function returns @code{0}

 if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range,

or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of the

number-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the attribute can't be returned as a

number, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range, or

@var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c Key Signatures

@c

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS}

 mode

enabled, because it is expensive to retrieve all signatures of a key.

 

So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function @code{gpgme_get_key}.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key signature

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of the key which was used for the signature.  It is

representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It is

representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond to

the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration

 time of the signature.  It is representable as

a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user ID is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.  It is

representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and

@code{0} otherwise.

 

@c @item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

@c This specifies if a key signature is expired.  It is representable as

@c a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0}

@c otherwise.

@c

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific

 to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

This is the same value as returned by @code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table
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@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr} returns the value of

the string-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.

 

The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved}

 not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of

the number-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_stat_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_stat_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_stat_t} type holds the result of a signature check, or

the combined result of all signatures.  The following results are

possible:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

This status should not occur

 in normal operation.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are valid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP
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This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

the combined result this status means that all signatures are valid

and expired.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

This

 status indicates that the signature data provided was not a real

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR

This status indicates that there was some other error which prevented

the signature verification.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

For the combined result this status means that at least two signatures

have a different status.  You can get each key's status with

@code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_status (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_sig_stat_t *@var{r_stat}}, @w{time_t *@var{r_created}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_status} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;
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     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return NULL;

 

 if (r_stat)

   @{

     switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

	@{

	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

	

  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

	  break;

 

	default:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	  break;

	@}

   @}

 if (r_created)

   *r_created = sig->timestamp;

 return sig->fpr;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_string_attr} is equivalent to:
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@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return

 NULL;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

     return sig->fpr;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

     if (whatidx == 1)

       return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

     else

	return "";

   default:

     break;

   @}

 

 return NULL;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{
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     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return 0;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:

     return sig->timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

     return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

     return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

      switch (sig->status)

	@{

	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

	default:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	@}

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

     return sig->summary;

 

   default:

     break;

   @}
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 return 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_key} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return gpg_error

 (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

 return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

 

 

@include lesser.texi

 

@include gpl.texi

 

@node Concept Index

@unnumbered Concept Index

 

@printindex cp

 

@node Function and Data Index

@unnumbered Function and Data Index

 

@printindex fn

 

 

@bye
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ZF'xf5yi9F@T=KhZdU0(k5nZEI/	R]njVITPU$W<xs-Yx)(1:g1:)(1:y192:O9GNR{?]Y_W[FD*zuRmk%'R\'>>e9pe

eU)uS%VJ!5F)yH*O

]l'7{@wJmQP^jurx'V2H2j[G{q_"8()(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:o"%7:5242880)16:Hs*}u

)256:Gzk3%\Kb2=oOO@,}eBBI3F|OQP3eD%n,;~L-6UH^=64i);l

e+sG"(mlH_2sn_BBO7hRcZUt(p6,{5|37C3m8EY9=gQ	)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070148)))

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFsMHecBCACqdJgqa+CeNYwPCK+MpOwAV6uFVjDyO2LmOs6+XfDWRBU/Zjtz

8zdYNKSbLjkWN4ujV5aiyA7MtEofszzYLEoKUt1wiDScHMpW8qmEFDvl9g26MeAV

rTno9D5KodHvEIs8wnrqBs8ix0WLbh6J1Dtt8HQgIbN+v3gaRQrgBFe6z2ZYpHHx

ZfOu3iFKlm2WE/NekRkvvFIo3ApGvRhGIYw6JMmugBlo7s5xosJK0I9dkPGlEEtt

aF1RkcMj8sWG9vHAXcjlGgFfXSN9YLppydXpkuZGm4+gjLB2a3rbQCZVFnxCyG4O

ybjkP8Jw6Udm89bK2ucYFfjdrmYn/nJqRxeNABEBAAG0I1Rlc3QgTm9Qcml2S2V5

IDxub2JvZHlAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmc+iQFOBBMBCAA4FiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZou

EzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwMFCwkIBwIGFQoJCAsCBBYCAwECHgECF4AACgkQTZouEzBB

U9F+qwf/SHj4uRnTWgyJ71FBxQDYCBq3jbi6e7hMkRPbJyJdnPIMAb2p0PJjBgjW

0pp4+kDPZans3UDHbma1u/SFI4/y6isJiK94Bk5xp5YliLGnUceTjgDFe6lBhfQ1

zVWZC/NF3tPgbziIxXQTNt34nS+9dbV/QFDLW0POcN7C0jR/hgkBjMEH2PezWhSj

mL/yLfLfUYAoxVpXjfC5aPJKqw0tR7m5ibznjCphE+FUMRg8EOmJcg6soeJ5QspU

k2dPN3+Y0zCTNRgAHEI+yIQbM6pio6v2c+UCtT1QhW4xSI38/kcEG8QiM55r1TUy

FcWAY5n5t1nNZtMxxse3LqEon3rKiLkBDQRbDB3nAQgAqfAjSjcngERtM+ZYOwN0

QF2v2FuEuMe8mhju7Met7SN2zGv1LnjhTNshEa9IABEfjZirE2Tqx4xCWDwDedK4

u1ToFvcnuAMnq2O47Sh+eTypsf6WPFtPBWf6ctKY31hFXjgoyDBULBvl43XU/D9C

Mt7nsKDPYHVrrnge/qWPYVcb+cO0sSwNImMcwQSdTQ3VBq7MeNS9ZeBcXi+XCjhN

kjNum2AQqpkHHDQV7871yQ8RIILvZSSfkLb0/SNDU+bGaw2G3lcyKdIfZi2EWWZT

oCbH38I/+LV7nAEe4zFpHwW8X0Dkx2aLgxe6UszDH9L3eGhTLpJhOSiaanG+zZKm

+QARAQABiQE2BBgBCAAgFiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZouEzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwwA

CgkQTZouEzBBU9H5TQgAolWvIsez/WW8N2tmZEnX0LOFNB+1S4L4X983njwNdoVI

w19pbj+8RIHF/H9kcPGi7jK96gvlykQn3uez/95D2AiRFW5KYdOouFisKgHpv8Ay

BrhclHv11yK+X/0iTD0scYaG7np5162xLkaxSO9hsz2fGv20RKaXCWkI69fWw0BR

XlI5pZh2YFei2ZhH/tIMIW65h3w0gtgaZBBdpZTOOW4zvghyN+0MSObqkI1BvUJu

caDFI4d6ZTmp5SY+pZyktZ4bg/vMH5VFxdIKgbLx9uVeTvOupvbAW0TNulYGUBQE

nm+S0zr3W18t64e4sS3oHse8zCqo1iiImpba6F1Oaw==

=y6DD

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

;;;; gpgme.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.

;;;
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;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

;;; TODO

 

;;; Set up the library.

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

(deftype byte-array ()

 '(simple-array (unsigned-byte 8) (*)))

 

(deftype character-array ()

 '(simple-array character (*)))

 

;;;

 Debugging.

 

(defvar *debug* nil "If debugging output should be given or not.")

 

;;; Load the foreign library.

 

(define-foreign-library libgpgme

 (:unix "libgpgme.so")

 (t (:default "libgpgme")))

 

(use-foreign-library libgpgme)

 

;;; System dependencies.

 

; Access to ERRNO.

(defcfun ("strerror" c-strerror) :string

 (err :int))

 

(defun get-errno ()

 *errno*)

 

(defun set-errno (errno)

 (setf *errno* errno))

 

(define-condition system-error (error)

 ((errno :initarg :errno :reader system-error-errno))
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 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	     (format stream "System error: ~A: ~A"

		     (system-error-errno c)

		     (c-strerror (system-error-errno c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when an errno is encountered."))

 

; Needed to write passphrases.

(defcfun ("write" c-write) ssize-t

 (fd :int)

 (buffer :string) ; Actually :pointer, but we only need string.

 (size size-t))

 

(defun system-write (fd buffer size)

 (let ((res (c-write fd buffer size)))

   (when (< res 0) (error 'system-error

 :errno (get-errno)))

   res))

 

;;;

;;; C Interface Definitions

;;;

 

;;; Data Type Interface

 

;;; Some new data types used for easier translation.

 

;;; The number of include certs.  Translates to NIL for default.

(defctype cert-int-t

   (:wrapper :int

    :from-c translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; A string that may be NIL to indicate a null pointer.

(defctype string-or-nil-t

   (:wrapper :string

    :to-c translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; Some opaque data types used by GPGME.

 

(defctype gpgme-ctx-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME context type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-data-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME data object type.")
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;;; Wrappers for the libgpg-error library.

 

(defctype gpgme-error-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign)

 "The

 GPGME error type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-error-no-signal-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign)

 "The GPGME error type (this version does not signal conditions in translation.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-code-t gpg-error::gpg-err-code-t

 "The GPGME error code type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-source-t gpg-error::gpg-err-source-t

 "The GPGME error source type.")

 

(defun gpgme-err-make (source code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code and source."

 (gpg-err-make source code))

 

(defun gpgme-error (code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code."

 (gpgme-err-make :gpg-err-source-gpgme code))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code (err)

 "Retrieve an error code from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-code err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-source (err)

 "Retrieve an error source from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-source err))

 

(defun gpgme-strerror (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error code."

 (gpg-strerror err))

 

(defun

 gpgme-strsource (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error source."

 (gpg-strsource err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-from-errno (err)

 "Retrieve the error code for the system error.  If the system error
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  is not mapped, :gpg-err-unknown-errno is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-from-errno err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-to-errno (code)

 "Retrieve the system error for the error code.  If this is not a

  system error, 0 is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-to-errno code))

 

(defun gpgme-err-make-from-errno (source err)

 (gpg-err-make-from-errno source err))

 

(defun gpgme-error-from-errno (err)

 (gpg-error-from-errno err))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-data-encoding-t

 "The possible encoding mode of gpgme-data-t objects."

 (:none 0)

 (:binary 1)

 (:base64 2)

 (:armor 3)

 (:url 4)

 (:urlesc 5)

 (:url0 6)

 (:mime 7))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-pubkey-algo-t

 "Public key algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:rsa 1)

 (:rsa-e 2)

 (:rsa-s 3)

 (:elg-e 16)

 (:dsa 17)

 (:ecc 18)

 (:elg 20)

  (:ecdsa 301)

 (:ecdh 302)

 (:eddsa 303))

 

(defcenum gpgme-hash-algo-t

 "Hash algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:none 0)

 (:md5 1)

 (:sha1 2)

 (:rmd160 3)
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 (:md2 5)

 (:tiger 6)

 (:haval 7)

 (:sha256 8)

 (:sha384 9)

 (:sha512 10)

 (:sha224 11)

 (:md4 301)

 (:crc32 302)

 (:crc32-rfc1510 303)

 (:crc24-rfc2440 304))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-sig-mode-t

 "The available signature modes."

 (:none 0)

 (:detach 1)

 (:clear 2))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-validity-t

 "The available validities for a trust item or key."

 (:unknown 0)

 (:undefined 1)

 (:never 2)

 (:marginal 3)

 (:full 4)

 (:ultimate 5))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-protocol-t

 "The available protocols."

 (:openpgp 0)

 (:cms 1)

 (:gpgconf 2)

 (:assuan 3)

 (:g13 4)

 (:uiserver 5)

 (:spawn 6)

 (:default 254)

 (:unknown 255))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-mode-t :unsigned-int)
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 "The available keylist mode flags."

 (:local 1)

 (:extern 2)

 (:sigs 4)

 (:sig-notations)

 (:with-secret 16)

 (:with-tofu 32)

 (:ephemeral

 128)

 (:validate 256))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "The available signature notation flags."

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defctype gpgme-sig-notation-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign)

 "Signature notation pointer type.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-sig-notation

 "Signature notations."

 (next gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (name :pointer)

 (value :pointer)

 (name-len :int)

 (value-len :int)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-status-code-t

 "The possible status codes for the edit operation."

 (:eof 0)

 (:enter 1)

 (:leave 2)

 (:abort 3)

 (:goodsig 4)

 (:badsig 5)
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 (:errsig 6)

 (:badarmor 7)

 (:rsa-or-idea 8)

 (:keyexpired 9)

 (:keyrevoked 10)

 (:trust-undefined 11)

 (:trust-never

 12)

 (:trust-marginal 13)

 (:trust-fully 14)

 (:trust-ultimate 15)

 (:shm-info 16)

 (:shm-get 17)

 (:shm-get-bool 18)

 (:shm-get-hidden 19)

 (:need-passphrase 20)

 (:validsig 21)

 (:sig-id 22)

 (:enc-to 23)

 (:nodata 24)

 (:bad-passphrase 25)

 (:no-pubkey 26)

 (:no-seckey 27)

 (:need-passphrase-sym 28)

 (:decryption-failed 29)

 (:decryption-okay 30)

 (:missing-passphrase 31)

 (:good-passphrase 32)

 (:goodmdc 33)

 (:badmdc 34)

 (:errmdc 35)

 (:imported 36)

 (:import-ok 37)

 (:import-problem 38)

 (:import-res 39)

 (:file-start 40)

 (:file-done 41)

 (:file-error 42)

 (:begin-decryption 43)

 (:end-decryption 44)

 (:begin-encryption 45)

 (:end-encryption 46)

 (:delete-problem 47)

 (:get-bool 48)

 (:get-line 49)

 (:get-hidden 50)

 (:got-it 51)

 (:progress 52)
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 (:sig-created 53)

 (:session-key 54)

 (:notation-name 55)

 (:notation-data 56)

 (:policy-url 57)

 (:begin-stream 58)

 (:end-stream 59)

 (:key-created 60)

 (:userid-hint 61)

 (:unexpected

 62)

 (:inv-recp 63)

 (:no-recp 64)

 (:already-signed 65)

 (:sigexpired 66)

 (:expsig 67)

 (:expkeysig 68)

 (:truncated 69)

 (:error 70)

 (:newsig 71)

 (:revkeysig 72)

 (:sig-subpacket 73)

 (:need-passphrase-pin 74)

 (:sc-op-failure 75)

 (:sc-op-success 76)

 (:cardctrl 77)

 (:backup-key-created 78)

 (:pka-trust-bad 79)

 (:pka-trust-good 80)

 (:plaintext 81)

 (:inv-sgnr 82)

 (:no-sgnr 83)

 (:success 84)

 (:decryption-info 85)

 (:plaintext-length 86)

 (:mountpoint 87)

 (:pinentry-launched 88)

 (:attribute 89)

 (:begin-signing 90)

 (:key-not-created 91)

 (:inquire-maxlen 92)

 (:failure 93)

 (:key-considered 94)

 (:tofu-user 95)

 (:tofu-stats 96)

 (:tofu-stats-long 97)

 (:notation-flags 98)

 (:decryption-compliance-mode 99)
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 (:verification-compliance-mode 100))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-engine-info-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-to-foreign)

 "The engine information structure pointer type.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-engine-info

  "Engine information."

 (next gpgme-engine-info-t)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name :string)

 (version :string)

 (req-version :string)

 (home-dir :string))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-subkey-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign)

 "A subkey from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-subkey-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The subkey bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512)

 (:is-cardkey 1024)

 (:is-de-vs 2048))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-subkey

 "Subkey from a key."

 (next gpgme-subkey-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-subkey-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (length :unsigned-int)

 (keyid :string)
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 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (fpr :string)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-sig-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign)

  "A signature on a user ID.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-sig-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key signature bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:invalid 4)

 (:exportable 16))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key-sig

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (next gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-sig-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (-class :unsigned-int)

 (uid :string)

 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-user-id-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign)

 "A user ID from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-user-id-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The user ID bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:invalid 2))
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(defcstruct gpgme-user-id

 "A user ID from a key."

 (next

 gpgme-user-id-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-user-id-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (uid :string)

 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (signatures gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (-last-keysig gpgme-key-sig-t))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign)

 "A key from the keyring.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (-refs :unsigned-int)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-bitfield)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (issuer-serial :string)

 (issuer-name :string)

 (chain-id :string)

 (owner-trust gpgme-validity-t)

 (subkeys gpgme-subkey-t)

 (uids gpgme-user-id-t)

 (-last-subkey gpgme-subkey-t)

  (-last-uid gpgme-user-id-t)

 (keylist-mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))
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;;;

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-passphrase-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-progress-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-edit-cb-t :pointer)

 

 

;;;

;;; Function Interface

;;;

 

;;; Context management functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_new" c-gpgme-new) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_release" c-gpgme-release) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_protocol" c-gpgme-set-protocol) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol" c-gpgme-get-protocol) gpgme-protocol-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol_name" c-gpgme-get-protocol-name) :string

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_armor" c-gpgme-set-armor) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_armor" c-gpgme-get-armor) :boolean

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_textmode" c-gpgme-set-textmode) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_textmode" c-gpgme-get-textmode) :boolean

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))
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(defconstant +include-certs-default+ -256)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_include_certs" c-gpgme-set-include-certs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (nr-of-certs cert-int-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_include_certs" c-gpgme-get-include-certs) cert-int-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode)

   gpgme-keylist-mode-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-passphrase-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-get-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_progress_cb"

 c-gpgme-set-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-progress-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_progress_cb" c-gpgme-get-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_locale" c-gpgme-set-locale) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (category :int)

 (value string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info)

   gpgme-engine-info-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))
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(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir string-or-nil-t))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_pubkey_algo_name" c-gpgme-pubkey-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_hash_algo_name" c-gpgme-hash-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_clear" c-gpgme-signers-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_add" c-gpgme-signers-add)

 gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_enum" c-gpgme-signers-enum) gpgme-key-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (seq :int))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_clear" c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_add" c-gpgme-sig-notation-add) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (name :string)

 (value string-or-nil-t)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_get" c-gpgme-sig-notation-get)

   gpgme-sig-notation-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Run Control.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.
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(defctype gpgme-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-register-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-remove-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcenum gpgme-event-io-t

 "The possible events on I/O event callbacks."

 (:start 0)

 (:done 1)

 (:next-key 2)

 (:next-trustitem 3))

 

(defctype gpgme-event-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct

 gpgme-io-cbs

 "I/O callbacks."

 (add gpgme-register-io-cb-t)

 (add-priv :pointer)

 (remove gpgme-remove-io-cb-t)

 (event gpgme-event-io-cb-t)

 (event-priv :pointer))

 

(defctype gpgme-io-cbs-t :pointer)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_io_cbs" c-gpgme-set-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_io_cbs" c-gpgme-get-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_wait" c-gpgme-wait) gpgme-ctx-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (status-p :pointer)

 (hang :int))

 

;;; Functions to handle data objects.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-data-read-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-write-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-seek-cb-t :pointer)
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(defctype gpgme-data-release-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct gpgme-data-cbs

 "Data callbacks."

 (read gpgme-data-read-cb-t)

 (write gpgme-data-write-cb-t)

 (seek gpgme-data-seek-cb-t)

  (release gpgme-data-release-cb-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-data-cbs-t :pointer

 "Data callbacks pointer.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_read" c-gpgme-data-read) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_write" c-gpgme-data-write) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_seek" c-gpgme-data-seek) off-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (offset off-t)

 (whence :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new" c-gpgme-data-new) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release" c-gpgme-data-release) :void

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_mem" c-gpgme-data-new-from-mem) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem" c-gpgme-data-release-and-get-mem)

   :pointer

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (len-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_cbs" c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (cbs gpgme-data-cbs-t)
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  (handle :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_fd" c-gpgme-data-new-from-fd) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fd :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_stream" c-gpgme-data-new-from-stream)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (stream :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_encoding" c-gpgme-data-get-encoding)

   gpgme-data-encoding-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_encoding" c-gpgme-data-set-encoding)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (enc gpgme-data-encoding-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_file_name" c-gpgme-data-get-file-name) :string

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_file_name" c-gpgme-data-set-file-name) gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_file" c-gpgme-data-new-from-file) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_filepart" c-gpgme-data-new-from-filepart)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (fp

 :pointer)

 (offset off-t)

 (length size-t))

 

;;; Key and trust functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_key" c-gpgme-get-key) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (key-p :pointer)

 (secret :boolean))
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(defcfun ("gpgme_key_ref" c-gpgme-key-ref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_key_unref" c-gpgme-key-unref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

;;; Crypto operations.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_cancel" c-gpgme-cancel) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-invalid-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign)

 "An invalid key structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-invalid-key

 "An invalid key structure."

 (next gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (reason gpgme-error-no-signal-t))

 

;;; Encryption.

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-encrypt-result

 "Encryption result structure."

 (invalid-recipients gpgme-invalid-key-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "An encryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defbitfield gpgme-encrypt-flags-t

 (:always-trust 1)

 (:no-encrypt-to 2)

 (:prepare 4)

 (:expect-sign 8)

 (:no-compress 16)

 (:symmetric 32)

 (:throw-keyids 64)
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 (:wrap 128)

 (:want-address 256))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt" c-gpgme-op-encrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign"

 c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Decryption.

 

(defctype gpgme-recipient-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign)

 "A recipient structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-recipient

 "Recipient structure."

 (next gpgme-recipient-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t))
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(defbitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield

 "Decryption result structure bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:is-de-vs 2)

 (:is-mine 4))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-decrypt-result

 "Decryption result structure."

 (unsupported-algorithm :string)

 (bitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield)

 (recipients gpgme-recipient-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "A decryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt" c-gpgme-op-decrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defctype gpgme-new-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign)
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 "A new signature structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-new-signature

 "New signature structure."

 (next gpgme-new-signature-t)

  (type gpgme-sig-mode-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t)

 (-obsolete-class :unsigned-long)

 (timestamp :long)

 (fpr :string)

 (-obsolete-class-2 :unsigned-int)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-sign-result

 "Signing result structure."

 (invalid-signers gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (signatures gpgme-new-signature-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-sign-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A signing result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_result" c-gpgme-op-sign-result)

   gpgme-op-sign-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-sign-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign" c-gpgme-op-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

;;; Verify.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sigsum-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags

 used for the summary field in a gpgme-signature-t."

 (:valid #x0001)

 (:green #x0002)

 (:red #x0004)
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 (:key-revoked #x0010)

 (:key-expired #x0020)

 (:sig-expired #x0040)

 (:key-missing #x0080)

 (:crl-missing #x0100)

 (:crl-too-old #x0200)

 (:bad-policy #x0400)

 (:sys-error #x0800)

 (:tofu-conflict #x1000))

 

(defctype gpgme-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign)

 "A signature structure.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-signature-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The signature bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:pka-trust 2)

 (:chain-model 4)

 (:is-de-vs 8))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-signature

 "Signature structure."

 (next gpgme-signature-t)

 (summary gpgme-sigsum-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (notations gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (exp-timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (bitfield gpgme-signature-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (validity-reason

 gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-verify-result

 "Verify result structure."

 (signatures gpgme-signature-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-verify-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A verify result structure.")
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(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_result" c-gpgme-op-verify-result)

   gpgme-op-verify-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-verify-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify" c-gpgme-op-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-import-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the import status field."

 (:new #x0001)

 (:uid #x0002)

 (:sig #x0004)

 (:subkey #x0008)

 (:secret

 #x0010))

 

(defctype gpgme-import-status-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-import-status

 "New import status structure."

 (next gpgme-import-status-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (result gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (status :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-import-result

 "Import result structure."

 (considered :int)

 (no-user-id :int)

 (imported :int)

 (imported-rsa :int)

 (unchanged :int)

 (new-user-ids :int)
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 (new-sub-keys :int)

 (new-signatures :int)

 (new-revocations :int)

 (secret-read :int)

 (secret-imported :int)

 (secret-unchanged :int)

 (skipped-new-keys :int)

 (not-imported :int)

 (imports gpgme-import-status-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-import-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_result" c-gpgme-op-import-result)

   gpgme-op-import-result-t

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_start" c-gpgme-op-import-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import" c-gpgme-op-import) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export_start" c-gpgme-op-export-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export" c-gpgme-op-export) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended export interfaces require array handling.

 

;;; Key generation.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-genkey-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key generation result bitfield."

 (:primary #x0001)
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 (:sub #x0002)

 (:uid #x0004))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-genkey-result

 "Key generation result structure."

 (bitfield gpgme-genkey-flags-t)

 (fpr :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-genkey-result-t :pointer

 "A

 key generation result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_result" c-gpgme-op-genkey-result)

   gpgme-op-genkey-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_start" c-gpgme-op-genkey-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey" c-gpgme-op-genkey) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Key deletion.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete_start" c-gpgme-op-delete-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete" c-gpgme-op-delete) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

;;; FIXME: Add edit interfaces.

 

;;; Keylist interface.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key listing result bitfield."

 (:truncated #x0001))
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(defcstruct gpgme-op-keylist-result

 "Key listing result structure."

 (bitfield

 gpgme-keylist-flags-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-keylist-result-t :pointer

 "A key listing result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_result" c-gpgme-op-keylist-result)

   gpgme-op-keylist-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_start" c-gpgme-op-keylist-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (secret_only :boolean))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended keylisting requires array handling.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_next" c-gpgme-op-keylist-next) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (r-key :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_end" c-gpgme-op-keylist-end) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Various functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_check_version" c-gpgme-check-version) :string

 (req-version string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-get-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (engine-info-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-set-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir

 string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_engine_check_version" c-gpgme-engine-check-verson)

   gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

;;;

;;;  L I S P   I N T E R F A C E

;;;
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;;;

;;; Lisp type translators.

;;;

 

;;; Both directions.

 

;;; cert-int-t is a helper type that takes care of representing the

;;; default number of certs as NIL.

 

(defun translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((eql value +include-certs-default+) nil)

   (t value)))

 

(defun translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t +include-certs-default+)))

 

;;; string-or-nil-t translates a null pointer to NIL and vice versa.

;;; Translation from foreign null pointer already works as expected.

 

(defun translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t (null-pointer))))

 

;;; Output only.

 

;;; These type translators only convert from foreign type, because we

;;; never use these types in the other direction.

 

;;; Convert gpgme-engine-info-t linked lists into a

 list of property

;;; lists.  Note that this converter will automatically be invoked

;;; recursively.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Should we use a hash table (or struct, or clos) instead of

;;; property list, as recommended by the Lisp FAQ?

 

(defun translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next protocol file-name version req-version home-dir)

	    value (:struct gpgme-engine-info))

	 (append (list protocol (list

			     :file-name file-name
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			     :version version

			     :req-version req-version

			     :home-dir home-dir))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr reason)

	    value (:struct gpgme-invalid-key))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :reason reason))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	

   ((invalid-recipients)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-encrypt-result))

	 (list :encrypt

	       (list :invalid-recipients invalid-recipients))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next keyid pubkey-algo status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-recipient))

	 (append (list (list :keyid keyid

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((unsupported-algorithm bitfield recipients file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-decrypt-result))

	 (list :decrypt (list :unsupported-algorithm unsupported-algorithm

			      :bitfield bitfield

			      :recipients recipients

			      :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign (value)
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 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next

 type pubkey-algo hash-algo timestamp fpr sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-new-signature))

	 (append (list (list :type type

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			     :hash-algo hash-algo

			     :timestamp timestamp

			     :fpr fpr

			     :sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((invalid-signers signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-sign-result))

	 (list :sign (list :invalid-signers invalid-signers

			   :signatures signatures))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next summary fpr status notations timestamp

		  exp-timestamp bitfield validity validity-reason

		  pubkey-algo hash-algo)

	    value (:struct gpgme-signature))

	 (append (list (list :summary summary

			     :fpr fpr

			     :status status

			     :notations notations

			     :timestamp timestamp

			

     :exp-timestamp exp-timestamp

			     :bitfield bitfield

			     :validity validity

			     :validity-reason validity-reason

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots
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	   ((signatures file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-verify-result))

	 (list :verify (list :signatures signatures

			     :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr result status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-import-status))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :result result

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((considered no-user-id imported imported-rsa unchanged

			new-user-ids new-sub-keys new-signatures

			new-revocations

 secret-read secret-imported

			secret-unchanged skipped-new-keys not-imported

			imports)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-import-result))

	 (list :verify (list :considered considered

			     :no-user-id no-user-id

			     :imported imported

			     :imported-rsa imported-rsa

			     :unchanged unchanged

			     :new-user-ids new-user-ids

			     :new-sub-keys new-sub-keys

			     :new-signatures new-signatures

			     :new-revocations new-revocations

			     :secret-read secret-read

			     :secret-imported secret-imported

			     :secret-unchanged secret-unchanged

			     :skipped-new-keys skipped-new-keys

			     :not-imported not-imported

			     :imports imports))))))

 

;;; Error handling.

 

;;; Use gpgme-error-no-signal-t to suppress automatic error handling

;;; at translation time.

;;;
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;;; FIXME: Part of this probably should be in gpg-error!

 

(define-condition gpgme-error (error)

 ((value :initarg :gpgme-error :reader gpgme-error-value))

 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	

     (format stream "GPGME returned error: ~A (~A)"

		     (gpgme-strerror (gpgme-error-value c))

		     (gpgme-strsource (gpgme-error-value c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when a GPGME function returns an error."))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Raise a GPGME-ERROR if VALUE is non-zero."

 (when (not (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error))

   (error 'gpgme-error :gpgme-error value))

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (if (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error)

     0

     (gpg-err-as-value value)))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

 

;;; *INTERNAL* Lispy Function Interface that is still close to the C

;;; interface.

 

;;; Passphrase callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar

 *passphrase-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  passphrase callback object as value.")

 

(defcallback passphrase-cb gpgme-error-t ((handle :pointer)

					  (uid-hint :string)

					  (passphrase-info :string)

					  (prev-was-bad :boolean)

					  (fd :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((passphrase-cb
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	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *passphrase-handles*))

	     (passphrase

	      (cond

		((functionp passphrase-cb)

		 (concatenate 'string

			      (funcall passphrase-cb uid-hint passphrase-info

				       prev-was-bad)

			      '(#\Newline)))

		(t (concatenate 'string passphrase-cb '(#\Newline)))))

	     (passphrase-len (length passphrase))

	     ;; FIXME: Could be more robust.

	     (res (system-write fd passphrase passphrase-len)))

	(cond

	  ((< res passphrase-len) ; FIXME: Blech.  A weak attempt to be robust.

	   (gpgme-error :gpg-err-inval))

	  (t (gpgme-error :gpg-err-no-error))))

   (gpgme-error (err)

 (gpgme-error-value err))

   (system-error (err) (gpgme-error-from-errno (system-error-errno err)))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 

   (condition (err) (progn

		       (when *debug*

			 (format t "DEBUG: passphrase-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

				 err))

		       (gpgme-error :gpg-err-general)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-passphrase-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the passphrase callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *passphrase-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (callback passphrase-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *passphrase-handles*)))))

 

;;; Progress callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar *progress-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  progress callback

 object as value.")

 

(defcallback progress-cb :void ((handle :pointer)

				(what :string)
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				(type :int)

				(current :int)

				(total :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((progress-cb

	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *progress-handles*)))

	(funcall progress-cb what type current total))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 

   (condition (err) (when *debug*

		       (format t "DEBUG: progress-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

			       err)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-progress-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the progress callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *progress-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (callback progress-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *progress-handles*)))))

 

;;; Context management.

 

(defun gpgme-new (&key (protocol :openpgp) armor textmode include-certs

		  keylist-mode passphrase progress file-name

 home-dir)

 "Allocate a new GPGME context."

 (with-foreign-object (ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)

   (c-gpgme-new ctx-p)

   (let ((ctx (mem-ref ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)))

     ;;; Set locale?

     (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol)

     (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor)

     (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode)

     (when include-certs (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx include-certs))

     (when keylist-mode (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx keylist-mode))

     (gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx passphrase)

     (gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx progress)

     (gpgme-set-engine-info ctx protocol

			     :file-name file-name :home-dir home-dir)

     (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-new: ~A~%" ctx))

     ctx)))

 

(defun gpgme-release (ctx)

 "Release a GPGME context."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-release: ~A~%" ctx))

 (c-gpgme-release ctx))
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(defun gpgme-set-protocol (ctx proto)

 "Set the protocol to be used by CTX to PROTO."

 (c-gpgme-set-protocol ctx proto))

 

(defun gpgme-get-protocol (ctx)

 "Get

 the protocol used with CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme-get-protocol-name

 

(defun gpgme-set-armor (ctx armor)

 "If ARMOR is true, enable armor mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

(defun gpgme-armor-p (ctx)

 "Return true if armor mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-armor ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-textmode (ctx textmode)

 "If TEXTMODE is true, enable text mode mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))

 

(defun gpgme-textmode-p (ctx)

 "Return true if text mode mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-textmode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-include-certs (ctx &optional certs)

 "Include up to CERTS certificates in an S/MIME message."

 (c-gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

(defun gpgme-get-include-certs (ctx)

 "Return the number of certs to include in an S/MIME message,

  or NIL if the default is used."

 (c-gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-get-keylist-mode (ctx)

  "Get the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-keylist-mode (ctx mode)

 "Set the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))
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;;; FIXME: How to handle locale?  cffi-grovel?

 

(defun gpgme-get-engine-info (&optional ctx)

 "Retrieve the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is omitted."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info ctx))

   (t (with-foreign-object (info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)

	 (c-gpgme-get-engine-info info-p)

	 (mem-ref info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)))))

 

(defun gpgme-set-engine-info (ctx proto &key file-name home-dir)

 "Set the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is NIL."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info ctx proto file-name home-dir))

   (t (c-gpgme-set-engine-info proto file-name home-dir))))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme_pubkey_algo_name, gpgme_hash_algo_name

 

(defun gpgme-set-signers (ctx keys)

 "Set the signers for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-signers-clear ctx)

  (dolist (key keys) (c-gpgme-signers-add ctx key)))

 

;;;

 

(defun gpgme-set-sig-notation (ctx notations)

 "Set the sig notation for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear ctx)

 (dolist (notation notations)

   (c-gpgme-sig-notation-add

    ctx (first notation) (second notation) (third notation))))

 

(defun gpgme-get-sig-notation (ctx)

 "Get the signature notation data for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-get ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: Add I/O callback interface, for integration with clg.

 

;;; FIXME: Add gpgme_wait?

 

;;; Streams

;;; -------

;;;

;;; GPGME uses standard streams.  You can define your own streams, or

;;; use the existing file or string streams.

;;;
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;;; A stream-spec is either a stream, or a list with a stream as its

;;; first argument followed by keyword parameters: encoding,

;;; file-name.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Eventually, we should provide a class that can be mixed

;;; into stream classes and which provides accessors for encoding and

;;; file-names.  This interface

 should be provided in addition to the

;;; above sleazy interface, because the sleazy interface is easier to

;;; use (less typing), and is quite sufficient in a number of cases.

;;;

;;; For best results, streams with element type (unsigned-byte 8)

;;; should be used.  Character streams may work if armor mode is used.

 

;;; Do we need to provide access to GPGME data objects through streams

;;; as well?  It seems to me that specific optimizations, like

;;; directly writing to file descriptors, is better done by extending

;;; the sleazy syntax (stream-spec) instead of customized streams.

;;; Customized streams do buffering, and this may mess up things.  Mmh.

 

(defvar *data-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME data user callback handle address as key

  and the corresponding stream as value.")

 

;;; The release callback removes the stream from the *data-handles*

;;; hash and releases the CBS structure that is used as the key in

;;; that hash.  It is implicitly invoked (through

 GPGME) by

;;; gpgme-data-release.

(defcallback data-release-cb :void ((handle :pointer))

 (unwind-protect (remhash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)

   (when (not (null-pointer-p handle)) (foreign-free handle))))

 

(defcallback data-read-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                  (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type))

             (read (read-sequence seq stream)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)

                   (aref (the byte-array seq) i))))

          ((eql stream-type 'character)
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           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char

 i)

                   (char-code (aref (the character-array seq) i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)

                   (coerce (aref seq i) '(unsigned-byte 8))))))

        (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: read ~A~%" read))

        read))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

(defcallback data-write-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                   (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-write-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the byte-array seq) i)

                   (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i))))

           ((eql stream-type 'character)

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the character-array seq) i)

                   (code-char (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref seq i)

                   (coerce (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i) stream-type)))))

        (write-sequence seq stream)

        size))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

;;; This little helper macro allows us to swallow the cbs structure by

;;; simply setting it to a null pointer, but still protect against

;;; conditions.

(defmacro with-cbs-swallowed ((cbs) &body body)

 `(let ((,cbs (foreign-alloc '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs))))

   (unwind-protect (progn ,@body)

     (when (not (null-pointer-p ,cbs)) (foreign-free ,cbs)))))
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(defun gpgme-data-new (stream &key encoding file-name)

 "Allocate a new GPGME data object for STREAM."

 (with-foreign-object (dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)

   ;;; We allocate one CBS structure

 for each stream we wrap in a

   ;;; data object.  Although we could also share all these

   ;;; structures, as they contain the very same callbacks, we need a

   ;;; unique C pointer as handle anyway to look up the stream in the

   ;;; callback.  This is a convenient one to use.

   (with-cbs-swallowed (cbs)

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'read)

           (callback data-read-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'write)

           (callback data-write-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'seek)

           (null-pointer))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'release)

           (callback data-release-cb))

     (c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs dh-p cbs cbs)

     (let ((dh (mem-ref dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)))

	(when encoding (gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

	(when file-name (gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

	;;; Install the stream into the hash table and

 swallow the cbs

       ;;; structure while protecting against any errors.

	(unwind-protect

	     (progn

	       (setf (gethash (pointer-address cbs) *data-handles*) stream)

	       (setf cbs (null-pointer)))

	  (when (not (null-pointer-p cbs)) (c-gpgme-data-release dh)))

	(when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-new: ~A~%" dh))

	dh))))

 

;;; This function releases a GPGME data object.  It implicitly

;;; invokes the data-release-cb function to clean up associated junk.

(defun gpgme-data-release (dh)

 "Release a GPGME data object."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-release: ~A~%" dh))

 (c-gpgme-data-release dh))

 

(defclass data ()

 (c-data)  ; The C data object pointer

 (:documentation "The GPGME data type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((data data) &key streamspec

                                      &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-data (if (listp streamspec)
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                   (apply #'gpgme-data-new streamspec)

                   (gpgme-data-new streamspec)))

        (cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

        (progn

          (setf (slot-value data 'c-data) c-data)

          (finalize data (lambda () (gpgme-data-release c-data)))

          (setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-data-release c-data)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (cond

   ((null value) (null-pointer))

   ((pointerp value) value)

   (t (slot-value value 'c-data))))

 

(defmacro with-gpgme-data ((dh streamspec) &body body)

 `(let ((,dh (make-instance 'data :streamspec ,streamspec)))

    ,@body))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-encoding (dh)

 "Get the encoding associated with the data object DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-encoding dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-encoding (dh encoding)

 "Set the encoding associated with the data object DH to ENCODING."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-file-name (dh)

 "Get the file name associated with the data object

 DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-file-name dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-file-name (dh file-name)

 "Set the file name associated with the data object DH to FILE-NAME."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

 

;;; FIXME: Add key accessor interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 "Get the key with the fingerprint FPR from the context CTX."

 (with-foreign-object (key-p 'gpgme-key-t)

   (c-gpgme-get-key ctx fpr key-p secret)

   (mem-ref key-p 'gpgme-key-t)))

 

(defun gpgme-key-ref (key)

 "Acquire an additional reference to the key KEY."
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 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-ref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-ref key))

 

(defun gpgme-key-unref (key)

 "Release a reference to the key KEY."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-unref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-unref key))

 

;;; FIXME: We REALLY need pretty printing for keys and all the other

;;; big structs.

 

;;; Various interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-check-version (&optional req-version)

 (c-gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

;;;

;;;

 The *EXPORTED* CLOS interface.

;;;

 

;;; The context type.

 

;;; We wrap the C context pointer into a class object to be able to

;;; stick a finalizer on it.

 

(defclass context ()

 (c-ctx  ; The C context object pointer.

  signers ; The list of signers.

  sig-notation) ; The list of signers.

 (:documentation "The GPGME context type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((ctx context) &rest rest

				       &key &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-ctx (apply #'gpgme-new rest))

	(cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

	 (progn (setf (slot-value ctx 'c-ctx) c-ctx)

		(finalize ctx (lambda () (gpgme-release c-ctx)))

		(setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-release c-ctx)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-ctx)))

 

(defmacro context (&rest rest)

 "Create a new GPGME context."
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 `(make-instance 'context ,@rest))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor

 functions.

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Protocol.

 

(defgeneric protocol (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the protocol of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod protocol ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf protocol) (protocol ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the protocol of CONTEXT to PROTOCOL."))

 

;;; FIXME: Adjust translator to reject invalid protocols.  Currently,

;;; specifying an invalid protocol throws a "NIL is not 32 signed int"

;;; error.  This is suboptimal.

(defmethod (setf protocol) (protocol (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Armor.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric armorp (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the armor flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod armorp ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-armor-p ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf armorp) (armor ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the armor flag of CONTEXT to ARMOR."))

 

(defmethod (setf armorp) (armor (ctx

 context))

 (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Textmode.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric textmodep (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the text mode flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod textmodep ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-textmode-p ctx))
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(defgeneric (setf textmodep) (textmode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the text mode flag of CONTEXT to TEXTMODE."))

 

(defmethod (setf textmodep) (textmode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Include Certs.

 

(defgeneric include-certs (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the number of included certificates in an

                  S/MIME message, or NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod include-certs ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf include-certs) (certs ctx)

 (:documentation "Return the number of certificates to include in an

                  S/MIME message, or

 NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod (setf include-certs) (certs (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Engine info.

 

(defgeneric engine-info (ctx)

 (:documentation "Retrieve the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod engine-info ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-engine-info ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf engine-info) (info ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod (setf engine-info) (info (ctx context))

 (dolist (proto '(:openpgp :cms))

   (let ((pinfo (getf info proto)))

     (when pinfo

	(gpgme-set-engine-info ctx proto :file-name (getf pinfo :file-name)

			       :home-dir (getf pinfo :home-dir))))))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Keylist mode.

 

(defgeneric keylist-mode (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the keylist mode of CTX."))

 

(defmethod keylist-mode ((ctx context))
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 (gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf keylist-mode) (mode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the keylist mode of CTX to MODE."))

 

(defmethod

 (setf keylist-mode) (mode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Signers.

 

(defgeneric signers (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signers of CTX."))

 

(defmethod signers ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf signers) (signers ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signers of CTX to SIGNERS."))

 

(defmethod (setf keylist-mode) (signers (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx signers)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'signers) signers))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Sig notations.

 

(defgeneric sig-notations (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signature notations of CTX."))

 

(defmethod sig-notations ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf sig-notations) (notations ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signatire notations of CTX to NOTATIONS."))

 

(defmethod (setf sig-notations) (notations (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx notations)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'notations) notations))

 

;;;

 The context type: Support macros.

 

(defmacro with-context ((ctx &rest rest) &body body)

 `(let ((,ctx (make-instance 'context ,@rest)))

   ,@body))

 

;;; The key type.
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(defclass key ()

 (c-key)  ; The C key object pointer.

 (:documentation "The GPGME key type."))

 

;;; In the initializer, we swallow the c-key argument.

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((key key) &key c-key

				       &allow-other-keys)

 (setf (slot-value key 'c-key) c-key)

 (finalize key (lambda () (gpgme-key-unref c-key))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: import key: ~A~%" value))

 (make-instance 'key :c-key value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-key)))

 

(defmethod print-object ((key key) stream)

 (print-unreadable-object (key stream :type t :identity t)

   (format stream "~s" (fpr key))))

 

;;; The key type:

 Accessor functions.

 

;;; FIXME: The bitfield and flags contain redundant information at

;;; this point.  FIXME: Deal nicer with zero-length name (policy url)

;;; and zero length value (omit?) and human-readable (convert to string).

;;; FIXME: Turn binary data into sequence or vector or what it should be.

;;; FIXME: Turn the whole thing into a hash?

(defun translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next name value name-len value-len flags bitfield)

	    value (:struct gpgme-sig-notation))

	 (append (list (list

			:name name

			:value value

			:name-len name-len

			:value-len value-len

			:flags flags

			:bitfield bitfield))

		 next)))))

 

;;; FIXME: Deal nicer with timestamps.  bitfield field name?

(defun translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond
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   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo length keyid fpr timestamp expires)

	    value (:struct gpgme-subkey))

	

 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:length length

			:keyid keyid

			:fpr fpr

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo keyid timestamp expires status

		  uid name email comment sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-key-sig))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:keyid keyid

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires

			:status status

			:uid uid

			:name name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield validity uid name email comment signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-user-id))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:validity validity

			:uid uid

			:name
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 name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:signatures signatures))

		 next)))))

 

(defun key-data (key)

 (with-slots (c-key) key

   (with-foreign-slots

	((bitfield protocol issuer-serial issuer-name chain-id

		   owner-trust subkeys uids keylist-mode)

	 c-key (:struct gpgme-key))

     (list

      :bitfield bitfield

      :protocol protocol

      :issuer-serial issuer-serial

      :issuer-name issuer-name

      :chain-id chain-id

      :owner-trust owner-trust

      :subkeys subkeys

      :uids uids

      :keylist-mode keylist-mode))

   ))

 

 

(defgeneric fpr (key)

 (:documentation "Get the primary fingerprint of the key."))

 

(defmethod fpr ((key key))

 (getf (car (getf (key-data key) :subkeys)) :fpr))

 

 

;;; The context type: Crypto-Operations.

 

(defgeneric get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 (:documentation "Get the (secret) key FPR from CTX."))

 

(defmethod get-key ((ctx context) fpr &optional secret)

 (gpgme-get-key ctx fpr secret))

 

;;; Encrypt.

 

(defgeneric

 op-encrypt (ctx recp plain cipher &key always-trust sign)

 (:documentation "Encrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-encrypt ((ctx context) recp plain cipher

		       &key always-trust sign)
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 (with-foreign-object (c-recp :pointer (+ 1 (length recp)))

   (dotimes (i (length recp))

     (setf (mem-aref c-recp 'gpgme-key-t i) (elt recp i)))

   (setf (mem-aref c-recp :pointer (length recp)) (null-pointer))

   (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

     (with-gpgme-data (out cipher)

	(let ((flags))

	  (if always-trust (push :always-trust flags))

	  (cond

	    (sign

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (append (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx)

		     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx)))

	    (t

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx))))))))

 

;;; Decrypt.

 

(defgeneric op-decrypt (ctx cipher plain &key verify)

 (:documentation "Decrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-decrypt ((ctx context) cipher plain &key verify)

 (with-gpgme-data (in cipher)

   (with-gpgme-data

 (out plain)

     (cond

	(verify

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify ctx in out)

	 (append (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx)

		 (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx)))

	(t

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt ctx in out)

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx))))))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defgeneric op-sign (ctx plain sig &optional mode)

 (:documentation "Sign."))

 

(defmethod op-sign ((ctx context) plain sig &optional (mode :none))

 (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

   (with-gpgme-data (out sig)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign ctx in out mode)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx))))

 

;;; Verify.
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(defgeneric op-verify (ctx sig text &key detached)

 (:documentation "Verify."))

 

(defmethod op-verify ((ctx context) sig text &key detached)

 (with-gpgme-data (in sig)

   (with-gpgme-data (on text)

     (c-gpgme-op-verify ctx in (if detached on nil)

			 (if detached nil on))

     (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx))))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defgeneric op-import (ctx keydata)

 (:documentation "Import."))

 

(defmethod op-import ((ctx context) keydata)

  (with-gpgme-data (in keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-import ctx in)

   (c-gpgme-op-import-result ctx)))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defgeneric op-export (ctx pattern keydata)

 (:documentation "Export public key data matching PATTERN to the

                  stream KEYDATA."))

 

(defmethod op-export ((ctx context) pattern keydata)

 (with-gpgme-data (dh keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-export ctx pattern 0 dh)))

 

;;; Key generation.

 

 

;;;

;;; Initialization

;;;

 

(defun check-version (&optional req-version)

 "Check that the GPGME version requirement is satisfied."

 (gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

(defparameter *version* (check-version)

 "The version number of GPGME used.")

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: A Short History of the GPGME bindings for Python

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]
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#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

 

* Overview

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: overview

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The GPGME Python bindings passed through many hands and numerous

phases before, after a fifteen year journey, coming full circle to

return to the source.  This is a short explanation of that journey.

 

** In the beginning

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: in-the-begining

   :END:

 

  In 2002 John Goerzen released PyME; Python bindings for the GPGME

  module which utilised the current release of Python of the time and

  SWIG.[fn:1]  Shortly after creating it and ensuring it worked he stopped

  supporting it, though he left his work available on his Gopher

  site.

 

 

** Keeping the flame alive

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keeping-the-flame-alive

  :END:

 

  A couple of years later the project was picked up by Igor Belyi and

  actively developed and maintained by him from 2004 to 2008.  Igor's

  whereabouts at the time of this document's creation are unknown,

  but the current authors do hope he is well.  We're assuming (or

  hoping) that life did what life does and made continuing untenable.

 

 

** Passing the torch

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: passing-the-torch

  :END:
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  In 2014 Martin Albrecht wanted to patch a bug in the PyME code and

  discovered the absence of Igor.  Following a discussion on the PyME

  mailing list he

 became the new maintainer for PyME, releasing

  version 0.9.0 in May of that year.  He remains the maintainer of

  the original PyME release in Python 2.6 and 2.7 (available via

  PyPI).

 

 

** Coming full circle

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: ouroboros

  :END:

 

  In 2015 Ben McGinnes approached Martin about a Python 3 version,

  while investigating how complex a task this would be the task ended

  up being completed.  A subsequent discussion with Werner Koch led

  to the decision to fold the Python 3 port back into the original

  GPGME release in the languages subdirectory for non-C bindings

  under the module name of =pyme3=.

 

  In 2016 this PyME module was integrated back into the GPGME project

  by Justus Winter.  During the course of this work Justus adjusted

  the port to restore limited support for Python 2, but not as many

  minor point releases as the original PyME package supports.  During

  the course of this integration the package was renamed to more

  accurately

 reflect its status as a component of GPGME.  The =pyme3=

  module was renamed to =gpg= and adopted by the upstream GnuPG team.

 

  In 2017 Justus departed G10code and the GnuPG team.  Following this

  Ben returned to maintain of gpgme Python bindings and continue

  building them from that point.

 

 

* Relics of the past

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: relics-past

 :END:

 

There are a few things, in addition to code specific factors, such as

SWIG itself, which are worth noting here.

 

** The Annoyances of Git

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-annoyances-of-git

  :END:
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  As anyone who has ever worked with git knows, submodules are

  horrible way to deal with pretty much anything.  In the interests

  of avoiding migraines, that was skipped with addition of the PyME

  code to GPGME.

 

  Instead the files were added to a subdirectory of the =lang/=

  directory, along with a copy of the entire git log up to that point

  as a separate file within the =lang/python/docs/= directory.[fn:2]

   As the log for PyME is nearly 100KB and the log for GPGME is

  approximately 1MB, this would cause considerable bloat, as well as

  some confusion, should the two be merged.

 

  Hence the unfortunate, but necessary, step to simply move the

  files.  A regular repository version has been maintained should it

  be possible to implement this better in the future.

 

 

** The Perils of PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-perils-of-pypi

  :END:

 

  The early port of the Python 2 =pyme= module as =pyme3= was never

  added to PyPI while the focus remained on development and testing

  during 2015 and early 2016.  Later in 2016, however, when Justus

  completed his major integration work and subsequently renamed the

  module from =pyme3= to =gpg=, some prior releases were also

  provided through PyPI.

 

  Since these bindings require a matching release of the GPGME

  libraries in order to function, it was determined that there was

  little benefit in also providing a copy

 through PyPI since anyone

  obtaining the GPGME source code would obtain the Python bindings

  source code at the same time.  Whereas there was the potential to

  sew confusion amongst Python users installing the module from PyPI,

  only to discover that without the relevant C files, header files or

  SWIG compiled binaries, the Python module did them little good.

 

  There are only two files on PyPI which might turn up in a search

  for this module or a sample of its content:

 

  1. gpg (1.8.0) - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

  2. pyme (0.9.0) - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

 

*** GPG 180 - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:
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   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-180

   :END:

 

   This is the most recent version to reach PyPI and is the version

   of the official Pyhon bindings which shipped with GPGME 1.8.0.  If

   you have GPGME 1.8.0 installed and /only/ 1.8.0 installed, then it

   is probably safe to use

 this copy from PyPI.

 

   As there have been a lot of changes since the release of GPGME

   1.8.0, the GnuPG Project recommends not using this version of the

   module and instead installing the current version of GPGME along

   with the Python bindings included with that package.

 

 

*** PyME 090 - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-90

   :END:

 

   This is the last release of the PyME bindings maintained by Martin

   Albrecht and is only compatible with Python 2, it will not work

   with Python 3.  This is the version of the software from which the

   port from Python 2 to Python 3 code was made in 2015.

 

   Users of the more recent Python bindings will recognise numerous

   points of similarity, but also significant differences.  It is

   likely that the more recent official bindings will feel "more

   pythonic."

 

   For those using Python 2, there is essentially no harm in using

   this module, but it may lack

 a number of more recent features

   added to GPGME.

 

 

* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] In all likelihood this would have been Python 2.2 or possibly

Python 2.3.

 

[fn:2] The entire PyME git log and other preceding VCS logs are

located in the =gpgme/lang/python/docs/old-commits.log= file.

# HACKING                                                       -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: Hacking notes for GPGME

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* How to contribute
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** No more ChangeLog files

 

 Do not modify any of the ChangeLog files in GPGME.  Starting

 on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

 commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

 "make dist" time.  As such, there are strict requirements on the

 form of the commit log messages.  The old ChangeLog files have all

 be renamed to ChangeLog-2011

 

 

** Commit log requirements

 

 Your commit log should always start with a one-line summary, the

 second line should be blank, and the remaining lines are usually

 ChangeLog-style entries for all affected files.  However, it's fine

 -- even recommended -- to write a few lines of prose describing the

 change, when the summary and ChangeLog entries don't give enough of

 the big picture.  Omit the leading TABs that you're used to seeing

 in a "real" ChangeLog

 file, but keep the maximum line length at 72

 or smaller, so that the generated ChangeLog lines, each with its

 leading TAB, will not exceed 80 columns.  If you want to add text

 which shall not be copied to the ChangeLog, separate it by a line

 consisting of two dashes at the begin of a line.

 

 Note that ./autogen.sh installs a git hook to do some basic syntax

 checking on the commit log message.

 

 Typo fixes and documentation updates don't need a ChangeLog entry;

 thus you would use a commit message like

 

 #+begin_example

 Fix typo in a comment

 

 --

 #+end_example

 

 The marker line here is important; without it the first line would

 appear in the ChangeLog.

 

 If you exceptionally need to have longer lines in a commit log you may

 do this after this scissor line:

 #+begin_example

 # ------------------------ >8 ------------------------

 #+end_example

 (hash, blank, 24 dashes, blank, scissor, blank, 24 dashes).

 Note that such a comment will be removed if the
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 git commit option

 =--cleanup-scissor= is used.

 

** License policy

 

 GPGME is currently licensed under the LGPLv2.1+ with tools and the

 manual being under the GPLv3+.  We may eventually update to a newer

 version of the licenses or a combination of them.  It is thus

 important, that all contributed code allows for an update of the

 license; for example we can't accept code under the LGPLv2(only).

 

 If you want to contribute code or documentation to GPGME you are

 asked to assert that the contribution is in accordance to the "GPGME

 Developer's Certificate of Origin" as found in the file "DCO".

 Except for a slight wording change, this DCO is identical to the one

 used by the Linux kernel.  Please take these simple steps:

 

 - Decide which mail address you want to use.  Please have your real

   name in the address and not a pseudonym.  Anonymous contributions

   can only be done if you find a proxy who certifies for you.

 

 - If your employer or school might claim ownership

 of code written

   by you; you need to talk to them to make sure that you have the

   right to contribute under the DCO.

 

 - Send an OpenPGP signed mail to the gnupg-devel@gnupg.org public

   mailing list from your mail address.  Include a copy of the DCO as

   found in the official master branch.  Insert your name and email

   address into the DCO in the same way you want to use it later.

   Example:

 

     Signed-off-by: Joe R. Hacker <joe@example.org>

 

   If you need it, you may perform simple transformations on the mail

   address: Replacing "@" by " at " or "." by " dot ".)

 

 - That's it.  From now on you only need to add a "Signed-off-by:"

   line with your name and mail address to the GIT commit message.

   It is recommended to send the patches using a PGP/MIME signed

   mail.

 

** Coding standards

 

 Please follow the GNU coding standards.  If you are in doubt consult

 the existing code as an example.  Do no re-indent code without a

 need.  If you really need to
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 do it, use a separate commit for such a

 change.

 

 - C99 syntax should not be used; stick to C90.

 - Please do not use C++ =//= style comments.

 - Try to fit lines into 80 columns.

 - Ignore signed/unsigned pointer mismatches

 - No arithmetic on void pointers; cast to char* first.

 

** Commit log keywords

 

 - GnuPG-bug-id :: Values are comma or space delimited bug numbers

                   from bug.gnupg.org pertaining to this commit.

 - Debian-bug-id :: Same as above but from the Debian bug tracker.

 - CVE-id :: CVE id number pertaining to this commit.

 - Regression-due-to :: Commit id of the regression fixed by this commit.

 - Fixes-commit :: Commit id this commit fixes.

 - Reported-by :: Value is a name or mail address of a bug reporte.

 - Suggested-by :: Value is a name or mail address of someone how

                   suggested this change.

 - Co-authored-by :: Name or mail address of a co-author

 - Some-comments-by :: Name or mail address of the author of

    

                   additional comments (commit log or code).

 - Proofread-by :: Sometimes used by translation commits.

 - Signed-off-by :: Name or mail address of the developer

 

* Debug hints

 

 - Use gpgme-tool for manual tests.

 - The envvar GPGME_DEBUG enables debugging; see debug.[ch] for

   details.

Configuration files may go here.  Note that config.h.in is

auto-generated so that this file is not in git.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg-error.m4: Update from current libgpg-error repo.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Update from libassuan svn.
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2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Fix LIBASSUAN_VERSION.

 

2006-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Add --all to pth-config invocation.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Fix code generation (required for Max OS X).

	Submitted by Emanuele Giaquinta <exg@gentoo.org>.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* glib-2.0.m4: New file.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* pth.m4: Changed quoting for use with automake 1.9.

 

2004-09-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Disable _ac_pth_line, and don't fail if Pth is not

	found.

 

	* glibc21.m4: New file.

	* gpg-error.m4: New file.

	* pth.m4: New file.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.15.1

GPGME Developer's Certificate of Origin.  Version 1.0

=====================================================

 

By making a contribution to the GPGME project, I certify that:
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(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I

   have the right to submit it under the free software license

   indicated in the file; or

 

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the

   best of my knowledge, is covered under an appropriate free

   software license and I have the right under that license to

   submit that work with modifications, whether created in whole

   or in part by me, under the same free software license

   (unless I am permitted to submit under a different license),

   as indicated in the file; or

 

(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some other

   person who certified (a), (b) or (c) and I have not modified

   it.

 

(d) I understand and agree that this project and the contribution

   are public and that a record of the contribution

 (including

   all personal information I submit with it, including my

   sign-off) is maintained indefinitely and may be redistributed

   consistent with this project or the free software license(s)

   involved.

 

Signed-off-by: [Your name and mail address]

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2008-11-08  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpgme.lisp (size-t): Wrong call to defctype: function accepts

	optional, not keyword argument.

	(ssize-t): Likewise.

	(off-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-data-t, gpgme-ctx-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-no-signal-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-code-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-source-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-sig-notation-t, gpgme-engine-info-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-subkey-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-sig-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-user-id-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-t): Likewise.
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	(gpgme-data-cbs-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-invalid-key-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-recipient-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-new-signature-t):

 Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-sign-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-signature-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-verify-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-import-status-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-import-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-genkey-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-keylist-result-t): Likewise.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Initial release.

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: What Was New in the GPGME Python Bindings and Documentation

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* What Was New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The following are all the past /What's New/ sections for the Python

Bindings HOWTO and other documentation.

 

 

** What Was New in GPGME 1120

  :PROPERTIES:

 

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-1-12-0

  :END:

 

The most obviously new point for those reading this guide is this

section on other new things, but thats hardly important. Not given

all the other things which spurred the need for adding this section

and its subsections.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

There have been quite a number of additions to GPGME and the Python
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bindings to it since the last release of GPGME with versions 1.11.0

and 1.11.1 in April, 2018.

 

The bullet points of new additiions are:

 

- an expanded section on [[file:gpgme-python-howto#installation][installing]] and [[file:gpgme-python-

howto#snafu][troubleshooting]] the Python

 bindings.

- The release of Python 3.7.0; which appears to be working just fine

 with our bindings, in spite of intermittent reports of problems for

 many other Python projects with that new release.

- Python 3.7 has been moved to the head of the specified python

 versions list in the build process.

- In

 order to fix some other issues, there are certain underlying

 functions which are more exposed through the [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-get-context][gpg.Context()]], but

 ongoing documentation ought to clarify that or otherwise provide the

 best means of using the bindings.  Some additions to =gpg.core= and

 the =Context()=, however, were intended (see below).

- Continuing work in identifying and confirming the cause of

 oft-reported [[file:gpgme-python-howto#snafu-runtime-not-funtime][problems installing the Python bindings on

Windows]].

- GSOC: Google's Surreptitiously Ordered Conscription ... erm ... oh,

 right; Google's Summer of Code.  Though there were two hopeful

 candidates this year; only one ended up involved with the GnuPG

 Project directly, the other concentrated on an unrelated third party

 project with closer ties to one of the GNU/Linux distributions than

 to the GnuPG Project.  Thus the Python bindings benefited from GSOC

 participant Jacob Adams, who added

 the key_import function; building

 on prior work by Tobias Mueller.

- Several new methods functions were added to the gpg.Context(),

 including: [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-import-key][key_import]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-

export-key][key_export]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-public-key][key_export_minimal]] and

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-secret-key][key_export_secret]].

- Importing and exporting examples include versions integrated with

 Marcel Fest's recently released [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][HKP for Python]] module.  Some

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#hkp4py][additional notes on this module]] are included at the end of the HOWTO.

- Instructions for dealing with semi-walled garden implementations

 like ProtonMail are also included.  This is intended to make things

 a little easier when communicating with users of ProtonMail's

 services and should not be construed as an endorsement of said

 service.  The GnuPG Project neither favours,

 nor disfavours

 ProtonMail and the majority of this deals with interacting with the

 ProtonMail keyserver.

- Semi-formalised the location where [[file:gpgme-python-howto#draft-editions][draft versions]] of this HOWTO

may
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 periodically be accessible.  This is both for the reference of

 others and testing the publishing of the document itself.  Renamed

 this file at around the same time.

- The Texinfo documentation build configuration has been replicated

 from the parent project in order to make to maintain consistency

 with that project (and actually ship with each release).

- a reStructuredText (=.rst=) version is also generated for Python

 developers more used to and comfortable with that format as it is

 the standard Python documentation format and Python developers may

 wish to use it with Sphinx.  Please note that there has been no

 testing of the reStructuredText version with Sphinx at all.  The

 reST file was generated by the simple expedient of using [[https://pandoc.org/][Pandoc]].

-

 Added a new section for [[file:gpgme-python-howto#advanced-use][advanced or experimental use]].

- Began the advanced use cases with [[file:gpgme-python-howto#cython][a section]] on using the module with

 [[https://cython.org/][Cython]].

- Added a number of new scripts to the =example/howto/= directory;

 some of which may be in advance of their planned sections of the

 HOWTO (and some are just there because it seemed like a good idea at

 the time).

- Cleaned up a lot of things under the hood.

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.
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    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.
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A.3 UI Server: Decrypt a Message

================================

 

Decryption may include the verification of OpenPGP messages.  This is

due to the often used combined signing/encryption modus of OpenPGP. The

client may pass an option

 to the server to inhibit the signature

verification.  The following two commands are required to set the input

and output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be decrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is either binary encoded or  in the

    case of OpenPGP  ASCII armored.  For details on the file

    descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

The decryption is started with the command:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT --protocol=NAME [--no-verify]

         [--export-session-key]

    NAME is the encryption protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  If the option --no-verify is given,

    the server

 should not try to verify a signature, in case the input

    data is an OpenPGP combined message.  If the option

    --export-session-key is given and the underlying engine knows how

    to export the session key, it will appear on a status line
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Server Protocol

 

A.4 UI Server: Verify a Message

===============================

 

The server needs to support the verification of opaque signatures as

well as detached signatures.  The kind of input sources controls what

kind message is to be verified.

 

-- Command: MESSAGE FD=N

    This command is used with detached signatures to set the file

    descriptor for the signed data to N.  The data is binary encoded

    (used verbatim).  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the opaque message or the signature

    part

 of a detached signature to N.  The message send to the server

    is either binary encoded or  in the case of OpenPGP  ASCII

    armored.  For details on the file descriptor, see the description

    of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded and only used for opaque signatures.  For details on

    the file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the

    ENCRYPT section.

 

The verification is then started using:

 

-- Command: VERIFY --protocol=NAME [--silent]

    NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  Depending on the combination of

    MESSAGE INPUT and OUTPUT commands, the server needs to select

    the appropriate verification mode:

 

    MESSAGE and INPUT

         This indicates a detached signature.  Output data is not

         applicable.

 

   INPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  As no output command has

         been given, the server is only required to check the
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         signature.

    INPUT and OUTPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  The server shall write

         the signed data to the file descriptor set by the output

         command.  This data shall even be written if the signatures

         cant be verified.

 

  With --silent the server shall not display any dialog; this is for

example used by the client to get the content of opaque signed messages.

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: SIGSTATUS FLAG DISPLAYSTRING

    Returns the status for the signature and a short string explaining

    the status.  Valid values for FLAG are:

 

    none

         The message has a signature but it could not not be verified

         due to a missing key.

    green

         The signature is fully valid.

   

 yellow

         The signature is valid but additional information was shown

         regarding the validity of the key.

    red

         The signature is not valid.

 

    DISPLAYSTRING is a percent-and-plus-encoded string with a short

    human readable description of the status.  For example

 

         S SIGSTATUS green Good+signature+from+Keith+Moon+<keith@example.net>

 

    Note that this string needs to fit into an Assuan line and should

    be short enough to be displayed as short one-liner on the clients

    window.  As usual the encoding of this string is UTF-8 and it

    should be send in its translated form.

 

    The server shall send one status line for every signature found on

    the message.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Set Input Files,  Next: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Verify,

Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.5 UI Server: Specifying the input files to operate on.

========================================================
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All file related UI

 server commands operate on a number of input files

or directories, specified by one or more FILE commands:

 

-- Command: FILE [--clear] NAME

    Add the file or directory NAME to the list of pathnames to be

    processed by the server.  The parameter NAME must be an absolute

    path name (including the drive letter) and is percent espaced (in

    particular, the characters %, = and white space characters are

    always escaped).  If the option --clear is given, the list of

    files is cleared before adding NAME.

 

    Historical note: The original spec did not define --clear but the

    keyword --continued after the file name to indicate that more

    files are to be expected.  However, this has never been used and

    thus removed from the specs.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Set

Input Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.6 UI Server: Encrypting and signing files.

============================================

 

First,

 the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: SIGN_FILES --nohup

-- Command: ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are encrypted and/or

    signed.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server may

    allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively, and

    even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to encrypt or sign a file or directory is specific to

    the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for each input

    file a new file is created under the original filename plus a

    protocol specific extension (like .gpg or .sig), which contain

    the encrypted/signed file or a detached signature.  For

    directories, the server may offer

 multiple options to the user (for

    example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES command requests a combined sign and
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    encrypt operation.  It may not be available for all protocols (for

    example, it is available for OpenPGP but not for CMS).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Prev: UI Server

Sign/Encrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.7 UI Server: Decrypting and verifying files.

==============================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: VERIFY_FILES --nohup

-- Command: DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES

 --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are decrypted and/or

    verified.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server

    may allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively,

    and even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to decrypt or verify a file or directory is specific

    to the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for decryption, a

    new file is created for each input file under the original filename

    minus a protocol specific extension (like .gpg) which contains

    the original plaintext.  For verification a status is displayed for

    each signed input file, indicating if it is signed, and if yes, if

    the signature is valid.  For files that are signed and encrypted,

    the VERIFY command transiently decrypts the file to verify the

    enclosed signature.  For directories,

 the server may offer multiple

    options to the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Next: UI Server Checksum Files,  Prev: UI Server
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Verify/Decrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.8 UI Server: Managing certificates.

=====================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: IMPORT_FILES --nohup

    Request that the certificates contained in the files specified by

    FILE are imported into the local certificate databases.

 

    For directories, the server may offer multiple options to the user

    (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The

 option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

  FIXME: It may be nice to support an EXPORT command as well, which

is enabled by the context menu of the background of a directory.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Checksum Files,  Next: Miscellaneous UI Server Commands,  Prev: UI Server

Import/Export Keys,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.9 UI Server: Create and verify checksums for files.

=====================================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the destination

    storage and format for the created checksums depend on the

   

 preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.
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-- Command: CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE and verified against previously created and stored

    checksums.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the source storage

    and format for previously created checksums depend on the

    preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    If the source storage of previously created checksums

 is available

    to the user through the Windows shell, this command may also accept

    such checksum files as FILE arguments.  In this case, the UI

    server should instead verify the checksum of the referenced files

    as if they were given as INPUT files.

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Miscellaneous UI Server Commands,  Prev: UI Server Checksum Files,  Up: UI Server

Protocol

 

A.10 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands

=====================================

 

The server needs to implement the following commands which are not

related to a specific command:

 

-- Command: GETINFO WHAT

    This is a multi purpose command, commonly used to return a variety

    of information.  The required subcommands as described by the WHAT

    parameter are:

 

     pid

         Return the process id of the server in decimal notation using

         an Assuan data line.

 

To allow the server to pop up the windows in the correct relation to the

client, the client is advised to tell the server by sending the option:

 

-- Command option: window-id NUMBER

    The NUMBER represents the native window ID of the clients current

    window.  On Windows systems this is a windows handle (HWND) and

    on X11 systems it is the X Window ID.  The number needs to be

    given as a hexadecimal value so that it is easier to convey pointer
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    values (e.g.  HWND).

 

A client may want to fire up the certificate manager of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_KEYMANAGER

    The server shall pop up the main window of the key manager (aka

    certificate manager).  The client expects that the key manager is

    brought into the foregound and that this command immediately

    returns (does not wait until the key manager has

 been fully brought

    up).

 

A client may want to fire up the configuration dialog of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_CONFDIALOG

    The server shall pop up its configuration dialog.  The client

    expects that this dialog is brought into the foregound and that

    this command immediately returns (i.e.  it does not wait until the

    dialog has been fully brought up).

 

When doing an operation on a mail, it is useful to let the server know

the address of the sender:

 

-- Command: SENDER [--info] [--protocol=NAME] EMAIL

    EMAIL is the plain ASCII encoded address ("addr-spec" as per

    RFC-2822) enclosed in angle brackets.  The address set with this

    command is valid until a successful completion of the operation or

    until a RESET command.  A second command overrides the effect of

    the first one; if EMAIL is not given and --info is not used, the

    server shall use the default signing key.

 

    If option --info is not given,

 the server shall also suggest a

    protocol to use for signing.  The client may use this suggested

    protocol on its own discretion.  The same status line as with

    PREP_ENCRYPT is used for this.

 

    The option --protocol may be used to give the server a hint on

    which signing protocol should be preferred.

 

To allow the UI-server to visually identify a running operation or to

associate operations the server MAY support the command:

 

-- Command: SESSION NUMBER [STRING]

    The NUMBER is an arbitrary value, a server may use to associate

    simultaneous running sessions.  It is a 32 bit unsigned integer
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    with 0 as a special value indicating that no session association

    shall be done.

 

    If STRING is given, the server may use this as the title of a

    window or, in the case of an email operation, to extract the

    senders address.  The string may contain spaces; thus no

    plus-escaping is used.

 

    This command may be used at any time and overrides

 the effect of

    the last command.  A RESET undoes the effect of this command.
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Appendix B How to solve problems

********************************

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and

thus there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like GPGME and of course also

for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how to solve such

problems.

 

  First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is to

run the desired operation using gpg or gpgsm on the command line.

If you cant figure out why things dont work, you may use GPGMEs built

in trace feature.  This feature is either enabled using the environment

variable GPGME_DEBUG or, if this is not possible, by calling the

function gpgme_set_global_flag.  The

 value is the trace level and an

optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to stderr.

 

For example

    GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

  A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful to

understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may reveal

sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in your

application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that you

run your tests only with play data.
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Appendix C Deprecated Functions

*******************************

 

For backward compatibility GPGME has a number

 of functions, data types

and constants which are deprecated and should not be used anymore.  We

document here those which are really old to help understanding old code

and to allow migration to their modern counterparts.

 

  *Warning:* These interfaces will be removed in a future version of

GPGME.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_release (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_release is equivalent to

    gpgme_key_unref.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA, int *NR)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_ext is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

           if (!err)

             {

               gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

               *nr = result->considered;

             }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

    The gpgme_edit_cb_t

 type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The status code

    STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by GPGME from

    the crypto engine.  The file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status

    messages.  If STATUS indicates a command rather than a status

    message, the response to the command should be written to FD.  The

    HANDLE is provided by the user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit processes the key KEY interactively,

    using the edit callback function FNC with the handle HANDLE.  The

    callback is

 invoked for every status and command request from the

    crypto engine.  The output of the crypto engine is written to the

    data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the edit

    operation completes successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY

    is not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine

    or the edit callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit_start initiates a gpgme_op_edit

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on

 the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit is analogous to gpgme_op_edit,
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    but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the

    key KEY.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit_start initiates a

  

  gpgme_op_card_edit operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, int (*READFUNC) (void *HOOK, char *BUFFER,

         size_t COUNT, size_t *NREAD), void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the callback function READFUNC to

    retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

    the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

    GPGME provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

    The callback function receives HOOK_VALUE as its first argument

    whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to COUNT bytes in

    BUFFER, and return the number of bytes

 actually read in NREAD.  It

    may return 0 in NREAD if no data is currently available.  To

    indicate EOF the function should return with an error code of

    -1 and set NREAD to 0.  The callback function may support to

    reset its internal read pointer if it is invoked with BUFFER and

    NREAD being NULL and COUNT being 0.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    READFUNC is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_rewind is equivalent to:

 

           return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

             ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;
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-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key or trust item

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the

 key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_FPR

         This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as

         a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be

         used.  It is representable as a string and as a number.  The

         numbers correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the

         gcrypt library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_LEN

         This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time of a sub key.  It is representable

         as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is a user ID. There can be more than one user IDs in a

         GPGME_KEY_T object.  The first one (with index 0) is the

         primary user ID. The user ID

 is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is
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         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY

         This is the validity belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string and as a number.  See below for a

         list of available validities.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

         This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

         This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

         This

 returns information about the type of key.  For the

         string function this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The

         integer function returns 0 for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

         This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked,

         and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

         This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

         This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is expired, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

         This specifies if a sub key is disabled.  It is

 representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is disabled, and 0

         otherwise.
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    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

         This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a string.  The string contains the letter e

         if the key can be used for encryption, s if the key can be

         used for signatures, and c if the key can be used for

         certifications.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

         This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the sub key can be

         used for encryption, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data

         signatures.  It is representable as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for signatures, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key

         certificates.  It is representable

 as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for certifications, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

         The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

         The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

         The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification

         chain.  It is representable as a string.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_get_string_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_string_attr returns the value of the

    string-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute

    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is

 only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a
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    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr returns the value of the

    number-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute

    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if the attribute cant be returned as a

    number, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

  The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode enabled,

because it is expensive to retrieve

 all signatures of a key.

 

  So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function gpgme_get_key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key signature

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the key ID of the key which was used for the

         signature.  It is representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It

         is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers

         correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the gcrypt

         library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It

         is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time

 of the signature.  It is

         representable as a number.
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    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user

         ID is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.

         It is representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is

         revoked, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This

 specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

         This is the same value as returned by gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr returns the value of

    the string-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the

    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.
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-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t

 WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr returns the value of

    the number-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the

    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_stat_t

    The gpgme_sig_stat_t type holds the result of a signature check,

    or the combined result of all signatures.  The following results

    are possible:

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

         This status should not occur in normal operation.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

         This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         valid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP

         This status indicates that

 the signature is valid but expired.

         For the combined result this status means that all signatures

         are valid and expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

         This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key

         used to verify the signature has expired.  For the combined

         result this status means that all signatures are valid and all

         keys are expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

         This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         invalid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

         This status indicates that the signature could not be verified

         due to a missing key.  For the combined result this status

         means that all signatures could not be checked due to missing
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         keys.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

         This status indicates that the signature data provided was not

         a real signature.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR

          This status indicates that there was some other error which

         prevented the signature verification.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

         For the combined result this status means that at least two

         signatures have a different status.  You can get each keys

         status with gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_status (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_sig_stat_t *R_STAT, time_t *R_CREATED)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_status is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           if (r_stat)

             {

               switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

          	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

         	  break;
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         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

         	  break;

 

         	default:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	  break;

         	}

             }

           if (r_created)

             *r_created = sig->timestamp;

           return sig->fpr;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_string_attr is equivalent to:

 

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

               return sig->fpr;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

               if (whatidx == 1)
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                 return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

               else

         	return "";

             default:

               break;

             }

 

           return NULL;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

        

   result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return 0;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:

               return sig->timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

               return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

               return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

               switch (sig->status)

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;
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         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

        

 	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

         	default:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	}

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

               return sig->summary;

 

             default:

               break;

             }

           return 0;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int IDX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_key is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

           return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Library Copying,  Next: Copying,
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  Prev: Deprecated Functions,  Up: Top

 

GNU Lesser General Public License

*********************************

 

                     Version 2.1, February 1999

 

    Copyright  1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

    [This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

    as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

    version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

========

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free softwareto

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated softwaretypically librariesof the

 Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use it too,

but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or

the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any

particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example,
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 if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there

is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is modified

by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they

have is not the original version, so that the original authors

reputation will not be affected by problems that

 might be introduced by

others.

 

  Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that any

patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent

with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is

quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use this

license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries

into non-free programs.

 

  When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire

combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General Public

License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the

library.

 

  We call this license the Lesser General Public License because it

does _Less_ to protect the users freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less of

an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages are

the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

  For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free library

does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.

  In this case,

there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software

only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

  In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free

software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free

programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system,

as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked

with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program

using a modified version of the Library.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

work based on the library and a work that uses the library.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the

 latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

    program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

    other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms

    of this Lesser General Public License (also called this License).

    Each licensee is addressed as you.

 

    A library means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

    The Library, below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A work based on the

    Library means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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     portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    modification.)

 

    Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does

 and what the program that uses the

    Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Librarys

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of

    it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You

 must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or
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         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to

         ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such

         function or table, the facility still operates, and performs

         whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied

 function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply

    to those sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But

    when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

    work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on

    the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part

    regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is

 to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a

    volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other

    work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To

    do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License,

    so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License,

    version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than

    version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared,

    then you can specify that version instead if you wish.)  Do not

    make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so
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 the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the

    Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative

    of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the

    terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with

    the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must

    be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

    medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

  5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled

    or linked with it, is called a work that uses the Library.  Such

    a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

    therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a work that uses the Library with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a work that uses

    the library.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

    Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

    When a work that uses the Library uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the

 Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link

    a work that uses the Library with the Library to produce a work

    containing portions of the Library,

 and distribute that work under

    terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification

    of the work for the customers own use and reverse engineering for

    debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a. Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is

         an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

          machine-readable work that uses the Library, as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use

         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

         Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run

         time a copy of the library already present on the users

         computer system, rather than copying library functions into

         the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

         version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as

         the modified version is interface-compatible with the version

         that the work was made with.

 

    

  c. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

         performing this distribution.
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      d. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      e. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the work that uses the

    Library must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the materials to be distributed need not include

    anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

    form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of

    the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that

    you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such

    a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the

    work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is

    otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

         where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received

    copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their

    licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full
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    compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

     are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License

    to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties with this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

     agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive

    copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

    could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

    from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply

    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or

 other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a
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    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to

    it and any later version, you have the option of following the

    terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version

    published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not

    specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever

    published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts

 of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                             NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

    AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY

    OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE
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 RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

    PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE

    DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

    OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

If

 you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

    under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

 

    This library

 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    Lesser General Public License for more details.
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    You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

    License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

    Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307,

    USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  Thats all there is to it!

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Copying,  Next: Concept Index,  Prev: Library Copying,  Up: Top

 

GNU General Public License

**************************

 

                       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

    Copyright  2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

    license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

========

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software

and other kinds of works.

 

  The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a programto make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can
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 apply it to

your programs, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know

 their rights.

 

  Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

  For the developers and authors protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users and

authors sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

  Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit

 the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

  Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                        TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

    This License refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public

    License.

 

    Copyright also means copyright-like laws that apply to other

    kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

    The Program refers

 to any copyrightable work licensed under this

    License.  Each licensee is addressed as you.  Licensees and

    recipients may be individuals or organizations.

 

    To modify a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the

    work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the

    making of an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a modified

    version of the earlier work or a work based on the earlier work.

 

    A covered work means either the unmodified Program or a work

    based on the Program.

 

    To propagate a work means to do anything with it that, without

    permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

    infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on

    a computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes

    copying, distribution (with or without modification), making

    available to the public, and in some countries other activities as

    well.

 

    To convey a work means any

 kind of propagation that enables other

    parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

    through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

    conveying.

 

    An interactive user interface displays Appropriate Legal Notices

    to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

    feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

    tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to

    the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey
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    the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this

    License.  If the interface presents a list of user commands or

    options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this

    criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work

    for making modifications to it.  Object code means any non-source

    form of a work.

 

    A Standard Interface means an interface that

 either is an

    official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in

    the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming

    language, one that is widely used among developers working in that

    language.

 

    The System Libraries of an executable work include anything,

    other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal

    form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that

    Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with

    that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for

    which an implementation is available to the public in source code

    form.  A Major Component, in this context, means a major

    essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the

    specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work

    runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code

    interpreter used to run it.

 

    The Corresponding Source for a

 work in object code form means all

    the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

    work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts

    to control those activities.  However, it does not include the

    works System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

    available free programs which are used unmodified in performing

    those activities but which are not part of the work.  For example,

    Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated

    with source files for the work, and the source code for shared

    libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is

    specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data

    communication or control flow between those subprograms and other

    parts of the work.

 

    The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

    regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

    Source.
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    The Corresponding

 Source for a work in source code form is that

    same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

    All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

    copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

    conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

    permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running

    a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given

    its content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges

    your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by

    copyright law.

 

    You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

    convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise

    remains in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the

    sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you,

    or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided

    that you comply with the terms of this

 License in conveying all

    material for which you do not control copyright.  Those thus making

    or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your

    behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit

    them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside

    their relationship with you.

 

    Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

    the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section

    10 makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

    No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

    measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under

    article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December

    1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of

    such measures.

 

    When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

    circumvention of technological measures

 to the extent such

    circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License

    with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to

    limit operation or modification of the work as a means of

    enforcing, against the works users, your or third parties legal
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    rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

    You may convey verbatim copies of the Programs source code as you

    receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

    appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

    keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

    non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the

    code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and

    give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

    You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

    and you may offer support or warranty protection

 for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

    You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

    produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

    terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

    conditions:

 

      a. The work must carry prominent notices stating that you

         modified it, and giving a relevant date.

 

      b. The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

         released under this License and any conditions added under

         section 7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in

         section 4 to keep intact all notices.

 

      c. You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

         License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

         License will therefore apply, along with any applicable

         section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all

         its parts, regardless of how they are packaged.  This

 License

         gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but

         it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately

         received it.

 

      d. If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

         Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has

         interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal

         Notices, your work need not make them do so.

 

    A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

    works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered
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    work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger

    program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is

    called an aggregate if the compilation and its resulting

    copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the

    compilations users beyond what the individual works permit.

    Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this

    License

 to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

    You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

    of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

    machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this

    License, in one of these ways:

 

      a. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

         Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

         customarily used for software interchange.

 

      b. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

         written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

         long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that

         product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code

         either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for

 all the

         software in the product that is covered by this License, on a

         durable physical medium customarily used for software

         interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of

         physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

         to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no

         charge.

 

      c. Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

         written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

         alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

         and only if you received the object code with such an offer,

         in accord with subsection 6b.

 

      d. Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

         place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to

         the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same

         place at no further charge.  You need not require recipients

         to copy

 the Corresponding Source along with the object code.

         If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the
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         Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by

         you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying

         facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the

         object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

         Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you

         remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as

         needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

      e. Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

         provided you inform other peers where the object code and

         Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the

         general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

 

    A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is

    excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need

     not be included in conveying the object code work.

 

    A User Product is either (1) a consumer product, which means

    any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

    family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

    incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is

    a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

    coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

    normally used refers to a typical or common use of that class of

    product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the

    way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is

    expected to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product

    regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial,

    industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the

    only significant mode of use of the product.

 

    Installation Information for a User Product

 means any methods,

    procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

    install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that

    User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.

    The information must suffice to ensure that the continued

    functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or

    interfered with solely because modification has been made.

 

    If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with,

    or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying

    occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession

    and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in

    perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

    is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this

    section must be accompanied by the Installation Information.  But

    this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party
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    retains

 the ability to install modified object code on the User

    Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

 

    The requirement to provide Installation Information does not

    include a requirement to continue to provide support service,

    warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed

    by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been

    modified or installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the

    modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation

    of the network or violates the rules and protocols for

    communication across the network.

 

    Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information

    provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is

    publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the

    public in source code form), and must require no special password

    or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

    Additional

 permissions are terms that supplement the terms of

    this License by making exceptions from one or more of its

    conditions.  Additional permissions that are applicable to the

    entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in

    this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable

    law.  If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program,

    that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the

    entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to

    the additional permissions.

 

    When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

    remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part

    of it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

    removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

    additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

    for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material

    you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright

    holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with

    terms:

 

      a. Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from

         the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

      b. Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices
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         or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate

         Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

      c. Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material,

         or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked

         in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

      d. Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors

         or authors of the material; or

 

      e. Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

         trade names,

 trademarks, or service marks; or

 

      f. Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

         material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified

         versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to

         the recipient, for any liability that these contractual

         assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

 

    All other non-permissive additional terms are considered further

    restrictions within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as

    you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that

    it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further

    restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document

    contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying

    under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed

    by the terms of that license document, provided that the further

    restriction does not survive such relicensing or

 conveying.

 

    If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

    must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

    additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

    where to find the applicable terms.

 

    Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in

    the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

    the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

    You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

    provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

    modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights

    under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the

    third paragraph of section 11).
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    However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

    license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

    provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly

 and

    finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the

    copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

    Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

    reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

    violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

    received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

    that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

    after your receipt of the notice.

 

    Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate

    the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you

    under this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not

    permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses

    for the same material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

    You are not required to

 accept this License in order to receive or

    run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

    occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer

    transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require

    acceptance.  However, nothing other than this License grants you

    permission to propagate or modify any covered work.  These actions

    infringe copyright if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

    by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your

    acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

    Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

    receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

    propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not

    responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this

    License.

 

    An entity transaction is a transaction transferring control of an

    organization, or substantially

 all assets of one, or subdividing an

    organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a

    covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

    transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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    licenses to the work the partys predecessor in interest had or

    could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession

    of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in

    interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable

    efforts.

 

    You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

    rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

    may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise

    of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate

    litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

    alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using,

    selling, offering

 for sale, or importing the Program or any portion

    of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

    A contributor is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

    License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.

    The work thus licensed is called the contributors contributor

    version.

 

    A contributors essential patent claims are all patent claims

    owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

    hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner,

    permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its

    contributor version, but do not include claims that would be

    infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the

    contributor version.  For purposes of this definition, control

    includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner

    consistent with the requirements of this License.

 

    Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide,

    royalty-free patent license under the contributors

 essential

    patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and

    otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor

    version.

 

    In the following three paragraphs, a patent license is any

    express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to

    enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a

    patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement).  To grant

    such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or

    commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

 

    If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent
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    license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available

    for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

    License, through a publicly available network server or other

    readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the

    Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive

    yourself

 of the benefit of the patent license for this particular

    work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements

    of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream

    recipients.  Knowingly relying means you have actual knowledge

    that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work

    in a country, or your recipients use of the covered work in a

    country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

    country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

    If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

    arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

    covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

    receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate,

    modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the

    patent license you grant is automatically extended to all

    recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

 

   

 A patent license is discriminatory if it does not include within

    the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

    conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that

    are specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a

    covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third

    party that is in the business of distributing software, under which

    you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your

    activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party

    grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work

    from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with

    copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from

    those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific

    products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you

    entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted,

    prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

    Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

    any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

    otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others Freedom.

 

    If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement
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    or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

    do not excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you

    cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your

    obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations,

    then as a consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example,

    if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for

    further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the

    only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would

    be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

    permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

    under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a

    single combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms

    of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the

    covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero

    General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through

    a network will apply to the combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

    The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such

    new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but

    may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU

 

   General Public License or any later version applies to it, you

    have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

    that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free

    Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version

    number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

    If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

    versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that

    proxys public statement of acceptance of a version permanently

    authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

 

    Later license versions may give you additional or different

    permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

    author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

    later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

    THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

     APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE

    COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM AS IS

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

    INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

    RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

    NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

    IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES

    AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

    DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

    CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE

    THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

    BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES

 SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

    PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

    PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF

    THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

    If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

    above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

    reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely

    approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in

    connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of

    liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

=============================================

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under

 these

terms.

 

  To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE PROGRAM'S NAME AND A BRIEF IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

    it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

 

    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 

    along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice

like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    PROGRAM Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

    This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

    type show w.  This is free software, and you are

    welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

    type show c for details.

 

  The hypothetical commands show w and show c should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

programs commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an about box.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the program, if

necessary.  For more information on this, and how to apply and follow

the GNU GPL, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

   The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the

GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But first,

please read <https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Concept Index,  Next: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Copying,  Up: Top

 

Concept Index

*************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* aborting operations:                   Cancellation.          (line 6)

* algorithms:                            Algorithms.            (line 6)

* algorithms, hash:                      Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, message digest:            Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, public key:                Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* armor mode:                            ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

*

 ASCII armor:                           ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* ASSUAN:                                Assuan.                (line 6)

* attributes, of a key:                  Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* auditlog:                              Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* auditlog, of the engine:               Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* autoconf:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* automake:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* backend:                               Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* callback, passphrase:                  Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* callback, progress meter:              Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* callback, status message:              Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

*

 cancelling operations:                 Cancellation.          (line 6)

* canonical text mode:                   Text Mode.             (line 6)

* certificates, included:                Included Certificates. (line 6)

* CMS:                                   Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* compiler flags:                        Building the Source.   (line 6)

* compiler options:                      Building the Source.   (line 6)

* configuration of crypto backend:       Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* context:                               Contexts.              (line 6)

* context, armor mode:                   ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* context, attributes:                   Context Attributes.    (line 6)

* context, configuring engine:           Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* context, creation:                     Creating Contexts.     (line 6)

* context, destruction:                  Destroying Contexts.

   (line 6)

* context, offline mode:                 Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* context, pinentry mode:                Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)
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* context, result of operation:          Result Management.     (line 6)

* context, selecting protocol:           Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* context, sender:                       Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* context, text mode:                    Text Mode.             (line 6)

* crypto backend:                        Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* crypto engine:                         Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* cryptographic message syntax:          Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation:               Crypto Operations.     (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, aborting:     Cancellation.          (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, cancelling:   Cancellation.          (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, decryption:

   Decrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, decryption and verification: Decrypt and Verify.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, encryption:   Encrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, running:      Run Control.           (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signature check: Verify.             (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signing:      Sign.                  (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, verification: Verify.                (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, wait for:     Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, convenience:              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, creation:                 Creating Data Buffers. (line 6)

* data buffer, destruction:              Destroying Data Buffers.

                            

                                   (line 6)

* data buffer, encoding:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, file name:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, I/O operations:           Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, manipulation:             Manipulating Data Buffers.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, meta-data:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, read:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, seek:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, write:                    Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data, exchanging:         

             Exchanging Data.       (line 6)

* debug:                                 Debugging.             (line 6)

* decryption:                            Decrypt.               (line 6)

* decryption and verification:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* deprecated:                            Deprecated Functions.  (line 6)

* encryption:                            Encrypt.               (line 6)
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* engine:                                Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* engine, ASSUAN:                        Assuan.                (line 6)

* engine, configuration of:              Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* engine, configuration per context:     Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* engine, GnuPG:                         OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* engine, GpgSM:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* engine, information about:             Engine Information.    (line 6)

* error codes:

                           Error Values.          (line 6)

* error codes, list of:                  Error Sources.         (line 6)

* error codes, list of <1>:              Error Codes.           (line 6)

* error codes, printing of:              Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error handling:                        Error Handling.        (line 6)

* error sources:                         Error Values.          (line 6)

* error sources, printing of:            Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error strings:                         Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error values:                          Error Values.          (line 6)

* error values, printing of:             Error Strings.         (line 6)

* event loop, external:                  Using External Event Loops.

                                                               (line 6)

* flags, of a context:                   Context Flags.         (line 6)

* From::                                 Setting the Sender.   

 (line 6)

* GDK, using GPGME with:                 I/O Callback Example GDK.

                                                               (line 6)

* GnuPG:                                 OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* GPGME_DEBUG:                           Debugging.             (line 6)

* GpgSM:                                 Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* GTK+, using GPGME with:                I/O Callback Example GTK+.

                                                               (line 6)

* hash algorithms:                       Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* header file:                           Header.                (line 6)

* identify:                              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* include file:                          Header.                (line 6)

* key listing:                           Listing Keys.       

   (line 6)

* key listing mode:                      Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, mode of:                  Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, start:                    Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key management:                        Key Management.        (line 6)

* key ring, add:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key ring, delete from:                 Deleting Keys.         (line 6)

* key ring, export from:                 Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, import to:                   Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, list:                        Listing Keys.          (line 6)
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* key ring, search:                      Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key, attributes:                       Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* key, creation:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key, delete:                           Deleting

 Keys.         (line 6)

* key, edit:                             Advanced Key Editing.  (line 6)

* key, export:                           Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key, import:                           Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key, information about:                Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* key, manipulation:                     Manipulating Keys.     (line 6)

* key, signing:                          Signing Keys.          (line 6)

* largefile support:                     Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LFS:                                   Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License: Library Copying.     (line 6)

* libtool:                               Using Libtool.         (line 6)

* listing keys:                          Listing

 Keys.          (line 6)

* locale, default:                       Locale.                (line 6)

* locale, of a context:                  Locale.                (line 6)

* message digest algorithms:             Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* multi-threading:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* notation data:                         Verify.                (line 6)

* notation data <1>:                     Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* offline mode:                          Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* OpenPGP:                               OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* passphrase callback:                   Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* passphrase, change:                    Changing Passphrases.  (line 6)

* pinentry mode:                         Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)

* policy URL:                            Signature Notation Data.

                                      

                         (line 6)

* progress meter callback:               Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol:                              Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* protocol, ASSUAN:                      Assuan.                (line 6)

* protocol, CMS:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, GnuPG:                       OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* protocol, S/MIME:                      Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, selecting:                   Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* public key algorithms:                 Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* Qt, using GPGME with:                  I/O Callback Example Qt.
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                                                               (line 6)

* run control:                     

      Run Control.           (line 6)

* S/MIME:                                Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* sender:                                Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* sign:                                  Sign.                  (line 6)

* signal handling:                       Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signals:                               Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signature check:                       Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* signature notation data:               Verify.                (line 6)

* signature notation data <1>:           Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* signature, creation:                   Sign.                  (line 6)

* signature, selecting signers:          Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* signature, verification:               Verify.                (line 6)

* signers, selecting: 

                   Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* status message callback:               Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* text mode:                             Text Mode.             (line 6)

* thread-safeness:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* type of data:                          Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* UI server:                             UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* user interface server:                 UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* validity, TOFU:                        Changing TOFU Data.    (line 6)

* verification:                          Verify.                (line 6)

* verification and decryption:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* version check, of the engines:         Engine Version Check.  (line 6)

* version check, of the library:         Library Version Check. (line 6)

* wait for completion:

                   Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Concept Index,  Up: Top

 

Function and Data Index

***********************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* AM_PATH_GPGME:                         Using Automake.      (line  11)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH:                     Using Automake.      (line  13)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD:                 Using Automake.      (line  15)

* CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.
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                                                             (line   9)

* CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.

                                                             (line  22)

* DECRYPT:                               UI Server Decrypt.   (line  26)

* DECRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES:

                  UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* ENCRYPT:                               UI Server Encrypt.   (line  47)

* ENCRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES:                    UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* enum gpgme_data_encoding_t:            Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  31)

* enum gpgme_data_type_t:                Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_event_io_t:                 I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  58)

* enum gpgme_hash_algo_t:                Hash Algorithms.     (line   9)

* enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:

            Pinentry Mode.       (line  25)

* enum gpgme_protocol_t:                 Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  16)

* enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line   9)

* enum gpgme_sig_mode_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_sig_stat_t:                 Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 387)

* enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t:              Changing TOFU Data.  (line  10)

* FILE:                                  UI Server Set Input Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* GETINFO:                               Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_addrspec_from_uid:       

        Decrypt and Verify.  (line  48)

* gpgme_attr_t:                          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 140)

* gpgme_attr_t <1>:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 301)

* gpgme_cancel:                          Cancellation.        (line  16)

* gpgme_cancel_async:                    Cancellation.        (line  38)

* gpgme_check_version:                   Library Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  12)

* gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  26)
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* gpgme_ctx_t:                           Contexts.            (line  11)

* gpgme_data_encoding_t:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  32)

* gpgme_data_get_encoding:               Data Buffer

 Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  81)

* gpgme_data_get_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_identify:                   Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_new:                        Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  12)

* gpgme_data_new_from_cbs:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_data_new_from_estream:           File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  49)

* gpgme_data_new_from_fd:                File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_data_new_from_file:              Memory Based Data Buffers.

     

                                                        (line  37)

* gpgme_data_new_from_filepart:          Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* gpgme_data_new_from_mem:               Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  22)

* gpgme_data_new_from_stream:            File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb:           Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 110)

* gpgme_data_read:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_read_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_data_release:                    Destroying Data Buffers.

                        

                                     (line   6)

* gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem:        Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_data_release_cb_t:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  55)

* gpgme_data_rewind:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 134)

* gpgme_data_seek:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  26)

* gpgme_data_seek_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_set_encoding:               Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  87)
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* gpgme_data_set_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                               

              (line  18)

* gpgme_data_set_flag:                   Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  92)

* gpgme_data_t:                          Exchanging Data.     (line  13)

* gpgme_data_type_t:                     Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_data_write:                      Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_data_write_cb_t:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_decrypt_result_t:                Decrypt.             (line 101)

* gpgme_edit_cb_t:                       Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  33)

* gpgme_encrypt_result_t:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line

 241)

* gpgme_engine_check_version:            Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line  67)

* gpgme_engine_info_t:                   Engine Information.  (line   6)

* gpgme_error:                           Error Values.        (line  65)

* gpgme_error_from_errno:                Error Values.        (line  89)

* gpgme_error_t:                         Error Values.        (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN): Using the

Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  15)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *NAME, const char *ARGS,

gpgme_data_t *R_DATA): Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS): Using

the Assuan protocol.

                             

                                (line  38)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int

FD): Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD):

Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *UID_HINT, const char

*PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD, int FD): Passphrase Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void

*FNC_DATA, void **TAG): I/O Callback Interface.
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                      (line  19)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS): Status

Message Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code:                        Error Values.        (line  42)

* gpgme_err_code_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  98)

* gpgme_err_code_t:                      Error Values.        (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code_to_errno:               Error Values.        (line 103)

* gpgme_err_make:                        Error Values.        (line  57)

* gpgme_err_make_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  83)

* gpgme_err_source:                      Error Values.        (line  49)

* gpgme_err_source_t:                    Error Values.        (line  13)

* gpgme_event_io_t:                      I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  59)

* gpgme_event_io_t <1>:                  Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                              (line   7)

* gpgme_free:                            Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  25)

* gpgme_genkey_result_t:                 Generating Keys.     (line 381)

* gpgme_get_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line  13)

* gpgme_get_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line 135)

* gpgme_get_dirinfo:                     Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_get_engine_info:                 Engine Information.  (line  46)

* gpgme_get_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line  37)

* gpgme_get_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_get_key:                         Listing Keys.        (line 178)

*

 gpgme_get_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line 103)

* gpgme_get_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line  31)

* gpgme_get_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  63)

* gpgme_get_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line  18)

* gpgme_get_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line  21)

* gpgme_get_protocol_name:               Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_get_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  29)

* gpgme_get_sig_key:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 587)

* gpgme_get_sig_status:                  Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 435)

* gpgme_get_sig_string_attr:

             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 491)

* gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.
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                                                             (line 525)

* gpgme_get_status_cb:                   Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line  20)

* gpgme_hash_algo_name:                  Hash Algorithms.     (line  30)

* gpgme_hash_algo_t:                     Hash Algorithms.     (line  10)

* gpgme_import_result_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line 118)

* gpgme_import_status_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_interact_cb_t:                   Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_invalid_key_t:                   Crypto Operations.   (line  10)

* gpgme_io_cb_t:            

             I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_keylist_result_t:                Listing Keys.        (line 155)

* gpgme_key_get_string_attr:             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 266)

* gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 280)

* gpgme_key_ref:                         Manipulating Keys.   (line   6)

* gpgme_key_release:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  14)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr:         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 357)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr:          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 373)

* gpgme_key_sig_t:                       Key objects.         (line

 346)

* gpgme_key_t:                           Key objects.         (line  10)

* gpgme_key_unref:                       Manipulating Keys.   (line  10)

* gpgme_new:                             Creating Contexts.   (line   6)

* gpgme_new_signature_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  57)

* gpgme_off_t:                           Exchanging Data.     (line  24)

* gpgme_op_adduid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 189)

* gpgme_op_adduid_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 215)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext:          Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  64)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start:        Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_card_edit:                    Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  85)

*

 gpgme_op_card_edit_start:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  95)

* gpgme_op_createkey:                    Generating Keys.     (line  14)

* gpgme_op_createkey_start:              Generating Keys.     (line 119)

* gpgme_op_createsubkey:                 Generating Keys.     (line 132)
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* gpgme_op_createsubkey_start:           Generating Keys.     (line 176)

* gpgme_op_decrypt:                      Decrypt.             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext:                  Decrypt.             (line  30)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start:            Decrypt.             (line  60)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_result:               Decrypt.             (line 164)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_start:                Decrypt.             (line  20)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify:               Decrypt and Verify.  (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start:         Decrypt and Verify.  (line  30)

* gpgme_op_delete:                       Deleting Keys.     

  (line  47)

* gpgme_op_delete_ext:                   Deleting Keys.       (line   6)

* gpgme_op_delete_ext_start:             Deleting Keys.       (line  33)

* gpgme_op_delete_start:                 Deleting Keys.       (line  52)

* gpgme_op_edit:                         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_op_edit_start:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_encrypt:                      Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext:                  Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 131)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start:            Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 224)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_result:               Encrypting a Plaintext.

                

                                             (line 252)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign:                 Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 263)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext:             Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 288)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start:       Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 304)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start:           Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 274)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_start:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 113)

* gpgme_op_export:                       Exporting Keys.      (line  59)

* gpgme_op_export_ext:                   Exporting Keys.      (line  92)

* gpgme_op_export_ext_start:             Exporting Keys.      (line 114)

* gpgme_op_export_keys:            

      Exporting Keys.      (line 126)

* gpgme_op_export_keys_start:            Exporting Keys.      (line 153)

* gpgme_op_export_start:                 Exporting Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_op_genkey:                       Generating Keys.     (line 304)

* gpgme_op_genkey_result:                Generating Keys.     (line 418)

* gpgme_op_genkey_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 369)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog:                  Additional Logs.     (line   9)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog_start:            Additional Logs.     (line  54)
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* gpgme_op_import:                       Importing Keys.      (line   9)

* gpgme_op_import_ext:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  18)

* gpgme_op_import_keys:                  Importing Keys.      (line  35)

* gpgme_op_import_keys_start:            Importing Keys.      (line  65)

* gpgme_op_import_result:                Importing Keys.      (line 174)

* gpgme_op_import_start:

                 Importing Keys.      (line  24)

* gpgme_op_interact:                     Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_op_interact_start:               Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  53)

* gpgme_op_keylist_end:                  Listing Keys.        (line 111)

* gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start:            Listing Keys.        (line  34)

* gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start:      Listing Keys.        (line  67)

* gpgme_op_keylist_next:                 Listing Keys.        (line  94)

* gpgme_op_keylist_result:               Listing Keys.        (line 166)

* gpgme_op_keylist_start:                Listing Keys.        (line   6)

* gpgme_op_keysign:                      Signing Keys.        (line  12)

* gpgme_op_keysign_start:                Signing Keys.        (line  73)

* gpgme_op_passwd:                       Changing Passphrases.

                              

                               (line   6)

* gpgme_op_passwd_start:                 Changing Passphrases.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb:                   Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb_result:            Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_op_revsig:                       Signing Keys.        (line  84)

* gpgme_op_revsig_start:                 Signing Keys.        (line 119)

* gpgme_op_revuid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 224)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start:                 Manipulating Keys.   (line  58)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start <1>:             Generating Keys.     (line 252)

* gpgme_op_setexpire:                    Manipulating Keys.   (line  15)

* gpgme_op_setexpire_start:              Manipulating Keys.   (line  47)

* gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start:         

  Generating Keys.     (line 293)

* gpgme_op_set_ui_flag:                  Generating Keys.     (line 261)

* gpgme_op_sign:                         Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_sign_result:                  Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  99)

* gpgme_op_sign_start:                   Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_spawn:                        Running other Programs.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_op_spawn_start:                  Running other Programs.
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                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy:                  Changing TOFU Data.  (line  29)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start:            Changing TOFU Data.  (line  43)

* gpgme_op_verify:                       Verify.              (line

   6)

* gpgme_op_verify_result:                Verify.              (line 298)

* gpgme_op_verify_start:                 Verify.              (line  26)

* gpgme_passphrase_cb_t:                 Passphrase Callback. (line  10)

* gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:                 Pinentry Mode.       (line  26)

* gpgme_progress_cb_t:                   Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line   8)

* gpgme_protocol_t:                      Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_protocol_t <1>:                  Engine Information.  (line   7)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_name:                Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_string:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:                   Public Key Algorithms.

          

                                                   (line  10)

* gpgme_query_swdb_result_t:             Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_recipient_t:                     Decrypt.             (line  75)

* gpgme_register_io_cb_t:                I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_release:                         Destroying Contexts. (line   6)

* gpgme_result_ref:                      Result Management.   (line  15)

* gpgme_result_unref:                    Result Management.   (line  23)

* gpgme_set_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line   6)

* gpgme_set_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_engine_info:                 Engine Configuration.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_set_global_flag:                 Library Version Check.

                         

                                    (line  44)

* gpgme_set_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_set_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  35)

* gpgme_set_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line   6)

* gpgme_set_locale:                      Locale.              (line  14)

* gpgme_set_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line   6)

* gpgme_set_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  40)

* gpgme_set_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_set_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line   6)
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* gpgme_set_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  13)

* gpgme_set_status_cb:   

                Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_set_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line   6)

* gpgme_signature_t:                     Verify.              (line  92)

* gpgme_signers_add:                     Selecting Signers.   (line  18)

* gpgme_signers_clear:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  11)

* gpgme_signers_count:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  25)

* gpgme_signers_enum:                    Selecting Signers.   (line  31)

* gpgme_sign_result_t:                   Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  85)

* gpgme_sig_mode_t:                      Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_sig_notation_add:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  19)

* gpgme_sig_notation_clear:          

    Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_sig_notation_get:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_sig_notation_t:                  Verify.              (line  38)

* gpgme_sig_stat_t:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 388)

* gpgme_ssize_t:                         Exchanging Data.     (line  32)

* gpgme_status_cb_t:                     Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line   8)

* gpgme_strerror:                        Error Strings.       (line   6)

* gpgme_strerror_r:                      Error Strings.       (line  15)

* gpgme_strsource:                       Error Strings.       (line  26)

* gpgme_subkey_t:                        Key objects.         (line 112)

* gpgme_tofu_info_t:                     Key objects.

         (line 282)

* gpgme_tofu_policy_t:                   Changing TOFU Data.  (line  13)

* gpgme_user_id_t:                       Key objects.         (line 217)

* gpgme_validity_t:                      Information About Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_verify_result_t:                 Verify.              (line 276)

* gpgme_wait:                            Waiting For Completion.

                                                             (line   6)

* IMPORT_FILES:                          UI Server Import/Export Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* INPUT:                                 UI Server Encrypt.   (line  23)

* INPUT <1>:                             UI Server Sign.      (line  12)

* INPUT <2>:                             UI Server Decrypt.   (line  12)

* INPUT <3>:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  16)

* MESSAGE:                               UI
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 Server Verify.    (line  10)

* MICALG:                                UI Server Sign.      (line  43)

* off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  43)

* OUTPUT:                                UI Server Encrypt.   (line  36)

* OUTPUT <1>:                            UI Server Sign.      (line  18)

* OUTPUT <2>:                            UI Server Decrypt.   (line  19)

* OUTPUT <3>:                            UI Server Verify.    (line  23)

* PREP_ENCRYPT:                          UI Server Encrypt.   (line  72)

* PROTOCOL:                              UI Server Encrypt.   (line  98)

* RECIPIENT:                             UI Server Encrypt.   (line   9)

* SENDER:                                Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  50)

* SESSION:                               Miscellaneous UI Server

 Commands.

                                                             (line  69)

* SIGN:                                  UI Server Sign.      (line  33)

* SIGN_FILES:                            UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* SIGSTATUS:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  56)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data

Buffers.

                                                             (line  27)

* START_CONFDIALOG:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  41)

* START_KEYMANAGER:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                  

                           (line  31)

* struct gpgme_data_cbs:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  59)

* struct gpgme_io_cbs:                   Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line   6)

* VERIFY:                                UI Server Verify.    (line  31)

* VERIFY_FILES:                          UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA): I/O Callback

Interface.

                                                             (line  83)

* void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT, int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL):

Progress Meter Callback.

     

                                                        (line   6)

* void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  48)
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* window-id:                             Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  21)

Wenn Sie dies lesen knnen, ist es wohl nicht

geheim genug.

hkp4py

requests

Additional license notices for GPGME.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the GPGME distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* MIT License

 

 For files:

 - cJSON.c, cJSON.h

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2009 Dave Gamble

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a opy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to eal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the ights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING ROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

#+end_quote

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: Maintenance Mode

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes
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#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Maintenance Mode from 2019

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

From the beginning of 2019 the Python bindings to GPGME will enter

maintenance mode, meaning that new features will not be added and only

bug fixes and security fixes will be made.

  This also means that

documentation beyond that existing at the end of 2018 will not be

developed further except to correct errors.

 

Though use of these bindings appears to have been quite well received,

there has been no indication of what demand there is, if any for

either financial backing of the current Python bindings development or

support contracts with g10code GmbH citing the necessity of including

the bindings.

 

 

** Maintainer from 2019 onward

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode-bm

  :END:

 

How does this affect the position of GnuPG Python Bindings Maintainer?

 

Well, I will remain as maintainer of the bindings; but without funding

for that position, the amount of time I will be able to dedicate

solely to this task will be limited and reduced to volunteered time.

As with all volunteered time and effort in free software projects,

this will be subject to numerous external imperatives.
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** Using the Python Bindings from 2019 and beyond

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 maintenance-mode-blade-runner

  :END:

 

For most, if not all, Python developers using these bindings; they

will continue to just work the same as they always have.  Expansions

of GPGME itself are usually handled by SWIG with the existing code and

thus bindings are generated properly when the bindings are installed

alongside GPGME and when the latter is built from source.

 

In the rare circumstances where that is not enough to address some new

addition to GPGME, then that is a bug and thus subject to the

maintenance mode provisions (i.e. it will be fixed following a bug

report being raised and your humble author will need to remember where

the timesheet template was filed, depending on how many years off such

an event is).

 

All the GPGME functionality will continue to be accessible via the

lower level, dynamically generated methods which match the GPGME C

documentation.  While the more intuitively Pythonic higher level layer

already covers the vast majority of functionality people require

 with

key generation, signatures, certifications (key signing), encryption,

decryption, verification, validation, trust levels and so on.

 

Any wanted features lacking in the Python bindings are usually lacking

because they are missing from GPGME itself (e.g. revoking keys via the

API) and in such cases they are usually deliberately excluded.  More

discussion of these issues can be found in the archives of the

[[https://lists.gnupg.org/mailman/listinfo/gnupg-devel][gnupg-devel mailing list]].

 

Any features existing in the dynamically generated layer for which

people want a specific, higher level function included to make it more

Pythonic (e.g. to avoid needing to learn or memorise cryptographic

mode values or GnuPG status code numbers), would be a feature request

and /not/ a bug.

 

It is still worthwhile requesting it, but the addition of such a

feature would not be guaranteed and provided on a purely volunteer

basis.  Expediting such a request would require funding that request.

 

Those

 with a commercial interest in expediting such a feature request

already know how to [[https://gnupg.org/cgi-bin/procdonate.cgi?mode=preset][expedite it]] (use the message field to

state what
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feature is being requested).

 

 

** Documentation formats

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: docs

  :END:

 

The documentation has been written in Org mode for GNU Emacs, with

both Texinfo and reStructuredText formats generated from that.  The

Texinfo files are intended for use with the rest of the GnuPG

documentation; while the reStructuredText files are intended for use

with Docutils and Sphinx, as with other Python projects.

 

 

*** Cautionary Notes regarding Sphinx and EPUB

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: sphinx-made-epubs-suck

   :END:

 

Though Python's Docutils in conjunction with Sphinx is capable of

generating some very useful HTML sites, as proven by [[https://readthedocs.org/][Read the Docs]] and

the [[https://docs.python.org/][Python documentation]], there are a number of output formats it does

not

 handle well.  At the top of the list of things it manages to break

so atrociously as to be embarassing is the [[http://idpf.org/epub][EPUB 3]] format.

 

The automatically generated EPUB of the CPython documentation always

contains hundreds of validation errors and even the modest amount of

documentation here [[https://files.au.adversary.org.s3.amazonaws.com/crypto/gpgme-

python/rst/epub/GPGMEPythonBindings.epub][produced a file]] with approximately thirty

validation errors.  As the volume of documentation content increases,

so does the induced errors.  Whereas Texinfo doesn't produce EPUB

output at all, nor does Org-mode.

 

Should there ever be genuine demand for this format, lodge a

[[https://dev.gnupg.org/maniphest/task/edit/form/4/][feature

request]] case marked for [[https://dev.gnupg.org/p/BenM/][my]] attention.  The means of generating such

files flawlessly is already available, but is not yet part of the

GnuPG build system.  Nor is it integrated with a means of converting

Org

 mode input files to the relevant base format automatically, as can

already be done when converting Org to reStructuredText or Org to

Texinfo.  As a certain amount of work would be required to get it

done, there would need to be clear demand for that work to be done.

Just GNU it!

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* m4/pth.m4: Removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove check for pth and automake conditional

	HAVE_PTH.

 

2011-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	Release 1.3.1

 

	* configure.ac: Set LT version to C19/A8/R0.

 

2011-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove complus.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove complus/Makefile.

	(BUILD_COMPLUS): Remove AM_CONDITIONAL.

	* complus/: Remove very old and stale component.

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2011-04-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.11.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32):

 Support option --build-w64.

	* configure.ac (HAVE_W64_SYSTEM): Define.

	(INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H): New.

	(GPGME_CONFIG_HOST): New.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_LIBASSUAN_VERSION): Bump to 2.0.2 for system hooks.

 

2010-12-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Support a git revision.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/types.h and

	sys.stat.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys.time.h.

 

2010-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Define GPG_ERR_ENABLE_ERRNO_MACROS.

 

2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for setlocale.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Change checks to always require libassuan.

 

2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Update the thing.

 

	* configure.ac: Check for locale.h.

 

2010-05-06

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Detect Windows CE.

	(HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM): New symbol and automake conditional.

	* ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4: Patch so that it works for Windows CE.

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 1.8.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (emacs_local_vars_begin)

	(emacs_local_vars_read_only, emacs_local_vars_end): New.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32): Add --with-libassuan-prefix.

 

2010-01-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release 1.3.0.
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2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Do not use echo -n.  Test for __thread.

 

2009-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Make largefile check more robust.

 

2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for getgid and getegid.

 

2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Update to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* configure.ac: Invoke AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR.

	(AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL,

 AC_LIBTOOL_RC): Replace by ...

	(LT_PREREQ, LT_INIT, LT_LANG): ... these.

	* config.guess, config.sub, install-sh, ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4:

	Updated to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* m4/ltoptions.m4, m4/ltsugar.m4, m4/ltversion.m4,

	m4/lt~obsolete.m4: New files from libtool 2.2.6a.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Activate UIServer if FD passing is enabled and

	Assuan is available.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for argp.h and error_t.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION_DEFAULT): Bump to 1.4.0 as 1.3.0

	was development versions only.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for G13.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove assuan/Makefile.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Replace internal libassuan by external libassuan.

	* m4/libassuan.m4:

 New file.

	* Makefile.am (assuan): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${assuan}.

	* assuan/: Removed.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add AC_TYPE_UINTPTR_T.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h [_ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN]: Declare

	_gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released GPGME 1.2.0.

 

	* configure.ac (my_version): Set to 1.2.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add infrastructure for compile time check of

	_FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCHECK_CONFIGURE_FLAGS): Specify --with-gpg.

 

2009-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update to libassuan SVN 2009-03-06.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/opassuan/Makefile.

 

2008-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME

 1.1.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump API revision.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>
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	* configure.ac: Replace gpgme paths with src.

	* gpgme: Move to ...

	* src: ... this new directory.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgme.h.

	(GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2008-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.7.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2008-09-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove bogus "esac".

 

2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (_XOPEN_SOURCE) [apple-darwin]: Define it.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* config.guess, config.sub: Update to 2007-11-19.  Also update

	missing et al scripts.

 

2008-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Fix quoting.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump required version of automake up to 1.10.

	* autogen.sh: Fix

 aclocal check.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.6.

 

	* configure.ac: Support gpgconf.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Do not close process

	handle here.  Use this function also on Unix systems.
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	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Fix last change.

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): New function, use it

	if _ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Use the svn version magic.

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for C++, Qt and support --enable-w32-qt.

	* m4/pkg.m4: New file.

 

2007-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (--enable-w32-glib): Use --enableval, not

	--withval.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-socket.c (_assuan_close): Always use close().

	* assuan/assuan.h (_gpgme_io_close): New prototype.

	(close): New

 macro, define as _gpgme_io_close.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-io.c (_assuan_simple_read, _assuan_simple_write):

	Always use read/write (which means _gpgme_io_read and

	_gpgme_io_write).

 

2007-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.5.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_DEFAULT) [*-mingw32*]: Initialize it.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H): Set to 1 if we have it.

	(funopen): Use AC_REPLACE_FUNCS.

	(USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING): Define to 1 if we have it.  Do not

	define it at all if we don't.

	(NETLIBS) [have_w32_system]: Add -lws2_32.

	(DIRSEP_C, DIRSEP_S, EXPSEP_C, EXPSEP_S, PATHSEP_S)
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	[HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove definitions.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h (_assuan_funopen): Define to _gpgme_funopen.

	* assuan/funopen.c: Move to ../gpgme/funopen.c.

	* assuan/Makefile.am (libassuan_la_SOURCES): Remove funopen.c.

 

2007-07-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 assuan/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include $(top_srcdir)/gpgme.

	* assuan/assuan.h: Include <ath.h> instead of trying to duplicate

	the definitions.

 

	* assuan/: Update files to 2007-07-04 version of assuan.

 

	* autogen.sh: Use = not == in test.

 

2007-03-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

	* autogen.sh: New option --force.

 

2007-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Changed gpg and gpgsm version checks to work with

	arbitrary names of the gpg binary. New option --disable-gpg-test

	and --disable-gpgsm-test.

 

2007-01-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION, NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Must define

	after it may have been changed by an option.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require gpg-error 1.4 due to the use of

	gpg_error_from_syserror.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H):
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 New.

 

2007-01-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add options --with-gpg-version and

	--with-gpgsm-version to allow overriding the minimum version

	requirements.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix two typos in last change.

 

2006-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Use descriptor passing only if --enable-fd-passing

	is provided.

 

	* configure.ac: Add check for use of descriptor passing.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump to 1.3.0.

 

2006-09-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Turn stpcpy into a replacement function.

	Check for unistd.h and add setenv as replacement function.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for network libraries and set NETLIBS.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lang, lang/cl: New subdirectories.

	*

 lang/Makefile.am, lang/README: New files.

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add lang/Makefile,

	lang/cl/Makefile and lang/cl/gpgme.asd.

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add lang.

 

2006-03-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.1.
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2006-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Test for inline feature.

	(AH_BOTTOM): New to define the pure attribute.

 

2006-01-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Append SVN revision to the version.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (BUILD_REVISION): New.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for --enable-w32-glib (disabled by

	default).  Invoke AM_PATH_GLIB_2_0.

 

2005-11-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac

 (CFLAGS) [W32]: Make sure that -mms-bitfields are used.

 

2005-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Create BUILD_FILEVERSION from SVN Revision.

 

	* autogen.sh [W32]: Build shared and static versions of the library.

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-dll/ChangeLog, w32-dll/build-dll, w32-dll/gpgme.def: Remove

	files.

 

	* configure.ac: Instead checking for windres and dlltool, invoke

	AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL and AC_LIBTOOL_RC.

	* src/Makefile.am [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use libtool, which simplifies

	the rules.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.0.
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_PTH): Don't add $PTH_CFLAGS to $CFLAGS here.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (SEPCONSTANTS): New to define DIRSEP_C et al.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 configure.ac [W32]: Create values for versioninfo.rc and list

	substuture versioninfo.rc.

	* configure.ac: Define ENABLE_GPGSM.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (stpcpy): Changed from replace to test.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Removed.

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): Assume no when cross-compiling.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Include autogen.sh

 

	* autogen.sh: Added the usual code to build for W32 (--build-w32).

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed the mingw32 host string, removed OS/2 stuff.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Removed.

	(HAVE_W32_SYSTEM): Added.

	(AC_GNU_SOURCE): New to replace the identical AH_VERBATIM.

	(AH_BOTTOM): Added.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.0.2.

 

	* Makefile.am (AUTOMAKE_OPTIONS): Build bzip 2 version.

	(ACLOCAL_AMFLAGS): Add -I m4.

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.9.3 and autoconf 2.59.
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	* acinclude.m4:

 Changed quoting for automake 1.9.

	* README: Use SHA1 instead of MD5.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Replace ttyname_r if it doesn't exist (and warn in

	that case).

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* README: Refer to COPYING.LESSER and "each file" instead of

	COPYING.

	* COPYING.LESSER: New file.

	* gpgme.spec.in (%doc): Add COPYING.LESSER.

	* acinclude.m4, configure.ac, Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL

	2.1 or later.

	* TODO: Add copyright notice.

	* README.CVS: Likewise.

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_VERSION): Fix filter to get it.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 2.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac: Set HAVE_GPGSM to true only if $GPGSM is not "no".

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.0.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.0.

 

	* Makefile.am

 (EXTRA_DIST): Remove README-alpha.

	* README-alpha: Remove file.

 

2004-09-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR for now.

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Improve diagnostics with version check.

 

	* configure.ac: Print diagnostics about found thread libraries at

	the end.  Check for the versions of GPG and GPGSM and print the

	found versions at the end.

	(HAVE_GPGSM): Do not require GPGSM to exist and be readable.

	(AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR): Invoke with argument m4.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add copyright notice.

	(jm_GLIBC21, AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR, _AC_PTH_ERROR, _AC_PTH_VERBOSE,

	AC_CHECK_PTH): Removed.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for <sys/uio.h>.

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.9.0.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version number to 0.9.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to zero.

 

2004-05-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_API_VERSION): New variable,

	substitute it.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.4.7.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump it up.

 

2004-04-02  Thomas Schwinge  <schwinge@nic-nac-project.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added ACLOCAL_FLAGS.

 

2004-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.6.

 

	* config.guess, config.sub, ltmain.sh: Updated to those from

	libtools 1.5.4.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	Released 0.4.5.

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 1.9.6.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove autogen.sh and README.CVS.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Make the check for funopen fail with just a

	warning.

 

2004-02-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* autogen.sh (check_version): Removed bashism and simplified.

 

2004-02-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed funopen test change.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte

  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix funopen replacement mechanism.

 

2004-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add invocation of AC_SYS_LARGEFILE, AC_TYPE_OFF_T

	and AC_FUNC_FSEEKO.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT_Revision; now at C12/A1/R1.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Set to 1.9.3.

	(min_automake_version): Added.

	* README.CVS: New.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Added README.CVS.

	* autogen.sh: Updated.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.

	* configure.ac: Check for timegm.  Made warning messages more

	prominent.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	Released 0.4.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by 1.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 0.5.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Remove libtool cruft, add jm_GLIBC21.

	* configure.ac: Add check for

 getenv_r, and call jm_GLIBC21.

	Define HAVE_THREAD_SAFE_GETENV if appropriate.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove GPGME_CONFIG_LIBS and GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS.

 

2003-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Move invocation of AC_CANONICAL_HOST up to

	suppress warning by autoconf.

 

2003-08-30  Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged,

	remove to prevent checking failure.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: If building Assuan, check for funopen and

	fopencookie, and make isascii, putc_unlocked and memrchr

	replacement functions.

	(AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR): Require 0.3.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.3.

 

2003-07-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

 

	Released 0.4.2.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac:

 Complain if libgpg-error is not found.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.2.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump up to 11.

 

	* configure.ac: Use AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.

 

	* configure.ac: Check for libgpg-error.  Define

	GPG_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.2.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	In all files, replace the Gpgme* type names with the new gpgme_*

	type names.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update files to 2002-11-10 version of assuan.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* bonobo/gpgme.c, bonobo/main.c, bonobo/main.h, bonobo/Makefile,

	bonobo/Makefile.am, bonobo/Makefile.in: Dead files removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove automake conditional BUILD_BONOBO

	(AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove bonobo/Makefile.

	*

 Makefile.am (bonobo): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${bonobo}.

 

	* configure.ac: Remove all uses of GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF, for byte,

	ushort, ulong, u16 and u32.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Remove macro.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: New conditional HAVE_LD_VERSION_SCRIPT.

	Call AC_CANONICAL_HOST, use host instead target.
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2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up to 0.4.1.

 

	Released 0.4.0.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (automake_vers): Require 1.7 (really 1.7.1) for the

	conditional source distribution bug fix.

 

2002-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increase by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE, LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2002-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* NEWS: Add note about moving "gpgmeplug" to the "cryptplug"

	package.

	* README: Remove instructions related to "gpgmeplug".

	* configure.ac:

 Remove enable option "gpgmeplug" and automake

	conditional BUILD_GPGMEPLUG, as well as the status info about it.

	(GPGMEPLUG): Remove variable.

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${gpgmeplug}.

	* cryptplug.h, gpgme-openpgp.c, gpgmeplug.dox, gpgme-smime.c,

	Makefile.am, gpgmeplug.c, ChangeLog: Files removed.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable GPGSM for all dosish systems.

 

2002-10-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version up to 0.4.0.

	(NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 0.9.0.

	* README: Update version numbers.

	* NEWS: Start entry for 0.4.0.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	Released 0.3.11.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/select.h.

 

2002-09-04  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (autoconf_vers): Bump up to 2.53 to get the @&t@

	quadrigraph.  Always cutting the edge!

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Create and substitute LTLIBOBJS.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: Changed user name in Wojciech Polak's email

	address from ghostface to polak per request by himself.

 

2002-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): New.

	* configure.ac: Use it.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS): Renamed from GPGME_CFLAGS

	and removed the libpath because it is set by the config script.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump version number to 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Add template for development version.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.9.
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	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.spec.in.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* jnlib/argparse.c, jnlib/argparse.h, jnlib/ChangeLog,

	jnlib/dotlock.c, jnlib/dotlock.h, jnlib/libjnlib-config.h,

	jnlib/logging.c, jnlib/logging.h,jnlib/Makefile.am,

	jnlib/mischelp.h, jnlib/README, jnlib/stringhelp.c,

	jnlib/stringhelp.h, jnlib/strlist.c, jnlib/strlist.h,

	jnlib/types.h, jnlib/xmalloc.c, jnlib/xmalloc.h: Remove files.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove jnlib.

	* configure.ac: Don't check for unsigned short or unsigned long.

	Don't check for memicmp, strlwr, strtoul, memmove, stricmp.

	Make stpcpy a replaced function.

	Don't define HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING.

	Don't generate jnlib/Makefile.

 

2002-07-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version number to 0.3.9; add a comment on

	when to change it.

 

	* gpgme.spec.in:

 New. Contributed by Wojciech Polak.

	* Makefile.am (dist-hook): New.

 

	* AUTHORS: Added Wojciech and bug reporting addresses.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version to 9/3/0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Need 0.3.8 due to fixed export command.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.7.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version to 0.3.7.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Add one.

 

	* README: Document version requirement correctly.
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2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Fix Pth check so that it doesn't error out if pth

	is not found.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add checks for Pth and pthreads.

	* acinclude.m4: Add slightly hacked check for pth (seems to be an

	autoconf version problem).

 

2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): We need gpgsm 0.3.7.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.6.

 

2002-04-05

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acconfig.h: File removed.

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Add description.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Likewise.

	(GPG_PATH): Likewise.

	(GPGSM_PATH): Likewise.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Likewise.

 

2002-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.5.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version to 0.3.4-cvs to continue development.

 

	Released 0.3.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version numbers to (7,1,0), requires

	gpgsm 0.3.1.
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2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Change version number to snapshot CVS

	version.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (vasprintf,fopencookie): Add checks.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT):

 Bump version to 0.3.3.

	* jnlib/Makefile.am: Rever to older version that includes xmalloc

	but not dotlock and some other files.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-02-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.2.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.2.

	* jnlib/libjnlibconfig.h: Revert to older version that doesn't

	expect libgcrypt.  Reported by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo

	<jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump it up to 6!

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump it up to 0.3.0!

	(AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.1

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING): Define always for assuan.

 

2001-12-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (VERSION,PACKAGE): Defined and subst.  Used for

	AM_INIT_AUTOMAKE and moved all version number more to the top.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (libtool_vers):
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 Bump to 1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increment.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Reset.

	Improve comment.

	Fix wrong comment character.

 

2001-12-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Fixed for new automake.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPG): Substitute this variable.

	(GPGSM): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/gpg/Makefile and

	tests/gpgsm/Makefile.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): New variable, set to gpgmeplug if

	[BUILD_GPGMEPLUG].

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgmeplug/Makefile.

	Support --enable-gpgmeplug.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Tighten version dependencies.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Support building the assuan library

	(currently if GPGSM_PATH is set)..

	* configure.ac: Support building

 the assuan library.

	* assuan: New directory, populated with the Assuan library

	(copied from the newpg repository).

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): New variable.  Treat it

	similarly to NEED_GPG_VERSION.

	* acconfig.h: Likewise.

 

2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.in: Renamed to ...

	* configure.ac: ... this.  Update to autoconf 2.52.  Lots of small

	changes in the transition.  Support --with-gpg=PATH and

	--with-gpgsm=PATH options.  Check if test suites can be run.

	* acconfig.h: Add GPGSM_PATH.

	* Makefile.am: New variable `tests', set to `tests' if

	RUN_GPG_TESTS.

	(SUBDIRS): Replace string `tests' with variable `tests'.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Invoke automake with `-a' (add missing files).

	Do not invoke configure.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.3.

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.6. Incremented LT

	current

 and age.

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add doc

 

2001-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.2.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.4g

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.1.

 

	Changed the copyright notices all over the place.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.0.

 

2001-01-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added option --build-w32.
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Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

	(clean-local): New rule.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

 

2011-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am: Unset GPG_AGENT_INFO when setting up local

	configuration.

	(clean-local): Shut down local gpg-agent.

 

2011-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Complete secret key pair counting

	and disable status check, as GPG 2.1 currently emits two IMPORT_OK

	lines and we only look at the first.

 

2011-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES):

 Add S.gpg-agent.

	(mkdemodirs, ./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Remove targets.

	(GNUPGHOME): Export as absolute build directory (for gpg-agent).

	(./pubring.gpg): Remove --homedir option, import secdemo.asc.

	(clean-local): Rewrite.

	* gpg/secdemo.asc: New file.

	* gpg/pubkey-1.asc, gpg/seckey-1.asc: Change passphrase to

	"abc" (now needed as GnuPG 2.1 asks for secret key passphrase on
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	import).

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (keys): Update key info for Joe Random Hacker.

	(main): Disable check for can_encrypt, as this is now in a

	different subkey.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Allow RMD160 hash

	algorithm.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): One secret key pair now counts as

	two secret keys, allow that.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-support.h (fail_if_err): Include program name.

 

	* run-sign.c (main): Add option --uiserver.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Update to new interface.

 

2009-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-verify.c:

 New.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-sign.c: New.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-keylist.c (main):  Add options --cms and --openpgp.

 

	* gpg/pgp-keylist.c: Rename to ...

	* run-keylist.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: Rename to ...

	* run-import.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-export.c: Rename to ...

	* run-export.c: ... this.

	* run-support.h: New. Copied from gpg/t-support.h.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Remove them.

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add them.

	(noinst_HEADERS): New.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Implement write() according to

	the book to silence compiler warning.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Likewise.
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2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: New.

	* gpg/t-support.h (print_import_result, nonnull): Factored out

	from other tools.

 

	* gpg/pgp-export.c, gpg/pgp-keylist.c: New.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am

 (./pubring.gpg): Ignore errors in case of

	already imported keys.  Add --no-permission-warning and remove

	obsolete --allow-secret-key-import.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Add --no-permission-warning.

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Use gpgme_io_write.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Replaced mkdemodirs with mkdemodirs.in.

	(mkdemodirs): New target.

	(clean-local): Added command for removing mkdemodirs script.

	(./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Added dependency on mkdemodirs.

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Renamed to ...

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in: ... here.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Derive value from @GPG@ instead of

	hard-coding "gpg".

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Adjust for changed new op_assuan interface.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Check that new fields is_cardkey and

	card_number are not set.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/: New.

	* opassuan/Makefile.am:

 New.

	* opassuan/t-command.c: New.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Fix path to include file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES), gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Likewise.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-decrypt.c: New.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD): Replace gpgme path with src.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD, t_thread1_LDADD): Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

2008-10-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-keylist.c: New.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (dump_arg): Add new types.  Print strings in

	quotes.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx~.

 

2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Allow for dirmngr not to be available.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (./gpg-agent.conf): Correct pinentry path.

 

	* gpg/pinentry:

 New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES, all-local): Add gpg-agent.conf

	(./gpg-agent.conf): New target.

	(EXTRA_DIST): Add pinentry.

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Exit early if compiled without gpgconf.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx and dirmngr.conf.

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for
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	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-gpgconf.

	t-gpgconf.c: New file.

 

2007-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (show_auditlog): Check for GPG_ERR_ASS_UNKNOWN_CMD.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (check_result): Don't exit on error but set a flag.

	(main): Cosnult flag for return value.

	(show_auditlog): New.

	(main): Use it.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c

 (check_engine_info): Fix debug output.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (tests_unix): New variable.

	(TESTS): Use it.

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use WriteFile instead of write.

	* gpg/t-wait.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Define sleep as _sleep.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Release TEXT and SIG.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Change := into =.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Do not init the locales as

	the constants are not available.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (double_plaintext_sig): New.

	(main): Check it.

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Skip unknown keys.  Newer versions of

	GPGSM import more keys than older ones.
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2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Changed for that secondary keys now have

	a fingerprint.

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Ditto.  The test used to be wrong.

 

2005-10-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pubdemo.asc, gpg/secdemo.asc: Add 2 expired subkeys to

	Whisky.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Reordered list to match new demo keyring.  Add

	arg for number of subkeys and for extra checking function.

	(main): Enhanced a few error outputs.  Changed subkey

	counting. Call extra checking function.

	(check_whisky): New.

 

2005-10-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Allow for an email address as a second

	uid.

 

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c: Change critical notation to something

	GnuPG understands.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove gpg.conf.

	(DISTCLEANFILES): Add gpg.conf.

	(all-local): Add gpg.conf.

	(./gpg.conf): New target.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: Remove file.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpg.conf.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sig-notation.

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c

 (check_result): New file.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Also check the length of the

	notation data.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: New file.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-filename.

	* gpg/t-filename.c: New file.
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2005-09-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Don't use LC_MESSAGES.

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-large.c: New test.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-large.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-wait.

	* gpg/t-wait.c (main): New test.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Add copyright notice.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am, gpgsm/t-support.h, gpgsm/t-decrypt.c,

	gpgsm/t-encrypt.c, gpgsm/t-export.c, gpgsm/t-genkey.c,

	gpgsm/t-import.c, gpgsm/t-keylist.c, gpgsm/t-sign.c,

	gpgsm/t-verify.c, gpg/Makefile.am, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-edit.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c,

	gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c,

 gpg/t-eventloop.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-genkey.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-keylist.c,

	gpg/t-keylist-sig.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-signers.c,

	gpg/t-support.h, gpg/t-thread1.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-verify.c, Makefile.am, t-data.c, t-engine-info.c,

	t-version.c: Change license to LGPL.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (struct): Add new fields VALIDITY and

	KEY_LENGTH.

	(main): Use them.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): New argument total_stat.

	(main): Pass this argument.  Reduce number of total considered

	keys to 1 for the second test.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: Changed the faked system time to 20011213T12000.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add chain IDs.

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Also check exporting 2 certificates.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): gpgsm does now

 return info in

	the result->imports; adjust for that.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Reset the GPG_AGENT_INFO.

 

       Include config.h at the top of each C source.  This is required

	due to LFS support.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): s/class/sig_class/.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Temporary disabled one test due top

	gpg 1.3.4 problems.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (DIM): Added.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Rewrote test for notations

	because the order of notaions is not guaranteed.

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (fail_if_err): Also print the numeric values.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: Include <sys/types.h> for old systems.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am

 (DISTCLEANFILES): Add random_seed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (thread_one): Do not call initialize_gpgme.

	Likewise.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (main): Call init_gpgme here.
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	(initialize_gpgme): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-thread1.c.

	(t_thread1_LDADD): New variable.

	(LDADD): Remove GPG Error lib.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: Include <stdlib.h> and <locale.h>.

	(init_gpgme): New function.

	* gpg/t-support.h: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main):

 Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Change output format for signature

	class to unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Change type of SUMMARY to
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	unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (check_verify_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (keys): Change type of member CLASS

 to

	unsigned int.

	* t-data.c (read_cb): Change type of AMOUNT to unsigned int.

	* t-version.c (version): Remove unused variable.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpg/t-support.h: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: New file.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Adapt to new syntax.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Rewrite recipient management.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Order t-keylist and t-keylist-sig after
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	t-import.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Fix primary UID for keylisting tests.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Change order of user IDs.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: Likewise.

	* gpg/t-import.c: Add support for gpg in CVS.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Remove TEST_OUT_CB.

	(main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Access ITEM directly.

 

	* (t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-edit.c, t-encrypt-sign.c,

	t-encrypt-sym.c, t-sign.c, t-signers.c): Include <unistd.h>.

	(passphrase_cb): Rewritten.

	* t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Remove timestamp check.

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add check for timestamp.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist-sig.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: New file.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Do not call print_op_info.

	(print_op_info): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Do not use gpgme_key_get_as_xml.  Use

	gpgme_key_unref instead gpgme_key_release.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Use gpgme_key_unref instead

	gpgme_key_release.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c: Rewritten.

 

2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c: Check for invalid recipients.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Really use FPR.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add t-genkey.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(main): Check result->fpr before checking its length.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Rewritten to match new semantics.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Fix to new prototype.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	*

 gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c: Use file_name instead path throughout.
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	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-engine-info.

	* t-engine-info.c: New file.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Don't print engine info.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Adjust caller of gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise for

	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./gpgsm.conf): Add a faked system time to

	avoid certification's expiry.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Use the short certification name.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Add missing argument to gpgme_op_genkey

	invocation.

 

2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Update to new gpgme_data_read

	interface, and use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_version.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* t-data.c (read_once_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Update for new behaviour of data objects.
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	(main): Remove type test.

 

2002-09-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Add arg SECRET.

	(main): Add option --secret.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-version.c: Include <string.h>.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Test PATTERN for NULL before printing.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-08-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: Also add a test for the expire command (testing

	the passphrase callback).

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-edit.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Change type of I to size_t and

	rename to LEN.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.  Submitted by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-eventloop.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-import.c (print_op_info): New.

	(main): Print operation info.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): new.
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2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-export.

	gpgsm/t-export.c: New file.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Also test a normal signature.

 

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Set GPG_AGENT_INFO empty.

	* gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Changed the GPG_AGENT_INFO check to

	match the one in ../../gpgme/rungpg.c.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Print operation info if available.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print the error token.

 

2002-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Add a simple option parser and allow

	to specify an encryption

 key.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (all-local): Remove dependency on ./secring.gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Remove target, and move all rules for this target

	to ...

	(./pubring.gpg): ... here.  This was necessary because GnuPG 1.0.7

	does create an empty secring.gpg file when importing public keys.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.

	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.
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	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code,de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./trustlist.txt): Put more into this file to

	prevent use of gpg-agent.

	(./gpg-agent.conf): Remove target.

	(all-local): Remove ./gpg-agent.conf.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c

 (main): Use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_engine.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sym.

 

2002-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Remove random_seed, which is now

	in DISTCLEANFILES.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Added.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Add a few more sanity checks, and a check

	for normal signatures.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sign.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (private-keys-v1.d): Don't

	fail when the directory already exists.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): New target.
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	(distclean-local): Rename to

 ...

	(clean-local): ... this.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): Fix rule.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: New file (not added to Makefile.am because of

	gpg-agent bug).

 

2002-02-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Update value.

	(all-local): Add .key to keyid filename.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): Renamed to ...

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): ... this.

	(all-local): Add ./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt.

	(./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt): New target.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Renamed to ...

	* gpgsm/32100C27173EF6E9C4E9A25D3D69F86D37A4F939: ... this.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (print_op_info): New function.

	(main): Use it.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Change type of r_hd to void**.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb):

 Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Don't include `mcheck.h'.  Reported by

	Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add missing line continuation.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add $(key_id).

 

2001-12-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile: Rename `pubcerts.kbx' to `pubring.kbx'.

 

2001-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): Set protocols.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sign.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add

 t-decrypt.

	(key_id): New variable.

	(all-local): New target ./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id) added.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): New target.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-verify.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (GPG): Set to @GPG_PATH@.

	(./pubring.gpg): Use $(GPG) instead gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Likewise.

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main): Remove third test case.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (GPGSM): Set to @GPGSM@.

	(all-local): New target.

	(./pubcerts.kbx): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist.
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2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca01.der: New file.

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca15.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/cert_g10code_test1.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c: Likewise.

	*

 gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRADIST): Add new files.

	(TESTS): Add t-import.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/: New directory.

	* Makefile.am, t-verify.c, t-encrypt.c, t-signers.c, t-trustlist.c,

	t-sign.c, t-keylist.c, t-import.c, t-genkey.c, t-export.c,

	t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-version.c, t-data.c, mkdemodirs.

	cipher-1.asc, cipher-2.asc, geheim.txt, pubdemo.asc, pubkey-1.asc,

	secdemo.asc, seckey-1.asc): Move to sub directory gpg/.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include gpgme/, not include/ and

	intl/.

	(LDD): Correct relative path to gpgme library.

	(TESTS): Remove t-version and t-data.

	* gpg/t-verify.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c, gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-keylist.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-genkey.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	t-version.c, t-data.c): Include gpgme.h, not "../gpgme/gpgme.h".

 

	* Makefile.am: New file.

	* gpgsm/: New directory.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: New file.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-decrypt-verify.

	* t-decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* cipher-2.asc: Likewise.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Include stddef.h.

	(read_once_test): Change type of READ to size_t.

	(read_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Likewise.

 

2001-10-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* t-signers.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-signers.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Revert last change.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Set environment to $(srcdir),

	not current directory.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c (write_test): New function.

	(main): Invoke write_test for all rounds except TEST_OUT_CB.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Remove spurious duplicate to silence

	automake.

 

2001-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 t-version.c: New file.

	* t-data.c: Likewise.

	* t-data-1.txt: Likewise.

	* t-data-2.txt: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-version, t-data.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): New.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-encrypt.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-sign.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (doit): List subkeys too, show caps.

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Repaled ulong by unsigned long

	because we don't use the config stuff here.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* tests/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print info about the keys.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited

 permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(11:private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:eC_L&$2,6tx.gh1VirlqI9

,^g3.$DveUvX1'oIj)(1:q21:	#UFK2z(tuVG)(1:g128:zu^Rab;qeQQA	B?/6/aspfE/

gx!Mr0YY*oMrJc2xWG:.r6)(1:y128:Uf]j^@oEn4j#QrRq" RcEa	E/}4C[3A

5+~~.#!+

)W&5d)ij)(1:x21:`	)))

# libgpgme.vers - List of symbols to export.

# Copyright (C) 2002, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 g10 Code GmbH

#

# This file is part of GPGME.

#

# GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser general Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

#-------------------------------------------------------

# Please remember to add new functions also to gpgme.def

#-------------------------------------------------------

 

GPGME_1.1 {
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 global:

   gpgme_set_engine_info;

 

    gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info;

 

   gpgme_data_set_file_name;

   gpgme_data_get_file_name;

   gpgme_data_identify;

 

   gpgme_sig_notation_clear;

   gpgme_sig_notation_add;

   gpgme_sig_notation_get;

 

   gpgme_free;

 

   gpgme_op_getauditlog_start;

   gpgme_op_getauditlog;

 

   gpgme_conf_release;

   gpgme_conf_arg_new;

   gpgme_conf_arg_release;

   gpgme_conf_opt_change;

   gpgme_op_conf_load;

   gpgme_op_conf_save;

   gpgme_op_conf_dir;

 

   gpgme_cancel_async;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_result;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start;

 

   gpgme_check_version_internal;

 

   gpgme_io_read;

   gpgme_io_write;

 

   gpgme_result_ref;

   gpgme_result_unref;

 

   gpgme_op_import_keys;

   gpgme_op_import_keys_start;

   gpgme_op_export_keys;

   gpgme_op_export_keys_start;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext;
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   gpgme_wait_ext;

 

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result;

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount;

   gpgme_op_vfs_create;

 

   gpgme_key_from_uid;

    gpgme_set_sub_protocol;

   gpgme_get_sub_protocol;

 

   gpgme_op_passwd_start;

   gpgme_op_passwd;

 

   gpgme_set_global_flag;

 

   gpgme_io_writen;

 

   gpgme_set_pinentry_mode;

   gpgme_get_pinentry_mode;

 

   gpgme_get_dirinfo;

 

   gpgme_op_spawn_start;

   gpgme_op_spawn;

 

   gpgme_set_offline;

   gpgme_get_offline;

 

   gpgme_set_status_cb;

   gpgme_get_status_cb;

 

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_string;

   gpgme_set_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_get_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_data_set_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_createkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createkey;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey;

   gpgme_op_adduid_start;

   gpgme_op_adduid;

   gpgme_op_revuid_start;

   gpgme_op_revuid;

   gpgme_op_keysign_start;

   gpgme_op_keysign;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy;
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   gpgme_op_interact_start;

   gpgme_op_interact;

 

   gpgme_addrspec_from_uid;

 

   gpgme_set_sender;

   gpgme_get_sender;

 

   gpgme_op_query_swdb;

   gpgme_op_query_swdb_result;

 

    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start;

   gpgme_op_set_uid_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start;

 

   gpgme_data_new_from_estream;

 

};

 

 

GPGME_1.0 {

 global:

   gpgme_check_version;

   gpgme_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_engine_check_version;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_errno;

   gpgme_err_code_to_errno;

   gpgme_err_make_from_errno;

   gpgme_error_from_errno;

   gpgme_strerror;

   gpgme_strerror_r;

   gpgme_strsource;

 

   gpgme_data_get_encoding;

   gpgme_data_new;

   gpgme_data_new_from_cbs;

   gpgme_data_new_from_fd;

   gpgme_data_new_from_file;

   gpgme_data_new_from_filepart;

   gpgme_data_new_from_mem;

   gpgme_data_new_from_stream;

   gpgme_data_read;

   gpgme_data_release;

   gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem;

   gpgme_data_seek;
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   gpgme_data_set_encoding;

   gpgme_data_write;

 

   gpgme_get_protocol_name;

   gpgme_hash_algo_name;

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_name;

 

   gpgme_new;

   gpgme_get_armor;

   gpgme_get_include_certs;

   gpgme_get_io_cbs;

    gpgme_get_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_get_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_get_progress_cb;

   gpgme_get_protocol;

   gpgme_get_textmode;

   gpgme_release;

   gpgme_set_armor;

   gpgme_set_include_certs;

   gpgme_set_io_cbs;

   gpgme_set_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_set_locale;

   gpgme_set_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_set_progress_cb;

   gpgme_set_protocol;

   gpgme_set_textmode;

   gpgme_signers_add;

   gpgme_signers_clear;

   gpgme_signers_count;

   gpgme_signers_enum;

 

   gpgme_key_ref;

   gpgme_key_unref;

   gpgme_key_release;

 

   gpgme_trust_item_ref;

   gpgme_trust_item_unref;

 

   gpgme_cancel;

   gpgme_op_card_edit;

   gpgme_op_card_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_result;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start;

   gpgme_op_delete;

   gpgme_op_delete_start;
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   gpgme_op_delete_ext;

   gpgme_op_delete_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_edit;

   gpgme_op_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_start;

    gpgme_op_encrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_result;

 

   gpgme_op_export;

   gpgme_op_export_ext;

   gpgme_op_export_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_export_start;

   gpgme_op_genkey;

   gpgme_op_genkey_result;

   gpgme_op_genkey_start;

   gpgme_get_key;

   gpgme_op_import;

   gpgme_op_import_result;

   gpgme_op_import_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_end;

   gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_next;

   gpgme_op_keylist_result;

   gpgme_op_keylist_start;

   gpgme_op_sign;

   gpgme_op_sign_result;

   gpgme_op_sign_start;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_end;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_next;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_start;

   gpgme_op_verify;

   gpgme_op_verify_result;

   gpgme_op_verify_start;

   gpgme_wait;

 

   gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb;

   gpgme_data_rewind;

   gpgme_get_sig_status;

    gpgme_get_sig_string_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_key;
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   gpgme_key_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_op_import_ext;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_release;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_syserror;

   gpgme_err_set_errno;

 

   gpgme_op_setexpire;

   gpgme_op_setexpire_start;

 

   gpgme_op_revsig;

   gpgme_op_revsig_start;

 

 local:

   *;

 

};

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: What's New in the GPGME Python Bindings and Documentation

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* What's New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

Last time the most obviously new thing was adding the /What's New/

section to the HOWTO.  Now it's moving it out of the HOWTO.
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** New in GPGME 1130

  :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-13-0

  :END:

 

Additions since GPGME 1.12.0 include:

 

- Moving the /What's New/ section out of the basic [[file:gpgme-python-howto.org][HOWTO]] document and

 into its own file so as to more readily include other documents

 beyond that HOWTO.

- Moving the preceding, archival, segments into [[file:what-was-new.org][another file]].

- Added =gpg.version.versionintlist= to make it easier for Python

 developers to check for a specific version number, even with beta

 versions (it will drop the "-betaN" part).

- Added expanded detail on issues pertaining to installing for Windows

 users.

- Bindings enter [[file:maintenance-mode][maintenance mode]] from January, 2019.

- Added documentation on maintenance mode and what changes can be made

 to the code when in that status.  Essentially that boils down to bug

 fixes only and no feature requests.

- The import-keys-hkp.py example script, which uses the =hkp4py=

 module to search the SKS servers for a key, has been

 tightened up to

 search for both hexadecimal key IDs and user ID strings with reduced

 chance of unnecessary repitition.  There may still be some

 repetition if a key includes a user ID matching the hexadecimal

 value of a key ID.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
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notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,

 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

1603972630
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lw(0.283465)

r(113.386,0,0,-42.5196,35.4333,162.992,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('LDAP

 Server',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1261,148.819),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('(CRLs, Certificates)',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1261,134.646),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,1,1))

lw(0.283465)

r(113.386,0,0,-42.5196,35.4331,99.2125,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('HTTP Server',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1259,85.0394),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('(CRLs)',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1259,70.8662),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-31.2962,191.338,158.855,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))
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le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('DirMngr',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,224.02,142.978),1,1)

G_()

lw(2)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(219.15,126.18,0)

bs(219.685,77.9528,0)

bs(155.906,77.9528,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(233.858,127.559,0)

bs(233.858,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,85.0393,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(248.031,127.559,0)

bs(248.031,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,85.0393,0)

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(99.2124,0,0,-28.3464,333.07,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Certificate

 Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,382.606,69.8548),1,1)

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,248.031,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)
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Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('CRL Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,284.147,70.6936),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,240.945,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(588.189,283.465,0)

bs(588.189,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0,

 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(205.512,283.465,0)

bs(205.512,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.015,85.0393,0)

bs(574.015,141.732,0)

bs(262.204,141.732,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(602.361,85.0393,0)

bs(602.361,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,325.984,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,240.945,0)

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(290.551,269.291,0)
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bs(290.551,340.157,0)

bs(262.204,340.157,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,333.071,0)

bs(574.016,333.071,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(488.976,85.0393,0)

bs(488.976,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,212.598,0)

lw(2)

ld((1,

 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(205.512,127.559,0)

bs(205.512,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,141.732,0)

bs(155.906,141.732,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(622.961,356.76,0)

bs(622.961,518.503,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3459,573.199,354.33,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('GpgAgent',(0.552654,0,0,0.500554,608.238,340.185),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))
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lw(4.25)

b()

bs(721.712,467.717,0)

bs(721.712,297.838,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,686.278,297.637,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('SCdaemon',(0.552654,0,0,0.500564,721.316,283.492),1,1)

G_()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

lj(1)

r(86.162,0,0,-117.493,679.192,566.929,0.181818,0.333333)

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Smartcard',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,698.127,491.036))

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-31.2962,686.279,557.593,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Card

 Reader',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,721.318,541.975),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(73.6353,0,0,-41.2944,587.066,565.703,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)
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style('Text')

txt('PIN Entry',(0.57675,0,0,0.729211,623.632,545.097),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(707.539,340.158,0)

bs(707.539,304.724,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.016,283.465,0)

bs(587.066,283.464,0)

bs(686.278,283.464,0)

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(98.9053,325.985,0)

bs(98.9053,240.945,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,63.7795,354.331,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('WatchGnuPG',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8185,338.713),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.1194,63.7795,240.718,0.0670228,0.168178)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Log
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 Socket',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8175,225.1),1,1)

G_()

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,446.457,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,485.621,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,545.669,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,584.834,70.8662),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,347.245,239.959,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help

 Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,388.252,224.705),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))
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lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,446.457,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,487.464,69.7854),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,248.032,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Keybox Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,289.59,226.322),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-28.3464,574.016,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Private Keys',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,609.449,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')
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Fs(24)

txt('Scute',(0.552654,0,0,0.599958,224.978,465.775),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Times-Roman')

Fs(10)

txt('(pkcs#11)',(1,0,0,1.08559,206.081,445.011))

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(198.827,0,0,-56.6929,304.322,488.976,0.0603744,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(36)

txt('GPGME

 Library',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,404.952,457.853),1,1)

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(197.598,0,0,-42.5187,304.724,566.928,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('GPGME aware Application',(0.98062,0,0,0.937018,334.892,540.985))

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(127.829,0,0,-41.7496,162.992,566.159,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('Legacy Application',(174.688,540.01))

G_()

G()

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)
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b()

bs(749.296,162.296,0)

bs(705.89,162.296,0)

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0,

 -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,100.083,0)

bs(744.472,100.083,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,131.189,0)

bs(744.472,131.189,0)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('execute/access',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,726.951,87.3768),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('closely linked',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,724.715,149.589),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Assuan protocol',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,728.535,118.483),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

r(56.6929,0,0,-92.126,701.575,170.079)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(248.031,325.984,0)
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bs(248.031,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,340.157,0)

bs(566.929,340.157,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(375.591,325.984,0)

bs(375.591,304.724,0)

bs(531.496,304.724,0)

bs(531.496,347.244,0)

bs(566.929,347.244,0)

guidelayer('Guide

 Lines',1,0,0,1,(0,0,1))

grid((0,0,7.08661,7.08661),1,(0,0,1),'Grid')
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* Introduction

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: intro

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.1.5                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| Language codes: | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

** Python 2 versus Python

 3

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: py2-vs-py3

  :END:

 

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.

 

There are multiple reasons for concentrating on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which

 is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

** Examples

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-python3-examples
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  :END:

 

All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory.

 

 

** Unofficial Drafts

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: unofficial-drafts

  :END:

 

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section

on locations to read or download [[#draft-editions][draft editions]] of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

** What's New

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

  :END:

 

Full details of what is new are now available in the [[file:what-is-new.org][What's New]] file

and archives of the preceding /What's New/ sections are available in

the [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]] file.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1130

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID:

 new-stuff-1-13-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-is-new#new-stuff-1-13-0][What's New]] document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-was-new#new-stuff-1-12-0][What Was New]] document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

* GPGME Concepts

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-concepts

 :END:
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** A C API

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-c-api

  :END:

 

Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the =gpgme.h= header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.

 

This is a very effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some

 means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.

 

 

** Python bindings

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings

  :END:

 

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

=gpgme.h= generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

=gpgme.h=.

 

 

** Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings-diffs

  :END:

 

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.
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*** The python-gnupg package maintained

 by Vinay Sajip

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-python-gnupg

   :END:

 

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the =subprocess= module to implement

wrappers for the =gpg= and =gpg2= executables normally invoked on the

command line (=gpg.exe= and =gpg2.exe= on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and

capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the

command line via the =subprocess= calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

*** The gnupg package created

 and maintained by Isis Lovecruft

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-isis-gnupg

   :END:

 

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new

package also relied on subprocess to call the =gpg= or =gpg2=

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

*** The PyME package maintained by Martin Albrecht
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   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-pyme

   :END:

 

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.

  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the [[file:short-history.org][Short History]] document.[fn:1]

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the

=python-gnupg= or =gnupg= packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME

itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

* GPGME Python bindings installation

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-install

 :END:

 

 

** No PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: do-not-use-pypi

  :END:

 

Most

 third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is

infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against =gpgme.h= and =gpgme.h= is generated from

=gpgme.h.in= at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require
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either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding [[#snafu-cffi][CFFI and SWIG]] at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

** Requirements

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-requirements

  :END:

 

The GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

1. A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

  means CPython

 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

  higher.

2. [[https://www.swig.org][SWIG]].

3. GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

  must be installed too.

 

 

*** Recommended Additions

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-recommendations

  :END:

 

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide

a significant advantage in some way.

 

1. If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

2. Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

  reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

  should be robust enough to be relied on.

3. If possible add the following Python modules which are not part of

  the standard library: [[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][Requests]],

[[https://cython.org/][Cython]],

 [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][Pendulum]] and [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]].

 

Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly
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well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

** Installation

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: installation

  :END:

 

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.

 

Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the bindings installed for are in your =$PATH=.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python

 3 it detects

in =$PATH=.  It specifically checks for the =python= and =python3=

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: =python=,

=python2= and =python2.7=.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: =python3=,

=python3.7=, =python3.6=, =python3.5= and =python3.4=.[fn:2]

 

On systems where =python= is actually =python3= and not =python2= it

may be possible that =python2= may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME

1.12.0, the order of preferred

 Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

*** Installing GPGME

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: install-gpgme

   :END:
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See the GPGME =README= file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

** Known Issues

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: snafu

  :END:

 

There are a few known issues with the current build process and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should

they be encountered.

 

 

*** Breaking Builds

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-a-swig-of-this-builds-character

   :END:

 

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the =make= portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with =make check= and

=make install= appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in

 the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce =lang/python/python2-gpg/= and

=lang/python/python3-gpg/= directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into =site-packages=.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict

(e.g. not installing as */root/* or */su/*) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant =site-packages= directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

*root* user or prepended with =sudo -H=[fn:3] in the =lang/python/=

directory:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install
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#+END_SRC

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or

 incomplete steps during the

=configure=, =make= and =make install= steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

=setup.py= and =gpgme.h= files).

 

 

**** IMPORTANT Note

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-swig-build-note

    :END:

 

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative =configure= steps for GPGME using

the =--enable-languages=$LANGUAGE= option.

 

Alternatively

 =make= (or =gmake=, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the =-k= option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

 

 

*** Reinstalling Responsibly

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-lessons-for-the-lazy

   :END:

 

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then

the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.
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While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing

 the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant =site-packages= directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the =gpg/= directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on

the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

*** Multiple installations

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-the-full-monty

   :END:

 

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings *must*

 match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going

by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME [[https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e][1.12.1]] the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, and so on

up until the current dev branch that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the =$PATH= when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find, including alternative prefixes.
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*** Won't Work With Windows

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-runtime-not-funtime

   :END:

 

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users

 having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users

and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

[[https://python.org][Python website]] (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

=.exe= files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is /considerably/ more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have

 been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

1. Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

   Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

   used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

   installed.

 

   If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be

   done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

   versions of Python.

 

2. Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

   such as MinGW or Msys2.

 

Do *not* use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community Edition of
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Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following

 table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released [[https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/][for Windows]]:

 

| CPython | Microsoft product name | runtime filename |

|  2.7.6  |   Visual Studio 2008   |   MSVCR90.DLL    |

|  3.4.0  |   Visual Studio 2010   |   MSVCR100.DLL   |

|  3.5.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.6.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.7.0  |   Visual Studio 2017*  |   *see below*    |

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus *incompatible*

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds

 of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

[[https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python_msvc.html][Using Microsoft Visual C with Python]].  It is also

worth reading the

Microsoft Developer Network blog post on [[http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-the-

universal-crt.aspx][the universal CRT]] and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions ([[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5][part 1]] and

[[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two][part 2]]).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these

 bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.

 

In addition to the blog posts, the [[https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers][Windows compilers]] wiki

page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions
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of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten

different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4,

 with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare *minimum*, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from =python.org= the advanced options available

which utilise [[#cython][Cython]] will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

1. Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

   later.

 

2. Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

   Studio 2017 (or later).

 

3. Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

   selected in step 2.

 

4. Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

 5. Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

   something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

   Apple's OS X).

 

 

*** CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-cffi

   :END:
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There are many reasons for favouring [[https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html][CFFI]] and proponents

of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the bindings to Python using the =gpgme.h= file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.

 

CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of

 applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the =gpgme-tool.c= file in the GPGME =src/= directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

***

 Virtualised Environments

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-venv

   :END:

 

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into

question too.
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As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix like =/usr/local= or

=/opt/local= then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from

 minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

=sites.pth= file in the =site-packages/= directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as

 long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are

also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. [[https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html][pytest]]) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. [[https://www.virtualbox.org/][VirtualBox]]), a

hardware emulation layer (e.g. [[https://www.qemu.org/][QEMU]]) or an application container

(e.g.
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 [[https://www.docker.com/why-docker][Docker]]).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the =virtualenv= command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard =python3

-m venv= and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command =python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy=

instead.

 

 

*** Post installation

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-docs

   :END:

 

Following installation it is recommended to move the

=post_installer.py= script from the =lang/python/examples/howto/=

directory to the =lang/python/= directory and run it.  This will fix

or restore files needed by Sphinx which may be removed during a

distribution build for release.  It will also generate reST files from

Org mode files with Pandoc and generate Texinfo files from Org mode

files with GNU Emacs and Org mode (in batch

 mode).  Additionally it

will fix the UTF-8 declaration line in the Texinfo files (Emacs

expects "UTF-8" to be "utf-8").

 

 

* Fundamentals

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-fund-a-mental

 :END:

 

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly or these Python bindings.

 

 

** No REST

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: no-rest-for-the-wicked

  :END:

 

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is /*not*/ a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.
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Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having

 to

retrain developers.

 

This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct

bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

** Context

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-context

  :END:

 

One of the reasons which prevents this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the

public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type

 of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

* Working with keys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys

 :END:

 

 

** Key selection

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-selection

  :END:
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Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without

any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not

 matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Counting keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-counting

   :END:

 

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (=pubring.kbx=), the

format which has superseded

 the old keyring format (=pubring.gpg= and

=secring.gpg=), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: The [[#cython][Cython]] introduction in the [[#advanced-use][Advanced and Experimental]]

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

** Get key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-key
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  :END:

 

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context

 with =Context().get_key=.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select

secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due to expire at the end of 2018:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the =secret= key word argument set to =True=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

#+END_SRC

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively

 display

information about those keys.

 

It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

** Importing keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-import-key

  :END:

 

Importing keys is possible with the =key_import()= method and takes
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one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result

 = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)

   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

 The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}

  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:
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   pass

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length

 or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading =0x=

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. =0xDEADBEEF=) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).

 

Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal value which may be missing the leading =0x= is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

=import-keys-hkp.py= script (see below).

 

 

*** Working with ProtonMail

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail

   :END:

 

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail

 public keys.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")
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if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") ==

 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None

 and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys
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       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

Both the above example, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py][pmkey-import.py]],

 and a version which prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py][pmkey-import-alt.py]], are

available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

*** Importing with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Performing the same tasks with the [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py module]] (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of
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benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some

 checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys

 

c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False

 

   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not

 None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass
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   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:

               try:

                   fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

        num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}
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The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (=keys= is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned

 data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

*** Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that

server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address

 can be obtained.

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm1

    :END:

 

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under
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the somewhat less than original name, =pmkey-import-hkp.py=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

        ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")
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       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

            ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

        new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}
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  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm2

    :END:

 

Like

 its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a =homedir= which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")
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c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv)

 == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True

       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

    else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as
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# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)

   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

    

   for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:
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           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception

 as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs,

 new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Exporting keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-key

  :END:
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Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.

 

 

*** Exporting public keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-public-key

   :END:

 

There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, =key_export()=, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the =key_export_minimal()= method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC

 python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")
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if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif

 os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

It should be noted that the result will only return =None= when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to =None= this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:
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   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus

 = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Exporting secret keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-secret-key

   :END:

 

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public

 keys; save for the invocation of =pinentry= via =gpg-agent= in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg
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import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

    keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass
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if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the approach

 of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (=.gpg=) and ASCII armoured

(=.asc=) files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"

 

a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()
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if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

    logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir

 = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:

   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:
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       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),

                                      stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result

 = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-send-public-key

   :END:
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As with the previous section on importing keys, the =hkp4py= module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server

 = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

           send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:
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       print(e)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as =send-key-to-keyserver.py=.

 

The =hkp4py= module appears to

 handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.

 

 

* Basic Functions

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-the-basics

 :END:

 

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

** Encryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption

  :END:

 

Encrypting is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, =text=, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

*** Encrypting to one key

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-single

   :END:

 

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced

 to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the =gpg.Context().encrypt()= method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: =recipients=, a list of keys encrypted to
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(covered in greater detail in the following section); =sign=, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to =True=); =sink=, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to =None=); =passphrase=, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to =None=); =always_trust=, used to override the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to =False=);

=add_encrypt_to=, utilises any preconfigured =encrypt-to= or

=default-key= settings in the user's =gpg.conf= file (defaults to

=False=); =prepare=, prepare for encryption (defaults to =False=);

=expect_sign=, prepare for signing (defaults to =False=); =compress=,

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to =True=).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import

 gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the =gpg.conf= file:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))
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ciphertext,

 result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

If the =recipients= parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted

symmetrically.  If no =passphrase= is supplied as a parameter or via a

callback registered with the =Context()= then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

*** Encrypting to multiple keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-multiple

   :END:

 

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (=text=) to everyone with an

email address on the =gnupg.org= domain,[fn:4] but does /not/ encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to

 normally encrypt

to.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []
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for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign

 the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the =c.encrypt= line to this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

#+END_SRC

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which

the default values are changing.  The default value of =sign= is

=True=, the default of =always_trust= is =False=, the default of

=add_encrypt_to= is =False=.

 

If =always_trust= is not set to =True= and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org",

 secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])
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   try:

       ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass

       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

#+END_SRC

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched

 for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.

 

 

** Decryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-decryption

  :END:

 

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either =gpg.Context()=

or =gpg.core.Context()= as =c= is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to =c= simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)
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   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

 

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

The data available in =plaintext= in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms in

=result= and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

=verify_result=.

 

If =gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)= is called instead,

then =verify_result= will be returned as =None= and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

** Signing text and files

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing

  :END:

 

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.

 

 

*** Signing key selection

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-signers

   :END:

 

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter

 the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)
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#+END_SRC

 

The signing examples in the following sections include the explicitly

designated =signers= parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and

not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

*** Normal or default signing messages or files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-normal

   :END:

 

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an

encoded

 and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring will be determined

according to the value of =gpg.Context().armor=.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:
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   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another

 file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Detached signing messages and files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-detached

   :END:

 

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc",

 "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC
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As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Clearsigning messages or text

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-clear

   :END:

 

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with

 open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled

by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg
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with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Signature verification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-verification

  :END:

 

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python

 -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}
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""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

        sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed against the signed data in =data= to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")
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else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of =c.verify=.  So =data= is =None= and only the information

in =result= is available.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data,

 result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()
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try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*

 Creating keys and subkeys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: key-generation

 :END:

 

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.

 

In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to =SECRET= level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured =gpg.conf= file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC conf

 expert

 allow-freeform-uid

 allow-secret-key-import

 trust-model tofu+pgp

 tofu-default-policy unknown

 enable-large-rsa
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 enable-dsa2

 cert-digest-algo SHA512

 default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128

 AES BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

 personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

 personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

 personal-compress-preferences ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Primary key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-primary

  :END:

 

Generating a primary key uses the =create_key= method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

=userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires=, =sign=, =encrypt=,

=certify=, =authenticate=, =passphrase= and =force=.  The defaults for

all of those except =userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires= and

=passphrase= is =False=.  The defaults for =algorithm= and

=passphrase= is =None=.  The default for =expires_in= is =0=.  The

default for =expires= is =True=.  There is no default for =userid=.

 

If =passphrase= is left as =None=

 then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if =passphrase= is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if =passphrase= is set to =True= then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep =passphrase= set to =None=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

#+END_SRC

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the =c.home_dir=

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this
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example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and

active key store data.  As with the default directory, =~/.gnupg=, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory

 owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to 700.

 

The =temp-homedir-config.py= script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.

 

The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

=GenkeyResult= object, which includes the following data:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

  bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

As with generating keys manually, to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the =gpg.conf= file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own =gpg.conf=

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref
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quit

 Secret key is available.

 

 sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

      created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

      trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

      Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,

IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

      Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

      Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

      Features: MDC, Keyserver

 no-modify

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Subkeys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-subkeys

  :END:

 

Adding subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the =create_subkey= method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the =userid= argument

there is now a =key= argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

#+END_SRC

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

  Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr, dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,

          dmsub.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** User IDs

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids

  :END:

 

 

*** Adding User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-add

   :END:

 

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

=key_add_uid= and the only arguments it takes are for the =key= and

the new =uid=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()
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c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr

 = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Revoking User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-revoke

   :END:

 

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the =key_revoke_uid= method.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC
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** Key certification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign

  :END:

 

Since key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is =key_sign=.

 

The =key_sign= method takes four arguments: =key=, =uids=,

=expires_in= and =local=.  The default value of =uids= is =None= and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both =expires_in= and =local= is =False=; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.

 

The =key= is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the =uids= value is not =None= then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it

 is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Verifying key certifications

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign-verify

   :END:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time
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c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

#+BEGIN_EXAMPLE

 0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

  0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

#+END_EXAMPLE

 

The two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))
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keys

 = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

#+END_SRC

 

Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

/not/ part of Python's standard library, the [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][pendulum module]].  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using

the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

* Advanced or Experimental Use Cases

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: advanced-use

 :END:

 

 

** C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: cython

  :END:

 

In

 spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html][Cython]].  Though in many

cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the [[#howto-keys-counting][key counting]] code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, =keycount.py= (available in

the =examples/howto/= directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.
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Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically

 and timed it using

=time= utility, with the following results:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time keycount.py

 

 Number of secret keys:  23

 Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

 real	11m52.945s

 user	0m0.913s

 sys	0m0.752s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython_tutorial.html][Cython Basic

Tutorial]] to demonstrate

compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the =gpg= module to the end of the script:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number

 of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC
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Save that into a file called =keycount.pyx= and then create a

=setup.py= file which contains this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")

)

#+END_SRC

 

Compile it:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Then run it in a similar manner to =keycount.py=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"

 

 Number of secret keys:  23

 Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

 real	6m47.905s

 user	0m0.785s

 sys	0m0.331s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Cython turned =keycount.pyx= into an 81KB =keycount.o= file in the

=build/= directory, a 24KB =keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so= file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB =keycount.c= generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the =keycount.pyx= file or the full

 1,452 bytes of the

full executable =keycount.py= example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.
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The =keycount.pyx= and =setup.py= files used to generate this example

have been added to the =examples/howto/advanced/cython/= directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

[[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd][Magic Attributes]] section

of the Cython documentation.

 

 

* Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: cheats-and-hacks

 :END:

 

Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with [[#group-lines][group lines]].

 

 

** Group lines

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: group-lines

  :END:

 

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.

 

The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()
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else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"',

 '').split(',')

 

group_lines = []

group_lists = []

 

for group in groups:

   group_lines.append(group.split("="))

   group_lists.append(group.split("="))

 

for glist in group_lists:

   glist[1] = glist[1].split()

#+END_SRC

 

The result of that code is that =group_lines= is a list of lists where

=group_lines[i][0]= is the name of the group and =group_lines[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The =group_lists= result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, =group_lists[i][0]= matches

=group_lines[i][0]= as the name of the group, but =group_lists[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a list.

 

A demonstration of using the =groups.py= module is also available in

the form of the executable =mutt-groups.py= script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's =gpg.conf= file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

** Keyserver access for Python

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 hkp4py

  :END:

 

The [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]] module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

[[https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp][python-hkp]] module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use the

[[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][requests]] module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.
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Since it rewrites the =hkp= protocol prefix as =http= and =hkps= as

=https=, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.[fn:5]  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a [[#cython][Cython]] generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

*** Key import format

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: hkp4py-strings

   :END:

 

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(=r.text=) instead of byte literals (=r.content=).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing

 that

key material using a =gpg.Context().key_import()= method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the =search=

function of =hkp4py.KeyServer()= which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by =key_import=.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

Without that recent addition it would have been necessary to encode

the contents of each =hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key= in

=hkp4py.KeyServer().search()= before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the [[#howto-import-key][Importing Keys]] section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory as normal; the

executable version is the =import-keys-hkp.py= file.

 

 

** GPGME version checking

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-version-check

   :END:

 

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of
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GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the =gpg.version.versionstr= and

=gpg.version.versionlist= methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as =gpgme-config --version=, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,

                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0]

 >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

#+END_SRC

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the =gpg.version.versionintlist= method (added in version

=1.12.1-beta79=).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i
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import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

    else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

 

try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")

           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

The points where =pass= is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an =Exception= error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the =gpgme.version.is_beta=

 and

=gpgme.version.versionintlist= methods available.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 

** Copyright

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:
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Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

** Draft Editions of this HOWTO

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: draft-editions

  :END:

 

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly

from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft (HTML

single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (HTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML

 multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

These draft versions have been generated from this document via GNU

Emacs [[https://orgmode.org/][Org mode]] to =.texi= and [[https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/][GNU Texinfo]]

to HTML.  Though it is

likely that the specific [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto][file]]

[[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org][version]] used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.  Occasionally I may include the Org

mode generated XHTML versions:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

That XHTML version, however, is exported in a way which inherits a

colour scheme from [[https://github.com/holomorph/emacs-zenburn][the author's Emacs theme]] (which is a higher

contrast

version

 of [[http://kippura.org/zenburnpage/][Zenburn]] ported by [[https://github.com/holomorph][Holomorph]]).  So it's

fine for people who

prefer dark themed web pages, but not so great for everyone else.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info version is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in
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batch mode:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

 emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

#+END_SRC

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org mode source

file, except it is generated using [[https://pandoc.org][Pandoc]] with either of the following

commands (depending on the filename):

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst

 gpgme-python-howto.org

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

#+END_SRC

 

Note that the Org mode source files are identified as such via a mode

line at the top of each file and have had their =.org= file extensions

dropped in order to make scripted generation of output formats easier

and not require renaming files post-conversion.

 

Due to a bug in Org mode's texinfo conversion method, the recommended

steps for generating the Texinfo files for all the files in the

=lang/python/doc/src/= directory are as follows:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 for x in * ; do

     emacs $x --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

     cat $x.texi | sed -e 's/@documentencoding UTF-8/@documentencoding utf-8/g' > ../texinfo/$x.texi

     pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o ../rst/$x.rst $x

 done ;

 rm -fv *.texi

 cd ../texinfo

 mkdir info

 mkdir html

 for x in *.texi ; do

     makeinfo -v $x

     makeinfo --html --no-split $x

 done ;

 mv *.info info/

 mv

 *.html html/

#+END_SRC

 

This code snippet includes the generation of the reStructuredText

files and would be expected to be run from the =doc/src/= directory

containing the Org mode source files.  It also assumes that the
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commands are being run on POSIX compliant systems with basic tools

like sed, the Bourne shell and GNU Emacs[fn:6] available.  The code

snippet also includes the steps for generating the Emacs Info files

and HTML files from the Texinfo files.  Using reStructuredText files

with Sphinx is best left for the documentation of that project.

 

In addition to these there is a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html][WebHelp site]]

(AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in [[https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben%252Fhowto-dita/][an

alternative branch]] of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories

 of the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python][gpgme-python]] directory.  In

particular within

the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita][DITA]],

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst][reStructuredText]] and

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo][Texinfo]] subdirectories.  The

=rst=

directory contains output files generated with Sphinx and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats, but there are no

guarantees as to how recent these are or even if they are present.

 

These draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released

versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding

 that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.
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* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] =short-history= and/or =short-history.html=.

 

[fn:2] With no issues reported specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements

will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported

 minor release is quite possible too.

 

[fn:3] Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

/entire/ GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on

POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).

 

[fn:4] You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a

comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.

 

[fn:5] Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python

 Code.  The =hkp4py= module will rewrite

these appropriately when the connection is made to the server.

 

[fn:6] Okay, Emacs might not necessarily qualify as a basic tool, but

it is common enough that having it installed on a system isn't too

great an expectation, nor is it difficult to add to most POSIX

systems, even if the users of those systems do not personally use it.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove build rules for libgpgme-pth.
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	* gpgme.m4: Remove support for libgpgme-pth.

 

2011-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start, gpgme_op_decrypt): Check CTX.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start,

 gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start)

	(gpgme_op_import_keys, gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Likewise.

	* passwd.c (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start, gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact, gpgme_op_vfs_create):

 Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount, gpgme_op_vfs_transact): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_armor, gpgme_set_include_certs)

	(gpgme_set_keylist_mode, gpgme_set_passphrase_cb)

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb, gpgme_set_io_cbs, gpgme_set_locale)

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Check for valid R_CTX.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_cancel_async, gpgme_release): Likewise.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Add option --host.  Change options --cflags and
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	--libs to collapse duplicate include and lib dirs.  Try to put

	extra libs at the end.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H to include platform

	specific typedefs.

 

2011-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* extra-stati.h: New.

	* mkstatus: Extend to also process extra-stati.h

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add extra-stati.h

	(status-table.h): Depend on extra-stati.h and adjust rule.

 

2011-02-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket): Return fd, not res.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_socket, my_connect): New functions.

	(_gpgme_assuan_system_hooks): Add my_Socket, my_connect.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_socket): New prototype.

	* w32-io.c (pid_to_handle, handle_to_oid, fd_to_handle): Remove macros.

	(is_socket): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Remove some dead code.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Translate handles before DuplicateHandle them.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (mkstemp): Don't use CreateFile instead of open (the

	function is not used on Windows CE, and the callers were not

	adjusted).

 

2011-01-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Fix the case that is

	not self-assignment.

 

2010-12-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (strcpy_escaped_plus): New.

	(DIM, xtoi_1, xtoi_2): New.

	(cmd_keylist):

 Allow for multiple patterns.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>
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	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer): Use small stack size on

	Windows CE.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_conf_arg_new): Make VALUE arg const void *.

	* gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgconf_write): Remove debug hack.

 

2010-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Support

	self-assignment.  Requested by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Just use a

	fixed size buffer, as va_copy is not easy to fake.

 

2010-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h (strcasecmp, strdup) [_MSC_VER]: Define.

	* genkey.c, passphrase.c: Include util.h.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Fix return value.

 

2010-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart)

	(gpgme_data_new_from_file) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Return not

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* w32-ce.h (HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA, HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG, _IOLBF)

	(abort) [_MSC_VER]: Provide these macros.

 

	* ath.h [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Include winsock2.h.

 

	* ath.c (ath_read, ath_write) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Do not call

	non-available functions.

 

2010-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h [_MSC_VER && W32CE]: Undef leave.

	* export.c: Include util.h so that we get the above undef.
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	* memrchr.c: Remove.  Used to be a replacement function required

	by the formerly included assuan code.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug) [W32CE]: Replace locatime by GetLocalTime.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Remove useless return.

	Reported by Patrick Spendrin.

 

	* w32-util.c: s/__inline__/GPG_ERR_INLINE/

 

	* setenv.c: Include string.h due to our strerror replacement.

 

	* w32-ce.h (access, bsearch):

 New macros.

	* w32-ce.c (_gpgme_wince_access): New.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Change DATA to a void*.

	(_gpgme_wince_bsearch): New.  Taken from glibc 2.6.

 

	Guard include of sys/stat.h and sys/types.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-fd.c (read, write, lseek) [W32CE && ! __MINGW32CE__]: New.

	Taken from Pedro Alves Public Domain code.

 

	* w32-ce.h (SHGetSpecialFolderPath): Remove our defines and

	prototypes.  We use the system provided prototypes now.

	* w32-ce.c: Include shlobj.h

	(_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400

	(CreateFileA): New.

	* w32-util.c: Explicitly include windows headers before util.h.

	(_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Do not use wchar_t strings for

	read_w32_registry_string.

	(mkstemp): Use CreateFile instead of open.

 

	* w32-io.c (handle_to_fd, fd_tohandle): Add.  We need them for W32.

	* w32-util.c (_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400.

 

	* util.h [W32]: Include windows.h.

	* w32-sema.c: Do not include windows.h directly.

	* ath.c (ssize_t, pid_t)[_MSC_VER]: Add new

 types.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Do not use a

	void pointer in pointer arithmetic.

	* w32-util.c: Include util.h prior to ath.h.  Don't include

	windows.h directly.
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	(F_OK): Define if not defined.

	* w32-ce.c: Include string.h.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Use WINAPI modifier to match the declaration.

	* vfs-create.c: Include string.h because under W32CE with MSC we

	get a warning related to our strerror replacement.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include stdlib.h, string.h and errno.h.

	* priv-io.h [W32CE]: Include w32-ce.h

	* w32-ce.h: Include winsock2.h and ws2tcpip.h.

	(_MSV_VER): Remove useless macro.

	(pid_t): Add typedef.

 

	Guard all includes of unistd.h and sys/time.h.

 

2010-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Fix uninitialized

	value use.  Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-10-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Use EDEADLK if available.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar) [W32CE]:

 New.

	* debug.c (debug_init) [W32CE]: Use new function.

 

2010-09-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* import.c: Include "util.h".

	(parse_import): Return GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

 

	* util.h: Add fallback define for GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

	* op-support.c: Include "util.h".

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Handle new code 12.

 

2010-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* error.c (gpgme_err_code_to_errno): Fix cut and paste bug (thanks

	to Marc Mutz).

 

2010-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c: Revert change from 2009-06-18, as it created a race

	condition.

 

2010-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_err_code_from_syserror and gpgme_err_set_errno.
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	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to

	gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_from_syserror, gpgme_err_set_errno): New prototype.

	(gpgme_error_from_syserror): New inline function (why are

	gpgme_err_make_from_errno and gpgme_error_from_errno

 not inline

	functions?).

	* error.c (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_set_errno, gpgme_err_code_from_syserror): New functions.

 

2010-08-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_encrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml): Check vigorously for null pointers.

 

	* w32-io.c (GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_ASSIGN_RVID): New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use ASSIGN_RVID.

 

2010-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove debug printf.

 

2010-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use special hack for Windows CE to

	get at stdin and stdout.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Translate returned achild_fds back

	to child_fds.

 

	* debug.h (TRACE_SUC6): New macro.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_SLAFD): New macro.

	(fd_table): New static variable.

	(new_fd, release_fd): New functions.

	(fd_to_handle, handle_to_fd, handle_to_socket):

 Remove macros.

	(MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Increase to 64.

	(notify_table): Increase to MAX_SLAFD.

	(struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): Add member

	file_sock.

	(reader, writer): Use file_hd vs file_sock to decide if socket

	operations to use.  Remove auto-detect mode.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Set file_sock.  Unblock pending

	thread only if this is a pipe fd.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate fds from table and return slot indices

	instead of windows handles.  This allows to properly handle RVIDs.
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	(_gpgme_io_close): Handle dup'ed file descriptors.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Implement using fd table.

	(_gpgme_io_socket): Allocate fds from table.

	(_gpgme_io_connect): Use fd from table.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Check that the slot is used.

 

2010-06-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]:

 Include assuan.h and winioctl.h.

	(GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_UNBLOCK) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define.

	(set_synchronize) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

	(is_socket): Allow to return -1 for auto-detect (old behaviour).

	(is_socket) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Return -1.

	(reader): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me before

	checking for EOF.

	(destroy_reader) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending reader.

	(writer): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me with

	ERROR_BUSY.

	(destroy_writer) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending writer.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement in terms of a

	half-pipe.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: New function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it differently

	for this platform.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it for RVIDs.

	(_gpgme_io_dup) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_add_timestamp): Add missing NULL argument.

	(result_sign_to_xml): Protect against NULL

 fingerprint.

	(struct server): New members input_fd, input_filename,

	input_stream output_fd, output_filename, output_stream,

	message_filename, message_stream.

	(server_reset_fds): Deallocate those.

	(server_parse_fd): New function.

	(server_data_obj): Take optional filename argument and direction

	argument.  Also take new argument to return a filestream that

	needs to be closed after destroying the data object.

	Change all callers, too.

	(input_notify, output_notify): Removed.

	(cmd_input, cmd_output): New functions.

	(gpgme_server): Do not register input and output notifier.

	(register_commands): Use cmd_input and cmd_output.
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	(cmd_message): Rewritten to use server_parse_fd.

	(cmd_delete, cmd_keylist): Fix inverted option check.

	(main) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Sleep a bit to work around bug in ssh.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Return err with TRACE_ERR.

 

2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_timegm) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New static

	function.

	(_gpgme_parse_timestamp)

 [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use it.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (main): Protect call to setlocale with

	HAVE_SETLOCALE.

 

	* Makefile.am (system_components): Remove custom cppflags from

	RCCOMPILE (because gpg-error adds -idirafter that makes RC bail.

	[HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Add w32-ce.h and w32-ce.c, clear

	libexec_PROGRAMS.

	* w32-ce.h, w32-ce.c: New files.

 

	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/types.h>

	* util.h: Likewise.

 

2010-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: Include ath.h

	(HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW) [!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define

	it.

	(RTLD_LAZY, dlopen, dlsym,

	dlclose) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FORGROUND_WINDOW]: Don't define anymore.

	(_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW]:

	Make it a stub.

	(read_w32_registry_string): Use FooA variants of Windows functions

	instead of Foo (which dispatches depending on UNICODE).

	[!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Don't check environment.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath): Remove.

	(find_program_at_standard_place): Call

	SHGetSpecialFolderPath

 (which is available on all Windows systems

	and also Windows CE).

	(mkstemp): Use ath_self instead of getpid.

	(_gpgme_mkstemp): Use GetTempPathA instead of GetTempPath.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use _WIN32 instead of _MSC_VER.  Include time.h for

	time_t.
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2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c, gpgme.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine-gpg.c,

	op-support.c, engine-assuan.c, gpgme-tool.c: Include <locale.h>

	only if available with HAVE_LOCALE_H and conditionalize use of

	LC_CTYPE on its definition.

	* engine-gpgconf.c: Do not include <locale.h>.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new, start): Cast between int and

	assuan_fd_t.

	* assuan-support.c (my_pipe, my_close, my_read, my_write): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (server_data_obj, server_reset_fds, gpgme_server),

	(my_recvmsg, my_sendmsg, my_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine-assuan.c (start): Likewise.

	* engine-g13.c (start): Likewise.

 

2010-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-qt-io.cpp,

 w32-sema.c, w32-util.c:

	Do not include <signal.h>.

 

	* sign.c, data-user.c, conversion.c, debug.c, verify.c, data.c,

	decrypt.c, delete.c, assuan-support.c, import.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	data-mem.c, op-support.c, w32-io.c, w32-util.c, data-compat.c: Use

	gpg_error_from_syserror instead gpg_error_from_errno, and use

	gpg_err_set_errno to set error number.

	* setenv.c: Include <gpg-error.h> and define __set_errno to use

	gpg_err_set_errno.

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Define to EDEADLOCK (which is

	mapped in Windows CE) instead of E2BIG (which is not).

	(gt_import_keys): Initialize err.

 

2010-04-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Cast to avoid warning.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Make ARGV array of pointer to const

	char.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_FUNCTION]: Don't define.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_append_name): Same in prototype.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make SRC argument pointer to

	const char.

	* posix-util.c

 (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): Make HOMEDIR

	const.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Never define this

	potentially useful but currently unused function.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Likewise.
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2010-04-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (is_socket): New.

	(reader, writer): Use it to figure out the API to use.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add autoconf template to set generated file to

	read-only in an emacs buffer.

 

2010-03-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): Use the right file for the

	change; see below.

 

	* passwd.c (op_data_t): New.

	(passwd_start): Setup OPD.

	(passwd_status_handler): Return GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if needed.

	* context.h (OPDATA_PASSWD): New.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): New.

 

2010-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Try to start the agent.

 

2010-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* posix-io.c (notify_table):

 Change implementation.

	(notify_table_item_t, notify_table_size, notify_table_lock): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Adjust for new

	implementation.

 

2010-02-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (spacep, has_option, skip_options): New.

	(cmd_export): Implement option --minimal.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL): New.

	* export.c (export_start, export_ext_start): Implement it.

	* engine-gpg.c (export_common): Ditto.

 

2010-01-25  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix return code check to make it work.

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Remove superfluous second
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	WSAStartup.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (writer): Try to use send first.

	(reader): Try to use recv first.

 

2010-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_passwd): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Register.

	* passwd.c (parse_error): New.

	(passwd_status_handler): Use it.

 

2010-01-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (result_xml_write_cb_t, struct result_xml_state):

	New types.

	(MAX_TAGS): New macro.

	(result_init, result_xml_indent, result_xml_tag_start)

	(result_xml_tag_data, result_xml_tag_end, result_add_error)

	(result_add_pubkey_algo, result_add_hash_algo, result_add_keyid)

	(result_add_fpr, result_add_timestamp, result_add_sig_mode)

	(result_add_value, result_add_string, result_encrypt_to_xml)

	(result_decrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml, result_keylist_to_xml)

	(result_vfs_mount_to_xml): New functions.

	(gt_result): Rewritten.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gt_passwd, cmd_passwd): New.

	(register_commands): Register.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): New.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* passwd.c: New.

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add passwd.c

	* engine.c, engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_passwd): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct

 engine_ops): Add PASSWD.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_passwd): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Register.

	(gpgsm_reset): Reset only if we have a connection.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PK_ECDSA, GPGME_PK_ECDH): New.
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): Add them.

 

2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Test for TLS, not __GNUC__

 

2009-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Calloc, not malloc, the fd_items.

 

2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Test on sgid process.

 

2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (LTRCCOMPILE): Refactor with ...

	(RCCOMPILE): ... this new macro.

	(SUFFIXES): Add .lo.

	(gpgme_res_ldflag): Removed.

	(gpgme_res): Use libtool object file name here.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Remove gpgme_res_ldflag usage.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Add gpgme_res.

 

	* ath.c (ath_self) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Fix typo.

 

2009-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_conf_arg_release):

 No return in a function

	returning void.  Reported by Wyllys Ingersoll.

 

2009-12-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (cmd_getauditlog): Add flag --html.

	(hlp_getauditlog): New.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (GT_GCC_A_SENTINEL, GT_GCC_A_PRINTF): New.

	(gt_write_status): Use sentinel.

	(argp_error, log_error): Use printf attribute.

	(argp_parse): Remove extra argument to argp_error.

	(_gt_progress_cb, gt_get_engine_info, gt_get_keylist_mode)

	(gt_result): Add NULL arg.

 

2009-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan.c (opassuan_start): Allocate result structure before

	beginning operation.
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2009-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use assuan_fd_t and assuan_fdopen

	on fds.

 

2009-11-13    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Handle SIG_CREATED_SEEN.

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_sign): Make sending SENDER optional.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset):

 Instead of last change, only set

	sub protocol if it is not the default.

 

2009-11-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

	while setting the sub protocol.

 

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_new): Pass fdpassing flag to

	assuan_socket_connect.

	(set_recipients): Replace fingerprint by user id.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Fix non-terminating loop in

	case of a missing key.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set default sub protocol.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Implement get sub protocol.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_get_sub_protocol): Add prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_get_sub_protocol.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member sub_protocol.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_sub_protocol): Set CTX->sub_protocol.

	(gpgme_get_sub_protocol): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set sub protocol.

 

	* Makefile.am (uiserver_components): New variable.

	(main_sources):

 Add it.

	* ops.h, key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Take CONVERT argument,

	implement it.  Adjust callers.

	(gpgme_key_from_uid): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_DEFAULT.
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	(gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE,

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol, gpgme_key_from_uid): New functions.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Add UIServer protocol.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol): New function.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add UIServer and default protocol.

	* assuan-support.c: Return correct error values, implement

	socketpair for POSIX.

	* priv-io.h, posix-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c,

	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add ATFORK and ATFORKVALUE

	arguments.  Implement it for POSIX.  Adjust all callers.

	* engine.h, engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_set_protocol)

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New prototypes.  Adjust all

	users.

	* engine.c (engine_ops, gpgme_get_engine_info): Add UIServer

	engine.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_protocol,

 _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New

	function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify.

	* util.h, posix-util.c,

	w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Fix _gpgme_io_pipe invocation.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Some support for UIServer protocol.

	* engine-uiserver.c: New file.

 

2009-11-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Close server side FDs.

 

2009-11-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (struct gpgme_tool): New members write_data and

	write_data_hook.

	(gt_write_data): New function.

	(gt_result): Output vfs_mount result.

	(server_write_data): New function.

	(gpgme_server): Initialize write_data members.

 

2009-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c (struct engine_g13): Remove members RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command, status_handler): Don't use those

 anymore.

	(g13_transact): Remove them from argument list, too.
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	* vfs-mount.c (_gpgme_vfs_mount_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Pass it to transact.

 

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Update use of assuan_socket_connect.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Update use of assuan_pipe_connect.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_NOCLOSE): New flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Implement this flag.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Set this flag.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Fix use of debug macro.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_create): Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Likewise.

 

2009-11-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h (ath_self): New prototype.  Include <stdint.h>

	* ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c (ath_self): New function.

	* debug.h: Rewrite most macros to beautify debug output.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Remove tagname and tag argument.

	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New prototypes.

	* debug.c: Include <time.h>.  Don't include assuan.h.

	(frame_nr, FRAME_NR): New thread-specific variable and macro.

	(debug_init): Do not initialize assuan. 

 Call _gpgme_debug after

	initialization instead using printf directly.

	(_gpgme_debug): Do not call debug_init (we now ensure proper

	initialization by user).  Add timestamp and thread/process ID.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Do not take tagname and tag argument.
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	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New functions.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal, gpgme_check_version):

	Fix debug string.  Do not initialize assuan.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): Use 0 not NULL (nicer debug output).

 

2009-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (register_commands): Add HELP feature.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER): New.

 

2009-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Change g13.c to vfs-mount.c.  Add

	vfs-create.c

	* vfs-create.c: New file.

	* g13.c: Renamed to ...

	* vfs-mount.c: ... this new file.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_vfs_create): New prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_vfs_create.

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (gt_vfs_create, cmd_vfs_create): New functions.

	(register_commands): Add VFS_CREATE and CREAET.

 

2009-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Make TAG argument const const.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (input_notify, output_notify): Adjust type to new

	assuan interface.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Remove unused variable.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Fix return value.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): New target gpgme-tool.

	(gpgme_tool_LDADD): New variable.

	* gpgme-tool.c: New file.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_clearm _gpgme_signers_clear): New

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF (when

	had that gone missing?).

	(_gpgme_sig_notation_clear): New function without debug output.

	(gpgme_release): Call it and _gpgme_signers_clear.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_clear): New
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 function without debug output.

	* g13.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Add debug output.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Allow fd_child_list to be NULL.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): Fix infinite loop.

	* debug.h: Put tag in front of debug lines, should make for nicer

	output.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Use our new system hooks for libassuan.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Remove redundant assuan context allocation.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Delay debug output

	until after gpgme_check_version was called.

 

2009-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* signers.c, encrypt-sign.c, encrypt.c, delete.c, keylist.c,

	edit.c, import.c, export.c: Fix last change in debug output.

 

2009-10-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Add debug output.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start,

 gpgme_op_encrypt)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey)

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result, gpgme_op_import_start)

	(gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next, gpgme_op_keylist_end, gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_op_assuan_result)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Likewise.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add, gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next, gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start,

 gpgme_op_verify)

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.h.in (struct gpgme_io_event_done_data)

	(gpgme_io_event_done_data_t): New types.

	(struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate the err member.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate (for now).

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Deprecate.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result): Replace with ...

	(struct _gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Replace with ...

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount): ... this.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_wait_ext)

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result, gpgme_op_vfs_mount): New.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Remove.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE args in opassuan_transact member.  Add CANCEL_OP

	member.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_cancel_with_err, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Add

	OP_ERR argument.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext):

 New prototype.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_VFS_MOUNT.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_cancel_op): New function.

	(parse_status): Remove declaration.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command): Do nothing with status lines for now.

	(status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): Add new cancel_op member.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): Add new parameter OP_ERR.

	Handle operational errors.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): Add debug output.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler)

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Adjust opaque value access.

	* engine-gpg.c (command_handler, status_handler)

	(colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add cancel_op member.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Likewise.

	* g13.c: Rewritten (and will be rewritten again).

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb

	and result_cb_value parameters from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op):

 New prototype.

	* engine.c (engine_ops) [! ENABLE_ASSUAN]: Add missing comma.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb and

	result_cb_value parameter.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op): New function.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add new argument OP_ERR.
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	(struct io_cb_data): New struct to pass opaque data and get a

	op_err return value.  Needed because we can't modify I/O callback

	handler signature because it is exposed to the user.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add OP_ERR parameter.  Handle

	operational errors.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Handle operational

	errors.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): New argument to

	retrieve the operational result.  Handle operational errors in

	session based protocols.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Pass argument in invocation of

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* wait-global.c (struct ctx_list_item): Add member OP_ERR.

	(ctx_done): New argument OP_ERR.

	(ctx_wait): New argument

 OP_ERR.

	(gpgme_wait_ext): New function based on gpgme_wait but handling

	operational errors.

	(gpgme_wait): Implement in term of gpgme_wait_ext.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Pass argument in invocation

	of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Pass argument in

	invocation of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct engine_llass): Replace members RESULT_CB

	and RESULT_CB_VALUE by LAST_OP_ERR.

	(_gpgme_engine_assuan_last_op_err): Add this hack function.

	(llass_cancel_op): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_llass_ops): Add cancel_op member.

	(llass_status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(llass_transact): Remove RESULT_CB and RESULT_CB_VALUE arguments.

	* opassuan.c: Move compat hacks to the end of file.

	(opassuan_start): Do not set OPD->result.err.

	Do not pass RESULT_Cb and CTX to _gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New function.

 

	* debug.h (DEBUG_GLOBAL): New debug level.

	* conversion.c (gnupg_errors,

 _gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Removed.

	* data-user.c (gpgme_data_new_from_cbs): Add debug output.

	* data-fd.c (gpgme_data_new_from_fd): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (gpgme_data_new_from_stream): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result, gpgme_op_decrypt_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Fix debug message.
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	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_new): Improve debug output.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Use atoi instead of

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove @NETLIBS@ from LIBADDs.

	(g13_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add $(g13_components).

	* g13.c, engine-g13.c: New files.

	* engine.c (engine_ops): Check for assuan for assuan engine, add

	g13 engine.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_g13_path,

 _gpgme_encode_percent_string): New

	prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result, gpgme_g13_result_t): New types.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): New function.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_g13_mount.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): New declaration.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (netlibs): Remove.

	(assuan_cflags, assuan_libs): Add.

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_cppflags, assuan_libobjs): Removed.

	(gpgsm_components): Move engine-assuan.c to ...

	(assuan_components): ... this new variable.

	(main_sources): Add this new variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Remove $(assuan_cppflags).

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @LIBASSUAN_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES): Remove $(assuan_libobjs).

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD))

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD): Replace $(assuan_libobjs) by

	@LIBASSUAN_LIBS@.

	* priv-io.h [!HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Declare _gpgme_io_recvmsg,

	_gpgme_io_sendmsg, _gpgme_io_waitpid.
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	* engine-backend.h: Define with [ENABLE_ASSUAN] instead

	of [ENABLE_GPGSM].

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid): Make non-static.

	* util.h (ENABLE_ASSUAN): Declare _gpgme_assuan_system_hooks,

	_gpgme_assuan_malloc_hooks, _gpgme_assuan_log_cb.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Don't map assuan error codes.  Use

	assuan_release instead of assuan_disconnect.

	(map_assuan_error): Remove function.

	(gpgsm_new): Use new assuan context interface.

	* engine-assuan.c: Use assuan_release instead of

	assuan_disconnect.

	(llass_new): Use new assuan context

 interface.

 

2009-10-07    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* priv-io.h [W32]: Include windows.h instead of sys/socket.h.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Allow for no fingerprint.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Hook up the status func for the

	SIGNER command.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_INV_SGNR, GPGME_STATUS_NO_SGNR): New.

	* sign.c (op_data_t): Add fields IGNORE_INV_RECP and INV_SGNR_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): Factor code out to ...

	(sign_init_result): .. new.  Init new fields.

	(sign_start): Use sign_init_result.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Take care of the new INV_SGNR.

	Return an error if no signature has been created.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add fields

	input_helper_data and input_helper_memory.

	(close_notify_handler): Release these new fields.

	(gpgsm_import): Implement the keyarray feature.

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Actually return GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Return an error for unknown data

	encodings.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: Everywhere, use %p instead of 0x%x to print pointer.
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	[HAVE_STDINT_H]: Include <stdint.h>.

	(_TRACE, TRACE, TRACE0, TRACE1, TRACE2, TRACE3, TRACE6): Cast tag

	to (uintptr_t) before casting it to (void*) to silence GCC

	warning.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (_GPGME_DEPRECATED_OUTSIDE_GPGME): New macro.

	* sign.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

	* keylist.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin, _gpgme_debug_add): Handle error in

	vasprintf and asprintf.

 

	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/socket.h>.  Declare _gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Revert last change, it's

	back! (GPA still uses it...).

 

	* gpgme.def: Fix stupid typo.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Add missing declaration.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Remove obsolete macro.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate

 reader/writer thread right

	away.

	(_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_select)

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Never allocate threads here.

	(find_writer, find_reader): Check return value of thread creation

	function.

 

	* context.h (CTX_OP_DATA_MAGIC): New macro.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New member MAGIC.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize magic.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref, gpgme_result_ref): Check magic.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref): Hot fix to release a lock.

 

	* gpgme.c (result_ref_lock): New global variable.

	(gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): use it.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c: Include stdlib.h.
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	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_data_encoding_t): Add GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL,

	GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC, GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_encoding): Adjust for new values.

	* engine-gpg.c (string_from_data): New.

	(gpg_import): Implement --fetch-key feature.

 

	* gpgme.h.in

 (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	(export_keys_start): New.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_export_mode_t, GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN): New.

	(gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Change arg RESERVED to MODE of new

	compatible type.

	* export.c (gpgme_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext): Ditto.

	(export_start): Ditto.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export): Ditto.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext): Ditto.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Ditto.  Implement

	mode EXTERN.

	(gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Factor common code out to ..

	(export_common): .. this.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_import_keys_start, gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	(_gpgme_op_import_keys_start): New.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_import): Add arg KEYARRAY.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Ditto.  Not functional.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Ditto.  Implement it.

 

2009-06-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Add

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref):

	Add these.

	* context.h (struct ctx_op_data): Add member "references".

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): New functions.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Use gpgme_result_unref.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize references.
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2009-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-w32spawn.c (translate_get_from_file): Parse optional spawn

	flags.  Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Fix segv on file w/o LF.

	(translate_handles): Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Avoid possible segv.

	(main): Pass flags for my_spawn.

	(my_spawn):

 Add arg FLAGS and implement AllowSetForegroundWindow.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_ALLOW_SET_FG): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg FLAGS and implement it.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add dummy arg FLAGS.

	* engine-gpg.c (start): Call spawn with new flag.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Rename to

	_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window.  Change all callers.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window): Ditto.

 

2009-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Add trace support.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_io_event): Test for cmd.fd.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Make result const.

 

	* gpgme.c: Include priv-io.h.

	(gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add them.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Remove gpgme.h.

	(include_HEADERS):

 Rename to nodist_include_HEADERS so that a

	VPATH build won't use the distributed one.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL): Define.

 

2009-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_check_version_internal): New prototype.

	(gpgme_check_version): New macro, overriding function of the same

	name.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add gpgme_check_version_internal.o
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	* context.h (_gpgme_selftest): New variable declaration.

	* version.c: Include "context.h".

	(gpgme_check_version): Set _gpgme_selftest on success.

	(gpgme_check_version_internal): New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_selftest): Define it.

	(gpgme_new): Check the selftest result.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Pass --no-encrypt-to to gpg if

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO flag is set.

 

2009-05-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_status_code_t):

 Explicitly initialize for

	better maintainability and to help debugging.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add compile time check for _FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New functions.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix stupid error.

 

2009-04-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (giochannel_table): New members used, fd, socket.

	(find_channel): Drop CREATE argument.

	(new_dummy_channel_from_fd, new_channel_from_fd)

	(new_channel_from_socket): New functions.

	(_gpgm_io_fd2str): Implement for sockets.

	(_gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_read): Translate EAGAIN errors

	correctly.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix for new channel bookkeeping.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Bump up to 40.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp

 (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New stubs.

	* version.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Include "windows.h.

	(do_subsystem_inits) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Call WSAStartup.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_status_handler): Ignore EAGAIN errors.
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2009-03-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send new option.

 

2009-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Make sure locale is set to C.

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): New.

	(gpgme_assuan_result_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx)

	(gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t, gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_t):Remove.

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t): Changed.

	* opassuan.c (op_data_t): Make use of a result structure.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(opassuan_start): Use result structure.

	(result_cb): Ditto.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx):

 Remove.

	(inquire_cb_sendfnc): Remove.

	(inquire_cb): Change for new callback scheme.  Not yet finished.

	(llass_status_handler): Allow sending a CANCEL from the inquire CB.

 

2009-02-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	match prototype.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add fields IS_CARDKEY and

	CARD_NUMBER..

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Release field CARD_NUMBER.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Factor common code out to ...

	(parse_sec_field15): New.  Set card number.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c, dirinfo.c, engine-assuan.c: New.

	* Makefile.am:  Add them.

	* engine-backend.h: Add _gpgme_engine_ops_assuan.

	(struct engine_ops): Add field OPASSUAN_TRANSACT.  Update all
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	engine intializers.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): Add engine-assuan.c.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.

	(gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t,

 gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t)

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t, gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Ditto.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Support it.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Ditto.

	(engine_ops): Register it.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add GET_HOME_DIR and

	initialize to NULL for all engines.

	* engine.c (engine_get_home_dir): New.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use it.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use it.

	* engine.h (engine_assuan_result_cb_t): New.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_ASSUAN.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_UNFINISHED): Define if not yet defined.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Protect trace arg against NULL.

 

2009-01-19  Werner

 Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c: Rename to engine-gpg.c

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Ditto.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Use $(builddir) to find gpgme.h.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Always initialize I/O

	subsystem.  Fixes regression from 2007-08-02.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error to parse the error code for decrypt.algorithm.

 

2008-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove unused

	variable IDX.

	* wait-global.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Pass error value directly.

	* wait-user.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	silence gcc warning.  Cast argument to execv to silence warning.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise for

 prototype.

 

2008-10-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Escape backslashes too.

 

2008-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Convert percent escaped

	string to C coded string.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.h.in.

 

	* gpgme.h: Rename to gpgme.h.in.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_VERSION): Use autoconf substitution.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include sys/uio.h.  Fixes bug #818.

 

2008-10-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): Don't define.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path)

	(_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): Do not check for fooProgram in the

	registry anymore.  It is now no longer possible to overwrite the

	default location in that way.

 

2008-10-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use "%d" and not "%ld" to work

	around a bug in mingw32.

 

2008-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	*

 gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Clear CTX->sig_notations.

	Submitted by "Daniel Mueller" <daniel@danm.de>
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2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Don't use errno with ttyname_r.

 

2008-08-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Remove cmd fd before status fd.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): New function.

	(gpgme_cancel): Reimplement in terms of _gpgme_cancel_with_err.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Use

	_gpgme_cancel_with_err.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb, gpgme_wait): Likewise.

 

2008-08-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Remove I/O callback on error, too.

 

2008-06-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel_async): Remove unused variable.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_cancel_async.

	* gpgme.def: Likewise.

 

	* context.h:

 Include "sema.h".

	(struct gpgme_context): New members lock and canceled.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize lock.

	(gpgme_release): Destroy lock.

	(gpgme_cancel_async): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Reset the canceled flag.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Check cancel flag before processing

	any I/O callbacks.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

 

2008-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_mkstemp): Replace sprint by stpcpy.

	(mkstemp): Need to use GetSystemTimeAsFileTime for better

	compatibility.

 

2008-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme-w32spawn.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libexec_PROGRAMS) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New variable

	with gpgme-w32spawn.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Use server translated handles.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): Return early if locale value is NULL.

	* util.h (_gpgme_mkstemp)

	(_gpgme_get_w32spawn_path) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New function

	prototypes.

	*

 w32-util.c: Include <stdint.h>, <sys/stat.h> and <unistd.h>.

	(letters, mkstemp, _gpgme_mkstemp, _gpgme_get_w32spawn_path): New

	functions.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_decrypt, gpg_encrypt, gpg_encrypt_sign)

	(gpg_genkey, gpg_import, gpg_verify, gpg_sign): Pass data over

	special filename FD rather than stdin.

	(struct arg_and_data_s): Add member ARG_LOCP.

	(struct fd_data_map_s): Add member ARG_LOC.

	(struct engine_gpg): Add member ARG_LOC to status and colon.

	(_add_arg, add_arg_with_locp): New function.

	(add_arg_ext): Reimplement in terms of _add_arg.

	(gpg_new): Remember argument location for status FD.

	(build_argv): Set argument location if requested.  Also set

	argument location of fd_data_map for data items.

	(start): Adjust caller of _gpgme_io_spawn.

	* priv-io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Add members peer_name and

	arg_loc.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove parent fd list argument.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): New function.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Add tracing.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn):

 Remove parent fd list.  Change meaning of child

	fd list to contain all child fds that should be inherited.  Close

	all other file descriptors after fork.

	* w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c, w32-qt-io.c(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove

	parent fd list.  Change meaning of child fd list to contain all

	child fds that should be inherited.  Do not inherit any file

	descriptors, but DuplicateHandle them.  Spawn process through

	wrapper process.  Provide wrapper process with a temporary file

	containing handle translation data.  Return translated handle

	names.

	* w32-io.c (reader): Add more tracing output.

	(_gpgme_io_read): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_io_spawn.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

 

2008-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Change ARGV initialization for

	compatibility with old compilers.  Fix amount of memmove.  Fix

	CR removal.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME):

 Replace by GPGME_CONF_FILENAME,

	change all callers and provide compatibility macro.

	(gpgme_conf_type_t): Add complex types 34..37.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option, arg_to_data)

	(_gpgme_conf_arg_new, _gpgme_conf_arg_release): Add new types.

 

2008-06-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option): Fix comma detection.

 

2008-05-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Do not pass empty lines to the

	callback.

 

2008-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_write): Change argv[0] to a

	self-explaining string.  Needs a proper fix, though.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist, gpg_keylist_ext): Factor common code out

	to ..

	(gpg_build_keylist_options): .. new. Allow combination of extern

	and intern mode.

	(gpg_new): DFT_TTYNAME is an array, thus check the first character.

 

2008-05-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (extract_version_string): New.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Use it to allow for suffixes in the

	version line.

 

2008-04-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fixed segv.  Avoid memmove for

	each line.

 

2008-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New versions from Frank
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	Osterfeld, implement blocking select.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write): Retry on EINTR.

 

2008-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Terminate UID in case SRC is NULL.

	Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release OPD->result.recipients.

	* encrypt.c (release_op_data): Release invalid_recipient.

 

2008-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fix end-of-line handline.

 

2008-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg R_PID to return the pid.

	* posix-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Adjust prototyp and change all callers.

	* rungpg.c (start): Call _gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (default_inq_cb): New.

	(gpgsm_new) [W32]: Enable pinentry notifications.

	(status_handler): Handle inquiries.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version by Frank Osterfeld, fixes race

	condition.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): Rename to ...

	(map_data_enc): ... this.  Also change all callers.

	(gpgsm_encrypt, gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext, gpgsm_genkey)

	(gpgsm_sign): Set encoding for output.
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2008-01-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Skip duplicated keys.  Fixes bug 876.

 

2008-01-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb): Fix program_name

	field.

 

2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb2): Handle the flag

	NO_ARG_DESC.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgconf_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add gpgconf.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): New protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	(gpgme_conf_level_t, gpgme_conf_type_t, gpgme_conf_arg_t)

	(gpgme_conf_opt_t, gpgme_conf_comp_t, gpgme_conf_arg_new)

	(gpgme_conf_arg_release, gpgme_conf_opt_change)

	(gpgme_conf_release, gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): New

	types.

	* gpgconf.c, engine-gpgconf.c: New files.

	* engine.h: (_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New prototypes.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore not implemented locale

	function.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New

 function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* rungpg.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* gpgme.def: Add new gpgconf related interfaces.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf): New prototype.

	(struct engine_ops): Add members for conf_load and conf_save.

	* engine.c (engine_ops): Add _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New functions.
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	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Allow protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

 

2007-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Search

	for installation directory.  Remove old fallback default.

	(find_program_in_inst_dir): New function.

 

2007-11-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add field INLINE_DATA and

	always reset it before calling start.

	(gpgsm_new): Clear it.

	(status_handler): Implement it.

	(gpgsm_getauditlog) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Use INLINE_DATA.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Implement a no-reset flag.

	* getauditlog.c (getauditlog_start): Use that flag.

 

2007-11-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Add new reason code 11.

 

2007-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start, gpgme_op_getauditlog): New.

	* libgpgme.vers: Ditto.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

	* getauditlog.c: New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add member GETAUDITLOG.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_getauditlog): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Insert new function.

	(gpgsm_new): Try to enable audit log support.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Insert dummy entry.

 

2007-11-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld and Marc

	Mutz.

 

2007-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank

	Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc,

	w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc: New versions.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Print actual_fd if available.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Only acquire a reference, do not actually dup.

	Submitted by Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* priv-io.h, engine-gpgsm.c: Add comments.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_select): Remove code handling frozen FDs.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close):

 Always dereference the channel,

	even if not primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Acquire a reference.  Replace unused

	implementation by assertion.

 

2007-09-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): Add SERVER_FD_STR.

	(gpgsm_new): Set it.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Use it.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Add a new primary flag.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Close channel only if primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Put newfd into the table as shallow copy.

 

	* priv-io.h (struct io_select_fd_s): Remove member FROZEN.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Ditto.

	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_io_event): Add tracing.
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	(start): Use gpg_io_event for sending the start event.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_io_event): Add tracing.

	(start): Use gpgsm_io_event for sending the start event.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_run_io_cb): Add tracing.

 

2007-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New

	versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn),

	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn), w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Close

	the process handle, return 0.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Implement support for

	GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Fix last change.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), w32-qt-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe),

	w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix debug

	output.

 

2007-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c, keylist.c: Include <sys/types.h>.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	[Q_OS_WIN32 && NOMINMAX]: Do not define NOMINMAX again.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp: Change namespace of KDPipeIODevice to

	_gpgme_::KDPipeIODevice.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_new): Make robust against undefined ttyname or

	ttytype.

 

2007-09-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Fix tracing bug.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Call gpgme_sig_notation_clear.

 

2007-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Handle return value of _gpgme_getenv (fixes

	small memory leak).

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): Move

	moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp to EXTRA_DIST, as this is only included by

	another file (it's more like a header file than a cpp file, but

	automake doesn't know that).

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Fix several cast errors and typos.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Use TRACE_SYSRES instead of TRACE_SYS.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): Add QT4_CORE_LIBS, not QT4_CORE_LIB.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp,

	kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.c:

 New files.

	* Makefile.am (ltlib_gpgme_extra): Rename to ltlib_gpgme_glib.

	(ltlib_gpgme_qt): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_qt).

	(libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): New variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_INCLUDES@

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): New variables.

 

	* sema.h (struct critsect_s): Rename "private" to "priv" to make

	C++ users happy.  Change users.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter, _gpgme_sema_cs_leave)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_enter)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_leave, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (gpgme_get_giochannel): Change return type to

	void*.

	(gpgme_get_fdptr): New function.

	* w32-io.c (gpgme_get_fdptr): New function

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_get_fdptr.

 

2007-08-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Return early if COUNT is zero.

	(writer): Remove superfluous
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 check.

 

2007-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Move include of gpg-error.h out of extern "C".

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Add member CHAIN_MODEL.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Set Chain_MODEL.

 

2007-08-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use DETACHED_PROCESS flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Map ERROR_NO_DATA to EPIPE.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug): Enable assuan logging.

	(_gpgme_debug_subsystem_init): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Disable assuan logging and

	initialize the debug system.

	(gpgme_check_version): Do not trace before the subsystems are

	initialized.

 

2007-07-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Include <errno.h> and "debug.h".

	(_gpgme_debug): Save and restore ERRNO.

	(TOHEX): New macro.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): New function.

	* conversion.c, data-compat.c, data-mem.c, data.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	gpgme.c,

 keylist.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, sign.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait.c: Replace DEBUG macros by TRACE_* variants.  In

	most of these files, add many more tracepoints.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not send BYE here.

 

	* w32-io.c (struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): New

	members REFCOUNT.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Initialize C->refcount to 1.

	(destroy_reader, destroy_writer): Only destroy if C->refcount

	drops to 0.

	(find_reader, find_writer, kill_reader, kill_writer): Beautify.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.
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	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Reverting to version 2007-07-10.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_read, user_write, user_seek): Set errno and

	return -1 instead returning the error code directly.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_seek):

 Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_add): Return error properly.

 

	* Revert the "close_notify_handler" returns int stuff.  Always

	close in the _gpgme_io_close implementations.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Try to terminate the connection

	in case of error.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Return C->error_code in ERRNO.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler.

	(_gpgme_close_notify_handler): New type.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove prototype.

	* posix-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change

	type of HANDLER to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify,

	_gpgme_io_close): Change type of HANDLER to

	_gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-glib-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify, notify_table): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to int,

	return 1.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to

	int, return 0 for status FD and 1 for all other FDs.

	(start): Do not duplicate the status FD.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Replace implicit rule by suffix rule.  Add

	SUFFIXES for that.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits) [W32]: Make sure that the socket

	system has been started.

 

2007-07-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Use _gpgme_dup() instead of dup().

 

2007-07-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Enable the bunch of the file.

	* funopen.c (funopen): Rename to _gpgme_funopen.

 

2007-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Fix error handling for ttyname_r.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	Submitted by Stephen Tether.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (op_data_t): New element PLAINTEXT_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return an error if more than one

	plaintext has been seen.

	(parse_error): New arg SET_STATUS. Also detect it based on an

	ERROR status (gpg > 1.4.6).

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Fixed stupid quoting bug.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Avoid dangling pointer after free.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: New options --get-gpg and --get-gpgsm.

 

2007-01-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (_gpgme_data_get_fd): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_data_get_fd_cb):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_data_cbs): New member get_fd.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_get_fd): New function.
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	* data-fd.c (fd_get_fd): New function.

	(fd_cbs): Add fd_get_fd.

	* data-stream.c (stream_get_fd): New function.

	(stream_cbs): Add stream_get_fd.

	* data-mem.c (mem_cbs): Add NULL for get_fd callback.

	* data-user.c (user_cbs): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Try to

	short-cut by passing the data descriptor directly.

 

2007-01-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote all command line arguments.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Likewise.

 

2007-01-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return a dummy name.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Do assuan init only if building

	with Assuan.

	* setenv.c: Include assuan-def.h only if building with Assuan

	support.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set LC_MESSAGES only if

	if

 defined.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_locale): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Ditto.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Shut down the engine when

	switching protocols.

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): Likewise for engine info.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member RESET.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add NULL for reset function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm)

	[USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add gpgsm_reset for reset.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add NULL for

	reset function.

	(gpgsm_reset) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Try to use the engine's reset

	function if available.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Move code to dup status_fd to ...
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	(start): ... here.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_recvmsg, _gpgme_io_sendmsg): New functions.

 

	*

 engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Remove arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Call _gpgme_engine_set_locale.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add new member SET_LOCALE.

	Remove arguments lc_messages and lc_ctype from member NEW.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): New members lc_ctype_set

	and lc_messages_set.

	(gpgsm_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype

	arguments.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_set_locale.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Add new members lc_messages and

	lc_ctype.

	(gpg_release): Release lc_messages and lc_ctype if set.

	(gpg_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype arguments.

	(gpg_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_set_locale.

	(add_arg): Implement in terms of:

	(add_arg_ext): New function.

	(start): Set lc-messages and lc-ctype arguments here.

 

2006-12-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Move members

	input_fd_server, output_fd_server, message_fd_server to ...

	(iocb_data): ... here (as server_fd).

	(close_notify_handler): Reset tags as well.

	(gpgsm_new): Implement support for descriptor

	passing.

	(fd_type_t): New type.

	(gpgsm_clear_fd): New function.  Use it instead of _gpgsm_io_close

	for unused communication channels.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Rewritten to support descriptor passing.  All

	relevant callers adjusted as well (previously of _gpgme_io_close).

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Include "assuan.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Call assuan_set_assuan_err_source.

 

2006-12-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Rename to main_sources.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	libgpgme_glib_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add

	$(main_sources).

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Remove

	libgpgme-real.la.

	(noinst_LTLIBRARIES): Removed.

	(libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS, libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): Removed.

	(AM_CFLAGS): New variable.

 

2006-11-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Replace AssuanError with gpg_error_t and

	ASSUAN_CONTEXT with assuan_context_t.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Check return value of

	assuan_pipe_connect.

 

	* rungpg.c: Include <unistd.h>.

	(gpg_new): Support --display, --ttyname, --ttytype, --lc-ctype and

	--lc-messages.  Fixes issue 734.

 

2006-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Return error if OPD is

	NULL.

 

2006-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Unlock CTX_LIST_LOCK while calling

	_gpgme_engine_io_event().

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error if OPD is NULL.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Release the data

	object properly.

 

2006-09-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Move debug output after

	initialising KEY.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options): Add NETLIBS.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Add NETLIBS.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Fix comparison disguising as an

	assignment.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_locale): Remove conditional on

	HAVE_W32_SYSTEM, and just check for LC_MESSAGES.

 

2006-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Strip potential carriage return.

	* genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Skip potential carriage return.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Strip potential carriage

	return.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_file_name): Allow to clear the file name

	by passing NULL.

 

2006-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Also clone the engine info.

 

2006-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (cflags_pth): Revert accidental removal of

	pthread support with last change.

 

2006-02-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (O_BINARY) [!O_BINARY]: New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Open pipes in binary mode.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_engine_check_version): Reimplemented to allow

	checking the version correctly even after changing the engine

	information.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.
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	* rungpg.c (read_colon_line): Invoke colon preprocess handler if

	it is set.

	(colon_preprocessor_t): New type.

	(struct engine_gpg): New member colon.preprocess_fnc.

	(gpg_keylist_preprocess): New function.

	* keylist.c

 (keylist_colon_handler): Allow short key IDs.

 

2006-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (create_writer): Make C->have_data a manually reset

	event.

	(writer): Move code from end of if block to beginning, so it

	is also run the first time.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Move assert check after error check.  Reset

	the is_empty event, and also do it eagerly.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Unconditionally wait for the is_empty event.

 

2006-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* w32-io.c (get_desired_thread_priority): New.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Use it here.

 

2006-01-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_srcname): New. Use it with the debug macros.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_nonblocking): Add debug

	statements. Disable error return for failed nonblocking call.

 

2006-01-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Only close fd if there

 is no

	channel for it.

 

2005-12-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Set channel to unbuffered.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Fix debug output.

 

2005-12-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Append field PKA_ADDRESS.

	* verify.c (release_op_data, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set
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	this field.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Added GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_BAD

	and GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_GOOD.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New field pka_trust.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store fingerprints of the

	subkeys.  Reset the secret flag of subkeys for stub secret keys.

	(NR_FIELDS): Bumped up to 16

 

2005-11-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use new_file_name in

	engine_get_version invocation.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2005-11-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Remove debug printf.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Include glib.h before windows to avoid a symbol

	shadowing warning.

	(find_channel): Better use g_io_channel_win32_new_fd instead of

	the autodetection function g_io_channel_unix_new.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Rewritten.  It is now a fully working select

	implementation.

 

2005-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* rungpg.c: Use this new function.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Rewrote the file handle code

	again.  Two's company, three's the musketeers.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Rewrote the file handle code.  We don't create

	system fds for every handle (doesn't work for inherited handles),

	but we create pseudo fds in a private namespace that designate a

	handle and potentially
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 a giochannel.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* versioninfo.rc.in: Set file version to LT-version + Svn-revision.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: New file.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_get_giochannel): Add symbol.

	* Makefile.am (system_components) [HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove

	w32-io.c.

	(ltlib_gpgme_extra): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_extra).

	(system_components_not_extra): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	(libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add $(system_components_not_extra).

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES,

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS)

	[BUILD_W32_GLIB]: New variables.

	* gpgme-config.in (glib): New option.

	* gpgme.m4 (AM_PATH_GPGME_GLIB): New macro.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill):

 Removed.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Declare static.

 

2005-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Don't minimize window, hide it.

 

2005-10-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Fixed cut+paste problem

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Build versioninfo.lo, not versioninfo.o.  Also, fix

	the whole mess.

 

2005-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Don't add a key argument if in card edit

	mode.
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2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme.dll gpgme.dll.a): Use $(srcdir) for

	gpgme.def.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_free): New prototype.

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_free): New function.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_free.

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_free.

 

2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Add new argument BINARY

	to prototype.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Likewise for invocation.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string):

 Likewise to

	declaration.  If set, do not replace '\0' characters with a

	printable string.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): New field notations.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_notation): New prototype.

	* sig-notation.c (_gpgme_parse_notation): New function.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Free all signature notations.

	* keylist.c (op_data_t): New member tmp_keysig.

	(finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_keysig.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Remove check.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Support listing signature notations.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Add prototype.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change return type of

	get_file_name() to const char * to silence gcc warning.

	* engine.c (engine_get_file_name): Change return type to const

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use transitional variable to go from

	const char * to char * to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Change type of LINE to

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgsm_new): Make ARGV a pointer to const char.

	(status_handler): Change type of SRC, END, DST, ALINE and NEWLINE

	to char * to silence gcc warning.

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_data_set_file_name,
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	gpgme_data_get_file_name, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add sig-notation.c.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New field sig_notations.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New member value_len and

	critical.

	(GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL): New symbol.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t): New type.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_add, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_get): New prototypes.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_create, _gpgme_sig_notation_free):

	New prototypes.

	*

 sig-notation.c (_gpgme_sig_notation_free): New file.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Use support functions.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_sig_notations): New function.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign, gpg_sign): Call it.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data): New member file_name.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_filename): New function.

	(_gpgme_data_release): Free DH->filename if necessary.

	(gpgme_data_get_filename): New function.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Set filename option.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_sign): Likewise.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_data_set_file_name and

	gpgme_data_get_file_name.

 

	* decrpyt.c, verify.c, gpgme.h: Replace plaintext_filename with

	file_name.

 

2005-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): Add field is_qualified.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_subkey_capability, set_mainkey_capability): Set

	field is_qualified.

 

2005-09-23

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Removed use of environment variable

	again.
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	(create_reader, create_writer): Set thread priority higher.

 

2005-09-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): New environment variable to change

	the size of the pipe buffer.

 

2005-09-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ath.c: Changes to make it work under W32.

 

2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Set to ath.h and ath.c.

	(ath_pth_src, ath_pthread_src): Removed.

	(w32_o_files): Replace ath-compat.o with ath.o.

	(libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): New variable.

	* ath-compat.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c: Removed.

	* ath.h (ath_pthread_available, ath_pth_available): Removed.

	(ath_init) [!_ATH_EXT_SYM_PREFIX]: Do not define macro.

	(struct ath_ops, ath_init) [_ATH_COMPAT]: Removed.

	(_ATH_COMPAT): Macro removed.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_subsystem_init): Do not call

	_gpgme_ath_init.

 

2005-09-12

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (release_op_data): Do not free opd->tmp_uid.

 

2005-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote argv[0].

 

2005-08-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Use _gpgme_io_write instead of write.

 

	* edit.c (command_handler): Do not depend on PROCESSED being

	available.

 

	* engine.h (engine_command_handler_t): Add new argument processed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Rename

	prototype to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal):

	Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.
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	* edit.c (command_handler): Add new argument processed.  Remove

	local variable with the same name.  Always return processed as

	true.

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Send a newline character if the

	handler did not.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Updated from code used by

	GnuPG.  This allows for expanding strings and features the

	implicit fallback key.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath, find_program_at_standard_place): New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): With no registry

	entry, locate the programs at the standard place.

	(dlopen, dlsym, dlclose): New, so that we can keep on using what

	we are accustomed to.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Use PATHSEP_C so that under W32 a

	semicolon is used which allows us to create files with drive

	letters.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print content in

	debug mode too.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New member plaintext_filename.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): New function.

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler):

 Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	* verify.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* util.h (stpcpy): Renamed to ..

	(_gpgme_stpcpy): .. this and made inline.  This avoids duplicate

	definitions when linking statically.

	* stpcpy.c: Removed.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.def: New.

	* versioninfo.rc.in: New.

	* Makefile.am: Adds support for building a W32 DLL.

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return error.

	* ath-compat.c [W32]: select and co are not yet supported; return

	error.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Use ftell if ftello is not available.

 

2005-07-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Allow key IDs.

 

2005-06-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Only call GPGME_CONFIG if found.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): New members pubkey_algo and

	hash_algo.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Parse pubkey and hash algo numbers.

	(parse_new_sig): Parse pubkey, hash algo and timestamp for ERRSIG.

 

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_recipient): New structure.

	(gpgme_recipient_t): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Add member recipients.

	* decrypt.c (op_data_t): New member last_recipient_p.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Initialize last_recipient_p.

	(parse_enc_to): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Handle status ENC_TO and

	NO_SECKEY.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Break out of the fd processing loop

	after an error.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New prototype.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New function.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Call it.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	*
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 wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

 

2005-06-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Take care of

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Also act on the key

	"passphrase.pin.ask".

 

	* gpgme.h: Added status codes GPGME_STATUS_SIG_SUBPACKET,

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN, GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_FAILURE,

	GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_SUCCESS, GPGME_STATUS_CARDCTRL,

	GPGME_STATUS_BACKUP_KEY_CREATED.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c: Include <errno.h>.

 

2005-05-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set the CTX->include_certs default to the

	default.

 

2005-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Fix loop increment.

 

2005-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_release): Only call user hook if provided.

	(user_seek): Return EBADF if no user hook is provided.

	(user_read):

 Likewise.

	(user_write): Likewise.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT): New macro.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Send the include-certs option after

	the reset, just for cleanliness, and do not sent it at all if the

	default is requested.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): Allow to use

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set the key revoked bit.
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2005-04-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Use LI->ctx when checking a context

	in the list, not the user-provided CTX.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): If no context is found, and we

	should not hang, set *status to 0 and return NULL.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (EOPNOTSUPP) [_WIN32]: Remove definition.

	* data.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]:

 Remove definition.

	(gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write, gpgme_data_seek): Return

	ENOSYS instead EOPNOTSUPP.

	* data-compat.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Remove definition.

	(gpgme_error_to_errno): Map GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED

	to ENOSYS.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* io.h: Rename to ...

	* priv-io.h: ... this.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Change io.h to priv-io.h.

	* data.c, engine-gpgsm.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait-private.c, wait-global.c, wait-user.c, wait.c:

	Change all includes of "io.h" to "priv-io.h"

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Do not

	cast away type checks.

 

	* io.h [W32]: Do not include stdio.h.  If it is needed do it at

	the right place.

 

	* data.h [W32]: Removed kludge for EOPNOTSUP.

	* data.c, data-compat.c [W32]: Explicitly test for it here.

 

	Replaced use of _WIN32 by HAVE_W32_SYSTEM except for public header

	files.

 

2005-03-07

  Timo Schulz  <twoaday@g10code.de>

 

       * gpgme.h: [_WIN32] Removed ssize_t typedef.
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       * ath.h: [_WIN32] Added some (dummy) types.

       * io.h: [_WIN32] include stdio.h.

       * data.h: [_WIN32] Define EOPNOTSUPP.

       * w32-io.c [_WIN32] (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New.

       * gpgme.c [_WIN32] (gpgme_set_locale): Disabled.

 

2004-12-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Fix assertion.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h [HAVE_CONFIG_H && HAVE_TTYNAME_R] (ttyname_r): Define

	prototype.

	* ttyname_r.c: New file.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* putc_unlocked.c, funopen.c: I just claim copyright on these

	files and change their license to LGPL, because they are totally

	trivial wrapper functions.

	* isascii.c: Change copyright notice to the one from ctype/ctype.h

	in the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10), where isascii is

	defined as a macro doing exactly the same as the

 function in this

	file.

	* memrchr.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2001-07-06).

	* stpcpy.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10).

	* ath.c, ath-compat.c, ath.h, ath-pth.c, ath-pth-compat.c,

	ath-pthread.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, context.h, conversion.c,

	data.c, data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c,

	data-stream.c, data-user.c, debug.c, debug.h, decrypt.c,

	decrypt-verify.c, delete.c, edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c,

	engine-backend.h, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h, error.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, get-env.c, gpgme.c, gpgme.h, import.c, io.h,

	key.c, keylist.c, mkstatus, Makefile.am, ops.h, op-support.c,

	passphrase.c, posix-io.c, posix-sema.c, posix-util.c, progress.c,

	rungpg.c, sema.h, sign.c, signers.c, trust-item.c, trustlist.c,

	util.h, verify.c, version.c, w32-io.c, w32-sema.c, w32-util.c,

	wait.c, wait-global.c, wait.h, wait-private.c, wait-user.c: Change

	license to LGPL.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers

 (GPGME_1.1): New version.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument FILE_NAME to

	member get_version().  Add arguments FILE_NAME and HOME_DIR to
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	member new().  Change return type of get_file_name and get_version

	to char *.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_version): Change return type to char

	pointer.  Do not cache result.

	(gpgsm_new): Add file_name and home_dir argument, and use them

	instead of the defaults, if set.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): New member file_name.

	(gpg_get_version): Change return type to char pointer, and do not

	cache result.

	(gpg_release): Free gpg->file_name.

	(gpg_new): Take new arguments file_name and home_dir.  Set the

	--homedir argument if HOME_DIR is not NULL.  Set gpg->file_name.

	(start): Use gpg->file_name instead _gpgme_get_gpg_path, if set.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_info_copy, _gpgme_engine_info_release):

	New prototypes.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info.

	* engine.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Set *INFO within the lock.  Move

	ENGINE_INFO and ENGINE_INFO_LOCK to ....

	(engine_info, engine_info_lock): ... here.  New static variables.

	(engine_get_version): Add file_name argument to

	get_version invocation.  Change return type to char pointer.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten to free() the return value

	of engine_get_version after using it.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_release): New function.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_copy): New function.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info, and use that.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Change type of file_name

	and version to char * (remove the const).  New member home_dir.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info,

	gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member engine_info.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Allocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_release):

 Deallocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New

	functions.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Look for correct engine info and

	pass it to _gpgme_engine_new.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Adjust to

	_gpgme_compare_versions returning an int.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return an int value, not a const char
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	pointer.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_compare_versions): Same for prototype.

 

2004-10-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_trust): If no reason is provided, set

	SIG->validity_reason to 0.

	(calc_sig_summary): Set GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD if appropriate.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Return 0 if ERR is 0.

	(start): Call map_assuan_error on return value of

	assuan_write_line.

 

2004-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use char pointer for

	pointer arithmetic.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Implement the --api-version check.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Move the polling of the output data pipe

	to just before removing the command fd, from just before adding

	it.  This avoids buffering problems.

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Use _gpgme_io_read, not

	read, to improve debug output.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID, GPGME_IMPORT_SIG,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET,

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODERN_EXTERN,

	GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE): Change from

	enum to macros.

	(gpgme_keylist_mode_t): Define as unsigned int.

	(gpgme_key_t): Change type of keylist_mode to

	gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Close the file descriptor

	if we get an EPIPE.
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	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Call ftello and return the current

	offset.

	* data.h (struct

 gpgme_data): Change type of data.mem.offset to

	off_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_seek): Check dh->cbs->seek callback, not read

	callback.  If SEEK_CUR, adjust the offset by the pending buffer

	size.  Clear pending buffer on success.

 

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Add copyright notice.

 

2004-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Always run the

	status handler.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-sk-comment, not --no-comment.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make sure tail points to the

	byte following the uid.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.  Don't use calloc, but malloc and

	memset.

 

2004-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Remove C-style comment, which is not supported by

	older binutils.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options):

 Support --api-version.

 

	* libgpgme.vers: List all gpgme symbols under version GPGME_1.0.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

	* verify.c (parse_error): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (parse_error): Do not skip location of where token.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.
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	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Add handling of

	GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.

	(parse_trust): Likewise.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_decrypt_result): New fields

	wrong_key_usage and _unused.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't skip over

	character after a matched string, as in a protocol error this

	could skip over the trailing binary zero.

	Handle decrypt.keyusage error notifications.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New member keylist_mode.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set the keylist_mode of KEY.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature):

 Change member WRONG_KEY_USAGE

	to unsigned int.  Same for member _unused.

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_trust_info): Rewritten.

	(set_subkey_capability): Handle 'd' (disabled).

	(set_mainkey_capability): Rewritten.

 

2004-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Quote first argument to AC_DEFUN.

 

2004-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Allow passing NULL like free does.

	The rule of least surprise.

 

2004-04-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (prepare_new_sig, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Remove

	unused result.signatures items.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Return an error if FPR is NULL.

 

2004-04-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Ignore the error status

	if we can't process it.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Backed out

	yesterday's hack.  It is not any longer required.
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2004-04-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Hack to cope

	with meaningless error codes from the verify status function.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_STATUS_NEWSIG.

 

	* verify.c (parse_error): Compare only the last part of the where

	token.

	(prepare_new_sig): New.

	(parse_new_sig): Use prepare_new_sig when required.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle STATUS_NEWSIG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist_ext): Send with-validation

	option.  Fixed pattern construction.

	(status_handler): Add debugging output.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect _only_ tty related code with

	isatty().  Submitted by Bernhard Herzog.

 

2004-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect all tty related code with

	isatty().

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Set GPG->fd_data_map to NULL after

	releasing it.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Only call assuan_disconnect if

	GPGSM->assuan_ctx is not NULL.  Set it to NULL afterwards.

 

2004-03-07

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Do not emit include and lib directory for

	prefix "/usr" or "".

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export_ext): Properly insert a space

	between patterns.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgme-config.in: Ignore setting of --prefix.

 

2004-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): New function.

	(gpg_release): Call it here.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add it here.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Fix last change.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member cancel.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add new member cancel.

	(gpgsm_cancel): New function.

	(gpgsm_release): Use it.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add new member cancel.

 

2004-02-17

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send this to gpgsm.

 

2004-02-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* memrchr.c (memrchr): Fixed implementation.  Problem pointed out

	by Adriaan de Groot.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-comment, not --comment "".

 

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Call fseeko if

	available.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Likewise.

 

2004-01-16  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Handle numerical codes as

	used by GnuPG 1.9.x

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): Fix comment on REVOKED.
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2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* sign.c: Include util.h for prototype of _gpgme_parse_timestamp.

 

2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Revert this change.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): For C++ compilers,

 rename class

	member to _obsolete_class.  Add new member sig_class.

	(struct _gpgme_new_signature): Same here.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Use CERTSIG->sig_class,

	not CERTSIG->class.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Likewise for KEYSIG, but keep

	setting KEYSIG->class, too.  Rename variable CLASS to SIG_CLASS.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Set SIG->sig_class.

 

2003-12-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Kludge for C++ compatibility without

	changing the C API.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_parse_timestamp): New.

	(atoi_1, atoi_2, atoi_4): New.

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Removed. Changed all callers to use

	the new function.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Ditto.  Repalced the errno check.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Ditto.

 

2003-10-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Detect ISO 8601 timestamps and try

	to convert them.

 

2003-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Make a copy of the key parameters.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-compat.c: Include <sys/time.h> before <sys/stat.h> for

	broken systems.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): If ERR is -1, return sensible

	error.

 

	* io.h (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): Add function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Do not fixup signal handler here.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Call _gpgme_io_subsystem_init.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Drop const qualifier from E.

 

	* ath.h (struct ath_ops): Make ADDR argument of CONNECT prototype

	const.

	(ath_connect): Make ADDR argument const.

	* ath-pthread.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-compat.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

 

	* ath.h [HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/select.h> for fd_set.

	[!HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/time.h>.

 

	*

 conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Drop "unsigned" from type of

	SRC argument.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Likewise for prototype.

 

	* gpgme.h: Remove trailing comma in enum.

 

	* rungpg.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/time.h>, <sys/types.h>,

	<signal.h>, <fcntl.h>, or "unistd.h".

 

2003-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument TYPE.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Likewise.  Use it.

	* edit.c (edit_start): Likewise.  Pass it on.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): New functions.

 

2003-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpg_strerror_r): Change prototype to match

	gpg_strerror_r change.

	* error.c (gpg_strerror_r): Likewise, also update implementation.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_hash_algo_name): Change name of RMD160 to
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	RIPEMD160, name of TIGER to TIGER192, name of CRC32-RFC1510 to

	CRC32RFC1510,

 and name of CRC24-RFC2440 to CRC24RFC2440.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_set_locale.

 

	* gpgme.h: Define macro _GPGME_INLINE depending on the compiler

	characteristics and use that instead __inline__.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New members lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* gpgme.c: Include <locale.h>.

	(def_lc_lock, def_lc_ctype, def_lc_messages): New static

	variables.

	(gpgme_set_locale): New function.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_new): Add arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise to NEW.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise to invocation of

	_gpgme_engine_new.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_strerror_r): New prototype.

	* error.c (gpgme_strerror_r): New function.

 

	* get-env.c: New file.

	* util.h (_gpgme_getenv):

 Add prototype.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add get-env.c.

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use _gpgme_getenv.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_new): Use ttyname_r.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Disable debugging for now.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Use $libdir, not @libdir@, for the echo

	command.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Rewritten.

	* gpgme.m4: Rewritten.
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2003-08-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	The ath files (ath.h, ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c,

	ath-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c and ath-pthread-compat.c) have been

	updated to have better thread support, and the Makefile.am was

	changed to reflect that.

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Remove fopencookie declaration.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Set ERR to return

	value of status_fnc.

	* rungpg.c (start): Return SAVED_ERRNO, not errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (start):

 Use saved_errno instead errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* funopen.c, putc_unlocked.c, isascii.c, memrchr.c: New files.

	* fopencookie.c: File removed.

 

2003-08-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Put gpg-error related flags after gpgme's.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_new_signature): Rename member CLASS to

	_OBSOLETE_CLASS, add member CLASS with type unsigned int.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Also set SIG->_unused_class for

	backward compatibility.

 

2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix status parsing case.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add flag CAN_AUTHENTICATE.

	Lower _UNUSED to 23 bits.

	(struct _gpgme_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Support 'a' and 'A'.

	(set_subkey_capability): Support 'a'.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Check if there is more than
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 one key

	listed, and return GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME in that case.

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Change type of LEN argument to

	size_t.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_enum): New unsigned variable SEQNO, set to SEQ.

	Use SEQNO instead SEQ.

	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Change type of I and J to unsigned int.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Change type of IDX

	to unsigned int.

	(gpgme_wait): Change type of I and IDX to unsigned int.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Change type of IDX

	and I to unsigned int.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Cast return value of macro DIM to

	int to suppress gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Change type of PROTO to

	unsigned int.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Change type of IDX and

	I to unsigned int.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Expand silly

	and wrong expression.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Initialize NULL.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs): Quote GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS and

	GPG_ERROR_LIBS when setting the corresponding variables.

	Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Move declaration of NEWLEN to

	the beginning of the block.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (mem_write):

 Copy original buffer content.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_user_ids_release, gpgme_user_ids_append): Remove

	prototypes.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS@.

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs, gpg_error_cflags): New variables.

	Print them.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Rename to

	_gpgme_parse_inv_recp and change to new datatype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_key): Fix prototype.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_invalid_user_id): Rename to

	__gpgme_invalid_key.  Rename field ID to KEY.

	(gpgme_invalid_user_id_t): Rename to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

	(struct _gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Here, too.

	(struct _gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* sign.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Save errno across debug calls.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Remove arg_error.

	(add_arg): Don't set arg_error.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(start): Don't check arg_error.

	(gpg_new): Check return value of add_arg.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Free allocated memory at error.

 

2003-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.
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	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove mkerrors.

	(BUILT_SOURCES): Remove errors.c.

	(MOSTLYCLEANFILES): Likewise.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Likewise.  Add error.c.

	(errors.c): Remove target.

	* mkerrors: File removed.

	* error.c: New file.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_error_t): Change to type gpg_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_t, gpgme_err_source_t): New types.

	(gpgme_err_code, gpgme_err_source, gpgme_error, gpgme_err_make):

	New static inline functions.

	(gpgme_strsource, gpgme_err_code_from_errno,

	gpgme_err_code_to_errno, gpgme_err_make_from_errno,

	gpgme_error_from_errno): New prototypes.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_export_start): Change second arg to const char *.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise for _gpgme_engine_op_export and

	_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.  Add prototype for export_ext.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpg_export_ext): New function.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Break loop at error.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_export_ext.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const

 char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.

	(gpgsm_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_export_ext.

	* export.c (export_start): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	(export_ext_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_keylist_mode_t): New type for anonymous enum.

	(gpgme_sigsum_t): New type for anonymous enum.

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Check for errors earlier,

	and return an error if RECP is not set.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove user-id.c.

	* user-id.c: Remove file.

	* ops.h: Remove prototype for _gpgme_user_ids_all_valid.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): New type.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Change second parameter to type

	gpgme_key_t[], and add third parameter.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.  Pass flags to engine.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for prototypes of

	encrypt and encrypt_sign.

	* engine.h: Likewise for prototypes of _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt

	and _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Check flags for always trust option.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(set_recipients): Rewritten to use keys instead user IDs.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Rewritten to use keys

	instead user IDs.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change errors

	returned to GPGME_Invalid_Key and GPGME_General_Error.

 

2003-05-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Rename GpgsmObject to engine_gpgsm_t.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpgsm.

	* rungpg.c: Rename GpgObject to engine_gpg_t.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpg.
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	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): Change EngineObject to

	engine_object_t.

	(enum ctx_op_data_type): Rename to ctx_op_data_id_t.

	(ctx_op_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgme_context): Use it.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use new type name.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* engine.c: Rename EngineObject to engine_t in the file.  Also

	EngineStatusHandler to engine_status_handler_t,

	EngineCommandHandler to engine_command_handler_t and

	EngineColonLineHandler to engine_colon_line_handler.

	* rungpg.c (start): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise

	* engine.h (struct engine_object_s): Rename to struct engine.

	(EngineObject): Rename to

 engine_t.  Also everywhere else in the

	file.

	(EngineStatusHandler): Rename to engine_status_handler_t.

	(EngineColonLineHandler): Rename to engine_colon_line_handler_t.

	(EngineCommandHandler): Rename to engine_command_handler_t.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Fix bug in last change.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove recipient.c, add

	user-id.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_recipients_t): Removed.

	(gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity, gpgme_recipients_count,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_open, gpgme_recipients_enum_read,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_close): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt, gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt_sign,

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start, gpgme_op_export_start,

	gpgme_op_export): Change second argument to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpgme_user_ids_release): New prototype.

	(gpgme_user_ids_append): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_recipients_all_valid): Remove.

	(_gpgme_user_ids_all_valid): Add.

	* context.h

 (struct gpgme_recipients): Removed.

	* user-id.c: New file.

	* recipient.c: Removed file.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Change last arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.  Reimplement.

	(gpg_encrypt): Change second arg to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.  Rewrite user ID list code.
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	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Change second arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Likewise.  Rewrite loop code.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for members

	ENCRYPT, ENCRYPT_SIGN and EXPORT.

	* export.c (export_start, gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.  Don't check for count of

	recipients.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_import_result): Add skipped_new_keys.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Add skipped_new_keys parser.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Add missing break

	statements.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Use gpgme_error_t instead of int.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Use intermediate variable

	HOOK to avoid compiler warning.  Don't ask, you don't want to know.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_init_result):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	(edit_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.
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	(genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	(genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result): Likewise.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result):

 Likewise.

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Fix

	access to pointer type.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (EngineCommandHandler): Change last argument to int fd.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_passphrase_cb_t): Rewritten to take parts of the

	description and fd.

	(gpgme_edit_cb_t): Change last argument to int fd.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(op_data_t): Rename userid_hint to uid_hint, remove last_pw_handle.

	(release_op_data): Check values before calling free.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Rewritten.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Pass -1 as fd argument.

	(command_handler): Update prototype.  New variable processed.  Use

	it to store return value of

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal which is now used

	instead _gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

  Use it also to check

	if we should call the user's edit function.  Pass fd to user's

	edit function.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of cmd.cb_data to

	void *.
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	(gpg_release): Check value before calling free.  Do not release

	cmd.cb_data.

	(command_cb): Function removed.

	(command_handler): New function.  Thus we don't use a data object

	for command handler stuff anymore, but handle it directly.  This

	allows proper error reporting (cancel of passphrase requests, for

	example).  Also all callbacks work via direct writes to the file

	descriptor (so that passphrases are not kept in insecure memory).

	(gpg_set_command_handler): Rewritten to use even more ugly hacks.

	(read_status): Check cmd.keyword before calling free.  Install

	command_handler as the I/O callback handler with GPG as private

	data.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Add --enable-progress-filter to gpg

	invocation.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rename to

	decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start):

 Call decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Set status handler to verify_status_handler.

	Rename to (verify_start).

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Call verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Call progress status handler.

	Make static.  Rename to encrypt_sym_status_handler.

	(encrypt_start): Set status handler to encrypt_sym_status_handler

	or encrypt_status_handler.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): New function.

	(sign_start): Set status handler to sign_status_handler.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(decrypt_start): Set status handler to decrypt_status_handler.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Call

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add missing break

	statement.

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Add one

	to buffer to allocate.

 

2003-05-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix ERRSIG case.

	Submitted by Benjamin Lee <benjaminlee@users.sf.net>.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: The following types are renamed.  The old name is kept

	as a deprecated typedef.

	(GpgmeCtx): Rename to gpgme_ctx_t.

	(GpgmeData): Rename to gpgme_data_t.

	(GpgmeRecipients): Rename to gpgme_recipients_t.

	(GpgmeError): Rename to gpgme_error_t.

	(GpgmeDataEncoding): Rename to gpgme_data_encoding_t.

	(GpgmePubKeyAlgo): Rename to gpgme_pubkey_algo_t.

	(GpgmeHashAlgo): Rename to gpgme_hash_algo_t.

	(GpgmeSigStat): Rename to gpgme_sig_stat_t.

	(GpgmeSigMode): Rename to gpgme_sig_mode_t.

	(GpgmeAttr): Rename to gpgme_attr_t.

	(GpgmeValidity): Rename to gpgme_validity_t.

	(GpgmeProtocol):

 Rename to gpgme_protocol_t.

	(GpgmeStatusCode): Rename to gpgme_status_code_t.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): Rename to gpgme_engine_info_t.

	(GpgmeSubkey): Rename to gpgme_subkey_t.

	(GpgmeKeySig): Rename to gpgme_keysig_t.

	(GpgmeUserID): Rename to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(GpgmePassphraseCb): Rename to gpgme_passphrase_cb_t.

	(GpgmeProgressCb): Rename to gpgme_progress_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEditCb): Rename to gpgme_edit_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCb): Rename to gpgme_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Rename to gpgme_register_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Rename to gpgme_remove_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Rename to gpgme_event_io_t.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Rename to gpgme_event_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCbs): Rename to gpgme_io_cbs.

	(gpgme_io_cbs_t): New type.

	(GpgmeDataReadCb): Rename to gpgme_data_read_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataWriteCb): Rename to gpgme_data_write_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Rename to gpgme_data_seek_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataReleaseCb): Rename to gpgme_data_release_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataCbs): Rename to gpgme_data_cbs.

	(gpgme_data_cbs_t):

 New type.

	(GpgmeInvalidUserID): Rename to gpgme_invalid_user_id_t.

	(GpgmeEncryptResult): Rename to gpgme_encrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): Rename to gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeNewSignature): Rename to gpgme_new_signature_t.

	(GpgmeSignResult): Rename to gpgme_sign_result_t.
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	(GpgmeSigNotation): Rename to gpgme_sig_notation_t.

	(GpgmeSignature): Rename to gpgme_signature_t.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): Rename to gpgme_verify_result_t.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): Rename to gpgme_import_status_t.

	(GpgmeImportResult): Rename to gpgme_import_result_t.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): Rename to gpgme_genkey_result_t.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): Rename to gpgme_keylist_result_t.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): Rename to gpgme_trust_item_t.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_deprecated_error_t): New type, swallowing macros

	GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient and

	GPGME_No_Passphrase.

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Rename to struct gpgme_data.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Rename to struct

	gpgme_context.

	(struct

 gpgme_recipients_s): Rename to gpgme_recipients.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_uid.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return GPGME_No_Data

	for NODATA status without signatures.

 

2003-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Use decoded string to parse user id.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member op_info.

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Initialize SIG->uid.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add deprecated values for

	GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_set_op_info,

	_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string, _gpgme_data_get_as_string,

	_gpgme_data_append, _gpgme_data_append_string,

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml,
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 _gpgme_data_append_for_xml,

	_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change first arg to void *.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* conversion.c: Do not include <string.h>, <errno.h>, <ctype.h>,

	and <sys/types.h>, but <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New structure.

	(GpgmeKey): Define using _gpgme_key.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): New structure.

	(GpgmeSubKey): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeySig): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_user_id): New structure.

	(GpgmeUserID):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_keylist_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_result): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Remove prototype.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove members tmp_key,

	tmp_uid, key_cond and key_queue.

	(struct key_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct user_id_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_recipients_s): Replace with simple

	GpgmeUserID list.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->tmp_key.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_add_subkey, _gpgme_key_append_name,

	_gpgme_key_add_sig, _gpgme_trust_item_new): New prototypes.

	* rungpg.c (command_cb): Return GpgmeError instead int.

	New variable ERR.  Use it to hold return value of cmd handler.

	(gpg_delete): Access fingerprint of key directly.

	(append_args_from_signers): Likewise.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(append_args_from_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipient list.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(gpgsm_delete): Access fingerprint of key

 directly.

	(gpgsm_sign): Likewise.
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	(set_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipients.  Invert invalid

	user ID flag.

	* key.h: File removed.

	* key.c: Completely reworked to use exposed GpgmeKey data types.

	* keylist.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Completely reworked to use GpgmeUserID.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_key): Remove force_update argument.

	* key-cache.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove key-cache.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_cache_add, _gpgme_key_cache_get): Remove

	prototypes.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Don't call

	_gpgme_key_cache_add.

	(gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Remove last argument to

	gpgme_get_key invocation.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_trust_item): New structure.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): New type.

	(gpgme_trust_item_ref, gpgme_trust_item_unref): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct trust_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove trust_queue

 member.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add trust-item.c.

	* trust-item.c: New file.

	* trustlist.c: Do not include <stdio.h> or <time.h>, but

	"gpgme.h".

	(struct trust_queue_item_s): Change to new type op_data_t.

	(trust_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	(trust_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Use op_data_t type.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use op_data_t and rework error

	handling.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Use op_data_t.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Remove function.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Do not set GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

	for bad signatures.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Remove OPDATA_VERIFY_COLLECTING.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member notation.
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	* gpgme.h: Make enum for GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_* values.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New structure.

	(GpgmeSigNotation): New

 type.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New structure.

	(GpgmeSignature): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_verify_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string, _gpgme_map_gnupg_error):

	New prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): New function.

	(gnupg_errors): New static global.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): New function.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Don't release CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	* verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h> and "key.h", but

	do include "gpgme.h".

	(struct verify_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this type.

	(release_verify_result): Remove function.

	(release_op_data):

 New function.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(copy_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New function.

	(calc_sig_summary): Rewritten.

	(finish_sig): Remove function.

	(parse_new_sig): New function.

	(parse_valid_sig): New function.

	(parse_notation): New function.

	(parse_trust): New function.

	(parse_error): New function.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Rewritten.  Change first argument

	to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Rework error handling.  Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Do not release or clear CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Rewritten.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start):

 Remove prototype.

	* decrypt-verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <stdlib.h>,

	<string.h> and <assert.h>, "util.h" and "context.h", but

	"gpgme.h".

	(decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *,

	and rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rewrite using

	_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Include <string.h>, "gpgme.h" and "util.h".

	(struct decrypt_result): Change to typedef op_data_t, rewritten.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(decrypt_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Use decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2003-04-27

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c: Do not include <stddef.h>, <stdio.h>,

	<stdlib.h>, <string.h>, <assert.h> and "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_sign_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Use encrypt_sign_start, not

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEncryptResult): New data type.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call
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	_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result.

	* encrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h>, "util.h" and

	"wait.h".  Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct encrypt_result): Rename to ...

	(op_data_t): ... new data type.  Rewrite for user result data.

	(append_xml_encinfo): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite result parsing.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Change first argument to

	void *.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use encrypt_start, not

	gpgme_op_encrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePubKeyAlgo, GpgmeHashAlgo, GpgmeInvalidUserID,

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult): New data types.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result, gpgme_pubkey_algo_name,

	gpgme_hash_algo_name): New prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): New function.

	(gpgme_hash_algo_name): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid, _gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New

	prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <errno.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): New function.

	* sign.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but

 not <stdio.h>,

	<assert.h> and "util.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct sign_result): Change to op_data_t type and rework it.

	(release_sign_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this and rewrite it.

	(append_xml_info): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result): New function.

	(parse_sig_created): New function.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite the function to use the new result structure and functions.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(sign_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Use sign_start instead _gpgme_op_sign_start.
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	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

 

	* delete.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h" or

	"key.h".

	(enum delete_problem): Move into function delete_status_handler.

	(delete_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Parse

	delete

 problem with strtol instead atoi.  Return better error

	values.

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(delete_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Use delete_start instead

	_gpgme_op_delete_start.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataType): Removed.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Parse unchanged field.

 

	* gpgme.h: New enum for GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SIG, GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE.

	(GpgmeError): GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key added

 as new error codes.

	(struct _gpgme_import_status): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_import_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	* import.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h".

	(struct import_result): Change to type op_data_t.

	(release_import_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Function removed.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	(parse_import): New function.

	(parse_import_res): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Rewrite

	to use new functions.
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	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Rework error handling.

 

	* edit.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(edit_resut): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(edit_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(command_handler): Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_edit_start): Rename to ...

	(edit_start): ... this.  Rework

 error handling.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start): Rewrite using edit_start.

	(gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h" or

	"debug.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct passphrase_result): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(release_passphrase_result): Rename to release_op_data.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rewrite error handling.  Do

	not call _gpgme_passphrase_start, but install command handler.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member initialized,

	use_cms and help_data_1.  Add member protocol.  Make use_armor and

	use_textmode bit flags.

  Make keylist_mode, include_certs,

	signers_len and signers_size unsigned.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Do not check CTX.  Use CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_get_protocol): Likewise.

	(gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->help_data_1.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Use CTX->protocol.

 

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Remove variable CTX.

 

	* data.c: Do not include <assert.h>, but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Expand _gpgme_data_append, because

	it will go.  Do not assert DH.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Do not assert DH.

 

	* export.c: Do not include <stdlib.h>, "debug.h" and "util.h", but

	"gpgme.h".
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	(export_status_handler): Change type of first argument to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(export_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Rewritten to use export_start instead

	_gpgme_op_export_start.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add GPGME_Busy,

 GPGME_No_Request.

	(GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient,

	GPGME_No_Passphrase): New macros.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Fix validity attribute.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_genkey_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Drop last argument.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	* genkey.c: Do not include "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this new type.

	(release_genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(release_op_data): ... this new function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	(genkey_status_handler): Rewritten using new op_data_t type.

	(get_key_parameter): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Renamed to

	(genkey_start): ... this and rewritten.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Use genkey_start instead

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Rewritten.  Remove FPR argument.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member

 verbosity.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Do not set member verbosity.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove set_verbosity.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Remove set_verbosity member.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Likewise.

	(gpg_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.
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	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start):

 Likewise.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add key-cache.c.

	* key.c (key_cache_initialized, key_cache_size,

	key_cache_max_chain_length, ): Removed.

	(struct key_cache_item_s, key_cache_lock, key_cache,

	key_cache_unused_items, hash_key, _gpgme_key_cache_add,

	_gpgme_key_cache_get, gpgme_get_key): Moved to ...

	* key-cache.c: ... here.  New file.

	* key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): Remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add,_gpgme_key_cache_get): Move to ...

	* ops.h: ... here.

	* version.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Do not call _gpgme_key_cache_init.

 

	* mkstatus: Strip trailing comma.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatus): Pretty print.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase instead GPGME_No_Passphrase.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler):

 Use GPGME_No_UserID

	instead GPGME_No_Recipients and GPGME_Invalid_UserID instead

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_event_cb): Don't clear CTX->pending.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Don't check pending flag.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Don't check or clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member PENDING.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_end): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_error_to_errno): Don't convert EBUSY.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type to return GpgmeError,

	and add argument for returning the result string.

	(gpgme_cancel): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Remove function.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member cancel.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Call the

	passphrase callback in the new way.

 

2003-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Call the progress status

	handler.

 

2003-02-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb): Move check for no

	I/O handlers left to ...

	(_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): ... here.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Release ITEM if name
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	could not be allocated.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Only release name if it is allocated.

	Reported by Marc Mutz <Marc.Mutz@uni-bielefeld.de>.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): If he status handler returns an error,

	return it.

	(status_handler): If read_status fails, just return the error.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Handle all errors, not only most of

	them.

	(xtoi_1, xtoi_2): Remove macro.

	(status_handler): Replace use of xtoi_2 with _gpgme_hextobyte.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Replace

	ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Path with ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Chain.

	(gpgsm_new): Use assuan_pipe_connect instead assuan_pipe_connect2.

 

	* util.h (DIMof): Remove macro.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_event_cb, _gpgme_op_event_cb_user,

	_gpgme_data_unread): Prototypes removed.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove types.h.

	* io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Do not include "types.h".

	* key.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Likewise.

	* cengine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	* engine.h: Include "gpgme.h" instead "types.h".  Add prototypes

	for EngineStatusHandler, EngineColonLineHandler and

	EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):

 Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-backend.h: Include "engine.h" instead "types.h".
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	(struct engine_ops): Change Gpgme*Handler parameters in members

	set_command_handler, set_colon_line_handler and set_status_handler

	to Engine*Handler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter

	type from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of member status.fnc

	from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.  Change type of

	member colon.fnc from GpgmeColonLineHandler to

	EngineColonLineHandler.  Change type of member cmd.fnc from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c

 (gpg_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type

	from GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not close status fd at end

	of function.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(_gpgme_op_data_lookup): New function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Function removed.

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct decrypt_resul): ... this.

	(DecryptResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* sign.c

 (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Function removed.

	(release_sign_result): New function.

	(struct sign_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct sign_result): ... this.

	(SignResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.
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	* encrypt.c (struct encrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct encrypt_result): ... this.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Function removed.

	(release_encrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* verify.c (struct verify_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct verify_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(VerifyResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Function removed.

	(release_verify_result): New function.

	(finish_sig): Change first argument to type VerifyResult.  Diddle

	the type of the op_data structure.

	(add_notation): Change first argument

 to type VerifyResult.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* passphrase.c (struct passphrase_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct passphrase_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(PassphraseResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	(release_passphrase_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct keylist_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(KeylistResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Function removed.

	(release_keylist_result): New function.

	(keylist_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* edit.c (struct edit_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct

 edit_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(EditResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Function removed.

	(release_edit_result): New function.

	(edit_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* types.h (DecryptResult, SignResult, EncryptResult,

	PassphraseResult, ImportResult, DeleteResult, GenKeyResult,
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	KeylistResult, EditResult): Types removed.

	* ops.h: Don't include "types.h", but "gpgme.h" and "context.h".

	(test_and_allocate_result): Remove macro.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result):

 Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Rewritten.

	* context.h (enum ctx_op_data_type): New enum.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace the member result with a member

	op_data.

	(fail_on_pending_request): Remove macro.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Expand macro

	fail_on_pending_request.

	* util.h: Don't include "types.h" or "debug.h", but include "gpgme.h".

 

2003-01-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Remove gpg_start.

	(gpg_start): Rename to ...

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgObject.

	(gpg_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.

	(gpg_import): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpg_trustlist): Likewise.

	(gpg_verify): Likewise.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_encrypt): Remove gpgsm_start.

	(gpgsm_start): Rename to ...

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Remove member command.

	(gpgsm_release): Don't free command.

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgsmObject and

	const char *.
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	(gpgsm_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpgsm_delete): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_genkey): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_verify): Likewise.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_start.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start):

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start):

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start):

 Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove member start.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove function.

 

2003-01-19  Miguel Coca  <mcoca@gnu.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Add missing argument in calls to

	DEBUG_BEGIN.

	* w32-util.c: Include "sema.h".

	(find_program_in_registry): Change DEBUG1 to DEBUG2, fixes compilation

	error.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Remove byte and ulong types.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change prototype to unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change argument to unsigned

	char instead byte.

	(_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise, and beautify.  Also support a

	few more escaped characters.  Be more strict about buffer size.
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	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Change

 type of SRC,

	BUF and DST to unsigned char instead byte.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Use unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* debug.c (trim_spaces): Likewise.

 

	* util.h (mk_error): Remove macro.

	* conversion.c, data.c, data-compat.c, decrypt.c, delete.c,

	edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, gpgme.c, import.c, key.c, keylist.c,

	passphrase.c, progress.c, recipient.c, rungpg.c, sign.c,

	signers.c, trustlist.c, verify.c, wait.c, wait-global.c,

	wait-private (literally everywhere): Expand the mk_error macro.

 

	* context.h (wait_on_request_or_fail): Remove macro.

 

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Remove member ERROR.

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeCommandHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError and add

	new argument RESULT.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeEventIO): New event GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(GpgmeIdleFunc): Remove type.

	(gpgme_register_idle): Remove

 prototype.

	* data.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return any error instead ignoring it, don't close file descriptor

	on error.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Don't work around the old kludge anymore.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError.  Return possible errors.

	* delete.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h>, <time.h> and

	<assert.h>.

	(delete_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Return

	error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	* edit.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Change type to GpgmeError,

	make static and rename to ...

	(edit_status_handler):
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 ... this.  Return error directly.

	(command_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, add result

	argument.  Return error directly.

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Do not signal done event

	anymore.

	(status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Diddle things

	around a bit to return errors directly.

	(start): Send start event.

	* export.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(export_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* genkey.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <assert.h>.

	(genkey_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.  Return errors directly.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Do not initialize ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb):

 Function removed.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): Likewise.

	* import.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(import_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler, keylist_status_handler, finish_key):

	Change return type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	* Makefile (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add wait-global.c,

	wait-private.c and wait-user.c

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Return error instead setting

	ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler,

	_gpgme_verify_status_handler, _gpgme_decrypt_status_handler,

	_gpgme_sign_status_handler, _gpgme_encrypt_staus_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler, _gpgme_progress_status_handler):

	Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_passphease_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError and add new argument RESULT.

	* op-support.c: Use new callback functions, and change private

	data to ctx everywhere.

	* passphrase.c

 (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, add result argument.  Return results accordingly.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change return type

	to GpgmeError, return errors directly.
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	* rungpg.c (status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(close_notify_handler): Don't send done event.

	(colon_line_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, return

	errors directly.

	* rungpg.c (start): Send start event.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, return errors directly.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError.  Return 0.

	(trustlist_colon_handler): Change return type GpgmeError.  Return

	errors directly.

	* verify.c (add_notation): Change return type to GpgmeError,

	return errors directly.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* wait.h

 (struct fd_table): Remove lock member.

	(struct wait_item_s): Moved here from wait.c.

	(struct tag): New structure.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb, _gpgme_wait_global_event_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_add_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_event_io_cb): New prototypes.

	* wait.c: Don't include <stdio.h>.

	(ftd_global, ctx_done_list, ctx_done_list_size,

	ctx_done_list_length, ctx_done_list_lock, idle_function): Remove

	global variable.

	(gpgme_register_idle, do_select, _gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove

	function.

	(gpgme_wait): Move to file wait-global.c.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): Take ctx as private argument, initialize ctx

	member in wait item and tag.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Take ctx from tag.  Don't use FDT lock.

	(_gpgme_wait_one, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Move to

	wait-private.c.

	(gpgme_fd_table_init): Don't initialize FDT->lock.

	(gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Don't destroy FDT->lock.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Make static and rename to

 ...

	(fd_table_put): ... this function.  Don't use FDT->lock.

	(struct wait_item_s): Move to wait.h.

	* wait-global.c: New file.

	* wait-private.c: New file.

	* wait-user.c: New file.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Use validity_to_string

	instead otrust_to_string to calculate validity.
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2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h (EngineObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine.h: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgObject): Move typedef to ...

	* rungpg.c: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgsmObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine-gpgsm.c: ... here.

 

	* util.h (return_if_fail, return_null_if_fail,

	return_val_if_fail): Remove macro.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Don't use return_if_fail.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref): Likewise.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_enum): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Rename get_path to

	get_file_name.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Rename member path to

	file_name.

	* version.c: Do not include <stdio.h>,

 <stdlib.h>, context.h and

	util.h.  Other clean ups.

	(parse_version_number): Protect more seriously against

	overflow.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Move to ...

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): ... here.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_info): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_path): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_file_name): .. this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_req_version): ... this.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_req_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info.): Remove

	prototypes.

 

	* gpgme.h (enum GpgmeProtocol): Remove GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Don't handle GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): New function.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member

	get_req_version, remove member check_version.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_Engine_get_version): New prototype.

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpg_check_version): Function removed.
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	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_get_req_version, remove

	gpg_check_version.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgsm_check_version): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_get_req_version, remove

	gpgsm_check_version.

	* engine.c: Include ops.h.

	 (_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_info): New structure.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): New type.

 

2003-01-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Handle 'd' and 'D' used

	since gpg 1.3 to denote disabled keys.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c: Include <string.h>.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): Correct bug in last change.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Drop R_STAT argument.

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): Function removed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_intersect_stati): Remove prototype.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: New file.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add libgpgme.vers.

	(libgpgme_version_script_cmd): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Add libgpgme_version_script_cmd here.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): New variable.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Don't accept GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET.

	(otrust_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Use it.

	(validity_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Beautify using above functions.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c

 (mem_release): Fix gcc warning.

	* data-user.c (user_release): Likewise.

 

2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (gpgme_data_release_cb): Change return type to void.

	(gpgme_data_read_cb): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (stream_read): Likewise.

	* data-fd.c (fd_read): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_read): Likewise.

	(mem_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-user.c (user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	(user_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Change return type to off_t.

 

2002-12-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_get_key.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Rewrite using gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for new interfaces

	gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

 and gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr.

	(enum GpgmeAttr): New attribute GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Allow GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New members ALGO, NAME_PART,

	EMAIL_PART, COMMENT_PART, NAME, SIG_STAT and SIG_CLASS.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add new parameter LEN.

	Use that to determine if allocation is desired or not.

	* util.h: Adjust prototype of _gpgme_decode_c_string.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_decode_c_string.
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	* key.h (struct gpgme_key_s): New member last_uid.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Rewritten using

	_gpgme_decode_c_string and the last_uid pointer.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(ALLOC_CHUNK): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Use last_uid member of KEY.

 

	* context.h (struct user_id_s): New member last_certsig.

	* key.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_certsig): New function.

	(set_user_id_part): Move function

 before _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	(parse_user_id): Change first argument to SRC, add new arguments

	NAME, EMAIL and COMMENT.  Change code to use these arguments

	instead going through UID.  Move function before

	_gpgme_add_certsig.

	(parse_x509_user_id): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Adjust arguments to parse_x509_user_id

	and parse_user_id invocation.

	(one_certsig_as_xml): New function.

	(one_uid_as_xml): Print signatures.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member TMP_UID.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Rewritten, implement "sig"

	record entries.

 

	* key.c (get_certsig): New function.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Use isdigit, not my_isdigit.

	(set_userid_flags): Likewise.

	(set_subkey_trust_info): Likewise.

	(set_ownertrust): Likewise.

	(finish_key): Move function up a bit and remove prototype.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_ext):

 Correct precedence of signature

	listing mode.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Implement signature listing mode.

 

2002-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not set parent fds to -1.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead close

	for parent fds.
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	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead

	CloseHandle for parent fds.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h [_MSC_VER]: Define ssize_t as long.

 

2002-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Save the result of a first

	setlocale before doing another setlocale.

 

2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c: Some beautyfication.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Treat

	GPGME_STATUS_UNEXPECTED like GPGME_STATUS_NODATA.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c: Only include <config.h> if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].

	(struct

 genkey_result_s): Add new member FPR.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Free RESULT->fpr if set.

	(genkey_status_handler): Extract the fingerprint from the status

	line.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add new argument FPR and return the fingerprint

	in it.

	* gpgme.h: Adjust prototype of gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Add --with-fingerprint to gpg invocation

	twice, to get fingerprints on subkeys.  Suggested by Timo Schulz

	<twoaday@freakmail.de>.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Use

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml rather than

	_gpgme_data_append_string for the field content.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* rungpg.h, engine-gpgsm.h: File removed.

	* engine-backend.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): New variable, set depending on

	automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES):

 Add engine-backend.h, remove rungpg.h and

	engine-gpgsm.h.  Replace engine-gpgsm.c with ${gpgsm_components}.

	(status-table.h): Depend on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* conversion.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not set ENABLE_GPGSM here.  Include

	"engine-backend.h" instead "engine-gpgsm.h".  Reorder some

	functions and remove all function prototypes.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgsmObject * to void **.  Call gpgsm_release instead

	_gpgme_gpgsm_release.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_export): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_verify): ... this.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_status_handler): ... this.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Make static

 and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): New variable.

	[!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Removed.

	* engine.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/types.h>, <string.h>,

	<assert.h>, "io.h", "rungpg.h" and "engine-gpgsm.h".  Include

	<stdlib.h> and "engine-backend.h".

	(struct engine_object_s): Rewritten.

	(engine_ops): New variable.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release, _gpgme_engine_set_verbosity,

	_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler, _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt,

	_gpgme_engine_op_delete,

 _gpgme_engine_op_edit,

	_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export, _gpgme_engine_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_engine_op_import, _gpgme_engine_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_engine_op_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist, _gpgme_engine_op_verify,

	_gpgme_engine_start, _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs,

	_gpgme_engine_io_event): Reimplement.

	* engine.h: Fix a few comments and a variable name in a prototype.

	* ops.h: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	* passphrase.c: Include config.h only if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].  Do not

	include "rungpg.h".

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

	* signers.c: Likewise.

	* version.c: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c: Likewise.  Include "engine-backend.h".  Reorder

	functions and remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_gpg_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgObject
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 * to void **.  Call gpg_release instead

	_gpgme_gpg_release.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_export): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_verify): ... this.

	(gpg_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): New variable.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Add

	missing argument.
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2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h, data-user.c, data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-fd.c,

	data-compat.c: New file.  Really check them in this time,

 completes

	2002-10-08 change.

 

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler): Rename type to GpgmeStatusHandler

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgColonLineHandler): Rename type to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeColonLineHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgCommandHandler): Rename type to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeCommandHandler): ... here.

	* engine.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type

 of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Change type of

	status.fnc to GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change type of argument from

	GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument from

	GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of status.fnc to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.  Change type of cmd.fnc
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 to

	GpgmeCommandLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument FNC to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeCommandHandler.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Remove prototype.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Remove PM.

	(pipemode_cb): Prototype removed.

	(add_pm_data): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Likewise.

	(pipemode_copy): Likewise.

	(pipemode_cb): Likewise.

	(add_arg): Don't check for pipemode.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set PM.active.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Remove pipemode case.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Remove pipemode case.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Prototype removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Make static and rename to ...

	(add_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Call add_data, not _gpgme_gpg_add_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Rename to ...

	(add_pm_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Call add_pm_data, not
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	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_arg):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(add_arg): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler, _gpgme_gpg_new,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_delete,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Use add_arg, not

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New function.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove member simple from colon.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Don't initialize simple.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Removed function.

	(read_colon_line): Don't check the GPG->colon.simple.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Call

	_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity instead _gpgme_gpg_add_arg.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_malloc,

 _gpgme_realloc, _gpgme_calloc,

	_gpgme_strdup, _gpgme_free): Remove prototypes.

	(xtrymalloc, xtrycalloc, xtryrealloc, xtrystrdup, xfree): Remove

	macros.

	* util.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove util.h.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Use malloc instead of

	xtrymalloc, realloc instead of xtryrealloc, calloc instead of

	xtrycalloc, free instead of xfree.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_new, _gpgme_data_release): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_write, mem_release, gpgme_data_new_from_mem,

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_release_edit_result, _gpgme_op_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new, _gpgme_gpgsm_release,
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	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	gpgsm_set_recipients, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new, gpgme_release): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_release_import_result): Likewise.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_cache_init, _gpgme_key_cache_add, key_new,

	add_subkey, gpgme_key_release, _gpgme_key_append_name): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_release_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb, gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_release_passphrase_result,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	*

 progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new, _gpgme_gpg_release,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler, free_argv, free_fd_data_map,

	build_argv, _gpgme_gpg_spawn, read_status, read_colon_line):

	Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Likewise.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_add): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trust_item_new, trustlist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb, gpgme_op_trustlist_next,

	gpgme_trustitem_release): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result, finish_sig): Likewise.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info, _gpgme_get_program_version):

	Likewise.

	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer, destroy_reader,

	destroy_writer, build_commandline, _gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Likewise.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_wait_event_cb, _gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb)

	* data-compat.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	New data object component:

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb, GpgmeDataWriteCb, GpgmeDataSeekCb,
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	GpgmeDataReleaseCb): New types.

	(struct GpgmeDataCbs): New structure.

	(gpgme_data_read): Changed prototype to match that of read() closely.

	(gpgme_data_write): Similar for write().

	(gpgme_data_seek, gpgme_data_new_from_cbs, gpgme_data_new_from_fd,

	gpgme_data_new_from_stream): New prototypes.

	(gpgme_data_get_type, gpgme_check_engine): Prototype removed.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add data.h, data-fd.c,

	data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-user.c and data-compat.c.

	* data.c: Reimplemented from scratch.

	* (data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c, data-stream.c,

	data-user.c): New file.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Removed.

	* conversion.c:

 Include <errno.h> and <sys/types.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): New function.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): ... here.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_get_mode, _gpgme_data_set_mode): Prototype

	removed.

	* types.h (GpgmeDataMode): Type removed.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't check data type or mode.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	*

 genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Remove hack that returns invalid

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.
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	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Add new argument to

	differentiate detached from normal signatures.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.  Don't check

	mode of data argument.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise for prototype.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h

 (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct arg_and_data_s): New member INBOUND to hold

	direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument INBOUND.  Use it to

	determine direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add new argument to _gpgme_gpg_add_data

	invocation.

	(build_argv): Use new member INBOUND to determine direction of

	file descriptor.  Don't check the data type.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument to prototype.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Don't call

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string if CTX->op_info is NULL.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Function removed.

 

2002-09-30

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Take care when printing a

	NULL with the DEBUG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member ANY.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Run the colon function to indicate EOF.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Better reset ANY here.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Prevent superfluous
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	multiplication with base.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Use private asynchronous

	operation type in invocation of _gpgme_op_reset.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* ath.c: Include sys/time.h if sys/select.h is not available.

 

2002-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Do not call finish_key() here.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Set CTX->tmp_key to NULL.

 

2002-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove @LTLIBOBJS@ as we link

 them

	into gpgme unconditionally.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change @LIBOBJS@ into @LTLIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Use @LTLIBOBJS@ instead @LIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_add): Test *LINE, not LINE.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't use a non-constant struct

	initializer.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Set DESTP before

	modifying DEST.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Fix off by one error in

	last change.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): Move before

	_gpgme_op_edit so its prototype is known early on.
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	* conversion.c: New

 file.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_decode_c_string and

	_gpgme_hextobyte.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Call _gpgme_decode_c_string

	on issuer name.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add conversion.c

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Replace calls to hextobyte by

	calls to _gpgme_hextobyte.

	(hash_key): Likewise.

 

2002-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set CTX->pending after calling

	_gpgme_engine_release, as this will reset pending to zero in the

	event done callback on cancelled operations.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add args from signers.

	Suggested by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add bogus ctx argument.

	* rungpg.h: Also to prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

 

2002-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Implement signer

	selection.

	* vasprintf.c (va_copy): Define macro if not yet defined.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Reset

	CTX->result.passphrase->no_passphrase if passphrase is given (good

	or bad).  Submitted by Jean DIRAISON <jean.diraison@free.fr>.

 

2002-08-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use a double-fork approach.

	Return 0 on success, -1 on error.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Don't wait for the child.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_housecleaning): Function removed.

	(do_reaping): Likewise.
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	(_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): Likewise.

	(struct reap_s): Removed.

	(reap_list): Likewise.

	(reap_list_lock): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): Remove prototypes for

	_gpgme_engine_housecleaning and

	_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Don't add child to reap list.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove

 PID member.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Don't initialize GPG->pid.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set GPG->pid.

	* wait.c (run_idle): Removed.

	(gpgme_wait): Run idle_function directly.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove dead

	variables encrypt_info and encrypt_info_len.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Set colon line handler.

	* posix-sema.c (sema_fatal): Remove function.

	All these reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Made --prefix work for --libs.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Update list of symbols that get a prefix: Rename the

	ath_mutex_*_available symbols to ath_*_available.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* stpcpy.c: New file from gnulib.

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove jnlib.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_op_import_ext.

	* import.c

 (struct import_result_s): New member `nr_considered'.

	Rename `any_imported' to `nr_imported'.

	(import_status_handler): Increment nr_imported.  Set nr_considered

	if appropriate.

	(gpgme_op_import_ext): New function.

	(gpgme_op_import): Implement in terms of gpgme_op_import_ext.
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2002-08-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Replaced with a new and faster version.  This does not

	anymore try to build test programs.  If we really need test

	programs, we should add an option to gpgme-config to do so.

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf): Hack to handle NULL passed for %s.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_set_op_info): Append data on subsequent calls.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove op_info

	handling.

 

2002-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt.c (is_token,skip_token): Duplicated from verify.c

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Hack to properly return Decryption_Failed..

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Create an operation info.

 

2002-08-14

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New.  Use it in gpgme_key_s.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_release): Release it. We need to add more code

	of course.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Use memset to initialize the struct.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Include sigs in listing depending

	non the list mode.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Use GPGME_ATTR_TYPE to return

	information about the key type (PGP or X.509).

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Include 1 in the check for

	valid algorithms so that RSA is usable.  Store the issuer name and

	serial number also for "crs" records.  Parse the expire date for

	subkeys.

	(set_userid_flags): Put them onto the last appended key.

 

2002-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Use --with-colons.

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): For GPGME_DATA_TYPE_NONE,
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 return EOF

	instead an error.

 

	The following changes make it possible to flush an inbound data

	pipe before invoking a command handler:

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Accept new argument NONBLOCK to

	_gpgme_io_select.  Set timeout of 0 if this is set.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

	* io.h: Add new argument NONBLOCK to _gpgme_io_select prototype.

	* wait.c (do_select): Add new argument to _gpgme_io_select

	invocation.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Add new argument

	linked_data to prototype.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Pass NULL as linked_data

	argument to _gpgme_engine_set_command_handler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): New members linked_data and

	linked_idx in CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize those new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Accept new argument linked_data.

	(build_argv): Handle linked_data

 in the same hack as cb_data.

	(read_status): If linked_data is in use, flush the pipe before

	activating the command handler.

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for gpgme_op_edit_start and

	gpgme_op_edit.

 

	The next changes export the status codes to the user:

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise, also prefix

	all STATUS_ with GPGME_.

	* delete.c (delete_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (parse_status): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler):
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 Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEditCb): New type.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusCode): Rename and move to ...

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatusCode): ... this and here.

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Run mkstatus on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* mkstatus: Prefix STATUS with GPGME_.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler, GpgCommandHandler): Change type

	accordingly.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_verify_status_handler,

	_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_sign_status_handler,

	_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for CMD.code.

 

	These changes add an edit operation to GPGME:

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member RESULT.edit.  *

	ops.h: Add prototype

 for _gpgme_release_edit_result and

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

	* passphrase.c (command_handler): Make non-static and rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Use new name for command handler.

	* types.h: Add EditResult type.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release EDIT result.

	* edit.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add edit.c.

	(libgpgme_la_LDADD): Rename to libgpgme_la_LIBADD, and include

	assuan_libobjs.

	(assuan_libobjs): New variable, set this instead

	libgpgme_la_LIBADD.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New function.

 

2002-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* delete.c (delete_problem): New case ambiguous specification.

	(delete_status_handler): Handle new case (poorly).

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Implement this.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LDADD): Add @LIBOBJS@ for vasprintf and

	fopencookie.

	* vasprintf.c: Update to more recent libiberty version.

	* debug.h: Replace #elsif with #elif.

 

	Submitted by Stphane Corthsy:

	* util.h (vasprintf): Correct prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include <stddef.h>.

	(encrypt_sign_status_handler): Change type of ENCRYPT_INFO_LEN to

	size_t.

	* ath-pthread.c: Include <stdlib.h>, not <malloc.h>.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (fdt_global): Make static.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Skip empty string

	patterns.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Add OTRUST attribute.  Requested

	by Stphane Corthsy.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY case to

	silence gcc warning.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Always set utf8 as charset.

 

2002-07-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_io_cbs): Deal with CTX being NULL.

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Support a new mode of operation

	for private or user event loop.  Use new user event callback

	wrapper.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use this new mode.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.
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	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New prototype.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Call _gpgme_engine_io_event, and move

	the real work for the default IO callback routines to ...

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Signal

	GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_TRUSTITEM.  Move queue

 manipulation to ...

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb): Call _gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb

	and _gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb when appropriate.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Add comment why we don't use the

	user provided event handler directly.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Return GpgmeError value, and TAG in

	a pointer argument.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with new

	argument.  Fix up error handling.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with

	new argument, fix up error handling.

 

2002-07-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): New.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Moved some code out to the new

	function and call this function also in case we get into the

	status

 handler with an error which might happen due to a kludge in

	engine-gpgsm.c

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg use synchronous mode).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Fix documentation of key attribute retrieval functions.

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from

	prototype and change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): New prototype.
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	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Replace with the meat from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition here, and remove the support for

	conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from prototype

	and change return type to GpgmeError.  Replace with meat from

	_gpgme_wait_one and add support for conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Just call _gpgme_wait_on_condition without

	condition.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg

 use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Map No_Data_Available to EOF.

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Kludge to print fingerprint

	instead of keyid for use with gpgsm.

	(import_status_handler): Set a flag to know whether any import

	occurred.

	(gpgme_op_import): Return -1 if no certificate ewas imported.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs) [ENABLE_GPGSM]: Fixed

	function arguments.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Only export the keys

	listed in RECP.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): If no data was returned,

 return

	GPGME_No_Recipients.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Implement.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return ERR.
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	(parse_status): New function.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Use parse_status.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Accept new arguments STATUS_FNC and

	STATUS_FNC_VALUE and process status messages.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Pass new arguments to gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Unlock FDT->lock.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Ignore GPG_AGENT_INFO if set but empty.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set bad policy for wrong key usage.

	(skip_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Watch out

 for wrong key usage.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Hack to return info on the key

	usage.  Does now make use of the former RESERVED argument which

	has been renamed to WHATIDX.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Renamed RESERVED to WHATIDX.

 

2002-06-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (do_select): Return -1 on error, and 0 if nothing to run.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Only set HANG to zero if do_select returned an

	error, or there are no more file descriptors to wait on.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Ignore return value from do_select for

	now.

 

2002-06-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Make sure that we never access an

	uninitialized result structure.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): New.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Release it here

	(keylist_status_handler): Handle truncated.

	(append_xml_keylistinfo): New.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): and use it here.

	* types.h: Declare the new type here.
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	*

 context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Use it here.

 

2002-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close status_cb.fd.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Duplicate status file descriptor, so we can

	use our own close notification mechanism without interfering with

	assuan.

 

2002-06-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY and the GPGME_SIGSUM_

	constants.

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): And use it here.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes TRUNCATED and ERROR.

	* verify.c (is_token, copy_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Use copy_token, handle the new

	ERROR status and store the errorcode used withgpgsm and trust

	status codes.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute ERRTOK.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add dummy case for it.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Use it here to return the last error.

 

2002-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Move the code that sets the

	close notification for the status fd to ...

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): ... here.

	* wait.h: Include "sema.h".  Remove prototypes of

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue and

	_gpgme_register_pipe_handler.  Add prototypes of

	_gpgme_fd_table_init, _gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_event_cb and

	_gpgme_wait_one..

	* wait.c: Remove global variables PROC_QUEUE, PROC_QUEUE_LOCK,

	FD_TABLE_SIZE, FD_TABLE, FD_TABLE_LOCK.  New global variables

	FDT_GLOBAL, CTX_DONE_LIST, CTX_DONE_LIST_SIZE,

	CTX_DONE_LIST_LENGTH and CTX_DONE_LIST_LOCK.  Remove struct

	proc_s.  Replace struct wait_item_s.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_init): New function.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Likewise.
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	(set_process_done): Remove function.

	(do_select): Take argument FDT.  Use that to decide which fds to

	select on.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_register_pipe_hanldler): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_freeze_fd): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_thaw_fd): Remove function.

	* rungpg.c (struct fd_data_map_s): Add new member TAG.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for STATUS and COLON.  Add member

	IDX to CMD.  Add new member IO_CBS.

	(close_notify_handler): New variables POSSIBLY_DONE and NOT_DONE.

	For each I/O callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all

	callbacks have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	Remove member RUNNING.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Check PID not RUNNING.  Don't call

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue.  Close GPG->CMD.FD if set.

	(build_argv): Store away the index instead the file descriptor for

	CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb to register IO

	callbacks.

	(gpg_status_handler):

 Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(read_status): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb instead _gpgme_thaw_fd.

	Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(gpg_colon_line_handler): Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(command_cb): Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): Prototype for

	_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): New type.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Likewise.

	(struct GpgmeIOCbs): New structure to hold I/O callbacks.

	(gpgme_set_op_io_cbs): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_op_io_cbs): Likewise.

	* ops.h: New prototype for _gpgme_op_event_cb.  Remove prototypes

	for _gpgme_freeze_fd and _gpgme_thaw_fd.  Remove PID argument from
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	_gpgme_data_inbound_handler and _gpgme_data_outbound_handler

	prototype.

  Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset.

	Add synchronous argument to _gpgme_decrypt_start prototype.

	* io.h: Beautification.

	* gpgme.c: Include "wait.h".

	(gpgme_new): Initialize FDT.

	(gpgme_set_io_cbs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_io_cbs): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to

	void.  Drop PID argument.  Close FD on error and EOF.

	(write_mem_data): Don't close FD here ...

	(write_cb_data): ... or here ...

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... but here.  Change return type

	to void.  Drop PID argument.

	* context.h: Include "wait.h".

	(struct gpgme_context_s): New members FDT and IO_CBS.

	* op-support.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add op-support.c.

	* ops.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset().

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Add synchronous argument.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Use _gpgme_wait_one instead

	gpgme_wait.

	*

 delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_delete_start now.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt.c: Include "wait.h".

	(ggpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt_sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): ... this.  New argument

	SYNCHRONOUS.  Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Add synchronous argument.
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  Use

	_gpgme_wait_one instead gpgme_wait.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_export_start now.

	(gpgme_op_export): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start now.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_import_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_import_start now.

	(gpgme_op_import): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead

 gpgme_wait.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Just a wrapper around _gpgme_op_sign_start

	now.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_verify_start now.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member status_cb.  Replace input_fd

	and input_data with input_cb.  Replace output_fd and output_data

	with

 output_cb.  Replace message_fd and message_data with

	message_cb.  New member io_cbs.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize all new members (and drop the old
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	ones).

	(close_notify_handler): New variable POSSIBLY_DONE.  For each I/O

	callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all callbacks

	have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Remove variable PID.  Use new variable

	names to close the file descriptors.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Use new variable names,

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Drop argument PID.  Change return type to

	void.  Close status pipe before returning because of EOF or error.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use _gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb to register

	callback

 function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: New prototype for _gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine.h: New prototype for _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove mutex.h.

 

2002-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Skip one more char when

	processing escaped char.  Submitted by Marc Mutz <mutz@kde.org>.

	Handle hexadecimal encodings.  Also reported by Marc.  Thanks!

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Enable the _gpgme_ prefix.  Fix all those prefix macros.

	* posix-sema.c: Use that prefix here.

	* posix-io.c: Include "ath.h".

	(_gpgme_io_read): Use _gpgme_ath_read instead read.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use _gpgme_ath_write instead write.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Use _gpgme_ath_waitpid instead waitpid.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Use _gpgme_ath_select

 instead select.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (ath_components): New variable.

	(ath_components_pthread): Likewise.

	(ath_components_pth): Likewise.

	(system_components): Add ath_componentes.

 

	* ath.h: New file.

	* ath.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pthread.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter): Rework to use the ATH

	interface.

	* mutex.h: Remove file.

 

2002-05-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return NULL when asking for

	an issuer with IDX > 0.  We don't support altIssuerNames for now.

 

2002-05-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Aehmm, added

	missing variable definition.  Oohh - Marcus was faster.

 

2002-05-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@gnu.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Fix last change.

 

2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist)

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext):

  Pass the keylist mode to gpgsm.

 

2002-05-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add OTRUST.

	* keylist.c (set_ownertrust): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Get the ownertrust value

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return that value.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: New static variable GET_PATH_LOCK.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Remove superfluous NULL initializer.

	Take lock while determining path.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Likewise.
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	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Set DONE to 1 after

	initialization.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): New variable ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock

	while determining engine info.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New variable

	GPG_VERSION_LOCK.  Take the lock while determining the program

	version.

	* posix-io.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): New variable FIXED_SIGNALS_LOCK.  Take the lock

	while fixing the signals.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Make READFDS and WRITEFDS non-static.

	*

 key.c: Include "sema.h".  New globals KEY_CACHE_LOCK and

	KEY_REF_LOCK.

	(capabilities_to_string): Make STRINGS very const.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): Lock the key cache.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_release): Lock the key_ref_lock.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Make IMPORTED_FIELDS and

	IMPORT_RES_FIELDS very const.  Make FIELD and FIELD_NAME a little

	const.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info): New variable

	ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock while determining engine info.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): New variable GPGSM_VERSION_LOCK.  Take

	lock while getting program version.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add debug.h.

	* util.h: Removed all prototypes and declarations related to

	debugging.  Include "debug.h".

 

	* debug.c (debug_level): Comment variable and remove superfluous

	zero initializer.

	(errfp): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_debug_enabled):

 Function removed.

	(struct debug_control_s): Definition removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_begin): Rewritten to use vasprintf.  Accept a

	pritnf-style format specification and a variable number of

	arguments.

	(_gpgme_debug_add): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Expect that format

	starts out with "%s" for simplicity.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Do not accept a

	TEXT argument anymore.
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	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use new level argument for

	DEBUG_BEGIN instead explicit if construct.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Remove superfluous zero initializer,

	remove volatile flag of INITIALIZED.  Do not use the

	double-checked locking algorithm, it is fundamentally flawed and

	will empty your fridge (on a more serious note, despite the

	volatile flag it doesn't give you the guarantee you would expect,

	for example on a DEC Alpha or an SMP machine.  The volatile only

	serializes accesses to the volatile variable, but not to the other

	variables).

 

2002-05-03

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Redirect any gpgsm error

	output to /dev/null.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set the protocol of the listctx.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol): New.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_write): Changed type of BUFFER to void*.

	(gpgme_data_read): Ditto.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle TRUST_* status

	lines so that a claim can be made without looking up the key.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): New.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Added GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS.

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes from gpg 1.0.7 and formatted the

	list to align with the status.h file from gnupg.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeSigStat): Add _GOOD_EXP and _GOOD_EXPKEY.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler, finish_sig): Handle

	these new status codes.  Store the expiration time

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeData_Encoding): New.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_get_encoding,gpgme_data_set_encoding):

 New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): New. Use it in all local

	functions where the INPUT command gets send.

 

2002-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Close the output

	descriptor only when we don't need it anymore.  Close the message

	descriptor if we don't need it.

 

2002-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Use libtool libraries.

 

2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Call gpgme_data_release on

	GPG->cmd.cb_data, not xfree.

 

2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set the display, ttyname,

	ttytype, lc_ctype and lc_messages options in the server.

 

2002-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Add new error codes.

 

2002-04-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Swapped use of can_encrypt and

	can_certify to return

 the requested values.

 

2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_progress_cb): Allow either return parameter

	to be NULL.

	(gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): New function.

	(gpgme_get_progress_cb): New function.

	* gpgme.h: Add new prototypes for gpgme_get_passphrase_cb and

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-03-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Add values for issuer and chaining.

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add issuer and chaining elements for X509.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store them.

	* key.c	(gpgme_key_release): Free them.
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	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Print them.

 

2002-03-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add mutex.h

 

2002-03-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Make sure off_t and ssize_t are

	defined.

 

2002-03-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 Makefile.am (system_components): New variable, set depending on

	HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Use system_components.  Remove `syshdr.h'.

	* syshdr.h: File removed.

 

	* posix-io.c: Remove !HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.  Clean up source.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* posix-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* w32-io.c: Remove HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include `unistd.h', do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-io.c: Include `io.h', do not include `syshdr.h'

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

	* data.c: Do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* wait.c: Likewise.

	* wait.h: Code cleanup.

 

	* mutex.h: New file.

	* posix-sema.c: Implement.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Fixed type.  Thanks to Frank Heckenbach.

 

2002-03-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Add prototype.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	*

 encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): New variable SYMMETRIC, set it if RECP

	is null, and if it is set, use _gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler

	as status handler and run _gpgme_passphrase_start.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero, do symmetric

	encryption.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero,

	return error value.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add "--" argument.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Also set the

	error No_Passphrase if only a bad passphrase was provided.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): If TEXT is of mode

	GPGME_DATA_MODE_IN, construct a command line that stores the

	plaintext in TEXT.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Accept TEXT being

	uninitialized, and in this case interpret SIG as a normal or

	cleartext signature and TEXT as a return

 data object.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]:

	Add stub function.

 

2002-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (subkey_s): New member expires_at.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set it here

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return it.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New function.
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	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): New function.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new error code GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	* encrypt.c (struct

 encrypt_result_s): New member invalid_recipients,

	rename no_recipients to no_valid_recipients.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Include error for invalid

	recipients.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_recipients): Change type of first

	argument to GpgsmObject.  Use that to report back the status about

	the recipients.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Fix the last change.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Parse the args line to

	see if the problem is due to a missing key, and report that back

	to the user.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Use that new function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign):

 New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add encrypt-sign.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Add prototype.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use new status handler name.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member include_certs.
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	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_include_certs): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	(gpgme_new): Set include_certs to 1 (the default).

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Accept

 new argument include_certs,

	and pass it to _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Accept new argument

	include_certs and handle it.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Add new argument include_certs.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Add new argument to

	_gpgme_engine_op_sign call.

 

2002-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not use a verbose listing.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* vasprintf.c, fopencookie.c: Add replacement functions.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for them.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return 0 if we

	reach the end of the function.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Fix logic in validity check.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Skip newlines after opening tag.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Remove cruft.

 

2002-02-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Allow PUBKEY and SECKEY to be

	set, and pass them down to the crypto engine.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): New arguments PUBKEY and SECKEY.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.  Use those

	arguments.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.  Complain if those

	arguments are set.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.  Implement

	function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Beautify comment.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Remove handling of keylist

	mode (for now).

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Add new argument STATUS, in which the

	status of the returned context is returned.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Rework the function a bit, to make it

	aware of cancelled processes, and to

 allow to use gpgme_wait with

	CTX being NULL (as documented in the source).

	(struct proc_s): New member REPORTED.

	* gpgme.h: Fix prototype.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Fix use of gpgme_wait.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Possibly return an error

	value.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New function.

	(gpgme_new): Set the default for keylist_mode member of CTX.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Fix prototype.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New prototype.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL): New macro.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN): Likewise..

 

2002-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	This patch has gotten a bit large... mmh.  The

 main thing that

	happens here is that error values are now not determined in the

	operation function after gpgme_wait completed, but in the status

	handler when EOF is received.  It should always be the case that
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	either an error is flagged or EOF is received, so that after a

	gpgme_wait you should never have the situation that no error is

	flagged and EOF is not received.  One problem is that the engine

	status handlers don't have access to the context, a horrible

	kludge works around this for now.  All errors that happen during a

	pending operation should be caught and reported in ctx->error,

	including out-of-core and cancellation.  This rounds up neatly a

	couple of loose ends, and makes it possible to pass up any errors

	in the communication with the backend as well.  As a bonus, there

	will be a function to access gpgme->wait, so that the operations

	can truly be implemented with their _start function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Horrible kludge to report

	error back

 to the context.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_status_handler): Same horrible kludge applied here.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Add error checking.

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If canceled, set CTX->error

	to a value indication that.

 

	* verify.c (add_notation): Set error, not out_of_core.

	(finish_sig): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): At EOF, clean up the notation data.

	(gpgme_op_verify): And don't do it here.

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

 

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): New macro.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Return error from context.

	(delete_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Release

 result.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result, and perform error checking here.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Just return the error value from the context.

	(sign_status_handler): Only progress if no error is set yet.  If

	we process an EOF, set the resulting error value (if any).

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_result): Function removed.
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	(create_result_struct): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result,

	caclulate error on EOF, do not progress with errors.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Just return the error value from the context.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Perform the error checking

	here.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Return if error is set in context.

	(gpgme_op_export_start):

 Release result.

	(gpgme_op_export): Return error from context.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Return the error in

	the context.

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result.  Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Just return the error from context.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Return the error from context.

	(import_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error of context.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Set error instead out_of_code.

	(finish_key): Likewise.

 

	* context.h: Remove member out_of_core, add member error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Clear error flag.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_get_error): New function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change

 return type to GpgmeError,

	use the new function to map error values.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Change return type tp GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Change type of ERR to GpgmeError.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.  Change type of return value

	equivalently.  Adjust error values.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member error.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Set error if error occurs.  Determine

	error number from ERR line received.  If assuan_read_line fails,

	terminate the connection.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (MOSTLYCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): At error, terminate the

	connection to the server.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_KEY_CREATED.

 

	* progress.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add progress.c.

 

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler):

 Use

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.  Add check for status.

	(struct genkey_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Check for error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_genkey_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (GenKeyResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add GenKeyResult to member result.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_delete_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (DeleteResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add DeleteResult to member result.

 

	* delete.c (enum delete_problem): New type.

	(struct delete_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): New function.

	(delete_status_handler): Implement more status codes.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Return error on failure.

 

	* import.c (MAX_IMPORTED_FIELDS): Bump up to 14.

 

2002-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (struct import_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): New function.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.
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	(import_status_handler): Implement.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add call to

	_gpgme_release_import_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_import_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (ImportResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add ImportResult to member result.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Code clean up.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add lots of comment and fix the formatting.  Add

	gpgme_trustlist_end prototype.

 

2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new type GpgmeIdleFunc.  Change type of

	gpgme_register_idle to return and accept this type.

	* wait.c (gpgme_register_idle): Fix type.

	Save and return old value of idle_function.

 

2002-01-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Implement

 secret only mode.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Add support for the new "crs"

	record type.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Call assuan_disconnect,

	not assuan_pipe_disconnect.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change to link assuan and

	jnlib (needed by assuan) statically into libgpgme.  Linking a

	static library into a shared library this way is not portable.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type of R_HD from void* to

	void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Change type of LENGTH

	from off_t to size_t.

	* gpgme.h: Likewise.
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2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If the process finished,

	reset the pending flag.  Also if the operation was cancelled.

 

	(struct proc_s): Rename READY to DONE.

	(wait_item_s): Likewise.

	(set_process_ready): Rename

 to ...

	(set_process_done): ... this.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Call set_process_done

	instead set_process_ready.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

	(do_select): Rename READY to DONE.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Do not set pending to zero here.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* export.c: Cleanup.

 

2002-01-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c: Various source clean ups.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): New function.

 

2002-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c: Various source clean ups, like renaming C to CTX where

	appropriate.

	(gpgme_new): Clear

 R_CTX before starting the work.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

	* data.c: Various source clean ups.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_mem): Check BUFFER after clearing R_DH.

	(gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb): Similar for READ_CB.
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	(gpgme_data_new_from_file): Loop over fread while EINTR.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Rediddled a bit.  Allow LENGTH to

	be zero.  Loop over fread while EINTR.

 

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

2001-12-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Replace General_Error with

	Pipe_Error where appropriate.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c: Include `string.h'.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Remove prototype.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): New variable CHILD_FDS.

	Fill it with the servers fds, and pass it to assuan_pipe_connect.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New function.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New prototype.

 

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): Move prototype to ...

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): ... here.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Remove unused variable.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Reimplemented.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Reimplemented.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return NULL if MY_VERSION is NULL.

 

	* engine.c: Include `io.h'.

	(gpgme_engine_get_info): New function.

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info):

	Add prototype.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): Moved to ...
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	* engine.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): ... here.

	Include `time.h', `sys/types.h', `assert.h', and `sema.h'.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): New function.

	(do_reaping, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): Moved to

 ...

	* engine.c (do_reaping, _gpgme_engine_housecleaning): ... here.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Replace code that is now in its

	own function by call to _gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list().

 

	* wait.c: Include `engine.h'.

	(run_idle): Call _gpgme_engine_housecleaning(), not

	_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning().

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Append, not prepend, the uid.

	Initialize the next field of the uid structure.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Do not list last uid first.

 

2001-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New

	function [!ENABLE_GPGSM].

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Put TEXT into

	message_data, not SIG.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Use `--detached', not `--detach'.

 

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Call

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler early.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Revert last change.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Freeze the output file

	handler when ending this operation, otherwise the wait function

	will sit on it.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member colon.attic.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize some more members.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Free the colon line handler's attic line.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rework the inline-data processing.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not add the fds to the child

	list that are not dup'ed, for those the close-on-exec flag is set

	now.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Remove first entry in

	CFD, as the close-on-exec flag is now set for this fd.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Do not add `armor'

	option to `ENCRYPT'.

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (gpgsm_set_recipients): Free LINE when returning

	successfully.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Manage the file descriptors a

	bit differently.  Do not set close-on-exec flags.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Do not set message_fd

	to -1, this is done by the close handler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise (also for output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise (also for input_fd and output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise, but for output_fd.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Set the close-on-exec flag for the

	non-inherited file descriptor index of the pipe.

 

2001-12-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Pass datalines to a colon handler

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Set the colon

	handler for gpgsm.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Allow NULL for

	pattern.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Removed underscore from

	assuan_write_line.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Ditto.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Replaced internal Assuan read

	function by the new assuan_read_line.  Removed the use of the

	internal header.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Ditto. Use the new assuan_pending_line.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use the documented way to get an fd from

	assuan.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Handle "crt" records

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add an x509 flag.

	* key.c (parse_x509_user_id): New.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Handle x.509 names.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Make it work with current

	version of assuan.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Accept one more argument OPT.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Pass armor argument to gpgsm_set_fd for

	output descriptor.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Likewise.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Set pending to 0 if EOF

	occurs.

 

2001-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Fix stupid typo.

 

2001-11-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Don't break if bsearch fails.

	Deal with assuan read line returning more than one line (for now).

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Implement it according to

	the current protocol definition.

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set CLOEXEC flag for parent
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	ends of the pipe.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include stdlib.h and string.h.  Also include,

	for now, rungpg.h and status-table.h.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Implement more of the status handler.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Implement CMS case.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Reimplement using gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Release command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Allocate command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Also treat `ERR' strings as EOF.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h

 (gpgme_set_protocol): New prototype.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Shuffle around header inclusion a bit, to still
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	keep them separate.

	(_gpgme_set_status_handler) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: New function.

 

2001-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include more headers so that NULL and mk_error

	is defined even with an undefined GPGSM_PATH.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_inbound_handler, write_mem_data, write_cb_data,

	gpg_outbound_handler): Moved to ...

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, write_mem_data,

	write_cb_data, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... here.  Make the

	_gpgme_* ones non-static.

	* data.c: Include io.h.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use

 these new functions.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_import,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_start, _gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): New prototype.

	Include <rungpg.h> for status handler function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New members input_fd,

	input_data, output_fd, output_data, message_fd, message_data, command

	and status.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Open input, output and message pipes before

	connecting to the client.  Close server's ends afterwards.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close open file descriptors.  Remove

	server process from wait queue.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, _gpgme_gpgsm_start,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler, gpgms_status_handler): New function.

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Implement for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Do not include rungpg.h, but engine.h.
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	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace member gpg with engine.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Release engine, not gpg.

 

	* recipient.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recifgpients): Function

	moved ...

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): ... here.

	Make static, change order of arguments, and return an error value.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): Removed prototype.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):
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 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Reimplement in terms of above

	functions.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Add types EngineObject and GpgsmObject.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add engine-gpgsm.h,

	engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h and engine.c.

	* engine.h: New file.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_gpg_get_version and

	_gpgme_gpg_check_version.

 

	* version.c (compare_versions): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_check_version): Use _gpgme_compare_versions rather than

	compare_versions.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version): Add prototype.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_INCLUDES): Remove obsolete directive.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): New directive [BUILD_ASSUAN].
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	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Remove global variables lineno and

	tmp_engine_version.

	(version_handler): Removed.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version): New function.

	(get_engine_info): Don't use context and version_handler,

	but _gpgme_get_program_version.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Add prototype for

	_gpgme_get_program_version (we expect to use it elsewhere soon).

 

2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): If GnuPG is not available, return

	an error message.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be

	undefined.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): New static function.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be undefined.  Rework

	to use find_program_in_registry.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	(util.h): Prototype _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path).

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Verify that _gpgme_get_gpg_path()

	returns non-null.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add decrypt-verify.c.

	* types.h: Add decrypt-verify types.

	* ops.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add result type for decrypt-verify.

	* gpgme.h: Add decrypt-verify prototypes.

 

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler):

 Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): New function, derived from

	gpgme_op_decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Reimplement in terms of

	_gpgme_decrypt_start.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): New function to retrieve error value.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Use _gpgme_decrypt_result.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.
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	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Use new function name.

	(intersect_stati): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Use new name.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add passphrase.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_result): Add prototypes from

	passphrase.c.

	* types.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add member passphrase to result.

	*

 gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release passphrase member.

 

	* decrypt.c: Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Don't release removed members.

	(decrypt_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Don't set command handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

	* sign.c Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct sign_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Don't release removed members.

	(sign_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Don't set command

 handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* decrypt.c (command_handler): Fix last change.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	Rename R2 to NEXT_RESULT.

	(intersect_stati): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Likewise.  Do not check return_type, but

	the member verify of result.

	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Rename RES to RESULT.  If

	RESULT is zero, return.

	(sign_status_handler, command_handler): Do not check return_type,

	but the member sign of result.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	If RESULT is zero, return.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Do not check return_type, but the member

	encrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(create_result_struct): Do not set result_type.

	(command_handler, decrypt_status_handler): Do not check

	return_type, but the member decrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* context.h (enum ResultType): Removed.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member result_type.

	(struct result): Replaces union result.

	* gpgme.c: Include string.h.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Release all members of c->result, which

	is now a struct.  Zero out all members of the struct afterwards.

 

2001-11-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Release GPG->cmd.cb_data.

	Release all members of the list GPG->arglist.

	Reported by Michael Schmidt <mschmidt@cs.uni-sb.de>.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (pipemode_copy): Change type of NBYTES to size_t.
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	* key.c: Include string.h.

	* data.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

 

2001-10-29

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: New member signers_len.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Require that signers are

	non-NULL with assertion.  Use signers_len to determine how much

	keys to release.  Add documentation.

	(gpgme_signers_add): Use signers_len to determine if the buffer is

	large enough.  Use xtryrealloc rather than xtrymalloc and copying.

	Add documentation.

	(gpgme_signers_enum): Use signers_len to determine if key is

	available.  Add documentation.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append): Check if LENGTH is smaller than

	ALLOC_CHUNK, not DH->length.

 

2001-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Fix last change.

 

2001-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeProtocol): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): New.

 

2001-09-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_passphrase_cb): Ignore a NULL context.

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb): Ditto.

 Suggested by Mark Mutz.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Shortcut for no tmp_key.  Changed all

	callers to use this function without a check for tmp_key.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Reset the key_cond after

	emptying the queue.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-09-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow rewind for callbacks.
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2001-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add NO_RECP.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Take on No_RECP.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Better error return.

 

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Take on NODATA.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Added STATUS_INV_RECP.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add support for new

	EncryptResult object.

	* encrypt.c (append_xml_encinfo): New.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Add some status parsing.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): New.

 

2001-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_release):

 Free the list.  By Timo.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Do a finish key if we receive

	an EOF here.  This is probably the reason for a lot of bugs

	related to keylisting.  It is so obvious.  Kudos to Enno Cramer

	for pointing that out.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c, gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Reset the op_info here.

	* sign.c (append_xml_siginfo): New.

	(sign_status_handler): Store the sig create information.

 

2001-07-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Hack to detect no valid recipients.

 

2001-07-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_armor,gpgme_get_textmode): New.

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Disable armor comments

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Need to add quotes here

 

2001-07-24  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Add a a way to return the available bytes.

 

2001-07-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.c: Removed

 stpcpy() because we use the version from jnlib.

 

2001-07-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* mkstatus: Define the collating sequence for sort.

 

2001-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_UNEXPECTED as suggested by Timo.

 

2001-06-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Fixed the assigned values. Kudos

	to Timo for pointing this out.

 

2001-06-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin): Fixed a /tmp race.  Noted by

	Johannes Poehlmann.

 

2001-05-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Stop version number parsing at

	the opening angle and not the closing one.  By Tommy Reynolds.

 

2001-05-01  Jos Carlos Garca Sogo <jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Deleted the assert ( !c->gpg )

	line, because it gave an error if another operation had been made

	before using the same context.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): The same as above. Also added

	one line to release

 the gpg object in the context (if any).

 

2001-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c, key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Init the cache.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Put key into the cache
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	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): First look into the cache.

 

2001-04-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Adjusted for the changed

	--fixed-list-mode of gpg 1.0.4h.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Enabled pipemode for detached sigs.

 

2001-04-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't select on the writer if there

	are still bytes pending.  Timo found this not easy to track down

	race condition.

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_KEY_{EXPIRED,DISABLED}.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): And return those attribs.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set keyliosting mode

 depending on

	the mode set in the current context.  Suggested by Timo.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return can_certify and not

	can_encrypt. By Timo.

 

2001-03-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Allow to specify a debug file.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): New.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print output.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Debug only with level > 2.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c: Included time.h.

 

	* key.h: New keyflags for capabilities.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability, set_subkey_capability): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Parse them.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute values for capabilities.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return them.

	(capabilities_to_string): New.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return the global caps.
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2001-03-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,destroy_writer): Fixed syntax error.

	Thanks to Jan Oliver Wagner.

 

2001-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* context.h: Add

 invalid and revoke flags to user_id structure.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use --fixed-list-mode.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Adjust for that.

	(set_userid_flags): New.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Handle new key invalid flag

	(set_subkey_trust_info): Ditto.

	* gpgme.h: Add new attributes for key and user ID flags.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Init these flags

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Print them.

	(one_uid_as_xml): New helper for above.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr, gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return the new attributes.  Enhanced, so that subkey information

	can be returned now.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader): Set stop_me flag.

	(writer,create_writer,destroy_writer,find_writer,kill_writer): New.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use a writer thread to avoid blocking.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Cleanup a writer thread

	(_gpgme_io_select): Repalce the faked wait on writing by a real

	waiting which is now possible due to the use of a writer thread.

 

2001-02-20

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,kill_reader): New.

	(create_reader, reader): Add a new event to stop the thread.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Kill the reader thread.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Handle frozen fds here.

	* 32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto. Removed a bunch of unused code.

 

	* wait.c: Reworked the whole thing.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Init pid to -1.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Remove the process from the wait queue.

 

2001-02-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do the notification.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use a 1 sec timeout and not 200

	microseconds.

 

	* wait.c (remove_process): Don't close the fd here.

	(do_select): Set the fd to -1 and remove the is_closed flag everywhere.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove the assert on the queue and

	break out if we could not find the queue.  The whole thing should

	be reworked.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close):

 Do the notification.

 

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Register a callback for the fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Ditto.

	(build_argv): Ditto

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s): Replaced pid_t by int.

 

	* types.h: Add ulong typedef.

 

	* rungpg.c (do_reaping,_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Reap children.

	* io.h, posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New (dummy).

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Cancel a pending request.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Add some debug output.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Increased the timeout.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Enhanced the signature verification, so that it can how handle

	more than one signature and is able to return more information on

	the signatures.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): New.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add stdio.h.

	(GpgmeSigStat):
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 New status DIFF.

 

2001-02-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (set_synchronize): Add EVENT_MODIFY_STATE.  Add Debug

	code to all Set/ResetEvent().

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Check for end of stream only if we have

	an r.  By Timo.

 

2001-01-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Removed all exit code processing.

	(propagate_term_results,clear_active_fds): Removed.

	(count_active_fds): Renamed to ..

	(count_active_and_thawed_fds): .. this and count only thawed fds.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_colon_line_handler): Return colon.eof and not

	status.eof ;-)

 

2001-01-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use the supplied path arg.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Return better error information.

 

	* posix-util.c, w32-util.c: New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): New, suggested by Jan-Oliver.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use new function to get GPG's path.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add): Ooops, one should test code and

	not just write it;

 the newarr was not assigned.  Thanks to Jos

	for pointing this out.  Hmmm, still not tested, why should a coder

	test his fix :-)

 

	* w32-io.c: Does now use reader threads, so that we can use

	WaitForMultipleObjects.

	* sema.h, posix-sema.c, w32-sema.c: Support for Critical sections.

	Does currently only work for W32.

 

	* debug.c, util.h : New. Changed all fprintfs to use this new

	set of debugging functions.

 

2001-01-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Fixed string

	termination.
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2001-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* delete.c: New.

 

	* signers.c: New.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_unref): New.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Allow the use of other keys.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info,gpgme_check_engine): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): New.

 

2001-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow to rewind data_type_none.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,

               2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

;;; -*- Mode: lisp -*-

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME.

;;;

;;; GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

;;; modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

;;; as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

;;; the License, or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

;;; License along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free
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;;; Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

;;; 02111-1307, USA.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme-system

 (:use #:common-lisp #:asdf))

 

(in-package #:gpgme-system)

 

(defsystem gpgme

 :description "GnuPG Made Easy."

 :author "g10 Code GmbH"

  :version "1.15.1"

 :licence "GPL"

 :defsystem-depends-on ("cffi-grovel")

 :depends-on ("cffi" "gpg-error" "trivial-garbage")

 :components ((:file "gpgme-package")

              (:cffi-grovel-file "gpgme-grovel"

               :depends-on ("gpgme-package"))

	       (:file "gpgme"

		:depends-on ("gpgme-package" "gpgme-grovel"))))

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* GPGME Python Bindings

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: top

 :END:

 

 

** Contents

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: contents

  :END:

 

 

- [[file:short-history][A short history of the project]]

- [[file:what-is-new][What's New]]

 - [[file:maintenance-mode][Maintenance Mode]] (from January, 2019)

- [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]]
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- [[file:gpgme-python-howto][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO]]

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAG0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5v

cmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8Jn

AAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIeAQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGw

Fq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ64oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6

kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/VZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rN

GkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eXnZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k7

0DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd995uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6U

unOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ

1J8Nsv87SZeEuQENBFrsKEkBCADjoEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6

yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpdwhAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0p

O7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUzkzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/

8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt

3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jgMyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyL

UGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZoyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAGJATwEGAEI

ACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAKCRAjAWNe

7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ5F32NDJ9

PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7Jq3e/4Iy

0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02Lkr+2Cc/Q

k6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe23nntMSD
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A+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t9Mmd7bM1

+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=QyY6

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

Using gpgme.js

---------------

At first, make sure that the environment you want to use gpgme.js in has access

and permissions for nativeMessaging, and gpgme-json installed. For details,

see the README.

 

The library itself is started via the {@link init} method. This will test the

nativeMessaging connection, and then resolve into an Object offering

the top level API:

 

* [encrypt]{@link GpgME#encrypt}

* [decrypt]{@link GpgME#decrypt}

* [sign]{@link GpgME#sign}

* [verify]{@link GpgME#verify}

* [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}

 

```

gpgmejs.init()

   .then(function(GPGME) {

       // using GPGME

   }, function(error){

       // error handling;

   })

```

 

All methods that require communication with nativeMessaging are asynchronous,

using Promises. Rejections will be instances of {@link GPGME_Error}.

 

An exaeption are Keys, which can be initialized in a 'sync' mode, allowing them

to be cached and used synchronously until manually refreshed.

 

Keyring and Keys

----------------

The gnupg keys

 can be accessed via the [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}.

 

The Keyring offers the methods for accessing information on all Keys known to

gnupg.

 

**Due to security constraints, the javascript-binding currently only offers

limited support for secret-Key interaction.**

 

The existence of secret Keys is not secret, and those secret Keys can be used
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for signing, but Operations that may expose, modify or delete secret Keys are

not supported.

 

* [getKeysArmored]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeysArmored}

* [getKeys]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeys}

* [getDefaultKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getDefaultKey}

* [generateKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#generateKey}

* [deleteKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#deleteKey}

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then
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 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

;;;; gpgme-grovel.lisp

 

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

 

(include "errno.h" "sys/types.h")

 

(constant (+ebadf+ "EBADF"))

 

(ctype off-t "off_t")

(ctype size-t "size_t")

(ctype ssize-t "ssize_t")

 

(cvar ("errno" *errno*) :int)

(21:protected-private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:_d8|po3s@!WGUOAXRC$_[8SN:y|o?2[.pVxn(kOc\Bk0zu&FnK)(1:q21:

vBeOP\P)(1:g129:fU/e(2hp@hjc2uE=Sg GO;ZkIyFnGM!GsG@

=	 _SZklI)(1:y128:K:9tA]4SU1 }sG`nZpx/imV^>A;V%?5!!sS{!=-6@|

=d

)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:Li7:6452224)16:,kO{,)80:z7OCG/sB48(H9%*ojSO

OGSma`YUs1h<_)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105134)))

For a list of the authors of the source code of GPGME, please see the

file AUTHORS.  The following people supported GPGME development in

various ways (for example by finding bugs or giving advice), and we

want to thank them for their help.  If we forgot you, please let us

know.
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Adriaan de Groot        adridg@cs.kun.nl

Albrecht Dre		albrecht.dress@arcor.de

Alfons Hoogervorst      alfons@proteus.demon.nl

Daniel Mueller		daniel@danm.de

Enno Cramer             uebergeek@web.de

Frank Heckenbach        frank@g-n-u.de

Igor Belyi		gpgme@katehok.ac93.org

Jan-Oliver Wagner       jan@intevation.de

Johannes Poehlmann      jhp@caldera.de

Jose C. Garca Sogo     jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org

Leo Gaspard             ekleog@gmail.com

Mark Mutz               mutz@kde.org

Miguel Coca		mcoca@gnu.org
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\section{Introduction}

\label{sec:org8e5fa02}

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{ll}

Version: & 0.1.4\\

GPGME Version: & 1.12.1\\

Author: & Ben

 McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>\\

Author GPG Key: & DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D\\

Language: & Australian English, British English\\

Language codes: & en-AU, en-GB, en\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

\subsection{Python 2 versus Python 3}

\label{sec:org517cbf4}

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.
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There are multiple reasons for concentrating

 on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

\subsection{Examples}

\label{sec:org2c08d53}

All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory.

 

 

\subsection{Unofficial Drafts}

\label{sec:orgceb2216}

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section

on locations to read or download \hyperref[sec:org080a94a]{draft editions} of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

\subsection{What's New}

\label{sec:orga79ddc2}

Full

 details of what is new are now available in the \href{what-is-new.org}{What's New} file

and archives of the preceding \emph{What's New} sections are available in

the \href{what-was-new}{What Was New} file.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1130}

\label{sec:org746b75d}

See the \href{what-is-new\#new-stuff-1-13-0}{What's New} document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1120}

\label{sec:org7adcade}

See the \href{what-was-new\#new-stuff-1-12-0}{What Was New} document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

\section{GPGME Concepts}

\label{sec:orgb257fc1}

\subsection{A C API}

\label{sec:org4fe1dfa}
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Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the \texttt{gpgme.h} header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.

 

This is a very

 effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.

 

 

\subsection{Python bindings}

\label{sec:org0e49e52}

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h} generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h}.

 

 

\subsection{Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages}

\label{sec:org97acfd7}

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python

 over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.

 

 

\subsubsection{The python-gnupg package maintained by Vinay Sajip}

\label{sec:org0136847}

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the \texttt{subprocess} module to implement

wrappers for the \texttt{gpg} and \texttt{gpg2} executables normally invoked on the

command line (\texttt{gpg.exe} and \texttt{gpg2.exe} on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and

capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the
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command line via the \texttt{subprocess} calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat

 limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

\subsubsection{The gnupg package created and maintained by Isis Lovecruft}

\label{sec:orgdc03987}

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new

package also relied on subprocess to call the \texttt{gpg} or \texttt{gpg2}

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

\subsubsection{The PyME package maintained by Martin

 Albrecht}

\label{sec:org715600b}

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the \href{short-history.org}{Short History} document.\footnote{\texttt{short-

history} and/or \texttt{short-history.html}.}

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the

\texttt{python-gnupg} or \texttt{gnupg} packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME
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itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version

 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

\section{GPGME Python bindings installation}

\label{sec:org73d8d6f}

\subsection{No PyPI}

\label{sec:orgec9a038}

Most third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is

infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against \texttt{gpgme.h} and \texttt{gpgme.h} is generated from

\texttt{gpgme.h.in} at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require

either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding \hyperref[sec:org645735a]{CFFI and SWIG} at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

\subsection{Requirements}

\label{sec:org2f7f06c}

The

 GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

means CPython 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

higher.

\item \href{https://www.swig.org}{SWIG}.

\item GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

must be installed too.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Recommended Additions}

\label{sec:org25bd7d4}

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide
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a significant advantage in some way.

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

\item Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

should be robust enough to be relied on.

\item If possible add the

 following Python modules which are not part of

the standard library: \href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{Requests},

\href{https://cython.org/}{Cython}, \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{Pendulum} and

\href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py}.

\end{enumerate}

 

Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly

well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

\subsection{Installation}

\label{sec:orgf1c7587}

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.

 

Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the

 bindings installed for are in your \texttt{\$PATH}.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python 3 it detects

in \texttt{\$PATH}.  It specifically checks for the \texttt{python} and \texttt{python3}

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python},

\texttt{python2} and \texttt{python2.7}.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python3},

\texttt{python3.7}, \texttt{python3.6}, \texttt{python3.5} and \texttt{python3.4}.\footnote{With no issues reported

specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements
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will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported minor release

 is quite possible too.}

 

On systems where \texttt{python} is actually \texttt{python3} and not \texttt{python2} it

may be possible that \texttt{python2} may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME

1.12.0, the order of preferred Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

\subsubsection{Installing GPGME}

\label{sec:org903bd67}

See the GPGME \texttt{README} file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

\subsection{Known Issues}

\label{sec:org0d2a332}

There are a few known issues with the current build process

 and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should

they be encountered.

 

 

\subsubsection{Breaking Builds}

\label{sec:orgbac75f3}

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the \texttt{make} portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with \texttt{make check} and

\texttt{make install} appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce \texttt{lang/python/python2-gpg/} and

\texttt{lang/python/python3-gpg/} directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into \texttt{site-packages}.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict
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(e.g. not installing

 as \textbf{\emph{root}} or \textbf{\emph{su}}) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

\textbf{root} user or prepended with \texttt{sudo -H}\footnote{Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you

do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

\emph{entire} GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on

POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).} in the \texttt{lang/python/}

directory:

 

\begin{verbatim}

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py

 build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install

\end{verbatim}

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or incomplete steps during the

\texttt{configure}, \texttt{make} and \texttt{make install} steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

\texttt{setup.py} and \texttt{gpgme.h} files).

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item IMPORTANT Note

\label{sec:org37f3d4a}

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable

 to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative \texttt{configure} steps for GPGME using

the \texttt{-{}-enable-languages=\$LANGUAGE} option.
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Alternatively \texttt{make} (or \texttt{gmake}, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the \texttt{-k} option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Reinstalling Responsibly}

\label{sec:org21e4dec}

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then

the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.

 

While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues

 observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the \texttt{gpg/} directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on

the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

\subsubsection{Multiple installations}

\label{sec:org30b18bd}

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python

 installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings \textbf{must} match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going
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by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e}{1.12.1} the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6,

3.7 and 3.8 (dev branch) that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the \texttt{\$PATH} when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find,

 including alternative prefixes.

 

 

 

\subsubsection{Won't Work With Windows}

\label{sec:org0ebae3a}

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users

and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

\href{https://python.org}{Python website} (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

\texttt{.exe} files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is \emph{considerably} more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of

 Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

installed.

 

If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be
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done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

versions of Python.

 

\item Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

such as MinGW or Msys2.

\end{enumerate}

 

Do \textbf{not} use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community

 Edition of

Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released \href{https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/}{for Windows}:

 

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{rll}

CPython & Microsoft product name & runtime filename\\

2.7.6 & Visual Studio 2008 & MSVCR90.DLL\\

3.4.0 & Visual Studio 2010 & MSVCR100.DLL\\

3.5.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.6.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.7.0 & Visual Studio 2017* & \textbf{see below}\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus \textbf{incompatible}

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is

 also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

\href{https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python\_msvc.html}{Using Microsoft Visual C with Python}.  It is

also worth reading the
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Microsoft Developer Network blog post on \href{http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-

the-universal-crt.aspx}{the universal CRT} and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions (\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5}{part 1} and

\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two}{part 2}).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython

 releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.

 

In addition to the blog posts, the \href{https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers}{Windows compilers}

wiki page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions

of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct

 binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten

different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4, with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare \textbf{minimum}, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from \texttt{python.org} the advanced options available

which utilise \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

later.
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\item

 Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

Studio 2017 (or later).

 

\item Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

selected in step 2.

 

\item Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

\item Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

Apple's OS X).

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG}

\label{sec:org645735a}

There are many reasons for favouring \href{https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html}{CFFI} and

proponents of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the

 bindings to Python using the \texttt{gpgme.h} file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.

 

CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the \texttt{gpgme-tool.c} file in the GPGME \texttt{src/} directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods
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 (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

\subsubsection{Virtualised Environments}

\label{sec:orgb0d56f5}

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into

question too.

 

As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix

 like \texttt{/usr/local} or

\texttt{/opt/local} then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

\texttt{sites.pth} file in the \texttt{site-packages/} directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system

 installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are
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also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. \href{https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html}{pytest}) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation

 from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. \href{https://www.virtualbox.org/}{VirtualBox}), a

hardware emulation layer (e.g. \href{https://www.qemu.org/}{QEMU}) or an application container

(e.g. \href{https://www.docker.com/why-docker}{Docker}).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the \texttt{virtualenv} command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard \texttt{python3

-m venv} and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command \texttt{python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy}

instead.

 

 

\section{Fundamentals}

\label{sec:org832642e}

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly

 or these Python bindings.

 

 

\subsection{No REST}

\label{sec:org3d694ba}

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is \emph{\textbf{not}} a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.

 

Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having to

retrain developers.
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This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct

bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

\subsection{Context}

\label{sec:org10e4004}

One of the reasons which prevents

 this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the

public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

\section{Working with keys}

\label{sec:orgff114ca}

\subsection{Key selection}

\label{sec:org6589217}

Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with

 GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without

any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Counting keys}

\label{sec:org63a3d62}

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (\texttt{pubring.kbx}), the

format which has superseded the old keyring format (\texttt{pubring.gpg} and

\texttt{secring.gpg}), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE:

 The \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} introduction in the \hyperref[sec:org944cc00]{Advanced and

Experimental}

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

\subsection{Get key}

\label{sec:org26adb2e}

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context with \texttt{Context().get\_key}.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select

secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due

 to expire at the end of 2018:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

\end{verbatim}
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Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the \texttt{secret} key word argument set to \texttt{True}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively display

information about those keys.

 

It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

\subsection{Importing keys}

\label{sec:org1ad598a}

Importing keys is possible with the \texttt{key\_import()} method and takes

one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more

 keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)
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   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

  The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}

  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading \texttt{0x}

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. \texttt{0xDEADBEEF}) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).

 

Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal

 value which may be missing the leading \texttt{0x} is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

\texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} script (see below).

 

 

\subsubsection{Working with ProtonMail}

\label{sec:org27b0d6f}

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail public keys.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

 

if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is

 True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:
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   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the

 following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

\end{verbatim}

 

Both the above example, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py}{pmkey-import.py}, and a version which

prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py}{pmkey-import-alt.py}, are
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available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being

 that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org592d7ab}

Performing the same tasks with the \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py module} (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of

benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys

 

c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif

 len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False
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   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass

 

   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:

               try:

                  

 fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:
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       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number

 of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (\texttt{keys} is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org3966a76}

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of

 a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that
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server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address can be obtained.

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

\label{sec:org6cd15c3}

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under

the somewhat less than original name, \texttt{pmkey-import-hkp.py}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c

 = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])
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       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

              

 except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:
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       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

 

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

\label{sec:org3b674e5}

Like its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a \texttt{homedir} which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path
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import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server

 for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

 is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True
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       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

   else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as

# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)

   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

        ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking
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 for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

        nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")
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   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsection{Exporting keys}

\label{sec:org4596a77}

Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.

 

 

\subsubsection{Exporting

 public keys}

\label{sec:org873704f}

There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, \texttt{key\_export()}, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the \texttt{key\_export\_minimal()} method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the
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 GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

It should be noted that the result will only return \texttt{None} when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to \texttt{None} this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]
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   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir)

 is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Exporting secret keys}

\label{sec:org6c28d3d}

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public keys; save for the invocation of \texttt{pinentry} via \texttt{gpg-agent} in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile

 = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir =

 None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:
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       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the approach of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (\texttt{.gpg}) and ASCII armoured

(\texttt{.asc}) files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the

 user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"
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a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir)

 == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:
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   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:

       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),

                                       stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers}

\label{sec:org82d4958}
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As with the previous section on importing

 keys, the \texttt{hkp4py} module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

            send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:
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       print(e)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as \texttt{send-key-to-keyserver.py}.

 

The \texttt{hkp4py} module appears to handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.

 

 

\section{Basic Functions}

\label{sec:orgb40b488}

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

\subsection{Encryption}

\label{sec:org3170365}

Encrypting

 is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, \texttt{text}, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to one key}

\label{sec:org8098c64}

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the \texttt{gpg.Context().encrypt()} method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: \texttt{recipients}, a list of keys encrypted to

(covered in greater detail in the following section); \texttt{sign}, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to \texttt{True}); \texttt{sink}, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{passphrase}, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{always\_trust}, used to override

 the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to}, utilises any preconfigured \texttt{encrypt-to} or

\texttt{default-key} settings in the user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file (defaults to
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\texttt{False}); \texttt{prepare}, prepare for encryption (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{expect\_sign}, prepare for signing (defaults to \texttt{False}); \texttt{compress},

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to \texttt{True}).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

    afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the \texttt{gpg.conf} file:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

If the \texttt{recipients} parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted

symmetrically.  If no \texttt{passphrase} is supplied as a parameter or via a
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callback registered with

 the \texttt{Context()} then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to multiple keys}

\label{sec:orgdcf6e47}

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (\texttt{text}) to everyone with an

email address on the \texttt{gnupg.org} domain,\footnote{You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a

comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.} but does \emph{not} encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to normally encrypt

to.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents

 of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)
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\end{verbatim}

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the \texttt{c.encrypt} line to this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

              

                             always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which

the default values are changing.  The default value of \texttt{sign} is

\texttt{True}, the default of \texttt{always\_trust} is \texttt{False}, the default of

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to} is \texttt{False}.

 

If \texttt{always\_trust} is not set to \texttt{True} and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

   try:

       ciphertext, result,

 sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass
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       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

\end{verbatim}

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.

 

 

\subsection{Decryption}

\label{sec:org1282b3d}

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret

 keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either \texttt{gpg.Context()}

or \texttt{gpg.core.Context()} as \texttt{c} is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to \texttt{c} simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)

   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The data available in \texttt{plaintext} in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms
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 in

\texttt{result} and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

\texttt{verify\_result}.

 

If \texttt{gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)} is called instead,

then \texttt{verify\_result} will be returned as \texttt{None} and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

\subsection{Signing text and files}

\label{sec:org59f1262}

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.

 

 

\subsubsection{Signing key selection}

\label{sec:org909cb3c}

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)

\end{verbatim}

 

The signing examples in the

 following sections include the explicitly

designated \texttt{signers} parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and

not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

\subsubsection{Normal or default signing messages or files}

\label{sec:org6ee259d}

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an
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encoded and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring

 will be determined

according to the value of \texttt{gpg.Context().armor}.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}
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\subsubsection{Detached signing messages and files}

\label{sec:org51049d4}

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Clearsigning messages or text}

\label{sec:orgf528a20}

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled

by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Signature verification}

\label{sec:org6cd81af}

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"
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c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

 

      sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}
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made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed

 against the signed data in \texttt{data} to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of \texttt{c.verify}.  So \texttt{data} is \texttt{None} and only the information

in \texttt{result} is available.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:
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{0}

with

 key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\section{Creating keys and subkeys}

\label{sec:org754c6df}

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes

 deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.
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In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to \texttt{SECRET} level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured \texttt{gpg.conf} file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

\begin{verbatim}

expert

allow-freeform-uid

allow-secret-key-import

trust-model tofu+pgp

tofu-default-policy unknown

enable-large-rsa

enable-dsa2

cert-digest-algo SHA512

default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

personal-compress-preferences

 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Primary key}

\label{sec:org0185c23}

Generating a primary key uses the \texttt{create\_key} method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

\texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires}, \texttt{sign}, \texttt{encrypt},

\texttt{certify}, \texttt{authenticate}, \texttt{passphrase} and \texttt{force}.  The defaults for

all of those except \texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{False}.  The defaults for \texttt{algorithm} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{None}.  The default for \texttt{expires\_in} is \texttt{0}.  The

default for \texttt{expires} is \texttt{True}.  There is no default for \texttt{userid}.

 

If \texttt{passphrase} is left as \texttt{None} then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if \texttt{passphrase} is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if

 \texttt{passphrase} is set to \texttt{True} then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep \texttt{passphrase} set to \texttt{None}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg
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c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the \texttt{c.home\_dir}

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this

example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and

active key store data.  As with the default directory, \texttt{\textasciitilde{}/.gnupg}, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to

 700.

 

The \texttt{temp-homedir-config.py} script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.

 

The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

\texttt{GenkeyResult} object, which includes the following data:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA
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uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

As with generating keys manually,

 to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the \texttt{gpg.conf} file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own \texttt{gpg.conf}

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref

quit

Secret key is available.

 

sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

    created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

    trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

    Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,

IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

    Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

    Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

    Features: MDC, Keyserver no-modify

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Subkeys}

\label{sec:org5e2acbc}

Adding

 subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the \texttt{create\_subkey} method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the \texttt{userid} argument

there is now a \texttt{key} argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

\begin{verbatim}
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import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr,

 dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,

          dmsub.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{User IDs}

\label{sec:org4869c58}

\subsubsection{Adding User IDs}

\label{sec:orgebb13ca}

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

\texttt{key\_add\_uid} and the only arguments it takes are for the \texttt{key} and

the new \texttt{uid}.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Revoking User IDs}

\label{sec:org1683695}

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the \texttt{key\_revoke\_uid} method.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}
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\subsection{Key certification}

\label{sec:orgf431bf8}

Since

 key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is \texttt{key\_sign}.

 

The \texttt{key\_sign} method takes four arguments: \texttt{key}, \texttt{uids},

\texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local}.  The default value of \texttt{uids} is \texttt{None} and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both \texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local} is \texttt{False}; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.

 

The \texttt{key} is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the \texttt{uids} value is not \texttt{None} then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger

 Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Verifying key certifications}

\label{sec:org87abdd3}

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))
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key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

\begin{verbatim}

0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

\end{verbatim}

 

The

 two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid,

 mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]
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for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

\emph{not} part of Python's standard library, the \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{pendulum module}.  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using

the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

\section{Advanced or Experimental Use Cases}

\label{sec:org944cc00}

\subsection{C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython}

\label{sec:org3b53926}

In spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate

 more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html}{Cython}.  Though in

many cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the \hyperref[sec:org63a3d62]{key counting} code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, \texttt{keycount.py} (available in

the \texttt{examples/howto/} directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.

 

Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically and timed it using

\texttt{time} utility, with the following results:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$

 time keycount.py

 

Number of secret keys:  23
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Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

real	11m52.945s

user	0m0.913s

sys	0m0.752s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython\_tutorial.html}{Cython Basic

Tutorial} to demonstrate

compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the \texttt{gpg} module to the end of the script:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

\end{verbatim}

 

Save

 that into a file called \texttt{keycount.pyx} and then create a

\texttt{setup.py} file which contains this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")
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)

\end{verbatim}

 

Compile it:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Then run it in a similar manner to \texttt{keycount.py}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"

 

Number of secret keys:  23

Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

real	6m47.905s

user	0m0.785s

sys	0m0.331s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Cython turned \texttt{keycount.pyx} into an 81KB \texttt{keycount.o} file in the

\texttt{build/} directory, a 24KB \texttt{keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so} file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB \texttt{keycount.c} generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the \texttt{keycount.pyx} file or the full 1,452 bytes

 of the

full executable \texttt{keycount.py} example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.

 

The \texttt{keycount.pyx} and \texttt{setup.py} files used to generate this example

have been added to the \texttt{examples/howto/advanced/cython/} directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

\href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html\#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd}{Magic Attributes}

section of the Cython documentation.

 

 

\section{Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds}

\label{sec:orgd72f7de}
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Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with \hyperref[sec:org83f4d00]{group lines}.

 

 

\subsection{Group lines}

\label{sec:org83f4d00}

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.

 

The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()

else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"', '').split(',')

 

group_lines

 = []

group_lists = []

 

for i in range(len(groups)):

   group_lines.append(groups[i].split("="))

   group_lists.append(groups[i].split("="))
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for i in range(len(group_lists)):

   group_lists[i][1] = group_lists[i][1].split()

\end{verbatim}

 

The result of that code is that \texttt{group\_lines} is a list of lists where

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} is the name of the group and \texttt{group\_lines[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The \texttt{group\_lists} result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, \texttt{group\_lists[i][0]} matches

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} as the name of the group, but \texttt{group\_lists[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a list.

 

A demonstration of using the \texttt{groups.py} module is also available in

the form of the executable \texttt{mutt-groups.py} script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use

 with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

\subsection{Keyserver access for Python}

\label{sec:org5ad99aa}

The \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py} module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

\href{https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp}{python-hkp} module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use

the

\href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{requests} module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.

 

Since it rewrites the \texttt{hkp} protocol prefix as \texttt{http} and \texttt{hkps} as

\texttt{https}, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.\footnote{Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python Code.  The \texttt{hkp4py} module will rewrite

these

 appropriately when the connection is made to the server.}  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

\subsubsection{Key import format}

\label{sec:org1e47c97}

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(\texttt{r.text}) instead of byte literals (\texttt{r.content}).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing that
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key material using a \texttt{gpg.Context().key\_import()} method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the \texttt{search}

function of \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer()} which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by \texttt{key\_import}.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Without that recent addition it would

 have been necessary to encode

the contents of each \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key} in

\texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()} before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the \hyperref[sec:org1ad598a]{Importing Keys} section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory as normal; the

executable version is the \texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} file.

 

 

\subsection{GPGME version checking}

\label{sec:org18b8ef8}

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of

GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the \texttt{gpg.version.versionstr} and

\texttt{gpg.version.versionlist} methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as \texttt{gpgme-config -{}-version}, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings

 have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
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                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0] >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

\end{verbatim}

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum

 version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the \texttt{gpg.version.versionintlist} method (added in version

\texttt{1.12.1-beta79}).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

   else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

 

try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")
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           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

\end{verbatim}

 

The points where \texttt{pass} is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an \texttt{Exception} error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the \texttt{gpgme.version.is\_beta} and

\texttt{gpgme.version.versionintlist} methods available.

 

 

\section{Copyright and Licensing}

\label{sec:org9d52a23}

\subsection{Copyright}

\label{sec:org26ed04d}

Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

\subsection{Draft Editions of this HOWTO}

\label{sec:org080a94a}

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly

from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

\begin{itemize}

\item

 \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(XHTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (XHTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\item \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\end{itemize}

 

All of these draft versions except for one have been generated from

this document via GNU Emacs \href{https://orgmode.org/}{Org mode} and
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\href{https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/}{GNU Texinfo}.  Though it is

likely that the specific \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto}{file}

\href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org}{version}

 used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info verseion is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in

batch mode:

 

\begin{verbatim}

emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

\end{verbatim}

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org-mode source

file, except it is generated using \href{https://pandoc.org}{Pandoc} with either of the following

commands:

 

\begin{verbatim}

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto.org

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

\end{verbatim}

 

In addition to these there is

 a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html}{WebHelp

site} (AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben\%252Fhowto-dita/}{an

alternative branch} of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories of the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python}{gpgme-python}

directory.  In particular within

the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita}{DITA},

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst}{reStructuredText} and

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo}{Texinfo} subdirectories.  The

\texttt{rst}

directory contains output files generated with Sphix and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats.

 

These

 draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released
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versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

\subsection{License GPL compatible}

\label{sec:orge78f3b7}

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

\end{document}

# This is a template.  The dist target uses it to create the real file.

Summary: GPGME - GnuPG Made Easy

Name: gpgme

Version: 1.15.1

Release: 1

URL: https://gnupg.org/gpgme.html

Source: https://www.gnupg.org/ftp/gcrypt/gpgme/%{name}-%{version}.tar.gz

Group: Development/Libraries

Copyright: GPL

BuildRoot: %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}

BuildRequires: make

Prereq: /sbin/ldconfig /sbin/install-info

Requires: gnupg

 

%description

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a library designed to make access to GnuPG easier

for applications. It provides a High-Level Crypto API for encryption,

decryption, signing, signature verification and key management.

 

%prep

%setup -q

 

%build

CFLAGS="$RPM_OPT_FLAGS"; export CFLAGS

./configure --prefix=/usr

make

 

%install

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT
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make install prefix=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr infodir=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}

rm -f $RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}/dir

 

%clean

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

make distclean

 

%post

/sbin/ldconfig

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz

 %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

 

%preun

if [ "$1" = 0 ]; then

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

fi

 

%postun

/sbin/ldconfig

 

%files

%defattr(-,root,root)

%doc COPYING COPYING.LESSER AUTHORS README INSTALL NEWS ChangeLog TODO THANKS

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_bindir}/gpgme-config

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.so*

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.la

%attr(0644,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.a

%{_includedir}/gpgme.h

%{_datadir}/aclocal/gpgme.m4

%{_infodir}/gpgme.info*

%{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info*

 

%changelog

* Sat Aug 30 2003 Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

- %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged, remove to prevent checking failure

* Mon Jul 01 2002 Wojciech Polak <polak@lodz.pdi.net>

- initial specfile release for GPGME.

 

# EOF

 

1.625 libreport-filesystem 2.15.2-6.el9.alma 
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1.625.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.626 gpg-pubkey b86b3716-61e69f29 
1.626.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.7.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.
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 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution
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 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages

 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
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 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

     

                        Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean

 an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

 but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,

 have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with

 the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any

 Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.15

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

README.1ST file information

 

LittleCMS core is released under MIT License

 

---------------------------------

 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2023 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

liblcms/cmssm.c

 

Copyright 2001, softSurfer (www.softsurfer.com)

 

This code may be freely used and modified for any purpose

providing that this copyright notice is included with it.

SoftSurfer makes no warranty for this code, and cannot be held
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liable for any real or imagined damage resulting from its use.

Users of this code must verify correctness for their application.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

 

Main Author

------------

Marti Maria

 

 

Contributors

------------

Bob Friesenhahn

Kai-Uwe Behrmann

Stuart Nixon

Jordi Vilar

Richard Hughes

Auke Nauta

Chris Evans (Google)

Lorenzo Ridolfi

Robin Watts (Artifex)

Shawn Pedersen

Andrew Brygin

Samuli

 Suominen

Florian Hch

Aurelien Jarno

Claudiu Cebuc

Michael Vhrel (Artifex)

Michal Cihar

Daniel Kaneider

Mateusz Jurczyk (Google)

Paul Miller

Sbastien Lon

Christian Schmitz

XhmikosR

Stanislav Brabec (SuSe)

Leonhard Gruenschloss (Google)

Patrick Noffke

Christopher James Halse Rogers

John Hein

Thomas Weber (Debian)

Mark Allen

Noel Carboni
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Sergei Trofimovic

Philipp Knechtges

Amyspark

Lovell Fuller

Eli Schwartz

 

Special Thanks

--------------

Artifex software

AlienSkin software

libVIPS

Jan Morovic

Jos Vernon (WebSupergoo)

Harald Schneider (Maxon)

Christian Albrecht

Dimitrios Anastassakis

Lemke Software

Tim Zaman

 

```

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.13.0

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

 

Copyright (C) 1996-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2007-2023 by Dereg Clegg and Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 1996-2023 by Just van Rossum, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2022-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, George Williams, and

Copyright (C) 2004-2023 by Masatake YAMATO and Redhat K.K.

Copyright (C) 2007-2023 by Derek Clegg and

 Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 2003-2023 by Masatake YAMATO, Red Hat K.K.,

Copyright (C) 1996-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and Dominik Rttsches.

Copyright (C) 2007-2023 by David Turner.

Copyright (C) 2022-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and Moazin Khatti.

Copyright (C) 2007-2023 by Rahul Bhalerao <rahul.bhalerao@redhat.com>, <b.rahul.pm@gmail.com>.

Copyright (C) 2008-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and suzuki toshiya.

Copyright (C) 2013-2023 by Google, Inc.

Copyright (C) 2019-2023 by Nikhil Ramakrishnan, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2009-2023 by Oran Agra and Mickey Gabel.

Copyright (C) 2018-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Dominik Rttsches, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2004-2023 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and George Williams.
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                   The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                      

     2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind

 of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.
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 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

  If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY
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 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object

 code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.

   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.
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 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this

 license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom
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 to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you

 these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors'

 reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with

 modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You

 may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement

 including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire

 whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany

 it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation

 of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License

 will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third
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 parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section

 as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may

 add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate

 parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE

 DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
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free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

 terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with

 this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program,

 if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

```

 

### Additional Freetype Attributions

```

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfixed.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psglue.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pstypes.h

 

Copyright

 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the
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FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a

 perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided

 in this section,

and you accept them fully.

 

 

```

 

### MIT License

```

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

libfreetype/src/base/fthash.c

 

Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

Copyright 2001-2015

 

 Francesco Zappa Nardelli

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

```

## libpng v1.6.39

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta

Copyright (c) 1998-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby

 granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
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   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the

 same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000

 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:
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   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.
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2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or

 altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

TRADEMARK

=========

 

The name "libpng" has not been registered by the Copyright owners

as a trademark in any jurisdiction.  However, because libpng has

been distributed and maintained world-wide, continually since 1995,

the Copyright owners claim "common-law trademark protection" in any

jurisdiction where common-law trademark is recognized.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

PNG REFERENCE LIBRARY AUTHORS

=============================

 

This is the list of PNG Reference Library ("libpng") Contributing

Authors, for copyright and licensing purposes.

 

* Andreas Dilger

* Cosmin Truta

* Dave Martindale

* Eric S. Raymond

* Gilles Vollant

 * Glenn Randers-Pehrson

* Greg Roelofs

* Guy Eric Schalnat

* James Yu

* John Bowler

* Kevin Bracey

* Magnus Holmgren

* Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

* Mans Rullgard

* Matt Sarett

* Mike Klein
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* Pascal Massimino

* Paul Schmidt

* Qiang Zhou

* Sam Bushell

* Samuel Williams

* Simon-Pierre Cadieux

* Tim Wegner

* Tom Lane

* Tom Tanner

* Vadim Barkov

* Willem van Schaik

* Zhijie Liang

* Arm Holdings

  - Richard Townsend

* Google Inc.

  - Dan Field

  - Leon Scroggins III

  - Matt Sarett

  - Mike Klein

  - Sami Boukortt

 

The build projects, the build scripts, the test scripts, and other

files in the "ci", "projects", "scripts" and "tests" directories, have

other copyright owners, but are released under the libpng license.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory, and some tools-generated files

that are distributed with libpng, have other copyright owners, and are

released under other open source licenses.

```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.3.0

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

 Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity

 authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object

 code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and
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  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that

 do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from

 the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not

 grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless

 required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

 behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/88467c960d6cdad2ca1623e892e5e17506bc269f/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
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   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or
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   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its
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   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section

 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use
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This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of
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the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known

 factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an
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ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from

 a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

* 

 essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *
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*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts

 of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License.
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 Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING
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Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C Software Notice

<pre>

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of
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the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used
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in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be
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revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>
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## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.java.net ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.
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   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   http://openjdk.java.net/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

    governed by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,

that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>
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==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement

 to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for

"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

The GNU General Public License (GPL)
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Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or
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   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1
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   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the
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 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## jQuery UI v1.13.2

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v39

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE
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THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2021 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal

 in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION,

 ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2021 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions
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Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode

 Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions

 (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government

 is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995)

and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use,

duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR
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 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,

OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS

LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION

AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS

PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

 and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and

 damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard

to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding

this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said

courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire

 Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v8.0.1

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v7.2.0

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/7.2.0/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2023  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2019  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2006-2023 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  1999  David Turner

Copyright  2005  Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

Copyright  2022 Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

 

For full copyright notices

 consult the individual files in the package.
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Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section,

 is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```
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Behdad Esfahbod

David Corbett

David Turner

Ebrahim Byagowi

Garret Rieger

Jonathan Kew

Khaled Hosny

Lars Knoll

Martin Hosken

Owen Taylor

Roderick Sheeter

Roozbeh Pournader

Simon Hausmann

Werner Lemberg

 

```

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

## JLine v3.22.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following
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conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

4th Party Dependency

=============

org.fusesource.jansi version 2.4.0

org.apache.sshd 2.9.2

org.apache.felix.gogo.runtime 1.1.6

org.apache.felix.gogo.jline 1.1.8

=============

Apache License

                         Version 2.0, January 2004

                      http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

 1. Definitions.

 

    "License" shall mean the terms and conditions

 for use, reproduction,

    and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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    "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

    the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

    "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

    other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

    control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

    direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

    otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

    outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

    "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

    exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

    "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

    including but not limited to software source code, documentation

    source, and

 configuration files.

 

    "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

    transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

    not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

    and conversions to other media types.

 

    "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

    Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

    copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

    (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

    "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

    represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

    of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

    separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

    the Work and Derivative

 Works thereof.

 

    "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

    the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

    to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

    submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

    or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

    the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

    means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

    to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

    communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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    and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

    Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

    excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

    designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

    "Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

    subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

    publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

    Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

    use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

    where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

    Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

    with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

    institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

    cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

    or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

    granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

    as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

    Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

    modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

    meet the following conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

        Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry

 prominent notices

        stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

        that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

        attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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        excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

        the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

        distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

        within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

        of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

        as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

        documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

        within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

        of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

        do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

        notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

        or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

        that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

        as modifying the License.

 

    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

    may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

    for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

    reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

    the conditions stated in this License.

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

    any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

    by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

    this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

    the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

    with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

    except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

    origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

    agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

    Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

    implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

    of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
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 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

    PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

    appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

    risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

    whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

    negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

    liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

    incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

    result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

    Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

    work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

    other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

    has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

    the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

    and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

    or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

    License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

    on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

    of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

    defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

    incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

    of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

    To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

    boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

    replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

    comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

    file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

    same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

    identification within third-party archives.

 

 Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at
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     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

=============

juniversalchardet

 

The library is subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1.

 

Alternatively,

 the library may be used under the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later, or the GNU

Lesser General Public License 2.1 or later.

 

================

 

slf4j

 

SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the MIT license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2023 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,   FITNESS   FOR   A  PARTICULAR   PURPOSE   AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License
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or the X11 License, which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license.

It is deemed compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise.

In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it compatible with GNU GPL.

It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible with

Apache Software License.

 

</pre>

The copyrights in this software and any visual or audio work distributed with

the software belong to Azul Systems, Inc. and those included in all other notice

files either listed in the readme file or contained in any other included notice

files with this distribution. All rights are reserved. Installation of this

software and any Azul software bundled with or derived from this software is

licensed only in accordance with these terms.

 

Provided you have not received the software directly from Azul and have already

agreed to the terms of a separate license agreement, by installing, using or

distributing this software you, on your own behalf and on behalf of your

employer or principal, agree to be bound by these terms. If you do not agree to

any of these terms, you may not use, copy, transmit, distribute nor install this

software.

 

The software is developed and owned by Azul and/or any of its affiliates,

subsidiaries or respective suppliers and licensors. The software also includes

certain

 software components and materials ("Open Source Materials") of third

parties ("Third Party Licensors") licensed under certain licenses ("Open Source

Licenses").

 

Nothing in this Agreement limits your rights under, or grants you rights that

supersede the terms and conditions of any applicable Open Source Licenses.

You must review the Open Source Licenses located at

http://www.azulsystems.com/license/zulu_third_party_licenses.html

to understand your rights under them. In the event that no such third party

license agreements exist, the restrictions contained in this Agreement shall

apply.

 

With respect to the Open Source Licenses the following shall apply:

 

 1) You hereby acknowledge and agree that you will be licensing any Open Source

 Materials directly from the applicable Third Party Licensors including the

 right to use such Third Party Materials in connection with the software

 

 2) In the event of any inconsistencies or conflicting provisions of the Open

 Source Licenses and the

 provisions of this Agreement, the provisions of the

 Open Source Licenses shall prevail.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AZUL "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL AZUL

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICE, LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally
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Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************
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```

AlmaLinux 9 EULA

 

AlmaLinux 9 comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,

either written or implied.

 

The Distribution is released as GPLv2. Individual packages in the

distribution come with their own licences. A copy of the GPLv2 license

is included with the distribution media.

 

1.627 shadow 4.8-1 
1.627.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (C) 2017 by Max Lv <max.c.lv@gmail.com>

Copyright (C) 2017 by Mygod Studio <contact-shadowsocks-android@mygod.be>

 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

1.628 logback-core 1.4.11 
1.628.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework. Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights

* reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License

* v1.0 as published by the Eclipse Foundation

*

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

*
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* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free Software

Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/DefaultTimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/GenericXMLConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeAndTimeBasedFNATP.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

* <p>

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

* <p>

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

* <p>

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/sanity/AppenderWithinAppenderSanityChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DefaultProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2023, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/SerializeModelModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/JsonEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/XTeeOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/DummyEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SerializeModelModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/ModelClassToModelHandlerLinkerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SerializeModelAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/BasicStatusManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SMTPAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/CoreConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/WhiteCompositeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DefaultInvocationGate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverServerRunner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/Discriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/ConfigurableSSLSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/JaninoEventEvaluatorBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/IntegerTokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/SaxEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AutoFlushingObjectWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AbstractDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/LifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CharSequenceToRegexMapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ParamAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLParametersConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/LoginAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/EndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/PropertySetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/DeferredProcessingAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/CyclicBuffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/JoranConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/LayoutWrappingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelDataForComplexProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ActionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/DefaultNestedComponentRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/JoranException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLContextFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/SizeAndTimeBasedArchiveRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterReply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FixedDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterAttachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ElementPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ContentTypeUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CharSequenceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AbstractComponentTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverStreamClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/DefaultShutdownHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/EventPlayer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/CompositeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ConfigurationWatchList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingFileAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/ReplacingCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AppenderAttachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnErrorConsoleStatusListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/PropertyDefinerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/EndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Tokenizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ClientVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/RestrictedEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/ForegroundCompositeConverterBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SaxEventInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/ANSIConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnConsoleStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ExecutorServiceUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/StartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/RedCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLNestedComponentRegistryRules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/CompressionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SaxEventInterpretationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/NOPThrowableRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldYellowCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/LogbackLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FileSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StringCollectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ConversionRuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerSocketListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LifeCycleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/RecoveryCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ContextPropertyAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/BodyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/DynamicConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PropertyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/FileAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/NodeToStringTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/EchoEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/IncludeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ElementSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/SpacePadder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/PropertyAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/AsyncAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/ConsoleAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/AbstractServerSocketAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/EvaluatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/property/FileExistsPropertyDefiner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/NopStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/DefaultClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SocketConnector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/ConverterUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/LocationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/FormattingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PostCompileProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldMagentaCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/YellowCompositeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAwareImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileFilterUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/AlmostAsIsEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/NOPAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ObjectWriterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/AbstractMatcherFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ShutdownHookAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurableSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/SSLServerSocketAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/ThrowableToStringArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/DefaultSocketConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/TrustManagerFactoryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/CyclicBufferTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ScanException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/AggregationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/TimestampAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/PropertyWrapperForScripts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CachingDateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/ConfigurableSSLServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/GreenCompositeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/MonoTypedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/read/CyclicBufferAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/IThrowableRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SiftAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/DefinePropertyAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/TokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/OutputStreamAppender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ObjectWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/StatusListenerAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldGreenCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileStoreUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/ConfigurationWatchListUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/EncoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BlueCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/NOPAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImportAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ConcurrentServerRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/FixedWindowRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/RuleStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderFactoryUsingSiftModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/StringToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/AsIsEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/ByteArrayUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TriggeringPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ActionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AbstractSSLSocketAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/CssBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAwareBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RolloverFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ContextUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusListenerAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/BodyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/DefaultDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/Filter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImcplicitActionDataForBasicProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SequenceNumberGeneratorAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DelayStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/PropertySetterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/IdentityCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AbstractSocketAppender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/XMLUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DatePatternToRegexUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/KeyManagerFactoryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/SystemInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/Encoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldWhiteCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/NonClosableInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/MagentaCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/JNDIUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/RegularEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/HTMLLayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterAttachableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ConsoleTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/InfoStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BlackCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/OptionTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/Duration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/NoAutoStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/read/ListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileNamePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/ViewStatusMessagesServletBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Token.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Layout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/EventEvaluatorAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/UnsynchronizedAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/CompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/FormatInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/SimpleKeywordNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/node/ComponentNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/ArchiveRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/PropertyEvalScriptBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/DateTokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/AppenderRefAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/PreconditionValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AppenderAttachableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PropertyDefiner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StatusListenerConfigHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/IEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/HostClassAndPropertyDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/TimeBasedArchiveRemover.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldCyanCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DynamicClassLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SimpleRuleStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StatusPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/ShutdownHookBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EventEvaluator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StaxEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/Matcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Appender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StaxEventRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/RollingCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/PeriodicityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/OptionHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldBlueCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/NoAutoStartUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/FormattingNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeAndTimeBasedRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ComponentTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CloseUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EventEvaluatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/NewRuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/IncompatibleClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/KeyStoreFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/LiteralConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurableServerSocket.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/property/ResourceExistsPropertyDefiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PatternLayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientSyslogOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PatternLayoutEncoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LogbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/ContextBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnPrintStreamStatusListenerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SecureRandomFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientOutputStreamBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/layout/EchoLayout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/GrayCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PreSerializationTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/WarnStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/AppenderBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/ShutdownHook.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/SaxEventRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/RenameUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldRedCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/CyanCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/TokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/ErrorStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/TimeUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2021, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/AppenderRefModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/AppenderModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/NamedComponentModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/FileToBufferUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/NPEAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/StringListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/FileTestUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ConfigurationEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ConfigurationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/MockInitialContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/RandomUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/EnvUtilForTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/DelayingListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/TeeOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/TrivialStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/MockInitialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/CoreTestConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/SimpleInvocationGate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

* <p>

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

* <p>

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

* <p>

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/EnvUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2002, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/NOPSiftModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ImplicitModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftingAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftModelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.
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* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ModelConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/AppenderRefDependencyAnalyser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ComponentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/HardenedObjectInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ShutdownHookModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/EventEvaluatorModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DependencyDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SequenceNumberGeneratorModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ImplicitModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ModelInterpretationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/NOPModelHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/RefContainerDependencyAnalyser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/NamedModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/ElseModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/JoranConfiguratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/IfModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ShutdownHookModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/ElseAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/RecoveryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/StatusListenerModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/util/TagUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/sanity/SanityChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/conditional/ElseModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ErrorCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/InsertFromJNDIModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ProcessingPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/DefineModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ImportModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/TimestampModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/ThenModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/IfAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DefineModelHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ModelHandlerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/SequenceNumberGeneratorModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/TimestampModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ModelHandlerFactoryMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/AppenderModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/Model.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/ParentTag_Tag_Class_Tuple.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/BaseModelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/ThenAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/conditional/IfModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SiftModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/PhaseIndicator.java

 

1.629 spring-security-config 6.1.3 
1.629.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.630 fast-fifo 1.3.2 
1.630.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR
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 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.631 socks-proxy-agent 8.0.2 
1.631.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

socks-proxy-agent

================

### A SOCKS proxy `http.Agent` implementation for HTTP and HTTPS

 

This module provides an `http.Agent` implementation that connects to a

specified SOCKS proxy server, and can be used with the built-in `http`

and `https` modules.

 

It can also be used in conjunction with the `ws` module to establish a WebSocket

connection over a SOCKS proxy. See the "Examples" section below.

 

Examples

--------

 

```ts

import https from 'https';

import { SocksProxyAgent } from 'socks-proxy-agent';

 

const agent = new SocksProxyAgent(

	'socks://your-name%40gmail.com:abcdef12345124@br41.nordvpn.com'

);

 

https.get('https://ipinfo.io', { agent }, (res) => {

	console.log(res.headers);

	res.pipe(process.stdout);

});

```

 

#### `ws` WebSocket connection example

 

```ts

import WebSocket from 'ws';

import { SocksProxyAgent } from 'socks-proxy-agent';

 

const agent = new SocksProxyAgent(

	'socks://your-name%40gmail.com:abcdef12345124@br41.nordvpn.com'

);

 

var
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 socket = new WebSocket('ws://echo.websocket.events', { agent });

 

socket.on('open', function () {

	console.log('"open" event!');

	socket.send('hello world');

});

 

socket.on('message', function (data, flags) {

	console.log('"message" event! %j %j', data, flags);

	socket.close();

});

```

 

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1793110945_1694485469.8500926/0/socks-proxy-agent-8-0-2-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.632 free-type 2.13.2-r0 
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1.632.1 Available under license : 
# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.

#

# All lines in this file are patterns (relative to the top-level directory),

# including the comment lines; this means that e.g. `FTL.TXT' matches all

# files that have this string in the file name (including the path relative

# to the current directory, always starting with `./').

#

# Don't put empty lines into this file!

#

builds/unix/pkg.m4

#

docs/FTL.TXT

docs/GPLv2.TXT

#

include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

#

src/base/fthash.c

src/base/md5.c

src/base/md5.h

#

src/bdf/bdf.c

src/bdf/bdf.h

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.c

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.h

src/bdf/bdferror.h

src/bdf/bdflib.c

src/bdf/module.mk

src/bdf/README

src/bdf/rules.mk

#

src/pcf/module.mk

src/pcf/pcf.c

src/pcf/pcf.h

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.c

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.h

src/pcf/pcferror.h

src/pcf/pcfread.c

src/pcf/pcfread.h

src/pcf/pcfutil.c

src/pcf/pcfutil.h

src/pcf/README

src/pcf/rules.mk

#

src/gzip/adler32.c

src/gzip/ftzconf.c

src/gzip/infblock.c

src/gzip/infblock.h
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src/gzip/infcodes.c

src/gzip/infcodes.h

src/gzip/inffixed.h

src/gzip/inflate.c

src/gzip/inftrees.c

src/gzip/inftrees.h

src/gzip/infutil.c

src/gzip/infutil.h

src/gzip/zconf.h

src/gzip/zlib.h

src/gzip/zutil.c

src/gzip/zutil.h

#

src/tools/apinames.c

src/tools/ftrandom/ftrandom.c

#

subprojects/dlg

#

#

 EOF

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its
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 main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions

 of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.
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 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,

  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,

  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your
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     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

  These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,

  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org
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--- end of FTL.TXT ---

FREETYPE LICENSES

-----------------

 

The FreeType  2 font  engine is  copyrighted work  and cannot  be used

legally without  a software  license.  In order  to make  this project

usable to  a vast majority of  developers, we distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means that *you* must choose  *one* of the two licenses described

below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License,  found in the file  `docs/FTL.TXT`, which is

   similar to the  original BSD license *with*  an advertising clause

   that forces  you to explicitly  cite the FreeType project  in your

   product's  documentation.  All  details are  in the  license file.

   This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General

   Public License.

 

   Note that  this license  is compatible to  the GNU  General Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The   GNU   General   Public   License

   version   2,   found   in

   `docs/GPLv2.TXT`  (any  later  version  can  be  used  also),  for

   programs  which  already  use  the  GPL.  Note  that  the  FTL  is

   incompatible with GPLv2 due to its advertisement clause.

 

The contributed  BDF and PCF  drivers come  with a license  similar to

that  of the  X Window  System.   It is  compatible to  the above  two

licenses (see files `src/bdf/README`  and `src/pcf/README`).  The same

holds   for   the   source    code   files   `src/base/fthash.c`   and

`include/freetype/internal/fthash.h`; they were part of the BDF driver

in earlier FreeType versions.

 

The gzip  module uses the  zlib license (see  `src/gzip/zlib.h`) which

too is compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The files `src/autofit/ft-hb.c` and `src/autofit/ft-hb.h` contain code

taken almost  verbatim from the  HarfBuzz file `hb-ft.cc`,  which uses

the 'Old MIT' license, compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The  MD5 checksum  support  (only used  for  debugging in  development

builds)
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 is in the public domain.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based
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 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.633 libidn 2.3.4-r4 
1.633.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.
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 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from
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a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer
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      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you
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received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Libidn2 COPYING -- Licensing information.                       -*- outline -*-

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn2.a or libidn.so) are

licensed under the terms of either the GNU General Public License

version 2.0 or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser

General Public License version 3.0 or later (see the file

COPYING.LESSERv3), or both in parallel as here.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxiliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

The license of the Unicode character data files (which are parsed into

static storage in the library) are documented in COPYING.unicode.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.

 

There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for
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precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

This file is free software: you can redistribute

 it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this file.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

A. Unicode Copyright.

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

   Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

   Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files solely

for informational purposes and in the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the Terms

and Conditions herein.

   Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the particular set of data files known as the

"Unicode Character Database" can be found in the License.

   Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the

 title page. The online code charts carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online documentation of the

core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

   No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

   Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

 

B. Restricted Rights Legend.

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software,

 in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

 

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

   This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in

this publication and/or website at any time.
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   If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

   EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR

OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

 

D. Waiver of Damages.

In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of

any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

 

E. Trademarks & Logos.

   The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement

 of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade

names.

   The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

   All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

 

F. Miscellaneous.

   Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access

this server from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are governed solely by the laws of the State of

California without regard to any principles

 which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be

resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal

jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

   Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it to this

site. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

   Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

   Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

   Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 1

Unicode Data Files include all data files
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 under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT

 AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.634 python-setuptools 68.2.2 
1.634.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no
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   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above

   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT

 is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others

 as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.

  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform
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and/or display publicly, prepare derivative

 works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License

 Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston,

 VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together

 with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER

 USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the
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law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and

 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both

 that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-202x The platformdirs developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.635 libwebp 1.3.2-r0 
1.635.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.636 urlpattern-polyfill 9.0.0 
1.636.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2020 Intel Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.637 pac-proxy-agent 7.0.1 
1.637.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

pac-proxy-agent

===============

### A [PAC file][pac-wikipedia] proxy `http.Agent` implementation for HTTP and HTTPS

 

This module provides an `http.Agent` implementation that retreives the specified

[PAC proxy file][pac-wikipedia] and uses it to resolve which HTTP, HTTPS, or

SOCKS proxy, or if a direct connection should be used to connect to the

HTTP endpoint.

 

It is designed to be be used with the built-in `http` and `https` modules.

 

Example

-------

 

```ts

import * as http from 'http';

import { PacProxyAgent } from 'pac-proxy-agent';

 

const agent = new PacProxyAgent('pac+https://cloudup.com/ceGH2yZ0Bjp+');

 

http.get('http://nodejs.org/api/', { agent }, (res) => {

 console.log('"response" event!', res.headers);

 res.pipe(process.stdout);

});
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```

 

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

[pac-wikipedia]: http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy_auto-config

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1802363846_1694873907.3771737/0/pac-proxy-agent-7-0-1-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.638 proxy-agent 6.3.1 
1.638.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(The MIT License)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1802364002_1694873899.477264/0/proxy-agent-6-3-1-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.639 libwebp 1.3.2-r0 
1.639.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.640 xz 5.4.4 
1.640.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The
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 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years
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 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

       Note: The JavaScript files (under the MIT license) have

       been removed from the Doxygen-generated HTML version of the

       liblzma API documentation.

 Doxygen itself is under the GNU GPL

       but the remaining files generated by Doxygen are not affected

       by the licenses used in Doxygen because Doxygen licensing has

       the following exception:

 

           "Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works

           derived from the input used in their production;

           they are not affected by this license."

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.
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     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find

 public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add

 some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.641 cyrus-sasl 2.1.27-21.el9 
1.641.1 Available under license : 

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

 *      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

 *      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.642 npm-profile 9.0.0 
1.642.1 Available under license : 

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby
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granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.643 @npmcli/metavuln-calculator 7.0.0 
1.643.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.644 isexe 3.1.1 
1.644.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.645 init-package-json 6.0.0 
1.645.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.646 make-fetch-happen 13.0.0 
1.646.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright 2017-2022 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.647 which 4.0.0 
1.647.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.648 normalize-package-data 6.0.0 
1.648.1 Available under license : 

This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

Used with permission.

 

Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
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 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.649 @npmcli/package-json 5.0.0 
1.649.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.650 read-package-json 7.0.0 
1.650.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
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PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.651 npmcli-promise-spawn 7.0.0 
1.651.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

1.652 tuf-js 2.1.0 
1.652.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 GitHub and the TUF Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.653 cups-lib 2.4.7-r0 
1.653.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

CUPS

 

Copyright  2020-2023 by OpenPrinting

Copyright  2007-2019 by Apple Inc.

Copyright 1997-2007 by Easy Software Products.

 

CUPS and the CUPS logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.

 

The MD5 Digest code is Copyright 1999 Aladdin Enterprises.

 

The Kerberos support code ("KSC") is copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij and is

provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty.  In no event will the

author or Apple Inc. be held liable for any damages arising from the use of the

KSC.

 

Sources files containing KSC have the following text at the top of each source

file:

 

   This file contains Kerberos support code, copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij.

 

The KSC copyright and license apply only to Kerberos-related feature code in
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CUPS.  Such code is typically conditionally compiled based on the present of the

HAVE_GSSAPI preprocessor definition.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use the KSC for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the

 following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of the KSC must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that

    you wrote the original software. If you use the KSC in a product, an

    acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not

    required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 

-- CUPS Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License --

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent

 jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.654 cups 2.4.7-r0 
1.654.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

CUPS

 

Copyright  2020-2023 by OpenPrinting

Copyright  2007-2019 by Apple Inc.

Copyright 1997-2007 by Easy Software Products.

 

CUPS and the CUPS logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.

 

The MD5 Digest code is Copyright 1999 Aladdin Enterprises.

 

The Kerberos support code ("KSC") is copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij and is

provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty.  In no event will the

author or Apple Inc. be held liable for any damages arising from the use of the

KSC.

 

Sources files containing KSC have the following text at the top of each source

file:

 

   This file contains Kerberos support code, copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij.
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The KSC copyright and license apply only to Kerberos-related feature code in

CUPS.  Such code is typically conditionally compiled based on the present of the

HAVE_GSSAPI preprocessor definition.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use the KSC for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the

 following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of the KSC must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that

    you wrote the original software. If you use the KSC in a product, an

    acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not

    required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 

-- CUPS Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License --

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent

 jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.655 mitt 3.0.1 
1.655.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Jason Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.656 opentelemetry-semconv 1.29.0-alpha 
1.656.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.657 spring-beans 6.0.11 
1.657.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionMethodGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeFragments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredElementResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredArgumentsCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredMethodArgumentsResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotContribution.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredFieldValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/StandardBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/ResolvableTypeCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionOverrideException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeFragmentsDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationAotContribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AotServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ImplicitlyAppearedSingletonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ScopeNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Process the given {@link RegisteredBean} instance ahead-of-time and

	 * return a contribution or {@code null}.

	 * <p>

	 * Processors are free to use any techniques they like to analyze the given

	 * instance. Most typically use reflection to find fields or methods to use

	 * in the contribution. Contributions

 typically generate source code or

	 * resource files that can be used when the AOT optimized application runs.

	 * <p>

	 * If the given instance isn't relevant to the processor, it should return a

	 * {@code null} contribution.

	 * @param registeredBean the registered bean to process

	 * @return a {@link BeanRegistrationAotContribution} or {@code null}

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowiredPropertyMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionPropertiesCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RegisteredBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanInstanceSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/DefaultBeanRegistrationCodeFragments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsAotContribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionPropertyValueCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstanceSupplier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/InstanceSupplierCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/JakartaAnnotationsRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtilsRuntimeHints.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/NullBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/ParameterResolutionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Process the given {@link ConfigurableListableBeanFactory} instance

	 * ahead-of-time and return a contribution or {@code null}.

	 * <p>Processors are free to use any techniques they like to analyze the given

	 * bean factory. Most typically use reflection to find fields or methods to

	 * use in the

 contribution. Contributions typically generate source code or

	 * resource files that can be used when the AOT optimized application runs.

	 * <p>If the given bean factory does not contain anything that is relevant to

	 * the processor, this method should return a {@code null} contribution.

	 * @param beanFactory the bean factory to process

	 * @return a {@link BeanFactoryInitializationAotContribution} or {@code null}

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771394_1695939413.1670377/0/spring-beans-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

 

1.658 spring-tx 6.0.11 
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1.658.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 6.0.11 SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 6.0.11 includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

 with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> JavaPoet 1.13.0 (com.squareup:javapoet:1.13.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the JavaPoet JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/square/javapoet/archive/refs/tags/javapoet-1.13.0.zip,

JavaPoet 1.13.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0,

 the text of

which is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.2 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.2):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.2 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis
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Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto,

 if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 6.0.11

Copyright (c) 2002-2023 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.659 spring-context 6.0.11 
1.659.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContextExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContextExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormatterPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any

* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.

* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

 * @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

*

 <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional},

* all of the {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} annotations, and

* {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan} annotations associated with that

* class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of {@code @Conditional} annotations

* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden

* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,

* {@code @Conditional} itself is not declared as

* {@link java.lang.annotation.Inherited

 @Inherited}; furthermore, any

* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with

* {@code @Conditional} must not be declared as {@code @Inherited}.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @author Sam Brannen

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotContributions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/AbstractAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/RuntimeHintsBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ApplicationContextInitializationCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ContextAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedDelayTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/TypeFilterUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedRateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ReflectiveProcessorBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationListenerDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ApplicationContextAotGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/CglibClassHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/LoggingCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/AotApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/KotlinReflectionBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/PayloadApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CompositeCronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/QuartzCronField.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/BeanDefinitionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/ui/ConcurrentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/ValidationAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAwareAotBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/BitsCronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FullyQualifiedAnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/DefaultEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationStartupAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/Jsr354NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Indexed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/MonetaryAmountFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MethodBasedEvaluationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationExpressionEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndexLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManagerExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareConcurrentModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/AnnotatedElementKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* 	https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMapExtensions.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771432_1695939359.9764078/0/spring-context-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelExtensions.kt

 

1.660 spring-web 6.0.11 
1.660.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 6.0.11 SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 6.0.11 includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

 with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> JavaPoet 1.13.0 (com.squareup:javapoet:1.13.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the JavaPoet JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/square/javapoet/archive/refs/tags/javapoet-1.13.0.zip,

JavaPoet 1.13.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0,

 the text of

which is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.2 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.2):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.2 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.
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Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto,

 if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 6.0.11

Copyright (c) 2002-2023 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.661 spring-aop 6.0.11 
1.661.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-
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jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1809771460_1695939392.1715596/0/spring-aop-6-0-11-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

 

1.662 spring-expression 6.0.11 
1.662.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 6.0.11 SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 6.0.11 includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

 with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> JavaPoet 1.13.0 (com.squareup:javapoet:1.13.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the JavaPoet JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/square/javapoet/archive/refs/tags/javapoet-1.13.0.zip,

JavaPoet 1.13.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0,

 the text of

which is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.2 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.2):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.2 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.
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Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto,

 if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 6.0.11

Copyright (c) 2002-2023 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.663 cffi 1.16.0 
1.663.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except when otherwise stated (look for LICENSE files in directories or

information at the beginning of each file) all software and

documentation is licensed as follows:

 

   The MIT License

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL

   THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

   DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.664 minipass 7.0.4 
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1.664.1 Available under license : 
The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2023 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.665 urllib3 1.26.17 
1.665.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.666 jackspeak 2.3.6 
1.666.1 Available under license : 

# Blue Oak Model License

 

Version 1.0.0

 

## Purpose

 

This license gives everyone as much permission to work with

this software as possible, while protecting contributors

from liability.

 

## Acceptance

 

In order to receive this license, you must agree to its

rules.  The rules of this license are both obligations

under that agreement and conditions to your license.

You must not do anything with this software that triggers

a rule that you cannot or will not follow.

 

## Copyright

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe that contributor's

copyright in it.

 

## Notices

 

You must ensure that everyone who gets a copy of

any part of this software from you, with or without

changes, also gets the text of this license or a link to

<https://blueoakcouncil.org/license/1.0.0>.

 

## Excuse

 

If anyone notifies you in writing that you have not

complied with [Notices](#notices), you can keep your

license by taking all practical steps to comply within

 30

days after the notice.  If you do not do so, your license

ends immediately.

 

## Patent

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe any patent claims
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they can license or become able to license.

 

## Reliability

 

No contributor can revoke this license.

 

## No Liability

 

***As far as the law allows, this software comes as is,

without any warranty or condition, and no contributor

will be liable to anyone for any damages related to this

software or this license, under any kind of legal claim.***

 

1.667 glob 10.3.10 
1.667.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.668 java™-native-access 5 
1.668.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.
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 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts

 and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to
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      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

This copy of JNA is licensed under the

Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.jfree' to 'clover.org.jfree'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover. No source code of

the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of

 the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this

 service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights

 with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is
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modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary

 GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are

 the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
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non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General

 Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection

 of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and

 modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or

 copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

    (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus,

 it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once

 this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the

 object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.

  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work

 for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable

 containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering

 access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
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accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable

 that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy,

 modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with

 or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would

 be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest

 of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
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"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any

 later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting
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redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your

 option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there

 is to it!

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.
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*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*     

 outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*  

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives,

 including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*

      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

 *      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*
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*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE"

 text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that

 such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 *

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability.

 In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other

 liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose

 be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*
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*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under

 the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide

 URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.
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The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version

 removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights

 to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'com.keypoint/org.jfree' to 'clover.com.keypoint/clover.org.jfree'. This was

necessary to avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when

using Clover. No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It

 also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of

 free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries,
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 is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free

 programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

  A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other

 than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

  2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part

 of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every

 part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other

 change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library,

 or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms

 permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to

 produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution

 of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and

 the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.

  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor

 to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

 to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version
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 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President

 of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever

 such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Public Domain Dedication

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any

copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit
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 of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication

to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested

or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment

of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

   trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Open Source License for the overlibmws Package

 

1. License coverage

 

Note that this license only covers the script library (javascript core and plugin modules) and not any supporting

material such as the overlibmws website or its online documentation and support files. You may not reproduce the

website or its online material without explicit written permission from the author, but can freely incorporate scripts

and procedures which are demonstrated in that material into your own HTML or XML documents.

 

2. License (Artistic)

 

   Preamble

   The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the

Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving

the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the

right to make reasonable modifications.

 

   Definitions:

   "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by

 the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with

the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

 

   "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 

   "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of

people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing

community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

   "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling

the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

 

   You may make and give away verbatim

 copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

   You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the

Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

   You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in

each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

       place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting

said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as

ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the

Package.

       use the modified Package
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 only within your corporation or organization.

       rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also

be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

differs from the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least

ONE of the following:

       distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page

or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

       accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

       accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the

non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences

 in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you

choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute

this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial)

software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

   The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not

automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

   C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

    The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

   THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'it.unimi.dsi.fastutil' to 'clover.it.unimi.dsi.fastutil'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

 as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software

 (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries,

 is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.

  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A

 "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than

 copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You

 may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

 

  its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part

 regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change

 in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the

 work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification

 of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce
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 a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of

 the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library

 together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy,

 distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both

 it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either

 of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President

 of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must

 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
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designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has

 been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified

 work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used

 by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the

 code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a

 derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then
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 the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must

 supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work

 based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of

 that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems

 or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE

 THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

	Copyright (c) 2000, Derek Petillo

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

	met:

 

	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	Neither the name of Praxis Software nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

	IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

	TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'org.apache.commons' to the 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of

 this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting

 from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work

 of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that

 are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent

 notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

 

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced

 with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written

 permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/
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/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear

 in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================
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Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.apache.velocity' to 'clover.org.apache.velocity'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from

 mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of

 authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    

 on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are

 necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
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 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has

 been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced

 with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is 'iText, a free JAVA-PDF library'.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Bruno Lowagie. Portions created by

* the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 by Bruno Lowagie.

* All Rights Reserved.

* Co-Developer of the code is Paulo Soares. Portions created by the Co-Developer

* are Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002 by Paulo Soares. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Contributor(s): all the names of the contributors are added in the source code

* where applicable.

 *

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

* LGPL license (the "GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE"), in which case the

* provisions of LGPL are applicable instead of those above.  If you wish to

* allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the LGPL

* License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under

* the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and

* replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL.

* If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version

* of this file under either the MPL or the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the MPL as stated above or under the terms of the GNU

* Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

* either version 2 of the License, or any later version.

*

* This library

 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library general Public License for more

* details.

*

* If you didn't download this code from the following link, you should check if

* you aren't using an obsolete version:

* http://www.lowagie.com/iText/

*

* This class is generated based on a grammar file privided by SUN, and updated

* by Carsten Hammer.  SUN's license agreement can be found at this URL:

* http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/2D/samples/samples-license.html

* See also the file sun.txt in directory com.lowagie.text.pdf

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'antlr.*' to the 'clover.antlr.*'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr
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Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We

 encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org 

onoMnApeShTpQtDJbcUgJTIFONPQeUndIgfQWWNNddIwBl

mi2Kp5RjfhIJdGCSo<bOTNof2KNxm9KCi5lxEyKI9BJW3p

qOPQUXpopOopMMPqnPnXXQPNOPNRnqQNQqStwVxuQSTtVW

UrwSUSSSTVwxWSXNmrrpnmqmUUnpsvpntsmmmmmUUnpsvp

ntsmmmmmUUFmbkWJlroZbW4bsbilmjbkqUUnmmmm

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.common' to 'clover.com.google.common'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf

 of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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        stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

 

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in

 the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been

 advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with

 your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior

 written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos
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available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'org.apache.commons' to 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on

 behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been

 advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with

 your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.lowagie' to 'clover.com.lowagie'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                         MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor

 Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.
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    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant,

 to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter

 acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such
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    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making,

 using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent

 or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of
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         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the

 date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only

 under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date

 it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
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    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a)

 Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's

 Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one
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 or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute

 Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

 

   License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
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    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation

 then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under

 a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License.

 (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)
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7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1. 

 This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

 terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)
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    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date

 You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item,"

 as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business

 in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility

 on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
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    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights

 and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your

 version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.json' to 'clover.com.google.json'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf

 of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

     

    stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

     

    wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised

 of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your

 own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.
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    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

     1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

          previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code
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    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or

 archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

   

 claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements

 caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.
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    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make,

 use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

          infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.
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    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute

 must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement

 that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

          Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.
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              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

   

      this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

     any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable

 version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the
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    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and

 distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

     attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename
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 Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

     IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or

 a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to
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    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

     Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment

 or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL

 NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable,

 such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.
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EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla

 Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If

 you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

/*

 File: Core.js

 

 Description:

 

 Provides common utility functions and the Class object used internally by the library.

 

 Also provides the <TreeUtil> object for manipulating JSON tree structures

 

 Some of the Basic utility functions and the Class system are based in the MooTools Framework
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<http://mootools.net>. Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Valerio Proietti, <http://mad4milk.net/>. MIT license

<http://mootools.net/license.txt>.

 

 Author:

 

 Nicolas Garcia Belmonte

 

 Copyright:

 

 Copyright 2008-2009 by Nicolas Garcia Belmonte.

 

 Homepage:

 

 <http://thejit.org>

 

 Version:

 

 1.1.2

 

 License:

 

 BSD License

 

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

>      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

>        notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

>        documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

>      * Neither the name of the organization nor the

>        names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

>        derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

>

>  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Nicolas Garcia Belmonte ``AS IS'' AND ANY

>  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

>  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

>  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Nicolas Garcia Belmonte BE LIABLE FOR ANY

>  DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

>  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

>  LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

>  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

>  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

>  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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 Copyright (c) 2005 - 2009 Taras Puchko

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Java Native Access project (JNA) is dual-licensed under 2

alternative Open Source/Free licenses: LGPL 2.1 or later and

Apache License 2.0. (starting with JNA version 4.0.0).

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to

the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

 

You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory
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as this file.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without

 specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

http://www.atlassian.com/dms/wac/Atlassian_EULA_4-2.pdf

From: http://www.json.org/license.html

==================================================================================

======================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of JNA is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally

 appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.669 simple-launcher 1.1.0.14 
1.669.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
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or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"
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 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
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Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
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your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section
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   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
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remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
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any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.670 audit-lib 3.0.7-104.el9 
1.670.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,
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 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
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that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits
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 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
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   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system
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 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
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These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.671 alternatives 1.24-1.el9 
1.671.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.672 libuuid 2.37.4-15.el9 
1.672.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.
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 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
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rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
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covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"
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 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.
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The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.673 lua-libs 5.4.4-4.el9 
1.673.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

--[[

*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1994-2016 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*****************************************************************************

]]

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua-5.4.4-tests.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-jTWhqocX/lua-5.4.4-tests/all.lua

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Lua is free software distributed under the terms of the

<A HREF="http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html">MIT license</A>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua-5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-8sdNEtxN/lua-5.4.4/doc/readme.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2013 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/mit.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:        MIT

general-purpose, stand-alone language. Lua is free software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Freely available under the terms of the

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua-5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-8sdNEtxN/lua-5.4.4/doc/contents.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Freely available under the terms of the
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Lua is free software,

more details.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua-5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-8sdNEtxN/lua-5.4.4/doc/manual.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1994-2022 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813927572_1699610144.544443/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

KYjhLyUh/lua-5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-8sdNEtxN/lua-5.4.4/src/lua.h

 

1.674 libmount 2.37.4-15.el9 
1.674.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The
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 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years
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 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the
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../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause
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 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')
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 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.675 systemd-pam 252-18.el9 
1.675.1 Available under license : 

# systemd Project Licensing

 

## Main License

 

The systemd project uses single-line references to Unique License Identifiers as

defined by the Linux Foundation's SPDX project (https://spdx.org/). The line in

each individual source file identifies the license applicable to that file.

 

The current set of valid, predefined SPDX identifiers can be found on the SPDX

License List at https://spdx.org/licenses/.

 

The 'LICENSES/' directory contains all the licenses used by the sources included in

the systemd project source tree.

 

Unless otherwise noted, the systemd project sources are licensed under the terms

and conditions of the **GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1 or later**.

 

New sources that cannot be distributed under LGPL-2.1-or-later will no longer
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be accepted for inclusion in the systemd project to maintain license uniformity.

 

## Other Licenses

 

The following exceptions apply:

 

* some udev sources under src/udev/ are licensed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**, so the

  udev binaries as a

 whole are also distributed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the header files contained in src/basic/linux/ and src/shared/linux/ are copied

  verbatim from the Linux kernel source tree and are licensed under **GPL-2.0 WITH

  Linux-syscall-note** and are used within the scope of the Linux-syscall-note

  exception provisions

* the src/shared/initreq.h header is licensed under original license,

  **LGPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the src/shared/linux/bpf_insn.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **BSD-2-Clause** or **GPL-2.0-only**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the BSD-2-Clause license.

* The src/basic/linux/wireguard.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **MIT** or **GPL-2.0 WITH Linux-syscall-note**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the MIT license.

* the following sources are licensed under the **MIT** license (in case of our

  scripts, to facilitate copying

 and reuse of those helpers to other projects):

  - hwdb.d/parse_hwdb.py

  - src/basic/linux/batman_adv.h

  - src/basic/sparse-endian.h

  - tools/catalog-report.py

* the following sources are licensed under the **CC0-1.0** license:

  - src/basic/siphash24.c

  - src/basic/siphash24.h

  - tools/check-includes.pl

 * the following sources are licensed under the **MIT-0** license:

  - all examples under man/

  - src/systemctl/systemd-sysv-install.SKELETON

  - config files and examples under /network

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-murmurhash2-public-domain):

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.c

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.h

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-lookup3-public-domain):

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.c

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.h

* the tools/chromiumos/gen_autosuspend_rules.py script is licensed under the

  **BSD-3-Clause** license.

* Heebo fonts under docs/fonts/ are licensed under the

 **SIL Open Font License 1.1**,

* any files under test/ without an explicit license we assume non-copyrightable

  (eg: computer-generated fuzzer data)
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## OpenSSL Notes

 

Note that building the systemd project with OpenSSL does not affect the libsystemd.so

shared library, which is not linked with the OpenSSL library.

MurmurHash2 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public

domain. The author hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary

GPL.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation

software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software

or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program

with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the

library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

 And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which

gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty
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for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that

what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies

distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into

proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use

or not licensed at all.

 

Most

 GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was

designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated

libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that

anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make

between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing

the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application

program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the

original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public

 License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.

We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from

the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of

non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but

we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster

development of free libraries.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

 The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

 

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special

one.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also

called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright

 law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library,

complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that

 uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

 the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still

operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent

of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this

function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square

roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.
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 If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent

and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work

based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other

licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work

 under the scope of this License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because

 it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered

by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for

the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold

for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work

 is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any

executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library

itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the

Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice,

provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for

debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its

use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you

 must do one of these things:

 

    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including

whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object

code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable

containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

    b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

 

    d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs

needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not

normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library

together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may
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 place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this

License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void,

 and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way

you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended

to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted

 in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the

Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify

 a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the
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 public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by

permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

    Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied

 warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Library

General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write

to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.
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//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

lookup3.c, by Bob Jenkins, May 2006, Public Domain.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <additional Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>).

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied,

 modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.
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DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part

 or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within

 text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.
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5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE

 FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

   NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
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specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner> All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT No Attribution

 

Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily
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elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal

 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason
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be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.
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1.676 fdisk 2.37.4-15.el9 
1.676.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
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permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
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in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
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conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into
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 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if
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 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which
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 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space
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 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.677 kmod-libs 28-9.el9 
1.677.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole
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 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each
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 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

LGPL

LGPL

LGPL

 

1.678 dbus-common 1.12.20-8.el9 
1.678.1 Available under license : 

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original

 Work in copies;
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b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

 the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims

 other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark
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notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

 Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages

 of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any

 of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by
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international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of

this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this

 License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section

 shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial
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ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise

 restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD,

 MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the
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license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public

 License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so

 they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

 on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files

 to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print

 an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program)
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 on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

    to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place,

 then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program),

 you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License

 and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through
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 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the

 present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of

 software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

 type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful

 to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
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 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.679 systemd-libs 252-18.el9 
1.679.1 Available under license : 

# systemd Project Licensing

 

## Main License

 

The systemd project uses single-line references to Unique License Identifiers as

defined by the Linux Foundation's SPDX project (https://spdx.org/). The line in

each individual source file identifies the license applicable to that file.

 

The current set of valid, predefined SPDX identifiers can be found on the SPDX

License List at https://spdx.org/licenses/.

 

The 'LICENSES/' directory contains all the licenses used by the sources included in

the systemd project source tree.

 

Unless otherwise noted, the systemd project sources are licensed under the terms

and conditions of the **GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1 or later**.

 

New sources that cannot be distributed under LGPL-2.1-or-later will no longer

be accepted for inclusion in the systemd project to maintain license uniformity.

 

## Other Licenses

 

The following exceptions apply:

 

* some udev sources under src/udev/ are licensed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**, so the

  udev binaries as a

 whole are also distributed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the header files contained in src/basic/linux/ and src/shared/linux/ are copied

  verbatim from the Linux kernel source tree and are licensed under **GPL-2.0 WITH

  Linux-syscall-note** and are used within the scope of the Linux-syscall-note

  exception provisions

* the src/shared/initreq.h header is licensed under original license,

  **LGPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the src/shared/linux/bpf_insn.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **BSD-2-Clause** or **GPL-2.0-only**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the BSD-2-Clause license.

* The src/basic/linux/wireguard.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **MIT** or **GPL-2.0 WITH Linux-syscall-note**,
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  and thus is included in the systemd build under the MIT license.

* the following sources are licensed under the **MIT** license (in case of our

  scripts, to facilitate copying

 and reuse of those helpers to other projects):

  - hwdb.d/parse_hwdb.py

  - src/basic/linux/batman_adv.h

  - src/basic/sparse-endian.h

  - tools/catalog-report.py

* the following sources are licensed under the **CC0-1.0** license:

  - src/basic/siphash24.c

  - src/basic/siphash24.h

  - tools/check-includes.pl

 * the following sources are licensed under the **MIT-0** license:

  - all examples under man/

  - src/systemctl/systemd-sysv-install.SKELETON

  - config files and examples under /network

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-murmurhash2-public-domain):

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.c

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.h

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-lookup3-public-domain):

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.c

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.h

* the tools/chromiumos/gen_autosuspend_rules.py script is licensed under the

  **BSD-3-Clause** license.

* Heebo fonts under docs/fonts/ are licensed under the

 **SIL Open Font License 1.1**,

* any files under test/ without an explicit license we assume non-copyrightable

  (eg: computer-generated fuzzer data)

 

## OpenSSL Notes

 

Note that building the systemd project with OpenSSL does not affect the libsystemd.so

shared library, which is not linked with the OpenSSL library.

MurmurHash2 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public

domain. The author hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary

GPL.]
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation

software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software

or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program

with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the

library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

 And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which

gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty

for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that

what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies

distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into

proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use

or not licensed at all.

 

Most

 GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was

designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated

libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that

anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make

between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing

the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application

program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the

original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.
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Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public

 License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.

We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from

the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of

non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but

we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster

development of free libraries.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

 The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

 

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special

one.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also

called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright

 law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library,

complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that

 uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

 the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still

operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent

of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this

function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square

roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.

 If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent

and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work

based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other

licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work

 under the scope of this License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because

 it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered

by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for

the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold

for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work

 is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any

executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library

itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the

Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice,

provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for

debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its

use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you

 must do one of these things:
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    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including

whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object

code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable

containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

    b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

 

    d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs

needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not

normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library

together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may

 place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this

License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void,

 and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or
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modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way

you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended

to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted

 in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the

Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify

 a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting
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the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the

 public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by

permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

    Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied

 warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Library

General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write
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to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

lookup3.c, by Bob Jenkins, May 2006, Public Domain.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <additional Reserved Font Name>.
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Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>).

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied,

 modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part

 or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.
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PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within

 text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE

 FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

   NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the
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 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner> All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT No Attribution

 

Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES
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   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal

 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the
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    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's
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express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.680 util-linux-core 2.37.4-15.el9 
1.680.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
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the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
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to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.
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The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.681 libeconf 0.4.1-3.el9_2 
1.681.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2019 SUSE LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.682 libcap 2.48-9.el9_2 
1.682.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
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conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under

 the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap/psx release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap/psx, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
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  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be

 distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------

Full

 text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the

 GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must

 show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying,

 distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only

 if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

    the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the

 Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with

 the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such
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   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the

 Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy

 simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions

 to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new

 versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software

 and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT

 OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it

 does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright

 (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary

 programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap/cap release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap/cap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be

 distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-------------------------

Full

 text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the

 GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must

 show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying,

 distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only

 if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

    the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the

 Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with

 the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the

 Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy

 simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions

 to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new

 versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software

 and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT

 OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it

 does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright

 (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary

 programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed
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 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------

Full

 text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU

 Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show

 them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying,

 distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its

 contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a)

 You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the

 Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program

 (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information

 you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program

 (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions

 to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions

 will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of

 promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT

 OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

    Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year

 name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.

  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.683 ca-certificates 2023.2.60_v7.0.306-

90.1.el9_2 
1.683.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

* License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

* file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1818043539_1699522040.9340339/0/ca-certificates-2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9.src.rpm-cosi-

expand-archive-rBeWQJCO/nssckbi.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

# the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

# (at your option) any later version.

# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU General Public License for more details.

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

# along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1818043539_1699522040.9340339/0/ca-certificates-2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9.src.rpm-cosi-

expand-archive-rBeWQJCO/certdata2pem.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1818043539_1699522040.9340339/0/ca-certificates-2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9.src.rpm-cosi-

expand-archive-rBeWQJCO/ca-certificates.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

////

Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat, Inc.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.
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This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

////

 

 

update-ca-trust(8)

==================

:doctype: manpage

:man source: update-ca-trust

 

 

NAME

----

update-ca-trust - manage consolidated and dynamic configuration of CA

certificates and associated trust

 

 

SYNOPSIS

--------

*update-ca-trust* ['COMMAND']

 

 

DESCRIPTION

-----------

update-ca-trust(8) is used to manage a consolidated and dynamic configuration

feature of Certificate Authority (CA) certificates and

 associated trust.

 

The feature is available for new applications that read the

consolidated configuration files found in the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory

or that load the PKCS#11 module p11-kit-trust.so

 

Parts of the new feature are also provided in a way to make it useful

for legacy applications.

 

Many legacy applications expect CA certificates and trust configuration

in a fixed location, contained in files with particular path and name,

or by referring to a classic PKCS#11 trust module provided by the

NSS cryptographic library.

 

The dynamic configuration feature provides functionally compatible replacements

for classic configuration files and for the classic NSS trust module named libnssckbi.

 

In order to enable legacy applications, that read the classic files or

access the classic module, to make use of the new consolidated and dynamic configuration

feature, the classic filenames have been changed to symbolic links.
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The symbolic links refer to dynamically created and

 consolidated

output stored below the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory hierarchy.

 

The output is produced using the 'update-ca-trust' command (without parameters),

or using the 'update-ca-trust extract' command.

In order to produce the output, a flexible set of source configuration

is read, as described in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>>.

 

In addition, the classic PKCS#11 module

is replaced with a new PKCS#11 module (p11-kit-trust.so) that dynamically

reads the same source configuration.

 

 

[[sourceconf]]

SOURCE CONFIGURATION

--------------------

The dynamic configuration feature uses several source directories that

will be scanned for any number of source files. *It is important to select

the correct subdirectory for adding files, as the subdirectory defines how

contained certificates will be trusted or distrusted, and which file formats are read.*

 

Files in *subdirectories below the directory hierarchy /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/* contain CA certificates and

 

trust settings in the PEM file format. The trust settings found here will be

interpreted with a *low priority*.

 

Files in *subdirectories below the directory hierarchy /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/* contain CA certificates and

trust settings in the PEM file format. The trust settings found here will be

interpreted with a *high priority*.

 

.You may use the following rules of thumb to decide, whether your configuration files should be added to the /etc or

rather to the /usr directory hierarchy:

* If you are manually adding a configuration file to a system, you probably

want it to override any other default configuration, and you most likely should

add it to the respective subdirectory in the /etc hierarchy.

* If you are creating a package that provides additional root CA certificates,

that is intended for distribution to several computer systems, but you still

want to allow the administrator to override your list, then your package should

add your files to the respective subdirectory in

 the /usr hierarchy.

* If you are creating a package that is supposed to override the default system

trust settings, that is intended for distribution to several computer systems, then your package should install the files

to the respective

subdirectory in the /etc hierarchy.

 

.*QUICK HELP 1*: To add a certificate in the simple PEM or DER file formats to the list of CAs trusted on the

system:
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* add it as a new file to directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

* run 'update-ca-trust extract'

 

.*QUICK HELP 2*: If your certificate is in the extended BEGIN TRUSTED file format (which may contain

distrust/blocklist trust flags, or trust flags for usages other than TLS) then:

* add it as a new file to directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

* run 'update-ca-trust extract'

 

.In order to offer simplicity and flexibility, the way certificate files are treated depends on the subdirectory they are

installed to.

* simple trust anchors subdirectory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/anchors/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

*

 simple blocklist (distrust) subdirectory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/blocklist/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/blocklist/

* extended format directory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

 

.In the main directories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/ you may install one or multiple

files in the following file formats:

* certificate files that include trust flags,

 in the BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file format

 (any file name), which have been created using the openssl x509 tool

 and the -addreject -addtrust options.

 Bundle files with multiple certificates are supported.

* files in the p11-kit file format using the .p11-kit file name

 extension, which can (e.g.) be used to distrust certificates

 based on serial number and issuer name, without having the

 full certificate available.

 (This is currently an undocumented format, to be extended later.

  For examples of the supported formats, see the files

   shipped with the ca-certificates package.)

* certificate files without trust flags in either the DER file format or in

 the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format (any file name). Such files

 will be added with neutral trust, neither trusted nor distrusted.

 They will simply be known to the system, which might be helpful to

 assist cryptographic software in constructing chains of certificates.

 (If you want a CA certificate in these file formats to be trusted, you

  should remove it from this directory and move it to the

  ./anchors subdirectory instead.)

 

In the anchors subdirectories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/anchors/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

you may install one or multiple certificates in either the DER file

format or in the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format.

Each certificate will be treated as *trusted* for all purposes.

 

In the blocklist subdirectories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/blocklist/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/blocklist/

you may install

 one or multiple certificates in either the DER file

format or in the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format.

Each certificate will be treated as *distrusted* for all purposes.
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Please refer to the x509(1) manual page for the documentation of the

BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE and BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file formats.

 

Applications that rely on a static file for a list of trusted CAs

may load one of the files found in the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted

directory. After modifying any file in the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

directories or in any of their subdirectories, or after adding a file,

it is necessary to run the 'update-ca-trust extract' command,

in order to update the consolidated files in /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/ .

 

Applications that load the classic PKCS#11 module using filename libnssckbi.so

(which has been converted into a symbolic link pointing to the new module)

and any application capable of

loading PKCS#11 modules and loading p11-kit-trust.so,

 will benefit from

the dynamically merged set of certificates and trust information stored in the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ and /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/ directories.

 

 

[[extractconf]]

EXTRACTED CONFIGURATION

-----------------------

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/ contains generated CA certificate

bundle files which are created and updated, based on the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>>

by running the 'update-ca-trust extract' command.

 

If your application isn't able to load the PKCS#11 module p11-kit-trust.so,

then you can use these files in your application to load a list of global

root CA certificates.

 

Please never manually edit the files stored in this directory,

because your changes will be lost and the files automatically overwritten,

each time the 'update-ca-trust extract' command gets executed.

 

In order to install new trusted or distrusted certificates,

please rather install them in the respective subdirectory below the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/

 or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

directories, as described in the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>> section.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/java/ contains

a CA certificate bundle in the java keystore file format.

Distrust information cannot be represented in this file format,

and distrusted certificates are missing from these files.

File cacerts contains CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication.
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The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/openssl/ contains

CA certificate bundle files in the extended BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file format,

as described in the x509(1) manual page.

File ca-bundle.trust.crt contains the full set of all trusted

or distrusted certificates, including the associated trust flags.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/pem/ contains

CA certificate bundle files in the simple BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE file format,

as described in the x509(1) manual page.

Distrust information cannot be represented in this file format,

and distrusted

 certificates are missing from these files.

File tls-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for TLS server authentication.

File email-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for E-Mail protection.

File objsign-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for code signing.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/edk2/ contains a CA

certificate bundle ("cacerts.bin") in the "sequence of

EFI_SIGNATURE_LISTs" format, defined in the UEFI-2.7 specification,

sections "31.4.1 Signature Database" and

"EFI_CERT_X509_GUID". Distrust information cannot be represented in

this file format, and distrusted certificates are missing from these

files. File "cacerts.bin" contains CA certificates trusted for TLS

server authentication.

 

 

COMMANDS

--------

(absent/empty command)::

   Same as the *extract* command described below. (However, the command may

   print fewer warnings, as this command is being run during rpm package

   installation, where non-fatal status output is

 undesired.)

 

*extract*::

   Instruct update-ca-trust to scan the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>> and produce

   updated versions of the consolidated configuration files stored below

   the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory hierarchy.

 

FILES

-----

/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.crt::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication usage, in the simple

BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE file format, without distrust information.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.
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/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.trust.crt::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of CA certificates in the extended BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file

format, which includes trust (and/or distrust) flags specific to certificate usage.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.

 

/etc/pki/java/cacerts::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of

 CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication usage, in the Java keystore file format, without distrust

information.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.

 

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source::

	Contains multiple, low priority source configuration files as explained in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE

CONFIGURATION>>. Please pay attention to the specific meanings of the respective subdirectories.

 

/etc/pki/ca-trust/source::

	Contains multiple, high priority source configuration files as explained in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE

CONFIGURATION>>. Please pay attention to the specific meanings of the respective subdirectories.

 

/etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted::

	Contains consolidated and automatically generated configuration files for consumption by applications,

	which are created using the 'update-ca-trust extract' command. Don't edit files in this directory, because they will be

overwritten.

	See section <<extractconf,EXTRACTED

 CONFIGURATION>> for additional details.

 

AUTHOR

------

Written by Kai Engert and Stef Walter.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1818043539_1699522040.9340339/0/ca-certificates-2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9.src.rpm-cosi-

expand-archive-rBeWQJCO/update-ca-trust.8.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

////

Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat, Inc.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.
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////

 

 

ca-legacy(8)

============

:doctype: manpage

:man source: ca-legacy

 

 

NAME

----

ca-legacy - Manage the system configuration for legacy CA certificates

 

 

SYNOPSIS

--------

*ca-legacy* ['COMMAND']

 

 

DESCRIPTION

-----------

ca-legacy(8) is used to include or exclude a set of legacy Certificate Authority (CA)

certificates in the system's list of trusted CA certificates.

 

The list of CA certificates and trust flags

 included in the ca-certificates package

are based on the decisions made by Mozilla.org according to the Mozilla CA policy.

 

Occasionally, removal or distrust decisions made by Mozilla.org might be incompatible with the requirements

or limitations of some applications that also use the CA certificates list in the Linux environment.

 

The ca-certificates package might keep some CA certificates included and trusted by default,

as long as it is seen necessary by the maintainers, despite the fact that they have

been removed by Mozilla. These certificates are called legacy CA certificates.

 

The general requirements to keep legacy CA certificates included and trusted might change over time,

for example if functional limitations of software packages have been resolved.

Future versions of the ca-certificates package might reduce the set of legacy CA certificates

that are included and trusted by default.

 

The ca-legacy(8) command can be used to override the default behaviour.

 

The mechanisms

 to individually trust or distrust CA certificates as described in update-ca-trust(8) still apply.

 

 

COMMANDS

--------
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*check*::

   The current configuration will be shown.

 

*default*::

   Configure the system to use the default configuration, as recommended

   by the package maintainers.

 

*disable*::

   Configure the system to explicitly disable legacy CA certificates.

   Using this configuration, the system will use the set of

   included and trusted CA certificates as released by Mozilla.

 

*install*::

   The configuration file will be read and the system configuration

   will be set accordingly. This command is executed automatically during

   upgrades of the ca-certificates package.

 

 

FILES

-----

/etc/pki/ca-trust/ca-legacy.conf::

	A configuration file that will be used and modified by the ca-legacy command.

   The contents of the configuration file will be read on package upgrades.

 

AUTHOR

------

Written by Kai Engert.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1818043539_1699522040.9340339/0/ca-certificates-2023.2.60_v7.0.306-90.1.el9.src.rpm-cosi-

expand-archive-rBeWQJCO/ca-legacy.8.txt

 

1.684 spdx-license-ids 3.0.16 
1.684.1 Available under license : 

# spdx-license-ids

 

[![npm version](https://img.shields.io/npm/v/spdx-license-ids.svg)](https://www.npmjs.com/package/spdx-license-

ids)

[![Github Actions](https://action-badges.now.sh/jslicense/spdx-license-ids)](https://wdp9fww0r9.execute-api.us-

west-2.amazonaws.com/production/results/jslicense/spdx-license-ids)

 

A list of [SPDX license](https://spdx.org/licenses/) identifiers

 

## Installation

 

[Download JSON directly](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids/main/index.json), or
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[use](https://docs.npmjs.com/cli/install) [npm](https://docs.npmjs.com/about-npm/):

 

```

npm install spdx-license-ids

```

 

## [Node.js](https://nodejs.org/) API

 

### require('spdx-license-ids')

 

Type: `string[]`

 

All license IDs except for the currently deprecated ones.

 

```javascript

const ids = require('spdx-license-ids');

//=> ['0BSD', 'AAL', 'ADSL', 'AFL-1.1', 'AFL-1.2', 'AFL-2.0', 'AFL-2.1', 'AFL-3.0', 'AGPL-1.0-only', ...]

 

ids.includes('BSD-3-Clause'); //=> true

ids.includes('CC-BY-1.0');

 //=> true

 

ids.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> false

```

 

### require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated')

 

Type: `string[]`

 

Deprecated license IDs.

 

```javascript

const deprecatedIds = require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated');

//=> ['AGPL-1.0', 'AGPL-3.0', 'GFDL-1.1', 'GFDL-1.2', 'GFDL-1.3', 'GPL-1.0', 'GPL-2.0', ...]

 

deprecatedIds.includes('BSD-3-Clause'); //=> false

deprecatedIds.includes('CC-BY-1.0'); //=> false

 

deprecatedIds.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> true

```

 

## License

 

[Creative Commons Zero v1.0 Universal](https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed)
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1.685 got 11.8.6 
1.685.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.686 libpng 1.6.40 
1.686.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2023 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2023 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility
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of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.
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Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,
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incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the
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 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file
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copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

 

1.687 ini 4.1.1 
1.687.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.688 node-fetch 2.7.0 
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1.688.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.689 spring-framework 6.0.11 
1.689.1 Available under license : 

Spring Framework ${version}

Copyright (c) 2002-${copyright} Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK ${version} SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework ${version} includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> JavaPoet 1.13.0 (com.squareup:javapoet:1.13.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the JavaPoet JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/square/javapoet/archive/refs/tags/javapoet-1.13.0.zip,

JavaPoet 1.13.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version

 2.0, the text of

which is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.2 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.2):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from
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http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.2 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications

 thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

 

1.690 libpng 1.6.39 
1.690.1 Available under license : 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):
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     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties
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of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of
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   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner
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The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

1.691 https-proxy-agent 7.0.2 
1.691.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

https-proxy-agent

================

### An HTTP(s) proxy `http.Agent` implementation for HTTPS

 

This module provides an `http.Agent` implementation that connects to a specified

HTTP or HTTPS proxy server, and can be used with the built-in `https` module.

 

Specifically, this `Agent` implementation connects to an intermediary "proxy"

server and issues the [CONNECT HTTP method][CONNECT], which tells the proxy to

open a direct TCP connection to the destination server.

 

Since this agent implements the CONNECT HTTP method, it also works with other

protocols that use this method when connecting over proxies (i.e. WebSockets).
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See the "Examples" section below for more.

 

Examples

--------

 

#### `https` module example

 

```ts

import * as https from 'https';

import { HttpsProxyAgent } from 'https-proxy-agent';

 

const agent = new HttpsProxyAgent('http://168.63.76.32:3128');

 

https.get('https://example.com', { agent }, (res) => {

  console.log('"response" event!', res.headers);

 res.pipe(process.stdout);

});

```

 

#### `ws` WebSocket connection example

 

```ts

import WebSocket from 'ws';

import { HttpsProxyAgent } from 'https-proxy-agent';

 

const agent = new HttpsProxyAgent('http://168.63.76.32:3128');

const socket = new WebSocket('ws://echo.websocket.org', { agent });

 

socket.on('open', function () {

 console.log('"open" event!');

 socket.send('hello world');

});

 

socket.on('message', function (data, flags) {

 console.log('"message" event! %j %j', data, flags);

 socket.close();

});

```

 

API

---

 

### new HttpsProxyAgent(proxy: string | URL, options?: HttpsProxyAgentOptions)

 

The `HttpsProxyAgent` class implements an `http.Agent` subclass that connects

to the specified "HTTP(s) proxy server" in order to proxy HTTPS and/or WebSocket

requests. This is achieved by using the [HTTP `CONNECT` method][CONNECT].
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The `proxy` argument is the URL for the proxy server.

 

The `options` argument accepts the usual `http.Agent`

 constructor options, and

some additional properties:

 

* `headers` - Object containing additional headers to send to the proxy server

  in the `CONNECT` request.

 

 

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

[CONNECT]: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_tunnel#HTTP_CONNECT_Tunneling

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1821511577_1697220460.2099142/0/https-proxy-agent-7-0-2-1-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.692 pillow 10.1.0 
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1.692.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler

Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* The copyright in this software is being made available under the 2-clauses

* BSD License, included below. This software may be subject to other third

* party and contributor rights, including patent rights, and no such rights

* are granted under this license.

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL), Belgium

* Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Professor Benoit Macq

* Copyright (c) 2003-2014, Antonin Descampe

* Copyright (c) 2003-2009, Francois-Olivier Devaux

* Copyright (c) 2005, Herve Drolon, FreeImage Team

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003, Yannick Verschueren

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, David Janssens

* Copyright (c) 2011-2012, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), France

* Copyright (c) 2012, CS Systemes d'Information, France

*

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS'

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING

 IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

The FreeType  2 font  engine is  copyrighted work  and cannot  be used

legally without  a software  license.  In order  to make  this project

usable to  a vast majority of  developers, we distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means that *you* must choose  *one* of the two licenses described

below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License,  found in the file  `docs/FTL.TXT`, which is

   similar to the  original BSD license *with*  an advertising clause

   that forces  you to explicitly  cite the FreeType project  in your

   product's  documentation.  All  details are  in the  license file.

   This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General

   Public License.

 

   Note that  this license  is compatible to  the GNU  General Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The   GNU   General   Public   License   version   2,   found   in

   `docs/GPLv2.TXT`

  (any  later  version  can  be  used  also),  for

   programs  which  already  use  the  GPL.  Note  that  the  FTL  is

   incompatible with GPLv2 due to its advertisement clause.

 

The contributed  BDF and PCF  drivers come  with a license  similar to

that  of the  X Window  System.   It is  compatible to  the above  two

licenses (see files `src/bdf/README`  and `src/pcf/README`).  The same

holds   for   the   source    code   files   `src/base/fthash.c`   and

`include/freetype/internal/fthash.h`; they were part of the BDF driver

in earlier FreeType versions.
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The gzip  module uses the  zlib license (see  `src/gzip/zlib.h`) which

too is compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The files `src/autofit/ft-hb.c` and `src/autofit/ft-hb.h` contain code

taken almost  verbatim from the  HarfBuzz file `hb-ft.cc`,  which uses

the 'Old MIT' license, compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The  MD5 checksum  support  (only used  for  debugging in  development

builds) is in the public domain.

 (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

If you use the zlib

 library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without

warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in

the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

The Python Imaging Library (PIL) is

 

   Copyright  1997-2011 by Secret Labs AB

   Copyright  1995-2011 by Fredrik Lundh

 

Pillow is the friendly PIL fork. It is

 

   Copyright  2010-2023 by Jeffrey A. Clark (Alex) and contributors
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Like PIL, Pillow is licensed under the open source PIL

Software License:

 

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its

associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood,

and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all

copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs

AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE

 AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2022  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2015-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012,2015  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2011  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2005,2006,2020,2021,2022,2023  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010,2013,2021,2022,2023  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2005  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2022  Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2018,2021  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Adobe, Inc

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files
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 in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2015 Information Technology Authority (ITA) <foss@ita.gov.om>

Copyright  2016 Khaled Hosny <khaledhosny@eglug.org>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

GIMP Palette

Name: badpaletteentry

Columns: 4

#

 0   0   0     Index 3

65  38

103  62  49     Index 6

79  73  72     Index 7

114 101  97     Index 8

208 127 100     Index 9

151 144 142     Index 10

221 207 199     Index 11

The Python Imaging Library (PIL) is

 

   Copyright  1997-2011 by Secret Labs AB

   Copyright  1995-2011 by Fredrik Lundh

 

Pillow is the friendly PIL fork. It is

 

   Copyright  2010-2023 by Jeffrey A. Clark (Alex) and contributors.

 

Like PIL, Pillow is licensed under the open source HPND License:

 

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its associated

documentation, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply

with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies, and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs AB or the author not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software
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without specific, written prior permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS

 ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU

 GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find
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   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to

 put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2015 Information Technology Authority (ITA) <foss@ita.gov.om>

Copyright  2016-2023 Khaled Hosny <khaled@aliftype.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

from http://www.color.org/srgbprofiles.xalter

 

Terms of use

 

To anyone who acknowledges that the file "sRGB_v4_ICC_preference.icc"

is provided "AS IS" WITH NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, permission

to use, copy and distribute this file for any purpose is hereby

granted without fee, provided that the file is not changed including

the ICC copyright notice tag, and that the name of ICC shall not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission. ICC makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.

 

 

To anyone who acknowledges that the file

"sRGB_IEC61966-2-1_black_scaled.icc" is provided "AS IS" WITH NO

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, permission to use, copy and distribute

these file for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that the file is not changed including the ICC copyright notice tag,

and that the name of ICC shall not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to

 distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission. ICC makes no representations about the suitability

of this software for any purpose.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.
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Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated
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files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may
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result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

Copyright (C) 2001-2006 Bart Massey, Jamey Sharp, and Josh Triplett.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors
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or their institutions shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this

Software without prior written authorization from the

authors.

GIMP Palette

Name: Test
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#
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Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 1988, 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used

 in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

NotoNastaliqUrdu-Regular.ttf and NotoSansSymbols-Regular.ttf, from https://github.com/googlei18n/noto-fonts

NotoSans-Regular.ttf, from https://www.google.com/get/noto/

NotoSansJP-Thin.otf, from https://www.google.com/get/noto/help/cjk/

NotoColorEmoji.ttf, from https://github.com/googlefonts/noto-emoji

AdobeVFPrototype.ttf, from https://github.com/adobe-fonts/adobe-variable-font-prototype
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TINY5x3GX.ttf, from http://velvetyne.fr/fonts/tiny

ArefRuqaa-Regular.ttf, from https://github.com/google/fonts/tree/master/ofl/arefruqaa

ter-x20b.pcf, from http://terminus-font.sourceforge.net/

BungeeColor-Regular_colr_Windows.ttf, from https://github.com/djrrb/bungee

OpenSans.woff2, from https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans

 

All of the above fonts are published under the SIL Open Font License (OFL) v1.1

(http://scripts.sil.org/cms/scripts/page.php?site_id=nrsi&id=OFL), which allows you to copy, modify, and

redistribute them if you need to.

 

FreeMono.ttf is licensed under GPLv3, with the GPL

 font exception.

 

OpenSansCondensed-LightItalic.tt, from https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Open+Sans, under Apache License 2.0

(http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

chromacheck-sbix.woff, from https://github.com/RoelN/ChromaCheck, under The MIT License (MIT), Copyright

(c) 2018 Roel Nieskens, https://pixelambacht.nl Copyright (c) 2018 Google LLC

 

KhmerOSBattambang-Regular.ttf is licensed under LGPL-2.1 or later.

 

FreeMono.ttf is licensed under GPLv3.

 

10x20-ISO8859-1.pcf, from https://packages.ubuntu.com/xenial/xfonts-base

 

"Public domain font.  Share and enjoy."

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.
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4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.8 of 13 July 2019

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DejaVuSans-24-{1,2,4,8}-stripped.ttf are based on DejaVuSans.ttf converted using FontForge to add bitmap strikes

and keep only the ASCII range.

 

DejaVu Fonts  License

Fonts are  Bitstream (see below). DejaVu changes are in public domain. Explanation of copyright is on Gnome page

on Bitstream Vera fonts. Glyphs imported from Arev fonts are  Tavmjung Bah (see below)

 

Bitstream Vera Fonts Copyright

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream Vera is a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the fonts accompanying this license

("Fonts") and associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute the Font Software,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark

 notices and this permission notice shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the

Fonts may be modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed

to names not containing either the words "Bitstream" or the word "Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font Software that has been modified and is

distributed under the "Bitstream Vera" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no copy of one or more of the Font Software
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typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK,

OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome Foundation, and Bitstream Inc., shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software without prior written

authorization from the Gnome Foundation or Bitstream Inc., respectively. For further information, contact: fonts at

gnome dot org.

 

Arev Fonts Copyright

Original text

 

Copyright (c) 2006 by Tavmjong Bah. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the fonts accompanying this license

("Fonts") and associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and

 distribute the modifications to the Bitstream Vera Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit persons to whom the Font

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall be included in all copies of one or more

of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the

Fonts may be modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed

to names not containing either the words "Tavmjong Bah" or the word "Arev".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font Software that has been modified and is

distributed under the "Tavmjong Bah Arev" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no copy

 of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK,

OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL TAVMJONG BAH BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER
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DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Tavmjong Bah shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software without prior written authorization from Tavmjong

Bah. For further information, contact: tavmjong @ free . fr.

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2020, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

 then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We
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 specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

GIMP Palette

Name: custompalette
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Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Author:  Keith Packard, MIT X Consortium

 

1.693 libtiff 4.6.0 
1.693.1 Available under license : 

# LibTIFF license

 

Copyright  1988-1997 Sam Leffler\

Copyright  1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER

 OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.694 xml2js 0.6.2 
1.694.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.695 jackson-databind 2.15.3 
1.695.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.696 jackson-annotations 2.15.3 
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1.696.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.697 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.15.3 
1.697.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the
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specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.698 jackson 2.15.3 
1.698.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.699 okio 3.6.0 
1.699.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/PeekSource.kt
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/SegmentedByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/RealBufferedSink.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/appleMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonAppleMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/SegmentedByteString.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha512.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Md5.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha1.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Sha256.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/Cinterop.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/unixMain/okio/UnixPosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/internal/Path.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/linuxMain/okio/LinuxPosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nativeMain/okio/PosixFileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/Hmac.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/PosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/HashingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/appleMain/okio/ApplePosixVariant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/FileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/HashingSink.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/FileMetadata.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Path.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/HashingSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/ForwardingFileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/ExperimentalFileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/HashingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Path.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/internal/-

Utf8.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonAppleMain/okio/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Util.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/CommonPlatform.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/NonJvmPlatform.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/ByteString.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/appleMain/okio/ByteString.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/SizetVariant.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/FileSystem.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/FileHandle.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/unixMain/okio/UnixFileHandle.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nativeMain/okio/FileSystem.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Base64.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Okio.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Timeout.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/RealBufferedSink.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Buffer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/BufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Timeout.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Buffer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/BufferedSink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/Sink.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/BufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/internal/Buffer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Sink.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Source.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/BufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/RealBufferedSink.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-
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jar/nonJvmMain/okio/RealBufferedSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Segment.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/SegmentPool.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/commonMain/okio/ForwardingSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/nonJvmMain/okio/SegmentPool.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/nonJvmMain/okio/ForwardingSource.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Utf8.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Square, Inc. and others.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-

jar/hashFunctions/okio/internal/HashFunction.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1825538429_1697657800.9267037/0/okio-3-6-0-sources-jar/commonMain/okio/Options.kt

 

1.700 python-setuptools 65.5.0 
1.700.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Jason R. Coombs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above

   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute
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   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT

 is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others

 as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.

  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative

 works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE
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SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License

 Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston,

 VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together

 with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following
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unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER

 USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and

 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
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       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both

 that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2017-2019 Jason R. Coombs, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 Erik Rose

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The code contained in this directory was automatically generated using the

following command:

 

   python -m validate_pyproject.pre_compile --output-dir=setuptools/config/_validate_pyproject --enable-plugins

setuptools distutils --very-verbose

 

Please avoid changing it manually.

 

 

You can report issues or suggest changes directly to `validate-pyproject`

(or to the relevant plugin repository)

 

- https://github.com/abravalheri/validate-pyproject/issues

 

 

***

 

The following files include code from opensource projects

(either as direct copies or modified versions):

 

- `fastjsonschema_exceptions.py`:

   - project: `fastjsonschema` - licensed under BSD-3-Clause

     (https://github.com/horejsek/python-fastjsonschema)

- `extra_validations.py` and `format.py`, `error_reporting.py`:

   - project: `validate-pyproject` - licensed under MPL-2.0

     (https://github.com/abravalheri/validate-pyproject)

 

 

Additionally the following files are automatically generated by tools provided

by the same projects:

 

-

 `__init__.py`

- `fastjsonschema_validations.py`

 

The relevant copyright notes and licenses are included below.

 

 

***

 

`fastjsonschema`

================
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Copyright (c) 2018, Michal Horejsek

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the {organization} nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

***

 

`validate-pyproject`

====================

 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
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 by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not

 Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:
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    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

  

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

     a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and
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    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this

 License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted

 under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use
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    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt

 to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements

 of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software
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    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose

 to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible;

 and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by
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    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

   

 reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6.

 Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be

 liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such
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  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law

 provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

      of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).
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10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

      2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2018 Luminoso Technologies, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2017-2019 Brett Cannon, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.701 @npmcli/agent 2.2.0 
1.701.1 Available under license : 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.
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1.702 python-certifi 2023.07.22 
1.702.1 Available under license : 

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/file/tip/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v

 $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Mozilla Public License

Version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. “Contributor”

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. “Contributor Version”

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor’s

Contribution.

 

1.3. “Contribution”

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. “Covered Software”

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form

of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.5. “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses”

means

 

that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
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that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also

under the terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. “Executable Form”

means

 any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. “Larger Work”

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered

Software.

 

1.8. “License”

means this document.

 

1.9. “Licensable”

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. “Modifications”

means any of the following:

 

any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of

Covered Software; or

 

any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. “Patent Claims” of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using,

selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer

 of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. “Secondary License”

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1,

the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. “Source Code Form”

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. “You” (or “Your”)

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, “You” includes any

entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, “control”

means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

 license:

 

under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce,

make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an

unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer

either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the

date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses

will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

for

 any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the

combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

 

under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may

be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a

subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under

the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has

sufficient rights

 to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair

dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which

You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You

may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients’ rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in

 Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source

Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the

recipient; and

 

You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms,

provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients’ rights in the

Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the

requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

such Secondary License(s),

 so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the

terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices,

disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software,

except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any

Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred

 by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include

additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered

Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the

maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed

in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent

prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to

be able to understand it.
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5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its

 terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and

(b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means,

this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You

become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly

infringes any patent,

 then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this

License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding

distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an “as is” basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed,

implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the

Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty

constitutes

 an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this

disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall

any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for

lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial

damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of

liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party’s negligence to the extent

applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

consequential damages, so

 this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant

maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party’s ability to bring cross-

claims or counter-claims.
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9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the

drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other

 than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given

a distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally

received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you

may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this

version of the License, the notice described in

 Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

distributed with this file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses” Notice

This Source Code Form is “Incompatible With Secondary Licenses”, as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v.

2.0.

 

1.703 python-setuptools 53.0.0 
1.703.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Jason R. Coombs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.704 python-pip 21.2.3 
1.704.1 Available under license : 

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Giorgos Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN
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 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****
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@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $

 $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work
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 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.
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   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:
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(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise

 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
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FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the
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quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2021 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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1.705 netmask 2.0.2 
1.705.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(The MIT License)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1827336848_1697893097.8449833/0/netmask-2-0-2-6-tgz/package/README.md

 

1.706 trio-websocket 0.11.1 
1.706.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Hyperion Gray

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.707 hasown 2.0.0 
1.707.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Jordan Harband and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.708 is-core-module 2.13.1 
1.708.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Dave Justice

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.709 libgcc 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 
1.709.1 Available under license : 

		GNU Free Documentation License

		  Version 1.2, November 2002

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
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distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify

 or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the

 notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for

 automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
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or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors

 for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to

 the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
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copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3.

 COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto

 adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of

 the Document.
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4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section

 Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
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  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that

 the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the

 terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its
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license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise

 combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium,

 is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
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covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from

 their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will

automatically

 terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License,

 you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts

 being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and
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testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish
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 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute
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 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2021  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/**

* DISCLAIMER

* This file has no copyright assigned and is placed in the Public Domain.

*

* Its code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY.  ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

* This includes but is not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.
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When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms

 code entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.
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You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes.

 You

may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This file contains a list of individuals who submit their patches to

the Cygwin sources under 2-clause BSD license, as well as a list of

individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment up to 2016.

 

=========================================================================

2-clause BSD:

=========================================================================
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Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

 

Individuals submitting their patches under 2-clause BSD:

 

David Allsopp				David.Allsopp@cl.cam.ac.uk

Erik M. Bray				erik.bray@lri.fr

Brian Inglis				Brian.Inglis@SystematicSw.ab.ca

Daniel Santos				daniel.santos@pobox.com

Sergejs Lukanihins			slukanihin@gmail.com

J.H.

 van de Water			houder@xs4all.nl

Hans-Bernhard Brker			HBBroeker@t-online.de

David Macek				david.macek.0@gmail.com

Ben Wijen				ben@wijen.net

 

=========================================================================

 

Individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment:

 

AJ Reins				tbisp@qwest.net

Brian E. Dessent			brian@dessent.net

Brian Kenneth Ford			Brian.Ford@FlightSafety.com
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Charles K. Moore			keithmo@exmsft.com

Christian Franke			franke@computer.org

Christian Lestrade			christian.lestrade@free.fr

Christopher Faylor			me@cgf.cx

Christopher January			chris@atomice.net

Conrad Scott				conrad.scott@dsl.pipex.com

Corinna Vinschen			corinna@vinschen.de

Craig Iain McGeachie			slapdau@yahoo.com.au

David Korn				dave.korn.cygwin@gmail.com

Davis Euresti				davie@alum.mit.edu

Dennis Vshivkov				walrus@amur.ru

Elfyn McBratney				elfyn@ubertales.co.uk

Eric Blake				eblake@redhat.com

Ernie Coskrey				ernie.coskrey@steeleye.com

Gerd Spalink				Gerd.Spalink@t-online.de

Hartmut

 Honisch				hhonisch@users.sourceforge.net

Igor Pechtchanski			pechtcha@cs.nyu.edu

Jacek Trzcinski				jacek@certum.pl

Jeffrey Eric Altman			jaltman@openafs.org

Jerry D. Hedden				jerry@hedden.us

Joe Loh					joel@pivot3.com

Johan Rydberg				johan@rydberg.com

Johannes Schindelin			johannes.schindelin@gmx.de

John Hood				cgull@glup.org

Jon Turney				jon.turney@dronecode.org.uk

Yoni Londner				yonihola2@gmail.com

Joseph H. Buehler			jbuehler@hekimian.com

Joshua Daniel Franklin			joshuadfranklin@yahoo.com

Ken Brown				kbrown@cornell.edu

Lapo Luchini				lapo@lapo.it

Lev Bishop				lev.bishop@gmail.com

Mark Geisert				mark@maxrnd.com

Max Kaehn				slothman@electric-cloud.com

Micha Nelissen				mdvpost@hotmail.com

Michael Haubenwallner			michael.haubenwallner@ssi-schaefer.com

Nicholas S. Wourms			nwourms@netscape.com

Pavel Yonkov Tsekov			ptsekov@gmx.net

Peter Foley				pefoley2@pefoley.com

Pierre A. Humblet			phumblet@phumblet.no-ip.org

Robert G. Byrnes			byrnes@curl.com

Ryan C. Gordon				icculus@icculus.org

Sam

 Steingold				sds@gnu.org

Stephen Cleary				shammah@spamcop.net

Stephen Osborn				bub@io.com

Takashi Yano				takashi.yano@nifty.ne.jp

Thomas Pfaff				tpfaff@gmx.net
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Vaclav Haisman				vhaisman@gmail.com

Yaakov Selkovitz			yselkowi@redhat.com

Yitzchak Scott-Thoennes			sthoenna@efn.org

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to
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     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this
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Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
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3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-

 * Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94
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*/

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:
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1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
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     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  All rights reserved.

 

Developed by: Polaris Research Group

             University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

             http://polaris.cs.uiuc.edu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the names of Polaris Research Group, University of Illinois at

    Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

    or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional
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permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an
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Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygwin subdirectory,

as well as the sources under the cygserver subdirectory linked into

the Cygwin DLL, are licensed under the Lesser Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (LGPLv3+).  See the

COPYING.LIB file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygserver subdir not

linked into the Cygwin DLL, as well as the sources under the lsaauth

and the utils subdirectories are licensed under the Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (GPLv3+).  See the

COPYING file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Parts of the sources in any subdirectory are licensed using a BSD-like

license.  The affected source files contain explicit copyright notices

to that

 effect.

 

Linking Exception:

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of the Cygwin library

 grant you additional permission to link libcygwin.a, crt0.o, and

 gcrt0.o with independent modules to produce an executable, and to

 convey the resulting executable under terms of your choice, without

 any need to comply with the conditions of LGPLv3 section 4. An

 independent module is a module which is not itself based on the

 Cygwin library.
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This is the file "copying.dj".  It does not apply to any sources

copyrighted by UCB Berkeley or the Free Software Foundation.

 

  Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked

  Copyright (C) DJ Delorie

		 24 Kirsten Ave

		 Rochester NH  03867-2954

 

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed

verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

 

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source

file must remain intact.  If you modify a source file, a notice to that

effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

 

* binaries provided in djgpp may be distributed without sources ONLY if

the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp

themselves.  This primarily applies to go32.exe, emu387, stub.exe, and

the graphics drivers.

 

* modified versions of the binaries provided

 in djgpp must be

distributed under the terms of the GPL.

 

* objects and libraries linked into an application may be distributed

without sources.

 

-----

 

Changes to source code copyright BSD or FSF are copyright DJ Delorie, but

fall under the terms of the original copyright.

 

A copy of the file "COPYING" is included with this document.  If you did not

receive a copy of "COPYING", you may obtain one from whence this document

was obtained, or by writing:

     Free Software Foundation

     675 Mass Ave

     Cambridge, MA  02139

     USA

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application
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that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the
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  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

The files gnupng and gnu.eps are part of GNU Modula-2.

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GNU Modula-2.

 

GNU Modula-2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

GNU Modula-2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with GNU Modula-2; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301, USA.  */

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
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modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
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public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for
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the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
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circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the
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   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply
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if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
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   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
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license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
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license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
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General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.
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 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.
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      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following
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 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software
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 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The newlib subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source
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file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the newlib subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the BSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that are

incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to

the BSD License and may only be used or replicated with the express

permission

 of Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) David M. Gay (AT&T 1991, Lucent 1998)

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in

 all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies

All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both that the copyright notice and this

permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

LUCENT

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.
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(4) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING,

 PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(5)

 

(6)

 

(7) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(8) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby
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 granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(9) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(10) Stephane Carrez (m68hc11-elf/m68hc12-elf targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Stephane Carrez (stcarrez@nerim.fr)

 

The authors hereby grant permission

 to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(11) Christopher G. Demetriou

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Christopher G. Demetriou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) SuperH, Inc.

 

Copyright

 2002 SuperH, Inc. All rights reserved

 

This software is the property of SuperH, Inc (SuperH) which specifically

grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this software

provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights are

reserved by SuperH.

 

SUPERH MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPERH BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM

THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report any problems

or suggestions about this software to the SuperH Support Center via

e-mail at softwaresupport@superh.com .

 

SuperH, Inc.

405 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose

CA 95134

USA

 

(13) Royal Institute of Technology

 

Copyright (c) 1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary
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 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(14) Alexey Zelkin

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001 Alexey Zelkin <phantom@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(15) Andrey A. Chernov

 

Copyright (C) 1997 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(16)

 FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2002 FreeBSD Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(17) S. L. Moshier

 

Author:  S. L. Moshier.

 

Copyright (c) 1984,2000 S.L. Moshier

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR,  THE AUTHOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION

OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS

SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(18) Citrus Project

 

Copyright (c)1999 Citrus Project,

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(20) DJ Delorie (i386 / arm)

Copyright (C) 1991 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification, and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even
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 the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(21) Free Software Foundation LGPL License (*-linux* targets only)

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-1999, 2000, 2001    Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  This file is part of the GNU C Library.

  Contributed by Mark Kettenis <kettenis@phys.uva.nl>, 1997.

 

  The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

  Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

  02110-1301 USA.

 

(22) Xavier Leroy LGPL License (i[3456]86-*-linux* targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1996 Xavier Leroy (Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr)

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

 

(23) Intel (i960)

 

Copyright (c) 1993 Intel Corporation

 

Intel hereby grants you permission to copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation.  Intel grants this permission provided

that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission
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 notice appear in supporting

documentation.  In addition, Intel grants this permission provided that

you prominently mark as "not part of the original" any modifications

made to this software or documentation, and that the name of Intel

Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software or the documentation without specific,

written prior permission.

 

Intel Corporation provides this AS IS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  Intel makes no guarantee or

representations regarding the use of, or the results of the use of,

the software and documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy,

reliability, currentness, or otherwise; and you rely on the software,

documentation and results solely at your own risk.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF BUSINESS,

LOSS OF PROFITS, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OF ANY KIND.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL'S TOTAL LIABILITY EXCEED THE SUM

PAID TO INTEL FOR THE PRODUCT LICENSED HEREUNDER.

 

(24) Hewlett-Packard  (hppa targets only)

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(25) Henry Spencer (only *-linux targets)

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the

 Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:
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1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

(26) Mike Barcroft

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(27) Konstantin Chuguev (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000

  Konstantin Chuguev.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  iconv (Charset Conversion Library) v2.0

 

(28) Artem Bityuckiy (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Artem B. Bityuckiy, SoftMine Corporation.

Rights transferred to Franklin Electronic Publishers.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(29) IBM, Sony, Toshiba (only spu-* targets)

 

 (C) Copyright 2001,2006,

 International Business Machines Corporation,

  Sony Computer Entertainment, Incorporated,

 Toshiba Corporation,

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(30) - Alex Tatmanjants (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1995 Alex Tatmanjants <alex@elvisti.kiev.ua>

		at Electronni Visti IA, Kiev, Ukraine.

			All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(31) - M. Warner Losh (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(32) - Andrey A. Chernov (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(33) - Daniel Eischen (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 2001 Daniel Eischen <deischen@FreeBSD.org>.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.
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(34) - Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(35) - Arm Ltd

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2022 Arm Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the company may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ARM LTD ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL ARM LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(36) - Xilinx,

 Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(37) Texas Instruments Incorporated (tic6x-*, *-tirtos targets)
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Copyright (c) 1996-2010,2014 Texas Instruments Incorporated

http://www.ti.com/

 

Redistribution and  use in source  and binary forms, with  or without

modification,  are permitted provided  that the  following conditions

are met:

 

   Redistributions  of source  code must  retain the  above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form  must

 reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this  list of conditions  and the following  disclaimer in

   the  documentation  and/or   other  materials  provided  with  the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the  name of Texas Instruments Incorporated  nor the names

   of its  contributors may  be used to  endorse or  promote products

   derived  from   this  software  without   specific  prior  written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"  AND ANY  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,  BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT  NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT  LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(38) National Semiconductor (cr16-* and crx-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.
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(39) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution

 and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(40) - Altera Corportion (nios2-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Altera Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

  o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

  o Neither the name of Altera Corporation nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ALTERA CORPORATION, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE. 

 

(41) Ed Schouten - Free BSD

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(42) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 *

 Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(43) - FTDI (ft32-*

 targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(44) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2)
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 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(45) embedded brains - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2017 embedded brains GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(46) John Baldwin - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2015 John Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(47) Jeffrey Roberson - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Jeffrey Roberson <jeff@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Nokia Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(48) - SiFive Inc. (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2017  SiFive Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(49) Michael R. Neilly (riscv-* targets)

 

(c) Copyright 2017 Michael R. Neilly

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(50) Mentor Graphics (amdgcn-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Mentor Graphics.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms

 described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(51) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO
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 EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(52) Andrew Turner (arm-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Andrew Turner <andrew@FreeBSD.ORG>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(53) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD David Schultz (arm-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2011 David Schultz <das@FreeBSD.ORG>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution

 and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(54) - C-SKY Microsystems (csky-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2020  C-SKY Microsystems All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(55) BSD-3-Clause-FreeBSD Peter Wemm (rtems targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

Copyright (c) 1997 Peter Wemm <peter@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

 without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

The libgloss subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the libgloss subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD

License.   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied, including the implied warranties

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license

is available at http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that

are incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to the BSD

License and may only be used or replicated with the express

 permission of

Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
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     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) DJ Delorie

 

Copyright (C) 1993 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification,  and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.

 

(4) (formerly GPL for fr30)

 

The GPL is no longer applicable to the fr30 platform.  The piece of

code (syscalls.c) referencing the GPL has been officially relicensed.

 

(5) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in

 Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(6) - Analog Devices, Inc. (bfin-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Analog Devices, Inc.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(7) University of Utah and the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)

   [applies only to hppa*-*-pro* targets]

Copyright (c) 1990,1994

 The University of Utah and

the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software is hereby

granted provided that (1) source code retains these copyright, permission,

and disclaimer notices, and (2) redistributions including binaries

reproduce the notices in supporting documentation, and (3) all advertising

materials mentioning features or use of this software display the following

acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the

Computer Systems Laboratory at the University of Utah.''

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL ALLOW FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS

IS" CONDITION.  THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY OF

ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

CSL requests users of this software to return to csl-dist@cs.utah.edu any

improvements that they make and grant CSL redistribution rights.
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(8) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(9) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

 

permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(10) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that

 the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(11) IBM Corp. spu processor (only spu-* targets)

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2005, 2006

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of IBM nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are

 permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(13) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(14) - National Semiconductor Corporation

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice

 is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where
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they apply.

 

 

(15) - CodeSourcery, Inc. (tic6x-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 CodeSourcery, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of CodeSourcery

 nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CODESOURCERY, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CODESOURCERY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(16) - GPL with exception (sparc-*leon*, crx-*, cr16-* targets only)

 

 Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

 Written By David Vinayak Henkel-Wallace, June 1992

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License, the

Free Software Foundation gives you unlimited permission to link the

compiled version of this file with other programs, and to distribute

those programs without any restriction coming from the use of this

file.  (The General Public License restrictions do apply in other
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respects; for example, they cover modification of the file, and

distribution when not linked into another program.)

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received

 a copy of the GNU General Public License

  along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

  Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston,

  MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

  As a special exception, if you link this library with files

  compiled with GCC to produce an executable, this does not cause

  the resulting executable to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

  This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why

  the executable file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

 

(17) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
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 USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(18) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and

 that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.
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(20) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names

 of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(21) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c)

 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(22) CodeSourcery, Inc (csky-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2006 CodeSourcery Inc

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(23) - C-SKY Microsystems (csky-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2020  C-SKY Microsystems

 All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(24) - RISC-V Semihosting (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2020 Embecosm Limited

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause

 

1.710 libstdc++ 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 
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1.710.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

		GNU Free Documentation License

		  Version 1.2, November 2002

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or
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whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify

 or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the

 notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the
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general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for

 automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors

 for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to

 the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.
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2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3.

 COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto

 adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
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Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of

 the Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section

 Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
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  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that

 the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.
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5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the

 terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise

 combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium,

 is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
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of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from

 their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will

automatically

 terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License,

 you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts

 being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
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with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
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becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
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countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
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 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================
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Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we
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 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed
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 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
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DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  All rights reserved.

 

Developed by: Polaris Research Group

             University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

             http://polaris.cs.uiuc.edu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the names of Polaris Research Group, University of Illinois at

    Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

    or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.
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GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in
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Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2021  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms
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 code entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes.

 You

may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
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freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"
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 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
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Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
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your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section
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   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
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remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
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any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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The files gnupng and gnu.eps are part of GNU Modula-2.

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GNU Modula-2.

 

GNU Modula-2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

GNU Modula-2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with GNU Modula-2; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301, USA.  */

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
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Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
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  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the
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  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,
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licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.711 combined-stream 1.0.8 
1.711.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.712 delayed-stream 1.0.0 
1.712.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# delayed-stream

 

Buffers events from a stream until you are ready to handle them.

 

## Installation

 

``` bash

npm install delayed-stream

```

 

## Usage

 

The following example shows how to write a http echo server that delays its

response by 1000 ms.

 

``` javascript

var DelayedStream = require('delayed-stream');

var http = require('http');

 

http.createServer(function(req, res) {

 var delayed = DelayedStream.create(req);

 

 setTimeout(function() {

   res.writeHead(200);

   delayed.pipe(res);

 }, 1000);

});
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```

 

If you are not using `Stream#pipe`, you can also manually release the buffered

events by calling `delayedStream.resume()`:

 

``` javascript

var delayed = DelayedStream.create(req);

 

setTimeout(function() {

 // Emit all buffered events and resume underlaying source

 delayed.resume();

}, 1000);

```

 

## Implementation

 

In order to use this meta stream properly, here are a few things you should

know about the implementation.

 

###

 Event Buffering / Proxying

 

All events of the `source` stream are hijacked by overwriting the `source.emit`

method. Until node implements a catch-all event listener, this is the only way.

 

However, delayed-stream still continues to emit all events it captures on the

`source`, regardless of whether you have released the delayed stream yet or

not.

 

Upon creation, delayed-stream captures all `source` events and stores them in

an internal event buffer. Once `delayedStream.release()` is called, all

buffered events are emitted on the `delayedStream`, and the event buffer is

cleared. After that, delayed-stream merely acts as a proxy for the underlaying

source.

 

### Error handling

 

Error events on `source` are buffered / proxied just like any other events.

However, `delayedStream.create` attaches a no-op `'error'` listener to the

`source`. This way you only have to handle errors on the `delayedStream`

object, rather than in two places.

 

### Buffer limits

 

delayed-stream provides

 a `maxDataSize` property that can be used to limit

the amount of data being buffered. In order to protect you from bad `source`

streams that don't react to `source.pause()`, this feature is enabled by
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default.

 

## API

 

### DelayedStream.create(source, [options])

 

Returns a new `delayedStream`. Available options are:

 

* `pauseStream`

* `maxDataSize`

 

The description for those properties can be found below.

 

### delayedStream.source

 

The `source` stream managed by this object. This is useful if you are

passing your `delayedStream` around, and you still want to access properties

on the `source` object.

 

### delayedStream.pauseStream = true

 

Whether to pause the underlaying `source` when calling

`DelayedStream.create()`. Modifying this property afterwards has no effect.

 

### delayedStream.maxDataSize = 1024 * 1024

 

The amount of data to buffer before emitting an `error`.

 

If the underlaying source is emitting `Buffer` objects, the `maxDataSize`

refers to bytes.

 

If the underlaying source

 is emitting JavaScript strings, the size refers to

characters.

 

If you know what you are doing, you can set this property to `Infinity` to

disable this feature. You can also modify this property during runtime.

 

### delayedStream.dataSize = 0

 

The amount of data buffered so far.

 

### delayedStream.readable

 

An ECMA5 getter that returns the value of `source.readable`.

 

### delayedStream.resume()
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If the `delayedStream` has not been released so far, `delayedStream.release()`

is called.

 

In either case, `source.resume()` is called.

 

### delayedStream.pause()

 

Calls `source.pause()`.

 

### delayedStream.pipe(dest)

 

Calls `delayedStream.resume()` and then proxies the arguments to `source.pipe`.

 

### delayedStream.release()

 

Emits and clears all events that have been buffered up so far. This does not

resume the underlaying source, use `delayedStream.resume()` instead.

 

## License

 

delayed-stream is licensed under the MIT license.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1830745388_1698153819.4839122/0/fis-components-delayed-stream-1-0-0-0-g42ac44e-1-tar-

gz/fis-components-delayed-stream-3c3d86f/Readme.md

 

1.713 side-channel 1.0.4 
1.713.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.714 function-bind 1.1.1 
1.714.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.715 mime-db 1.52.0 
1.715.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015-2022 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.716 has-symbols 1.0.3 
1.716.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.717 safer-buffer 2.1.2 
1.717.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.718 inherits 2.0.4 
1.718.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.719 has 1.0.3 
1.719.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Thiago de Arruda

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.720 es6-error 4.1.1 
1.720.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Ben Youngblood

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.721 safe-buffer 5.2.1 
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1.721.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.722 call-bind 1.0.2 
1.722.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Jordan Harband

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.723 spring-security-core 6.1.3 
1.723.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.724 spring-security-web 6.1.3 
1.724.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.725 yallist 4.0.0 
1.725.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.726 hapi-hoek 9.3.0 
1.726.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011-2020, Sideway Inc, and project contributors 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Walmart 

Copyright (c) 2011, Yahoo Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

OFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.727 form-data 4.0.0 
1.727.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.728 cpp 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 
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1.728.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		GNU Free Documentation License

		  Version 1.2, November 2002

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We
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 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify

 or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the

 notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
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the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for

 automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors

 for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to

 the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
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License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3.

 COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto

 adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
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a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of

 the Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section
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 Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that

 the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.
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The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the

 terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise

 combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
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A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium,

 is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from

 their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will

automatically
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 terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License,

 you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts

 being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
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situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
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   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.
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 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.
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==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
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can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed
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 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
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DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  All rights reserved.

 

Developed by: Polaris Research Group

             University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

             http://polaris.cs.uiuc.edu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the names of Polaris Research Group, University of Illinois at

    Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

    or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.
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GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in
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Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2021  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms
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 code entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes.

 You

may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
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freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"
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 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
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Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
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your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section
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   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
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remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
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any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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The files gnupng and gnu.eps are part of GNU Modula-2.

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GNU Modula-2.

 

GNU Modula-2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

GNU Modula-2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with GNU Modula-2; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301, USA.  */

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
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Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
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  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the
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  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,
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licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.729 hosted-git-info 7.0.1 
1.729.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.730 undici-types 5.26.5 
1.730.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// based on https://github.com/Ethan-Arrowood/undici-

fetch/blob/249269714db874351589d2d364a0645d5160ae71/index.d.ts (MIT license)

// and https://github.com/node-fetch/node-fetch/blob/914ce6be5ec67a8bab63d68510aabf07cb818b6d/index.d.ts

(MIT license)

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1832225300_1698266939.810041/0/undici-types-5-26-5-tgz/package/fetch.d.ts

 

1.731 gettext 0.22.3-r0 
1.731.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation

 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute
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 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this

 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and

 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,

 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
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WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

This subpackage is under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory.

The libasprintf package is under the LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB.

@c The GNU General Public License.

@center Version 2, June 1991

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@heading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it

 to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect

 your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND
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 CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The ``Program'', below,

refers to any such program or work, and a ``work based on the Program''

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term ``modification''.)  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been

 made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

stating

 that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
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whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as

 a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring

 the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

@item

Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

@item

Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

allowed only for noncommercial

 distribution and only if you

received the program in object code or executable form with such

an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

@end enumerate

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts

 as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and ``any

later version'', you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

@iftex

@heading NO WARRANTY

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center

 NO WARRANTY

 

@end ifinfo

 

@item
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BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO

 LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@heading Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name

 and a brief idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{yyyy}  @var{name of author}
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This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

Gnomovision version

 69, Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than @samp{show w} and

@samp{show c}; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items---whatever

suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@example

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end example

 

This General
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 Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under

the GPL.

 

The following parts are under the LGPL, see file intl/COPYING.LIB:

 - the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,

 - the libintl.jar Java library,

 - the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,

 - the gettext.sh shells script function library.

 

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel

directory:

 - the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,

 - the documentation.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting
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 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in

 order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control
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compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in

 any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
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   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the
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 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

  a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything
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 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;
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 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where
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 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.732 @colors/colors 1.5.0 
1.732.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Original Library

 - Copyright (c) Marak Squires

 

Additional Functionality

- Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

- Copyright (c) DABH (https://github.com/DABH)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.733 packaging 23.2 
1.733.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.734 mime-types 2.1.35 
1.734.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.735 asynckit 0.4.0 
1.735.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Indigo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.736 crypto-js 4.2.0 
1.736.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

[The MIT License (MIT)](http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013 Jeff Mott 

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Evan Vosberg

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.737 function-bind 1.1.2 
1.737.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.738 gnupg 1.15.1 
1.738.1 Available under license : 

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:|B36I(s7}+ZJ/pvE;"tg7N	ca"Gxvnyu&bB#h'7=89&oG

R<hO)(1:g1:)(1:y128:Ji]WU_UP}AQ\YMhAl|2e{_tcMNDg]{QnWsK	4pY{$bDCs)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-

sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:JcE7:6452224)16:	i[Q*vK)192:FJA!O!ZAF

biJ&Tsb!t

&9@R\~V+x>?sedDz-W(yqf?u^e?s1saV8<T0:tC5%ZMh?$|,y_e[1D)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105135)))

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p129:W#}}l;;m>

;4YV$Qg

LoLy~*Tru*+ID8"-9,:17^g*({	#7)(1:g1:)(1:y128:2o62,Tj/

rRi3sSS	iCAYNYbVtAHKi7(UPp)?Od{'R^f)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-

cbc((4:sha18:fw`E7:5242880)16:aqR)192:5f1a-`{^EV699WoB\,:Rs1*W6Lu	iZ

:=ZqURM47;pA3#DL	

so8O)Th^P@lP0&.DR;"rkN7)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070216)))

#+TITLE: GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO Examples

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}
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#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Examples

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python3-examples

 :END:

 

 The contents of this directory are the examples included in the /GNU

 Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings HOWTO/ file.  Each

 script is explicitly for Python 3 and specifically for Python 3.4 or

 later.

 

 Some of these scripts may work with Python 2.7, but there are no

 guarantees.  They will include the relevant imports from the

 =__future__= module to facilitate that if possible.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 Unless otherwise stated, all the examples in this directory are

 released under the same terms as GPGME

 itself; that is they are dual

 licensed under the terms of both the GNU General Public License

 version 2.0 (or any later version) *and* the GNU Lesser General

 Public License version 2.1 (or any later version).

 

 

** Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:

 

  Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

  This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.
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  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

cython

;;;; gpgme-package.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

;;; it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

;;; by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

;;; or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

;;; Conventions:

;;;

;;; gpg-error is used for error handling.

;;;

;;; Standard I/O streams are used for input and output.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme

 (:use #:common-lisp #:cffi #:gpg-error)

  (:import-from #:trivial-garbage

               #:finalize)

 (:export #:check-version

	   #:*version*

	   #:context

	   #:protocol

	   #:armorp

	   #:textmodep

	   #:+include-certs-default+

	   #:include-certs

	   #:keylist-mode

	   #:signers

	   #:sig-notations

	   #:with-context
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	   #:key-data

	   #:get-key

	   #:op-encrypt

	   #:op-decrypt

	   #:op-sign

	   #:op-verify

	   #:op-import

	   #:op-export))

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Fix example code.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix OpenPGP parameters and reference

	GPG and GPGSM manual.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Changing Passphrases): New.

 

2009-07-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (UI Server Encrypt): Add --expect-sign option to

	PREP_ENCRYPT.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Result Management): New section.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Document gpgme_op_export_keys.

	(Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_keys.

	(Data Buffer Meta-Data): Document URL encodings.

 

2009-05-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Document selftest error.

	(Creating Contexts): Likewise.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Replace path by file_name.

 

2008-11-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Change description of the return

	value to match the code.  Spotted by Colin Leroy.

 

2008-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Add option

	--protocol to the SENDER command.

 

2008-07-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* module-overview.sk: New.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Algorithms): Add a hint on symmetric only encryption.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancellation): Document gpgme_cancel_async.

 

2008-06-25

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Updated example to the current API.

	Noted by Nico Schottelius.

 

2008-06-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* uiserver.texi (Miscellaneous UI Server Commands): Describe

	START_CONFDIALOG.

 

2008-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Use @copying command. Change license to

	GPLv3. Include protocol specis from GpgOL and GPGEx.  Minor

	cleanups.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (File Based Data Buffers): Document the need for

	blocking operations.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Rename snippet function to

	init_gpgme.

	(I/O Callback Example): Call it here.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Document that data encoding affects some output data

	objects now.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines):

 Document GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

2007-09-11  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example): Typo fix.

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Describe chain_model.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Add remark that the socket

	layer will get initialized.

 

2007-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Advanced Key Editing): New section.

 

2007-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (online): New target.

 

2007-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Fix documentation of

	gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2006-11-01  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations): Fixed entry for

	gpgme_data_seek: OFFSET is not a pointer; some s/whence/offset/.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Clarify that

	gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem destroys DH unconditionally.

 

2005-03-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Make example code compatible

	to W32 systems.

 

2006-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix inverted condition in

	description.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Updated to match the fixes for

	subkey fingerprints and theg secret flag.

 

2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Destroying Data Buffers): Document gpgme_free.

 

2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add the new member notations of

	gpgme_sig_key_t.

	(Key Listing Mode): Document GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Enclose all return parameters of deftypefuns in

	curly brackets.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signature Notation Data): New

 section.

	(Verify): Added more about the notation data structure.
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2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Data Buffer I/O Operations, Data Buffer Meta-Data):

	New subsections.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Replace plaintext_filename with file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Document is_qualified.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add plaintext_filename to

	gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(Verify): Likewise for gpgme_verify_result_t.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Add information about new fields in

	gpgme_signature_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add gpgme_recipient_t.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Fix return type of

	gpgme_set_keylist_mode.

	Reported by "Sergio" <ml_sergico@virgilio.it>.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Included Certificates): Document

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-01-12  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Configuration): New section.

	(Crypto Engine): New subsection.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lesser.texi (Library Copying): Change from @appendixsec to

	@appendix.

	* gpgme.texi (Features): Change reference to GPL to one to LGPL.

 

	* Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Replace gpl.texi with lesser.texi.
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	* gpgme.texi: Change license to LGPL (also for documentation of

	GPGME's license).

	* lesser.texi: New file.

	* gpl.texi: File removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating Contexts): Fix cut&paste error.  Reported

	by Noel Torres <envite@rolamasao.org>.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme_TEXINFOS): Remove fdl.texi.

	* gpgme.texi: Do not include fdl.texi.  Change license to GPL.

	* fdl.texi: File removed.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Change type of keylist_mode in

	gpgme_key_t to gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix last change.

 

2004-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Update copyright year for tex version.

 

2004-07-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix gpgme_get_key example (ancient

	force_update argument was still there).

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Elaborate on the length restrictions

	on search patterns.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Document the NO_DATA error

	code.

	(Verify): Document the relationship between gpgme_op_verify_result

	and the decrypt and verify operations.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.text (Verify): Document GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED status.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Add note about new field wrong_key_usage

	of gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add

 note about new field

	keylist_mode of gpgme_key_t.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Correct type of member wrong_key_usage.

 

2004-03-29  Moritz Schulte  <moritz@duesseldorf.ccc.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix type of gpgme_op_verify_result.

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Typo fix.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Library Version Check): Fix the instruction when to

	set the locale.

 

2004-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Example Qt): New section by Marc Mutz.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (cancellation): New section.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Doc KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi: A couple of small fixes regarding the Largfile

	Support section.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Largefile Support): New

 section.

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Fix exportable field.
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2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Rename member class in

	gpgme_key_sig_t to sig_class.

	(Creating a Signature): Likewise for gpgme_signature_t.

 

2003-12-23  Moritz Schulte  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Minor clarification for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Signal Handling): New section.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Correct documentation on memory

	synchronization requirement.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Locale): New section.

	(Multi Threading): Set locale in example.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add gpgme_strerror_r.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Update documentation.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Header): We don't use the assuan namespace anymore.

	Document new thread options.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Change type of member class

	to unsigned int.

 

2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Get error code from SIG->status in the code

	for gpgme_get_sig_status.
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2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Add can_authenticate flag.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME for

	gpgme_get_key.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove variable.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Bad passphrase is only

	possible with symmetric encryption, change the wording to reflect

	that.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Document

	GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Mention encrypt and sign

	operations in result function.

	(Creating

 a Signature): Likewise.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Remove word duplication.

	(Listing Keys): Remove mentioning of force argument.

	(Verify): Don't mention r_stat.  Fix some typos.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Correct info how to get the result.  Don't

	mention r_stat.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Fix documentation of return value.

	(Listing Keys): Update examples.

	(Decrypt): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	(Verify): Result might also be available when operation failed.

	All spotted by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Sources): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Management): Clarify difference between can_sign

	and can_certify.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise for GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN and

	GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Progress

 Meter Callback): Change return type of

	gpgme_progress_cb_t to void.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add 2003 to copyright notice.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Fix name space documentation on

	libgpg-error.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove reference to

	gpgme_recipients_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Crypto Operations): Rename gpgme_invalid_user_id_t

	to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Change error codes to GPG_ERR_* variants.

	(Error Handling): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change and document prototypes.

	Add new gpgme_op_export_ext and gpgme_op_export_ext_start

	variants.

	(Selecting Recipients): Section removed.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Change prototypes and document the

	changes.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Exporting Keys): Change argument type from

	gpgme_recipient_t to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

	(Selecting Recipients): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocol Selection): Do not use @acronym in @node

	because that breaks texi2dvi.
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	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document new prototype.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Remove Gpgme as namespace prefix.  Add

	_GPGME to namespace prefix.

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Add note about link order.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document what happens if key is not

	found.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Fix cut and paste error.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Remove reference to

	gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Subsection removed.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	(Manipulating

 Keys): Add obsoleteness note.

	(Key Signatures): Likewise.

	(Information About Keys): Likewise.

	(Key Management): Add new data types GpgmeSubkey, GpgmeKeySig,

	GpgmeUserID, and all the information about GpgmeKey.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Remove force_update argument from

	gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Trust Item Management): Add data members of

	GpgmeTrustItem type.

	(Information About Trust Items): Add note about obsoleteness.

	(Manipulating Trust Items): Add gpgme_trust_item_ref and

	gpgme_trust_item_unref.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Rewritten to take into account new and

	deprecated functions and data types.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Descript gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

	GpgmeDecryptResult.
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2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Add info about

	GpgmeEncryptResult and gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi

 (Creating a Signature): Add info about

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult and gpgme_op_sign_result.

	(Crypto Operations): Add GpgmeInvalidUserID.

	(Algorithms): New chapter.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification.

	(Error Values): Remove GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

	Add GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to

	GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Remove note about gpgme_get_op_info.

	(Detailed Results): Remove note about import.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add documentation

 for

	GpgmeImportStatus, GpgmeImportResult and gpgme_op_import_result.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Fix documentation of public and

	secret arguments.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document changed gpgme_op_genkey

	and new gpgme_op_genkey_result function.  Document

	GpgmeGenKeyResult data type.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt): Likewise.

	(Decrypt and Verify): Likewise.
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	(Creating a Signature): Likewise.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	(Encrypting a Plaintext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Values): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	(Listing Keys): Likewise.

	(Listing Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Cancelling an Operation): Removed.

	(Passphrase

 Callback): Document new type for GpgmePassphraseCb.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rename member part to

	file_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Protocols and Engines): Document

	gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Information): Rewritten.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (I/O Callback Interface): Document new even

	GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(Waiting For Completion): Document new possible return values.

	(I/O Callback Interface): Document return type of GpgmeIOCb.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Hooking Up Into Idle Time): Section removed.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Drop R_STAT argument in gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpgme.texi (Decrypt and Verify): Likewise for

	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document that
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	GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET is not representable

 as a string anymore.

 

2002-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Signatures): New section.

	(Listing Keys): Add gpgme_get_key.

 

2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Memory Based Data Buffers): New subsection.

	(File Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Callback Based Data Buffers): Likewise.

	(Manipulating Data Buffers): Update interfaces.  Add

	gpgme_data_seek.

	* gpgme.texi (Engine Version Check): Remove gpgme_check_engine.

 

2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document the new interface.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document new argument to

	gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Fix prototype of gpgme_get_sig_key.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Selecting Signers): Fix reference count.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Header): Document name space.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document gpgme_op_import_ext.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Undocument EOF.

 

2002-08-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Changed GPGME_ATTR_TYPE.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Say that secret keys might not be

	deleted.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document (badly) the new

	key attributes.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Mention that backend

	tries to detect encoding automatically.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): Update this section.

	(Waiting For Completion): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Cancelling an Operation): Likewise for this subsection.

	(Using External Event Loops): New subsection with several

	subsubsections.

 

2002-06-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Remove item about the need to

	synchronize anything against gpgme_wait (except gpgme_wait

	itself).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Fix documentation for IDX.

	(Information About Trust Items): Likewise.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Document the return value -1 of

	gpgme_op_import.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Explain the new whatidx variable.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document attribute GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK.
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2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Document new autodetection.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Some typographical corrections

 throughout.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Using Automake): New section.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Multi Threading): Escape { and }.

 

2002-05-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Overview): Replace note about thread-safeness.

	(Multi Threading): New section.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): Changed some data types

	to void*.

	(Protocol Selection): Added gpgme_get_protocol.

	(Verify): Updated to include the new attribute functions and

	status codes.

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Manipulating Data Buffers): New type GpgmeDataEncoding.

 

2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Document that either return

	argument can be NULL.

	(Progress Meter Callback): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase Callback): Fix small
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 typo.  Document the

	new function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb.

	(Progress Meter Callback): Document the new function

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-04-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Fix function name.  Reported

	by Wichert Ackerman <wichert@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (direntry): End index entry with a full stop.

	Patch submitted by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo <jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Fix syntax error in last change.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Import does also return info.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document symmetric

	encryption.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Error Strings): Add example.

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.texi (Information About Keys): Document GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Verify): Document verification of normal and

	cleartext signatures.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Listing Keys): Document gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipients.

	(Error Values): Likewise.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Encrypting a Plaintext): Document

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign and gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating a Signature): Add a note about

	certificates to include.

	(Included Certificates): New section.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Detailed Results): Remove literal tags.

	(Generating Keys): Update documentation.

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys):

 Fix syntax error.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Waiting For Completion): Adjust doc to changes in

	the code.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Key Listing Mode): Update documentation.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating Keys): Document error at creation

	failure.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Deleting Keys): Document new error values.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Importing Keys): Add reference to gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.texi: Some spell checking.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: Add all the gpgme_op_*_start functions.

	Fill the concept index with many, many entries.

 

2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Run Control): New section.

	(Verify): Document gpgme_get_notation.

	(More Information):

 New section describing gpgme_get_op_info.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Passphrase callback): Change GpgmePassphraseCb's

	R_HD type from void* to void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Creating data buffers): Change

	gpgme_data_new_from_filepart's LENGTH type from off_t to size_t.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi (Generating keys): New subsection.

	(Exporting keys): Likewise.

	(Importing keys): Likewise.

	(Deleting keys): Likewise.

 

2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.texi: g10Code -> g10 Code

 

	* gpgme.texi (Top): Complete detailmenu.

 

	* gpgme.texi: Convert embarrassing cruft to the real thing.

 

2002-01-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ChangeLog: New file.

	* gpgme.texi: Likewise.

	* gpl.texi: Likewise.

	* fdl.texi: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (info_TEXINFOS): New variable.

	(gpgme_TEXINFOS): Likewise.
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Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,

 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

              2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(private-key

(oid.1.2.840.113549.1.1.1

 (n

#00e0ce96f90b6c9e02f3922beada93fe50a875eac6bcc18bb9a9cf2e84965caa2d1ff95a7f542465c6c0c19d276e4526ce

048868a7a914fd343cc3a87dd74291ffc565506d5bbb25cbac6a0e2dd1f8bcaab0d4a29c2f37c950f363484bf269f78914

40464baf79827e03a36e70b814938eebdc63e964247be75dc58b014b7ea251#)

 (e #010001#)

 (d

#046129F2489D71579BE0A75FE029BD6CDB574EBF57EA8A5B0FDA942CAB943B117D7BB95E5D28875E0F

9FC5FCC06A72F6D502464DABDED78EF6B716177B83D5BDC543DC5D3FED932E59F5897E92E6F58A0F334

24106A3B6FA2CBF877510E4AC21C3EE47851E97D12996222AC3566D4CCB0B83D164074ABF7DE655FC244

6DA1781#)

 (p

#00e861b700e17e8afe6837e7512e35b6ca11d0ae47d8b85161c67baf64377213fe52d772f2035b3ca830af41d8a4120e

1c1c70d12cc22f00d28d31dd48a8d424f1#)

 (q

#00f7a7ca5367c661f8e62df34f0d05c10c88e5492348dd7bddc942c9a8f369f935a07785d2db805215ed786e4285df16

58eed3ce84f469b81b50d358407b4ad361#)

 (u

#304559a9ead56d2309d203811a641bb1a09626bc8eb36fffa23c968ec5bd891eebbafc73ae666e01ba7c8990bae06cc2

bbe10b75e69fcacb353a6473079d8e9b#)

 )

)

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.
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INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Top,  Next: Introduction,  Up: (dir)

 

Main Menu

*********

 

This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version 1.14.1-beta35 of the

GPGME library.

 

* Menu:

 

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should

 do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.

* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from GPGME.

* Contexts::                      Handling GPGME contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.
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* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share GnuPG Made Easy.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

  The Detailed Node Listing

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about

 the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling
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* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file

 based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring

 the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.
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* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::

               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::  

     How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

Miscellaneous

 

* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.

 

Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.
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* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate GPGME in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate GPGME in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate GPGME in Qt.
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1 Introduction

**************

 

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a C language library that allows to add

support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed to make access to

public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier for applications.

GPGME provides a high-level crypto API for encryption, decryption,

signing, signature verification and key management.

 

  GPGME uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support OpenPGP and the

Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

* Menu:

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use GPGME.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the GPGME library.
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1.1 Getting Started

===================

 

This manual documents the GPGME library programming interface.  All

functions and data types provided

 by the library are explained.

 

  The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography

in general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are
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mentioned as far as they are relevant to GPGME or its users.

 

  This manual can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it can

be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts of

the interface which are unclear.

 

  The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those

 languages bindings follow the general programming

model of GPGME but may provide some extra high level abstraction on top

of the GPGME style API. For now please see the README files in the

lang/ directory of the source distribution.
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1.2 Features

============

 

GPGME has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing a similar

job, and over implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto engines

into your application directly.

 

its free software

    Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the

    GNU Lesser General Public License (*note Library Copying::).

 

its flexible

    GPGME provides transparent support for several cryptographic

    protocols by different engines.  Currently, GPGME supports the

    OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

    Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.

 

its easy

    GPGME hides the differences

 between the protocols and engines from

    the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way the

    programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

    integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

    GPGME has been added to a program, it is easy to add support for

    other crypto protocols once GPGME backends provide them.

 

its language friendly
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    GPGME comes with languages bindings for several common programming

    languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.
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1.3 Overview

============

 

GPGME provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data to the

crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be read from

memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a callback

function.

 

  The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour of

all

 operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context is

allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can run the

next operation in the same context.  There can be more than one context,

and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

  Furthermore, GPGME has rich key management facilities including

listing keys, querying their attributes, generating, importing,

exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information about the trust

path.

 

  With some precautions, GPGME can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.
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2 Preparation

*************

 

To use GPGME, you have to perform some changes to your sources and the

build system.  The necessary changes are small and explained in the

following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it is described how the

library is initialized,

 and how the requirements of the library are

verified.

 

* Menu:

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.
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* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use GPGME with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How GPGME affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How GPGME can be used in an MT environment.
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2.1 Header

==========

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined in

the header file gpgme.h.  You must include this in all programs using

the library, either directly or through some other header file, like

this:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

  The name space

 of GPGME is gpgme_* for function names and data

types and GPGME_* for other symbols.  Symbols internal to GPGME take

the form _gpgme_* and _GPGME_*.

 

  Because GPGME makes use of the GPG Error library, using GPGME will

also use the GPG_ERR_* name space directly, and the gpg_err*,

gpg_str*, and gpgrt_* name space indirectly.
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2.2 Building the Source

=======================

 

If you want to compile a source file including the gpgme.h header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the directory

hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the directory in

which the header file is located to the compilers include file search

path (via the -I option).

 

  However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program gpgme-config that knows about the path to

 the include

file and other configuration options.  The options that need to be added

to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by the --cflags

option to gpgme-config.  The following example shows how it can be
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used at the command line:

 

    gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

 

  Adding the output of gpgme-config --cflags to the compiler command

line will ensure that the compiler can find the GPGME header file.

 

  A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search path

(via the -L option).  For this, the option --libs to gpgme-config

can be used.  For convenience, this option also outputs all other

options that are required to link the program with GPGME (in particular,

the -lgpgme option).  The example shows how to link foo.o with the

GPGME library to a program foo.

 

    gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

 

  Of

 course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to gpgme-config:

 

    gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

 

  If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use

list them using:

 

    gpgme-config --print-lang

 

  or test for the availability using

 

    gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'
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2.3 Largefile Support (LFS)

===========================

 

GPGME is compiled with largefile support by default, if it is available

on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files larger than two

gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system can.  On some

systems, largefile support is already the default.  On such systems,

nothing special is required.  However, some systems provide only support

for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.  Support for larger

file sizes
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 has to be specifically enabled.

 

  To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

  An example: The data type off_t is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type off64_t is provided,

which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing off_t data type

with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All occurrences of off_t are then

automagically replaced.

 

  As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because if

file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a different

maximum

 file size, certain errors must be produced on some file

descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.

 

  As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for GPGME, because some data types it uses in its interfaces

are affected by that.  For example, the off_t data type is used in the

gpgme_data_seek function, to match its POSIX counterpart.  This

affects the call-frame of the function, and thus the ABI of the library.

Furthermore, file descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the

application.

 

  For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow

 for a transitional period.

 

  On POSIX platforms GPGME is compiled using largefile support by

default.  This means that your application must do the same, at least as

far as it is relevant for using the gpgme.h header file.  All types in

this header files refer to their largefile counterparts, if they are

different from any default types on the system.

 

  On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms off_t is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C library.
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The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native interface

(CreateFile et al.)  for large files.  Released binary versions of

GPGME (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build with a 32 bit off_t.

To avoid an ABI break we stick to this convention for 32 bit Windows by

using long there.  GPGME versions for 64 bit Windows have never been

released and thus we are able to use int64_t instead of off_t there.

For easier migration the typedef gpgme_off_t has been defined.  The

reason we cannot use off_t

 directly is that some toolchains (e.g.

mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for off_t.  Some widely

used toolkits make use of this hack and in turn GPGME would need to use

it also.  However, this would introduce an ABI break and existing

software making use of libgpgme might suffer from a severe break.  Thus

with version 1.4.2 we redefined all functions using off_t to use

gpgme_off_t which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the

ABI well defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom

line is that LFS support in GPGME is only available on 64 bit versions

of Windows.

 

  On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled on,

by using the Autoconf macro AC_SYS_LARGEFILE.  If you do this, then

you dont need to worry about anything else: It will just work.  In this

case you might also want to use AC_FUNC_FSEEKO to take advantage of

some new interfaces, and AC_TYPE_OFF_T (just in

 case).

 

  If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

_FILE_OFFSET_BITS to 64 _before_ including any header files, for

example by specifying the option -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 on the

compiler command line.  You will also want to define the preprocessor

symbol LARGEFILE_SOURCE to 1 in this case, to take advantage of some

new interfaces.

 

  If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know

enough about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind

that the GPGME header file expects that largefile support is enabled, if

it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual mode

(_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE).
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2.4 Using Automake

==================

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and
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invoking the gpgme-config script at all.  GPGME

 provides an extension

to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

-- Macro: AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD ([MINIMUM-VERSION], [ACTION-IF-FOUND],

         [ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND])

    Check whether GPGME (at least version MINIMUM-VERSION, if given)

    exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

    ACTION-IF-FOUND, otherwise do ACTION-IF-NOT-FOUND, if given.

 

    Additionally, the function defines GPGME_CFLAGS to the flags

    needed for compilation of the program to find the gpgme.h header

    file, and GPGME_LIBS to the linker flags needed to link the

    program to the GPGME library.  If the used helper script does not

    match the target type you are building for a warning is printed and

    the string libgcrypt is appended to the variable

    gpg_config_script_warn.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH

 checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with GNU Pth, and defines GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS and

    GPGME_PTH_LIBS.

 

    AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD checks for the version of GPGME that can be

    used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

    GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS and GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS.  Since version

    1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as GPGME itself

    is thread safe.

 

    This macro searches for gpgme-config along the PATH. If you are

    cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

    SYSROOT to the top directory of your target.  The macro will then

    first look for the helper program in the bin directory below that

    top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for

    SYSROOT.  Finally, if the configure command line option

    --with-gpgme-prefix is used, only its value is used for the top

    directory below which the helper script is expected.

 

  You can use the defined Autoconf variables

 like this in your

Makefile.am:

 

    AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

    LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)
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2.5 Using Libtool

=================

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to libgpgme.la, libgpgme-pth.la or libgpgme-pthread.la

respectively, everything will be done automatically by Libtool.
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2.6 Library Version Check

=========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_check_version

         (const char *REQUIRED_VERSION)

    The function gpgme_check_version has four purposes.  It can be

    used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

    can verify that the version number is higher than a certain

    required version number.  In either case, the function initializes

    some sub-systems,

 and for this reason alone it must be invoked

    early in your program, before you make use of the other functions

    in GPGME.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

    As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

    initialized.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is NULL, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.

 

    If REQUIRED_VERSION is not NULL, it should point to a string

    containing a version number, and the function checks that the

    version of the library is at least as high as the version number

    provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing the version number of the

    library.  If REQUIRED_VERSION is not a valid version number, or if

    the version requirement is not met, the function returns NULL.

 

    If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

    older releases, but contains

 additional interfaces which your

    program uses, this function provides a run-time check if the

    necessary features are provided by the installed version of the
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    library.

 

    If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest

    errors are returned later when invoking gpgme_new or

    gpgme-data_new, so that a detailed error code can be returned

    (historically, gpgme_check_version does not return a detailed

    error code).

 

-- Function: int gpgme_set_global_flag (const char *NAME,

         const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and

    thus hard to use GPGMEs internal trace facility for debugging.

    This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

    debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

    important to assure that only one thread accesses GPGME functions

    between a call to this function and after the return from the call

    to

 gpgme_check_version.

 

    All currently supported features require that this function is

    called as early as possible  even before gpgme_check_version.

    The features are identified by the following values for NAME:

 

    debug

         To enable debugging use the string debug for NAME and VALUE

         identical to the value used with the environment variable

         GPGME_DEBUG.

 

    disable-gpgconf

         Using this feature with any VALUE disables the detection of

         the gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the

         simple OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of

         GnuPG-1 on systems which have both GPG versions installed.

         Note that in general the use of gpgme_set_engine_info is a

         better way to select a specific engine version.

 

    gpgconf-name

    gpg-name

         Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The

         defaults are GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf and GNU/GnuPG/gpg.  Under

 

         Unix the leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the

         leading directory part is used as the default installation

         directory; the .exe suffix is added by GPGME. Use forward

         slashed even under Windows.
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    require-gnupg

         Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that

         version is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use

         the existent version.  The given version must be a string with

         major, minor, and micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".

 

    w32-inst-dir

         On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to

         find its spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because

         a DLL has this information.  Some applications however link

         statically to GPGME and thus GPGME can only figure out the

         installation directory of this application which may be wrong

         in certain cases.  By supplying an installation directory as

        

 value to this flag, GPGME will assume that that directory is

         the installation directory.  This flag has no effect on

         non-Windows platforms.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.  In contrast to other

    functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

    error code.  For setting debug the only possible error cause is

    an out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later

    anyway.  Thus the return value may be ignored.

 

  After initializing GPGME, you should set the locale information to

the locale required for your output terminal.  This locale information

is needed for example for the curses and Gtk pinentry.  Here is an

example of a complete initialization:

 

    #include <locale.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    void

    init_gpgme (void)

    {

      /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

      setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

     #ifdef LC_MESSAGES

      gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));

    #endif

    }

 

  Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale

settings like this.  GPGME can not do this for you because it would not

be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary for
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portability to W32 systems.
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2.7 Signal Handling

===================

 

The GPGME library communicates with child processes (the crypto

engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example due to a

bug, or system problem, a SIGPIPE signal will be delivered to the

application.  The default action is to abort the program.  To protect

against this, gpgme_check_version sets the SIGPIPE signal action to

SIG_IGN, which means that the signal will be ignored.

 

  GPGME will only do that if the signal action for SIGPIPE is

SIG_DEF at the time gpgme_check_version

 is called.  If it is

something different, GPGME will take no action.

 

  This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for SIGPIPE, you dont need to take any precautions.  If you

do install a signal handler for SIGPIPE, you must be prepared to

handle any SIGPIPE events that occur due to GPGME writing to a defunct

pipe.  Furthermore, if your application is multi-threaded, and you

install a signal action for SIGPIPE, you must make sure you do this

either before gpgme_check_version is called or afterwards.
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2.8 Multi-Threading

===================

 

The GPGME library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used in a

multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements for

multi-threaded use:

 

   The function gpgme_check_version must be called before any other

    function in the library, because it initializes the thread support

    subsystem in GPGME.  To achieve

 this in multi-threaded programs,

    you must synchronize the memory with respect to other threads that

    also want to use GPGME.  For this, it is sufficient to call

    gpgme_check_version before creating the other threads using

    GPGME(1).

 

   Any gpgme_data_t and gpgme_ctx_t object must only be accessed
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    by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal with the

    same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on that

    object are fully synchronized.

 

   Only one thread at any time is allowed to call gpgme_wait.  If

    multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

    all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

   The function gpgme_strerror is not thread safe.  You have to use

    gpgme_strerror_r instead.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) At least this is true for POSIX threads, as pthread_create is a

function that synchronizes

 memory with respects to other threads.  There

are many functions which have this property, a complete list can be

found in POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term Memory Synchronization.  For other thread

packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.
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3 Protocols and Engines

***********************

 

GPGME supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it does not

implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called engines) which

implement the protocol.  GPGME uses inter-process communication to pass

data back and forth between the application and the backend, but the

details of the communication protocol and invocation of the backend is

completely hidden by the interface.  All complexity is handled by GPGME.

Where an exchange of information between the application and the backend

is necessary, GPGME provides the necessary

 callback function hooks and

further interfaces.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_protocol_t

    The gpgme_protocol_t type specifies the set of possible protocol

    values that are supported by GPGME.  The following protocols are

    supported:

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

         This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.
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    GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

         This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

         Under development.  Please ask on <gnupg-devel@gnupg.org> for

         help.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Special protocol for use with

 gpgme_op_spawn.

 

    GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

         Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate

         that the used protocol is not known to the application.

         Currently, GPGME does not accept this value in any operation,

         though, except for gpgme_get_protocol_name.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_protocol_name

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol_name returns a statically

    allocated string describing the protocol PROTOCOL, or NULL if the

    protocol number is not valid.

 

* Menu:

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.
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File: gpgme.info,

  Node: Engine Version Check,  Next: Engine Information,  Up: Protocols and Engines

 

3.1 Engine Version Check

========================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_dirinfo (cons char *WHAT)

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_dirinfo returns a statically allocated

    string with the value associated to WHAT.  The returned values are

    the defaults and wont change even after gpgme_set_engine_info

    has been used to configure a different engine.  NULL is returned

    if no value is available.  Commonly supported values for WHAT are:

 

    homedir

         Return the default home directory.

 

    sysconfdir

         Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

    bindir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

    libdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library

         files.

 

    libexecdir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program

         files.

 

 

    datadir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.

 

    localedir

         Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.

 

    agent-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

    agent-ssh-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent

         component of gpg-agent.
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    dirmngr-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

    uiserver-socket

         Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface

         server.

 

    gpgconf-name

         Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

    gpg-name

         Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

    gpgsm-name

         Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

    g13-name

         Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

    gpg-wks-client-name

         Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version

          (gpgme_protocol_t PROTOCOL)

    The function gpgme_engine_check_version verifies that the engine

    implementing the protocol PROTOCOL is installed in the expected

    path and meets the version requirement of GPGME.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    engine is available and GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE if it is not.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Engine Information,  Next: Engine Configuration,  Prev: Engine Version Check,  Up:

Protocols and Engines

 

3.2 Engine Information

======================

 

-- Data type: gpgme_engine_info_t

    The gpgme_engine_info_t type specifies a pointer to a structure

    describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following

    elements:

 

    gpgme_engine_info_t next

         This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol
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         This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.

  You

         can convert this to a string with gpgme_get_protocol_name

         for printing.

 

    const char *file_name

         This is a string holding the file name of the executable of

         the crypto engine.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

    const char *home_dir

         This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto

         engines configuration directory.  If it is NULL, then the

         default directory is used.  See gpgme_get_dirinfo on how to

         get the default directory.

 

    const char *version

         This is a string containing the version number of the crypto

         engine.  It might be NULL if the version number can not be

         determined, for example because the executable doesnt exist

         or is invalid.

 

    const char *req_version

         This is a string containing the minimum required version

         number

 of the crypto engine for GPGME to work correctly.  This

         is the version number that gpgme_engine_check_version

         verifies against.  Currently, it is never NULL, but using

         NULL is reserved for future use, so always check before you

         use it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_engine_info_t *INFO)

    The function gpgme_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures in INFO.  Each info structure describes the

    defaults of one configured backend.

 

    The memory for the info structures is allocated the first time this

    function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, and a system error if the memory could not be

    allocated.

 

  Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you

receive an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is

invalid.
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    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t

 err;

 

    [...]

 

    if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

      {

        gpgme_engine_info_t info;

        err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

        if (!err)

          {

            while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

              info = info->next;

            if (!info)

              fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

            else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                       info->file_name);

            else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

              fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                       "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                       info->version, info->req_version);

            else

              fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine

 for protocol %s",

                       gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

          }

      }

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Engine Configuration,  Next: OpenPGP,  Prev: Engine Information,  Up: Protocols and

Engines

 

3.3 Engine Configuration

========================

 

You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You can

make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info

         (gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0
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    The function gpgme_set_engine_info changes the default

    configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

 

   NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.

 

  The functions gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info and

gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  *Note Crypto Engine::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: OpenPGP,  Next: Cryptographic Message Syntax,  Prev: Engine Configuration,  Up:

Protocols and Engines

 

3.4 OpenPGP

===========

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the GNU Privacy Guard.  This is the

first protocol that was supported by GPGME.

 

  The OpenPGP protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Cryptographic Message Syntax,  Next: Assuan,  Prev: OpenPGP,  Up: Protocols and

Engines

 

3.5 Cryptographic Message Syntax

================================

 

CMS is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for GnuPG.

 

  The CMS protocol is specified by

 GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Assuan,  Prev: Cryptographic Message Syntax,  Up: Protocols and Engines

 

3.6 Assuan

==========
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Assuan is the RPC library used by the various GnuPG components.  The

Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers using

GPGME.  *Note Using the Assuan protocol::.

 

  The ASSUAN protocol is specified by GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Algorithms,  Next: Error Handling,  Prev: Protocols and Engines,  Up: Top

 

4 Algorithms

************

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.(1)  The following sections list the identifiers used to

denote such an algorithm.

 

* Menu:

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Some engines also provide symmetric only encryption; see the

description of the encryption function on how to use this.

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Public Key Algorithms,  Next: Hash Algorithms,  Up: Algorithms

 

4.1 Public Key Algorithms

=========================

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

    The gpgme_pubkey_algo_t type specifies the set of all public key

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA

         This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

         algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_RSA_E

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for encryption and decryption only.
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    GPGME_PK_RSA_S

         Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

         Adleman) algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

    GPGME_PK_DSA

         This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG

         This value indicates ElGamal.

 

    GPGME_PK_ELG_E

 

         This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in

         GnuPG.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECC

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve

         algorithms.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDSA

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital

         Signature Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_ECDH

         SINCE: 1.3.0

 

         This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

         encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

    GPGME_PK_EDDSA

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_name

         (gpgme_pubkey_algo_t ALGO)

    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_name returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing a description of the public

    key algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of

    the public key algorithm to the user.

 

     If ALGO is not a valid public key algorithm, NULL is returned.
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-- Function: char * gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (gpgme_subkey_t KEY)

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_pubkey_algo_string is a convenience function

    to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

    (e.g.  rsa2048 or ed25519).  The caller must free the result

    using gpgme_free.  On error (e.g.  invalid argument or memory

    exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets ERRNO.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Hash Algorithms,  Prev: Public Key Algorithms,  Up: Algorithms

 

4.2 Hash Algorithms

===================

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message to

make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_hash_algo_t

    The gpgme_hash_algo_t type specifies the set of all hash

    algorithms that are supported by GPGME.  Possible values are:

 

    GPGME_MD_MD5

    GPGME_MD_SHA1

    GPGME_MD_RMD160

    GPGME_MD_MD2

    GPGME_MD_TIGER

     GPGME_MD_HAVAL

    GPGME_MD_SHA256

    GPGME_MD_SHA384

    GPGME_MD_SHA512

    GPGME_MD_SHA224

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    GPGME_MD_MD4

    GPGME_MD_CRC32

    GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

    GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_hash_algo_name (gpgme_hash_algo_t ALGO)

    The function gpgme_hash_algo_name returns a pointer to a

    statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

    algorithm ALGO.  This string can be used to output the name of the

    hash algorithm to the user.

 

    If ALGO is not a valid hash algorithm, NULL is returned.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Error Handling,  Next: Exchanging Data,  Prev: Algorithms,  Up: Top

 

5 Error Handling

****************

 

Many functions in GPGME can return an error if they fail.  For this

reason, the application should always catch the error condition and take

appropriate measures, for example by releasing the resources and passing

the error up to the caller, or by displaying a descriptive

 message to

the user and cancelling the operation.

 

  Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data buffer

or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain for many

error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have specific

meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are described

in the documentation of those functions.

 

  GPGME uses the libgpg-error library.  This allows to share the

error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and thus pass

error values transparently from the crypto engine, or some helper

application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no information

is lost.  As a consequence, GPGME does not use its own identifiers for

error codes, but uses those provided by libgpg-error.  They usually

start

 with GPG_ERR_.

 

  However, GPGME does provide aliases for the functions defined in

libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space consistency.

 

* Menu:

 

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Error Values,  Next: Error Sources,  Up: Error Handling

 

5.1 Error Values

================

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_code_t

    The gpgme_err_code_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type
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    gpg_err_code_t.  The error code indicates the type of an error,

    or the reason why an operation failed.

 

    A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_err_source_t

    The gpgme_err_source_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error

    type gpg_err_source_t.  The error source

 has not a precisely

    defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where the error

    happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was encoded into

    an error value.  Usually the error source will give an indication

    to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true, but it

    is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

    A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t

    The gpgme_error_t type is an alias for the libgpg-error type

    gpg_error_t.  An error value like this has always two components,

    an error code and an error source.  Both together form the error

    value.

 

    Thus, the error value can not be directly compared against an error

    code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

    However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

    (GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR), and that in this case all other parts of the

    error value are set to 0, too.

 

    Note

 that in GPGME, the error source is used purely for

    diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to

    test for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only

    documents the error code part of an error value.  The error source

    is left unspecified and might be anything.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_code returns the

    gpgme_err_code_t component of the error value ERR.  This function

    must be used to extract the error code from an error value in order

    to compare it with the GPG_ERR_* error code macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_err_source_t gpgme_err_source

         (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_source returns the

    gpgme_err_source_t component of the error value ERR.  This

    function must be used to extract the error source from an error
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    value in order to compare it with the GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*

 error

    source macros.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_err_make returns the error value

    consisting of the error source SOURCE and the error code CODE.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

-- Function: static inline gpgme_error_t gpgme_error

         (gpgme_err_code_t CODE)

    The static inline function gpgme_error returns the error value

    consisting of the default error source and the error code CODE.

 

    For GPGME applications, the default error source is

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1.  You can define GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT

    before including gpgme.h to change this default.

 

    This function can be used in callback functions to construct an

    error value to return it to the library.

 

  The libgpg-error library provides error codes for all system error

numbers

 it knows about.  If ERR is an unknown error number, the error

code GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO is used.  The following functions can be

used to construct error values from system errnor numbers.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_err_make_from_errno

         (gpgme_err_source_t SOURCE, int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_make_from_errno is like gpgme_err_make,

    but it takes a system error like errno instead of a

    gpgme_err_code_t error code.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_error_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_error_from_errno is like gpgme_error, but it

    takes a system error like errno instead of a gpgme_err_code_t

    error code.

 

  Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

-- Function: gpgme_err_code_t gpgme_err_code_from_errno (int ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_from_errno returns
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 the error code for

    the system error ERR.  If ERR is not a known system error, the

    function returns GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_err_code_to_errno (gpgme_err_code_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_err_code_to_errno returns the system error for

    the error code ERR.  If ERR is not an error code representing a

    system error, or if this system error is not defined on this

    system, the function returns 0.
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5.2 Error Sources

=================

 

The library libgpg-error defines an error source for every component

of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error value is not

well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the diagnostic

error message for the user.

 

  If the error code part of an error value is 0, the whole error

value will be 0.  In this case the error source part is of course

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN.

 

  The list of error

 sources that might occur in applications using

GPGME is:

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

    The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

    0.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

    The error source is GPGME itself.  This is the default for errors

    that occur in the GPGME library.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

    The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the

    OpenPGP protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM

    The error source is GPGSM, which is the crypto engine used for the

    CMS protocol.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

    The error source is libgcrypt, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform cryptographic operations.
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GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

    The error source is gpg-agent, which is used by crypto engines to

    perform operations with the secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

    The error source is pinentry, which is used by gpg-agent to

    query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

    The error source is the SmartCard Daemon,

 which is used by

    gpg-agent to delegate operations with the secret key to a

    SmartCard.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

    The error source is libkbx, a library used by the crypto engines

    to manage local keyrings.

 

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

    These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

    used by other software.  For example, applications using GPGME can

    use them to mark error values coming from callback handlers.  Thus

    GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1 is the default for errors created with

    gpgme_error and gpgme_error_from_errno, unless you define

    GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT before including gpgme.h.
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5.3 Error Codes

===============

 

The library libgpg-error defines many error values.  Most of them are

not used by GPGME directly, but might be returned by GPGME because it

received them

 from the crypto engine.  The below list only includes such

error codes that have a specific meaning in GPGME, or which are so

common that you should know about them.

 

GPG_ERR_EOF

    This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

    This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is 0.
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    Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the error code

    0 will be 0 itself (as a whole).  This means that the error

    source information is lost for this error code, however, as this

    error code indicates that no error occurred, this is generally not

    a problem.

 

GPG_ERR_GENERAL

    This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

    enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

    value, or there is no separate error value for this type of

    problem.

 

GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

    This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_E...

    System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO

 where FOO is the symbol for

    the system error.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

    This value means that some user provided data was out of range.

    This can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

    gpgme_data_t object was expected, but one containing data was

    provided, this error value is returned.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

    This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

    This value means that some signers were invalid.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    This value means that a gpgme_data_t object which was expected to

    have content was found empty.

 

GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

    This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

    This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is

    not implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only

    occur if you use certain values or configuration options which do

    not work, but for which we think that they should work at some

     later time.

 

GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

    This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.
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GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

    This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase

    when requested.

 

GPG_ERR_CANCELED

    This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

    This value means that the engine that implements the desired

    protocol is currently not available.  This can either be because

    the sources were configured to exclude support for this engine, or

    because the engine is not installed properly.

 

GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

    This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not

    specify a unique key.

 

GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

    This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

    This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

    This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

    This value indicates

 that no certificate revocation list is known

    for the certificate.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

    This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

    This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is

    available.

 

GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

    issuer certificate is missing.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

    This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

    certificate chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM
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    This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

    algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.

 

GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

    This value means a verification failed because the signature is

    bad.

 

GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

    This value means a verification failed because the public key is

    not available.

 

GPG_ERR_USER_1

GPG_ERR_USER_2

...

GPG_ERR_USER_16

    These error codes are not used

 by any GnuPG component and can be

    freely used by other software.  Applications using GPGME might use

    them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers if no

    suitable error codes (including the system errors) for these errors

    exist already.
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5.4 Error Strings

=================

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_strerror (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error code

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

    This function is not thread safe.  Use gpgme_strerror_r in

    multi-threaded programs.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_strerror_r (gpgme_error_t ERR, char *BUF,

         size_t BUFLEN)

    The function gpgme_strerror_r returns the error string for ERR in

    the user-supplied buffer BUF of size BUFLEN.

  This function is, in

    contrast to gpgme_strerror, thread-safe if a thread-safe

    strerror_r function is provided by the system.  If the function

    succeeds, 0 is returned and BUF contains the string describing the

    error.  If the buffer was not large enough, ERANGE is returned and

    BUF contains as much of the beginning of the error string as fits

    into the buffer.
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-- Function: const char * gpgme_strsource (gpgme_error_t ERR)

    The function gpgme_strerror returns a pointer to a statically

    allocated string containing a description of the error source

    contained in the error value ERR.  This string can be used to

    output a diagnostic message to the user.

 

  The following example illustrates the use of gpgme_strerror:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

    if (err)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

                 argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

         exit (1);

      }
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6 Exchanging Data

*****************

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and information

about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging the data

information are completely abstracted by GPGME.  The user provides and

receives the data via gpgme_data_t objects, regardless of the

communication protocol between GPGME and the crypto engine in use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_data_t

    The gpgme_data_t type is a handle for a container for generic

    data, which is used by GPGME to exchange data with the user.

 

  gpgme_data_t objects do not provide notifications on events.  It is

assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data is

available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure that all

GPGME data operations always have data available, for example

 by using

memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This might be

relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism is used.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_off_t

    SINCE: 1.4.1

 

    On POSIX platforms the gpgme_off_t type is an alias for off_t;

    it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms gpgme_off_t
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    is defined as a long (i.e.  32 bit) for 32 bit Windows and as a 64

    bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_ssize_t

    The gpgme_ssize_t type is an alias for ssize_t.  It has only

    been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to the

    declaration of ssize_t by different toolchains.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.
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6.1 Creating Data Buffers

=========================

 

Data

 objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all objects.

 

* Menu:

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.
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6.1.1 Memory Based Data Buffers

-------------------------------

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is

convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a fraction

of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied from its

source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by using one

of the other data object

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (gpgme_data_t *DH)

    The function gpgme_data_new creates a new gpgme_data_t object

  

  and returns a handle for it in DH.  The data object is memory based

    and initially empty.
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    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is not a

    valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *BUFFER, size_t SIZE, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_mem creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and fills it with SIZE bytes starting from BUFFER.

 

    If COPY is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If COPY

    is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as needed, and

    the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for the whole

    life span of the data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    BUFFER is not a valid pointer, and

 GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         const char *FILENAME, int COPY)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_file creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with the content of the file

    FILENAME.

 

    If COPY is not zero, the whole file is read in at initialization

    time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

    mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for COPY might

    cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

    not yet implemented.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    FILENAME is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if CODE

    is zero, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, const char *FILENAME,

 FILE *FP,

         off_t OFFSET, size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_filepart creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and fills it with a part of the file

    specified by FILENAME or FP.

 

    Exactly one of FILENAME and FP must be non-zero, the other must be

    zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from which
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    LENGTH bytes are read into the data object, starting from OFFSET.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH and

    exactly one of FILENAME and FP is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is available.
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Buffers,  Up: Creating Data Buffers

 

6.1.2 File Based Data Buffers

-----------------------------

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or streams.

Only a small amount of data is stored

 in core at any time, so the size

of the data objects is not limited by GPGME.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         int FD)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_fd creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the file descriptor FD to read from (if used as an

    input data object) and write to (if used as an output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by

    the crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

    mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

    fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream

          (gpgme_data_t *DH, FILE *STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_stream creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the I/O stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal
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    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, gpgrt_stream_t STREAM)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_estream creates

 a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the gpgrt stream STREAM to read from

    (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

    output data object).

 

    When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might

    read a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the

    crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal

    buffering.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.

    Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal

    for crypto operations.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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6.1.3 Callback Based Data Buffers

---------------------------------

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can

 implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The gpgme_data_read_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should read up to SIZE bytes from the current

    read position into the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is
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    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and

    -1 on error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe

    the type of the error.

 

-- Data type: ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

     The gpgme_data_write_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented data

    object.  The function should write up to SIZE bytes to the current

    write position from the space starting at BUFFER.  The HANDLE is

    provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

    Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data is

    available.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are

    usually fatal for crypto operations.

 

    The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE)

    The gpgme_data_seek_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to change the current read/write position

    in a user-implemented data object, just like the lseek function.

 

    The function

 should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

    error.  If an error occurs, ERRNO should be set to describe the

    type of the error.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE)

    The gpgme_data_release_cb_t type is the type of functions which

    GPGME calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data object.

    The HANDLE is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

-- Data type: struct gpgme_data_cbs

    This structure is used to store the data callback interface

    functions described above.  It has the following members:

 

    gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

         This is the function called by GPGME to read data from the
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         data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

    gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

         This is the function called by GPGME to write data to the data

         object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

    gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

         This is the function called by GPGME

 to change the current

         read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is

         optional.

 

    gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

         This is the function called by GPGME to release a data object.

         It is optional.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs (gpgme_data_t *DH,

         gpgme_data_cbs_t CBS, void *HANDLE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_from_cbs creates a new gpgme_data_t

    object and uses the user-provided callback functions to operate on

    the data object.

 

    The handle HANDLE is passed as first argument to the callback

    functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.
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Up: Exchanging Data

 

6.2 Destroying Data Buffers

===========================

 

 -- Function: void gpgme_data_release (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_release destroys the data object with the

    handle DH.  It releases all associated resources that were not

    provided by the user in the first place.

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (gpgme_data_t DH,

         size_t *LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem is like

    gpgme_data_release, except that it returns the data buffer and

    its length that was provided by the object.

 

    The user has to release the buffer with gpgme_free.  In case the
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    user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be made

    for this purpose.

 

    In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that

    can be returned to the user, the function will return NULL.  In

    any case, the data object DH is destroyed.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_free (void *BUFFER)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_free releases

 the memory returned by

    gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem and gpgme_pubkey_algo_string.

    It should be used instead of the system libraries free function

    in case different allocators are used by a program.  This is often

    the case if gpgme is used under Windows as a DLL.
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6.3 Manipulating Data Buffers

=============================

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

* Menu:

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.
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6.3.1 Data Buffer I/O Operations

--------------------------------

 

-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_read

 (gpgme_data_t DH, void *BUFFER,

         size_t LENGTH)

    The function gpgme_data_read reads up to LENGTH bytes from the

    data object with the handle DH into the space starting at BUFFER.

 

    If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end

    of the data object is reached, the function returns 0.
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    In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets ERRNO.

 

-- Function: ssize_t gpgme_data_write (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE)

    The function gpgme_data_write writes up to SIZE bytes starting

    from BUFFER into the data object with the handle DH at the current

    write position.

 

    The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if

    an error occurs.  If an error occurs, ERRNO is set.

 

-- Function: off_t gpgme_data_seek (gpgme_data_t DH, off_t OFFSET,

         int WHENCE)

    The function gpgme_data_seek changes the current read/write

    position.

 

    The WHENCE argument specifies how

 the OFFSET should be interpreted.

    It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

    SEEK_SET

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         beginning of the data object.

 

    SEEK_CUR

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the

         current file position.  This count may be positive or

         negative.

 

    SEEK_END

         Specifies that OFFSET is a count of characters from the end of

         the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within

         the current extent of the data object; a positive count

         specifies a position past the current end.  If you set the

         position past the current end, and actually write data, you

         will extend the data object with zeros up to that position.

 

    If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

    measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can

    use this feature together with SEEK_CUR

 to read the current

    read/write position.

 

    If the function fails, -1 is returned and ERRNO is set.
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6.3.2 Data Buffer Meta-Data

---------------------------

 

-- Function: char * gpgme_data_get_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_get_file_name returns a pointer to a

    string containing the file name associated with the data object.

    The file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or

    signing the data and will be returned to the user when decrypting

    or verifying the output data.

 

    If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is

    returned.  Otherwise, NULL will be returned.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *FILE_NAME)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_data_set_file_name sets the file

 name

    associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in

    the output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned

    to the user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH is

    not a valid pointer and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_encoding_t

    The gpgme_data_encoding_t type specifies the encoding of a

    gpgme_data_t object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

    useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

    data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

    certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

    encodings on all operations.  The following data types are

    available:

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

         This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the

         default for a new data object.  The backend will try

 its best

         to detect the encoding automatically.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

         This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e.

         there is no special encoding.
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    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

         This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64

         encoding scheme as used by MIME and other protocols.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

         This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as

         used by OpenPGP and PEM.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only

         useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is

         only useful with gpgme_op_import.

 

    GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

       

  SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control

         and space characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet

         implemented.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_get_encoding returns the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH.  If DH is not a valid pointer (e.g.

    NULL) GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE is returned.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding

         (gpgme_data_t DH, gpgme_data_encoding_t ENC)

    The function gpgme_data_set_encoding changes the encoding of the

    data object with the handle DH to ENC.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_flag (gpgme_data_t DH,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)
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    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with

    flags set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    size-hint

          The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall

         assume for this data object.  This is useful if the data is

         provided by callbacks or via file descriptors but the

         applications knows the total size of the data.  If this is set

         the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on buffer allocation

         strategies and to provide a total value for its progress

         information.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.
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6.3.3 Data Buffer Convenience Functions

---------------------------------------

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_data_type_t

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The gpgme_data_type_t type is used to return the detected type of

    the content of a data buffer.

 

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

    This is returned by gpgme_data_identify if it was not possible to

    identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable

 stream

    or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

    The type of the data is not known.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

    The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

    signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER
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    This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

    encrypted data.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY

    This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

    This is a CMS signed message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

    This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

    This is used for other CMS message types.

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

    The data is a X.509 certificate

GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

    The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This

 is commonly used to exchange

    private keys for X.509.

 

-- Function: gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (gpgme_data_t DH)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_data_identify returns the type of the data

    with the handle DH.  If it is not possible to perform the

    identification, the function returns zero

    (GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID).  Note that depending on how the data

    object has been created the identification may not be possible or

    the data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).

    For file or memory based data object, the state should not change.
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7 Contexts

**********

 

All cryptographic operations in GPGME are performed within a context,

which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run several

cryptographic operations in parallel, with different configuration.

 

 -- Data type: gpgme_ctx_t

    The gpgme_ctx_t type is a handle for a GPGME context, which is

    used to hold the configuration, status and result of cryptographic

    operations.

 

* Menu:

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new GPGME contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing GPGME contexts.
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* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with GPGME.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Creating Contexts,  Next: Destroying Contexts,  Up: Contexts

 

7.1 Creating Contexts

=====================

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (gpgme_ctx_t *CTX)

    The function gpgme_new creates a new gpgme_ctx_t object and

    returns a handle

 for it in CTX.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    context was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not

    a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough memory is

    available.  Also, it returns GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL if

    gpgme_check_version was not called to initialize GPGME, and

    GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED if a selftest failed.  Currently, the

    only selftest is for Windows MingW32 targets to see if

    -mms-bitfields was used (as required).

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Destroying Contexts,  Next: Result Management,  Prev: Creating Contexts,  Up: Contexts

 

7.2 Destroying Contexts

=======================

 

-- Function: void gpgme_release (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_release destroys the context with the handle

    CTX and releases all associated resources.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Result Management,  Next: Context Attributes,  Prev: Destroying Contexts,  Up: Contexts

 

7.3 Result Management

=====================

 

The

 detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as gpgme_decrypt_result_t.  The corresponding

retrieval functions such as gpgme_op_decrypt_result provide static

access to the results after an operation completes.  Those structures
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shall be considered read-only and an application must not allocate such

a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make it possible to

detach a result structure from its associated context and give it a

lifetime beyond that of the current operation or context.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_ref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_ref acquires an additional reference

    for the result RESULT, which may be of any type gpgme_*_result_t.

    As long as the user holds a reference, the result structure is

    guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_result_unref (void *RESULT)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_result_unref releases a reference for

 the

    result RESULT.  If this was the last reference, the result

    structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will

    be released.

 

  Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

gpgme_op_*_result functions.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Context Attributes,  Next: Key Management,  Prev: Result Management,  Up: Contexts

 

7.4 Context Attributes

======================

 

* Menu:

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting ASCII armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing

 the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.
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* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

* Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Protocol Selection,  Next: Crypto Engine,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.1 Protocol Selection

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO)

    The function gpgme_set_protocol sets the protocol used within the

    context CTX to PROTO.  All crypto operations will be performed by

    the crypto engine configured for that protocol.  *Note

 Protocols

    and Engines::.

 

    Setting the protocol with gpgme_set_protocol does intentionally

    not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

    installed correctly.  *Note Engine Version Check::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    protocol could be set successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PROTOCOL is not a valid protocol.

 

-- Function: gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_protocol retrieves the protocol currently

    use with the context CTX.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Crypto Engine,  Next: Setting the Sender,  Prev: Protocol Selection,  Up: Context

Attributes

 

7.4.2 Crypto Engine

-------------------

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The default

can also be retrieved without any particular context.  *Note Engine

Information::.  The default can also be changed globally.  *Note

 Engine

Configuration::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0
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    The function gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info returns a linked list of

    engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

    configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

    CTX.

 

    The result is valid until the next invocation of

    gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info for this particular context.

 

    This function can not fail.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_protocol_t PROTO, const char *FILE_NAME,

         const char *HOME_DIR)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info changes the configuration

    of the crypto engine implementing the protocol PROTO for the

    context CTX.

 

    FILE_NAME is the file name of the executable program implementing

    this protocol, and HOME_DIR is the directory name of the

    configuration directory for this

 crypto engine.  If HOME_DIR is

    NULL, the engines default will be used.

 

    Currently this function must be used before starting the first

    crypto operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will

    take effect if the function is called after starting the first

    operation on the context CTX.

 

    This function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if

    successful, or an error code on failure.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Setting the Sender,  Next: ASCII Armor,  Prev: Crypto Engine,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.3 How to tell the engine the sender.

----------------------------------------

 

Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to figure

out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification and

signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the sender

("From:") address.  GPGME provides two functions to accomplish that.

Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:" addresses is not

supported.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t
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 gpgme_set_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int ADDRESS)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_sender specifies the sender address for

    use in sign and verify operations.  ADDRESS is expected to be the

    addr-spec part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

    address, in which case this function extracts the addr-spec from

    it.  Using NULL for ADDRESS clears the sender address.

 

    The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

    most likely failure is that no valid addr-spec was found in

    ADDRESS.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sender (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_sender returns the current sender address

    from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned value is

    valid as long as the CTX is valid and gpgme_set_sender has not

    been called again.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: ASCII Armor,  Next: Text Mode,  Prev: Setting the Sender,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.4

 ASCII Armor

-----------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_armor specifies if the output should be

    ASCII armored.  By default, output is not ASCII armored.

 

    ASCII armored output is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_armor (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_armor returns 1 if the output is ASCII

    armored, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Text Mode,  Next: Offline Mode,  Prev: ASCII Armor,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.5 Text Mode

---------------
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-- Function: void gpgme_set_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    The function gpgme_set_textmode specifies if canonical text mode

    should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

    Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

    the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

    preparations so that

 text mode is not needed anymore.

 

    This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and

    ignored by all other engines.

 

    Canonical text mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_textmode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_textmode returns 1 if canonical text mode

    is enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Offline Mode,  Next: Pinentry Mode,  Prev: Text Mode,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.6 Offline Mode

------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int YES)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_offline specifies if offline mode should

    be used.  Offline mode is disabled if YES is zero, and enabled

    otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

    The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

    backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter

    and for example

 completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any

    engine.

 

    For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr

    shall be used to do additional validation that might require

    connecting external services (e.g.  CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the

    offline mode only affects the keylist mode

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

 

    For the OpenPGP protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of

    the Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are

    done as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an

    effect with GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.
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    For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_offline (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_offline returns 1 if offline mode is

    enabled, and 0 if it is not, or if CTX is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Pinentry Mode,  Next: Included Certificates,  Prev: Offline Mode,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.7

 Pinentry Mode

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

    gpgme_pinentry_mode_t MODE)

 

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_pinentry_mode specifies the pinentry mode

    to be used.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback

    mechanism in GPGME through gpgme_set_passphrase_cb.

 

-- Function: gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_pinenty_mode returns the mode set for the

    context.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    The gpgme_minentry_mode_t type specifies the set of possible

    pinentry modes that are supported by GPGME if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.

    The following modes are supported:

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK
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          SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Emulate use of Pinentrys cancel button.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Return a Pinentry error No Pinentry.

 

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

         SINCE: 1.4.0

 

         Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.  This enables the use

         of gpgme_set_passphrase_cb because pinentry queries are

         redirected to gpgme.

 

         Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires

         allow-loopback-pinentry to be enabled in the

         gpg-agent.conf or an agent started with that option.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Included Certificates,  Next: Key Listing Mode,  Prev: Pinentry Mode,  Up: Context

Attributes

 

7.4.8 Included Certificates

---------------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int NR_OF_CERTS)

    The function gpgme_set_include_certs

 specifies how many

    certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

    default, only the senders certificate is included.  The possible

    values of NR_OF_CERTS are:

 

    GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.0.3

 

         Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the

         default for GPGME.

    -2

         Include all certificates except the root certificate.

    -1
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         Include all certificates.

    0

         Include no certificates.

    1

         Include the senders certificate only.

    n

         Include the first n certificates of the certificates path,

         starting from the senders certificate.  The number n must

         be positive.

 

    Values of NR_OF_CERTS smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

    This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored

    by all other engines.

 

-- Function: int gpgme_get_include_certs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_include_certs returns

 the number of

    certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Key Listing Mode,  Next: Passphrase Callback,  Prev: Included Certificates,  Up: Context

Attributes

 

7.4.9 Key Listing Mode

----------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_keylist_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_set_keylist_mode changes the default behaviour

    of the key listing functions.  The value in MODE is a bitwise-or

    combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL symbol specifies that the local

         keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting

         operation.  This is the default.

 

         Using only this option results in a --list-keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN symbol specifies that an

         external source should be searched for keys in the keylisting

          operation.  The type of external source is dependent on the

         crypto engine used and whether it is combined with

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL.  For example, it can be a remote

         keyserver or LDAP certificate server.
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         Using only this option results in a --search-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP and something similar to

         --list-external-keys for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         This is a shortcut for the combination of

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN,

         which results in a --locate-keys for

         GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS symbol specifies that the key

         signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS symbol specifies that

         the signature notations on key signatures

 should be included

         in the listed keys.  This only works if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS is also enabled.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU symbol specifies that

         information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be

         included in the listed keys.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

         SINCE: 1.14.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP symbol specifies that the

         keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default

         depends on the version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.5.1

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET returns information about

         the presence of a corresponding secret key in a public key

         listing.  A public key listing with this mode is slower than a

         standard listing but can be used instead of a second run to

         list the secret keys.

  This is only supported for GnuPG

         versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this option also makes sure

         that the keygrip is available in the output.
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    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL symbol specifies that keys

         flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         The GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE symbol specifies that the

         backend should do key or certificate validation and not just

         get the validity information from an internal cache.  This

         might be an expensive operation and is in general not useful.

         Currently only implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored

         for other backends.

 

    At least one of GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL and

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN must be specified.  For future binary

    compatibility, you should get the current mode with

    gpgme_get_keylist_mode and

 modify it by setting or clearing the

    appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

    gpgme_set_keylisting_mode operation.  This will leave all other

    bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not

    used in the current version of the library).

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the mode

    could be set correctly, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a

    valid pointer or MODE is not a valid mode.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_get_keylist_mode returns the current key

    listing mode of the context CTX.  This value can then be modified

    and used in a subsequent gpgme_set_keylist_mode operation to only

    affect the desired bits (and leave all others intact).

 

    The function returns 0 if CTX is not a valid pointer, and the

    current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Passphrase

 Callback,  Next: Progress Meter Callback,  Prev: Key Listing Mode,  Up: Context Attributes

 

7.4.10 Passphrase Callback

--------------------------
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-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const

         char *UID_HINT, const char *PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD,

         int FD)

    The gpgme_passphrase_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    passphrase callback function.

 

    The argument UID_HINT might contain a string that gives an

    indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this

    is not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric

    encryption, for example), UID_HINT will be NULL.

 

    The argument PASSPHRASE_INFO, if not NULL, will give further

    information about the context in which the passphrase is required.

    This information is engine and operation specific.

 

    If this is the repeated attempt to get the passphrase, because

    previous attempts failed, then PREV_WAS_BAD is 1,

 otherwise it will

    be 0.

 

    The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline

    character, to the file descriptor FD.  The function

    gpgme_io_writen should be used for the write operation.  Note

    that if the user returns 0 to indicate success, the user must at

    least write a newline character before returning from the callback.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    You can use the error code GPG_ERR_CANCELED to abort the

    operation.  Otherwise, return 0.

 

    Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

    with the 2.0.x series.  See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode for more

    details on 2.1.x usage.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t PASSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_passphrase_cb sets the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

    PASSFUNC.  The function PASSFUNC needs to

 implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no passphrase callback function is

    set.

 

    Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

    passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase

    from a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each

    user to implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not
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    even support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case

    the error code GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is returned.

 

    For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to

    GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK to enable the passphrase callback.

    See gpgme_set_pinentry_mode.

 

    The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_passphrase_cb with PASSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *PASSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

     The function gpgme_get_passphrase_cb returns the function that is

    used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

    *PASSFUNC, and the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.

    If no passphrase callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer,

    NULL is returned in both variables.

 

    PASSFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Progress Meter Callback,  Next: Status Message Callback,  Prev: Passphrase Callback,  Up:

Context Attributes

 

7.4.11 Progress Meter Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT,

         int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL)

    The gpgme_progress_cb_t type is the type of functions usable as

    progress callback function.

 

    The arguments are specific to the crypto engine.  More information

    about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can

    be

 found in the GnuPG source code in the file doc/DETAILS in the

    section PROGRESS.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t PROGFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_set_progress_cb sets the function that is used

    when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

    available.  The function PROGFUNC needs to implemented by the user,

    and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

    being HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no progress callback function is

    set.
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    Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to

    display progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

    The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

    calling gpgme_set_progress_cb with PROGFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_progress_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_progress_cb_t *PROGFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_get_progress_cb returns the

 function that is

    used to inform the user about the progress made in *PROGFUNC, and

    the first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no

    progress callback is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.

 

    PROGFUNC or HOOK_VALUE can be NULL.  In this case, the

    corresponding value will not be returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Status Message Callback,  Next: Context Flags,  Prev: Progress Meter Callback,  Up:

Context Attributes

 

7.4.12 Status Message Callback

------------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char

         *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS)

    The gpgme_status_cb_t type is the type of function usable as a

    status message callback function.

 

    The argument KEYWORD is the name of the status message while the

    ARGS argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

    If an error occurs, return the corresponding gpgme_error_t value.

    Otherwise,

 return 0.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t STATUSFUNC, void *HOOK_VALUE)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_set_status_cb sets the function that is used

    when a status message is received from gpg to STATUSFUNC.  The

    function STATUSFUNC needs to be implemented by the user, and

    whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument being

    HOOK_VALUE.  By default, no status message callback function is

    set.
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    The user can disable the use of a status message callback function

    by calling gpgme_set_status_cb with STATUSFUNC being NULL.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_status_cb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_status_cb_t *STATUSFUNC, void **HOOK_VALUE)

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    The function gpgme_get_status_cb returns the function that is

    used to process status messages from gpg in *STATUSFUNC, and the

    first argument for this function in *HOOK_VALUE.  If no status

    message callback

 is set, or CTX is not a valid pointer, NULL is

    returned in both variables.
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7.4.13 Context Flags

--------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags

    set by this function.  The properties are identified by the

    following values for NAME:

 

    "redraw"

         This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME

         sets and clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before

         an operation and set if an operation noticed that the engine

         has launched a Pinentry.  A Curses based application may use

         this information to redraw the screen; for example:

 

                  err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@example.org", 0);

                  while

 (!err)

                    {

                      err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

                      if (err)

                        break;

                      show_key (key);

                      gpgme_key_release (key);

                    }

                  if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

                    redraw_screen ();
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                  gpgme_release (ctx);

 

    "full-status"

         Using a VALUE of "1" the status callback set by

         gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the

         exception of PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the

         status callback is only called in certain situations.

 

    "raw-description"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" returns human readable strings in a

         raw format.  For example the non breaking space characters

         ("~") will not be removed from the description field of the

         gpgme_tofu_info_t object.

 

    "export-session-key"

      

   Using a VALUE of "1" specifies that the context should try to

         export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By

         default, or when using an empty string or "0" for VALUE,

         session keys are not exported.

 

    "override-session-key"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engine to

         override the session key for decryption.  The format of that

         session key is specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a

         decrypt operation when the context flag "export-session-key"

         is enabled.  Please be aware that using this feature with

         GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on many platforms via

         ps(1).

 

    "auto-key-retrieve"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" asks the backend to automatically

         retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note

         that this option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.

         Keyserver or Web Key Directory operators can

 see which keys

         you request, so by sending you a message signed by a brand new

         key (which you naturally will not have on your local keyring),

         the operator can tell both your IP address and the time when

         you verified the signature.

 

    "auto-key-import"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to

         automatically import a missing key for signature verification

         from the signature.

 

    "include-key-block"

         Setting the VALUE to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the
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         signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the

         signature.

 

    "request-origin"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to the GnuPG engines to

         request restrictions based on the origin of the request.

         Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg

         man page under the option --request-origin.  Requires at

         least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an effect.

 

    "no-symkey-cache"

          For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical

         en- and decryption.  This cache is based on the message

         specific salt value.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an

         effect.

 

    "ignore-mdc-error"

         This flag passes the option --ignore-mdc-error to gpg.  This

         can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due

         to a missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with

         great caution and only if it is a known non-corrupted old

         message and the decryption result of the former try had the

         decryption result flag legacy_cipher_nomdc set.  For

         failsafe reasons this flag is reset after each operation.

 

    "auto-key-locate"

         The string given in VALUE is passed to gpg.  This can be used

         to change the behavior of a GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

         keylisting.  Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual

         and the gpg

 man page under the option --auto-key-locate.

         Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

         Note: Keys retrieved through auto-key-locate are

         automatically imported in the keyring.

 

    trust-model

         SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An

         empty string sets the trust-model back to the users default.

         If the trust-model is not supported by GnuPG the behavior is

         undefined and will likely cause all operations to fail.

         Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

         This options should be used carefully with a strict version

         requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

         trust-model changes the default trust-model for future
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         operations.  A change in the trust-model also can have

         unintended side effects, like rebuilding the trust-db.

 

    "extended-edit"

         This flag passes the option --expert to gpg key edit.  This

         can be used to get additional

 callbacks in gpgme_op_edit.

 

    This function returns 0 on success.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_ctx_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The value of flags settable by gpgme_set_ctx_flag can be

    retrieved by this function.  If NAME is unknown the function

    returns NULL.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned for

    False and the string "1" is returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

    test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.
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7.4.14 Locale

-------------

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

  The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_set_locale (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int CATEGORY, const char *VALUE)

    SINCE: 0.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_set_locale sets the locale of the context CTX,

    or the default locale if CTX is a null pointer.

 

    The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

    CATEGORY.  Supported categories are LC_CTYPE, LC_MESSAGES, and

    LC_ALL, which is a wildcard you can use if you want to change all

    the categories at once.
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    The value to be used for the locale setting is VALUE, which will be

    copied to GPGMEs internal data structures.  VALUE can be a null

    pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will make PIN entry

    and other applications use their default setting, which is usually

    not what you want.

 

    Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a

    text terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration

    of the output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize

    the default

 value at startup.

 

    The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.
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7.4.15 Additional Logs

----------------------

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are engine

specific and can be be obtained with gpgme_op_getauditlog.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_getauditlog is used to obtain additional

    logs as specified by FLAGS into the OUTPUT data.  If

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if a log

    could be queried from the engine, and GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED if

    the log specified in FLAGS is not available for this engine.  If no

    log is available GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

          SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to stderr in

         interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide

         additional diagnostic information in case of errors in other

         operations.

 

         Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log

         will be empty and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA will be returned.
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         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

         SINCE: 1.11.2

 

         This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains

         additional information from the engine by issuing the

         GETAUDITLOG command.  For GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS this provides

         additional information about the X509 certificate chain.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

    GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

         SINCE: 1.1.1

 

         Same as GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT but in HTML.

 

         Implemented for: GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_getauditlog_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t OUTPUT, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.1

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_getauditlog.
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7.5 Key Management

==================

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or signers

are specified.  This is always done by specifying the respective keys

that should be used for the operation.  The following section describes

how such keys can be selected and manipulated.

 

* Menu:

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public

 keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.
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* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.
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7.5.1 Key objects

-----------------

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid as

long as the key object itself is valid.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_t

 

    The gpgme_key_t type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

         SINCE: 0.9.0

 

         The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

          This is true if the key is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the key is disabled.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key is invalid.  This might have several

         reasons, for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set

         during key listings if the key could not be validated due to

         missing certificates or unmatched policies.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create data signatures.
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    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to

         create key certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true

 if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used

         for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures

         according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will

         always be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be

         false (offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of

         secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    unsigned int origin : 5

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

    gpgme_protocol_t protocol

         This is the protocol supported by this key.

 

    char *issuer_serial

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

         serial.

 

    char *issuer_name

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the issuer

          name.

 

    char *chain_id

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS, then this is the chain

         ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

    gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

         If protocol is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP, then this is the

         owner trust.
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    gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

         This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first

         subkey in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t uids

         This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first

         user ID in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

    char *fpr

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note

         that this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.

         For an incomplete key (for example from a verification result)

         a subkey may be missing but this field may be set

         nevertheless.

 

    unsigned long last_update

  

       SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_subkey_t

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The gpgme_subkey_t type is a pointer to a subkey structure.

    Subkeys are one component of a gpgme_key_t object.  In fact,

    subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about

    the individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key

    object.  One gpgme_key_t can contain several subkeys.  The first

    subkey in the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

    The subkey structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_subkey_t next

         This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

    unsigned int disabled : 1

         This is true if the subkey is disabled.
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    unsigned int

 invalid : 1

         This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

    unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

    unsigned int can_sign : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create data

         signatures.

 

    unsigned int can_certify : 1

         This is true if the subkey can be used to create key

         certificates.

 

    unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

         SINCE: 0.4.5

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

    unsigned int is_qualified : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified

         signatures according to local government regulations.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for

         classified information in Germany at the restricted level

         (VS-NfD). This are currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or

         ECDH/ECDSA

 keys using a Brainpool curve.

 

    unsigned int secret : 1

         This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that it will

         be false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e.  a secret key

         operation is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is

         only set if a listing of secret keys has been requested or if

         GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET is active.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

    unsigned int length

         This is the length of the subkey (in bits).
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    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits,

         if available.

 

    char *keygrip

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or NULL if not

         available.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.

  This is -1 if

         the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the

         subkey does not expire.

 

    unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         True if the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

    char *card_number

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The serial number of a smart card holding this key or NULL.

 

    char *curve

         For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_user_id_t

 

    A user ID is a component of a gpgme_key_t object.  One key can

    have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

    primary) user ID.

 

    The user ID structure has the following members.

 

    gpgme_user_id_t next

         This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.
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    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

  

  unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity

         This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

    char *uid

         This is the user ID string.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email

         This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    char *address;

         The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID

         string.  This is general the same as the email part of this

         structure but might be slightly different.  If no mail address

         is available NULL is stored.

 

    gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         If not NULL information from the TOFU database pertaining to

         this user id.

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t signatures

         This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

    unsigned int origin :

 5

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

    unsigned long last_update

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.
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    char *uidhash;

         A string used by gpg to identify a user ID. This string can be

         used at certain prompts of gpgme_op_edit to select a user

         ID. Users must be prepared to see a NULL value here.  The

         format of the value is not specified and may depend on the

         GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_info_t type is a pointer to a tofu info structure.

    Tofu info structures are one component of a gpgme_user_id_t

    object, and provide information from the TOFU database pertaining

    to the user ID.

 

    The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if

 this is the last element.

 

    unsigned int validity : 3

         This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

         0

              The value 0 indicates a conflict.

 

         1

              The value 1 indicates a key without history.

 

         2

              The value 2 indicates a key with too little history.

 

         3

              The value 3 indicates a key with enough history for

              basic trust.

 

         4

              The value 4 indicates a key with a lot of history.

 

    unsigned int policy : 4

         This is the TOFU policy, see gpgme_tofu_policy_t.

 

    unsigned short signcount

         This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).
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    unsigned short encrcount

         This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

         USHRT_MAX if there are more than that).

 

    unsigned long signfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when

 the first signature was

         seen with this binding.

 

    unsigned long signlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen

         with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrfirst

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    unsigned long encrlast

         Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was

         done with this binding.

 

    char *description

         A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

-- Data type: gpgme_key_sig_t

 

    The gpgme_key_sig_t type is a pointer to a key signature

    structure.  Key signatures are one component of a gpgme_key_t

    object, and validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

    The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

    via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode

    enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of

 

    a key.

 

    The signature notations on a key signature are only available if

    the key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS mode enabled, because it can be

    expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

    The key signature structure has the following members:

 

    gpgme_key_sig_t next

         This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.
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    unsigned int revoked : 1

         This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

    unsigned int expired : 1

         This is true if the key signature is expired.

 

    unsigned int invalid : 1

         This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

    unsigned int exportable : 1

         This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the

 key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to

         create the signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is

         -1 if the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

    long int expires

         This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if

         the key signature does not expire.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning

         as the member of the same name in a gpgme_signature_t

         object.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The

         meaning is specific to the crypto engine.

 

    char *uid

         This is the main user ID of the key used to create the

         signature.

 

    char *name

         This is the name component of uid, if available.

 

    char *comment

         This is the comment component of uid, if available.

 

    char *email
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          This is the email component of uid, if available.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.
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7.5.2 Listing Keys

------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, int SECRET_ONLY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_start initiates a key listing

    operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so that

    subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the keys

    in the list.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that the

    total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

    maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually

 accepted).  The

    pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

    name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing

    their fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], int SECRET_ONLY, int RESERVED)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start initiates an extended key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  It sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the
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  keys in the list.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are

    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of all patterns is

    restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact limit also

    depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting required,

    but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  Patterns

    should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name or

    user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

    fingerprints or key IDs.

 

    If SECRET_ONLY is not 0, the list is restricted to secret keys

    only.

 

    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.

 

    The function

 returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t DATA, int RESERVED)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start initiates a key

    listing operation inside the context CTX.  In contrast to the other

    key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied DATA and

    not from the local key database.  The keys are also not imported

    into the local key database.  The function sets everything up so

    that subsequent invocations of gpgme_op_keylist_next return the

    keys from DATA.

 

    The value of RESERVED must be 0.

 

    This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

    works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

    The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

    gpgme_op_keylist_next
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 returns GPG_ERR_EOF), or

    gpgme_op_keylist_end is called to finish the operation.  While

    the context is busy DATA may not be released.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_next returns the next key in the

    list created by a previous gpgme_op_keylist_start operation in

    the context CTX.  The key will have one reference for the user.

    *Note Manipulating Keys::.

 

    This is the only way to get at gpgme_key_t objects in GPGME.

 

    If the last key in the list has already been returned,

    gpgme_op_keylist_next returns GPG_ERR_EOF.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if there is not

    enough memory

 for the operation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_end ends a pending key list

    operation in the context CTX.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

    listing operation can be retrieved with gpgme_op_keylist_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during

    the operation there was not enough memory available.

 

  The following example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (g10code) can be listed with their key ID and the name and

email address of the main user ID:

 

    gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

    gpgme_key_t key;

    gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

    if (!err)

      {
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        err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

        while (!err)

          {

            err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

            if (err)

            

  break;

            printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

              printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

            if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

              printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

            putchar ('\n');

            gpgme_key_release (key);

          }

        gpgme_release (ctx);

      }

    if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

      {

        fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

        exit (1);

      }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_keylist_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  After successfully ending a key

    listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_keylist_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    unsigned int truncated : 1

         This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result,

         and less than the desired keys

 could be listed.

 

-- Function: gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_keylist_result returns a

    gpgme_keylist_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_keylist_* operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a key listing operation, and

    if this operation finished successfully.  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.

 

  In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable,

the following function can be used to retrieve a single key.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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         const char *FPR, gpgme_key_t *R_KEY, int SECRET)

    The function gpgme_get_key gets the key with the fingerprint (or

    key ID) FPR from the crypto backend and return it in R_KEY.  If

    SECRET is true, get the secret key.  The currently active keylist

    mode is used to retrieve

 the key.  The key will have one reference

    for the user.

 

    If the key is not found in the keyring, gpgme_get_key returns the

    error code GPG_ERR_EOF and *R_KEY will be set to NULL.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    R_KEY is not a valid pointer or FPR is not a fingerprint or key ID,

    GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key ID was not a unique specifier

    for a key, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if at some time during the

    operation there was not enough memory available.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Information About Keys,  Next: Manipulating Keys,  Prev: Listing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.3 Information About Keys

----------------------------

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

gpgme_key_t objects.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_validity_t

    The gpgme_validity_t type is used to specify the validity of a

    user ID in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

         The user

 ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation

         of this validity is ?.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

         The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string

         representation of this validity is q.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

         The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is n.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

         The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is m.
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    GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

         The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

         validity is f.

 

    GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE

         The user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of

         this validity is u.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Manipulating Keys,  Next: Generating Keys,  Prev: Information About Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.4 Manipulating Keys

-----------------------

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_ref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_ref

 acquires an additional reference for

    the key KEY.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_unref (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_unref releases a reference for the key

    KEY.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed and

    all resources associated to it will be released.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int RESERVED);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire sets the expiration time of the

    key KEY or of the specified subkeys.  This function requires at

    least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.  To be

    similar to other usages where expiration times are provided in

    unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date and so it is

    in seconds from NOW.

 

    The common case is to use 0 to not set an

 expiration time.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.
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    SUBFPRS selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time should

    be set.  If SUBFPRS is set to NULL, then the expiration time of

    the primary key is set.  If SUBFPRS is an asterisk (*), then the

    expiration times of all non-revoked and not yet expired subkeys are

    set.  To select more than one subkey put all subkey fingerprints

    into one string separated by linefeeds characters (\n).

 

    RESERVED is reserved for later use and must be 0.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned long EXPIRES, const char *SUBFPRS,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start

 initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_setexpire_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_setexpire operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Generating Keys,  Next: Signing Keys,  Prev: Manipulating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.5 Generating Keys

---------------------

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older GnuPG

versions the gpgme_op_genkey function can be used.  Existing code

which wants to update to the new functions or new code which shall

supports older

 GnuPG versions may try the new functions first and

provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED is received.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey generates a new key for the

    procotol active in the context CTX.  As of now this function does

    only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of

    GnuPG.

 

    USERID is commonly the mail address associated with the key.  GPGME

    does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address

    is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected

    to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).

    This is a required parameter.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

 of

    public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see

    the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or the string "default", the

    key is generated using the default algorithm of the engine.  If the

    string "future-default" is used the engine may use an algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

    protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without

    requesting a non-default usage via FLAGS, triggers the creation of

    a primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.

 

    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to

 avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    EXTRAKEY is currently not used and must be set to NULL.  A future

    version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

    GPGME_CREATE_ENCR
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    GPGME_CREATE_CERT

    GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key

         usage) of the requested algorithm but use those explicitly

         given by these flags: signing, encryption,

         certification, or authentication.  The allowed

         combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

         If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

         selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

         protocol.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

          SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Request generation of the key without password protection.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed

         certificate.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Do not store the created key in the local key database.  This

         has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

    GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Return the public or secret key as part of the result

         structure.  This has not yet been implemented.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

         already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be

         used to override this check.

 

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

         SINCE: 1.9.0
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         Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

    After the operation

 completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *USERID, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, gpgme_key_t EXTRAKEY,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createkey operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO, unsigned long RESERVED,

         unsigned long EXPIRES, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey creates and adds

 a new subkey

    to the primary OpenPGP key given by KEY.  The only allowed protocol

    in CTX is GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP.  Subkeys (aka secondary keys)

    are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to bind several keys to a

    primary key.  As of now this function requires at least version

    2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    ALGO specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

    supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If ALGO is NULL or

    the string "default", the subkey is generated using the default

    algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the string

    "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption algorithm

    which is planned to be the default in a future release of the

    engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

    able to already handle such future algorithms.

 

    RESERVED must be set to zero.
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    EXPIRES specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you

 supply 0,

    a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

    GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE to create keys that do not expire.  Note

    that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t

    to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.

    Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for

    timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS takes the same values as described above for

    gpgme_op_createkey.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, information about the

    created key can be retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *ALGO,

         unsigned long RESERVED, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE:

 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_createsubkey_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_createsubkey operation; see there for details.  It must

    be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation is

    a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly the

    mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not require
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    a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given, RFC-822

    style format is suggested.

  The value is expected to be in UTF-8

    encoding (i.e.  no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

    required parameter.

 

    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_adduid_start initiates a gpgme_op_adduid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

    key given by KEY.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

    feature

 of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

    context CTX must be set to OpenPGP. As of now this function

    requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID must

    be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

    FLAGS are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

    Note that the engine wont allow to revoke the last valid user ID.

    To change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then

    revoke the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error
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    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const

 char *USERID, unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_revuid_start initiates a gpgme_op_revuid

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, cons char * NAME,

         cons char * VALUE);

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag is used to set flags on a user

    ID from the OpenPGP key given by KEY.  Setting flags on user IDs

    after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus

    the protocol for the context CTX must be set to OpenPGP.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

    USERID is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

    must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

    sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

 

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

    NAME names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

    supported flag is:

 

    primary

         This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID. All other

         primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  VALUE must be

         given as NULL. For technical reasons this functions bumps the

         creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one

         second.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID,

         cons char * NAME, cons char * VALUE);
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    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag operation; see there for details.  It must

 

   be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey generates a new key pair in the

    context CTX.  The meaning of PUBLIC and SECRET depends on the

    crypto backend.

 

    GPG does not support PUBLIC and SECRET, they should be NULL.

    GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the standard key ring.

    The fingerprint of the generated key is available with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    GpgSM requires PUBLIC to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will

    generate a secret key (which will be stored by gpg-agent, and

    return a certificate request in PUBLIC, which then needs to be

    signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

    used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

    The argument PARMS specifies parameters for the

 key in an string

    that looks something like XML. The details about the format of

    PARMS are specific to the crypto engine used by CTX.  The first

    line of the parameters must be <GnupgKeyParams format="internal">

    and the last line must be </GnupgKeyParams>.  Every line in

    between the first and last lines is treated as a Header: Value

    pair.  In particular, no XML escaping is necessary if you need to

    include the characters <, >, or &.

 

    Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):

 

         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: default

         Subkey-Type: default

         Name-Real: Joe Tester

         Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         Expire-Date: 0

         Passphrase: abc
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         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters

    of OpenPGP key generation

 are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

         <GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

         Key-Type: RSA

         Key-Length: 1024

         Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

         Name-Email: joe@foo.bar

         </GnupgKeyParms>

 

    Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format

    supported for now is internal.  The content of the

    GnupgKeyParms container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.

    Control statements are not allowed.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_genkey_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a well-formed string (e.g.  does not have the expected

    tag-like headers and footers), GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if PUBLIC or

    SECRET is not valid, and GPG_ERR_GENERAL if no key was created by

    the backend.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_genkey_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PARMS, gpgme_data_t PUBLIC, gpgme_data_t SECRET)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_start initiates a gpgme_op_genkey

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    PARMS is not a valid XML string, and GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    PUBLIC or SECRET is not NULL.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_genkey_result_t

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_genkey operation.  After successfully generating a key,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_genkey_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:
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    unsigned int primary : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    unsigned int sub : 1

         This

 flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.

 

    unsigned int uid : 1

         This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if

         not.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both

         a primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the

         primary key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not

         provide the fingerprint, fpr will be a null pointer.

 

    gpgme_data_t pubkey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

    gpgme_data_t seckey

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

         currently not used.

 

-- Function: gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    The function gpgme_op_genkey_result returns a

    gpgme_genkey_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_genkey

 operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_genkey or

    gpgme_op_genkey_start operation, and if this operation finished

    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signing Keys,  Next: Exporting Keys,  Prev: Generating Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.6 Signing Keys

------------------
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Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT). Instead of using the gpgme_op_interact function

along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a convenient function

to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG versions.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign adds

 a new key signature to the

    public key KEY.  This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

    GnuPG.

 

    CTX is the usual context which describes the protocol to use (which

    must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be used

    for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

    signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be

    used for a key signature, gpgme_signers_add can be used.  *Note

    Selecting Signers::.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If USERID is

    set to NULL all valid user IDs are signed.  The user ID must be

    given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case sensitive

    match.  Thus the uid field from the user ID object

    (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select more than one user ID

    put them all into one string separated by linefeeds characters

    (\n) and set the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP.

 

    EXPIRES

 specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

    seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration

    date.  However, if the configuration of the engine defines a

    default expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless

    the flag GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE is used.  Note that this

    parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a time_t to avoid

    problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit time_t.  Note

    further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps

    and thus can only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:
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    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Instead of creating an exportable key signature, create a key

         signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare that

 USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

         Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration

         date.  This overrides EXPIRE and any local configuration of

         the engine.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, const char *USERID, unsigned long EXPIRES,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_keysign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_keysign operation; see there for details.  It must be

    completed by calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting

    For Completion::.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

     The function gpgme_op_revsig revokes key signatures of the public

    key KEY made with the key SIGNING_KEY.  This function requires at

    least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

    KEY specifies the key to operate on.

 

    SIGNING_KEY specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.
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    USERID selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall be

    revoked.  If USERID is set to NULL the signatures on all user IDs

    are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim because the engine

    does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the uid field from

    the user ID object (gpgme_user_id_t) is to be used.  To select

    more than one user ID put them all into one string separated by

    linefeeds characters (\n) and set the flag GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

         SINCE: 1.14.1

 

         Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is

         required to explicitly declare

 that USERID may contain several

         linefeed separated user IDs.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_key_t SIGNING_KEY, const char *USERID,

         unsigned int FLAGS);

 

    SINCE: 1.14.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_revsig_start initiates a gpgme_op_revsig

    operation; see there for details.  It must be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Exporting Keys,  Next: Importing Keys,  Prev: Signing Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.7 Exporting Keys

--------------------

 

Exporting keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--export.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way the

export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they may be

or-ed together.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

     If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

    keyserver.  This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is

    good practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver

    at one time.  Using this flag requires that the KEYDATA argument of
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    the export function is set to NULL.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

    SINCE: 1.3.1

 

    If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For

    OpenPGP keys it removes all signatures except for the latest

    self-signatures.  For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

    SINCE: 1.4.0

 

    If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

    OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

    accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey

    a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be

    used.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    Instead of exporting the public

 key, the secret key is exported.

    This may not be combined with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN.  For

    X.509 the export format is PKCS#8.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not

    be used with OpenPGP.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

    SINCE: 1.6.0

 

    If this flag is used with GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET for an X.509

    key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also

    includes the certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.

 

GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

    SINCE: 1.12.0 - experimental Do not export user ids.  Works only

    with certain gpg version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns
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    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output

 format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.  Otherwise,

    PATTERN contains an engine specific expression that is used to

    limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN, gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_start initiates a gpgme_op_export

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.

  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export extracts public keys and returns

    them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the key data

    returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set for the

    context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding specified for

    KEYDATA.

 

    If PATTERN or *PATTERN is NULL, all available keys are returned.

    Otherwise, PATTERN is a NULL terminated array of strings that are

    used to limit the list to all keys matching at least one of the

    patterns verbatim.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error

 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is
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    not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any errors that

    are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *PATTERN[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_export_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t keys[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys extracts public keys

 and

    returns them in the data buffer KEYDATA.  The output format of the

    key data returned is determined by the ASCII armor attribute set

    for the context CTX, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

    specified for KEYDATA.

 

    The keys to export are taken form the NULL terminated array KEYS.

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX which do have a

    fingerprint set are considered for export.  Other keys specified by

    the KEYS are ignored.  In particular OpenPGP keys retrieved via an

    external key listing are not included.

 

    MODE is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA is

    not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no useful keys

    are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are reported by the

    crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEYS[], gpgme_export_mode_t MODE,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_export_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_export_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling
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    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    KEYDATA is not a valid empty data buffer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no

    useful keys are in KEYS and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Importing Keys,  Next: Deleting Keys,  Prev: Exporting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.8 Importing Keys

--------------------

 

Importing keys means the same as running gpg with the command

--import.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import

 adds the keys in the data buffer

    KEYDATA to the key ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.  The

    format of KEYDATA can be ASCII armored, for example, but the

    details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    KEYDATA is an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA)

    The function gpgme_op_import_start initiates a gpgme_op_import

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or

    KEYDATA

 is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if KEYDATA is

    an empty data buffer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0
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    The function gpgme_op_import_keys adds the keys described by the

    NULL terminated array KEYS to the key ring of the crypto engine

    used by CTX.  It is used to actually import and make keys permanent

    which have been retrieved from an external source (i.e.  using

    GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN) earlier.  The external keylisting must

    have been made with the same context configuration (in particular

    the same home directory).  (1) Note that for OpenPGP this may

    require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

    Only keys of the currently selected protocol of CTX are considered

    for import.  Other keys specified by the KEYS are ignored.  As of

    now all considered keys must have been retrieved using the same

    method, i.e.  the used key

 listing mode must be identical.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_import_result.

 

    To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import

    the keydata using gpgme_op_export and gpgme_op_import.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is

    not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the key listing mode

    does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys are considered for

    export.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t *KEYS)

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_keys_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_import_keys operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    import was completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

 if KEYDATA

    if CTX or KEYDATA is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the

    key listing mode does not match, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if no keys

    are considered for export.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_status_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  For each considered key one

    status is added that contains information about the result of the

    import.  The structure contains the following members:
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    gpgme_import_status_t next

         This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked

         list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

    gpgme_error_t result

         If the import was not successful, this is the error value that

         caused the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR.

 

    unsigned int status

         This is a bit-wise OR of the following

 flags that give more

         information about what part of the key was imported.  If the

         key was already known, this might be 0.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

              The key was new.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_UID

              The key contained new user IDs.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

              The key contained new signatures.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

              The key contained new sub keys.

 

         GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

              The key contained a secret key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_import_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_import operation.  After a successful import operation,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_import_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    int considered

         The total number of considered keys.

 

    int no_user_id

         The number of keys without user ID.

 

    int imported
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         The total number

 of imported keys.

 

    int imported_rsa

         The number of imported RSA keys.

 

    int unchanged

         The number of unchanged keys.

 

    int new_user_ids

         The number of new user IDs.

 

    int new_sub_keys

         The number of new sub keys.

 

    int new_signatures

         The number of new signatures.

 

    int new_revocations

         The number of new revocations.

 

    int secret_read

         The total number of secret keys read.

 

    int secret_imported

         The number of imported secret keys.

 

    int secret_unchanged

         The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

    int not_imported

         The number of keys not imported.

 

    gpgme_import_status_t imports

         A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more

         information about the keys for which an import was attempted.

 

    int skipped_v3_keys

         For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore

         support v3 keys (created with PGP

 2.x) and ignores them on

         import.  This counter provides the number of such skipped v3

         keys.

 

-- Function: gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_import_result returns a

    gpgme_import_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result
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    of a gpgme_op_import operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_import or

    gpgme_op_import_start operation, and if this operation finished

    successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) Thus it is a replacement for the usual workaround of exporting

and then importing a key to make an X.509 key permanent.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Deleting Keys,  Next: Changing Passphrases,  Prev: Importing Keys,  Up: Key

Management

 

7.5.9 Deleting Keys

-------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext deletes the key KEY from the key

    ring of the crypto engine used by CTX.

 

    FLAGS can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If not set, only public keys are deleted.  If set, secret keys

         are deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

    GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

         SINCE: 1.9.1

 

         If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the key

    was deleted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not

    a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY if KEY could not be found in

    the keyring, GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME if the key was not specified

    unambiguously, and GPG_ERR_CONFLICT if the secret key for KEY is

    available, but ALLOW_SECRET is zero.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start
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 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.9.1

 

    The function gpgme_op_delete_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_delete operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

  The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, int ALLOW_SECRET)

    Similar to gpgme_op_delete_ext_start, but only the flag

    GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET can be provided.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node:

 Changing Passphrases,  Next: Changing TOFU Data,  Prev: Deleting Keys,  Up: Key Management

 

7.5.10 Changing Passphrases

---------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd changes the passphrase of the

    private key associated with KEY.  The only allowed value for FLAGS

    is 0.  The backend engine will usually popup a window to ask for

    the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not useful

    in a server application (where passphrases are not required

    anyway).

 

    Note that old gpg engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

    this command and will silently ignore it.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS)
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    SINCE: 1.3.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_passwd_start initiates a gpgme_op_passwd

    operation.  It can be completed

 by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Changing TOFU Data,  Next: Advanced Key Editing,  Prev: Changing Passphrases,  Up:

Key Management

 

7.5.11 Changing TOFU Data

-------------------------

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU implementation.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_tofu_policy_t type specifies the set of possible policy

    values that are supported by GPGME:

 

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

         Set the policy to auto.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

         Set the policy to good.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

         Set the policy to

 bad.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

         Set the policy to ask.

    GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

         Set the policy to unknown.

 

  To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0
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    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy changes the TOFU policy of KEY.

    The valid values for POLICY are listed above.  As of now this

    function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version

    2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

    The function returns zero on success, GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if

    the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

    codes.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_tofu_policy_t POLICY)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_tofu_policy operation.  It can be

 completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

    oepration could not be started.
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7.5.12 Advanced Key Editing

---------------------------

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The gpgme_interact_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The status

    keyword STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by

    GPGME from the crypto engine.  An empty string represents EOF. The

    file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status messages.  If STATUS

    indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to

    the command should

 be written to FD.  The HANDLE is provided by the

    user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact processes the key KEY

    interactively, using the interact callback function FNC with the

    handle HANDLE.  The callback is invoked for every status and

    command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

    engine is written to the data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    FLAGS modifies the behaviour of the function; the only defined

 bit

    value is:

 

    GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

         --card-edit command.

 

    The function returns 0 if the edit operation completes

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid

    pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or the edit

    callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, unsigned int FLAGS, gpgme_interact_cb_t FNC,

         void *HANDLE, gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_interact_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_interact operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns 0 if the operation was started successfully,

    and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Crypto Operations,  Next: Miscellaneous,  Prev: Key Management,

  Up: Contexts

 

7.6 Crypto Operations
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=====================

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure is

used to hold information about such a key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_invalid_key_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.

    The structure contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t next

         This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

    gpgme_error_t reason

         An error code describing the reason why the key was found

         invalid.

 

* Menu:

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting

 a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt,  Next: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.1 Decrypt

-------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt decrypts the ciphertext in the data

    object CIPHER and stores it into the data object PLAIN.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could
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    not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support routines.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t CIPHER,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext is the same as

    gpgme_op_decrypt but has an additional argument FLAGS.  If FLAGS

    is 0 both function behave identically.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

     

    The GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY symbol specifies that this function

         shall exactly act as gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

    GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP symbol specifies that the output

         shall be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer

         removed.  This requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for

         OpenPGP. This is the counterpart to GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP.

 

    The function returns the error codes as described for

    gpgme_op_decrypt.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start (

         gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_decrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)
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    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_ext operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully,

 and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_recipient_t

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about

    the recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  This information (except for the

    status field) is even available before the operation finished

    successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

    contains the following members:

 

    gpgme_recipient_t next

         This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

    char *keyid

         This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

         recipient.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

         if the secret key for this recipient

 is not available, and 0

         otherwise.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_decrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  After successfully decrypting data,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_decrypt_result.  As with all result structures, it this

    structure shall be considered read-only and an application must not

    allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    char *unsupported_algorithm
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         If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string

         describes the algorithm that is not supported.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         SINCE: 0.9.0 This is true if the key was not used according to

         its policy.

 

    unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

         SINCE: 1.11.2 The message was made by a legacy algorithm

         without any integrity protection.  This might be an old but

     

    legitimate message.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0 The message claims that the content is a MIME

         object.

 

    unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

         SINCE: 1.10.0 The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant

         way.  This is a specification in Germany for a restricted

         communication level.

 

    gpgme_recipient_t recipients

         SINCE: 1.1.0

 

         This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was

         encrypted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

    char *session_key

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the

         session key used in symmetric encryption of the message, if

         the context has been set to export session keys (see

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag, "export-session-key"), and a session key

         was available for the

 most recent decryption operation.

         Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

         You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

         gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key") returns

         success or gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")

         returns true (non-empty string).
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    char *symkey_algo

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode

         using the format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated

         non-MDC encryption mode of OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

-- Function: gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_result returns a

    gpgme_decrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_decrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_decrypt or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_start operation.  If the operation failed this

   

 might be a NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid

    until the next operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Verify,  Next: Decrypt and Verify,  Prev: Decrypt,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.2 Verify

------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_verify verifies that the signature in the

    data object SIG is a valid signature.  If SIG is a detached

    signature, then the signed text should be provided in SIGNED_TEXT

    and PLAIN should be a null pointer.  Otherwise, if SIG is a normal

    (or cleartext) signature, SIGNED_TEXT should be a null pointer and

    PLAIN should be a writable data object that will contain the

    plaintext after successful verification.

 

    The results of the individual signature verifications can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_verify_result.

 

    The function returns the error

 code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be completed successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if SIG

    does not contain any data to verify, and passes through any errors

    that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_data_t SIGNED_TEXT,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN)
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    The function gpgme_op_verify_start initiates a gpgme_op_verify

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, SIG or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    SIG or PLAIN does not contain any data to verify.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sig_notation_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

     of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure

         in the linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    char *name

         The name of the notation field.  If this is NULL, then the

         member value will contain a policy URL.

 

    int name_len

         The length of the name field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    char *value

         The value of the notation field.  If name is NULL, then

         this is a policy URL.

 

    int value_len

         The length of the value field.  For strings the length is

         counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

         The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags

         associated with the notation data in an accumulated form which

         can be used

 as an argument to the function

         gpgme_sig_notation_add.  The value flags is a bitwise-or

         combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE symbol specifies

              that the notation data is in human readable form
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         GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

              SINCE: 1.1.0

 

              The GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL symbol specifies that

              the notation data is critical.

 

    unsigned int human_readable : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE flag

         is set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for

         notation data, not for policy URLs.

 

    unsigned int critical : 1

         This is true if the GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL flag is set

         and false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and

         policy URLs.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_signature_t

     This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_signature_t next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sigsum_t summary

         This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.

         It provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the

         signature status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see

         whether a signature is valid without any restrictions.  This

         means that you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

              if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

              {

                 ..do stuff if valid..

              }

              else

              {

                 ..do stuff if not fully valid..

              }

 

         The defined bits are:

         GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

               The signature is fully valid.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

              The signature is good but one might want to display some

              extra information.  Check the other bits.
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         GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

              The signature is bad.  It might be useful to check other

              bits and display more information, i.e.  a revoked

              certificate might not render a signature invalid when the

              message was received prior to the cause for the

              revocation.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

              The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

              The key or one of the certificates has expired.  It is

              probably a good idea to display the date of the

              expiration.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

              The signature has expired.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

              Cant verify due to a missing

 key or certificate.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

              The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

              Available CRL is too old.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

              A policy requirement was not met.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

              A system error occurred.

 

         GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

              A TOFU conflict was detected.

 

    char *fpr

         This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t status

         This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the

         following status codes are of interest:

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

              This status indicates that the signature could be

              verified or that there is no signature.  For the combined
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              result this status means that all signatures could be

              verified.

 

              Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could

 be

              found.  Check the summary field for that.

 

              For example a gpgme_op_decrypt_verify returns a

              verification result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted

              but unsigned data.

 

         GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but

              expired.  For the combined result this status means that

              all signatures are valid and expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has expired.  For the

              combined result this status means that all signatures are

              valid and all keys are expired.

 

         GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

              This status indicates that the signature is valid but the

              key used to verify the signature has been revoked.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

 

              are valid and all keys are revoked.

 

         GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

              This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For

              the combined result this status means that all signatures

              are invalid.

 

         GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

              This status indicates that the signature could not be

              verified due to a missing key.  For the combined result

              this status means that all signatures could not be

              checked due to missing keys.

 

         GPG_ERR_GENERAL

              This status indicates that there was some other error

              which prevented the signature verification.

 

    gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

         This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

    unsigned long timestamp
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         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    unsigned long exp_timestamp

         The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the

         signature

 does not expire.

 

    unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

         This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

    unsigned int pka_trust : 2

         This is set to the trust information gained by means of the

         PKA system.  Values are:

         0

              No PKA information available or verification not

              possible.

         1

              PKA verification failed.

         2

              PKA verification succeeded.

         3

              Reserved for future use.

         Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may

         also be reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

    unsigned int chain_model : 1

         SINCE: 1.1.6

 

         This is true if the validity of the signature has been checked

         using the chain model.  In the chain model the time the

         signature has been created must be within the validity period

         of the certificate and the time the certificate itself has

          been created must be within the validity period of the issuing

         certificate.  In contrast the default validation model checks

         the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate

         chain at the current time.

 

    gpgme_validity_t validity

         The validity of the signature.

 

    gpgme_error_t validity_reason

         If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.
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    char *pka_address

         The mailbox from the PKA information or NULL.

 

    gpgme_key_t key

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         An object describing the key used to create the signature.

         This key object may be incomplete in that it only conveys

         information availabale directly with a signature.  It may also

         be NULL if such information is not readily available.

 

 -- Data type: gpgme_verify_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_verify operation.  After verifying a signature, you can

    retrieve the pointer to the result with gpgme_op_verify_result.

    If the operation failed this might be a NULL pointer.  The

    structure contains the following member:

 

    gpgme_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures for which

         a verification was attempted.

 

    char *file_name

         This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if

         it is known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The

         filename is not covered by the signature.

 

    unsigned int is_mime : 1;

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

         Warning: This flag is not covered by the signature.

 

-- Function: gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

   

 The function gpgme_op_verify_result returns a

    gpgme_verify_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_verify operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

    last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_verify,

    gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify or

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start operation, and if this operation

    finished successfully (for gpgme_op_decrypt_verify and

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start, the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

    counts as successful in this context).  The returned pointer is

    only valid until the next operation is started on the context.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Decrypt and Verify,  Next: Sign,  Prev: Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.3 Decrypt and Verify

------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify decrypts the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER and

 stores it into the data object PLAIN.

    If CIPHER contains signatures, they will be verified.

 

    After the operation completed, gpgme_op_decrypt_result and

    gpgme_op_verify_result can be used to retrieve more information

    about the signatures.

 

    If the error code GPG_ERR_NO_DATA is returned, CIPHER does not

    contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be signed.

    The information about detected signatures is available with

    gpgme_op_verify_result in this case.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER or PLAIN is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

    CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt,

    GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED if CIPHER is not a valid cipher text,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the secret key could

    not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are reported

    by the crypto engine support

 routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_data_t CIPHER, gpgme_data_t PLAIN)

    The function gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_decrypt_verify operation.  It can be completed by

    calling gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For

    Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, CIPHER, PLAIN or R_STAT is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if CIPHER does not contain any data to decrypt.

 

  When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail address (the addr-spec) from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal functions

in GPGME and GnuPG:
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-- Function: char * gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (const char *UID)

 

    SINCE: 1.7.1

 

    Return the mail address (called addr-spec in RFC-5322) from the

    string

 UID which is assumed to be a user id (called address in

    RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e.  those with bit 7

    cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must

    free the result using gpgme_free.  Returns NULL if no valid

    address was found (in which case ERRNO is set to EINVAL) or for

    other errors.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Sign,  Next: Encrypt,  Prev: Decrypt and Verify,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.4 Sign

----------

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of keys

used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is applied to

all following signing operations in this context (until the set is

changed).

 

* Menu:

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Selecting Signers,  Next: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.1

 Selecting Signers

.........................

 

The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_signers_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_signers_clear releases a reference for each

    key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

    context CTX.
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    Every context starts with an empty list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_signers_add adds the key KEY to the list of

    signers in the context CTX.

 

    Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

 

-- Function: unsigned int gpgme_signers_count (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.4.3

 

    The function gpgme_signers_count returns the number of signer

    keys in the context CTX.

 

-- Function:

 gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int SEQ)

    The function gpgme_signers_enum returns the SEQth key in the list

    of signers in the context CTX.  An additional reference is acquired

    for the user.

 

    If SEQ is out of range, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Creating a Signature,  Next: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Selecting Signers,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.2 Creating a Signature

............................

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_mode_t

    The gpgme_sig_mode_t type is used to specify the desired type of

    a signature.  The following modes are available:

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

         A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext

         and the signature.

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

         A detached signature is made.

 

    GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

         A clear text signature is made.  The ASCII armor and text mode

         settings of the context are ignored.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign

 (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)
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    The function gpgme_op_sign creates a signature for the text in

    the data object PLAIN and returns it in the data object SIG.  The

    type of the signature created is determined by the ASCII armor (or,

    if that is not set, by the encoding specified for SIG), the text

    mode attributes set for the context CTX and the requested signature

    mode MODE.

 

    After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

    retrieved with gpgme_op_sign_result.

 

    If an S/MIME signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

    the number of certificates to include in the message can be

    specified with gpgme_set_include_certs.  *Note Included

    Certificates::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    signature could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer, GPG_ERR_NO_DATA if

 the

    signature could not be created, GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the

    passphrase for the secret key could not be retrieved,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY if there are invalid signers, and passes

    through any errors that are reported by the crypto engine support

    routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t SIG, gpgme_sig_mode_t MODE)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_start initiates a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, PLAIN or SIG is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_new_signature_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result

    of a gpgme_op_sign operation.  The structure contains the

    following members:

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t

 next

         This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the

         linked list, or NULL if this is the last element.

 

    gpgme_sig_mode_t type

         The type of this signature.
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    gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

         The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

         The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

    unsigned int sig_class

         The signature class of this signature.

 

    long int timestamp

         The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

    char *fpr

         The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this

         signature.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_sign_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_sign operation.  After successfully generating a

    signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_sign_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t

 invalid_signers

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which a signature could not be created.

 

    gpgme_new_signature_t signatures

         A linked list with information about all signatures created.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_sign_result returns a gpgme_sign_result_t

    pointer to a structure holding the result of a gpgme_op_sign

    operation.  The pointer is only valid if the last operation on the

    context was a gpgme_op_sign, gpgme_op_sign_start,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign or gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start operation.

    If that operation failed, the function might return a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Signature Notation Data,  Prev: Creating a Signature,  Up: Sign

 

7.6.4.3 Signature Notation Data

...............................

 

Using the following
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 functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data to

a signature.  This information is then available to the user when the

signature is verified.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_clear removes the notation data

    from the context CTX.  Subsequent signing operations from this

    context will not include any notation data.

 

    Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *VALUE,

         gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t FLAGS)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add adds the notation data with

    the name NAME and the value VALUE to the context CTX.

 

    Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as

    well as any other notation data that was added since the creation

    of the context or the last gpgme_sig_notation_clear operation.

 

 

    The arguments NAME and VALUE must be NUL-terminated strings in

    human-readable form.  The flag GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

    is implied (non-human-readable notation data is currently not

    supported).  The strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.

 

    If NAME is NULL, then VALUE should be a policy URL.

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_add returns the error code

    GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the notation data could be added

    successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX is not a valid pointer, or

    if NAME, VALUE and FLAGS are an invalid combination.  The function

    also passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

    engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get

         (const gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.0

 

    The function gpgme_sig_notation_get returns the linked list of

    notation data structures that are contained in the context CTX.

 

    If CTX is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data added
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     for this context, NULL is returned.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypt,  Prev: Sign,  Up: Crypto Operations

 

7.6.5 Encrypt

-------------

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same time.

The list of recipients is created independently of any context, and then

passed to the encryption operation.

 

* Menu:

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Encrypting a Plaintext,  Up: Encrypt

 

7.6.5.1 Encrypting a Plaintext

..............................

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt encrypts the plaintext in the data

    object PLAIN for the recipients RECP and stores the ciphertext in

    the data object CIPHER.  The type of the ciphertext created is

    determined by the ASCII armor (or, if that is not set, by the

    encoding specified

 for CIPHER) and the text mode attributes set for

    the context CTX.

 

    RECP must be a NULL-terminated array of keys.  The user must keep

    references for all keys during the whole duration of the call (but

    see gpgme_op_encrypt_start for the requirements with the

    asynchronous variant).

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST symbol specifies that all the

         recipients in RECP should be trusted, even if the keys do not

         have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should

         be used with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any

         untrusted keys.
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    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

         SINCE: 1.2.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO symbol specifies that no

         default or hidden default recipients as configured in the

         crypto backend should be included.  This

 can be useful for

         managing different user profiles.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS symbol specifies that the

         plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.

         This is in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted

         message may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE symbol is used with the UI Server

         protocol to prepare an encryption (i.e.  sending the

         PREP_ENCRYPT command).  With the GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

         symbol the UI Server is advised to also expect a sign command.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

         SINCE: 1.7.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC symbol specifies that the output

         should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even if

         recipients are provided.  This feature is only supported for

         the OpenPGP

 crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS symbols requests that the

         identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the

         ciphertext.  On the receiving side, the use of this flag may

         slow down the decryption process because all available secret

         keys must be tried.  This flag is only honored for OpenPGP

         encryption.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

         SINCE: 1.8.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP symbol specifies that the input is an

         OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart
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         to GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP.

 

    GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

         SINCE: 1.11.0

 

         The GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS symbol requests that all

         supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically

         valid mail address.  If this is not the case the operation is

         not even tried and the error code GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID

 is

         returned.  Only the address part of the key specification is

         conveyed to the backend.  As of now the key must be specified

         using the RECPSTRING argument of the extended encrypt

         functions.  This feature is currently only supported for the

         OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

    If GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY is returned, some recipients in RECP

    are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might be

    encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in CIPHER (if this

    happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about the

    invalid recipients is available with gpgme_op_encrypt_result.

 

    If RECP is NULL, symmetric rather than public key encryption is

    performed.  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be deciphered

    with gpgme_op_decrypt.  Note that in this case the crypto backend

    needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.  Symmetric encryption

    is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

 crypto backend.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    ciphertext could be created successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RECP, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer,

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RECP contains some invalid recipients,

    GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE if the passphrase for the symmetric key

    could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that are

    reported by the crypto engine support routines.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of

    this call.  The user can release its references to the keys after

    this function returns, even
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 if the operation is not yet finished.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer, and

    GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY if RSET does not contain any valid

    recipients.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt with RECPSTRING

    as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING is not

    NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited string with

    the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the keys are

    given directly as strings and there is no need to first create key

    objects.  Leading and trailing white space is remove from each line

    in RECPSTRING.  The keys

 are then passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

    For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

    modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

    specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

    --hidden

    --no-hidden

         These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for

         all following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is

         requested the gpg option -R (or -F in file mode) is used

         instead of -r (-f in file mode).

 

    --file

    --no-file

         These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all

         following key specification.  In file mode the option -f or

         -F is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is

         required to handle these options.  The

         GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS flag is ignored in file mode.

 

    --

         This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of

         the string.  All
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 keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

    To create a RECPSTRING it is often useful to employ a strconcat

    style function.  For example this function creates a string to

    encrypt to two keys:

 

         char *

         xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

         {

           char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

           if (!result)

             { perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }

 

    Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

    keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

    specifications starting with a double dash.  The used strconcat

    function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

    (aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME. The number of arguments to

    gpgrt_strconcat is limited to 47 but that should always be

    sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to

    be

 supplied the following code can be used:

 

         char *

         xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

         {

           gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

           const char *s;

           void *result;

 

           memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

           if (!memfp)

             { perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); }

           gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

           while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

             {

               gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);

               gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

             }

           gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

           if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

             { perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); }

           if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

             { perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); }

           return result;

         }
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    In this example get_next_keyspec is expected to return the next

    key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

    large number of recipients

 is often questionable due to security

    reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

    passed on the command line to gpg which has as a platform

    specific length limitation.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_start with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the backend

    engine.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_encrypt_result_t

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_encrypt

 operation.  After successfully encrypting data,

    you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_encrypt_result.  The structure contains the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

         A linked list with information about all invalid keys for

         which the data could not be encrypted.

 

-- Function: gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_result returns a

    gpgme_encrypt_result_t pointer to a structure holding the result

    of a gpgme_op_encrypt operation.  The pointer is only valid if

    the last operation on the context was a gpgme_op_encrypt,

    gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_sign or gpgme_op_sign_start

    operation.  If this operation failed, this might be a NULL

    pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,
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          gpgme_key_t RECP[], gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS,

         gpgme_data_t PLAIN, gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign does a combined encrypt and

    sign operation.  It is used like gpgme_op_encrypt, but the

    ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in CTX.

 

    The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

    for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[],

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

    The function gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start initiates a

    gpgme_op_encrypt_sign operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation could be started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if

    CTX, RSET, PLAIN or CIPHER is not a valid pointer.

 

 -- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign with

    RECPSTRING as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the

    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, gpgme_key_t RECP[], const char *RECPSTRING,

         gpgme_encrypt_flags_t FLAGS, gpgme_data_t PLAIN,

         gpgme_data_t CIPHER)

 

    SINCE: 1.11.0

 

    This is an extended version of gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start with

    RECPSTRING

 as additional parameter.  If RECP is NULL and RECPSTRING

    is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed delimited

    string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to RECP the
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    keys are given directly as strings and there is no need to first

    create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

    backend engine.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Miscellaneous,  Next: Run Control,  Prev: Crypto Operations,  Up: Contexts

 

7.7 Miscellaneous operations

============================

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

* Menu:

 

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Running other Programs,  Next: Using the Assuan protocol,  Up: Miscellaneous

 

7.7.1 Running other Programs

----------------------------

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend engines.

Along

 with data abstraction object this subsystem can be used to run

arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related to

cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools which

are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible with the

GPGME API.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_spawn runs the program FILE with the

    arguments taken from the NULL terminated array ARGV.  If no

    arguments are required ARGV may be given as NULL.  In the latter

    case or if argv[0] is the empty string, GPGME uses the basename

    of FILE for argv[0].  The file descriptors stdin, stdout, and

    stderr are connected to the data objects DATAIN, DATAOUT, and

    DATAERR.  If NULL is passed for one of these data objects the

    corresponding
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 file descriptor is connected to /dev/null.

 

    The value in FLAGS is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple

    of the following bit values:

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new

         console for the program.  This is useful for a GUI application

         which needs to call a command line helper tool.

 

    GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

         SINCE: 1.5.0

 

         Under Windows this flag allows the called program to put

         itself into the foreground.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *FILE, const char *ARGV[], gpgme_data_t DATAIN,

         gpgme_data_t DATAOUT, gpgme_data_t DATAERR,

         unsigned int FLAGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.5.0

 

    This is the asynchronous variant of gpgme_op_spawn.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Using the Assuan protocol,  Next: Checking for updates,  Prev: Running other Programs,

Up: Miscellaneous

 

7.7.2

 Using the Assuan protocol

-------------------------------

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.  By

default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected to

arbitrary servers by using gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, passing the

location of the servers socket as FILE_NAME argument, and an empty

string as HOME_DIR argument.

 

  The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to

transfer data:

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0
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    This callback receives any data sent by the server.  OPAQUE is the

    pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, DATA of length

    DATALEN refers to the data sent.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *NAME, const char *ARGS, gpgme_data_t *R_DATA)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan

 

    server.  OPAQUE is the pointer passed to

    gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, NAME and ARGS specify what kind

    of data the server requested, and R_DATA is used to return the

    actual data.

 

    Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in GPGME.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE,

         const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.  OPAQUE

    is the pointer passed to gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, STATUS

    and ARGS denote the status update sent.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE)

 

    SINCE: 1.2.0

 

    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  Any

     callback may be NULL.  The result of the operation may be

    retrieved using gpgme_wait_ext.

 

    Asynchronous variant.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, const char *COMMAND,

         gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t DATA_CB, void * DATA_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t INQUIRE_CB, void * INQUIRE_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t STATUS_CB, void * STATUS_CB_VALUE,

         gpgme_error_t *OP_ERR)
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    Send the Assuan COMMAND and return results via the callbacks.  The

    result of the operation is returned in OP_ERR.

 

    Synchronous variant.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Checking for updates,  Prev: Using the Assuan protocol,  Up: Miscellaneous

 

7.7.3 How to check for software updates

---------------------------------------

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG. GPGME can be used to access this

online database and check whether a new version of

 a software package is

available.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

    gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  After success full call to that

    function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

    gpgme_op_query_swdb_result.  The structure contains the following

    member:

 

    name

         This is the name of the package.

 

    iversion

         The currently installed version or an empty string.  This

         value is either a copy of the argument given to

         gpgme_op_query_swdb or the version of the installed software

         as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

    created

         This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers

         has originally be created by the GnuPG project.

 

    retrieved

         This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

    warning

         If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of

         the

 information in this structure are not properly set.  For

         example if the version number of the installed software could
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         not be figured out, the update flag may not reflect a

         required update status.

 

    update

         If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

    urgent

         If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

    noinfo

         If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

    unknown

         If this flag is set the given name is not known.

 

    tooold

         If this flag is set the available information is not fresh

         enough.

 

    error

         If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

    version

         The version string of the latest released version.

 

    reldate

         The release date of the latest released version.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         const char *NAME, const char *IVERSION, gpgme_data_t RESERVED)

 

     SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    Query the software version database for software package NAME and

    check against the installed version given by IVERSION.  If IVERSION

    is given as NULL a check is only done if GPGME can figure out the

    version by itself (for example when using "gpgme" or "gnupg").  If

    NULL is used for NAME the current gpgme version is checked.

    RESERVED must be set to 0.

 

-- Function: gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result

         (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

 

    SINCE: 1.8.0

 

    The function gpgme_op_query_swdb_result returns a

    gpgme_query_swdb_result_t pointer to a structure holding the

    result of a gpgme_op_query_swdb operation.  The pointer is only
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    valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

    gpgme_op_query_swdb.  If that call failed, the result might be a

    NULL pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

    operation is started on the context CTX.

 

Here is an example on

 how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

    #include <gpgme.h>

 

    int

    main (void)

    {

      gpg_error_t err;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;

 

      gpgme_check_version (NULL);

      err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (err)

        fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

      else

        {

          gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

          err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

          if (err)

            fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

          else

            {

              result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

              if (!result)

                fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

              if (!result->warning && !result->update)

                printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                        result->iversion);

              else if (!result->warning && result->update)

       

         printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                        result->iversion, result->version);

              else

                fprintf (stderr, "error finding the update status\n");

            }

          gpgme_release (ctx);

        }

      return 0;

    }
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: Run Control,  Prev: Miscellaneous,  Up: Contexts

 

7.8 Run Control

===============

 

GPGME supports running operations synchronously and asynchronously.  You

can use asynchronous operation to set up a context up to initiating the

desired operation, but delay performing it to a later point.

 

  Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when GPGME runs.  This ensures that GPGME only runs when necessary and

also prevents it from blocking for a long time.

 

* Menu:

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to

 end pending operations prematurely.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Waiting For Completion,  Next: Using External Event Loops,  Up: Run Control

 

7.8.1 Waiting For Completion

----------------------------

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_error_t *STATUS, int HANG)

    The function gpgme_wait continues the pending operation within

    the context CTX.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

    between GPGME and the crypto backend and watches over the run time

    status of the backend process.

 

    If HANG is true, the function does not return until the operation

    is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not block

    for a long time.

 

    The error status of the finished operation is returned in STATUS if

    gpgme_wait does not return NULL.

 

    The CTX argument can be NULL.  In that case, gpgme_wait waits

    for any context to complete its operation.

 

    gpgme_wait can be used only in conjunction with any context

 that

    has a pending operation initiated with one of the

    gpgme_op_*_start functions except gpgme_op_keylist_start and
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    gpgme_op_trustlist_start (for which you should use the

    corresponding gpgme_op_*_next functions).  If CTX is NULL, all

    of such contexts are waited upon and possibly returned.

    Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key and

    trust item list operations, do not affect gpgme_wait.

 

    In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

    gpgme_wait at any time, regardless of whether CTX is specified or

    not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

    synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start

    asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

    The function returns the CTX of the context which has finished the

    operation.  If HANG is false, and the timeout expires, NULL is

    returned and *status will be set to 0.  If an error occurs,

    NULL

 is returned and the error is returned in *status.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Using External Event Loops,  Next: Cancellation,  Prev: Waiting For Completion,  Up:

Run Control

 

7.8.2 Using External Event Loops

--------------------------------

 

GPGME hides the complexity of the communication between the library and

the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that the calling

thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data returned by the

crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in particular if they are

interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.  OTOH, if gpgme_wait is

used without the HANG option being enabled, it might be called

unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that could be used otherwise.

 

  The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  GPGME will provide the user with

the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the callback

functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is ready for

reading

 or writing.  It is then the users responsibility to decide when

to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the callback functions.

Usually this is done in an event loop, that also checks for events in

other parts of the program.  If the callback functions are only called

when the file descriptors are ready, GPGME will never block.  This gives

the user more control over the program flow, and allows to perform other

tasks when GPGME would block otherwise.

 

  By using this advanced mechanism, GPGME can be integrated smoothly

into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded programs.
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* Menu:

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use GPGME with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use GPGME with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use

 GPGME with Qt.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: I/O Callback Interface,  Next: Registering I/O Callbacks,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.1 I/O Callback Interface

..............................

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD)

    The gpgme_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which GPGME wants

    to register as I/O callback handlers using the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t functions provided by the user.

 

    DATA and FD are provided by GPGME when the I/O callback handler is

    registered, and should be passed through to the handler when it is

    invoked by the user because it noticed activity on the file

    descriptor FD.

 

    The callback handler always returns 0, but you should consider

    the return value to be reserved for later use.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA,

         int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void *FNC_DATA,

         void **TAG)

    The gpgme_register_io_cb_t type is the type of

 functions which

    can be called by GPGME to register an I/O callback function FNC for

    the file descriptor FD with the user.  FNC_DATA should be passed as

    the first argument to FNC when the handler is invoked (the second

    argument should be FD).  If DIR is 0, FNC should be called by the

    user when FD is ready for writing.  If DIR is 1, FNC should be

    called when FD is ready for reading.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be

    passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

    For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

    which the file descriptor should be added.
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    GPGME will call this function when a crypto operation is initiated

    in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback handler

    functions with gpgme_set_io_cbs.  It can also call this function

    when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file

 descriptor

    associated to this context.

 

    The user should return a unique handle in TAG identifying this I/O

    callback registration, which will be passed to the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t function without interpretation when the

    file descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

 

-- Data type: void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG)

    The gpgme_remove_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback handler that was

    registered before.  TAG is the handle that was returned by the

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t for this I/O callback.

 

    GPGME can call this function when a crypto operation is in an I/O

    callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

    destroyed while an operation is pending.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_event_io_t

    The gpgme_event_io_t type specifies the type of an event that is

    reported to the user by GPGME as a consequence of an I/O operation.

    The following events

 are defined:

 

    GPGME_EVENT_START

         The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to

         run the registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that

         registered I/O callback handlers must not be run before this

         event is signalled.  TYPE_DATA is NULL and reserved for

         later use.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE

         The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this

         operation was removed.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA points to a

         struct gpgme_io_event_done_data variable that contains the

         status of the operation that finished.  This event is

         signalled after the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

    GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

         In a gpgme_op_keylist_start operation, the next key was

         received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying TYPE_DATA

         is a gpgme_key_t variable that contains the key with one

         reference for the user.
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-- Data type: void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t)

 (void *DATA,

         gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA)

    The gpgme_event_io_cb_t type is the type of functions which can

    be called by GPGME to signal an event for an operation running in a

    context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

    DATA was provided by the user when registering the

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t function with GPGME and will always be passed

    as the first argument when registering a callback function.  For

    example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

    this event has occurred.

 

    TYPE will specify the type of event that has occurred.  TYPE_DATA

    specifies the event further, as described in the above list of

    possible gpgme_event_io_t types.

 

    GPGME can call this function in an I/O callback handler.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Registering I/O Callbacks,  Next: I/O Callback Example,  Prev: I/O Callback Interface,

Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.2 Registering I/O Callbacks

.................................

 

 -- Data type: struct gpgme_io_cbs

    This structure is used to store the I/O callback interface

    functions described in the previous section.  It has the following

    members:

 

    gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

         This is the function called by GPGME to register an I/O

         callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

    void *add_priv

         This is passed as the first argument to the add function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should

         be added.

 

    gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

         This is the function called by GPGME to remove an I/O callback

         handler.  It must be specified.

 

    gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

         This is the function called by GPGME to signal an event for an

         operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start
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         event must be processed.

 

    void *event_priv

          This is passed as the first argument to the event function

         when it is called by GPGME.  For example, it can be used to

         determine the context in which the event has occurred.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_set_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_set_io_cbs enables the I/O callback interface

    for the context CTX.  The I/O callback functions are specified by

    IO_CBS.

 

    If IO_CBS->add is NULL, the I/O callback interface is disabled

    for the context, and normal operation is restored.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_get_io_cbs (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         struct gpgme_io_cbs *IO_CBS)

    The function gpgme_get_io_cbs returns the I/O callback functions

    set with gpgme_set_io_cbs in IO_CBS.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: I/O Callback Example,  Next: I/O Callback Example GTK+,  Prev: Registering I/O

Callbacks,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.3 I/O Callback Example

............................

 

To

 actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by GPGME to register and unregister

file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually monitor these file

descriptors for activity and call the appropriate I/O callbacks.

 

  The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can run

concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized structure

because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto operation in

GPGME is not predictable.

 

    #include <assert.h>

    #include <errno.h>

    #include <stdlib.h>

    #include <pthread.h>

    #include <sys/types.h>

    #include <gpgme.h>
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    /* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

    struct op_result

    {

      int done;

      gpgme_error_t err;

    };

 

    /* The following structure holds the

 data associated with one I/O

    callback.  */

    struct one_fd

    {

      int fd;

      int dir;

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      void *loop;

    };

 

    struct event_loop

    {

      pthread_mutex_t lock;

    #define MAX_FDS 32

      /* Unused slots are marked with FD being -1.  */

      struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

    };

 

  The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

    gpgme_error_t

    add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

    	   void **r_tag)

    {

      struct event_loop *loop = data;

      struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

      int i;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        {

          if (fds[i].fd == -1)

    	{

    	  fds[i].fd = fd;

    	  fds[i].dir = dir;

    	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

    	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

    	  fds[i].loop = loop;

    	  break;
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    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

       if (i == MAX_FDS)

        return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

      *r_tag = &fds[i];

      return 0;

    }

 

    void

    remove_io_cb (void *tag)

    {

      struct one_fd *fd = tag;

      struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      fd->fd = -1;

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

    }

 

    void

    event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

    {

      struct op_result *result = data;

 

      /* We don't support list operations here.  */

      if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

        {

          result->done = 1;

          result->err = *type_data;

        }

    }

 

  The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

    int

    do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

    {

      fd_set rfds;

      fd_set wfds;

      int i, n;

      int any = 0;

      struct timeval tv;

      struct one_fd *fdlist

 = loop->fds;

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);
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      FD_ZERO (&rfds);

      FD_ZERO (&wfds);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

          FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

      tv.tv_sec = 0;

      tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

      do

        {

          n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

        }

      while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

      if (n < 0)

        return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

      pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

        {

          if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

    	{

    	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

    	    {

    	      assert (n);

    	      n--;

    	      any = 1;

                  /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                     so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

                  pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

     	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

                  pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

    	    }

    	}

        }

      pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

      return any;

    }

 

    void

    wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

    {

      int ret;

 

      do

        {
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          ret = do_select (loop);

        }

      while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

    }

 

  The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

    int

    main (int argc, char *argv[])

    {

      struct event_loop loop;

      struct op_result result;

      gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

      gpgme_error_t err;

      gpgme_data_t sig, text;

      int i;

      pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

      struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

      {

        add_io_cb,

        &loop,

        remove_io_cb,

        event_io_cb,

        &result

      };

 

      init_gpgme ();

 

      /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

      /* The mutex must be

 recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

         lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

      pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

      pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);

      pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

      for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

        loop.fds[i].fd = -1;

 

      /* Initialize the result structure.  */

      result.done = 0;

 

      err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

      if (!err)

        err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

      if (!err)
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        err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

      if (!err)

        {

           gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

           err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

        }

      if (err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

          exit (1);

        }

 

      wait_for_op (&loop,

 &result);

      if (!result.done)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

          exit (1);

        }

      if (!result.err)

        {

          fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

                   gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

          exit (1);

        }

      /* Evaluate verify result.  */

      ...

      return 0;

    }
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Example,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.4 I/O Callback Example GTK+

.................................

 

The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate GPGME with the GTK+

event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GTK+ specific

 setup.

 

    #include <gtk/gtk.h>
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    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      guint input_handler_id

    };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                       ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                       : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                                    my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                                   0, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;

    }
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Example GTK+,  Up: Using External Event Loops

 

7.8.2.5 I/O Callback Example GDK

................................

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

GDK event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is
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unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any GDK specific setup.

 

  It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

    #include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

    struct my_gpgme_io_cb

    {

      gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

      void *fnc_data;

      gint tag;

 

   };

 

    void

    my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

      gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

    }

 

    void

    my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                                   void *fnc_data, void **tag)

    {

      struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

      iocb->fnc = fnc;

      iocb->data = fnc_data;

      iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                      my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

      *tag = iocb;

      return 0;

    }

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: I/O Callback Example Qt,  Prev: I/O Callback Example GDK,  Up: Using External Event

Loops

 

7.8.2.6 I/O Callback Example Qt

...............................
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The

 I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate GPGME with the

Qt event loop.  The following code snippets show how this can be done

using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback functions.  In

this example, the private data of the register I/O callback function is

unused.  The event notifications is missing because it does not require

any Qt specific setup.

 

    #include <qsocketnotifier.h>

    #include <qapplication.h>

 

    struct IOCB {

      IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

        : func( f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) {}

      GpgmeIOCb func;

      void * data;

      QSocketNotifier * notifier;

    }

 

    class MyApp : public QApplication {

 

      // ...

 

      static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                           GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                           void ** tag ) {

        QSocketNotifier * n =

          new QSocketNotifier(

 fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                       : QSocketNotifier::Write );

        connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

                 qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

        qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

        *tag = (void*)n;

      }

 

      static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) {

        if ( !tag ) return;

        QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );

        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier == n ) {

            delete it->notifier;

            qApp->mIOCBs.erase( it );

            return;

          }

      }
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    public slots:

      void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) {

        for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

              it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

          if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

            (*(it->func))

 ( it->func_data, fd );

      }

 

      // ...

 

    private:

      QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

      // ...

    };

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Cancellation,  Prev: Using External Event Loops,  Up: Run Control

 

7.8.3 Cancellation

------------------

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.  GPGME

provides two different functions to achieve that.  The function

gpgme_cancel takes effect immediately.  When it returns, the operation

is effectively canceled.  However, it has some limitations and can not

be used with synchronous operations.  In contrast, the function

gpgme_cancel_async can be used with any context and from any thread,

but it is not guaranteed to take effect immediately.  Instead,

cancellation occurs at the next possible time (typically the next time

I/O occurs in the target context).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 0.4.5

 

    The function gpgme_cancel attempts to cancel a pending operation

    in the context

 CTX.  This only works if you use the global event

    loop or your own event loop.

 

    If you use the global event loop, you must not call gpgme_wait

    during cancellation.  After successful cancellation, you can call

    gpgme_wait (optionally waiting on CTX), and the context CTX will

    appear as if it had finished with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL.

 

    If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

    callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the
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    event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O

    callbacks for this context will be unregistered, and a

    GPGME_EVENT_DONE event with the error code GPG_ERR_CANCEL will

    be signalled.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).

 

-- Function: gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (gpgme_ctx_t CTX)

    SINCE: 1.1.7

 

    The function gpgme_cancel_async attempts to cancel a pending

    operation

 in the context CTX.  This can be called by any thread at

    any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

    take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the

    next time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

    The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in

    this case the state of CTX is not modified).

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Protocol,  Next: Debugging,  Prev: Contexts,  Up: Top

 

Appendix A The GnuPG UI Server Protocol

***************************************

 

This section specifies the protocol used between clients and a User

Interface Server (UI server).  This protocol helps to build a system

where all cryptographic operations are done by a server and the server

is responsible for all dialogs.  Although GPGME has no direct support

for this protocol it is believed that servers will utilize the GPGME

library; thus having the specification included in this manual is an

appropriate choice.  This protocol

 should be referenced as The GnuPG UI

Server Protocol.

 

A server needs to implement these commands:(1)

 

* Menu:

 

* UI Server Encrypt::                Encrypt a message.

* UI Server Sign::                   Sign a message.

* UI Server Decrypt::                Decrypt a message.

* UI Server Verify::                 Verify a message.

* UI Server Set Input Files::        Specifying the input files to operate on.

* UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files::     Encrypting and signing files.

* UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files::   Decrypting and verifying files.
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* UI Server Import/Export Keys::     Managing certificates.

* UI Server Checksum Files::         Create and verify checksums for files.

* Miscellaneous UI Server Commands::   Commands not related to a specific operation.

 

  ---------- Footnotes ----------

 

  (1) In all examples we assume that the connection has already been

established; see the Assuan manual for details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Encrypt,  Next: UI Server Sign,  Up:

 UI Server Protocol

 

A.1 UI Server: Encrypt a Message

================================

 

Before encryption can be done the recipients must be set using the

command:

 

-- Command: RECIPIENT STRING

 

    Set the recipient for the encryption.  STRING is an RFC-2822

    recipient name ("mailbox" as per section 3.4).  This command may or

    may not check the recipient for validity right away; if it does not

    all recipients are expected to be checked at the time of the

    ENCRYPT command.  All RECIPIENT commands are cumulative until a

    successful ENCRYPT command or until a RESET command.  Linefeeds

    are obviously not allowed in STRING and should be folded into

    spaces (which are equivalent).

 

To tell the server the source and destination of the data, the next two

commands are to be used:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be encrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.

 

    GpgOL is a Windows only program,

 thus N is not a libc file

    descriptor but a regular system handle.  Given that the Assuan

    connection works over a socket, it is not possible to use regular

    inheritance to make the file descriptor available to the server.

    Thus DuplicateHandle needs to be used to duplicate a handle to

    the server process.  This is the reason that the server needs to

    implement the GETINFO pid command.  Sending this command a second

    time replaces the file descriptor set by the last one.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]
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    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output (i.e.  the

    encrypted message) to N.  If the option --binary is given the

    output shall be in binary format; if not given, the output for

    OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64 encoded.  For

    details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT command.

 

The setting of the recipients, the data source and destination may

happen in any order, even intermixed.  If this has been

 done the actual

encryption operation is called using:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT --protocol=NAME

 

    This command reads the plaintext from the file descriptor set by

    the INPUT command, encrypts it and writes the ciphertext to the

    file descriptor set by the OUTPUT command.  The server may (and

    should) overlap reading and writing.  The recipients used for the

    encryption are all the recipients set so far.  If any recipient is

    not usable the server should take appropriate measures to notify

    the user about the problem and may cancel the operation by

    returning an error code.  The used file descriptors are void after

    this command; the recipient list is only cleared if the server

    returns success.

 

    Because GpgOL uses a streaming mode of operation the server is not

    allowed to auto select the protocol and must obey to the mandatory

    PROTOCOL parameter:

 

    OpenPGP

         Use the OpenPGP protocol (RFC-2440).

    CMS

         Use the CMS

 (PKCS#7) protocol (RFC-3852).

 

  To support automagically selection of the protocol depending on the

selected keys, the server MAY implement the command:

 

-- Command: PREP_ENCRYPT [--protocol=NAME] [--expect-sign]

 

    This commands considers all recipients set so far and decides

    whether it is able to take input and start the actual encryption.

    This is kind of a dry-run ENCRYPT without requiring or using the

    input and output file descriptors.  The server shall cache the

    result of any user selection to avoid asking this again when the

    actual ENCRYPT command is send.  The --protocol option is

    optional; if it is not given, the server should allow the user to

    select the protocol to be used based on the recipients given or by

    any other means.
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    If --expect-sign is given the server should expect that the

    message will also be signed and use this hint to present a unified

    recipient and signer selection dialog if possible and desired. 

 A

    selected signer should then be cached for the expected SIGN command

    (which is expected in the same session but possible on another

    connection).

 

    If this command is given again before a successful ENCRYPT

    command, the second one takes effect.

 

    Before sending the OK response the server shall tell the client the

    protocol to be used (either the one given by the argument or the

    one selected by the user) by means of a status line:

 

-- Status line: PROTOCOL NAME

    Advise the client to use the protocol NAME for the ENCRYPT

    command.  The valid protocol names are listed under the description

    of the ENCRYPT command.  The server shall emit exactly one

    PROTOCOL status line.

 

Here is an example of a complete encryption sequence; client lines are

indicated by a C:, server responses by C::

 

        C: RESET

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT foo@example.net

        S: OK

        C: RECIPIENT bar@example.com

        S: OK

        C: PREP_ENCRYPT

         S: S PROTOCOL OpenPGP

        S: OK

        C: INPUT FD=17

        S: OK

        C: OUTPUT FD=18

        S: OK

        C: ENCRYPT

        S: OK

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Sign,  Next: UI Server Decrypt,  Prev: UI Server Encrypt,  Up: UI Server

Protocol

 

A.2 UI Server: Sign a Message

=============================
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The server needs to implement opaque signing as well as detached

signing.  Due to the nature of OpenPGP messages it is always required to

send the entire message to the server; sending just the hash is not

possible.  The following two commands are required to set the input and

output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be signed to N.  The

    message send to the server is binary encoded.  For details on the

    file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N [--binary]

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output

 is

    either the complete signed message or in case of a detached

    signature just that detached signature.  If the option --binary

    is given the output shall be in binary format; if not given, the

    output for OpenPGP needs to be ASCII armored and for CMS Base-64

    encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the INPUT

    command.

 

To allow the server the selection of a non-default signing key the

client may optionally use the SENDER command, see *note command

SENDER::.

 

The signing operation is then initiated by:

 

-- Command: SIGN --protocol=NAME [--detached]

    Sign the data set with the INPUT command and write it to the sink

    set by OUTPUT. NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.

    For a description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT

    command.  With option --detached given, a detached signature is

    created; this is actually the usual way the command is used.

 

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before

 the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: MICALG STRING

    The STRING represents the hash algorithm used to create the

    signature.  It is used with RFC-1847 style signature messages and

    defined by PGP/MIME (RFC-3156) and S/MIME (RFC-3851).  The GPGME

    library has a supporting function gpgme_hash_algo_name to return

    the algorithm name as a string.  This string needs to be lowercased

    and for OpenPGP prefixed with "pgp-".

-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----
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lQOYBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAEAB/wLJ0gyMjs2fFfT83wM

5Lzz2yQIwV4t3bblBAujdHTqeN5Zmsm/oakFyjSokULK96Kv0R4ej9eoIgMFvxFk

HRkrggxTrbsNJ7I6QcKYHTPeIIj318ykNL6fj0WJUcdPIENukXl5jbqNyk3/4D2y

TTDySyq6jHTgvMH4K4KJUSpglvSJPntTk9RhuFGHAF+sNR9atygDYctAaERMRtSg

LCoSt/AoX5GRMlQjXT9oqQjwSQoZyF4s8HMC8wdTFIE/E0L4IVdHVp8sz2UszNtT

W/evmCA+KVruKjRH/Fhrq4hHkEamW28+j4L6uAyagONP7BONs+S5Oo2zTT9+tV2R

ILTZBADdgLuAgF6C5Lu9jCF6DfFgaT/uafMyQNkEGNlxOHMWHTgLHe475V2eG9gA

amd4yXKyEFKU1PWnvlGuicQSGdzVcwmq61msvXgYD0FK3LP3yWzKnE4X1tzrC9Vp

/uHJxKjewCuyt1f5in919v+T8TbUxBYKC0zX/qWtX+10cTx77QQA6leqhToJ95Yc

u4UBrKMEO+y2v8Svb3LG7yI5oY8tkw0EkJ/kpZ8xTAfZYCe6fXdvVE3PHg2lrxyc

Wv/EU3QY/qA3G82mbXYeJ2jNZaTNYo4MylMrt4Mx25x4ke7JlsE8SVrQ+4CrHkqp

OjSIa7fppLrQ78uW980AtN8NNQGrlTsD/A9aoA60Igxy1Q3K2uSyDCyjLknv57ym

ZSBD3/t7m0l6Q6gbdfhNGosT+Hd4y3actqEqzXZHW2VG4dKZ/wRNkxtSm9adU9vs

EHyzxjb6mKIH32zAG5TaFT20hC+NK6lsyHr9UE2ZrS6ma2sLxGW2O40hqNsdD+5m

NrqeBc2I/js1PMK0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9

uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8JnAAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIe

AQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGwFq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ6

4oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/V

ZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rNGkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eX

nZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k70DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd9

95uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6UunOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h

3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ1J8Nsv87SZeEnQOYBFrsKEkBCADj

oEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpd

whAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0pO7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUz

kzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1

bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jg

MyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyLUGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZ

oyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAEAB/4lN3gXOI4OuoOcsvHak4pebx61Mt0YP9cT

qZASIBqxok5x8E28pFh/tYfkYdqRCtdNYZOnxcEoUWh5j6nfwZkEnJ9P/T8GPNk7

pMKnKXmExi05b5uGHD8nU1rSbf/YkvAF0vpbxd4/RDxbbtQhbUwGzusSI+pBLM0w

5TreEB+vRGBc2gOvXXOtKLNEa7M9rH2EwbAkP3jOGGwgk6adxbQdBcRxq4merqhL

YrVz73bCj8TDc0fsNJyIaZZJ++ejfBFYavsF1pvx9z7FNFi8rSXoiB3SBtaWGfhr

bwNaMZrDc7TRIq/fgGaL6g//bzcWrr1YaHXZ10Bgx6UymDOlYkCpBADm0Hv46sPw

07SO8+IACcaQliOto1pndOPwTimCeo58/7rf8I2a5uuJloGrnPwAX65bKDnUALp6

X3lnXRNMhnB3Uewx4i00LQmjsxhJfQiGLpMv0j58tn64s7GqQzGVV1JKcQm992RV

jFOydyjZ+K4LGWEOITG/bZrMEVNGCM+OnQQA/Haz8xN0NFSlq7tyfFc0pkx/TiCX

xGfBqbO0wU2b5GMnZbY/06HENpidIzpa231VQaw5/nPTvfhlLKW1iGAkc148cX1q

lL9w2ksXuaHR3LXud2VcfVTIdxU/7h7u1dD/85+c0+7jlGObD9cXKxlM6OjpIJz1

l5/1h3C5S0TuxHkEAL/3BGihkhNfv1Xx0rWu0/732usX/nE/A9C26hGu41FUf3fp

0ilonKpKZUEwWt5hWSEFCSrznNVekiO0rxvuu3RVegvzThPNU4Pf4JZtJpRVhvUQ

d9ulxJw7V9rs75uNBatTNC0kXuGoXhehw4Bn93xa67gYGd3LfrH+oT0GCDpTSHCJ

ATwEGAEIACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAK

CRAjAWNe7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ
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5F32NDJ9PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7

Jq3e/4Iy0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02L

kr+2Cc/Qk6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe

23nntMSDA+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t

9Mmd7bM1+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=hkUm

-----END

 PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

from __future__ import absolute_import

 

import cython

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

if cython.compiled is True:

   cc = "Powered by Cython compiled C code."

else:

   cc = "Powered by Python."

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

 {2}

""".format(secnum, pubnum, cc))

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.
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INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

Indirect:

gpgme.info-1: 1688

gpgme.info-2: 301751

 

Tag Table:

(Indirect)

Node: Top1688

Node: Introduction9067

Node: Getting Started9857

Node: Features11318

Node: Overview12630

Node: Preparation13739

Node: Header14736

Node: Building the Source15483

Node: Largefile Support (LFS)17627

Node: Using Automake23043

Node: Using Libtool25596

Node: Library Version

 Check25958

Node: Signal Handling32018

Node: Multi-Threading33288

Ref: Multi-Threading-Footnote-134704

Node: Protocols and Engines35127
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Node: Engine Version Check37878

Node: Engine Information40401

Node: Engine Configuration44261

Node: OpenPGP45565

Node: Cryptographic Message Syntax45905

Node: Assuan46218

Node: Algorithms46592

Ref: Algorithms-Footnote-147071

Node: Public Key Algorithms47199

Node: Hash Algorithms49801

Node: Error Handling51015

Node: Error Values52889

Node: Error Sources58092

Node: Error Codes60532

Node: Error Strings65325

Node: Exchanging Data67132

Node: Creating Data Buffers69017

Node: Memory Based Data Buffers69533

Node: File Based Data Buffers72966

Node: Callback Based Data Buffers76079

Node: Destroying Data Buffers80270

Node: Manipulating Data Buffers81777

Node: Data Buffer I/O Operations82269

Node: Data Buffer Meta-Data84642

Node: Data Buffer Convenience89161

Node: Contexts91381

Node: Creating Contexts92500

Node: Destroying Contexts93347

Node: Result Management93686

Node:

 Context Attributes95267

Node: Protocol Selection96434

Node: Crypto Engine97480

Node: Setting the Sender99369

Node: ASCII Armor100882

Node: Text Mode101511

Node: Offline Mode102445

Node: Pinentry Mode103943

Node: Included Certificates105837

Node: Key Listing Mode107283

Node: Passphrase Callback112407

Node: Progress Meter Callback115969

Node: Status Message Callback117954

Node: Context Flags119719

Node: Locale126330

Node: Additional Logs127922

Node: Key Management130120

Node: Key objects131344
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Node: Listing Keys145918

Node: Information About Keys154571

Node: Manipulating Keys155879

Node: Generating Keys158777

Node: Signing Keys177097

Node: Exporting Keys182611

Node: Importing Keys189891

Ref: Importing Keys-Footnote-1197294

Node: Deleting Keys197422

Node: Changing Passphrases199702

Node: Changing TOFU Data201029

Node: Advanced Key Editing203137

Node: Crypto Operations205870

Node: Decrypt207127

Node: Verify214407

Node: Decrypt and Verify227500

Node: Sign230355

Node: Selecting Signers230919

Node:

 Creating a Signature232325

Node: Signature Notation Data237095

Node: Encrypt239380

Node: Encrypting a Plaintext239736

Node: Miscellaneous254148

Node: Running other Programs254560

Node: Using the Assuan protocol256723

Node: Checking for updates259521

Node: Run Control264338

Node: Waiting For Completion265082

Node: Using External Event Loops267207

Node: I/O Callback Interface269179

Node: Registering I/O Callbacks274107

Node: I/O Callback Example276146

Node: I/O Callback Example GTK+282771

Node: I/O Callback Example GDK284560

Node: I/O Callback Example Qt286202

Node: Cancellation288490

Node: UI Server Protocol290798

Ref: UI Server Protocol-Footnote-1292233

Node: UI Server Encrypt292352

Node: UI Server Sign297710

Node: UI Server Decrypt301751

Node: UI Server Verify303406

Node: UI Server Set Input Files306978

Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files308048

Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files309856

Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys311732

Node: UI Server Checksum Files312794
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Node:

 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands315012

Ref: command SENDER316943

Node: Debugging318645

Node: Deprecated Functions320394

Node: Library Copying343403

Node: Copying371623

Node: Concept Index409373

Node: Function and Data Index424085

 

End Tag Table

 

 

Local Variables:

coding: utf-8

End:

000
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Level Certification Authority of the German Research

Network (Deutsches Forschungsnetz, DFN).
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accordance with the DFN World Wide Web Policy, v1.00!	`HBcgi/check-rev.cgi?0
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\input texinfo                   @c -*- mode: texinfo; coding: utf-8; -*-

@documentencoding UTF-8

@setfilename gpgme.info

@include defs.inc

@settitle The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual
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@dircategory GNU Libraries

@direntry

* @acronym{GPGME}: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

@end direntry

 

@c Unify some of the indices.

@syncodeindex tp fn

@syncodeindex pg fn

 

@copying

Copyright @copyright{} 2002--2008, 2010, 2012--2018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

@quotation

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version. The text of the license can be found in the

section entitled ``Copying''.

@end quotation

 

This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU

General Public License for more details.

@end copying

 

@c Macros used by the description of the UI server protocol

@macro clnt{string}

 @sc{c:} \string\

@end macro

@macro srvr{string}

 @sc{s:} \string\

@end macro

 

@c API version.

@macro since{string}

 @sc{Since:} \string\

@end macro

 

 

@c

@c  T I T L E  P A G E

@c

@ifinfo

This file documents the @acronym{GPGME} library.
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This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version

@value{VERSION}.

 

@c NOTE: Don't forget to update the year for the TeX version, too.

@insertcopying

 

@end ifinfo

 

@c We do not want that bastard short titlepage.

@c @iftex

@c @shorttitlepage The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual

@c @end iftex

@titlepage

@center @titlefont{The `GnuPG Made Easy'}

@sp 1

@center @titlefont{Reference Manual}

@sp 6

@center Edition @value{EDITION}

@sp 1

@center last updated @value{UPDATED}

@sp 1

@center for version @value{VERSION}

@page

@vskip 0pt plus 1filll

Published

 by The GnuPG Project@* c/o g10 Code GmbH@* Httenstr. 61@* 40699 Erkrath, Germany

 

@insertcopying

@end titlepage

@page

 

@summarycontents

@contents

 

@ifnottex

@node Top

@top Main Menu

This is Edition @value{EDITION}, last updated @value{UPDATED}, of

@cite{The `GnuPG Made Easy' Reference Manual}, for Version

@value{VERSION} of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end ifnottex

 

@menu

* Introduction::                  How to use this manual.

* Preparation::                   What you should do before using the library.

* Protocols and Engines::         Supported crypto protocols.

* Algorithms::                    Supported algorithms.
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* Error Handling::                Error numbers and their meanings.

* Exchanging Data::               Passing data to and from @acronym{GPGME}.

* Contexts::                      Handling @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

 

Appendices

 

* UI Server Protocol::            The GnuPG UI Server Protocol.

* Debugging::                     How to solve problems.

* Deprecated

 Functions::          Documentation of deprecated functions.

 

* Library Copying::               The GNU Lesser General Public License says

                                 how you can copy and share `GnuPG Made Easy'.

* Copying::                       The GNU General Public License says how you

                                 can copy and share this manual.

 

Indices

 

* Concept Index::                 Index of concepts and programs.

* Function and Data Index::       Index of functions, variables and data types.

 

@detailmenu

--- The Detailed Node Listing ---

 

Introduction

 

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

Preparation

 

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS):: 

      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::               How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

 

Protocols and Engines

 

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.

* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.
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* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

 

Algorithms

 

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

 

Error Handling

 

* Error Values::                  The error

 value and what it means.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

 

Exchanging Data

 

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

 

Creating Data Buffers

 

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

 

Manipulating Data Buffers

 

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.

* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

 

Contexts

 

* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

*

 Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations.

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

 

Context Attributes

 

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.
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* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::

              Selecting key listing mode.

* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

 

Key Management

 

* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of

 a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

 

Crypto Operations

 

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::                        Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

 

Sign

 

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

 

Encrypt

 

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

 

Miscellaneous
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* Running other Programs::        Running other Programs.

* Using the Assuan protocol::     Using the Assuan protocol.

* Checking for updates::          How to check for software updates.

 

Run Control

 

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting

 until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

 

Using External Event Loops

 

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to integrate @acronym{GPGME} in Qt.

 

@end detailmenu

@end menu

 

@node Introduction

@chapter Introduction

 

`GnuPG Made Easy' (@acronym{GPGME}) is a C language library that

allows to add support for cryptography to a program.  It is designed

to make access to public key crypto engines like GnuPG or GpgSM easier

for applications.  @acronym{GPGME} provides a high-level crypto API

for

 encryption, decryption, signing, signature verification and key

management.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses GnuPG and GpgSM as its backends to support

OpenPGP and the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS).

 

@menu

* Getting Started::               Purpose of the manual, and how to use it.

* Features::                      Reasons to install and use @acronym{GPGME}.

* Overview::                      Basic architecture of the @acronym{GPGME} library.

@end menu

 

 

@node Getting Started

@section Getting Started
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This manual documents the @acronym{GPGME} library programming

interface.  All functions and data types provided by the library are

explained.

 

The reader is assumed to possess basic knowledge about cryptography in

general, and public key cryptography in particular.  The underlying

cryptographic engines that are used by the library are not explained,

but where necessary, special features or requirements by an engine are

mentioned as far as they are relevant to @acronym{GPGME} or its users.

 

This manual

 can be used in several ways.  If read from the beginning

to the end, it gives a good introduction into the library and how it

can be used in an application.  Forward references are included where

necessary.  Later on, the manual can be used as a reference manual to

get just the information needed about any particular interface of the

library.  Experienced programmers might want to start looking at the

examples at the end of the manual, and then only read up those parts

of the interface which are unclear.

 

The documentation for the language bindings is currently not included

in this manual.  Those languages bindings follow the general

programming model of @acronym{GPGME} but may provide some extra high

level abstraction on top of the @acronym{GPGME} style API.  For now

please see the README files in the @file{lang/} directory of the

source distribution.

 

 

@node Features

@section Features

 

@acronym{GPGME} has a couple of advantages over other libraries doing

a similar job, and over

 implementing support for GnuPG or other crypto

engines into your application directly.

 

@table @asis

@item it's free software

Anybody can use, modify, and redistribute it under the terms of the GNU

Lesser General Public License (@pxref{Library Copying}).

 

@item it's flexible

@acronym{GPGME} provides transparent support for several cryptographic

protocols by different engines.  Currently, @acronym{GPGME} supports

the OpenPGP protocol using GnuPG as the backend, and the Cryptographic

Message Syntax using GpgSM as the backend.

 

@item it's easy
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@acronym{GPGME} hides the differences between the protocols and

engines from the programmer behind an easy-to-use interface.  This way

the programmer can focus on the other parts of the program, and still

integrate strong cryptography in his application.  Once support for

@acronym{GPGME} has been added to a program, it is easy to add support

for other crypto protocols once @acronym{GPGME} backends provide them.

 

@item it's language friendly

@acronym{GPGME}

 comes with languages bindings for several common

programming languages: Common Lisp, C++, Python 2, and Python 3.

@end table

 

@node Overview

@section Overview

 

@acronym{GPGME} provides a data abstraction that is used to pass data

to the crypto engine, and receive returned data from it.  Data can be

read from memory or from files, but it can also be provided by a

callback function.

 

The actual cryptographic operations are always set within a context.

A context provides configuration parameters that define the behaviour

of all operations performed within it.  Only one operation per context

is allowed at any time, but when one operation is finished, you can

run the next operation in the same context.  There can be more than

one context, and all can run different operations at the same time.

 

Furthermore, @acronym{GPGME} has rich key management facilities

including listing keys, querying their attributes, generating,

importing, exporting and deleting keys, and acquiring information

about

 the trust path.

 

With some precautions, @acronym{GPGME} can be used in a multi-threaded

environment, although it is not completely thread safe and thus needs

the support of the application.

 

 

@node Preparation

@chapter Preparation

 

To use @acronym{GPGME}, you have to perform some changes to your

sources and the build system.  The necessary changes are small and

explained in the following sections.  At the end of this chapter, it

is described how the library is initialized, and how the requirements

of the library are verified.
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@menu

* Header::                        What header file you need to include.

* Building the Source::           Compiler options to be used.

* Largefile Support (LFS)::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with LFS.

* Using Automake::                Compiler options to be used the easy way.

* Using Libtool::                 Avoiding compiler options entirely.

* Library Version Check::         Getting and verifying the library version.

* Signal Handling::    

           How @acronym{GPGME} affects signal handling.

* Multi-Threading::               How @acronym{GPGME} can be used in an MT environment.

@end menu

 

 

@node Header

@section Header

@cindex header file

@cindex include file

 

All interfaces (data types and functions) of the library are defined

in the header file `gpgme.h'.  You must include this in all programs

using the library, either directly or through some other header file,

like this:

 

@example

#include <gpgme.h>

@end example

 

The name space of @acronym{GPGME} is @code{gpgme_*} for function names

and data types and @code{GPGME_*} for other symbols.  Symbols internal

to @acronym{GPGME} take the form @code{_gpgme_*} and @code{_GPGME_*}.

 

Because @acronym{GPGME} makes use of the GPG Error library, using

@acronym{GPGME} will also use the @code{GPG_ERR_*} name space

directly, and the @code{gpg_err*}, @code{gpg_str*}, and @code{gpgrt_*}

name space indirectly.

 

 

@node Building the Source

@section Building the Source

@cindex compiler options

@cindex

 compiler flags

 

If you want to compile a source file including the `gpgme.h' header

file, you must make sure that the compiler can find it in the

directory hierarchy.  This is accomplished by adding the path to the

directory in which the header file is located to the compilers include

file search path (via the @option{-I} option).
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However, the path to the include file is determined at the time the

source is configured.  To solve this problem, gpgme ships with a small

helper program @command{gpgme-config} that knows about the path to the

include file and other configuration options.  The options that need

to be added to the compiler invocation at compile time are output by

the @option{--cflags} option to @command{gpgme-config}.  The following

example shows how it can be used at the command line:

 

@example

gcc -c foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags`

@end example

 

Adding the output of @samp{gpgme-config --cflags} to the compiler

command line will ensure that the compiler can find the

@acronym{GPGME}

 header file.

 

A similar problem occurs when linking the program with the library.

Again, the compiler has to find the library files.  For this to work,

the path to the library files has to be added to the library search

path (via the @option{-L} option).  For this, the option

@option{--libs} to @command{gpgme-config} can be used.  For

convenience, this option also outputs all other options that are

required to link the program with @acronym{GPGME} (in particular, the

@samp{-lgpgme} option).  The example shows how to link @file{foo.o}

with the @acronym{GPGME} library to a program @command{foo}.

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.o `gpgme-config --libs`

@end example

 

Of course you can also combine both examples to a single command by

specifying both options to @command{gpgme-config}:

 

@example

gcc -o foo foo.c `gpgme-config --cflags --libs`

@end example

 

If you need to detect the installed language bindings you can use list

them using:

 

@example

gpgme-config --print-lang

@end example

 

or
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 test for the availability using

 

@example

gpgme-config --have-lang=python && echo 'Bindings for Pythons available'

@end example

 

 

@node Largefile Support (LFS)

@section Largefile Support (LFS)

@cindex largefile support

@cindex LFS

 

@acronym{GPGME} is compiled with largefile support by default, if it

is available on the system.  This means that GPGME supports files

larger than two gigabyte in size, if the underlying operating system

can.  On some systems, largefile support is already the default.  On

such systems, nothing special is required.  However, some systems

provide only support for files up to two gigabyte in size by default.

Support for larger file sizes has to be specifically enabled.

 

To make a difficult situation even more complex, such systems provide

two different types of largefile support.  You can either get all

relevant functions replaced with alternatives that are largefile

capable, or you can get new functions and data types for largefile

support added.  Those

 new functions have the same name as their

smallfile counterparts, but with a suffix of 64.

 

An example: The data type @code{off_t} is 32 bit wide on GNU/Linux PC

systems.  To address offsets in large files, you can either enable

largefile support add-on.  Then a new data type @code{off64_t} is

provided, which is 64 bit wide.  Or you can replace the existing

@code{off_t} data type with its 64 bit wide counterpart.  All

occurrences of @code{off_t} are then automagically replaced.

 

As if matters were not complex enough, there are also two different

types of file descriptors in such systems.  This is important because

if file descriptors are exchanged between programs that use a

different maximum file size, certain errors must be produced on some

file descriptors to prevent subtle overflow bugs from occurring.

 

As you can see, supporting two different maximum file sizes at the

same time is not at all an easy task.  However, the maximum file size

does matter for @acronym{GPGME}, because

 some data types it uses in

its interfaces are affected by that.  For example, the @code{off_t}

data type is used in the @code{gpgme_data_seek} function, to match its

@acronym{POSIX} counterpart.  This affects the call-frame of the
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function, and thus the ABI of the library.  Furthermore, file

descriptors can be exchanged between GPGME and the application.

 

For you as the user of the library, this means that your program must

be compiled in the same file size mode as the library.  Luckily, there

is absolutely no valid reason for new programs to not enable largefile

support by default and just use that.  The compatibility modes (small

file sizes or dual mode) can be considered an historic artefact, only

useful to allow for a transitional period.

 

On POSIX platforms @acronym{GPGME} is compiled using largefile support

by default.  This means that your application must do the same, at

least as far as it is relevant for using the @file{gpgme.h} header

file.  All types in this header files refer

 to their largefile

counterparts, if they are different from any default types on the

system.

 

On 32 and 64 bit Windows platforms @code{off_t} is declared as 32 bit

signed integer.  There is no specific support for LFS in the C

library.  The recommendation from Microsoft is to use the native

interface (@code{CreateFile} et al.) for large files.  Released binary

versions of @acronym{GPGME} (libgpgme-11.dll) have always been build

with a 32 bit @code{off_t}.  To avoid an ABI break we stick to this

convention for 32 bit Windows by using @code{long} there.

@acronym{GPGME} versions for 64 bit Windows have never been released

and thus we are able to use @code{int64_t} instead of @code{off_t}

there.  For easier migration the typedef @code{gpgme_off_t} has been

defined.  The reason we cannot use @code{off_t} directly is that some

toolchains (e.g. mingw64) introduce a POSIX compatible hack for

@code{off_t}.  Some widely used toolkits make use of this hack and in

turn @acronym{GPGME} would need

 to use it also.  However, this would

introduce an ABI break and existing software making use of libgpgme

might suffer from a severe break.  Thus with version 1.4.2 we

redefined all functions using @code{off_t} to use @code{gpgme_off_t}

which is defined as explained above.  This way we keep the ABI well

defined and independent of any toolchain hacks.  The bottom line is

that LFS support in @acronym{GPGME} is only available on 64 bit

versions of Windows.

 

On POSIX platforms you can enable largefile support, if it is

different from the default on the system the application is compiled

on, by using the Autoconf macro @code{AC_SYS_LARGEFILE}.  If you do

this, then you don't need to worry about anything else: It will just

work.  In this case you might also want to use @code{AC_FUNC_FSEEKO}

to take advantage of some new interfaces, and @code{AC_TYPE_OFF_T}

(just in case).
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If you do not use Autoconf, you can define the preprocessor symbol

@code{_FILE_OFFSET_BITS} to 64 @emph{before} including

 any header

files, for example by specifying the option

@code{-D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64} on the compiler command line.  You will

also want to define the preprocessor symbol @code{LARGEFILE_SOURCE} to

1 in this case, to take advantage of some new interfaces.

 

If you do not want to do either of the above, you probably know enough

about the issue to invent your own solution.  Just keep in mind that

the @acronym{GPGME} header file expects that largefile support is

enabled, if it is available.  In particular, we do not support dual

mode (@code{_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE}).

 

 

@node Using Automake

@section Using Automake

@cindex automake

@cindex autoconf

 

It is much easier if you use GNU Automake instead of writing your own

Makefiles.  If you do that you do not have to worry about finding and

invoking the @command{gpgme-config} script at all.  @acronym{GPGME}

provides an extension to Automake that does all the work for you.

 

@c A simple macro for optional variables.

@macro ovar{varname}

@r{[}@var{\varname\}@r{]}

@end

 macro

@defmac AM_PATH_GPGME (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-if-not-

found})

@defmacx AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD (@ovar{minimum-version}, @ovar{action-if-found}, @ovar{action-

if-not-found})

Check whether @acronym{GPGME} (at least version @var{minimum-version},

if given) exists on the host system.  If it is found, execute

@var{action-if-found}, otherwise do @var{action-if-not-found}, if

given.

 

Additionally, the function defines @code{GPGME_CFLAGS} to the flags

needed for compilation of the program to find the @file{gpgme.h}

header file, and @code{GPGME_LIBS} to the linker flags needed to link

the program to the @acronym{GPGME} library.  If the used helper script

does not match the target type you are building for a warning is

printed and the string @code{libgcrypt} is appended to the variable

@code{gpg_config_script_warn}.
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@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH}

 checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with GNU Pth, and defines @code{GPGME_PTH_CFLAGS} and

@code{GPGME_PTH_LIBS}.

 

@code{AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD} checks for the version of @acronym{GPGME}

that can be used with the native pthread implementation, and defines

@code{GPGME_PTHREAD_CFLAGS} and @code{GPGME_PTHREAD_LIBS}. Since

version 1.8.0 this is no longer required to GPGME_PTHREAD as

@acronym{GPGME} itself is thread safe.

 

This macro searches for @command{gpgme-config} along the PATH.  If

you are cross-compiling, it is useful to set the environment variable

@code{SYSROOT} to the top directory of your target.  The macro will

then first look for the helper program in the @file{bin} directory

below that top directory.  An absolute directory name must be used for

@code{SYSROOT}.  Finally, if the configure command line option

@code{--with-gpgme-prefix} is used, only its value is used for the top

directory below which the helper script is expected.

 

@end defmac

 

You can

 use the defined Autoconf variables like this in your

@file{Makefile.am}:

 

@example

AM_CPPFLAGS = $(GPGME_CFLAGS)

LDADD = $(GPGME_LIBS)

@end example

 

 

@node Using Libtool

@section Using Libtool

@cindex libtool

 

The easiest way is to just use GNU Libtool.  If you use libtool, and

link to @code{libgpgme.la}, @code{libgpgme-pth.la} or

@code{libgpgme-pthread.la} respectively, everything will be done

automatically by Libtool.

 

 

@node Library Version Check

@section Library Version Check

@cindex version check, of the library

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_check_version (@w{const char *@var{required_version}})
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The function @code{gpgme_check_version} has four purposes.  It can be

used to retrieve the version number of the library.  In addition it

can verify that the version number is higher than a certain required

version number.  In either case, the function initializes some

sub-systems, and for this reason alone it must be invoked early in

your program, before you make use of the other functions

 in

@acronym{GPGME}.  The last purpose is to run selftests.

 

As a side effect for W32 based systems, the socket layer will get

initialized.

 

 

If @var{required_version} is @code{NULL}, the function returns a

pointer to a statically allocated string containing the version number

of the library.

 

If @var{required_version} is not @code{NULL}, it should point to a

string containing a version number, and the function checks that the

version of the library is at least as high as the version number

provided.  In this case, the function returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing the version number of the

library.  If @var{REQUIRED_VERSION} is not a valid version number, or

if the version requirement is not met, the function returns

@code{NULL}.

 

If you use a version of a library that is backwards compatible with

older releases, but contains additional interfaces which your program

uses, this function provides a run-time check if the necessary

features are provided by the

 installed version of the library.

 

If a selftest fails, the function may still succeed.  Selftest errors

are returned later when invoking @code{gpgme_new} or

@code{gpgme-data_new}, so that a detailed error code can be returned

(historically, @code{gpgme_check_version} does not return a detailed

error code).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_set_global_flag  @

           (@w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

On some systems it is not easy to set environment variables and thus

hard to use @acronym{GPGME}'s internal trace facility for debugging.
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This function has been introduced as an alternative way to enable

debugging and for a couple of other rarely used tweaks.  It is

important to assure that only one thread accesses @acronym{GPGME}

functions between a call to this function and after the return from

the call to @code{gpgme_check_version}.

 

All currently supported features require that this function is called

as early as possible

 --- even before @code{gpgme_check_version}.  The

features are identified by the following values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item debug

To enable debugging use the string ``debug'' for @var{name} and

@var{value} identical to the value used with the environment variable

@code{GPGME_DEBUG}.

 

@item disable-gpgconf

Using this feature with any @var{value} disables the detection of the

gpgconf program and thus forces GPGME to fallback into the simple

OpenPGP only mode.  It may be used to force the use of GnuPG-1 on

systems which have both GPG versions installed.  Note that in general

the use of @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} is a better way to select a

specific engine version.

 

@item gpgconf-name

@itemx gpg-name

Set the name of the gpgconf respective gpg binary.  The defaults are

@code{GNU/GnuPG/gpgconf} and @code{GNU/GnuPG/gpg}.  Under Unix the

leading directory part is ignored.  Under Windows the leading

directory part is used as the default installation directory; the

@code{.exe} suffix

 is added by GPGME.  Use forward slashed even under

Windows.

 

@item require-gnupg

Set the minimum version of the required GnuPG engine.  If that version

is not met, GPGME fails early instead of trying to use the existent

version.  The given version must be a string with major, minor, and

micro number.  Example: "2.1.0".

 

@item w32-inst-dir

On Windows GPGME needs to know its installation directory to find its

spawn helper.  This is in general no problem because a DLL has this

information.  Some applications however link statically to GPGME and

thus GPGME can only figure out the installation directory of this

application which may be wrong in certain cases.  By supplying an

installation directory as value to this flag, GPGME will assume that
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that directory is the installation directory.  This flag has no effect

on non-Windows platforms.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.  In contrast to other

functions the non-zero return value on failure does not convey any

error

 code.  For setting ``debug'' the only possible error cause is an

out of memory condition; which would exhibit itself later anyway.

Thus the return value may be ignored.

@end deftypefun

 

 

After initializing @acronym{GPGME}, you should set the locale

information to the locale required for your output terminal.  This

locale information is needed for example for the curses and Gtk

pinentry.  Here is an example of a complete initialization:

 

@example

#include <locale.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

void

init_gpgme (void)

@{

 /* Initialize the locale environment.  */

 setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_CTYPE, setlocale (LC_CTYPE, NULL));

#ifdef LC_MESSAGES

 gpgme_set_locale (NULL, LC_MESSAGES, setlocale (LC_MESSAGES, NULL));

#endif

@}

@end example

 

Note that you are highly recommended to initialize the locale settings

like this.  @acronym{GPGME} can not do this for you because it would

not be thread safe.  The conditional on LC_MESSAGES is only necessary

for

 portability to W32 systems.

 

 

@node Signal Handling

@section Signal Handling

@cindex signals

@cindex signal handling
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The @acronym{GPGME} library communicates with child processes (the

crypto engines).  If a child process dies unexpectedly, for example

due to a bug, or system problem, a @code{SIGPIPE} signal will be

delivered to the application.  The default action is to abort the

program.  To protect against this, @code{gpgme_check_version} sets the

@code{SIGPIPE} signal action to @code{SIG_IGN}, which means that the

signal will be ignored.

 

@acronym{GPGME} will only do that if the signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE} is @code{SIG_DEF} at the time

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called.  If it is something different,

@code{GPGME} will take no action.

 

This means that if your application does not install any signal

handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you don't need to take any precautions.

If you do install a signal handler for @code{SIGPIPE}, you must be

prepared to handle any @code{SIGPIPE}

 events that occur due to

@acronym{GPGME} writing to a defunct pipe.  Furthermore, if your

application is multi-threaded, and you install a signal action for

@code{SIGPIPE}, you must make sure you do this either before

@code{gpgme_check_version} is called or afterwards.

 

 

@node Multi-Threading

@section Multi-Threading

@cindex thread-safeness

@cindex multi-threading

 

The @acronym{GPGME} library is mostly thread-safe, and can be used

in a multi-threaded environment but there are some requirements

for multi-threaded use:

 

@itemize @bullet

@item

The function @code{gpgme_check_version} must be called before any

other function in the library, because it initializes the thread

support subsystem in @acronym{GPGME}.  To achieve this in

multi-threaded programs, you must synchronize the memory with respect

to other threads that also want to use @acronym{GPGME}.  For this, it

is sufficient to call @code{gpgme_check_version} before creating the

other threads using @acronym{GPGME}@footnote{At least

 this is true for

POSIX threads, as @code{pthread_create} is a function that

synchronizes memory with respects to other threads.  There are many

functions which have this property, a complete list can be found in

POSIX, IEEE Std 1003.1-2003, Base Definitions, Issue 6, in the

definition of the term ``Memory Synchronization''.  For other thread
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packages other, more relaxed or more strict rules may apply.}.

 

@item

Any @code{gpgme_data_t} and @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object must only be

accessed by one thread at a time.  If multiple threads want to deal

with the same object, the caller has to make sure that operations on

that object are fully synchronized.

 

@item

Only one thread at any time is allowed to call @code{gpgme_wait}.  If

multiple threads call this function, the caller must make sure that

all invocations are fully synchronized.  It is safe to start

asynchronous operations while a thread is running in gpgme_wait.

 

@item

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} is not thread safe.  You have

 to

use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} instead.

@end itemize

 

 

@node Protocols and Engines

@chapter Protocols and Engines

@cindex protocol

@cindex engine

@cindex crypto engine

@cindex backend

@cindex crypto backend

 

@acronym{GPGME} supports several cryptographic protocols, however, it

does not implement them.  Rather it uses backends (also called

engines) which implement the protocol.  @acronym{GPGME} uses

inter-process communication to pass data back and forth between the

application and the backend, but the details of the communication

protocol and invocation of the backend is completely hidden by the

interface.  All complexity is handled by @acronym{GPGME}.  Where an

exchange of information between the application and the backend is

necessary, @acronym{GPGME} provides the necessary callback function

hooks and further interfaces.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_protocol_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_protocol_t} type specifies the set of possible protocol

values that are supported

 by @acronym{GPGME}.  The following protocols

are supported:

 

@table @code
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@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP

@itemx GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP

This specifies the OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS

This specifies the Cryptographic Message Syntax.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN

@since{1.2.0}

 

This specifies the raw Assuan protocol.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13

@since{1.3.0}

 

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER

Under development.  Please ask on @email{gnupg-devel@@gnupg.org} for help.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_SPAWN

@since{1.5.0}

 

Special protocol for use with @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

 

@item GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

Reserved for future extension.  You may use this to indicate that the

used protocol is not known to the application.  Currently,

@acronym{GPGME} does not accept this value in any operation, though,

except for @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name}.

@end

 table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_protocol_name (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} returns a statically

allocated string describing the protocol @var{protocol}, or

@code{NULL} if the protocol number is not valid.

@end deftypefun

 

@menu

* Engine Version Check::          Verifying the engine version.

* Engine Information::            Obtaining more information about the engines.

* Engine Configuration::          Changing the engine configuration.
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* OpenPGP::                       Support for the OpenPGP protocol.

* Cryptographic Message Syntax::  Support for the CMS.

* Assuan::                        Support for the raw Assuan protocol.

@end menu

 

 

@node Engine Version Check

@section Engine Version Check

@cindex version check, of the engines

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_dirinfo (@w{cons char *@var{what}})

@since{1.5.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} returns a statically

 allocated

string with the value associated to @var{what}.  The returned values

are the defaults and won't change even after

@code{gpgme_set_engine_info} has been used to configure a different

engine.  @code{NULL} is returned if no value is available.  Commonly

supported values for @var{what} are:

 

@table @code

@item homedir

Return the default home directory.

 

@item sysconfdir

Return the name of the system configuration directory

 

@item bindir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG program files.

 

@item libdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG related library files.

 

@item libexecdir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG helper program files.

 

@item datadir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG shared data.

 

@item localedir

Return the name of the directory with GnuPG locale data.

 

@item agent-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the gpg-agent.

 

@item agent-ssh-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the ssh-agent component of
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gpg-agent.

 

@item

 dirmngr-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the dirmngr.

 

@item uiserver-socket

Return the name of the socket to connect to the user interface server.

 

@item gpgconf-name

Return the file name of the engine configuration tool.

 

@item gpg-name

Return the file name of the OpenPGP engine.

 

@item gpgsm-name

Return the file name of the CMS engine.

 

@item g13-name

Return the name of the file container encryption engine.

 

@item gpg-wks-client-name

Return the name of the Web Key Service tool.

 

@end table

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_engine_check_version (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{protocol}})

The function @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies that the

engine implementing the protocol @var{PROTOCOL} is installed in the

expected path and meets the version requirement of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

engine is available and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE} if it is not.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Engine

 Information

@section Engine Information

@cindex engine, information about

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_engine_info_t}

@tindex gpgme_protocol_t

The @code{gpgme_engine_info_t} type specifies a pointer to a structure

describing a crypto engine.  The structure contains the following
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elements:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_engine_info_t next

This is a pointer to the next engine info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol for which the crypto engine is used.  You can

convert this to a string with @code{gpgme_get_protocol_name} for

printing.

 

@item const char *file_name

This is a string holding the file name of the executable of the crypto

engine.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

 

@item const char *home_dir

This is a string holding the directory name of the crypto engine's

configuration directory.  If it is @code{NULL}, then

 the default

directory is used.  See @code{gpgme_get_dirinfo} on how to get the

default directory.

 

@item const char *version

This is a string containing the version number of the crypto engine.

It might be @code{NULL} if the version number can not be determined,

for example because the executable doesn't exist or is invalid.

 

@item const char *req_version

This is a string containing the minimum required version number of the

crypto engine for @acronym{GPGME} to work correctly.  This is the

version number that @code{gpgme_engine_check_version} verifies

against.  Currently, it is never @code{NULL}, but using @code{NULL} is

reserved for future use, so always check before you use it.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_engine_info_t *@var{info}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of

engine info structures in @var{info}.  Each info structure describes

the defaults of one configured backend.

 

The memory for the info

 structures is allocated the first time this

function is invoked, and must not be freed by the caller.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if
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successful, and a system error if the memory could not be allocated.

@end deftypefun

 

Here is an example how you can provide more diagnostics if you receive

an error message which indicates that the crypto engine is invalid.

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err;

 

[...]

 

if (gpgme_err_code (err) == GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE)

 @{

   gpgme_engine_info_t info;

   err = gpgme_get_engine_info (&info);

   if (!err)

     @{

       while (info && info->protocol != gpgme_get_protocol (ctx))

         info = info->next;

       if (!info)

         fprintf (stderr, "GPGME compiled without support for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

       else if (info->file_name && !info->version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s not installed properly",

                  info->file_name);

        else if (info->file_name && info->version && info->req_version)

         fprintf (stderr, "Engine %s version %s installed, "

                  "but at least version %s required", info->file_name,

                  info->version, info->req_version);

       else

         fprintf (stderr, "Unknown problem with engine for protocol %s",

                  gpgme_get_protocol_name (info->protocol));

     @}

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Engine Configuration

@section Engine Configuration

@cindex engine, configuration of

@cindex configuration of crypto backend

 

You can change the configuration of a backend engine, and thus change

the executable program and configuration directory to be used.  You

can make these changes the default or set them for some contexts

individually.
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_protocol_t @var{proto}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_engine_info} changes

 the default

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

The new defaults are not applied to already created GPGME contexts.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun

 

The functions @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} and

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} can be used to change the engine

configuration per context.  @xref{Crypto Engine}.

 

 

@node OpenPGP

@section OpenPGP

@cindex OpenPGP

@cindex GnuPG

@cindex protocol, GnuPG

@cindex engine, GnuPG

 

OpenPGP is implemented by GnuPG, the @acronym{GNU} Privacy Guard.

This is the first protocol that was supported by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The OpenPGP protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

 

@node

 Cryptographic Message Syntax

@section Cryptographic Message Syntax

@cindex CMS

@cindex cryptographic message syntax

@cindex GpgSM

@cindex protocol, CMS

@cindex engine, GpgSM

@cindex S/MIME

@cindex protocol, S/MIME
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@acronym{CMS} is implemented by GpgSM, the S/MIME implementation for

GnuPG.

 

The @acronym{CMS} protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

 

@node Assuan

@section Assuan

@cindex ASSUAN

@cindex protocol, ASSUAN

@cindex engine, ASSUAN

 

Assuan is the RPC library used by the various @acronym{GnuPG}

components.  The Assuan protocol allows one to talk to arbitrary

Assuan servers using @acronym{GPGME}.  @xref{Using the Assuan

protocol}.

 

The ASSUAN protocol is specified by @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN}.

 

 

@node Algorithms

@chapter Algorithms

@cindex algorithms

 

The crypto backends support a variety of algorithms used in public key

cryptography.@footnote{Some engines also provide symmetric only

encryption; see the description of the encryption function on

 how to use

this.}  The following sections list the identifiers used to denote such

an algorithm.

 

@menu

* Public Key Algorithms::         A list of all public key algorithms.

* Hash Algorithms::               A list of all hash algorithms.

@end menu

 

 

@node Public Key Algorithms

@section Public Key Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, public key

@cindex public key algorithms

 

Public key algorithms are used for encryption, decryption, signing and

verification of signatures.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_pubkey_algo_t
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The @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t} type specifies the set of all public key

algorithms that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values

are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PK_RSA

This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_E

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)

algorithm for encryption and decryption only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_RSA_S

Deprecated.  This value indicates the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,

 Adleman)

algorithm for signing and verification only.

 

@item GPGME_PK_DSA

This value indicates DSA, the Digital Signature Algorithm.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG

This value indicates ElGamal.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ELG_E

This value also indicates ElGamal and is used specifically in GnuPG.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECC

@since{1.5.0}

 

This value is a generic indicator for ellipic curve algorithms.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDSA

@since{1.3.0}

 

This value indicates ECDSA, the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm as defined by FIPS 186-2 and RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_ECDH

@since{1.3.0}

 

This value indicates ECDH, the Eliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann

encryption algorithm as defined by RFC-6637.

 

@item GPGME_PK_EDDSA

@since{1.7.0}

 

This value indicates the EdDSA algorithm.
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@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_name (@w{gpgme_pubkey_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the public key

algorithm

 @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the public key algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid public key algorithm, @code{NULL} is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_pubkey_algo_string (@w{gpgme_subkey_t @var{key}})

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string} is a convenience function

to build and return an algorithm string in the same way GnuPG does

(e.g. ``rsa2048'' or ``ed25519'').  The caller must free the result

using @code{gpgme_free}.  On error (e.g. invalid argument or memory

exhausted), the function returns NULL and sets @code{ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Hash Algorithms

@section Hash Algorithms

@cindex algorithms, hash

@cindex algorithms, message digest

@cindex hash algorithms

@cindex message digest algorithms

 

Hash (message digest) algorithms are used to compress a long message

to make it suitable for public key cryptography.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_hash_algo_t}

@tindex gpgme_hash_algo_t

The

 @code{gpgme_hash_algo_t} type specifies the set of all hash algorithms

that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}.  Possible values are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_MD_MD5

@item GPGME_MD_SHA1

@item GPGME_MD_RMD160

@item GPGME_MD_MD2

@item GPGME_MD_TIGER

@item GPGME_MD_HAVAL
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@item GPGME_MD_SHA256

@item GPGME_MD_SHA384

@item GPGME_MD_SHA512

@item GPGME_MD_SHA224

@since{1.5.0}

 

@item GPGME_MD_MD4

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32

@item GPGME_MD_CRC32_RFC1510

@item GPGME_MD_CRC24_RFC2440

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_hash_algo_name (@w{gpgme_hash_algo_t @var{algo}})

The function @code{gpgme_hash_algo_name} returns a pointer to a

statically allocated string containing a description of the hash

algorithm @var{algo}.  This string can be used to output the name of

the hash algorithm to the user.

 

If @var{algo} is not a valid hash algorithm, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Handling

@chapter Error Handling

@cindex error handling

 

Many functions in @acronym{GPGME}

 can return an error if they fail.

For this reason, the application should always catch the error

condition and take appropriate measures, for example by releasing the

resources and passing the error up to the caller, or by displaying a

descriptive message to the user and cancelling the operation.

 

Some error values do not indicate a system error or an error in the

operation, but the result of an operation that failed properly.  For

example, if you try to decrypt a tempered message, the decryption will

fail.  Another error value actually means that the end of a data

buffer or list has been reached.  The following descriptions explain

for many error codes what they mean usually.  Some error values have

specific meanings if returned by a certain functions.  Such cases are

described in the documentation of those functions.

 

@acronym{GPGME} uses the @code{libgpg-error} library.  This allows to

share the error codes with other components of the GnuPG system, and

thus pass error values transparently

 from the crypto engine, or some

helper application of the crypto engine, to the user.  This way no
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information is lost.  As a consequence, @acronym{GPGME} does not use

its own identifiers for error codes, but uses those provided by

@code{libgpg-error}.  They usually start with @code{GPG_ERR_}.

 

However, @acronym{GPGME} does provide aliases for the functions

defined in libgpg-error, which might be preferred for name space

consistency.

 

@menu

* Error Values::                  The error value and what it means.

* Error Sources::                 A list of important error sources.

* Error Codes::                   A list of important error codes.

* Error Strings::                 How to get a descriptive string from a value.

@end menu

 

 

@node Error Values

@section Error Values

@cindex error values

@cindex error codes

@cindex error sources

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_code_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_code_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_err_code_t}.  The

 error code indicates the type of an

error, or the reason why an operation failed.

 

A list of important error codes can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_err_source_t}

The @code{gpgme_err_source_t} type is an alias for the

@code{libgpg-error} type @code{gpg_err_source_t}.  The error source

has not a precisely defined meaning.  Sometimes it is the place where

the error happened, sometimes it is the place where an error was

encoded into an error value.  Usually the error source will give an

indication to where to look for the problem.  This is not always true,

but it is attempted to achieve this goal.

 

A list of important error sources can be found in the next section.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t}

The @code{gpgme_error_t} type is an alias for the @code{libgpg-error}

type @code{gpg_error_t}.  An error value like this has always two

components, an error code and an error source.  Both together form the

error value.
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Thus, the error value

 can not be directly compared against an error

code, but the accessor functions described below must be used.

However, it is guaranteed that only 0 is used to indicate success

(@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}), and that in this case all other parts of

the error value are set to 0, too.

 

Note that in @acronym{GPGME}, the error source is used purely for

diagnostical purposes.  Only the error code should be checked to test

for a certain outcome of a function.  The manual only documents the

error code part of an error value.  The error source is left

unspecified and might be anything.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_code} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error code from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_*} error code macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_err_source_t}

 gpgme_err_source (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_source} returns the

@code{gpgme_err_source_t} component of the error value @var{err}.  This

function must be used to extract the error source from an error value in

order to compare it with the @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_*} error source macros.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}},

@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_err_make} returns the error

value consisting of the error source @var{source} and the error code

@var{code}.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {static inline gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{code}})

The static inline function @code{gpgme_error} returns the error value

consisting of the default error source and the error code @var{code}.

 

For @acronym{GPGME}

 applications, the default error source is

@code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1}.  You can define

@code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including @file{gpgme.h} to
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change this default.

 

This function can be used in callback functions to construct an error

value to return it to the library.

@end deftypefun

 

The @code{libgpg-error} library provides error codes for all system

error numbers it knows about.  If @var{err} is an unknown error

number, the error code @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO} is used.  The

following functions can be used to construct error values from system

errnor numbers.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_err_make_from_errno (@w{gpgme_err_source_t @var{source}}, @w{int

@var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_make_from_errno} is like

@code{gpgme_err_make}, but it takes a system error like @code{errno}

instead of a @code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_error_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_error_from_errno}

 is like @code{gpgme_error},

but it takes a system error like @code{errno} instead of a

@code{gpgme_err_code_t} error code.

@end deftypefun

 

Sometimes you might want to map system error numbers to error codes

directly, or map an error code representing a system error back to the

system error number.  The following functions can be used to do that.

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_err_code_t} gpgme_err_code_from_errno (@w{int @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_from_errno} returns the error code

for the system error @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not a known system

error, the function returns @code{GPG_ERR_UNKNOWN_ERRNO}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_err_code_to_errno (@w{gpgme_err_code_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_err_code_to_errno} returns the system error

for the error code @var{err}.  If @var{err} is not an error code

representing a system error, or if this system error is not defined on

this system, the function returns @code{0}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Error Sources

@section

 Error Sources

@cindex error codes, list of
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The library @code{libgpg-error} defines an error source for every

component of the GnuPG system.  The error source part of an error

value is not well defined.  As such it is mainly useful to improve the

diagnostic error message for the user.

 

If the error code part of an error value is @code{0}, the whole error

value will be @code{0}.  In this case the error source part is of

course @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN}.

 

The list of error sources that might occur in applications using

@acronym{GPGME} is:

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_UNKNOWN

The error source is not known.  The value of this error source is

@code{0}.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGME

The error source is @acronym{GPGME} itself.  This is the default for

errors that occur in the @acronym{GPGME} library.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPG

The error source is GnuPG, which is the crypto engine used for the

OpenPGP protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGSM

The error source is GPGSM, which is

 the crypto engine used for the

CMS protocol.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GCRYPT

The error source is @code{libgcrypt}, which is used by crypto engines

to perform cryptographic operations.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_GPGAGENT

The error source is @command{gpg-agent}, which is used by crypto

engines to perform operations with the secret key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_PINENTRY

The error source is @command{pinentry}, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to query the passphrase to unlock a secret key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_SCD

The error source is the SmartCard Daemon, which is used by

@command{gpg-agent} to delegate operations with the secret key to a

SmartCard.
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@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_KEYBOX

The error source is @code{libkbx}, a library used by the crypto

engines to manage local keyrings.

 

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_2

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_3

@item GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_4

These error sources are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

used by other software.  For example, applications

 using

@acronym{GPGME} can use them to mark error values coming from callback

handlers.  Thus @code{GPG_ERR_SOURCE_USER_1} is the default for errors

created with @code{gpgme_error} and @code{gpgme_error_from_errno},

unless you define @code{GPGME_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT} before including

@file{gpgme.h}.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Codes

@section Error Codes

@cindex error codes, list of

 

The library @code{libgpg-error} defines many error values.  Most of

them are not used by @code{GPGME} directly, but might be returned by

@acronym{GPGME} because it received them from the crypto engine.  The

below list only includes such error codes that have a specific meaning

in @code{GPGME}, or which are so common that you should know about

them.

 

@table @code

@item GPG_ERR_EOF

This value indicates the end of a list, buffer or file.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

This value indicates success.  The value of this error code is

@code{0}.  Also, it is guaranteed that an error value made from the

error code @code{0}

 will be @code{0} itself (as a whole).  This means

that the error source information is lost for this error code,

however, as this error code indicates that no error occurred, this is

generally not a problem.

 

@item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

This value means that something went wrong, but either there is not

enough information about the problem to return a more useful error

value, or there is no separate error value for this type of problem.
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@item GPG_ERR_ENOMEM

This value means that an out-of-memory condition occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_E...

System errors are mapped to GPG_ERR_FOO where FOO is the symbol for

the system error.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE

This value means that some user provided data was out of range.  This

can also refer to objects.  For example, if an empty

@code{gpgme_data_t} object was expected, but one containing data was

provided, this error value is returned.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY

This value means that some recipients for a message were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY

This

 value means that some signers were invalid.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_DATA

This value means that a @code{gpgme_data_t} object which was expected

to have content was found empty.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CONFLICT

This value means that a conflict of some sort occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

This value indicates that the specific function (or operation) is not

implemented.  This error should never happen.  It can only occur if

you use certain values or configuration options which do not work,

but for which we think that they should work at some later time.

 

@item GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED

This value indicates that a decryption operation was unsuccessful.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE

This value means that the user did not provide a correct passphrase

when requested.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CANCELED

This value means that the operation was canceled.

 

@item GPG_ERR_INV_ENGINE

This value means that the engine that implements the desired protocol

is currently not available.  This can either be because

 the sources

were configured to exclude support for this engine, or because the
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engine is not installed properly.

 

@item GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME

This value indicates that a user ID or other specifier did not specify

a unique key.

 

@item GPG_ERR_WRONG_KEY_USAGE

This value indicates that a key is not used appropriately.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

This value indicates that a key signature was revoced.

 

@item GPG_ERR_CERT_EXPIRED

This value indicates that a key signature expired.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_CRL_KNOWN

This value indicates that no certificate revocation list is known for

the certificate.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_POLICY_MATCH

This value indicates that a policy issue occurred.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY

This value indicates that no secret key for the user ID is available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_MISSING_CERT

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because the

issuer certificate is missing.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_CERT_CHAIN

This value indicates that a key could not be imported because its

certificate

 chain is not good, for example it could be too long.

 

@item GPG_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_ALGORITHM

This value means a verification failed because the cryptographic

algorithm is not supported by the crypto backend.

 

@item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

This value means a verification failed because the signature is bad.

 

@item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

This value means a verification failed because the public key is not

available.

 

@item GPG_ERR_USER_1

@item GPG_ERR_USER_2

@item ...
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@item GPG_ERR_USER_16

These error codes are not used by any GnuPG component and can be

freely used by other software.  Applications using @acronym{GPGME}

might use them to mark specific errors returned by callback handlers

if no suitable error codes (including the system errors) for

these errors exist already.

@end table

 

 

@node Error Strings

@section Error Strings

@cindex error values, printing of

@cindex error codes, printing of

@cindex error sources, printing of

@cindex error strings

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strerror

 (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error code contained

in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to output a

diagnostic message to the user.

 

This function is not thread safe.  Use @code{gpgme_strerror_r} in

multi-threaded programs.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {int} gpgme_strerror_r (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}}, @w{char *@var{buf}}, @w{size_t

@var{buflen}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror_r} returns the error string for

@var{err} in the user-supplied buffer @var{buf} of size @var{buflen}.

This function is, in contrast to @code{gpgme_strerror}, thread-safe if

a thread-safe @code{strerror_r} function is provided by the system.

If the function succeeds, 0 is returned and @var{buf} contains the

string describing the error.  If the buffer was not large enough,

ERANGE is returned and @var{buf} contains as much of the beginning of

the error string as fits into

 the buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_strsource (@w{gpgme_error_t @var{err}})

The function @code{gpgme_strerror} returns a pointer to a statically

allocated string containing a description of the error source

contained in the error value @var{err}.  This string can be used to

output a diagnostic message to the user.

@end deftypefun
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The following example illustrates the use of @code{gpgme_strerror}:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

if (err)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "%s: creating GpgME context failed: %s: %s\n",

            argv[0], gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

 

@node Exchanging Data

@chapter Exchanging Data

@cindex data, exchanging

 

A lot of data has to be exchanged between the user and the crypto

engine, like plaintext messages, ciphertext, signatures and

information about the keys.  The technical details about exchanging

the data information are completely abstracted by @acronym{GPGME}.

The

 user provides and receives the data via @code{gpgme_data_t} objects,

regardless of the communication protocol between @acronym{GPGME} and

the crypto engine in use.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_data_t}

The @code{gpgme_data_t} type is a handle for a container for generic

data, which is used by @acronym{GPGME} to exchange data with the user.

@end deftp

 

@code{gpgme_data_t} objects do not provide notifications on events.

It is assumed that read and write operations are blocking until data

is available.  If this is undesirable, the application must ensure

that all GPGME data operations always have data available, for example

by using memory buffers or files rather than pipes or sockets.  This

might be relevant, for example, if the external event loop mechanism

is used.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_off_t}

@since{1.4.1}

 

On POSIX platforms the @code{gpgme_off_t} type is an alias for

@code{off_t}; it may be used interchangeable.  On Windows platforms

@code{gpgme_off_t} is defined as
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 a long (i.e. 32 bit) for 32 bit

Windows and as a 64 bit signed integer for 64 bit Windows.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ssize_t}

The @code{gpgme_ssize_t} type is an alias for @code{ssize_t}.  It has

only been introduced to overcome portability problems pertaining to

the declaration of @code{ssize_t} by different toolchains.

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Creating Data Buffers::         Creating new data buffers.

* Destroying Data Buffers::       Releasing data buffers.

* Manipulating Data Buffers::     Operations on data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Data Buffers

@section Creating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, creation

 

Data objects can be based on memory, files, or callback functions

provided by the user.  Not all operations are supported by all

objects.

 

 

@menu

* Memory Based Data Buffers::     Creating memory based data buffers.

* File Based Data Buffers::       Creating file based data buffers.

* Callback Based Data Buffers::   Creating callback based data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node

 Memory Based Data Buffers

@subsection Memory Based Data Buffers

 

Memory based data objects store all data in allocated memory.  This is

convenient, but only practical for an amount of data that is a

fraction of the available physical memory.  The data has to be copied

from its source and to its destination, which can often be avoided by

using one of the other data object

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_data_t}

object and returns a handle for it in @var{dh}.  The data object is

memory based and initially empty.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}},

 @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_mem} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with @var{size} bytes starting

from @var{buffer}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, a private copy of the data is made.  If

@var{copy} is zero, the data is taken from the specified buffer as

needed, and the user has to ensure that the buffer remains valid for

the whole life span of the data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{buffer} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_file (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{int @var{copy}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_file} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with the content of the file

@var{filename}.

 

If @var{copy} is not zero, the whole file is

 read in at initialization

time and the file is not used anymore after that.  This is the only

mode supported currently.  Later, a value of zero for @var{copy} might

cause all reads to be delayed until the data is needed, but this is

not yet implemented.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{filename} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED} if @var{code} is zero, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_filepart (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{filename}}, @w{FILE *@var{fp}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{size_t @var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_filepart} creates a new
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@code{gpgme_data_t} object and fills it with a part of the file specified

by @var{filename} or @var{fp}.

 

Exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} must be non-zero, the other

must

 be zero.  The argument that is not zero specifies the file from

which @var{length} bytes are read into the data object, starting from

@var{offset}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} and exactly one of @var{filename} and @var{fp} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node File Based Data Buffers

@subsection File Based Data Buffers

 

File based data objects operate directly on file descriptors or

streams.  Only a small amount of data is stored in core at any time,

so the size of the data objects is not limited by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_fd (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int @var{fd}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_fd} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the file descriptor @var{fd} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as

 an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the file descriptor than is actually needed by the

crypto engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the file descriptor is set to blocking

mode.  Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually

fatal for crypto operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_stream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{FILE

*@var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_stream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the I/O stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an
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output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the

 stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_estream (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}},

@w{gpgrt_stream_t @var{stream}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_estream} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the gpgrt stream @var{stream} to read

from (if used as an input data object) and write to (if used as an

output data object).

 

When using the data object as an input buffer, the function might read

a bit more from the stream than is actually needed by the crypto

engine in the desired operation because of internal buffering.

 

Note that GPGME

 assumes that the stream is in blocking mode.  Errors

during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for crypto

operations.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Callback Based Data Buffers

@subsection Callback Based Data Buffers

 

If neither memory nor file based data objects are a good fit for your

application, you can implement the functions a data object provides

yourself and create a data object from these callback functions.

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{void @var{*buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_read_cb_t
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The @code{gpgme_data_read_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to read data from a user-implemented

data object.  The function should read up to @var{size} bytes from the

current read position into the space

 starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the read blocks until data is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes read, 0 on EOF, and -1

on error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe

the type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{const void

@var{*buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{size}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_write_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_write_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to write data to a user-implemented

data object.  The function should write up to @var{size} bytes to the

current write position from the space starting at @var{buffer}.  The

@var{handle} is provided by the user at data object creation time.

 

Note that GPGME assumes that the write blocks until data

 is available.

Errors during I/O operations, except for EINTR, are usually fatal for

crypto operations.

 

The function should return the number of bytes written, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}},

@w{int @var{whence}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_seek_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_seek_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it wants to change the current read/write

position in a user-implemented data object, just like the @code{lseek}

function.

 

The function should return the new read/write position, and -1 on

error.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} should be set to describe the

type of the error.

@end deftp
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@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{handle}})}

@tindex gpgme_data_release_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_data_release_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME}

 calls if it wants to destroy a user-implemented data

object.  The @var{handle} is provided by the user at data object

creation time.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_data_cbs}

This structure is used to store the data callback interface functions

described above.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_data_read_cb_t read

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to read data from the

data object.  It is only required for input data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_write_cb_t write

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to write data to the

data object.  It is only required for output data object.

 

@item gpgme_data_seek_cb_t seek

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to change the current

read/write pointer in the data object (if available).  It is optional.

 

@item gpgme_data_release_cb_t release

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to release a data

object.  It is optional.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_from_cbs

 (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{gpgme_data_cbs_t @var{cbs}}, @w{void *@var{handle}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_from_cbs} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the user-provided callback functions

to operate on the data object.

 

The handle @var{handle} is passed as first argument to the callback

functions.  This can be used to identify this data object.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Data Buffers
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@section Destroying Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_data_release (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release} destroys the data object with

the handle @var{dh}.  It releases all associated resources that were

not provided by the user in the first place.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem (@w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{dh}}, @w{size_t *@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} is like

@code{gpgme_data_release}, except that it returns the data buffer and

its length that was provided by the object.

 

The user has to release the buffer with @code{gpgme_free}.  In case

the user provided the data buffer in non-copy mode, a copy will be

made for this purpose.

 

In case an error returns, or there is no suitable data buffer that can

be returned to the user, the function will return @code{NULL}.  In any

case, the data object @var{dh} is destroyed.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_free (@w{void *@var{buffer}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_free} releases the memory returned by

@code{gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem} and

@code{gpgme_pubkey_algo_string}.  It should be used instead of the

system libraries @code{free} function in case different allocators are

used by a program.  This is often the case if gpgme is used under

Windows as a DLL.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node

 Manipulating Data Buffers

@section Manipulating Data Buffers

@cindex data buffer, manipulation

 

Data buffers contain data and meta-data.  The following operations can

be used to manipulate both.

 

 

@menu

* Data Buffer I/O Operations::    I/O operations on data buffers.
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* Data Buffer Meta-Data::         Meta-data manipulation of data buffers.

* Data Buffer Convenience::       Convenience function for data buffers.

@end menu

 

 

@node Data Buffer I/O Operations

@subsection Data Buffer I/O Operations

@cindex data buffer, I/O operations

@cindex data buffer, read

@cindex data buffer, write

@cindex data buffer, seek

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_read (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{void *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t

@var{length}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_read} reads up to @var{length} bytes

from the data object with the handle @var{dh} into the space starting

at @var{buffer}.

 

If no error occurs, the actual amount read is returned.  If the end of

the data object is reached, the function returns

 0.

 

In all other cases, the function returns -1 and sets @var{errno}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun ssize_t gpgme_data_write (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const void *@var{buffer}},

@w{size_t @var{size}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_write} writes up to @var{size} bytes

starting from @var{buffer} into the data object with the handle

@var{dh} at the current write position.

 

The function returns the number of bytes actually written, or -1 if an

error occurs.  If an error occurs, @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun off_t gpgme_data_seek (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{off_t @var{offset}}, @w{int

@var{whence}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_seek} changes the current read/write

position.

 

The @var{whence} argument specifies how the @var{offset} should be

interpreted.  It must be one of the following symbolic constants:

 

@table @code

@item SEEK_SET

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the

beginning of the data object.
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@item SEEK_CUR

Specifies that @var{offset}

 is a count of characters from the current

file position.  This count may be positive or negative.

 

@item SEEK_END

Specifies that @var{offset} is a count of characters from the end of

the data object.  A negative count specifies a position within the

current extent of the data object; a positive count specifies a

position past the current end.  If you set the position past the

current end, and actually write data, you will extend the data object

with zeros up to that position.

@end table

 

If successful, the function returns the resulting file position,

measured in bytes from the beginning of the data object.  You can use

this feature together with @code{SEEK_CUR} to read the current

read/write position.

 

If the function fails, -1 is returned and @var{errno} is set.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Meta-Data

@subsection Data Buffer Meta-Data

@cindex data buffer, meta-data

@cindex data buffer, file name

@cindex data buffer, encoding

 

@deftypefun {char *} gpgme_data_get_file_name

 (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_file_name} returns a pointer to a

string containing the file name associated with the data object.  The

file name will be stored in the output when encrypting or signing the

data and will be returned to the user when decrypting or verifying the

output data.

 

If no error occurs, the string containing the file name is returned.

Otherwise, @code{NULL} will be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_file_name (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @w{const char

*@var{file_name}})

@since{1.1.0}
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The function @code{gpgme_data_set_file_name} sets the file name

associated with the data object.  The file name will be stored in the

output when encrypting or signing the data and will be returned to the

user when decrypting or verifying the output data.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} is not a valid pointer and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.

@end

 deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_encoding_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_encoding_t

The @code{gpgme_data_encoding_t} type specifies the encoding of a

@code{gpgme_data_t} object.  For input data objects, the encoding is

useful to give the backend a hint on the type of data.  For output

data objects, the encoding can specify the output data format on

certain operations.  Please note that not all backends support all

encodings on all operations.  The following data types are available:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE

This specifies that the encoding is not known.  This is the default

for a new data object.  The backend will try its best to detect the

encoding automatically.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BINARY

This specifies that the data is encoding in binary form; i.e. there is

no special encoding.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_BASE64

This specifies that the data is encoded using the Base-64 encoding

scheme as used by @acronym{MIME} and other protocols.

 

@item

 GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_ARMOR

This specifies that the data is encoded in an armored form as used by

OpenPGP and PEM.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_MIME

@since{1.7.0}

 

This specifies that the data is encoded as a MIME part.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL

@since{1.2.0}
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The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs.  This is only useful with

@code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of binary zero delimited URLs.  This is only useful

with @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

@item GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC

@since{1.2.0}

 

The data is a list of linefeed delimited URLs with all control and space

characters percent escaped.  This mode is is not yet implemented.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_encoding_t gpgme_data_get_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_get_encoding} returns the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh}.  If @var{dh} is not a valid

pointer (e.g. @code{NULL}) @code{GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_NONE}

 is

returned.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_set_encoding (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}, gpgme_data_encoding_t

@var{enc}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_set_encoding} changes the encoding of

the data object with the handle @var{dh} to @var{enc}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_data_set_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

Some minor properties of the data object can be controlled with flags

set by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item size-hint

The value is a decimal number with the length gpgme shall assume for

this data object.  This is useful if the data is provided by callbacks

or via file descriptors but the applications knows the total size of
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the data.  If this is set the OpenPGP engine may use this to decide on

buffer allocation strategies and to provide a total

 value for its

progress information.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Data Buffer Convenience

@subsection Data Buffer Convenience Functions

@cindex data buffer, convenience

@cindex type of data

@cindex identify

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_data_type_t}

@tindex gpgme_data_type_t

@since{1.4.3}

 

The @code{gpgme_data_type_t} type is used to return the detected type

of the content of a data buffer.

@end deftp

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID

This is returned by @code{gpgme_data_identify} if it was not possible

to identify the data.  Reasons for this might be a non-seekable stream

or a memory problem.  The value is 0.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_UNKNOWN

The type of the data is not known.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNED

The data is an OpenPGP signed message.  This may be a binary

signature, a detached one or a cleartext signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_ENCRYPTED

@since{1.7.0}

 

The data is an OpenPGP encrypted message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_SIGNATURE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The

 data is an OpenPGP detached signature.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_OTHER

This is a generic OpenPGP message.  In most cases this will be

encrypted data.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PGP_KEY
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This is an OpenPGP key (private or public).

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_SIGNED

This is a CMS signed message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_ENCRYPTED

This is a CMS encrypted (enveloped data) message.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_CMS_OTHER

This is used for other CMS message types.

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_X509_CERT

The data is a X.509 certificate

@item GPGME_DATA_TYPE_PKCS12

The data is a PKCS#12 message.  This is commonly used to exchange

private keys for X.509.

@end table

 

@deftypefun gpgme_data_type_t gpgme_data_identify (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_data_identify} returns the type of the data

with the handle @var{dh}.  If it is not possible to perform the

identification, the function returns zero

(@code{GPGME_DATA_TYPE_INVALID}).  Note that depending

 on how the data

object has been created the identification may not be possible or the

data object may change its internal state (file pointer moved).  For

file or memory based data object, the state should not change.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c    Chapter Contexts

@c

@node Contexts

@chapter Contexts

@cindex context

 

All cryptographic operations in @acronym{GPGME} are performed within a

context, which contains the internal state of the operation as well as

configuration parameters.  By using several contexts you can run

several cryptographic operations in parallel, with different

configuration.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_ctx_t}

The @code{gpgme_ctx_t} type is a handle for a @acronym{GPGME} context,

which is used to hold the configuration, status and result of

cryptographic operations.

@end deftp

 

@menu
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* Creating Contexts::             Creating new @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Destroying Contexts::           Releasing @acronym{GPGME} contexts.

* Result Management::             Managing the

 result of crypto operations.

* Context Attributes::            Setting properties of a context.

* Key Management::                Managing keys with @acronym{GPGME}.

* Crypto Operations::             Using a context for cryptography.

* Miscellaneous::                 Miscellaneous operations

* Run Control::                   Controlling how operations are run.

@end menu

 

 

@node Creating Contexts

@section Creating Contexts

@cindex context, creation

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_new (@w{gpgme_ctx_t *@var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_new} creates a new @code{gpgme_ctx_t} object

and returns a handle for it in @var{ctx}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

context was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not

enough memory is available.  Also, it returns

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL} if @code{gpgme_check_version} was not

called to initialize GPGME, and @code{GPG_ERR_SELFTEST_FAILED}

 if a

selftest failed.  Currently, the only selftest is for Windows MingW32

targets to see if @code{-mms-bitfields} was used (as required).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Destroying Contexts

@section Destroying Contexts

@cindex context, destruction

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_release (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_release} destroys the context with the handle

@var{ctx} and releases all associated resources.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Result Management

@section Result Management

@cindex context, result of operation

 

The detailed result of an operation is returned in operation-specific

structures such as @code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t}.  The corresponding
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retrieval functions such as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} provide

static access to the results after an operation completes.  Those

structures shall be considered read-only and an application must not

allocate such a structure on its own.  The following interfaces make

it possible to detach a result structure from its associated

 context

and give it a lifetime beyond that of the current operation or

context.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_ref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_ref} acquires an additional reference

for the result @var{result}, which may be of any type

@code{gpgme_*_result_t}.  As long as the user holds a reference, the

result structure is guaranteed to be valid and unmodified.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_result_unref (@w{void *@var{result}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_result_unref} releases a reference for the

result @var{result}.  If this was the last reference, the result

structure will be destroyed and all resources associated to it will be

released.

@end deftypefun

 

Note that a context may hold its own references to result structures,

typically until the context is destroyed or the next operation is

started.  In fact, these references are accessed through the

@code{gpgme_op_*_result} functions.

 

 

@node Context Attributes

@section

 Context Attributes

@cindex context, attributes

 

@menu

* Protocol Selection::            Selecting the protocol used by a context.

* Crypto Engine::                 Configuring the crypto engine.

* Setting the Sender::            How to tell the engine the sender.

* ASCII Armor::                   Requesting @acronym{ASCII} armored output.

* Text Mode::                     Choosing canonical text mode.

* Offline Mode::                  Choosing offline mode.

* Pinentry Mode::                 Choosing the pinentry mode.

* Included Certificates::         Including a number of certificates.

* Key Listing Mode::              Selecting key listing mode.
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* Passphrase Callback::           Getting the passphrase from the user.

* Progress Meter Callback::       Being informed about the progress.

* Status Message Callback::       Status messages received from gpg.

* Context Flags::                 Additional flags for a context.

* Locale::                        Setting the locale of a context.

*

 Additional Logs::               Additional logs of a context.

@end menu

 

 

@node Protocol Selection

@subsection Protocol Selection

@cindex context, selecting protocol

@cindex protocol, selecting

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_protocol} sets the protocol used within

the context @var{ctx} to @var{proto}.  All crypto operations will be

performed by the crypto engine configured for that protocol.

@xref{Protocols and Engines}.

 

Setting the protocol with @code{gpgme_set_protocol} does intentionally

not check if the crypto engine for that protocol is available and

installed correctly.  @xref{Engine Version Check}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

protocol could be set successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{protocol} is not a valid protocol.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_protocol_t gpgme_get_protocol (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_protocol} retrieves the protocol currently

use with the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Crypto Engine

@subsection Crypto Engine

@cindex context, configuring engine

@cindex engine, configuration per context

 

The following functions can be used to set and retrieve the

configuration of the crypto engines of a specific context.  The

default can also be retrieved without any particular context.

@xref{Engine Information}.  The default can also be changed globally.

@xref{Engine Configuration}.
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@deftypefun gpgme_engine_info_t gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info} returns a linked list of

engine info structures.  Each info structure describes the

configuration of one configured backend, as used by the context

@var{ctx}.

 

The result is valid until the next invocation of

@code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} for this particular context.

 

This function can not fail.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_protocol_t

@var{proto}}, @w{const char *@var{file_name}}, @w{const char *@var{home_dir}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info} changes the

configuration of the crypto engine implementing the protocol

@var{proto} for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{file_name} is the file name of the executable program

implementing this protocol, and @var{home_dir} is the directory name

of the configuration directory for this crypto engine.  If

@var{home_dir} is @code{NULL}, the engine's default will be used.

 

Currently this function must be used before starting the first crypto

operation.  It is unspecified if and when the changes will take effect

if the function is called after starting the first operation on the

context @var{ctx}.

 

This function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if

successful, or an error code on failure.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Setting the Sender

@subsection How to tell

 the engine the sender.

@cindex context, sender

@cindex sender

@cindex From:

 

Some engines can make use of the senders address, for example to

figure out the best user id in certain trust models.  For verification
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and signing of mails, it is thus suggested to let the engine know the

sender ("From:") address.  @acronym{GPGME} provides two functions to

accomplish that.  Note that the esoteric use of multiple "From:"

addresses is not supported.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{int @var{address}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_sender} specifies the sender address for

use in sign and verify operations.  @var{address} is expected to be

the ``addr-spec'' part of an address but my also be a complete mailbox

address, in which case this function extracts the ``addr-spec'' from

it.  Using @code{NULL} for @var{address} clears the sender address.

 

The function returns 0 on success or an error code on failure.  The

most likely

 failure is that no valid ``addr-spec'' was found in

@var{address}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{const char *} gpgme_get_sender @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_sender} returns the current sender

address from the context, or NULL if none was set.  The returned

value is valid as long as the @var{ctx} is valid and

@code{gpgme_set_sender} has not been called again.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

@c FIXME: Unfortunately, using @acronym here breaks texi2dvi.

@node ASCII Armor

@subsection @acronym{ASCII} Armor

@cindex context, armor mode

@cindex @acronym{ASCII} armor

@cindex armor mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_armor} specifies if the output should be

@acronym{ASCII} armored.  By default, output is not @acronym{ASCII}
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armored.

 

@acronym{ASCII} armored output is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and

enabled otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_armor (@w{gpgme_ctx_t

 @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_armor} returns 1 if the output is

@acronym{ASCII} armored, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Text Mode

@subsection Text Mode

@cindex context, text mode

@cindex text mode

@cindex canonical text mode

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_textmode} specifies if canonical text mode

should be used.  By default, text mode is not used.

 

Text mode is for example used for the RFC2015 signatures; note that

the updated RFC 3156 mandates that the mail user agent does some

preparations so that text mode is not needed anymore.

 

This option is only relevant to the OpenPGP crypto engine, and ignored

by all other engines.

 

Canonical text mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_textmode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_textmode} returns

 1 if canonical text

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Offline Mode

@subsection Offline Mode

@cindex context, offline mode

@cindex offline mode
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@deftypefun void gpgme_set_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{yes}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_offline} specifies if offline mode should

be used.  Offline mode is disabled if @var{yes} is zero, and enabled

otherwise.  By default, offline mode is disabled.

 

The details of the offline mode depend on the used protocol and its

backend engine.  It may eventually be extended to be more stricter and

for example completely disable the use of Dirmngr for any engine.

 

For the CMS protocol the offline mode specifies whether Dirmngr shall

be used to do additional validation that might require connecting

external services (e.g. CRL / OCSP checks).  Here the offline mode

only affects the keylist mode @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE}.

 

For the OpenPGP

 protocol offline mode entirely disables the use of the

Dirmngr and will thus guarantee that no network connections are done

as part of an operation on this context.  It has only an effect with

GnuPG versions 2.1.23 or later.

 

For all other protocols the offline mode is currently ignored.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_offline (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_offline} returns 1 if offline

mode is enabled, and @code{0} if it is not, or if @var{ctx} is not a

valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Pinentry Mode

@subsection Pinentry Mode

@cindex context, pinentry mode

@cindex pinentry mode

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_pinentry_mode_t @var{mode}})

 

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} specifies the pinentry mode

to be used.
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For GnuPG >= 2.1 this option is required to be set to

@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback

mechanism in GPGME

 through @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_pinentry_mode_t gpgme_get_pinentry_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_get_pinenty_mode} returns the

mode set for the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_pinentry_mode_t

@since{1.4.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_minentry_mode_t} type specifies the set of possible pinentry

modes that are supported by @acronym{GPGME} if GnuPG >= 2.1 is used.

The following modes are supported:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_DEFAULT

@since{1.4.0}

 

Use the default of the agent, which is ask.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ASK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Force the use of the Pinentry.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_CANCEL

@since{1.4.0}

 

Emulate use of Pinentry's cancel button.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_ERROR

@since{1.4.0}

 

Return a Pinentry error @code{No Pinentry}.

 

@item GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK

@since{1.4.0}

 

Redirect Pinentry queries to the caller.

This enables
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 the use of @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} because pinentry

queries are redirected to gpgme.

 

Note: For 2.1.0 - 2.1.12 this mode requires @code{allow-loopback-pinentry}

to be enabled in the @file{gpg-agent.conf} or an agent started with that option.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@node Included Certificates

@subsection Included Certificates

@cindex certificates, included

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{nr_of_certs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_include_certs} specifies how many

certificates should be included in an S/MIME signed message.  By

default, only the sender's certificate is included.  The possible

values of @var{nr_of_certs} are:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT

@since{1.0.3}

 

Fall back to the default of the crypto backend.  This is the default

for GPGME.

@item -2

Include all certificates except the root certificate.

@item -1

Include all certificates.

@item 0

Include no certificates.

@item 1

Include the sender's

 certificate only.

@item n

Include the first n certificates of the certificates path, starting

from the sender's certificate.  The number @code{n} must be positive.

@end table

 

Values of @var{nr_of_certs} smaller than -2 are undefined.

 

This option is only relevant to the CMS crypto engine, and ignored by

all other engines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun int gpgme_get_include_certs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_include_certs} returns the number of
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certificates to include into an S/MIME signed message.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Key Listing Mode

@subsection Key Listing Mode

@cindex key listing mode

@cindex key listing, mode of

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},

@w{gpgme_keylist_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode} changes the default

behaviour of the key listing functions.  The value in @var{mode} is a

bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL

The

 @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} symbol specifies that the local

keyring should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  This

is the default.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--list-keys}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} symbol specifies that an external

source should be searched for keys in the keylisting operation.  The

type of external source is dependent on the crypto engine used and

whether it is combined with @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL}.  For

example, it can be a remote keyserver or LDAP certificate server.

 

Using only this option results in a @code{--search-keys} for

@code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP} and something similar to

@code{--list-external-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE

This is a shortcut for the combination of

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}, which

results in a @code{--locate-keys} for @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}.

 

@item

 GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} symbol specifies that the key

signatures should be included in the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS

@since{1.1.1}
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The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} symbol specifies that the

signature notations on key signatures should be included in the listed

keys.  This only works if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} is also

enabled.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_TOFU} symbol specifies that

information pertaining to the TOFU trust model should be included in

the listed keys.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYGRIP

@since{1.14.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_KEYRIP} symbol specifies that the

keygrip is always included in the listing.  The default depends on the

version of the backend and the used protocol.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET

@since{1.5.1}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} returns information about

the presence of a corresponding

 secret key in a public key listing.  A

public key listing with this mode is slower than a standard listing

but can be used instead of a second run to list the secret keys.  This

is only supported for GnuPG versions >= 2.1.  Note that using this

option also makes sure that the keygrip is available in the output.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL} symbol specifies that keys

flagged as ephemeral are included in the listing.

 

@item GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE

@since{0.4.5}

 

The @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE} symbol specifies that the

backend should do key or certificate validation and not just get the

validity information from an internal cache.  This might be an

expensive operation and is in general not useful.  Currently only

implemented for the S/MIME backend and ignored for other backends.

 

@end table

 

At least one of @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL} and
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@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN} must be specified.  For future binary

compatibility,

 you should get the current mode with

@code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} and modify it by setting or clearing the

appropriate bits, and then using that calculated value in the

@code{gpgme_set_keylisting_mode} operation.  This will leave all other

bits in the mode value intact (in particular those that are not used

in the current version of the library).

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

mode could be set correctly, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx}

is not a valid pointer or @var{mode} is not a valid mode.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_mode_t gpgme_get_keylist_mode (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_keylist_mode} returns the current key

listing mode of the context @var{ctx}.  This value can then be

modified and used in a subsequent @code{gpgme_set_keylist_mode}

operation to only affect the desired bits (and leave all others

intact).

 

The function returns 0 if @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and

 the

current mode otherwise.  Note that 0 is not a valid mode value.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Passphrase Callback

@subsection Passphrase Callback

@cindex callback, passphrase

@cindex passphrase callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{uid_hint},

const char *@var{passphrase_info}, @w{int @var{prev_was_bad}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

passphrase callback function.

 

The argument @var{uid_hint} might contain a string that gives an

indication for which user ID the passphrase is required.  If this is

not available, or not applicable (in the case of symmetric encryption,

for example), @var{uid_hint} will be @code{NULL}.

 

The argument @var{passphrase_info}, if not @code{NULL}, will give

further information about the context in which the passphrase is

required.  This information is engine and operation specific.
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If this is the repeated attempt

 to get the passphrase, because

previous attempts failed, then @var{prev_was_bad} is 1, otherwise it

will be 0.

 

The user must write the passphrase, followed by a newline character,

to the file descriptor @var{fd}.  The function @code{gpgme_io_writen}

should be used for the write operation.  Note that if the user returns

0 to indicate success, the user must at least write a newline

character before returning from the callback.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value.  You can use the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCELED} to abort

the operation.  Otherwise, return @code{0}.

 

Note: The passphrase_cb only works with GnuPG 1.x and 2.1.x and not

with the 2.0.x series. See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode} for more

details on 2.1.x usage.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_passphrase_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t

@var{passfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} sets the function that is

used

 when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user to

@var{passfunc}.  The function @var{passfunc} needs to implemented by

the user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first

argument being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no passphrase callback

function is set.

 

Not all crypto engines require this callback to retrieve the

passphrase.  It is better if the engine retrieves the passphrase from

a trusted agent (a daemon process), rather than having each user to

implement their own passphrase query.  Some engines do not even

support an external passphrase callback at all, in this case the error

code @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is returned.

 

For GnuPG >= 2.1 the pinentry mode has to be set to

@code{GPGME_PINENTRY_MODE_LOOPBACK} to enable the passphrase callback.

See @code{gpgme_set_pinentry_mode}.

 

The user can disable the use of a passphrase callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_passphrase_cb} with @var{passfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_passphrase_cb
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 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_passphrase_cb_t *@var{passfunc}}, @w{void

**@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_passphrase_cb} returns the function that

is used when a passphrase needs to be provided by the user in

@var{*passfunc}, and the first argument for this function in

@var{*hook_value}.  If no passphrase callback is set, or @var{ctx} is

not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{passfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Progress Meter Callback

@subsection Progress Meter Callback

@cindex callback, progress meter

@cindex progress meter callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{what}, int @var{type},

int @var{current}, int @var{total})}

@tindex gpgme_progress_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_progress_cb_t} type is the type of functions usable as

progress callback function.

 

The arguments are

 specific to the crypto engine.  More information

about the progress information returned from the GnuPG engine can be

found in the GnuPG source code in the file @file{doc/DETAILS} in the

section PROGRESS.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t

@var{progfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} sets the function that is

used when progress information about a cryptographic operation is

available.  The function @var{progfunc} needs to implemented by the

user, and whenever it is called, it is called with its first argument

being @var{hook_value}.  By default, no progress callback function

is set.

 

Setting a callback function allows an interactive program to display

progress information about a long operation to the user.

 

The user can disable the use of a progress callback function by

calling @code{gpgme_set_progress_cb} with @var{progfunc} being

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun void

 gpgme_get_progress_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_progress_cb_t *@var{progfunc}},

@w{void **@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_progress_cb} returns the function that is

used to inform the user about the progress made in @var{*progfunc},

and the first argument for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no

progress callback is set, or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer,

@code{NULL} is returned in both variables.

 

@var{progfunc} or @var{hook_value} can be @code{NULL}.  In this case,

the corresponding value will not be returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Status Message Callback

@subsection Status Message Callback

@cindex callback, status message

@cindex status message callback

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *@var{hook}, const char *@var{keyword}, const

char *@var{args})}

@tindex gpgme_status_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_status_cb_t} type is the type of function usable as

a status message callback function.

 

The argument @var{keyword} is the name

 of the status message while the

@var{args} argument contains any arguments for the status message.

 

If an error occurs, return the corresponding @code{gpgme_error_t}

value. Otherwise, return @code{0}.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t

@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_status_cb} sets the function that is used when a

status message is received from gpg to @var{statusfunc}. The function

@var{statusfunc} needs to be implemented by the user, and whenever it is

called, it is called with its first argument being @var{hook_value}.  By

default, no status message callback function is set.

 

The user can disable the use of a status message callback function by calling

@code{gpgme_set_status_cb} with @var{statusfunc} being @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_status_cb (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_status_cb_t
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*@var{statusfunc}}, @w{void **@var{hook_value}})

@since{1.6.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_get_status_cb} returns the function that is used to

process status messages from gpg in @var{*statusfunc}, and the first argument

for this function in @var{*hook_value}.  If no status message callback is set,

or @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{NULL} is returned in both

variables.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Context Flags

@subsection Context Flags

@cindex flags, of a context

 

@deftypefun {gpgme_error_t} gpgme_set_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{value}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

Some minor properties of the context can be controlled with flags set

by this function.  The properties are identified by the following

values for @var{name}:

 

@table @code

@item "redraw"

This flag is normally not changed by the caller because GPGME sets and

clears it automatically: The flag is cleared before an operation and

set if an operation noticed that the engine has launched

 a Pinentry.

A Curses based application may use this information to redraw the

screen; for example:

 

@example

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "foo@@example.org", 0);

   while (!err)

     @{

       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       show_key (key);

       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   if ((s = gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "redraw")) && *s)

     redraw_screen ();

   gpgme_release (ctx);
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@end example

 

 

@item "full-status"

Using a @var{value} of "1" the status callback set by

gpgme_set_status_cb returns all status lines with the exception of

PROGRESS lines.  With the default of "0" the status callback is only

called in certain situations.

 

@item "raw-description"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" returns human readable strings in a raw

format.  For example the non breaking space characters ("~") will not

be removed from the @code{description} field of the

@code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} object.

 

@item "export-session-key"

Using a @var{value}

 of "1" specifies that the context should try to

export the symmetric session key when decrypting data.  By default, or

when using an empty string or "0" for @var{value}, session keys are

not exported.

 

@item "override-session-key"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engine to override

the session key for decryption.  The format of that session key is

specific to GnuPG and can be retrieved during a decrypt operation when

the context flag "export-session-key" is enabled.  Please be aware that

using this feature with GnuPG < 2.1.16 will leak the session key on

many platforms via ps(1).

 

@item "auto-key-retrieve"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" asks the backend to automatically

retrieve a key for signature verification if possible.  Note that this

option makes a "web bug" like behavior possible.  Keyserver or Web Key

Directory operators can see which keys you request, so by sending you

a message signed by a brand new key (which you naturally will not have

on your

 local keyring), the operator can tell both your IP address and

the time when you verified the signature.

 

@item "auto-key-import"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to automatically

import a missing key for signature verification from the signature.

 

@item "include-key-block"

Setting the @var{value} to "1" forces the GPG backend to embed the

signing key as well as an encryption subkey into the the signature.
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@item "request-origin"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to the GnuPG engines to

request restrictions based on the origin of the request.  Valid values

are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under the

option @option{--request-origin}.  Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.6 to have an

effect.

 

@item "no-symkey-cache"

For OpenPGP disable the passphrase cache used for symmetrical en- and

decryption.  This cache is based on the message specific salt value.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.2.7 to have an effect.

 

@item "ignore-mdc-error"

This flag passes

 the option @option{--ignore-mdc-error} to gpg.  This

can be used to force decryption of a message which failed due to a

missing integrity check.  This flag must be used with great caution

and only if it is a known non-corrupted old message and the decryption

result of the former try had the decryption result flag

@code{legacy_cipher_nomdc} set.  For failsafe reasons this flag is

reset after each operation.

 

@item "auto-key-locate"

The string given in @var{value} is passed to gpg.  This can be used

to change the behavior of a @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCATE} keylisting.

Valid values are documented in the GnuPG manual and the gpg man page under

the option @option{--auto-key-locate}.

Requires at least GnuPG 2.1.18.

 

Note: Keys retrieved through @code{auto-key-locate} are automatically

imported in the keyring.

 

@item trust-model

@since{1.11.2}

 

Change the trust-model for all GnuPG engine operations.  An empty

string sets the trust-model back to the users default.  If the

trust-model is not

 supported by GnuPG the behavior is undefined

and will likely cause all operations to fail.  Example: "tofu+pgp".

 

This options should be used carefully with a strict version

requirement.  In some versions of GnuPG setting the

trust-model changes the default trust-model for future operations.

A change in the trust-model also can have unintended side effects, like

rebuilding the trust-db.

 

@item "extended-edit"
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This flag passes the option @option{--expert} to gpg key edit.  This

can be used to get additional callbacks in @code{gpgme_op_edit}.

 

@end table

 

This function returns @code{0} on success.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_ctx_flag  @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{const char *@var{name}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The value of flags settable by @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag} can be

retrieved by this function.  If @var{name} is unknown the function

returns @code{NULL}.  For boolean flags an empty string is returned

for False and the string "1" is

 returned for True; either atoi(3) or a

test for an empty string can be used to get the boolean value.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Locale

@subsection Locale

@cindex locale, default

@cindex locale, of a context

 

A locale setting can be associated with a context.  This locale is

passed to the crypto engine, and used for applications like the PIN

entry, which is displayed to the user when entering a passphrase is

required.

 

The default locale is used to initialize the locale setting of all

contexts created afterwards.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_set_locale (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{category}},

@w{const char *@var{value}})

@since{0.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_set_locale} sets the locale of the context

@var{ctx}, or the default locale if @var{ctx} is a null pointer.

 

The locale settings that should be changed are specified by

@var{category}.  Supported categories are @code{LC_CTYPE},

@code{LC_MESSAGES}, and @code{LC_ALL}, which is a wildcard you can use
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if you want to change

 all the categories at once.

 

The value to be used for the locale setting is @var{value}, which will

be copied to @acronym{GPGME}'s internal data structures.  @var{value}

can be a null pointer, which disables setting the locale, and will

make PIN entry and other applications use their default setting, which

is usually not what you want.

 

Note that the settings are only used if the application runs on a text

terminal, and that the settings should fit the configuration of the

output terminal.  Normally, it is sufficient to initialize the default

value at startup.

 

The function returns an error if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Additional Logs

@subsection Additional Logs

@cindex auditlog, of the engine

@cindex auditlog

 

Additional logs can be associated with a context.  These logs are

engine specific and can be be obtained with @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}},

 @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog} is used to obtain additional

logs as specified by @var{flags} into the @var{output} data.  If

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if a

log could be queried from the engine, and @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED}

if the log specified in @var{flags} is not available for this engine.

If no log is available @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_DIAG

@since{1.11.2}

 

Obtain diagnostic output which would be written to @code{stderr} in
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interactive use of the engine.  This can be used to provide additional

diagnostic information in case of errors in other operations.

 

Note: If log-file has been set in the configuration the log will

be empty and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} will be returned.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}

 

@item

 GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT

@since{1.11.2}

 

This flag has the value 0 for compatibility reasons.  Obtains additional

information from the engine by issuing the @code{GETAUDITLOG} command.

For @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS} this provides additional information about

the X509 certificate chain.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

 

@item GPGME_AUDITLOG_HTML

@since{1.1.1}

 

Same as @code{GPGME_AUDITLOG_DEFAULT} but in HTML.

 

Implemented for: @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_getauditlog_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{output}}, @

           @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.1}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_getauditlog}.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Key Management

@section Key Management

@cindex key management

 

Some of the cryptographic operations require that recipients or

signers are specified.  This is always done by specifying the

respective keys that should be used

 for the operation.  The following

section describes how such keys can be selected and manipulated.

 

 

@menu
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* Key objects::                   Description of the key structures.

* Listing Keys::                  Browsing the list of available keys.

* Information About Keys::        Requesting detailed information about keys.

* Manipulating Keys::             Operations on keys.

* Generating Keys::               Creating new key pairs.

* Signing Keys::                  Adding key signatures to public keys.

* Exporting Keys::                Retrieving key data from the key ring.

* Importing Keys::                Adding keys to the key ring.

* Deleting Keys::                 Removing keys from the key ring.

* Changing Passphrases::          Change the passphrase of a key.

* Changing TOFU Data::            Changing data pertaining to TOFU.

* Advanced Key Editing::          Advanced key edit operation.

@end menu

 

@node Key objects

@subsection Key objects

 

The keys are represented in GPGME by

 structures which may only be read

by the application but never be allocated or changed.  They are valid

as long as the key object itself is valid.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_t

 

The @code{gpgme_key_t} type is a pointer to a key object.  It has the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_keylist_mode_t keylist_mode

@since{0.9.0}

 

The keylist mode that was active when the key was retrieved.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the key is expired.

 

@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the key is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key is invalid. This might have several reasons,

for a example for the S/MIME backend, it will be set during key

listings if the key could not be validated due to missing

certificates or unmatched policies.
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@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign

 : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used to create

key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the key (ie one of its subkeys) can be used for

authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the key can be used for qualified signatures according

to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the key is a secret key.  Note, that this will always

be true even if the corresponding subkey flag may be false

(offline/stub keys).  This is only set if a listing of secret keys has

been requested or if @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this key.

 

@item gpgme_protocol_t protocol

This is the protocol supported by this key.

 

@item char *issuer_serial

If

 @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer serial.

 

@item char *issuer_name

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

issuer name.
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@item char *chain_id

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS}, then this is the

chain ID, which can be used to built the certificate chain.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t owner_trust

If @code{protocol} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OpenPGP}, then this is the

owner trust.

 

@item gpgme_subkey_t subkeys

This is a linked list with the subkeys of the key.  The first subkey

in the list is the primary key and usually available.

 

@item gpgme_user_id_t uids

This is a linked list with the user IDs of the key.  The first user ID

in the list is the main (or primary) user ID.

 

@item char *fpr

@since{1.7.0}

 

This field gives the fingerprint of the primary key.  Note that

this is a copy of the fingerprint of the first subkey.  For an

incomplete key (for example from a verification result) a subkey may

be missing but this field

 may be set nevertheless.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this key.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_subkey_t

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_subkey_t} type is a pointer to a subkey structure.

Subkeys are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  In fact,

subkeys are those parts that contains the real information about the

individual cryptographic keys that belong to the same key object.  One

@code{gpgme_key_t} can contain several subkeys.  The first subkey in

the linked list is also called the primary key.

 

The subkey structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_subkey_t next
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This is a pointer to the next subkey structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the subkey is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is true if the subkey is expired.

 

@item unsigned int disabled : 1

This is true if the subkey

 is disabled.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the subkey is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int can_encrypt : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used for encryption.

 

@item unsigned int can_sign : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create data signatures.

 

@item unsigned int can_certify : 1

This is true if the subkey can be used to create key certificates.

 

@item unsigned int can_authenticate : 1

@since{0.4.5}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for authentication.

 

@item unsigned int is_qualified : 1

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is true if the subkey can be used for qualified signatures

according to local government regulations.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1

@since{1.8.0}

 

This is true if the subkey complies with the rules for classified

information in Germany at the restricted level (VS-NfD).  This are

currently RSA keys of at least 2048 bits or ECDH/ECDSA keys using a

Brainpool curve.

 

@item unsigned int secret : 1

This is true if the subkey is a secret key.  Note that

 it will be

false if the key is actually a stub key; i.e. a secret key operation
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is currently not possible (offline-key).  This is only set if a

listing of secret keys has been requested or if

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_WITH_SECRET} is active.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm supported by this subkey.

 

@item unsigned int length

This is the length of the subkey (in bits).

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the subkey in hexadecimal digits.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the subkey in hexadecimal digits, if

available.

 

@item char *keygrip

@since{1.7.0}

 

The keygrip of the subkey in hex digit form or @code{NULL} if not

available.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the subkey.  This is -1 if the

timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires

This is the expiration timestamp of the subkey, or 0 if the subkey

does not expire.

 

@item unsigned int is_cardkey : 1

@since{1.2.0}

 

True if

 the secret key is stored on a smart card.

 

@item char *card_number

@since{1.2.0}

 

The serial number of a smart card holding this key or @code{NULL}.

 

@item char *curve

For ECC algorithms the name of the curve.

 

@end table

@end deftp
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@deftp {Data type} gpgme_user_id_t

 

A user ID is a component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object.  One key can

have many user IDs.  The first one in the list is the main (or

primary) user ID.

 

The user ID structure has the following members.

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_user_id_t next

This is a pointer to the next user ID structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the user ID is revoked.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the user ID is invalid.

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

This specifies the validity of the user ID.

 

@item char *uid

This is the user ID string.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment

 component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *address;

The mail address (addr-spec from RFC-5322) of the user ID string.

This is general the same as the @code{email} part of this structure

but might be slightly different.  If no mail address is available

@code{NULL} is stored.

 

@item gpgme_tofu_info_t tofu

@since{1.7.0}

 

If not @code{NULL} information from the TOFU database pertaining to

this user id.

 

@item gpgme_key_sig_t signatures
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This is a linked list with the signatures on this user ID.

 

@item unsigned int origin : 5

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the origin of this user ID.

 

@item unsigned long last_update

@since{1.8.0}

 

Reserved for the time of the last update of this user ID.

 

@item char *uidhash;

A string used by gpg to identify a user ID.  This string can be used

at certain prompts of @code{gpgme_op_edit} to select a user ID.  Users

must be prepared to see a @code{NULL} value here.  The format

 of the

value is not specified and may depend on the GPGME or GnuPG version.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_tofu_info_t

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{gpgme_tofu_info_t} type is a pointer to a tofu info

structure.  Tofu info structures are one component of a

@code{gpgme_user_id_t} object, and provide information from the TOFU

database pertaining to the user ID.

 

The tofu info structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next tofu info structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int validity : 3

This is the TOFU validity.  It can have the following values:

 

@table @code

@item 0

The value @code{0} indicates a conflict.

 

@item 1

The value @code{1} indicates a key without history.
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@item 2

The value @code{2} indicates a key with too little history.

 

@item 3

The value @code{3} indicates a key with enough history for basic trust.

 

@item 4

The value @code{4} indicates a key

 with a lot of history.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int policy : 4

This is the TOFU policy, see @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t}.

 

@item unsigned short signcount

This is the number of signatures seen for this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned short encrcount

This is the number of encryptions done with this binding (or

@code{USHRT_MAX} if there are more than that).

 

@item unsigned long signfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long signlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last signature was seen with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrfirst

Number of seconds since Epoch when the first encryption was done with

this binding.

 

@item unsigned long encrlast

Number of seconds since Epoch when the last encryption was done with

this binding.

 

@item char *description

A human-readable string summarizing the TOFU data (or NULL).

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_key_sig_t
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The

 @code{gpgme_key_sig_t} type is a pointer to a key signature structure.

Key signatures are one component of a @code{gpgme_key_t} object, and

validate user IDs on the key in the OpenPGP protocol.

 

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS} mode

enabled, because it can be expensive to retrieve all signatures of a

key.

 

The signature notations on a key signature are only available if the

key was retrieved via a listing operation with the

@code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIG_NOTATIONS} mode enabled, because it can

be expensive to retrieve all signature notations.

 

The key signature structure has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_key_sig_t next

This is a pointer to the next key signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item unsigned int revoked : 1

This is true if the key signature is a revocation signature.

 

@item unsigned int expired : 1

This is

 true if the key signature is expired.

 

@item unsigned int invalid : 1

This is true if the key signature is invalid.

 

@item unsigned int exportable : 1

This is true if the key signature is exportable.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

This is the public key algorithm used to create the signature.

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used to create

the signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

This is the creation timestamp of the key signature.  This is -1 if

the timestamp is invalid, and 0 if it is not available.

 

@item long int expires
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This is the expiration timestamp of the key signature, or 0 if the key

signature does not expire.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature and has the same meaning as the

member of the same name in a @code{gpgme_signature_t} object.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

This specifies the signature class of the key signature.  The meaning

is specific to the crypto engine.

 

@item char *uid

This is the main

 user ID of the key used to create the signature.

 

@item char *name

This is the name component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *comment

This is the comment component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item char *email

This is the email component of @code{uid}, if available.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

@node Listing Keys

@subsection Listing Keys

@cindex listing keys

@cindex key listing

@cindex key listing, start

@cindex key ring, list

@cindex key ring, search

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{int @var{secret_only}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} initiates a key listing

operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets everything up so that

subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys

in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.
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Otherwise,

 @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.  Note that

the total length of the pattern is restricted to an engine-specific

maximum (a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).  The

pattern should be used to restrict the search to a certain common name

or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

 *@var{pattern}[]}, @w{int @var{secret_only}}, @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start} initiates an extended

key listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  It sets

everything up so that subsequent invocations of

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return the keys in the list.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.  Note that the total length of

all patterns is restricted to an engine-specific maximum (the exact

limit also depends on the number of patterns and amount of quoting

required, but a couple of hundred characters are usually accepted).

Patterns should be used to restrict the search to a certain common

name or user, not to list many specific keys at once by listing their

fingerprints or key IDs.

 

If @var{secret_only} is not @code{0}, the list

 is restricted to secret

keys only.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or
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@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{data}}, @

            @w{int @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start} initiates a key

listing operation inside the context @var{ctx}.  In contrast to the

other key listing operation the keys are read from the supplied

@var{data} and not from the local key database.  The keys are also not

imported into the local key database.  The function

 sets everything up

so that subsequent invocations of @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} return

the keys from @var{data}.

 

The value of @var{reserved} must be @code{0}.

 

This function requires at least GnuPG version 2.1.14 and currently

works only with OpenPGP keys.

 

The context will be busy until either all keys are received (and

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}), or

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} is called to finish the operation.

While the context is busy @var{data} may not be released.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_next (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{r_key}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns the next key in the

list created by a previous @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation in

the context @var{ctx}.  The key will have

 one reference for the user.

@xref{Manipulating Keys}.

 

This is the only way to get at @code{gpgme_key_t} objects in
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@acronym{GPGME}.

 

If the last key in the list has already been returned,

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_next} returns @code{GPG_ERR_EOF}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if there is not enough memory for the operation.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keylist_end (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_end} ends a pending key list

operation in the context @var{ctx}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result of the key

listing operation can be retrieved with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

The following

 example illustrates how all keys containing a certain

string (@code{g10code}) can be listed with their key ID and the name

and email address of the main user ID:

 

@example

gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

gpgme_key_t key;

gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 

if (!err)

 @{

   err = gpgme_op_keylist_start (ctx, "g10code", 0);

   while (!err)

     @{

       err = gpgme_op_keylist_next (ctx, &key);

       if (err)

         break;

       printf ("%s:", key->subkeys->keyid);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->name)

         printf (" %s", key->uids->name);

       if (key->uids && key->uids->email)

         printf (" <%s>", key->uids->email);

       putchar ('\n');
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       gpgme_key_release (key);

     @}

   gpgme_release (ctx);

 @}

if (gpg_err_code (err) != GPG_ERR_EOF)

 @{

   fprintf (stderr, "can not list keys: %s\n", gpgme_strerror (err));

   exit (1);

 @}

@end example

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_keylist_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_*}

 operation.  After successfully ending a key

listing operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_keylist_result}.  The structure contains the following

member:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int truncated : 1

This is true if the crypto backend had to truncate the result, and

less than the desired keys could be listed.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_keylist_result_t gpgme_op_keylist_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_keylist_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_keylist_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_*} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a key listing

operation, and if this operation finished successfully.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

In a simple program, for which a blocking operation is acceptable, the

following function can be used to retrieve

 a single key.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_get_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{fpr}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}}, @w{int @var{secret}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_key} gets the key with the fingerprint

(or key ID) @var{fpr} from the crypto backend and return it in

@var{r_key}.  If @var{secret} is true, get the secret key.  The

currently active keylist mode is used to retrieve the key.  The key

will have one reference for the user.
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If the key is not found in the keyring, @code{gpgme_get_key} returns

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_EOF} and *@var{r_key} will be set to

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{r_key} is not a valid pointer or @var{fpr} is not a

fingerprint or key ID, @code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key ID was

not a unique specifier for a key, and @code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if at some

time during the operation there was not enough memory available.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Information About Keys

@subsection

 Information About Keys

@cindex key, information about

@cindex key, attributes

@cindex attributes, of a key

 

Please see the beginning of this section for more information about

@code{gpgme_key_t} objects.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_validity_t

The @code{gpgme_validity_t} type is used to specify the validity of a user ID

in a key.  The following validities are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNKNOWN

The user ID is of unknown validity.  The string representation of this

validity is ``?''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_UNDEFINED

The validity of the user ID is undefined.  The string representation of this

validity is ``q''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_NEVER

The user ID is never valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``n''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_MARGINAL

The user ID is marginally valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``m''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_FULL

The user ID is fully valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``f''.

 

@item GPGME_VALIDITY_ULTIMATE
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The

 user ID is ultimately valid.  The string representation of this

validity is ``u''.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

 

 

@node Manipulating Keys

@subsection Manipulating Keys

@cindex key, manipulation

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_ref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_ref} acquires an additional reference for

the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_unref (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_unref} releases a reference for the key

@var{key}.  If this was the last reference, the key will be destroyed

and all resources associated to it will be released.

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_setexpire

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{reserved}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire} sets the expiration time of

the

 key @var{key} or of the specified subkeys.

This function requires at least version 2.1.22 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds from now.

To be similar to other usages where expiration times are provided

in unsigned long this is similar to the key creation date

and so it is in seconds from NOW.
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The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration time.

Note that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not

a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed

32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol

uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can

only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{subfprs} selects the subkey(s) for which the expiration time

should be set.  If @var{subfprs} is set to @code{NULL}, then the

expiration time of the primary key is set.  If @var{subfprs} is

an asterisk (@code{*}), then the expiration times of all non-revoked

and not yet expired subkeys are set.

  To select more than one subkey

put all subkey fingerprints into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}).

 

@var{reserved} is reserved for later use and must be @code{0}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_setexpire_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{subfprs}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_setexpire_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_setexpire}
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 operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Generating Keys

@subsection Generating Keys

@cindex key, creation

@cindex key ring, add

 

GPGME provides a set of functions to create public key pairs.  Most of

these functions require the use of GnuPG 2.1 and later; for older

GnuPG versions the @code{gpgme_op_genkey} function can be used.

Existing code which wants to update to the new functions or new code

which shall supports older GnuPG versions may try the new functions

first and provide a fallback to the old function if the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} is received.

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey} generates a new key for the

procotol active in the context @var{ctx}.  As of now this function

does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least version 2.1.13 of

GnuPG.

 

@var{userid} is commonly the mail address associated with the key.

GPGME does not require a specific syntax but if more than a mail

address is given, RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is

expected to be in UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail

addresses).  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new key (actually a keypair

of public and private key).  For a list of supported algorithms, see
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the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is @code{NULL} or the string

"default", the key is generated using the default algorithm of the

engine.  If the string "future-default" is used the engine may use an

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine;

 however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.  For the OpenPGP

protocol, the specification of a default algorithm, without requesting

a non-default usage via @var{flags}, triggers the creation of a

primary key plus a secondary key (subkey).

 

@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{extrakey} is currently not used and must be set to @code{NULL}.

A future version of GPGME may use this parameter to create X.509 keys.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following

 flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_CREATE_SIGN

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_ENCR

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_CERT

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_AUTH

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not create the key with the default capabilities (key usage) of the

requested algorithm but use those explicitly given by these flags:

``signing'', ``encryption'', ``certification'', or ``authentication''.

The allowed combinations depend on the algorithm.

 

If any of these flags are set and a default algorithm has been

selected only one key is created in the case of the OpenPGP

protocol.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOPASSWD

@since{1.7.0}

 

Request generation of the key without password protection.
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@item GPGME_CREATE_SELFSIGNED

@since{1.7.0}

 

For an X.509 key do not create a CSR but a self-signed certificate.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOSTORE

@since{1.7.0}

 

Do not store the created key in the local key database.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_WANTPUB

@itemx GPGME_CREATE_WANTSEC

@since{1.7.0}

 

Return

 the public or secret key as part of the result structure.

This has not yet been implemented.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_FORCE

@since{1.7.0}

 

The engine does not allow the creation of a key with a user ID

already existing in the local key database.  This flag can be used to

override this check.

 

@item GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE

@since{1.9.0}

 

Request generation of keys that do not expire.

 

@end table

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @
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      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{extrakey}}, @

      @w{unsigned int

 @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createkey} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_createsubkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} creates and adds a new

subkey to the primary OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  The only

allowed protocol in @var{ctx} is @code{GPGME_PROTOCOL_OPENPGP}.

Subkeys (aka secondary keys) are a concept in the OpenPGP protocol to

bind several keys to a primary key.  As of now this function requires

at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate

 on.

 

@var{algo} specifies the algorithm for the new subkey.  For a list of

supported algorithms, see the GnuPG manual.  If @var{algo} is

@code{NULL} or the string "default", the subkey is generated using the

default algorithm for an encryption subkey of the engine.  If the

string "future-default" is used the engine may use an encryption

algorithm which is planned to be the default in a future release of

the engine; however existing implementation of the protocol may not be

able to already handle such future algorithms.
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@var{reserved} must be set to zero.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time in seconds.  If you supply

0, a reasonable expiration time is chosen.  Use the flag

@code{GPGME_CREATE_NOEXPIRE} to create keys that do not expire.  Note

that this parameter takes an unsigned long value and not a

@code{time_t} to avoid problems on systems which use a signed 32 bit

@code{time_t}.  Note further that the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit

values for timestamps and thus can only encode

 dates up to the year

2106.

 

@var{flags} takes the same values as described above for

@code{gpgme_op_createkey}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, information about the

created key can be retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_createsubkey_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{algo}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{reserved}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_createsubkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_createsubkey} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_adduid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t
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 gpgme_op_adduid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid} adds a new user ID to the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Adding additional user IDs after key creation

is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol for the

context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function

requires at least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to add to the key.  A user ID is commonly

the mail address to be associated with the key.  GPGME does not

require a specific syntax but if more than a mail address is given,

RFC-822 style format is suggested.  The value is expected to be in

UTF-8 encoding (i.e. no IDN encoding for mail addresses).  This is a

required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

The function returns zero

 on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_adduid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_adduid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_adduid} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun
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@c

@c  gpgme_op_revuid

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid} revokes a user ID from the OpenPGP

key given by @var{KEY}.  Revoking user IDs after key creation is a

feature of the OpenPGP protocol and thus the protocol

 for the context

@var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.  As of now this function requires at

least version 2.1.13 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID to be revoked from the key.  The user ID

must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{flags} are currently not used and must be set to zero.

 

Note that the engine won't allow to revoke the last valid user ID.  To

change a user ID is better to first add the new user ID, then revoke

the old one, and finally publish the key.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revuid_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}},

 @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revuid_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revuid} operation; see there for details.  It must
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be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_set_uid_flag

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_ui_flag @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} is used to set flags on a

user ID from the OpenPGP key given by @var{KEY}.  Setting flags on

user IDs after key creation is a feature of the OpenPGP protocol and

thus the protocol for the context @var{ctx} must be set to OpenPGP.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.  This parameters is required.

 

@var{userid} is the user ID of the key to be manipulated.  This user ID

must

 be given verbatim because the engine does an exact and case

sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID object

(@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  This is a required parameter.

 

@var{name} names the flag which is to be changed.  The only currently

supported flag is:

 

@table @code

@item primary

This sets the primary key flag on the given user ID.  All other

primary key flag on other user IDs are removed.  @var{value} must be

given as NULL.  For technical reasons this functions bumps the

creation timestamp of all affected self-signatures up by one second.

At least GnuPG version 2.1.20 is required.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.
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@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{cons char * @var{name}},

 @

      @w{cons char * @var{value}});

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_set_uid_flag} operation; see there for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{parms}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @

      @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey} generates a new key pair in the

context @var{ctx}.  The meaning of @var{public} and @var{secret}

depends on the crypto backend.

 

GPG does not support @var{public} and @var{secret}, they should be

@code{NULL}.  GnuPG will generate a key pair and add it to the

standard key ring.  The fingerprint of the generated key is available

with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

GpgSM requires @var{public} to be a writable data object.  GpgSM will

generate

 a secret key (which will be stored by @command{gpg-agent},

and return a certificate request in @var{public}, which then needs to

be signed by the certification authority and imported before it can be

used.  GpgSM does not make the fingerprint available.

 

The argument @var{parms} specifies parameters for the key in an string

that looks something like XML.  The details about the format of

@var{parms} are specific to the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  The

first line of the parameters must be @code{<GnupgKeyParams
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format="internal">} and the last line must be

@code{</GnupgKeyParams>}.  Every line in between the first and last

lines is treated as a Header: Value pair.  In particular, no XML

escaping is necessary if you need to include the characters @code{<},

@code{>}, or @code{&}.

 

Here is an example for GnuPG as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPG manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: default

Subkey-Type: default

Name-Real:

 Joe Tester

Name-Comment: with stupid passphrase

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

Expire-Date: 0

Passphrase: abc

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Here is an example for GpgSM as the crypto engine (all parameters of

OpenPGP key generation are documented in the GPGSM manual):

 

@example

<GnupgKeyParms format="internal">

Key-Type: RSA

Key-Length: 1024

Name-DN: C=de,O=g10 code,OU=Testlab,CN=Joe 2 Tester

Name-Email: joe@@foo.bar

</GnupgKeyParms>

@end example

 

Strings should be given in UTF-8 encoding.  The only format supported

for now is ``internal''.  The content of the @code{GnupgKeyParms}

container is passed verbatim to the crypto backend.  Control

statements are not allowed.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a well-formed string (e.g. does not have the

expected

 tag-like headers and footers), @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED}

if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not valid, and
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@code{GPG_ERR_GENERAL} if no key was created by the backend.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_genkey_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{parms}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{public}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{secret}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{parms} is not a valid XML string, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if @var{public} or @var{secret} is not

@code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_genkey_result

@c

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_genkey_result_t}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation. 

 After successfully generating a

key, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item unsigned int primary : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a primary key was created and to 0

if not.

 

@item unsigned int sub : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a subkey was created and to 0 if not.

 

@item unsigned int uid : 1

This flag is set to 1 if a user ID was created and to 0 if not.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was created.  If both a

primary and a subkey were generated, the fingerprint of the primary

key will be returned.  If the crypto engine does not provide the

fingerprint, @code{fpr} will be a null pointer.

 

@item gpgme_data_t pubkey
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@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the public key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@item gpgme_data_t seckey

@since{1.7.0}

 

This will eventually be used to return the secret key.  It is

currently not used.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_genkey_result_t gpgme_op_genkey_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_genkey_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_genkey_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_genkey} or

@code{gpgme_op_genkey_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  SIGNING KEYS

@c

@node Signing Keys

@subsection Signing Keys

@cindex key, signing

 

Key signatures are a unique concept of the OpenPGP protocol.  They can

be used to certify the validity of a key and are used to create the

Web-of-Trust (WoT).  Instead of using the @code{gpgme_op_interact}

function along with a finite state machine, GPGME provides a

convenient function to create key signatures when using modern GnuPG

versions.

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_keysign

@c

@deftypefun
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 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign} adds a new key signature to the

public key @var{KEY}.   This function requires at least version 2.1.12 of

GnuPG.

 

@var{CTX} is the usual context which describes the protocol to use

(which must be OpenPGP) and has also the list of signer keys to be

used for the signature.  The common case is to use the default key for

signing other keys.  If another key or more than one key shall be used

for a key signature, @code{gpgme_signers_add} can be used.

@xref{Selecting Signers}.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs to be signed.  If

@var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} all valid user IDs are signed.  The

user ID must be given verbatim because the engine does an exact

 and

case sensitive match.  Thus the @code{uid} field from the user ID

object (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to be used.  To select more than

one user ID put them all into one string separated by linefeeds

characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag @code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP}.

 

@var{expires} specifies the expiration time of the new signature in

seconds.  The common case is to use 0 to not set an expiration date.

However, if the configuration of the engine defines a default

expiration for key signatures, that is still used unless the flag

@code{GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE} is used.  Note that this parameter takes

an unsigned long value and not a @code{time_t} to avoid problems on

systems which use a signed 32 bit @code{time_t}.  Note further that

the OpenPGP protocol uses 32 bit values for timestamps and thus can

only encode dates up to the year 2106.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LOCAL

@since{1.7.0}

 

Instead of creating an exportable
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 key signature, create a key

signature which is is marked as non-exportable.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_LFSEP

@since{1.7.0}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_KEYSIGN_NOEXPIRE

Force the creation of a key signature without an expiration date.  This

overrides @var{expire} and any local configuration of the engine.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_keysign_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned long @var{expires}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_keysign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_keysign} operation; see there for details.  It must

be

 completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  gpgme_op_revsig

@c

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @
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      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});

 

@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig} revokes key signatures of the

public key @var{key} made with the key @var{signing_key}.   This

function requires at least version 2.2.24 of GnuPG.

 

@var{key} specifies the key to operate on.

 

@var{signing_key} specifies the key whose signatures shall be revoked.

 

@var{userid} selects the user ID or user IDs whose signatures shall

be revoked.  If @var{userid} is set to @code{NULL} the signatures

on all user IDs are revoked.  The user ID must be given verbatim

because the engine does an exact and case sensitive match.  Thus the

@code{uid} field from the user ID object

 (@code{gpgme_user_id_t}) is to

be used.  To select more than one user ID put them all into one string

separated by linefeeds characters (@code{\n}) and set the flag

@code{GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_REVSIG_LFSEP

@since{1.14.1}

 

Although linefeeds are uncommon in user IDs this flag is required to

explicitly declare that @var{userid} may contain several linefeed

separated user IDs.

 

@end table

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_revsig_start @

     (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

      @w{gpgme_key_t @var{signing_key}}, @

      @w{const char *@var{userid}}, @

      @w{unsigned int @var{flags}});
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@since{1.14.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_revsig_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_revsig} operation; see there

 for details.  It must

be completed by calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.

@xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  EXPORTING KEYS

@c

@node Exporting Keys

@subsection Exporting Keys

@cindex key, export

@cindex key ring, export from

 

Exporting keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--export}.  However, a mode flag can be used to change the way

the export works.  The available mode flags are described below, they

may be or-ed together.

 

@table @code

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN

If this bit is set, the output is send directly to the default

keyserver. This is currently only allowed for OpenPGP keys.  It is good

practise to not send more than a few dozens key to a keyserver at one

time.  Using this flag requires that the @var{keydata} argument of the

export function is set to @code{NULL}.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL

@since{1.3.1}

 

If this bit is set, the smallest possible key is exported.  For OpenPGP

keys it removes all signatures

 except for the latest self-signatures.

For X.509 keys it has no effect.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SSH

@since{1.4.0}

 

If this bit is set, the latest authentication key of the requested

OpenPGP key is exported in the OpenSSH public key format.  This

accepts just a single key; to force the export of a specific subkey
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a fingerprint pattern with an appended exclamation mark may be used.

 

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET

@since{1.6.0}

 

Instead of exporting the public key, the secret key is exported.  This

may not be combined with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN}.  For X.509

the export format is PKCS#8.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_RAW

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#1.  This flag may not be

used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_PKCS12

@since{1.6.0}

 

If this flag is used with @code{GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_SECRET} for an X.509

key the export format will be changed to PKCS#12 which also includes

the

 certificate.  This flag may not be used with OpenPGP.

 

@item GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_NOUID

@since{1.12.0 - experimental}

Do not export user ids.  Works only with certain gpg version.

 

@end table

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{pattern}},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys are returned.

Otherwise, @var{pattern} contains an engine specific expression that

is used to limit the list to all keys matching the pattern.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the
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operation

 completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export} extracts public

 keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

If @var{pattern} or @var{*pattern} is @code{NULL}, all available keys

are returned.  Otherwise, @var{pattern} is a @code{NULL} terminated

array of strings that are used to limit the list to all keys matching

at least one of the patterns verbatim.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char

*@var{pattern}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

 @var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}
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if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t keys[]},

@w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys} extracts public keys and returns

them in the data buffer @var{keydata}.  The output format of the key

data returned is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor attribute set

for the context @var{ctx}, or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{keydata}.

 

The keys to export are taken form the @code{NULL} terminated array

@var{keys}.  Only

 keys of the currently selected protocol of

@var{ctx} which do have a fingerprint set are considered for export.

Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are ignored.  In particular

OpenPGP keys retrieved via an external key listing are not included.

 

@var{mode} is usually 0; other values are described above.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_export_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{keys}[]}, @w{gpgme_export_mode_t @var{mode}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{keydata}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_export_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_export_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the

 context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{keydata} is not a valid empty data buffer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA}

if no useful keys are in @var{keys} and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Importing Keys
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@subsection Importing Keys

@cindex key, import

@cindex key ring, import to

 

Importing keys means the same as running @command{gpg} with the command

@option{--import}.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import} adds the keys in the data buffer

@var{keydata} to the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

The format of @var{keydata} can be @acronym{ASCII} armored, for example,

but the details are specific to the crypto engine.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result

 can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{keydata} is an empty data buffer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys} adds the keys described by

the @code{NULL} terminated array @var{keys} to the key ring of the

crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.  It is used to actually import and

make keys permanent which have been retrieved from an external source

(i.e. using @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN}) earlier.  The external

keylisting must have been made with the same context configuration (in
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particular the same home directory).  @footnote{Thus it is a

replacement for the usual workaround of exporting and then importing a

key to make an X.509 key permanent.}  Note that for OpenPGP this may

require another access to the keyserver over the network.

 

Only keys of the currently selected protocol of @var{ctx} are

considered for import.  Other keys specified by the @var{keys} are

ignored.  As of now all considered keys must have been retrieved using

the same method, i.e. the used key listing mode must be identical.

 

After the operation completed successfully,

 the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_import_result}.

 

To move keys from one home directory to another, export and import the

keydata using @code{gpgme_op_export} and @code{gpgme_op_import}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key

listing mode does not match, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are

considered for export.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_keys_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

*@var{keys}})

@since{1.2.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_keys_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_import_keys} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

import was completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{keydata} if @var{ctx}

 or @var{keydata} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the key listing mode does not match, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if no keys are considered for export.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_status_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  For each considered key one

status is added that contains information about the result of the

import.  The structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_import_status_t next
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This is a pointer to the next status structure in the linked list, or

@code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint of the key that was considered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t result

If the import was not successful, this is the error value that caused

the import to fail.  Otherwise the error code is

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR}.

 

@item unsigned int status

This is a bit-wise OR of the following flags that give more

information about what

 part of the key was imported.  If the key was

already known, this might be 0.

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_IMPORT_NEW

The key was new.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_UID

The key contained new user IDs.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SIG

The key contained new signatures.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY

The key contained new sub keys.

 

@item GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET

The key contained a secret key.

@end table

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_import_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  After a successful import

operation, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_import_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item int considered

The total number of considered keys.

 

@item int no_user_id
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The number of keys without user ID.

 

@item int imported

The total number of imported keys.

 

@item int imported_rsa

The number of imported RSA keys.

 

@item int unchanged

The number of unchanged keys.

 

@item

 int new_user_ids

The number of new user IDs.

 

@item int new_sub_keys

The number of new sub keys.

 

@item int new_signatures

The number of new signatures.

 

@item int new_revocations

The number of new revocations.

 

@item int secret_read

The total number of secret keys read.

 

@item int secret_imported

The number of imported secret keys.

 

@item int secret_unchanged

The number of unchanged secret keys.

 

@item int not_imported

The number of keys not imported.

 

@item gpgme_import_status_t imports

A list of gpgme_import_status_t objects which contain more information

about the keys for which an import was attempted.

 

@item int skipped_v3_keys

For security reasons modern versions of GnuPG do not anymore support

v3 keys (created with PGP 2.x) and ignores them on import.  This

counter provides the number of such skipped v3 keys.

 

@end table

@end deftp
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@deftypefun gpgme_import_result_t gpgme_op_import_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_import_result_t}

 pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_import} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_import} or

@code{gpgme_op_import_start} operation, and if this operation finished

successfully.  The returned pointer is only valid until the next

operation is started on the context.

@end deftypefun

 

@node Deleting Keys

@subsection Deleting Keys

@cindex key, delete

@cindex key ring, delete from

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext} deletes the key @var{key} from

the key ring of the crypto engine used by @var{ctx}.

 

@var{flags} can be set to the bit-wise OR of the following flags:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET

@since{1.9.1}

 

If not set, only public keys are deleted. If set, secret keys are

deleted as well, if that is supported.

 

@item

 GPGME_DELETE_FORCE

@since{1.9.1}

 

If set, the user is not asked to confirm the deletion.

@end table

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the key

was deleted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or

@var{key} is not a valid pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY} if

@var{key} could not be found in the keyring,

@code{GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME} if the key was not specified

unambiguously, and @code{GPG_ERR_CONFLICT} if the secret key for

@var{key} is available, but @var{allow_secret} is zero.

@end deftypefun
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_ext_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

@since{1.9.1}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_delete} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully,

 and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

The following functions allow only to use one particular flag.

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_delete_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{int @var{allow_secret}})

Similar to @code{gpgme_op_delete_ext_start}, but only the flag

@code{GPGME_DELETE_ALLOW_SECRET} can be provided.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Changing Passphrases

@subsection Changing Passphrases

@cindex passphrase, change

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd}

 changes the passphrase of the

private key associated with @var{key}.  The only allowed value for

@var{flags} is @code{0}.  The backend engine will usually popup a window

to ask for the old and the new passphrase.  Thus this function is not

useful in a server application (where passphrases are not required

anyway).
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Note that old @code{gpg} engines (before version 2.0.15) do not support

this command and will silently ignore it.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_passwd_start      @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.3.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_passwd_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_passwd} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the

 oepration

could not be started.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c  CHANGING TOFU DATA

@c

@node Changing TOFU Data

@subsection Changing TOFU Data

@cindex validity, TOFU

 

The OpenPGP engine features a Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU) key validation

model.  For resolving conflicts it is necessary to declare the policy

for a key.  See the GnuPG manual for details on the TOFU

implementation.

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t}

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_tofu_policy_t

The @code{gpgme_tofu_policy_t} type specifies the set of possible

policy values that are supported by @acronym{GPGME}:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_AUTO

Set the policy to ``auto''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_GOOD

Set the policy to ``good''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_BAD

Set the policy to ``bad''.
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@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_ASK

Set the policy to ``ask''.

@item GPGME_TOFU_POLICY_UNKNOWN

Set the policy to ``unknown''.

@end table

 

@end deftp

 

To change the policy for a key the following functions can be used:

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t

 gpgme_op_tofu_policy @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} changes the TOFU policy of

@var{key}.  The valid values for @var{policy} are listed above.  As of

now this function does only work for OpenPGP and requires at least

version 2.1.10 of GnuPG.

 

The function returns zero on success, @code{GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED} if

the engine does not support the command, or a bunch of other error

codes.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start @

            (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

             @w{const gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

             @w{gpgme_tofu_policy_t @var{policy}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_tofu_policy} operation.    It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The

 function returns @code{0} if the operation was started successfully,

and an error code if one of the arguments is not valid or the oepration

could not be started.

 

@end deftypefun
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@node Advanced Key Editing

@subsection Advanced Key Editing

@cindex key, edit

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

@tindex gpgme_interact_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_interact_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls if it a key interact operation is on-going.  The

status keyword @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are

passed through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  An empty

string represents EOF.  The file descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal

status messages.  If @var{status} indicates a command rather than a

status message, the response to the command should be written to

@var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is

 provided by the user at start of

operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the interact callback function @var{FNC} with the

handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@var{flags} modifies the behaviour
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 of the function; the only defined

bit value is:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_INTERACT_CARD

@since{1.7.0}

 

This is used for smartcard based keys and uses gpgs

@code{--card-edit} command.

 

@end table

 

The function returns @code{0} if the edit operation completes

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx} or @var{key} is

not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine or

the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_interact_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

  @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @

  @w{unsigned int @var{flags}}, @

  @w{gpgme_interact_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @

  @w{void *@var{handle}}, @

  @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{1.7.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_interact_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_interact} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the operation was started

successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} or @var{key}

is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Crypto Operations

@section Crypto Operations

@cindex cryptographic operation

 

Sometimes, the result of a crypto operation returns a list of invalid

keys encountered in processing the request.  The following structure

is used to hold information about such a key.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_invalid_key_t}
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This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a crypto operation which takes user IDs as one input parameter.  The

structure contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t next

This is a pointer to the next invalid key structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *fpr

The fingerprint or key ID of the invalid key encountered.

 

@item gpgme_error_t reason

An error code describing the reason why the key was found invalid.

@end table

@end deftp

 

 

@menu

* Decrypt::                       Decrypting a ciphertext.

* Verify::      

                  Verifying a signature.

* Decrypt and Verify::            Decrypting a signed ciphertext.

* Sign::                          Creating a signature.

* Encrypt::                       Encrypting a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Decrypt

@subsection Decrypt

@cindex decryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} decrypts the ciphertext in the

data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt, @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

 for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through some errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.
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@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} is the same as

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}

 but has an additional argument

@var{flags}.  If @var{flags} is 0 both function behave identically.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_VERIFY} symbol specifies that this function

shall exactly act as @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify}.

 

@item GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP} symbol specifies that the output shall

be an OpenPGP message with only the encryption layer removed.  This

requires GnuPG 2.1.12 and works only for OpenPGP.  This is the

counterpart to @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP}.

 

@end table

 

The function returns the error codes as described for
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@code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start ( @

           @w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

           @w{gpgme_decrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

           @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @

          

 @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_ext} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_recipient_t}

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is a pointer to a structure used to store information about the

recipient of an encrypted text which is decrypted in a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  This information (except for the

status field) is even available before the operation finished

successfully, for example in a passphrase callback.  The structure

contains the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_recipient_t next

This is a pointer to the next recipient structure in the linked list,

or @code{NULL} if this is

 the last element.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The public key algorithm used in the encryption.

 

@item char *keyid

This is the key ID of the key (in hexadecimal digits) used as

recipient.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is an error number with the error code GPG_ERR_NO_SECKEY if the

secret key for this recipient is not available, and 0 otherwise.
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@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_decrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  After successfully decrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result}.  As with all result structures, it

this structure shall be considered read-only and an application must

not allocate such a strucure on its own.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item char *unsupported_algorithm

If an unsupported algorithm was encountered, this string describes the

algorithm that is not supported.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage

 : 1

@since{0.9.0}

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

@item unsigned int legacy_cipher_nomdc : 1

@since{1.11.2}

The message was made by a legacy algorithm without any integrity

protection.  This might be an old but legitimate message.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.

 

@item unsigned int is_de_vs : 1;

@since{1.10.0}

The message was encrypted in a VS-NfD compliant way.  This is a

specification in Germany for a restricted communication level.

 

@item gpgme_recipient_t recipients

@since{1.1.0}

 

This is a linked list of recipients to which this message was encrypted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.

 

@item char *session_key

@since{1.8.0}
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A textual representation (nul-terminated string) of the session key

used in symmetric encryption of the message, if the context has been

set to export session

 keys (see @code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag,

"export-session-key"}), and a session key was available for the most

recent decryption operation.  Otherwise, this is a null pointer.

 

You must not try to access this member of the struct unless

@code{gpgme_set_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns success

or @code{gpgme_get_ctx_flag (ctx, "export-session-key")} returns true

(non-empty string).

 

@item char *symkey_algo

@since{1.11.0}

 

A string with the symmetric encryption algorithm and mode using the

format "<algo>.<mode>".  Note that the deprecated non-MDC encryption mode of

OpenPGP is given as "PGPCFB".

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_decrypt_result_t gpgme_op_decrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_decrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt} or @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_start}

 operation.

If the operation failed this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Verify

@subsection Verify

@cindex verification

@cindex signature, verification

@cindex cryptographic operation, verification

@cindex cryptographic operation, signature check

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex notation data

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify} verifies that the signature in the

data object @var{sig} is a valid signature.  If @var{sig} is a
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detached signature, then the signed text should be provided in

@var{signed_text} and @var{plain} should be a null pointer.

Otherwise, if @var{sig} is a normal (or cleartext) signature,

@var{signed_text} should be a null pointer and @var{plain} should be a

writable data object

 that will contain the plaintext after successful

verification.

 

The results of the individual signature verifications can be retrieved

with @code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be completed successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} does not contain any data to

verify, and passes through any errors that are reported by the crypto

engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{signed_text}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started

 successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{sig} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{sig} or @var{plain} does not contain

any data to verify.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sig_notation_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature notation structure in the

linked list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item char *name

The name of the notation field.  If this is @code{NULL}, then the

member @code{value} will contain a policy URL.

 

@item int name_len
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The length of the @code{name} field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item char *value

The value of the notation field.  If @code{name} is @code{NULL}, then

this is a policy URL.

 

@item int value_len

The length of the @code{value}

 field.  For strings the length is

counted without the trailing binary zero.

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t flags

The accumulated flags field.  This field contains the flags associated

with the notation data in an accumulated form which can be used as an

argument to the function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add}.  The value

@code{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or multiple of the

following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} symbol specifies that the

notation data is in human readable form

 

@item GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL

@since{1.1.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} symbol specifies that the

notation data is critical.

 

@end table

 

@item unsigned int human_readable : 1

This is true if the @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} flag is

set and false otherwise.  This flag is only valid for notation data,

not for policy URLs.

 

@item unsigned int critical : 1

This is true if the

 @code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL} flag is set and

false otherwise.  This flag is valid for notation data and policy URLs.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_signature_t}
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This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sigsum_t summary

This is a bit vector giving a summary of the signature status.  It

provides an easy interface to a defined semantic of the signature

status.  Checking just one bit is sufficient to see whether a

signature is valid without any restrictions. This means that

you can check for GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID like this:

 

@example

if ((sig.summary & GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID))

@{

  ..do stuff if valid..

@}

else

@{

  ..do stuff if not fully valid..

@}

@end example

 

The defined bits are:

  @table @code

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_VALID

 The signature is fully valid.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_GREEN

 The signature is good but one might want to display some extra

 information.  Check the other bits.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_RED

 The signature is bad. It might be useful to check other bits and

 display more information, i.e. a revoked certificate might not render a

 signature invalid when the message was received prior to the cause for

 the revocation.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_REVOKED

 The key or at least one certificate has been revoked.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_EXPIRED

 The key or one of the certificates has expired. It is probably a good

 idea to display the date of the expiration.
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 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SIG_EXPIRED

 The signature has expired.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_KEY_MISSING

 Can't verify due to a missing key or certificate.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_MISSING

 The CRL (or an equivalent mechanism) is not available.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD

 Available CRL is too

 old.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_BAD_POLICY

 A policy requirement was not met.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

 A system error occurred.

 

 @item GPGME_SIGSUM_TOFU_CONFLICT

 A TOFU conflict was detected.

 @end table

 

@item char *fpr

This is the fingerprint or key ID of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t status

This is the status of the signature.  In particular, the following

status codes are of interest:

 

 @table @code

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR

 This status indicates that the signature could be verified or that

 there is no signature.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures could be verified.

 

 Note: This does not mean that a valid signature could be found.  Check

 the @code{summary} field for that.

 

 For example a @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} returns a verification

 result with GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR for encrypted but unsigned data.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

 the combined result this

 status means that all signatures are valid

 and expired.
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 @item GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

 verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

 means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_CERT_REVOKED

 This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used

 to verify the signature has been revoked.  For the combined result

 this status means that all signatures are valid and all keys are

 revoked.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE

 This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

 result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY

 This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

 a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

 signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

 @item GPG_ERR_GENERAL

 This status indicates that there was some other

 error which prevented

 the signature verification.

 @end table

 

@item gpgme_sig_notation_t notations

This is a linked list with the notation data and policy URLs.

 

@item unsigned long timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item unsigned long exp_timestamp

The expiration timestamp of this signature, or 0 if the signature does

not expire.

 

@item unsigned int wrong_key_usage : 1

This is true if the key was not used according to its policy.

 

@item unsigned int pka_trust : 2

This is set to the trust information gained by means of the PKA system.

Values are:

 @table @code

 @item 0

       No PKA information available or verification not possible.

 @item 1

       PKA verification failed.
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 @item 2

       PKA verification succeeded.

 @item 3

       Reserved for future use.

 @end table

Depending on the configuration of the engine, this metric may also be

reflected by the validity of the signature.

 

@item unsigned int chain_model : 1

@since{1.1.6}

 

This is true if the

 validity of the signature has been checked using the

chain model.  In the chain model the time the signature has been created

must be within the validity period of the certificate and the time the

certificate itself has been created must be within the validity period

of the issuing certificate.  In contrast the default validation model

checks the validity of signature as well at the entire certificate chain

at the current time.

 

 

@item gpgme_validity_t validity

The validity of the signature.

 

@item gpgme_error_t validity_reason

If a signature is not valid, this provides a reason why.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item char *pka_address

The mailbox from the PKA information or @code{NULL}.

 

@item gpgme_key_t key

@since{1.7.0}

 

An object describing the key used to create the signature.  This key

object may be incomplete in that it only conveys information

availabale

 directly with a signature.  It may also be @code{NULL} if

such information is not readily available.

 

@end table

@end deftp
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@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_verify_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  After verifying a signature, you

can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result}.  If the operation failed this might be

a @code{NULL} pointer.  The structure contains the following member:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_signature_t signatures

A linked list with information about all signatures for which a

verification was attempted.

 

@item char *file_name

This is the filename of the original plaintext message file if it is

known, otherwise this is a null pointer.  Warning: The filename is

not covered by the signature.

 

@item unsigned int is_mime : 1;

@since{1.11.0}

 

The message claims that the content is a MIME object.  Warning: This

flag is not covered by the signature.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_verify_result_t gpgme_op_verify_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_verify_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_verify_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_verify} operation.  The pointer is only valid if

the last operation on the context was a @code{gpgme_op_verify},

@code{gpgme_op_verify_start}, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} or

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} operation, and if this operation

finished successfully (for @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} and

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start}, the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} counts as successful in this context).  The

returned pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on

the context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Decrypt and Verify

@subsection Decrypt and Verify

@cindex decryption and verification

@cindex verification and decryption

@cindex signature check

@cindex cryptographic operation, decryption and verification
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@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} decrypts the ciphertext in

the data object @var{cipher} and stores it into the data object

@var{plain}.  If @var{cipher} contains signatures, they will be

verified.

 

After the operation completed, @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_result} and

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} can be used to retrieve more information

about the signatures.

 

If the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} is returned, @var{cipher}

does not contain any data to decrypt.  However, it might still be

signed.  The information about detected signatures is available with

@code{gpgme_op_verify_result} in this case.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be decrypted successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{cipher} or @var{plain} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain any data to

decrypt,

 @code{GPG_ERR_DECRYPT_FAILED} if @var{cipher} is not a valid

cipher text, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the

secret key could not be retrieved, and passes through any errors that

are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_decrypt_verify} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{cipher}, @var{plain} or @var{r_stat} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if @var{cipher} does not contain

any data to decrypt.

@end deftypefun

 

When processing mails it is sometimes useful to extract the actual

mail

 address (the ``addr-spec'') from a string.  GPGME provides this

helper function which uses the same semantics as the internal

functions in GPGME and GnuPG:
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@deftypefun @w{char *} gpgme_addrspec_from_uid (@w{const char *@var{uid}})

 

@since{1.7.1}

 

Return the mail address (called ``addr-spec'' in RFC-5322) from the

string @var{uid} which is assumed to be a user id (called ``address''

in RFC-5322).  All plain ASCII characters (i.e. those with bit 7

cleared) in the result are converted to lowercase.  Caller must free

the result using @code{gpgme_free}.  Returns @code{NULL} if no valid

address was found (in which case @code{ERRNO} is set to @code{EINVAL})

or for other errors.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Sign

@subsection Sign

@cindex signature, creation

@cindex sign

@cindex cryptographic operation, signing

 

A signature can contain signatures by one or more keys.  The set of

keys used to create a signatures is contained in a context, and is

applied to all following signing operations in

 this context (until the

set is changed).

 

@menu

* Selecting Signers::             How to choose the keys to sign with.

* Creating a Signature::          How to create a signature.

* Signature Notation Data::       How to add notation data to a signature.

@end menu

 

 

@node Selecting Signers

@subsubsection Selecting Signers

@cindex signature, selecting signers

@cindex signers, selecting

 

The key or the keys used to create a signature are stored in the

context.  The following functions can be used to manipulate this list.

If no signer has been set into the context a default key is used for

signing.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_signers_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_clear} releases a reference for each

key on the signers list and removes the list of signers from the

context @var{ctx}.
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Every context starts with an empty list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_signers_add (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const gpgme_key_t

@var{key}})

The function

 @code{gpgme_signers_add} adds the key @var{key} to the

list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.

 

Calling this function acquires an additional reference for the key.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun @w{unsigned int} gpgme_signers_count (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.4.3}

 

The function @code{gpgme_signers_count} returns the number of signer keys in

the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_key_t gpgme_signers_enum (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{seq}})

The function @code{gpgme_signers_enum} returns the @var{seq}th key in

the list of signers in the context @var{ctx}.  An additional reference

is acquired for the user.

 

If @var{seq} is out of range, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Creating a Signature

@subsubsection Creating a Signature

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_mode_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_mode_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_mode_t} type is used to specify the desired type of a

signature.  The following modes are available:

 

@table @code

@item

 GPGME_SIG_MODE_NORMAL

A normal signature is made, the output includes the plaintext and the

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_DETACH

A detached signature is made.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_MODE_CLEAR

A clear text signature is made.  The @acronym{ASCII} armor and text
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mode settings of the context are ignored.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}},

@w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign} creates a signature for the text in

the data object @var{plain} and returns it in the data object

@var{sig}.  The type of the signature created is determined by the

@acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if that is not set, by the encoding

specified for @var{sig}), the text mode attributes set for the context

@var{ctx} and the requested signature mode @var{mode}.

 

After the operation completed successfully, the result can be

retrieved with @code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.

 

If an S/MIME

 signed message is created using the CMS crypto engine,

the number of certificates to include in the message can be specified

with @code{gpgme_set_include_certs}.  @xref{Included Certificates}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

signature could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer,

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_DATA} if the signature could not be created,

@code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase for the secret key

could not be retrieved, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_SECKEY} if there are

invalid signers, and passes through any errors that are reported by the

crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{sig}}, @w{gpgme_sig_mode_t @var{mode}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait}

 on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the operation could be

started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if @var{ctx},

@var{plain} or @var{sig} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_new_signature_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store a part of the result of

a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The structure contains the

following members:
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@table @code

@item gpgme_new_signature_t next

This is a pointer to the next new signature structure in the linked

list, or @code{NULL} if this is the last element.

 

@item gpgme_sig_mode_t type

The type of this signature.

 

@item gpgme_pubkey_algo_t pubkey_algo

The public key algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item gpgme_hash_algo_t hash_algo

The hash algorithm used to create this signature.

 

@item unsigned int sig_class

The signature class of this signature.

 

@item long int timestamp

The creation timestamp of this signature.

 

@item

 char *fpr

The fingerprint of the key which was used to create this signature.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_sign_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  After successfully generating a

signature, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_sign_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_signers

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which a

signature could not be created.

 

@item gpgme_new_signature_t signatures

A linked list with information about all signatures created.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sign_result_t gpgme_op_sign_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_sign_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_sign_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the result

of a @code{gpgme_op_sign} operation.  The pointer is only valid if the

last operation on the context was
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 a @code{gpgme_op_sign},

@code{gpgme_op_sign_start}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} or

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} operation.  If that operation

failed, the function might return a @code{NULL} pointer. The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Signature Notation Data

@subsubsection Signature Notation Data

@cindex notation data

@cindex signature notation data

@cindex policy URL

 

Using the following functions, you can attach arbitrary notation data

to a signature.  This information is then available to the user when

the signature is verified.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_sig_notation_clear (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} removes the notation data

from the context @var{ctx}.  Subsequent signing operations from this

context will not include any notation data.

 

Every context starts with an empty notation data list.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_sig_notation_add

 (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @w{const char *@var{value}},

@w{gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t @var{flags}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} adds the notation data with

the name @var{name} and the value @var{value} to the context

@var{ctx}.

 

Subsequent signing operations will include this notation data, as well

as any other notation data that was added since the creation of the

context or the last @code{gpgme_sig_notation_clear} operation.

 

The arguments @var{name} and @var{value} must be @code{NUL}-terminated

strings in human-readable form.  The flag

@code{GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_HUMAN_READABLE} is implied

(non-human-readable notation data is currently not supported).  The

strings must be in UTF-8 encoding.
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If @var{name} is @code{NULL}, then @var{value} should be a policy URL.

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_add} returns the error code

@code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the notation data could be added

successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

 if @var{ctx} is not a valid

pointer, or if @var{name}, @var{value} and @var{flags} are an invalid

combination.  The function also passes through any errors that are

reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_sig_notation_t gpgme_sig_notation_get (@w{const gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_sig_notation_get} returns the linked list of

notation data structures that are contained in the context @var{ctx}.

 

If @var{ctx} is not a valid pointer, or there is no notation data

added for this context, @code{NULL} is returned.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Encrypt

@subsection Encrypt

@cindex encryption

@cindex cryptographic operation, encryption

 

One plaintext can be encrypted for several recipients at the same

time.  The list of recipients is created independently of any context,

and then passed to the encryption operation.

 

@menu

* Encrypting a Plaintext::        How to encrypt a plaintext.

@end menu

 

 

@node Encrypting a

 Plaintext

@subsubsection Encrypting a Plaintext

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} encrypts the plaintext in the

data object @var{plain} for the recipients @var{recp} and stores the

ciphertext in the data object @var{cipher}.  The type of the

ciphertext created is determined by the @acronym{ASCII} armor (or, if

that is not set, by the encoding specified for @var{cipher}) and the
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text mode attributes set for the context @var{ctx}.

 

@var{recp} must be a @code{NULL}-terminated array of keys.  The user

must keep references for all keys during the whole duration of the

call (but see @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} for the requirements with

the asynchronous variant).

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_ALWAYS_TRUST} symbol specifies that all the

recipients in @var{recp} should be trusted, even if the keys do not

have a high enough validity in the keyring.  This flag should be used

with care; in general it is not a good idea to use any untrusted keys.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO

@since{1.2.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO} symbol specifies that no

default or hidden default recipients as configured in the crypto

backend should be included.  This can be useful for managing different

user profiles.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS

@since{1.5.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_COMPRESS} symbol specifies that the

plaintext shall not be compressed before it is encrypted.  This is

in some cases useful if the length of the encrypted message

may reveal information about the plaintext.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE

@itemx GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE} symbol is used with the UI Server

protocol to prepare an encryption

 (i.e. sending the

@code{PREP_ENCRYPT} command).  With the

@code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN} symbol the UI Server is advised to

also expect a sign command.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC

@since{1.7.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_SYMMETRIC} symbol specifies that the

output should be additionally encrypted symmetrically even
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if recipients are provided. This feature is only supported

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_THROW_KEYIDS} symbols requests that the

identifiers for the decrption keys are not included in the ciphertext.

On the receiving side, the use of this flag may slow down the

decryption process because all available secret keys must be tried.

This flag is only honored for OpenPGP encryption.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP

@since{1.8.0}

 

The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WRAP} symbol specifies that the input is an

OpenPGP message and not a plain data.  This is the counterpart to

@code{GPGME_DECRYPT_UNWRAP}.

 

@item GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS

@since{1.11.0}

 

The

 @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} symbol requests that all

supplied keys or key specifications include a syntactically valid mail

address.  If this is not the case the operation is not even tried and

the error code @code{GPG_ERR_INV_USER_ID} is returned.  Only the

address part of the key specification is conveyed to the backend.  As

of now the key must be specified using the @var{recpstring} argument

of the extended encrypt functions.  This feature is currently only

supported for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

 

@end table

 

If @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} is returned, some recipients in

@var{recp} are invalid, but not all.  In this case the plaintext might

be encrypted for all valid recipients and returned in @var{cipher} (if

this happens depends on the crypto engine).  More information about

the invalid recipients is available with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.

 

If @var{recp} is @code{NULL}, symmetric rather than public key

encryption is performed.

  Symmetrically encrypted cipher text can be

deciphered with @code{gpgme_op_decrypt}.  Note that in this case the

crypto backend needs to retrieve a passphrase from the user.

Symmetric encryption is currently only supported for the OpenPGP

crypto backend.
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The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

ciphertext could be created successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{recp}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{recp} contains some

invalid recipients, @code{GPG_ERR_BAD_PASSPHRASE} if the passphrase

for the symmetric key could not be retrieved, and passes through any

errors that are reported by the crypto engine support routines.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} initiates

 a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

References to the keys only need to be held for the duration of this

call.  The user can release its references to the keys after this

function returns, even if the operation is not yet finished.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer, and @code{GPG_ERR_UNUSABLE_PUBKEY} if @var{rset} does not

contain any valid recipients.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended

 version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create key objects.  Leading and trailing white space is

remove from each line in @var{recpstring}.  The keys are then passed

verbatim to the backend engine.
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For the OpenPGP backend several special keywords are supported to

modify the operation.  These keywords are given instead of a key

specification.  The currently supported keywords are:

 

@table @code

@item --hidden

@itemx --no-hidden

These keywords toggle between normal and hidden recipients for all

following key specifications.  When a hidden recipient is requested

the gpg option @option{-R} (or @option{-F} in file mode) is used

instead of @option{-r} (@option{-f} in file mode).

 

@item --file

@itemx

 --no-file

These keywords toggle between regular and file mode for all following

key specification.  In file mode the option @option{-f} or @option{-F}

is passed to gpg.  At least GnuPG version 2.1.14 is required to handle

these options.  The @code{GPGME_ENCRYPT_WANT_ADDRESS} flag is ignored

in file mode.

 

@item --

This keyword disables all keyword detection up to the end of the

string.  All keywords are treated as verbatim arguments.

 

@end table

 

To create a @var{recpstring} it is often useful to employ a strconcat

style function.  For example this function creates a string to encrypt

to two keys:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_recpstring (const char *key1, const char *key2)

@{

 char *result = gpgrt_strconcat ("--\n", key1, "\n", key2, NULL);

 if (!result)

   @{ perror ("strconcat failed"); exit (2); @}

 return result;

@}

@end example

 

Note the use of the double dash here; unless you want to specify a

keyword, it is a good idea to avoid any possible trouble with key

specifications starting

 with a double dash.  The used strconcat

function is available in Libgpg-error 1.28 and later; Libgpg-error

(aka Gpgrt) is a dependency of GPGME.  The number of arguments to
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@code{gpgrt_strconcat} is limited to 47 but that should always be

sufficient.  In case a larger and non-fixed number of keys are to be

supplied the following code can be used:

 

@example

char *

xbuild_long_recpstring (void)

@{

 gpgrt_stream_t memfp;

 const char *s;

 void *result;

 

 memfp = gpgrt_fopenmem (0, "w+b");

 if (!memfp)

   @{ perror ("fopenmem failed"); exit (2); @}

 gpgrt_fputs ("--", memfp);

 while ((s = get_next_keyspec ()))

   @{

     gpgrt_fputc ('\n', memfp);

     gpgrt_fputs (s, memfp);

   @}

 gpgrt_fputc (0, memfp);

 if (gpgrt_ferror (memfp))

   @{ perror ("writing to memstream failed"); exit (2); @}

 if (gpgrt_fclose_snatch (memfp, &result, NULL))

   @{ perror ("fclose_snatch failed"); exit (2); @}

 return result;

@}

@end example

 

In this example @code{get_next_keyspec} is expected

 to return the next

key to be added to the string.  Please take care: Encrypting to a

large number of recipients is often questionable due to security

reasons and also for the technicality that all keys are currently

passed on the command line to @command{gpg} which has as a platform

specific length limitation.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}
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This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there

 is no need

to first create key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_encrypt_result_t}

This is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  After successfully encrypting

data, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result}.  The structure contains the following

members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_invalid_key_t invalid_recipients

A linked list with information about all invalid keys for which

the data could not be encrypted.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_encrypt_result_t gpgme_op_encrypt_result (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_encrypt_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_encrypt} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_start},

@code{gpgme_op_sign} or

 @code{gpgme_op_sign_start} operation.  If this

operation failed, this might be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned

pointer is only valid until the next operation is started on the

context.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} does a combined encrypt and

sign operation.  It is used like @code{gpgme_op_encrypt}, but the

ciphertext also contains signatures for the signers listed in

@var{ctx}.
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The combined encrypt and sign operation is currently only available

for the OpenPGP crypto engine.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{recp}[]}, @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{cipher}})

The function @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start}

 initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} operation.  It can be completed by

calling @code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For

Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation could be started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE}

if @var{ctx}, @var{rset}, @var{plain} or @var{cipher} is not a valid

pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}

 

This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp}

 the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @

            @w{gpgme_key_t @var{recp}[]}, @

            @w{const char *@var{recpstring}}, @

            @w{gpgme_encrypt_flags_t @var{flags}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{plain}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{cipher}})

 

@since{1.11.0}
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This is an extended version of @code{gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start} with

@var{recpstring} as additional parameter.  If @var{recp} is NULL and

@var{recpstring} is not NULL, the latter is expected to be a linefeed

delimited string with the set of key specifications.  In contrast to

@var{recp} the keys are given directly as strings and there is no need

to first create the key objects.  The keys are passed verbatim to the

backend engine.

 

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Miscellaneous

@section Miscellaneous

 operations

 

Here are some support functions which are sometimes useful.

 

@menu

* Running other Programs::      Running other Programs

* Using the Assuan protocol::   Using the Assuan protocol

* Checking for updates::        How to check for software updates

@end menu

 

 

@node Running other Programs

@subsection Running other Programs

 

GPGME features an internal subsystem to run the actual backend

engines.  Along with data abstraction object this subsystem can be

used to run arbitrary simple programs which even need not be related

to cryptographic features.  It may for example be used to run tools

which are part of the GnuPG system but are not directly accessible

with the GPGME API.

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

The

 function @code{gpgme_op_spawn} runs the program @var{file} with

the arguments taken from the NULL terminated array @var{argv}.  If no

arguments are required @var{argv} may be given as @code{NULL}.  In the

latter case or if @code{argv[0]} is the empty string, GPGME uses the
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basename of @var{file} for @code{argv[0]}.  The file descriptors

@code{stdin}, @code{stdout}, and @code{stderr} are connected to the

data objects @var{datain}, @var{dataout}, and @var{dataerr}.  If NULL

is passed for one of these data objects the corresponding file

descriptor is connected to @file{/dev/null}.

 

The value in @var{flags} is a bitwise-or combination of one or

multiple of the following bit values:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SPAWN_DETACHED

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows this flag inhibits the allocation of a new console for

the program.  This is useful for a GUI application which needs to call

a command line helper tool.

 

@item GPGME_SPAWN_ALLOW_SET_FG

@since{1.5.0}

 

Under Windows

 this flag allows the called program to put itself into

the foreground.

@end table

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_spawn_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{file}}, @

            @w{const char *@var{argv}[]}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{datain}}, @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataout}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{dataerr}}, @

            @w{unsigned int @var{flags}})

 

@since{1.5.0}

 

This is the asynchronous variant of @code{gpgme_op_spawn}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Using the Assuan protocol

@subsection Using the Assuan protocol

 

The Assuan protocol can be used to talk to arbitrary Assuan servers.

By default it is connected to the GnuPG agent, but it may be connected

to arbitrary servers by using @code{gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info},

passing the location of the servers socket as @var{file_name}

argument, and an empty string as @var{home_dir} argument.

 

The Assuan protocol functions use three kinds of callbacks to transfer
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data:

 

@deftp {Data type}

 {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const void *@var{data}}, @

       @w{size_t @var{datalen}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any data sent by the server.  @var{opaque} is

the pointer passed to @code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start},

@var{data} of length @var{datalen} refers to the data sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) @

      (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{name}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}}, @w{gpgme_data_t *@var{r_data}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback is used to provide additional data to the Assuan server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to

@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{name} and @var{args}

specify what kind of data the server requested, and @var{r_data} is

used to return the actual data.

 

Note: Returning data is currently not implemented in @acronym{GPGME}.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) @

    

  (@w{void *@var{opaque}}, @w{const char *@var{status}}, @

       @w{const char *@var{args}})}

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

This callback receives any status lines sent by the server.

@var{opaque} is the pointer passed to

@code{gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start}, @var{status} and @var{args}

denote the status update sent.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @
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            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}})

 

@since{1.2.0}

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

Any callback may be @code{NULL}.  The result of the operation may be

retrieved using @code{gpgme_wait_ext}.

 

Asynchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{const char *@var{command}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t @var{data_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{data_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t @var{inquire_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{inquire_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t @var{status_cb}}, @

            @w{void * @var{status_cb_value}}, @

            @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{op_err}})

 

Send the Assuan @var{command} and return results via the callbacks.

The result of the operation is returned in @var{op_err}.

 

Synchronous variant.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Checking for updates

@subsection How to check for software updates

 

The GnuPG Project operates a server to query the current versions of

software packages related to GnuPG.  GPGME can be used to

access this online database and check whether a new version of a

software package is available.

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_query_swdb_result_t}

@since{1.8.0}

 

This

 is a pointer to a structure used to store the result of a

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  After success full call to that

function, you can retrieve the pointer to the result with

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result}.  The structure contains the

following member:
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@table @code

@item name

This is the name of the package.

 

@item iversion

The currently installed version or an empty string.  This value is

either a copy of the argument given to @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} or

the version of the installed software as figured out by GPGME or GnuPG.

 

@item created

This gives the date the file with the list of version numbers has

originally be created by the GnuPG project.

 

@item retrieved

This gives the date the file was downloaded.

 

@item warning

If this flag is set either an error has occurred or some of the

information in this structure are not properly set.  For example if

the version number of the installed software could not be figured out,

the

 @code{update} flag may not reflect a required update status.

 

@item update

If this flag is set an update of the software is available.

 

@item urgent

If this flag is set an available update is important.

 

@item noinfo

If this flag is set, no valid information could be retrieved.

 

@item unknown

If this flag is set the given @code{name} is not known.

 

@item tooold

If this flag is set the available information is not fresh enough.

 

@item error

If this flag is set some other error has occurred.

 

@item version

The version string of the latest released version.

 

@item reldate

The release date of the latest released version.

 

@end table
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@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_query_swdb @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}},       @

            @w{const char *@var{name}},      @

            @w{const char *@var{iversion}},  @

            @w{gpgme_data_t @var{reserved}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

Query the software version database for software package @var{name}

and check against the installed

 version given by @var{iversion}.  If

@var{iversion} is given as @code{NULL} a check is only done if GPGME

can figure out the version by itself (for example when using

"gpgme" or "gnupg").  If @code{NULL} is used for @var{name} the

current gpgme version is checked.  @var{reserved} must be set to 0.

 

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_query_swdb_result_t gpgme_op_query_swdb_result @

           (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

 

@since{1.8.0}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb_result} returns a

@code{gpgme_query_swdb_result_t} pointer to a structure holding the

result of a @code{gpgme_op_query_swdb} operation.  The pointer is only

valid if the last operation on the context was a successful call to

@code{gpgme_op_query_swdb}.  If that call failed, the result might

be a @code{NULL} pointer.  The returned pointer is only valid until

the next operation is started on the context @var{ctx}.

@end deftypefun

 

@noindent

Here is an example on how to check whether GnuPG is current:

 

@example

#include

 <gpgme.h>

 

int

main (void)

@{

 gpg_error_t err;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_query_swdb_result_t result;
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 gpgme_check_version (NULL);

 err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (err)

   fprintf (stderr, "error creating context: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

 else

   @{

     gpgme_set_protocol (ctx, GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF);

 

     err = gpgme_op_query_swdb (ctx, "gnupg", NULL, 0);

     if (err)

       fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb: %s\n", gpg_strerror (err));

     else

       @{

         result = gpgme_op_query_swdb_result (ctx);

         if (!result)

           fprintf (stderr, "error querying swdb\n");

         if (!result->warning && !result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s is current\n",

                   result->iversion);

         else if (!result->warning && result->update)

           printf ("GnuPG version %s can be updated to %s\n",

                   result->iversion, result->version);

         else

           fprintf (stderr, "error finding the

 update status\n");

       @}

     gpgme_release (ctx);

   @}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node Run Control

@section Run Control

@cindex run control

@cindex cryptographic operation, running

 

@acronym{GPGME} supports running operations synchronously and

asynchronously.  You can use asynchronous operation to set up a

context up to initiating the desired operation, but delay performing

it to a later point.

 

Furthermore, you can use an external event loop to control exactly

when @acronym{GPGME} runs.  This ensures that @acronym{GPGME} only

runs when necessary and also prevents it from blocking for a long

time.
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@menu

* Waiting For Completion::        Waiting until an operation is completed.

* Using External Event Loops::    Advanced control over what happens when.

* Cancellation::                  How to end pending operations prematurely.

@end menu

 

 

@node Waiting For Completion

@subsection Waiting For Completion

@cindex cryptographic operation, wait for

@cindex wait for completion

 

@deftypefun

 gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_wait (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_error_t *@var{status}}, @w{int

@var{hang}})

The function @code{gpgme_wait} continues the pending operation within

the context @var{ctx}.  In particular, it ensures the data exchange

between @acronym{GPGME} and the crypto backend and watches over the

run time status of the backend process.

 

If @var{hang} is true, the function does not return until the

operation is completed or cancelled.  Otherwise the function will not

block for a long time.

 

The error status of the finished operation is returned in @var{status}

if @code{gpgme_wait} does not return @code{NULL}.

 

The @var{ctx} argument can be @code{NULL}.  In that case,

@code{gpgme_wait} waits for any context to complete its operation.

 

@code{gpgme_wait} can be used only in conjunction with any context

that has a pending operation initiated with one of the

@code{gpgme_op_*_start} functions except @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start}

and @code{gpgme_op_trustlist_start} (for

 which you should use the

corresponding @code{gpgme_op_*_next} functions).  If @var{ctx} is

@code{NULL}, all of such contexts are waited upon and possibly

returned.  Synchronous operations running in parallel, as well as key

and trust item list operations, do not affect @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

In a multi-threaded environment, only one thread should ever call

@code{gpgme_wait} at any time, regardless of whether @var{ctx} is specified

or not.  This means that all calls to this function should be fully

synchronized by locking primitives.  It is safe to start asynchronous

operations while a thread is running in @code{gpgme_wait}.

 

The function returns the @var{ctx} of the context which has finished

the operation.  If @var{hang} is false, and the timeout expires,
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@code{NULL} is returned and @code{*status} will be set to 0.  If an

error occurs, @code{NULL} is returned and the error is returned in

@code{*status}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node Using External Event Loops

@subsection Using External Event

 Loops

@cindex event loop, external

 

@acronym{GPGME} hides the complexity of the communication between the

library and the crypto engine.  The price of this convenience is that

the calling thread can block arbitrary long waiting for the data

returned by the crypto engine.  In single-threaded programs, in

particular if they are interactive, this is an unwanted side-effect.

OTOH, if @code{gpgme_wait} is used without the @var{hang} option being

enabled, it might be called unnecessarily often, wasting CPU time that

could be used otherwise.

 

The I/O callback interface described in this section lets the user

take control over what happens when.  @acronym{GPGME} will provide the

user with the file descriptors that should be monitored, and the

callback functions that should be invoked when a file descriptor is

ready for reading or writing.  It is then the user's responsibility to

decide when to check the file descriptors and when to invoke the

callback functions.  Usually this is done in an event

 loop, that also

checks for events in other parts of the program.  If the callback

functions are only called when the file descriptors are ready,

@acronym{GPGME} will never block.  This gives the user more control

over the program flow, and allows to perform other tasks when

@acronym{GPGME} would block otherwise.

 

By using this advanced mechanism, @acronym{GPGME} can be integrated

smoothly into GUI toolkits like GTK+ even for single-threaded

programs.

 

@menu

* I/O Callback Interface::        How I/O callbacks are registered.

* Registering I/O Callbacks::     How to use I/O callbacks for a context.

* I/O Callback Example::          An example how to use I/O callbacks.

* I/O Callback Example GTK+::     How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GTK+.

* I/O Callback Example GDK::      How to use @acronym{GPGME} with GDK.

* I/O Callback Example Qt::       How to use @acronym{GPGME} with Qt.

@end menu
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@node I/O Callback Interface

@subsubsection I/O Callback Interface

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t

 (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} wants to register as I/O callback handlers using the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} functions provided by the user.

 

@var{data} and @var{fd} are provided by @acronym{GPGME} when the I/O

callback handler is registered, and should be passed through to the

handler when it is invoked by the user because it noticed activity on

the file descriptor @var{fd}.

 

The callback handler always returns @code{0}, but you should consider

the return value to be reserved for later use.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}}, @w{int @var{fd}},

@w{int @var{dir}}, @w{gpgme_io_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{fnc_data}}, @w{void **@var{tag}})}

@tindex gpgme_register_io_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can

be called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O callback

 function

@var{fnc} for the file descriptor @var{fd} with the user.

@var{fnc_data} should be passed as the first argument to @var{fnc}

when the handler is invoked (the second argument should be @var{fd}).

If @var{dir} is 0, @var{fnc} should be called by the user when

@var{fd} is ready for writing.  If @var{dir} is 1, @var{fnc} should be

called when @var{fd} is ready for reading.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always

be passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the event loop to

which the file descriptor should be added.

 

@acronym{GPGME} will call this function when a crypto operation is

initiated in a context for which the user has registered I/O callback

handler functions with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs}.  It can also call this

function when it is in an I/O callback handler for a file descriptor

associated to this context.

 

The

 user should return a unique handle in @var{tag} identifying this

I/O callback registration, which will be passed to the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} function without interpretation when the file
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descriptor should not be monitored anymore.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{tag}})}

The @code{gpgme_remove_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O callback handler that was

registered before.  @var{tag} is the handle that was returned by the

@code{gpgme_register_io_cb_t} for this I/O callback.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function when a crypto operation is in

an I/O callback.  It will also call this function when the context is

destroyed while an operation is pending.

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_event_io_t}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

The @code{gpgme_event_io_t} type specifies the type of an event that is

reported to the user by @acronym{GPGME} as a consequence of an I/O

operation.

  The following events are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_EVENT_START

The operation is fully initialized now, and you can start to run the

registered I/O callback handlers now.  Note that registered I/O

callback handlers must not be run before this event is signalled.

@var{type_data} is @code{NULL} and reserved for later use.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_DONE

The operation is finished, the last I/O callback for this operation

was removed.  The accompanying @var{type_data} points to a

@code{struct gpgme_io_event_done_data} variable that contains the

status of the operation that finished.  This event is signalled after

the last I/O callback has been removed.

 

@item GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_KEY

In a @code{gpgme_op_keylist_start} operation, the next key was

received from the crypto engine.  The accompanying @var{type_data} is

a @code{gpgme_key_t} variable that contains the key with one reference

for the user.

 

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftp {Data type} {void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (@w{void *@var{data}},

 @w{gpgme_event_io_t @var{type}}, @w{void *@var{type_data}})}

The @code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} type is the type of functions which can be

called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for an operation running
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in a context which has I/O callback functions registered by the user.

 

@var{data} was provided by the user when registering the

@code{gpgme_event_io_cb_t} function with @acronym{GPGME} and will always be

passed as the first argument when registering a callback function.

For example, the user can use this to determine the context in which

this event has occurred.

 

@var{type} will specify the type of event that has occurred.

@var{type_data} specifies the event further, as described in the above

list of possible @code{gpgme_event_io_t} types.

 

@acronym{GPGME} can call this function in an I/O callback handler.

@end deftp

 

 

@node Registering I/O Callbacks

@subsubsection Registering I/O Callbacks

 

@deftp {Data type} {struct gpgme_io_cbs}

@tindex gpgme_event_io_t

This structure

 is used to store the I/O callback interface functions

described in the previous section.  It has the following members:

 

@table @code

@item gpgme_register_io_cb_t add

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to register an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

@item void *add_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{add} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine the event loop to which the file descriptor should be added.

 

@item gpgme_remove_io_cb_t remove

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to remove an I/O

callback handler.  It must be specified.

 

@item gpgme_event_io_cb_t event

This is the function called by @acronym{GPGME} to signal an event for

an operation.  It must be specified, because at least the start event

must be processed.

 

@item void *event_priv

This is passed as the first argument to the @code{event} function when

it is called by @acronym{GPGME}.  For example, it can be used to

determine
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 the context in which the event has occurred.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_set_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} enables the I/O callback

interface for the context @var{ctx}.  The I/O callback functions are

specified by @var{io_cbs}.

 

If @var{io_cbs}->@code{add} is @code{NULL}, the I/O callback interface

is disabled for the context, and normal operation is restored.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_get_io_cbs (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{struct gpgme_io_cbs *@var{io_cbs}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_io_cbs} returns the I/O callback

functions set with @code{gpgme_set_io_cbs} in @var{io_cbs}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 

To actually use an external event loop, you have to implement the I/O

callback functions that are used by @acronym{GPGME} to register and

unregister file descriptors.  Furthermore, you have to actually

monitor these

 file descriptors for activity and call the appropriate

I/O callbacks.

 

The following example illustrates how to do that.  The example uses

locking to show in which way the callbacks and the event loop can

run concurrently.  For the event loop, we use a fixed array.  For a

real-world implementation, you should use a dynamically sized

structure because the number of file descriptors needed for a crypto

operation in @acronym{GPGME} is not predictable.

 

@example

#include <assert.h>

#include <errno.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <pthread.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <gpgme.h>

 

/* The following structure holds the result of a crypto operation.  */

struct op_result

@{

 int done;
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 gpgme_error_t err;

@};

 

/* The following structure holds the data associated with one I/O

callback.  */

struct one_fd

@{

 int fd;

 int dir;

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 void *loop;

@};

 

struct event_loop

@{

 pthread_mutex_t lock;

#define MAX_FDS 32

 /* Unused slots are marked with FD being

 -1.  */

 struct one_fd fds[MAX_FDS];

@};

@end example

 

The following functions implement the I/O callback interface.

 

@example

gpgme_error_t

add_io_cb (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc, void *fnc_data,

	   void **r_tag)

@{

 struct event_loop *loop = data;

 struct one_fd *fds = loop->fds;

 int i;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   @{

     if (fds[i].fd == -1)

	@{

	  fds[i].fd = fd;

	  fds[i].dir = dir;

	  fds[i].fnc = fnc;

	  fds[i].fnc_data = fnc_data;

	  fds[i].loop = loop;

	  break;

	@}

   @}
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 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 if (i == MAX_FDS)

   return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_GENERAL);

 *r_tag = &fds[i];

 return 0;

@}

 

void

remove_io_cb (void *tag)

@{

 struct one_fd *fd = tag;

 struct event_loop *loop = fd->loop;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 fd->fd = -1;

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

@}

 

void

event_io_cb (void *data, gpgme_event_io_t type, void *type_data)

@{

 struct op_result *result = data;

 

 /* We

 don't support list operations here.  */

 if (type == GPGME_EVENT_DONE)

   @{

     result->done = 1;

     result->err = *type_data;

   @}

@}

@end example

 

The final missing piece is the event loop, which will be presented

next.  We only support waiting for the success of a single operation.

 

@example

int

do_select (struct event_loop *loop)

@{

 fd_set rfds;

 fd_set wfds;

 int i, n;

 int any = 0;

 struct timeval tv;

 struct one_fd *fdlist = loop->fds;

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);
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 FD_ZERO (&rfds);

 FD_ZERO (&wfds);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   if (fdlist[i].fd != -1)

     FD_SET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds);

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 

 tv.tv_sec = 0;

 tv.tv_usec = 1000;

 

 do

   @{

     n = select (FD_SETSIZE, &rfds, &wfds, NULL, &tv);

   @}

 while (n < 0 && errno == EINTR);

 

 if (n < 0)

   return n;	/* Error or timeout.  */

 

 pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS && n; i++)

   @{

     if (fdlist[i].fd

 != -1)

	@{

	  if (FD_ISSET (fdlist[i].fd, fdlist[i].dir ? &rfds : &wfds))

	    @{

	      assert (n);

	      n--;

	      any = 1;

             /* The I/O callback handler can register/remove callbacks,

                so we have to unlock the file descriptor list.  */

             pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

	      (*fdlist[i].fnc) (fdlist[i].fnc_data, fdlist[i].fd);

             pthread_mutex_lock (&loop->lock);

	    @}

	@}

   @}

 pthread_mutex_unlock (&loop->lock);

 return any;

@}

 

void

wait_for_op (struct event_loop *loop, struct op_result *result)

@{

 int ret;

 

 do
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   @{

     ret = do_select (loop);

   @}

 while (ret >= 0 && !result->done);

@}

@end example

 

The main function shows how to put it all together.

 

@example

int

main (int argc, char *argv[])

@{

 struct event_loop loop;

 struct op_result result;

 gpgme_ctx_t ctx;

 gpgme_error_t err;

 gpgme_data_t sig, text;

 int i;

 pthread_mutexattr_t attr;

 struct gpgme_io_cbs io_cbs =

 @{

   add_io_cb,

    &loop,

   remove_io_cb,

   event_io_cb,

   &result

 @};

 

 init_gpgme ();

 

 /* Initialize the loop structure.  */

 

 /* The mutex must be recursive, since remove_io_cb (which acquires a

    lock) can be called while holding a lock acquired in do_select.  */

 pthread_mutexattr_init (&attr);

 pthread_mutexattr_settype (&attr, PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE);

 pthread_mutex_init (&loop.lock, &attr);

 pthread_mutexattr_destroy (&attr);

 

 for (i = 0; i < MAX_FDS; i++)

   loop.fds[i].fd = -1;

 

 /* Initialize the result structure.  */

 result.done = 0;

 

 err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&sig, "signature", 1);

 if (!err)
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   err = gpgme_data_new_from_file (&text, "text", 1);

 if (!err)

   err = gpgme_new (&ctx);

 if (!err)

   @{

      gpgme_set_io_cbs (ctx, &io_cbs);

      err = gpgme_op_verify_start (ctx, sig, text, NULL);

   @}

 if (err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "gpgme error: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (err), gpgme_strerror (err));

     exit (1);

 

   @}

 

 wait_for_op (&loop, &result);

 if (!result.done)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "select error\n");

     exit (1);

   @}

 if (!result.err)

   @{

     fprintf (stderr, "verification failed: %s: %s\n",

              gpgme_strsource (result.err), gpgme_strerror (result.err));

     exit (1);

   @}

 /* Evaluate verify result.  */

 @dots{}

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GTK+

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example GTK+

@cindex GTK+, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can be used to integrate @acronym{GPGME}

with the GTK+ event loop.  The following code snippets shows how this

can be done using the appropriate register and remove I/O callback

functions.  In this example, the private data of the register I/O

callback function is unused.  The event notifications is missing

because it does not require any GTK+ specific setup.

 

@example

#include <gtk/gtk.h>
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struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 guint input_handler_id

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb

 (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gtk_input_remove (data->input_handler_id);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

                              void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;

 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->input_handler_id = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir

                                                  ? GDK_INPUT_READ

                                                  : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                              my_gpgme_io_callback,

                                              0, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example GDK

@subsubsection I/O Callback Example

 GDK

@cindex GDK, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the GDK event loop.  The following code snippets
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shows how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any GDK specific setup.

 

It is very similar to the GTK+ example in the previous section.

 

@example

#include <gdk/gdk.h>

 

struct my_gpgme_io_cb

@{

 gpgme_io_cb_t fnc;

 void *fnc_data;

 gint tag;

@};

 

void

my_gpgme_io_cb (gpointer data, gint source, GdkInputCondition condition)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 (*(iocb->fnc)) (iocb->data, source);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_remove_io_cb (void *data)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = data;

 gdk_input_remove (data->tag);

@}

 

void

my_gpgme_register_io_callback (void *data, int fd, int dir, gpgme_io_cb_t fnc,

             

                 void *fnc_data, void **tag)

@{

 struct my_gpgme_io_cb *iocb = g_malloc (sizeof (struct my_gpgme_io_cb));

 iocb->fnc = fnc;

 iocb->data = fnc_data;

 iocb->tag = gtk_input_add_full (fd, dir ? GDK_INPUT_READ : GDK_INPUT_WRITE,

                                 my_gpgme_io_callback, iocb, NULL);

 *tag = iocb;

 return 0;

@}

@end example

 

 

@node I/O Callback Example Qt
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@subsubsection I/O Callback Example Qt

@cindex Qt, using @acronym{GPGME} with

 

The I/O callback interface can also be used to integrate

@acronym{GPGME} with the Qt event loop.  The following code snippets

show how this can be done using the appropriate register and remove

I/O callback functions.  In this example, the private data of the

register I/O callback function is unused.  The event notifications is

missing because it does not require any Qt specific setup.

 

@example

#include <qsocketnotifier.h>

#include <qapplication.h>

 

struct IOCB @{

 IOCB( GpgmeIOCb f, void * d, QSocketNotifier * n )

   : func(

 f ), data( d ), notifier( n ) @{@}

 GpgmeIOCb func;

 void * data;

 QSocketNotifier * notifier;

@}

 

class MyApp : public QApplication @{

 

 // ...

 

 static void registerGpgmeIOCallback( void * data, int fd, int dir,

                                      GpgmeIOCb func, void * func_data,

                                      void ** tag ) @{

   QSocketNotifier * n =

     new QSocketNotifier( fd, dir ? QSocketNotifier::Read

                                  : QSocketNotifier::Write );

   connect( n, SIGNAL(activated(int)),

            qApp, SLOT(slotGpgmeIOCallback(int)) );

   qApp->mIOCBs.push_back( IOCB( func, func_data, n ) );

   *tag = (void*)n;

 @}

 

 static void removeGpgmeIOCallback( void * tag ) @{

   if ( !tag ) return;

   QSocketNotifier * n = static_cast<QSocketNotifier*>( tag );

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::iterator it = qApp->mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != qApp->mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier == n ) @{

       delete it->notifier;

       qApp->mIOCBs.erase(
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 it );

       return;

     @}

 @}

 

public slots:

 void slotGpgmeIOCallback( int fd ) @{

   for ( QValueList<IOCB>::const_iterator it = mIOCBs.begin() ;

         it != mIOCBs.end() ; ++it )

     if ( it->notifier && it->notifier->socket() == fd )

       (*(it->func)) ( it->func_data, fd );

 @}

 

 // ...

 

private:

 QValueList<IOCB> mIOCBs;

 // ...

@};

@end example

 

 

@node Cancellation

@subsection Cancellation

@cindex cryptographic operation, aborting

@cindex cryptographic operation, cancelling

@cindex aborting operations

@cindex cancelling operations

 

Sometimes you do not want to wait for an operation to finish.

@acronym{GPGME} provides two different functions to achieve that.  The

function @code{gpgme_cancel} takes effect immediately.  When it

returns, the operation is effectively canceled.  However, it has some

limitations and can not be used with synchronous operations.  In

contrast, the function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} can be used with any

context and from

 any thread, but it is not guaranteed to take effect

immediately.  Instead, cancellation occurs at the next possible time

(typically the next time I/O occurs in the target context).

 

@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{0.4.5}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This only works if you use the

global event loop or your own event loop.

 

If you use the global event loop, you must not call @code{gpgme_wait}
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during cancellation.  After successful

cancellation, you can call @code{gpgme_wait} (optionally waiting on

@var{ctx}), and the context @var{ctx} will appear as if it had

finished with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL}.

 

If you use an external event loop, you must ensure that no I/O

callbacks are invoked for this context (for example by halting the

event loop).  On successful cancellation, all registered I/O callbacks

for this context will be unregistered, and a @code{GPGME_EVENT_DONE}

event

 with the error code @code{GPG_ERR_CANCEL} will be signalled.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_ctx_t gpgme_cancel_async (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}})

@since{1.1.7}

 

The function @code{gpgme_cancel_async} attempts to cancel a pending

operation in the context @var{ctx}.  This can be called by any thread

at any time after starting an operation on the context, but will not

take effect immediately.  The actual cancellation happens at the next

time GPGME processes I/O in that context.

 

The function returns an error code if the cancellation failed (in this

case the state of @var{ctx} is not modified).

@end deftypefun

 

@c **********************************************************

@c *******************  Appendices  *************************

@c **********************************************************

 

@include uiserver.texi

 

@node Debugging

@appendix How to solve problems

@cindex

 debug

@cindex GPGME_DEBUG

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and thus

there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like @acronym{GPGME} and of

course also for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how

to solve such problems.
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First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is

to run the desired operation using @command{gpg} or @command{gpgsm} on

the command line.  If you can't figure out why things don't work, you

may use @acronym{GPGME}'s built in trace feature.  This feature is

either enabled using the environment variable @code{GPGME_DEBUG} or,

if this is not possible, by calling the function

@code{gpgme_set_global_flag}.  The value is the trace level and

an optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to @code{stderr}.

 

@noindent

For example

@smallexample

GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

@end

 smallexample

@noindent

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful

to understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may

reveal sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in

your application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that

you run your tests only with play data.

 

 

@node Deprecated Functions

@appendix Deprecated Functions

@cindex deprecated

 

For backward compatibility @acronym{GPGME} has a number of functions,

data types and constants which are deprecated and should not be used

anymore.  We document here those which are really old to help

understanding old code and to allow migration

 to their modern

counterparts.

 

@strong{Warning:} These interfaces will be removed in a future version

of @acronym{GPGME}.

 

@deftypefun void gpgme_key_release (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_release} is equivalent to

@code{gpgme_key_unref}.
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@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_data_t

@var{keydata}}, @w{int *@var{nr}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_import_ext} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

 if (!err)

   @{

     gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

     *nr = result->considered;

   @}

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) @

  (@w{void *@var{handle}}, @

   @w{gpgme_status_code_t @var{status}}, @

   @w{const char *@var{args}}, @

   @w{int @var{fd}})}

@tindex gpgme_edit_cb_t

The @code{gpgme_edit_cb_t} type is the type of functions which

@acronym{GPGME} calls

 if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The

status code @var{status} and the argument line @var{args} are passed

through by @acronym{GPGME} from the crypto engine.  The file

descriptor @var{fd} is -1 for normal status messages.  If @var{status}

indicates a command rather than a status message, the response to the

command should be written to @var{fd}.  The @var{handle} is provided

by the user at start of operation.

 

The function should return @code{GPG_ERR_FALSE} if it did not handle

the status code, @code{0} for success, or any other error value.

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}},

@w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit} processes the key @var{KEY}

interactively, using the edit callback function @var{FNC} with the
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handle @var{HANDLE}.  The callback

 is invoked for every status and

command request from the crypto engine.  The output of the crypto

engine is written to the data object @var{out}.

 

Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

implementing this protocol correctly is provided by @acronym{GPGME}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

edit operation completes successfully, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer, and any error returned

by the crypto engine or the edit callback handler.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

 

@since{0.3.9}

 

Note: This function is deprecated, please use

@code{gpgme_op_interact_start} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_edit} operation.

  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated, please use @code{gpgme_op_interact}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.

 

The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit} is analogous to

@code{gpgme_op_edit}, but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the key @var{key}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{gpgme_key_t

@var{key}}, @w{gpgme_edit_cb_t @var{fnc}}, @w{void *@var{handle}}, @w{gpgme_data_t @var{out}})

Note: This function is deprecated,

 please use @code{gpgme_op_interact_start}

with the flag @code{GPGME_INTERACT_CARD} instead.
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The function @code{gpgme_op_card_edit_start} initiates a

@code{gpgme_op_card_edit} operation.  It can be completed by calling

@code{gpgme_wait} on the context.  @xref{Waiting For Completion}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

operation was started successfully, and @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{ctx} or @var{key} is not a valid pointer.

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb (@w{gpgme_data_t *@var{dh}}, @w{int

(*@var{readfunc})} (@w{void *@var{hook}}, @w{char *@var{buffer}}, @w{size_t @var{count}}, @w{size_t

*@var{nread}}), @w{void *@var{hook_value}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb} creates a new

@code{gpgme_data_t} object and uses the callback function @var{readfunc}

to retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

@acronym{GPGME}

 provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

The callback function receives @var{hook_value} as its first argument

whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to @var{count} bytes in

@var{buffer}, and return the number of bytes actually read in

@var{nread}.  It may return @code{0} in @var{nread} if no data is

currently available.  To indicate @code{EOF} the function should

return with an error code of @code{-1} and set @var{nread} to

@code{0}.  The callback function may support to reset its internal

read pointer if it is invoked with @var{buffer} and @var{nread} being

@code{NULL} and @var{count} being @code{0}.

 

The function returns the error code @code{GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR} if the

data object was successfully created, @code{GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE} if

@var{dh} or @var{readfunc} is not a valid pointer, and

@code{GPG_ERR_ENOMEM} if not enough memory is available.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (@w{gpgme_data_t @var{dh}})

The function @code{gpgme_data_rewind}

 is equivalent to:

 

@example

 return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

   ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun
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@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key or trust item

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_FPR

This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be used.  It

is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond

to the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_LEN

This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration time of

 a sub key.  It is representable as a

number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is a user ID.  There can be more than one user IDs in a

@var{gpgme_key_t} object.  The first one (with index 0) is the primary

user ID.  The user ID is representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY
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This is the validity belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string and as a number.  See below for a list of available validities.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the user ID is revoked, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable as a

number,

 and is @code{1} if the user ID is invalid, and @code{0}

otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

This returns information about the type of key.  For the string function

this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The integer function returns 0

for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is invalid, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is expired, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

This specifies if a sub key is disabled.

  It is representable as a

number, and is @code{1} if the key is disabled, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

representable as a string.  The string contains the letter ``e'' if

the key can be used for encryption, ``s'' if the key can be used for

signatures, and ``c'' if the key can be used for certifications.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is
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representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be used

for encryption, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data signatures.  It

is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for signatures, and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key certificates.

It is representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the sub key can be

used for certifications,

 and @code{0} otherwise.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is representable as

a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification chain.  It

is representable as a string.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_string_attr} returns the value of the

string-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

The function returns @code{0}

 if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range,

or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t

@var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of the
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number-representable attribute @var{what} of key @var{key}.  If the

attribute is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, @var{idx}

specifies the sub key or user ID of which the attribute value is

returned.  The argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and

should be @code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if the attribute can't be returned as a

number, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{idx} out of range, or

@var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@c

@c Key Signatures

@c

The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the @code{GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS}

 mode

enabled, because it is expensive to retrieve all signatures of a key.

 

So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function @code{gpgme_get_key}.

 

@deftp {Data type} gpgme_attr_t

The @code{gpgme_attr_t} type is used to specify a key signature

attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

This is the key ID of the key which was used for the signature.  It is

representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It is

representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers correspond to

the @code{enum gcry_pk_algos} values in the gcrypt library.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

This is the expiration

 time of the signature.  It is representable as

a number.
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@item GPGME_ATTR_USERID

This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user ID is

representable as a number.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_NAME

This is the name belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

This is the email address belonging to a user ID.  It is representable

as a string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

This is the comment belonging to a user ID.  It is representable as a

string.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.  It is

representable as a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and

@code{0} otherwise.

 

@c @item GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

@c This specifies if a key signature is expired.  It is representable as

@c a number, and is @code{1} if the key is revoked, and @code{0}

@c otherwise.

@c

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific

 to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the crypto

engine.

 

@item GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

This is the same value as returned by @code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr} returns the value of

the string-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.
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The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved}

 not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {unsigned long} gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_key_t @var{key}}, @w{int

@var{uid_idx}}, @w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{const void *@var{reserved}}, @w{int @var{idx}})

The function @code{gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr} returns the value of

the number-representable attribute @var{what} of the signature

@var{idx} on the user ID @var{uid_idx} in the key @var{key}.  The

argument @var{reserved} is reserved for later use and should be

@code{NULL}.

 

The function returns @code{0} if an attribute can't be returned as a

string, @var{key} is not a valid pointer, @var{uid_idx} or @var{idx}

out of range, or @var{reserved} not @code{NULL}.

@end deftypefun

 

 

@deftp {Data type} {enum gpgme_sig_stat_t}

@tindex gpgme_sig_stat_t

The @code{gpgme_sig_stat_t} type holds the result of a signature check, or

the combined result of all signatures.  The following results are

possible:

 

@table @code

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

This status should not occur

 in normal operation.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are valid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP

This status indicates that the signature is valid but expired.  For

the combined result this status means that all signatures are valid

and expired.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key used to

verify the signature has expired.  For the combined result this status

means that all signatures are valid and all keys are expired.
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@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the combined

result this status means that all signatures are invalid.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

This status indicates that the signature could not be verified due to

a missing key.  For the combined result this status means that all

signatures could not be checked due to missing keys.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

This

 status indicates that the signature data provided was not a real

signature.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR

This status indicates that there was some other error which prevented

the signature verification.

 

@item GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

For the combined result this status means that at least two signatures

have a different status.  You can get each key's status with

@code{gpgme_get_sig_status}.

@end table

@end deftp

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_status (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_sig_stat_t *@var{r_stat}}, @w{time_t *@var{r_created}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_status} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return NULL;

 

 if (r_stat)

   @{

     switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

	@{
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	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

	

  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

	  break;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

	  break;

 

	default:

	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	  break;

	@}

   @}

 if (r_created)

   *r_created = sig->timestamp;

 return sig->fpr;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_string_attr} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)
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   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return

 NULL;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

     return sig->fpr;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

     if (whatidx == 1)

       return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

     else

	return "";

   default:

     break;

   @}

 

 return NULL;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_attr_t @var{what}}, @w{int @var{whatidx}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr} is equivalent to:

 

@example

 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return 0;

 

 switch (what)

   @{

   case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:
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     return sig->timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

     return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

     return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

      switch (sig->status)

	@{

	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

	default:

	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

	@}

 

   case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

     return sig->summary;

 

   default:

     break;

   @}

 return 0;

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

@deftypefun {const char *} gpgme_get_sig_key (@w{gpgme_ctx_t @var{ctx}}, @w{int @var{idx}},

@w{gpgme_key_t *@var{r_key}})

The function @code{gpgme_get_sig_key} is equivalent to:

 

@example
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 gpgme_verify_result_t result;

 gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

 result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

 sig = result->signatures;

 

 while (sig && idx)

   @{

     sig = sig->next;

     idx--;

   @}

 if (!sig || idx)

   return gpg_error

 (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

 return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);

@end example

@end deftypefun

 

 

 

 

 

@include lesser.texi

 

@include gpl.texi

 

@node Concept Index

@unnumbered Concept Index

 

@printindex cp

 

@node Function and Data Index

@unnumbered Function and Data Index

 

@printindex fn

 

 

@bye

(21:protected-private-key(3:elg(1:p193:5*n^f"Q'R0_6<ymec	\=c7S8u[5

ZF'xf5yi9F@T=KhZdU0(k5nZEI/	R]njVITPU$W<xs-Yx)(1:g1:)(1:y192:O9GNR{?]Y_W[FD*zuRmk%'R\'>>e9pe

eU)uS%VJ!5F)yH*O

]l'7{@wJmQP^jurx'V2H2j[G{q_"8()(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:o"%7:5242880)16:Hs*}u

)256:Gzk3%\Kb2=oOO@,}eBBI3F|OQP3eD%n,;~L-6UH^=64i);l

e+sG"(mlH_2sn_BBO7hRcZUt(p6,{5|37C3m8EY9=gQ	)(12:protected-at15:20101008T070148)))

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFsMHecBCACqdJgqa+CeNYwPCK+MpOwAV6uFVjDyO2LmOs6+XfDWRBU/Zjtz
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8zdYNKSbLjkWN4ujV5aiyA7MtEofszzYLEoKUt1wiDScHMpW8qmEFDvl9g26MeAV

rTno9D5KodHvEIs8wnrqBs8ix0WLbh6J1Dtt8HQgIbN+v3gaRQrgBFe6z2ZYpHHx

ZfOu3iFKlm2WE/NekRkvvFIo3ApGvRhGIYw6JMmugBlo7s5xosJK0I9dkPGlEEtt

aF1RkcMj8sWG9vHAXcjlGgFfXSN9YLppydXpkuZGm4+gjLB2a3rbQCZVFnxCyG4O

ybjkP8Jw6Udm89bK2ucYFfjdrmYn/nJqRxeNABEBAAG0I1Rlc3QgTm9Qcml2S2V5

IDxub2JvZHlAZXhhbXBsZS5vcmc+iQFOBBMBCAA4FiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZou

EzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwMFCwkIBwIGFQoJCAsCBBYCAwECHgECF4AACgkQTZouEzBB

U9F+qwf/SHj4uRnTWgyJ71FBxQDYCBq3jbi6e7hMkRPbJyJdnPIMAb2p0PJjBgjW

0pp4+kDPZans3UDHbma1u/SFI4/y6isJiK94Bk5xp5YliLGnUceTjgDFe6lBhfQ1

zVWZC/NF3tPgbziIxXQTNt34nS+9dbV/QFDLW0POcN7C0jR/hgkBjMEH2PezWhSj

mL/yLfLfUYAoxVpXjfC5aPJKqw0tR7m5ibznjCphE+FUMRg8EOmJcg6soeJ5QspU

k2dPN3+Y0zCTNRgAHEI+yIQbM6pio6v2c+UCtT1QhW4xSI38/kcEG8QiM55r1TUy

FcWAY5n5t1nNZtMxxse3LqEon3rKiLkBDQRbDB3nAQgAqfAjSjcngERtM+ZYOwN0

QF2v2FuEuMe8mhju7Met7SN2zGv1LnjhTNshEa9IABEfjZirE2Tqx4xCWDwDedK4

u1ToFvcnuAMnq2O47Sh+eTypsf6WPFtPBWf6ctKY31hFXjgoyDBULBvl43XU/D9C

Mt7nsKDPYHVrrnge/qWPYVcb+cO0sSwNImMcwQSdTQ3VBq7MeNS9ZeBcXi+XCjhN

kjNum2AQqpkHHDQV7871yQ8RIILvZSSfkLb0/SNDU+bGaw2G3lcyKdIfZi2EWWZT

oCbH38I/+LV7nAEe4zFpHwW8X0Dkx2aLgxe6UszDH9L3eGhTLpJhOSiaanG+zZKm

+QARAQABiQE2BBgBCAAgFiEE4Fmh4IZtMa4TEXCITZouEzBBU9EFAlsMHecCGwwA

CgkQTZouEzBBU9H5TQgAolWvIsez/WW8N2tmZEnX0LOFNB+1S4L4X983njwNdoVI

w19pbj+8RIHF/H9kcPGi7jK96gvlykQn3uez/95D2AiRFW5KYdOouFisKgHpv8Ay

BrhclHv11yK+X/0iTD0scYaG7np5162xLkaxSO9hsz2fGv20RKaXCWkI69fWw0BR

XlI5pZh2YFei2ZhH/tIMIW65h3w0gtgaZBBdpZTOOW4zvghyN+0MSObqkI1BvUJu

caDFI4d6ZTmp5SY+pZyktZ4bg/vMH5VFxdIKgbLx9uVeTvOupvbAW0TNulYGUBQE

nm+S0zr3W18t64e4sS3oHse8zCqo1iiImpba6F1Oaw==

=y6DD

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

;;;; gpgme.lisp

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
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;;; TODO

 

;;; Set up the library.

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

(deftype byte-array ()

 '(simple-array (unsigned-byte 8) (*)))

 

(deftype character-array ()

 '(simple-array character (*)))

 

;;;

 Debugging.

 

(defvar *debug* nil "If debugging output should be given or not.")

 

;;; Load the foreign library.

 

(define-foreign-library libgpgme

 (:unix "libgpgme.so")

 (t (:default "libgpgme")))

 

(use-foreign-library libgpgme)

 

;;; System dependencies.

 

; Access to ERRNO.

(defcfun ("strerror" c-strerror) :string

 (err :int))

 

(defun get-errno ()

 *errno*)

 

(defun set-errno (errno)

 (setf *errno* errno))

 

(define-condition system-error (error)

 ((errno :initarg :errno :reader system-error-errno))

 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	     (format stream "System error: ~A: ~A"

		     (system-error-errno c)

		     (c-strerror (system-error-errno c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when an errno is encountered."))

 

; Needed to write passphrases.

(defcfun ("write" c-write) ssize-t

 (fd :int)
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 (buffer :string) ; Actually :pointer, but we only need string.

 (size size-t))

 

(defun system-write (fd buffer size)

 (let ((res (c-write fd buffer size)))

   (when (< res 0) (error 'system-error

 :errno (get-errno)))

   res))

 

;;;

;;; C Interface Definitions

;;;

 

;;; Data Type Interface

 

;;; Some new data types used for easier translation.

 

;;; The number of include certs.  Translates to NIL for default.

(defctype cert-int-t

   (:wrapper :int

    :from-c translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; A string that may be NIL to indicate a null pointer.

(defctype string-or-nil-t

   (:wrapper :string

    :to-c translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign))

 

;;; Some opaque data types used by GPGME.

 

(defctype gpgme-ctx-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME context type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-data-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :to-c translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign)

 "The GPGME data object type.")

 

;;; Wrappers for the libgpg-error library.

 

(defctype gpgme-error-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign)

 "The
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 GPGME error type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-error-no-signal-t

   (:wrapper gpg-error::gpg-error-t

    :from-c translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign)

 "The GPGME error type (this version does not signal conditions in translation.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-code-t gpg-error::gpg-err-code-t

 "The GPGME error code type.")

 

(defctype gpgme-err-source-t gpg-error::gpg-err-source-t

 "The GPGME error source type.")

 

(defun gpgme-err-make (source code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code and source."

 (gpg-err-make source code))

 

(defun gpgme-error (code)

 "Construct an error value from an error code."

 (gpgme-err-make :gpg-err-source-gpgme code))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code (err)

 "Retrieve an error code from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-code err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-source (err)

 "Retrieve an error source from the error value ERR."

 (gpg-err-source err))

 

(defun gpgme-strerror (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error code."

 (gpg-strerror err))

 

(defun

 gpgme-strsource (err)

 "Return a string containing a description of the error source."

 (gpg-strsource err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-from-errno (err)

 "Retrieve the error code for the system error.  If the system error

  is not mapped, :gpg-err-unknown-errno is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-from-errno err))

 

(defun gpgme-err-code-to-errno (code)

 "Retrieve the system error for the error code.  If this is not a

  system error, 0 is returned."

 (gpg-err-code-to-errno code))
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(defun gpgme-err-make-from-errno (source err)

 (gpg-err-make-from-errno source err))

 

(defun gpgme-error-from-errno (err)

 (gpg-error-from-errno err))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-data-encoding-t

 "The possible encoding mode of gpgme-data-t objects."

 (:none 0)

 (:binary 1)

 (:base64 2)

 (:armor 3)

 (:url 4)

 (:urlesc 5)

 (:url0 6)

 (:mime 7))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-pubkey-algo-t

 "Public key algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:rsa 1)

 (:rsa-e 2)

 (:rsa-s 3)

 (:elg-e 16)

 (:dsa 17)

 (:ecc 18)

 (:elg 20)

  (:ecdsa 301)

 (:ecdh 302)

 (:eddsa 303))

 

(defcenum gpgme-hash-algo-t

 "Hash algorithms from libgcrypt."

 (:none 0)

 (:md5 1)

 (:sha1 2)

 (:rmd160 3)

 (:md2 5)

 (:tiger 6)

 (:haval 7)

 (:sha256 8)

 (:sha384 9)

 (:sha512 10)

 (:sha224 11)

 (:md4 301)
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 (:crc32 302)

 (:crc32-rfc1510 303)

 (:crc24-rfc2440 304))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-sig-mode-t

 "The available signature modes."

 (:none 0)

 (:detach 1)

 (:clear 2))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-validity-t

 "The available validities for a trust item or key."

 (:unknown 0)

 (:undefined 1)

 (:never 2)

 (:marginal 3)

 (:full 4)

 (:ultimate 5))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-protocol-t

 "The available protocols."

 (:openpgp 0)

 (:cms 1)

 (:gpgconf 2)

 (:assuan 3)

 (:g13 4)

 (:uiserver 5)

 (:spawn 6)

 (:default 254)

 (:unknown 255))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-mode-t :unsigned-int)

 "The available keylist mode flags."

 (:local 1)

 (:extern 2)

 (:sigs 4)

 (:sig-notations)

 (:with-secret 16)

 (:with-tofu 32)

 (:ephemeral
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 128)

 (:validate 256))

 

;;;

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "The available signature notation flags."

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defctype gpgme-sig-notation-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign)

 "Signature notation pointer type.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 (:human-readable 1)

 (:critical 2))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-sig-notation

 "Signature notations."

 (next gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (name :pointer)

 (value :pointer)

 (name-len :int)

 (value-len :int)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-sig-notation-bitfield))

 

;;;

 

(defcenum gpgme-status-code-t

 "The possible status codes for the edit operation."

 (:eof 0)

 (:enter 1)

 (:leave 2)

 (:abort 3)

 (:goodsig 4)

 (:badsig 5)

 (:errsig 6)

 (:badarmor 7)

 (:rsa-or-idea 8)

 (:keyexpired 9)

 (:keyrevoked 10)

 (:trust-undefined 11)

 (:trust-never
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 12)

 (:trust-marginal 13)

 (:trust-fully 14)

 (:trust-ultimate 15)

 (:shm-info 16)

 (:shm-get 17)

 (:shm-get-bool 18)

 (:shm-get-hidden 19)

 (:need-passphrase 20)

 (:validsig 21)

 (:sig-id 22)

 (:enc-to 23)

 (:nodata 24)

 (:bad-passphrase 25)

 (:no-pubkey 26)

 (:no-seckey 27)

 (:need-passphrase-sym 28)

 (:decryption-failed 29)

 (:decryption-okay 30)

 (:missing-passphrase 31)

 (:good-passphrase 32)

 (:goodmdc 33)

 (:badmdc 34)

 (:errmdc 35)

 (:imported 36)

 (:import-ok 37)

 (:import-problem 38)

 (:import-res 39)

 (:file-start 40)

 (:file-done 41)

 (:file-error 42)

 (:begin-decryption 43)

 (:end-decryption 44)

 (:begin-encryption 45)

 (:end-encryption 46)

 (:delete-problem 47)

 (:get-bool 48)

 (:get-line 49)

 (:get-hidden 50)

 (:got-it 51)

 (:progress 52)

 (:sig-created 53)

 (:session-key 54)

 (:notation-name 55)

 (:notation-data 56)

 (:policy-url 57)

 (:begin-stream 58)

 (:end-stream 59)
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 (:key-created 60)

 (:userid-hint 61)

 (:unexpected

 62)

 (:inv-recp 63)

 (:no-recp 64)

 (:already-signed 65)

 (:sigexpired 66)

 (:expsig 67)

 (:expkeysig 68)

 (:truncated 69)

 (:error 70)

 (:newsig 71)

 (:revkeysig 72)

 (:sig-subpacket 73)

 (:need-passphrase-pin 74)

 (:sc-op-failure 75)

 (:sc-op-success 76)

 (:cardctrl 77)

 (:backup-key-created 78)

 (:pka-trust-bad 79)

 (:pka-trust-good 80)

 (:plaintext 81)

 (:inv-sgnr 82)

 (:no-sgnr 83)

 (:success 84)

 (:decryption-info 85)

 (:plaintext-length 86)

 (:mountpoint 87)

 (:pinentry-launched 88)

 (:attribute 89)

 (:begin-signing 90)

 (:key-not-created 91)

 (:inquire-maxlen 92)

 (:failure 93)

 (:key-considered 94)

 (:tofu-user 95)

 (:tofu-stats 96)

 (:tofu-stats-long 97)

 (:notation-flags 98)

 (:decryption-compliance-mode 99)

 (:verification-compliance-mode 100))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-engine-info-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-to-foreign)
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 "The engine information structure pointer type.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-engine-info

  "Engine information."

 (next gpgme-engine-info-t)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name :string)

 (version :string)

 (req-version :string)

 (home-dir :string))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-subkey-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign)

 "A subkey from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-subkey-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The subkey bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512)

 (:is-cardkey 1024)

 (:is-de-vs 2048))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-subkey

 "Subkey from a key."

 (next gpgme-subkey-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-subkey-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (length :unsigned-int)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (fpr :string)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-sig-t
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   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign)

  "A signature on a user ID.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-sig-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key signature bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:invalid 4)

 (:exportable 16))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key-sig

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (next gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-sig-bitfield)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (timestamp :long)

 (expires :long)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (-class :unsigned-int)

 (uid :string)

 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-user-id-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign)

 "A user ID from a key.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-user-id-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The user ID bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:invalid 2))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-user-id

 "A user ID from a key."

 (next

 gpgme-user-id-t)

 (bitfield gpgme-user-id-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (uid :string)
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 (name :string)

 (email :string)

 (comment :string)

 (signatures gpgme-key-sig-t)

 (-last-keysig gpgme-key-sig-t))

 

 

(defctype gpgme-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign

    :to-c translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign)

 "A key from the keyring.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-key-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The key bitfield."

 (:revoked 1)

 (:expired 2)

 (:disabled 4)

 (:invalid 8)

 (:can-encrypt 16)

 (:can-sign 32)

 (:can-certify 64)

 (:secret 128)

 (:can-authenticate 256)

 (:is-qualified 512))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-key

 "A signature on a user ID."

 (-refs :unsigned-int)

 (bitfield gpgme-key-bitfield)

 (protocol gpgme-protocol-t)

 (issuer-serial :string)

 (issuer-name :string)

 (chain-id :string)

 (owner-trust gpgme-validity-t)

 (subkeys gpgme-subkey-t)

 (uids gpgme-user-id-t)

 (-last-subkey gpgme-subkey-t)

  (-last-uid gpgme-user-id-t)

 (keylist-mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))

 

;;;

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-passphrase-cb-t :pointer)
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(defctype gpgme-progress-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-edit-cb-t :pointer)

 

 

;;;

;;; Function Interface

;;;

 

;;; Context management functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_new" c-gpgme-new) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_release" c-gpgme-release) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_protocol" c-gpgme-set-protocol) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol" c-gpgme-get-protocol) gpgme-protocol-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_protocol_name" c-gpgme-get-protocol-name) :string

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_armor" c-gpgme-set-armor) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_armor" c-gpgme-get-armor) :boolean

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_textmode" c-gpgme-set-textmode) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (yes :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_textmode" c-gpgme-get-textmode) :boolean

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defconstant +include-certs-default+ -256)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_include_certs" c-gpgme-set-include-certs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (nr-of-certs cert-int-t))
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(defcfun ("gpgme_get_include_certs" c-gpgme-get-include-certs) cert-int-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (mode gpgme-keylist-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_keylist_mode" c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode)

   gpgme-keylist-mode-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-passphrase-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_passphrase_cb" c-gpgme-get-passphrase-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_progress_cb"

 c-gpgme-set-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb gpgme-progress-cb-t)

 (hook-value :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_progress_cb" c-gpgme-get-progress-cb) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cb-p :pointer)

 (hook-value-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_locale" c-gpgme-set-locale) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (category :int)

 (value string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info)

   gpgme-engine-info-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir string-or-nil-t))
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;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_pubkey_algo_name" c-gpgme-pubkey-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_hash_algo_name" c-gpgme-hash-algo-name) :string

 (algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_clear" c-gpgme-signers-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_add" c-gpgme-signers-add)

 gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_signers_enum" c-gpgme-signers-enum) gpgme-key-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (seq :int))

 

;;;

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_clear" c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_add" c-gpgme-sig-notation-add) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (name :string)

 (value string-or-nil-t)

 (flags gpgme-sig-notation-flags-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_sig_notation_get" c-gpgme-sig-notation-get)

   gpgme-sig-notation-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Run Control.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-register-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defctype gpgme-remove-io-cb-t :pointer)
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(defcenum gpgme-event-io-t

 "The possible events on I/O event callbacks."

 (:start 0)

 (:done 1)

 (:next-key 2)

 (:next-trustitem 3))

 

(defctype gpgme-event-io-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct

 gpgme-io-cbs

 "I/O callbacks."

 (add gpgme-register-io-cb-t)

 (add-priv :pointer)

 (remove gpgme-remove-io-cb-t)

 (event gpgme-event-io-cb-t)

 (event-priv :pointer))

 

(defctype gpgme-io-cbs-t :pointer)

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_io_cbs" c-gpgme-set-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_io_cbs" c-gpgme-get-io-cbs) :void

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (io-cbs gpgme-io-cbs-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_wait" c-gpgme-wait) gpgme-ctx-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (status-p :pointer)

 (hang :int))

 

;;; Functions to handle data objects.

 

;;; There is no support in CFFI to define callback C types and have

;;; automatic type checking with the callback definition.

 

(defctype gpgme-data-read-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-write-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-seek-cb-t :pointer)

(defctype gpgme-data-release-cb-t :pointer)

 

(defcstruct gpgme-data-cbs

 "Data callbacks."

 (read gpgme-data-read-cb-t)

 (write gpgme-data-write-cb-t)

 (seek gpgme-data-seek-cb-t)
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  (release gpgme-data-release-cb-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-data-cbs-t :pointer

 "Data callbacks pointer.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_read" c-gpgme-data-read) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_write" c-gpgme-data-write) ssize-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_seek" c-gpgme-data-seek) off-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (offset off-t)

 (whence :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new" c-gpgme-data-new) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release" c-gpgme-data-release) :void

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_mem" c-gpgme-data-new-from-mem) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (buffer :pointer)

 (size size-t)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem" c-gpgme-data-release-and-get-mem)

   :pointer

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (len-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_cbs" c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (cbs gpgme-data-cbs-t)

  (handle :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_fd" c-gpgme-data-new-from-fd) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fd :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_stream" c-gpgme-data-new-from-stream)

   gpgme-error-t
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 (dh-p :pointer)

 (stream :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_encoding" c-gpgme-data-get-encoding)

   gpgme-data-encoding-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_encoding" c-gpgme-data-set-encoding)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (enc gpgme-data-encoding-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_get_file_name" c-gpgme-data-get-file-name) :string

 (dh gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_set_file_name" c-gpgme-data-set-file-name) gpgme-error-t

 (dh gpgme-data-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_file" c-gpgme-data-new-from-file) gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (copy :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_data_new_from_filepart" c-gpgme-data-new-from-filepart)

   gpgme-error-t

 (dh-p :pointer)

 (fname :string)

 (fp

 :pointer)

 (offset off-t)

 (length size-t))

 

;;; Key and trust functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_key" c-gpgme-get-key) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (key-p :pointer)

 (secret :boolean))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_key_ref" c-gpgme-key-ref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_key_unref" c-gpgme-key-unref) :void

 (key gpgme-key-t))

 

;;; Crypto operations.
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(defcfun ("gpgme_cancel" c-gpgme-cancel) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;;

 

(defctype gpgme-invalid-key-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign)

 "An invalid key structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-invalid-key

 "An invalid key structure."

 (next gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (reason gpgme-error-no-signal-t))

 

;;; Encryption.

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-encrypt-result

 "Encryption result structure."

 (invalid-recipients gpgme-invalid-key-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "An encryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defbitfield gpgme-encrypt-flags-t

 (:always-trust 1)

 (:no-encrypt-to 2)

 (:prepare 4)

 (:expect-sign 8)

 (:no-compress 16)

 (:symmetric 32)

 (:throw-keyids 64)

 (:wrap 128)

 (:want-address 256))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)
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 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt" c-gpgme-op-encrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_encrypt_sign"

 c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (recp :pointer) ; Key array.

 (flags gpgme-encrypt-flags-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Decryption.

 

(defctype gpgme-recipient-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign)

 "A recipient structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-recipient

 "Recipient structure."

 (next gpgme-recipient-t)

 (keyid :string)

 (-keyid :char :count 17)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t))

 

(defbitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield

 "Decryption result structure bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:is-de-vs 2)

 (:is-mine 4))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-decrypt-result

 "Decryption result structure."
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 (unsupported-algorithm :string)

 (bitfield gpgme-op-decrypt-result-bitfield)

 (recipients gpgme-recipient-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign)

  "A decryption result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_result" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result)

   gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt" c-gpgme-op-decrypt) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify-start)

   gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_decrypt_verify" c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (cipher gpgme-data-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defctype gpgme-new-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign)

 "A new signature structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-new-signature

 "New signature structure."

 (next gpgme-new-signature-t)

  (type gpgme-sig-mode-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t)
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 (-obsolete-class :unsigned-long)

 (timestamp :long)

 (fpr :string)

 (-obsolete-class-2 :unsigned-int)

 (sig-class :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-sign-result

 "Signing result structure."

 (invalid-signers gpgme-invalid-key-t)

 (signatures gpgme-new-signature-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-sign-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A signing result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_result" c-gpgme-op-sign-result)

   gpgme-op-sign-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign_start" c-gpgme-op-sign-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_sign" c-gpgme-op-sign) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (plain gpgme-data-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (mode gpgme-sig-mode-t))

 

;;; Verify.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-sigsum-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags

 used for the summary field in a gpgme-signature-t."

 (:valid #x0001)

 (:green #x0002)

 (:red #x0004)

 (:key-revoked #x0010)

 (:key-expired #x0020)

 (:sig-expired #x0040)

 (:key-missing #x0080)

 (:crl-missing #x0100)

 (:crl-too-old #x0200)

 (:bad-policy #x0400)

 (:sys-error #x0800)
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 (:tofu-conflict #x1000))

 

(defctype gpgme-signature-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign)

 "A signature structure.")

 

;; FIXME: Doesn't this depend on endianness?

(defbitfield (gpgme-signature-bitfield :unsigned-int)

 "The signature bitfield."

 (:wrong-key-usage 1)

 (:pka-trust 2)

 (:chain-model 4)

 (:is-de-vs 8))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-signature

 "Signature structure."

 (next gpgme-signature-t)

 (summary gpgme-sigsum-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (status gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (notations gpgme-sig-notation-t)

 (timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (exp-timestamp :unsigned-long)

 (bitfield gpgme-signature-bitfield)

 (validity gpgme-validity-t)

 (validity-reason

 gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (pubkey-algo gpgme-pubkey-algo-t)

 (hash-algo gpgme-hash-algo-t))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-verify-result

 "Verify result structure."

 (signatures gpgme-signature-t)

 (file-name :string))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-verify-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign)

 "A verify result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_result" c-gpgme-op-verify-result)

   gpgme-op-verify-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify_start" c-gpgme-op-verify-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)
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 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_verify" c-gpgme-op-verify) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (sig gpgme-data-t)

 (signed-text gpgme-data-t)

 (plaintext gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-import-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the import status field."

 (:new #x0001)

 (:uid #x0002)

 (:sig #x0004)

 (:subkey #x0008)

 (:secret

 #x0010))

 

(defctype gpgme-import-status-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status structure.")

 

(defcstruct gpgme-import-status

 "New import status structure."

 (next gpgme-import-status-t)

 (fpr :string)

 (result gpgme-error-no-signal-t)

 (status :unsigned-int))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-import-result

 "Import result structure."

 (considered :int)

 (no-user-id :int)

 (imported :int)

 (imported-rsa :int)

 (unchanged :int)

 (new-user-ids :int)

 (new-sub-keys :int)

 (new-signatures :int)

 (new-revocations :int)

 (secret-read :int)

 (secret-imported :int)

 (secret-unchanged :int)

 (skipped-new-keys :int)

 (not-imported :int)
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 (imports gpgme-import-status-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-import-result-t

   (:wrapper :pointer

    :from-c translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign)

 "An import status result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_result" c-gpgme-op-import-result)

   gpgme-op-import-result-t

  (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import_start" c-gpgme-op-import-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_import" c-gpgme-op-import) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export_start" c-gpgme-op-export-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_export" c-gpgme-op-export) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (reserved :unsigned-int)

 (keydata gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended export interfaces require array handling.

 

;;; Key generation.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-genkey-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key generation result bitfield."

 (:primary #x0001)

 (:sub #x0002)

 (:uid #x0004))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-genkey-result

 "Key generation result structure."

 (bitfield gpgme-genkey-flags-t)

 (fpr :string))
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(defctype gpgme-op-genkey-result-t :pointer

 "A

 key generation result structure.")

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_result" c-gpgme-op-genkey-result)

   gpgme-op-genkey-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey_start" c-gpgme-op-genkey-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_genkey" c-gpgme-op-genkey) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (parms :string)

 (pubkey gpgme-data-t)

 (seckey gpgme-data-t))

 

;;; Key deletion.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete_start" c-gpgme-op-delete-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_delete" c-gpgme-op-delete) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (key gpgme-key-t)

 (allow-secret :int))

 

;;; FIXME: Add edit interfaces.

 

;;; Keylist interface.

 

(defbitfield (gpgme-keylist-flags-t :unsigned-int)

 "Flags used for the key listing result bitfield."

 (:truncated #x0001))

 

(defcstruct gpgme-op-keylist-result

 "Key listing result structure."

 (bitfield

 gpgme-keylist-flags-t))

 

(defctype gpgme-op-keylist-result-t :pointer

 "A key listing result structure.")
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(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_result" c-gpgme-op-keylist-result)

   gpgme-op-keylist-result-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_start" c-gpgme-op-keylist-start) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (pattern :string)

 (secret_only :boolean))

 

;;; FIXME: Extended keylisting requires array handling.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_next" c-gpgme-op-keylist-next) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t)

 (r-key :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_op_keylist_end" c-gpgme-op-keylist-end) gpgme-error-t

 (ctx gpgme-ctx-t))

 

;;; Various functions.

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_check_version" c-gpgme-check-version) :string

 (req-version string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_get_engine_info" c-gpgme-get-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (engine-info-p :pointer))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_set_engine_info" c-gpgme-set-engine-info) gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t)

 (file-name string-or-nil-t)

 (home-dir

 string-or-nil-t))

 

(defcfun ("gpgme_engine_check_version" c-gpgme-engine-check-verson)

   gpgme-error-t

 (proto gpgme-protocol-t))

 

;;;

;;;  L I S P   I N T E R F A C E

;;;

 

;;;

;;; Lisp type translators.

;;;

 

;;; Both directions.

 

;;; cert-int-t is a helper type that takes care of representing the

;;; default number of certs as NIL.
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(defun translate-cert-int-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((eql value +include-certs-default+) nil)

   (t value)))

 

(defun translate-cert-int-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t +include-certs-default+)))

 

;;; string-or-nil-t translates a null pointer to NIL and vice versa.

;;; Translation from foreign null pointer already works as expected.

 

(defun translate-string-or-nil-t-to-foreign (value)

 (cond

   (value value)

   (t (null-pointer))))

 

;;; Output only.

 

;;; These type translators only convert from foreign type, because we

;;; never use these types in the other direction.

 

;;; Convert gpgme-engine-info-t linked lists into a

 list of property

;;; lists.  Note that this converter will automatically be invoked

;;; recursively.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Should we use a hash table (or struct, or clos) instead of

;;; property list, as recommended by the Lisp FAQ?

 

(defun translate-gpgme-engine-info-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next protocol file-name version req-version home-dir)

	    value (:struct gpgme-engine-info))

	 (append (list protocol (list

			     :file-name file-name

			     :version version

			     :req-version req-version

			     :home-dir home-dir))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-invalid-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)
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   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr reason)

	    value (:struct gpgme-invalid-key))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :reason reason))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	

   ((invalid-recipients)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-encrypt-result))

	 (list :encrypt

	       (list :invalid-recipients invalid-recipients))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-recipient-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next keyid pubkey-algo status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-recipient))

	 (append (list (list :keyid keyid

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((unsupported-algorithm bitfield recipients file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-decrypt-result))

	 (list :decrypt (list :unsupported-algorithm unsupported-algorithm

			      :bitfield bitfield

			      :recipients recipients

			      :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-new-signature-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next

 type pubkey-algo hash-algo timestamp fpr sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-new-signature))

	 (append (list (list :type type

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo
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			     :hash-algo hash-algo

			     :timestamp timestamp

			     :fpr fpr

			     :sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-sign-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((invalid-signers signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-sign-result))

	 (list :sign (list :invalid-signers invalid-signers

			   :signatures signatures))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-signature-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next summary fpr status notations timestamp

		  exp-timestamp bitfield validity validity-reason

		  pubkey-algo hash-algo)

	    value (:struct gpgme-signature))

	 (append (list (list :summary summary

			     :fpr fpr

			     :status status

			     :notations notations

			     :timestamp timestamp

			

     :exp-timestamp exp-timestamp

			     :bitfield bitfield

			     :validity validity

			     :validity-reason validity-reason

			     :pubkey-algo pubkey-algo))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-verify-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((signatures file-name)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-verify-result))

	 (list :verify (list :signatures signatures

			     :file-name file-name))))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-import-status-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)
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   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next fpr result status)

	    value (:struct gpgme-import-status))

	 (append (list (list :fpr fpr

			     :result result

			     :status status))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-op-import-result-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((considered no-user-id imported imported-rsa unchanged

			new-user-ids new-sub-keys new-signatures

			new-revocations

 secret-read secret-imported

			secret-unchanged skipped-new-keys not-imported

			imports)

	    value (:struct gpgme-op-import-result))

	 (list :verify (list :considered considered

			     :no-user-id no-user-id

			     :imported imported

			     :imported-rsa imported-rsa

			     :unchanged unchanged

			     :new-user-ids new-user-ids

			     :new-sub-keys new-sub-keys

			     :new-signatures new-signatures

			     :new-revocations new-revocations

			     :secret-read secret-read

			     :secret-imported secret-imported

			     :secret-unchanged secret-unchanged

			     :skipped-new-keys skipped-new-keys

			     :not-imported not-imported

			     :imports imports))))))

 

;;; Error handling.

 

;;; Use gpgme-error-no-signal-t to suppress automatic error handling

;;; at translation time.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Part of this probably should be in gpg-error!

 

(define-condition gpgme-error (error)

 ((value :initarg :gpgme-error :reader gpgme-error-value))

 (:report (lambda (c stream)

	

     (format stream "GPGME returned error: ~A (~A)"

		     (gpgme-strerror (gpgme-error-value c))
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		     (gpgme-strsource (gpgme-error-value c)))))

 (:documentation "Signalled when a GPGME function returns an error."))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Raise a GPGME-ERROR if VALUE is non-zero."

 (when (not (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error))

   (error 'gpgme-error :gpgme-error value))

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-t-to-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (if (eql (gpgme-err-code value) :gpg-err-no-error)

     0

     (gpg-err-as-value value)))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-error-no-signal-t-from-foreign (value)

 "Canonicalize the error value."

 (gpg-err-canonicalize value))

 

 

;;; *INTERNAL* Lispy Function Interface that is still close to the C

;;; interface.

 

;;; Passphrase callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar

 *passphrase-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  passphrase callback object as value.")

 

(defcallback passphrase-cb gpgme-error-t ((handle :pointer)

					  (uid-hint :string)

					  (passphrase-info :string)

					  (prev-was-bad :boolean)

					  (fd :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((passphrase-cb

	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *passphrase-handles*))

	     (passphrase

	      (cond

		((functionp passphrase-cb)

		 (concatenate 'string

			      (funcall passphrase-cb uid-hint passphrase-info

				       prev-was-bad)

			      '(#\Newline)))
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		(t (concatenate 'string passphrase-cb '(#\Newline)))))

	     (passphrase-len (length passphrase))

	     ;; FIXME: Could be more robust.

	     (res (system-write fd passphrase passphrase-len)))

	(cond

	  ((< res passphrase-len) ; FIXME: Blech.  A weak attempt to be robust.

	   (gpgme-error :gpg-err-inval))

	  (t (gpgme-error :gpg-err-no-error))))

   (gpgme-error (err)

 (gpgme-error-value err))

   (system-error (err) (gpgme-error-from-errno (system-error-errno err)))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 

   (condition (err) (progn

		       (when *debug*

			 (format t "DEBUG: passphrase-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

				 err))

		       (gpgme-error :gpg-err-general)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-passphrase-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the passphrase callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *passphrase-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (callback passphrase-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *passphrase-handles*)))))

 

;;; Progress callback management.

 

;;; Maybe: Instead, use subclassing, and provide a customizable

;;; default implementation for ease-of-use.

 

(defvar *progress-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME context address as key and the corresponding

  progress callback

 object as value.")

 

(defcallback progress-cb :void ((handle :pointer)

				(what :string)

				(type :int)

				(current :int)

				(total :int))

 (handler-case

     (let* ((progress-cb

	      (gethash (pointer-address handle) *progress-handles*)))

	(funcall progress-cb what type current total))

   ;; FIXME: The original error gets lost here. 
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   (condition (err) (when *debug*

		       (format t "DEBUG: progress-cb: Unexpressable: ~A~%"

			       err)))))

 

;;; CTX is a C-pointer to the context.

(defun gpgme-set-progress-cb (ctx cb)

 "Set the progress callback for CTX."

 (let ((handle (pointer-address ctx)))

   (cond

     (cb (setf (gethash handle *progress-handles*) cb)

	  (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (callback progress-cb) ctx))

     (t (c-gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx (null-pointer) (null-pointer))

	 (remhash handle *progress-handles*)))))

 

;;; Context management.

 

(defun gpgme-new (&key (protocol :openpgp) armor textmode include-certs

		  keylist-mode passphrase progress file-name

 home-dir)

 "Allocate a new GPGME context."

 (with-foreign-object (ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)

   (c-gpgme-new ctx-p)

   (let ((ctx (mem-ref ctx-p 'gpgme-ctx-t)))

     ;;; Set locale?

     (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol)

     (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor)

     (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode)

     (when include-certs (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx include-certs))

     (when keylist-mode (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx keylist-mode))

     (gpgme-set-passphrase-cb ctx passphrase)

     (gpgme-set-progress-cb ctx progress)

     (gpgme-set-engine-info ctx protocol

			     :file-name file-name :home-dir home-dir)

     (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-new: ~A~%" ctx))

     ctx)))

 

(defun gpgme-release (ctx)

 "Release a GPGME context."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-release: ~A~%" ctx))

 (c-gpgme-release ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-protocol (ctx proto)

 "Set the protocol to be used by CTX to PROTO."

 (c-gpgme-set-protocol ctx proto))

 

(defun gpgme-get-protocol (ctx)

 "Get
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 the protocol used with CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme-get-protocol-name

 

(defun gpgme-set-armor (ctx armor)

 "If ARMOR is true, enable armor mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

(defun gpgme-armor-p (ctx)

 "Return true if armor mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-armor ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-textmode (ctx textmode)

 "If TEXTMODE is true, enable text mode mode in CTX, disable it otherwise."

(c-gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))

 

(defun gpgme-textmode-p (ctx)

 "Return true if text mode mode is set for CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-textmode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-include-certs (ctx &optional certs)

 "Include up to CERTS certificates in an S/MIME message."

 (c-gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

(defun gpgme-get-include-certs (ctx)

 "Return the number of certs to include in an S/MIME message,

  or NIL if the default is used."

 (c-gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-get-keylist-mode (ctx)

  "Get the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defun gpgme-set-keylist-mode (ctx mode)

 "Set the keylist mode in CTX."

 (c-gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))

 

 

;;; FIXME: How to handle locale?  cffi-grovel?

 

(defun gpgme-get-engine-info (&optional ctx)

 "Retrieve the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is omitted."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-get-engine-info ctx))

   (t (with-foreign-object (info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)
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	 (c-gpgme-get-engine-info info-p)

	 (mem-ref info-p 'gpgme-engine-info-t)))))

 

(defun gpgme-set-engine-info (ctx proto &key file-name home-dir)

 "Set the engine info for CTX, or the default if CTX is NIL."

 (cond

   (ctx (c-gpgme-ctx-set-engine-info ctx proto file-name home-dir))

   (t (c-gpgme-set-engine-info proto file-name home-dir))))

 

;;; FIXME: How to do pretty printing?

;;;

;;; gpgme_pubkey_algo_name, gpgme_hash_algo_name

 

(defun gpgme-set-signers (ctx keys)

 "Set the signers for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-signers-clear ctx)

  (dolist (key keys) (c-gpgme-signers-add ctx key)))

 

;;;

 

(defun gpgme-set-sig-notation (ctx notations)

 "Set the sig notation for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-clear ctx)

 (dolist (notation notations)

   (c-gpgme-sig-notation-add

    ctx (first notation) (second notation) (third notation))))

 

(defun gpgme-get-sig-notation (ctx)

 "Get the signature notation data for the context CTX."

 (c-gpgme-sig-notation-get ctx))

 

;;; FIXME: Add I/O callback interface, for integration with clg.

 

;;; FIXME: Add gpgme_wait?

 

;;; Streams

;;; -------

;;;

;;; GPGME uses standard streams.  You can define your own streams, or

;;; use the existing file or string streams.

;;;

;;; A stream-spec is either a stream, or a list with a stream as its

;;; first argument followed by keyword parameters: encoding,

;;; file-name.

;;;

;;; FIXME: Eventually, we should provide a class that can be mixed

;;; into stream classes and which provides accessors for encoding and

;;; file-names.  This interface
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 should be provided in addition to the

;;; above sleazy interface, because the sleazy interface is easier to

;;; use (less typing), and is quite sufficient in a number of cases.

;;;

;;; For best results, streams with element type (unsigned-byte 8)

;;; should be used.  Character streams may work if armor mode is used.

 

;;; Do we need to provide access to GPGME data objects through streams

;;; as well?  It seems to me that specific optimizations, like

;;; directly writing to file descriptors, is better done by extending

;;; the sleazy syntax (stream-spec) instead of customized streams.

;;; Customized streams do buffering, and this may mess up things.  Mmh.

 

(defvar *data-handles* (make-hash-table)

 "Hash table with GPGME data user callback handle address as key

  and the corresponding stream as value.")

 

;;; The release callback removes the stream from the *data-handles*

;;; hash and releases the CBS structure that is used as the key in

;;; that hash.  It is implicitly invoked (through

 GPGME) by

;;; gpgme-data-release.

(defcallback data-release-cb :void ((handle :pointer))

 (unwind-protect (remhash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)

   (when (not (null-pointer-p handle)) (foreign-free handle))))

 

(defcallback data-read-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                  (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type))

             (read (read-sequence seq stream)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)

                   (aref (the byte-array seq) i))))

          ((eql stream-type 'character)

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char

 i)

                   (char-code (aref (the character-array seq) i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i read)

             (setf (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)
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                   (coerce (aref seq i) '(unsigned-byte 8))))))

        (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-read-cb: read ~A~%" read))

        read))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

(defcallback data-write-cb ssize-t ((handle :pointer) (buffer :pointer)

                                   (size size-t))

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-write-cb: want ~A~%" size))

 (let ((stream (gethash (pointer-address handle) *data-handles*)))

   (cond

     (stream

      (let* ((stream-type (stream-element-type stream))

             (seq (make-array size :element-type stream-type)))

        (cond

          ((equal stream-type '(unsigned-byte 8))

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the byte-array seq) i)

                   (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i))))

           ((eql stream-type 'character)

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref (the character-array seq) i)

                   (code-char (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i)))))

          (t

           (dotimes (i size)

             (setf (aref seq i)

                   (coerce (mem-aref buffer :unsigned-char i) stream-type)))))

        (write-sequence seq stream)

        size))

     (t

      (set-errno +ebadf+)

      -1))))

 

;;; This little helper macro allows us to swallow the cbs structure by

;;; simply setting it to a null pointer, but still protect against

;;; conditions.

(defmacro with-cbs-swallowed ((cbs) &body body)

 `(let ((,cbs (foreign-alloc '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs))))

   (unwind-protect (progn ,@body)

     (when (not (null-pointer-p ,cbs)) (foreign-free ,cbs)))))

 

(defun gpgme-data-new (stream &key encoding file-name)

 "Allocate a new GPGME data object for STREAM."

 (with-foreign-object (dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)

   ;;; We allocate one CBS structure

 for each stream we wrap in a

   ;;; data object.  Although we could also share all these
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   ;;; structures, as they contain the very same callbacks, we need a

   ;;; unique C pointer as handle anyway to look up the stream in the

   ;;; callback.  This is a convenient one to use.

   (with-cbs-swallowed (cbs)

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'read)

           (callback data-read-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'write)

           (callback data-write-cb))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'seek)

           (null-pointer))

     (setf (foreign-slot-value cbs '(:struct gpgme-data-cbs) 'release)

           (callback data-release-cb))

     (c-gpgme-data-new-from-cbs dh-p cbs cbs)

     (let ((dh (mem-ref dh-p 'gpgme-data-t)))

	(when encoding (gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

	(when file-name (gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

	;;; Install the stream into the hash table and

 swallow the cbs

       ;;; structure while protecting against any errors.

	(unwind-protect

	     (progn

	       (setf (gethash (pointer-address cbs) *data-handles*) stream)

	       (setf cbs (null-pointer)))

	  (when (not (null-pointer-p cbs)) (c-gpgme-data-release dh)))

	(when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-new: ~A~%" dh))

	dh))))

 

;;; This function releases a GPGME data object.  It implicitly

;;; invokes the data-release-cb function to clean up associated junk.

(defun gpgme-data-release (dh)

 "Release a GPGME data object."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-data-release: ~A~%" dh))

 (c-gpgme-data-release dh))

 

(defclass data ()

 (c-data)  ; The C data object pointer

 (:documentation "The GPGME data type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((data data) &key streamspec

                                      &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-data (if (listp streamspec)

                   (apply #'gpgme-data-new streamspec)

                   (gpgme-data-new streamspec)))

        (cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

        (progn

          (setf (slot-value data 'c-data) c-data)

          (finalize data (lambda () (gpgme-data-release c-data)))
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          (setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-data-release c-data)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-data-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (cond

   ((null value) (null-pointer))

   ((pointerp value) value)

   (t (slot-value value 'c-data))))

 

(defmacro with-gpgme-data ((dh streamspec) &body body)

 `(let ((,dh (make-instance 'data :streamspec ,streamspec)))

    ,@body))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-encoding (dh)

 "Get the encoding associated with the data object DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-encoding dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-encoding (dh encoding)

 "Set the encoding associated with the data object DH to ENCODING."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-encoding dh encoding))

 

(defun gpgme-data-get-file-name (dh)

 "Get the file name associated with the data object

 DH."

 (c-gpgme-data-get-file-name dh))

 

(defun gpgme-data-set-file-name (dh file-name)

 "Set the file name associated with the data object DH to FILE-NAME."

 (c-gpgme-data-set-file-name dh file-name))

 

;;; FIXME: Add key accessor interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 "Get the key with the fingerprint FPR from the context CTX."

 (with-foreign-object (key-p 'gpgme-key-t)

   (c-gpgme-get-key ctx fpr key-p secret)

   (mem-ref key-p 'gpgme-key-t)))

 

(defun gpgme-key-ref (key)

 "Acquire an additional reference to the key KEY."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-ref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-ref key))

 

(defun gpgme-key-unref (key)

 "Release a reference to the key KEY."

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: gpgme-key-unref: ~A~%" key))

 (c-gpgme-key-unref key))
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;;; FIXME: We REALLY need pretty printing for keys and all the other

;;; big structs.

 

;;; Various interfaces.

 

(defun gpgme-check-version (&optional req-version)

 (c-gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

;;;

;;;

 The *EXPORTED* CLOS interface.

;;;

 

;;; The context type.

 

;;; We wrap the C context pointer into a class object to be able to

;;; stick a finalizer on it.

 

(defclass context ()

 (c-ctx  ; The C context object pointer.

  signers ; The list of signers.

  sig-notation) ; The list of signers.

 (:documentation "The GPGME context type."))

 

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((ctx context) &rest rest

				       &key &allow-other-keys)

 (let ((c-ctx (apply #'gpgme-new rest))

	(cleanup t))

   (unwind-protect

	 (progn (setf (slot-value ctx 'c-ctx) c-ctx)

		(finalize ctx (lambda () (gpgme-release c-ctx)))

		(setf cleanup nil))

     (if cleanup (gpgme-release c-ctx)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-ctx-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-ctx)))

 

(defmacro context (&rest rest)

 "Create a new GPGME context."

 `(make-instance 'context ,@rest))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor

 functions.

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Protocol.
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(defgeneric protocol (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the protocol of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod protocol ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-protocol ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf protocol) (protocol ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the protocol of CONTEXT to PROTOCOL."))

 

;;; FIXME: Adjust translator to reject invalid protocols.  Currently,

;;; specifying an invalid protocol throws a "NIL is not 32 signed int"

;;; error.  This is suboptimal.

(defmethod (setf protocol) (protocol (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-protocol ctx protocol))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Armor.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric armorp (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the armor flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod armorp ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-armor-p ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf armorp) (armor ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the armor flag of CONTEXT to ARMOR."))

 

(defmethod (setf armorp) (armor (ctx

 context))

 (gpgme-set-armor ctx armor))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Textmode.

;;; FIXME: Is it good style to make foop setf-able?  Or should it be

;;; foo/foop for set/get?

 

(defgeneric textmodep (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the text mode flag of CONTEXT."))

 

(defmethod textmodep ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-textmode-p ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf textmodep) (textmode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the text mode flag of CONTEXT to TEXTMODE."))

 

(defmethod (setf textmodep) (textmode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-textmode ctx textmode))
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;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Include Certs.

 

(defgeneric include-certs (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the number of included certificates in an

                  S/MIME message, or NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod include-certs ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-include-certs ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf include-certs) (certs ctx)

 (:documentation "Return the number of certificates to include in an

                  S/MIME message, or

 NIL if the default is used."))

 

(defmethod (setf include-certs) (certs (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-include-certs ctx certs))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Engine info.

 

(defgeneric engine-info (ctx)

 (:documentation "Retrieve the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod engine-info ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-engine-info ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf engine-info) (info ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the engine info for CTX."))

 

(defmethod (setf engine-info) (info (ctx context))

 (dolist (proto '(:openpgp :cms))

   (let ((pinfo (getf info proto)))

     (when pinfo

	(gpgme-set-engine-info ctx proto :file-name (getf pinfo :file-name)

			       :home-dir (getf pinfo :home-dir))))))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Keylist mode.

 

(defgeneric keylist-mode (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the keylist mode of CTX."))

 

(defmethod keylist-mode ((ctx context))

 (gpgme-get-keylist-mode ctx))

 

(defgeneric (setf keylist-mode) (mode ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the keylist mode of CTX to MODE."))

 

(defmethod
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 (setf keylist-mode) (mode (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-keylist-mode ctx mode))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Signers.

 

(defgeneric signers (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signers of CTX."))

 

(defmethod signers ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf signers) (signers ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signers of CTX to SIGNERS."))

 

(defmethod (setf keylist-mode) (signers (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx signers)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'signers) signers))

 

;;; The context type: Accessor functions: Sig notations.

 

(defgeneric sig-notations (ctx)

 (:documentation "Get the signature notations of CTX."))

 

(defmethod sig-notations ((ctx context))

 (slot-value ctx 'signers))

 

(defgeneric (setf sig-notations) (notations ctx)

 (:documentation "Set the signatire notations of CTX to NOTATIONS."))

 

(defmethod (setf sig-notations) (notations (ctx context))

 (gpgme-set-signers ctx notations)

 (setf (slot-value ctx 'notations) notations))

 

;;;

 The context type: Support macros.

 

(defmacro with-context ((ctx &rest rest) &body body)

 `(let ((,ctx (make-instance 'context ,@rest)))

   ,@body))

 

;;; The key type.

 

(defclass key ()

 (c-key)  ; The C key object pointer.

 (:documentation "The GPGME key type."))

 

;;; In the initializer, we swallow the c-key argument.

(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((key key) &key c-key
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				       &allow-other-keys)

 (setf (slot-value key 'c-key) c-key)

 (finalize key (lambda () (gpgme-key-unref c-key))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-from-foreign (value)

 (when *debug* (format t "DEBUG: import key: ~A~%" value))

 (make-instance 'key :c-key value))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-t-to-foreign (value)

 ;; Allow a pointer to be passed directly for the finalizer to work.

 (if (pointerp value) value (slot-value value 'c-key)))

 

(defmethod print-object ((key key) stream)

 (print-unreadable-object (key stream :type t :identity t)

   (format stream "~s" (fpr key))))

 

;;; The key type:

 Accessor functions.

 

;;; FIXME: The bitfield and flags contain redundant information at

;;; this point.  FIXME: Deal nicer with zero-length name (policy url)

;;; and zero length value (omit?) and human-readable (convert to string).

;;; FIXME: Turn binary data into sequence or vector or what it should be.

;;; FIXME: Turn the whole thing into a hash?

(defun translate-gpgme-sig-notation-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next name value name-len value-len flags bitfield)

	    value (:struct gpgme-sig-notation))

	 (append (list (list

			:name name

			:value value

			:name-len name-len

			:value-len value-len

			:flags flags

			:bitfield bitfield))

		 next)))))

 

;;; FIXME: Deal nicer with timestamps.  bitfield field name?

(defun translate-gpgme-subkey-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo length keyid fpr timestamp expires)

	    value (:struct gpgme-subkey))
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 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:length length

			:keyid keyid

			:fpr fpr

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-key-sig-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield pubkey-algo keyid timestamp expires status

		  uid name email comment sig-class)

	    value (:struct gpgme-key-sig))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:pubkey-algo pubkey-algo

			:keyid keyid

			:timestamp timestamp

			:expires expires

			:status status

			:uid uid

			:name name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:sig-class sig-class))

		 next)))))

 

(defun translate-gpgme-user-id-t-from-foreign (value)

 (cond

   ((null-pointer-p value) nil)

   (t (with-foreign-slots

	   ((next bitfield validity uid name email comment signatures)

	    value (:struct gpgme-user-id))

	 (append (list (list

			:bitfield bitfield

			:validity validity

			:uid uid

			:name

 name

			:email email

			:comment comment

			:signatures signatures))

		 next)))))
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(defun key-data (key)

 (with-slots (c-key) key

   (with-foreign-slots

	((bitfield protocol issuer-serial issuer-name chain-id

		   owner-trust subkeys uids keylist-mode)

	 c-key (:struct gpgme-key))

     (list

      :bitfield bitfield

      :protocol protocol

      :issuer-serial issuer-serial

      :issuer-name issuer-name

      :chain-id chain-id

      :owner-trust owner-trust

      :subkeys subkeys

      :uids uids

      :keylist-mode keylist-mode))

   ))

 

 

(defgeneric fpr (key)

 (:documentation "Get the primary fingerprint of the key."))

 

(defmethod fpr ((key key))

 (getf (car (getf (key-data key) :subkeys)) :fpr))

 

 

;;; The context type: Crypto-Operations.

 

(defgeneric get-key (ctx fpr &optional secret)

 (:documentation "Get the (secret) key FPR from CTX."))

 

(defmethod get-key ((ctx context) fpr &optional secret)

 (gpgme-get-key ctx fpr secret))

 

;;; Encrypt.

 

(defgeneric

 op-encrypt (ctx recp plain cipher &key always-trust sign)

 (:documentation "Encrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-encrypt ((ctx context) recp plain cipher

		       &key always-trust sign)

 (with-foreign-object (c-recp :pointer (+ 1 (length recp)))

   (dotimes (i (length recp))

     (setf (mem-aref c-recp 'gpgme-key-t i) (elt recp i)))

   (setf (mem-aref c-recp :pointer (length recp)) (null-pointer))

   (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

     (with-gpgme-data (out cipher)
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	(let ((flags))

	  (if always-trust (push :always-trust flags))

	  (cond

	    (sign

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-sign ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (append (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx)

		     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx)))

	    (t

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt ctx c-recp flags in out)

	     (c-gpgme-op-encrypt-result ctx))))))))

 

;;; Decrypt.

 

(defgeneric op-decrypt (ctx cipher plain &key verify)

 (:documentation "Decrypt."))

 

(defmethod op-decrypt ((ctx context) cipher plain &key verify)

 (with-gpgme-data (in cipher)

   (with-gpgme-data

 (out plain)

     (cond

	(verify

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-verify ctx in out)

	 (append (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx)

		 (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx)))

	(t

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt ctx in out)

	 (c-gpgme-op-decrypt-result ctx))))))

 

;;; Signing.

 

(defgeneric op-sign (ctx plain sig &optional mode)

 (:documentation "Sign."))

 

(defmethod op-sign ((ctx context) plain sig &optional (mode :none))

 (with-gpgme-data (in plain)

   (with-gpgme-data (out sig)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign ctx in out mode)

     (c-gpgme-op-sign-result ctx))))

 

;;; Verify.

 

(defgeneric op-verify (ctx sig text &key detached)

 (:documentation "Verify."))

 

(defmethod op-verify ((ctx context) sig text &key detached)

 (with-gpgme-data (in sig)

   (with-gpgme-data (on text)
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     (c-gpgme-op-verify ctx in (if detached on nil)

			 (if detached nil on))

     (c-gpgme-op-verify-result ctx))))

 

;;; Import.

 

(defgeneric op-import (ctx keydata)

 (:documentation "Import."))

 

(defmethod op-import ((ctx context) keydata)

  (with-gpgme-data (in keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-import ctx in)

   (c-gpgme-op-import-result ctx)))

 

;;; Export.

 

(defgeneric op-export (ctx pattern keydata)

 (:documentation "Export public key data matching PATTERN to the

                  stream KEYDATA."))

 

(defmethod op-export ((ctx context) pattern keydata)

 (with-gpgme-data (dh keydata)

   (c-gpgme-op-export ctx pattern 0 dh)))

 

;;; Key generation.

 

 

;;;

;;; Initialization

;;;

 

(defun check-version (&optional req-version)

 "Check that the GPGME version requirement is satisfied."

 (gpgme-check-version req-version))

 

(defparameter *version* (check-version)

 "The version number of GPGME used.")

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: A Short History of the GPGME bindings for Python

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

 

* Overview

 :PROPERTIES:
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 :CUSTOM_ID: overview

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The GPGME Python bindings passed through many hands and numerous

phases before, after a fifteen year journey, coming full circle to

return to the source.  This is a short explanation of that journey.

 

** In the beginning

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: in-the-begining

   :END:

 

  In 2002 John Goerzen released PyME; Python bindings for the GPGME

  module which utilised the current release of Python of the time and

  SWIG.[fn:1]  Shortly after creating it and ensuring it worked he stopped

  supporting it, though he left his work available on his Gopher

  site.

 

 

** Keeping the flame alive

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keeping-the-flame-alive

  :END:

 

  A couple of years later the project was picked up by Igor Belyi and

  actively developed and maintained by him from 2004 to 2008.  Igor's

  whereabouts at the time of this document's creation are unknown,

  but the current authors do hope he is well.  We're assuming (or

  hoping) that life did what life does and made continuing untenable.

 

 

** Passing the torch

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: passing-the-torch

  :END:

 

  In 2014 Martin Albrecht wanted to patch a bug in the PyME code and

  discovered the absence of Igor.  Following a discussion on the PyME

  mailing list he

 became the new maintainer for PyME, releasing

  version 0.9.0 in May of that year.  He remains the maintainer of
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  the original PyME release in Python 2.6 and 2.7 (available via

  PyPI).

 

 

** Coming full circle

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: ouroboros

  :END:

 

  In 2015 Ben McGinnes approached Martin about a Python 3 version,

  while investigating how complex a task this would be the task ended

  up being completed.  A subsequent discussion with Werner Koch led

  to the decision to fold the Python 3 port back into the original

  GPGME release in the languages subdirectory for non-C bindings

  under the module name of =pyme3=.

 

  In 2016 this PyME module was integrated back into the GPGME project

  by Justus Winter.  During the course of this work Justus adjusted

  the port to restore limited support for Python 2, but not as many

  minor point releases as the original PyME package supports.  During

  the course of this integration the package was renamed to more

  accurately

 reflect its status as a component of GPGME.  The =pyme3=

  module was renamed to =gpg= and adopted by the upstream GnuPG team.

 

  In 2017 Justus departed G10code and the GnuPG team.  Following this

  Ben returned to maintain of gpgme Python bindings and continue

  building them from that point.

 

 

* Relics of the past

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: relics-past

 :END:

 

There are a few things, in addition to code specific factors, such as

SWIG itself, which are worth noting here.

 

** The Annoyances of Git

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-annoyances-of-git

  :END:

 

  As anyone who has ever worked with git knows, submodules are

  horrible way to deal with pretty much anything.  In the interests

  of avoiding migraines, that was skipped with addition of the PyME

  code to GPGME.
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  Instead the files were added to a subdirectory of the =lang/=

  directory, along with a copy of the entire git log up to that point

  as a separate file within the =lang/python/docs/= directory.[fn:2]

   As the log for PyME is nearly 100KB and the log for GPGME is

  approximately 1MB, this would cause considerable bloat, as well as

  some confusion, should the two be merged.

 

  Hence the unfortunate, but necessary, step to simply move the

  files.  A regular repository version has been maintained should it

  be possible to implement this better in the future.

 

 

** The Perils of PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: the-perils-of-pypi

  :END:

 

  The early port of the Python 2 =pyme= module as =pyme3= was never

  added to PyPI while the focus remained on development and testing

  during 2015 and early 2016.  Later in 2016, however, when Justus

  completed his major integration work and subsequently renamed the

  module from =pyme3= to =gpg=, some prior releases were also

  provided through PyPI.

 

  Since these bindings require a matching release of the GPGME

  libraries in order to function, it was determined that there was

  little benefit in also providing a copy

 through PyPI since anyone

  obtaining the GPGME source code would obtain the Python bindings

  source code at the same time.  Whereas there was the potential to

  sew confusion amongst Python users installing the module from PyPI,

  only to discover that without the relevant C files, header files or

  SWIG compiled binaries, the Python module did them little good.

 

  There are only two files on PyPI which might turn up in a search

  for this module or a sample of its content:

 

  1. gpg (1.8.0) - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

  2. pyme (0.9.0) - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

 

*** GPG 180 - Python bindings for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-180

   :END:

 

   This is the most recent version to reach PyPI and is the version

   of the official Pyhon bindings which shipped with GPGME 1.8.0.  If

   you have GPGME 1.8.0 installed and /only/ 1.8.0 installed, then it
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   is probably safe to use

 this copy from PyPI.

 

   As there have been a lot of changes since the release of GPGME

   1.8.0, the GnuPG Project recommends not using this version of the

   module and instead installing the current version of GPGME along

   with the Python bindings included with that package.

 

 

*** PyME 090 - Python support for GPGME GnuPG cryptography library

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: pypi-gpgme-90

   :END:

 

   This is the last release of the PyME bindings maintained by Martin

   Albrecht and is only compatible with Python 2, it will not work

   with Python 3.  This is the version of the software from which the

   port from Python 2 to Python 3 code was made in 2015.

 

   Users of the more recent Python bindings will recognise numerous

   points of similarity, but also significant differences.  It is

   likely that the more recent official bindings will feel "more

   pythonic."

 

   For those using Python 2, there is essentially no harm in using

   this module, but it may lack

 a number of more recent features

   added to GPGME.

 

 

* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] In all likelihood this would have been Python 2.2 or possibly

Python 2.3.

 

[fn:2] The entire PyME git log and other preceding VCS logs are

located in the =gpgme/lang/python/docs/old-commits.log= file.

# HACKING                                                       -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: Hacking notes for GPGME

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* How to contribute

** No more ChangeLog files

 

 Do not modify any of the ChangeLog files in GPGME.  Starting

 on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

 commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

 "make dist" time.  As such, there are strict requirements on the
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 form of the commit log messages.  The old ChangeLog files have all

 be renamed to ChangeLog-2011

 

 

** Commit log requirements

 

 Your commit log should always start with a one-line summary, the

 second line should be blank, and the remaining lines are usually

 ChangeLog-style entries for all affected files.  However, it's fine

 -- even recommended -- to write a few lines of prose describing the

 change, when the summary and ChangeLog entries don't give enough of

 the big picture.  Omit the leading TABs that you're used to seeing

 in a "real" ChangeLog

 file, but keep the maximum line length at 72

 or smaller, so that the generated ChangeLog lines, each with its

 leading TAB, will not exceed 80 columns.  If you want to add text

 which shall not be copied to the ChangeLog, separate it by a line

 consisting of two dashes at the begin of a line.

 

 Note that ./autogen.sh installs a git hook to do some basic syntax

 checking on the commit log message.

 

 Typo fixes and documentation updates don't need a ChangeLog entry;

 thus you would use a commit message like

 

 #+begin_example

 Fix typo in a comment

 

 --

 #+end_example

 

 The marker line here is important; without it the first line would

 appear in the ChangeLog.

 

 If you exceptionally need to have longer lines in a commit log you may

 do this after this scissor line:

 #+begin_example

 # ------------------------ >8 ------------------------

 #+end_example

 (hash, blank, 24 dashes, blank, scissor, blank, 24 dashes).

 Note that such a comment will be removed if the

 git commit option

 =--cleanup-scissor= is used.

 

** License policy

 

 GPGME is currently licensed under the LGPLv2.1+ with tools and the

 manual being under the GPLv3+.  We may eventually update to a newer
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 version of the licenses or a combination of them.  It is thus

 important, that all contributed code allows for an update of the

 license; for example we can't accept code under the LGPLv2(only).

 

 If you want to contribute code or documentation to GPGME you are

 asked to assert that the contribution is in accordance to the "GPGME

 Developer's Certificate of Origin" as found in the file "DCO".

 Except for a slight wording change, this DCO is identical to the one

 used by the Linux kernel.  Please take these simple steps:

 

 - Decide which mail address you want to use.  Please have your real

   name in the address and not a pseudonym.  Anonymous contributions

   can only be done if you find a proxy who certifies for you.

 

 - If your employer or school might claim ownership

 of code written

   by you; you need to talk to them to make sure that you have the

   right to contribute under the DCO.

 

 - Send an OpenPGP signed mail to the gnupg-devel@gnupg.org public

   mailing list from your mail address.  Include a copy of the DCO as

   found in the official master branch.  Insert your name and email

   address into the DCO in the same way you want to use it later.

   Example:

 

     Signed-off-by: Joe R. Hacker <joe@example.org>

 

   If you need it, you may perform simple transformations on the mail

   address: Replacing "@" by " at " or "." by " dot ".)

 

 - That's it.  From now on you only need to add a "Signed-off-by:"

   line with your name and mail address to the GIT commit message.

   It is recommended to send the patches using a PGP/MIME signed

   mail.

 

** Coding standards

 

 Please follow the GNU coding standards.  If you are in doubt consult

 the existing code as an example.  Do no re-indent code without a

 need.  If you really need to

 do it, use a separate commit for such a

 change.

 

 - C99 syntax should not be used; stick to C90.

 - Please do not use C++ =//= style comments.

 - Try to fit lines into 80 columns.

 - Ignore signed/unsigned pointer mismatches

 - No arithmetic on void pointers; cast to char* first.
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** Commit log keywords

 

 - GnuPG-bug-id :: Values are comma or space delimited bug numbers

                   from bug.gnupg.org pertaining to this commit.

 - Debian-bug-id :: Same as above but from the Debian bug tracker.

 - CVE-id :: CVE id number pertaining to this commit.

 - Regression-due-to :: Commit id of the regression fixed by this commit.

 - Fixes-commit :: Commit id this commit fixes.

 - Reported-by :: Value is a name or mail address of a bug reporte.

 - Suggested-by :: Value is a name or mail address of someone how

                   suggested this change.

 - Co-authored-by :: Name or mail address of a co-author

 - Some-comments-by :: Name or mail address of the author of

    

                   additional comments (commit log or code).

 - Proofread-by :: Sometimes used by translation commits.

 - Signed-off-by :: Name or mail address of the developer

 

* Debug hints

 

 - Use gpgme-tool for manual tests.

 - The envvar GPGME_DEBUG enables debugging; see debug.[ch] for

   details.

Configuration files may go here.  Note that config.h.in is

auto-generated so that this file is not in git.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg-error.m4: Update from current libgpg-error repo.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Update from libassuan svn.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libassuan.m4: Fix LIBASSUAN_VERSION.

 

2006-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Add --all to pth-config invocation.
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2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Fix code generation (required for Max OS X).

	Submitted by Emanuele Giaquinta <exg@gentoo.org>.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* glib-2.0.m4: New file.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* pth.m4: Changed quoting for use with automake 1.9.

 

2004-09-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* pth.m4: Disable _ac_pth_line, and don't fail if Pth is not

	found.

 

	* glibc21.m4: New file.

	* gpg-error.m4: New file.

	* pth.m4: New file.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

GPGME Developer's Certificate of Origin.  Version 1.0

=====================================================

 

By making a contribution to the GPGME project, I certify that:

 

(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I

   have the right to submit it under the free software license

   indicated in the file; or

 

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the

   best of my knowledge, is covered under an appropriate free

   software license and I have the right under that license to

   submit that work with modifications, whether created in whole

   or in part by me, under the same free software license
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   (unless I am permitted to submit under a different license),

   as indicated in the file; or

 

(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some other

   person who certified (a), (b) or (c) and I have not modified

   it.

 

(d) I understand and agree that this project and the contribution

   are public and that a record of the contribution

 (including

   all personal information I submit with it, including my

   sign-off) is maintained indefinitely and may be redistributed

   consistent with this project or the free software license(s)

   involved.

 

Signed-off-by: [Your name and mail address]

1.15.1

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2008-11-08  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpgme.lisp (size-t): Wrong call to defctype: function accepts

	optional, not keyword argument.

	(ssize-t): Likewise.

	(off-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-data-t, gpgme-ctx-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-error-no-signal-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-code-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-err-source-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-sig-notation-t, gpgme-engine-info-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-subkey-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-sig-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-user-id-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-key-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-data-cbs-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-invalid-key-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-encrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-recipient-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-decrypt-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-new-signature-t):

 Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-sign-result-t): Likewise.
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	(gpgme-signature-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-verify-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-import-status-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-import-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-genkey-result-t): Likewise.

	(gpgme-op-keylist-result-t): Likewise.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Initial release.

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: What Was New in the GPGME Python Bindings and Documentation

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]
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#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* What Was New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

The following are all the past /What's New/ sections for the Python

Bindings HOWTO and other documentation.

 

 

** What Was New in GPGME 1120

  :PROPERTIES:

 

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-1-12-0

  :END:

 

The most obviously new point for those reading this guide is this

section on other new things, but thats hardly important. Not given

all the other things which spurred the need for adding this section

and its subsections.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

There have been quite a number of additions to GPGME and the Python

bindings to it since the last release of GPGME with versions 1.11.0

and 1.11.1 in April, 2018.

 

The bullet points of new additiions are:

 

- an expanded section on [[file:gpgme-python-howto#installation][installing]] and [[file:gpgme-python-

howto#snafu][troubleshooting]] the Python

 bindings.
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- The release of Python 3.7.0; which appears to be working just fine

 with our bindings, in spite of intermittent reports of problems for

 many other Python projects with that new release.

- Python 3.7 has been moved to the head of the specified python

 versions list in the build process.

- In

 order to fix some other issues, there are certain underlying

 functions which are more exposed through the [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-get-context][gpg.Context()]], but

 ongoing documentation ought to clarify that or otherwise provide the

 best means of using the bindings.  Some additions to =gpg.core= and

 the =Context()=, however, were intended (see below).

- Continuing work in identifying and confirming the cause of

 oft-reported [[file:gpgme-python-howto#snafu-runtime-not-funtime][problems installing the Python bindings on

Windows]].

- GSOC: Google's Surreptitiously Ordered Conscription ... erm ... oh,

 right; Google's Summer of Code.  Though there were two hopeful

 candidates this year; only one ended up involved with the GnuPG

 Project directly, the other concentrated on an unrelated third party

 project with closer ties to one of the GNU/Linux distributions than

 to the GnuPG Project.  Thus the Python bindings benefited from GSOC

 participant Jacob Adams, who added

 the key_import function; building

 on prior work by Tobias Mueller.

- Several new methods functions were added to the gpg.Context(),

 including: [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-import-key][key_import]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-

export-key][key_export]], [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-public-key][key_export_minimal]] and

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#howto-export-secret-key][key_export_secret]].

- Importing and exporting examples include versions integrated with

 Marcel Fest's recently released [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][HKP for Python]] module.  Some

 [[file:gpgme-python-howto#hkp4py][additional notes on this module]] are included at the end of the HOWTO.

- Instructions for dealing with semi-walled garden implementations

 like ProtonMail are also included.  This is intended to make things

 a little easier when communicating with users of ProtonMail's

 services and should not be construed as an endorsement of said

 service.  The GnuPG Project neither favours,

 nor disfavours

 ProtonMail and the majority of this deals with interacting with the

 ProtonMail keyserver.

- Semi-formalised the location where [[file:gpgme-python-howto#draft-editions][draft versions]] of this HOWTO

may

 periodically be accessible.  This is both for the reference of

 others and testing the publishing of the document itself.  Renamed

 this file at around the same time.

- The Texinfo documentation build configuration has been replicated

 from the parent project in order to make to maintain consistency

 with that project (and actually ship with each release).

- a reStructuredText (=.rst=) version is also generated for Python

 developers more used to and comfortable with that format as it is
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 the standard Python documentation format and Python developers may

 wish to use it with Sphinx.  Please note that there has been no

 testing of the reStructuredText version with Sphinx at all.  The

 reST file was generated by the simple expedient of using [[https://pandoc.org/][Pandoc]].

-

 Added a new section for [[file:gpgme-python-howto#advanced-use][advanced or experimental use]].

- Began the advanced use cases with [[file:gpgme-python-howto#cython][a section]] on using the module with

 [[https://cython.org/][Cython]].

- Added a number of new scripts to the =example/howto/= directory;

 some of which may be in advance of their planned sections of the

 HOWTO (and some are just there because it seemed like a good idea at

 the time).

- Cleaned up a lot of things under the hood.

This is gpgme.info, produced by makeinfo version 6.5 from gpgme.texi.

 

Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

INFO-DIR-SECTION GNU Libraries

START-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

* GPGME: (gpgme).          Adding support for cryptography to your program.

END-INFO-DIR-ENTRY

 

  This file documents the GPGME library.

 

  This is Edition 1.14.1-beta35, last updated 13 December 2019, of The

GnuPG Made Easy Reference Manual, for Version

 1.14.1-beta35.

 

  Copyright  20022008, 2010, 20122018 g10 Code GmbH.

 

    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this

    document under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

    published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the

    License, or (at your option) any later version.  The text of the

    license can be found in the section entitled Copying.

 

  This document is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Decrypt,  Next: UI Server Verify,  Prev: UI Server Sign,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.3 UI Server: Decrypt a Message

================================

 

Decryption may include the verification of OpenPGP messages.  This is

due to the often used combined signing/encryption modus of OpenPGP. The

client may pass an option

 to the server to inhibit the signature

verification.  The following two commands are required to set the input

and output file descriptors:

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the message to be decrypted to N.  The

    message send to the server is either binary encoded or  in the

    case of OpenPGP  ASCII armored.  For details on the file

    descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT

    section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded.  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

The decryption is started with the command:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT --protocol=NAME [--no-verify]

         [--export-session-key]

    NAME is the encryption protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  If the option --no-verify is given,

    the server

 should not try to verify a signature, in case the input

    data is an OpenPGP combined message.  If the option

    --export-session-key is given and the underlying engine knows how

    to export the session key, it will appear on a status line

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Verify,  Next: UI Server Set Input Files,  Prev: UI Server Decrypt,  Up: UI

Server Protocol

 

A.4 UI Server: Verify a Message

===============================
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The server needs to support the verification of opaque signatures as

well as detached signatures.  The kind of input sources controls what

kind message is to be verified.

 

-- Command: MESSAGE FD=N

    This command is used with detached signatures to set the file

    descriptor for the signed data to N.  The data is binary encoded

    (used verbatim).  For details on the file descriptor, see the

    description of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: INPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor for the opaque message or the signature

    part

 of a detached signature to N.  The message send to the server

    is either binary encoded or  in the case of OpenPGP  ASCII

    armored.  For details on the file descriptor, see the description

    of INPUT in the ENCRYPT section.

 

-- Command: OUTPUT FD=N

    Set the file descriptor to be used for the output.  The output is

    binary encoded and only used for opaque signatures.  For details on

    the file descriptor, see the description of INPUT in the

    ENCRYPT section.

 

The verification is then started using:

 

-- Command: VERIFY --protocol=NAME [--silent]

    NAME is the signing protocol used for the message.  For a

    description of the allowed protocols see the ENCRYPT command.

    This argument is mandatory.  Depending on the combination of

    MESSAGE INPUT and OUTPUT commands, the server needs to select

    the appropriate verification mode:

 

    MESSAGE and INPUT

         This indicates a detached signature.  Output data is not

         applicable.

 

   INPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  As no output command has

         been given, the server is only required to check the

         signature.

    INPUT and OUTPUT

         This indicates an opaque signature.  The server shall write

         the signed data to the file descriptor set by the output

         command.  This data shall even be written if the signatures

         cant be verified.

 

  With --silent the server shall not display any dialog; this is for
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example used by the client to get the content of opaque signed messages.

The client expects the server to send at least this status information

before the final OK response:

 

-- Status line: SIGSTATUS FLAG DISPLAYSTRING

    Returns the status for the signature and a short string explaining

    the status.  Valid values for FLAG are:

 

    none

         The message has a signature but it could not not be verified

         due to a missing key.

    green

         The signature is fully valid.

   

 yellow

         The signature is valid but additional information was shown

         regarding the validity of the key.

    red

         The signature is not valid.

 

    DISPLAYSTRING is a percent-and-plus-encoded string with a short

    human readable description of the status.  For example

 

         S SIGSTATUS green Good+signature+from+Keith+Moon+<keith@example.net>

 

    Note that this string needs to fit into an Assuan line and should

    be short enough to be displayed as short one-liner on the clients

    window.  As usual the encoding of this string is UTF-8 and it

    should be send in its translated form.

 

    The server shall send one status line for every signature found on

    the message.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Set Input Files,  Next: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Verify,

Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.5 UI Server: Specifying the input files to operate on.

========================================================

 

All file related UI

 server commands operate on a number of input files

or directories, specified by one or more FILE commands:

 

-- Command: FILE [--clear] NAME

    Add the file or directory NAME to the list of pathnames to be

    processed by the server.  The parameter NAME must be an absolute

    path name (including the drive letter) and is percent espaced (in
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    particular, the characters %, = and white space characters are

    always escaped).  If the option --clear is given, the list of

    files is cleared before adding NAME.

 

    Historical note: The original spec did not define --clear but the

    keyword --continued after the file name to indicate that more

    files are to be expected.  However, this has never been used and

    thus removed from the specs.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Prev: UI Server Set

Input Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.6 UI Server: Encrypting and signing files.

============================================

 

First,

 the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: ENCRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: SIGN_FILES --nohup

-- Command: ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are encrypted and/or

    signed.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server may

    allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively, and

    even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to encrypt or sign a file or directory is specific to

    the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for each input

    file a new file is created under the original filename plus a

    protocol specific extension (like .gpg or .sig), which contain

    the encrypted/signed file or a detached signature.  For

    directories, the server may offer

 multiple options to the user (for

    example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES command requests a combined sign and

    encrypt operation.  It may not be available for all protocols (for

    example, it is available for OpenPGP but not for CMS).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.
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File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files,  Next: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Prev: UI Server

Sign/Encrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.7 UI Server: Decrypting and verifying files.

==============================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: DECRYPT_FILES --nohup

-- Command: VERIFY_FILES --nohup

-- Command: DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES

 --nohup

    Request that the files specified by FILE are decrypted and/or

    verified.  The command selects the default action.  The UI server

    may allow the user to change this default afterwards interactively,

    and even abort the operation or complete it only on some of the

    selected files and directories.

 

    What it means to decrypt or verify a file or directory is specific

    to the preferences of the user, the functionality the UI server

    provides, and the selected protocol.  Typically, for decryption, a

    new file is created for each input file under the original filename

    minus a protocol specific extension (like .gpg) which contains

    the original plaintext.  For verification a status is displayed for

    each signed input file, indicating if it is signed, and if yes, if

    the signature is valid.  For files that are signed and encrypted,

    the VERIFY command transiently decrypts the file to verify the

    enclosed signature.  For directories,

 the server may offer multiple

    options to the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Import/Export Keys,  Next: UI Server Checksum Files,  Prev: UI Server

Verify/Decrypt Files,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.8 UI Server: Managing certificates.

=====================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:
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-- Command: IMPORT_FILES --nohup

    Request that the certificates contained in the files specified by

    FILE are imported into the local certificate databases.

 

    For directories, the server may offer multiple options to the user

    (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The

 option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

  FIXME: It may be nice to support an EXPORT command as well, which

is enabled by the context menu of the background of a directory.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: UI Server Checksum Files,  Next: Miscellaneous UI Server Commands,  Prev: UI Server

Import/Export Keys,  Up: UI Server Protocol

 

A.9 UI Server: Create and verify checksums for files.

=====================================================

 

First, the input files need to be specified by one or more FILE

commands.  Afterwards, the actual operation is requested:

 

-- Command: CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the destination

    storage and format for the created checksums depend on the

   

 preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

-- Command: CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES --nohup

    Request that checksums are created for the files specified by

    FILE and verified against previously created and stored

    checksums.  The choice of checksum algorithm and the source storage

    and format for previously created checksums depend on the

    preferences of the user and the functionality provided by the UI

    server.  For directories, the server may offer multiple options to

    the user (for example ignore or process recursively).
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    If the source storage of previously created checksums

 is available

    to the user through the Windows shell, this command may also accept

    such checksum files as FILE arguments.  In this case, the UI

    server should instead verify the checksum of the referenced files

    as if they were given as INPUT files.

 

    The option --nohup is mandatory.  It is currently unspecified

    what should happen if --nohup is not present.  Because --nohup

    is present, the server always returns OK promptly, and completes

    the operation asynchronously.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Miscellaneous UI Server Commands,  Prev: UI Server Checksum Files,  Up: UI Server

Protocol

 

A.10 Miscellaneous UI Server Commands

=====================================

 

The server needs to implement the following commands which are not

related to a specific command:

 

-- Command: GETINFO WHAT

    This is a multi purpose command, commonly used to return a variety

    of information.  The required subcommands as described by the WHAT

    parameter are:

 

     pid

         Return the process id of the server in decimal notation using

         an Assuan data line.

 

To allow the server to pop up the windows in the correct relation to the

client, the client is advised to tell the server by sending the option:

 

-- Command option: window-id NUMBER

    The NUMBER represents the native window ID of the clients current

    window.  On Windows systems this is a windows handle (HWND) and

    on X11 systems it is the X Window ID.  The number needs to be

    given as a hexadecimal value so that it is easier to convey pointer

    values (e.g.  HWND).

 

A client may want to fire up the certificate manager of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_KEYMANAGER

    The server shall pop up the main window of the key manager (aka

    certificate manager).  The client expects that the key manager is
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    brought into the foregound and that this command immediately

    returns (does not wait until the key manager has

 been fully brought

    up).

 

A client may want to fire up the configuration dialog of the server.  To

do this it uses the Assuan command:

 

-- Command: START_CONFDIALOG

    The server shall pop up its configuration dialog.  The client

    expects that this dialog is brought into the foregound and that

    this command immediately returns (i.e.  it does not wait until the

    dialog has been fully brought up).

 

When doing an operation on a mail, it is useful to let the server know

the address of the sender:

 

-- Command: SENDER [--info] [--protocol=NAME] EMAIL

    EMAIL is the plain ASCII encoded address ("addr-spec" as per

    RFC-2822) enclosed in angle brackets.  The address set with this

    command is valid until a successful completion of the operation or

    until a RESET command.  A second command overrides the effect of

    the first one; if EMAIL is not given and --info is not used, the

    server shall use the default signing key.

 

    If option --info is not given,

 the server shall also suggest a

    protocol to use for signing.  The client may use this suggested

    protocol on its own discretion.  The same status line as with

    PREP_ENCRYPT is used for this.

 

    The option --protocol may be used to give the server a hint on

    which signing protocol should be preferred.

 

To allow the UI-server to visually identify a running operation or to

associate operations the server MAY support the command:

 

-- Command: SESSION NUMBER [STRING]

    The NUMBER is an arbitrary value, a server may use to associate

    simultaneous running sessions.  It is a 32 bit unsigned integer

    with 0 as a special value indicating that no session association

    shall be done.

 

    If STRING is given, the server may use this as the title of a

    window or, in the case of an email operation, to extract the

    senders address.  The string may contain spaces; thus no

    plus-escaping is used.
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    This command may be used at any time and overrides

 the effect of

    the last command.  A RESET undoes the effect of this command.
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Appendix B How to solve problems

********************************

 

Everyone knows that software often does not do what it should do and

thus there is a need to track down problems.  This is in particular true

for applications using a complex library like GPGME and of course also

for the library itself.  Here we give a few hints on how to solve such

problems.

 

  First of all you should make sure that the keys you want to use are

installed in the GnuPG engine and are usable.  Thus the first test is to

run the desired operation using gpg or gpgsm on the command line.

If you cant figure out why things dont work, you may use GPGMEs built

in trace feature.  This feature is either enabled using the environment

variable GPGME_DEBUG or, if this is not possible, by calling the

function gpgme_set_global_flag.  The

 value is the trace level and an

optional file name.  If no file name is given the trace output is

printed to stderr.

 

For example

    GPGME_DEBUG=9:/home/user/mygpgme.log

(Note that under Windows you use a semicolon in place of the colon to

separate the fields.)

 

  A trace level of 9 is pretty verbose and thus you may want to start

off with a lower level.  The exact definition of the trace levels and

the output format may change with any release; you need to check the

source code for details.  In any case the trace log should be helpful to

understand what is going going on.  Warning: The trace log may reveal

sensitive details like passphrases or other data you use in your

application.  If you are asked to send a log file, make sure that you

run your tests only with play data.
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Appendix C Deprecated Functions

*******************************

 

For backward compatibility GPGME has a number
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 of functions, data types

and constants which are deprecated and should not be used anymore.  We

document here those which are really old to help understanding old code

and to allow migration to their modern counterparts.

 

  *Warning:* These interfaces will be removed in a future version of

GPGME.

 

-- Function: void gpgme_key_release (gpgme_key_t KEY)

    The function gpgme_key_release is equivalent to

    gpgme_key_unref.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_import_ext (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_data_t KEYDATA, int *NR)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    The function gpgme_op_import_ext is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_error_t err = gpgme_op_import (ctx, keydata);

           if (!err)

             {

               gpgme_import_result_t result = gpgme_op_import_result (ctx);

               *nr = result->considered;

             }

 

-- Data type: gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD)

    The gpgme_edit_cb_t

 type is the type of functions which GPGME

    calls if it a key edit operation is on-going.  The status code

    STATUS and the argument line ARGS are passed through by GPGME from

    the crypto engine.  The file descriptor FD is -1 for normal status

    messages.  If STATUS indicates a command rather than a status

    message, the response to the command should be written to FD.  The

    HANDLE is provided by the user at start of operation.

 

    The function should return GPG_ERR_FALSE if it did not handle the

    status code, 0 for success, or any other error value.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit processes the key KEY interactively,
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    using the edit callback function FNC with the handle HANDLE.  The

    callback is

 invoked for every status and command request from the

    crypto engine.  The output of the crypto engine is written to the

    data object OUT.

 

    Note that the protocol between the callback function and the crypto

    engine is specific to the crypto engine and no further support in

    implementing this protocol correctly is provided by GPGME.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the edit

    operation completes successfully, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX or KEY

    is not a valid pointer, and any error returned by the crypto engine

    or the edit callback handler.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

 

    SINCE: 0.3.9

 

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_edit_start initiates a gpgme_op_edit

    operation.  It can be completed by calling gpgme_wait on

 the

    context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use gpgme_op_interact

    with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit is analogous to gpgme_op_edit,

    but should be used to process the smart card corresponding to the

    key KEY.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_op_card_edit_start (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         gpgme_key_t KEY, gpgme_edit_cb_t FNC, void *HANDLE,

         gpgme_data_t OUT)

    Note: This function is deprecated, please use

    gpgme_op_interact_start with the flag GPGME_INTERACT_CARD
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    instead.

 

    The function gpgme_op_card_edit_start initiates a

  

  gpgme_op_card_edit operation.  It can be completed by calling

    gpgme_wait on the context.  *Note Waiting For Completion::.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the

    operation was started successfully, and GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if CTX

    or KEY is not a valid pointer.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb

         (gpgme_data_t *DH, int (*READFUNC) (void *HOOK, char *BUFFER,

         size_t COUNT, size_t *NREAD), void *HOOK_VALUE)

    The function gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb creates a new

    gpgme_data_t object and uses the callback function READFUNC to

    retrieve the data on demand.  As the callback function can supply

    the data in any way it wants, this is the most flexible data type

    GPGME provides.  However, it can not be used to write data.

 

    The callback function receives HOOK_VALUE as its first argument

    whenever it is invoked.  It should return up to COUNT bytes in

    BUFFER, and return the number of bytes

 actually read in NREAD.  It

    may return 0 in NREAD if no data is currently available.  To

    indicate EOF the function should return with an error code of

    -1 and set NREAD to 0.  The callback function may support to

    reset its internal read pointer if it is invoked with BUFFER and

    NREAD being NULL and COUNT being 0.

 

    The function returns the error code GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR if the data

    object was successfully created, GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE if DH or

    READFUNC is not a valid pointer, and GPG_ERR_ENOMEM if not enough

    memory is available.

 

-- Function: gpgme_error_t gpgme_data_rewind (gpgme_data_t DH)

    The function gpgme_data_rewind is equivalent to:

 

           return (gpgme_data_seek (dh, 0, SEEK_SET) == -1)

             ? gpgme_error_from_errno (errno) : 0;

 

-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key or trust item

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the
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 key ID of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_FPR

         This is the fingerprint of a sub key.  It is representable as

         a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm for which the sub key can be

         used.  It is representable as a string and as a number.  The

         numbers correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the

         gcrypt library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_LEN

         This is the key length of a sub key.  It is representable as a

         number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time of a sub key.  It is representable

         as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is a user ID. There can be more than one user IDs in a

         GPGME_KEY_T object.  The first one (with index 0) is the

         primary user ID. The user ID

 is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY

         This is the validity belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string and as a number.  See below for a

         list of available validities.
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    GPGME_ATTR_UID_REVOKED

         This specifies if a user ID is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_UID_INVALID

         This specifies if a user ID is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the user ID is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_TYPE

         This

 returns information about the type of key.  For the

         string function this will eother be "PGP" or "X.509".  The

         integer function returns 0 for PGP and 1 for X.509.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET

         This specifies if the key is a secret key.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked,

         and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a sub key is revoked.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is revoked, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_INVALID

         This specifies if a sub key is invalid.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is invalid, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_EXPIRED

         This specifies if a sub key is expired.  It is representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is expired, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_DISABLED

         This specifies if a sub key is disabled.  It is

 representable

         as a number, and is 1 if the key is disabled, and 0

         otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_CAPS

         This is a description of the capabilities of a sub key.  It is

         representable as a string.  The string contains the letter e

         if the key can be used for encryption, s if the key can be

         used for signatures, and c if the key can be used for

         certifications.
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    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_ENCRYPT

         This specifies if a sub key can be used for encryption.  It is

         representable as a number, and is 1 if the sub key can be

         used for encryption, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_SIGN

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create data

         signatures.  It is representable as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for signatures, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CAN_CERTIFY

         This specifies if a sub key can be used to create key

         certificates.  It is representable

 as a number, and is 1 if

         the sub key can be used for certifications, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SERIAL

         The X.509 issuer serial attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ISSUE

         The X.509 issuer name attribute of the key.  It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CHAINID

         The X.509 chain ID can be used to build the certification

         chain.  It is representable as a string.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_get_string_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_string_attr returns the value of the

    string-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute

    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is

 only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr (gpgme_key_t KEY,

         gpgme_attr_t WHAT, const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr returns the value of the

    number-representable attribute WHAT of key KEY.  If the attribute
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    is an attribute of a sub key or an user ID, IDX specifies the sub

    key or user ID of which the attribute value is returned.  The

    argument RESERVED is reserved for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if the attribute cant be returned as a

    number, KEY is not a valid pointer, IDX out of range, or RESERVED

    not NULL.

 

  The signatures on a key are only available if the key was retrieved

via a listing operation with the GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS mode enabled,

because it is expensive to retrieve

 all signatures of a key.

 

  So, before using the below interfaces to retrieve the signatures on a

key, you have to make sure that the key was listed with signatures

enabled.  One convenient, but blocking, way to do this is to use the

function gpgme_get_key.

 

-- Data type: gpgme_attr_t

    The gpgme_attr_t type is used to specify a key signature

    attribute.  The following attributes are defined:

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEYID

         This is the key ID of the key which was used for the

         signature.  It is representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_ALGO

         This is the crypto algorithm used to create the signature.  It

         is representable as a string and as a number.  The numbers

         correspond to the enum gcry_pk_algos values in the gcrypt

         library.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_CREATED

         This is the timestamp at creation time of the signature.  It

         is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE

         This is the expiration time

 of the signature.  It is

         representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_USERID

         This is the user ID associated with the signing key.  The user

         ID is representable as a number.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_NAME

         This is the name belonging to a user ID. It is representable

         as a string.
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    GPGME_ATTR_EMAIL

         This is the email address belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_COMMENT

         This is the comment belonging to a user ID. It is

         representable as a string.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_KEY_REVOKED

         This specifies if a key signature is a revocation signature.

         It is representable as a number, and is 1 if the key is

         revoked, and 0 otherwise.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS

         This

 specifies the signature class of a key signature.  It is

         representable as a number.  The meaning is specific to the

         crypto engine.

 

    GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS

         This is the same value as returned by gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr returns the value of

    the string-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the

    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The string returned is only valid as long as the key is valid.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.

 

-- Function: unsigned long gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr

         (gpgme_key_t KEY, int UID_IDX, gpgme_attr_t

 WHAT,

         const void *RESERVED, int IDX)

    The function gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr returns the value of

    the number-representable attribute WHAT of the signature IDX on the
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    user ID UID_IDX in the key KEY.  The argument RESERVED is reserved

    for later use and should be NULL.

 

    The function returns 0 if an attribute cant be returned as a

    string, KEY is not a valid pointer, UID_IDX or IDX out of range, or

    RESERVED not NULL.

 

-- Data type: enum gpgme_sig_stat_t

    The gpgme_sig_stat_t type holds the result of a signature check,

    or the combined result of all signatures.  The following results

    are possible:

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NONE

         This status should not occur in normal operation.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD

         This status indicates that the signature is valid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         valid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP

         This status indicates that

 the signature is valid but expired.

         For the combined result this status means that all signatures

         are valid and expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY

         This status indicates that the signature is valid but the key

         used to verify the signature has expired.  For the combined

         result this status means that all signatures are valid and all

         keys are expired.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD

         This status indicates that the signature is invalid.  For the

         combined result this status means that all signatures are

         invalid.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY

         This status indicates that the signature could not be verified

         due to a missing key.  For the combined result this status

         means that all signatures could not be checked due to missing

         keys.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG

         This status indicates that the signature data provided was not

         a real signature.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR
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          This status indicates that there was some other error which

         prevented the signature verification.

 

    GPGME_SIG_STAT_DIFF

         For the combined result this status means that at least two

         signatures have a different status.  You can get each keys

         status with gpgme_get_sig_status.

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_status (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_sig_stat_t *R_STAT, time_t *R_CREATED)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_status is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           if (r_stat)

             {

               switch (gpg_err_code (sig->status))

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

          	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;
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         	  break;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

         	  break;

 

         	default:

         	  *r_stat = GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	  break;

         	}

             }

           if (r_created)

             *r_created = sig->timestamp;

           return sig->fpr;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_string_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_string_attr is equivalent to:

 

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return NULL;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_FPR:

               return sig->fpr;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_ERRTOK:

               if (whatidx == 1)

                 return sig->wrong_key_usage ? "Wrong_Key_Usage" : "";

               else

         	return "";

             default:

               break;

             }
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           return NULL;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr (gpgme_ctx_t CTX,

         int IDX, gpgme_attr_t WHAT, int WHATIDX)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

        

   result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return 0;

 

           switch (what)

             {

             case GPGME_ATTR_CREATED:

               return sig->timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_EXPIRE:

               return sig->exp_timestamp;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_VALIDITY:

               return (unsigned long) sig->validity;

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS:

               switch (sig->status)

         	{

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_ERROR:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_BAD_SIGNATURE:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_BAD;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_PUBKEY:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOKEY;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_NO_DATA:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_NOSIG;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_SIG_EXPIRED:
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 	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXP;

 

         	case GPG_ERR_KEY_EXPIRED:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_GOOD_EXPKEY;

 

         	default:

         	  return GPGME_SIG_STAT_ERROR;

         	}

 

             case GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY:

               return sig->summary;

 

             default:

               break;

             }

           return 0;

 

-- Function: const char * gpgme_get_sig_key (gpgme_ctx_t CTX, int IDX,

         gpgme_key_t *R_KEY)

    The function gpgme_get_sig_key is equivalent to:

 

           gpgme_verify_result_t result;

           gpgme_signature_t sig;

 

           result = gpgme_op_verify_result (ctx);

           sig = result->signatures;

 

           while (sig && idx)

             {

               sig = sig->next;

               idx--;

             }

           if (!sig || idx)

             return gpg_error (GPG_ERR_EOF);

 

           return gpgme_get_key (ctx, sig->fpr, r_key, 0);
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GNU Lesser General Public License

*********************************

 

                     Version 2.1, February 1999

 

    Copyright  1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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    59 Temple Place  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

    [This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

    as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

    version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

========

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free softwareto

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated softwaretypically librariesof the

 Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use it too,

but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or

the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any

particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example,

 if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there

is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is modified

by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they

have is not the original version, so that the original authors

reputation will not be affected by problems that

 might be introduced by

others.

 

  Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that any

patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent

with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is

quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use this

license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries

into non-free programs.

 

  When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire

combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General Public

License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the

library.

 

  We call this license the Lesser General Public License because it

does _Less_ to protect the users freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less of

an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages are

the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

  For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free library

does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.
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  In this case,

there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software

only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

  In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free

software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free

programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system,

as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked

with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program

using a modified version of the Library.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

work based on the library and a work that uses the library.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the

 latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

    program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

    other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms

    of this Lesser General Public License (also called this License).

    Each licensee is addressed as you.

 

    A library means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

    The Library, below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A work based on the

    Library means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

     portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    modification.)

 

    Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does

 and what the program that uses the

    Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Librarys

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of

    it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You

 must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or

         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to

         ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such

         function or table, the facility still operates, and performs

         whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
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         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied

 function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply

    to those sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But

    when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

    work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on

    the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part

    regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is

 to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a

    volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other

    work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To

    do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License,

    so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License,

    version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than

    version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared,

    then you can specify that version instead if you wish.)  Do not

    make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so

 the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the

    Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative

    of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the

    terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with
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    the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must

    be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

    medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

  5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled

    or linked with it, is called a work that uses the Library.  Such

    a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

    therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a work that uses the Library with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a work that uses

    the library.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

    Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

    When a work that uses the Library uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the

 Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link

    a work that uses the Library with the Library to produce a work

    containing portions of the Library,

 and distribute that work under

    terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification
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    of the work for the customers own use and reverse engineering for

    debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a. Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is

         an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

          machine-readable work that uses the Library, as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use

         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

         Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run

         time a copy of the library already present on the users

         computer system, rather than copying library functions into

         the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

         version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as

         the modified version is interface-compatible with the version

         that the work was made with.

 

    

  c. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

         performing this distribution.

 

      d. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      e. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the work that uses the

    Library must include any data and utility programs needed for
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    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the materials to be distributed need not include

    anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

    form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of

    the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that

    you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such

    a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the

    work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is

    otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

         where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received

    copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their

    licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

    compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

     are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License

    to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,
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    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties with this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

     agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive

    copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

    could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

    from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply

    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or

 other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a

    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation
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    excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to

    it and any later version, you have the option of following the

    terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version

    published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not

    specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever

    published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts

 of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                             NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

    AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY

    OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

 RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

    PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE

    DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

    OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR
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    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

If

 you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

    under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

 

    This library

 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

    License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

    Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307,

    USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the library,
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if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  Thats all there is to it!

 

 

File:

 gpgme.info,  Node: Copying,  Next: Concept Index,  Prev: Library Copying,  Up: Top

 

GNU General Public License

**************************

 

                       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

    Copyright  2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

 

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

    license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

========

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software

and other kinds of works.

 

  The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a programto make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can

 apply it to

your programs, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know

 their rights.

 

  Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

  For the developers and authors protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users and

authors sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

  Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit

 the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

  Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                        TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

    This License refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public
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    License.

 

    Copyright also means copyright-like laws that apply to other

    kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

    The Program refers

 to any copyrightable work licensed under this

    License.  Each licensee is addressed as you.  Licensees and

    recipients may be individuals or organizations.

 

    To modify a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the

    work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the

    making of an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a modified

    version of the earlier work or a work based on the earlier work.

 

    A covered work means either the unmodified Program or a work

    based on the Program.

 

    To propagate a work means to do anything with it that, without

    permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

    infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on

    a computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes

    copying, distribution (with or without modification), making

    available to the public, and in some countries other activities as

    well.

 

    To convey a work means any

 kind of propagation that enables other

    parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

    through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

    conveying.

 

    An interactive user interface displays Appropriate Legal Notices

    to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

    feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

    tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to

    the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey

    the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this

    License.  If the interface presents a list of user commands or

    options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this

    criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work

    for making modifications to it.  Object code means any non-source

    form of a work.
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    A Standard Interface means an interface that

 either is an

    official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in

    the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming

    language, one that is widely used among developers working in that

    language.

 

    The System Libraries of an executable work include anything,

    other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal

    form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that

    Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with

    that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for

    which an implementation is available to the public in source code

    form.  A Major Component, in this context, means a major

    essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the

    specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work

    runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code

    interpreter used to run it.

 

    The Corresponding Source for a

 work in object code form means all

    the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

    work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts

    to control those activities.  However, it does not include the

    works System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

    available free programs which are used unmodified in performing

    those activities but which are not part of the work.  For example,

    Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated

    with source files for the work, and the source code for shared

    libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is

    specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data

    communication or control flow between those subprograms and other

    parts of the work.

 

    The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

    regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

    Source.

 

    The Corresponding

 Source for a work in source code form is that

    same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

    All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

    copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

    conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

    permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running
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    a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given

    its content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges

    your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by

    copyright law.

 

    You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

    convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise

    remains in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the

    sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you,

    or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided

    that you comply with the terms of this

 License in conveying all

    material for which you do not control copyright.  Those thus making

    or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your

    behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit

    them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside

    their relationship with you.

 

    Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

    the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section

    10 makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

    No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

    measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under

    article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December

    1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of

    such measures.

 

    When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

    circumvention of technological measures

 to the extent such

    circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License

    with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to

    limit operation or modification of the work as a means of

    enforcing, against the works users, your or third parties legal

    rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

    You may convey verbatim copies of the Programs source code as you

    receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

    appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

    keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

    non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the

    code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and

    give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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    You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

    and you may offer support or warranty protection

 for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

    You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

    produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

    terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

    conditions:

 

      a. The work must carry prominent notices stating that you

         modified it, and giving a relevant date.

 

      b. The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

         released under this License and any conditions added under

         section 7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in

         section 4 to keep intact all notices.

 

      c. You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

         License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

         License will therefore apply, along with any applicable

         section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all

         its parts, regardless of how they are packaged.  This

 License

         gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but

         it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately

         received it.

 

      d. If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

         Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has

         interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal

         Notices, your work need not make them do so.

 

    A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

    works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered

    work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger

    program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is

    called an aggregate if the compilation and its resulting

    copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the

    compilations users beyond what the individual works permit.

    Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this

    License

 to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
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    You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

    of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

    machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this

    License, in one of these ways:

 

      a. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

         Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

         customarily used for software interchange.

 

      b. Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

         (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

         written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

         long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that

         product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code

         either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for

 all the

         software in the product that is covered by this License, on a

         durable physical medium customarily used for software

         interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of

         physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

         to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no

         charge.

 

      c. Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

         written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

         alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

         and only if you received the object code with such an offer,

         in accord with subsection 6b.

 

      d. Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

         place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to

         the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same

         place at no further charge.  You need not require recipients

         to copy

 the Corresponding Source along with the object code.

         If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the

         Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by

         you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying

         facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the

         object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

         Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you

         remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as

         needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

      e. Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

         provided you inform other peers where the object code and

         Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the
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         general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

 

    A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is

    excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need

     not be included in conveying the object code work.

 

    A User Product is either (1) a consumer product, which means

    any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

    family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

    incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is

    a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

    coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

    normally used refers to a typical or common use of that class of

    product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the

    way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is

    expected to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product

    regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial,

    industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the

    only significant mode of use of the product.

 

    Installation Information for a User Product

 means any methods,

    procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

    install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that

    User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.

    The information must suffice to ensure that the continued

    functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or

    interfered with solely because modification has been made.

 

    If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with,

    or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying

    occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession

    and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in

    perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

    is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this

    section must be accompanied by the Installation Information.  But

    this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party

    retains

 the ability to install modified object code on the User

    Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

 

    The requirement to provide Installation Information does not

    include a requirement to continue to provide support service,

    warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed

    by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been

    modified or installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the

    modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation

    of the network or violates the rules and protocols for
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    communication across the network.

 

    Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information

    provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is

    publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the

    public in source code form), and must require no special password

    or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

    Additional

 permissions are terms that supplement the terms of

    this License by making exceptions from one or more of its

    conditions.  Additional permissions that are applicable to the

    entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in

    this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable

    law.  If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program,

    that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the

    entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to

    the additional permissions.

 

    When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

    remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part

    of it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

    removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

    additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

    for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material

    you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright

    holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with

    terms:

 

      a. Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from

         the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

      b. Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices

         or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate

         Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

      c. Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material,

         or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked

         in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

      d. Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors

         or authors of the material; or

 

      e. Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
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         trade names,

 trademarks, or service marks; or

 

      f. Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

         material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified

         versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to

         the recipient, for any liability that these contractual

         assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

 

    All other non-permissive additional terms are considered further

    restrictions within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as

    you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that

    it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further

    restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document

    contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying

    under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed

    by the terms of that license document, provided that the further

    restriction does not survive such relicensing or

 conveying.

 

    If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

    must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

    additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

    where to find the applicable terms.

 

    Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in

    the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

    the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

    You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

    provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

    modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights

    under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the

    third paragraph of section 11).

 

    However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

    license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

    provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly

 and

    finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the

    copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

    Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

    reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

    violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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    received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

    that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

    after your receipt of the notice.

 

    Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate

    the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you

    under this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not

    permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses

    for the same material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

    You are not required to

 accept this License in order to receive or

    run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

    occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer

    transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require

    acceptance.  However, nothing other than this License grants you

    permission to propagate or modify any covered work.  These actions

    infringe copyright if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

    by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your

    acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

    Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

    receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

    propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not

    responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this

    License.

 

    An entity transaction is a transaction transferring control of an

    organization, or substantially

 all assets of one, or subdividing an

    organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a

    covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

    transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

    licenses to the work the partys predecessor in interest had or

    could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession

    of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in

    interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable

    efforts.

 

    You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

    rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

    may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise

    of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate

    litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
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    alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using,

    selling, offering

 for sale, or importing the Program or any portion

    of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

    A contributor is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

    License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.

    The work thus licensed is called the contributors contributor

    version.

 

    A contributors essential patent claims are all patent claims

    owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

    hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner,

    permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its

    contributor version, but do not include claims that would be

    infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the

    contributor version.  For purposes of this definition, control

    includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner

    consistent with the requirements of this License.

 

    Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide,

    royalty-free patent license under the contributors

 essential

    patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and

    otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor

    version.

 

    In the following three paragraphs, a patent license is any

    express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to

    enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a

    patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement).  To grant

    such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or

    commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

 

    If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent

    license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available

    for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

    License, through a publicly available network server or other

    readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the

    Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive

    yourself

 of the benefit of the patent license for this particular

    work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements

    of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream

    recipients.  Knowingly relying means you have actual knowledge

    that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work
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    in a country, or your recipients use of the covered work in a

    country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

    country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

    If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

    arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

    covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

    receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate,

    modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the

    patent license you grant is automatically extended to all

    recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

 

   

 A patent license is discriminatory if it does not include within

    the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

    conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that

    are specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a

    covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third

    party that is in the business of distributing software, under which

    you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your

    activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party

    grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work

    from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with

    copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from

    those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific

    products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you

    entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted,

    prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

    Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

    any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

    otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others Freedom.

 

    If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

    or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

    do not excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you

    cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your

    obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations,

    then as a consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example,

    if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for

    further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the

    only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would

    be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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     Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

    permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

    under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a

    single combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms

    of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the

    covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero

    General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through

    a network will apply to the combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

    The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such

    new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but

    may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU

 

   General Public License or any later version applies to it, you

    have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

    that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free

    Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version

    number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

    If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

    versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that

    proxys public statement of acceptance of a version permanently

    authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

 

    Later license versions may give you additional or different

    permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

    author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

    later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

    THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

     APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE

    COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM AS IS

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

    INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

    RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

    NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

    IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES

    AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

    DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

    CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE

    THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

    BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES

 SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

    PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

    PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF

    THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

    If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

    above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

    reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely

    approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in

    connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of

    liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

=============================================

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under

 these

terms.

 

  To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE PROGRAM'S NAME AND A BRIEF IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

 

    This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

    it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

    the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.
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    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

    General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 

    along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice

like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    PROGRAM Copyright (C) YEAR NAME OF AUTHOR

    This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

    type show w.  This is free software, and you are

    welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

    type show c for details.

 

  The hypothetical commands show w and show c should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

programs commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an about box.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the program, if

necessary.  For more information on this, and how to apply and follow

the GNU GPL, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

   The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the

GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But first,

please read <https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Concept Index,  Next: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Copying,  Up: Top

 

Concept Index

*************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* aborting operations:                   Cancellation.          (line 6)

* algorithms:                            Algorithms.            (line 6)
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* algorithms, hash:                      Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, message digest:            Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* algorithms, public key:                Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* armor mode:                            ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

*

 ASCII armor:                           ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* ASSUAN:                                Assuan.                (line 6)

* attributes, of a key:                  Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* auditlog:                              Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* auditlog, of the engine:               Additional Logs.       (line 6)

* autoconf:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* automake:                              Using Automake.        (line 6)

* backend:                               Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* callback, passphrase:                  Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* callback, progress meter:              Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* callback, status message:              Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

*

 cancelling operations:                 Cancellation.          (line 6)

* canonical text mode:                   Text Mode.             (line 6)

* certificates, included:                Included Certificates. (line 6)

* CMS:                                   Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* compiler flags:                        Building the Source.   (line 6)

* compiler options:                      Building the Source.   (line 6)

* configuration of crypto backend:       Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* context:                               Contexts.              (line 6)

* context, armor mode:                   ASCII Armor.           (line 6)

* context, attributes:                   Context Attributes.    (line 6)

* context, configuring engine:           Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* context, creation:                     Creating Contexts.     (line 6)

* context, destruction:                  Destroying Contexts.

   (line 6)

* context, offline mode:                 Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* context, pinentry mode:                Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)

* context, result of operation:          Result Management.     (line 6)

* context, selecting protocol:           Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* context, sender:                       Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* context, text mode:                    Text Mode.             (line 6)

* crypto backend:                        Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* crypto engine:                         Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* cryptographic message syntax:          Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation:               Crypto Operations.     (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, aborting:     Cancellation.          (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, cancelling:   Cancellation.          (line 6)
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* cryptographic operation, decryption:

   Decrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, decryption and verification: Decrypt and Verify.

                                                               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, encryption:   Encrypt.               (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, running:      Run Control.           (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signature check: Verify.             (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, signing:      Sign.                  (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, verification: Verify.                (line 6)

* cryptographic operation, wait for:     Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, convenience:              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, creation:                 Creating Data Buffers. (line 6)

* data buffer, destruction:              Destroying Data Buffers.

                            

                                   (line 6)

* data buffer, encoding:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, file name:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, I/O operations:           Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, manipulation:             Manipulating Data Buffers.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, meta-data:                Data Buffer Meta-Data. (line 6)

* data buffer, read:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, seek:                     Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data buffer, write:                    Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                               (line 6)

* data, exchanging:         

             Exchanging Data.       (line 6)

* debug:                                 Debugging.             (line 6)

* decryption:                            Decrypt.               (line 6)

* decryption and verification:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* deprecated:                            Deprecated Functions.  (line 6)

* encryption:                            Encrypt.               (line 6)

* engine:                                Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* engine, ASSUAN:                        Assuan.                (line 6)

* engine, configuration of:              Engine Configuration.  (line 6)

* engine, configuration per context:     Crypto Engine.         (line 6)

* engine, GnuPG:                         OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* engine, GpgSM:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* engine, information about:             Engine Information.    (line 6)

* error codes:

                           Error Values.          (line 6)

* error codes, list of:                  Error Sources.         (line 6)
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* error codes, list of <1>:              Error Codes.           (line 6)

* error codes, printing of:              Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error handling:                        Error Handling.        (line 6)

* error sources:                         Error Values.          (line 6)

* error sources, printing of:            Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error strings:                         Error Strings.         (line 6)

* error values:                          Error Values.          (line 6)

* error values, printing of:             Error Strings.         (line 6)

* event loop, external:                  Using External Event Loops.

                                                               (line 6)

* flags, of a context:                   Context Flags.         (line 6)

* From::                                 Setting the Sender.   

 (line 6)

* GDK, using GPGME with:                 I/O Callback Example GDK.

                                                               (line 6)

* GnuPG:                                 OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* GPGME_DEBUG:                           Debugging.             (line 6)

* GpgSM:                                 Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* GTK+, using GPGME with:                I/O Callback Example GTK+.

                                                               (line 6)

* hash algorithms:                       Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* header file:                           Header.                (line 6)

* identify:                              Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* include file:                          Header.                (line 6)

* key listing:                           Listing Keys.       

   (line 6)

* key listing mode:                      Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, mode of:                  Key Listing Mode.      (line 6)

* key listing, start:                    Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key management:                        Key Management.        (line 6)

* key ring, add:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key ring, delete from:                 Deleting Keys.         (line 6)

* key ring, export from:                 Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, import to:                   Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key ring, list:                        Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key ring, search:                      Listing Keys.          (line 6)

* key, attributes:                       Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)

* key, creation:                         Generating Keys.       (line 6)

* key, delete:                           Deleting

 Keys.         (line 6)

* key, edit:                             Advanced Key Editing.  (line 6)

* key, export:                           Exporting Keys.        (line 6)

* key, import:                           Importing Keys.        (line 6)

* key, information about:                Information About Keys.

                                                               (line 6)
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* key, manipulation:                     Manipulating Keys.     (line 6)

* key, signing:                          Signing Keys.          (line 6)

* largefile support:                     Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LFS:                                   Largefile Support (LFS).

                                                               (line 6)

* LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License: Library Copying.     (line 6)

* libtool:                               Using Libtool.         (line 6)

* listing keys:                          Listing

 Keys.          (line 6)

* locale, default:                       Locale.                (line 6)

* locale, of a context:                  Locale.                (line 6)

* message digest algorithms:             Hash Algorithms.       (line 6)

* multi-threading:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* notation data:                         Verify.                (line 6)

* notation data <1>:                     Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* offline mode:                          Offline Mode.          (line 6)

* OpenPGP:                               OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* passphrase callback:                   Passphrase Callback.   (line 6)

* passphrase, change:                    Changing Passphrases.  (line 6)

* pinentry mode:                         Pinentry Mode.         (line 6)

* policy URL:                            Signature Notation Data.

                                      

                         (line 6)

* progress meter callback:               Progress Meter Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol:                              Protocols and Engines. (line 6)

* protocol, ASSUAN:                      Assuan.                (line 6)

* protocol, CMS:                         Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, GnuPG:                       OpenPGP.               (line 6)

* protocol, S/MIME:                      Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* protocol, selecting:                   Protocol Selection.    (line 6)

* public key algorithms:                 Public Key Algorithms. (line 6)

* Qt, using GPGME with:                  I/O Callback Example Qt.

                                                               (line 6)

* run control:                     

      Run Control.           (line 6)

* S/MIME:                                Cryptographic Message Syntax.

                                                               (line 6)

* sender:                                Setting the Sender.    (line 6)

* sign:                                  Sign.                  (line 6)

* signal handling:                       Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signals:                               Signal Handling.       (line 6)

* signature check:                       Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* signature notation data:               Verify.                (line 6)
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* signature notation data <1>:           Signature Notation Data.

                                                               (line 6)

* signature, creation:                   Sign.                  (line 6)

* signature, selecting signers:          Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* signature, verification:               Verify.                (line 6)

* signers, selecting: 

                   Selecting Signers.     (line 6)

* status message callback:               Status Message Callback.

                                                               (line 6)

* text mode:                             Text Mode.             (line 6)

* thread-safeness:                       Multi-Threading.       (line 6)

* type of data:                          Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                               (line 6)

* UI server:                             UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* user interface server:                 UI Server Protocol.    (line 6)

* validity, TOFU:                        Changing TOFU Data.    (line 6)

* verification:                          Verify.                (line 6)

* verification and decryption:           Decrypt and Verify.    (line 6)

* version check, of the engines:         Engine Version Check.  (line 6)

* version check, of the library:         Library Version Check. (line 6)

* wait for completion:

                   Waiting For Completion.

                                                               (line 6)

 

 

File: gpgme.info,  Node: Function and Data Index,  Prev: Concept Index,  Up: Top

 

Function and Data Index

***********************

 

[index]

* Menu:

 

* AM_PATH_GPGME:                         Using Automake.      (line  11)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTH:                     Using Automake.      (line  13)

* AM_PATH_GPGME_PTHREAD:                 Using Automake.      (line  15)

* CHECKSUM_CREATE_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* CHECKSUM_VERIFY_FILES:                 UI Server Checksum Files.

                                                             (line  22)

* DECRYPT:                               UI Server Decrypt.   (line  26)

* DECRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* DECRYPT_VERIFY_FILES:

                  UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* ENCRYPT:                               UI Server Encrypt.   (line  47)

* ENCRYPT_FILES:                         UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.
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                                                             (line   9)

* ENCRYPT_SIGN_FILES:                    UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  11)

* enum gpgme_data_encoding_t:            Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  31)

* enum gpgme_data_type_t:                Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_event_io_t:                 I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  58)

* enum gpgme_hash_algo_t:                Hash Algorithms.     (line   9)

* enum gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:

            Pinentry Mode.       (line  25)

* enum gpgme_protocol_t:                 Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  16)

* enum gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line   9)

* enum gpgme_sig_mode_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   6)

* enum gpgme_sig_stat_t:                 Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 387)

* enum gpgme_tofu_policy_t:              Changing TOFU Data.  (line  10)

* FILE:                                  UI Server Set Input Files.

                                                             (line   9)

* GETINFO:                               Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_addrspec_from_uid:       

        Decrypt and Verify.  (line  48)

* gpgme_attr_t:                          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 140)

* gpgme_attr_t <1>:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 301)

* gpgme_cancel:                          Cancellation.        (line  16)

* gpgme_cancel_async:                    Cancellation.        (line  38)

* gpgme_check_version:                   Library Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  12)

* gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info:             Crypto Engine.       (line  26)

* gpgme_ctx_t:                           Contexts.            (line  11)

* gpgme_data_encoding_t:                 Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  32)

* gpgme_data_get_encoding:               Data Buffer

 Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  81)

* gpgme_data_get_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_identify:                   Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_new:                        Memory Based Data Buffers.
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                                                             (line  12)

* gpgme_data_new_from_cbs:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_data_new_from_estream:           File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  49)

* gpgme_data_new_from_fd:                File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_data_new_from_file:              Memory Based Data Buffers.

     

                                                        (line  37)

* gpgme_data_new_from_filepart:          Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* gpgme_data_new_from_mem:               Memory Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  22)

* gpgme_data_new_from_stream:            File Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb:           Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 110)

* gpgme_data_read:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_data_read_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_data_release:                    Destroying Data Buffers.

                        

                                     (line   6)

* gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem:        Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_data_release_cb_t:               Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  55)

* gpgme_data_rewind:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 134)

* gpgme_data_seek:                       Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  26)

* gpgme_data_seek_cb_t:                  Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  46)

* gpgme_data_set_encoding:               Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  87)

* gpgme_data_set_file_name:              Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                               

              (line  18)

* gpgme_data_set_flag:                   Data Buffer Meta-Data.

                                                             (line  92)

* gpgme_data_t:                          Exchanging Data.     (line  13)

* gpgme_data_type_t:                     Data Buffer Convenience.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_data_write:                      Data Buffer I/O Operations.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_data_write_cb_t:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.
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                                                             (line  29)

* gpgme_decrypt_result_t:                Decrypt.             (line 101)

* gpgme_edit_cb_t:                       Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  33)

* gpgme_encrypt_result_t:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line

 241)

* gpgme_engine_check_version:            Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line  67)

* gpgme_engine_info_t:                   Engine Information.  (line   6)

* gpgme_error:                           Error Values.        (line  65)

* gpgme_error_from_errno:                Error Values.        (line  89)

* gpgme_error_t:                         Error Values.        (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const void *DATA, size_t DATALEN): Using the

Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  15)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *NAME, const char *ARGS,

gpgme_data_t *R_DATA): Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  24)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t) (void *OPAQUE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS): Using

the Assuan protocol.

                             

                                (line  38)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_edit_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, gpgme_status_code_t STATUS, const char *ARGS, int

FD): Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_interact_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const char *STATUS, const char *ARGS, int FD):

Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_passphrase_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *UID_HINT, const char

*PASSPHRASE_INFO, int PREV_WAS_BAD, int FD): Passphrase Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_register_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, int FD, int DIR, gpgme_io_cb_t FNC, void

*FNC_DATA, void **TAG): I/O Callback Interface.

                                       

                      (line  19)

* gpgme_error_t (*gpgme_status_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *KEYWORD, const char *ARGS): Status

Message Callback.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code:                        Error Values.        (line  42)

* gpgme_err_code_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  98)

* gpgme_err_code_t:                      Error Values.        (line   6)

* gpgme_err_code_to_errno:               Error Values.        (line 103)

* gpgme_err_make:                        Error Values.        (line  57)

* gpgme_err_make_from_errno:             Error Values.        (line  83)

* gpgme_err_source:                      Error Values.        (line  49)
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* gpgme_err_source_t:                    Error Values.        (line  13)

* gpgme_event_io_t:                      I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  59)

* gpgme_event_io_t <1>:                  Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                              (line   7)

* gpgme_free:                            Destroying Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  25)

* gpgme_genkey_result_t:                 Generating Keys.     (line 381)

* gpgme_get_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line  13)

* gpgme_get_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line 135)

* gpgme_get_dirinfo:                     Engine Version Check.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_get_engine_info:                 Engine Information.  (line  46)

* gpgme_get_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line  37)

* gpgme_get_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_get_key:                         Listing Keys.        (line 178)

*

 gpgme_get_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line 103)

* gpgme_get_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line  31)

* gpgme_get_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  63)

* gpgme_get_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line  18)

* gpgme_get_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line  21)

* gpgme_get_protocol_name:               Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_get_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  29)

* gpgme_get_sig_key:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 587)

* gpgme_get_sig_status:                  Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 435)

* gpgme_get_sig_string_attr:

             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 491)

* gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 525)

* gpgme_get_status_cb:                   Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  31)

* gpgme_get_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line  20)

* gpgme_hash_algo_name:                  Hash Algorithms.     (line  30)

* gpgme_hash_algo_t:                     Hash Algorithms.     (line  10)

* gpgme_import_result_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line 118)

* gpgme_import_status_t:                 Importing Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_interact_cb_t:                   Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_invalid_key_t:                   Crypto Operations.   (line  10)
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* gpgme_io_cb_t:            

             I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_keylist_result_t:                Listing Keys.        (line 155)

* gpgme_key_get_string_attr:             Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 266)

* gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 280)

* gpgme_key_ref:                         Manipulating Keys.   (line   6)

* gpgme_key_release:                     Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  14)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr:         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 357)

* gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr:          Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 373)

* gpgme_key_sig_t:                       Key objects.         (line

 346)

* gpgme_key_t:                           Key objects.         (line  10)

* gpgme_key_unref:                       Manipulating Keys.   (line  10)

* gpgme_new:                             Creating Contexts.   (line   6)

* gpgme_new_signature_t:                 Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  57)

* gpgme_off_t:                           Exchanging Data.     (line  24)

* gpgme_op_adduid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 189)

* gpgme_op_adduid_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 215)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext:          Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  64)

* gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start:        Using the Assuan protocol.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_card_edit:                    Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  85)

*

 gpgme_op_card_edit_start:              Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  95)

* gpgme_op_createkey:                    Generating Keys.     (line  14)

* gpgme_op_createkey_start:              Generating Keys.     (line 119)

* gpgme_op_createsubkey:                 Generating Keys.     (line 132)

* gpgme_op_createsubkey_start:           Generating Keys.     (line 176)

* gpgme_op_decrypt:                      Decrypt.             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext:                  Decrypt.             (line  30)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start:            Decrypt.             (line  60)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_result:               Decrypt.             (line 164)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_start:                Decrypt.             (line  20)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify:               Decrypt and Verify.  (line   6)

* gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start:         Decrypt and Verify.  (line  30)

* gpgme_op_delete:                       Deleting Keys.     

  (line  47)

* gpgme_op_delete_ext:                   Deleting Keys.       (line   6)
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* gpgme_op_delete_ext_start:             Deleting Keys.       (line  33)

* gpgme_op_delete_start:                 Deleting Keys.       (line  52)

* gpgme_op_edit:                         Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  44)

* gpgme_op_edit_start:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_encrypt:                      Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext:                  Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 131)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start:            Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 224)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_result:               Encrypting a Plaintext.

                

                                             (line 252)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign:                 Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 263)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext:             Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 288)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start:       Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 304)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start:           Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 274)

* gpgme_op_encrypt_start:                Encrypting a Plaintext.

                                                             (line 113)

* gpgme_op_export:                       Exporting Keys.      (line  59)

* gpgme_op_export_ext:                   Exporting Keys.      (line  92)

* gpgme_op_export_ext_start:             Exporting Keys.      (line 114)

* gpgme_op_export_keys:            

      Exporting Keys.      (line 126)

* gpgme_op_export_keys_start:            Exporting Keys.      (line 153)

* gpgme_op_export_start:                 Exporting Keys.      (line  80)

* gpgme_op_genkey:                       Generating Keys.     (line 304)

* gpgme_op_genkey_result:                Generating Keys.     (line 418)

* gpgme_op_genkey_start:                 Generating Keys.     (line 369)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog:                  Additional Logs.     (line   9)

* gpgme_op_getauditlog_start:            Additional Logs.     (line  54)

* gpgme_op_import:                       Importing Keys.      (line   9)

* gpgme_op_import_ext:                   Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line  18)

* gpgme_op_import_keys:                  Importing Keys.      (line  35)

* gpgme_op_import_keys_start:            Importing Keys.      (line  65)

* gpgme_op_import_result:                Importing Keys.      (line 174)

* gpgme_op_import_start:

                 Importing Keys.      (line  24)

* gpgme_op_interact:                     Advanced Key Editing.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_op_interact_start:               Advanced Key Editing.
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                                                             (line  53)

* gpgme_op_keylist_end:                  Listing Keys.        (line 111)

* gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start:            Listing Keys.        (line  34)

* gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start:      Listing Keys.        (line  67)

* gpgme_op_keylist_next:                 Listing Keys.        (line  94)

* gpgme_op_keylist_result:               Listing Keys.        (line 166)

* gpgme_op_keylist_start:                Listing Keys.        (line   6)

* gpgme_op_keysign:                      Signing Keys.        (line  12)

* gpgme_op_keysign_start:                Signing Keys.        (line  73)

* gpgme_op_passwd:                       Changing Passphrases.

                              

                               (line   6)

* gpgme_op_passwd_start:                 Changing Passphrases.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb:                   Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_op_query_swdb_result:            Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  80)

* gpgme_op_revsig:                       Signing Keys.        (line  84)

* gpgme_op_revsig_start:                 Signing Keys.        (line 119)

* gpgme_op_revuid:                       Generating Keys.     (line 224)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start:                 Manipulating Keys.   (line  58)

* gpgme_op_revuid_start <1>:             Generating Keys.     (line 252)

* gpgme_op_setexpire:                    Manipulating Keys.   (line  15)

* gpgme_op_setexpire_start:              Manipulating Keys.   (line  47)

* gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start:         

  Generating Keys.     (line 293)

* gpgme_op_set_ui_flag:                  Generating Keys.     (line 261)

* gpgme_op_sign:                         Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  21)

* gpgme_op_sign_result:                  Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  99)

* gpgme_op_sign_start:                   Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line  47)

* gpgme_op_spawn:                        Running other Programs.

                                                             (line  13)

* gpgme_op_spawn_start:                  Running other Programs.

                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy:                  Changing TOFU Data.  (line  29)

* gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start:            Changing TOFU Data.  (line  43)

* gpgme_op_verify:                       Verify.              (line

   6)

* gpgme_op_verify_result:                Verify.              (line 298)

* gpgme_op_verify_start:                 Verify.              (line  26)

* gpgme_passphrase_cb_t:                 Passphrase Callback. (line  10)

* gpgme_pinentry_mode_t:                 Pinentry Mode.       (line  26)

* gpgme_progress_cb_t:                   Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line   8)
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* gpgme_protocol_t:                      Protocols and Engines.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_protocol_t <1>:                  Engine Information.  (line   7)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_name:                Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  58)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_string:              Public Key Algorithms.

                                                             (line  68)

* gpgme_pubkey_algo_t:                   Public Key Algorithms.

          

                                                   (line  10)

* gpgme_query_swdb_result_t:             Checking for updates.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_recipient_t:                     Decrypt.             (line  75)

* gpgme_register_io_cb_t:                I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  23)

* gpgme_release:                         Destroying Contexts. (line   6)

* gpgme_result_ref:                      Result Management.   (line  15)

* gpgme_result_unref:                    Result Management.   (line  23)

* gpgme_set_armor:                       ASCII Armor.         (line   6)

* gpgme_set_ctx_flag:                    Context Flags.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_engine_info:                 Engine Configuration.

                                                             (line  11)

* gpgme_set_global_flag:                 Library Version Check.

                         

                                    (line  44)

* gpgme_set_include_certs:               Included Certificates.

                                                             (line   6)

* gpgme_set_io_cbs:                      Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line  35)

* gpgme_set_keylist_mode:                Key Listing Mode.    (line   6)

* gpgme_set_locale:                      Locale.              (line  14)

* gpgme_set_offline:                     Offline Mode.        (line   6)

* gpgme_set_passphrase_cb:               Passphrase Callback. (line  40)

* gpgme_set_pinentry_mode:               Pinentry Mode.       (line   6)

* gpgme_set_progress_cb:                 Progress Meter Callback.

                                                             (line  16)

* gpgme_set_protocol:                    Protocol Selection.  (line   6)

* gpgme_set_sender:                      Setting the Sender.  (line  13)

* gpgme_set_status_cb:   

                Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line  17)

* gpgme_set_textmode:                    Text Mode.           (line   6)

* gpgme_signature_t:                     Verify.              (line  92)

* gpgme_signers_add:                     Selecting Signers.   (line  18)

* gpgme_signers_clear:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  11)

* gpgme_signers_count:                   Selecting Signers.   (line  25)

* gpgme_signers_enum:                    Selecting Signers.   (line  31)

* gpgme_sign_result_t:                   Creating a Signature.
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                                                             (line  85)

* gpgme_sig_mode_t:                      Creating a Signature.

                                                             (line   7)

* gpgme_sig_notation_add:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  19)

* gpgme_sig_notation_clear:          

    Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  10)

* gpgme_sig_notation_get:                Signature Notation Data.

                                                             (line  45)

* gpgme_sig_notation_t:                  Verify.              (line  38)

* gpgme_sig_stat_t:                      Deprecated Functions.

                                                             (line 388)

* gpgme_ssize_t:                         Exchanging Data.     (line  32)

* gpgme_status_cb_t:                     Status Message Callback.

                                                             (line   8)

* gpgme_strerror:                        Error Strings.       (line   6)

* gpgme_strerror_r:                      Error Strings.       (line  15)

* gpgme_strsource:                       Error Strings.       (line  26)

* gpgme_subkey_t:                        Key objects.         (line 112)

* gpgme_tofu_info_t:                     Key objects.

         (line 282)

* gpgme_tofu_policy_t:                   Changing TOFU Data.  (line  13)

* gpgme_user_id_t:                       Key objects.         (line 217)

* gpgme_validity_t:                      Information About Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* gpgme_verify_result_t:                 Verify.              (line 276)

* gpgme_wait:                            Waiting For Completion.

                                                             (line   6)

* IMPORT_FILES:                          UI Server Import/Export Keys.

                                                             (line   9)

* INPUT:                                 UI Server Encrypt.   (line  23)

* INPUT <1>:                             UI Server Sign.      (line  12)

* INPUT <2>:                             UI Server Decrypt.   (line  12)

* INPUT <3>:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  16)

* MESSAGE:                               UI

 Server Verify.    (line  10)

* MICALG:                                UI Server Sign.      (line  43)

* off_t (*gpgme_data_seek_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, off_t OFFSET, int WHENCE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  43)

* OUTPUT:                                UI Server Encrypt.   (line  36)

* OUTPUT <1>:                            UI Server Sign.      (line  18)

* OUTPUT <2>:                            UI Server Decrypt.   (line  19)

* OUTPUT <3>:                            UI Server Verify.    (line  23)

* PREP_ENCRYPT:                          UI Server Encrypt.   (line  72)

* PROTOCOL:                              UI Server Encrypt.   (line  98)

* RECIPIENT:                             UI Server Encrypt.   (line   9)

* SENDER:                                Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.
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                                                             (line  50)

* SESSION:                               Miscellaneous UI Server

 Commands.

                                                             (line  69)

* SIGN:                                  UI Server Sign.      (line  33)

* SIGN_FILES:                            UI Server Sign/Encrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* SIGSTATUS:                             UI Server Verify.    (line  56)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_read_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  10)

* ssize_t (*gpgme_data_write_cb_t) (void *HANDLE, const void *BUFFER, size_t SIZE): Callback Based Data

Buffers.

                                                             (line  27)

* START_CONFDIALOG:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  41)

* START_KEYMANAGER:                      Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                  

                           (line  31)

* struct gpgme_data_cbs:                 Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  59)

* struct gpgme_io_cbs:                   Registering I/O Callbacks.

                                                             (line   6)

* VERIFY:                                UI Server Verify.    (line  31)

* VERIFY_FILES:                          UI Server Verify/Decrypt Files.

                                                             (line  10)

* void (*gpgme_data_release_cb_t) (void *HANDLE): Callback Based Data Buffers.

                                                             (line  54)

* void (*gpgme_event_io_cb_t) (void *DATA, gpgme_event_io_t TYPE, void *TYPE_DATA): I/O Callback

Interface.

                                                             (line  83)

* void (*gpgme_progress_cb_t)(void *HOOK, const char *WHAT, int TYPE, int CURRENT, int TOTAL):

Progress Meter Callback.

     

                                                        (line   6)

* void (*gpgme_remove_io_cb_t) (void *TAG): I/O Callback Interface.

                                                             (line  48)

* window-id:                             Miscellaneous UI Server Commands.

                                                             (line  21)

Wenn Sie dies lesen knnen, ist es wohl nicht

geheim genug.

hkp4py

requests

Additional license notices for GPGME.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the GPGME distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).
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These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* MIT License

 

 For files:

 - cJSON.c, cJSON.h

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2009 Dave Gamble

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a opy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to eal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the ights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING ROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

#+end_quote

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: Maintenance Mode

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Maintenance Mode from 2019

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode
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 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

From the beginning of 2019 the Python bindings to GPGME will enter

maintenance mode, meaning that new features will not be added and only

bug fixes and security fixes will be made.

  This also means that

documentation beyond that existing at the end of 2018 will not be

developed further except to correct errors.

 

Though use of these bindings appears to have been quite well received,

there has been no indication of what demand there is, if any for

either financial backing of the current Python bindings development or

support contracts with g10code GmbH citing the necessity of including

the bindings.

 

 

** Maintainer from 2019 onward

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: maintenance-mode-bm

  :END:

 

How does this affect the position of GnuPG Python Bindings Maintainer?

 

Well, I will remain as maintainer of the bindings; but without funding

for that position, the amount of time I will be able to dedicate

solely to this task will be limited and reduced to volunteered time.

As with all volunteered time and effort in free software projects,

this will be subject to numerous external imperatives.

 

 

** Using the Python Bindings from 2019 and beyond

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 maintenance-mode-blade-runner

  :END:

 

For most, if not all, Python developers using these bindings; they

will continue to just work the same as they always have.  Expansions

of GPGME itself are usually handled by SWIG with the existing code and

thus bindings are generated properly when the bindings are installed

alongside GPGME and when the latter is built from source.
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In the rare circumstances where that is not enough to address some new

addition to GPGME, then that is a bug and thus subject to the

maintenance mode provisions (i.e. it will be fixed following a bug

report being raised and your humble author will need to remember where

the timesheet template was filed, depending on how many years off such

an event is).

 

All the GPGME functionality will continue to be accessible via the

lower level, dynamically generated methods which match the GPGME C

documentation.  While the more intuitively Pythonic higher level layer

already covers the vast majority of functionality people require

 with

key generation, signatures, certifications (key signing), encryption,

decryption, verification, validation, trust levels and so on.

 

Any wanted features lacking in the Python bindings are usually lacking

because they are missing from GPGME itself (e.g. revoking keys via the

API) and in such cases they are usually deliberately excluded.  More

discussion of these issues can be found in the archives of the

[[https://lists.gnupg.org/mailman/listinfo/gnupg-devel][gnupg-devel mailing list]].

 

Any features existing in the dynamically generated layer for which

people want a specific, higher level function included to make it more

Pythonic (e.g. to avoid needing to learn or memorise cryptographic

mode values or GnuPG status code numbers), would be a feature request

and /not/ a bug.

 

It is still worthwhile requesting it, but the addition of such a

feature would not be guaranteed and provided on a purely volunteer

basis.  Expediting such a request would require funding that request.

 

Those

 with a commercial interest in expediting such a feature request

already know how to [[https://gnupg.org/cgi-bin/procdonate.cgi?mode=preset][expedite it]] (use the message field to

state what

feature is being requested).

 

 

** Documentation formats

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: docs

  :END:

 

The documentation has been written in Org mode for GNU Emacs, with

both Texinfo and reStructuredText formats generated from that.  The

Texinfo files are intended for use with the rest of the GnuPG

documentation; while the reStructuredText files are intended for use
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with Docutils and Sphinx, as with other Python projects.

 

 

*** Cautionary Notes regarding Sphinx and EPUB

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: sphinx-made-epubs-suck

   :END:

 

Though Python's Docutils in conjunction with Sphinx is capable of

generating some very useful HTML sites, as proven by [[https://readthedocs.org/][Read the Docs]] and

the [[https://docs.python.org/][Python documentation]], there are a number of output formats it does

not

 handle well.  At the top of the list of things it manages to break

so atrociously as to be embarassing is the [[http://idpf.org/epub][EPUB 3]] format.

 

The automatically generated EPUB of the CPython documentation always

contains hundreds of validation errors and even the modest amount of

documentation here [[https://files.au.adversary.org.s3.amazonaws.com/crypto/gpgme-

python/rst/epub/GPGMEPythonBindings.epub][produced a file]] with approximately thirty

validation errors.  As the volume of documentation content increases,

so does the induced errors.  Whereas Texinfo doesn't produce EPUB

output at all, nor does Org-mode.

 

Should there ever be genuine demand for this format, lodge a

[[https://dev.gnupg.org/maniphest/task/edit/form/4/][feature

request]] case marked for [[https://dev.gnupg.org/p/BenM/][my]] attention.  The means of generating such

files flawlessly is already available, but is not yet part of the

GnuPG build system.  Nor is it integrated with a means of converting

Org

 mode input files to the relevant base format automatically, as can

already be done when converting Org to reStructuredText or Org to

Texinfo.  As a certain amount of work would be required to get it

done, there would need to be clear demand for that work to be done.

Just GNU it!

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* m4/pth.m4: Removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove check for pth and automake conditional

	HAVE_PTH.

 

2011-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>
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	Release 1.3.1

 

	* configure.ac: Set LT version to C19/A8/R0.

 

2011-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove complus.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove complus/Makefile.

	(BUILD_COMPLUS): Remove AM_CONDITIONAL.

	* complus/: Remove very old and stale component.

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2011-04-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.11.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32):

 Support option --build-w64.

	* configure.ac (HAVE_W64_SYSTEM): Define.

	(INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H): New.

	(GPGME_CONFIG_HOST): New.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_LIBASSUAN_VERSION): Bump to 2.0.2 for system hooks.

 

2010-12-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Support a git revision.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/types.h and

	sys.stat.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys.time.h.

 

2010-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Define GPG_ERR_ENABLE_ERRNO_MACROS.
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2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for setlocale.

 

2010-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Change checks to always require libassuan.

 

2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Update the thing.

 

	* configure.ac: Check for locale.h.

 

2010-05-06

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Detect Windows CE.

	(HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM): New symbol and automake conditional.

	* ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4: Patch so that it works for Windows CE.

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 1.8.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (emacs_local_vars_begin)

	(emacs_local_vars_read_only, emacs_local_vars_end): New.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* autogen.sh (--build-w32): Add --with-libassuan-prefix.

 

2010-01-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release 1.3.0.

 

2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Do not use echo -n.  Test for __thread.

 

2009-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Make largefile check more robust.

 

2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for getgid and getegid.
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2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Update to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* configure.ac: Invoke AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR.

	(AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL,

 AC_LIBTOOL_RC): Replace by ...

	(LT_PREREQ, LT_INIT, LT_LANG): ... these.

	* config.guess, config.sub, install-sh, ltmain.sh, m4/libtool.m4:

	Updated to libtool 2.2.6a.

	* m4/ltoptions.m4, m4/ltsugar.m4, m4/ltversion.m4,

	m4/lt~obsolete.m4: New files from libtool 2.2.6a.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Activate UIServer if FD passing is enabled and

	Assuan is available.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for argp.h and error_t.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION_DEFAULT): Bump to 1.4.0 as 1.3.0

	was development versions only.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for G13.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove assuan/Makefile.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Replace internal libassuan by external libassuan.

	* m4/libassuan.m4:

 New file.

	* Makefile.am (assuan): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${assuan}.

	* assuan/: Removed.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add AC_TYPE_UINTPTR_T.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h [_ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN]: Declare
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	_gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released GPGME 1.2.0.

 

	* configure.ac (my_version): Set to 1.2.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add infrastructure for compile time check of

	_FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (DISTCHECK_CONFIGURE_FLAGS): Specify --with-gpg.

 

2009-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update to libassuan SVN 2009-03-06.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/opassuan/Makefile.

 

2008-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME

 1.1.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump API revision.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Replace gpgme paths with src.

	* gpgme: Move to ...

	* src: ... this new directory.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgme.h.

	(GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Remove.

 

2008-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.7.
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2008-09-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove bogus "esac".

 

2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (_XOPEN_SOURCE) [apple-darwin]: Define it.

 

2008-07-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* config.guess, config.sub: Update to 2007-11-19.  Also update

	missing et al scripts.

 

2008-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Fix quoting.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump required version of automake up to 1.10.

	* autogen.sh: Fix

 aclocal check.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Release GPGME 1.1.6.

 

	* configure.ac: Support gpgconf.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Do not close process

	handle here.  Use this function also on Unix systems.

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): Fix last change.

 

	* assuan-pipe-connect.c (pipe_connect_gpgme): New function, use it

	if _ASSUAN_IN_GPGME_BUILD_ASSUAN.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Use the svn version magic.

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Check for C++, Qt and support --enable-w32-qt.

	* m4/pkg.m4: New file.

 

2007-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (--enable-w32-glib): Use --enableval, not

	--withval.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-socket.c (_assuan_close): Always use close().

	* assuan/assuan.h (_gpgme_io_close): New prototype.

	(close): New

 macro, define as _gpgme_io_close.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/assuan-io.c (_assuan_simple_read, _assuan_simple_write):

	Always use read/write (which means _gpgme_io_read and

	_gpgme_io_write).

 

2007-07-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.5.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_DEFAULT) [*-mingw32*]: Initialize it.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H): Set to 1 if we have it.

	(funopen): Use AC_REPLACE_FUNCS.

	(USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING): Define to 1 if we have it.  Do not

	define it at all if we don't.

	(NETLIBS) [have_w32_system]: Add -lws2_32.

	(DIRSEP_C, DIRSEP_S, EXPSEP_C, EXPSEP_S, PATHSEP_S)

	[HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove definitions.

 

	* assuan/assuan.h (_assuan_funopen): Define to _gpgme_funopen.

	* assuan/funopen.c: Move to ../gpgme/funopen.c.

	* assuan/Makefile.am (libassuan_la_SOURCES): Remove funopen.c.

 

2007-07-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 assuan/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include $(top_srcdir)/gpgme.

	* assuan/assuan.h: Include <ath.h> instead of trying to duplicate

	the definitions.
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	* assuan/: Update files to 2007-07-04 version of assuan.

 

	* autogen.sh: Use = not == in test.

 

2007-03-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

	* autogen.sh: New option --force.

 

2007-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Changed gpg and gpgsm version checks to work with

	arbitrary names of the gpg binary. New option --disable-gpg-test

	and --disable-gpgsm-test.

 

2007-01-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION, NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Must define

	after it may have been changed by an option.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Require gpg-error 1.4 due to the use of

	gpg_error_from_syserror.

	(HAVE_ASSUAN_H):

 New.

 

2007-01-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add options --with-gpg-version and

	--with-gpgsm-version to allow overriding the minimum version

	requirements.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix two typos in last change.

 

2006-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Use descriptor passing only if --enable-fd-passing

	is provided.

 

	* configure.ac: Add check for use of descriptor passing.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump to 1.3.0.

 

2006-09-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Turn stpcpy into a replacement function.

	Check for unistd.h and add setenv as replacement function.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Check for network libraries and set NETLIBS.

 

2006-07-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* lang, lang/cl: New subdirectories.

	*

 lang/Makefile.am, lang/README: New files.

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add lang/Makefile,

	lang/cl/Makefile and lang/cl/gpgme.asd.

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add lang.

 

2006-03-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump for release.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2006-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Test for inline feature.

	(AH_BOTTOM): New to define the pure attribute.

 

2006-01-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Append SVN revision to the version.
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2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (BUILD_REVISION): New.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add support for --enable-w32-glib (disabled by

	default).  Invoke AM_PATH_GLIB_2_0.

 

2005-11-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac

 (CFLAGS) [W32]: Make sure that -mms-bitfields are used.

 

2005-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Create BUILD_FILEVERSION from SVN Revision.

 

	* autogen.sh [W32]: Build shared and static versions of the library.

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-dll/ChangeLog, w32-dll/build-dll, w32-dll/gpgme.def: Remove

	files.

 

	* configure.ac: Instead checking for windres and dlltool, invoke

	AC_LIBTOOL_WIN32_DLL and AC_LIBTOOL_RC.

	* src/Makefile.am [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use libtool, which simplifies

	the rules.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.1.0.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump for

	release.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to 0 for release.

 

2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_PTH): Don't add $PTH_CFLAGS to $CFLAGS here.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (SEPCONSTANTS): New to define DIRSEP_C et al.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	*

 configure.ac [W32]: Create values for versioninfo.rc and list

	substuture versioninfo.rc.

	* configure.ac: Define ENABLE_GPGSM.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac (stpcpy): Changed from replace to test.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AH_BOTTOM): Removed.

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): Assume no when cross-compiling.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Include autogen.sh

 

	* autogen.sh: Added the usual code to build for W32 (--build-w32).

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed the mingw32 host string, removed OS/2 stuff.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Removed.

	(HAVE_W32_SYSTEM): Added.

	(AC_GNU_SOURCE): New to replace the identical AH_VERBATIM.

	(AH_BOTTOM): Added.

 

2004-12-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	Released 1.0.2.

 

	* Makefile.am (AUTOMAKE_OPTIONS): Build bzip 2 version.

	(ACLOCAL_AMFLAGS): Add -I m4.

	* configure.ac: Require automake 1.9.3 and autoconf 2.59.

	* acinclude.m4:

 Changed quoting for automake 1.9.

	* README: Use SHA1 instead of MD5.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Replace ttyname_r if it doesn't exist (and warn in

	that case).

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* README: Refer to COPYING.LESSER and "each file" instead of

	COPYING.
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	* COPYING.LESSER: New file.

	* gpgme.spec.in (%doc): Add COPYING.LESSER.

	* acinclude.m4, configure.ac, Makefile.am: Change license to LGPL

	2.1 or later.

	* TODO: Add copyright notice.

	* README.CVS: Likewise.

 

	* configure.ac (GPGSM_VERSION): Fix filter to get it.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 2.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.1.

 

	* configure.ac: Set HAVE_GPGSM to true only if $GPGSM is not "no".

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 1.0.0.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

	(AC_INIT): Set version to 1.0.0.

 

	* Makefile.am

 (EXTRA_DIST): Remove README-alpha.

	* README-alpha: Remove file.

 

2004-09-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR for now.

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Improve diagnostics with version check.

 

	* configure.ac: Print diagnostics about found thread libraries at

	the end.  Check for the versions of GPG and GPGSM and print the

	found versions at the end.

	(HAVE_GPGSM): Do not require GPGSM to exist and be readable.

	(AC_CONFIG_MACRO_DIR): Invoke with argument m4.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add copyright notice.

	(jm_GLIBC21, AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR, _AC_PTH_ERROR, _AC_PTH_VERBOSE,

	AC_CHECK_PTH): Removed.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac: Check for <sys/uio.h>.

 

2004-06-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.9.0.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version number to 0.9.0.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Reset to zero.

 

2004-05-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_API_VERSION): New variable,

	substitute it.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.4.7.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump it up.

 

2004-04-02  Thomas Schwinge  <schwinge@nic-nac-project.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added ACLOCAL_FLAGS.

 

2004-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.6.

 

	* config.guess, config.sub, ltmain.sh: Updated to those from

	libtools 1.5.4.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.4.5.

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 1.9.6.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove autogen.sh and README.CVS.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Make the check for funopen fail with just a

	warning.

 

2004-02-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* autogen.sh (check_version): Removed bashism and simplified.

 

2004-02-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Fixed funopen test change.

 

2004-02-06  Moritz Schulte

  <mo@g10code.com>

 

	* configure.ac: Fix funopen replacement mechanism.

 

2004-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add invocation of AC_SYS_LARGEFILE, AC_TYPE_OFF_T

	and AC_FUNC_FSEEKO.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.4.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT_Revision; now at C12/A1/R1.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Set to 1.9.3.

	(min_automake_version): Added.

	* README.CVS: New.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Added README.CVS.

	* autogen.sh: Updated.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Add AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.

	* configure.ac: Check for timegm.  Made warning messages more

	prominent.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.4.3.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT, LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Bump up by 1.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Require libgpg-error 0.5.

 

	* acinclude.m4: Remove libtool cruft, add jm_GLIBC21.

	* configure.ac: Add check for
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 getenv_r, and call jm_GLIBC21.

	Define HAVE_THREAD_SAFE_GETENV if appropriate.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Remove GPGME_CONFIG_LIBS and GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS.

 

2003-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Move invocation of AC_CANONICAL_HOST up to

	suppress warning by autoconf.

 

2003-08-30  Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged,

	remove to prevent checking failure.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: If building Assuan, check for funopen and

	fopencookie, and make isascii, putc_unlocked and memrchr

	replacement functions.

	(AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR): Require 0.3.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.3.

 

2003-07-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Bump up to 1.

 

	Released 0.4.2.

 

2003-07-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac:

 Complain if libgpg-error is not found.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.4.2.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump up to 11.

 

	* configure.ac: Use AM_PATH_GPG_ERROR.
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	* configure.ac: Check for libgpg-error.  Define

	GPG_ERR_SOURCE_DEFAULT.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.2.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	In all files, replace the Gpgme* type names with the new gpgme_*

	type names.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan/: Update files to 2002-11-10 version of assuan.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* bonobo/gpgme.c, bonobo/main.c, bonobo/main.h, bonobo/Makefile,

	bonobo/Makefile.am, bonobo/Makefile.in: Dead files removed.

	* configure.ac: Remove automake conditional BUILD_BONOBO

	(AC_CONFIG_FILES): Remove bonobo/Makefile.

	*

 Makefile.am (bonobo): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${bonobo}.

 

	* configure.ac: Remove all uses of GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF, for byte,

	ushort, ulong, u16 and u32.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Remove macro.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: New conditional HAVE_LD_VERSION_SCRIPT.

	Call AC_CANONICAL_HOST, use host instead target.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up to 0.4.1.

 

	Released 0.4.0.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (automake_vers): Require 1.7 (really 1.7.1) for the

	conditional source distribution bug fix.

 

2002-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increase by one.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE, LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Set to 0.

 

2002-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* NEWS: Add note about moving "gpgmeplug" to the "cryptplug"

	package.

	* README: Remove instructions related to "gpgmeplug".

	* configure.ac:

 Remove enable option "gpgmeplug" and automake

	conditional BUILD_GPGMEPLUG, as well as the status info about it.

	(GPGMEPLUG): Remove variable.

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): Remove variable.

	(SUBDIRS): Remove ${gpgmeplug}.

	* cryptplug.h, gpgme-openpgp.c, gpgmeplug.dox, gpgme-smime.c,

	Makefile.am, gpgmeplug.c, ChangeLog: Files removed.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Disable GPGSM for all dosish systems.

 

2002-10-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version up to 0.4.0.

	(NEED_GPG_VERSION): Bump up to 1.2.0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump up to 0.9.0.

	* README: Update version numbers.

	* NEWS: Start entry for 0.4.0.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.11.

 

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CHECK_HEADERS): Check for sys/select.h.

 

2002-09-04  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (autoconf_vers): Bump up to 2.53 to get the @&t@

	quadrigraph.  Always cutting the edge!
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2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Create and substitute LTLIBOBJS.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* configure.ac: Bump up LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.spec.in: Changed user name in Wojciech Polak's email

	address from ghostface to polak per request by himself.

 

2002-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_VA_COPY): New.

	* configure.ac: Use it.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (GPGME_CONFIG_CFLAGS): Renamed from GPGME_CFLAGS

	and removed the libpath because it is set by the config script.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Bump version number to 0.3.10.

 

	* NEWS: Add template for development version.

 

2002-08-21

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.9.

 

	* NEWS: Update for 0.3.9 release.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.spec.in.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* jnlib/argparse.c, jnlib/argparse.h, jnlib/ChangeLog,

	jnlib/dotlock.c, jnlib/dotlock.h, jnlib/libjnlib-config.h,

	jnlib/logging.c, jnlib/logging.h,jnlib/Makefile.am,

	jnlib/mischelp.h, jnlib/README, jnlib/stringhelp.c,

	jnlib/stringhelp.h, jnlib/strlist.c, jnlib/strlist.h,

	jnlib/types.h, jnlib/xmalloc.c, jnlib/xmalloc.h: Remove files.
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2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Remove jnlib.

	* configure.ac: Don't check for unsigned short or unsigned long.

	Don't check for memicmp, strlwr, strtoul, memmove, stricmp.

	Make stpcpy a replaced function.

	Don't define HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING.

	Don't generate jnlib/Makefile.

 

2002-07-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version number to 0.3.9; add a comment on

	when to change it.

 

	* gpgme.spec.in:

 New. Contributed by Wojciech Polak.

	* Makefile.am (dist-hook): New.

 

	* AUTHORS: Added Wojciech and bug reporting addresses.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.8.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version to 9/3/0.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Need 0.3.8 due to fixed export command.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Released 0.3.7.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Set version to 0.3.7.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_REVISION): Add one.

 

	* README: Document version requirement correctly.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acinclude.m4: Fix Pth check so that it doesn't error out if pth

	is not found.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add checks for Pth and pthreads.

	* acinclude.m4: Add slightly hacked check for pth (seems to be an

	autoconf version problem).
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2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): We need gpgsm 0.3.7.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.6.

 

2002-04-05

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* acconfig.h: File removed.

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Add description.

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM): Likewise.

	(HAVE_DRIVE_LETTERS): Likewise.

	(GPG_PATH): Likewise.

	(GPGSM_PATH): Likewise.

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_CHECK_TYPEDEF): Likewise.

 

2002-04-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.3.5.

 

2002-03-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac: Add automake conditional HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed version to 0.3.4-cvs to continue development.

 

	Released 0.3.4.

 

	* configure.ac: Bumbed LT version numbers to (7,1,0), requires

	gpgsm 0.3.1.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Change version number to snapshot CVS

	version.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (vasprintf,fopencookie): Add checks.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac (AC_INIT):

 Bump version to 0.3.3.

	* jnlib/Makefile.am: Rever to older version that includes xmalloc

	but not dotlock and some other files.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-02-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.2.

 

	* configure.ac (AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.2.

	* jnlib/libjnlibconfig.h: Revert to older version that doesn't

	expect libgcrypt.  Reported by Jose Carlos Garcia Sogo

	<jsogo@debian.org>.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Released 0.3.1.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Bump it up to 6!

	(NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): Bump it up to 0.3.0!

	(AC_INIT): Bump version to 0.3.1

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (HAVE_JNLIB_LOGGING): Define always for assuan.

 

2001-12-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.ac (VERSION,PACKAGE): Defined and subst.  Used for

	AM_INIT_AUTOMAKE and moved all version number more to the top.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh (libtool_vers):

 Bump to 1.4.

 

	* configure.ac (LIBGPGME_LT_CURRENT): Increment.

	(LIBGPGME_LT_AGE): Reset.

	Improve comment.

	Fix wrong comment character.

 

2001-12-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* acinclude.m4 (GNUPG_FIX_HDR_VERSION): Fixed for new automake.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* configure.ac (GPG): Substitute this variable.

	(GPGSM): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add tests/gpg/Makefile and

	tests/gpgsm/Makefile.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgmeplug): New variable, set to gpgmeplug if

	[BUILD_GPGMEPLUG].

	* configure.ac (AC_CONFIG_FILES): Add gpgmeplug/Makefile.

	Support --enable-gpgmeplug.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Tighten version dependencies.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Support building the assuan library

	(currently if GPGSM_PATH is set)..

	* configure.ac: Support building

 the assuan library.

	* assuan: New directory, populated with the Assuan library

	(copied from the newpg repository).

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.ac (NEED_GPGSM_VERSION): New variable.  Treat it

	similarly to NEED_GPG_VERSION.

	* acconfig.h: Likewise.

 

2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* configure.in: Renamed to ...

	* configure.ac: ... this.  Update to autoconf 2.52.  Lots of small

	changes in the transition.  Support --with-gpg=PATH and

	--with-gpgsm=PATH options.  Check if test suites can be run.

	* acconfig.h: Add GPGSM_PATH.

	* Makefile.am: New variable `tests', set to `tests' if

	RUN_GPG_TESTS.

	(SUBDIRS): Replace string `tests' with variable `tests'.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* autogen.sh: Invoke automake with `-a' (add missing files).
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	Do not invoke configure.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.3.

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.6. Incremented LT

	current

 and age.

 

	* Makefile.am (SUBDIRS): Add doc

 

2001-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.2.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* configure.in (NEED_GPG_VERSION): Set to 1.0.4g

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.1.

 

	Changed the copyright notices all over the place.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Released 0.2.0.

 

2001-01-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* autogen.sh: Added option --build-w32.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting
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	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

	(clean-local): New rule.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Move to ...

	(CLEANFILES): ... here.

 

2011-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am: Unset GPG_AGENT_INFO when setting up local

	configuration.

	(clean-local): Shut down local gpg-agent.

 

2011-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Complete secret key pair counting

	and disable status check, as GPG 2.1 currently emits two IMPORT_OK

	lines and we only look at the first.

 

2011-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES):

 Add S.gpg-agent.

	(mkdemodirs, ./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Remove targets.

	(GNUPGHOME): Export as absolute build directory (for gpg-agent).

	(./pubring.gpg): Remove --homedir option, import secdemo.asc.

	(clean-local): Rewrite.

	* gpg/secdemo.asc: New file.

	* gpg/pubkey-1.asc, gpg/seckey-1.asc: Change passphrase to

	"abc" (now needed as GnuPG 2.1 asks for secret key passphrase on

	import).

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (keys): Update key info for Joe Random Hacker.

	(main): Disable check for can_encrypt, as this is now in a

	different subkey.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Allow RMD160 hash

	algorithm.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): One secret key pair now counts as

	two secret keys, allow that.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-support.h (fail_if_err): Include program name.
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	* run-sign.c (main): Add option --uiserver.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Update to new interface.

 

2009-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-verify.c:

 New.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-sign.c: New.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* run-keylist.c (main):  Add options --cms and --openpgp.

 

	* gpg/pgp-keylist.c: Rename to ...

	* run-keylist.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: Rename to ...

	* run-import.c: ... this.

	* gpg/pgp-export.c: Rename to ...

	* run-export.c: ... this.

	* run-support.h: New. Copied from gpg/t-support.h.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Remove them.

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add them.

	(noinst_HEADERS): New.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Implement write() according to

	the book to silence compiler warning.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pgp-import.c: New.

	* gpg/t-support.h (print_import_result, nonnull): Factored out

	from other tools.

 

	* gpg/pgp-export.c, gpg/pgp-keylist.c: New.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am
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 (./pubring.gpg): Ignore errors in case of

	already imported keys.  Add --no-permission-warning and remove

	obsolete --allow-secret-key-import.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Add --no-permission-warning.

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Use gpgme_io_write.

 

2009-04-19  Moritz  <moritz@gnu.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Replaced mkdemodirs with mkdemodirs.in.

	(mkdemodirs): New target.

	(clean-local): Added command for removing mkdemodirs script.

	(./Alpha/Secret.gpg): Added dependency on mkdemodirs.

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Renamed to ...

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in: ... here.

	* gpg/mkdemodirs.in (GPG): Derive value from @GPG@ instead of

	hard-coding "gpg".

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/t-command.c: Adjust for changed new op_assuan interface.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Check that new fields is_cardkey and

	card_number are not set.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan/: New.

	* opassuan/Makefile.am:

 New.

	* opassuan/t-command.c: New.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Fix path to include file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES), gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Likewise.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-decrypt.c: New.

 

2008-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD): Replace gpgme path with src.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES, LDADD, t_thread1_LDADD): Likewise.
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	* Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

2008-10-30  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/cms-keylist.c: New.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (dump_arg): Add new types.  Print strings in

	quotes.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx~.

 

2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Allow for dirmngr not to be available.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (./gpg-agent.conf): Correct pinentry path.

 

	* gpg/pinentry:

 New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES, all-local): Add gpg-agent.conf

	(./gpg-agent.conf): New target.

	(EXTRA_DIST): Add pinentry.

 

	* gpg/t-gpgconf.c (main): Exit early if compiled without gpgconf.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Add pubring.kbx and dirmngr.conf.

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Use absolute path for

	GNUPGHOME.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-gpgconf.

	t-gpgconf.c: New file.

 

2007-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (show_auditlog): Check for GPG_ERR_ASS_UNKNOWN_CMD.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (check_result): Don't exit on error but set a flag.

	(main): Cosnult flag for return value.

	(show_auditlog): New.

	(main): Use it.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c

 (check_engine_info): Fix debug output.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (tests_unix): New variable.

	(TESTS): Use it.

	* gpg/t-support.h (passphrase_cb) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use WriteFile instead of write.

	* gpg/t-wait.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Define sleep as _sleep.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Release TEXT and SIG.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Change := into =.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Do not init the locales as

	the constants are not available.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (double_plaintext_sig): New.

	(main): Check it.

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Skip unknown keys.  Newer versions of

	GPGSM import more keys than older ones.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Changed for that secondary keys now have

	a fingerprint.

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Ditto.  The test used to be wrong.

 

2005-10-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/pubdemo.asc, gpg/secdemo.asc: Add 2 expired subkeys to
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	Whisky.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Reordered list to match new demo keyring.  Add

	arg for number of subkeys and for extra checking function.

	(main): Enhanced a few error outputs.  Changed subkey

	counting. Call extra checking function.

	(check_whisky): New.

 

2005-10-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Allow for an email address as a second

	uid.

 

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c: Change critical notation to something

	GnuPG understands.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove gpg.conf.

	(DISTCLEANFILES): Add gpg.conf.

	(all-local): Add gpg.conf.

	(./gpg.conf): New target.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: Remove file.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpg.conf.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sig-notation.

	* gpg/t-sig-notation.c

 (check_result): New file.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Also check the length of the

	notation data.

	* gpg/gpg.conf: New file.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-filename.

	* gpg/t-filename.c: New file.

 

2005-09-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (init_gpgme) [W32]: Don't use LC_MESSAGES.

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-large.c: New test.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-large.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-wait.

	* gpg/t-wait.c (main): New test.
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2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/mkdemodirs: Add copyright notice.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am, gpgsm/t-support.h, gpgsm/t-decrypt.c,

	gpgsm/t-encrypt.c, gpgsm/t-export.c, gpgsm/t-genkey.c,

	gpgsm/t-import.c, gpgsm/t-keylist.c, gpgsm/t-sign.c,

	gpgsm/t-verify.c, gpg/Makefile.am, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-edit.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c,

	gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c,

 gpg/t-eventloop.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-genkey.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-keylist.c,

	gpg/t-keylist-sig.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-signers.c,

	gpg/t-support.h, gpg/t-thread1.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-verify.c, Makefile.am, t-data.c, t-engine-info.c,

	t-version.c: Change license to LGPL.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (struct): Add new fields VALIDITY and

	KEY_LENGTH.

	(main): Use them.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): New argument total_stat.

	(main): Pass this argument.  Reduce number of total considered

	keys to 1 for the second test.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: Changed the faked system time to 20011213T12000.

 

2004-03-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add chain IDs.

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Also check exporting 2 certificates.

 

2004-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): gpgsm does now

 return info in

	the result->imports; adjust for that.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Reset the GPG_AGENT_INFO.

 

       Include config.h at the top of each C source.  This is required
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	due to LFS support.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): s/class/sig_class/.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Ditto.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Temporary disabled one test due top

	gpg 1.3.4 problems.

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-support.h (DIM): Added.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Rewrote test for notations

	because the order of notaions is not guaranteed.

 

	* gpgsm/t-support.h (fail_if_err): Also print the numeric values.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: Include <sys/types.h> for old systems.

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am

 (DISTCLEANFILES): Add random_seed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (thread_one): Do not call initialize_gpgme.

	Likewise.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c (main): Call init_gpgme here.

	(initialize_gpgme): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-thread1.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-thread1.c.

	(t_thread1_LDADD): New variable.

	(LDADD): Remove GPG Error lib.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (LDADD): Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.
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	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: Include <stdlib.h> and <locale.h>.

	(init_gpgme): New function.

	* gpg/t-support.h: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main):

 Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Call init_gpgme.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-sign.c (check_result): Change output format for signature

	class to unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (check_result): Likewise.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (check_result): Change type of SUMMARY to

	unsigned int.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (check_verify_result): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (keys): Change type of member CLASS

 to

	unsigned int.

	* t-data.c (read_cb): Change type of AMOUNT to unsigned int.

	* t-version.c (version): Remove unused variable.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.
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	* gpg/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): New variable.

	(LDADD): Add @GPG_ERROR_LIBS@.

 

2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpg/t-support.h: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_HEADERS): New variable.

	* gpgsm/t-support.h: New file.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Adapt to new syntax.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-28  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Rewrite recipient management.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (main): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Order t-keylist and t-keylist-sig after

	t-import.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Fix primary UID for keylisting tests.

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Change order of user IDs.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: Likewise.

	* gpg/t-import.c: Add support for gpg in CVS.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Remove TEST_OUT_CB.

	(main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c (main): Access ITEM directly.
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	* (t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-edit.c, t-encrypt-sign.c,

	t-encrypt-sym.c, t-sign.c, t-signers.c): Include <unistd.h>.

	(passphrase_cb): Rewritten.

	* t-edit.c (edit_fnc): Rewritten.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-keylist-sig.c (main): Remove timestamp check.

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: Add check for timestamp.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist-sig.

	* gpg/t-keylist-sig.c: New file.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Do not call print_op_info.

	(print_op_info): Function removed.

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Do not use gpgme_key_get_as_xml.  Use

	gpgme_key_unref instead gpgme_key_release.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (main): Use gpgme_key_unref instead

	gpgme_key_release.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-trustlist.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (main): Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c: Rewritten.

 

2003-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (check_result): Rewritten.
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	* gpg/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: Rewritten.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c: Check for invalid recipients.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: Likewise.

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (check_result): Really use FPR.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (check_result): Rewritten.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c: Rewritten.

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: Rewritten.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): Add t-genkey.

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(main): Check result->fpr before checking its length.

 

2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c: Rewritten to match new semantics.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Fix to new prototype.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	*

 gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-engine-info.c: Use file_name instead path throughout.

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-engine-info.

	* t-engine-info.c: New file.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (main): Don't print engine info.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Adjust caller of gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Likewise for
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	gpgme_op_decrypt_verify.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./gpgsm.conf): Add a faked system time to

	avoid certification's expiry.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Use the short certification name.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-genkey.c (main): Add missing argument to gpgme_op_genkey

	invocation.

 

2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Update to new gpgme_data_read

	interface, and use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_version.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-edit.c (main): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-signers.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-export.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (print_data): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (main): Likewise for gpgme_op_verify.

	* t-data.c (read_once_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Update for new behaviour of data objects.

	(main): Remove type test.

 

2002-09-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Add arg SECRET.

	(main): Add option --secret.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-version.c: Include <string.h>.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.
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2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-keylist.c (main): Test PATTERN for NULL before printing.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-08-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: Also add a test for the expire command (testing

	the passphrase callback).

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-edit.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-edit.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c (main): Change type of I to size_t and

	rename to LEN.

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Likewise.  Submitted by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

2002-07-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-eventloop.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS): Add t-eventloop.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	*

 gpgsm/t-import.c (print_op_info): New.

	(main): Print operation info.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): new.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-export.

	gpgsm/t-export.c: New file.

 

2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-sign.c (main): Also test a normal signature.

 

	* gpg/Makefile (TESTS_ENVIRONMENT): Set GPG_AGENT_INFO empty.

	* gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c
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	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (main): Changed the GPG_AGENT_INFO check to

	match the one in ../../gpgme/rungpg.c.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (doit): Print operation info if available.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print the error token.

 

2002-06-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Add a simple option parser and allow

	to specify an encryption

 key.

 

2002-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (all-local): Remove dependency on ./secring.gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Remove target, and move all rules for this target

	to ...

	(./pubring.gpg): ... here.  This was necessary because GnuPG 1.0.7

	does create an empty secring.gpg file when importing public keys.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.

	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-05-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (validity_string): New.

	(print_sig_stat): Print expire time and validity.

	(status_string): Add new exipred stati.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code,de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./trustlist.txt): Put more into this file to

	prevent use of gpg-agent.

	(./gpg-agent.conf): Remove target.

	(all-local): Remove ./gpg-agent.conf.

 

2002-04-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c
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 (main): Use gpgme_engine_check_version instead

	gpgme_check_engine.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c (main): Likewise.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sym.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sym.

 

2002-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): Remove random_seed, which is now

	in DISTCLEANFILES.

 

2002-03-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (DISTCLEANFILES): Added.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-verify.c (main): Add a few more sanity checks, and a check

	for normal signatures.

 

2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-encrypt-sign.c: New file.

	* gpg/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt-sign.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (private-keys-v1.d): Don't

	fail when the directory already exists.

 

2002-02-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (CLEANFILES): New target.

	(distclean-local): Rename to

 ...

	(clean-local): ... this.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): Fix rule.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-genkey.c: New file (not added to Makefile.am because of

	gpg-agent bug).
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2002-02-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (key_id): Update value.

	(all-local): Add .key to keyid filename.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): Renamed to ...

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id).key): ... this.

	(all-local): Add ./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt.

	(./gpgsm.conf, ./trustlist.txt): New target.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Renamed to ...

	* gpgsm/32100C27173EF6E9C4E9A25D3D69F86D37A4F939: ... this.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-import.c (print_op_info): New function.

	(main): Use it.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-signers.c (passphrase_cb): Change type of r_hd to void**.

	* gpg/t-sign.c (passphrase_cb):

 Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

	* gpg/t-decrypt.c (passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c: Don't include `mcheck.h'.  Reported by

	Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add missing line continuation.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add $(key_id).

 

2001-12-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/Makefile: Rename `pubcerts.kbx' to `pubring.kbx'.

 

2001-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): Set protocols.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgsm/t-sign.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-sign.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-decrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/567064FE6D14A17B2D811ABB407728BC558AA455: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add

 t-decrypt.

	(key_id): New variable.

	(all-local): New target ./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id) added.

	(./private-keys-v1.d/$(key_id)): New target.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-verify.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-verify.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (GPG): Set to @GPG_PATH@.

	(./pubring.gpg): Use $(GPG) instead gpg.

	(./secring.gpg): Likewise.

 

	* gpgsm/t-import.c (main): Remove third test case.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (GPGSM): Set to @GPGSM@.

	(all-local): New target.

	(./pubcerts.kbx): Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-encrypt.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-encrypt.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/t-keylist.c: New file.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-keylist.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca01.der: New file.

	* gpgsm/cert_dfn_pca15.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/cert_g10code_test1.der: Likewise.

	* gpgsm/t-import.c: Likewise.

	*

 gpgsm/Makefile.am (EXTRADIST): Add new files.

	(TESTS): Add t-import.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpg/: New directory.

	* Makefile.am, t-verify.c, t-encrypt.c, t-signers.c, t-trustlist.c,

	t-sign.c, t-keylist.c, t-import.c, t-genkey.c, t-export.c,

	t-decrypt-verify.c, t-decrypt.c, t-version.c, t-data.c, mkdemodirs.

	cipher-1.asc, cipher-2.asc, geheim.txt, pubdemo.asc, pubkey-1.asc,

	secdemo.asc, seckey-1.asc): Move to sub directory gpg/.

 

	* gpg/Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Include gpgme/, not include/ and

	intl/.

	(LDD): Correct relative path to gpgme library.

	(TESTS): Remove t-version and t-data.

	* gpg/t-verify.c, gpg/t-encrypt.c, gpg/t-signers.c, gpg/t-trustlist.c,

	gpg/t-sign.c, gpg/t-keylist.c, gpg/t-import.c, gpg/t-genkey.c,

	gpg/t-export.c, gpg/t-decrypt-verify.c, gpg/t-decrypt.c,

	t-version.c, t-data.c): Include gpgme.h, not "../gpgme/gpgme.h".

 

	* Makefile.am: New file.

	* gpgsm/: New directory.

	* gpgsm/Makefile.am: New file.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-decrypt-verify.

	* t-decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* cipher-2.asc: Likewise.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c: Include stddef.h.

	(read_once_test): Change type of READ to size_t.

	(read_test): Likewise.

	(write_test): Likewise.

 

2001-10-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-signers.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-signers.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Revert last change.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (TEST_ENVIRONMENT): Set environment to $(srcdir),

	not current directory.
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2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* t-data.c (write_test): New function.

	(main): Invoke write_test for all rounds except TEST_OUT_CB.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (INCLUDES): Remove spurious duplicate to silence

	automake.

 

2001-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 t-version.c: New file.

	* t-data.c: Likewise.

	* t-data-1.txt: Likewise.

	* t-data-2.txt: Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (TESTS): Add t-version, t-data.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (check_two_contexts): New.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-encrypt.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-sign.c (print_op_info): New and use it after each operation.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-keylist.c (doit): List subkeys too, show caps.

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Repaled ulong by unsigned long

	because we don't use the config stuff here.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* tests/t-verify.c (print_sig_stat): Print info about the keys.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,

	       2011 g10 Code GmbH
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This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited

 permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

(11:private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:eC_L&$2,6tx.gh1VirlqI9

,^g3.$DveUvX1'oIj)(1:q21:	#UFK2z(tuVG)(1:g128:zu^Rab;qeQQA	B?/6/aspfE/

gx!Mr0YY*oMrJc2xWG:.r6)(1:y128:Uf]j^@oEn4j#QrRq" RcEa	E/}4C[3A

5+~~.#!+

)W&5d)ij)(1:x21:`	)))

# libgpgme.vers - List of symbols to export.

# Copyright (C) 2002, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 g10 Code GmbH

#

# This file is part of GPGME.

#

# GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser general Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

#-------------------------------------------------------

# Please remember to add new functions also to gpgme.def

#-------------------------------------------------------

 

GPGME_1.1 {

 global:

   gpgme_set_engine_info;

 

    gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info;

 

   gpgme_data_set_file_name;

   gpgme_data_get_file_name;

   gpgme_data_identify;

 

   gpgme_sig_notation_clear;

   gpgme_sig_notation_add;
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   gpgme_sig_notation_get;

 

   gpgme_free;

 

   gpgme_op_getauditlog_start;

   gpgme_op_getauditlog;

 

   gpgme_conf_release;

   gpgme_conf_arg_new;

   gpgme_conf_arg_release;

   gpgme_conf_opt_change;

   gpgme_op_conf_load;

   gpgme_op_conf_save;

   gpgme_op_conf_dir;

 

   gpgme_cancel_async;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_result;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact;

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start;

 

   gpgme_check_version_internal;

 

   gpgme_io_read;

   gpgme_io_write;

 

   gpgme_result_ref;

   gpgme_result_unref;

 

   gpgme_op_import_keys;

   gpgme_op_import_keys_start;

   gpgme_op_export_keys;

   gpgme_op_export_keys_start;

 

   gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext;

 

   gpgme_wait_ext;

 

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result;

   gpgme_op_vfs_mount;

   gpgme_op_vfs_create;

 

   gpgme_key_from_uid;

    gpgme_set_sub_protocol;

   gpgme_get_sub_protocol;

 

   gpgme_op_passwd_start;

   gpgme_op_passwd;
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   gpgme_set_global_flag;

 

   gpgme_io_writen;

 

   gpgme_set_pinentry_mode;

   gpgme_get_pinentry_mode;

 

   gpgme_get_dirinfo;

 

   gpgme_op_spawn_start;

   gpgme_op_spawn;

 

   gpgme_set_offline;

   gpgme_get_offline;

 

   gpgme_set_status_cb;

   gpgme_get_status_cb;

 

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_string;

   gpgme_set_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_get_ctx_flag;

   gpgme_data_set_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_createkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createkey;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey_start;

   gpgme_op_createsubkey;

   gpgme_op_adduid_start;

   gpgme_op_adduid;

   gpgme_op_revuid_start;

   gpgme_op_revuid;

   gpgme_op_keysign_start;

   gpgme_op_keysign;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy_start;

   gpgme_op_tofu_policy;

   gpgme_op_interact_start;

   gpgme_op_interact;

 

   gpgme_addrspec_from_uid;

 

   gpgme_set_sender;

   gpgme_get_sender;

 

   gpgme_op_query_swdb;

   gpgme_op_query_swdb_result;
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    gpgme_op_set_uid_flag_start;

   gpgme_op_set_uid_flag;

 

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_ext_start;

 

   gpgme_data_new_from_estream;

 

};

 

 

GPGME_1.0 {

 global:

   gpgme_check_version;

   gpgme_get_engine_info;

   gpgme_engine_check_version;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_errno;

   gpgme_err_code_to_errno;

   gpgme_err_make_from_errno;

   gpgme_error_from_errno;

   gpgme_strerror;

   gpgme_strerror_r;

   gpgme_strsource;

 

   gpgme_data_get_encoding;

   gpgme_data_new;

   gpgme_data_new_from_cbs;

   gpgme_data_new_from_fd;

   gpgme_data_new_from_file;

   gpgme_data_new_from_filepart;

   gpgme_data_new_from_mem;

   gpgme_data_new_from_stream;

   gpgme_data_read;

   gpgme_data_release;

   gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem;

   gpgme_data_seek;

   gpgme_data_set_encoding;

   gpgme_data_write;

 

   gpgme_get_protocol_name;

   gpgme_hash_algo_name;

   gpgme_pubkey_algo_name;

 

   gpgme_new;

   gpgme_get_armor;

   gpgme_get_include_certs;

   gpgme_get_io_cbs;
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    gpgme_get_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_get_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_get_progress_cb;

   gpgme_get_protocol;

   gpgme_get_textmode;

   gpgme_release;

   gpgme_set_armor;

   gpgme_set_include_certs;

   gpgme_set_io_cbs;

   gpgme_set_keylist_mode;

   gpgme_set_locale;

   gpgme_set_passphrase_cb;

   gpgme_set_progress_cb;

   gpgme_set_protocol;

   gpgme_set_textmode;

   gpgme_signers_add;

   gpgme_signers_clear;

   gpgme_signers_count;

   gpgme_signers_enum;

 

   gpgme_key_ref;

   gpgme_key_unref;

   gpgme_key_release;

 

   gpgme_trust_item_ref;

   gpgme_trust_item_unref;

 

   gpgme_cancel;

   gpgme_op_card_edit;

   gpgme_op_card_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_result;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_start;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify;

   gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start;

   gpgme_op_delete;

   gpgme_op_delete_start;

   gpgme_op_delete_ext;

   gpgme_op_delete_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_edit;

   gpgme_op_edit_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_start;

    gpgme_op_encrypt_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start;
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   gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_encrypt_result;

 

   gpgme_op_export;

   gpgme_op_export_ext;

   gpgme_op_export_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_export_start;

   gpgme_op_genkey;

   gpgme_op_genkey_result;

   gpgme_op_genkey_start;

   gpgme_get_key;

   gpgme_op_import;

   gpgme_op_import_result;

   gpgme_op_import_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_end;

   gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_from_data_start;

   gpgme_op_keylist_next;

   gpgme_op_keylist_result;

   gpgme_op_keylist_start;

   gpgme_op_sign;

   gpgme_op_sign_result;

   gpgme_op_sign_start;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_end;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_next;

   gpgme_op_trustlist_start;

   gpgme_op_verify;

   gpgme_op_verify_result;

   gpgme_op_verify_start;

   gpgme_wait;

 

   gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb;

   gpgme_data_rewind;

   gpgme_get_sig_status;

    gpgme_get_sig_string_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_get_sig_key;

   gpgme_key_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr;

   gpgme_op_import_ext;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr;

   gpgme_trust_item_release;

 

   gpgme_err_code_from_syserror;

   gpgme_err_set_errno;
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   gpgme_op_setexpire;

   gpgme_op_setexpire_start;

 

   gpgme_op_revsig;

   gpgme_op_revsig_start;

 

 local:

   *;

 

};

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: What's New in the GPGME Python Bindings and Documentation

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* What's New

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.0.1                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| xml:lang:       | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |

 

Last time the most obviously new thing was adding the /What's New/

section to the HOWTO.  Now it's moving it out of the HOWTO.

 

 

** New in GPGME 1130

  :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-13-0

  :END:

 

Additions since GPGME 1.12.0 include:

 

- Moving the /What's New/ section out of the basic [[file:gpgme-python-howto.org][HOWTO]] document and

 into its own file so as to more readily include other documents
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 beyond that HOWTO.

- Moving the preceding, archival, segments into [[file:what-was-new.org][another file]].

- Added =gpg.version.versionintlist= to make it easier for Python

 developers to check for a specific version number, even with beta

 versions (it will drop the "-betaN" part).

- Added expanded detail on issues pertaining to installing for Windows

 users.

- Bindings enter [[file:maintenance-mode][maintenance mode]] from January, 2019.

- Added documentation on maintenance mode and what changes can be made

 to the code when in that status.  Essentially that boils down to bug

 fixes only and no feature requests.

- The import-keys-hkp.py example script, which uses the =hkp4py=

 module to search the SKS servers for a key, has been

 tightened up to

 search for both hexadecimal key IDs and user ID strings with reduced

 chance of unnecessary repitition.  There may still be some

 repetition if a key includes a user ID matching the hexadecimal

 value of a key ID.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,

 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

1603972630

##Sketch 1 2

document()

layout('A4',1)

fp((0,0,0))

ft(1)

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

dstyle('Text')

fp((0,1,0.498))

ft(1)

lp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

lc(1)

lj(0)

ld(())

la1()

la2()

dstyle('Application Box')

layer('Layer 1',1,1,0,0,(0,0,0))

lw(1)

r(0,0,0,0,688.145,44.1554)

lw(1)

r(0,0,0,0,682.363,85.0359)
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lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(605.383,329.758,0)

bs(605.383,230.546,0)

lw(1)

r(0,0,0,0,807.414,53.6148)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25)

b()

bs(480.134,240.945,0)

bs(480.358,325.277,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(474.803,432.284,0)

bs(475.334,360.243,0)

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(354.331,432.284,0)

bs(352.806,361.417,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(212.598,432.284,0)

bs(212.598,361.417,0)

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5968,0,0,-56.6929,191.608,488.976,0.0603744,0.151107)

lw(1)

r(0,0,0,0,88.5492,390.805)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(226.772,524.409,0)

bs(226.772,488.976,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25)

b()

bs(403.937,528.718,0)

bs(403.937,488.976,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))
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lw(3.25)

ld((1,

 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(240.945,432.284,0)

bs(240.574,394.994,0)

bs(595.276,396.85,0)

bs(595.276,361.417,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(333.071,432.284,0)

bs(333.07,425.196,0)

bs(333.07,382.677,0)

bs(240.945,382.677,0)

bs(240.945,361.417,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.347,318.897,354.331,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(10)

txt('GPG',(1,0,0,0.905764,344.004,335.686))

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,446.763,354.33,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('GpgConf',(0.552654,0,0,0.500564,481.802,340.184),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.347,191.338,354.331,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()
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lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('GpgSM',(0.552654,0,0,0.500574,226.376,340.185),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25)

b()

bs(347.244,325.984,0)

bs(347.244,325.984,0)

bs(347.244,255.118,0)

bs(304.724,255.118,0)

bs(304.724,226.771,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25)

b()

bs(233.858,325.984,0)

bs(233.858,255.118,0)

bs(276.378,255.118,0)

bs(276.378,226.771,0)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Palatino-Roman')

txt('2008-07-17',(0.608301,0,0,0.608301,708.661,65.8308))

lw(1)

r(0,0,0,0,750.427,153.265)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1,

 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(219.685,325.984,0)

bs(219.685,198.425,0)

bs(219.685,162.992,0)

G()

fp((1,1,1))

lw(0.283465)

r(113.386,0,0,-42.5196,35.4333,162.992,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)
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txt('LDAP

 Server',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1261,148.819),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('(CRLs, Certificates)',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1261,134.646),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,1,1))

lw(0.283465)

r(113.386,0,0,-42.5196,35.4331,99.2125,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('HTTP Server',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1259,85.0394),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

lw(0.283465)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('(CRLs)',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,92.1259,70.8662),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-31.2962,191.338,158.855,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('DirMngr',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,224.02,142.978),1,1)

G_()

lw(2)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()
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bs(219.15,126.18,0)

bs(219.685,77.9528,0)

bs(155.906,77.9528,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(233.858,127.559,0)

bs(233.858,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,99.2125,0)

bs(276.378,85.0393,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3)

b()

bs(248.031,127.559,0)

bs(248.031,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,113.386,0)

bs(375.59,85.0393,0)

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(99.2124,0,0,-28.3464,333.07,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Certificate

 Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,382.606,69.8548),1,1)

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,248.031,85.0393,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('CRL Cache',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,284.147,70.6936),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,240.945,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(588.189,283.465,0)
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bs(588.189,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(503.149,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(361.417,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0,

 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(361.417,283.464,0)

bs(205.512,283.465,0)

bs(205.512,325.984,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.015,85.0393,0)

bs(574.015,141.732,0)

bs(262.204,141.732,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(602.361,85.0393,0)

bs(602.361,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,170.079,0)

bs(439.37,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,311.811,0)

bs(460.629,325.984,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,240.945,0)

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(290.551,269.291,0)

bs(290.551,340.157,0)

bs(262.204,340.157,0)

lw(1)

ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(389.763,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,269.291,0)

bs(559.843,333.071,0)

bs(574.016,333.071,0)

lw(1)
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ld((5, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(488.976,85.0393,0)

bs(488.976,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,127.559,0)

bs(389.763,212.598,0)

lw(2)

ld((1,

 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(205.512,127.559,0)

bs(205.512,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,113.386,0)

bs(170.079,141.732,0)

bs(155.906,141.732,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(622.961,356.76,0)

bs(622.961,518.503,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3459,573.199,354.33,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('GpgAgent',(0.552654,0,0,0.500554,608.238,340.185),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25)

b()

bs(721.712,467.717,0)

bs(721.712,297.838,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,686.278,297.637,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)
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Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('SCdaemon',(0.552654,0,0,0.500564,721.316,283.492),1,1)

G_()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

lj(1)

r(86.162,0,0,-117.493,679.192,566.929,0.181818,0.333333)

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Smartcard',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,698.127,491.036))

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-31.2962,686.279,557.593,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Card

 Reader',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,721.318,541.975),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(73.6353,0,0,-41.2944,587.066,565.703,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('PIN Entry',(0.57675,0,0,0.729211,623.632,545.097),1,1)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(643.758,340.157,0)

bs(707.539,340.158,0)
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bs(707.539,304.724,0)

lw(1)

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(574.016,283.465,0)

bs(587.066,283.464,0)

bs(686.278,283.464,0)

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(98.9053,325.985,0)

bs(98.9053,240.945,0)

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.3464,63.7795,354.331,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('WatchGnuPG',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8185,338.713),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.5589,0,0,-28.1194,63.7795,240.718,0.0670228,0.168178)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Log

 Socket',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,98.8175,225.1),1,1)

G_()

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,446.457,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)
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style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,485.621,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,545.669,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Config Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,584.834,70.8662),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,347.245,239.959,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help

 Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,388.252,224.705),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(84.6546,0,0,-27.3609,446.457,85.0394,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Help Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,487.464,69.7854),1,1)

G_()
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G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(85.0392,0,0,-28.3464,248.032,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Keybox Files',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,289.59,226.322),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((1,0.647,0.31))

lw(0.283465)

r(70.866,0,0,-28.3464,574.016,240.945,0.0670228,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(18)

txt('Private Keys',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,609.449,226.772),1,1)

G_()

G()

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(24)

txt('Scute',(0.552654,0,0,0.599958,224.978,465.775),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Times-Roman')

Fs(10)

txt('(pkcs#11)',(1,0,0,1.08559,206.081,445.011))

G_()

G()

fp((0.999,1,0.4))

lw(0.283465)
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r(198.827,0,0,-56.6929,304.322,488.976,0.0603744,0.151107)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

Fn('Helvetica-Bold')

Fs(36)

txt('GPGME

 Library',(0.552654,0,0,0.552654,404.952,457.853),1,1)

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(197.598,0,0,-42.5187,304.724,566.928,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('GPGME aware Application',(0.98062,0,0,0.937018,334.892,540.985))

G_()

G()

lw(1)

style('Application Box')

r(127.829,0,0,-41.7496,162.992,566.159,0.0152672,0.0677968)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

txt('Legacy Application',(174.688,540.01))

G_()

G()

G()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(4.25197)

b()

bs(749.296,162.296,0)

bs(705.89,162.296,0)

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0,

 -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,100.083,0)

bs(744.472,100.083,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)
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ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(705.89,131.189,0)

bs(744.472,131.189,0)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('execute/access',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,726.951,87.3768),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('closely linked',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,724.715,149.589),1,1)

fp((0,0,0))

le()

lw(1)

Fn('Helvetica')

Fs(14)

style('Text')

txt('Assuan protocol',(0.31891,0,0,0.280771,728.535,118.483),1,1)

G_()

lw(1)

r(56.6929,0,0,-92.126,701.575,170.079)

G_()

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(248.031,325.984,0)

bs(248.031,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,297.638,0)

bs(538.583,340.157,0)

bs(566.929,340.157,0)

lp((0.392,0.584,0.929))

lw(3.25)

ld((1, 1))

la2(([(-4.0, 3.0), (2.0, 0.0), (-4.0, -3.0), (-4.0, 3.0)], 1))

b()

bs(375.591,325.984,0)

bs(375.591,304.724,0)

bs(531.496,304.724,0)
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bs(531.496,347.244,0)

bs(566.929,347.244,0)

guidelayer('Guide

 Lines',1,0,0,1,(0,0,1))

grid((0,0,7.08661,7.08661),1,(0,0,1),'Grid')
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# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings HOWTO (English)

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* Introduction

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: intro

 :END:

 

| Version:        | 0.1.5                                    |

| GPGME Version:  | 1.13.0                                   |

| Author:         | Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>             |

| Author GPG Key: | DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D |

| Language:       | Australian English, British English      |

| Language codes: | en-AU, en-GB, en                         |
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This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

** Python 2 versus Python

 3

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: py2-vs-py3

  :END:

 

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.

 

There are multiple reasons for concentrating on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which

 is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

** Examples

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-python3-examples

  :END:

 

All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory.

 

 

** Unofficial Drafts

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: unofficial-drafts

  :END:

 

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section
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on locations to read or download [[#draft-editions][draft editions]] of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

** What's New

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff

  :END:

 

Full details of what is new are now available in the [[file:what-is-new.org][What's New]] file

and archives of the preceding /What's New/ sections are available in

the [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]] file.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1130

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID:

 new-stuff-1-13-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-is-new#new-stuff-1-13-0][What's New]] document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

*** New in GPGME 1120

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: new-stuff-1-12-0

   :END:

 

See the [[file:what-was-new#new-stuff-1-12-0][What Was New]] document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

* GPGME Concepts

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-concepts

 :END:

 

 

** A C API

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-c-api

  :END:

 

Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the =gpgme.h= header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.
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This is a very effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some

 means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.

 

 

** Python bindings

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings

  :END:

 

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

=gpgme.h= generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

=gpgme.h=.

 

 

** Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-bindings-diffs

  :END:

 

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.

 

 

*** The python-gnupg package maintained

 by Vinay Sajip

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-python-gnupg

   :END:

 

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the =subprocess= module to implement

wrappers for the =gpg= and =gpg2= executables normally invoked on the

command line (=gpg.exe= and =gpg2.exe= on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and
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capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the

command line via the =subprocess= calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

*** The gnupg package created

 and maintained by Isis Lovecruft

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-isis-gnupg

   :END:

 

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new

package also relied on subprocess to call the =gpg= or =gpg2=

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

*** The PyME package maintained by Martin Albrecht

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: diffs-pyme

   :END:

 

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.

  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the [[file:short-history.org][Short History]] document.[fn:1]

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the
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=python-gnupg= or =gnupg= packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME

itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

* GPGME Python bindings installation

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-install

 :END:

 

 

** No PyPI

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: do-not-use-pypi

  :END:

 

Most

 third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is

infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against =gpgme.h= and =gpgme.h= is generated from

=gpgme.h.in= at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require

either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding [[#snafu-cffi][CFFI and SWIG]] at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

** Requirements

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-requirements

  :END:
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The GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

1. A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

  means CPython

 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

  higher.

2. [[https://www.swig.org][SWIG]].

3. GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

  must be installed too.

 

 

*** Recommended Additions

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-python-recommendations

  :END:

 

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide

a significant advantage in some way.

 

1. If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

2. Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

  reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

  should be robust enough to be relied on.

3. If possible add the following Python modules which are not part of

  the standard library: [[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][Requests]],

[[https://cython.org/][Cython]],

 [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][Pendulum]] and [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]].

 

Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly

well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

** Installation

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: installation

  :END:

 

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.
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Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the bindings installed for are in your =$PATH=.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python

 3 it detects

in =$PATH=.  It specifically checks for the =python= and =python3=

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: =python=,

=python2= and =python2.7=.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: =python3=,

=python3.7=, =python3.6=, =python3.5= and =python3.4=.[fn:2]

 

On systems where =python= is actually =python3= and not =python2= it

may be possible that =python2= may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME

1.12.0, the order of preferred

 Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

*** Installing GPGME

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: install-gpgme

   :END:

 

See the GPGME =README= file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

** Known Issues

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: snafu

  :END:

 

There are a few known issues with the current build process and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should
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they be encountered.

 

 

*** Breaking Builds

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-a-swig-of-this-builds-character

   :END:

 

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the =make= portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with =make check= and

=make install= appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in

 the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce =lang/python/python2-gpg/= and

=lang/python/python3-gpg/= directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into =site-packages=.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict

(e.g. not installing as */root/* or */su/*) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant =site-packages= directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

*root* user or prepended with =sudo -H=[fn:3] in the =lang/python/=

directory:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

 /path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install

#+END_SRC

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or

 incomplete steps during the

=configure=, =make= and =make install= steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

=setup.py= and =gpgme.h= files).

 

 

**** IMPORTANT Note
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    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-swig-build-note

    :END:

 

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative =configure= steps for GPGME using

the =--enable-languages=$LANGUAGE= option.

 

Alternatively

 =make= (or =gmake=, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the =-k= option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

 

 

*** Reinstalling Responsibly

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-lessons-for-the-lazy

   :END:

 

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then

the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.

 

While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing

 the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant =site-packages= directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the =gpg/= directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on
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the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

*** Multiple installations

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-the-full-monty

   :END:

 

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings *must*

 match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going

by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME [[https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e][1.12.1]] the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, and so on

up until the current dev branch that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the =$PATH= when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find, including alternative prefixes.

 

 

 

*** Won't Work With Windows

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-runtime-not-funtime

   :END:

 

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users

 having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users
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and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

[[https://python.org][Python website]] (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

=.exe= files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is /considerably/ more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have

 been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

1. Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

   Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

   used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

   installed.

 

   If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be

   done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

   versions of Python.

 

2. Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

   such as MinGW or Msys2.

 

Do *not* use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community Edition of

Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following

 table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released [[https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/][for Windows]]:

 

| CPython | Microsoft product name | runtime filename |
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|  2.7.6  |   Visual Studio 2008   |   MSVCR90.DLL    |

|  3.4.0  |   Visual Studio 2010   |   MSVCR100.DLL   |

|  3.5.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.6.0  |   Visual Studio 2015   |   *see below*    |

|  3.7.0  |   Visual Studio 2017*  |   *see below*    |

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus *incompatible*

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds

 of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

[[https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python_msvc.html][Using Microsoft Visual C with Python]].  It is also

worth reading the

Microsoft Developer Network blog post on [[http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-the-

universal-crt.aspx][the universal CRT]] and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions ([[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5][part 1]] and

[[http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two][part 2]]).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these

 bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.

 

In addition to the blog posts, the [[https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers][Windows compilers]] wiki

page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions

of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten
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different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4,

 with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare *minimum*, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from =python.org= the advanced options available

which utilise [[#cython][Cython]] will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

1. Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

   later.

 

2. Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

   Studio 2017 (or later).

 

3. Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

   selected in step 2.

 

4. Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

 5. Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

   something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

   Apple's OS X).

 

 

*** CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-cffi

   :END:

 

There are many reasons for favouring [[https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html][CFFI]] and proponents

of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the bindings to Python using the =gpgme.h= file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.
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CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of

 applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the =gpgme-tool.c= file in the GPGME =src/= directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

***

 Virtualised Environments

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-venv

   :END:

 

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into

question too.

 

As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix like =/usr/local= or

=/opt/local= then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from
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 minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

=sites.pth= file in the =site-packages/= directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as

 long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are

also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. [[https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html][pytest]]) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. [[https://www.virtualbox.org/][VirtualBox]]), a

hardware emulation layer (e.g. [[https://www.qemu.org/][QEMU]]) or an application container

(e.g.

 [[https://www.docker.com/why-docker][Docker]]).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the =virtualenv= command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard =python3

-m venv= and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command =python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy=

instead.
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*** Post installation

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: snafu-docs

   :END:

 

Following installation it is recommended to move the

=post_installer.py= script from the =lang/python/examples/howto/=

directory to the =lang/python/= directory and run it.  This will fix

or restore files needed by Sphinx which may be removed during a

distribution build for release.  It will also generate reST files from

Org mode files with Pandoc and generate Texinfo files from Org mode

files with GNU Emacs and Org mode (in batch

 mode).  Additionally it

will fix the UTF-8 declaration line in the Texinfo files (Emacs

expects "UTF-8" to be "utf-8").

 

 

* Fundamentals

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-fund-a-mental

 :END:

 

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly or these Python bindings.

 

 

** No REST

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: no-rest-for-the-wicked

  :END:

 

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is /*not*/ a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.

 

Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having

 to

retrain developers.

 

This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct
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bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

** Context

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-context

  :END:

 

One of the reasons which prevents this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the

public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type

 of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

* Working with keys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys

 :END:

 

 

** Key selection

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-selection

  :END:

 

Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without
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any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not

 matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Counting keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-keys-counting
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   :END:

 

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (=pubring.kbx=), the

format which has superseded

 the old keyring format (=pubring.gpg= and

=secring.gpg=), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: The [[#cython][Cython]] introduction in the [[#advanced-use][Advanced and Experimental]]

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

** Get key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-get-key

  :END:

 

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context

 with =Context().get_key=.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select
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secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due to expire at the end of 2018:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the =secret= key word argument set to =True=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

#+END_SRC

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively

 display

information about those keys.

 

It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

** Importing keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-import-key

  :END:

 

Importing keys is possible with the =key_import()= method and takes

one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path
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import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result

 = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)

   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

 The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}

  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length

 or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading =0x=

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. =0xDEADBEEF=) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).
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Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal value which may be missing the leading =0x= is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

=import-keys-hkp.py= script (see below).

 

 

*** Working with ProtonMail

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail

   :END:

 

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail

 public keys.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

 

if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))
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   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") ==

 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None

 and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}
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Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

Both the above example, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py][pmkey-import.py]],

 and a version which prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, [[../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py][pmkey-import-alt.py]], are

available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

*** Importing with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Performing the same tasks with the [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py module]] (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of

benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some

 checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys
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c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False

 

   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not

 None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass

 

   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:
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               try:

                   fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

        num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC
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Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (=keys= is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned

 data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

*** Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: import-protonmail-hkp4py

   :END:

 

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that

server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address

 can be obtained.

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm1

    :END:

 

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under

the somewhat less than original name, =pmkey-import-hkp.py=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.
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Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

        ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

            ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:
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       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

        new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))
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       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

**** Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

    :PROPERTIES:

    :CUSTOM_ID: import-hkp4py-pm2

    :END:

 

Like

 its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a =homedir= which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]
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   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv)

 == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True

       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

    else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as

# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)

   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])
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       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

    

   for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception

 as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:
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       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs,

 new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Exporting keys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-key

  :END:

 

Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.

 

 

*** Exporting public keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-public-key

   :END:
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There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, =key_export()=, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the =key_export_minimal()= method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC

 python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif

 os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass
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try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

It should be noted that the result will only return =None= when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to =None= this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus

 = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:
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       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Exporting secret keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-export-secret-key

   :END:

 

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public

 keys; save for the invocation of =pinentry= via =gpg-agent= in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)
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if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

    keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:
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   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the approach

 of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (=.gpg=) and ASCII armoured

(=.asc=) files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"

 

a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

    logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]
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   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir

 = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:

   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:

       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),

                                      stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
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           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result

 = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-send-public-key

   :END:

 

As with the previous section on importing keys, the =hkp4py= module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys
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print("""

This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server

 = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

           send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as =send-key-to-keyserver.py=.

 

The =hkp4py= module appears to
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 handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.

 

 

* Basic Functions

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: howto-the-basics

 :END:

 

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

** Encryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption

  :END:

 

Encrypting is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, =text=, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

*** Encrypting to one key

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-single

   :END:

 

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced

 to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the =gpg.Context().encrypt()= method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: =recipients=, a list of keys encrypted to

(covered in greater detail in the following section); =sign=, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to =True=); =sink=, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to =None=); =passphrase=, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to =None=); =always_trust=, used to override the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to =False=);

=add_encrypt_to=, utilises any preconfigured =encrypt-to= or

=default-key= settings in the user's =gpg.conf= file (defaults to

=False=); =prepare=, prepare for encryption (defaults to =False=);
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=expect_sign=, prepare for signing (defaults to =False=); =compress=,

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to =True=).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import

 gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the =gpg.conf= file:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext,

 result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

#+END_SRC

 

If the =recipients= parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted
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symmetrically.  If no =passphrase= is supplied as a parameter or via a

callback registered with the =Context()= then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

*** Encrypting to multiple keys

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-encryption-multiple

   :END:

 

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (=text=) to everyone with an

email address on the =gnupg.org= domain,[fn:4] but does /not/ encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to

 normally encrypt

to.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)
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#+END_SRC

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign

 the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the =c.encrypt= line to this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

#+END_SRC

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which

the default values are changing.  The default value of =sign= is

=True=, the default of =always_trust= is =False=, the default of

=add_encrypt_to= is =False=.

 

If =always_trust= is not set to =True= and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org",

 secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

   try:

       ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass
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       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

#+END_SRC

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched

 for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.

 

 

** Decryption

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-decryption

  :END:

 

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either =gpg.Context()=

or =gpg.core.Context()= as =c= is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to =c= simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)

   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

 

   else:

       pass
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#+END_SRC

 

The data available in =plaintext= in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms in

=result= and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

=verify_result=.

 

If =gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)= is called instead,

then =verify_result= will be returned as =None= and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

** Signing text and files

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing

  :END:

 

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.

 

 

*** Signing key selection

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-signers

   :END:

 

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter

 the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)

#+END_SRC

 

The signing examples in the following sections include the explicitly

designated =signers= parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and
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not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

*** Normal or default signing messages or files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-normal

   :END:

 

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an

encoded

 and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring will be determined

according to the value of =gpg.Context().armor=.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another

 file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i
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import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Detached signing messages and files

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-detached

   :END:

 

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc",

 "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)
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signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Clearsigning messages or text

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-signing-clear

   :END:

 

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with

 open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

#+END_SRC

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled

by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt", "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

#+END_SRC
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** Signature verification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: howto-basic-verification

  :END:

 

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python

 -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i
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import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

        sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed against the signed data in =data= to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of =c.verify=.  So =data= is =None= and only the information

in =result= is available.
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data,

 result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):
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       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

#+END_SRC

 

 

*

 Creating keys and subkeys

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: key-generation

 :END:

 

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.

 

In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to =SECRET= level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured =gpg.conf= file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC conf

 expert

 allow-freeform-uid

 allow-secret-key-import

 trust-model tofu+pgp

 tofu-default-policy unknown

 enable-large-rsa

 enable-dsa2

 cert-digest-algo SHA512

 default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128

 AES BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

 personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

 personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

 personal-compress-preferences ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

#+END_SRC
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** Primary key

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-primary

  :END:

 

Generating a primary key uses the =create_key= method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

=userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires=, =sign=, =encrypt=,

=certify=, =authenticate=, =passphrase= and =force=.  The defaults for

all of those except =userid=, =algorithm=, =expires_in=, =expires= and

=passphrase= is =False=.  The defaults for =algorithm= and

=passphrase= is =None=.  The default for =expires_in= is =0=.  The

default for =expires= is =True=.  There is no default for =userid=.

 

If =passphrase= is left as =None=

 then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if =passphrase= is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if =passphrase= is set to =True= then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep =passphrase= set to =None=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

#+END_SRC

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the =c.home_dir=

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this

example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and

active key store data.  As with the default directory, =~/.gnupg=, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory

 owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to 700.

 

The =temp-homedir-config.py= script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.
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The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

=GenkeyResult= object, which includes the following data:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

  bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

As with generating keys manually, to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the =gpg.conf= file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own =gpg.conf=

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref

quit

 Secret key is available.

 

 sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

      created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

      trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

 [ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

      Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,
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IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

      Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

      Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

      Features: MDC, Keyserver

 no-modify

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Subkeys

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-subkeys

  :END:

 

Adding subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the =create_subkey= method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the =userid= argument

there is now a =key= argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

#+END_SRC

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

  Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr, dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,
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          dmsub.uid))

#+END_SRC

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

** User IDs

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids

  :END:

 

 

*** Adding User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-add

   :END:

 

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

=key_add_uid= and the only arguments it takes are for the =key= and

the new =uid=.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr

 = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC
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Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

 ~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

 ----------------------

 sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

	177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

 uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Revoking User IDs

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: keygen-uids-revoke

   :END:

 

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the =key_revoke_uid= method.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

#+END_SRC

 

 

** Key certification

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign

  :END:

 

Since key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is =key_sign=.

 

The =key_sign= method takes four arguments: =key=, =uids=,
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=expires_in= and =local=.  The default value of =uids= is =None= and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both =expires_in= and =local= is =False=; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.

 

The =key= is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the =uids= value is not =None= then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it

 is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

#+END_SRC

 

 

*** Verifying key certifications

   :PROPERTIES:

   :CUSTOM_ID: key-sign-verify

   :END:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import time

 

c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)
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#+END_SRC

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

#+BEGIN_EXAMPLE

 0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

  0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

#+END_EXAMPLE

 

The two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))

keys

 = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

#+END_SRC
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Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

/not/ part of Python's standard library, the [[https://pendulum.eustace.io/][pendulum module]].  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using

the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

* Advanced or Experimental Use Cases

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: advanced-use

 :END:

 

 

** C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: cython

  :END:

 

In

 spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html][Cython]].  Though in many

cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the [[#howto-keys-counting][key counting]] code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, =keycount.py= (available in

the =examples/howto/= directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.

 

Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically

 and timed it using

=time= utility, with the following results:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time keycount.py

 

 Number of secret keys:  23
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 Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

 real	11m52.945s

 user	0m0.913s

 sys	0m0.752s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the [[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython_tutorial.html][Cython Basic

Tutorial]] to demonstrate

compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the =gpg= module to the end of the script:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number

 of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

#+END_SRC

 

Save that into a file called =keycount.pyx= and then create a

=setup.py= file which contains this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")
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)

#+END_SRC

 

Compile it:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Then run it in a similar manner to =keycount.py=:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"

 

 Number of secret keys:  23

 Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

 real	6m47.905s

 user	0m0.785s

 sys	0m0.331s

 

 bash-4.4$

#+END_SRC

 

Cython turned =keycount.pyx= into an 81KB =keycount.o= file in the

=build/= directory, a 24KB =keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so= file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB =keycount.c= generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the =keycount.pyx= file or the full

 1,452 bytes of the

full executable =keycount.py= example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.

 

The =keycount.pyx= and =setup.py= files used to generate this example

have been added to the =examples/howto/advanced/cython/= directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

[[http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd][Magic Attributes]] section

of the Cython documentation.

 

 

* Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds

 :PROPERTIES:
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 :CUSTOM_ID: cheats-and-hacks

 :END:

 

Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with [[#group-lines][group lines]].

 

 

** Group lines

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: group-lines

  :END:

 

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.

 

The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()

else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"',

 '').split(',')
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group_lines = []

group_lists = []

 

for group in groups:

   group_lines.append(group.split("="))

   group_lists.append(group.split("="))

 

for glist in group_lists:

   glist[1] = glist[1].split()

#+END_SRC

 

The result of that code is that =group_lines= is a list of lists where

=group_lines[i][0]= is the name of the group and =group_lines[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The =group_lists= result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, =group_lists[i][0]= matches

=group_lines[i][0]= as the name of the group, but =group_lists[i][1]=

is the key IDs of the group as a list.

 

A demonstration of using the =groups.py= module is also available in

the form of the executable =mutt-groups.py= script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's =gpg.conf= file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

** Keyserver access for Python

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID:

 hkp4py

  :END:

 

The [[https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py][hkp4py]] module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

[[https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp][python-hkp]] module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use the

[[http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html][requests]] module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.

 

Since it rewrites the =hkp= protocol prefix as =http= and =hkps= as

=https=, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.[fn:5]  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a [[#cython][Cython]] generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

*** Key import format

   :PROPERTIES:
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   :CUSTOM_ID: hkp4py-strings

   :END:

 

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(=r.text=) instead of byte literals (=r.content=).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing

 that

key material using a =gpg.Context().key_import()= method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the =search=

function of =hkp4py.KeyServer()= which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by =key_import=.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

#+END_SRC

 

Without that recent addition it would have been necessary to encode

the contents of each =hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key= in

=hkp4py.KeyServer().search()= before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the [[#howto-import-key][Importing Keys]] section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the =lang/python/examples/howto= directory as normal; the

executable version is the =import-keys-hkp.py= file.

 

 

** GPGME version checking

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: gpgme-version-check

   :END:

 

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of

GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the =gpg.version.versionstr= and

=gpg.version.versionlist= methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as =gpgme-config --version=, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:
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#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,

                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0]

 >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

#+END_SRC

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the =gpg.version.versionintlist= method (added in version

=1.12.1-beta79=).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC python -i

import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

    else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)
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try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")

           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

#+END_SRC

 

The points where =pass= is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an =Exception= error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the =gpgme.version.is_beta=

 and

=gpgme.version.versionintlist= methods available.

 

 

* Copyright and Licensing

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: copyright-and-license

 :END:

 

 

** Copyright

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: copyright

  :END:

 

Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

** Draft Editions of this HOWTO

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: draft-editions

  :END:

 

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly
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from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft (HTML

single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (HTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML

 multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

These draft versions have been generated from this document via GNU

Emacs [[https://orgmode.org/][Org mode]] to =.texi= and [[https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/][GNU Texinfo]]

to HTML.  Though it is

likely that the specific [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto][file]]

[[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org][version]] used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.  Occasionally I may include the Org

mode generated XHTML versions:

 

- [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)]]

- [[http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.xhtml][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(HTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)]]

 

That XHTML version, however, is exported in a way which inherits a

colour scheme from [[https://github.com/holomorph/emacs-zenburn][the author's Emacs theme]] (which is a higher

contrast

version

 of [[http://kippura.org/zenburnpage/][Zenburn]] ported by [[https://github.com/holomorph][Holomorph]]).  So it's

fine for people who

prefer dark themed web pages, but not so great for everyone else.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info version is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in

batch mode:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

 emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

#+END_SRC

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org mode source

file, except it is generated using [[https://pandoc.org][Pandoc]] with either of the following

commands (depending on the filename):
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#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst

 gpgme-python-howto.org

 pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

#+END_SRC

 

Note that the Org mode source files are identified as such via a mode

line at the top of each file and have had their =.org= file extensions

dropped in order to make scripted generation of output formats easier

and not require renaming files post-conversion.

 

Due to a bug in Org mode's texinfo conversion method, the recommended

steps for generating the Texinfo files for all the files in the

=lang/python/doc/src/= directory are as follows:

 

#+BEGIN_SRC shell

 for x in * ; do

     emacs $x --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

     cat $x.texi | sed -e 's/@documentencoding UTF-8/@documentencoding utf-8/g' > ../texinfo/$x.texi

     pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o ../rst/$x.rst $x

 done ;

 rm -fv *.texi

 cd ../texinfo

 mkdir info

 mkdir html

 for x in *.texi ; do

     makeinfo -v $x

     makeinfo --html --no-split $x

 done ;

 mv *.info info/

 mv

 *.html html/

#+END_SRC

 

This code snippet includes the generation of the reStructuredText

files and would be expected to be run from the =doc/src/= directory

containing the Org mode source files.  It also assumes that the

commands are being run on POSIX compliant systems with basic tools

like sed, the Bourne shell and GNU Emacs[fn:6] available.  The code

snippet also includes the steps for generating the Emacs Info files

and HTML files from the Texinfo files.  Using reStructuredText files

with Sphinx is best left for the documentation of that project.

 

In addition to these there is a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML [[https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html][WebHelp site]]

(AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in [[https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben%252Fhowto-dita/][an
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alternative branch]] of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories

 of the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python][gpgme-python]] directory.  In

particular within

the [[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita][DITA]],

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst][reStructuredText]] and

[[https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo][Texinfo]] subdirectories.  The

=rst=

directory contains output files generated with Sphinx and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats, but there are no

guarantees as to how recent these are or even if they are present.

 

These draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released

versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding

 that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

** License GPL compatible

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: license

  :END:

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

 

* Footnotes

 

[fn:1] =short-history= and/or =short-history.html=.

 

[fn:2] With no issues reported specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements
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will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported

 minor release is quite possible too.

 

[fn:3] Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

/entire/ GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on

POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).

 

[fn:4] You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a

comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.

 

[fn:5] Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python

 Code.  The =hkp4py= module will rewrite

these appropriately when the connection is made to the server.

 

[fn:6] Okay, Emacs might not necessarily qualify as a basic tool, but

it is common enough that having it installed on a system isn't too

great an expectation, nor is it difficult to add to most POSIX

systems, even if the users of those systems do not personally use it.

2011-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	NB: ChangeLog files are no longer manually maintained.  Starting

	on December 1st, 2011 we put change information only in the GIT

	commit log, and generate a top-level ChangeLog file from logs at

	"make dist".  See doc/HACKING for details.

 

2011-10-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove build rules for libgpgme-pth.

	* gpgme.m4: Remove support for libgpgme-pth.

 

2011-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start, gpgme_op_decrypt): Check CTX.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Likewise.
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	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start,

 gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start)

	(gpgme_op_import_keys, gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Likewise.

	* passwd.c (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start, gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start, gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact, gpgme_op_vfs_create):

 Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount, gpgme_op_vfs_transact): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol)

	(gpgme_set_armor, gpgme_set_include_certs)

	(gpgme_set_keylist_mode, gpgme_set_passphrase_cb)

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb, gpgme_set_io_cbs, gpgme_set_locale)

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info, gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Check for valid R_CTX.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_cancel_async, gpgme_release): Likewise.

 

2011-04-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Add option --host.  Change options --cflags and

	--libs to collapse duplicate include and lib dirs.  Try to put

	extra libs at the end.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use INSERT__TYPEDEFS_FOR_GPGME_H to include platform

	specific typedefs.

 

2011-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* extra-stati.h: New.

	* mkstatus: Extend to also process extra-stati.h
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	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add extra-stati.h

	(status-table.h): Depend on extra-stati.h and adjust rule.

 

2011-02-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket): Return fd, not res.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_socket, my_connect): New functions.

	(_gpgme_assuan_system_hooks): Add my_Socket, my_connect.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_socket): New prototype.

	* w32-io.c (pid_to_handle, handle_to_oid, fd_to_handle): Remove macros.

	(is_socket): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Remove some dead code.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Translate handles before DuplicateHandle them.

 

2011-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (mkstemp): Don't use CreateFile instead of open (the

	function is not used on Windows CE, and the callers were not

	adjusted).

 

2011-01-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Fix the case that is

	not self-assignment.

 

2010-12-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (strcpy_escaped_plus): New.

	(DIM, xtoi_1, xtoi_2): New.

	(cmd_keylist):

 Allow for multiple patterns.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer): Use small stack size on

	Windows CE.

 

2010-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_conf_arg_new): Make VALUE arg const void *.

	* gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_arg_new): Likewise.

	(gpgconf_write): Remove debug hack.
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2010-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (_gpgme_conf_opt_change): Support

	self-assignment.  Requested by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Just use a

	fixed size buffer, as va_copy is not easy to fake.

 

2010-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <mb@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h (strcasecmp, strdup) [_MSC_VER]: Define.

	* genkey.c, passphrase.c: Include util.h.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Fix return value.

 

2010-11-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart)

	(gpgme_data_new_from_file) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Return not

	GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

 

	* w32-ce.h (HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA, HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG, _IOLBF)

	(abort) [_MSC_VER]: Provide these macros.

 

	* ath.h [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Include winsock2.h.

 

	* ath.c (ath_read, ath_write) [W32CE && _MSC_VER]: Do not call

	non-available functions.

 

2010-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-ce.h [_MSC_VER && W32CE]: Undef leave.

	* export.c: Include util.h so that we get the above undef.

 

	* memrchr.c: Remove.  Used to be a replacement function required

	by the formerly included assuan code.

 

2010-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug) [W32CE]: Replace locatime by GetLocalTime.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Remove useless return.

	Reported by Patrick Spendrin.
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	* w32-util.c: s/__inline__/GPG_ERR_INLINE/

 

	* setenv.c: Include string.h due to our strerror replacement.

 

	* w32-ce.h (access, bsearch):

 New macros.

	* w32-ce.c (_gpgme_wince_access): New.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Change DATA to a void*.

	(_gpgme_wince_bsearch): New.  Taken from glibc 2.6.

 

	Guard include of sys/stat.h and sys/types.h.

 

2010-11-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-fd.c (read, write, lseek) [W32CE && ! __MINGW32CE__]: New.

	Taken from Pedro Alves Public Domain code.

 

	* w32-ce.h (SHGetSpecialFolderPath): Remove our defines and

	prototypes.  We use the system provided prototypes now.

	* w32-ce.c: Include shlobj.h

	(_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400

	(CreateFileA): New.

	* w32-util.c: Explicitly include windows headers before util.h.

	(_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar): Do not use wchar_t strings for

	read_w32_registry_string.

	(mkstemp): Use CreateFile instead of open.

 

	* w32-io.c (handle_to_fd, fd_tohandle): Add.  We need them for W32.

	* w32-util.c (_WIN32_IE): Define to 0x0400.

 

	* util.h [W32]: Include windows.h.

	* w32-sema.c: Do not include windows.h directly.

	* ath.c (ssize_t, pid_t)[_MSC_VER]: Add new

 types.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Do not use a

	void pointer in pointer arithmetic.

	* w32-util.c: Include util.h prior to ath.h.  Don't include

	windows.h directly.

	(F_OK): Define if not defined.

	* w32-ce.c: Include string.h.

	(RegQueryValueExA): Use WINAPI modifier to match the declaration.

	* vfs-create.c: Include string.h because under W32CE with MSC we

	get a warning related to our strerror replacement.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include stdlib.h, string.h and errno.h.

	* priv-io.h [W32CE]: Include w32-ce.h

	* w32-ce.h: Include winsock2.h and ws2tcpip.h.

	(_MSV_VER): Remove useless macro.

	(pid_t): Add typedef.
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	Guard all includes of unistd.h and sys/time.h.

 

2010-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): Fix uninitialized

	value use.  Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2010-10-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Use EDEADLK if available.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_w32ce_get_debug_envvar) [W32CE]:

 New.

	* debug.c (debug_init) [W32CE]: Use new function.

 

2010-09-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* import.c: Include "util.h".

	(parse_import): Return GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

 

	* util.h: Add fallback define for GPG_ERR_MISSING_ISSUER_CERT.

	* op-support.c: Include "util.h".

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Handle new code 12.

 

2010-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* error.c (gpgme_err_code_to_errno): Fix cut and paste bug (thanks

	to Marc Mutz).

 

2010-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c: Revert change from 2009-06-18, as it created a race

	condition.

 

2010-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_err_code_from_syserror and gpgme_err_set_errno.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to

	gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_from_syserror, gpgme_err_set_errno): New prototype.

	(gpgme_error_from_syserror): New inline function (why are

	gpgme_err_make_from_errno and gpgme_error_from_errno

 not inline

	functions?).

	* error.c (gpgme_error_from_errno): Fix return type to gpgme_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_set_errno, gpgme_err_code_from_syserror): New functions.
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2010-08-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_encrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml): Check vigorously for null pointers.

 

	* w32-io.c (GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_ASSIGN_RVID): New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use ASSIGN_RVID.

 

2010-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove debug printf.

 

2010-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use special hack for Windows CE to

	get at stdin and stdout.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Translate returned achild_fds back

	to child_fds.

 

	* debug.h (TRACE_SUC6): New macro.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_SLAFD): New macro.

	(fd_table): New static variable.

	(new_fd, release_fd): New functions.

	(fd_to_handle, handle_to_fd, handle_to_socket):

 Remove macros.

	(MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Increase to 64.

	(notify_table): Increase to MAX_SLAFD.

	(struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): Add member

	file_sock.

	(reader, writer): Use file_hd vs file_sock to decide if socket

	operations to use.  Remove auto-detect mode.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Set file_sock.  Unblock pending

	thread only if this is a pipe fd.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate fds from table and return slot indices

	instead of windows handles.  This allows to properly handle RVIDs.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Handle dup'ed file descriptors.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Use fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use RVID from fd table now.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Implement using fd table.

	(_gpgme_io_socket): Allocate fds from table.

	(_gpgme_io_connect): Use fd from table.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Check that the slot is used.
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2010-06-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]:

 Include assuan.h and winioctl.h.

	(GPGCEDEV_IOCTL_UNBLOCK) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define.

	(set_synchronize) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

	(is_socket): Allow to return -1 for auto-detect (old behaviour).

	(is_socket) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Return -1.

	(reader): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me before

	checking for EOF.

	(destroy_reader) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending reader.

	(writer): Handle auto-detect case.  Handle ctx->stop_me with

	ERROR_BUSY.

	(destroy_writer) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Unblock a pending writer.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement in terms of a

	half-pipe.

	(build_commandline) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: New function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it differently

	for this platform.

	(_gpgme_io_fd2str) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Implement it for RVIDs.

	(_gpgme_io_dup) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Stub it out.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (result_add_timestamp): Add missing NULL argument.

	(result_sign_to_xml): Protect against NULL

 fingerprint.

	(struct server): New members input_fd, input_filename,

	input_stream output_fd, output_filename, output_stream,

	message_filename, message_stream.

	(server_reset_fds): Deallocate those.

	(server_parse_fd): New function.

	(server_data_obj): Take optional filename argument and direction

	argument.  Also take new argument to return a filestream that

	needs to be closed after destroying the data object.

	Change all callers, too.

	(input_notify, output_notify): Removed.

	(cmd_input, cmd_output): New functions.

	(gpgme_server): Do not register input and output notifier.

	(register_commands): Use cmd_input and cmd_output.

	(cmd_message): Rewritten to use server_parse_fd.

	(cmd_delete, cmd_keylist): Fix inverted option check.

	(main) [HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Sleep a bit to work around bug in ssh.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Return err with TRACE_ERR.

 

2010-05-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_timegm) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New static

	function.
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	(_gpgme_parse_timestamp)

 [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Use it.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (main): Protect call to setlocale with

	HAVE_SETLOCALE.

 

	* Makefile.am (system_components): Remove custom cppflags from

	RCCOMPILE (because gpg-error adds -idirafter that makes RC bail.

	[HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Add w32-ce.h and w32-ce.c, clear

	libexec_PROGRAMS.

	* w32-ce.h, w32-ce.c: New files.

 

	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/types.h>

	* util.h: Likewise.

 

2010-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: Include ath.h

	(HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW) [!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Define

	it.

	(RTLD_LAZY, dlopen, dlsym,

	dlclose) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FORGROUND_WINDOW]: Don't define anymore.

	(_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window) [!HAVE_ALLOW_SET_FOREGROUND_WINDOW]:

	Make it a stub.

	(read_w32_registry_string): Use FooA variants of Windows functions

	instead of Foo (which dispatches depending on UNICODE).

	[!HAVE_W32CE_SYSTEM]: Don't check environment.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath): Remove.

	(find_program_at_standard_place): Call

	SHGetSpecialFolderPath

 (which is available on all Windows systems

	and also Windows CE).

	(mkstemp): Use ath_self instead of getpid.

	(_gpgme_mkstemp): Use GetTempPathA instead of GetTempPath.

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Use _WIN32 instead of _MSC_VER.  Include time.h for

	time_t.

 

2010-05-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c, gpgme.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine-gpg.c,

	op-support.c, engine-assuan.c, gpgme-tool.c: Include <locale.h>

	only if available with HAVE_LOCALE_H and conditionalize use of

	LC_CTYPE on its definition.

	* engine-gpgconf.c: Do not include <locale.h>.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new, start): Cast between int and

	assuan_fd_t.
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	* assuan-support.c (my_pipe, my_close, my_read, my_write): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (server_data_obj, server_reset_fds, gpgme_server),

	(my_recvmsg, my_sendmsg, my_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine-assuan.c (start): Likewise.

	* engine-g13.c (start): Likewise.

 

2010-05-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-qt-io.cpp,

 w32-sema.c, w32-util.c:

	Do not include <signal.h>.

 

	* sign.c, data-user.c, conversion.c, debug.c, verify.c, data.c,

	decrypt.c, delete.c, assuan-support.c, import.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	data-mem.c, op-support.c, w32-io.c, w32-util.c, data-compat.c: Use

	gpg_error_from_syserror instead gpg_error_from_errno, and use

	gpg_err_set_errno to set error number.

	* setenv.c: Include <gpg-error.h> and define __set_errno to use

	gpg_err_set_errno.

	* gpgme-tool.c (ARGP_ERR_UNKNOWN): Define to EDEADLOCK (which is

	mapped in Windows CE) instead of E2BIG (which is not).

	(gt_import_keys): Initialize err.

 

2010-04-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Cast to avoid warning.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Make ARGV array of pointer to const

	char.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_FUNCTION]: Don't define.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_append_name): Same in prototype.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make SRC argument pointer to

	const char.

	* posix-util.c

 (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): Make HOMEDIR

	const.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Never define this

	potentially useful but currently unused function.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_transact_start): Likewise.

 

2010-04-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (is_socket): New.

	(reader, writer): Use it to figure out the API to use.

 

2010-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add autoconf template to set generated file to

	read-only in an emacs buffer.
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2010-03-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): Use the right file for the

	change; see below.

 

	* passwd.c (op_data_t): New.

	(passwd_start): Setup OPD.

	(passwd_status_handler): Return GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED if needed.

	* context.h (OPDATA_PASSWD): New.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_STATUS_SUCCESS): New.

 

2010-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Try to start the agent.

 

2010-02-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* posix-io.c (notify_table):

 Change implementation.

	(notify_table_item_t, notify_table_size, notify_table_lock): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Adjust for new

	implementation.

 

2010-02-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (spacep, has_option, skip_options): New.

	(cmd_export): Implement option --minimal.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_MINIMAL): New.

	* export.c (export_start, export_ext_start): Implement it.

	* engine-gpg.c (export_common): Ditto.

 

2010-01-25  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix return code check to make it work.

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Remove superfluous second

	WSAStartup.

 

2010-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (writer): Try to use send first.

	(reader): Try to use recv first.

 

2010-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_passwd): New.
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	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Register.

	* passwd.c (parse_error): New.

	(passwd_status_handler): Use it.

 

2010-01-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (result_xml_write_cb_t, struct result_xml_state):

	New types.

	(MAX_TAGS): New macro.

	(result_init, result_xml_indent, result_xml_tag_start)

	(result_xml_tag_data, result_xml_tag_end, result_add_error)

	(result_add_pubkey_algo, result_add_hash_algo, result_add_keyid)

	(result_add_fpr, result_add_timestamp, result_add_sig_mode)

	(result_add_value, result_add_string, result_encrypt_to_xml)

	(result_decrypt_to_xml, result_sign_to_xml)

	(result_verify_to_xml, result_import_to_xml)

	(result_genkey_to_xml, result_keylist_to_xml)

	(result_vfs_mount_to_xml): New functions.

	(gt_result): Rewritten.

 

2010-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gt_passwd, cmd_passwd): New.

	(register_commands): Register.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_passwd_start, gpgme_op_passwd): New.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* passwd.c: New.

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Add passwd.c

	* engine.c, engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_passwd): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct

 engine_ops): Add PASSWD.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_passwd): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Register.

	(gpgsm_reset): Reset only if we have a connection.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PK_ECDSA, GPGME_PK_ECDH): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): Add them.

 

2009-12-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Test for TLS, not __GNUC__

 

2009-12-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Calloc, not malloc, the fd_items.
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2009-12-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Test on sgid process.

 

2009-12-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (LTRCCOMPILE): Refactor with ...

	(RCCOMPILE): ... this new macro.

	(SUFFIXES): Add .lo.

	(gpgme_res_ldflag): Removed.

	(gpgme_res): Use libtool object file name here.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Remove gpgme_res_ldflag usage.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Add gpgme_res.

 

	* ath.c (ath_self) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Fix typo.

 

2009-12-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgconf.c (gpgme_conf_arg_release):

 No return in a function

	returning void.  Reported by Wyllys Ingersoll.

 

2009-12-01  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (cmd_getauditlog): Add flag --html.

	(hlp_getauditlog): New.

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (GT_GCC_A_SENTINEL, GT_GCC_A_PRINTF): New.

	(gt_write_status): Use sentinel.

	(argp_error, log_error): Use printf attribute.

	(argp_parse): Remove extra argument to argp_error.

	(_gt_progress_cb, gt_get_engine_info, gt_get_keylist_mode)

	(gt_result): Add NULL arg.

 

2009-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* opassuan.c (opassuan_start): Allocate result structure before

	beginning operation.

 

2009-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (gpgme_server): Use assuan_fd_t and assuan_fdopen

	on fds.

 

2009-11-13    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Handle SIG_CREATED_SEEN.

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_sign): Make sending SENDER optional.
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2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset):

 Instead of last change, only set

	sub protocol if it is not the default.

 

2009-11-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore GPG_ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

	while setting the sub protocol.

 

	* engine-uiserver.c (uiserver_new): Pass fdpassing flag to

	assuan_socket_connect.

	(set_recipients): Replace fingerprint by user id.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Fix non-terminating loop in

	case of a missing key.

 

2009-11-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set default sub protocol.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Implement get sub protocol.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_get_sub_protocol): Add prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_get_sub_protocol.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member sub_protocol.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_sub_protocol): Set CTX->sub_protocol.

	(gpgme_get_sub_protocol): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set sub protocol.

 

	* Makefile.am (uiserver_components): New variable.

	(main_sources):

 Add it.

	* ops.h, key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Take CONVERT argument,

	implement it.  Adjust callers.

	(gpgme_key_from_uid): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_DEFAULT.

	(gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add GPGME_ENCRYPT_PREPARE,

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_EXPECT_SIGN.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol, gpgme_key_from_uid): New functions.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add new functions.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Add UIServer protocol.

	(gpgme_set_sub_protocol): New function.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add UIServer and default protocol.

	* assuan-support.c: Return correct error values, implement

	socketpair for POSIX.

	* priv-io.h, posix-io.c, w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c,
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	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add ATFORK and ATFORKVALUE

	arguments.  Implement it for POSIX.  Adjust all callers.

	* engine.h, engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_set_protocol)

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New prototypes.  Adjust all

	users.

	* engine.c (engine_ops, gpgme_get_engine_info): Add UIServer

	engine.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_protocol,

 _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify): New

	function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt_verify.

	* util.h, posix-util.c,

	w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_uiserver_socket_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Fix _gpgme_io_pipe invocation.

	* gpgme-tool.c: Some support for UIServer protocol.

	* engine-uiserver.c: New file.

 

2009-11-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Close server side FDs.

 

2009-11-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (struct gpgme_tool): New members write_data and

	write_data_hook.

	(gt_write_data): New function.

	(gt_result): Output vfs_mount result.

	(server_write_data): New function.

	(gpgme_server): Initialize write_data members.

 

2009-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-g13.c (struct engine_g13): Remove members RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command, status_handler): Don't use those

 anymore.

	(g13_transact): Remove them from argument list, too.

	* vfs-mount.c (_gpgme_vfs_mount_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Pass it to transact.

 

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Update use of assuan_socket_connect.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Update use of assuan_pipe_connect.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_NOCLOSE): New flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Implement this flag.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.
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	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Set this flag.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Fix use of debug macro.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start, gpgme_op_import_keys_start):

	Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	* vfs-create.c (gpgme_op_vfs_create): Likewise.

	* vfs-mount.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Likewise.

 

2009-11-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h (ath_self): New prototype.  Include <stdint.h>

	* ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c (ath_self): New function.

	* debug.h: Rewrite most macros to beautify debug output.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Remove tagname and tag argument.

	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New prototypes.

	* debug.c: Include <time.h>.  Don't include assuan.h.

	(frame_nr, FRAME_NR): New thread-specific variable and macro.

	(debug_init): Do not initialize assuan. 

 Call _gpgme_debug after

	initialization instead using printf directly.

	(_gpgme_debug): Do not call debug_init (we now ensure proper

	initialization by user).  Add timestamp and thread/process ID.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): Do not take tagname and tag argument.

	(_gpgme_debug_frame_begin, _gpgme_debug_frame_end): New functions.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal, gpgme_check_version):

	Fix debug string.  Do not initialize assuan.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): Use 0 not NULL (nicer debug output).

 

2009-11-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-tool.c (register_commands): Add HELP feature.

 

2009-11-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_PROTOCOL_UISERVER): New.

 

2009-11-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Change g13.c to vfs-mount.c.  Add

	vfs-create.c

	* vfs-create.c: New file.

	* g13.c: Renamed to ...

	* vfs-mount.c: ... this new file.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_vfs_create): New prototype.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_vfs_create.

	*

 gpgme-tool.c (gt_vfs_create, cmd_vfs_create): New functions.

	(register_commands): Add VFS_CREATE and CREAET.

 

2009-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Make TAG argument const const.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_buffer): Likewise.

	* gpgme-tool.c (input_notify, output_notify): Adjust type to new

	assuan interface.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Remove unused variable.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Fix return value.

 

2009-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (noinst_PROGRAMS): New target gpgme-tool.

	(gpgme_tool_LDADD): New variable.

	* gpgme-tool.c: New file.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_clearm _gpgme_signers_clear): New

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF (when

	had that gone missing?).

	(_gpgme_sig_notation_clear): New function without debug output.

	(gpgme_release): Call it and _gpgme_signers_clear.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_clear): New

 function without debug output.

	* g13.c (gpgme_op_vfs_mount): Add debug output.

	* assuan-support.c (my_spawn): Allow fd_child_list to be NULL.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): Fix infinite loop.

	* debug.h: Put tag in front of debug lines, should make for nicer

	output.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_new): Use our new system hooks for libassuan.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_new): Remove redundant assuan context allocation.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Delay debug output

	until after gpgme_check_version was called.
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2009-10-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* signers.c, encrypt-sign.c, encrypt.c, delete.c, keylist.c,

	edit.c, import.c, export.c: Fix last change in debug output.

 

2009-10-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit)

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): Add debug output.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start,

 gpgme_op_encrypt)

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext)

	(gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start, gpgme_op_genkey)

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* getauditlog.c (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start)

	(gpgme_op_getauditlog): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result, gpgme_op_import_start)

	(gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start, gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next, gpgme_op_keylist_end, gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* opassuan.c (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_op_assuan_result)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Likewise.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add, gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start)

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next, gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start,

 gpgme_op_verify)

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

 

2009-10-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct gpgme_io_event_done_data)

	(gpgme_io_event_done_data_t): New types.

	(struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate the err member.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Deprecate (for now).

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): Deprecate.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result): Replace with ...

	(struct _gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Replace with ...

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount): ... this.
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	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext, gpgme_wait_ext)

	(gpgme_op_vfs_mount_result, gpgme_op_vfs_mount): New.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): Remove.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove RESULT_CB and

	RESULT_CB_VALUE args in opassuan_transact member.  Add CANCEL_OP

	member.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_cancel_with_err, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Add

	OP_ERR argument.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext):

 New prototype.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_VFS_MOUNT.

	* engine-g13.c (g13_cancel_op): New function.

	(parse_status): Remove declaration.

	(g13_assuan_simple_command): Do nothing with status lines for now.

	(status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): Add new cancel_op member.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): Add new parameter OP_ERR.

	Handle operational errors.

	(gpgme_cancel, gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): Add debug output.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler)

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Adjust opaque value access.

	* engine-gpg.c (command_handler, status_handler)

	(colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add cancel_op member.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Likewise.

	* g13.c: Rewritten (and will be rewritten again).

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb

	and result_cb_value parameters from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op):

 New prototype.

	* engine.c (engine_ops) [! ENABLE_ASSUAN]: Add missing comma.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): Remove result_cb and

	result_cb_value parameter.

	(_gpgme_engine_cancel_op): New function.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add new argument OP_ERR.

	(struct io_cb_data): New struct to pass opaque data and get a

	op_err return value.  Needed because we can't modify I/O callback

	handler signature because it is exposed to the user.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): Add OP_ERR parameter.  Handle

	operational errors.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Handle operational

	errors.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): New argument to

	retrieve the operational result.  Handle operational errors in

	session based protocols.

	(_gpgme_wait_one_ext): New function.
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	(_gpgme_wait_one): Pass argument in invocation of

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* wait-global.c (struct ctx_list_item): Add member OP_ERR.

	(ctx_done): New argument OP_ERR.

	(ctx_wait): New argument

 OP_ERR.

	(gpgme_wait_ext): New function based on gpgme_wait but handling

	operational errors.

	(gpgme_wait): Implement in term of gpgme_wait_ext.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Pass argument in invocation

	of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Pass argument in

	invocation of _gpgme_wait_on_condition.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct engine_llass): Replace members RESULT_CB

	and RESULT_CB_VALUE by LAST_OP_ERR.

	(_gpgme_engine_assuan_last_op_err): Add this hack function.

	(llass_cancel_op): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_llass_ops): Add cancel_op member.

	(llass_status_handler): Update opaque value access.

	(llass_transact): Remove RESULT_CB and RESULT_CB_VALUE arguments.

	* opassuan.c: Move compat hacks to the end of file.

	(opassuan_start): Do not set OPD->result.err.

	Do not pass RESULT_Cb and CTX to _gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_ext): New function.

 

	* debug.h (DEBUG_GLOBAL): New debug level.

	* conversion.c (gnupg_errors,

 _gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Removed.

	* data-user.c (gpgme_data_new_from_cbs): Add debug output.

	* data-fd.c (gpgme_data_new_from_fd): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (gpgme_data_new_from_stream): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result, gpgme_op_decrypt_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start, gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start)

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Fix debug message.

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_new): Improve debug output.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Use atoi instead of

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

2009-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Remove @NETLIBS@ from LIBADDs.

	(g13_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add $(g13_components).

	* g13.c, engine-g13.c: New files.
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	* engine.c (engine_ops): Check for assuan for assuan engine, add

	g13 engine.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_g13_path,

 _gpgme_encode_percent_string): New

	prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_encode_percent_string): New function.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(struct _gpgme_op_g13_result, gpgme_g13_result_t): New types.

	(gpgme_op_g13_mount): New function.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_op_g13_mount.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Allow GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_G13.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_g13_path): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_g13): New declaration.

 

2009-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (netlibs): Remove.

	(assuan_cflags, assuan_libs): Add.

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_cppflags, assuan_libobjs): Removed.

	(gpgsm_components): Move engine-assuan.c to ...

	(assuan_components): ... this new variable.

	(main_sources): Add this new variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Remove $(assuan_cppflags).

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @LIBASSUAN_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES): Remove $(assuan_libobjs).

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD)

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD))

	(libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD): Replace $(assuan_libobjs) by

	@LIBASSUAN_LIBS@.

	* priv-io.h [!HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Declare _gpgme_io_recvmsg,

	_gpgme_io_sendmsg, _gpgme_io_waitpid.

	* engine-backend.h: Define with [ENABLE_ASSUAN] instead

	of [ENABLE_GPGSM].

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid): Make non-static.

	* util.h (ENABLE_ASSUAN): Declare _gpgme_assuan_system_hooks,

	_gpgme_assuan_malloc_hooks, _gpgme_assuan_log_cb.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Don't map assuan error codes.  Use

	assuan_release instead of assuan_disconnect.

	(map_assuan_error): Remove function.

	(gpgsm_new): Use new assuan context interface.

	* engine-assuan.c: Use assuan_release instead of

	assuan_disconnect.
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	(llass_new): Use new assuan context

 interface.

 

2009-10-07    <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* priv-io.h [W32]: Include windows.h instead of sys/socket.h.

 

2009-08-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Allow for no fingerprint.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Hook up the status func for the

	SIGNER command.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_STATUS_INV_SGNR, GPGME_STATUS_NO_SGNR): New.

	* sign.c (op_data_t): Add fields IGNORE_INV_RECP and INV_SGNR_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): Factor code out to ...

	(sign_init_result): .. new.  Init new fields.

	(sign_start): Use sign_init_result.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Take care of the new INV_SGNR.

	Return an error if no signature has been created.

 

2009-07-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add fields

	input_helper_data and input_helper_memory.

	(close_notify_handler): Release these new fields.

	(gpgsm_import): Implement the keyarray feature.

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Actually return GPG_ERR_INV_VALUE.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Return an error for unknown data

	encodings.

 

2009-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: Everywhere, use %p instead of 0x%x to print pointer.

	[HAVE_STDINT_H]: Include <stdint.h>.

	(_TRACE, TRACE, TRACE0, TRACE1, TRACE2, TRACE3, TRACE6): Cast tag

	to (uintptr_t) before casting it to (void*) to silence GCC

	warning.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (_GPGME_DEPRECATED_OUTSIDE_GPGME): New macro.

	* sign.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

	* keylist.c (_GPGME_IN_GPGME): Define it.

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin, _gpgme_debug_add): Handle error in

	vasprintf and asprintf.
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	* priv-io.h: Include <sys/socket.h>.  Declare _gpgme_io_connect.

 

2009-06-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Revert last change, it's

	back! (GPA still uses it...).

 

	* gpgme.def: Fix stupid typo.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Add missing declaration.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME): Remove obsolete macro.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Allocate

 reader/writer thread right

	away.

	(_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_select)

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Never allocate threads here.

	(find_writer, find_reader): Check return value of thread creation

	function.

 

	* context.h (CTX_OP_DATA_MAGIC): New macro.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New member MAGIC.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize magic.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref, gpgme_result_ref): Check magic.

 

2009-06-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_unref): Hot fix to release a lock.

 

	* gpgme.c (result_ref_lock): New global variable.

	(gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): use it.

 

2009-06-16  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c: Include stdlib.h.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_data_encoding_t): Add GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL,

	GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URLESC, GPGME_DATA_ENCODING_URL0.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_encoding): Adjust for new values.

	* engine-gpg.c (string_from_data): New.

	(gpg_import): Implement --fetch-key feature.

 

	* gpgme.h.in

 (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_keys_start, gpgme_op_export_keys): New.

	(export_keys_start): New.
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	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_export_mode_t, GPGME_EXPORT_MODE_EXTERN): New.

	(gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export, gpgme_op_export_ext_start)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Change arg RESERVED to MODE of new

	compatible type.

	* export.c (gpgme_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export)

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start, gpgme_op_export_ext): Ditto.

	(export_start): Ditto.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export): Ditto.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext): Ditto.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Ditto.  Implement

	mode EXTERN.

	(gpg_export, gpg_export_ext): Factor common code out to ..

	(export_common): .. this.

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_op_import_keys_start, gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers: Add them.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_keys_start,

 gpgme_op_import_keys): New.

	(_gpgme_op_import_keys_start): New.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_import): Add arg KEYARRAY.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Ditto.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_import): Ditto.  Not functional.

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_import): Ditto.  Implement it.

 

2009-06-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): Add

	prototypes.

	* gpgme.def, libgpgme.vers (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref):

	Add these.

	* context.h (struct ctx_op_data): Add member "references".

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_result_ref, gpgme_result_unref): New functions.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Use gpgme_result_unref.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Initialize references.

 

2009-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-w32spawn.c (translate_get_from_file): Parse optional spawn

	flags.  Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Fix segv on file w/o LF.

	(translate_handles): Add new arg R_FLAGS.  Avoid possible segv.

	(main): Pass flags for my_spawn.

	(my_spawn):

 Add arg FLAGS and implement AllowSetForegroundWindow.

 

	* priv-io.h (IOSPAWN_FLAG_ALLOW_SET_FG): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg FLAGS and implement it.
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	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add dummy arg FLAGS.

	* engine-gpg.c (start): Call spawn with new flag.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Rename to

	_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window.  Change all callers.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foreground_window): Ditto.

 

2009-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): Add trace support.

 

2009-06-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_io_event): Test for cmd.fd.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version_internal): Make result const.

 

	* gpgme.c: Include priv-io.h.

	(gpgme_io_read, gpgme_io_write): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add them.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

 

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Remove gpgme.h.

	(include_HEADERS):

 Rename to nodist_include_HEADERS so that a

	VPATH build won't use the distributed one.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_NOT_OPERATIONAL): Define.

 

2009-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_check_version_internal): New prototype.

	(gpgme_check_version): New macro, overriding function of the same

	name.

	* libgpgme.vers, gpgme.def: Add gpgme_check_version_internal.o

	* context.h (_gpgme_selftest): New variable declaration.

	* version.c: Include "context.h".

	(gpgme_check_version): Set _gpgme_selftest on success.

	(gpgme_check_version_internal): New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_selftest): Define it.

	(gpgme_new): Check the selftest result.

 

2009-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): Add

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO.
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	* engine-gpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Pass --no-encrypt-to to gpg if

	GPGME_ENCRYPT_NO_ENCRYPT_TO flag is set.

 

2009-05-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_status_code_t):

 Explicitly initialize for

	better maintainability and to help debugging.

 

2009-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h.in: Add compile time check for _FILE_OFFSET_BITS.

 

2009-04-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New functions.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_connect): Fix stupid error.

 

2009-04-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (giochannel_table): New members used, fd, socket.

	(find_channel): Drop CREATE argument.

	(new_dummy_channel_from_fd, new_channel_from_fd)

	(new_channel_from_socket): New functions.

	(_gpgm_io_fd2str): Implement for sockets.

	(_gpgme_io_write, _gpgme_io_read): Translate EAGAIN errors

	correctly.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix for new channel bookkeeping.

	(_gpgme_io_close, _gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-io.c (MAX_READERS, MAX_WRITERS): Bump up to 40.

	(wsa2errno, _gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp

 (_gpgme_io_socket, _gpgme_io_connect): New stubs.

	* version.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Include "windows.h.

	(do_subsystem_inits) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Call WSAStartup.

	* engine-assuan.c (llass_status_handler): Ignore EAGAIN errors.

 

2009-03-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EPHEMERAL): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send new option.

 

2009-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Make sure locale is set to C.

 

2009-02-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_op_assuan_result): New.

	(gpgme_assuan_result_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx)

	(gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t, gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_t):Remove.

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t): Changed.

	* opassuan.c (op_data_t): Make use of a result structure.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_result): Change return type.

	(opassuan_start): Use result structure.

	(result_cb): Ditto.

	* engine-assuan.c (struct _gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx):

 Remove.

	(inquire_cb_sendfnc): Remove.

	(inquire_cb): Change for new callback scheme.  Not yet finished.

	(llass_status_handler): Allow sending a CANCEL from the inquire CB.

 

2009-02-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	match prototype.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

 

2009-02-03  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h.in (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add fields IS_CARDKEY and

	CARD_NUMBER..

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Release field CARD_NUMBER.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Factor common code out to ...

	(parse_sec_field15): New.  Set card number.

 

2009-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* opassuan.c, dirinfo.c, engine-assuan.c: New.

	* Makefile.am:  Add them.

	* engine-backend.h: Add _gpgme_engine_ops_assuan.

	(struct engine_ops): Add field OPASSUAN_TRANSACT.  Update all

	engine intializers.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): Add engine-assuan.c.

	* gpgme.h.in (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_ASSUAN.

	(gpgme_assuan_data_cb_t,

 gpgme_assuan_sendfnc_ctx_t)

	(gpgme_assuan_inquire_cb_t, gpgme_assuan_status_cb_t): New.

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start, gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Ditto.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Support it.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Ditto.

	(engine_ops): Register it.
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	(_gpgme_engine_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* libgpgme.vers (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_op_assuan_transact_start)

	(gpgme_op_assuan_transact): New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add GET_HOME_DIR and

	initialize to NULL for all engines.

	* engine.c (engine_get_home_dir): New.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use it.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use it.

	* engine.h (engine_assuan_result_cb_t): New.

	* context.h (ctx_op_data_id_t): Add OPDATA_ASSUAN.

 

	* util.h (GPG_ERR_UNFINISHED): Define if not yet defined.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Protect trace arg against NULL.

 

2009-01-19  Werner

 Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c: Rename to engine-gpg.c

	* Makefile.am (main_sources): Ditto.

 

2008-12-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Use $(builddir) to find gpgme.h.

 

2008-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Always initialize I/O

	subsystem.  Fixes regression from 2007-08-02.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use

	_gpgme_map_gnupg_error to parse the error code for decrypt.algorithm.

 

2008-10-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove unused

	variable IDX.

	* wait-global.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Pass error value directly.

	* wait-user.c: Include ops.h to silence gcc warning.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Make ARGV argument const to

	silence gcc warning.  Cast argument to execv to silence warning.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise for
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 prototype.

 

2008-10-24  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Escape backslashes too.

 

2008-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_preprocess): Convert percent escaped

	string to C coded string.

 

2008-10-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add gpgme.h.in.

 

	* gpgme.h: Rename to gpgme.h.in.

	* gpgme.h.in (GPGME_VERSION): Use autoconf substitution.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include sys/uio.h.  Fixes bug #818.

 

2008-10-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): Don't define.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path)

	(_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): Do not check for fooProgram in the

	registry anymore.  It is now no longer possible to overwrite the

	default location in that way.

 

2008-10-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Use "%d" and not "%ld" to work

	around a bug in mingw32.

 

2008-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	*

 gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_clear): Clear CTX->sig_notations.

	Submitted by "Daniel Mueller" <daniel@danm.de>

 

2008-09-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Don't use errno with ttyname_r.

 

2008-08-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Remove cmd fd before status fd.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_cancel_with_err): New function.

	(gpgme_cancel): Reimplement in terms of _gpgme_cancel_with_err.
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	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Use

	_gpgme_cancel_with_err.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb, gpgme_wait): Likewise.

 

2008-08-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Remove I/O callback on error, too.

 

2008-06-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel_async): Remove unused variable.

 

2008-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_cancel_async.

	* gpgme.def: Likewise.

 

	* context.h:

 Include "sema.h".

	(struct gpgme_context): New members lock and canceled.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize lock.

	(gpgme_release): Destroy lock.

	(gpgme_cancel_async): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Reset the canceled flag.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Check cancel flag before processing

	any I/O callbacks.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

 

2008-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_mkstemp): Replace sprint by stpcpy.

	(mkstemp): Need to use GetSystemTimeAsFileTime for better

	compatibility.

 

2008-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-w32spawn.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libexec_PROGRAMS) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New variable

	with gpgme-w32spawn.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Use server translated handles.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): Return early if locale value is NULL.

	* util.h (_gpgme_mkstemp)

	(_gpgme_get_w32spawn_path) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: New function

	prototypes.

	*
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 w32-util.c: Include <stdint.h>, <sys/stat.h> and <unistd.h>.

	(letters, mkstemp, _gpgme_mkstemp, _gpgme_get_w32spawn_path): New

	functions.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_decrypt, gpg_encrypt, gpg_encrypt_sign)

	(gpg_genkey, gpg_import, gpg_verify, gpg_sign): Pass data over

	special filename FD rather than stdin.

	(struct arg_and_data_s): Add member ARG_LOCP.

	(struct fd_data_map_s): Add member ARG_LOC.

	(struct engine_gpg): Add member ARG_LOC to status and colon.

	(_add_arg, add_arg_with_locp): New function.

	(add_arg_ext): Reimplement in terms of _add_arg.

	(gpg_new): Remember argument location for status FD.

	(build_argv): Set argument location if requested.  Also set

	argument location of fd_data_map for data items.

	(start): Adjust caller of _gpgme_io_spawn.

	* priv-io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Add members peer_name and

	arg_loc.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove parent fd list argument.

	* posix-io.c (get_max_fds): New function.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Add tracing.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn):

 Remove parent fd list.  Change meaning of child

	fd list to contain all child fds that should be inherited.  Close

	all other file descriptors after fork.

	* w32-io.c, w32-glib-io.c, w32-qt-io.c(_gpgme_io_spawn): Remove

	parent fd list.  Change meaning of child fd list to contain all

	child fds that should be inherited.  Do not inherit any file

	descriptors, but DuplicateHandle them.  Spawn process through

	wrapper process.  Provide wrapper process with a temporary file

	containing handle translation data.  Return translated handle

	names.

	* w32-io.c (reader): Add more tracing output.

	(_gpgme_io_read): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_io_spawn.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

 

2008-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Change ARGV initialization for

	compatibility with old compilers.  Fix amount of memmove.  Fix

	CR removal.

 

2008-06-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_CONF_PATHNAME):

 Replace by GPGME_CONF_FILENAME,

	change all callers and provide compatibility macro.
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	(gpgme_conf_type_t): Add complex types 34..37.

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option, arg_to_data)

	(_gpgme_conf_arg_new, _gpgme_conf_arg_release): Add new types.

 

2008-06-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_parse_option): Fix comma detection.

 

2008-05-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Do not pass empty lines to the

	callback.

 

2008-05-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_write): Change argv[0] to a

	self-explaining string.  Needs a proper fix, though.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist, gpg_keylist_ext): Factor common code out

	to ..

	(gpg_build_keylist_options): .. new. Allow combination of extern

	and intern mode.

	(gpg_new): DFT_TTYNAME is an array, thus check the first character.

 

2008-05-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (extract_version_string): New.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Use it to allow for suffixes in the

	version line.

 

2008-04-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fixed segv.  Avoid memmove for

	each line.

 

2008-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New versions from Frank

	Osterfeld, implement blocking select.

 

2008-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write): Retry on EINTR.

 

2008-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Terminate UID in case SRC is NULL.
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	Reported by Marc Mutz.

 

2008-03-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release OPD->result.recipients.

	* encrypt.c (release_op_data): Release invalid_recipient.

 

2008-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_read): Fix end-of-line handline.

 

2008-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Add arg R_PID to return the pid.

	* posix-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_spawn): Adjust prototyp and change all callers.

	* rungpg.c (start): Call _gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window.

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_allow_set_foregound_window): New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (default_inq_cb): New.

	(gpgsm_new) [W32]: Enable pinentry notifications.

	(status_handler): Handle inquiries.

 

2008-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version by Frank Osterfeld, fixes race

	condition.

 

2008-01-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): Rename to ...

	(map_data_enc): ... this.  Also change all callers.

	(gpgsm_encrypt, gpgsm_export, gpgsm_export_ext, gpgsm_genkey)

	(gpgsm_sign): Set encoding for output.

 

2008-01-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Skip duplicated keys.  Fixes bug 876.

 

2008-01-14

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb): Fix program_name

	field.
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2008-01-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* engine-gpgconf.c (gpgconf_config_load_cb2): Handle the flag

	NO_ARG_DESC.

 

2008-01-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgconf_components): New variable.

	(main_sources): Add gpgconf.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): New protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	(gpgme_conf_level_t, gpgme_conf_type_t, gpgme_conf_arg_t)

	(gpgme_conf_opt_t, gpgme_conf_comp_t, gpgme_conf_arg_new)

	(gpgme_conf_arg_release, gpgme_conf_opt_change)

	(gpgme_conf_release, gpgme_op_conf_load, gpgme_op_conf_save): New

	types.

	* gpgconf.c, engine-gpgconf.c: New files.

	* engine.h: (_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New prototypes.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Ignore not implemented locale

	function.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New

 function.

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* rungpg.c:

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add stubs for conf_load and conf_save.

	* gpgme.def: Add new gpgconf related interfaces.

	* libgpgme.vers: Likewise.

	* util.h (_gpgme_get_gpgconf_path): New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

	* engine-backend.h (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf): New prototype.

	(struct engine_ops): Add members for conf_load and conf_save.

	* engine.c (engine_ops): Add _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgconf.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_load,

	(_gpgme_engine_op_conf_save): New functions.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Allow protocol GPGME_PROTOCOL_GPGCONF.

 

2007-11-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Search

	for installation directory.  Remove old fallback default.

	(find_program_in_inst_dir): New function.

 

2007-11-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Add field INLINE_DATA and

	always reset it before calling start.

	(gpgsm_new): Clear it.

	(status_handler): Implement it.

	(gpgsm_getauditlog) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Use INLINE_DATA.

 

2007-11-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Implement a no-reset flag.

	* getauditlog.c (getauditlog_start): Use that flag.

 

2007-11-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_recp): Add new reason code 11.

 

2007-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_getauditlog_start, gpgme_op_getauditlog): New.

	* libgpgme.vers: Ditto.

	* gpgme.def: Ditto.

	* getauditlog.c: New.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add member GETAUDITLOG.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_getauditlog): New.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Insert new function.

	(gpgsm_new): Try to enable audit log support.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Insert dummy entry.

 

2007-11-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New version from Frank Osterfeld and Marc

	Mutz.

 

2007-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank

	Osterfeld.
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2007-10-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc,

	w32-qt-io.cpp: New versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.moc: New versions.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Print actual_fd if available.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Only acquire a reference, do not actually dup.

	Submitted by Frank Osterfeld.

 

	* priv-io.h, engine-gpgsm.c: Add comments.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_select): Remove code handling frozen FDs.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close):

 Always dereference the channel,

	even if not primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Acquire a reference.  Replace unused

	implementation by assertion.

 

2007-09-28  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): Add SERVER_FD_STR.

	(gpgsm_new): Set it.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Use it.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Add a new primary flag.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Close channel only if primary.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Put newfd into the table as shallow copy.

 

	* priv-io.h (struct io_select_fd_s): Remove member FROZEN.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Ditto.

	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_io_event): Add tracing.

	(start): Use gpg_io_event for sending the start event.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_io_event): Add tracing.

	(start): Use gpgsm_io_event for sending the start event.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_run_io_cb): Add tracing.

 

2007-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.cpp, kdpipeiodevice.cpp: New
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	versions from Frank Osterfeld.

 

2007-09-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn),

	w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn), w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Close

	the process handle, return 0.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_protocol_t): Add GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol_name): Implement support for

	GPGME_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Fix last change.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), w32-qt-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe),

	w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe), posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Fix debug

	output.

 

2007-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c, keylist.c: Include <sys/types.h>.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	* kdpipeiodevice.cpp: Use namespace _gpgme_.

	[Q_OS_WIN32 && NOMINMAX]: Do not define NOMINMAX again.

	* w32-qt-io.cpp: Change namespace of KDPipeIODevice to

	_gpgme_::KDPipeIODevice.

 

2007-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_new): Make robust against undefined ttyname or

	ttytype.

 

2007-09-14  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Fix tracing bug.

 

2007-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Call gpgme_sig_notation_clear.

 

2007-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Handle return value of _gpgme_getenv (fixes

	small memory leak).

 

2007-09-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): Move

	moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp to EXTRA_DIST, as this is only included by

	another file (it's more like a header file than a cpp file, but

	automake doesn't know that).

 

	* w32-qt-io.cpp (_gpgme_io_spawn): Fix several cast errors and typos.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Use TRACE_SYSRES instead of TRACE_SYS.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): Add QT4_CORE_LIBS, not QT4_CORE_LIB.

 

	* kdpipeiodevice.h, kdpipeiodevice.cpp, moc_kdpipeiodevice.cpp,

	kdpipeiodevice.moc, w32-qt-io.c:

 New files.

	* Makefile.am (ltlib_gpgme_extra): Rename to ltlib_gpgme_glib.

	(ltlib_gpgme_qt): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_qt).

	(libgpgme_qt_la_SOURCES): New variable.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_INCLUDES@

	(AM_CFLAGS): Add @QT4_CORE_CFLAGS@.

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_qt_la_DEPENDENCIES)

	(libgpgme_qt_la_LIBADD): New variables.

 

	* sema.h (struct critsect_s): Rename "private" to "priv" to make

	C++ users happy.  Change users.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter, _gpgme_sema_cs_leave)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_enter)

	(_gpgme_sema_cs_leave, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (gpgme_get_giochannel): Change return type to

	void*.

	(gpgme_get_fdptr): New function.

	* w32-io.c (gpgme_get_fdptr): New function

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_get_fdptr.

 

2007-08-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_write): Return early if COUNT is zero.

	(writer): Remove superfluous

 check.

 

2007-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Move include of gpg-error.h out of extern "C".

 

2007-08-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Add member CHAIN_MODEL.

	* verify.c (parse_trust): Set Chain_MODEL.
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2007-08-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use DETACHED_PROCESS flag.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Map ERROR_NO_DATA to EPIPE.

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug): Enable assuan logging.

	(_gpgme_debug_subsystem_init): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Disable assuan logging and

	initialize the debug system.

	(gpgme_check_version): Do not trace before the subsystems are

	initialized.

 

2007-07-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c: Include <errno.h> and "debug.h".

	(_gpgme_debug): Save and restore ERRNO.

	(TOHEX): New macro.

	(_gpgme_debug_buffer): New function.

	* conversion.c, data-compat.c, data-mem.c, data.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	gpgme.c,

 keylist.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, sign.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait.c: Replace DEBUG macros by TRACE_* variants.  In

	most of these files, add many more tracepoints.

 

2007-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not send BYE here.

 

	* w32-io.c (struct reader_context_s, struct writer_context_s): New

	members REFCOUNT.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Initialize C->refcount to 1.

	(destroy_reader, destroy_writer): Only destroy if C->refcount

	drops to 0.

	(find_reader, find_writer, kill_reader, kill_writer): Beautify.

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Reverting to version 2007-07-10.

 

2007-07-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_read, user_write, user_seek): Set errno and

	return -1 instead returning the error code directly.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_seek):

 Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_sig_notation_add): Return error properly.
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	* Revert the "close_notify_handler" returns int stuff.  Always

	close in the _gpgme_io_close implementations.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Try to terminate the connection

	in case of error.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Return C->error_code in ERRNO.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler.

	(_gpgme_close_notify_handler): New type.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove prototype.

	* posix-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Change

	type of HANDLER to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-io.c (notify_table, _gpgme_io_set_close_notify,

	_gpgme_io_close): Change type of HANDLER to

	_gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	(_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	* w32-glib-io.c

 (_gpgme_io_dup): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify, notify_table): Change type of HANDLER

	to _gpgme_close_notify_handler_t.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do not close the FD if handler returns 0.

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to int,

	return 1.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Change return type to

	int, return 0 for status FD and 1 for all other FDs.

	(start): Do not duplicate the status FD.

 

2007-07-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Replace implicit rule by suffix rule.  Add

	SUFFIXES for that.

 

2007-07-12  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits) [W32]: Make sure that the socket

	system has been started.

 

2007-07-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_dup): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_dup): Likewise.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Use _gpgme_dup() instead of dup().

 

2007-07-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Enable the bunch of the file.

	* funopen.c (funopen): Rename to _gpgme_funopen.

 

2007-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Fix error handling for ttyname_r.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	Submitted by Stephen Tether.

 

2007-02-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (op_data_t): New element PLAINTEXT_SEEN.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return an error if more than one

	plaintext has been seen.

	(parse_error): New arg SET_STATUS. Also detect it based on an

	ERROR status (gpg > 1.4.6).

 

2007-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Fixed stupid quoting bug.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Ditto.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Avoid dangling pointer after free.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: New options --get-gpg and --get-gpgsm.

 

2007-01-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (_gpgme_data_get_fd): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_data_get_fd_cb):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_data_cbs): New member get_fd.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_get_fd): New function.

	* data-fd.c (fd_get_fd): New function.

	(fd_cbs): Add fd_get_fd.

	* data-stream.c (stream_get_fd): New function.

	(stream_cbs): Add stream_get_fd.

	* data-mem.c (mem_cbs): Add NULL for get_fd callback.

	* data-user.c (user_cbs): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Try to

	short-cut by passing the data descriptor directly.

 

2007-01-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote all command line arguments.

	* w32-glib-io.c (build_commandline): Likewise.

 

2007-01-10  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return a dummy name.

 

2007-01-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Do assuan init only if building

	with Assuan.

	* setenv.c: Include assuan-def.h only if building with Assuan

	support.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set LC_MESSAGES only if

	if

 defined.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_locale): Ditto.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_locale): Ditto.

 

2006-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Shut down the engine when

	switching protocols.

	(gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): Likewise for engine info.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_reset): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member RESET.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add NULL for reset function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm)

	[USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add gpgsm_reset for reset.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm) [!USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: Add NULL for

	reset function.

	(gpgsm_reset) [USE_DESCRIPTOR_PASSING]: New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Try to use the engine's reset

	function if available.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Move code to dup status_fd to ...

	(start): ... here.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_recvmsg, _gpgme_io_sendmsg): New functions.

 

	*

 engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Remove arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages from prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_locale): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Call _gpgme_engine_set_locale.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add new member SET_LOCALE.
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	Remove arguments lc_messages and lc_ctype from member NEW.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): New members lc_ctype_set

	and lc_messages_set.

	(gpgsm_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype

	arguments.

	(gpgsm_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_set_locale.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Add new members lc_messages and

	lc_ctype.

	(gpg_release): Release lc_messages and lc_ctype if set.

	(gpg_new): Remove lc_messages and lc_ctype arguments.

	(gpg_set_locale): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_set_locale.

	(add_arg): Implement in terms of:

	(add_arg_ext): New function.

	(start): Set lc-messages and lc-ctype arguments here.

 

2006-12-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Move members

	input_fd_server, output_fd_server, message_fd_server to ...

	(iocb_data): ... here (as server_fd).

	(close_notify_handler): Reset tags as well.

	(gpgsm_new): Implement support for descriptor

	passing.

	(fd_type_t): New type.

	(gpgsm_clear_fd): New function.  Use it instead of _gpgsm_io_close

	for unused communication channels.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Rewritten to support descriptor passing.  All

	relevant callers adjusted as well (previously of _gpgme_io_close).

 

2006-12-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Include "assuan.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Call assuan_set_assuan_err_source.

 

2006-12-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Rename to main_sources.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	libgpgme_glib_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add

	$(main_sources).

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pthread_la_DEPENDENCIES,

 libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Remove
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	libgpgme-real.la.

	(noinst_LTLIBRARIES): Removed.

	(libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS, libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): Removed.

	(AM_CFLAGS): New variable.

 

2006-11-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Replace AssuanError with gpg_error_t and

	ASSUAN_CONTEXT with assuan_context_t.

 

2006-11-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Check return value of

	assuan_pipe_connect.

 

	* rungpg.c: Include <unistd.h>.

	(gpg_new): Support --display, --ttyname, --ttytype, --lc-ctype and

	--lc-messages.  Fixes issue 734.

 

2006-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Return error if OPD is

	NULL.

 

2006-10-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Unlock CTX_LIST_LOCK while calling

	_gpgme_engine_io_event().

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error if OPD is NULL.

 

2006-09-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_data_release_and_get_mem): Release the data

	object properly.

 

2006-09-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Move debug output after

	initialising KEY.

 

2006-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options): Add NETLIBS.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_pthread_la_LIBADD,

	libgpgme_pth_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD): Add NETLIBS.
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	* rungpg.c (read_status): Fix comparison disguising as an

	assignment.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_locale): Remove conditional on

	HAVE_W32_SYSTEM, and just check for LC_MESSAGES.

 

2006-07-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Strip potential carriage return.

	* genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Skip potential carriage return.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Strip potential carriage

	return.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_file_name): Allow to clear the file name

	by passing NULL.

 

2006-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Also clone the engine info.

 

2006-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (cflags_pth): Revert accidental removal of

	pthread support with last change.

 

2006-02-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (O_BINARY) [!O_BINARY]: New macro.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe): Open pipes in binary mode.

 

2006-02-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_engine_check_version): Reimplemented to allow

	checking the version correctly even after changing the engine

	information.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_colon_line): Invoke colon preprocess handler if

	it is set.

	(colon_preprocessor_t): New type.

	(struct engine_gpg): New member colon.preprocess_fnc.

	(gpg_keylist_preprocess): New function.

	* keylist.c

 (keylist_colon_handler): Allow short key IDs.

 

2006-02-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* w32-io.c (create_writer): Make C->have_data a manually reset

	event.

	(writer): Move code from end of if block to beginning, so it

	is also run the first time.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Move assert check after error check.  Reset

	the is_empty event, and also do it eagerly.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Unconditionally wait for the is_empty event.

 

2006-01-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_conf_int): New.

	* w32-io.c (get_desired_thread_priority): New.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Use it here.

 

2006-01-04  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* debug.h (_gpgme_debug_srcname): New. Use it with the debug macros.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_nonblocking): Add debug

	statements. Disable error return for failed nonblocking call.

 

2006-01-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Only close fd if there

 is no

	channel for it.

 

2005-12-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (find_channel): Set channel to unbuffered.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Fix debug output.

 

2005-12-23  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): Append field PKA_ADDRESS.

	* verify.c (release_op_data, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set

	this field.

 

2005-12-20  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Added GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_BAD

	and GPGME_STATUS_PKA_TRUST_GOOD.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New field pka_trust.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Set pka_trust.

 

2005-12-06  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>
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	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store fingerprints of the

	subkeys.  Reset the secret flag of subkeys for stub secret keys.

	(NR_FIELDS): Bumped up to 16

 

2005-11-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Use new_file_name in

	engine_get_version invocation.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2005-11-24

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Remove debug printf.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Include glib.h before windows to avoid a symbol

	shadowing warning.

	(find_channel): Better use g_io_channel_win32_new_fd instead of

	the autodetection function g_io_channel_unix_new.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Rewritten.  It is now a fully working select

	implementation.

 

2005-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): New function.

	* rungpg.c: Use this new function.

	* w32-glib-io.c (_gpgme_io_fd2str): Rewrote the file handle code

	again.  Two's company, three's the musketeers.

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: Rewrote the file handle code.  We don't create

	system fds for every handle (doesn't work for inherited handles),

	but we create pseudo fds in a private namespace that designate a

	handle and potentially

 a giochannel.

 

2005-11-18  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* versioninfo.rc.in: Set file version to LT-version + Svn-revision.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-glib-io.c: New file.

	* gpgme.def (gpgme_get_giochannel): Add symbol.

	* Makefile.am (system_components) [HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM]: Remove
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	w32-io.c.

	(ltlib_gpgme_extra): New variable.

	(lib_LTLIBRARIES): Add $(ltlib_gpgme_extra).

	(system_components_not_extra): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES, libgpgme_pthread_la_SOURCES,

	(libgpgme_pth_la_SOURCES): Add $(system_components_not_extra).

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LDFLAGS, libgpgme_glib_la_DEPENDENCIES,

	(libgpgme_glib_la_LIBADD, libgpgme_glib_la_CFLAGS)

	[BUILD_W32_GLIB]: New variables.

	* gpgme-config.in (glib): New option.

	* gpgme.m4 (AM_PATH_GPGME_GLIB): New macro.

 

2005-11-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* priv-io.h (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_waitpid, _gpgme_io_kill): Removed.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill):

 Removed.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Declare static.

 

2005-10-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Don't minimize window, hide it.

 

2005-10-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* Makefile.am: Fixed cut+paste problem

 

2005-10-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am: Build versioninfo.lo, not versioninfo.o.  Also, fix

	the whole mess.

 

2005-10-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Don't add a key argument if in card edit

	mode.

 

2005-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (gpgme.dll gpgme.dll.a): Use $(srcdir) for

	gpgme.def.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_free): New prototype.

	* data-mem.c (gpgme_free): New function.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_free.

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_free.
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2005-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Add new argument BINARY

	to prototype.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Likewise for invocation.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string):

 Likewise to

	declaration.  If set, do not replace '\0' characters with a

	printable string.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): New field notations.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_notation): New prototype.

	* sig-notation.c (_gpgme_parse_notation): New function.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Free all signature notations.

	* keylist.c (op_data_t): New member tmp_keysig.

	(finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_keysig.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Remove check.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Support listing signature notations.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2005-10-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Add prototype.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change return type of

	get_file_name() to const char * to silence gcc warning.

	* engine.c (engine_get_file_name): Change return type to const

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Use transitional variable to go from

	const char * to char * to silence gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct engine_gpgsm): Change type of LINE to

	char * to silence gcc warning.

	(gpgsm_new): Make ARGV a pointer to const char.

	(status_handler): Change type of SRC, END, DST, ALINE and NEWLINE

	to char * to silence gcc warning.

 

	* gpgme.def: Add gpgme_data_set_file_name,

	gpgme_data_get_file_name, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* libgpgme.vers: Add gpgme_sig_notation_clear,

	gpgme_sig_notation_add and gpgme_sig_notation_get.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add sig-notation.c.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New field sig_notations.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New member value_len and

	critical.

	(GPGME_SIG_NOTATION_CRITICAL): New symbol.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_flags_t): New type.

	(gpgme_sig_notation_add, gpgme_sig_notation_clear,
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	gpgme_sig_notation_get): New prototypes.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_sig_notation_create, _gpgme_sig_notation_free):

	New prototypes.

	*

 sig-notation.c (_gpgme_sig_notation_free): New file.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Use support functions.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_sig_notations): New function.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign, gpg_sign): Call it.

 

2005-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data): New member file_name.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_set_filename): New function.

	(_gpgme_data_release): Free DH->filename if necessary.

	(gpgme_data_get_filename): New function.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Set filename option.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_sign): Likewise.

	* libgpgme.vers (GPGME_1.1): Add gpgme_data_set_file_name and

	gpgme_data_get_file_name.

 

	* decrpyt.c, verify.c, gpgme.h: Replace plaintext_filename with

	file_name.

 

2005-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): Add field is_qualified.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_subkey_capability, set_mainkey_capability): Set

	field is_qualified.

 

2005-09-23

  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Removed use of environment variable

	again.

	(create_reader, create_writer): Set thread priority higher.

 

2005-09-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): New environment variable to change

	the size of the pipe buffer.

 

2005-09-13  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* ath.c: Changes to make it work under W32.
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2005-09-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Set to ath.h and ath.c.

	(ath_pth_src, ath_pthread_src): Removed.

	(w32_o_files): Replace ath-compat.o with ath.o.

	(libgpgme_pth_la_CFLAGS): New variable.

	* ath-compat.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c: Removed.

	* ath.h (ath_pthread_available, ath_pth_available): Removed.

	(ath_init) [!_ATH_EXT_SYM_PREFIX]: Do not define macro.

	(struct ath_ops, ath_init) [_ATH_COMPAT]: Removed.

	(_ATH_COMPAT): Macro removed.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_subsystem_init): Do not call

	_gpgme_ath_init.

 

2005-09-12

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (release_op_data): Do not free opd->tmp_uid.

 

2005-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Quote argv[0].

 

2005-08-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Use _gpgme_io_write instead of write.

 

	* edit.c (command_handler): Do not depend on PROCESSED being

	available.

 

	* engine.h (engine_command_handler_t): Add new argument processed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Rename

	prototype to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal):

	Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this one.

	* edit.c (command_handler): Add new argument processed.  Remove

	local variable with the same name.  Always return processed as

	true.

	* rungpg.c (command_handler): Send a newline character if the

	handler did not.

 

2005-08-26  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Updated from code used by

	GnuPG.  This allows for expanding strings and features the
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	implicit fallback key.

	(w32_shgetfolderpath, find_program_at_standard_place): New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): With no registry

	entry, locate the programs at the standard place.

	(dlopen, dlsym, dlclose): New, so that we can keep on using what

	we are accustomed to.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Use PATHSEP_C so that under W32 a

	semicolon is used which allows us to create files with drive

	letters.

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print content in

	debug mode too.

 

2005-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New member plaintext_filename.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_plaintext): New function.

	* decrypt.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler):

 Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

	* verify.c (release_op_data): Release

	OPD->result.plaintext_filename.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle GPGME_STATUS_PLAINTEXT.

 

2005-08-08  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* util.h (stpcpy): Renamed to ..

	(_gpgme_stpcpy): .. this and made inline.  This avoids duplicate

	definitions when linking statically.

	* stpcpy.c: Removed.

 

2005-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* gpgme.def: New.

	* versioninfo.rc.in: New.

	* Makefile.am: Adds support for building a W32 DLL.

 

	* ttyname_r.c (ttyname_r) [W32]: Return error.

	* ath-compat.c [W32]: select and co are not yet supported; return

	error.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Use ftell if ftello is not available.

 

2005-07-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Allow key IDs.

 

2005-06-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Only call GPGME_CONFIG if found.

 

2005-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature): New members pubkey_algo and

	hash_algo.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Parse pubkey and hash algo numbers.

	(parse_new_sig): Parse pubkey, hash algo and timestamp for ERRSIG.

 

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_recipient): New structure.

	(gpgme_recipient_t): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Add member recipients.

	* decrypt.c (op_data_t): New member last_recipient_p.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Initialize last_recipient_p.

	(parse_enc_to): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Handle status ENC_TO and

	NO_SECKEY.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Break out of the fd processing loop

	after an error.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.h (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New prototype.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_run_io_cb): New function.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Call it.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Likewise.

	*

 wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.

 

2005-06-02  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Take care of

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Also act on the key

	"passphrase.pin.ask".

 

	* gpgme.h: Added status codes GPGME_STATUS_SIG_SUBPACKET,

	GPGME_STATUS_NEED_PASSPHRASE_PIN, GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_FAILURE,
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	GPGME_STATUS_SC_OP_SUCCESS, GPGME_STATUS_CARDCTRL,

	GPGME_STATUS_BACKUP_KEY_CREATED.

 

2005-05-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c: Include <errno.h>.

 

2005-05-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Set the CTX->include_certs default to the

	default.

 

2005-05-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Fix loop increment.

 

2005-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-user.c (user_release): Only call user hook if provided.

	(user_seek): Return EBADF if no user hook is provided.

	(user_read):

 Likewise.

	(user_write): Likewise.

 

2005-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT): New macro.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_sign): Send the include-certs option after

	the reset, just for cleanliness, and do not sent it at all if the

	default is requested.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): Allow to use

	GPGME_INCLUDE_CERTS_DEFAULT.

 

2005-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set the key revoked bit.

 

2005-04-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Use LI->ctx when checking a context

	in the list, not the user-provided CTX.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): If no context is found, and we

	should not hang, set *status to 0 and return NULL.

	Reported by Igor Belyi <gpgme@katehok.ac93.org>.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* data.h (EOPNOTSUPP) [_WIN32]: Remove definition.

	* data.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]:

 Remove definition.

	(gpgme_data_read, gpgme_data_write, gpgme_data_seek): Return

	ENOSYS instead EOPNOTSUPP.

	* data-compat.c (EOPNOTSUPP) [HAVE_W32_SYSTEM]: Remove definition.

	(gpgme_error_to_errno): Map GPG_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED

	to ENOSYS.

 

2005-03-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* io.h: Rename to ...

	* priv-io.h: ... this.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Change io.h to priv-io.h.

	* data.c, engine-gpgsm.c, posix-io.c, rungpg.c, version.c,

	w32-io.c, wait-private.c, wait-global.c, wait-user.c, wait.c:

	Change all includes of "io.h" to "priv-io.h"

 

2005-03-09  Werner Koch  <wk@g10code.com>

 

	* w32-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path, _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Do not

	cast away type checks.

 

	* io.h [W32]: Do not include stdio.h.  If it is needed do it at

	the right place.

 

	* data.h [W32]: Removed kludge for EOPNOTSUP.

	* data.c, data-compat.c [W32]: Explicitly test for it here.

 

	Replaced use of _WIN32 by HAVE_W32_SYSTEM except for public header

	files.

 

2005-03-07

  Timo Schulz  <twoaday@g10code.de>

 

       * gpgme.h: [_WIN32] Removed ssize_t typedef.

       * ath.h: [_WIN32] Added some (dummy) types.

       * io.h: [_WIN32] include stdio.h.

       * data.h: [_WIN32] Define EOPNOTSUPP.

       * w32-io.c [_WIN32] (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New.

       * gpgme.c [_WIN32] (gpgme_set_locale): Disabled.

 

2004-12-12  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_set_engine_info): Fix assertion.

 

2004-12-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* util.h [HAVE_CONFIG_H && HAVE_TTYNAME_R] (ttyname_r): Define

	prototype.

	* ttyname_r.c: New file.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* putc_unlocked.c, funopen.c: I just claim copyright on these

	files and change their license to LGPL, because they are totally

	trivial wrapper functions.

	* isascii.c: Change copyright notice to the one from ctype/ctype.h

	in the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10), where isascii is

	defined as a macro doing exactly the same as the

 function in this

	file.

	* memrchr.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2001-07-06).

	* stpcpy.c: Update from the GNU C Library (CVS Head 2004-10-10).

	* ath.c, ath-compat.c, ath.h, ath-pth.c, ath-pth-compat.c,

	ath-pthread.c, ath-pthread-compat.c, context.h, conversion.c,

	data.c, data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c,

	data-stream.c, data-user.c, debug.c, debug.h, decrypt.c,

	decrypt-verify.c, delete.c, edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c,

	engine-backend.h, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h, error.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, get-env.c, gpgme.c, gpgme.h, import.c, io.h,

	key.c, keylist.c, mkstatus, Makefile.am, ops.h, op-support.c,

	passphrase.c, posix-io.c, posix-sema.c, posix-util.c, progress.c,

	rungpg.c, sema.h, sign.c, signers.c, trust-item.c, trustlist.c,

	util.h, verify.c, version.c, w32-io.c, w32-sema.c, w32-util.c,

	wait.c, wait-global.c, wait.h, wait-private.c, wait-user.c: Change

	license to LGPL.

 

2004-12-07  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers

 (GPGME_1.1): New version.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument FILE_NAME to

	member get_version().  Add arguments FILE_NAME and HOME_DIR to

	member new().  Change return type of get_file_name and get_version

	to char *.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_version): Change return type to char

	pointer.  Do not cache result.

	(gpgsm_new): Add file_name and home_dir argument, and use them

	instead of the defaults, if set.

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): New member file_name.

	(gpg_get_version): Change return type to char pointer, and do not

	cache result.

	(gpg_release): Free gpg->file_name.

	(gpg_new): Take new arguments file_name and home_dir.  Set the
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	--homedir argument if HOME_DIR is not NULL.  Set gpg->file_name.

	(start): Use gpg->file_name instead _gpgme_get_gpg_path, if set.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_info_copy, _gpgme_engine_info_release):

	New prototypes.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info.

	* engine.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Set *INFO within the lock.  Move

	ENGINE_INFO and ENGINE_INFO_LOCK to ....

	(engine_info, engine_info_lock): ... here.  New static variables.

	(engine_get_version): Add file_name argument to

	get_version invocation.  Change return type to char pointer.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten to free() the return value

	of engine_get_version after using it.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_release): New function.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	(_gpgme_engine_info_copy): New function.

	(_gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_new): Change first argument to gpgme_engine_info_t

	info, and use that.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Change type of file_name

	and version to char * (remove the const).  New member home_dir.

	(gpgme_set_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info,

	gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New member engine_info.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Allocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_release):

 Deallocate CTX->engine_info.

	(gpgme_ctx_get_engine_info, gpgme_ctx_set_engine_info): New

	functions.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Look for correct engine info and

	pass it to _gpgme_engine_new.

	* version.c (gpgme_check_version): Adjust to

	_gpgme_compare_versions returning an int.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return an int value, not a const char

	pointer.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_compare_versions): Same for prototype.

 

2004-10-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_trust): If no reason is provided, set

	SIG->validity_reason to 0.

	(calc_sig_summary): Set GPGME_SIGSUM_CRL_TOO_OLD if appropriate.

 

2004-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Return 0 if ERR is 0.

	(start): Call map_assuan_error on return value of

	assuan_write_line.

 

2004-10-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use char pointer for

	pointer arithmetic.

 

2004-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann

  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Implement the --api-version check.

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Move the polling of the output data pipe

	to just before removing the command fd, from just before adding

	it.  This avoids buffering problems.

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Use _gpgme_io_read, not

	read, to improve debug output.

 

2004-09-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID, GPGME_IMPORT_SIG,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET,

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODERN_EXTERN,

	GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS, GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE): Change from

	enum to macros.

	(gpgme_keylist_mode_t): Define as unsigned int.

	(gpgme_key_t): Change type of keylist_mode to

	gpgme_keylist_mode_t.

 

2004-09-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Close the file descriptor

	if we get an EPIPE.

 

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Call ftello and return the current

	offset.

	* data.h (struct

 gpgme_data): Change type of data.mem.offset to

	off_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_seek): Check dh->cbs->seek callback, not read

	callback.  If SEEK_CUR, adjust the offset by the pending buffer

	size.  Clear pending buffer on success.

 

 

2004-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.m4: Add copyright notice.

 

2004-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Always run the

	status handler.

 

2004-08-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-sk-comment, not --no-comment.

 

2004-06-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Make sure tail points to the

	byte following the uid.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.  Don't use calloc, but malloc and

	memset.

 

2004-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: Remove C-style comment, which is not supported by

	older binutils.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (Options):

 Support --api-version.

 

	* libgpgme.vers: List all gpgme symbols under version GPGME_1.0.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix last change.

	* verify.c (parse_error): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (parse_error): Do not skip location of where token.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_status_code_t): Add GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Add handling of

	GPGME_STATUS_REVKEYSIG.

	(parse_trust): Likewise.

 

2004-05-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_decrypt_result): New fields

	wrong_key_usage and _unused.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't skip over

	character after a matched string, as in a protocol error this

	could skip over the trailing binary zero.
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	Handle decrypt.keyusage error notifications.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New member keylist_mode.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set the keylist_mode of KEY.

 

2004-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_signature):

 Change member WRONG_KEY_USAGE

	to unsigned int.  Same for member _unused.

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_trust_info): Rewritten.

	(set_subkey_capability): Handle 'd' (disabled).

	(set_mainkey_capability): Rewritten.

 

2004-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Quote first argument to AC_DEFUN.

 

2004-04-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_unref): Allow passing NULL like free does.

	The rule of least surprise.

 

2004-04-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (prepare_new_sig, _gpgme_verify_status_handler): Remove

	unused result.signatures items.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Return an error if FPR is NULL.

 

2004-04-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Ignore the error status

	if we can't process it.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Backed out

	yesterday's hack.  It is not any longer required.

 

2004-04-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Hack to cope

	with meaningless error codes from the verify status function.

 

2004-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_STATUS_NEWSIG.
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	* verify.c (parse_error): Compare only the last part of the where

	token.

	(prepare_new_sig): New.

	(parse_new_sig): Use prepare_new_sig when required.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle STATUS_NEWSIG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist_ext): Send with-validation

	option.  Fixed pattern construction.

	(status_handler): Add debugging output.

 

2004-03-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect _only_ tty related code with

	isatty().  Submitted by Bernhard Herzog.

 

2004-03-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Protect all tty related code with

	isatty().

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): Set GPG->fd_data_map to NULL after

	releasing it.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Only call assuan_disconnect if

	GPGSM->assuan_ctx is not NULL.  Set it to NULL afterwards.

 

2004-03-07

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Do not emit include and lib directory for

	prefix "/usr" or "".

 

2004-03-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export_ext): Properly insert a space

	between patterns.

 

2004-02-18  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Ignore setting of --prefix.

 

2004-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_cancel): New function.

	(gpg_release): Call it here.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add it here.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_cancel): Fix last change.

 

2004-02-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): New function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member cancel.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_cancel): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add new member cancel.

	(gpgsm_cancel): New function.

	(gpgsm_release): Use it.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add new member cancel.

 

2004-02-17

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_VALIDATE.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_keylist): Send this to gpgsm.

 

2004-02-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* memrchr.c (memrchr): Fixed implementation.  Problem pointed out

	by Adriaan de Groot.

 

2004-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use --no-comment, not --comment "".

 

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Call fseeko if

	available.

	* data-stream.c (stream_seek): Likewise.

 

2004-01-16  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Handle numerical codes as

	used by GnuPG 1.9.x

 

2004-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key_sig): Fix comment on REVOKED.

 

2004-01-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* sign.c: Include util.h for prototype of _gpgme_parse_timestamp.

 

2003-12-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Revert this change.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): For C++ compilers,

 rename class

	member to _obsolete_class.  Add new member sig_class.
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	(struct _gpgme_new_signature): Same here.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Use CERTSIG->sig_class,

	not CERTSIG->class.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Likewise for KEYSIG, but keep

	setting KEYSIG->class, too.  Rename variable CLASS to SIG_CLASS.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Set SIG->sig_class.

 

2003-12-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (_GPGME_D_CLASS): Kludge for C++ compatibility without

	changing the C API.

 

2003-11-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_parse_timestamp): New.

	(atoi_1, atoi_2, atoi_4): New.

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Removed. Changed all callers to use

	the new function.

	* verify.c (parse_valid_sig): Ditto.  Repalced the errno check.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Ditto.

 

2003-10-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Detect ISO 8601 timestamps and try

	to convert them.

 

2003-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 genkey.c (get_key_parameter): Make a copy of the key parameters.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2003-10-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-compat.c: Include <sys/time.h> before <sys/stat.h> for

	broken systems.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): If ERR is -1, return sensible

	error.

 

	* io.h (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): New prototype.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_subsystem_init): Add function.

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): Do not fixup signal handler here.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Call _gpgme_io_subsystem_init.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Drop const qualifier from E.

 

	* ath.h (struct ath_ops): Make ADDR argument of CONNECT prototype
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	const.

	(ath_connect): Make ADDR argument const.

	* ath-pthread.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath-compat.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

	* ath.c (ath_connect): Likewise.

 

	* ath.h [HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/select.h> for fd_set.

	[!HAVE_SYS_SELECT_H]: Include <sys/time.h>.

 

	*

 conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Drop "unsigned" from type of

	SRC argument.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Likewise for prototype.

 

	* gpgme.h: Remove trailing comma in enum.

 

	* rungpg.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/time.h>, <sys/types.h>,

	<signal.h>, <fcntl.h>, or "unistd.h".

 

2003-10-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Add argument TYPE.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_edit): Likewise.  Use it.

	* edit.c (edit_start): Likewise.  Pass it on.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start, gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_card_edit_start, gpgme_op_card_edit): New functions.

 

2003-09-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpg_strerror_r): Change prototype to match

	gpg_strerror_r change.

	* error.c (gpg_strerror_r): Likewise, also update implementation.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_hash_algo_name): Change name of RMD160 to

	RIPEMD160, name of TIGER to TIGER192, name of CRC32-RFC1510 to

	CRC32RFC1510,

 and name of CRC24-RFC2440 to CRC24RFC2440.

 

2003-09-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_set_locale.

 

	* gpgme.h: Define macro _GPGME_INLINE depending on the compiler

	characteristics and use that instead __inline__.
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	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): New members lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* gpgme.c: Include <locale.h>.

	(def_lc_lock, def_lc_ctype, def_lc_messages): New static

	variables.

	(gpgme_set_locale): New function.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_new): Add arguments lc_ctype and

	lc_messages.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_new): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise to NEW.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise to invocation of

	_gpgme_engine_new.

 

2003-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_strerror_r): New prototype.

	* error.c (gpgme_strerror_r): New function.

 

	* get-env.c: New file.

	* util.h (_gpgme_getenv):

 Add prototype.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_real_la_SOURCES): Add get-env.c.

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Use _gpgme_getenv.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_new): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_new): Use ttyname_r.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Disable debugging for now.

 

2003-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Use $libdir, not @libdir@, for the echo

	command.

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Rewritten.

	* gpgme.m4: Rewritten.

 

2003-08-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	The ath files (ath.h, ath.c, ath-pth.c, ath-pthread.c,

	ath-compat.c, ath-pth-compat.c and ath-pthread-compat.c) have been

	updated to have better thread support, and the Makefile.am was

	changed to reflect that.

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Remove fopencookie declaration.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Set ERR to return

	value of status_fnc.
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	* rungpg.c (start): Return SAVED_ERRNO, not errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (start):

 Use saved_errno instead errno.

 

2003-08-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* funopen.c, putc_unlocked.c, isascii.c, memrchr.c: New files.

	* fopencookie.c: File removed.

 

2003-08-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Put gpg-error related flags after gpgme's.

 

2003-08-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_new_signature): Rename member CLASS to

	_OBSOLETE_CLASS, add member CLASS with type unsigned int.

	* sign.c (parse_sig_created): Also set SIG->_unused_class for

	backward compatibility.

 

2003-08-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix status parsing case.

 

2003-07-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_subkey): Add flag CAN_AUTHENTICATE.

	Lower _UNUSED to 23 bits.

	(struct _gpgme_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Support 'a' and 'A'.

	(set_subkey_capability): Support 'a'.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_get_key): Check if there is more than

 one key

	listed, and return GPG_ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAME in that case.

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Change type of LEN argument to

	size_t.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decode_percent_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_enum): New unsigned variable SEQNO, set to SEQ.

	Use SEQNO instead SEQ.
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	* wait.c (fd_table_put): Change type of I and J to unsigned int.

	* wait-global.c (_gpgme_wait_global_event_cb): Change type of IDX

	to unsigned int.

	(gpgme_wait): Change type of I and IDX to unsigned int.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Change type of IDX

	and I to unsigned int.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_close): Cast return value of macro DIM to

	int to suppress gcc warning.

	(_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Change type of I to unsigned int.

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info):

 Change type of PROTO to

	unsigned int.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): Change type of IDX and

	I to unsigned int.

 

2003-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Expand silly

	and wrong expression.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

 

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Initialize NULL.

 

2003-07-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs): Quote GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS and

	GPG_ERROR_LIBS when setting the corresponding variables.

	Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2003-07-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Move declaration of NEWLEN to

	the beginning of the block.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c (mem_write):

 Copy original buffer content.

 

2003-06-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_user_ids_release, gpgme_user_ids_append): Remove

	prototypes.
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2003-06-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (AM_CPPFLAGS): Add @GPG_ERROR_CFLAGS@.

	* gpgme-config.in (gpg_error_libs, gpg_error_cflags): New variables.

	Print them.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Rename to

	_gpgme_parse_inv_recp and change to new datatype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_key): Fix prototype.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_invalid_user_id): Rename to

	__gpgme_invalid_key.  Rename field ID to KEY.

	(gpgme_invalid_user_id_t): Rename to gpgme_invalid_key_t.

	(struct _gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Here, too.

	(struct _gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

	* sign.c (struct op_data): Likewise.

	(release_op_data): Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Save errno across debug calls.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_pipe):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct engine_gpg): Remove arg_error.

	(add_arg): Don't set arg_error.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(start): Don't check arg_error.

	(gpg_new): Check return value of add_arg.

	* verify.c (parse_notation): Free allocated memory at error.

 

2003-06-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	Everywhere: Use libgpg-error error codes.

 

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Remove mkerrors.

	(BUILT_SOURCES): Remove errors.c.

	(MOSTLYCLEANFILES): Likewise.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Likewise.  Add error.c.

	(errors.c): Remove target.

	* mkerrors: File removed.

	* error.c: New file.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_error_t): Change to type gpg_error_t.

	(gpgme_err_code_t, gpgme_err_source_t): New types.

	(gpgme_err_code, gpgme_err_source, gpgme_error, gpgme_err_make):
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	New static inline functions.

	(gpgme_strsource, gpgme_err_code_from_errno,

	gpgme_err_code_to_errno, gpgme_err_make_from_errno,

	gpgme_error_from_errno): New prototypes.

 

2003-05-29  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_export_start): Change second arg to const char *.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise for _gpgme_engine_op_export and

	_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.  Add prototype for export_ext.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_export): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpg_export_ext): New function.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Break loop at error.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_export_ext.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Change second argument of

	prototype of export to const

 char *, and add reserved int as

	third argument.

	(gpgsm_export_ext): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_export_ext.

	* export.c (export_start): Change second argument of prototype of

	export to const char *, and add reserved int as third argument.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	(export_ext_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_export_ext): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_keylist_mode_t): New type for anonymous enum.

	(gpgme_sigsum_t): New type for anonymous enum.

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Check for errors earlier,

	and return an error if RECP is not set.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove user-id.c.

	* user-id.c: Remove file.

	* ops.h: Remove prototype for _gpgme_user_ids_all_valid.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_encrypt_flags_t): New type.
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	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Change second parameter to type

	gpgme_key_t[], and add third parameter.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.  Pass flags to engine.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for prototypes of

	encrypt and encrypt_sign.

	* engine.h: Likewise for prototypes of _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt

	and _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_encrypt): Check flags for always trust option.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(set_recipients): Rewritten to use keys instead user IDs.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Rewritten to use keys

	instead user IDs.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change errors

	returned to GPGME_Invalid_Key and GPGME_General_Error.

 

2003-05-28

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Rename GpgsmObject to engine_gpgsm_t.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpgsm.

	* rungpg.c: Rename GpgObject to engine_gpg_t.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Rename to struct engine_gpg.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context): Change EngineObject to

	engine_object_t.

	(enum ctx_op_data_type): Rename to ctx_op_data_id_t.

	(ctx_op_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgme_context): Use it.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Use new type name.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Likewise.

	* engine.c: Rename EngineObject to engine_t in the file.  Also

	EngineStatusHandler to engine_status_handler_t,

	EngineCommandHandler to engine_command_handler_t and

	EngineColonLineHandler to engine_colon_line_handler.

	* rungpg.c (start): Likewise.
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	* engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise

	* engine.h (struct engine_object_s): Rename to struct engine.

	(EngineObject): Rename to

 engine_t.  Also everywhere else in the

	file.

	(EngineStatusHandler): Rename to engine_status_handler_t.

	(EngineColonLineHandler): Rename to engine_colon_line_handler_t.

	(EngineCommandHandler): Rename to engine_command_handler_t.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_export): Fix bug in last change.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove recipient.c, add

	user-id.c.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_recipients_t): Removed.

	(gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity, gpgme_recipients_count,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_open, gpgme_recipients_enum_read,

	gpgme_recipients_enum_close): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt, gpgme_op_encrypt_start, gpgme_op_encrypt_sign,

	gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start, gpgme_op_export_start,

	gpgme_op_export): Change second argument to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpgme_user_ids_release): New prototype.

	(gpgme_user_ids_append): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_recipients_all_valid): Remove.

	(_gpgme_user_ids_all_valid): Add.

	* context.h

 (struct gpgme_recipients): Removed.

	* user-id.c: New file.

	* recipient.c: Removed file.

	* rungpg.c (append_args_from_recipients): Change last arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.  Reimplement.

	(gpg_encrypt): Change second arg to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.  Rewrite user ID list code.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Change second arg to

	gpgme_user_id_t.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (set_recipients): Likewise.  Rewrite loop code.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Likewise for members

	ENCRYPT, ENCRYPT_SIGN and EXPORT.

	* export.c (export_start, gpgme_op_export_start, gpgme_op_export):
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	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_start): Likewise.  Don't check for count of

	recipients.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_import_result): Add skipped_new_keys.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Add skipped_new_keys parser.

 

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): Add missing break

	statements.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Use gpgme_error_t instead of int.

 

2003-05-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_result): Use intermediate variable

	HOOK to avoid compiler warning.  Don't ask, you don't want to know.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): Likewise.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_init_result):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	(edit_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_result): Likewise.

	(genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	(genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_result): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_result): Likewise.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_result): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result):

 Likewise.

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): Fix

	access to pointer type.

 

2003-05-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.h (EngineCommandHandler): Change last argument to int fd.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_passphrase_cb_t): Rewritten to take parts of the

	description and fd.

	(gpgme_edit_cb_t): Change last argument to int fd.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(op_data_t): Rename userid_hint to uid_hint, remove last_pw_handle.

	(release_op_data): Check values before calling free.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Rewritten.

	* edit.c (edit_status_handler): Pass -1 as fd argument.

	(command_handler): Update prototype.  New variable processed.  Use

	it to store return value of

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler_internal which is now used

	instead _gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

  Use it also to check

	if we should call the user's edit function.  Pass fd to user's

	edit function.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of cmd.cb_data to

	void *.

	(gpg_release): Check value before calling free.  Do not release

	cmd.cb_data.

	(command_cb): Function removed.

	(command_handler): New function.  Thus we don't use a data object

	for command handler stuff anymore, but handle it directly.  This

	allows proper error reporting (cancel of passphrase requests, for

	example).  Also all callbacks work via direct writes to the file

	descriptor (so that passphrases are not kept in insecure memory).

	(gpg_set_command_handler): Rewritten to use even more ugly hacks.

	(read_status): Check cmd.keyword before calling free.  Install

	command_handler as the I/O callback handler with GPG as private

	data.
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	* rungpg.c (gpg_new): Add --enable-progress-filter to gpg

	invocation.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rename to

	decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start):

 Call decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Set status handler to verify_status_handler.

	Rename to (verify_start).

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Call verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Call progress status handler.

	Make static.  Rename to encrypt_sym_status_handler.

	(encrypt_start): Set status handler to encrypt_sym_status_handler

	or encrypt_status_handler.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): New function.

	(sign_start): Set status handler to sign_status_handler.

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler): New function that also calls

	progress status handler.

	(decrypt_start): Set status handler to decrypt_status_handler.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler):

 Call

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add missing break

	statement.

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Add one

	to buffer to allocate.

 

2003-05-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (parse_new_sig): Fix ERRSIG case.

	Submitted by Benjamin Lee <benjaminlee@users.sf.net>.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: The following types are renamed.  The old name is kept

	as a deprecated typedef.

	(GpgmeCtx): Rename to gpgme_ctx_t.

	(GpgmeData): Rename to gpgme_data_t.

	(GpgmeRecipients): Rename to gpgme_recipients_t.

	(GpgmeError): Rename to gpgme_error_t.
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	(GpgmeDataEncoding): Rename to gpgme_data_encoding_t.

	(GpgmePubKeyAlgo): Rename to gpgme_pubkey_algo_t.

	(GpgmeHashAlgo): Rename to gpgme_hash_algo_t.

	(GpgmeSigStat): Rename to gpgme_sig_stat_t.

	(GpgmeSigMode): Rename to gpgme_sig_mode_t.

	(GpgmeAttr): Rename to gpgme_attr_t.

	(GpgmeValidity): Rename to gpgme_validity_t.

	(GpgmeProtocol):

 Rename to gpgme_protocol_t.

	(GpgmeStatusCode): Rename to gpgme_status_code_t.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): Rename to gpgme_engine_info_t.

	(GpgmeSubkey): Rename to gpgme_subkey_t.

	(GpgmeKeySig): Rename to gpgme_keysig_t.

	(GpgmeUserID): Rename to gpgme_user_id_t.

	(GpgmePassphraseCb): Rename to gpgme_passphrase_cb_t.

	(GpgmeProgressCb): Rename to gpgme_progress_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEditCb): Rename to gpgme_edit_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCb): Rename to gpgme_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Rename to gpgme_register_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Rename to gpgme_remove_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Rename to gpgme_event_io_t.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Rename to gpgme_event_io_cb_t.

	(GpgmeIOCbs): Rename to gpgme_io_cbs.

	(gpgme_io_cbs_t): New type.

	(GpgmeDataReadCb): Rename to gpgme_data_read_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataWriteCb): Rename to gpgme_data_write_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Rename to gpgme_data_seek_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataReleaseCb): Rename to gpgme_data_release_cb_t.

	(GpgmeDataCbs): Rename to gpgme_data_cbs.

	(gpgme_data_cbs_t):

 New type.

	(GpgmeInvalidUserID): Rename to gpgme_invalid_user_id_t.

	(GpgmeEncryptResult): Rename to gpgme_encrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): Rename to gpgme_decrypt_result_t.

	(GpgmeNewSignature): Rename to gpgme_new_signature_t.

	(GpgmeSignResult): Rename to gpgme_sign_result_t.

	(GpgmeSigNotation): Rename to gpgme_sig_notation_t.

	(GpgmeSignature): Rename to gpgme_signature_t.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): Rename to gpgme_verify_result_t.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): Rename to gpgme_import_status_t.

	(GpgmeImportResult): Rename to gpgme_import_result_t.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): Rename to gpgme_genkey_result_t.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): Rename to gpgme_keylist_result_t.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): Rename to gpgme_trust_item_t.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_deprecated_error_t): New type, swallowing macros

	GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient and

	GPGME_No_Passphrase.

	* data.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Rename to struct gpgme_data.
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	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Rename to struct

	gpgme_context.

	(struct

 gpgme_recipients_s): Rename to gpgme_recipients.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Clear OPD->tmp_uid.

 

2003-05-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Return GPGME_No_Data

	for NODATA status without signatures.

 

2003-05-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Use decoded string to parse user id.

	(_gpgme_key_add_sig): Likewise.

 

2003-05-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member op_info.

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_sig): Initialize SIG->uid.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add deprecated values for

	GPGME_Invalid_Type and GPGME_Invalid_Mode.

 

2003-04-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_set_op_info,

	_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string, _gpgme_data_get_as_string,

	_gpgme_data_append, _gpgme_data_append_string,

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml,

 _gpgme_data_append_for_xml,

	_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change first arg to void *.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* conversion.c: Do not include <string.h>, <errno.h>, <ctype.h>,

	and <sys/types.h>, but <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Likewise.
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	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_key): New structure.

	(GpgmeKey): Define using _gpgme_key.

	(struct _gpgme_subkey): New structure.

	(GpgmeSubKey): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_key_sig): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeySig): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_user_id): New structure.

	(GpgmeUserID):

 New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_keylist_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeKeyListResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_result): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Remove prototype.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove members tmp_key,

	tmp_uid, key_cond and key_queue.

	(struct key_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct user_id_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_recipients_s): Replace with simple

	GpgmeUserID list.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->tmp_key.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_add_subkey, _gpgme_key_append_name,

	_gpgme_key_add_sig, _gpgme_trust_item_new): New prototypes.

	* rungpg.c (command_cb): Return GpgmeError instead int.

	New variable ERR.  Use it to hold return value of cmd handler.

	(gpg_delete): Access fingerprint of key directly.

	(append_args_from_signers): Likewise.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(append_args_from_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipient list.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(gpgsm_delete): Access fingerprint of key

 directly.

	(gpgsm_sign): Likewise.

	(set_recipients): Use GpgmeUserID for recipients.  Invert invalid

	user ID flag.

	* key.h: File removed.

	* key.c: Completely reworked to use exposed GpgmeKey data types.

	* keylist.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Completely reworked to use GpgmeUserID.

 

2003-04-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_get_key): Remove force_update argument.

	* key-cache.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove key-cache.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_key_cache_add, _gpgme_key_cache_get): Remove
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	prototypes.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): Don't call

	_gpgme_key_cache_add.

	(gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Remove last argument to

	gpgme_get_key invocation.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_trust_item): New structure.

	(GpgmeTrustItem): New type.

	(gpgme_trust_item_ref, gpgme_trust_item_unref): New prototypes.

	* context.h (struct trust_queue_item_s): Remove structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove trust_queue

 member.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add trust-item.c.

	* trust-item.c: New file.

	* trustlist.c: Do not include <stdio.h> or <time.h>, but

	"gpgme.h".

	(struct trust_queue_item_s): Change to new type op_data_t.

	(trust_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	(trust_colon_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Use op_data_t type.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use op_data_t and rework error

	handling.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Use op_data_t.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Remove function.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_trust_item_get_int_attr): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Do not set GPGME_SIGSUM_SYS_ERROR

	for bad signatures.

 

2003-04-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Remove OPDATA_VERIFY_COLLECTING.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member notation.

	* gpgme.h: Make enum for GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_* values.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_sig_notation): New structure.

	(GpgmeSigNotation): New

 type.

	(struct _gpgme_signature): New structure.

	(GpgmeSignature): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_verify_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeVerifyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_verify_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.
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	* util.h (_gpgme_decode_percent_string, _gpgme_map_gnupg_error):

	New prototypes.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_percent_string): New function.

	(gnupg_errors): New static global.

	(_gpgme_map_gnupg_error): New function.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Don't release CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_notation): Remove function.

	* decrypt-verify.c (_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	* verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h> and "key.h", but

	do include "gpgme.h".

	(struct verify_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this type.

	(release_verify_result): Remove function.

	(release_op_data):

 New function.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(copy_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_verify_result): New function.

	(calc_sig_summary): Rewritten.

	(finish_sig): Remove function.

	(parse_new_sig): New function.

	(parse_valid_sig): New function.

	(parse_notation): New function.

	(parse_trust): New function.

	(parse_error): New function.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Rewritten.  Change first argument

	to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): Rework error handling.  Call

	_gpgme_op_verify_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Do not release or clear CTX->notation.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Rewritten.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeDecryptResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start):

 Remove prototype.

	* decrypt-verify.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <stdlib.h>,

	<string.h> and <assert.h>, "util.h" and "context.h", but

	"gpgme.h".

	(decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change first argument to void *,
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	and rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start): Rewrite using

	_gpgme_op_decrypt_verify_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Include <string.h>, "gpgme.h" and "util.h".

	(struct decrypt_result): Change to typedef op_data_t, rewritten.

	(is_token): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(skip_token): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(decrypt_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result.

	(_gpgme_op_decrypt_init_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Use decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2003-04-27

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c: Do not include <stddef.h>, <stdio.h>,

	<stdlib.h>, <string.h>, <assert.h> and "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_sign_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Use encrypt_sign_start, not

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEncryptResult): New data type.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result): New prototype.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result.

	* encrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <assert.h>, "util.h" and

	"wait.h".  Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct encrypt_result): Rename to ...

	(op_data_t): ... new data type.  Rewrite for user result data.

	(append_xml_encinfo): Remove function.

	(release_op_data): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_result):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite result parsing.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Change first argument to
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	void *.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(encrypt_start): ... this.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use encrypt_start, not

	gpgme_op_encrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePubKeyAlgo, GpgmeHashAlgo, GpgmeInvalidUserID,

	GpgmeNewSignature, GpgmeSignResult): New data types.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result, gpgme_pubkey_algo_name,

	gpgme_hash_algo_name): New prototypes.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_pubkey_algo_name): New function.

	(gpgme_hash_algo_name): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_parse_inv_userid, _gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New

	prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_status_handler): Fix prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <errno.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_parse_inv_userid): New function.

	* sign.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but

 not <stdio.h>,

	<assert.h> and "util.h".

	(SKIP_TOKEN_OR_RETURN): Remove macro.

	(struct sign_result): Change to op_data_t type and rework it.

	(release_sign_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this and rewrite it.

	(append_xml_info): Remove function.

	(gpgme_op_sign_result): New function.

	(parse_sig_created): New function.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rewrite the function to use the new result structure and functions.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_init_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(sign_start): ... this.  Call _gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Use sign_start instead _gpgme_op_sign_start.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Call

	_gpgme_op_sign_init_result.

 

	* delete.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h" or

	"key.h".

	(enum delete_problem): Move into function delete_status_handler.

	(delete_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Parse

	delete

 problem with strtol instead atoi.  Return better error

	values.

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(delete_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.
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	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Use delete_start instead

	_gpgme_op_delete_start.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataType): Removed.

 

2003-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Change GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE to GPGME_IMPORT_SECRET.

	* import.c (parse_import_res): Parse unchanged field.

 

	* gpgme.h: New enum for GPGME_IMPORT_NEW, GPGME_IMPORT_UID,

	GPGME_IMPORT_SIG, GPGME_IMPORT_SUBKEY, GPGME_IMPORT_PRIVATE.

	(GpgmeError): GPGME_Unknown_Reason, GPGME_Not_Found,

	GPGME_Ambiguous_Specification, GPGME_Wrong_Key_Usage,

	GPGME_Key_Revoked, GPGME_Key_Expired, GPGME_No_CRL_Known,

	GPGME_CRL_Too_Old, GPGME_Policy_Mismatch, GPGME_No_Secret_Key,

	GPGME_Key_Not_Trusted, GPGME_Issuer_Missing, GPGME_Chain_Too_Long,

	GPGME_Unsupported_Algorithm, GPGME_Sig_Expired,

	GPGME_Bad_Signature, GPGME_No_Public_Key added

 as new error codes.

	(struct _gpgme_import_status): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportStatus): New type.

	(struct _gpgme_op_import_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeImportResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	* import.c: Include <errno.h> and "gpgme.h", but not "util.h".

	(struct import_result): Change to type op_data_t.

	(release_import_result): Rename to ...

	(release_op_data): ... this.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Function removed.

	(gpgme_op_import_result): New function.

	(parse_import): New function.

	(parse_import_res): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.  Rewrite

	to use new functions.

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): Rework error handling.

 

	* edit.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(edit_resut): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(edit_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Rework error handling.

	(command_handler): Rework error handling.

	(_gpgme_op_edit_start): Rename to ...

	(edit_start): ... this.  Rework

 error handling.

	(gpgme_op_edit_start): Rewrite using edit_start.

	(gpgme_op_edit): Likewise.
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	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove prototype.

	* passphrase.c: Do not include <assert.h>, "util.h" or

	"debug.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct passphrase_result): Change to typedef for op_data_t.

	(release_passphrase_result): Rename to release_op_data.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change first argument to void *.

	Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Use new op_data_t type.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Rewrite error handling.  Do

	not call _gpgme_passphrase_start, but install command handler.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member initialized,

	use_cms and help_data_1.  Add member protocol.  Make use_armor and

	use_textmode bit flags.

  Make keylist_mode, include_certs,

	signers_len and signers_size unsigned.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Initialize CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_set_protocol): Do not check CTX.  Use CTX->protocol.

	(gpgme_get_protocol): Likewise.

	(gpgme_release): Do not release CTX->help_data_1.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Use CTX->protocol.

 

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Remove variable CTX.

 

	* data.c: Do not include <assert.h>, but "gpgme.h".

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Expand _gpgme_data_append, because

	it will go.  Do not assert DH.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Do not assert DH.

 

	* export.c: Do not include <stdlib.h>, "debug.h" and "util.h", but

	"gpgme.h".

	(export_status_handler): Change type of first argument to void *.

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(export_start): ... this.  Rework error handling.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Rewritten to use export_start instead

	_gpgme_op_export_start.

	(gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Add GPGME_Busy,

 GPGME_No_Request.

	(GPGME_No_Recipients, GPGME_Invalid_Recipient,

	GPGME_No_Passphrase): New macros.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Fix validity attribute.
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2003-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_op_genkey_result): New structure.

	(GpgmeGenKeyResult): New type.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Drop last argument.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	* genkey.c: Do not include "util.h", but "gpgme.h".

	(struct genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(op_data_t): ... this new type.

	(release_genkey_result): Replace with ...

	(release_op_data): ... this new function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_result): New function.

	(genkey_status_handler): Rewritten using new op_data_t type.

	(get_key_parameter): New function.

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Renamed to

	(genkey_start): ... this and rewritten.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Use genkey_start instead

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Rewritten.  Remove FPR argument.

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member

 verbosity.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new): Do not set member verbosity.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove set_verbosity.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Remove set_verbosity member.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Likewise.

	(gpg_set_verbosity): Remove function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start):

 Likewise.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add key-cache.c.

	* key.c (key_cache_initialized, key_cache_size,

	key_cache_max_chain_length, ): Removed.
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	(struct key_cache_item_s, key_cache_lock, key_cache,

	key_cache_unused_items, hash_key, _gpgme_key_cache_add,

	_gpgme_key_cache_get, gpgme_get_key): Moved to ...

	* key-cache.c: ... here.  New file.

	* key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): Remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add,_gpgme_key_cache_get): Move to ...

	* ops.h: ... here.

	* version.c: Do not include "key.h".

	(do_subsystem_inits): Do not call _gpgme_key_cache_init.

 

	* mkstatus: Strip trailing comma.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatus): Pretty print.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Passphrase to

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use

	GPGME_Bad_Passphrase instead GPGME_No_Passphrase.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Rename GPGME_No_Recipients to

	GPGME_No_UserID and GPGME_Invalid_Recipient to

	GPGME_Invalid_UserID.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler):

 Use GPGME_No_UserID

	instead GPGME_No_Recipients and GPGME_Invalid_UserID instead

	GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeError): Remove GPGME_Busy and GPGME_No_Request.

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_event_cb): Don't clear CTX->pending.

	* wait-private.c (_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb): Likewise.

	* wait-global.c (gpgme_wait): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Don't check pending flag.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Don't check or clear pending flag.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member PENDING.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start):

 Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.
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	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_end): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_error_to_errno): Don't convert EBUSY.

 

2003-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type to return GpgmeError,

	and add argument for returning the result string.

	(gpgme_cancel): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Remove function.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member cancel.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Call the

	passphrase callback in the new way.

 

2003-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* edit.c (_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Call the progress status

	handler.

 

2003-02-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait-user.c (_gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb): Move check for no

	I/O handlers left to ...

	(_gpgme_user_io_cb_handler): ... here.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Release ITEM if name

	could not be allocated.

	(gpgme_trust_item_release): Only release name if it is allocated.

	Reported by Marc Mutz <Marc.Mutz@uni-bielefeld.de>.

 

2003-02-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): If he status handler returns an error,

	return it.

	(status_handler): If read_status fails, just return the error.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (start): Handle all errors, not only most of
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	them.

	(xtoi_1, xtoi_2): Remove macro.

	(status_handler): Replace use of xtoi_2 with _gpgme_hextobyte.

 

2003-02-01  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Replace

	ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Path with ASSUAN_Bad_Certificate_Chain.

	(gpgsm_new): Use assuan_pipe_connect instead assuan_pipe_connect2.

 

	* util.h (DIMof): Remove macro.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_event_cb, _gpgme_op_event_cb_user,

	_gpgme_data_unread): Prototypes removed.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove types.h.

	* io.h (struct spawn_fd_item_s): Do not include "types.h".

	* key.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Likewise.

	* cengine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	* engine.h: Include "gpgme.h" instead "types.h".  Add prototypes

	for EngineStatusHandler, EngineColonLineHandler and

	EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):

 Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-backend.h: Include "engine.h" instead "types.h".

	(struct engine_ops): Change Gpgme*Handler parameters in members

	set_command_handler, set_colon_line_handler and set_status_handler

	to Engine*Handler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change parameter

	type from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of member status.fnc

	from GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.  Change type of

	member colon.fnc from GpgmeColonLineHandler to

	EngineColonLineHandler.  Change type of member cmd.fnc from
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	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c

 (gpg_set_status_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeStatusHandler to EngineStatusHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change parameter type

	from GpgmeColonLineHandler to EngineColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_set_command_handler): Change parameter type from

	GpgmeCommandHandler to EngineCommandHandler.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (status_handler): Do not close status fd at end

	of function.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_data_lookup): Add prototype.

	* op-support.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	(_gpgme_op_data_lookup): New function.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Function removed.

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct decrypt_resul): ... this.

	(DecryptResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* sign.c

 (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Function removed.

	(release_sign_result): New function.

	(struct sign_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct sign_result): ... this.

	(SignResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* encrypt.c (struct encrypt_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct encrypt_result): ... this.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Function removed.

	(release_encrypt_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* verify.c (struct verify_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct verify_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(VerifyResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Function removed.

	(release_verify_result): New function.

	(finish_sig): Change first argument to type VerifyResult.  Diddle
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	the type of the op_data structure.

	(add_notation): Change first argument

 to type VerifyResult.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* passphrase.c (struct passphrase_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct passphrase_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(PassphraseResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	(release_passphrase_result): New function.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct keylist_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(KeylistResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Function removed.

	(release_keylist_result): New function.

	(keylist_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	* edit.c (struct edit_result_s): Rename to ...

	(struct

 edit_result): ... this.  Remove member next.

	(EditResult): New type.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Function removed.

	(release_edit_result): New function.

	(edit_status_handler): Don't use

	test_and_allocate_result, but use _gpgme_op_data_lookup to

	retrieve result data object.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* types.h (DecryptResult, SignResult, EncryptResult,

	PassphraseResult, ImportResult, DeleteResult, GenKeyResult,

	KeylistResult, EditResult): Types removed.

	* ops.h: Don't include "types.h", but "gpgme.h" and "context.h".

	(test_and_allocate_result): Remove macro.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result):
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 Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_edit_result): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_release_verify_result): Remove prototype.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Rewritten.

	* context.h (enum ctx_op_data_type): New enum.

	(struct ctx_op_data): New structure.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace the member result with a member

	op_data.

	(fail_on_pending_request): Remove macro.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Expand macro

	fail_on_pending_request.

	* util.h: Don't include "types.h" or "debug.h", but include "gpgme.h".

 

2003-01-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Remove gpg_start.

	(gpg_start): Rename to ...

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgObject.

	(gpg_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpg_edit): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpg_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	(gpg_export): Likewise.

	(gpg_import): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpg_trustlist): Likewise.

	(gpg_verify): Likewise.

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_engine_ops_encrypt): Remove gpgsm_start.

	(gpgsm_start): Rename to ...

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Remove member command.

	(gpgsm_release): Don't free command.

	(start): ... this function.  Change arguments to GpgsmObject and

	const char *.

	(gpgsm_decrypt): Call start.

	(gpgsm_delete): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_encrypt): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_export): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_genkey): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_verify): Likewise.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't call

	_gpgme_engine_start.
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	* delete.c (_gpgme_op_delete_start): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start):

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start):

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_start):

 Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Remove member start.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Remove function.

 

2003-01-19  Miguel Coca  <mcoca@gnu.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Add missing argument in calls to

	DEBUG_BEGIN.

	* w32-util.c: Include "sema.h".

	(find_program_in_registry): Change DEBUG1 to DEBUG2, fixes compilation

	error.

 

2003-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Remove byte and ulong types.

	* util.h (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change prototype to unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Change argument to unsigned

	char instead byte.

	(_gpgme_decode_c_string): Likewise, and beautify.  Also support a

	few more escaped characters.  Be more strict about buffer size.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Change

 type of SRC,

	BUF and DST to unsigned char instead byte.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Use unsigned char

	instead byte.

	* debug.c (trim_spaces): Likewise.

 

	* util.h (mk_error): Remove macro.

	* conversion.c, data.c, data-compat.c, decrypt.c, delete.c,

	edit.c, encrypt.c, encrypt-sign.c, engine.c, engine-gpgsm.c,

	export.c, genkey.c, gpgme.c, import.c, key.c, keylist.c,

	passphrase.c, progress.c, recipient.c, rungpg.c, sign.c,
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	signers.c, trustlist.c, verify.c, wait.c, wait-global.c,

	wait-private (literally everywhere): Expand the mk_error macro.

 

	* context.h (wait_on_request_or_fail): Remove macro.

 

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Remove member ERROR.

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeCommandHandler): Change return type to GpgmeError and add

	new argument RESULT.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(GpgmeEventIO): New event GPGME_EVENT_START.

	(GpgmeIdleFunc): Remove type.

	(gpgme_register_idle): Remove

 prototype.

	* data.c: Include <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return any error instead ignoring it, don't close file descriptor

	on error.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Don't work around the old kludge anymore.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError.  Return possible errors.

	* delete.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h>, <time.h> and

	<assert.h>.

	(delete_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Return

	error instead setting ctx->error.  Return success at end of

	function.

	* edit.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <string.h>.

	(_gpgme_edit_status_handler): Change type to GpgmeError,

	make static and rename to ...

	(edit_status_handler):

 ... this.  Return error directly.

	(command_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, add result

	argument.  Return error directly.

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): Do not signal done event

	anymore.

	(status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Diddle things

	around a bit to return errors directly.

	(start): Send start event.
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	* export.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(export_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* genkey.c: Do not include <stdio.h> and <assert.h>.

	(genkey_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.  Return errors directly.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Do not initialize ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb):

 Function removed.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): Likewise.

	* import.c: Do not include <stdio.h>, <string.h> and <assert.h>.

	(import_status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.  Don't

	check ctx->error.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler, keylist_status_handler, finish_key):

	Change return type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	* Makefile (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add wait-global.c,

	wait-private.c and wait-user.c

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Return error instead setting

	ctx->error.

	(_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler,

	_gpgme_verify_status_handler, _gpgme_decrypt_status_handler,

	_gpgme_sign_status_handler, _gpgme_encrypt_staus_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler, _gpgme_progress_status_handler):

	Change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_passphease_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError and add new argument RESULT.

	* op-support.c: Use new callback functions, and change private

	data to ctx everywhere.

	* passphrase.c

 (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Change return

	type to GpgmeError, return error directly.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, add result argument.  Return results accordingly.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Change return type

	to GpgmeError, return errors directly.

	* rungpg.c (status_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError.

	Return error directly.

	(close_notify_handler): Don't send done event.

	(colon_line_handler): Change return type to GpgmeError, return

	errors directly.

	* rungpg.c (start): Send start event.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError, return errors directly.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Change return type to

	GpgmeError.  Return 0.

	(trustlist_colon_handler): Change return type GpgmeError.  Return

	errors directly.

	* verify.c (add_notation): Change return type to GpgmeError,
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	return errors directly.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* wait.h

 (struct fd_table): Remove lock member.

	(struct wait_item_s): Moved here from wait.c.

	(struct tag): New structure.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove prototype.

	(_gpgme_wait_private_event_cb, _gpgme_wait_global_event_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_add_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_user_remove_io_cb,

	_gpgme_wait_user_event_io_cb): New prototypes.

	* wait.c: Don't include <stdio.h>.

	(ftd_global, ctx_done_list, ctx_done_list_size,

	ctx_done_list_length, ctx_done_list_lock, idle_function): Remove

	global variable.

	(gpgme_register_idle, do_select, _gpgme_wait_event_cb): Remove

	function.

	(gpgme_wait): Move to file wait-global.c.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): Take ctx as private argument, initialize ctx

	member in wait item and tag.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Take ctx from tag.  Don't use FDT lock.

	(_gpgme_wait_one, _gpgme_wait_on_condition): Move to

	wait-private.c.

	(gpgme_fd_table_init): Don't initialize FDT->lock.

	(gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Don't destroy FDT->lock.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Make static and rename to

 ...

	(fd_table_put): ... this function.  Don't use FDT->lock.

	(struct wait_item_s): Move to wait.h.

	* wait-global.c: New file.

	* wait-private.c: New file.

	* wait-user.c: New file.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Use validity_to_string

	instead otrust_to_string to calculate validity.

 

2003-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h (EngineObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine.h: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgObject): Move typedef to ...

	* rungpg.c: ... here.

	* types.h (GpgsmObject): Move typedef to ...

	* engine-gpgsm.c: ... here.

 

	* util.h (return_if_fail, return_null_if_fail,

	return_val_if_fail): Remove macro.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_cancel): Don't use return_if_fail.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref): Likewise.
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	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_enum): Likewise.

	(gpgme_signers_clear): Likewise.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): Rename get_path to

	get_file_name.

	* gpgme.h (struct _gpgme_engine_info): Rename member path to

	file_name.

	* version.c: Do not include <stdio.h>,

 <stdlib.h>, context.h and

	util.h.  Other clean ups.

	(parse_version_number): Protect more seriously against

	overflow.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): Move to ...

	* engine.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): ... here.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_info): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_path): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_file_name): .. this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(engine_get_req_version): ... this.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_req_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info.): Remove

	prototypes.

 

	* gpgme.h (enum GpgmeProtocol): Remove GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Don't handle GPGME_PROTOCOL_AUTO.

	(gpgme_get_protocol_name): New function.

 

	* engine-backend.h (struct engine_ops): New member

	get_req_version, remove member check_version.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_Engine_get_version): New prototype.

	*

 rungpg.c (gpg_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpg_check_version): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): Add gpg_get_req_version, remove

	gpg_check_version.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgsm_check_version): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): Add gpgsm_get_req_version, remove

	gpgsm_check_version.

	* engine.c: Include ops.h.

	 (_gpgme_engine_get_req_version): New function.

	(gpgme_engine_check_version): Rewritten.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Rewritten.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_info): New structure.

	(GpgmeEngineInfo): New type.
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2003-01-06  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability): Handle 'd' and 'D' used

	since gpg 1.3 to denote disabled keys.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c: Include <string.h>.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

 

2003-01-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): Correct bug in last change.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus

 Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify, gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Drop R_STAT

	argument.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Drop R_STAT argument.

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): Function removed.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_intersect_stati): Remove prototype.

 

2002-12-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* libgpgme.vers: New file.

	* Makefile.am (EXTRA_DIST): Add libgpgme.vers.

	(libgpgme_version_script_cmd): New variable.

	(libgpgme_la_LDFLAGS): Add libgpgme_version_script_cmd here.

	(libgpgme_la_DEPENDENCIES): New variable.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Don't accept GPGME_ATTR_IS_SECRET.

	(otrust_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Use it.

	(validity_to_string): New function.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Beautify using above functions.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

2002-12-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data-mem.c

 (mem_release): Fix gcc warning.

	* data-user.c (user_release): Likewise.
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2002-12-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h (gpgme_data_release_cb): Change return type to void.

	(gpgme_data_read_cb): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	* data-stream.c (stream_read): Likewise.

	* data-fd.c (fd_read): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_read): Likewise.

	(mem_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-user.c (user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	(user_release): Change return type to void.

	* data-compat.c (old_user_read): Change return type to ssize_t.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb): Likewise.

	(gpgme_data_read): Likewise.

	(GpgmeDataSeekCb): Change return type to off_t.

 

2002-12-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_get_key.

	* key.c (gpgme_get_key): New function.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Rewrite using gpgme_get_key.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for new interfaces

	gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr

 and gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr.

	(enum GpgmeAttr): New attribute GPGME_ATTR_SIG_CLASS.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Allow GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS.

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New members ALGO, NAME_PART,

	EMAIL_PART, COMMENT_PART, NAME, SIG_STAT and SIG_CLASS.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Add new parameter LEN.

	Use that to determine if allocation is desired or not.

	* util.h: Adjust prototype of _gpgme_decode_c_string.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Adjust caller of

	_gpgme_decode_c_string.

 

	* key.h (struct gpgme_key_s): New member last_uid.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Rewritten using

	_gpgme_decode_c_string and the last_uid pointer.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(ALLOC_CHUNK): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Use last_uid member of KEY.

 

	* context.h (struct user_id_s): New member last_certsig.

	* key.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_add_certsig): New function.

	(set_user_id_part): Move function
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 before _gpgme_key_add_certsig.

	(parse_user_id): Change first argument to SRC, add new arguments

	NAME, EMAIL and COMMENT.  Change code to use these arguments

	instead going through UID.  Move function before

	_gpgme_add_certsig.

	(parse_x509_user_id): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Adjust arguments to parse_x509_user_id

	and parse_user_id invocation.

	(one_certsig_as_xml): New function.

	(one_uid_as_xml): Print signatures.

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member TMP_UID.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Rewritten, implement "sig"

	record entries.

 

	* key.c (get_certsig): New function.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_string_attr): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_sig_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(my_isdigit): Macro removed.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Use isdigit, not my_isdigit.

	(set_userid_flags): Likewise.

	(set_subkey_trust_info): Likewise.

	(set_ownertrust): Likewise.

	(finish_key): Move function up a bit and remove prototype.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist_ext):

 Correct precedence of signature

	listing mode.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Implement signature listing mode.

 

2002-11-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not set parent fds to -1.

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead close

	for parent fds.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Call _gpgme_io_close instead

	CloseHandle for parent fds.

 

2002-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h [_MSC_VER]: Define ssize_t as long.

 

2002-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Save the result of a first

	setlocale before doing another setlocale.
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2002-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c: Some beautyfication.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Treat

	GPGME_STATUS_UNEXPECTED like GPGME_STATUS_NODATA.

	Reported by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c: Only include <config.h> if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].

	(struct

 genkey_result_s): Add new member FPR.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Free RESULT->fpr if set.

	(genkey_status_handler): Extract the fingerprint from the status

	line.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add new argument FPR and return the fingerprint

	in it.

	* gpgme.h: Adjust prototype of gpgme_op_genkey.

 

2002-11-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_keylist): Add --with-fingerprint to gpg invocation

	twice, to get fingerprints on subkeys.  Suggested by Timo Schulz

	<twoaday@freakmail.de>.

	(gpg_keylist_ext): Likewise.

 

2002-11-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Use

	_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml rather than

	_gpgme_data_append_string for the field content.

	Submitted by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h, engine-gpgsm.h: File removed.

	* engine-backend.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (gpgsm_components): New variable, set depending on

	automake conditional HAVE_GPGSM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES):

 Add engine-backend.h, remove rungpg.h and

	engine-gpgsm.h.  Replace engine-gpgsm.c with ${gpgsm_components}.

	(status-table.h): Depend on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* conversion.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not set ENABLE_GPGSM here.  Include

	"engine-backend.h" instead "engine-gpgsm.h".  Reorder some

	functions and remove all function prototypes.
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	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgsmObject * to void **.  Call gpgsm_release instead

	_gpgme_gpgsm_release.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_export): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_verify): ... this.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Make static

 and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpgsm_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpgsm): New variable.
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	[!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Removed.

	* engine.c: Do not include <time.h>, <sys/types.h>, <string.h>,

	<assert.h>, "io.h", "rungpg.h" and "engine-gpgsm.h".  Include

	<stdlib.h> and "engine-backend.h".

	(struct engine_object_s): Rewritten.

	(engine_ops): New variable.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_path, _gpgme_engine_get_version,

	_gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release, _gpgme_engine_set_verbosity,

	_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler, _gpgme_engine_op_decrypt,

	_gpgme_engine_op_delete,

 _gpgme_engine_op_edit,

	_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt, _gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_export, _gpgme_engine_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_engine_op_import, _gpgme_engine_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_engine_op_sign,

	_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist, _gpgme_engine_op_verify,

	_gpgme_engine_start, _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs,

	_gpgme_engine_io_event): Reimplement.

	* engine.h: Fix a few comments and a variable name in a prototype.

	* ops.h: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	* passphrase.c: Include config.h only if [HAVE_CONFIG_H].  Do not

	include "rungpg.h".

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

	* signers.c: Likewise.

	* version.c: Likewise.

	* rungpg.c: Likewise.  Include "engine-backend.h".  Reorder

	functions and remove prototypes.

	(_gpgme_gpg_get_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_get_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_version): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Make static.  Change argument type from

	GpgObject

 * to void **.  Call gpg_release instead

	_gpgme_gpg_release.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_decrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_delete): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_recipients): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_check_set_recipients): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_encrypt): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_export): ... this.
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	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_genkey): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_import): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_keylist_ext): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_sign): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_trustlist): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_verify): ... this.

	(gpg_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_status_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_colon_line_handler): ... this.

	(gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Rename to ...

	(add_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_start): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_start): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cb): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_set_io_cb): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_io_event): Make static and rename to ...

	(gpg_io_event): ... this.

	(struct _gpgme_engine_ops_gpg): New variable.

 

2002-10-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: Add

	missing argument.

 

2002-10-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.h, data-user.c, data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-fd.c,

	data-compat.c: New file.  Really check them in this time,

 completes

	2002-10-08 change.

 

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler): Rename type to GpgmeStatusHandler

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeStatusHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgColonLineHandler): Rename type to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	and move to ...
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	* types.h (GpgmeColonLineHandler): ... here.

	* rungpg.h (GpgCommandHandler): Rename type to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	and move to ...

	* types.h (GpgmeCommandHandler): ... here.

	* engine.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Don't include "rungpg.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type

 of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Do not include "rungpg.h".

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): Change type of

	status.fnc to GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change type of argument from

	GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument from

	GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgStatusHandler to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgColonLineHandler to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of

	argument from GpgCommandHandler to GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Change type of status.fnc to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.  Change type of colon.fnc to

	GpgmeColonLineHandler.  Change type of cmd.fnc

 to

	GpgmeCommandLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to

	GpgmeCommandHandler.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Change type of

	argument FNC to GpgmeStatusHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Change type of argument FNC

	to GpgmeColonLineHandler.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Change type of argument FNC to
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	GpgmeCommandHandler.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Remove prototype.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Remove PM.

	(pipemode_cb): Prototype removed.

	(add_pm_data): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_enable_pipemode): Likewise.

	(pipemode_copy): Likewise.

	(pipemode_cb): Likewise.

	(add_arg): Don't check for pipemode.

	(add_data): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set PM.active.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Remove pipemode case.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Remove pipemode case.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Prototype removed.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Make static and rename to ...

	(add_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Call add_data, not _gpgme_gpg_add_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data): Rename to ...

	(add_pm_data): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Call add_pm_data, not

	_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_arg):

 Make static and rename to ...

	(add_arg): ... this.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler, _gpgme_gpg_new,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_delete,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit,

	_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Use add_arg, not

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg.
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	(_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity): New function.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove member simple from colon.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Don't initialize simple.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): Removed function.

	(read_colon_line): Don't check the GPG->colon.simple.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_verbosity): Call

	_gpgme_gpg_set_verbosity instead _gpgme_gpg_add_arg.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* util.h (_gpgme_malloc,

 _gpgme_realloc, _gpgme_calloc,

	_gpgme_strdup, _gpgme_free): Remove prototypes.

	(xtrymalloc, xtrycalloc, xtryrealloc, xtrystrdup, xfree): Remove

	macros.

	* util.c: File removed.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove util.h.

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Use malloc instead of

	xtrymalloc, realloc instead of xtryrealloc, calloc instead of

	xtrycalloc, free instead of xfree.

	(_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_new, _gpgme_data_release): Likewise.

	* data-compat.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Likewise.

	* data-mem.c (mem_write, mem_release, gpgme_data_new_from_mem,

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string): Likewise.

	* debug.c (debug_init): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Likewise.

	* delete.c (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_release_edit_result, _gpgme_op_edit_start):

	Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info, _gpgme_engine_new,

	_gpgme_engine_release):

 Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new, _gpgme_gpgsm_release,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	gpgsm_set_recipients, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_new, gpgme_release): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_release_import_result): Likewise.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_cache_init, _gpgme_key_cache_add, key_new,

	add_subkey, gpgme_key_release, _gpgme_key_append_name): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (_gpgme_release_keylist_result, keylist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb, gpgme_op_keylist_next): Likewise.
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	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_release_passphrase_result,

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): Likewise.

	*

 progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_new, gpgme_recipients_release,

	gpgme_recipients_add_name_with_validity): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new, _gpgme_gpg_release,

	_gpgme_gpg_add_arg, _gpgme_gpg_add_data,

	_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler, free_argv, free_fd_data_map,

	build_argv, _gpgme_gpg_spawn, read_status, read_colon_line):

	Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Likewise.

	* signers.c (_gpgme_signers_add): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trust_item_new, trustlist_colon_handler,

	_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb, gpgme_op_trustlist_next,

	gpgme_trustitem_release): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result, finish_sig): Likewise.

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info, _gpgme_get_program_version):

	Likewise.

	* w32-io.c (create_reader, create_writer, destroy_reader,

	destroy_writer, build_commandline, _gpgme_io_spawn): Likewise.

	* w32-sema.c (critsect_init, _gpgme_sema_cs_destroy): Likewise.

	* w32-util.c (read_w32_registry_string):

 Likewise.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_wait_event_cb, _gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb)

	* data-compat.c: Include <stdlib.h>.

 

2002-10-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	New data object component:

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeDataReadCb, GpgmeDataWriteCb, GpgmeDataSeekCb,

	GpgmeDataReleaseCb): New types.

	(struct GpgmeDataCbs): New structure.

	(gpgme_data_read): Changed prototype to match that of read() closely.

	(gpgme_data_write): Similar for write().

	(gpgme_data_seek, gpgme_data_new_from_cbs, gpgme_data_new_from_fd,

	gpgme_data_new_from_stream): New prototypes.

	(gpgme_data_get_type, gpgme_check_engine): Prototype removed.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add data.h, data-fd.c,

	data-stream.c, data-mem.c, data-user.c and data-compat.c.

	* data.c: Reimplemented from scratch.

	* (data-compat.c, data-fd.c, data.h, data-mem.c, data-stream.c,

	data-user.c): New file.
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	* context.h (struct gpgme_data_s): Removed.

	* conversion.c:

 Include <errno.h> and <sys/types.h>.

	(_gpgme_data_append): New function.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_string_for_xml): ... here.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): Move to ...

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_data_append_percentstring_for_xml): ... here.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_get_mode, _gpgme_data_set_mode): Prototype

	removed.

	* types.h (GpgmeDataMode): Type removed.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Don't check data type or mode.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Likewise.

	* export.c (_gpgme_op_export_start): Likewise.

	*

 genkey.c (_gpgme_op_genkey_start): Likewise.

	* import.c (_gpgme_op_import_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Remove hack that returns invalid

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.

	* encrypt-sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Remove hack that returns

	no recipient if no data was returned.

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Add new argument to

	differentiate detached from normal signatures.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.  Don't check

	mode of data argument.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise for prototype.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h

 (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Likewise for prototype.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.
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	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (struct arg_and_data_s): New member INBOUND to hold

	direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument INBOUND.  Use it to

	determine direction of data object.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_pm_data, _gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpg_op_edit, _gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign, _gpgme_gpg_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpg_op_import, _gpgme_gpg_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add new argument to _gpgme_gpg_add_data

	invocation.

	(build_argv): Use new member INBOUND to determine direction of

	file descriptor.  Don't check the data type.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_add_data): Add new argument to prototype.

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_op_info): Don't call

	_gpgme_data_get_as_string if CTX->op_info is NULL.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Function removed.

 

2002-09-30

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Take care when printing a

	NULL with the DEBUG.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member ANY.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Run the colon function to indicate EOF.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): Better reset ANY here.

 

2002-09-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_hextobyte): Prevent superfluous

	multiplication with base.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Use private asynchronous

	operation type in invocation of _gpgme_op_reset.

 

2002-09-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* ath.c: Include sys/time.h if sys/select.h is not available.

 

2002-09-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Do not call finish_key() here.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Set CTX->tmp_key to NULL.
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2002-09-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove @LTLIBOBJS@ as we link

 them

	into gpgme unconditionally.

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change @LIBOBJS@ into @LTLIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Use @LTLIBOBJS@ instead @LIBOBJS@.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_add): Test *LINE, not LINE.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't use a non-constant struct

	initializer.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Likewise.

	Reported by Dr. Stefan Dalibor <Dr.Stefan.Dalibor@bfa.de>.

 

2002-09-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Set DESTP before

	modifying DEST.

 

	* conversion.c (_gpgme_decode_c_string): Fix off by one error in

	last change.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): Move before

	_gpgme_op_edit so its prototype is known early on.

 

	* conversion.c: New

 file.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_decode_c_string and

	_gpgme_hextobyte.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Call _gpgme_decode_c_string

	on issuer name.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add conversion.c

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Replace calls to hextobyte by

	calls to _gpgme_hextobyte.

	(hash_key): Likewise.

 

2002-09-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Set CTX->pending after calling

	_gpgme_engine_release, as this will reset pending to zero in the

	event done callback on cancelled operations.

 

2002-08-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add args from signers.

	Suggested by Miguel Coca <e970095@zipi.fi.upm.es>.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Add bogus ctx argument.

	* rungpg.h: Also to prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): Likewise.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* edit.c (_gpgme_op_edit_start): Likewise.

 

2002-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Implement signer

	selection.

	* vasprintf.c (va_copy): Define macro if not yet defined.

 

2002-08-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Reset

	CTX->result.passphrase->no_passphrase if passphrase is given (good

	or bad).  Submitted by Jean DIRAISON <jean.diraison@free.fr>.

 

2002-08-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use a double-fork approach.

	Return 0 on success, -1 on error.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Don't wait for the child.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_housecleaning): Function removed.

	(do_reaping): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): Likewise.

	(struct reap_s): Removed.

	(reap_list): Likewise.

	(reap_list_lock): Likewise.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): Remove prototypes for

	_gpgme_engine_housecleaning and

	_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Don't add child to reap list.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Remove

 PID member.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Don't initialize GPG->pid.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Don't set GPG->pid.

	* wait.c (run_idle): Removed.
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	(gpgme_wait): Run idle_function directly.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove dead

	variables encrypt_info and encrypt_info_len.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Set colon line handler.

	* posix-sema.c (sema_fatal): Remove function.

	All these reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2002-08-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme-config.in: Made --prefix work for --libs.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Update list of symbols that get a prefix: Rename the

	ath_mutex_*_available symbols to ath_*_available.

 

2002-08-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* stpcpy.c: New file from gnulib.

	* Makefile.am (assuan_libobjs): Remove jnlib.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add prototype for gpgme_op_import_ext.

	* import.c

 (struct import_result_s): New member `nr_considered'.

	Rename `any_imported' to `nr_imported'.

	(import_status_handler): Increment nr_imported.  Set nr_considered

	if appropriate.

	(gpgme_op_import_ext): New function.

	(gpgme_op_import): Implement in terms of gpgme_op_import_ext.

 

2002-08-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.m4: Replaced with a new and faster version.  This does not

	anymore try to build test programs.  If we really need test

	programs, we should add an option to gpgme-config to do so.

 

	* vasprintf.c (int_vasprintf): Hack to handle NULL passed for %s.

 

2002-08-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_set_op_info): Append data on subsequent calls.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Remove op_info

	handling.
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2002-08-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* decrypt.c (is_token,skip_token): Duplicated from verify.c

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Hack to properly return Decryption_Failed..

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Create an operation info.

 

2002-08-14

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (struct certsig_s): New.  Use it in gpgme_key_s.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_release): Release it. We need to add more code

	of course.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Use memset to initialize the struct.

	* gpgme.h (GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_SIGS): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Include sigs in listing depending

	non the list mode.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Use GPGME_ATTR_TYPE to return

	information about the key type (PGP or X.509).

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Likewise.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Include 1 in the check for

	valid algorithms so that RSA is usable.  Store the issuer name and

	serial number also for "crs" records.  Parse the expire date for

	subkeys.

	(set_userid_flags): Put them onto the last appended key.

 

2002-07-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): Use --with-colons.

 

2002-07-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): For GPGME_DATA_TYPE_NONE,

 return EOF

	instead an error.

 

	The following changes make it possible to flush an inbound data

	pipe before invoking a command handler:

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Accept new argument NONBLOCK to

	_gpgme_io_select.  Set timeout of 0 if this is set.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Likewise.

	* io.h: Add new argument NONBLOCK to _gpgme_io_select prototype.

	* wait.c (do_select): Add new argument to _gpgme_io_select

	invocation.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Add new argument
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	linked_data to prototype.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Pass NULL as linked_data

	argument to _gpgme_engine_set_command_handler.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): New members linked_data and

	linked_idx in CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize those new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_command_handler): Accept new argument linked_data.

	(build_argv): Handle linked_data

 in the same hack as cb_data.

	(read_status): If linked_data is in use, flush the pipe before

	activating the command handler.

	* gpgme.h: Add prototypes for gpgme_op_edit_start and

	gpgme_op_edit.

 

	The next changes export the status codes to the user:

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Likewise, also prefix

	all STATUS_ with GPGME_.

	* delete.c (delete_status_handler): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (decrypt_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): Likewise.

	* encrypt-sign.c (encrypt_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (parse_status): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Likewise.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (keylist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler):

 Likewise.

	(command_handler): Likewise.

	* progress.c (_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* sign.c (_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Likewise.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Likewise.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Likewise.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeEditCb): New type.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusCode): Rename and move to ...

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeStatusCode): ... this and here.

	* Makefile.am (status-table.h): Run mkstatus on gpgme.h, not rungpg.h.

	* mkstatus: Prefix STATUS with GPGME_.

	* rungpg.h (GpgStatusHandler, GpgCommandHandler): Change type

	accordingly.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_verify_status_handler,
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	_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_sign_status_handler,

	_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler, _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for CMD.code.

 

	These changes add an edit operation to GPGME:

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member RESULT.edit.  *

	ops.h: Add prototype

 for _gpgme_release_edit_result and

	_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler.

	* passphrase.c (command_handler): Make non-static and rename to ...

	(_gpgme_passphrase_command_handler): ... this.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_start): Use new name for command handler.

	* types.h: Add EditResult type.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release EDIT result.

	* edit.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add edit.c.

	(libgpgme_la_LDADD): Rename to libgpgme_la_LIBADD, and include

	assuan_libobjs.

	(assuan_libobjs): New variable, set this instead

	libgpgme_la_LIBADD.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_edit): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_edit): New function.

 

2002-07-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* delete.c (delete_problem): New case ambiguous specification.

	(delete_status_handler): Handle new case (poorly).

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): Implement this.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LDADD): Add @LIBOBJS@ for vasprintf and

	fopencookie.

	* vasprintf.c: Update to more recent libiberty version.

	* debug.h: Replace #elsif with #elif.

 

	Submitted by Stphane Corthsy:

	* util.h (vasprintf): Correct prototype.

	* encrypt-sign.c: Include <stddef.h>.

	(encrypt_sign_status_handler): Change type of ENCRYPT_INFO_LEN to
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	size_t.

	* ath-pthread.c: Include <stdlib.h>, not <malloc.h>.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

 

2002-07-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (fdt_global): Make static.  Reported by Stphane

	Corthsy.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): Skip empty string

	patterns.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Add OTRUST attribute.  Requested

	by Stphane Corthsy.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY case to

	silence gcc warning.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Always set utf8 as charset.

 

2002-07-03

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_io_cbs): Deal with CTX being NULL.

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb_user): New function.

	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Support a new mode of operation

	for private or user event loop.  Use new user event callback

	wrapper.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use this new mode.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpg_io_event): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_io_event): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_io_event): New prototype.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Call _gpgme_engine_io_event, and move

	the real work for the default IO callback routines to ...

	(_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_colon_handler): Signal

	GPGME_EVENT_NEXT_TRUSTITEM.  Move queue

 manipulation to ...

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): ... here.  New function.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_op_event_cb): Call _gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb

	and _gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb when appropriate.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_op_keylist_event_cb): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_op_trustlist_event_cb): Likewise.
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	* op-support.c (_gpgme_op_reset): Add comment why we don't use the

	user provided event handler directly.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Return GpgmeError value, and TAG in

	a pointer argument.

	* wait.c (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise.

	* wait.h (_gpgme_add_io_cb): Likewise for prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with new

	argument.  Fix up error handling.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): Call IO_CBS->add with

	new argument, fix up error handling.

 

2002-07-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (status_handler_finish): New.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Moved some code out to the new

	function and call this function also in case we get into the

	status

 handler with an error which might happen due to a kludge in

	engine-gpgsm.c

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg use synchronous mode).

 

2002-06-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Fix documentation of key attribute retrieval functions.

 

2002-06-28  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from

	prototype and change return type to GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): New prototype.

	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Replace with the meat from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition here, and remove the support for

	conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove HANG argument from prototype

	and change return type to GpgmeError.  Replace with meat from

	_gpgme_wait_one and add support for conditions.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Just call _gpgme_wait_on_condition without

	condition.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Always use our own FD

	table (eg

 use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Always use our own FD
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	table (eg use synchronous mode).

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Remove HANG argument from

	_gpgme_wait_on_condition.  Check its return value.

 

2002-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Map No_Data_Available to EOF.

 

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Kludge to print fingerprint

	instead of keyid for use with gpgsm.

	(import_status_handler): Set a flag to know whether any import

	occurred.

	(gpgme_op_import): Return -1 if no certificate ewas imported.

 

2002-06-25  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs) [ENABLE_GPGSM]: Fixed

	function arguments.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Only export the keys

	listed in RECP.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): If no data was returned,

 return

	GPGME_No_Recipients.

 

2002-06-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Implement.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return ERR.

	(parse_status): New function.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Use parse_status.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Accept new arguments STATUS_FNC and

	STATUS_FNC_VALUE and process status messages.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Pass new arguments to gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

 

2002-06-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Unlock FDT->lock.
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2002-06-20  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Ignore GPG_AGENT_INFO if set but empty.

 

	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): Set bad policy for wrong key usage.

	(skip_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Watch out

 for wrong key usage.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Hack to return info on the key

	usage.  Does now make use of the former RESERVED argument which

	has been renamed to WHATIDX.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): Renamed RESERVED to WHATIDX.

 

2002-06-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (do_select): Return -1 on error, and 0 if nothing to run.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Only set HANG to zero if do_select returned an

	error, or there are no more file descriptors to wait on.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Ignore return value from do_select for

	now.

 

2002-06-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Make sure that we never access an

	uninitialized result structure.

 

2002-06-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (struct keylist_result_s): New.

	(_gpgme_release_keylist_result): Release it here

	(keylist_status_handler): Handle truncated.

	(append_xml_keylistinfo): New.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): and use it here.

	* types.h: Declare the new type here.

	*

 context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): Use it here.

 

2002-06-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close status_cb.fd.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Duplicate status file descriptor, so we can

	use our own close notification mechanism without interfering with

	assuan.

 

2002-06-11  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_SIG_SUMMARY and the GPGME_SIGSUM_

	constants.
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	* verify.c (calc_sig_summary): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): And use it here.

 

2002-06-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes TRUNCATED and ERROR.

	* verify.c (is_token, copy_token): New.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Use copy_token, handle the new

	ERROR status and store the errorcode used withgpgsm and trust

	status codes.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute ERRTOK.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Add dummy case for it.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): Use it here to return the last error.

 

2002-06-10  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Move the code that sets the

	close notification for the status fd to ...

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): ... here.

	* wait.h: Include "sema.h".  Remove prototypes of

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue and

	_gpgme_register_pipe_handler.  Add prototypes of

	_gpgme_fd_table_init, _gpgme_fd_table_deinit, _gpgme_fd_table_put,

	_gpgme_add_io_cb, _gpgme_remove_io_cb, _gpgme_wait_event_cb and

	_gpgme_wait_one..

	* wait.c: Remove global variables PROC_QUEUE, PROC_QUEUE_LOCK,

	FD_TABLE_SIZE, FD_TABLE, FD_TABLE_LOCK.  New global variables

	FDT_GLOBAL, CTX_DONE_LIST, CTX_DONE_LIST_SIZE,

	CTX_DONE_LIST_LENGTH and CTX_DONE_LIST_LOCK.  Remove struct

	proc_s.  Replace struct wait_item_s.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_init): New function.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_deinit): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_fd_table_put): Likewise.

	(set_process_done): Remove function.

	(do_select): Take argument FDT.  Use that to decide which fds to

	select on.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_wait_event_cb):

 New function.

	(_gpgme_wait_one): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_register_pipe_hanldler): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_remove_io_cb): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_freeze_fd): Remove function.

	(_gpgme_thaw_fd): Remove function.

	* rungpg.c (struct fd_data_map_s): Add new member TAG.

	(struct gpg_object_s): Likewise for STATUS and COLON.  Add member
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	IDX to CMD.  Add new member IO_CBS.

	(close_notify_handler): New variables POSSIBLY_DONE and NOT_DONE.

	For each I/O callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all

	callbacks have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	Remove member RUNNING.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Initialize new members.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Check PID not RUNNING.  Don't call

	_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue.  Close GPG->CMD.FD if set.

	(build_argv): Store away the index instead the file descriptor for

	CMD.

	(_gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb to register IO

	callbacks.

	(gpg_status_handler):

 Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(read_status): Use _gpgme_gpg_add_io_cb instead _gpgme_thaw_fd.

	Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(gpg_colon_line_handler): Change return type to void, remove PID

	argument, close filedescriptor if EOF or error occurs.

	(command_cb): Use IO_CBS->remove instead _gpgme_freeze_fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs): Prototype for

	_gpgme_gpg_set_io_cbs.

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeIOCb): New type.

	(GpgmeRegisterIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeRemoveIOCb): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIO): Likewise.

	(GpgmeEventIOCb): Likewise.

	(struct GpgmeIOCbs): New structure to hold I/O callbacks.

	(gpgme_set_op_io_cbs): New prototype.

	(gpgme_get_op_io_cbs): Likewise.

	* ops.h: New prototype for _gpgme_op_event_cb.  Remove prototypes

	for _gpgme_freeze_fd and _gpgme_thaw_fd.  Remove PID argument from

	_gpgme_data_inbound_handler and _gpgme_data_outbound_handler

	prototype.

  Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset.

	Add synchronous argument to _gpgme_decrypt_start prototype.

	* io.h: Beautification.

	* gpgme.c: Include "wait.h".

	(gpgme_new): Initialize FDT.

	(gpgme_set_io_cbs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_io_cbs): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_op_event_cb): Likewise.

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): Change return type to

	void.  Drop PID argument.  Close FD on error and EOF.

	(write_mem_data): Don't close FD here ...

	(write_cb_data): ... or here ...
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	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... but here.  Change return type

	to void.  Drop PID argument.

	* context.h: Include "wait.h".

	(struct gpgme_context_s): New members FDT and IO_CBS.

	* op-support.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add op-support.c.

	* ops.h: Add prototype for _gpgme_op_reset().

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Add synchronous argument.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Use _gpgme_wait_one instead

	gpgme_wait.

	*

 delete.c (gpgme_op_delete_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_delete_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_delete_start now.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt.c: Include "wait.h".

	(ggpgme_op_encrypt_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* encrypt_sign.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): ... this.  New argument

	SYNCHRONOUS.  Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start now.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Add synchronous argument.

  Use

	_gpgme_wait_one instead gpgme_wait.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_export_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_export_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_export_start now.

	(gpgme_op_export): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_genkey_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_genkey_start now.
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	(gpgme_op_genkey): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_import_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_import_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_import_start now.

	(gpgme_op_import): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead

 gpgme_wait.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Likewise.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_sign_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.  Use

	_gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Just a wrapper around _gpgme_op_sign_start

	now.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* trustlist.c (gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Use _gpgme_op_reset.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_op_verify_start): ... this.  New argument SYNCHRONOUS.

	Use _gpgme_op_reset.  Make function static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Just a wrapper around

	_gpgme_op_verify_start now.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Add synchronous argument.  Use _gpgme_wait_one

	instead gpgme_wait.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (iocb_data_t): New type.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member status_cb.  Replace input_fd

	and input_data with input_cb.  Replace output_fd and output_data

	with

 output_cb.  Replace message_fd and message_data with

	message_cb.  New member io_cbs.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize all new members (and drop the old

	ones).

	(close_notify_handler): New variable POSSIBLY_DONE.  For each I/O

	callback, check if it should be unregistered.  If all callbacks

	have been unregistered, trigger GPGME_EVENT_DONE.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Remove variable PID.  Use new variable

	names to close the file descriptors.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Use new variable names,

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.
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	(gpgsm_status_handler): Drop argument PID.  Change return type to

	void.  Close status pipe before returning because of EOF or error.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use _gpgme_gpgsm_add_io_cb to register

	callback

 function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: New prototype for _gpgme_gpgsm_set_io_cbs.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs): New function.

	* engine.h: New prototype for _gpgme_engine_set_io_cbs.

 

2002-06-04  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Remove mutex.h.

 

2002-06-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c: Include <ctype.h>.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Skip one more char when

	processing escaped char.  Submitted by Marc Mutz <mutz@kde.org>.

	Handle hexadecimal encodings.  Also reported by Marc.  Thanks!

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* ath.h: Enable the _gpgme_ prefix.  Fix all those prefix macros.

	* posix-sema.c: Use that prefix here.

	* posix-io.c: Include "ath.h".

	(_gpgme_io_read): Use _gpgme_ath_read instead read.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use _gpgme_ath_write instead write.

	(_gpgme_io_waitpid): Use _gpgme_ath_waitpid instead waitpid.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Use _gpgme_ath_select

 instead select.

 

2002-06-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (ath_components): New variable.

	(ath_components_pthread): Likewise.

	(ath_components_pth): Likewise.

	(system_components): Add ath_componentes.

 

	* ath.h: New file.

	* ath.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pthread.c: Likewise.

	* ath-pth.c: Likewise.

	* posix-sema.c (_gpgme_sema_cs_enter): Rework to use the ATH

	interface.

	* mutex.h: Remove file.
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2002-05-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return NULL when asking for

	an issuer with IDX > 0.  We don't support altIssuerNames for now.

 

2002-05-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Aehmm, added

	missing variable definition.  Oohh - Marcus was faster.

 

2002-05-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@gnu.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): Fix last change.

 

2002-05-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist)

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext):

  Pass the keylist mode to gpgsm.

 

2002-05-10  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add OTRUST.

	* keylist.c (set_ownertrust): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Get the ownertrust value

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return that value.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* w32-util.c: New static variable GET_PATH_LOCK.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Remove superfluous NULL initializer.

	Take lock while determining path.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): Likewise.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Set DONE to 1 after

	initialization.

	(gpgme_get_engine_info): New variable ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock

	while determining engine info.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New variable

	GPG_VERSION_LOCK.  Take the lock while determining the program

	version.

	* posix-io.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_io_spawn): New variable FIXED_SIGNALS_LOCK.  Take the lock

	while fixing the signals.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Make READFDS and WRITEFDS non-static.

	*

 key.c: Include "sema.h".  New globals KEY_CACHE_LOCK and

	KEY_REF_LOCK.
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	(capabilities_to_string): Make STRINGS very const.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): Lock the key cache.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): Likewise.

	(gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_release): Lock the key_ref_lock.

	* import.c (append_xml_impinfo): Make IMPORTED_FIELDS and

	IMPORT_RES_FIELDS very const.  Make FIELD and FIELD_NAME a little

	const.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_info): New variable

	ENGINE_INFO_LOCK.  Take lock while determining engine info.

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include "sema.h".

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_get_version): New variable GPGSM_VERSION_LOCK.  Take

	lock while getting program version.

 

2002-05-08  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* debug.h: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add debug.h.

	* util.h: Removed all prototypes and declarations related to

	debugging.  Include "debug.h".

 

	* debug.c (debug_level): Comment variable and remove superfluous

	zero initializer.

	(errfp): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_debug_enabled):

 Function removed.

	(struct debug_control_s): Definition removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_debug_begin): Rewritten to use vasprintf.  Accept a

	pritnf-style format specification and a variable number of

	arguments.

	(_gpgme_debug_add): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Expect that format

	starts out with "%s" for simplicity.

	(_gpgme_debug_end): Rewritten using vasprintf.  Do not accept a

	TEXT argument anymore.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use new level argument for

	DEBUG_BEGIN instead explicit if construct.

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Remove superfluous zero initializer,

	remove volatile flag of INITIALIZED.  Do not use the

	double-checked locking algorithm, it is fundamentally flawed and

	will empty your fridge (on a more serious note, despite the

	volatile flag it doesn't give you the guarantee you would expect,

	for example on a DEC Alpha or an SMP machine.  The volatile only

	serializes accesses to the volatile variable, but not to the other

	variables).

 

2002-05-03
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  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Redirect any gpgsm error

	output to /dev/null.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set the protocol of the listctx.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_protocol): New.

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_write): Changed type of BUFFER to void*.

	(gpgme_data_read): Ditto.

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Handle TRUST_* status

	lines so that a claim can be made without looking up the key.

	(gpgme_get_sig_string_attr): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_ulong_attr): New.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Added GPGME_ATTR_SIG_STATUS.

 

	* rungpg.h: Add new status codes from gpg 1.0.7 and formatted the

	list to align with the status.h file from gnupg.

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeSigStat): Add _GOOD_EXP and _GOOD_EXPKEY.

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler, finish_sig): Handle

	these new status codes.  Store the expiration time

 

2002-04-27  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeData_Encoding): New.

	* data.c (gpgme_data_get_encoding,gpgme_data_set_encoding):

 New.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_input_enc): New. Use it in all local

	functions where the INPUT command gets send.

 

2002-04-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Close the output

	descriptor only when we don't need it anymore.  Close the message

	descriptor if we don't need it.

 

2002-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Use libtool libraries.

 

2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Call gpgme_data_release on

	GPG->cmd.cb_data, not xfree.
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2002-04-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set the display, ttyname,

	ttytype, lc_ctype and lc_messages options in the server.

 

2002-04-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): Add new error codes.

 

2002-04-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Swapped use of can_encrypt and

	can_certify to return

 the requested values.

 

2002-04-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_progress_cb): Allow either return parameter

	to be NULL.

	(gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): Likewise.

 

2002-04-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_passphrase_cb): New function.

	(gpgme_get_progress_cb): New function.

	* gpgme.h: Add new prototypes for gpgme_get_passphrase_cb and

	gpgme_get_progress_cb.

 

2002-03-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeAttr): Add values for issuer and chaining.

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add issuer and chaining elements for X509.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Store them.

	* key.c	(gpgme_key_release): Free them.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Print them.

 

2002-03-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add mutex.h

 

2002-03-21  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Make sure off_t and ssize_t are

	defined.

 

2002-03-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*
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 Makefile.am (system_components): New variable, set depending on

	HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM.

	(libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Use system_components.  Remove `syshdr.h'.

	* syshdr.h: File removed.

 

	* posix-io.c: Remove !HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.  Clean up source.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* posix-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* w32-io.c: Remove HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM safeguard.

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

 

	* posix-io.c: Include `unistd.h', do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* posix-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-io.c: Include `io.h', do not include `syshdr.h'

	* w32-sema.c: Likewise.

	* w32-util.c: Likewise.

	* data.c: Do not include `syshdr.h'.

	* wait.c: Likewise.

	* wait.h: Code cleanup.

 

	* mutex.h: New file.

	* posix-sema.c: Implement.

 

2002-03-08  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.h [!HAVE_FOPENCOOKIE]: Fixed type.  Thanks to Frank Heckenbach.

 

2002-03-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): Add prototype.

 

2002-03-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 encrypt.c (_gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler): New function.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): New variable SYMMETRIC, set it if RECP

	is null, and if it is set, use _gpgme_encrypt_sym_status_handler

	as status handler and run _gpgme_passphrase_start.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero, do symmetric

	encryption.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): If RECP is zero,

	return error value.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add "--" argument.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Also set the

	error No_Passphrase if only a bad passphrase was provided.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): If TEXT is of mode

	GPGME_DATA_MODE_IN, construct a command line that stores the

	plaintext in TEXT.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Accept TEXT being

	uninitialized, and in this case interpret SIG as a normal or

	cleartext signature and TEXT as a return

 data object.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-03-03  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]:

	Add stub function.

 

2002-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.h (subkey_s): New member expires_at.

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Set it here

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_as_xml,gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return it.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_keylist_ext): New function.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_ext_start): New function.

 

2002-02-27  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new error code GPGME_Invalid_Recipient.

	* encrypt.c (struct

 encrypt_result_s): New member invalid_recipients,

	rename no_recipients to no_valid_recipients.

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Include error for invalid

	recipients.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_recipients): Change type of first

	argument to GpgsmObject.  Use that to report back the status about

	the recipients.
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2002-02-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Fix the last change.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_verify_status_handler): Parse the args line to

	see if the problem is due to a missing key, and report that back

	to the user.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt_sign): New prototype.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_signers): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Use that new function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign): New function.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt_sign):

 New prototype.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_encrypt_sign_start): New prototype.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_sign): Likewise.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add encrypt-sign.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): Add prototype.

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_sign_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_encrypt_status_handler): ... this and make non-static.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Use new status handler name.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Likewise.

 

2002-02-25  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h (struct gpgme_context_s): New member include_certs.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_include_certs): Add prototype.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_include_certs): New function.

	(gpgme_get_include_certs): Likewise.

	(gpgme_new): Set include_certs to 1 (the default).

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Accept

 new argument include_certs,

	and pass it to _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign.

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise for prototype.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Accept new argument

	include_certs and handle it.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Add new argument include_certs.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Add new argument to

	_gpgme_engine_op_sign call.
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2002-02-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not use a verbose listing.

 

2002-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* vasprintf.c, fopencookie.c: Add replacement functions.

	* util.h: Add prototypes for them.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Return 0 if we

	reach the end of the function.

 

2002-02-09  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Fix logic in validity check.

	(gpgme_op_genkey_start): Skip newlines after opening tag.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Remove cruft.

 

2002-02-08

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Allow PUBKEY and SECKEY to be

	set, and pass them down to the crypto engine.

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_start): New arguments PUBKEY and SECKEY.

	* engine.h: Likewise.

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.  Use those

	arguments.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.  Complain if those

	arguments are set.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.  Implement

	function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Beautify comment.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Remove handling of keylist

	mode (for now).

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (gpgme_wait): Add new argument STATUS, in which the

	status of the returned context is returned.
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	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Rework the function a bit, to make it

	aware of cancelled processes, and to

 allow to use gpgme_wait with

	CTX being NULL (as documented in the source).

	(struct proc_s): New member REPORTED.

	* gpgme.h: Fix prototype.

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Fix use of gpgme_wait.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

 

2002-02-06  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Possibly return an error

	value.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New function.

	(gpgme_new): Set the default for keylist_mode member of CTX.

 

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_set_keylist_mode): Fix prototype.

	(gpgme_get_keylist_mode): New prototype.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_LOCAL): New macro.

	(GPGME_KEYLIST_MODE_EXTERN): Likewise..

 

2002-02-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	This patch has gotten a bit large... mmh.  The

 main thing that

	happens here is that error values are now not determined in the

	operation function after gpgme_wait completed, but in the status

	handler when EOF is received.  It should always be the case that

	either an error is flagged or EOF is received, so that after a

	gpgme_wait you should never have the situation that no error is

	flagged and EOF is not received.  One problem is that the engine

	status handlers don't have access to the context, a horrible

	kludge works around this for now.  All errors that happen during a

	pending operation should be caught and reported in ctx->error,

	including out-of-core and cancellation.  This rounds up neatly a

	couple of loose ends, and makes it possible to pass up any errors

	in the communication with the backend as well.  As a bonus, there

	will be a function to access gpgme->wait, so that the operations

	can truly be implemented with their _start function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Horrible kludge to report

	error back
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 to the context.

	* rungpg.c (gpg_status_handler): Same horrible kludge applied here.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Add error checking.

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If canceled, set CTX->error

	to a value indication that.

 

	* verify.c (add_notation): Set error, not out_of_core.

	(finish_sig): Likewise.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): At EOF, clean up the notation data.

	(gpgme_op_verify): And don't do it here.

 

	* trustlist.c (trustlist_status_handler): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_start): Don't clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_next): Check error, not out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): Likewise.

 

	* ops.h (test_and_allocate_result): New macro.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Remove prototype.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Return error from context.

	(delete_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_delete_start): Release

 result.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result, and perform error checking here.

	(_gpgme_passphrase_result): Function removed.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Just return the error value from the context.

	(sign_status_handler): Only progress if no error is set yet.  If

	we process an EOF, set the resulting error value (if any).

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_result): Function removed.

	(create_result_struct): Function removed.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result,

	caclulate error on EOF, do not progress with errors.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): Do not set out_of_core to zero.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Just return the error value from the context.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Perform the error checking

	here.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	* export.c (export_status_handler): Return if error is set in context.

	(gpgme_op_export_start):

 Release result.

	(gpgme_op_export): Return error from context.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Return the error in

	the context.
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	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler): Use macro

	test_and_allocate_result.  Perform error checking at EOF.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Just return the error from context.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Return the error from context.

	(import_status_handler): Use macro test_and_allocate_result.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Do not clear out_of_core.

	(gpgme_op_keylist_next): Return error of context.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Set error instead out_of_code.

	(finish_key): Likewise.

 

	* context.h: Remove member out_of_core, add member error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Clear error flag.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New prototype.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_get_error): New function.

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_get_error): New function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (map_assuan_error): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Change

 return type to GpgmeError,

	use the new function to map error values.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Change return type tp GpgmeError.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Change type of ERR to GpgmeError.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.  Change type of return value

	equivalently.  Adjust error values.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(struct gpgsm_object_s): New member error.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Set error if error occurs.  Determine

	error number from ERR line received.  If assuan_read_line fails,

	terminate the connection.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (MOSTLYCLEANFILES): New variable.

 

2002-02-01  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): At error, terminate the

	connection to the server.

 

2002-01-31  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_KEY_CREATED.

 

	* progress.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add progress.c.
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	* genkey.c (genkey_status_handler):

 Use

	_gpgme_progress_status_handler.  Add check for status.

	(struct genkey_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_genkey_result): New function.

	(gpgme_op_genkey): Check for error.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_genkey_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_genkey_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (GenKeyResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add GenKeyResult to member result.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Call

	_gpgme_release_delete_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_delete_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (DeleteResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add DeleteResult to member result.

 

	* delete.c (enum delete_problem): New type.

	(struct delete_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_delete_result): New function.

	(delete_status_handler): Implement more status codes.

	(gpgme_op_delete): Return error on failure.

 

	* import.c (MAX_IMPORTED_FIELDS): Bump up to 14.

 

2002-01-30

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* import.c (struct import_result_s): New structure.

	(_gpgme_release_import_result): New function.

	(append_xml_impinfo): Likewise.

	(import_status_handler): Implement.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add call to

	_gpgme_release_import_result.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_release_import_result): Add prototype.

	* types.h (ImportResult): New type.

	* context.h (gpgme_context_s): Add ImportResult to member result.

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Code clean up.

 

2002-01-30  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add lots of comment and fix the formatting.  Add

	gpgme_trustlist_end prototype.
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2002-01-29  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add new type GpgmeIdleFunc.  Change type of

	gpgme_register_idle to return and accept this type.

	* wait.c (gpgme_register_idle): Fix type.

	Save and return old value of idle_function.

 

2002-01-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Implement

 secret only mode.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Add support for the new "crs"

	record type.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Call assuan_disconnect,

	not assuan_pipe_disconnect.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Change to link assuan and

	jnlib (needed by assuan) statically into libgpgme.  Linking a

	static library into a shared library this way is not portable.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmePassphraseCb): Change type of R_HD from void* to

	void**.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Change type of LENGTH

	from off_t to size_t.

	* gpgme.h: Likewise.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): If the process finished,

	reset the pending flag.  Also if the operation was cancelled.

 

	(struct proc_s): Rename READY to DONE.

	(wait_item_s): Likewise.

	(set_process_ready): Rename

 to ...

	(set_process_done): ... this.

	(_gpgme_remove_proc_from_wait_queue): Call set_process_done

	instead set_process_ready.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Likewise.
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	(do_select): Rename READY to DONE.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify): Do not set pending to zero here.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.

	* import.c (gpgme_op_import): Likewise.

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey): Likewise.

	* export.c (gpgme_op_export): Likewise.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	* delete.c (gpgme_op_delete): Likewise.

	* decrypt-verify.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_verify): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.

 

2002-01-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* export.c: Cleanup.

 

2002-01-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* trustlist.c: Various source clean ups.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_trustlist_end): New function.

 

2002-01-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c: Various source clean ups, like renaming C to CTX where

	appropriate.

	(gpgme_new): Clear

 R_CTX before starting the work.

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

	* data.c: Various source clean ups.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_mem): Check BUFFER after clearing R_DH.

	(gpgme_data_new_with_read_cb): Similar for READ_CB.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_file): Loop over fread while EINTR.

	(gpgme_data_new_from_filepart): Rediddled a bit.  Allow LENGTH to

	be zero.  Loop over fread while EINTR.

 

	(my_isdigit): Removed.

	(my_isxdigit): Likewise.

 

2001-12-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Replace General_Error with

	Pipe_Error where appropriate.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine.c: Include `string.h'.  Reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Remove prototype.

 

2001-12-19  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): New variable CHILD_FDS.

	Fill it with the servers fds, and pass it to assuan_pipe_connect.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New function.

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_op_keylist_end): New prototype.

 

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): Move prototype to ...

	* gpgme.h (gpgme_engine_check_version): ... here.

 

	* genkey.c (gpgme_op_genkey_start): Remove unused variable.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info): Reimplemented.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Reimplemented.

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): Return NULL if MY_VERSION is NULL.

 

	* engine.c: Include `io.h'.

	(gpgme_engine_get_info): New function.

	* engine.h (gpgme_engine_check_version, _gpgme_engine_get_info):

	Add prototype.

 

2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): Moved to ...

	* engine.c (struct reap_s, reap_list, reap_list_lock): ... here.

	Include `time.h', `sys/types.h', `assert.h', and `sema.h'.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list): New function.

	(do_reaping, _gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): Moved to

 ...

	* engine.c (do_reaping, _gpgme_engine_housecleaning): ... here.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Replace code that is now in its

	own function by call to _gpgme_engine_add_child_to_reap_list().

 

	* wait.c: Include `engine.h'.

	(run_idle): Call _gpgme_engine_housecleaning(), not

	_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning().
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2001-12-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Append, not prepend, the uid.

	Initialize the next field of the uid structure.

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Do not list last uid first.

 

2001-12-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New

	function [!ENABLE_GPGSM].

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Put TEXT into

	message_data, not SIG.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Use `--detached', not `--detach'.

 

	* sign.c (sign_status_handler): Call

	_gpgme_passphrase_status_handler early.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Revert last change.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Freeze the output file

	handler when ending this operation, otherwise the wait function

	will sit on it.

 

2001-12-14  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New member colon.attic.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Initialize some more members.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Free the colon line handler's attic line.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Rework the inline-data processing.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Do not add the fds to the child

	list that are not dup'ed, for those the close-on-exec flag is set

	now.

	* version.c (_gpgme_get_program_version): Remove first entry in

	CFD, as the close-on-exec flag is now set for this fd.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Do not add `armor'

	option to `ENCRYPT'.

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (gpgsm_set_recipients): Free LINE when returning

	successfully.

 

2001-12-13  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (close_notify_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Manage the file descriptors a

	bit differently.  Do not set close-on-exec flags.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Do not set message_fd

	to -1, this is done by the close handler.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise (also for output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise (also for input_fd and output_fd).

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify): Likewise, but for output_fd.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_pipe): Set the close-on-exec flag for the

	non-inherited file descriptor index of the pipe.

 

2001-12-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_set_colon_line_handler): New.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Pass datalines to a colon handler

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Set the colon

	handler for gpgsm.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c

 (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Allow NULL for

	pattern.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Removed underscore from

	assuan_write_line.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Ditto.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Replaced internal Assuan read

	function by the new assuan_read_line.  Removed the use of the

	internal header.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Ditto. Use the new assuan_pending_line.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_start): Use the documented way to get an fd from

	assuan.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Handle "crt" records

	* key.h (gpgme_key_s): Add an x509 flag.

	* key.c (parse_x509_user_id): New.

	(_gpgme_key_append_name): Handle x.509 names.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>
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	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Make it work with current

	version of assuan.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_set_fd): Accept one more argument OPT.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): Pass armor argument to gpgsm_set_fd for

	output descriptor.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign):

 Likewise.

 

2001-12-05  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Set pending to 0 if EOF

	occurs.

 

2001-11-26  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Fix stupid typo.

 

2001-11-24  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (gpgsm_status_handler): Don't break if bsearch fails.

	Deal with assuan read line returning more than one line (for now).

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Implement it according to

	the current protocol definition.

 

2001-11-23  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Set CLOEXEC flag for parent

	ends of the pipe.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include stdlib.h and string.h.  Also include,

	for now, rungpg.h and status-table.h.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Implement more of the status handler.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	*

 engine.c (_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Implement CMS case.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.
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	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt): New function.

	(gpgsm_assuan_simple_command): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_recipients): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_set_fd): Reimplement using gpgsm_assuan_simple_command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Release command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): Allocate command.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

	(gpgsm_status_handler): Also treat `ERR' strings as EOF.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.h

 (gpgme_set_protocol): New prototype.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_import): Likewise.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Shuffle around header inclusion a bit, to still

	keep them separate.

	(_gpgme_set_status_handler) [!ENABLE_GPGSM]: New function.

 

2001-11-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c: Include more headers so that NULL and mk_error

	is defined even with an undefined GPGSM_PATH.

 

2001-11-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_inbound_handler, write_mem_data, write_cb_data,

	gpg_outbound_handler): Moved to ...

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler, write_mem_data,

	write_cb_data, _gpgme_data_outbound_handler): ... here.  Make the
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	_gpgme_* ones non-static.

	* data.c: Include io.h.

 

	* ops.h (_gpgme_data_inbound_handler): New prototype.

	(_gpgme_data_outbound_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use

 these new functions.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.h (_gpgme_gpgsm_op_decrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_delete,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_encrypt, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_export,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_genkey, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_import,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_keylist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_sign,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_op_trustlist, _gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_start, _gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler): New prototype.

	Include <rungpg.h> for status handler function.

 

	* engine-gpgsm.c (struct gpgsm_object_s): New members input_fd,

	input_data, output_fd, output_data, message_fd, message_data, command

	and status.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_new): Open input, output and message pipes before

	connecting to the client.  Close server's ends afterwards.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_release): Close open file descriptors.  Remove

	server process from wait queue.

	(_gpgme_gpgsm_op_verify, _gpgme_gpgsm_start,

	_gpgme_gpgsm_set_status_handler, gpgms_status_handler): New function.

 

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_start): Implement for GPGME_PROTOCOL_CMS.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

 

2001-11-21  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: Do not include rungpg.h, but engine.h.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Replace member gpg with engine.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_release): Release engine, not gpg.

 

	* recipient.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recifgpients): Function

	moved ...

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): ... here.

	Make static, change order of arguments, and return an error value.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_append_gpg_args_from_recipients): Removed prototype.

 

	* rungpg.h (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.
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	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_op_verify): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_decrypt):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_gpg_op_trustlist): Likewise.

 

	* engine.h (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): Add prototype.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

	* engine.c (_gpgme_engine_set_status_handler): New function.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_command_handler): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_set_colon_line_handler):

 Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_decrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_delete): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_encrypt): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_export): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_genkey): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_import): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_keylist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_sign): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_trustlist): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_op_verify): Likewise.

	(_gpgme_engine_start): Likewise.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Reimplement in terms of above
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	functions.

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Likewise.

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_decrypt_start): Likewise.

	* passphrase.c (_gpgme_passphrase_start): Likewise.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* types.h: Add types EngineObject and GpgsmObject.

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add engine-gpgsm.h,

	engine-gpgsm.c, engine.h and engine.c.

	* engine.h: New file.

	* engine.c: Likewise.

	* engine-gpgsm.h: Likewise.

	*

 engine-gpgsm.c: Likewise.

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_get_version): New function.

	(_gpgme_gpg_check_version): Likewise.

	* rungpg.h: Add prototypes for _gpgme_gpg_get_version and

	_gpgme_gpg_check_version.

 

	* version.c (compare_versions): Rename to ...

	(_gpgme_compare_versions): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_check_version): Use _gpgme_compare_versions rather than

	compare_versions.

	(gpgme_check_engine): Likewise.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version): Add prototype.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_INCLUDES): Remove obsolete directive.

	(AM_CPPFLAGS): New directive [BUILD_ASSUAN].

	(libgpgme_la_LIBADD): Likewise.

 

2001-11-20  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c: Remove global variables lineno and

	tmp_engine_version.

	(version_handler): Removed.

	(_gpgme_get_program_version): New function.

	(get_engine_info): Don't use context and version_handler,

	but _gpgme_get_program_version.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_get_program_version):

 Add prototype for

	_gpgme_get_program_version (we expect to use it elsewhere soon).
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2001-11-18  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): If GnuPG is not available, return

	an error message.

	* posix-util.c (_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be

	undefined.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	* w32-util.c (find_program_in_registry): New static function.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): Allow GPG_PATH to be undefined.  Rework

	to use find_program_in_registry.

	(_gpgme_get_gpgsm_path): New function.

	(util.h): Prototype _gpgme_get_gpgsm_path).

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Verify that _gpgme_get_gpg_path()

	returns non-null.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt-verify.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add decrypt-verify.c.

	* types.h: Add decrypt-verify types.

	* ops.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add result type for decrypt-verify.

	* gpgme.h: Add decrypt-verify prototypes.

 

	* decrypt.c (decrypt_status_handler):

 Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_decrypt_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_start): New function, derived from

	gpgme_op_decrypt_start.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Reimplement in terms of

	_gpgme_decrypt_start.

	(_gpgme_decrypt_result): New function to retrieve error value.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Use _gpgme_decrypt_result.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.

 

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_verify_status_handler): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify_start): Use new function name.

	(intersect_stati): Renamed to ...

	(_gpgme_intersect_stati): ... this.  Make non-static.

	(gpgme_op_verify): Use new name.

	* ops.h: Add prototypes for new functions.

 

2001-11-16  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* passphrase.c: New file.

	* Makefile.am (libgpgme_la_SOURCES): Add passphrase.c.

	* ops.h (_gpgme_passphrase_result): Add prototypes from
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	passphrase.c.

	* types.h: Likewise.

	* context.h: Add member passphrase to result.

	*

 gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Release passphrase member.

 

	* decrypt.c: Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct decrypt_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Don't release removed members.

	(decrypt_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt_start): Don't set command handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

	* sign.c Some formatting and variable name changes (like

	CTX instead C).

	(struct sign_result_s): Remove members now found in

	passphrase result.

	(_gpgme_release_sign_result): Don't release removed members.

	(sign_status_handler): Call _gpgme_passphrase_status_handler,

	and don't handle the cases caught there.

	(command_handler): Removed.

	(gpgme_op_sign_start): Don't set command

 handler, but invoke

	_gpgme_passphrase_start which does it.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Invoke _gpgme_passphrase_result and drop the

	cases covered by it.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* decrypt.c (command_handler): Fix last change.

 

2001-11-15  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* verify.c (_gpgme_release_verify_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	Rename R2 to NEXT_RESULT.

	(intersect_stati): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): Likewise.  Do not check return_type, but

	the member verify of result.

	(gpgme_get_sig_key): Likewise.

 

	* sign.c (_gpgme_release_sign_result): Rename RES to RESULT.  If

	RESULT is zero, return.
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	(sign_status_handler, command_handler): Do not check return_type,

	but the member sign of result.

	(gpgme_op_sign): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* encrypt.c (_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	If RESULT is zero, return.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Do not check return_type, but the member

	encrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt):

 Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* decrypt.c (_gpgme_release_decrypt_result): Rename RES to RESULT.

	(create_result_struct): Do not set result_type.

	(command_handler, decrypt_status_handler): Do not check

	return_type, but the member decrypt of result.

	(gpgme_op_decrypt): Likewise.  Drop assertion.

 

	* context.h (enum ResultType): Removed.

	(struct gpgme_context_s): Remove member result_type.

	(struct result): Replaces union result.

	* gpgme.c: Include string.h.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Release all members of c->result, which

	is now a struct.  Zero out all members of the struct afterwards.

 

2001-11-11  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_release): Release GPG->cmd.cb_data.

	Release all members of the list GPG->arglist.

	Reported by Michael Schmidt <mschmidt@cs.uni-sb.de>.

 

2001-11-02  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* rungpg.c (pipemode_copy): Change type of NBYTES to size_t.

 

	* key.c: Include string.h.

	* data.c: Likewise.

	* recipient.c: Likewise.

 

2001-10-29

  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* context.h: New member signers_len.

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_clear): Require that signers are

	non-NULL with assertion.  Use signers_len to determine how much

	keys to release.  Add documentation.

	(gpgme_signers_add): Use signers_len to determine if the buffer is

	large enough.  Use xtryrealloc rather than xtrymalloc and copying.

	Add documentation.
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	(gpgme_signers_enum): Use signers_len to determine if key is

	available.  Add documentation.

 

2001-10-22  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_append): Check if LENGTH is smaller than

	ALLOC_CHUNK, not DH->length.

 

2001-10-17  Marcus Brinkmann  <marcus@g10code.de>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): Fix last change.

 

2001-10-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h (GpgmeProtocol): New.

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_protocol): New.

 

2001-09-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_set_passphrase_cb): Ignore a NULL context.

	(gpgme_set_progress_cb): Ditto.

 Suggested by Mark Mutz.

 

2001-09-17  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Shortcut for no tmp_key.  Changed all

	callers to use this function without a check for tmp_key.

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_next): Reset the key_cond after

	emptying the queue.  Bug reported by Stphane Corthsy.

 

2001-09-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow rewind for callbacks.

 

2001-09-07  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Add NO_RECP.

	* encrypt.c (encrypt_status_handler): Take on No_RECP.

	(gpgme_op_encrypt): Better error return.

 

	* verify.c (verify_status_handler): Take on NODATA.

 

2001-09-03  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.h: Added STATUS_INV_RECP.

	* gpgme.c (_gpgme_release_result): Add support for new

	EncryptResult object.
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	* encrypt.c (append_xml_encinfo): New.

	(encrypt_status_handler): Add some status parsing.

	(_gpgme_release_encrypt_result): New.

 

2001-08-29  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* recipient.c (gpgme_recipients_release):

 Free the list.  By Timo.

 

	* keylist.c (keylist_colon_handler): Do a finish key if we receive

	an EOF here.  This is probably the reason for a lot of bugs

	related to keylisting.  It is so obvious.  Kudos to Enno Cramer

	for pointing that out.

 

2001-08-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c, gpgme.h (gpgme_get_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_set_op_info): New.

	(_gpgme_release_result): Reset the op_info here.

	* sign.c (append_xml_siginfo): New.

	(sign_status_handler): Store the sig create information.

 

2001-07-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt): Hack to detect no valid recipients.

 

2001-07-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.c (gpgme_get_armor,gpgme_get_textmode): New.

 

	* rungpg.c (build_argv): Disable armor comments

	* w32-io.c (build_commandline): Need to add quotes here

 

2001-07-24  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (gpgme_data_read): Add a a way to return the available bytes.

 

2001-07-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* util.c: Removed

 stpcpy() because we use the version from jnlib.

 

2001-07-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* mkstatus: Define the collating sequence for sort.

 

2001-06-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* rungpg.h: Add STATUS_UNEXPECTED as suggested by Timo.

 

2001-06-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (set_userid_flags): Fixed the assigned values. Kudos

	to Timo for pointing this out.

 

2001-06-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (_gpgme_debug_begin): Fixed a /tmp race.  Noted by

	Johannes Poehlmann.

 

2001-05-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* version.c (gpgme_check_engine): Stop version number parsing at

	the opening angle and not the closing one.  By Tommy Reynolds.

 

2001-05-01  Jos Carlos Garca Sogo <jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org>

 

	* encrypt.c (gpgme_op_encrypt_start): Deleted the assert ( !c->gpg )

	line, because it gave an error if another operation had been made

	before using the same context.

 

	* decrypt.c (gpgme_op_decrypt_start): The same as above. Also added

	one line to release

 the gpg object in the context (if any).

 

2001-04-26  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* key.c, key.h (_gpgme_key_cache_init): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_add): New.

	(_gpgme_key_cache_get): New.

	* version.c (do_subsystem_inits): Init the cache.

	* keylist.c (finish_key): Put key into the cache

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): First look into the cache.

 

2001-04-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* keylist.c (parse_timestamp): Adjusted for the changed

	--fixed-list-mode of gpg 1.0.4h.

 

2001-04-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_op_verify_start): Enabled pipemode for detached sigs.

 

2001-04-04  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Don't select on the writer if there
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	are still bytes pending.  Timo found this not easy to track down

	race condition.

 

2001-04-02  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* gpgme.h: Add GPGME_ATTR_KEY_{EXPIRED,DISABLED}.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): And return those attribs.

 

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): Set keyliosting mode

 depending on

	the mode set in the current context.  Suggested by Timo.

 

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return can_certify and not

	can_encrypt. By Timo.

 

2001-03-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* debug.c (debug_init): Allow to specify a debug file.

	(_gpgme_debug_level): New.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read, _gpgme_io_write): Print output.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Debug only with level > 2.

 

2001-03-15  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c: Included time.h.

 

	* key.h: New keyflags for capabilities.

	* keylist.c (set_mainkey_capability, set_subkey_capability): New.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Parse them.

	* gpgme.h: New attribute values for capabilities.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_get_string_attr): Return them.

	(capabilities_to_string): New.

	(gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr): Return the global caps.

 

2001-03-14  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,destroy_writer): Fixed syntax error.

	Thanks to Jan Oliver Wagner.

 

2001-03-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* context.h: Add

 invalid and revoke flags to user_id structure.

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Use --fixed-list-mode.

	(keylist_colon_handler): Adjust for that.

	(set_userid_flags): New.

	(set_mainkey_trust_info): Handle new key invalid flag
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	(set_subkey_trust_info): Ditto.

	* gpgme.h: Add new attributes for key and user ID flags.

	* key.c (_gpgme_key_append_name): Init these flags

	(gpgme_key_get_as_xml): Print them.

	(one_uid_as_xml): New helper for above.

	(gpgme_key_get_string_attr, gpgme_key_get_ulong_attr):

	Return the new attributes.  Enhanced, so that subkey information

	can be returned now.

 

2001-02-28  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader): Set stop_me flag.

	(writer,create_writer,destroy_writer,find_writer,kill_writer): New.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Use a writer thread to avoid blocking.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Cleanup a writer thread

	(_gpgme_io_select): Repalce the faked wait on writing by a real

	waiting which is now possible due to the use of a writer thread.

 

2001-02-20

  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (destroy_reader,kill_reader): New.

	(create_reader, reader): Add a new event to stop the thread.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Kill the reader thread.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Handle frozen fds here.

	* 32-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Ditto. Removed a bunch of unused code.

 

	* wait.c: Reworked the whole thing.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_new): Init pid to -1.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Remove the process from the wait queue.

 

2001-02-19  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close): Do the notification.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_select): Use a 1 sec timeout and not 200

	microseconds.

 

	* wait.c (remove_process): Don't close the fd here.

	(do_select): Set the fd to -1 and remove the is_closed flag everywhere.

	(_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Remove the assert on the queue and

	break out if we could not find the queue.  The whole thing should

	be reworked.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_set_close_notify): New.

	(_gpgme_io_close):
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 Do the notification.

 

	* rungpg.c (close_notify_handler): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_new): Register a callback for the fd.

	(_gpgme_gpg_set_colon_line_handler): Ditto.

	(build_argv): Ditto

 

2001-02-13  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* rungpg.c (struct reap_s): Replaced pid_t by int.

 

	* types.h: Add ulong typedef.

 

	* rungpg.c (do_reaping,_gpgme_gpg_housecleaning): New.

	(_gpgme_gpg_release): Reap children.

	* io.h, posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New.

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_kill): New (dummy).

 

	* keylist.c (gpgme_op_keylist_start): Cancel a pending request.

 

	* posix-io.c (_gpgme_io_read): Add some debug output.

	(_gpgme_io_write): Ditto.

	(_gpgme_io_select): Increased the timeout.

 

2001-02-12  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	Enhanced the signature verification, so that it can how handle

	more than one signature and is able to return more information on

	the signatures.

	* verify.c (gpgme_get_sig_key): New.

	(gpgme_get_sig_status): New.

 

	* gpgme.h: Add stdio.h.

	(GpgmeSigStat):

 New status DIFF.

 

2001-02-01  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (set_synchronize): Add EVENT_MODIFY_STATE.  Add Debug

	code to all Set/ResetEvent().

 

	* rungpg.c (read_status): Check for end of stream only if we have

	an r.  By Timo.

 

2001-01-31  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* wait.c (_gpgme_wait_on_condition): Removed all exit code processing.

	(propagate_term_results,clear_active_fds): Removed.
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	(count_active_fds): Renamed to ..

	(count_active_and_thawed_fds): .. this and count only thawed fds.

 

	* rungpg.c (gpg_colon_line_handler): Return colon.eof and not

	status.eof ;-)

 

2001-01-30  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* w32-io.c (_gpgme_io_spawn): Use the supplied path arg.

 

	* version.c (get_engine_info): Return better error information.

 

	* posix-util.c, w32-util.c: New.

	(_gpgme_get_gpg_path): New, suggested by Jan-Oliver.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_spawn): Use new function to get GPG's path.

 

	* signers.c (gpgme_signers_add): Ooops, one should test code and

	not just write it;

 the newarr was not assigned.  Thanks to Jos

	for pointing this out.  Hmmm, still not tested, why should a coder

	test his fix :-)

 

	* w32-io.c: Does now use reader threads, so that we can use

	WaitForMultipleObjects.

	* sema.h, posix-sema.c, w32-sema.c: Support for Critical sections.

	Does currently only work for W32.

 

	* debug.c, util.h : New. Changed all fprintfs to use this new

	set of debugging functions.

 

2001-01-23  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* data.c (_gpgme_data_release_and_return_string): Fixed string

	termination.

 

2001-01-22  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>

 

	* delete.c: New.

 

	* signers.c: New.

	* key.c (gpgme_key_ref, gpgme_key_unref): New.

	* sign.c (gpgme_op_sign_start): Allow the use of other keys.

 

	* version.c (gpgme_get_engine_info,gpgme_check_engine): New.

	* rungpg.c (_gpgme_gpg_set_simple_line_handler): New.

 

2001-01-05  Werner Koch  <wk@gnupg.org>
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	* data.c (gpgme_data_rewind): Allow to rewind data_type_none.

 

 

Copyright (C) 2001,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,

               2011 g10 Code GmbH

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

Just GNU it!

;;; -*- Mode: lisp -*-

 

;;; Copyright (C) 2006 g10 Code GmbH

;;;

;;; This file is part of GPGME.

;;;

;;; GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

;;; modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

;;; as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

;;; the License, or (at your option) any later version.

;;;

;;; GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

;;; License along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free

;;; Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

;;; 02111-1307, USA.

 

(defpackage #:gpgme-system

 (:use #:common-lisp #:asdf))

 

(in-package #:gpgme-system)

 

(defsystem gpgme

 :description "GnuPG Made Easy."

 :author "g10 Code GmbH"

  :version "1.15.1"

 :licence "GPL"

 :defsystem-depends-on ("cffi-grovel")
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 :depends-on ("cffi" "gpg-error" "trivial-garbage")

 :components ((:file "gpgme-package")

              (:cffi-grovel-file "gpgme-grovel"

               :depends-on ("gpgme-package"))

	       (:file "gpgme"

		:depends-on ("gpgme-package" "gpgme-grovel"))))

# -*- mode: org -*-

#+TITLE: GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG) Made Easy Python Bindings

#+AUTHOR: Ben McGinnes

#+LATEX_COMPILER: xelatex

#+LATEX_CLASS: article

#+LATEX_CLASS_OPTIONS: [12pt]

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage{xltxtra}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \setmainfont[Ligatures={Common}]{Times New Roman}

#+LATEX_HEADER: \author{Ben McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>}

 

 

* GPGME Python Bindings

 :PROPERTIES:

 :CUSTOM_ID: top

 :END:

 

 

** Contents

  :PROPERTIES:

  :CUSTOM_ID: contents

  :END:

 

 

- [[file:short-history][A short history of the project]]

- [[file:what-is-new][What's New]]

 - [[file:maintenance-mode][Maintenance Mode]] (from January, 2019)

- [[file:what-was-new][What Was New]]

- [[file:gpgme-python-howto][GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO]]

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

 

mQENBFrsKEkBCADKw4Wt8J6M/88qD8PO6lSMCxH1cpwH8iK0uPaFFYsJkkXo7kWf

PTAtrV+REqF/o80dvYcdLvRsV21pvncZz/HXLu1yQ18mC3XObrKokbdgrTTKA5XE

BZkNsqyaMMJauT18H4hYkSg62/tTdO1cu/zWv/LFf7Xyn6+uA74ovXCJlO1s0N2c

PShtr98QRzPMf2owgVk37JnDNp4gGVDGHxSZOuUwxgYAZYnA8SFc+c+3ZrQfY870

+O4j3Mz4p7yD13AwP4buQLBsb/icxekeQCqpRJhLH9f7MdEcGXa1x36RcEkHdu+M

yJ392eMgD+dKNfRCtyTPhjZTxvbNELIBYICfABEBAAG0EHRlc3RAZXhhbXBsZS5v

cmeJAVQEEwEIAD4WIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbAwUJA8Jn

AAULCQgHAgYVCgkICwIEFgIDAQIeAQIXgAAKCRAjAWNe7/DLBf9kB/wOQ/S60HGw

Fq07W9N01HWULyhHKoMmcHL6rfZ64oDqLxolPSasz7WAMW1jN4qtWJ0mFzwO83V6

kaBe+wF6Kqir6udFSBW9rPcFg6/VZXPltT0a6uacIHq6DyQ5iMW4YQWbVy9OR2rN

GkYo1JCBR0XdRJYCSX3yB4TWv/eXnZ37/WjmiTOIZh35rjs+NuU/S5JPDfAp2/k7

0DevQeBsv+UjVXjWpNTZmPbvDnd995uSmC6UY4hzyP84ORYMYn9n1QAR0goxDN6U

unOf9Rlp1oMzdxMool/d1MlCxg2h3jheuhv7lgUF4KpvHOuEPXQ7UO417E0TYcDZ

1J8Nsv87SZeEuQENBFrsKEkBCADjoEBhG/QPqZHg8VyoD1xYRAWGxyDJkX/GrSs6

yE+x2hk5FoQCajxKa/d4AVxOnJpdwhAfeXeSNaql5Ejgzax+Tdj9BV6vtGVJVv0p

O7bgAiZxkA6RHxtNqhpPnPQoXvUzkzpRgpuL+Nj4yIg7z1ITH6KQH4u5SI9vd+j/

8i9Taz67pdZwuJjac8qBuJHjzAo1bjYctFYUSG5pbmMQyNLySzgiNkFa4DajODlt

3RuqVGP316Fk+Sy2+60tC/HlX8jgMyMONfOGBQx6jk8tvAphS/LAqrrNepnagIyL

UGKU+L8cB2g1PGGp2biBFWqZbudZoyRBet/0yH/zirBdQJw1ABEBAAGJATwEGAEI

ACYWIQTUFzW5Ejb9uIIEjFojAWNe7/DLBQUCWuwoSQIbDAUJA8JnAAAKCRAjAWNe

7/DLBf0pCACPp5hBuUWngu2Hqvg+tNiujfsiYzId3MffFxEk3CbXeHcJ5F32NDJ9

PYCnra4L8wSv+NZt9gIa8lFwoFSFQCjzH7KE86XcV3MhfdJTNb/+9CR7Jq3e/4Iy

0N5ip7PNYMCyakcAsxvsNCJKrSaDuYe/OAoTXRBtgRWE2uyT315em02Lkr+2Cc/Q

k6H+vlNOHGRgnpI/OZZjnUuUfBUvMGHr1phW+y7aeymC9PnUGdViRdJe23nntMSD

A+0/I7ESO9JsWvJbyBmuiZpu9JjScOjYH9xpQLqRNyw4WHpZriN69F0t9Mmd7bM1

+UyPgbPEr0iWMeyctYsuOLeUyQKMscDT

=QyY6

-----END

 PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

Using gpgme.js

---------------

At first, make sure that the environment you want to use gpgme.js in has access

and permissions for nativeMessaging, and gpgme-json installed. For details,

see the README.

 

The library itself is started via the {@link init} method. This will test the

nativeMessaging connection, and then resolve into an Object offering

the top level API:
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* [encrypt]{@link GpgME#encrypt}

* [decrypt]{@link GpgME#decrypt}

* [sign]{@link GpgME#sign}

* [verify]{@link GpgME#verify}

* [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}

 

```

gpgmejs.init()

   .then(function(GPGME) {

       // using GPGME

   }, function(error){

       // error handling;

   })

```

 

All methods that require communication with nativeMessaging are asynchronous,

using Promises. Rejections will be instances of {@link GPGME_Error}.

 

An exaeption are Keys, which can be initialized in a 'sync' mode, allowing them

to be cached and used synchronously until manually refreshed.

 

Keyring and Keys

----------------

The gnupg keys

 can be accessed via the [Keyring]{@link GPGME_Keyring}.

 

The Keyring offers the methods for accessing information on all Keys known to

gnupg.

 

**Due to security constraints, the javascript-binding currently only offers

limited support for secret-Key interaction.**

 

The existence of secret Keys is not secret, and those secret Keys can be used

for signing, but Operations that may expose, modify or delete secret Keys are

not supported.

 

* [getKeysArmored]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeysArmored}

* [getKeys]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getKeys}

* [getDefaultKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#getDefaultKey}

* [generateKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#generateKey}

* [deleteKey]{@link GPGME_Keyring#deleteKey}

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e
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calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

;;;; gpgme-grovel.lisp

 

;;; This file is part of GPGME-CL.

;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

;;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

;;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

;;; (at your option) any later version.
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;;;

;;; GPGME-CL is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

;;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

;;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

;;; Lesser General Public License for more details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GPGME; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

;;; Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

 

(in-package :gpgme)

 

 

(include "errno.h" "sys/types.h")

 

(constant (+ebadf+ "EBADF"))

 

(ctype off-t "off_t")

(ctype size-t "size_t")

(ctype ssize-t "ssize_t")

 

(cvar ("errno" *errno*) :int)

(21:protected-private-key(3:dsa(1:p129:_d8|po3s@!WGUOAXRC$_[8SN:y|o?2[.pVxn(kOc\Bk0zu&FnK)(1:q21:

vBeOP\P)(1:g129:fU/e(2hp@hjc2uE=Sg GO;ZkIyFnGM!GsG@

=	 _SZklI)(1:y128:K:9tA]4SU1 }sG`nZpx/imV^>A;V%?5!!sS{!=-6@|

=d

)(9:protected25:openpgp-s2k3-sha1-aes-cbc((4:sha18:Li7:6452224)16:,kO{,)80:z7OCG/sB48(H9%*ojSO

OGSma`YUs1h<_)(12:protected-at15:20130812T105134)))

For a list of the authors of the source code of GPGME, please see the

file AUTHORS.  The following people supported GPGME development in

various ways (for example by finding bugs or giving advice), and we

want to thank them for their help.  If we forgot you, please let us

know.

 

Adriaan de Groot        adridg@cs.kun.nl

Albrecht Dre		albrecht.dress@arcor.de

Alfons Hoogervorst      alfons@proteus.demon.nl

Daniel Mueller		daniel@danm.de

Enno Cramer             uebergeek@web.de

Frank Heckenbach        frank@g-n-u.de

Igor Belyi		gpgme@katehok.ac93.org

Jan-Oliver Wagner       jan@intevation.de

Johannes Poehlmann      jhp@caldera.de

Jose C. Garca Sogo     jose@jaimedelamo.eu.org

Leo Gaspard             ekleog@gmail.com

Mark Mutz               mutz@kde.org

Miguel Coca		mcoca@gnu.org
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Noel Torres		envite@rolamasao.org

Patrick Spendrin        patrick.spendrin@kdab.com

Stphane Corthsy       stephane@sente.ch

Timo Schulz             twoaday@freakmail.de

Tommy Reynolds          reynolds@redhat.com

W.

 Trevor King          wking@tremily.us
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\section{Introduction}

\label{sec:org8e5fa02}

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{ll}

Version: & 0.1.4\\

GPGME Version: & 1.12.1\\

Author: & Ben

 McGinnes <ben@gnupg.org>\\

Author GPG Key: & DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D\\

Language: & Australian English, British English\\

Language codes: & en-AU, en-GB, en\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

This document provides basic instruction in how to use the GPGME

Python bindings to programmatically leverage the GPGME library.

 

 

\subsection{Python 2 versus Python 3}

\label{sec:org517cbf4}

Though the GPGME Python bindings themselves provide support for both

Python 2 and 3, the focus is unequivocally on Python 3 and

specifically from Python 3.4 and above.  As a consequence all the

examples and instructions in this guide use Python 3 code.

 

Much of it will work with Python 2, but much of it also deals with

Python 3 byte literals, particularly when reading and writing data.

Developers concentrating on Python 2.7, and possibly even 2.6, will

need to make the appropriate modifications to support the older string

and unicode types as opposed to bytes.

 

There are multiple reasons for concentrating

 on Python 3; some of

which relate to the immediate integration of these bindings, some of

which relate to longer term plans for both GPGME and the python

bindings and some of which relate to the impending EOL period for

Python 2.7.  Essentially, though, there is little value in tying the

bindings to a version of the language which is a dead end and the

advantages offered by Python 3 over Python 2 make handling the data

types with which GPGME deals considerably easier.

 

 

\subsection{Examples}

\label{sec:org2c08d53}
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All of the examples found in this document can be found as Python 3

scripts in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory.

 

 

\subsection{Unofficial Drafts}

\label{sec:orgceb2216}

In addition to shipping with each release of GPGME, there is a section

on locations to read or download \hyperref[sec:org080a94a]{draft editions} of this document from

at the end of it.  These are unofficial versions produced in between

major releases.

 

 

\subsection{What's New}

\label{sec:orga79ddc2}

Full

 details of what is new are now available in the \href{what-is-new.org}{What's New} file

and archives of the preceding \emph{What's New} sections are available in

the \href{what-was-new}{What Was New} file.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1130}

\label{sec:org746b75d}

See the \href{what-is-new\#new-stuff-1-13-0}{What's New} document for what is new in version 1.13.0.

 

 

\subsubsection{New in GPGME 1120}

\label{sec:org7adcade}

See the \href{what-was-new\#new-stuff-1-12-0}{What Was New} document for what was new in version 1.12.0.

 

 

\section{GPGME Concepts}

\label{sec:orgb257fc1}

\subsection{A C API}

\label{sec:org4fe1dfa}

Unlike many modern APIs with which programmers will be more familiar

with these days, the GPGME API is a C API.  The API is intended for

use by C coders who would be able to access its features by including

the \texttt{gpgme.h} header file with their own C source code and then access

its functions just as they would any other C headers.

 

This is a very

 effective method of gaining complete access to the API

and in the most efficient manner possible.  It does, however, have the

drawback that it cannot be directly used by other languages without

some means of providing an interface to those languages.  This is

where the need for bindings in various languages stems.
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\subsection{Python bindings}

\label{sec:org0e49e52}

The Python bindings for GPGME provide a higher level means of

accessing the complete feature set of GPGME itself.  It also provides

a more pythonic means of calling these API functions.

 

The bindings are generated dynamically with SWIG and the copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h} generated when GPGME is compiled.

 

This means that a version of the Python bindings is fundamentally tied

to the exact same version of GPGME used to generate that copy of

\texttt{gpgme.h}.

 

 

\subsection{Difference between the Python bindings and other GnuPG Python packages}

\label{sec:org97acfd7}

There have been numerous attempts to add GnuPG support to Python

 over

the years.  Some of the most well known are listed here, along with

what differentiates them.

 

 

\subsubsection{The python-gnupg package maintained by Vinay Sajip}

\label{sec:org0136847}

This is arguably the most popular means of integrating GPG with

Python.  The package utilises the \texttt{subprocess} module to implement

wrappers for the \texttt{gpg} and \texttt{gpg2} executables normally invoked on the

command line (\texttt{gpg.exe} and \texttt{gpg2.exe} on Windows).

 

The popularity of this package stemmed from its ease of use and

capability in providing the most commonly required features.

 

Unfortunately it has been beset by a number of security issues in the

past; most of which stemmed from using unsafe methods of accessing the

command line via the \texttt{subprocess} calls.  While some effort has been

made over the last two to three years (as of 2018) to mitigate this,

particularly by no longer providing shell access through those

subprocess calls, the wrapper is still somewhat

 limited in the scope

of its GnuPG features coverage.

 

The python-gnupg package is available under the MIT license.

 

 

\subsubsection{The gnupg package created and maintained by Isis Lovecruft}

\label{sec:orgdc03987}

In 2015 Isis Lovecruft from the Tor Project forked and then

re-implemented the python-gnupg package as just gnupg.  This new
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package also relied on subprocess to call the \texttt{gpg} or \texttt{gpg2}

binaries, but did so somewhat more securely.

 

The naming and version numbering selected for this package, however,

resulted in conflicts with the original python-gnupg and since its

functions were called in a different manner to python-gnupg, the

release of this package also resulted in a great deal of consternation

when people installed what they thought was an upgrade that

subsequently broke the code relying on it.

 

The gnupg package is available under the GNU General Public License

version 3.0 (or any later version).

 

 

\subsubsection{The PyME package maintained by Martin

 Albrecht}

\label{sec:org715600b}

This package is the origin of these bindings, though they are somewhat

different now.  For details of when and how the PyME package was

folded back into GPGME itself see the \href{short-history.org}{Short History} document.\footnote{\texttt{short-

history} and/or \texttt{short-history.html}.}

 

The PyME package was first released in 2002 and was also the first

attempt to implement a low level binding to GPGME.  In doing so it

provided access to considerably more functionality than either the

\texttt{python-gnupg} or \texttt{gnupg} packages.

 

The PyME package is only available for Python 2.6 and 2.7.

 

Porting the PyME package to Python 3.4 in 2015 is what resulted in it

being folded into the GPGME project and the current bindings are the

end result of that effort.

 

The PyME package is available under the same dual licensing as GPGME

itself: the GNU General Public License version 2.0 (or any later

version) and the GNU Lesser General Public License version

 2.1 (or any

later version).

 

 

\section{GPGME Python bindings installation}

\label{sec:org73d8d6f}

\subsection{No PyPI}

\label{sec:orgec9a038}

Most third-party Python packages and modules are available and

distributed through the Python Package Installer, known as PyPI.

 

Due to the nature of what these bindings are and how they work, it is
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infeasible to install the GPGME Python bindings in the same way.

 

This is because the bindings use SWIG to dynamically generate C

bindings against \texttt{gpgme.h} and \texttt{gpgme.h} is generated from

\texttt{gpgme.h.in} at compile time when GPGME is built from source.  Thus to

include a package in PyPI which actually built correctly would require

either statically built libraries for every architecture bundled with

it or a full implementation of C for each architecture.

 

See the additional notes regarding \hyperref[sec:org645735a]{CFFI and SWIG} at the end of this

section for further details.

 

 

\subsection{Requirements}

\label{sec:org2f7f06c}

The

 GPGME Python bindings only have three requirements:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item A suitable version of Python 2 or Python 3.  With Python 2 that

means CPython 2.7 and with Python 3 that means CPython 3.4 or

higher.

\item \href{https://www.swig.org}{SWIG}.

\item GPGME itself.  Which also means that all of GPGME's dependencies

must be installed too.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Recommended Additions}

\label{sec:org25bd7d4}

Though none of the following are absolute requirements, they are all

recommended for use with the Python bindings.  In some cases these

recommendations refer to which version(s) of CPython to use the

bindings with, while others refer to third party modules which provide

a significant advantage in some way.

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item If possible, use Python 3 instead of 2.

\item Favour a more recent version of Python since even 3.4 is due to

reach EOL soon.  In production systems and services, Python 3.6

should be robust enough to be relied on.

\item If possible add the

 following Python modules which are not part of

the standard library: \href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{Requests},

\href{https://cython.org/}{Cython}, \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{Pendulum} and

\href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py}.

\end{enumerate}
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Chances are quite high that at least the first one and maybe two of

those will already be installed.

 

Note that, as with Cython, some of advanced use case scenarios will

bring with them additional requirements.  Most of these will be fairly

well known and commonly installed ones, however, which are in many

cases likely to have already been installed on many systems or be

familiar to Python programmers.

 

 

\subsection{Installation}

\label{sec:orgf1c7587}

Installing the Python bindings is effectively achieved by compiling

and installing GPGME itself.

 

Once SWIG is installed with Python and all the dependencies for GPGME

are installed you only need to confirm that the version(s) of Python

you want the

 bindings installed for are in your \texttt{\$PATH}.

 

By default GPGME will attempt to install the bindings for the most

recent or highest version number of Python 2 and Python 3 it detects

in \texttt{\$PATH}.  It specifically checks for the \texttt{python} and \texttt{python3}

executables first and then checks for specific version numbers.

 

For Python 2 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python},

\texttt{python2} and \texttt{python2.7}.

 

For Python 3 it checks for these executables in this order: \texttt{python3},

\texttt{python3.7}, \texttt{python3.6}, \texttt{python3.5} and \texttt{python3.4}.\footnote{With no issues reported

specific to Python 3.7, the release of

Python 3.7.1 at around the same time as GPGME 1.12.0 and the testing

with Python 3.7.1rc1, there is no reason to delay moving 3.7 ahead of

3.6 now.  Production environments with more conservative requirements

will always enforce their own policies anyway and installation to each

supported minor release

 is quite possible too.}

 

On systems where \texttt{python} is actually \texttt{python3} and not \texttt{python2} it

may be possible that \texttt{python2} may be overlooked, but there have been

no reports of that actually occurring as yet.

 

In the three months or so since the release of Python 3.7.0 there has

been extensive testing and work with these bindings with no issues

specifically relating to the new version of Python or any of the new

features of either the language or the bindings.  This has also been

the case with Python 3.7.1rc1.  With that in mind and given the

release of Python 3.7.1 is scheduled for around the same time as GPGME
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1.12.0, the order of preferred Python versions has been changed to

move Python 3.7 ahead of Python 3.6.

 

 

\subsubsection{Installing GPGME}

\label{sec:org903bd67}

See the GPGME \texttt{README} file for details of how to install GPGME from

source.

 

 

\subsection{Known Issues}

\label{sec:org0d2a332}

There are a few known issues with the current build process

 and the

Python bindings.  For the most part these are easily addressed should

they be encountered.

 

 

\subsubsection{Breaking Builds}

\label{sec:orgbac75f3}

Occasionally when installing GPGME with the Python bindings included

it may be observed that the \texttt{make} portion of that process induces a

large very number of warnings and, eventually errors which end that

part of the build process.  Yet following that with \texttt{make check} and

\texttt{make install} appears to work seamlessly.

 

The cause of this is related to the way SWIG needs to be called to

dynamically generate the C bindings for GPGME in the first place.  So

the entire process will always produce \texttt{lang/python/python2-gpg/} and

\texttt{lang/python/python3-gpg/} directories.  These should contain the

build output generated during compilation, including the complete

bindings and module installed into \texttt{site-packages}.

 

Occasionally the errors in the early part or some other conflict

(e.g. not installing

 as \textbf{\emph{root}} or \textbf{\emph{su}}) may result in nothing

being installed to the relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory and the

build directory missing a lot of expected files.  Even when this

occurs, the solution is actually quite simple and will always work.

 

That solution is simply to run the following commands as either the

\textbf{root} user or prepended with \texttt{sudo -H}\footnote{Yes, even if you use virtualenv with everything you

do in

Python.  If you want to install this module as just your user account

then you will need to manually configure, compile and install the

\emph{entire} GnuPG stack as that user as well.  This includes libraries

which are not often installed that way.  It can be done and there are

circumstances under which it is worthwhile, but generally only on
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POSIX systems which utilise single user mode (some even require it).} in the \texttt{lang/python/}

directory:

 

\begin{verbatim}

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py

 build

/path/to/pythonX.Y setup.py install

\end{verbatim}

 

Yes, the build command does need to be run twice.  Yes, you still need

to run the potentially failing or incomplete steps during the

\texttt{configure}, \texttt{make} and \texttt{make install} steps with installing GPGME.

This is because those steps generate a lot of essential files needed,

both by and in order to create, the bindings (including both the

\texttt{setup.py} and \texttt{gpgme.h} files).

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item IMPORTANT Note

\label{sec:org37f3d4a}

If specifying a selected number of languages to create bindings for,

try to leave Python last.  Currently the majority of the other

language bindings are also preceding Python of either version when

listed alphabetically (not counting the Qt bindings).

 

If Python is set to precede one of the other languages then it is

possible that the errors described here may interrupt the build

process before generating bindings for those other languages.  In

these cases it may be preferable

 to configure all preferred language

bindings separately with alternative \texttt{configure} steps for GPGME using

the \texttt{-{}-enable-languages=\$LANGUAGE} option.

 

Alternatively \texttt{make} (or \texttt{gmake}, depending on your platform) may be

run with the the \texttt{-k} option, which tells make to keep going even if

errors are encountered.  In that case the failure of one language's

set of bindings to build should not hamper another language's bindings

to build.

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{Reinstalling Responsibly}

\label{sec:org21e4dec}

Regardless of whether you're installing for one version of Python or

several, there will come a point where reinstallation is required.

With most Python module installations, the installed files go into the

relevant site-packages directory and are then forgotten about.  Then
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the module is upgraded, the new files are copied over the old and

that's the end of the matter.

 

While the same is true of these bindings, there have been intermittent

issues

 observed on some platforms which have benefited significantly

from removing all the previous installations of the bindings before

installing the updated versions.

 

Removing the previous version(s) is simply a matter of changing to the

relevant \texttt{site-packages} directory for the version of Python in

question and removing the \texttt{gpg/} directory and any accompanying

egg-info files for that module.

 

In most cases this will require root or administration privileges on

the system, but the same is true of installing the module in the first

place.

 

 

\subsubsection{Multiple installations}

\label{sec:org30b18bd}

For a variety of reasons it may be either necessary or just preferable

to install the bindings to alternative installed Python versions which

meet the requirements of these bindings.

 

On POSIX systems this will generally be most simply achieved by

running the manual installation commands (build, build, install) as

described in the previous section for each Python

 installation the

bindings need to be installed to.

 

As per the SWIG documentation: the compilers, libraries and runtime

used to build GPGME and the Python Bindings \textbf{must} match those used to

compile Python itself, including the version number(s) (at least going

by major version numbers and probably minor numbers too).

 

On most POSIX systems, including OS X, this will very likely be the

case in most, if not all, cases.

 

Note that from GPGME \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/rMff6ff616aea6f59b7f2ce1176492850ecdf3851e}{1.12.1} the

default installation installs to each

version of Python it can find first.  That is that it will currently

install for the first copies of Python versions 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6,

3.7 and 3.8 (dev branch) that it finds.  Usually this will be in the

same prefix as GPGME itself, but is dictated by the \texttt{\$PATH} when the

installation is performed.  The above instructions can still be

performed on other python installations which the installer does not

find,
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 including alternative prefixes.

 

 

 

\subsubsection{Won't Work With Windows}

\label{sec:org0ebae3a}

There are semi-regular reports of Windows users having considerable

difficulty in installing and using the Python bindings at all.  Very

often, possibly even always, these reports come from Cygwin users

and/or MinGW users and/or Msys2 users.  Though not all of them have

been confirmed, it appears that these reports have also come from

people who installed Python using the Windows installer files from the

\href{https://python.org}{Python website} (i.e. mostly MSI installers, sometimes self-extracting

\texttt{.exe} files).

 

The Windows versions of Python are not built using Cygwin, MinGW or

Msys2; they're built using Microsoft Visual Studio.  Furthermore the

version used is \emph{considerably} more advanced than the version which

MinGW obtained a small number of files from many years ago in order to

be able to compile anything at all.  Not only that, but there are

changes to the version of

 Visual Studio between some micro releases,

though that is is particularly the case with Python 2.7, since it has

been kept around far longer than it should have been.

 

There are two theoretical solutions to this issue:

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Compile and install the GnuPG stack, including GPGME and the

Python bindings using the same version of Microsoft Visual Studio

used by the Python Foundation to compile the version of Python

installed.

 

If there are multiple versions of Python then this will need to be

done with each different version of Visual Studio used for those

versions of Python.

 

\item Compile and install Python using the same tools used by choice,

such as MinGW or Msys2.

\end{enumerate}

 

Do \textbf{not} use the official Windows installer for Python unless

following the first method.

 

In this type of situation it may even be for the best to accept that

there are less limitations on permissive software than free software

and simply opt to use a recent version of the Community
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 Edition of

Microsoft Visual Studio to compile and build all of it, no matter

what.

 

Investigations into the extent or the limitations of this issue are

ongoing.

 

The following table lists the version of Microsoft Visual Studio which

needs to be used when compiling GPGME and the Python bindings with

each version of the CPython binary released \href{https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/}{for Windows}:

 

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{rll}

CPython & Microsoft product name & runtime filename\\

2.7.6 & Visual Studio 2008 & MSVCR90.DLL\\

3.4.0 & Visual Studio 2010 & MSVCR100.DLL\\

3.5.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.6.0 & Visual Studio 2015 & \textbf{see below}\\

3.7.0 & Visual Studio 2017* & \textbf{see below}\\

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

 

It is important to note that MingW and Msys2 ship with the Visual C

runtime from Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and are thus \textbf{incompatible}

with all the versions of CPython which can be used with the GPGME

Python bindings.

 

It is

 also important to note that from CPython 3.5 onwards, the Python

Foundation has adopted the reworking of the Visual C runtime which was

performed for Visual Studio 2015 and aimed at resolving many of these

kinds of issues.  Much greater detail on these issues and the correct

file(s) to link to are available from Matthew Brett's invaluable page,

\href{https://matthew-brett.github.io/pydagogue/python\_msvc.html}{Using Microsoft Visual C with Python}.  It is

also worth reading the

Microsoft Developer Network blog post on \href{http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vcblog/archive/2015/03/03/introducing-

the-universal-crt.aspx}{the universal CRT} and Steve

Dower's blog posts on Python extensions (\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5}{part 1} and

\href{http://stevedower.id.au/blog/building-for-python-3-5-part-two}{part 2}).

 

The second of those two posts by Steve Dower contains the details of

specific configuration options required for compiling anything to be

used with official CPython

 releases.  In addition to those

configuration and compiler settings to use, the versions of Visual

Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 did not support 64-bit systems by

default.  So compiling a 64-bit version of these bindings for a 64-bit

version of CPython 2.7 or 3.4 requires additional work.
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In addition to the blog posts, the \href{https://wiki.python.org/moin/WindowsCompilers}{Windows compilers}

wiki page on the

CPython wiki is another essential reference on the relevant versions

of Visual Studio to use and the degree of compatibility with CPython

releases.

 

Eventually someone will ask why there isn't an installable binary for

Windows, which the GPGME of the licenses do not preclude as long as

the source code is available in conjunction with such a release.

 

The sheer number of versions of Visual Studio in conjunction with

differing configuration options depending on the target Windows

version and whether the architecture is 64-bit or 32-bit makes it

difficult to provide a correct

 binary installer for Windows users.  At

the bare minimum doing so would require the GnuPG project compile ten

different versions of the bindings with each release; both 32-bit and

64-bit versions for CPython 2.7 and 3.4, with 64-bit versions for both

x86-64 (i.e. Intel and AMD) and ARM architectures for CPython 3.5,

3.6, 3.7 and later releases.  That's the bare \textbf{minimum}, it'd probably

be higher.

 

Additionally, with only a binary installation used in conjunction with

the CPython installer from \texttt{python.org} the advanced options available

which utilise \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} will not be able to be used at all.  Cython

depends on being able to compile the C code it generates and that too

would need to utilise a matching runtime to both the installed version

of CPython and these bindings in order to work with the bindings.

 

Considering all of that, what do we recommend?

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Use a recent version of CPython; at least 3.5, but ideally 3.6 or

later.

 

\item

 Use Visual Studio 2015 or the standalone build tools for Visual

Studio 2017 (or later).

 

\item Compile both CPython and GPGME with these bindings using the tools

selected in step 2.

 

\item Ignore MingW, Msys2 and the official CPython binary installers.

 

\item Be thankful the answer to this question wasn't simply to say

something like, install Linux or install FreeBSD (or even

Apple's OS X).
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\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsubsection{CFFI is the Best and GPGME should use it instead of SWIG}

\label{sec:org645735a}

There are many reasons for favouring \href{https://cffi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html}{CFFI} and

proponents of it are

quite happy to repeat these things as if all it would take to switch

from SWIG to CFFI is repeating that list as if it were a new concept.

 

The fact is that there are things which Python's CFFI implementation

cannot handle in the GPGME C code.  Beyond that there are features of

SWIG which are simply not available with CFFI at all.  SWIG generates

the

 bindings to Python using the \texttt{gpgme.h} file, but that file is not

a single version shipped with each release, it too is generated when

GPGME is compiled.

 

CFFI is currently unable to adapt to such a potentially mutable

codebase.  If there were some means of applying SWIG's dynamic code

generation to produce the Python/CFFI API modes of accessing the GPGME

libraries (or the source source code directly), but such a thing does

not exist yet either and it currently appears that work is needed in

at least one of CFFI's dependencies before any of this can be

addressed.

 

So if you're a massive fan of CFFI; that's great, but if you want this

project to switch to CFFI then rather than just insisting that it

should, I'd suggest you volunteer to bring CFFI up to the level this

project needs.

 

If you're actually seriously considering doing so, then I'd suggest

taking the \texttt{gpgme-tool.c} file in the GPGME \texttt{src/} directory and

getting that to work with any of the CFFI API methods

 (not the ABI

methods, they'll work with pretty much anything).  When you start

running into trouble with "ifdefs" then you'll know what sort of

things are lacking.  That doesn't even take into account the amount of

work saved via SWIG's code generation techniques either.

 

 

\subsubsection{Virtualised Environments}

\label{sec:orgb0d56f5}

It is fairly common practice amongst Python developers to, as much as

possible, use packages like virtualenv to keep various things that are

to be installed from interfering with each other.  Given how much of

the GPGME bindings is often at odds with the usual pythonic way of

doing things, it stands to reason that this would be called into
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question too.

 

As it happens the answer as to whether or not the bindings can be used

with virtualenv, the answer is both yes and no.

 

In general we recommend installing to the relevant path and matching

prefix of GPGME itself.  Which means that when GPGME, and ideally the

rest of the GnuPG stack, is installed to a prefix

 like \texttt{/usr/local} or

\texttt{/opt/local} then the bindings would need to be installed to the main

Python installation and not a virtualised abstraction.  Attempts to

separate the two in the past have been known to cause weird and

intermittent errors ranging from minor annoyances to complete failures

in the build process.

 

As a consequence we only recommend building with and installing to the

main Python installations within the same prefix as GPGME is installed

to or which are found by GPGME's configuration stage immediately prior

to running the make commands.  Which is exactly what the compiling and

installing process of GPGME does by default.

 

Once that is done, however, it appears that a copy of the compiled

module may be installed into a virtualenv of the same major and minor

version matching the build.  Alternatively it is possible to utilise a

\texttt{sites.pth} file in the \texttt{site-packages/} directory of a virtualenv

installation, which links back to the system

 installations

corresponding directory in order to import anything installed system

wide.  This may or may not be appropriate on a case by case basis.

 

Though extensive testing of either of these options is not yet

complete, preliminary testing of them indicates that both are viable

as long as the main installation is complete.  Which means that

certain other options normally restricted to virtual environments are

also available, including integration with pythonic test suites

(e.g. \href{https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/index.html}{pytest}) and other large projects.

 

That said, it is worth reiterating the warning regarding non-standard

installations.  If one were to attempt to install the bindings only to

a virtual environment without somehow also including the full GnuPG

stack (or enough of it as to include GPGME) then it is highly likely

that errors would be encountered at some point and more than a little

likely that the build process itself would break.

 

If a degree of separation

 from the main operating system is still

required in spite of these warnings, then consider other forms of

virtualisation.  Either a virtual machine (e.g. \href{https://www.virtualbox.org/}{VirtualBox}), a
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hardware emulation layer (e.g. \href{https://www.qemu.org/}{QEMU}) or an application container

(e.g. \href{https://www.docker.com/why-docker}{Docker}).

 

Finally it should be noted that the limited tests conducted thus far

have been using the \texttt{virtualenv} command in a new directory to create

the virtual python environment.  As opposed to the standard \texttt{python3

-m venv} and it is possible that this will make a difference depending

on the system and version of Python in use.  Another option is to run

the command \texttt{python3 -m virtualenv /path/to/install/virtual/thingy}

instead.

 

 

\section{Fundamentals}

\label{sec:org832642e}

Before we can get to the fun stuff, there are a few matters regarding

GPGME's design which hold true whether you're dealing with the C code

directly

 or these Python bindings.

 

 

\subsection{No REST}

\label{sec:org3d694ba}

The first part of which is or will be fairly blatantly obvious upon

viewing the first example, but it's worth reiterating anyway.  That

being that this API is \emph{\textbf{not}} a REST API.  Nor indeed could it ever

be one.

 

Most, if not all, Python programmers (and not just Python programmers)

know how easy it is to work with a RESTful API.  In fact they've

become so popular that many other APIs attempt to emulate REST-like

behaviour as much as they are able.  Right down to the use of JSON

formatted output to facilitate the use of their API without having to

retrain developers.

 

This API does not do that.  It would not be able to do that and also

provide access to the entire C API on which it's built.  It does,

however, provide a very pythonic interface on top of the direct

bindings and it's this pythonic layer that this HOWTO deals with.

 

 

\subsection{Context}

\label{sec:org10e4004}

One of the reasons which prevents

 this API from being RESTful is that

most operations require more than one instruction to the API to

perform the task.  Sure, there are certain functions which can be

performed simultaneously, particularly if the result known or strongly

anticipated (e.g. selecting and encrypting to a key known to be in the
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public keybox).

 

There are many more, however, which cannot be manipulated so readily:

they must be performed in a specific sequence and the result of one

operation has a direct bearing on the outcome of subsequent

operations.  Not merely by generating an error either.

 

When dealing with this type of persistent state on the web, full of

both the RESTful and REST-like, it's most commonly referred to as a

session.  In GPGME, however, it is called a context and every

operation type has one.

 

 

\section{Working with keys}

\label{sec:orgff114ca}

\subsection{Key selection}

\label{sec:org6589217}

Selecting keys to encrypt to or to sign with will be a common

occurrence when working with

 GPGMe and the means available for doing

so are quite simple.

 

They do depend on utilising a Context; however once the data is

recorded in another variable, that Context does not need to be the

same one which subsequent operations are performed.

 

The easiest way to select a specific key is by searching for that

key's key ID or fingerprint, preferably the full fingerprint without

any spaces in it.  A long key ID will probably be okay, but is not

advised and short key IDs are already a problem with some being

generated to match specific patterns.  It does not matter whether the

pattern is upper or lower case.

 

So this is the best method:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="258E88DCBD3CD44D8E7AB43F6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

This is passable and very likely to be common:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0x6ECB6AF0DEADBEEF")
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keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

And this is a really bad idea:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

 

k = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="0xDEADBEEF")

keys = list(k)

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively it may be that the intention is to create a list of keys

which all match a particular search string.  For instance all the

addresses at a particular domain, like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ncsc = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern="ncsc.mil")

nsa = list(ncsc)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Counting keys}

\label{sec:org63a3d62}

Counting the number of keys in your public keybox (\texttt{pubring.kbx}), the

format which has superseded the old keyring format (\texttt{pubring.gpg} and

\texttt{secring.gpg}), or the number of secret keys is a very simple task.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

 Number of secret keys:  {0}

 Number of public keys:  {1}

""".format(secnum, pubnum))
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\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE:

 The \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} introduction in the \hyperref[sec:org944cc00]{Advanced and

Experimental}

section uses this same key counting code with Cython to demonstrate

some areas where Cython can improve performance even with the

bindings.  Users with large public keyrings or keyboxes, for instance,

should consider these options if they are comfortable with using

Cython.

 

 

\subsection{Get key}

\label{sec:org26adb2e}

An alternative method of getting a single key via its fingerprint is

available directly within a Context with \texttt{Context().get\_key}.  This is

the preferred method of selecting a key in order to modify it, sign or

certify it and for obtaining relevant data about a single key as a

part of other functions; when verifying a signature made by that key,

for instance.

 

By default this method will select public keys, but it can select

secret keys as well.

 

This first example demonstrates selecting the current key of Werner

Koch, which is due

 to expire at the end of 2018:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "80615870F5BAD690333686D0F2AD85AC1E42B367"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint)

\end{verbatim}

 

Whereas this example demonstrates selecting the author's current key

with the \texttt{secret} key word argument set to \texttt{True}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

fingerprint = "DB4724E6FA4286C92B4E55C4321E4E2373590E5D"

key = gpg.Context().get_key(fingerprint, secret=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

It is, of course, quite possible to select expired, disabled and

revoked keys with this function, but only to effectively display

information about those keys.
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It is also possible to use both unicode or string literals and byte

literals with the fingerprint when getting a key in this way.

 

 

\subsection{Importing keys}

\label{sec:org1ad598a}

Importing keys is possible with the \texttt{key\_import()} method and takes

one argument which is a bytes literal object containing either the

binary or ASCII armoured key data for one or more

 keys.

 

The following example retrieves one or more keys from the SKS

keyservers via the web using the requests module.  Since requests

returns the content as a bytes literal object, we can then use that

directly to import the resulting data into our keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import requests

 

c = gpg.Context()

url = "https://sks-keyservers.net/pks/lookup"

pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for key or user IDs: ")

payload = {"op": "get", "search": pattern}

 

r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

result = c.key_import(r.content)

 

if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

   print(result)

elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

   num_keys = len(result.imports)

   new_revs = result.new_revocations

   new_sigs = result.new_signatures

   new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

   new_uids = result.new_user_ids

   new_scrt = result.secret_imported

   nochange = result.unchanged

   print("""

  The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

    Number of keys revoked:  {1}

  Number of new signatures:  {2}

     Number of new subkeys:  {3}

    Number of new user IDs:  {4}

 Number of new secret keys:  {5}
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  Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

 The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

   for i in range(num_keys):

       print("{0}\n".format(result.imports[i].fpr))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

NOTE: When searching for a key ID of any length or a fingerprint

(without spaces), the SKS servers require the the leading \texttt{0x}

indicative of hexadecimal be included.  Also note that the old short

key IDs (e.g. \texttt{0xDEADBEEF}) should no longer be used due to the

relative ease by which such key IDs can be reproduced, as demonstrated

by the Evil32 Project in 2014 (which was subsequently exploited in

2016).

 

Testing for whether a string in any given search is or may be a

hexadecimal

 value which may be missing the leading \texttt{0x} is a simple

matter of using a try/except statement which attempts to convert the

string as hex to an integer and then back to hex; then using that to

search with.  Raising a ValueError simply results in treating the

string as a string.  This is the method and logic utilised in the

\texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} script (see below).

 

 

\subsubsection{Working with ProtonMail}

\label{sec:org27b0d6f}

Here is a variation on the example above which checks the constrained

ProtonMail keyserver for ProtonMail public keys.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import requests

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

url = "https://api.protonmail.ch/pks/lookup"

ksearch = []
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if len(sys.argv) >= 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

 

if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is

 True:

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

   ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

   uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

   for uid in uidlist:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

else:

   ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   payload = {"op": "get", "search": k}

   try:

       r = requests.get(url, verify=True, params=payload)

       if r.ok is True:

           result = c.key_import(r.content)

       elif r.ok is False:

           result = r.content

   except Exception as e:

       result = None

 

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)
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       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the

 following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       print(e)

\end{verbatim}

 

Both the above example, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import.py}{pmkey-import.py}, and a version which

prompts

for an alternative GnuPG home directory, \href{../examples/howto/pmkey-import-alt.py}{pmkey-import-alt.py}, are

available with the other examples and are executable scripts.

 

Note that while the ProtonMail servers are based on the SKS servers,

their server is related more to their API and is not feature complete

by comparison to the servers in the SKS pool.  One notable difference

being

 that the ProtonMail server does not permit non ProtonMail users

to update their own keys, which could be a vector for attacking

ProtonMail users who may not receive a key's revocation if it had been

compromised.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org592d7ab}
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Performing the same tasks with the \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py module} (available via PyPI)

is not too much different, but does provide a number of options of

benefit to end users.  Not least of which being the ability to perform

some checks on a key before importing it or not.  For instance it may

be the policy of a site or project to only import keys which have not

been revoked.  The hkp4py module permits such checks prior to the

importing of the keys found.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import sys

 

c = gpg.Context()

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

results = []

keys = []

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   pattern = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif

 len(sys.argv) == 2:

   pattern = sys.argv[1]

else:

   pattern = input("Enter the pattern to search for keys or user IDs: ")

 

 

if pattern is not None:

   try:

       key = server.search(hex(int(pattern, 16)))

       keyed = True

   except ValueError as ve:

       key = server.search(pattern)

       keyed = False

 

   if key is not None:

       keys.append(key[0])

       if keyed is True:

           try:

               fob = server.search(pattern)

           except:

               fob = None

           if fob is not None:

               keys.append(fob[0])

       else:

           pass

   else:

       pass
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   for logrus in pattern.split():

       try:

           key = server.search(hex(int(logrus, 16)))

           hexed = True

       except ValueError as ve:

           key = server.search(logrus)

           hexed = False

 

       if key is not None:

           keys.append(key[0])

           if hexed is True:

               try:

                  

 fob = server.search(logrus)

               except:

                   fob = None

               if fob is not None:

                   keys.append(fob[0])

           else:

               pass

       else:

           pass

 

 

if len(keys) > 0:

   for key in keys:

       import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

       results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print(result)

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {1}

Number of new signatures:  {2}

   Number of new subkeys:  {3}

  Number
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 of new user IDs:  {4}

Number of new secret keys:  {5}

Number of unchanged keys:  {6}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Since the hkp4py module handles multiple keys just as effectively as

one (\texttt{keys} is a list of responses per matching key), the example

above is able to do a little bit more with the returned data before

anything is actually imported.

 

 

\subsubsection{Importing from ProtonMail with HKP for Python}

\label{sec:org3966a76}

Though this can provide certain benefits even when working with

ProtonMail, the scope is somewhat constrained there due to the

limitations of the ProtonMail keyserver.

 

For instance, searching the SKS keyserver pool for the term "gnupg"

produces hundreds of results from any time the word appears in any

part of

 a user ID.  Performing the same search on the ProtonMail

keyserver returns zero results, even though there are at least two

test accounts which include it as part of the username.

 

The cause of this discrepancy is the deliberate configuration of that

server by ProtonMail to require an exact match of the full email

address of the ProtonMail user whose key is being requested.

Presumably this is intended to reduce breaches of privacy of their

users as an email address must already be known before a key for that

address can be obtained.

 

 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 1

\label{sec:org6cd15c3}

The following script is available with the rest of the examples under

the somewhat less than original name, \texttt{pmkey-import-hkp.py}.

 

\begin{verbatim}
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import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server for the specified key and

imports it.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search strings]

""")

 

c

 = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []

ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   keyterms = sys.argv[1:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   key_term = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   keyterms = key_term.split()

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

        ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))
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           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

              

 except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:

       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

       nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}
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  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

 

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\item Import from ProtonMail via HKP for Python Example no. 2

\label{sec:org3b674e5}

Like its counterpart above, this script can also be found with the

rest of the examples, by the name pmkey-import-hkp-alt.py.

 

With this script a modicum of effort has been made to treat anything

passed as a \texttt{homedir} which either does not exist or which is not a

directory, as also being a pssible user ID to check for.  It's not

guaranteed to pick up on all such cases, but it should cover most of

them.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script searches the ProtonMail key server

 for the specified key and

imports it.  Optionally enables specifying a different GnuPG home directory.

 

Usage:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [homedir] [search string]

  or:  pmkey-import-hkp.py [search string]

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://api.protonmail.ch")

keyterms = []
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ksearch = []

allkeys = []

results = []

paradox = []

homeless = None

 

if len(sys.argv) > 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms = sys.argv[2:]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   homedir = sys.argv[1]

   keyterm = sys.argv[2]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   homedir = ""

   keyterm = sys.argv[1]

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

else:

   keyterm = input("Enter the key ID, UID or search string: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

   keyterms.append(keyterm)

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

   homeless = False

 

if homedir is not None:

   if homedir.startswith("~"):

       if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

 is True:

           if os.path.isdir(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

               c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(os.path.expanduser(homedir))

           else:

               homeless = True

       else:

           homeless = True

   elif os.path.exists(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

       if os.path.isdir(os.path.realpath(homedir)) is True:

           c.home_dir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

       else:

           homeless = True

   else:

       homeless = True

 

# First check to see if the homedir really is a homedir and if not, treat it as

# a search string.

if homeless is True:

   keyterms.append(homedir)
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   c.home_dir = None

else:

   pass

 

for keyterm in keyterms:

   if keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

       ksearch.append(keyterm[1:])

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 1 and keyterm.startswith("@") is True:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm[1:]))

        ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm[1:]))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm[1:]))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 0:

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(keyterm))

       ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(keyterm))

   elif keyterm.count("@") == 2 and keyterm.startswith("@") is False:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   elif keyterm.count("@") > 2:

       uidlist = keyterm.split("@")

       for uid in uidlist:

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.com".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@protonmail.ch".format(uid))

           ksearch.append("{0}@pm.me".format(uid))

   else:

       ksearch.append(keyterm)

 

for k in ksearch:

   print("Checking

 for key for: {0}".format(k))

   try:

       keys = server.search(k)

       if isinstance(keys, list) is True:

           for key in keys:

               allkeys.append(key)

               try:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key_blob)

               except Exception as e:

                   import_result = c.key_import(key.key)

       else:

           paradox.append(keys)

           import_result = None

   except Exception as e:
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       import_result = None

   results.append(import_result)

 

for result in results:

   if result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is False:

       print("{0} for {1}".format(result.decode(), k))

   elif result is not None and hasattr(result, "considered") is True:

       num_keys = len(result.imports)

       new_revs = result.new_revocations

       new_sigs = result.new_signatures

       new_subs = result.new_sub_keys

       new_uids = result.new_user_ids

       new_scrt = result.secret_imported

        nochange = result.unchanged

       print("""

The total number of keys considered for import was:  {0}

 

With UIDs wholely or partially matching the following string:

 

       {1}

 

  Number of keys revoked:  {2}

Number of new signatures:  {3}

   Number of new subkeys:  {4}

  Number of new user IDs:  {5}

Number of new secret keys:  {6}

Number of unchanged keys:  {7}

 

The key IDs for all considered keys were:

""".format(num_keys, k, new_revs, new_sigs, new_subs, new_uids, new_scrt,

          nochange))

       for i in range(num_keys):

           print(result.imports[i].fpr)

       print("")

   elif result is None:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

\end{enumerate}

 

 

\subsection{Exporting keys}

\label{sec:org4596a77}

Exporting keys remains a reasonably simple task, but has been

separated into three different functions for the OpenPGP cryptographic

engine.  Two of those functions are for exporting public keys and the

third is for exporting secret keys.
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\subsubsection{Exporting

 public keys}

\label{sec:org873704f}

There are two methods of exporting public keys, both of which are very

similar to the other.  The default method, \texttt{key\_export()}, will export

a public key or keys matching a specified pattern as normal.  The

alternative, the \texttt{key\_export\_minimal()} method, will do the same thing

except producing a minimised output with extra signatures and third

party signatures or certifications removed.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the

 GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):

   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir) is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass
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try:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

It should be noted that the result will only return \texttt{None} when a

search pattern has been entered, but has not matched any keys.  When

the search pattern itself is set to \texttt{None} this triggers the exporting

of the entire public keybox.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import

 gpg

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more public keys in minimised form.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if homedir.startswith("~"):
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   if os.path.exists(os.path.expanduser(homedir)) is True:

       c.home_dir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   else:

       pass

elif os.path.exists(homedir)

 is True:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_minimal(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:

   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Exporting secret keys}

\label{sec:org6c28d3d}

Exporting secret keys is, functionally, very similar to exporting

public keys; save for the invocation of \texttt{pinentry} via \texttt{gpg-agent} in

order to securely enter the key's passphrase and authorise the export.

 

The following example exports the secret key to a file which is then

set with the same permissions as the output files created by the

command line secret key export options.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:
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   keyfile

 = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the path and filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir) == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir =

 None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

try:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   result = c.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if result is not None:
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   with open(keyfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(result)

   os.chmod(keyfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the approach of the following script can be used.  This

longer example saves the exported secret key(s) in files in the GnuPG

home directory, in addition to setting the file permissions as only

readable and writable by the user.  It also exports the secret key(s)

twice in order to output both GPG binary (\texttt{.gpg}) and ASCII armoured

(\texttt{.asc}) files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import os

import os.path

import subprocess

import sys

 

print("""

This script exports one or more secret keys as both ASCII armored and binary

file formats, saved in files within the

 user's GPG home directory.

 

The gpg-agent and pinentry are invoked to authorise the export.

""")

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-dirs homedir"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-dirs homedir"

 

a = gpg.Context(armor=True)

b = gpg.Context()

c = gpg.Context()

 

if len(sys.argv) >= 4:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = sys.argv[3]

elif len(sys.argv) == 3:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]

   logrus = sys.argv[2]

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   keyfile = sys.argv[1]
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   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

else:

   keyfile = input("Enter the filename to save the secret key to: ")

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the secret key(s) to export: ")

   homedir = input("Enter the GPG configuration directory path (optional): ")

 

if len(homedir)

 == 0:

   homedir = None

elif homedir.startswith("~"):

   userdir = os.path.expanduser(homedir)

   if os.path.exists(userdir) is True:

       homedir = os.path.realpath(userdir)

   else:

       homedir = None

else:

   homedir = os.path.realpath(homedir)

 

if os.path.exists(homedir) is False:

   homedir = None

else:

   if os.path.isdir(homedir) is False:

       homedir = None

   else:

       pass

 

if homedir is not None:

   c.home_dir = homedir

else:

   pass

 

if c.home_dir is not None:

   if c.home_dir.endswith("/"):

       gpgfile = "{0}{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

   else:

       gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

       ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(c.home_dir, keyfile)

else:

   if os.path.exists(os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]) is True:

       hd = os.environ["GNUPGHOME"]

   else:

       try:

           hd = subprocess.getoutput(gpgconfcmd)

       except:

           process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(),
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                                       stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

           procom = process.communicate()

           if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

               hd = procom[0].strip()

           else:

               hd = procom[0].decode().strip()

   gpgfile = "{0}/{1}.gpg".format(hd, keyfile)

   ascfile = "{0}/{1}.asc".format(hd, keyfile)

 

try:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=logrus)

except:

   a_result = a.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

   b_result = b.key_export_secret(pattern=None)

 

if a_result is not None:

   with open(ascfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(a_result)

   os.chmod(ascfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

 

if b_result is not None:

   with open(gpgfile, "wb") as f:

       f.write(b_result)

   os.chmod(gpgfile, 0o600)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Sending public keys to the SKS Keyservers}

\label{sec:org82d4958}

As with the previous section on importing

 keys, the \texttt{hkp4py} module

adds another option with exporting keys in order to send them to the

public keyservers.

 

The following example demonstrates how this may be done.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import hkp4py

import os.path

import sys

 

print("""
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This script sends one or more public keys to the SKS keyservers and is

essentially a slight variation on the export-key.py script.

""")

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

server = hkp4py.KeyServer("hkps://hkps.pool.sks-keyservers.net")

 

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

   logrus = " ".join(sys.argv[1:])

elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

   logrus = sys.argv[1]

else:

   logrus = input("Enter the UID matching the key(s) to send: ")

 

if len(logrus) > 0:

   try:

       export_result = c.key_export(pattern=logrus)

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

       export_result = None

else:

   export_result = c.key_export(pattern=None)

 

if export_result is not None:

   try:

       try:

           send_result = server.add(export_result)

       except:

            send_result = server.add(export_result.decode())

       if send_result is not None:

           print(send_result)

       else:

           pass

   except Exception as e:

       print(e)

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

An expanded version of this script with additional functions for

specifying an alternative homedir location is in the examples

directory as \texttt{send-key-to-keyserver.py}.

 

The \texttt{hkp4py} module appears to handle both string and byte literal text

data equally well, but the GPGME bindings deal primarily with byte

literal data only and so this script sends in that format first, then

tries the string literal form.
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\section{Basic Functions}

\label{sec:orgb40b488}

The most frequently called features of any cryptographic library will

be the most fundamental tasks for encryption software.  In this

section we will look at how to programmatically encrypt data, decrypt

it, sign it and verify signatures.

 

 

\subsection{Encryption}

\label{sec:org3170365}

Encrypting

 is very straight forward.  In the first example below the

message, \texttt{text}, is encrypted to a single recipient's key.  In the

second example the message will be encrypted to multiple recipients.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to one key}

\label{sec:org8098c64}

Once the the Context is set the main issues with encrypting data is

essentially reduced to key selection and the keyword arguments

specified in the \texttt{gpg.Context().encrypt()} method.

 

Those keyword arguments are: \texttt{recipients}, a list of keys encrypted to

(covered in greater detail in the following section); \texttt{sign}, whether

or not to sign the plaintext data, see subsequent sections on signing

and verifying signatures below (defaults to \texttt{True}); \texttt{sink}, to write

results or partial results to a secure sink instead of returning it

(defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{passphrase}, only used when utilising symmetric

encryption (defaults to \texttt{None}); \texttt{always\_trust}, used to override

 the

trust model settings for recipient keys (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to}, utilises any preconfigured \texttt{encrypt-to} or

\texttt{default-key} settings in the user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file (defaults to

\texttt{False}); \texttt{prepare}, prepare for encryption (defaults to \texttt{False});

\texttt{expect\_sign}, prepare for signing (defaults to \texttt{False}); \texttt{compress},

compresses the plaintext prior to encryption (defaults to \texttt{True}).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

text = b"""Some text to test with.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data format.

"""
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c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=False)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

    afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

Though this is even more likely to be used like this; with the

plaintext input read from a file, the recipient keys used for

encryption regardless of key trust status and the encrypted output

also encrypted to any preconfigured keys set in the \texttt{gpg.conf} file:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

a_key = "0x12345678DEADBEEF"

 

with open("secret_plans.txt", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rkey = list(c.keylist(pattern=a_key, secret=False))

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=rkey, sign=True,

                                           always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

If the \texttt{recipients} parameter is empty then the plaintext is encrypted

symmetrically.  If no \texttt{passphrase} is supplied as a parameter or via a

callback registered with

 the \texttt{Context()} then an out-of-band prompt

for the passphrase via pinentry will be invoked.

 

 

\subsubsection{Encrypting to multiple keys}

\label{sec:orgdcf6e47}

Encrypting to multiple keys essentially just expands upon the key

selection process and the recipients from the previous examples.

 

The following example encrypts a message (\texttt{text}) to everyone with an

email address on the \texttt{gnupg.org} domain,\footnote{You probably don't really want to do this.  Searching the

keyservers for "gnupg.org" produces over 400 results, the majority of

which aren't actually at the gnupg.org domain, but just included a
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comment regarding the project in their key somewhere.} but does \emph{not} encrypt

to a default key or other key which is configured to normally encrypt

to.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text = b"""Oh look, another test message.

 

The same rules apply as with the previous example and more likely

than not, the message will actually be drawn from reading the

contents

 of a file or, maybe, from entering data at an input()

prompt.

 

Since the text in this case must be bytes, it is most likely that

the input form will be a separate file which is opened with "rb"

as this is the simplest method of obtaining the correct data

format.

"""

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                           sign=False, always_trust=True)

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(ciphertext)

\end{verbatim}

 

All it would take to change the above example to sign the message

and also encrypt the message to any configured default keys would

be to change the \texttt{c.encrypt} line to this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

              

                             always_trust=True,

                                           add_encrypt_to=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

The only keyword arguments requiring modification are those for which
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the default values are changing.  The default value of \texttt{sign} is

\texttt{True}, the default of \texttt{always\_trust} is \texttt{False}, the default of

\texttt{add\_encrypt\_to} is \texttt{False}.

 

If \texttt{always\_trust} is not set to \texttt{True} and any of the recipient keys

are not trusted (e.g. not signed or locally signed) then the

encryption will raise an error.  It is possible to mitigate this

somewhat with something more like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "rb") as afile:

   text = afile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

rpattern = list(c.keylist(pattern="@gnupg.org", secret=False))

logrus = []

 

for i in range(len(rpattern)):

   if rpattern[i].can_encrypt == 1:

       logrus.append(rpattern[i])

 

   try:

       ciphertext, result,

 sign_result = c.encrypt(text, recipients=logrus,

                                                   add_encrypt_to=True)

   except gpg.errors.InvalidRecipients as e:

       for i in range(len(e.recipients)):

           for n in range(len(logrus)):

               if logrus[n].fpr == e.recipients[i].fpr:

                   logrus.remove(logrus[n])

               else:

                   pass

       try:

           ciphertext, result, sign_result = c.encrypt(text,

                                                       recipients=logrus,

                                                       add_encrypt_to=True)

           with open("secret_plans.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

               afile.write(ciphertext)

       except:

           pass

\end{verbatim}

 

This will attempt to encrypt to all the keys searched for, then remove

invalid recipients if it fails and try again.
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\subsection{Decryption}

\label{sec:org1282b3d}

Decrypting something encrypted to a key in one's secret

 keyring is

fairly straight forward.

 

In this example code, however, preconfiguring either \texttt{gpg.Context()}

or \texttt{gpg.core.Context()} as \texttt{c} is unnecessary because there is no need

to modify the Context prior to conducting the decryption and since the

Context is only used once, setting it to \texttt{c} simply adds lines for no

gain.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

ciphertext = input("Enter path and filename of encrypted file: ")

newfile = input("Enter path and filename of file to save decrypted data to: ")

 

with open(ciphertext, "rb") as cfile:

   try:

       plaintext, result, verify_result = gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile)

   except gpg.errors.GPGMEError as e:

       plaintext = None

       print(e)

 

if plaintext is not None:

   with open(newfile, "wb") as nfile:

	    nfile.write(plaintext)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The data available in \texttt{plaintext} in this example is the decrypted

content as a byte object, the recipient key IDs and algorithms

 in

\texttt{result} and the results of verifying any signatures of the data in

\texttt{verify\_result}.

 

If \texttt{gpg.Context().decrypt(cfile, verify=False)} is called instead,

then \texttt{verify\_result} will be returned as \texttt{None} and the rest remains

as described here.

 

 

\subsection{Signing text and files}

\label{sec:org59f1262}

The following sections demonstrate how to specify keys to sign with.
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\subsubsection{Signing key selection}

\label{sec:org909cb3c}

By default GPGME and the Python bindings will use the default key

configured for the user invoking the GPGME API.  If there is no

default key specified and there is more than one secret key available

it may be necessary to specify the key or keys with which to sign

messages and files.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

logrus = input("Enter the email address or string to match signing keys to: ")

hancock = gpg.Context().keylist(pattern=logrus, secret=True)

sig_src = list(hancock)

\end{verbatim}

 

The signing examples in the

 following sections include the explicitly

designated \texttt{signers} parameter in two of the five examples; once where

the resulting signature would be ASCII armoured and once where it

would not be armoured.

 

While it would be possible to enter a key ID or fingerprint here to

match a specific key, it is not possible to enter two fingerprints and

match two keys since the patten expects a string, bytes or None and

not a list.  A string with two fingerprints won't match any single

key.

 

 

\subsubsection{Normal or default signing messages or files}

\label{sec:org6ee259d}

The normal or default signing process is essentially the same as is

most often invoked when also encrypting a message or file.  So when

the encryption component is not utilised, the result is to produce an

encoded and signed output which may or may not be ASCII armoured and

which may or may not also be compressed.

 

By default compression will be used unless GnuPG detects that the

plaintext is already compressed.  ASCII armouring

 will be determined

according to the value of \texttt{gpg.Context().armor}.

 

The compression algorithm is selected in much the same way as the

symmetric encryption algorithm or the hash digest algorithm is when

multiple keys are involved; from the preferences saved into the key

itself or by comparison with the preferences with all other keys

involved.
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\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context(armor=True, signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

Though everything in this example is accurate, it is more likely that

reading the input data from another file and writing the result to a

new file will be performed more like the way it is done in the next

example.  Even if the output format is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.NORMAL)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Detached signing messages and files}

\label{sec:org51049d4}

Detached signatures will often be needed in programmatic uses of

GPGME, either for signing files (e.g. tarballs of code releases) or as

a component of message signing (e.g. PGP/MIME encoded email).

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()
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c = gpg.Context(armor=True)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

As with normal signatures, detached signatures are best handled as

byte literals, even when the output is ASCII armoured.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context(signers=sig_src)

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.DETACH)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.sig", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Clearsigning messages or text}

\label{sec:orgf528a20}

Though PGP/in-line messages are no longer encouraged in favour of

PGP/MIME, there is still sometimes value in utilising in-line

signatures.  This is where clear-signed messages or text is of value.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

text0 = """Declaration of ... something.

 

"""

text = text0.encode()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "w") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data.decode())

\end{verbatim}

 

In spite of the appearance of a clear-signed message, the data handled
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by GPGME in signing it must still be byte literals.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt",

 "rb") as tfile:

   text = tfile.read()

 

c = gpg.Context()

signed_data, result = c.sign(text, mode=gpg.constants.sig.mode.CLEAR)

 

with open("/path/to/statement.txt.asc", "wb") as afile:

   afile.write(signed_data)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Signature verification}

\label{sec:org6cd81af}

Essentially there are two principal methods of verification of a

signature.  The first of these is for use with the normal or default

signing method and for clear-signed messages.  The second is for use

with files and data with detached signatures.

 

The following example is intended for use with the default signing

method where the file was not ASCII armoured:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

gpg_file = "statement.txt.gpg"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(gpg_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

 

      sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:
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{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

Whereas this next example, which is almost identical would work with

normal ASCII armoured files and with clear-signed files:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

In both of the previous examples it is also possible to compare the

original data that was signed

 against the signed data in \texttt{data} to see

if it matches with something like this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

with open(filename, "rb") as afile:
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   text = afile.read()

 

if text == data:

   print("Good signature.")

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

The following two examples, however, deal with detached signatures.

With his method of verification the data that was signed does not get

returned since it is already being explicitly referenced in the first

argument of \texttt{c.verify}.  So \texttt{data} is \texttt{None} and only the information

in \texttt{result} is available.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

filename = "statement.txt"

sig_file = "statement.txt.sig"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(sig_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with

 key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time
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filename = "statement.txt"

asc_file = "statement.txt.asc"

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

try:

   data, result = c.verify(open(filename), open(asc_file))

   verified = True

except gpg.errors.BadSignatures as e:

   verified = False

   print(e)

 

if verified is True:

   for i in range(len(result.signatures)):

       sign = result.signatures[i]

       print("""Good signature from:

{0}

with key {1}

made at {2}

""".format(c.get_key(sign.fpr).uids[0].uid, sign.fpr,

          time.ctime(sign.timestamp)))

else:

   pass

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\section{Creating keys and subkeys}

\label{sec:org754c6df}

The one thing, aside from GnuPG itself, that GPGME depends on, of

course, is the keys themselves.  So it is necessary to be able to

generate them and modify them by adding subkeys, revoking or disabling

them, sometimes

 deleting them and doing the same for user IDs.

 

In the following examples a key will be created for the world's

greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse.  Since Danger Mouse is a secret

agent he needs to be able to protect information to \texttt{SECRET} level

clearance, so his keys will be 3072-bit keys.

 

The pre-configured \texttt{gpg.conf} file which sets cipher, digest and other

preferences contains the following configuration parameters:

 

\begin{verbatim}

expert

allow-freeform-uid

allow-secret-key-import

trust-model tofu+pgp

tofu-default-policy unknown
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enable-large-rsa

enable-dsa2

cert-digest-algo SHA512

default-preference-list TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP

Uncompressed

personal-cipher-preferences TWOFISH CAMELLIA256 AES256 CAMELLIA192 AES192 CAMELLIA128 AES

BLOWFISH IDEA CAST5 3DES

personal-digest-preferences SHA512 SHA384 SHA256 SHA224 RIPEMD160 SHA1

personal-compress-preferences

 ZLIB BZIP2 ZIP Uncompressed

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Primary key}

\label{sec:org0185c23}

Generating a primary key uses the \texttt{create\_key} method in a Context.

It contains multiple arguments and keyword arguments, including:

\texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires}, \texttt{sign}, \texttt{encrypt},

\texttt{certify}, \texttt{authenticate}, \texttt{passphrase} and \texttt{force}.  The defaults for

all of those except \texttt{userid}, \texttt{algorithm}, \texttt{expires\_in}, \texttt{expires} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{False}.  The defaults for \texttt{algorithm} and

\texttt{passphrase} is \texttt{None}.  The default for \texttt{expires\_in} is \texttt{0}.  The

default for \texttt{expires} is \texttt{True}.  There is no default for \texttt{userid}.

 

If \texttt{passphrase} is left as \texttt{None} then the key will not be generated

with a passphrase, if \texttt{passphrase} is set to a string then that will

be the passphrase and if

 \texttt{passphrase} is set to \texttt{True} then gpg-agent

will launch pinentry to prompt for a passphrase.  For the sake of

convenience, these examples will keep \texttt{passphrase} set to \texttt{None}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

 

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

userid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmkey = c.create_key(userid, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=31536000,

                    sign=True, certify=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

One thing to note here is the use of setting the \texttt{c.home\_dir}

parameter.  This enables generating the key or keys in a different

location.  In this case to keep the new key data created for this

example in a separate location rather than adding it to existing and
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active key store data.  As with the default directory, \texttt{\textasciitilde{}/.gnupg}, any

temporary or separate directory needs the permissions set to only

permit access by the directory owner.  On posix systems this means

setting the directory permissions to

 700.

 

The \texttt{temp-homedir-config.py} script in the HOWTO examples directory

will create an alternative homedir with these configuration options

already set and the correct directory and file permissions.

 

The successful generation of the key can be confirmed via the returned

\texttt{GenkeyResult} object, which includes the following data:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""

Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmkey.fpr, dmkey.primary, dmkey.pubkey, dmkey.seckey, dmkey.sub,

          dmkey.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

Alternatively the information can be confirmed using the command line

program:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

As with generating keys manually,

 to preconfigure expanded preferences

for the cipher, digest and compression algorithms, the \texttt{gpg.conf} file

must contain those details in the home directory in which the new key

is being generated.  I used a cut down version of my own \texttt{gpg.conf}

file in order to be able to generate this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm --edit-key 177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA showpref
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quit

Secret key is available.

 

sec  rsa3072/026D2F19E99E63AA

    created: 2018-03-15  expires: 2019-03-15  usage: SC

    trust: ultimate      validity: ultimate

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

 

[ultimate] (1). Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

    Cipher: TWOFISH, CAMELLIA256, AES256, CAMELLIA192, AES192, CAMELLIA128, AES, BLOWFISH,

IDEA, CAST5, 3DES

    Digest: SHA512, SHA384, SHA256, SHA224, RIPEMD160, SHA1

    Compression: ZLIB, BZIP2, ZIP, Uncompressed

    Features: MDC, Keyserver no-modify

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Subkeys}

\label{sec:org5e2acbc}

Adding

 subkeys to a primary key is fairly similar to creating the

primary key with the \texttt{create\_subkey} method.  Most of the arguments

are the same, but not quite all.  Instead of the \texttt{userid} argument

there is now a \texttt{key} argument for selecting which primary key to add

the subkey to.

 

In the following example an encryption subkey will be added to the

primary key.  Since Danger Mouse is a security conscious secret agent,

this subkey will only be valid for about six months, half the length

of the primary key.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

key = c.get_key(dmkey.fpr, secret=True)

dmsub = c.create_subkey(key, algorithm="rsa3072", expires_in=15768000,

                       encrypt=True)

\end{verbatim}

 

As with the primary key, the results here can be checked with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

print("""
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Fingerprint:  {0}

Primary Key:  {1}

 Public Key:  {2}

 Secret Key:  {3}

Sub Key:  {4}

User IDs:  {5}

""".format(dmsub.fpr,

 dmsub.primary, dmsub.pubkey, dmsub.seckey, dmsub.sub,

          dmsub.uid))

\end{verbatim}

 

As well as on the command line with:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{User IDs}

\label{sec:org4869c58}

\subsubsection{Adding User IDs}

\label{sec:orgebb13ca}

By comparison to creating primary keys and subkeys, adding a new user

ID to an existing key is much simpler.  The method used to do this is

\texttt{key\_add\_uid} and the only arguments it takes are for the \texttt{key} and

the new \texttt{uid}.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid

 = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_add_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}
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Unsurprisingly the result of this is:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ gpg --homedir ~/.gnupg-dm -K

~/.gnupg-dm/pubring.kbx

----------------------

sec   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [SC] [expires: 2019-03-15]

     177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>

uid           [ultimate] Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

ssb   rsa3072 2018-03-15 [E] [expires: 2018-09-13]

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Revoking User IDs}

\label{sec:org1683695}

Revoking a user ID is a fairly similar process, except that it uses

the \texttt{key\_revoke\_uid} method.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

c.home_dir = "~/.gnupg-dm"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

uid = "Danger Mouse <danger.mouse@secret.example.net>"

 

c.key_revoke_uid(key, uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsection{Key certification}

\label{sec:orgf431bf8}

Since

 key certification is more frequently referred to as key signing,

the method used to perform this function is \texttt{key\_sign}.

 

The \texttt{key\_sign} method takes four arguments: \texttt{key}, \texttt{uids},

\texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local}.  The default value of \texttt{uids} is \texttt{None} and

which results in all user IDs being selected.  The default value of

both \texttt{expires\_in} and \texttt{local} is \texttt{False}; which results in the

signature never expiring and being able to be exported.
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The \texttt{key} is the key being signed rather than the key doing the

signing.  To change the key doing the signing refer to the signing key

selection above for signing messages and files.

 

If the \texttt{uids} value is not \texttt{None} then it must either be a string to

match a single user ID or a list of strings to match multiple user

IDs.  In this case the matching of those strings must be precise and

it is case sensitive.

 

To sign Danger

 Mouse's key for just the initial user ID with a

signature which will last a little over a month, do this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

uid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

 

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

key = c.get_key(dmfpr, secret=True)

c.key_sign(key, uids=uid, expires_in=2764800)

\end{verbatim}

 

 

\subsubsection{Verifying key certifications}

\label{sec:org87abdd3}

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import time

 

c = gpg.Context()

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid, mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Which for Danger Mouse displays the following:

 

\begin{verbatim}

0x92E3F6115435C65A  Thu Mar 15 13:17:44 2018  Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>

0x321E4E2373590E5D  Mon Nov 26 12:46:05 2018  Ben McGinnes <ben@adversary.org>

\end{verbatim}
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The

 two key signatures listed are for the self-certification of Danger

Mouse's key made when the key was created in March, 2018; and the

second is a signature made by the author and set to expire at the end

of the year.  Note that the second signature was made with the

following code (including the preceding code to display the output of

the certifications or key signatures):

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import math

import pendulum

import time

 

hd = "/home/dm/.gnupg"

c = gpg.Context()

d = gpg.Context(home_dir=hd)

dmfpr = "177B7C25DB99745EE2EE13ED026D2F19E99E63AA"

dmuid = "Danger Mouse <dm@secret.example.net>"

dkeys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid))

dmkey = dkeys[0]

 

c.key_import(d.key_export(pattern=None))

 

tp = pendulum.period(pendulum.now(tz="local"), pendulum.datetime(2019, 1, 1))

ts = tp.total_seconds()

total_secs = math.ceil(ts)

c.key_sign(dmkey, uids=dmuid, expires_in=total_secs)

 

d.key_import(c.key_export(pattern=dmuid))

keys = list(c.keylist(pattern=dmuid,

 mode=gpg.constants.keylist.mode.SIGS))

key = keys[0]

 

for user in key.uids:

   for sig in user.signatures:

       print("0x{0}".format(sig.keyid), "", time.ctime(sig.timestamp), "",

             sig.uid)

\end{verbatim}

 

Note that this final code block includes the use of a module which is

\emph{not} part of Python's standard library, the \href{https://pendulum.eustace.io/}{pendulum module}.  Unlike

the standard datetime module, pendulum makes working with dates and

times significantly easier in Python; just as the requests module

makes working with HTTP and HTTPS easier than the builtin modules do.

 

Though neither requests nor pendulum are required modules for using
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the GPGME Python bindings, they are both highly recommended more

generally.

 

 

\section{Advanced or Experimental Use Cases}

\label{sec:org944cc00}

\subsection{C plus Python plus SWIG plus Cython}

\label{sec:org3b53926}

In spite of the apparent incongruence of using Python bindings to a C

interface only to generate

 more C from the Python; it is in fact quite

possible to use the GPGME bindings with \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/index.html}{Cython}.  Though in

many cases

the benefits may not be obvious since the most computationally

intensive work never leaves the level of the C code with which GPGME

itself is interacting with.

 

Nevertheless, there are some situations where the benefits are

demonstrable.  One of the better and easier examples being the one of

the early examples in this HOWTO, the \hyperref[sec:org63a3d62]{key counting} code.  Running that

example as an executable Python script, \texttt{keycount.py} (available in

the \texttt{examples/howto/} directory), will take a noticeable amount of time

to run on most systems where the public keybox or keyring contains a

few thousand public keys.

 

Earlier in the evening, prior to starting this section, I ran that

script on my laptop; as I tend to do periodically and timed it using

\texttt{time} utility, with the following results:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$

 time keycount.py

 

Number of secret keys:  23

Number of public keys:  12112

 

 

real	11m52.945s

user	0m0.913s

sys	0m0.752s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Sometime after that I imported another key and followed it with a

little test of Cython.  This test was kept fairly basic, essentially

lifting the material from the \href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/cython\_tutorial.html}{Cython Basic

Tutorial} to demonstrate
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compiling Python code to C.  The first step was to take the example

key counting code quoted previously, essentially from the importing of

the \texttt{gpg} module to the end of the script:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

c = gpg.Context()

seckeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=True)

pubkeys = c.keylist(pattern=None, secret=False)

 

seclist = list(seckeys)

secnum = len(seclist)

 

publist = list(pubkeys)

pubnum = len(publist)

 

print("""

   Number of secret keys:  {0}

   Number of public keys:  {1}

 

""".format(secnum, pubnum))

\end{verbatim}

 

Save

 that into a file called \texttt{keycount.pyx} and then create a

\texttt{setup.py} file which contains this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

from distutils.core import setup

from Cython.Build import cythonize

 

setup(

   ext_modules = cythonize("keycount.pyx")

)

\end{verbatim}

 

Compile it:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ python setup.py build_ext --inplace

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Then run it in a similar manner to \texttt{keycount.py}:

 

\begin{verbatim}

bash-4.4$ time python3.7 -c "import keycount"
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Number of secret keys:  23

Number of public keys:  12113

 

 

real	6m47.905s

user	0m0.785s

sys	0m0.331s

 

bash-4.4$

\end{verbatim}

 

Cython turned \texttt{keycount.pyx} into an 81KB \texttt{keycount.o} file in the

\texttt{build/} directory, a 24KB \texttt{keycount.cpython-37m-darwin.so} file to be

imported into Python 3.7 and a 113KB \texttt{keycount.c} generated C source

code file of nearly three thousand lines.  Quite a bit bigger than the

314 bytes of the \texttt{keycount.pyx} file or the full 1,452 bytes

 of the

full executable \texttt{keycount.py} example script.

 

On the other hand it ran in nearly half the time; taking 6 minutes and

47.905 seconds to run.  As opposed to the 11 minutes and 52.945 seconds

which the CPython script alone took.

 

The \texttt{keycount.pyx} and \texttt{setup.py} files used to generate this example

have been added to the \texttt{examples/howto/advanced/cython/} directory

The example versions include some additional options to annotate the

existing code and to detect Cython's use.  The latter comes from the

\href{http://docs.cython.org/en/latest/src/tutorial/pure.html\#magic-attributes-within-the-pxd}{Magic Attributes}

section of the Cython documentation.

 

 

\section{Miscellaneous extras and work-arounds}

\label{sec:orgd72f7de}

Most of the things in the following sections are here simply because

there was no better place to put them, even though some are only

peripherally related to the GPGME Python bindings.  Some are also

workarounds for functions not integrated

 with GPGME as yet.  This is

especially true of the first of these, dealing with \hyperref[sec:org83f4d00]{group lines}.

 

 

\subsection{Group lines}

\label{sec:org83f4d00}

There is not yet an easy way to access groups configured in the

gpg.conf file from within GPGME.  As a consequence these central

groupings of keys cannot be shared amongst multiple programs, such as

MUAs readily.
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The following code, however, provides a work-around for obtaining this

information in Python.

 

\begin{verbatim}

import subprocess

import sys

 

if sys.platform == "win32":

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf.exe --list-options gpg"

else:

   gpgconfcmd = "gpgconf --list-options gpg"

 

process = subprocess.Popen(gpgconfcmd.split(), stdout=subprocess.PIPE)

procom = process.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   lines = procom[0].splitlines()

else:

   lines = procom[0].decode().splitlines()

 

for line in lines:

   if line.startswith("group") is True:

       break

 

groups = line.split(":")[-1].replace('"', '').split(',')

 

group_lines

 = []

group_lists = []

 

for i in range(len(groups)):

   group_lines.append(groups[i].split("="))

   group_lists.append(groups[i].split("="))

 

for i in range(len(group_lists)):

   group_lists[i][1] = group_lists[i][1].split()

\end{verbatim}

 

The result of that code is that \texttt{group\_lines} is a list of lists where

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} is the name of the group and \texttt{group\_lines[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a string.

 

The \texttt{group\_lists} result is very similar in that it is a list of

lists.  The first part, \texttt{group\_lists[i][0]} matches

\texttt{group\_lines[i][0]} as the name of the group, but \texttt{group\_lists[i][1]}

is the key IDs of the group as a list.
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A demonstration of using the \texttt{groups.py} module is also available in

the form of the executable \texttt{mutt-groups.py} script.  This second

script reads all the group entries in a user's \texttt{gpg.conf} file and

converts them into crypt-hooks suitable for use

 with the Mutt and

Neomutt mail clients.

 

 

\subsection{Keyserver access for Python}

\label{sec:org5ad99aa}

The \href{https://github.com/Selfnet/hkp4py}{hkp4py} module by Marcel Fest was originally a port of the old

\href{https://github.com/dgladkov/python-hkp}{python-hkp} module from Python 2 to Python 3 and updated to use

the

\href{http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/index.html}{requests} module instead.  It has since been modified to

provide

support for Python 2.7 as well and is available via PyPI.

 

Since it rewrites the \texttt{hkp} protocol prefix as \texttt{http} and \texttt{hkps} as

\texttt{https}, the module is able to be used even with servers which do not

support the full scope of keyserver functions.\footnote{Such as with ProtonMail servers.  This also means that

restricted servers which only advertise either HTTP or HTTPS end

points and not HKP or HKPS end points must still be identified as as

HKP or HKPS within the Python Code.  The \texttt{hkp4py} module will rewrite

these

 appropriately when the connection is made to the server.}  It also works quite

readily when incorporated into a \hyperref[sec:org3b53926]{Cython} generated and compiled version

of any code.

 

 

\subsubsection{Key import format}

\label{sec:org1e47c97}

The hkp4py module returns key data via requests as string literals

(\texttt{r.text}) instead of byte literals (\texttt{r.content}).  This means that

the retrurned key data must be encoded to UTF-8 when importing that

key material using a \texttt{gpg.Context().key\_import()} method.

 

For this reason an alternative method has been added to the \texttt{search}

function of \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer()} which returns the key in the correct

format as expected by \texttt{key\_import}.  When importing using this module,

it is now possible to import with this:

 

\begin{verbatim}

for key in keys:

   if key.revoked is False:

       gpg.Context().key_import(key.key_blob)

   else:

       pass

\end{verbatim}
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Without that recent addition it would

 have been necessary to encode

the contents of each \texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()[i].key} in

\texttt{hkp4py.KeyServer().search()} before trying to import it.

 

An example of this is included in the \hyperref[sec:org1ad598a]{Importing Keys} section of this

HOWTO and the corresponding executable version of that example is

available in the \texttt{lang/python/examples/howto} directory as normal; the

executable version is the \texttt{import-keys-hkp.py} file.

 

 

\subsection{GPGME version checking}

\label{sec:org18b8ef8}

For various reasons it may be necessary to check which version of

GPGME the bindings have been built against; including whether a

minimum required version of GPGME is in use.

 

For the most part the \texttt{gpg.version.versionstr} and

\texttt{gpg.version.versionlist} methods have been quite sufficient.  The

former returns the same string as \texttt{gpgme-config -{}-version}, while the

latter returns the major, minor and patch values in a list.

 

To check if the installed bindings

 have actually been built against

the current installed libgpgme version, this check can be performed:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

import subprocess

import sys

 

gpgme_version_call = subprocess.Popen(["gpgme-config", "--version"],

                                     stdout=subprocess.PIPE,

                                     stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

gpgme_version_str = gpgme_version_call.communicate()

 

if sys.version_info[0] == 2:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].strip()

elif sys.version_info[0] >= 3:

   gpgme_version = gpgme_version_str[0].decode().strip()

else:

   gpgme_version = None

 

if gpgme_version is not None:

   if gpgme_version == gpg.version.versionstr:

       print("The GPGME Python bindings match libgpgme.")

   else:
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       print("The GPGME Python bindings do NOT match libgpgme.")

else:

   print("Upgrade Python and reinstall the GPGME Python bindings.")

\end{verbatim}

 

For many developers, however, the preferred checking means checking

for a minimum

 version or point release.  This is now readily available

via the \texttt{gpg.version.versionintlist} method (added in version

\texttt{1.12.1-beta79}).  It is also now possible to easily check whether the

installed GPGME Python bindings were built from a development or beta

branch of the GPGME source code.

 

The following code demonstrates how both of those methods may be used:

 

\begin{verbatim}

import gpg

 

try:

   if gpg.version.is_beta is True:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings were built from beta code.")

   else:

       print("The installed GPGME Python bindings are a released version.")

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

 

try:

   if gpg.version.versionintlist[0] == 1:

       if gpg.version.versionintlist[1] == 12:

           if gpg.version.versionintlist[2] == 1:

               print("This is the minimum version for using versionintlist.")

           elif gpg.version.versionintlist[2] > 1:

               print("The versionintlist method is available.")

 

           else:

               pass

       elif gpg.version.versionintlist[1] > 12:

           print("The versionintlist method is available.")

       else:

           pass

   elif gpg.version.versionintlist[0] > 1:

       print("The versionintlist method is available.")

   else:

       pass

except Exception as e:

   print(e)

\end{verbatim}
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The points where \texttt{pass} is used in the above example will most likely

also produce an \texttt{Exception} error since those results should only

occur in versions which do not have the \texttt{gpgme.version.is\_beta} and

\texttt{gpgme.version.versionintlist} methods available.

 

 

\section{Copyright and Licensing}

\label{sec:org9d52a23}

\subsection{Copyright}

\label{sec:org26ed04d}

Copyright  The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

Copyright (C) The GnuPG Project, 2018.

 

 

\subsection{Draft Editions of this HOWTO}

\label{sec:org080a94a}

Draft editions of this HOWTO may be periodically available directly

from the author at any of the following URLs:

 

\begin{itemize}

\item

 \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO draft

(XHTML single file, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.html}{GPGME Python Bindings HOWTO

draft (XHTML single file, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\item \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto-split/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 SSL)}

\item \href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto/index.html}{GPGME Python Bindings

HOWTO draft (XHTML multiple files, AWS S3 no SSL)}

\end{itemize}

 

All of these draft versions except for one have been generated from

this document via GNU Emacs \href{https://orgmode.org/}{Org mode} and

\href{https://www.gnu.org/software/texinfo/}{GNU Texinfo}.  Though it is

likely that the specific \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto}{file}

\href{http://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python-howto.org}{version}

 used will be on the same server

with the generated output formats.

 

The GNU Texinfo and reStructured Text versions ship with the software,

while the GNU Emacs Info verseion is generated from the Texinfo

version using GNU Texinfo or GNU Makeinfo.  The Texinfo format is

generated from the original Org mode source file in Org mode itself

either within GNU Emacs or via the command line by invoking Emacs in

batch mode:

 

\begin{verbatim}
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emacs gpgme-python-howto.org --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

emacs gpgme-python-howto --batch -f org-texinfo-export-to-texinfo --kill

\end{verbatim}

 

The reStructuredText format is also generated from the Org-mode source

file, except it is generated using \href{https://pandoc.org}{Pandoc} with either of the following

commands:

 

\begin{verbatim}

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto.org

pandoc -f org -t rst+smart -o gpgme-python-howto.rst gpgme-python-howto

\end{verbatim}

 

In addition to these there is

 a significantly less frequently updated

version as a HTML \href{https://files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita/webhelp/index.html}{WebHelp

site} (AWS S3 SSL); generated from DITA XML

source files, which can be found in \href{https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme/browse/ben\%252Fhowto-dita/}{an

alternative branch} of the GPGME

git repository.

 

Various generated output formats may occasionally be found in

subdirectories of the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python}{gpgme-python}

directory.  In particular within

the \href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/dita}{DITA},

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/rst}{reStructuredText} and

\href{https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.au.adversary.org/crypto/gpgme-python/texinfo}{Texinfo} subdirectories.  The

\texttt{rst}

directory contains output files generated with Sphix and may include a

considerable number of its possible output formats.

 

These

 draft editions are not official documents and the version of

documentation in the master branch or which ships with released

versions is the only official documentation.  Nevertheless, these

draft editions may occasionally be of use by providing more accessible

web versions which are updated between releases.  They are provided on

the understanding that they may contain errors or may contain content

subject to change prior to an official release.

 

 

\subsection{License GPL compatible}

\label{sec:orge78f3b7}

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
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WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

\end{document}

# This is a template.  The dist target uses it to create the real file.

Summary: GPGME - GnuPG Made Easy

Name: gpgme

Version: 1.15.1

Release: 1

URL: https://gnupg.org/gpgme.html

Source: https://www.gnupg.org/ftp/gcrypt/gpgme/%{name}-%{version}.tar.gz

Group: Development/Libraries

Copyright: GPL

BuildRoot: %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}

BuildRequires: make

Prereq: /sbin/ldconfig /sbin/install-info

Requires: gnupg

 

%description

GnuPG Made Easy (GPGME) is a library designed to make access to GnuPG easier

for applications. It provides a High-Level Crypto API for encryption,

decryption, signing, signature verification and key management.

 

%prep

%setup -q

 

%build

CFLAGS="$RPM_OPT_FLAGS"; export CFLAGS

./configure --prefix=/usr

make

 

%install

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

make install prefix=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr infodir=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}

rm -f $RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_infodir}/dir

 

%clean

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

make distclean

 

%post

/sbin/ldconfig

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz

 %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

 

%preun
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if [ "$1" = 0 ]; then

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

/sbin/install-info --delete %{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info.gz %{_infodir}/dir

fi

 

%postun

/sbin/ldconfig

 

%files

%defattr(-,root,root)

%doc COPYING COPYING.LESSER AUTHORS README INSTALL NEWS ChangeLog TODO THANKS

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_bindir}/gpgme-config

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.so*

%attr(0755,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.la

%attr(0644,root,root) %{_libdir}/*gpgme.a

%{_includedir}/gpgme.h

%{_datadir}/aclocal/gpgme.m4

%{_infodir}/gpgme.info*

%{_infodir}/gpgme-python-howto.info*

 

%changelog

* Sat Aug 30 2003 Robert Schiele <rschiele@uni-mannheim.de>

- %{_infodir}/dir is not packaged, remove to prevent checking failure

* Mon Jul 01 2002 Wojciech Polak <polak@lodz.pdi.net>

- initial specfile release for GPGME.

 

# EOF

 

1.739 rpm 4.16.1.3 
1.739.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive

 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided

 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that

 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
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other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some

 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary
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one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent
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 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with

 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must

 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.740 ip-regex 5.0.0 
1.740.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.741 jpeg-dev 9e-r1 
1.741.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdtarga.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2017-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Targa format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins
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* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed Targa format).

*

* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdtarga.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdsample.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains upsampling routines.

*

* Upsampling input data is counted in "row groups".  A row group

* is defined to be (v_samp_factor * DCT_v_scaled_size / min_DCT_v_scaled_size)

* sample rows of each component.  Upsampling will normally produce

* max_v_samp_factor pixel rows from each row group (but this could vary

* if the upsampler is applying a scale factor of its own).

*

* An excellent reference for image resampling is

*   Digital Image Warping, George Wolberg, 1990.

*   Pub. by IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA. ISBN 0-8186-8944-7.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdsample.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cdjpeg.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains common support routines used by the IJG application

* programs (cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran).

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cdjpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 9e of 16-Jan-2022

====================================

 

This distribution contains the ninth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Guido Vollbeding, Philip Gladstone,

Bill Allombert, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Bob Friesenhahn, Ben Jackson,

John Korejwa, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 standards committee

(previously known as JPEG, together with ITU-T SG16).

 

 

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP

=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:

 

OVERVIEW            General

 description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.

REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS     Special thanks.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

 

User documentation:

 install.txt       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.txt         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.txt).

 wizard.txt        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 cdaltui.txt       Description of alternate user interface for cjpeg/djpeg.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:

 libjpeg.txt       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.
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  example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.txt     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.txt      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.txt     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.txt and usage.txt.  Some information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image encoding, decoding,

and transcoding.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and grayscale images.

 

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.

  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

We have made no provision for supporting the hierarchical or lossless

processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.

 

We have also included "jpegtran", a utility

 for lossless transcoding between

different JPEG processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple

applications for inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the
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REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============

 

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software

 for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2022, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions,

 deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,
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not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty

 or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium

but is also freely distributable.

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.

 

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PDF file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at https://www.ijg.org/files/Wallace.JPEG.pdf.

  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,

and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in

"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides

good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C

code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...
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The best currently available description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still

Image Data Compression

 Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L.

Mitchell, published by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.

Price US$59.95, 638 pp.  The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG

standards (DIS 10918-1 and draft DIS 10918-2).

Although this is by far the most detailed and comprehensive exposition of

JPEG publicly available, we point out that it is still missing an explanation

of the most essential properties and algorithms of the underlying DCT

technology.

If you think that you know about DCT-based JPEG after reading this book,

then you are in delusion.  The real fundamentals and corresponding potential

of DCT-based JPEG are not publicly known so far, and that is the reason for

all the mistaken developments taking place in the image coding domain.

 

The original JPEG standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the actual

specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1 is

titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part

 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

IJG JPEG 8 introduced an implementation of the JPEG SmartScale extension

which is specified in two documents:  A contributed document at ITU and ISO

with title "ITU-T JPEG-Plus Proposal for Extending ITU-T T.81 for Advanced

Image Coding", April 2006, Geneva, Switzerland.  The latest version of this

document is Revision 3.  And a contributed document ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 N

5799 with title "Evolution of JPEG", June/July 2011, Berlin, Germany.

IJG JPEG 9 introduces a reversible color transform for improved lossless

compression which is described in a contributed document ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/

WG1 N 6080 with title "JPEG 9 Lossless Coding", June/July 2012, Paris, France.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable

 file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, version 2.

JFIF version 1 has been adopted as Recommendation ITU-T T.871 (05/2011) :

Information technology - Digital compression and coding of continuous-tone

still images: JPEG File Interchange Format (JFIF).  It is available as a

free download in PDF file format from https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-T.871.

A PDF file of the older JFIF document is available at

https://www.w3.org/Graphics/JPEG/jfif3.pdf.

 

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).
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Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from

https://www.ijg.org/files/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF

 spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is www.ijg.org.

The most recent released version can always be found there in

directory "files".  This particular version will be archived

in Windows-compatible "zip" archive format as

https://www.ijg.org/files/jpegsr9e.zip, and

in Unix-compatible "tar.gz" archive format as

https://www.ijg.org/files/jpegsrc.v9e.tar.gz.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a source of some

general information about JPEG.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with

 body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2
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FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

The ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 standards committee (previously known as JPEG,

together with ITU-T SG16) currently promotes different formats containing

the name "JPEG" which is misleading because these formats are incompatible

with original DCT-based JPEG and are based on faulty

 technologies.

IJG therefore does not and will not support such momentary mistakes

(see REFERENCES).

There exist also distributions under the name "OpenJPEG" promoting such

kind of formats which is misleading because they don't support original

JPEG images.

We have no sympathy for the promotion of inferior formats.  Indeed, one of

the original reasons for developing this free software was to help force

convergence on common, interoperable format standards for JPEG files.

Don't use an incompatible file format!

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading existing JPEG

image files indefinitely.)

 

The ISO committee pretends to be "responsible for the popular JPEG" in their

public reports which is not true because they don't respond to actual
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requirements for the maintenance of the original JPEG specification.

Furthermore, the ISO committee pretends to "ensure interoperability" with

their standards which is not true because their "standards" support only

application-specific and

 proprietary use cases and contain mathematically

incorrect code.

 

There are currently different distributions in circulation containing the

name "libjpeg" which is misleading because they don't have the features and

are incompatible with formats supported by actual IJG libjpeg distributions.

One of those fakes is released by members of the ISO committee and just uses

the name of libjpeg for misdirection of people, similar to the abuse of the

name JPEG as described above, while having nothing in common with actual IJG

libjpeg distributions and containing mathematically incorrect code.

The other one claims to be a "derivative" or "fork" of the original libjpeg,

but violates the license conditions as described under LEGAL ISSUES above

and violates basic C programming properties.

We have no sympathy for the release of misleading, incorrect and illegal

distributions derived from obsolete code bases.

Don't use an obsolete code base!

 

According to the UCC (Uniform Commercial Code) law, IJG has

 the lawful and

legal right to foreclose on certain standardization bodies and other

institutions or corporations that knowingly perform substantial and

systematic deceptive acts and practices, fraud, theft, and damaging of the

value of the people of this planet without their knowing, willing and

intentional consent.

The titles, ownership, and rights of these institutions and all their assets

are now duly secured and held in trust for the free people of this planet.

People of the planet, on every country, may have a financial interest in

the assets of these former principals, agents, and beneficiaries of the

foreclosed institutions and corporations.

IJG asserts what is: that each man, woman, and child has unalienable value

and rights granted and deposited in them by the Creator and not any one of

the people is subordinate to any artificial principality, corporate fiction

or the special interest of another without their appropriate knowing,

willing and intentional consent made by contract

 or accommodation agreement.

IJG expresses that which already was.

The people have already determined and demanded that public administration

entities, national governments, and their supporting judicial systems must

be fully transparent, accountable, and liable.

IJG has secured the value for all concerned free people of the planet.

 

A partial list of foreclosed institutions and corporations ("Hall of Shame")

is currently prepared and will be published later.
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TO DO

=====

 

Version 9 is the second release of a new generation JPEG standard

to overcome the limitations of the original JPEG specification,

and is the first true source reference JPEG codec.

More features are being prepared for coming releases...

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@jpegclub.org.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jchuff.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2006-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines.

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting output suspension.

* If the data destination module demands suspension, we want to be able to

* back up to the start of the current MCU.  To do this, we copy state

* variables into local working storage, and update them back to the

* permanent JPEG objects only upon successful completion of an MCU.

*

* We do not support output suspension for the progressive JPEG mode, since

* the library currently does not allow multiple-scan files to be written

* with output suspension.

*/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jchuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdpostct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file contains the decompression postprocessing controller.

* This controller manages the upsampling, color conversion, and color

* quantization/reduction steps; specifically, it controls the buffering

* between upsample/color conversion and color quantization/reduction.

*

* If no color quantization/reduction is required, then this module has no

* work to do, and it just hands off to the upsample/color conversion code.

* An integrated upsample/convert/quantize process would replace this module

* entirely.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdpostct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpegtran.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-2019, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for JPEG transcoding.

* It is very similar to cjpeg.c, and partly to djpeg.c, but provides

* lossless transcoding between different JPEG file formats.  It also

* provides some lossless and sort-of-lossless transformations of JPEG data.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jpegtran.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdapistd.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "standard" API routines that are

* used in the normal full-decompression case.  They are not used by a

* transcoding-only application.  Note that if an application links in

* jpeg_start_decompress, it will end up linking in the entire decompressor.

* We thus must separate this file from jdapimin.c to avoid linking the

* whole decompression library into a transcoder.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdapistd.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdswitch.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to process some of cjpeg's more complicated

* command-line switches.  Switches processed here are:

*	-qtables file		Read quantization tables from text file

*	-scans file		Read scan script from text file

*	-quality N[,N,...]	Set quality ratings

*	-qslots N[,N,...]	Set component quantization table selectors

*	-sample HxV[,HxV,...]	Set component sampling factors

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdswitch.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdct.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This include file contains common declarations for the forward and

* inverse DCT modules.  These declarations are private to the DCT managers

* (jcdctmgr.c, jddctmgr.c) and the individual DCT algorithms.

* The individual DCT algorithms are kept in separate files to ease

* machine-dependent tuning (e.g., assembly coding).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdct.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrjpgcom.c
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*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2015-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that inserts

* user-supplied text as a COM (comment) marker in a JFIF file.

* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse

* JPEG markers.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrjpgcom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdcolor.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdcolor.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdinput.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains input control logic for the JPEG decompressor.

* These routines are concerned with controlling the decompressor's input

* processing (marker reading and coefficient decoding).  The actual input

* reading is done in jdmarker.c, jdhuff.c, and jdarith.c.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdinput.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jccoefct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for compression.

* This controller is the top level of the JPEG compressor proper.

* The coefficient buffer lies between forward-DCT and entropy encoding steps.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jccoefct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctint.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modification developed 2003-2018 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in

*   C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT

*   Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,

*   Speech, and Signal Processing 1989 (ICASSP '89), pp. 988-991.

* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies

 and 29 adds.

* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.

* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one

* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in

* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.

*

* We also provide FDCT routines with various input sample block sizes for

* direct resolution reduction or enlargement and for direct resolving the

* common 2x1 and 1x2 subsampling cases without additional resampling: NxN
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* (N=1...16), 2NxN, and Nx2N (N=1...8) pixels for one 8x8 output DCT block.

*

* For N<8 we fill the remaining block coefficients with zero.

* For N>8 we apply a partial N-point FDCT on the input samples, computing

* just the lower 8 frequency coefficients and discarding the rest.

*

* We must scale the output coefficients of the N-point FDCT appropriately

* to the standard 8-point FDCT level by 8/N per 1-D pass.  This scaling

* is folded into the constant multipliers

 (pass 2) and/or final/initial

* shifting.

*

* CAUTION: We rely on the FIX() macro except for the N=1,2,4,8 cases

* since there would be too many additional constants to pre-calculate.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jfdctint.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmainct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the main buffer controller for decompression.

* The main buffer lies between the JPEG decompressor proper and the

* post-processor; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.

*

* Note that this code is bypassed in raw-data mode, since the application

* supplies the equivalent of the main buffer in that case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdmainct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdtrans.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2000-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*
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* This file contains library routines for transcoding decompression,

* that is, reading raw DCT coefficient arrays from an input JPEG file.

* The routines in jdapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdtrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpegint.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 1997-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides common declarations for the various JPEG modules.

* These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most

* applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jpegint.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctflt.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2010-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.

*

* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer

* IDCT implementations.  However, it may not give the same results on all

* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior.  Speed will depend

* on the hardware's floating point capacity.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they

 are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
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*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point

* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the

* scaled quantization values.  However,

 that problem does not arise if

* we use floating point arithmetic.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jidctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jerror.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2012-2015 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains simple error-reporting and trace-message routines.

* These are suitable for Unix-like systems and others where writing to

* stderr is the right thing to do.  Many applications will want to replace

* some or all of these routines.

*

* If you define USE_WINDOWS_MESSAGEBOX in jconfig.h or in the makefile,

* you get a Windows-specific hack to display error messages in a dialog box.

* It ain't much, but it beats dropping error messages into the bit bucket,

* which is what happens to output to stderr under most Windows C compilers.

*

* These routines are used by both the compression and decompression code.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jerror.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* jcsample.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains downsampling routines.

*

* Downsampling input data is counted in "row groups".  A row group

* is defined to be max_v_samp_factor pixel rows of each component,

* from which the downsampler produces v_samp_factor sample rows.

* A single row group is processed in each call to the downsampler module.

*

* The downsampler is responsible for edge-expansion of its output data

* to fill an integral number of DCT blocks horizontally.  The source buffer

* may be modified if it is helpful for this purpose (the source buffer is

* allocated wide enough to correspond to the desired output width).

* The caller (the prep controller) is responsible for vertical

 padding.

*

* The downsampler may request "context rows" by setting need_context_rows

* during startup.  In this case, the input arrays will contain at least

* one row group's worth of pixels above and below the passed-in data;

* the caller will create dummy rows at image top and bottom by replicating

* the first or last real pixel row.

*

* An excellent reference for image resampling is

*   Digital Image Warping, George Wolberg, 1990.

*   Pub. by IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA. ISBN 0-8186-8944-7.

*

* The downsampling algorithm used here is a simple average of the source

* pixels covered by the output pixel.  The hi-falutin sampling literature

* refers to this as a "box filter".  In general the characteristics of a box

* filter are not very good, but for the specific cases we normally use (1:1

* and 2:1 ratios) the box is equivalent to a "triangle filter" which is not

* nearly so bad.  If you intend to use other sampling ratios, you'd be well

* advised

 to improve this code.

*

* A simple input-smoothing capability is provided.  This is mainly intended

* for cleaning up color-dithered GIF input files (if you find it inadequate,

* we suggest using an external filtering program such as pnmconvol).  When

* enabled, each input pixel P is replaced by a weighted sum of itself and its

* eight neighbors.  P's weight is 1-8*SF and each neighbor's weight is SF,

* where SF = (smoothing_factor / 1024).

* Currently, smoothing is only supported for 2h2v sampling factors.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcsample.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctflt.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer

* DCT implementations.  However, it may not give the same results on all

* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior.  Speed will depend

* on the hardware's floating point capacity.

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled

 DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point

* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the

* scaled quantization values.  However, that problem does not arise if

* we use floating point arithmetic.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jfdctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2013, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

This file provides an overview of the architecture of the IJG JPEG software;

that is, the functions of the various modules in the system and the interfaces

between modules.  For more precise details about any data structure or calling

convention, see the include files and comments in the source code.

 

We assume that the reader is already somewhat familiar with the JPEG standard.

The README file includes references for learning about JPEG.  The file

libjpeg.txt describes the library from the viewpoint of an application

programmer using the library; it's best to read that file before this one.

Also, the file coderules.txt describes the coding style conventions we use.

 

In this document, JPEG-specific

 terminology follows the JPEG standard:

 A "component" means a color channel, e.g., Red or Luminance.

 A "sample" is a single component value (i.e., one number in the image data).

 A "coefficient" is a frequency coefficient (a DCT transform output number).

 A "block" is an array of samples or coefficients.

 An "MCU" (minimum coded unit) is an interleaved set of blocks of size

	determined by the sampling factors, or a single block in a

	noninterleaved scan.

We do not use the terms "pixel" and "sample" interchangeably.  When we say

pixel, we mean an element of the full-size image, while a sample is an element

of the downsampled image.  Thus the number of samples may vary across

components while the number of pixels does not.  (This terminology is not used

rigorously throughout the code, but it is used in places where confusion would

otherwise result.)

 

 

*** System features ***

 

The IJG distribution contains two parts:

 * A subroutine library for JPEG compression and decompression.

  * cjpeg/djpeg, two sample applications that use the library to transform

   JFIF JPEG files to and from several other image formats.

cjpeg/djpeg are of no great intellectual complexity: they merely add a simple

command-line user interface and I/O routines for several uncompressed image

formats.  This document concentrates on the library itself.

 

We desire the library to be capable of supporting all JPEG baseline, extended

sequential, and progressive DCT processes.  The library does not support the

hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.
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Within these limits, any set of compression parameters allowed by the JPEG

spec should be readable for decompression.  (We can be more restrictive about

what formats we can generate.)  Although the system design allows for all

parameter values, some uncommon settings are not yet implemented and may

never be; nonintegral sampling ratios are the prime example.  Furthermore,

we treat 8-bit vs. 12-bit data precision as a

 compile-time switch, not a

run-time option, because most machines can store 8-bit pixels much more

compactly than 12-bit.

 

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in

particular the widely used JFIF file format.  The library can be used by

surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that

are embedded in more complex file formats.  (For example, libtiff uses this

library to implement JPEG compression within the TIFF file format.)

 

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the

JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG.  These

functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after

decompression.  They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling,

and color quantization.  This code can be omitted if not needed.

 

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing,

and even more so in decompression postprocessing.  The decompression

 library

provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,

ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation.  On the

compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since

compression is normally less time-critical.  It should be understood that the

low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements;

nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

 

 

*** Portability issues ***

 

Portability is an essential requirement for the library.  The key portability

issues that show up at the level of system architecture are:

 

1.  Memory usage.  We want the code to be able to run on PC-class machines

with limited memory.  Images should therefore be processed sequentially (in

strips), to avoid holding the whole image in memory at once.  Where a

full-image buffer is necessary, we should be able to use either virtual memory

or temporary files.

 

2.  Near/far pointer distinction.  To run efficiently on 80x86 machines, the

code
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 should distinguish "small" objects (kept in near data space) from

"large" ones (kept in far data space).  This is an annoying restriction, but

fortunately it does not impact code quality for less brain-damaged machines,

and the source code clutter turns out to be minimal with sufficient use of

pointer typedefs.

 

3. Data precision.  We assume that "char" is at least 8 bits, "short" and

"int" at least 16, "long" at least 32.  The code will work fine with larger

data sizes, although memory may be used inefficiently in some cases.  However,

the JPEG compressed datastream must ultimately appear on external storage as a

sequence of 8-bit bytes if it is to conform to the standard.  This may pose a

problem on machines where char is wider than 8 bits.  The library represents

compressed data as an array of values of typedef JOCTET.  If no data type

exactly 8 bits wide is available, custom data source and data destination

modules must be written to unpack and pack the chosen JOCTET datatype into

8-bit

 external representation.

 

 

*** System overview ***

 

The compressor and decompressor are each divided into two main sections:

the JPEG compressor or decompressor proper, and the preprocessing or

postprocessing functions.  The interface between these two sections is the

image data that the official JPEG spec regards as its input or output: this

data is in the colorspace to be used for compression, and it is downsampled

to the sampling factors to be used.  The preprocessing and postprocessing

steps are responsible for converting a normal image representation to or from

this form.  (Those few applications that want to deal with YCbCr downsampled

data can skip the preprocessing or postprocessing step.)

 

Looking more closely, the compressor library contains the following main

elements:

 

 Preprocessing:

   * Color space conversion (e.g., RGB to YCbCr).

   * Edge expansion and downsampling.  Optionally, this step can do simple

     smoothing --- this is often helpful for low-quality

 source data.

 JPEG proper:

   * MCU assembly, DCT, quantization.

   * Entropy coding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).

 

In addition to these modules we need overall control, marker generation,

and support code (memory management & error handling).  There is also a

module responsible for physically writing the output data --- typically

this is just an interface to fwrite(), but some applications may need to

do something else with the data.
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The decompressor library contains the following main elements:

 

 JPEG proper:

   * Entropy decoding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).

   * Dequantization, inverse DCT, MCU disassembly.

 Postprocessing:

   * Upsampling.  Optionally, this step may be able to do more general

     rescaling of the image.

   * Color space conversion (e.g., YCbCr to RGB).  This step may also

     provide gamma adjustment [ currently it does not ].

   * Optional color quantization (e.g., reduction to 256 colors).

   * Optional

 color precision reduction (e.g., 24-bit to 15-bit color).

     [This feature is not currently implemented.]

 

We also need overall control, marker parsing, and a data source module.

The support code (memory management & error handling) can be shared with

the compression half of the library.

 

There may be several implementations of each of these elements, particularly

in the decompressor, where a wide range of speed/quality tradeoffs is very

useful.  It must be understood that some of the best speedups involve

merging adjacent steps in the pipeline.  For example, upsampling, color space

conversion, and color quantization might all be done at once when using a

low-quality ordered-dither technique.  The system architecture is designed to

allow such merging where appropriate.

 

 

Note: it is convenient to regard edge expansion (padding to block boundaries)

as a preprocessing/postprocessing function, even though the JPEG spec includes

it in compression/decompression.  We do this because

 downsampling/upsampling

can be simplified a little if they work on padded data: it's not necessary to

have special cases at the right and bottom edges.  Therefore the interface

buffer is always an integral number of blocks wide and high, and we expect

compression preprocessing to pad the source data properly.  Padding will occur

only to the next block (block_size-sample) boundary.  In an interleaved-scan

situation, additional dummy blocks may be used to fill out MCUs, but the MCU

assembly and disassembly logic will create or discard these blocks internally.

(This is advantageous for speed reasons, since we avoid DCTing the dummy

blocks.  It also permits a small reduction in file size, because the

compressor can choose dummy block contents so as to minimize their size

in compressed form.  Finally, it makes the interface buffer specification

independent of whether the file is actually interleaved or not.)

Applications that wish to deal directly with the downsampled data must

provide similar
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 buffering and padding for odd-sized images.

 

 

*** Poor man's object-oriented programming ***

 

It should be clear by now that we have a lot of quasi-independent processing

steps, many of which have several possible behaviors.  To avoid cluttering the

code with lots of switch statements, we use a simple form of object-style

programming to separate out the different possibilities.

 

For example, two different color quantization algorithms could be implemented

as two separate modules that present the same external interface; at runtime,

the calling code will access the proper module indirectly through an "object".

 

We can get the limited features we need while staying within portable C.

The basic tool is a function pointer.  An "object" is just a struct

containing one or more function pointer fields, each of which corresponds to

a method name in real object-oriented languages.  During initialization we

fill in the function pointers with references to whichever module we have

determined

 we need to use in this run.  Then invocation of the module is done

by indirecting through a function pointer; on most machines this is no more

expensive than a switch statement, which would be the only other way of

making the required run-time choice.  The really significant benefit, of

course, is keeping the source code clean and well structured.

 

We can also arrange to have private storage that varies between different

implementations of the same kind of object.  We do this by making all the

module-specific object structs be separately allocated entities, which will

be accessed via pointers in the master compression or decompression struct.

The "public" fields or methods for a given kind of object are specified by

a commonly known struct.  But a module's initialization code can allocate

a larger struct that contains the common struct as its first member, plus

additional private fields.  With appropriate pointer casting, the module's

internal functions can access these private fields.

  (For a simple example,

see jdatadst.c, which implements the external interface specified by struct

jpeg_destination_mgr, but adds extra fields.)

 

(Of course this would all be a lot easier if we were using C++, but we are

not yet prepared to assume that everyone has a C++ compiler.)

 

An important benefit of this scheme is that it is easy to provide multiple

versions of any method, each tuned to a particular case.  While a lot of

precalculation might be done to select an optimal implementation of a method,

the cost per invocation is constant.  For example, the upsampling step might

have a "generic" method, plus one or more "hardwired" methods for the most

popular sampling factors; the hardwired methods would be faster because they'd
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use straight-line code instead of for-loops.  The cost to determine which

method to use is paid only once, at startup, and the selection criteria are

hidden from the callers of the method.

 

This plan differs a little bit from usual object-oriented structures,

 in that

only one instance of each object class will exist during execution.  The

reason for having the class structure is that on different runs we may create

different instances (choose to execute different modules).  You can think of

the term "method" as denoting the common interface presented by a particular

set of interchangeable functions, and "object" as denoting a group of related

methods, or the total shared interface behavior of a group of modules.

 

 

*** Overall control structure ***

 

We previously mentioned the need for overall control logic in the compression

and decompression libraries.  In IJG implementations prior to v5, overall

control was mostly provided by "pipeline control" modules, which proved to be

large, unwieldy, and hard to understand.  To improve the situation, the

control logic has been subdivided into multiple modules.  The control modules

consist of:

 

1. Master control for module selection and initialization.  This has two

responsibilities:

 

  1A.  Startup

 initialization at the beginning of image processing.

       The individual processing modules to be used in this run are selected

       and given initialization calls.

 

  1B.  Per-pass control.  This determines how many passes will be performed

       and calls each active processing module to configure itself

       appropriately at the beginning of each pass.  End-of-pass processing,

	where necessary, is also invoked from the master control module.

 

  Method selection is partially distributed, in that a particular processing

  module may contain several possible implementations of a particular method,

  which it will select among when given its initialization call.  The master

  control code need only be concerned with decisions that affect more than

  one module.

 

2. Data buffering control.  A separate control module exists for each

  inter-processing-step data buffer.  This module is responsible for

  invoking the processing steps that write or read that data buffer.

 

Each
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 buffer controller sees the world as follows:

 

input data => processing step A => buffer => processing step B => output data

                     |              |               |

             ------------------ controller ------------------

 

The controller knows the dataflow requirements of steps A and B: how much data

they want to accept in one chunk and how much they output in one chunk.  Its

function is to manage its buffer and call A and B at the proper times.

 

A data buffer control module may itself be viewed as a processing step by a

higher-level control module; thus the control modules form a binary tree with

elementary processing steps at the leaves of the tree.

 

The control modules are objects.  A considerable amount of flexibility can

be had by replacing implementations of a control module.  For example:

* Merging of adjacent steps in the pipeline is done by replacing a control

 module and its pair of processing-step modules with a single processing-

 step module.

  (Hence the possible merges are determined by the tree of

 control modules.)

* In some processing modes, a given interstep buffer need only be a "strip"

 buffer large enough to accommodate the desired data chunk sizes.  In other

 modes, a full-image buffer is needed and several passes are required.

 The control module determines which kind of buffer is used and manipulates

 virtual array buffers as needed.  One or both processing steps may be

 unaware of the multi-pass behavior.

 

In theory, we might be able to make all of the data buffer controllers

interchangeable and provide just one set of implementations for all.  In

practice, each one contains considerable special-case processing for its

particular job.  The buffer controller concept should be regarded as an

overall system structuring principle, not as a complete description of the

task performed by any one controller.

 

 

*** Compression object structure ***

 

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG compression

 library:

 

                                                |-- Colorspace conversion

                 |-- Preprocessing controller --|

                 |                              |-- Downsampling

Main controller --|

                 |                            |-- Forward DCT, quantize

                 |-- Coefficient controller --|

                                              |-- Entropy encoding
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This sketch also describes the flow of control (subroutine calls) during

typical image data processing.  Each of the components shown in the diagram is

an "object" which may have several different implementations available.  One

or more source code files contain the actual implementation(s) of each object.

 

The objects shown above are:

 

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which

 holds the preprocessed input data.  This controller invokes preprocessing to

 fill the subsampled-data buffer, and JPEG compression to empty it.  There is

 usually no need

 for a full-image buffer here; a strip buffer is adequate.

 

* Preprocessing controller: buffer controller for the downsampling input data

 buffer, which lies between colorspace conversion and downsampling.  Note

 that a unified conversion/downsampling module would probably replace this

 controller entirely.

 

* Colorspace conversion: converts application image data into the desired

 JPEG color space; also changes the data from pixel-interleaved layout to

 separate component planes.  Processes one pixel row at a time.

 

* Downsampling: performs reduction of chroma components as required.

 Optionally may perform pixel-level smoothing as well.  Processes a "row

 group" at a time, where a row group is defined as Vmax pixel rows of each

 component before downsampling, and Vk sample rows afterwards (remember Vk

 differs across components).  Some downsampling or smoothing algorithms may

 require context rows above and below the current row group; the

 preprocessing controller is responsible

 for supplying these rows via proper

 buffering.  The downsampler is responsible for edge expansion at the right

 edge (i.e., extending each sample row to a multiple of block_size samples);

 but the preprocessing controller is responsible for vertical edge expansion

 (i.e., duplicating the bottom sample row as needed to make a multiple of

 block_size rows).

 

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data.

 This controller handles MCU assembly, including insertion of dummy DCT

 blocks when needed at the right or bottom edge.  When performing

 Huffman-code optimization or emitting a multiscan JPEG file, this

 controller is responsible for buffering the full image.  The equivalent of

 one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call,

 even when the JPEG file is noninterleaved.

 

* Forward DCT and quantization: Perform DCT, quantize, and emit coefficients.

 Works on one or more DCT blocks at a time.  (Note: the coefficients
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 are now

 emitted in normal array order, which the entropy encoder is expected to

 convert to zigzag order as necessary.  Prior versions of the IJG code did

 the conversion to zigzag order within the quantization step.)

 

* Entropy encoding: Perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy coding and emit the

 coded data to the data destination module.  Works on one MCU per call.

 For progressive JPEG, the same DCT blocks are fed to the entropy coder

 during each pass, and the coder must emit the appropriate subset of

 coefficients.

 

In addition to the above objects, the compression library includes these

objects:

 

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall

 and per-pass initialization of the other modules.

 

* Marker writing: generates JPEG markers (except for RSTn, which is emitted

 by the entropy encoder when needed).

 

* Data destination manager: writes the output JPEG datastream to its final

 destination (e.g., a file).  The destination manager supplied

 with the

 library knows how to write to a stdio stream or to a memory buffer;

 for other behaviors, the surrounding application may provide its own

 destination manager.

 

* Memory manager: allocates and releases memory, controls virtual arrays

 (with backing store management, where required).

 

* Error handler: performs formatting and output of error and trace messages;

 determines handling of nonfatal errors.  The surrounding application may

 override some or all of this object's methods to change error handling.

 

* Progress monitor: supports output of "percent-done" progress reports.

 This object represents an optional callback to the surrounding application:

 if wanted, it must be supplied by the application.

 

The error handler, destination manager, and progress monitor objects are

defined as separate objects in order to simplify application-specific

customization of the JPEG library.  A surrounding application may override

individual methods or supply its own all-new implementation

 of one of these

objects.  The object interfaces for these objects are therefore treated as

part of the application interface of the library, whereas the other objects

are internal to the library.

 

The error handler and memory manager are shared by JPEG compression and
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decompression; the progress monitor, if used, may be shared as well.

 

 

*** Decompression object structure ***

 

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG decompression library:

 

                                              |-- Entropy decoding

                 |-- Coefficient controller --|

                 |                            |-- Dequantize, Inverse DCT

Main controller --|

                 |                               |-- Upsampling

                 |-- Postprocessing controller --|   |-- Colorspace conversion

                                                 |-- Color quantization

                                                 |-- Color precision reduction

 

As before, this diagram

 also represents typical control flow.  The objects

shown are:

 

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which

 holds the output of JPEG decompression proper.  This controller's primary

 task is to feed the postprocessing procedure.  Some upsampling algorithms

 may require context rows above and below the current row group; when this

 is true, the main controller is responsible for managing its buffer so as

 to make context rows available.  In the current design, the main buffer is

 always a strip buffer; a full-image buffer is never required.

 

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data.

 This controller handles MCU disassembly, including deletion of any dummy

 DCT blocks at the right or bottom edge.  When reading a multiscan JPEG

 file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image.

 (Buffering DCT coefficients, rather than samples, is necessary to support

 progressive JPEG.)  The equivalent of one

 fully interleaved MCU row of

 subsampled data is processed per call, even when the source JPEG file is

 noninterleaved.

 

* Entropy decoding: Read coded data from the data source module and perform

 Huffman or arithmetic entropy decoding.  Works on one MCU per call.

 For progressive JPEG decoding, the coefficient controller supplies the prior

 coefficients of each MCU (initially all zeroes), which the entropy decoder

 modifies in each scan.

 

* Dequantization and inverse DCT: like it says.  Note that the coefficients

 buffered by the coefficient controller have NOT been dequantized; we

 merge dequantization and inverse DCT into a single step for speed reasons.

 When scaled-down output is asked for, simplified DCT algorithms may be used
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 that need fewer coefficients and emit fewer samples per DCT block, not the

 full 8x8.  Works on one DCT block at a time.

 

* Postprocessing controller: buffer controller for the color quantization

 input buffer, when quantization is in use.  (Without

 quantization, this

 controller just calls the upsampler.)  For two-pass quantization, this

 controller is responsible for buffering the full-image data.

 

* Upsampling: restores chroma components to full size.  (May support more

 general output rescaling, too.  Note that if undersized DCT outputs have

 been emitted by the DCT module, this module must adjust so that properly

 sized outputs are created.)  Works on one row group at a time.  This module

 also calls the color conversion module, so its top level is effectively a

 buffer controller for the upsampling->color conversion buffer.  However, in

 all but the highest-quality operating modes, upsampling and color

 conversion are likely to be merged into a single step.

 

* Colorspace conversion: convert from JPEG color space to output color space,

 and change data layout from separate component planes to pixel-interleaved.

 Works on one pixel row at a time.

 

* Color quantization: reduce the data to colormapped form, using

 either an

 externally specified colormap or an internally generated one.  This module

 is not used for full-color output.  Works on one pixel row at a time; may

 require two passes to generate a color map.  Note that the output will

 always be a single component representing colormap indexes.  In the current

 design, the output values are JSAMPLEs, so an 8-bit compilation cannot

 quantize to more than 256 colors.  This is unlikely to be a problem in

 practice.

 

* Color reduction: this module handles color precision reduction, e.g.,

 generating 15-bit color (5 bits/primary) from JPEG's 24-bit output.

 Not quite clear yet how this should be handled... should we merge it with

 colorspace conversion???

 

Note that some high-speed operating modes might condense the entire

postprocessing sequence to a single module (upsample, color convert, and

quantize in one step).

 

In addition to the above objects, the decompression library includes these

objects:

 

* Master control: determines

 the number of passes required, controls overall

 and per-pass initialization of the other modules.  This is subdivided into

 input and output control: jdinput.c controls only input-side processing,
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 while jdmaster.c handles overall initialization and output-side control.

 

* Marker reading: decodes JPEG markers (except for RSTn).

 

* Data source manager: supplies the input JPEG datastream.  The source

 manager supplied with the library knows how to read from a stdio stream

 or from a memory buffer;  for other behaviors, the surrounding application

 may provide its own source manager.

 

* Memory manager: same as for compression library.

 

* Error handler: same as for compression library.

 

* Progress monitor: same as for compression library.

 

As with compression, the data source manager, error handler, and progress

monitor are candidates for replacement by a surrounding application.

 

 

*** Decompression input and output separation ***

 

To support efficient incremental display of progressive

 JPEG files, the

decompressor is divided into two sections that can run independently:

 

1. Data input includes marker parsing, entropy decoding, and input into the

  coefficient controller's DCT coefficient buffer.  Note that this

  processing is relatively cheap and fast.

 

2. Data output reads from the DCT coefficient buffer and performs the IDCT

  and all postprocessing steps.

 

For a progressive JPEG file, the data input processing is allowed to get

arbitrarily far ahead of the data output processing.  (This occurs only

if the application calls jpeg_consume_input(); otherwise input and output

run in lockstep, since the input section is called only when the output

section needs more data.)  In this way the application can avoid making

extra display passes when data is arriving faster than the display pass

can run.  Furthermore, it is possible to abort an output pass without

losing anything, since the coefficient buffer is read-only as far as the

output section is concerned.  See

 libjpeg.txt for more detail.

 

A full-image coefficient array is only created if the JPEG file has multiple

scans (or if the application specifies buffered-image mode anyway).  When

reading a single-scan file, the coefficient controller normally creates only

a one-MCU buffer, so input and output processing must run in lockstep in this

case.  jpeg_consume_input() is effectively a no-op in this situation.
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The main impact of dividing the decompressor in this fashion is that we must

be very careful with shared variables in the cinfo data structure.  Each

variable that can change during the course of decompression must be

classified as belonging to data input or data output, and each section must

look only at its own variables.  For example, the data output section may not

depend on any of the variables that describe the current scan in the JPEG

file, because these may change as the data input section advances into a new

scan.

 

The progress monitor is (somewhat arbitrarily) defined to treat

 input of the

file as one pass when buffered-image mode is not used, and to ignore data

input work completely when buffered-image mode is used.  Note that the

library has no reliable way to predict the number of passes when dealing

with a progressive JPEG file, nor can it predict the number of output passes

in buffered-image mode.  So the work estimate is inherently bogus anyway.

 

No comparable division is currently made in the compression library, because

there isn't any real need for it.

 

 

*** Data formats ***

 

Arrays of pixel sample values use the following data structure:

 

   typedef something JSAMPLE;		a pixel component value, 0..MAXJSAMPLE

   typedef JSAMPLE *JSAMPROW;		ptr to a row of samples

   typedef JSAMPROW *JSAMPARRAY;	ptr to a list of rows

   typedef JSAMPARRAY *JSAMPIMAGE;	ptr to a list of color-component arrays

 

The basic element type JSAMPLE will typically be one of unsigned char,

(signed) char, or short.  Short will be used if samples wider than 8 bits are

to be

 supported (this is a compile-time option).  Otherwise, unsigned char is

used if possible.  If the compiler only supports signed chars, then it is

necessary to mask off the value when reading.  Thus, all reads of JSAMPLE

values must be coded as "GETJSAMPLE(value)", where the macro will be defined

as "((value) & 0xFF)" on signed-char machines and "((int) (value))" elsewhere.

 

With these conventions, JSAMPLE values can be assumed to be >= 0.  This helps

simplify correct rounding during downsampling, etc.  The JPEG standard's

specification that sample values run from -128..127 is accommodated by

subtracting 128 from the sample value in the DCT step.  Similarly, during

decompression the output of the IDCT step will be immediately shifted back to

0..255.  (NB: different values are required when 12-bit samples are in use.

The code is written in terms of MAXJSAMPLE and CENTERJSAMPLE, which will be

defined as 255 and 128 respectively in an 8-bit implementation, and as 4095
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and 2048 in a 12-bit

 implementation.)

 

We use a pointer per row, rather than a two-dimensional JSAMPLE array.  This

choice costs only a small amount of memory and has several benefits:

* Code using the data structure doesn't need to know the allocated width of

 the rows.  This simplifies edge expansion/compression, since we can work

 in an array that's wider than the logical picture width.

* Indexing doesn't require multiplication; this is a performance win on many

 machines.

* Arrays with more than 64K total elements can be supported even on machines

 where malloc() cannot allocate chunks larger than 64K.

* The rows forming a component array may be allocated at different times

 without extra copying.  This trick allows some speedups in smoothing steps

 that need access to the previous and next rows.

 

Note that each color component is stored in a separate array; we don't use the

traditional layout in which the components of a pixel are stored together.

This simplifies coding of modules that work on

 each component independently,

because they don't need to know how many components there are.  Furthermore,

we can read or write each component to a temporary file independently, which

is helpful when dealing with noninterleaved JPEG files.

 

In general, a specific sample value is accessed by code such as

	GETJSAMPLE(image[colorcomponent][row][col])

where col is measured from the image left edge, but row is measured from the

first sample row currently in memory.  Either of the first two indexings can

be precomputed by copying the relevant pointer.

 

 

Since most image-processing applications prefer to work on images in which

the components of a pixel are stored together, the data passed to or from the

surrounding application uses the traditional convention: a single pixel is

represented by N consecutive JSAMPLE values, and an image row is an array of

(# of color components)*(image width) JSAMPLEs.  One or more rows of data can

be represented by a pointer of type JSAMPARRAY in this scheme.

  This scheme is

converted to component-wise storage inside the JPEG library.  (Applications

that want to skip JPEG preprocessing or postprocessing will have to contend

with component-wise storage.)

 

 

Arrays of DCT-coefficient values use the following data structure:

 

   typedef short JCOEF;		a 16-bit signed integer

   typedef JCOEF JBLOCK[DCTSIZE2];	an 8x8 block of coefficients

   typedef JBLOCK *JBLOCKROW;		ptr to one horizontal row of 8x8 blocks
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   typedef JBLOCKROW *JBLOCKARRAY;	ptr to a list of such rows

   typedef JBLOCKARRAY *JBLOCKIMAGE;	ptr to a list of color component arrays

 

The underlying type is at least a 16-bit signed integer; while "short" is big

enough on all machines of interest, on some machines it is preferable to use

"int" for speed reasons, despite the storage cost.  Coefficients are grouped

into 8x8 blocks (but we always use #defines DCTSIZE and DCTSIZE2 rather than

"8" and "64").

 

The contents of a coefficient block may be in either "natural" or zigzagged

order,

 and may be true values or divided by the quantization coefficients,

depending on where the block is in the processing pipeline.  In the current

library, coefficient blocks are kept in natural order everywhere; the entropy

codecs zigzag or dezigzag the data as it is written or read.  The blocks

contain quantized coefficients everywhere outside the DCT/IDCT subsystems.

(This latter decision may need to be revisited to support variable

quantization a la JPEG Part 3.)

 

Notice that the allocation unit is now a row of 8x8 coefficient blocks,

corresponding to block_size rows of samples.  Otherwise the structure

is much the same as for samples, and for the same reasons.

 

On machines where malloc() can't handle a request bigger than 64Kb, this data

structure limits us to rows of less than 512 JBLOCKs, or a picture width of

4000+ pixels.  This seems an acceptable restriction.

 

 

On 80x86 machines, the bottom-level pointer types (JSAMPROW and JBLOCKROW)

must be declared as "far" pointers, but

 the upper levels can be "near"

(implying that the pointer lists are allocated in the DS segment).

We use a #define symbol FAR, which expands to the "far" keyword when

compiling on 80x86 machines and to nothing elsewhere.

 

 

*** Suspendable processing ***

 

In some applications it is desirable to use the JPEG library as an

incremental, memory-to-memory filter.  In this situation the data source or

destination may be a limited-size buffer, and we can't rely on being able to

empty or refill the buffer at arbitrary times.  Instead the application would

like to have control return from the library at buffer overflow/underrun, and

then resume compression or decompression at a later time.

 

This scenario is supported for simple cases.  (For anything more complex, we

recommend that the application "bite the bullet" and develop real multitasking

capability.)  The libjpeg.txt file goes into more detail about the usage and
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limitations of this capability; here we address the implications for library

structure.

 

The

 essence of the problem is that the entropy codec (coder or decoder) must

be prepared to stop at arbitrary times.  In turn, the controllers that call

the entropy codec must be able to stop before having produced or consumed all

the data that they normally would handle in one call.  That part is reasonably

straightforward: we make the controller call interfaces include "progress

counters" which indicate the number of data chunks successfully processed, and

we require callers to test the counter rather than just assume all of the data

was processed.

 

Rather than trying to restart at an arbitrary point, the current Huffman

codecs are designed to restart at the beginning of the current MCU after a

suspension due to buffer overflow/underrun.  At the start of each call, the

codec's internal state is loaded from permanent storage (in the JPEG object

structures) into local variables.  On successful completion of the MCU, the

permanent state is updated.  (This copying is not very

 expensive, and may even

lead to *improved* performance if the local variables can be registerized.)

If a suspension occurs, the codec simply returns without updating the state,

thus effectively reverting to the start of the MCU.  Note that this implies

leaving some data unprocessed in the source/destination buffer (ie, the

compressed partial MCU).  The data source/destination module interfaces are

specified so as to make this possible.  This also implies that the data buffer

must be large enough to hold a worst-case compressed MCU; a couple thousand

bytes should be enough.

 

In a successive-approximation AC refinement scan, the progressive Huffman

decoder has to be able to undo assignments of newly nonzero coefficients if it

suspends before the MCU is complete, since decoding requires distinguishing

previously-zero and previously-nonzero coefficients.  This is a bit tedious

but probably won't have much effect on performance.  Other variants of Huffman

decoding need not worry about this,

 since they will just store the same values

again if forced to repeat the MCU.

 

This approach would probably not work for an arithmetic codec, since its

modifiable state is quite large and couldn't be copied cheaply.  Instead it

would have to suspend and resume exactly at the point of the buffer end.

 

The JPEG marker reader is designed to cope with suspension at an arbitrary

point.  It does so by backing up to the start of the marker parameter segment,

so the data buffer must be big enough to hold the largest marker of interest.

Again, a couple KB should be adequate.  (A special "skip" convention is used

to bypass COM and APPn markers, so these can be larger than the buffer size

without causing problems; otherwise a 64K buffer would be needed in the worst
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case.)

 

The JPEG marker writer currently does *not* cope with suspension.

We feel that this is not necessary; it is much easier simply to require

the application to ensure there is enough buffer space before starting.  (An

empty 2K

 buffer is more than sufficient for the header markers; and ensuring

there are a dozen or two bytes available before calling jpeg_finish_compress()

will suffice for the trailer.)  This would not work for writing multi-scan

JPEG files, but we simply do not intend to support that capability with

suspension.

 

 

*** Memory manager services ***

 

The JPEG library's memory manager controls allocation and deallocation of

memory, and it manages large "virtual" data arrays on machines where the

operating system does not provide virtual memory.  Note that the same

memory manager serves both compression and decompression operations.

 

In all cases, allocated objects are tied to a particular compression or

decompression master record, and they will be released when that master

record is destroyed.

 

The memory manager does not provide explicit deallocation of objects.

Instead, objects are created in "pools" of free storage, and a whole pool

can be freed at once.  This approach helps prevent storage-leak

 bugs, and

it speeds up operations whenever malloc/free are slow (as they often are).

The pools can be regarded as lifetime identifiers for objects.  Two

pools/lifetimes are defined:

 * JPOOL_PERMANENT	lasts until master record is destroyed

 * JPOOL_IMAGE		lasts until done with image (JPEG datastream)

Permanent lifetime is used for parameters and tables that should be carried

across from one datastream to another; this includes all application-visible

parameters.  Image lifetime is used for everything else.  (A third lifetime,

JPOOL_PASS = one processing pass, was originally planned.  However it was

dropped as not being worthwhile.  The actual usage patterns are such that the

peak memory usage would be about the same anyway; and having per-pass storage

substantially complicates the virtual memory allocation rules --- see below.)

 

The memory manager deals with three kinds of object:

1. "Small" objects.  Typically these require no more than 10K-20K total.

2. "Large" objects.  These may

 require tens to hundreds of K depending on

  image size.  Semantically they behave the same as small objects, but we

  distinguish them for two reasons:

    * On MS-DOS machines, large objects are referenced by FAR pointers,
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      small objects by NEAR pointers.

    * Pool allocation heuristics may differ for large and small objects.

  Note that individual "large" objects cannot exceed the size allowed by

  type size_t, which may be 64K or less on some machines.

3. "Virtual" objects.  These are large 2-D arrays of JSAMPLEs or JBLOCKs

  (typically large enough for the entire image being processed).  The

  memory manager provides stripwise access to these arrays.  On machines

  without virtual memory, the rest of the array may be swapped out to a

  temporary file.

 

(Note: JSAMPARRAY and JBLOCKARRAY data structures are a combination of large

objects for the data proper and small objects for the row pointers.  For

convenience and speed, the memory manager provides single routines

 to create

these structures.  Similarly, virtual arrays include a small control block

and a JSAMPARRAY or JBLOCKARRAY working buffer, all created with one call.)

 

In the present implementation, virtual arrays are only permitted to have image

lifespan.  (Permanent lifespan would not be reasonable, and pass lifespan is

not very useful since a virtual array's raison d'etre is to store data for

multiple passes through the image.)  We also expect that only "small" objects

will be given permanent lifespan, though this restriction is not required by

the memory manager.

 

In a non-virtual-memory machine, some performance benefit can be gained by

making the in-memory buffers for virtual arrays be as large as possible.

(For small images, the buffers might fit entirely in memory, so blind

swapping would be very wasteful.)  The memory manager will adjust the height

of the buffers to fit within a prespecified maximum memory usage.  In order

to do this in a reasonably optimal fashion, the manager

 needs to allocate all

of the virtual arrays at once.  Therefore, there isn't a one-step allocation

routine for virtual arrays; instead, there is a "request" routine that simply

allocates the control block, and a "realize" routine (called just once) that

determines space allocation and creates all of the actual buffers.  The

realize routine must allow for space occupied by non-virtual large objects.

(We don't bother to factor in the space needed for small objects, on the

grounds that it isn't worth the trouble.)

 

To support all this, we establish the following protocol for doing business

with the memory manager:

 1. Modules must request virtual arrays (which may have only image lifespan)

    during the initial setup phase, i.e., in their jinit_xxx routines.

 2. All "large" objects (including JSAMPARRAYs and JBLOCKARRAYs) must also be

    allocated during initial setup.

 3. realize_virt_arrays will be called at the completion of initial setup.

    The above conventions ensure that
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 sufficient information is available

    for it to choose a good size for virtual array buffers.

Small objects of any lifespan may be allocated at any time.  We expect that

the total space used for small objects will be small enough to be negligible

in the realize_virt_arrays computation.

 

In a virtual-memory machine, we simply pretend that the available space is

infinite, thus causing realize_virt_arrays to decide that it can allocate all

the virtual arrays as full-size in-memory buffers.  The overhead of the

virtual-array access protocol is very small when no swapping occurs.

 

A virtual array can be specified to be "pre-zeroed"; when this flag is set,

never-yet-written sections of the array are set to zero before being made

available to the caller.  If this flag is not set, never-written sections

of the array contain garbage.  (This feature exists primarily because the

equivalent logic would otherwise be needed in jdcoefct.c for progressive

JPEG mode; we may as well make it available

 for possible other uses.)

 

The first write pass on a virtual array is required to occur in top-to-bottom

order; read passes, as well as any write passes after the first one, may

access the array in any order.  This restriction exists partly to simplify

the virtual array control logic, and partly because some file systems may not

support seeking beyond the current end-of-file in a temporary file.  The main

implication of this restriction is that rearrangement of rows (such as

converting top-to-bottom data order to bottom-to-top) must be handled while

reading data out of the virtual array, not while putting it in.

 

 

*** Memory manager internal structure ***

 

To isolate system dependencies as much as possible, we have broken the

memory manager into two parts.  There is a reasonably system-independent

"front end" (jmemmgr.c) and a "back end" that contains only the code

likely to change across systems.  All of the memory management methods

outlined above are implemented by the front end.

  The back end provides

the following routines for use by the front end (none of these routines

are known to the rest of the JPEG code):

 

jpeg_mem_init, jpeg_mem_term	system-dependent initialization/shutdown

 

jpeg_get_small, jpeg_free_small	interface to malloc and free library routines

				(or their equivalents)

 

jpeg_get_large, jpeg_free_large	interface to FAR malloc/free in MSDOS machines;

				else usually the same as

				jpeg_get_small/jpeg_free_small
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jpeg_mem_available		estimate available memory

 

jpeg_open_backing_store		create a backing-store object

 

read_backing_store,		manipulate a backing-store object

write_backing_store,

close_backing_store

 

On some systems there will be more than one type of backing-store object

(specifically, in MS-DOS a backing store file might be an area of extended

memory as well as a disk file).  jpeg_open_backing_store is responsible for

choosing how to implement a given object.  The read/write/close routines

are method pointers in the structure that describes

 a given object; this

lets them be different for different object types.

 

It may be necessary to ensure that backing store objects are explicitly

released upon abnormal program termination.  For example, MS-DOS won't free

extended memory by itself.  To support this, we will expect the main program

or surrounding application to arrange to call self_destruct (typically via

jpeg_destroy) upon abnormal termination.  This may require a SIGINT signal

handler or equivalent.  We don't want to have the back end module install its

own signal handler, because that would pre-empt the surrounding application's

ability to control signal handling.

 

The IJG distribution includes several memory manager back end implementations.

Usually the same back end should be suitable for all applications on a given

system, but it is possible for an application to supply its own back end at

need.

 

 

*** Implications of DNL marker ***

 

Some JPEG files may use a DNL marker to postpone definition of the image

height

 (this would be useful for a fax-like scanner's output, for instance).

In these files the SOF marker claims the image height is 0, and you only

find out the true image height at the end of the first scan.

 

We could read these files as follows:

1. Upon seeing zero image height, replace it by 65535 (the maximum allowed).

2. When the DNL is found, update the image height in the global image

  descriptor.

This implies that control modules must avoid making copies of the image

height, and must re-test for termination after each MCU row.  This would

be easy enough to do.
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In cases where image-size data structures are allocated, this approach will

result in very inefficient use of virtual memory or much-larger-than-necessary

temporary files.  This seems acceptable for something that probably won't be a

mainstream usage.  People might have to forgo use of memory-hogging options

(such as two-pass color quantization or noninterleaved JPEG files) if they

want efficient conversion of such files.

  (One could improve efficiency by

demanding a user-supplied upper bound for the height, less than 65536; in most

cases it could be much less.)

 

The standard also permits the SOF marker to overestimate the image height,

with a DNL to give the true, smaller height at the end of the first scan.

This would solve the space problems if the overestimate wasn't too great.

However, it implies that you don't even know whether DNL will be used.

 

This leads to a couple of very serious objections:

1. Testing for a DNL marker must occur in the inner loop of the decompressor's

  Huffman decoder; this implies a speed penalty whether the feature is used

  or not.

2. There is no way to hide the last-minute change in image height from an

  application using the decoder.  Thus *every* application using the IJG

  library would suffer a complexity penalty whether it cared about DNL or

  not.

We currently do not support DNL because of these problems.

 

A different approach is to insist that DNL-using

 files be preprocessed by a

separate program that reads ahead to the DNL, then goes back and fixes the SOF

marker.  This is a much simpler solution and is probably far more efficient.

Even if one wants piped input, buffering the first scan of the JPEG file needs

a lot smaller temp file than is implied by the maximum-height method.  For

this approach we'd simply treat DNL as a no-op in the decompressor (at most,

check that it matches the SOF image height).

 

We will not worry about making the compressor capable of outputting DNL.

Something similar to the first scheme above could be applied if anyone ever

wants to make that work.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/structure.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdcolmap.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file implements djpeg's "-map file" switch.  It reads a source image

* and constructs a colormap to be supplied to the JPEG decompressor.

*

* Currently, these file formats are supported for the map file:

*   GIF: the contents of the GIF's global colormap are used.

*   PPM (either text or raw flavor): the entire file is read and

*      each unique pixel value is entered in the map.

* Note that reading a large PPM file will be horrendously slow.

* Typically, a PPM-format map file should contain just one pixel

* of each desired color.  Such a file can be extracted from an

* ordinary image PPM file with ppmtomap(1).

*

* Rescaling a PPM that has a maxval unequal to MAXJSAMPLE is not

* currently implemented.

 */

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:

**

** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.

**

** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

** documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

** implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdcolmap.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* alternate cjpeg.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains an alternate user interface for the JPEG compressor.

* One or more input files are named on the command line, and output file

* names are created by substituting ".jpg" for the input file's extension.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cjpegalt.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* djpeg.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG decompressor.

* It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.

*

* Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the

* compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:

*	djpeg [options]  inputfile outputfile

*	djpeg [options]  [inputfile]

* In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd

* normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program.  Input is

* either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).

* The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that

* don't support pipes.  Also, you MUST use the

 first style if your system

* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.

* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided.  The syntax

*	djpeg [options]  -outfile outputfile  inputfile

* works regardless of which command line style is used.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/djpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrppm.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in PPM/PGM format.

* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.

* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software

* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to
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* an ordinary stdio stream.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrppm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpeglib.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the application interface for the JPEG library.

* Most applications using the library need only include this file,

* and perhaps jerror.h if they want to know the exact error codes.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jpeglib.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcprepct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the compression preprocessing controller.

* This controller manages the color conversion, downsampling,

* and edge expansion steps.

*

* Most of the complexity here is associated with buffering input rows

* as required by the downsampler.  See the comments at the head of

* jcsample.c for the downsampler's needs.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcprepct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmaster.c

*
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* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG decompressor.

* These routines are concerned with selecting the modules to be executed

* and with determining the number of passes and the work to be done in each

* pass.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdmaster.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdrle.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Utah RLE format.

* The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed RLE format).

*

* Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,

* with updates from Robert Hutchinson.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdrle.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemnobs.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file provides a really simple implementation of the system-

* dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager.  This implementation

* assumes that no backing-store files are needed: all required space

* can be obtained from malloc().

* This is very portable in the sense that it'll compile on almost anything,

* but you'd better have lots of main memory (or virtual memory) if you want

* to process big images.

* Note that the max_memory_to_use option is respected by this implementation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemnobs.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcapimin.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the compression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "minimum" API routines that may be

* needed in either the normal full-compression case or the transcoding-only

* case.

*

* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application

* are in this file or in jcapistd.c.  But also see jcparam.c for

* parameter-setup helper routines, jcomapi.c for routines shared by

* compression and decompression, and jctrans.c for the transcoding case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcapimin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cdjpeg.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains common declarations for the sample applications

* cjpeg and djpeg.  It is NOT used by the core JPEG library.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cdjpeg.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jquant1.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains 1-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.

* These routines provide mapping to a fixed color map using equally spaced

* color values.  Optional Floyd-Steinberg or ordered dithering is available.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jquant1.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* transupp.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1997-2019, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains declarations for image transformation routines and

* other utility code used by the jpegtran sample application.  These are

* NOT part of the core JPEG library.  But we keep these routines separate

* from jpegtran.c to ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs

* that have other user interfaces.

*

* NOTE: all the routines declared here have very specific requirements

* about when they are to be executed during the reading and writing of the

* source and destination files.  See the comments in transupp.c, or see

* jpegtran.c for an example of correct usage.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/transupp.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemansi.c
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*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides a simple generic implementation of the system-

* dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager.  This implementation

* assumes that you have the ANSI-standard library routine tmpfile().

* Also, the problem of determining the amount of memory available

* is shoved onto the user.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemansi.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcapistd.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the compression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "standard" API routines that are

* used in the normal full-compression case.  They are not used by a

* transcoding-only application.  Note that if an application links in

* jpeg_start_compress, it will end up linking in the entire compressor.

* We thus must separate this file from jcapimin.c to avoid linking the

* whole compression library into a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcapistd.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmerge.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2013-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.

*

* This file combines functions from jdsample.c and jdcolor.c;
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* read those files first to understand what's going on.

*

* When the chroma components are to be upsampled by simple replication

* (ie, box filtering), we can save some work in color conversion by

* calculating all the output pixels corresponding to a pair of chroma

* samples at one time.  In the conversion equations

*	R = Y           + K1 * Cr

*	G = Y + K2 * Cb + K3 * Cr

*	B = Y + K4 * Cb

* only the Y term varies among the group of pixels corresponding to a pair

* of chroma samples, so the rest of the terms can be calculated just

 once.

* At typical sampling ratios, this eliminates half or three-quarters of the

* multiplications needed for color conversion.

*

* This file currently provides implementations for the following cases:

*	YCC => RGB color conversion only (YCbCr or BG_YCC).

*	Sampling ratios of 2h1v or 2h2v.

*	No scaling needed at upsample time.

*	Corner-aligned (non-CCIR601) sampling alignment.

* Other special cases could be added, but in most applications these are

* the only common cases.  (For uncommon cases we fall back on the more

* general code in jdsample.c and jdcolor.c.)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdmerge.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctfst.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2015-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
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* Japanese, but the algorithm

 is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,

* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled

* quantization values.  The smaller the quantization table entry, the less

* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-

* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jidctfst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cderror.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the error and message codes for the cjpeg/djpeg

* applications.  These strings are not needed as part of the JPEG library

* proper.

* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to

* some other language.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cderror.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jversion.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-2022, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains software version identification.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jversion.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmaster.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG compressor.

* These routines are concerned with parameter validation, initial setup,

* and inter-pass control (determining the number of passes and the work

* to be done in each pass).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcmaster.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdcoefct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for decompression.

* This controller is the top level of the JPEG decompressor proper.

* The coefficient buffer lies between entropy decoding and inverse-DCT steps.

*

* In buffered-image mode, this controller is the interface between

* input-oriented processing and output-oriented processing.

* Also, the input side (only) is used when reading a file for transcoding.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdcoefct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* alternate djpeg.c

*
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* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains an alternate user interface for the JPEG decompressor.

* One or more input files are named on the command line, and output file

* names are created by substituting an appropriate extension.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/djpegalt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdbmp.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Microsoft "BMP"

* format (MS Windows 3.x, OS/2 1.x, and OS/2 2.x flavors).

* Currently, only 8-, 24-, and 32-bit images are supported, not 1-bit or

* 4-bit (feeding such low-depth images into JPEG would be silly anyway).

* Also, we don't support RLE-compressed files.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is

 indeed BMP format).

*

* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdbmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctint.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modification developed 2002-2018 by Guido Vollbeding.
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* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in

*   C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT

*   Algorithms with 11 Multiplications",

 Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,

*   Speech, and Signal Processing 1989 (ICASSP '89), pp. 988-991.

* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.

* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.

* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one

* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in

* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.

*

* We also provide IDCT routines with various output sample block sizes for

* direct resolution reduction or enlargement and for direct resolving the

* common 2x1 and 1x2 subsampling cases without additional resampling: NxN

* (N=1...16), 2NxN, and Nx2N (N=1...8) pixels for one 8x8 input DCT block.

*

* For N<8 we simply take the corresponding low-frequency coefficients of

* the 8x8 input DCT block and apply an NxN point IDCT on the sub-block

* to yield the downscaled outputs.

* This can be seen as direct low-pass downsampling

 from the DCT domain

* point of view rather than the usual spatial domain point of view,

* yielding significant computational savings and results at least

* as good as common bilinear (averaging) spatial downsampling.

*

* For N>8 we apply a partial NxN IDCT on the 8 input coefficients as

* lower frequencies and higher frequencies assumed to be zero.

* It turns out that the computational effort is similar to the 8x8 IDCT

* regarding the output size.

* Furthermore, the scaling and descaling is the same for all IDCT sizes.

*

* CAUTION: We rely on the FIX() macro except for the N=1,2,4,8 cases

* since there would be too many additional constants to pre-calculate.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jidctint.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrbmp.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2017-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in Microsoft "BMP"

* format (MS Windows 3.x and OS/2 1.x flavors).

* Either 8-bit colormapped or 24-bit full-color format can be written.

* No compression is supported.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrbmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jconfig.txt

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file documents the configuration options that are required to

* customize the JPEG software for a particular system.

*

* The actual configuration options for a particular installation are stored

* in jconfig.h.  On many machines, jconfig.h can be generated automatically

* or copied from one of the "canned" jconfig files that we supply.  But if

* you need to generate a jconfig.h file by hand, this file tells you how.

*

* DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE --- IT WON'T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING.

* EDIT A COPY NAMED JCONFIG.H.

*/
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/*

* These symbols indicate the properties of your machine or compiler.

* #define the symbol if yes, #undef it if no.

*/

 

/* Does your compiler

 support function prototypes?

* (If not, you also need to use ansi2knr, see install.txt)

*/

#define HAVE_PROTOTYPES

 

/* Does your compiler support the declaration "unsigned char" ?

* How about "unsigned short" ?

*/

#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR

#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_SHORT

 

/* Define "void" as "char" if your compiler doesn't know about type void.

* NOTE: be sure to define void such that "void *" represents the most general

* pointer type, e.g., that returned by malloc().

*/

/* #define void char */

 

/* Define "const" as empty if your compiler doesn't know the "const" keyword.

*/

/* #define const */

 

/* Define this if an ordinary "char" type is unsigned.

* If you're not sure, leaving it undefined will work at some cost in speed.

* If you defined HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR then the speed difference is minimal.

*/

#undef CHAR_IS_UNSIGNED

 

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stddef.h> file.

*/

#define HAVE_STDDEF_H

 

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stdlib.h>

 file.

*/

#define HAVE_STDLIB_H

 

/* Define this if your system does not have an ANSI/SysV <string.h>,

* but does have a BSD-style <strings.h>.

*/

#undef NEED_BSD_STRINGS

 

/* Define this if your system does not provide typedef size_t in any of the
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* ANSI-standard places (stddef.h, stdlib.h, or stdio.h), but places it in

* <sys/types.h> instead.

*/

#undef NEED_SYS_TYPES_H

 

/* For 80x86 machines, you need to define NEED_FAR_POINTERS,

* unless you are using a large-data memory model or 80386 flat-memory mode.

* On less brain-damaged CPUs this symbol must not be defined.

* (Defining this symbol causes large data structures to be referenced through

* "far" pointers and to be allocated with a special version of malloc.)

*/

#undef NEED_FAR_POINTERS

 

/* Define this if your linker needs global names to be unique in less

* than the first 15 characters.

*/

#undef NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES

 

/* Although a real ANSI C compiler can deal perfectly well with pointers to

* unspecified

 structures (see "incomplete types" in the spec), a few pre-ANSI

* and pseudo-ANSI compilers get confused.  To keep one of these bozos happy,

* define INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN.  This is not recommended unless you

* actually get "missing structure definition" warnings or errors while

* compiling the JPEG code.

*/

#undef INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN

 

/* Define "boolean" as unsigned char, not enum, on Windows systems.

*/

#ifdef _WIN32

#ifndef __RPCNDR_H__		/* don't conflict if rpcndr.h already read */

typedef unsigned char boolean;

#endif

#ifndef FALSE			/* in case these macros already exist */

#define FALSE	0		/* values of boolean */

#endif

#ifndef TRUE

#define TRUE	1

#endif

#define HAVE_BOOLEAN		/* prevent jmorecfg.h from redefining it */

#endif

 

 

/*

* The following options affect code selection within the JPEG library,

* but they don't need to be visible to applications using the library.

* To minimize application namespace pollution, the symbols won't be
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* defined unless JPEG_INTERNALS

 has been defined.

*/

 

#ifdef JPEG_INTERNALS

 

/* Define this if your compiler implements ">>" on signed values as a logical

* (unsigned) shift; leave it undefined if ">>" is a signed (arithmetic) shift,

* which is the normal and rational definition.

*/

#undef RIGHT_SHIFT_IS_UNSIGNED

 

 

#endif /* JPEG_INTERNALS */

 

 

/*

* The remaining options do not affect the JPEG library proper,

* but only the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg (see cjpeg.c, djpeg.c).

* Other applications can ignore these.

*/

 

#ifdef JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG

 

/* These defines indicate which image (non-JPEG) file formats are allowed. */

 

#define BMP_SUPPORTED		/* BMP image file format */

#define GIF_SUPPORTED		/* GIF image file format */

#define PPM_SUPPORTED		/* PBMPLUS PPM/PGM image file format */

#undef RLE_SUPPORTED		/* Utah RLE image file format */

#define TARGA_SUPPORTED		/* Targa image file format */

 

/* Define this if you want to name both input and output files on the command

* line, rather than using stdout

 and optionally stdin.  You MUST do this if

* your system can't cope with binary I/O to stdin/stdout.  See comments at

* head of cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.

*/

#undef TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE

 

/* Define this if your system needs explicit cleanup of temporary files.

* This is crucial under MS-DOS, where the temporary "files" may be areas

* of extended memory; on most other systems it's not as important.

*/

#undef NEED_SIGNAL_CATCHER

 

/* By default, we open image files with fopen(...,"rb") or fopen(...,"wb").

* This is necessary on systems that distinguish text files from binary files,
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* and is harmless on most systems that don't.  If you have one of the rare

* systems that complains about the "b" spec, define this symbol.

*/

#undef DONT_USE_B_MODE

 

/* Define this if you want percent-done progress reports from cjpeg/djpeg.

*/

#undef PROGRESS_REPORT

 

 

#endif /* JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jconfig.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcarith.c

*

* Developed 1997-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy encoding routines for JPEG

* (implementing the ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81).

*

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcarith.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdgif.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2019-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in GIF format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins
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* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed GIF format).

*/

/*

* This code is loosely based on giftoppm from the PBMPLUS distribution

* of Feb. 1991.  That file contains the following copyright notice:

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

* | Copyright 1990,

 David Koblas.                                     |

* |   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software   |

* |   and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby |

* |   granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all |

* |   copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission  |

* |   notice appear in supporting documentation.  This software is    |

* |   provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.           |

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdgif.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jaricom.c

*

* Developed 1997-2011 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains probability estimation tables for common use in

* arithmetic entropy encoding and decoding routines.

*

* This data represents Table D.3 in the JPEG spec (D.2 in the draft),

* ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81, and Table 24

* in the JBIG spec, ISO/IEC IS 11544 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.82.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jaricom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ckconfig.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/ckconfig.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

USING THE IJG JPEG LIBRARY

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2019, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

This file describes how to use the IJG JPEG library within an application

program.  Read it if you want to write a program that uses the library.

 

The file example.c provides heavily commented skeleton code for calling the

JPEG library.  Also see jpeglib.h (the include file to be used by application

programs) for full details about data structures and function parameter lists.

The library source code, of course, is the ultimate reference.

 

Note that there have been *major* changes from the application interface

presented by IJG version 4 and earlier versions.  The old design had several

inherent limitations, and it had accumulated a lot of cruft as we added

features while trying to minimize application-interface

 changes.  We have

sacrificed backward compatibility in the version 5 rewrite, but we think the

improvements justify this.

 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS

-----------------

 

Overview:

	Functions provided by the library

	Outline of typical usage

Basic library usage:

	Data formats

	Compression details

	Decompression details

	Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

Advanced features:

	Compression parameter selection

	Decompression parameter selection

	Special color spaces

	Error handling

	Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)

	I/O suspension
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	Progressive JPEG support

	Buffered-image mode

	Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images

	Special markers

	Raw (downsampled) image data

	Really raw data: DCT coefficients

	Progress monitoring

	Memory management

	Memory usage

	Library compile-time options

	Portability considerations

	Notes for MS-DOS implementors

 

You should read at least the overview and basic usage sections before trying

to program with the library.

  The sections on advanced features can be read

if and when you need them.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

Functions provided by the library

---------------------------------

 

The IJG JPEG library provides C code to read and write JPEG-compressed image

files.  The surrounding application program receives or supplies image data a

scanline at a time, using a straightforward uncompressed image format.  All

details of color conversion and other preprocessing/postprocessing can be

handled by the library.

 

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the

JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG.  These

functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after

decompression.  They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling,

and color quantization.  The application indirectly selects use of this code

by specifying the format in which it wishes to supply or receive image data.

For example, if colormapped output is requested,

 then the decompression

library automatically invokes color quantization.

 

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing,

and even more so in decompression postprocessing.  The decompression library

provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,

ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation.  On the

compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since

compression is normally less time-critical.  It should be understood that the

low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements;
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nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

 

A word about functions *not* provided by the library.  We handle a subset of

the ISO JPEG standard; most baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

JPEG processes are supported.  (Our subset includes all features now in common

use.)  Unsupported ISO options include:

	* Hierarchical storage

	* Lossless JPEG

	* DNL marker

	* Nonintegral subsampling ratios

We

 support 8-bit to 12-bit data precision, but this is a compile-time choice

rather than a run-time choice; hence it is difficult to use different

precisions in a single application.

 

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in

particular the widely used JFIF file format.  The library can be used by

surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that

are embedded in more complex file formats.  (For example, this library is

used by the free LIBTIFF library to support JPEG compression in TIFF.)

 

 

Outline of typical usage

------------------------

 

The rough outline of a JPEG compression operation is:

 

	Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object

	Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file)

	Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace

	jpeg_start_compress(...);

	while (scan lines remain to be written)

		jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

	jpeg_finish_compress(...);

	Release the JPEG compression

 object

 

A JPEG compression object holds parameters and working state for the JPEG

library.  We make creation/destruction of the object separate from starting

or finishing compression of an image; the same object can be re-used for a

series of image compression operations.  This makes it easy to re-use the

same parameter settings for a sequence of images.  Re-use of a JPEG object

also has important implications for processing abbreviated JPEG datastreams,

as discussed later.

 

The image data to be compressed is supplied to jpeg_write_scanlines() from

in-memory buffers.  If the application is doing file-to-file compression,

reading image data from the source file is the application's responsibility.
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The library emits compressed data by calling a "data destination manager",

which typically will write the data into a file; but the application can

provide its own destination manager to do something else.

 

Similarly, the rough outline of a JPEG decompression operation is:

 

	Allocate and initialize

 a JPEG decompression object

	Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file)

	Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info

	Set parameters for decompression

	jpeg_start_decompress(...);

	while (scan lines remain to be read)

		jpeg_read_scanlines(...);

	jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

	Release the JPEG decompression object

 

This is comparable to the compression outline except that reading the

datastream header is a separate step.  This is helpful because information

about the image's size, colorspace, etc is available when the application

selects decompression parameters.  For example, the application can choose an

output scaling ratio that will fit the image into the available screen size.

 

The decompression library obtains compressed data by calling a data source

manager, which typically will read the data from a file; but other behaviors

can be obtained with a custom source manager.  Decompressed data is delivered

into in-memory buffers passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().

 

It

 is possible to abort an incomplete compression or decompression operation

by calling jpeg_abort(); or, if you do not need to retain the JPEG object,

simply release it by calling jpeg_destroy().

 

JPEG compression and decompression objects are two separate struct types.

However, they share some common fields, and certain routines such as

jpeg_destroy() can work on either type of object.

 

The JPEG library has no static variables: all state is in the compression

or decompression object.  Therefore it is possible to process multiple

compression and decompression operations concurrently, using multiple JPEG

objects.

 

Both compression and decompression can be done in an incremental memory-to-

memory fashion, if suitable source/destination managers are used.  See the

section on "I/O suspension" for more details.

 

 

BASIC LIBRARY USAGE
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===================

 

Data formats

------------

 

Before diving into procedural details, it is helpful to understand the

image data format that the JPEG library expects

 or returns.

 

The standard input image format is a rectangular array of pixels, with each

pixel having the same number of "component" or "sample" values (color

channels).  You must specify how many components there are and the colorspace

interpretation of the components.  Most applications will use RGB data

(three components per pixel) or grayscale data (one component per pixel).

PLEASE NOTE THAT RGB DATA IS THREE SAMPLES PER PIXEL, GRAYSCALE ONLY ONE.

A remarkable number of people manage to miss this, only to find that their

programs don't work with grayscale JPEG files.

 

There is no provision for colormapped input.  JPEG files are always full-color

or full grayscale (or sometimes another colorspace such as CMYK).  You can

feed in a colormapped image by expanding it to full-color format.  However

JPEG often doesn't work very well with source data that has been colormapped,

because of dithering noise.  This is discussed in more detail in the JPEG FAQ

and the other references mentioned

 in the README file.

 

Pixels are stored by scanlines, with each scanline running from left to

right.  The component values for each pixel are adjacent in the row; for

example, R,G,B,R,G,B,R,G,B,... for 24-bit RGB color.  Each scanline is an

array of data type JSAMPLE --- which is typically "unsigned char", unless

you've changed jmorecfg.h.  (You can also change the RGB pixel layout, say

to B,G,R order, by modifying jmorecfg.h.  But see the restrictions listed in

that file before doing so.)

 

A 2-D array of pixels is formed by making a list of pointers to the starts of

scanlines; so the scanlines need not be physically adjacent in memory.  Even

if you process just one scanline at a time, you must make a one-element

pointer array to conform to this structure.  Pointers to JSAMPLE rows are of

type JSAMPROW, and the pointer to the pointer array is of type JSAMPARRAY.

 

The library accepts or supplies one or more complete scanlines per call.

It is not possible to process part of a row at a

 time.  Scanlines are always

processed top-to-bottom.  You can process an entire image in one call if you

have it all in memory, but usually it's simplest to process one scanline at

a time.

 

For best results, source data values should have the precision specified by
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BITS_IN_JSAMPLE (normally 8 bits).  For instance, if you choose to compress

data that's only 6 bits/channel, you should left-justify each value in a

byte before passing it to the compressor.  If you need to compress data

that has more than 8 bits/channel, compile with BITS_IN_JSAMPLE = 9 to 12.

(See "Library compile-time options", later.)

 

 

The data format returned by the decompressor is the same in all details,

except that colormapped output is supported.  (Again, a JPEG file is never

colormapped.  But you can ask the decompressor to perform on-the-fly color

quantization to deliver colormapped output.)  If you request colormapped

output then the returned data array contains a single JSAMPLE per pixel;

its value is an index

 into a color map.  The color map is represented as

a 2-D JSAMPARRAY in which each row holds the values of one color component,

that is, colormap[i][j] is the value of the i'th color component for pixel

value (map index) j.  Note that since the colormap indexes are stored in

JSAMPLEs, the maximum number of colors is limited by the size of JSAMPLE

(ie, at most 256 colors for an 8-bit JPEG library).

 

 

Compression details

-------------------

 

Here we revisit the JPEG compression outline given in the overview.

 

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object.

 

A JPEG compression object is a "struct jpeg_compress_struct".  (It also has

a bunch of subsidiary structures which are allocated via malloc(), but the

application doesn't control those directly.)  This struct can be just a local

variable in the calling routine, if a single routine is going to execute the

whole JPEG compression sequence.  Otherwise it can be static or allocated

from malloc().

 

You will also need a structure representing

 a JPEG error handler.  The part

of this that the library cares about is a "struct jpeg_error_mgr".  If you

are providing your own error handler, you'll typically want to embed the

jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure; this is discussed later under

"Error handling".  For now we'll assume you are just using the default error

handler.  The default error handler will print JPEG error/warning messages

on stderr, and it will call exit() if a fatal error occurs.

 

You must initialize the error handler structure, store a pointer to it into

the JPEG object's "err" field, and then call jpeg_create_compress() to

initialize the rest of the JPEG object.
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Typical code for this step, if you are using the default error handler, is

 

	struct jpeg_compress_struct cinfo;

	struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;

	...

	cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);

	jpeg_create_compress(&cinfo);

 

jpeg_create_compress allocates a small amount of memory, so it could fail

if you are out of memory.  In that case it will

 exit via the error handler;

that's why the error handler must be initialized first.

 

 

2. Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file).

 

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library delivers compressed data to a

"data destination" module.  The library includes one data destination

module which knows how to write to a stdio stream.  You can use your own

destination module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.

 

If you use the standard destination module, you must open the target stdio

stream beforehand.  Typical code for this step looks like:

 

	FILE * outfile;

	...

	if ((outfile = fopen(filename, "wb")) == NULL) {

	    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);

	    exit(1);

	}

	jpeg_stdio_dest(&cinfo, outfile);

 

where the last line invokes the standard destination module.

 

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be delivered to the

output file unchanged.  On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform

newline translation or otherwise corrupt

 binary data.  To suppress this

behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use

setmode() or another routine to put the stdio stream in binary mode.  See

cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

 

You can select the data destination after setting other parameters (step 3),

if that's more convenient.  You may not change the destination between

calling jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_finish_compress().

 

 

3. Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace.
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You must supply information about the source image by setting the following

fields in the JPEG object (cinfo structure):

 

	image_width		Width of image, in pixels

	image_height		Height of image, in pixels

	input_components	Number of color channels (samples per pixel)

	in_color_space		Color space of source image

 

The image dimensions are, hopefully, obvious.  JPEG supports image dimensions

of 1 to 64K pixels in either direction.  The input color space is typically

RGB

 or grayscale, and input_components is 3 or 1 accordingly.  (See "Special

color spaces", later, for more info.)  The in_color_space field must be

assigned one of the J_COLOR_SPACE enum constants, typically JCS_RGB or

JCS_GRAYSCALE.

 

JPEG has a large number of compression parameters that determine how the

image is encoded.  Most applications don't need or want to know about all

these parameters.  You can set all the parameters to reasonable defaults by

calling jpeg_set_defaults(); then, if there are particular values you want

to change, you can do so after that.  The "Compression parameter selection"

section tells about all the parameters.

 

You must set in_color_space correctly before calling jpeg_set_defaults(),

because the defaults depend on the source image colorspace.  However the

other three source image parameters need not be valid until you call

jpeg_start_compress().  There's no harm in calling jpeg_set_defaults() more

than once, if that happens to be convenient.

 

Typical

 code for a 24-bit RGB source image is

 

	cinfo.image_width = Width; 	/* image width and height, in pixels */

	cinfo.image_height = Height;

	cinfo.input_components = 3;	/* # of color components per pixel */

	cinfo.in_color_space = JCS_RGB; /* colorspace of input image */

 

	jpeg_set_defaults(&cinfo);

	/* Make optional parameter settings here */

 

 

4. jpeg_start_compress(...);

 

After you have established the data destination and set all the necessary

source image info and other parameters, call jpeg_start_compress() to begin

a compression cycle.  This will initialize internal state, allocate working

storage, and emit the first few bytes of the JPEG datastream header.
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Typical code:

 

	jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, TRUE);

 

The "TRUE" parameter ensures that a complete JPEG interchange datastream

will be written.  This is appropriate in most cases.  If you think you might

want to use an abbreviated datastream, read the section on abbreviated

datastreams, below.

 

Once you have called jpeg_start_compress(),

 you may not alter any JPEG

parameters or other fields of the JPEG object until you have completed

the compression cycle.

 

 

5. while (scan lines remain to be written)

	jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

 

Now write all the required image data by calling jpeg_write_scanlines()

one or more times.  You can pass one or more scanlines in each call, up

to the total image height.  In most applications it is convenient to pass

just one or a few scanlines at a time.  The expected format for the passed

data is discussed under "Data formats", above.

 

Image data should be written in top-to-bottom scanline order.  The JPEG spec

contains some weasel wording about how top and bottom are application-defined

terms (a curious interpretation of the English language...) but if you want

your files to be compatible with everyone else's, you WILL use top-to-bottom

order.  If the source data must be read in bottom-to-top order, you can use

the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently.

Examples

 of this can be found in the sample application cjpeg.

 

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines written so far

in the next_scanline field of the JPEG object.  Usually you can just use

this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like

"while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height)".

 

Code for this step depends heavily on the way that you store the source data.

example.c shows the following code for the case of a full-size 2-D source

array containing 3-byte RGB pixels:

 

	JSAMPROW row_pointer[1];	/* pointer to a single row */

	int row_stride;			/* physical row width in buffer */

 

	row_stride = image_width * 3;	/* JSAMPLEs per row in image_buffer */
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	while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height) {

	    row_pointer[0] = & image_buffer[cinfo.next_scanline * row_stride];

	    jpeg_write_scanlines(&cinfo, row_pointer, 1);

	}

 

jpeg_write_scanlines() returns the number of scanlines actually written.

This will normally be equal to the number

 passed in, so you can usually

ignore the return value.  It is different in just two cases:

 * If you try to write more scanlines than the declared image height,

   the additional scanlines are ignored.

 * If you use a suspending data destination manager, output buffer overrun

   will cause the compressor to return before accepting all the passed lines.

   This feature is discussed under "I/O suspension", below.  The normal

   stdio destination manager will NOT cause this to happen.

In any case, the return value is the same as the change in the value of

next_scanline.

 

 

6. jpeg_finish_compress(...);

 

After all the image data has been written, call jpeg_finish_compress() to

complete the compression cycle.  This step is ESSENTIAL to ensure that the

last bufferload of data is written to the data destination.

jpeg_finish_compress() also releases working memory associated with the JPEG

object.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

 

If using the stdio destination manager,

 don't forget to close the output

stdio stream (if necessary) afterwards.

 

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as Huffman code

optimization, jpeg_finish_compress() will perform the additional passes using

data buffered by the first pass.  In this case jpeg_finish_compress() may take

quite a while to complete.  With the default compression parameters, this will

not happen.

 

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_compress() before writing the necessary

total number of scanlines.  If you wish to abort compression, call

jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

 

After completing a compression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object

as discussed next, or you may use it to compress another image.  In that case

return to step 2, 3, or 4 as appropriate.  If you do not change the
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destination manager, the new datastream will be written to the same target.

If you do not change any JPEG parameters, the new datastream will be written

with the same parameters as before.  Note that you can change

 the input image

dimensions freely between cycles, but if you change the input colorspace, you

should call jpeg_set_defaults() to adjust for the new colorspace; and then

you'll need to repeat all of step 3.

 

 

7. Release the JPEG compression object.

 

When you are done with a JPEG compression object, destroy it by calling

jpeg_destroy_compress().  This will free all subsidiary memory (regardless of

the previous state of the object).  Or you can call jpeg_destroy(), which

works for either compression or decompression objects --- this may be more

convenient if you are sharing code between compression and decompression

cases.  (Actually, these routines are equivalent except for the declared type

of the passed pointer.  To avoid gripes from ANSI C compilers, jpeg_destroy()

should be passed a j_common_ptr.)

 

If you allocated the jpeg_compress_struct structure from malloc(), freeing

it is your responsibility --- jpeg_destroy() won't.  Ditto for the error

handler structure.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_destroy_compress(&cinfo);

 

 

8.

 Aborting.

 

If you decide to abort a compression cycle before finishing, you can clean up

in either of two ways:

 

* If you don't need the JPEG object any more, just call

 jpeg_destroy_compress() or jpeg_destroy() to release memory.  This is

 legitimate at any point after calling jpeg_create_compress() --- in fact,

 it's safe even if jpeg_create_compress() fails.

 

* If you want to re-use the JPEG object, call jpeg_abort_compress(), or call

 jpeg_abort() which works on both compression and decompression objects.

 This will return the object to an idle state, releasing any working memory.

 jpeg_abort() is allowed at any time after successful object creation.

 

Note that cleaning up the data destination, if required, is your

responsibility; neither of these routines will call term_destination().

(See "Compressed data handling", below, for more about that.)
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jpeg_destroy() and jpeg_abort() are the only safe calls to make on a JPEG

object that has reported

 an error by calling error_exit (see "Error handling"

for more info).  The internal state of such an object is likely to be out of

whack.  Either of these two routines will return the object to a known state.

 

 

Decompression details

---------------------

 

Here we revisit the JPEG decompression outline given in the overview.

 

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object.

 

This is just like initialization for compression, as discussed above,

except that the object is a "struct jpeg_decompress_struct" and you

call jpeg_create_decompress().  Error handling is exactly the same.

 

Typical code:

 

	struct jpeg_decompress_struct cinfo;

	struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;

	...

	cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);

	jpeg_create_decompress(&cinfo);

 

(Both here and in the IJG code, we usually use variable name "cinfo" for

both compression and decompression objects.)

 

 

2. Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file).

 

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library reads compressed data from

 a "data

source" module.  The library includes one data source module which knows how

to read from a stdio stream.  You can use your own source module if you want

to do something else, as discussed later.

 

If you use the standard source module, you must open the source stdio stream

beforehand.  Typical code for this step looks like:

 

	FILE * infile;

	...

	if ((infile = fopen(filename, "rb")) == NULL) {

	    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);

	    exit(1);

	}
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	jpeg_stdio_src(&cinfo, infile);

 

where the last line invokes the standard source module.

 

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be read unchanged.

On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform newline translation or

otherwise corrupt binary data.  To suppress this behavior, you may need to use

a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to

put the stdio stream in binary mode.  See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that

has been found to work on many systems.

 

You may not

 change the data source between calling jpeg_read_header() and

jpeg_finish_decompress().  If you wish to read a series of JPEG images from

a single source file, you should repeat the jpeg_read_header() to

jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence without reinitializing either the JPEG

object or the data source module; this prevents buffered input data from

being discarded.

 

 

3. Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info.

 

Typical code for this step is just

 

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);

 

This will read the source datastream header markers, up to the beginning

of the compressed data proper.  On return, the image dimensions and other

info have been stored in the JPEG object.  The application may wish to

consult this information before selecting decompression parameters.

 

More complex code is necessary if

 * A suspending data source is used --- in that case jpeg_read_header()

   may return before it has read all the header data.  See "I/O suspension",

   below.  The normal stdio source manager

 will NOT cause this to happen.

 * Abbreviated JPEG files are to be processed --- see the section on

   abbreviated datastreams.  Standard applications that deal only in

   interchange JPEG files need not be concerned with this case either.

 

It is permissible to stop at this point if you just wanted to find out the

image dimensions and other header info for a JPEG file.  In that case,

call jpeg_destroy() when you are done with the JPEG object, or call

jpeg_abort() to return it to an idle state before selecting a new data

source and reading another header.

 

 

4. Set parameters for decompression.
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jpeg_read_header() sets appropriate default decompression parameters based on

the properties of the image (in particular, its colorspace).  However, you

may well want to alter these defaults before beginning the decompression.

For example, the default is to produce full color output from a color file.

If you want colormapped output you must ask for it.  Other options allow the

returned image

 to be scaled and allow various speed/quality tradeoffs to be

selected.  "Decompression parameter selection", below, gives details.

 

If the defaults are appropriate, nothing need be done at this step.

 

Note that all default values are set by each call to jpeg_read_header().

If you reuse a decompression object, you cannot expect your parameter

settings to be preserved across cycles, as you can for compression.

You must set desired parameter values each time.

 

 

5. jpeg_start_decompress(...);

 

Once the parameter values are satisfactory, call jpeg_start_decompress() to

begin decompression.  This will initialize internal state, allocate working

memory, and prepare for returning data.

 

Typical code is just

 

	jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

 

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as 2-pass color

quantization, jpeg_start_decompress() will do everything needed before data

output can begin.  In this case jpeg_start_decompress() may take quite a while

to complete.  With a single-scan

 (non progressive) JPEG file and default

decompression parameters, this will not happen; jpeg_start_decompress() will

return quickly.

 

After this call, the final output image dimensions, including any requested

scaling, are available in the JPEG object; so is the selected colormap, if

colormapped output has been requested.  Useful fields include

 

	output_width		image width and height, as scaled

	output_height

	out_color_components	# of color components in out_color_space

	output_components	# of color components returned per pixel

	colormap		the selected colormap, if any

	actual_number_of_colors		number of entries in colormap

 

output_components is 1 (a colormap index) when quantizing colors; otherwise it
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equals out_color_components.  It is the number of JSAMPLE values that will be

emitted per pixel in the output arrays.

 

Typically you will need to allocate data buffers to hold the incoming image.

You will need output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs per scanline in your

output

 buffer, and a total of output_height scanlines will be returned.

 

Note: if you are using the JPEG library's internal memory manager to allocate

data buffers (as djpeg does), then the manager's protocol requires that you

request large buffers *before* calling jpeg_start_decompress().  This is a

little tricky since the output_XXX fields are not normally valid then.  You

can make them valid by calling jpeg_calc_output_dimensions() after setting the

relevant parameters (scaling, output color space, and quantization flag).

 

 

6. while (scan lines remain to be read)

	jpeg_read_scanlines(...);

 

Now you can read the decompressed image data by calling jpeg_read_scanlines()

one or more times.  At each call, you pass in the maximum number of scanlines

to be read (ie, the height of your working buffer); jpeg_read_scanlines()

will return up to that many lines.  The return value is the number of lines

actually read.  The format of the returned data is discussed under "Data

formats", above.  Don't forget

 that grayscale and color JPEGs will return

different data formats!

 

Image data is returned in top-to-bottom scanline order.  If you must write

out the image in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual

array mechanism to invert the data efficiently.  Examples of this can be

found in the sample application djpeg.

 

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines returned so far

in the output_scanline field of the JPEG object.  Usually you can just use

this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like

"while (cinfo.output_scanline < cinfo.output_height)".  (Note that the test

should NOT be against image_height, unless you never use scaling.  The

image_height field is the height of the original unscaled image.)

The return value always equals the change in the value of output_scanline.

 

If you don't use a suspending data source, it is safe to assume that

jpeg_read_scanlines() reads at least one scanline per call, until the

bottom of the image

 has been reached.

 

If you use a buffer larger than one scanline, it is NOT safe to assume that

jpeg_read_scanlines() fills it.  (The current implementation returns only a
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few scanlines per call, no matter how large a buffer you pass.)  So you must

always provide a loop that calls jpeg_read_scanlines() repeatedly until the

whole image has been read.

 

 

7. jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

 

After all the image data has been read, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to

complete the decompression cycle.  This causes working memory associated

with the JPEG object to be released.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

 

If using the stdio source manager, don't forget to close the source stdio

stream if necessary.

 

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_decompress() before reading the correct

total number of scanlines.  If you wish to abort decompression, call

jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

 

After completing a decompression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object as

discussed next, or you may use

 it to decompress another image.  In that case

return to step 2 or 3 as appropriate.  If you do not change the source

manager, the next image will be read from the same source.

 

 

8. Release the JPEG decompression object.

 

When you are done with a JPEG decompression object, destroy it by calling

jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy().  The previous discussion of

destroying compression objects applies here too.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_destroy_decompress(&cinfo);

 

 

9. Aborting.

 

You can abort a decompression cycle by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or

jpeg_destroy() if you don't need the JPEG object any more, or

jpeg_abort_decompress() or jpeg_abort() if you want to reuse the object.

The previous discussion of aborting compression cycles applies here too.
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Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

-----------------------------------------------

 

Applications using the JPEG library should include the header file jpeglib.h

to obtain declarations of data types and routines.  Before

 including

jpeglib.h, include system headers that define at least the typedefs FILE and

size_t.  On ANSI-conforming systems, including <stdio.h> is sufficient; on

older Unix systems, you may need <sys/types.h> to define size_t.

 

If the application needs to refer to individual JPEG library error codes, also

include jerror.h to define those symbols.

 

jpeglib.h indirectly includes the files jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h.  If you are

installing the JPEG header files in a system directory, you will want to

install all four files: jpeglib.h, jerror.h, jconfig.h, jmorecfg.h.

 

The most convenient way to include the JPEG code into your executable program

is to prepare a library file ("libjpeg.a", or a corresponding name on non-Unix

machines) and reference it at your link step.  If you use only half of the

library (only compression or only decompression), only that much code will be

included from the library, unless your linker is hopelessly brain-damaged.

The supplied makefiles build libjpeg.a automatically

 (see install.txt).

 

While you can build the JPEG library as a shared library if the whim strikes

you, we don't really recommend it.  The trouble with shared libraries is that

at some point you'll probably try to substitute a new version of the library

without recompiling the calling applications.  That generally doesn't work

because the parameter struct declarations usually change with each new

version.  In other words, the library's API is *not* guaranteed binary

compatible across versions; we only try to ensure source-code compatibility.

(In hindsight, it might have been smarter to hide the parameter structs from

applications and introduce a ton of access functions instead.  Too late now,

however.)

 

On some systems your application may need to set up a signal handler to ensure

that temporary files are deleted if the program is interrupted.  This is most

critical if you are on MS-DOS and use the jmemdos.c memory manager back end;

it will try to grab extended memory for temp

 files, and that space will NOT be

freed automatically.  See cjpeg.c or djpeg.c for an example signal handler.

 

It may be worth pointing out that the core JPEG library does not actually

require the stdio library: only the default source/destination managers and

error handler need it.  You can use the library in a stdio-less environment

if you replace those modules and use jmemnobs.c (or another memory manager of

your own devising).  More info about the minimum system library requirements
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may be found in jinclude.h.

 

 

ADVANCED FEATURES

=================

 

Compression parameter selection

-------------------------------

 

This section describes all the optional parameters you can set for JPEG

compression, as well as the "helper" routines provided to assist in this

task.  Proper setting of some parameters requires detailed understanding

of the JPEG standard; if you don't know what a parameter is for, it's best

not to mess with it!  See REFERENCES in the README file for pointers to

more info

 about JPEG.

 

It's a good idea to call jpeg_set_defaults() first, even if you plan to set

all the parameters; that way your code is more likely to work with future JPEG

libraries that have additional parameters.  For the same reason, we recommend

you use a helper routine where one is provided, in preference to twiddling

cinfo fields directly.

 

The helper routines are:

 

jpeg_set_defaults (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	This routine sets all JPEG parameters to reasonable defaults, using

	only the input image's color space (field in_color_space, which must

	already be set in cinfo).  Many applications will only need to use

	this routine and perhaps jpeg_set_quality().

 

jpeg_set_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo, J_COLOR_SPACE colorspace)

	Sets the JPEG file's colorspace (field jpeg_color_space) as specified,

	and sets other color-space-dependent parameters appropriately.  See

	"Special color spaces", below, before using this.  A large number of

	parameters, including all per-component parameters,

 are set by this

	routine; if you want to twiddle individual parameters you should call

	jpeg_set_colorspace() before rather than after.

 

jpeg_default_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Selects an appropriate JPEG colorspace based on cinfo->in_color_space,

	and calls jpeg_set_colorspace().  This is actually a subroutine of

	jpeg_set_defaults().  It's broken out in case you want to change

	just the colorspace-dependent JPEG parameters.

 

jpeg_set_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int quality, boolean force_baseline)

	Constructs JPEG quantization tables appropriate for the indicated
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	quality setting.  The quality value is expressed on the 0..100 scale

	recommended by IJG (cjpeg's "-quality" switch uses this routine).

	Note that the exact mapping from quality values to tables may change

	in future IJG releases as more is learned about DCT quantization.

	If the force_baseline parameter is TRUE, then the quantization table

	entries are constrained to the range 1..255 for full JPEG baseline

	compatibility.

  In the current implementation, this only makes a

	difference for quality settings below 25, and it effectively prevents

	very small/low quality files from being generated.  The IJG decoder

	is capable of reading the non-baseline files generated at low quality

	settings when force_baseline is FALSE, but other decoders may not be.

 

jpeg_set_linear_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int scale_factor,

			 boolean force_baseline)

	Same as jpeg_set_quality() except that the generated tables are the

	sample tables given in the JPEC spec section K.1, multiplied by the

	specified scale factor (which is expressed as a percentage; thus

	scale_factor = 100 reproduces the spec's tables).  Note that larger

	scale factors give lower quality.  This entry point is useful for

	conforming to the Adobe PostScript DCT conventions, but we do not

	recommend linear scaling as a user-visible quality scale otherwise.

	force_baseline again constrains the computed table entries to 1..255.

 

int jpeg_quality_scaling

 (int quality)

	Converts a value on the IJG-recommended quality scale to a linear

	scaling percentage.  Note that this routine may change or go away

	in future releases --- IJG may choose to adopt a scaling method that

	can't be expressed as a simple scalar multiplier, in which case the

	premise of this routine collapses.  Caveat user.

 

jpeg_default_qtables (j_compress_ptr cinfo, boolean force_baseline)

	Set default quantization tables with linear q_scale_factor[] values

	(see below).

 

jpeg_add_quant_table (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int which_tbl,

		      const unsigned int *basic_table,

		      int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)

	Allows an arbitrary quantization table to be created.  which_tbl

	indicates which table slot to fill.  basic_table points to an array

	of 64 unsigned ints given in normal array order.  These values are

	multiplied by scale_factor/100 and then clamped to the range 1..65535

	(or to 1..255 if force_baseline is TRUE).

	CAUTION: prior to library version

 6a, jpeg_add_quant_table expected

	the basic table to be given in JPEG zigzag order.  If you need to

	write code that works with either older or newer versions of this
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	routine, you must check the library version number.  Something like

	"#if JPEG_LIB_VERSION >= 61" is the right test.

 

jpeg_simple_progression (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Generates a default scan script for writing a progressive-JPEG file.

	This is the recommended method of creating a progressive file,

	unless you want to make a custom scan sequence.  You must ensure that

	the JPEG color space is set correctly before calling this routine.

 

 

Compression parameters (cinfo fields) include:

 

boolean arith_code

	If TRUE, use arithmetic coding.

	If FALSE, use Huffman coding.

 

int block_size

	Set DCT block size.  All N from 1 to 16 are possible.

	Default is 8 (baseline format).

	Larger values produce higher compression,

	smaller values produce higher quality.

	An exact DCT stage is possible with 1 or 2.

	With the default quality

 of 75 and default Luminance qtable

	the DCT+Quantization stage is lossless for value 1.

	Note that values other than 8 require a SmartScale capable decoder,

	introduced with IJG JPEG 8.  Setting the block_size parameter for

	compression works with version 8c and later.

 

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method

	Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step.  Choices are:

		JDCT_ISLOW: slow but accurate integer algorithm

		JDCT_IFAST: faster, less accurate integer method

		JDCT_FLOAT: floating-point method

		JDCT_DEFAULT: default method (normally JDCT_ISLOW)

		JDCT_FASTEST: fastest method (normally JDCT_IFAST)

	The FLOAT method is very slightly more accurate than the ISLOW method,

	but may give different results on different machines due to varying

	roundoff behavior.  The integer methods should give the same results

	on all machines.  On machines with sufficiently fast FP hardware, the

	floating-point method may also be the fastest.  The IFAST method is

	considerably less accurate than the other two; its

 use is not

	recommended if high quality is a concern.  JDCT_DEFAULT and

	JDCT_FASTEST are macros configurable by each installation.

 

unsigned int scale_num, scale_denom

	Scale the image by the fraction scale_num/scale_denom.  Default is
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	1/1, or no scaling.  Currently, the supported scaling ratios are

	M/N with all N from 1 to 16, where M is the destination DCT size,

	which is 8 by default (see block_size parameter above).

	(The library design allows for arbitrary scaling ratios but this

	is not likely to be implemented any time soon.)

 

J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space

int num_components

	The JPEG color space and corresponding number of components; see

	"Special color spaces", below, for more info.  We recommend using

	jpeg_set_colorspace() if you want to change these.

 

J_COLOR_TRANSFORM color_transform

	Internal color transform identifier, writes LSE marker if nonzero

	(requires decoder with inverse color transform support, introduced

	with IJG JPEG 9).

	Two values are currently possible:

 JCT_NONE and JCT_SUBTRACT_GREEN.

	Set this value for lossless RGB application *before* calling

	jpeg_set_colorspace(), because entropy table assignment in

	jpeg_set_colorspace() depends on color_transform.

 

boolean optimize_coding

	TRUE causes the compressor to compute optimal Huffman coding tables

	for the image.  This requires an extra pass over the data and

	therefore costs a good deal of space and time.  The default is

	FALSE, which tells the compressor to use the supplied or default

	Huffman tables.  In most cases optimal tables save only a few percent

	of file size compared to the default tables.  Note that when this is

	TRUE, you need not supply Huffman tables at all, and any you do

	supply will be overwritten.

 

unsigned int restart_interval

int restart_in_rows

	To emit restart markers in the JPEG file, set one of these nonzero.

	Set restart_interval to specify the exact interval in MCU blocks.

	Set restart_in_rows to specify the interval in MCU rows.  (If

	restart_in_rows

 is not 0, then restart_interval is set after the

	image width in MCUs is computed.)  Defaults are zero (no restarts).

	One restart marker per MCU row is often a good choice.

	NOTE: the overhead of restart markers is higher in grayscale JPEG

	files than in color files, and MUCH higher in progressive JPEGs.

	If you use restarts, you may want to use larger intervals in those

	cases.

 

const jpeg_scan_info * scan_info

int num_scans
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	By default, scan_info is NULL; this causes the compressor to write a

	single-scan sequential JPEG file.  If not NULL, scan_info points to

	an array of scan definition records of length num_scans.  The

	compressor will then write a JPEG file having one scan for each scan

	definition record.  This is used to generate noninterleaved or

	progressive JPEG files.  The library checks that the scan array

	defines a valid JPEG scan sequence.  (jpeg_simple_progression creates

	a suitable scan definition array for progressive JPEG.)  This is

	discussed further under "Progressive

 JPEG support".

 

boolean do_fancy_downsampling

	If TRUE, use direct DCT scaling with DCT size > 8 for downsampling

	of chroma components.

	If FALSE, use only DCT size <= 8 and simple separate downsampling.

	Default is TRUE.

	For better image stability in multiple generation compression cycles

	it is preferable that this value matches the corresponding

	do_fancy_upsampling value in decompression.

 

int smoothing_factor

	If non-zero, the input image is smoothed; the value should be 1 for

	minimal smoothing to 100 for maximum smoothing.  Consult jcsample.c

	for details of the smoothing algorithm.  The default is zero.

 

boolean write_JFIF_header

	If TRUE, a JFIF APP0 marker is emitted.  jpeg_set_defaults() and

	jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if a JFIF-legal JPEG color space

	(ie, YCbCr or grayscale) is selected, otherwise FALSE.

 

UINT8 JFIF_major_version

UINT8 JFIF_minor_version

	The version number to be written into the JFIF marker.

	jpeg_set_defaults() initializes the version to

 1.01 (major=minor=1).

	You should set it to 1.02 (major=1, minor=2) if you plan to write

	any JFIF 1.02 extension markers.

 

UINT8 density_unit

UINT16 X_density

UINT16 Y_density

	The resolution information to be written into the JFIF marker;

	not used otherwise.  density_unit may be 0 for unknown,

	1 for dots/inch, or 2 for dots/cm.  The default values are 0,1,1

	indicating square pixels of unknown size.

 

boolean write_Adobe_marker

	If TRUE, an Adobe APP14 marker is emitted.  jpeg_set_defaults() and
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	jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if JPEG color space RGB, CMYK,

	or YCCK is selected, otherwise FALSE.  It is generally a bad idea

	to set both write_JFIF_header and write_Adobe_marker.  In fact,

	you probably shouldn't change the default settings at all --- the

	default behavior ensures that the JPEG file's color space can be

	recognized by the decoder.

 

JQUANT_TBL * quant_tbl_ptrs[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]

	Pointers to coefficient quantization tables, one per table slot,

	or NULL if no table is

 defined for a slot.  Usually these should

	be set via one of the above helper routines; jpeg_add_quant_table()

	is general enough to define any quantization table.  The other

	routines will set up table slot 0 for luminance quality and table

	slot 1 for chrominance.

 

int q_scale_factor[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]

	Linear quantization scaling factors (percentage, initialized 100)

	for use with jpeg_default_qtables().

	See rdswitch.c and cjpeg.c for an example of usage.

	Note that the q_scale_factor[] fields are the "linear" scales, so you

	have to convert from user-defined ratings via jpeg_quality_scaling().

	Here is an example code which corresponds to cjpeg -quality 90,70:

 

		jpeg_set_defaults(cinfo);

 

		/* Set luminance quality 90. */

		cinfo->q_scale_factor[0] = jpeg_quality_scaling(90);

		/* Set chrominance quality 70. */

		cinfo->q_scale_factor[1] = jpeg_quality_scaling(70);

 

		jpeg_default_qtables(cinfo, force_baseline);

 

	CAUTION: You must also set 1x1 subsampling for efficient separate

	color

 quality selection, since the default value used by library

	is 2x2:

 

		cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 1;

		cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 1;

 

JHUFF_TBL * dc_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]

JHUFF_TBL * ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]

	Pointers to Huffman coding tables, one per table slot, or NULL if

	no table is defined for a slot.  Slots 0 and 1 are filled with the

	JPEG sample tables by jpeg_set_defaults().  If you need to allocate

	more table structures, jpeg_alloc_huff_table() may be used.

	Note that optimal Huffman tables can be computed for an image
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	by setting optimize_coding, as discussed above; there's seldom

	any need to mess with providing your own Huffman tables.

 

 

The actual dimensions of the JPEG image that will be written to the file are

given by the following fields.  These are computed from the input image

dimensions and the compression parameters by jpeg_start_compress().  You can

also call jpeg_calc_jpeg_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result

from

 the current parameter settings.  This can be useful if you are trying

to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size.

 

JDIMENSION jpeg_width		Actual dimensions of output image.

JDIMENSION jpeg_height

 

 

Per-component parameters are stored in the struct cinfo.comp_info[i] for

component number i.  Note that components here refer to components of the

JPEG color space, *not* the source image color space.  A suitably large

comp_info[] array is allocated by jpeg_set_defaults(); if you choose not

to use that routine, it's up to you to allocate the array.

 

int component_id

	The one-byte identifier code to be recorded in the JPEG file for

	this component.  For the standard color spaces, we recommend you

	leave the default values alone.

 

int h_samp_factor

int v_samp_factor

	Horizontal and vertical sampling factors for the component; must

	be 1..4 according to the JPEG standard.  Note that larger sampling

	factors indicate a higher-resolution component; many people find

	this

 behavior quite unintuitive.  The default values are 2,2 for

	luminance components and 1,1 for chrominance components, except

	for grayscale where 1,1 is used.

 

int quant_tbl_no

	Quantization table number for component.  The default value is

	0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

 

int dc_tbl_no

int ac_tbl_no

	DC and AC entropy coding table numbers.  The default values are

	0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

 

int component_index

	Must equal the component's index in comp_info[].  (Beginning in
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	release v6, the compressor library will fill this in automatically;

	you don't have to.)

 

 

Decompression parameter selection

---------------------------------

 

Decompression parameter selection is somewhat simpler than compression

parameter selection, since all of the JPEG internal parameters are

recorded in the source file and need not be supplied by the application.

(Unless you are working with abbreviated files, in which case see

"Abbreviated

 datastreams", below.)  Decompression parameters control

the postprocessing done on the image to deliver it in a format suitable

for the application's use.  Many of the parameters control speed/quality

tradeoffs, in which faster decompression may be obtained at the price of

a poorer-quality image.  The defaults select the highest quality (slowest)

processing.

 

The following fields in the JPEG object are set by jpeg_read_header() and

may be useful to the application in choosing decompression parameters:

 

JDIMENSION image_width			Width and height of image

JDIMENSION image_height

int num_components			Number of color components

J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space		Colorspace of image

boolean saw_JFIF_marker			TRUE if a JFIF APP0 marker was seen

 UINT8 JFIF_major_version		Version information from JFIF marker

 UINT8 JFIF_minor_version

 UINT8 density_unit			Resolution data from JFIF marker

 UINT16 X_density

 UINT16 Y_density

boolean saw_Adobe_marker		TRUE if an Adobe APP14 marker was seen

 

 UINT8 Adobe_transform			Color transform code from Adobe marker

 

The JPEG color space, unfortunately, is something of a guess since the JPEG

standard proper does not provide a way to record it.  In practice most files

adhere to the JFIF or Adobe conventions, and the decoder will recognize these

correctly.  See "Special color spaces", below, for more info.

 

 

The decompression parameters that determine the basic properties of the

returned image are:

 

J_COLOR_SPACE out_color_space

	Output color space.  jpeg_read_header() sets an appropriate default

	based on jpeg_color_space; typically it will be RGB or grayscale.
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	The application can change this field to request output in a different

	colorspace.  For example, set it to JCS_GRAYSCALE to get grayscale

	output from a color file.  (This is useful for previewing: grayscale

	output is faster than full color since the color components need not

	be processed.)  Note that not all possible color space transforms are

	currently implemented; you may

 need to extend jdcolor.c if you want an

	unusual conversion.

 

unsigned int scale_num, scale_denom

	Scale the image by the fraction scale_num/scale_denom.  Currently,

	the supported scaling ratios are M/N with all M from 1 to 16, where

	N is the source DCT size, which is 8 for baseline JPEG.  (The library

	design allows for arbitrary scaling ratios but this is not likely

	to be implemented any time soon.)  The values are initialized by

	jpeg_read_header() with the source DCT size.  For baseline JPEG

	this is 8/8.  If you change only the scale_num value while leaving

	the other unchanged, then this specifies the DCT scaled size to be

	applied on the given input.  For baseline JPEG this is equivalent

	to M/8 scaling, since the source DCT size for baseline JPEG is 8.

	Smaller scaling ratios permit significantly faster decoding since

	fewer pixels need be processed and a simpler IDCT method can be used.

 

boolean quantize_colors

	If set TRUE, colormapped output will be delivered.  Default is

 FALSE,

	meaning that full-color output will be delivered.

 

The next three parameters are relevant only if quantize_colors is TRUE.

 

int desired_number_of_colors

	Maximum number of colors to use in generating a library-supplied color

	map (the actual number of colors is returned in a different field).

	Default 256.  Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

 

boolean two_pass_quantize

	If TRUE, an extra pass over the image is made to select a custom color

	map for the image.  This usually looks a lot better than the one-size-

	fits-all colormap that is used otherwise.  Default is TRUE.  Ignored

	when the application supplies its own color map.

 

J_DITHER_MODE dither_mode

	Selects color dithering method.  Supported values are:

		JDITHER_NONE	no dithering: fast, very low quality

		JDITHER_ORDERED	ordered dither: moderate speed and quality

		JDITHER_FS	Floyd-Steinberg dither: slow, high quality

	Default is JDITHER_FS.  (At present, ordered dither is implemented

	only in the
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 single-pass, standard-colormap case.  If you ask for

	ordered dither when two_pass_quantize is TRUE or when you supply

	an external color map, you'll get F-S dithering.)

 

When quantize_colors is TRUE, the target color map is described by the next

two fields.  colormap is set to NULL by jpeg_read_header().  The application

can supply a color map by setting colormap non-NULL and setting

actual_number_of_colors to the map size.  Otherwise, jpeg_start_decompress()

selects a suitable color map and sets these two fields itself.

[Implementation restriction: at present, an externally supplied colormap is

only accepted for 3-component output color spaces.]

 

JSAMPARRAY colormap

	The color map, represented as a 2-D pixel array of out_color_components

	rows and actual_number_of_colors columns.  Ignored if not quantizing.

	CAUTION: if the JPEG library creates its own colormap, the storage

	pointed to by this field is released by jpeg_finish_decompress().

	Copy the colormap somewhere else first, if

 you want to save it.

 

int actual_number_of_colors

	The number of colors in the color map.

 

Additional decompression parameters that the application may set include:

 

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method

	Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step.  Choices are the same

	as described above for compression.

 

boolean do_fancy_upsampling

	If TRUE, use direct DCT scaling with DCT size > 8 for upsampling

	of chroma components.

	If FALSE, use only DCT size <= 8 and simple separate upsampling.

	Default is TRUE.

	For better image stability in multiple generation compression cycles

	it is preferable that this value matches the corresponding

	do_fancy_downsampling value in compression.

 

boolean do_block_smoothing

	If TRUE, interblock smoothing is applied in early stages of decoding

	progressive JPEG files; if FALSE, not.  Default is TRUE.  Early

	progression stages look "fuzzy" with smoothing, "blocky" without.

	In any case, block smoothing ceases to be applied after the first few

	AC coefficients are known

 to full accuracy, so it is relevant only

	when using buffered-image mode for progressive images.

 

boolean enable_1pass_quant
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boolean enable_external_quant

boolean enable_2pass_quant

	These are significant only in buffered-image mode, which is

	described in its own section below.

 

 

The output image dimensions are given by the following fields.  These are

computed from the source image dimensions and the decompression parameters

by jpeg_start_decompress().  You can also call jpeg_calc_output_dimensions()

to obtain the values that will result from the current parameter settings.

This can be useful if you are trying to pick a scaling ratio that will get

close to a desired target size.  It's also important if you are using the

JPEG library's memory manager to allocate output buffer space, because you

are supposed to request such buffers *before* jpeg_start_decompress().

 

JDIMENSION output_width		Actual dimensions of output image.

JDIMENSION output_height

int out_color_components	Number of color

 components in out_color_space.

int output_components		Number of color components returned.

int rec_outbuf_height		Recommended height of scanline buffer.

 

When quantizing colors, output_components is 1, indicating a single color map

index per pixel.  Otherwise it equals out_color_components.  The output arrays

are required to be output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs wide.

 

rec_outbuf_height is the recommended minimum height (in scanlines) of the

buffer passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().  If the buffer is smaller, the

library will still work, but time will be wasted due to unnecessary data

copying.  In high-quality modes, rec_outbuf_height is always 1, but some

faster, lower-quality modes set it to larger values (typically 2 to 4).

If you are going to ask for a high-speed processing mode, you may as well

go to the trouble of honoring rec_outbuf_height so as to avoid data copying.

(An output buffer larger than rec_outbuf_height lines is OK, but won't

provide any material speed improvement

 over that height.)

 

 

Special color spaces

--------------------

 

The JPEG standard itself is "color blind" and doesn't specify any particular

color space.  It is customary to convert color data to a luminance/chrominance

color space before compressing, since this permits greater compression.  The

existing JPEG file interchange format standards specify YCbCr or GRAYSCALE

data (JFIF version 1), GRAYSCALE, RGB, YCbCr, CMYK, or YCCK (Adobe), or BG_RGB

or BG_YCC (big gamut color spaces, JFIF version 2).  For special applications

such as multispectral images, other color spaces can be used,
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but it must be understood that such files will be unportable.

 

The JPEG library can handle the most common colorspace conversions (namely

RGB <=> YCbCr and CMYK <=> YCCK).  It can also deal with data of an unknown

color space, passing it through without conversion.  If you deal extensively

with an unusual color space, you can easily extend the library to understand

additional color spaces and perform

 appropriate conversions.

 

For compression, the source data's color space is specified by field

in_color_space.  This is transformed to the JPEG file's color space given

by jpeg_color_space.  jpeg_set_defaults() chooses a reasonable JPEG color

space depending on in_color_space, but you can override this by calling

jpeg_set_colorspace().  Of course you must select a supported transformation.

jccolor.c currently supports the following transformations:

	RGB => YCbCr

	RGB => GRAYSCALE

	RGB => BG_YCC

	YCbCr => GRAYSCALE

	YCbCr => BG_YCC

	CMYK => YCCK

plus the null transforms: GRAYSCALE => GRAYSCALE, RGB => RGB,

BG_RGB => BG_RGB, YCbCr => YCbCr, BG_YCC => BG_YCC, CMYK => CMYK,

YCCK => YCCK, and UNKNOWN => UNKNOWN.

 

The file interchange format standards (JFIF and Adobe) specify APPn markers

that indicate the color space of the JPEG file.  It is important to ensure

that these are written correctly, or omitted if the JPEG file's color space

is not one of the ones supported by the interchange

 standards.

jpeg_set_colorspace() will set the compression parameters to include or omit

the APPn markers properly, so long as it is told the truth about the JPEG

color space.  For example, if you are writing some random 3-component color

space without conversion, don't try to fake out the library by setting

in_color_space and jpeg_color_space to JCS_YCbCr; use JCS_UNKNOWN.

You may want to write an APPn marker of your own devising to identify

the colorspace --- see "Special markers", below.

 

When told that the color space is UNKNOWN, the library will default to using

luminance-quality compression parameters for all color components.  You may

well want to change these parameters.  See the source code for

jpeg_set_colorspace(), in jcparam.c, for details.

 

For decompression, the JPEG file's color space is given in jpeg_color_space,

and this is transformed to the output color space out_color_space.

jpeg_read_header's setting of jpeg_color_space can be relied on if the file

conforms to JFIF
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 or Adobe conventions, but otherwise it is no better than a

guess.  If you know the JPEG file's color space for certain, you can override

jpeg_read_header's guess by setting jpeg_color_space.  jpeg_read_header also

selects a default output color space based on (its guess of) jpeg_color_space;

set out_color_space to override this.  Again, you must select a supported

transformation.  jdcolor.c currently supports

	YCbCr => RGB

	YCbCr => GRAYSCALE

	BG_YCC => RGB

	BG_YCC => GRAYSCALE

	RGB => GRAYSCALE

	GRAYSCALE => RGB

	YCCK => CMYK

as well as the null transforms.  (Since GRAYSCALE=>RGB is provided, an

application can force grayscale JPEGs to look like color JPEGs if it only

wants to handle one case.)

 

The two-pass color quantizer, jquant2.c, is specialized to handle RGB data

(it weights distances appropriately for RGB colors).  You'll need to modify

the code if you want to use it for non-RGB output color spaces.  Note that

jquant2.c is used to map to an application-supplied colormap as well

 as for

the normal two-pass colormap selection process.

 

CAUTION: it appears that Adobe Photoshop writes inverted data in CMYK JPEG

files: 0 represents 100% ink coverage, rather than 0% ink as you'd expect.

This is arguably a bug in Photoshop, but if you need to work with Photoshop

CMYK files, you will have to deal with it in your application.  We cannot

"fix" this in the library by inverting the data during the CMYK<=>YCCK

transform, because that would break other applications, notably Ghostscript.

Photoshop versions prior to 3.0 write EPS files containing JPEG-encoded CMYK

data in the same inverted-YCCK representation used in bare JPEG files, but

the surrounding PostScript code performs an inversion using the PS image

operator.  I am told that Photoshop 3.0 will write uninverted YCCK in

EPS/JPEG files, and will omit the PS-level inversion.  (But the data

polarity used in bare JPEG files will not change in 3.0.)  In either case,

the JPEG library must not invert the data itself, or else

 Ghostscript would

read these EPS files incorrectly.

 

 

Error handling

--------------

 

When the default error handler is used, any error detected inside the JPEG

routines will cause a message to be printed on stderr, followed by exit().

You can supply your own error handling routines to override this behavior

and to control the treatment of nonfatal warnings and trace/debug messages.
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The file example.c illustrates the most common case, which is to have the

application regain control after an error rather than exiting.

 

The JPEG library never writes any message directly; it always goes through

the error handling routines.  Three classes of messages are recognized:

 * Fatal errors: the library cannot continue.

 * Warnings: the library can continue, but the data is corrupt, and a

   damaged output image is likely to result.

 * Trace/informational messages.  These come with a trace level indicating

   the importance of the message; you can control the verbosity of the

   program by adjusting

 the maximum trace level that will be displayed.

 

You may, if you wish, simply replace the entire JPEG error handling module

(jerror.c) with your own code.  However, you can avoid code duplication by

only replacing some of the routines depending on the behavior you need.

This is accomplished by calling jpeg_std_error() as usual, but then overriding

some of the method pointers in the jpeg_error_mgr struct, as illustrated by

example.c.

 

All of the error handling routines will receive a pointer to the JPEG object

(a j_common_ptr which points to either a jpeg_compress_struct or a

jpeg_decompress_struct; if you need to tell which, test the is_decompressor

field).  This struct includes a pointer to the error manager struct in its

"err" field.  Frequently, custom error handler routines will need to access

additional data which is not known to the JPEG library or the standard error

handler.  The most convenient way to do this is to embed either the JPEG

object or the jpeg_error_mgr struct

 in a larger structure that contains

additional fields; then casting the passed pointer provides access to the

additional fields.  Again, see example.c for one way to do it.  (Beginning

with IJG version 6b, there is also a void pointer "client_data" in each

JPEG object, which the application can also use to find related data.

The library does not touch client_data at all.)

 

The individual methods that you might wish to override are:

 

error_exit (j_common_ptr cinfo)

	Receives control for a fatal error.  Information sufficient to

	generate the error message has been stored in cinfo->err; call

	output_message to display it.  Control must NOT return to the caller;

	generally this routine will exit() or longjmp() somewhere.

	Typically you would override this routine to get rid of the exit()

	default behavior.  Note that if you continue processing, you should

	clean up the JPEG object with jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().

 

output_message (j_common_ptr cinfo)

	Actual output of any JPEG message.
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  Override this to send messages

	somewhere other than stderr.  Note that this method does not know

	how to generate a message, only where to send it.

 

format_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, char * buffer)

	Constructs a readable error message string based on the error info

	stored in cinfo->err.  This method is called by output_message.  Few

	applications should need to override this method.  One possible

	reason for doing so is to implement dynamic switching of error message

	language.

 

emit_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, int msg_level)

	Decide whether or not to emit a warning or trace message; if so,

	calls output_message.  The main reason for overriding this method

	would be to abort on warnings.  msg_level is -1 for warnings,

	0 and up for trace messages.

 

Only error_exit() and emit_message() are called from the rest of the JPEG

library; the other two are internal to the error handler.

 

The actual message texts are stored in an array of strings which is pointed to

by the field err->jpeg_message_table.

  The messages are numbered from 0 to

err->last_jpeg_message, and it is these code numbers that are used in the

JPEG library code.  You could replace the message texts (for instance, with

messages in French or German) by changing the message table pointer.  See

jerror.h for the default texts.  CAUTION: this table will almost certainly

change or grow from one library version to the next.

 

It may be useful for an application to add its own message texts that are

handled by the same mechanism.  The error handler supports a second "add-on"

message table for this purpose.  To define an addon table, set the pointer

err->addon_message_table and the message numbers err->first_addon_message and

err->last_addon_message.  If you number the addon messages beginning at 1000

or so, you won't have to worry about conflicts with the library's built-in

messages.  See the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg for an example of using

addon messages (the addon messages are defined in cderror.h).

 

Actual

 invocation of the error handler is done via macros defined in jerror.h:

	ERREXITn(...)	for fatal errors

	WARNMSn(...)	for corrupt-data warnings

	TRACEMSn(...)	for trace and informational messages.

These macros store the message code and any additional parameters into the

error handler struct, then invoke the error_exit() or emit_message() method.

The variants of each macro are for varying numbers of additional parameters.

The additional parameters are inserted into the generated message using

standard printf() format codes.
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See jerror.h and jerror.c for further details.

 

 

Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)

----------------------------------------------------------

 

The JPEG compression library sends its compressed data to a "destination

manager" module.  The default destination manager just writes the data to a

memory buffer or to a stdio stream, but you can provide your own manager to

do something else.  Similarly, the decompression library calls a

 "source

manager" to obtain the compressed data; you can provide your own source

manager if you want the data to come from somewhere other than a memory

buffer or a stdio stream.

 

In both cases, compressed data is processed a bufferload at a time: the

destination or source manager provides a work buffer, and the library invokes

the manager only when the buffer is filled or emptied.  (You could define a

one-character buffer to force the manager to be invoked for each byte, but

that would be rather inefficient.)  The buffer's size and location are

controlled by the manager, not by the library.  For example, the memory

source manager just makes the buffer pointer and length point to the original

data in memory.  In this case the buffer-reload procedure will be invoked

only if the decompressor ran off the end of the datastream, which would

indicate an erroneous datastream.

 

The work buffer is defined as an array of datatype JOCTET, which is generally

"char" or "unsigned char".  On a machine

 where char is not exactly 8 bits

wide, you must define JOCTET as a wider data type and then modify the data

source and destination modules to transcribe the work arrays into 8-bit units

on external storage.

 

A data destination manager struct contains a pointer and count defining the

next byte to write in the work buffer and the remaining free space:

 

	JOCTET * next_output_byte;  /* => next byte to write in buffer */

	size_t free_in_buffer;      /* # of byte spaces remaining in buffer */

 

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer

is filled.  The manager's empty_output_buffer method must reset the pointer

and count.  The manager is expected to remember the buffer's starting address

and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

 

A data destination manager provides three methods:

 

init_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
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	Initialize destination.  This is called by jpeg_start_compress()

	before any data is actually written.  It must initialize

	next_output_byte

 and free_in_buffer.  free_in_buffer must be

	initialized to a positive value.

 

empty_output_buffer (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	This is called whenever the buffer has filled (free_in_buffer

	reaches zero).  In typical applications, it should write out the

	*entire* buffer (use the saved start address and buffer length;

	ignore the current state of next_output_byte and free_in_buffer).

	Then reset the pointer & count to the start of the buffer, and

	return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been dumped.

	free_in_buffer must be set to a positive value when TRUE is

	returned.  A FALSE return should only be used when I/O suspension is

	desired (this operating mode is discussed in the next section).

 

term_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Terminate destination --- called by jpeg_finish_compress() after all

	data has been written.  In most applications, this must flush any

	data remaining in the buffer.  Use either next_output_byte or

	free_in_buffer to determine how much

 data is in the buffer.

 

term_destination() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().  If you

want the destination manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it

yourself.

 

You will also need code to create a jpeg_destination_mgr struct, fill in its

method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "dest" field of

the JPEG compression object.  This can be done in-line in your setup code if

you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to

the jpeg_stdio_dest() or jpeg_mem_dest() routines of the supplied destination

managers.

 

Decompression source managers follow a parallel design, but with some

additional frammishes.  The source manager struct contains a pointer and count

defining the next byte to read from the work buffer and the number of bytes

remaining:

 

	const JOCTET * next_input_byte; /* => next byte to read from buffer */

	size_t bytes_in_buffer;         /* # of bytes remaining in buffer */

 

The library increments the pointer

 and decrements the count until the buffer

is emptied.  The manager's fill_input_buffer method must reset the pointer and

count.  In most applications, the manager must remember the buffer's starting

address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.
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A data source manager provides five methods:

 

init_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	Initialize source.  This is called by jpeg_read_header() before any

	data is actually read.  Unlike init_destination(), it may leave

	bytes_in_buffer set to 0 (in which case a fill_input_buffer() call

	will occur immediately).

 

fill_input_buffer (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	This is called whenever bytes_in_buffer has reached zero and more

	data is wanted.  In typical applications, it should read fresh data

	into the buffer (ignoring the current state of next_input_byte and

	bytes_in_buffer), reset the pointer & count to the start of the

	buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been reloaded.

	It is not necessary to fill the buffer

 entirely, only to obtain at

	least one more byte.  bytes_in_buffer MUST be set to a positive value

	if TRUE is returned.  A FALSE return should only be used when I/O

	suspension is desired (this mode is discussed in the next section).

 

skip_input_data (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, long num_bytes)

	Skip num_bytes worth of data.  The buffer pointer and count should

	be advanced over num_bytes input bytes, refilling the buffer as

	needed.  This is used to skip over a potentially large amount of

	uninteresting data (such as an APPn marker).  In some applications

	it may be possible to optimize away the reading of the skipped data,

	but it's not clear that being smart is worth much trouble; large

	skips are uncommon.  bytes_in_buffer may be zero on return.

	A zero or negative skip count should be treated as a no-op.

 

resync_to_restart (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, int desired)

	This routine is called only when the decompressor has failed to find

	a restart (RSTn) marker where one is expected.  Its

 mission is to

	find a suitable point for resuming decompression.  For most

	applications, we recommend that you just use the default resync

	procedure, jpeg_resync_to_restart().  However, if you are able to back

	up in the input data stream, or if you have a-priori knowledge about

	the likely location of restart markers, you may be able to do better.

	Read the read_restart_marker() and jpeg_resync_to_restart() routines

	in jdmarker.c if you think you'd like to implement your own resync

	procedure.

 

term_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	Terminate source --- called by jpeg_finish_decompress() after all

	data has been read.  Often a no-op.
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For both fill_input_buffer() and skip_input_data(), there is no such thing

as an EOF return.  If the end of the file has been reached, the routine has

a choice of exiting via ERREXIT() or inserting fake data into the buffer.

In most cases, generating a warning message and inserting a fake EOI marker

is the best course of action --- this will allow the

 decompressor to output

however much of the image is there.  In pathological cases, the decompressor

may swallow the EOI and again demand data ... just keep feeding it fake EOIs.

jdatasrc.c illustrates the recommended error recovery behavior.

 

term_source() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().  If you want

the source manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it yourself.

 

You will also need code to create a jpeg_source_mgr struct, fill in its method

pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "src" field of the JPEG

decompression object.  This can be done in-line in your setup code if you

like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to the

jpeg_stdio_src() or jpeg_mem_src() routines of the supplied source managers.

 

For more information, consult the memory and stdio source and destination

managers in jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c.

 

 

I/O suspension

--------------

 

Some applications need to use the JPEG library as an incremental memory-to-

memory

 filter: when the compressed data buffer is filled or emptied, they want

control to return to the outer loop, rather than expecting that the buffer can

be emptied or reloaded within the data source/destination manager subroutine.

The library supports this need by providing an "I/O suspension" mode, which we

describe in this section.

 

The I/O suspension mode is not a panacea: nothing is guaranteed about the

maximum amount of time spent in any one call to the library, so it will not

eliminate response-time problems in single-threaded applications.  If you

need guaranteed response time, we suggest you "bite the bullet" and implement

a real multi-tasking capability.

 

To use I/O suspension, cooperation is needed between the calling application

and the data source or destination manager; you will always need a custom

source/destination manager.  (Please read the previous section if you haven't

already.)  The basic idea is that the empty_output_buffer() or

fill_input_buffer() routine

 is a no-op, merely returning FALSE to indicate

that it has done nothing.  Upon seeing this, the JPEG library suspends

operation and returns to its caller.  The surrounding application is
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responsible for emptying or refilling the work buffer before calling the

JPEG library again.

 

Compression suspension:

 

For compression suspension, use an empty_output_buffer() routine that returns

FALSE; typically it will not do anything else.  This will cause the

compressor to return to the caller of jpeg_write_scanlines(), with the return

value indicating that not all the supplied scanlines have been accepted.

The application must make more room in the output buffer, adjust the output

buffer pointer/count appropriately, and then call jpeg_write_scanlines()

again, pointing to the first unconsumed scanline.

 

When forced to suspend, the compressor will backtrack to a convenient stopping

point (usually the start of the current MCU); it will regenerate some output

data when restarted.  Therefore, although

 empty_output_buffer() is only

called when the buffer is filled, you should NOT write out the entire buffer

after a suspension.  Write only the data up to the current position of

next_output_byte/free_in_buffer.  The data beyond that point will be

regenerated after resumption.

 

Because of the backtracking behavior, a good-size output buffer is essential

for efficiency; you don't want the compressor to suspend often.  (In fact, an

overly small buffer could lead to infinite looping, if a single MCU required

more data than would fit in the buffer.)  We recommend a buffer of at least

several Kbytes.  You may want to insert explicit code to ensure that you don't

call jpeg_write_scanlines() unless there is a reasonable amount of space in

the output buffer; in other words, flush the buffer before trying to compress

more data.

 

The compressor does not allow suspension while it is trying to write JPEG

markers at the beginning and end of the file.  This means that:

 * At the beginning of

 a compression operation, there must be enough free

   space in the output buffer to hold the header markers (typically 600 or

   so bytes).  The recommended buffer size is bigger than this anyway, so

   this is not a problem as long as you start with an empty buffer.  However,

   this restriction might catch you if you insert large special markers, such

   as a JFIF thumbnail image, without flushing the buffer afterwards.

 * When you call jpeg_finish_compress(), there must be enough space in the

   output buffer to emit any buffered data and the final EOI marker.  In the

   current implementation, half a dozen bytes should suffice for this, but

   for safety's sake we recommend ensuring that at least 100 bytes are free

   before calling jpeg_finish_compress().

 

A more significant restriction is that jpeg_finish_compress() cannot suspend.

This means you cannot use suspension with multi-pass operating modes, namely
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Huffman code optimization and multiple-scan output.  Those modes

 write the

whole file during jpeg_finish_compress(), which will certainly result in

buffer overrun.  (Note that this restriction applies only to compression,

not decompression.  The decompressor supports input suspension in all of its

operating modes.)

 

Decompression suspension:

 

For decompression suspension, use a fill_input_buffer() routine that simply

returns FALSE (except perhaps during error recovery, as discussed below).

This will cause the decompressor to return to its caller with an indication

that suspension has occurred.  This can happen at four places:

 * jpeg_read_header(): will return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

 * jpeg_start_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

 * jpeg_read_scanlines(): will return the number of scanlines already

	completed (possibly 0).

 * jpeg_finish_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

The surrounding application must recognize these cases, load more data into

the input buffer, and repeat the call.  In the case

 of jpeg_read_scanlines(),

increment the passed pointers past any scanlines successfully read.

 

Just as with compression, the decompressor will typically backtrack to a

convenient restart point before suspending.  When fill_input_buffer() is

called, next_input_byte/bytes_in_buffer point to the current restart point,

which is where the decompressor will backtrack to if FALSE is returned.

The data beyond that position must NOT be discarded if you suspend; it needs

to be re-read upon resumption.  In most implementations, you'll need to shift

this data down to the start of your work buffer and then load more data after

it.  Again, this behavior means that a several-Kbyte work buffer is essential

for decent performance; furthermore, you should load a reasonable amount of

new data before resuming decompression.  (If you loaded, say, only one new

byte each time around, you could waste a LOT of cycles.)

 

The skip_input_data() source manager routine requires special care in a

suspension scenario.

  This routine is NOT granted the ability to suspend the

decompressor; it can decrement bytes_in_buffer to zero, but no more.  If the

requested skip distance exceeds the amount of data currently in the input

buffer, then skip_input_data() must set bytes_in_buffer to zero and record the

additional skip distance somewhere else.  The decompressor will immediately

call fill_input_buffer(), which should return FALSE, which will cause a

suspension return.  The surrounding application must then arrange to discard

the recorded number of bytes before it resumes loading the input buffer.

(Yes, this design is rather baroque, but it avoids complexity in the far more

common case where a non-suspending source manager is used.)
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If the input data has been exhausted, we recommend that you emit a warning

and insert dummy EOI markers just as a non-suspending data source manager

would do.  This can be handled either in the surrounding application logic or

within fill_input_buffer(); the latter is probably

 more efficient.  If

fill_input_buffer() knows that no more data is available, it can set the

pointer/count to point to a dummy EOI marker and then return TRUE just as

though it had read more data in a non-suspending situation.

 

The decompressor does not attempt to suspend within standard JPEG markers;

instead it will backtrack to the start of the marker and reprocess the whole

marker next time.  Hence the input buffer must be large enough to hold the

longest standard marker in the file.  Standard JPEG markers should normally

not exceed a few hundred bytes each (DHT tables are typically the longest).

We recommend at least a 2K buffer for performance reasons, which is much

larger than any correct marker is likely to be.  For robustness against

damaged marker length counts, you may wish to insert a test in your

application for the case that the input buffer is completely full and yet

the decoder has suspended without consuming any data --- otherwise, if this

situation did occur, it would

 lead to an endless loop.  (The library can't

provide this test since it has no idea whether "the buffer is full", or

even whether there is a fixed-size input buffer.)

 

The input buffer would need to be 64K to allow for arbitrary COM or APPn

markers, but these are handled specially: they are either saved into allocated

memory, or skipped over by calling skip_input_data().  In the former case,

suspension is handled correctly, and in the latter case, the problem of

buffer overrun is placed on skip_input_data's shoulders, as explained above.

Note that if you provide your own marker handling routine for large markers,

you should consider how to deal with buffer overflow.

 

Multiple-buffer management:

 

In some applications it is desirable to store the compressed data in a linked

list of buffer areas, so as to avoid data copying.  This can be handled by

having empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() set the pointer and count

to reference the next available buffer; FALSE is returned only

 if no more

buffers are available.  Although seemingly straightforward, there is a

pitfall in this approach: the backtrack that occurs when FALSE is returned

could back up into an earlier buffer.  For example, when fill_input_buffer()

is called, the current pointer & count indicate the backtrack restart point.

Since fill_input_buffer() will set the pointer and count to refer to a new

buffer, the restart position must be saved somewhere else.  Suppose a second

call to fill_input_buffer() occurs in the same library call, and no

additional input data is available, so fill_input_buffer must return FALSE.

If the JPEG library has not moved the pointer/count forward in the current
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buffer, then *the correct restart point is the saved position in the prior

buffer*.  Prior buffers may be discarded only after the library establishes

a restart point within a later buffer.  Similar remarks apply for output into

a chain of buffers.

 

The library will never attempt to backtrack over a skip_input_data()

 call,

so any skipped data can be permanently discarded.  You still have to deal

with the case of skipping not-yet-received data, however.

 

It's much simpler to use only a single buffer; when fill_input_buffer() is

called, move any unconsumed data (beyond the current pointer/count) down to

the beginning of this buffer and then load new data into the remaining buffer

space.  This approach requires a little more data copying but is far easier

to get right.

 

 

Progressive JPEG support

------------------------

 

Progressive JPEG rearranges the stored data into a series of scans of

increasing quality.  In situations where a JPEG file is transmitted across a

slow communications link, a decoder can generate a low-quality image very

quickly from the first scan, then gradually improve the displayed quality as

more scans are received.  The final image after all scans are complete is

identical to that of a regular (sequential) JPEG file of the same quality

setting.  Progressive JPEG files are often

 slightly smaller than equivalent

sequential JPEG files, but the possibility of incremental display is the main

reason for using progressive JPEG.

 

The IJG encoder library generates progressive JPEG files when given a

suitable "scan script" defining how to divide the data into scans.

Creation of progressive JPEG files is otherwise transparent to the encoder.

Progressive JPEG files can also be read transparently by the decoder library.

If the decoding application simply uses the library as defined above, it

will receive a final decoded image without any indication that the file was

progressive.  Of course, this approach does not allow incremental display.

To perform incremental display, an application needs to use the decoder

library's "buffered-image" mode, in which it receives a decoded image

multiple times.

 

Each displayed scan requires about as much work to decode as a full JPEG

image of the same size, so the decoder must be fairly fast in relation to the

data transmission rate in

 order to make incremental display useful.  However,

it is possible to skip displaying the image and simply add the incoming bits

to the decoder's coefficient buffer.  This is fast because only Huffman
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decoding need be done, not IDCT, upsampling, colorspace conversion, etc.

The IJG decoder library allows the application to switch dynamically between

displaying the image and simply absorbing the incoming bits.  A properly

coded application can automatically adapt the number of display passes to

suit the time available as the image is received.  Also, a final

higher-quality display cycle can be performed from the buffered data after

the end of the file is reached.

 

Progressive compression:

 

To create a progressive JPEG file (or a multiple-scan sequential JPEG file),

set the scan_info cinfo field to point to an array of scan descriptors, and

perform compression as usual.  Instead of constructing your own scan list,

you can call the jpeg_simple_progression() helper routine to create a

recommended

 progression sequence; this method should be used by all

applications that don't want to get involved in the nitty-gritty of

progressive scan sequence design.  (If you want to provide user control of

scan sequences, you may wish to borrow the scan script reading code found

in rdswitch.c, so that you can read scan script files just like cjpeg's.)

When scan_info is not NULL, the compression library will store DCT'd data

into a buffer array as jpeg_write_scanlines() is called, and will emit all

the requested scans during jpeg_finish_compress().  This implies that

multiple-scan output cannot be created with a suspending data destination

manager, since jpeg_finish_compress() does not support suspension.  We

should also note that the compressor currently forces Huffman optimization

mode when creating a progressive JPEG file, because the default Huffman

tables are unsuitable for progressive files.

 

Progressive decompression:

 

When buffered-image mode is not used, the decoder library will

 read all of

a multi-scan file during jpeg_start_decompress(), so that it can provide a

final decoded image.  (Here "multi-scan" means either progressive or

multi-scan sequential.)  This makes multi-scan files transparent to the

decoding application.  However, existing applications that used suspending

input with version 5 of the IJG library will need to be modified to check

for a suspension return from jpeg_start_decompress().

 

To perform incremental display, an application must use the library's

buffered-image mode.  This is described in the next section.

 

 

Buffered-image mode

-------------------

 

In buffered-image mode, the library stores the partially decoded image in a
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coefficient buffer, from which it can be read out as many times as desired.

This mode is typically used for incremental display of progressive JPEG files,

but it can be used with any JPEG file.  Each scan of a progressive JPEG file

adds more data (more detail) to the buffered image.  The application can

display in

 lockstep with the source file (one display pass per input scan),

or it can allow input processing to outrun display processing.  By making

input and display processing run independently, it is possible for the

application to adapt progressive display to a wide range of data transmission

rates.

 

The basic control flow for buffered-image decoding is

 

	jpeg_create_decompress()

	set data source

	jpeg_read_header()

	set overall decompression parameters

	cinfo.buffered_image = TRUE;	/* select buffered-image mode */

	jpeg_start_decompress()

	for (each output pass) {

	    adjust output decompression parameters if required

	    jpeg_start_output()		/* start a new output pass */

	    for (all scanlines in image) {

	        jpeg_read_scanlines()

	        display scanlines

	    }

	    jpeg_finish_output()	/* terminate output pass */

	}

	jpeg_finish_decompress()

	jpeg_destroy_decompress()

 

This differs from ordinary unbuffered decoding in that there is an additional

level of looping.  The application

 can choose how many output passes to make

and how to display each pass.

 

The simplest approach to displaying progressive images is to do one display

pass for each scan appearing in the input file.  In this case the outer loop

condition is typically

	while (! jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo))

and the start-output call should read

	jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

The second parameter to jpeg_start_output() indicates which scan of the input

file is to be displayed; the scans are numbered starting at 1 for this

purpose.  (You can use a loop counter starting at 1 if you like, but using

the library's input scan counter is easier.)  The library automatically reads

data as necessary to complete each requested scan, and jpeg_finish_output()

advances to the next scan or end-of-image marker (hence input_scan_number
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will be incremented by the time control arrives back at jpeg_start_output()).

With this technique, data is read from the input file only as needed, and

input and output

 processing run in lockstep.

 

After reading the final scan and reaching the end of the input file, the

buffered image remains available; it can be read additional times by

repeating the jpeg_start_output()/jpeg_read_scanlines()/jpeg_finish_output()

sequence.  For example, a useful technique is to use fast one-pass color

quantization for display passes made while the image is arriving, followed by

a final display pass using two-pass quantization for highest quality.  This

is done by changing the library parameters before the final output pass.

Changing parameters between passes is discussed in detail below.

 

In general the last scan of a progressive file cannot be recognized as such

until after it is read, so a post-input display pass is the best approach if

you want special processing in the final pass.

 

When done with the image, be sure to call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release

the buffered image (or just use jpeg_destroy_decompress()).

 

If input data arrives faster than it can

 be displayed, the application can

cause the library to decode input data in advance of what's needed to produce

output.  This is done by calling the routine jpeg_consume_input().

The return value is one of the following:

	JPEG_REACHED_SOS:    reached an SOS marker (the start of a new scan)

	JPEG_REACHED_EOI:    reached the EOI marker (end of image)

	JPEG_ROW_COMPLETED:  completed reading one MCU row of compressed data

	JPEG_SCAN_COMPLETED: completed reading last MCU row of current scan

	JPEG_SUSPENDED:      suspended before completing any of the above

(JPEG_SUSPENDED can occur only if a suspending data source is used.)  This

routine can be called at any time after initializing the JPEG object.  It

reads some additional data and returns when one of the indicated significant

events occurs.  (If called after the EOI marker is reached, it will

immediately return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without attempting to read more data.)

 

The library's output processing will automatically call jpeg_consume_input()

whenever

 the output processing overtakes the input; thus, simple lockstep

display requires no direct calls to jpeg_consume_input().  But by adding

calls to jpeg_consume_input(), you can absorb data in advance of what is

being displayed.  This has two benefits:

 * You can limit buildup of unprocessed data in your input buffer.

 * You can eliminate extra display passes by paying attention to the

   state of the library's input processing.

 

The first of these benefits only requires interspersing calls to
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jpeg_consume_input() with your display operations and any other processing

you may be doing.  To avoid wasting cycles due to backtracking, it's best to

call jpeg_consume_input() only after a hundred or so new bytes have arrived.

This is discussed further under "I/O suspension", above.  (Note: the JPEG

library currently is not thread-safe.  You must not call jpeg_consume_input()

from one thread of control if a different library routine is working on the

same JPEG object in another

 thread.)

 

When input arrives fast enough that more than one new scan is available

before you start a new output pass, you may as well skip the output pass

corresponding to the completed scan.  This occurs for free if you pass

cinfo.input_scan_number as the target scan number to jpeg_start_output().

The input_scan_number field is simply the index of the scan currently being

consumed by the input processor.  You can ensure that this is up-to-date by

emptying the input buffer just before calling jpeg_start_output(): call

jpeg_consume_input() repeatedly until it returns JPEG_SUSPENDED or

JPEG_REACHED_EOI.

 

The target scan number passed to jpeg_start_output() is saved in the

cinfo.output_scan_number field.  The library's output processing calls

jpeg_consume_input() whenever the current input scan number and row within

that scan is less than or equal to the current output scan number and row.

Thus, input processing can "get ahead" of the output processing but is not

allowed to "fall behind".

  You can achieve several different effects by

manipulating this interlock rule.  For example, if you pass a target scan

number greater than the current input scan number, the output processor will

wait until that scan starts to arrive before producing any output.  (To avoid

an infinite loop, the target scan number is automatically reset to the last

scan number when the end of image is reached.  Thus, if you specify a large

target scan number, the library will just absorb the entire input file and

then perform an output pass.  This is effectively the same as what

jpeg_start_decompress() does when you don't select buffered-image mode.)

When you pass a target scan number equal to the current input scan number,

the image is displayed no faster than the current input scan arrives.  The

final possibility is to pass a target scan number less than the current input

scan number; this disables the input/output interlock and causes the output

processor to simply display whatever it finds in the

 image buffer, without

waiting for input.  (However, the library will not accept a target scan

number less than one, so you can't avoid waiting for the first scan.)

 

When data is arriving faster than the output display processing can advance

through the image, jpeg_consume_input() will store data into the buffered

image beyond the point at which the output processing is reading data out

again.  If the input arrives fast enough, it may "wrap around" the buffer to

the point where the input is more than one whole scan ahead of the output.
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If the output processing simply proceeds through its display pass without

paying attention to the input, the effect seen on-screen is that the lower

part of the image is one or more scans better in quality than the upper part.

Then, when the next output scan is started, you have a choice of what target

scan number to use.  The recommended choice is to use the current input scan

number at that time, which implies that you've skipped the output scans

corresponding

 to the input scans that were completed while you processed the

previous output scan.  In this way, the decoder automatically adapts its

speed to the arriving data, by skipping output scans as necessary to keep up

with the arriving data.

 

When using this strategy, you'll want to be sure that you perform a final

output pass after receiving all the data; otherwise your last display may not

be full quality across the whole screen.  So the right outer loop logic is

something like this:

	do {

	    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()

	    final_pass = jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo);

	    adjust output decompression parameters if required

	    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

	    ...

	    jpeg_finish_output()

	} while (! final_pass);

rather than quitting as soon as jpeg_input_complete() returns TRUE.  This

arrangement makes it simple to use higher-quality decoding parameters

for the final pass.  But if you don't want to use special parameters for

the

 final pass, the right loop logic is like this:

	for (;;) {

	    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()

	    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

	    ...

	    jpeg_finish_output()

	    if (jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo) &&

	        cinfo.input_scan_number == cinfo.output_scan_number)

	      break;

	}

In this case you don't need to know in advance whether an output pass is to

be the last one, so it's not necessary to have reached EOF before starting

the final output pass; rather, what you want to test is whether the output

pass was performed in sync with the final input scan.  This form of the loop

will avoid an extra output pass whenever the decoder is able (or nearly able)

to keep up with the incoming data.

 

When the data transmission speed is high, you might begin a display pass,

then find that much or all of the file has arrived before you can complete

the pass.  (You can detect this by noting the JPEG_REACHED_EOI return code
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from jpeg_consume_input(),

 or equivalently by testing jpeg_input_complete().)

In this situation you may wish to abort the current display pass and start a

new one using the newly arrived information.  To do so, just call

jpeg_finish_output() and then start a new pass with jpeg_start_output().

 

A variant strategy is to abort and restart display if more than one complete

scan arrives during an output pass; this can be detected by noting

JPEG_REACHED_SOS returns and/or examining cinfo.input_scan_number.  This

idea should be employed with caution, however, since the display process

might never get to the bottom of the image before being aborted, resulting

in the lower part of the screen being several passes worse than the upper.

In most cases it's probably best to abort an output pass only if the whole

file has arrived and you want to begin the final output pass immediately.

 

When receiving data across a communication link, we recommend always using

the current input scan number for the output target scan number;

 if a

higher-quality final pass is to be done, it should be started (aborting any

incomplete output pass) as soon as the end of file is received.  However,

many other strategies are possible.  For example, the application can examine

the parameters of the current input scan and decide whether to display it or

not.  If the scan contains only chroma data, one might choose not to use it

as the target scan, expecting that the scan will be small and will arrive

quickly.  To skip to the next scan, call jpeg_consume_input() until it

returns JPEG_REACHED_SOS or JPEG_REACHED_EOI.  Or just use the next higher

number as the target scan for jpeg_start_output(); but that method doesn't

let you inspect the next scan's parameters before deciding to display it.

 

 

In buffered-image mode, jpeg_start_decompress() never performs input and

thus never suspends.  An application that uses input suspension with

buffered-image mode must be prepared for suspension returns from these

routines:

* jpeg_start_output()

 performs input only if you request 2-pass quantization

 and the target scan isn't fully read yet.  (This is discussed below.)

* jpeg_read_scanlines(), as always, returns the number of scanlines that it

 was able to produce before suspending.

* jpeg_finish_output() will read any markers following the target scan,

 up to the end of the file or the SOS marker that begins another scan.

 (But it reads no input if jpeg_consume_input() has already reached the

 end of the file or a SOS marker beyond the target output scan.)

* jpeg_finish_decompress() will read until the end of file, and thus can

 suspend if the end hasn't already been reached (as can be tested by

 calling jpeg_input_complete()).

jpeg_start_output(), jpeg_finish_output(), and jpeg_finish_decompress()

all return TRUE if they completed their tasks, FALSE if they had to suspend.
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In the event of a FALSE return, the application must load more input data

and repeat the call.  Applications that use non-suspending data sources

 need

not check the return values of these three routines.

 

 

It is possible to change decoding parameters between output passes in the

buffered-image mode.  The decoder library currently supports only very

limited changes of parameters.  ONLY THE FOLLOWING parameter changes are

allowed after jpeg_start_decompress() is called:

* dct_method can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().

 For example, one could use a fast DCT method for early scans, changing

 to a higher quality method for the final scan.

* dither_mode can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output();

 of course this has no impact if not using color quantization.  Typically

 one would use ordered dither for initial passes, then switch to

 Floyd-Steinberg dither for the final pass.  Caution: changing dither mode

 can cause more memory to be allocated by the library.  Although the amount

 of memory involved is not large (a scanline or so), it may cause the

 initial max_memory_to_use specification to

 be exceeded, which in the worst

 case would result in an out-of-memory failure.

* do_block_smoothing can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().

 This setting is relevant only when decoding a progressive JPEG image.

 During the first DC-only scan, block smoothing provides a very "fuzzy" look

 instead of the very "blocky" look seen without it; which is better seems a

 matter of personal taste.  But block smoothing is nearly always a win

 during later stages, especially when decoding a successive-approximation

 image: smoothing helps to hide the slight blockiness that otherwise shows

 up on smooth gradients until the lowest coefficient bits are sent.

* Color quantization mode can be changed under the rules described below.

 You *cannot* change between full-color and quantized output (because that

 would alter the required I/O buffer sizes), but you can change which

 quantization method is used.

 

When generating color-quantized output, changing quantization method is

 a

very useful way of switching between high-speed and high-quality display.

The library allows you to change among its three quantization methods:

1. Single-pass quantization to a fixed color cube.

  Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = FALSE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.

2. Single-pass quantization to an application-supplied colormap.

  Selected by setting cinfo.colormap to point to the colormap (the value of

  two_pass_quantize is ignored); also set cinfo.actual_number_of_colors.

3. Two-pass quantization to a colormap chosen specifically for the image.

  Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = TRUE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.

  (This is the default setting selected by jpeg_read_header, but it is

  probably NOT what you want for the first pass of progressive display!)
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These methods offer successively better quality and lesser speed.  However,

only the first method is available for quantizing in non-RGB color spaces.

 

IMPORTANT: because the different quantizer methods have very different

working-storage

 requirements, the library requires you to indicate which

one(s) you intend to use before you call jpeg_start_decompress().  (If we did

not require this, the max_memory_to_use setting would be a complete fiction.)

You do this by setting one or more of these three cinfo fields to TRUE:

	enable_1pass_quant		Fixed color cube colormap

	enable_external_quant		Externally-supplied colormap

	enable_2pass_quant		Two-pass custom colormap

All three are initialized FALSE by jpeg_read_header().  But

jpeg_start_decompress() automatically sets TRUE the one selected by the

current two_pass_quantize and colormap settings, so you only need to set the

enable flags for any other quantization methods you plan to change to later.

 

After setting the enable flags correctly at jpeg_start_decompress() time, you

can change to any enabled quantization method by setting two_pass_quantize

and colormap properly just before calling jpeg_start_output().  The following

special rules apply:

1. You must

 explicitly set cinfo.colormap to NULL when switching to 1-pass

  or 2-pass mode from a different mode, or when you want the 2-pass

  quantizer to be re-run to generate a new colormap.

2. To switch to an external colormap, or to change to a different external

  colormap than was used on the prior pass, you must call

  jpeg_new_colormap() after setting cinfo.colormap.

NOTE: if you want to use the same colormap as was used in the prior pass,

you should not do either of these things.  This will save some nontrivial

switchover costs.

(These requirements exist because cinfo.colormap will always be non-NULL

after completing a prior output pass, since both the 1-pass and 2-pass

quantizers set it to point to their output colormaps.  Thus you have to

do one of these two things to notify the library that something has changed.

Yup, it's a bit klugy, but it's necessary to do it this way for backwards

compatibility.)

 

Note that in buffered-image mode, the library generates any requested colormap

during

 jpeg_start_output(), not during jpeg_start_decompress().

 

When using two-pass quantization, jpeg_start_output() makes a pass over the

buffered image to determine the optimum color map; it therefore may take a

significant amount of time, whereas ordinarily it does little work.  The

progress monitor hook is called during this pass, if defined.  It is also

important to realize that if the specified target scan number is greater than

or equal to the current input scan number, jpeg_start_output() will attempt
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to consume input as it makes this pass.  If you use a suspending data source,

you need to check for a FALSE return from jpeg_start_output() under these

conditions.  The combination of 2-pass quantization and a not-yet-fully-read

target scan is the only case in which jpeg_start_output() will consume input.

 

 

Application authors who support buffered-image mode may be tempted to use it

for all JPEG images, even single-scan ones.  This will work, but it is

inefficient: there is

 no need to create an image-sized coefficient buffer for

single-scan images.  Requesting buffered-image mode for such an image wastes

memory.  Worse, it can cost time on large images, since the buffered data has

to be swapped out or written to a temporary file.  If you are concerned about

maximum performance on baseline JPEG files, you should use buffered-image

mode only when the incoming file actually has multiple scans.  This can be

tested by calling jpeg_has_multiple_scans(), which will return a correct

result at any time after jpeg_read_header() completes.

 

It is also worth noting that when you use jpeg_consume_input() to let input

processing get ahead of output processing, the resulting pattern of access to

the coefficient buffer is quite nonsequential.  It's best to use the memory

manager jmemnobs.c if you can (ie, if you have enough real or virtual main

memory).  If not, at least make sure that max_memory_to_use is set as high as

possible.  If the JPEG memory manager has to use

 a temporary file, you will

probably see a lot of disk traffic and poor performance.  (This could be

improved with additional work on the memory manager, but we haven't gotten

around to it yet.)

 

In some applications it may be convenient to use jpeg_consume_input() for all

input processing, including reading the initial markers; that is, you may

wish to call jpeg_consume_input() instead of jpeg_read_header() during

startup.  This works, but note that you must check for JPEG_REACHED_SOS and

JPEG_REACHED_EOI return codes as the equivalent of jpeg_read_header's codes.

Once the first SOS marker has been reached, you must call

jpeg_start_decompress() before jpeg_consume_input() will consume more input;

it'll just keep returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS until you do.  If you read a

tables-only file this way, jpeg_consume_input() will return JPEG_REACHED_EOI

without ever returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS; be sure to check for this case.

If this happens, the decompressor will not read any more input until you

 call

jpeg_abort() to reset it.  It is OK to call jpeg_consume_input() even when not

using buffered-image mode, but in that case it's basically a no-op after the

initial markers have been read: it will just return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

 

 

Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images

-------------------------------------------
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A JPEG compression or decompression object can be reused to process multiple

images.  This saves a small amount of time per image by eliminating the

"create" and "destroy" operations, but that isn't the real purpose of the

feature.  Rather, reuse of an object provides support for abbreviated JPEG

datastreams.  Object reuse can also simplify processing a series of images in

a single input or output file.  This section explains these features.

 

A JPEG file normally contains several hundred bytes worth of quantization

and Huffman tables.  In a situation where many images will be stored or

transmitted with identical tables, this may represent an annoying overhead.

The JPEG

 standard therefore permits tables to be omitted.  The standard

defines three classes of JPEG datastreams:

 * "Interchange" datastreams contain an image and all tables needed to decode

    the image.  These are the usual kind of JPEG file.

 * "Abbreviated image" datastreams contain an image, but are missing some or

   all of the tables needed to decode that image.

 * "Abbreviated table specification" (henceforth "tables-only") datastreams

   contain only table specifications.

To decode an abbreviated image, it is necessary to load the missing table(s)

into the decoder beforehand.  This can be accomplished by reading a separate

tables-only file.  A variant scheme uses a series of images in which the first

image is an interchange (complete) datastream, while subsequent ones are

abbreviated and rely on the tables loaded by the first image.  It is assumed

that once the decoder has read a table, it will remember that table until a

new definition for the same table number is encountered.

 

It

 is the application designer's responsibility to figure out how to associate

the correct tables with an abbreviated image.  While abbreviated datastreams

can be useful in a closed environment, their use is strongly discouraged in

any situation where data exchange with other applications might be needed.

Caveat designer.

 

The JPEG library provides support for reading and writing any combination of

tables-only datastreams and abbreviated images.  In both compression and

decompression objects, a quantization or Huffman table will be retained for

the lifetime of the object, unless it is overwritten by a new table definition.

 

 

To create abbreviated image datastreams, it is only necessary to tell the

compressor not to emit some or all of the tables it is using.  Each

quantization and Huffman table struct contains a boolean field "sent_table",

which normally is initialized to FALSE.  For each table used by the image, the

header-writing process emits the table and sets sent_table = TRUE

 unless it is

already TRUE.  (In normal usage, this prevents outputting the same table
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definition multiple times, as would otherwise occur because the chroma

components typically share tables.)  Thus, setting this field to TRUE before

calling jpeg_start_compress() will prevent the table from being written at

all.

 

If you want to create a "pure" abbreviated image file containing no tables,

just call "jpeg_suppress_tables(&cinfo, TRUE)" after constructing all the

tables.  If you want to emit some but not all tables, you'll need to set the

individual sent_table fields directly.

 

To create an abbreviated image, you must also call jpeg_start_compress()

with a second parameter of FALSE, not TRUE.  Otherwise jpeg_start_compress()

will force all the sent_table fields to FALSE.  (This is a safety feature to

prevent abbreviated images from being created accidentally.)

 

To create a tables-only file, perform the same parameter setup that you

normally would, but instead of calling jpeg_start_compress()

 and so on, call

jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo).  This will write an abbreviated datastream

containing only SOI, DQT and/or DHT markers, and EOI.  All the quantization

and Huffman tables that are currently defined in the compression object will

be emitted unless their sent_tables flag is already TRUE, and then all the

sent_tables flags will be set TRUE.

 

A sure-fire way to create matching tables-only and abbreviated image files

is to proceed as follows:

 

	create JPEG compression object

	set JPEG parameters

	set destination to tables-only file

	jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo);

	set destination to image file

	jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, FALSE);

	write data...

	jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

 

Since the JPEG parameters are not altered between writing the table file and

the abbreviated image file, the same tables are sure to be used.  Of course,

you can repeat the jpeg_start_compress() ... jpeg_finish_compress() sequence

many times to produce many abbreviated image files matching the table file.

 

You

 cannot suppress output of the computed Huffman tables when Huffman

optimization is selected.  (If you could, there'd be no way to decode the

image...)  Generally, you don't want to set optimize_coding = TRUE when

you are trying to produce abbreviated files.

 

In some cases you might want to compress an image using tables which are
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not stored in the application, but are defined in an interchange or

tables-only file readable by the application.  This can be done by setting up

a JPEG decompression object to read the specification file, then copying the

tables into your compression object.  See jpeg_copy_critical_parameters()

for an example of copying quantization tables.

 

 

To read abbreviated image files, you simply need to load the proper tables

into the decompression object before trying to read the abbreviated image.

If the proper tables are stored in the application program, you can just

allocate the table structs and fill in their contents directly.  For example,

to load a fixed quantization

 table into table slot "n":

 

   if (cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)

     cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_quant_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);

   quant_ptr = cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n];	/* quant_ptr is JQUANT_TBL* */

   for (i = 0; i < 64; i++) {

     /* Qtable[] is desired quantization table, in natural array order */

     quant_ptr->quantval[i] = Qtable[i];

   }

 

Code to load a fixed Huffman table is typically (for AC table "n"):

 

   if (cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)

     cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_huff_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);

   huff_ptr = cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n];	/* huff_ptr is JHUFF_TBL* */

   for (i = 1; i <= 16; i++) {

     /* counts[i] is number of Huffman codes of length i bits, i=1..16 */

     huff_ptr->bits[i] = counts[i];

   }

   for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {

     /* symbols[] is the list of Huffman symbols, in code-length order */

     huff_ptr->huffval[i] = symbols[i];

   }

 

(Note that trying to set cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n]

 to point directly at a

constant JQUANT_TBL object is not safe.  If the incoming file happened to

contain a quantization table definition, your master table would get

overwritten!  Instead allocate a working table copy and copy the master table

into it, as illustrated above.  Ditto for Huffman tables, of course.)

 

You might want to read the tables from a tables-only file, rather than

hard-wiring them into your application.  The jpeg_read_header() call is

sufficient to read a tables-only file.  You must pass a second parameter of

FALSE to indicate that you do not require an image to be present.  Thus, the

typical scenario is
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	create JPEG decompression object

	set source to tables-only file

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, FALSE);

	set source to abbreviated image file

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);

	set decompression parameters

	jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

	read data...

	jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

 

In some cases, you may want to read a file without knowing whether it contains

an image

 or just tables.  In that case, pass FALSE and check the return value

from jpeg_read_header(): it will be JPEG_HEADER_OK if an image was found,

JPEG_HEADER_TABLES_ONLY if only tables were found.  (A third return value,

JPEG_SUSPENDED, is possible when using a suspending data source manager.)

Note that jpeg_read_header() will not complain if you read an abbreviated

image for which you haven't loaded the missing tables; the missing-table check

occurs later, in jpeg_start_decompress().

 

 

It is possible to read a series of images from a single source file by

repeating the jpeg_read_header() ... jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence,

without releasing/recreating the JPEG object or the data source module.

(If you did reinitialize, any partial bufferload left in the data source

buffer at the end of one image would be discarded, causing you to lose the

start of the next image.)  When you use this method, stored tables are

automatically carried forward, so some of the images can be abbreviated images

that

 depend on tables from earlier images.

 

If you intend to write a series of images into a single destination file,

you might want to make a specialized data destination module that doesn't

flush the output buffer at term_destination() time.  This would speed things

up by some trifling amount.  Of course, you'd need to remember to flush the

buffer after the last image.  You can make the later images be abbreviated

ones by passing FALSE to jpeg_start_compress().

 

 

Special markers

---------------

 

Some applications may need to insert or extract special data in the JPEG

datastream.  The JPEG standard provides marker types "COM" (comment) and

"APP0" through "APP15" (application) to hold application-specific data.

Unfortunately, the use of these markers is not specified by the standard.

COM markers are fairly widely used to hold user-supplied text.  The JFIF file
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format spec uses APP0 markers with specified initial strings to hold certain

data.  Adobe applications use APP14 markers beginning

 with the string "Adobe"

for miscellaneous data.  Other APPn markers are rarely seen, but might

contain almost anything.

 

If you wish to store user-supplied text, we recommend you use COM markers

and place readable 7-bit ASCII text in them.  Newline conventions are not

standardized --- expect to find LF (Unix style), CR/LF (DOS style), or CR

(Mac style).  A robust COM reader should be able to cope with random binary

garbage, including nulls, since some applications generate COM markers

containing non-ASCII junk.  (But yours should not be one of them.)

 

For program-supplied data, use an APPn marker, and be sure to begin it with an

identifying string so that you can tell whether the marker is actually yours.

It's probably best to avoid using APP0 or APP14 for any private markers.

(NOTE: the upcoming SPIFF standard will use APP8 markers; we recommend you

not use APP8 markers for any private purposes, either.)

 

Keep in mind that at most 65533 bytes can be put into one marker, but you

can

 have as many markers as you like.

 

By default, the IJG compression library will write a JFIF APP0 marker if the

selected JPEG colorspace is grayscale or YCbCr, or an Adobe APP14 marker if

the selected colorspace is RGB, CMYK, or YCCK.  You can disable this, but

we don't recommend it.  The decompression library will recognize JFIF and

Adobe markers and will set the JPEG colorspace properly when one is found.

 

 

You can write special markers immediately following the datastream header by

calling jpeg_write_marker() after jpeg_start_compress() and before the first

call to jpeg_write_scanlines().  When you do this, the markers appear after

the SOI and the JFIF APP0 and Adobe APP14 markers (if written), but before

all else.  Specify the marker type parameter as "JPEG_COM" for COM or

"JPEG_APP0 + n" for APPn.  (Actually, jpeg_write_marker will let you write

any marker type, but we don't recommend writing any other kinds of marker.)

For example, to write a user comment string pointed to

 by comment_text:

	jpeg_write_marker(cinfo, JPEG_COM, comment_text, strlen(comment_text));

 

If it's not convenient to store all the marker data in memory at once,

you can instead call jpeg_write_m_header() followed by multiple calls to

jpeg_write_m_byte().  If you do it this way, it's your responsibility to

call jpeg_write_m_byte() exactly the number of times given in the length

parameter to jpeg_write_m_header().  (This method lets you empty the

output buffer partway through a marker, which might be important when

using a suspending data destination module.  In any case, if you are using
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a suspending destination, you should flush its buffer after inserting

any special markers.  See "I/O suspension".)

 

Or, if you prefer to synthesize the marker byte sequence yourself,

you can just cram it straight into the data destination module.

 

If you are writing JFIF 1.02 extension markers (thumbnail images), don't

forget to set cinfo.JFIF_minor_version = 2 so that the encoder will write the

correct

 JFIF version number in the JFIF header marker.  The library's default

is to write version 1.01, but that's wrong if you insert any 1.02 extension

markers.  (We could probably get away with just defaulting to 1.02, but there

used to be broken decoders that would complain about unknown minor version

numbers.  To reduce compatibility risks it's safest not to write 1.02 unless

you are actually using 1.02 extensions.)

 

 

When reading, two methods of handling special markers are available:

1. You can ask the library to save the contents of COM and/or APPn markers

into memory, and then examine them at your leisure afterwards.

2. You can supply your own routine to process COM and/or APPn markers

on-the-fly as they are read.

The first method is simpler to use, especially if you are using a suspending

data source; writing a marker processor that copes with input suspension is

not easy (consider what happens if the marker is longer than your available

input buffer).  However, the second method

 conserves memory since the marker

data need not be kept around after it's been processed.

 

For either method, you'd normally set up marker handling after creating a

decompression object and before calling jpeg_read_header(), because the

markers of interest will typically be near the head of the file and so will

be scanned by jpeg_read_header.  Once you've established a marker handling

method, it will be used for the life of that decompression object

(potentially many datastreams), unless you change it.  Marker handling is

determined separately for COM markers and for each APPn marker code.

 

 

To save the contents of special markers in memory, call

	jpeg_save_markers(cinfo, marker_code, length_limit)

where marker_code is the marker type to save, JPEG_COM or JPEG_APP0+n.

(To arrange to save all the special marker types, you need to call this

routine 17 times, for COM and APP0-APP15.)  If the incoming marker is longer

than length_limit data bytes, only length_limit bytes will be saved; this

parameter

 allows you to avoid chewing up memory when you only need to see the

first few bytes of a potentially large marker.  If you want to save all the

data, set length_limit to 0xFFFF; that is enough since marker lengths are only
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16 bits.  As a special case, setting length_limit to 0 prevents that marker

type from being saved at all.  (That is the default behavior, in fact.)

 

After jpeg_read_header() completes, you can examine the special markers by

following the cinfo->marker_list pointer chain.  All the special markers in

the file appear in this list, in order of their occurrence in the file (but

omitting any markers of types you didn't ask for).  Both the original data

length and the saved data length are recorded for each list entry; the latter

will not exceed length_limit for the particular marker type.  Note that these

lengths exclude the marker length word, whereas the stored representation

within the JPEG file includes it.  (Hence the maximum data length is really

only 65533.)

 

It

 is possible that additional special markers appear in the file beyond the

SOS marker at which jpeg_read_header stops; if so, the marker list will be

extended during reading of the rest of the file.  This is not expected to be

common, however.  If you are short on memory you may want to reset the length

limit to zero for all marker types after finishing jpeg_read_header, to

ensure that the max_memory_to_use setting cannot be exceeded due to addition

of later markers.

 

The marker list remains stored until you call jpeg_finish_decompress or

jpeg_abort, at which point the memory is freed and the list is set to empty.

(jpeg_destroy also releases the storage, of course.)

 

Note that the library is internally interested in APP0 and APP14 markers;

if you try to set a small nonzero length limit on these types, the library

will silently force the length up to the minimum it wants.  (But you can set

a zero length limit to prevent them from being saved at all.)  Also, in a

16-bit environment,

 the maximum length limit may be constrained to less than

65533 by malloc() limitations.  It is therefore best not to assume that the

effective length limit is exactly what you set it to be.

 

 

If you want to supply your own marker-reading routine, you do it by calling

jpeg_set_marker_processor().  A marker processor routine must have the

signature

	boolean jpeg_marker_parser_method (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

Although the marker code is not explicitly passed, the routine can find it

in cinfo->unread_marker.  At the time of call, the marker proper has been

read from the data source module.  The processor routine is responsible for

reading the marker length word and the remaining parameter bytes, if any.

Return TRUE to indicate success.  (FALSE should be returned only if you are

using a suspending data source and it tells you to suspend.  See the standard

marker processors in jdmarker.c for appropriate coding methods if you need to

use a suspending data source.)
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If you override the default

 APP0 or APP14 processors, it is up to you to

recognize JFIF and Adobe markers if you want colorspace recognition to occur

properly.  We recommend copying and extending the default processors if you

want to do that.  (A better idea is to save these marker types for later

examination by calling jpeg_save_markers(); that method doesn't interfere

with the library's own processing of these markers.)

 

jpeg_set_marker_processor() and jpeg_save_markers() are mutually exclusive

--- if you call one it overrides any previous call to the other, for the

particular marker type specified.

 

A simple example of an external COM processor can be found in djpeg.c.

Also, see jpegtran.c for an example of using jpeg_save_markers.

 

 

Raw (downsampled) image data

----------------------------

 

Some applications need to supply already-downsampled image data to the JPEG

compressor, or to receive raw downsampled data from the decompressor.  The

library supports this requirement by allowing the application to write

 or

read raw data, bypassing the normal preprocessing or postprocessing steps.

The interface is different from the standard one and is somewhat harder to

use.  If your interest is merely in bypassing color conversion, we recommend

that you use the standard interface and simply set jpeg_color_space =

in_color_space (or jpeg_color_space = out_color_space for decompression).

The mechanism described in this section is necessary only to supply or

receive downsampled image data, in which not all components have the same

dimensions.

 

 

To compress raw data, you must supply the data in the colorspace to be used

in the JPEG file (please read the earlier section on Special color spaces)

and downsampled to the sampling factors specified in the JPEG parameters.

You must supply the data in the format used internally by the JPEG library,

namely a JSAMPIMAGE array.  This is an array of pointers to two-dimensional

arrays, each of type JSAMPARRAY.  Each 2-D array holds the values for one

color component.

  This structure is necessary since the components are of

different sizes.  If the image dimensions are not a multiple of the MCU size,

you must also pad the data correctly (usually, this is done by replicating

the last column and/or row).  The data must be padded to a multiple of a DCT

block in each component: that is, each downsampled row must contain a

multiple of DCT_h_scaled_size valid samples, and there must be a multiple of

DCT_v_scaled_size sample rows for each component.  (For applications such as
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conversion of digital TV images, the standard image size is usually a

multiple of the DCT block size, so that no padding need actually be done.)

 

The procedure for compression of raw data is basically the same as normal

compression, except that you call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of

jpeg_write_scanlines().  Before calling jpeg_start_compress(), you must do

the following:

 * Set cinfo->raw_data_in to TRUE.  (It is set FALSE by jpeg_set_defaults().)

   This notifies the library

 that you will be supplying raw data.

 * Ensure jpeg_color_space is correct --- an explicit jpeg_set_colorspace()

   call is a good idea.  Note that since color conversion is bypassed,

   in_color_space is ignored, except that jpeg_set_defaults() uses it to

   choose the default jpeg_color_space setting.

 * Ensure the sampling factors, cinfo->comp_info[i].h_samp_factor and

   cinfo->comp_info[i].v_samp_factor, are correct.  Since these indicate the

   dimensions of the data you are supplying, it's wise to set them

   explicitly, rather than assuming the library's defaults are what you want.

 

To pass raw data to the library, call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of

jpeg_write_scanlines().  The two routines work similarly except that

jpeg_write_raw_data takes a JSAMPIMAGE data array rather than JSAMPARRAY.

The scanlines count passed to and returned from jpeg_write_raw_data is

measured in terms of the component with the largest v_samp_factor.

 

jpeg_write_raw_data() processes one MCU

 row per call, which is to say

v_samp_factor*min_DCT_v_scaled_size sample rows of each component.  The passed

num_lines value must be at least max_v_samp_factor*min_DCT_v_scaled_size, and

the return value will be exactly that amount (or possibly some multiple of

that amount, in future library versions).  This is true even on the last call

at the bottom of the image; don't forget to pad your data as necessary.

 

The required dimensions of the supplied data can be computed for each

component as

	cinfo->comp_info[i].width_in_blocks *

	cinfo->comp_info[i].DCT_h_scaled_size		samples per row

	cinfo->comp_info[i].height_in_blocks *

	cinfo->comp_info[i].DCT_v_scaled_size		rows in image

after jpeg_start_compress() has initialized those fields.  If the valid data

is smaller than this, it must be padded appropriately.  For some sampling

factors and image sizes, additional dummy DCT blocks are inserted to make

the image a multiple of the MCU dimensions.  The library creates such dummy

blocks itself;

 it does not read them from your supplied data.  Therefore you

need never pad by more than DCT_scaled_size samples.

An example may help here.  Assume 2h2v downsampling of YCbCr data, that is

	cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 2		for Y
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	cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 2

	cinfo->comp_info[1].h_samp_factor = 1		for Cb

	cinfo->comp_info[1].v_samp_factor = 1

	cinfo->comp_info[2].h_samp_factor = 1		for Cr

	cinfo->comp_info[2].v_samp_factor = 1

and suppose that the nominal image dimensions (cinfo->image_width and

cinfo->image_height) are 101x101 pixels.  Then jpeg_start_compress() will

compute downsampled_width = 101 and width_in_blocks = 13 for Y,

downsampled_width = 51 and width_in_blocks = 7 for Cb and Cr (and the same

for the height fields).  You must pad the Y data to at least 13*8 = 104

columns and rows, the Cb/Cr data to at least 7*8 = 56 columns and rows.  The

MCU height is max_v_samp_factor = 2 DCT rows so you must pass at least 16

scanlines on each call to jpeg_write_raw_data(),

 which is to say 16 actual

sample rows of Y and 8 each of Cb and Cr.  A total of 7 MCU rows are needed,

so you must pass a total of 7*16 = 112 "scanlines".  The last DCT block row

of Y data is dummy, so it doesn't matter what you pass for it in the data

arrays, but the scanlines count must total up to 112 so that all of the Cb

and Cr data gets passed.

 

Output suspension is supported with raw-data compression: if the data

destination module suspends, jpeg_write_raw_data() will return 0.

In this case the same data rows must be passed again on the next call.

 

 

Decompression with raw data output implies bypassing all postprocessing:

you cannot ask for color quantization, for instance.  More seriously, you

must deal with the color space and sampling factors present in the incoming

file.  If your application only handles, say, 2h1v YCbCr data, you must

check for and fail on other color spaces or other sampling factors.

The library will not convert to a different color space for you.

 

To

 obtain raw data output, set cinfo->raw_data_out = TRUE before

jpeg_start_decompress() (it is set FALSE by jpeg_read_header()).  Be sure to

verify that the color space and sampling factors are ones you can handle.

Then call jpeg_read_raw_data() in place of jpeg_read_scanlines().  The

decompression process is otherwise the same as usual.

 

jpeg_read_raw_data() returns one MCU row per call, and thus you must pass a

buffer of at least max_v_samp_factor*min_DCT_v_scaled_size scanlines (scanline

counting is the same as for raw-data compression).  The buffer you pass must

be large enough to hold the actual data plus padding to DCT-block boundaries.

As with compression, any entirely dummy DCT blocks are not processed so you

need not allocate space for them, but the total scanline count includes them.

The above example of computing buffer dimensions for raw-data compression is

equally valid for decompression.
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Input suspension is supported with raw-data decompression: if the data source

module

 suspends, jpeg_read_raw_data() will return 0.  You can also use

buffered-image mode to read raw data in multiple passes.

 

 

Really raw data: DCT coefficients

---------------------------------

 

It is possible to read or write the contents of a JPEG file as raw DCT

coefficients.  This facility is mainly intended for use in lossless

transcoding between different JPEG file formats.  Other possible applications

include lossless cropping of a JPEG image, lossless reassembly of a

multi-strip or multi-tile TIFF/JPEG file into a single JPEG datastream, etc.

 

To read the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, open the file and do

jpeg_read_header() as usual.  But instead of calling jpeg_start_decompress()

and jpeg_read_scanlines(), call jpeg_read_coefficients().  This will read the

entire image into a set of virtual coefficient-block arrays, one array per

component.  The return value is a pointer to an array of virtual-array

descriptors.  Each virtual array can be accessed directly using the

 JPEG

memory manager's access_virt_barray method (see Memory management, below,

and also read structure.txt's discussion of virtual array handling).  Or,

for simple transcoding to a different JPEG file format, the array list can

just be handed directly to jpeg_write_coefficients().

 

Each block in the block arrays contains quantized coefficient values in

normal array order (not JPEG zigzag order).  The block arrays contain only

DCT blocks containing real data; any entirely-dummy blocks added to fill out

interleaved MCUs at the right or bottom edges of the image are discarded

during reading and are not stored in the block arrays.  (The size of each

block array can be determined from the width_in_blocks and height_in_blocks

fields of the component's comp_info entry.)  This is also the data format

expected by jpeg_write_coefficients().

 

When you are done using the virtual arrays, call jpeg_finish_decompress()

to release the array storage and return the decompression object to an idle

state;

 or just call jpeg_destroy() if you don't need to reuse the object.

 

If you use a suspending data source, jpeg_read_coefficients() will return

NULL if it is forced to suspend; a non-NULL return value indicates successful

completion.  You need not test for a NULL return value when using a

non-suspending data source.

 

It is also possible to call jpeg_read_coefficients() to obtain access to the

decoder's coefficient arrays during a normal decode cycle in buffered-image
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mode.  This frammish might be useful for progressively displaying an incoming

image and then re-encoding it without loss.  To do this, decode in buffered-

image mode as discussed previously, then call jpeg_read_coefficients() after

the last jpeg_finish_output() call.  The arrays will be available for your use

until you call jpeg_finish_decompress().

 

 

To write the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, you must provide

the DCT coefficients stored in virtual block arrays.  You can either pass

block arrays read from an

 input JPEG file by jpeg_read_coefficients(), or

allocate virtual arrays from the JPEG compression object and fill them

yourself.  In either case, jpeg_write_coefficients() is substituted for

jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_write_scanlines().  Thus the sequence is

 * Create compression object

 * Set all compression parameters as necessary

 * Request virtual arrays if needed

 * jpeg_write_coefficients()

 * jpeg_finish_compress()

 * Destroy or re-use compression object

jpeg_write_coefficients() is passed a pointer to an array of virtual block

array descriptors; the number of arrays is equal to cinfo.num_components.

 

The virtual arrays need only have been requested, not realized, before

jpeg_write_coefficients() is called.  A side-effect of

jpeg_write_coefficients() is to realize any virtual arrays that have been

requested from the compression object's memory manager.  Thus, when obtaining

the virtual arrays from the compression object, you should fill the arrays

after calling jpeg_write_coefficients().

  The data is actually written out

when you call jpeg_finish_compress(); jpeg_write_coefficients() only writes

the file header.

 

When writing raw DCT coefficients, it is crucial that the JPEG quantization

tables and sampling factors match the way the data was encoded, or the

resulting file will be invalid.  For transcoding from an existing JPEG file,

we recommend using jpeg_copy_critical_parameters().  This routine initializes

all the compression parameters to default values (like jpeg_set_defaults()),

then copies the critical information from a source decompression object.

The decompression object should have just been used to read the entire

JPEG input file --- that is, it should be awaiting jpeg_finish_decompress().

 

jpeg_write_coefficients() marks all tables stored in the compression object

as needing to be written to the output file (thus, it acts like

jpeg_start_compress(cinfo, TRUE)).  This is for safety's sake, to avoid

emitting abbreviated JPEG files by accident.

  If you really want to emit an

abbreviated JPEG file, call jpeg_suppress_tables(), or set the tables'
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individual sent_table flags, between calling jpeg_write_coefficients() and

jpeg_finish_compress().

 

 

Progress monitoring

-------------------

 

Some applications may need to regain control from the JPEG library every so

often.  The typical use of this feature is to produce a percent-done bar or

other progress display.  (For a simple example, see cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.)

Although you do get control back frequently during the data-transferring pass

(the jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines loop), any additional passes

will occur inside jpeg_finish_compress or jpeg_start_decompress; those

routines may take a long time to execute, and you don't get control back

until they are done.

 

You can define a progress-monitor routine which will be called periodically

by the library.  No guarantees are made about how often this call will occur,

so we don't recommend you use it for mouse tracking

 or anything like that.

At present, a call will occur once per MCU row, scanline, or sample row

group, whichever unit is convenient for the current processing mode; so the

wider the image, the longer the time between calls.  During the data

transferring pass, only one call occurs per call of jpeg_read_scanlines or

jpeg_write_scanlines, so don't pass a large number of scanlines at once if

you want fine resolution in the progress count.  (If you really need to use

the callback mechanism for time-critical tasks like mouse tracking, you could

insert additional calls inside some of the library's inner loops.)

 

To establish a progress-monitor callback, create a struct jpeg_progress_mgr,

fill in its progress_monitor field with a pointer to your callback routine,

and set cinfo->progress to point to the struct.  The callback will be called

whenever cinfo->progress is non-NULL.  (This pointer is set to NULL by

jpeg_create_compress or jpeg_create_decompress; the library will not change

it thereafter.

  So if you allocate dynamic storage for the progress struct,

make sure it will live as long as the JPEG object does.  Allocating from the

JPEG memory manager with lifetime JPOOL_PERMANENT will work nicely.)  You

can use the same callback routine for both compression and decompression.

 

The jpeg_progress_mgr struct contains four fields which are set by the library:

	long pass_counter;	/* work units completed in this pass */

	long pass_limit;	/* total number of work units in this pass */

	int completed_passes;	/* passes completed so far */

	int total_passes;	/* total number of passes expected */

During any one pass, pass_counter increases from 0 up to (not including)

pass_limit; the step size is usually but not necessarily 1.  The pass_limit

value may change from one pass to another.  The expected total number of
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passes is in total_passes, and the number of passes already completed is in

completed_passes.  Thus the fraction of work completed may be estimated as

		completed_passes

 + (pass_counter/pass_limit)

		--------------------------------------------

				total_passes

ignoring the fact that the passes may not be equal amounts of work.

 

When decompressing, pass_limit can even change within a pass, because it

depends on the number of scans in the JPEG file, which isn't always known in

advance.  The computed fraction-of-work-done may jump suddenly (if the library

discovers it has overestimated the number of scans) or even decrease (in the

opposite case).  It is not wise to put great faith in the work estimate.

 

When using the decompressor's buffered-image mode, the progress monitor work

estimate is likely to be completely unhelpful, because the library has no way

to know how many output passes will be demanded of it.  Currently, the library

sets total_passes based on the assumption that there will be one more output

pass if the input file end hasn't yet been read (jpeg_input_complete() isn't

TRUE), but no more output passes if the file end has been reached when

 the

output pass is started.  This means that total_passes will rise as additional

output passes are requested.  If you have a way of determining the input file

size, estimating progress based on the fraction of the file that's been read

will probably be more useful than using the library's value.

 

 

Memory management

-----------------

 

This section covers some key facts about the JPEG library's built-in memory

manager.  For more info, please read structure.txt's section about the memory

manager, and consult the source code if necessary.

 

All memory and temporary file allocation within the library is done via the

memory manager.  If necessary, you can replace the "back end" of the memory

manager to control allocation yourself (for example, if you don't want the

library to use malloc() and free() for some reason).

 

Some data is allocated "permanently" and will not be freed until the JPEG

object is destroyed.  Most data is allocated "per image" and is freed by

jpeg_finish_compress, jpeg_finish_decompress,

 or jpeg_abort.  You can call the

memory manager yourself to allocate structures that will automatically be

freed at these times.  Typical code for this is

 ptr = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_small) ((j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE, size);

Use JPOOL_PERMANENT to get storage that lasts as long as the JPEG object.

Use alloc_large instead of alloc_small for anything bigger than a few Kbytes.
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There are also alloc_sarray and alloc_barray routines that automatically

build 2-D sample or block arrays.

 

The library's minimum space requirements to process an image depend on the

image's width, but not on its height, because the library ordinarily works

with "strip" buffers that are as wide as the image but just a few rows high.

Some operating modes (eg, two-pass color quantization) require full-image

buffers.  Such buffers are treated as "virtual arrays": only the current strip

need be in memory, and the rest can be swapped out to a temporary file.

 

If you use the simplest memory manager

 back end (jmemnobs.c), then no

temporary files are used; virtual arrays are simply malloc()'d.  Images bigger

than memory can be processed only if your system supports virtual memory.

The other memory manager back ends support temporary files of various flavors

and thus work in machines without virtual memory.  They may also be useful on

Unix machines if you need to process images that exceed available swap space.

 

When using temporary files, the library will make the in-memory buffers for

its virtual arrays just big enough to stay within a "maximum memory" setting.

Your application can set this limit by setting cinfo->mem->max_memory_to_use

after creating the JPEG object.  (Of course, there is still a minimum size for

the buffers, so the max-memory setting is effective only if it is bigger than

the minimum space needed.)  If you allocate any large structures yourself, you

must allocate them before jpeg_start_compress() or jpeg_start_decompress() in

order to have them counted against

 the max memory limit.  Also keep in mind

that space allocated with alloc_small() is ignored, on the assumption that

it's too small to be worth worrying about; so a reasonable safety margin

should be left when setting max_memory_to_use.

 

If you use the jmemname.c or jmemdos.c memory manager back end, it is

important to clean up the JPEG object properly to ensure that the temporary

files get deleted.  (This is especially crucial with jmemdos.c, where the

"temporary files" may be extended-memory segments; if they are not freed,

DOS will require a reboot to recover the memory.)  Thus, with these memory

managers, it's a good idea to provide a signal handler that will trap any

early exit from your program.  The handler should call either jpeg_abort()

or jpeg_destroy() for any active JPEG objects.  A handler is not needed with

jmemnobs.c, and shouldn't be necessary with jmemansi.c or jmemmac.c either,

since the C library is supposed to take care of deleting files made with

tmpfile().

 

 

Memory

 usage

------------
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Working memory requirements while performing compression or decompression

depend on image dimensions, image characteristics (such as colorspace and

JPEG process), and operating mode (application-selected options).

 

As of v6b, the decompressor requires:

1. About 24K in more-or-less-fixed-size data.  This varies a bit depending

   on operating mode and image characteristics (particularly color vs.

   grayscale), but it doesn't depend on image dimensions.

2. Strip buffers (of size proportional to the image width) for IDCT and

   upsampling results.  The worst case for commonly used sampling factors

   is about 34 bytes * width in pixels for a color image.  A grayscale image

   only needs about 8 bytes per pixel column.

3. A full-image DCT coefficient buffer is needed to decode a multi-scan JPEG

   file (including progressive JPEGs), or whenever you select buffered-image

   mode.  This takes 2 bytes/coefficient.  At typical 2x2 sampling, that's

   3 bytes

 per pixel for a color image.  Worst case (1x1 sampling) requires

   6 bytes/pixel.  For grayscale, figure 2 bytes/pixel.

4. To perform 2-pass color quantization, the decompressor also needs a

   128K color lookup table and a full-image pixel buffer (3 bytes/pixel).

This does not count any memory allocated by the application, such as a

buffer to hold the final output image.

 

The above figures are valid for 8-bit JPEG data precision and a machine with

32-bit ints.  For 9-bit to 12-bit JPEG data, double the size of the strip

buffers and quantization pixel buffer.  The "fixed-size" data will be

somewhat smaller with 16-bit ints, larger with 64-bit ints.  Also, CMYK

or other unusual color spaces will require different amounts of space.

 

The full-image coefficient and pixel buffers, if needed at all, do not

have to be fully RAM resident; you can have the library use temporary

files instead when the total memory usage would exceed a limit you set.

(But if your OS supports virtual memory,

 it's probably better to just use

jmemnobs and let the OS do the swapping.)

 

The compressor's memory requirements are similar, except that it has no need

for color quantization.  Also, it needs a full-image DCT coefficient buffer

if Huffman-table optimization is asked for, even if progressive mode is not

requested.

 

If you need more detailed information about memory usage in a particular

situation, you can enable the MEM_STATS code in jmemmgr.c.

 

 

Library compile-time options

----------------------------
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A number of compile-time options are available by modifying jmorecfg.h.

 

The IJG code currently supports 8-bit to 12-bit sample data precision by

defining BITS_IN_JSAMPLE as 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12.

Note that a value larger than 8 causes JSAMPLE to be larger than a char,

so it affects the surrounding application's image data.

The sample applications cjpeg and djpeg can support deeper than 8-bit data

only for PPM and GIF file formats; you must disable the other file formats

to compile a 9-bit

 to 12-bit cjpeg or djpeg.  (install.txt has more

information about that.)

Run-time selection and conversion of data precision are currently not

supported and may be added later.

Exception:  The transcoding part (jpegtran) supports all settings in a

single instance, since it operates on the level of DCT coefficients and

not sample values.

(If you need to include an 8-bit library and a 9-bit to 12-bit library for

compression or decompression in a single application, you could probably do

it by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES for just one of the copies.  You'd

have to access the 8-bit and the 9-bit to 12-bit copies from separate

application source files.  This is untested ... if you try it, we'd like to

hear whether it works!)

 

Note that the standard Huffman tables are only valid for 8-bit data precision.

If you selected more than 8-bit data precision, cjpeg uses arithmetic coding

by default.  The Huffman encoder normally uses entropy optimization to

compute usable tables for higher

 precision.  Otherwise, you'll have to

supply different default Huffman tables.  You may also want to supply your

own DCT quantization tables; the existing quality-scaling code has been

developed for 8-bit use, and probably doesn't generate especially good tables

for 9-bit to 12-bit.

 

The maximum number of components (color channels) in the image is determined

by MAX_COMPONENTS.  The JPEG standard allows up to 255 components, but we

expect that few applications will need more than four or so.

 

On machines with unusual data type sizes, you may be able to improve

performance or reduce memory space by tweaking the various typedefs in

jmorecfg.h.  In particular, on some RISC CPUs, access to arrays of "short"s

is quite slow; consider trading memory for speed by making JCOEF, INT16, and

UINT16 be "int" or "unsigned int".  UINT8 is also a candidate to become int.

You probably don't want to make JSAMPLE be int unless you have lots of memory

to burn.

 

You can reduce the size of the library by compiling

 out various optional

functions.  To do this, undefine xxx_SUPPORTED symbols as necessary.
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You can also save a few K by not having text error messages in the library;

the standard error message table occupies about 5Kb.  This is particularly

reasonable for embedded applications where there's no good way to display

a message anyway.  To do this, remove the creation of the message table

(jpeg_std_message_table[]) from jerror.c, and alter format_message to do

something reasonable without it.  You could output the numeric value of the

message code number, for example.  If you do this, you can also save a couple

more K by modifying the TRACEMSn() macros in jerror.h to expand to nothing;

you don't need trace capability anyway, right?

 

 

Portability considerations

--------------------------

 

The JPEG library has been written to be extremely portable; the sample

applications cjpeg and djpeg are slightly less so.  This section summarizes

the design goals in this area.  (If you encounter

 any bugs that cause the

library to be less portable than is claimed here, we'd appreciate hearing

about them.)

 

The code works fine on ANSI C, C++, and pre-ANSI C compilers, using any of

the popular system include file setups, and some not-so-popular ones too.

See install.txt for configuration procedures.

 

The code is not dependent on the exact sizes of the C data types.  As

distributed, we make the assumptions that

	char	is at least 8 bits wide

	short	is at least 16 bits wide

	int	is at least 16 bits wide

	long	is at least 32 bits wide

(These are the minimum requirements of the ANSI C standard.)  Wider types will

work fine, although memory may be used inefficiently if char is much larger

than 8 bits or short is much bigger than 16 bits.  The code should work

equally well with 16- or 32-bit ints.

 

In a system where these assumptions are not met, you may be able to make the

code work by modifying the typedefs in jmorecfg.h.  However, you will probably

have difficulty if int is less than

 16 bits wide, since references to plain

int abound in the code.

 

char can be either signed or unsigned, although the code runs faster if an

unsigned char type is available.  If char is wider than 8 bits, you will need

to redefine JOCTET and/or provide custom data source/destination managers so

that JOCTET represents exactly 8 bits of data on external storage.
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The JPEG library proper does not assume ASCII representation of characters.

But some of the image file I/O modules in cjpeg/djpeg do have ASCII

dependencies in file-header manipulation; so does cjpeg's select_file_type()

routine.

 

The JPEG library does not rely heavily on the C library.  In particular, C

stdio is used only by the data source/destination modules and the error

handler, all of which are application-replaceable.  (cjpeg/djpeg are more

heavily dependent on stdio.)  malloc and free are called only from the memory

manager "back end" module, so you can use a different memory allocator by

replacing that one file.

 

The

 code generally assumes that C names must be unique in the first 15

characters.  However, global function names can be made unique in the

first 6 characters by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES.

 

More info about porting the code may be gleaned by reading jconfig.txt,

jmorecfg.h, and jinclude.h.

 

 

Notes for MS-DOS implementors

-----------------------------

 

The IJG code is designed to work efficiently in 80x86 "small" or "medium"

memory models (i.e., data pointers are 16 bits unless explicitly declared

"far"; code pointers can be either size).  You may be able to use small

model to compile cjpeg or djpeg by itself, but you will probably have to use

medium model for any larger application.  This won't make much difference in

performance.  You *will* take a noticeable performance hit if you use a

large-data memory model (perhaps 10%-25%), and you should avoid "huge" model

if at all possible.

 

The JPEG library typically needs 2Kb-3Kb of stack space.  It will also

malloc about 20K-30K of near

 heap space while executing (and lots of far

heap, but that doesn't count in this calculation).  This figure will vary

depending on selected operating mode, and to a lesser extent on image size.

There is also about 5Kb-6Kb of constant data which will be allocated in the

near data segment (about 4Kb of this is the error message table).

Thus you have perhaps 20K available for other modules' static data and near

heap space before you need to go to a larger memory model.  The C library's

static data will account for several K of this, but that still leaves a good

deal for your needs.  (If you are tight on space, you could reduce the sizes

of the I/O buffers allocated by jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c, say from 4K to

1K.  Another possibility is to move the error message table to far memory;

this should be doable with only localized hacking on jerror.c.)
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About 2K of the near heap space is "permanent" memory that will not be

released until you destroy the JPEG object.  This is only an issue if

 you

save a JPEG object between compression or decompression operations.

 

Far data space may also be a tight resource when you are dealing with large

images.  The most memory-intensive case is decompression with two-pass color

quantization, or single-pass quantization to an externally supplied color

map.  This requires a 128Kb color lookup table plus strip buffers amounting

to about 40 bytes per column for typical sampling ratios (eg, about 25600

bytes for a 640-pixel-wide image).  You may not be able to process wide

images if you have large data structures of your own.

 

Of course, all of these concerns vanish if you use a 32-bit flat-memory-model

compiler, such as DJGPP or Watcom C.  We highly recommend flat model if you

can use it; the JPEG library is significantly faster in flat model.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/libjpeg.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jutils.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains tables and miscellaneous utility routines needed

* for both compression and decompression.

* Note we prefix all global names with "j" to minimize conflicts with

* a surrounding application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jutils.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jccolor.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jccolor.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrgif.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2015-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in GIF format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*/

/*

* This code is loosely based on ppmtogif from the PBMPLUS distribution

* of Feb. 1991.  That file contains the following copyright notice:

*    Based on GIFENCODE by David Rowley <mgardi@watdscu.waterloo.edu>.

*    Lempel-Ziv compression based on "compress" by Spencer W. Thomas et al.

*    Copyright (C) 1989 by Jef Poskanzer.

*    Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

*    documentation for any purpose

 and without fee is hereby granted, provided

*    that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

*    copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

*    documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

*    implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrgif.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdjpgcom.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that displays
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* the text in COM (comment) markers in a JFIF file.

* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse

* JPEG markers.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdjpgcom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrtarga.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2015-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in Targa format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrtarga.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcdctmgr.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the forward-DCT management logic.

* This code selects a particular DCT implementation to be used,

* and it performs related housekeeping chores including coefficient

* quantization.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcdctmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS for the Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2021, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

This file explains how to configure and install the IJG software.  We have

tried to make this software extremely portable and flexible, so that it can be

adapted to almost any environment.  The downside of this decision is that the

installation process is complicated.  We have provided shortcuts to simplify

the task on common systems.  But in any case, you will need at least a little

familiarity with C programming and program build procedures for your system.

 

If you are only using this software as part of a larger program, the larger

program's installation procedure may take care of configuring the IJG code.

For example, Ghostscript's installation script

 will configure the IJG code.

You don't need to read this file if you just want to compile Ghostscript.

 

If you are on a Unix machine, you may not need to read this file at all.

Try doing

	./configure

	make

	make test

If that doesn't complain, do

	make install

(better do "make -n install" first to see if the makefile will put the files

where you want them).  Read further if you run into snags or want to customize

the code for your system.

 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS

-----------------

 

Before you start

Configuring the software:

	using the automatic "configure" script

	using one of the supplied jconfig and makefile files

	by hand

Building the software

Testing the software

Installing the software

Optional stuff

Optimization

Hints for specific systems
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BEFORE YOU START

================

 

Before installing the software you must unpack the distributed source code.

Since you are reading this file, you have probably already succeeded in this

task.  However, there is a potential for error if you needed

 to convert the

files to the local standard text file format (for example, if you are on

MS-DOS you may have converted LF end-of-line to CR/LF).  You must apply

such conversion to all the files EXCEPT those whose names begin with "test".

The test files contain binary data; if you change them in any way then the

self-test will give bad results.

 

Please check the last section of this file to see if there are hints for the

specific machine or compiler you are using.

 

 

CONFIGURING THE SOFTWARE

========================

 

To configure the IJG code for your system, you need to create two files:

 * jconfig.h: contains values for system-dependent #define symbols.

 * Makefile: controls the compilation process.

(On a non-Unix machine, you may create "project files" or some other

substitute for a Makefile.  jconfig.h is needed in any environment.)

 

We provide three different ways to generate these files:

 * On a Unix system, you can just run the "configure" script.

 * We provide sample jconfig

 files and makefiles for popular machines;

   if your machine matches one of the samples, just copy the right sample

   files to jconfig.h and Makefile.

 * If all else fails, read the instructions below and make your own files.

 

 

Configuring the software using the automatic "configure" script

---------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you are on a Unix machine, you can just type

	./configure

and let the configure script construct appropriate configuration files.

If you're using "csh" on an old version of System V, you might need to type

	sh configure

instead to prevent csh from trying to execute configure itself.

Expect configure to run for a few minutes, particularly on slower machines;

it works by compiling a series of test programs.

 

Configure was created with GNU Autoconf and it follows the usual conventions
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for GNU configure scripts.  It makes a few assumptions that you may want to

override.  You can do this by providing optional switches to configure:

 

*

 Configure will build both static and shared libraries, if possible.

If you want to build libjpeg only as a static library, say

	./configure --disable-shared

If you want to build libjpeg only as a shared library, say

	./configure --disable-static

Configure uses GNU libtool to take care of system-dependent shared library

building methods.

 

* Configure will use gcc (GNU C compiler) if it's available, otherwise cc.

To force a particular compiler to be selected, use the CC option, for example

	./configure CC='cc'

The same method can be used to include any unusual compiler switches.

For example, on HP-UX you probably want to say

	./configure CC='cc -Aa'

to get HP's compiler to run in ANSI mode.

 

* The default CFLAGS setting is "-g" for non-gcc compilers, "-g -O2" for gcc.

You can override this by saying, for example,

	./configure CFLAGS='-O2'

if you want to compile without debugging support.

 

* Configure will set up the makefile so that "make install" will install files

into /usr/local/bin,

 /usr/local/man, etc.  You can specify an installation

prefix other than "/usr/local" by giving configure the option "--prefix=PATH".

 

* If you don't have a lot of swap space, you may need to enable the IJG

software's internal virtual memory mechanism.  To do this, give the option

"--enable-maxmem=N" where N is the default maxmemory limit in megabytes.

This is discussed in more detail under "Selecting a memory manager", below.

You probably don't need to worry about this on reasonably-sized Unix machines,

unless you plan to process very large images.

 

Configure has some other features that are useful if you are cross-compiling

or working in a network of multiple machine types; but if you need those

features, you probably already know how to use them.

 

 

Configuring the software using one of the supplied jconfig and makefile files

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you have one of these systems, you can just use the provided configuration

files:
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Makefile	jconfig

 file	System and/or compiler

 

makefile.manx	jconfig.manx	Amiga, Manx Aztec C

makefile.sas	jconfig.sas	Amiga, SAS C

makeproj.mac	jconfig.mac	Apple Macintosh, Metrowerks CodeWarrior

mak*jpeg.st	jconfig.st	Atari ST/STE/TT, Pure C or Turbo C

makefile.bcc	jconfig.bcc	MS-DOS or OS/2, Borland C

makefile.dj	jconfig.dj	MS-DOS, DJGPP (Delorie's port of GNU C)

makefile.mc6	jconfig.mc6	MS-DOS, Microsoft C (16-bit only)

makefile.wat	jconfig.wat	MS-DOS, OS/2, or Windows NT, Watcom C

makefile.vc	jconfig.vc	Windows, MS Visual C++

makefile.vs	jconfig.vc	Windows, MS Visual C++ 6 Developer Studio

make*.vc6

makefile.vs	jconfig.vc	Windows, Visual Studio 2019 Version 16

make*.v16

makefile.vs	jconfig.vc	Windows, Visual Studio 2022 Version 17

make*.v16

make*.v17

makefile.b32	jconfig.vc	Windows, Borland C++ 32-bit (bcc32)

makefile.mms	jconfig.vms	Digital VMS, with MMS software

makefile.vms	jconfig.vms	Digital VMS, without MMS software

 

Copy the proper jconfig file to jconfig.h and the makefile

 to Makefile (or

whatever your system uses as the standard makefile name).  For more info see

the appropriate system-specific hints section near the end of this file.

 

 

Configuring the software by hand

--------------------------------

 

First, generate a jconfig.h file.  If you are moderately familiar with C,

the comments in jconfig.txt should be enough information to do this; just

copy jconfig.txt to jconfig.h and edit it appropriately.  Otherwise, you may

prefer to use the ckconfig.c program.  You will need to compile and execute

ckconfig.c by hand --- we hope you know at least enough to do that.

ckconfig.c may not compile the first try (in fact, the whole idea is for it

to fail if anything is going to).  If you get compile errors, fix them by

editing ckconfig.c according to the directions given in ckconfig.c.  Once

you get it to run, it will write a suitable jconfig.h file, and will also

print out some advice about which makefile to use.

 

You may also want to look at the canned

 jconfig files, if there is one for a

system similar to yours.

 

Second, select a makefile and copy it to Makefile (or whatever your system
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uses as the standard makefile name).  The most generic makefiles we provide

are

	makefile.ansi:	if your C compiler supports function prototypes

	makefile.unix:	if not.

(You have function prototypes if ckconfig.c put "#define HAVE_PROTOTYPES"

in jconfig.h.)  You may want to start from one of the other makefiles if

there is one for a system similar to yours.

 

Look over the selected Makefile and adjust options as needed.  In particular

you may want to change the CC and CFLAGS definitions.  For instance, if you

are using GCC, set CC=gcc.  If you had to use any compiler switches to get

ckconfig.c to work, make sure the same switches are in CFLAGS.

 

If you are on a system that doesn't use makefiles, you'll need to set up

project files (or whatever you do use) to compile all the source files and

link them into executable files cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran, rdjpgcom,

 and wrjpgcom.

See the file lists in any of the makefiles to find out which files go into

each program.  Note that the provided makefiles all make a "library" file

libjpeg first, but you don't have to do that if you don't want to; the file

lists identify which source files are actually needed for compression,

decompression, or both.  As a last resort, you can make a batch script that

just compiles everything and links it all together; makefile.vms is an example

of this (it's for VMS systems that have no make-like utility).

 

Here are comments about some specific configuration decisions you'll

need to make:

 

Command line style

------------------

 

These programs can use a Unix-like command line style which supports

redirection and piping, like this:

	cjpeg inputfile >outputfile

	cjpeg <inputfile >outputfile

	source program | cjpeg >outputfile

The simpler "two file" command line style is just

	cjpeg inputfile outputfile

You may prefer the two-file style, particularly if you don't have

 pipes.

 

You MUST use two-file style on any system that doesn't cope well with binary

data fed through stdin/stdout; this is true for some MS-DOS compilers, for

example.  If you're not on a Unix system, it's safest to assume you need

two-file style.  (But if your compiler provides either the Posix-standard

fdopen() library routine or a Microsoft-compatible setmode() routine, you

can safely use the Unix command line style, by defining USE_FDOPEN or

USE_SETMODE respectively.)
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To use the two-file style, make jconfig.h say "#define TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE".

 

Selecting a memory manager

--------------------------

 

The IJG code is capable of working on images that are too big to fit in main

memory; data is swapped out to temporary files as necessary.  However, the

code to do this is rather system-dependent.  We provide five different

memory managers:

 

* jmemansi.c	This version uses the ANSI-standard library routine tmpfile(),

		which not all non-ANSI systems have.  On some systems

		tmpfile() may

 put the temporary file in a non-optimal

		location; if you don't like what it does, use jmemname.c.

 

* jmemname.c	This version creates named temporary files.  For anything

		except a Unix machine, you'll need to configure the

		select_file_name() routine appropriately; see the comments

		near the head of jmemname.c.  If you use this version, define

		NEED_SIGNAL_CATCHER in jconfig.h to make sure the temp files

		are removed if the program is aborted.

 

* jmemnobs.c	(That stands for No Backing Store :-).)  This will compile on

		almost any system, but it assumes you have enough main memory

		or virtual memory to hold the biggest images you work with.

 

* jmemdos.c	This should be used with most 16-bit MS-DOS compilers.

		See the system-specific notes about MS-DOS for more info.

		IMPORTANT: if you use this, define USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR in

		jconfig.h, and include the assembly file jmemdosa.asm in the

		programs.  The supplied makefiles and jconfig files for

		16-bit MS-DOS compilers already

 do both.

 

* jmemmac.c	Custom version for Apple Macintosh; see the system-specific

		notes for Macintosh for more info.

 

To use a particular memory manager, change the SYSDEPMEM variable in your

makefile to equal the corresponding object file name (for example, jmemansi.o

or jmemansi.obj for jmemansi.c).

 

If you have plenty of (real or virtual) main memory, just use jmemnobs.c.

"Plenty" means about ten bytes for every pixel in the largest images

you plan to process, so a lot of systems don't meet this criterion.

If yours doesn't, try jmemansi.c first.  If that doesn't compile, you'll have

to use jmemname.c; be sure to adjust select_file_name() for local conditions.
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You may also need to change unlink() to remove() in close_backing_store().

 

Except with jmemnobs.c or jmemmac.c, you need to adjust the DEFAULT_MAX_MEM

setting to a reasonable value for your system (either by adding a #define for

DEFAULT_MAX_MEM to jconfig.h, or by adding a -D switch to the Makefile).

This value limits the amount

 of data space the program will attempt to

allocate.  Code and static data space isn't counted, so the actual memory

needs for cjpeg or djpeg are typically 100 to 150Kb more than the max-memory

setting.  Larger max-memory settings reduce the amount of I/O needed to

process a large image, but too large a value can result in "insufficient

memory" failures.  On most Unix machines (and other systems with virtual

memory), just set DEFAULT_MAX_MEM to several million and forget it.  At the

other end of the spectrum, for MS-DOS machines you probably can't go much

above 300K to 400K.  (On MS-DOS the value refers to conventional memory only.

Extended/expanded memory is handled separately by jmemdos.c.)

 

 

BUILDING THE SOFTWARE

=====================

 

Now you should be able to compile the software.  Just say "make" (or

whatever's necessary to start the compilation).  Have a cup of coffee.

 

Here are some things that could go wrong:

 

If your compiler complains about undefined structures, you should

 be able to

shut it up by putting "#define INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN" in jconfig.h.

 

If you have trouble with missing system include files or inclusion of the

wrong ones, read jinclude.h.  This shouldn't happen if you used configure

or ckconfig.c to set up jconfig.h.

 

There are a fair number of routines that do not use all of their parameters;

some compilers will issue warnings about this, which you can ignore.  There

are also a few configuration checks that may give "unreachable code" warnings.

Any other warning deserves investigation.

 

If you don't have a getenv() library routine, define NO_GETENV.

 

Also see the system-specific hints, below.

 

 

TESTING THE SOFTWARE

====================

 

As a quick test of functionality we've included a small sample image in
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several forms:

	testorig.jpg	Starting point for the djpeg tests.

	testimg.ppm	The output of djpeg testorig.jpg

	testimg.gif	The output of djpeg -gif testorig.jpg

	testimg.bmp	The output of djpeg -bmp -colors 256 testorig.jpg

	testimg.jpg	The

 output of cjpeg testimg.ppm

	testprog.jpg	Progressive-mode equivalent of testorig.jpg.

	testimgp.jpg	The output of cjpeg -progressive -optimize testimg.ppm

(The first- and second-generation .jpg files aren't identical since the

default compression parameters are lossy.)  If you can generate duplicates

of the testimg* files then you probably have working programs.

 

With most of the makefiles, "make test" will perform the necessary

comparisons.

 

If you're using a makefile that doesn't provide the test option, run djpeg

and cjpeg by hand and compare the output files to testimg* with whatever

binary file comparison tool you have.  The files should be bit-for-bit

identical.

 

If the programs complain "MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK is wrong, please fix", then you

need to reduce MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK to a value that fits in type size_t.

Try adding "#define MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK 65520L" to jconfig.h.  A less likely

configuration error is "ALIGN_TYPE is wrong, please fix": defining ALIGN_TYPE

as long should take

 care of that one.

 

If the cjpeg test run fails with "Missing Huffman code table entry", it's a

good bet that you needed to define RIGHT_SHIFT_IS_UNSIGNED.  Go back to the

configuration step and run ckconfig.c.  (This is a good plan for any other

test failure, too.)

 

If you are using Unix (one-file) command line style on a non-Unix system,

it's a good idea to check that binary I/O through stdin/stdout actually

works.  You should get the same results from "djpeg <testorig.jpg >out.ppm"

as from "djpeg -outfile out.ppm testorig.jpg".  Note that the makefiles all

use the latter style and therefore do not exercise stdin/stdout!  If this

check fails, try recompiling with USE_SETMODE or USE_FDOPEN defined.

If it still doesn't work, better use two-file style.

 

If you chose a memory manager other than jmemnobs.c, you should test that

temporary-file usage works.  Try "djpeg -bmp -colors 256 -max 0 testorig.jpg"

and make sure its output matches testimg.bmp.  If you have any really large

images

 handy, try compressing them with -optimize and/or decompressing with

-colors 256 to make sure your DEFAULT_MAX_MEM setting is not too large.
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NOTE: this is far from an exhaustive test of the JPEG software; some modules,

such as 1-pass color quantization, are not exercised at all.  It's just a

quick test to give you some confidence that you haven't missed something

major.

 

 

INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE

=======================

 

Once you're done with the above steps, you can install the software by

copying the executable files (cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran, rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom)

to wherever you normally install programs.  On Unix systems, you'll also want

to put the man pages (cjpeg.1, djpeg.1, jpegtran.1, rdjpgcom.1, wrjpgcom.1)

in the man-page directory.  The pre-fab makefiles don't support this step

since there's such a wide variety of installation procedures on different

systems.

 

If you generated a Makefile with the "configure" script, you can just say

	make install

to install the programs and

 their man pages into the standard places.

(You'll probably need to be root to do this.)  We recommend first saying

	make -n install

to see where configure thought the files should go.  You may need to edit

the Makefile, particularly if your system's conventions for man page

filenames don't match what configure expects.

 

If you want to install the IJG library itself, for use in compiling other

programs besides ours, then you need to put the four include files

	jpeglib.h jerror.h jconfig.h jmorecfg.h

into your include-file directory, and put the library file libjpeg.a

(extension may vary depending on system) wherever library files go.

If you generated a Makefile with "configure", it will do what it thinks

is the right thing if you say

	make install-lib

 

 

OPTIONAL STUFF

==============

 

Progress monitor:

 

If you like, you can #define PROGRESS_REPORT (in jconfig.h) to enable display

of percent-done progress reports.  The routine provided in cdjpeg.c merely

prints percentages to stderr, but

 you can customize it to do something

fancier.
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Utah RLE file format support:

 

We distribute the software with support for RLE image files (Utah Raster

Toolkit format) disabled, because the RLE support won't compile without the

Utah library.  If you have URT version 3.1 or later, you can enable RLE

support as follows:

	1.  #define RLE_SUPPORTED in jconfig.h.

	2.  Add a -I option to CFLAGS in the Makefile for the directory

	    containing the URT .h files (typically the "include"

	    subdirectory of the URT distribution).

	3.  Add -L... -lrle to LDLIBS in the Makefile, where ... specifies

	    the directory containing the URT "librle.a" file (typically the

	    "lib" subdirectory of the URT distribution).

 

Support for 9-bit to 12-bit deep pixel data:

 

The IJG code currently allows 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 bits sample data precision.

(For color, this means 8 to 12 bits per channel, of course.)  If you need to

work with deeper than 8-bit data, you can compile the IJG code for 9-bit to

12-bit

 operation.

To do so:

 1. In jmorecfg.h, define BITS_IN_JSAMPLE as 9, 10, 11, or 12 rather than 8.

 2. In jconfig.h, undefine BMP_SUPPORTED, RLE_SUPPORTED, and TARGA_SUPPORTED,

    because the code for those formats doesn't handle deeper than 8-bit data

    and won't even compile.  (The PPM code does work, as explained below.

    The GIF code works too; it scales 8-bit GIF data to and from 12-bit

    depth automatically.)

 3. Compile.  Don't expect "make test" to pass, since the supplied test

    files are for 8-bit data.

 

Currently, 9-bit to 12-bit support does not work on 16-bit-int machines.

 

Run-time selection and conversion of data precision are currently not

supported and may be added later.

Exception:  The transcoding part (jpegtran) supports all settings in a

single instance, since it operates on the level of DCT coefficients and

not sample values.

 

The PPM reader (rdppm.c) can read deeper than 8-bit data from either

text-format or binary-format PPM and PGM files.  Binary-format

 PPM/PGM files

which have a maxval greater than 255 are assumed to use 2 bytes per sample,

MSB first (big-endian order).  As of early 1995, 2-byte binary format is not

officially supported by the PBMPLUS library, but it is expected that a

future release of PBMPLUS will support it.  Note that the PPM reader will

read files of any maxval regardless of the BITS_IN_JSAMPLE setting; incoming

data is automatically rescaled to maxval=MAXJSAMPLE as appropriate for the
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cjpeg bit depth.

 

The PPM writer (wrppm.c) will normally write 2-byte binary PPM or PGM

format, maxval=MAXJSAMPLE, when compiled with BITS_IN_JSAMPLE>8.  Since this

format is not yet widely supported, you can disable it by compiling wrppm.c

with PPM_NORAWWORD defined; then the data is scaled down to 8 bits to make a

standard 1-byte/sample PPM or PGM file.  (Yes, this means still another copy

of djpeg to keep around.  But hopefully you won't need it for very long.

Poskanzer's supposed to get that new PBMPLUS release out Real

 Soon Now.)

 

Of course, if you are working with 9-bit to 12-bit data, you probably have

it stored in some other, nonstandard format.  In that case you'll probably

want to write your own I/O modules to read and write your format.

 

Note:

The standard Huffman tables are only valid for 8-bit data precision.  If

you selected more than 8-bit data precision, cjpeg uses arithmetic coding

by default.  The Huffman encoder normally uses entropy optimization to

compute usable tables for higher precision.  Otherwise, you'll have to

supply different default Huffman tables.

 

Removing code:

 

If you need to make a smaller version of the JPEG software, some optional

functions can be removed at compile time.  See the xxx_SUPPORTED #defines in

jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h.  If at all possible, we recommend that you leave in

decoder support for all valid JPEG files, to ensure that you can read anyone's

output.  Taking out support for image file formats that you don't use is the

most painless way to make the

 programs smaller.  Another possibility is to

remove some of the DCT methods: in particular, the "IFAST" method may not be

enough faster than the others to be worth keeping on your machine.  (If you

do remove ISLOW or IFAST, be sure to redefine JDCT_DEFAULT or JDCT_FASTEST

to a supported method, by adding a #define in jconfig.h.)

 

 

OPTIMIZATION

============

 

Unless you own a Cray, you'll probably be interested in making the JPEG

software go as fast as possible.  This section covers some machine-dependent

optimizations you may want to try.  We suggest that before trying any of

this, you first get the basic installation to pass the self-test step.

Repeat the self-test after any optimization to make sure that you haven't

broken anything.

 

The integer DCT routines perform a lot of multiplications.  These
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multiplications must yield 32-bit results, but none of their input values

are more than 16 bits wide.  On many machines, notably the 680x0 and 80x86

CPUs, a 16x16=>32 bit multiply instruction

 is faster than a full 32x32=>32

bit multiply.  Unfortunately there is no portable way to specify such a

multiplication in C, but some compilers can generate one when you use the

right combination of casts.  See the MULTIPLYxxx macro definitions in

jdct.h.  If your compiler makes "int" be 32 bits and "short" be 16 bits,

defining SHORTxSHORT_32 is fairly likely to work.  When experimenting with

alternate definitions, be sure to test not only whether the code still works

(use the self-test), but also whether it is actually faster --- on some

compilers, alternate definitions may compute the right answer, yet be slower

than the default.  Timing cjpeg on a large PGM (grayscale) input file is the

best way to check this, as the DCT will be the largest fraction of the runtime

in that mode.  (Note: some of the distributed compiler-specific jconfig files

already contain #define switches to select appropriate MULTIPLYxxx

definitions.)

 

If your machine has sufficiently fast floating point hardware,

 you may find

that the float DCT method is faster than the integer DCT methods, even

after tweaking the integer multiply macros.  In that case you may want to

make the float DCT be the default method.  (The only objection to this is

that float DCT results may vary slightly across machines.)  To do that, add

"#define JDCT_DEFAULT JDCT_FLOAT" to jconfig.h.  Even if you don't change

the default, you should redefine JDCT_FASTEST, which is the method selected

by djpeg's -fast switch.  Don't forget to update the documentation files

(usage.txt and/or cjpeg.1, djpeg.1) to agree with what you've done.

 

If access to "short" arrays is slow on your machine, it may be a win to

define type JCOEF as int rather than short.  This will cost a good deal of

memory though, particularly in some multi-pass modes, so don't do it unless

you have memory to burn and short is REALLY slow.

 

If your compiler can compile function calls in-line, make sure the INLINE

macro in jmorecfg.h is defined as the keyword that

 marks a function

inline-able.  Some compilers have a switch that tells the compiler to inline

any function it thinks is profitable (e.g., -finline-functions for gcc).

Enabling such a switch is likely to make the compiled code bigger but faster.

 

In general, it's worth trying the maximum optimization level of your compiler,

and experimenting with any optional optimizations such as loop unrolling.

(Unfortunately, far too many compilers have optimizer bugs ... be prepared to

back off if the code fails self-test.)  If you do any experimentation along

these lines, please report the optimal settings to jpeg-info@jpegclub.org so

we can mention them in future releases.  Be sure to specify your machine and

compiler version.
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HINTS FOR SPECIFIC SYSTEMS

==========================

 

We welcome reports on changes needed for systems not mentioned here.  Submit

'em to jpeg-info@jpegclub.org.  Also, if configure or ckconfig.c is wrong

about how to configure the JPEG software for your system, please

 let us know.

 

 

Acorn RISC OS:

 

(Thanks to Simon Middleton for these hints on compiling with Desktop C.)

After renaming the files according to Acorn conventions, take a copy of

makefile.ansi, change all occurrences of 'libjpeg.a' to 'libjpeg.o' and

change these definitions as indicated:

 

CFLAGS= -throwback -IC: -Wn

LDLIBS=C:o.Stubs

SYSDEPMEM=jmemansi.o

LN=Link

AR=LibFile -c -o

 

Also add a new line '.c.o:; $(cc) $< $(cflags) -c -o $@'.  Remove the

lines '$(RM) libjpeg.o' and '$(AR2) libjpeg.o' and the 'jconfig.h'

dependency section.

 

Copy jconfig.txt to jconfig.h.  Edit jconfig.h to define TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE

and CHAR_IS_UNSIGNED.

 

Run the makefile using !AMU not !Make.  If you want to use the 'clean' and

'test' makefile entries then you will have to fiddle with the syntax a bit

and rename the test files.

 

 

Amiga:

 

SAS C 6.50 reportedly is too buggy to compile the IJG code properly.

A patch to update to 6.51 is available from SAS or AmiNet FTP sites.

 

The supplied config files are set

 up to use jmemname.c as the memory

manager, with temporary files being created on the device named by

"JPEGTMP:".

 

 

Atari ST/STE/TT:
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Copy the project files makcjpeg.st, makdjpeg.st, maktjpeg.st, and makljpeg.st

to cjpeg.prj, djpeg.prj, jpegtran.prj, and libjpeg.prj respectively.  The

project files should work as-is with Pure C.  For Turbo C, change library

filenames "pc..." to "tc..." in each project file.  Note that libjpeg.prj

selects jmemansi.c as the recommended memory manager.  You'll probably want to

adjust the DEFAULT_MAX_MEM setting --- you want it to be a couple hundred K

less than your normal free memory.  Put "#define DEFAULT_MAX_MEM nnnn" into

jconfig.h to do this.

 

To use the 68881/68882 coprocessor for the floating point DCT, add the

compiler option "-8" to the project files and replace pcfltlib.lib with

pc881lib.lib in cjpeg.prj and djpeg.prj.  Or if you don't have a

coprocessor, you may prefer to remove the float DCT code by undefining

DCT_FLOAT_SUPPORTED in jmorecfg.h

 (since without a coprocessor, the float

code will be too slow to be useful).  In that case, you can delete

pcfltlib.lib from the project files.

 

Note that you must make libjpeg.lib before making cjpeg.ttp, djpeg.ttp,

or jpegtran.ttp.  You'll have to perform the self-test by hand.

 

We haven't bothered to include project files for rdjpgcom and wrjpgcom.

Those source files should just be compiled by themselves; they don't

depend on the JPEG library.  You can use the default.prj project file

of the Pure C distribution to make the programs.

 

There is a bug in some older versions of the Turbo C library which causes the

space used by temporary files created with "tmpfile()" not to be freed after

an abnormal program exit.  If you check your disk afterwards, you will find

cluster chains that are allocated but not used by a file.  This should not

happen in cjpeg/djpeg/jpegtran, since we enable a signal catcher to explicitly

close temp files before exiting.  But if you use the JPEG library with

 your

own code, be sure to supply a signal catcher, or else use a different

system-dependent memory manager.

 

 

Cray:

 

Should you be so fortunate as to be running JPEG on a Cray YMP, there is a

compiler bug in old versions of Cray's Standard C (prior to 3.1).  If you

still have an old compiler, you'll need to insert a line reading

"#pragma novector" just before the loop	

   for (i = 1; i <= (int) htbl->bits[l]; i++)

     huffsize[p++] = (char) l;

in fix_huff_tbl (in V5beta1, line 204 of jchuff.c and line 176 of jdhuff.c).

[This bug may or may not still occur with the current IJG code, but it's
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probably a dead issue anyway...]

 

 

HP-UX:

 

If you have HP-UX 7.05 or later with the "software development" C compiler,

you should run the compiler in ANSI mode.  If using the configure script,

say

	./configure CC='cc -Aa'

(or -Ae if you prefer).  If configuring by hand, use makefile.ansi and add

"-Aa" to the CFLAGS line in the makefile.

 

If you have a pre-7.05 system, or if you are using the non-ANSI

 C compiler

delivered with a minimum HP-UX system, then you must use makefile.unix

(and do NOT add -Aa); or just run configure without the CC option.

 

On HP 9000 series 800 machines, the HP C compiler is buggy in revisions prior

to A.08.07.  If you get complaints about "not a typedef name", you'll have to

use makefile.unix, or run configure without the CC option.

 

 

Macintosh, generic comments:

 

The supplied user-interface files (cjpeg.c, djpeg.c, etc) are set up to

provide a Unix-style command line interface.  You can use this interface on

the Mac by means of the ccommand() library routine provided by Metrowerks

CodeWarrior or Think C.  This is only appropriate for testing the library,

however; to make a user-friendly equivalent of cjpeg/djpeg you'd really want

to develop a Mac-style user interface.  There isn't a complete example

available at the moment, but there are some helpful starting points:

1. Sam Bushell's free "To JPEG" applet provides drag-and-drop conversion to

JPEG under

 System 7 and later.  This only illustrates how to use the

compression half of the library, but it does a very nice job of that part.

The CodeWarrior source code is available from http://www.pobox.com/~jsam.

2. Jim Brunner prepared a Mac-style user interface for both compression and

decompression.  Unfortunately, it hasn't been updated since IJG v4, and

the library's API has changed considerably since then.  Still it may be of

some help, particularly as a guide to compiling the IJG code under Think C.

Jim's code is available from the Info-Mac archives, at sumex-aim.stanford.edu

or mirrors thereof; see file /info-mac/dev/src/jpeg-convert-c.hqx.

 

jmemmac.c is the recommended memory manager back end for Macintosh.  It uses

NewPtr/DisposePtr instead of malloc/free, and has a Mac-specific

implementation of jpeg_mem_available().  It also creates temporary files that

follow Mac conventions.  (That part of the code relies on System-7-or-later OS

functions.  See the comments in jmemmac.c if
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 you need to run it on System 6.)

NOTE that USE_MAC_MEMMGR must be defined in jconfig.h to use jmemmac.c.

 

You can also use jmemnobs.c, if you don't care about handling images larger

than available memory.  If you use any memory manager back end other than

jmemmac.c, we recommend replacing "malloc" and "free" by "NewPtr" and

"DisposePtr", because Mac C libraries often have peculiar implementations of

malloc/free.  (For instance, free() may not return the freed space to the

Mac Memory Manager.  This is undesirable for the IJG code because jmemmgr.c

already clumps space requests.)

 

 

Macintosh, Metrowerks CodeWarrior:

 

The Unix-command-line-style interface can be used by defining USE_CCOMMAND.

You'll also need to define TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE to avoid stdin/stdout.

This means that when using the cjpeg/djpeg programs, you'll have to type the

input and output file names in the "Arguments" text-edit box, rather than

using the file radio buttons.  (Perhaps USE_FDOPEN or USE_SETMODE would

eliminate

 the problem, but I haven't heard from anyone who's tried it.)

 

On 680x0 Macs, Metrowerks defines type "double" as a 10-byte IEEE extended

float.  jmemmgr.c won't like this: it wants sizeof(ALIGN_TYPE) to be a power

of 2.  Add "#define ALIGN_TYPE long" to jconfig.h to eliminate the complaint.

 

The supplied configuration file jconfig.mac can be used for your jconfig.h;

it includes all the recommended symbol definitions.  If you have AppleScript

installed, you can run the supplied script makeproj.mac to create CodeWarrior

project files for the library and the testbed applications, then build the

library and applications.  (Thanks to Dan Sears and Don Agro for this nifty

hack, which saves us from trying to maintain CodeWarrior project files as part

of the IJG distribution...)

 

 

Macintosh, Think C:

 

The documentation in Jim Brunner's "JPEG Convert" source code (see above)

includes detailed build instructions for Think C; it's probably somewhat

out of date for the current release, but may

 be helpful.

 

If you want to build the minimal command line version, proceed as follows.

You'll have to prepare project files for the programs; we don't include any

in the distribution since they are not text files.  Use the file lists in

any of the supplied makefiles as a guide.  Also add the ANSI and Unix C

libraries in a separate segment.  You may need to divide the JPEG files into

more than one segment; we recommend dividing compression and decompression
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modules.  Define USE_CCOMMAND in jconfig.h so that the ccommand() routine is

called.  You must also define TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE because stdin/stdout

don't handle binary data correctly.

 

On 680x0 Macs, Think C defines type "double" as a 12-byte IEEE extended float.

jmemmgr.c won't like this: it wants sizeof(ALIGN_TYPE) to be a power of 2.

Add "#define ALIGN_TYPE long" to jconfig.h to eliminate the complaint.

 

jconfig.mac should work as a jconfig.h configuration file for Think C,

but the makeproj.mac AppleScript script is specific to

 CodeWarrior.  Sorry.

 

 

MIPS R3000:

 

MIPS's cc version 1.31 has a rather nasty optimization bug.  Don't use -O

if you have that compiler version.  (Use "cc -V" to check the version.)

Note that the R3000 chip is found in workstations from DEC and others.

 

 

MS-DOS, generic comments for 16-bit compilers:

 

The IJG code is designed to work well in 80x86 "small" or "medium" memory

models (i.e., data pointers are 16 bits unless explicitly declared "far";

code pointers can be either size).  You may be able to use small model to

compile cjpeg or djpeg by itself, but you will probably have to use medium

model for any larger application.  This won't make much difference in

performance.  You *will* take a noticeable performance hit if you use a

large-data memory model, and you should avoid "huge" model if at all

possible.  Be sure that NEED_FAR_POINTERS is defined in jconfig.h if you use

a small-data memory model; be sure it is NOT defined if you use a large-data

model.  (The supplied makefiles and

 jconfig files for Borland and Microsoft C

compile in medium model and define NEED_FAR_POINTERS.)

 

The DOS-specific memory manager, jmemdos.c, should be used if possible.

It needs some assembly-code routines which are in jmemdosa.asm; make sure

your makefile assembles that file and includes it in the library.  If you

don't have a suitable assembler, you can get pre-assembled object files for

jmemdosa by FTP from ftp.uu.net:/graphics/jpeg/jdosaobj.zip.  (DOS-oriented

distributions of the IJG source code often include these object files.)

 

When using jmemdos.c, jconfig.h must define USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR and must set

MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK to less than 64K (65520L is a typical value).  If your

C library's far-heap malloc() can't allocate blocks that large, reduce

MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK to whatever it can handle.

 

If you can't use jmemdos.c for some reason --- for example, because you
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don't have an assembler to assemble jmemdosa.asm --- you'll have to fall

back to jmemansi.c or jmemname.c.  You'll probably

 still need to set

MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK in jconfig.h, because most DOS C libraries won't malloc()

more than 64K at a time.  IMPORTANT: if you use jmemansi.c or jmemname.c,

you will have to compile in a large-data memory model in order to get the

right stdio library.  Too bad.

 

wrjpgcom needs to be compiled in large model, because it malloc()s a 64KB

work area to hold the comment text.  If your C library's malloc can't

handle that, reduce MAX_COM_LENGTH as necessary in wrjpgcom.c.

 

Most MS-DOS compilers treat stdin/stdout as text files, so you must use

two-file command line style.  But if your compiler has either fdopen() or

setmode(), you can use one-file style if you like.  To do this, define

USE_SETMODE or USE_FDOPEN so that stdin/stdout will be set to binary mode.

(USE_SETMODE seems to work with more DOS compilers than USE_FDOPEN.)  You

should test that I/O through stdin/stdout produces the same results as I/O

to explicitly named files... the "make test" procedures in the supplied

makefiles

 do NOT use stdin/stdout.

 

 

MS-DOS, generic comments for 32-bit compilers:

 

None of the above comments about memory models apply if you are using a

32-bit flat-memory-space environment, such as DJGPP or Watcom C.  (And you

should use one if you have it, as performance will be much better than

8086-compatible code!)  For flat-memory-space compilers, do NOT define

NEED_FAR_POINTERS, and do NOT use jmemdos.c.  Use jmemnobs.c if the

environment supplies adequate virtual memory, otherwise use jmemansi.c or

jmemname.c.

 

You'll still need to be careful about binary I/O through stdin/stdout.

See the last paragraph of the previous section.

 

 

MS-DOS, Borland C:

 

Be sure to convert all the source files to DOS text format (CR/LF newlines).

Although Borland C will often work OK with unmodified Unix (LF newlines)

source files, sometimes it will give bogus compile errors.

"Illegal character '#'" is the most common such error.  (This is true with

Borland C 3.1, but perhaps is fixed in newer releases.)

 

If

 you want one-file command line style, just undefine TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE.

jconfig.bcc already includes #define USE_SETMODE to make this work.
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(fdopen does not work correctly.)

 

 

MS-DOS, Microsoft C:

 

makefile.mc6 works with Microsoft C, DOS Visual C++, etc.  It should only

be used if you want to build a 16-bit (small or medium memory model) program.

 

If you want one-file command line style, just undefine TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE.

jconfig.mc6 already includes #define USE_SETMODE to make this work.

(fdopen does not work correctly.)

 

Note that this makefile assumes that the working copy of itself is called

"makefile".  If you want to call it something else, say "makefile.mak",

be sure to adjust the dependency line that reads "$(RFILE) : makefile".

Otherwise the make will fail because it doesn't know how to create "makefile".

Worse, some releases of Microsoft's make utilities give an incorrect error

message in this situation.

 

Old versions of MS C fail with an "out of macro expansion space"

 error

because they can't cope with the macro TRACEMS8 (defined in jerror.h).

If this happens to you, the easiest solution is to change TRACEMS8 to

expand to nothing.  You'll lose the ability to dump out JPEG coefficient

tables with djpeg -debug -debug, but at least you can compile.

 

Original MS C 6.0 is very buggy; it compiles incorrect code unless you turn

off optimization entirely (remove -O from CFLAGS).  6.00A is better, but it

still generates bad code if you enable loop optimizations (-Ol or -Ox).

 

MS C 8.0 crashes when compiling jquant1.c with optimization switch /Oo ...

which is on by default.  To work around this bug, compile that one file

with /Oo-.

 

 

Microsoft Windows (all versions), generic comments:

 

Some Windows system include files define typedef boolean as "unsigned char".

The IJG code also defines typedef boolean, but we make it an "enum" by default.

This doesn't affect the IJG programs because we don't import those Windows

include files.  But if you use the JPEG

 library in your own program, and some

of your program's files import one definition of boolean while some import the

other, you can get all sorts of mysterious problems.  A good preventive step

is to make the IJG library use "unsigned char" for boolean.  To do that,

add something like this to your jconfig.h file:

	/* Define "boolean" as unsigned char, not enum, per Windows custom */

	#ifndef __RPCNDR_H__	/* don't conflict if rpcndr.h already read */
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	typedef unsigned char boolean;

	#endif

	#ifndef FALSE		/* in case these macros already exist */

	#define FALSE	0	/* values of boolean */

	#endif

	#ifndef TRUE

	#define TRUE	1

	#endif

	#define HAVE_BOOLEAN	/* prevent jmorecfg.h from redefining it */

(This is already in jconfig.vc, by the way.)

 

windef.h contains the declarations

	#define far

	#define FAR far

Since jmorecfg.h tries to define FAR as empty, you may get a compiler

warning if you include both jpeglib.h and windef.h (which windows.h

includes).  To suppress the warning, you can put

 "#ifndef FAR"/"#endif"

around the line "#define FAR" in jmorecfg.h.

(Something like this is already in jmorecfg.h, by the way.)

 

When using the library in a Windows application, you will almost certainly

want to modify or replace the error handler module jerror.c, since our

default error handler does a couple of inappropriate things:

 1. it tries to write error and warning messages on stderr;

 2. in event of a fatal error, it exits by calling exit().

 

A simple stopgap solution for problem 1 is to replace the line

	fprintf(stderr, "%s\n", buffer);

(in output_message in jerror.c) with

	MessageBox(GetActiveWindow(),buffer,"JPEG Error",MB_OK|MB_ICONERROR);

It's highly recommended that you at least do that much, since otherwise

error messages will disappear into nowhere.  (Beginning with IJG v6b, this

code is already present in jerror.c; just define USE_WINDOWS_MESSAGEBOX in

jconfig.h to enable it.)

 

The proper solution for problem 2 is to return control to your calling

application after

 a library error.  This can be done with the setjmp/longjmp

technique discussed in libjpeg.txt and illustrated in example.c.  (NOTE:

some older Windows C compilers provide versions of setjmp/longjmp that

don't actually work under Windows.  You may need to use the Windows system

functions Catch and Throw instead.)

 

The recommended memory manager under Windows is jmemnobs.c; in other words,

let Windows do any virtual memory management needed.  You should NOT use

jmemdos.c nor jmemdosa.asm under Windows.
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For Windows 3.1, we recommend compiling in medium or large memory model;

for newer Windows versions, use a 32-bit flat memory model.  (See the MS-DOS

sections above for more info about memory models.)  In the 16-bit memory

models only, you'll need to put

	#define MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK 65520L	/* Maximum request to malloc() */

into jconfig.h to limit allocation chunks to 64Kb.  (Without that, you'd

have to use huge memory model, which slows things down unnecessarily.)

jmemnobs.c works without modification

 in large or flat memory models, but to

use medium model, you need to modify its jpeg_get_large and jpeg_free_large

routines to allocate far memory.  In any case, you might like to replace

its calls to malloc and free with direct calls on Windows memory allocation

functions.

 

You may also want to modify jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c to use Windows file

operations rather than fread/fwrite.  This is only necessary if your C

compiler doesn't provide a competent implementation of C stdio functions.

 

You might want to tweak the RGB_xxx macros in jmorecfg.h so that the library

will accept or deliver color pixels in BGR sample order, not RGB; BGR order

is usually more convenient under Windows.  Note that this change will break

the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg, but the library itself works fine.

 

 

Many people want to convert the IJG library into a DLL.  This is reasonably

straightforward, but watch out for the following:

 

 1. Don't try to compile as a DLL in small or medium memory model;

 use

large model, or even better, 32-bit flat model.  Many places in the IJG code

assume the address of a local variable is an ordinary (not FAR) pointer;

that isn't true in a medium-model DLL.

 

 2. Microsoft C cannot pass file pointers between applications and DLLs.

(See Microsoft Knowledge Base, PSS ID Number Q50336.)  So jdatasrc.c and

jdatadst.c don't work if you open a file in your application and then pass

the pointer to the DLL.  One workaround is to make jdatasrc.c/jdatadst.c

part of your main application rather than part of the DLL.

 

 3. You'll probably need to modify the macros GLOBAL() and EXTERN() to

attach suitable linkage keywords to the exported routine names.  Similarly,

you'll want to modify METHODDEF() and JMETHOD() to ensure function pointers

are declared in a way that lets application routines be called back through

the function pointers.  These macros are in jmorecfg.h.  Typical definitions

for a 16-bit DLL are:

	#define GLOBAL(type)		type _far _pascal _loadds

 _export

	#define EXTERN(type)		extern type _far _pascal _loadds
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	#define METHODDEF(type)		static type _far _pascal

	#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  \

		type (_far _pascal *methodname) arglist

For a 32-bit DLL you may want something like

	#define GLOBAL(type)		__declspec(dllexport) type

	#define EXTERN(type)		extern __declspec(dllexport) type

Although not all the GLOBAL routines are actually intended to be called by

the application, the performance cost of making them all DLL entry points is

negligible.

 

The unmodified IJG library presents a very C-specific application interface,

so the resulting DLL is only usable from C or C++ applications.  There has

been some talk of writing wrapper code that would present a simpler interface

usable from other languages, such as Visual Basic.  This is on our to-do list

but hasn't been very high priority --- any volunteers out there?

 

 

Microsoft Windows, Borland C:

 

The provided jconfig.bcc should work OK in a 32-bit Windows environment,

but

 you'll need to tweak it in a 16-bit environment (you'd need to define

NEED_FAR_POINTERS and MAX_ALLOC_CHUNK).  Beware that makefile.bcc will need

alteration if you want to use it for Windows --- in particular, you should

use jmemnobs.c not jmemdos.c under Windows.

 

Borland C++ 4.5 fails with an internal compiler error when trying to compile

jdmerge.c in 32-bit mode.  If enough people complain, perhaps Borland will fix

it.  In the meantime, the simplest known workaround is to add a redundant

definition of the variable range_limit in h2v1_merged_upsample(), at the head

of the block that handles odd image width (about line 268 in v6 jdmerge.c):

 /* If image width is odd, do the last output column separately */

 if (cinfo->output_width & 1) {

   register JSAMPLE * range_limit = cinfo->sample_range_limit; /* ADD THIS */

   cb = GETJSAMPLE(*inptr1);

Pretty bizarre, especially since the very similar routine h2v2_merged_upsample

doesn't trigger the bug.

Recent reports suggest that this

 bug does not occur with "bcc32a" (the

Pentium-optimized version of the compiler).

 

Another report from a user of Borland C 4.5 was that incorrect code (leading

to a color shift in processed images) was produced if any of the following

optimization switch combinations were used:

	-Ot -Og

	-Ot -Op

	-Ot -Om

So try backing off on optimization if you see such a problem.  (Are there
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several different releases all numbered "4.5"??)

 

 

Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Visual C++:

 

jconfig.vc should work OK with any Microsoft compiler for a 32-bit memory

model.  makefile.vc is intended for command-line use.  (If you are using

the Developer Studio environment, you may prefer the DevStudio project

files; see below.)

 

IJG JPEG 7 adds extern "C" to jpeglib.h.  This avoids the need to put

extern "C" { ... } around #include "jpeglib.h" in your C++ application.

You can also force VC++ to treat the library as C++ code by renaming

all the *.c files to *.cpp (and adjusting the makefile to match).

In this case

 you also need to define the symbol DONT_USE_EXTERN_C in

the configuration to prevent jpeglib.h from using extern "C".

 

 

Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Visual C++ 6 Developer Studio:

 

We include makefiles that should work as project files in Developer Studio

6.0 or later.  There is a library makefile that builds the IJG library as

a static Win32 library, and application makefiles that build the sample

applications as Win32 console applications.  (Even if you only want the

library, we recommend building the applications so that you can run the

self-test.)

 

To use:

1. Open the Windows Command Prompt, change to the source directory and

  execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs setup-vc6

  If you get an error message saying that the "nmake" command could

  not be found, execute the command

	"%ProgramFiles%\Microsoft Visual Studio\VC98\Bin\VCVARS32"

  to set the environment for using Microsoft Visual C++ tools,

  and repeat the nmake call.

  This will move jconfig.vc to jconfig.h

 and makefiles to project files.

  (Note that the renaming is critical!)

  Alternatively you can use

	nmake /f makefile.vs setupcopy-vc6

  This will create renamed copies of the files, which allows to repeat

  the setup later.

2. Open the workspace file jpeg.dsw, build the library project.

  (If you are using Developer Studio more recent than 6.0, you'll

  probably get a message saying that the project files are being updated.)

3. Open the workspace file apps.dsw, build the application projects.
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4. To perform the self-test, execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs test-build

5. Move the application .exe files from the Release folder to an

  appropriate location on your path.

 

 

Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio 2019 Version 16:

 

We include makefiles that should work as project files in Visual Studio

2019 Version 16 or later.  There is a library makefile that builds the

IJG library as a static Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64 library, and application

makefiles that build the sample applications

 as Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64

console applications.  (Even if you only want the library, we recommend

building the applications so that you can run the self-test.)

 

To use:

1. Ensure you’ve checked the item "Desktop development with C++" in the

  Workloads tab of Visual Studio Installer.

  Open the Developer Command Prompt for VS 2019, change to the source

  directory and execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs setup-v16

  This will move jconfig.vc to jconfig.h and makefiles to project files.

  (Note that the renaming is critical!)

  Alternatively you can use

	nmake /f makefile.vs setupcopy-v16

  This will create renamed copies of the files, which allows to repeat

  the setup later.

2. Open the solution file jpeg.sln, build the library project.

    a) If you are using Visual Studio more recent than

	2019 Version 16, you'll probably get a message

	saying that the project files are being updated.

    b) If necessary, open the project properties and

	adapt the Windows

 Target Platform Version in

	the Configuration Properties, General section;

	we support the latest version at the time of release.

    c) If you get a warning saying that a platform cannot be found,

	you can either

	  * forgo the platform and ignore the warning, or

	  * remove the platform in the Configuration Manager, or

	  * install the corresponding platform Buildtools in

	    Visual Studio Installer (Workloads tab Optional components

	    or Individual components tab).

    d) If you want to build x64 code, change the platform setting from

	Win32 to x64.  You can build Win32 and x64 versions side by side.

    e) If you want to build ARM/ARM64 code, change the platform setting

	to ARM/ARM64.  Ensure you've installed the ARM/ARM64-Buildtools
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	in Visual Studio Installer (Workloads tab Optional components

	or Individual components tab).

	You can build Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64 versions side by side.

3. Open the solution file apps.sln, build the application projects.

4. To perform the self-test,

 execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs test-32

  for the Win32 build, or on a 64-bit system

	nmake /f makefile.vs test-64

  for the x64 build.

5. Move the application .exe files from the Release folder to an

  appropriate location on your path.

 

 

Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio 2022 Version 17:

 

We include makefiles that should work as project files in Visual Studio

2022 Version 17 or later.  There is a library makefile that builds the

IJG library as a static Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64 library, and application

makefiles that build the sample applications as Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64

console applications.  (Even if you only want the library, we recommend

building the applications so that you can run the self-test.)

 

To use:

1. Ensure you’ve checked the item "Desktop development with C++" in the

  Workloads tab of Visual Studio Installer.

  Open the Developer Command Prompt for VS 2022, change to the source

  directory and execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs setup-v17

   This will move jconfig.vc to jconfig.h and makefiles to project files.

  (Note that the renaming is critical!)

  Alternatively you can use

	nmake /f makefile.vs setupcopy-v17

  This will create renamed copies of the files, which allows to repeat

  the setup later.

2. Open the solution file jpeg.sln, build the library project.

    a) If you are using Visual Studio more recent than

	2022 Version 17, you'll probably get a message

	saying that the project files are being updated.

    b) If necessary, open the project properties and

	adapt the Windows Target Platform Version in

	the Configuration Properties, General section;

	we support the latest version at the time of release.

    c) If you get a warning saying that a platform cannot be found,

	you can either

	  * forgo the platform and ignore the warning, or

	  * remove the platform in the Configuration Manager, or

	  * install the corresponding platform Buildtools in
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	    Visual Studio Installer (Workloads tab Optional components

	

    or Individual components tab).

    d) If you want to build x64 code, change the platform setting from

	Win32 to x64.  You can build Win32 and x64 versions side by side.

    e) If you want to build ARM/ARM64 code, change the platform setting

	to ARM/ARM64.  Ensure you've installed the ARM/ARM64-Buildtools

	in Visual Studio Installer (Workloads tab Optional components

	or Individual components tab).

	You can build Win32/x64/ARM/ARM64 versions side by side.

3. Open the solution file apps.sln, build the application projects.

4. To perform the self-test, execute the command line

	nmake /f makefile.vs test-32

  for the Win32 build, or on a 64-bit system

	nmake /f makefile.vs test-64

  for the x64 build.

5. Move the application .exe files from the Release folder to an

  appropriate location on your path.

 

 

OS/2, Borland C++:

 

Watch out for optimization bugs in older Borland compilers; you may need

to back off the optimization switch settings.  See the comments in

makefile.bcc.

 

 

SGI:

 

On

 some SGI systems, you may need to set "AR2= ar -ts" in the Makefile.

If you are using configure, you can do this by saying

	./configure RANLIB='ar -ts'

This change is not needed on all SGIs.  Use it only if the make fails at the

stage of linking the completed programs.

 

On the MIPS R4000 architecture (Indy, etc.), the compiler option "-mips2"

reportedly speeds up the float DCT method substantially, enough to make it

faster than the default int method (but still slower than the fast int

method).  If you use -mips2, you may want to alter the default DCT method to

be float.  To do this, put "#define JDCT_DEFAULT JDCT_FLOAT" in jconfig.h.

 

 

VMS:

 

On an Alpha/VMS system with MMS, be sure to use the "/Marco=Alpha=1"

qualifier with MMS when building the JPEG package.
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VAX/VMS v5.5-1 may have problems with the test step of the build procedure

reporting differences when it compares the original and test images.  If the

error points to the last block of the files, it is most likely bogus

 and may

be safely ignored.  It seems to be because the files are Stream_LF and

Backup/Compare has difficulty with the (presumably) null padded files.

This problem was not observed on VAX/VMS v6.1 or AXP/VMS v6.1.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/install.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmainct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the main buffer controller for compression.

* The main buffer lies between the pre-processor and the JPEG

* compressor proper; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcmainct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemdos.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides an MS-DOS-compatible implementation of the system-

* dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager.  Temporary data can be

* stored in extended or expanded memory as well as in regular DOS files.

*

* If you use this file, you must be sure that NEED_FAR_POINTERS is defined

* if you compile in a small-data memory model; it should NOT be defined if

* you use a large-data memory model.  This file is not recommended if you

* are using a flat-memory-space 386 environment such as DJGCC or Watcom C.

* Also, this code will NOT work if struct fields are aligned on greater than

* 2-byte boundaries.

*

* Based on code contributed by Ge' Weijers.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemdos.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatadst.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of

* emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different destination manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdatadst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jctrans.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2000-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains library routines for transcoding compression,

* that is, writing raw DCT coefficient arrays to an output JPEG file.

* The routines in jcapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jctrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdhuff.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
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* Modified 2006-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines.

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.

* If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back

* up to the start of the current MCU.  To do this, we copy state variables

* into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent

* storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdhuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemname.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides a generic implementation of the system-dependent

* portion of the JPEG memory manager.  This implementation assumes that

* you must explicitly construct a name for each temp file.

* Also, the problem of determining the amount of memory available

* is shoved onto the user.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemname.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jddctmgr.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the inverse-DCT management logic.

* This code selects a particular IDCT implementation to be used,

* and it performs related housekeeping chores.  No code in this file

* is executed per IDCT step, only during output pass setup.
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*

* Note that the IDCT routines are responsible for performing coefficient

* dequantization as well as the IDCT proper.  This module sets up the

* dequantization multiplier table needed by the IDCT routine.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jddctmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmarker.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to decode JPEG datastream markers.

* Most of the complexity arises from our desire to support input

* suspension: if not all of the data for a marker is available,

* we must exit back to the application.  On resumption, we reprocess

* the marker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemsys.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This include file defines the interface between the system-independent

* and system-dependent portions of the JPEG memory manager.  No other

* modules need include it.  (The system-independent portion is jmemmgr.c;

* there are several different versions of the system-dependent portion.)

*

* This file works as-is for the system-dependent memory managers supplied

* in the IJG distribution.  You may need to modify it if you write a

* custom memory manager.  If system-dependent changes are needed in

* this file, the best method is to #ifdef them based on a configuration

* symbol supplied in jconfig.h, as we have done with USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR

* and USE_MAC_MEMMGR.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemsys.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcparam.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2022 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains optional default-setting code for the JPEG compressor.

* Applications do not have to use this file, but those that don't use it

* must know a lot more about the innards of the JPEG code.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcparam.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmarker.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write JPEG datastream markers.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemmac.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* jmemmac.c provides an Apple Macintosh implementation of the system-

* dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager.

*

* If you use jmemmac.c, then you must define USE_MAC_MEMMGR in the
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* JPEG_INTERNALS part of jconfig.h.

*

* jmemmac.c uses the Macintosh toolbox routines NewPtr and DisposePtr

* instead of malloc and free.  It accurately determines the amount of

* memory available by using CompactMem.  Notice that if left to its

* own devices, this code can chew up all available space in the

* application's zone, with the exception of the rather small "slop"

* factor computed in jpeg_mem_available().  The application can ensure

* that more space is left over by reducing max_memory_to_use.

*

* Large images

 are swapped to disk using temporary files and System 7.0+'s

* temporary folder functionality.

*

* Note that jmemmac.c depends on two features of MacOS that were first

* introduced in System 7: FindFolder and the FSSpec-based calls.

* If your application uses jmemmac.c and is run under System 6 or earlier,

* and the jpeg library decides it needs a temporary file, it will abort,

* printing error messages about requiring System 7.  (If no temporary files

* are created, it will run fine.)

*

* If you want to use jmemmac.c in an application that might be used with

* System 6 or earlier, then you should remove dependencies on FindFolder

* and the FSSpec calls.  You will need to replace FindFolder with some

* other mechanism for finding a place to put temporary files, and you

* should replace the FSSpec calls with their HFS equivalents:

*

*     FSpDelete     ->  HDelete

*     FSpGetFInfo   ->  HGetFInfo

*     FSpCreate     ->  HCreate

*     FSpOpenDF     ->  HOpen    

  *** Note: not HOpenDF ***

*     FSMakeFSSpec  ->  (fill in spec by hand.)

*

* (Use HOpen instead of HOpenDF.  HOpen is just a glue-interface to PBHOpen,

* which is on all HFS macs.  HOpenDF is a System 7 addition which avoids the

* ages-old problem of names starting with a period.)

*

* Contributed by Sam Bushell (jsam@iagu.on.net) and

* Dan Gildor (gyld@in-touch.com).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemmac.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrrle.c
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*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2017-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in RLE format.

* The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,

* with updates from Robert Hutchinson.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/wrrle.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatasrc.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of

* reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different source manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdatasrc.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmorecfg.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 1997-2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains additional configuration options that customize the

* JPEG software for special applications or support machine-dependent

* optimizations.  Most users will not need to touch this file.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmorecfg.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jinclude.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file exists to provide a single place to fix any problems with

* including the wrong system include files.  (Common problems are taken

* care of by the standard jconfig symbols, but on really weird systems

* you may have to edit this file.)

*

* NOTE: this file is NOT intended to be included by applications using the

* JPEG library.  Most applications need only include jpeglib.h.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jinclude.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdarith.c

*

* Developed 1997-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy decoding routines for JPEG

* (implementing the ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81).

*

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdarith.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jerror.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 1997-2018 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the error and message codes for the JPEG library.

* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to

* some other language.

* A set of error-reporting macros are defined too.  Some applications using

* the JPEG library may wish to include this file to get the error codes

* and/or the macros.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jerror.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdapimin.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "minimum" API routines that may be

* needed in either the normal full-decompression case or the

* transcoding-only case.

*

* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application

* are in this file or in jdapistd.c.  But also see jcomapi.c for routines

* shared by compression and decompression, and jdtrans.c for the transcoding

* case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jdapimin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  FILE LIST
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Copyright (C) 1994-2020, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

Here is a road map to the files in the IJG JPEG distribution.  The

distribution includes the JPEG library proper, plus two application

programs ("cjpeg" and "djpeg") which use the library to convert JPEG

files to and from some other popular image formats.  A third application

"jpegtran" uses the library to do lossless conversion between different

variants of JPEG.  There are also two stand-alone applications,

"rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom".

 

 

THE JPEG LIBRARY

================

 

Include files:

 

jpeglib.h	JPEG library's exported data and function declarations.

jconfig.h	Configuration declarations.  Note: this file is not present

		in the distribution; it is generated during installation.

jmorecfg.h	Additional

 configuration declarations; need not be changed

		for a standard installation.

jerror.h	Declares JPEG library's error and trace message codes.

jinclude.h	Central include file used by all IJG .c files to reference

		system include files.

jpegint.h	JPEG library's internal data structures.

jdct.h		Private declarations for forward & reverse DCT subsystems.

jmemsys.h	Private declarations for memory management subsystem.

jversion.h	Version information.

 

Applications using the library should include jpeglib.h (which in turn

includes jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h).  Optionally, jerror.h may be included

if the application needs to reference individual JPEG error codes.  The

other include files are intended for internal use and would not normally

be included by an application program.  (cjpeg/djpeg/etc do use jinclude.h,

since its function is to improve portability of the whole IJG distribution.

Most other applications will directly include the system include files they

want, and hence won't need

 jinclude.h.)

 

 

C source code files:

 

These files contain most of the functions intended to be called directly by

an application program:
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jcapimin.c	Application program interface: core routines for compression.

jcapistd.c	Application program interface: standard compression.

jdapimin.c	Application program interface: core routines for decompression.

jdapistd.c	Application program interface: standard decompression.

jcomapi.c	Application program interface routines common to compression

		and decompression.

jcparam.c	Compression parameter setting helper routines.

jctrans.c	API and library routines for transcoding compression.

jdtrans.c	API and library routines for transcoding decompression.

 

Compression side of the library:

 

jcinit.c	Initialization: determines which other modules to use.

jcmaster.c	Master control: setup and inter-pass sequencing logic.

jcmainct.c	Main buffer controller (preprocessor => JPEG compressor).

jcprepct.c	Preprocessor buffer controller.

jccoefct.c	Buffer controller

 for DCT coefficient buffer.

jccolor.c	Color space conversion.

jcsample.c	Downsampling.

jcdctmgr.c	DCT manager (DCT implementation selection & control).

jfdctint.c	Forward DCT using slow-but-accurate integer method.

jfdctfst.c	Forward DCT using faster, less accurate integer method.

jfdctflt.c	Forward DCT using floating-point arithmetic.

jchuff.c	Huffman entropy coding.

jcarith.c	Arithmetic entropy coding.

jcmarker.c	JPEG marker writing.

jdatadst.c	Data destination managers for memory and stdio output.

 

Decompression side of the library:

 

jdmaster.c	Master control: determines which other modules to use.

jdinput.c	Input controller: controls input processing modules.

jdmainct.c	Main buffer controller (JPEG decompressor => postprocessor).

jdcoefct.c	Buffer controller for DCT coefficient buffer.

jdpostct.c	Postprocessor buffer controller.

jdmarker.c	JPEG marker reading.

jdhuff.c	Huffman entropy decoding.

jdarith.c	Arithmetic entropy decoding.

jddctmgr.c	IDCT manager (IDCT implementation

 selection & control).

jidctint.c	Inverse DCT using slow-but-accurate integer method.

jidctfst.c	Inverse DCT using faster, less accurate integer method.

jidctflt.c	Inverse DCT using floating-point arithmetic.

jdsample.c	Upsampling.

jdcolor.c	Color space conversion.

jdmerge.c	Merged upsampling/color conversion (faster, lower quality).
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jquant1.c	One-pass color quantization using a fixed-spacing colormap.

jquant2.c	Two-pass color quantization using a custom-generated colormap.

		Also handles one-pass quantization to an externally given map.

jdatasrc.c	Data source managers for memory and stdio input.

 

Support files for both compression and decompression:

 

jaricom.c	Tables for common use in arithmetic entropy encoding and

		decoding routines.

jerror.c	Standard error handling routines (application replaceable).

jmemmgr.c	System-independent (more or less) memory management code.

jutils.c	Miscellaneous utility routines.

 

jmemmgr.c relies on a system-dependent memory management module.  The IJG

distribution

 includes the following implementations of the system-dependent

module:

 

jmemnobs.c	"No backing store": assumes adequate virtual memory exists.

jmemansi.c	Makes temporary files with ANSI-standard routine tmpfile().

jmemname.c	Makes temporary files with program-generated file names.

jmemdos.c	Custom implementation for MS-DOS (16-bit environment only):

		can use extended and expanded memory as well as temp files.

jmemmac.c	Custom implementation for Apple Macintosh.

 

Exactly one of the system-dependent modules should be configured into an

installed JPEG library (see install.txt for hints about which one to use).

On unusual systems you may find it worthwhile to make a special

system-dependent memory manager.

 

 

Non-C source code files:

 

jmemdosa.asm	80x86 assembly code support for jmemdos.c; used only in

		MS-DOS-specific configurations of the JPEG library.

 

 

CJPEG/DJPEG/JPEGTRAN

====================

 

Include files:

 

cdjpeg.h	Declarations shared by cjpeg/djpeg/jpegtran modules.

cderror.h	Additional

 error and trace message codes for cjpeg et al.

transupp.h	Declarations for jpegtran support routines in transupp.c.

 

C source code files:
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cjpeg.c		Main program for cjpeg.

cjpegalt.c	Main program for cjpeg with alternate user interface.

djpeg.c		Main program for djpeg.

djpegalt.c	Main program for djpeg with alternate user interface.

jpegtran.c	Main program for jpegtran.

cdjpeg.c	Utility routines used by all three programs.

rdcolmap.c	Code to read a colormap file for djpeg's "-map" switch.

rdswitch.c	Code to process some of cjpeg's more complex switches.

		Also used by jpegtran.

transupp.c	Support code for jpegtran: lossless image manipulations.

 

Image file reader modules for cjpeg:

 

rdbmp.c		BMP file input.

rdgif.c		GIF file input.

rdppm.c		PPM/PGM file input.

rdrle.c		Utah RLE file input.

rdtarga.c	Targa file input.

 

Image file writer modules for djpeg:

 

wrbmp.c		BMP file output.

wrgif.c		GIF file output.

wrppm.c		PPM/PGM file output.

wrrle.c		Utah RLE file output.

wrtarga.c	Targa

 file output.

 

 

RDJPGCOM/WRJPGCOM

=================

 

C source code files:

 

rdjpgcom.c	Stand-alone rdjpgcom application.

wrjpgcom.c	Stand-alone wrjpgcom application.

 

These programs do not depend on the IJG library.  They do use

jconfig.h and jinclude.h, only to improve portability.

 

 

ADDITIONAL FILES

================

 

Documentation (see README for a guide to the documentation files):

 

README		Master documentation file.
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*.txt		Other documentation files.

*.1		Documentation in Unix man page format.

change.log	Version-to-version change highlights.

example.c	Sample code for calling JPEG library.

 

Configuration/installation files and programs (see install.txt for more info):

 

configure	Unix shell script to perform automatic configuration.

configure.ac	Source file for use with Autoconf to generate configure.

ltmain.sh	Support scripts for configure (from GNU libtool).

config.guess

config.sub

depcomp

missing

ar-lib

compile

install-sh	Install shell script for those Unix systems

 lacking one.

Makefile.in	Makefile input for configure.

Makefile.am	Source file for use with Automake to generate Makefile.in.

ckconfig.c	Program to generate jconfig.h on non-Unix systems.

jconfig.txt	Template for making jconfig.h by hand.

mak*.*		Sample makefiles for particular systems.

jconfig.*	Sample jconfig.h for particular systems.

libjpeg.map	Script to generate shared library with versioned symbols.

libjpeg.pc.in	libjpeg.pc pkg-config file input for configure.

aclocal.m4	M4 macro definitions for use with Autoconf.

 

Test files (see install.txt for test procedure):

 

test*.*		Source and comparison files for confidence test.

		These are binary image files, NOT text files.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/filelist.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdppm.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2020 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in PPM/PGM format.

* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.

* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software
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* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed PPM format).

*/

/* Portions

 of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:

**

** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.

**

** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

** documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

** implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/rdppm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcomapi.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface routines that are used for both

* compression and decompression.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcomapi.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctfst.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

 * While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,

* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled

* quantization values.  The smaller the quantization table entry, the less

* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-

* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jfdctfst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cjpeg.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2013 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG compressor.

* It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.

*

* Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the

* compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:

*	cjpeg [options]  inputfile outputfile

*	cjpeg [options]  [inputfile]

* In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd

* normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program.  Input is
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* either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).

* The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that

* don't support pipes.  Also, you MUST use the

 first style if your system

* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.

* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided.  The syntax

*	cjpeg [options]  -outfile outputfile  inputfile

* works regardless of which command line style is used.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cjpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

; For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemdosa.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemmgr.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011-2019 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the JPEG system-independent memory management

* routines.  This code is usable across a wide variety of machines; most

* of the system dependencies have been isolated in a separate file.

* The major functions provided here are:

*   * pool-based allocation and freeing of memory;

*   * policy decisions about how to divide available memory among the

*     virtual arrays;

*   * control logic for swapping virtual arrays between main memory and

*     backing storage.

* The separate system-dependent file provides the actual backing-storage

* access code, and it contains the policy decision about how much total

* main memory to use.

* This file is

 system-dependent in the sense that some of its functions

* are unnecessary in some systems.  For example, if there is enough virtual

* memory so that backing storage will never be used, much of the virtual

* array control logic could be removed.  (Of course, if you have that much

* memory then you shouldn't care about a little bit of unused code...)

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jmemmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcinit.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains initialization logic for the JPEG compressor.

* This routine is in charge of selecting the modules to be executed and

* making an initialization call to each one.

*

* Logically, this code belongs in jcmaster.c.  It's split out because

* linking this routine implies linking the entire compression library.

* For a transcoding-only application, we want to be able to use jcmaster.c

* without linking in the whole library.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jcinit.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* transupp.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1997-2019, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains image transformation routines and other utility code

* used by the jpegtran sample application.  These are NOT part of the core

* JPEG library.  But we keep these routines separate from jpegtran.c to

* ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs that have other user

* interfaces.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/transupp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  CODING RULES

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
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For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

Since numerous people will be contributing code and bug fixes, it's important

to establish a common coding style.  The goal of using similar coding styles

is much more important than the details of just what that style is.

 

In general we follow the recommendations of "Recommended C Style and Coding

Standards" revision 6.1 (Cannon et al. as modified by Spencer, Keppel and

Brader).  This document is available in the IJG FTP archive (see

jpeg/doc/cstyle.ms.tbl.Z, or cstyle.txt.Z for those without nroff/tbl).

 

Block comments should be laid out thusly:

 

/*

*  Block comments in this style.

*/

 

We indent statements in K&R style, e.g.,

	if (test) {

	  then-part;

	} else {

	  else-part;

	}

with two spaces per indentation

 level.  (This indentation convention is

handled automatically by GNU Emacs and many other text editors.)

 

Multi-word names should be written in lower case with underscores, e.g.,

multi_word_name (not multiWordName).  Preprocessor symbols and enum constants

are similar but upper case (MULTI_WORD_NAME).  Names should be unique within

the first fifteen characters.  (On some older systems, global names must be

unique within six characters.  We accommodate this without cluttering the

source code by using macros to substitute shorter names.)

 

We use function prototypes everywhere; we rely on automatic source code

transformation to feed prototype-less C compilers.  Transformation is done

by the simple and portable tool 'ansi2knr.c' (courtesy of Ghostscript).

ansi2knr is not very bright, so it imposes a format requirement on function

declarations: the function name MUST BEGIN IN COLUMN 1.  Thus all functions

should be written in the following style:

 

LOCAL(int *)

function_name (int a, char

 *b)

{

   code...

}
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Note that each function definition must begin with GLOBAL(type), LOCAL(type),

or METHODDEF(type).  These macros expand to "static type" or just "type" as

appropriate.  They provide a readable indication of the routine's usage and

can readily be changed for special needs.  (For instance, special linkage

keywords can be inserted for use in Windows DLLs.)

 

ansi2knr does not transform method declarations (function pointers in

structs).  We handle these with a macro JMETHOD, defined as

	#ifdef HAVE_PROTOTYPES

	#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) arglist

	#else

	#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) ()

	#endif

which is used like this:

	struct function_pointers {

	  JMETHOD(void, init_entropy_encoder, (int somearg, jparms *jp));

	  JMETHOD(void, term_entropy_encoder, (void));

	};

Note the set of parentheses surrounding the parameter list.

 

A similar solution is used for forward and external function declarations

(see the EXTERN

 and JPP macros).

 

If the code is to work on non-ANSI compilers, we cannot rely on a prototype

declaration to coerce actual parameters into the right types.  Therefore, use

explicit casts on actual parameters whenever the actual parameter type is not

identical to the formal parameter.  Beware of implicit conversions to "int".

 

It seems there are some non-ANSI compilers in which the sizeof() operator

is defined to return int, yet size_t is defined as long.  Needless to say,

this is brain-damaged.  Always use the SIZEOF() macro in place of sizeof(),

so that the result is guaranteed to be of type size_t.

 

 

The JPEG library is intended to be used within larger programs.  Furthermore,

we want it to be reentrant so that it can be used by applications that process

multiple images concurrently.  The following rules support these requirements:

 

1. Avoid direct use of file I/O, "malloc", error report printouts, etc;

pass these through the common routines provided.

 

2. Minimize global namespace

 pollution.  Functions should be declared static

wherever possible.  (Note that our method-based calling conventions help this

a lot: in many modules only the initialization function will ever need to be

called directly, so only that function need be externally visible.)  All
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global function names should begin with "jpeg_", and should have an

abbreviated name (unique in the first six characters) substituted by macro

when NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES is set.

 

3. Don't use global variables; anything that must be used in another module

should be in the common data structures.

 

4. Don't use static variables except for read-only constant tables.  Variables

that should be private to a module can be placed into private structures (see

the system architecture document, structure.txt).

 

5. Source file names should begin with "j" for files that are part of the

library proper; source files that are not part of the library, such as cjpeg.c

and djpeg.c, do not begin with "j".  Keep source file names

 to eight

characters (plus ".c" or ".h", etc) to make life easy for MS-DOSers.  Keep

compression and decompression code in separate source files --- some

applications may want only one half of the library.

 

Note: these rules (particularly #4) are not followed religiously in the

modules that are used in cjpeg/djpeg but are not part of the JPEG library

proper.  Those modules are not really intended to be used in other

applications.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/coderules.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  ALTERNATE USER INTERFACE FOR CJPEG/DJPEG

 

Copyright (C) 2020, Guido Vollbeding.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

There is an alternate command-line user interface for the IJG JPEG software.

It is designed for use under MS-DOS, and may also be useful on other non-Unix

operating systems.  (For that matter, this code works fine on Unix, but the

standard command-line syntax is better on Unix because it is pipe-friendly.)

 

With this user interface, cjpeg and djpeg accept multiple input file names

on the command line; output file names are generated by substituting

appropriate extensions.  The user is prompted before any already-existing

file will be overwritten.

 

Expansion of wild-card file specifications is useful but is not directly

provided by this code.  Most DOS C compilers have the ability to do
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 wild-card

expansion "behind the scenes", and we rely on that feature.  On other systems,

the shell may do it for you, as is done on Unix.

 

Also, a DOS-specific routine is provided to determine available memory;

this makes the -maxmemory switch unnecessary except in unusual cases.

If you know how to determine available memory on a different system,

you can easily add the necessary code.  (And please send it along to

jpeg-info@jpegclub.org so we can include it in future releases!)

 

 

INSTALLATION

============

 

Rename the standard cjpeg.c file to cjpegstd.c, then rename cjpegalt.c to

cjpeg.c.

Rename the standard djpeg.c file to djpegstd.c, then rename djpegalt.c to

djpeg.c.

Then build the software as described in install.txt, with these exceptions:

 

* Define PROGRESS_REPORT in jconfig.h if you want the percent-done display.

* Define NO_OVERWRITE_CHECK if you *don't* want overwrite confirmation.

* You may ignore the USE_SETMODE and TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE symbols discussed

 in install.txt; these

 files do not use them.

* As given, djpegalt.c defaults to BMP output (not PPM output as in the

 standard djpeg.c).  If you want something different, modify DEFAULT_FMT.

 

You may also need to do something special to enable filename wild-card

expansion, assuming your compiler has that capability at all.

 

Modify the standard usage.txt file as described below.  (If you want to use

the Unix-style manual pages cjpeg.1 and djpeg.1, better fix them too.)

 

To restore the standard user interface:

Rename cjpeg.c to cjpegalt.c, then rename cjpegstd.c to cjpeg.c.

Rename djpeg.c to djpegalt.c, then rename djpegstd.c to djpeg.c.

Then recompile/rebuild.

 

 

Here are some specific notes for popular MS-DOS compilers:

 

Borland C:

 Add "-DMSDOS" to CFLAGS to enable use of the DOS memory determination code.

 Link with the standard library file WILDARGS.OBJ to get wild-card expansion.

 

Microsoft C:

 Add "-DMSDOS" to CFLAGS to enable use of the DOS memory determination code.
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 Link with the standard library

 file SETARGV.OBJ to get wild-card expansion.

 In the versions I've used, you must also add /NOE to the linker switches to

 avoid a duplicate-symbol error from including SETARGV.

 

DJGPP (we recommend version 2.0 or later):

 Add "-DFREE_MEM_ESTIMATE=0" to CFLAGS.  Wild-card expansion is automatic.

 

 

USAGE

=====

 

Most of the standard usage.txt file also applies to the alternate version,

but replace its "GENERAL USAGE" section with the text below.  Edit the text

as necessary if you don't support wildcards or overwrite checking.  Be sure

to fix the djpeg switch descriptions if you are not defaulting to PPM output.

Also, if you've provided an accurate memory-estimation procedure, you can

probably eliminate the HINTS related to the -maxmemory switch.

 

 

GENERAL USAGE

 

We provide two programs, cjpeg to compress an image file into JPEG format,

and djpeg to decompress a JPEG file back into a conventional image format.

 

The basic command line is:

	cjpeg [switches] list of image files

or

	djpeg

 [switches] list of jpeg files

 

Each file named is compressed or decompressed.  The input file(s) are not

modified; the output data is written to files which have the same names

except for extension.  cjpeg always uses ".jpg" for the output file name's

extension; djpeg uses one of ".bmp", ".gif", ".ppm", ".rle", or ".tga",

depending on what output format is selected by the switches.

 

For example, to convert xxx.bmp to xxx.jpg and yyy.ppm to yyy.jpg, say:

	cjpeg xxx.bmp yyy.ppm

 

On most systems you can use standard wildcards to specify the list of input

files; for example, on DOS "djpeg *.jpg" decompresses all the JPEG files in

the current directory.

 

If an intended output file already exists, you'll be asked whether or not to

overwrite it.  If you say no, the program skips that input file and goes on

to the next one.
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You can intermix switches and file names; for example

	djpeg -gif file1.jpg -targa file2.jpg

decompresses file1.jpg into GIF format (file1.gif) and file2.jpg into Targa

format

 (file2.tga).  Only switches to the left of a given file name affect

processing of that file; when there are conflicting switches, the rightmost

one takes precedence.

 

You can override the program's choice of output file name by using the

-outfile switch, as in

	cjpeg -outfile output.jpg input.ppm

-outfile only affects the first input file name to its right.

 

The currently supported image file formats are: PPM (PBMPLUS color format),

PGM (PBMPLUS grayscale format), BMP, GIF, Targa, and RLE (Utah Raster Toolkit

format).  (RLE is supported only if the URT library is available, which it

isn't on most non-Unix systems.)  cjpeg recognizes the input image format

automatically, with the exception of some Targa-format files.  You have to

tell djpeg which format to generate.

 

JPEG files are in the standard JFIF file format.  There are other,

less widely used JPEG-based file formats, but we don't support them.

 

All switch names may be abbreviated; for example, -grayscale may be written

-gray

 or -gr.  Most of the "basic" switches can be abbreviated to as little as

one letter.  Upper and lower case are equivalent (-BMP is the same as -bmp).

British spellings are also accepted (e.g., -greyscale), though for brevity

these are not mentioned below.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/cdaltui.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jquant2.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011-2020 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains 2-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.

* These routines provide selection of a custom color map for an image,

* followed by mapping of the image to that color map, with optional

* Floyd-Steinberg dithering.

* It is also possible to use just the second pass to map to an arbitrary

* externally-given color map.
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*

* Note: ordered dithering is not supported, since there isn't any fast

* way to compute intercolor distances; it's unclear that ordered dither's

* fundamental assumptions even hold with an irregularly spaced color map.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1836017018_1699274037.491259/0/jpegsrc-v9e-tar-gz/jpeg-9e/jquant2.c

 

1.742 charset-normalizer 3.3.2 
1.742.1 Available under license : 

Included and Redistributed Files

---------------------------------

 

17 files are included in the source distribution tar. They are used to verify the standard functions of

this library. They are mandatory to run `pytest` but not required to make the lib usable after install.

They DO NOT guarantee that the detection-coverage will not regress.

 

Those are EITHER pulled from Wikipedia _(CC-BY-SA)_ OR public domain archive.

You SHALL NOT modify any of those files without explicit approval.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 TAHRI Ahmed R.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.743 universalify 2.0.1 
1.743.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanzim.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.744 libx11 1.8.7-r0 
1.744.1 Available under license : 

The following is the 'standard copyright' agreed upon by most contributors,

and is currently the canonical license preferred by the X.Org Foundation.

This is a slight variant of the common MIT license form published by the

Open Source Initiative at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where

possible, and insert their name to this list.  Please sort by surname

for people, and by the full name for other entities (e.g.  Juliusz

Chroboczek sorts before Intel Corporation sorts before Daniel Stone).

 

See each individual source file or directory for the license that applies

to that file.

 

Copyright (C) 2003-2006,2008 Jamey Sharp, Josh Triplett

Copyright  2009 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright (c) 1990-1992, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2009, 2010, 2015, 2017, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
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copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The following licenses

 are 'legacy' - usually MIT/X11 licenses with the name

of the copyright holder(s) in the license statement:

 

Copyright 1984-1994, 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.
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X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996 X Consortium

Copyright 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from the X Consortium.

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 by

Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Portions Copyright 1990, 1991 by Tektronix, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this documentation for

any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice appears

 in all copies and that both that copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the names of

Digital and Tektronix not be used in in advertising or publicity pertaining

to this documentation without specific, written prior permission.

Digital and Tektronix makes no representations about the suitability

of this documentation for any purpose.

It is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.
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		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

Free Software Foundation.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Code and supporting documentation (c) Copyright 1990 1991 Tektronix, Inc.

	All Rights Reserved

 

This file is a component of an X Window System-specific

 implementation

of Xcms based on the TekColor Color Management System.  TekColor is a

trademark of Tektronix, Inc.  The term "TekHVC" designates a particular

color space that is the subject of U.S. Patent No. 4,985,853 (equivalent

foreign patents pending).  Permission is hereby granted to use, copy,

modify, sell, and otherwise distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee, provided that:

 

1. This copyright, permission, and disclaimer notice is reproduced in

  all copies of this software and any modification thereof and in

  supporting documentation;

2. Any color-handling application which displays TekHVC color

  cooordinates identifies these as TekHVC color coordinates in any

  interface that displays these coordinates and in any associated

  documentation;
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3. The term "TekHVC" is always used, and is only used, in association

  with the mathematical derivations of the TekHVC Color Space,

  including those provided in this file and any

 equivalent pathways and

  mathematical derivations, regardless of digital (e.g., floating point

  or integer) representation.

 

Tektronix makes no representation about the suitability of this software

for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" and with all faults.

 

TEKTRONIX DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL TEKTRONIX BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

(c) Copyright 1995 FUJITSU LIMITED

This is source code modified by FUJITSU LIMITED under the Joint

Development Agreement for the CDE/Motif PST.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992 by Oki Technosystems

 Laboratory, Inc.

Copyright 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Oki Technosystems

Laboratory and Fuji Xerox not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

Oki Technosystems Laboratory and Fuji Xerox make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS

LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL
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 DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES

 WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name OMRON not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  OMRON makes no representations

about the suitability

 of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OMRON DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL OMRON BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,
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DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 by

Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Portions Copyright 1990, 1991 by Tektronix, Inc

 

Rewritten for X.org by Chris Lee <clee@freedesktop.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this documentation

for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

Chris Lee makes

 no representations about the suitability for any purpose

of the information in this document.  It is provided \`\`as-is'' without

express or implied warranty.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

Copyright 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the names of Digital, FUJITSU

LIMITED and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

 

DIGITAL, FUJITSU LIMITED AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL, FUJITSU LIMITED

AND SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Open Software Foundation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Open Software

Foundation makes no representations

 about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991, 1992,1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993, 1994                  by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and

 this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and Sony Corporation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  FUJITSU LIMITED and

Sony Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1993, 1995 by Silicon Graphics

 Computer Systems, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific prior written permission.

Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability

of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without any express or implied warranty.

 

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON

GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION  WITH

THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and

Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.  FUJITSU LIMITED and Digital Equipment Corporation

makes no representations about the suitability of this software for

any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
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 CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc.

Copyright 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED,

Fujitsu

 Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and Sony Corporation  not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED, Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and

Sony Corporation make no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED, FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC. AND SONY

CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS,

IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC., FUJITSU LIMITED

AND SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright

 1987, 1988, 1990, 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation,

Maynard, Massachusetts,

 

                       All Rights Reserved
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993 by SunSoft, Inc.

Copyright 1999-2000 by Bruno Haible

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the names of SunSoft, Inc. and

Bruno Haible not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  SunSoft, Inc. and Bruno Haible make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

SunSoft Inc. AND Bruno Haible DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL SunSoft, Inc. OR Bruno Haible

 BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993 by the TOSHIBA Corp.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and TOSHIBA

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Open Software

Foundation and TOSHIBA make no representations about the suitability of this

software for

 any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN OR TOSHIBA BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca.,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation,

 and that the name Wyse not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

WYSE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993, 1994 by the Sony Corporation
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear

 in supporting

documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and

Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Open Software Foundation and Sony Corporation make no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN

SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by FUJITSU

 LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and

Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED and Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS

SOLUTIONS, INC. AND

 FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Sony Corporation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Sony Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

SONY

 CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1986, 1998  The Open Group

Copyright (c) 2000  The XFree86 Project, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of

 the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM OR THE XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium or of the

XFree86 Project shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization from the X Consortium and the XFree86 Project.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright

 1993 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and

Open Software Foundation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and Open Software

Foundation make no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, AND OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT

SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OR OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca,

Copyright 1987 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
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software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL AND WYSE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING

 ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL DIGITAL OR WYSE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1991, 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Fuji Xerox,

FUJITSU LIMITED not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission. Fuji Xerox,

 FUJITSU LIMITED make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJI XEROX, FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJI XEROX,

FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA

OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2006 Josh Triplett

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense,
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 and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

(c) Copyright 1996 by Sebastien Marineau and Holger Veit

			<marineau@genie.uottawa.ca>

                    <Holger.Veit@gmd.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

HOLGER VEIT  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Sebastien Marineau or Holger Veit

shall not be used in

 advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Holger Veit or

Sebastien Marineau.

 

		----------------------------------------
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Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993 by the TOSHIBA Corp.

Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation

Copyright 1993, 1994 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open

Software Foundation, and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written

 prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open Software

Foundation, and Sony Corporation  make no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, AND SONY

CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT

SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, OR SONY

CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2000 by Bruno Haible

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Bruno Haible not

be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Bruno Haible

makes no representations about the suitability of this software for

any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

warranty.

 

Bruno Haible DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN

NO EVENT SHALL Bruno Haible BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright

  2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS

 ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, Troy D. Hanson

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
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 AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by TOSHIBA Corp.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of TOSHIBA not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission. TOSHIBA make no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

TOSHIBA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright IBM Corporation 1993

 

All Rights Reserved

 

License to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of IBM not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

IBM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS, AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

IBM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR
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ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, and NTT

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior

 permission. OMRON, NTT Software,

and NTT make no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, AND NTT, DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, OR NTT, BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND

 THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This notice applies to the files in this directory. They are taken from

the libiconv-1.1 package, which is covered by the LGPL license. The files
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in this directory have been placed under the following copyright, with

permission from the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Notes:

 

1. This copyright applies only to the files in this directory, and not to

the remaining files in libiconv.

 

2. The Free Software Foundation does not encourage the use of the above

license for newly written software.

 

1.745 basesystem 11-13.el9 
1.745.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

%global distroname %(source /etc/os-release; echo ${REDHAT_SUPPORT_PRODUCT})

 

Summary: The skeleton package which defines a simple %{distroname} system

Name: basesystem
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Version: 11

Release: 13%{?dist}

License: Public Domain

Requires(pre): setup filesystem

BuildArch: noarch

 

%description

Basesystem defines the components of a basic %{distroname} system

(for example, the package installation order to use during bootstrapping).

Basesystem should be in every installation of a system, and it

should never be removed.

 

%prep

 

%build

 

%install

 

%files

 

%changelog

* Mon Aug 09 2021 Mohan Boddu <mboddu@redhat.com> - 11-13

- Rebuilt for IMA sigs, glibc 2.34, aarch64 flags

 Related: rhbz#1991688

 

* Thu Apr 15 2021 Mohan Boddu <mboddu@redhat.com> - 11-12

- Rebuilt for RHEL 9 BETA on Apr 15th 2021. Related: rhbz#1947937

 

* Tue Jan 26 2021 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-11

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_34_Mass_Rebuild

 

*

 Mon Jul 27 2020 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-10

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_33_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Tue Jan 28 2020 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-9

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_32_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Jul 24 2019 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-8

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_31_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Thu Jan 31 2019 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-7

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_30_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Thu Jul 12 2018 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-6

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_29_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Feb 07 2018 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-5
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- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_28_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Jul 26 2017 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org>

 - 11-4

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_27_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Fri Feb 10 2017 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-3

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_26_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Feb 03 2016 Fedora Release Engineering <releng@fedoraproject.org> - 11-2

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_24_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Thu Jul 09 2015 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 11-1

- automatically determine OS name at build time (#1195396)

 

* Wed Jun 17 2015 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-11

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_23_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Sat Jun 07 2014 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-10

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_21_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Sat Aug 03 2013 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-9

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_20_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Feb 13 2013 Fedora Release Engineering

 <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-8

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_19_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Wed Jul 18 2012 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-7

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_18_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Thu Jan 12 2012 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-6

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_17_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Thu Jun 23 2011 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 10.0-5

- fix FTBFS typo (#715640), add disttag

 

* Mon Feb 07 2011 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org>

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_15_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Fri Jul 24 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-3

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_12_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Mon Feb 23 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-2

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_11_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Mon
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 Oct 20 2008 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> 10.0-1

- Bump version and rebuild for Fedora 10 (#451289)

 

* Fri Mar 02 2007 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> - 8.1-1

- Cleanup per package review (#225608)

 

* Wed Jul 12 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 8.0-5.1.1

- rebuild

 

* Fri Dec 09 2005 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Sep 22 2004 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Fri Feb 13 2004 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Jan 22 2003 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Aug 21 2002 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>

- bump rev

 

* Fri Jun 21 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Thu May 23 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Wed Jan 09 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Wed Jul 12 2000 Prospector <bugzilla@redhat.com>

- automatic rebuild

 

* Tue Jun  6 2000 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>

- rebuild. Wheee.

 

* Sun Mar 21 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

 

- auto rebuild in the new build environment (release 4)

 

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

- don't require rpm (breaks dependency chain)

 

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Erik Troan <ewt@redhat.com>

- require rpm
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* Wed Dec 30 1998 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

- build for 6.0

 

* Tue Aug 11 1998 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>

- build root

 

* Mon Apr 27 1998 Prospector System <bugs@redhat.com>

- translations modified for de, fr, tr

 

* Tue Sep 23 1997 Erik Troan <ewt@redhat.com>

- made a noarch package

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1839138005_1698981692.2472556/0/basesystem-11-13.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

DT4885Gu/basesystem.spec

 

1.746 nghttp2 1.58.0-r0 
1.746.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

See COPYING

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is licensed under the MIT License.

 

Copyright Fedor Indutny, 2018.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

If not otherwise noted, the extensions in this package are licensed

under the following license.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 by the contributors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.747 jetty 11.0.18 
1.747.1 Available under license : 

Notices for Eclipse Jetty

=========================

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jetty project.

 

Project home: https://eclipse.dev/jetty/

 

Trademarks

----------

Eclipse Jetty, and Jetty are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

Copyright

---------

All contributions are the property of the respective authors or of

entities to which copyright has been assigned by the authors (eg. employer).

 

Declared Project Licenses

-------------------------

This artifacts of this project are made available under the terms of:

 

 * the Eclipse Public License v2.0

   https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0
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   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

 

 or

 

 * the Apache License, Version 2.0

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

 

The following dependencies are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following dependencies are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

The following dependencies

 are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

The following dependencies are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* jakarta.servlet:jakarta.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

The following dependencies are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

* org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

* org.ow2.asm:asm

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 * org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan
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* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

Cryptography

------------

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke,

 Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims

 licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types,

 classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative
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 Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each

 Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

  (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily
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 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability

 for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution

 notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential
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liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against

 the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial

 Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage

 to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT
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PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum

 extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone

 is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its
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Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives

 no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice

 in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
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 the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example

 is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of

 electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display,

 publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as

 part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot

 be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on

 Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR Apache-2.0

 

1.748 xz 5.4.5-r0 
1.748.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
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conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

       Note: The JavaScript files (under the MIT license) have

       been removed from the Doxygen-generated HTML version of the

       liblzma API documentation.

 Doxygen itself is under the GNU GPL

       but the remaining files generated by Doxygen are not affected

       by the licenses used in Doxygen because Doxygen licensing has

       the following exception:

 

           "Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works

           derived from the input used in their production;
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           they are not affected by this license."

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find

 public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add

 some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.
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1.749 jetty-util 11.0.18 
1.749.1 Available under license : 

Notices for Eclipse Jetty

=========================

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jetty project.

 

Project home: https://eclipse.dev/jetty/

 

Trademarks

----------

Eclipse Jetty, and Jetty are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

Copyright

---------

All contributions are the property of the respective authors or of

entities to which copyright has been assigned by the authors (eg. employer).

 

Declared Project Licenses

-------------------------

This artifacts of this project are made available under the terms of:

 

 * the Eclipse Public License v2.0

   https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

 

 or

 

 * the Apache License, Version 2.0

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

 

The following dependencies are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following dependencies are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

The following dependencies

 are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

The following dependencies are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* jakarta.servlet:jakarta.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api
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* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

The following dependencies are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

* org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

* org.ow2.asm:asm

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 * org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

Cryptography

------------

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke,
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 Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims

 licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file
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in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types,

 classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative

 Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each

 Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
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 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

  (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability

 for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.
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3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution

 notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against

 the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance
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claims and warranties are such Commercial

 Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage

 to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum

 extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's
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rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone

 is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives

 no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular
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 file, then You may include the notice

 in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

 the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example
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 is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of

 electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display,

 publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as

 part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot

 be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on

 Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR Apache-2.0

 

1.750 node-gyp 10.0.1 
1.750.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2020 Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.751 packaging 23.3.dev0 
1.751.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.752 @types/yauzl 2.10.3 
1.752.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.753 crypto-policies-scripts 20230731-

1.git94f0e2c.el9_3.1 
1.753.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
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libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.754 elfutils-debuginfod-client 0.189-3.el9 
1.754.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which
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 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This license applies to the eu-readelf.1 man page which was forked

from the binutils readelf version of the man page. The rest of the

documentation is provided under the license found in the top level

directory.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
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for modifications made by others.

 

This License

 is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to

 use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters,

 or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
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that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly

 with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that

 can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
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title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications",

 "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading

 or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as

 long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the

 last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You

 may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
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E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover

 Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers

 to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to

 the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
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been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that

 added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that

 section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other
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documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License

 into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
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or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section

 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

 that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
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License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of

 that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

 

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the

 License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:
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   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code,

 we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered
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 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.
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 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
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Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.755 brotli 1.1.0-r1 
1.755.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.756 busybox 1.36.1-r15 
1.756.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================
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This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented

 as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's

 software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for

 a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent

 this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and
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 copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the

 executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or
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 its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict

 the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity

 of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make

 exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice

 like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of

 Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.757 musl 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 
1.757.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2019 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek

Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur

Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing

Fangrui Song

Felix Fietkau

Felix Janda

Gianluca Anzolin

Hauke Mehrtens

He X

Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil

Jens Gustedt

Jeremy Huntwork

Jo-Philipp Wich

Joakim Sindholt

John Spencer
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Josiah Worcester

Julien Ramseier

Justin Cormack

Kaarle Ritvanen

Khem Raj

Kylie McClain

Leah Neukirchen

Luca Barbato

Luka

 Perkov

M Farkas-Dyck (Strake)

Mahesh Bodapati

Markus Wichmann

Masanori Ogino

Michael Clark

Michael Forney

Mikhail Kremnyov

Natanael Copa

Nicholas J. Kain

orc

Pascal Cuoq

Patrick Oppenlander

Petr Hosek

Petr Skocik

Pierre Carrier

Reini Urban

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Ryan Fairfax

Samuel Holland

Segev Finer

Shiz

sin

Solar Designer

Stefan Kristiansson

Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs

Will Dietz

William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and
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src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy_el.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was

originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin

 Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.

 

The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted

by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream

integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works
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produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control

 history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham

John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.

 

This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not

 having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.

 

1.758 libnghttp2 1.43.0-5.el9_3.1 
1.758.1 Available under license : 

LEGAL NOTICE INFORMATION

------------------------

 

All the files in this distribution are covered under the MIT license

(see the file LICENSE) except some files mentioned below:

Copyright (c) 2020 mruby developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
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and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

set yrange [0:]

set terminal pngcairo font 'Sans, 8' lw 1 size 1400,1024

set xtics rotate by -45

set style histogram errorbars gap 2 lw 1

set style fill solid border -1

If not otherwise noted, the extensions in this package are licensed

under the following license.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 by the contributors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.759 xz-libs 5.2.5-8.el9_0 
1.759.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
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changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
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permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally
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 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
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similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
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   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or
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 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.
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     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU

 GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to

 put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3
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   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.760 ncurses-libs 6.2-10.20210508.el9 
1.760.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the
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   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses.html

This package is used for testing builds of ncurses.
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Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 1996-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

Files: doc/html/NCURSES-Programming-HOWTO.html

Copyright: 2001 by Pradeep Padala

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

 install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: progs/tset.c ncurses/tinfo/read_termcap.c

Copyright: 1980,1991,1992,1993 The Regents of the University of California.

License: BSD

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Copyright 2018-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.10 2021/01/01 09:54:30 tom Exp $

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/Ada95.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2010-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey
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Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-
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   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
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   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction
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   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

 

1.761 netty-resolver 4.1.101.Final 
1.761.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710476_1699909673.9453893/0/netty-resolver-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

 

1.762 netty-codec 4.1.101.Final 
1.762.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*
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* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

 * The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/netty-codec/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/EncoderUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert

 Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/GzipOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Brotli.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DeflateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Zstd.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/StandardCompressionOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

*

 <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*
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* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content

 |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

 * </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual
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 Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |     

 |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO,

 WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*
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* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 +

 LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because

 the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709715_1699909368.4920034/0/netty-codec-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

 

1.763 netty-transport 4.1.101.Final 
1.763.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelInitializerExtensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelInitializerExtension.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-transport/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannelRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/StacklessClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link

 ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:
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* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically,

 or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*        

 }

*     }

*     ...
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* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where an unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

 * <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }
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*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the

 state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create

 a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/SelectorProviderUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845710023_1699909357.2160501/0/netty-transport-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

 

1.764 netty 4.1.101.Final 
1.764.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ResourcesUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessorUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
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	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>
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						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>
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	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache

 License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>
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		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadLocalRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/OrderedEventExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MacAddressUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/BooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/NonStickyEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/OutOfDirectMemoryError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMappingBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PromiseNotificationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/IntSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnstableApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnaryPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SocketUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConstantTimeUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThrowableUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnorderedThreadPoolEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetectorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseCombiner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/HashingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AsyncMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/DefaultPriorityQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledEventExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava6.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MathUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/Cleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava9.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocal.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AsciiString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Mapping.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/InternalThreadLocalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ThreadDeathWatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/IntegerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnpaddedInternalThreadLocalMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/Hidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadExecutorMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependent0Substitution.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/UnsafeRefArrayAccessSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependentSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReferenceCountUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/CleanerJava6Substitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-common/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ClassInitializerUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtilInitializations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtilSubstitutions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainWildcardMappingBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SuppressJava6Requirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**
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* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without

 limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogger.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SingleThreadEventExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/MultithreadEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/TimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Attribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Signal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GlobalEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SucceededFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Timeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/AbstractInternalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DefaultAttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/BlockingOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SystemPropertyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/CharsetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FailedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/IllegalReferenceCountException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AttributeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/HashedWheelTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractConstant.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultFutureListeners.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/RecyclableArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/AppendableCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReadOnlyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NoOpTypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/TypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultThreadFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCountUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/PendingWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadPerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericFutureListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Promise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/CompleteFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConcurrentSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFutureTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ConstantPool.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteCollections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongCollections.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongAdderCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NettyRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/UncheckedBooleanSupplier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReflectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/LocationAwareSlf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/SuppressForbidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

#

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#

#   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

# WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

# License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

# under the License.

io.netty.util.internal.Hidden$NettyBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without

 limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*
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* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/MessageFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845711756_1699909854.0518098/0/netty-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/FormattingTuple.java

 

1.765 netty-handler 4.1.101.Final 
1.765.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateCompressionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastlePemReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateCompressionConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyX509Certificate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/State.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/StacklessSSLHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/EnhancingX509ExtendedTrustManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/TCPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/IPPacket.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/EthernetPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/UDPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriteHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/netty-handler/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProtocols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContextOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/GroupsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AsyncRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Ciphers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslAsyncPrivateKeyMethod.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClosedEngineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRuleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845712372_1699909923.353999/0/netty-handler-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactoryBuilder.java

 

1.766 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.101.Final 
1.766.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramSocketAddress.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.h

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/RawUnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IntegerUnixChannelOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/GenericUnixChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_jni.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1845709862_1699909634.91991/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

 

1.767 libintl 0.22.3-r0 
1.767.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]
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@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation
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 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
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writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this

 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and

 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,

 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any
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attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}
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@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

This subpackage is under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory.

The libasprintf package is under the LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB.

@c The GNU General Public License.

@center Version 2, June 1991

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@heading Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it

 to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect

 your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND

 CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The ``Program'', below,

refers to any such program or work, and a ``work based on the Program''

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term ``modification''.)  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been

 made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

stating
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 that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as

 a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring

 the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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@enumerate a

@item

Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

@item

Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

@item

Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

allowed only for noncommercial

 distribution and only if you

received the program in object code or executable form with such

an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

@end enumerate

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts

 as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and ``any

later version'', you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

@iftex

@heading NO WARRANTY

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center
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 NO WARRANTY

 

@end ifinfo

 

@item

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO

 LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@heading Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name

 and a brief idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{yyyy}  @var{name of author}

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

Gnomovision version

 69, Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than @samp{show w} and

@samp{show c}; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items---whatever

suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@example

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1989
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Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end example

 

This General

 Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under

the GPL.

 

The following parts are under the LGPL, see file intl/COPYING.LIB:

 - the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,

 - the libintl.jar Java library,

 - the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,

 - the gettext.sh shells script function library.

 

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel

directory:

 - the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,

 - the documentation.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in

 order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in

 any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

  a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
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countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
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know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section
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 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
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   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
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procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.
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 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
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(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different
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permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.768 systemd-rpm-macros 252-18.el9 
1.768.1 Available under license : 

# systemd Project Licensing

 

## Main License

 

The systemd project uses single-line references to Unique License Identifiers as

defined by the Linux Foundation's SPDX project (https://spdx.org/). The line in

each individual source file identifies the license applicable to that file.

 

The current set of valid, predefined SPDX identifiers can be found on the SPDX

License List at https://spdx.org/licenses/.

 

The 'LICENSES/' directory contains all the licenses used by the sources included in

the systemd project source tree.

 

Unless otherwise noted, the systemd project sources are licensed under the terms

and conditions of the **GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1 or later**.

 

New sources that cannot be distributed under LGPL-2.1-or-later will no longer

be accepted for inclusion in the systemd project to maintain license uniformity.

 

## Other Licenses

 

The following exceptions apply:

 

* some udev sources under src/udev/ are licensed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**, so the

  udev binaries as a

 whole are also distributed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the header files contained in src/basic/linux/ and src/shared/linux/ are copied

  verbatim from the Linux kernel source tree and are licensed under **GPL-2.0 WITH

  Linux-syscall-note** and are used within the scope of the Linux-syscall-note

  exception provisions

* the src/shared/initreq.h header is licensed under original license,

  **LGPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the src/shared/linux/bpf_insn.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **BSD-2-Clause** or **GPL-2.0-only**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the BSD-2-Clause license.

* The src/basic/linux/wireguard.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **MIT** or **GPL-2.0 WITH Linux-syscall-note**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the MIT license.

* the following sources are licensed under the **MIT** license (in case of our

  scripts, to facilitate copying

 and reuse of those helpers to other projects):

  - hwdb.d/parse_hwdb.py

  - src/basic/linux/batman_adv.h
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  - src/basic/sparse-endian.h

  - tools/catalog-report.py

* the following sources are licensed under the **CC0-1.0** license:

  - src/basic/siphash24.c

  - src/basic/siphash24.h

  - tools/check-includes.pl

 * the following sources are licensed under the **MIT-0** license:

  - all examples under man/

  - src/systemctl/systemd-sysv-install.SKELETON

  - config files and examples under /network

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-murmurhash2-public-domain):

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.c

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.h

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-lookup3-public-domain):

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.c

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.h

* the tools/chromiumos/gen_autosuspend_rules.py script is licensed under the

  **BSD-3-Clause** license.

* Heebo fonts under docs/fonts/ are licensed under the

 **SIL Open Font License 1.1**,

* any files under test/ without an explicit license we assume non-copyrightable

  (eg: computer-generated fuzzer data)

 

## OpenSSL Notes

 

Note that building the systemd project with OpenSSL does not affect the libsystemd.so

shared library, which is not linked with the OpenSSL library.

MurmurHash2 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public

domain. The author hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary

GPL.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.
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This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation

software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software

or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program

with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the

library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

 And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which

gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty

for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that

what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies

distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into

proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use

or not licensed at all.

 

Most

 GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was

designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated

libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that

anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make

between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing

the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application

program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the

original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public

 License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.

We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from
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the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of

non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but

we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster

development of free libraries.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

 The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

 

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special

one.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also

called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright

 law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library,

complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that

 uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you
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also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

 the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still

operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent

of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this

function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square

roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.

 If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent

and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work

based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other

licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work

 under the scope of this License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections
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 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because

 it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered

by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for

the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold

for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work

 is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any

executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library

itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the

Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice,

provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for

debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its

use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you

 must do one of these things:

 

    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including

whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object

code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable

containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

    b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

 

    d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs

needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not

normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library

together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may

 place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this

License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void,

 and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may
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 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way

you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended

to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted

 in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the

Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify

 a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE
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LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the

 public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by

permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

    Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied

 warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Library

General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write

to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright
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disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

lookup3.c, by Bob Jenkins, May 2006, Public Domain.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <additional Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>).

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL
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-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied,

 modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part

 or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:
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1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within

 text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE

 FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

   NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software
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Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner> All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT No Attribution

 

Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose
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The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal

 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the
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    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected
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 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.769 lua 5.4.4-4.el9 
1.769.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1994-2022 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-t0f8U5k8/lua-

5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-JSga1GKY/lua-5.4.4/src/lua.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Freely available under the terms of the

Lua is free software,

more details.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-t0f8U5k8/lua-

5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-JSga1GKY/lua-5.4.4/doc/manual.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2013 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

t0f8U5k8/mit.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:        MIT

general-purpose, stand-alone language. Lua is free software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

t0f8U5k8/lua.spec
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Freely available under the terms of the

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-t0f8U5k8/lua-

5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-JSga1GKY/lua-5.4.4/doc/contents.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Lua is free software distributed under the terms of the

<A HREF="http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html">MIT license</A>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-t0f8U5k8/lua-

5.4.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-JSga1GKY/lua-5.4.4/doc/readme.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

--[[

*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1994-2016 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*****************************************************************************

]]
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1846743439_1700018133.9160357/0/lua-5.4.4-4.el9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-t0f8U5k8/lua-

5.4.4-tests.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-HDOJcQzO/lua-5.4.4-tests/all.lua

 

1.770 libsemanage-common 3.5-2.el9 
1.770.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less
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of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified
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 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
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that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.771 gnupg 2.3.3-4.el9 
1.771.1 Available under license : 

Here is a list with collected copyright notices. For details see the

description of each individual package.  [Compiled by wk 2017-11-07]

 

 

GNUPG is

 

 Copyright (C) 1997-2017 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1994-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2003-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 1995-1997, 2000-2007 Ulrich Drepper <drepper@gnu.ai.mit.edu>

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1998 by The Internet Society.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 The OpenLDAP Foundation

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Net Boolean Incorporated.

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004 IBM Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Howard Y.H. Chu.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Symas Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

 Copyright (C) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

 Copyright (C) 2000 Dimitrios Souflis

 Copyright (C) 2008,2009,2010,2012-2016 William Ahern

 

 GnuPG is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 GnuPG is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.
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 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGCRYPT is

 

 Copyright (C) 1989,1991-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1996 L. Peter Deutsch

 Copyright (C) 1997 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1998 The Internet Society

 Copyright (C) 1996-1999 Peter Gutmann, Paul Kendall, and Chris Wedgwood

 Copyright (C) 1996-2006 Peter Gutmann, Matt Thomlinson and Blake Coverett

 Copyright (C) 2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

  Copyright (C) 2006-2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 Copyright (C) 2012-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2012 Simon Josefsson, Niels Mller

 Copyright (c) 2012 Intel Corporation

 Copyright (C) 2013 Christian Grothoff

 Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Jussi Kivilinna

 Copyright (C) 2013-2014 Dmitry Eremin-Solenikov

 Copyright (C) 2014 Stephan Mueller

 Copyright (C) 2017 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 

 Libgcrypt is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Libgcrypt is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the

 GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGPG-ERROR is

 

 Copyright (C) 2003-2004, 2010, 2013-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 libgpg-error is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

 modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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 libgpg-error is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBASSUAN is

 

 Copyright (C) 1992-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 2000 Werner Koch (dd9jn)

 Copyright (C)

 2001-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2004 Simon Josefsson

 

 Assuan is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Assuan is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBKSBA is

 

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011

               2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000, 2001 Fabio Fiorina

 

 The library and the header files are distributed under

 the following

 terms (LGPLv3+/GPLv2+):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of either

 

   - the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free
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     Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or

 

   - the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

     Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or both in parallel, as here.

 

 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.

 

 The other parts (e.g. manual, build system, tests) are distributed

 under the following terms (GPLv3):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the

 Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 

NPTH is

 

 Copyright (C) 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 nPth is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 nPth is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program;
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 if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NTBTLS is

 

 Copyright (C) 2006-2014 Brainspark B.V.

 Copyright (C) 2014-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 NTBTLS is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 NTBTLS is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

PINENTRY is

 

 Copyright (C) 1999 Robert Bihlmeyer <robbe@orcus.priv.at>

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004, 2007-2008, 2010, 2015-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002, 2008 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB (KDAB)

 Copyright (C) 2004 by Albrecht

 Dre <albrecht.dress@arcor.de>

 Copyright 2007 Ingo Klcker

 Copyright (C) 2014 Serge Voilokov

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daiki Ueno

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daniel Kahn Gillmor <dkg@fifthhorseman.net>

 Copyright 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 PINENTRY is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 PINENTRY is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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GPGME is

 

 Copyright (C) 1991-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000-2001 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 2001-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 2004-2008 Igor Belyi

 Copyright (C) 2002 John Goerzen

 Copyright (C) 2014, 2015 Martin Albrecht

 Copyright (C) 2015 Ben McGinnes

 Copyright (C) 2015-2016 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 Copyright (C) 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NSIS is

 

 Copyright 1999-2009 Nullsoft and Contributors

  Copyright 2002-2008 Amir Szekely

 Copyright 2003 Ramon

 

 This license applies to everything in the NSIS package, except where

 otherwise noted.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any

 damages arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

 purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and

 redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
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    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

    distribution.

 

  The user interface used with the installer is

 

 Copyright 2002-2009 Joost Verburg

 

 [It is distributed along with NSIS and the same conditions as stated

  above apply]

 

 

TinySCHEME is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

LIBDNS is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"),

 to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

ZLIB is

 

 (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided

 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
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 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

BZIP2 is

 

 This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

 documentation,

 are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

 rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior written

    permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

SQLITE has

 

 been put into the public-domain by its author D. Richard Hipp:
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 The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

 a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

     May you do good and not evil.

     May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

     May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing

 to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright

 and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.
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1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection

 of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising

 or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected
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person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories

 worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer

 are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is

 not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

 you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those

 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To

 "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate

 Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than

 the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
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modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license

 the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and

 its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer

 support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
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   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object

 code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute

 modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional

 terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may

 not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your

 receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time

 you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
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not

 impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other

 readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended

 to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License,
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 you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either

 of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea

 of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY

 NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first,

 please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this
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 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically

 libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify

 it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected

 by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original

 library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library,

 whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim
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 or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the

 work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
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   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable

 sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the

 scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library

 (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
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whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy

 of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than

 copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the

 materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library

 with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the
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 Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

 or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole

 purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written

 in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the

 Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY
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 OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It

 is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                         LICENSE TERMS

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the

 Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without

 being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.
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 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material

 is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

 license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during
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  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with

 a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not

 covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
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  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or

 any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

# COPYING.other                                            -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: List of code with permissive licenses as used by GnuPG.

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* DNS resolver (dirmngr/dns.c)

 

 dns.c - Recursive, Reentrant DNS Resolver.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY
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 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

* TinySCHEME (tests/gpgscm/LICENSE.TinySCHEME)

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* Regular

 expression support

 

 regexp/jimregexp.[ch]:

 

 Originally:
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   Copyright (c) 1986 by University of Toronto.

   Written by Henry Spencer.  Not derived from licensed software.

 

 Subsequently modified by:

 

   1986 John Gilmore hoptoad!gnu

   1987 James A. Woods ames!jaw

   1993 Christopher Seiwald seiwald@vix.com

   2000, 2002 Christopher Seiwald <seiwald@perforce.com>

   2010 Steve Bennett <steveb@workware.net.au>

   2020 NIIBE Yutaka <gniibe@fsij.org>

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

 purpose on any computer system, and to redistribute it freely,

 subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of

    this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise

    from defects in it.

 

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either

    by explicit claim or by omission.

 

 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

    be misrepresented as being the

 original software.

 

 

 regexp/utf8.[ch] (see regexp/LICENSE):

 

 (c) 2010-2016 Steve Bennett <steveb@workware.net.au>

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

    provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE JIM TCL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 JIM TCL PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation

 are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing

 official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Jim Tcl Project.

 

 

 UnicodeData.txt:

 

 Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

 (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

 (the "Software")

 to deal in the Data Files or Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

 the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

 or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

 (a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

 of the Data Files or Software, or

 (b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

 Documentation.

 

 THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

 NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

 DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

 TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

 PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

 shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

 use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior
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 written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.772 audit 3.0.7-104.el9 
1.772.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under
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 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
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 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.773 tpm2-tss-tcti 3.2.2-2.el9 
1.773.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.774 dnf 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 
1.774.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work
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 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU
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 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.775 libdnf 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 
1.775.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into
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 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if
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 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.776 ncurses 6.2-10.20210508.el9 
1.776.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses.html

This package is used for testing builds of ncurses.

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 1996-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

Files: doc/html/NCURSES-Programming-HOWTO.html

Copyright: 2001 by Pradeep Padala

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

 install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: progs/tset.c ncurses/tinfo/read_termcap.c

Copyright: 1980,1991,1992,1993 The Regents of the University of California.

License: BSD

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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 ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Copyright 2018-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.10 2021/01/01 09:54:30 tom Exp $

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/Ada95.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2010-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11
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   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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   Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.
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On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

 

1.777 libsolv 0.7.24-2.el9 
1.777.1 Available under license : 

All files for the Windows compatibility layer are taken from musl,

except for unistd.h and fmemopen.c.

 

MUSL

 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2014 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

TRE (tre.h, tre-mem.c)

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (reg* and

tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in
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the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

This is the license, copyright notice, and disclaimer for TRE, a regex

matching package (library and tools) with support for approximate

matching.

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Ville Laurikari <vl@iki.fi>

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of Novell nor the names of its contributors may
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  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.778 d-bus 1.12.20-8.el9 
1.778.1 Available under license : 

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original

 Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;
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c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

 the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims

 other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an
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"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

 Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages

 of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any

 of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of
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this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this

 License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section

 shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.
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15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise

 restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD,

 MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

 

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.
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--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public

 License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so

 they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

 on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files

 to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print

 an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program)

 on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

    to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place,

 then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program),

 you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License

 and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through

 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the

 present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of

 software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

 type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful

 to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.779 util-linux 2.37.4-15.el9 
1.779.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
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keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
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from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
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documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.
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 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the
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 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
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 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")
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 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.780 python3-dnf 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 
1.780.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.781 glib 2.68.4-11.el9 
1.781.1 Available under license : 

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in

any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright

notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies.  Commercial

redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not

redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than

those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or

translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to

the modified or translated version available in electronic form

without charge.  However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work

shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

 

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain,

and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

 

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

 WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the
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 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
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 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.782 chkconfig 1.24-1.el9 
1.782.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.783 python 3.9.18 
1.783.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

 

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;
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- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the
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software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.
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B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following
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unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
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        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)
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This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.

 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.784 almalinux-release 9.3-1.el9 
1.784.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

AlmaLinux 9 EULA

 

AlmaLinux 9 comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,

either written or implied.

 

The Distribution is released as GPLv2. Individual packages in the

distribution come with their own licences. A copy of the GPLv2 license

is included with the distribution media.

 

1.785 cpp 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 
1.785.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
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   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This file contains a list of individuals who submit their patches to

the Cygwin sources under 2-clause BSD license, as well as a list of

individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment up to 2016.

 

=========================================================================

2-clause BSD:

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

 

Individuals submitting their patches under 2-clause BSD:

 

David Allsopp				David.Allsopp@cl.cam.ac.uk

Erik M. Bray				erik.bray@lri.fr

Brian Inglis				Brian.Inglis@SystematicSw.ab.ca

Daniel Santos				daniel.santos@pobox.com

Sergejs Lukanihins			slukanihin@gmail.com

J.H.

 van de Water			houder@xs4all.nl

 

=========================================================================

 

Individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment:

 

AJ Reins				tbisp@qwest.net

Brian E. Dessent			brian@dessent.net

Brian Kenneth Ford			Brian.Ford@FlightSafety.com

Charles K. Moore			keithmo@exmsft.com

Christian Franke			franke@computer.org

Christian Lestrade			christian.lestrade@free.fr

Christopher Faylor			me@cgf.cx

Christopher January			chris@atomice.net

Conrad Scott				conrad.scott@dsl.pipex.com

Corinna Vinschen			corinna@vinschen.de

Craig Iain McGeachie			slapdau@yahoo.com.au

David Korn				dave.korn.cygwin@gmail.com

Davis Euresti				davie@alum.mit.edu
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Dennis Vshivkov				walrus@amur.ru

Elfyn McBratney				elfyn@ubertales.co.uk

Eric Blake				eblake@redhat.com

Ernie Coskrey				ernie.coskrey@steeleye.com

Gerd Spalink				Gerd.Spalink@t-online.de

Hartmut Honisch				hhonisch@users.sourceforge.net

Igor Pechtchanski			pechtcha@cs.nyu.edu

Jacek Trzcinski				jacek@certum.pl

Jeffrey

 Eric Altman			jaltman@openafs.org

Jerry D. Hedden				jerry@hedden.us

Joe Loh					joel@pivot3.com

Johan Rydberg				johan@rydberg.com

Johannes Schindelin			johannes.schindelin@gmx.de

John Hood				cgull@glup.org

Jon Turney				jon.turney@dronecode.org.uk

Yoni Londner				yonihola2@gmail.com

Joseph H. Buehler			jbuehler@hekimian.com

Joshua Daniel Franklin			joshuadfranklin@yahoo.com

Ken Brown				kbrown@cornell.edu

Lapo Luchini				lapo@lapo.it

Lev Bishop				lev.bishop@gmail.com

Mark Geisert				mark@maxrnd.com

Max Kaehn				slothman@electric-cloud.com

Micha Nelissen				mdvpost@hotmail.com

Michael Haubenwallner			michael.haubenwallner@ssi-schaefer.com

Nicholas S. Wourms			nwourms@netscape.com

Pavel Yonkov Tsekov			ptsekov@gmx.net

Peter Foley				pefoley2@pefoley.com

Pierre A. Humblet			phumblet@phumblet.no-ip.org

Robert G. Byrnes			byrnes@curl.com

Ryan C. Gordon				icculus@icculus.org

Sam Steingold				sds@gnu.org

Stephen Cleary				shammah@spamcop.net

Stephen Osborn				bub@io.com

Takashi

 Yano				takashi.yano@nifty.ne.jp

Thomas Pfaff				tpfaff@gmx.net

Vaclav Haisman				vhaisman@gmail.com

Yaakov Selkovitz			yselkowi@redhat.com

Yitzchak Scott-Thoennes			sthoenna@efn.org

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is
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modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
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on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library
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specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting
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redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

DRuntime: Runtime Library for the D Programming Language

========================================================

 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The newlib subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the newlib subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions
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of the BSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that are

incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to

the BSD License and may only be used or replicated with the express

permission

 of Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) David M. Gay (AT&T 1991, Lucent 1998)

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in

 all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies

All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both that the copyright notice and this

permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

LUCENT

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

(4) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.
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AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING,

 PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(5)

 

(6)

 

(7) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(8) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(9) Hans-Peter Nilsson
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Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(10) Stephane Carrez (m68hc11-elf/m68hc12-elf targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Stephane Carrez (stcarrez@nerim.fr)

 

The authors hereby grant permission

 to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(11) Christopher G. Demetriou

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Christopher G. Demetriou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) SuperH, Inc.

 

Copyright

 2002 SuperH, Inc. All rights reserved

 

This software is the property of SuperH, Inc (SuperH) which specifically

grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this software

provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights are

reserved by SuperH.

 

SUPERH MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPERH BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM

THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report any problems

or suggestions about this software to the SuperH Support Center via

e-mail at softwaresupport@superh.com .

 

SuperH, Inc.

405 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose

CA 95134

USA

 

(13) Royal Institute of Technology

 

Copyright (c) 1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(14) Alexey Zelkin

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001 Alexey Zelkin <phantom@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(15) Andrey A. Chernov
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Copyright (C) 1997 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(16)

 FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2002 FreeBSD Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(17) S. L. Moshier

 

Author:  S. L. Moshier.

 

Copyright (c) 1984,2000 S.L. Moshier

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR,  THE AUTHOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION

OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS

SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(18) Citrus Project

 

Copyright (c)1999 Citrus Project,

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(19) Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(20) DJ Delorie (i386 / arm)

Copyright (C) 1991 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification, and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

 the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(21) Free Software Foundation LGPL License (*-linux* targets only)

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-1999, 2000, 2001    Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  This file is part of the GNU C Library.

  Contributed by Mark Kettenis <kettenis@phys.uva.nl>, 1997.

 

  The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

  Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

  02110-1301 USA.

 

(22) Xavier Leroy LGPL License (i[3456]86-*-linux* targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1996 Xavier Leroy (Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr)

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

 

(23) Intel (i960)

 

Copyright (c) 1993 Intel Corporation

 

Intel hereby grants you permission to copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation.  Intel grants this permission provided

that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting

documentation.  In addition, Intel grants this permission provided that

you prominently mark as "not part of the original" any modifications

made to this software or documentation, and that the name of Intel

Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software or the documentation without specific,

written prior permission.

 

Intel Corporation provides this AS IS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  Intel makes no guarantee or
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representations regarding the use of, or the results of the use of,

the software and documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy,

reliability, currentness, or otherwise; and you rely on the software,

documentation and results solely at your own risk.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF BUSINESS,

LOSS OF PROFITS, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OF ANY KIND.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL'S TOTAL LIABILITY EXCEED THE SUM

PAID TO INTEL FOR THE PRODUCT LICENSED HEREUNDER.

 

(24) Hewlett-Packard  (hppa targets only)

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(25) Henry Spencer (only *-linux targets)

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the

 Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.
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4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

(26) Mike Barcroft

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(27) Konstantin Chuguev (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000

  Konstantin Chuguev.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  iconv (Charset Conversion Library) v2.0

 

(28) Artem Bityuckiy (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Artem B. Bityuckiy, SoftMine Corporation.

Rights transferred to Franklin Electronic Publishers.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(29) IBM, Sony, Toshiba (only spu-* targets)

 

 (C) Copyright 2001,2006,

 International Business Machines Corporation,

  Sony Computer Entertainment, Incorporated,

 Toshiba Corporation,

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(30) - Alex Tatmanjants (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1995 Alex Tatmanjants <alex@elvisti.kiev.ua>

		at Electronni Visti IA, Kiev, Ukraine.

			All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(31) - M. Warner Losh (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(32) - Andrey A. Chernov (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(33) - Daniel Eischen (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 2001 Daniel Eischen <deischen@FreeBSD.org>.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(34) - Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(35) - Arm Ltd

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Arm Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the company may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ARM LTD ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL ARM LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(36) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)
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Copyright

 (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(37) Texas Instruments Incorporated (tic6x-*, *-tirtos targets)

 

Copyright (c) 1996-2010,2014 Texas Instruments Incorporated

http://www.ti.com/

 

Redistribution and  use in source  and binary forms, with  or without

modification,  are permitted provided  that the  following conditions

are met:

 

   Redistributions  of source  code must  retain the  above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form  must reproduce the above copyright

   notice,
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 this  list of conditions  and the following  disclaimer in

   the  documentation  and/or   other  materials  provided  with  the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the  name of Texas Instruments Incorporated  nor the names

   of its  contributors may  be used to  endorse or  promote products

   derived  from   this  software  without   specific  prior  written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"  AND ANY  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,  BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT  NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(38) National Semiconductor (cr16-* and crx-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(39) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(40) - Altera Corportion (nios2-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Altera Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

  o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  o Neither

 the name of Altera Corporation nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ALTERA CORPORATION, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
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(41) Ed Schouten - Free

 BSD

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(42) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls

 and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(43) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The

 authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(44) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form

 must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(45) Phoenix Systems - Phoenix-RTOS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Phoenix Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(46) embedded brains - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2017 embedded brains GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials
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 provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(47) John Baldwin - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2015 John Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(48) Jeffrey Roberson - RTEMS targets
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Copyright (c) 2008, Jeffrey Roberson <jeff@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Nokia Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(49) - SiFive Inc. (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2017  SiFive Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(50) Michael R. Neilly (riscv-* targets)

 

(c) Copyright 2017 Michael R. Neilly

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(51) Mentor Graphics (amdgcn-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Mentor Graphics.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices

 are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(52) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/**

* DISCLAIMER

* This file has no copyright assigned and is placed in the Public Domain.

*

* Its code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY.  ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

* This includes but is not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

The libgloss subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the libgloss subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD

License.   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied, including the implied warranties

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license

is available at http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that

are incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to the BSD

License and may only be used or replicated with the express
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 permission of

Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) DJ Delorie

 

Copyright (C) 1993 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification,  and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.
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(4) (formerly GPL for fr30)

 

The GPL is no longer applicable to the fr30 platform.  The piece of

code (syscalls.c) referencing the GPL has been officially relicensed.

 

(5) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in

 Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(6) - Analog Devices, Inc. (bfin-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Analog Devices, Inc.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(7) University of Utah and the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)

   [applies only to hppa*-*-pro* targets]
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Copyright (c) 1990,1994

 The University of Utah and

the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software is hereby

granted provided that (1) source code retains these copyright, permission,

and disclaimer notices, and (2) redistributions including binaries

reproduce the notices in supporting documentation, and (3) all advertising

materials mentioning features or use of this software display the following

acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the

Computer Systems Laboratory at the University of Utah.''

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL ALLOW FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS

IS" CONDITION.  THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY OF

ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

CSL requests users of this software to return to csl-dist@cs.utah.edu any

improvements that they make and grant CSL redistribution rights.

 

(8) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(9) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

 

permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(10) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that

 the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(11) IBM Corp. spu processor (only spu-* targets)

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2005, 2006

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of IBM nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are
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 permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(13) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(14) - National Semiconductor Corporation

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice

 is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

 

(15) - CodeSourcery, Inc. (tic6x-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 CodeSourcery, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of CodeSourcery

 nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CODESOURCERY, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CODESOURCERY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(16) - GPL with exception (sparc-*leon*, crx-*, cr16-* targets only)

 

 Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

 Written By David Vinayak Henkel-Wallace, June 1992

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License, the

Free Software Foundation gives you unlimited permission to link the

compiled version of this file with other programs, and to distribute

those programs without any restriction coming from the use of this

file.  (The General Public License restrictions do apply in other

respects; for example, they cover modification of the file, and

distribution when not linked into another program.)

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  As a special exception, if you link this library with files

  compiled with GCC to produce an executable, this does not cause

  the resulting executable to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

  This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why

  the executable file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

 

(17) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
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  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

 USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(18) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and

 that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(20) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names

 of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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(21) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c)

 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.
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The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of

 the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems

 that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the

 library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means

 either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether

 that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause

 the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still

 compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work

 based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library

 (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item
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A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices,

 you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time

 a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing

 the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
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components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that

 you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However,

 nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions

 are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims

 or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item
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If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.

  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software

 which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item
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IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED

 TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively,

 under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.
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You should

 have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably
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 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the
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 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all
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documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-

 * Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled
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 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime
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Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.
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The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygwin subdirectory,

as well as the sources under the cygserver subdirectory linked into

the Cygwin DLL, are licensed under the Lesser Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (LGPLv3+).  See the

COPYING.LIB file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygserver subdir not

linked into the Cygwin DLL, as well as the sources under the lsaauth

and the utils subdirectories are licensed under the Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (GPLv3+).  See the

COPYING file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Parts of the sources in any subdirectory are licensed using a BSD-like

license.  The affected source files contain explicit copyright notices

to that

 effect.

 

Linking Exception:

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of the Cygwin library

 grant you additional permission to link libcygwin.a, crt0.o, and

 gcrt0.o with independent modules to produce an executable, and to

 convey the resulting executable under terms of your choice, without

 any need to comply with the conditions of LGPLv3 section 4. An

 independent module is a module which is not itself based on the

 Cygwin library.

This is the file "copying.dj".  It does not apply to any sources

copyrighted by UCB Berkeley or the Free Software Foundation.

 

  Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked

  Copyright (C) DJ Delorie

		 24 Kirsten Ave

		 Rochester NH  03867-2954

 

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed

verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

 

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source
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file must remain intact.  If you modify a source file, a notice to that

effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

 

* binaries provided in djgpp may be distributed without sources ONLY if

the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp

themselves.  This primarily applies to go32.exe, emu387, stub.exe, and

the graphics drivers.

 

* modified versions of the binaries provided

 in djgpp must be

distributed under the terms of the GPL.

 

* objects and libraries linked into an application may be distributed

without sources.

 

-----

 

Changes to source code copyright BSD or FSF are copyright DJ Delorie, but

fall under the terms of the original copyright.

 

A copy of the file "COPYING" is included with this document.  If you did not

receive a copy of "COPYING", you may obtain one from whence this document

was obtained, or by writing:

     Free Software Foundation

     675 Mass Ave

     Cambridge, MA  02139

     USA

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.
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  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

**********************************

 

                        Version 2, June 1991

 

    Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place -- Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

   

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   

    [This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

     numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

Preamble

========

 

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use

 it for

your libraries, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in

new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object

 files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into

 proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility

programs.  This license, the GNU Library General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries.  This license is quite

different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't

assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

  The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is

that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or

adding to a program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a

library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using

the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or
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application program.  However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked

executable is a combined work, a derivative

 of the original library,

and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

  However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended

to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to

achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved

it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The

hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

  The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

  Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

    authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

    this Library General Public License (also called "this License").

    Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

    A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

     The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

    Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

    portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,
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    translation is included without limitation in the term

    "modification".)

 

    "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running

 a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

    the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or

 any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or

         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the
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         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort

         to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

         such function or table, the facility still operates, and

        

 performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not

    apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

    works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a

    whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of

    the whole must be on the terms of this License,

 whose permissions

    for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each

    and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on

    a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the

    other work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.

    To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this

    License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public

    License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a

 newer

    version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

    has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you

    wish.)  Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

    the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

    derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

    form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you

    accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

    source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

    1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

    interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is

 made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being

    compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

    Library".  Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

    the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

    uses the library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

    License.  Section 6 states terms for distribution of such

    executables.

 

     When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

    link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

    work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

    under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

    modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

    engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a.

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

         is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

         machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use

         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

     

    performing this distribution.

 

      c. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      d. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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    Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything

    that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

    with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

    operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries

 that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable

    that you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute

    such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution

    of the work based on the Library and of the other library

    facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these

    two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

    

     where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have

    received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

    have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

    full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

    are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work
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    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this

    License

 to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

    agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who

    receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

    way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain

    entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply

    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by

 public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a

    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies

    to it and "any later version", you have the option of following

    the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later

    version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library

    does not specify a license version number, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software

 Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

    the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                               NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

    HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

    WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

    NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

    QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

    LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY
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    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

  If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution

 under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

   

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

    under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published

    by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

   

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

     Library General Public License for more details.

   

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

    with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
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your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

   

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  That's all there is to it!

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
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object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.
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 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.
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   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.786 open-ldap 2.6.3-1.el9 
1.786.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2021 Howard Chu, Symas Corp.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.
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Copyright 1998-2022 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2013 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions

 Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.
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The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are

 permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

Copyright 1998-2022 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

---

NeoSoft Tcl client extensions to Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-1999 NeoSoft, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.

 

This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that these copyrights are

retained and their terms are followed.

 

Under no circumstances are the authors or NeoSoft Inc. responsible

for the proper functioning of this software, nor do the authors

assume any liability for damages incurred with its use.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to NeoSoft, Inc.

 

NeoSoft, Inc. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written

 permission. This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Requests for permission may be sent to NeoSoft Inc, 1770 St. James Place,
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Suite 500, Houston, TX, 77056.

OpenLDAP Public License

 

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8.1, 25 November 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP
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 is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All rights reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Pierangelo Masarati, <ando@sys-net.it>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose

* on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

* to the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

* credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

* ever read sources, credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

*

******************************************************************************/

Copyright 1998-2022 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and
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3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark

 of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

1.787 libstdc++ 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 
1.787.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This file contains a list of individuals who submit their patches to

the Cygwin sources under 2-clause BSD license, as well as a list of
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individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment up to 2016.

 

=========================================================================

2-clause BSD:

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

 

Individuals submitting their patches under 2-clause BSD:

 

David Allsopp				David.Allsopp@cl.cam.ac.uk

Erik M. Bray				erik.bray@lri.fr

Brian Inglis				Brian.Inglis@SystematicSw.ab.ca

Daniel Santos				daniel.santos@pobox.com

Sergejs Lukanihins			slukanihin@gmail.com

J.H.

 van de Water			houder@xs4all.nl

 

=========================================================================

 

Individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment:

 

AJ Reins				tbisp@qwest.net
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Brian E. Dessent			brian@dessent.net

Brian Kenneth Ford			Brian.Ford@FlightSafety.com

Charles K. Moore			keithmo@exmsft.com

Christian Franke			franke@computer.org

Christian Lestrade			christian.lestrade@free.fr

Christopher Faylor			me@cgf.cx

Christopher January			chris@atomice.net

Conrad Scott				conrad.scott@dsl.pipex.com

Corinna Vinschen			corinna@vinschen.de

Craig Iain McGeachie			slapdau@yahoo.com.au

David Korn				dave.korn.cygwin@gmail.com

Davis Euresti				davie@alum.mit.edu

Dennis Vshivkov				walrus@amur.ru

Elfyn McBratney				elfyn@ubertales.co.uk

Eric Blake				eblake@redhat.com

Ernie Coskrey				ernie.coskrey@steeleye.com

Gerd Spalink				Gerd.Spalink@t-online.de

Hartmut Honisch				hhonisch@users.sourceforge.net

Igor Pechtchanski			pechtcha@cs.nyu.edu

Jacek Trzcinski				jacek@certum.pl

Jeffrey

 Eric Altman			jaltman@openafs.org

Jerry D. Hedden				jerry@hedden.us

Joe Loh					joel@pivot3.com

Johan Rydberg				johan@rydberg.com

Johannes Schindelin			johannes.schindelin@gmx.de

John Hood				cgull@glup.org

Jon Turney				jon.turney@dronecode.org.uk

Yoni Londner				yonihola2@gmail.com

Joseph H. Buehler			jbuehler@hekimian.com

Joshua Daniel Franklin			joshuadfranklin@yahoo.com

Ken Brown				kbrown@cornell.edu

Lapo Luchini				lapo@lapo.it

Lev Bishop				lev.bishop@gmail.com

Mark Geisert				mark@maxrnd.com

Max Kaehn				slothman@electric-cloud.com

Micha Nelissen				mdvpost@hotmail.com

Michael Haubenwallner			michael.haubenwallner@ssi-schaefer.com

Nicholas S. Wourms			nwourms@netscape.com

Pavel Yonkov Tsekov			ptsekov@gmx.net

Peter Foley				pefoley2@pefoley.com

Pierre A. Humblet			phumblet@phumblet.no-ip.org

Robert G. Byrnes			byrnes@curl.com

Ryan C. Gordon				icculus@icculus.org

Sam Steingold				sds@gnu.org

Stephen Cleary				shammah@spamcop.net

Stephen Osborn				bub@io.com

Takashi
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 Yano				takashi.yano@nifty.ne.jp

Thomas Pfaff				tpfaff@gmx.net

Vaclav Haisman				vhaisman@gmail.com

Yaakov Selkovitz			yselkowi@redhat.com

Yitzchak Scott-Thoennes			sthoenna@efn.org

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the
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 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying
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 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL
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 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

DRuntime: Runtime Library for the D Programming Language

========================================================

 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The newlib subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the newlib subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the BSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that are

incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to

the BSD License and may only be used or replicated with the express

permission

 of Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) David M. Gay (AT&T 1991, Lucent 1998)

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in

 all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies

All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both that the copyright notice and this

permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

LUCENT

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
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WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

(4) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING,

 PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(5)

 

(6)

 

(7) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(8) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
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To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(9) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(10) Stephane Carrez (m68hc11-elf/m68hc12-elf targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Stephane Carrez (stcarrez@nerim.fr)

 

The authors hereby grant permission

 to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(11) Christopher G. Demetriou

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Christopher G. Demetriou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) SuperH, Inc.

 

Copyright

 2002 SuperH, Inc. All rights reserved

 

This software is the property of SuperH, Inc (SuperH) which specifically

grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this software

provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights are

reserved by SuperH.

 

SUPERH MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPERH BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM

THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report any problems

or suggestions about this software to the SuperH Support Center via

e-mail at softwaresupport@superh.com .

 

SuperH, Inc.

405 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose

CA 95134

USA

 

(13) Royal Institute of Technology
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Copyright (c) 1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(14) Alexey Zelkin

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001 Alexey Zelkin <phantom@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS
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 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(15) Andrey A. Chernov

 

Copyright (C) 1997 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(16)

 FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2002 FreeBSD Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(17) S. L. Moshier

 

Author:  S. L. Moshier.

 

Copyright (c) 1984,2000 S.L. Moshier

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR,  THE AUTHOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION

OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS

SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(18) Citrus Project

 

Copyright (c)1999 Citrus Project,

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(20) DJ Delorie (i386 / arm)

Copyright (C) 1991 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification, and use in source and binary forms is permitted
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provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

 the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(21) Free Software Foundation LGPL License (*-linux* targets only)

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-1999, 2000, 2001    Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  This file is part of the GNU C Library.

  Contributed by Mark Kettenis <kettenis@phys.uva.nl>, 1997.

 

  The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

  Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

  02110-1301 USA.

 

(22) Xavier Leroy LGPL License (i[3456]86-*-linux* targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1996 Xavier Leroy (Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr)

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

 

(23) Intel (i960)

 

Copyright (c) 1993 Intel Corporation

 

Intel hereby grants you permission to copy, modify, and distribute this
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software and its documentation.  Intel grants this permission provided

that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting

documentation.  In addition, Intel grants this permission provided that

you prominently mark as "not part of the original" any modifications

made to this software or documentation, and that the name of Intel

Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software or the documentation without specific,

written prior permission.

 

Intel Corporation provides this AS IS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  Intel makes no guarantee or

representations regarding the use of, or the results of the use of,

the software and documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy,

reliability, currentness, or otherwise; and you rely on the software,

documentation and results solely at your own risk.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF BUSINESS,

LOSS OF PROFITS, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OF ANY KIND.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL'S TOTAL LIABILITY EXCEED THE SUM

PAID TO INTEL FOR THE PRODUCT LICENSED HEREUNDER.

 

(24) Hewlett-Packard  (hppa targets only)

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(25) Henry Spencer (only *-linux targets)

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the

 Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on
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any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

(26) Mike Barcroft

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(27) Konstantin Chuguev (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000

  Konstantin Chuguev.  All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  iconv (Charset Conversion Library) v2.0

 

(28) Artem Bityuckiy (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Artem B. Bityuckiy, SoftMine Corporation.

Rights transferred to Franklin Electronic Publishers.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(29) IBM, Sony, Toshiba (only spu-* targets)

 

 (C) Copyright 2001,2006,

 International Business Machines Corporation,

  Sony Computer Entertainment, Incorporated,

 Toshiba Corporation,

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(30) - Alex Tatmanjants (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1995 Alex Tatmanjants <alex@elvisti.kiev.ua>

		at Electronni Visti IA, Kiev, Ukraine.

			All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(31) - M. Warner Losh (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(32) - Andrey A. Chernov (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.
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 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(33) - Daniel Eischen (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 2001 Daniel Eischen <deischen@FreeBSD.org>.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER
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 IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(34) - Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(35) - Arm Ltd

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Arm Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the company may not be used to endorse or promote
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   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ARM LTD ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL ARM LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(36) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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(37) Texas Instruments Incorporated (tic6x-*, *-tirtos targets)

 

Copyright (c) 1996-2010,2014 Texas Instruments Incorporated

http://www.ti.com/

 

Redistribution and  use in source  and binary forms, with  or without

modification,  are permitted provided  that the  following conditions

are met:

 

   Redistributions  of source  code must  retain the  above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form  must reproduce the above copyright

   notice,

 this  list of conditions  and the following  disclaimer in

   the  documentation  and/or   other  materials  provided  with  the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the  name of Texas Instruments Incorporated  nor the names

   of its  contributors may  be used to  endorse or  promote products

   derived  from   this  software  without   specific  prior  written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"  AND ANY  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,  BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT  NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(38) National Semiconductor (cr16-* and crx-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where
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they apply.

 

(39) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(40) - Altera Corportion (nios2-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Altera Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

  o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  o Neither

 the name of Altera Corporation nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ALTERA CORPORATION, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

 

(41) Ed Schouten - Free

 BSD

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(42) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls

 and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(43) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The

 authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(44) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2) Redistributions in binary form

 must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(45) Phoenix Systems - Phoenix-RTOS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Phoenix Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(46) embedded brains - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2017 embedded brains GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(47) John Baldwin - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2015 John Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(48) Jeffrey Roberson - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Jeffrey Roberson <jeff@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Nokia Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(49) - SiFive Inc. (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2017  SiFive Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions
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of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(50) Michael R. Neilly (riscv-* targets)

 

(c) Copyright 2017 Michael R. Neilly

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(51) Mentor Graphics (amdgcn-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Mentor Graphics.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices
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 are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(52) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/**

* DISCLAIMER

* This file has no copyright assigned and is placed in the Public Domain.

*

* Its code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY.  ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

* This includes but is not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

The libgloss subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright
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notices will apply to the contents of the libgloss subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD

License.   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied, including the implied warranties

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license

is available at http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that

are incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to the BSD

License and may only be used or replicated with the express

 permission of

Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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(3) DJ Delorie

 

Copyright (C) 1993 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification,  and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.

 

(4) (formerly GPL for fr30)

 

The GPL is no longer applicable to the fr30 platform.  The piece of

code (syscalls.c) referencing the GPL has been officially relicensed.

 

(5) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in

 Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(6) - Analog Devices, Inc. (bfin-* targets)
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Copyright (C) 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Analog Devices, Inc.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(7) University of Utah and the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)

   [applies only to hppa*-*-pro* targets]

Copyright (c) 1990,1994

 The University of Utah and

the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software is hereby

granted provided that (1) source code retains these copyright, permission,

and disclaimer notices, and (2) redistributions including binaries

reproduce the notices in supporting documentation, and (3) all advertising

materials mentioning features or use of this software display the following

acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the

Computer Systems Laboratory at the University of Utah.''

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL ALLOW FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS

IS" CONDITION.  THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY OF

ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

CSL requests users of this software to return to csl-dist@cs.utah.edu any

improvements that they make and grant CSL redistribution rights.

 

(8) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(9) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:
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permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(10) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that

 the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(11) IBM Corp. spu processor (only spu-* targets)

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2005, 2006

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of IBM nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are

 permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(13) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(14) - National Semiconductor Corporation

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice

 is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

 

(15) - CodeSourcery, Inc. (tic6x-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 CodeSourcery, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of CodeSourcery
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 nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CODESOURCERY, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CODESOURCERY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(16) - GPL with exception (sparc-*leon*, crx-*, cr16-* targets only)

 

 Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

 Written By David Vinayak Henkel-Wallace, June 1992

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License, the

Free Software Foundation gives you unlimited permission to link the

compiled version of this file with other programs, and to distribute

those programs without any restriction coming from the use of this

file.  (The General Public License restrictions do apply in other

respects; for example, they cover modification of the file, and

distribution when not linked into another program.)

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  As a special exception, if you link this library with files

  compiled with GCC to produce an executable, this does not cause
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  the resulting executable to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

  This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why

  the executable file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

 

(17) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

 USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(18) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and

 that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(20) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names

 of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(21) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c)

 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of

 the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems

 that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the

 library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means

 either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
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writing it).  Whether

 that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause

 the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still

 compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work

 based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library
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 (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item
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As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices,

 you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time

 a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing

 the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that

 you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However,

 nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions

 are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims
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 or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.

  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software

 which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED

 TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively,

 under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should

 have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-
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 * Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work
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 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================
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University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional
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permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an
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Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygwin subdirectory,

as well as the sources under the cygserver subdirectory linked into

the Cygwin DLL, are licensed under the Lesser Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (LGPLv3+).  See the

COPYING.LIB file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygserver subdir not

linked into the Cygwin DLL, as well as the sources under the lsaauth

and the utils subdirectories are licensed under the Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (GPLv3+).  See the

COPYING file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Parts of the sources in any subdirectory are licensed using a BSD-like

license.  The affected source files contain explicit copyright notices

to that

 effect.

 

Linking Exception:

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of the Cygwin library

 grant you additional permission to link libcygwin.a, crt0.o, and

 gcrt0.o with independent modules to produce an executable, and to

 convey the resulting executable under terms of your choice, without

 any need to comply with the conditions of LGPLv3 section 4. An

 independent module is a module which is not itself based on the

 Cygwin library.
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This is the file "copying.dj".  It does not apply to any sources

copyrighted by UCB Berkeley or the Free Software Foundation.

 

  Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked

  Copyright (C) DJ Delorie

		 24 Kirsten Ave

		 Rochester NH  03867-2954

 

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed

verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

 

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source

file must remain intact.  If you modify a source file, a notice to that

effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

 

* binaries provided in djgpp may be distributed without sources ONLY if

the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp

themselves.  This primarily applies to go32.exe, emu387, stub.exe, and

the graphics drivers.

 

* modified versions of the binaries provided

 in djgpp must be

distributed under the terms of the GPL.

 

* objects and libraries linked into an application may be distributed

without sources.

 

-----

 

Changes to source code copyright BSD or FSF are copyright DJ Delorie, but

fall under the terms of the original copyright.

 

A copy of the file "COPYING" is included with this document.  If you did not

receive a copy of "COPYING", you may obtain one from whence this document

was obtained, or by writing:

     Free Software Foundation

     675 Mass Ave

     Cambridge, MA  02139

     USA

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".
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 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation
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  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.
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 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

**********************************

 

                        Version 2, June 1991

 

    Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place -- Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

   

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   

    [This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

     numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

Preamble

========
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  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use

 it for

your libraries, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in

new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object

 files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into
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 proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility

programs.  This license, the GNU Library General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries.  This license is quite

different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't

assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

  The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is

that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or

adding to a program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a

library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using

the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or

application program.  However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked

executable is a combined work, a derivative

 of the original library,

and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

  However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended

to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to

achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved

it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The

hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

  The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

  Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

    authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

    this Library General Public License (also called "this License").

    Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

    A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

     The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

    Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

    portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    "modification".)

 

    "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running

 a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

    the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or
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 any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or

         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort

         to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

         such function or table, the facility still operates, and

        

 performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not

    apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

    works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a

    whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of

    the whole must be on the terms of this License,

 whose permissions

    for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each

    and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on
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    a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the

    other work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.

    To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this

    License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public

    License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a

 newer

    version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

    has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you

    wish.)  Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

    the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

    derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

    form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you

    accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

    source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

    1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

    interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is

 made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being

    compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

    Library".  Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

    the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

    uses the library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

    License.  Section 6 states terms for distribution of such

    executables.
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     When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

    link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

    work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

    under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

    modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

    engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a.

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

         is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

         machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use
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         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

     

    performing this distribution.

 

      c. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      d. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

    Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything

    that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

    with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

    operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries

 that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable

    that you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute

    such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution

    of the work based on the Library and of the other library

    facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these

    two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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     where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have

    received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

    have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

    full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

    are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this

    License

 to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

    agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who

    receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

    way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain

    entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply
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    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by

 public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a

    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies

    to it and "any later version", you have the option of following

    the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later

    version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library

    does not specify a license version number, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software

 Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

    the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                               NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

    HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

    WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

    NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

    QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

    LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

  If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution

 under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

   

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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    under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published

    by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

   

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

     Library General Public License for more details.

   

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

    with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

   

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  That's all there is to it!

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD
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PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.788 file 5.39-14.el9 
1.788.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986-1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1995-present by Christos Zoulas and others.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

$File: COPYING,v 1.2 2018/09/09 20:33:28 christos Exp $

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.

 

This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States

Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.789 almalinux-gpg-keys 9.3-1.el9 
1.789.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to
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 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

AlmaLinux 9 EULA

 

AlmaLinux 9 comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,

either written or implied.

 

The Distribution is released as GPLv2. Individual packages in the

distribution come with their own licences. A copy of the GPLv2 license

is included with the distribution media.

 

1.790 nghttp2 1.43.0-5.el9_3.1 
1.790.1 Available under license : 

LEGAL NOTICE INFORMATION

------------------------

 

All the files in this distribution are covered under the MIT license

(see the file LICENSE) except some files mentioned below:

Copyright (c) 2020 mruby developers
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

set yrange [0:]

set terminal pngcairo font 'Sans, 8' lw 1 size 1400,1024

set xtics rotate by -45

set style histogram errorbars gap 2 lw 1

set style fill solid border -1
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If not otherwise noted, the extensions in this package are licensed

under the following license.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 by the contributors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.791 libgomp 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 
1.791.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the
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 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This file contains a list of individuals who submit their patches to

the Cygwin sources under 2-clause BSD license, as well as a list of

individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment up to 2016.

 

=========================================================================

2-clause BSD:

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

 

Individuals submitting their patches under 2-clause BSD:

 

David Allsopp				David.Allsopp@cl.cam.ac.uk

Erik M. Bray				erik.bray@lri.fr

Brian Inglis				Brian.Inglis@SystematicSw.ab.ca

Daniel Santos				daniel.santos@pobox.com

Sergejs Lukanihins			slukanihin@gmail.com

J.H.

 van de Water			houder@xs4all.nl

 

=========================================================================

 

Individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment:

 

AJ Reins				tbisp@qwest.net

Brian E. Dessent			brian@dessent.net

Brian Kenneth Ford			Brian.Ford@FlightSafety.com

Charles K. Moore			keithmo@exmsft.com

Christian Franke			franke@computer.org

Christian Lestrade			christian.lestrade@free.fr

Christopher Faylor			me@cgf.cx
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Christopher January			chris@atomice.net

Conrad Scott				conrad.scott@dsl.pipex.com

Corinna Vinschen			corinna@vinschen.de

Craig Iain McGeachie			slapdau@yahoo.com.au

David Korn				dave.korn.cygwin@gmail.com

Davis Euresti				davie@alum.mit.edu

Dennis Vshivkov				walrus@amur.ru

Elfyn McBratney				elfyn@ubertales.co.uk

Eric Blake				eblake@redhat.com

Ernie Coskrey				ernie.coskrey@steeleye.com

Gerd Spalink				Gerd.Spalink@t-online.de

Hartmut Honisch				hhonisch@users.sourceforge.net

Igor Pechtchanski			pechtcha@cs.nyu.edu

Jacek Trzcinski				jacek@certum.pl

Jeffrey

 Eric Altman			jaltman@openafs.org

Jerry D. Hedden				jerry@hedden.us

Joe Loh					joel@pivot3.com

Johan Rydberg				johan@rydberg.com

Johannes Schindelin			johannes.schindelin@gmx.de

John Hood				cgull@glup.org

Jon Turney				jon.turney@dronecode.org.uk

Yoni Londner				yonihola2@gmail.com

Joseph H. Buehler			jbuehler@hekimian.com

Joshua Daniel Franklin			joshuadfranklin@yahoo.com

Ken Brown				kbrown@cornell.edu

Lapo Luchini				lapo@lapo.it

Lev Bishop				lev.bishop@gmail.com

Mark Geisert				mark@maxrnd.com

Max Kaehn				slothman@electric-cloud.com

Micha Nelissen				mdvpost@hotmail.com

Michael Haubenwallner			michael.haubenwallner@ssi-schaefer.com

Nicholas S. Wourms			nwourms@netscape.com

Pavel Yonkov Tsekov			ptsekov@gmx.net

Peter Foley				pefoley2@pefoley.com

Pierre A. Humblet			phumblet@phumblet.no-ip.org

Robert G. Byrnes			byrnes@curl.com

Ryan C. Gordon				icculus@icculus.org

Sam Steingold				sds@gnu.org

Stephen Cleary				shammah@spamcop.net

Stephen Osborn				bub@io.com

Takashi

 Yano				takashi.yano@nifty.ne.jp

Thomas Pfaff				tpfaff@gmx.net

Vaclav Haisman				vhaisman@gmail.com

Yaakov Selkovitz			yselkowi@redhat.com

Yitzchak Scott-Thoennes			sthoenna@efn.org
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
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interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
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   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
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must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
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normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

DRuntime: Runtime Library for the D Programming Language

========================================================

 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/**

* DISCLAIMER

* This file has no copyright assigned and is placed in the Public Domain.

*
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* Its code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY.  ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

* This includes but is not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

The newlib subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the newlib subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the BSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that are

incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to

the BSD License and may only be used or replicated with the express

permission

 of Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) David M. Gay (AT&T 1991, Lucent 1998)

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in

 all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies

All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both that the copyright notice and this

permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

LUCENT
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 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

(4) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING,

 PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(5)

 

(6)

 

(7) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.
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(8) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(9) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(10) Stephane Carrez (m68hc11-elf/m68hc12-elf targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Stephane Carrez (stcarrez@nerim.fr)

 

The authors hereby grant permission

 to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(11) Christopher G. Demetriou

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Christopher G. Demetriou
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) SuperH, Inc.

 

Copyright

 2002 SuperH, Inc. All rights reserved

 

This software is the property of SuperH, Inc (SuperH) which specifically

grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this software

provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights are

reserved by SuperH.

 

SUPERH MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPERH BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM

THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report any problems

or suggestions about this software to the SuperH Support Center via

e-mail at softwaresupport@superh.com .

 

SuperH, Inc.

405 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose

CA 95134
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USA

 

(13) Royal Institute of Technology

 

Copyright (c) 1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(14) Alexey Zelkin

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001 Alexey Zelkin <phantom@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(15) Andrey A. Chernov

 

Copyright (C) 1997 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(16)

 FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2002 FreeBSD Project.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(17) S. L. Moshier

 

Author:  S. L. Moshier.

 

Copyright (c) 1984,2000 S.L. Moshier

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR,  THE AUTHOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION

OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS

SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(18) Citrus Project

 

Copyright (c)1999 Citrus Project,

All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(20) DJ Delorie (i386 / arm)
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Copyright (C) 1991 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification, and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

 the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(21) Free Software Foundation LGPL License (*-linux* targets only)

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-1999, 2000, 2001    Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  This file is part of the GNU C Library.

  Contributed by Mark Kettenis <kettenis@phys.uva.nl>, 1997.

 

  The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

  Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

  02110-1301 USA.

 

(22) Xavier Leroy LGPL License (i[3456]86-*-linux* targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1996 Xavier Leroy (Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr)

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

 

(23) Intel (i960)
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Copyright (c) 1993 Intel Corporation

 

Intel hereby grants you permission to copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation.  Intel grants this permission provided

that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting

documentation.  In addition, Intel grants this permission provided that

you prominently mark as "not part of the original" any modifications

made to this software or documentation, and that the name of Intel

Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software or the documentation without specific,

written prior permission.

 

Intel Corporation provides this AS IS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  Intel makes no guarantee or

representations regarding the use of, or the results of the use of,

the software and documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy,

reliability, currentness, or otherwise; and you rely on the software,

documentation and results solely at your own risk.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF BUSINESS,

LOSS OF PROFITS, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OF ANY KIND.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL'S TOTAL LIABILITY EXCEED THE SUM

PAID TO INTEL FOR THE PRODUCT LICENSED HEREUNDER.

 

(24) Hewlett-Packard  (hppa targets only)

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(25) Henry Spencer (only *-linux targets)

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone
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and Telegraph Company or of the

 Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

(26) Mike Barcroft

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(27) Konstantin Chuguev (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000

  Konstantin Chuguev.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  iconv (Charset Conversion Library) v2.0

 

(28) Artem Bityuckiy (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Artem B. Bityuckiy, SoftMine Corporation.

Rights transferred to Franklin Electronic Publishers.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(29) IBM, Sony, Toshiba (only spu-* targets)

 

 (C) Copyright 2001,2006,

 International Business Machines Corporation,

  Sony Computer Entertainment, Incorporated,

 Toshiba Corporation,

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(30) - Alex Tatmanjants (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1995 Alex Tatmanjants <alex@elvisti.kiev.ua>

		at Electronni Visti IA, Kiev, Ukraine.

			All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(31) - M. Warner Losh (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.
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(32) - Andrey A. Chernov (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(33) - Daniel Eischen (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 2001 Daniel Eischen <deischen@FreeBSD.org>.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(34) - Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(35) - Arm Ltd

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Arm Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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 in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the company may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ARM LTD ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL ARM LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(36) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(37) Texas Instruments Incorporated (tic6x-*, *-tirtos targets)

 

Copyright (c) 1996-2010,2014 Texas Instruments Incorporated

http://www.ti.com/

 

Redistribution and  use in source  and binary forms, with  or without

modification,  are permitted provided  that the  following conditions

are met:

 

   Redistributions  of source  code must  retain the  above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form  must reproduce the above copyright

   notice,

 this  list of conditions  and the following  disclaimer in

   the  documentation  and/or   other  materials  provided  with  the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the  name of Texas Instruments Incorporated  nor the names

   of its  contributors may  be used to  endorse or  promote products

   derived  from   this  software  without   specific  prior  written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"  AND ANY  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,  BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT  NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(38) National Semiconductor (cr16-* and crx-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.
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Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(39) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(40) - Altera Corportion (nios2-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Altera Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

  o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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  o Neither

 the name of Altera Corporation nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ALTERA CORPORATION, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

 

(41) Ed Schouten - Free

 BSD

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(42) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls

 and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(43) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The

 authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(44) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form

 must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(45) Phoenix Systems - Phoenix-RTOS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Phoenix Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(46) embedded brains - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2017 embedded brains GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(47) John Baldwin - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2015 John Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(48) Jeffrey Roberson - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Jeffrey Roberson <jeff@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Nokia Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(49) - SiFive Inc. (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2017  SiFive Inc. All rights reserved.
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This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(50) Michael R. Neilly (riscv-* targets)

 

(c) Copyright 2017 Michael R. Neilly

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(51) Mentor Graphics (amdgcn-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Mentor Graphics.
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The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices

 are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(52) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The libgloss subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the libgloss subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.
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This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD

License.   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied, including the implied warranties

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license

is available at http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that

are incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to the BSD

License and may only be used or replicated with the express

 permission of

Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) DJ Delorie

 

Copyright (C) 1993 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution, modification,  and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.

 

(4) (formerly GPL for fr30)

 

The GPL is no longer applicable to the fr30 platform.  The piece of

code (syscalls.c) referencing the GPL has been officially relicensed.

 

(5) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in

 Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(6) - Analog Devices, Inc. (bfin-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Analog Devices, Inc.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,
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license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(7) University of Utah and the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)

   [applies only to hppa*-*-pro* targets]

Copyright (c) 1990,1994

 The University of Utah and

the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software is hereby

granted provided that (1) source code retains these copyright, permission,

and disclaimer notices, and (2) redistributions including binaries

reproduce the notices in supporting documentation, and (3) all advertising

materials mentioning features or use of this software display the following

acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the

Computer Systems Laboratory at the University of Utah.''

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL ALLOW FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS

IS" CONDITION.  THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY OF

ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

CSL requests users of this software to return to csl-dist@cs.utah.edu any

improvements that they make and grant CSL redistribution rights.

 

(8) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(9) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

 

permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution
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of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(10) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that

 the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(11) IBM Corp. spu processor (only spu-* targets)

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2005, 2006

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of IBM nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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(12) Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are

 permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(13) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
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IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(14) - National Semiconductor Corporation

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice

 is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

 

(15) - CodeSourcery, Inc. (tic6x-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 CodeSourcery, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of CodeSourcery

 nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CODESOURCERY, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CODESOURCERY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(16) - GPL with exception (sparc-*leon*, crx-*, cr16-* targets only)

 

 Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

 Written By David Vinayak Henkel-Wallace, June 1992

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License, the

Free Software Foundation gives you unlimited permission to link the

compiled version of this file with other programs, and to distribute

those programs without any restriction coming from the use of this

file.  (The General Public License restrictions do apply in other

respects; for example, they cover modification of the file, and

distribution when not linked into another program.)

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  As a special exception, if you link this library with files

  compiled with GCC to produce an executable, this does not cause

  the resulting executable to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

  This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why

  the executable file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

 

(17) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)
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Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

 USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(18) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT
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 HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and

 that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(20) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names

 of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(21) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c)

 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,
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 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software---typically libraries---of

 the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems

 that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the
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 library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means

 either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether

 that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item
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You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause

 the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still

 compute square roots.)

@end enumerate
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work

 based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library

 (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices,

 you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time

 a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing

 the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that

 you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However,

 nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions

 are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims

 or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.

  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software

 which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED

 TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively,

 under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should

 have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work
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 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code
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 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version
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 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-

 * Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the
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 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including
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 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License
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Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that
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the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.
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You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygwin subdirectory,

as well as the sources under the cygserver subdirectory linked into

the Cygwin DLL, are licensed under the Lesser Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (LGPLv3+).  See the

COPYING.LIB file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygserver subdir not

linked into the Cygwin DLL, as well as the sources under the lsaauth

and the utils subdirectories are licensed under the Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (GPLv3+).  See the

COPYING file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Parts of the sources in any subdirectory are licensed using a BSD-like

license.  The affected source files contain explicit copyright notices

to that

 effect.

 

Linking Exception:

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of the Cygwin library

 grant you additional permission to link libcygwin.a, crt0.o, and

 gcrt0.o with independent modules to produce an executable, and to

 convey the resulting executable under terms of your choice, without

 any need to comply with the conditions of LGPLv3 section 4. An

 independent module is a module which is not itself based on the

 Cygwin library.

This is the file "copying.dj".  It does not apply to any sources

copyrighted by UCB Berkeley or the Free Software Foundation.

 

  Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked
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  Copyright (C) DJ Delorie

		 24 Kirsten Ave

		 Rochester NH  03867-2954

 

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed

verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

 

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source

file must remain intact.  If you modify a source file, a notice to that

effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

 

* binaries provided in djgpp may be distributed without sources ONLY if

the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp

themselves.  This primarily applies to go32.exe, emu387, stub.exe, and

the graphics drivers.

 

* modified versions of the binaries provided

 in djgpp must be

distributed under the terms of the GPL.

 

* objects and libraries linked into an application may be distributed

without sources.

 

-----

 

Changes to source code copyright BSD or FSF are copyright DJ Delorie, but

fall under the terms of the original copyright.

 

A copy of the file "COPYING" is included with this document.  If you did not

receive a copy of "COPYING", you may obtain one from whence this document

was obtained, or by writing:

     Free Software Foundation

     675 Mass Ave

     Cambridge, MA  02139

     USA

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.
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 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the
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portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.
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 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

**********************************

 

                        Version 2, June 1991

 

    Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place -- Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

   

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   

    [This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

     numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

Preamble

========

 

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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  This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use

 it for

your libraries, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in

new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object

 files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into

 proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility

programs.  This license, the GNU Library General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries.  This license is quite

different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't

assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

  The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is

that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or

adding to a program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a

library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using

the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or

application program.  However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked

executable is a combined work, a derivative

 of the original library,

and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

  However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended

to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to

achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved

it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The

hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

  The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

  Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

    authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

    this Library General Public License (also called "this License").

    Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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    A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

     The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

    Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

    portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    "modification".)

 

    "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running

 a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

    the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or

 any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or

         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort

         to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

         such function or table, the facility still operates, and

        

 performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not

    apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

    works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a

    whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of

    the whole must be on the terms of this License,

 whose permissions

    for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each

    and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on

    a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the

    other work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.
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    To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this

    License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public

    License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a

 newer

    version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

    has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you

    wish.)  Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

    the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

    derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

    form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you

    accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

    source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

    1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

    interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is

 made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being

    compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

    Library".  Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

    the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

    uses the library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

    License.  Section 6 states terms for distribution of such

    executables.

 

     When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a
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    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

    link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

    work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

    under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

    modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

    engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a.

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

         is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

         machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use

         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of
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    performing this distribution.

 

      c. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      d. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

    Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything

    that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

    with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

    operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries

 that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable

    that you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute

    such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution

    of the work based on the Library and of the other library

    facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these

    two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

    

     where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have

    received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

    have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

    full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

    are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this

    License

 to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

    agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who

    receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

    way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain

    entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply

    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is
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    implemented by

 public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a

    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies

    to it and "any later version", you have the option of following

    the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later

    version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library

    does not specify a license version number, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software

 Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

    the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                               NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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    HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

    WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

    NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

    QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

    LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

  If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution

 under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

   

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

    under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published

    by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

   

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

     Library General Public License for more details.

   

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

    with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

   

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  That's all there is to it!

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.
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 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the
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  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is
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  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the
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Library.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.
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   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.792 kerberos 1.21.1-1.el9 
1.792.1 Available under license : 

[ NOTE: MIT has only incorporated the mechglue and spnego change, and

not the incremental propagation changes.  The filenames are different

between the Sun and MIT sources.  The actual MIT filenames appear in

the top-level README file.  Original text of Sun's LICENSE file

follows. ]

 

Subject to the license set forth below, Sun Microsystems, Inc. donates

the attached files to MIT for the purpose of including these

modifications and additions in future versions of the Kerberos system.
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Many of the files attached are subject to licenses issued by other

entities, including OpenVision, MIT, and FundsXpress.  See the

individual files, and/or related Readme files, for these licenses.

 

In addition Sun requires that the license set forth below be

incorporated into any future version of the Kerberos system which

contains portions of the files attached.  The following files must be

listed, in the top level Readme file, as being provided subject to such

license:

 

cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop.x

cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop_hdr.h

cmd/krb5/kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c

cmd/krb5/kproplog/kproplog.c

cmd/krb5/slave/kpropd_rpc.c

lib/gss_mechs/mech_krb5/et/kdb5_err.c

lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/gssapiP_spnego.h

lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/spnego_mech.c

lib/krb5/kadm5/kadm_host_srv_names.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_convert.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_hdr.h

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.h

lib/libgss/g_accept_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_acquire_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_canon_name.c

lib/libgss/g_compare_name.c

lib/libgss/g_context_time.c

lib/libgss/g_delete_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_dsp_name.c

lib/libgss/g_dsp_status.c

lib/libgss/g_dup_name.c

lib/libgss/g_exp_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_export_name.c

lib/libgss/g_glue.c

lib/libgss/g_imp_name.c

lib/libgss/g_imp_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_init_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_initialize.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_context.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_names.c

lib/libgss/g_process_context.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_buffer.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_name.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_oid_set.c

lib/libgss/g_seal.c
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lib/libgss/g_sign.c

lib/libgss/g_store_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_unseal.c

lib/libgss/g_userok.c

lib/libgss/g_utils.c

lib/libgss/g_verify.c

lib/libgss/gssd_pname_to_uid.c

uts/common/gssapi/include/gssapi_err_generic.h

uts/common/gssapi/include/mechglueP.h

 

Sun's

 License is as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright

=========

 

Copyright |copy| 1985-2023 by the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and its contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

See :ref:`mitK5license` for additional copyright and license

information.

Copyright (C) 1985-2023 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic

software from the United States of America that is subject to the

United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.

Additional laws or regulations may apply.  It is the responsibility of

the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all

applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any

required license from the U.S. government.

 

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to

certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the

countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and

nationals of

 those countries.

 

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed

under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

 

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,

Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,

FundsXpress, and others.

 

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,

and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT).  No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without

prior written permission of MIT.
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"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit

manner.  It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the

MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,

recognition of their trademark status should be given).

 

======================================================================

 

The following copyright and permission notice applies to

 the

OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create",

"kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and

portions of "lib/rpc":

 

  Copyright, OpenVision Technologies, Inc., 1993-1996, All Rights

  Reserved

 

  WARNING:  Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system

  source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the

  following terms.  If you do not agree to the following terms, do

  not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

 

  You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code

  compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source

  Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY,

  INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY

  FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,

  WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE

  CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY

  OTHER REASON.

 

  OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code.

  OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source

  Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The

  OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works

  are made based on the donated Source Code.

 

  OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos

  Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos

  5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to

  continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for

  the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos

  community.
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======================================================================

 

   Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work

  performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is

  operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract

  DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

 notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  FundsXpress makes no representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in

"src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes" has the following copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 1998-2013, Brian Gladman, Worcester, UK. All

     rights reserved.

 

  The redistribution and use of this software (with or without

  changes) is allowed without the payment of fees
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 or royalties

  provided that:

 

     source code distributions include the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

 

     binary distributions include the above copyright notice, this

     list of conditions and the following disclaimer in their

     documentation.

 

  This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied

  warranties in respect of its operation, including, but not limited

  to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication

plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the

following copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.

     Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

     All Rights Reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  * Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

  HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

  WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

  DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer.
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     2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

        provided with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in

"src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

 

  lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c

   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c
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  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c

  lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h

  lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c

 

and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including

the following new or changed files:

 

  include/iprop_hdr.h

  kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c

  lib/kdb/iprop.x

  lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c

  lib/kdb/kdb_log.c

  lib/kdb/kdb_log.h

  lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et

   kprop/kpropd_rpc.c

  kprop/kproplog.c

 

are subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR
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 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the

University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright

notice:

 

     Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.

     All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database
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backend, are subject to the following license:

 

     Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.

     All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  * The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the

University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology

Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the

following

 license:

 

     COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007

     THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

     ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

 

  Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and

  redistribute this software and such derivative works for any
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  purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not

  used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of

  distribution of this software without specific, written prior

  authorization.  If the above copyright notice or any other

  identification of the University of Michigan is included in any

  copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below

  must also be included.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE

  UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND

  WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.

  THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR

  IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

======================================================================

 

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following

license:

 

     Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH

     Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

 

  This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions

 contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization
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     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Apple Inc. makes no representations

   about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and

src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and

permission notice:

 

     The OpenLDAP Public License

     Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

  Redistribution and use of this software and associated

  documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are

  permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright

     statements and notices,

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable

     copyright statements and notices, this

 list of conditions, and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

     materials provided with the distribution, and

 

  3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this

     document.

 

  The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

  Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

  this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

  terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS
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  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

  The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

  advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

  in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

  to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with

  copyright holders.

 

  OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

  Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

  California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

  distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

======================================================================

 

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb

 have the following copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola

     (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

     All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.
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  3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

  ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following

copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola

     (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

     All rights reserved.

 

  Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE

   OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and

src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names

     of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES;
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 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

  Corporation).  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

 

  All Rights Reserved

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its

 documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
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  notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

  Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.

 

  CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

  THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

  AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

  AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright

 (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

  its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of

  the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any

  portions thereof.

 

  NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND

  DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2022 United States Government as represented by the

  Secretary of the Navy.  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1994 by Cygnus Support.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

  notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no

  representations about the suitability of this software for any

  purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

  warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify,

 merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to

the following notice:

 

     Copyright (C) 2005

 Marko Kreen

     All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California

 

     EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute

  this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is
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  hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials

  related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software

  was developed by the University of Southern California.

 

   DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS".  The

  University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

  WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  By way of example, but not

  limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO

  REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not

  be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or

  consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or

  distributor of the ksu software.

 

======================================================================

 

     Copyright (C) 1995

     The President and Fellows of Harvard University

 

  This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy

  Rassen.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source

 code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:

 

        This product includes software developed by the University of

        California, Berkeley and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

     Copyright (C) 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

     Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch.  All Rights Reserved.

     Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility

 of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be

  used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

  software without specific, written prior permission.  Richard P.

  Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the

  suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

  is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and

"src/include/k5-queue.h".

 

      Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

     All rights reserved.

 

  This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:
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  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:

 

        This product includes software developed by the NetBSD

        Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of

      its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND

  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The

 following notice applies to Unicode library files in

"src/lib/krb5/unicode":

 

     Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,

     New Mexico State University

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
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  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR

  NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

  OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

  OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

  OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

  copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL

  WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY

 DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

  OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and

"src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

 

  Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all
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  copies.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE

  AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

  INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN

  NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM LOSS

 OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

  OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  (Isn't

  it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires

  this kind of disclaimer?)

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in

"src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

 

  This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee

  provided this copyright message remains intact.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to portiions of "src/lib/rpc" and

"src/include/gssrpc":

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All

  rights reserved.

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights

  reserved, all wrongs reversed.

 

  Redistribution and use in source

 and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its
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     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the

 RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:
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  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message- Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that

 such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to

"src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All

  rights reserved.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty

 of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

 

     Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.

     Copyright 1990,1991,2007,2008 by the Massachusetts

     Institute of Technology.

     All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may
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     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting

 documentation, and that

  the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Furthermore if you modify this software

  you must label your software as modified software and not

  distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the

  original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing

  Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

 

  All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander

  Lehmann.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the

  terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or

 any

  later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are
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  applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of

  your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and

  not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD

  license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above

  and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by

  the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not

  delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of

  this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

 

======================================================================

 

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the

following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     * Redistributions of source

 code must retain the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer.

 

     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided with the distribution.

 

     * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

       derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to

"src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida.  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer

 in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to portions of

"src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c"

 and

"src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h":

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS

file).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to portions of

"src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c":

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

.. _mitK5license:

 

MIT Kerberos License information

================================

 

.. toctree::

   :hidden:

 

   copyright.rst
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.. include::  notice.rst

 

1.793 yum 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 
1.793.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which
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 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.794 zlib 1.2.11-40.el9 
1.794.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.795 python3-libdnf 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 
1.795.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
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   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.796 dnf-data 4.14.0-8.el9.alma.1 
1.796.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.797 libffi 3.4.2-8.el9 
1.797.1 Available under license : 

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way
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derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program
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 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY
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 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2021  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
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 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.798 pam 1.5.1-15.el9 
1.798.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under

 the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause
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 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

The licensing conditions for each module in this package are detailed in the

module source files.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.799 libgcc 11.4.1-2.1.el9.alma 
1.799.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
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which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish
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 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

This file contains a list of individuals who submit their patches to

the Cygwin sources under 2-clause BSD license, as well as a list of

individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment up to 2016.

 

=========================================================================

2-clause BSD:

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

 

Individuals submitting their patches under 2-clause BSD:

 

David Allsopp				David.Allsopp@cl.cam.ac.uk

Erik M. Bray				erik.bray@lri.fr

Brian Inglis				Brian.Inglis@SystematicSw.ab.ca

Daniel Santos				daniel.santos@pobox.com

Sergejs Lukanihins			slukanihin@gmail.com

J.H.

 van de Water			houder@xs4all.nl

 

=========================================================================
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Individuals who signed the former Cygwin Copyright Assignment:

 

AJ Reins				tbisp@qwest.net

Brian E. Dessent			brian@dessent.net

Brian Kenneth Ford			Brian.Ford@FlightSafety.com

Charles K. Moore			keithmo@exmsft.com

Christian Franke			franke@computer.org

Christian Lestrade			christian.lestrade@free.fr

Christopher Faylor			me@cgf.cx

Christopher January			chris@atomice.net

Conrad Scott				conrad.scott@dsl.pipex.com

Corinna Vinschen			corinna@vinschen.de

Craig Iain McGeachie			slapdau@yahoo.com.au

David Korn				dave.korn.cygwin@gmail.com

Davis Euresti				davie@alum.mit.edu

Dennis Vshivkov				walrus@amur.ru

Elfyn McBratney				elfyn@ubertales.co.uk

Eric Blake				eblake@redhat.com

Ernie Coskrey				ernie.coskrey@steeleye.com

Gerd Spalink				Gerd.Spalink@t-online.de

Hartmut Honisch				hhonisch@users.sourceforge.net

Igor Pechtchanski			pechtcha@cs.nyu.edu

Jacek Trzcinski				jacek@certum.pl

Jeffrey

 Eric Altman			jaltman@openafs.org

Jerry D. Hedden				jerry@hedden.us

Joe Loh					joel@pivot3.com

Johan Rydberg				johan@rydberg.com

Johannes Schindelin			johannes.schindelin@gmx.de

John Hood				cgull@glup.org

Jon Turney				jon.turney@dronecode.org.uk

Yoni Londner				yonihola2@gmail.com

Joseph H. Buehler			jbuehler@hekimian.com

Joshua Daniel Franklin			joshuadfranklin@yahoo.com

Ken Brown				kbrown@cornell.edu

Lapo Luchini				lapo@lapo.it

Lev Bishop				lev.bishop@gmail.com

Mark Geisert				mark@maxrnd.com

Max Kaehn				slothman@electric-cloud.com

Micha Nelissen				mdvpost@hotmail.com

Michael Haubenwallner			michael.haubenwallner@ssi-schaefer.com

Nicholas S. Wourms			nwourms@netscape.com

Pavel Yonkov Tsekov			ptsekov@gmx.net

Peter Foley				pefoley2@pefoley.com

Pierre A. Humblet			phumblet@phumblet.no-ip.org

Robert G. Byrnes			byrnes@curl.com

Ryan C. Gordon				icculus@icculus.org

Sam Steingold				sds@gnu.org
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Stephen Cleary				shammah@spamcop.net

Stephen Osborn				bub@io.com

Takashi

 Yano				takashi.yano@nifty.ne.jp

Thomas Pfaff				tpfaff@gmx.net

Vaclav Haisman				vhaisman@gmail.com

Yaakov Selkovitz			yselkowi@redhat.com

Yitzchak Scott-Thoennes			sthoenna@efn.org

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any
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 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

DRuntime: Runtime Library for the D Programming Language

========================================================

 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/**

* DISCLAIMER

* This file has no copyright assigned and is placed in the Public Domain.

*

* Its code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY.  ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

* This includes but is not limited to warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

The newlib subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source

file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the newlib subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the BSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that are

incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to

the BSD License and may only be used or replicated with the express

permission

 of Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) David M. Gay (AT&T 1991, Lucent 1998)

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in

 all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies

All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both that the copyright notice and this

permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting
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documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

LUCENT

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

(4) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING,

 PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(5)

 

(6)

 

(7) Sun Microsystems
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Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(8) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(9) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(10) Stephane Carrez (m68hc11-elf/m68hc12-elf targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Stephane Carrez (stcarrez@nerim.fr)

 

The authors hereby grant permission

 to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that
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the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(11) Christopher G. Demetriou

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Christopher G. Demetriou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) SuperH, Inc.

 

Copyright

 2002 SuperH, Inc. All rights reserved

 

This software is the property of SuperH, Inc (SuperH) which specifically

grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this software

provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights are

reserved by SuperH.

 

SUPERH MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPERH BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM

THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report any problems

or suggestions about this software to the SuperH Support Center via
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e-mail at softwaresupport@superh.com .

 

SuperH, Inc.

405 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose

CA 95134

USA

 

(13) Royal Institute of Technology

 

Copyright (c) 1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(14) Alexey Zelkin

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001 Alexey Zelkin <phantom@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(15) Andrey A. Chernov

 

Copyright (C) 1997 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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(16)

 FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2002 FreeBSD Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(17) S. L. Moshier

 

Author:  S. L. Moshier.

 

Copyright (c) 1984,2000 S.L. Moshier

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR,  THE AUTHOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION

OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS

SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(18) Citrus Project

 

Copyright (c)1999 Citrus Project,
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All

 rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
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OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(20) DJ Delorie (i386 / arm)

Copyright (C) 1991 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification, and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

 the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

(21) Free Software Foundation LGPL License (*-linux* targets only)

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-1999, 2000, 2001    Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  This file is part of the GNU C Library.

  Contributed by Mark Kettenis <kettenis@phys.uva.nl>, 1997.

 

  The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

  Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

  02110-1301 USA.

 

(22) Xavier Leroy LGPL License (i[3456]86-*-linux* targets only)

 

Copyright (C) 1996 Xavier Leroy (Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr)

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

 

(23) Intel (i960)

 

Copyright (c) 1993 Intel Corporation

 

Intel hereby grants you permission to copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation.  Intel grants this permission provided

that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting

documentation.  In addition, Intel grants this permission provided that

you prominently mark as "not part of the original" any modifications

made to this software or documentation, and that the name of Intel

Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software or the documentation without specific,

written prior permission.

 

Intel Corporation provides this AS IS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  Intel makes no guarantee or

representations regarding the use of, or the results of the use of,

the software and documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy,

reliability, currentness, or otherwise; and you rely on the software,

documentation and results solely at your own risk.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF BUSINESS,

LOSS OF PROFITS, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OF ANY KIND.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL'S TOTAL LIABILITY EXCEED THE SUM

PAID TO INTEL FOR THE PRODUCT LICENSED HEREUNDER.

 

(24) Hewlett-Packard  (hppa targets only)

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"

without any express or implied warranty:

   permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the
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suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(25) Henry Spencer (only *-linux targets)

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the

 Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

(26) Mike Barcroft

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(27) Konstantin Chuguev (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000

  Konstantin Chuguev.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  iconv (Charset Conversion Library) v2.0

 

(28) Artem Bityuckiy (--enable-newlib-iconv)

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Artem B. Bityuckiy, SoftMine Corporation.

Rights transferred to Franklin Electronic Publishers.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(29) IBM, Sony, Toshiba (only spu-* targets)

 

 (C) Copyright 2001,2006,

 International Business Machines Corporation,

  Sony Computer Entertainment, Incorporated,

 Toshiba Corporation,

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(30) - Alex Tatmanjants (targets using libc/posix)
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 Copyright (c) 1995 Alex Tatmanjants <alex@elvisti.kiev.ua>

		at Electronni Visti IA, Kiev, Ukraine.

			All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

(31) - M. Warner Losh (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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 CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(32) - Andrey A. Chernov (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(33) - Daniel Eischen (targets using libc/posix)

 

 Copyright (c) 2001 Daniel Eischen <deischen@FreeBSD.org>.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(34) - Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(35) - Arm Ltd

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Arm Ltd

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the company may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ARM LTD ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL ARM LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(36) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(37) Texas Instruments Incorporated (tic6x-*, *-tirtos targets)

 

Copyright (c) 1996-2010,2014 Texas Instruments Incorporated

http://www.ti.com/

 

Redistribution and  use in source  and binary forms, with  or without

modification,  are permitted provided  that the  following conditions

are met:

 

   Redistributions  of source  code must  retain the  above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form  must reproduce the above copyright

   notice,

 this  list of conditions  and the following  disclaimer in

   the  documentation  and/or   other  materials  provided  with  the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the  name of Texas Instruments Incorporated  nor the names

   of its  contributors may  be used to  endorse or  promote products

   derived  from   this  software  without   specific  prior  written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"  AND ANY  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,  BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT  NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(38) National Semiconductor (cr16-* and crx-* targets)
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Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(39) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(40) - Altera Corportion (nios2-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Altera Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

  o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  o Neither

 the name of Altera Corporation nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ALTERA CORPORATION, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

 

(41) Ed Schouten - Free

 BSD

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(42) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls

 and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(43) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The

 authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.
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(44) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form

 must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(45) Phoenix Systems - Phoenix-RTOS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Phoenix Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(46) embedded brains - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2017 embedded brains GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(47) John Baldwin - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2015 John Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(48) Jeffrey Roberson - RTEMS targets

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Jeffrey Roberson <jeff@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Nokia Corporation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(49) - SiFive Inc. (riscv-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2017  SiFive Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

of the FreeBSD License.   This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied,

including the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license is available at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses.

 

(50) Michael R. Neilly (riscv-* targets)

 

(c) Copyright 2017 Michael R. Neilly

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of their

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(51) Mentor Graphics (amdgcn-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Mentor Graphics.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices

 are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(52) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The libgloss subdirectory is a collection of software from several sources.

 

Each file may have its own copyright/license that is embedded in the source
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file.  Unless otherwise noted in the body of the source file(s), the following copyright

notices will apply to the contents of the libgloss subdirectory:

 

(1) Red Hat Incorporated

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2009  Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD

License.   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY expressed or implied, including the implied warranties

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  A copy of this license

is available at http://www.opensource.org/licenses. Any Red Hat trademarks that

are incorporated in the source code or documentation are not subject to the BSD

License and may only be used or replicated with the express

 permission of

Red Hat, Inc.

 

(2) University of California, Berkeley

 

Copyright (c) 1981-2000 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(3) DJ Delorie

 

Copyright (C) 1993 DJ Delorie

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution, modification,  and use in source and binary forms is permitted

provided that the above copyright notice and following paragraph are

duplicated in all such forms.

 

This file is distributed WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.

 

(4) (formerly GPL for fr30)

 

The GPL is no longer applicable to the fr30 platform.  The piece of

code (syscalls.c) referencing the GPL has been officially relicensed.

 

(5) Advanced Micro Devices

 

Copyright 1989, 1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

 

This software is the property of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc  (AMD)  which

specifically  grants the user the right to modify, use and distribute this

software provided this notice is not removed or altered.  All other rights

are reserved by AMD.

 

AMD MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AMD BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

So that all may benefit from your experience, please report  any  problems

or  suggestions about this software to the 29K Technical Support Center at

800-29-29-AMD (800-292-9263) in the USA, or 0800-89-1131  in  the  UK,  or

0031-11-1129 in

 Japan, toll free.  The direct dial number is 512-462-4118.

 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

29K Support Products

Mail Stop 573

5900 E. Ben White Blvd.

Austin, TX 78741

800-292-9263

 

(6) - Analog Devices, Inc. (bfin-* targets)
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Copyright (C) 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Analog Devices, Inc.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(7) University of Utah and the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)

   [applies only to hppa*-*-pro* targets]

Copyright (c) 1990,1994

 The University of Utah and

the Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software is hereby

granted provided that (1) source code retains these copyright, permission,

and disclaimer notices, and (2) redistributions including binaries

reproduce the notices in supporting documentation, and (3) all advertising

materials mentioning features or use of this software display the following

acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the

Computer Systems Laboratory at the University of Utah.''

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL ALLOW FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS

IS" CONDITION.  THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND CSL DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY OF

ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

CSL requests users of this software to return to csl-dist@cs.utah.edu any

improvements that they make and grant CSL redistribution rights.

 

(8) Sun Microsystems

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

(9) Hewlett Packard

 

(c) Copyright 1986 HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

 

To anyone who acknowledges that this file is provided "AS IS"
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without any express or implied warranty:

 

permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this file

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice and this notice appears in all

copies, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard Company not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard Company makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.

 

(10) Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Hans-Peter Nilsson

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

freely granted, provided that

 the above copyright notice, this notice

and the following disclaimer are preserved with no changes.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

(11) IBM Corp. spu processor (only spu-* targets)

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2005, 2006

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of IBM nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(12) Jon Beniston (only lm32-* targets)

 

Contributed by Jon Beniston <jon@beniston.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are

 permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(13) - Xilinx, Inc. (microblaze-* and powerpc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of Xilinx nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(14) - National Semiconductor Corporation

 

Copyright (c) 2004 National Semiconductor Corporation

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice

 is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

 

(15) - CodeSourcery, Inc. (tic6x-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 CodeSourcery, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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   * Neither the name of CodeSourcery

 nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CODESOURCERY, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CODESOURCERY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(16) - GPL with exception (sparc-*leon*, crx-*, cr16-* targets only)

 

 Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

 Written By David Vinayak Henkel-Wallace, June 1992

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License, the

Free Software Foundation gives you unlimited permission to link the

compiled version of this file with other programs, and to distribute

those programs without any restriction coming from the use of this

file.  (The General Public License restrictions do apply in other

respects; for example, they cover modification of the file, and

distribution when not linked into another program.)

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  As a special exception, if you link this library with files
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  compiled with GCC to produce an executable, this does not cause

  the resulting executable to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

  This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why

  the executable file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

 

(17) - Adapteva, Inc. (epiphany-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Adapteva, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Adapteva nor the names of its contributors may be used

  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

 USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

(18) - Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited (visium-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Rolls-Royce Controls and Data Services Limited nor

   the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(19) - FTDI (ft32-* targets)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 FTDI (support@ftdichip.com)

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and

 that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

(20) - Synopsys Inc (arc-* targets)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Synopsys, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3) Neither the name of the Synopsys, Inc., nor the names
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 of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

(21) BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD (pru-* targets)

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD

 

Copyright (c)

 2018-2019 Dimitar Dimitrov <dimitar@dinux.eu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team
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   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of

 the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems

 that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.

  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the

 library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means

 either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether

 that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause

 the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still

 compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work

 based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item
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You may copy and distribute the Library

 (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices,

 you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time

 a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item
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If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing

 the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that

 you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item
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You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However,

 nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions

 are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims

 or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.

  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software

 which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED

 TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively,

 under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should

 have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
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/*-

 * Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.
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==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to
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optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygwin subdirectory,

as well as the sources under the cygserver subdirectory linked into

the Cygwin DLL, are licensed under the Lesser Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (LGPLv3+).  See the

COPYING.LIB file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Unless stated otherwise, the sources under the cygserver subdir not

linked into the Cygwin DLL, as well as the sources under the lsaauth

and the utils subdirectories are licensed under the Gnu Public License,

version 3 or (at your option) any later version (GPLv3+).  See the

COPYING file for the exact wording of that license.

 

Parts of the sources in any subdirectory are licensed using a BSD-like

license.  The affected source files contain explicit copyright notices

to that

 effect.

 

Linking Exception:

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of the Cygwin library

 grant you additional permission to link libcygwin.a, crt0.o, and

 gcrt0.o with independent modules to produce an executable, and to

 convey the resulting executable under terms of your choice, without

 any need to comply with the conditions of LGPLv3 section 4. An

 independent module is a module which is not itself based on the

 Cygwin library.
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This is the file "copying.dj".  It does not apply to any sources

copyrighted by UCB Berkeley or the Free Software Foundation.

 

  Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked

  Copyright (C) DJ Delorie

		 24 Kirsten Ave

		 Rochester NH  03867-2954

 

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed

verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

 

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source

file must remain intact.  If you modify a source file, a notice to that

effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

 

* binaries provided in djgpp may be distributed without sources ONLY if

the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp

themselves.  This primarily applies to go32.exe, emu387, stub.exe, and

the graphics drivers.

 

* modified versions of the binaries provided

 in djgpp must be

distributed under the terms of the GPL.

 

* objects and libraries linked into an application may be distributed

without sources.

 

-----

 

Changes to source code copyright BSD or FSF are copyright DJ Delorie, but

fall under the terms of the original copyright.

 

A copy of the file "COPYING" is included with this document.  If you did not

receive a copy of "COPYING", you may obtain one from whence this document

was obtained, or by writing:

     Free Software Foundation

     675 Mass Ave

     Cambridge, MA  02139

     USA

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".
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 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation
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  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.
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 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

**********************************

 

                        Version 2, June 1991

 

    Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place -- Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

   

    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   

    [This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

     numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

Preamble

========
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  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use

 it for

your libraries, too.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in

new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object

 files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into
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 proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility

programs.  This license, the GNU Library General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries.  This license is quite

different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't

assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

  The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is

that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or

adding to a program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a

library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using

the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or

application program.  However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked

executable is a combined work, a derivative

 of the original library,

and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

  However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended

to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to

achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved

it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The

hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

  The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

  Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

    authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

    this Library General Public License (also called "this License").

    Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

    A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

    prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

    (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

     The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

    which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

    Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

    copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

    portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

    translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter,

    translation is included without limitation in the term

    "modification".)

 

    "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code

    means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

    control compilation and installation of the library.

 

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act

    of running

 a program using the Library is not restricted, and

    output from such a program is covered only if its contents

    constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of

    the Library in a tool for writing it).  Whether that is true

    depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

    the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

    complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided

    that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

    appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep

    intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the

    absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License

    along with the Library.

 

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

    and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange

    for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or
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 any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

    distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

    above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

      a. The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

      b. You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

         stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

      c. You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

         charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

      d. If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or

         a table of data to be supplied by an application program that

         uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the

         facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort

         to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

         such function or table, the facility still operates, and

        

 performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

         (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots

         has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

         application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

         application-supplied function or table used by this function

         must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

         square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

    identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

    Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

    works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not

    apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

    works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a

    whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of

    the whole must be on the terms of this License,

 whose permissions

    for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each

    and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or

    contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the

    intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of

    derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the

    Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on
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    a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the

    other work under the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

    License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.

    To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this

    License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public

    License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a

 newer

    version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

    has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you

    wish.)  Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

    Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

    that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to

    all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

    This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

    the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

    derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

    form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you

    accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

    source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

    1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

    interchange.

 

    If distribution of object code is

 made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

    the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

    distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

    compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

    Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being

    compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

    Library".  Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

    the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

    However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

    creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

    it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

    uses the library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

    License.  Section 6 states terms for distribution of such

    executables.
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     When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header

    file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may

    be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is

    not.  Whether this is true is especially significant if the work

    can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a

    library.  The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

    defined by law.

 

    If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

    structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

    functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

    file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a

    derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus

    portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

    Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

    distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section

    6.  Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

    whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

    link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

    work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

    under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

    modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

    engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

    You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

    Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered

    by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the

    work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include

    the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a

    reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also,

    you must do one of these things:

 

      a.

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

         machine-readable source code for the Library including

         whatever changes were used in the work (which must be

         distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

         is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

         machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code

         and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library

         and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

         the modified Library.  (It is understood that the user who

         changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will

         not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use
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         the modified definitions.)

 

      b. Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

         three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

         Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

     

    performing this distribution.

 

      c. If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

         from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the

         above specified materials from the same place.

 

      d. Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

         materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

    For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

    Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

    reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything

    that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

    with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

    operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

    component itself accompanies the executable.

 

    It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

    restrictions of other proprietary libraries

 that do not normally

    accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

    cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable

    that you distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

    Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

    library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute

    such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution

    of the work based on the Library and of the other library

    facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these

    two things:

 

      a. Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

         based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

         facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

         Sections above.

 

      b. Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

         that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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     where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same

         work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

    Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

    attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

    distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate

    your rights under this License.  However, parties who have

    received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

    have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

    full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

    signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify

    or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions

    are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.

    Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work

    based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this

    License

 to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

    distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the

    Library subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose

    any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

    granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

    by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

    issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order,

    agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this

    License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this

    License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 

    your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

    Library at all.  For example, if a patent license would not permit

    royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who

    receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

    way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain

    entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable

    under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is

    intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply
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    in other circumstances.

 

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

    patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of

    any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting

    the integrity of the free software distribution system which is

    implemented by

 public license practices.  Many people have made

    generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

    through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

    willing to distribute software through any other system and a

    licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

    to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

    the original copyright holder who places the Library under this

    License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation

    excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

    in or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this

    License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of

    this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

    Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

    but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

    Library specifies a version number of this License which applies

    to it and "any later version", you have the option of following

    the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later

    version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library

    does not specify a license version number, you may choose any

    version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

    write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

    copyrighted by the Free Software

 Foundation, write to the Free

    Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

    decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

    status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

    the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                               NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

    LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

    HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

    WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

    NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

    QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

    LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY

    MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

    LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

    INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

    INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

    DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

    OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY

    OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

==============================================

 

  If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution

 under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of

the ordinary General Public License).

 

  To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have

at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is

found.

 

    ONE LINE TO GIVE THE LIBRARY'S NAME AND AN IDEA OF WHAT IT DOES.

    Copyright (C) YEAR  NAME OF AUTHOR

   

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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    under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published

    by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

    your option) any later version.

   

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

    WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

     Library General Public License for more details.

   

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

    with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

  Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

    `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

   

    SIGNATURE OF TY COON, 1 April 1990

    Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

  That's all there is to it!

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD
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PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.800 crypto-policies 20230731-

1.git94f0e2c.el9_3.1 
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1.800.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.801 findutils 4.8.0-6.el9 
1.801.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)
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 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
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earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
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code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above
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 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.
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 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.802 shadow-utils 4.9-8.el9 
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1.802.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:
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A "Package" refers to the collection

 of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You

 may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version
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 of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly

 documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End
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/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 - 1994, Julianne Frances Haugh

* Copyright (c) 1996 - 2000, Marek Michakiewicz

* Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006, Tomasz Koczko

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2011, Nicolas Franois

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the copyright holders or contributors may not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS''

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work
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 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code
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 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number
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 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.803 gmp 6.2.0-13.el9 
1.803.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
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you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
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works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The
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 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years
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 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
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contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
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  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under
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 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
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the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
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tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
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same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
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receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
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parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
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   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
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adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
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   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
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copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
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 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
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or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.804 python3-hawkey 0.69.0-6.el9_3.alma.1 
1.804.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who
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 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order
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 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
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   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any
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 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision
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 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.805 elfutils 0.189-3.el9 
1.805.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
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General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
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 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option
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 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This license applies to the eu-readelf.1 man page which was forked

from the binutils readelf version of the man page. The rest of the

documentation is provided under the license found in the top level

directory.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
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functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License

 is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to

 use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters,
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 or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly

 with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that

 can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
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preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications",

 "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading

 or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
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visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as

 long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the

 last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You

 may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
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  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover

 Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers

 to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to
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 the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that

 added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that

 section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",
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and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License

 into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
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translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section

 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

 that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the
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GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of

 that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

 

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
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ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the

 License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code,

 we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
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GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately
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 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
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   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright
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 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered
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 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.806 almalinux-repos 9.3-1.el9 
1.806.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU
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 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

AlmaLinux 9 EULA

 

AlmaLinux 9 comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,
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either written or implied.

 

The Distribution is released as GPLv2. Individual packages in the

distribution come with their own licences. A copy of the GPLv2 license

is included with the distribution media.

 

1.807 systemd 252-18.el9 
1.807.1 Available under license : 

# systemd Project Licensing

 

## Main License

 

The systemd project uses single-line references to Unique License Identifiers as

defined by the Linux Foundation's SPDX project (https://spdx.org/). The line in

each individual source file identifies the license applicable to that file.

 

The current set of valid, predefined SPDX identifiers can be found on the SPDX

License List at https://spdx.org/licenses/.

 

The 'LICENSES/' directory contains all the licenses used by the sources included in

the systemd project source tree.

 

Unless otherwise noted, the systemd project sources are licensed under the terms

and conditions of the **GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1 or later**.

 

New sources that cannot be distributed under LGPL-2.1-or-later will no longer

be accepted for inclusion in the systemd project to maintain license uniformity.

 

## Other Licenses

 

The following exceptions apply:

 

* some udev sources under src/udev/ are licensed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**, so the

  udev binaries as a

 whole are also distributed under **GPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the header files contained in src/basic/linux/ and src/shared/linux/ are copied

  verbatim from the Linux kernel source tree and are licensed under **GPL-2.0 WITH

  Linux-syscall-note** and are used within the scope of the Linux-syscall-note

  exception provisions

* the src/shared/initreq.h header is licensed under original license,

  **LGPL-2.0-or-later**.

* the src/shared/linux/bpf_insn.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **BSD-2-Clause** or **GPL-2.0-only**,

  and thus is included in the systemd build under the BSD-2-Clause license.

* The src/basic/linux/wireguard.h header is copied from the Linux kernel

  source tree and is licensed under either **MIT** or **GPL-2.0 WITH Linux-syscall-note**,
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  and thus is included in the systemd build under the MIT license.

* the following sources are licensed under the **MIT** license (in case of our

  scripts, to facilitate copying

 and reuse of those helpers to other projects):

  - hwdb.d/parse_hwdb.py

  - src/basic/linux/batman_adv.h

  - src/basic/sparse-endian.h

  - tools/catalog-report.py

* the following sources are licensed under the **CC0-1.0** license:

  - src/basic/siphash24.c

  - src/basic/siphash24.h

  - tools/check-includes.pl

 * the following sources are licensed under the **MIT-0** license:

  - all examples under man/

  - src/systemctl/systemd-sysv-install.SKELETON

  - config files and examples under /network

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-murmurhash2-public-domain):

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.c

  - src/basic/MurmurHash2.h

* the following sources are under **Public Domain** (LicenseRef-lookup3-public-domain):

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.c

  - src/libsystemd/sd-journal/lookup3.h

* the tools/chromiumos/gen_autosuspend_rules.py script is licensed under the

  **BSD-3-Clause** license.

* Heebo fonts under docs/fonts/ are licensed under the

 **SIL Open Font License 1.1**,

* any files under test/ without an explicit license we assume non-copyrightable

  (eg: computer-generated fuzzer data)

 

## OpenSSL Notes

 

Note that building the systemd project with OpenSSL does not affect the libsystemd.so

shared library, which is not linked with the OpenSSL library.

MurmurHash2 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public

domain. The author hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary

GPL.]
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation

software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software

or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program

with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the

library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it.

 And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which

gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty

for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that

what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies

distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into

proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use

or not licensed at all.

 

Most

 GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was

designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated

libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that

anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

 

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make

between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing

the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application

program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the

original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.
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Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public

 License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.

We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from

the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of

non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but

we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster

development of free libraries.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

 The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

 

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special

one.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also

called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright

 law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library,

complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that

 uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

 the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still

operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent

of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this

function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square

roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.

 If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent

and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work

based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other

licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work

 under the scope of this License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because

 it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered

by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for

the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold

for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work

 is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any

executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library

itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the

Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice,

provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for

debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its

use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you

 must do one of these things:
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    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including

whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object

code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable

containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

    b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

 

    d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs

needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not

normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library

together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may

 place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this

License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void,

 and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or
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modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way

you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended

to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted

 in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the

Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify

 a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting
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the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the

 public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by

permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

    Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version.

 

    This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied

 warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Library

General Public License for more details.

 

    You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write
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to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

lookup3.c, by Bob Jenkins, May 2006, Public Domain.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <Reserved Font Name>.

Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>),

with Reserved Font Name <additional Reserved Font Name>.
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Copyright (c) <dates>, <additional Copyright Holder> (<URL|email>).

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied,

 modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part

 or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.
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PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within

 text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE

 FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

   NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the
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 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner> All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT No Attribution

 

Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES
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   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal

 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the
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    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's
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express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.808 kmod 28-9.el9 
1.808.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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LGPL

LGPL

LGPL

 

1.809 netty-resolver-dns 4.1.101.Final 
1.809.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddresses.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DatagramDnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/PreferredAddressTypeComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/TcpDnsQueryContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RoundRobinDnsAddressResolverGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/InflightNameResolver.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/ShuffledDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContextManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RotationalDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsRecordResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCacheAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DirContextUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NameServerComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~
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 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerResponseFeedbackAddressStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifeCycleObserverFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/MultiDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCacheEntry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverTimeoutException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UniSequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741587_1700148843.5889387/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

 

1.810 netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos

4.1.101.Final 
1.810.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741692_1700148919.5557785/0/netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741692_1700148919.5557785/0/netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741692_1700148919.5557785/0/netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/MacOSDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741692_1700148919.5557785/0/netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns-classes-macos/pom.xml

 

1.811 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.101.Final 
1.811.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741632_1700148917.0881903/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java

 

1.812 netty-transport-classes-epoll

4.1.101.Final 
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1.812.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

 

   */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

 

   */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/VSockAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741566_1700148857.5464349/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll/native-image.properties

 

1.813 netty-codec-dns 4.1.101.Final 
1.813.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsPtrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsPtrRecord.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsOptEcsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsOptPseudoRrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptPseudoRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptEcsRecord.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsQueryDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsResponseEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuestion.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsSection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsRecord.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseCode.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQueryEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsResponseDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741634_1700148944.0302439/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-dns/pom.xml

 

1.814 netty-codec-socks 4.1.101.Final 
1.814.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1847741657_1700148914.7722342/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java

 

1.815 makedumpfile 0.189 
1.815.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This license applies to the eu-readelf.1 man page which was forked

from the binutils readelf version of the man page. The rest of the

documentation is provided under the license found in the top level

directory.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
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Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License

 is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to

 use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of
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the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters,

 or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly

 with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that

 can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word
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processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications",

 "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading

 or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
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printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as

 long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the

 last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
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  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You

 may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover

 Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers

 to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
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O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to

 the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that

 added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that
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 section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License

 into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.
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8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section

 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

 that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of

 that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

 

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or
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in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the

 License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code,

 we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.816 netty-codec-http 4.1.101.Final 
1.816.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-codec-http/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CompressionEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageDecoderResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/TooLongHttpHeaderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMixedHttpData.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/TooLongHttpContentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/TooLongHttpLineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValidationUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DeleteFileOnExitHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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/*

* Adaptation of https://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1849078729_1700256546.4903014/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-101-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java
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1.817 musl-dev 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 
1.817.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2019 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek

Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur
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Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing

Fangrui Song

Felix Fietkau

Felix Janda

Gianluca Anzolin

Hauke Mehrtens

He X

Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil

Jens Gustedt

Jeremy Huntwork

Jo-Philipp Wich

Joakim Sindholt

John Spencer

Josiah Worcester

Julien Ramseier

Justin Cormack

Kaarle Ritvanen

Khem Raj

Kylie McClain

Leah Neukirchen

Luca Barbato

Luka

 Perkov

M Farkas-Dyck (Strake)

Mahesh Bodapati

Markus Wichmann

Masanori Ogino

Michael Clark

Michael Forney

Mikhail Kremnyov

Natanael Copa

Nicholas J. Kain

orc

Pascal Cuoq

Patrick Oppenlander

Petr Hosek

Petr Skocik
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Pierre Carrier

Reini Urban

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Ryan Fairfax

Samuel Holland

Segev Finer

Shiz

sin

Solar Designer

Stefan Kristiansson

Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs

Will Dietz

William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and

src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy_el.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was
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originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin

 Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.

 

The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted

by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream

integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works

produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control

 history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham

John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.
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This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not

 having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.

 

1.818 zstd-libs 1.5.5-r8 
1.818.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) Meta Platforms, Inc. and affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name Facebook, nor Meta, nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.819 zstd 1.5.5-r8 
1.819.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) Meta Platforms, Inc. and affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook, nor Meta, nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.820 libmagic 5.45-r1 
1.820.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986-1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1995-present by Christos Zoulas and others.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

$File: COPYING,v 1.2 2018/09/09 20:33:28 christos Exp $

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.

 

This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States

Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.821 libgomp 13.2.1_git20231014-r0 
1.821.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
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 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.
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 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		GNU Free Documentation License

		  Version 1.2, November 2002

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
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1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify

 or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the

 notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
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pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for

 automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors

 for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to

 the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING
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You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3.

 COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto

 adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.
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It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of

 the Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section

 Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
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  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that

 the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
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You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the

 terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise

 combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium,

 is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
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apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from

 their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will

automatically

 terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
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The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License,

 you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts

 being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
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this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,
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you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
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you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License
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 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the
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 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  All rights reserved.

 

Developed by: Polaris Research Group

             University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

             http://polaris.cs.uiuc.edu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the names of Polaris Research Group, University of Illinois at

    Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

    or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code

 entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any
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work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may

 then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2021  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
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license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.

 

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library

 for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms

 code entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or
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with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes.

 You

may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general

presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
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on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
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work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no
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   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
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   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
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to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

The files gnupng and gnu.eps are part of GNU Modula-2.

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2023 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GNU Modula-2.

 

GNU Modula-2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)
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any later version.

 

GNU Modula-2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with GNU Modula-2; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301, USA.  */

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.
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 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the
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portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.
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 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.
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Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.
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==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of

 warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and
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http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.
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Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.822 file 5.45-r1 
1.822.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986-1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1995-present by Christos Zoulas and others.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

$File: COPYING,v 1.2 2018/09/09 20:33:28 christos Exp $

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.

 

This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States

Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.823 lru-cache 10.1.0 
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1.823.1 Available under license : 
The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.824 pynacl 1.5.0 
1.824.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall

 mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original

 work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the

 Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to

 make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along

 with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

   any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility

 of such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

/*

* ISC License

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2021

* Frank Denis <j at pureftpd dot org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.825 colorama 0.4.6 
1.825.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
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 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.826 importlib-metadata 4.11.1 
1.826.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017-2019 Jason R. Coombs, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.827 idna 3.4 
1.827.1 Available under license : 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.828 idna 3.6 
1.828.1 Available under license : 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2023, Kim Davies and contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR
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 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.829 libpkit 0.25.3-r0 
1.829.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.830 pkgconf 2.1.0-r0 
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1.830.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

   pkgconf authors (see AUTHORS file in source directory).

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

This software is provided 'as is' and without any warranty, express or

implied.  In no event shall the authors be liable for any damages arising

from the use of this software.

 

1.831 uuid 9.0.0 
1.831.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Robert Kieffer and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.832 fs-extra 11.2.0 
1.832.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files

(the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,
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merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.833 hawk 9.0.1 
1.833.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2020, Sideway Inc, and project contributors 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

OFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.834 log4js 6.6.1 
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1.834.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2015 Gareth Jones (with contributions from many other people)

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.835 axios 1.2.6 
1.835.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright (c) 2014-present Matt Zabriskie & Collaborators

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.836 ignite-core 2.15.0 
1.836.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

==============================================================================

Apache Ignite Subcomponents:

 

The Apache Ignite project contains subcomponents with separate copyright

notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for the these

subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following

licenses.

 

 

==============================================================================

For JSR 166 classes in "org.jsr166" package

==============================================================================

This product bundles JSR-166 classes which are donated to public domain.

For details, see CC0 1.0 Universal

 (1.0), Public Domain Dedication,

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

==============================================================================

For books used in "examples" module

==============================================================================

This code bundles book text files used for testing purposes which contain

the following header:

 

This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with

almost no restrictions whatsoever.  You may copy it, give it away or

re-use it under the terms of the Project Gutenberg License included

with this eBook or online at www.gutenberg.org

Apache Ignite

Copyright 2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This software includes code from IntelliJ IDEA Community Edition
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Copyright (C) JetBrains s.r.o.

https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/

Licensed under Apache License, Version 2.0.

http://search.maven.org/#artifactdetails%7Corg.jetbrains%7Cannotations%7C13.0%7Cjar

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// List of ignite-core module's dependencies provided as a part of this distribution

// which licenses differ from Apache Software License.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

==============================================================================

For JSR107 API and SPI (https://github.com/jsr107/jsr107spec) javax.cache:cache-api:jar:1.0.0

==============================================================================

This product bundles JSR107 API and SPI which is available under a:

JSR-000107 JCACHE 2.9 Public Review - Updated Specification License. For details, see

https://raw.github.com/jsr107/jsr107spec/master/LICENSE.txt.

 

==============================================================================

For JetBrains Java Annotations (https://github.com/JetBrains/java-annotations) org.jetbrains:annotations:jar:16.0.3

==============================================================================

This

 product bundles JetBrains Java Annotations which is available under a:

The Apache Software License, Version 2.0. For details, see http://www.apache.org/license/LICENSE-2.0.txt.

 

1.837 ignite-kubernetes 2.15.0 
1.837.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// List of ignite-kubernetes module's dependencies provided as a part of this distribution

// which licenses differ from Apache Software License.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

ignite-kubernetes

Copyright 2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.838 jetty-client 11.0.18 
1.838.1 Available under license : 

Notices for Eclipse Jetty

=========================

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jetty project.

 

Project home: https://eclipse.dev/jetty/

 

Trademarks

----------

Eclipse Jetty, and Jetty are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

Copyright

---------

All contributions are the property of the respective authors or of

entities to which copyright has been assigned by the authors (eg. employer).

 

Declared Project Licenses

-------------------------

This artifacts of this project are made available under the terms of:

 

 * the Eclipse Public License v2.0

   https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

 

 or

 

 * the Apache License, Version 2.0

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

 

The following dependencies are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following dependencies are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

The following dependencies
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 are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

The following dependencies are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* jakarta.servlet:jakarta.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

The following dependencies are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

* org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

* org.ow2.asm:asm

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

* org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

The following dependencies are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 * org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

* org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

* org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

Cryptography

------------

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,
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please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke,

 Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims

 licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other
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form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types,

 classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative

 Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the
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 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each

 Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

  (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability

 for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
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    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution

 notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against

 the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
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related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial

 Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage

 to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the
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minimum

 extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone

 is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives

 no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth
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in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice

 in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

 the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example

 is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of

 electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display,

 publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as

 part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot

 be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on
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 Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR Apache-2.0

 

1.839 alpine-baselayout 3.4.3-r2 
1.839.1 Available under license : 

# Automatically generated by apkbuild-cpan, template 3

# Contributor: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

# Maintainer: Celeste <cielesti@protonmail.com>

pkgname=perl-bsd-resource

#_pkgreal is used by apkbuild-cpan to find modules at MetaCpan

_pkgreal=BSD-Resource

pkgver=1.2911

pkgrel=9
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pkgdesc="Perl extension implements the BSD process resource limit functions"

url="https://metacpan.org/release/BSD-Resource/"

arch="all"

license="Artistic-2.0 OR LGPL-2.0"

depends="perl"

makedepends="perl-dev"

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://cpan.metacpan.org/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/BSD-Resource-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgreal-$pkgver"

 

build() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	PERL_MM_USE_DEFAULT=1 perl -I. Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

	make

}

 

check() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	make test

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	find "$pkgdir" \( -name perllocal.pod -o -name .packlist \) -delete

}

 

sha512sums="

d0032d41c7c0468ed1c6d8f57b885f6cb97a5039d754c8cb60b2067daedaf53bd15fb6561a3d0f828df16dfa5417f663b

8065ba65f4fea16dc9262728b3b6b85

  BSD-Resource-1.2911.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Dhruvin Gandhi <contact@dhruvin.dev>

# Maintainer: Patrycja Rosa <alpine@ptrcnull.me>

pkgname=py3-license-expression

_pkgname=license-expression

pkgver=30.2.0

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Library to parse, compare, simplify and normalize license expressions"

url="https://github.com/nexB/license-expression"

arch="noarch"

license="Apache-2.0"

depends="python3 py3-boolean.py"

makedepends="py3-setuptools py3-setuptools_scm py3-gpep517 py3-wheel"

checkdepends="py3-pytest py3-pytest-xdist"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/l/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgname-$pkgver"
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build() {

	gpep517 build-wheel \

		--wheel-dir .dist \

		--output-fd 3 3>&1 >&2

}

 

check() {

	python3 -m venv --clear --without-pip --system-site-packages .testenv

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m installer .dist/*.whl

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m pytest

}

 

package() {

	python3 -m installer -d "$pkgdir" \

		.dist/*.whl

}

 

sha512sums="

7be7ebab1d980063ab846a228c5247570d0e23ed52f4362ef7d88eb7a59274e6f74653b4e9cff8225597693087d750c5

bf7fcf604440d8d3d2976ebcd7442c24

  license-expression-30.2.0.tar.gz

"

Original Copyright (c) 1985 by Supoj Sutanthavibul

Parts Copyright (c) 1989-2012 by Brian V. Smith

Parts Copyright (c) 1991 by Paul King

Other Copyrights may be found in various files

 

Main Xfig copyright notice:

 

Any party obtaining a copy of these files is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable, world-wide,

paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal in this software and documentation files (the

"Software"), including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish and/or distribute copies of

the Software, and to permit persons who receive copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement

being that this copyright notice remain intact.

 

No representations are made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

Parts Copyright (C) 1993 by Alan Richardson (mppa3@uk.ac.sussex.syma)

The text rotation code in w_rottext.c was written by Alan Richardson.

 The above copyright notice holds for this work as well.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1994 by Anthony Dekker

The Kohonen neural network code for color optimization was written by Anthony Dekker.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1995 by C. Blanc and C. Schlick

The X-Spline code was written Carole Blanc (blanc@labri.u-bordeaux.fr) and Christophe Schlick (schlick@labri.u-

bordeaux.fr) starting from an initial implementation done by C. Feuille, S. Grosbois, L. Maziere and L. Minihot as a
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student practice (Universite Bordeaux, France). For additional information about X-splines, see:

"X-Splines: A Spline Model Designed for the End User" by C. Blanc and C. Schlick, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH'95

http://dept-info.labri.u-bordeaux.fr/~schlick/DOC/sig1.html

# Maintainer: Jakub Panek <me@panekj.dev>

pkgname=cargo-license

pkgver=0.5.1

pkgrel=4

pkgdesc="Cargo subcommand to see license of dependencies"

url="https://github.com/onur/cargo-license"

arch="all !s390x !riscv64" # rust

license="MIT"

makedepends="cargo cargo-auditable"

source="$pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://crates.io/api/v1/crates/cargo-license/$pkgver/download"

 

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	cargo fetch --target="$CTARGET" --locked

}

 

build() {

	cargo auditable build --release --frozen

}

 

check() {

	cargo test --frozen

}

 

package() {

	install -Dm755 target/release/cargo-license -t "$pkgdir"/usr/bin

}

 

sha512sums="

4d8d430df91c6aac53d2305d3125eaeee492324e85c4db29d33d452b3848f33a55088e71247c6c72c6a62f4e924a374a

115bf14b4f398e7950b9eb52415f2244  cargo-license-0.5.1.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

# Maintainer: mio <miyopan@e.email>

pkgname=bsd-games

pkgver=3.3

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="traditional text mode games from BSD"

url="https://bsd-games.sourceforge.io/"

arch="all"

license="BSD-3-Clause"

install="$pkgname.post-install"

makedepends="ncurses-dev coreutils" # configure causes busybox expr error
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subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://sourceforge.net/projects/bsd-games/files/bsd-games-$pkgver.tar.gz"

options="!check" # no tests

 

build() {

	# some GNU autoconf options are ignored, but it works

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr \

		--sysconfdir=/etc \

		--mandir=/usr/share/man \

		--localstatedir=/var/lib # it really shouldn't be in /var

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	install -Dm644 LICENSE "$pkgdir"/usr/share/licenses/bsd-games/LICENSE

}

 

sha512sums="

aaf36d09d4fe68514a5c279063d7e77a9a9a84c447037cba974b29faa07eb80c2aab2379d0699c196b5c27ffe1b2bb2c6

8d3390143e0e62d5e3d210ccfb61294

  bsd-games-3.3.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.22

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"

done

 

package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"
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}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}

 

list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

b213fe66699770d75a4c994a01a5c08325751423516c2fb871088a47e7e7ce605736064f5ce3a63dc1d3c462271832db

7bc464ac968df1888f9823787964c786  license-list-data-3.22.tar.gz

"

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2023 Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 Vintage Dreams Waves v 2.0. for Creative Labs' AWE Soundcards

(EMU Soundfont 2 Format)
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Copyright (c) Ian Wilson, 1996  (Updated January 1998)

 

This soundfont is freeware. You may freely use and/or redistribute it subject

to the following terms:

1. It is not altered, edited, modified, ripped, or converted to other formats,

except for private use only.

2. It is distributed with this copyright notice.

 

This soundfont is distributed WITHOUT WARRANTY, and without the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No liability

or damages can be inferred upon the said copyright owner, Ian Wilson.

 

Any feedback, contact Ian Wilson.

vintagedreamworks@hotmail.com

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Campus/8645/index.html

http://members.nbci.com/silicon39/

http://www.mp3.com/silicon39

https://analoguesque.x10host.com/

# Contributor: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

# Maintainer: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

pkgname=py3-flake8-copyright

_pkgname=flake8-copyright

pkgver=0.2.4

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="Extension for flake8 which checks for copyrights"

options="!check" # No testsuite

url="https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/flake8-copyright"

arch="noarch"

license="MIT"

depends="py3-flake8 py3-setuptools"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/${_pkgname:0:1}/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir"/$_pkgname-$pkgver

 

replaces="py-flake8-copyright" # Backwards compatibility

provides="py-flake8-copyright=$pkgver-r$pkgrel" # Backwards compatibility

 

build() {

	python3 setup.py build

}

 

package() {

	python3 setup.py install --skip-build --root="$pkgdir"

}

 

sha512sums="

a6ab47e1bb715618f075c51f398e18180404871b3b0faf1c2d30701d5203db6bc23771bf22ffb5bafcd8ee856b9b64237
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b316bd503ae7dceed6ca284ccd5a74d  flake8-copyright-0.2.4.tar.gz

"

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"

subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {

	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

mini_sendmail - accept email on behalf of real sendmail

 

Copyright  1999,2015 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@mail.acme.com>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.840 is-cidr 5.0.3 
1.840.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) silverwind

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD-2-Clause

 

1.841 ci-info 4.0.0 
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1.841.1 Available under license : 
MIT

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.842 ssl-client 1.36.1-r15 
1.842.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================

 

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this
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  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented

 as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's

 software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for

 a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent

 this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and

 copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the

 executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or

 its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict

 the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity

 of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make

 exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice

 like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of
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 Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.843 xz-libs 5.4.5-r0 
1.843.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
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GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately
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 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
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   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright
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 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered
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 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

       Note: The JavaScript files (under the MIT license) have

       been removed from the Doxygen-generated HTML version of the

       liblzma API documentation.
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 Doxygen itself is under the GNU GPL

       but the remaining files generated by Doxygen are not affected

       by the licenses used in Doxygen because Doxygen licensing has

       the following exception:

 

           "Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works

           derived from the input used in their production;

           they are not affected by this license."

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find

 public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add

 some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source
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   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.844 musl-utils 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 
1.844.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2020 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Ada Worcester

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek
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Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur

Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing

Fangrui Song

Felix Fietkau

Felix Janda

Gianluca Anzolin

Hauke Mehrtens

He X

Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil

Jens Gustedt

Jeremy Huntwork

Jo-Philipp Wich

Joakim Sindholt

John Spencer

Julien Ramseier

Justin Cormack

Kaarle Ritvanen

Khem Raj

Kylie McClain

Leah Neukirchen

Luca Barbato

Luka

 Perkov

M Farkas-Dyck (Strake)

Mahesh Bodapati

Markus Wichmann

Masanori Ogino

Michael Clark

Michael Forney

Mikhail Kremnyov

Natanael Copa

Nicholas J. Kain
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orc

Pascal Cuoq

Patrick Oppenlander

Petr Hosek

Petr Skocik

Pierre Carrier

Reini Urban

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Ryan Fairfax

Samuel Holland

Segev Finer

Shiz

sin

Solar Designer

Stefan Kristiansson

Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs

Will Dietz

William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and

src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.
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The AArch64 memcpy and memset code (src/string/aarch64/*) are

Copyright  1999-2019, Arm Limited.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was

originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the

 public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.

 

The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted

by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream

integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works

produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed

 above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham
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John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.

 

This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated

 the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.

 

1.845 scanelf 1.3.7-r2 
1.845.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version

 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.846 outcome 1.3.0.post0 
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1.846.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

 THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the

licenses found in LICENSE.APACHE2 or LICENSE.MIT. Contributions to are

made under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.847 libmd 1.1.0-r0 
1.847.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files:

*

Copyright:

Copyright  2009, 2011, 2016 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/sha2.h

src/sha2.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2000-2001, Aaron D. Gifford

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-Aaron-D-Gifford

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce
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 the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/rmd160.h

src/rmd160.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2001 Markus Friedl.  All rights reserved.

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:
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src/md2.c

Copyright:

Copyright (c) 2001 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

.

This code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Andrew Brown.

License: BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must

 reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

man/rmd160.3

man/sha1.3

man/sha2.3

Copyright:

 Copyright  1997, 2003, 2004 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

License: ISC

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Files:

man/mdX.3

src/helper.c

Copyright:

Poul-Henning Kamp <phk@login.dkuug.dk>

License: Beerware

"THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

<phk@login.dkuug.dk> wrote this file.  As long as you retain

 this notice you

can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think

this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.   Poul-Henning Kamp

 

Files:

include/md4.h

src/md4.c

Copyright:

Colin Plumb

Todd C. Miller

License: public-domain-md4

This code implements the MD4 message-digest algorithm.

The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest.  This code was

written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

Todd C. Miller modified the MD5 code to do MD4 based on RFC 1186.

 

Files:

include/md5.h

src/md5.c

Copyright:

Colin Plumb

License: public-domain-md5

This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.

The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest.  This code was

written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

 

Files:

include/sha1.h

src/sha1.c

Copyright:

Steve Reid <steve@edmweb.com>

License: public-domain-sha1

100% Public

 Domain
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1.848 llvm 17.0.5-r0 
1.848.1 Available under license : 

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=aarch64-- | FileCheck %s

 

; A shuffle mask with all undef elements is always legal.

 

define <4 x i32> @PR41535(<2 x i32> %p1, <2 x i32> %p2) {

; CHECK-LABEL: PR41535:

; CHECK:       // %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ext v0.8b, v0.8b, v1.8b, #4

; CHECK-NEXT:    mov v0.d[1], v0.d[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %cat1 = shufflevector <2 x i32> %p1, <2 x i32> undef, <4 x i32> <i32 undef, i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %cat2 = shufflevector <2 x i32> %p2, <2 x i32> undef, <4 x i32> <i32 0, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %r = shufflevector <4 x i32> %cat1, <4 x i32> %cat2, <4 x i32> <i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 1, i32 4>

 ret <4 x i32> %r

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -enable-var-scope --check-prefixes=GCN,GCN-

SAFE,VI,VI-SAFE %s

; RUN: llc -enable-no-signed-zeros-fp-math -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -enable-var-scope --

check-prefixes=GCN,GCN-NSZ,VI,VI-NSZ %s

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; rcp tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define half @v_fneg_rcp_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e64 v0, -v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 ret half %fneg

}

 

define half @v_fneg_rcp_fneg_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:

    v_rcp_f16_e32 v0, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]
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 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 ret half %fneg

}

 

define { half, half } @v_fneg_rcp_store_use_fneg_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_store_use_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e32 v2, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v1, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v0, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %fneg, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %fneg.a, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}

 

define { half, half } @v_fneg_rcp_multi_use_fneg_f16(half %a, half %c) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_multi_use_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:

    v_rcp_f16_e32 v2, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f16_e64 v1, -v0, v1

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v0, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %use1 = fmul half %fneg.a, %c

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %fneg, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %use1, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; sin tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define half @v_fneg_amdgcn_sin_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_amdgcn_sin_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)
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; GCN-NEXT:    v_sin_f16_e64 v0, -v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %sin = call half @llvm.amdgcn.sin.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %sin

 ret half %fneg

}

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;

 vintrp tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define { float, float } @v_fneg_interp_p1_f16(float %a, float %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_interp_p1_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f32_e64 v1, v0, -v1

; GCN-NEXT:    s_mov_b32 m0, 0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setreg_imm32_b32 hwreg(HW_REG_MODE, 2, 2), 3

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p1ll_f16 v0, v1, attr0.x

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p1ll_f16 v1, v1, attr0.y

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul float %a, %b

 %fneg = fneg float %mul

 %intrp0 = call float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float %fneg, i32 0, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %intrp1 = call float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float %fneg, i32 1, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { float, float } poison, float %intrp0, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { float, float } %insert.0, float %intrp1, 1

 ret { float, float } %insert.1

}

 

define

 { half, half } @v_fneg_interp_p2_f16(float %a, float %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_interp_p2_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f32_e64 v1, v0, -v1

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v2, 4.0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_mov_b32 m0, 0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setreg_imm32_b32 hwreg(HW_REG_MODE, 2, 2), 3

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p2_f16 v0, v1, attr0.x, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p2_f16 v1, v1, attr0.y, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul float %a, %b

 %fneg = fneg float %mul

 %intrp0 = call half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float 4.0, float %fneg, i32 0, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %intrp1 = call half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float 4.0, float %fneg, i32 1, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %intrp0, 0
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 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %intrp1, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;

 arithmetic.fence tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

; FIXME: Legalization/promote is broken

define half @v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    ;ARITH_FENCE

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v0, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fence = call half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %fence

 ret half %fneg

}

 

define half @v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_fmul_f16(half %a, half %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_fmul_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f16_e32 v0, v0, v1

; GCN-NEXT:    ;ARITH_FENCE

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v0, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul half %a, %b

 %fence = call half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half %mul)

 %fneg = fneg half %fence

 ret half

 %fneg

}

 

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half) #1

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.sin.f16(half) #1

declare half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half) #1

declare float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float, i32, i32, i1, i32) #0

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float, float, i32, i32, i1, i32) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind "denormal-fp-math-f32"="preserve-sign,preserve-sign" }

attributes #1 = { nounwind readnone }

attributes #2 = { nounwind "unsafe-fp-math"="true" }

attributes #3 = { nounwind "no-signed-zeros-fp-math"="true" }

attributes #4 = { nounwind "amdgpu-ieee"="false" "denormal-fp-math-f32"="preserve-sign,preserve-sign" }
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;; NOTE: These prefixes are unused and the list is autogenerated. Do not add tests below this line:

; GCN-NSZ: {{.*}}

; GCN-SAFE: {{.*}}

; VI: {{.*}}

; VI-NSZ: {{.*}}

; VI-SAFE: {{.*}}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func64:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255
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; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --function-signature --

check-attributes --check-globals

; RUN: opt -aa-pipeline=basic-aa -passes=attributor -attributor-manifest-internal  -attributor-annotate-decl-cs -S <

%s | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,TUNIT
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; RUN: opt -aa-pipeline=basic-aa -passes=attributor-cgscc -attributor-manifest-internal  -attributor-annotate-decl-cs -

S < %s | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,CGSCC

; Test that we only promote arguments when the caller/callee have compatible

; function attrubtes.

 

target triple = "x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu"

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME:

 (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #0 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align

 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5:[0-9]+]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6:[0-9]+]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2
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; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture

 nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5:[0-9]+]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6:[0-9]+]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void

 @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x

 i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;
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bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias nocapture

nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64)

 [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)
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 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #0 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind

 willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    ret void

;
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; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR0]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:

    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]],

 <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1
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 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr

 noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64

noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:

    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr
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 %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG1:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

  ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #2 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

 [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable
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; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias

 nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias nocapture

nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #2 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

;

 CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG1:%.*]])

#[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}
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define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

;

 CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>,

 align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}
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; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #3 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]]

 = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #4 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

;

 TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR3]] {
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; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]],

 i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #4 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #3 {

;
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; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

 readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function

 Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR3]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>,

 ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; Function Attrs: argmemonly nounwind

declare void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr nocapture writeonly, i8, i64, i1) #5
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attributes #0 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" }

attributes #1 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #2 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="256"

 "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #3 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="512"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #4 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #5 = { argmemonly nounwind }

;.

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR0]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR1]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR2]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256"

 "target-features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR3]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx2" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR4:[0-9]+]] = { nocallback nofree nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: write) }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR5]] = { nofree willreturn memory(write) }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR6]] = { nofree nosync nounwind willreturn }

;.

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR0]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR1]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR2]]

 = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

"min-legal-vector-width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR3]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx2" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR4:[0-9]+]] = { nocallback nofree nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: write) }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR5]] = { nofree willreturn memory(write) }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR6]] = { nofree nounwind willreturn }

;.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \
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; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBKB

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i32 %a, 65535

 %shl1 = shl i32 %b, 16

 %or = or i32 %shl1, %shl

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32_2(i16 zeroext %a, i16 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw

 a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i16 %a to i32

 %zextb = zext i16 %b to i32

 %shl1 = shl i32 %zextb, 16

 %or = or i32 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i32 %or

}

 

; Test case where we don't have a sign_extend_inreg after the or.

define signext i32 @pack_i32_3(i16 zeroext %0, i16 zeroext %1, i32 signext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_3:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = zext i16 %0 to i32

 %5 = shl nuw i32 %4, 16

 %6 = zext i16 %1 to i32

 %7 = or i32 %5, %6

 %8 = add i32 %7, %2

 ret i32 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %shl1 = shl i64 %b, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_2(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %b to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_3(ptr %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64I:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a1, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lwu a1, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = load i32, ptr %0, align 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = shl i64 %4, 32

 %6 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %7 = zext i32 %6 to i64

 %8 = or i64 %5, %7

 ret i64 %8

}

 

define signext i32 @packh_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 255

 %and1 = shl i32 %b, 8
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 %shl = and i32 %and1, 65280

 %or = or

 i32 %shl, %and

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i32 @packh_i32_2(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i32_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i32_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 255

 %and1 = and i32 %b, 255

 %shl = shl i32 %and1, 8

 %or = or i32 %shl, %and

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @packh_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 255

 %and1 = shl i64 %b, 8

 %shl = and i64 %and1, 65280

 %or = or i64 %shl,

 %and

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @packh_i64_2(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i64_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 255

 %and1 = and i64 %b, 255

 %shl = shl i64 %and1, 8

 %or = or i64 %shl, %and

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define zeroext i16 @packh_i16(i8 zeroext %a, i8 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i16:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i8 %a to i16

 %zext1 = zext i8 %b to i16

 %shl = shl i16 %zext1, 8

 %or = or i16 %shl, %zext

 ret i16 %or

}

 

define zeroext i16 @packh_i16_2(i8

 zeroext %0, i8 zeroext %1, i8 zeroext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i16_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i16_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i8 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i8 %4 to i16

 %6 = shl i16 %5, 8

 %7 = zext i8 %2 to i16

 %8 = or i16 %6, %7

 ret i16 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_allWUsers(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1, i32 signext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_allWUsers:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a2, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_allWUsers:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:

    pack a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i32 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i32 %4 to i64

 %6 = shl i64 %5, 32

 %7 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %8 = or i64 %6, %7

 ret i64 %8

}

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32_allWUsers(i16 zeroext %0, i16 zeroext %1, i16 zeroext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_allWUsers:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_allWUsers:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i16 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i16 %4 to i32

 %6 = shl i32 %5, 16

 %7 = zext i16 %2 to i32

 %8 = or i32 %6, %7

 ret i32 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_imm() {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL:

 pack_i64_imm:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=RV64I,RV64-NOPOOL

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=RV64I,RV64I-POOL

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zba \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBA

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zbs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck

 %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBS

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+xtheadbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-

prefix=RV64IXTHEADBB

 

; Materializing constants

 

; TODO: It would be preferable if anyext constant returns were sign rather

; than zero extended. See PR39092. For now, mark returns as explicitly signext
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; (this matches what Clang would generate for equivalent C/C++ anyway).

 

define signext i32 @zero() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 0

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_small() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_small:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2047

}

 

define signext i32 @neg_small() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL:

 neg_small:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -2048

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_i32() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_i32:
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; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 1735928559

}

 

define signext i32 @neg_i32() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -559038737

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_i32_hi20_only() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 65536 ; 0x10000

}

 

define signext i32 @neg_i32_hi20_only() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0,

 1048560

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -65536 ; -0x10000

}

 

; This can be materialized with ADDI+SLLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_left_shifted_addi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

;

 RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 131008 ; 0x1FFC0

}

 

; This can be materialized with ADDI+SRLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_right_shifted_addi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2147483647 ; 0x7FFFFFFF

}

 

; This can be materialized with LUI+SRLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_right_shifted_lui() nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 229956 ; 0x38244

}

 

define i64 @imm64_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147483648 ; 0x8000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret
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 ret i64 4294967295 ;

 0xFFFF_FFFF

}

 

define i64 @imm64_3() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294967296 ; 0x1_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_4() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBA:  

     # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223372036854775808 ; 0x8000_0000_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_5() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -9223372036854775808 ; 0x8000_0000_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_6() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_6:

;

 RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1311768464867721216 ; 0x1234_5678_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_7() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBB:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 8070450532432478223 ; 0x7000_0000_0B00_000F

}

 

; TODO: it can be preferable to put constants that are expensive to materialise

; into the constant pool, especially for -Os.
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define i64 @imm64_8() nounwind {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64-NOPOOL:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI17_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI17_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 596523

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 965

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1347

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -529

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw

 a0, a0, -1875

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1311768467463790320 ; 0x1234_5678_9ABC_DEF0

}

 

define i64 @imm64_9() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret
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 ret i64 -1

}

 

; Various cases where extraneous ADDIs can be inserted where a (left shifted)

; LUI suffices.

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147491840 ; 0x8000_2000

}

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:
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; RV64IZBA:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294983680 ; 0x1_0000_4000

}

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_3() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

;

 RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 17596481011712 ; 0x1001_0000_0000

}

 

; Various cases where extraneous ADDIs can be inserted where a (right shifted)

; LUI suffices, or where multiple ADDIs can be used instead of a single LUI.

 

define i64 @imm_right_shifted_lui_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBA: 

      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 281474976706561 ; 0xFFFF_FFFF_F001

}
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define i64 @imm_right_shifted_lui_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:

    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1099511623681 ; 0xFF_FFFF_F001

}

 

; We can materialize the upper bits with a single (shifted) LUI, but that option

; can be missed due to the lower bits, which aren't just 1s or just 0s.

 

define i64 @imm_decoupled_lui_addi() nounwind

 {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    ret

 ret i64 17596481011709 ; 0x1000_FFFF_FFFD

}

 

; This constant can be materialized for RV64 with LUI+SRLI+XORI.

 

define i64 @imm_end_xori_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:  

  lui a0, 983040

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2305843009180139521 ; 0xE000_0000_01FF_FFFF

}

 

; This constant can be materialized for RV64 with ADDI+SLLI+ADDI+ADDI.

 

define i64 @imm_end_2addi_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:
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; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

;

 RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -1125350151030785 ; 0xFFFC_007F_FFFF_F7FF

}

 

; This constant can be more efficiently materialized for RV64 if we use two

; registers instead of one.

 

define i64 @imm_2reg_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:

    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:
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; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -1152921504301427080 ; 0xF000_0000_1234_5678

}

 

; FIXME: This should use a single ADDI for the immediate.

define void @imm_store_i16_neg1(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 store i16 -1, ptr %p

 ret void

}

 

; FIXME: This should use a single ADDI for the immediate.

define void @imm_store_i32_neg1(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 store i32 -1, ptr %p

 ret void

}
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define i64 @imm_5372288229() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBA:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 655797

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 263018

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 5372288229

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_5372288229() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64I-NEXT:
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    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 795

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 795

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 785558

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 795

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0,

 795

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5372288229

}

 

define i64 @imm_8953813715() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_8953813715:
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; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 437198

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 88838

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 8953813715

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_8953813715() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    lui a0, 959738

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -8953813715

}

 

define i64 @imm_16116864687() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 437198

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:
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    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 16116864687

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_16116864687() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:   

 addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -16116864687

}

 

define i64 @imm_2344336315() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2344336315:
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; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2344336315 ; 0x8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_70370820078523() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

;

 RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI37_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI37_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

;

 RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 46

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 70370820078523 ; 0x40007bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_9223372034778874949() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

;

 RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -9223372034778874949 ; 0x800000007bbbbbbb

}

 

define

 i64 @imm_neg_9223301666034697285() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI39_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI39_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL:

 imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 46

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

  ret i64 -9223301666034697285 ; 0x800040007bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2219066437() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2219066437 ; 0xffffffff7bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_8798043653189() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:
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    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -8798043653189 ; 0xfffff7ff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_9223372034904144827() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:
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; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223372034904144827 ; 0x7fffffff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_9223354442718100411() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI43_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI43_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT: 
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   addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 44

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223354442718100411 ; 0x7fffefff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_2863311530() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IZBA:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2863311530:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

	ret i64 2863311530 ; #0xaaaaaaaa

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2863311530() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0,

 a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

	ret i64 -2863311530 ; #0xffffffff55555556

}

 

define i64 @imm_2147486378() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147485013

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2147485013() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:   
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 lui a0, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2147485013

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900924131259() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0,

 a0, 1979

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:
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; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900924131259

}

 

define

 i64 @imm_50394234880() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_50394234880:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret

 i64 50394234880

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900936431479() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768956

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900936431479

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900918536874() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1366

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

;

 RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900918536874

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900925247761() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw

 a0, a0, -1911

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900925247761

}

 

define i64 @imm_7158272001() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBS:  

     # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 7158272001 ; 0x0000_0001_aaaa_9001

}

 

define i64 @imm_12884889601() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 768

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    lui a0, 768

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 768

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 768
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12884889601 ; 0x0000_0002_ffff_d001

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_3435982847() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBA:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 734001

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -3435982847 ; 0xffff_ffff_3333_1001

}
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define i64 @imm_neg_5726842879() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768945

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 698997

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5726842879 ; 0xffff_fffe_aaa7_5001

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_10307948543() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 629139

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL:

 imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -10307948543 ; 0xffff_fffd_9999_3001

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_1() {

; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 21

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0,

 -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0, a0, 21

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -149533581377537

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_2() {

; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -86

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:     

  # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -86

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0, a0, 4

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5764607523034234886

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_3() {

; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 37

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0,
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 a0, 37

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2281701377

}

 

; This used to assert when compiled with Zba.

define i64 @PR54812() {

; RV64I-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 872917

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1045887

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    ret

 ret i64 -2158497792;

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_2048() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 11

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2048

}

 

define i64 @imm64_same_lo_hi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

 

; Same as above with optsize. Make sure we use constant pool on RV64

define i64 @imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize() nounwind optsize {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI64_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI64_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui

 a0, 65793

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

 

; Check indexed and unindexed, sext, zext and anyext loads

 

define void @lb(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lb:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a2, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i32

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}
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define void @lbu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lbu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i32

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lh(ptr

 %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lh:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i32

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lhu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lhu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a0, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i32

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lw(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a2, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw zero, 0(a0)
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 1

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load

 will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 store i64 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lwu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lwu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a0, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 1

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 store i64 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

$OpenBSD: COPYRIGHT,v 1.3 2003/06/02 20:18:36 millert Exp $

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone
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and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or

 altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-

* Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+xtheadmac -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADMAC

 

define i32 @mula_i32(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mula_i32:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = add i32 %a, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i32 @muls_i32(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {
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; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: muls_i32:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = sub i32 %a, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @mula_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mula_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mula a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i64 %b, %c

 %f = add i64 %a, %d

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulaw_i64(i32

 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulaw_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = add i32 %a, %d

 %f = sext i32 %e to i64

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulah_i64(i32 %a, i16 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulah_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulah a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = sext i16 %b to i32

 %e = sext i16 %c to i32

 %f = mul i32 %d, %e

 %g = add i32 %a, %f

 %h = sext i32 %g to i64

 ret i64 %h

}

 

define i64 @muls_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: muls_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.muls a0, a1, a2
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; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i64 %b, %c

 %f = sub i64 %a, %d

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulsw_i64(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulsw_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:

    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = sub i32 %a, %d

 %f = sext i32 %e to i64

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulsh_i64(i32 %a, i16 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulsh_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsh a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = sext i16 %b to i32

 %e = sext i16 %c to i32

 %f = mul i32 %d, %e

 %g = sub i32 %a, %f

 %h = sext i32 %g to i64

 ret i64 %h

}

 

define i32 @commutative1(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative1:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %B, %A

 %add = add i32 %mul, %C

 ret i32 %add

}

 

define i32 @commutative2(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative2:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %B, %C
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 %add = add i32 %mul, %A

 ret i32 %add

}

 

define

 i32 @commutative3(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative3:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %C, %A

 %add = add i32 %mul, %B

 ret i32 %add

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32

 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: func2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func2:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i16 @func16(i16 zeroext %x, i16 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i8 @func8(i8 zeroext %x, i8 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i4 @func3(i4 zeroext %x, i4 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0,

 a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 -mattr=prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s

--check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-SKX

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 -mattr=prefer-256-bit,avx512vbmi |

FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-SKX,CHECK-SKX-VBMI

; Make sure CPUs default to prefer-256-bit. avx512vnni isn't interesting as it just adds an isel peephole for
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vpmaddwd+vpaddd

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=cascadelake | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=cooperlake | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=cannonlake | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

;

 RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=icelake-client | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=icelake-server | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=tigerlake | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

 

; This file primarily contains tests for specific places in X86ISelLowering.cpp that needed be made aware of the

legalizer not allowing 512-bit vectors due to prefer-256-bit even though AVX512 is enabled.

 

define dso_local void @add256(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: add256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1,

 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <16 x i32>, ptr %a

 %e = load <16 x i32>, ptr %b

 %f = add <16 x i32> %d, %e

 store <16 x i32> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @add512(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: add512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <16 x i32>, ptr %a
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 %e = load <16 x i32>, ptr %b

 %f = add <16 x i32> %d, %e

 store <16 x i32> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @avg_v64i8_256(ptr %a, ptr %b) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: avg_v64i8_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu %ymm1, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqu %ymm0, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %2 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %3 = zext <64 x i8> %1 to <64 x i32>

 %4 = zext <64 x i8> %2 to <64 x i32>

 %5 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %3, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %6 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %5, %4

 %7 = lshr <64 x i32> %6, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32

 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %8 = trunc <64 x i32> %7 to <64 x i8>

 store <64 x i8> %8, ptr undef, align 4

 ret void

}

 

 

define dso_local void @avg_v64i8_512(ptr %a, ptr %b) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: avg_v64i8_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu64 %zmm0, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %2 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b
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 %3 = zext <64 x i8> %1 to <64 x i32>

 %4 = zext <64 x i8> %2 to <64 x i32>

 %5 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %3, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %6 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %5, %4

 %7 = lshr <64 x i32> %6, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %8 = trunc <64 x i32> %7 to <64 x i8>

 store <64 x i8> %8, ptr undef, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @pmaddwd_32_256(ptr %APtr, ptr %BPtr, ptr %CPtr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: pmaddwd_32_256:

; CHECK:

       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

  %A = load <32 x i16>, ptr %APtr

  %B = load <32 x i16>, ptr %BPtr

  %a = sext <32 x i16> %A to <32 x i32>

  %b = sext <32 x i16> %B to <32 x i32>

  %m = mul nsw <32 x i32> %a, %b

  %odd = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 0, i32 2, i32 4, i32 6, i32 8, i32 10, i32

12, i32 14, i32 16, i32 18, i32 20, i32 22, i32 24, i32 26, i32 28, i32 30>

  %even = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 3, i32 5, i32 7, i32 9, i32 11, i32

13, i32 15, i32 17, i32 19, i32 21, i32 23, i32 25, i32 27, i32 29, i32 31>

  %ret = add <16 x i32> %odd, %even

  store <16 x i32> %ret, ptr %CPtr

  ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @pmaddwd_32_512(ptr %APtr, ptr %BPtr, ptr %CPtr) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: pmaddwd_32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

  %A = load <32 x i16>, ptr %APtr

  %B = load <32 x i16>, ptr %BPtr

  %a = sext <32 x i16> %A to <32 x i32>

  %b = sext <32 x i16> %B to <32 x i32>

  %m = mul nsw <32 x i32> %a, %b

  %odd = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 0, i32 2, i32 4, i32 6, i32 8, i32 10, i32

12, i32 14, i32 16, i32 18, i32 20, i32 22, i32 24, i32 26, i32 28, i32 30>

  %even = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 3, i32 5, i32 7, i32 9, i32 11, i32

13, i32 15, i32 17, i32 19, i32 21, i32 23, i32 25, i32 27, i32 29, i32 31>

  %ret = add <16 x i32> %odd, %even

  store <16 x i32> %ret, ptr %CPtr

  ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @psubus_64i8_max_256(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: psubus_64i8_max_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <64 x i8>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <64 x i8>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp ult <64 x i8> %x, %y

 %max = select <64 x i1> %cmp, <64 x i8> %y, <64 x i8> %x

 %res = sub <64 x i8> %max, %y

 store <64 x i8> %res, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @psubus_64i8_max_512(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: psubus_64i8_max_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <64 x i8>, ptr %xptr
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 %y = load <64 x i8>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp ult <64 x i8> %x, %y

 %max = select <64 x i1> %cmp, <64 x i8> %y, <64 x i8> %x

 %res = sub <64 x i8> %max, %y

 store <64 x i8> %res, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local i32 @_Z9test_charPcS_i_256(ptr nocapture readonly, ptr nocapture readonly, i32) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

;

 CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-AVX512:  
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     # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4
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; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:

    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ %index.next, %vector.body ], [ 0, %entry ]

 %vec.phi = phi <32 x i32> [ %11, %vector.body ], [ zeroinitializer, %entry ]

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %0, i64 %index

 %5 = bitcast ptr %4 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <32 x i8>, ptr %5, align 1

 %6 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load to <32 x i32>

 %7 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %index

 %8 = bitcast ptr %7 to ptr

 %wide.load14 = load <32 x i8>, ptr %8, align 1

 %9 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load14 to <32 x i32>

 %10 = mul nsw <32 x i32> %9, %6

 %11 = add nsw <32 x i32> %10, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 32

 %12 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, %3

 br i1 %12, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf1 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %11, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 16,

 i32 17, i32 18, i32 19, i32 20, i32 21, i32 22, i32 23, i32 24, i32 25, i32 26, i32 27, i32 28, i32 29, i32 30, i32 31,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32
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undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx1 = add <32 x i32> %11, %rdx.shuf1

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32

12, i32 13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf15 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx32 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf15

 %rdx.shuf17 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx18 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, %rdx.shuf17

 %rdx.shuf19 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx20 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, %rdx.shuf19

 %13 = extractelement <32 x i32> %bin.rdx20, i32 0

 ret i32 %13

}

 

define dso_local i32 @_Z9test_charPcS_i_512(ptr nocapture readonly, ptr nocapture readonly, i32) "min-legal-

vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1,

 %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0
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; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:   

 .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd

 %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0
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; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  

  vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ %index.next, %vector.body ], [ 0, %entry ]

 %vec.phi = phi <32 x i32> [ %11, %vector.body ], [ zeroinitializer, %entry ]

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %0, i64 %index

 %5 = bitcast ptr %4 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <32 x i8>, ptr %5, align 1

 %6 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load to <32 x i32>

 %7 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %index

 %8 = bitcast ptr %7 to ptr

 %wide.load14 = load <32 x i8>, ptr %8, align 1

 %9 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load14 to <32 x i32>

 %10 = mul nsw <32 x i32> %9, %6

  %11 = add nsw <32 x i32> %10, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 32

 %12 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, %3

 br i1 %12, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:
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 %rdx.shuf1 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %11, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 16, i32 17, i32 18, i32 19, i32 20,

i32 21, i32 22, i32 23, i32 24, i32 25, i32 26, i32 27, i32 28, i32 29, i32 30, i32 31, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx1 = add <32 x i32> %11, %rdx.shuf1

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32

12, i32 13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf15 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx32 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf15

 %rdx.shuf17 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx18 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, %rdx.shuf17

  %rdx.shuf19 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx20 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, %rdx.shuf19

 %13 = extractelement <32 x i32> %bin.rdx20, i32 0

 ret i32 %13

}

 

@a = dso_local global [1024 x i8] zeroinitializer, align 16

@b = dso_local global [1024 x i8] zeroinitializer, align 16

 

define dso_local i32 @sad_16i8_256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align

 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1
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; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm

 = 0xFC00

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:

;

 CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2
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; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd

 %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ 0, %entry ], [ %index.next, %vector.body ]

 %vec.phi = phi <16 x i32> [ zeroinitializer, %entry ], [ %10, %vector.body ]

 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @a, i64 0, i64 %index

 %1 = bitcast ptr %0 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <16 x i8>, ptr %1, align 4

 %2 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load to <16 x i32>

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @b, i64 0, i64 %index

 %4 = bitcast ptr %3 to ptr

 %wide.load1 = load <16 x i8>, ptr %4, align 4

 %5 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load1 to <16 x i32>

 %6 = sub nsw <16 x i32> %2, %5

 %7 = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %6, <i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -

1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1>

 %8 = sub nsw <16 x i32> zeroinitializer, %6

 %9 = select <16 x i1> %7, <16 x i32> %6, <16 x i32> %8

 %10 = add nsw <16 x i32> %9, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add

 i64 %index, 4

 %11 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, 1024

 br i1 %11, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <16 x i32> %10, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32 12, i32

13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <16 x i32> %10, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf2 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef>
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 %bin.rdx2 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf2

 %rdx.shuf3 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx3 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, %rdx.shuf3

 %rdx.shuf4 = shufflevector

 <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx4 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, %rdx.shuf4

 %12 = extractelement <16 x i32> %bin.rdx4, i32 0

 ret i32 %12

}

 

define dso_local i32 @sad_16i8_512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

;

 CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm1
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; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax),

 %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ 0, %entry ], [ %index.next, %vector.body ]
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 %vec.phi = phi <16 x i32> [ zeroinitializer, %entry ], [ %10, %vector.body ]

 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @a, i64 0,

 i64 %index

 %1 = bitcast ptr %0 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <16 x i8>, ptr %1, align 4

 %2 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load to <16 x i32>

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @b, i64 0, i64 %index

 %4 = bitcast ptr %3 to ptr

 %wide.load1 = load <16 x i8>, ptr %4, align 4

 %5 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load1 to <16 x i32>

 %6 = sub nsw <16 x i32> %2, %5

 %7 = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %6, <i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -

1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1>

 %8 = sub nsw <16 x i32> zeroinitializer, %6

 %9 = select <16 x i1> %7, <16 x i32> %6, <16 x i32> %8

 %10 = add nsw <16 x i32> %9, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 4

 %11 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, 1024

 br i1 %11, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <16 x i32> %10, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32 12, i32

13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <16 x i32> %10, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf2 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx2 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf2

 %rdx.shuf3 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx3 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, %rdx.shuf3

 %rdx.shuf4 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx4 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, %rdx.shuf4

 %12 = extractelement <16 x i32> %bin.rdx4,

 i32 0

 ret i32 %12

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f32_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f32_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f32_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f64_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res)  "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f64_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm3, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq
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 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f64_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res)  "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f64_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @ubto16f32_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f32_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:  

  vpsrld $31, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @ubto16f32_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {
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; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define

 dso_local void @ubto16f64_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f64_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm3, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local

 void @ubto16f64_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f64_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32toub_256(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32toub_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpslld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpslld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kunpckbw %k0, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptoui <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32toub_512(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32toub_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpslld $31, %zmm1, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %zmm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptoui <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}
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define <16 x i16> @test_16f32tosb_256(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32tosb_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kunpckbw %k0, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptosi <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32tosb_512(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32tosb_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %zmm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptosi <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru,

 <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define dso_local void @mul256(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;
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 CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:

    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpbroadcastw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

[255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm4, %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm3 = ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm4, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm4, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm3, %ymm3
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; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;

 CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm3, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm3 = ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}}

 ymm0 = ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a
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 %e = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %f = mul <64 x i8> %d, %e

 store <64 x i8> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @mul512(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT: 

   vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,64,66,68,70,72,74,76,78,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,80,82,84,86,88,90,92,94,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,

46,96,98,100,102,104,106,108,110,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62,112,114,116,118,120,122,124,126]

;

 CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm1, (%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpbroadcastw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

[255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,2
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55,255,255,255,255,255]

;

 CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpandq %zmm3, %zmm2, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpandq %zmm3, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,64,66,68,70,72,74,76,78,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,80,82,84,86,88,90,92,94,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,

46,96,98,100,102,104,106,108,110,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62,112,114,116,118,120,122,124,126]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm1, (%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %e = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %f = mul <64 x i8> %d, %e

 store <64 x i8> %f, ptr %c

 ret void
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}

 

; This threw an assertion at one point.

define <4 x i32> @mload_v4i32(<4 x i32> %trigger, ptr %addr, <4 x i32> %dst) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: mload_v4i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmd %xmm0, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpblendmd (%rdi), %xmm1, %xmm0 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp eq <4 x i32> %trigger, zeroinitializer

  %res = call <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.load.v4i32.p0(ptr %addr, i32 4, <4 x i1> %mask, <4 x i32> %dst)

 ret <4 x i32> %res

}

declare <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.load.v4i32.p0(ptr, i32, <4 x i1>, <4 x i32>)

 

define <16 x i32> @trunc_v16i64_v16i32(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i64_v16i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 64(%rdi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 96(%rdi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vinserti128 $1, %xmm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm2, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm3, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vinserti128 $1, %xmm2, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i64> %a to <16 x i32>

 ret <16 x i32> %b

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_v16i64_v16i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL:

 trunc_v16i64_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 64(%rdi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 96(%rdi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm3, %xmm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm2[0],xmm3[0],xmm2[1],xmm3[1]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0],xmm0[1],xmm1[1]
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm2[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i64> %a to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %b

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_v16i32_v16i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovdb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovdb

 %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i32> %a to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %b

}

 

define <8 x i8> @trunc_v8i64_v8i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0],xmm0[1],xmm1[1]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <8 x i64> %a to <8 x i8>

 ret <8 x i8> %b

}

 

define <8 x i16> @trunc_v8i64_v8i16(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i16:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqw %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpmovqw %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0]
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <8 x i64> %a to <8 x i16>

 ret <8 x i16> %b

}

 

define <8 x i32> @trunc_v8i64_v8i32_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i32_zeroes:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $48, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $48, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <8 x i64> %a, <i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48>

 %c = trunc <8 x i64> %b to <8 x i32>

 ret <8 x i32> %c

}

 

define <16 x i16> @trunc_v16i32_v16i16_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i16_zeroes:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpmovsxbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 = [1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermi2w 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <16 x i32> %a, <i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32

16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16>

 %c = trunc <16 x i32> %b to <16 x i16>

 ret <16 x i16> %c

}

 

define <32 x i8> @trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, 32(%rdi), %ymm0
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; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    vpsrlw $8, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <32 x i16>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <32 x i16> %a, <i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8,

i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8>

 %c = trunc <32 x i16> %b to <32 x i8>

 ret <32 x i8> %c

}

 

define <8 x i32> @trunc_v8i64_v8i32_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i32_sign:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsraq $48, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsraq $48, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackssdw %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <8 x i64> %a, <i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48>

 %c = trunc <8 x i64> %b to <8 x i32>

 ret <8 x i32> %c

}

 

define <16 x i16> @trunc_v16i32_v16i16_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i16_sign:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 = [1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermi2w 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <16 x i32> %a, <i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32

16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16>

 %c = trunc <16 x i32> %b to <16 x i16>

  ret <16 x i16> %c

}
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define <32 x i8> @trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <32 x i16>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <32 x i16> %a, <i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8,

i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8>

 %c = trunc <32 x i16> %b to <32 x i8>

 ret <32 x i8> %c

}

 

define dso_local void @zext_v16i8_v16i64(<16 x i8> %x, ptr %y) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: zext_v16i8_v16i64:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

xmm0[0],zero,xmm0[1],zero,xmm0[2],zero,xmm0[3],zero,xmm0[4],zero,xmm0[5],zero,xmm0[6],zero,xmm0[7],zer

o,xmm0[8],zero,xmm0[9],zero,xmm0[10],zero,xmm0[11],zero,xmm0[12],zero,xmm0[13],zero,xmm0[14],zero,xm

m0[15],zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}}

 ymm2 = xmm2[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

xmm3[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}} ymm1 =
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xmm1[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbq {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

xmm0[0],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[1],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[2],zero,zero,zero,zer

o,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[3],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = zext <16 x i8> %x to <16 x i64>

 store <16 x i64> %a, ptr %y

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @sext_v16i8_v16i64(<16 x i8> %x, ptr %y) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sext_v16i8_v16i64:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbq %xmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = sext <16 x i8> %x to <16 x i64>

 store <16 x i64> %a, ptr %y

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v8i16_setcc(<8 x i16> %s, <8 x i16> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v8i16_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqw %xmm1, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrb $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %p

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <8 x i16> %s, %t

 %b = select <8 x i1> %a, <8 x i64> %x, <8 x i64> %y

 store <8 x i64> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v8i32_setcc(<8 x i32> %s, <8 x i32> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v8i32_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqd %ymm1, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrb $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %p

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <8 x i32> %s, %t

 %b = select <8 x i1> %a, <8 x i64> %x, <8 x i64> %y

 store <8 x i64> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v16i8_setcc(<16 x i8> %s, <16 x i8> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v16i8_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqb %xmm1, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %y = load <16 x i32>, ptr

 %q

 %a = icmp eq <16 x i8> %s, %t

 %b = select <16 x i1> %a, <16 x i32> %x, <16 x i32> %y

 store <16 x i32> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v16i16_setcc(<16 x i16> %s, <16 x i16> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-

legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v16i16_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqw %ymm1, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %y = load <16 x i32>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <16 x i16> %s, %t

 %b = select <16 x i1> %a, <16 x i32> %x, <16 x i32> %y

 store <16 x i32> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8(ptr %p) "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw 32(%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovuswb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %b = icmp slt <16 x i32> %a, <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %c = select <16 x i1> %b, <16 x i32> %a, <16 x i32> <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>
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 %d = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %c, zeroinitializer

 %e = select <16 x i1> %d, <16 x i32> %c, <16 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %f = trunc <16 x i32> %e to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %f

}

 

define dso_local void @trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8_store(ptr %p, ptr %q) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

;

 CHECK-LABEL: trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8_store:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw 32(%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovuswb %ymm0, (%rsi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %b = icmp slt <16 x i32> %a, <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %c = select <16 x i1> %b, <16 x i32> %a, <16 x i32> <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %d = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %c, zeroinitializer

 %e = select <16 x i1> %d, <16 x i32> %c, <16 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %f = trunc <16 x i32> %e to <16 x i8>

 store <16 x i8> %f, ptr %q

 ret void

}

 

define <64 x i1> @v64i1_argument_return(<64 x i1> %x) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL:

 v64i1_argument_return:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 ret <64 x i1> %x

}

 

define dso_local void @v64i1_shuffle(ptr %x, ptr %y) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: v64i1_shuffle:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmb %ymm1, %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $1, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $62, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1
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; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-5, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $3, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $61, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-9, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $2,

 %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $60, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-17, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $5, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $59, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-33, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $4, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $58, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-65, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $7, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $57, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-129, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1,

 %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $6, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $56, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-257, %rax # imm = 0xFEFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $9, %k0, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $55, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-513, %rax # imm = 0xFDFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $8, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $54, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1025, %rax # imm = 0xFBFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $11, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $53, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:   

 movq $-2049, %rax # imm = 0xF7FF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $10, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $52, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-4097, %rax # imm = 0xEFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $13, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $51, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-8193, %rax # imm = 0xDFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $12, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $50, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-16385, %rax # imm = 0xBFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $15, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63,

 %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $49, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-32769, %rax # imm = 0xFFFF7FFF
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $14, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $48, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-65537, %rax # imm = 0xFFFEFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $17, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $47, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-131073, %rax # imm = 0xFFFDFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $16, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $46, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-262145, %rax # imm = 0xFFFBFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $19, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $45, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-524289, %rax # imm = 0xFFF7FFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $18, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $44, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1048577, %rax # imm = 0xFFEFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $21, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $43, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-2097153, %rax # imm = 0xFFDFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $20, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:
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    kshiftrq $42, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-4194305, %rax # imm = 0xFFBFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $23, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $41, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-8388609, %rax # imm = 0xFF7FFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $22, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $40, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-16777217, %rax # imm = 0xFEFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $25, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $39, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-33554433, %rax # imm = 0xFDFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $24, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $38, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-67108865, %rax # imm = 0xFBFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $27, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $37, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-134217729, %rax # imm = 0xF7FFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $26, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $36, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-268435457, %rax # imm = 0xEFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $29, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq

 $35, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-536870913, %rax # imm = 0xDFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $28, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $34, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1073741825, %rax # imm = 0xBFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $31, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $33, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2147483649, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFF7FFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmb %ymm0, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $30, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $32, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k0, %k2, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4294967297,

 %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFEFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $1, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $31, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-8589934593, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFDFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $30, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-17179869185, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFBFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $3, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $29, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-34359738369, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFF7FFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $2, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $28, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-68719476737, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFEFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $5, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $27, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-137438953473, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFDFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $26, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-274877906945, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFBFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $7, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $25, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-549755813889, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFF7FFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $6, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $24, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1099511627777, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFEFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $9, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $23, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2199023255553, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFDFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $8, %k1, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $22, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4398046511105, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFBFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax,

 %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $11, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $21, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-8796093022209, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFF7FFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $10, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $20, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-17592186044417, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFEFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $13, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $19, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-35184372088833, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFDFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $12, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT: 

   kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $18, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-70368744177665, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFBFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $15, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $17, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-140737488355329, %rax # imm = 0xFFFF7FFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $14, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $16, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-281474976710657, %rax # imm = 0xFFFEFFFFFFFFFFFF
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $17, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $15, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0,

 %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-562949953421313, %rax # imm = 0xFFFDFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $16, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $14, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1125899906842625, %rax # imm = 0xFFFBFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $19, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $13, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2251799813685249, %rax # imm = 0xFFF7FFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $18, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $12, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4503599627370497, %rax # imm = 0xFFEFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $21, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $11, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-9007199254740993, %rax # imm = 0xFFDFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $20, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $10, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-18014398509481985, %rax # imm = 0xFFBFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $23, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $9, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-36028797018963969, %rax # imm = 0xFF7FFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $22,

 %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $8, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-72057594037927937, %rax # imm = 0xFEFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $25, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $7, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-144115188075855873, %rax # imm = 0xFDFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $24, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $6, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-288230376151711745, %rax # imm = 0xFBFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $27, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $5, %k2, %k2

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-576460752303423489, %rax # imm = 0xF7FFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $26, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $4, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1152921504606846977, %rax # imm = 0xEFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $29, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $3, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2305843009213693953, %rax # imm = 0xDFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $28, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $2, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4611686018427387905, %rax

 # imm = 0xBFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $31, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $62, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $30, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $1, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $1, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k1, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu8 %ymm1, (%rsi) {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $32, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu8 %ymm0, 32(%rsi) {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %a = load <64 x i8>, ptr %x

 %b = icmp eq <64 x i8> %a, zeroinitializer

 %shuf = shufflevector <64 x i1> %b, <64 x i1> undef, <64 x i32> <i32 1, i32 0, i32 3, i32 2, i32 5, i32 4, i32 7, i32

6, i32 9, i32 8, i32 11, i32 10, i32 13, i32 12, i32 15, i32 14, i32 17, i32 16, i32 19, i32 18, i32 21, i32 20, i32 23, i32

22, i32 25, i32 24, i32 27, i32 26, i32 29, i32 28, i32 31, i32 30, i32 33, i32

 32, i32 35, i32 34, i32 37, i32 36, i32 39, i32 38, i32 41, i32 40, i32 43, i32 42, i32 45, i32 44, i32 47, i32 46, i32

49, i32 48, i32 51, i32 50, i32 53, i32 52, i32 55, i32 54, i32 57, i32 56, i32 59, i32 58, i32 61, i32 60, i32 63, i32

62>

 call void @llvm.masked.store.v64i8.p0(<64 x i8> %a, ptr %y, i32 1, <64 x i1> %shuf)

 ret void

}

declare void @llvm.masked.store.v64i8.p0(<64 x i8>, ptr, i32, <64 x i1>)

 

@mem64_dst = dso_local global i64 0, align 8

@mem64_src = dso_local global i64 0, align 8

define dso_local i32 @v64i1_inline_asm() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: v64i1_inline_asm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq mem64_src(%rip), %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    #APP

; CHECK-NEXT:    #NO_APP

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %k0, mem64_dst(%rip)

; CHECK-NEXT:    movl -{{[0-9]+}}(%rsp), %eax

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = alloca i32, align 4
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 %2 = load i64, ptr @mem64_src, align 8

 %3 = call i64 asm "", "=k,k,~{dirflag},~{fpsr},~{flags}"(i64 %2)

 store i64 %3, ptr @mem64_dst,

 align 8

 %4 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define dso_local void @cmp_v8i64_sext(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: cmp_v8i64_sext:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp slt <8 x i64> %x, %y

 %ext = sext <8 x i1> %cmp to <8 x i64>

 store <8 x i64> %ext, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @cmp_v8i64_zext(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: cmp_v8i64_zext:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq 32(%rdi), %ymm1,

 %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $63, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $63, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp slt <8 x i64> %x, %y

 %ext = zext <8 x i1> %cmp to <8 x i64>

 store <8 x i64> %ext, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}
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define <16 x i8> @var_rotate_v16i8(<16 x i8> %a, <16 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: var_rotate_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to4}, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} xmm2 =

xmm1[8],xmm2[8],xmm1[9],xmm2[9],xmm1[10],xmm2[10],xmm1[11],xmm2[11],xmm1[12],xmm2[12],xmm1[13

],xmm2[13],xmm1[14],xmm2[14],xmm1[15],xmm2[15]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15]

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %xmm2, %xmm3, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbw {{.*#+}} xmm1 =

xmm1[0],zero,xmm1[1],zero,xmm1[2],zero,xmm1[3],zero,xmm1[4],zero,xmm1[5],zero,xmm1[6],zero,xmm1[7],zer

o

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %xmm2, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %b8 = sub <16 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %b

 %shl = shl <16 x i8> %a, %b

 %lshr = lshr <16 x i8> %a, %b8

 %or = or <16 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <16 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @var_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a, <32 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: var_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2,

 %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm1[8],ymm2[8],ymm1[9],ymm2[9],ymm1[10],ymm2[10],ymm1[11],ymm2[11],ymm1[12],ymm2[12],ymm1[13

],ymm2[13],ymm1[14],ymm2[14],ymm1[15],ymm2[15],ymm1[24],ymm2[24],ymm1[25],ymm2[25],ymm1[26],ym

m2[26],ymm1[27],ymm2[27],ymm1[28],ymm2[28],ymm1[29],ymm2[29],ymm1[30],ymm2[30],ymm1[31],ymm2[

31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %ymm3, %ymm4, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0],ymm2[0],ymm1[1],ymm2[1],ymm1[2],ymm2[2],ymm1[3],ymm2[3],ymm1[4],ymm2[4],ymm1[5],ymm2[

5],ymm1[6],ymm2[6],ymm1[7],ymm2[7],ymm1[16],ymm2[16],ymm1[17],ymm2[17],ymm1[18],ymm2[18],ymm1[

19],ymm2[19],ymm1[20],ymm2[20],ymm1[21],ymm2[21],ymm1[22],ymm2[22],ymm1[23],ymm2[23]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =
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ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %ymm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm3, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %b8 = sub <32 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8

8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %b

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, %b

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, %b8

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatvar_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a, <32 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

{

; CHECK-LABEL: splatvar_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpand {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw %xmm1, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw %xmm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %splat = shufflevector <32 x i8> %b, <32 x i8> undef, <32 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %splat8 = sub <32 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8

8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %splat

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, %splat

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, %splat8

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @constant_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: constant_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpsllvw {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8

1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8,

i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatconstant_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: splatconstant_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw $4, %ymm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $4, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpternlogd $216, {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8

4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4,

i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatconstant_rotate_mask_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: splatconstant_rotate_mask_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw $4, %ymm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpsrlw $4, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpternlogd $216, {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8

4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4,

i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %rmask = and <32 x i8> %lshr, <i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55,

i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8

55>

 %lmask = and <32 x i8> %shl, <i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8

 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8

33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %lmask, %rmask
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 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbs -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBS

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %neg = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a,

 i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %neg = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a
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 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %neg

 = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bclr_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %and

 %neg = xor i64 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bclr_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %b

 %neg = xor i64 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64

 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_no_mask:
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; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32

 @bset_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

; We can use bsetw for 1 << x by setting the first source to zero.

define signext i32 @bset_i32_zero(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_zero:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %a

 ret i32 %shl

}
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define i64 @bset_i64(i64 %a,

 i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %conv

 %or = or i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bset_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %b

 %or = or i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

; We can use bsetw for 1 << x by setting the first source to zero.

define signext i64 @bset_i64_zero(i64 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li

 a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64_zero:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0
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; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %a

 ret i64 %shl

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32_no_mask:

;

 RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binv_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %conv

 %xor = xor i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binv_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret
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 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %b

 %xor = xor i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @bext_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, %and

 %and1 = and i32

 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bext_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, %b

 %and1 = and i32 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

; This gets previous converted to (i1 (truncate (srl X, Y)). Make sure we are

; able to use bext.

define void @bext_i32_trunc(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32_trunc:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2
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; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail bar

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32_trunc:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:

  # %bb.1:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    tail bar

 %3 = shl i32 1, %1

 %4 = and i32 %3, %0

 %5 = icmp eq i32 %4, 0

 br i1 %5, label %6, label %7

 

6:                                                ; preds = %2

 tail call void @bar()

 br label %7

 

7:                                                ; preds = %6, %2

 ret void

}

 

declare void @bar()

 

define i64 @bext_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, %conv

 %and1 = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bext_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i64_no_mask:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL:

 bext_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, %b

 %and1 = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bexti_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, 5

 %and = and i32 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @bexti_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, 5

 %and = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bexti_i32_cmp(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; CHECK-LABEL: bexti_i32_cmp:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 32

 %cmp = icmp ne i32 %and, 0

 %zext = zext i1 %cmp to i32

 ret i32 %zext

}

 

define i64 @bexti_i64_cmp(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i64_cmp:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i64_cmp:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 32

 %cmp = icmp ne i64 %and, 0

 %zext = zext i1 %cmp to i64

 ret i64 %zext

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bclri_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1025

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -1025

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048575

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1,

 a1, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_11:
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; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -2049

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 786432

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -1073741825

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a,

 -2147483649

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bclri_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1025

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -1025

 ret i64 %and

}
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define i64 @bclri_i64_11(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048575

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -2049

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 786432

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -1073741825

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define

 i64 @bclri_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -2147483649

 ret i64 %and
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}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -4611686018427387905

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL:

 bclri_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -9223372036854775809

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_large0(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_large0:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044480

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_large0:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -256

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret
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 %and = and i64 %a, -16777472

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_large1(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_large1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044464

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_large1:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a,

 -16842753

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bseti_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 1024

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 2048

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 1073741824

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32

 @bseti_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 2147483648

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bseti_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 1024

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_11(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 2048

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_30:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 1073741824

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 2147483648

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a,

 4611686018427387904

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 9223372036854775808

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: binvi_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 1024

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a,
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 2048

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 1073741824

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 2147483648

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: binvi_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 1024

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_11(i64

 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 2048

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 1073741824

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi

 a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 2147483648

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4611686018427387904

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 9223372036854775808

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_large(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_large:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_large:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4294967297

 ret i64 %xor

}
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define i64 @xor_i64_4099(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_4099:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_4099:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 12

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4099

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_96(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: xor_i64_96:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 96

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_large(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_large:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_large:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 4294967297

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_66901(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_66901:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_66901:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1365

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 66901

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_4099(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_4099:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_4099:

; RV64ZBS:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 12

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 4099

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_96(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: or_i64_96:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 96

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_66901(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_66901:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_66901:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1365

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 66901

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 31

 %shift = shl nsw i32 -1, %and

 %not = xor i32 %shift, -1

 ret i32 %not

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shift = shl nsw i32 -1, %a

 %not = xor i32 %shift, -1

 ret i32 %not

}
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define signext i64 @bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask(i64 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll

 a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 63

 %shift = shl nsw i64 -1, %and

 %not = xor i64 %shift, -1

 ret i64 %not

}

 

define signext i64 @bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask(i64 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shift = shl nsw i64 -1, %a

 %not = xor i64 %shift, -1

 ret i64 %not

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @ctlz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i32:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

  ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB1_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    j .LBB1_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_3: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 %2 = sub i32 31, %1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_ceil_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra,

 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li s0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, s0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 %3 = sub i32 32, %2

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @findLastSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xori a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = xor i32 31, %1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 -1, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}
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define i32 @ctlz_lshr_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp,

 -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0,

 a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 ret i32 %2

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @ctlz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB5_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:

    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB5_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @cttz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

;
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 RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @cttz_zero_undef_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @findFirstSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %3 = select i1 %2, i32 -1, i32 %1

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @ffs_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = add i32 %1, 1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 0, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @cttz_i64(i64

 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_0)
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI10_0)(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @ctpop_i32(i32

 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257
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; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpopw

 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @ctpop_i32_load(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i32_load:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpopw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctpop.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @ctpop_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2,

 a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpop a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctpop.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @sextb_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:

    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 24

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 24

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sextb_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 56

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 56

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 16

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 48

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @min_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: min_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB18_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB18_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: min_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp slt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @min_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: min_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB19_2
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; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: min_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp

 slt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

define signext i32 @max_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: max_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB20_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB20_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: max_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp sgt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @max_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: max_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB21_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB21_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: max_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp sgt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b
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 ret i64 %cond

}

 

define signext i32 @minu_i32(i32 signext

 %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: minu_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB22_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB22_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: minu_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ult i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @minu_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: minu_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB23_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB23_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: minu_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ult i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

define signext i32 @maxu_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: maxu_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1,

 a0, .LBB24_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB24_2:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: maxu_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ugt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @maxu_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: maxu_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1, a0, .LBB25_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB25_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: maxu_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ugt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32, i1 immarg)

 

define i32 @abs_i32(i32 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL:

 abs_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32 %x, i1 true)

 ret i32 %abs
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}

 

define signext i32 @abs_i32_sext(i32 signext %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i32_sext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: abs_i32_sext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32 %x, i1 true)

 ret i32 %abs

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.abs.i64(i64, i1 immarg)

 

define i64 @abs_i64(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: abs_i64:

; RV64ZBB:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i64 @llvm.abs.i64(i64 %x, i1 true)

 ret i64 %abs

}

 

define i32 @zexth_i32(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: zexth_i32:
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; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 65535

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @zexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @bswap_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a2, a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1
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}

 

; Similar to bswap_i32 but the result is not sign extended.

define void @bswap_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a4, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a2, a2, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a3, a3, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @bswap_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a4, 4080

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a3, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a5, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a5, a5, 24
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a5, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a3, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    and a4, a0, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a4, a4, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a4, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.
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---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2019 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -target-abi lp64f \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -target-abi lp64d \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs -frame-pointer=all \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi lp64e \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32

 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64E-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi lp64e -frame-pointer=all \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64E-WITHFP %s

 

; The same vararg calling convention is used for ilp32/ilp32f/ilp32d and for

; lp64/lp64f/lp64d. Different CHECK lines are required for RV32D due to slight
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; codegen differences due to the way the f64 load operations are lowered.

; The nounwind attribute is omitted for some of the tests, to check that CFI

; directives are correctly generated.

 

declare void @llvm.va_start(ptr)

declare void @llvm.va_end(ptr)

 

declare void @notdead(ptr)

 

; Although frontends are recommended to not generate va_arg due to the lack of

; support for aggregate types, we test simple cases here to ensure they are

; lowered correctly

 

define i32 @va1(ptr %fmt, ...) {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:     

  # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 28

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0,

 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -72

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1:

;

 LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 28

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -56

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 48

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

;

 LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va, align 4

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur, i32 4

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va, align 4

 %1 = load i32, ptr %argp.cur, align 4

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @va1_va_arg(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT: 

   ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Ensure the adjustment when restoring the stack pointer using the frame

; pointer is correct

define i32

 @va1_va_arg_alloca(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret
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;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32

 %2 = alloca i8, i32 %1

 call void @notdead(ptr %2)

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define void

 @va1_caller() nounwind {

; Pass a double, as a float would be promoted by a C/C++ frontend

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

;

 LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 (ptr, ...) @va1(ptr undef, double 1.0, i32 2)

 ret void

}

 

; Ensure that 2x xlen size+alignment varargs are accessed via an "aligned"

; register pair (where the first register is even-numbered).

 

define i64 @va2(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5,

 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 39

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd

 a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 23

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret
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;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 39

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi

 sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 23

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va

 %ptrint = ptrtoint ptr %argp.cur to iXLen

 %1 = add iXLen %ptrint, 7

 %2 = and iXLen %1, -8

 %argp.cur.aligned = inttoptr iXLen %1 to ptr

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur.aligned, i32 8

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va

  %3 = inttoptr iXLen %2 to ptr

 %4 = load double, ptr %3, align 8

 %5 = bitcast double %4 to i64

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i64 %5
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}

 

define i64 @va2_va_arg(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

;

 LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT: 

   sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, double

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %2 = bitcast double %1 to i64

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @va2_caller() nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_caller:
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:   

    # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp,

 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

%1 = call i64 (ptr, ...) @va2(ptr undef, double 1.000000e+00)

ret void

}

 

; On RV32, Ensure a named 2*xlen argument is passed in a1 and a2, while the

; vararg double is passed in a4 and a5 (rather than a3 and a4)

 

define i64 @va3(i32 %a, i64 %b, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3:
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a7, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 31

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 31

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret
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;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3:

; LP64E-WITHFP:

       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 15

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va

 %ptrint = ptrtoint ptr %argp.cur to iXLen

 %1 = add iXLen %ptrint, 7

 %2 = and iXLen %1, -8

 %argp.cur.aligned = inttoptr iXLen %1 to ptr

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur.aligned, i32 8

 store ptr %argp.next,

 ptr %va

 %3 = inttoptr iXLen %2 to ptr

 %4 = load double, ptr %3, align 8

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %5 = bitcast double %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %b, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define i64 @va3_va_arg(i32 %a, i64 %b, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 24
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 24

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, double

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %2 = bitcast double %1 to i64

 %3 = add i64 %b, %2

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define void @va3_caller() nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:      

 # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    li a1, 1111

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

%1 = call i64 (i32, i64, ...) @va3(i32 2, i64 1111, double 2.000000e+00)

ret void

}

 

declare void @llvm.va_copy(ptr, ptr)

 

define i32 @va4_va_copy(i32 %argno, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL:

 va4_va_copy:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 88(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 80(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 72(sp)
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -112

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 112

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 72(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 64(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, sp, 48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a0, 8(sp)
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

;

 LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -88

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd

 s0, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 40

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 88

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %vargs = alloca ptr

 %wargs = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %vargs)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 call void @llvm.va_copy(ptr %wargs, ptr %vargs)

 %2 = load ptr, ptr %wargs, align 4

 call void @notdead(ptr %2)

 %3 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 %4 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 %5 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %vargs)

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %wargs)

 %add1 = add i32 %3, %1

 %add2 = add i32 %add1, %4

 %add3 = add i32 %add2, %5

 ret i32 %add3

}

 

;

 Check 2x*xlen values are aligned appropriately when passed on the stack in a vararg call

 

declare i32 @va5_aligned_stack_callee(i32, ...)

 

define void @va5_aligned_stack_caller() nounwind {

; The double should be 8-byte aligned on the stack, but the two-element array

; should only be 4-byte aligned

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld t0, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a6, a0, 761

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a6, a6, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a7, 14

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd t0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld t0, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a6, a0, 761

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a6, a6, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    li a1, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a7, 14

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd t0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -56

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a1)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 14

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 761

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a6, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 0(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 56

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;
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; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 56(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:   

 sd s0, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 40(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a1)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 32(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 16(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 14

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 761

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a6, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 0(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 56(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 (i32, ...) @va5_aligned_stack_callee(i32 1, i32 11,

   fp128 0xLEB851EB851EB851F400091EB851EB851, i32 12, i32 13, i64 20000000000,

   i32 14, double 2.720000e+00, i32 15, [2 x i32] [i32 16, i32 17])

 ret void

}

 

; A function with no fixed arguments is not valid C, but can be

; specified in LLVM IR. We must ensure the vararg save area is

; still set up correctly.

 

define i32 @va6_no_fixed_args(...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 24

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 24
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64E-WITHFP:   

    # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; TODO: improve constant materialization of stack addresses

 

define i32 @va_large_stack(ptr %fmt, ...) {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:

       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 336

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 100000080

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui t0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add t0, sp, t0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 328(t0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a7, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a7, sp, a7

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 320(a7)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a6, 24414
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a6, sp, a6

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 312(a6)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a5, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a5, sp, a5

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 304(a5)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a4, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a4, sp, a4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a3, 296(a4)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a3, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a3, sp, a3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 288(a3)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a2, sp, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 280(a2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 284

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 336

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 1960(sp) # 8-byte Folded

 Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 1952(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -72

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 1968

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1680

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a2, s0, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a1, -288(a2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1680

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 1960(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 1952(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 320

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 100000064

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a6, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a6, sp, a6

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 312(a6)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a5, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a5, sp, a5

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 304(a5)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a4, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    add a4, sp, a4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 296(a4)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a3, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a3, sp, a3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 288(a3)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a2, sp, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 280(a2)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 284

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, sp, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 320

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 1984(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 1976(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -56

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi

 s0, sp, 1992

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 48

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1704

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a2, s0, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -288(a2)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1704

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 1984(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 1976(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %large = alloca [ 100000000 x i8 ]

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va,

 align 4

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur, i32 4

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va, align 4

 %1 = load i32, ptr %argp.cur, align 4

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,
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 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License
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Copyright (c) 2010 Apple Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLDB Team

 

   http://lldb.llvm.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of

 source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLDB Team, copyright holders, nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

clang-tidy High-Integrity C++ Files

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All clang-tidy files are licensed under the same terms as the rest of the LLVM

project with the following additions:

 

Any file referencing a High-Integrity C++ Coding guideline:

 

HIC++ Coding Standard as created by PRQA.

 

Please see
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https://www.perforce.com/resources/qac/high-integrity-cpp-coding-standard/conditions-of-use

for more information.

ISC LICENSE

 

   This license is approved by the OSI and FSF as GPL-compatible.

       http://opensource.org/licenses/isc-license.txt

 

   Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Pexpect development team

   Copyright (c) 2012, Noah Spurrier <noah@noah.org>

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

  

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

; RUN: opt -passes=consthoist -S -o - %s | FileCheck %s

target datalayout = "e-m:e-p:32:32-i64:64-v128:64:128-a:0:32-n32-S64"

target triple = "thumbv6m-none--musleabi"

 

; Check that for i8 type, the maximum legal offset is 31.

; Also check that an constant used as value to be stored rather than

; pointer in a store instruction is hoisted.

; CHECK: foo_i8

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874720 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C3:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805873720 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C4:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805873688 to i32

; CHECK:  %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %1 = load volatile i8, ptr %0

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %3 = load volatile i8, ptr %2

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 31

; CHECK-NEXT:  %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %5 = load volatile

 i8, ptr %4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %7 = load volatile i8, ptr %6

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 7

; CHECK-NEXT:  %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %9 = load volatile i8, ptr %8

; CHECK-NEXT:  %10 = inttoptr i32 %[[C4]] to ptr
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; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %9, ptr %10

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C4]], 31

; CHECK-NEXT:  %11 = inttoptr i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %7, ptr %11

; CHECK-NEXT:  %12 = inttoptr i32 %[[C3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %5, ptr %12

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M5:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C3]], 7

; CHECK-NEXT:  %13 = inttoptr i32 %[[M5]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %3, ptr %13

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M6:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 80

; CHECK-NEXT:  %14 = inttoptr i32 %[[M6]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store ptr %14, ptr @goo

 

@goo = global ptr undef

 

define void @foo_i8() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr)

 %1 = load volatile

 i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr)

 %2 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874719 to ptr)

 %3 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874720 to ptr)

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874727 to ptr)

 store i8 %4, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873688 to ptr)

 store i8 %3, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873719 to ptr)

 store i8 %2, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873720 to ptr)

 store i8 %1, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873727 to ptr)

 store ptr inttoptr(i32 805874800 to ptr), ptr @goo

 ret void

}

 

; Check that for i16 type, the maximum legal offset is 62.

; CHECK: foo_i16

; CHECK-DAG: %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874752 to i32

; CHECK-DAG: %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK: %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %1 = load volatile i16, ptr %0, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT: %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %3 = load volatile i16, ptr %2, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add

 i32 %[[C2]], 32

; CHECK-NEXT: %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %5 = load volatile i16, ptr %4, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 62

; CHECK-NEXT: %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %7 = load volatile i16, ptr %6, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr
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; CHECK-NEXT: %9 = load volatile i16, ptr %8, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 22

; CHECK-NEXT: %10 = inttoptr i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %11 = load volatile i16, ptr %10, align 2

 

define void @foo_i16() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr), align 2

 %1 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr), align 2

 %2 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874720 to ptr), align 2

 %3 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874750 to ptr), align 2

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874752 to ptr), align 2

 %5 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874774 to ptr), align

 2

 ret void

}

 

; Check that for i32 type, the maximum legal offset is 124.

; CHECK: foo_i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874816 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK:  %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %1 = load volatile i32, ptr %0, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %3 = load volatile i32, ptr %2, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 124

; CHECK-NEXT:  %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %5 = load volatile i32, ptr %4, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %7 = load volatile i32, ptr %6, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 8

; CHECK-NEXT:  %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %9 = load volatile i32, ptr %8, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 12

; CHECK-NEXT:  %10 = inttoptr

 i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %11 = load volatile i32, ptr %10, align 4

 

define void @foo_i32() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr), align 4

 %1 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr), align 4

 %2 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874812 to ptr), align 4

 %3 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874816 to ptr), align 4

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874824 to ptr), align 4

 %5 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874828 to ptr), align 4

 ret void
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}

; RUN: llc -march=hexagon < %s

; REQUIRES: asserts

 

; The two loads based on %struct.0, loading two different data types

; cause LSR to assume type "void" for the memory type. This would then

; cause an assert in isLegalAddressingMode. Make sure we no longer crash.

 

target triple = "hexagon"

 

%struct.0 = type { ptr, i8, %union.anon.0 }

%union.anon.0 = type { ptr }

 

define hidden fastcc void @fred() unnamed_addr #0 {

entry:

 br i1 undef, label %while.end, label %while.body.lr.ph

 

while.body.lr.ph:                                 ; preds = %entry

 br label %while.body

 

while.body:                                       ; preds = %exit.2, %while.body.lr.ph

 %lsr.iv = phi ptr [ %cgep22, %exit.2 ], [ undef, %while.body.lr.ph ]

 switch i32 undef, label %exit [

   i32 1, label %sw.bb.i

   i32 2, label %sw.bb3.i

 ]

 

sw.bb.i:                                          ; preds = %while.body

 unreachable

 

sw.bb3.i:                                         ; preds = %while.body

 unreachable

 

exit:

                                             ; preds = %while.body

 switch i32 undef, label %exit.2 [

   i32 1, label %sw.bb.i17

   i32 2, label %sw.bb3.i20

 ]

 

sw.bb.i17:                                        ; preds = %.exit

 %0 = load i32, ptr %lsr.iv, align 4

 unreachable

 

sw.bb3.i20:                                       ; preds = %exit

 %1 = load ptr, ptr %lsr.iv, align 4

 unreachable
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exit.2:                                           ; preds = %exit

 %cgep22 = getelementptr %struct.0, ptr %lsr.iv, i32 1

 br label %while.body

 

while.end:                                        ; preds = %entry

 ret void

}

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind optsize "target-cpu"="hexagonv55" }

; RUN: opt < %s -passes=argpromotion -S | FileCheck %s

 

; CHECK-LABEL: define i32 @foo() #0 {

; CHECK-NEXT:      %.val = load <32 x half>, ptr undef, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:      call void @bar(<32 x half> %.val)

; CHECK-NEXT:      ret i32 0

; CHECK-NEXT:    }

 

; CHECK-LABEL: define internal void @bar(<32 x half> %.0.val) #0 {

; CHECK-NEXT:      ret void

; CHECK-NEXT:    }

 

; CHECK:    attributes #0 = { uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" }

 

define i32 @foo() #0 {

 call void @bar(ptr undef)

 ret i32 0

}

 

define internal void @bar(ptr) #0 {

 %2 = load <32 x half>, ptr %0, align 4

 ret void

}

 

attributes #0 = { uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="0" }

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached
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 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================
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Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libc++ library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this

 Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

This work is released into the public domain with CC0 1.0. Alternatively, it is

licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship

 and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work,

 voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;
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ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights

 (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current

 or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable,

 non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the
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"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary

 to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents,

 permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity

 authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive,

 no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

 alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices

 that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have

 executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability

 obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page"

 as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Jack O'Connor and Samuel Neves

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached
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 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================
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Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team

   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @orcb32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0
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; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define zeroext i32 @orcb32_zext(i32 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32_zext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; Second and+or is redundant with the first, make sure we remove them.

define signext i32 @orcb32_knownbits(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32_knownbits:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044480

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:

    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 2048

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = and i32 %a, 4278190080 ; 0xFF000000

 %tmp2 = or i32 %tmp, 8388609 ; 0x800001

 %tmp3 = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %tmp2)

 %tmp4 = and i32 %tmp3, 4278190080 ; 0xFF000000

 %tmp5 = or i32 %tmp4, 16711935 ; 0xFF00FF

 ret i32 %tmp5

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @orcb64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

; Second and+or is redundant with the first, make sure we remove them.
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define i64 @orcb64_knownbits(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb64_knownbits:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 65535

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 256

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 8

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 42

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = and i64 %a, 1099494850560 ; 0x000000ffff000000

 %tmp2 = or i64 %tmp, 4611721202800525320 ; 0x4000200000100008

 %tmp3 = call i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64 %tmp2)

 %tmp4 = and i64 %tmp3, 1099494850560 ; 0x000000ffff000000

 %tmp5 = or i64 %tmp4, 18374966855153418495 ; 0xff00ff0000ff00ff

 ret i64 %tmp5

}

IMath is Copyright  2002-2009 Michael J. Fromberger

You may use it subject to the following Licensing Terms:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb
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declare i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

  ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func2:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i16 @func16(i16 zeroext %x, i16 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i8 @func8(i8 zeroext %x, i8 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i4 @func3(i4 zeroext %x, i4 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli
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 a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64r(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul64r:

; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32r(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul32r:

; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; FIXME: We could avoid the slli instructions by using clmul+srli+sext.w

 since

; the inputs are zero extended.

define signext i32 @clmul32r_zext(i32 zeroext %a, i32 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul32r_zext:
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; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

; RUN: opt %s -passes=inline -S | FileCheck %s

 

define internal void @innerSmall() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 ret void

}

 

define internal void @innerLarge() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

 ret void

}

 

define internal void @innerNoAttribute() {

 ret void

}

 

; We should not add an attribute during inlining. No attribute means unknown.

; Inlining doesn't change the fact that we don't know anything about this

; function.

define void @outerNoAttribute() {

 call void @innerLarge()

 ret void

}

 

define void @outerConflictingAttributeSmall() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 call void @innerLarge()

 ret void

}

 

define void @outerConflictingAttributeLarge() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

 call void @innerSmall()

 ret void

}

 

; We should remove the attribute after inlining since the callee's

; vector width requirements are unknown.

define void @outerAttribute() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 call void @innerNoAttribute()

 ret void

}
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; CHECK: define void @outerNoAttribute()

 {

; CHECK: define void @outerConflictingAttributeSmall() #0

; CHECK: define void @outerConflictingAttributeLarge() #0

; CHECK: define void @outerAttribute() {

; CHECK: attributes #0 = { "min-legal-vector-width"="512" }

; RUN: opt -mtriple=aarch64-linux-gnu -mattr=+sve -passes=scalarize-masked-mem-intrin -S < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors that are

; packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv4i32(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32

define void @masked_scatter_nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <vscale x 4 x

i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors of FP

; data that is packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv2f64(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64

define void @masked_scatter_nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs,

 i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors of FP

; data that is unpacked in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv2f16(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16

define void @masked_scatter_nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x

i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on 64-bit fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked scatter

; instructions.
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; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_v2f32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(

define void @masked_scatter_v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, <2 x i1> %masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <2 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on 128-bit

 fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked scatter

; instructions and because we are not targeting fixed width SVE.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_v4i32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(

define void @masked_scatter_v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x ptr> %ptrs, <4 x i1> %masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <4 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 4 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x

 ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <4 x i1> %masks)

! RUN: %python %S/../test_errors.py %s %flang -fopenmp -Werror -pedantic

! OpenMP Version 5.0

! 2.19.4.4 firstprivate Clause

! 2.19.4.5 lastprivate Clause

! 2.19.6.1 copyin Clause

! 2.19.6.2 copyprivate Clause

! If the list item is a polymorphic variable with the allocatable attribute,

! the behavior is unspecified.

 

subroutine firstprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in FIRSTPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp parallel firstprivate(x)

   call sub()

 !$omp end parallel

 

end
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subroutine lastprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in LASTPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp do lastprivate(x)

 do i = 1, 10

   call sub()

 enddo

 !$omp end do

 

end

 

subroutine copyin()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 !$omp threadprivate(x)

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute

 'x' is in COPYIN clause, the behavior is unspecified

 !$omp parallel copyin(x)

   call sub()

 !$omp end parallel

 

end

 

subroutine copyprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 !$omp threadprivate(x)

 

 !$omp single

   call sub()

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in COPYPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp end single copyprivate(x)

 

end

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-

prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBA,RV64ZBANOZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba,+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBA,RV64ZBAZBB

 

define i64 @slliuw(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %conv1 = shl i64 %a, 1

 %shl = and i64 %conv1, 8589934590

 ret i64 %shl

}

 

define i128 @slliuw_2(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 slliuw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i128, ptr %4

 ret i128 %5

}

 

define i128 @slliuw_3(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i32 %0, 1

 %3 = zext i32 %add to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i128, ptr %4

 ret i128 %5

}

 

define i64 @adduw(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %b, 4294967295

 %add = add i64 %and, %a

 ret i64 %add

}

 

define signext i8 @adduw_2(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i8, ptr %4

 ret i8 %5

}

 

define signext i8 @adduw_3(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i32 %0, 1

 %3 = zext i32 %add to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i8, ptr %4

 ret i8 %5

}

 

define i64 @zextw_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zextw_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zextw_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 ret i64 %and

}

 

; This makes sure targetShrinkDemandedConstant changes the and immmediate to

; allow zext.w or slli+srli.

define i64 @zextw_demandedbits_i64(i64 %0) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: zextw_demandedbits_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zextw_demandedbits_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %2 = and i64 %0, 4294967294

 %3 = or i64 %2, 1

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define signext i16 @sh1add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i16, ptr %3

 ret i16 %4

}

 

define signext i32 @sh2add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i32, ptr %3

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define i64 @sh3add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i64, ptr %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define signext i16 @sh1adduw(i32

 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i16, ptr %4

 ret i16 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh1adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i64 %0, 1

 %4 = and i64 %3, 8589934590

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i32 @sh2adduw(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4

 ret i32 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh2adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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 %3 = shl i64 %0, 2

 %4 = and i64 %3, 17179869180

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:   

 srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i64 %0, 3

 %4 = and i64 %3, 34359738360

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

; Type legalization inserts a sext_inreg after the first add. That add will be

; selected as sh2add which does not sign extend. SimplifyDemandedBits is unable

; to remove the sext_inreg because it has multiple uses.
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 The ashr will use the

; sext_inreg to become sraiw. This leaves the sext_inreg only used by the shl.

; If the shl is selected as sllw, we don't need the sext_inreg.

define i64 @sh2add_extra_sext(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2add_extra_sext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2add_extra_sext:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i32 %x, 2

 %b = add i32 %a, %y

 %c = shl i32 %z, %b

 %d = ashr i32 %b, 2

 %e = sext i32 %c to i64

 %f = sext i32 %d to i64

 %g = mul i64 %e, %f

 ret i64 %g

}

 

define i64 @addmul6(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul

 a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 6

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}
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define i64 @addmul10(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul10:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul10:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 10

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul12(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul12:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul12:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 12

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul18(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul18:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 18

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul18:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 18

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul20(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul20:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul20:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 20

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul24(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul24:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul24:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 24

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul36(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul36:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul36:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 36

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul40(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul40:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul40:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 40

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul72(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul72:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 72

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul72:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 72
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 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @mul96(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul96:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 96

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul96:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul160(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul160:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a1, 160

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul160:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 160

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul288(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul288:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 288

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul288:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 288

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul96(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul96:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul96:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext

 i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 96

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul160(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul160:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul160:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 160

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul288(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul288:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 9
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul288:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 288

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues

 the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul12884901888(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul12884901888:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul12884901888:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 12884901888

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul21474836480(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul21474836480:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul21474836480:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 21474836480

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul38654705664(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul38654705664:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 9

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul38654705664:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 38654705664

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh1add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh1add_imm:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 1

 %b = add i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %b
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}

 

define i64 @sh2add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh2add_imm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 2

 %b = add i64 %a, -6

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @sh3add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh3add_imm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 3

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 3

 %b = add i64 %a, 7

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @sh1adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a =

 zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 1

 %c = add i64 %b, 11

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh2adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -12

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 2

 %c = add i64 %b, -12

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 3

 %c = add i64 %b, 13

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64

 @adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = add i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @mul258(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul258:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 258

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 258

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul260(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul260:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 260

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 260

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul264(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul264:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 264

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 264

 ret i64

 %c

}

 

define i64 @imm_zextw() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_zextw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: imm_zextw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294967294 ; -2 in 32 bits.

}

 

define i64 @mul11(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul11:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 11

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul19(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul19:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 19

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul19:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0,

 a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 19

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul13(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul13:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul13:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 13

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul21(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul21:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 21

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul21:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 21

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul37(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul37:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul37:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 37

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul25(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul25:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul25:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a1, a0, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 25

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul41(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul41:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 41

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul41:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 41

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul73(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul73:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 73

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul73:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add

 a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 73

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul27(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul27:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul27:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 27

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul45(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul45:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 45

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul45:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 45

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul81(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul81:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 81

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul81:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 81

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4098(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4098:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4098:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4098

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4100(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4100:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4100:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4100

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4104(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4104:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a1, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4104:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4104

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw192(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw192:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 192
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; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 192

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw320(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw320:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 320

; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 320

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw576(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw576:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 576

; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 576

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define i64 @add4104(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add4104:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: add4104:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, 1026

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 4104

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @add8208(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add8208:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: add8208:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, 1026

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 8208

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; Make sure we prefer LUI for the 8192 instead of using sh3add.

define signext i32 @add8192_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: add8192_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    lui a1, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i32 %a, 8192

 ret i32 %c

}

 

; Make sure we prefer LUI

 for the 8192 instead of using sh3add.

define i64 @add8192(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: add8192:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    lui a1, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 8192

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @addshl32_5_6(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 6

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_6(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT: 

   sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 6

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

define signext i32 @addshl32_5_7(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_7:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_7:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 7

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_7(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_7:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_7:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c

 = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 7

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

define signext i32 @addshl32_5_8(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_8:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 8

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_8(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_8:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 8

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

; Make

 sure we use sext.h+slli+srli for Zba+Zbb.

; FIXME: The RV64I and Zba only cases can be done with only 3 shifts.

define zeroext i32 @sext_ashr_zext_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBANOZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64ZBANOZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBAZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64ZBAZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 9

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %ext = sext i8 %a to i32

 %1 = ashr i32 %ext, 9

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we use sext.h+slli+srli for Zba+Zbb.

; FIXME: The RV64I and Zba only cases can be done with only 3 shifts.

define

 zeroext i32 @sext_ashr_zext_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBANOZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64ZBANOZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBAZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64ZBAZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 57

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %ext = sext i16 %a to i32

 %1 = ashr i32 %ext, 9

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; This the IR you get from InstCombine if take the difference of 2 pointers and

; cast is to unsigned before using as an index.

define signext i16 @sh1adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 1

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i16, ptr %ptr

 ret i16 %res

}

 

define signext i32 @sh2adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 34

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 2

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i32, ptr %ptr

 ret i32 %res

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 35

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 3

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i64, ptr %ptr

 ret i64 %res

}
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define signext

 i16 @srliw_1_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}

 

define i128 @slliuw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 4

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i128, ptr %ptr
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 ret i128 %res

}

 

define signext i32 @srliw_2_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_3_sh3add(ptr

 %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_3_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_3_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 3

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}
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define signext i32 @srliw_1_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_1_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_2_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define signext i16 @srliw_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr

 inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}
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define signext i32 @srliw_3_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_3_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_3_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 3

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_4_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_4_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_4_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define signext i32 @srli_1_sh2add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: srli_1_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_1_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 1

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4, align 4

 ret i32 %5

}

 

define i64 @srli_2_sh3add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_2_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_2_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 2

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4, align 8

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i16 @srli_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 2

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i16, ptr %4, align

 2

 ret i16 %5

}

 

define signext i32 @srli_3_sh2add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_3_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_3_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 3

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4, align 4

 ret i32 %5

}

 

define i64 @srli_4_sh3add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_4_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_4_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 4

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4, align 8

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i16 @shl_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}

 

define signext i32 @shl_16_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_16_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_16_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 16

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @shl_31_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_31_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_31_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 31

 %4 = zext i32 %3

 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %shl1 = shl i64 %b, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_2(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0,

 a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %b to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_3(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %adda = add i32 %a, 1

 %addb = add i32 %b, 1

 %zexta = zext i32 %adda to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %addb to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_disjoint(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %or = or disjoint i64 %b, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_disjoint_2(i32 signext %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %or = or disjoint i64 %b, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License
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 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every
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  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libunwind library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from
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 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

static_library("BSD-Archive") {

 output_name = "lldbPluginObjectContainerBSDArchive"

 configs += [ "//llvm/utils/gn/build:lldb_code" ]

 deps = [

   "//lldb/source/Core",

   "//lldb/source/Host",

   "//lldb/source/Symbol",

   "//llvm/lib/Support",

 ]

 sources = [ "ObjectContainerBSDArchive.cpp" ]

}

; RUN: opt -mtriple=aarch64-linux-gnu -mattr=+sve -passes=scalarize-masked-mem-intrin -S < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors that are

; packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.
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; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv4i32(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32

define <vscale x 4 x i32> @masked_gather_nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 4 x i1> %masks, <vscale x 4

x i32> %passthru) {

 %res = call <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 4 x i32> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 4 x i32> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors of FP data

; that is packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv2f64(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64

define <vscale x 2 x double> @masked_gather_nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks, <vscale

x 2 x double> %passthru)

 {

 %res = call <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x double> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 2 x double> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors of FP data

; that is unpacked in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv2f16(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16

define <vscale x 2 x half> @masked_gather_nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks, <vscale x

2 x half> %passthru) {

 %res = call <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x half> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 2 x half> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on 64-bit fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked gather

; instructions.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_v2f32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(

define <2 x float> @masked_gather_v2f32(<2

 x ptr> %ld, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float> %passthru) {

 %res = call <2 x float> @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(<2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float> %passthru)

 ret <2 x float> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on 128-bit fixed vectors are
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; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked gather

; instructions and because we are not targeting fixed width SVE.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_v4i32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(

define <4 x i32> @masked_gather_v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ld, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru) {

 %res = call <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru)

 ret <4 x i32> %res

}

 

declare <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 4 x i32> %passthru)

declare <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 2 x

i1> %masks, <vscale x 2 x double>

 %passthru)

declare <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x half> %passthru)

declare <2 x float> @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(<2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float>

%passthru)

declare <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru)

# RUN: llc -O0 -mtriple=m68k -start-after=prologepilog -verify-machineinstrs %s -o - | FileCheck %s

 

name: is-pcrel-register-operand-legal

body:             |

 bb.0.entry:

   ; CHECK: move.l  (0,%pc,%a0), (%a1)

   ; CHECK: move.l  (%a0), (0,%pc,%a1)

 

   MOV32jk $a1,  0, $a0, implicit-def $ccr

   MOV32kj 0,  $a1, $a0, implicit-def $ccr

Ptyprocess is under the ISC license, as code derived from Pexpect.

   http://opensource.org/licenses/ISC

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Pexpect development team

Copyright (c) 2012, Noah Spurrier <noah@noah.org>

 

PERMISSION TO USE, COPY, MODIFY, AND/OR DISTRIBUTE THIS SOFTWARE FOR ANY PURPOSE

WITH OR WITHOUT FEE IS HEREBY GRANTED, PROVIDED THAT THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICE

AND THIS PERMISSION NOTICE APPEAR IN ALL COPIES. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -mattr=+xtheadmemidx -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADMEMIDX
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define ptr @lbia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i8 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbia a3, (a0), -1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sb a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 0

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 -1

 %res = add i8 %ld, %a

 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lbib(ptr %base, i8 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbib a2, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sb a1, 1(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 2

 %res = add i8 %ld, %a

 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lbuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbuia a3, (a0), -1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 0

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i8 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 -1

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}
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define ptr @lbuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbuib a3, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:  

  ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i8 %ld to i64

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lhia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i16 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhia a3, (a0), -16, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sh a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 0

 %ld = load i16, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 -16

 %res = add i16 %ld, %a

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lhib(ptr %base, i16 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhib a2, (a0), 2, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sh a1, 2(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %ld = load i16,

 ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 2

 %res = add i16 %ld, %a

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lhuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhuia a3, (a0), -16, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 0

 %ld = load i16, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i16 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 -16

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lhuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhuib a3, (a0), 2, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %ld =

 load i16, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i16 %ld to i64

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lwia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i32 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwia a3, (a0), -16, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 0

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -16

 %res = add i32 %ld, %a

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lwib(ptr %base, i32 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwib:
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwib a2, (a0), 4, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sw a1, 4(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 1

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base,

 i32 2

 %res = add i32 %ld, %a

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lwuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwuia a3, (a0), -16, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 0

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i32 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -16

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lwuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwuib a3, (a0), 4, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 1

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i32 %ld to i64

 %res

 = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @ldia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: ldia:
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.ldia a3, (a0), -16, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 0

 %ld = load i64, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 -16

 %res = add i64 %ld, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @ldib(ptr %base, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: ldib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.ldib a2, (a0), 8, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 1

 %ld = load i64, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 2

 %res = add i64 %ld, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

  ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @sbia(ptr %base, i8 %a, i8 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sbia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sbia a1, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %res = add i8 %a, %b

 store i8 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sbib(ptr %base, i8 %a, i8 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sbib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sbib a1, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %res = add i8 %a, %b
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 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @shia(ptr %base, i16 %a, i16 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: shia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.shia a1, (a0), -9, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr

 i16, ptr %base, i16 -9

 %res = add i16 %a, %b

 store i16 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @shib(ptr %base, i16 %a, i16 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: shib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.shib a1, (a0), 2, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %res = add i16 %a, %b

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @swia(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: swia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.swia a1, (a0), 8, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 8

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @swib(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: swib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    th.swib a1, (a0), -13, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret
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 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -26

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sdia(ptr %base, i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sdia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sdia a1, (a0), 8, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 8

 %res = add i64 %a, %b

 store i64 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sdib(ptr %base, i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sdib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sdib a1, (a0), 8, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 1

 %res = add i64 %a, %b

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define i8 @lrb_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrb_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrb a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 ret i8 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrb(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrb a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b
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 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i8 @lurb_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurb_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurb a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 ret i8 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurb(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurb

 a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 %4 = sext i8 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrbu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrbu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrbu a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurbu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurbu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurbu a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 %4 = zext i8 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define

 i16 @lrh_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrh_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 ret i16 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrh(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i16 @lurh_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurh_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 ret i16 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurh(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

;
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 RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 %4 = sext i16 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrhu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrhu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrhu a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurhu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurhu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurhu a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16,

 ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 %4 = zext i16 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i32 @lrw_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrw_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4
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 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrw(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i32 @lurw_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurw_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr

 i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurw(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 %4 = sext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrwu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrwu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrwu a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurwu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurwu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurwu a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrd(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i64, ptr %1, align 8

 %3 = add i64 %2, %2

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define i64 @lrd_2(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_2:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 96

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}
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define i64 @lurd(ptr %a, i32 %b)

 {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define void @srb(ptr %a, i64 %b, i8 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srb a2, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i8 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i8 %1, ptr %2, align 1

 ret void

}

 

define void @surb(ptr %a, i32 %b, i8 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surb a2, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i8 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store

 i8 %2, ptr %3, align 1

 ret void

}

 

define void @srh(ptr %a, i64 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srh a2, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i16 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b
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 store i16 %1, ptr %2, align 2

 ret void

}

 

define void @surh(ptr %a, i32 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surh a2, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i16 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i16 %2, ptr %3, align 2

 ret void

}

 

define void @srw(ptr %a, i64 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srw a2, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add

 i32 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i32 %1, ptr %2, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define void @surw(ptr %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surw a2, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i32 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i32 %2, ptr %3, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define void @srd(ptr %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srd a2, a0, a1, 3
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i64 %1, ptr %2, align 8

 ret void

}

 

define void @surd(ptr %a, i32 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surd

 a2, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i64 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i64 %2, ptr %3, align 8

 ret void

}

 

define ptr @test_simm5(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: test_simm5:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.swia a1, (a0), -12, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -12

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define i64 @lrd_large_shift(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_large_shift:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 5

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ld a0, 384(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12

 %2 = shl i64 %1, 2

 %3 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %2

 %4 = load i64, ptr %3, align 8

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lrd_large_offset(ptr
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 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_large_offset:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    lui a1, 23

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ld a0, 1792(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12000

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 ret i64 %3

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional
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 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled
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 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZbb-LABEL:

 func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a3, a1, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb: 
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      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func2:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a1, a2, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i16 @func16(i16 signext %x, i16 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1,

 -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i8 @func8(i8 signext %x, i8 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}
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define signext i4 @func3(i4 signext %x, i4 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li

 a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the
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# individual or corporate CLA was used.

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

#

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Abhina Sreeskantharajan <abhina.sreeskantharajan@ibm.com>

Albert Pretorius

 <pretoalb@gmail.com>

Alex Steele <steelal123@gmail.com>

Andriy Berestovskyy <berestovskyy@gmail.com>

Arne Beer <arne@twobeer.de>

Billy Robert O'Neal III <billy.oneal@gmail.com> <bion@microsoft.com>

Chris Kennelly <ckennelly@google.com> <ckennelly@ckennelly.com>

Christian Wassermann <christian_wassermann@web.de>

Christopher Seymour <chris.j.seymour@hotmail.com>

Colin Braley <braley.colin@gmail.com>

Cyrille Faucheux <cyrille.faucheux@gmail.com>

Daniel Harvey <danielharvey458@gmail.com>

David Coeurjolly <david.coeurjolly@liris.cnrs.fr>

Deniz Evrenci <denizevrenci@gmail.com>

Dominic Hamon <dma@stripysock.com> <dominic@google.com>

Dominik Czarnota <dominik.b.czarnota@gmail.com>

Dominik Korman <kormandominik@gmail.com>

Donald Aingworth <donalds_junk_mail@yahoo.com>

Eric Backus <eric_backus@alum.mit.edu>

Eric Fiselier <eric@efcs.ca>

Eugene Zhuk <eugene.zhuk@gmail.com>

Evgeny Safronov <division494@gmail.com>

Fanbo Meng <fanbo.meng@ibm.com>

Federico Ficarelli <federico.ficarelli@gmail.com>

Felix

 Homann <linuxaudio@showlabor.de>

Geoffrey Martin-Noble <gcmn@google.com> <gmngeoffrey@gmail.com>

Gerg Szitr <szitar.gergo@gmail.com>

Hannes Hauswedell <h2@fsfe.org>

Ismael Jimenez Martinez <ismael.jimenez.martinez@gmail.com>

Jern-Kuan Leong <jernkuan@gmail.com>

JianXiong Zhou <zhoujianxiong2@gmail.com>

Joao Paulo Magalhaes <joaoppmagalhaes@gmail.com>

John Millikin <jmillikin@stripe.com>

Jordan Williams <jwillikers@protonmail.com>

Jussi Knuuttila <jussi.knuuttila@gmail.com>

Kai Wolf <kai.wolf@gmail.com>

Kaito Udagawa <umireon@gmail.com>

Kishan Kumar <kumar.kishan@outlook.com>

Lei Xu <eddyxu@gmail.com>
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Matt Clarkson <mattyclarkson@gmail.com>

Maxim Vafin <maxvafin@gmail.com>

Nick Hutchinson <nshutchinson@gmail.com>

Norman Heino <norman.heino@gmail.com>

Oleksandr Sochka <sasha.sochka@gmail.com>

Ori Livneh <ori.livneh@gmail.com>

Pascal Leroy <phl@google.com>

Paul Redmond <paul.redmond@gmail.com>

Pierre Phaneuf <pphaneuf@google.com>

Radoslav Yovchev <radoslav.tm@gmail.com>

Raul Marin

 <rmrodriguez@cartodb.com>

Ray Glover <ray.glover@uk.ibm.com>

Robert Guo <robert.guo@mongodb.com>

Roman Lebedev <lebedev.ri@gmail.com>

Sayan Bhattacharjee <aero.sayan@gmail.com>

Shuo Chen <chenshuo@chenshuo.com>

Steven Wan <wan.yu@ibm.com>

Tobias Schmidt <tobias.schmidt@in.tum.de>

Tobias Ulvgrd <tobias.ulvgard@dirac.se>

Tom Madams <tom.ej.madams@gmail.com> <tmadams@google.com>

Yixuan Qiu <yixuanq@gmail.com>

Yusuke Suzuki <utatane.tea@gmail.com>

Zbigniew Skowron <zbychs@gmail.com>

Min-Yih Hsu <yihshyng223@gmail.com>

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func64:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a3, a3, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a3, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul

 i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the
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 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including
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 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2018 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimers in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-linux-android -mattr=+mmx -enable-legalize-types-checking | FileCheck %s

;

; D31946

; Check that we dont end up with the ""LLVM ERROR: Cannot select" error.

; Additionally ensure that the output code actually put fp128 values in SSE registers.

 

declare fp128 @llvm.fabs.f128(fp128)

declare fp128 @llvm.copysign.f128(fp128, fp128)

 

define fp128 @TestSelect(fp128 %a, fp128 %b) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestSelect:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    pushq %rbx

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    subq $32, %rsp

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 48

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_offset %rbx, -16

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm1, {{[-0-9]+}}(%r{{[sb]}}p) # 16-byte Spill

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm0, (%rsp) # 16-byte Spill

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __gttf2@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    movl %eax, %ebx

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps (%rsp), %xmm0 # 16-byte Reload
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; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps {{[-0-9]+}}(%r{{[sb]}}p),

 %xmm1 # 16-byte Reload

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __subtf3@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    testl %ebx, %ebx

; CHECK-NEXT:    jg .LBB0_2

; CHECK-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xorps %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; CHECK-NEXT:    addq $32, %rsp

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    popq %rbx

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 8

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %cmp = fcmp ogt fp128 %a, %b

 %sub = fsub fp128 %a, %b

 %res = select i1 %cmp, fp128 %sub, fp128 0xL00000000000000000000000000000000

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestFabs(fp128 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestFabs:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %res = call fp128 @llvm.fabs.f128(fp128 %a)

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestCopysign(fp128 %a, fp128 %b) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestCopysign:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:

    orps %xmm1, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %res = call fp128 @llvm.copysign.f128(fp128 %a, fp128 %b)

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestFneg(fp128 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestFneg:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    pushq %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __multf3@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    xorps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    popq %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 8

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mul = fmul fp128 %a, %a

 %res = fsub fp128 0xL00000000000000008000000000000000, %mul

 ret fp128 %res

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --include-generated-

funcs

; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s | FileCheck %s

; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s --try-experimental-debuginfo-iterators | FileCheck

%s

 

; This test checks that debug info is recognized as able to be extracted along

; with the other instructions, but is not included in the consolidated function.

 

define void @function1() !dbg !6 {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !17

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %a, metadata !9, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !17

 %b = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !18

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %b, metadata !11, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !18

 %c = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !19

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %c, metadata !12, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !19

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !20

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !21

 store

 i32 4, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !22

 %al = load i32, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !23

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %al, metadata !13, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !23

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !24

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %bl, metadata !15, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !24

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !25

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %cl, metadata !16, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !25

 ret void, !dbg !26

}

 

define void @function2() !dbg !27 {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !35

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %a, metadata !29, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !35

 %b = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !36

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %b, metadata !30, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !36

 %c = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !37

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %c, metadata !31, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !37

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !38

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !39
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  store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !40

 %al = load i32, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !41

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %al, metadata !32, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !41

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !42

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %bl, metadata !33, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !42

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !43

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %cl, metadata !34, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !43

 ret void, !dbg !44

}

 

 

; Function Attrs: nounwind readnone speculatable willreturn

declare void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata, metadata, metadata) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind readnone speculatable willreturn }

 

!llvm.dbg.cu = !{!0}

!llvm.debugify = !{!3, !4}

!llvm.module.flags = !{!5}

 

!0 = distinct !DICompileUnit(language: DW_LANG_C, file: !1, producer: "debugify", isOptimized: true,

runtimeVersion: 0, emissionKind: FullDebug, enums: !2)

!1 = !DIFile(filename: "legal-debug.ll", directory: "/")

!2 = !{}

!3 = !{i32 20}

!4 = !{i32 12}

!5

 = !{i32 2, !"Debug Info Version", i32 3}

!6 = distinct !DISubprogram(name: "function1", linkageName: "function1", scope: null, file: !1, line: 1, type: !7,

scopeLine: 1, spFlags: DISPFlagDefinition | DISPFlagOptimized, unit: !0, retainedNodes: !8)

!7 = !DISubroutineType(types: !2)

!8 = !{!9, !11, !12, !13, !15, !16}

!9 = !DILocalVariable(name: "1", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 1, type: !10)

!10 = !DIBasicType(name: "ty64", size: 64, encoding: DW_ATE_unsigned)

!11 = !DILocalVariable(name: "2", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 2, type: !10)

!12 = !DILocalVariable(name: "3", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 3, type: !10)

!13 = !DILocalVariable(name: "4", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 7, type: !14)

!14 = !DIBasicType(name: "ty32", size: 32, encoding: DW_ATE_unsigned)

!15 = !DILocalVariable(name: "5", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 8, type: !14)

!16 = !DILocalVariable(name: "6", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 9, type: !14)

!17 = !DILocation(line: 1, column: 1, scope: !6)

!18 = !DILocation(line: 2, column: 1, scope:

 !6)

!19 = !DILocation(line: 3, column: 1, scope: !6)

!20 = !DILocation(line: 4, column: 1, scope: !6)

!21 = !DILocation(line: 5, column: 1, scope: !6)

!22 = !DILocation(line: 6, column: 1, scope: !6)

!23 = !DILocation(line: 7, column: 1, scope: !6)
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!24 = !DILocation(line: 8, column: 1, scope: !6)

!25 = !DILocation(line: 9, column: 1, scope: !6)

!26 = !DILocation(line: 10, column: 1, scope: !6)

!27 = distinct !DISubprogram(name: "function2", linkageName: "function2", scope: null, file: !1, line: 11, type: !7,

scopeLine: 11, spFlags: DISPFlagDefinition | DISPFlagOptimized, unit: !0, retainedNodes: !28)

!28 = !{!29, !30, !31, !32, !33, !34}

!29 = !DILocalVariable(name: "7", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 11, type: !10)

!30 = !DILocalVariable(name: "8", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 12, type: !10)

!31 = !DILocalVariable(name: "9", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 13, type: !10)

!32 = !DILocalVariable(name: "10", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 17, type: !14)

!33 = !DILocalVariable(name: "11", scope:

 !27, file: !1, line: 18, type: !14)

!34 = !DILocalVariable(name: "12", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 19, type: !14)

!35 = !DILocation(line: 11, column: 1, scope: !27)

!36 = !DILocation(line: 12, column: 1, scope: !27)

!37 = !DILocation(line: 13, column: 1, scope: !27)

!38 = !DILocation(line: 14, column: 1, scope: !27)

!39 = !DILocation(line: 15, column: 1, scope: !27)

!40 = !DILocation(line: 16, column: 1, scope: !27)

!41 = !DILocation(line: 17, column: 1, scope: !27)

!42 = !DILocation(line: 18, column: 1, scope: !27)

!43 = !DILocation(line: 19, column: 1, scope: !27)

!44 = !DILocation(line: 20, column: 1, scope: !27)

; CHECK-LABEL: @function1(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG17:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[A]], metadata [[META9:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG17]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG18:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata

 ptr [[B]], metadata [[META11:![0-9]+]], metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG18]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG19:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[C]], metadata [[META12:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG19]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]]), !dbg [[DBG20:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void, !dbg [[DBG21:![0-9]+]]

;

;

; CHECK-LABEL: @function2(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG30:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[A]], metadata [[META24:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG30]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG31:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[B]], metadata [[META25:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG31]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG32:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:
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    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[C]], metadata [[META26:![0-9]+]], metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg

[[DBG32]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]]), !dbg [[DBG33:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void, !dbg [[DBG34:![0-9]+]]

;

;

; CHECK: @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[TMP0:%.*]], ptr [[TMP1:%.*]], ptr  [[TMP2:%.*]])

; CHECK:       entry_to_outline:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 2, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 3, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 4, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[AL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[BL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[CL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_AFTER_OUTLINE_EXITSTUB:%.*]]

;

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

clang-tidy CERT Files

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All clang-tidy files are licensed under the same terms as the rest of the LLVM

project with the following additions:

 

Any file referencing a CERT Secure Coding guideline:

Please allow this letter to serve as confirmation that open source projects on

http://llvm.org are permitted to link via hypertext to the CERT(R) secure coding

guidelines available at https://www.securecoding.cert.org.

 

The foregoing is permitted by the Terms of Use as follows:

"Linking to the Service

Because we update many of our Web documents regularly, we would prefer that you

link to our Web pages whenever possible rather than reproduce them. It is not

necessary to request permission to make referential hypertext links to The

Service."

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/legal/ip/index.cfm.

 

Please allow this letter to also confirm that no formal permission

 is required

to reproduce the title of the content being linked to, nor to reproduce any

de Minimis description of such content.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================
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The libclc library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this Software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBKB

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @brev8(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %val = call i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %val

}

 

; Test that rev8 is recognized as preserving zero extension.

define zeroext i16 @brev8_knownbits(i16 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_knownbits:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i16 %a to i64

 %val = call i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64 %zext)

 %trunc = trunc i64 %val to i16

 ret i16 %trunc

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @rev8_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: rev8_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

  %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @brev8_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %val = call i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %val

}

 

; Test that rev8 is recognized as preserving zero extension.

define zeroext i16 @brev8_i32_knownbits(i16 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_i32_knownbits:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i16 %a to i32

 %val = call i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32 %zext)

 %trunc = trunc i32 %val to i16

 ret i16 %trunc

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @rev8_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: rev8_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32

 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -check-prefixes=VI %s

 

; FIXME: This one should fold to rcp

define half @select_fneg_posk_src_rcp_f16(i32 %c, half %x, half %y) {

; VI-LABEL: select_fneg_posk_src_rcp_f16:
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; VI:       ; %bb.0:

; VI-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; VI-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e64 v1, -v1

; VI-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v2, 0x4000

; VI-NEXT:    v_cmp_eq_u32_e32 vcc, 0, v0

; VI-NEXT:    v_cndmask_b32_e32 v0, v2, v1, vcc

; VI-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %cmp = icmp eq i32 %c, 0

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %x)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %select = select i1 %cmp, half %fneg, half 2.0

 ret half %select

}

 

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nocallback nofree nosync nounwind speculatable willreturn memory(none) }

Apache License 2.0

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBB-ZBKB,RV64ZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBB-

ZBKB,RV64ZBKB

 

define signext i32 @andn_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %b, -1

 %and = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @andn_i64(i64 %a, i64

 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %b, -1

 %and = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @orn_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: orn_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: orn_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    orn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %b, -1

 %or = or i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @orn_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: orn_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: orn_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:

    orn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %b, -1

 %or = or i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @xnor_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: xnor_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:
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; CHECK-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %a, -1

 %xor = xor i32 %neg, %b

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xnor_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xnor_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: xnor_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    xnor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %a, -1

 %xor = xor i64 %neg, %b

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32, i32, i32)

 

define signext i32 @rol_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a2, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    negw a2, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rol_i32, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rol_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32_nosext:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a3, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a3, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

define signext

 i32 @rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 -2, i32 -2, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64, i64, i64)

 

define i64 @rol_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rol a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:  

  ret

 %or = tail call i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %or

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32, i32, i32)

 

define signext i32 @ror_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a2, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a2, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to ror_i32, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @ror_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a3, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a3, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

define signext i32 @ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 -2, i32 -2, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64, i64, i64)

 

define i64 @ror_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

;

 RV64I-LABEL: ror_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ror a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %or = tail call i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @rori_i32_fshl(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rori_i32_fshl, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rori_i32_fshl_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl_nosext:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

define signext i32 @rori_i32_fshr(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rori_i32_fshr, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rori_i32_fshr_nosext(i32

 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

; This test is similar to the type legalized version of the fshl/fshr tests, but

; instead of having the same input to both shifts it has different inputs. Make

; sure we don't match it as a roriw.

define signext i32 @not_rori_i32(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: not_rori_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 31

; CHECK-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl

 i32 %x, 31

 %b = lshr i32 %y, 1

 %c = or i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %c

}

 

; This is similar to the type legalized roriw pattern, but the and mask is more

; than 32 bits so the lshr doesn't shift zeroes into the lower 32 bits. Make

; sure we don't match it to roriw.

define i64 @roriw_bug(i64 %x) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: roriw_bug:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:
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; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 31

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a2, a0, -2

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %x, 31

 %b = and i64 %x, 18446744073709551614

 %c = lshr i64 %b, 1

 %d = or i64 %a, %c

 %e = shl i64 %d, 32

 %f = ashr i64 %e, 32

 %g = xor i64 %b, %f ; to increase the use count on %b to disable SimplifyDemandedBits.

 ret i64 %g

}

 

define i64 @rori_i64_fshl(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i64_fshl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i64_fshl:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 63)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @rori_i64_fshr(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i64_fshr:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i64_fshr:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 63)

 ret i64 %1
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}

 

define signext i32 @not_shl_one_i32(i32 signext %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: not_shl_one_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: not_shl_one_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1,

 -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 1, %x

 %2 = xor i32 %1, -1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i64 @not_shl_one_i64(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: not_shl_one_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: not_shl_one_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rol a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i64 1, %x

 %2 = xor i64 %1, -1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define i8 @srli_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: srli_i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 62

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i8 %a, 6

 ret i8 %1

}
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; We could use sext.b+srai, but slli+srai offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i8 @srai_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:

    sraiw a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 61

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 29

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

; We could use zext.h+srli, but slli+srli offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i16 @srli_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: srli_i16:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 54

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i16 %a, 6

 ret i16 %1

}

 

; We could use sext.h+srai, but slli+srai offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i16 @srai_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: srai_i16:
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;

 RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 57

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: srai_i16:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i16 %a, 9

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i1 @andn_seqz_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_seqz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_seqz_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp eq i32 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_seqz_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_seqz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_seqz_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, %b
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 %cmpeq = icmp eq i64 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_snez_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_snez_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_snez_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp ne i32 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_snez_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_snez_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_snez_i64:

;

 RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp ne i64 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64IM %s

 

define i32 @urem(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @urem_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

 RV64I-LABEL: urem_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i32 10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:

    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64IM-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_pow2_2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_pow2_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 1048560

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_pow2_2:

; RV64IM:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 1048560

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, 65536

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 -10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i64 @urem64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __umoddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL:

 urem64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1
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}

 

define i64 @urem64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __umoddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remu a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @srem64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __moddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    rem a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @srem64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __moddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem64_constant_lhs:

;

 RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    rem a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i64 -10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}
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define i8 @urem8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @urem8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i8 10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

 

define i8 @srem8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem8:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw

 a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @srem8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i8 -10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}
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define i16 @urem16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addiw a2, a2, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @urem16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i16 10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @srem16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @srem16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem16_constant_lhs:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i16 -10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=aarch64-apple-ios %s -o - | FileCheck %s

 

define <16 x double> @test_sitofp_fixed(<16 x i32> %in) {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_sitofp_fixed:

; CHECK:       ; %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v4, v0, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v0, v0, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v5, v1, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v6, v1, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v7, v2, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v16, v2, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v17, v3, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v18, v3, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v1, v4, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v0, v0, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v3, v5, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v2, v6, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v4, v7, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v5, v16, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v7, v17, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v6, v18, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 

 %flt = sitofp <16 x i32> %in to <16 x double>

 %res = fdiv <16 x double> %flt, <double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0,

 double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double

64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0>

 ret <16 x double> %res

}

 

; This one is small enough to satisfy isSimple, but still illegally large.

define <4 x double> @test_sitofp_fixed_shortish(<4 x i64> %in) {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_sitofp_fixed_shortish:

; CHECK:       ; %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v0, v0, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v1, v1, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret
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 %flt = sitofp <4 x i64> %in to <4 x double>

 %res = fdiv <4 x double> %flt, <double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0>

 ret <4 x double> %res

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

 

; These tests are each targeted at a particular RISC-V ALU instruction. Most

; other files in this folder exercise LLVM IR instructions that don't directly

; match a RISC-V instruction.

 

; Register-immediate instructions.

 

define i32 @addi(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i32 %a, 1

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slti(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slti:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slti a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp slt i32 %a, 2

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @sltiu(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sltiu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltiu a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

 %1 = icmp ult i32 %a, 3

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @xori(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xori:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = xor i32 %a, 4

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @ori(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ori:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = or i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @andi(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = and i32 %a, 6

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slli(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slli:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 %a, 7

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srli(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srai(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai:

; RV64I:    

   # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 9
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, 9

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Register-register instructions

 

define i32 @add(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sub(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sub_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 -2, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sll(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define

 i32 @sll_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll_shamt_zext:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = shl i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sll_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 -1, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slt(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp slt i32 %a, %b

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @sltu(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sltu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp ult i32 %a,

 %b

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @xor(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: xor:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = xor i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srl(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: srl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define i32 @srl_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srl_shamt_zext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srl_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: srl_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 -1, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define

 i32 @sra(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sra:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, %b
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 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define i32 @sra_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sra_shamt_zext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sra_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sra_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 2147483648, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @or(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: or:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = or i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @and(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL:

 and:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = and i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --include-generated-

funcs
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; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; This test checks that we do outline indirect calls when it is not specified

; that we should not.

 

declare void @f1(ptr, ptr);

declare void @f2(ptr, ptr);

 

define void @function1(ptr %func) {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4

 %b = alloca i32, align 4

 %c = alloca i32, align 4

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4

 store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4

 call void %func()

 %al = load i32, ptr %a

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define void @function2(ptr %func) {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4

 %b = alloca i32, align 4

 %c = alloca i32, align 4

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4

 store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4

 call void %func()

 %al = load i32, ptr %a

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c

 ret void

}

;

 CHECK-LABEL: @function1(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]], ptr [[FUNC:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

;

; CHECK-LABEL: @function2(
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; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]], ptr [[FUNC:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

;

; CHECK-LABEL: define internal void  @outlined_ir_func_0(

; CHECK-NEXT:  newFuncRoot:

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_TO_OUTLINE:%.*]]

; CHECK:       entry_to_outline:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 2, ptr [[TMP0:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 3, ptr [[TMP1:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 4, ptr [[TMP2:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:

    call void [[TMP3:%.*]]()

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[AL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[BL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[CL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_AFTER_OUTLINE_EXITSTUB:%.*]]

; CHECK:       entry_after_outline.exitStub:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+xtheadbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @ctlz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16
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; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0,

 a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB1_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:   

 and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    j .LBB1_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_3: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, 31
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32

 %a, i1 false)

 %2 = sub i32 31, %1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_ceil_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li s0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, s0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    li a1, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 %3 = sub i32 32, %2

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @findLastSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a1, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a1, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    xori a1, a1,

 31

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = xor i32 31, %1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 -1, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define i32 @ctlz_lshr_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not

 a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 ret i32 %2

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @ctlz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB5_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2,

 a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB5_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @cttz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define

 signext i32 @cttz_zero_undef_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329
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; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @findFirstSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:
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    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    snez a1, s0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %3 = select i1 %2, i32 -1, i32 %1

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @ffs_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = add i32 %1, 1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 0, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @cttz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI10_0)(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, 64

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = call i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define signext

 i32 @sextb_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 7, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 24

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 24

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sextb_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 7, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 56

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 56

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL:

 sexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 15, 0
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 16

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @no_sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: no_sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 17

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: no_sexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 17

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 17

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 48

 %shr = ashr

 exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define i64 @no_sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: no_sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 49

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: no_sexth_i64:
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; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 49

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 49

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define i32 @zexth_i32(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 65535

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @zexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @zext_bf_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_bf_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 47

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zext_bf_i64:
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; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 16, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i64 %a, 1

 %and = and i64 %1, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @zext_i64_srliw(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_i64_srliw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zext_i64_srliw:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i64 %a, 16

 %and = and i64 %1, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext

 i32 @bswap_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a2, a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.revw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1
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}

 

; Similar to bswap_i32 but the result is not sign extended.

define void @bswap_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw

 a4, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a2, a2, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.revw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @bswap_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a4, 4080

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a3, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a5, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli
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 a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a5, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a3, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a4, a0, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a4, a4, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a4, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.rev a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=s390x-linux-gnu -mcpu=zEC12 -verify-machineinstrs | FileCheck %s

;

; Test that early if conversion produces LOCR with operands of the right

; register classes.

 

define void @autogen_SD4739(ptr) {

; CHECK-NOT: Expected a GR32Bit register, but got a GRX32Bit register

BB:

 %L34 = load i8, ptr %0

 %Cmp56 = icmp sgt i8 undef, %L34

 br label %CF246

 

CF246:                                            ; preds = %CF246, %BB

 %Sl163 = select i1 %Cmp56, i8 %L34, i8 undef

 br i1 undef, label %CF246, label %CF248

 

CF248:                                            ; preds = %CF248, %CF246

 store i8 %Sl163, ptr %0

 br label %CF248

}

; RUN: llc -march=hexagon -hexagon-hvx-widen=32 < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Truncating a type-to-be-widenened to a legal type (v8i8).

; Check that this compiles successfully.

; CHECK-LABEL: f0:
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; CHECK: dealloc_return

 

target datalayout = "e-m:e-p:32:32:32-a:0-n16:32-i64:64:64-i32:32:32-i16:16:16-i1:8:8-f32:32:32-f64:64:64-

v32:32:32-v64:64:64-v512:512:512-v1024:1024:1024-v2048:2048:2048"

target triple = "hexagon"

 

define dllexport void @f0(ptr %a0) local_unnamed_addr #0 {

b0:

 %v0 = load i8, ptr undef, align 1

 %v1 = zext i8 %v0 to i16

 %v2 = add i16 0, %v1

 %v3 = icmp sgt i16 %v2, 1

 %v4 = select i1 %v3, i16 %v2, i16 1

 %v5 = udiv i16 -32768, %v4

 %v6 = zext i16 %v5 to i32

 %v7 = insertelement <8 x i32> undef, i32 %v6, i32 0

 %v8 = shufflevector <8 x i32> %v7, <8 x i32> undef, <8 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %v9 = load <8 x i16>, ptr undef, align 2

 %v10 = sext <8 x i16> %v9 to <8 x i32>

 %v11 = mul nsw <8 x i32> %v8, %v10

 %v12 = add nsw <8 x i32> %v11, <i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384,

 i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384>

 %v13 = lshr <8 x i32> %v12, <i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15>

 %v14 = trunc <8 x i32> %v13 to <8 x i8>

 %v15 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %a0, i32 undef

 store <8 x i8> %v14, ptr %v15, align 1

 ret void

}

 

attributes #0 = { "target-features"="+hvx,+hvx-length128b" }

; RUN: llc -O3 -mtriple=powerpc-unknown-linux-gnu -mcpu=e500 -mattr=spe < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; PowerPC SPE is a rare in-tree target that has the FP_TO_SINT node marked

; as Legal.

 

; Verify that fptosi(42.1) isn't simplified when the rounding mode is

; unknown.

; Verify that no gross errors happen.

; CHECK-LABEL: @f20

; COMMON: cfdctsiz

define i32 @f20(double %a) strictfp {

entry:

 %result = call i32 @llvm.experimental.constrained.fptosi.i32.f64(double 42.1,

                                              metadata !"fpexcept.strict")

                                              strictfp

 ret i32 %result

}
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@llvm.fp.env = thread_local global i8 zeroinitializer, section "llvm.metadata"

declare i32 @llvm.experimental.constrained.fptosi.i32.f64(double, metadata)

Copyright (c) 2019 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_analyze_test_checks.py

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx2 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,AVX

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,AVX512VL256

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,-prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=AVX512VL512

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+avx512bw,+avx512dq,+prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,SKX256

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+avx512bw,+avx512dq,-prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=SKX512

 

define

 void @zext256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext256'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext256'
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; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext256'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction:

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext256'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x
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i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @zext512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32>

 undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost

 of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;
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; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext512'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8

 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext512'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16

 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @sext256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>
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; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef

 to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext256'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an

 estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost
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 Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @sext512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to
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<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost

 of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext512'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext512'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %D = sext <16 x i8>

 undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void
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}

 

define void @trunc256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; VEC256-LABEL: 'trunc256'

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i32>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i16>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i16>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'trunc256'

;

 AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef

to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'trunc256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 2 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void
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;

 %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i32>

 %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i16>

 %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i8>

 %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i16>

 %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i8>

 %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x i8>

 ret void

}

 

define i32 @zext256_vXi1() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef

 to <64 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'
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; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 12 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 24 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 12 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 25 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 50 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of
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 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i8

 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef

to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef

to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 19 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

;

 SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x
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i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction:

 %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext

 <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>
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; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

 %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

 %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

 

 %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

 %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

 %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i32>

 %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

 

 %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

 %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

 %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

 %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

 %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i16>

 

 %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

 %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

 %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

 %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

 %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i8>

 %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>

 

 ret i32 undef

}

 

define i32 @sext256_vXi1()

 "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32
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; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost

 of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for

 instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1>
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undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction:

 %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 20 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i8>

;

 AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 21 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 42 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>
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; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i16 =

 sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 7 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef

to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 7 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef

to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 15 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

 to <8 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>
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; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8

 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model:

 Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8
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; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

;

 SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

 %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

 %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

 %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

 

 %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

 %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

 %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

 %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i32>

 %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

 

 %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

 %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

 %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

 %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

 %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

 %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i16>

 

 %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

 %V2i8 = sext <2

 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

 %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

 %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

 %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

 %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i8>

 %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>

 

 ret i32 undef

}

 

define i32 @trunc_vXi1() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2 x
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i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to <32

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64

 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to <32

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to <64

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 0 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to <16

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to <64

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64>
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undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model:

 Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 16 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an

 estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 16 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 32 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef

to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef

to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef

to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of

 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef
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;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction:

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction:

 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef

to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef

to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef

to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x

 i8> undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8>

undef to <32 x i1>
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; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction:

 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to
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<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction:

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4

x i1>

;

 SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x

i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x
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i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x

i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for

 instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

 <16 x i1>

 %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 ret i32 undef

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.
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==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libc++abi library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

2cc784086c8a087e4008cc9f558624bd

add_lldb_library(lldbPluginObjectContainerBSDArchive PLUGIN

 ObjectContainerBSDArchive.cpp

 

 LINK_LIBS

   lldbCore

   lldbHost

   lldbSymbol

 LINK_COMPONENTS

   Support

 )

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.
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==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2019 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I
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; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL:

 func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a2, a2, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a1, .LBB1_2
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; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568
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;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a1, a1

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}
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define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64IM %s
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define i32 @udiv(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @udiv_constant(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 udiv_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 838861

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -819

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 34

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1
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}

 

define i32 @udiv_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 3

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @udiv_constant_lhs(i32

 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __udivdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = udiv i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64_constant(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:

    tail __udivdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 838861

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -819

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __udivdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divu a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    call
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 __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_constant(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 205

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_pow2(i8 %a) nounwind

 {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 59

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 59

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, 8

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16_constant(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 52429

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 4

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 18

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, 5

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16_pow2(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 51

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 51

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, 8

 ret i16 %1
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}

 

define i16 @udiv16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_constant(i32 %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_constant:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 419430

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1639

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 33

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0,

 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 3

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_pow2_2(i32 %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_pow2_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_pow2_2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 65536

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded

 Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 -10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64_constant(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI21_0)

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI21_0)(a1)

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 %a,

 5

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

; Although this sdiv has two sexti32 operands, it shouldn't compile to divw on

; RV64M as that wouldn't produce the correct result for e.g. INT_MIN/-1.

 

define i64 @sdiv64_sext_operands(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_sext_operands:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_sext_operands:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sext i32 %a to i64

 %2 = sext i32 %b to

 i64

 %3 = sdiv i64 %1, %2

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_constant(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:

    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 103

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 9

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_pow2(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 49

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a0,

 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 49

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 27

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, 8
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 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 -10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 sdiv16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_constant(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 6

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1639

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 17

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, 5

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_pow2(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 19

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_pow2:
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; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 33

;

 RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 19

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, 8

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 -10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

LLVM System Interface Library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Part of the LLVM Project, under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions.

See https://llvm.org/LICENSE.txt for license information.

SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0 WITH LLVM-exception

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License
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 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every
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  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.
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==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or
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  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.  The full text of the

relevant licenses is included below.

 

In addition, a license agreement from the copyright/patent holders of the

software contained in this directory tree is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright

 (c) 1997-2019 Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   OpenMP Runtime Team

   Intel Corporation

   http://www.openmprtl.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation OpenMP Runtime

 Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2019 Intel Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Intel Corporation

 

Software Grant License Agreement ("Agreement")

 

Except for the license granted herein to you, Intel Corporation ("Intel")

 reserves

all right, title, and interest in and to the Software (defined below).

 

Definition
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"Software" means the code and documentation as well as any original work of

authorship, including any modifications or additions to an existing work, that

is intentionally submitted by Intel to llvm.org (http://llvm.org) ("LLVM") for

inclusion in, or documentation of, any of the products owned or managed by LLVM

(the "Work"). For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of

electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to LLVM or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are

managed by, or on behalf of, LLVM for the purpose of discussing and improving

the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked otherwise.

 

1. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

  Agreement, Intel hereby grants to you and to recipients

 of the Software

  distributed by LLVM a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

  royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative

  works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Software and such derivative works.

 

2. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

  Agreement, Intel hereby grants you and to recipients of the Software

  distributed by LLVM a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

  royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license

  to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer

  the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by Intel that are necessarily infringed by Intel's Software alone or by

  combination of the Software with the Work to which such Software was

  submitted. If any entity institutes patent litigation against Intel or any

  other entity (including

 a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

  that Intel's Software, or the Work to which Intel has contributed constitutes

  direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted

  to that entity under this Agreement for the Software or Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, the software is

provided on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --version 3

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+xventanacondops \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XVENTANACONDOPS

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+xtheadcondmov \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADCONDMOV

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+zicond \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZICOND

 

define i64 @zero1(i64 %rs1, i1 zeroext %rc) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @zero2(i64 %rs1, i1 zeroext %rc) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    czero.nez a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero_singlebit1(i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    lui a2, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:
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; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and

 i64 %rs2, 4096

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero_singlebit2(i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 51

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 51

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs2, 4096

  %rc = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %add, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1,

 i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %add, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %add

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add4:
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %add

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @sub1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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 %sub = sub i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %sub, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @sub2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sub = sub i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %sub

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %or, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select

 i1 %rc, i64 %or, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel
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}

 

define i64 @or3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %or

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or4:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or4:
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %or

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL:

 xor1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %xor, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor2:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %xor, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a2
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %xor

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %xor

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB18_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB18_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %and, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %and, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB20_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB20_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    th.mvnez a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %and

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB21_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB21_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %and

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @basic(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: basic:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB22_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB22_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: basic:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: basic:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: basic:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a1, .LBB23_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB23_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL:
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 seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a1, .LBB24_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB24_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setgt(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB25_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB25_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sgt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setge(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: setge:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB26_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB26_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setge:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setge:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setge:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sge i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setlt(i64 %a, i64 %b,

 i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB27_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB27_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

 %rc = icmp slt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setle(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setle:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB28_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB28_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setle:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setle:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setle:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1,

 a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sle i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setugt(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1, a0, .LBB29_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB29_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ugt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setuge(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB30_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB30_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setuge:

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp uge i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setult(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setult:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB31_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB31_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setult:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setult:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setult:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ult i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setule(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setule:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB32_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setule:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:
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       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setule:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setule:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ule i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB33_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB33_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64I-NEXT:

  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB34_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a3, 123

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB35_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB35_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

  %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 123

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, 456

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a3, .LBB36_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB36_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 456

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bseti a3, zero, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB37_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB37_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB38_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a3, .LBB39_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB39_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2
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 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 zero1_seteq:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @zero1_setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv

 a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

  %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -231

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 546

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz

 a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 321

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -654

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori

 a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @zero2_setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define void @sextw_removal_maskc(i1 %c, i32 signext %arg, i32 signext %arg1) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and s1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64I-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc s1, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte

 Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz s1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w a0, s1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bar
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  

  bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz s1, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.2:

 # %bb7

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %i = select i1 %c, i32 %arg, i32 0

 br label %bb2

 

bb2:                                              ; preds = %bb2, %bb

 %i3 = phi i32 [ %i, %bb ], [ %i5, %bb2 ]

 %i4 = tail call signext i32 @bar(i32 signext %i3)

 %i5 = shl i32 %i3, %arg1

 %i6 = icmp eq i32 %i4, 0

 br i1 %i6, label %bb7, label %bb2

 

bb7:                                              ; preds = %bb2

 ret void

}

declare signext i32 @bar(i32 signext)
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define void @sextw_removal_maskcn(i1 %c, i32 signext %arg, i32 signext %arg1) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s1,

 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and s1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64I-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn s1, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez s1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w a0, s1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez s1, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %i = select i1 %c, i32 0, i32 %arg
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 br label %bb2

 

bb2:                                              ; preds = %bb2, %bb

 %i3 = phi i32 [ %i, %bb ], [ %i5, %bb2 ]

 %i4 = tail call signext i32 @bar(i32 signext %i3)

 %i5 = shl i32 %i3, %arg1

 %i6 = icmp eq i32

 %i4, 0

 br i1 %i6, label %bb7, label %bb2

 

bb7:                                              ; preds = %bb2

 ret void

}

 

define i32 @setune_32(float %a, float %b, i32 %rs1, i32 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a2, .LBB58_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB58_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = fcmp une float %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i32 %rs1, i32 %rs2
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 ret i32 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setune_64(float %a, float %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a2, .LBB59_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB59_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    th.mvnez a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = fcmp une float %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

; Test that we can ComputeNumSignBits across basic blocks when the live out is

; RISCVISD::SELECT_CC. There should be no slli+srai or sext.h in the output.

define signext i16 @numsignbits(i16 signext %0, i16 signext %1, i16 signext %2, i16 signext %3) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB60_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB60_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn s0, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or s0, s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bat
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 numsignbits:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez s0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or s0, s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %5 = icmp eq i16 %0, 0

 %6 = select i1 %5, i16 %3, i16 %2

 %7 = icmp eq i16 %1, 0

 br i1 %7, label %9, label %8

 

8:                                                ; preds = %4

 tail call void @bat(i16 signext %6)

 br label %9

 

9:                                                ; preds = %8, %4

  ret i16 %6

}

 

declare void @bat(i16 signext)

 

define i64 @single_bit(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 53

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 1024

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 53

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 1024

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %and = and i64 %x, 1024

 %tobool.not = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %cond =

 select i1 %tobool.not, i64 0, i64 %x

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

; Test to fold select with single bit check to (and (sra (shl x))).

define i64 @single_bit2(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 52

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a0, 11

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 52

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a0, 11

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

  %and = and i64 %x, 2048

 %tobool.not = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %cond = select i1 %tobool.not, i64 0, i64 %x

 ret i64 %cond

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License
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conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 Polly Team

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   Polly Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the Polly Team, copyright holders, nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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     this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined
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Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

  

 http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
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of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of

 the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \
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; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

 

; Check indexed and unindexed, sext, zext and anyext loads

 

define dso_local i64 @lb(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lb:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lh(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lh:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a1, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 2

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

  %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lw(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a1, 12(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i32 3

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}
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define dso_local i64 @lbu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lbu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 4

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i8 %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lhu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lhu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a1, 10(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 5

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i16 %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lwu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lwu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a1, 24(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i32 6

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i32 %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6
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}

 

; 64-bit loads and stores

 

define dso_local i64 @ld(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ld:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 80(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i32 10

 %2 = load i64, ptr %1

 %3 = load volatile i64, ptr %a

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define dso_local void @sd(ptr %a, i64 %b)

 nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sd:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 88(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 store i64 %b, ptr %a

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i32 11

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

; Check load and store to an i1 location

define dso_local i64 @load_sext_zext_anyext_i1(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: load_sext_zext_anyext_i1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 ; sextload i1

 %1 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i1, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i1 %2 to i64

 ; zextload i1

 %4 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 2

 %5 = load i1, ptr %4

 %6 = zext i1 %5 to i64

 %7 = add i64 %3, %6
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 ; extload i1 (anyext). Produced as the load is unused.

 %8 = load volatile i1, ptr %a

 ret i64 %7

}

 

define dso_local i16 @load_sext_zext_anyext_i1_i16(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: load_sext_zext_anyext_i1_i16:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 ; sextload i1

 %1 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i1, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i1 %2 to i16

 ; zextload i1

 %4 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 2

 %5 = load i1, ptr %4

 %6 = zext i1 %5 to i16

 %7 = add i16 %3, %6

 ; extload i1 (anyext). Produced as the load is unused.

 %8 = load volatile i1, ptr %a

 ret i16 %7

}

 

; Check load and store to a global

@G = dso_local global i64 0

 

define dso_local i64 @ld_sd_global(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ld_sd_global:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, %hi(G)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(G)(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a2, %lo(G)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, %lo(G)(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld zero, 72(a3)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, 72(a3)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = load volatile i64, ptr @G

 store i64 %a, ptr @G

 %2 = getelementptr

 i64, ptr @G, i64 9

 %3 = load volatile i64, ptr %2

 store i64 %a, ptr %2
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 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @lw_near_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 9(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @st_near_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: st_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 9(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

define i64 @lw_sw_near_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 9(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 9(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define

 i64 @lw_far_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, -8(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1
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 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @st_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: st_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, -8(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

define i64 @lw_sw_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, -8(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, -8(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw

 into the load offset. The sign extend of the

; addiw is required.

define i64 @lw_really_far_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw into the store offset. The sign extend of

; the addiw is required.

define void @st_really_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {
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; RV64I-LABEL: st_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw into the load/store offset. The sign extend

; of the addiw is required.

define

 i64 @lw_sw_really_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

%struct.quux = type { i32, [0 x i8] }

 

; Make sure we don't remove the addi and fold the C from

; (add (addi FrameIndex, C), X) into the store address.

; FrameIndex cannot be the operand of an ADD. We must keep the ADDI.

define void @addi_fold_crash(i64 %arg) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: addi_fold_crash:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sb zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call snork

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %tmp = alloca %struct.quux, align 8

 %tmp1 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.quux, ptr %tmp, i64 0, i32 1

 %tmp2 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.quux, ptr %tmp, i64 0, i32 1, i64 %arg

 store i8 0, ptr %tmp2, align 1

 call void @snork(ptr %tmp1)

 ret void

}

 

declare void @snork(ptr)

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --function-signature --

scrub-attributes

; RUN: opt -S -passes=argpromotion < %s | FileCheck %s

; Test that we only promote arguments when the caller/callee have compatible

; function attrubtes.

 

target triple = "x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu"

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME:

 (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void
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;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define

 internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc

 void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr [[TMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32
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 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]],

 ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align

 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {
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; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:

  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], ptr readonly [[ARG1:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:
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 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 [[TMP2]], ptr [[TMP]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], ptr readonly [[ARG1:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64>

 [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])
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; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], ptr [[TMP]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64

 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #3 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #4 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:

    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32
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; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #4 {

;

 CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #3 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load

 <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)
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 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; If the arguments are scalar, its ok to promote.

define internal i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %X, ptr %Y)

#2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define

{{[^@]+}}@scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (i32 [[X_VAL:%.*]], i32 [[Y_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = add i32 [[X_VAL]], [[Y_VAL]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = load i32, ptr %X

 %B = load i32, ptr %Y

 %C = add i32 %A, %B

 ret i32 %C

}

 

define i32 @scalar_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %B) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@scalar_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[B:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 1, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[B]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = call i32

@scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(i32 [[A_VAL]], i32 [[B_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = alloca i32

 store i32 1, ptr %A

 %C = call i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %A, ptr %B)

 ret i32 %C

}

 

; If the arguments are scalar, its ok to promote.

define internal i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %X, ptr %Y)

#2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define

{{[^@]+}}@scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (i32 [[X_VAL:%.*]],

 i32 [[Y_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = add i32 [[X_VAL]], [[Y_VAL]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]
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;

 %A = load i32, ptr %X

 %B = load i32, ptr %Y

 %C = add i32 %A, %B

 ret i32 %C

}

 

define i32 @scalar_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %B) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@scalar_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[B:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 1, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[B]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = call i32

@scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(i32 [[A_VAL]], i32 [[B_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = alloca i32

 store i32 1, ptr %A

 %C = call i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %A, ptr %B)

 ret i32 %C

}

 

; Function Attrs: argmemonly nounwind

declare void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr

 nocapture writeonly, i8, i64, i1) #5

 

attributes #0 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" }

attributes #1 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #2 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #3 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="512"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #4 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #5 = { argmemonly nounwind }

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64ZBA

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zicond -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64ZICOND

 

;
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; Get the actual value of the overflow bit.

;

define zeroext i1 @saddo1.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test the immediate version.

define zeroext i1 @saddo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo2.i32:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  

  slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test negative immediates.

define zeroext i1 @saddo3.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo3.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo3.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 saddo3.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:
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 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test immediates that are too large to be encoded.

define zeroext i1 @saddo4.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2,

 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 16777215)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo1.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1
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; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0,

 a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo2.i64:
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; RV64ZICOND: 

      # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 4)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo3.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori

 a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {
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; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val =

 extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32.constant(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32.constant_one(i32

 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 1)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:   

 sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_one(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi

 a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 1)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1
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 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo1.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

;

 RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32.constant.rhs(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -2)

 %val = extractvalue

 {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32.constant.lhs(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32

 -2, i32 %v1)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.i32(i32

 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define

 zeroext i1 @smulo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a2, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a2, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 13)

  %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:
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    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2,

 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1
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 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32
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; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a2, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Similar to umulo.i32, but storing the overflow and returning the result.

define signext i32 @umulo3.i32(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1, ptr %2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1,

 a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a1, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a1, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = tail call { i32, i1 } @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %0, i32 %1)

 %5 = extractvalue { i32, i1 } %4, 1

 %6 = extractvalue

 { i32, i1 } %4, 0

 %7 = zext i1 %5 to i32

 store i32 %7, ptr %2, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue

 {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

 

;

; Check the use of the overflow bit in combination with a select instruction.

;

define i32 @saddo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB28_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB28_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB28_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB28_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)
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 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @saddo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @saddo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB30_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB30_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB30_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB30_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @saddo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @uaddo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB32_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a2,

 a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB32_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1
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 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @uaddo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @uaddo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB34_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB34_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @uaddo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}
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define i32 @ssubo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB36_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB36_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB36_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB36_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2,

 a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @ssubo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw

 a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @ssubo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB38_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB38_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:
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 ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @ssub.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor

 a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1
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 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @usubo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB40_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB40_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB40_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB40_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @usubo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  

  ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @usubo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB42_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB42_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB42_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB42_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:    

   # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @usubo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @smulo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB44_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB44_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB44_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB44_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a3, a0,

 a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @smulo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0,
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 a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @smulo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB46_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB46_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB46_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB46_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:

       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1
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 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @smulo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @umulo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a3, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a3, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB48_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry
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; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB48_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a2,

 a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB48_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB48_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a3, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @umulo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0,

 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @umulo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB50_2

;

 RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB50_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB50_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB50_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @umulo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

 

;

; Check the use of the overflow bit in combination with a branch instruction.

;

define zeroext i1 @saddo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

;

 RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo.br.i64(i64

 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow
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; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.br.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry
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; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {
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; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

;

 RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit,

 label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {
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; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}
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define zeroext i1 @ssubo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:   

 sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:
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 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext

 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32,

 i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:
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 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1,

 a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false
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continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue
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overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: #

 %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo2.br.i64(i64 %v1) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 -13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2)

 {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

;
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 RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.br.i64(i64 %v1) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

;

 RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

  ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_2048(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

;

 RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2048)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_2049(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64:      

 # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047
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; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2049)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define i64 @uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag(ptr %p) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64:       #

 %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %v1 = load i64, ptr %p

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64

 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %IfNoOverflow, label %IfOverflow

IfOverflow:

 ret i64 0

IfNoOverflow:

 ret i64 %val

}

 

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32,

 i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC-ZBKC

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC-ZBKC

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul64:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64h(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul64h:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare

 i32 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32h(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32h:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; FIXME: We could avoid the slli instructions by using clmul+srai since the

; inputs are zero extended.

define signext i32 @clmul32h_zext(i32 zeroext %a, i32 zeroext %b) nounwind {

;
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 RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32h_zext:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb: 

      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}
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define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func2:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a3, a1, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i16 @func16(i16 signext %x, i16 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i8 @func8(i8 signext %x, i8 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i4 @func3(i4 signext %x, i4 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1,

 -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

 

1.849 libbsd 0.11.7-r3 
1.849.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files:

*

Copyright:

Copyright  2004-2006, 2008-2022 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files:

man/arc4random.3bsd

Copyright:

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-4-clause-Niels-Provos

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

   must display the following acknowledgement:

     This product includes software developed

 by Niels Provos.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/bsd/err.h

include/bsd/stdlib.h

include/bsd/sys/param.h

include/bsd/unistd.h

src/bsd_getopt.c

 src/err.c

src/fgetln.c

src/progname.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2005, 2008-2012, 2019 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

Copyright  2005 Hector Garcia Alvarez

Copyright  2005 Aurelien Jarno

Copyright  2006 Robert Millan

Copyright  2018 Facebook, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files:

include/bsd/netinet/ip_icmp.h

include/bsd/sys/bitstring.h

include/bsd/sys/queue.h

include/bsd/sys/time.h

include/bsd/timeconv.h

include/bsd/vis.h

man/bitstring.3bsd

man/errc.3bsd

man/explicit_bzero.3bsd

man/fgetln.3bsd

man/fgetwln.3bsd

man/fpurge.3bsd
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man/funopen.3bsd

man/getbsize.3bsd

man/heapsort.3bsd

man/nlist.3bsd

man/pwcache.3bsd

man/queue.3bsd

man/radixsort.3bsd

man/reallocarray.3bsd

man/reallocf.3bsd

man/setmode.3bsd

man/strmode.3bsd

man/strnstr.3bsd

man/strtoi.3bsd

man/strtou.3bsd

man/unvis.3bsd

man/vis.3bsd

man/wcslcpy.3bsd

src/getbsize.c

src/heapsort.c

src/merge.c

src/nlist.c

src/pwcache.c

src/radixsort.c

src/setmode.c

src/strmode.c

src/strnstr.c

src/strtoi.c

 src/strtou.c

src/unvis.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1980, 1982, 1986, 1989-1994

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

Copyright  1992 Keith Muller.

Copyright  2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

the American National Standards Committee X3, on Information

Processing Systems.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Peter McIlroy.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Ronnie Kon at Mindcraft Inc., Kevin Lew and Elmer Yglesias.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Dave Borman at Cray Research, Inc.

.
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Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Paul Vixie.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Chris Torek.

.

Copyright  UNIX System Laboratories, Inc.

All or some portions of this file are derived from material licensed

to the University of California

 by American Telephone and Telegraph

Co. or Unix System Laboratories, Inc. and are reproduced herein with

the permission of UNIX System Laboratories, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents

 

Files:

src/vis.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1989, 1993

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  1999, 2005 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents and BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

 

Files:

include/bsd/libutil.h

Copyright:

Copyright  1996  Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

Copyright  2002 Networks Associates Technology, Inc.

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-author

 

Files:

man/timeradd.3bsd

Copyright:

Copyright  2009 Jukka Ruohonen <jruohonen@iki.fi>

Copyright  1999 Kelly Yancey <kbyanc@posi.net>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-John-Birrell

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are

 met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of any co-contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JOHN BIRRELL AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

man/setproctitle.3bsd

Copyright:

Copyright  1995 Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-5-clause-Peter-Wemm

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

   this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. This work was done expressly for inclusion into FreeBSD.  Other use

   is permitted provided this notation is included.

4. Absolutely no warranty of function or purpose is made by the author

   Peter Wemm.

5. Modifications may be freely made to this file providing the above

   conditions are met.

 

Files:

include/bsd/stringlist.h

man/fmtcheck.3bsd

man/humanize_number.3bsd

man/stringlist.3bsd

man/timeval.3bsd

src/fmtcheck.c

src/humanize_number.c
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src/stringlist.c

src/strtonum.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1994, 1997-2000, 2002, 2008, 2010, 2014

    The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

Copyright  2013 John-Mark Gurney <jmg@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Some code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Allen Briggs.

.

Some code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Luke Mewburn.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Jason R. Thorpe of the Numerical Aerospace Simulation Facility,

NASA Ames Research Center, by Luke

 Mewburn and by Tomas Svensson.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Julio M. Merino Vidal, developed as part of Google's Summer of Code

2005 program.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Christos Zoulas.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Jukka Ruohonen.

License: BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

 

Files:

include/bsd/sys/endian.h

man/byteorder.3bsd

man/closefrom.3bsd

man/expand_number.3bsd

man/flopen.3bsd

man/getpeereid.3bsd

man/pidfile.3bsd

src/expand_number.c

src/pidfile.c

src/reallocf.c

src/timeconv.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2001 Dima Dorfman.

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2001 FreeBSD Inc.
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All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Thomas Moestl <tmm@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2005

 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2005 Colin Percival

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2007 Eric Anderson <anderson@FreeBSD.org>

Copyright  2007 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2007 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2009 Advanced Computing Technologies LLC

Written by: John H. Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2011 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files:

src/flopen.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2007-2009 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-2-clause-verbatim

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   in this position and unchanged.

2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/bsd/sys/tree.h

man/fparseln.3bsd

man/tree.3bsd

 src/fparseln.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1997 Christos Zoulas.

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-2-clause-author

 

Files:

include/bsd/readpassphrase.h

man/readpassphrase.3bsd

man/strlcpy.3bsd

man/strtonum.3bsd

src/arc4random.c

src/arc4random_linux.h

src/arc4random_uniform.c

src/arc4random_unix.h

src/arc4random_win.h

src/closefrom.c

src/freezero.c

src/getentropy_aix.c

src/getentropy_bsd.c

src/getentropy_hpux.c

src/getentropy_hurd.c

src/getentropy_linux.c

src/getentropy_osx.c

src/getentropy_solaris.c

src/getentropy_win.c

src/readpassphrase.c

src/reallocarray.c

src/recallocarray.c

src/strlcat.c

src/strlcpy.c
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test/explicit_bzero.c

test/strtonum.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2004 Ted Unangst and Todd Miller

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  1996 David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

Copyright  1998, 2000-2002, 2004-2005, 2007, 2010, 2012-2015

    Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

Copyright

  2004 Ted Unangst

Copyright  2004 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

Copyright  2008 Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2008, 2010-2011, 2016-2017 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

Copyright  2013 Markus Friedl <markus@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Bob Beck <beck@obtuse.com>

Copyright  2014 Brent Cook <bcook@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

Copyright  2014 Theo de Raadt <deraadt@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Google Inc.

Copyright  2015 Michael Felt <aixtools@gmail.com>

Copyright  2015, 2022 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: ISC

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

 BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/inet_net_pton.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

License: ISC-Original

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
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CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/setproctitle.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2010 William Ahern

Copyright  2012 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: Expat

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/explicit_bzero.c

src/chacha_private.h

Copyright:

None

License: public-domain

Public domain.

 

Files:

man/mdX.3bsd

Copyright:

None

License: Beerware

"THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

<phk@login.dkuug.dk> wrote this file.  As long as you retain this notice you

can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think
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this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.   Poul-Henning Kamp

 

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-3-clause-author

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause-author

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.850 libevent 2.1.12-r7 
1.850.1 Available under license : 

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

 

==============================

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================

 

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's

a list:

 

log.c:

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

 

strlcpy.c:
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   Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

win32select.c:

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

 

evport.c:

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

 

ht-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

 

minheap-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

 

==============================

 

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the

"OpenBSD" license:

 

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

 BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

==============================

 

The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is

distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

CMake - Cross Platform Makefile Generator

Copyright 2000-2013 Kitware, Inc.

Copyright 2000-2011 Insight Software Consortium

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium,

 nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The above copyright and license notice applies to distributions of

CMake in source and binary form.  Some source files contain additional

notices of original copyright by their contributors; see each source

for details.  Third-party software packages supplied with CMake under

compatible licenses provide their

 own copyright notices documented in

corresponding subdirectories.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:

 

* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health

  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

 

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel

  Visualization Initiative.

 

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the

  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,

  Grant U54 EB005149.

 

* Kitware, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.851 openssl 3.1.4-r2 
1.851.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,
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that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of
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transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,
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   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.
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3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output
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from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.852 pcre 10.42-r2 
1.852.1 Available under license : 

PCRE2 LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE2 distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE2 LICENCE

-------------

 

PCRE2 is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Releases 10.00 and above of PCRE2 are distributed under the terms of the "BSD"

licence, as specified below, with one exemption for certain binary

redistributions. The documentation for PCRE2, supplied in the "doc" directory,

is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the

testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a just-in-time compiler that can be used to

optimize pattern matching. This is an optional feature that can be omitted when

the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: Philip.Hazel

Email domain:     gmail.com

 

Retired from University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge,

 England.
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Copyright (c) 1997-2022 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE2 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

--------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2022 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notices,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of any

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

EXEMPTION FOR BINARY LIBRARY-LIKE PACKAGES

------------------------------------------

 

The second condition in the BSD licence (covering binary redistributions) does

not apply all the way down a chain of software. If binary package A includes

PCRE2, it must respect the condition, but if package B is software that

includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B unless it uses

PCRE2 independently.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.853 elfutils 0.190-r1 
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1.853.1 Available under license : 
                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.
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  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For
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 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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This license applies to the eu-readelf.1 man page which was forked

from the binutils readelf version of the man page. The rest of the

documentation is provided under the license found in the top level

directory.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License

 is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to

 use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a
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licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters,

 or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly

 with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
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ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that

 can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications",

 "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading

 or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough
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number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as

 long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the

 last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS
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You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You

 may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover

 Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers

 to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
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  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to

 the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that

 added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its
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license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that

 section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License

 into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
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copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section

 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from

 that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of

 that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

 

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
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published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the

 License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code,

 we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.
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 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
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computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
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which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.
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 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
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   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in
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 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
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Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
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   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).
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 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
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patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
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IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.854 sqlite 3.44.2-r0 
1.854.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:
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 *   May you do good and not evil.

 *   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

 *   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.855 libgcrypt 1.10.3-r0 
1.855.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S
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 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-i386.c

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy-gcd.c

 - random/jitterentropy-gcd.h

 - random/jitterentropy-health.c

 - random/jitterentropy-health.h

 - random/jitterentropy-noise.c

 - random/jitterentropy-noise.h
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 - random/jitterentropy-sha3.c

 - random/jitterentropy-sha3.h

 - random/jitterentropy-timer.c

 - random/jitterentropy-timer.h

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

Copyright (C) 2017 - 2021, Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

   including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior

   written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL2

are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and

the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-gcm-ppc.c
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#+begin_quote

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

      * Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

         this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

        provided with the distribution.

 

      * Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

        copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

        promote products derived from this software without specific

        prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium
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 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain

 

 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

 Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote

 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB
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               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January

 9, 2013

 

1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any

patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.

 

1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer

 or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.

 

1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for

public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.
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1.6 Open Source

 Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice

any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes

 another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED

PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
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that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
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non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
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on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,

 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.856 libuv 1.47.0-r0 
1.856.1 Available under license : 

Attribution 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations

 are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor

 grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to
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    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution

 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the

extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are

granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of

these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in

consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the

Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License,

 where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or
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    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations

 under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

     as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.
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      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable

 license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

          necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

   

           Material.
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      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent

 possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if
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                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that

 includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

      4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's

         License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted

         Material from complying with this Public License.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database
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    Rights (but not its individual contents)

 is Adapted Material; and

 

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE.

 WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License

 applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.
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 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination

 of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

     without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.
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 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative

 Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

Copyright (c) 2015-present libuv project contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to parts of libuv originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/libuv repository:

 

====

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

This license applies to all parts of libuv that are not externally

maintained libraries.

 

The externally maintained libraries used by libuv are:

 

 - tree.h (from FreeBSD), copyright Niels Provos. Two clause BSD license.

 

 - inet_pton and inet_ntop implementations, contained in src/inet.c, are

   copyright the Internet Systems Consortium, Inc., and licensed under the ISC

   license.

 

1.857 libmount 2.39.3-r0 
1.857.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02
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5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote
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  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
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*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"
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 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	
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!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.858 libuuid 2.39.3-r0 
1.858.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately
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 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
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   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright
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 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered
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 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into
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 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if
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 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which
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 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space
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 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the
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../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.859 libncursesw 6.4_p20231125-r0 
1.859.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2021,2022 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright
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   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html
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Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2021,2022 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Copyright 2018-2021,2022 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
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DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.11 2022/01/01 11:47:50 tom Exp $

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses.html

This package is used for testing builds of ncurses.

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2021,2022 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 1996-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

License: X11

 

Files: doc/html/NCURSES-Programming-HOWTO.html

Copyright: 2001 by Pradeep Padala

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

 install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: progs/tset.c ncurses/tinfo/read_termcap.c

Copyright: 1980,1991,1992,1993 The Regents of the University of California.

License: BSD

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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      notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/Ada95.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2021,2022 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2010-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
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   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

License: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written
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   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

 

1.860 llvm17-libs 17.0.5-r0 
1.860.1 Available under license : 

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=aarch64-- | FileCheck %s

 

; A shuffle mask with all undef elements is always legal.

 

define <4 x i32> @PR41535(<2 x i32> %p1, <2 x i32> %p2) {

; CHECK-LABEL: PR41535:

; CHECK:       // %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ext v0.8b, v0.8b, v1.8b, #4

; CHECK-NEXT:    mov v0.d[1], v0.d[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %cat1 = shufflevector <2 x i32> %p1, <2 x i32> undef, <4 x i32> <i32 undef, i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %cat2 = shufflevector <2 x i32> %p2, <2 x i32> undef, <4 x i32> <i32 0, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %r = shufflevector <4 x i32> %cat1, <4 x i32> %cat2, <4 x i32> <i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 1, i32 4>

 ret <4 x i32> %r

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -enable-var-scope --check-prefixes=GCN,GCN-

SAFE,VI,VI-SAFE %s

; RUN: llc -enable-no-signed-zeros-fp-math -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -enable-var-scope --

check-prefixes=GCN,GCN-NSZ,VI,VI-NSZ %s

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; rcp tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define half @v_fneg_rcp_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e64 v0, -v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 ret half %fneg

}
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define half @v_fneg_rcp_fneg_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:

    v_rcp_f16_e32 v0, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 ret half %fneg

}

 

define { half, half } @v_fneg_rcp_store_use_fneg_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_store_use_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e32 v2, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v1, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v0, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %fneg, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %fneg.a, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}

 

define { half, half } @v_fneg_rcp_multi_use_fneg_f16(half %a, half %c) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_rcp_multi_use_fneg_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:

    v_rcp_f16_e32 v2, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f16_e64 v1, -v0, v1

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v0, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fneg.a = fneg half %a

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %fneg.a)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %use1 = fmul half %fneg.a, %c

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %fneg, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %use1, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}
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; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; sin tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define half @v_fneg_amdgcn_sin_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_amdgcn_sin_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_sin_f16_e64 v0, -v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %sin = call half @llvm.amdgcn.sin.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %sin

 ret half %fneg

}

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;

 vintrp tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

define { float, float } @v_fneg_interp_p1_f16(float %a, float %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_interp_p1_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f32_e64 v1, v0, -v1

; GCN-NEXT:    s_mov_b32 m0, 0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setreg_imm32_b32 hwreg(HW_REG_MODE, 2, 2), 3

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p1ll_f16 v0, v1, attr0.x

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p1ll_f16 v1, v1, attr0.y

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul float %a, %b

 %fneg = fneg float %mul

 %intrp0 = call float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float %fneg, i32 0, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %intrp1 = call float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float %fneg, i32 1, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { float, float } poison, float %intrp0, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { float, float } %insert.0, float %intrp1, 1

 ret { float, float } %insert.1

}

 

define

 { half, half } @v_fneg_interp_p2_f16(float %a, float %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_interp_p2_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f32_e64 v1, v0, -v1

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v2, 4.0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_mov_b32 m0, 0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setreg_imm32_b32 hwreg(HW_REG_MODE, 2, 2), 3
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; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p2_f16 v0, v1, attr0.x, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    v_interp_p2_f16 v1, v1, attr0.y, v2

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul float %a, %b

 %fneg = fneg float %mul

 %intrp0 = call half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float 4.0, float %fneg, i32 0, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %intrp1 = call half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float 4.0, float %fneg, i32 1, i32 0, i1 false, i32 0)

 %insert.0 = insertvalue { half, half } poison, half %intrp0, 0

 %insert.1 = insertvalue { half, half } %insert.0, half %intrp1, 1

 ret { half, half } %insert.1

}

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;

 arithmetic.fence tests

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

; FIXME: Legalization/promote is broken

define half @v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_f16(half %a) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    ;ARITH_FENCE

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v0, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %fence = call half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half %a)

 %fneg = fneg half %fence

 ret half %fneg

}

 

define half @v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_fmul_f16(half %a, half %b) #0 {

; GCN-LABEL: v_fneg_arithmetic_fence_fmul_f16:

; GCN:       ; %bb.0:

; GCN-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; GCN-NEXT:    v_mul_f16_e32 v0, v0, v1

; GCN-NEXT:    ;ARITH_FENCE

; GCN-NEXT:    v_xor_b32_e32 v0, 0x8000, v0

; GCN-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %mul = fmul half %a, %b

 %fence = call half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half %mul)

 %fneg = fneg half %fence

 ret half

 %fneg

}

 

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half) #1

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.sin.f16(half) #1

declare half @llvm.arithmetic.fence.f16(half) #1
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declare float @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p1.f16(float, i32, i32, i1, i32) #0

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.interp.p2.f16(float, float, i32, i32, i1, i32) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind "denormal-fp-math-f32"="preserve-sign,preserve-sign" }

attributes #1 = { nounwind readnone }

attributes #2 = { nounwind "unsafe-fp-math"="true" }

attributes #3 = { nounwind "no-signed-zeros-fp-math"="true" }

attributes #4 = { nounwind "amdgpu-ieee"="false" "denormal-fp-math-f32"="preserve-sign,preserve-sign" }

;; NOTE: These prefixes are unused and the list is autogenerated. Do not add tests below this line:

; GCN-NSZ: {{.*}}

; GCN-SAFE: {{.*}}

; VI: {{.*}}

; VI-NSZ: {{.*}}

; VI-SAFE: {{.*}}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp
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}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func64:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp
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}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret
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 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --function-signature --

check-attributes --check-globals

; RUN: opt -aa-pipeline=basic-aa -passes=attributor -attributor-manifest-internal  -attributor-annotate-decl-cs -S <

%s | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,TUNIT

; RUN: opt -aa-pipeline=basic-aa -passes=attributor-cgscc -attributor-manifest-internal  -attributor-annotate-decl-cs -

S < %s | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,CGSCC

; Test that we only promote arguments when the caller/callee have compatible

; function attrubtes.

 

target triple = "x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu"

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME:

 (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #0 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align

 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32
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; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5:[0-9]+]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6:[0-9]+]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture

 nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5:[0-9]+]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6:[0-9]+]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void

 @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1:[0-9]+]] {
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; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x

 i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias nocapture

nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64)

 [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]
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; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #0 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind

 willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64
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; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR0]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:

    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]],

 <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR0]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:
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; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr

 noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64

noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:

    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP0]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64
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; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

 %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG1:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

  ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #2 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias
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nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

 [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

noalias

 nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias nocapture

nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #2 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

;

 CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG1:%.*]])

#[[ATTR2:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64
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; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR1]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:

    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

;

 CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR1]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull readonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]]) #[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>,
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 align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #3 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3:[0-9]+]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]]

 = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #4 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

;

 TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64
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; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR3]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]],

 i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #4 {

;

; CHECK: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

readwrite) uwtable

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64)

[[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[ARG1_PRIV:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP0]], ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1_PRIV]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]], align 64

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;
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bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #3 {

;

; TUNIT: Function Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem:

 readwrite) uwtable

; TUNIT-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; TUNIT-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree writeonly [[ARG:%.*]]) #[[ATTR3]] {

; TUNIT-NEXT:  bb:

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 32

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; TUNIT-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; TUNIT-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; TUNIT-NEXT:    ret void

;

; CGSCC: Function

 Attrs: inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

; CGSCC-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CGSCC-SAME: (ptr nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 2 dereferenceable(64) [[ARG:%.*]])

#[[ATTR3]] {

; CGSCC-NEXT:  bb:

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr noalias nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64

dereferenceable(64) [[TMP]], i8 noundef 0, i64 noundef 32, i1 noundef false) #[[ATTR5]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TMP0:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr noalias

nocapture nofree noundef nonnull writeonly align 64 dereferenceable(64) [[TRUETMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP0]])

#[[ATTR6]]

; CGSCC-NEXT:    [[TRUETMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>,

 ptr [[TRUETMP2]], align 64

; CGSCC-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TRUETMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CGSCC-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)
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 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; Function Attrs: argmemonly nounwind

declare void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr nocapture writeonly, i8, i64, i1) #5

 

attributes #0 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" }

attributes #1 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #2 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="256"

 "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #3 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="512"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #4 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #5 = { argmemonly nounwind }

;.

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR0]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR1]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR2]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256"

 "target-features"="+avx512vl" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR3]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx2" }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR4:[0-9]+]] = { nocallback nofree nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: write) }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR5]] = { nofree willreturn memory(write) }

; TUNIT: attributes #[[ATTR6]] = { nofree nosync nounwind willreturn }

;.

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR0]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR1]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn

memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR2]]

 = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable

"min-legal-vector-width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-features"="+avx512vl" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR3]] = { inlinehint mustprogress nofree norecurse nosync nounwind willreturn
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memory(argmem: readwrite) uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" "target-

features"="+avx2" }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR4:[0-9]+]] = { nocallback nofree nounwind willreturn memory(argmem: write) }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR5]] = { nofree willreturn memory(write) }

; CGSCC: attributes #[[ATTR6]] = { nofree nounwind willreturn }

;.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBKB

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i32 %a, 65535

 %shl1 = shl i32 %b, 16

 %or = or i32 %shl1, %shl

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32_2(i16 zeroext %a, i16 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw

 a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i16 %a to i32

 %zextb = zext i16 %b to i32

 %shl1 = shl i32 %zextb, 16

 %or = or i32 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i32 %or
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}

 

; Test case where we don't have a sign_extend_inreg after the or.

define signext i32 @pack_i32_3(i16 zeroext %0, i16 zeroext %1, i32 signext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_3:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = zext i16 %0 to i32

 %5 = shl nuw i32 %4, 16

 %6 = zext i16 %1 to i32

 %7 = or i32 %5, %6

 %8 = add i32 %7, %2

 ret i32 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %shl1 = shl i64 %b, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_2(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %b to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_3(ptr %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64I:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a1, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lwu a1, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = load i32, ptr %0, align 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = shl i64 %4, 32

 %6 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %7 = zext i32 %6 to i64

 %8 = or i64 %5, %7

 ret i64 %8

}

 

define signext i32 @packh_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 255

 %and1 = shl i32 %b, 8

 %shl = and i32 %and1, 65280

 %or = or

 i32 %shl, %and

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i32 @packh_i32_2(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i32_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i32_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 255

 %and1 = and i32 %b, 255

 %shl = shl i32 %and1, 8

 %or = or i32 %shl, %and

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @packh_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 255
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 %and1 = shl i64 %b, 8

 %shl = and i64 %and1, 65280

 %or = or i64 %shl,

 %and

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @packh_i64_2(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i64_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 255

 %and1 = and i64 %b, 255

 %shl = shl i64 %and1, 8

 %or = or i64 %shl, %and

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define zeroext i16 @packh_i16(i8 zeroext %a, i8 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i16:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i8 %a to i16

 %zext1 = zext i8 %b to i16

 %shl = shl i16 %zext1, 8

 %or = or i16 %shl, %zext

 ret i16 %or

}

 

define zeroext i16 @packh_i16_2(i8

 zeroext %0, i8 zeroext %1, i8 zeroext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: packh_i16_2:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: packh_i16_2:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packh a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i8 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i8 %4 to i16

 %6 = shl i16 %5, 8

 %7 = zext i8 %2 to i16

 %8 = or i16 %6, %7

 ret i16 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_allWUsers(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1, i32 signext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_allWUsers:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a2, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i64_allWUsers:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:

    pack a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i32 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i32 %4 to i64

 %6 = shl i64 %5, 32

 %7 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %8 = or i64 %6, %7

 ret i64 %8

}

 

define signext i32 @pack_i32_allWUsers(i16 zeroext %0, i16 zeroext %1, i16 zeroext %2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i32_allWUsers:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: pack_i32_allWUsers:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    packw a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = add i16 %1, %0

 %5 = zext i16 %4 to i32

 %6 = shl i32 %5, 16

 %7 = zext i16 %2 to i32

 %8 = or i32 %6, %7

 ret i32 %8

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_imm() {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL:

 pack_i64_imm:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    pack a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=RV64I,RV64-NOPOOL

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=RV64I,RV64I-POOL

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zba \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBA

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+zbs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck
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 %s -check-prefix=RV64IZBS

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -riscv-disable-using-constant-pool-for-large-ints -mattr=+xtheadbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 -verify-machineinstrs < %s | FileCheck %s -check-

prefix=RV64IXTHEADBB

 

; Materializing constants

 

; TODO: It would be preferable if anyext constant returns were sign rather

; than zero extended. See PR39092. For now, mark returns as explicitly signext

; (this matches what Clang would generate for equivalent C/C++ anyway).

 

define signext i32 @zero() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: zero:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 0

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_small() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_small:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 2047

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2047

}

 

define signext i32 @neg_small() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL:

 neg_small:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_small:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -2048

}
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define signext i32 @pos_i32() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_i32:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 423811

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1297

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 1735928559

}

 

define signext i32 @neg_i32() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBB-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_i32:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 912092

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -559038737

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_i32_hi20_only() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 65536 ; 0x10000

}
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define signext i32 @neg_i32_hi20_only() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0,

 1048560

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: neg_i32_hi20_only:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048560

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 -65536 ; -0x10000

}

 

; This can be materialized with ADDI+SLLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_left_shifted_addi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 32
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;

 RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -64

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 131008 ; 0x1FFC0

}

 

; This can be materialized with ADDI+SRLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_right_shifted_addi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2147483647 ; 0x7FFFFFFF

}

 

; This can be materialized with LUI+SRLI, improving compressibility.

 

define signext i32 @imm_right_shifted_lui() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 56

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 580

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 229956 ; 0x38244

}

 

define i64 @imm64_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147483648 ; 0x8000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294967295 ;

 0xFFFF_FFFF

}

 

define i64 @imm64_3() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294967296 ; 0x1_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_4() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBA:  

     # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_4:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223372036854775808 ; 0x8000_0000_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_5() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:
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    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_5:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -9223372036854775808 ; 0x8000_0000_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_6() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_6:

;

 RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_6:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 9321

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1329

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 35

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1311768464867721216 ; 0x1234_5678_0000_0000

}

 

define i64 @imm64_7() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBB:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_7:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 7
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 36

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 8070450532432478223 ; 0x7000_0000_0B00_000F

}

 

; TODO: it can be preferable to put constants that are expensive to materialise

; into the constant pool, especially for -Os.

define i64 @imm64_8() nounwind {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64-NOPOOL:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI17_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI17_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 596523

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 965

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1347

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -529

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw

 a0, a0, -1875

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_8:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 583

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1875

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -947

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1511

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -272

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1311768467463790320 ; 0x1234_5678_9ABC_DEF0

}

 

define i64 @imm64_9() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_9:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -1

}

 

; Various cases where extraneous ADDIs can be inserted where a (left shifted)

; LUI suffices.

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147491840 ; 0x8000_2000
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}

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBA:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 262145

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294983680 ; 0x1_0000_4000

}

 

define i64 @imm_left_shifted_lui_3() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

;
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 RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_left_shifted_lui_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 17596481011712 ; 0x1001_0000_0000

}

 

; Various cases where extraneous ADDIs can be inserted where a (right shifted)

; LUI suffices, or where multiple ADDIs can be used instead of a single LUI.

 

define i64 @imm_right_shifted_lui_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBA: 

      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983056

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 281474976706561 ; 0xFFFF_FFFF_F001

}

 

define i64 @imm_right_shifted_lui_2() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:

    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_right_shifted_lui_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1044481

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1099511623681 ; 0xFF_FFFF_F001
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}

 

; We can materialize the upper bits with a single (shifted) LUI, but that option

; can be missed due to the lower bits, which aren't just 1s or just 0s.

 

define i64 @imm_decoupled_lui_addi() nounwind

 {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_decoupled_lui_addi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 4097

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 20

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    ret

 ret i64 17596481011709 ; 0x1000_FFFF_FFFD

}

 

; This constant can be materialized for RV64 with LUI+SRLI+XORI.

 

define i64 @imm_end_xori_1() nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 983040

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_end_xori_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:  

  lui a0, 983040

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2305843009180139521 ; 0xE000_0000_01FF_FFFF

}

 

; This constant can be materialized for RV64 with ADDI+SLLI+ADDI+ADDI.

 

define i64 @imm_end_2addi_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

;

 RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_end_2addi_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -2047

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 39

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -1125350151030785 ; 0xFFFC_007F_FFFF_F7FF

}

 

; This constant can be more efficiently materialized for RV64 if we use two

; registers instead of one.

 

define i64 @imm_2reg_1() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:

    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2reg_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 74565

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1656

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 57

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -1152921504301427080 ; 0xF000_0000_1234_5678

}

 

; FIXME: This should use a single ADDI for the immediate.

define void @imm_store_i16_neg1(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_store_i16_neg1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    sh a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 store i16 -1, ptr %p

 ret void

}

 

; FIXME: This should use a single ADDI for the immediate.

define void @imm_store_i32_neg1(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_store_i32_neg1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a0)

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 store i32 -1, ptr %p

 ret void

}

 

define i64 @imm_5372288229() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBA:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 655797

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 263018

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -795

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_5372288229:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 160

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 437

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -795

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 5372288229

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_5372288229() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 795

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 795

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 785558

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 795

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5372288229:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048416

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -437

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0,

 795

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5372288229

}
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define i64 @imm_8953813715() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 437198

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 88838

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_8953813715:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 267

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -637

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1325

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 8953813715

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_8953813715() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    lui a0, 959738

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8953813715:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048309

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 637

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1325

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -8953813715

}

 

define i64 @imm_16116864687() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 437198
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_16116864687:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 961

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1711

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 16116864687

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_16116864687() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 611378

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:   

 addiw a0, a0, 265

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_16116864687:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047615

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1711

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -16116864687

}

 

define i64 @imm_2344336315() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2344336315:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 143087

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2344336315 ; 0x8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_70370820078523() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

;

 RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI37_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI37_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 256
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

;

 RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 46

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_70370820078523:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 256

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 70370820078523 ; 0x40007bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_9223372034778874949() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

;

 RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223372034778874949:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -9223372034778874949 ; 0x800000007bbbbbbb

}

 

define

 i64 @imm_neg_9223301666034697285() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI39_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI39_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL:

 imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 506812

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 46

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223301666034697285:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917505

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 8

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 31

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

  ret i64 -9223301666034697285 ; 0x800040007bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2219066437() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2219066437:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 913135

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2219066437 ; 0xffffffff7bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_8798043653189() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_8798043653189:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 917475

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -8798043653189 ; 0xfffff7ff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_9223372034904144827() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_9223372034904144827:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223372034904144827 ; 0x7fffffff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_9223354442718100411() {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI43_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI43_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IZBB-NEXT: 

   addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 572348

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 44

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_9223354442718100411:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524287

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 6

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -29

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -273

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 14

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 9223354442718100411 ; 0x7fffefff8bbbbbbb

}

 

define i64 @imm_2863311530() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IZBA:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2863311530:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

	ret i64 2863311530 ; #0xaaaaaaaa

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2863311530() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0,

 a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:
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; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2863311530:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 699051

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

	ret i64 -2863311530 ; #0xffffffff55555556

}

 

define i64 @imm_2147486378() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_2147486378:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 2147485013

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_2147485013() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:   

 lui a0, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_2147485013:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 524288

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2147485013

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900924131259() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0,

 a0, 1979

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900924131259:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1979

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900924131259

}

 

define

 i64 @imm_50394234880() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_50394234880:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 188

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret

 i64 50394234880

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900936431479() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768956

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:

    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900936431479:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 192239

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1093

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1911

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900936431479

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900918536874() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1365

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1366

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

;

 RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900918536874:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384477

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1365

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900918536874

}

 

define i64 @imm_12900925247761() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw

 a0, a0, -1911

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 273

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12900925247761:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 384478

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1911

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 13

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1775

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12900925247761

}

 

define i64 @imm_7158272001() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1
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; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IZBS:  

     # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_7158272001:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 427

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1367

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 7158272001 ; 0x0000_0001_aaaa_9001

}

 

define i64 @imm_12884889601() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 768

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 349525

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:

    lui a0, 768

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 768

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_12884889601:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 768

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -3

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 12884889601 ; 0x0000_0002_ffff_d001

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_3435982847() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBA:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 734001

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_3435982847:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048371

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 817

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -3435982847 ; 0xffff_ffff_3333_1001

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_5726842879() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768945

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 698997

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm_neg_5726842879:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048235

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1419

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:
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    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5726842879 ; 0xffff_fffe_aaa7_5001

}

 

define i64 @imm_neg_10307948543() {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 768955

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 629139

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 33

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL:

 imm_neg_10307948543:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1047962

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1645

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -10307948543 ; 0xffff_fffd_9999_3001

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_1() {
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; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 21

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 43

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0,

 -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_1:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0, a0, 21

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -149533581377537

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_2() {

; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -86

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 4

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -5

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 60

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_2:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:     

  # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -86

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0, a0, 4

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -5764607523034234886

}

 

define i64 @li_rori_3() {

; RV64I-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 37

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    li a0, -17

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 27

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: li_rori_3:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, -18

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.srri a0,

 a0, 37

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 -2281701377

}

 

; This used to assert when compiled with Zba.

define i64 @PR54812() {

; RV64I-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 872917

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 1045887

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: PR54812:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048447

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1407

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:
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    ret

 ret i64 -2158497792;

}

 

define signext i32 @pos_2048() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, zero, 11

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: pos_2048:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 11

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i32 2048

}

 

define i64 @imm64_same_lo_hi() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

 

; Same as above with optsize. Make sure we use constant pool on RV64

define i64 @imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize() nounwind optsize {

; RV64-NOPOOL-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64-NOPOOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NOPOOL-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64I-POOL-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64I-POOL:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI64_0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ld a0, %lo(.LCPI64_0)(a0)

; RV64I-POOL-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZBA-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    lui

 a0, 65793

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZBS-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZBS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IXTHEADBB-LABEL: imm64_same_lo_hi_optsize:

; RV64IXTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a0, 65793

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 32

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IXTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 1157442765409226768 ; 0x0101010101010101

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

 

; Check indexed and unindexed, sext, zext and anyext loads

 

define void @lb(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lb:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a2, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i32

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lbu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lbu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i32

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lh(ptr

 %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lh:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i32

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lhu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lhu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a0, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i32
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 store i32 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lw(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a2, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 1

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load

 will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 store i64 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

 

define void @lwu(ptr %a, ptr %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lwu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a0, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 1

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 store i64 %3, ptr %b

 ret void

}

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

$OpenBSD: COPYRIGHT,v 1.3 2003/06/02 20:18:36 millert Exp $

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or

 altered.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*-

* Copyright (c) 1994

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
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 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.1 (Berkeley) 3/16/94

*/

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+xtheadmac -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADMAC

 

define i32 @mula_i32(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mula_i32:
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; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = add i32 %a, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i32 @muls_i32(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: muls_i32:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = sub i32 %a, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @mula_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mula_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mula a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i64 %b, %c

 %f = add i64 %a, %d

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulaw_i64(i32

 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulaw_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = add i32 %a, %d

 %f = sext i32 %e to i64

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulah_i64(i32 %a, i16 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulah_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulah a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = sext i16 %b to i32

 %e = sext i16 %c to i32

 %f = mul i32 %d, %e
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 %g = add i32 %a, %f

 %h = sext i32 %g to i64

 ret i64 %h

}

 

define i64 @muls_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: muls_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.muls a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = mul i64 %b, %c

 %f = sub i64 %a, %d

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulsw_i64(i32 %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulsw_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:

    ret

 %d = mul i32 %b, %c

 %e = sub i32 %a, %d

 %f = sext i32 %e to i64

 ret i64 %f

}

 

define i64 @mulsh_i64(i32 %a, i16 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: mulsh_i64:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulsh a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %d = sext i16 %b to i32

 %e = sext i16 %c to i32

 %f = mul i32 %d, %e

 %g = sub i32 %a, %f

 %h = sext i32 %g to i64

 ret i64 %h

}

 

define i32 @commutative1(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative1:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %B, %A

 %add = add i32 %mul, %C
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 ret i32 %add

}

 

define i32 @commutative2(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative2:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %B, %C

 %add = add i32 %mul, %A

 ret i32 %add

}

 

define

 i32 @commutative3(i32 %A, i32 %B, i32 %C) {

; RV64XTHEADMAC-LABEL: commutative3:

; RV64XTHEADMAC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    th.mulaw a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADMAC-NEXT:    ret

 %mul = mul nsw i32 %C, %A

 %add = add i32 %mul, %B

 ret i32 %add

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32

 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func2:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i16 @func16(i16 zeroext %x, i16 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i8 @func8(i8 zeroext %x, i8 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i4 @func3(i4 zeroext %x, i4 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0,

 a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret
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 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 -mattr=prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s

--check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-SKX

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 -mattr=prefer-256-bit,avx512vbmi |

FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-SKX,CHECK-SKX-VBMI

; Make sure CPUs default to prefer-256-bit. avx512vnni isn't interesting as it just adds an isel peephole for

vpmaddwd+vpaddd

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=skylake-avx512 | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=cascadelake | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=cooperlake | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-AVX512

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mcpu=cannonlake | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

;

 RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=icelake-client | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=icelake-server | FileCheck %s --

check-prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-unknown-unknown -mattr=-avx512vnni -mcpu=tigerlake | FileCheck %s --check-

prefixes=CHECK,CHECK-VBMI

 

; This file primarily contains tests for specific places in X86ISelLowering.cpp that needed be made aware of the

legalizer not allowing 512-bit vectors due to prefer-256-bit even though AVX512 is enabled.

 

define dso_local void @add256(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: add256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1,

 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <16 x i32>, ptr %a

 %e = load <16 x i32>, ptr %b

 %f = add <16 x i32> %d, %e

 store <16 x i32> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}
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define dso_local void @add512(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: add512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpaddd (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <16 x i32>, ptr %a

 %e = load <16 x i32>, ptr %b

 %f = add <16 x i32> %d, %e

 store <16 x i32> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @avg_v64i8_256(ptr %a, ptr %b) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: avg_v64i8_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu %ymm1, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqu %ymm0, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %2 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %3 = zext <64 x i8> %1 to <64 x i32>

 %4 = zext <64 x i8> %2 to <64 x i32>

 %5 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %3, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %6 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %5, %4

 %7 = lshr <64 x i32> %6, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32

 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %8 = trunc <64 x i32> %7 to <64 x i8>

 store <64 x i8> %8, ptr undef, align 4

 ret void

}

 

 

define dso_local void @avg_v64i8_512(ptr %a, ptr %b) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {
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; CHECK-LABEL: avg_v64i8_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpavgb (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu64 %zmm0, (%rax)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %2 = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %3 = zext <64 x i8> %1 to <64 x i32>

 %4 = zext <64 x i8> %2 to <64 x i32>

 %5 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %3, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %6 = add nuw nsw <64 x i32> %5, %4

 %7 = lshr <64 x i32> %6, <i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32

1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1,

i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1, i32 1>

 %8 = trunc <64 x i32> %7 to <64 x i8>

 store <64 x i8> %8, ptr undef, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @pmaddwd_32_256(ptr %APtr, ptr %BPtr, ptr %CPtr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: pmaddwd_32_256:

; CHECK:

       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

  %A = load <32 x i16>, ptr %APtr

  %B = load <32 x i16>, ptr %BPtr

  %a = sext <32 x i16> %A to <32 x i32>

  %b = sext <32 x i16> %B to <32 x i32>

  %m = mul nsw <32 x i32> %a, %b

  %odd = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 0, i32 2, i32 4, i32 6, i32 8, i32 10, i32

12, i32 14, i32 16, i32 18, i32 20, i32 22, i32 24, i32 26, i32 28, i32 30>

  %even = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 3, i32 5, i32 7, i32 9, i32 11, i32

13, i32 15, i32 17, i32 19, i32 21, i32 23, i32 25, i32 27, i32 29, i32 31>

  %ret = add <16 x i32> %odd, %even

  store <16 x i32> %ret, ptr %CPtr
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  ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @pmaddwd_32_512(ptr %APtr, ptr %BPtr, ptr %CPtr) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: pmaddwd_32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmaddwd (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

  %A = load <32 x i16>, ptr %APtr

  %B = load <32 x i16>, ptr %BPtr

  %a = sext <32 x i16> %A to <32 x i32>

  %b = sext <32 x i16> %B to <32 x i32>

  %m = mul nsw <32 x i32> %a, %b

  %odd = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 0, i32 2, i32 4, i32 6, i32 8, i32 10, i32

12, i32 14, i32 16, i32 18, i32 20, i32 22, i32 24, i32 26, i32 28, i32 30>

  %even = shufflevector <32 x i32> %m, <32 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 3, i32 5, i32 7, i32 9, i32 11, i32

13, i32 15, i32 17, i32 19, i32 21, i32 23, i32 25, i32 27, i32 29, i32 31>

  %ret = add <16 x i32> %odd, %even

  store <16 x i32> %ret, ptr %CPtr

  ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @psubus_64i8_max_256(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: psubus_64i8_max_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb 32(%rsi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb (%rsi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <64 x i8>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <64 x i8>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp ult <64 x i8> %x, %y

 %max = select <64 x i1> %cmp, <64 x i8> %y, <64 x i8> %x

 %res = sub <64 x i8> %max, %y

 store <64 x i8> %res, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @psubus_64i8_max_512(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {
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; CHECK-LABEL: psubus_64i8_max_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsubusb (%rsi), %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <64 x i8>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <64 x i8>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp ult <64 x i8> %x, %y

 %max = select <64 x i1> %cmp, <64 x i8> %y, <64 x i8> %x

 %res = sub <64 x i8> %max, %y

 store <64 x i8> %res, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local i32 @_Z9test_charPcS_i_256(ptr nocapture readonly, ptr nocapture readonly, i32) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

;

 CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]
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; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-AVX512:  

     # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_256:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0
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; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB8_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rdi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %ymm4

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw 16(%rsi,%rcx), %ymm5

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm3, %ymm5, %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm2, %ymm3, %ymm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB8_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm2, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:

    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ %index.next, %vector.body ], [ 0, %entry ]

 %vec.phi = phi <32 x i32> [ %11, %vector.body ], [ zeroinitializer, %entry ]

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %0, i64 %index

 %5 = bitcast ptr %4 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <32 x i8>, ptr %5, align 1

 %6 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load to <32 x i32>

 %7 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %index

 %8 = bitcast ptr %7 to ptr

 %wide.load14 = load <32 x i8>, ptr %8, align 1

 %9 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load14 to <32 x i32>

 %10 = mul nsw <32 x i32> %9, %6
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 %11 = add nsw <32 x i32> %10, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 32

 %12 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, %3

 br i1 %12, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf1 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %11, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 16,

 i32 17, i32 18, i32 19, i32 20, i32 21, i32 22, i32 23, i32 24, i32 25, i32 26, i32 27, i32 28, i32 29, i32 30, i32 31,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx1 = add <32 x i32> %11, %rdx.shuf1

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32

12, i32 13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf15 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx32 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf15

 %rdx.shuf17 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx18 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, %rdx.shuf17

 %rdx.shuf19 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx20 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, %rdx.shuf19

 %13 = extractelement <32 x i32> %bin.rdx20, i32 0

 ret i32 %13

}

 

define dso_local i32 @_Z9test_charPcS_i_512(ptr nocapture readonly, ptr nocapture readonly, i32) "min-legal-

vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2
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; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1,

 %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:   

 .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0
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; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd

 %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: _Z9test_charPcS_i_512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movl %edx, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    xorl %ecx, %ecx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB9_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rdi,%rcx), %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw (%rsi,%rcx), %zmm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmaddwd %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $32, %rcx

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    cmpq %rcx, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB9_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  

  vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ %index.next, %vector.body ], [ 0, %entry ]

 %vec.phi = phi <32 x i32> [ %11, %vector.body ], [ zeroinitializer, %entry ]

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %0, i64 %index

 %5 = bitcast ptr %4 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <32 x i8>, ptr %5, align 1

 %6 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load to <32 x i32>

 %7 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %index

 %8 = bitcast ptr %7 to ptr
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 %wide.load14 = load <32 x i8>, ptr %8, align 1

 %9 = sext <32 x i8> %wide.load14 to <32 x i32>

 %10 = mul nsw <32 x i32> %9, %6

  %11 = add nsw <32 x i32> %10, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 32

 %12 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, %3

 br i1 %12, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf1 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %11, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 16, i32 17, i32 18, i32 19, i32 20,

i32 21, i32 22, i32 23, i32 24, i32 25, i32 26, i32 27, i32 28, i32 29, i32 30, i32 31, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx1 = add <32 x i32> %11, %rdx.shuf1

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32

12, i32 13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx1, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf15 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx32 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf15

 %rdx.shuf17 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx18 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx32, %rdx.shuf17

  %rdx.shuf19 = shufflevector <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, <32 x i32> undef, <32 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx20 = add <32 x i32> %bin.rdx18, %rdx.shuf19

 %13 = extractelement <32 x i32> %bin.rdx20, i32 0

 ret i32 %13

}

 

@a = dso_local global [1024 x i8] zeroinitializer, align 16

@b = dso_local global [1024 x i8] zeroinitializer, align 16

 

define dso_local i32 @sad_16i8_256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1
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; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align

 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm

 = 0xFC00

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: sad_16i8_256:
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;

 CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm1, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB10_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm1, %ymm2, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB10_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd

 %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ 0, %entry ], [ %index.next, %vector.body ]

 %vec.phi = phi <16 x i32> [ zeroinitializer, %entry ], [ %10, %vector.body ]

 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @a, i64 0, i64 %index

 %1 = bitcast ptr %0 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <16 x i8>, ptr %1, align 4

 %2 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load to <16 x i32>

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @b, i64 0, i64 %index

 %4 = bitcast ptr %3 to ptr

 %wide.load1 = load <16 x i8>, ptr %4, align 4

 %5 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load1 to <16 x i32>

 %6 = sub nsw <16 x i32> %2, %5

 %7 = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %6, <i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -

1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1>

 %8 = sub nsw <16 x i32> zeroinitializer, %6

 %9 = select <16 x i1> %7, <16 x i32> %6, <16 x i32> %8

 %10 = add nsw <16 x i32> %9, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add

 i64 %index, 4

 %11 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, 1024
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 br i1 %11, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <16 x i32> %10, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32 12, i32

13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <16 x i32> %10, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf2 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx2 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf2

 %rdx.shuf3 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx3 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, %rdx.shuf3

 %rdx.shuf4 = shufflevector

 <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx4 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, %rdx.shuf4

 %12 = extractelement <16 x i32> %bin.rdx4, i32 0

 ret i32 %12

}

 

define dso_local i32 @sad_16i8_512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-SKX:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

;

 CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-NEXT:    retq
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;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax), %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlq $32, %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: sad_16i8_512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm0, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    movq $-1024, %rax # imm = 0xFC00

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    .p2align 4, 0x90

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  .LBB11_1: # %vector.body

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqu a+1024(%rax),

 %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpsadbw b+1024(%rax), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm0, %zmm1, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    addq $4, %rax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    jne .LBB11_1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %middle.block

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,1,1]
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; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpaddd %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovd %xmm0, %eax

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 br label %vector.body

 

vector.body:

 %index = phi i64 [ 0, %entry ], [ %index.next, %vector.body ]

 %vec.phi = phi <16 x i32> [ zeroinitializer, %entry ], [ %10, %vector.body ]

 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @a, i64 0,

 i64 %index

 %1 = bitcast ptr %0 to ptr

 %wide.load = load <16 x i8>, ptr %1, align 4

 %2 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load to <16 x i32>

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds [1024 x i8], ptr @b, i64 0, i64 %index

 %4 = bitcast ptr %3 to ptr

 %wide.load1 = load <16 x i8>, ptr %4, align 4

 %5 = zext <16 x i8> %wide.load1 to <16 x i32>

 %6 = sub nsw <16 x i32> %2, %5

 %7 = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %6, <i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -

1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1, i32 -1>

 %8 = sub nsw <16 x i32> zeroinitializer, %6

 %9 = select <16 x i1> %7, <16 x i32> %6, <16 x i32> %8

 %10 = add nsw <16 x i32> %9, %vec.phi

 %index.next = add i64 %index, 4

 %11 = icmp eq i64 %index.next, 1024

 br i1 %11, label %middle.block, label %vector.body

 

middle.block:

 %rdx.shuf = shufflevector <16 x i32> %10, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32 12, i32

13, i32 14, i32 15, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

 i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx = add <16 x i32> %10, %rdx.shuf

 %rdx.shuf2 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx2 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx, %rdx.shuf2

 %rdx.shuf3 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx3 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx2, %rdx.shuf3

 %rdx.shuf4 = shufflevector <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, <16 x i32> undef, <16 x i32> <i32 1, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32

undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 undef,

i32 undef, i32 undef>

 %bin.rdx4 = add <16 x i32> %bin.rdx3, %rdx.shuf4

 %12 = extractelement <16 x i32> %bin.rdx4,
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 i32 0

 ret i32 %12

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f32_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f32_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f32_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f64_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res)  "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f64_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm3, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @sbto16f64_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res)  "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sbto16f64_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = sitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @ubto16f32_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f32_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:  

  vpsrld $31, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, (%rdi)
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @ubto16f32_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f32_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2ps %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x float>

 store <16 x float> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define

 dso_local void @ubto16f64_256(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f64_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm3, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm0, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer
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 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local

 void @ubto16f64_512(<16 x i16> %a, ptr %res) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: ubto16f64_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovw2m %ymm0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovm2d %k0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrld $31, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti64x4 $1, %zmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvtdq2pd %ymm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm0, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovaps %zmm1, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp slt <16 x i16> %a, zeroinitializer

 %1 = uitofp <16 x i1> %mask to <16 x double>

 store <16 x double> %1, ptr %res

 ret void

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32toub_256(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32toub_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpslld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpslld $31, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kunpckbw %k0, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptoui <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32toub_512(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32toub_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %zmm1
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpslld $31, %zmm1, %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %zmm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptoui <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32tosb_256(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32tosb_256:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %ymm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kunpckbw %k0, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptosi <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru, <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define <16 x i16> @test_16f32tosb_512(ptr %ptr, <16 x i16> %passthru) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_16f32tosb_512:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vcvttps2dq (%rdi), %zmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovd2m %zmm1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu16 %ymm0, %ymm0 {%k1} {z}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x float>, ptr %ptr

 %mask = fptosi <16 x float> %a to <16 x i1>

 %select = select <16 x i1> %mask, <16 x i16> %passthru,

 <16 x i16> zeroinitializer

 ret <16 x i16> %select

}

 

define dso_local void @mul256(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3
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; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;

 CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:

    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpbroadcastw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

[255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm4, %ymm4

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm3 = ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =
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ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm4, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm4, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;

 CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpand %ymm5, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm3, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: mul256:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm3[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm3 = ymm3[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm3, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm2[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm5 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm4, %ymm5, %ymm4

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =
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ymm2[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}}

 ymm0 = ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermt2b %ymm4, %ymm3, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %e = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %f = mul <64 x i8> %d, %e

 store <64 x i8> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @mul512(ptr %a, ptr %b, ptr %c) "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT: 

   vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,64,66,68,70,72,74,76,78,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,80,82,84,86,88,90,92,94,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,

46,96,98,100,102,104,106,108,110,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62,112,114,116,118,120,122,124,126]

;

 CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm1, (%rdx)

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0
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; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpbroadcastw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

[255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,2

55,255,255,255,255,255]

;

 CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpandq %zmm3, %zmm2, %zmm2

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpandq %zmm3, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: mul512:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %zmm0

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rsi), %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm2 =

zmm1[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} zmm3 =

zmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31,40,40,41,41,4

2,42,43,43,44,44,45,45,46,46,47,47,56,56,57,57,58,58,59,59,60,60,61,61,62,62,63,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm2, %zmm3, %zmm2

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

zmm1[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} zmm0 =

zmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23,32,32,33,33,34,34,35,35,36,3

6,37,37,38,38,39,39,48,48,49,49,50,50,51,51,52,52,53,53,54,54,55,55]

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpmullw %zmm1, %zmm0, %zmm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 {{.*#+}} zmm1 =

[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,64,66,68,70,72,74,76,78,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,80,82,84,86,88,90,92,94,32,34,36,38,40,42,44,
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46,96,98,100,102,104,106,108,110,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62,112,114,116,118,120,122,124,126]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b %zmm2, %zmm0, %zmm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 %zmm1, (%rdx)

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %d = load <64 x i8>, ptr %a

 %e = load <64 x i8>, ptr %b

 %f = mul <64 x i8> %d, %e

 store <64 x i8> %f, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

; This threw an assertion at one point.

define <4 x i32> @mload_v4i32(<4 x i32> %trigger, ptr %addr, <4 x i32> %dst) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: mload_v4i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmd %xmm0, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpblendmd (%rdi), %xmm1, %xmm0 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mask = icmp eq <4 x i32> %trigger, zeroinitializer

  %res = call <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.load.v4i32.p0(ptr %addr, i32 4, <4 x i1> %mask, <4 x i32> %dst)

 ret <4 x i32> %res

}

declare <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.load.v4i32.p0(ptr, i32, <4 x i1>, <4 x i32>)

 

define <16 x i32> @trunc_v16i64_v16i32(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i64_v16i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 64(%rdi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 96(%rdi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vinserti128 $1, %xmm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm2, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqd %ymm3, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vinserti128 $1, %xmm2, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i64> %a to <16 x i32>

 ret <16 x i32> %b

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_v16i64_v16i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL:

 trunc_v16i64_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 64(%rdi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 96(%rdi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm3, %xmm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm2[0],xmm3[0],xmm2[1],xmm3[1]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0],xmm0[1],xmm1[1]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm2[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i64> %a to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %b

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_v16i32_v16i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovdb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovdb

 %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <16 x i32> %a to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %b

}

 

define <8 x i8> @trunc_v8i64_v8i8(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckldq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0],xmm0[1],xmm1[1]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <8 x i64> %a to <8 x i8>

 ret <8 x i8> %b

}
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define <8 x i16> @trunc_v8i64_v8i16(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i16:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovqw %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpmovqw %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklqdq {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = trunc <8 x i64> %a to <8 x i16>

 ret <8 x i16> %b

}

 

define <8 x i32> @trunc_v8i64_v8i32_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i32_zeroes:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $48, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $48, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <8 x i64> %a, <i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48>

 %c = trunc <8 x i64> %b to <8 x i32>

 ret <8 x i32> %c

}

 

define <16 x i16> @trunc_v16i32_v16i16_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i16_zeroes:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpmovsxbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 = [1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermi2w 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <16 x i32> %a, <i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32

16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16>

 %c = trunc <16 x i32> %b to <16 x i16>

 ret <16 x i16> %c

}

 

define <32 x i8> @trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:
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; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:

    vpsrlw $8, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_zeroes:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <32 x i16>, ptr %x

 %b = lshr <32 x i16> %a, <i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8,

i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8>

 %c = trunc <32 x i16> %b to <32 x i8>

 ret <32 x i8> %c

}

 

define <8 x i32> @trunc_v8i64_v8i32_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v8i64_v8i32_sign:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsraq $48, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsraq $48, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackssdw %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <8 x i64>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <8 x i64> %a, <i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48, i64 48>

 %c = trunc <8 x i64> %b to <8 x i32>

 ret <8 x i32> %c

}

 

define <16 x i16> @trunc_v16i32_v16i16_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_v16i32_v16i16_sign:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 = [1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermi2w 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <16 x i32> %a, <i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32

16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16, i32 16>

 %c = trunc <16 x i32> %b to <16 x i16>

  ret <16 x i16> %c

}

 

define <32 x i8> @trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign(ptr %x) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-SKX-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-AVX512-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-AVX512:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm0, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-AVX512-NEXT:    retq

;

; CHECK-VBMI-LABEL: trunc_v32i16_v32i8_sign:

; CHECK-VBMI:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vmovdqa {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,51,53,55,57,59,61,63]

;

 CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    vpermi2b 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-VBMI-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <32 x i16>, ptr %x

 %b = ashr <32 x i16> %a, <i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8,

i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8, i16 8>

 %c = trunc <32 x i16> %b to <32 x i8>

 ret <32 x i8> %c

}

 

define dso_local void @zext_v16i8_v16i64(<16 x i8> %x, ptr %y) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: zext_v16i8_v16i64:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

xmm0[0],zero,xmm0[1],zero,xmm0[2],zero,xmm0[3],zero,xmm0[4],zero,xmm0[5],zero,xmm0[6],zero,xmm0[7],zer
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o,xmm0[8],zero,xmm0[9],zero,xmm0[10],zero,xmm0[11],zero,xmm0[12],zero,xmm0[13],zero,xmm0[14],zero,xm

m0[15],zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}}

 ymm2 = xmm2[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm2[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

xmm3[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm3[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxwq {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

xmm1[0],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[1],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[2],zero,zero,zero,xmm1[3],zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbq {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

xmm0[0],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[1],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[2],zero,zero,zero,zer

o,zero,zero,zero,xmm0[3],zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero,zero

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = zext <16 x i8> %x to <16 x i64>

 store <16 x i64> %a, ptr %y

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void

 @sext_v16i8_v16i64(<16 x i8> %x, ptr %y) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: sext_v16i8_v16i64:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbw %xmm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm2 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vextracti128 $1, %ymm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpshufd {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm1[2,3,2,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxwq %xmm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovsxbq %xmm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 64(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 96(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, 32(%rdi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = sext <16 x i8> %x to <16 x i64>

 store <16 x i64> %a, ptr %y

 ret void

}
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define dso_local void @vselect_split_v8i16_setcc(<8 x i16> %s, <8 x i16> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v8i16_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqw %xmm1, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrb $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %p

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <8 x i16> %s, %t

 %b = select <8 x i1> %a, <8 x i64> %x, <8 x i64> %y

 store <8 x i64> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v8i32_setcc(<8 x i32> %s, <8 x i32> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v8i32_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqd %ymm1, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrb $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa64 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vmovdqa64 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %p

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <8 x i32> %s, %t

 %b = select <8 x i1> %a, <8 x i64> %x, <8 x i64> %y

 store <8 x i64> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v16i8_setcc(<16 x i8> %s, <16 x i8> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-legal-

vector-width"="256" {
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; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v16i8_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqb %xmm1, %xmm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %y = load <16 x i32>, ptr

 %q

 %a = icmp eq <16 x i8> %s, %t

 %b = select <16 x i1> %a, <16 x i32> %x, <16 x i32> %y

 store <16 x i32> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @vselect_split_v16i16_setcc(<16 x i16> %s, <16 x i16> %t, ptr %p, ptr %q, ptr %r) "min-

legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: vselect_split_v16i16_setcc:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpeqw %ymm1, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrw $8, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 32(%rdi), %ymm3 {%k2}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa32 (%rdi), %ymm2 {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm2, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm3, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %y = load <16 x i32>, ptr %q

 %a = icmp eq <16 x i16> %s, %t

 %b = select <16 x i1> %a, <16 x i32> %x, <16 x i32> %y

 store <16 x i32> %b, ptr %r

 ret void

}

 

define <16 x i8> @trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8(ptr %p) "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw 32(%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovuswb %ymm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %b = icmp slt <16 x i32> %a, <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %c = select <16 x i1> %b, <16 x i32> %a, <16 x i32> <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %d = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %c, zeroinitializer

 %e = select <16 x i1> %d, <16 x i32> %c, <16 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %f = trunc <16 x i32> %e to <16 x i8>

 ret <16 x i8> %f

}

 

define dso_local void @trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8_store(ptr %p, ptr %q) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

;

 CHECK-LABEL: trunc_packus_v16i32_v16i8_store:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackusdw 32(%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpermq {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,2,1,3]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovuswb %ymm0, (%rsi)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %a = load <16 x i32>, ptr %p

 %b = icmp slt <16 x i32> %a, <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %c = select <16 x i1> %b, <16 x i32> %a, <16 x i32> <i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32

255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255, i32 255>

 %d = icmp sgt <16 x i32> %c, zeroinitializer

 %e = select <16 x i1> %d, <16 x i32> %c, <16 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %f = trunc <16 x i32> %e to <16 x i8>

 store <16 x i8> %f, ptr %q

 ret void

}

 

define <64 x i1> @v64i1_argument_return(<64 x i1> %x) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL:

 v64i1_argument_return:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 ret <64 x i1> %x

}

 

define dso_local void @v64i1_shuffle(ptr %x, ptr %y) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: v64i1_shuffle:
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; CHECK:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rdi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rdi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmb %ymm1, %ymm1, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $1, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $62, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-5, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $3, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $61, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-9, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $2,

 %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $60, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-17, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $5, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $59, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-33, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $4, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $58, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-65, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $7, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $57, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-129, %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1,

 %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $6, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $56, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-257, %rax # imm = 0xFEFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $9, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $55, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-513, %rax # imm = 0xFDFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $8, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $54, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1025, %rax # imm = 0xFBFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $11, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $53, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:   

 movq $-2049, %rax # imm = 0xF7FF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $10, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $52, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-4097, %rax # imm = 0xEFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $13, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $51, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-8193, %rax # imm = 0xDFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $12, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $50, %k2, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-16385, %rax # imm = 0xBFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $15, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63,

 %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $49, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-32769, %rax # imm = 0xFFFF7FFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $14, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $48, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-65537, %rax # imm = 0xFFFEFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $17, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $47, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-131073, %rax # imm = 0xFFFDFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $16, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $46, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-262145, %rax # imm = 0xFFFBFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $19, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $45, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-524289, %rax # imm = 0xFFF7FFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $18, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $44, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1048577, %rax # imm = 0xFFEFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $21, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $43, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-2097153, %rax # imm = 0xFFDFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $20, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kshiftrq $42, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-4194305, %rax # imm = 0xFFBFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $23, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $41, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-8388609, %rax # imm = 0xFF7FFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $22, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $40, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-16777217, %rax # imm = 0xFEFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $25, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $39, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-33554433, %rax # imm = 0xFDFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $24, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $38, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-67108865, %rax # imm = 0xFBFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $27, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $37, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1
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; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-134217729, %rax # imm = 0xF7FFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $26, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $36, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-268435457, %rax # imm = 0xEFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $29, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq

 $35, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-536870913, %rax # imm = 0xDFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $28, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $34, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movq $-1073741825, %rax # imm = 0xBFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $31, %k0, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $33, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2147483649, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFF7FFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vptestnmb %ymm0, %ymm0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $30, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $32, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k0, %k2, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4294967297,

 %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFEFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $1, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $31, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-8589934593, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFDFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $30, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-17179869185, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFFBFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $3, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $29, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-34359738369, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFF7FFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $2, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $28, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-68719476737, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFEFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $5, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $27, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-137438953473, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFDFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $4, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $26, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-274877906945, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFFBFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $7, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $25, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-549755813889, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFF7FFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $6, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $24, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1099511627777, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFEFFFFFFFFFF
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $9, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $23, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2199023255553, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFDFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $8, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $22, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4398046511105, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFFBFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax,

 %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $11, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $21, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-8796093022209, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFF7FFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $10, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $20, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-17592186044417, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFEFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $13, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $19, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-35184372088833, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFDFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $12, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT: 

   kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $18, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-70368744177665, %rax # imm = 0xFFFFBFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $15, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $17, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-140737488355329, %rax # imm = 0xFFFF7FFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $14, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $16, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-281474976710657, %rax # imm = 0xFFFEFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $17, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $15, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0,

 %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-562949953421313, %rax # imm = 0xFFFDFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $16, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $14, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1125899906842625, %rax # imm = 0xFFFBFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $19, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $13, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2251799813685249, %rax # imm = 0xFFF7FFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $18, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $12, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4503599627370497, %rax # imm = 0xFFEFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:

    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $21, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $11, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-9007199254740993, %rax # imm = 0xFFDFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $20, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $10, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-18014398509481985, %rax # imm = 0xFFBFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $23, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $9, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-36028797018963969, %rax # imm = 0xFF7FFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $22,

 %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $8, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-72057594037927937, %rax # imm = 0xFEFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $25, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $7, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-144115188075855873, %rax # imm = 0xFDFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $24, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $6, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-288230376151711745, %rax # imm = 0xFBFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $27, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $5, %k2, %k2

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-576460752303423489, %rax # imm = 0xF7FFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $26, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $4, %k2, %k2
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; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-1152921504606846977, %rax # imm = 0xEFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $29, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $3, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-2305843009213693953, %rax # imm = 0xDFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $28, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $2, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    movabsq $-4611686018427387905, %rax

 # imm = 0xBFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %rax, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kandq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $31, %k1, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $62, %k2, %k2

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k2, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrd $30, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $1, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $1, %k0, %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftlq $63, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    korq %k1, %k0, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu8 %ymm1, (%rsi) {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    kshiftrq $32, %k1, %k1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqu8 %ymm0, 32(%rsi) {%k1}

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

entry:

 %a = load <64 x i8>, ptr %x

 %b = icmp eq <64 x i8> %a, zeroinitializer

 %shuf = shufflevector <64 x i1> %b, <64 x i1> undef, <64 x i32> <i32 1, i32 0, i32 3, i32 2, i32 5, i32 4, i32 7, i32

6, i32 9, i32 8, i32 11, i32 10, i32 13, i32 12, i32 15, i32 14, i32 17, i32 16, i32 19, i32 18, i32 21, i32 20, i32 23, i32

22, i32 25, i32 24, i32 27, i32 26, i32 29, i32 28, i32 31, i32 30, i32 33, i32

 32, i32 35, i32 34, i32 37, i32 36, i32 39, i32 38, i32 41, i32 40, i32 43, i32 42, i32 45, i32 44, i32 47, i32 46, i32

49, i32 48, i32 51, i32 50, i32 53, i32 52, i32 55, i32 54, i32 57, i32 56, i32 59, i32 58, i32 61, i32 60, i32 63, i32

62>

 call void @llvm.masked.store.v64i8.p0(<64 x i8> %a, ptr %y, i32 1, <64 x i1> %shuf)

 ret void

}

declare void @llvm.masked.store.v64i8.p0(<64 x i8>, ptr, i32, <64 x i1>)

 

@mem64_dst = dso_local global i64 0, align 8

@mem64_src = dso_local global i64 0, align 8
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define dso_local i32 @v64i1_inline_asm() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: v64i1_inline_asm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq mem64_src(%rip), %k0

; CHECK-NEXT:    #APP

; CHECK-NEXT:    #NO_APP

; CHECK-NEXT:    kmovq %k0, mem64_dst(%rip)

; CHECK-NEXT:    movl -{{[0-9]+}}(%rsp), %eax

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %1 = alloca i32, align 4

 %2 = load i64, ptr @mem64_src, align 8

 %3 = call i64 asm "", "=k,k,~{dirflag},~{fpsr},~{flags}"(i64 %2)

 store i64 %3, ptr @mem64_dst,

 align 8

 %4 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define dso_local void @cmp_v8i64_sext(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: cmp_v8i64_sext:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq 32(%rdi), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp slt <8 x i64> %x, %y

 %ext = sext <8 x i1> %cmp to <8 x i64>

 store <8 x i64> %ext, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define dso_local void @cmp_v8i64_zext(ptr %xptr, ptr %yptr, ptr %zptr) "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: cmp_v8i64_zext:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa (%rsi), %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa 32(%rsi), %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq 32(%rdi), %ymm1,

 %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpcmpgtq (%rdi), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $63, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlq $63, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm0, (%rdx)
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; CHECK-NEXT:    vmovdqa %ymm1, 32(%rdx)

; CHECK-NEXT:    vzeroupper

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %x = load <8 x i64>, ptr %xptr

 %y = load <8 x i64>, ptr %yptr

 %cmp = icmp slt <8 x i64> %x, %y

 %ext = zext <8 x i1> %cmp to <8 x i64>

 store <8 x i64> %ext, ptr %zptr

 ret void

}

 

define <16 x i8> @var_rotate_v16i8(<16 x i8> %a, <16 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: var_rotate_v16i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to4}, %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} xmm2 =

xmm1[8],xmm2[8],xmm1[9],xmm2[9],xmm1[10],xmm2[10],xmm1[11],xmm2[11],xmm1[12],xmm2[12],xmm1[13

],xmm2[13],xmm1[14],xmm2[14],xmm1[15],xmm2[15]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} xmm3 = xmm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15]

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %xmm2, %xmm3, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %xmm2, %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} xmm0 = xmm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpmovzxbw {{.*#+}} xmm1 =

xmm1[0],zero,xmm1[1],zero,xmm1[2],zero,xmm1[3],zero,xmm1[4],zero,xmm1[5],zero,xmm1[6],zero,xmm1[7],zer

o

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %xmm1, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %xmm2, %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %b8 = sub <16 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %b

 %shl = shl <16 x i8> %a, %b

 %lshr = lshr <16 x i8> %a, %b8

 %or = or <16 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <16 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @var_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a, <32 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: var_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpxor %xmm2, %xmm2,

 %xmm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm3 =

ymm1[8],ymm2[8],ymm1[9],ymm2[9],ymm1[10],ymm2[10],ymm1[11],ymm2[11],ymm1[12],ymm2[12],ymm1[13

],ymm2[13],ymm1[14],ymm2[14],ymm1[15],ymm2[15],ymm1[24],ymm2[24],ymm1[25],ymm2[25],ymm1[26],ym

m2[26],ymm1[27],ymm2[27],ymm1[28],ymm2[28],ymm1[29],ymm2[29],ymm1[30],ymm2[30],ymm1[31],ymm2[
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31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm4 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %ymm3, %ymm4, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm3, %ymm3

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm1[0],ymm2[0],ymm1[1],ymm2[1],ymm1[2],ymm2[2],ymm1[3],ymm2[3],ymm1[4],ymm2[4],ymm1[5],ymm2[

5],ymm1[6],ymm2[6],ymm1[7],ymm2[7],ymm1[16],ymm2[16],ymm1[17],ymm2[17],ymm1[18],ymm2[18],ymm1[

19],ymm2[19],ymm1[20],ymm2[20],ymm1[21],ymm2[21],ymm1[22],ymm2[22],ymm1[23],ymm2[23]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

;

 CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw %ymm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm3, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %b8 = sub <32 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8

8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %b

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, %b

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, %b8

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatvar_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a, <32 x i8> %b) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

{

; CHECK-LABEL: splatvar_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm2 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpand {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm1, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw %xmm1, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm2, %ymm2

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw

 {{.*#+}} ymm0 = ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw %xmm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm2, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %splat = shufflevector <32 x i8> %b, <32 x i8> undef, <32 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %splat8 = sub <32 x i8> <i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8

8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8, i8 8>, %splat

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, %splat

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, %splat8

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}
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define <32 x i8> @constant_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: constant_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpckhbw {{.*#+}} ymm1 =

ymm0[8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,29,30,30,31,31]

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpsllvw {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm1, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpunpcklbw {{.*#+}} ymm0 =

ymm0[0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,20,20,21,21,22,22,23,23]

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllvw {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $8, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpackuswb %ymm1, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8

1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 8, i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7, i8 8,

i8 7, i8 6, i8 5, i8 4, i8 3, i8 2, i8 1, i8 0, i8 1, i8 2, i8 3, i8 4, i8 5, i8 6, i8 7>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatconstant_rotate_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

 {

; CHECK-LABEL: splatconstant_rotate_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw $4, %ymm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsrlw $4, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpternlogd $216, {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8

4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4,

i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %shl, %lshr

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

 

define <32 x i8> @splatconstant_rotate_mask_v32i8(<32 x i8> %a) nounwind "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; CHECK-LABEL: splatconstant_rotate_mask_v32i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpsllw $4, %ymm0, %ymm1

; CHECK-NEXT:

    vpsrlw $4, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpternlogd $216, {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm1, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    vpandd {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip){1to8}, %ymm0, %ymm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %shl = shl <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8
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4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %lshr = lshr <32 x i8> %a, <i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4,

i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4, i8 4>

 %rmask = and <32 x i8> %lshr, <i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55,

i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8 55, i8

55>

 %lmask = and <32 x i8> %shl, <i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8

 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8

33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33, i8 33>

 %or = or <32 x i8> %lmask, %rmask

 ret <32 x i8> %or

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbs -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBS

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %neg = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a,

 i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %neg = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bclr_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %neg

 = xor i32 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bclr_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %and

 %neg = xor i64 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bclr_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclr_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclr_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %b

 %neg = xor i64 %shl, -1

 %and1 = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64

 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}
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define signext i32 @bset_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32

 @bset_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %or = or i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

; We can use bsetw for 1 << x by setting the first source to zero.

define signext i32 @bset_i32_zero(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i32_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i32_zero:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %a

 ret i32 %shl

}

 

define i64 @bset_i64(i64 %a,

 i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %conv

 %or = or i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bset_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %b

 %or = or i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

; We can use bsetw for 1 << x by setting the first source to zero.

define signext i64 @bset_i64_zero(i64 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: bset_i64_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li

 a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_i64_zero:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 1, %a

 ret i64 %shl

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shl = shl nuw i32 1, %and

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32_no_mask:

;

 RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0
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; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binv_i32_load(ptr %p, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i32_load:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %shl = shl i32 1, %b

 %xor = xor i32 %shl, %a

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binv_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %conv

 %xor = xor i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binv_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binv_i64_no_mask:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binv_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binv a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl nuw i64 1, %b

 %xor = xor i64 %shl, %a

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @bext_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %b, 31

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, %and

 %and1 = and i32

 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bext_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, %b

 %and1 = and i32 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and1
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}

 

; This gets previous converted to (i1 (truncate (srl X, Y)). Make sure we are

; able to use bext.

define void @bext_i32_trunc(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i32_trunc:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail bar

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i32_trunc:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:

  # %bb.1:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    tail bar

 %3 = shl i32 1, %1

 %4 = and i32 %3, %0

 %5 = icmp eq i32 %4, 0

 br i1 %5, label %6, label %7

 

6:                                                ; preds = %2

 tail call void @bar()

 br label %7

 

7:                                                ; preds = %6, %2

 ret void

}

 

declare void @bar()

 

define i64 @bext_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bext_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %conv = and i64 %b, 63

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, %conv

 %and1 = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define i64 @bext_i64_no_mask(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bext_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL:

 bext_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bext a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, %b

 %and1 = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and1

}

 

define signext i32 @bexti_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i32:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i32 %a, 5

 %and = and i32 %shr, 1

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @bexti_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i64:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shr = lshr i64 %a, 5

 %and = and i64 %shr, 1

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bexti_i32_cmp(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bexti_i32_cmp:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 32

 %cmp = icmp ne i32 %and, 0

 %zext = zext i1 %cmp to i32

 ret i32 %zext

}

 

define i64 @bexti_i64_cmp(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bexti_i64_cmp:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bexti_i64_cmp:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bexti a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 32

 %cmp = icmp ne i64 %and, 0

 %zext = zext i1 %cmp to i64

 ret i64 %zext

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bclri_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1025

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -1025

 ret i32 %and

}
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define signext i32 @bclri_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048575

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1,

 a1, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -2049

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 786432

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, -1073741825

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bclri_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a,

 -2147483649

 ret i32 %and
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}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bclri_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1025

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -1025

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_11(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048575

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -2049

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 786432

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -1073741825

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define

 i64 @bclri_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -2147483649

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -4611686018427387905

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL:

 bclri_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -9223372036854775809

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_large0(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_large0:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044480

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_large0:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -256

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, -16777472

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @bclri_i64_large1(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bclri_i64_large1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044464

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bclri_i64_large1:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bclri a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a,

 -16842753

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bseti_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 1024

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 2048

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bseti_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 1073741824

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define signext i32

 @bseti_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i32 %a, 2147483648

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: bseti_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 1024

 ret i64 %or
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}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_11(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 2048

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_30:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 1073741824

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 2147483648

 ret i64 %or
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}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a,

 4611686018427387904

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @bseti_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bseti_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bseti_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 9223372036854775808

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_10(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: binvi_i32_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1024

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 1024

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_11(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a,

 2048

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_30(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 1073741824

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define signext i32 @binvi_i32_31(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i32_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i32_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i32 %a, 2147483648

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_10(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: binvi_i64_10:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1024
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; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 1024

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_11(i64

 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_11:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 2048

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_30(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_30:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 262144

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_30:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 30

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 1073741824

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_31(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_31:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_31:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi
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 a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 2147483648

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_62(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_62:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 62

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_62:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 62

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4611686018427387904

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @binvi_i64_63(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: binvi_i64_63:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: binvi_i64_63:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 9223372036854775808

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_large(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_large:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_large:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4294967297

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_4099(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_4099:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_4099:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 12

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 4099

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_96(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: xor_i64_96:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 96

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_large(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_large:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_large:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 0
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; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 4294967297

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @xor_i64_66901(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor_i64_66901:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: xor_i64_66901:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1365

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    binvi a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %a, 66901

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_4099(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_4099:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_4099:

; RV64ZBS:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 12

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 4099

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @or_i64_96(i64 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: or_i64_96:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 96

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %or
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}

 

define i64 @or_i64_66901(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: or_i64_66901:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: or_i64_66901:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1365

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bseti a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %a, 66901

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 31

 %shift = shl nsw i32 -1, %and

 %not = xor i32 %shift, -1

 ret i32 %not

}

 

define signext i32 @bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i32_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shift = shl nsw i32 -1, %a

 %not = xor i32 %shift, -1

 ret i32 %not

}

 

define signext i64 @bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask(i64 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll

 a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 63

 %shift = shl nsw i64 -1, %and

 %not = xor i64 %shift, -1

 ret i64 %not

}

 

define signext i64 @bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask(i64 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBS-LABEL: bset_trailing_ones_i64_no_mask:

; RV64ZBS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    bset a0, zero, a0

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBS-NEXT:    ret

 %shift = shl nsw i64 -1, %a

 %not = xor i64 %shift, -1

 ret i64 %not

}
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; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @ctlz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

  ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB1_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    j .LBB1_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_3: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 %2 = sub i32 31, %1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_ceil_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra,

 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li s0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, s0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 %3 = sub i32 32, %2

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @findLastSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

;
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 RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xori a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0
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; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = xor i32 31, %1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 -1, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define i32 @ctlz_lshr_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp,

 -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0,
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 a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 ret i32 %2

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @ctlz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB5_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:

    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB5_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    clz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @cttz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @cttz_zero_undef_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @findFirstSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %3 = select i1 %2, i32 -1, i32 %1

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @ffs_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = add i32 %1, 1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 0, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @cttz_i64(i64
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 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI10_0)(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @ctpop_i32(i32

 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpopw

 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @ctpop_i32_load(ptr %p) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i32_load:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i32_load:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpopw a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %a = load i32, ptr %p

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctpop.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctpop.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @ctpop_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctpop_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2,

 a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: ctpop_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    cpop a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctpop.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @sextb_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:

    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 24

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 24

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sextb_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 56

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 56
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 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 16

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 48

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @min_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: min_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB18_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB18_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: min_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp slt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @min_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: min_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB19_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: min_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp

 slt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

define signext i32 @max_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: max_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB20_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB20_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: max_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp sgt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @max_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: max_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB21_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB21_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: max_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp sgt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

define signext i32 @minu_i32(i32 signext

 %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: minu_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB22_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB22_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: minu_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ult i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @minu_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: minu_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB23_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB23_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: minu_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ult i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond
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}

 

define signext i32 @maxu_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: maxu_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1,

 a0, .LBB24_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB24_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: maxu_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ugt i32 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i32 %a, i32 %b

 ret i32 %cond

}

 

define i64 @maxu_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: maxu_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1, a0, .LBB25_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB25_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: maxu_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %cmp = icmp ugt i64 %a, %b

 %cond = select i1 %cmp, i64 %a, i64 %b

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32, i1 immarg)

 

define i32 @abs_i32(i32 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL:

 abs_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32 %x, i1 true)

 ret i32 %abs

}

 

define signext i32 @abs_i32_sext(i32 signext %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i32_sext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: abs_i32_sext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i32 @llvm.abs.i32(i32 %x, i1 true)

 ret i32 %abs

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.abs.i64(i64, i1 immarg)

 

define i64 @abs_i64(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: abs_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: abs_i64:

; RV64ZBB:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %abs = tail call i64 @llvm.abs.i64(i64 %x, i1 true)

 ret i64 %abs
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}

 

define i32 @zexth_i32(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 65535

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @zexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @bswap_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a2, a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to bswap_i32 but the result is not sign extended.

define void @bswap_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a4, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a2, a2, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a3, a3, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @bswap_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 40
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a4, 4080

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a3, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a5, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a5, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a3, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    and a4, a0, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a4, a4, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a4, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -target-abi lp64f \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -target-abi lp64d \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs -frame-pointer=all \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi lp64e \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32
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 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64E-FPELIM %s

; RUN: sed 's/iXLen/i64/g' %s | llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi lp64e -frame-pointer=all \

; RUN:     -verify-machineinstrs -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 \

; RUN:   | FileCheck -check-prefix=LP64E-WITHFP %s

 

; The same vararg calling convention is used for ilp32/ilp32f/ilp32d and for

; lp64/lp64f/lp64d. Different CHECK lines are required for RV32D due to slight

; codegen differences due to the way the f64 load operations are lowered.

; The nounwind attribute is omitted for some of the tests, to check that CFI

; directives are correctly generated.

 

declare void @llvm.va_start(ptr)

declare void @llvm.va_end(ptr)

 

declare void @notdead(ptr)

 

; Although frontends are recommended to not generate va_arg due to the lack of

; support for aggregate types, we test simple cases here to ensure they are

; lowered correctly

 

define i32 @va1(ptr %fmt, ...) {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:     

  # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 28

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0,

 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -72
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1:

;

 LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 28

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -56

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 48

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

;
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 LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va, align 4

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur, i32 4

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va, align 4

 %1 = load i32, ptr %argp.cur, align 4

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @va1_va_arg(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)
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;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT: 

   ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32
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 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Ensure the adjustment when restoring the stack pointer using the frame

; pointer is correct

define i32

 @va1_va_arg_alloca(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:
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    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -8
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_va_arg_alloca:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a0, a1, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a0, sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, s0, -32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32

 %2 = alloca i8, i32 %1

 call void @notdead(ptr %2)

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1
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}

 

define void

 @va1_caller() nounwind {

; Pass a double, as a float would be promoted by a C/C++ frontend

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va1_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

;

 LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 (ptr, ...) @va1(ptr undef, double 1.0, i32 2)

 ret void

}

 

; Ensure that 2x xlen size+alignment varargs are accessed via an "aligned"

; register pair (where the first register is even-numbered).

 

define i64 @va2(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5,

 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 39

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd

 a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 23

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 39

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi

 sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 23

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va

 %ptrint = ptrtoint ptr %argp.cur to iXLen
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 %1 = add iXLen %ptrint, 7

 %2 = and iXLen %1, -8

 %argp.cur.aligned = inttoptr iXLen %1 to ptr

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur.aligned, i32 8

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va

  %3 = inttoptr iXLen %2 to ptr

 %4 = load double, ptr %3, align 8

 %5 = bitcast double %4 to i64

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @va2_va_arg(ptr %fmt, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

;

 LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 32

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT: 

   sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, double

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %2 = bitcast double %1 to i64

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @va2_caller() nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:   

    # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp,

 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va2_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1023

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 52

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

%1 = call i64 (ptr, ...) @va2(ptr undef, double 1.000000e+00)

ret void

}

 

; On RV32, Ensure a named 2*xlen argument is passed in a1 and a2, while the

; vararg double is passed in a4 and a5 (rather than a3 and a4)

 

define i64 @va3(i32 %a, i64 %b, ...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a7, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 31

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 31

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3:

; LP64E-WITHFP:

       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 15

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va

 %ptrint = ptrtoint ptr %argp.cur to iXLen

 %1 = add iXLen %ptrint, 7

 %2 = and iXLen %1, -8

 %argp.cur.aligned = inttoptr iXLen %1 to ptr

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur.aligned, i32 8

 store ptr %argp.next,

 ptr %va

 %3 = inttoptr iXLen %2 to ptr

 %4 = load double, ptr %3, align 8

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %5 = bitcast double %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %b, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define i64 @va3_va_arg(i32 %a, i64 %b, ...) nounwind {
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 24

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, sp, 24

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_va_arg:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, s0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, double

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 %2 = bitcast double %1 to i64

 %3 = add i64 %b, %2

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define void @va3_caller() nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:      

 # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    li a1, 1111

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va3_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 62

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 1111

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va3

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

%1 = call i64 (i32, i64, ...) @va3(i32 2, i64 1111, double 2.000000e+00)

ret void

}

 

declare void @llvm.va_copy(ptr, ptr)

 

define i32 @va4_va_copy(i32 %argno, ...) nounwind {
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL:

 va4_va_copy:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 88(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 80(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 48(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -112

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    call notdead

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a0, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 112

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv s0, a1
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 72(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 64(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, sp, 48

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

;

 LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va4_va_copy:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -88

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd

 s0, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s1, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 40

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)
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; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, s0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, -40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    call notdead

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a0, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 3

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a1, 0(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a2, 0(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, -4

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a3, a0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, -32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, s1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s1, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 88

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %vargs = alloca ptr

 %wargs = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %vargs)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 call void @llvm.va_copy(ptr %wargs, ptr %vargs)

 %2 = load ptr, ptr %wargs, align 4

 call void @notdead(ptr %2)

 %3 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 %4 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 %5 = va_arg ptr %vargs, i32

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %vargs)

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %wargs)

 %add1 = add i32 %3, %1

 %add2 = add i32 %add1, %4

 %add3 = add i32 %add2, %5

 ret i32 %add3

}

 

;
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 Check 2x*xlen values are aligned appropriately when passed on the stack in a vararg call

 

declare i32 @va5_aligned_stack_callee(i32, ...)

 

define void @va5_aligned_stack_caller() nounwind {

; The double should be 8-byte aligned on the stack, but the two-element array

; should only be 4-byte aligned

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld t0, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a6, a0, 761

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a6, a6, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a7, 14

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd t0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 16
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld t0, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a6, a0, 761

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a6, a6, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    li a1, 11

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a7, 14

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd t0, 0(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 40(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 32(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 48

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -56

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd ra, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a1)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 14

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 761

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    slli a6, a0, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 0(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ld ra, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 56

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va5_aligned_stack_caller:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 56(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:   

 sd s0, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 17

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 40(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 16

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI11_0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI11_0)(a1)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 32(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 24(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 16(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 14

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 8(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 2384

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 761

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    slli a6, a0, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_1)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a2, %lo(.LCPI11_1)(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, %hi(.LCPI11_2)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld a3, %lo(.LCPI11_2)(a0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a4, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    li a5, 13

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 0(sp)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:

    call va5_aligned_stack_callee

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 56(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 48(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 (i32, ...) @va5_aligned_stack_callee(i32 1, i32 11,

   fp128 0xLEB851EB851EB851F400091EB851EB851, i32 12, i32 13, i64 20000000000,
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   i32 14, double 2.720000e+00, i32 15, [2 x i32] [i32 16, i32 17])

 ret void

}

 

; A function with no fixed arguments is not valid C, but can be

; specified in LLVM IR. We must ensure the vararg save area is

; still set up correctly.

 

define i32 @va6_no_fixed_args(...) nounwind {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 72(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 64(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

;

 LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 24

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 8

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 96

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;
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; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 56(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 48(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 40(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 32(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 24(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a0, 16(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 24

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 64

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va6_no_fixed_args:

; LP64E-WITHFP:   

    # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 32

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 8

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 80

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %1 = va_arg ptr %va, i32

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; TODO: improve constant materialization of stack addresses

 

define i32 @va_large_stack(ptr %fmt, ...) {

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM:

       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 336
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 100000080

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui t0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add t0, sp, t0

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a7, 328(t0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a7, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a7, sp, a7

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a6, 320(a7)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a6, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a6, sp, a6

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 312(a6)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a5, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a5, sp, a5

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 304(a5)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a4, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a4, sp, a4

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:

    sd a3, 296(a4)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a3, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a3, sp, a3

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 288(a3)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a2, sp, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 280(a2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 284

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 336

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 1960(sp) # 8-byte Folded

 Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 1952(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -72

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -80

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi s0, sp, 1968

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 64

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1680

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0
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; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a7, 56(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a6, 48(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a2, s0, a2

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:

    sd a1, -288(a2)

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1680

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 1960(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 1952(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 2032

; LP64-LP64F-LP64D-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-FPELIM-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64E-FPELIM:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 320

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 100000064

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a6, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a6, sp, a6

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a5, 312(a6)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a5, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a5, sp, a5

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a4, 304(a5)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a4, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:

    add a4, sp, a4

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a3, 296(a4)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a3, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a3, sp, a3

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a2, 288(a3)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a2, sp, a2

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 280(a2)

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 284

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add a1, sp, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(sp)
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; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 320

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64E-FPELIM-NEXT:    ret

;

; LP64E-WITHFP-LABEL: va_large_stack:

; LP64E-WITHFP:       # %bb.0:

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd ra, 1984(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd s0, 1976(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -56

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_offset s0, -64

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi

 s0, sp, 1992

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa s0, 48

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a0, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1704

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub sp, sp, a0

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a5, 40(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a4, 32(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a3, 24(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a2, 16(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(s0)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi a1, s0, 12

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a2, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sub a2, s0, a2

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    sd a1, -288(a2)

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    lui a1, 24414

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1704

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    add sp, sp, a1

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld ra, 1984(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ld s0, 1976(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 2040

; LP64E-WITHFP-NEXT:    ret

 %large = alloca [ 100000000 x i8 ]

 %va = alloca ptr

 call void @llvm.va_start(ptr %va)

 %argp.cur = load ptr, ptr %va,

 align 4

 %argp.next = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %argp.cur, i32 4

 store ptr %argp.next, ptr %va, align 4

 %1 = load i32, ptr %argp.cur, align 4

 call void @llvm.va_end(ptr %va)

 ret i32 %1

}
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==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or
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  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2019 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================
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The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Apple Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLDB Team

 

   http://lldb.llvm.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of

 source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLDB Team, copyright holders, nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

clang-tidy High-Integrity C++ Files

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All clang-tidy files are licensed under the same terms as the rest of the LLVM

project with the following additions:

 

Any file referencing a High-Integrity C++ Coding guideline:

 

HIC++ Coding Standard as created by PRQA.

 

Please see

https://www.perforce.com/resources/qac/high-integrity-cpp-coding-standard/conditions-of-use

for more information.

ISC LICENSE

 

   This license is approved by the OSI and FSF as GPL-compatible.

       http://opensource.org/licenses/isc-license.txt

 

   Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Pexpect development team

   Copyright (c) 2012, Noah Spurrier <noah@noah.org>

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

  

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

; RUN: opt -passes=consthoist -S -o - %s | FileCheck %s

target datalayout = "e-m:e-p:32:32-i64:64-v128:64:128-a:0:32-n32-S64"

target triple = "thumbv6m-none--musleabi"

 

; Check that for i8 type, the maximum legal offset is 31.

; Also check that an constant used as value to be stored rather than

; pointer in a store instruction is hoisted.

; CHECK: foo_i8

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874720 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C3:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805873720 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C4:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805873688 to i32
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; CHECK:  %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %1 = load volatile i8, ptr %0

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %3 = load volatile i8, ptr %2

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 31

; CHECK-NEXT:  %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %5 = load volatile

 i8, ptr %4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %7 = load volatile i8, ptr %6

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 7

; CHECK-NEXT:  %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %9 = load volatile i8, ptr %8

; CHECK-NEXT:  %10 = inttoptr i32 %[[C4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %9, ptr %10

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C4]], 31

; CHECK-NEXT:  %11 = inttoptr i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %7, ptr %11

; CHECK-NEXT:  %12 = inttoptr i32 %[[C3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %5, ptr %12

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M5:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C3]], 7

; CHECK-NEXT:  %13 = inttoptr i32 %[[M5]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store i8 %3, ptr %13

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M6:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 80

; CHECK-NEXT:  %14 = inttoptr i32 %[[M6]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  store ptr %14, ptr @goo

 

@goo = global ptr undef

 

define void @foo_i8() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr)

 %1 = load volatile

 i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr)

 %2 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874719 to ptr)

 %3 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874720 to ptr)

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874727 to ptr)

 store i8 %4, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873688 to ptr)

 store i8 %3, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873719 to ptr)

 store i8 %2, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873720 to ptr)

 store i8 %1, ptr inttoptr(i32 805873727 to ptr)

 store ptr inttoptr(i32 805874800 to ptr), ptr @goo

 ret void

}

 

; Check that for i16 type, the maximum legal offset is 62.

; CHECK: foo_i16
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; CHECK-DAG: %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874752 to i32

; CHECK-DAG: %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK: %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %1 = load volatile i16, ptr %0, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT: %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %3 = load volatile i16, ptr %2, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add

 i32 %[[C2]], 32

; CHECK-NEXT: %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %5 = load volatile i16, ptr %4, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 62

; CHECK-NEXT: %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %7 = load volatile i16, ptr %6, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %9 = load volatile i16, ptr %8, align 2

; CHECK-NEXT: %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 22

; CHECK-NEXT: %10 = inttoptr i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT: %11 = load volatile i16, ptr %10, align 2

 

define void @foo_i16() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr), align 2

 %1 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr), align 2

 %2 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874720 to ptr), align 2

 %3 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874750 to ptr), align 2

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874752 to ptr), align 2

 %5 = load volatile i16, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874774 to ptr), align

 2

 ret void

}

 

; Check that for i32 type, the maximum legal offset is 124.

; CHECK: foo_i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C1:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874816 to i32

; CHECK-DAG:  %[[C2:const[0-9]?]] = bitcast i32 805874688 to i32

; CHECK:  %0 = inttoptr i32 %[[C2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %1 = load volatile i32, ptr %0, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M1:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %2 = inttoptr i32 %[[M1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %3 = load volatile i32, ptr %2, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M2:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C2]], 124

; CHECK-NEXT:  %4 = inttoptr i32 %[[M2]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %5 = load volatile i32, ptr %4, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %6 = inttoptr i32 %[[C1]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %7 = load volatile i32, ptr %6, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M3:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 8

; CHECK-NEXT:  %8 = inttoptr i32 %[[M3]] to ptr
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; CHECK-NEXT:  %9 = load volatile i32, ptr %8, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:  %[[M4:const_mat[0-9]?]] = add i32 %[[C1]], 12

; CHECK-NEXT:  %10 = inttoptr

 i32 %[[M4]] to ptr

; CHECK-NEXT:  %11 = load volatile i32, ptr %10, align 4

 

define void @foo_i32() {

entry:

 %0 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874688 to ptr), align 4

 %1 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874692 to ptr), align 4

 %2 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874812 to ptr), align 4

 %3 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874816 to ptr), align 4

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874824 to ptr), align 4

 %5 = load volatile i32, ptr inttoptr (i32 805874828 to ptr), align 4

 ret void

}

; RUN: llc -march=hexagon < %s

; REQUIRES: asserts

 

; The two loads based on %struct.0, loading two different data types

; cause LSR to assume type "void" for the memory type. This would then

; cause an assert in isLegalAddressingMode. Make sure we no longer crash.

 

target triple = "hexagon"

 

%struct.0 = type { ptr, i8, %union.anon.0 }

%union.anon.0 = type { ptr }

 

define hidden fastcc void @fred() unnamed_addr #0 {

entry:

 br i1 undef, label %while.end, label %while.body.lr.ph

 

while.body.lr.ph:                                 ; preds = %entry

 br label %while.body

 

while.body:                                       ; preds = %exit.2, %while.body.lr.ph

 %lsr.iv = phi ptr [ %cgep22, %exit.2 ], [ undef, %while.body.lr.ph ]

 switch i32 undef, label %exit [

   i32 1, label %sw.bb.i

   i32 2, label %sw.bb3.i

 ]

 

sw.bb.i:                                          ; preds = %while.body

 unreachable

 

sw.bb3.i:                                         ; preds = %while.body

 unreachable
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exit:

                                             ; preds = %while.body

 switch i32 undef, label %exit.2 [

   i32 1, label %sw.bb.i17

   i32 2, label %sw.bb3.i20

 ]

 

sw.bb.i17:                                        ; preds = %.exit

 %0 = load i32, ptr %lsr.iv, align 4

 unreachable

 

sw.bb3.i20:                                       ; preds = %exit

 %1 = load ptr, ptr %lsr.iv, align 4

 unreachable

 

exit.2:                                           ; preds = %exit

 %cgep22 = getelementptr %struct.0, ptr %lsr.iv, i32 1

 br label %while.body

 

while.end:                                        ; preds = %entry

 ret void

}

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind optsize "target-cpu"="hexagonv55" }

; RUN: opt < %s -passes=argpromotion -S | FileCheck %s

 

; CHECK-LABEL: define i32 @foo() #0 {

; CHECK-NEXT:      %.val = load <32 x half>, ptr undef, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:      call void @bar(<32 x half> %.val)

; CHECK-NEXT:      ret i32 0

; CHECK-NEXT:    }

 

; CHECK-LABEL: define internal void @bar(<32 x half> %.0.val) #0 {

; CHECK-NEXT:      ret void

; CHECK-NEXT:    }

 

; CHECK:    attributes #0 = { uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="512" }

 

define i32 @foo() #0 {

 call void @bar(ptr undef)

 ret i32 0

}

 

define internal void @bar(ptr) #0 {

 %2 = load <32 x half>, ptr %0, align 4

 ret void

}
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attributes #0 = { uwtable "min-legal-vector-width"="0" }

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions
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of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libc++ library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:
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   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this

 Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

This work is released into the public domain with CC0 1.0. Alternatively, it is

licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship

 and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any
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expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work,

 voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights

 (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current

 or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public
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as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable,

 non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary

 to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents,

 permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity

 authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive,

 no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

 alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices

 that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have

 executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 

 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability

 obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page"

 as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Jack O'Connor and Samuel Neves

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
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 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you
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may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   Threading Runtimes Team
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   Intel Corporation

    http://www.intel.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation Threading Runtimes Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from

 this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @orcb32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define zeroext i32 @orcb32_zext(i32 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32_zext:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; Second and+or is redundant with the first, make sure we remove them.

define signext i32 @orcb32_knownbits(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb32_knownbits:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 1044480

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:

    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 2048

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = and i32 %a, 4278190080 ; 0xFF000000

 %tmp2 = or i32 %tmp, 8388609 ; 0x800001

 %tmp3 = call i32 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i32(i32 %tmp2)

 %tmp4 = and i32 %tmp3, 4278190080 ; 0xFF000000

 %tmp5 = or i32 %tmp4, 16711935 ; 0xFF00FF

 ret i32 %tmp5
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}

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @orcb64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb64:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

; Second and+or is redundant with the first, make sure we remove them.

define i64 @orcb64_knownbits(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: orcb64_knownbits:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 65535

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64ZBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 256

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 8

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 42

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    orc.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = and i64 %a, 1099494850560 ; 0x000000ffff000000

 %tmp2 = or i64 %tmp, 4611721202800525320 ; 0x4000200000100008

 %tmp3 = call i64 @llvm.riscv.orc.b.i64(i64 %tmp2)

 %tmp4 = and i64 %tmp3, 1099494850560 ; 0x000000ffff000000

 %tmp5 = or i64 %tmp4, 18374966855153418495 ; 0xff00ff0000ff00ff

 ret i64 %tmp5

}

IMath is Copyright  2002-2009 Michael J. Fromberger

You may use it subject to the following Licensing Terms:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.usub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

  ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func2:
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; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.usub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i16 @func16(i16 zeroext %x, i16 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.usub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i8 @func8(i8 zeroext %x, i8 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.usub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define zeroext i4 @func3(i4 zeroext %x, i4 zeroext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    maxu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.usub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64r(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul64r:

; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32r(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul32r:

; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32
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; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; FIXME: We could avoid the slli instructions by using clmul+srli+sext.w

 since

; the inputs are zero extended.

define signext i32 @clmul32r_zext(i32 zeroext %a, i32 zeroext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-LABEL: clmul32r_zext:

; RV64ZBC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    clmulr a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

; RUN: opt %s -passes=inline -S | FileCheck %s

 

define internal void @innerSmall() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 ret void

}

 

define internal void @innerLarge() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

 ret void

}

 

define internal void @innerNoAttribute() {

 ret void

}

 

; We should not add an attribute during inlining. No attribute means unknown.

; Inlining doesn't change the fact that we don't know anything about this

; function.

define void @outerNoAttribute() {

 call void @innerLarge()

 ret void

}

 

define void @outerConflictingAttributeSmall() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 call void @innerLarge()

 ret void

}
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define void @outerConflictingAttributeLarge() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

 call void @innerSmall()

 ret void

}

 

; We should remove the attribute after inlining since the callee's

; vector width requirements are unknown.

define void @outerAttribute() "min-legal-vector-width"="128" {

 call void @innerNoAttribute()

 ret void

}

 

; CHECK: define void @outerNoAttribute()

 {

; CHECK: define void @outerConflictingAttributeSmall() #0

; CHECK: define void @outerConflictingAttributeLarge() #0

; CHECK: define void @outerAttribute() {

; CHECK: attributes #0 = { "min-legal-vector-width"="512" }

; RUN: opt -mtriple=aarch64-linux-gnu -mattr=+sve -passes=scalarize-masked-mem-intrin -S < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors that are

; packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv4i32(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32

define void @masked_scatter_nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <vscale x 4 x

i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors of FP

; data that is packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv2f64(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64

define void @masked_scatter_nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs,

 i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on scalable vectors of FP

; data that is unpacked in SVE registers are not scalarized.
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; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_nxv2f16(

; CHECK: call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16

define void @masked_scatter_nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x

i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on 64-bit fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked scatter

; instructions.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_v2f32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(

define void @masked_scatter_v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, <2 x i1> %masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <2 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

; Testing that masked scatters operating on 128-bit

 fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked scatter

; instructions and because we are not targeting fixed width SVE.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_scatter_v4i32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(

define void @masked_scatter_v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x ptr> %ptrs, <4 x i1> %masks) {

 call void @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 0, <4 x i1> %masks)

 ret void

}

 

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x i32> %data, <vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 4 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x double> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x half> %data, <vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align,

<vscale x 2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.v2f32(<2 x float> %data, <2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <2 x i1> %masks)

declare void @llvm.masked.scatter.v4i32(<4 x i32> %data, <4 x

 ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <4 x i1> %masks)

! RUN: %python %S/../test_errors.py %s %flang -fopenmp -Werror -pedantic

! OpenMP Version 5.0

! 2.19.4.4 firstprivate Clause

! 2.19.4.5 lastprivate Clause

! 2.19.6.1 copyin Clause

! 2.19.6.2 copyprivate Clause

! If the list item is a polymorphic variable with the allocatable attribute,
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! the behavior is unspecified.

 

subroutine firstprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in FIRSTPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp parallel firstprivate(x)

   call sub()

 !$omp end parallel

 

end

 

subroutine lastprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in LASTPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp do lastprivate(x)

 do i = 1, 10

   call sub()

 enddo

 !$omp end do

 

end

 

subroutine copyin()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 !$omp threadprivate(x)

 

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute

 'x' is in COPYIN clause, the behavior is unspecified

 !$omp parallel copyin(x)

   call sub()

 !$omp end parallel

 

end

 

subroutine copyprivate()

 class(*), allocatable, save :: x

 !$omp threadprivate(x)

 

 !$omp single

   call sub()

 !PORTABILITY: If a polymorphic variable with allocatable attribute 'x' is in COPYPRIVATE clause, the behavior

is unspecified

 !$omp end single copyprivate(x)
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end

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-

prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBA,RV64ZBANOZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba,+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBA,RV64ZBAZBB

 

define i64 @slliuw(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %conv1 = shl i64 %a, 1

 %shl = and i64 %conv1, 8589934590

 ret i64 %shl

}

 

define i128 @slliuw_2(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 slliuw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i128, ptr %4

 ret i128 %5
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}

 

define i128 @slliuw_3(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i32 %0, 1

 %3 = zext i32 %add to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i128, ptr %4

 ret i128 %5

}

 

define i64 @adduw(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %b, 4294967295

 %add = add i64 %and, %a

 ret i64 %add

}

 

define signext i8 @adduw_2(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_2:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i8, ptr %4

 ret i8 %5

}

 

define signext i8 @adduw_3(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lb a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i32 %0, 1

 %3 = zext i32 %add to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i8, ptr %4

 ret i8 %5

}

 

define i64 @zextw_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zextw_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zextw_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 ret i64 %and

}

 

; This makes sure targetShrinkDemandedConstant changes the and immmediate to

; allow zext.w or slli+srli.

define i64 @zextw_demandedbits_i64(i64 %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zextw_demandedbits_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zextw_demandedbits_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %2 = and i64 %0, 4294967294

 %3 = or i64 %2, 1

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define signext i16 @sh1add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i16, ptr %3

 ret i16 %4

}
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define signext i32 @sh2add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i32, ptr %3

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define i64 @sh3add(i64 %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %1, i64 %0

 %4 = load i64, ptr %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define signext i16 @sh1adduw(i32

 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i16, ptr %4

 ret i16 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh1adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i64 %0, 1

 %4 = and i64 %3, 8589934590

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i32 @sh2adduw(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4

 ret i32 %5

}
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define i64 @sh2adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i64 %0, 2

 %4 = and i64 %3, 17179869180

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw(i32 signext %0, ptr %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:   

 srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %1, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_2(i64 %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i64 %0, 3

 %4 = and i64 %3, 34359738360

 %5 = add i64 %4, %1

 ret i64 %5

}

 

; Type legalization inserts a sext_inreg after the first add. That add will be

; selected as sh2add which does not sign extend. SimplifyDemandedBits is unable

; to remove the sext_inreg because it has multiple uses.

 The ashr will use the

; sext_inreg to become sraiw. This leaves the sext_inreg only used by the shl.

; If the shl is selected as sllw, we don't need the sext_inreg.

define i64 @sh2add_extra_sext(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2add_extra_sext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2add_extra_sext:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i32 %x, 2

 %b = add i32 %a, %y

 %c = shl i32 %z, %b

 %d = ashr i32 %b, 2

 %e = sext i32 %c to i64

 %f = sext i32 %d to i64

 %g = mul i64 %e, %f

 ret i64 %g

}

 

define i64 @addmul6(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul
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 a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 6

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul10(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul10:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul10:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 10

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul12(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul12:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul12:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add

 a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 12

 %d = add i64 %c, %b
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 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul18(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul18:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 18

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul18:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 18

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul20(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul20:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 20

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul20:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 20

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul24(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul24:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul24:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 24

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul36(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul36:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul36:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 36

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul40(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addmul40:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul40:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 40

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @addmul72(i64 %a, i64 %b) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: addmul72:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 72

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addmul72:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 72

 %d = add i64 %c, %b

 ret i64 %d

}

 

define i64 @mul96(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul96:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 96

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul96:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 96

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul160(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul160:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a1, 160

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul160:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 160

 ret i64 %c
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}

 

define i64 @mul288(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul288:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 288

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul288:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 288

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul96(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul96:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul96:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext

 i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 96

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul160(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul160:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul160:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 160

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @zext_mul288(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul288:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 9

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul288:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 288

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues

 the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul12884901888(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul12884901888:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul12884901888:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64
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 %c = mul i64 %b, 12884901888

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul21474836480(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul21474836480:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul21474836480:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 21474836480

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; We can't use slli.uw becaues the shift amount is more than 31.

; FIXME: The zext.w is unneeded.

define i64 @zext_mul38654705664(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_mul38654705664:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 9

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: zext_mul38654705664:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %b = zext i32 %a to i64

 %c = mul i64 %b, 38654705664
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 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh1add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh1add_imm:

;

 CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 1

 %b = add i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @sh2add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh2add_imm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 2

 %b = add i64 %a, -6

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @sh3add_imm(i64 %0) {

; CHECK-LABEL: sh3add_imm:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 3

; CHECK-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 7

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %0, 3

 %b = add i64 %a, 7

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @sh1adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 11

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a =

 zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 1

 %c = add i64 %b, 11

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh2adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -12

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 2

 %c = add i64 %b, -12

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = shl i64 %a, 3

 %c = add i64 %b, 13

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64
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 @adduw_imm(i32 signext %0) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: adduw_imm:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: adduw_imm:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %a = zext i32 %0 to i64

 %b = add i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %b

}

 

define i64 @mul258(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul258:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 258

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 258

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul260(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul260:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 260

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 260

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul264(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mul264:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 264

; CHECK-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 264

 ret i64

 %c

}
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define i64 @imm_zextw() nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: imm_zextw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: imm_zextw:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 ret i64 4294967294 ; -2 in 32 bits.

}

 

define i64 @mul11(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul11:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul11:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 11

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul19(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul19:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 19

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul19:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0,

 a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 19

 ret i64 %c
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}

 

define i64 @mul13(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul13:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 13

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul13:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 13

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul21(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul21:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 21

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul21:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 21

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul37(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul37:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 37

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul37:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 37
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 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul25(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul25:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul25:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 25

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul41(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul41:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 41

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul41:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 41

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul73(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul73:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 73

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul73:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add

 a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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 %c = mul i64 %a, 73

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul27(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul27:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul27:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 27

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul45(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul45:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 45

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul45:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 45

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul81(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul81:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 81

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul81:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 81

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4098(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4098:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4098:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4098

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4100(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4100:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4100:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4100

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @mul4104(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: mul4104:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   slli a1, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: mul4104:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 12

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i64 %a, 4104

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw192(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw192:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 192

; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 192

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw320(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw320:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 320

; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 320

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define signext i32 @mulw576(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: mulw576:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    li a1, 576

; CHECK-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = mul i32 %a, 576

 ret i32 %c

}

 

define i64 @add4104(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add4104:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: add4104:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, 1026

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 4104

 ret i64 %c

}

 

define i64 @add8208(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add8208:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: add8208:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, 1026

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 8208

 ret i64 %c

}

 

; Make sure we prefer LUI for the 8192 instead of using sh3add.

define signext i32 @add8192_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: add8192_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    lui a1, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i32 %a, 8192

 ret i32 %c

}

 

; Make sure we prefer LUI

 for the 8192 instead of using sh3add.

define i64 @add8192(i64 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: add8192:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    lui a1, 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %c = add i64 %a, 8192

 ret i64 %c

}
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define signext i32 @addshl32_5_6(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 6

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_6(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_6:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_6:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT: 

   sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 6

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

define signext i32 @addshl32_5_7(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_7:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_7:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 7

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e

}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_7(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_7:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_7:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c

 = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 7

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

define signext i32 @addshl32_5_8(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl32_5_8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl32_5_8:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i32 %a, 5

 %d = shl i32 %b, 8

 %e = add i32 %c, %d

 ret i32 %e
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}

 

define i64 @addshl64_5_8(i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64I-LABEL: addshl64_5_8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: addshl64_5_8:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 5

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %c = shl i64 %a, 5

 %d = shl i64 %b, 8

 %e = add i64 %c, %d

 ret i64 %e

}

 

; Make

 sure we use sext.h+slli+srli for Zba+Zbb.

; FIXME: The RV64I and Zba only cases can be done with only 3 shifts.

define zeroext i32 @sext_ashr_zext_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBANOZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64ZBANOZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBAZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i8:

; RV64ZBAZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 9

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %ext = sext i8 %a to i32

 %1 = ashr i32 %ext, 9
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 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we use sext.h+slli+srli for Zba+Zbb.

; FIXME: The RV64I and Zba only cases can be done with only 3 shifts.

define

 zeroext i32 @sext_ashr_zext_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBANOZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64ZBANOZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBANOZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBAZBB-LABEL: sext_ashr_zext_i16:

; RV64ZBAZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 57

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBAZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %ext = sext i16 %a to i32

 %1 = ashr i32 %ext, 9

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; This the IR you get from InstCombine if take the difference of 2 pointers and

; cast is to unsigned before using as an index.

define signext i16 @sh1adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh1adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh1adduw_ptrdiff:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 1

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i16, ptr %ptr

 ret i16 %res

}

 

define signext i32 @sh2adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh2adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 34

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh2adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 2

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i32, ptr %ptr

 ret i32 %res

}

 

define i64 @sh3adduw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sh3adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 35

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: sh3adduw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 3

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i64, ptr %ptr

 ret i64 %res

}

 

define signext

 i16 @srliw_1_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}

 

define i128 @slliuw_ptrdiff(i64 %diff, ptr %baseptr) {

; RV64I-LABEL: slliuw_ptrdiff:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 36

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: slliuw_ptrdiff:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli.uw a0, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 8(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %ptrdiff = lshr exact i64 %diff, 4

 %cast = and i64 %ptrdiff, 4294967295

 %ptr = getelementptr inbounds i128, ptr %baseptr, i64 %cast

 %res = load i128, ptr %ptr

 ret i128 %res

}

 

define signext i32 @srliw_2_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_3_sh3add(ptr

 %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_3_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_3_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 3

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define signext i32 @srliw_1_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_1_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_1_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_1_sh3add:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 1

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_2_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define signext i16 @srliw_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr

 inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}

 

 

define signext i32 @srliw_3_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_3_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_3_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 3

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @srliw_4_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srliw_4_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srliw_4_sh3add:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i32 %1, 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define signext i32 @srli_1_sh2add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_1_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_1_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 1

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4, align 4

 ret i32 %5

}

 

define i64 @srli_2_sh3add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_2_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_2_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 2

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4, align 8

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i16 @srli_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 2

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i16, ptr %4, align

 2

 ret i16 %5

}

 

define signext i32 @srli_3_sh2add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_3_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_3_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 3

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i32, ptr %4, align 4

 ret i32 %5
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}

 

define i64 @srli_4_sh3add(ptr %0, i64 %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli_4_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: srli_4_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

 %3 = lshr i64 %1, 4

 %4 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %3

 %5 = load i64, ptr %4, align 8

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define signext i16 @shl_2_sh1add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_2_sh1add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_2_sh1add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lh a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 2

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i16, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i16, ptr %5, align 2

 ret i16 %6

}
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define signext i32 @shl_16_sh2add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_16_sh2add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 30

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_16_sh2add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lw a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 16

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i32, ptr %5, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}

 

define i64 @shl_31_sh3add(ptr %0, i32 signext %1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: shl_31_sh3add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: shl_31_sh3add:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 31

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh3add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %3 = shl i32 %1, 31

 %4 = zext i32 %3

 to i64

 %5 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %0, i64 %4

 %6 = load i64, ptr %5, align 8

 ret i64 %6
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}

 

define i64 @pack_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %shl1 = shl i64 %b, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_2(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0,

 a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %b to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_3(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_3:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %adda = add i32 %a, 1

 %addb = add i32 %b, 1

 %zexta = zext i32 %adda to i64

 %zextb = zext i32 %addb to i64

 %shl1 = shl i64 %zextb, 32

 %or = or i64 %shl1, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_disjoint(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint:

; RV64I:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = and i64 %a, 4294967295

 %or = or disjoint i64 %b, %shl

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define i64 @pack_i64_disjoint_2(i32 signext %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: pack_i64_disjoint_2:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add.uw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

 %zexta = zext i32 %a to i64

 %or = or disjoint i64 %b, %zexta

 ret i64 %or

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined
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Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libunwind library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
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of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

static_library("BSD-Archive") {

 output_name = "lldbPluginObjectContainerBSDArchive"
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 configs += [ "//llvm/utils/gn/build:lldb_code" ]

 deps = [

   "//lldb/source/Core",

   "//lldb/source/Host",

   "//lldb/source/Symbol",

   "//llvm/lib/Support",

 ]

 sources = [ "ObjectContainerBSDArchive.cpp" ]

}

; RUN: opt -mtriple=aarch64-linux-gnu -mattr=+sve -passes=scalarize-masked-mem-intrin -S < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors that are

; packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv4i32(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32

define <vscale x 4 x i32> @masked_gather_nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 4 x i1> %masks, <vscale x 4

x i32> %passthru) {

 %res = call <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 4 x i32> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 4 x i32> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors of FP data

; that is packed in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv2f64(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64

define <vscale x 2 x double> @masked_gather_nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks, <vscale

x 2 x double> %passthru)

 {

 %res = call <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x double> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 2 x double> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on scalable vectors of FP data

; that is unpacked in SVE registers are not scalarized.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_nxv2f16(

; CHECK: call <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16

define <vscale x 2 x half> @masked_gather_nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, <vscale x 2 x i1> %masks, <vscale x

2 x half> %passthru) {

 %res = call <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x half> %passthru)

 ret <vscale x 2 x half> %res

}
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; Testing that masked gathers operating on 64-bit fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked gather

; instructions.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_v2f32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(

define <2 x float> @masked_gather_v2f32(<2

 x ptr> %ld, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float> %passthru) {

 %res = call <2 x float> @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(<2 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float> %passthru)

 ret <2 x float> %res

}

 

; Testing that masked gathers operating on 128-bit fixed vectors are

; scalarized because NEON doesn't have support for masked gather

; instructions and because we are not targeting fixed width SVE.

 

; CHECK-LABEL: @masked_gather_v4i32(

; CHECK-NOT: @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(

define <4 x i32> @masked_gather_v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ld, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru) {

 %res = call <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ld, i32 0, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru)

 ret <4 x i32> %res

}

 

declare <vscale x 4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv4i32(<vscale x 4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 4 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 4 x i32> %passthru)

declare <vscale x 2 x double> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f64(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 2 x

i1> %masks, <vscale x 2 x double>

 %passthru)

declare <vscale x 2 x half> @llvm.masked.gather.nxv2f16(<vscale x 2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <vscale x 2 x i1>

%masks, <vscale x 2 x half> %passthru)

declare <2 x float> @llvm.masked.gather.v2f32(<2 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <2 x i1> %masks, <2 x float>

%passthru)

declare <4 x i32> @llvm.masked.gather.v4i32(<4 x ptr> %ptrs, i32 %align, <4 x i1> %masks, <4 x i32> %passthru)

# RUN: llc -O0 -mtriple=m68k -start-after=prologepilog -verify-machineinstrs %s -o - | FileCheck %s

 

name: is-pcrel-register-operand-legal

body:             |

 bb.0.entry:

   ; CHECK: move.l  (0,%pc,%a0), (%a1)

   ; CHECK: move.l  (%a0), (0,%pc,%a1)

 

   MOV32jk $a1,  0, $a0, implicit-def $ccr

   MOV32kj 0,  $a1, $a0, implicit-def $ccr

Ptyprocess is under the ISC license, as code derived from Pexpect.

   http://opensource.org/licenses/ISC

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Pexpect development team

Copyright (c) 2012, Noah Spurrier <noah@noah.org>
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PERMISSION TO USE, COPY, MODIFY, AND/OR DISTRIBUTE THIS SOFTWARE FOR ANY PURPOSE

WITH OR WITHOUT FEE IS HEREBY GRANTED, PROVIDED THAT THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICE

AND THIS PERMISSION NOTICE APPEAR IN ALL COPIES. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+d -mattr=+xtheadmemidx -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADMEMIDX

 

define ptr @lbia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i8 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbia a3, (a0), -1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sb a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 0

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 -1

 %res = add i8 %ld, %a

 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lbib(ptr %base, i8 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbib a2, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sb a1, 1(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 2

 %res = add i8 %ld, %a

 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lbuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbuia a3, (a0), -1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 0

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i8 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 -1

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lbuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lbuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lbuib a3, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:  

  ret

 %addr = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %ld = load i8, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i8 %ld to i64

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lhia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i16 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhia a3, (a0), -16, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sh a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 0

 %ld = load i16, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 -16

 %res = add i16 %ld, %a

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lhib(ptr %base, i16 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhib a2, (a0), 2, 0
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sh a1, 2(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %ld = load i16,

 ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 2

 %res = add i16 %ld, %a

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lhuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhuia a3, (a0), -16, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 0

 %ld = load i16, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i16 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 -16

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lhuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lhuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lhuib a3, (a0), 2, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %ld =

 load i16, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i16 %ld to i64

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lwia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i32 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwia a3, (a0), -16, 2
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 0

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -16

 %res = add i32 %ld, %a

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lwib(ptr %base, i32 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwib a2, (a0), 4, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sw a1, 4(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 1

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base,

 i32 2

 %res = add i32 %ld, %a

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @lwuia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwuia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwuia a3, (a0), -16, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 0

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i32 %ld to i64

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -16

 %res = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @lwuib(ptr %base, i64 %a, ptr %addr.1) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lwuib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lwuib a3, (a0), 4, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a3, a1
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 1

 %ld = load i32, ptr %addr

 %zext = zext i32 %ld to i64

 %res

 = add i64 %zext, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @ldia(ptr %base, ptr %addr.2, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: ldia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.ldia a3, (a0), -16, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a3, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 0

 %ld = load i64, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 -16

 %res = add i64 %ld, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.2

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @ldib(ptr %base, i64 %a) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: ldib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.ldib a2, (a0), 8, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    sd a1, 8(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 1

 %ld = load i64, ptr %addr

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 2

 %res = add i64 %ld, %a

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

  ret ptr %addr

}

 

define ptr @sbia(ptr %base, i8 %a, i8 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sbia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sbia a1, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1
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 %res = add i8 %a, %b

 store i8 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sbib(ptr %base, i8 %a, i8 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sbib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sbib a1, (a0), 1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %base, i8 1

 %res = add i8 %a, %b

 store i8 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @shia(ptr %base, i16 %a, i16 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: shia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.shia a1, (a0), -9, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr

 i16, ptr %base, i16 -9

 %res = add i16 %a, %b

 store i16 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @shib(ptr %base, i16 %a, i16 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: shib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.shib a1, (a0), 2, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %base, i16 1

 %res = add i16 %a, %b

 store i16 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @swia(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: swia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.swia a1, (a0), 8, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret
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 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 8

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @swib(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: swib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    th.swib a1, (a0), -13, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -26

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sdia(ptr %base, i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sdia:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sdia a1, (a0), 8, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 8

 %res = add i64 %a, %b

 store i64 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define ptr @sdib(ptr %base, i64 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: sdib:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.sdib a1, (a0), 8, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %base, i64 1

 %res = add i64 %a, %b

 store i64 %res, ptr %addr.1

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define i8 @lrb_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrb_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrb a0, a0, a1, 0
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 ret i8 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrb(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrb a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i8 @lurb_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurb_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurb a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 ret i8 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurb(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurb

 a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 %4 = sext i8 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrbu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrbu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrbu a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1, align 1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurbu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurbu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurbu a0, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i8, ptr %2, align 1

 %4 = zext i8 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define

 i16 @lrh_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrh_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 ret i16 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrh(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}
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define i16 @lurh_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurh_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 ret i16 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurh(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

;

 RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurh a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 %4 = sext i16 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrhu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrhu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrhu a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1, align 2

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurhu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurhu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurhu a0, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i16,
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 ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i16, ptr %2, align 2

 %4 = zext i16 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i32 @lrw_anyext(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrw_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i64 @lrw(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i32 @lurw_anyext(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurw_anyext:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr

 i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define i64 @lurw(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurw a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 %4 = sext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrwu(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrwu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrwu a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1, align 4

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurwu(ptr %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurwu:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurwu a0, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:

    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i32, ptr %2, align 4

 %4 = zext i32 %3 to i64

 %5 = add i64 %4, %4

 ret i64 %5

}

 

define i64 @lrd(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %b

 %2 = load i64, ptr %1, align 8

 %3 = add i64 %2, %2

 ret i64 %3

}
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define i64 @lrd_2(ptr %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_2:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 96

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lrd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lurd(ptr %a, i32 %b)

 {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lurd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.lurd a0, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 %4 = add i64 %3, %3

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define void @srb(ptr %a, i64 %b, i8 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srb a2, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i8 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i8 %1, ptr %2, align 1

 ret void

}

 

define void @surb(ptr %a, i32 %b, i8 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surb:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surb a2, a0, a1, 0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i8 %c, %c
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 %3 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store

 i8 %2, ptr %3, align 1

 ret void

}

 

define void @srh(ptr %a, i64 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srh a2, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i16 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i16 %1, ptr %2, align 2

 ret void

}

 

define void @surh(ptr %a, i32 %b, i16 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surh:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surh a2, a0, a1, 1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i16 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i16 %2, ptr %3, align 2

 ret void

}

 

define void @srw(ptr %a, i64 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srw a2, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add

 i32 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i32 %1, ptr %2, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define void @surw(ptr %a, i32 %b, i32 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surw:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a2, a2, a2
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surw a2, a0, a1, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i32 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i32 %2, ptr %3, align 4

 ret void

}

 

define void @srd(ptr %a, i64 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: srd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.srd a2, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %c, %c

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %b

 store i64 %1, ptr %2, align 8

 ret void

}

 

define void @surd(ptr %a, i32 %b, i64 %c) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: surd:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a2, a2, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.surd

 a2, a0, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = zext i32 %b to i64

 %2 = add i64 %c, %c

 %3 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 store i64 %2, ptr %3, align 8

 ret void

}

 

define ptr @test_simm5(ptr %base, i32 %a, i32 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: test_simm5:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    addw a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    th.swia a1, (a0), -12, 2

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %addr.1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %base, i32 -12

 %res = add i32 %a, %b

 store i32 %res, ptr %base

 ret ptr %addr.1

}

 

define i64 @lrd_large_shift(ptr %a, i64 %b) {
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; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_large_shift:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 5

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ld a0, 384(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12

 %2 = shl i64 %1, 2

 %3 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %2

 %4 = load i64, ptr %3, align 8

 ret i64 %4

}

 

define i64 @lrd_large_offset(ptr

 %a, i64 %b) {

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-LABEL: lrd_large_offset:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 3

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    lui a1, 23

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ld a0, 1792(a0)

; RV64XTHEADMEMIDX-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i64 %b, 12000

 %2 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i64 %1

 %3 = load i64, ptr %2, align 8

 ret i64 %3

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL:

 func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a3, a1, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}
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define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3
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; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb: 

      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func2:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a1, a2, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i16 @func16(i16 signext %x, i16 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1,
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 -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i8 @func8(i8 signext %x, i8 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i4 @func3(i4 signext %x, i4 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li

 a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#
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# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

#

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Abhina Sreeskantharajan <abhina.sreeskantharajan@ibm.com>

Albert Pretorius

 <pretoalb@gmail.com>

Alex Steele <steelal123@gmail.com>

Andriy Berestovskyy <berestovskyy@gmail.com>

Arne Beer <arne@twobeer.de>

Billy Robert O'Neal III <billy.oneal@gmail.com> <bion@microsoft.com>

Chris Kennelly <ckennelly@google.com> <ckennelly@ckennelly.com>

Christian Wassermann <christian_wassermann@web.de>

Christopher Seymour <chris.j.seymour@hotmail.com>

Colin Braley <braley.colin@gmail.com>

Cyrille Faucheux <cyrille.faucheux@gmail.com>

Daniel Harvey <danielharvey458@gmail.com>

David Coeurjolly <david.coeurjolly@liris.cnrs.fr>

Deniz Evrenci <denizevrenci@gmail.com>

Dominic Hamon <dma@stripysock.com> <dominic@google.com>

Dominik Czarnota <dominik.b.czarnota@gmail.com>

Dominik Korman <kormandominik@gmail.com>

Donald Aingworth <donalds_junk_mail@yahoo.com>

Eric Backus <eric_backus@alum.mit.edu>

Eric Fiselier <eric@efcs.ca>

Eugene Zhuk <eugene.zhuk@gmail.com>

Evgeny Safronov <division494@gmail.com>

Fanbo Meng <fanbo.meng@ibm.com>

Federico Ficarelli <federico.ficarelli@gmail.com>

Felix

 Homann <linuxaudio@showlabor.de>

Geoffrey Martin-Noble <gcmn@google.com> <gmngeoffrey@gmail.com>

Gerg Szitr <szitar.gergo@gmail.com>
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Hannes Hauswedell <h2@fsfe.org>

Ismael Jimenez Martinez <ismael.jimenez.martinez@gmail.com>

Jern-Kuan Leong <jernkuan@gmail.com>

JianXiong Zhou <zhoujianxiong2@gmail.com>

Joao Paulo Magalhaes <joaoppmagalhaes@gmail.com>

John Millikin <jmillikin@stripe.com>

Jordan Williams <jwillikers@protonmail.com>

Jussi Knuuttila <jussi.knuuttila@gmail.com>

Kai Wolf <kai.wolf@gmail.com>

Kaito Udagawa <umireon@gmail.com>

Kishan Kumar <kumar.kishan@outlook.com>

Lei Xu <eddyxu@gmail.com>

Matt Clarkson <mattyclarkson@gmail.com>

Maxim Vafin <maxvafin@gmail.com>

Nick Hutchinson <nshutchinson@gmail.com>

Norman Heino <norman.heino@gmail.com>

Oleksandr Sochka <sasha.sochka@gmail.com>

Ori Livneh <ori.livneh@gmail.com>

Pascal Leroy <phl@google.com>

Paul Redmond <paul.redmond@gmail.com>

Pierre Phaneuf <pphaneuf@google.com>

Radoslav Yovchev <radoslav.tm@gmail.com>

Raul Marin

 <rmrodriguez@cartodb.com>

Ray Glover <ray.glover@uk.ibm.com>

Robert Guo <robert.guo@mongodb.com>

Roman Lebedev <lebedev.ri@gmail.com>

Sayan Bhattacharjee <aero.sayan@gmail.com>

Shuo Chen <chenshuo@chenshuo.com>

Steven Wan <wan.yu@ibm.com>

Tobias Schmidt <tobias.schmidt@in.tum.de>

Tobias Ulvgrd <tobias.ulvgard@dirac.se>

Tom Madams <tom.ej.madams@gmail.com> <tmadams@google.com>

Yixuan Qiu <yixuanq@gmail.com>

Yusuke Suzuki <utatane.tea@gmail.com>

Zbigniew Skowron <zbychs@gmail.com>

Min-Yih Hsu <yihshyng223@gmail.com>

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)
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define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a2, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.uadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func64:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    not a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.uadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a3, a3, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a3, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    zext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 16

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.uadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 255

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.uadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 15

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 15

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    minu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul

 i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.uadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================
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University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2018 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimers in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

WITH THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=x86_64-linux-android -mattr=+mmx -enable-legalize-types-checking | FileCheck %s

;

; D31946

; Check that we dont end up with the ""LLVM ERROR: Cannot select" error.

; Additionally ensure that the output code actually put fp128 values in SSE registers.

 

declare fp128 @llvm.fabs.f128(fp128)

declare fp128 @llvm.copysign.f128(fp128, fp128)

 

define fp128 @TestSelect(fp128 %a, fp128 %b) {
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; CHECK-LABEL: TestSelect:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    pushq %rbx

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    subq $32, %rsp

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 48

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_offset %rbx, -16

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm1, {{[-0-9]+}}(%r{{[sb]}}p) # 16-byte Spill

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm0, (%rsp) # 16-byte Spill

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __gttf2@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    movl %eax, %ebx

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps (%rsp), %xmm0 # 16-byte Reload

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps {{[-0-9]+}}(%r{{[sb]}}p),

 %xmm1 # 16-byte Reload

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __subtf3@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    testl %ebx, %ebx

; CHECK-NEXT:    jg .LBB0_2

; CHECK-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xorps %xmm0, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; CHECK-NEXT:    addq $32, %rsp

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    popq %rbx

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 8

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %cmp = fcmp ogt fp128 %a, %b

 %sub = fsub fp128 %a, %b

 %res = select i1 %cmp, fp128 %sub, fp128 0xL00000000000000000000000000000000

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestFabs(fp128 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestFabs:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %res = call fp128 @llvm.fabs.f128(fp128 %a)

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestCopysign(fp128 %a, fp128 %b) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestCopysign:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    andps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:

    orps %xmm1, %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq
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 %res = call fp128 @llvm.copysign.f128(fp128 %a, fp128 %b)

 ret fp128 %res

}

 

define fp128 @TestFneg(fp128 %a) {

; CHECK-LABEL: TestFneg:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    pushq %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; CHECK-NEXT:    movaps %xmm0, %xmm1

; CHECK-NEXT:    callq __multf3@PLT

; CHECK-NEXT:    xorps {{\.?LCPI[0-9]+_[0-9]+}}(%rip), %xmm0

; CHECK-NEXT:    popq %rax

; CHECK-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 8

; CHECK-NEXT:    retq

 %mul = fmul fp128 %a, %a

 %res = fsub fp128 0xL00000000000000008000000000000000, %mul

 ret fp128 %res

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --include-generated-

funcs

; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s | FileCheck %s

; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s --try-experimental-debuginfo-iterators | FileCheck

%s

 

; This test checks that debug info is recognized as able to be extracted along

; with the other instructions, but is not included in the consolidated function.

 

define void @function1() !dbg !6 {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !17

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %a, metadata !9, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !17

 %b = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !18

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %b, metadata !11, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !18

 %c = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !19

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %c, metadata !12, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !19

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !20

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !21

 store

 i32 4, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !22

 %al = load i32, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !23

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %al, metadata !13, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !23

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !24

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %bl, metadata !15, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !24

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !25

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %cl, metadata !16, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !25

 ret void, !dbg !26

}
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define void @function2() !dbg !27 {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !35

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %a, metadata !29, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !35

 %b = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !36

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %b, metadata !30, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !36

 %c = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg !37

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr %c, metadata !31, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !37

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !38

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !39

  store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !40

 %al = load i32, ptr %a, align 4, !dbg !41

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %al, metadata !32, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !41

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b, align 4, !dbg !42

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %bl, metadata !33, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !42

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c, align 4, !dbg !43

 call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata i32 %cl, metadata !34, metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg !43

 ret void, !dbg !44

}

 

 

; Function Attrs: nounwind readnone speculatable willreturn

declare void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata, metadata, metadata) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nounwind readnone speculatable willreturn }

 

!llvm.dbg.cu = !{!0}

!llvm.debugify = !{!3, !4}

!llvm.module.flags = !{!5}

 

!0 = distinct !DICompileUnit(language: DW_LANG_C, file: !1, producer: "debugify", isOptimized: true,

runtimeVersion: 0, emissionKind: FullDebug, enums: !2)

!1 = !DIFile(filename: "legal-debug.ll", directory: "/")

!2 = !{}

!3 = !{i32 20}

!4 = !{i32 12}

!5

 = !{i32 2, !"Debug Info Version", i32 3}

!6 = distinct !DISubprogram(name: "function1", linkageName: "function1", scope: null, file: !1, line: 1, type: !7,

scopeLine: 1, spFlags: DISPFlagDefinition | DISPFlagOptimized, unit: !0, retainedNodes: !8)

!7 = !DISubroutineType(types: !2)

!8 = !{!9, !11, !12, !13, !15, !16}

!9 = !DILocalVariable(name: "1", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 1, type: !10)

!10 = !DIBasicType(name: "ty64", size: 64, encoding: DW_ATE_unsigned)

!11 = !DILocalVariable(name: "2", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 2, type: !10)

!12 = !DILocalVariable(name: "3", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 3, type: !10)

!13 = !DILocalVariable(name: "4", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 7, type: !14)
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!14 = !DIBasicType(name: "ty32", size: 32, encoding: DW_ATE_unsigned)

!15 = !DILocalVariable(name: "5", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 8, type: !14)

!16 = !DILocalVariable(name: "6", scope: !6, file: !1, line: 9, type: !14)

!17 = !DILocation(line: 1, column: 1, scope: !6)

!18 = !DILocation(line: 2, column: 1, scope:

 !6)

!19 = !DILocation(line: 3, column: 1, scope: !6)

!20 = !DILocation(line: 4, column: 1, scope: !6)

!21 = !DILocation(line: 5, column: 1, scope: !6)

!22 = !DILocation(line: 6, column: 1, scope: !6)

!23 = !DILocation(line: 7, column: 1, scope: !6)

!24 = !DILocation(line: 8, column: 1, scope: !6)

!25 = !DILocation(line: 9, column: 1, scope: !6)

!26 = !DILocation(line: 10, column: 1, scope: !6)

!27 = distinct !DISubprogram(name: "function2", linkageName: "function2", scope: null, file: !1, line: 11, type: !7,

scopeLine: 11, spFlags: DISPFlagDefinition | DISPFlagOptimized, unit: !0, retainedNodes: !28)

!28 = !{!29, !30, !31, !32, !33, !34}

!29 = !DILocalVariable(name: "7", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 11, type: !10)

!30 = !DILocalVariable(name: "8", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 12, type: !10)

!31 = !DILocalVariable(name: "9", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 13, type: !10)

!32 = !DILocalVariable(name: "10", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 17, type: !14)

!33 = !DILocalVariable(name: "11", scope:

 !27, file: !1, line: 18, type: !14)

!34 = !DILocalVariable(name: "12", scope: !27, file: !1, line: 19, type: !14)

!35 = !DILocation(line: 11, column: 1, scope: !27)

!36 = !DILocation(line: 12, column: 1, scope: !27)

!37 = !DILocation(line: 13, column: 1, scope: !27)

!38 = !DILocation(line: 14, column: 1, scope: !27)

!39 = !DILocation(line: 15, column: 1, scope: !27)

!40 = !DILocation(line: 16, column: 1, scope: !27)

!41 = !DILocation(line: 17, column: 1, scope: !27)

!42 = !DILocation(line: 18, column: 1, scope: !27)

!43 = !DILocation(line: 19, column: 1, scope: !27)

!44 = !DILocation(line: 20, column: 1, scope: !27)

; CHECK-LABEL: @function1(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG17:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[A]], metadata [[META9:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG17]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG18:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata

 ptr [[B]], metadata [[META11:![0-9]+]], metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG18]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG19:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[C]], metadata [[META12:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG19]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]]), !dbg [[DBG20:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void, !dbg [[DBG21:![0-9]+]]

;
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;

; CHECK-LABEL: @function2(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG30:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[A]], metadata [[META24:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG30]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG31:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[B]], metadata [[META25:![0-9]+]], metadata

!DIExpression()), !dbg [[DBG31]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4, !dbg [[DBG32:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:

    call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata ptr [[C]], metadata [[META26:![0-9]+]], metadata !DIExpression()), !dbg

[[DBG32]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]]), !dbg [[DBG33:![0-9]+]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void, !dbg [[DBG34:![0-9]+]]

;

;

; CHECK: @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[TMP0:%.*]], ptr [[TMP1:%.*]], ptr  [[TMP2:%.*]])

; CHECK:       entry_to_outline:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 2, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 3, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 4, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[AL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[BL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[CL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_AFTER_OUTLINE_EXITSTUB:%.*]]

;

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

clang-tidy CERT Files

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All clang-tidy files are licensed under the same terms as the rest of the LLVM

project with the following additions:

 

Any file referencing a CERT Secure Coding guideline:

Please allow this letter to serve as confirmation that open source projects on

http://llvm.org are permitted to link via hypertext to the CERT(R) secure coding

guidelines available at https://www.securecoding.cert.org.

 

The foregoing is permitted by the Terms of Use as follows:

"Linking to the Service

Because we update many of our Web documents regularly, we would prefer that you

link to our Web pages whenever possible rather than reproduce them. It is not

necessary to request permission to make referential hypertext links to The

Service."

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/legal/ip/index.cfm.

 

Please allow this letter to also confirm that no formal permission
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 is required

to reproduce the title of the content being linked to, nor to reproduce any

de Minimis description of such content.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================
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The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libclc library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this Software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
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FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBKB

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @brev8(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %val = call i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %val

}

 

; Test that rev8 is recognized as preserving zero extension.

define zeroext i16 @brev8_knownbits(i16 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_knownbits:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i16 %a to i64

 %val = call i64 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i64(i64 %zext)

 %trunc = trunc i64 %val to i16

 ret i16 %trunc

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)

 

define i64 @rev8_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: rev8_i64:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

  %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @brev8_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %val = call i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %val

}

 

; Test that rev8 is recognized as preserving zero extension.

define zeroext i16 @brev8_i32_knownbits(i16 zeroext %a) nounwind {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: brev8_i32_knownbits:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    brev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %zext = zext i16 %a to i32

 %val = call i32 @llvm.riscv.brev8.i32(i32 %zext)

 %trunc = trunc i32 %val to i16

 ret i16 %trunc

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext i32 @rev8_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: rev8_i32:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    rev8 a0, a0

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32

 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=amdgcn -mcpu=fiji < %s | FileCheck -check-prefixes=VI %s

 

; FIXME: This one should fold to rcp

define half @select_fneg_posk_src_rcp_f16(i32 %c, half %x, half %y) {

; VI-LABEL: select_fneg_posk_src_rcp_f16:

; VI:       ; %bb.0:

; VI-NEXT:    s_waitcnt vmcnt(0) expcnt(0) lgkmcnt(0)

; VI-NEXT:    v_rcp_f16_e64 v1, -v1

; VI-NEXT:    v_mov_b32_e32 v2, 0x4000

; VI-NEXT:    v_cmp_eq_u32_e32 vcc, 0, v0

; VI-NEXT:    v_cndmask_b32_e32 v0, v2, v1, vcc

; VI-NEXT:    s_setpc_b64 s[30:31]

 %cmp = icmp eq i32 %c, 0

 %rcp = call half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half %x)

 %fneg = fneg half %rcp

 %select = select i1 %cmp, half %fneg, half 2.0

 ret half %select

}

 

declare half @llvm.amdgcn.rcp.f16(half) #0

 

attributes #0 = { nocallback nofree nosync nounwind speculatable willreturn memory(none) }

Apache License 2.0

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBB-ZBKB,RV64ZBB

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefixes=CHECK,RV64ZBB-

ZBKB,RV64ZBKB

 

define signext i32 @andn_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_i32:
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; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %b, -1

 %and = and i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @andn_i64(i64 %a, i64

 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %b, -1

 %and = and i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define signext i32 @orn_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: orn_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: orn_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    orn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %b, -1

 %or = or i32 %neg, %a

 ret i32 %or

}

 

define i64 @orn_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: orn_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: orn_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:

    orn a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %b, -1

 %or = or i64 %neg, %a

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @xnor_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: xnor_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i32 %a, -1

 %xor = xor i32 %neg, %b

 ret i32 %xor

}

 

define i64 @xnor_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xnor_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: xnor_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    xnor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %neg = xor i64 %a, -1

 %xor = xor i64 %neg, %b

 ret i64 %xor

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32, i32, i32)

 

define signext i32 @rol_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a2, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    negw a2, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rol_i32, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rol_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a3, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a3, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

define signext

 i32 @rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 -2, i32 -2, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64, i64, i64)

 

define i64 @rol_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rol_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rol_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rol a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:  

  ret

 %or = tail call i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %or

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32, i32, i32)

 

define signext i32 @ror_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a2, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a2, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to ror_i32, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @ror_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32_nosext:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a3, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a3, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:  

  sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 %b)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

define signext i32 @ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a1, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i32_neg_constant_rhs:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rorw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 -2, i32 -2, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64, i64, i64)

 

define i64 @ror_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

;

 RV64I-LABEL: ror_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srl a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: ror_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ror a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %or = tail call i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %or

}

 

define signext i32 @rori_i32_fshl(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rori_i32_fshl, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rori_i32_fshl_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl_nosext:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshl_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshl.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}
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define signext i32 @rori_i32_fshr(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to rori_i32_fshr, but doesn't sign extend the result.

define void @rori_i32_fshr_nosext(i32

 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i32_fshr_nosext:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    roriw a0, a0, 31

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.fshr.i32(i32 %a, i32 %a, i32 31)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

; This test is similar to the type legalized version of the fshl/fshr tests, but

; instead of having the same input to both shifts it has different inputs. Make

; sure we don't match it as a roriw.

define signext i32 @not_rori_i32(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: not_rori_i32:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 31

; CHECK-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret
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 %a = shl

 i32 %x, 31

 %b = lshr i32 %y, 1

 %c = or i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %c

}

 

; This is similar to the type legalized roriw pattern, but the and mask is more

; than 32 bits so the lshr doesn't shift zeroes into the lower 32 bits. Make

; sure we don't match it to roriw.

define i64 @roriw_bug(i64 %x) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: roriw_bug:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 31

; CHECK-NEXT:    andi a2, a0, -2

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 1

; CHECK-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %a = shl i64 %x, 31

 %b = and i64 %x, 18446744073709551614

 %c = lshr i64 %b, 1

 %d = or i64 %a, %c

 %e = shl i64 %d, 32

 %f = ashr i64 %e, 32

 %g = xor i64 %b, %f ; to increase the use count on %b to disable SimplifyDemandedBits.

 ret i64 %g

}

 

define i64 @rori_i64_fshl(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i64_fshl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT: 

   or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i64_fshl:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i64 @llvm.fshl.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 63)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @rori_i64_fshr(i64 %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: rori_i64_fshr:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: rori_i64_fshr:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rori a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i64 @llvm.fshr.i64(i64 %a, i64 %a, i64 63)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @not_shl_one_i32(i32 signext %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: not_shl_one_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: not_shl_one_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1,

 -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rolw a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 1, %x

 %2 = xor i32 %1, -1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i64 @not_shl_one_i64(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: not_shl_one_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sll a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: not_shl_one_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    rol a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i64 1, %x
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 %2 = xor i64 %1, -1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define i8 @srli_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: srli_i8:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 62

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i8 %a, 6

 ret i8 %1

}

 

; We could use sext.b+srai, but slli+srai offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i8 @srai_i8(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:

    sraiw a0, a0, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 61

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: srai_i8:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 29

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

; We could use zext.h+srli, but slli+srli offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i16 @srli_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; CHECK-LABEL: srli_i16:

; CHECK:       # %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; CHECK-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 54

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i16 %a, 6
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 ret i16 %1

}

 

; We could use sext.h+srai, but slli+srai offers more opportunities for

; comppressed instructions.

define i16 @srai_i16(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai_i16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: srai_i16:

;

 RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 57

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBKB-LABEL: srai_i16:

; RV64ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 25

; RV64ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i16 %a, 9

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i1 @andn_seqz_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_seqz_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_seqz_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp eq i32 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_seqz_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_seqz_i64:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_seqz_i64:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp eq i64 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_snez_i32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_snez_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_snez_i32:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp ne i32 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

 

define i1 @andn_snez_i64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andn_snez_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-LABEL: andn_snez_i64:

;

 RV64ZBB-ZBKB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    andn a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0
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; RV64ZBB-ZBKB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, %b

 %cmpeq = icmp ne i64 %and, %b

 ret i1 %cmpeq

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64IM %s

 

define i32 @urem(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @urem_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

 RV64I-LABEL: urem_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem_constant_lhs:
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; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i32 10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:

    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, -8

; RV64IM-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, 8
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 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_pow2_2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_pow2_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 1048560

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_pow2_2:

; RV64IM:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 1048560

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 %a, 65536

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srem_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i32 -10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}
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define i64 @urem64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __umoddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL:

 urem64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @urem64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __umoddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remu a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @srem64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __moddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    rem a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @srem64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __moddi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem64_constant_lhs:

;

 RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    rem a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i64 -10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i8 @urem8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @urem8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IM-LABEL: urem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i8 10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

 

define i8 @srem8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw

 a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @srem8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i8 -10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

 

define i16 @urem16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addiw a2, a2, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @urem16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: urem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __umoddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: urem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = urem i16 10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @srem16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @srem16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srem16_constant_lhs:

;
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 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __moddi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: srem16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    remw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = srem i16 -10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=aarch64-apple-ios %s -o - | FileCheck %s

 

define <16 x double> @test_sitofp_fixed(<16 x i32> %in) {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_sitofp_fixed:

; CHECK:       ; %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v4, v0, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v0, v0, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v5, v1, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v6, v1, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v7, v2, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v16, v2, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll2.2d v17, v3, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    sshll.2d v18, v3, #0

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v1, v4, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v0, v0, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v3, v5, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v2, v6, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v4, v7, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v5, v16, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v7, v17, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v6, v18, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 

 %flt = sitofp <16 x i32> %in to <16 x double>

 %res = fdiv <16 x double> %flt, <double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0,
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 double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double

64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0>

 ret <16 x double> %res

}

 

; This one is small enough to satisfy isSimple, but still illegally large.

define <4 x double> @test_sitofp_fixed_shortish(<4 x i64> %in) {

; CHECK-LABEL: test_sitofp_fixed_shortish:

; CHECK:       ; %bb.0:

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v0, v0, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    scvtf.2d v1, v1, #6

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret

 

 

 %flt = sitofp <4 x i64> %in to <4 x double>

 %res = fdiv <4 x double> %flt, <double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0, double 64.0>

 ret <4 x double> %res

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

 

; These tests are each targeted at a particular RISC-V ALU instruction. Most

; other files in this folder exercise LLVM IR instructions that don't directly

; match a RISC-V instruction.

 

; Register-immediate instructions.

 

define i32 @addi(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: addi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i32 %a, 1

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slti(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slti:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slti a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp slt i32 %a, 2

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}
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define i32 @sltiu(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sltiu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltiu a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

 %1 = icmp ult i32 %a, 3

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @xori(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: xori:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = xor i32 %a, 4

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @ori(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ori:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ori a0, a0, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = or i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @andi(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: andi:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 6

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = and i32 %a, 6

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slli(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slli:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 %a, 7

 ret i32 %1

}
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define i32 @srli(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srli:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srai(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srai:

; RV64I:    

   # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 9

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, 9

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Register-register instructions

 

define i32 @add(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: add:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = add i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sub(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sub_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 -2, %a

 ret i32 %1

}
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define i32 @sll(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define

 i32 @sll_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll_shamt_zext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = shl i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sll_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sll_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = shl i32 -1, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @slt(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: slt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp slt i32 %a, %b

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @sltu(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sltu:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = icmp ult i32 %a,

 %b

 %2 = zext i1 %1 to i32

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define i32 @xor(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: xor:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = xor i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srl(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: srl:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define i32 @srl_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: srl_shamt_zext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @srl_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: srl_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srlw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 -1, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define

 i32 @sra(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sra:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Make sure we don't emit instructions to zero extend the shift amount to i64.

define i32 @sra_shamt_zext(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sra_shamt_zext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %shamt = add i32 %b, 1

 %1 = ashr i32 %a, %shamt

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sra_negative_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: sra_negative_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = ashr i32 2147483648, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @or(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL: or:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = or i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1
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}

 

define i32 @and(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

;

; RV64I-LABEL:

 and:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = and i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --include-generated-

funcs

; RUN: opt -S -passes=verify,iroutliner -ir-outlining-no-cost < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; This test checks that we do outline indirect calls when it is not specified

; that we should not.

 

declare void @f1(ptr, ptr);

declare void @f2(ptr, ptr);

 

define void @function1(ptr %func) {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4

 %b = alloca i32, align 4

 %c = alloca i32, align 4

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4

 store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4

 call void %func()

 %al = load i32, ptr %a

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b

 %cl = load i32, ptr %c

 ret void

}

 

define void @function2(ptr %func) {

entry:

 %a = alloca i32, align 4

 %b = alloca i32, align 4

 %c = alloca i32, align 4

 store i32 2, ptr %a, align 4

 store i32 3, ptr %b, align 4

 store i32 4, ptr %c, align 4

 call void %func()

 %al = load i32, ptr %a

 %bl = load i32, ptr %b
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 %cl = load i32, ptr %c

 ret void

}

;

 CHECK-LABEL: @function1(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]], ptr [[FUNC:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

;

; CHECK-LABEL: @function2(

; CHECK-NEXT:  entry:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = alloca i32, align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @outlined_ir_func_0(ptr [[A]], ptr [[B]], ptr [[C]], ptr [[FUNC:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

;

; CHECK-LABEL: define internal void  @outlined_ir_func_0(

; CHECK-NEXT:  newFuncRoot:

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_TO_OUTLINE:%.*]]

; CHECK:       entry_to_outline:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 2, ptr [[TMP0:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 3, ptr [[TMP1:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 4, ptr [[TMP2:%.*]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:

    call void [[TMP3:%.*]]()

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[AL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP0]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[BL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP1]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[CL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[TMP2]], align 4

; CHECK-NEXT:    br label [[ENTRY_AFTER_OUTLINE_EXITSTUB:%.*]]

; CHECK:       entry_after_outline.exitStub:

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+xtheadbb -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADBB

 

declare i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @ctlz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i32:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0,
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 a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB1_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:   

 and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16
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; RV64I-NEXT:    j .LBB1_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB1_3: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: log2_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, 31

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32

 %a, i1 false)

 %2 = sub i32 31, %1

 ret i32 %2

}

 

define signext i32 @log2_ceil_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li s0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2: # %cond.end

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, s0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: log2_ceil_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    li a1, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    subw a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sub i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 %3 = sub i32 32, %2

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @findLastSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: findLastSet_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a1, a0, 31, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a1, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    xori a1, a1,
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 31

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = xor i32 31, %1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 -1, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

define i32 @ctlz_lshr_i32(i32 signext %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    .cfi_offset ra, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not

 a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_lshr_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i32 %a, 1

 %2 = call i32 @llvm.ctlz.i32(i32 %1, i1 false)

 ret i32 %2

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @ctlz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB5_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 349525

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, 1365

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a2, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a2,

 a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 209715

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 819

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 61681

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -241

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 4112

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 257

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB5_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ctlz_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.ctlz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32, i1)

 

define signext i32 @cttz_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i32:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB6_2

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI6_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  .LBB6_2:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBB-LABEL: cttz_i32:

; RV64ZBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ctzw a0, a0
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; RV64ZBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 false)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define

 signext i32 @cttz_zero_undef_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_zero_undef_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI7_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define signext i32 @findFirstSet_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {
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; RV64I-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: findFirstSet_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI8_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:

    snez a1, s0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %3 = select i1 %2, i32 -1, i32 %1

 ret i32 %3

}

 

define signext i32 @ffs_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: ffs_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    mv s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    negw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, s0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, 30667

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1329

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 27
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI9_0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    seqz a1, s0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i32 @llvm.cttz.i32(i32 %a, i1 true)

 %2 = add i32 %1, 1

 %3 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0

 %4 = select i1 %3, i32 0, i32 %2

 ret i32 %4

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64, i1)

 

define i64 @cttz_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI10_0)(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __muldi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 58

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, %lo(.LCPI10_1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: cttz_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB10_2

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %cond.false

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    addi a1, a0, -1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    not a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ff1 a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a1, 64

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:  .LBB10_2:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    li a0, 64

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.cttz.i64(i64 %a, i1 false)

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define signext

 i32 @sextb_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sextb_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 7, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 24

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 24

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sextb_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sextb_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 7, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 56
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 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 56

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL:

 sexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 16

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define signext i32 @no_sexth_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: no_sexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 17

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: no_sexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 17

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i32 %a, 17

 %shr = ashr exact i32 %shl, 16

 ret i32 %shr

}

 

define i64 @sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: sexth_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.ext a0, a0, 15, 0
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; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 48

 %shr = ashr

 exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define i64 @no_sexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: no_sexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 49

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: no_sexth_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 49

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 48

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %shl = shl i64 %a, 49

 %shr = ashr exact i64 %shl, 48

 ret i64 %shr

}

 

define i32 @zexth_i32(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zexth_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i32 %a, 65535

 ret i32 %and

}

 

define i64 @zexth_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zexth_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zexth_i64:
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; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 15, 0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %a, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @zext_bf_i64(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_bf_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 47

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zext_bf_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.extu a0, a0, 16, 1

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i64 %a, 1

 %and = and i64 %1, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

define i64 @zext_i64_srliw(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: zext_i64_srliw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: zext_i64_srliw:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 16

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = lshr i64 %a, 16

 %and = and i64 %1, 65535

 ret i64 %and

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32)

 

define signext

 i32 @bswap_i32(i32 signext %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2
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; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a2, a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slliw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i32:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.revw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 ret i32 %1

}

 

; Similar to bswap_i32 but the result is not sign extended.

define void @bswap_i32_nosext(i32 signext %a, ptr %x) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a2, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a3, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a3, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw

 a4, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a2, a2, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i32_nosext:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.revw a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    sw a0, 0(a1)

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = tail call i32 @llvm.bswap.i32(i32 %a)

 store i32 %1, ptr %x

 ret void

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64)
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define i64 @bswap_i64(i64 %a) {

; RV64I-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -256

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a1, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a4, 4080

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a3, a3, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a5, a0, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli

 a5, a5, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a5, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a1, a3, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a4, a0, a4

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a4, a4, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a3, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a3, a3, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a3, a4, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 40

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADBB-LABEL: bswap_i64:

; RV64XTHEADBB:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    th.rev a0, a0

; RV64XTHEADBB-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = call i64 @llvm.bswap.i64(i64 %a)

 ret i64 %1

}

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=s390x-linux-gnu -mcpu=zEC12 -verify-machineinstrs | FileCheck %s

;

; Test that early if conversion produces LOCR with operands of the right

; register classes.

 

define void @autogen_SD4739(ptr) {

; CHECK-NOT: Expected a GR32Bit register, but got a GRX32Bit register

BB:

 %L34 = load i8, ptr %0

 %Cmp56 = icmp sgt i8 undef, %L34
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 br label %CF246

 

CF246:                                            ; preds = %CF246, %BB

 %Sl163 = select i1 %Cmp56, i8 %L34, i8 undef

 br i1 undef, label %CF246, label %CF248

 

CF248:                                            ; preds = %CF248, %CF246

 store i8 %Sl163, ptr %0

 br label %CF248

}

; RUN: llc -march=hexagon -hexagon-hvx-widen=32 < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; Truncating a type-to-be-widenened to a legal type (v8i8).

; Check that this compiles successfully.

; CHECK-LABEL: f0:

; CHECK: dealloc_return

 

target datalayout = "e-m:e-p:32:32:32-a:0-n16:32-i64:64:64-i32:32:32-i16:16:16-i1:8:8-f32:32:32-f64:64:64-

v32:32:32-v64:64:64-v512:512:512-v1024:1024:1024-v2048:2048:2048"

target triple = "hexagon"

 

define dllexport void @f0(ptr %a0) local_unnamed_addr #0 {

b0:

 %v0 = load i8, ptr undef, align 1

 %v1 = zext i8 %v0 to i16

 %v2 = add i16 0, %v1

 %v3 = icmp sgt i16 %v2, 1

 %v4 = select i1 %v3, i16 %v2, i16 1

 %v5 = udiv i16 -32768, %v4

 %v6 = zext i16 %v5 to i32

 %v7 = insertelement <8 x i32> undef, i32 %v6, i32 0

 %v8 = shufflevector <8 x i32> %v7, <8 x i32> undef, <8 x i32> zeroinitializer

 %v9 = load <8 x i16>, ptr undef, align 2

 %v10 = sext <8 x i16> %v9 to <8 x i32>

 %v11 = mul nsw <8 x i32> %v8, %v10

 %v12 = add nsw <8 x i32> %v11, <i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384,

 i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384, i32 16384>

 %v13 = lshr <8 x i32> %v12, <i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15, i32 15>

 %v14 = trunc <8 x i32> %v13 to <8 x i8>

 %v15 = getelementptr inbounds i8, ptr %a0, i32 undef

 store <8 x i8> %v14, ptr %v15, align 1

 ret void

}

 

attributes #0 = { "target-features"="+hvx,+hvx-length128b" }

; RUN: llc -O3 -mtriple=powerpc-unknown-linux-gnu -mcpu=e500 -mattr=spe < %s | FileCheck %s

 

; PowerPC SPE is a rare in-tree target that has the FP_TO_SINT node marked
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; as Legal.

 

; Verify that fptosi(42.1) isn't simplified when the rounding mode is

; unknown.

; Verify that no gross errors happen.

; CHECK-LABEL: @f20

; COMMON: cfdctsiz

define i32 @f20(double %a) strictfp {

entry:

 %result = call i32 @llvm.experimental.constrained.fptosi.i32.f64(double 42.1,

                                              metadata !"fpexcept.strict")

                                              strictfp

 ret i32 %result

}

 

@llvm.fp.env = thread_local global i8 zeroinitializer, section "llvm.metadata"

declare i32 @llvm.experimental.constrained.fptosi.i32.f64(double, metadata)

Copyright (c) 2019 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_analyze_test_checks.py

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx2 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,AVX

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,AVX512VL256

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,-prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=AVX512VL512

; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+avx512bw,+avx512dq,+prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=VEC256,SKX256
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; RUN: opt < %s  -passes="print<cost-model>" 2>&1 -disable-output -mtriple=x86_64-apple-macosx10.8.0 -

mattr=+avx512vl,+avx512bw,+avx512dq,-prefer-256-bit | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=SKX512

 

define

 void @zext256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext256'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext256'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext256'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction:

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext256'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x
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i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @zext512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32>

 undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost
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 of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext512'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext512'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8

 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext512'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = zext <16

 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = zext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = zext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = zext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %D = zext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = zext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void
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}

 

define void @sext256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef

 to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext256'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext256'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an

 estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>
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; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @sext512() "min-legal-vector-width"="512" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to
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<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext512'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8

x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to

<8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost

 of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to

<32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext512'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext512'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %D = sext <16 x i8> undef to <16 x
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i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = sext <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i64>

 %B = sext <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i64>

 %C = sext <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i64>

 %D = sext <16 x i8>

 undef to <16 x i32>

 %E = sext <16 x i16> undef to <16 x i32>

 %F = sext <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i16>

 ret void

}

 

define void @trunc256() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; VEC256-LABEL: 'trunc256'

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i32>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i16>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i16>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x

i8>

; VEC256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'trunc256'

;

 AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef

to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void
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;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'trunc256'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 2 for instruction: %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret void

;

 %A = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i32>

 %B = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i16>

 %C = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i8>

 %D = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i16>

 %E = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i8>

 %F = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x i8>

 ret void

}

 

define i32 @zext256_vXi1() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found

 an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x
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i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef

 to <64 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 12 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 24 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 6 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 12 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 25 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1>
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undef to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 50 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of

 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i8

 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef

to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef

to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 19 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x
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i64>

;

 SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction:

 %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'zext256_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost

 Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x
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i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = zext

 <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %V2i64 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

 %V4i64 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

 %V8i64 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

 

 %V2i32 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

 %V4i32 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

 %V8i32 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i32>

 %V16i32 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

 

 %V2i16 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

 %V4i16 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

 %V8i16 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

 %V16i16 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

 %V32i16 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i16>

 

 %V2i8 = zext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

 %V4i8 = zext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

 %V8i8 = zext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

 %V16i8 = zext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

 %V32i8 = zext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i8>

 %V64i8 = zext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>
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 ret i32 undef

}

 

define i32 @sext256_vXi1()

 "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost

 of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i16>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for

 instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x

i8>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'
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; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction:

 %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 20 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 5 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 10 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i8>

;

 AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 21 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 42 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef
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to <4 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i64>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1>

undef to <16 x i32>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef

to <2 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef

to <4 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef

to <8 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i16 =

 sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 7 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1>

undef to <32 x i16>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to

<2 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to

<4 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to

<8 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef

to <16 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 7 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef

to <32 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 15 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1>

undef to <64 x i8>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32
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; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef

 to <8 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8

 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'sext256_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i64>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x
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i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i32>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model:

 Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to

<16 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to

<32 x i16>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x

i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16

x i8>

;

 SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64

x i8>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %I64 = sext i1 undef to i64

 %V2i64 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i64>

 %V4i64 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i64>

 %V8i64 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i64>

 

 %I32 = sext i1 undef to i32

 %V2i32 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i32>

 %V4i32 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i32>

 %V8i32 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i32>

 %V16i32 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i32>

 

 %I16 = sext i1 undef to i16

 %V2i16 = sext <2 x i1> undef to <2 x i16>

 %V4i16 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i16>

 %V8i16 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i16>

 %V16i16 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i16>

 %V32i16 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i16>
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 %I8 = sext i1 undef to i8

 %V2i8 = sext <2

 x i1> undef to <2 x i8>

 %V4i8 = sext <4 x i1> undef to <4 x i8>

 %V8i8 = sext <8 x i1> undef to <8 x i8>

 %V16i8 = sext <16 x i1> undef to <16 x i8>

 %V32i8 = sext <32 x i1> undef to <32 x i8>

 %V64i8 = sext <64 x i1> undef to <64 x i8>

 

 ret i32 undef

}

 

define i32 @trunc_vXi1() "min-legal-vector-width"="256" {

; AVX-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to <32

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64

 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to <32

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to <64

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated

 cost of 0 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to <16

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32

x i1>
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; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to <64

x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 1 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to <16 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x

i1>

; AVX-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL256-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model:

 Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 16 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an

 estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 16 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16>

undef to <32 x i1>
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; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 32 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef

to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef

to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef

to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of

 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; AVX512VL512-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction:

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32>

undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32>

undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16>

undef to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction:

 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16>

undef to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16>
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undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef

to <2 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef

to <4 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef

to <8 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 3 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x

 i8> undef to <16 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8>

undef to <32 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8>

undef to <64 x i1>

; AVX512VL512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX256-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 9 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction:
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 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 8 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x

i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:

  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX256-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

; SKX512-LABEL: 'trunc_vXi1'

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 11 for instruction: %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction:

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to

<64 x i1>
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; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4

x i1>

;

 SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8

x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to

<32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 4 for instruction: %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x

i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x

i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x

i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to

<16 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for

 instruction: %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 2 for instruction: %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to

<64 x i1>

; SKX512-NEXT:  Cost Model: Found an estimated cost of 0 for instruction: ret i32 undef

;

 %V2i64 = trunc <2 x i64> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i64 = trunc <4 x i64> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i64 = trunc <8 x i64> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i64 = trunc <16 x i64> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i64 = trunc <32 x i64> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i64 = trunc <64 x i64> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 %V2i32 = trunc <2 x i32> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i32 = trunc <4 x i32> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i32 = trunc <8 x i32> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i32 = trunc <16 x i32> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i32 = trunc <32 x i32> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i32 = trunc <64 x i32> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 %V2i16 = trunc <2 x i16> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i16 = trunc <4 x i16> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i16 = trunc <8 x i16> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i16 = trunc <16 x i16> undef to

 <16 x i1>

 %V32i16 = trunc <32 x i16> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i16 = trunc <64 x i16> undef to <64 x i1>
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 %V2i8 = trunc <2 x i8> undef to <2 x i1>

 %V4i8 = trunc <4 x i8> undef to <4 x i1>

 %V8i8 = trunc <8 x i8> undef to <8 x i1>

 %V16i8 = trunc <16 x i8> undef to <16 x i1>

 %V32i8 = trunc <32 x i8> undef to <32 x i1>

 %V64i8 = trunc <64 x i8> undef to <64 x i1>

 

 ret i32 undef

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such
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 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and
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prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libc++abi library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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2cc784086c8a087e4008cc9f558624bd

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:
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1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2019 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

add_lldb_library(lldbPluginObjectContainerBSDArchive PLUGIN

 ObjectContainerBSDArchive.cpp

 

 LINK_LIBS

   lldbCore

   lldbHost

   lldbSymbol

 LINK_COMPONENTS

   Support

 )

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define i32 @func32(i32 %x, i32 %y, i32 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL:

 func32:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mulw a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i32 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.sadd.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %a)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

define i64 @func64(i64 %x, i64 %y, i64 %z) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a2, a2, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a1, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i64 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.sadd.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %z)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

define i16 @func16(i16 %x, i16 %y, i16 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.h a1, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i16 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.sadd.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %a)

 ret i16 %tmp

}

 

define i8 @func8(i8 %x, i8 %y, i8 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a0, a0

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sext.b a1, a1

;

 RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i8 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.sadd.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %a)

 ret i8 %tmp

}

 

define i4 @func4(i4 %x, i4 %y, i4 %z) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64I-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func4:

; RV64IZbb:       #

 %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    mul a1, a1, a2
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 28

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %a = mul i4 %y, %z

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.sadd.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %a)

 ret i4 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64IM %s

 

define i32 @udiv(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @udiv_constant(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 udiv_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 32
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; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 838861

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -819

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 34

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @udiv_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 3

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @udiv_constant_lhs(i32

 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv_constant_lhs:
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; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i32 10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __udivdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64_constant(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:

    tail __udivdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 838861

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -819

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i64 %a, 5

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @udiv64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __udivdi3

;
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; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divu a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    call

 __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a1, a1, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_constant(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 205
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_pow2(i8 %a) nounwind

 {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 59

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 56

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 59

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 %a, 8

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @udiv8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 255

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 255

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i8 10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16:
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;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a2, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16_constant(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 52429

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 4

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a0, a0, 18

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, 5
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 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16_pow2(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 51

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 51

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 %a, 8

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @udiv16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: udiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 48

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a0, 10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __udivdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: udiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divuw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = udiv i16 10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, %b

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_constant(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_constant:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 419430

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, 1639

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 33

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 5

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_pow2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29
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; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0,

 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 29

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 3

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 8

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_pow2_2(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_pow2_2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_pow2_2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 %a, 65536

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i32 @sdiv_constant_lhs(i32 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded

 Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i32 -10, %a

 ret i32 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 %a, %b

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64_constant(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, %hi(.LCPI21_0)

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(.LCPI21_0)(a1)

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 %a,

 5

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @sdiv64_constant_lhs(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 10
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; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i64 10, %a

 ret i64 %1

}

 

; Although this sdiv has two sexti32 operands, it shouldn't compile to divw on

; RV64M as that wouldn't produce the correct result for e.g. INT_MIN/-1.

 

define i64 @sdiv64_sext_operands(i32 %a, i32 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv64_sext_operands:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    tail __divdi3

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv64_sext_operands:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sext.w a1, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    div a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sext i32 %a to i64

 %2 = sext i32 %b to

 i64

 %3 = sdiv i64 %1, %2

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8(i8 %a, i8 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, %b

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_constant(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:

    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, 103

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 9

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 48

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a0, a0, 63

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, 5

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_pow2(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 49

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61
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; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 27

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a0,

 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 49

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 27

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 %a, 8

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i8 @sdiv8_constant_lhs(i8 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 24

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv8_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 24

; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i8 -10, %a

 ret i8 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16(i16 %a, i16 %b) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 sdiv16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, %b

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_constant(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 5

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_constant:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    lui a1, 6

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, 1639

; RV64IM-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    srliw a1, a0, 31

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 17

; RV64IM-NEXT:    addw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret
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 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, 5

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_pow2(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_pow2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 33

; RV64I-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 19

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_pow2:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a1, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 33

;

 RV64IM-NEXT:    srli a1, a1, 61

; RV64IM-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 19

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 %a, 8

 ret i16 %1

}

 

define i16 @sdiv16_constant_lhs(i16 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sdiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a1, a0, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -10

; RV64I-NEXT:    call __divdi3

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IM-LABEL: sdiv16_constant_lhs:

; RV64IM:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IM-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 16

; RV64IM-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 16
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; RV64IM-NEXT:    li a1, -10

; RV64IM-NEXT:    divw a0, a1, a0

; RV64IM-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = sdiv i16 -10, %a

 ret i16 %1

}

LLVM System Interface Library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Part of the LLVM Project, under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions.

See https://llvm.org/LICENSE.txt for license information.

SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0 WITH LLVM-exception

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License
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conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the
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     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional
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 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled
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 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The software contained in this directory tree is dual licensed under both the

University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of

this code you may choose to use it under either license.  As a contributor,

you agree to allow your code to be used under both.  The full text of the

relevant licenses is included below.

 

In addition, a license agreement from the copyright/patent holders of the

software contained in this directory tree is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright

 (c) 1997-2019 Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

   OpenMP Runtime Team

   Intel Corporation
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   http://www.openmprtl.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of Intel Corporation OpenMP Runtime

 Team nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2019 Intel Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Intel Corporation

 

Software Grant License Agreement ("Agreement")

 

Except for the license granted herein to you, Intel Corporation ("Intel")

 reserves

all right, title, and interest in and to the Software (defined below).

 

Definition

 

"Software" means the code and documentation as well as any original work of

authorship, including any modifications or additions to an existing work, that

is intentionally submitted by Intel to llvm.org (http://llvm.org) ("LLVM") for

inclusion in, or documentation of, any of the products owned or managed by LLVM

(the "Work"). For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of

electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to LLVM or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are

managed by, or on behalf of, LLVM for the purpose of discussing and improving

the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked otherwise.

 

1. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

  Agreement, Intel hereby grants to you and to recipients

 of the Software

  distributed by LLVM a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

  royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative

  works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Software and such derivative works.

 

2. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

  Agreement, Intel hereby grants you and to recipients of the Software

  distributed by LLVM a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

  royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license

  to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer

  the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by Intel that are necessarily infringed by Intel's Software alone or by

  combination of the Software with the Work to which such Software was

  submitted. If any entity institutes patent litigation against Intel or any

  other entity (including

 a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

  that Intel's Software, or the Work to which Intel has contributed constitutes

  direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted
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  to that entity under this Agreement for the Software or Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, the software is

provided on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --version 3

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64I

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+xventanacondops \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XVENTANACONDOPS

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+xtheadcondmov \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64XTHEADCONDMOV

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -target-abi=lp64f -mattr=+f,+zbs,+zicond \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 < %s | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZICOND

 

define i64 @zero1(i64 %rs1, i1 zeroext %rc) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a1, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       #
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 %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2(i64 %rs1, i1 zeroext %rc) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    czero.nez a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero_singlebit1(i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, a1, -1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    lui a2, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, zero, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero_singlebit1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and

 i64 %rs2, 4096

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero_singlebit2(i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 51

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 51

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero_singlebit2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a1, 12

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs2, 4096

  %rc = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %add, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1,

 i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1
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; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %add, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %add

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @add4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: add4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: add4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: add4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: add4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %add = add i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %add

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @sub1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sub1:
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sub1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sub = sub i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %sub, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @sub2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sub2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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 %sub = sub i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %sub

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %or, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select

 i1 %rc, i64 %or, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @or3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %or

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @or4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: or4:

; RV64I:   

    # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: or4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: or4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: or4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %or = or i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %or

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL:

 xor1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor1:
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %xor, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    neg a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %xor, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor3:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %xor

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @xor4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:
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    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: xor4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %xor = xor i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %xor

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and1(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB18_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB18_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and1:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %and, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @and2(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB19_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB19_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %and, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and3(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB20_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB20_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and3:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and3:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    th.mvnez a2, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and3:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %and

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @and4(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: and4:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB21_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a2, a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB21_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: and4:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: and4:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: and4:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    and a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %and = and i64 %rs1, %rs2

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs2, i64 %and

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @basic(i1 zeroext %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: basic:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB22_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB22_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: basic:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: basic:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: basic:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq:
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; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a1, .LBB23_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB23_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL:

 seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a1, .LBB24_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB24_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setgt(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB25_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB25_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setgt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sgt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setge(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setge:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB26_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB26_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setge:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setge:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setge:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sge i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setlt(i64 %a, i64 %b,

 i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB27_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB27_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setlt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

 %rc = icmp slt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setle(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setle:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB28_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB28_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setle:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setle:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setle:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1,

 a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp sle i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setugt(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a1, a0, .LBB29_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB29_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setugt:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ugt i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setuge(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB30_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB30_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setuge:

;

 RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setuge:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp uge i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setult(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setult:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB31_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB31_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setult:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setult:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setult:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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 %rc = icmp ult i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setule(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setule:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a2, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB32_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setule:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setule:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setule:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ule i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB33_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:
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; RV64I-NEXT:

    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB33_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64I-NEXT:

  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB34_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:

    li a3, 123

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB35_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB35_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -123

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

  %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 123

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, 456

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a3, .LBB36_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB36_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:

       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -456

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 456

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    bseti a3, zero, 11

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB37_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB37_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB38_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a3, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    bne a0, a3, .LBB39_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a1, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB39_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, a2, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL:

 zero1_seteq:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne(i64 %a, i64 %b, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:

    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a2, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv

 a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne_zero(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {
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; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_zero:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

  %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 0

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 231

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -231

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_seteq_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -546

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, 546

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -321

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz

 a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, 321

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne_constant(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 654

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -654

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}
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define i64 @zero2_seteq_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_seteq_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori

 a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp eq i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero1_setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero1_setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 0

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define i64 @zero2_setne_neg2048(i64 %a, i64 %rs1) {

; RV64I-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: zero2_setne_neg2048:

; RV64ZICOND:      

 # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, -2048

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = icmp ne i64 %a, -2048

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 0, i64 %rs1
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 ret i64 %sel

}

 

define void @sextw_removal_maskc(i1 %c, i32 signext %arg, i32 signext %arg1) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and s1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64I-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp)

 # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc s1, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte

 Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz s1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w a0, s1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  

  bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskc:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz s1, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB56_1: # %bb2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB56_1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.2:

 # %bb7

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %i = select i1 %c, i32 %arg, i32 0

 br label %bb2

 

bb2:                                              ; preds = %bb2, %bb

 %i3 = phi i32 [ %i, %bb ], [ %i5, %bb2 ]

 %i4 = tail call signext i32 @bar(i32 signext %i3)

 %i5 = shl i32 %i3, %arg1

 %i6 = icmp eq i32 %i4, 0

 br i1 %i6, label %bb7, label %bb2

 

bb7:                                              ; preds = %bb2

 ret void

}

declare signext i32 @bar(i32 signext)

 

define void @sextw_removal_maskcn(i1 %c, i32 signext %arg, i32 signext %arg1) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s1,

 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a0, a0, -1

; RV64I-NEXT:    and s1, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64I-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64I-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn s1, a1, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv s1, a1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez s1, zero, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w a0, s1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: sextw_removal_maskcn:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sd s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez s1, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB57_1: # %bb2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    # =>This Inner Loop Header: Depth=1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bar

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sllw s1, s1, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bnez a0, .LBB57_1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.2: # %bb7

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 24(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 16(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s1, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %i = select i1 %c, i32 0, i32 %arg

 br label %bb2

 

bb2:                                              ; preds = %bb2, %bb

 %i3 = phi i32 [ %i, %bb ], [ %i5, %bb2 ]

 %i4 = tail call signext i32 @bar(i32 signext %i3)

 %i5 = shl i32 %i3, %arg1

 %i6 = icmp eq i32

 %i4, 0

 br i1 %i6, label %bb7, label %bb2

 

bb7:                                              ; preds = %bb2

 ret void

}

 

define i32 @setune_32(float %a, float %b, i32 %rs1, i32 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a2, .LBB58_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB58_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mvnez a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setune_32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = fcmp une float %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i32 %rs1, i32 %rs2

 ret i32 %sel

}

 

define i64 @setune_64(float %a, float %b, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2) {

; RV64I-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a2, .LBB59_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB59_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a1, a1, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn a0, a0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:

    th.mvnez a0, a1, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: setune_64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    feq.s a2, fa0, fa1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %rc = fcmp une float %a, %b

 %sel = select i1 %rc, i64 %rs1, i64 %rs2

 ret i64 %sel

}

 

; Test that we can ComputeNumSignBits across basic blocks when the live out is

; RISCVISD::SELECT_CC. There should be no slli+srai or sext.h in the output.

define signext i16 @numsignbits(i16 signext %0, i16 signext %1, i16 signext %2, i16 signext %3) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a3

; RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB60_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv s0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB60_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a2, a2, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskcn s0, a3, a0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    or s0, s0, a2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    mv a0, s0
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; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: numsignbits:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    th.mveqz a2, a3, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    sext.w s0, a2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 numsignbits:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez s0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or s0, s0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a1, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    call bat

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB60_2:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, s0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld s0, 0(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %5 = icmp eq i16 %0, 0

 %6 = select i1 %5, i16 %3, i16 %2

 %7 = icmp eq i16 %1, 0

 br i1 %7, label %9, label %8
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8:                                                ; preds = %4

 tail call void @bat(i16 signext %6)

 br label %9

 

9:                                                ; preds = %8, %4

  ret i16 %6

}

 

declare void @bat(i16 signext)

 

define i64 @single_bit(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 53

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 1024

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 53

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: single_bit:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    andi a1, a0, 1024

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %and = and i64 %x, 1024

 %tobool.not = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %cond =

 select i1 %tobool.not, i64 0, i64 %x

 ret i64 %cond

}

 

; Test to fold select with single bit check to (and (sra (shl x))).

define i64 @single_bit2(i64 %x) {

; RV64I-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %entry
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; RV64I-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 52

; RV64I-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64I-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    bexti a1, a0, 11

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    vt.maskc a0, a0, a1

; RV64XVENTANACONDOPS-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    slli a1, a0, 52

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    srai a1, a1, 63

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    and a0, a1, a0

; RV64XTHEADCONDMOV-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: single_bit2:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bexti a1, a0, 11

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

  %and = and i64 %x, 2048

 %tobool.not = icmp eq i64 %and, 0

 %cond = select i1 %tobool.not, i64 0, i64 %x

 ret i64 %cond

}

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work
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 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 Polly Team

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   Polly Team
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the Polly Team, copyright holders, nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work

 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including
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 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License
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Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

  

 http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of

 the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck -check-prefix=RV64I %s

 

; Check indexed and unindexed, sext, zext and anyext loads

 

define dso_local i64 @lb(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lb:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lb a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i8 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lh(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lh:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh a1, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lh zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 2

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i16 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection
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  %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lw(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw a1, 12(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lw zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i32 3

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i32 %2 to i64

 ; the unused load will produce an anyext for selection

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 ret i64 %3

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lbu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lbu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 4(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %a, i32 4

 %2 = load i8, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i8 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i8, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i8 %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lhu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lhu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a1, 10(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lhu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:

    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i16, ptr %a, i32 5

 %2 = load i16, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i16 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i16, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i16 %4 to i64
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 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

define dso_local i64 @lwu(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: lwu:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a1, 24(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lwu a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i32, ptr %a, i32 6

 %2 = load i32, ptr %1

 %3 = zext i32 %2 to i64

 %4 = load volatile i32, ptr %a

 %5 = zext i32 %4 to i64

 %6 = add i64 %3, %5

 ret i64 %6

}

 

; 64-bit loads and stores

 

define dso_local i64 @ld(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ld:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, 80(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i32 10

 %2 = load i64, ptr %1

 %3 = load volatile i64, ptr %a

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define dso_local void @sd(ptr %a, i64 %b)

 nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: sd:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 88(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 store i64 %b, ptr %a

 %1 = getelementptr i64, ptr %a, i32 11

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}
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; Check load and store to an i1 location

define dso_local i64 @load_sext_zext_anyext_i1(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: load_sext_zext_anyext_i1:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 ; sextload i1

 %1 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i1, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i1 %2 to i64

 ; zextload i1

 %4 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 2

 %5 = load i1, ptr %4

 %6 = zext i1 %5 to i64

 %7 = add i64 %3, %6

 ; extload i1 (anyext). Produced as the load is unused.

 %8 = load volatile i1, ptr %a

 ret i64 %7

}

 

define dso_local i16 @load_sext_zext_anyext_i1_i16(ptr %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: load_sext_zext_anyext_i1_i16:

;

 RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a1, 1(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu a2, 2(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    lbu zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a2, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 ; sextload i1

 %1 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 1

 %2 = load i1, ptr %1

 %3 = sext i1 %2 to i16

 ; zextload i1

 %4 = getelementptr i1, ptr %a, i32 2

 %5 = load i1, ptr %4

 %6 = zext i1 %5 to i16

 %7 = add i16 %3, %6

 ; extload i1 (anyext). Produced as the load is unused.

 %8 = load volatile i1, ptr %a

 ret i16 %7

}

 

; Check load and store to a global

@G = dso_local global i64 0
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define dso_local i64 @ld_sd_global(i64 %a) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: ld_sd_global:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, %hi(G)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a1, %lo(G)(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a3, a2, %lo(G)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, %lo(G)(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld zero, 72(a3)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a0, 72(a3)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = load volatile i64, ptr @G

 store i64 %a, ptr @G

 %2 = getelementptr

 i64, ptr @G, i64 9

 %3 = load volatile i64, ptr %2

 store i64 %a, ptr %2

 ret i64 %1

}

 

define i64 @lw_near_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 9(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @st_near_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: st_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a0, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 9(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

define i64 @lw_sw_near_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_near_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 9(a2)
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 9(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 257

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define

 i64 @lw_far_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, -8(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

define void @st_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: st_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, -8(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

define i64 @lw_sw_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, -8(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, -8(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 4095

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw
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 into the load offset. The sign extend of the

; addiw is required.

define i64 @lw_really_far_local(ptr %a)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw into the store offset. The sign extend of

; the addiw is required.

define void @st_really_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: st_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret void

}

 

; Make sure we don't fold the addiw into the load/store offset. The sign extend

; of the addiw is required.

define

 i64 @lw_sw_really_far_local(ptr %a, i64 %b)  {

; RV64I-LABEL: lw_sw_really_far_local:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a2, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a2, a2, -2048

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a2

; RV64I-NEXT:    ld a0, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

 %1 = getelementptr inbounds i64, ptr %a, i64 268435200

 %2 = load volatile i64, ptr %1

 store i64 %b, ptr %1

 ret i64 %2

}
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%struct.quux = type { i32, [0 x i8] }

 

; Make sure we don't remove the addi and fold the C from

; (add (addi FrameIndex, C), X) into the store address.

; FrameIndex cannot be the operand of an ADD. We must keep the ADDI.

define void @addi_fold_crash(i64 %arg) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: addi_fold_crash:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0: # %bb

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, -16

; RV64I-NEXT:    sd ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Spill

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi a1, sp, 4

; RV64I-NEXT:    add a0, a1, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    sb zero, 0(a0)

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    call snork

; RV64I-NEXT:

    ld ra, 8(sp) # 8-byte Folded Reload

; RV64I-NEXT:    addi sp, sp, 16

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

bb:

 %tmp = alloca %struct.quux, align 8

 %tmp1 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.quux, ptr %tmp, i64 0, i32 1

 %tmp2 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.quux, ptr %tmp, i64 0, i32 1, i64 %arg

 store i8 0, ptr %tmp2, align 1

 call void @snork(ptr %tmp1)

 ret void

}

 

declare void @snork(ptr)

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_test_checks.py UTC_ARGS: --function-signature --

scrub-attributes

; RUN: opt -S -passes=argpromotion < %s | FileCheck %s

; Test that we only promote arguments when the caller/callee have compatible

; function attrubtes.

 

target triple = "x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu"

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1
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 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME:

 (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define

 internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])
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; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc

 void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr [[TMP2]], <8 x i64>

[[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]],

 ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])
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; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align

 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer512_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg, ptr

readonly %arg1) #0 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:

  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32
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 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer512(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %arg, ptr readonly %arg1) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], ptr readonly [[ARG1:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 [[TMP2]], ptr [[TMP]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should not promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr
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readonly %arg1) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], ptr readonly [[ARG1:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[ARG1]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64>

 [[TMP]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #1 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], ptr [[TMP]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64

 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #3 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;
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bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %arg) #4 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:

    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal256_prefer256_call_avx2_legal512_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; This should promote

define internal fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg, ptr readonly

%arg1) #4 {

;

 CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]], <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[ARG1_VAL]], ptr [[ARG]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = load <8 x i64>, ptr %arg1

 store <8 x i64> %tmp, ptr %arg

 ret void

}

 

define void @avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %arg) #3 {
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; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[ARG:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:  bb:

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP2:%.*]] = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 [[TMP]], i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP_VAL:%.*]] = load <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr

[[TMP2]], <8 x i64> [[TMP_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[TMP4:%.*]] = load

 <8 x i64>, ptr [[TMP2]], align 32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store <8 x i64> [[TMP4]], ptr [[ARG]], align 2

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret void

;

bb:

 %tmp = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 %tmp2 = alloca <8 x i64>, align 32

 call void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr align 32 %tmp, i8 0, i64 32, i1 false)

 call fastcc void @callee_avx2_legal512_prefer256_call_avx2_legal256_prefer256(ptr %tmp2, ptr %tmp)

 %tmp4 = load <8 x i64>, ptr %tmp2, align 32

 store <8 x i64> %tmp4, ptr %arg, align 2

 ret void

}

 

; If the arguments are scalar, its ok to promote.

define internal i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %X, ptr %Y)

#2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define

{{[^@]+}}@scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (i32 [[X_VAL:%.*]], i32 [[Y_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = add i32 [[X_VAL]], [[Y_VAL]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = load i32, ptr %X

 %B = load i32, ptr %Y

 %C = add i32 %A, %B

 ret i32 %C

}

 

define i32 @scalar_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr

 %B) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@scalar_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[B:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 1, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[B]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = call i32
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@scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(i32 [[A_VAL]], i32 [[B_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = alloca i32

 store i32 1, ptr %A

 %C = call i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal256_prefer256_call_avx512_legal512_prefer256(ptr %A, ptr %B)

 ret i32 %C

}

 

; If the arguments are scalar, its ok to promote.

define internal i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %X, ptr %Y)

#2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define

{{[^@]+}}@scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (i32 [[X_VAL:%.*]],

 i32 [[Y_VAL:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = add i32 [[X_VAL]], [[Y_VAL]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = load i32, ptr %X

 %B = load i32, ptr %Y

 %C = add i32 %A, %B

 ret i32 %C

}

 

define i32 @scalar_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %B) #2 {

; CHECK-LABEL: define {{[^@]+}}@scalar_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256

; CHECK-SAME: (ptr [[B:%.*]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A:%.*]] = alloca i32

; CHECK-NEXT:    store i32 1, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[A_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[A]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[B_VAL:%.*]] = load i32, ptr [[B]]

; CHECK-NEXT:    [[C:%.*]] = call i32

@scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(i32 [[A_VAL]], i32 [[B_VAL]])

; CHECK-NEXT:    ret i32 [[C]]

;

 %A = alloca i32

 store i32 1, ptr %A

 %C = call i32 @scalar_callee_avx512_legal512_prefer256_call_avx512_legal256_prefer256(ptr %A, ptr %B)

 ret i32 %C

}

 

; Function Attrs: argmemonly nounwind

declare void @llvm.memset.p0.i64(ptr

 nocapture writeonly, i8, i64, i1) #5

 

attributes #0 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="512" }
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attributes #1 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="512" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #2 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx512vl" "min-legal-vector-

width"="256" "prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #3 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="512"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #4 = { inlinehint norecurse nounwind uwtable "target-features"="+avx2" "min-legal-vector-width"="256"

"prefer-vector-width"="256" }

attributes #5 = { argmemonly nounwind }

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zba -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64ZBA

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zicond -verify-machineinstrs \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefix=RV64ZICOND

 

;

; Get the actual value of the overflow bit.

;

define zeroext i1 @saddo1.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo1.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test the immediate version.

define zeroext i1 @saddo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  

  slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test negative immediates.

define zeroext i1 @saddo3.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo3.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo3.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 saddo3.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Test immediates that are too large to be encoded.

define zeroext i1 @saddo4.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2,

 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo4.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    lui a2, 4096

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, -1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 16777215)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo1.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0,

 a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo1.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit
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}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo2.i64:

; RV64ZICOND: 

      # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 4)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo3.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo3.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, -4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori

 a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val =

 extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32.constant(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {
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; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, -2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i32.constant_one(i32

 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i32.constant_one:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 1)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:   

 sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_one(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi

 a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_one:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 1)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo1.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo1.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo2.i32:

;

 RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 4

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -4)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)
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;

 RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32.constant.rhs(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.rhs:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addiw a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 -2)

 %val = extractvalue

 {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i32.constant.lhs(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i32.constant.lhs:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, -2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a2, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32

 -2, i32 %v1)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.i32(i32

 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a1, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define

 zeroext i1 @smulo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.i32:
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; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a3, a2, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a2, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a3, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 13)

  %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.i64:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sd a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2,

 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a3, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a2, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a1, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.i32(i32 signext %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh1add a2, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sh2add a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a2, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srli a0, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0
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 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 store i32 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

; Similar to umulo.i32, but storing the overflow and returning the result.

define signext i32 @umulo3.i32(i32 signext %0, i32 signext %1, ptr %2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1,

 a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a1, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sw a3, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo3.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a1, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a1, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sw a1, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

 %4 = tail call { i32, i1 } @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %0, i32 %1)

 %5 = extractvalue { i32, i1 } %4, 1

 %6 = extractvalue

 { i32, i1 } %4, 0

 %7 = zext i1 %5 to i32

 store i32 %7, ptr %2, align 4

 ret i32 %6

}
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define zeroext i1 @umulo.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a3, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a2)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue

 {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.i64(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;
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; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a3, 13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    snez a2, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a0, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mv a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

 

;

; Check the use of the overflow bit in combination with a select instruction.

;

define i32 @saddo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB28_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB28_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB28_2
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB28_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @saddo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:
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 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @saddo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB30_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB30_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB30_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB30_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a3, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @saddo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {
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; RV64-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @uaddo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB32_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a2,
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 a0, .LBB32_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB32_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @uaddo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret
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}

 

define i64 @uaddo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB34_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a2, a0, .LBB34_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB34_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 uaddo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @uaddo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    sltu a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @ssubo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB36_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB36_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB36_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB36_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2,

 a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @ssubo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw

 a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @ssubo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry
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; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB38_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB38_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB38_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL:

 ssubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a3, a3, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @ssub.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor

 a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssub.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @usubo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB40_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB40_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB40_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB40_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @usubo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  

  ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @usubo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB42_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB42_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a2, .LBB42_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB42_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:    

   # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a2, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @usubo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    xori a0, a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1
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 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @smulo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB44_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB44_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a3, a2, .LBB44_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB44_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a3, a0,

 a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}

 

define i1 @smulo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2
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; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0,

 a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @smulo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB46_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB46_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bne a2, a3, .LBB46_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB46_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret
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;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:

       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a3, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a3, a3, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a2, a2, a3

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @smulo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:

    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    xor a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:
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 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i32 @umulo.select.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a3, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a3, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB48_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB48_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a2,

 a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a3, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB48_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB48_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.select.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a2, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a3, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a3, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a2, a2, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i32 %v1, i32 %v2

 ret i32 %ret

}
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define i1 @umulo.not.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0,

 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.not.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}

 

define i64 @umulo.select.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB50_2

;

 RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB50_2: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:
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; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bnez a2, .LBB50_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB50_2: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.select.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.nez a1, a1, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    czero.eqz a0, a0, a2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    or a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = select i1 %obit, i64 %v1, i64 %v2

 ret i64 %ret

}

 

define i1 @umulo.not.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:

    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.not.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    seqz a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 %ret = xor i1 %obit, true

 ret i1 %ret

}
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;

; Check the use of the overflow bit in combination with a branch instruction.

;

define zeroext i1 @saddo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

;

 RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB52_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB52_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:
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 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @saddo.br.i64(i64

 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: saddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slti a1, a1, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a1, a0, .LBB53_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB53_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:
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 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.br.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB54_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB54_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

;

 RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB55_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB55_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit,

 label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    beq a0, a2, .LBB56_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB56_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @ssubo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:   

 sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: ssubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sgtz a2, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slt a0, a1, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB57_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB57_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext

 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    subw a1, a0, a1
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB58_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB58_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32,

 i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @usubo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sub a1, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: usubo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sub a1,
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 a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a0, a1, .LBB59_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB59_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.br.i32:
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; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulw a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB60_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB60_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: #

 %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB61_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB61_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @smulo2.br.i64(i64 %v1) {

; RV64-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1
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; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: smulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a1, -13

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulh a2, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beq a2, a0, .LBB62_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB62_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 -13)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.br.i32(i32 signext %v1, i32 signext %v2)

 {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0
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; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a1, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    zext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.br.i32:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:

    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB63_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB63_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32 %v1, i32 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i32, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo.br.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:
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; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

;

 RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    mulhu a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    beqz a0, .LBB64_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB64_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 %v2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

 ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @umulo2.br.i64(i64 %v1) {

; RV64-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry
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; RV64-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

;

 RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: umulo2.br.i64:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    add a1, a0, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bgeu a1, a0, .LBB65_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %overflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB65_2: # %continue

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %overflow, label %continue

 

overflow:

  ret i1 false

 

continue:

 ret i1 true

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2
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; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_2048(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

;

 RV64:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2048:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 1

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0
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; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2048)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define zeroext i1 @uaddo.i64.constant_2049(i64 %v1, ptr %res) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64:      

 # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_2049:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a0, 2047

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a2, a2, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sltu a0, a2, a0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    sd a2, 0(a1)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64 %v1, i64 2049)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 store i64 %val, ptr %res

 ret i1 %obit

}

 

define i64 @uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag(ptr %p) {

; RV64-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64:       #

 %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)
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; RV64-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZBA-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64ZBA:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow

; RV64ZBA-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64ZICOND-LABEL: uaddo.i64.constant_setcc_on_overflow_flag:

; RV64ZICOND:       # %bb.0: # %entry

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ld a1, 0(a0)

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    addi a0, a1, 2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    bltu a0, a1, .LBB69_2

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  # %bb.1: # %IfOverflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    li a0, 0

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:  .LBB69_2: # %IfNoOverflow

; RV64ZICOND-NEXT:    ret

entry:

 %v1 = load i64, ptr %p

 %t = call {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64

 %v1, i64 2)

 %val = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 0

 %obit = extractvalue {i64, i1} %t, 1

 br i1 %obit, label %IfNoOverflow, label %IfOverflow

IfOverflow:

 ret i64 0

IfNoOverflow:

 ret i64 %val

}

 

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.sadd.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.uadd.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.ssub.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.usub.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i32(i32, i32) nounwind readnone
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declare {i64, i1} @llvm.smul.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

declare {i32, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i32(i32,

 i32) nounwind readnone

declare {i64, i1} @llvm.umul.with.overflow.i64(i64, i64) nounwind readnone

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC-ZBKC

; RUN: llc -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+zbkc -verify-machineinstrs < %s \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s -check-prefix=RV64ZBC-ZBKC

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul64:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 

define i64 @clmul64h(i64 %a, i64 %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul64h:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i64(i64 %a, i64 %b)

 ret i64 %tmp

}

 

declare

 i32 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmul a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmul.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

declare i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 

define signext i32 @clmul32h(i32 signext %a, i32 signext %b) nounwind {
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; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32h:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

 

; FIXME: We could avoid the slli instructions by using clmul+srai since the

; inputs are zero extended.

define signext i32 @clmul32h_zext(i32 zeroext %a, i32 zeroext %b) nounwind {

;

 RV64ZBC-ZBKC-LABEL: clmul32h_zext:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC:       # %bb.0:

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    slli a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    clmulh a0, a0, a1

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 32

; RV64ZBC-ZBKC-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.riscv.clmulh.i32(i32 %a, i32 %b)

 ret i32 %tmp

}

; NOTE: Assertions have been autogenerated by utils/update_llc_test_checks.py

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64I

; RUN: llc < %s -mtriple=riscv64 -mattr=+m,+zbb \

; RUN:   -riscv-experimental-rv64-legal-i32 | FileCheck %s --check-prefixes=RV64,RV64IZbb

 

declare i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4, i4)

declare i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8, i8)

declare i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16, i16)

declare i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32, i32)

declare i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64, i64)

 

define signext i32 @func(i32 signext %x, i32 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a2, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    beq a0, a2, .LBB0_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    sraiw a0, a0, 31

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64I-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB0_2:
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; RV64I-NEXT:    sext.w a0, a0

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func:

; RV64IZbb: 

      # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 524288

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a2, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a2

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i32 @llvm.ssub.sat.i32(i32 %x, i32 %y);

 ret i32 %tmp;

}

 

define i64 @func2(i64 %x, i64 %y) nounwind {

; RV64-LABEL: func2:

; RV64:       # %bb.0:

; RV64-NEXT:    mv a2, a0

; RV64-NEXT:    sgtz a3, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    sub a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:    slt a1, a0, a2

; RV64-NEXT:    beq a3, a1, .LBB1_2

; RV64-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64-NEXT:    srai a0, a0, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    li a1, -1

; RV64-NEXT:    slli a1, a1, 63

; RV64-NEXT:    xor a0, a0, a1

; RV64-NEXT:  .LBB1_2:

; RV64-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i64 @llvm.ssub.sat.i64(i64 %x, i64 %y);

 ret i64 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i16 @func16(i16 signext %x, i16 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func16:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64I-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB2_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a1, a0, .LBB2_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret
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; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    mv a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a1, a0, .LBB2_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB2_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    lui a0, 1048568

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func16:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    addiw a1, a1, -1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    lui a1, 1048568

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i16 @llvm.ssub.sat.i16(i16 %x, i16 %y);

 ret i16 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i8 @func8(i8 signext %x, i8 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func8:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

;

 RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB3_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 127

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -127

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB3_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB3_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -128

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func8:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 127

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -128

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1
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; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i8 @llvm.ssub.sat.i8(i8 %x, i8 %y);

 ret i8 %tmp;

}

 

define signext i4 @func3(i4 signext %x, i4 signext %y) nounwind {

; RV64I-LABEL: func3:

; RV64I:       # %bb.0:

; RV64I-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_3

; RV64I-NEXT:  # %bb.1:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1, -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    blt a0, a1, .LBB4_4

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_2:

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_3:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, 7

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a1,

 -7

; RV64I-NEXT:    bge a0, a1, .LBB4_2

; RV64I-NEXT:  .LBB4_4:

; RV64I-NEXT:    li a0, -8

; RV64I-NEXT:    ret

;

; RV64IZbb-LABEL: func3:

; RV64IZbb:       # %bb.0:

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    subw a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, 7

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    min a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    li a1, -8

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    max a0, a0, a1

; RV64IZbb-NEXT:    ret

 %tmp = call i4 @llvm.ssub.sat.i4(i4 %x, i4 %y);

 ret i4 %tmp;

}

 

1.861 libpanelw 6.4_p20231125-r0 
1.861.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# $Id: modules,v 1.11 2020/02/02 23:34:34 tom Exp $

##############################################################################

# Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                            #

# Copyright 1998-2006,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                    #

#                                                                            #
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# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a    #

# copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), #

# to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation  #

# the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, distribute    #

# with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to #

# permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the  #

# following conditions:                                                      #

#       

                                                                     #

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in #

# all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                        #

#                                                                            #

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR #

# IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,   #

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL    #

# THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER      #

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING    #

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER        #

# DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                  #

#                                                                            #

# Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above

 copyright     #

# holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, #

# use or other dealings in this Software without prior written               #

# authorization.                                                             #

##############################################################################

#

# Author: Thomas E. Dickey	1995-on

#

 

@ base

# Library objects

panel		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_above		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_below		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_bottom	lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_delete	lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_hide		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_hidden	lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_move		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_new		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_replace	lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_show		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_top		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_update	lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_user		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)

p_win		lib		$(srcdir)	$(HEADER_DEPS)
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# vile:makemode

 

Found in

 path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/modules

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2014,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/panel.priv.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2009,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *
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* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/panel.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *

* Copyright 1998-2010,2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *
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* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

/****************************************************************************

*  Author: Thomas E. Dickey       1996-on                                  *

****************************************************************************/

/* LINTLIBRARY */

 

/* ./panel.c */

 

#include <panel.priv.h>

 

#undef _nc_retrace_panel

PANEL	*_nc_retrace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef _nc_my_visbuf

const char *_nc_my_visbuf(

		const void *ptr,

		int	n)

		{ return(*(const char **)0); }

 

#undef _nc_dPanel

void	_nc_dPanel(

		const char *text,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_dStack

void	_nc_dStack(

		const char *fmt,

		int	num,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Wnoutrefresh

void	_nc_Wnoutrefresh(

		const
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 PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Touchpan

void	_nc_Touchpan(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Touchline

void	_nc_Touchline(

		const PANEL *pan,

		int	start,

		int	count)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_above.c */

 

#undef ground_panel

PANEL	*ground_panel(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_above

PANEL	*panel_above(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_below.c */

 

#undef ceiling_panel

PANEL	*ceiling_panel(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_below

PANEL	*panel_below(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_bottom.c */

 

#undef bottom_panel

int	bottom_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_delete.c */
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#undef del_panel

int	del_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hide.c */

 

#undef hide_panel

int	hide_panel(

		 PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hidden.c */

 

#undef panel_hidden

int	panel_hidden(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_move.c

 */

 

#undef move_panel

int	move_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		int	starty,

		int	startx)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_new.c */

 

#undef new_panel

PANEL	*new_panel(

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_replace.c */

 

#undef replace_panel

int	replace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_show.c */

 

#undef show_panel

int	show_panel(
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		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_top.c */

 

#undef top_panel

int	top_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_update.c */

 

#undef update_panels_sp

void	update_panels_sp(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef update_panels

void	update_panels(void)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_user.c */

 

#undef set_panel_userptr

int	set_panel_userptr(

		PANEL	*pan,

		const void *uptr)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

#undef panel_userptr

const void *panel_userptr(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(const void **)0); }

 

/* ./p_win.c */

 

#undef panel_window

WINDOW	*panel_window(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(WINDOW **)0);

 }

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/llib-lpanel

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *
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* Copyright 2010,2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                       *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

/****************************************************************************

*  Author: Thomas E. Dickey       2010-on                                  *

****************************************************************************/

/* LINTLIBRARY */

 

/* ./panel.c */

 

#include <panel.priv.h>

 

#undef _nc_retrace_panel

PANEL	*_nc_retrace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef _nc_my_visbuf

const char *_nc_my_visbuf(

		const void *ptr,

		int	n)

		{ return(*(const char **)0); }
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#undef _nc_dPanel

void	_nc_dPanel(

		const char *text,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_dStack

void	_nc_dStack(

		const char *fmt,

		int	num,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Wnoutrefresh

void	_nc_Wnoutrefresh(

		const

 PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Touchpan

void	_nc_Touchpan(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Touchline

void	_nc_Touchline(

		const PANEL *pan,

		int	start,

		int	count)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_above.c */

 

#undef ground_panel

PANEL	*ground_panel(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_above

PANEL	*panel_above(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_below.c */

 

#undef ceiling_panel

PANEL	*ceiling_panel(
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		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_below

PANEL	*panel_below(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_bottom.c */

 

#undef bottom_panel

int	bottom_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_delete.c */

 

#undef del_panel

int	del_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hide.c */

 

#undef hide_panel

int	hide_panel(

		 PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hidden.c */

 

#undef panel_hidden

int	panel_hidden(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_move.c

 */

 

#undef move_panel

int	move_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		int	starty,

		int	startx)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_new.c */
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#undef new_panel

PANEL	*new_panel(

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_replace.c */

 

#undef replace_panel

int	replace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_show.c */

 

#undef show_panel

int	show_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_top.c */

 

#undef top_panel

int	top_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_update.c */

 

#undef update_panels_sp

void	update_panels_sp(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef update_panels

void	update_panels(void)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_user.c */

 

#undef set_panel_userptr

int	set_panel_userptr(

		PANEL	*pan,

		const void *uptr)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

#undef panel_userptr

const void *panel_userptr(
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		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(const void **)0); }

 

/* ./p_win.c */

 

#undef panel_window

WINDOW	*panel_window(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(WINDOW **)0);

 }

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/llib-lpanelt

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/llib-lpaneltw

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *

* Copyright 1998-2009,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_new.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_show.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2008,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_move.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *

* Copyright 1998-2005,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *
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* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_user.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *

* Copyright 2002-2010,2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *
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* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

/****************************************************************************

*  Author: Thomas E. Dickey       2002-on                                  *

****************************************************************************/

/* LINTLIBRARY */

 

/* ./panel.c */

 

#include <panel.priv.h>

 

#undef _nc_retrace_panel

PANEL	*_nc_retrace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef _nc_my_visbuf

const char *_nc_my_visbuf(

		const void *ptr,

		int	n)

		{ return(*(const char **)0); }

 

#undef _nc_dPanel

void	_nc_dPanel(

		const char *text,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_dStack

void	_nc_dStack(

		const char *fmt,

		int	num,

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Wnoutrefresh

void	_nc_Wnoutrefresh(

		const

 PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }
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#undef _nc_Touchpan

void	_nc_Touchpan(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef _nc_Touchline

void	_nc_Touchline(

		const PANEL *pan,

		int	start,

		int	count)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_above.c */

 

#undef ground_panel

PANEL	*ground_panel(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_above

PANEL	*panel_above(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_below.c */

 

#undef ceiling_panel

PANEL	*ceiling_panel(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

#undef panel_below

PANEL	*panel_below(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_bottom.c */

 

#undef bottom_panel

int	bottom_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_delete.c */

 

#undef del_panel

int	del_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)
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		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hide.c */

 

#undef hide_panel

int	hide_panel(

		 PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_hidden.c */

 

#undef panel_hidden

int	panel_hidden(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_move.c

 */

 

#undef move_panel

int	move_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		int	starty,

		int	startx)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_new.c */

 

#undef new_panel

PANEL	*new_panel(

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(PANEL **)0); }

 

/* ./p_replace.c */

 

#undef replace_panel

int	replace_panel(

		PANEL	*pan,

		WINDOW	*win)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_show.c */

 

#undef show_panel

int	show_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }
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/* ./p_top.c */

 

#undef top_panel

int	top_panel(

		PANEL	*pan)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

/* ./p_update.c */

 

#undef update_panels_sp

void	update_panels_sp(

		SCREEN	*sp)

		{ /* void */ }

 

#undef update_panels

void	update_panels(void)

		{ /* void */ }

 

/* ./p_user.c */

 

#undef set_panel_userptr

int	set_panel_userptr(

		PANEL	*pan,

		const void *uptr)

		{ return(*(int *)0); }

 

#undef panel_userptr

const void *panel_userptr(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(const void **)0); }

 

/* ./p_win.c */

 

#undef panel_window

WINDOW	*panel_window(

		const PANEL *pan)

		{ return(*(WINDOW **)0);

 }

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/llib-lpanelw

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey                                     *

* Copyright 1998-2008,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *
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* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_bottom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2010,2012 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *
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* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_above.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_below.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/panel.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2009,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *
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****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_replace.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_delete.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_update.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_hide.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_hidden.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

##############################################################################

# Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                            #

# Copyright 1998,2006 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                         #

#                                                                            #

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a    #

# copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), #

# to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation  #

# the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, distribute    #

# with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to #

# permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the  #

# following conditions:                                                      #

#                                                           

                 #

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in #

# all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                        #

#                                                                            #

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR #

# IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,   #

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL    #

# THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER      #

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING    #

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER        #

# DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                  #

#                                                                            #

# Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright     #

# holders shall not be used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, #

# use or other dealings in this Software without prior written               #

# authorization.                                                             #

##############################################################################

#

# Author: Thomas E. Dickey <dickey@clark.net> 1996

#

$(srcdir)/panel.h

# vile:makemode

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/headers
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright 2020 Thomas E. Dickey                                          *

* Copyright 1998-2005,2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.                  *

*                                                                          *

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a  *

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the            *

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including      *

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,      *

* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell       *

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    *

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:                 *

*                                                                     

     *

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included  *

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                   *

*                                                                          *

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF               *

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   *

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,   *

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR    *

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR    *

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                               *

*                                                                          *

* Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright   *

* holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

 promote the     *

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written       *

* authorization.                                                           *

****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_top.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1864355811_1705961080.3554633/0/libpanel-6-4-zip/libpanel_6.4/p_win.c

 

1.862 netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic

0.0.52.Final 
1.862.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLKeylessManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLKeylessPrivateKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLLoggingKeylog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLKeylog.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/SslEarlyDataReadyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicTransportParameters.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicConnectionCloseEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/NoQuicTokenHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicTransportParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLPrivateKeyMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLPrivateKeyMethodDecryptTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLCertificateCallbackTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLCertificateVerifyCallbackTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLPrivateKeyMethodSignTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheRecvInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicConnectionEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicSslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLAsyncPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLKeylogCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicSslEngine.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicClientSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLCertificateCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLNativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamLimitChangedEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamPriority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QLogConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/FlushStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLCertificateVerifyCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLTlsextServernameCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLSessionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/BoringSSLHandshakeCompleteCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/DirectIoByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/SegmentedDatagramPacketAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/HmacSignQuicConnectionIdGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheSendInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/EpollQuicUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicExtensionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicTokenHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicStreamChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicClientCodecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/Quic.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicServerCodecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/SecureRandomQuicConnectionIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicConnectionAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicHeaderParser.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicCodecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicConnectionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/InsecureQuicTokenHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicDatagramExtensionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicCongestionControlAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicPacketType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/DefaultQuicStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/SockaddrIn.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicChannelBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheQuicConnectionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicConnectionIdGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/Quiche.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicStreamChannelBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1865285393_1702282964.9552534/0/netty-incubator-codec-classes-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/incubator/codec/quic/QuicheNativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

 

1.863 libxml2 2.11.6-r0 
1.863.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.864 distlib 0.3.8 
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1.864.1 Available under license : 
A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes
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   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================
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PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise
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 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any
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third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT
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INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
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distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

=======================

Distutils2 Contributors

=======================

 

The Distutils2 project was started by Tarek Ziad and is currently

maintained by ric Araujo.  Many people have contributed to the project.

 

distlib has started off using some of the code from distutil2.

 

If you're making a patch, please add your name below in alphabetical order,

and welcome into the Fellowship of the Packaging!

 

Thanks to:

 

- Rajiv Abraham

- Ali Afshar

- David Barnett

- Pior Bastida

- Anthony Baxter

- Erik Bray

- C. Titus Brown

- Francisco Martn Brugu

- Nicolas Cadou

- Godefroid Chapelle

- Julien Courteau

- Christophe Combelles

- Jason R. Coombs

- Pierre-Yves David

- Ned Deily

- Konrad Delong

- Josip Djolonga

- John Edmonds

- Andr Espaze

- Boris Feld

- Andrew Francis

- Hallvard B Furuseth

- Patrice Gauthier
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- Yannick Gingras

- Filip Gruszczyski

- Walker Hale IV

- Alexandre Hamelin

- Kelsey Hightower

- Thomas Holmes

- Preston Holmes

- Christian Hudon

- Julien Jehannet

- Jeremy Kloth

- Thomas Kluyver

-

 Amos Latteier

- Mathieu Leduc-Hamel

- Pierre Paul Lefebvre

- Tshepang Lekhonkhobe

- Alain Leufroy

- Janusz Lewandowski

- Martin von Lwis

- Hugo Lopes Tavares

- Guillermo Lpez-Anglada

- Justin Love

- Simon Mathieu

- Carl Meyer

- Alexis Mtaireau

- Julien Miotte

- Zubin Mithra

- Derek McTavish Mounce

- Paul Moore

- Michael Mulich

- Louis Munro

- Gal Pasgrimaud

- George Peristerakis

- Mathieu Perreault

- Guillaume Pratte

- Sean Reifschneider

- Antoine Reversat

- Arc Riley

- C. Anthony Risinger

- Elson Rodriguez

- Luis Rojas

- Erik Rose

- Brian Rosner

- Vinay Sajip

- Victor Stinner

- Alexandre Vassalotti

- Nadeem Vawda
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Copyright (C) 2013 by Test User.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Vinay Sajip

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

VINAY SAJIP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL

VINAY SAJIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD-licensed.

 

1.865 netty-transport-native-epoll

4.1.101.Final 
1.865.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420549_1702420808.2264335/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2023 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420549_1702420808.2264335/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_vmsocket.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420549_1702420808.2264335/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420549_1702420808.2264335/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420549_1702420808.2264335/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-101-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

 

1.866 netty-resolver-dns-native-macos

4.1.101.Final 
1.866.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866527413_1702538118.4625106/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-101-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Resolver/DNS/Native/MacOS

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo
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rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.resolver.dns.macos.osx.aarch_64

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.resolver-dns-native-macos

Implementation-Version: 4.1.101.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1699527686960

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;

version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="

[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Tool: Bnd-6.3.1.202206071316

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Bundle-Name: Netty/Resolver/DNS/Native/MacOS

Bundle-Version:

 4.1.101.Final

Build-Jdk-Spec: 1.8

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin 5.1.8

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_382

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866527413_1702538118.4625106/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-101-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.867 yaml 0.2.5-r2 
1.867.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.868 libffi-dev 3.4.4-r3 
1.868.1 Available under license : 

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2022  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.869 libyaml 0.2.5-r2 
1.869.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.870 commons-lang3 3.14.0 
1.870.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.871 libvorbis 1.3.7-r2 
1.871.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 Xiph.org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION

OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.872 libxcomposite 0.4.6-r4 
1.872.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

 OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.873 libxft 2.3.8-r2 
1.873.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

 OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.874 cairo 1.18.0-r0 
1.874.1 Available under license : 

# Contributor: Dhruvin Gandhi <contact@dhruvin.dev>

# Maintainer: Patrycja Rosa <alpine@ptrcnull.me>

pkgname=py3-license-expression

_pkgname=license-expression
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pkgver=30.1.1

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Library to parse, compare, simplify and normalize license expressions"

url="https://github.com/nexB/license-expression"

arch="noarch"

license="Apache-2.0"

depends="python3 py3-boolean.py"

makedepends="py3-setuptools py3-setuptools_scm py3-gpep517 py3-wheel"

checkdepends="py3-pytest py3-pytest-xdist"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/l/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgname-$pkgver"

 

build() {

	gpep517 build-wheel \

		--wheel-dir .dist \

		--output-fd 3 3>&1 >&2

}

 

check() {

	python3 -m venv --clear --without-pip --system-site-packages .testenv

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m installer .dist/*.whl

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m pytest

}

 

package() {

	python3 -m installer -d "$pkgdir" \

		.dist/*.whl

}

 

sha512sums="

048431b9eb70f3e53c4f1ae73b8ef930ddcf8d4ebf17239e76b1a687d3fd8132c87d4e50150fef69a542d283401f7e6303

6aa417285f2717eae988735c3f0ee6

  license-expression-30.1.1.tar.gz

"

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.

 

The test suite also bundles some fonts for use by the test suite. The

fonts included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Font		License		Distinguishing feature

	--------	-------------	----------------------

	6x13.pcf	Public Domain	Bitmap font
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The test suite also bundles some images for use by the test suite. The

images included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Image		License		Distinguishing feature

	-------------	-------------	-------------------------

	romedalen.jpg	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/jpeg)

	romedalen.png	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/png)

 

The kind contributors of the bundled files are (in alphabetical order):

yvind Kols <pippin@freedesktop.org> Author of the original

 romedalen shot.

Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more

liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1

 

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

Cairo is free software.

 

These utilities are all free software, please see the licensing conditions

in the opening comments of each file.

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.
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license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"

subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {

	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

mini_sendmail - accept email on behalf of real sendmail

 

Copyright  1999,2015 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@mail.acme.com>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

Cairo is free software.

 

cairo-trace is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License

(GPL) version 3. Please see COPYING-GPL-3 for the precise terms and

conditions.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.21

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"
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done

 

package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"

}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}

 

list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

f271cf86b061262c8e4be8ff6ebaa98cf039f50489008880549fc6a07a0abd58626e7d388b8962b818ccaa05502fedb03f

ad83f2b8b0ae3dd8d6bc413067f60a  license-list-data-3.21.tar.gz

"

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation[*] of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more

liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1

 

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

 

[*] The implementation of cairo is contained entirely within the "src"

directory of the cairo source distribution. There are other components

of the cairo source distribution (such as the "test", "util", and "perf")

that are auxiliary to the library itself. None of the source code in these

directories contributes to a build of the cairo library

 itself, (libcairo.so

or cairo.dll or similar).

 

These auxiliary components are also free software, but may be under

different license terms than cairo itself. For example, most of the

test cases in the perf and test directories are made available under

an MIT license to simplify any use of this code for reference purposes

in using cairo itself. Other files might be available under the GNU

General Public License (GPL), for example. Again, please see the COPYING
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file under each directory and the opening comment of each file for copyright

and licensing information.

# Contributor: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

# Maintainer: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

pkgname=py3-flake8-copyright

_pkgname=flake8-copyright

pkgver=0.2.4

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="Extension for flake8 which checks for copyrights"

options="!check" # No testsuite

url="https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/flake8-copyright"

arch="noarch"

license="MIT"

depends="py3-flake8 py3-setuptools"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/${_pkgname:0:1}/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir"/$_pkgname-$pkgver

 

replaces="py-flake8-copyright" # Backwards compatibility

provides="py-flake8-copyright=$pkgver-r$pkgrel" # Backwards compatibility

 

build() {

	python3 setup.py build

}

 

package() {

	python3 setup.py install --skip-build --root="$pkgdir"

}

 

sha512sums="

a6ab47e1bb715618f075c51f398e18180404871b3b0faf1c2d30701d5203db6bc23771bf22ffb5bafcd8ee856b9b64237

b316bd503ae7dceed6ca284ccd5a74d  flake8-copyright-0.2.4.tar.gz

"

 

1.875 speexdsp 1.2.1-r2 
1.875.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2002-2008 	Xiph.org Foundation

Copyright 2002-2008 	Jean-Marc Valin

Copyright 2005-2007	Analog Devices Inc.

Copyright 2005-2008	Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

                       Organisation (CSIRO)

Copyright 1993, 2002, 2006 David Rowe

Copyright 2003 		EpicGames

Copyright 1992-1994	Jutta Degener, Carsten Bormann

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.876 alsa 1.2.10-r0 
1.876.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work
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 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code
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 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version
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 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Original Copyright (c) 1985 by Supoj Sutanthavibul

Parts Copyright (c) 1989-2012 by Brian V. Smith

Parts Copyright (c) 1991 by Paul King

Other Copyrights may be found in various files

 

Main Xfig copyright notice:

 

Any party obtaining a copy of these files is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable, world-wide,

paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal in this software and documentation files (the

"Software"), including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish and/or distribute copies of

the Software, and to permit persons who receive copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement

being that this copyright notice remain intact.

 

No representations are made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

Parts Copyright (C) 1993 by Alan Richardson (mppa3@uk.ac.sussex.syma)

The text rotation code in w_rottext.c was written by Alan Richardson.

 The above copyright notice holds for this work as well.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1994 by Anthony Dekker

The Kohonen neural network code for color optimization was written by Anthony Dekker.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1995 by C. Blanc and C. Schlick

The X-Spline code was written Carole Blanc (blanc@labri.u-bordeaux.fr) and Christophe Schlick (schlick@labri.u-

bordeaux.fr) starting from an initial implementation done by C. Feuille, S. Grosbois, L. Maziere and L. Minihot as a

student practice (Universite Bordeaux, France). For additional information about X-splines, see:

"X-Splines: A Spline Model Designed for the End User" by C. Blanc and C. Schlick, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH'95

http://dept-info.labri.u-bordeaux.fr/~schlick/DOC/sig1.html

# Automatically generated by apkbuild-cpan, template 1

# Contributor: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

# Maintainer: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

pkgname=perl-bsd-resource

_pkgreal=BSD-Resource

pkgver=1.2911

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="Perl extension implements the BSD process resource limit functions"

url="https://metacpan.org/release/BSD-Resource"

arch="all"

license="GPL-1.0-or-later OR Artistic-1.0-Perl"

makedepends="perl-dev"

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"
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source="https://cpan.metacpan.org/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/$_pkgreal-$pkgver.tar.gz"

 

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgreal-$pkgver"

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	PERL_MM_USE_DEFAULT=1 perl Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

}

 

build() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	make

}

 

check() {

	make test

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	find "$pkgdir" \( -name perllocal.pod -o -name .packlist \) -delete

}

 

sha512sums="d0032d41c7c0468ed1c6d8f57b885f6cb97a5039d754c8cb60b2067daedaf53bd15fb6561a3d0f828df16

dfa5417f663b8065ba65f4fea16dc9262728b3b6b85

  BSD-Resource-1.2911.tar.gz"

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.21

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"

done
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package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"

}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}

 

list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

f271cf86b061262c8e4be8ff6ebaa98cf039f50489008880549fc6a07a0abd58626e7d388b8962b818ccaa05502fedb03f

ad83f2b8b0ae3dd8d6bc413067f60a  license-list-data-3.21.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

# Maintainer: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

pkgname=py3-flake8-copyright

_pkgname=flake8-copyright

pkgver=0.2.4

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="Extension for flake8 which checks for copyrights"

options="!check" # No testsuite

url="https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/flake8-copyright"

arch="noarch"

license="MIT"

depends="py3-flake8 py3-setuptools"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/${_pkgname:0:1}/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir"/$_pkgname-$pkgver

 

replaces="py-flake8-copyright" # Backwards compatibility

provides="py-flake8-copyright=$pkgver-r$pkgrel" # Backwards compatibility

 

build() {

	python3 setup.py build

}
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package() {

	python3 setup.py install --skip-build --root="$pkgdir"

}

 

sha512sums="

a6ab47e1bb715618f075c51f398e18180404871b3b0faf1c2d30701d5203db6bc23771bf22ffb5bafcd8ee856b9b64237

b316bd503ae7dceed6ca284ccd5a74d  flake8-copyright-0.2.4.tar.gz

"

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"

subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {

	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

 

1.877 libvdpau 1.5-r2 
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1.877.1 Available under license : 
Copyright  2008-2010 NVIDIA Corporation

Copyright  2008 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.878 libjpeg-turbo 3.0.1-r0 
1.878.1 Available under license : 

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by three compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs

 (any code inherited from libjpeg, and any modifications to that code.)

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license covers the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.

 

- The [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib)

 

 This license is a subset of the other two, and it covers the libjpeg-turbo

 SIMD extensions.
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Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses

=========================================

 

This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove

 any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file (if

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation

 must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then
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       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable

   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================

 

Copyright

 (C)2009-2023 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.<br>

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Why Three Licenses?

===================

 

The zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG

License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution

 and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

 

1.879 libwebpmux 1.3.2-r0 
1.879.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.880 libsharpyuv 1.3.2-r0 
1.880.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: libwebp

Source: https://chromium.googlesource.com/webm/libwebp/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2010-2022 Google Inc.

License: BSD-3-Clause

Comment:

Full list of authors from the AUTHORS file:

.

Contributors:

- Aidan O'Loan (aidanol at gmail dot com)

- Alan Browning (browning at google dot com)

- Alexandru Ardelean (ardeleanalex at gmail dot com)

- Brian Ledger (brianpl at google dot com)

- Charles Munger (clm at google dot com)

- Cheng Yi (cyi at google dot com)

- Christian Duvivier (cduvivier at google dot com)

- Christopher Degawa (ccom at randomderp dot com)

- Clement Courbet (courbet at google dot com)

- Djordje Pesut (djordje dot pesut at imgtec dot com)

- Frank Barchard (fbarchard at google dot com)

- Hui Su (huisu at google dot com)

- H. Vetinari (h dot vetinari at gmx dot com)

- Ilya Kurdyukov (jpegqs at gmail dot com)

- Ingvar Stepanyan (rreverser at google dot com)

- James Zern (jzern

 at google dot com)

- Jan Engelhardt (jengelh at medozas dot de)

- Jehan (jehan at girinstud dot io)

- Jeremy Maitin-Shepard (jbms at google dot com)

- Johann Koenig (johann dot koenig at duck dot com)

- Jovan Zelincevic (jovan dot zelincevic at imgtec dot com)

- Jyrki Alakuijala (jyrki at google dot com)

- Konstantin Ivlev (tomskside at gmail dot com)
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- Lode Vandevenne (lode at google dot com)

- Lou Quillio (louquillio at google dot com)

- Mans Rullgard (mans at mansr dot com)

- Marcin Kowalczyk (qrczak at google dot com)

- Martin Olsson (mnemo at minimum dot se)

- Maryla Ustarroz-Calonge (maryla at google dot com)

- Mikoaj Zalewski (mikolajz at google dot com)

- Mislav Bradac (mislavm at google dot com)

- Nico Weber (thakis at chromium dot org)

- Noel Chromium (noel at chromium dot org)

- Nozomi Isozaki (nontan at pixiv dot co dot jp)

- Oliver Wolff (oliver dot wolff at qt dot io)

- Owen Rodley (orodley at google dot com)

- Parag Salasakar (img dot mips1 at

 gmail dot com)

- Pascal Massimino (pascal dot massimino at gmail dot com)

- Pawe Hajdan, Jr (phajdan dot jr at chromium dot org)

- Pierre Joye (pierre dot php at gmail dot com)

- Roberto Alanis (alanisbaez at google dot com)

- Sam Clegg (sbc at chromium dot org)

- Scott Hancher (seh at google dot com)

- Scott LaVarnway (slavarnway at google dot com)

- Scott Talbot (s at chikachow dot org)

- Slobodan Prijic (slobodan dot prijic at imgtec dot com)

- Somnath Banerjee (somnath dot banerjee at gmail dot com)

- Sriraman Tallam (tmsriram at google dot com)

- Tamar Levy (tamar dot levy at intel dot com)

- Thiago Perrotta (tperrotta at google dot com)

- Timothy Gu (timothygu99 at gmail dot com)

- Urvang Joshi (urvang at google dot com)

- Vikas Arora (vikasa at google dot com)

- Vincent Rabaud (vrabaud at google dot com)

- Vlad Tsyrklevich (vtsyrklevich at chromium dot org)

- Wan-Teh Chang (wtc at google dot com)

- Yang Zhang (yang dot zhang at arm dot com)

- Yannis Guyon (yguyon

 at google dot com)

- Zhi An Ng (zhin at chromium dot org)

.

Additional PATENTS term applies:

.

Additional IP Rights Grant (Patents)

------------------------------------

.

"These implementations" means the copyrightable works that implement the WebM

codecs distributed by Google as part of the WebM Project.

.

Google hereby grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
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royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to

make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, transfer, and otherwise

run, modify and propagate the contents of these implementations of WebM, where

such license applies only to those patent claims, both currently owned by

Google and acquired in the future, licensable by Google that are necessarily

infringed by these implementations of WebM. This grant does not include claims

that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of these

implementations. If you or your agent or exclusive

 licensee institute or order

or agree to the institution of patent litigation or any other patent

enforcement activity against any entity (including a cross-claim or

counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any of these implementations of WebM

or any code incorporated within any of these implementations of WebM

constitute direct or contributory patent infringement, or inducement of

patent infringement, then any patent rights granted to you under this License

for these implementations of WebM shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright:

2011 Jeff Breidenbach <jab@debian.org>

License: Apache-2.0

 

License: Apache-2.0

On Debian systems, the complete text of Apache License 2.0 can be

found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0".

 

License: BSD-3-Clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

.

  * Redistributions of source code

 must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

.

  * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

    be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

 USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.881 libxcursor 1.2.1-r3 
1.881.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2002 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS

 ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.882 libsodium 1.0.19-r0 
1.882.1 Available under license : 

/*

* ISC License

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2023

* Frank Denis <j at pureftpd dot org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.883 mpg123 1.32.3-r0 
1.883.1 Available under license : 

This is the file that contains the terms of use, copying, etc. for the mpg123 distribution package.

 

Main message, to include in "About ..." boxes, etc:

 

	Copyright (c) 1995-2020 by Michael Hipp and others,

	free software under the terms of the LGPL v2.1

 

There is an attempt to cover the actual list of authors in the AUTHORS file.

Project maintainer since 2006 is Thomas Orgis and many people have contributed

since the Michael Hipp era, but he stays the initial source and it would

be impractical to count them all individually, so it's "and others".

Source files contain the phrase "the mpg123 project" to the same effect

in their license boilerplate; especially those that were added after

maintainership changed. The person mainly responsible for the first version

is usually named in the phrase "initially written by ...".

 

All files in the distribution that don't carry a license note on their own are

licensed under the terms of the LGPL 2.1; exceptions may apply, especially to

files not in

 the official distribution but in the revision control repository.

 

The formal license text follows.

 

=======================

1. The LGPL version 2.1

=======================

 

 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

   Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to

 some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you

 if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that

 the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally

 speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that

 a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library

 or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You

 may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified
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 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does

 not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

 form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that

 is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still

 fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing

 the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's

 computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from

 it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

  

 a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission

 to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether

 by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims;

 this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

 the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software

 Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY

 OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

====================

2. The GPL version 2

====================
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  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share

 and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights

 or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or

 translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee

 for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including

 an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and

 thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written

 offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.

  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have

 their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this

 License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended

 to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit

 geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the

 Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

 ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

GNU says that the license terms go into a file called COPYING.

Go over to COPYING to read the license, then.

 

Or...

 

You stay a bit with me here and read some not really important text.

You could imagine that there was some important text here, though.

You could also imagine that you were not sitting

	in your office / living room / bathroom

		in front of one of these evil electronic brains

		(you didn't _print_ this file, did you?)

	but being at some happy place, far, far away.

You could also imagine being at some unhappy place.

If you indeed are at such an unhappy place, imagine you were sitting

	in your office / living room / bathroom

		in front of this shiny, though evil, electronic brain.

		Reading this pointless text.

			Wondering about what you could have achieved in the past moments

				if you wouldn't have continued reading this pointless text.

		Wondering if anything is worth being achieved at all.

	Or if it all is just...

pointless.

 

1.884 wayland 1.22.0-r4 
1.884.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008-2012 Kristian Hgsberg

Copyright  2010-2012 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2011 Benjamin Franzke

Copyright  2012 Collabora, Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next
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paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.885 harfbuzz 8.3.0-r0 
1.885.1 Available under license : 

The following license applies to many of the fonts in this folder.

 

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License,

Version 1.1.

 

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font

creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to

provide a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and

improved in partnership with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names
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 are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to

any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software

components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to,

deleting, or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the

components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting

the Font Software to a new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who

 contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed,

modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the

Font Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in

Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the

corresponding

 Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the

primary font name as presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font
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Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created using

the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

 TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016 Unicode Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version2.0 (the License);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 2000-2016 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use these files except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2022  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2015-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012,2015  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2011  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2005,2006,2020,2021,2022,2023  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010,2013,2021,2022,2023  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2005  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2022  Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2018,2021  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Adobe, Inc

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files

 in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.
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    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.886 theora 1.1.1-r18 
1.886.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Xiph.org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION
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OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Please see the file COPYING for the copyright license for this software.

 

In addition to and irrespective of the copyright license associated

with this software, On2 Technologies, Inc. makes the following statement

regarding technology used in this software:

 

 On2 represents and warrants that it shall not assert any rights

 relating to infringement of On2's registered patents, nor initiate

 any litigation asserting such rights, against any person who, or

 entity which utilizes the On2 VP3 Codec Software, including any

 use, distribution, and sale of said Software; which make changes,

 modifications, and improvements in said Software; and to use,

 distribute, and sell said changes as well as applications for other

 fields of use.

 

This reference implementation is originally derived from the On2 VP3

Codec Software, and the Theora video format is essentially compatible

with the VP3 video format, consisting of a backward-compatible superset.

 

1.887 libaom 3.7.1-r0 
1.887.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Peter Goldsborough

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
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IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2006, 2008 Edward Rosten

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 

	*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	*Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of
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	 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

	 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016, Alliance for Open Media. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause Clear License

The Clear BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Alliance for Open Media

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted (subject to the limitations in the disclaimer below)

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Alliance for Open Media nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED LICENSES TO ANY PARTY'S PATENT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED BY THIS

LICENSE.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.
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 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>
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Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.888 libltdl 2.4.7-r3 
1.888.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"
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}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

Bud1ooldsclbolibtooldsclbool @ @ @ @EDSDB ` @ @ @

 

1.889 libxslt 1.1.39-r0 
1.889.1 Available under license : 

DocBk XML V3.1.7 DTD

Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/xml/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Licence for libxslt except libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licence for libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Thomas Broyer, Charlie Bozeman and Daniel Veillard.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the authors shall not
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be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Simplified DocBook XML V4.1.2.4 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook XML V4.1.2 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992-2000 HaL Computer Systems, Inc.,

 O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software

 Corporation, Norman Walsh, and the Organization for the

 Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Simplified DocBk XML V3.1.7.1 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBk XML DTD, which is in turn based

on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).
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 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without

 expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

 

1.890 libxrandr 1.5.4-r0 
1.890.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2000, Compaq Computer Corporation,

Copyright  2002, Hewlett Packard, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Compaq or HP not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  HP makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

HP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL HP

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT,

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett-Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2008 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2011 Dave Airlie

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or
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publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

 THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The

 copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.891 harfbuzz-subset 8.3.0-r0 
1.891.1 Available under license : 

The following license applies to many of the fonts in this folder.

 

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License,

Version 1.1.

 

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:
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http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font

creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to

provide a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and

improved in partnership with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names

 are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to

any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software

components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to,

deleting, or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the

components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting

the Font Software to a new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who

 contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed,

modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the

Font Software, subject to the following conditions:
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1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in

Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the

corresponding

 Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the

primary font name as presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created using

the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

 TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016 Unicode Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version2.0 (the License);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 2000-2016 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use these files except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2022  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2015-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012,2015  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2011  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2005,2006,2020,2021,2022,2023  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010,2013,2021,2022,2023  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2005  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2022  Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2018,2021  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Adobe, Inc

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files

 in the package.
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Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.892 d-bus 1.14.10-r0 
1.892.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

dbus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work

 in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;
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d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

 the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims

 other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any
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Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

 Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages

 of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any

 of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of

this License and all of its terms and conditions.
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10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this

 License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section

 shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not
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otherwise

 restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD,

 MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

 

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--
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START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public

 License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so

 they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

 on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files

 to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print

 an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program)

 on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

    to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place,

 then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program),

 you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License

 and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through

 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present

 version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of

 software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details
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 type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful

 to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.893 libxi 1.8.1-r2 
1.893.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Copyright 1989 by Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, California.

 

			All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

HEWLETT-PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 2008 Peter Hutterer

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

 OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the author shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the author.
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Copyright  2009 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.894 libtool 2.4.7-r3 
1.894.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that
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 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For
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 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.895 libxi 1.1.5-r3 
1.895.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 2003  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
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in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 1997 Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Digital Equipment Corporation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Digital

Equipment Corporation.

 

1.896 dbus-libs 1.14.10-r0 
1.896.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

dbus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work

 in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and
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all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

 the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims

 other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

 Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,
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the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages

 of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any

 of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of

this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this
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 License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section

 shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise

 restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--
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END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD,

 MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

 

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public

 License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so

 they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

 on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files

 to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print

 an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program)

 on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
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   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

    to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place,

 then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program),

 you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License

 and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through

 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present

 version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of

 software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

 type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful

 to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.897 libsndfile 1.2.2-r0 
1.897.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by Jutta Degener and Carsten Bormann,

Technische Universitaet Berlin

 

Any use of this software is permitted provided that this notice is not

removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin

are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this

software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of

this software.  THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

 

As a matter of courtesy, the authors request to be informed about uses

this software has found, about bugs in this software, and about any

improvements that may be of general interest.

 

Berlin, 28.11.1994

Jutta Degener

Carsten Bormann

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software
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 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany
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 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with

 any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.898 wayland-libs-cursor 1.22.0-r4 
1.898.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008-2012 Kristian Hgsberg

Copyright  2010-2012 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2011 Benjamin Franzke

Copyright  2012 Collabora, Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
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to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.899 cairo-gobject 1.18.0-r0 
1.899.1 Available under license : 

Cairo is free software.

 

cairo-trace is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License

(GPL) version 3. Please see COPYING-GPL-3 for the precise terms and

conditions.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or
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 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number
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 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.

 

The test suite also bundles some fonts for use by the test suite. The

fonts included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Font		License		Distinguishing feature

	--------	-------------	----------------------

	6x13.pcf	Public Domain	Bitmap font

 

 

The test suite also bundles some images for use by the test suite. The

images included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Image		License		Distinguishing feature

	-------------	-------------	-------------------------

	romedalen.jpg	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/jpeg)

	romedalen.png	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/png)

 

The kind contributors of the bundled files are (in alphabetical order):

yvind Kols <pippin@freedesktop.org> Author of the original

 romedalen shot.

Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more

liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1
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Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Cairo is free software.

 

These utilities are all free software, please see the licensing conditions

in the opening comments of each file.

Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation[*] of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more
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liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1

 

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

 

[*] The implementation of cairo is contained entirely within the "src"

directory of the cairo source distribution. There are other components

of the cairo source distribution (such as the "test", "util", and "perf")

that are auxiliary to the library itself. None of the source code in these

directories contributes to a build of the cairo library

 itself, (libcairo.so

or cairo.dll or similar).

 

These auxiliary components are also free software, but may be under

different license terms than cairo itself. For example, most of the

test cases in the perf and test directories are made available under

an MIT license to simplify any use of this code for reference purposes

in using cairo itself. Other files might be available under the GNU

General Public License (GPL), for example. Again, please see the COPYING

file under each directory and the opening comment of each file for copyright

and licensing information.

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.

 

1.900 gdkpixbuf 2.42.10-r6 
1.900.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
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the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
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and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be
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 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
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accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
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"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
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ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.901 tdb-libs 1.4.9-r0 
1.901.1 Available under license : 

/*

  Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

 

  capability system include wrappers
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  Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell 2004

 

    ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the replace

    ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

    ** under the LGPL

 

  This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with this library; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
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Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the
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  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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1.902 libflac 1.4.3-r1 
1.902.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients
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 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing
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 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL
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 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		GNU Free Documentation License

		  Version 1.2, November 2002

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We

 have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,
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refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy,

 modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections,

 in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for

 automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".
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Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors

 for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies

 to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.
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You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display

 copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest

 onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version

 of the Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS
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You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors

 of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is

 no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.
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L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the

 Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or

 that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under

 the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.
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The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History";

 likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution

 medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
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electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission

 from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and

 will

automatically terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
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If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License,

 you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover

 Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (C) 2000-2009  Josh Coalson

Copyright (C) 2011-2023  Xiph.Org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.Org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.903 aom 3.7.1-r0 
1.903.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016, Alliance for Open Media. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Automatically generated by apkbuild-cpan, template 1

# Contributor: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

# Maintainer: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

pkgname=perl-bsd-resource

_pkgreal=BSD-Resource

pkgver=1.2911

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="Perl extension implements the BSD process resource limit functions"

url="https://metacpan.org/release/BSD-Resource"

arch="all"

license="GPL-1.0-or-later OR Artistic-1.0-Perl"

makedepends="perl-dev"

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://cpan.metacpan.org/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/$_pkgreal-$pkgver.tar.gz"

 

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgreal-$pkgver"

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	PERL_MM_USE_DEFAULT=1 perl Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

}
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build() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	make

}

 

check() {

	make test

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	find "$pkgdir" \( -name perllocal.pod -o -name .packlist \) -delete

}

 

sha512sums="d0032d41c7c0468ed1c6d8f57b885f6cb97a5039d754c8cb60b2067daedaf53bd15fb6561a3d0f828df16

dfa5417f663b8065ba65f4fea16dc9262728b3b6b85

  BSD-Resource-1.2911.tar.gz"

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.22

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"

done

 

package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"

}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}
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list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

b213fe66699770d75a4c994a01a5c08325751423516c2fb871088a47e7e7ce605736064f5ce3a63dc1d3c462271832db

7bc464ac968df1888f9823787964c786  license-list-data-3.22.tar.gz

"

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 Vintage Dreams Waves v 2.0. for Creative Labs' AWE Soundcards

(EMU Soundfont 2 Format)
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Copyright (c) Ian Wilson, 1996  (Updated January 1998)

 

This soundfont is freeware. You may freely use and/or redistribute it subject

to the following terms:

1. It is not altered, edited, modified, ripped, or converted to other formats,

except for private use only.

2. It is distributed with this copyright notice.

 

This soundfont is distributed WITHOUT WARRANTY, and without the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No liability

or damages can be inferred upon the said copyright owner, Ian Wilson.

 

Any feedback, contact Ian Wilson.

vintagedreamworks@hotmail.com

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Campus/8645/index.html

http://members.nbci.com/silicon39/

http://www.mp3.com/silicon39

https://analoguesque.x10host.com/

Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Peter Goldsborough

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2006, 2008 Edward Rosten

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 

	*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	*Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of

	 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

	 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Maintainer: Jakub Panek <me@panekj.dev>

pkgname=cargo-license

pkgver=0.5.1

pkgrel=4

pkgdesc="Cargo subcommand to see license of dependencies"

url="https://github.com/onur/cargo-license"

arch="all !s390x !riscv64" # rust

license="MIT"

makedepends="cargo cargo-auditable"

source="$pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://crates.io/api/v1/crates/cargo-license/$pkgver/download"

 

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	cargo fetch --target="$CTARGET" --locked
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}

 

build() {

	cargo auditable build --release --frozen

}

 

check() {

	cargo test --frozen

}

 

package() {

	install -Dm755 target/release/cargo-license -t "$pkgdir"/usr/bin

}

 

sha512sums="

4d8d430df91c6aac53d2305d3125eaeee492324e85c4db29d33d452b3848f33a55088e71247c6c72c6a62f4e924a374a

115bf14b4f398e7950b9eb52415f2244  cargo-license-0.5.1.tar.gz

"

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause Clear License

The Clear BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Alliance for Open Media

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted (subject to the limitations in the disclaimer below)

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Alliance for Open Media nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED LICENSES TO ANY PARTY'S PATENT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED BY THIS

LICENSE.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Contributor: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

# Maintainer: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

pkgname=py3-flake8-copyright

_pkgname=flake8-copyright

pkgver=0.2.4

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="Extension for flake8 which checks for copyrights"

options="!check" # No testsuite

url="https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/flake8-copyright"

arch="noarch"

license="MIT"

depends="py3-flake8 py3-setuptools"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/${_pkgname:0:1}/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir"/$_pkgname-$pkgver

 

replaces="py-flake8-copyright" # Backwards compatibility

provides="py-flake8-copyright=$pkgver-r$pkgrel" # Backwards compatibility
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build() {

	python3 setup.py build

}

 

package() {

	python3 setup.py install --skip-build --root="$pkgdir"

}

 

sha512sums="

a6ab47e1bb715618f075c51f398e18180404871b3b0faf1c2d30701d5203db6bc23771bf22ffb5bafcd8ee856b9b64237

b316bd503ae7dceed6ca284ccd5a74d  flake8-copyright-0.2.4.tar.gz

"

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin
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Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.904 libwebpdemux 1.3.2-r0 
1.904.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.905 libva 2.20.0-r0 
1.905.1 Available under license : 

    Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

   next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

   of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

    TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

   SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.906 tiff 4.6.0-r0 
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1.906.1 Available under license : 
# LibTIFF license

 

Copyright  1988-1997 Sam Leffler\

Copyright  1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER

 OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.907 libtheora 1.1.1-r18 
1.907.1 Available under license : 

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on

Wed, 25 Sep 2002 21:00:00 -0500.

 

It was downloaded from http://svn.xiph.org/trunk/theora/

 

Upstream Authors: Xiph.Org Foundation

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2009 Xiph.org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS

 IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Xiph.org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION

OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Please see the file COPYING for the copyright license for this software.

 

In addition to and irrespective of the copyright license associated

with this software, On2 Technologies, Inc. makes the following statement

regarding technology used in this software:

 

 On2 represents and warrants that it shall not assert any rights

 relating to infringement of On2's registered patents, nor initiate

 any litigation asserting such rights, against any person who, or

 entity which utilizes the On2 VP3 Codec Software, including any

 use, distribution, and sale of said Software; which make changes,

 modifications, and improvements in said Software; and to use,

 distribute, and sell said changes as well as applications for other

 fields of use.

 

This reference implementation is originally derived from the On2 VP3

Codec Software, and the Theora video format is essentially compatible

with the VP3 video format, consisting of a backward-compatible superset.

 

1.908 aom-libs 3.7.1-r0 
1.908.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016, Alliance for Open Media. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 Vintage Dreams Waves v 2.0. for Creative Labs' AWE Soundcards

(EMU Soundfont 2 Format)

 

Copyright (c) Ian Wilson, 1996  (Updated January 1998)

 

This soundfont is freeware. You may freely use and/or redistribute it subject

to the following terms:

1. It is not altered, edited, modified, ripped, or converted to other formats,

except for private use only.

2. It is distributed with this copyright notice.

 

This soundfont is distributed WITHOUT WARRANTY, and without the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No liability

or damages can be inferred upon the said copyright owner, Ian Wilson.
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Any feedback, contact Ian Wilson.

vintagedreamworks@hotmail.com

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Campus/8645/index.html

http://members.nbci.com/silicon39/

http://www.mp3.com/silicon39

https://analoguesque.x10host.com/

mini_sendmail - accept email on behalf of real sendmail

 

Copyright  1999,2015 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@mail.acme.com>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"

subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {
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	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Peter Goldsborough

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Original Copyright (c) 1985 by Supoj Sutanthavibul

Parts Copyright (c) 1989-2012 by Brian V. Smith

Parts Copyright (c) 1991 by Paul King

Other Copyrights may be found in various files

 

Main Xfig copyright notice:

 

Any party obtaining a copy of these files is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable, world-wide,

paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal in this software and documentation files (the

"Software"), including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish and/or distribute copies of

the Software, and to permit persons who receive copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement

being that this copyright notice remain intact.

 

No representations are made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

Parts Copyright (C) 1993 by Alan Richardson (mppa3@uk.ac.sussex.syma)

The text rotation code in w_rottext.c was written by Alan Richardson.

 The above copyright notice holds for this work as well.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1994 by Anthony Dekker

The Kohonen neural network code for color optimization was written by Anthony Dekker.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1995 by C. Blanc and C. Schlick

The X-Spline code was written Carole Blanc (blanc@labri.u-bordeaux.fr) and Christophe Schlick (schlick@labri.u-

bordeaux.fr) starting from an initial implementation done by C. Feuille, S. Grosbois, L. Maziere and L. Minihot as a

student practice (Universite Bordeaux, France). For additional information about X-splines, see:

"X-Splines: A Spline Model Designed for the End User" by C. Blanc and C. Schlick, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH'95

http://dept-info.labri.u-bordeaux.fr/~schlick/DOC/sig1.html

Copyright (c) 2006, 2008 Edward Rosten

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 

	*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	*Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of

	 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

	 from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause Clear License

The Clear BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Alliance for Open Media

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted (subject to the limitations in the disclaimer below)

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. Neither the name of the Alliance for Open Media nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED LICENSES TO ANY PARTY'S PATENT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED BY THIS

LICENSE.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Contributor: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

# Maintainer: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

pkgname=bsd-games

pkgver=3.3

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="traditional text mode games from BSD"

url="https://github.com/msharov/bsd-games"

arch="all"

license="BSD-3-Clause"

makedepends="ncurses-dev coreutils" # configure causes busybox expr error

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://sourceforge.net/projects/bsd-games/files/bsd-games-$pkgver.tar.gz"

options="!check" # no tests

 

build() {

	# some GNU autoconf options are ignored, but it works

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr \

		--sysconfdir=/etc \

		--mandir=/usr/share/man \

		--localstatedir=/var/lib # it really shouldn't be in /var

	make
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}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="

aaf36d09d4fe68514a5c279063d7e77a9a9a84c447037cba974b29faa07eb80c2aab2379d0699c196b5c27ffe1b2bb2c6

8d3390143e0e62d5e3d210ccfb61294  bsd-games-3.3.tar.gz

"

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>
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Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.909 libxrender 0.9.11-r4 
1.909.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
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INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

 OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 SuSE, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of SuSE not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  SuSE makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

SuSE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL SuSE

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

 PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.910 wayland-libs-egl 1.22.0-r4 
1.910.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008-2012 Kristian Hgsberg

Copyright  2010-2012 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2011 Benjamin Franzke

Copyright  2012 Collabora, Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.911 shared-mime-info 2.4-r0 
1.911.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable
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 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

The RelaxNG schemas in this directory are available under

under [the W3C Test Suite License](http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2008/04-testsuite-license.html).

 

See https://github.com/w3c/its-2.0-testsuite#licensing-information

[2227][2244]<i>CANAL DE NOTICIAS</i>

[2253][2291]<i>La semana pasada,|Steven Johnson, de 28 aos...</i>

[2291][2318]<i>y Stephanie Tramer, de 30 aos...</i>

[2318][2335]<i>fueron encontrados apaleados|en un bosque local.</i>

[2338][2376]El principal sospechoso y residente|local de Dunwich, Jack Cain,

[2376][2408]a quien la Polica arrest 24 horas|despus del descubrimiento...

[2408][2434]de los cuerpos, se encuentra|actualmente en la Corte.

[2434][2465]Asistiendo a una audiencia de|preparacin para el juicio.
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[2465][2482]<i>S espera que la audiencia...</i>

[2482][2498]<i>que sea una especie de formalidad...</i>

[2498][2517]<i>donde se presentaran los hechos clave...</i>

[2517][2541]<i>y el acusado se declarar culpable.</i>

[2543][2573]<i>En caso de que esa declaracin|no sea culpable, como se espera,</i>

[2573][2596]<i>se fijar una fecha para el juicio.</i>

[2609][2656]De ests 16 pualadas,|5 por s solas...

[2656][2674]hubieran sido fatales.

[2683][2697]Steve Johnson...

[2704][2749]recibi 13 pualadas,|principalmente

 en el pecho.

[2759][2793]Sin embargo, hubo varias abrasiones|en las palmas...

[2793][2845]de sus manos...|Lo que sugiere heridas defensivas.

[2854][2895]El golpe fatal fue una|pualada en la aorta,

[2896][2931]el vaso sanguneo grande|que sale del corazn.

[2948][2954]Su Seora...

[2962][2994]debido a la naturaleza|atroz de este crimen,

[3003][3046]y las pruebas circunstanciales|contra el seor Cain...

[3053][3079]y su falta de coartada,

[3087][3123]hay suficientes|pruebas para enjuiciar.

[3129][3145]Algo ms que aadir?

[3149][3171]No, eso es todo, Su Seora.

[3242][3254]Seor Cain.

[3265][3302]Antes de proceder, debo informarle...

[3304][3345]por segunda vez que,|dados los gravsimos cargos...

[3345][3387]lo mejor para usted es|contratar a un asesor legal...

[3387][3399]en este asunto.

[3426][3441]Me representar a m mismo,|Su Seora.

[3441][3455]No tengo nada que ocultar.

[3468][3480]Como desee.

[3492][3513]Antes de que pasemos|a una declaracin...

[3532][3557]tiene alguna

 prueba|que desee presentar?

[3561][3601]Qu contradiga lo que la|Fiscala ha presentado?

[3718][3731]No en este momento.

[3741][3765]Me gustara declararme inocente.

[3796][3808]Como desee.

[3919][3956]Podran ambos abogados|acercarse al estrado, por favor?

[4111][4148]La gravedad de este|crimen es evidente.

[4182][4206]Toda la evidencia recolectada...

[4206][4268]en contra del seor Cain se obtuvo|despus de un arresto ilegal.

[4312][4325]Orden en la sala!

[4359][4394]No tengo ms remedio que pedir|que se desestime el caso.

[4404][4433]Su Seora,|no puede dejar ir a este hombre.

[4439][4456]Es un peligro para todos nosotros.

[4461][4488]Entonces, quizs la Polica|debera haberle ledo sus derechos...

[4488][4503]cuando lo arrestaron.

[4525][4563]El registro del auto del seor Cain,|su casa, las entrevistas,
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[4568][4601]todo esto es ahora|inadmisible como prueba.

[4604][4623]Este caso est desestimado.

[4624][4641]- Culpable!|- Ordeno que el acusado...

[4642][4656]sea liberado de forma inmediata.

[4656][4675]Asesino!

 Asesinaste a mi hijo!

[4815][4837]No le leste sus derechos.

[4838][4857]Qu cojones es esto,|la hora del aficionado?

[4857][4886]Lo persegu.|Tenamos a la Polica armada afuera.

[4888][4924]En toda la conmocin slo|comet un error, de acuerdo?

[4925][4945]Claro que cometiste un error.

[4952][4989]Y mi hijo y la hermana de este|pobre chico no vern justicia.

[4991][5022]Escoria como Cain no mantendr|su nariz limpia por mucho tiempo.

[5022][5055]Cuando se pase de la raya,|yo estar ah para derribarlo.

[5062][5079]Crees que volver a matar?

[5087][5116]No lo s, pero es capaz de hacerlo.

[5119][5136]Bueno,|ahora todos estamos en peligro.

[5145][5163]Miren,|mantendr esta ciudad a salvo.

[5174][5184]S.

[5188][5209]Como el buen trabajo que|hiciste la primera vez.

[5209][5232]- Ahora vete a la mierda, Joe.|- Escucha!

[5235][5276]Si esa basura lastima a|alguien ms, rodarn cabezas.

[5276][5292]- Mira hombre...|- Cometiste...

[5292][5319]el mayor error de tu carrera aqu,|simple y llanamente.

[5319][5342]-

 Quieres mi renuncia?|- La ofreces?

[5342][5371]- Tengo otra opcin?|- Siempre hay opciones, Frank.

[5374][5395]Hacer tu trabajo es una opcin.

[5408][5431]Cul es tu trabajo, Frank?|Puedes decirme eso?

[5451][5473]Respetar la ley,|mantener la ciudad a salvo.

[5473][5497]Mantn esta ciudad a salvo,|precisamente.

[5503][5524]Todos queramos|justicia en este caso.

[5524][5542]La ley no nos ha dado eso.

[5546][5575]Significa eso que el|deber de proteger a Dunwich...

[5575][5591]se va por la ventana?

[5601][5613]No.

[5625][5654]Johnny, dime hijo,|qu significa la justicia para ti?

[5685][5724]Quiero ver a Cain sufrir por|lo que le hizo a mi hermana.

[5739][5752]Qu hay de ti, Joe?

[5752][5787]Ningn padre debera|enterrar a su propio hijo.

[5797][5809]No es natural.

[5813][5847]Y ese pedazo de mierda merece|morir por lo que ha hecho!

[5871][5883]Estoy de acuerdo.

[5934][5948]Qu ests diciendo, hombre?

[5949][5977]Bueno, todos nosotros nos conocemos|desde hace mucho tiempo, Frank.

[5978][6008]Podr

 ser el Alcalde de esta ciudad,|pero tambin soy tu amigo.

[6012][6032]Los amigos deberan ayudarse|mutuamente, no crees?
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[6061][6072]Si.

[6084][6116]As que, voy a ayudarte a|salvar tu trabajo, Frank.

[6124][6141]Joe, Johnny...

[6159][6173]vamos a conseguirles justicia.

[6203][6228]Y cmo te propones hacer eso?

[6303][6315]<i>Zombis.</i>

[6331][6343]<i>S.</i>

[6347][6363]<i>Son mis sirvientes.</i>

[6394][6419]<i>Este asesino del alma|se lleva a los hombres...</i>

[6419][6434]<i>de sus tumbas...</i>

[6444][6462]<i>para ser sus esclavos.</i>

[6512][6536]<i>Son instrumentos de terror...</i>

[6536][6558]<i>y ahora este demonio conspira...</i>

[6559][6579]<i>para poseer a una mujer.</i>

[6639][6652]<i>S, amo?</i>

[6687][6711]<i>Este asesino del alma|se lleva a los hombres...</i>

[6711][6759]<i>de sus tumbas...|Para ser sus esclavos...</i>

[6838][6869]<i>y ahora este demonio conspira|para poseer a una mujer.</i>

[6913][6927]<i>Qu bestial.</i>

[7233][7255]Qu cojones es esto,|una

 fiesta de Noche de Brujas?

[7268][7288]Es hora de pagar por|lo que hiciste, Cain.

[7323][7336]Tienes algo que decir?

[7355][7393]Despreciame y vers a un tonto.

[7398][7423]Resptame y vers a un Dios.

[7423][7461]Mrame directamente y|te vers a ti mismo.

[7483][7495]No soy como t.

[7503][7516]Ninguno de nosotros lo es.

[7521][7539]Aprieta el gatillo y|te vuelves culpable...

[7539][7554]de lo que me acusas.

[7559][7583]La pregunta que|tienen que hacerse es,

[7587][7609]pueden vivir con quitar una vida?

[7622][7637]No slo vivir con ello,

[7643][7671]me despertar sonriendo|todos los malditos das...

[7671][7683]sabiendo que te has ido.

[7691][7707]Eso traer a tu hijo de vuelta?

[7718][7723]Vete a la mierda!

[7882][7903]Tratan de humillarme?

[7922][7934]No.

[7944][7957]Estoy tratando de matarte.

[8003][8032]Hazlo, Johnny.|Hazlo por tu hermana.

[8038][8056]Hazlo!

[8337][8356]Traigan las palas.

[8554][8583]Esto no hace falta decirlo,|pero lo voy a decir de todos modos.

[8591][8619]Nunca hablaremos

 de esto con nadie,|nunca.

[8632][8661]Si alguien pregunta,|Cain se fue de la ciudad.

[8670][8685]Todos estamos de acuerdo en eso?
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[8702][8714]Si.

[8721][8733]Johnny?

[8774][8786]Qu?

[8809][8834]Nunca hablaremos de esto...

[8839][8858]a nadie en la vida.

[8868][8888]De acuerdo?

[8944][8956]De acuerdo.

[9034][9051]Has estado muy callado, Frank.

[9097][9127]Promteme que nunca le|dirs a nadie sobre esto.

[9133][9147]Mientras vivas.

[9165][9179]Quiero orte decirlo.

[9265][9277]Bien.

[9281][9296]Prometo no decirle a nadie...

[9296][9325]sobre esto,|durante el resto de mi vida.

[9471][9518]<i>UN AO MS TARDE</i>

[9699][9717]Ya hemos pasado un|minuto de la medianoche.

[9717][9736]Y es oficialmente el|da en que el velo...

[9736][9763]entre los vivos y los muertos|est en su punto ms bajo.

[9766][9801]Aqu WKB Dunwich y yo soy|Jennifer Hollister despidindose,

[9801][9822]queridos oyentes,|con esta clsica.

[9831][9845]Feliz Noche de Brujas.

[10493][10506]Cabrn.

[10522][10536]Maldito cabrn.

[10584][10605]Mentiste,

 pedazo de mierda.

[10634][10653]No pude vivir con ello.

[11177][11225]La vida es slo un|sueo para los muertos.

[11348][11372]- Hola, pap.|- Buenos das.

[11373][11385]Te ves como el demonio.

[11394][11404]Gracias, lo necesitaba.

[11412][11444]- Te cuesta dormir?|- S, qu hay de nuevo?

[11448][11466]Quieres que te|prepare algo de comer?

[11472][11498]No, estar bien.|Tomar algo de camino al trabajo.

[11505][11512]Comida rpida?

[11518][11537]Vamos, pap, te preparar unos huevos.

[11549][11568]Eres demasiado buena conmigo,|lo sabas?

[11586][11594]Pens que lo habas dejado.

[11597][11609]Lo estoy intentando.

[11612][11639]No muy en serio|por lo que parece.

[11644][11666]Supongo va de la mano con|el estrs del trabajo.

[11678][11704]Vas a ir a la fiesta|de Noche de Brujas esta noche?

[11713][11727]No creo.

[11731][11742]Tal vez deberas hacerlo.

[11751][11769]Podra ayudarte a|desestresarte un poco.

[11775][11784]Trabajars esta noche?

[11794][11806]Estoy libre.

[11814][11833]Estaba
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 pensando que|podra ir a la fiesta.

[11844][11856]Podra ser divertido.

[11863][11875]Recuerdas esa palabra?

[11891][11903]Diversin?

[11906][11931]Supongo que no he tenido mucho|tiempo para eso ltimamente.

[12037][12049]Hollister.

[12052][12064]Sip.

[12072][12086]Cristo.

[12093][12107]Voy enseguida.

[12125][12141]Lo siento, cario, tengo que irme.

[12146][12162]Trabajo.

[12354][12379]<i>POLICA - NO CRUZAR</i>

[12436][12478]- Qu ha pasado?|- Johnny Tramer, suicidio.

[12478][12496]- Jess.|- Disparo en la cabeza.

[12531][12545]Qu est pasando all?

[12559][12575]Es algo realmente extrao.

[12585][12599]Cav el hoyo?

[12603][12616]No haba seales de|una pala alrededor.

[12616][12646]As que si lo hizo,|no estoy seguro de cmo.

[12645][12663]- Sus manos?|- Lo he comprobado.

[12666][12687]Las uas estn limpias.

[12681][12704]- Extrao.|- Se vuelve an ms extrao.

[12713][12723]Qu quieres decir?

[12727][12743]Mira las huellas de las manos.

[12746][12771]No parece que alguien|fue enterrado vivo aqu...

[12771][12782]y

 cavara para salir?

[12788][12819]Entrando en el espritu|de Noche de Brujas, Brodie?

[12818][12828]No!

[12829][12855]Es slo, slo lo que parece.

[12863][12889]Me parece que alguien acaba|de cavar un hoyo en un campo.

[12889][12905]Por qu, no lo s.

[12917][12938]Parece que hubo algo de|lluvia aqu, sin embargo.

[12939][12961]Manos grandes tambin,|definitivamente un hombre.

[12965][12993]Puso sus manos sobre el|lodo para salir de all.

[12997][13026]Entonces, Johnny se meti en|el hoyo para seguir cavando...

[13026][13045]luego, cuando termin,|se sac a s mismo.

[13045][13062]No...|Vers, eso pens.

[13063][13094]Pero tengo a mis hombres midiendo la|enpolladura de las manos de Johnny,

[13095][13117]y son la mitad del tamao|de esas huellas de manos.

[13125][13153]Entonces, qu ests diciendo, que alguien|ms estuvo aqu tambin?

[13156][13191]Bueno, no hay seales de una pala,|dos juegos de huellas de manos.

[13202][13223]Tal vez alguien lo mat y tena|la intencin de enterrar el cuerpo...

[13223][13247]pero,

 lo interrumpieron y huyo.

[13263][13294]Tendremos que ver qu dice el informe|de balstica. Llamaste al forense?

[13296][13323]S, va a tener mucho trabajo|que hacer en este caso.

[13333][13355]- Qu quieres decir?|- Mira el cuerpo.
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[13417][13442]Dios! Cunto tiempo lleva aqu?

[13454][13471]Bueno, estuvo en el trabajo ayer.

[13471][13494]As que no ms de 24 horas.

[13504][13522]Nunca he visto un|cuerpo descomponerse...

[13522][13535]en tan poco tiempo.

[13612][13624]Frank?

[13645][13657]Frank.

[13661][13673]Qu?

[13681][13705]- Ests bien?|- S, estoy bien.

[13717][13743]Ser mejor que vaya a|ver a Edie Tramer. Dios!

[13747][13767]Primero su hija el ao pasado|y ahora su hijo.

[13778][13805]- Vas a estar bien aqu?|- S, djamelo a m.

[14021][14035]Hola.

[14042][14054]Ellie.

[14059][14071]Esto se ve muy bien.

[14079][14096]Si que se han superado este ao.

[14096][14108]Gracias.

[14124][14159]As que, vas a ayudar o slo|vas a estar dando vueltas...

[14159][14178]hasta que traigamos

 la ponchera?

[14196][14208]Disclpame un momento.

[14287][14306]Cmo te va, Joe?

[14304][14316]No es bueno.

[14317][14338]Johnny Tramer se suicid anoche.

[14354][14378]Dios! Qu ha pasado?

[14381][14406]Fue al lugar, ya sabes...

[14407][14424]dnde est el paquete.

[14432][14457]De todos modos,|el chico se dispar en la cabeza.

[14462][14472]l est muerto.

[14481][14493]Buen Dios.

[14498][14511]Esto est jodido.

[14512][14534]Si la Polica empieza|a husmear en esa zona,

[14534][14556]van a encontrar ms|de lo que esperaban.

[14563][14573]- Muy bien.|- Por qu ese dbil...

[14573][14586]mierdecilla tuvo que hacerlo all?

[14586][14613]Tranquilo, hablar con Frank.|Lo arreglaremos.

[14713][14742]S que este es un momento|desgarrador para ti, Edie...

[14755][14791]pero, hay algo que Johnny|haya dicho o hecho...

[14804][14822]para indicar que era un suicida?

[14835][14858]No ha sido el mismo desde|que Stephanie fue asesinada.

[14866][14881]Ninguno de nosotros lo ha hecho.

[14893][14918]Dijo algo sobre

 todo ese asunto,

[14918][14937]ya sabes, Jack Cain?

[14956][14971]Saba que lo quera muerto.

[14982][14994]Todos lo queramos.

[15004][15029]Tus hombres estn ms cerca|de encontrar a esa basura?

[15052][15065]En realidad, no.
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[15074][15103]Se fue de la ciudad el ao pasado.|Pudo haber ido a cualquier parte.

[15108][15124]Maldito seas por dejarlo ir.

[15127][15157]No lo dej ir, comet un error.

[15173][15191]Tengo que vivir con|ello todos los das.

[15206][15221]Pobre de ti.

[15236][15261]Tengo que vivir con perder|a Stephanie todos los das.

[15268][15284]Y ahora a mi hijo tambin.

[15297][15309]Tienes razn.

[15313][15329]No quise ser insensible.

[15342][15358]Necesito volver a la estacin.

[15358][15379]Va a venir alguien?

[15379][15398]Puedo enviar a alguien|a ofrecer apoyo.

[15398][15413]Slo quiero que me dejen en paz.

[15436][15449]Entiendo.

[15461][15474]Lo siento, Edie.

[15484][15496]De verdad que lo hago.

[15739][15759]- Hola?|- Hola, mejillas dulces.

[15765][15788]<i>Ya sabes, los aos

 '50 llamaron.</i>

[15789][15797]<i>Quieren que le devuelvas|el nombre de su mascota.</i>

[15797][15814]Slo trato de ser carioso.

[15815][15833]Lo s, slo estoy bromeando.

[15839][15851]Cmo van las cosas?

[15851][15872]Bueno, encontramos a|Johnny Tramer esta maana.

[15872][15884]Se suicid.

[15894][15911]Dios, eso es horrible.

[15927][15951]Su hermana tambin muri el ao pasado.|Su madre debe estar hecha pedazos.

[15951][15968]S, tu padre est all ahora mismo.

[15968][15984]Contndole las noticias.

[15993][16007]Dios, eso es horrible.

[16023][16036]No los conoca tan bien.

[16036][16064]Pero pap sola salir|con su padre hace aos.

[16082][16101]Hablando de tu padre, no le dijiste...

[16101][16117]sobre nosotros, verdad?

[16117][16137]<i>Brodie, eres un marica,|lo sabas?</i>

[16137][16156]- No soy un marica.|- Lo eres.

[16171][16192]Por qu demonios ests|tan asustado de mi padre?

[16203][16221]Es el tipo ms dulce del mundo.

[16222][16252]S, en casa tal vez,|pero en el trabajo es mi jefe.

[16252][16277]Y

 sabes lo incmodo que es que|te atrapen con la hija del jefe?

[16277][16294]Vamos, admtelo.

[16297][16318]El riesgo es parte de la emocin.

[16335][16371]Entonces, dime. Qu llevas puesto?

[16381][16406]Un jersey de lana grueso y|una redecilla para el cabello.

[16409][16427]Vamos Jen, en serio?

[16427][16454]- De verdad quieres hacer esto ahora?|- S, slo un minuto.

[16459][16479]Llama a uno de esos programas|de chicas de la tele...
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[16479][16502]donde las chicas mueven|el culo arriba y abajo.

[16504][16528]S, cuestan cinco dlares|el minuto, esto es gratis.

[16534][16558]Eres una mierda tan descarada,|lo sabas?

[16584][16599]Vamos, dime. Qu llevas puesto?

[16609][16622]Con quin ests hablando?

[16636][16654]No es nadie.

[16661][16674]<i>Hablando solo?</i>

[16678][16695]<i>Es una chica que conozco.</i>

[16702][16718]<i>De acuerdo, bueno, no tardes mucho.</i>

[16718][16744]Tenemos cosas ms importantes|de las que ocuparnos hoy.

[16748][16765]Estar en mi oficina.

[16767][16779]Seor.

[16827][16848]-

 Hola?|- Marica.

[16965][16979]- Dios mo!|- Qu?

[16979][16999]Bien, bien, mira esto.

[17007][17033]- Joder, qu diablos es eso?|- Es muy divertido.

[17037][17061]Una verdadera falta de estndares,|los de tu generacin.

[17063][17086]Dios mo, tenemos un chorreador.

[17087][17111]Muy bien, apgalo.|Este es un lugar de negocios.

[17119][17131]Muy bien.

[17131][17146]Tranquilo, abuelo.

[17149][17164]Sabes, cuando tena tu edad...

[17164][17183]no tenamos acceso a nada de eso.

[17188][17219]Lo que tenamos eran revistas.|Ni siquiera podamos costernoslas.

[17227][17239]Pero siempre encontrbamos,|cmo, grandes montones de ellas...

[17239][17253]en el bosque por alguna razn.

[17258][17286]Esto aade un nuevo significado|al trmino naturista.

[17289][17304]Entonces,|cul es el maldito problema?

[17304][17323]Es lo que hacen los chicos.

[17326][17339]Lo es?

[17339][17358]Dios, no me estoy perdiendo mucho.

[17358][17378]S, todo se trata de las bromas.

[17382][17407]Escucho esa palabra todo el tiempo,|bromas.

[17413][17425]Qu

 significa eso?

[17426][17448]Bueno, es slo que, ya sabes,|nos necesitamos el uno al otro.

[17448][17461]Para divertirse y eso.

[17464][17489]Y t siempre ests bromeando|con tus amiguitos, no?

[17489][17504]S, s, lo hacemos.

[17513][17553]Aunque s,|a veces puede ir demasiado lejos.

[17551][17568]- S?|- S.

[17578][17606]Mira, alguna vez te he hablado|de mis vacaciones de la escuela...

[17606][17623]donde unos amigos y yo|nos fuimos a Mxico?

[17623][17635]No.

[17641][17652]Cierto.

[17658][17687]As que hay un chico llamado James,|ya sabes,

[17687][17728]y es muy credo,|demasiado confiado, arrogante.
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[17722][17754]As que una noche|sale y se emborracha.

[17754][17783]Luego regresa a la villa|y se desmaya en el sof.

[17788][17805]As que tengo una idea, ya sabes,

[17810][17827]voy a bajarle los humos.

[17833][17858]As que lo que hago es|tomar un condn y lo pongo...

[17858][17877]al final de un lpiz y...

[17886][17914]se lo pongo en el chocolate|mientras est desmayado.

[17926][17941]Cmo

 chocolate?

[17945][17972]S, el nudo de tu globo.

[18008][18032]Tu bolso de prisin,|tu estrella de mar de chocolate.

[18049][18062]Raja del culo.

[18063][18081]Entonces, por qu no|dijiste eso para empezar?

[18081][18106]De acuerdo, me asegurar|de mantener mi lenguaje...

[18106][18127]ms adecuado para los|pensionados en el futuro.

[18131][18156]De todos modos,|James se despierta al da siguiente...

[18156][18179]y no tiene recuerdos|de la noche anterior.

[18181][18198]Estaba tan borracho.

[18198][18218]Todo lo que sabe es que|ahora tiene un condn...

[18218][18235]colgando de su culo.

[18237][18266]Y nos pregunta: "Qu pas anoche?"

[18268][18281]Y as que se lo decimos.

[18287][18317]Yo digo: "Bueno, amigo, te vimos|charlando con este chico...

[18317][18351]en el bar y lo siguiente que|sabemos es que te has ido con l".

[18356][18385]As que James,|empez a enloquecer porque piensa...

[18385][18413]que la espada de cerdo de|un extrao se lo ha clavado.

[18432][18458]- La espada

 de cerdo significa polla.|- S, s, lo s.

[18458][18477]La descripcin me dio un poco|de informacin sobre eso.

[18478][18523]Est bien, est bien. James,|est llorando y llama a su novia,

[18526][18552]y confiesa su primera|experiencia gay...

[18552][18577]y toma el siguiente|vuelo de vuelta a casa.

[18577][18611]Y no le dije la verdad|hasta seis meses despus.

[18641][18688]As que tcnicamente el nico|que hizo algo gay fuiste t.

[18694][18707]Por qu dices eso?

[18709][18742]- Le metiste un lpiz en el culo.|- S, pero eso no es gay.

[18759][18777]- Es un poco gay.|- Bueno, no, cllate.

[18783][18803]S, tienes razn,|las bromas son divertidas.

[18817][18834]De todos modos,|tengo trabajo que hacer.

[18843][18859]Muy bien, vuelvo en cinco minutos.

[18869][18885]Tengo que ir a echar una cagada.

[18914][18956]<i>ESTACIN DE POLICA</i>

[18966][18993]Entonces, el chico,|por qu lo hizo?

[19003][19017]Bueno, considerando dnde lo hizo.

[19017][19038]Supongo que no poda|vivir con lo que pas.

[19049][19078]-

 Hablaste con su madre?|- Est destrozada.

[19087][19114]Le dijo lo que le pas a Cain?
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[19115][19134]No creo que ella sepa nada.

[19154][19166]De acuerdo.

[19172][19193]Bueno, djame preguntarte|a ti, Frank.

[19199][19211]Qu hay de ti?

[19222][19234]Qu hay de m?

[19236][19271]Ya no te veo en ninguna|de estas noches sociales.

[19275][19298]Se siente como si nos|estuvieras evitando estos das.

[19298][19323]Realmente pensaste que las cosas|seguiran igual entre nosotros?

[19323][19355]Mierda como esa cambia a la gente.|Ciertamente me cambi a m.

[19369][19395]Piensas demasiado en todo,|ese es tu problema.

[19396][19428]Hicimos lo correcto.|Se hizo justicia.

[19436][19452]Lo que t digas, Milton.

[19461][19474]Ahora, si no te importa,

[19474][19492]tengo mucho papeleo que hacer.

[19753][19769]Mike, tienes la llave inglesa?

[19796][19802]Mike.

[19811][19826]Ests sordo o qu?

[20202][20214]Qu opinas?

[20255][20267]No lo s.

[20285][20304]No he visto nada como esto|desde los asesinatos de Cain.

[20325][20338]Cmo

 quieres manejarlo?

[20372][20397]Esta es una semiautomtica.

[20415][20446]Slo amartilla el martillo,|inserta el cartucho...

[20446][20479]en la cmara y la|pistola estar lista...

[20479][20491]para su prximo disparo.

[20507][20531]Los cartuchos se alimentan a|travs de un cargador...

[20532][20556]que se introduce en el mango.

[20562][20584]Si quieres esta, te puedo dar...

[20584][20603]cinco cajas de cargadores,|que tienen 15 cartuchos.

[20603][20619]Que vienen en doble columna.

[20623][20652]Es una mquina muy, muy poderosa.

[20654][20672]Rpida y fcil de recargar tambin.

[20702][20749]Este es el revlver .38.

[20752][20772]El cilindro tiene capacidad|para siete cargas.

[20776][20799]Tanto las semiautomticas|como los revlveres,

[20803][20821]tienen dos estilos de|accin principales.

[20834][20846]Accin simple y doble.

[20857][20878]Esta perrita, es doble.

[20886][20918]Es pequea, lo que la hace|perfecta para ocultarla.

[20929][20952]Pero an as tiene un gran golpe.

[20972][20984]Maldita

 pistola ingeniosa.

[20988][21019]Este hijo de puta es mi favorito.

[21052][21099]Esta fina arma goza|de la reputacin...

[21099][21124]de ser el estndar de oro|de la potencia de frenado.

[21141][21183]Es un tapn de un slo|disparo extremadamente fiable.

[21183][21219]No es buena para ocultar,|pero puedes hacer un agujero...
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[21219][21246]a travs de un maldito oso,|con una de estas cosas.

[21257][21273]Me encanta esta pistola.

[21296][21315]De acuerdo.

[21325][21333]A algunos cerditos...

[21344][21359]les gusta ir al mercado.

[21361][21379]Algunos cerditos se quedan en casa.

[21387][21418]A algunos les gusta comer|mucha carne asada...

[21436][21452]pero t, cerdito...

[21456][21474]has venido a comprar|algunas armas dudosas.

[21474][21487]Entonces, cul vas a escoger?

[21494][21507]Vamos,|no tengo todo el maldito da.

[21531][21543]Todas ellas.

[21584][21605]Eres un cerdito codicioso, no?

[21616][21648]Siento mucho lo de Johnny.

[21649][21661]Cuando me enter,|tena que venir a

 verte.

[21668][21682]Gracias.

[21691][21712]Tienes a alguien aqu|que pueda ayudarte?

[21723][21746]Mi hermano llega esta noche.

[21756][21764]Es todo lo que me queda ahora.

[21797][21808]S que esto es difcil para ti,|Edie,

[21808][21824]pero tengo que preguntar,

[21831][21858]Johnny te dijo algo|sobre Jack Cain?

[21863][21899]- Cmo dnde desapareci?|- No me dijo nada.

[21913][21925]De acuerdo.

[22079][22111]No quiero ser molesto,|pero, tienes galletas?

[22135][22147]Galletas?

[22154][22166]Si.

[22198][22209]S, creo que s.

[22216][22228]En la cocina.

[22246][22272]- Ir a buscarlas.|- Me encantara.

[22275][22288]Gracias.

[23496][23527]Muere, maldita puta!

[23553][23565]Muere!

[23652][23662]Joder.

[23691][23704]Dnde estn las galletas?

[23943][23963]Amigo, un dulce por Noche de Brujas.

[24214][24225]Hola, querido.

[24229][24241]Qu ests haciendo?

[24245][24264]Slo estoy haciendo|todas las decoraciones.

[24269][24288]Pero deberan haberse|hecho esta maana.

[24296][24313]Bueno, yo he...

[24319][24342]He

 estado muy ocupada con|todos los pasteles tambin.

[24345][24372]Algunos de ellos estn un|poco quemados, as que...

[24375][24388]Qu quieres decir?

[24391][24413]Bueno...

[24428][24435]No has terminado la decoracin,
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[24435][24462]has quemado la comida.|Qu has estado haciendo?

[24467][24479]Hazlos de nuevo!

[24484][24501]- Qu, ahora?|- S, hazlo!

[24505][24519]De acuerdo.

[24732][24749]Siempre tiene que ser as?

[24756][24778]Mira, me disculpo por|perder los estribos,

[24778][24793]pero esto tiene que hacerse.

[24819][24831]De acuerdo.

[25099][25154]<i>Slo una pequea cantidad|en una copa de vino.</i>

[25166][25182]<i>O quizs una flor.</i>

[25223][25239]<i>Qudese con l, Monsieur.</i>

[25284][25297]<i>Qudeselo.</i>

[25312][25338]<i>Puede cambiar de opinin.</i>

[25342][25357]<i>No est muerta?</i>

[25367][25379]<i>Ests loco?</i>

[25387][25394]<i>La v morir.</i>

[25397][25416]<i>El doctor firm el certificado.</i>

[25416][25428]<i>Los v enterrarla.</i>

[25441][25456]<i>Cautiva en el lmite...</i>

[25456][25478]<i>entre

 la vida y la muerte.</i>

[25489][25518]<i>Su cerebro se despoj|de la chispa de la vida.</i>

[25545][25591]<i>El zombi blanco obedece|las rdenes impas...</i>

[25591][25609]<i>de su amo demonio.</i>

[25711][25748]<i>Como criaturas sin sentido llevan|a cabo su maldita sea a voluntad...</i>

[25808][25821]<i>Zombis!</i>

[26387][26402]<i>Emergencia, emergencia.</i>

[26928][26949]Adelante, Frank. Adelante.

[26987][26993]<i>Si?</i>

[26994][27012]Ven a la casa de los|Boggs en la calle Oak.

[27024][27038]Es malo, Frank.

[27044][27058]Es realmente jodidamente malo.

[27583][27614]<i>NOCHE DE BRUJAS</i>

[28094][28128]Parece que tenemos a un|maniaco suelto.

[28189][28201]Ests bien, Frank?

[28223][28232]Frank?

[28249][28273]S, s.

[28307][28315]Te voy a decir algo...

[28323][28343]que nunca se lo he contado a nadie.

[28347][28367]S,|algo que he estado llevando conmigo...

[28367][28384]desde hace un ao.

[28401][28413]De acuerdo.

[28417][28429]Jack Cain.

[28447][28459]Hace

 un ao,

[28467][28495]yo, Boggs...

[28501][28516]Joe, y Johnny...

[28526][28542]fuimos a su cabaa.
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[28557][28573]Lo llevamos al campo,

[28577][28601]el mismo en el que Johnny|fue encontrado esta maana...

[28621][28634]y lo matamos.

[28649][28667]Le disparamos a quemarropa...

[28679][28692]y luego lo enterramos.

[28711][28724]Hablas en serio, Frank?

[28731][28752]Sent que era lo correcto.

[28766][28795]Pero, me ha perseguido|desde entonces.

[28862][28893]As que estos asesinatos,|ahora hay un vnculo claro...

[28893][28906]entre las vctimas.

[28922][28953]Todo hombre involucrado en el asesinato|de Jack Cain est ahora muerto.

[28966][28987]Todos menos uno.

[28992][29018]Sabes lo que eso significa,|verdad?

[29028][29048]- Eres el siguiente.|- As es.

[29071][29091]Hay algo ms que deberas saber,|tambin.

[29094][29106]Qu sera eso?

[29129][29142]Hay un tipo...

[29151][29173]en la penitenciara de Edenfield,

[29175][29189]alguien llamado Charlie Edgar.

[29199][29226]Est cumpliendo cadena perpetua|por

 el asesinato de una joven.

[29236][29252]Hace unos meses me lleg la noticia...

[29253][29276]del psiquiatra, que Edgar...

[29276][29296]haba confesado los|asesinatos de Cain.

[29303][29314]Lo entrevistaste?

[29321][29333]Lo hice, s.

[29347][29386]Y tengo que decirte, cuando|Edgar me cont cmo fue todo,

[29391][29403]le cre.

[29412][29429]Saba muchos detalles|sobre los asesinatos...

[29429][29447]que mantuvimos fuera|de los peridicos.

[29452][29465]Entonces, qu hiciste?

[29486][29499]Escrib un informe.

[29527][29541]Y luego lo enterr.

[29555][29571]Nunca se lo ense a nadie.

[29577][29601]Ya fue bastante difcil|lidiar con la idea...

[29601][29618]de matar a un supuesto culpable.

[29627][29634]Cielos, Frank.

[29642][29667]Me avergenzo de lo que he hecho.

[29687][29724]Alguien ms sabe...|Que mataste a Cain?

[29742][29768]Es posible que uno|de los otros tipos...

[29768][29783]haya hablado con alguien,|de acuerdo.

[29784][29813]Pero por qu alguien|se estara vengando...

[29813][29828]en

 nombre de Jack Cain?

[29828][29845]Toda la ciudad viva|con miedo de l.

[29845][29859]Todos lo queran muerto.

[29863][29887]Podra ser un amigo de Cain,|alguien vinculado a l.

[29889][29907]S, esa es la explicacin racional.
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[29915][29929]Pero hay otra teora.

[29942][29957]No es tan racional.

[29962][29974]Y esa es?

[29979][29997]Jack Cain ha vuelto de la muerte.

[30021][30032]Te sientes bien?

[30036][30061]Sabes, este es un momento|estresante y todo eso, Frank.

[30061][30081]- Ya sabes, pero...|- Y ese agujero en el suelo,

[30086][30125]dijiste que pareca que alguien haba|sacado las manos y se haba impulsado.

[30123][30135]Si.

[30143][30167]Ah es exactamente|donde enterramos a Cain.

[30176][30193]Su cuerpo ha desaparecido.

[30203][30221]Tal vez alguien que|sabe lo que pas...

[30221][30246]lo rob y quiere que pienses|que ha vuelto de la muerte.

[30248][30269]Hay un montn de cosas que|estn pasando ahora mismo...

[30269][30286]que no se pueden|explicar fcilmente.

[30289][30307]Tenemos que

 ser abiertos de mente.

[30326][30346]Entonces, cul es nuestro|prximo movimiento?

[30358][30379]Tengo una llamada|importante en la estacin.

[30386][30406]Mi hija est en el Ayuntamiento...

[30406][30421]en la fiesta de Noche de Brujas.

[30427][30461]Ve a buscarla y|trela a la estacin.

[30472][30509]Bien, ya que estamos en ese tema...

[30519][30544]dado que me dijiste la verdad,|creo que es lo correcto...

[30544][30570]que yo tambin te diga la verdad.

[30615][30622]Qu es?

[30672][30684]Jennifer,

[30694][30704]nos hemos estado viendo.

[30714][30733]- Por cunto tiempo?|- Cuatro meses.

[30733][30751]Mira, siento no haber dicho nada,

[30752][30775]es slo que no quera|decir demasiado...

[30771][30787]antes de que las cosas se desarrollaran,|de lo contrario,

[30787][30798]las cosas se habran puesto incmodas.

[30798][30818]- Vas en serio con ella?|- Mucho.

[30823][30857]La amo y...|Creo que ella tambin me ama a m.

[30983][30995]Toma esto...

[31005][31032]para proteccin,|y ve a buscar a Jennifer...

[31047][31062]y

 llvala a la estacin.

[31066][31078]Lo tengo.

[31242][31267]As que acordamos encontrarnos|en este bar al principio,

[31275][31302]y tom como siete gin tonics...

[31302][31321]en el espacio de una hora.

[31322][31336]El bar tender me avis...

[31336][31352]mientras el tipo estaba en el bao.

[31357][31384]Pero an as termin|yendo a otro bar con l.

[31387][31416]Pidi guacamole y se neg|a compartirlo conmigo,

[31422][31437]mientras afirmaba que iba a...
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[31438][31462]lanzar a todos los|hpsters a la calle.

[31468][31484]Qu idiota.

[31496][31522]Al final fuimos a esta|cafetera toda la noche,

[31524][31551]en parte para que se pusiera sobrio,|y en parte porque...

[31551][31573]haba olvidado su nombre, y pens...

[31573][31588]que lo escribiran en su vaso.

[31597][31622]As que supongo que no hubo|una segunda cita, entonces.

[31622][31634]No.

[31638][31663]Creo que le dar un descanso|a las citas por un tiempo.

[31676][31692]Cmo van las cosas con Brodie?

[31709][31725]Todava no se

 lo he|dicho a mi padre.

[31726][31742]No estoy segura de|cmo reaccionar.

[31751][31766]Estoy segura de que estar bien.

[31772][31783]No contratara a Brodie...

[31783][31803]si no creyera que es|un tipo responsable.

[31814][31826]Cierto.

[31843][31877]Le has dicho a Brodie|que ests embarazada?

[31885][31897]Qu?

[31907][31927]Cmo lo supiste?

[31925][31952]Estamos en una fiesta|y t bebes agua.

[31953][31972]Esa no es la Jennifer que conozco.

[31974][31993]Me hice la prueba hoy mismo.

[32001][32014]Enhorabuena.

[32021][32039]- Cmo te sientes?|- Slo...

[32049][32063]nerviosa, ahora mismo.

[32066][32081]No s si estoy lista.

[32081][32112]No tengo ni idea de|cmo se sentir Brodie.

[32114][32132]Es un gran paso.

[32141][32163]No te preocupes, te adora.

[32168][32181]Estar encantado.

[32181][32203]Va a ser un golpe|doble para mi padre.

[32205][32233]Descubrir que estoy viendo a|alguien que trabaja para l...

[32233][32245]y va a ser abuelo?

[32257][32269]Ya est bastante estresado.

[32269][32298]Oye,|no

 hay nada de qu preocuparse.

[32309][32335]Una vez que el polvo se asiente,|estar contento.

[32356][32375]S lo difcil que fue para los dos...

[32375][32398]cuando tu madre muri.

[32406][32439]No hay otra manera de ver esto|que como un evento feliz.

[32457][32471]Gracias, Ellie.

[32522][32543]John, ese nmero de telfono,

[32548][32571]al que Cain llam cuando fue|arrestado por primera vez.

[32574][32589]Ya tienes una direccin?

[32657][32669]Si.

[32691][32702]Si.

[32728][32745]Gracias, John.
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[33277][33291]Buenas noches.

[33307][33337]Sabe, un hombre que lleva un arma|no me parece tan seguro de s.

[33343][33381]De hecho,|veo a un hombre asustado ante m.

[33382][33396]Vincent Crowley?

[33401][33414]Quin quiere saber?

[33431][33443]Me llamo Hollister.

[33451][33465]Soy un Oficial de Polica.

[33469][33487]Quiero hablarte de Jack Cain.

[33505][33522]Siempre estoy abierto a conversar.

[33531][33547]Pero encuentro que es|mucho ms agradable...

[33547][33563]sin un arma apuntndome.

[33663][33675]Sintate.

[33787][33812]Qu

 es lo que le gustara|saber sobre Jack Cain?

[33837][33853]Cuando fue arrestado,

[33854][33876]fuiste la primera persona|a la que llam. Por qu?

[33891][33903]Soy su amigo.

[33915][33927]Jack no tena muchos.

[33989][34011]Veo que compartes un|inters por lo oculto.

[34032][34054]Tomo lo "oculto",|como usted lo llama...

[34054][34079]como lo que es percibido negativamente|en su mundo.

[34093][34109]Si se usa para hacer|dao a la gente.

[34136][34159]Lo oculto es simplemente un|estudio de lo desconocido.

[34164][34191]Explora los lmites de|nuestras percepciones,

[34192][34215]nuestras verdades,|nuestros potenciales.

[34221][34237]No es ni bueno, ni malo.

[34261][34285]Por lo que encontramos en su casa,

[34292][34308]s que Jack Cain lo estaba usando.

[34326][34351]Jack siempre estuvo interesado|en explorar los lmites...

[34351][34375]entre la vida y la muerte.

[34374][34388]Consider la posibilidad de...

[34388][34408]que el mundo|que se nos presenta...

[34408][34426]puede

 que no sea todo lo que hay.

[34436][34448]Es eso un crimen?

[34452][34464]No.

[34471][34486]Pero asesinar a dos|personas s lo es.

[34521][34548]- Crees que el asesinato es gracioso?|- No, seor Hollister.

[34548][34573]Lo que me divierte es cmo una mentira|contada durante el tiempo suficiente...

[34573][34597]puede convertirse en una verdad en|las mentes de los hombres comunes.

[34597][34609]Crees que es inocente?

[34618][34646]La noche que esos chicos fueron|asesinados, Jack estaba conmigo.

[34649][34669]Fuimos bienvenidos en|el solsticio de verano...

[34669][34695]en Sacramento Bay con|un grupo de amigos.

[34711][34731]No volvimos a casa|hasta despus de que...

[34731][34747]esos cuerpos fueran descubiertos.

[34753][34773]T y esos amigos que mencionas...

[34790][34811]por qu no hicieron una|declaracin en su defensa?
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[34816][34842]No era necesario, como sabe.

[34852][34877]Pero considere esto, seor Hollister.

[34877][34897]Su sistema realmente|habra aceptado la palabra...

[34897][34905]de

 gente como nosotros?

[34922][34947]Somos los parias de su sociedad.

[34952][34977]Somos los perros que dejan|a un lado de la carretera.

[34977][34997]No encajamos en sus convenciones,

[34997][35027]por lo tanto somos|excluidos y perseguidos.

[35042][35063]Bueno, no quiero entrar|en un debate sobre esto.

[35075][35089]Slo quiero saber una cosa.

[35095][35107]Estas...

[35118][35133]prcticas.

[35152][35166]Pueden hacer que|una persona sea capaz...

[35166][35196]de desafiar las leyes de, no s...

[35206][35218]la fsica?

[35226][35243]Una pregunta intrigante.

[35258][35274]Parece que su mente|se est abriendo...

[35274][35318]a las posibilidades ms all del|pensamiento convencional terrenal.

[35331][35348]Slo dime en qu crea Jack Cain.

[35361][35373]Aydame a entender.

[35389][35408]Qu es lo que quiere entender,|seor Hollister?

[35417][35448]Qu pas antes de que lo mataran,|o despus?

[35481][35526]No soy una amenaza para usted,|seor Hollister. Por favor, reljese.

[35621][35649]A lo

 nico que le teme|un hombre, es a la verdad.

[35663][35681]As que si voy a|ofrecerle la verdad,

[35691][35718]- est listo para aceptarla?|- S.

[35767][35788]La ocupacin romana de|Gran Bretaa dur entre...

[35788][35816]el ao 43 d.C. y|alrededor del ao 400 d.C.

[35823][35857]Antes de que los Romanos invadieran,|el sacerdocio Druida...

[35851][35874]eran el poder|indiscutible de la tierra.

[35881][35904]La historia est escrita|por los vencedores.

[35918][35933]Cuando los Romanos|conquistaron a los Celtas...

[35933][35963]dieron descripciones poco|halagadoras de los Druidas.

[35972][36001]Algunos los describieron como|brbaros sedientos de sangre.

[36001][36022]Que ofrecan sacrificios humanos.

[36036][36076]Otros sostienen que los Druidas|eran gentiles y pacficos.

[36087][36128]Y mantuvieron su autoridad al estar|en contacto con la naturaleza.

[36149][36174]La verdad est en|algn punto intermedio.

[36183][36214]Los Druidas si hicieron|sacrificios humanos,

[36214][36237]pero eran autosacrificios.

[36252][36291]Durante

 el Samhain,|especialmente el 31,

[36301][36324]cuando el velo entre|los vivos y los muertos...

[36324][36357]estaba en su punto ms delgado,|algunos de los Druidas...

[36359][36386]sacrificaron sus|vidas voluntariamente.

[36406][36422]Crean que su sangre de sacrificio...
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[36423][36456]filtrada por el suelo podra|incluso tener el poder...

[36457][36474]de... Levantar a los muertos.

[36519][36525]Jack Cain lo crea?

[36549][36562]Su mente estaba abierta.

[36568][36584]- Y la suya?|- Qu quieres decir?

[36607][36625]Se cometi una injusticia.

[36635][36658]El pueblo se volvi|contra un hombre inocente...

[36658][36665]y fue ejecutado,

[36669][36689]y ahora ha vuelto para vengarse.

[36692][36726]Y con cada alma que l...|Absorbe...

[36726][36762]se vuelve ms y ms poderoso.

[36772][36796]Por supuesto que hay otra|explicacin para todo esto.

[36798][36825]- Cul es?|- T eres el que ha vuelto para vengarse.

[36841][36857]Ay, seor Hollister!

[36864][36901]Se acerc tanto a una|forma

 superior de comprensin.

[36909][36925]Pero se asust...

[36932][36967]as que ha vuelto a su|perspectiva convencional terrenal.

[36971][37003]En el trabajo policial normalmente|la explicacin ms simple...

[37003][37015]suele ser la correcta.

[37019][37042]Y ahora qu? Me arrestar?

[37043][37063]Parece el siguiente paso lgico.

[37073][37085]No, seor Hollister.

[37086][37106]El siguiente paso lgico|sera pasar pgina...

[37106][37132]del libro de los Druidas|y hacer un autosacrificio...

[37132][37144]para salvar a su ciudad.

[37155][37178]Jack Cain ya no es humano.

[37181][37204]Se est volviendo ms que humano.

[37208][37238]l es su Dios ahora,|y es un Dios vengativo.

[37238][37263]Buscando castigar a los|que lo persiguieron.

[37269][37294]Slo un autosacrificio|lo apaciguar.

[37675][37701]- Es el verdadero McCoy.|- S.

[37763][37777]El padre de tu beb est aqu.

[37777][37799]Dios mo, odio esa expresin.

[37801][37834]Mejor que te acostumbres.|Tengo que ir al bao.

[37837][37854]Los dejo solos.

[37886][37907]Puedo

 hablar contigo|en privado un momento?

[37987][37999]Qu sucede?

[38011][38041]- Mi padre est bien?|- Est bien, ms o menos.

[38043][38055]Qu quieres decir?

[38056][38075]Me ha pedido que te|lleve a la estacin.

[38075][38086]Por qu?

[38087][38103]Sabes que mencion que|Johnny Tramer se suicid?

[38106][38118]- S?|- Encontramos otros cuatro cuerpos.

[38127][38132]- Dios mo!|- Joe Johnson,

[38134][38153]Mike Anderson,|Milton Boggs y Vernica.

[38153][38179]- Qu pas?|- Todos asesinados.
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[38186][38206]Dios mo!|Han averiguado quin lo hizo?

[38206][38218]No, todava no.

[38218][38239]Tenemos a nuestros chicos|patrullando las calles.

[38241][38257]Tu padre me ha pedido|que venga a buscarte.

[38257][38272]No deberamos quedarnos aqu?

[38272][38291]Quiero decir,|hay mucha gente alrededor.

[38297][38324]Quienquiera que haya matado a|esa gente, no va a venir aqu.

[39737][39755]Qu es lo que pasa?

[39774][39794]Dulce o truco.

[39983][39999]Vayan por ah, vayan por ah.

[40051][40063]Aljense

 de l!

[40124][40155]No, por favor, no.|Qu cojones eres?

[40427][40441]Aljate de m!

[40626][40638]Oye, t!

[40678][40693]Ven y toma un poco de esto.

[40714][40726]Vamos.

[41041][41061]- No, no lo hagas.|- Est bien.

[41242][41252]No hay pulso.

[41294][41306]No est respirando.

[41404][41418]Ayuda!

[41544][41556]Ven aqu.

[41559][41571]Qu est pasando?

[41573][41591]Ven aqu, ven aqu,|ven aqu, ven aqu.

[41637][41649]Oye.

[41655][41688]Comet un terrible error,|pero voy a compensarlo.

[41724][41736]Ay, Dios mo!

[41739][41756]Pens que estabas muerto.

[41763][41775]Est bien.

[41787][41804]No, no, estoy preocupada.

[41814][41826]Brodie.

[41837][41856]Llvate a mi hija y vyanse|de aqu.

[41856][41875]Qu vas a hacer t?

[41885][41909]Slo cuida de ella.

[41966][41978]Lo har.

[42038][42057]No, pap, t vienes con nosotros.

[42061][42084]No tengo tiempo para discutir.|Vete.

[42091][42117]Pap, no me ir de aqu sin ti.

[42184][42197]De acuerdo.

[42204][42217]Vamos.

[42381][42405]<i>No, pap!|Qu ests haciendo?</i>

[42405][42438]<i>No,

 no!</i>

[42433][42445]<i>Pap!</i>

[42565][42601]Es hora de pagar por lo|que hiciste, Hollister.

[42626][42649]Por primera vez t y|yo estamos de acuerdo.

[42662][42676]Esto termina aqu y ahora.

[42754][42776]Tal vez t y yo|encontremos la redencin.
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[42787][42807]Entonces, nos veremos en el Cielo.

[42837][42858]A quin estoy engaando?

[42892][42905]Te ver en el Infierno.

[43243][43276]<i>El 31 de octubre es|normalmente el momento...</i>

[43276][43285]<i>para un susto seguro.</i>

[43288][43308]<i>El momento en que los|nios van a pedir dulces...</i>

[43309][43326]<i>y los adultos ven|pelculas de terror,</i>

[43329][43354]<i>pero anoche los|residentes de Dunwich...</i>

[43355][43376]<i>experimentaron un|horror de la vida real,</i>

[43376][43407]<i>mientras una fiesta de Noche de Brujas|se transform en una pesadilla.</i>

[43416][43443]<i>El Ayuntamiento qued|envuelto en llamas...</i>

[43444][43473]<i>y se cree que una docena|de personas han muerto.</i>

[43474][43497]<i>Varias

 personas estn|heridas de gravedad...</i>

[43497][43525]<i>y se espera que el nmero|de muertos aumente.</i>

[43531][43559]<i>El Departamento de Bomberos local,|an no ha confirmado...</i>

[43559][43584]<i>la causa del incendio,|pero varios testigos...</i>

[43584][43611]<i>han afirmado que|antes de la explosin...</i>

[43612][43648]<i>un hombre enmascarado|no identificado entr en el edificio.</i>

[43648][43688]<i>Con un arma, hiriendo y|matando a varios asistentes.</i>

[43691][43717]<i>El Departamento de Polica|se ha negado a comentar...</i>

[43717][43733]<i>sobre estos reportes.</i>

[43803][43862]<i>UN AO MS TARDE</i>

[44043][44087]Esto es WKB y yo soy|Jennifer Hollister, despidindome.

[44093][44112]Estimados oyentes...

[44124][44144]feliz Noche de Brujas!

[44926][44975]<i>FRANK HOLLISTER|1976 - 2018</i>

[45423][45472]<i>JACK CAIN|1978 - 2018</i>

[45646][45726]<i>The Legend of Halloween Jack (2018)|Una traduccin de|TaMaBin</i>

MSCFF,DYF6Zm COPYINGLG2#YFYF		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This

 License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

  1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that

 you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived

 from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy

 and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if

 you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though

 third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the

 Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a

 patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or

 she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.

  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM,

 TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM

 TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software

 Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The

 hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License

 instead of this License.

Author: devnewton

License: CC-BY-SA

 

1.912 libxtst 1.2.4-r4 
1.912.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by UniSoft Group Limited

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1995, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice,

 the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Copyright 1995 Network Computing Devices

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Network Computing Devices

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES DISCLAIMs ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
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THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Copyright 2005  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Red Hat not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Red Hat makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

RED HAT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

 WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL RED HAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Copyright  1992 by UniSoft Group Ltd.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this documentation for

any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

UniSoft makes no representations about the suitability for any purpose of

the information in this document.  This documentation is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Copyright

  1992, 1994, 1995 X Consortium

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
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copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

 THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

X Consortium.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Copyright 1994 Network Computing Devices, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice and this permission

notice appear in all copies.  Network Computing Devices, Inc.

makes no representations about the suitability for any purpose

of the information in this document.  This documentation is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

1.913 libxdamage 1.1.6-r4 
1.913.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

Copyright  2007 Eric Anholt

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in
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advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.914 libxkbcommon 1.6.0-r0 
1.914.1 Available under license : 

The following is a list of all copyright notices and license statements which

appear in the xkbcommon source tree.

 

If making new contributions, the first form (i.e. Daniel Stone, Ran Benita,

etc) is vastly preferred.

 

All licenses are derivative of the MIT/X11 license, mostly identical other

than no-endorsement clauses (e.g. paragraph 4 of The Open Group's license).

 

These statements are split into two sections: one for the code compiled and

distributed as part of the libxkbcommon shared library and the code

component of all tests (i.e. everything under src/ and xkbcommon/, plus the

.c and .h files under test/), and another for the test data under test/data,

which is distributed with the xkbcommon source tarball, but not installed to

the system.

 

 

BEGINNING OF SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT/LICENSE STATEMENTS:

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright  2009-2012, 2016 Daniel Stone

Copyright  2012 Ran Benita <ran234@gmail.com>

Copyright  2010, 2012

 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2008, 2009 Dan Nicholson

Copyright  2010 Francisco Jerez <currojerez@riseup.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
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copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1985, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors or their

institutions shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization from the authors.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation,

 and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific prior written permission.

Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability

of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without any express or implied warranty.

 

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON

GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION  WITH

THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

 

               

        All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR
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ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright

 (C) 2011 Joseph Adams <joeyadams3.14159@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 

END OF SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT/LICENSE STATEMENTS

 

 

BEGINNING OF LICENSE STATEMENTS FOR UNDISTRIBUTED DATA FILES IN test/data,

derived from xkeyboard-config:

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1996 by Joseph Moss

Copyright (C) 2002-2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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Copyright (C) Dmitry Golubev <lastguru@mail.ru>, 2003-2004

Copyright (C) 2004, Gregory Mokhin <mokhin@bog.msu.ru>

Copyright (C) 2006 Erdal Ronah

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder(s) not be used in

advertising

 or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  The copyright holder(s) makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

             Copyright 1992 by Oki Technosystems Laboratory, Inc.

             Copyright 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell

 this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Oki Technosystems

Laboratory and Fuji Xerox not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

Oki Technosystems Laboratory and Fuji Xerox make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS

LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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 OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.915 tdb 1.4.9-r0 
1.915.1 Available under license : 

/*

  Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

 

  capability system include wrappers

 

  Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell 2004

 

    ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the replace

    ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

    ** under the LGPL

 

  This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

  version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

  License along with this library; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
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General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
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 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option
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 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.916 libogg 1.3.5-r5 
1.916.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002, Xiph.org Foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION

OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.917 pango 1.51.0-r0 
1.917.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must

 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve
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this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been

 distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent
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 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work

 must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by

 this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code

 of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the

 use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based

 on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not
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 distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or

 concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

   Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.918 zeromq 4.3.5-r2 
1.918.1 Available under license : 

wepoll - epoll for Windows

https://github.com/piscisaureus/wepoll

 

Copyright 2012-2020, Bert Belder <bertbelder@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

      IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) <year> 2007-14 Mike Karlesky, Mark VanderVoord, Greg Williams

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
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   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

 

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.
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1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's
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   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code
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Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any
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liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum

 extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.
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************************************************************************

*    

                                                                  *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------
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Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2.

 Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses
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If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: ZeroMQ

Source: http://zeromq.org

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2009-2011, 250bpm s.r.o

2007-2013, iMatix Corporation

2010-2011, Miru Limited

2011, VMware, Inc

2007-2023, Other contributors as noted in the AUTHORS file

License:  MPL-2.0

 

Files: external/unity/*

Copyright: 2007-2014 Mike Karlesky

          2007-2014 Mark VanderVoord

          2007-2014 Greg Williams

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2014-    , Laszlo Boszormenyi (GCS) <gcs@debian.org>

2012-2014, Alessandro Ghedini <ghedo@debian.org>

2010-2012, Martin Lucina <martin@lucina.net>

2009-2010, Adrian von Bidder <cmot@debian.org>

2009-2010, Peter Busser <peter@mirabilix.nl>

2012, Alessandro Ghedini <ghedo@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2.0+

 

License: LGPL-2.0+

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published

 by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2".

 

License: MPL-2.0

On Debian systems the full text of the MPL-2.0 can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/MPL-2.0.

 

1.919 mpg123-libs 1.32.3-r0 
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1.919.1 Available under license : 
This is the file that contains the terms of use, copying, etc. for the mpg123 distribution package.

 

Main message, to include in "About ..." boxes, etc:

 

	Copyright (c) 1995-2020 by Michael Hipp and others,

	free software under the terms of the LGPL v2.1

 

There is an attempt to cover the actual list of authors in the AUTHORS file.

Project maintainer since 2006 is Thomas Orgis and many people have contributed

since the Michael Hipp era, but he stays the initial source and it would

be impractical to count them all individually, so it's "and others".

Source files contain the phrase "the mpg123 project" to the same effect

in their license boilerplate; especially those that were added after

maintainership changed. The person mainly responsible for the first version

is usually named in the phrase "initially written by ...".

 

All files in the distribution that don't carry a license note on their own are

licensed under the terms of the LGPL 2.1; exceptions may apply, especially to

files not in

 the official distribution but in the revision control repository.

 

The formal license text follows.

 

=======================

1. The LGPL version 2.1

=======================

 

 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

   Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to

 some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you

 if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that

 the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally

 speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that

 a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".

  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library

 or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You

 may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does

 not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

 form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that
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 is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still

 fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing

 the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's

 computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from

 it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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 a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission

 to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether

 by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims;

 this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

 the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software
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 Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY

 OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

====================

2. The GPL version 2

====================

 

 

  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share

 and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights

 or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or

 translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee

 for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including

 an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and

 thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written

 offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.

  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have

 their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this

 License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended

 to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit

 geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the

 Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

 ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

GNU says that the license terms go into a file called COPYING.

Go over to COPYING to read the license, then.

 

Or...
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You stay a bit with me here and read some not really important text.

You could imagine that there was some important text here, though.

You could also imagine that you were not sitting

	in your office / living room / bathroom

		in front of one of these evil electronic brains

		(you didn't _print_ this file, did you?)

	but being at some happy place, far, far away.

You could also imagine being at some unhappy place.

If you indeed are at such an unhappy place, imagine you were sitting

	in your office / living room / bathroom

		in front of this shiny, though evil, electronic brain.

		Reading this pointless text.

			Wondering about what you could have achieved in the past moments

				if you wouldn't have continued reading this pointless text.

		Wondering if anything is worth being achieved at all.

	Or if it all is just...

pointless.

 

1.920 libtiff 4.6.0-r0 
1.920.1 Available under license : 

# LibTIFF license

 

Copyright  1988-1997 Sam Leffler\

Copyright  1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER

 OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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LibTIFF License

===============

 

| Copyright  1988-1997 Sam Leffler

| Copyright  1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

 PROFITS,

WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.921 libzmq 4.3.5-r2 
1.921.1 Available under license : 

wepoll - epoll for Windows

https://github.com/piscisaureus/wepoll

 

Copyright 2012-2020, Bert Belder <bertbelder@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

      IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> 2007-14 Mike Karlesky, Mark VanderVoord, Greg Williams

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

 

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
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    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.
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This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code
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   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------
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If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum

 extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*    

                                                                  *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *
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*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring
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cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2.

 Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------
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 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: ZeroMQ

Source: http://zeromq.org

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2009-2011, 250bpm s.r.o

2007-2013, iMatix Corporation

2010-2011, Miru Limited

2011, VMware, Inc

2007-2023, Other contributors as noted in the AUTHORS file

License:  MPL-2.0

 

Files: external/unity/*

Copyright: 2007-2014 Mike Karlesky

          2007-2014 Mark VanderVoord

          2007-2014 Greg Williams

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2014-    , Laszlo Boszormenyi (GCS) <gcs@debian.org>

2012-2014, Alessandro Ghedini <ghedo@debian.org>

2010-2012, Martin Lucina <martin@lucina.net>

2009-2010, Adrian von Bidder <cmot@debian.org>

2009-2010, Peter Busser <peter@mirabilix.nl>

2012, Alessandro Ghedini <ghedo@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2.0+

 

License: LGPL-2.0+

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published

 by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2".

 

License: MPL-2.0

On Debian systems the full text of the MPL-2.0 can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/MPL-2.0.

 

1.922 libxdmcp 1.1.4-r3 
1.922.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Author:  Keith Packard, MIT X Consortium

 

1.923 eudev 3.2.14-r0 
1.923.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.924 libxext 1.3.5-r3 
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1.924.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

 

Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

 

Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988 by Hewlett-Packard Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Hewlett-Packard makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

This software is not subject to any license of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company or of
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 the Regents of the

University of California.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/xtestext1.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

Copyright 1991, 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

*/

/***********************************************************

Copyright 1991,1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

and Olivetti Research Limited, Cambridge, England.

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the names of Digital or Olivetti

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
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software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL AND OLIVETTI DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE,

 INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THEY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/sync.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice and this permission

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/doc/libXext/dpmslib.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************

Copyright (c) 1997 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific prior written permission.

Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability

of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without any express or implied warranty.

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON

GRAPHICS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION  WITH
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THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

********************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/XEVI.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

.\" all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.\" Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy,

 modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/xshm-3-

gz/XShm.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

Copyright 1987, 1988, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as

 contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/Xcup.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/doc/libXext/xtest1.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************

 

Copyright (c) 1996 Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL

 OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR
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IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Digital Equipment Corporation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Digital

Equipment Corporation.

 

******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/dpms.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

.\" all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.\" Except as contained in this notice, the name of Silicon Graphics, Inc. shall not

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/xevi-3-

gz/Xevi.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Copyright \(co 1986-1997   The Open Group    All Rights Reserved

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xcupstorecolors-3-gz/XcupStoreColors.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xcupgetreservedcolormapentries-3-gz/XcupGetReservedColormapEntries.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xcupqueryversion-3-gz/XcupQueryVersion.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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*

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained

 in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

*

* Author:  Jim Fulton, MIT The Open Group

*

*                     Xlib Extension-Writing Utilities

*

* This package contains utilities for writing the client API for various

* protocol extensions.  THESE INTERFACES ARE NOT PART OF THE X STANDARD AND

* ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/extutil.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1992 Network Computing Devices

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

* documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

* the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of NCD. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  NCD. makes no representations about the
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* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*

* NCD. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL NCD.

* BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING

 FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/XLbx.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained

 in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/security.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/Xag.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

.\" all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.\" Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/xshape-3-

gz/XShape.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this documentation for any

purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/doc/libXext/synclib.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

.\" all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.\" Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Hewlett-Packard Company shall not

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbeallocatebackbuffername-3-gz/XdbeAllocateBackBufferName.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/dbe-3-
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gz/DBE.3

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbeswapbuffers-3-gz/XdbeSwapBuffers.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbegetbackbufferattributes-3-gz/XdbeGetBackBufferAttributes.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbeendidiom-3-gz/XdbeEndIdiom.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbebeginidiom-3-gz/XdbeBeginIdiom.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbequeryextension-3-gz/XdbeQueryExtension.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbedeallocatebackbuffername-3-gz/XdbeDeallocateBackBufferName.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbefreevisualinfo-3-gz/XdbeFreeVisualInfo.3

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/xdbegetvisualinfo-3-gz/XdbeGetVisualInfo.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this documentation for any

purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/doc/libXext/dbelib.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files

(the &ldquo;Software&rdquo;), to deal in the Software without restriction,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/doc/libXext/shapelib.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

.\" all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.\" Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

.\" Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this documentation

.\" for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

.\" copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/xmbuf-3-

gz/Xmbuf.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this

.\" documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

.\" provided that the above copyright notice and this permission

.\" Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

.\" copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

.\" to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

.\" the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

.\" and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

.\" Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.\" The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmssettimeouts-3-gz/DPMSSetTimeouts.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmscapable-3-gz/DPMSCapable.3

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsgettimeouts-3-gz/DPMSGetTimeouts.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsforcelevel-3-gz/DPMSForceLevel.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsdisable-3-gz/DPMSDisable.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsqueryextension-3-gz/DPMSQueryExtension.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsenable-3-gz/DPMSEnable.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsgetversion-3-gz/DPMSGetVersion.3

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-xz/usr/share/man/man3/dpmsinfo-

3-gz/DPMSInfo.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2007-2008 Peter Hutterer

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Peter Hutterer, University of South Australia, NICTA

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/Xge.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (c) 1994, 1995  Hewlett-Packard Company

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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 * IN NO EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Hewlett-Packard

* Company shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

* sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

* authorization from the Hewlett-Packard Company.

*

*     Header file for Xlib-related DBE

*

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/Xdbe.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained

 in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/multibuf.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/Xext.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************

 

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

********************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/shape.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/XShm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1868540632_1706622098.5737953/0/libxext-1-3-5-1-pkg-tar-

xz/usr/include/X11/extensions/MITMisc.h

 

1.925 lcms 2.15-r4 
1.925.1 Available under license : 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

THIS LICENSE APPLIES ONLY TO iccjpeg.c file

-----

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2013, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1)

 If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying
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documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may

 be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium

but is also freely distributable.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

    "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.926 libxcb 1.16-r0 
1.926.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2001-2006 Bart Massey, Jamey Sharp, and Josh Triplett.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors

or their institutions shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this

Software without prior written authorization from the

authors.

 

1.927 eudev-libs 3.2.14-r0 
1.927.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.928 libxau 1.0.11-r3 
1.928.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1988, 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used

 in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

1.929 bcrypt 4.1.2 
1.929.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall
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 mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original

 work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the

 Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to

 make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along
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 with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

   any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility

 of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The

 text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.930 paramiko 3.4.0 
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1.930.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by

 this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or

 distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.931 libxml2 2.9.13-5.el9_3 
1.931.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.932 libressl3.8-libtls 3.8.2-r0 
1.932.1 Available under license : 

 

 LibReSSL files are retained under the copyright of the authors. New

 additions are ISC licensed as per OpenBSD's normal licensing policy,

 or are placed in the public domain.

 

 The OpenSSL code is distributed under the terms of the original OpenSSL

 licenses which follow:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.  In case of any license issues
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 related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:
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 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.933 libnpmpublish 9.0.3 
1.933.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.934 libressl3.8-libcrypto 3.8.2-r0 
1.934.1 Available under license : 

 

 LibReSSL files are retained under the copyright of the authors. New

 additions are ISC licensed as per OpenBSD's normal licensing policy,

 or are placed in the public domain.

 

 The OpenSSL code is distributed under the terms of the original OpenSSL

 licenses which follow:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.  In case of any license issues

 related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*
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 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.935 libnpmexec 7.0.5 
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1.935.1 Available under license : 
ISC

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.936 libnpmdiff 6.0.4 
1.936.1 Available under license : 

ISC

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.937 libnpmfund 5.0.2 
1.937.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.938 libnpmsearch 7.0.1 
1.938.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.939 icu 74.1-r0 
1.939.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC
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SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	

LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation

 rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'
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## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references

 

# LDflags that pkgdata will use

BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

 

1.940 libressl 3.8.2-r0 
1.940.1 Available under license : 

 

 LibReSSL files are retained under the copyright of the authors. New

 additions are ISC licensed as per OpenBSD's normal licensing policy,

 or are placed in the public domain.

 

 The OpenSSL code is distributed under the terms of the original OpenSSL

 licenses which follow:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.  In case of any license issues

 related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim
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* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.941 base-64 0.5.0-r0 
1.941.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2007, Nick Galbreath

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Alfred Klomp

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Wojciech Mula

Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Matthieu Darbois

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.942 minipass-collect 2.0.1 
1.942.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2019-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.943 libnpmteam 6.0.1 
1.943.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.944 libnpmhook 10.0.1 
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1.944.1 Available under license : 
ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.945 ada-libs 2.7.4-r0 
1.945.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations,

 elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue

 tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor

 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that

 do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction,

 or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or

 claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.946 libnpmorg 6.0.2 
1.946.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.947 icu-libs 74.1-r0 
1.947.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC
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SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	

LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation

 rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules
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%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references

 

# LDflags that pkgdata will use

BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

 

1.948 libnpmversion 5.0.2 
1.948.1 Available under license : 

ISC

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.949 libressl3.8-libssl 3.8.2-r0 
1.949.1 Available under license : 

 

 LibReSSL files are retained under the copyright of the authors. New

 additions are ISC licensed as per OpenBSD's normal licensing policy,
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 or are placed in the public domain.

 

 The OpenSSL code is distributed under the terms of the original OpenSSL

 licenses which follow:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.  In case of any license issues

 related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:
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*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.950 libbase64 0.5.0-r0 
1.950.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2007, Nick Galbreath

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Alfred Klomp

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Wojciech Mula

Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Matthieu Darbois

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.951 libressl-dev 3.8.2-r0 
1.951.1 Available under license : 

 

 LibReSSL files are retained under the copyright of the authors. New

 additions are ISC licensed as per OpenBSD's normal licensing policy,

 or are placed in the public domain.

 

 The OpenSSL code is distributed under the terms of the original OpenSSL

 licenses which follow:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.  In case of any license issues

 related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*
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* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.952 libnpmaccess 8.0.2 
1.952.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.953 icu-data-en 74.1-r0 
1.953.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

#   Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

#   License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#   Copyright (C) 2002-2016, International Business Machines Corporation and others.
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#       All Rights Reserved.

#

#   file:  char.txt

#

#   ICU Character Break Rules

#      These rules are based on the Extended Grapheme Cluster rules from

#      Unicode UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

 

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

#

#  Character Class Definitions.

#

$CR          = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = CR}];

$LF          = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = LF}];

$Control     = [[\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Control}]];

$Extend      = [[\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Extend}]];

$ZWJ         = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = ZWJ}];

$Regional_Indicator = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Regional_Indicator}];

$Prepend     = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Prepend}];

$SpacingMark = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = SpacingMark}];

 

#

#

  From cldr/common/properties/segments/

#       and issue CLDR-10994

#

$Virama      =

[\p{Gujr}\p{sc=Telu}\p{sc=Mlym}\p{sc=Orya}\p{sc=Beng}\p{sc=Deva}&\p{Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama}];

$LinkingConsonant =

[\p{Gujr}\p{sc=Telu}\p{sc=Mlym}\p{sc=Orya}\p{sc=Beng}\p{sc=Deva}&\p{Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonan

t}];

$ExtCccZwj   = [[\p{gcb=Extend}-\p{ccc=0}] \p{gcb=ZWJ}];

 

# Korean Syllable Definitions

#

$L           = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = L}];

$V           = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = V}];

$T           = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = T}];

 

$LV          = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = LV}];

$LVT         = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = LVT}];

 

# Emoji definitions

 

$Extended_Pict = [:ExtPict:];

 

## -------------------------------------------------
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!!chain;

!!lookAheadHardBreak;

 

$CR $LF;

 

$L ($L | $V | $LV | $LVT);

($LV | $V) ($V | $T);

($LVT | $T) $T;

 

# GB 9

[^$Control $CR $LF] ($Extend | $ZWJ);

 

# GB 9a

[^$Control $CR $LF] $SpacingMark;

 

# GB 9b

$Prepend [^$Control $CR

 $LF];

 

# GB 9.3, from CLDR-10994

$LinkingConsonant $ExtCccZwj* $Virama $ExtCccZwj* $LinkingConsonant;

 

# GB 11 Do not break within emoji modifier sequences or emoji zwj sequences.

$Extended_Pict $Extend* $ZWJ $Extended_Pict;

 

# GB 12-13. Keep pairs of regional indicators together

#           Note that hard break '/' rule triggers only if there are three or more initial RIs,

 

^$Prepend* $Regional_Indicator $Regional_Indicator / $Regional_Indicator;

^$Prepend* $Regional_Indicator $Regional_Indicator;

 

# GB 999 Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/char.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)
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# from source files 44B014EA.RPMAP100 and 14EA44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5354_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5354_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0
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<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0
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<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0
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<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E>

 \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0
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<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF>

 \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0

<U0152> \x8C |0
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<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U01A0> \xD5 |0

<U01A1> \xF5 |0

<U01AF> \xDD |0

<U01B0> \xFD |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U0300> \xCC |0

<U0301> \xEC |0

<U0303> \xDE |0

<U0309> \xD2 |0

<U0323> \xF2 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AB> \xFE |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1
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<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>
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 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5354_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#
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# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00386.RPMAP100 and 038644B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-902_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-902_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0
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<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0
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<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0
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<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0
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<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2

 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0
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<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2017> \x97 |1

<U2022>

 \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xAF |1

<U20AC> \xA4 |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |2

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2264> \x9F |1

<U2265> \x8E |1
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<U2500> \x94 |1

<U2502> \x83 |1

<U250C> \x86 |1

<U2510> \x8F |1

<U2514> \x90 |1

<U2518> \x85 |1

<U251C> \x93 |1

<U2524> \x84 |1

<U252C> \x92 |1

<U2534> \x91 |1

<U253C> \x95 |1

<U2550> \x9D |1

<U2551> \x8A |1

<U2554> \x99 |1

<U2557> \x8B |1

<U255A> \x98 |1

<U255D> \x8C |1

<U2560> \x9C |1

<U2563> \x89 |1

<U2566> \x9B |1

<U2569> \x9A |1

<U256C> \x9E |1

<U2580> \x8D |1

<U2584> \x88 |1

<U2588> \x87 |1

<U2591> \x80 |1

<U2592> \x81 |1

<U2593> \x82 |1

<U25A0> \x96 |1

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1
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<UFF01> \x21

 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1
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<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40>

 \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1
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<UFFE8> \x83 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \x96 |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-902_P100-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created on Feb 20 19:36 PST 2003

#

# File created by genmucm tool.

# from macos 10.2 using TECCreateConverter

#

# Table Version : 1.0

# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse fallback Unicode scaler value

#

#

 Encoding description:

# Encoding name: X-MAC-TURKISH

#

<code_set_name>               "macos-35-10.2"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information
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#<icu:alias>                  "macos-35_VPUA"

 

#

CHARMAP

#

#UNICODE 35

#_______ _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024>

 \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0
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<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0
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<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063>

 \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xCA |0

<U00A1> \xC1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xB4 |0

<U00A7> \xA4 |0

<U00A8> \xAC |0
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<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xBB |0

<U00AB> \xC7 |0

<U00AC> \xC2 |0

<U00AE> \xA8 |0

<U00AF> \xF8 |0

<U00B0> \xA1 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B4> \xAB |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xA6 |0

<U00B7> \xE1 |0

<U00B8> \xFC |0

<U00BA> \xBC |0

<U00BB> \xC8 |0

<U00BF> \xC0 |0

<U00C0> \xCB |0

<U00C1> \xE7 |0

<U00C2> \xE5 |0

<U00C3> \xCC |0

<U00C4> \x80 |0

<U00C5> \x81 |0

<U00C6> \xAE |0

<U00C7> \x82 |0

<U00C8> \xE9 |0

<U00C9> \x83 |0

<U00CA>

 \xE6 |0

<U00CB> \xE8 |0

<U00CC> \xED |0

<U00CD> \xEA |0

<U00CE> \xEB |0

<U00CF> \xEC |0

<U00D1> \x84 |0

<U00D2> \xF1 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEF |0

<U00D5> \xCD |0

<U00D6> \x85 |0

<U00D8> \xAF |0

<U00D9> \xF4 |0

<U00DA> \xF2 |0

<U00DB> \xF3 |0

<U00DC> \x86 |0

<U00DF> \xA7 |0

<U00E0> \x88 |0

<U00E1> \x87 |0

<U00E2> \x89 |0
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<U00E3> \x8B |0

<U00E4> \x8A |0

<U00E5> \x8C |0

<U00E6> \xBE |0

<U00E7> \x8D |0

<U00E8> \x8F |0

<U00E9> \x8E |0

<U00EA> \x90 |0

<U00EB> \x91 |0

<U00EC> \x93 |0

<U00ED> \x92 |0

<U00EE> \x94 |0

<U00EF> \x95 |0

<U00F1> \x96 |0

<U00F2> \x98 |0

<U00F3> \x97 |0

<U00F4> \x99 |0

<U00F5> \x9B |0

<U00F6> \x9A |0

<U00F7> \xD6 |0

<U00F8> \xBF |0

<U00F9> \x9D |0

<U00FA> \x9C |0

<U00FB> \x9E |0

<U00FC> \x9F |0

<U00FF> \xD8 |0

<U011E> \xDA |0

<U011F> \xDB |0

<U0130> \xDC |0

<U0131> \xDD |0

<U0152> \xCE |0

<U0153> \xCF |0

<U015E> \xDE |0

<U015F> \xDF |0

<U0178> \xD9 |0

<U0192> \xC4 |0

<U02BB> \xD4 |1

<U02BC> \xD5 |1

<U02C6> \xF6 |0

<U02C7> \xFF |0

<U02CA> \xAB |1

<U02CB> \x60 |1

<U02D8>

 \xF9 |0

<U02D9> \xFA |0

<U02DA> \xFB |0

<U02DB> \xFE |0

<U02DC> \xF7 |0
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<U02DD> \xFD |0

<U0300> \x60 |1

<U0301> \xAB |1

<U0302> \xF6 |1

<U0303> \xF7 |1

<U0304> \xF8 |1

<U0306> \xF9 |1

<U0307> \xFA |1

<U0308> \xAC |1

<U030A> \xFB |1

<U030B> \xFD |1

<U030C> \xFF |1

<U0327> \xFC |1

<U0328> \xFE |1

<U0338> \x2F |1

<U03A9> \xBD |0

<U03C0> \xB9 |0

<U2000> \x20 |1

<U2001> \x20 |1

<U2002> \x20 |1

<U2003> \x20 |1

<U2004> \x20 |1

<U2005> \x20 |1

<U2006> \x20 |1

<U2007> \x20 |1

<U2008> \x20 |1

<U2009> \x20 |1

<U2010> \x2D |1

<U2011> \x2D |1

<U2012> \xD0 |1

<U2013> \xD0 |0

<U2014> \xD1 |0

<U2015> \xD1 |1

<U2018> \xD4 |0

<U2019> \xD5 |0

<U201A> \xE2 |0

<U201C> \xD2 |0

<U201D> \xD3 |0

<U201E> \xE3 |0

<U2020> \xA0 |0

<U2021> \xE0 |0

<U2022> \xA5 |0

<U2026> \xC9 |0

<U2028> \x0D |1

<U2029> \x0D |1

<U2030> \xE4 |0

<U2122> \xAA |0

<U2126> \xBD |1
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<U2202> \xB6 |0

<U2206> \xC6 |0

<U220F> \xB8 |0

<U2211> \xB7 |0

<U2215> \x2F |1

<U2217> \x2A |1

<U221A> \xC3 |0

<U221E> \xB0 |0

<U222B> \xBA |0

<U2236>

 \x3A |1

<U223C> \x7E |1

<U2248> \xC5 |0

<U2260> \xAD |0

<U2264> \xB2 |0

<U2265> \xB3 |0

<U22C5> \xE1 |1

<U25CA> \xD7 |0

<UF8A0> \xF5 |0

<UF8FF> \xF0 |0

#

END CHARMAP

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/macos-35-10.2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E7.RPMAP100 and 14E744B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5351_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5351_STD"
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CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0
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<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0
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<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D>

 \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0
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<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U05B0> \xC0 |0

<U05B1> \xC1 |0

<U05B2> \xC2 |0

<U05B3> \xC3 |0

<U05B4> \xC4 |0

<U05B5> \xC5 |0

<U05B6> \xC6 |0

<U05B7> \xC7 |0

<U05B8> \xC8 |0

<U05B9> \xC9 |0

<U05BB> \xCB |0

<U05BC> \xCC |0

<U05BD> \xCD |0

<U05BE> \xCE |0

<U05BF> \xCF |0

<U05C0> \xD0 |0

<U05C1> \xD1 |0

<U05C2> \xD2 |0
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<U05C3> \xD3 |0

<U05D0> \xE0 |0

<U05D1> \xE1 |0

<U05D2> \xE2 |0

<U05D3> \xE3 |0

<U05D4> \xE4 |0

<U05D5>

 \xE5 |0

<U05D6> \xE6 |0

<U05D7> \xE7 |0

<U05D8> \xE8 |0

<U05D9> \xE9 |0

<U05DA> \xEA |0

<U05DB> \xEB |0

<U05DC> \xEC |0

<U05DD> \xED |0

<U05DE> \xEE |0

<U05DF> \xEF |0

<U05E0> \xF0 |0

<U05E1> \xF1 |0

<U05E2> \xF2 |0

<U05E3> \xF3 |0

<U05E4> \xF4 |0

<U05E5> \xF5 |0

<U05E6> \xF6 |0

<U05E7> \xF7 |0

<U05E8> \xF8 |0

<U05E9> \xF9 |0

<U05EA> \xFA |0

<U05F0> \xD4 |0

<U05F1> \xD5 |0

<U05F2> \xD6 |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0
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<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AA> \xA4 |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13>

 \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1
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<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51>

 \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1
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<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5351_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00567.RPMAP110 and 056734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1383_P110-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xA1\xA1

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1383_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-9f, a1-fe:1

<icu:state>       

            a1-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0
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<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0
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<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D>

 \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0
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<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B>

 \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0
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<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A1> \x1A |2

<U00A2> \x1A |2

<U00A3> \x1A |2

<U00A4> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U00A5> \x1A |2

<U00A6> \x1A |2

<U00A7> \xA1\xEC |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xA7 |0

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AA> \x1A |2

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AC> \x1A |2

<U00AD> \x1A |2

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B0> \xA1\xE3 |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xC0 |0

<U00B2> \x1A |2

<U00B3> \x1A |2

<U00B4> \xA3\xA7 |0

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B6> \x1A |2

<U00B7> \xA1\xA4 |1

<U00B8>

 \x1A |2

<U00B9> \x1A |2

<U00BA> \x1A |2

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00BC> \x1A |2

<U00BD> \x1A |2

<U00BE> \x1A |2

<U00BF> \x1A |2

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1> \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2

<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C6> \x1A |2
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<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D0> \x1A |2

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2

<U00D6> \x1A |2

<U00D7> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U00D8> \x1A |2

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD> \x1A |2

<U00DE> \x1A |2

<U00DF> \x1A |2

<U00E0> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U00E1> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4> \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E6> \x1A |2

<U00E7> \x1A |2

<U00E8> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U00E9> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U00EA> \xA8\xBA |0

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \xA8\xAC |0

<U00ED> \xA8\xAA |0

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F0> \x1A |2

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \xA8\xB0 |0

<U00F3> \xA8\xAE |0

<U00F4>

 \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2
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<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F7> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U00F8> \x1A |2

<U00F9> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U00FA> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FE> \x1A |2

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U0101> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U0113> \xA8\xA5 |0

<U011B> \xA8\xA7 |0

<U012B> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U014D> \xA8\xAD |0

<U016B> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U01CE> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U01D0> \xA8\xAB |0

<U01D2> \xA8\xAF |0

<U01D4> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U01D6> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U01D8> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U01DA> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U01DC> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U02C7> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U02C9> \xA1\xA5 |0

<U0391> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U0392> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U0393> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U0394> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U0395> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U0396> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U0397> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U0398> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U0399> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U039A> \xA6\xAA |0

<U039B> \xA6\xAB |0

<U039C> \xA6\xAC |0

<U039D> \xA6\xAD |0

<U039E> \xA6\xAE |0

<U039F> \xA6\xAF |0

<U03A0> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U03A1> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U03A3> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U03A4> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U03A5> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U03A6> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U03A7> \xA6\xB6 |0
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<U03A8> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U03A9> \xA6\xB8

 |0

<U03B1> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U03B2> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U03B3> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U03B4> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U03B5> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U03B6> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U03B7> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U03B8> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U03B9> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U03BA> \xA6\xCA |0

<U03BB> \xA6\xCB |0

<U03BC> \xA6\xCC |0

<U03BD> \xA6\xCD |0

<U03BE> \xA6\xCE |0

<U03BF> \xA6\xCF |0

<U03C0> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U03C1> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U03C3> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U03C4> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U03C5> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U03C6> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U03C7> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U03C8> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U03C9> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U0401> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xA7\xAA |0

<U0419> \xA7\xAB |0

<U041A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U041B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U041C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U041D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U041E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xA7\xB5 |0
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<U0424> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xA7\xBA

 |0

<U0429> \xA7\xBB |0

<U042A> \xA7\xBC |0

<U042B> \xA7\xBD |0

<U042C> \xA7\xBE |0

<U042D> \xA7\xBF |0

<U042E> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xA7\xDA |0

<U0439> \xA7\xDB |0

<U043A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U043B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U043C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U043D> \xA7\xDF |0

<U043E> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xA7\xEA |0

<U0449> \xA7\xEB |0

<U044A> \xA7\xEC |0

<U044B> \xA7\xED |0

<U044C> \xA7\xEE |0

<U044D> \xA7\xEF |0

<U044E> \xA7\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xA7\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xFE\xF3 |0

<U2014> \xA1\xAA |1
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<U2015> \xA1\xAA |0

<U2016> \xA1\xAC |0

<U2018> \xA1\xAE |0

<U2019> \xA1\xAF |0

<U201C> \xA1\xB0 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xB1 |0

<U2025> \xFE\xFA |0

<U2026> \xA1\xAD

 |0

<U2030> \xA1\xEB |0

<U2032> \xA1\xE4 |0

<U2033> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U203B> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U203E> \x1A |2

<U2103> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U2116> \xA1\xED |0

<U2121> \xFE\xF9 |0

<U2160> \xA2\xF1 |0

<U2161> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2162> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2163> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U2164> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U2165> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U2166> \xA2\xF7 |0

<U2167> \xA2\xF8 |0

<U2168> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U2169> \xA2\xFA |0

<U216A> \xA2\xFB |0

<U216B> \xA2\xFC |0

<U2170> \xFE\xE0 |0

<U2171> \xFE\xE1 |0

<U2172> \xFE\xE2 |0

<U2173> \xFE\xE3 |0

<U2174> \xFE\xE4 |0

<U2175> \xFE\xE5 |0

<U2176> \xFE\xE6 |0

<U2177> \xFE\xE7 |0

<U2178> \xFE\xE8 |0

<U2179> \xFE\xE9 |0

<U2190> \xA1\xFB |0

<U2191> \xA1\xFC |0

<U2192> \xA1\xFA |0

<U2193> \xA1\xFD |0

<U2208> \xA1\xCA |0

<U220F> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2211> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U221A> \xA1\xCC |0

<U221D> \xA1\xD8 |0
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<U221E> \xA1\xDE |0

<U2220> \xA1\xCF |0

<U2225> \xA1\xCE |0

<U2227> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2228> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2229> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U222A> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U222B> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U222E> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U2235> \xA1\xDF |0

<U2236>

 \xA1\xC3 |0

<U2237> \xA1\xCB |0

<U223D> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U2248> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U224C> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U2261> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xDC |0

<U2265> \xA1\xDD |0

<U226E> \xA1\xDA |0

<U226F> \xA1\xDB |0

<U2299> \xA1\xD1 |0

<U22A5> \xA1\xCD |0

<U2312> \xA1\xD0 |0

<U2460> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2461> \xA2\xDA |0

<U2462> \xA2\xDB |0

<U2463> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2464> \xA2\xDD |0

<U2465> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2466> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2467> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2468> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2469> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2474> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U2475> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U2476> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U2477> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U2478> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U2479> \xA2\xCA |0

<U247A> \xA2\xCB |0

<U247B> \xA2\xCC |0

<U247C> \xA2\xCD |0

<U247D> \xA2\xCE |0

<U247E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U247F> \xA2\xD0 |0
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<U2480> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2481> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U2482> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2483> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2484> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2485> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2486> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U2487> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2488> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2489> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U248A> \xA2\xB3 |0

<U248B> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U248C> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U248D> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U248E>

 \xA2\xB7 |0

<U248F> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U2490> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U2491> \xA2\xBA |0

<U2492> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2493> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2494> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2495> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2496> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2497> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2498> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U2499> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U249A> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U249B> \xA2\xC4 |0

<U2500> \xA9\xA4 |0

<U2501> \xA9\xA5 |0

<U2502> \xA9\xA6 |0

<U2503> \xA9\xA7 |0

<U2504> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U2505> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U2506> \xA9\xAA |0

<U2507> \xA9\xAB |0

<U2508> \xA9\xAC |0

<U2509> \xA9\xAD |0

<U250A> \xA9\xAE |0

<U250B> \xA9\xAF |0

<U250C> \xA9\xB0 |0

<U250D> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U250E> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U250F> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U2510> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U2511> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U2512> \xA9\xB6 |0
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<U2513> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U2514> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U2515> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U2516> \xA9\xBA |0

<U2517> \xA9\xBB |0

<U2518> \xA9\xBC |0

<U2519> \xA9\xBD |0

<U251A> \xA9\xBE |0

<U251B> \xA9\xBF |0

<U251C> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U251D> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U251E> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U251F> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U2520> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U2521> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U2522> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U2523> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U2524>

 \xA9\xC8 |0

<U2525> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U2526> \xA9\xCA |0

<U2527> \xA9\xCB |0

<U2528> \xA9\xCC |0

<U2529> \xA9\xCD |0

<U252A> \xA9\xCE |0

<U252B> \xA9\xCF |0

<U252C> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U252D> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U252F> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U2530> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U2531> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U2532> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U2533> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U2534> \xA9\xD8 |0

<U2535> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U2536> \xA9\xDA |0

<U2537> \xA9\xDB |0

<U2538> \xA9\xDC |0

<U2539> \xA9\xDD |0

<U253A> \xA9\xDE |0

<U253B> \xA9\xDF |0

<U253C> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U253D> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U253E> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U253F> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U2540> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U2541> \xA9\xE5 |0
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<U2542> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U2543> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2544> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2545> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2546> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2547> \xA9\xEB |0

<U2548> \xA9\xEC |0

<U2549> \xA9\xED |0

<U254A> \xA9\xEE |0

<U254B> \xA9\xEF |0

<U25A0> \xA1\xF6 |0

<U25A1> \xA1\xF5 |0

<U25B2> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U25B3> \xA1\xF7 |0

<U25BC> \xFE\xFE |0

<U25BD> \xFE\xFD |0

<U25C6> \xA1\xF4 |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xF3 |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xF0 |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xF2 |0

<U25CF>

 \xA1\xF1 |0

<U2605> \xA1\xEF |0

<U2606> \xA1\xEE |0

<U2640> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U2642> \xA1\xE1 |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xA8 |0

<U3005> \xA1\xA9 |0

<U3006> \xFE\xF5 |0

<U3007> \xFE\xF6 |0

<U3008> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xBA |0

<U300F> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3010> \xA1\xBE |0

<U3011> \xA1\xBF |0

<U3012> \xFE\xF7 |0

<U3013> \xA1\xFE |0

<U3014> \xA1\xB2 |0

<U3015> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U3016> \xA1\xBC |0
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<U3017> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3041> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U304B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U304C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U304D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U304E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U304F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3050> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3057>

 \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U305B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U305C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U305D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U305E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U305F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3060> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U306B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U306C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U306D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U306E> \xA4\xCE |0
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<U306F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3070> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U307B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U307C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U307D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U307E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U307F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3080> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3089>

 \xA4\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U308B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U308C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U308D> \xA4\xED |0

<U308E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U308F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3090> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U309B> \xFE\xEF |0

<U309C> \xFE\xF0 |0

<U309D> \xFE\xFB |0

<U309E> \xFE\xFC |0

<U30A1> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xA5\xA6 |0
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<U30A7> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xA5\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xA5\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xA5\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xA5\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xA5\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xA5\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xA5\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xA5\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xA5\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xA5\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xA5\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xA5\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xA5\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U30C4>

 \xA5\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xA5\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xA5\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xA5\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xA5\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xA5\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xA5\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xA5\xD5 |0
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<U30D6> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xA5\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xA5\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xA5\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xA5\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xA5\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xA5\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xA5\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xA5\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xA5\xED |0

<U30EE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U30F6>

 \xA5\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA4 |0

<U30FC> \xFE\xED |0

<U30FD> \xFE\xF1 |0

<U30FE> \xFE\xF2 |0

<U3105> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3106> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3107> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3108> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3109> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U310A> \xA8\xCA |0

<U310B> \xA8\xCB |0

<U310C> \xA8\xCC |0

<U310D> \xA8\xCD |0

<U310E> \xA8\xCE |0
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<U310F> \xA8\xCF |0

<U3110> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U3111> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U3112> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U3113> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U3114> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U3115> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U3116> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U3117> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U3118> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U3119> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U311A> \xA8\xDA |0

<U311B> \xA8\xDB |0

<U311C> \xA8\xDC |0

<U311D> \xA8\xDD |0

<U311E> \xA8\xDE |0

<U311F> \xA8\xDF |0

<U3120> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U3121> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U3122> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U3123> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U3124> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U3125> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U3126> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U3127> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U3128> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U3129> \xA8\xE9 |0

<U3220> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U3221> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U3222> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U3223> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U3224> \xA2\xE9 |0

<U3225> \xA2\xEA |0

<U3226> \xA2\xEB |0

<U3227> \xA2\xEC |0

<U3228>

 \xA2\xED |0

<U3229> \xA2\xEE |0

<U3231> \xFE\xF8 |0

<U4E00> \xD2\xBB |0

<U4E01> \xB6\xA1 |0

<U4E03> \xC6\xDF |0

<U4E07> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U4E08> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U4E09> \xC8\xFD |0

<U4E0A> \xC9\xCF |0

<U4E0B> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U4E0C> \xD8\xA2 |0
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<U4E0D> \xB2\xBB |0

<U4E0E> \xD3\xEB |0

<U4E10> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U4E11> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U4E13> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U4E14> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U4E15> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U4E16> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U4E18> \xC7\xF0 |0

<U4E19> \xB1\xFB |0

<U4E1A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U4E1B> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U4E1C> \xB6\xAB |0

<U4E1D> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4E1E> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U4E22> \xB6\xAA |0

<U4E24> \xC1\xBD |0

<U4E25> \xD1\xCF |0

<U4E27> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U4E28> \xD8\xAD |0

<U4E2A> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U4E2B> \xD1\xBE |0

<U4E2C> \xE3\xDC |0

<U4E2D> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U4E30> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U4E32> \xB4\xAE |0

<U4E34> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U4E36> \xD8\xBC |0

<U4E38> \xCD\xE8 |0

<U4E39> \xB5\xA4 |0

<U4E3A> \xCE\xAA |0

<U4E3B> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U4E3D> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U4E3E> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U4E3F> \xD8\xAF |0

<U4E43> \xC4\xCB |0

<U4E45> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U4E47> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U4E48>

 \xC3\xB4 |0

<U4E49> \xD2\xE5 |0

<U4E4B> \xD6\xAE |0

<U4E4C> \xCE\xDA |0

<U4E4D> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U4E4E> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U4E4F> \xB7\xA6 |0

<U4E50> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U4E52> \xC6\xB9 |0
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<U4E53> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U4E54> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U4E56> \xB9\xD4 |0

<U4E58> \xB3\xCB |0

<U4E59> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U4E5C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U4E5D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U4E5E> \xC6\xF2 |0

<U4E5F> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U4E60> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U4E61> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U4E66> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U4E69> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U4E70> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U4E71> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U4E73> \xC8\xE9 |0

<U4E7E> \xC7\xAC |0

<U4E86> \xC1\xCB |0

<U4E88> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U4E89> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U4E8B> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U4E8C> \xB6\xFE |0

<U4E8D> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U4E8E> \xD3\xDA |0

<U4E8F> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U4E91> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U4E92> \xBB\xA5 |0

<U4E93> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U4E94> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U4E95> \xBE\xAE |0

<U4E98> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U4E9A> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U4E9B> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U4E9F> \xD8\xBD |0

<U4EA0> \xD9\xEF |0

<U4EA1> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U4EA2> \xBF\xBA |0

<U4EA4> \xBD\xBB |0

<U4EA5> \xBA\xA5 |0

<U4EA6> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U4EA7> \xB2\xFA |0

<U4EA8>

 \xBA\xE0 |0

<U4EA9> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U4EAB> \xCF\xED |0

<U4EAC> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U4EAD> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U4EAE> \xC1\xC1 |0
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<U4EB2> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U4EB3> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U4EB5> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U4EBA> \xC8\xCB |0

<U4EBB> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U4EBF> \xD2\xDA |0

<U4EC0> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U4EC1> \xC8\xCA |0

<U4EC2> \xD8\xEC |0

<U4EC3> \xD8\xEA |0

<U4EC4> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U4EC5> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U4EC6> \xC6\xCD |0

<U4EC7> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U4EC9> \xD8\xEB |0

<U4ECA> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U4ECB> \xBD\xE9 |0

<U4ECD> \xC8\xD4 |0

<U4ECE> \xB4\xD3 |0

<U4ED1> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U4ED3> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U4ED4> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U4ED5> \xCA\xCB |0

<U4ED6> \xCB\xFB |0

<U4ED7> \xD5\xCC |0

<U4ED8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U4ED9> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U4EDD> \xD9\xDA |0

<U4EDE> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U4EDF> \xC7\xAA |0

<U4EE1> \xD8\xEE |0

<U4EE3> \xB4\xFA |0

<U4EE4> \xC1\xEE |0

<U4EE5> \xD2\xD4 |0

<U4EE8> \xD8\xED |0

<U4EEA> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U4EEB> \xD8\xEF |0

<U4EEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U4EF0> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U4EF2> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U4EF3> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U4EF5> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U4EF6> \xBC\xFE |0

<U4EF7> \xBC\xDB |0

<U4EFB>

 \xC8\xCE |0

<U4EFD> \xB7\xDD |0

<U4EFF> \xB7\xC2 |0
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<U4F01> \xC6\xF3 |0

<U4F09> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U4F0A> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U4F0D> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U4F0E> \xBC\xBF |0

<U4F0F> \xB7\xFC |0

<U4F10> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U4F11> \xD0\xDD |0

<U4F17> \xD6\xDA |0

<U4F18> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U4F19> \xBB\xEF |0

<U4F1A> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U4F1B> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U4F1E> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U4F1F> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U4F20> \xB4\xAB |0

<U4F22> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U4F24> \xC9\xCB |0

<U4F25> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U4F26> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U4F27> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U4F2A> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U4F2B> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U4F2F> \xB2\xAE |0

<U4F30> \xB9\xC0 |0

<U4F32> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U4F34> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U4F36> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U4F38> \xC9\xEC |0

<U4F3A> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U4F3C> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U4F3D> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U4F43> \xB5\xE8 |0

<U4F46> \xB5\xAB |0

<U4F4D> \xCE\xBB |0

<U4F4E> \xB5\xCD |0

<U4F4F> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U4F50> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U4F51> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U4F53> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U4F55> \xBA\xCE |0

<U4F57> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U4F58> \xD9\xDC |0

<U4F59> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U4F5A> \xD8\xFD |0

<U4F5B> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U4F5C> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U4F5D>
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 \xD8\xFE |0

<U4F5E> \xD8\xFA |0

<U4F5F> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U4F60> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F63> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U4F64> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U4F65> \xD9\xDD |0

<U4F67> \xD8\xFB |0

<U4F69> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U4F6C> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U4F6F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<U4F70> \xB0\xDB |0

<U4F73> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U4F74> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U4F76> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U4F7B> \xD9\xAC |0

<U4F7C> \xD9\xAE |0

<U4F7E> \xD9\xAB |0

<U4F7F> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U4F83> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U4F84> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F88> \xB3\xDE |0

<U4F89> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U4F8B> \xC0\xFD |0

<U4F8D> \xCA\xCC |0

<U4F8F> \xD9\xAA |0

<U4F91> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U4F94> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U4F97> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U4F9B> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U4F9D> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U4FA0> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U4FA3> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U4FA5> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U4FA6> \xD5\xEC |0

<U4FA7> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U4FA8> \xC7\xC8 |0

<U4FA9> \xBF\xEB |0

<U4FAA> \xD9\xAD |0

<U4FAC> \xD9\xAF |0

<U4FAE> \xCE\xEA |0

<U4FAF> \xBA\xEE |0

<U4FB5> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U4FBF> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U4FC3> \xB4\xD9 |0

<U4FC4> \xB6\xED |0

<U4FC5> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U4FCA> \xBF\xA1 |0
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<U4FCE> \xD9\xDE |0

<U4FCF> \xC7\xCE |0

<U4FD0>

 \xC0\xFE |0

<U4FD1> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U4FD7> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U4FD8> \xB7\xFD |0

<U4FDA> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U4FDC> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U4FDD> \xB1\xA3 |0

<U4FDE> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U4FDF> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U4FE1> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U4FE3> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U4FE6> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U4FE8> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FE9> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U4FEA> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U4FED> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U4FEE> \xD0\xDE |0

<U4FEF> \xB8\xA9 |0

<U4FF1> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U4FF3> \xD9\xBD |0

<U4FF8> \xD9\xBA |0

<U4FFA> \xB0\xB3 |0

<U4FFE> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U500C> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U500D> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U500F> \xD9\xBF |0

<U5012> \xB5\xB9 |0

<U5014> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U5018> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U5019> \xBA\xF2 |0

<U501A> \xD2\xD0 |0

<U501C> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U501F> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U5021> \xB3\xAB |0

<U5025> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U5026> \xBE\xEB |0

<U5028> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U5029> \xD9\xBB |0

<U502A> \xC4\xDF |0

<U502C> \xD9\xBE |0

<U502D> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U502E> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U503A> \xD5\xAE |0

<U503C> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U503E> \xC7\xE3 |0
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<U5043> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U5047> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U5048> \xD9\xCA |0

<U504C> \xD9\xBC |0

<U504E> \xD9\xCB |0

<U504F>

 \xC6\xAB |0

<U5055> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U505A> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U505C> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U5065> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U506C> \xD9\xCC |0

<U5076> \xC5\xBC |0

<U5077> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U507B> \xD9\xCD |0

<U507E> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U507F> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U5080> \xBF\xFE |0

<U5085> \xB8\xB5 |0

<U5088> \xC0\xFC |0

<U508D> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U50A3> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U50A5> \xD9\xCE |0

<U50A7> \xD9\xCF |0

<U50A8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U50A9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U50AC> \xB4\xDF |0

<U50B2> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U50BA> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U50BB> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U50CF> \xCF\xF1 |0

<U50D6> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U50DA> \xC1\xC5 |0

<U50E6> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U50E7> \xC9\xAE |0

<U50EC> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U50ED> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U50EE> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U50F3> \xCB\xDB |0

<U50F5> \xBD\xA9 |0

<U50FB> \xC6\xA7 |0

<U5106> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5107> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U510B> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5112> \xC8\xE5 |0

<U5121> \xC0\xDC |0

<U513F> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U5140> \xD8\xA3 |0
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<U5141> \xD4\xCA |0

<U5143> \xD4\xAA |0

<U5144> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U5145> \xB3\xE4 |0

<U5146> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U5148> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U5149> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U514B> \xBF\xCB |0

<U514D>

 \xC3\xE2 |0

<U5151> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5154> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U5155> \xD9\xEE |0

<U5156> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U515A> \xB5\xB3 |0

<U515C> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U5162> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U5165> \xC8\xEB |0

<U5168> \xC8\xAB |0

<U516B> \xB0\xCB |0

<U516C> \xB9\xAB |0

<U516D> \xC1\xF9 |0

<U516E> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U5170> \xC0\xBC |0

<U5171> \xB9\xB2 |0

<U5173> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U5174> \xD0\xCB |0

<U5175> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U5176> \xC6\xE4 |0

<U5177> \xBE\xDF |0

<U5178> \xB5\xE4 |0

<U5179> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U517B> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U517C> \xBC\xE6 |0

<U517D> \xCA\xDE |0

<U5180> \xBC\xBD |0

<U5181> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U5182> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U5185> \xC4\xDA |0

<U5188> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U5189> \xC8\xBD |0

<U518C> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U518D> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U5192> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U5195> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U5196> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U5197> \xC8\xDF |0

<U5199> \xD0\xB4 |0
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<U519B> \xBE\xFC |0

<U519C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U51A0> \xB9\xDA |0

<U51A2> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U51A4> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U51A5> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U51AB> \xD9\xFB |0

<U51AC> \xB6\xAC |0

<U51AF> \xB7\xEB |0

<U51B0> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U51B1> \xD9\xFC |0

<U51B2>

 \xB3\xE5 |0

<U51B3> \xBE\xF6 |0

<U51B5> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U51B6> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U51B7> \xC0\xE4 |0

<U51BB> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U51BC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U51BD> \xD9\xFD |0

<U51C0> \xBE\xBB |0

<U51C4> \xC6\xE0 |0

<U51C6> \xD7\xBC |0

<U51C7> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U51C9> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U51CB> \xB5\xF2 |0

<U51CC> \xC1\xE8 |0

<U51CF> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U51D1> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U51DB> \xC1\xDD |0

<U51DD> \xC4\xFD |0

<U51E0> \xBC\xB8 |0

<U51E1> \xB7\xB2 |0

<U51E4> \xB7\xEF |0

<U51EB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U51ED> \xC6\xBE |0

<U51EF> \xBF\xAD |0

<U51F0> \xBB\xCB |0

<U51F3> \xB5\xCA |0

<U51F5> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U51F6> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U51F8> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U51F9> \xB0\xBC |0

<U51FA> \xB3\xF6 |0

<U51FB> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U51FC> \xDB\xCA |0

<U51FD> \xBA\xAF |0

<U51FF> \xD4\xE4 |0
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<U5200> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U5201> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U5202> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U5203> \xC8\xD0 |0

<U5206> \xB7\xD6 |0

<U5207> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U5208> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U520A> \xBF\xAF |0

<U520D> \xDB\xBB |0

<U520E> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U5211> \xD0\xCC |0

<U5212> \xBB\xAE |0

<U5216> \xEB\xBE |0

<U5217> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U5218>

 \xC1\xF5 |0

<U5219> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U521A> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U521B> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U521D> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U5220> \xC9\xBE |0

<U5224> \xC5\xD0 |0

<U5228> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U5229> \xC0\xFB |0

<U522B> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U522D> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U522E> \xB9\xCE |0

<U5230> \xB5\xBD |0

<U5233> \xD8\xDA |0

<U5236> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U5237> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U5238> \xC8\xAF |0

<U5239> \xC9\xB2 |0

<U523A> \xB4\xCC |0

<U523B> \xBF\xCC |0

<U523D> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U523F> \xD8\xDB |0

<U5240> \xD8\xDC |0

<U5241> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U5242> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U5243> \xCC\xEA |0

<U524A> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U524C> \xD8\xDD |0

<U524D> \xC7\xB0 |0

<U5250> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U5251> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U5254> \xCC\xDE |0

<U5256> \xC6\xCA |0
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<U525C> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U525E> \xD8\xDE |0

<U5261> \xD8\xDF |0

<U5265> \xB0\xFE |0

<U5267> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U5269> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U526A> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U526F> \xB8\xB1 |0

<U5272> \xB8\xEE |0

<U527D> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U527F> \xBD\xCB |0

<U5281> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U5282> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U5288> \xC5\xFC |0

<U5290> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U5293> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U529B> \xC1\xA6 |0

<U529D>

 \xC8\xB0 |0

<U529E> \xB0\xEC |0

<U529F> \xB9\xA6 |0

<U52A0> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U52A1> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U52A2> \xDB\xBD |0

<U52A3> \xC1\xD3 |0

<U52A8> \xB6\xAF |0

<U52A9> \xD6\xFA |0

<U52AA> \xC5\xAC |0

<U52AB> \xBD\xD9 |0

<U52AC> \xDB\xBE |0

<U52AD> \xDB\xBF |0

<U52B1> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U52B2> \xBE\xA2 |0

<U52B3> \xC0\xCD |0

<U52BE> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U52BF> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U52C3> \xB2\xAA |0

<U52C7> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U52C9> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U52CB> \xD1\xAB |0

<U52D0> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U52D2> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U52D6> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U52D8> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U52DF> \xC4\xBC |0

<U52E4> \xC7\xDA |0

<U52F0> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U52F9> \xD9\xE8 |0
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<U52FA> \xC9\xD7 |0

<U52FE> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U52FF> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U5300> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5305> \xB0\xFC |0

<U5306> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U5308> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U530D> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U530F> \xDE\xCB |0

<U5310> \xD9\xEB |0

<U5315> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U5316> \xBB\xAF |0

<U5317> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U5319> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U531A> \xD8\xCE |0

<U531D> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U5320> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U5321> \xBF\xEF |0

<U5323> \xCF\xBB |0

<U5326> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U532A>

 \xB7\xCB |0

<U532E> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U5339> \xC6\xA5 |0

<U533A> \xC7\xF8 |0

<U533B> \xD2\xBD |0

<U533E> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U533F> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U5341> \xCA\xAE |0

<U5343> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U5345> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U5347> \xC9\xFD |0

<U5348> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U5349> \xBB\xDC |0

<U534A> \xB0\xEB |0

<U534E> \xBB\xAA |0

<U534F> \xD0\xAD |0

<U5351> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U5352> \xD7\xE4 |0

<U5353> \xD7\xBF |0

<U5355> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U5356> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U5357> \xC4\xCF |0

<U535A> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U535C> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U535E> \xB1\xE5 |0

<U535F> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U5360> \xD5\xBC |0
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<U5361> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U5362> \xC2\xAC |0

<U5363> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U5364> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U5366> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U5367> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U5369> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U536B> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U536E> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U536F> \xC3\xAE |0

<U5370> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U5371> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U5373> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U5374> \xC8\xB4 |0

<U5375> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U5377> \xBE\xED |0

<U5378> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U537A> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U537F> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U5382> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U5384> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U5385> \xCC\xFC |0

<U5386> \xC0\xFA |0

<U5389>

 \xC0\xF7 |0

<U538B> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U538C> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U538D> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U5395> \xB2\xDE |0

<U5398> \xC0\xE5 |0

<U539A> \xBA\xF1 |0

<U539D> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U539F> \xD4\xAD |0

<U53A2> \xCF\xE1 |0

<U53A3> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U53A5> \xD8\xCA |0

<U53A6> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U53A8> \xB3\xF8 |0

<U53A9> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U53AE> \xD8\xCB |0

<U53B6> \xDB\xCC |0

<U53BB> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U53BF> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U53C1> \xC8\xFE |0

<U53C2> \xB2\xCE |0

<U53C8> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U53C9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<U53CA> \xBC\xB0 |0
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<U53CB> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U53CC> \xCB\xAB |0

<U53CD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<U53D1> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U53D4> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U53D6> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U53D7> \xCA\xDC |0

<U53D8> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U53D9> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U53DB> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U53DF> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U53E0> \xB5\xFE |0

<U53E3> \xBF\xDA |0

<U53E4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U53E5> \xBE\xE4 |0

<U53E6> \xC1\xED |0

<U53E8> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U53E9> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U53EA> \xD6\xBB |0

<U53EB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U53EC> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U53ED> \xB0\xC8 |0

<U53EE> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U53EF> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U53F0> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U53F1> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U53F2>

 \xCA\xB7 |0

<U53F3> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U53F5> \xD8\xCF |0

<U53F6> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U53F7> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U53F8> \xCB\xBE |0

<U53F9> \xCC\xBE |0

<U53FB> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U53FC> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U53FD> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U5401> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U5403> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U5404> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U5406> \xDF\xBA |0

<U5408> \xBA\xCF |0

<U5409> \xBC\xAA |0

<U540A> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U540C> \xCD\xAC |0

<U540D> \xC3\xFB |0

<U540E> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U540F> \xC0\xF4 |0
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<U5410> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U5411> \xCF\xF2 |0

<U5412> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U5413> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U5415> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U5416> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U5417> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U541B> \xBE\xFD |0

<U541D> \xC1\xDF |0

<U541E> \xCD\xCC |0

<U541F> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U5420> \xB7\xCD |0

<U5421> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5423> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U5426> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U5427> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U5428> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U5429> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U542B> \xBA\xAC |0

<U542C> \xCC\xFD |0

<U542D> \xBF\xD4 |0

<U542E> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U542F> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5431> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5432> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5434> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U5435> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5438> \xCE\xFC |0

<U5439> \xB4\xB5 |0

<U543B>

 \xCE\xC7 |0

<U543C> \xBA\xF0 |0

<U543E> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U5440> \xD1\xBD |0

<U5443> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U5446> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5448> \xB3\xCA |0

<U544A> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U544B> \xDF\xBB |0

<U5450> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U5452> \xDF\xBC |0

<U5453> \xDF\xBD |0

<U5454> \xDF\xBE |0

<U5455> \xC5\xBB |0

<U5456> \xDF\xBF |0

<U5457> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U5458> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U5459> \xDF\xC3 |0
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<U545B> \xC7\xBA |0

<U545C> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U5462> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U5464> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5466> \xDF\xCF |0

<U5468> \xD6\xDC |0

<U5471> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U5472> \xDF\xDA |0

<U5473> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U5475> \xBA\xC7 |0

<U5476> \xDF\xCE |0

<U5477> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U5478> \xC5\xDE |0

<U547B> \xC9\xEB |0

<U547C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U547D> \xC3\xFC |0

<U5480> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U5482> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5484> \xDF\xCD |0

<U5486> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U548B> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U548C> \xBA\xCD |0

<U548E> \xBE\xCC |0

<U548F> \xD3\xBD |0

<U5490> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U5492> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U5494> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5495> \xB9\xBE |0

<U5496> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U5499> \xC1\xFC |0

<U549A> \xDF\xCB |0

<U549B> \xDF\xCC |0

<U549D>

 \xDF\xD0 |0

<U54A3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U54A4> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U54A6> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U54A7> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U54A8> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U54A9> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U54AA> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U54AB> \xE5\xEB |0

<U54AC> \xD2\xA7 |0

<U54AD> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U54AF> \xBF\xA9 |0

<U54B1> \xD4\xDB |0

<U54B3> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U54B4> \xDF\xD4 |0
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<U54B8> \xCF\xCC |0

<U54BB> \xDF\xDD |0

<U54BD> \xD1\xCA |0

<U54BF> \xDF\xDE |0

<U54C0> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U54C1> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U54C2> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U54C4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<U54C6> \xB6\xDF |0

<U54C7> \xCD\xDB |0

<U54C8> \xB9\xFE |0

<U54C9> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U54CC> \xDF\xDF |0

<U54CD> \xCF\xEC |0

<U54CE> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54CF> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U54D0> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U54D1> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U54D2> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U54D3> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U54D4> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U54D5> \xDF\xDC |0

<U54D7> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U54D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U54DA> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U54DC> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U54DD> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U54DE> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U54DF> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U54E5> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U54E6> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U54E7> \xDF\xEA |0

<U54E8> \xC9\xDA |0

<U54E9> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U54EA> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U54ED>

 \xBF\xDE |0

<U54EE> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U54F2> \xD5\xDC |0

<U54F3> \xDF\xEE |0

<U54FA> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U54FC> \xBA\xDF |0

<U54FD> \xDF\xEC |0

<U54FF> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U5501> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U5506> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U5507> \xB4\xBD |0

<U5509> \xB0\xA6 |0
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<U550F> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U5510> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U5511> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U5514> \xDF\xED |0

<U551B> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U5520> \xDF\xEB |0

<U5522> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5523> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U5524> \xBB\xBD |0

<U5527> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U552A> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U552C> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U552E> \xCA\xDB |0

<U552F> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U5530> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U5531> \xB3\xAA |0

<U5533> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U5537> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U553C> \xDF\xFE |0

<U553E> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U553F> \xDF\xFC |0

<U5541> \xDF\xFA |0

<U5543> \xBF\xD0 |0

<U5544> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5546> \xC9\xCC |0

<U5549> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U554A> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U5550> \xDF\xFD |0

<U5555> \xDF\xFB |0

<U5556> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U555C> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U5561> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U5564> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U5565> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U5566> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U5567> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U556A> \xC5\xBE |0

<U556C> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U556D>

 \xDF\xF9 |0

<U556E> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U5575> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U5576> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U5577> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U5578> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U557B> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U557C> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U557E> \xE0\xB1 |0
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<U5580> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U5581> \xE0\xAF |0

<U5582> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U5583> \xE0\xAB |0

<U5584> \xC9\xC6 |0

<U5587> \xC0\xAE |0

<U5588> \xE0\xAE |0

<U5589> \xBA\xED |0

<U558A> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U558B> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U558F> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U5591> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U5594> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U5598> \xB4\xAD |0

<U5599> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U559C> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U559D> \xBA\xC8 |0

<U559F> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U55A7> \xD0\xFA |0

<U55B1> \xE0\xAC |0

<U55B3> \xD4\xFB |0

<U55B5> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U55B7> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U55B9> \xE0\xAD |0

<U55BB> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U55BD> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U55BE> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U55C4> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U55C5> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U55C9> \xE0\xBC |0

<U55CC> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U55CD> \xE0\xCA |0

<U55D1> \xE0\xBE |0

<U55D2> \xE0\xAA |0

<U55D3> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U55D4> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U55D6> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U55DC> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U55DD> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U55DF> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U55E1> \xCE\xCB |0

<U55E3>

 \xCB\xC3 |0

<U55E4> \xE0\xCD |0

<U55E5> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U55E6> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U55E8> \xE0\xCB |0

<U55EA> \xE0\xBA |0
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<U55EB> \xE0\xBF |0

<U55EC> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U55EF> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U55F2> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U55F3> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U55F5> \xE0\xCC |0

<U55F7> \xE0\xBB |0

<U55FD> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U55FE> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U5600> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U5601> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U5608> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U5609> \xBC\xCE |0

<U560C> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U560E> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U560F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U5618> \xD0\xEA |0

<U561B> \xC2\xEF |0

<U561E> \xE0\xCF |0

<U561F> \xE0\xBD |0

<U5623> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U5624> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U5627> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U562C> \xE0\xDC |0

<U562D> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U5631> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U5632> \xB3\xB0 |0

<U5634> \xD7\xEC |0

<U5636> \xCB\xBB |0

<U5639> \xE0\xDA |0

<U563B> \xCE\xFB |0

<U563F> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U564C> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U564D> \xE0\xDD |0

<U564E> \xD2\xAD |0

<U5654> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U5657> \xE0\xDB |0

<U5658> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U5659> \xE0\xDF |0

<U565C> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U5662> \xE0\xDE |0

<U5664> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U5668> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U5669> \xD8\xAC |0

<U566A>

 \xD4\xEB |0

<U566B> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U566C> \xCA\xC9 |0
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<U5671> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U5676> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U567B> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U567C> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U5685> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U5686> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U568E> \xBA\xBF |0

<U568F> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U5693> \xE0\xEA |0

<U56A3> \xCF\xF9 |0

<U56AF> \xE0\xEB |0

<U56B7> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U56BC> \xBD\xC0 |0

<U56CA> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U56D4> \xE0\xEC |0

<U56D7> \xE0\xED |0

<U56DA> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U56DB> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U56DD> \xE0\xEE |0

<U56DE> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U56DF> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U56E0> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U56E1> \xE0\xEF |0

<U56E2> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U56E4> \xB6\xDA |0

<U56EB> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U56ED> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U56F0> \xC0\xA7 |0

<U56F1> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U56F4> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U56F5> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U56F9> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U56FA> \xB9\xCC |0

<U56FD> \xB9\xFA |0

<U56FE> \xCD\xBC |0

<U56FF> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U5703> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U5704> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5706> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U5708> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U5709> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U570A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U571C> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U571F> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U5723> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U5728> \xD4\xDA |0

<U5729> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U572A>
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 \xDB\xD9 |0

<U572C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U572D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<U572E> \xDB\xDC |0

<U572F> \xDB\xDD |0

<U5730> \xB5\xD8 |0

<U5733> \xDB\xDA |0

<U5739> \xDB\xDB |0

<U573A> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U573B> \xDB\xDF |0

<U573E> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U5740> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U5742> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U5747> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U574A> \xB7\xBB |0

<U574C> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U574D> \xCC\xAE |0

<U574E> \xBF\xB2 |0

<U574F> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U5750> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U5751> \xBF\xD3 |0

<U5757> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U575A> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U575B> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U575C> \xDB\xDE |0

<U575D> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U575E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U575F> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U5760> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U5761> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U5764> \xC0\xA4 |0

<U5766> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U5768> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U5769> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U576A> \xC6\xBA |0

<U576B> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U576D> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U576F> \xC5\xF7 |0

<U5773> \xDB\xEA |0

<U5776> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U5777> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U577B> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U577C> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U5782> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U5783> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5784> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U5785> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U5786> \xDB\xE4 |0
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<U578B> \xD0\xCD |0

<U578C> \xDB\xED |0

<U5792>

 \xC0\xDD |0

<U5793> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U579B> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U57A0> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U57A1> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U57A2> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U57A3> \xD4\xAB |0

<U57A4> \xDB\xEC |0

<U57A6> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U57A7> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U57A9> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U57AB> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U57AD> \xDB\xEB |0

<U57AE> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U57B2> \xDB\xEE |0

<U57B4> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U57B8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U57C2> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U57C3> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U57CB> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U57CE> \xB3\xC7 |0

<U57CF> \xDB\xEF |0

<U57D2> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U57D4> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U57D5> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U57D8> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U57D9> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U57DA> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U57DD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U57DF> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U57E0> \xB2\xBA |0

<U57E4> \xDB\xFD |0

<U57ED> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U57EF> \xDB\xFB |0

<U57F4> \xDB\xFA |0

<U57F8> \xDB\xFC |0

<U57F9> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U57FA> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U57FD> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U5800> \xDC\xA5 |0

<U5802> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U5806> \xB6\xD1 |0

<U5807> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U580B> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U580D> \xDC\xA2 |0
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<U5811> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U5815> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U5819> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U581E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5820> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U5821>

 \xB1\xA4 |0

<U5824> \xB5\xCC |0

<U582A> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U5830> \xD1\xDF |0

<U5835> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U5844> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U584C> \xCB\xFA |0

<U584D> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U5851> \xCB\xDC |0

<U5854> \xCB\xFE |0

<U5858> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U585E> \xC8\xFB |0

<U5865> \xDC\xAA |0

<U586B> \xCC\xEE |0

<U586C> \xDC\xAB |0

<U587E> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U5880> \xDC\xAF |0

<U5881> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5883> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U5885> \xCA\xFB |0

<U5889> \xDC\xAD |0

<U5892> \xC9\xCA |0

<U5893> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U5899> \xC7\xBD |0

<U589A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U589E> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U589F> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U58A8> \xC4\xAB |0

<U58A9> \xB6\xD5 |0

<U58BC> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U58C1> \xB1\xDA |0

<U58C5> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U58D1> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U58D5> \xBA\xBE |0

<U58E4> \xC8\xC0 |0

<U58EB> \xCA\xBF |0

<U58EC> \xC8\xC9 |0

<U58EE> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U58F0> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U58F3> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U58F6> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U58F9> \xD2\xBC |0
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<U5902> \xE2\xBA |0

<U5904> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U5907> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U590D> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U590F> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U5914> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U5915> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U5916> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U5919>

 \xD9\xED |0

<U591A> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U591C> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U591F> \xB9\xBB |0

<U5924> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U5925> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U5927> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U5929> \xCC\xEC |0

<U592A> \xCC\xAB |0

<U592B> \xB7\xF2 |0

<U592D> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U592E> \xD1\xEB |0

<U592F> \xBA\xBB |0

<U5931> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U5934> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5937> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U5938> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U5939> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U593A> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U593C> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U5941> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U5942> \xDB\xBC |0

<U5944> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U5947> \xC6\xE6 |0

<U5948> \xC4\xCE |0

<U5949> \xB7\xEE |0

<U594B> \xB7\xDC |0

<U594E> \xBF\xFC |0

<U594F> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U5951> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U5954> \xB1\xBC |0

<U5955> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U5956> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U5957> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U5958> \xDE\xCA |0

<U595A> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U5960> \xB5\xEC |0

<U5962> \xC9\xDD |0

<U5965> \xB0\xC2 |0
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<U5973> \xC5\xAE |0

<U5974> \xC5\xAB |0

<U5976> \xC4\xCC |0

<U5978> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5979> \xCB\xFD |0

<U597D> \xBA\xC3 |0

<U5981> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U5982> \xC8\xE7 |0

<U5983> \xE5\xFA |0

<U5984> \xCD\xFD |0

<U5986> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5987>

 \xB8\xBE |0

<U5988> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U598A> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U598D> \xE5\xFB |0

<U5992> \xB6\xCA |0

<U5993> \xBC\xCB |0

<U5996> \xD1\xFD |0

<U5997> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U5999> \xC3\xEE |0

<U599E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U59A3> \xE5\xFE |0

<U59A4> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U59A5> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U59A8> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U59A9> \xE5\xFC |0

<U59AA> \xE5\xFD |0

<U59AB> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U59AE> \xC4\xDD |0

<U59AF> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U59B2> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U59B9> \xC3\xC3 |0

<U59BB> \xC6\xDE |0

<U59BE> \xE6\xAA |0

<U59C6> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U59CA> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U59CB> \xCA\xBC |0

<U59D0> \xBD\xE3 |0

<U59D1> \xB9\xC3 |0

<U59D2> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U59D3> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U59D4> \xCE\xAF |0

<U59D7> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U59D8> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U59DA> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U59DC> \xBD\xAA |0

<U59DD> \xE6\xAD |0
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<U59E3> \xE6\xAF |0

<U59E5> \xC0\xD1 |0

<U59E8> \xD2\xCC |0

<U59EC> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U59F9> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U59FB> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U59FF> \xD7\xCB |0

<U5A01> \xCD\xFE |0

<U5A03> \xCD\xDE |0

<U5A04> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5A05> \xE6\xAB |0

<U5A06> \xE6\xAC |0

<U5A07> \xBD\xBF |0

<U5A08> \xE6\xAE |0

<U5A09>

 \xE6\xB3 |0

<U5A0C> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U5A11> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U5A13> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U5A18> \xC4\xEF |0

<U5A1C> \xC4\xC8 |0

<U5A1F> \xBE\xEA |0

<U5A20> \xC9\xEF |0

<U5A23> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U5A25> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U5A29> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U5A31> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U5A32> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U5A34> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5A36> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U5A3C> \xE6\xBD |0

<U5A40> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U5A46> \xC6\xC5 |0

<U5A49> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U5A4A> \xE6\xBB |0

<U5A55> \xE6\xBC |0

<U5A5A> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U5A62> \xE6\xBE |0

<U5A67> \xE6\xBA |0

<U5A6A> \xC0\xB7 |0

<U5A74> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U5A75> \xE6\xBF |0

<U5A76> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U5A77> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5A7A> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U5A7F> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U5A92> \xC3\xBD |0

<U5A9A> \xC3\xC4 |0
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<U5A9B> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U5AAA> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U5AB2> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U5AB3> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U5AB5> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U5AB8> \xE6\xCA |0

<U5ABE> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U5AC1> \xBC\xDE |0

<U5AC2> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U5AC9> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5ACC> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U5AD2> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U5AD4> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U5AD6> \xE6\xCE |0

<U5AD8> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U5ADC> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U5AE0> \xE6\xCB |0

<U5AE1>

 \xB5\xD5 |0

<U5AE3> \xE6\xCC |0

<U5AE6> \xE6\xCF |0

<U5AE9> \xC4\xDB |0

<U5AEB> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U5AF1> \xE6\xCD |0

<U5B09> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U5B16> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U5B17> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U5B32> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U5B34> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U5B37> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U5B40> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U5B50> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U5B51> \xE6\xDD |0

<U5B53> \xE6\xDE |0

<U5B54> \xBF\xD7 |0

<U5B55> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U5B57> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U5B58> \xB4\xE6 |0

<U5B59> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5B5A> \xE6\xDA |0

<U5B5B> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U5B5C> \xD7\xCE |0

<U5B5D> \xD0\xA2 |0

<U5B5F> \xC3\xCF |0

<U5B62> \xE6\xDF |0

<U5B63> \xBC\xBE |0

<U5B64> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U5B65> \xE6\xDB |0
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<U5B66> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U5B69> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U5B6A> \xC2\xCF |0

<U5B6C> \xD8\xAB |0

<U5B70> \xCA\xEB |0

<U5B71> \xE5\xEE |0

<U5B73> \xE6\xDC |0

<U5B75> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U5B7A> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U5B7D> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U5B80> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U5B81> \xC4\xFE |0

<U5B83> \xCB\xFC |0

<U5B84> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U5B85> \xD5\xAC |0

<U5B87> \xD3\xEE |0

<U5B88> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U5B89> \xB0\xB2 |0

<U5B8B> \xCB\xCE |0

<U5B8C> \xCD\xEA |0

<U5B8F>

 \xBA\xEA |0

<U5B93> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U5B95> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U5B97> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5B98> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U5B99> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U5B9A> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U5B9B> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U5B9C> \xD2\xCB |0

<U5B9D> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U5B9E> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U5BA0> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U5BA1> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U5BA2> \xBF\xCD |0

<U5BA3> \xD0\xFB |0

<U5BA4> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U5BA5> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U5BA6> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U5BAA> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5BAB> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5BB0> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U5BB3> \xBA\xA6 |0

<U5BB4> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U5BB5> \xCF\xFC |0

<U5BB6> \xBC\xD2 |0

<U5BB8> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U5BB9> \xC8\xDD |0
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<U5BBD> \xBF\xED |0

<U5BBE> \xB1\xF6 |0

<U5BBF> \xCB\xDE |0

<U5BC2> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5BC4> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U5BC5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U5BC6> \xC3\xDC |0

<U5BC7> \xBF\xDC |0

<U5BCC> \xB8\xBB |0

<U5BD0> \xC3\xC2 |0

<U5BD2> \xBA\xAE |0

<U5BD3> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U5BDD> \xC7\xDE |0

<U5BDE> \xC4\xAF |0

<U5BDF> \xB2\xEC |0

<U5BE1> \xB9\xD1 |0

<U5BE4> \xE5\xBB |0

<U5BE5> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U5BE8> \xD5\xAF |0

<U5BEE> \xE5\xBC |0

<U5BF0> \xE5\xBE |0

<U5BF8> \xB4\xE7 |0

<U5BF9> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U5BFA>

 \xCB\xC2 |0

<U5BFB> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5BFC> \xB5\xBC |0

<U5BFF> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U5C01> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U5C04> \xC9\xE4 |0

<U5C06> \xBD\xAB |0

<U5C09> \xCE\xBE |0

<U5C0A> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U5C0F> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U5C11> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U5C14> \xB6\xFB |0

<U5C15> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U5C16> \xBC\xE2 |0

<U5C18> \xB3\xBE |0

<U5C1A> \xC9\xD0 |0

<U5C1C> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U5C1D> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U5C22> \xDE\xCC |0

<U5C24> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U5C25> \xDE\xCD |0

<U5C27> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U5C2C> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5C31> \xBE\xCD |0
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<U5C34> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5C38> \xCA\xAC |0

<U5C39> \xD2\xFC |0

<U5C3A> \xB3\xDF |0

<U5C3B> \xE5\xEA |0

<U5C3C> \xC4\xE1 |0

<U5C3D> \xBE\xA1 |0

<U5C3E> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U5C3F> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U5C40> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U5C41> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U5C42> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U5C45> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U5C48> \xC7\xFC |0

<U5C49> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5C4A> \xBD\xEC |0

<U5C4B> \xCE\xDD |0

<U5C4E> \xCA\xBA |0

<U5C4F> \xC6\xC1 |0

<U5C50> \xE5\xEC |0

<U5C51> \xD0\xBC |0

<U5C55> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5C59> \xE5\xED |0

<U5C5E> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U5C60> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U5C61> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U5C63>

 \xE5\xEF |0

<U5C65> \xC2\xC4 |0

<U5C66> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U5C6E> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U5C6F> \xCD\xCD |0

<U5C71> \xC9\xBD |0

<U5C79> \xD2\xD9 |0

<U5C7A> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U5C7F> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5C81> \xCB\xEA |0

<U5C82> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U5C88> \xE1\xAC |0

<U5C8C> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U5C8D> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U5C90> \xE1\xAA |0

<U5C91> \xE1\xAF |0

<U5C94> \xB2\xED |0

<U5C96> \xE1\xAB |0

<U5C97> \xB8\xDA |0

<U5C98> \xE1\xAD |0

<U5C99> \xE1\xAE |0
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<U5C9A> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5C9B> \xB5\xBA |0

<U5C9C> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5CA2> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5CA3> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U5CA9> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U5CAB> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U5CAC> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U5CAD> \xC1\xEB |0

<U5CB1> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U5CB3> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U5CB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5CB7> \xE1\xBA |0

<U5CB8> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U5CBD> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5CBF> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U5CC1> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U5CC4> \xE1\xBB |0

<U5CCB> \xE1\xBE |0

<U5CD2> \xE1\xBC |0

<U5CD9> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U5CE1> \xCF\xBF |0

<U5CE4> \xE1\xBD |0

<U5CE5> \xE1\xBF |0

<U5CE6> \xC2\xCD |0

<U5CE8> \xB6\xEB |0

<U5CEA> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U5CED> \xC7\xCD |0

<U5CF0> \xB7\xE5 |0

<U5CFB>

 \xBE\xFE |0

<U5D02> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U5D03> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U5D06> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U5D07> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U5D0E> \xC6\xE9 |0

<U5D14> \xB4\xDE |0

<U5D16> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U5D1B> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U5D1E> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U5D24> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U5D26> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U5D27> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U5D29> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U5D2D> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5D2E> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U5D34> \xE1\xCB |0

<U5D3D> \xE1\xCC |0
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<U5D3E> \xE1\xCA |0

<U5D47> \xEF\xFA |0

<U5D4A> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U5D4B> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U5D4C> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U5D58> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U5D5B> \xE1\xCE |0

<U5D5D> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U5D69> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U5D6B> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U5D6C> \xE1\xCD |0

<U5D6F> \xE1\xCF |0

<U5D74> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5D82> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U5D99> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U5D9D> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U5DB7> \xE1\xDA |0

<U5DC5> \xE1\xDB |0

<U5DCD> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U5DDB> \xE7\xDD |0

<U5DDD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5DDE> \xD6\xDD |0

<U5DE1> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U5DE2> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5DE5> \xB9\xA4 |0

<U5DE6> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U5DE7> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U5DE8> \xBE\xDE |0

<U5DE9> \xB9\xAE |0

<U5DEB> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U5DEE> \xB2\xEE |0

<U5DEF> \xDB\xCF |0

<U5DF1>

 \xBC\xBA |0

<U5DF2> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U5DF3> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U5DF4> \xB0\xCD |0

<U5DF7> \xCF\xEF |0

<U5DFD> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U5DFE> \xBD\xED |0

<U5E01> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U5E02> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U5E03> \xB2\xBC |0

<U5E05> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U5E06> \xB7\xAB |0

<U5E08> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U5E0C> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U5E0F> \xE0\xF8 |0
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<U5E10> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5E11> \xE0\xFB |0

<U5E14> \xE0\xFA |0

<U5E15> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U5E16> \xCC\xFB |0

<U5E18> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5E19> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U5E1A> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U5E1B> \xB2\xAF |0

<U5E1C> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5E1D> \xB5\xDB |0

<U5E26> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U5E27> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5E2D> \xCF\xAF |0

<U5E2E> \xB0\xEF |0

<U5E31> \xE0\xFC |0

<U5E37> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U5E38> \xB3\xA3 |0

<U5E3B> \xE0\xFD |0

<U5E3C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U5E3D> \xC3\xB1 |0

<U5E42> \xC3\xDD |0

<U5E44> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U5E45> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5E4C> \xBB\xCF |0

<U5E54> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U5E55> \xC4\xBB |0

<U5E5B> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U5E5E> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U5E61> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U5E62> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5E72> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U5E73> \xC6\xBD |0

<U5E74> \xC4\xEA |0

<U5E76> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U5E78>

 \xD0\xD2 |0

<U5E7A> \xE7\xDB |0

<U5E7B> \xBB\xC3 |0

<U5E7C> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U5E7D> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U5E7F> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U5E80> \xE2\xCF |0

<U5E84> \xD7\xAF |0

<U5E86> \xC7\xEC |0

<U5E87> \xB1\xD3 |0

<U5E8A> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U5E8B> \xE2\xD1 |0
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<U5E8F> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U5E90> \xC2\xAE |0

<U5E91> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U5E93> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5E94> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U5E95> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U5E96> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U5E97> \xB5\xEA |0

<U5E99> \xC3\xED |0

<U5E9A> \xB8\xFD |0

<U5E9C> \xB8\xAE |0

<U5E9E> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U5E9F> \xB7\xCF |0

<U5EA0> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U5EA5> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5EA6> \xB6\xC8 |0

<U5EA7> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U5EAD> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U5EB3> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U5EB5> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U5EB6> \xCA\xFC |0

<U5EB7> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U5EB8> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U5EB9> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5EBE> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U5EC9> \xC1\xAE |0

<U5ECA> \xC0\xC8 |0

<U5ED1> \xE2\xDB |0

<U5ED2> \xE2\xDA |0

<U5ED3> \xC0\xAA |0

<U5ED6> \xC1\xCE |0

<U5EDB> \xE2\xDC |0

<U5EE8> \xE2\xDD |0

<U5EEA> \xE2\xDE |0

<U5EF4> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U5EF6> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U5EF7> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U5EFA> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U5EFE>

 \xDE\xC3 |0

<U5EFF> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U5F00> \xBF\xAA |0

<U5F01> \xDB\xCD |0

<U5F02> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5F03> \xC6\xFA |0

<U5F04> \xC5\xAA |0

<U5F08> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U5F0A> \xB1\xD7 |0
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<U5F0B> \xDF\xAE |0

<U5F0F> \xCA\xBD |0

<U5F11> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U5F13> \xB9\xAD |0

<U5F15> \xD2\xFD |0

<U5F17> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U5F18> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5F1B> \xB3\xDA |0

<U5F1F> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5F20> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5F25> \xC3\xD6 |0

<U5F26> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U5F27> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5F29> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U5F2A> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5F2D> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U5F2F> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U5F31> \xC8\xF5 |0

<U5F39> \xB5\xAF |0

<U5F3A> \xC7\xBF |0

<U5F3C> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U5F40> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U5F50> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U5F52> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U5F53> \xB5\xB1 |0

<U5F55> \xC2\xBC |0

<U5F56> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U5F57> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U5F58> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F5D> \xD2\xCD |0

<U5F61> \xE1\xEA |0

<U5F62> \xD0\xCE |0

<U5F64> \xCD\xAE |0

<U5F66> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U5F69> \xB2\xCA |0

<U5F6A> \xB1\xEB |0

<U5F6C> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U5F6D> \xC5\xED |0

<U5F70> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U5F71> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U5F73> \xE1\xDC |0

<U5F77>

 \xE1\xDD |0

<U5F79> \xD2\xDB |0

<U5F7B> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U5F7C> \xB1\xCB |0

<U5F80> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U5F81> \xD5\xF7 |0
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<U5F82> \xE1\xDE |0

<U5F84> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U5F85> \xB4\xFD |0

<U5F87> \xE1\xDF |0

<U5F88> \xBA\xDC |0

<U5F89> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U5F8A> \xBB\xB2 |0

<U5F8B> \xC2\xC9 |0

<U5F8C> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U5F90> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5F92> \xCD\xBD |0

<U5F95> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U5F97> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U5F98> \xC5\xC7 |0

<U5F99> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U5F9C> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5FA1> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U5FA8> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U5FAA> \xD1\xAD |0

<U5FAD> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U5FAE> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U5FB5> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U5FB7> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U5FBC> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U5FBD> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5FC3> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U5FC4> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U5FC5> \xB1\xD8 |0

<U5FC6> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5FC9> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U5FCC> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U5FCD> \xC8\xCC |0

<U5FCF> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U5FD0> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5FD1> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5FD2> \xDF\xAF |0

<U5FD6> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U5FD7> \xD6\xBE |0

<U5FD8> \xCD\xFC |0

<U5FD9> \xC3\xA6 |0

<U5FDD> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U5FE0> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U5FE1> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U5FE4> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U5FE7>

 \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5FEA> \xE2\xEC |0

<U5FEB> \xBF\xEC |0
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<U5FED> \xE2\xED |0

<U5FEE> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U5FF1> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U5FF5> \xC4\xEE |0

<U5FF8> \xE2\xEE |0

<U5FFB> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U5FFD> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U5FFE> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U5FFF> \xB7\xDE |0

<U6000> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U6001> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6002> \xCB\xCB |0

<U6003> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6004> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6005> \xE2\xEA |0

<U6006> \xE2\xEB |0

<U600A> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U600D> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U600E> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U600F> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U6012> \xC5\xAD |0

<U6014> \xD5\xFA |0

<U6015> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6016> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U6019> \xE2\xEF |0

<U601B> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U601C> \xC1\xAF |0

<U601D> \xCB\xBC |0

<U6020> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U6021> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U6025> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U6026> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U6027> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U6028> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U6029> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U602A> \xB9\xD6 |0

<U602B> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U602F> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6035> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U603B> \xD7\xDC |0

<U603C> \xED\xA1 |0

<U603F> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U6041> \xED\xA5 |0

<U6042> \xE2\xFE |0

<U6043> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U604B> \xC1\xB5 |0

<U604D> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U6050>
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 \xBF\xD6 |0

<U6052> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U6055> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U6059> \xED\xA6 |0

<U605A> \xED\xA3 |0

<U605D> \xED\xA2 |0

<U6062> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U6063> \xED\xA7 |0

<U6064> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U6067> \xED\xA4 |0

<U6068> \xBA\xDE |0

<U6069> \xB6\xF7 |0

<U606A> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U606B> \xB6\xB2 |0

<U606C> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U606D> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U606F> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U6070> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U6073> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U6076> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U6078> \xE2\xFA |0

<U6079> \xE2\xFB |0

<U607A> \xE2\xFD |0

<U607B> \xE2\xFC |0

<U607C> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U607D> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U607F> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U6083> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U6084> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6089> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U608C> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U608D> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U6092> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U6094> \xBB\xDA |0

<U6096> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U609A> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U609B> \xE3\xAA |0

<U609D> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U609F> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U60A0> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U60A3> \xBB\xBC |0

<U60A6> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U60A8> \xC4\xFA |0

<U60AB> \xED\xA8 |0

<U60AC> \xD0\xFC |0

<U60AD> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U60AF> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U60B1> \xE3\xAD |0
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<U60B2> \xB1\xAF |0

<U60B4> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U60B8>

 \xBC\xC2 |0

<U60BB> \xE3\xAC |0

<U60BC> \xB5\xBF |0

<U60C5> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U60C6> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U60CA> \xBE\xAA |0

<U60CB> \xCD\xEF |0

<U60D1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U60D5> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U60D8> \xE3\xAF |0

<U60DA> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U60DC> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U60DD> \xE3\xAE |0

<U60DF> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U60E0> \xBB\xDD |0

<U60E6> \xB5\xEB |0

<U60E7> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U60E8> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U60E9> \xB3\xCD |0

<U60EB> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U60EC> \xE3\xAB |0

<U60ED> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U60EE> \xB5\xAC |0

<U60EF> \xB9\xDF |0

<U60F0> \xB6\xE8 |0

<U60F3> \xCF\xEB |0

<U60F4> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U60F6> \xBB\xCC |0

<U60F9> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U60FA> \xD0\xCA |0

<U6100> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U6101> \xB3\xEE |0

<U6106> \xED\xA9 |0

<U6108> \xD3\xFA |0

<U6109> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U610D> \xED\xAA |0

<U610E> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U610F> \xD2\xE2 |0

<U6115> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U611A> \xD3\xDE |0

<U611F> \xB8\xD0 |0

<U6120> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U6123> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U6124> \xB7\xDF |0

<U6126> \xE3\xB4 |0
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<U6127> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U612B> \xE3\xBA |0

<U613F> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U6148> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U614A> \xE3\xBB |0

<U614C>

 \xBB\xC5 |0

<U614E> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U6151> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U6155> \xC4\xBD |0

<U615D> \xED\xAB |0

<U6162> \xC2\xFD |0

<U6167> \xBB\xDB |0

<U6168> \xBF\xAE |0

<U6170> \xCE\xBF |0

<U6175> \xE3\xBC |0

<U6177> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U618B> \xB1\xEF |0

<U618E> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U6194> \xE3\xBE |0

<U619D> \xED\xAD |0

<U61A7> \xE3\xBF |0

<U61A8> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61A9> \xED\xAC |0

<U61AC> \xE3\xBD |0

<U61B7> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U61BE> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U61C2> \xB6\xAE |0

<U61C8> \xD0\xB8 |0

<U61CA> \xB0\xC3 |0

<U61CB> \xED\xAE |0

<U61D1> \xED\xAF |0

<U61D2> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U61D4> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U61E6> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U61F5> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U61FF> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U6206> \xED\xB0 |0

<U6208> \xB8\xEA |0

<U620A> \xCE\xEC |0

<U620B> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U620C> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U620D> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U620E> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U620F> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U6210> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U6211> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U6212> \xBD\xE4 |0
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<U6215> \xE3\xDE |0

<U6216> \xBB\xF2 |0

<U6217> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U6218> \xD5\xBD |0

<U621A> \xC6\xDD |0

<U621B> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U621F> \xEA\xAA |0

<U6221> \xEA\xAC |0

<U6222>

 \xEA\xAB |0

<U6224> \xEA\xAE |0

<U6225> \xEA\xAD |0

<U622A> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U622C> \xEA\xAF |0

<U622E> \xC2\xBE |0

<U6233> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U6234> \xB4\xF7 |0

<U6237> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U623D> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U623E> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U623F> \xB7\xBF |0

<U6240> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U6241> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U6243> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U6247> \xC9\xC8 |0

<U6248> \xEC\xE8 |0

<U6249> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U624B> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U624C> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U624D> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U624E> \xD4\xFA |0

<U6251> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6252> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U6253> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U6254> \xC8\xD3 |0

<U6258> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U625B> \xBF\xB8 |0

<U6263> \xBF\xDB |0

<U6266> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U6267> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U6269> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U626A> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U626B> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U626C> \xD1\xEF |0

<U626D> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U626E> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U626F> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6270> \xC8\xC5 |0
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<U6273> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U6276> \xB7\xF6 |0

<U6279> \xC5\xFA |0

<U627C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U627E> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U627F> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U6280> \xBC\xBC |0

<U6284> \xB3\xAD |0

<U6289> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U628A> \xB0\xD1 |0

<U6291> \xD2\xD6 |0

<U6292>

 \xCA\xE3 |0

<U6293> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U6295> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U6296> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6297> \xBF\xB9 |0

<U6298> \xD5\xDB |0

<U629A> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U629B> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U629F> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U62A0> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U62A1> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U62A2> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U62A4> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U62A5> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U62A8> \xC5\xEA |0

<U62AB> \xC5\xFB |0

<U62AC> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U62B1> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U62B5> \xB5\xD6 |0

<U62B9> \xC4\xA8 |0

<U62BB> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U62BC> \xD1\xBA |0

<U62BD> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U62BF> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U62C2> \xB7\xF7 |0

<U62C4> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U62C5> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U62C6> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U62C7> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U62C8> \xC4\xE9 |0

<U62C9> \xC0\xAD |0

<U62CA> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U62CC> \xB0\xE8 |0

<U62CD> \xC5\xC4 |0

<U62CE> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U62D0> \xB9\xD5 |0
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<U62D2> \xBE\xDC |0

<U62D3> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U62D4> \xB0\xCE |0

<U62D6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U62D7> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U62D8> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U62D9> \xD7\xBE |0

<U62DA> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U62DB> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U62DC> \xB0\xDD |0

<U62DF> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U62E2> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U62E3> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U62E5> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U62E6>

 \xC0\xB9 |0

<U62E7> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U62E8> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U62E9> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U62EC> \xC0\xA8 |0

<U62ED> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U62EE> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U62EF> \xD5\xFC |0

<U62F1> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U62F3> \xC8\xAD |0

<U62F4> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U62F6> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U62F7> \xBF\xBD |0

<U62FC> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U62FD> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U62FE> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U62FF> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U6301> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U6302> \xB9\xD2 |0

<U6307> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U6308> \xEA\xFC |0

<U6309> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U630E> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U6311> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U6316> \xCD\xDA |0

<U631A> \xD6\xBF |0

<U631B> \xC2\xCE |0

<U631D> \xCE\xCE |0

<U631E> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U631F> \xD0\xAE |0

<U6320> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U6321> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U6322> \xDE\xD8 |0
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<U6323> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U6324> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U6325> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U6328> \xB0\xA4 |0

<U632A> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U632B> \xB4\xEC |0

<U632F> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U6332> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6339> \xDE\xDA |0

<U633A> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U633D> \xCD\xEC |0

<U6342> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U6343> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6345> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U6346> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U6349> \xD7\xBD |0

<U634B> \xDE\xDB |0

<U634C>

 \xB0\xC6 |0

<U634D> \xBA\xB4 |0

<U634E> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U634F> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U6350> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U6355> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U635E> \xC0\xCC |0

<U635F> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6361> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U6362> \xBB\xBB |0

<U6363> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U6367> \xC5\xF5 |0

<U6369> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U636D> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U636E> \xBE\xDD |0

<U6371> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6376> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U6377> \xBD\xDD |0

<U637A> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U637B> \xC4\xED |0

<U6380> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U6382> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U6387> \xB6\xDE |0

<U6388> \xCA\xDA |0

<U6389> \xB5\xF4 |0

<U638A> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U638C> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U638E> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U638F> \xCC\xCD |0

<U6390> \xC6\xFE |0
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<U6392> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U6396> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U6398> \xBE\xF2 |0

<U63A0> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U63A2> \xCC\xBD |0

<U63A3> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U63A5> \xBD\xD3 |0

<U63A7> \xBF\xD8 |0

<U63A8> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U63A9> \xD1\xDA |0

<U63AA> \xB4\xEB |0

<U63AC> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U63AD> \xDE\xDD |0

<U63AE> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U63B0> \xEA\xFE |0

<U63B3> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U63B4> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U63B7> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U63B8> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U63BA> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U63BC>

 \xDE\xE8 |0

<U63BE> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U63C4> \xDE\xED |0

<U63C6> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U63C9> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U63CD> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U63CE> \xDE\xEF |0

<U63CF> \xC3\xE8 |0

<U63D0> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U63D2> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U63D6> \xD2\xBE |0

<U63DE> \xDE\xEE |0

<U63E0> \xDE\xEB |0

<U63E1> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U63E3> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U63E9> \xBF\xAB |0

<U63EA> \xBE\xBE |0

<U63ED> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U63F2> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U63F4> \xD4\xAE |0

<U63F6> \xDE\xDE |0

<U63F8> \xDE\xEA |0

<U63FD> \xC0\xBF |0

<U63FF> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6400> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U6401> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6402> \xC2\xA7 |0
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<U6405> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U640B> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U640C> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U640F> \xB2\xAB |0

<U6410> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U6413> \xB4\xEA |0

<U6414> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U641B> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U641C> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U641E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U6420> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6421> \xDE\xFA |0

<U6426> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U642A> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U642C> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U642D> \xB4\xEE |0

<U6434> \xE5\xBA |0

<U643A> \xD0\xAF |0

<U643D> \xB2\xEB |0

<U643F> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6441> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6444> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U6445> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6446>

 \xB0\xDA |0

<U6447> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U6448> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U644A> \xCC\xAF |0

<U6452> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6454> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U6458> \xD5\xAA |0

<U645E> \xDE\xFB |0

<U6467> \xB4\xDD |0

<U6469> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U646D> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6478> \xC3\xFE |0

<U6479> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U647A> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U6482> \xC1\xCC |0

<U6484> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6485> \xBE\xEF |0

<U6487> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U6491> \xB3\xC5 |0

<U6492> \xC8\xF6 |0

<U6495> \xCB\xBA |0

<U6496> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6499> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U649E> \xD7\xB2 |0
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<U64A4> \xB3\xB7 |0

<U64A9> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U64AC> \xC7\xCB |0

<U64AD> \xB2\xA5 |0

<U64AE> \xB4\xE9 |0

<U64B0> \xD7\xAB |0

<U64B5> \xC4\xEC |0

<U64B7> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U64B8> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U64BA> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U64BC> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U64C0> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U64C2> \xC0\xDE |0

<U64C5> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U64CD> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U64CE> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U64D0> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U64D2> \xC7\xDC |0

<U64D7> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U64D8> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U64DE> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U64E2> \xDF\xAA |0

<U64E4> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U64E6> \xB2\xC1 |0

<U6500> \xC5\xCA |0

<U6509> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6512>

 \xD4\xDC |0

<U6518> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U6525> \xDF\xAC |0

<U652B> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U652E> \xDF\xAD |0

<U652F> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U6534> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U6535> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U6536> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U6538> \xD8\xFC |0

<U6539> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U653B> \xB9\xA5 |0

<U653E> \xB7\xC5 |0

<U653F> \xD5\xFE |0

<U6545> \xB9\xCA |0

<U6548> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U6549> \xF4\xCD |0

<U654C> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U654F> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U6551> \xBE\xC8 |0

<U6555> \xEB\xB7 |0
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<U6556> \xB0\xBD |0

<U6559> \xBD\xCC |0

<U655B> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U655D> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U655E> \xB3\xA8 |0

<U6562> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U6563> \xC9\xA2 |0

<U6566> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U656B> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U656C> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U6570> \xCA\xFD |0

<U6572> \xC7\xC3 |0

<U6574> \xD5\xFB |0

<U6577> \xB7\xF3 |0

<U6587> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U658B> \xD5\xAB |0

<U658C> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U6590> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U6591> \xB0\xDF |0

<U6593> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U6597> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U6599> \xC1\xCF |0

<U659B> \xF5\xFA |0

<U659C> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U659F> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U65A1> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U65A4> \xBD\xEF |0

<U65A5> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U65A7> \xB8\xAB |0

<U65A9>

 \xD5\xB6 |0

<U65AB> \xED\xBD |0

<U65AD> \xB6\xCF |0

<U65AF> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U65B0> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U65B9> \xB7\xBD |0

<U65BC> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U65BD> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U65C1> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U65C3> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U65C4> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U65C5> \xC2\xC3 |0

<U65C6> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U65CB> \xD0\xFD |0

<U65CC> \xEC\xBA |0

<U65CE> \xEC\xBB |0

<U65CF> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U65D2> \xEC\xBC |0
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<U65D6> \xEC\xBD |0

<U65D7> \xC6\xEC |0

<U65E0> \xCE\xDE |0

<U65E2> \xBC\xC8 |0

<U65E5> \xC8\xD5 |0

<U65E6> \xB5\xA9 |0

<U65E7> \xBE\xC9 |0

<U65E8> \xD6\xBC |0

<U65E9> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U65EC> \xD1\xAE |0

<U65ED> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U65EE> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U65EF> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U65F0> \xEA\xBA |0

<U65F1> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U65F6> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U65F7> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U65FA> \xCD\xFA |0

<U6600> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U6602> \xB0\xBA |0

<U6603> \xEA\xBE |0

<U6606> \xC0\xA5 |0

<U660A> \xEA\xBB |0

<U660C> \xB2\xFD |0

<U660E> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U660F> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U6613> \xD2\xD7 |0

<U6614> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U6615> \xEA\xBF |0

<U6619> \xEA\xBC |0

<U661D> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U661F> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U6620>

 \xD3\xB3 |0

<U6625> \xB4\xBA |0

<U6627> \xC3\xC1 |0

<U6628> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U662D> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U662F> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U6631> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U6634> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U6635> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U6636> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U663C> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U663E> \xCF\xD4 |0

<U6641> \xEA\xCB |0

<U6643> \xBB\xCE |0

<U664B> \xBD\xFA |0
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<U664C> \xC9\xCE |0

<U664F> \xEA\xCC |0

<U6652> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U6653> \xCF\xFE |0

<U6654> \xEA\xCA |0

<U6655> \xD4\xCE |0

<U6656> \xEA\xCD |0

<U6657> \xEA\xCF |0

<U665A> \xCD\xED |0

<U665F> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U6661> \xEA\xCE |0

<U6664> \xCE\xEE |0

<U6666> \xBB\xDE |0

<U6668> \xB3\xBF |0

<U666E> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U666F> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U6670> \xCE\xFA |0

<U6674> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U6676> \xBE\xA7 |0

<U6677> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U667A> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U667E> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U6682> \xD4\xDD |0

<U6684> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U6687> \xCF\xBE |0

<U668C> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U6691> \xCA\xEE |0

<U6696> \xC5\xAF |0

<U6697> \xB0\xB5 |0

<U669D> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U66A7> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U66A8> \xF4\xDF |0

<U66AE> \xC4\xBA |0

<U66B4> \xB1\xA9 |0

<U66B9> \xE5\xDF |0

<U66BE>

 \xEA\xD5 |0

<U66D9> \xCA\xEF |0

<U66DB> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U66DC> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U66DD> \xC6\xD8 |0

<U66E6> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U66E9> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U66F0> \xD4\xBB |0

<U66F2> \xC7\xFA |0

<U66F3> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U66F4> \xB8\xFC |0

<U66F7> \xEA\xC2 |0
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<U66F9> \xB2\xDC |0

<U66FC> \xC2\xFC |0

<U66FE> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U66FF> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U6700> \xD7\xEE |0

<U6708> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U6709> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U670A> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U670B> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U670D> \xB7\xFE |0

<U6710> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U6714> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U6715> \xEB\xDE |0

<U6717> \xC0\xCA |0

<U671B> \xCD\xFB |0

<U671D> \xB3\xAF |0

<U671F> \xC6\xDA |0

<U6726> \xEB\xFC |0

<U6728> \xC4\xBE |0

<U672A> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U672B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<U672C> \xB1\xBE |0

<U672D> \xD4\xFD |0

<U672F> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6731> \xD6\xEC |0

<U6734> \xC6\xD3 |0

<U6735> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U673A> \xBB\xFA |0

<U673D> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U6740> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U6742> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U6743> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U6746> \xB8\xCB |0

<U6748> \xE8\xBE |0

<U6749> \xC9\xBC |0

<U674C> \xE8\xBB |0

<U674E> \xC0\xEE |0

<U674F> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U6750>

 \xB2\xC4 |0

<U6751> \xB4\xE5 |0

<U6753> \xE8\xBC |0

<U6756> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U675C> \xB6\xC5 |0

<U675E> \xE8\xBD |0

<U675F> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U6760> \xB8\xDC |0

<U6761> \xCC\xF5 |0
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<U6765> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U6768> \xD1\xEE |0

<U6769> \xE8\xBF |0

<U676A> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U676D> \xBA\xBC |0

<U676F> \xB1\xAD |0

<U6770> \xBD\xDC |0

<U6772> \xEA\xBD |0

<U6773> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U6775> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U6777> \xE8\xCB |0

<U677C> \xE8\xCC |0

<U677E> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U677F> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U6781> \xBC\xAB |0

<U6784> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U6787> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U6789> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U678B> \xE8\xCA |0

<U6790> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U6795> \xD5\xED |0

<U6797> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U6798> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U679A> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U679C> \xB9\xFB |0

<U679D> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U679E> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U67A2> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U67A3> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U67A5> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U67A7> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U67A8> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U67AA> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U67AB> \xB7\xE3 |0

<U67AD> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U67AF> \xBF\xDD |0

<U67B0> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U67B3> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U67B5> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U67B6> \xBC\xDC |0

<U67B7> \xBC\xCF |0

<U67B8>

 \xE8\xDB |0

<U67C1> \xE8\xDE |0

<U67C3> \xE8\xDA |0

<U67C4> \xB1\xFA |0

<U67CF> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U67D0> \xC4\xB3 |0
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<U67D1> \xB8\xCC |0

<U67D2> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U67D3> \xC8\xBE |0

<U67D4> \xC8\xE1 |0

<U67D8> \xE8\xCF |0

<U67D9> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U67DA> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U67DC> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U67DD> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U67DE> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U67E0> \xC4\xFB |0

<U67E2> \xE8\xDC |0

<U67E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U67E9> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U67EC> \xBC\xED |0

<U67EF> \xBF\xC2 |0

<U67F0> \xE8\xCD |0

<U67F1> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U67F3> \xC1\xF8 |0

<U67F4> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U67FD> \xE8\xDF |0

<U67FF> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U6800> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U6805> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U6807> \xB1\xEA |0

<U6808> \xD5\xBB |0

<U6809> \xE8\xCE |0

<U680A> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U680B> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U680C> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U680E> \xE8\xDD |0

<U680F> \xC0\xB8 |0

<U6811> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U6813> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U6816> \xC6\xDC |0

<U6817> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U681D> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U6821> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U6829> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U682A> \xD6\xEA |0

<U6832> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U6833> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U6837> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6838> \xBA\xCB |0

<U6839>

 \xB8\xF9 |0

<U683C> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U683D> \xD4\xD4 |0
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<U683E> \xE8\xEF |0

<U6840> \xE8\xEE |0

<U6841> \xE8\xEC |0

<U6842> \xB9\xF0 |0

<U6843> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U6844> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U6845> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U6846> \xBF\xF2 |0

<U6848> \xB0\xB8 |0

<U6849> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U684A> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U684C> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U684E> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U6850> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U6851> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U6853> \xBB\xB8 |0

<U6854> \xBD\xDB |0

<U6855> \xE8\xEA |0

<U6860> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U6861> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U6862> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U6863> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U6864> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U6865> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U6866> \xE8\xEB |0

<U6867> \xE8\xED |0

<U6868> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U6869> \xD7\xAE |0

<U686B> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U6874> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U6876> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U6877> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U6881> \xC1\xBA |0

<U6883> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U6885> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U6886> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U688F> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U6893> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U6897> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U68A2> \xC9\xD2 |0

<U68A6> \xC3\xCE |0

<U68A7> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U68A8> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U68AD> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U68AF> \xCC\xDD |0

<U68B0> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U68B3> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U68B5>
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 \xE8\xF3 |0

<U68C0> \xBC\xEC |0

<U68C2> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U68C9> \xC3\xDE |0

<U68CB> \xC6\xE5 |0

<U68CD> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U68D2> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U68D5> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U68D8> \xBC\xAC |0

<U68DA> \xC5\xEF |0

<U68E0> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U68E3> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U68EE> \xC9\xAD |0

<U68F0> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U68F1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U68F5> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U68F9> \xE8\xFE |0

<U68FA> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U68FC> \xE8\xFB |0

<U6901> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U6905> \xD2\xCE |0

<U690B> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U690D> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U690E> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U6910> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U6912> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U691F> \xE8\xFC |0

<U6920> \xE8\xFD |0

<U6924> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U692D> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U6930> \xD2\xAC |0

<U6934> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U6939> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U693D> \xB4\xAA |0

<U693F> \xB4\xBB |0

<U6942> \xE9\xAB |0

<U6954> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U6957> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U695A> \xB3\xFE |0

<U695D> \xE9\xAC |0

<U695E> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U6960> \xE9\xAA |0

<U6963> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U6966> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U696B> \xE9\xAE |0

<U696E> \xE8\xFA |0

<U6971> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U6977> \xBF\xAC |0
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<U6978> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U6979> \xE9\xBA |0

<U697C>

 \xC2\xA5 |0

<U6980> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6982> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U6984> \xE9\xAD |0

<U6986> \xD3\xDC |0

<U6987> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U6988> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U6989> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U698D> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U6994> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U6995> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U6998> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U699B> \xE9\xBB |0

<U699C> \xB0\xF1 |0

<U69A7> \xE9\xBC |0

<U69A8> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U69AB> \xE9\xBE |0

<U69AD> \xE9\xBF |0

<U69B1> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U69B4> \xC1\xF1 |0

<U69B7> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U69BB> \xE9\xBD |0

<U69C1> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U69CA> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U69CC> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U69CE> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U69D0> \xBB\xB1 |0

<U69D4> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U69DB> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U69DF> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U69E0> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U69ED> \xE9\xCA |0

<U69F2> \xE9\xCE |0

<U69FD> \xB2\xDB |0

<U69FF> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U6A0A> \xB7\xAE |0

<U6A17> \xE9\xCB |0

<U6A18> \xE9\xCC |0

<U6A1F> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U6A21> \xC4\xA3 |0

<U6A28> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U6A2A> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U6A2F> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U6A31> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U6A35> \xE9\xD4 |0
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<U6A3D> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U6A3E> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U6A44> \xE9\xCF |0

<U6A47> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U6A50> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U6A58>

 \xE9\xD9 |0

<U6A59> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U6A5B> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U6A61> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U6A65> \xE9\xCD |0

<U6A71> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U6A79> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U6A7C> \xE9\xDA |0

<U6A80> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U6A84> \xCF\xAD |0

<U6A8E> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U6A90> \xE9\xDC |0

<U6A91> \xE9\xDB |0

<U6A97> \xE9\xDE |0

<U6AA0> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U6AA9> \xE9\xDD |0

<U6AAB> \xE9\xDF |0

<U6AAC> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6B20> \xC7\xB7 |0

<U6B21> \xB4\xCE |0

<U6B22> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6B23> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U6B24> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U6B27> \xC5\xB7 |0

<U6B32> \xD3\xFB |0

<U6B37> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U6B39> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U6B3A> \xC6\xDB |0

<U6B3E> \xBF\xEE |0

<U6B43> \xEC\xA6 |0

<U6B46> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U6B47> \xD0\xAA |0

<U6B49> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U6B4C> \xB8\xE8 |0

<U6B59> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U6B62> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U6B63> \xD5\xFD |0

<U6B64> \xB4\xCB |0

<U6B65> \xB2\xBD |0

<U6B66> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U6B67> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U6B6A> \xCD\xE1 |0
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<U6B79> \xB4\xF5 |0

<U6B7B> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U6B7C> \xBC\xDF |0

<U6B81> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U6B82> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U6B83> \xD1\xEA |0

<U6B84> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U6B86> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U6B87>

 \xE9\xE4 |0

<U6B89> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U6B8A> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6B8B> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U6B8D> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U6B92> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U6B93> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U6B96> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U6B9A> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U6B9B> \xE9\xEA |0

<U6BA1> \xE9\xEB |0

<U6BAA> \xE9\xEC |0

<U6BB3> \xEC\xAF |0

<U6BB4> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U6BB5> \xB6\xCE |0

<U6BB7> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U6BBF> \xB5\xEE |0

<U6BC1> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6BC2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U6BC5> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U6BCB> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U6BCD> \xC4\xB8 |0

<U6BCF> \xC3\xBF |0

<U6BD2> \xB6\xBE |0

<U6BD3> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U6BD4> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U6BD5> \xB1\xCF |0

<U6BD6> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U6BD7> \xC5\xFE |0

<U6BD9> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U6BDB> \xC3\xAB |0

<U6BE1> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U6BEA> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U6BEB> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U6BEF> \xCC\xBA |0

<U6BF3> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U6BF5> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U6BF9> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U6BFD> \xEB\xA6 |0
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<U6C05> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U6C06> \xEB\xAB |0

<U6C07> \xEB\xAA |0

<U6C0D> \xEB\xAC |0

<U6C0F> \xCA\xCF |0

<U6C10> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U6C11> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U6C13> \xC3\xA5 |0

<U6C14> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U6C15> \xEB\xAD |0

<U6C16> \xC4\xCA |0

<U6C18>

 \xEB\xAE |0

<U6C19> \xEB\xAF |0

<U6C1A> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U6C1B> \xB7\xD5 |0

<U6C1F> \xB7\xFA |0

<U6C21> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U6C22> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U6C24> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U6C26> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U6C27> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U6C28> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U6C29> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U6C2A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U6C2E> \xB5\xAA |0

<U6C2F> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U6C30> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U6C32> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U6C34> \xCB\xAE |0

<U6C35> \xE3\xDF |0

<U6C38> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U6C3D> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6C40> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U6C41> \xD6\xAD |0

<U6C42> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U6C46> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U6C47> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U6C49> \xBA\xBA |0

<U6C4A> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U6C50> \xCF\xAB |0

<U6C54> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U6C55> \xC9\xC7 |0

<U6C57> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U6C5B> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U6C5C> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U6C5D> \xC8\xEA |0

<U6C5E> \xB9\xAF |0
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<U6C5F> \xBD\xAD |0

<U6C60> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U6C61> \xCE\xDB |0

<U6C64> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U6C68> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U6C69> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U6C6A> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U6C70> \xCC\xAD |0

<U6C72> \xBC\xB3 |0

<U6C74> \xE3\xEA |0

<U6C76> \xE3\xEB |0

<U6C79> \xD0\xDA |0

<U6C7D> \xC6\xFB |0

<U6C7E> \xB7\xDA |0

<U6C81>

 \xC7\xDF |0

<U6C82> \xD2\xCA |0

<U6C83> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U6C85> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U6C86> \xE3\xEC |0

<U6C88> \xC9\xF2 |0

<U6C89> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6C8C> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U6C8F> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C90> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U6C93> \xED\xB3 |0

<U6C94> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U6C99> \xC9\xB3 |0

<U6C9B> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U6C9F> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U6CA1> \xC3\xBB |0

<U6CA3> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U6CA4> \xC5\xBD |0

<U6CA5> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U6CA6> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CA7> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U6CA9> \xE3\xED |0

<U6CAA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6CAB> \xC4\xAD |0

<U6CAD> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U6CAE> \xBE\xDA |0

<U6CB1> \xE3\xFB |0

<U6CB2> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U6CB3> \xBA\xD3 |0

<U6CB8> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U6CB9> \xD3\xCD |0

<U6CBB> \xD6\xCE |0

<U6CBC> \xD5\xD3 |0
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<U6CBD> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U6CBE> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U6CBF> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U6CC4> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U6CC5> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U6CC9> \xC8\xAA |0

<U6CCA> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U6CCC> \xC3\xDA |0

<U6CD0> \xE3\xEE |0

<U6CD3> \xE3\xFC |0

<U6CD4> \xE3\xEF |0

<U6CD5> \xB7\xA8 |0

<U6CD6> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U6CD7> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U6CDB> \xB7\xBA |0

<U6CDE> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U6CE0> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U6CE1>

 \xC5\xDD |0

<U6CE2> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U6CE3> \xC6\xFC |0

<U6CE5> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U6CE8> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U6CEA> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U6CEB> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U6CEE> \xE3\xFA |0

<U6CEF> \xE3\xFD |0

<U6CF0> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U6CF1> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U6CF3> \xD3\xBE |0

<U6CF5> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U6CF6> \xED\xB4 |0

<U6CF7> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U6CF8> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U6CFA> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U6CFB> \xD0\xBA |0

<U6CFC> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U6CFD> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U6CFE> \xE3\xFE |0

<U6D01> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6D04> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U6D07> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U6D0B> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U6D0C> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U6D0E> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U6D12> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U6D17> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U6D19> \xE4\xA8 |0
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<U6D1A> \xE4\xAE |0

<U6D1B> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U6D1E> \xB6\xB4 |0

<U6D25> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U6D27> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6D2A> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U6D2B> \xE4\xAA |0

<U6D2E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U6D31> \xB6\xFD |0

<U6D32> \xD6\xDE |0

<U6D33> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U6D35> \xE4\xAD |0

<U6D39> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U6D3B> \xBB\xEE |0

<U6D3C> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6D3D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U6D3E> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U6D41> \xC1\xF7 |0

<U6D43> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U6D45> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U6D46>

 \xBD\xAC |0

<U6D47> \xBD\xBD |0

<U6D48> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U6D4A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U6D4B> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U6D4D> \xE4\xAB |0

<U6D4E> \xBC\xC3 |0

<U6D4F> \xE4\xAF |0

<U6D51> \xBB\xEB |0

<U6D52> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U6D53> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6D54> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U6D59> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U6D5A> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6D5C> \xE4\xBA |0

<U6D5E> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U6D60> \xE4\xBB |0

<U6D63> \xE4\xBD |0

<U6D66> \xC6\xD6 |0

<U6D69> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U6D6A> \xC0\xCB |0

<U6D6E> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U6D6F> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U6D74> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U6D77> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U6D78> \xBD\xFE |0

<U6D7C> \xE4\xBC |0
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<U6D82> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6D85> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U6D88> \xCF\xFB |0

<U6D89> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U6D8C> \xD3\xBF |0

<U6D8E> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U6D91> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U6D93> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U6D94> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U6D95> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U6D9B> \xCC\xCE |0

<U6D9D> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U6D9E> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U6D9F> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U6DA0> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U6DA1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U6DA3> \xBB\xC1 |0

<U6DA4> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U6DA6> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U6DA7> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6DA8> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U6DA9> \xC9\xAC |0

<U6DAA> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6DAB>

 \xE4\xCA |0

<U6DAE> \xE4\xCC |0

<U6DAF> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U6DB2> \xD2\xBA |0

<U6DB5> \xBA\xAD |0

<U6DB8> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U6DBF> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U6DC0> \xB5\xED |0

<U6DC4> \xD7\xCD |0

<U6DC5> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U6DC6> \xCF\xFD |0

<U6DC7> \xE4\xBF |0

<U6DCB> \xC1\xDC |0

<U6DCC> \xCC\xCA |0

<U6DD1> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U6DD6> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U6DD8> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U6DD9> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U6DDD> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U6DDE> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U6DE0> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U6DE1> \xB5\xAD |0

<U6DE4> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U6DE6> \xE4\xC6 |0
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<U6DEB> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U6DEC> \xB4\xE3 |0

<U6DEE> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U6DF1> \xC9\xEE |0

<U6DF3> \xB4\xBE |0

<U6DF7> \xBB\xEC |0

<U6DF9> \xD1\xCD |0

<U6DFB> \xCC\xED |0

<U6DFC> \xED\xB5 |0

<U6E05> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U6E0A> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U6E0C> \xE4\xCB |0

<U6E0D> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U6E0E> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U6E10> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6E11> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6E14> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U6E16> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U6E17> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U6E1A> \xE4\xBE |0

<U6E1D> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U6E20> \xC7\xFE |0

<U6E21> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U6E23> \xD4\xFC |0

<U6E24> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U6E25> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U6E29>

 \xCE\xC2 |0

<U6E2B> \xE4\xCD |0

<U6E2D> \xCE\xBC |0

<U6E2F> \xB8\xDB |0

<U6E32> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U6E34> \xBF\xCA |0

<U6E38> \xD3\xCE |0

<U6E3A> \xC3\xEC |0

<U6E43> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U6E44> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U6E4D> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U6E4E> \xE4\xCF |0

<U6E53> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U6E54> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U6E56> \xBA\xFE |0

<U6E58> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U6E5B> \xD5\xBF |0

<U6E5F> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U6E6B> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U6E6E> \xE4\xCE |0

<U6E7E> \xCD\xE5 |0
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<U6E7F> \xCA\xAA |0

<U6E83> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U6E85> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U6E86> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U6E89> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U6E8F> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U6E90> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U6E98> \xE4\xDB |0

<U6E9C> \xC1\xEF |0

<U6E9F> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6EA2> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U6EA5> \xE4\xDF |0

<U6EA7> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U6EAA> \xCF\xAA |0

<U6EAF> \xCB\xDD |0

<U6EB1> \xE4\xDA |0

<U6EB2> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U6EB4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U6EB6> \xC8\xDC |0

<U6EB7> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U6EBA> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U6EBB> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U6EBD> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U6EC1> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6EC2> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U6EC7> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6ECB> \xD7\xCC |0

<U6ECF> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U6ED1> \xBB\xAC |0

<U6ED3>

 \xD7\xD2 |0

<U6ED4> \xCC\xCF |0

<U6ED5> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U6ED7> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U6EDA> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U6EDE> \xD6\xCD |0

<U6EDF> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U6EE0> \xE4\xDC |0

<U6EE1> \xC2\xFA |0

<U6EE2> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6EE4> \xC2\xCB |0

<U6EE5> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U6EE6> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U6EE8> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U6EE9> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U6EF4> \xB5\xCE |0

<U6EF9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U6F02> \xC6\xAF |0
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<U6F06> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U6F09> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U6F0F> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U6F13> \xC0\xEC |0

<U6F14> \xD1\xDD |0

<U6F15> \xE4\xEE |0

<U6F20> \xC4\xAE |0

<U6F24> \xE4\xED |0

<U6F29> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U6F2A> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U6F2B> \xC2\xFE |0

<U6F2D> \xE4\xDD |0

<U6F2F> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U6F31> \xCA\xFE |0

<U6F33> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U6F36> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U6F3E> \xD1\xFA |0

<U6F46> \xE4\xEB |0

<U6F47> \xE4\xEC |0

<U6F4B> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U6F4D> \xCE\xAB |0

<U6F58> \xC5\xCB |0

<U6F5C> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6F5E> \xC2\xBA |0

<U6F62> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6F66> \xC1\xCA |0

<U6F6D> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U6F6E> \xB3\xB1 |0

<U6F72> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6F74> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U6F78> \xE4\xFA |0

<U6F7A> \xE4\xFD |0

<U6F7C>

 \xE4\xFC |0

<U6F84> \xB3\xCE |0

<U6F88> \xB3\xBA |0

<U6F89> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U6F8C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U6F8D> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U6F8E> \xC5\xEC |0

<U6F9C> \xC0\xBD |0

<U6FA1> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U6FA7> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U6FB3> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U6FB6> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U6FB9> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U6FC0> \xBC\xA4 |0

<U6FC2> \xE5\xA5 |0
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<U6FC9> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6FD1> \xE4\xFE |0

<U6FD2> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U6FDE> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U6FE0> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U6FE1> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U6FEE> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U6FEF> \xE5\xAA |0

<U7011> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U701A> \xE5\xAB |0

<U701B> \xE5\xAD |0

<U7023> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7035> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7039> \xE5\xAE |0

<U704C> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U704F> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U705E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U706B> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U706C> \xEC\xE1 |0

<U706D> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U706F> \xB5\xC6 |0

<U7070> \xBB\xD2 |0

<U7075> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U7076> \xD4\xEE |0

<U7078> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U707C> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U707E> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U707F> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U7080> \xEC\xBE |0

<U7085> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U7089> \xC2\xAF |0

<U708A> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U708E> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U7092> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U7094> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U7095>

 \xBF\xBB |0

<U7096> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U7099> \xD6\xCB |0

<U709C> \xEC\xBF |0

<U709D> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U70AB> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U70AC> \xBE\xE6 |0

<U70AD> \xCC\xBF |0

<U70AE> \xC5\xDA |0

<U70AF> \xBE\xBC |0

<U70B1> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U70B3> \xB1\xFE |0
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<U70B7> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U70B8> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U70B9> \xB5\xE3 |0

<U70BB> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U70BC> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U70BD> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U70C0> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U70C1> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U70C2> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U70C3> \xCC\xFE |0

<U70C8> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U70CA> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U70D8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U70D9> \xC0\xD3 |0

<U70DB> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U70DF> \xD1\xCC |0

<U70E4> \xBF\xBE |0

<U70E6> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U70E7> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U70E8> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U70E9> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U70EB> \xCC\xCC |0

<U70EC> \xBD\xFD |0

<U70ED> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U70EF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U70F7> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U70F9> \xC5\xEB |0

<U70FD> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U7109> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U710A> \xBA\xB8 |0

<U7110> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U7113> \xEC\xCA |0

<U7115> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U7116> \xEC\xCB |0

<U7118> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U7119> \xB1\xBA |0

<U711A> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U7126> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U712F>

 \xEC\xCC |0

<U7130> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U7131> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7136> \xC8\xBB |0

<U7145> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U714A> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U714C> \xBB\xCD |0

<U714E> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U715C> \xEC\xCF |0
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<U715E> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U7164> \xC3\xBA |0

<U7166> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U7167> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U7168> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U716E> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U7172> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U7173> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7178> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U717A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U717D> \xC9\xBF |0

<U7184> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U718A> \xD0\xDC |0

<U718F> \xD1\xAC |0

<U7194> \xC8\xDB |0

<U7198> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U7199> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U719F> \xCA\xEC |0

<U71A0> \xEC\xDA |0

<U71A8> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U71AC> \xB0\xBE |0

<U71B3> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U71B5> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U71B9> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U71C3> \xC8\xBC |0

<U71CE> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U71D4> \xEC\xDC |0

<U71D5> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U71E0> \xEC\xDB |0

<U71E5> \xD4\xEF |0

<U71E7> \xEC\xDD |0

<U71EE> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U71F9> \xEC\xDE |0

<U7206> \xB1\xAC |0

<U721D> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7228> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U722A> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U722C> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U7230> \xEB\xBC |0

<U7231> \xB0\xAE |0

<U7235> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U7236>

 \xB8\xB8 |0

<U7237> \xD2\xAF |0

<U7238> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U7239> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U723B> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U723D> \xCB\xAC |0
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<U723F> \xE3\xDD |0

<U7247> \xC6\xAC |0

<U7248> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U724C> \xC5\xC6 |0

<U724D> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U7252> \xEB\xBA |0

<U7256> \xEB\xBB |0

<U7259> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U725B> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U725D> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U725F> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U7261> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U7262> \xC0\xCE |0

<U7266> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U7267> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U7269> \xCE\xEF |0

<U726E> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U726F> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U7272> \xC9\xFC |0

<U7275> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U7279> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U727A> \xCE\xFE |0

<U727E> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U727F> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U7280> \xCF\xAC |0

<U7281> \xC0\xE7 |0

<U7284> \xEA\xF7 |0

<U728A> \xB6\xBF |0

<U728B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U728D> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U728F> \xEA\xFA |0

<U7292> \xEA\xFB |0

<U729F> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U72AC> \xC8\xAE |0

<U72AD> \xE1\xEB |0

<U72AF> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U72B0> \xE1\xEC |0

<U72B4> \xE1\xED |0

<U72B6> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U72B7> \xE1\xEE |0

<U72B8> \xE1\xEF |0

<U72B9> \xD3\xCC |0

<U72C1> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U72C2> \xBF\xF1 |0

<U72C3>

 \xE1\xF0 |0

<U72C4> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U72C8> \xB1\xB7 |0
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<U72CD> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U72CE> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U72D0> \xBA\xFC |0

<U72D2> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U72D7> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U72D9> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U72DE> \xC4\xFC |0

<U72E0> \xBA\xDD |0

<U72E1> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U72E8> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U72E9> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U72EC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U72ED> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U72EE> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U72EF> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U72F0> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U72F1> \xD3\xFC |0

<U72F2> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U72F3> \xE1\xFC |0

<U72F4> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U72F7> \xE1\xFA |0

<U72F8> \xC0\xEA |0

<U72FA> \xE1\xFE |0

<U72FB> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U72FC> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U7301> \xE1\xFB |0

<U7303> \xE1\xFD |0

<U730A> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U730E> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U7313> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U7315> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U7316> \xB2\xFE |0

<U7317> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U731B> \xC3\xCD |0

<U731C> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U731D> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U731E> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7321> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U7322> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7325> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7329> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U732A> \xD6\xED |0

<U732B> \xC3\xA8 |0

<U732C> \xE2\xAC |0

<U732E> \xCF\xD7 |0

<U7331> \xE2\xAE |0

<U7334> \xBA\xEF |0

<U7337>
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 \xE9\xE0 |0

<U7338> \xE2\xAD |0

<U7339> \xE2\xAA |0

<U733E> \xBB\xAB |0

<U733F> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U734D> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U7350> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7352> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7357> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7360> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U736C> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U736D> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U736F> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U737E> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7384> \xD0\xFE |0

<U7387> \xC2\xCA |0

<U7389> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U738B> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U738E> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U7391> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U7396> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U739B> \xC2\xEA |0

<U739F> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U73A2> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U73A9> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U73AB> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U73AE> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U73AF> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U73B0> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U73B2> \xC1\xE1 |0

<U73B3> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U73B7> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U73BA> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U73BB> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U73C0> \xE7\xEA |0

<U73C2> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U73C8> \xE7\xEC |0

<U73C9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U73CA> \xC9\xBA |0

<U73CD> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U73CF> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U73D0> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U73D1> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U73D9> \xE7\xEE |0

<U73DE> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U73E0> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U73E5> \xE7\xED |0

<U73E7> \xE7\xF2 |0
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<U73E9> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U73ED> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U73F2>

 \xE7\xF5 |0

<U7403> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U7405> \xC0\xC5 |0

<U7406> \xC0\xED |0

<U7409> \xC1\xF0 |0

<U740A> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U740F> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U7410> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U741A> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U741B> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U7422> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U7425> \xE7\xFA |0

<U7426> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U7428> \xE7\xFB |0

<U742A> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U742C> \xE7\xFE |0

<U742E> \xE7\xFD |0

<U7430> \xE7\xFC |0

<U7433> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U7434> \xC7\xD9 |0

<U7435> \xC5\xFD |0

<U7436> \xC5\xC3 |0

<U743C> \xC7\xED |0

<U7441> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U7455> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U7457> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U7459> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U745A> \xBA\xF7 |0

<U745B> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U745C> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U745E> \xC8\xF0 |0

<U745F> \xC9\xAA |0

<U746D> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U7470> \xB9\xE5 |0

<U7476> \xD1\xFE |0

<U7477> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U747E> \xE8\xAA |0

<U7480> \xE8\xAD |0

<U7481> \xE8\xAE |0

<U7483> \xC1\xA7 |0

<U7487> \xE8\xAF |0

<U748B> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U748E> \xE8\xAC |0

<U7490> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U749C> \xE8\xAB |0
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<U749E> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U74A7> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U74A8> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U74A9> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U74BA> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74D2>

 \xE8\xB6 |0

<U74DC> \xB9\xCF |0

<U74DE> \xF0\xAC |0

<U74E0> \xF0\xAD |0

<U74E2> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U74E3> \xB0\xEA |0

<U74E4> \xC8\xBF |0

<U74E6> \xCD\xDF |0

<U74EE> \xCE\xCD |0

<U74EF> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U74F4> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U74F6> \xC6\xBF |0

<U74F7> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U74FF> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U7504> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U750D> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U750F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U7511> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U7513> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U7518> \xB8\xCA |0

<U7519> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U751A> \xC9\xF5 |0

<U751C> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U751F> \xC9\xFA |0

<U7525> \xC9\xFB |0

<U7528> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U7529> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U752B> \xB8\xA6 |0

<U752C> \xF0\xAE |0

<U752D> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U752F> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7530> \xCC\xEF |0

<U7531> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U7532> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U7533> \xC9\xEA |0

<U7535> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U7537> \xC4\xD0 |0

<U7538> \xB5\xE9 |0

<U753A> \xEE\xAE |0

<U753B> \xBB\xAD |0

<U753E> \xE7\xDE |0

<U7540> \xEE\xAF |0
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<U7545> \xB3\xA9 |0

<U7548> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U754B> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U754C> \xBD\xE7 |0

<U754E> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U754F> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U7554> \xC5\xCF |0

<U7559> \xC1\xF4 |0

<U755A>

 \xDB\xCE |0

<U755B> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U755C> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U7565> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U7566> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U756A> \xB7\xAC |0

<U7572> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7574> \xB3\xEB |0

<U7578> \xBB\xFB |0

<U7579> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U757F> \xE7\xDC |0

<U7583> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U7586> \xBD\xAE |0

<U758B> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U758F> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U7591> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U7592> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7594> \xF0\xDB |0

<U7596> \xF0\xDC |0

<U7597> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7599> \xB8\xED |0

<U759A> \xBE\xCE |0

<U759D> \xF0\xDE |0

<U759F> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U75A0> \xF0\xDD |0

<U75A1> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U75A3> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U75A4> \xB0\xCC |0

<U75A5> \xBD\xEA |0

<U75AB> \xD2\xDF |0

<U75AC> \xF0\xDF |0

<U75AE> \xB4\xAF |0

<U75AF> \xB7\xE8 |0

<U75B0> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U75B1> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U75B2> \xC6\xA3 |0

<U75B3> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U75B4> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U75B5> \xB4\xC3 |0
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<U75B8> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U75B9> \xD5\xEE |0

<U75BC> \xCC\xDB |0

<U75BD> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U75BE> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U75C2> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U75C3> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U75C4> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U75C5> \xB2\xA1 |0

<U75C7> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U75C8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75C9>

 \xBE\xB7 |0

<U75CA> \xC8\xAC |0

<U75CD> \xF0\xEA |0

<U75D2> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U75D4> \xD6\xCC |0

<U75D5> \xBA\xDB |0

<U75D6> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U75D8> \xB6\xBB |0

<U75DB> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U75DE> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U75E2> \xC1\xA1 |0

<U75E3> \xF0\xEB |0

<U75E4> \xF0\xEE |0

<U75E6> \xF0\xED |0

<U75E7> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U75E8> \xF0\xEC |0

<U75EA> \xBB\xBE |0

<U75EB> \xF0\xEF |0

<U75F0> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U75F1> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U75F4> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U75F9> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U75FC> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U75FF> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U7600> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U7601> \xB4\xE1 |0

<U7603> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7605> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U760A> \xF0\xFA |0

<U760C> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U7610> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U7615> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7617> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U7618> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7619> \xF0\xFE |0

<U761B> \xF1\xA1 |0
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<U761F> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U7620> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U7622> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U7624> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U7625> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7626> \xCA\xDD |0

<U7629> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U762A> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U762B> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U762D> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U7630> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U7633> \xF1\xAC |0

<U7634> \xD5\xCE |0

<U7635> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U7638>

 \xC8\xB3 |0

<U763C> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U763E> \xF1\xAB |0

<U763F> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U7640> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U7643> \xF1\xAA |0

<U764C> \xB0\xA9 |0

<U764D> \xF1\xAD |0

<U7654> \xF1\xAF |0

<U7656> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U765C> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U765E> \xF1\xAE |0

<U7663> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U766B> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U766F> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U7678> \xB9\xEF |0

<U767B> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U767D> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U767E> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U7682> \xD4\xED |0

<U7684> \xB5\xC4 |0

<U7686> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U7687> \xBB\xCA |0

<U7688> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U768B> \xB8\xDE |0

<U768E> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U7691> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U7693> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U7696> \xCD\xEE |0

<U7699> \xF0\xAA |0

<U76A4> \xF0\xAB |0

<U76AE> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U76B1> \xD6\xE5 |0
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<U76B2> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U76B4> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U76BF> \xC3\xF3 |0

<U76C2> \xD3\xDB |0

<U76C5> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U76C6> \xC5\xE8 |0

<U76C8> \xD3\xAF |0

<U76CA> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U76CD> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U76CE> \xB0\xBB |0

<U76CF> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U76D0> \xD1\xCE |0

<U76D1> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U76D2> \xBA\xD0 |0

<U76D4> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U76D6> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U76D7> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U76D8>

 \xC5\xCC |0

<U76DB> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U76DF> \xC3\xCB |0

<U76E5> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U76EE> \xC4\xBF |0

<U76EF> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U76F1> \xED\xEC |0

<U76F2> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U76F4> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U76F8> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U76F9> \xED\xEF |0

<U76FC> \xC5\xCE |0

<U76FE> \xB6\xDC |0

<U7701> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U7704> \xED\xED |0

<U7707> \xED\xF0 |0

<U7708> \xED\xF1 |0

<U7709> \xC3\xBC |0

<U770B> \xBF\xB4 |0

<U770D> \xED\xEE |0

<U7719> \xED\xF4 |0

<U771A> \xED\xF2 |0

<U771F> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U7720> \xC3\xDF |0

<U7722> \xED\xF3 |0

<U7726> \xED\xF6 |0

<U7728> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U7729> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U772D> \xED\xF5 |0

<U772F> \xC3\xD0 |0
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<U7735> \xED\xF7 |0

<U7736> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U7737> \xBE\xEC |0

<U7738> \xED\xF8 |0

<U773A> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U773C> \xD1\xDB |0

<U7740> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U7741> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U7743> \xED\xFC |0

<U7747> \xED\xFB |0

<U7750> \xED\xF9 |0

<U7751> \xED\xFA |0

<U775A> \xED\xFD |0

<U775B> \xBE\xA6 |0

<U7761> \xCB\xAF |0

<U7762> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U7763> \xB6\xBD |0

<U7765> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U7766> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U7768> \xED\xFE |0

<U776B>

 \xBD\xDE |0

<U776C> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U7779> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U777D> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U777E> \xD8\xBA |0

<U777F> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U7780> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U7784> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U7785> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U778C> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U778D> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U778E> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U7791> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U7792> \xC2\xF7 |0

<U779F> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U77A0> \xEE\xAA |0

<U77A2> \xDE\xAB |0

<U77A5> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U77A7> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U77A9> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U77AA> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U77AC> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U77B0> \xEE\xAB |0

<U77B3> \xCD\xAB |0

<U77B5> \xEE\xAC |0

<U77BB> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U77BD> \xEE\xAD |0
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<U77BF> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U77CD> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U77D7> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U77DB> \xC3\xAC |0

<U77DC> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U77E2> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U77E3> \xD2\xD3 |0

<U77E5> \xD6\xAA |0

<U77E7> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U77E9> \xBE\xD8 |0

<U77EB> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U77EC> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U77ED> \xB6\xCC |0

<U77EE> \xB0\xAB |0

<U77F3> \xCA\xAF |0

<U77F6> \xED\xB6 |0

<U77F8> \xED\xB7 |0

<U77FD> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U77FE> \xB7\xAF |0

<U77FF> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U7800> \xED\xB8 |0

<U7801> \xC2\xEB |0

<U7802> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U7809>

 \xED\xB9 |0

<U780C> \xC6\xF6 |0

<U780D> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U7811> \xED\xBC |0

<U7812> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U7814> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U7816> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U7817> \xED\xBA |0

<U7818> \xED\xBB |0

<U781A> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U781C> \xED\xBF |0

<U781D> \xED\xC0 |0

<U781F> \xED\xC4 |0

<U7823> \xED\xC8 |0

<U7825> \xED\xC6 |0

<U7826> \xED\xCE |0

<U7827> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U7829> \xED\xC9 |0

<U782C> \xED\xC7 |0

<U782D> \xED\xBE |0

<U7830> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U7834> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U7837> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U7838> \xD4\xD2 |0
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<U7839> \xED\xC1 |0

<U783A> \xED\xC2 |0

<U783B> \xED\xC3 |0

<U783C> \xED\xC5 |0

<U783E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7840> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7845> \xB9\xE8 |0

<U7847> \xED\xD0 |0

<U784C> \xED\xD1 |0

<U784E> \xED\xCA |0

<U7850> \xED\xCF |0

<U7852> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U7855> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7856> \xED\xCC |0

<U7857> \xED\xCD |0

<U785D> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U786A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U786B> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U786C> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U786D> \xED\xCB |0

<U786E> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U7877> \xBC\xEF |0

<U787C> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U7887> \xED\xD6 |0

<U7889> \xB5\xEF |0

<U788C> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U788D>

 \xB0\xAD |0

<U788E> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U7891> \xB1\xAE |0

<U7893> \xED\xD4 |0

<U7897> \xCD\xEB |0

<U7898> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U789A> \xED\xD5 |0

<U789B> \xED\xD3 |0

<U789C> \xED\xD7 |0

<U789F> \xB5\xFA |0

<U78A1> \xED\xD8 |0

<U78A3> \xED\xD9 |0

<U78A5> \xED\xDC |0

<U78A7> \xB1\xCC |0

<U78B0> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U78B1> \xBC\xEE |0

<U78B2> \xED\xDA |0

<U78B3> \xCC\xBC |0

<U78B4> \xB2\xEA |0

<U78B9> \xED\xDB |0

<U78BE> \xC4\xEB |0
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<U78C1> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U78C5> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U78C9> \xED\xDF |0

<U78CA> \xC0\xDA |0

<U78CB> \xB4\xE8 |0

<U78D0> \xC5\xCD |0

<U78D4> \xED\xDD |0

<U78D5> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U78D9> \xED\xDE |0

<U78E8> \xC4\xA5 |0

<U78EC> \xED\xE0 |0

<U78F2> \xED\xE1 |0

<U78F4> \xED\xE3 |0

<U78F7> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U78FA> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U7901> \xBD\xB8 |0

<U7905> \xED\xE2 |0

<U7913> \xED\xE4 |0

<U791E> \xED\xE6 |0

<U7924> \xED\xE5 |0

<U7934> \xED\xE7 |0

<U793A> \xCA\xBE |0

<U793B> \xEC\xEA |0

<U793C> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U793E> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U7940> \xEC\xEB |0

<U7941> \xC6\xEE |0

<U7946> \xEC\xEC |0

<U7948> \xC6\xED |0

<U7949>

 \xEC\xED |0

<U7953> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U7956> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U7957> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U795A> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U795B> \xEC\xEE |0

<U795C> \xEC\xEF |0

<U795D> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U795E> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U795F> \xCB\xEE |0

<U7960> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U7962> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U7965> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U7967> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U7968> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U796D> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U796F> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U7977> \xB5\xBB |0
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<U7978> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U797A> \xEC\xF7 |0

<U7980> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U7981> \xBD\xFB |0

<U7984> \xC2\xBB |0

<U7985> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U798A> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U798F> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U799A> \xEC\xFA |0

<U79A7> \xEC\xFB |0

<U79B3> \xEC\xFC |0

<U79B9> \xD3\xED |0

<U79BA> \xD8\xAE |0

<U79BB> \xC0\xEB |0

<U79BD> \xC7\xDD |0

<U79BE> \xBA\xCC |0

<U79C0> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U79C1> \xCB\xBD |0

<U79C3> \xCD\xBA |0

<U79C6> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U79C9> \xB1\xFC |0

<U79CB> \xC7\xEF |0

<U79CD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U79D1> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U79D2> \xC3\xEB |0

<U79D5> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U79D8> \xC3\xD8 |0

<U79DF> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U79E3> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U79E4> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U79E6> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U79E7> \xD1\xED |0

<U79E9>

 \xD6\xC8 |0

<U79EB> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U79ED> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U79EF> \xBB\xFD |0

<U79F0> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U79F8> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U79FB> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U79FD> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U7A00> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U7A02> \xEF\xFC |0

<U7A03> \xEF\xFB |0

<U7A06> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U7A0B> \xB3\xCC |0

<U7A0D> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U7A0E> \xCB\xB0 |0
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<U7A14> \xEF\xFE |0

<U7A17> \xB0\xDE |0

<U7A1A> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U7A1E> \xEF\xFD |0

<U7A20> \xB3\xED |0

<U7A23> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U7A33> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7A37> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U7A39> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U7A3B> \xB5\xBE |0

<U7A3C> \xBC\xDA |0

<U7A3D> \xBB\xFC |0

<U7A3F> \xB8\xE5 |0

<U7A46> \xC4\xC2 |0

<U7A51> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U7A57> \xCB\xEB |0

<U7A70> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U7A74> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U7A76> \xBE\xBF |0

<U7A77> \xC7\xEE |0

<U7A78> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U7A79> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U7A7A> \xBF\xD5 |0

<U7A7F> \xB4\xA9 |0

<U7A80> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U7A81> \xCD\xBB |0

<U7A83> \xC7\xD4 |0

<U7A84> \xD5\xAD |0

<U7A86> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U7A88> \xF1\xBA |0

<U7A8D> \xC7\xCF |0

<U7A91> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U7A92> \xD6\xCF |0

<U7A95> \xF1\xBB |0

<U7A96> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U7A97>

 \xB4\xB0 |0

<U7A98> \xBE\xBD |0

<U7A9C> \xB4\xDC |0

<U7A9D> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7A9F> \xBF\xDF |0

<U7AA0> \xF1\xBD |0

<U7AA5> \xBF\xFA |0

<U7AA6> \xF1\xBC |0

<U7AA8> \xF1\xBF |0

<U7AAC> \xF1\xBE |0

<U7AAD> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U7AB3> \xF1\xC1 |0
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<U7ABF> \xC1\xFE |0

<U7ACB> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U7AD6> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7AD9> \xD5\xBE |0

<U7ADE> \xBE\xBA |0

<U7ADF> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U7AE0> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U7AE3> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U7AE5> \xCD\xAF |0

<U7AE6> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U7AED> \xBD\xDF |0

<U7AEF> \xB6\xCB |0

<U7AF9> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U7AFA> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U7AFD> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7AFF> \xB8\xCD |0

<U7B03> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U7B04> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U7B06> \xB0\xCA |0

<U7B08> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U7B0A> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U7B0B> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U7B0F> \xF3\xCB |0

<U7B11> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U7B14> \xB1\xCA |0

<U7B15> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U7B19> \xF3\xCF |0

<U7B1B> \xB5\xD1 |0

<U7B1E> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U7B20> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U7B24> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U7B25> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U7B26> \xB7\xFB |0

<U7B28> \xB1\xBF |0

<U7B2A> \xF3\xCE |0

<U7B2B> \xF3\xCA |0

<U7B2C> \xB5\xDA |0

<U7B2E> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U7B31>

 \xF3\xD1 |0

<U7B33> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U7B38> \xF3\xCD |0

<U7B3A> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U7B3C> \xC1\xFD |0

<U7B3E> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U7B45> \xF3\xDA |0

<U7B47> \xF3\xCC |0

<U7B49> \xB5\xC8 |0
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<U7B4B> \xBD\xEE |0

<U7B4C> \xF3\xDC |0

<U7B4F> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U7B50> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U7B51> \xD6\xFE |0

<U7B52> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U7B54> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U7B56> \xB2\xDF |0

<U7B58> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U7B5A> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U7B5B> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U7B5D> \xF3\xDD |0

<U7B60> \xF3\xDE |0

<U7B62> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U7B6E> \xF3\xDF |0

<U7B71> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U7B72> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U7B75> \xF3\xDB |0

<U7B77> \xBF\xEA |0

<U7B79> \xB3\xEF |0

<U7B7B> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U7B7E> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U7B80> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U7B85> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7B8D> \xB9\xBF |0

<U7B90> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U7B94> \xB2\xAD |0

<U7B95> \xBB\xFE |0

<U7B97> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U7B9C> \xF3\xED |0

<U7B9D> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U7BA1> \xB9\xDC |0

<U7BA2> \xF3\xEE |0

<U7BA6> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U7BA7> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U7BA8> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7BA9> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U7BAA> \xF3\xEC |0

<U7BAB> \xF3\xEF |0

<U7BAC> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U7BAD> \xBC\xFD |0

<U7BB1>

 \xCF\xE4 |0

<U7BB4> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U7BB8> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U7BC1> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U7BC6> \xD7\xAD |0

<U7BC7> \xC6\xAA |0
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<U7BCC> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U7BD1> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U7BD3> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U7BD9> \xB8\xDD |0

<U7BDA> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U7BDD> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U7BE1> \xB4\xDB |0

<U7BE5> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U7BE6> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U7BEA> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U7BEE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7BF1> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U7BF7> \xC5\xF1 |0

<U7BFC> \xF3\xFB |0

<U7BFE> \xF3\xFA |0

<U7C07> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U7C0B> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7C0C> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U7C0F> \xF3\xFC |0

<U7C16> \xF3\xFD |0

<U7C1F> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U7C26> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U7C27> \xBB\xC9 |0

<U7C2A> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U7C38> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U7C3F> \xB2\xBE |0

<U7C40> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U7C41> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U7C4D> \xBC\xAE |0

<U7C73> \xC3\xD7 |0

<U7C74> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U7C7B> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7C7C> \xF4\xCC |0

<U7C7D> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U7C89> \xB7\xDB |0

<U7C91> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7C92> \xC1\xA3 |0

<U7C95> \xC6\xC9 |0

<U7C97> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U7C98> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U7C9C> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U7C9D> \xF4\xCF |0

<U7C9E> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U7C9F> \xCB\xDA |0

<U7CA2>

 \xF4\xD2 |0

<U7CA4> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U7CA5> \xD6\xE0 |0
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<U7CAA> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U7CAE> \xC1\xB8 |0

<U7CB1> \xC1\xBB |0

<U7CB2> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U7CB3> \xBE\xAC |0

<U7CB9> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U7CBC> \xF4\xD4 |0

<U7CBD> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U7CBE> \xBE\xAB |0

<U7CC1> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U7CC5> \xF4\xDB |0

<U7CC7> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U7CC8> \xF4\xDA |0

<U7CCA> \xBA\xFD |0

<U7CCC> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7CCD> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7CD5> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U7CD6> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U7CD7> \xF4\xDC |0

<U7CD9> \xB2\xDA |0

<U7CDC> \xC3\xD3 |0

<U7CDF> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U7CE0> \xBF\xB7 |0

<U7CE8> \xF4\xDD |0

<U7CEF> \xC5\xB4 |0

<U7CF8> \xF4\xE9 |0

<U7CFB> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U7D0A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U7D20> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U7D22> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U7D27> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U7D2B> \xD7\xCF |0

<U7D2F> \xC0\xDB |0

<U7D6E> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U7D77> \xF4\xEA |0

<U7DA6> \xF4\xEB |0

<U7DAE> \xF4\xEC |0

<U7E3B> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U7E41> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U7E47> \xF4\xED |0

<U7E82> \xD7\xEB |0

<U7E9B> \xF4\xEE |0

<U7E9F> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U7EA0> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U7EA1> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7EA2> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7EA3> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7EA4>
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 \xCF\xCB |0

<U7EA5> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7EA6> \xD4\xBC |0

<U7EA7> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U7EA8> \xE6\xFD |0

<U7EA9> \xE6\xFE |0

<U7EAA> \xBC\xCD |0

<U7EAB> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U7EAC> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7EAD> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U7EAF> \xB4\xBF |0

<U7EB0> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U7EB1> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7EB2> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U7EB3> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U7EB5> \xD7\xDD |0

<U7EB6> \xC2\xDA |0

<U7EB7> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U7EB8> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7EB9> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U7EBA> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U7EBD> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U7EBE> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U7EBF> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7EC0> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U7EC1> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U7EC2> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U7EC3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U7EC4> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U7EC5> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U7EC6> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7EC7> \xD6\xAF |0

<U7EC8> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U7EC9> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U7ECA> \xB0\xED |0

<U7ECB> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U7ECC> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U7ECD> \xC9\xDC |0

<U7ECE> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7ECF> \xBE\xAD |0

<U7ED0> \xE7\xAA |0

<U7ED1> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U7ED2> \xC8\xDE |0

<U7ED3> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U7ED4> \xE7\xAB |0

<U7ED5> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U7ED7> \xE7\xAC |0

<U7ED8> \xBB\xE6 |0
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<U7ED9> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U7EDA> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U7EDB>

 \xE7\xAD |0

<U7EDC> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U7EDD> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U7EDE> \xBD\xCA |0

<U7EDF> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7EE0> \xE7\xAE |0

<U7EE1> \xE7\xAF |0

<U7EE2> \xBE\xEE |0

<U7EE3> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7EE5> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U7EE6> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U7EE7> \xBC\xCC |0

<U7EE8> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U7EE9> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U7EEA> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U7EEB> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U7EED> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U7EEE> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U7EEF> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U7EF0> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U7EF1> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U7EF2> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U7EF3> \xC9\xFE |0

<U7EF4> \xCE\xAC |0

<U7EF5> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U7EF6> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U7EF7> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U7EF8> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U7EFA> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U7EFB> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U7EFC> \xD7\xDB |0

<U7EFD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U7EFE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U7EFF> \xC2\xCC |0

<U7F00> \xD7\xBA |0

<U7F01> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7F02> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7F03> \xE7\xBD |0

<U7F04> \xBC\xEA |0

<U7F05> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7F06> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U7F07> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7F08> \xE7\xBF |0

<U7F09> \xBC\xA9 |0

<U7F0B> \xE7\xC0 |0
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<U7F0C> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U7F0D> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U7F0E> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U7F0F> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U7F11> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U7F12>

 \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7F13> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7F14> \xB5\xDE |0

<U7F15> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U7F16> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U7F17> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7F18> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U7F19> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U7F1A> \xB8\xBF |0

<U7F1B> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U7F1C> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U7F1D> \xB7\xEC |0

<U7F1F> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U7F20> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U7F21> \xE7\xCA |0

<U7F22> \xE7\xCB |0

<U7F23> \xE7\xCC |0

<U7F24> \xE7\xCD |0

<U7F25> \xE7\xCE |0

<U7F26> \xE7\xCF |0

<U7F27> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U7F28> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U7F29> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U7F2A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U7F2B> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U7F2C> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U7F2D> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U7F2E> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U7F2F> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U7F30> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U7F31> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U7F32> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U7F33> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7F34> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U7F35> \xE7\xDA |0

<U7F36> \xF3\xBE |0

<U7F38> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U7F3A> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U7F42> \xF3\xBF |0

<U7F44> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U7F45> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U7F50> \xB9\xDE |0
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<U7F51> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U7F54> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U7F55> \xBA\xB1 |0

<U7F57> \xC2\xDE |0

<U7F58> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U7F5A> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U7F5F> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U7F61> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U7F62>

 \xB0\xD5 |0

<U7F68> \xEE\xBB |0

<U7F69> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U7F6A> \xD7\xEF |0

<U7F6E> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U7F71> \xEE\xBD |0

<U7F72> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U7F74> \xEE\xBC |0

<U7F79> \xEE\xBE |0

<U7F7E> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U7F81> \xEE\xBF |0

<U7F8A> \xD1\xF2 |0

<U7F8C> \xC7\xBC |0

<U7F8E> \xC3\xC0 |0

<U7F94> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U7F9A> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U7F9D> \xF4\xC6 |0

<U7F9E> \xD0\xDF |0

<U7F9F> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U7FA1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U7FA4> \xC8\xBA |0

<U7FA7> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U7FAF> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U7FB0> \xF4\xCA |0

<U7FB2> \xF4\xCB |0

<U7FB8> \xD9\xFA |0

<U7FB9> \xB8\xFE |0

<U7FBC> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7FBD> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U7FBF> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7FC1> \xCE\xCC |0

<U7FC5> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U7FCA> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U7FCC> \xD2\xEE |0

<U7FCE> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U7FD4> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U7FD5> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U7FD8> \xC7\xCC |0

<U7FDF> \xB5\xD4 |0
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<U7FE0> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U7FE1> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U7FE5> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U7FE6> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U7FE9> \xF4\xE6 |0

<U7FEE> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U7FF0> \xBA\xB2 |0

<U7FF1> \xB0\xBF |0

<U7FF3> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U7FFB> \xB7\xAD |0

<U7FFC> \xD2\xED |0

<U8000>

 \xD2\xAB |0

<U8001> \xC0\xCF |0

<U8003> \xBF\xBC |0

<U8004> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U8005> \xD5\xDF |0

<U8006> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U800B> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U800C> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U800D> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U8010> \xC4\xCD |0

<U8012> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U8014> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8015> \xB8\xFB |0

<U8016> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U8017> \xBA\xC4 |0

<U8018> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U8019> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U801C> \xF1\xEA |0

<U8020> \xF1\xEB |0

<U8022> \xF1\xEC |0

<U8025> \xF1\xED |0

<U8026> \xF1\xEE |0

<U8027> \xF1\xEF |0

<U8028> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U8029> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U802A> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U8031> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U8033> \xB6\xFA |0

<U8035> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U8036> \xD2\xAE |0

<U8037> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U8038> \xCB\xCA |0

<U803B> \xB3\xDC |0

<U803D> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U803F> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U8042> \xC4\xF4 |0
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<U8043> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U8046> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U804A> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U804B> \xC1\xFB |0

<U804C> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U804D> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U8052> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U8054> \xC1\xAA |0

<U8058> \xC6\xB8 |0

<U805A> \xBE\xDB |0

<U8069> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U806A> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8071> \xF1\xFA |0

<U807F> \xED\xB2 |0

<U8080>

 \xED\xB1 |0

<U8083> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U8084> \xD2\xDE |0

<U8086> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U8087> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U8089> \xC8\xE2 |0

<U808B> \xC0\xDF |0

<U808C> \xBC\xA1 |0

<U8093> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U8096> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U8098> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U809A> \xB6\xC7 |0

<U809B> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U809C> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U809D> \xB8\xCE |0

<U809F> \xEB\xBF |0

<U80A0> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U80A1> \xB9\xC9 |0

<U80A2> \xD6\xAB |0

<U80A4> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U80A5> \xB7\xCA |0

<U80A9> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U80AA> \xB7\xBE |0

<U80AB> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U80AD> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U80AE> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U80AF> \xBF\xCF |0

<U80B1> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U80B2> \xD3\xFD |0

<U80B4> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U80B7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U80BA> \xB7\xCE |0

<U80BC> \xEB\xC2 |0
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<U80BD> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U80BE> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U80BF> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U80C0> \xD5\xCD |0

<U80C1> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U80C2> \xEB\xCF |0

<U80C3> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U80C4> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U80C6> \xB5\xA8 |0

<U80CC> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U80CD> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U80CE> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U80D6> \xC5\xD6 |0

<U80D7> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U80D9> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U80DA> \xC5\xDF |0

<U80DB> \xEB\xCE |0

<U80DC>

 \xCA\xA4 |0

<U80DD> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U80DE> \xB0\xFB |0

<U80E1> \xBA\xFA |0

<U80E4> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U80E5> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U80E7> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E8> \xEB\xCB |0

<U80E9> \xEB\xCC |0

<U80EA> \xEB\xCD |0

<U80EB> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U80EC> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U80ED> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U80EF> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U80F0> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U80F1> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U80F2> \xEB\xDC |0

<U80F3> \xB8\xEC |0

<U80F4> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U80F6> \xBD\xBA |0

<U80F8> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U80FA> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U80FC> \xEB\xDD |0

<U80FD> \xC4\xDC |0

<U8102> \xD6\xAC |0

<U8106> \xB4\xE0 |0

<U8109> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U810A> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U810D> \xEB\xDA |0

<U810E> \xEB\xDB |0
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<U810F> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U8110> \xC6\xEA |0

<U8111> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8112> \xEB\xDF |0

<U8113> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U8114> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8116> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U8118> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U811A> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U811E> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U812C> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U812F> \xB8\xAC |0

<U8131> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U8132> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8136> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8138> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U813E> \xC6\xA2 |0

<U8146> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U8148> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U814A> \xC0\xB0 |0

<U814B>

 \xD2\xB8 |0

<U814C> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8150> \xB8\xAF |0

<U8151> \xB8\xAD |0

<U8153> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U8154> \xC7\xBB |0

<U8155> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U8159> \xEB\xEA |0

<U815A> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8160> \xEB\xED |0

<U8165> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U8167> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8169> \xEB\xEE |0

<U816D> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U816E> \xC8\xF9 |0

<U8170> \xD1\xFC |0

<U8171> \xEB\xEC |0

<U8174> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U8179> \xB8\xB9 |0

<U817A> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U817B> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U817C> \xEB\xEF |0

<U817D> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U817E> \xCC\xDA |0

<U817F> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U8180> \xB0\xF2 |0

<U8182> \xEB\xF6 |0
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<U8188> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U818A> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U818F> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U8191> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8198> \xB1\xEC |0

<U819B> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U819C> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U819D> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U81A3> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U81A6> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U81A8> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U81AA> \xEB\xFA |0

<U81B3> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U81BA> \xE2\xDF |0

<U81BB> \xEB\xFE |0

<U81C0> \xCD\xCE |0

<U81C1> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U81C2> \xB1\xDB |0

<U81C3> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U81C6> \xD2\xDC |0

<U81CA> \xEB\xFD |0

<U81CC> \xEB\xFB |0

<U81E3> \xB3\xBC |0

<U81E7>

 \xEA\xB0 |0

<U81EA> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U81EC> \xF4\xAB |0

<U81ED> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U81F3> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U81F4> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U81FB> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U81FC> \xBE\xCA |0

<U81FE> \xF4\xA7 |0

<U8200> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U8201> \xF4\xA8 |0

<U8202> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U8204> \xF4\xAA |0

<U8205> \xBE\xCB |0

<U8206> \xD3\xDF |0

<U820C> \xC9\xE0 |0

<U820D> \xC9\xE1 |0

<U8210> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U8212> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U8214> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U821B> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U821C> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U821E> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U821F> \xD6\xDB |0
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<U8221> \xF4\xAD |0

<U8222> \xF4\xAE |0

<U8223> \xF4\xAF |0

<U8228> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U822A> \xBA\xBD |0

<U822B> \xF4\xB3 |0

<U822C> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U822D> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U822F> \xF4\xB1 |0

<U8230> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U8231> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U8233> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U8234> \xF4\xB7 |0

<U8235> \xB6\xE6 |0

<U8236> \xB2\xB0 |0

<U8237> \xCF\xCF |0

<U8238> \xF4\xB4 |0

<U8239> \xB4\xAC |0

<U823B> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U823E> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U8244> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U8247> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U8249> \xF4\xBA |0

<U824B> \xF4\xBB |0

<U824F> \xF4\xBC |0

<U8258> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U825A>

 \xF4\xBD |0

<U825F> \xF4\xBE |0

<U8268> \xF4\xBF |0

<U826E> \xF4\xDE |0

<U826F> \xC1\xBC |0

<U8270> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U8272> \xC9\xAB |0

<U8273> \xD1\xDE |0

<U8274> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U8279> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U827A> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U827D> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U827E> \xB0\xAC |0

<U827F> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U8282> \xBD\xDA |0

<U8284> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U8288> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U828A> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U828B> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U828D> \xC9\xD6 |0

<U828E> \xDC\xBA |0
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<U828F> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U8291> \xDC\xBB |0

<U8292> \xC3\xA2 |0

<U8297> \xDC\xBC |0

<U8298> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U8299> \xDC\xBD |0

<U829C> \xCE\xDF |0

<U829D> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U829F> \xDC\xCF |0

<U82A1> \xDC\xCD |0

<U82A4> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U82A5> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U82A6> \xC2\xAB |0

<U82A8> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U82A9> \xDC\xCB |0

<U82AA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U82AB> \xDC\xBE |0

<U82AC> \xB7\xD2 |0

<U82AD> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U82AE> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U82AF> \xD0\xBE |0

<U82B0> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U82B1> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U82B3> \xB7\xBC |0

<U82B4> \xDC\xCC |0

<U82B7> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U82B8> \xDC\xBF |0

<U82B9> \xC7\xDB |0

<U82BD> \xD1\xBF |0

<U82BE>

 \xDC\xC0 |0

<U82C1> \xDC\xCA |0

<U82C4> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U82C7> \xCE\xAD |0

<U82C8> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U82CA> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U82CB> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U82CC> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U82CD> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U82CE> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U82CF> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U82D1> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U82D2> \xDC\xDB |0

<U82D3> \xDC\xDF |0

<U82D4> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U82D5> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U82D7> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U82D8> \xDC\xDC |0
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<U82DB> \xBF\xC1 |0

<U82DC> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U82DE> \xB0\xFA |0

<U82DF> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U82E0> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U82E1> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U82E3> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U82E4> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U82E5> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U82E6> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U82EB> \xC9\xBB |0

<U82EF> \xB1\xBD |0

<U82F1> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U82F4> \xDC\xDA |0

<U82F7> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U82F9> \xC6\xBB |0

<U82FB> \xDC\xDE |0

<U8301> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U8302> \xC3\xAF |0

<U8303> \xB7\xB6 |0

<U8304> \xC7\xD1 |0

<U8305> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U8306> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U8307> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U8308> \xDC\xEB |0

<U8309> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U830C> \xDC\xDD |0

<U830E> \xBE\xA5 |0

<U830F> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U8311> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U8314> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U8315> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U8317>

 \xDC\xF8 |0

<U831A> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U831B> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U831C> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U8327> \xBC\xEB |0

<U8328> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U832B> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U832C> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U832D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U832F> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U8331> \xDC\xEF |0

<U8333> \xDC\xFC |0

<U8334> \xDC\xEE |0

<U8335> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U8336> \xB2\xE8 |0
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<U8338> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U8339> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U833A> \xDC\xFB |0

<U833C> \xDC\xED |0

<U8340> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U8343> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U8346> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U8347> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U8349> \xB2\xDD |0

<U834F> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U8350> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U8351> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U8352> \xBB\xC4 |0

<U8354> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U835A> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U835B> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U835C> \xDC\xEA |0

<U835E> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U835F> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U8360> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U8361> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U8363> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U8364> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U8365> \xDC\xFE |0

<U8366> \xDC\xFD |0

<U8367> \xD3\xAB |0

<U8368> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U8369> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U836A> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U836B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U836C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U836D> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U836E> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U836F> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U8377> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U8378>

 \xDD\xA9 |0

<U837B> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U837C> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U837D> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U8385> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U8386> \xC6\xCE |0

<U8389> \xC0\xF2 |0

<U838E> \xC9\xAF |0

<U8392> \xDC\xEC |0

<U8393> \xDD\xAE |0

<U8398> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U839B> \xDC\xF0 |0
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<U839C> \xDD\xAF |0

<U839E> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U83A0> \xDD\xAC |0

<U83A8> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U83AA> \xDD\xAD |0

<U83AB> \xC4\xAA |0

<U83B0> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U83B1> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U83B2> \xC1\xAB |0

<U83B3> \xDD\xAA |0

<U83B4> \xDD\xAB |0

<U83B6> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U83B7> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U83B8> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U83B9> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U83BA> \xDD\xBA |0

<U83BC> \xDD\xBB |0

<U83BD> \xC3\xA7 |0

<U83C0> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U83C1> \xDD\xBC |0

<U83C5> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U83C7> \xB9\xBD |0

<U83CA> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U83CC> \xBE\xFA |0

<U83CF> \xBA\xCA |0

<U83D4> \xDD\xCA |0

<U83D6> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U83D8> \xDD\xBF |0

<U83DC> \xB2\xCB |0

<U83DD> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U83DF> \xDD\xCB |0

<U83E0> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U83E1> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U83E5> \xDD\xBE |0

<U83E9> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U83EA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U83F0> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U83F1>

 \xC1\xE2 |0

<U83F2> \xB7\xC6 |0

<U83F8> \xDD\xCE |0

<U83F9> \xDD\xCF |0

<U83FD> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U8401> \xDD\xBD |0

<U8403> \xDD\xCD |0

<U8404> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U8406> \xDD\xC9 |0
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<U840B> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U840C> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U840D> \xC6\xBC |0

<U840E> \xCE\xAE |0

<U840F> \xDD\xCC |0

<U8411> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U8418> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U841C> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U841D> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8424> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U8425> \xD3\xAA |0

<U8426> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8427> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U8428> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U8431> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U8438> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U843C> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U843D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U8446> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U8451> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U8457> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U8459> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U845A> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U845B> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U845C> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U8461> \xC6\xCF |0

<U8463> \xB6\xAD |0

<U8469> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U846B> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U846C> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U846D> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U8471> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U8473> \xDD\xDA |0

<U8475> \xBF\xFB |0

<U8476> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U8478> \xDD\xDF |0

<U847A> \xDD\xDD |0

<U8482> \xB5\xD9 |0

<U8487> \xDD\xDB |0

<U8488> \xDD\xDC |0

<U8489> \xDD\xDE |0

<U848B>

 \xBD\xAF |0

<U848C> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U848E> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U8497> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U8499> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U849C> \xCB\xE2 |0
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<U84A1> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U84AF> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U84B2> \xC6\xD1 |0

<U84B4> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U84B8> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U84B9> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U84BA> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U84BD> \xDD\xEC |0

<U84BF> \xDD\xEF |0

<U84C1> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U84C4> \xD0\xEE |0

<U84C9> \xC8\xD8 |0

<U84CA> \xDD\xEE |0

<U84CD> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U84D0> \xDD\xEA |0

<U84D1> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U84D3> \xDD\xED |0

<U84D6> \xB1\xCD |0

<U84DD> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U84DF> \xBC\xBB |0

<U84E0> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U84E3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U84E5> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U84E6> \xDD\xEB |0

<U84EC> \xC5\xEE |0

<U84F0> \xDD\xFB |0

<U84FC> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U84FF> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U850C> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U8511> \xC3\xEF |0

<U8513> \xC2\xFB |0

<U8517> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U851A> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U851F> \xDD\xFD |0

<U8521> \xB2\xCC |0

<U852B> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U852C> \xCA\xDF |0

<U8537> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8538> \xDD\xFA |0

<U8539> \xDD\xFC |0

<U853A> \xDD\xFE |0

<U853B> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U853C> \xB0\xAA |0

<U853D> \xB1\xCE |0

<U8543>

 \xDE\xAC |0

<U8548> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8549> \xBD\xB6 |0
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<U854A> \xC8\xEF |0

<U8556> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U8559> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U855E> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U8564> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8568> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8572> \xDE\xAD |0

<U8574> \xD4\xCC |0

<U8579> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U857A> \xDE\xAA |0

<U857B> \xDE\xAE |0

<U857E> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U8584> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U8585> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U8587> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U858F> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U859B> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U859C> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U85A4> \xDE\xAF |0

<U85A8> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U85AA> \xD0\xBD |0

<U85AE> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U85AF> \xCA\xED |0

<U85B0> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U85B7> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U85B9> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U85C1> \xDE\xBB |0

<U85C9> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U85CF> \xB2\xD8 |0

<U85D0> \xC3\xEA |0

<U85D3> \xDE\xBA |0

<U85D5> \xC5\xBA |0

<U85DC> \xDE\xBC |0

<U85E4> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U85E9> \xB7\xAA |0

<U85FB> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U85FF> \xDE\xBD |0

<U8605> \xDE\xBF |0

<U8611> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U8616> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U8627> \xDE\xBE |0

<U8629> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U8638> \xD5\xBA |0

<U863C> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U864D> \xF2\xAE |0

<U864E> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U864F> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U8650>
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 \xC5\xB0 |0

<U8651> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U8654> \xF2\xAF |0

<U865A> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U865E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U8662> \xEB\xBD |0

<U866B> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U866C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U866E> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U8671> \xCA\xAD |0

<U8679> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U867A> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U867B> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U867C> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U867D> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U867E> \xCF\xBA |0

<U867F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U8680> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U8681> \xD2\xCF |0

<U8682> \xC2\xEC |0

<U868A> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U868B> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U868C> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U868D> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U8693> \xF2\xBE |0

<U8695> \xB2\xCF |0

<U869C> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U869D> \xF2\xBA |0

<U86A3> \xF2\xBC |0

<U86A4> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U86A7> \xF2\xBB |0

<U86A8> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U86A9> \xF2\xBF |0

<U86AA> \xF2\xBD |0

<U86AC> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U86AF> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U86B0> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U86B1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U86B4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U86B5> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U86B6> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U86BA> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U86C0> \xD6\xFB |0

<U86C4> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U86C6> \xC7\xF9 |0

<U86C7> \xC9\xDF |0

<U86C9> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U86CA> \xB9\xC6 |0
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<U86CB> \xB5\xB0 |0

<U86CE> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U86CF>

 \xF2\xC9 |0

<U86D0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U86D1> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U86D4> \xBB\xD7 |0

<U86D8> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U86D9> \xCD\xDC |0

<U86DB> \xD6\xEB |0

<U86DE> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U86DF> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U86E4> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U86E9> \xF2\xCB |0

<U86ED> \xF2\xCE |0

<U86EE> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U86F0> \xD5\xDD |0

<U86F1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U86F2> \xF2\xCD |0

<U86F3> \xF2\xCF |0

<U86F4> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U86F8> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U86F9> \xD3\xBC |0

<U86FE> \xB6\xEA |0

<U8700> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U8702> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U8703> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U8707> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U8708> \xF2\xDA |0

<U8709> \xF2\xDD |0

<U870A> \xF2\xDB |0

<U870D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U8712> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U8713> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U8715> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U8717> \xCE\xCF |0

<U8718> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U871A> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U871C> \xC3\xDB |0

<U871E> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8721> \xC0\xAF |0

<U8722> \xF2\xEC |0

<U8723> \xF2\xDE |0

<U8725> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U8729> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U872E> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8731> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U8734> \xF2\xE6 |0
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<U8737> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U873B> \xF2\xDF |0

<U873E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U873F> \xF2\xEA |0

<U8747> \xD3\xAC |0

<U8748>

 \xF2\xE5 |0

<U8749> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U874C> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U874E> \xD0\xAB |0

<U8753> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U8757> \xBB\xC8 |0

<U8759> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U8760> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U8763> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U8764> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U8765> \xF2\xFA |0

<U876E> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U8770> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U8774> \xBA\xFB |0

<U8776> \xB5\xFB |0

<U877B> \xF2\xEF |0

<U877C> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U877D> \xF2\xED |0

<U877E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U8782> \xF2\xEB |0

<U8783> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U8785> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U8788> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U878B> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U878D> \xC8\xDA |0

<U8793> \xF2\xFB |0

<U8797> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U879F> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U87A8> \xF2\xFD |0

<U87AB> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U87AC> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U87AD> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U87AF> \xF2\xFC |0

<U87B3> \xF3\xAB |0

<U87B5> \xF3\xAA |0

<U87BA> \xC2\xDD |0

<U87BD> \xF3\xAE |0

<U87C0> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U87C6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U87CA> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U87CB> \xF3\xAC |0

<U87D1> \xF3\xAF |0
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<U87D2> \xF2\xFE |0

<U87D3> \xF3\xAD |0

<U87DB> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U87E0> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U87E5> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U87EA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U87EE> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U87F9> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U87FE>

 \xF3\xB8 |0

<U8803> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U880A> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U8813> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U8815> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U8816> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U881B> \xF3\xBA |0

<U8821> \xF3\xBB |0

<U8822> \xB4\xC0 |0

<U8832> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U8839> \xF3\xBC |0

<U883C> \xF3\xBD |0

<U8840> \xD1\xAA |0

<U8844> \xF4\xAC |0

<U8845> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U884C> \xD0\xD0 |0

<U884D> \xD1\xDC |0

<U8854> \xCF\xCE |0

<U8857> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U8859> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U8861> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U8862> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U8863> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U8864> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U8865> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U8868> \xB1\xED |0

<U8869> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U886B> \xC9\xC0 |0

<U886C> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U886E> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U8870> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U8872> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U8877> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U887D> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U887E> \xF4\xC0 |0

<U887F> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U8881> \xD4\xAC |0

<U8882> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U8884> \xB0\xC0 |0
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<U8885> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U8888> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U888B> \xB4\xFC |0

<U888D> \xC5\xDB |0

<U8892> \xCC\xBB |0

<U8896> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U889C> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U88A2> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U88A4> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U88AB> \xB1\xBB |0

<U88AD> \xCF\xAE |0

<U88B1>

 \xB8\xA4 |0

<U88B7> \xF1\xCA |0

<U88BC> \xF1\xCB |0

<U88C1> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U88C2> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U88C5> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U88C6> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U88C9> \xF1\xCC |0

<U88CE> \xF1\xCE |0

<U88D2> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U88D4> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U88D5> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U88D8> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U88D9> \xC8\xB9 |0

<U88DF> \xF4\xC4 |0

<U88E2> \xF1\xCD |0

<U88E3> \xF1\xCF |0

<U88E4> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U88E5> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U88E8> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U88F0> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U88F1> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U88F3> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U88F4> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U88F8> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U88F9> \xB9\xFC |0

<U88FC> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U88FE> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U8902> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U890A> \xF1\xDB |0

<U8910> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U8912> \xB0\xFD |0

<U8913> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U8919> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U891A> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U891B> \xF1\xDA |0
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<U8921> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U8925> \xC8\xEC |0

<U892A> \xCD\xCA |0

<U892B> \xF1\xDD |0

<U8930> \xE5\xBD |0

<U8934> \xF1\xDC |0

<U8936> \xF1\xDE |0

<U8941> \xF1\xDF |0

<U8944> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U895E> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U895F> \xBD\xF3 |0

<U8966> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U897B> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U897F> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U8981>

 \xD2\xAA |0

<U8983> \xF1\xFB |0

<U8986> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U89C1> \xBC\xFB |0

<U89C2> \xB9\xDB |0

<U89C4> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U89C5> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U89C6> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U89C7> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U89C8> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U89C9> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U89CA> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U89CB> \xEA\xEA |0

<U89CC> \xEA\xEB |0

<U89CE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U89CF> \xEA\xED |0

<U89D0> \xEA\xEE |0

<U89D1> \xEA\xEF |0

<U89D2> \xBD\xC7 |0

<U89D6> \xF5\xFB |0

<U89DA> \xF5\xFD |0

<U89DC> \xF5\xFE |0

<U89DE> \xF5\xFC |0

<U89E3> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U89E5> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U89E6> \xB4\xA5 |0

<U89EB> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U89EF> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U89F3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8A00> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U8A07> \xD9\xEA |0

<U8A3E> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U8A48> \xEE\xBA |0
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<U8A79> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U8A89> \xD3\xFE |0

<U8A8A> \xCC\xDC |0

<U8A93> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U8B07> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U8B26> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U8B66> \xBE\xAF |0

<U8B6C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U8BA0> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U8BA1> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U8BA2> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U8BA3> \xB8\xBC |0

<U8BA4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U8BA5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U8BA6> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U8BA7> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U8BA8> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U8BA9>

 \xC8\xC3 |0

<U8BAA> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U8BAB> \xC6\xFD |0

<U8BAD> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U8BAE> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U8BAF> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U8BB0> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U8BB2> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8BB3> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U8BB4> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U8BB5> \xDA\xAA |0

<U8BB6> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U8BB7> \xDA\xAB |0

<U8BB8> \xD0\xED |0

<U8BB9> \xB6\xEF |0

<U8BBA> \xC2\xDB |0

<U8BBC> \xCB\xCF |0

<U8BBD> \xB7\xED |0

<U8BBE> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8BBF> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U8BC0> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U8BC1> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8BC2> \xDA\xAC |0

<U8BC3> \xDA\xAD |0

<U8BC4> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U8BC5> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U8BC6> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8BC8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U8BC9> \xCB\xDF |0

<U8BCA> \xD5\xEF |0
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<U8BCB> \xDA\xAE |0

<U8BCC> \xD6\xDF |0

<U8BCD> \xB4\xCA |0

<U8BCE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U8BCF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U8BD1> \xD2\xEB |0

<U8BD2> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U8BD3> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U8BD4> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U8BD5> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U8BD6> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U8BD7> \xCA\xAB |0

<U8BD8> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U8BD9> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U8BDA> \xB3\xCF |0

<U8BDB> \xD6\xEF |0

<U8BDC> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U8BDD> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U8BDE> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8BDF> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U8BE0>

 \xDA\xB9 |0

<U8BE1> \xB9\xEE |0

<U8BE2> \xD1\xAF |0

<U8BE3> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U8BE4> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8BE5> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U8BE6> \xCF\xEA |0

<U8BE7> \xB2\xEF |0

<U8BE8> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8BE9> \xDA\xBC |0

<U8BEB> \xBD\xEB |0

<U8BEC> \xCE\xDC |0

<U8BED> \xD3\xEF |0

<U8BEE> \xDA\xBD |0

<U8BEF> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8BF0> \xDA\xBE |0

<U8BF1> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U8BF2> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U8BF3> \xDA\xBF |0

<U8BF4> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U8BF5> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U8BF6> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U8BF7> \xC7\xEB |0

<U8BF8> \xD6\xEE |0

<U8BF9> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U8BFA> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U8BFB> \xB6\xC1 |0
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<U8BFC> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U8BFD> \xB7\xCC |0

<U8BFE> \xBF\xCE |0

<U8BFF> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U8C00> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U8C01> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C02> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U8C03> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8C04> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U8C05> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U8C06> \xD7\xBB |0

<U8C07> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U8C08> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U8C0A> \xD2\xEA |0

<U8C0B> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U8C0C> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U8C0D> \xB5\xFD |0

<U8C0E> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U8C0F> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U8C10> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U8C11> \xDA\xCA |0

<U8C12> \xDA\xCB |0

<U8C13> \xCE\xBD |0

<U8C14>

 \xDA\xCC |0

<U8C15> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8C16> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8C17> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U8C18> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U8C19> \xDA\xCF |0

<U8C1A> \xD1\xE8 |0

<U8C1B> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U8C1C> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U8C1D> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U8C1F> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U8C20> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U8C21> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U8C22> \xD0\xBB |0

<U8C23> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U8C24> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U8C25> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U8C26> \xC7\xAB |0

<U8C27> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U8C28> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U8C29> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U8C2A> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U8C2B> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U8C2C> \xC3\xFD |0
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<U8C2D> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U8C2E> \xDA\xDA |0

<U8C2F> \xDA\xDB |0

<U8C30> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8C31> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U8C32> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8C33> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8C34> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U8C35> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8C36> \xDA\xDF |0

<U8C37> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U8C41> \xBB\xED |0

<U8C46> \xB6\xB9 |0

<U8C47> \xF4\xF8 |0

<U8C49> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U8C4C> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U8C55> \xF5\xB9 |0

<U8C5A> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U8C61> \xCF\xF3 |0

<U8C62> \xBB\xBF |0

<U8C6A> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U8C6B> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U8C73> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U8C78> \xF5\xF4 |0

<U8C79> \xB1\xAA |0

<U8C7A> \xB2\xF2 |0

<U8C82>

 \xF5\xF5 |0

<U8C85> \xF5\xF7 |0

<U8C89> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U8C8A> \xF5\xF6 |0

<U8C8C> \xC3\xB2 |0

<U8C94> \xF5\xF9 |0

<U8C98> \xF5\xF8 |0

<U8D1D> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U8D1E> \xD5\xEA |0

<U8D1F> \xB8\xBA |0

<U8D21> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U8D22> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U8D23> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U8D24> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8D25> \xB0\xDC |0

<U8D26> \xD5\xCB |0

<U8D27> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U8D28> \xD6\xCA |0

<U8D29> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U8D2A> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U8D2B> \xC6\xB6 |0
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<U8D2C> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U8D2D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U8D2E> \xD6\xFC |0

<U8D2F> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U8D30> \xB7\xA1 |0

<U8D31> \xBC\xFA |0

<U8D32> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8D33> \xEA\xDB |0

<U8D34> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U8D35> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U8D36> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8D37> \xB4\xFB |0

<U8D38> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U8D39> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U8D3A> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U8D3B> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8D3C> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U8D3D> \xEA\xDE |0

<U8D3E> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8D3F> \xBB\xDF |0

<U8D40> \xEA\xDF |0

<U8D41> \xC1\xDE |0

<U8D42> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U8D43> \xD4\xDF |0

<U8D44> \xD7\xCA |0

<U8D45> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U8D46> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U8D47> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U8D48> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U8D49>

 \xEA\xE3 |0

<U8D4A> \xC9\xDE |0

<U8D4B> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U8D4C> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U8D4D> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U8D4E> \xCA\xEA |0

<U8D4F> \xC9\xCD |0

<U8D50> \xB4\xCD |0

<U8D53> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U8D54> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U8D55> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U8D56> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U8D58> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U8D59> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U8D5A> \xD7\xAC |0

<U8D5B> \xC8\xFC |0

<U8D5C> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8D5D> \xD8\xCD |0
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<U8D5E> \xD4\xDE |0

<U8D60> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U8D61> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U8D62> \xD3\xAE |0

<U8D63> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U8D64> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U8D66> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U8D67> \xF4\xF6 |0

<U8D6B> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U8D6D> \xF4\xF7 |0

<U8D70> \xD7\xDF |0

<U8D73> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U8D74> \xB8\xB0 |0

<U8D75> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U8D76> \xB8\xCF |0

<U8D77> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U8D81> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U8D84> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U8D85> \xB3\xAC |0

<U8D8A> \xD4\xBD |0

<U8D8B> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8D91> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8D94> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U8D9F> \xCC\xCB |0

<U8DA3> \xC8\xA4 |0

<U8DB1> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U8DB3> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U8DB4> \xC5\xBF |0

<U8DB5> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U8DB8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U8DBA> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U8DBC> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U8DBE>

 \xD6\xBA |0

<U8DBF> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U8DC3> \xD4\xBE |0

<U8DC4> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U8DC6> \xF5\xCC |0

<U8DCB> \xB0\xCF |0

<U8DCC> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U8DCE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U8DCF> \xF5\xCA |0

<U8DD1> \xC5\xDC |0

<U8DD6> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U8DD7> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8DDA> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U8DDB> \xF5\xCB |0

<U8DDD> \xBE\xE0 |0
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<U8DDE> \xF5\xC8 |0

<U8DDF> \xB8\xFA |0

<U8DE3> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U8DE4> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U8DE8> \xBF\xE7 |0

<U8DEA> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U8DEB> \xF5\xBC |0

<U8DEC> \xF5\xCD |0

<U8DEF> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U8DF3> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U8DF5> \xBC\xF9 |0

<U8DF7> \xF5\xCE |0

<U8DF8> \xF5\xCF |0

<U8DF9> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U8DFA> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U8DFB> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U8DFD> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U8E05> \xF5\xBD |0

<U8E09> \xF5\xD4 |0

<U8E0A> \xD3\xBB |0

<U8E0C> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8E0F> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U8E14> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U8E1D> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U8E1E> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U8E1F> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U8E22> \xCC\xDF |0

<U8E23> \xF5\xDB |0

<U8E29> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U8E2A> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U8E2C> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8E2E> \xF5\xDA |0

<U8E2F> \xF5\xDC |0

<U8E31> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U8E35> \xF5\xE0 |0

<U8E39>

 \xF5\xDF |0

<U8E3A> \xF5\xDD |0

<U8E3D> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U8E40> \xF5\xDE |0

<U8E41> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U8E42> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U8E44> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U8E47> \xE5\xBF |0

<U8E48> \xB5\xB8 |0

<U8E49> \xF5\xE3 |0

<U8E4A> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U8E4B> \xCC\xA3 |0
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<U8E51> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U8E52> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U8E59> \xF5\xBE |0

<U8E66> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U8E69> \xF5\xBF |0

<U8E6C> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U8E6D> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U8E6F> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E70> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U8E72> \xB6\xD7 |0

<U8E74> \xF5\xED |0

<U8E76> \xF5\xEA |0

<U8E7C> \xF5\xEB |0

<U8E7F> \xB4\xDA |0

<U8E81> \xD4\xEA |0

<U8E85> \xF5\xEE |0

<U8E87> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U8E8F> \xF5\xEF |0

<U8E90> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U8E94> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U8E9C> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U8E9E> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U8EAB> \xC9\xED |0

<U8EAC> \xB9\xAA |0

<U8EAF> \xC7\xFB |0

<U8EB2> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U8EBA> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U8ECE> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U8F66> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U8F67> \xD4\xFE |0

<U8F68> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F69> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U8F6B> \xE9\xED |0

<U8F6C> \xD7\xAA |0

<U8F6D> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8F6E> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U8F6F> \xC8\xED |0

<U8F70> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U8F71>

 \xE9\xEF |0

<U8F72> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U8F73> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U8F74> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U8F75> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8F76> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8F77> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U8F78> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U8F79> \xE9\xF6 |0
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<U8F7A> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U8F7B> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U8F7C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U8F7D> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U8F7E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8F7F> \xBD\xCE |0

<U8F81> \xE9\xFA |0

<U8F82> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8F83> \xBD\xCF |0

<U8F84> \xE9\xFC |0

<U8F85> \xB8\xA8 |0

<U8F86> \xC1\xBE |0

<U8F87> \xE9\xFD |0

<U8F88> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U8F89> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U8F8A> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U8F8B> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8F8D> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U8F8E> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8F8F> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U8F90> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U8F91> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F93> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U8F94> \xE0\xCE |0

<U8F95> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8F96> \xCF\xBD |0

<U8F97> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U8F98> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U8F99> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8F9A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U8F9B> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U8F9C> \xB9\xBC |0

<U8F9E> \xB4\xC7 |0

<U8F9F> \xB1\xD9 |0

<U8FA3> \xC0\xB1 |0

<U8FA8> \xB1\xE6 |0

<U8FA9> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U8FAB> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U8FB0> \xB3\xBD |0

<U8FB1> \xC8\xE8 |0

<U8FB6> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U8FB9>

 \xB1\xDF |0

<U8FBD> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U8FBE> \xB4\xEF |0

<U8FC1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U8FC2> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U8FC4> \xC6\xF9 |0
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<U8FC5> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U8FC7> \xB9\xFD |0

<U8FC8> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U8FCE> \xD3\xAD |0

<U8FD0> \xD4\xCB |0

<U8FD1> \xBD\xFC |0

<U8FD3> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U8FD4> \xB7\xB5 |0

<U8FD5> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U8FD8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U8FD9> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U8FDB> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U8FDC> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U8FDD> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8FDE> \xC1\xAC |0

<U8FDF> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U8FE2> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U8FE4> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U8FE5> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U8FE6> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U8FE8> \xE5\xCA |0

<U8FE9> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U8FEA> \xB5\xCF |0

<U8FEB> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U8FED> \xB5\xFC |0

<U8FEE> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U8FF0> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U8FF3> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U8FF7> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U8FF8> \xB1\xC5 |0

<U8FF9> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U8FFD> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U9000> \xCD\xCB |0

<U9001> \xCB\xCD |0

<U9002> \xCA\xCA |0

<U9003> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U9004> \xE5\xCC |0

<U9005> \xE5\xCB |0

<U9006> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U9009> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U900A> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U900B> \xE5\xCD |0

<U900D> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U900F> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U9010>

 \xD6\xF0 |0

<U9011> \xE5\xCF |0

<U9012> \xB5\xDD |0
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<U9014> \xCD\xBE |0

<U9016> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U9017> \xB6\xBA |0

<U901A> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U901B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U901D> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U901E> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U901F> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U9020> \xD4\xEC |0

<U9021> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U9022> \xB7\xEA |0

<U9026> \xE5\xCE |0

<U902D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U902E> \xB4\xFE |0

<U902F> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U9035> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U9036> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U9038> \xD2\xDD |0

<U903B> \xC2\xDF |0

<U903C> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U903E> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U9041> \xB6\xDD |0

<U9042> \xCB\xEC |0

<U9044> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U9047> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U904D> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U904F> \xB6\xF4 |0

<U9050> \xE5\xDA |0

<U9051> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U9052> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U9053> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U9057> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U9058> \xE5\xDC |0

<U905B> \xE5\xDE |0

<U9062> \xE5\xDD |0

<U9063> \xC7\xB2 |0

<U9065> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U9068> \xE5\xDB |0

<U906D> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U906E> \xD5\xDA |0

<U9074> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9075> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U907D> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U907F> \xB1\xDC |0

<U9080> \xD1\xFB |0

<U9082> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U9083> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U9088>
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 \xE5\xE3 |0

<U908B> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U9091> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U9093> \xB5\xCB |0

<U9095> \xE7\xDF |0

<U9097> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U9099> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U909B> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U909D> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U90A1> \xDA\xFA |0

<U90A2> \xD0\xCF |0

<U90A3> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U90A6> \xB0\xEE |0

<U90AA> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U90AC> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U90AE> \xD3\xCA |0

<U90AF> \xBA\xAA |0

<U90B0> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U90B1> \xC7\xF1 |0

<U90B3> \xDA\xFC |0

<U90B4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U90B5> \xC9\xDB |0

<U90B6> \xDA\xFD |0

<U90B8> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U90B9> \xD7\xDE |0

<U90BA> \xDA\xFE |0

<U90BB> \xC1\xDA |0

<U90BE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U90C1> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U90C4> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U90C5> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U90C7> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U90CA> \xBD\xBC |0

<U90CE> \xC0\xC9 |0

<U90CF> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U90D0> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U90D1> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U90D3> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U90D7> \xDB\xAD |0

<U90DB> \xDB\xAE |0

<U90DC> \xDB\xAC |0

<U90DD> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U90E1> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U90E2> \xDB\xAB |0

<U90E6> \xDB\xAA |0

<U90E7> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U90E8> \xB2\xBF |0

<U90EB> \xDB\xAF |0
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<U90ED> \xB9\xF9 |0

<U90EF> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U90F4>

 \xB3\xBB |0

<U90F8> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U90FD> \xB6\xBC |0

<U90FE> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U9102> \xB6\xF5 |0

<U9104> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U9119> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U911E> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U9122> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U9123> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U912F> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U9131> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U9139> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U9143> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U9146> \xDB\xBA |0

<U9149> \xD3\xCF |0

<U914A> \xF4\xFA |0

<U914B> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U914C> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U914D> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U914E> \xF4\xFC |0

<U914F> \xF4\xFD |0

<U9150> \xF4\xFB |0

<U9152> \xBE\xC6 |0

<U9157> \xD0\xEF |0

<U915A> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U915D> \xD4\xCD |0

<U915E> \xCC\xAA |0

<U9161> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U9162> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U9163> \xBA\xA8 |0

<U9164> \xF4\xFE |0

<U9165> \xCB\xD6 |0

<U9169> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U916A> \xC0\xD2 |0

<U916C> \xB3\xEA |0

<U916E> \xCD\xAA |0

<U916F> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U9170> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U9171> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U9172> \xF5\xA8 |0

<U9174> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U9175> \xBD\xCD |0

<U9176> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U9177> \xBF\xE1 |0
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<U9178> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U9179> \xF5\xAA |0

<U917D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U917E> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U917F> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U9185>

 \xF5\xAC |0

<U9187> \xB4\xBC |0

<U9189> \xD7\xED |0

<U918B> \xB4\xD7 |0

<U918C> \xF5\xAB |0

<U918D> \xF5\xAE |0

<U9190> \xF5\xAD |0

<U9191> \xF5\xAF |0

<U9192> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U919A> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U919B> \xC8\xA9 |0

<U91A2> \xF5\xB0 |0

<U91A3> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U91AA> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U91AD> \xF5\xB3 |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0

<U91AF> \xF5\xB5 |0

<U91B4> \xF5\xB7 |0

<U91B5> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U91BA> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U91C7> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U91C9> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U91CA> \xCA\xCD |0

<U91CC> \xC0\xEF |0

<U91CD> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U91CE> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U91CF> \xC1\xBF |0

<U91D1> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U91DC> \xB8\xAA |0

<U9274> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U928E> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U92AE> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U92C8> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U933E> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U936A> \xF6\xCA |0

<U938F> \xF6\xCC |0

<U93CA> \xF6\xCB |0

<U93D6> \xF7\xE9 |0

<U943E> \xF6\xCD |0

<U946B> \xF6\xCE |0

<U9485> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U9486> \xEE\xC5 |0
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<U9487> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9488> \xD5\xEB |0

<U9489> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U948A> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U948B> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U948C> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U948D> \xEE\xCA |0

<U948E> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U948F>

 \xEE\xCB |0

<U9490> \xEE\xCC |0

<U9492> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U9493> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U9494> \xEE\xCD |0

<U9495> \xEE\xCF |0

<U9497> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9499> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U949A> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U949B> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U949C> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U949D> \xB6\xDB |0

<U949E> \xB3\xAE |0

<U949F> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U94A0> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U94A1> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U94A2> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U94A3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U94A4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U94A5> \xD4\xBF |0

<U94A6> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U94A7> \xBE\xFB |0

<U94A8> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U94A9> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U94AA> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U94AB> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U94AC> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U94AD> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U94AE> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U94AF> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U94B0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U94B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U94B2> \xEE\xDB |0

<U94B3> \xC7\xAF |0

<U94B4> \xEE\xDC |0

<U94B5> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U94B6> \xEE\xDD |0

<U94B7> \xEE\xDE |0

<U94B8> \xEE\xDF |0
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<U94B9> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U94BA> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U94BB> \xD7\xEA |0

<U94BC> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U94BD> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U94BE> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U94BF> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U94C0> \xD3\xCB |0

<U94C1> \xCC\xFA |0

<U94C2> \xB2\xAC |0

<U94C3> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U94C4>

 \xEE\xE5 |0

<U94C5> \xC7\xA6 |0

<U94C6> \xC3\xAD |0

<U94C8> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U94C9> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U94CA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U94CB> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U94CC> \xEE\xEA |0

<U94CD> \xEE\xEB |0

<U94CE> \xEE\xEC |0

<U94D0> \xEE\xED |0

<U94D1> \xEE\xEE |0

<U94D2> \xEE\xEF |0

<U94D5> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U94D6> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U94D7> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U94D8> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U94D9> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U94DB> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U94DC> \xCD\xAD |0

<U94DD> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U94DE> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U94DF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U94E0> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U94E1> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U94E2> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U94E3> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U94E4> \xEE\xFA |0

<U94E5> \xEE\xFB |0

<U94E7> \xEE\xFC |0

<U94E8> \xEE\xFD |0

<U94E9> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U94EA> \xEE\xFE |0

<U94EB> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U94EC> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U94ED> \xC3\xFA |0
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<U94EE> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U94EF> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U94F0> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U94F1> \xD2\xBF |0

<U94F2> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U94F3> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U94F4> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U94F5> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U94F6> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U94F7> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U94F8> \xD6\xFD |0

<U94F9> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U94FA> \xC6\xCC |0

<U94FC> \xEF\xAA |0

<U94FD>

 \xEF\xAB |0

<U94FE> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U94FF> \xEF\xAC |0

<U9500> \xCF\xFA |0

<U9501> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U9502> \xEF\xAE |0

<U9503> \xEF\xAD |0

<U9504> \xB3\xFA |0

<U9505> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U9506> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9507> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9508> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U9509> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U950A> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U950B> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U950C> \xD0\xBF |0

<U950D> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U950E> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U950F> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U9510> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U9511> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U9512> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9513> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U9514> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U9515> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U9516> \xEF\xBA |0

<U9517> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U9518> \xEF\xBB |0

<U9519> \xB4\xED |0

<U951A> \xC3\xAA |0

<U951B> \xEF\xBC |0

<U951D> \xEF\xBD |0

<U951E> \xEF\xBE |0
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<U951F> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9521> \xCE\xFD |0

<U9522> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9523> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9524> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U9525> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U9526> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U9528> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9529> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U952A> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U952B> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U952C> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U952D> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U952E> \xBC\xFC |0

<U952F> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9530> \xC3\xCC |0

<U9531> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9532>

 \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9534> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9535> \xEF\xCF |0

<U9536> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9537> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U9538> \xEF\xCA |0

<U9539> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U953A> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U953B> \xB6\xCD |0

<U953C> \xEF\xCB |0

<U953E> \xEF\xCC |0

<U953F> \xEF\xCD |0

<U9540> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U9541> \xC3\xBE |0

<U9542> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9544> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9545> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9546> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U9547> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9549> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U954A> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U954C> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U954D> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U954E> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U954F> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U9550> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U9551> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U9552> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9553> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9554> \xEF\xD9 |0
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<U9556> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9557> \xEF\xDB |0

<U9558> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9559> \xEF\xDD |0

<U955B> \xEF\xDE |0

<U955C> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U955D> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U955E> \xEF\xDF |0

<U955F> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U9561> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U9562> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U9563> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9564> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U9565> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U9566> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U9567> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U9568> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U9569> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U956A> \xEF\xEA |0

<U956B> \xEF\xEB |0

<U956C>

 \xEF\xEC |0

<U956D> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U956F> \xEF\xED |0

<U9570> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9571> \xEF\xEE |0

<U9572> \xEF\xEF |0

<U9573> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U9576> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U957F> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U95E8> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U95E9> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U95EA> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U95EB> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U95ED> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U95EE> \xCE\xCA |0

<U95EF> \xB4\xB3 |0

<U95F0> \xC8\xF2 |0

<U95F1> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U95F2> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U95F3> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U95F4> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U95F5> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U95F6> \xE3\xCA |0

<U95F7> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U95F8> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U95F9> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U95FA> \xB9\xEB |0
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<U95FB> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U95FC> \xE3\xCB |0

<U95FD> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U95FE> \xE3\xCC |0

<U9600> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U9601> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U9602> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U9603> \xE3\xCD |0

<U9604> \xE3\xCE |0

<U9605> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U9606> \xE3\xCF |0

<U9608> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U9609> \xD1\xCB |0

<U960A> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U960B> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U960C> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U960D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U960E> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U960F> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U9610> \xB2\xFB |0

<U9611> \xC0\xBB |0

<U9612> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U9614> \xC0\xAB |0

<U9615>

 \xE3\xD7 |0

<U9616> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U9617> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U9619> \xE3\xDA |0

<U961A> \xE3\xDB |0

<U961C> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U961D> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U961F> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9621> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U9622> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U962A> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U962E> \xC8\xEE |0

<U9631> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U9632> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U9633> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U9634> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U9635> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9636> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U963B> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U963C> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U963D> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U963F> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U9640> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U9642> \xDA\xE9 |0
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<U9644> \xB8\xBD |0

<U9645> \xBC\xCA |0

<U9646> \xC2\xBD |0

<U9647> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9648> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U9649> \xDA\xEA |0

<U964B> \xC2\xAA |0

<U964C> \xC4\xB0 |0

<U964D> \xBD\xB5 |0

<U9650> \xCF\xDE |0

<U9654> \xDA\xEB |0

<U9655> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U965B> \xB1\xDD |0

<U965F> \xDA\xEC |0

<U9661> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U9662> \xD4\xBA |0

<U9664> \xB3\xFD |0

<U9667> \xDA\xED |0

<U9668> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U9669> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U966A> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U966C> \xDA\xEE |0

<U9672> \xDA\xEF |0

<U9674> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U9675> \xC1\xEA |0

<U9676> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U9677>

 \xCF\xDD |0

<U9685> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U9686> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U9688> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U968B> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U968D> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U968F> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U9690> \xD2\xFE |0

<U9694> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U9697> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U9698> \xB0\xAF |0

<U9699> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U969C> \xD5\xCF |0

<U96A7> \xCB\xED |0

<U96B0> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U96B3> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U96B6> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U96B9> \xF6\xBF |0

<U96BC> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U96BD> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U96BE> \xC4\xD1 |0
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<U96C0> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U96C1> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U96C4> \xD0\xDB |0

<U96C5> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U96C6> \xBC\xAF |0

<U96C7> \xB9\xCD |0

<U96C9> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U96CC> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U96CD> \xD3\xBA |0

<U96CE> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U96CF> \xB3\xFB |0

<U96D2> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U96D5> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U96E0> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U96E8> \xD3\xEA |0

<U96E9> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U96EA> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U96EF> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U96F3> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U96F6> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U96F7> \xC0\xD7 |0

<U96F9> \xB1\xA2 |0

<U96FE> \xCE\xED |0

<U9700> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U9701> \xF6\xAB |0

<U9704> \xCF\xF6 |0

<U9706> \xF6\xAA |0

<U9707> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U9708> \xF6\xAC |0

<U9709>

 \xC3\xB9 |0

<U970D> \xBB\xF4 |0

<U970E> \xF6\xAE |0

<U970F> \xF6\xAD |0

<U9713> \xC4\xDE |0

<U9716> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U971C> \xCB\xAA |0

<U971E> \xCF\xBC |0

<U972A> \xF6\xAF |0

<U972D> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U9730> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U9732> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U9738> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U9739> \xC5\xF9 |0

<U973E> \xF6\xB2 |0

<U9752> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U9753> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U9756> \xBE\xB8 |0
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<U9759> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U975B> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U975E> \xB7\xC7 |0

<U9760> \xBF\xBF |0

<U9761> \xC3\xD2 |0

<U9762> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U9765> \xD8\xCC |0

<U9769> \xB8\xEF |0

<U9773> \xBD\xF9 |0

<U9774> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U9776> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U977C> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U9785> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U978B> \xD0\xAC |0

<U978D> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U9791> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U9792> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U9794> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U9798> \xC7\xCA |0

<U97A0> \xBE\xCF |0

<U97A3> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U97AB> \xF7\xB6 |0

<U97AD> \xB1\xDE |0

<U97AF> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U97B2> \xF7\xB8 |0

<U97B4> \xF7\xB9 |0

<U97E6> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U97E7> \xC8\xCD |0

<U97E9> \xBA\xAB |0

<U97EA> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U97EB> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U97EC> \xE8\xBA |0

<U97ED>

 \xBE\xC2 |0

<U97F3> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U97F5> \xD4\xCF |0

<U97F6> \xC9\xD8 |0

<U9875> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U9876> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U9877> \xC7\xEA |0

<U9878> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9879> \xCF\xEE |0

<U987A> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U987B> \xD0\xEB |0

<U987C> \xE7\xEF |0

<U987D> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U987E> \xB9\xCB |0

<U987F> \xB6\xD9 |0
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<U9880> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9881> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U9882> \xCB\xCC |0

<U9883> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9884> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U9885> \xC2\xAD |0

<U9886> \xC1\xEC |0

<U9887> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U9888> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U9889> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U988A> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U988C> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U988D> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U988F> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U9890> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U9891> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U9893> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U9894> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9896> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U9897> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U9898> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U989A> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U989B> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U989C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U989D> \xB6\xEE |0

<U989E> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U989F> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U98A0> \xB5\xDF |0

<U98A1> \xF2\xAA |0

<U98A2> \xF2\xAB |0

<U98A4> \xB2\xFC |0

<U98A5> \xF2\xAC |0

<U98A6> \xF2\xAD |0

<U98A7> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U98CE> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U98D1>

 \xEC\xA9 |0

<U98D2> \xEC\xAA |0

<U98D3> \xEC\xAB |0

<U98D5> \xEC\xAC |0

<U98D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U98D9> \xEC\xAD |0

<U98DA> \xEC\xAE |0

<U98DE> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U98DF> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U98E7> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U98E8> \xF7\xCF |0

<U990D> \xF7\xD0 |0
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<U9910> \xB2\xCD |0

<U992E> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U9954> \xF7\xD3 |0

<U9955> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U9963> \xE2\xBB |0

<U9965> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U9967> \xE2\xBC |0

<U9968> \xE2\xBD |0

<U9969> \xE2\xBE |0

<U996A> \xE2\xBF |0

<U996B> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U996C> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U996D> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U996E> \xD2\xFB |0

<U996F> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U9970> \xCA\xCE |0

<U9971> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U9972> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U9974> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U9975> \xB6\xFC |0

<U9976> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U9977> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U997A> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U997C> \xB1\xFD |0

<U997D> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U997F> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U9980> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9981> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U9984> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9985> \xCF\xDA |0

<U9986> \xB9\xDD |0

<U9987> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U9988> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U998A> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U998B> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U998D> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U998F> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U9990> \xE2\xCA |0

<U9991>

 \xE2\xCB |0

<U9992> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U9993> \xE2\xCC |0

<U9994> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9995> \xE2\xCE |0

<U9996> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U9997> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U9998> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U9999> \xCF\xE3 |0
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<U99A5> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U99A8> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U9A6C> \xC2\xED |0

<U9A6D> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U9A6E> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9A6F> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U9A70> \xB3\xDB |0

<U9A71> \xC7\xFD |0

<U9A73> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U9A74> \xC2\xBF |0

<U9A75> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U9A76> \xCA\xBB |0

<U9A77> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U9A78> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U9A79> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U9A7A> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U9A7B> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U9A7C> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9A7D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U9A7E> \xBC\xDD |0

<U9A7F> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U9A80> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U9A81> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U9A82> \xC2\xEE |0

<U9A84> \xBD\xBE |0

<U9A85> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U9A86> \xC2\xE6 |0

<U9A87> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U9A88> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9A8A> \xE6\xEA |0

<U9A8B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U9A8C> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U9A8F> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U9A90> \xE6\xEB |0

<U9A91> \xC6\xEF |0

<U9A92> \xE6\xEC |0

<U9A93> \xE6\xED |0

<U9A96> \xE6\xEE |0

<U9A97> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A98> \xE6\xEF |0

<U9A9A> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U9A9B>

 \xE6\xF0 |0

<U9A9C> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U9A9D> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U9A9E> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U9A9F> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U9AA0> \xE6\xF4 |0
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<U9AA1> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U9AA2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U9AA3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U9AA4> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U9AA5> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U9AA7> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U9AA8> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U9AB0> \xF7\xBB |0

<U9AB1> \xF7\xBA |0

<U9AB6> \xF7\xBE |0

<U9AB7> \xF7\xBC |0

<U9AB8> \xBA\xA1 |0

<U9ABA> \xF7\xBF |0

<U9ABC> \xF7\xC0 |0

<U9AC0> \xF7\xC2 |0

<U9AC1> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U9AC2> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U9AC5> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U9ACB> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U9ACC> \xF7\xC6 |0

<U9AD1> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U9AD3> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U9AD8> \xB8\xDF |0

<U9ADF> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U9AE1> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U9AE6> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U9AEB> \xF7\xD8 |0

<U9AED> \xF7\xDA |0

<U9AEF> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U9AF9> \xF7\xDB |0

<U9AFB> \xF7\xD9 |0

<U9B03> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U9B08> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9B0F> \xF7\xDD |0

<U9B13> \xF7\xDE |0

<U9B1F> \xF7\xDF |0

<U9B23> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U9B2F> \xDB\xCB |0

<U9B32> \xD8\xAA |0

<U9B3B> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U9B3C> \xB9\xED |0

<U9B41> \xBF\xFD |0

<U9B42> \xBB\xEA |0

<U9B43> \xF7\xC9 |0

<U9B44>

 \xC6\xC7 |0

<U9B45> \xF7\xC8 |0

<U9B47> \xF7\xCA |0
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<U9B48> \xF7\xCC |0

<U9B49> \xF7\xCB |0

<U9B4D> \xF7\xCD |0

<U9B4F> \xCE\xBA |0

<U9B51> \xF7\xCE |0

<U9B54> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U9C7C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U9C7F> \xF6\xCF |0

<U9C81> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U9C82> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U9C85> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U9C86> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U9C87> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U9C88> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U9C8B> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U9C8D> \xB1\xAB |0

<U9C8E> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U9C90> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U9C91> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U9C92> \xF6\xDA |0

<U9C94> \xF6\xDB |0

<U9C95> \xF6\xDC |0

<U9C9A> \xF6\xDD |0

<U9C9B> \xF6\xDE |0

<U9C9C> \xCF\xCA |0

<U9C9E> \xF6\xDF |0

<U9C9F> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U9CA0> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U9CA1> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U9CA2> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U9CA3> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U9CA4> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U9CA5> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U9CA6> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U9CA7> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U9CA8> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U9CA9> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U9CAB> \xF6\xEA |0

<U9CAD> \xF6\xEB |0

<U9CAE> \xF6\xEC |0

<U9CB0> \xF6\xED |0

<U9CB1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U9CB2> \xF6\xEF |0

<U9CB3> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U9CB4> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U9CB5> \xF6\xF2 |0

<U9CB6> \xF6\xF3 |0

<U9CB7>
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 \xF6\xF4 |0

<U9CB8> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U9CBA> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U9CBB> \xF6\xF6 |0

<U9CBC> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U9CBD> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U9CC3> \xC8\xFA |0

<U9CC4> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U9CC5> \xF6\xFA |0

<U9CC6> \xF6\xFB |0

<U9CC7> \xF6\xFC |0

<U9CCA> \xF6\xFD |0

<U9CCB> \xF6\xFE |0

<U9CCC> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9CCD> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U9CCE> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U9CCF> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U9CD0> \xF7\xA5 |0

<U9CD3> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U9CD4> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U9CD5> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U9CD6> \xB1\xEE |0

<U9CD7> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U9CD8> \xF7\xAA |0

<U9CD9> \xF7\xAB |0

<U9CDC> \xF7\xAC |0

<U9CDD> \xF7\xAD |0

<U9CDE> \xC1\xDB |0

<U9CDF> \xF7\xAE |0

<U9CE2> \xF7\xAF |0

<U9E1F> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U9E20> \xF0\xAF |0

<U9E21> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U9E22> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U9E23> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U9E25> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U9E26> \xD1\xBB |0

<U9E28> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U9E29> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U9E2A> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U9E2B> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U9E2C> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U9E2D> \xD1\xBC |0

<U9E2F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U9E31> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U9E32> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U9E33> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U9E35> \xCD\xD2 |0
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<U9E36> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U9E37> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9E38>

 \xF0\xB9 |0

<U9E39> \xF0\xBB |0

<U9E3A> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9E3D> \xB8\xEB |0

<U9E3E> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9E3F> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U9E41> \xF0\xBE |0

<U9E42> \xF0\xBF |0

<U9E43> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U9E44> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U9E45> \xB6\xEC |0

<U9E46> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9E47> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9E48> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9E49> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U9E4A> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U9E4B> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9E4C> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9E4E> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9E4F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U9E51> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U9E55> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U9E57> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9E58> \xF7\xBD |0

<U9E5A> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9E5B> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9E5C> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9E5E> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9E63> \xF0\xCF |0

<U9E64> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U9E66> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U9E67> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9E68> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9E69> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9E6A> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U9E6B> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U9E6C> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U9E6D> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U9E70> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U9E71> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9E73> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U9E7E> \xF5\xBA |0

<U9E7F> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U9E82> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U9E87> \xF7\xE5 |0
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<U9E88> \xF7\xE6 |0

<U9E8B> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U9E92> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U9E93> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U9E9D> \xF7\xEA |0

<U9E9F>

 \xF7\xEB |0

<U9EA6> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U9EB4> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U9EB8> \xF4\xEF |0

<U9EBB> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U9EBD> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U9EBE> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U9EC4> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U9EC9> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U9ECD> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U9ECE> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U9ECF> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U9ED1> \xBA\xDA |0

<U9ED4> \xC7\xAD |0

<U9ED8> \xC4\xAC |0

<U9EDB> \xF7\xEC |0

<U9EDC> \xF7\xED |0

<U9EDD> \xF7\xEE |0

<U9EDF> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U9EE0> \xF7\xEF |0

<U9EE2> \xF7\xF1 |0

<U9EE5> \xF7\xF4 |0

<U9EE7> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U9EE9> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U9EEA> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U9EEF> \xF7\xF6 |0

<U9EF9> \xED\xE9 |0

<U9EFB> \xED\xEA |0

<U9EFC> \xED\xEB |0

<U9EFE> \xF6\xBC |0

<U9F0B> \xF6\xBD |0

<U9F0D> \xF6\xBE |0

<U9F0E> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U9F10> \xD8\xBE |0

<U9F13> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U9F17> \xD8\xBB |0

<U9F19> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U9F20> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U9F22> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U9F2C> \xF7\xF8 |0

<U9F2F> \xF7\xF9 |0

<U9F37> \xF7\xFB |0
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<U9F39> \xF7\xFA |0

<U9F3B> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U9F3D> \xF7\xFC |0

<U9F3E> \xF7\xFD |0

<U9F44> \xF7\xFE |0

<U9F50> \xC6\xEB |0

<U9F51> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U9F7F> \xB3\xDD |0

<U9F80>

 \xF6\xB3 |0

<U9F83> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U9F84> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U9F85> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U9F86> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U9F87> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U9F88> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U9F89> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U9F8A> \xF6\xBA |0

<U9F8B> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U9F8C> \xF6\xBB |0

<U9F99> \xC1\xFA |0

<U9F9A> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U9F9B> \xED\xE8 |0

<U9F9F> \xB9\xEA |0

<U9FA0> \xD9\xDF |0

<UE000> \xA2\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xA2\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xA2\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xA2\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xA2\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xA2\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xA2\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xA2\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xA2\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xA2\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xA2\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xA2\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xA2\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xA2\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xA2\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xA2\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xA2\xE3 |0

<UE011> \xA2\xE4 |0

<UE012> \xA2\xEF |0

<UE013> \xA2\xF0 |0

<UE014> \xA2\xFD |0

<UE015> \xA2\xFE |0

<UE016> \xA4\xF4 |0
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<UE017> \xA4\xF5 |0

<UE018> \xA4\xF6 |0

<UE019> \xA4\xF7 |0

<UE01A> \xA4\xF8 |0

<UE01B> \xA4\xF9 |0

<UE01C> \xA4\xFA |0

<UE01D> \xA4\xFB |0

<UE01E> \xA4\xFC |0

<UE01F> \xA4\xFD |0

<UE020> \xA4\xFE |0

<UE021> \xA5\xF7 |0

<UE022>

 \xA5\xF8 |0

<UE023> \xA5\xF9 |0

<UE024> \xA5\xFA |0

<UE025> \xA5\xFB |0

<UE026> \xA5\xFC |0

<UE027> \xA5\xFD |0

<UE028> \xA5\xFE |0

<UE029> \xA6\xB9 |0

<UE02A> \xA6\xBA |0

<UE02B> \xA6\xBB |0

<UE02C> \xA6\xBC |0

<UE02D> \xA6\xBD |0

<UE02E> \xA6\xBE |0

<UE02F> \xA6\xBF |0

<UE030> \xA6\xC0 |0

<UE031> \xA6\xD9 |0

<UE032> \xA6\xDA |0

<UE033> \xA6\xDB |0

<UE034> \xA6\xDC |0

<UE035> \xA6\xDD |0

<UE036> \xA6\xDE |0

<UE037> \xA6\xDF |0

<UE038> \xA6\xE0 |0

<UE039> \xA6\xE1 |0

<UE03A> \xA6\xE2 |0

<UE03B> \xA6\xE3 |0

<UE03C> \xA6\xE4 |0

<UE03D> \xA6\xE5 |0

<UE03E> \xA6\xE6 |0

<UE03F> \xA6\xE7 |0

<UE040> \xA6\xE8 |0

<UE041> \xA6\xE9 |0

<UE042> \xA6\xEA |0

<UE043> \xA6\xEB |0

<UE044> \xA6\xEC |0

<UE045> \xA6\xED |0
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<UE046> \xA6\xEE |0

<UE047> \xA6\xEF |0

<UE048> \xA6\xF0 |0

<UE049> \xA6\xF1 |0

<UE04A> \xA6\xF2 |0

<UE04B> \xA6\xF3 |0

<UE04C> \xA6\xF4 |0

<UE04D> \xA6\xF5 |0

<UE04E> \xA6\xF6 |0

<UE04F> \xA6\xF7 |0

<UE050> \xA6\xF8 |0

<UE051> \xA6\xF9 |0

<UE052> \xA6\xFA |0

<UE053> \xA6\xFB |0

<UE054>

 \xA6\xFC |0

<UE055> \xA6\xFD |0

<UE056> \xA6\xFE |0

<UE057> \xA7\xC2 |0

<UE058> \xA7\xC3 |0

<UE059> \xA7\xC4 |0

<UE05A> \xA7\xC5 |0

<UE05B> \xA7\xC6 |0

<UE05C> \xA7\xC7 |0

<UE05D> \xA7\xC8 |0

<UE05E> \xA7\xC9 |0

<UE05F> \xA7\xCA |0

<UE060> \xA7\xCB |0

<UE061> \xA7\xCC |0

<UE062> \xA7\xCD |0

<UE063> \xA7\xCE |0

<UE064> \xA7\xCF |0

<UE065> \xA7\xD0 |0

<UE066> \xA7\xF2 |0

<UE067> \xA7\xF3 |0

<UE068> \xA7\xF4 |0

<UE069> \xA7\xF5 |0

<UE06A> \xA7\xF6 |0

<UE06B> \xA7\xF7 |0

<UE06C> \xA7\xF8 |0

<UE06D> \xA7\xF9 |0

<UE06E> \xA7\xFA |0

<UE06F> \xA7\xFB |0

<UE070> \xA7\xFC |0

<UE071> \xA7\xFD |0

<UE072> \xA7\xFE |0

<UE073> \xA8\xBB |0

<UE074> \xA8\xBC |0
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<UE075> \xA8\xBD |0

<UE076> \xA8\xBE |0

<UE077> \xA8\xBF |0

<UE078> \xA8\xC0 |0

<UE079> \xA8\xC1 |0

<UE07A> \xA8\xC2 |0

<UE07B> \xA8\xC3 |0

<UE07C> \xA8\xC4 |0

<UE07D> \xA8\xEA |0

<UE07E> \xA8\xEB |0

<UE07F> \xA8\xEC |0

<UE080> \xA8\xED |0

<UE081> \xA8\xEE |0

<UE082> \xA8\xEF |0

<UE083> \xA8\xF0 |0

<UE084> \xA8\xF1 |0

<UE085> \xA8\xF2 |0

<UE086>

 \xA8\xF3 |0

<UE087> \xA8\xF4 |0

<UE088> \xA8\xF5 |0

<UE089> \xA8\xF6 |0

<UE08A> \xA8\xF7 |0

<UE08B> \xA8\xF8 |0

<UE08C> \xA8\xF9 |0

<UE08D> \xA8\xFA |0

<UE08E> \xA8\xFB |0

<UE08F> \xA8\xFC |0

<UE090> \xA8\xFD |0

<UE091> \xA8\xFE |0

<UE092> \xA9\xA1 |0

<UE093> \xA9\xA2 |0

<UE094> \xA9\xA3 |0

<UE095> \xA9\xF0 |0

<UE096> \xA9\xF1 |0

<UE097> \xA9\xF2 |0

<UE098> \xA9\xF3 |0

<UE099> \xA9\xF4 |0

<UE09A> \xA9\xF5 |0

<UE09B> \xA9\xF6 |0

<UE09C> \xA9\xF7 |0

<UE09D> \xA9\xF8 |0

<UE09E> \xA9\xF9 |0

<UE09F> \xA9\xFA |0

<UE0A0> \xA9\xFB |0

<UE0A1> \xA9\xFC |0

<UE0A2> \xA9\xFD |0

<UE0A3> \xA9\xFE |0
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<UE0A4> \xAA\xA1 |0

<UE0A5> \xAA\xA2 |0

<UE0A6> \xAA\xA3 |0

<UE0A7> \xAA\xA4 |0

<UE0A8> \xAA\xA5 |0

<UE0A9> \xAA\xA6 |0

<UE0AA> \xAA\xA7 |0

<UE0AB> \xAA\xA8 |0

<UE0AC> \xAA\xA9 |0

<UE0AD> \xAA\xAA |0

<UE0AE> \xAA\xAB |0

<UE0AF> \xAA\xAC |0

<UE0B0> \xAA\xAD |0

<UE0B1> \xAA\xAE |0

<UE0B2> \xAA\xAF |0

<UE0B3> \xAA\xB0 |0

<UE0B4> \xAA\xB1 |0

<UE0B5> \xAA\xB2 |0

<UE0B6> \xAA\xB3 |0

<UE0B7> \xAA\xB4 |0

<UE0B8>

 \xAA\xB5 |0

<UE0B9> \xAA\xB6 |0

<UE0BA> \xAA\xB7 |0

<UE0BB> \xAA\xB8 |0

<UE0BC> \xAA\xB9 |0

<UE0BD> \xAA\xBA |0

<UE0BE> \xAA\xBB |0

<UE0BF> \xAA\xBC |0

<UE0C0> \xAA\xBD |0

<UE0C1> \xAA\xBE |0

<UE0C2> \xAA\xBF |0

<UE0C3> \xAA\xC0 |0

<UE0C4> \xAA\xC1 |0

<UE0C5> \xAA\xC2 |0

<UE0C6> \xAA\xC3 |0

<UE0C7> \xAA\xC4 |0

<UE0C8> \xAA\xC5 |0

<UE0C9> \xAA\xC6 |0

<UE0CA> \xAA\xC7 |0

<UE0CB> \xAA\xC8 |0

<UE0CC> \xAA\xC9 |0

<UE0CD> \xAA\xCA |0

<UE0CE> \xAA\xCB |0

<UE0CF> \xAA\xCC |0

<UE0D0> \xAA\xCD |0

<UE0D1> \xAA\xCE |0

<UE0D2> \xAA\xCF |0
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<UE0D3> \xAA\xD0 |0

<UE0D4> \xAA\xD1 |0

<UE0D5> \xAA\xD2 |0

<UE0D6> \xAA\xD3 |0

<UE0D7> \xAA\xD4 |0

<UE0D8> \xAA\xD5 |0

<UE0D9> \xAA\xD6 |0

<UE0DA> \xAA\xD7 |0

<UE0DB> \xAA\xD8 |0

<UE0DC> \xAA\xD9 |0

<UE0DD> \xAA\xDA |0

<UE0DE> \xAA\xDB |0

<UE0DF> \xAA\xDC |0

<UE0E0> \xAA\xDD |0

<UE0E1> \xAA\xDE |0

<UE0E2> \xAA\xDF |0

<UE0E3> \xAA\xE0 |0

<UE0E4> \xAA\xE1 |0

<UE0E5> \xAA\xE2 |0

<UE0E6> \xAA\xE3 |0

<UE0E7> \xAA\xE4 |0

<UE0E8> \xAA\xE5 |0

<UE0E9> \xAA\xE6 |0

<UE0EA>

 \xAA\xE7 |0

<UE0EB> \xAA\xE8 |0

<UE0EC> \xAA\xE9 |0

<UE0ED> \xAA\xEA |0

<UE0EE> \xAA\xEB |0

<UE0EF> \xAA\xEC |0

<UE0F0> \xAA\xED |0

<UE0F1> \xAA\xEE |0

<UE0F2> \xAA\xEF |0

<UE0F3> \xAA\xF0 |0

<UE0F4> \xAA\xF1 |0

<UE0F5> \xAA\xF2 |0

<UE0F6> \xAA\xF3 |0

<UE0F7> \xAA\xF4 |0

<UE0F8> \xAA\xF5 |0

<UE0F9> \xAA\xF6 |0

<UE0FA> \xAA\xF7 |0

<UE0FB> \xAA\xF8 |0

<UE0FC> \xAA\xF9 |0

<UE0FD> \xAA\xFA |0

<UE0FE> \xAA\xFB |0

<UE0FF> \xAA\xFC |0

<UE100> \xAA\xFD |0

<UE101> \xAA\xFE |0
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<UE102> \xAB\xA1 |0

<UE103> \xAB\xA2 |0

<UE104> \xAB\xA3 |0

<UE105> \xAB\xA4 |0

<UE106> \xAB\xA5 |0

<UE107> \xAB\xA6 |0

<UE108> \xAB\xA7 |0

<UE109> \xAB\xA8 |0

<UE10A> \xAB\xA9 |0

<UE10B> \xAB\xAA |0

<UE10C> \xAB\xAB |0

<UE10D> \xAB\xAC |0

<UE10E> \xAB\xAD |0

<UE10F> \xAB\xAE |0

<UE110> \xAB\xAF |0

<UE111> \xAB\xB0 |0

<UE112> \xAB\xB1 |0

<UE113> \xAB\xB2 |0

<UE114> \xAB\xB3 |0

<UE115> \xAB\xB4 |0

<UE116> \xAB\xB5 |0

<UE117> \xAB\xB6 |0

<UE118> \xAB\xB7 |0

<UE119> \xAB\xB8 |0

<UE11A> \xAB\xB9 |0

<UE11B> \xAB\xBA |0

<UE11C>

 \xAB\xBB |0

<UE11D> \xAB\xBC |0

<UE11E> \xAB\xBD |0

<UE11F> \xAB\xBE |0

<UE120> \xAB\xBF |0

<UE121> \xAB\xC0 |0

<UE122> \xAB\xC1 |0

<UE123> \xAB\xC2 |0

<UE124> \xAB\xC3 |0

<UE125> \xAB\xC4 |0

<UE126> \xAB\xC5 |0

<UE127> \xAB\xC6 |0

<UE128> \xAB\xC7 |0

<UE129> \xAB\xC8 |0

<UE12A> \xAB\xC9 |0

<UE12B> \xAB\xCA |0

<UE12C> \xAB\xCB |0

<UE12D> \xAB\xCC |0

<UE12E> \xAB\xCD |0

<UE12F> \xAB\xCE |0

<UE130> \xAB\xCF |0
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<UE131> \xAB\xD0 |0

<UE132> \xAB\xD1 |0

<UE133> \xAB\xD2 |0

<UE134> \xAB\xD3 |0

<UE135> \xAB\xD4 |0

<UE136> \xAB\xD5 |0

<UE137> \xAB\xD6 |0

<UE138> \xAB\xD7 |0

<UE139> \xAB\xD8 |0

<UE13A> \xAB\xD9 |0

<UE13B> \xAB\xDA |0

<UE13C> \xAB\xDB |0

<UE13D> \xAB\xDC |0

<UE13E> \xAB\xDD |0

<UE13F> \xAB\xDE |0

<UE140> \xAB\xDF |0

<UE141> \xAB\xE0 |0

<UE142> \xAB\xE1 |0

<UE143> \xAB\xE2 |0

<UE144> \xAB\xE3 |0

<UE145> \xAB\xE4 |0

<UE146> \xAB\xE5 |0

<UE147> \xAB\xE6 |0

<UE148> \xAB\xE7 |0

<UE149> \xAB\xE8 |0

<UE14A> \xAB\xE9 |0

<UE14B> \xAB\xEA |0

<UE14C> \xAB\xEB |0

<UE14D> \xAB\xEC |0

<UE14E>

 \xAB\xED |0

<UE14F> \xAB\xEE |0

<UE150> \xAB\xEF |0

<UE151> \xAB\xF0 |0

<UE152> \xAB\xF1 |0

<UE153> \xAB\xF2 |0

<UE154> \xAB\xF3 |0

<UE155> \xAB\xF4 |0

<UE156> \xAB\xF5 |0

<UE157> \xAB\xF6 |0

<UE158> \xAB\xF7 |0

<UE159> \xAB\xF8 |0

<UE15A> \xAB\xF9 |0

<UE15B> \xAB\xFA |0

<UE15C> \xAB\xFB |0

<UE15D> \xAB\xFC |0

<UE15E> \xAB\xFD |0

<UE15F> \xAB\xFE |0
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<UE160> \xAC\xA1 |0

<UE161> \xAC\xA2 |0

<UE162> \xAC\xA3 |0

<UE163> \xAC\xA4 |0

<UE164> \xAC\xA5 |0

<UE165> \xAC\xA6 |0

<UE166> \xAC\xA7 |0

<UE167> \xAC\xA8 |0

<UE168> \xAC\xA9 |0

<UE169> \xAC\xAA |0

<UE16A> \xAC\xAB |0

<UE16B> \xAC\xAC |0

<UE16C> \xAC\xAD |0

<UE16D> \xAC\xAE |0

<UE16E> \xAC\xAF |0

<UE16F> \xAC\xB0 |0

<UE170> \xAC\xB1 |0

<UE171> \xAC\xB2 |0

<UE172> \xAC\xB3 |0

<UE173> \xAC\xB4 |0

<UE174> \xAC\xB5 |0

<UE175> \xAC\xB6 |0

<UE176> \xAC\xB7 |0

<UE177> \xAC\xB8 |0

<UE178> \xAC\xB9 |0

<UE179> \xAC\xBA |0

<UE17A> \xAC\xBB |0

<UE17B> \xAC\xBC |0

<UE17C> \xAC\xBD |0

<UE17D> \xAC\xBE |0

<UE17E> \xAC\xBF |0

<UE17F> \xAC\xC0 |0

<UE180>

 \xAC\xC1 |0

<UE181> \xAC\xC2 |0

<UE182> \xAC\xC3 |0

<UE183> \xAC\xC4 |0

<UE184> \xAC\xC5 |0

<UE185> \xAC\xC6 |0

<UE186> \xAC\xC7 |0

<UE187> \xAC\xC8 |0

<UE188> \xAC\xC9 |0

<UE189> \xAC\xCA |0

<UE18A> \xAC\xCB |0

<UE18B> \xAC\xCC |0

<UE18C> \xAC\xCD |0

<UE18D> \xAC\xCE |0

<UE18E> \xAC\xCF |0
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<UE18F> \xAC\xD0 |0

<UE190> \xAC\xD1 |0

<UE191> \xAC\xD2 |0

<UE192> \xAC\xD3 |0

<UE193> \xAC\xD4 |0

<UE194> \xAC\xD5 |0

<UE195> \xAC\xD6 |0

<UE196> \xAC\xD7 |0

<UE197> \xAC\xD8 |0

<UE198> \xAC\xD9 |0

<UE199> \xAC\xDA |0

<UE19A> \xAC\xDB |0

<UE19B> \xAC\xDC |0

<UE19C> \xAC\xDD |0

<UE19D> \xAC\xDE |0

<UE19E> \xAC\xDF |0

<UE19F> \xAC\xE0 |0

<UE1A0> \xAC\xE1 |0

<UE1A1> \xAC\xE2 |0

<UE1A2> \xAC\xE3 |0

<UE1A3> \xAC\xE4 |0

<UE1A4> \xAC\xE5 |0

<UE1A5> \xAC\xE6 |0

<UE1A6> \xAC\xE7 |0

<UE1A7> \xAC\xE8 |0

<UE1A8> \xAC\xE9 |0

<UE1A9> \xAC\xEA |0

<UE1AA> \xAC\xEB |0

<UE1AB> \xAC\xEC |0

<UE1AC> \xAC\xED |0

<UE1AD> \xAC\xEE |0

<UE1AE> \xAC\xEF |0

<UE1AF> \xAC\xF0 |0

<UE1B0> \xAC\xF1 |0

<UE1B1> \xAC\xF2 |0

<UE1B2>

 \xAC\xF3 |0

<UE1B3> \xAC\xF4 |0

<UE1B4> \xAC\xF5 |0

<UE1B5> \xAC\xF6 |0

<UE1B6> \xAC\xF7 |0

<UE1B7> \xAC\xF8 |0

<UE1B8> \xAC\xF9 |0

<UE1B9> \xAC\xFA |0

<UE1BA> \xAC\xFB |0

<UE1BB> \xAC\xFC |0

<UE1BC> \xAC\xFD |0

<UE1BD> \xAC\xFE |0
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<UE1BE> \xAD\xA1 |0

<UE1BF> \xAD\xA2 |0

<UE1C0> \xAD\xA3 |0

<UE1C1> \xAD\xA4 |0

<UE1C2> \xAD\xA5 |0

<UE1C3> \xAD\xA6 |0

<UE1C4> \xAD\xA7 |0

<UE1C5> \xAD\xA8 |0

<UE1C6> \xAD\xA9 |0

<UE1C7> \xAD\xAA |0

<UE1C8> \xAD\xAB |0

<UE1C9> \xAD\xAC |0

<UE1CA> \xAD\xAD |0

<UE1CB> \xAD\xAE |0

<UE1CC> \xAD\xAF |0

<UE1CD> \xAD\xB0 |0

<UE1CE> \xAD\xB1 |0

<UE1CF> \xAD\xB2 |0

<UE1D0> \xAD\xB3 |0

<UE1D1> \xAD\xB4 |0

<UE1D2> \xAD\xB5 |0

<UE1D3> \xAD\xB6 |0

<UE1D4> \xAD\xB7 |0

<UE1D5> \xAD\xB8 |0

<UE1D6> \xAD\xB9 |0

<UE1D7> \xAD\xBA |0

<UE1D8> \xAD\xBB |0

<UE1D9> \xAD\xBC |0

<UE1DA> \xAD\xBD |0

<UE1DB> \xAD\xBE |0

<UE1DC> \xAD\xBF |0

<UE1DD> \xAD\xC0 |0

<UE1DE> \xAD\xC1 |0

<UE1DF> \xAD\xC2 |0

<UE1E0> \xAD\xC3 |0

<UE1E1> \xAD\xC4 |0

<UE1E2> \xAD\xC5 |0

<UE1E3> \xAD\xC6 |0

<UE1E4>

 \xAD\xC7 |0

<UE1E5> \xAD\xC8 |0

<UE1E6> \xAD\xC9 |0

<UE1E7> \xAD\xCA |0

<UE1E8> \xAD\xCB |0

<UE1E9> \xAD\xCC |0

<UE1EA> \xAD\xCD |0

<UE1EB> \xAD\xCE |0

<UE1EC> \xAD\xCF |0
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<UE1ED> \xAD\xD0 |0

<UE1EE> \xAD\xD1 |0

<UE1EF> \xAD\xD2 |0

<UE1F0> \xAD\xD3 |0

<UE1F1> \xAD\xD4 |0

<UE1F2> \xAD\xD5 |0

<UE1F3> \xAD\xD6 |0

<UE1F4> \xAD\xD7 |0

<UE1F5> \xAD\xD8 |0

<UE1F6> \xAD\xD9 |0

<UE1F7> \xAD\xDA |0

<UE1F8> \xAD\xDB |0

<UE1F9> \xAD\xDC |0

<UE1FA> \xAD\xDD |0

<UE1FB> \xAD\xDE |0

<UE1FC> \xAD\xDF |0

<UE1FD> \xAD\xE0 |0

<UE1FE> \xAD\xE1 |0

<UE1FF> \xAD\xE2 |0

<UE200> \xAD\xE3 |0

<UE201> \xAD\xE4 |0

<UE202> \xAD\xE5 |0

<UE203> \xAD\xE6 |0

<UE204> \xAD\xE7 |0

<UE205> \xAD\xE8 |0

<UE206> \xAD\xE9 |0

<UE207> \xAD\xEA |0

<UE208> \xAD\xEB |0

<UE209> \xAD\xEC |0

<UE20A> \xAD\xED |0

<UE20B> \xAD\xEE |0

<UE20C> \xAD\xEF |0

<UE20D> \xAD\xF0 |0

<UE20E> \xAD\xF1 |0

<UE20F> \xAD\xF2 |0

<UE210> \xAD\xF3 |0

<UE211> \xAD\xF4 |0

<UE212> \xAD\xF5 |0

<UE213> \xAD\xF6 |0

<UE214> \xAD\xF7 |0

<UE215> \xAD\xF8 |0

<UE216>

 \xAD\xF9 |0

<UE217> \xAD\xFA |0

<UE218> \xAD\xFB |0

<UE219> \xAD\xFC |0

<UE21A> \xAD\xFD |0

<UE21B> \xAD\xFE |0
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<UE21C> \xAE\xA1 |0

<UE21D> \xAE\xA2 |0

<UE21E> \xAE\xA3 |0

<UE21F> \xAE\xA4 |0

<UE220> \xAE\xA5 |0

<UE221> \xAE\xA6 |0

<UE222> \xAE\xA7 |0

<UE223> \xAE\xA8 |0

<UE224> \xAE\xA9 |0

<UE225> \xAE\xAA |0

<UE226> \xAE\xAB |0

<UE227> \xAE\xAC |0

<UE228> \xAE\xAD |0

<UE229> \xAE\xAE |0

<UE22A> \xAE\xAF |0

<UE22B> \xAE\xB0 |0

<UE22C> \xAE\xB1 |0

<UE22D> \xAE\xB2 |0

<UE22E> \xAE\xB3 |0

<UE22F> \xAE\xB4 |0

<UE230> \xAE\xB5 |0

<UE231> \xAE\xB6 |0

<UE232> \xAE\xB7 |0

<UE233> \xAE\xB8 |0

<UE234> \xAE\xB9 |0

<UE235> \xAE\xBA |0

<UE236> \xAE\xBB |0

<UE237> \xAE\xBC |0

<UE238> \xAE\xBD |0

<UE239> \xAE\xBE |0

<UE23A> \xAE\xBF |0

<UE23B> \xAE\xC0 |0

<UE23C> \xAE\xC1 |0

<UE23D> \xAE\xC2 |0

<UE23E> \xAE\xC3 |0

<UE23F> \xAE\xC4 |0

<UE240> \xAE\xC5 |0

<UE241> \xAE\xC6 |0

<UE242> \xAE\xC7 |0

<UE243> \xAE\xC8 |0

<UE244> \xAE\xC9 |0

<UE245> \xAE\xCA |0

<UE246> \xAE\xCB |0

<UE247> \xAE\xCC |0

<UE248>

 \xAE\xCD |0

<UE249> \xAE\xCE |0

<UE24A> \xAE\xCF |0
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<UE24B> \xAE\xD0 |0

<UE24C> \xAE\xD1 |0

<UE24D> \xAE\xD2 |0

<UE24E> \xAE\xD3 |0

<UE24F> \xAE\xD4 |0

<UE250> \xAE\xD5 |0

<UE251> \xAE\xD6 |0

<UE252> \xAE\xD7 |0

<UE253> \xAE\xD8 |0

<UE254> \xAE\xD9 |0

<UE255> \xAE\xDA |0

<UE256> \xAE\xDB |0

<UE257> \xAE\xDC |0

<UE258> \xAE\xDD |0

<UE259> \xAE\xDE |0

<UE25A> \xAE\xDF |0

<UE25B> \xAE\xE0 |0

<UE25C> \xAE\xE1 |0

<UE25D> \xAE\xE2 |0

<UE25E> \xAE\xE3 |0

<UE25F> \xAE\xE4 |0

<UE260> \xAE\xE5 |0

<UE261> \xAE\xE6 |0

<UE262> \xAE\xE7 |0

<UE263> \xAE\xE8 |0

<UE264> \xAE\xE9 |0

<UE265> \xAE\xEA |0

<UE266> \xAE\xEB |0

<UE267> \xAE\xEC |0

<UE268> \xAE\xED |0

<UE269> \xAE\xEE |0

<UE26A> \xAE\xEF |0

<UE26B> \xAE\xF0 |0

<UE26C> \xAE\xF1 |0

<UE26D> \xAE\xF2 |0

<UE26E> \xAE\xF3 |0

<UE26F> \xAE\xF4 |0

<UE270> \xAE\xF5 |0

<UE271> \xAE\xF6 |0

<UE272> \xAE\xF7 |0

<UE273> \xAE\xF8 |0

<UE274> \xAE\xF9 |0

<UE275> \xAE\xFA |0

<UE276> \xAE\xFB |0

<UE277> \xAE\xFC |0

<UE278> \xAE\xFD |0

<UE279> \xAE\xFE |0

<UE27A>
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 \xAF\xA1 |0

<UE27B> \xAF\xA2 |0

<UE27C> \xAF\xA3 |0

<UE27D> \xAF\xA4 |0

<UE27E> \xAF\xA5 |0

<UE27F> \xAF\xA6 |0

<UE280> \xAF\xA7 |0

<UE281> \xAF\xA8 |0

<UE282> \xAF\xA9 |0

<UE283> \xAF\xAA |0

<UE284> \xAF\xAB |0

<UE285> \xAF\xAC |0

<UE286> \xAF\xAD |0

<UE287> \xAF\xAE |0

<UE288> \xAF\xAF |0

<UE289> \xAF\xB0 |0

<UE28A> \xAF\xB1 |0

<UE28B> \xAF\xB2 |0

<UE28C> \xAF\xB3 |0

<UE28D> \xAF\xB4 |0

<UE28E> \xAF\xB5 |0

<UE28F> \xAF\xB6 |0

<UE290> \xAF\xB7 |0

<UE291> \xAF\xB8 |0

<UE292> \xAF\xB9 |0

<UE293> \xAF\xBA |0

<UE294> \xAF\xBB |0

<UE295> \xAF\xBC |0

<UE296> \xAF\xBD |0

<UE297> \xAF\xBE |0

<UE298> \xAF\xBF |0

<UE299> \xAF\xC0 |0

<UE29A> \xAF\xC1 |0

<UE29B> \xAF\xC2 |0

<UE29C> \xAF\xC3 |0

<UE29D> \xAF\xC4 |0

<UE29E> \xAF\xC5 |0

<UE29F> \xAF\xC6 |0

<UE2A0> \xAF\xC7 |0

<UE2A1> \xAF\xC8 |0

<UE2A2> \xAF\xC9 |0

<UE2A3> \xAF\xCA |0

<UE2A4> \xAF\xCB |0

<UE2A5> \xAF\xCC |0

<UE2A6> \xAF\xCD |0

<UE2A7> \xAF\xCE |0

<UE2A8> \xAF\xCF |0

<UE2A9> \xAF\xD0 |0
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<UE2AA> \xAF\xD1 |0

<UE2AB> \xAF\xD2 |0

<UE2AC>

 \xAF\xD3 |0

<UE2AD> \xAF\xD4 |0

<UE2AE> \xAF\xD5 |0

<UE2AF> \xAF\xD6 |0

<UE2B0> \xAF\xD7 |0

<UE2B1> \xAF\xD8 |0

<UE2B2> \xAF\xD9 |0

<UE2B3> \xAF\xDA |0

<UE2B4> \xAF\xDB |0

<UE2B5> \xAF\xDC |0

<UE2B6> \xAF\xDD |0

<UE2B7> \xAF\xDE |0

<UE2B8> \xAF\xDF |0

<UE2B9> \xAF\xE0 |0

<UE2BA> \xAF\xE1 |0

<UE2BB> \xAF\xE2 |0

<UE2BC> \xAF\xE3 |0

<UE2BD> \xAF\xE4 |0

<UE2BE> \xAF\xE5 |0

<UE2BF> \xAF\xE6 |0

<UE2C0> \xAF\xE7 |0

<UE2C1> \xAF\xE8 |0

<UE2C2> \xAF\xE9 |0

<UE2C3> \xAF\xEA |0

<UE2C4> \xAF\xEB |0

<UE2C5> \xAF\xEC |0

<UE2C6> \xAF\xED |0

<UE2C7> \xAF\xEE |0

<UE2C8> \xAF\xEF |0

<UE2C9> \xAF\xF0 |0

<UE2CA> \xAF\xF1 |0

<UE2CB> \xAF\xF2 |0

<UE2CC> \xAF\xF3 |0

<UE2CD> \xAF\xF4 |0

<UE2CE> \xAF\xF5 |0

<UE2CF> \xAF\xF6 |0

<UE2D0> \xAF\xF7 |0

<UE2D1> \xAF\xF8 |0

<UE2D2> \xAF\xF9 |0

<UE2D3> \xAF\xFA |0

<UE2D4> \xAF\xFB |0

<UE2D5> \xAF\xFC |0

<UE2D6> \xAF\xFD |0

<UE2D7> \xAF\xFE |0

<UE2D8> \xD7\xFA |0
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<UE2D9> \xD7\xFB |0

<UE2DA> \xD7\xFC |0

<UE2DB> \xD7\xFD |0

<UE2DC> \xD7\xFE |0

<UE2DD> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE2DE>

 \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE2DF> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE2E0> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE2E1> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE2E2> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE2E3> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE2E4> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE2E5> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE2E6> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE2E7> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE2E8> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE2E9> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE2EA> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE2EB> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE2EC> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE2ED> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE2EE> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE2EF> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE2F0> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE2F1> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE2F2> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE2F3> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE2F4> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE2F5> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE2F6> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE2F7> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE2F8> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE2F9> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE2FA> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE2FB> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE2FC> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE2FD> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE2FE> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE2FF> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE300> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE301> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE302> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE303> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE304> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE305> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE306> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE307> \xF8\xCB |0
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<UE308> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE309> \xF8\xCD |0

<UE30A> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE30B> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE30C> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE30D> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE30E> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE30F> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE310>

 \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE311> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE312> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE313> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE314> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE315> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE316> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE317> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE318> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE319> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE31A> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE31B> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE31C> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE31D> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE31E> \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE31F> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE320> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE321> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE322> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE323> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE324> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE325> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE326> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE327> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE328> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE329> \xF8\xED |0

<UE32A> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE32B> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE32C> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE32D> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE32E> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE32F> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE330> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE331> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE332> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE333> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE334> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE335> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE336> \xF8\xFA |0
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<UE337> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE338> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE339> \xF8\xFD |0

<UE33A> \xF8\xFE |0

<UE33B> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE33C> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE33D> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE33E> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE33F> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE340> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE341> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE342>

 \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE343> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE344> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE345> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE346> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE347> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE348> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE349> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE34A> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE34B> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE34C> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE34D> \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE34E> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE34F> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE350> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE351> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE352> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE353> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE354> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE355> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE356> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE357> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE358> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE359> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE35A> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE35B> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE35C> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE35D> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE35E> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE35F> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE360> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE361> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE362> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE363> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE364> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE365> \xF9\xCB |0
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<UE366> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE367> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE368> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE369> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE36A> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE36B> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE36C> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE36D> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE36E> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE36F> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE370> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE371> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE372> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE373> \xF9\xD9 |0

<UE374>

 \xF9\xDA |0

<UE375> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE376> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE377> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE378> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE379> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE37A> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE37B> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE37C> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE37D> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE37E> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE37F> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE380> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE381> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE382> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE383> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE384> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE385> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE386> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE387> \xF9\xED |0

<UE388> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE389> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE38A> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE38B> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE38C> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE38D> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE38E> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE38F> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE390> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE391> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE392> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE393> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE394> \xF9\xFA |0
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<UE395> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE396> \xF9\xFC |0

<UE397> \xF9\xFD |0

<UE398> \xF9\xFE |0

<UE399> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UE39A> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UE39B> \xFA\xA3 |0

<UE39C> \xFA\xA4 |0

<UE39D> \xFA\xA5 |0

<UE39E> \xFA\xA6 |0

<UE39F> \xFA\xA7 |0

<UE3A0> \xFA\xA8 |0

<UE3A1> \xFA\xA9 |0

<UE3A2> \xFA\xAA |0

<UE3A3> \xFA\xAB |0

<UE3A4> \xFA\xAC |0

<UE3A5> \xFA\xAD |0

<UE3A6>

 \xFA\xAE |0

<UE3A7> \xFA\xAF |0

<UE3A8> \xFA\xB0 |0

<UE3A9> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UE3AA> \xFA\xB2 |0

<UE3AB> \xFA\xB3 |0

<UE3AC> \xFA\xB4 |0

<UE3AD> \xFA\xB5 |0

<UE3AE> \xFA\xB6 |0

<UE3AF> \xFA\xB7 |0

<UE3B0> \xFA\xB8 |0

<UE3B1> \xFA\xB9 |0

<UE3B2> \xFA\xBA |0

<UE3B3> \xFA\xBB |0

<UE3B4> \xFA\xBC |0

<UE3B5> \xFA\xBD |0

<UE3B6> \xFA\xBE |0

<UE3B7> \xFA\xBF |0

<UE3B8> \xFA\xC0 |0

<UE3B9> \xFA\xC1 |0

<UE3BA> \xFA\xC2 |0

<UE3BB> \xFA\xC3 |0

<UE3BC> \xFA\xC4 |0

<UE3BD> \xFA\xC5 |0

<UE3BE> \xFA\xC6 |0

<UE3BF> \xFA\xC7 |0

<UE3C0> \xFA\xC8 |0

<UE3C1> \xFA\xC9 |0

<UE3C2> \xFA\xCA |0

<UE3C3> \xFA\xCB |0
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<UE3C4> \xFA\xCC |0

<UE3C5> \xFA\xCD |0

<UE3C6> \xFA\xCE |0

<UE3C7> \xFA\xCF |0

<UE3C8> \xFA\xD0 |0

<UE3C9> \xFA\xD1 |0

<UE3CA> \xFA\xD2 |0

<UE3CB> \xFA\xD3 |0

<UE3CC> \xFA\xD4 |0

<UE3CD> \xFA\xD5 |0

<UE3CE> \xFA\xD6 |0

<UE3CF> \xFA\xD7 |0

<UE3D0> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UE3D1> \xFA\xD9 |0

<UE3D2> \xFA\xDA |0

<UE3D3> \xFA\xDB |0

<UE3D4> \xFA\xDC |0

<UE3D5> \xFA\xDD |0

<UE3D6> \xFA\xDE |0

<UE3D7> \xFA\xDF |0

<UE3D8>

 \xFA\xE0 |0

<UE3D9> \xFA\xE1 |0

<UE3DA> \xFA\xE2 |0

<UE3DB> \xFA\xE3 |0

<UE3DC> \xFA\xE4 |0

<UE3DD> \xFA\xE5 |0

<UE3DE> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UE3DF> \xFA\xE7 |0

<UE3E0> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UE3E1> \xFA\xE9 |0

<UE3E2> \xFA\xEA |0

<UE3E3> \xFA\xEB |0

<UE3E4> \xFA\xEC |0

<UE3E5> \xFA\xED |0

<UE3E6> \xFA\xEE |0

<UE3E7> \xFA\xEF |0

<UE3E8> \xFA\xF0 |0

<UE3E9> \xFA\xF1 |0

<UE3EA> \xFA\xF2 |0

<UE3EB> \xFA\xF3 |0

<UE3EC> \xFA\xF4 |0

<UE3ED> \xFA\xF5 |0

<UE3EE> \xFA\xF6 |0

<UE3EF> \xFA\xF7 |0

<UE3F0> \xFA\xF8 |0

<UE3F1> \xFA\xF9 |0

<UE3F2> \xFA\xFA |0
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<UE3F3> \xFA\xFB |0

<UE3F4> \xFA\xFC |0

<UE3F5> \xFA\xFD |0

<UE3F6> \xFA\xFE |0

<UE3F7> \xFB\xA1 |0

<UE3F8> \xFB\xA2 |0

<UE3F9> \xFB\xA3 |0

<UE3FA> \xFB\xA4 |0

<UE3FB> \xFB\xA5 |0

<UE3FC> \xFB\xA6 |0

<UE3FD> \xFB\xA7 |0

<UE3FE> \xFB\xA8 |0

<UE3FF> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UE400> \xFB\xAA |0

<UE401> \xFB\xAB |0

<UE402> \xFB\xAC |0

<UE403> \xFB\xAD |0

<UE404> \xFB\xAE |0

<UE405> \xFB\xAF |0

<UE406> \xFB\xB0 |0

<UE407> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UE408> \xFB\xB2 |0

<UE409> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UE40A>

 \xFB\xB4 |0

<UE40B> \xFB\xB5 |0

<UE40C> \xFB\xB6 |0

<UE40D> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UE40E> \xFB\xB8 |0

<UE40F> \xFB\xB9 |0

<UE410> \xFB\xBA |0

<UE411> \xFB\xBB |0

<UE412> \xFB\xBC |0

<UE413> \xFB\xBD |0

<UE414> \xFB\xBE |0

<UE415> \xFB\xBF |0

<UE416> \xFB\xC0 |0

<UE417> \xFB\xC1 |0

<UE418> \xFB\xC2 |0

<UE419> \xFB\xC3 |0

<UE41A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<UE41B> \xFB\xC5 |0

<UE41C> \xFB\xC6 |0

<UE41D> \xFB\xC7 |0

<UE41E> \xFB\xC8 |0

<UE41F> \xFB\xC9 |0

<UE420> \xFB\xCA |0

<UE421> \xFB\xCB |0
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<UE422> \xFB\xCC |0

<UE423> \xFB\xCD |0

<UE424> \xFB\xCE |0

<UE425> \xFB\xCF |0

<UE426> \xFB\xD0 |0

<UE427> \xFB\xD1 |0

<UE428> \xFB\xD2 |0

<UE429> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UE42A> \xFB\xD4 |0

<UE42B> \xFB\xD5 |0

<UE42C> \xFB\xD6 |0

<UE42D> \xFB\xD7 |0

<UE42E> \xFB\xD8 |0

<UE42F> \xFB\xD9 |0

<UE430> \xFB\xDA |0

<UE431> \xFB\xDB |0

<UE432> \xFB\xDC |0

<UE433> \xFB\xDD |0

<UE434> \xFB\xDE |0

<UE435> \xFB\xDF |0

<UE436> \xFB\xE0 |0

<UE437> \xFB\xE1 |0

<UE438> \xFB\xE2 |0

<UE439> \xFB\xE3 |0

<UE43A> \xFB\xE4 |0

<UE43B> \xFB\xE5 |0

<UE43C>

 \xFB\xE6 |0

<UE43D> \xFB\xE7 |0

<UE43E> \xFB\xE8 |0

<UE43F> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UE440> \xFB\xEA |0

<UE441> \xFB\xEB |0

<UE442> \xFB\xEC |0

<UE443> \xFB\xED |0

<UE444> \xFB\xEE |0

<UE445> \xFB\xEF |0

<UE446> \xFB\xF0 |0

<UE447> \xFB\xF1 |0

<UE448> \xFB\xF2 |0

<UE449> \xFB\xF3 |0

<UE44A> \xFB\xF4 |0

<UE44B> \xFB\xF5 |0

<UE44C> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UE44D> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UE44E> \xFB\xF8 |0

<UE44F> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UE450> \xFB\xFA |0
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<UE451> \xFB\xFB |0

<UE452> \xFB\xFC |0

<UE453> \xFB\xFD |0

<UE454> \xFB\xFE |0

<UE455> \xFC\xA1 |0

<UE456> \xFC\xA2 |0

<UE457> \xFC\xA3 |0

<UE458> \xFC\xA4 |0

<UE459> \xFC\xA5 |0

<UE45A> \xFC\xA6 |0

<UE45B> \xFC\xA7 |0

<UE45C> \xFC\xA8 |0

<UE45D> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UE45E> \xFC\xAA |0

<UE45F> \xFC\xAB |0

<UE460> \xFC\xAC |0

<UE461> \xFC\xAD |0

<UE462> \xFC\xAE |0

<UE463> \xFC\xAF |0

<UE464> \xFC\xB0 |0

<UE465> \xFC\xB1 |0

<UE466> \xFC\xB2 |0

<UE467> \xFC\xB3 |0

<UE468> \xFC\xB4 |0

<UE469> \xFC\xB5 |0

<UE46A> \xFC\xB6 |0

<UE46B> \xFC\xB7 |0

<UE46C> \xFC\xB8 |0

<UE46D> \xFC\xB9 |0

<UE46E>

 \xFC\xBA |0

<UE46F> \xFC\xBB |0

<UE470> \xFC\xBC |0

<UE471> \xFC\xBD |0

<UE472> \xFC\xBE |0

<UE473> \xFC\xBF |0

<UE474> \xFC\xC0 |0

<UE475> \xFC\xC1 |0

<UE476> \xFC\xC2 |0

<UE477> \xFC\xC3 |0

<UE478> \xFC\xC4 |0

<UE479> \xFC\xC5 |0

<UE47A> \xFC\xC6 |0

<UE47B> \xFC\xC7 |0

<UE47C> \xFC\xC8 |0

<UE47D> \xFC\xC9 |0

<UE47E> \xFC\xCA |0

<UE47F> \xFC\xCB |0
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<UE480> \xFC\xCC |0

<UE481> \xFC\xCD |0

<UE482> \xFC\xCE |0

<UE483> \xFC\xCF |0

<UE484> \xFC\xD0 |0

<UE485> \xFC\xD1 |0

<UE486> \xFC\xD2 |0

<UE487> \xFC\xD3 |0

<UE488> \xFC\xD4 |0

<UE489> \xFC\xD5 |0

<UE48A> \xFC\xD6 |0

<UE48B> \xFC\xD7 |0

<UE48C> \xFC\xD8 |0

<UE48D> \xFC\xD9 |0

<UE48E> \xFC\xDA |0

<UE48F> \xFC\xDB |0

<UE490> \xFC\xDC |0

<UE491> \xFC\xDD |0

<UE492> \xFC\xDE |0

<UE493> \xFC\xDF |0

<UE494> \xFC\xE0 |0

<UE495> \xFC\xE1 |0

<UE496> \xFC\xE2 |0

<UE497> \xFC\xE3 |0

<UE498> \xFC\xE4 |0

<UE499> \xFC\xE5 |0

<UE49A> \xFC\xE6 |0

<UE49B> \xFC\xE7 |0

<UE49C> \xFC\xE8 |0

<UE49D> \xFC\xE9 |0

<UE49E> \xFC\xEA |0

<UE49F> \xFC\xEB |0

<UE4A0>

 \xFC\xEC |0

<UE4A1> \xFC\xED |0

<UE4A2> \xFC\xEE |0

<UE4A3> \xFC\xEF |0

<UE4A4> \xFC\xF0 |0

<UE4A5> \xFC\xF1 |0

<UE4A6> \xFC\xF2 |0

<UE4A7> \xFC\xF3 |0

<UE4A8> \xFC\xF4 |0

<UE4A9> \xFC\xF5 |0

<UE4AA> \xFC\xF6 |0

<UE4AB> \xFC\xF7 |0

<UE4AC> \xFC\xF8 |0

<UE4AD> \xFC\xF9 |0

<UE4AE> \xFC\xFA |0
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<UE4AF> \xFC\xFB |0

<UE4B0> \xFC\xFC |0

<UE4B1> \xFC\xFD |0

<UE4B2> \xFC\xFE |0

<UE4B3> \xFD\xA1 |0

<UE4B4> \xFD\xA2 |0

<UE4B5> \xFD\xA3 |0

<UE4B6> \xFD\xA4 |0

<UE4B7> \xFD\xA5 |0

<UE4B8> \xFD\xA6 |0

<UE4B9> \xFD\xA7 |0

<UE4BA> \xFD\xA8 |0

<UE4BB> \xFD\xA9 |0

<UE4BC> \xFD\xAA |0

<UE4BD> \xFD\xAB |0

<UE4BE> \xFD\xAC |0

<UE4BF> \xFD\xAD |0

<UE4C0> \xFD\xAE |0

<UE4C1> \xFD\xAF |0

<UE4C2> \xFD\xB0 |0

<UE4C3> \xFD\xB1 |0

<UE4C4> \xFD\xB2 |0

<UE4C5> \xFD\xB3 |0

<UE4C6> \xFD\xB4 |0

<UE4C7> \xFD\xB5 |0

<UE4C8> \xFD\xB6 |0

<UE4C9> \xFD\xB7 |0

<UE4CA> \xFD\xB8 |0

<UE4CB> \xFD\xB9 |0

<UE4CC> \xFD\xBA |0

<UE4CD> \xFD\xBB |0

<UE4CE> \xFD\xBC |0

<UE4CF> \xFD\xBD |0

<UE4D0> \xFD\xBE |0

<UE4D1> \xFD\xBF |0

<UE4D2>

 \xFD\xC0 |0

<UE4D3> \xFD\xC1 |0

<UE4D4> \xFD\xC2 |0

<UE4D5> \xFD\xC3 |0

<UE4D6> \xFD\xC4 |0

<UE4D7> \xFD\xC5 |0

<UE4D8> \xFD\xC6 |0

<UE4D9> \xFD\xC7 |0

<UE4DA> \xFD\xC8 |0

<UE4DB> \xFD\xC9 |0

<UE4DC> \xFD\xCA |0

<UE4DD> \xFD\xCB |0
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<UE4DE> \xFD\xCC |0

<UE4DF> \xFD\xCD |0

<UE4E0> \xFD\xCE |0

<UE4E1> \xFD\xCF |0

<UE4E2> \xFD\xD0 |0

<UE4E3> \xFD\xD1 |0

<UE4E4> \xFD\xD2 |0

<UE4E5> \xFD\xD3 |0

<UE4E6> \xFD\xD4 |0

<UE4E7> \xFD\xD5 |0

<UE4E8> \xFD\xD6 |0

<UE4E9> \xFD\xD7 |0

<UE4EA> \xFD\xD8 |0

<UE4EB> \xFD\xD9 |0

<UE4EC> \xFD\xDA |0

<UE4ED> \xFD\xDB |0

<UE4EE> \xFD\xDC |0

<UE4EF> \xFD\xDD |0

<UE4F0> \xFD\xDE |0

<UE4F1> \xFD\xDF |0

<UE4F2> \xFD\xE0 |0

<UE4F3> \xFD\xE1 |0

<UE4F4> \xFD\xE2 |0

<UE4F5> \xFD\xE3 |0

<UE4F6> \xFD\xE4 |0

<UE4F7> \xFD\xE5 |0

<UE4F8> \xFD\xE6 |0

<UE4F9> \xFD\xE7 |0

<UE4FA> \xFD\xE8 |0

<UE4FB> \xFD\xE9 |0

<UE4FC> \xFD\xEA |0

<UE4FD> \xFD\xEB |0

<UE4FE> \xFD\xEC |0

<UE4FF> \xFD\xED |0

<UE500> \xFD\xEE |0

<UE501> \xFD\xEF |0

<UE502> \xFD\xF0 |0

<UE503> \xFD\xF1 |0

<UE504>

 \xFD\xF2 |0

<UE505> \xFD\xF3 |0

<UE506> \xFD\xF4 |0

<UE507> \xFD\xF5 |0

<UE508> \xFD\xF6 |0

<UE509> \xFD\xF7 |0

<UE50A> \xFD\xF8 |0

<UE50B> \xFD\xF9 |0

<UE50C> \xFD\xFA |0
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<UE50D> \xFD\xFB |0

<UE50E> \xFD\xFC |0

<UE50F> \xFD\xFD |0

<UE510> \xFD\xFE |0

<UE511> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE512> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE513> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE514> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE515> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE516> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE517> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE518> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE519> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE51A> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE51B> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE51C> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE51D> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE51E> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE51F> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE520> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE521> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE522> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE523> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE524> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE525> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE526> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE527> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE528> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE529> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE52A> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE52B> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE52C> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE52D> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE52E> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE52F> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE530> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE531> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE532> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE533> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE534> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE535> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE536>

 \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE537> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE538> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE539> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE53A> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE53B> \xFE\xCB |0
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<UE53C> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE53D> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE53E> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE53F> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE540> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE541> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE542> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE543> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE544> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE545> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE546> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE547> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE548> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE549> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE54A> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE54B> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE54C> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE54D> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE54E> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE54F> \xFE\xDF |0

<UF83D> \xFE\xEE |0

<UF83E> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UFF01> \xA3\xA1 |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF03> \xA3\xA3 |0

<UFF04> \xA1\xE7 |0

<UFF05> \xA3\xA5 |0

<UFF06> \xA3\xA6 |0

<UFF07> \xFE\xEC |0

<UFF08> \xA3\xA8 |0

<UFF09> \xA3\xA9 |0

<UFF0A> \xA3\xAA |0

<UFF0B> \xA3\xAB |0

<UFF0C> \xA3\xAC |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF0E> \xA3\xAE |0

<UFF0F> \xA3\xAF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17>

 \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0
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<UFF1A> \xA3\xBA |0

<UFF1B> \xA3\xBB |0

<UFF1C> \xA3\xBC |0

<UFF1D> \xA3\xBD |0

<UFF1E> \xA3\xBE |0

<UFF1F> \xA3\xBF |0

<UFF20> \xA3\xC0 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA3\xDB |0

<UFF3C> \xA3\xDC |0

<UFF3D> \xA3\xDD |0

<UFF3E> \xA3\xDE |0

<UFF3F> \xA3\xDF |0

<UFF40> \xA3\xE0 |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49>
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 \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA3\xFB |0

<UFF5C> \xA3\xFC |0

<UFF5D> \xA3\xFD |0

<UFF5E> \xA1\xAB |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xE9 |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xEA |0

<UFFE2> \xFE\xEA |0

<UFFE3> \xA3\xFE |0

<UFFE4> \xFE\xEB |0

<UFFE5> \xA3\xA4 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1383_P110-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line_loose_cj.txt

#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when
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#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This tailors the line break behavior to correspond to CSS

#         line-break=loose (BCP47 -u-lb-loose) as defined for Chinese & Japanese.

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like ID.

#         In addition, it allows breaks:

#         * between ID and hyphens 2010 & 2013

 (both BA)

#         * before 301C, 30A0 (both NS)

#         * before iteration marks 3005, 303B, 309D, 309E, 30FD, 30FE (all NS)

#         * between characters of LineBreak class IN such as 2026

#         * before some centered punct 203C, 2047, 2048, 2049, 30FB, FF1A, FF1B,

#           FF65 (all NS) and FF01, FF1F (both EX).

#         * before suffix characters with LineBreak class PO and EastAsianWidth A,F,W;

#           this includes: 00B0 2030 2032 2033 2035 2103 2109 FE6A FF05 FFE0

#         * after prefix characters with LineBreak class PR and EastAsianWidth A,F,W;

#           this includes: 00A4 00B1 20AC 2116 FE69 FF04 FFE1 FFE5 FFE6

#         It allows breaking before 201C and after 201D, for zh_Hans, zh_Hant, and ja.

 

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];

$AP = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BAX =

 [\u2010 \u2013];

$BA = [[:LineBreak =  Break_After:] - $BAX];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [[:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:] \u201d];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];

$EXX = [\uFF01 \uFF1F];
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$EX = [[:LineBreak =  Exclamation:] - $EXX];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

# CSS Loose tailoring: CJ resolves to ID

$ID = [[:LineBreak =  Ideographic:] $CJ];

$IN = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL = [:LineBreak =  JL:];

$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];

$JT =

 [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

$NSX = [\u301C \u30A0 \u3005 \u303B \u309D \u309E \u30FD \u30FE \u203C \u2047 \u2048 \u2049 \u30FB

\uFF1A \uFF1B \uFF65];

$NS = [[:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:] - $NSX];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [[:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:] \u201c];

$POX = [\u00B0 \u2030 \u2032 \u2033 \u2035 \u2103 \u2109 \uFE6A \uFF05 \uFFE0];

$PO = [[:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:] - $POX];

$PRX = [\u00A4 \u00B1 \u20AC \u2116 \uFE69 \uFF04 \uFFE1 \uFFE5 \uFFE6];

$PR = [[:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:] - $PRX];

$QU = [[:LineBreak =  Quotation:] - [\u201c\u201d]];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];

$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW = [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ =

 [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the expressions,

# give them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];
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# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.

 

$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),

#                               SA  (Dictionary

 chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL  (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs

$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs

 

#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW   

   = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA $BAX $HY $NS $IN

$NU $PR $PO $POX $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#
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$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};

 

#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];

^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM not covered by the above

 needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.

^$CM+;

 

#

# LB 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.
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#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $BAX $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;

 

 

 

# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.

#

# Do not include $EXX here

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule

 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#

# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces

#        Note subtle interaction with "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;
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($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL

 $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $BAX $HY $NS

$ALPlus $HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS

 $NU $CM];

$SP $IS $CM* $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.

 

[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];

$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM $NU];

 

$CAN_CM $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

# Do not break between closing punctuation and $NS, even with intervening spaces

# But DO allow a break between closing punctuation and $NSX, don't include it here

($CL | $CP) $CM* $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17
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$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#

$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x

$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added

 as a Finnish tailoring, now promoted to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

# DO allow breaks here before $NSX, so don't include it.

# And DO allow breaks between ID and $BAX, so split out the handling of ID and do not include $BAX for them.

[$LB20NonBreaks - $ID] $CM* ($BA | $BAX | $HY | $NS);

$ID $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

 

^$CM+ ($BA | $BAX | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't break after Hebrew + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA | $BAX) $CM* [^$CB]?;
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# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

[$LB20NonBreaks - $IN] $CM*    $IN;    # line_loose tailoring

^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       #

 Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 23a

# Do not include $POX here

#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

# Do not include $PRX here

($PR | $PO | $POX) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO | $POX);     # TODO: should this be ($PR | $PRX | $PO)

^$CM+ ($PR | $PO | $POX);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

# Here do not include $PRX at the beginning or $POX at the end

(($PR | $PO | $POX) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PRX | $PO))?;

 

# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#

$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break it)
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# Do not include $POX or $PRX here

($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between

 alphabetics

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;

 

# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.

#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $BAX

$HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $BAX $HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $BAX $HY

$NS $IN

 $ZWJ {eof}];

# note: the preceding rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line_loose_cj.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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// ***************************************************************************

// Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

// *

// *   Copyright (C) 2004-2006, International Business Machines

// *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

// *

// ***************************************************************************

//

 

en{

 

   // Format for the display name of a Transliterator.

   // This is the English form of this resource.

   TransliteratorNamePattern { "{0,choice,0#|1#{1}|2#{1} to {2}}" }

 

   // Transliterator display names

   // This is the English form of this resource.

   // This list is currently incomplete, and care should be taken to translate these identifiers.

   // TODO: Reorganize this data like Country, Currencies and Language tables.

   "%Translit%Hex"         { "Hex Escape" }

   "%Translit%UnicodeName"

 { "Unicode Name" }

   "%Translit%UnicodeChar" { "Unicode Character" }

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/en.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Jan 14 2004)

# from source files 44B00490.RPMAP100 and 049044B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1168_P100-2002"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"
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<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1168_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008>

 \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0
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<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46

 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0
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<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \x9A |0

<U00A9> \xBF |0

<U00B0> \x9C |0

<U00B2> \x9D |0

<U00B7> \x9E |0

<U00F7>

 \x9F |0

<U0401> \xB3 |0

<U0404> \xB4 |0

<U0406> \xB6 |0

<U0407> \xB7 |0
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<U0410> \xE1 |0

<U0411> \xE2 |0

<U0412> \xF7 |0

<U0413> \xE7 |0

<U0414> \xE4 |0

<U0415> \xE5 |0

<U0416> \xF6 |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xE9 |0

<U0419> \xEA |0

<U041A> \xEB |0

<U041B> \xEC |0

<U041C> \xED |0

<U041D> \xEE |0

<U041E> \xEF |0

<U041F> \xF0 |0

<U0420> \xF2 |0

<U0421> \xF3 |0

<U0422> \xF4 |0

<U0423> \xF5 |0

<U0424> \xE6 |0

<U0425> \xE8 |0

<U0426> \xE3 |0

<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \xFF |0

<U042B> \xF9 |0

<U042C> \xF8 |0

<U042D> \xFC |0

<U042E> \xE0 |0

<U042F> \xF1 |0

<U0430> \xC1 |0

<U0431> \xC2 |0

<U0432> \xD7 |0

<U0433> \xC7 |0

<U0434> \xC4 |0

<U0435> \xC5 |0

<U0436> \xD6 |0

<U0437> \xDA |0

<U0438> \xC9 |0

<U0439> \xCA |0

<U043A> \xCB |0

<U043B> \xCC |0

<U043C> \xCD |0

<U043D> \xCE |0

<U043E> \xCF |0

<U043F> \xD0 |0
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<U0440> \xD2 |0

<U0441> \xD3 |0

<U0442> \xD4 |0

<U0443> \xD5 |0

<U0444> \xC6 |0

<U0445> \xC8 |0

<U0446> \xC3 |0

<U0447> \xDE |0

<U0448> \xDB |0

<U0449> \xDD

 |0

<U044A> \xDF |0

<U044B> \xD9 |0

<U044C> \xD8 |0

<U044D> \xDC |0

<U044E> \xC0 |0

<U044F> \xD1 |0

<U0451> \xA3 |0

<U0454> \xA4 |0

<U0456> \xA6 |0

<U0457> \xA7 |0

<U0490> \xBD |0

<U0491> \xAD |0

<U2219> \x95 |0

<U221A> \x96 |0

<U2248> \x97 |0

<U2264> \x98 |0

<U2265> \x99 |0

<U2320> \x93 |0

<U2321> \x9B |0

<U2500> \x80 |0

<U2502> \x81 |0

<U250C> \x82 |0

<U2510> \x83 |0

<U2514> \x84 |0

<U2518> \x85 |0

<U251C> \x86 |0

<U2524> \x87 |0

<U252C> \x88 |0

<U2534> \x89 |0

<U253C> \x8A |0

<U2550> \xA0 |0

<U2551> \xA1 |0

<U2552> \xA2 |0

<U2554> \xA5 |0

<U2557> \xA8 |0

<U2558> \xA9 |0

<U2559> \xAA |0
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<U255A> \xAB |0

<U255B> \xAC |0

<U255D> \xAE |0

<U255E> \xAF |0

<U255F> \xB0 |0

<U2560> \xB1 |0

<U2561> \xB2 |0

<U2563> \xB5 |0

<U2566> \xB8 |0

<U2567> \xB9 |0

<U2568> \xBA |0

<U2569> \xBB |0

<U256A> \xBC |0

<U256C> \xBE |0

<U2580> \x8B |0

<U2584> \x8C |0

<U2588> \x8D |0

<U258C> \x8E |0

<U2590> \x8F |0

<U2591> \x90 |0

<U2592> \x91 |0

<U2593> \x92 |0

<U25A0> \x94 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03>

 \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1
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<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61

 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1
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<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x81 |1

<UFFED> \x94 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1168_P100-

2002.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0047C.RPMAP100 and 047C44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1148_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1
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<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1148_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0
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<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0
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<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0
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<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0
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<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0
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<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1
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<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1
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<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1148_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00485.RPMAP100 and 048544B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1157_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"
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<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1157_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x63 |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0
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<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xEC |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0
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<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB5 |0

<U005C> \x71 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x51 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0
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<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x4A |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0
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<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x7B |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \xE0 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7C |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0
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<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x79 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0160> \xAC |0

<U0161> \x8C |0

<U017D> \xAE |0

<U017E> \x8E |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x5A |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x63 |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1
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<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xEC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB5 |1

<UFF3C> \x71 |1

<UFF3D> \x9F |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x51 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1
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<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1157_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d7
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<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-fe:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U4E20> \xE2\xA2 |1

<U4E46> \xB0\xA1 |1

<U4E81> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U4E87> \xAD\xA1 |1

<U4EA3> \xC7\xA1 |1

<U4EB1> \xA7\xAB |1

<U4EB7> \xB3\xC0 |1

<U4EBC> \xB2\xA1

 |1

<U4EBE> \xB3\xA1 |1

<U4ECC> \xCC\xA1 |1

<U4EE6> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U4EE7> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U4EF8> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U4EF9> \xE7\xA2 |1

<U4EFA> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U4EFC> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U4F06> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U4F07> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U4F28> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U4F44> \xCB\xA4 |1

<U4F45> \xC3\xA4 |1

<U4F4A> \xC4\xA4 |1

<U4F66> \xC8\xE4 |1

<U4F68> \xC9\xE4 |1

<U4F6D> \xC7\xA7 |1

<U4F72> \xCF\xA7 |1

<U4FA2> \xCA\xA7 |1

<U4FB0> \xAD\xAB |1

<U4FB1> \xAE\xAB |1

<U4FB4> \xB6\xAB |1

<U4FB8> \xAC\xAB |1

<U4FD5> \xA9\xAB |1

<U4FE7> \xCA\xE4 |1

<U4FF9> \xC4\xAF |1

<U4FFB> \xD8\xAF |1

<U5003> \xC9\xAF |1
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<U5008> \xCF\xAF |1

<U5038> \xD4\xAF |1

<U503F> \xCB\xE4 |1

<U5044> \xBF\xB4 |1

<U5054> \xC2\xB4 |1

<U5058> \xC7\xB4 |1

<U5079> \xCA\xB4 |1

<U507C> \xC6\xB4 |1

<U5089> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U5097> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U50A6> \xCD\xE4 |1

<U50AB> \xBC\xC0 |1

<U50BC> \xB7\xC0 |1

<U50D2> \xCC\xE3 |1

<U50D9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U50E1> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U50EB> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U50F4> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U50F7> \xA9\xCB |1

<U50FC> \xAB\xCB |1

<U510F> \xCE\xE4 |1

<U512B> \xB3\xD0

 |1

<U5136> \xB2\xDC |1

<U513E> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U5160> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U5172> \xFA\xA2 |0

<U517F> \xD3\xE4 |1

<U519F> \xB9\xAB |1

<U51C1> \xBB\xAB |1

<U51C3> \xBE\xAB |1

<U51D9> \xAF\xCB |1

<U51DA> \xAE\xCB |1

<U51DF> \xC2\xD4 |1

<U51E3> \xB5\xA1 |1

<U51E8> \xA2\xA3 |1

<U51EC> \xDB\xA4 |1

<U520F> \xA5\xA3 |1

<U521F> \xDF\xA4 |1

<U5223> \xDC\xA4 |1

<U5226> \xDE\xA4 |1

<U522F> \xDB\xA7 |1

<U5234> \xDE\xA7 |1

<U523E> \xCF\xE4 |1

<U5248> \xC0\xAB |1

<U5253> \xE8\xAF |0

<U5259> \xE2\xAF |1

<U5268> \xD0\xB4 |1
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<U5276> \xD1\xB4 |1

<U527E> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U5286> \xB1\xCB |1

<U528E> \xB2\xCB |1

<U52CA> \xC7\xAB |1

<U52CE> \xEC\xAF |0

<U52ED> \xFE\xC5 |0

<U52EE> \xB3\xCB |1

<U52FD> \xD5\xA1 |1

<U5304> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U5307> \xA4\xA2 |1

<U5314> \xB8\xD0 |1

<U5324> \xD0\xE4 |1

<U5336> \xB4\xDC |1

<U5350> \xAD\xA3 |1

<U535D> \xDA\xA1 |1

<U5376> \xE5\xA7 |1

<U5380> \xC7\xC0 |1

<U539B> \xD2\xE4 |1

<U53B1> \xB5\xCB |1

<U53BE> \xB1\xA3 |1

<U53C4> \xD5\xB4 |1

<U53D0> \xAB\xA2 |1

<U53DC> \xCE\xAB |1

<U53F4> \xB1\xA2

 |1

<U53FF> \xB5\xA3 |1

<U5400> \xB7\xA3 |1

<U5405> \xB9\xA3 |1

<U5422> \xFE\xA4 |0

<U543A> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U543F> \xA1\xA5 |1

<U544C> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U545A> \xA3\xA5 |1

<U5479> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U548A> \xF9\xA7 |0

<U5493> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U549E> \xDC\xAB |1

<U54B5> \xDE\xAB |1

<U54CB> \xD4\xE4 |1

<U54F0> \xA1\xB0 |1

<U54F4> \xF4\xAF |0

<U54F5> \xF8\xAF |0

<U54F9> \xF9\xAF |0

<U5502> \xFA\xAF |0

<U5513> \xF6\xAF |0

<U5518> \xFE\xAF |0

<U5519> \xA5\xB0 |1
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<U5528> \xA1\xE7 |1

<U5529> \xDF\xB4 |1

<U553A> \xE6\xB4 |1

<U5554> \xE1\xB4 |1

<U5559> \xB6\xBA |1

<U5568> \xD9\xB4 |1

<U556B> \xD7\xE4 |1

<U5571> \xD6\xE4 |1

<U5572> \xA2\xE7 |1

<U5573> \xD5\xE4 |1

<U557A> \xBC\xBA |1

<U5585> \xB1\xBA |1

<U5596> \xAE\xBA |1

<U559B> \xB3\xBA |1

<U55A0> \xB4\xBA |1

<U55AF> \xBB\xBA |1

<U55B4> \xAF\xBA |1

<U55BA> \xA3\xE7 |1

<U55EE> \xA5\xE7 |1

<U55F0> \xA4\xE7 |1

<U55F4> \xD8\xE4 |1

<U55F8> \xAE\xC6 |1

<U55FB> \xA8\xC6 |1

<U5603> \xA9\xC6 |1

<U5607> \xAC\xC6 |1

<U560B> \xAA\xC6 |1

<U5620> \xDA\xE4 |1

<U5622> \xD9\xE4

 |1

<U5626> \xD0\xC6 |1

<U5628> \xB0\xC6 |1

<U562B> \xC1\xCB |1

<U5647> \xB7\xCB |1

<U5651> \xB5\xC6 |1

<U5652> \xBC\xCB |1

<U5656> \xBF\xCB |1

<U565F> \xBF\xD0 |1

<U5667> \xBB\xD0 |1

<U567D> \xC8\xD4 |1

<U5689> \xC9\xD4 |1

<U5691> \xDD\xE4 |1

<U5692> \xDB\xE4 |1

<U5696> \xDA\xD7 |1

<U569B> \xD8\xD7 |1

<U56B0> \xDE\xE4 |1

<U56B8> \xA6\xE7 |1

<U56B9> \xA7\xE7 |1

<U56BA> \xDC\xE4 |1
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<U56BB> \xA6\xDE |1

<U56C4> \xA8\xE7 |1

<U56C7> \xC0\xDF |1

<U56D2> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U56E9> \xA6\xA5 |1

<U56EC> \xAB\xA5 |1

<U56EF> \xA9\xA5 |1

<U56F8> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U56FB> \xFC\xA7 |0

<U56FC> \xA1\xA8 |1

<U5705> \xA7\xB0 |1

<U570E> \xC4\xBA |1

<U5717> \xB7\xC6 |1

<U5721> \xE1\xA1 |1

<U5731> \xC1\xA3 |1

<U5732> \xC2\xA3 |1

<U5735> \xBF\xA3 |1

<U5736> \xC0\xA3 |1

<U573C> \xB1\xA5 |1

<U5743> \xB6\xA5 |1

<U5744> \xAF\xA5 |1

<U5748> \xAD\xA5 |1

<U5753> \xB2\xA5 |1

<U5754> \xC1\xA5 |1

<U5755> \xC2\xA5 |1

<U5756> \xB3\xA5 |1

<U5758> \xB7\xA5 |1

<U5759> \xDF\xE4 |1

<U5763> \xA5\xA8 |1

<U5778> \xA9\xA8 |1

<U578A> \xE0\xE4

 |1

<U578D> \xE9\xAB |0

<U578E> \xE8\xAB |0

<U5790> \xEC\xAB |0

<U5791> \xE7\xAB |0

<U5796> \xF1\xAB |0

<U57B7> \xAA\xB0 |1

<U57BB> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U57BE> \xAF\xB0 |1

<U57C4> \xB4\xB0 |1

<U57C5> \xB5\xB0 |1

<U57C9> \xA8\xB0 |1

<U57CA> \xB7\xB0 |1

<U57CD> \xAB\xB0 |1

<U57D1> \xB6\xB0 |1

<U57DB> \xB2\xB0 |1

<U57E8> \xF4\xB4 |0
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<U57EA> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U580F> \xE1\xE4 |1

<U5818> \xCA\xBA |1

<U581A> \xC5\xBA |1

<U5822> \xD0\xBA |1

<U582B> \xB6\xE3 |1

<U583C> \xC9\xBA |1

<U583E> \xCB\xBA |1

<U5845> \xB7\xE3 |1

<U5847> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U5856> \xDB\xC0 |1

<U585C> \xD6\xC0 |1

<U5860> \xDC\xC0 |1

<U5866> \xDD\xC0 |1

<U586A> \xD9\xC0 |1

<U5873> \xBE\xC6 |1

<U5877> \xC2\xC6 |1

<U5884> \xBD\xC6 |1

<U5895> \xC1\xC6 |1

<U589B> \xE5\xE4 |1

<U58A4> \xD0\xCB |1

<U58A7> \xD1\xCB |1

<U58AA> \xCB\xCB |0

<U58AD> \xBF\xC6 |1

<U58B0> \xCD\xCB |1

<U58B4> \xCF\xCB |1

<U58B5> \xCC\xCB |1

<U58B7> \xC7\xCB |1

<U58C0> \xCB\xD0 |1

<U58C3> \xC8\xD0 |1

<U58E0> \xAE\xDA |1

<U58E6> \xA8\xDE |1

<U58F5> \xF7\xAB |0

<U5900> \xE6\xE4

 |1

<U5901> \xCD\xD0 |1

<U5908> \xFA\xAB |0

<U5911> \xE0\xE5 |1

<U5926> \xD3\xCB |1

<U593D> \xC9\xA5 |1

<U594C> \xAF\xA8 |1

<U594D> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U5964> \xD4\xBA |1

<U5966> \xE0\xC0 |1

<U597A> \xCB\xA3 |1

<U5989> \xD5\xA5 |1

<U5994> \xCB\xA5 |1

<U599A> \xD6\xA5 |1
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<U599C> \xCE\xA5 |1

<U59B8> \xC0\xA8 |1

<U59BF> \xBD\xA8 |1

<U59C2> \xB7\xA8 |1

<U59D5> \xA6\xAC |1

<U59E2> \xAC\xAC |0

<U59F0> \xA5\xAC |1

<U5A02> \xAA\xAC |1

<U5A0B> \xC0\xB0 |1

<U5A10> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U5A14> \xCA\xB0 |1

<U5A1D> \xBE\xB0 |1

<U5A21> \xBB\xB0 |1

<U5A22> \xC5\xB0 |1

<U5A26> \xD2\xB0 |1

<U5A2B> \xA2\xB5 |1

<U5A2C> \xB8\xB5 |1

<U5A3A> \xA8\xB5 |1

<U5A3B> \xA4\xB5 |1

<U5A3D> \xB1\xB5 |1

<U5A3F> \xB3\xB5 |1

<U5A4B> \xAA\xB5 |1

<U5A4E> \xAF\xB5 |1

<U5A4F> \xBB\xB5 |1

<U5A54> \xBA\xB5 |1

<U5A59> \xB9\xB5 |1

<U5A61> \xA7\xB5 |1

<U5A68> \xB0\xB5 |1

<U5A6B> \xAB\xB5 |1

<U5A6E> \xA9\xB5 |1

<U5A6F> \xB4\xB5 |1

<U5A71> \xB2\xB5 |1

<U5A73> \xB7\xB5 |1

<U5A79> \xF5\xBA |0

<U5A81> \xE1\xBA |1

<U5A82> \xD8\xBA |1

<U5A85> \xDB\xBA

 |1

<U5A86> \xF7\xBA |0

<U5A87> \xF2\xBA |0

<U5A88> \xD9\xBA |1

<U5A89> \xE0\xBA |1

<U5A8D> \xFB\xBA |0

<U5A91> \xE6\xBA |1

<U5A98> \xDC\xBA |1

<U5AA1> \xDA\xBA |1

<U5AA3> \xD7\xBA |1

<U5AA8> \xD6\xBA |1
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<U5AAB> \xF8\xBA |0

<U5AC3> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U5AC5> \xE6\xC0 |1

<U5AD1> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U5AD3> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U5AE4> \xCC\xC6 |1

<U5AE7> \xCA\xC6 |1

<U5AEF> \xCF\xC6 |1

<U5AF0> \xD3\xC6 |1

<U5AFC> \xD8\xCB |1

<U5AFE> \xD4\xCB |1

<U5B04> \xD6\xCB |1

<U5B06> \xDA\xCB |1

<U5B0A> \xDB\xCB |1

<U5B0D> \xDD\xCB |1

<U5B0E> \xDF\xCB |1

<U5B11> \xD0\xD0 |0

<U5B12> \xD3\xD0 |1

<U5B15> \xD1\xD0 |1

<U5B18> \xCF\xD0 |1

<U5B1C> \xD4\xD0 |1

<U5B1F> \xCE\xD0 |1

<U5B29> \xD0\xD4 |1

<U5B2B> \xCE\xD4 |1

<U5B31> \xD2\xD4 |1

<U5B33> \xCF\xD4 |1

<U5B35> \xD1\xD4 |1

<U5B39> \xB1\xDA |1

<U5B3A> \xE1\xD7 |1

<U5B3B> \xDE\xD7 |1

<U5B42> \xB6\xDC |1

<U5B44> \xB9\xDC |1

<U5B46> \xBA\xDC |1

<U5B49> \xA9\xDE |1

<U5B4A> \xC2\xDF |1

<U5B4F> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U5B60> \xC8\xA8 |1

<U5B67> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U5B74> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U5B76> \xF2\xC0

 |0

<U5B79> \xD7\xD0 |1

<U5B82> \xBD\xA2 |1

<U5BBB> \xD6\xB0 |1

<U5BC8> \xBF\xB5 |1

<U5BD5> \xFE\xBA |0

<U5BDC> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U5BF7> \xAA\xDE |1
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<U5C00> \xD0\xA8 |1

<U5C1B> \xB4\xAC |1

<U5C21> \xA5\xE5 |1

<U5C2F> \xB5\xAC |1

<U5C52> \xDA\xB0 |1

<U5C57> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U5C5F> \xA5\xBB |1

<U5C6B> \xB8\xDA |1

<U5C77> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U5C78> \xD5\xA3 |1

<U5C80> \xDA\xA3 |1

<U5C84> \xE1\xA5 |1

<U5C85> \xE6\xA5 |1

<U5C8E> \xE2\xA5 |1

<U5C9E> \xDD\xA8 |1

<U5CB9> \xDC\xA8 |1

<U5CCD> \xBF\xAC |1

<U5CD1> \xBB\xAC |1

<U5CD5> \xED\xE4 |0

<U5CDC> \xBC\xAC |1

<U5CE2> \xC1\xAC |1

<U5CEB> \xDF\xB0 |1

<U5CF3> \xE1\xB0 |1

<U5CF5> \xE2\xB0 |1

<U5CFC> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U5CFE> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U5D08> \xCB\xB5 |1

<U5D09> \xC8\xB5 |1

<U5D0A> \xC7\xB5 |1

<U5D10> \xD1\xB5 |1

<U5D13> \xD2\xB5 |1

<U5D1C> \xAB\xBB |1

<U5D21> \xC6\xB5 |1

<U5D2A> \xCE\xB5 |1

<U5D2C> \xCA\xB5 |1

<U5D2F> \xD4\xB5 |1

<U5D3B> \xB6\xBB |1

<U5D44> \xA7\xBB |1

<U5D4D> \xAE\xBB |1

<U5D4F> \xB4\xBB |1

<U5D53> \xB3\xBB |1

<U5D57> \xB1\xBB |1

<U5D66> \xFA\xC0

 |0

<U5D6E> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U5D75> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U5D78> \xDC\xC6 |1

<U5D7B> \xD4\xC6 |1
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<U5D8E> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U5D8F> \xE5\xCB |1

<U5D96> \xEB\xCB |0

<U5D98> \xE7\xCB |0

<U5DA3> \xEA\xCB |0

<U5DA4> \xE8\xCB |0

<U5DA5> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U5DA6> \xD8\xD0 |1

<U5DB3> \xDA\xD0 |1

<U5DB6> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U5DBB> \xD9\xD4 |1

<U5DBE> \xD5\xD4 |1

<U5DBF> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U5DC4> \xB9\xDA |1

<U5DC8> \xBD\xDC |1

<U5DCA> \xBC\xDC |1

<U5DD7> \xB0\xE0 |1

<U5DF6> \xE0\xA8 |1

<U5DFA> \xC5\xAC |1

<U5E09> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U5E13> \xE1\xA8 |1

<U5E1E> \xC6\xAC |1

<U5E2A> \xE6\xB0 |1

<U5E2C> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U5E39> \xD8\xB5 |1

<U5E3A> \xDA\xB5 |1

<U5E46> \xBA\xBB |1

<U5E48> \xBD\xBB |1

<U5E52> \xDD\xC6 |1

<U5E5A> \xED\xCB |0

<U5E65> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U5E71> \xF7\xE6 |0

<U5E85> \xF8\xE6 |0

<U5E92> \xED\xA5 |0

<U5E98> \xE5\xA8 |1

<U5E9D> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U5EA1> \xC8\xAC |1

<U5EA9> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U5EAF> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U5EBA> \xE1\xB5 |1

<U5EBB> \xE0\xB5 |1

<U5EC0> \xBE\xBB |1

<U5ECD> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U5EED> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U5EF5> \xE1\xA3 |1

<U5EF9> \xEB\xA8

 |0

<U5EFD> \xEE\xB0 |0
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<U5F1E> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U5F32> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U5F42> \xA2\xC1 |1

<U5F5A> \xA3\xC1 |1

<U5F6E> \xA4\xC1 |1

<U5F8E> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U5F94> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U5F9A> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U5FBA> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U5FC2> \xAF\xDE |1

<U5FCA> \xCC\xA2 |1

<U5FCE> \xF8\xA5 |0

<U5FDA> \xE7\xA3 |1

<U5FDB> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U5FDF> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U5FE6> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U5FF9> \xA3\xA6 |1

<U6008> \xA2\xA9 |1

<U6023> \xDA\xAC |1

<U6030> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U6036> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U603D> \xA1\xA9 |1

<U604E> \xD6\xAC |1

<U604F> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U605C> \xD4\xAC |1

<U6074> \xF8\xB0 |0

<U6099> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U60A1> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U60AE> \xA6\xB1 |1

<U60D0> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U60D2> \xD6\xBB |1

<U60D6> \xD5\xBB |1

<U60D7> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U60EA> \xCD\xBB |1

<U6125> \xF9\xE4 |0

<U6133> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U6138> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U613A> \xA8\xC1 |1

<U6143> \xAA\xC1 |1

<U6150> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U6157> \xF3\xCB |0

<U615C> \xF4\xCB |0

<U6169> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U6185> \xA3\xCC |1

<U6186> \xF4\xC6 |0

<U6188> \xF7\xCB |0

<U618F> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6195> \xF6\xCB |0
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<U619E> \xA5\xCC

 |1

<U61A3> \xF9\xCB |0

<U61A6> \xF5\xCB |0

<U61BB> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U61BD> \xE4\xD0 |1

<U61C4> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U61D3> \xF9\xE6 |0

<U61D9> \xE1\xD4 |1

<U61DA> \xDF\xD4 |1

<U61DB> \xDC\xD4 |1

<U61F3> \xE5\xD7 |1

<U6202> \xC6\xDF |1

<U6205> \xBE\xE1 |1

<U6228> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U6235> \xC8\xDF |1

<U623C> \xA9\xA6 |1

<U6245> \xA9\xB1 |1

<U624F> \xD0\xA2 |1

<U6257> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U625D> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U625F> \xED\xA3 |0

<U6275> \xB9\xA6 |1

<U6278> \xAE\xA6 |1

<U6285> \xB7\xA6 |1

<U628B> \xAF\xA6 |1

<U6299> \xB5\xA6 |1

<U629D> \xB8\xA6 |1

<U62A3> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U62A7> \xAA\xA9 |1

<U62B2> \xA6\xA9 |1

<U62C0> \xB4\xA9 |1

<U62C1> \xB2\xA9 |1

<U62DE> \xB7\xA9 |1

<U62E4> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U6305> \xF0\xAC |0

<U6317> \xEC\xAC |0

<U632E> \xAC\xB1 |1

<U6330> \xAF\xB1 |1

<U6331> \xB5\xB1 |1

<U6337> \xB7\xB1 |1

<U635D> \xB6\xB1 |1

<U6360> \xFC\xE4 |0

<U6364> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U636A> \xA7\xB6 |1

<U6373> \xA6\xB6 |1

<U6379> \xA2\xB6 |1

<U637E> \xFC\xB5 |0
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<U6386> \xA3\xB6 |1

<U638B> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U6393> \xA4\xB6 |1

<U63B6> \xFE\xE4

 |0

<U63BF> \xF1\xBB |0

<U63E2> \xE6\xBB |1

<U63E6> \xE8\xBB |0

<U63FE> \xEF\xBB |0

<U6403> \xA1\xE5 |1

<U6407> \xC9\xC1 |1

<U6408> \xB2\xC1 |1

<U6411> \xBA\xC1 |1

<U6419> \xB8\xC1 |1

<U641D> \xBE\xC1 |1

<U6431> \xB6\xC1 |1

<U6432> \xB3\xC1 |1

<U6438> \xB4\xC1 |1

<U643B> \xA5\xC7 |1

<U643C> \xC2\xC1 |1

<U6449> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U644C> \xF8\xC6 |0

<U6455> \xFE\xC6 |0

<U6456> \xA4\xC7 |1

<U6457> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U6462> \xA1\xC7 |1

<U6464> \xAA\xC7 |1

<U646A> \xA3\xC7 |1

<U6471> \xA2\xC7 |1

<U647C> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U647E> \xA9\xC7 |1

<U6480> \xAD\xCC |1

<U6481> \xA6\xC7 |1

<U6486> \xB8\xCC |1

<U648D> \xB0\xCC |1

<U648E> \xAF\xCC |1

<U6494> \xB1\xCC |1

<U64A7> \xBF\xCC |1

<U64AA> \xBD\xCC |1

<U64AF> \xBA\xCC |1

<U64B4> \xB9\xCC |1

<U64B6> \xA2\xE5 |1

<U64C6> \xB2\xCC |1

<U64C8> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U64D3> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U64DC> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U64DF> \xE4\xD4 |1

<U64EE> \xE9\xD4 |0
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<U64F9> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U650B> \xBA\xDA |1

<U6511> \xB1\xDE |1

<U651A> \xA3\xE5 |1

<U6527> \xC9\xDF |1

<U6528> \xB2\xE0 |1

<U6540> \xF4\xAC

 |0

<U6542> \xF6\xAC |0

<U6544> \xF3\xAC |0

<U654B> \xBD\xB1 |1

<U655A> \xB4\xB6 |1

<U6561> \xF6\xBB |0

<U656E> \xC6\xE3 |1

<U6571> \xB0\xC7 |1

<U658D> \xB8\xB6 |1

<U659A> \xC2\xB1 |1

<U65B5> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U65BA> \xBC\xA9 |1

<U65BE> \xF7\xAC |0

<U65C7> \xBC\xB6 |1

<U65CA> \xBD\xB6 |1

<U65D1> \xF9\xBB |0

<U65DC> \xBF\xDA |1

<U65E4> \xD0\xC1 |1

<U65EA> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U65EB> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U6601> \xC2\xA9 |1

<U6617> \xC0\xA9 |1

<U6618> \xC1\xA9 |1

<U661A> \xFE\xAC |0

<U661B> \xFA\xAC |0

<U6638> \xA5\xAD |1

<U6648> \xC9\xB1 |1

<U664D> \xCD\xB1 |1

<U6650> \xC3\xB1 |1

<U6663> \xC4\xB6 |1

<U666D> \xA5\xBC |1

<U667D> \xFC\xBB |0

<U668F> \xD6\xC1 |1

<U6693> \xD1\xC1 |1

<U66A5> \xB3\xC7 |1

<U66AC> \xC4\xCC |1

<U66B6> \xC0\xCC |1

<U66C5> \xFE\xD0 |0

<U66CD> \xA2\xD1 |1

<U66D0> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U66D1> \xF0\xD4 |0
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<U66D5> \xED\xD4 |0

<U66D7> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U66E1> \xC2\xDA |1

<U66E2> \xA6\xE5 |1

<U66E5> \xC2\xDC |1

<U66E7> \xC3\xDC |1

<U66EF> \xBF\xE1 |1

<U6702> \xA7\xE5 |1

<U6706> \xA4\xD1 |1

<U670C> \xC5\xA9

 |1

<U6711> \xB2\xE6 |1

<U671A> \xC6\xB6 |1

<U6724> \xA6\xD1 |1

<U6725> \xB3\xE6 |1

<U6732> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U6744> \xC8\xA6 |1

<U674A> \xC9\xA6 |1

<U6752> \xC5\xA6 |1

<U6758> \xC7\xA6 |1

<U675B> \xC2\xA6 |1

<U676B> \xC7\xA9 |1

<U6780> \xD2\xA9 |1

<U6782> \xC9\xA9 |1

<U6788> \xDF\xE2 |1

<U678A> \xCA\xA9 |1

<U67A4> \xA8\xE5 |1

<U67AC> \xA9\xE5 |1

<U67BF> \xB0\xAD |1

<U67C7> \xAD\xAD |0

<U67D5> \xB1\xAD |1

<U67D6> \xAB\xAD |1

<U67E8> \xAA\xAD |1

<U6801> \xB7\xAD |1

<U6806> \xAB\xE5 |1

<U6810> \xAA\xE5 |1

<U6815> \xDD\xB1 |1

<U681B> \xD3\xB1 |1

<U6824> \xD0\xB1 |1

<U6836> \xD4\xB1 |1

<U6847> \xD9\xB1 |1

<U6856> \xD8\xB1 |1

<U685A> \xAD\xE5 |1

<U685E> \xAC\xE5 |1

<U686C> \xD5\xB6 |1

<U6873> \xCE\xB6 |1

<U688E> \xD1\xB6 |1

<U6895> \xDA\xB6 |1
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<U6899> \xDC\xB6 |1

<U689E> \xCB\xB6 |1

<U68B7> \xD2\xB6 |1

<U68B8> \xDE\xB6 |1

<U68C1> \xD6\xB6 |1

<U68C3> \xC5\xBC |1

<U68DB> \xD3\xB6 |1

<U68E2> \xBD\xBC |1

<U68FE> \xB1\xBC |1

<U68FF> \xC2\xBC |1

<U6902> \xB4\xBC |1

<U6903> \xAF\xBC |1

<U6918> \xBC\xBC

 |0

<U691E> \xB3\xBC |1

<U6929> \xAF\xE5 |1

<U692C> \xAE\xE5 |1

<U692E> \xC0\xBC |1

<U693E> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U6943> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U6946> \xDD\xC1 |1

<U6947> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U694D> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U6950> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U6967> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U6985> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U698F> \xBA\xC7 |1

<U699D> \xCE\xC7 |1

<U699F> \xC6\xC7 |1

<U69A2> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U69C0> \xC3\xC7 |1

<U69D2> \xC8\xC7 |1

<U69D5> \xCD\xC7 |1

<U69E1> \xCC\xC7 |1

<U69E3> \xC2\xC7 |1

<U69F0> \xD1\xCC |1

<U69FA> \xD7\xCC |1

<U6A0E> \xC7\xCC |1

<U6A10> \xDB\xCC |1

<U6A1C> \xC9\xCC |1

<U6A2C> \xE1\xCC |1

<U6A2D> \xB0\xE5 |1

<U6A33> \xAC\xD1 |1

<U6A42> \xA8\xD1 |1

<U6A43> \xAB\xD1 |1

<U6A4C> \xB1\xD1 |1

<U6A57> \xAF\xD1 |1

<U6A5C> \xC4\xD1 |1
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<U6A63> \xA7\xD1 |1

<U6A6C> \xAE\xD1 |1

<U6A6E> \xB2\xD1 |1

<U6A70> \xC1\xD1 |1

<U6A77> \xB1\xE5 |1

<U6A7A> \xB2\xE5 |1

<U6A7D> \xF5\xD4 |0

<U6A82> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U6A88> \xFC\xD4 |0

<U6A8A> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U6A8F> \xA7\xD5 |1

<U6A98> \xA3\xD5 |1

<U6A99> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U6AA7> \xF8\xD4 |0

<U6AB2> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U6AB5> \xF8\xD7

 |0

<U6ABC> \xFE\xD7 |0

<U6AC0> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6AC4> \xA2\xD8 |1

<U6ACA> \xB3\xE5 |1

<U6ACE> \xC4\xDA |1

<U6AD2> \xCF\xDA |1

<U6AD7> \xC7\xDA |1

<U6AD8> \xCD\xDA |1

<U6AE2> \xC8\xDA |1

<U6AE3> \xC6\xDA |1

<U6AE6> \xB4\xE5 |1

<U6AE9> \xC9\xDC |1

<U6AED> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U6AF4> \xC7\xDC |1

<U6AF5> \xB5\xE5 |1

<U6AFE> \xB4\xDE |1

<U6AFF> \xB3\xDE |1

<U6B01> \xB7\xDE |1

<U6B0D> \xB6\xE5 |1

<U6B0E> \xB7\xE5 |1

<U6B14> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U6B1C> \xE5\xE1 |1

<U6B26> \xD3\xA9 |1

<U6B29> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U6B2A> \xBC\xAD |1

<U6B2E> \xE5\xB1 |1

<U6B30> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U6B40> \xFD\xC1 |0

<U6B44> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U6B4F> \xE6\xCC |1

<U6B57> \xC6\xD1 |1
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<U6B68> \xD5\xA9 |1

<U6B6C> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U6B71> \xFE\xC1 |0

<U6B7A> \xD3\xA2 |1

<U6B9C> \xA2\xC2 |1

<U6B9D> \xD4\xE3 |1

<U6BD1> \xDA\xA9 |1

<U6BDC> \xB8\xE5 |1

<U6BDD> \xB9\xE5 |1

<U6BE5> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U6BE9> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U6BED> \xE6\xB6 |1

<U6BF4> \xCD\xBC |1

<U6BF6> \xBA\xE5 |1

<U6BFA> \xA8\xC2 |1

<U6C0A> \xAD\xD5 |1

<U6C1C> \xDD\xA9 |1

<U6C1E> \xBB\xE5 |1

<U6C2D> \xCE\xBC

 |1

<U6C31> \xA9\xC2 |1

<U6C39> \xD4\xA2 |1

<U6C3C> \xA1\xA4 |1

<U6C44> \xD8\xA2 |1

<U6C45> \xD9\xA2 |1

<U6C51> \xFD\xA3 |0

<U6C53> \xA5\xA4 |1

<U6C56> \xD5\xA6 |1

<U6C58> \xFC\xA3 |0

<U6C63> \xBC\xE5 |1

<U6C6E> \xD0\xA6 |1

<U6C75> \xD3\xA6 |1

<U6C77> \xFE\xA3 |0

<U6C7C> \xD1\xA6 |1

<U6C7F> \xCC\xA6 |1

<U6C91> \xCD\xA6 |1

<U6C9E> \xCE\xA6 |1

<U6CA0> \xDC\xA6 |1

<U6CAF> \xCE\xAD |1

<U6CC8> \xED\xA9 |0

<U6CCB> \xE1\xE2 |1

<U6CCE> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U6CD8> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U6CDF> \xE5\xA9 |1

<U6CE4> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U6CE6> \xE0\xE2 |1

<U6CFF> \xC6\xAD |1

<U6D02> \xD0\xAD |1
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<U6D05> \xC8\xAD |1

<U6D06> \xCA\xAD |1

<U6D14> \xC7\xAD |1

<U6D15> \xCD\xAD |1

<U6D1C> \xFA\xB1 |0

<U6D21> \xCB\xAD |1

<U6D23> \xC5\xAD |1

<U6D24> \xD7\xAD |1

<U6D56> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U6D5B> \xF9\xB1 |0

<U6D5D> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U6D6B> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U6D71> \xA2\xB2 |1

<U6D72> \xA5\xB2 |1

<U6D73> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U6D81> \xA1\xB2 |1

<U6D8F> \xF8\xB1 |0

<U6D9A> \xFB\xB1 |0

<U6DA5> \xBD\xE5 |1

<U6DAD> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U6DB0> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U6DB1> \xA1\xB7

 |1

<U6DB6> \xD0\xBC |1

<U6DC1> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U6DE7> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U6DFE> \xDD\xBC |1

<U6DFF> \xA8\xB7 |1

<U6E01> \xA6\xB7 |1

<U6E02> \xA3\xB7 |1

<U6E06> \xF7\xB6 |0

<U6E0F> \xBE\xE5 |1

<U6E12> \xA9\xB7 |1

<U6E18> \xD4\xBC |1

<U6E2A> \xED\xBC |0

<U6E42> \xDA\xBC |1

<U6E4C> \xEE\xBC |0

<U6E50> \xE9\xBC |0

<U6E6A> \xDB\xBC |1

<U6E6C> \xBA\xC2 |1

<U6E6D> \xE0\xBC |1

<U6E70> \xDC\xBC |1

<U6E75> \xD1\xBC |1

<U6E7C> \xC2\xE5 |1

<U6E84> \xC0\xE5 |1

<U6E8A> \xBF\xE5 |1

<U6E8B> \xC1\xE5 |1

<U6E91> \xB0\xC2 |1
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<U6E9A> \xB3\xC2 |1

<U6EA8> \xAE\xC2 |1

<U6EA9> \xB6\xC2 |1

<U6EAC> \xC0\xC2 |1

<U6EB5> \xB9\xC2 |1

<U6EB8> \xAD\xC2 |1

<U6ED9> \xC4\xC2 |1

<U6EDB> \xC7\xC2 |1

<U6EE3> \xC5\xC2 |1

<U6EF0> \xD6\xC7 |1

<U6EF3> \xD7\xC7 |1

<U6EFA> \xE5\xC7 |1

<U6F0B> \xF8\xCC |0

<U6F10> \xEA\xCC |0

<U6F17> \xDF\xC7 |1

<U6F1D> \xDC\xC7 |1

<U6F28> \xDE\xC7 |1

<U6F34> \xDD\xC7 |1

<U6F3D> \xF4\xCC |0

<U6F44> \xE1\xC7 |1

<U6F48> \xC4\xE5 |1

<U6F49> \xC5\xE5 |1

<U6F4A> \xE6\xC7 |1

<U6F4C> \xC3\xE5 |1

<U6F65> \xEB\xCC

 |0

<U6F71> \xF5\xCC |0

<U6F75> \xEC\xCC |0

<U6F79> \xF9\xCC |0

<U6F8F> \xFB\xCC |0

<U6F99> \xC7\xE5 |1

<U6F9D> \xC6\xE5 |1

<U6FB7> \xD8\xD1 |1

<U6FBB> \xCD\xD1 |1

<U6FD0> \xF1\xCC |0

<U6FD3> \xD5\xD1 |1

<U6FD6> \xB0\xD5 |1

<U6FD7> \xAF\xD5 |1

<U6FD9> \xB5\xD5 |1

<U6FE5> \xB1\xD5 |1

<U6FEA> \xB7\xD5 |1

<U6FF8> \xC8\xE5 |1

<U7002> \xAA\xD8 |1

<U7003> \xA7\xD8 |1

<U7008> \xA6\xD8 |1

<U7010> \xA9\xD8 |1

<U7013> \xAB\xD8 |1

<U7025> \xD4\xDA |1
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<U702D> \xCA\xE5 |1

<U702E> \xC9\xE5 |1

<U7036> \xD1\xDC |1

<U703D> \xCF\xDC |1

<U7047> \xBC\xDE |1

<U704D> \xBB\xDE |1

<U7053> \xB6\xE0 |1

<U7059> \xB7\xE0 |1

<U705C> \xCB\xE5 |1

<U7067> \xF9\xE1 |0

<U7072> \xA7\xA4 |1

<U7073> \xAB\xA4 |1

<U7077> \xDF\xA6 |1

<U7079> \xDE\xA6 |1

<U7087> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U7088> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U708B> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U708C> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U708D> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U708F> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U7090> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U70A0> \xDE\xAD |1

<U70A2> \xDC\xAD |1

<U70A3> \xDA\xAD |1

<U70A5> \xD8\xAD |1

<U70A6> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U70A7> \xE5\xAD |1

<U70A8> \xE2\xAD

 |1

<U70AA> \xDF\xAD |1

<U70BF> \xCD\xE5 |1

<U70C4> \xA8\xB2 |1

<U70C9> \xF9\xE2 |0

<U70CC> \xAA\xB2 |1

<U70D0> \xAB\xB2 |1

<U70E3> \xAC\xB2 |1

<U70E5> \xCF\xE5 |1

<U70EA> \xCE\xE5 |1

<U70EE> \xB0\xB2 |1

<U70F2> \xB2\xB7 |1

<U70F5> \xAF\xB7 |1

<U70FE> \xB5\xB7 |1

<U7101> \xAE\xB7 |1

<U7108> \xB1\xB7 |1

<U7111> \xD0\xE5 |1

<U7112> \xD1\xE5 |1

<U711D> \xF4\xBC |0

<U7124> \xFD\xBC |0
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<U7127> \xFC\xBC |0

<U712A> \xEF\xBC |0

<U712C> \xF2\xBC |0

<U7133> \xFB\xBC |0

<U7134> \xF9\xBC |0

<U7135> \xF1\xBC |0

<U7137> \xF3\xBC |0

<U7139> \xD3\xE5 |1

<U713B> \xD4\xE5 |1

<U713D> \xD5\xE5 |1

<U713F> \xD2\xE5 |1

<U7148> \xCC\xC2 |1

<U714F> \xD1\xC2 |1

<U7151> \xD8\xC2 |1

<U715B> \xBC\xC8 |1

<U716B> \xCF\xC2 |1

<U716D> \xD9\xC2 |1

<U716F> \xC9\xC2 |1

<U7171> \xD9\xE5 |1

<U7174> \xD3\xC2 |1

<U7175> \xD7\xE5 |1

<U7176> \xD8\xE5 |1

<U7177> \xD6\xE5 |1

<U717C> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U717E> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U717F> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U7183> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U718B> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U718D> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U718E> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U7191> \xE7\xC7

 |0

<U7193> \xDB\xE5 |1

<U7196> \xDA\xE5 |1

<U71A3> \xA4\xCD |1

<U71A6> \xA9\xCD |1

<U71AB> \xA8\xCD |1

<U71AD> \xA5\xCD |1

<U71AE> \xA2\xCD |1

<U71B4> \xDC\xE5 |1

<U71B7> \xDA\xD1 |1

<U71BB> \xDC\xD1 |1

<U71CD> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U71D1> \xDE\xD1 |1

<U71DD> \xDD\xE5 |1

<U71DE> \xDE\xE5 |1

<U71E3> \xBC\xD5 |1

<U71E9> \xBE\xD5 |1
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<U71EA> \xC3\xD5 |1

<U71EB> \xC0\xD5 |1

<U71EF> \xC1\xD5 |1

<U71F3> \xC2\xD5 |1

<U71FA> \xAD\xD8 |1

<U7204> \xD6\xDA |1

<U720B> \xD9\xDC |1

<U720E> \xDF\xE5 |1

<U720F> \xD6\xDC |1

<U7211> \xD8\xDC |1

<U7212> \xD5\xDC |1

<U7215> \xD8\xDA |1

<U7216> \xD3\xDC |1

<U7218> \xE1\xE5 |1

<U721C> \xD3\xDF |1

<U7220> \xD4\xDF |1

<U7221> \xB9\xE0 |1

<U7225> \xC2\xE1 |1

<U722E> \xE9\xAD |0

<U7251> \xDB\xC2 |1

<U7257> \xAD\xCD |1

<U7265> \xA1\xAA |1

<U726D> \xED\xAD |0

<U7283> \xA3\xBD |1

<U7294> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U7299> \xAF\xCD |1

<U72AB> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U72BB> \xE6\xA6 |1

<U72BC> \xE7\xA6 |1

<U72CF> \xAA\xAA |0

<U72D3> \xA7\xAA |1

<U72E7> \xF0\xAD |0

<U72F5> \xB8\xB2 |1

<U7306> \xA6\xBD

 |1

<U7310> \xBA\xB7 |1

<U731A> \xB9\xB7 |1

<U7341> \xDF\xC2 |1

<U7346> \xE2\xC2 |1

<U734B> \xB0\xCD |1

<U7353> \xF8\xC7 |0

<U7354> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U7355> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U738C> \xDA\xA2 |1

<U738D> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U738F> \xAF\xA4 |1

<U73A3> \xAC\xAA |1

<U73C1> \xFB\xAD |0
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<U73C4> \xF7\xAD |0

<U73D5> \xBE\xB2 |1

<U73DF> \xC0\xB2 |1

<U73E2> \xBC\xB2 |1

<U73EC> \xBD\xB2 |1

<U73EF> \xE4\xE5 |1

<U73F3> \xBD\xB7 |1

<U7402> \xBC\xB7 |1

<U7412> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U7414> \xB6\xBD |1

<U7415> \xBA\xBD |1

<U7417> \xAF\xBD |1

<U7418> \xBB\xBD |1

<U7419> \xB2\xBD |1

<U741C> \xB9\xBD |1

<U741E> \xED\xC2 |0

<U741F> \xB5\xBD |1

<U743B> \xE6\xE5 |1

<U743D> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U743E> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U7445> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U7448> \xE6\xC2 |1

<U7449> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U744C> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U7453> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U7456> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U7458> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U7461> \xFE\xC7 |0

<U746C> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U7474> \xA7\xC8 |1

<U747A> \xB1\xCD |1

<U747B> \xBB\xCD |1

<U7484> \xB6\xCD |1

<U748C> \xB5\xCD |1

<U748D> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U7493> \xBA\xCD |1

<U7496> \xEA\xD1

 |0

<U749B> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U749D> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U74A4> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U74AC> \xCF\xD5 |1

<U74B3> \xCD\xD5 |1

<U74B4> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U74BC> \xB0\xD8 |1

<U74C4> \xDA\xDA |0

<U74C7> \xDC\xDA |1

<U74CD> \xDC\xDC |0
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<U74CE> \xDF\xDC |1

<U74D1> \xE0\xDC |1

<U74ED> \xA1\xAE |1

<U74F3> \xC8\xB2 |1

<U74F9> \xBD\xBD |0

<U7509> \xBD\xCD |1

<U750A> \xED\xD1 |0

<U7541> \xB8\xAA |1

<U7542> \xB5\xAA |1

<U7555> \xCE\xB2 |1

<U7556> \xCD\xB2 |1

<U7558> \xCF\xB2 |1

<U7568> \xC7\xB7 |1

<U756E> \xC2\xBD |1

<U759B> \xBA\xAA |1

<U759E> \xBB\xAA |1

<U75A6> \xAB\xAE |1

<U75A8> \xAF\xAE |1

<U75D3> \xCA\xB7 |1

<U75E5> \xC7\xBD |1

<U760E> \xA9\xC8 |1

<U762C> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U7636> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U7637> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U764F> \xB4\xD8 |1

<U7651> \xB3\xD8 |1

<U765B> \xB2\xD8 |1

<U7673> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U7677> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U7694> \xCC\xBD |1

<U7697> \xFE\xC2 |0

<U7698> \xA1\xC3 |1

<U76A1> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U76A9> \xDE\xDA |1

<U76B3> \xCD\xBD |1

<U76BC> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U76C0> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U76C7> \xB2\xAE |1

<U76D5> \xD0\xB7 |1

<U76E2> \xB1\xC8

 |1

<U76EB> \xB5\xD8 |1

<U76FD> \xB5\xAE |1

<U76FF> \xB3\xAE |1

<U770F> \xDF\xB2 |1

<U7716> \xDE\xB2 |1

<U7718> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7721> \xE7\xB2 |0
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<U772A> \xDC\xB2 |1

<U7730> \xD3\xB7 |1

<U773F> \xE2\xB2 |1

<U7748> \xD1\xBD |1

<U7749> \xD2\xBD |1

<U7753> \xA7\xC3 |1

<U7758> \xA8\xC3 |1

<U775D> \xA5\xC3 |1

<U7771> \xB9\xC8 |1

<U7775> \xB6\xC8 |1

<U7776> \xB5\xC8 |1

<U7777> \xB4\xC8 |1

<U7778> \xB8\xC8 |1

<U777B> \xBD\xC8 |1

<U778A> \xC4\xCD |1

<U7790> \xC6\xCD |1

<U7798> \xF9\xD1 |0

<U77A4> \xD9\xD5 |1

<U77A6> \xD8\xD5 |1

<U77B8> \xB6\xD8 |1

<U77C0> \xBA\xD8 |1

<U77C1> \xB9\xD8 |1

<U77C5> \xE0\xDA |1

<U77C6> \xDF\xDA |1

<U77D6> \xB2\xE4 |1

<U77DD> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U77F5> \xFC\xA6 |0

<U7804> \xB9\xAE |1

<U7807> \xBB\xAE |1

<U7808> \xBE\xAE |1

<U780A> \xB7\xAE |1

<U780B> \xBA\xAE |1

<U7819> \xED\xE5 |0

<U781B> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U781E> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U7824> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U7836> \xED\xB2 |0

<U783D> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U7842> \xE2\xB7 |1

<U784B> \xDF\xB7 |1

<U7851> \xE0\xB7 |1

<U7853> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U7854> \xF1\xE5

 |0

<U7858> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U785F> \xDC\xBD |1

<U7866> \xDD\xBD |1

<U7876> \xDA\xBD |1
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<U7878> \xB1\xC3 |1

<U787D> \xAE\xC3 |1

<U7882> \xA9\xC3 |1

<U7888> \xB5\xC3 |1

<U788B> \xB0\xC3 |1

<U7890> \xAA\xC3 |1

<U7892> \xB6\xC3 |1

<U78A6> \xBE\xC8 |1

<U78AE> \xBF\xC8 |1

<U78B7> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U78B8> \xC0\xC8 |1

<U78C0> \xCA\xCD |1

<U78C2> \xCD\xCD |0

<U78D8> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U78DC> \xA4\xD2 |1

<U78EB> \xA2\xD2 |1

<U78EE> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U78F0> \xE0\xD5 |1

<U78F8> \xE1\xD5 |1

<U7908> \xC0\xD8 |1

<U790A> \xBF\xD8 |1

<U790B> \xBC\xD8 |1

<U790D> \xC2\xD8 |1

<U7915> \xC4\xD8 |1

<U7918> \xE1\xDA |1

<U7922> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U792E> \xC5\xDE |1

<U7930> \xC3\xDE |1

<U7932> \xC4\xDE |1

<U7937> \xBC\xE0 |1

<U794D> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U7959> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U7966> \xDE\xBD |1

<U796C> \xE6\xB7 |1

<U796E> \xE5\xB7 |1

<U7971> \xDF\xBD |1

<U7976> \xE2\xBD |1

<U7983> \xB9\xC3 |1

<U7986> \xF8\xE5 |0

<U7987> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U7989> \xC7\xC8 |1

<U7999> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U799E> \xD1\xCD |1

<U799F> \xCF\xCD |1

<U79A3> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U79A5> \xA6\xD2

 |1

<U79B5> \xBD\xE0 |1
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<U79BC> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U79CC> \xCC\xE5 |1

<U79D0> \xC2\xAE |1

<U79D3> \xC0\xAE |1

<U79D7> \xC3\xAE |1

<U79D9> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U79DB> \xF9\xB2 |0

<U79E8> \xF8\xB2 |0

<U79F2> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U79F3> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U79F5> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U79F9> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U79FF> \xE5\xBD |1

<U7A0F> \xC1\xC3 |1

<U7A1D> \xC4\xC3 |1

<U7A25> \xA4\xE5 |1

<U7A29> \xCB\xC8 |1

<U7A2A> \xCD\xC8 |1

<U7A2C> \xD0\xC8 |1

<U7A41> \xD3\xCD |1

<U7A53> \xA9\xD2 |1

<U7A64> \xE6\xDA |1

<U7A66> \xE5\xDA |1

<U7A6F> \xE4\xDC |1

<U7A72> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U7A73> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U7A7C> \xC4\xAE |1

<U7A9A> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U7AA1> \xC6\xC3 |1

<U7AA4> \xC7\xC3 |1

<U7AA7> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U7ABD> \xAE\xD2 |1

<U7AC2> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U7AD0> \xCE\xAE |1

<U7AD4> \xCB\xAE |1

<U7AE7> \xF0\xBD |0

<U7AF2> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U7AF3> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U7AF5> \xC9\xD8 |1

<U7AFC> \xD1\xAE |1

<U7B0D> \xAA\xB3 |1

<U7B16> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U7B17> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U7B1C> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U7B21> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U7B37> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U7B42> \xF8\xBD |0

<U7B43> \xF5\xBD |0
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<U7B53> \xF9\xBD

 |0

<U7B57> \xF6\xBD |0

<U7B59> \xFE\xE5 |0

<U7B5E> \xCF\xC3 |1

<U7B68> \xD5\xC3 |1

<U7B6B> \xCD\xC3 |1

<U7B81> \xD6\xC8 |1

<U7B83> \xD8\xC8 |1

<U7B93> \xDE\xC8 |1

<U7BA3> \xDC\xC8 |1

<U7BAE> \xDC\xCD |1

<U7BB3> \xDD\xCD |1

<U7BBF> \xE0\xCD |1

<U7BC3> \xE6\xE3 |1

<U7BD0> \xA1\xE6 |1

<U7BEC> \xB3\xD2 |1

<U7C08> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U7C18> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U7C1A> \xD0\xD8 |1

<U7C24> \xD1\xD8 |1

<U7C2E> \xCC\xD8 |1

<U7C2F> \xA2\xE6 |1

<U7C32> \xA3\xE6 |1

<U7C35> \xEE\xDA |0

<U7C42> \xA4\xE6 |1

<U7C44> \xE6\xDC |1

<U7C4B> \xE5\xDC |1

<U7C4E> \xA5\xE6 |1

<U7C62> \xBE\xE0 |1

<U7C68> \xA6\xE6 |1

<U7C71> \xBA\xE2 |1

<U7C76> \xC8\xAA |1

<U7C77> \xD2\xAE |1

<U7C8E> \xAD\xB3 |1

<U7C93> \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7C99> \xFE\xB7 |0

<U7CA9> \xA7\xE6 |1

<U7CB8> \xE1\xC8 |1

<U7CC3> \xF1\xCD |0

<U7CC6> \xF0\xCD |0

<U7CDB> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U7CE1> \xB9\xD2 |1

<U7CE3> \xD5\xD8 |1

<U7CED> \xA8\xE6 |1

<U7CF3> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7CFC> \xCB\xAA |1

<U7CFF> \xCA\xAA |1
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<U7D24> \xB7\xB3 |1

<U7D25> \xBB\xB3 |1

<U7D34> \xA6\xB8 |1

<U7D37> \xA7\xB8

 |1

<U7D49> \xA4\xB8 |1

<U7D60> \xA8\xBE |1

<U7D64> \xAC\xBE |1

<U7D6C> \xAA\xBE |1

<U7D74> \xA4\xBE |1

<U7D7E> \xAB\xBE |1

<U7D87> \xE6\xC3 |1

<U7D8A> \xE0\xC3 |1

<U7D90> \xDE\xC3 |1

<U7D98> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U7DA4> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U7DA8> \xED\xC8 |0

<U7DC8> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U7DD0> \xA9\xE6 |1

<U7DD3> \xAB\xE6 |1

<U7DF8> \xF5\xCD |0

<U7DFC> \xA8\xCE |1

<U7DFD> \xA9\xCE |1

<U7DFE> \xA5\xCE |1

<U7DFF> \xAC\xCE |1

<U7E02> \xFD\xCD |0

<U7E07> \xAA\xE6 |1

<U7E19> \xBB\xD2 |1

<U7E4F> \xD9\xD8 |1

<U7E5B> \xDB\xD8 |1

<U7E64> \xAC\xE6 |1

<U7E6C> \xF2\xDA |0

<U7E71> \xF5\xDA |0

<U7E84> \xD3\xDE |1

<U7E85> \xD0\xDE |1

<U7F40> \xAD\xE6 |1

<U7F41> \xF7\xC8 |0

<U7F46> \xFD\xD5 |0

<U7F59> \xCE\xAA |1

<U7F6F> \xF8\xC8 |0

<U7F84> \xA2\xE4 |1

<U7F93> \xBD\xB3 |1

<U7F99> \xBE\xB3 |1

<U7FC4> \xC2\xB3 |1

<U7FD3> \xB7\xBE |1

<U7FD6> \xB8\xBE |1

<U7FDD> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U7FE7> \xB2\xCE |1
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<U7FF6> \xFE\xD5 |0

<U8002> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U801A> \xB7\xB8 |1

<U8023> \xA2\xC9 |1

<U802B> \xA1\xD6 |1

<U802F> \xEF\xDC |0

<U8041> \xAF\xE6

 |1

<U8045> \xBC\xB8 |1

<U8049> \xBB\xB8 |1

<U804E> \xBC\xBE |1

<U8053> \xA9\xE7 |1

<U8057> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U8059> \xD6\xE3 |1

<U805B> \xA3\xC9 |1

<U8063> \xB0\xE6 |1

<U8065> \xB4\xCE |1

<U806B> \xB8\xCE |1

<U806E> \xC3\xD2 |1

<U807A> \xF0\xDC |0

<U807B> \xF1\xDC |0

<U807C> \xF2\xDC |0

<U808D> \xB5\xA4 |1

<U8091> \xA4\xA7 |1

<U8094> \xA6\xA7 |1

<U8097> \xA5\xA7 |1

<U80A8> \xCF\xAA |1

<U80B0> \xD2\xAA |1

<U80B3> \xD4\xAA |1

<U80B6> \xD7\xAA |1

<U80BB> \xB1\xE6 |1

<U80CB> \xE0\xAE |1

<U80D3> \xDE\xAE |1

<U80DF> \xE5\xAE |1

<U80F7> \xD2\xB3 |1

<U80FF> \xCB\xB3 |1

<U8104> \xCD\xB3 |1

<U8128> \xAE\xE3 |1

<U812A> \xC1\xB8 |1

<U812E> \xC2\xB8 |1

<U8134> \xC8\xB8 |1

<U813B> \xBE\xBE |0

<U8140> \xC3\xBE |1

<U8141> \xC5\xBE |1

<U8142> \xC1\xBE |1

<U8149> \xC2\xBE |1

<U815D> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U8163> \xF5\xC3 |0
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<U816A> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U816C> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U8175> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U8192> \xBB\xCE |1

<U8194> \xB9\xCE |1

<U81A1> \xBA\xCE |1

<U81AD> \xC7\xD2 |1

<U81AF> \xC4\xD2 |1

<U81D4> \xF7\xDA |0

<U81D6> \xF8\xDA

 |0

<U81EF> \xC7\xBE |1

<U8224> \xE8\xAE |0

<U8227> \xD7\xB3 |1

<U8241> \xA6\xC4 |1

<U8248> \xB4\xE6 |1

<U824A> \xAD\xC9 |1

<U824C> \xAE\xC9 |1

<U8265> \xFB\xDA |0

<U8286> \xA8\xA7 |1

<U828C> \xA9\xA7 |1

<U8295> \xAB\xA7 |1

<U82C9> \xE8\xAA |0

<U82DD> \xEB\xAE |0

<U82E9> \xF2\xAE |0

<U82EE> \xF4\xAE |0

<U82F8> \xEE\xAE |0

<U82FC> \xEF\xAE |0

<U8310> \xB5\xE6 |1

<U8312> \xB7\xE6 |1

<U833E> \xDF\xAA |1

<U8362> \xB6\xE6 |1

<U8371> \xCE\xB8 |1

<U8372> \xD1\xB8 |1

<U8379> \xD4\xB8 |1

<U8391> \xD5\xB8 |1

<U83A1> \xD2\xB8 |1

<U83CD> \xDE\xBE |1

<U83D2> \xCF\xBE |1

<U83DA> \xCD\xBE |1

<U83E6> \xDF\xBE |1

<U83ED> \xCB\xBE |1

<U8400> \xD2\xBE |1

<U8402> \xDC\xBE |1

<U8405> \xDA\xBE |1

<U8408> \xD0\xBE |1

<U8414> \xD8\xBE |1

<U8416> \xDD\xBE |1
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<U8417> \xD6\xBE |1

<U841E> \xB9\xE6 |1

<U841F> \xDB\xBE |1

<U8421> \xB8\xE6 |1

<U842E> \xB1\xC4 |1

<U843E> \xBA\xC4 |1

<U8441> \xB5\xC4 |1

<U8453> \xB3\xC4 |1

<U8455> \xBF\xC4 |1

<U8472> \xAF\xC4 |1

<U847B> \xAE\xC4 |1

<U847F> \xAA\xC4 |1

<U8480> \xB9\xC4

 |1

<U8483> \xBB\xC4 |1

<U8496> \xB8\xC9 |1

<U84A3> \xBC\xC9 |1

<U84A5> \xB9\xC9 |1

<U84B3> \xBB\xC9 |1

<U84B5> \xBA\xC9 |1

<U84B7> \xC1\xC9 |1

<U84C3> \xB6\xC9 |1

<U84D5> \xBF\xC9 |1

<U84D8> \xBE\xC9 |1

<U84DE> \xBB\xE6 |1

<U84E1> \xBC\xE6 |1

<U84E2> \xBA\xE6 |1

<U84E4> \xBD\xC9 |1

<U84ED> \xCF\xCE |1

<U84F5> \xC4\xCE |1

<U84F8> \xC2\xCE |1

<U8501> \xC0\xCE |1

<U8504> \xC6\xCE |1

<U8505> \xD4\xCE |1

<U851B> \xCB\xCE |1

<U8542> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U854C> \xD0\xD2 |1

<U8570> \xD5\xD2 |1

<U8573> \xBD\xE6 |1

<U8592> \xA8\xD6 |1

<U85B2> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U85BB> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U85CC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U85D4> \xBE\xE6 |1

<U85D6> \xFE\xDA |0

<U85DB> \xFD\xDA |0

<U85E7> \xA2\xDB |1

<U85EE> \xFB\xDC |0
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<U85F4> \xA5\xDB |1

<U85F5> \xBF\xE6 |1

<U8603> \xFC\xDC |0

<U8608> \xA2\xDD |1

<U860F> \xA3\xDD |1

<U8615> \xDB\xDE |1

<U861D> \xDC\xDE |1

<U8628> \xD8\xDE |1

<U862B> \xD6\xDE |1

<U8637> \xC0\xE6 |1

<U8645> \xC1\xE6 |1

<U8649> \xC7\xE1 |1

<U864A> \xFC\xE1 |0

<U8672> \xC2\xE6 |1

<U8678> \xFE\xAE |0

<U8684> \xE9\xB3

 |0

<U8689> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U868F> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U8692> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U869B> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U869F> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U86A0> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U86AE> \xE6\xB8 |1

<U86FF> \xC9\xC4 |1

<U8716> \xC8\xC4 |1

<U871D> \xCF\xC9 |1

<U872B> \xCA\xC9 |1

<U8736> \xC5\xC9 |1

<U874A> \xC3\xE6 |1

<U878A> \xDB\xD2 |1

<U878E> \xDF\xD2 |1

<U87A1> \xDE\xD2 |1

<U87A5> \xC5\xE6 |1

<U87A9> \xC4\xE6 |1

<U87CD> \xB6\xD6 |1

<U87E9> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U87F0> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U87F5> \xC6\xE6 |1

<U87FD> \xA7\xDB |1

<U8807> \xA9\xDB |1

<U8834> \xC7\xE6 |1

<U8847> \xE9\xBE |0

<U884F> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U8850> \xC8\xE6 |1

<U8866> \xA7\xAF |1

<U8873> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U8878> \xF2\xB3 |0
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<U887A> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U8887> \xC9\xE6 |1

<U888A> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U888F> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U8890> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U8894> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U88A3> \xED\xB8 |0

<U88A5> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U88A6> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U88A9> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U88BB> \xED\xBE |0

<U88E0> \xCF\xC4 |1

<U88E6> \xE0\xCE |1

<U88E9> \xD9\xC9 |1

<U88EA> \xD2\xC9 |1

<U88ED> \xD7\xC9 |1

<U88FF> \xD1\xC9 |1

<U8900> \xD6\xC9 |1

<U8903> \xD8\xC9

 |1

<U8924> \xE5\xD2 |1

<U893F> \xBF\xD6 |1

<U8948> \xF9\xD8 |0

<U894A> \xFA\xD8 |0

<U894E> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U8954> \xCA\xE6 |1

<U8965> \xA9\xDD |1

<U8967> \xA8\xDD |1

<U8978> \xC9\xE1 |1

<U8984> \xCB\xE6 |1

<U898C> \xA9\xAF |1

<U8991> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U8992> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U89AB> \xC6\xD6 |1

<U89B1> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U89BB> \xAA\xDD |1

<U89EA> \xDC\xC9 |1

<U89EE> \xE6\xCE |1

<U89F5> \xB2\xDB |1

<U8A06> \xAC\xAF |1

<U8A0B> \xFB\xB3 |0

<U8A0D> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U8A19> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U8A1C> \xFE\xB8 |0

<U8A21> \xA9\xB9 |1

<U8A28> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U8A29> \xA5\xB9 |1

<U8A2E> \xB0\xE3 |1
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<U8A32> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U8A38> \xFD\xBE |0

<U8A42> \xFE\xBE |0

<U8A4B> \xA3\xBF |1

<U8A5A> \xF8\xBE |0

<U8A64> \xE0\xC4 |1

<U8A6A> \xD5\xC4 |1

<U8A6F> \xD8\xC4 |1

<U8A78> \xDB\xC4 |1

<U8A7D> \xDC\xC4 |1

<U8A88> \xDD\xC4 |1

<U8A8E> \xDF\xC9 |1

<U8A9B> \xDE\xC9 |1

<U8A9D> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U8AA2> \xE0\xC9 |1

<U8AB1> \xE7\xCE |0

<U8AB4> \xF0\xCE |0

<U8AB5> \xEE\xCE |0

<U8AC1> \xF3\xCE |0

<U8ACE> \xEA\xCE |0

<U8AD0> \xF6\xCE |0

<U8AE3> \xEA\xD2

 |0

<U8AE5> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U8AE9> \xEF\xCE |0

<U8AF9> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U8AFD> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U8B03> \xCC\xE6 |1

<U8B09> \xC9\xD6 |1

<U8B29> \xAA\xD9 |1

<U8B32> \xA4\xD9 |1

<U8B34> \xA8\xD9 |1

<U8B38> \xA3\xD9 |1

<U8B3F> \xB4\xDB |1

<U8B61> \xB0\xDD |1

<U8B62> \xAC\xDD |1

<U8B64> \xB2\xDD |1

<U8B69> \xAB\xDD |1

<U8B6E> \xAE\xDD |1

<U8B73> \xAD\xE4 |1

<U8B87> \xC8\xE0 |1

<U8B91> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U8B97> \xCB\xE1 |1

<U8B9B> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8B9D> \xFE\xE1 |0

<U8C40> \xCD\xD6 |1

<U8C44> \xE4\xDF |1

<U8C52> \xCD\xE6 |1
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<U8C5E> \xAA\xBF |1

<U8C60> \xA9\xBF |1

<U8C67> \xED\xC9 |0

<U8C74> \xAB\xD9 |1

<U8C7F> \xAB\xBF |1

<U8C83> \xAD\xBF |1

<U8C88> \xE5\xC4 |1

<U8C96> \xCF\xD6 |1

<U8C9F> \xAE\xAF |1

<U8CA6> \xB0\xB9 |1

<U8CB1> \xAF\xBF |1

<U8CD0> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U8CD4> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U8CD8> \xCE\xE6 |1

<U8CE9> \xFD\xCE |0

<U8CEB> \xA2\xCF |1

<U8CF6> \xD1\xD6 |1

<U8D0C> \xCF\xE6 |1

<U8D0E> \xA8\xE4 |1

<U8D11> \xE5\xDE |1

<U8D18> \xD0\xE6 |1

<U8D1A> \xCA\xE0 |1

<U8D1C> \xCE\xE1 |1

<U8D7A> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U8D7C> \xB7\xB9

 |1

<U8D7E> \xB5\xB9 |1

<U8D83> \xB4\xBF |1

<U8D86> \xB7\xBF |1

<U8D87> \xB0\xBF |1

<U8D97> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U8D98> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U8D9A> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U8D9D> \xA6\xCF |1

<U8DA2> \xA5\xCF |1

<U8DA4> \xA3\xCF |1

<U8DA9> \xB1\xD9 |1

<U8DB0> \xD1\xE6 |1

<U8DBD> \xBA\xB9 |1

<U8DC9> \xBF\xBF |0

<U8DD2> \xBB\xBF |1

<U8DED> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U8E28> \xAC\xCF |1

<U8E32> \xFE\xD2 |0

<U8E3B> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U8E43> \xFC\xD2 |0

<U8E46> \xD4\xD6 |1

<U8E58> \xB2\xD9 |1
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<U8E68> \xBA\xDB |1

<U8E6B> \xB9\xDB |1

<U8E75> \xBC\xDB |1

<U8E77> \xBD\xDB |1

<U8EB4> \xFC\xC9 |0

<U8EB6> \xB0\xCF |1

<U8EB7> \xB2\xCF |1

<U8EB8> \xAF\xCF |1

<U8EB9> \xB1\xCF |1

<U8EBC> \xD2\xE6 |1

<U8EBF> \xB5\xD9 |1

<U8ED5> \xD3\xE6 |1

<U8ED6> \xC1\xB9 |1

<U8ED9> \xC7\xB9 |1

<U8EE4> \xC5\xBF |1

<U8EEA> \xC7\xBF |1

<U8EF2> \xC4\xBF |1

<U8EF3> \xC6\xBF |1

<U8F04> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U8F22> \xB3\xCF |1

<U8F2B> \xB4\xCF |1

<U8F30> \xA2\xD3 |1

<U8F31> \xA1\xD3 |1

<U8F3C> \xA5\xD3 |1

<U8F3D> \xD9\xD6 |1

<U8F4A> \xB7\xD9 |1

<U8FA2> \xA2\xCA |1

<U8FAA> \xD4\xE6

 |1

<U8FAC> \xB8\xD9 |1

<U8FB3> \xB9\xCF |1

<U8FCC> \xF0\xAA |0

<U8FCF> \xF4\xAA |0

<U8FE7> \xB1\xAF |1

<U9025> \xCC\xB9 |1

<U902B> \xCC\xBF |1

<U9030> \xD5\xBF |1

<U903A> \xD4\xBF |1

<U9040> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U9046> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U9048> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U905A> \xA4\xCA |1

<U905F> \xA7\xCA |1

<U906A> \xBC\xCF |1

<U9071> \xBB\xCF |1

<U9092> \xDE\xA2 |1

<U9096> \xBC\xA4 |1

<U909A> \xBD\xA4 |1
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<U909C> \xD5\xE6 |1

<U90A4> \xB5\xA7 |1

<U90A9> \xB4\xA7 |1

<U90AB> \xD1\xB9 |1

<U90AD> \xF7\xAA |0

<U90B7> \xF5\xAA |0

<U90BC> \xB5\xAF |1

<U90C0> \xB8\xAF |1

<U90C2> \xB4\xAF |1

<U90C6> \xB7\xAF |1

<U90C9> \xBC\xAF |1

<U90CD> \xBB\xAF |1

<U90EE> \xCF\xB9 |1

<U910A> \xD9\xBF |1

<U910C> \xA3\xC5 |1

<U9113> \xA4\xC5 |1

<U9151> \xAA\xB4 |1

<U915C> \xD7\xE6 |1

<U916B> \xA7\xC5 |1

<U917C> \xAD\xCA |1

<U9188> \xBF\xCF |1

<U9196> \xAF\xD3 |1

<U91A9> \xBD\xD9 |1

<U91C4> \xED\xE1 |0

<U91E0> \xB1\xB4 |1

<U91F2> \xD6\xB9 |1

<U91FE> \xDD\xBF |1

<U9208> \xE6\xBF |1

<U920B> \xE0\xBF |1

<U921B> \xE5\xBF |1

<U9220> \xDE\xBF

 |1

<U9221> \xD9\xE6 |1

<U922B> \xD8\xE6 |1

<U923B> \xB7\xC5 |1

<U9241> \xB9\xC5 |1

<U9255> \xAA\xC5 |1

<U925F> \xB4\xC5 |1

<U926A> \xB2\xC5 |1

<U926B> \xB5\xC5 |1

<U9273> \xDA\xE6 |1

<U9281> \xB4\xCA |1

<U9284> \xB5\xCA |1

<U928F> \xB0\xC5 |1

<U9290> \xB8\xCA |1

<U929E> \xB9\xCA |1

<U92B0> \xAA\xE7 |1

<U92B1> \xB1\xCA |1
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<U92BE> \xC3\xCF |1

<U92D4> \xC8\xCF |1

<U92D6> \xC9\xCF |1

<U92DA> \xCB\xCF |1

<U92DB> \xCE\xCF |1

<U92E2> \xD1\xCF |1

<U92EB> \xD2\xCF |1

<U92F4> \xDB\xE6 |1

<U92F5> \xDC\xE6 |1

<U92F6> \xB0\xCA |1

<U92FD> \xB5\xD3 |1

<U9303> \xBD\xD3 |1

<U9305> \xBE\xD3 |1

<U9307> \xB8\xD3 |1

<U930A> \xB2\xD3 |1

<U9317> \xB6\xD3 |1

<U9330> \xBC\xD3 |1

<U9331> \xB9\xD3 |1

<U933F> \xDD\xE6 |1

<U9342> \xDE\xE6 |1

<U9345> \xB1\xD3 |1

<U935D> \xDD\xD6 |1

<U935F> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U9362> \xE4\xD6 |1

<U9366> \xDB\xD6 |1

<U9368> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U936B> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U9378> \xDC\xD6 |1

<U9386> \xDF\xE6 |1

<U9390> \xC0\xD9 |1

<U9393> \xC2\xD9 |1

<U939C> \xC9\xD9 |1

<U93A0> \xBE\xD9 |1

<U93B8> \xC6\xD9

 |1

<U93BB> \xC5\xD9 |1

<U93BC> \xE1\xE6 |1

<U93BE> \xE0\xE6 |1

<U93DB> \xCD\xDB |1

<U93E0> \xCF\xDB |1

<U93E9> \xC1\xDB |1

<U93EA> \xC2\xDB |1

<U93EB> \xCE\xDB |1

<U93ED> \xC7\xDB |1

<U93EF> \xE5\xE6 |1

<U93F2> \xE4\xE6 |1

<U93F3> \xC1\xDD |1

<U93F4> \xEA\xDE |0
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<U9405> \xBF\xDD |1

<U941B> \xC5\xDD |1

<U941C> \xC7\xDD |1

<U941E> \xC2\xDD |1

<U9422> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U9423> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U9424> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U9427> \xC6\xDD |1

<U942D> \xED\xDE |0

<U9442> \xE9\xDF |0

<U944D> \xEA\xDF |0

<U944E> \xEC\xDF |0

<U9454> \xEB\xDF |0

<U9456> \xD2\xE0 |1

<U9458> \xB1\xE4 |1

<U9465> \xD7\xE0 |1

<U9466> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U9467> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U946C> \xA2\xE1 |1

<U947A> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U947B> \xA3\xE2 |1

<U9581> \xC0\xAF |1

<U9585> \xB2\xB4 |1

<U9595> \xEC\xBF |0

<U9597> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U959A> \xBA\xC5 |1

<U95AF> \xD3\xCF |1

<U95B3> \xD6\xCF |1

<U95B8> \xC2\xD3 |1

<U95C1> \xC4\xD3 |1

<U95C2> \xC0\xD3 |1

<U95C4> \xED\xD6 |0

<U95CE> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U95D7> \xCB\xD9 |1

<U95E7> \xED\xE6 |0

<U9627> \xBA\xA7 |1

<U9629> \xBF\xA7

 |1

<U962B> \xBC\xA7 |1

<U963E> \xFC\xAA |0

<U9659> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U965A> \xDE\xB9 |1

<U9660> \xB3\xB4 |1

<U9679> \xE5\xB9 |1

<U968C> \xF0\xBF |0

<U96AB> \xC8\xD3 |1

<U96AD> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U96B5> \xC9\xDD |1
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<U96D0> \xC7\xCA |1

<U96E4> \xF0\xDE |0

<U96E6> \xA5\xE1 |1

<U96E7> \xAF\xE2 |1

<U96EC> \xFE\xBF |0

<U96ED> \xFC\xBF |0

<U96EE> \xFB\xBF |0

<U96F4> \xC6\xC5 |1

<U96FC> \xC7\xC5 |1

<U970C> \xD0\xD3 |1

<U9714> \xCD\xD3 |1

<U9715> \xCC\xD3 |1

<U9717> \xD1\xD3 |1

<U9734> \xCE\xDD |1

<U9736> \xF2\xDE |0

<U9737> \xF1\xDE |0

<U973B> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U973C> \xF1\xDF |0

<U9740> \xF2\xDF |0

<U9745> \xA6\xE1 |1

<U974D> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U9750> \xC5\xE2 |1

<U975D> \xCF\xD9 |1

<U975F> \xA1\xC0 |1

<U976F> \xA2\xC0 |1

<U978C> \xE4\xCF |1

<U9793> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U979B> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U97A9> \xD0\xD9 |1

<U97BD> \xF5\xDE |0

<U97C0> \xF3\xDF |0

<U97D2> \xD5\xD3 |1

<U97DA> \xD1\xD9 |1

<U97E2> \xF6\xDE |0

<U97FC> \xD3\xDD |1

<U980B> \xD2\xC5 |1

<U9815> \xD5\xCA |1

<U981F> \xE9\xCF |0

<U9822> \xE7\xCF |0

<U982A> \xE6\xCF

 |1

<U9831> \xD9\xD3 |1

<U9836> \xD8\xD3 |1

<U983A> \xDD\xD3 |1

<U983F> \xDB\xD9 |1

<U9840> \xA6\xD7 |1

<U9842> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U9861> \xAA\xE4 |1
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<U9868> \xF7\xDE |0

<U986D> \xDE\xE0 |1

<U986E> \xDC\xE0 |1

<U98B5> \xE1\xD3 |1

<U98B9> \xDC\xD9 |1

<U98CA> \xFA\xDE |0

<U98CD> \xA5\xE2 |1

<U98DD> \xA6\xE2 |1

<U98E4> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U98EC> \xDB\xC5 |1

<U98F0> \xAB\xC0 |1

<U98F1> \xDC\xC5 |1

<U98F5> \xD9\xC5 |1

<U98F7> \xD7\xC5 |1

<U98F8> \xDD\xCA |1

<U98FF> \xD8\xC5 |1

<U9901> \xDE\xCA |1

<U9906> \xDB\xCA |1

<U990E> \xFA\xE6 |0

<U9919> \xEB\xCF |0

<U9938> \xE1\xD9 |1

<U9944> \xE9\xDB |0

<U994F> \xFE\xDE |0

<U995A> \xF8\xDF |0

<U995D> \xAA\xE1 |1

<U999A> \xDF\xC5 |1

<U99A0> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U99A2> \xB0\xD7 |1

<U99A4> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U99A9> \xA1\xDF |1

<U99AA> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U99B8> \xE6\xCA |1

<U99BE> \xE0\xCA |1

<U99C0> \xE4\xCA |1

<U99CA> \xED\xCF |0

<U99E0> \xF4\xCF |0

<U99E1> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U99E6> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U99E8> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U99EF> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U99F3> \xB4\xD7 |1

<U9A00> \xB3\xD7 |1

<U9A17> \xEF\xDB

 |0

<U9A18> \xED\xDB |0

<U9A1F> \xEC\xDB |0

<U9A21> \xEE\xDB |0

<U9A26> \xEB\xDB |0
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<U9A2F> \xDA\xDD |1

<U9A3B> \xA4\xDF |1

<U9A3C> \xA2\xDF |1

<U9A5C> \xE1\xE0 |1

<U9A61> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U9A63> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U9AA9> \xAF\xC0 |1

<U9ABD> \xBA\xD7 |1

<U9AC9> \xDE\xDD |1

<U9AD9> \xB4\xE3 |1

<U9ADA> \xEE\xCA |0

<U9ADD> \xFB\xDF |0

<U9AE8> \xF1\xCA |0

<U9AF8> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U9B07> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9B14> \xA7\xDF |1

<U9B1D> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9B21> \xAC\xE1 |1

<U9B2C> \xAE\xE1 |1

<U9B30> \xA8\xE2 |1

<U9B40> \xF8\xCA |0

<U9B50> \xE4\xDD |1

<U9B53> \xA8\xDF |1

<U9B69> \xFC\xCF |0

<U9B72> \xFD\xCF |0

<U9B8C> \xA1\xD4 |1

<U9B98> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U9B99> \xC4\xD7 |1

<U9BA3> \xC2\xD7 |1

<U9BC2> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U9BC5> \xF4\xDB |0

<U9BCB> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U9BCC> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U9BCD> \xC3\xD7 |1

<U9BE9> \xF9\xDB |0

<U9BEE> \xFA\xDB |0

<U9BF6> \xEF\xDD |0

<U9BFB> \xE7\xDD |0

<U9BFC> \xE9\xDD |0

<U9BFE> \xEA\xDD |0

<U9C1F> \xAC\xDF |1

<U9C38> \xFE\xDF |0

<U9C51> \xE6\xE0 |1

<U9C61> \xB3\xE1 |1

<U9C65> \xB4\xE1 |1

<U9C6C> \xD9\xE1

 |1

<U9C6F> \xDB\xE1 |1
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<U9CEE> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U9CEF> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U9CF8> \xA7\xD0 |1

<U9CFE> \xAA\xD0 |1

<U9D01> \xA4\xD0 |1

<U9D0A> \xAD\xD4 |1

<U9D0C> \xA5\xD0 |1

<U9D0D> \xA2\xD0 |1

<U9D0F> \xAA\xD4 |1

<U9D13> \xAC\xD4 |1

<U9D16> \xB6\xD4 |1

<U9D1A> \xB3\xD4 |1

<U9D21> \xB7\xD4 |1

<U9D24> \xA9\xD4 |1

<U9D27> \xB5\xD4 |1

<U9D35> \xCD\xD7 |1

<U9D39> \xC8\xD7 |1

<U9D49> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U9D4D> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U9D4E> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U9D55> \xFE\xD9 |0

<U9D66> \xFD\xDB |0

<U9D6D> \xA7\xDC |1

<U9D6E> \xA2\xDC |1

<U9D91> \xA3\xDC |1

<U9DA5> \xFA\xDD |0

<U9DB0> \xB1\xDF |1

<U9DBD> \xB2\xDF |1

<U9DFC> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U9E08> \xB5\xE1 |1

<U9E18> \xB0\xE2 |1

<U9E90> \xA4\xDA |1

<U9EA2> \xB1\xE2 |1

<U9EA3> \xBF\xE2 |1

<U9EAB> \xAE\xD0 |1

<U9EB1> \xA6\xDA |1

<U9EB2> \xA5\xDA |1

<U9EC1> \xA2\xDE |1

<U9EC5> \xBC\xD4 |1

<U9ECA> \xA8\xDA |1

<U9ED7> \xBD\xD4 |1

<U9EE3> \xAA\xDC |1

<U9F04> \xAE\xDC |1

<U9F05> \xBC\xDF |1

<U9F1D> \xE0\xE1 |1

<U9F27> \xAA\xDA |1

<U9F7C> \xB3\xE2 |1

<U9F8E> \xD5\xD7 |1
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<U9F93> \xAB\xE0

 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d7.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0036E.RPMAP100 and 036E34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-878_P100-1996"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-878_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0
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<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0
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<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0
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<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \x9A |0

<U00A9> \xBF |0

<U00B0> \x9C |0

<U00B2>

 \x9D |0

<U00B7> \x9E |0

<U00F7> \x9F |0

<U0401> \xB3 |0

<U0410> \xE1 |0

<U0411> \xE2 |0

<U0412> \xF7 |0

<U0413> \xE7 |0

<U0414> \xE4 |0

<U0415> \xE5 |0

<U0416> \xF6 |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xE9 |0

<U0419> \xEA |0

<U041A> \xEB |0

<U041B> \xEC |0

<U041C> \xED |0

<U041D> \xEE |0

<U041E> \xEF |0

<U041F> \xF0 |0

<U0420> \xF2 |0

<U0421> \xF3 |0

<U0422> \xF4 |0

<U0423> \xF5 |0

<U0424> \xE6 |0

<U0425> \xE8 |0

<U0426> \xE3 |0
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<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \xFF |0

<U042B> \xF9 |0

<U042C> \xF8 |0

<U042D> \xFC |0

<U042E> \xE0 |0

<U042F> \xF1 |0

<U0430> \xC1 |0

<U0431> \xC2 |0

<U0432> \xD7 |0

<U0433> \xC7 |0

<U0434> \xC4 |0

<U0435> \xC5 |0

<U0436> \xD6 |0

<U0437> \xDA |0

<U0438> \xC9 |0

<U0439> \xCA |0

<U043A> \xCB |0

<U043B> \xCC |0

<U043C> \xCD |0

<U043D> \xCE |0

<U043E> \xCF |0

<U043F> \xD0 |0

<U0440> \xD2 |0

<U0441> \xD3 |0

<U0442> \xD4 |0

<U0443> \xD5 |0

<U0444> \xC6 |0

<U0445> \xC8 |0

<U0446> \xC3 |0

<U0447> \xDE |0

<U0448> \xDB |0

<U0449> \xDD |0

<U044A> \xDF

 |0

<U044B> \xD9 |0

<U044C> \xD8 |0

<U044D> \xDC |0

<U044E> \xC0 |0

<U044F> \xD1 |0

<U0451> \xA3 |0

<U2219> \x95 |0

<U221A> \x96 |0

<U2248> \x97 |0

<U2264> \x98 |0

<U2265> \x99 |0
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<U2320> \x93 |0

<U2321> \x9B |0

<U2500> \x80 |0

<U2502> \x81 |0

<U250C> \x82 |0

<U2510> \x83 |0

<U2514> \x84 |0

<U2518> \x85 |0

<U251C> \x86 |0

<U2524> \x87 |0

<U252C> \x88 |0

<U2534> \x89 |0

<U253C> \x8A |0

<U2550> \xA0 |0

<U2551> \xA1 |0

<U2552> \xA2 |0

<U2553> \xA4 |0

<U2554> \xA5 |0

<U2555> \xA6 |0

<U2556> \xA7 |0

<U2557> \xA8 |0

<U2558> \xA9 |0

<U2559> \xAA |0

<U255A> \xAB |0

<U255B> \xAC |0

<U255C> \xAD |0

<U255D> \xAE |0

<U255E> \xAF |0

<U255F> \xB0 |0

<U2560> \xB1 |0

<U2561> \xB2 |0

<U2562> \xB4 |0

<U2563> \xB5 |0

<U2564> \xB6 |0

<U2565> \xB7 |0

<U2566> \xB8 |0

<U2567> \xB9 |0

<U2568> \xBA |0

<U2569> \xBB |0

<U256A> \xBC |0

<U256B> \xBD |0

<U256C> \xBE |0

<U2580> \x8B |0

<U2584> \x8C |0

<U2588> \x8D |0

<U258C> \x8E |0

<U2590> \x8F |0

<U2591> \x90 |0
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<U2592> \x91 |0

<U2593> \x92 |0

<U25A0> \x94 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1
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<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F

 |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1
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<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x81 |1

<UFFED> \x94 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-878_P100-1996.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// ***************************************************************************

// Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

// *

// * Copyright (C) 2014 International Business Machines

// * Corporation and others. All Rights Reserved.

// *

// * This file is manually edited for supporting the tz database name

// * compatibility.

// *

// ***************************************************************************#

tzdbNames{

   zoneStrings{

       "meta:Acre"{

           sd{"ACST"}

           ss{"ACT"}

           parseRegions{"BR"}

       }

       "meta:Afghanistan"{

           ss{"AFT"}

       }

       "meta:Africa_Central"{

           sd{"CAST"}

           ss{"CAT"}

       }

       "meta:Africa_Eastern"{

           sd{"EAST"}

           ss{"EAT"}

       }

       "meta:Africa_FarWestern"{

           ss{"WAT"}

           parseRegions{""}

 // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Africa_Southern"{

           ss{"SAST"}

       }
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       "meta:Africa_Western"{

           sd{"WAST"}

           ss{"WAT"}

       }

       "meta:Aktyubinsk"{

           sd{"AKTST"}

           ss{"AKTT"}

       }

       "meta:Alaska"{

           sd{"AKDT"}

           ss{"AKST"}

       }

       "meta:Alaska_Hawaii"{

           sd{"AHDT"}

           ss{"AHST"}

       }

       "meta:Almaty"{

           sd{"ALMST"}

           ss{"ALMT"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Amazon"{

           sd{"AMST"}

           ss{"AMT"}

       }

       "meta:America_Central"{

           sd{"CDT"}

           ss{"CST"}

       }

       "meta:America_Eastern"{

           sd{"EDT"}

           ss{"EST"}

       }

       "meta:America_Mountain"{

           sd{"MDT"}

           ss{"MST"}

       }

       "meta:America_Pacific"{

        

   sd{"PDT"}

           ss{"PST"}

       }

       "meta:Anadyr"{

           sd{"ANAST"}

           ss{"ANAT"}

       }

       "meta:Apia"{

           sd{"WSDT"}
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           ss{"WST"}

       }

       "meta:Aqtau"{

           sd{"AQTST"}

           ss{"AQTT"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Aqtobe"{

           sd{"AQTST"}

           ss{"AQTT"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Arabian"{

           sd{"ADT"}

           ss{"AST"}

           parseRegions{"BH", "IQ", "KW", "QA", "SA", "YE"}

       }

       "meta:Argentina"{

           sd{"ARST"}

           ss{"ART"}

       }

       "meta:Argentina_Western"{

           sd{"WARST"}

           ss{"WART"}

       }

       "meta:Armenia"{

           sd{"AMST"}

           ss{"AMT"}

           parseRegions{"AM"}

       }

       "meta:Ashkhabad"{

           sd{"ASHST"}

           ss{"ASHT"}

 

      }

       "meta:Atlantic"{

           sd{"ADT"}

           ss{"AST"}

       }

       "meta:Australia_Central"{

           sd{"ACDT"}

           ss{"ACST"}

       }

       "meta:Australia_CentralWestern"{

           sd{"ACWDT"}

           ss{"ACWST"}

       }

       "meta:Australia_Eastern"{
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           sd{"AEDT"}

           ss{"AEST"}

       }

       "meta:Australia_Western"{

           sd{"AWDT"}

           ss{"AWST"}

       }

       "meta:Azerbaijan"{

           sd{"AZT"}

           ss{"AZST"}

       }

       "meta:Azores"{

           sd{"AZOST"}

           ss{"AZOT"}

       }

       "meta:Baku"{

           sd{"BAKST"}

           ss{"BAKT"}

       }

       "meta:Bangladesh"{

           sd{"BDST"}

           ss{"BDT"}

       }

       "meta:Bering"{

           sd{"BDT"}

           ss{"BST"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Bhutan"{

           ss{"BTT"}

       }

       "meta:Bolivia"{

            ss{"BOT"}

       }

       "meta:Borneo"{

           ss{"BORT"}

       }

       "meta:Brasilia"{

           sd{"BRST"}

           ss{"BRT"}

       }

       "meta:British"{

           sd{"BST"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Brunei"{

           ss{"BNT"}

       }
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       "meta:Cape_Verde"{

           sd{"CVST"}

           ss{"CVT"}

       }

       "meta:Casey"{

           ss{"CAST"}

           parseRegions{"AQ"}

       }

       "meta:Chamorro"{

           ss{"ChST"}

       }

       "meta:Changbai"{

           ss{"CHAT"}

       }

       "meta:Chatham"{

           sd{"CHAST"}

           ss{"CHADT"}

       }

       "meta:Chile"{

           sd{"CLST"}

           ss{"CLT"}

       }

       "meta:China"{

           sd{"CDT"}

           ss{"CST"}

           parseRegions{"CN", "MO"}

       }

       "meta:Choibalsan"{

           sd{"CHOST"}

           ss{"CHOT"}

       }

  

     "meta:Christmas"{

           ss{"CXT"}

       }

       "meta:Cocos"{

           ss{"CCT"}

       }

       "meta:Colombia"{

           sd{"COST"}

           ss{"COT"}

       }

       "meta:Cook"{

           sd{"CKHST"}

           ss{"CKT"}

       }

       "meta:Cuba"{

           sd{"CDT"}
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           ss{"CST"}

           parseRegions{"CU"}

       }

       "meta:Dacca"{

           ss{"DACT"}

       }

       "meta:Davis"{

           ss{"DAVT"}

       }

       "meta:Dominican"{

           sd{"EHDT"}

           ss{"EST"}

       }

       "meta:DumontDUrville"{

           ss{"DDUT"}

       }

       "meta:Dushanbe"{

           sd{"DUSST"}

           ss{"DUST"}

       }

       "meta:Dutch_Guiana"{

           ss{"NEGT"}

       }

       "meta:East_Timor"{

           ss{"TLT"}

       }

       "meta:Easter"{

           sd{"EASST"}

           ss{"EAST"}

           parseRegions{"CL"}

       }

       "meta:Ecuador"{

           ss{"ECT"}

       }

  

     "meta:Europe_Central"{

           sd{"CEST"}

           ss{"CET"}

       }

       "meta:Europe_Eastern"{

           sd{"EEST"}

           ss{"EET"}

       }

       "meta:Europe_Western"{

           sd{"WEST"}

           ss{"WET"}

       }

       "meta:Falkland"{
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           ss{"FKST"}

       }

       "meta:Fiji"{

           sd{"FJST"}

           ss{"FJT"}

       }

       "meta:French_Guiana"{

           ss{"GFT"}

       }

       "meta:French_Southern"{

           ss{"TFT"}

       }

       "meta:Frunze"{

           sd{"FRUST"}

           ss{"FRUT"}

       }

       "meta:GMT"{

           ss{"GMT"}

       }

       "meta:Galapagos"{

           ss{"GALT"}

       }

       "meta:Gambier"{

           ss{"GAMT"}

       }

       "meta:Georgia"{

           sd{"GEST"}

           ss{"GET"}

       }

       "meta:Gilbert_Islands"{

           ss{"GILT"}

       }

       "meta:Goose_Bay"{

           sd{"ADT"}

           ss{"AST"}

           parseRegions{"CA"}

        }

       "meta:Greenland_Central"{

           sd{"CGST"}

           ss{"CGT"}

       }

       "meta:Greenland_Eastern"{

           sd{"EGST"}

           ss{"EGT"}

       }

       "meta:Greenland_Western"{

           sd{"WGST"}

           ss{"WGT"}
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       }

       "meta:Guam"{

           ss{"GST"}

           parseRegions{""} // this metazone is never used for parsing

       }

       "meta:Gulf"{

           ss{"GST"}

       }

       "meta:Guyana"{

           ss{"GYT"}

       }

       "meta:Hawaii_Aleutian"{

           sd{"HDT"}

           ss{"HST"}

       }

       "meta:Hong_Kong"{

           sd{"HKST"}

           ss{"HKT"}

       }

       "meta:Hovd"{

           sd{"HOVST"}

           ss{"HOVT"}

       }

       "meta:India"{

           ss{"IST"}

       }

       "meta:Indian_Ocean"{

           ss{"IOT"}

       }

       "meta:Indochina"{

           ss{"ICT"}

       }

       "meta:Indonesia_Central"{

           ss{"WITA"}

      

 }

       "meta:Indonesia_Eastern"{

           ss{"WIT"}

       }

       "meta:Indonesia_Western"{

           ss{"WIB"}

       }

       "meta:Iran"{

           sd{"IRDT"}

           ss{"IRST"}

       }

       "meta:Irkutsk"{

           sd{"IRKST"}
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           ss{"IRKT"}

       }

       "meta:Israel"{

           sd{"IDT"}

           ss{"IST"}

           parseRegions{"IL", "PS"}

       }

       "meta:Japan"{

           sd{"JDT"}

           ss{"JST"}

       }

       "meta:Kamchatka"{

           sd{"PETST"}

           ss{"PETT"}

       }

       "meta:Karachi"{

           ss{"KART"}

       }

       "meta:Kazakhstan_Eastern"{

           sd{"ALMST"}

           ss{"ALMT"}

       }

       "meta:Kazakhstan_Western"{

           sd{"AQTST"}

           ss{"AQTT"}

       }

       "meta:Kizilorda"{

           sd{"KIZST"}

           ss{"KIZT"}

       }

       "meta:Korea"{

           sd{"KDT"}

           ss{"KST"}

       }

       "meta:Kosrae"{

          

 ss{"KOST"}

       }

       "meta:Krasnoyarsk"{

           sd{"KRAST"}

           ss{"KRAT"}

       }

       "meta:Kuybyshev"{

           sd{"KUYST"}

           ss{"KUYT"}

       }

       "meta:Kwajalein"{

           ss{"KWAT"}
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       }

       "meta:Kyrgystan"{

           sd{"KGST"}

           ss{"KGT"}

       }

       "meta:Lanka"{

           ss{"LKT"}

       }

       "meta:Liberia"{

           ss{"LRT"}

       }

       "meta:Line_Islands"{

           ss{"LINT"}

       }

       "meta:Lord_Howe"{

           sd{"LHDT"}

           ss{"LHST"}

       }

       "meta:Macau"{

           sd{"MOST"}

           ss{"MOT"}

       }

       "meta:Macquarie"{

           ss{"MIST"}

       }

       "meta:Magadan"{

           sd{"MAGST"}

           ss{"MAGT"}

       }

       "meta:Malaya"{

           ss{"MALT"}

       }

       "meta:Malaysia"{

           ss{"MYT"}

       }

       "meta:Maldives"{

           ss{"MVT"}

       }

       "meta:Marquesas"{

  

         ss{"MART"}

       }

       "meta:Marshall_Islands"{

           ss{"MHT"}

       }

       "meta:Mauritius"{

           sd{"MUST"}

           ss{"MUT"}
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       }

       "meta:Mawson"{

           ss{"MAWT"}

       }

       "meta:Mexico_Northwest"{

           sd{"PDT"}

           ss{"PST"}

       }

       "meta:Mexico_Pacific"{

           sd{"MDT"}

           ss{"MST"}

           parseRegions{"MX"}

       }

       "meta:Mongolia"{

           sd{"ULAST"}

           ss{"ULAT"}

       }

       "meta:Moscow"{

           sd{"MSD"}

           ss{"MSK"}

       }

       "meta:Myanmar"{

           ss{"MMT"}

       }

       "meta:Nauru"{

           ss{"NRT"}

       }

       "meta:Nepal"{

           ss{"NPT"}

       }

       "meta:New_Caledonia"{

           sd{"NCST"}

           ss{"NCT"}

       }

       "meta:New_Zealand"{

           sd{"NZDT"}

           ss{"NZST"}

       }

       "meta:Newfoundland"{

           sd{"NDT"}

           ss{"NST"}

        }

       "meta:Niue"{

           ss{"NUT"}

       }

       "meta:Norfolk"{

           ss{"NFT"}

       }
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       "meta:Noronha"{

           sd{"FNST"}

           ss{"FNT"}

       }

       "meta:North_Mariana"{

           ss{"MPT"}

       }

       "meta:Novosibirsk"{

           sd{"NOVST"}

           ss{"NOVT"}

       }

       "meta:Omsk"{

           sd{"OMSST"}

           ss{"OMST"}

       }

       "meta:Oral"{

           sd{"ORAST"}

           ss{"ORAT"}

       }

       "meta:Pakistan"{

           sd{"PKST"}

           ss{"PKT"}

       }

       "meta:Palau"{

           ss{"PWT"}

       }

       "meta:Papua_New_Guinea"{

           ss{"PGT"}

       }

       "meta:Paraguay"{

           sd{"PYST"}

           ss{"PYT"}

       }

       "meta:Peru"{

           sd{"PEST"}

           ss{"PET"}

       }

       "meta:Philippines"{

           sd{"PHST"}

           ss{"PHT"}

       }

       "meta:Phoenix_Islands"{

           ss{"PHOT"}

     

  }

       "meta:Pierre_Miquelon"{

           sd{"PMDT"}

           ss{"PMST"}
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       }

       "meta:Pitcairn"{

           ss{"PST"}

           parseRegions{"PN"}

       }

       "meta:Ponape"{

           ss{"PONT"}

       }

       "meta:Pyongyang"{

           ss{"KST"}

           parseRegions{"KP"}

       }

       "meta:Qyzylorda"{

           sd{"QYZST"}

           ss{"QYZT"}

       }

       "meta:Reunion"{

           ss{"RET"}

       }

       "meta:Rothera"{

           ss{"ROTT"}

       }

       "meta:Sakhalin"{

           sd{"SAKST"}

           ss{"SAKT"}

       }

       "meta:Samara"{

           sd{"SAMST"}

           ss{"SAMT"}

       }

       "meta:Samarkand"{

           sd{"SAMST"}

           ss{"SAMT"}

           parseRegions{"UZ"}

       }

       "meta:Samoa"{

           ss{"SST"}

       }

       "meta:Seychelles"{

           ss{"SCT"}

       }

       "meta:Shevchenko"{

           sd{"SHEST"}

           ss{"SHET"}

       }

     

  "meta:Singapore"{

           ss{"SGT"}
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       }

       "meta:Solomon"{

           ss{"SBT"}

       }

       "meta:South_Georgia"{

           ss{"GST"}

           parseRegions{"GS"}

       }

       "meta:Suriname"{

           ss{"SRT"}

       }

       "meta:Syowa"{

           ss{"SYOT"}

       }

       "meta:Tahiti"{

           ss{"TAHT"}

       }

       "meta:Taipei"{

           sd{"CDT"}

           ss{"CST"}

           parseRegions{"TW"}

       }

       "meta:Tajikistan"{

           ss{"TJT"}

       }

       "meta:Tashkent"{

           sd{"TASST"}

           ss{"TAST"}

       }

       "meta:Tbilisi"{

           sd{"TBIST"}

           ss{"TBIT"}

       }

       "meta:Tokelau"{

           ss{"TKT"}

       }

       "meta:Tonga"{

           sd{"TOST"}

           ss{"TOT"}

       }

       "meta:Truk"{

           ss{"CHUT"}

       }

       "meta:Turkey"{

           sd{"TRST"}

           ss{"TRT"}

       }

       "meta:Turkmenistan"{
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     sd{"TMST"}

           ss{"TMT"}

       }

       "meta:Tuvalu"{

           ss{"TVT"}

       }

       "meta:Uralsk"{

           sd{"URAST"}

           ss{"URAT"}

       }

       "meta:Uruguay"{

           sd{"UYST"}

           ss{"UYT"}

       }

       "meta:Urumqi"{

           ss{"XJT"}

       }

       "meta:Uzbekistan"{

           sd{"UZST"}

           ss{"UZT"}

       }

       "meta:Vanuatu"{

           sd{"VUST"}

           ss{"VUT"}

       }

       "meta:Venezuela"{

           ss{"VET"}

       }

       "meta:Vladivostok"{

           sd{"VLAST"}

           ss{"VLAT"}

       }

       "meta:Volgograd"{

           sd{"VOLST"}

           ss{"VOLT"}

       }

       "meta:Vostok"{

           ss{"VOST"}

       }

       "meta:Wake"{

           ss{"WAKT"}

       }

       "meta:Wallis"{

           ss{"WFT"}

       }

       "meta:Yakutsk"{

           sd{"YAKST"}
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           ss{"YAKT"}

       }

       "meta:Yekaterinburg"{

           sd{"YEKST"}

            ss{"YEKT"}

       }

       "meta:Yerevan"{

           sd{"YERST"}

           ss{"YERT"}

       }

       "meta:Yukon"{

           sd{"YDT"}

           ss{"YST"}

       }

   }

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/zone/tzdbNames.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00115.RPMAP100 and 011534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-277_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-277_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0
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<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x4A |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0
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<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x80 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x9E |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0
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<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x9C |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0
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<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x5A |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x70 |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>
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 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x7B |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x7C |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \xC0 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0
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<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x6A |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x4A |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1
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<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x80 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x9E |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x9F |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1
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<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x9C |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-277_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec 27 2002)

# from source files 34B003AF.RPMAP15A and 03AF34B0.TPMAP14A

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-943_P15A-2003"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xFC\xFC

<subchar1>                    \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-943_VSUB_VPUA"

 

# declare 80, fd-ff legal because they are used in other Shift-JIS

 variants

<icu:state>                   0-80, 81-9f:1, a0-df, e0-fc:1, fd-ff
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<icu:state>                   40-7e, 80-fc

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0
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<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036>

 \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0
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<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75

 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A7> \x81\x98 |0

<U00A8> \x81\x4E |0

<U00B0> \x81\x8B |0

<U00B1> \x81\x7D |0

<U00B4> \x81\x4C |0

<U00B6> \x81\xF7 |0

<U00D7> \x81\x7E |0

<U00F7> \x81\x80 |0

<U0391> \x83\x9F |0

<U0392> \x83\xA0 |0

<U0393> \x83\xA1 |0

<U0394> \x83\xA2 |0

<U0395> \x83\xA3 |0
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<U0396> \x83\xA4 |0

<U0397> \x83\xA5 |0

<U0398> \x83\xA6 |0

<U0399> \x83\xA7 |0

<U039A> \x83\xA8 |0

<U039B> \x83\xA9 |0

<U039C> \x83\xAA |0

<U039D> \x83\xAB |0

<U039E> \x83\xAC |0

<U039F> \x83\xAD |0

<U03A0> \x83\xAE |0

<U03A1> \x83\xAF |0

<U03A3> \x83\xB0 |0

<U03A4> \x83\xB1 |0

<U03A5> \x83\xB2 |0

<U03A6> \x83\xB3 |0

<U03A7> \x83\xB4 |0

<U03A8> \x83\xB5 |0

<U03A9> \x83\xB6 |0

<U03B1> \x83\xBF |0

<U03B2> \x83\xC0 |0

<U03B3> \x83\xC1 |0

<U03B4> \x83\xC2 |0

<U03B5> \x83\xC3 |0

<U03B6> \x83\xC4 |0

<U03B7> \x83\xC5 |0

<U03B8> \x83\xC6 |0

<U03B9> \x83\xC7 |0

<U03BA> \x83\xC8 |0

<U03BB> \x83\xC9

 |0

<U03BC> \x83\xCA |0

<U03BD> \x83\xCB |0

<U03BE> \x83\xCC |0

<U03BF> \x83\xCD |0

<U03C0> \x83\xCE |0

<U03C1> \x83\xCF |0

<U03C3> \x83\xD0 |0

<U03C4> \x83\xD1 |0

<U03C5> \x83\xD2 |0

<U03C6> \x83\xD3 |0

<U03C7> \x83\xD4 |0

<U03C8> \x83\xD5 |0

<U03C9> \x83\xD6 |0

<U0401> \x84\x46 |0

<U0410> \x84\x40 |0

<U0411> \x84\x41 |0

<U0412> \x84\x42 |0
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<U0413> \x84\x43 |0

<U0414> \x84\x44 |0

<U0415> \x84\x45 |0

<U0416> \x84\x47 |0

<U0417> \x84\x48 |0

<U0418> \x84\x49 |0

<U0419> \x84\x4A |0

<U041A> \x84\x4B |0

<U041B> \x84\x4C |0

<U041C> \x84\x4D |0

<U041D> \x84\x4E |0

<U041E> \x84\x4F |0

<U041F> \x84\x50 |0

<U0420> \x84\x51 |0

<U0421> \x84\x52 |0

<U0422> \x84\x53 |0

<U0423> \x84\x54 |0

<U0424> \x84\x55 |0

<U0425> \x84\x56 |0

<U0426> \x84\x57 |0

<U0427> \x84\x58 |0

<U0428> \x84\x59 |0

<U0429> \x84\x5A |0

<U042A> \x84\x5B |0

<U042B> \x84\x5C |0

<U042C> \x84\x5D |0

<U042D> \x84\x5E |0

<U042E> \x84\x5F |0

<U042F> \x84\x60 |0

<U0430> \x84\x70 |0

<U0431> \x84\x71 |0

<U0432> \x84\x72 |0

<U0433> \x84\x73

 |0

<U0434> \x84\x74 |0

<U0435> \x84\x75 |0

<U0436> \x84\x77 |0

<U0437> \x84\x78 |0

<U0438> \x84\x79 |0

<U0439> \x84\x7A |0

<U043A> \x84\x7B |0

<U043B> \x84\x7C |0

<U043C> \x84\x7D |0

<U043D> \x84\x7E |0

<U043E> \x84\x80 |0

<U043F> \x84\x81 |0

<U0440> \x84\x82 |0

<U0441> \x84\x83 |0
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<U0442> \x84\x84 |0

<U0443> \x84\x85 |0

<U0444> \x84\x86 |0

<U0445> \x84\x87 |0

<U0446> \x84\x88 |0

<U0447> \x84\x89 |0

<U0448> \x84\x8A |0

<U0449> \x84\x8B |0

<U044A> \x84\x8C |0

<U044B> \x84\x8D |0

<U044C> \x84\x8E |0

<U044D> \x84\x8F |0

<U044E> \x84\x90 |0

<U044F> \x84\x91 |0

<U0451> \x84\x76 |0

<U2010> \x81\x5D |0

<U2018> \x81\x65 |0

<U2019> \x81\x66 |0

<U201C> \x81\x67 |0

<U201D> \x81\x68 |0

<U2020> \x81\xF5 |0

<U2021> \x81\xF6 |0

<U2025> \x81\x64 |0

<U2026> \x81\x63 |0

<U2030> \x81\xF1 |0

<U2032> \x81\x8C |0

<U2033> \x81\x8D |0

<U203B> \x81\xA6 |0

<U2103> \x81\x8E |0

<U212B> \x81\xF0 |0

<U2170> \xFA\x40 |0

<U2171> \xFA\x41 |0

<U2172> \xFA\x42 |0

<U2173> \xFA\x43 |0

<U2174> \xFA\x44 |0

<U2175> \xFA\x45

 |0

<U2176> \xFA\x46 |0

<U2177> \xFA\x47 |0

<U2178> \xFA\x48 |0

<U2179> \xFA\x49 |0

<U2190> \x81\xA9 |0

<U2191> \x81\xAA |0

<U2192> \x81\xA8 |0

<U2193> \x81\xAB |0

<U21D2> \x81\xCB |0

<U21D4> \x81\xCC |0

<U2200> \x81\xCD |0
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<U2202> \x81\xDD |0

<U2203> \x81\xCE |0

<U2207> \x81\xDE |0

<U2208> \x81\xB8 |0

<U220B> \x81\xB9 |0

<U221A> \x81\xE3 |0

<U221D> \x81\xE5 |0

<U221E> \x81\x87 |0

<U2220> \x81\xDA |0

<U2227> \x81\xC8 |0

<U2228> \x81\xC9 |0

<U2229> \x81\xBF |0

<U222A> \x81\xBE |0

<U222B> \x81\xE7 |0

<U222C> \x81\xE8 |0

<U2234> \x81\x88 |0

<U223D> \x81\xE4 |0

<U2252> \x81\xE0 |0

<U2260> \x81\x82 |0

<U2261> \x81\xDF |0

<U2266> \x81\x85 |0

<U2267> \x81\x86 |0

<U226A> \x81\xE1 |0

<U226B> \x81\xE2 |0

<U2282> \x81\xBC |0

<U2283> \x81\xBD |0

<U2286> \x81\xBA |0

<U2287> \x81\xBB |0

<U22A5> \x81\xDB |0

<U2312> \x81\xDC |0

<U2500> \x84\x9F |0

<U2501> \x84\xAA |0

<U2502> \x84\xA0 |0

<U2503> \x84\xAB |0

<U250C> \x84\xA1 |0

<U250F> \x84\xAC |0

<U2510> \x84\xA2 |0

<U2513> \x84\xAD |0

<U2514> \x84\xA4

 |0

<U2517> \x84\xAF |0

<U2518> \x84\xA3 |0

<U251B> \x84\xAE |0

<U251C> \x84\xA5 |0

<U251D> \x84\xBA |0

<U2520> \x84\xB5 |0

<U2523> \x84\xB0 |0

<U2524> \x84\xA7 |0
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<U2525> \x84\xBC |0

<U2528> \x84\xB7 |0

<U252B> \x84\xB2 |0

<U252C> \x84\xA6 |0

<U252F> \x84\xB6 |0

<U2530> \x84\xBB |0

<U2533> \x84\xB1 |0

<U2534> \x84\xA8 |0

<U2537> \x84\xB8 |0

<U2538> \x84\xBD |0

<U253B> \x84\xB3 |0

<U253C> \x84\xA9 |0

<U253F> \x84\xB9 |0

<U2542> \x84\xBE |0

<U254B> \x84\xB4 |0

<U25A0> \x81\xA1 |0

<U25A1> \x81\xA0 |0

<U25B2> \x81\xA3 |0

<U25B3> \x81\xA2 |0

<U25BC> \x81\xA5 |0

<U25BD> \x81\xA4 |0

<U25C6> \x81\x9F |0

<U25C7> \x81\x9E |0

<U25CB> \x81\x9B |0

<U25CE> \x81\x9D |0

<U25CF> \x81\x9C |0

<U25EF> \x81\xFC |0

<U2605> \x81\x9A |0

<U2606> \x81\x99 |0

<U2640> \x81\x8A |0

<U2642> \x81\x89 |0

<U266A> \x81\xF4 |0

<U266D> \x81\xF3 |0

<U266F> \x81\xF2 |0

<U3000> \x81\x40 |0

<U3001> \x81\x41 |0

<U3002> \x81\x42 |0

<U3003> \x81\x56 |0

<U3005> \x81\x58 |0

<U3006> \x81\x59 |0

<U3007> \x81\x5A |0

<U3008> \x81\x71

 |0

<U3009> \x81\x72 |0

<U300A> \x81\x73 |0

<U300B> \x81\x74 |0

<U300C> \x81\x75 |0

<U300D> \x81\x76 |0
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<U300E> \x81\x77 |0

<U300F> \x81\x78 |0

<U3010> \x81\x79 |0

<U3011> \x81\x7A |0

<U3012> \x81\xA7 |0

<U3013> \x81\xAC |0

<U3014> \x81\x6B |0

<U3015> \x81\x6C |0

<U3041> \x82\x9F |0

<U3042> \x82\xA0 |0

<U3043> \x82\xA1 |0

<U3044> \x82\xA2 |0

<U3045> \x82\xA3 |0

<U3046> \x82\xA4 |0

<U3047> \x82\xA5 |0

<U3048> \x82\xA6 |0

<U3049> \x82\xA7 |0

<U304A> \x82\xA8 |0

<U304B> \x82\xA9 |0

<U304C> \x82\xAA |0

<U304D> \x82\xAB |0

<U304E> \x82\xAC |0

<U304F> \x82\xAD |0

<U3050> \x82\xAE |0

<U3051> \x82\xAF |0

<U3052> \x82\xB0 |0

<U3053> \x82\xB1 |0

<U3054> \x82\xB2 |0

<U3055> \x82\xB3 |0

<U3056> \x82\xB4 |0

<U3057> \x82\xB5 |0

<U3058> \x82\xB6 |0

<U3059> \x82\xB7 |0

<U305A> \x82\xB8 |0

<U305B> \x82\xB9 |0

<U305C> \x82\xBA |0

<U305D> \x82\xBB |0

<U305E> \x82\xBC |0

<U305F> \x82\xBD |0

<U3060> \x82\xBE |0

<U3061> \x82\xBF |0

<U3062> \x82\xC0 |0

<U3063> \x82\xC1 |0

<U3064> \x82\xC2 |0

<U3065> \x82\xC3

 |0

<U3066> \x82\xC4 |0

<U3067> \x82\xC5 |0
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<U3068> \x82\xC6 |0

<U3069> \x82\xC7 |0

<U306A> \x82\xC8 |0

<U306B> \x82\xC9 |0

<U306C> \x82\xCA |0

<U306D> \x82\xCB |0

<U306E> \x82\xCC |0

<U306F> \x82\xCD |0

<U3070> \x82\xCE |0

<U3071> \x82\xCF |0

<U3072> \x82\xD0 |0

<U3073> \x82\xD1 |0

<U3074> \x82\xD2 |0

<U3075> \x82\xD3 |0

<U3076> \x82\xD4 |0

<U3077> \x82\xD5 |0

<U3078> \x82\xD6 |0

<U3079> \x82\xD7 |0

<U307A> \x82\xD8 |0

<U307B> \x82\xD9 |0

<U307C> \x82\xDA |0

<U307D> \x82\xDB |0

<U307E> \x82\xDC |0

<U307F> \x82\xDD |0

<U3080> \x82\xDE |0

<U3081> \x82\xDF |0

<U3082> \x82\xE0 |0

<U3083> \x82\xE1 |0

<U3084> \x82\xE2 |0

<U3085> \x82\xE3 |0

<U3086> \x82\xE4 |0

<U3087> \x82\xE5 |0

<U3088> \x82\xE6 |0

<U3089> \x82\xE7 |0

<U308A> \x82\xE8 |0

<U308B> \x82\xE9 |0

<U308C> \x82\xEA |0

<U308D> \x82\xEB |0

<U308E> \x82\xEC |0

<U308F> \x82\xED |0

<U3090> \x82\xEE |0

<U3091> \x82\xEF |0

<U3092> \x82\xF0 |0

<U3093> \x82\xF1 |0

<U309B> \x81\x4A |0

<U309C> \x81\x4B |0

<U309D> \x81\x54 |0

<U309E> \x81\x55
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 |0

<U30A1> \x83\x40 |0

<U30A2> \x83\x41 |0

<U30A3> \x83\x42 |0

<U30A4> \x83\x43 |0

<U30A5> \x83\x44 |0

<U30A6> \x83\x45 |0

<U30A7> \x83\x46 |0

<U30A8> \x83\x47 |0

<U30A9> \x83\x48 |0

<U30AA> \x83\x49 |0

<U30AB> \x83\x4A |0

<U30AC> \x83\x4B |0

<U30AD> \x83\x4C |0

<U30AE> \x83\x4D |0

<U30AF> \x83\x4E |0

<U30B0> \x83\x4F |0

<U30B1> \x83\x50 |0

<U30B2> \x83\x51 |0

<U30B3> \x83\x52 |0

<U30B4> \x83\x53 |0

<U30B5> \x83\x54 |0

<U30B6> \x83\x55 |0

<U30B7> \x83\x56 |0

<U30B8> \x83\x57 |0

<U30B9> \x83\x58 |0

<U30BA> \x83\x59 |0

<U30BB> \x83\x5A |0

<U30BC> \x83\x5B |0

<U30BD> \x83\x5C |0

<U30BE> \x83\x5D |0

<U30BF> \x83\x5E |0

<U30C0> \x83\x5F |0

<U30C1> \x83\x60 |0

<U30C2> \x83\x61 |0

<U30C3> \x83\x62 |0

<U30C4> \x83\x63 |0

<U30C5> \x83\x64 |0

<U30C6> \x83\x65 |0

<U30C7> \x83\x66 |0

<U30C8> \x83\x67 |0

<U30C9> \x83\x68 |0

<U30CA> \x83\x69 |0

<U30CB> \x83\x6A |0

<U30CC> \x83\x6B |0

<U30CD> \x83\x6C |0

<U30CE> \x83\x6D |0

<U30CF> \x83\x6E |0
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<U30D0> \x83\x6F |0

<U30D1> \x83\x70 |0

<U30D2> \x83\x71

 |0

<U30D3> \x83\x72 |0

<U30D4> \x83\x73 |0

<U30D5> \x83\x74 |0

<U30D6> \x83\x75 |0

<U30D7> \x83\x76 |0

<U30D8> \x83\x77 |0

<U30D9> \x83\x78 |0

<U30DA> \x83\x79 |0

<U30DB> \x83\x7A |0

<U30DC> \x83\x7B |0

<U30DD> \x83\x7C |0

<U30DE> \x83\x7D |0

<U30DF> \x83\x7E |0

<U30E0> \x83\x80 |0

<U30E1> \x83\x81 |0

<U30E2> \x83\x82 |0

<U30E3> \x83\x83 |0

<U30E4> \x83\x84 |0

<U30E5> \x83\x85 |0

<U30E6> \x83\x86 |0

<U30E7> \x83\x87 |0

<U30E8> \x83\x88 |0

<U30E9> \x83\x89 |0

<U30EA> \x83\x8A |0

<U30EB> \x83\x8B |0

<U30EC> \x83\x8C |0

<U30ED> \x83\x8D |0

<U30EE> \x83\x8E |0

<U30EF> \x83\x8F |0

<U30F0> \x83\x90 |0

<U30F1> \x83\x91 |0

<U30F2> \x83\x92 |0

<U30F3> \x83\x93 |0

<U30F4> \x83\x94 |0

<U30F5> \x83\x95 |0

<U30F6> \x83\x96 |0

<U30FB> \x81\x45 |0

<U30FC> \x81\x5B |0

<U30FD> \x81\x52 |0

<U30FE> \x81\x53 |0

<U4E00> \x88\xEA |0

<U4E01> \x92\x9A |0

<U4E03> \x8E\xB5 |0

<U4E07> \x96\x9C |0
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<U4E08> \x8F\xE4 |0

<U4E09> \x8E\x4F |0

<U4E0A> \x8F\xE3 |0

<U4E0B> \x89\xBA |0

<U4E0D> \x95\x73 |0

<U4E0E> \x97\x5E

 |0

<U4E10> \x98\xA0 |0

<U4E11> \x89\x4E |0

<U4E14> \x8A\x8E |0

<U4E15> \x98\xA1 |0

<U4E16> \x90\xA2 |0

<U4E17> \x99\xC0 |0

<U4E18> \x8B\x75 |0

<U4E19> \x95\xB8 |0

<U4E1E> \x8F\xE5 |0

<U4E21> \x97\xBC |0

<U4E26> \x95\xC0 |0

<U4E28> \xFA\x68 |0

<U4E2A> \x98\xA2 |0

<U4E2D> \x92\x86 |0

<U4E31> \x98\xA3 |0

<U4E32> \x8B\xF8 |0

<U4E36> \x98\xA4 |0

<U4E38> \x8A\xDB |0

<U4E39> \x92\x4F |0

<U4E3B> \x8E\xE5 |0

<U4E3C> \x98\xA5 |0

<U4E3F> \x98\xA6 |0

<U4E42> \x98\xA7 |0

<U4E43> \x94\x54 |0

<U4E45> \x8B\x76 |0

<U4E4B> \x94\x56 |0

<U4E4D> \x93\xE1 |0

<U4E4E> \x8C\xC1 |0

<U4E4F> \x96\x52 |0

<U4E55> \xE5\x68 |0

<U4E56> \x98\xA8 |0

<U4E57> \x8F\xE6 |0

<U4E58> \x98\xA9 |0

<U4E59> \x89\xB3 |0

<U4E5D> \x8B\xE3 |0

<U4E5E> \x8C\xEE |0

<U4E5F> \x96\xE7 |0

<U4E62> \x9B\xA4 |0

<U4E71> \x97\x90 |0

<U4E73> \x93\xFB |0

<U4E7E> \x8A\xA3 |0
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<U4E80> \x8B\x54 |0

<U4E82> \x98\xAA |0

<U4E85> \x98\xAB |0

<U4E86> \x97\xB9 |0

<U4E88> \x97\x5C |0

<U4E89> \x91\x88 |0

<U4E8A> \x98\xAD |0

<U4E8B> \x8E\x96 |0

<U4E8C> \x93\xF1

 |0

<U4E8E> \x98\xB0 |0

<U4E91> \x89\x5D |0

<U4E92> \x8C\xDD |0

<U4E94> \x8C\xDC |0

<U4E95> \x88\xE4 |0

<U4E98> \x98\x6A |0

<U4E99> \x98\x69 |0

<U4E9B> \x8D\xB1 |0

<U4E9C> \x88\x9F |0

<U4E9E> \x98\xB1 |0

<U4E9F> \x98\xB2 |0

<U4EA0> \x98\xB3 |0

<U4EA1> \x96\x53 |0

<U4EA2> \x98\xB4 |0

<U4EA4> \x8C\xF0 |0

<U4EA5> \x88\xE5 |0

<U4EA6> \x96\x92 |0

<U4EA8> \x8B\x9C |0

<U4EAB> \x8B\x9D |0

<U4EAC> \x8B\x9E |0

<U4EAD> \x92\xE0 |0

<U4EAE> \x97\xBA |0

<U4EB0> \x98\xB5 |0

<U4EB3> \x98\xB6 |0

<U4EB6> \x98\xB7 |0

<U4EBA> \x90\x6C |0

<U4EC0> \x8F\x59 |0

<U4EC1> \x90\x6D |0

<U4EC2> \x98\xBC |0

<U4EC4> \x98\xBA |0

<U4EC6> \x98\xBB |0

<U4EC7> \x8B\x77 |0

<U4ECA> \x8D\xA1 |0

<U4ECB> \x89\xEE |0

<U4ECD> \x98\xB9 |0

<U4ECE> \x98\xB8 |0

<U4ECF> \x95\xA7 |0

<U4ED4> \x8E\x65 |0
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<U4ED5> \x8E\x64 |0

<U4ED6> \x91\xBC |0

<U4ED7> \x98\xBD |0

<U4ED8> \x95\x74 |0

<U4ED9> \x90\xE5 |0

<U4EDD> \x81\x57 |0

<U4EDE> \x98\xBE |0

<U4EDF> \x98\xC0 |0

<U4EE1> \xFA\x69 |0

<U4EE3> \x91\xE3 |0

<U4EE4> \x97\xDF |0

<U4EE5> \x88\xC8

 |0

<U4EED> \x98\xBF |0

<U4EEE> \x89\xBC |0

<U4EF0> \x8B\xC2 |0

<U4EF2> \x92\x87 |0

<U4EF6> \x8C\x8F |0

<U4EF7> \x98\xC1 |0

<U4EFB> \x94\x43 |0

<U4EFC> \xFA\x6A |0

<U4F00> \xFA\x6B |0

<U4F01> \x8A\xE9 |0

<U4F03> \xFA\x6C |0

<U4F09> \x98\xC2 |0

<U4F0A> \x88\xC9 |0

<U4F0D> \x8C\xDE |0

<U4F0E> \x8A\xEA |0

<U4F0F> \x95\x9A |0

<U4F10> \x94\xB0 |0

<U4F11> \x8B\x78 |0

<U4F1A> \x89\xEF |0

<U4F1C> \x98\xE5 |0

<U4F1D> \x93\x60 |0

<U4F2F> \x94\x8C |0

<U4F30> \x98\xC4 |0

<U4F34> \x94\xBA |0

<U4F36> \x97\xE0 |0

<U4F38> \x90\x4C |0

<U4F39> \xFA\x6D |0

<U4F3A> \x8E\x66 |0

<U4F3C> \x8E\x97 |0

<U4F3D> \x89\xBE |0

<U4F43> \x92\xCF |0

<U4F46> \x92\x41 |0

<U4F47> \x98\xC8 |0

<U4F4D> \x88\xCA |0

<U4F4E> \x92\xE1 |0
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<U4F4F> \x8F\x5A |0

<U4F50> \x8D\xB2 |0

<U4F51> \x97\x43 |0

<U4F53> \x91\xCC |0

<U4F55> \x89\xBD |0

<U4F56> \xFA\x6E |0

<U4F57> \x98\xC7 |0

<U4F59> \x97\x5D |0

<U4F5A> \x98\xC3 |0

<U4F5B> \x98\xC5 |0

<U4F5C> \x8D\xEC |0

<U4F5D> \x98\xC6 |0

<U4F5E> \x9B\x43 |0

<U4F69> \x98\xCE |0

<U4F6F> \x98\xD1

 |0

<U4F70> \x98\xCF |0

<U4F73> \x89\xC0 |0

<U4F75> \x95\xB9 |0

<U4F76> \x98\xC9 |0

<U4F7B> \x98\xCD |0

<U4F7C> \x8C\xF1 |0

<U4F7F> \x8E\x67 |0

<U4F83> \x8A\xA4 |0

<U4F86> \x98\xD2 |0

<U4F88> \x98\xCA |0

<U4F8A> \xFA\x70 |0

<U4F8B> \x97\xE1 |0

<U4F8D> \x8E\x98 |0

<U4F8F> \x98\xCB |0

<U4F91> \x98\xD0 |0

<U4F92> \xFA\x6F |0

<U4F94> \xFA\x72 |0

<U4F96> \x98\xD3 |0

<U4F98> \x98\xCC |0

<U4F9A> \xFA\x71 |0

<U4F9B> \x8B\x9F |0

<U4F9D> \x88\xCB |0

<U4FA0> \x8B\xA0 |0

<U4FA1> \x89\xBF |0

<U4FAB> \x9B\x44 |0

<U4FAE> \x95\x8E |0

<U4FAF> \x8C\xF2 |0

<U4FB5> \x90\x4E |0

<U4FB6> \x97\xB5 |0

<U4FBF> \x95\xD6 |0

<U4FC2> \x8C\x57 |0

<U4FC3> \x91\xA3 |0
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<U4FC4> \x89\xE2 |0

<U4FC9> \xFA\x61 |0

<U4FCA> \x8F\x72 |0

<U4FCD> \xFA\x73 |0

<U4FCE> \x98\xD7 |0

<U4FD0> \x98\xDC |0

<U4FD1> \x98\xDA |0

<U4FD4> \x98\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \x91\xAD |0

<U4FD8> \x98\xD8 |0

<U4FDA> \x98\xDB |0

<U4FDB> \x98\xD9 |0

<U4FDD> \x95\xDB |0

<U4FDF> \x98\xD6 |0

<U4FE0> \x8B\xA0 |1

<U4FE1> \x90\x4D |0

<U4FE3> \x96\x93 |0

<U4FE4> \x98\xDD

 |0

<U4FE5> \x98\xDE |0

<U4FEE> \x8F\x43 |0

<U4FEF> \x98\xEB |0

<U4FF3> \x94\x6F |0

<U4FF5> \x95\x55 |0

<U4FF6> \x98\xE6 |0

<U4FF8> \x95\xEE |0

<U4FFA> \x89\xB4 |0

<U4FFE> \x98\xEA |0

<U4FFF> \xFA\x76 |0

<U5005> \x98\xE4 |0

<U5006> \x98\xED |0

<U5009> \x91\x71 |0

<U500B> \x8C\xC2 |0

<U500D> \x94\x7B |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U5011> \x98\xEC |0

<U5012> \x93\x7C |0

<U5014> \x98\xE1 |0

<U5016> \x8C\xF4 |0

<U5019> \x8C\xF3 |0

<U501A> \x98\xDF |0

<U501E> \xFA\x77 |0

<U501F> \x8E\xD8 |0

<U5021> \x98\xE7 |0

<U5022> \xFA\x75 |0

<U5023> \x95\xED |0

<U5024> \x92\x6C |0

<U5025> \x98\xE3 |0
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<U5026> \x8C\x91 |0

<U5028> \x98\xE0 |0

<U5029> \x98\xE8 |0

<U502A> \x98\xE2 |0

<U502B> \x97\xCF |0

<U502C> \x98\xE9 |0

<U502D> \x98\x60 |0

<U5036> \x8B\xE4 |0

<U5039> \x8C\x90 |0

<U5040> \xFA\x74 |0

<U5042> \xFA\x7A |0

<U5043> \x98\xEE |0

<U5046> \xFA\x78 |0

<U5047> \x98\xEF |0

<U5048> \x98\xF3 |0

<U5049> \x88\xCC |0

<U504F> \x95\xCE |0

<U5050> \x98\xF2 |0

<U5055> \x98\xF1 |0

<U5056> \x98\xF5 |0

<U505A> \x98\xF4

 |0

<U505C> \x92\xE2 |0

<U5065> \x8C\x92 |0

<U506C> \x98\xF6 |0

<U5070> \xFA\x79 |0

<U5072> \x8E\xC3 |0

<U5074> \x91\xA4 |0

<U5075> \x92\xE3 |0

<U5076> \x8B\xF4 |0

<U5078> \x98\xF7 |0

<U507D> \x8B\x55 |0

<U5080> \x98\xF8 |0

<U5085> \x98\xFA |0

<U508D> \x96\x54 |0

<U5091> \x8C\x86 |0

<U5094> \xFA\x7B |0

<U5098> \x8E\x50 |0

<U5099> \x94\xF5 |0

<U509A> \x98\xF9 |0

<U50AC> \x8D\xC3 |0

<U50AD> \x97\x62 |0

<U50B2> \x98\xFC |0

<U50B3> \x99\x42 |0

<U50B4> \x98\xFB |0

<U50B5> \x8D\xC2 |0

<U50B7> \x8F\x9D |0

<U50BE> \x8C\x58 |0
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<U50C2> \x99\x43 |0

<U50C5> \x8B\xCD |0

<U50C9> \x99\x40 |0

<U50CA> \x99\x41 |0

<U50CD> \x93\xAD |0

<U50CF> \x91\x9C |0

<U50D1> \x8B\xA1 |0

<U50D5> \x96\x6C |0

<U50D6> \x99\x44 |0

<U50D8> \xFA\x7D |0

<U50DA> \x97\xBB |0

<U50DE> \x99\x45 |0

<U50E3> \x99\x48 |0

<U50E5> \x99\x46 |0

<U50E7> \x91\x6D |0

<U50ED> \x99\x47 |0

<U50EE> \x99\x49 |0

<U50F4> \xFA\x7C |0

<U50F5> \x99\x4B |0

<U50F9> \x99\x4A |0

<U50FB> \x95\xC6 |0

<U5100> \x8B\x56 |0

<U5101> \x99\x4D |0

<U5102> \x99\x4E

 |0

<U5104> \x89\xAD |0

<U5109> \x99\x4C |0

<U5112> \x8E\xF2 |0

<U5114> \x99\x51 |0

<U5115> \x99\x50 |0

<U5116> \x99\x4F |0

<U511A> \x99\x52 |0

<U511F> \x8F\x9E |0

<U5121> \x99\x53 |0

<U512A> \x97\x44 |0

<U5132> \x96\xD7 |0

<U5137> \x99\x55 |0

<U513A> \x99\x54 |0

<U513B> \x99\x57 |0

<U513C> \x99\x56 |0

<U513F> \x99\x58 |0

<U5140> \x99\x59 |0

<U5141> \x88\xF2 |0

<U5143> \x8C\xB3 |0

<U5144> \x8C\x5A |0

<U5145> \x8F\x5B |0

<U5146> \x92\x9B |0

<U5147> \x8B\xA2 |0
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<U5148> \x90\xE6 |0

<U5149> \x8C\xF5 |0

<U514A> \xFA\x7E |0

<U514B> \x8D\x8E |0

<U514C> \x99\x5B |0

<U514D> \x96\xC6 |0

<U514E> \x93\x65 |0

<U5150> \x8E\x99 |0

<U5152> \x99\x5A |0

<U5154> \x99\x5C |0

<U515A> \x93\x7D |0

<U515C> \x8A\x95 |0

<U5162> \x99\x5D |0

<U5164> \xFA\x80 |0

<U5165> \x93\xFC |0

<U5168> \x91\x53 |0

<U5169> \x99\x5F |0

<U516A> \x99\x60 |0

<U516B> \x94\xAA |0

<U516C> \x8C\xF6 |0

<U516D> \x98\x5A |0

<U516E> \x99\x61 |0

<U5171> \x8B\xA4 |0

<U5175> \x95\xBA |0

<U5176> \x91\xB4 |0

<U5177> \x8B\xEF |0

<U5178> \x93\x54

 |0

<U517C> \x8C\x93 |0

<U5180> \x99\x62 |0

<U5182> \x99\x63 |0

<U5185> \x93\xE0 |0

<U5186> \x89\x7E |0

<U5189> \x99\x66 |0

<U518A> \x8D\xFB |0

<U518C> \x99\x65 |0

<U518D> \x8D\xC4 |0

<U518F> \x99\x67 |0

<U5190> \xE3\xEC |0

<U5191> \x99\x68 |0

<U5192> \x96\x60 |0

<U5193> \x99\x69 |0

<U5195> \x99\x6A |0

<U5196> \x99\x6B |0

<U5197> \x8F\xE7 |0

<U5199> \x8E\xCA |0

<U519D> \xFA\x81 |0

<U51A0> \x8A\xA5 |0
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<U51A2> \x99\x6E |0

<U51A4> \x99\x6C |0

<U51A5> \x96\xBB |0

<U51A6> \x99\x6D |0

<U51A8> \x95\x79 |0

<U51A9> \x99\x6F |0

<U51AA> \x99\x70 |0

<U51AB> \x99\x71 |0

<U51AC> \x93\x7E |0

<U51B0> \x99\x75 |0

<U51B1> \x99\x73 |0

<U51B2> \x99\x74 |0

<U51B3> \x99\x72 |0

<U51B4> \x8D\xE1 |0

<U51B5> \x99\x76 |0

<U51B6> \x96\xE8 |0

<U51B7> \x97\xE2 |0

<U51BD> \x99\x77 |0

<U51BE> \xFA\x82 |0

<U51C4> \x90\xA6 |0

<U51C5> \x99\x78 |0

<U51C6> \x8F\x79 |0

<U51C9> \x99\x79 |0

<U51CB> \x92\x9C |0

<U51CC> \x97\xBD |0

<U51CD> \x93\x80 |0

<U51D6> \x99\xC3 |0

<U51DB> \x99\x7A |0

<U51DC> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U51DD> \x8B\xC3

 |0

<U51E0> \x99\x7B |0

<U51E1> \x96\x7D |0

<U51E6> \x8F\x88 |0

<U51E7> \x91\xFA |0

<U51E9> \x99\x7D |0

<U51EA> \x93\xE2 |0

<U51EC> \xFA\x83 |0

<U51ED> \x99\x7E |0

<U51F0> \x99\x80 |0

<U51F1> \x8A\x4D |0

<U51F5> \x99\x81 |0

<U51F6> \x8B\xA5 |0

<U51F8> \x93\xCA |0

<U51F9> \x89\x9A |0

<U51FA> \x8F\x6F |0

<U51FD> \x94\x9F |0

<U51FE> \x99\x82 |0
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<U5200> \x93\x81 |0

<U5203> \x90\x6E |0

<U5204> \x99\x83 |0

<U5206> \x95\xAA |0

<U5207> \x90\xD8 |0

<U5208> \x8A\xA0 |0

<U520A> \x8A\xA7 |0

<U520B> \x99\x84 |0

<U520E> \x99\x86 |0

<U5211> \x8C\x59 |0

<U5214> \x99\x85 |0

<U5215> \xFA\x84 |0

<U5217> \x97\xF1 |0

<U521D> \x8F\x89 |0

<U5224> \x94\xBB |0

<U5225> \x95\xCA |0

<U5227> \x99\x87 |0

<U5229> \x97\x98 |0

<U522A> \x99\x88 |0

<U522E> \x99\x89 |0

<U5230> \x93\x9E |0

<U5233> \x99\x8A |0

<U5236> \x90\xA7 |0

<U5237> \x8D\xFC |0

<U5238> \x8C\x94 |0

<U5239> \x99\x8B |0

<U523A> \x8E\x68 |0

<U523B> \x8D\x8F |0

<U5243> \x92\xE4 |0

<U5244> \x99\x8D |0

<U5247> \x91\xA5 |0

<U524A> \x8D\xED |0

<U524B> \x99\x8E

 |0

<U524C> \x99\x8F |0

<U524D> \x91\x4F |0

<U524F> \x99\x8C |0

<U5254> \x99\x91 |0

<U5256> \x96\x55 |0

<U525B> \x8D\x84 |0

<U525D> \x94\x8D |1

<U525E> \x99\x90 |0

<U5263> \x8C\x95 |0

<U5264> \x8D\xDC |0

<U5265> \x94\x8D |0

<U5269> \x99\x94 |0

<U526A> \x99\x92 |0

<U526F> \x95\x9B |0
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<U5270> \x8F\xE8 |0

<U5271> \x99\x9B |0

<U5272> \x8A\x84 |0

<U5273> \x99\x95 |0

<U5274> \x99\x93 |0

<U5275> \x91\x6E |0

<U527D> \x99\x97 |0

<U527F> \x99\x96 |0

<U5283> \x8A\x63 |0

<U5287> \x8C\x80 |0

<U5288> \x99\x9C |0

<U5289> \x97\xAB |0

<U528D> \x99\x98 |0

<U5291> \x99\x9D |0

<U5292> \x99\x9A |0

<U5294> \x99\x99 |0

<U529B> \x97\xCD |0

<U529C> \xFA\x85 |0

<U529F> \x8C\xF7 |0

<U52A0> \x89\xC1 |0

<U52A3> \x97\xF2 |0

<U52A6> \xFA\x86 |0

<U52A9> \x8F\x95 |0

<U52AA> \x93\x77 |0

<U52AB> \x8D\x85 |0

<U52AC> \x99\xA0 |0

<U52AD> \x99\xA1 |0

<U52AF> \xFB\x77 |0

<U52B1> \x97\xE3 |0

<U52B4> \x98\x4A |0

<U52B5> \x99\xA3 |0

<U52B9> \x8C\xF8 |0

<U52BC> \x99\xA2 |0

<U52BE> \x8A\x4E |0

<U52C0> \xFA\x87 |0

<U52C1> \x99\xA4

 |0

<U52C3> \x96\x75 |0

<U52C5> \x92\xBA |0

<U52C7> \x97\x45 |0

<U52C9> \x95\xD7 |0

<U52CD> \x99\xA5 |0

<U52D2> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U52D5> \x93\xAE |0

<U52D7> \x99\xA6 |0

<U52D8> \x8A\xA8 |0

<U52D9> \x96\xB1 |0

<U52DB> \xFA\x88 |0
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<U52DD> \x8F\x9F |0

<U52DE> \x99\xA7 |0

<U52DF> \x95\xE5 |0

<U52E0> \x99\xAB |0

<U52E2> \x90\xA8 |0

<U52E3> \x99\xA8 |0

<U52E4> \x8B\xCE |0

<U52E6> \x99\xA9 |0

<U52E7> \x8A\xA9 |0

<U52F2> \x8C\x4D |0

<U52F3> \x99\xAC |0

<U52F5> \x99\xAD |0

<U52F8> \x99\xAE |0

<U52F9> \x99\xAF |0

<U52FA> \x8E\xD9 |0

<U52FE> \x8C\xF9 |0

<U52FF> \x96\xDC |0

<U5300> \xFA\x89 |0

<U5301> \x96\xE6 |0

<U5302> \x93\xF5 |0

<U5305> \x95\xEF |0

<U5306> \x99\xB0 |0

<U5307> \xFA\x8A |0

<U5308> \x99\xB1 |0

<U530D> \x99\xB3 |0

<U530F> \x99\xB5 |0

<U5310> \x99\xB4 |0

<U5315> \x99\xB6 |0

<U5316> \x89\xBB |0

<U5317> \x96\x6B |0

<U5319> \x8D\xFA |0

<U531A> \x99\xB7 |0

<U531D> \x91\x78 |0

<U5320> \x8F\xA0 |0

<U5321> \x8B\xA7 |0

<U5323> \x99\xB8 |0

<U5324> \xFA\x8B |0

<U532A> \x94\xD9 |0

<U532F> \x99\xB9

 |0

<U5331> \x99\xBA |0

<U5333> \x99\xBB |0

<U5338> \x99\xBC |0

<U5339> \x95\x43 |0

<U533A> \x8B\xE6 |0

<U533B> \x88\xE3 |0

<U533F> \x93\xBD |0

<U5340> \x99\xBD |0
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<U5341> \x8F\x5C |0

<U5343> \x90\xE7 |0

<U5345> \x99\xBF |0

<U5346> \x99\xBE |0

<U5347> \x8F\xA1 |0

<U5348> \x8C\xDF |0

<U5349> \x99\xC1 |0

<U534A> \x94\xBC |0

<U534D> \x99\xC2 |0

<U5351> \x94\xDA |0

<U5352> \x91\xB2 |0

<U5353> \x91\xEC |0

<U5354> \x8B\xA6 |0

<U5357> \x93\xEC |0

<U5358> \x92\x50 |0

<U535A> \x94\x8E |0

<U535C> \x96\x6D |0

<U535E> \x99\xC4 |0

<U5360> \x90\xE8 |0

<U5366> \x8C\x54 |0

<U5369> \x99\xC5 |0

<U536E> \x99\xC6 |0

<U536F> \x89\x4B |0

<U5370> \x88\xF3 |0

<U5371> \x8A\xEB |0

<U5372> \xFA\x8C |0

<U5373> \x91\xA6 |0

<U5374> \x8B\x70 |0

<U5375> \x97\x91 |0

<U5377> \x99\xC9 |0

<U5378> \x89\xB5 |0

<U537B> \x99\xC8 |0

<U537F> \x8B\xA8 |0

<U5382> \x99\xCA |0

<U5384> \x96\xEF |0

<U5393> \xFA\x8D |0

<U5396> \x99\xCB |0

<U5398> \x97\xD0 |0

<U539A> \x8C\xFA |0

<U539F> \x8C\xB4 |0

<U53A0> \x99\xCC |0

<U53A5> \x99\xCE

 |0

<U53A6> \x99\xCD |0

<U53A8> \x90\x7E |0

<U53A9> \x89\x58 |0

<U53AD> \x89\x7D |0

<U53AE> \x99\xCF |0
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<U53B0> \x99\xD0 |0

<U53B2> \xFA\x8E |0

<U53B3> \x8C\xB5 |0

<U53B6> \x99\xD1 |0

<U53BB> \x8B\x8E |0

<U53C2> \x8E\x51 |0

<U53C3> \x99\xD2 |0

<U53C8> \x96\x94 |0

<U53C9> \x8D\xB3 |0

<U53CA> \x8B\x79 |0

<U53CB> \x97\x46 |0

<U53CC> \x91\x6F |0

<U53CD> \x94\xBD |0

<U53CE> \x8E\xFB |0

<U53D4> \x8F\x66 |0

<U53D6> \x8E\xE6 |0

<U53D7> \x8E\xF3 |0

<U53D9> \x8F\x96 |0

<U53DB> \x94\xBE |0

<U53DD> \xFA\x8F |0

<U53DF> \x99\xD5 |0

<U53E1> \x89\x62 |0

<U53E2> \x91\x70 |0

<U53E3> \x8C\xFB |0

<U53E4> \x8C\xC3 |0

<U53E5> \x8B\xE5 |0

<U53E8> \x99\xD9 |0

<U53E9> \x92\x40 |0

<U53EA> \x91\xFC |0

<U53EB> \x8B\xA9 |0

<U53EC> \x8F\xA2 |0

<U53ED> \x99\xDA |0

<U53EE> \x99\xD8 |0

<U53EF> \x89\xC2 |0

<U53F0> \x91\xE4 |0

<U53F1> \x8E\xB6 |0

<U53F2> \x8E\x6A |0

<U53F3> \x89\x45 |0

<U53F6> \x8A\x90 |0

<U53F7> \x8D\x86 |0

<U53F8> \x8E\x69 |0

<U53FA> \x99\xDB |0

<U5401> \x99\xDC |0

<U5403> \x8B\x68 |0

<U5404> \x8A\x65

 |0

<U5408> \x8D\x87 |0

<U5409> \x8B\x67 |0
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<U540A> \x92\xDD |0

<U540B> \x89\x44 |0

<U540C> \x93\xAF |0

<U540D> \x96\xBC |0

<U540E> \x8D\x40 |0

<U540F> \x97\x99 |0

<U5410> \x93\x66 |0

<U5411> \x8C\xFC |0

<U541B> \x8C\x4E |0

<U541D> \x99\xE5 |0

<U541F> \x8B\xE1 |0

<U5420> \x96\x69 |0

<U5426> \x94\xDB |0

<U5429> \x99\xE4 |0

<U542B> \x8A\xDC |0

<U542C> \x99\xDF |0

<U542D> \x99\xE0 |0

<U542E> \x99\xE2 |0

<U5436> \x99\xE3 |0

<U5438> \x8B\x7A |0

<U5439> \x90\x81 |0

<U543B> \x95\xAB |0

<U543C> \x99\xE1 |0

<U543D> \x99\xDD |0

<U543E> \x8C\xE1 |0

<U5440> \x99\xDE |0

<U5442> \x98\x43 |0

<U5446> \x95\xF0 |0

<U5448> \x92\xE6 |0

<U5449> \x8C\xE0 |0

<U544A> \x8D\x90 |0

<U544E> \x99\xE6 |0

<U5451> \x93\xDB |0

<U545F> \x99\xEA |0

<U5468> \x8E\xFC |0

<U546A> \x8E\xF4 |0

<U5470> \x99\xED |0

<U5471> \x99\xEB |0

<U5473> \x96\xA1 |0

<U5475> \x99\xE8 |0

<U5476> \x99\xF1 |0

<U5477> \x99\xEC |0

<U547B> \x99\xEF |0

<U547C> \x8C\xC4 |0

<U547D> \x96\xBD |0

<U5480> \x99\xF0 |0

<U5484> \x99\xF2 |0

<U5486> \x99\xF4
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 |0

<U548A> \xFA\x92 |0

<U548B> \x8D\xEE |0

<U548C> \x98\x61 |0

<U548E> \x99\xE9 |0

<U548F> \x99\xE7 |0

<U5490> \x99\xF3 |0

<U5492> \x99\xEE |0

<U549C> \xFA\x91 |0

<U54A2> \x99\xF6 |0

<U54A4> \x9A\x42 |0

<U54A5> \x99\xF8 |0

<U54A8> \x99\xFC |0

<U54A9> \xFA\x93 |0

<U54AB> \x9A\x40 |0

<U54AC> \x99\xF9 |0

<U54AF> \x9A\x5D |0

<U54B2> \x8D\xE7 |0

<U54B3> \x8A\x50 |0

<U54B8> \x99\xF7 |0

<U54BC> \x9A\x44 |0

<U54BD> \x88\xF4 |0

<U54BE> \x9A\x43 |0

<U54C0> \x88\xA3 |0

<U54C1> \x95\x69 |0

<U54C2> \x9A\x41 |0

<U54C4> \x99\xFA |0

<U54C7> \x99\xF5 |0

<U54C8> \x99\xFB |0

<U54C9> \x8D\xC6 |0

<U54D8> \x9A\x45 |0

<U54E1> \x88\xF5 |0

<U54E2> \x9A\x4E |0

<U54E5> \x9A\x46 |0

<U54E6> \x9A\x47 |0

<U54E8> \x8F\xA3 |0

<U54E9> \x96\x89 |0

<U54ED> \x9A\x4C |0

<U54EE> \x9A\x4B |0

<U54F2> \x93\x4E |0

<U54FA> \x9A\x4D |0

<U54FD> \x9A\x4A |0

<U54FF> \xFA\x94 |0

<U5504> \x89\x53 |0

<U5506> \x8D\xB4 |0

<U5507> \x90\x4F |0

<U550F> \x9A\x48 |0

<U5510> \x93\x82 |0
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<U5514> \x9A\x49 |0

<U5516> \x88\xA0 |0

<U552E> \x9A\x53

 |0

<U552F> \x97\x42 |0

<U5531> \x8F\xA5 |0

<U5533> \x9A\x59 |0

<U5538> \x9A\x58 |0

<U5539> \x9A\x4F |0

<U553E> \x91\xC1 |0

<U5540> \x9A\x50 |0

<U5544> \x91\xED |0

<U5545> \x9A\x55 |0

<U5546> \x8F\xA4 |0

<U554C> \x9A\x52 |0

<U554F> \x96\xE2 |0

<U5553> \x8C\x5B |0

<U5556> \x9A\x56 |0

<U5557> \x9A\x57 |0

<U555C> \x9A\x54 |0

<U555D> \x9A\x5A |0

<U555E> \x88\xA0 |1

<U5563> \x9A\x51 |0

<U557B> \x9A\x60 |0

<U557C> \x9A\x65 |0

<U557E> \x9A\x61 |0

<U5580> \x9A\x5C |0

<U5583> \x9A\x66 |0

<U5584> \x91\x50 |0

<U5586> \xFA\x95 |0

<U5587> \x9A\x68 |0

<U5589> \x8D\x41 |0

<U558A> \x9A\x5E |0

<U558B> \x92\x9D |0

<U5598> \x9A\x62 |0

<U5599> \x9A\x5B |0

<U559A> \x8A\xAB |0

<U559C> \x8A\xEC |0

<U559D> \x8A\x85 |0

<U559E> \x9A\x63 |0

<U559F> \x9A\x5F |0

<U55A7> \x8C\x96 |0

<U55A8> \x9A\x69 |0

<U55A9> \x9A\x67 |0

<U55AA> \x91\x72 |0

<U55AB> \x8B\x69 |0

<U55AC> \x8B\xAA |0

<U55AE> \x9A\x64 |0
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<U55B0> \x8B\xF2 |0

<U55B6> \x89\x63 |0

<U55C4> \x9A\x6D |0

<U55C5> \x9A\x6B |0

<U55C7> \x9A\xA5 |0

<U55D4> \x9A\x70

 |0

<U55DA> \x9A\x6A |0

<U55DC> \x9A\x6E |0

<U55DF> \x9A\x6C |0

<U55E3> \x8E\x6B |0

<U55E4> \x9A\x6F |0

<U55F7> \x9A\x72 |0

<U55F9> \x9A\x77 |0

<U55FD> \x9A\x75 |0

<U55FE> \x9A\x74 |0

<U5606> \x92\x51 |0

<U5609> \x89\xC3 |0

<U5614> \x9A\x71 |0

<U5616> \x9A\x73 |0

<U5617> \x8F\xA6 |0

<U5618> \x89\x52 |0

<U561B> \x9A\x76 |0

<U5629> \x89\xDC |0

<U562F> \x9A\x82 |0

<U5631> \x8F\xFA |0

<U5632> \x9A\x7D |0

<U5634> \x9A\x7B |0

<U5636> \x9A\x7C |0

<U5638> \x9A\x7E |0

<U5642> \x89\x5C |0

<U564C> \x91\x58 |0

<U564E> \x9A\x78 |0

<U5650> \x9A\x79 |0

<U565B> \x8A\x9A |0

<U5664> \x9A\x81 |0

<U5668> \x8A\xED |0

<U566A> \x9A\x84 |0

<U566B> \x9A\x80 |0

<U566C> \x9A\x83 |0

<U5674> \x95\xAC |0

<U5678> \x93\xD3 |0

<U567A> \x94\xB6 |0

<U5680> \x9A\x86 |0

<U5686> \x9A\x85 |0

<U5687> \x8A\x64 |0

<U568A> \x9A\x87 |0

<U568F> \x9A\x8A |0
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<U5694> \x9A\x89 |0

<U5699> \x8A\x9A |1

<U56A0> \x9A\x88 |0

<U56A2> \x94\x58 |0

<U56A5> \x9A\x8B |0

<U56AE> \x9A\x8C |0

<U56B4> \x9A\x8E |0

<U56B6> \x9A\x8D |0

<U56BC> \x9A\x90

 |0

<U56C0> \x9A\x93 |0

<U56C1> \x9A\x91 |0

<U56C2> \x9A\x8F |0

<U56C3> \x9A\x92 |0

<U56C8> \x9A\x94 |0

<U56CA> \x94\x58 |1

<U56CE> \x9A\x95 |0

<U56D1> \x9A\x96 |0

<U56D3> \x9A\x97 |0

<U56D7> \x9A\x98 |0

<U56D8> \x99\x64 |0

<U56DA> \x8E\xFA |0

<U56DB> \x8E\x6C |0

<U56DE> \x89\xF1 |0

<U56E0> \x88\xF6 |0

<U56E3> \x92\x63 |0

<U56EE> \x9A\x99 |0

<U56F0> \x8D\xA2 |0

<U56F2> \x88\xCD |0

<U56F3> \x90\x7D |0

<U56F9> \x9A\x9A |0

<U56FA> \x8C\xC5 |0

<U56FD> \x8D\x91 |0

<U56FF> \x9A\x9C |0

<U5700> \x9A\x9B |0

<U5703> \x95\xDE |0

<U5704> \x9A\x9D |0

<U5708> \x9A\x9F |0

<U5709> \x9A\x9E |0

<U570B> \x9A\xA0 |0

<U570D> \x9A\xA1 |0

<U570F> \x8C\x97 |0

<U5712> \x89\x80 |0

<U5713> \x9A\xA2 |0

<U5716> \x9A\xA4 |0

<U5718> \x9A\xA3 |0

<U571C> \x9A\xA6 |0

<U571F> \x93\x79 |0
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<U5726> \x9A\xA7 |0

<U5727> \x88\xB3 |0

<U5728> \x8D\xDD |0

<U572D> \x8C\x5C |0

<U5730> \x92\x6E |0

<U5737> \x9A\xA8 |0

<U5738> \x9A\xA9 |0

<U573B> \x9A\xAB |0

<U5740> \x9A\xAC |0

<U5742> \x8D\xE2 |0

<U5747> \x8B\xCF |0

<U574A> \x96\x56

 |0

<U574E> \x9A\xAA |0

<U574F> \x9A\xAD |0

<U5750> \x8D\xBF |0

<U5751> \x8D\x42 |0

<U5759> \xFA\x96 |0

<U5761> \x9A\xB1 |0

<U5764> \x8D\xA3 |0

<U5765> \xFA\x97 |0

<U5766> \x92\x52 |0

<U5769> \x9A\xAE |0

<U576A> \x92\xD8 |0

<U577F> \x9A\xB2 |0

<U5782> \x90\x82 |0

<U5788> \x9A\xB0 |0

<U5789> \x9A\xB3 |0

<U578B> \x8C\x5E |0

<U5793> \x9A\xB4 |0

<U57A0> \x9A\xB5 |0

<U57A2> \x8D\x43 |0

<U57A3> \x8A\x5F |0

<U57A4> \x9A\xB7 |0

<U57AA> \x9A\xB8 |0

<U57AC> \xFA\x98 |0

<U57B0> \x9A\xB9 |0

<U57B3> \x9A\xB6 |0

<U57C0> \x9A\xAF |0

<U57C3> \x9A\xBA |0

<U57C6> \x9A\xBB |0

<U57C7> \xFA\x9A |0

<U57C8> \xFA\x99 |0

<U57CB> \x96\x84 |0

<U57CE> \x8F\xE9 |0

<U57D2> \x9A\xBD |0

<U57D3> \x9A\xBE |0

<U57D4> \x9A\xBC |0
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<U57D6> \x9A\xC0 |0

<U57DC> \x94\x57 |0

<U57DF> \x88\xE6 |0

<U57E0> \x95\x75 |0

<U57E3> \x9A\xC1 |0

<U57F4> \x8F\xFB |0

<U57F7> \x8E\xB7 |0

<U57F9> \x94\x7C |0

<U57FA> \x8A\xEE |0

<U57FC> \x8D\xE9 |0

<U5800> \x96\x78 |0

<U5802> \x93\xB0 |0

<U5805> \x8C\x98 |0

<U5806> \x91\xCD |0

<U580A> \x9A\xBF

 |0

<U580B> \x9A\xC2 |0

<U5815> \x91\xC2 |0

<U5819> \x9A\xC3 |0

<U581D> \x9A\xC4 |0

<U5821> \x9A\xC6 |0

<U5824> \x92\xE7 |0

<U582A> \x8A\xAC |0

<U5830> \x89\x81 |0

<U5831> \x95\xF1 |0

<U5834> \x8F\xEA |0

<U5835> \x93\x67 |0

<U583A> \x8D\xE4 |0

<U583D> \x9A\xCC |0

<U5840> \x95\xBB |0

<U5841> \x97\xDB |0

<U584A> \x89\xF2 |0

<U584B> \x9A\xC8 |0

<U5851> \x91\x59 |0

<U5852> \x9A\xCB |0

<U5854> \x93\x83 |0

<U5857> \x93\x68 |0

<U5858> \x93\x84 |0

<U5859> \x94\xB7 |0

<U585A> \x92\xCB |0

<U585E> \x8D\xC7 |0

<U5861> \x93\x55 |1

<U5862> \x9A\xC7 |0

<U5869> \x89\x96 |0

<U586B> \x93\x55 |0

<U5870> \x9A\xC9 |0

<U5872> \x9A\xC5 |0

<U5875> \x90\x6F |0
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<U5879> \x9A\xCD |0

<U587E> \x8F\x6D |0

<U5883> \x8B\xAB |0

<U5885> \x9A\xCE |0

<U5893> \x95\xE6 |0

<U5897> \x91\x9D |0

<U589C> \x92\xC4 |0

<U589E> \xFA\x9D |0

<U589F> \x9A\xD0 |0

<U58A8> \x96\x6E |0

<U58AB> \x9A\xD1 |0

<U58AE> \x9A\xD6 |0

<U58B2> \xFA\x9E |0

<U58B3> \x95\xAD |0

<U58B8> \x9A\xD5 |0

<U58B9> \x9A\xCF |0

<U58BA> \x9A\xD2 |0

<U58BB> \x9A\xD4

 |0

<U58BE> \x8D\xA4 |0

<U58C1> \x95\xC7 |0

<U58C5> \x9A\xD7 |0

<U58C7> \x92\x64 |0

<U58CA> \x89\xF3 |0

<U58CC> \x8F\xEB |0

<U58D1> \x9A\xD9 |0

<U58D3> \x9A\xD8 |0

<U58D5> \x8D\x88 |0

<U58D7> \x9A\xDA |0

<U58D8> \x9A\xDC |0

<U58D9> \x9A\xDB |0

<U58DC> \x9A\xDE |0

<U58DE> \x9A\xD3 |0

<U58DF> \x9A\xE0 |0

<U58E4> \x9A\xDF |0

<U58E5> \x9A\xDD |0

<U58EB> \x8E\x6D |0

<U58EC> \x90\x70 |0

<U58EE> \x91\x73 |0

<U58EF> \x9A\xE1 |0

<U58F0> \x90\xBA |0

<U58F1> \x88\xEB |0

<U58F2> \x94\x84 |0

<U58F9> \x9A\xE3 |0

<U58FB> \x9A\xE4 |0

<U58FC> \x9A\xE5 |0

<U58FD> \x9A\xE6 |0

<U5902> \x9A\xE7 |0
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<U5909> \x95\xCF |0

<U590A> \x9A\xE8 |0

<U590B> \xFA\x9F |0

<U590F> \x89\xC4 |0

<U5910> \x9A\xE9 |0

<U5915> \x97\x5B |0

<U5916> \x8A\x4F |0

<U5918> \x99\xC7 |0

<U5919> \x8F\x67 |0

<U591A> \x91\xBD |0

<U591B> \x9A\xEA |0

<U591C> \x96\xE9 |0

<U5922> \x96\xB2 |0

<U5925> \x9A\xEC |0

<U5927> \x91\xE5 |0

<U5929> \x93\x56 |0

<U592A> \x91\xBE |0

<U592B> \x95\x76 |0

<U592C> \x9A\xED |0

<U592D> \x9A\xEE |0

<U592E> \x89\x9B

 |0

<U5931> \x8E\xB8 |0

<U5932> \x9A\xEF |0

<U5937> \x88\xCE |0

<U5938> \x9A\xF0 |0

<U593E> \x9A\xF1 |0

<U5944> \x89\x82 |0

<U5947> \x8A\xEF |0

<U5948> \x93\xDE |0

<U5949> \x95\xF2 |0

<U594E> \x9A\xF5 |0

<U594F> \x91\x74 |0

<U5950> \x9A\xF4 |0

<U5951> \x8C\x5F |0

<U5953> \xFA\xA0 |0

<U5954> \x96\x7A |0

<U5955> \x9A\xF3 |0

<U5957> \x93\x85 |0

<U5958> \x9A\xF7 |0

<U595A> \x9A\xF6 |0

<U595B> \xFA\xA1 |0

<U595D> \xFA\xA2 |0

<U5960> \x9A\xF9 |0

<U5962> \x9A\xF8 |0

<U5963> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U5965> \x89\x9C |0

<U5967> \x9A\xFA |0
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<U5968> \x8F\xA7 |0

<U5969> \x9A\xFC |0

<U596A> \x92\x44 |0

<U596C> \x9A\xFB |0

<U596E> \x95\xB1 |0

<U5973> \x8F\x97 |0

<U5974> \x93\x7A |0

<U5978> \x9B\x40 |0

<U597D> \x8D\x44 |0

<U5981> \x9B\x41 |0

<U5982> \x94\x40 |0

<U5983> \x94\xDC |0

<U5984> \x96\xCF |0

<U598A> \x94\x44 |0

<U598D> \x9B\x4A |0

<U5993> \x8B\x57 |0

<U5996> \x97\x64 |0

<U5999> \x96\xAD |0

<U599B> \x9B\xAA |0

<U599D> \x9B\x42 |0

<U59A3> \x9B\x45 |0

<U59A4> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U59A5> \x91\xC3 |0

<U59A8> \x96\x57

 |0

<U59AC> \x93\x69 |0

<U59B2> \x9B\x46 |0

<U59B9> \x96\x85 |0

<U59BA> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U59BB> \x8D\xC8 |0

<U59BE> \x8F\xA8 |0

<U59C6> \x9B\x47 |0

<U59C9> \x8E\x6F |0

<U59CB> \x8E\x6E |0

<U59D0> \x88\xB7 |0

<U59D1> \x8C\xC6 |0

<U59D3> \x90\xA9 |0

<U59D4> \x88\xCF |0

<U59D9> \x9B\x4B |0

<U59DA> \x9B\x4C |0

<U59DC> \x9B\x49 |0

<U59E5> \x89\x57 |0

<U59E6> \x8A\xAD |0

<U59E8> \x9B\x48 |0

<U59EA> \x96\xC3 |0

<U59EB> \x95\x50 |0

<U59F6> \x88\xA6 |0

<U59FB> \x88\xF7 |0
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<U59FF> \x8E\x70 |0

<U5A01> \x88\xD0 |0

<U5A03> \x88\xA1 |0

<U5A09> \x9B\x51 |0

<U5A11> \x9B\x4F |0

<U5A18> \x96\xBA |0

<U5A1A> \x9B\x52 |0

<U5A1C> \x9B\x50 |0

<U5A1F> \x9B\x4E |0

<U5A20> \x90\x50 |0

<U5A25> \x9B\x4D |0

<U5A29> \x95\xD8 |0

<U5A2F> \x8C\xE2 |0

<U5A35> \x9B\x56 |0

<U5A36> \x9B\x57 |0

<U5A3C> \x8F\xA9 |0

<U5A40> \x9B\x53 |0

<U5A41> \x98\x4B |0

<U5A46> \x94\x6B |0

<U5A49> \x9B\x55 |0

<U5A5A> \x8D\xA5 |0

<U5A62> \x9B\x58 |0

<U5A66> \x95\x77 |0

<U5A6A> \x9B\x59 |0

<U5A6C> \x9B\x54 |0

<U5A7F> \x96\xB9 |0

<U5A92> \x94\x7D

 |0

<U5A9A> \x9B\x5A |0

<U5A9B> \x95\x51 |0

<U5ABC> \x9B\x5B |0

<U5ABD> \x9B\x5F |0

<U5ABE> \x9B\x5C |0

<U5AC1> \x89\xC5 |0

<U5AC2> \x9B\x5E |0

<U5AC9> \x8E\xB9 |0

<U5ACB> \x9B\x5D |0

<U5ACC> \x8C\x99 |0

<U5AD0> \x9B\x6B |0

<U5AD6> \x9B\x64 |0

<U5AD7> \x9B\x61 |0

<U5AE1> \x92\x84 |0

<U5AE3> \x9B\x60 |0

<U5AE6> \x9B\x62 |0

<U5AE9> \x9B\x63 |0

<U5AFA> \x9B\x65 |0

<U5AFB> \x9B\x66 |0

<U5B09> \x8A\xF0 |0
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<U5B0B> \x9B\x68 |0

<U5B0C> \x9B\x67 |0

<U5B16> \x9B\x69 |0

<U5B22> \x8F\xEC |0

<U5B2A> \x9B\x6C |0

<U5B2C> \x92\xDA |0

<U5B30> \x89\x64 |0

<U5B32> \x9B\x6A |0

<U5B36> \x9B\x6D |0

<U5B3E> \x9B\x6E |0

<U5B40> \x9B\x71 |0

<U5B43> \x9B\x6F |0

<U5B45> \x9B\x70 |0

<U5B50> \x8E\x71 |0

<U5B51> \x9B\x72 |0

<U5B54> \x8D\x45 |0

<U5B55> \x9B\x73 |0

<U5B56> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \x8E\x9A |0

<U5B58> \x91\xB6 |0

<U5B5A> \x9B\x74 |0

<U5B5B> \x9B\x75 |0

<U5B5C> \x8E\x79 |0

<U5B5D> \x8D\x46 |0

<U5B5F> \x96\xD0 |0

<U5B63> \x8B\x47 |0

<U5B64> \x8C\xC7 |0

<U5B65> \x9B\x76 |0

<U5B66> \x8A\x77 |0

<U5B69> \x9B\x77

 |0

<U5B6B> \x91\xB7 |0

<U5B70> \x9B\x78 |0

<U5B71> \x9B\xA1 |0

<U5B73> \x9B\x79 |0

<U5B75> \x9B\x7A |0

<U5B78> \x9B\x7B |0

<U5B7A> \x9B\x7D |0

<U5B80> \x9B\x7E |0

<U5B83> \x9B\x80 |0

<U5B85> \x91\xEE |0

<U5B87> \x89\x46 |0

<U5B88> \x8E\xE7 |0

<U5B89> \x88\xC0 |0

<U5B8B> \x91\x76 |0

<U5B8C> \x8A\xAE |0

<U5B8D> \x8E\xB3 |0

<U5B8F> \x8D\x47 |0
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<U5B95> \x93\x86 |0

<U5B97> \x8F\x40 |0

<U5B98> \x8A\xAF |0

<U5B99> \x92\x88 |0

<U5B9A> \x92\xE8 |0

<U5B9B> \x88\xB6 |0

<U5B9C> \x8B\x58 |0

<U5B9D> \x95\xF3 |0

<U5B9F> \x8E\xC0 |0

<U5BA2> \x8B\x71 |0

<U5BA3> \x90\xE9 |0

<U5BA4> \x8E\xBA |0

<U5BA5> \x97\x47 |0

<U5BA6> \x9B\x81 |0

<U5BAE> \x8B\x7B |0

<U5BB0> \x8D\xC9 |0

<U5BB3> \x8A\x51 |0

<U5BB4> \x89\x83 |0

<U5BB5> \x8F\xAA |0

<U5BB6> \x89\xC6 |0

<U5BB8> \x9B\x82 |0

<U5BB9> \x97\x65 |0

<U5BBF> \x8F\x68 |0

<U5BC0> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U5BC2> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U5BC3> \x9B\x83 |0

<U5BC4> \x8A\xF1 |0

<U5BC5> \x93\xD0 |0

<U5BC6> \x96\xA7 |0

<U5BC7> \x9B\x84 |0

<U5BC9> \x9B\x85 |0

<U5BCC> \x95\x78 |0

<U5BD0> \x9B\x87

 |0

<U5BD2> \x8A\xA6 |0

<U5BD3> \x8B\xF5 |0

<U5BD4> \x9B\x86 |0

<U5BD8> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5BDB> \x8A\xB0 |0

<U5BDD> \x90\x51 |0

<U5BDE> \x9B\x8B |0

<U5BDF> \x8E\x40 |0

<U5BE1> \x89\xC7 |0

<U5BE2> \x9B\x8A |0

<U5BE4> \x9B\x88 |0

<U5BE5> \x9B\x8C |0

<U5BE6> \x9B\x89 |0

<U5BE7> \x94\x4A |0
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<U5BE8> \x9E\xCB |0

<U5BE9> \x90\x52 |0

<U5BEB> \x9B\x8D |0

<U5BEC> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BEE> \x97\xBE |0

<U5BF0> \x9B\x8E |0

<U5BF3> \x9B\x90 |0

<U5BF5> \x92\x9E |0

<U5BF6> \x9B\x8F |0

<U5BF8> \x90\xA1 |0

<U5BFA> \x8E\x9B |0

<U5BFE> \x91\xCE |0

<U5BFF> \x8E\xF5 |0

<U5C01> \x95\x95 |0

<U5C02> \x90\xEA |0

<U5C04> \x8E\xCB |0

<U5C05> \x9B\x91 |0

<U5C06> \x8F\xAB |0

<U5C07> \x9B\x92 |0

<U5C08> \x9B\x93 |0

<U5C09> \x88\xD1 |0

<U5C0A> \x91\xB8 |0

<U5C0B> \x90\x71 |0

<U5C0D> \x9B\x94 |0

<U5C0E> \x93\xB1 |0

<U5C0F> \x8F\xAC |0

<U5C11> \x8F\xAD |0

<U5C13> \x9B\x95 |0

<U5C16> \x90\xEB |0

<U5C1A> \x8F\xAE |0

<U5C1E> \xFA\xAB |0

<U5C20> \x9B\x96 |0

<U5C22> \x9B\x97 |0

<U5C24> \x96\xDE |0

<U5C28> \x9B\x98 |0

<U5C31> \x8F\x41

 |0

<U5C38> \x9B\x99 |0

<U5C39> \x9B\x9A |0

<U5C3A> \x8E\xDA |0

<U5C3B> \x90\x4B |0

<U5C3C> \x93\xF2 |0

<U5C3D> \x90\x73 |0

<U5C3E> \x94\xF6 |0

<U5C3F> \x94\x41 |0

<U5C40> \x8B\xC7 |0

<U5C41> \x9B\x9B |0

<U5C45> \x8B\x8F |0
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<U5C46> \x9B\x9C |0

<U5C48> \x8B\xFC |0

<U5C4A> \x93\xCD |0

<U5C4B> \x89\xAE |0

<U5C4D> \x8E\x72 |0

<U5C4E> \x9B\x9D |0

<U5C4F> \x9B\xA0 |0

<U5C50> \x9B\x9F |0

<U5C51> \x8B\xFB |0

<U5C53> \x9B\x9E |0

<U5C55> \x93\x57 |0

<U5C5B> \x9B\xA0 |1

<U5C5E> \x91\xAE |0

<U5C60> \x93\x6A |0

<U5C61> \x8E\xC6 |0

<U5C62> \x8E\xC6 |1

<U5C64> \x91\x77 |0

<U5C65> \x97\x9A |0

<U5C6C> \x9B\xA2 |0

<U5C6E> \x9B\xA3 |0

<U5C6F> \x93\xD4 |0

<U5C71> \x8E\x52 |0

<U5C76> \x9B\xA5 |0

<U5C79> \x9B\xA6 |0

<U5C8C> \x9B\xA7 |0

<U5C90> \x8A\xF2 |0

<U5C91> \x9B\xA8 |0

<U5C94> \x9B\xA9 |0

<U5CA1> \x89\xAA |0

<U5CA6> \xFA\xAC |0

<U5CA8> \x91\x5A |0

<U5CA9> \x8A\xE2 |0

<U5CAB> \x9B\xAB |0

<U5CAC> \x96\xA6 |0

<U5CB1> \x91\xD0 |0

<U5CB3> \x8A\x78 |0

<U5CB6> \x9B\xAD |0

<U5CB7> \x9B\xAF |0

<U5CB8> \x8A\xDD

 |0

<U5CBA> \xFA\xAD |0

<U5CBB> \x9B\xAC |0

<U5CBC> \x9B\xAE |0

<U5CBE> \x9B\xB1 |0

<U5CC5> \x9B\xB0 |0

<U5CC7> \x9B\xB2 |0

<U5CD9> \x9B\xB3 |0

<U5CE0> \x93\xBB |0
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<U5CE1> \x8B\xAC |0

<U5CE8> \x89\xE3 |0

<U5CE9> \x9B\xB4 |0

<U5CEA> \x9B\xB9 |0

<U5CED> \x9B\xB7 |0

<U5CEF> \x95\xF5 |0

<U5CF0> \x95\xF4 |0

<U5CF5> \xFA\xAE |0

<U5CF6> \x93\x87 |0

<U5CFA> \x9B\xB6 |0

<U5CFB> \x8F\x73 |0

<U5CFD> \x9B\xB5 |0

<U5D07> \x90\x92 |0

<U5D0B> \x9B\xBA |0

<U5D0E> \x8D\xE8 |0

<U5D11> \x9B\xC0 |0

<U5D14> \x9B\xC1 |0

<U5D15> \x9B\xBB |0

<U5D16> \x8A\x52 |0

<U5D17> \x9B\xBC |0

<U5D18> \x9B\xC5 |0

<U5D19> \x9B\xC4 |0

<U5D1A> \x9B\xC3 |0

<U5D1B> \x9B\xBF |0

<U5D1F> \x9B\xBE |0

<U5D22> \x9B\xC2 |0

<U5D27> \xFA\xAF |0

<U5D29> \x95\xF6 |0

<U5D42> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U5D4B> \x9B\xC9 |0

<U5D4C> \x9B\xC6 |0

<U5D4E> \x9B\xC8 |0

<U5D50> \x97\x92 |0

<U5D52> \x9B\xC7 |0

<U5D53> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \x9B\xBD |0

<U5D69> \x90\x93 |0

<U5D6C> \x9B\xCA |0

<U5D6D> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U5D6F> \x8D\xB5 |0

<U5D73> \x9B\xCB |0

<U5D76> \x9B\xCC

 |0

<U5D82> \x9B\xCF |0

<U5D84> \x9B\xCE |0

<U5D87> \x9B\xCD |0

<U5D8B> \x93\x88 |0

<U5D8C> \x9B\xB8 |0
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<U5D90> \x9B\xD5 |0

<U5D9D> \x9B\xD1 |0

<U5DA2> \x9B\xD0 |0

<U5DAC> \x9B\xD2 |0

<U5DAE> \x9B\xD3 |0

<U5DB7> \x9B\xD6 |0

<U5DB8> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U5DB9> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U5DBA> \x97\xE4 |0

<U5DBC> \x9B\xD7 |0

<U5DBD> \x9B\xD4 |0

<U5DC9> \x9B\xD8 |0

<U5DCC> \x8A\xDE |0

<U5DCD> \x9B\xD9 |0

<U5DD0> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U5DD2> \x9B\xDB |0

<U5DD3> \x9B\xDA |0

<U5DD6> \x9B\xDC |0

<U5DDB> \x9B\xDD |0

<U5DDD> \x90\xEC |0

<U5DDE> \x8F\x42 |0

<U5DE1> \x8F\x84 |0

<U5DE3> \x91\x83 |0

<U5DE5> \x8D\x48 |0

<U5DE6> \x8D\xB6 |0

<U5DE7> \x8D\x49 |0

<U5DE8> \x8B\x90 |0

<U5DEB> \x9B\xDE |0

<U5DEE> \x8D\xB7 |0

<U5DF1> \x8C\xC8 |0

<U5DF2> \x9B\xDF |0

<U5DF3> \x96\xA4 |0

<U5DF4> \x94\x62 |0

<U5DF5> \x9B\xE0 |0

<U5DF7> \x8D\x4A |0

<U5DFB> \x8A\xAA |0

<U5DFD> \x92\x46 |0

<U5DFE> \x8B\xD0 |0

<U5E02> \x8E\x73 |0

<U5E03> \x95\x7A |0

<U5E06> \x94\xBF |0

<U5E0B> \x9B\xE1 |0

<U5E0C> \x8A\xF3 |0

<U5E11> \x9B\xE4 |0

<U5E16> \x92\x9F

 |0

<U5E19> \x9B\xE3 |0

<U5E1A> \x9B\xE2 |0
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<U5E1B> \x9B\xE5 |0

<U5E1D> \x92\xE9 |0

<U5E25> \x90\x83 |0

<U5E2B> \x8E\x74 |0

<U5E2D> \x90\xC8 |0

<U5E2F> \x91\xD1 |0

<U5E30> \x8B\x41 |0

<U5E33> \x92\xA0 |0

<U5E36> \x9B\xE6 |0

<U5E37> \x9B\xE7 |0

<U5E38> \x8F\xED |0

<U5E3D> \x96\x58 |0

<U5E40> \x9B\xEA |0

<U5E43> \x9B\xE9 |0

<U5E44> \x9B\xE8 |0

<U5E45> \x95\x9D |0

<U5E47> \x9B\xF1 |0

<U5E4C> \x96\x79 |0

<U5E4E> \x9B\xEB |0

<U5E54> \x9B\xED |0

<U5E55> \x96\x8B |0

<U5E57> \x9B\xEC |0

<U5E5F> \x9B\xEE |0

<U5E61> \x94\xA6 |0

<U5E62> \x9B\xEF |0

<U5E63> \x95\xBC |0

<U5E64> \x9B\xF0 |0

<U5E72> \x8A\xB1 |0

<U5E73> \x95\xBD |0

<U5E74> \x94\x4E |0

<U5E75> \x9B\xF2 |0

<U5E76> \x9B\xF3 |0

<U5E78> \x8D\x4B |0

<U5E79> \x8A\xB2 |0

<U5E7A> \x9B\xF4 |0

<U5E7B> \x8C\xB6 |0

<U5E7C> \x97\x63 |0

<U5E7D> \x97\x48 |0

<U5E7E> \x8A\xF4 |0

<U5E7F> \x9B\xF6 |0

<U5E81> \x92\xA1 |0

<U5E83> \x8D\x4C |0

<U5E84> \x8F\xAF |0

<U5E87> \x94\xDD |0

<U5E8A> \x8F\xB0 |0

<U5E8F> \x8F\x98 |0

<U5E95> \x92\xEA |0

<U5E96> \x95\xF7
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 |0

<U5E97> \x93\x58 |0

<U5E9A> \x8D\x4D |0

<U5E9C> \x95\x7B |0

<U5EA0> \x9B\xF7 |0

<U5EA6> \x93\x78 |0

<U5EA7> \x8D\xC0 |0

<U5EAB> \x8C\xC9 |0

<U5EAD> \x92\xEB |0

<U5EB5> \x88\xC1 |0

<U5EB6> \x8F\x8E |0

<U5EB7> \x8D\x4E |0

<U5EB8> \x97\x66 |0

<U5EC1> \x9B\xF8 |0

<U5EC2> \x9B\xF9 |0

<U5EC3> \x94\x70 |0

<U5EC8> \x9B\xFA |0

<U5EC9> \x97\xF5 |0

<U5ECA> \x98\x4C |0

<U5ECF> \x9B\xFC |0

<U5ED0> \x9B\xFB |0

<U5ED3> \x8A\x66 |0

<U5ED6> \x9C\x40 |0

<U5EDA> \x9C\x43 |0

<U5EDB> \x9C\x44 |0

<U5EDD> \x9C\x42 |0

<U5EDF> \x95\x5F |0

<U5EE0> \x8F\xB1 |0

<U5EE1> \x9C\x46 |0

<U5EE2> \x9C\x45 |0

<U5EE3> \x9C\x41 |0

<U5EE8> \x9C\x47 |0

<U5EE9> \x9C\x48 |0

<U5EEC> \x9C\x49 |0

<U5EF0> \x9C\x4C |0

<U5EF1> \x9C\x4A |0

<U5EF3> \x9C\x4B |0

<U5EF4> \x9C\x4D |0

<U5EF6> \x89\x84 |0

<U5EF7> \x92\xEC |0

<U5EF8> \x9C\x4E |0

<U5EFA> \x8C\x9A |0

<U5EFB> \x89\xF4 |0

<U5EFC> \x94\x55 |0

<U5EFE> \x9C\x4F |0

<U5EFF> \x93\xF9 |0

<U5F01> \x95\xD9 |0

<U5F03> \x9C\x50 |0
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<U5F04> \x98\x4D |0

<U5F09> \x9C\x51 |0

<U5F0A> \x95\xBE

 |0

<U5F0B> \x9C\x54 |0

<U5F0C> \x98\x9F |0

<U5F0D> \x98\xAF |0

<U5F0F> \x8E\xAE |0

<U5F10> \x93\xF3 |0

<U5F11> \x9C\x55 |0

<U5F13> \x8B\x7C |0

<U5F14> \x92\xA2 |0

<U5F15> \x88\xF8 |0

<U5F16> \x9C\x56 |0

<U5F17> \x95\xA4 |0

<U5F18> \x8D\x4F |0

<U5F1B> \x92\x6F |0

<U5F1F> \x92\xED |0

<U5F21> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U5F25> \x96\xED |0

<U5F26> \x8C\xB7 |0

<U5F27> \x8C\xCA |0

<U5F29> \x9C\x57 |0

<U5F2D> \x9C\x58 |0

<U5F2F> \x9C\x5E |0

<U5F31> \x8E\xE3 |0

<U5F34> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5F35> \x92\xA3 |0

<U5F37> \x8B\xAD |0

<U5F38> \x9C\x59 |0

<U5F3C> \x95\x4A |0

<U5F3E> \x92\x65 |0

<U5F41> \x9C\x5A |0

<U5F45> \xFA\x67 |0

<U5F48> \x9C\x5B |0

<U5F4A> \x8B\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \x9C\x5C |0

<U5F4E> \x9C\x5D |0

<U5F51> \x9C\x5F |0

<U5F53> \x93\x96 |0

<U5F56> \x9C\x60 |0

<U5F57> \x9C\x61 |0

<U5F59> \x9C\x62 |0

<U5F5C> \x9C\x53 |0

<U5F5D> \x9C\x52 |0

<U5F61> \x9C\x63 |0

<U5F62> \x8C\x60 |0

<U5F66> \x95\x46 |0
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<U5F67> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5F69> \x8D\xCA |0

<U5F6A> \x95\x56 |0

<U5F6B> \x92\xA4 |0

<U5F6C> \x95\x6A |0

<U5F6D> \x9C\x64

 |0

<U5F70> \x8F\xB2 |0

<U5F71> \x89\x65 |0

<U5F73> \x9C\x65 |0

<U5F77> \x9C\x66 |0

<U5F79> \x96\xF0 |0

<U5F7C> \x94\xDE |0

<U5F7F> \x9C\x69 |0

<U5F80> \x89\x9D |0

<U5F81> \x90\xAA |0

<U5F82> \x9C\x68 |0

<U5F83> \x9C\x67 |0

<U5F84> \x8C\x61 |0

<U5F85> \x91\xD2 |0

<U5F87> \x9C\x6D |0

<U5F88> \x9C\x6B |0

<U5F8A> \x9C\x6A |0

<U5F8B> \x97\xA5 |0

<U5F8C> \x8C\xE3 |0

<U5F90> \x8F\x99 |0

<U5F91> \x9C\x6C |0

<U5F92> \x93\x6B |0

<U5F93> \x8F\x5D |0

<U5F97> \x93\xBE |0

<U5F98> \x9C\x70 |0

<U5F99> \x9C\x6F |0

<U5F9E> \x9C\x6E |0

<U5FA0> \x9C\x71 |0

<U5FA1> \x8C\xE4 |0

<U5FA8> \x9C\x72 |0

<U5FA9> \x95\x9C |0

<U5FAA> \x8F\x7A |0

<U5FAD> \x9C\x73 |0

<U5FAE> \x94\xF7 |0

<U5FB3> \x93\xBF |0

<U5FB4> \x92\xA5 |0

<U5FB7> \xFA\xBA |0

<U5FB9> \x93\x4F |0

<U5FBC> \x9C\x74 |0

<U5FBD> \x8B\x4A |0

<U5FC3> \x90\x53 |0

<U5FC5> \x95\x4B |0
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<U5FCC> \x8A\xF5 |0

<U5FCD> \x94\x45 |0

<U5FD6> \x9C\x75 |0

<U5FD7> \x8E\x75 |0

<U5FD8> \x96\x59 |0

<U5FD9> \x96\x5A |0

<U5FDC> \x89\x9E |0

<U5FDD> \x9C\x7A |0

<U5FDE> \xFA\xBB

 |0

<U5FE0> \x92\x89 |0

<U5FE4> \x9C\x77 |0

<U5FEB> \x89\xF5 |0

<U5FF0> \x9C\xAB |0

<U5FF1> \x9C\x79 |0

<U5FF5> \x94\x4F |0

<U5FF8> \x9C\x78 |0

<U5FFB> \x9C\x76 |0

<U5FFD> \x8D\x9A |0

<U5FFF> \x9C\x7C |0

<U600E> \x9C\x83 |0

<U600F> \x9C\x89 |0

<U6010> \x9C\x81 |0

<U6012> \x93\x7B |0

<U6015> \x9C\x86 |0

<U6016> \x95\x7C |0

<U6019> \x9C\x80 |0

<U601B> \x9C\x85 |0

<U601C> \x97\xE5 |0

<U601D> \x8E\x76 |0

<U6020> \x91\xD3 |0

<U6021> \x9C\x7D |0

<U6025> \x8B\x7D |0

<U6026> \x9C\x88 |0

<U6027> \x90\xAB |0

<U6028> \x89\x85 |0

<U6029> \x9C\x82 |0

<U602A> \x89\xF6 |0

<U602B> \x9C\x87 |0

<U602F> \x8B\xAF |0

<U6031> \x9C\x84 |0

<U603A> \x9C\x8A |0

<U6041> \x9C\x8C |0

<U6042> \x9C\x96 |0

<U6043> \x9C\x94 |0

<U6046> \x9C\x91 |0

<U604A> \x9C\x90 |0

<U604B> \x97\xF6 |0
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<U604D> \x9C\x92 |0

<U6050> \x8B\xB0 |0

<U6052> \x8D\x50 |0

<U6055> \x8F\x9A |0

<U6059> \x9C\x99 |0

<U605A> \x9C\x8B |0

<U605D> \xFA\xBC |0

<U605F> \x9C\x8F |0

<U6060> \x9C\x7E |0

<U6062> \x89\xF8 |0

<U6063> \x9C\x93 |0

<U6064> \x9C\x95

 |0

<U6065> \x92\x70 |0

<U6068> \x8D\xA6 |0

<U6069> \x89\xB6 |0

<U606A> \x9C\x8D |0

<U606B> \x9C\x98 |0

<U606C> \x9C\x97 |0

<U606D> \x8B\xB1 |0

<U606F> \x91\xA7 |0

<U6070> \x8A\x86 |0

<U6075> \x8C\x62 |0

<U6077> \x9C\x8E |0

<U6081> \x9C\x9A |0

<U6083> \x9C\x9D |0

<U6084> \x9C\x9F |0

<U6085> \xFA\xBD |0

<U6089> \x8E\xBB |0

<U608A> \xFA\xBE |0

<U608B> \x9C\xA5 |0

<U608C> \x92\xEE |0

<U608D> \x9C\x9B |0

<U6092> \x9C\xA3 |0

<U6094> \x89\xF7 |0

<U6096> \x9C\xA1 |0

<U6097> \x9C\xA2 |0

<U609A> \x9C\x9E |0

<U609B> \x9C\xA0 |0

<U609F> \x8C\xE5 |0

<U60A0> \x97\x49 |0

<U60A3> \x8A\xB3 |0

<U60A6> \x89\x78 |0

<U60A7> \x9C\xA4 |0

<U60A9> \x94\x59 |0

<U60AA> \x88\xAB |0

<U60B2> \x94\xDF |0

<U60B3> \x9C\x7B |0
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<U60B4> \x9C\xAA |0

<U60B5> \x9C\xAE |0

<U60B6> \x96\xE3 |0

<U60B8> \x9C\xA7 |0

<U60BC> \x93\x89 |0

<U60BD> \x9C\xAC |0

<U60C5> \x8F\xEE |0

<U60C6> \x9C\xAD |0

<U60C7> \x93\xD5 |0

<U60D1> \x98\x66 |0

<U60D3> \x9C\xA9 |0

<U60D5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U60D8> \x9C\xAF |0

<U60DA> \x8D\x9B |0

<U60DC> \x90\xC9

 |0

<U60DE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U60DF> \x88\xD2 |0

<U60E0> \x9C\xA8 |0

<U60E1> \x9C\xA6 |0

<U60E3> \x91\x79 |0

<U60E7> \x9C\x9C |0

<U60E8> \x8E\x53 |0

<U60F0> \x91\xC4 |0

<U60F1> \x9C\xBB |0

<U60F2> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U60F3> \x91\x7A |0

<U60F4> \x9C\xB6 |0

<U60F6> \x9C\xB3 |0

<U60F7> \x9C\xB4 |0

<U60F9> \x8E\xE4 |0

<U60FA> \x9C\xB7 |0

<U60FB> \x9C\xBA |0

<U6100> \x9C\xB5 |0

<U6101> \x8F\x44 |0

<U6103> \x9C\xB8 |0

<U6106> \x9C\xB2 |0

<U6108> \x96\xFA |0

<U6109> \x96\xF9 |0

<U610D> \x9C\xBC |0

<U610E> \x9C\xBD |0

<U610F> \x88\xD3 |0

<U6111> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U6115> \x9C\xB1 |0

<U611A> \x8B\xF0 |0

<U611B> \x88\xA4 |0

<U611F> \x8A\xB4 |0

<U6120> \xFA\xC1 |0
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<U6121> \x9C\xB9 |0

<U6127> \x9C\xC1 |0

<U6128> \x9C\xC0 |0

<U612C> \x9C\xC5 |0

<U6130> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U6134> \x9C\xC6 |0

<U6137> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U613C> \x9C\xC4 |0

<U613D> \x9C\xC7 |0

<U613E> \x9C\xBF |0

<U613F> \x9C\xC3 |0

<U6142> \x9C\xC8 |0

<U6144> \x9C\xC9 |0

<U6147> \x9C\xBE |0

<U6148> \x8E\x9C |0

<U614A> \x9C\xC2 |0

<U614B> \x91\xD4 |0

<U614C> \x8D\x51

 |0

<U614D> \x9C\xB0 |0

<U614E> \x90\x54 |0

<U6153> \x9C\xD6 |0

<U6155> \x95\xE7 |0

<U6158> \x9C\xCC |0

<U6159> \x9C\xCD |0

<U615A> \x9C\xCE |0

<U615D> \x9C\xD5 |0

<U615F> \x9C\xD4 |0

<U6162> \x96\x9D |0

<U6163> \x8A\xB5 |0

<U6165> \x9C\xD2 |0

<U6167> \x8C\x64 |0

<U6168> \x8A\x53 |0

<U616B> \x9C\xCF |0

<U616E> \x97\xB6 |0

<U616F> \x9C\xD1 |0

<U6170> \x88\xD4 |0

<U6171> \x9C\xD3 |0

<U6173> \x9C\xCA |0

<U6174> \x9C\xD0 |0

<U6175> \x9C\xD7 |0

<U6176> \x8C\x63 |0

<U6177> \x9C\xCB |0

<U617E> \x97\x7C |0

<U6182> \x97\x4A |0

<U6187> \x9C\xDA |0

<U618A> \x9C\xDE |0

<U618E> \x91\x9E |0
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<U6190> \x97\xF7 |0

<U6191> \x9C\xDF |0

<U6194> \x9C\xDC |0

<U6196> \x9C\xD9 |0

<U6198> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U6199> \x9C\xD8 |0

<U619A> \x9C\xDD |0

<U61A4> \x95\xAE |0

<U61A7> \x93\xB2 |0

<U61A9> \x8C\x65 |0

<U61AB> \x9C\xE0 |0

<U61AC> \x9C\xDB |0

<U61AE> \x9C\xE1 |0

<U61B2> \x8C\x9B |0

<U61B6> \x89\xAF |0

<U61BA> \x9C\xE9 |0

<U61BE> \x8A\xB6 |0

<U61C3> \x9C\xE7 |0

<U61C6> \x9C\xE8 |0

<U61C7> \x8D\xA7 |0

<U61C8> \x9C\xE6

 |0

<U61C9> \x9C\xE4 |0

<U61CA> \x9C\xE3 |0

<U61CB> \x9C\xEA |0

<U61CC> \x9C\xE2 |0

<U61CD> \x9C\xEC |0

<U61D0> \x89\xF9 |0

<U61E3> \x9C\xEE |0

<U61E6> \x9C\xED |0

<U61F2> \x92\xA6 |0

<U61F4> \x9C\xF1 |0

<U61F6> \x9C\xEF |0

<U61F7> \x9C\xE5 |0

<U61F8> \x8C\x9C |0

<U61FA> \x9C\xF0 |0

<U61FC> \x9C\xF4 |0

<U61FD> \x9C\xF3 |0

<U61FE> \x9C\xF5 |0

<U61FF> \x9C\xF2 |0

<U6200> \x9C\xF6 |0

<U6208> \x9C\xF7 |0

<U6209> \x9C\xF8 |0

<U620A> \x95\xE8 |0

<U620C> \x9C\xFA |0

<U620D> \x9C\xF9 |0

<U620E> \x8F\x5E |0

<U6210> \x90\xAC |0
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<U6211> \x89\xE4 |0

<U6212> \x89\xFA |0

<U6213> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U6214> \x9C\xFB |0

<U6216> \x88\xBD |0

<U621A> \x90\xCA |0

<U621B> \x9C\xFC |0

<U621D> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U621E> \x9D\x40 |0

<U621F> \x8C\x81 |0

<U6221> \x9D\x41 |0

<U6226> \x90\xED |0

<U622A> \x9D\x42 |0

<U622E> \x9D\x43 |0

<U622F> \x8B\x59 |0

<U6230> \x9D\x44 |0

<U6232> \x9D\x45 |0

<U6233> \x9D\x46 |0

<U6234> \x91\xD5 |0

<U6238> \x8C\xCB |0

<U623B> \x96\xDF |0

<U623F> \x96\x5B |0

<U6240> \x8F\x8A |0

<U6241> \x9D\x47

 |0

<U6247> \x90\xEE |0

<U6248> \xE7\xBB |0

<U6249> \x94\xE0 |0

<U624B> \x8E\xE8 |0

<U624D> \x8D\xCB |0

<U624E> \x9D\x48 |0

<U6253> \x91\xC5 |0

<U6255> \x95\xA5 |0

<U6258> \x91\xEF |0

<U625B> \x9D\x4B |0

<U625E> \x9D\x49 |0

<U6260> \x9D\x4C |0

<U6263> \x9D\x4A |0

<U6268> \x9D\x4D |0

<U626E> \x95\xAF |0

<U6271> \x88\xB5 |0

<U6276> \x95\x7D |0

<U6279> \x94\xE1 |0

<U627C> \x9D\x4E |0

<U627E> \x9D\x51 |0

<U627F> \x8F\xB3 |0

<U6280> \x8B\x5A |0

<U6282> \x9D\x4F |0
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<U6283> \x9D\x56 |0

<U6284> \x8F\xB4 |0

<U6289> \x9D\x50 |0

<U628A> \x94\x63 |0

<U6291> \x97\x7D |0

<U6292> \x9D\x52 |0

<U6293> \x9D\x53 |0

<U6294> \x9D\x57 |0

<U6295> \x93\x8A |0

<U6296> \x9D\x54 |0

<U6297> \x8D\x52 |0

<U6298> \x90\xDC |0

<U629B> \x9D\x65 |0

<U629C> \x94\xB2 |0

<U629E> \x91\xF0 |0

<U62A6> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U62AB> \x94\xE2 |0

<U62AC> \x9D\xAB |0

<U62B1> \x95\xF8 |0

<U62B5> \x92\xEF |0

<U62B9> \x96\x95 |0

<U62BB> \x9D\x5A |0

<U62BC> \x89\x9F |0

<U62BD> \x92\x8A |0

<U62C2> \x9D\x63 |0

<U62C5> \x92\x53 |0

<U62C6> \x9D\x5D

 |0

<U62C7> \x9D\x64 |0

<U62C8> \x9D\x5F |0

<U62C9> \x9D\x66 |0

<U62CA> \x9D\x62 |0

<U62CC> \x9D\x61 |0

<U62CD> \x94\x8F |0

<U62CF> \x9D\x5B |0

<U62D0> \x89\xFB |0

<U62D1> \x9D\x59 |0

<U62D2> \x8B\x91 |0

<U62D3> \x91\xF1 |0

<U62D4> \x9D\x55 |0

<U62D7> \x9D\x58 |0

<U62D8> \x8D\x53 |0

<U62D9> \x90\xD9 |0

<U62DB> \x8F\xB5 |0

<U62DC> \x9D\x60 |0

<U62DD> \x94\x71 |0

<U62E0> \x8B\x92 |0

<U62E1> \x8A\x67 |0
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<U62EC> \x8A\x87 |0

<U62ED> \x90\x40 |0

<U62EE> \x9D\x68 |0

<U62EF> \x9D\x6D |0

<U62F1> \x9D\x69 |0

<U62F3> \x8C\x9D |0

<U62F5> \x9D\x6E |0

<U62F6> \x8E\x41 |0

<U62F7> \x8D\x89 |0

<U62FE> \x8F\x45 |0

<U62FF> \x9D\x5C |0

<U6301> \x8E\x9D |0

<U6302> \x9D\x6B |0

<U6307> \x8E\x77 |0

<U6308> \x9D\x6C |0

<U6309> \x88\xC2 |0

<U630C> \x9D\x67 |0

<U6311> \x92\xA7 |0

<U6319> \x8B\x93 |0

<U631F> \x8B\xB2 |0

<U6327> \x9D\x6A |0

<U6328> \x88\xA5 |0

<U632B> \x8D\xC1 |0

<U632F> \x90\x55 |0

<U633A> \x92\xF0 |0

<U633D> \x94\xD2 |0

<U633E> \x9D\x70 |0

<U633F> \x91\x7D |0

<U6349> \x91\xA8 |0

<U634C> \x8E\x4A

 |0

<U634D> \x9D\x71 |0

<U634F> \x9D\x73 |0

<U6350> \x9D\x6F |0

<U6355> \x95\xDF |0

<U6357> \x92\xBB |0

<U635C> \x91\x7B |0

<U6367> \x95\xF9 |0

<U6368> \x8E\xCC |0

<U6369> \x9D\x80 |0

<U636B> \x9D\x7E |0

<U636E> \x90\x98 |0

<U6372> \x8C\x9E |0

<U6376> \x9D\x78 |0

<U6377> \x8F\xB7 |0

<U637A> \x93\xE6 |0

<U637B> \x94\x50 |0

<U6380> \x9D\x76 |0
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<U6383> \x91\x7C |0

<U6388> \x8E\xF6 |0

<U6389> \x9D\x7B |0

<U638C> \x8F\xB6 |0

<U638E> \x9D\x75 |0

<U638F> \x9D\x7A |0

<U6392> \x94\x72 |0

<U6396> \x9D\x74 |0

<U6398> \x8C\x40 |0

<U639B> \x8A\x7C |0

<U639F> \x9D\x7C |0

<U63A0> \x97\xA9 |0

<U63A1> \x8D\xCC |0

<U63A2> \x92\x54 |0

<U63A3> \x9D\x79 |0

<U63A5> \x90\xDA |0

<U63A7> \x8D\x54 |0

<U63A8> \x90\x84 |0

<U63A9> \x89\x86 |0

<U63AA> \x91\x5B |0

<U63AB> \x9D\x77 |0

<U63AC> \x8B\x64 |0

<U63B2> \x8C\x66 |0

<U63B4> \x92\xCD |0

<U63B5> \x9D\x7D |0

<U63BB> \x91\x7E |0

<U63BE> \x9D\x81 |0

<U63C0> \x9D\x83 |0

<U63C3> \x91\xB5 |0

<U63C4> \x9D\x89 |0

<U63C6> \x9D\x84 |0

<U63C9> \x9D\x86 |0

<U63CF> \x95\x60

 |0

<U63D0> \x92\xF1 |0

<U63D2> \x9D\x87 |0

<U63D6> \x97\x4B |0

<U63DA> \x97\x67 |0

<U63DB> \x8A\xB7 |0

<U63E1> \x88\xAC |0

<U63E3> \x9D\x85 |0

<U63E9> \x9D\x82 |0

<U63EE> \x8A\xF6 |0

<U63F4> \x89\x87 |0

<U63F5> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U63F6> \x9D\x88 |0

<U63FA> \x97\x68 |0

<U6406> \x9D\x8C |0
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<U640D> \x91\xB9 |0

<U640F> \x9D\x93 |0

<U6413> \x9D\x8D |0

<U6414> \x91\x7E |1

<U6416> \x9D\x8A |0

<U6417> \x9D\x91 |0

<U641C> \x9D\x72 |0

<U6426> \x9D\x8E |0

<U6428> \x9D\x92 |0

<U642C> \x94\xC0 |0

<U642D> \x93\x8B |0

<U6434> \x9D\x8B |0

<U6436> \x9D\x8F |0

<U643A> \x8C\x67 |0

<U643E> \x8D\xEF |0

<U6442> \x90\xDB |0

<U644E> \x9D\x97 |0

<U6451> \x92\xCD |1

<U6458> \x93\x45 |0

<U6460> \xFA\xCA |0

<U6467> \x9D\x94 |0

<U6469> \x96\x80 |0

<U646F> \x9D\x95 |0

<U6476> \x9D\x96 |0

<U6478> \x96\xCC |0

<U647A> \x90\xA0 |0

<U6483> \x8C\x82 |0

<U6488> \x9D\x9D |0

<U6492> \x8E\x54 |0

<U6493> \x9D\x9A |0

<U6495> \x9D\x99 |0

<U649A> \x94\x51 |0

<U649D> \xFA\xCB |0

<U649E> \x93\xB3 |0

<U64A4> \x93\x50 |0

<U64A5> \x9D\x9B

 |0

<U64A9> \x9D\x9C |0

<U64AB> \x95\x8F |0

<U64AD> \x94\x64 |0

<U64AE> \x8E\x42 |0

<U64B0> \x90\xEF |0

<U64B2> \x96\x6F |0

<U64BB> \x9D\xA3 |0

<U64BC> \x9D\x9E |0

<U64C1> \x97\x69 |0

<U64C2> \x9D\xA5 |0

<U64C5> \x9D\xA1 |0
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<U64C7> \x9D\xA2 |0

<U64CD> \x91\x80 |0

<U64CE> \xFA\xCC |0

<U64D2> \x9D\xA0 |0

<U64D4> \x9D\x5E |0

<U64D8> \x9D\xA4 |0

<U64DA> \x9D\x9F |0

<U64E0> \x9D\xA9 |0

<U64E1> \x9D\xAA |0

<U64E2> \x93\x46 |0

<U64E3> \x9D\xAC |0

<U64E6> \x8E\x43 |0

<U64E7> \x9D\xA7 |0

<U64EC> \x8B\x5B |0

<U64EF> \x9D\xAD |0

<U64F1> \x9D\xA6 |0

<U64F2> \x9D\xB1 |0

<U64F4> \x9D\xB0 |0

<U64F6> \x9D\xAF |0

<U64FA> \x9D\xB2 |0

<U64FD> \x9D\xB4 |0

<U64FE> \x8F\xEF |0

<U6500> \x9D\xB3 |0

<U6505> \x9D\xB7 |0

<U6518> \x9D\xB5 |0

<U651C> \x9D\xB6 |0

<U651D> \x9D\x90 |0

<U6522> \x9D\xB7 |1

<U6523> \x9D\xB9 |0

<U6524> \x9D\xB8 |0

<U652B> \x9D\xBA |0

<U652C> \x9D\xAE |0

<U652F> \x8E\x78 |0

<U6534> \x9D\xBB |0

<U6535> \x9D\xBC |0

<U6536> \x9D\xBE |0

<U6537> \x9D\xBD |0

<U6538> \x9D\xBF |0

<U6539> \x89\xFC

 |0

<U653B> \x8D\x55 |0

<U653E> \x95\xFA |0

<U653F> \x90\xAD |0

<U6545> \x8C\xCC |0

<U6548> \x9D\xC1 |0

<U654D> \x9D\xC4 |0

<U654E> \xFA\xCD |0

<U654F> \x95\x71 |0
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<U6551> \x8B\x7E |0

<U6555> \x9D\xC3 |0

<U6556> \x9D\xC2 |0

<U6557> \x94\x73 |0

<U6558> \x9D\xC5 |0

<U6559> \x8B\xB3 |0

<U655D> \x9D\xC7 |0

<U655E> \x9D\xC6 |0

<U6562> \x8A\xB8 |0

<U6563> \x8E\x55 |0

<U6566> \x93\xD6 |0

<U656C> \x8C\x68 |0

<U6570> \x90\x94 |0

<U6572> \x9D\xC8 |0

<U6574> \x90\xAE |0

<U6575> \x93\x47 |0

<U6577> \x95\x7E |0

<U6578> \x9D\xC9 |0

<U6582> \x9D\xCA |0

<U6583> \x9D\xCB |0

<U6587> \x95\xB6 |0

<U6588> \x9B\x7C |0

<U6589> \x90\xC4 |0

<U658C> \x95\x6B |0

<U658E> \x8D\xD6 |0

<U6590> \x94\xE3 |0

<U6591> \x94\xC1 |0

<U6597> \x93\x6C |0

<U6599> \x97\xBF |0

<U659B> \x9D\xCD |0

<U659C> \x8E\xCE |0

<U659F> \x9D\xCE |0

<U65A1> \x88\xB4 |0

<U65A4> \x8B\xD2 |0

<U65A5> \x90\xCB |0

<U65A7> \x95\x80 |0

<U65AB> \x9D\xCF |0

<U65AC> \x8E\x61 |0

<U65AD> \x92\x66 |0

<U65AF> \x8E\x7A |0

<U65B0> \x90\x56 |0

<U65B7> \x9D\xD0

 |0

<U65B9> \x95\xFB |0

<U65BC> \x89\x97 |0

<U65BD> \x8E\x7B |0

<U65C1> \x9D\xD3 |0

<U65C3> \x9D\xD1 |0
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<U65C4> \x9D\xD4 |0

<U65C5> \x97\xB7 |0

<U65C6> \x9D\xD2 |0

<U65CB> \x90\xF9 |0

<U65CC> \x9D\xD5 |0

<U65CF> \x91\xB0 |0

<U65D2> \x9D\xD6 |0

<U65D7> \x8A\xF8 |0

<U65D9> \x9D\xD8 |0

<U65DB> \x9D\xD7 |0

<U65E0> \x9D\xD9 |0

<U65E1> \x9D\xDA |0

<U65E2> \x8A\xF9 |0

<U65E5> \x93\xFA |0

<U65E6> \x92\x55 |0

<U65E7> \x8B\x8C |0

<U65E8> \x8E\x7C |0

<U65E9> \x91\x81 |0

<U65EC> \x8F\x7B |0

<U65ED> \x88\xAE |0

<U65F1> \x9D\xDB |0

<U65FA> \x89\xA0 |0

<U65FB> \x9D\xDF |0

<U6600> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6603> \x9D\xDE |0

<U6606> \x8D\xA9 |0

<U6607> \x8F\xB8 |0

<U6609> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U660A> \x9D\xDD |0

<U660C> \x8F\xB9 |0

<U660E> \x96\xBE |0

<U660F> \x8D\xA8 |0

<U6613> \x88\xD5 |0

<U6614> \x90\xCC |0

<U6615> \xFA\xCF |0

<U661C> \x9D\xE4 |0

<U661E> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U661F> \x90\xAF |0

<U6620> \x89\x66 |0

<U6624> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U6625> \x8F\x74 |0

<U6627> \x96\x86 |0

<U6628> \x8D\xF0 |0

<U662D> \x8F\xBA |0

<U662E> \xFA\xD2

 |0

<U662F> \x90\xA5 |0

<U6631> \xFA\x63 |0
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<U6634> \x9D\xE3 |0

<U6635> \x9D\xE1 |0

<U6636> \x9D\xE2 |0

<U663C> \x92\x8B |0

<U663F> \x9E\x45 |0

<U6641> \x9D\xE8 |0

<U6642> \x8E\x9E |0

<U6643> \x8D\x57 |0

<U6644> \x9D\xE6 |0

<U6649> \x9D\xE7 |0

<U664B> \x90\x57 |0

<U664F> \x9D\xE5 |0

<U6652> \x8E\x4E |0

<U6657> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U6659> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U665D> \x9D\xEA |0

<U665E> \x9D\xE9 |0

<U665F> \x9D\xEE |0

<U6662> \x9D\xEF |0

<U6664> \x9D\xEB |0

<U6665> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U6666> \x8A\x41 |0

<U6667> \x9D\xEC |0

<U6668> \x9D\xED |0

<U6669> \x94\xD3 |0

<U666E> \x95\x81 |0

<U666F> \x8C\x69 |0

<U6670> \x9D\xF0 |0

<U6673> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U6674> \x90\xB0 |0

<U6676> \x8F\xBB |0

<U667A> \x92\x71 |0

<U6681> \x8B\xC5 |0

<U6683> \x9D\xF1 |0

<U6684> \x9D\xF5 |0

<U6687> \x89\xC9 |0

<U6688> \x9D\xF2 |0

<U6689> \x9D\xF4 |0

<U668E> \x9D\xF3 |0

<U6691> \x8F\x8B |0

<U6696> \x92\x67 |0

<U6697> \x88\xC3 |0

<U6698> \x9D\xF6 |0

<U6699> \xFA\xDA |0

<U669D> \x9D\xF7 |0

<U66A0> \xFA\xDB |0

<U66A2> \x92\xA8 |0

<U66A6> \x97\xEF
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 |0

<U66AB> \x8E\x62 |0

<U66AE> \x95\xE9 |0

<U66B2> \xFA\xDC |0

<U66B4> \x96\x5C |0

<U66B8> \x9E\x41 |0

<U66B9> \x9D\xF9 |0

<U66BC> \x9D\xFC |0

<U66BE> \x9D\xFB |0

<U66BF> \xFA\xDD |0

<U66C1> \x9D\xF8 |0

<U66C4> \x9E\x40 |0

<U66C7> \x93\xDC |0

<U66C9> \x9D\xFA |0

<U66D6> \x9E\x42 |0

<U66D9> \x8F\x8C |0

<U66DA> \x9E\x43 |0

<U66DC> \x97\x6A |0

<U66DD> \x94\x98 |0

<U66E0> \x9E\x44 |0

<U66E6> \x9E\x46 |0

<U66E9> \x9E\x47 |0

<U66F0> \x9E\x48 |0

<U66F2> \x8B\xC8 |0

<U66F3> \x89\x67 |0

<U66F4> \x8D\x58 |0

<U66F5> \x9E\x49 |0

<U66F7> \x9E\x4A |0

<U66F8> \x8F\x91 |0

<U66F9> \x91\x82 |0

<U66FA> \xFA\xDE |0

<U66FB> \xFA\x66 |0

<U66FC> \x99\xD6 |0

<U66FD> \x91\x5D |0

<U66FE> \x91\x5C |0

<U66FF> \x91\xD6 |0

<U6700> \x8D\xC5 |0

<U6703> \x98\xF0 |0

<U6708> \x8C\x8E |0

<U6709> \x97\x4C |0

<U670B> \x95\xFC |0

<U670D> \x95\x9E |0

<U670E> \xFA\xDF |0

<U670F> \x9E\x4B |0

<U6714> \x8D\xF1 |0

<U6715> \x92\xBD |0

<U6716> \x9E\x4C |0

<U6717> \x98\x4E |0
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<U671B> \x96\x5D |0

<U671D> \x92\xA9 |0

<U671E> \x9E\x4D

 |0

<U671F> \x8A\xFA |0

<U6726> \x9E\x4E |0

<U6727> \x9E\x4F |0

<U6728> \x96\xD8 |0

<U672A> \x96\xA2 |0

<U672B> \x96\x96 |0

<U672C> \x96\x7B |0

<U672D> \x8E\x44 |0

<U672E> \x9E\x51 |0

<U6731> \x8E\xE9 |0

<U6734> \x96\x70 |0

<U6736> \x9E\x53 |0

<U6737> \x9E\x56 |0

<U6738> \x9E\x55 |0

<U673A> \x8A\xF7 |0

<U673D> \x8B\x80 |0

<U673F> \x9E\x52 |0

<U6741> \x9E\x54 |0

<U6746> \x9E\x57 |0

<U6749> \x90\x99 |0

<U674E> \x97\x9B |0

<U674F> \x88\xC7 |0

<U6750> \x8D\xDE |0

<U6751> \x91\xBA |0

<U6753> \x8E\xDB |0

<U6756> \x8F\xF1 |0

<U6759> \x9E\x5A |0

<U675C> \x93\x6D |0

<U675E> \x9E\x58 |0

<U675F> \x91\xA9 |0

<U6760> \x9E\x59 |0

<U6761> \x8F\xF0 |0

<U6762> \x96\xDB |0

<U6763> \x9E\x5B |0

<U6764> \x9E\x5C |0

<U6765> \x97\x88 |0

<U6766> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U676A> \x9E\x61 |0

<U676D> \x8D\x59 |0

<U676F> \x94\x74 |0

<U6770> \x9E\x5E |0

<U6771> \x93\x8C |0

<U6772> \x9D\xDC |0

<U6773> \x9D\xE0 |0
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<U6775> \x8B\x6E |0

<U6777> \x94\x66 |0

<U677C> \x9E\x60 |0

<U677E> \x8F\xBC |0

<U677F> \x94\xC2 |0

<U6785> \x9E\x66

 |0

<U6787> \x94\xF8 |0

<U6789> \x9E\x5D |0

<U678B> \x9E\x63 |0

<U678C> \x9E\x62 |0

<U6790> \x90\xCD |0

<U6795> \x96\x8D |0

<U6797> \x97\xD1 |0

<U679A> \x96\x87 |0

<U679C> \x89\xCA |0

<U679D> \x8E\x7D |0

<U67A0> \x98\x67 |0

<U67A1> \x9E\x65 |0

<U67A2> \x90\x95 |0

<U67A6> \x9E\x64 |0

<U67A9> \x9E\x5F |0

<U67AF> \x8C\xCD |0

<U67B3> \x9E\x6B |0

<U67B4> \x9E\x69 |0

<U67B6> \x89\xCB |0

<U67B7> \x9E\x67 |0

<U67B8> \x9E\x6D |0

<U67B9> \x9E\x73 |0

<U67BB> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U67C0> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U67C1> \x91\xC6 |0

<U67C4> \x95\xBF |0

<U67C6> \x9E\x75 |0

<U67CA> \x95\x41 |0

<U67CE> \x9E\x74 |0

<U67CF> \x94\x90 |0

<U67D0> \x96\x5E |0

<U67D1> \x8A\xB9 |0

<U67D3> \x90\xF5 |0

<U67D4> \x8F\x5F |0

<U67D8> \x92\xD1 |0

<U67DA> \x97\x4D |0

<U67DD> \x9E\x70 |0

<U67DE> \x9E\x6F |0

<U67E2> \x9E\x71 |0

<U67E4> \x9E\x6E |0

<U67E7> \x9E\x76 |0
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<U67E9> \x9E\x6C |0

<U67EC> \x9E\x6A |0

<U67EE> \x9E\x72 |0

<U67EF> \x9E\x68 |0

<U67F1> \x92\x8C |0

<U67F3> \x96\xF6 |0

<U67F4> \x8E\xC4 |0

<U67F5> \x8D\xF2 |0

<U67FB> \x8D\xB8

 |0

<U67FE> \x96\x8F |0

<U67FF> \x8A\x60 |0

<U6801> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U6802> \x92\xCC |0

<U6803> \x93\xC8 |0

<U6804> \x89\x68 |0

<U6805> \x8D\xF2 |1

<U6813> \x90\xF0 |0

<U6816> \x90\xB2 |0

<U6817> \x8C\x49 |0

<U681E> \x9E\x78 |0

<U6821> \x8D\x5A |0

<U6822> \x8A\x9C |0

<U6829> \x9E\x7A |0

<U682A> \x8A\x94 |0

<U682B> \x9E\x81 |0

<U6832> \x9E\x7D |0

<U6834> \x90\xF1 |0

<U6838> \x8A\x6A |0

<U6839> \x8D\xAA |0

<U683C> \x8A\x69 |0

<U683D> \x8D\xCD |0

<U6840> \x9E\x7B |0

<U6841> \x8C\x85 |0

<U6842> \x8C\x6A |0

<U6843> \x93\x8D |0

<U6844> \xFA\xE6 |0

<U6846> \x9E\x79 |0

<U6848> \x88\xC4 |0

<U684D> \x9E\x7C |0

<U684E> \x9E\x7E |0

<U6850> \x8B\xCB |0

<U6851> \x8C\x4B |0

<U6852> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U6853> \x8A\xBA |0

<U6854> \x8B\x6A |0

<U6859> \x9E\x82 |0

<U685C> \x8D\xF7 |0
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<U685D> \x96\x91 |0

<U685F> \x8E\x56 |0

<U6863> \x9E\x83 |0

<U6874> \x9E\x8F |0

<U6876> \x89\xB1 |0

<U6877> \x9E\x84 |0

<U687E> \x9E\x95 |0

<U687F> \x9E\x85 |0

<U6881> \x97\xC0 |0

<U6883> \x9E\x8C |0

<U6885> \x94\x7E |0

<U688D> \x9E\x94

 |0

<U688E> \x9E\x94 |1

<U688F> \x9E\x87 |0

<U6893> \x88\xB2 |0

<U6894> \x9E\x89 |0

<U6897> \x8D\x5B |0

<U689B> \x9E\x8B |0

<U689D> \x9E\x8A |0

<U689F> \x9E\x86 |0

<U68A0> \x9E\x91 |0

<U68A2> \x8F\xBD |0

<U68A6> \x9A\xEB |0

<U68A7> \x8C\xE6 |0

<U68A8> \x97\x9C |0

<U68AD> \x9E\x88 |0

<U68AF> \x92\xF2 |0

<U68B0> \x8A\x42 |0

<U68B1> \x8D\xAB |0

<U68B3> \x9E\x80 |0

<U68B5> \x9E\x90 |0

<U68B6> \x8A\x81 |0

<U68B9> \x9E\x8E |0

<U68BA> \x9E\x92 |0

<U68C4> \x8A\xFC |0

<U68C6> \x9E\xB0 |0

<U68C8> \xFA\x64 |0

<U68C9> \x96\xC7 |0

<U68CA> \x9E\x97 |0

<U68CB> \x8A\xFB |0

<U68CD> \x9E\x9E |0

<U68CF> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U68D2> \x96\x5F |0

<U68D4> \x9E\x9F |0

<U68D5> \x9E\xA1 |0

<U68D7> \x9E\xA5 |0

<U68D8> \x9E\x99 |0
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<U68DA> \x92\x49 |0

<U68DF> \x93\x8F |0

<U68E0> \x9E\xA9 |0

<U68E1> \x9E\x9C |0

<U68E3> \x9E\xA6 |0

<U68E7> \x9E\xA0 |0

<U68EE> \x90\x58 |0

<U68EF> \x9E\xAA |0

<U68F2> \x90\xB1 |0

<U68F9> \x9E\xA8 |0

<U68FA> \x8A\xBB |0

<U6900> \x98\x6F |0

<U6901> \x9E\x96 |0

<U6904> \x9E\xA4 |0

<U6905> \x88\xD6

 |0

<U6908> \x9E\x98 |0

<U690B> \x96\xB8 |0

<U690C> \x9E\x9D |0

<U690D> \x90\x41 |0

<U690E> \x92\xC5 |0

<U690F> \x9E\x93 |0

<U6912> \x9E\xA3 |0

<U6919> \x90\x9A |0

<U691A> \x9E\xAD |0

<U691B> \x8A\x91 |0

<U691C> \x8C\x9F |0

<U6921> \x9E\xAF |0

<U6922> \x9E\x9A |0

<U6923> \x9E\xAE |0

<U6925> \x9E\xA7 |0

<U6926> \x9E\x9B |0

<U6928> \x9E\xAB |0

<U692A> \x9E\xAC |0

<U6930> \x9E\xBD |0

<U6934> \x93\xCC |0

<U6936> \x9E\xA2 |0

<U6939> \x9E\xB9 |0

<U693D> \x9E\xBB |0

<U693F> \x92\xD6 |0

<U694A> \x97\x6B |0

<U6953> \x95\x96 |0

<U6954> \x9E\xB6 |0

<U6955> \x91\xC8 |0

<U6959> \x9E\xBC |0

<U695A> \x91\x5E |0

<U695C> \x9E\xB3 |0

<U695D> \x9E\xC0 |0
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<U695E> \x9E\xBF |0

<U6960> \x93\xED |0

<U6961> \x9E\xBE |0

<U6962> \x93\xE8 |0

<U6968> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U696A> \x9E\xC2 |0

<U696B> \x9E\xB5 |0

<U696D> \x8B\xC6 |0

<U696E> \x9E\xB8 |0

<U696F> \x8F\x7C |0

<U6973> \x94\x80 |0

<U6974> \x9E\xBA |0

<U6975> \x8B\xC9 |0

<U6977> \x9E\xB2 |0

<U6978> \x9E\xB4 |0

<U6979> \x9E\xB1 |0

<U697C> \x98\x4F |0

<U697D> \x8A\x79

 |0

<U697E> \x9E\xB7 |0

<U6981> \x9E\xC1 |0

<U6982> \x8A\x54 |0

<U698A> \x8D\xE5 |0

<U698E> \x89\x7C |0

<U6991> \x9E\xD2 |0

<U6994> \x98\x50 |0

<U6995> \x9E\xD5 |0

<U6998> \xFA\xEB |0

<U699B> \x90\x59 |0

<U699C> \x9E\xD4 |0

<U69A0> \x9E\xD3 |0

<U69A7> \x9E\xD0 |0

<U69AE> \x9E\xC4 |0

<U69B1> \x9E\xE1 |0

<U69B2> \x9E\xC3 |0

<U69B4> \x9E\xD6 |0

<U69BB> \x9E\xCE |0

<U69BE> \x9E\xC9 |0

<U69BF> \x9E\xC6 |0

<U69C1> \x9E\xC7 |0

<U69C3> \x9E\xCF |0

<U69CA> \x9E\xCC |0

<U69CB> \x8D\x5C |0

<U69CC> \x92\xC6 |0

<U69CD> \x91\x84 |0

<U69CE> \x9E\xCA |0

<U69D0> \x9E\xC5 |0

<U69D3> \x9E\xC8 |0
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<U69D8> \x97\x6C |0

<U69DD> \x9E\xCD |0

<U69DE> \x9E\xD7 |0

<U69E2> \xFA\xEC |0

<U69E7> \x9E\xDF |0

<U69E8> \x9E\xD8 |0

<U69EB> \x9E\xE5 |0

<U69ED> \x9E\xE3 |0

<U69F2> \x9E\xDE |0

<U69F9> \x9E\xDD |0

<U69FB> \x92\xCE |0

<U69FD> \x91\x85 |0

<U69FF> \x9E\xDB |0

<U6A02> \x9E\xD9 |0

<U6A05> \x9E\xE0 |0

<U6A0A> \x9E\xE6 |0

<U6A0B> \x94\xF3 |0

<U6A0C> \x9E\xEC |0

<U6A12> \x9E\xE7 |0

<U6A13> \x9E\xEA |0

<U6A14> \x9E\xE4

 |0

<U6A17> \x92\x94 |0

<U6A19> \x95\x57 |0

<U6A1B> \x9E\xDA |0

<U6A1E> \x9E\xE2 |0

<U6A1F> \x8F\xBE |0

<U6A21> \x96\xCD |0

<U6A22> \x9E\xF6 |0

<U6A23> \x9E\xE9 |0

<U6A29> \x8C\xA0 |0

<U6A2A> \x89\xA1 |0

<U6A2B> \x8A\x7E |0

<U6A2E> \x9E\xD1 |0

<U6A30> \xFA\xED |0

<U6A35> \x8F\xBF |0

<U6A36> \x9E\xEE |0

<U6A38> \x9E\xF5 |0

<U6A39> \x8E\xF7 |0

<U6A3A> \x8A\x92 |0

<U6A3D> \x92\x4D |0

<U6A44> \x9E\xEB |0

<U6A46> \xFA\xEF |0

<U6A47> \x9E\xF0 |0

<U6A48> \x9E\xF4 |0

<U6A4B> \x8B\xB4 |0

<U6A58> \x8B\x6B |0

<U6A59> \x9E\xF2 |0
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<U6A5F> \x8B\x40 |0

<U6A61> \x93\xC9 |0

<U6A62> \x9E\xF1 |0

<U6A66> \x9E\xF3 |0

<U6A6B> \xFA\xEE |0

<U6A72> \x9E\xED |0

<U6A73> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U6A78> \x9E\xEF |0

<U6A7E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U6A7F> \x8A\x80 |0

<U6A80> \x92\x68 |0

<U6A84> \x9E\xFA |0

<U6A8D> \x9E\xF8 |0

<U6A8E> \x8C\xE7 |0

<U6A90> \x9E\xF7 |0

<U6A97> \x9F\x40 |0

<U6AA0> \x9E\xF9 |0

<U6AA2> \x9E\xFB |0

<U6AA3> \x9E\xFC |0

<U6AAA> \x9F\x4B |0

<U6AAC> \x9F\x47 |0

<U6AB3> \x9F\x46 |0

<U6AB8> \x9F\x45 |0

<U6ABB> \x9F\x42

 |0

<U6AC1> \x9E\xE8 |0

<U6AC2> \x9F\x44 |0

<U6AC3> \x9F\x43 |0

<U6AD1> \x9F\x49 |0

<U6AD3> \x98\x45 |0

<U6ADA> \x9F\x4C |0

<U6ADB> \x8B\xF9 |0

<U6ADE> \x9F\x48 |0

<U6ADF> \x9F\x4A |0

<U6AE2> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U6AE4> \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6AE8> \x94\xA5 |0

<U6AEA> \x9F\x4D |0

<U6AFA> \x9F\x51 |0

<U6AFB> \x9F\x4E |0

<U6B04> \x97\x93 |0

<U6B05> \x9F\x4F |0

<U6B0A> \x9E\xDC |0

<U6B12> \x9F\x52 |0

<U6B16> \x9F\x53 |0

<U6B1D> \x89\x54 |0

<U6B1F> \x9F\x55 |0

<U6B20> \x8C\x87 |0
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<U6B21> \x8E\x9F |0

<U6B23> \x8B\xD3 |0

<U6B27> \x89\xA2 |0

<U6B32> \x97\x7E |0

<U6B37> \x9F\x57 |0

<U6B38> \x9F\x56 |0

<U6B39> \x9F\x59 |0

<U6B3A> \x8B\x5C |0

<U6B3D> \x8B\xD4 |0

<U6B3E> \x8A\xBC |0

<U6B43> \x9F\x5C |0

<U6B47> \x9F\x5B |0

<U6B49> \x9F\x5D |0

<U6B4C> \x89\xCC |0

<U6B4E> \x92\x56 |0

<U6B50> \x9F\x5E |0

<U6B53> \x8A\xBD |0

<U6B54> \x9F\x60 |0

<U6B59> \x9F\x5F |0

<U6B5B> \x9F\x61 |0

<U6B5F> \x9F\x62 |0

<U6B61> \x9F\x63 |0

<U6B62> \x8E\x7E |0

<U6B63> \x90\xB3 |0

<U6B64> \x8D\x9F |0

<U6B66> \x95\x90 |0

<U6B69> \x95\xE0

 |0

<U6B6A> \x98\x63 |0

<U6B6F> \x8E\x95 |0

<U6B73> \x8D\xCE |0

<U6B74> \x97\xF0 |0

<U6B78> \x9F\x64 |0

<U6B79> \x9F\x65 |0

<U6B7B> \x8E\x80 |0

<U6B7F> \x9F\x66 |0

<U6B80> \x9F\x67 |0

<U6B83> \x9F\x69 |0

<U6B84> \x9F\x68 |0

<U6B86> \x96\x77 |0

<U6B89> \x8F\x7D |0

<U6B8A> \x8E\xEA |0

<U6B8B> \x8E\x63 |0

<U6B8D> \x9F\x6A |0

<U6B95> \x9F\x6C |0

<U6B96> \x90\x42 |0

<U6B98> \x9F\x6B |0

<U6B9E> \x9F\x6D |0
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<U6BA4> \x9F\x6E |0

<U6BAA> \x9F\x6F |0

<U6BAB> \x9F\x70 |0

<U6BAF> \x9F\x71 |0

<U6BB1> \x9F\x73 |0

<U6BB2> \x9F\x72 |0

<U6BB3> \x9F\x74 |0

<U6BB4> \x89\xA3 |0

<U6BB5> \x92\x69 |0

<U6BB7> \x9F\x75 |0

<U6BBA> \x8E\x45 |0

<U6BBB> \x8A\x6B |0

<U6BBC> \x9F\x76 |0

<U6BBF> \x93\x61 |0

<U6BC0> \x9A\xCA |0

<U6BC5> \x8B\x42 |0

<U6BC6> \x9F\x77 |0

<U6BCB> \x9F\x78 |0

<U6BCD> \x95\xEA |0

<U6BCE> \x96\x88 |0

<U6BD2> \x93\xC5 |0

<U6BD3> \x9F\x79 |0

<U6BD4> \x94\xE4 |0

<U6BD6> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6BD8> \x94\xF9 |0

<U6BDB> \x96\xD1 |0

<U6BDF> \x9F\x7A |0

<U6BEB> \x9F\x7C |0

<U6BEC> \x9F\x7B |0

<U6BEF> \x9F\x7E

 |0

<U6BF3> \x9F\x7D |0

<U6C08> \x9F\x81 |0

<U6C0F> \x8E\x81 |0

<U6C11> \x96\xAF |0

<U6C13> \x9F\x82 |0

<U6C14> \x9F\x83 |0

<U6C17> \x8B\x43 |0

<U6C1B> \x9F\x84 |0

<U6C23> \x9F\x86 |0

<U6C24> \x9F\x85 |0

<U6C34> \x90\x85 |0

<U6C37> \x95\x58 |0

<U6C38> \x89\x69 |0

<U6C3E> \x94\xC3 |0

<U6C3F> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U6C40> \x92\xF3 |0

<U6C41> \x8F\x60 |0
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<U6C42> \x8B\x81 |0

<U6C4E> \x94\xC4 |0

<U6C50> \x8E\xAC |0

<U6C55> \x9F\x88 |0

<U6C57> \x8A\xBE |0

<U6C5A> \x89\x98 |0

<U6C5C> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U6C5D> \x93\xF0 |0

<U6C5E> \x9F\x87 |0

<U6C5F> \x8D\x5D |0

<U6C60> \x92\x72 |0

<U6C62> \x9F\x89 |0

<U6C68> \x9F\x91 |0

<U6C6A> \x9F\x8A |0

<U6C6F> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U6C70> \x91\xBF |0

<U6C72> \x8B\x82 |0

<U6C73> \x9F\x92 |0

<U6C7A> \x8C\x88 |0

<U6C7D> \x8B\x44 |0

<U6C7E> \x9F\x90 |0

<U6C81> \x9F\x8E |0

<U6C82> \x9F\x8B |0

<U6C83> \x97\x80 |0

<U6C86> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U6C88> \x92\xBE |0

<U6C8C> \x93\xD7 |0

<U6C8D> \x9F\x8C |0

<U6C90> \x9F\x94 |0

<U6C92> \x9F\x93 |0

<U6C93> \x8C\x42 |0

<U6C96> \x89\xAB |0

<U6C99> \x8D\xB9

 |0

<U6C9A> \x9F\x8D |0

<U6C9B> \x9F\x8F |0

<U6CA1> \x96\x76 |0

<U6CA2> \x91\xF2 |0

<U6CAB> \x96\x97 |0

<U6CAE> \x9F\x9C |0

<U6CB1> \x9F\x9D |0

<U6CB3> \x89\xCD |0

<U6CB8> \x95\xA6 |0

<U6CB9> \x96\xFB |0

<U6CBA> \x9F\x9F |0

<U6CBB> \x8E\xA1 |0

<U6CBC> \x8F\xC0 |0

<U6CBD> \x9F\x98 |0
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<U6CBE> \x9F\x9E |0

<U6CBF> \x89\x88 |0

<U6CC1> \x8B\xB5 |0

<U6CC4> \x9F\x95 |0

<U6CC5> \x9F\x9A |0

<U6CC9> \x90\xF2 |0

<U6CCA> \x94\x91 |0

<U6CCC> \x94\xE5 |0

<U6CD3> \x9F\x97 |0

<U6CD5> \x96\x40 |0

<U6CD7> \x9F\x99 |0

<U6CD9> \x9F\xA2 |0

<U6CDA> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U6CDB> \x9F\xA0 |0

<U6CDD> \x9F\x9B |0

<U6CE1> \x96\x41 |0

<U6CE2> \x94\x67 |0

<U6CE3> \x8B\x83 |0

<U6CE5> \x93\x44 |0

<U6CE8> \x92\x8D |0

<U6CEA> \x9F\xA3 |0

<U6CEF> \x9F\xA1 |0

<U6CF0> \x91\xD7 |0

<U6CF1> \x9F\x96 |0

<U6CF3> \x89\x6A |0

<U6D04> \xFA\xFA |0

<U6D0B> \x97\x6D |0

<U6D0C> \x9F\xAE |0

<U6D12> \x9F\xAD |0

<U6D17> \x90\xF4 |0

<U6D19> \x9F\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \x97\x8C |0

<U6D1E> \x93\xB4 |0

<U6D1F> \x9F\xA4 |0

<U6D25> \x92\xC3 |0

<U6D29> \x89\x6B

 |0

<U6D2A> \x8D\x5E |0

<U6D2B> \x9F\xA7 |0

<U6D32> \x8F\x46 |0

<U6D33> \x9F\xAC |0

<U6D35> \x9F\xAB |0

<U6D36> \x9F\xA6 |0

<U6D38> \x9F\xA9 |0

<U6D3B> \x8A\x88 |0

<U6D3D> \x9F\xA8 |0

<U6D3E> \x94\x68 |0

<U6D41> \x97\xAC |0
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<U6D44> \x8F\xF2 |0

<U6D45> \x90\xF3 |0

<U6D59> \x9F\xB4 |0

<U6D5A> \x9F\xB2 |0

<U6D5C> \x95\x6C |0

<U6D63> \x9F\xAF |0

<U6D64> \x9F\xB1 |0

<U6D66> \x89\x59 |0

<U6D69> \x8D\x5F |0

<U6D6A> \x98\x51 |0

<U6D6C> \x8A\x5C |0

<U6D6E> \x95\x82 |0

<U6D6F> \xFA\xFC |0

<U6D74> \x97\x81 |0

<U6D77> \x8A\x43 |0

<U6D78> \x90\x5A |0

<U6D79> \x9F\xB3 |0

<U6D85> \x9F\xB8 |0

<U6D87> \xFA\xFB |0

<U6D88> \x8F\xC1 |0

<U6D8C> \x97\x4F |0

<U6D8E> \x9F\xB5 |0

<U6D93> \x9F\xB0 |0

<U6D95> \x9F\xB6 |0

<U6D96> \xFB\x40 |0

<U6D99> \x97\xDC |0

<U6D9C> \x93\xC0 |0

<U6DAC> \xFB\x41 |0

<U6DAF> \x8A\x55 |0

<U6DB2> \x89\x74 |0

<U6DB5> \x9F\xBC |0

<U6DB8> \x9F\xBF |0

<U6DBC> \x97\xC1 |0

<U6DC0> \x97\x84 |0

<U6DC5> \x9F\xC6 |0

<U6DC6> \x9F\xC0 |0

<U6DC7> \x9F\xBD |0

<U6DCB> \x97\xD2 |0

<U6DCC> \x9F\xC3

 |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\x42 |0

<U6DD1> \x8F\x69 |0

<U6DD2> \x9F\xC5 |0

<U6DD5> \x9F\xCA |0

<U6DD8> \x93\x91 |0

<U6DD9> \x9F\xC8 |0

<U6DDE> \x9F\xC2 |0

<U6DE1> \x92\x57 |0
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<U6DE4> \x9F\xC9 |0

<U6DE6> \x9F\xBE |0

<U6DE8> \x9F\xC4 |0

<U6DEA> \x9F\xCB |0

<U6DEB> \x88\xFA |0

<U6DEC> \x9F\xC1 |0

<U6DEE> \x9F\xCC |0

<U6DF1> \x90\x5B |0

<U6DF2> \xFB\x44 |0

<U6DF3> \x8F\x7E |0

<U6DF5> \x95\xA3 |0

<U6DF7> \x8D\xAC |0

<U6DF8> \xFB\x43 |0

<U6DF9> \x9F\xB9 |0

<U6DFA> \x9F\xC7 |0

<U6DFB> \x93\x59 |0

<U6DFC> \xFB\x45 |0

<U6E05> \x90\xB4 |0

<U6E07> \x8A\x89 |0

<U6E08> \x8D\xCF |0

<U6E09> \x8F\xC2 |0

<U6E0A> \x9F\xBB |0

<U6E0B> \x8F\x61 |0

<U6E13> \x8C\x6B |0

<U6E15> \x9F\xBA |0

<U6E19> \x9F\xD0 |0

<U6E1A> \x8F\x8D |0

<U6E1B> \x8C\xB8 |0

<U6E1D> \x9F\xDF |0

<U6E1F> \x9F\xD9 |0

<U6E20> \x8B\x94 |0

<U6E21> \x93\x6E |0

<U6E23> \x9F\xD4 |0

<U6E24> \x9F\xDD |0

<U6E25> \x88\xAD |0

<U6E26> \x89\x51 |0

<U6E27> \xFB\x48 |0

<U6E29> \x89\xB7 |0

<U6E2B> \x9F\xD6 |0

<U6E2C> \x91\xAA |0

<U6E2D> \x9F\xCD |0

<U6E2E> \x9F\xCF

 |0

<U6E2F> \x8D\x60 |0

<U6E38> \x9F\xE0 |0

<U6E39> \xFB\x46 |0

<U6E3A> \x9F\xDB |0

<U6E3C> \xFB\x49 |0
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<U6E3E> \x9F\xD3 |0

<U6E43> \x9F\xDA |0

<U6E4A> \x96\xA9 |0

<U6E4D> \x9F\xD8 |0

<U6E4E> \x9F\xDC |0

<U6E56> \x8C\xCE |0

<U6E58> \x8F\xC3 |0

<U6E5B> \x92\x58 |0

<U6E5C> \xFB\x47 |0

<U6E5F> \x9F\xD2 |0

<U6E67> \x97\x4E |0

<U6E6B> \x9F\xD5 |0

<U6E6E> \x9F\xCE |0

<U6E6F> \x93\x92 |0

<U6E72> \x9F\xD1 |0

<U6E76> \x9F\xD7 |0

<U6E7E> \x98\x70 |0

<U6E7F> \x8E\xBC |0

<U6E80> \x96\x9E |0

<U6E82> \x9F\xE1 |0

<U6E8C> \x94\xAC |0

<U6E8F> \x9F\xED |0

<U6E90> \x8C\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \x8F\x80 |0

<U6E98> \x9F\xE3 |0

<U6E9C> \x97\xAD |0

<U6E9D> \x8D\x61 |0

<U6E9F> \x9F\xF0 |0

<U6EA2> \x88\xEC |0

<U6EA5> \x9F\xEE |0

<U6EAA> \x9F\xE2 |0

<U6EAF> \x9F\xE8 |0

<U6EB2> \x9F\xEA |0

<U6EB6> \x97\x6E |0

<U6EB7> \x9F\xE5 |0

<U6EBA> \x93\x4D |0

<U6EBD> \x9F\xE7 |0

<U6EBF> \xFB\x4A |0

<U6EC2> \x9F\xEF |0

<U6EC4> \x9F\xE9 |0

<U6EC5> \x96\xC5 |0

<U6EC9> \x9F\xE4 |0

<U6ECB> \x8E\xA0 |0

<U6ECC> \x9F\xFC |0

<U6ED1> \x8A\x8A

 |0

<U6ED3> \x9F\xE6 |0

<U6ED4> \x9F\xEB |0
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<U6ED5> \x9F\xEC |0

<U6EDD> \x91\xEA |0

<U6EDE> \x91\xD8 |0

<U6EEC> \x9F\xF4 |0

<U6EEF> \x9F\xFA |0

<U6EF2> \x9F\xF8 |0

<U6EF4> \x93\x48 |0

<U6EF7> \xE0\x42 |0

<U6EF8> \x9F\xF5 |0

<U6EFE> \x9F\xF6 |0

<U6EFF> \x9F\xDE |0

<U6F01> \x8B\x99 |0

<U6F02> \x95\x59 |0

<U6F06> \x8E\xBD |0

<U6F09> \x8D\x97 |0

<U6F0F> \x98\x52 |0

<U6F11> \x9F\xF2 |0

<U6F13> \xE0\x41 |0

<U6F14> \x89\x89 |0

<U6F15> \x91\x86 |0

<U6F20> \x94\x99 |0

<U6F22> \x8A\xBF |0

<U6F23> \x97\xF8 |0

<U6F2B> \x96\x9F |0

<U6F2C> \x92\xD0 |0

<U6F31> \x9F\xF9 |0

<U6F32> \x9F\xFB |0

<U6F38> \x91\x51 |0

<U6F3E> \xE0\x40 |0

<U6F3F> \x9F\xF7 |0

<U6F41> \x9F\xF1 |0

<U6F51> \x94\xAC |1

<U6F54> \x8C\x89 |0

<U6F58> \xE0\x4E |0

<U6F5B> \xE0\x49 |0

<U6F5C> \x90\xF6 |0

<U6F5F> \x8A\x83 |0

<U6F64> \x8F\x81 |0

<U6F66> \xE0\x52 |0

<U6F6D> \xE0\x4B |0

<U6F6E> \x92\xAA |0

<U6F6F> \xE0\x48 |0

<U6F70> \x92\xD7 |0

<U6F74> \xE0\x6B |0

<U6F78> \xE0\x45 |0

<U6F7A> \xE0\x44 |0

<U6F7C> \xE0\x4D |0

<U6F80> \xE0\x47
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 |0

<U6F81> \xE0\x46 |0

<U6F82> \xE0\x4C |0

<U6F84> \x90\x9F |0

<U6F86> \xE0\x43 |0

<U6F88> \xFB\x4B |0

<U6F8E> \xE0\x4F |0

<U6F91> \xE0\x50 |0

<U6F97> \x8A\xC0 |0

<U6FA1> \xE0\x55 |0

<U6FA3> \xE0\x54 |0

<U6FA4> \xE0\x56 |0

<U6FAA> \xE0\x59 |0

<U6FB1> \x93\x62 |0

<U6FB3> \xE0\x53 |0

<U6FB5> \xFB\x4C |0

<U6FB9> \xE0\x57 |0

<U6FC0> \x8C\x83 |0

<U6FC1> \x91\xF7 |0

<U6FC2> \xE0\x51 |0

<U6FC3> \x94\x5A |0

<U6FC6> \xE0\x58 |0

<U6FD4> \xE0\x5D |0

<U6FD5> \xE0\x5B |0

<U6FD8> \xE0\x5E |0

<U6FDB> \xE0\x61 |0

<U6FDF> \xE0\x5A |0

<U6FE0> \x8D\x8A |0

<U6FE1> \x94\x47 |0

<U6FEB> \x97\x94 |0

<U6FEC> \xE0\x5C |0

<U6FEE> \xE0\x60 |0

<U6FEF> \x91\xF3 |0

<U6FF1> \xE0\x5F |0

<U6FF3> \xE0\x4A |0

<U6FF5> \xFB\x4D |0

<U6FF6> \xE8\x89 |0

<U6FFA> \xE0\x64 |0

<U6FFE> \xE0\x68 |0

<U7001> \xE0\x66 |0

<U7005> \xFB\x4E |0

<U7006> \x93\xC0 |1

<U7007> \xFB\x4F |0

<U7009> \xE0\x62 |0

<U700B> \xE0\x63 |0

<U700F> \xE0\x67 |0

<U7011> \xE0\x65 |0

<U7015> \x95\x6D |0
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<U7018> \xE0\x6D |0

<U701A> \xE0\x6A |0

<U701B> \xE0\x69

 |0

<U701D> \xE0\x6C |0

<U701E> \x93\xD2 |0

<U701F> \xE0\x6E |0

<U7026> \x92\x95 |0

<U7027> \x91\xEB |0

<U7028> \xFB\x50 |0

<U702C> \x90\xA3 |0

<U7030> \xE0\x6F |0

<U7032> \xE0\x71 |0

<U703E> \xE0\x70 |0

<U7051> \xE0\x72 |0

<U7058> \x93\xE5 |0

<U7063> \xE0\x73 |0

<U706B> \x89\xCE |0

<U706F> \x93\x94 |0

<U7070> \x8A\x44 |0

<U7078> \x8B\x84 |0

<U707C> \x8E\xDC |0

<U707D> \x8D\xD0 |0

<U7085> \xFB\x51 |0

<U7089> \x98\x46 |0

<U708A> \x90\x86 |0

<U708E> \x89\x8A |0

<U7092> \xE0\x75 |0

<U7099> \xE0\x74 |0

<U70AB> \xFB\x52 |0

<U70AC> \xE0\x78 |0

<U70AD> \x92\x59 |0

<U70AE> \xE0\x7B |0

<U70AF> \xE0\x76 |0

<U70B3> \xE0\x7A |0

<U70B8> \xE0\x79 |0

<U70B9> \x93\x5F |0

<U70BA> \x88\xD7 |0

<U70BB> \xFA\x62 |0

<U70C8> \x97\xF3 |0

<U70CB> \xE0\x7D |0

<U70CF> \x89\x47 |0

<U70D9> \xE0\x80 |0

<U70DD> \xE0\x7E |0

<U70DF> \xE0\x7C |0

<U70F1> \xE0\x77 |0

<U70F9> \x96\x42 |0

<U70FD> \xE0\x82 |0
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<U7104> \xFB\x54 |0

<U7109> \xE0\x81 |0

<U710F> \xFB\x53 |0

<U7114> \x89\x8B |0

<U7119> \xE0\x84 |0

<U711A> \x95\xB0

 |0

<U711C> \xE0\x83 |0

<U7121> \x96\xB3 |0

<U7126> \x8F\xC5 |0

<U7130> \x89\x8B |1

<U7136> \x91\x52 |0

<U713C> \x8F\xC4 |0

<U7146> \xFB\x56 |0

<U7147> \xFB\x57 |0

<U7149> \x97\xF9 |0

<U714C> \xE0\x8A |0

<U714E> \x90\xF7 |0

<U7156> \xE0\x8B |0

<U7159> \x89\x8C |0

<U715C> \xFB\x55 |0

<U7162> \xE0\x89 |0

<U7164> \x94\x81 |0

<U7165> \xE0\x85 |0

<U7166> \xE0\x88 |0

<U7167> \x8F\xC6 |0

<U7169> \x94\xCF |0

<U716C> \xE0\x8C |0

<U716E> \x8E\xCF |0

<U717D> \x90\xF8 |0

<U7184> \xE0\x8F |0

<U7188> \xE0\x87 |0

<U718A> \x8C\x46 |0

<U718F> \xE0\x8D |0

<U7194> \x97\x6F |0

<U7195> \xE0\x90 |0

<U719F> \x8F\x6E |0

<U71A8> \xE0\x91 |0

<U71AC> \xE0\x92 |0

<U71B1> \x94\x4D |0

<U71B9> \xE0\x94 |0

<U71BE> \xE0\x95 |0

<U71C1> \xFB\x59 |0

<U71C3> \x94\x52 |0

<U71C8> \x93\x95 |0

<U71C9> \xE0\x97 |0

<U71CE> \xE0\x99 |0

<U71D0> \x97\xD3 |0
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<U71D2> \xE0\x96 |0

<U71D4> \xE0\x98 |0

<U71D5> \x89\x8D |0

<U71D7> \xE0\x93 |0

<U71DF> \x9A\x7A |0

<U71E0> \xE0\x9A |0

<U71E5> \x91\x87 |0

<U71E6> \x8E\x57 |0

<U71E7> \xE0\x9C

 |0

<U71EC> \xE0\x9B |0

<U71ED> \x90\x43 |0

<U71EE> \x99\xD7 |0

<U71F5> \xE0\x9D |0

<U71F9> \xE0\x9F |0

<U71FB> \xE0\x8E |0

<U71FC> \xE0\x9E |0

<U71FE> \xFB\x5A |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA0 |0

<U7206> \x94\x9A |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U722A> \x92\xDC |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U7235> \x8E\xDD |0

<U7236> \x95\x83 |0

<U723A> \x96\xEA |0

<U723B> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAA |0

<U723D> \x91\x75 |0

<U723E> \x8E\xA2 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAB |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAC |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7247> \x95\xD0 |0

<U7248> \x94\xC5 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xAE |0

<U724C> \x94\x76 |0

<U7252> \x92\xAB |0

<U7258> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7259> \x89\xE5 |0

<U725B> \x8B\x8D |0

<U725D> \x96\xC4 |0
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<U725F> \x96\xB4 |0

<U7261> \x89\xB2 |0

<U7262> \x98\x53 |0

<U7267> \x96\x71 |0

<U7269> \x95\xA8 |0

<U7272> \x90\xB5 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U7279> \x93\xC1 |0

<U727D> \x8C\xA1 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7280> \x8D\xD2 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB3

 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U72A0> \x8B\x5D |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72AC> \x8C\xA2 |0

<U72AF> \x94\xC6 |0

<U72B1> \xFB\x5B |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72B6> \x8F\xF3 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72BE> \xFB\x5C |0

<U72C2> \x8B\xB6 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72D0> \x8C\xCF |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72D7> \x8B\xE7 |0

<U72D9> \x91\x5F |0

<U72DB> \x8D\x9D |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72E9> \x8E\xEB |0

<U72EC> \x93\xC6 |0

<U72ED> \x8B\xB7 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72F8> \x92\x4B |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72FC> \x98\x54 |0

<U72FD> \x94\x82 |0
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<U730A> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U731B> \x96\xD2 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731F> \x97\xC2 |0

<U7324> \xFB\x5D |0

<U7325> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCD |0

<U732A> \x92\x96 |0

<U732B> \x94\x4C |0

<U732E> \x8C\xA3 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCB

 |0

<U7336> \x97\x50 |0

<U7337> \x97\x51 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xCF |0

<U733F> \x89\x8E |0

<U7344> \x8D\x96 |0

<U7345> \x8E\x82 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7363> \x8F\x62 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7372> \x8A\x6C |0

<U7375> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7377> \xFB\x5F |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDA |0

<U737B> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U7384> \x8C\xBA |0

<U7387> \x97\xA6 |0

<U7389> \x8B\xCA |0

<U738B> \x89\xA4 |0

<U7396> \x8B\xE8 |0

<U73A9> \x8A\xDF |0

<U73B2> \x97\xE6 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDC |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BD> \xFB\x60 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73C2> \x89\xCF |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDB |0
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<U73C9> \xFB\x61 |0

<U73CA> \x8E\x58 |0

<U73CD> \x92\xBF |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73D2> \xFB\x64 |0

<U73D6> \xFB\x62 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73E0> \x8E\xEC |0

<U73E3> \xFB\x63 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73EA> \x8C\x5D |0

<U73ED> \x94\xC7 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFC |0

<U73F5> \xFB\x66 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U73FE> \x8C\xBB |0

<U7403> \x8B\x85

 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U7406> \x97\x9D |0

<U7407> \xFB\x65 |0

<U7409> \x97\xAE |0

<U7422> \x91\xF4 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7426> \xFB\x67 |0

<U7429> \xFB\x69 |0

<U742A> \xFB\x68 |0

<U742E> \xFB\x6A |0

<U7432> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7433> \x97\xD4 |0

<U7434> \x8B\xD5 |0

<U7435> \x94\xFA |0

<U7436> \x94\x69 |0

<U743A> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U743F> \xE0\xEB |0

<U7441> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7459> \xE0\xED |0

<U745A> \x8C\xE8 |0

<U745B> \x89\x6C |0

<U745C> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745E> \x90\x90 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7460> \x97\xDA |0

<U7462> \xFB\x6B |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF0 |0
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<U746A> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U7473> \x8D\xBA |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U7483> \x97\x9E |0

<U7489> \xFB\x6C |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U749F> \xFB\x6D |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U74B0> \x8A\xC2 |0

<U74BD> \x8E\xA3 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74DC> \x89\x5A |0

<U74E0> \xE1\x40 |0

<U74E2> \x95\x5A |0

<U74E3> \xE1\x41

 |0

<U74E6> \x8A\xA2 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\x42 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\x43 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\x44 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\x46 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\x47 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\x45 |0

<U74F6> \x95\x72 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\x49 |0

<U74F8> \xE1\x48 |0

<U7501> \xFB\x6E |0

<U7503> \xE1\x4B |0

<U7504> \xE1\x4A |0

<U7505> \xE1\x4C |0

<U750C> \xE1\x4D |0

<U750D> \xE1\x4F |0

<U750E> \xE1\x4E |0

<U7511> \x8D\x99 |0

<U7513> \xE1\x51 |0

<U7515> \xE1\x50 |0

<U7518> \x8A\xC3 |0

<U751A> \x90\x72 |0

<U751C> \x93\x5B |0

<U751E> \xE1\x52 |0

<U751F> \x90\xB6 |0

<U7523> \x8E\x59 |0
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<U7525> \x89\x99 |0

<U7526> \xE1\x53 |0

<U7528> \x97\x70 |0

<U752B> \x95\xE1 |0

<U752C> \xE1\x54 |0

<U752F> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U7530> \x93\x63 |0

<U7531> \x97\x52 |0

<U7532> \x8D\x62 |0

<U7533> \x90\x5C |0

<U7537> \x92\x6A |0

<U7538> \x99\xB2 |0

<U753A> \x92\xAC |0

<U753B> \x89\xE6 |0

<U753C> \xE1\x55 |0

<U7544> \xE1\x56 |0

<U7546> \xE1\x5B |0

<U7549> \xE1\x59 |0

<U754A> \xE1\x58 |0

<U754B> \x9D\xC0 |0

<U754C> \x8A\x45 |0

<U754D> \xE1\x57 |0

<U754F> \x88\xD8 |0

<U7551> \x94\xA8

 |0

<U7554> \x94\xC8 |0

<U7559> \x97\xAF |0

<U755A> \xE1\x5C |0

<U755B> \xE1\x5A |0

<U755C> \x92\x7B |0

<U755D> \x90\xA4 |0

<U7560> \x94\xA9 |0

<U7562> \x95\x4C |0

<U7564> \xE1\x5E |0

<U7565> \x97\xAA |0

<U7566> \x8C\x6C |0

<U7567> \xE1\x5F |0

<U7569> \xE1\x5D |0

<U756A> \x94\xD4 |0

<U756B> \xE1\x60 |0

<U756D> \xE1\x61 |0

<U756F> \xFB\x6F |0

<U7570> \x88\xD9 |0

<U7573> \x8F\xF4 |0

<U7574> \xE1\x66 |0

<U7576> \xE1\x63 |0

<U7577> \x93\xEB |0

<U7578> \xE1\x62 |0
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<U757F> \x8B\x45 |0

<U7582> \xE1\x69 |0

<U7586> \xE1\x64 |0

<U7587> \xE1\x65 |0

<U7589> \xE1\x68 |0

<U758A> \xE1\x67 |0

<U758B> \x95\x44 |0

<U758E> \x91\x61 |0

<U758F> \x91\x60 |0

<U7591> \x8B\x5E |0

<U7594> \xE1\x6A |0

<U759A> \xE1\x6B |0

<U759D> \xE1\x6C |0

<U75A3> \xE1\x6E |0

<U75A5> \xE1\x6D |0

<U75AB> \x89\x75 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\x76 |0

<U75B2> \x94\xE6 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\x70 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\x72 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\x74 |0

<U75B9> \x90\x5D |0

<U75BC> \xE1\x75 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\x73 |0

<U75BE> \x8E\xBE |0

<U75C2> \xE1\x6F |0

<U75C3> \xE1\x71

 |0

<U75C5> \x95\x61 |0

<U75C7> \x8F\xC7 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\x78 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\x77 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\x79 |0

<U75D4> \x8E\xA4 |0

<U75D5> \x8D\xAD |0

<U75D8> \x93\x97 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\x7A |0

<U75DB> \x92\xC9 |0

<U75DE> \xE1\x7C |0

<U75E2> \x97\x9F |0

<U75E3> \xE1\x7B |0

<U75E9> \x91\x89 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\x82 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\x84 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\x85 |0

<U75F4> \x92\x73 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\x83 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\x80 |0
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<U75FE> \xE1\x7D |0

<U75FF> \xE1\x7E |0

<U7601> \xE1\x81 |0

<U7609> \xE1\x88 |0

<U760B> \xE1\x86 |0

<U760D> \xE1\x87 |0

<U761F> \xE1\x89 |0

<U7620> \xE1\x8B |0

<U7621> \xE1\x8C |0

<U7622> \xE1\x8D |0

<U7624> \xE1\x8E |0

<U7626> \x91\x89 |1

<U7627> \xE1\x8A |0

<U7630> \xE1\x90 |0

<U7634> \xE1\x8F |0

<U763B> \xE1\x91 |0

<U7642> \x97\xC3 |0

<U7646> \xE1\x94 |0

<U7647> \xE1\x92 |0

<U7648> \xE1\x93 |0

<U764C> \x8A\xE0 |0

<U7652> \x96\xFC |0

<U7656> \x95\xC8 |0

<U7658> \xE1\x96 |0

<U765C> \xE1\x95 |0

<U7661> \xE1\x97 |0

<U7662> \xE1\x98 |0

<U7667> \xE1\x9C |0

<U7668> \xE1\x99 |0

<U7669> \xE1\x9A

 |0

<U766A> \xE1\x9B |0

<U766C> \xE1\x9D |0

<U7670> \xE1\x9E |0

<U7672> \xE1\x9F |0

<U7676> \xE1\xA0 |0

<U7678> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U767A> \x94\xAD |0

<U767B> \x93\x6F |0

<U767C> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U767D> \x94\x92 |0

<U767E> \x95\x53 |0

<U7680> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U7682> \xFB\x70 |0

<U7683> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U7684> \x93\x49 |0

<U7686> \x8A\x46 |0

<U7687> \x8D\x63 |0
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<U7688> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U768B> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U768E> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U7690> \x8E\x48 |0

<U7693> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7696> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U7699> \xE1\xAA |0

<U769A> \xE1\xAB |0

<U769B> \xFB\x73 |0

<U769C> \xFB\x71 |0

<U769E> \xFB\x72 |0

<U76A6> \xFB\x74 |0

<U76AE> \x94\xE7 |0

<U76B0> \xE1\xAC |0

<U76B4> \xE1\xAD |0

<U76B7> \xEA\x89 |0

<U76B8> \xE1\xAE |0

<U76B9> \xE1\xAF |0

<U76BA> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U76BF> \x8E\x4D |0

<U76C2> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U76C3> \x94\x75 |0

<U76C6> \x96\x7E |0

<U76C8> \x89\x6D |0

<U76CA> \x89\x76 |0

<U76CD> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U76D2> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U76D6> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U76D7> \x93\x90 |0

<U76DB> \x90\xB7 |0

<U76DC> \x9F\x58 |0

<U76DE> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U76DF> \x96\xBF

 |0

<U76E1> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U76E3> \x8A\xC4 |0

<U76E4> \x94\xD5 |0

<U76E5> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U76E7> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U76EA> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U76EE> \x96\xDA |0

<U76F2> \x96\xD3 |0

<U76F4> \x92\xBC |0

<U76F8> \x91\x8A |0

<U76FB> \xE1\xBB |0

<U76FE> \x8F\x82 |0

<U7701> \x8F\xC8 |0

<U7704> \xE1\xBE |0
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<U7707> \xE1\xBD |0

<U7708> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7709> \x94\xFB |0

<U770B> \x8A\xC5 |0

<U770C> \x8C\xA7 |0

<U771B> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U771E> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U771F> \x90\x5E |0

<U7720> \x96\xB0 |0

<U7724> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7725> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7726> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U7729> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7737> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7738> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U773A> \x92\xAD |0

<U773C> \x8A\xE1 |0

<U7740> \x92\x85 |0

<U7746> \xFB\x76 |0

<U7747> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U775A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U775B> \xE1\xCB |0

<U7761> \x90\x87 |0

<U7763> \x93\xC2 |0

<U7765> \xE1\xCC |0

<U7766> \x96\x72 |0

<U7768> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U776B> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7779> \xE1\xCF |0

<U777E> \xE1\xCE |0

<U777F> \xE1\xCD |0

<U778B> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U778E> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U7791> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U779E> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U77A0> \xE1\xD3

 |0

<U77A5> \x95\xCB |0

<U77AC> \x8F\x75 |0

<U77AD> \x97\xC4 |0

<U77B0> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U77B3> \x93\xB5 |0

<U77B6> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U77B9> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U77BB> \xE1\xDB |0

<U77BC> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U77BD> \xE1\xDA |0

<U77BF> \xE1\xD8 |0
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<U77C7> \xE1\xDC |0

<U77CD> \xE1\xDD |0

<U77D7> \xE1\xDE |0

<U77DA> \xE1\xDF |0

<U77DB> \x96\xB5 |0

<U77DC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U77E2> \x96\xEE |0

<U77E3> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U77E5> \x92\x6D |0

<U77E7> \x94\x8A |0

<U77E9> \x8B\xE9 |0

<U77ED> \x92\x5A |0

<U77EE> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U77EF> \x8B\xB8 |0

<U77F3> \x90\xCE |0

<U77FC> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7802> \x8D\xBB |0

<U780C> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U7812> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U7814> \x8C\xA4 |0

<U7815> \x8D\xD3 |0

<U7820> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U7821> \xFB\x78 |0

<U7825> \x93\x75 |0

<U7826> \x8D\xD4 |0

<U7827> \x8B\x6D |0

<U7832> \x96\x43 |0

<U7834> \x94\x6A |0

<U7845> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U784E> \xFB\x79 |0

<U785D> \x8F\xC9 |0

<U7864> \xFB\x7A |0

<U786B> \x97\xB0 |0

<U786C> \x8D\x64 |0

<U786F> \x8C\xA5 |0

<U7872> \x94\xA1 |0

<U7874> \xE1\xEB |0

<U787A> \xFB\x7B |0

<U787C> \xE1\xED

 |0

<U7881> \x8C\xE9 |0

<U7886> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7887> \x92\xF4 |0

<U788C> \xE1\xEF |0

<U788D> \x8A\x56 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7891> \x94\xE8 |0

<U7893> \x89\x4F |0
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<U7895> \x8D\xEA |0

<U7897> \x98\x71 |0

<U789A> \xE1\xEE |0

<U78A3> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U78A7> \x95\xC9 |0

<U78A9> \x90\xD7 |0

<U78AA> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U78AF> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U78B5> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U78BA> \x8A\x6D |0

<U78BC> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U78BE> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U78C1> \x8E\xA5 |0

<U78C5> \xE1\xFA |0

<U78C6> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U78CA> \xE1\xFB |0

<U78CB> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U78D0> \x94\xD6 |0

<U78D1> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U78D4> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U78DA> \xE2\x41 |0

<U78E7> \xE2\x40 |0

<U78E8> \x96\x81 |0

<U78EC> \xE1\xFC |0

<U78EF> \x88\xE9 |0

<U78F4> \xE2\x43 |0

<U78FD> \xE2\x42 |0

<U7901> \x8F\xCA |0

<U7907> \xE2\x44 |0

<U790E> \x91\x62 |0

<U7911> \xE2\x46 |0

<U7912> \xE2\x45 |0

<U7919> \xE2\x47 |0

<U792B> \xE2\x49 |0

<U792C> \xE2\x48 |0

<U7930> \xFB\x7C |0

<U793A> \x8E\xA6 |0

<U793C> \x97\xE7 |0

<U793E> \x8E\xD0 |0

<U7940> \xE2\x4A |0

<U7941> \x8C\x56 |0

<U7947> \x8B\x5F

 |0

<U7948> \x8B\x46 |0

<U7949> \x8E\x83 |0

<U7950> \x97\x53 |0

<U7953> \xE2\x50 |0

<U7955> \xE2\x4F |0
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<U7956> \x91\x63 |0

<U7957> \xE2\x4C |0

<U795A> \xE2\x4E |0

<U795D> \x8F\x6A |0

<U795E> \x90\x5F |0

<U795F> \xE2\x4D |0

<U7960> \xE2\x4B |0

<U7962> \x94\x49 |0

<U7965> \x8F\xCB |0

<U7968> \x95\x5B |0

<U796D> \x8D\xD5 |0

<U7977> \x93\x98 |0

<U797A> \xE2\x51 |0

<U797F> \xE2\x52 |0

<U7980> \xE2\x68 |0

<U7981> \x8B\xD6 |0

<U7984> \x98\x5C |0

<U7985> \x91\x54 |0

<U798A> \xE2\x53 |0

<U798D> \x89\xD0 |0

<U798E> \x92\xF5 |0

<U798F> \x95\x9F |0

<U7994> \xFB\x81 |0

<U799B> \xFB\x83 |0

<U799D> \xE2\x54 |0

<U79A6> \x8B\x9A |0

<U79A7> \xE2\x55 |0

<U79AA> \xE2\x57 |0

<U79AE> \xE2\x58 |0

<U79B0> \x94\x48 |0

<U79B1> \x93\x98 |1

<U79B3> \xE2\x59 |0

<U79B9> \xE2\x5A |0

<U79BA> \xE2\x5B |0

<U79BD> \x8B\xD7 |0

<U79BE> \x89\xD1 |0

<U79BF> \x93\xC3 |0

<U79C0> \x8F\x47 |0

<U79C1> \x8E\x84 |0

<U79C9> \xE2\x5C |0

<U79CB> \x8F\x48 |0

<U79D1> \x89\xC8 |0

<U79D2> \x95\x62 |0

<U79D5> \xE2\x5D |0

<U79D8> \x94\xE9

 |0

<U79DF> \x91\x64 |0

<U79E1> \xE2\x60 |0
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<U79E3> \xE2\x61 |0

<U79E4> \x94\x89 |0

<U79E6> \x90\x60 |0

<U79E7> \xE2\x5E |0

<U79E9> \x92\x81 |0

<U79EC> \xE2\x5F |0

<U79F0> \x8F\xCC |0

<U79FB> \x88\xDA |0

<U7A00> \x8B\x48 |0

<U7A08> \xE2\x62 |0

<U7A0B> \x92\xF6 |0

<U7A0D> \xE2\x63 |0

<U7A0E> \x90\xC5 |0

<U7A14> \x96\xAB |0

<U7A17> \x95\x42 |0

<U7A18> \xE2\x64 |0

<U7A19> \xE2\x65 |0

<U7A1A> \x92\x74 |0

<U7A1C> \x97\xC5 |0

<U7A1F> \xE2\x67 |0

<U7A20> \xE2\x66 |0

<U7A2E> \x8E\xED |0

<U7A31> \xE2\x69 |0

<U7A32> \x88\xEE |0

<U7A37> \xE2\x6C |0

<U7A3B> \xE2\x6A |0

<U7A3C> \x89\xD2 |0

<U7A3D> \x8C\x6D |0

<U7A3E> \xE2\x6B |0

<U7A3F> \x8D\x65 |0

<U7A40> \x8D\x92 |0

<U7A42> \x95\xE4 |0

<U7A43> \xE2\x6D |0

<U7A46> \x96\x73 |0

<U7A49> \xE2\x6F |0

<U7A4D> \x90\xCF |0

<U7A4E> \x89\x6E |0

<U7A4F> \x89\xB8 |0

<U7A50> \x88\xAA |0

<U7A57> \xE2\x6E |0

<U7A61> \xE2\x70 |0

<U7A62> \xE2\x71 |0

<U7A63> \x8F\xF5 |0

<U7A69> \xE2\x72 |0

<U7A6B> \x8A\x6E |0

<U7A70> \xE2\x74 |0

<U7A74> \x8C\x8A |0

<U7A76> \x8B\x86
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 |0

<U7A79> \xE2\x75 |0

<U7A7A> \x8B\xF3 |0

<U7A7D> \xE2\x76 |0

<U7A7F> \x90\xFA |0

<U7A81> \x93\xCB |0

<U7A83> \x90\xDE |0

<U7A84> \x8D\xF3 |0

<U7A88> \xE2\x77 |0

<U7A92> \x92\x82 |0

<U7A93> \x91\x8B |0

<U7A95> \xE2\x79 |0

<U7A96> \xE2\x7B |0

<U7A97> \xE2\x78 |0

<U7A98> \xE2\x7A |0

<U7A9F> \x8C\x41 |0

<U7AA9> \xE2\x7C |0

<U7AAA> \x8C\x45 |0

<U7AAE> \x8B\x87 |0

<U7AAF> \x97\x71 |0

<U7AB0> \xE2\x7E |0

<U7AB6> \xE2\x80 |0

<U7ABA> \x89\x4D |0

<U7ABF> \xE2\x83 |0

<U7AC4> \xE2\x82 |0

<U7AC5> \xE2\x81 |0

<U7AC7> \xE2\x85 |0

<U7ACA> \xE2\x86 |0

<U7ACB> \x97\xA7 |0

<U7ACD> \xE2\x87 |0

<U7ACF> \xE2\x88 |0

<U7AD1> \xFB\x84 |0

<U7AD2> \x9A\xF2 |0

<U7AD3> \xE2\x8A |0

<U7AD5> \xE2\x89 |0

<U7AD9> \xE2\x8B |0

<U7ADA> \xE2\x8C |0

<U7ADC> \x97\xB3 |0

<U7ADD> \xE2\x8D |0

<U7ADF> \xE8\xED |0

<U7AE0> \x8F\xCD |0

<U7AE1> \xE2\x8E |0

<U7AE2> \xE2\x8F |0

<U7AE3> \x8F\x76 |0

<U7AE5> \x93\xB6 |0

<U7AE6> \xE2\x90 |0

<U7AE7> \xFB\x85 |0

<U7AEA> \x92\x47 |0
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<U7AEB> \xFB\x87 |0

<U7AED> \xE2\x91 |0

<U7AEF> \x92\x5B

 |0

<U7AF0> \xE2\x92 |0

<U7AF6> \x8B\xA3 |0

<U7AF8> \x99\x5E |0

<U7AF9> \x92\x7C |0

<U7AFA> \x8E\xB1 |0

<U7AFF> \x8A\xC6 |0

<U7B02> \xE2\x93 |0

<U7B04> \xE2\xA0 |0

<U7B06> \xE2\x96 |0

<U7B08> \x8B\x88 |0

<U7B0A> \xE2\x95 |0

<U7B0B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7B0F> \xE2\x94 |0

<U7B11> \x8F\xCE |0

<U7B18> \xE2\x98 |0

<U7B19> \xE2\x99 |0

<U7B1B> \x93\x4A |0

<U7B1E> \xE2\x9A |0

<U7B20> \x8A\x7D |0

<U7B25> \x90\x79 |0

<U7B26> \x95\x84 |0

<U7B28> \xE2\x9C |0

<U7B2C> \x91\xE6 |0

<U7B33> \xE2\x97 |0

<U7B35> \xE2\x9B |0

<U7B36> \xE2\x9D |0

<U7B39> \x8D\xF9 |0

<U7B45> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U7B46> \x95\x4D |0

<U7B48> \x94\xA4 |0

<U7B49> \x93\x99 |0

<U7B4B> \x8B\xD8 |0

<U7B4C> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7B4F> \x94\xB3 |0

<U7B50> \xE2\x9E |0

<U7B51> \x92\x7D |0

<U7B52> \x93\x9B |0

<U7B54> \x93\x9A |0

<U7B56> \x8D\xF4 |0

<U7B5D> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7B65> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7B67> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U7B6C> \xE2\xAB |0
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<U7B6E> \xE2\xAC |0

<U7B70> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7B71> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7B74> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U7B75> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7B7A> \xE2\x9F

 |0

<U7B86> \x95\xCD |0

<U7B87> \x89\xD3 |0

<U7B8B> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U7B8D> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U7B8F> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7B92> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7B94> \x94\x93 |0

<U7B95> \x96\xA5 |0

<U7B97> \x8E\x5A |0

<U7B98> \xE2\xAE |0

<U7B99> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7B9A> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7B9C> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7B9D> \xE2\xAD |0

<U7B9E> \xFB\x88 |0

<U7B9F> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7BA1> \x8A\xC7 |0

<U7BAA> \x92\x5C |0

<U7BAD> \x90\xFB |0

<U7BB1> \x94\xA0 |0

<U7BB4> \xE2\xBC |0

<U7BB8> \x94\xA2 |0

<U7BC0> \x90\xDF |0

<U7BC1> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7BC4> \x94\xCD |0

<U7BC6> \xE2\xBD |0

<U7BC7> \x95\xD1 |0

<U7BC9> \x92\x7A |0

<U7BCB> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7BCC> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7BCF> \xE2\xBB |0

<U7BDD> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7BE0> \x8E\xC2 |0

<U7BE4> \x93\xC4 |0

<U7BE5> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U7BE6> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7BE9> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7BF3> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U7BF6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7BF7> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U7C00> \xE2\xC5 |0
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<U7C07> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U7C0D> \xE2\xCB |0

<U7C11> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7C12> \x99\xD3 |0

<U7C13> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7C14> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7C17> \xE2\xCA |0

<U7C1E> \x92\x5C |1

<U7C1F> \xE2\xD0

 |0

<U7C21> \x8A\xC8 |0

<U7C23> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7C27> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7C2A> \xE2\xCF |0

<U7C2B> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7C37> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U7C38> \x94\xF4 |0

<U7C3D> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U7C3E> \x97\xFA |0

<U7C3F> \x95\xEB |0

<U7C40> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U7C43> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U7C4C> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U7C4D> \x90\xD0 |0

<U7C4F> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U7C50> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U7C54> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U7C56> \xE2\xDD |0

<U7C58> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7C5F> \xE2\xDB |0

<U7C64> \xE2\xDC |0

<U7C65> \xE2\xDE |0

<U7C6C> \xE2\xDF |0

<U7C73> \x95\xC4 |0

<U7C75> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U7C7E> \x96\xE0 |0

<U7C81> \x8B\xCC |0

<U7C82> \x8C\x48 |0

<U7C83> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U7C89> \x95\xB2 |0

<U7C8B> \x90\x88 |0

<U7C8D> \x96\xAE |0

<U7C90> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U7C92> \x97\xB1 |0

<U7C95> \x94\x94 |0

<U7C97> \x91\x65 |0

<U7C98> \x94\x53 |0

<U7C9B> \x8F\x6C |0
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<U7C9F> \x88\xBE |0

<U7CA1> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7CA2> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7CA4> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U7CA5> \x8A\x9F |0

<U7CA7> \x8F\xCF |0

<U7CA8> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U7CAB> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7CAD> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U7CAE> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7CB1> \xE2\xEB |0

<U7CB2> \xE2\xEA

 |0

<U7CB3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xED |0

<U7CBD> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7CBE> \x90\xB8 |0

<U7CC0> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7CC2> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U7CC5> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U7CCA> \x8C\xD0 |0

<U7CCE> \x91\x57 |0

<U7CD2> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U7CD6> \x93\x9C |0

<U7CD8> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U7CDC> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U7CDE> \x95\xB3 |0

<U7CDF> \x91\x8C |0

<U7CE0> \x8D\x66 |0

<U7CE2> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U7CE7> \x97\xC6 |0

<U7CEF> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U7CF2> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U7CF4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U7CF6> \xE2\xFA |0

<U7CF8> \x8E\x85 |0

<U7CFA> \xE2\xFB |0

<U7CFB> \x8C\x6E |0

<U7CFE> \x8B\x8A |0

<U7D00> \x8B\x49 |0

<U7D02> \xE3\x40 |0

<U7D04> \x96\xF1 |0

<U7D05> \x8D\x67 |0

<U7D06> \xE2\xFC |0

<U7D0A> \xE3\x43 |0

<U7D0B> \x96\xE4 |0

<U7D0D> \x94\x5B |0

<U7D10> \x95\x52 |0
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<U7D14> \x8F\x83 |0

<U7D15> \xE3\x42 |0

<U7D17> \x8E\xD1 |0

<U7D18> \x8D\x68 |0

<U7D19> \x8E\x86 |0

<U7D1A> \x8B\x89 |0

<U7D1B> \x95\xB4 |0

<U7D1C> \xE3\x41 |0

<U7D20> \x91\x66 |0

<U7D21> \x96\x61 |0

<U7D22> \x8D\xF5 |0

<U7D2B> \x8E\x87 |0

<U7D2C> \x92\xDB |0

<U7D2E> \xE3\x46 |0

<U7D2F> \x97\xDD

 |0

<U7D30> \x8D\xD7 |0

<U7D32> \xE3\x47 |0

<U7D33> \x90\x61 |0

<U7D35> \xE3\x49 |0

<U7D39> \x8F\xD0 |0

<U7D3A> \x8D\xAE |0

<U7D3F> \xE3\x48 |0

<U7D42> \x8F\x49 |0

<U7D43> \x8C\xBC |0

<U7D44> \x91\x67 |0

<U7D45> \xE3\x44 |0

<U7D46> \xE3\x4A |0

<U7D48> \xFB\x8A |0

<U7D4B> \xE3\x45 |0

<U7D4C> \x8C\x6F |0

<U7D4E> \xE3\x4D |0

<U7D4F> \xE3\x51 |0

<U7D50> \x8C\x8B |0

<U7D56> \xE3\x4C |0

<U7D5B> \xE3\x55 |0

<U7D5C> \xFB\x8B |0

<U7D5E> \x8D\x69 |0

<U7D61> \x97\x8D |0

<U7D62> \x88\xBA |0

<U7D63> \xE3\x52 |0

<U7D66> \x8B\x8B |0

<U7D68> \xE3\x4F |0

<U7D6E> \xE3\x50 |0

<U7D71> \x93\x9D |0

<U7D72> \xE3\x4E |0

<U7D73> \xE3\x4B |0

<U7D75> \x8A\x47 |0
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<U7D76> \x90\xE2 |0

<U7D79> \x8C\xA6 |0

<U7D7D> \xE3\x57 |0

<U7D89> \xE3\x54 |0

<U7D8F> \xE3\x56 |0

<U7D93> \xE3\x53 |0

<U7D99> \x8C\x70 |0

<U7D9A> \x91\xB1 |0

<U7D9B> \xE3\x58 |0

<U7D9C> \x91\x8E |0

<U7D9F> \xE3\x65 |0

<U7DA0> \xFB\x8D |0

<U7DA2> \xE3\x61 |0

<U7DA3> \xE3\x5B |0

<U7DAB> \xE3\x5F |0

<U7DAC> \x8E\xF8 |0

<U7DAD> \x88\xDB |0

<U7DAE> \xE3\x5A

 |0

<U7DAF> \xE3\x62 |0

<U7DB0> \xE3\x66 |0

<U7DB1> \x8D\x6A |0

<U7DB2> \x96\xD4 |0

<U7DB4> \x92\xD4 |0

<U7DB5> \xE3\x5C |0

<U7DB7> \xFB\x8C |0

<U7DB8> \xE3\x64 |0

<U7DBA> \xE3\x59 |0

<U7DBB> \x92\x5D |0

<U7DBD> \xE3\x5E |0

<U7DBE> \x88\xBB |0

<U7DBF> \x96\xC8 |0

<U7DC7> \xE3\x5D |0

<U7DCA> \x8B\xD9 |0

<U7DCB> \x94\xEA |0

<U7DCF> \x91\x8D |0

<U7DD1> \x97\xCE |0

<U7DD2> \x8F\x8F |0

<U7DD5> \xE3\x8E |0

<U7DD6> \xFB\x8E |0

<U7DD8> \xE3\x67 |0

<U7DDA> \x90\xFC |0

<U7DDC> \xE3\x63 |0

<U7DDD> \xE3\x68 |0

<U7DDE> \xE3\x6A |0

<U7DE0> \x92\xF7 |0

<U7DE1> \xE3\x6D |0

<U7DE4> \xE3\x69 |0
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<U7DE8> \x95\xD2 |0

<U7DE9> \x8A\xC9 |0

<U7DEC> \x96\xC9 |0

<U7DEF> \x88\xDC |0

<U7DF2> \xE3\x6C |0

<U7DF4> \x97\xFB |0

<U7DFB> \xE3\x6B |0

<U7E01> \x89\x8F |0

<U7E04> \x93\xEA |0

<U7E05> \xE3\x6E |0

<U7E09> \xE3\x75 |0

<U7E0A> \xE3\x6F |0

<U7E0B> \xE3\x76 |0

<U7E12> \xE3\x72 |0

<U7E1B> \x94\x9B |0

<U7E1E> \x8E\xC8 |0

<U7E1F> \xE3\x74 |0

<U7E21> \xE3\x71 |0

<U7E22> \xE3\x77 |0

<U7E23> \xE3\x70 |0

<U7E26> \x8F\x63

 |0

<U7E2B> \x96\x44 |0

<U7E2E> \x8F\x6B |0

<U7E31> \xE3\x73 |0

<U7E32> \xE3\x80 |0

<U7E35> \xE3\x7B |0

<U7E37> \xE3\x7E |0

<U7E39> \xE3\x7C |0

<U7E3A> \xE3\x81 |0

<U7E3B> \xE3\x7A |0

<U7E3D> \xE3\x60 |0

<U7E3E> \x90\xD1 |0

<U7E41> \x94\xC9 |0

<U7E43> \xE3\x7D |0

<U7E46> \xE3\x78 |0

<U7E48> \xE3\x79 |1

<U7E4A> \x91\x40 |0

<U7E4B> \x8C\x71 |0

<U7E4D> \x8F\x4A |0

<U7E52> \xFB\x8F |0

<U7E54> \x90\x44 |0

<U7E55> \x91\x55 |0

<U7E56> \xE3\x84 |0

<U7E59> \xE3\x86 |0

<U7E5A> \xE3\x87 |0

<U7E5D> \xE3\x83 |0

<U7E5E> \xE3\x85 |0
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<U7E61> \x8F\x4A |1

<U7E66> \xE3\x79 |0

<U7E67> \xE3\x82 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\x8A |0

<U7E6A> \xE3\x89 |0

<U7E6B> \x8C\x71 |1

<U7E6D> \x96\x9A |0

<U7E70> \x8C\x4A |0

<U7E79> \xE3\x88 |0

<U7E7B> \xE3\x8C |0

<U7E7C> \xE3\x8B |0

<U7E7D> \xE3\x8F |0

<U7E7F> \xE3\x91 |0

<U7E82> \x8E\x5B |0

<U7E83> \xE3\x8D |0

<U7E88> \xE3\x92 |0

<U7E89> \xE3\x93 |0

<U7E8A> \xFA\x5C |0

<U7E8C> \xE3\x94 |0

<U7E8E> \xE3\x9A |0

<U7E8F> \x93\x5A |0

<U7E90> \xE3\x96 |0

<U7E92> \xE3\x95 |0

<U7E93> \xE3\x97

 |0

<U7E94> \xE3\x98 |0

<U7E96> \xE3\x99 |0

<U7E9B> \xE3\x9B |0

<U7E9C> \xE3\x9C |0

<U7F36> \x8A\xCA |0

<U7F38> \xE3\x9D |0

<U7F3A> \xE3\x9E |0

<U7F45> \xE3\x9F |0

<U7F47> \xFB\x90 |0

<U7F4C> \xE3\xA0 |0

<U7F4D> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U7F4E> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7F51> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U7F54> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7F55> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U7F58> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7F5F> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7F60> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7F67> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7F68> \xE3\xAA |0

<U7F69> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7F6A> \x8D\xDF |0
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<U7F6B> \x8C\x72 |0

<U7F6E> \x92\x75 |0

<U7F70> \x94\xB1 |0

<U7F72> \x8F\x90 |0

<U7F75> \x94\x6C |0

<U7F77> \x94\xEB |0

<U7F78> \xE3\xAD |0

<U7F79> \x9C\xEB |0

<U7F82> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7F83> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7F85> \x97\x85 |0

<U7F86> \xE3\xAF |0

<U7F87> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U7F88> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7F8A> \x97\x72 |0

<U7F8C> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7F8E> \x94\xFC |0

<U7F94> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U7F9A> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U7F9D> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U7F9E> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U7FA1> \xFB\x91 |0

<U7FA3> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U7FA4> \x8C\x51 |0

<U7FA8> \x91\x41 |0

<U7FA9> \x8B\x60 |0

<U7FAE> \xE3\xBC

 |0

<U7FAF> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U7FB2> \xE3\xBA |0

<U7FB6> \xE3\xBD |0

<U7FB8> \xE3\xBE |0

<U7FB9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U7FBD> \x89\x48 |0

<U7FC1> \x89\xA5 |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U7FC6> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U7FCA> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U7FCC> \x97\x82 |0

<U7FD2> \x8F\x4B |0

<U7FD4> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7FD5> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7FE0> \x90\x89 |0

<U7FE1> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7FE6> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7FE9> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FEB> \x8A\xE3 |0

<U7FF0> \x8A\xCB |0
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<U7FF3> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7FF9> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7FFB> \x96\x7C |0

<U7FFC> \x97\x83 |0

<U8000> \x97\x73 |0

<U8001> \x98\x56 |0

<U8003> \x8D\x6C |0

<U8004> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8005> \x8E\xD2 |0

<U8006> \xE3\xCB |0

<U800B> \xE3\xCD |0

<U800C> \x8E\xA7 |0

<U8010> \x91\xCF |0

<U8012> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8015> \x8D\x6B |0

<U8017> \x96\xD5 |0

<U8018> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8019> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U801C> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U8021> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U8028> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U8033> \x8E\xA8 |0

<U8036> \x96\xEB |0

<U803B> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U803D> \x92\x5E |0

<U803F> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U8046> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U804A> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U8052> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U8056> \x90\xB9

 |0

<U8058> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U805A> \xE3\xDA |0

<U805E> \x95\xB7 |0

<U805F> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8061> \x91\x8F |0

<U8062> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8068> \xE3\xDD |0

<U806F> \x97\xFC |0

<U8070> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U8072> \xE3\xDF |0

<U8073> \xE3\xDE |0

<U8074> \x92\xAE |0

<U8076> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U8077> \x90\x45 |0

<U8079> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U807D> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U807E> \x98\x57 |0
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<U807F> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U8084> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U8085> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U8086> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U8087> \x94\xA3 |0

<U8089> \x93\xF7 |0

<U808B> \x98\x5D |0

<U808C> \x94\xA7 |0

<U8093> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U8096> \x8F\xD1 |0

<U8098> \x95\x49 |0

<U809A> \xE3\xEA |0

<U809B> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U809D> \x8A\xCC |0

<U80A1> \x8C\xD2 |0

<U80A2> \x8E\x88 |0

<U80A5> \x94\xEC |0

<U80A9> \x8C\xA8 |0

<U80AA> \x96\x62 |0

<U80AC> \xE3\xED |0

<U80AD> \xE3\xEB |0

<U80AF> \x8D\x6D |0

<U80B1> \x8D\x6E |0

<U80B2> \x88\xE7 |0

<U80B4> \x8D\xE6 |0

<U80BA> \x94\x78 |0

<U80C3> \x88\xDD |0

<U80C4> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U80C6> \x92\x5F |0

<U80CC> \x94\x77 |0

<U80CE> \x91\xD9 |0

<U80D6> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U80D9> \xE3\xF0

 |0

<U80DA> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U80DB> \xE3\xEE |0

<U80DD> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U80DE> \x96\x45 |0

<U80E1> \x8C\xD3 |0

<U80E4> \x88\xFB |0

<U80E5> \xE3\xEF |0

<U80EF> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U80F1> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U80F4> \x93\xB7 |0

<U80F8> \x8B\xB9 |0

<U80FC> \xE4\x45 |0

<U80FD> \x94\x5C |0

<U8102> \x8E\x89 |0
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<U8105> \x8B\xBA |0

<U8106> \x90\xC6 |0

<U8107> \x98\x65 |0

<U8108> \x96\xAC |0

<U8109> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U810A> \x90\xD2 |0

<U811A> \x8B\x72 |0

<U811B> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U8123> \xE3\xFA |0

<U8129> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U812F> \xE3\xFB |0

<U8131> \x92\x45 |0

<U8133> \x94\x5D |0

<U8139> \x92\xAF |0

<U813E> \xE4\x42 |0

<U8141> \xE4\x45 |1

<U8146> \xE4\x41 |0

<U814B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U814E> \x90\x74 |0

<U8150> \x95\x85 |0

<U8151> \xE4\x44 |0

<U8153> \xE4\x43 |0

<U8154> \x8D\x6F |0

<U8155> \x98\x72 |0

<U815F> \xE4\x54 |0

<U8165> \xE4\x48 |0

<U8166> \xE4\x49 |0

<U816B> \x8E\xEE |0

<U816E> \xE4\x47 |0

<U8170> \x8D\x98 |0

<U8171> \xE4\x46 |0

<U8174> \xE4\x4A |0

<U8178> \x92\xB0 |0

<U8179> \x95\xA0 |0

<U817A> \x91\x42 |0

<U817F> \x91\xDA

 |0

<U8180> \xE4\x4E |0

<U8182> \xE4\x4F |0

<U8183> \xE4\x4B |0

<U8188> \xE4\x4C |0

<U818A> \xE4\x4D |0

<U818F> \x8D\x70 |0

<U8193> \xE4\x55 |0

<U8195> \xE4\x51 |0

<U819A> \x95\x86 |0

<U819C> \x96\x8C |0

<U819D> \x95\x47 |0
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<U81A0> \xE4\x50 |0

<U81A3> \xE4\x53 |0

<U81A4> \xE4\x52 |0

<U81A8> \x96\x63 |0

<U81A9> \xE4\x56 |0

<U81B0> \xE4\x57 |0

<U81B3> \x91\x56 |0

<U81B5> \xE4\x58 |0

<U81B8> \xE4\x5A |0

<U81BA> \xE4\x5E |0

<U81BD> \xE4\x5B |0

<U81BE> \xE4\x59 |0

<U81BF> \x94\x5E |0

<U81C0> \xE4\x5C |0

<U81C2> \xE4\x5D |0

<U81C6> \x89\xB0 |0

<U81C8> \xE4\x64 |0

<U81C9> \xE4\x5F |0

<U81CD> \xE4\x60 |0

<U81D1> \xE4\x61 |0

<U81D3> \x91\x9F |0

<U81D8> \xE4\x63 |0

<U81D9> \xE4\x62 |0

<U81DA> \xE4\x65 |0

<U81DF> \xE4\x66 |0

<U81E0> \xE4\x67 |0

<U81E3> \x90\x62 |0

<U81E5> \x89\xE7 |0

<U81E7> \xE4\x68 |0

<U81E8> \x97\xD5 |0

<U81EA> \x8E\xA9 |0

<U81ED> \x8F\x4C |0

<U81F3> \x8E\x8A |0

<U81F4> \x92\x76 |0

<U81FA> \xE4\x69 |0

<U81FB> \xE4\x6A |0

<U81FC> \x89\x50 |0

<U81FE> \xE4\x6B |0

<U8201> \xE4\x6C

 |0

<U8202> \xE4\x6D |0

<U8205> \xE4\x6E |0

<U8207> \xE4\x6F |0

<U8208> \x8B\xBB |0

<U8209> \x9D\xA8 |0

<U820A> \xE4\x70 |0

<U820C> \x90\xE3 |0

<U820D> \xE4\x71 |0
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<U820E> \x8E\xC9 |0

<U8210> \xE4\x72 |0

<U8212> \x98\xAE |0

<U8216> \xE4\x73 |0

<U8217> \x95\xDC |0

<U8218> \x8A\xDA |0

<U821B> \x91\x43 |0

<U821C> \x8F\x77 |0

<U821E> \x95\x91 |0

<U821F> \x8F\x4D |0

<U8229> \xE4\x74 |0

<U822A> \x8D\x71 |0

<U822B> \xE4\x75 |0

<U822C> \x94\xCA |0

<U822E> \xE4\x84 |0

<U8233> \xE4\x77 |0

<U8235> \x91\xC7 |0

<U8236> \x94\x95 |0

<U8237> \x8C\xBD |0

<U8238> \xE4\x76 |0

<U8239> \x91\x44 |0

<U8240> \xE4\x78 |0

<U8247> \x92\xF8 |0

<U8258> \xE4\x7A |0

<U8259> \xE4\x79 |0

<U825A> \xE4\x7C |0

<U825D> \xE4\x7B |0

<U825F> \xE4\x7D |0

<U8262> \xE4\x80 |0

<U8264> \xE4\x7E |0

<U8266> \x8A\xCD |0

<U8268> \xE4\x81 |0

<U826A> \xE4\x82 |0

<U826B> \xE4\x83 |0

<U826E> \x8D\xAF |0

<U826F> \x97\xC7 |0

<U8271> \xE4\x85 |0

<U8272> \x90\x46 |0

<U8276> \x89\x90 |0

<U8277> \xE4\x86 |0

<U8278> \xE4\x87 |0

<U827E> \xE4\x88

 |0

<U828B> \x88\xF0 |0

<U828D> \xE4\x89 |0

<U8292> \xE4\x8A |0

<U8299> \x95\x87 |0

<U829D> \x8E\xC5 |0
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<U829F> \xE4\x8C |0

<U82A5> \x8A\x48 |0

<U82A6> \x88\xB0 |0

<U82AB> \xE4\x8B |0

<U82AC> \xE4\x8E |0

<U82AD> \x94\x6D |0

<U82AF> \x90\x63 |0

<U82B1> \x89\xD4 |0

<U82B3> \x96\x46 |0

<U82B8> \x8C\x7C |0

<U82B9> \x8B\xDA |0

<U82BB> \xE4\x8D |0

<U82BD> \x89\xE8 |0

<U82C5> \x8A\xA1 |0

<U82D1> \x89\x91 |0

<U82D2> \xE4\x92 |0

<U82D3> \x97\xE8 |0

<U82D4> \x91\xDB |0

<U82D7> \x95\x63 |0

<U82D9> \xE4\x9E |0

<U82DB> \x89\xD5 |0

<U82DC> \xE4\x9C |0

<U82DE> \xE4\x9A |0

<U82DF> \xE4\x91 |0

<U82E1> \xE4\x8F |0

<U82E3> \xE4\x90 |0

<U82E5> \x8E\xE1 |0

<U82E6> \x8B\xEA |0

<U82E7> \x92\x97 |0

<U82EB> \x93\xCF |0

<U82F1> \x89\x70 |0

<U82F3> \xE4\x94 |0

<U82F4> \xE4\x93 |0

<U82F9> \xE4\x99 |0

<U82FA> \xE4\x95 |0

<U82FB> \xE4\x98 |0

<U8301> \xFB\x93 |0

<U8302> \x96\xCE |0

<U8303> \xE4\x97 |0

<U8304> \x89\xD6 |0

<U8305> \x8A\x9D |0

<U8306> \xE4\x9B |0

<U8309> \xE4\x9D |0

<U830E> \x8C\x73 |0

<U8316> \xE4\xA1

 |0

<U8317> \xE4\xAA |0

<U8318> \xE4\xAB |0
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<U831C> \x88\xA9 |0

<U8323> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U8328> \x88\xEF |0

<U832B> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U832F> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U8331> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U8332> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U8334> \xE4\xA0 |0

<U8335> \xE4\x9F |0

<U8336> \x92\x83 |0

<U8338> \x91\xF9 |0

<U8339> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U8340> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U8345> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U8346> \x8C\x74 |1

<U8349> \x91\x90 |0

<U834A> \x8C\x74 |0

<U834F> \x89\x60 |0

<U8350> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8352> \x8D\x72 |0

<U8358> \x91\x91 |0

<U8362> \xFB\x94 |0

<U8373> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8375> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U8377> \x89\xD7 |0

<U837B> \x89\xAC |0

<U837C> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U837F> \xFB\x95 |0

<U8385> \xE4\xAC |0

<U8387> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U8389> \xE4\xBB |0

<U838A> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U838E> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U8393> \xE4\x96 |0

<U8396> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U839A> \xE4\xAD |0

<U839E> \x8A\xCE |0

<U839F> \xE4\xAF |0

<U83A0> \xE4\xBA |0

<U83A2> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U83A8> \xE4\xBC |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xAE |0

<U83AB> \x94\x9C |0

<U83B1> \x97\x89 |0

<U83B5> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U83BD> \xE4\xCD |0

<U83C1> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U83C5> \x90\x9B
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 |0

<U83C7> \xFB\x96 |0

<U83CA> \x8B\x65 |0

<U83CC> \x8B\xDB |0

<U83CE> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U83D3> \x89\xD9 |0

<U83D6> \x8F\xD2 |0

<U83D8> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U83DC> \x8D\xD8 |0

<U83DF> \x93\x70 |0

<U83E0> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U83E9> \x95\xEC |0

<U83EB> \xE4\xBF |0

<U83EF> \x89\xD8 |0

<U83F0> \x8C\xD4 |0

<U83F1> \x95\x48 |0

<U83F2> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xBD |0

<U83F6> \xFB\x97 |0

<U83F7> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U83FB> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U83FD> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U8403> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U8404> \x93\xB8 |0

<U8407> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U840A> \x97\x89 |1

<U840B> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U840C> \x96\x47 |0

<U840D> \xE4\xCA |0

<U840E> \x88\xDE |0

<U8413> \xE4\xBE |0

<U8420> \xE4\xCC |0

<U8422> \xE4\xCB |0

<U8429> \x94\x8B |0

<U842A> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U842C> \xE4\xDD |0

<U8431> \x8A\x9E |0

<U8435> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U8438> \xE4\xCE |0

<U843C> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U843D> \x97\x8E |0

<U8446> \xE4\xDC |0

<U8448> \xFB\x98 |0

<U8449> \x97\x74 |0

<U844E> \x97\xA8 |0

<U8457> \x92\x98 |0

<U845B> \x8A\x8B |0

<U8461> \x95\x92 |0
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<U8462> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U8463> \x93\x9F |0

<U8466> \x88\xAF

 |0

<U8469> \xE4\xDB |0

<U846B> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U846C> \x91\x92 |0

<U846D> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U846E> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U846F> \xE4\xDE |0

<U8471> \x94\x4B |0

<U8475> \x88\xA8 |0

<U8477> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U8479> \xE4\xDF |0

<U847A> \x95\x98 |0

<U8482> \xE4\xDA |0

<U8484> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U848B> \x8F\xD3 |0

<U8490> \x8F\x4E |0

<U8494> \x8E\xAA |0

<U8499> \x96\xD6 |0

<U849C> \x95\x66 |0

<U849F> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U84A1> \xE4\xEE |0

<U84AD> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U84B2> \x8A\x97 |0

<U84B4> \xFB\x99 |0

<U84B8> \x8F\xF6 |0

<U84B9> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U84BB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U84BC> \x91\x93 |0

<U84BF> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U84C1> \xE4\xEB |0

<U84C4> \x92\x7E |0

<U84C6> \xE4\xEC |0

<U84C9> \x97\x75 |0

<U84CA> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U84CB> \x8A\x57 |0

<U84CD> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U84D0> \xE4\xEA |0

<U84D1> \x96\xAA |0

<U84D6> \xE4\xED |0

<U84D9> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U84DA> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U84DC> \xFA\x60 |0

<U84EC> \x96\x48 |0

<U84EE> \x98\x40 |0

<U84F4> \xE4\xF1 |0
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<U84FC> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U84FF> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U8500> \x8E\xC1 |0

<U8506> \xE4\xCF |0

<U8511> \x95\xCC |0

<U8513> \x96\xA0

 |0

<U8514> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U8515> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U8517> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U8518> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U851A> \x89\x55 |0

<U851F> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U8521> \xE4\xEF |0

<U8523> \x8F\xD3 |1

<U8526> \x92\xD3 |0

<U852C> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U852D> \x88\xFC |0

<U8535> \x91\xA0 |0

<U853D> \x95\xC1 |0

<U8540> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U8541> \xE5\x40 |0

<U8543> \x94\xD7 |0

<U8548> \xE4\xFC |0

<U8549> \x8F\xD4 |0

<U854B> \xE5\x42 |0

<U854E> \x8B\xBC |0

<U8553> \xFB\x9A |0

<U8555> \xE5\x43 |0

<U8557> \x95\x99 |0

<U8558> \xE4\xFB |0

<U8559> \xFB\x9B |0

<U855A> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U8563> \xE4\xFA |0

<U8568> \x98\x6E |0

<U8569> \x93\xA0 |0

<U856A> \x95\x93 |0

<U856B> \xFB\x9C |0

<U856D> \xE5\x4A |0

<U8577> \xE5\x50 |0

<U857E> \xE5\x51 |0

<U8580> \xE5\x44 |0

<U8584> \x94\x96 |0

<U8587> \xE5\x4E |0

<U8588> \xE5\x46 |0

<U858A> \xE5\x48 |0

<U8590> \xE5\x52 |0

<U8591> \xE5\x47 |0
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<U8594> \xE5\x4B |0

<U8597> \x89\x92 |0

<U8599> \x93\xE3 |0

<U859B> \xE5\x4C |0

<U859C> \xE5\x4F |0

<U85A4> \xE5\x45 |0

<U85A6> \x91\x45 |0

<U85A8> \xE5\x49 |0

<U85A9> \x8E\x46

 |0

<U85AA> \x90\x64 |0

<U85AB> \x8C\x4F |0

<U85AC> \x96\xF2 |0

<U85AF> \x8F\x92 |0

<U85B0> \xFB\x9E |0

<U85B9> \xE5\x56 |0

<U85BA> \xE5\x54 |0

<U85C1> \x98\x6D |0

<U85C9> \xE5\x53 |0

<U85CD> \x97\x95 |0

<U85CF> \xE5\x55 |0

<U85D0> \xE5\x57 |0

<U85D5> \xE5\x58 |0

<U85DC> \xE5\x5B |0

<U85DD> \xE5\x59 |0

<U85E4> \x93\xA1 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\x5A |0

<U85E9> \x94\xCB |0

<U85F7> \x8F\x93 |0

<U85F9> \xE5\x5C |0

<U85FA> \xE5\x61 |0

<U85FB> \x91\x94 |0

<U85FE> \xE5\x60 |0

<U8606> \xE5\x62 |0

<U8607> \x91\x68 |0

<U860A> \xE5\x5D |0

<U860B> \xE5\x5F |0

<U8613> \xE5\x5E |0

<U8616> \x9F\x50 |0

<U8617> \x9F\x41 |0

<U861A> \xE5\x64 |0

<U8622> \xE5\x63 |0

<U862D> \x97\x96 |0

<U862F> \xE1\xBA |0

<U8630> \xE5\x65 |0

<U863F> \xE5\x66 |0

<U864D> \xE5\x67 |0

<U864E> \x8C\xD5 |0
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<U8650> \x8B\x73 |0

<U8654> \xE5\x69 |0

<U8655> \x99\x7C |0

<U865A> \x8B\x95 |0

<U865C> \x97\xB8 |0

<U865E> \x8B\xF1 |0

<U865F> \xE5\x6A |0

<U8667> \xE5\x6B |0

<U866B> \x92\x8E |0

<U8671> \xE5\x6C |0

<U8679> \x93\xF8 |0

<U867B> \x88\xB8

 |0

<U868A> \x89\xE1 |0

<U868B> \xE5\x71 |0

<U868C> \xE5\x72 |0

<U8693> \xE5\x6D |0

<U8695> \x8E\x5C |0

<U86A3> \xE5\x6E |0

<U86A4> \x94\x61 |0

<U86A9> \xE5\x6F |0

<U86AA> \xE5\x70 |0

<U86AB> \xE5\x7A |0

<U86AF> \xE5\x74 |0

<U86B0> \xE5\x77 |0

<U86B6> \xE5\x73 |0

<U86C4> \xE5\x75 |0

<U86C6> \xE5\x76 |0

<U86C7> \x8E\xD6 |0

<U86C9> \xE5\x78 |0

<U86CB> \x92\x60 |0

<U86CD> \x8C\x75 |0

<U86D4> \xE5\x7B |0

<U86D9> \x8A\x5E |0

<U86DB> \xE5\x81 |0

<U86DE> \xE5\x7C |0

<U86DF> \xE5\x80 |0

<U86E4> \x94\xB8 |0

<U86E9> \xE5\x7D |0

<U86EC> \xE5\x7E |0

<U86ED> \x95\x67 |0

<U86EE> \x94\xD8 |0

<U86EF> \xE5\x82 |0

<U86F8> \x91\xFB |0

<U86F9> \xE5\x8C |0

<U86FB> \xE5\x88 |0

<U86FE> \x89\xE9 |0

<U8700> \xE5\x86 |0
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<U8702> \x96\x49 |0

<U8703> \xE5\x87 |0

<U8706> \xE5\x84 |0

<U8708> \xE5\x85 |0

<U8709> \xE5\x8A |0

<U870A> \xE5\x8D |0

<U870D> \xE5\x8B |0

<U8711> \xE5\x89 |0

<U8712> \xE5\x83 |0

<U8718> \x92\x77 |0

<U871A> \xE5\x94 |0

<U871C> \x96\xA8 |0

<U8725> \xE5\x92 |0

<U8729> \xE5\x93 |0

<U8734> \xE5\x8E

 |0

<U8737> \xE5\x90 |0

<U873B> \xE5\x91 |0

<U873F> \xE5\x8F |0

<U8749> \x90\xE4 |0

<U874B> \x98\x58 |0

<U874C> \xE5\x98 |0

<U874E> \xE5\x99 |0

<U8753> \xE5\x9F |0

<U8755> \x90\x49 |0

<U8757> \xE5\x9B |0

<U8759> \xE5\x9E |0

<U875F> \xE5\x96 |0

<U8760> \xE5\x95 |0

<U8763> \xE5\xA0 |0

<U8766> \x89\xDA |0

<U8768> \xE5\x9C |0

<U876A> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U876E> \xE5\x9D |0

<U8774> \xE5\x9A |0

<U8776> \x92\xB1 |0

<U8778> \xE5\x97 |0

<U8782> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U878D> \x97\x5A |0

<U879F> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U87A2> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U87AB> \xE5\xAC |0

<U87AF> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U87B3> \xE5\xAE |0

<U87BA> \x97\x86 |0

<U87BB> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U87BD> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U87C0> \xE5\xA9 |0
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<U87C4> \xE5\xAD |0

<U87C6> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U87C7> \xE5\xAF |0

<U87CB> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U87D0> \xE5\xAA |0

<U87D2> \xE5\xBB |0

<U87E0> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U87EC> \x90\xE4 |1

<U87EF> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U87F2> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U87F6> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U87F7> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U87F9> \x8A\x49 |0

<U87FB> \x8B\x61 |0

<U87FE> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U8807> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U880D> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U880E> \xE5\xBA

 |0

<U880F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8811> \xE5\xBC |0

<U8815> \xE5\xBE |0

<U8816> \xE5\xBD |0

<U881F> \x98\x58 |1

<U8821> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U8822> \xE5\xBF |0

<U8827> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U8831> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U8836> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U8839> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U883B> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U8840> \x8C\x8C |0

<U8842> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U8844> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U8846> \x8F\x4F |0

<U884C> \x8D\x73 |0

<U884D> \x9F\xA5 |0

<U8852> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U8853> \x8F\x70 |0

<U8857> \x8A\x58 |0

<U8859> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U885B> \x89\x71 |0

<U885D> \x8F\xD5 |0

<U885E> \xE5\xCA |0

<U8861> \x8D\x74 |0

<U8862> \xE5\xCB |0

<U8863> \x88\xDF |0

<U8868> \x95\x5C |0
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<U886B> \xE5\xCC |0

<U8870> \x90\x8A |0

<U8872> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8875> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U8877> \x92\x8F |0

<U887D> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U887E> \xE5\xCE |0

<U887F> \x8B\xDC |0

<U8881> \xE5\xCD |0

<U8882> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U8888> \x8C\x55 |0

<U888B> \x91\xDC |0

<U888D> \xE5\xDA |0

<U8892> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U8896> \x91\xB3 |0

<U8897> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U8899> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U889E> \xE5\xCF |0

<U88A2> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U88A4> \xE5\xDB |0

<U88AB> \x94\xED

 |0

<U88AE> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U88B0> \xE5\xDC |0

<U88B1> \xE5\xDE |0

<U88B4> \x8C\xD1 |0

<U88B5> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U88B7> \x88\xBF |0

<U88BF> \xE5\xDD |0

<U88C1> \x8D\xD9 |0

<U88C2> \x97\xF4 |0

<U88C3> \xE5\xDF |0

<U88C4> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U88C5> \x91\x95 |0

<U88CF> \x97\xA0 |0

<U88D4> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U88D5> \x97\x54 |0

<U88D8> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U88D9> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U88DC> \x95\xE2 |0

<U88DD> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U88DF> \x8D\xBE |0

<U88E1> \x97\xA1 |0

<U88E8> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U88F2> \xE5\xEA |0

<U88F3> \x8F\xD6 |0

<U88F4> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U88F5> \xFB\xA2 |0
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<U88F8> \x97\x87 |0

<U88F9> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U88FC> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U88FD> \x90\xBB |0

<U88FE> \x90\x9E |0

<U8902> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U8904> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8907> \x95\xA1 |0

<U890A> \xE5\xED |0

<U890C> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8910> \x8A\x8C |0

<U8912> \x96\x4A |0

<U8913> \xE5\xEE |0

<U891C> \xFA\x5D |0

<U891D> \xE5\xFA |0

<U891E> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8925> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U892A> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U892B> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U8936> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U8938> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U893B> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U8941> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U8943> \xE5\xEF

 |0

<U8944> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U894C> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U894D> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8956> \x89\xA6 |0

<U895E> \xE5\xFC |0

<U895F> \x8B\xDD |0

<U8960> \xE5\xFB |0

<U8964> \xE6\x41 |0

<U8966> \xE6\x40 |0

<U896A> \xE6\x43 |0

<U896D> \xE6\x42 |0

<U896F> \xE6\x44 |0

<U8972> \x8F\x50 |0

<U8974> \xE6\x45 |0

<U8977> \xE6\x46 |0

<U897E> \xE6\x47 |0

<U897F> \x90\xBC |0

<U8981> \x97\x76 |0

<U8983> \xE6\x48 |0

<U8986> \x95\xA2 |0

<U8987> \x94\x65 |0

<U8988> \xE6\x49 |0

<U898A> \xE6\x4A |0
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<U898B> \x8C\xA9 |0

<U898F> \x8B\x4B |0

<U8993> \xE6\x4B |0

<U8996> \x8E\x8B |0

<U8997> \x94\x60 |0

<U8998> \xE6\x4C |0

<U899A> \x8A\x6F |0

<U89A1> \xE6\x4D |0

<U89A6> \xE6\x4F |0

<U89A7> \x97\x97 |0

<U89A9> \xE6\x4E |0

<U89AA> \x90\x65 |0

<U89AC> \xE6\x50 |0

<U89AF> \xE6\x51 |0

<U89B2> \xE6\x52 |0

<U89B3> \x8A\xCF |0

<U89BA> \xE6\x53 |0

<U89BD> \xE6\x54 |0

<U89BF> \xE6\x55 |0

<U89C0> \xE6\x56 |0

<U89D2> \x8A\x70 |0

<U89DA> \xE6\x57 |0

<U89DC> \xE6\x58 |0

<U89DD> \xE6\x59 |0

<U89E3> \x89\xF0 |0

<U89E6> \x90\x47 |0

<U89E7> \xE6\x5A

 |0

<U89F4> \xE6\x5B |0

<U89F8> \xE6\x5C |0

<U8A00> \x8C\xBE |0

<U8A02> \x92\xF9 |0

<U8A03> \xE6\x5D |0

<U8A08> \x8C\x76 |0

<U8A0A> \x90\x75 |0

<U8A0C> \xE6\x60 |0

<U8A0E> \x93\xA2 |0

<U8A10> \xE6\x5F |0

<U8A12> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U8A13> \x8C\x50 |0

<U8A16> \xE6\x5E |0

<U8A17> \x91\xF5 |0

<U8A18> \x8B\x4C |0

<U8A1B> \xE6\x61 |0

<U8A1D> \xE6\x62 |0

<U8A1F> \x8F\xD7 |0

<U8A23> \x8C\x8D |0

<U8A25> \xE6\x63 |0
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<U8A2A> \x96\x4B |0

<U8A2D> \x90\xDD |0

<U8A31> \x8B\x96 |0

<U8A33> \x96\xF3 |0

<U8A34> \x91\x69 |0

<U8A36> \xE6\x64 |0

<U8A37> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U8A3A> \x90\x66 |0

<U8A3B> \x92\x90 |0

<U8A3C> \x8F\xD8 |0

<U8A41> \xE6\x65 |0

<U8A46> \xE6\x68 |0

<U8A48> \xE6\x69 |0

<U8A50> \x8D\xBC |0

<U8A51> \x91\xC0 |0

<U8A52> \xE6\x67 |0

<U8A54> \x8F\xD9 |0

<U8A55> \x95\x5D |0

<U8A5B> \xE6\x66 |0

<U8A5E> \x8E\x8C |0

<U8A60> \x89\x72 |0

<U8A62> \xE6\x6D |0

<U8A63> \x8C\x77 |0

<U8A66> \x8E\x8E |0

<U8A69> \x8E\x8D |0

<U8A6B> \x98\x6C |0

<U8A6C> \xE6\x6C |0

<U8A6D> \xE6\x6B |0

<U8A6E> \x91\x46 |0

<U8A70> \x8B\x6C

 |0

<U8A71> \x98\x62 |0

<U8A72> \x8A\x59 |0

<U8A73> \x8F\xDA |0

<U8A79> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U8A7C> \xE6\x6A |0

<U8A82> \xE6\x6F |0

<U8A84> \xE6\x70 |0

<U8A85> \xE6\x6E |0

<U8A87> \x8C\xD6 |0

<U8A89> \x97\x5F |0

<U8A8C> \x8E\x8F |0

<U8A8D> \x94\x46 |0

<U8A91> \xE6\x73 |0

<U8A93> \x90\xBE |0

<U8A95> \x92\x61 |0

<U8A98> \x97\x55 |0

<U8A9A> \xE6\x76 |0
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<U8A9E> \x8C\xEA |0

<U8AA0> \x90\xBD |0

<U8AA1> \xE6\x72 |0

<U8AA3> \xE6\x77 |0

<U8AA4> \x8C\xEB |0

<U8AA5> \xE6\x74 |0

<U8AA6> \xE6\x75 |0

<U8AA7> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U8AA8> \xE6\x71 |0

<U8AAC> \x90\xE0 |0

<U8AAD> \x93\xC7 |0

<U8AB0> \x92\x4E |0

<U8AB2> \x89\xDB |0

<U8AB9> \x94\xEE |0

<U8ABC> \x8B\x62 |0

<U8ABE> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U8ABF> \x92\xB2 |0

<U8AC2> \xE6\x7A |0

<U8AC4> \xE6\x78 |0

<U8AC7> \x92\x6B |0

<U8ACB> \x90\xBF |0

<U8ACD> \xE6\x79 |0

<U8ACF> \x90\x7A |0

<U8AD2> \x97\xC8 |0

<U8AD6> \x98\x5F |0

<U8ADA> \xE6\x7B |0

<U8ADB> \xE6\x87 |0

<U8ADC> \x92\xB3 |0

<U8ADE> \xE6\x86 |0

<U8ADF> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U8AE0> \xE6\x83 |0

<U8AE1> \xE6\x8B |0

<U8AE2> \xE6\x84

 |0

<U8AE4> \xE6\x80 |0

<U8AE6> \x92\xFA |0

<U8AE7> \xE6\x7E |0

<U8AED> \x97\x40 |0

<U8AEE> \x8E\x90 |0

<U8AF1> \xE6\x81 |0

<U8AF3> \xE6\x7D |0

<U8AF6> \xFB\xAA |0

<U8AF7> \xE6\x85 |0

<U8AF8> \x8F\x94 |0

<U8AFA> \x8C\xBF |0

<U8AFE> \x91\xF8 |0

<U8B00> \x96\x64 |0

<U8B01> \x89\x79 |0
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<U8B02> \x88\xE0 |0

<U8B04> \x93\xA3 |0

<U8B07> \xE6\x89 |0

<U8B0C> \xE6\x88 |0

<U8B0E> \x93\xE4 |0

<U8B10> \xE6\x8D |0

<U8B14> \xE6\x82 |0

<U8B16> \xE6\x8C |0

<U8B17> \xE6\x8E |0

<U8B19> \x8C\xAA |0

<U8B1A> \xE6\x8A |0

<U8B1B> \x8D\x75 |0

<U8B1D> \x8E\xD3 |0

<U8B20> \xE6\x8F |0

<U8B21> \x97\x77 |0

<U8B26> \xE6\x92 |0

<U8B28> \xE6\x95 |0

<U8B2B> \xE6\x93 |0

<U8B2C> \x95\x54 |0

<U8B33> \xE6\x90 |0

<U8B39> \x8B\xDE |0

<U8B3E> \xE6\x94 |0

<U8B41> \xE6\x96 |0

<U8B49> \xE6\x9A |0

<U8B4C> \xE6\x97 |0

<U8B4E> \xE6\x99 |0

<U8B4F> \xE6\x98 |0

<U8B53> \xFB\xAB |0

<U8B56> \xE6\x9B |0

<U8B58> \x8E\xAF |0

<U8B5A> \xE6\x9D |0

<U8B5B> \xE6\x9C |0

<U8B5C> \x95\x88 |0

<U8B5F> \xE6\x9F |0

<U8B66> \x8C\x78 |0

<U8B6B> \xE6\x9E

 |0

<U8B6C> \xE6\xA0 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U8B70> \x8B\x63 |0

<U8B71> \xE3\xBF |0

<U8B72> \x8F\xF7 |0

<U8B74> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U8B77> \x8C\xEC |0

<U8B7D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U8B7F> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8B80> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U8B83> \x8E\x5D |0
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<U8B8A> \x9D\xCC |0

<U8B8C> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U8B8E> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U8B90> \x8F\x51 |0

<U8B92> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U8B93> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8B96> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8B99> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8B9A> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8C37> \x92\x4A |0

<U8C3A> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8C3F> \xE6\xAE |0

<U8C41> \xE6\xAD |0

<U8C46> \x93\xA4 |0

<U8C48> \xE6\xAF |0

<U8C4A> \x96\x4C |0

<U8C4C> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U8C4E> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U8C50> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U8C55> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U8C5A> \x93\xD8 |0

<U8C61> \x8F\xDB |0

<U8C62> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U8C6A> \x8D\x8B |0

<U8C6B> \x98\xAC |0

<U8C6C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U8C78> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U8C79> \x95\x5E |0

<U8C7A> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U8C7C> \xE6\xBF |0

<U8C82> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U8C85> \xE6\xBA |0

<U8C89> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U8C8A> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8C8C> \x96\x65 |0

<U8C8D> \xE6\xBC |0

<U8C8E> \xE6\xBD |0

<U8C94> \xE6\xBE |0

<U8C98> \xE6\xC0

 |0

<U8C9D> \x8A\x4C |0

<U8C9E> \x92\xE5 |0

<U8CA0> \x95\x89 |0

<U8CA1> \x8D\xE0 |0

<U8CA2> \x8D\x76 |0

<U8CA7> \x95\x6E |0

<U8CA8> \x89\xDD |0

<U8CA9> \x94\xCC |0
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<U8CAA> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U8CAB> \x8A\xD1 |0

<U8CAC> \x90\xD3 |0

<U8CAD> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U8CAE> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U8CAF> \x92\x99 |0

<U8CB0> \x96\xE1 |0

<U8CB2> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U8CB3> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U8CB4> \x8B\x4D |0

<U8CB6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U8CB7> \x94\x83 |0

<U8CB8> \x91\xDD |0

<U8CBB> \x94\xEF |0

<U8CBC> \x93\x5C |0

<U8CBD> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U8CBF> \x96\x66 |0

<U8CC0> \x89\xEA |0

<U8CC1> \xE6\xCA |0

<U8CC2> \x98\x47 |0

<U8CC3> \x92\xC0 |0

<U8CC4> \x98\x64 |0

<U8CC7> \x8E\x91 |0

<U8CC8> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U8CCA> \x91\xAF |0

<U8CCD> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8CD1> \x93\xF6 |0

<U8CD3> \x95\x6F |0

<U8CDA> \xE6\xCD |0

<U8CDB> \x8E\x5E |0

<U8CDC> \x8E\x92 |0

<U8CDE> \x8F\xDC |0

<U8CE0> \x94\x85 |0

<U8CE2> \x8C\xAB |0

<U8CE3> \xE6\xCC |0

<U8CE6> \x95\x8A |0

<U8CEA> \x8E\xBF |0

<U8CED> \x93\x71 |0

<U8CF0> \xFB\xAD |0

<U8CF4> \xFB\xAE |0

<U8CFA> \xE6\xCF |0

<U8CFB> \xE6\xD0

 |0

<U8CFC> \x8D\x77 |0

<U8CFD> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8D04> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8D05> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U8D07> \xE6\xD4 |0
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<U8D08> \x91\xA1 |0

<U8D0A> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8D0B> \x8A\xE4 |0

<U8D0D> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8D0F> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8D10> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U8D12> \xFB\xAF |0

<U8D13> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U8D14> \xE6\xDB |0

<U8D16> \xE6\xDC |0

<U8D64> \x90\xD4 |0

<U8D66> \x8E\xCD |0

<U8D67> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8D6B> \x8A\x71 |0

<U8D6D> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8D70> \x91\x96 |0

<U8D71> \xE6\xDF |0

<U8D73> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8D74> \x95\x8B |0

<U8D76> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U8D77> \x8B\x4E |0

<U8D81> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8D85> \x92\xB4 |0

<U8D8A> \x89\x7A |0

<U8D99> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8DA3> \x8E\xEF |0

<U8DA8> \x90\x96 |0

<U8DB3> \x91\xAB |0

<U8DBA> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U8DBE> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U8DC2> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8DCB> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8DCC> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8DCF> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8DD6> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8DDA> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8DDB> \xE6\xEA |0

<U8DDD> \x8B\x97 |0

<U8DDF> \xE6\xEE |0

<U8DE1> \x90\xD5 |0

<U8DE3> \xE6\xEF |0

<U8DE8> \x8C\xD7 |0

<U8DEA> \xE6\xEC |0

<U8DEB> \xE6\xED |0

<U8DEF> \x98\x48

 |0

<U8DF3> \x92\xB5 |0

<U8DF5> \x91\x48 |0
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<U8DFC> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U8DFF> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U8E08> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U8E09> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U8E0A> \x97\x78 |0

<U8E0F> \x93\xA5 |0

<U8E10> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U8E1D> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U8E1E> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U8E1F> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U8E2A> \xE7\x48 |0

<U8E30> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8E34> \xE6\xFB |0

<U8E35> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U8E42> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U8E44> \x92\xFB |0

<U8E47> \xE7\x40 |0

<U8E48> \xE7\x44 |0

<U8E49> \xE7\x41 |0

<U8E4A> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8E4C> \xE7\x42 |0

<U8E50> \xE7\x43 |0

<U8E55> \xE7\x4A |0

<U8E59> \xE7\x45 |0

<U8E5F> \x90\xD6 |0

<U8E60> \xE7\x47 |0

<U8E63> \xE7\x49 |0

<U8E64> \xE7\x46 |0

<U8E72> \xE7\x4C |0

<U8E74> \x8F\x52 |0

<U8E76> \xE7\x4B |0

<U8E7C> \xE7\x4D |0

<U8E81> \xE7\x4E |0

<U8E84> \xE7\x51 |0

<U8E85> \xE7\x50 |0

<U8E87> \xE7\x4F |0

<U8E8A> \xE7\x53 |0

<U8E8B> \xE7\x52 |0

<U8E8D> \x96\xF4 |0

<U8E91> \xE7\x55 |0

<U8E93> \xE7\x54 |0

<U8E94> \xE7\x56 |0

<U8E99> \xE7\x57 |0

<U8EA1> \xE7\x59 |0

<U8EAA> \xE7\x58 |0

<U8EAB> \x90\x67 |0

<U8EAC> \xE7\x5A |0

<U8EAF> \x8B\xEB
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 |0

<U8EB0> \xE7\x5B |0

<U8EB1> \xE7\x5D |0

<U8EBE> \xE7\x5E |0

<U8EC0> \x8B\xEB |1

<U8EC5> \xE7\x5F |0

<U8EC6> \xE7\x5C |0

<U8EC8> \xE7\x60 |0

<U8ECA> \x8E\xD4 |0

<U8ECB> \xE7\x61 |0

<U8ECC> \x8B\x4F |0

<U8ECD> \x8C\x52 |0

<U8ECF> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U8ED2> \x8C\xAC |0

<U8EDB> \xE7\x62 |0

<U8EDF> \x93\xEE |0

<U8EE2> \x93\x5D |0

<U8EE3> \xE7\x63 |0

<U8EEB> \xE7\x66 |0

<U8EF8> \x8E\xB2 |0

<U8EFB> \xE7\x65 |0

<U8EFC> \xE7\x64 |0

<U8EFD> \x8C\x79 |0

<U8EFE> \xE7\x67 |0

<U8F03> \x8A\x72 |0

<U8F05> \xE7\x69 |0

<U8F09> \x8D\xDA |0

<U8F0A> \xE7\x68 |0

<U8F0C> \xE7\x71 |0

<U8F12> \xE7\x6B |0

<U8F13> \xE7\x6D |0

<U8F14> \x95\xE3 |0

<U8F15> \xE7\x6A |0

<U8F19> \xE7\x6C |0

<U8F1B> \xE7\x70 |0

<U8F1C> \xE7\x6E |0

<U8F1D> \x8B\x50 |0

<U8F1F> \xE7\x6F |0

<U8F26> \xE7\x72 |0

<U8F29> \x94\x79 |0

<U8F2A> \x97\xD6 |0

<U8F2F> \x8F\x53 |0

<U8F33> \xE7\x73 |0

<U8F38> \x97\x41 |0

<U8F39> \xE7\x75 |0

<U8F3B> \xE7\x74 |0

<U8F3E> \xE7\x78 |0

<U8F3F> \x97\x60 |0
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<U8F42> \xE7\x77 |0

<U8F44> \x8A\x8D |0

<U8F45> \xE7\x76

 |0

<U8F46> \xE7\x7B |0

<U8F49> \xE7\x7A |0

<U8F4C> \xE7\x79 |0

<U8F4D> \x93\x51 |0

<U8F4E> \xE7\x7C |0

<U8F57> \xE7\x7D |0

<U8F5C> \xE7\x7E |0

<U8F5F> \x8D\x8C |0

<U8F61> \x8C\x44 |0

<U8F62> \xE7\x80 |0

<U8F63> \xE7\x81 |0

<U8F64> \xE7\x82 |0

<U8F9B> \x90\x68 |0

<U8F9C> \xE7\x83 |0

<U8F9E> \x8E\xAB |0

<U8F9F> \xE7\x84 |0

<U8FA3> \xE7\x85 |0

<U8FA7> \x99\x9F |0

<U8FA8> \x99\x9E |0

<U8FAD> \xE7\x86 |0

<U8FAE> \xE3\x90 |0

<U8FAF> \xE7\x87 |0

<U8FB0> \x92\x43 |0

<U8FB1> \x90\x4A |0

<U8FB2> \x94\x5F |0

<U8FB7> \xE7\x88 |0

<U8FBA> \x95\xD3 |0

<U8FBB> \x92\xD2 |0

<U8FBC> \x8D\x9E |0

<U8FBF> \x92\x48 |0

<U8FC2> \x89\x49 |0

<U8FC4> \x96\x98 |0

<U8FC5> \x90\x76 |0

<U8FCE> \x8C\x7D |0

<U8FD1> \x8B\xDF |0

<U8FD4> \x95\xD4 |0

<U8FDA> \xE7\x89 |0

<U8FE2> \xE7\x8B |0

<U8FE5> \xE7\x8A |0

<U8FE6> \x89\xDE |0

<U8FEA> \xE7\x8C |0

<U8FEB> \x94\x97 |0

<U8FED> \x93\x52 |0

<U8FEF> \xE7\x8D |0
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<U8FF0> \x8F\x71 |0

<U8FF4> \xE7\x8F |0

<U8FF7> \x96\xC0 |0

<U8FF8> \xE7\x9E |0

<U8FF9> \xE7\x91 |0

<U8FFA> \xE7\x92

 |0

<U8FFD> \x92\xC7 |0

<U9000> \x91\xDE |0

<U9001> \x91\x97 |0

<U9003> \x93\xA6 |0

<U9005> \xE7\x90 |0

<U9006> \x8B\x74 |0

<U900B> \xE7\x99 |0

<U900D> \xE7\x96 |0

<U900E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U900F> \x93\xA7 |0

<U9010> \x92\x80 |0

<U9011> \xE7\x93 |0

<U9013> \x92\xFC |0

<U9014> \x93\x72 |0

<U9015> \xE7\x94 |0

<U9016> \xE7\x98 |0

<U9017> \x90\x80 |0

<U9019> \x94\x87 |0

<U901A> \x92\xCA |0

<U901D> \x90\xC0 |0

<U901E> \xE7\x97 |0

<U901F> \x91\xAC |0

<U9020> \x91\xA2 |0

<U9021> \xE7\x95 |0

<U9022> \x88\xA7 |0

<U9023> \x98\x41 |0

<U9027> \xE7\x9A |0

<U902E> \x91\xDF |0

<U9031> \x8F\x54 |0

<U9032> \x90\x69 |0

<U9035> \xE7\x9C |0

<U9036> \xE7\x9B |0

<U9038> \x88\xED |0

<U9039> \xE7\x9D |0

<U903C> \x95\x4E |0

<U903E> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U9041> \x93\xD9 |0

<U9042> \x90\x8B |0

<U9045> \x92\x78 |0

<U9047> \x8B\xF6 |0

<U9049> \xE7\xA4 |0
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<U904A> \x97\x56 |0

<U904B> \x89\x5E |0

<U904D> \x95\xD5 |0

<U904E> \x89\xDF |0

<U904F> \xE7\x9F |0

<U9050> \xE7\xA0 |0

<U9051> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U9052> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U9053> \x93\xB9

 |0

<U9054> \x92\x42 |0

<U9055> \x88\xE1 |0

<U9056> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U9058> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U905C> \x91\xBB |0

<U905E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U9060> \x89\x93 |0

<U9061> \x91\x6B |0

<U9063> \x8C\xAD |0

<U9067> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U9068> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U9069> \x93\x4B |0

<U906D> \x91\x98 |0

<U906E> \x8E\xD5 |0

<U906F> \xE7\xAA |0

<U9072> \xE7\xAD |0

<U9075> \x8F\x85 |0

<U9076> \xE7\xAB |0

<U9077> \x91\x4A |0

<U9078> \x91\x49 |0

<U907A> \x88\xE2 |0

<U907C> \x97\xC9 |0

<U907D> \xE7\xAF |0

<U907F> \x94\xF0 |0

<U9080> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U9081> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U9082> \xE7\xAE |0

<U9083> \xE2\x84 |0

<U9084> \x8A\xD2 |0

<U9089> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U908A> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U908F> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U9091> \x97\x57 |0

<U90A3> \x93\xDF |0

<U90A6> \x96\x4D |0

<U90A8> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U90AA> \x8E\xD7 |0

<U90AF> \xE7\xB6 |0
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<U90B1> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U90B5> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U90B8> \x93\x40 |0

<U90C1> \x88\xE8 |0

<U90CA> \x8D\x78 |0

<U90CE> \x98\x59 |0

<U90DB> \xE7\xBC |0

<U90DE> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U90E1> \x8C\x53 |0

<U90E2> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U90E4> \xE7\xBA |0

<U90E8> \x95\x94

 |0

<U90ED> \x8A\x73 |0

<U90F5> \x97\x58 |0

<U90F7> \x8B\xBD |0

<U90FD> \x93\x73 |0

<U9102> \xE7\xBD |0

<U9112> \xE7\xBE |0

<U9115> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U9119> \xE7\xBF |0

<U9127> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U912D> \x93\x41 |0

<U9130> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U9132> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U9149> \x93\xD1 |0

<U914A> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U914B> \x8F\x55 |0

<U914C> \x8E\xDE |0

<U914D> \x94\x7A |0

<U914E> \x92\x91 |0

<U9152> \x8E\xF0 |0

<U9154> \x90\x8C |0

<U9156> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U9158> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U9162> \x90\x7C |0

<U9163> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U9165> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U9169> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U916A> \x97\x8F |0

<U916C> \x8F\x56 |0

<U9172> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U9173> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U9175> \x8D\x79 |0

<U9177> \x8D\x93 |0

<U9178> \x8E\x5F |0

<U9182> \xE7\xCC |0

<U9187> \x8F\x86 |0
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<U9189> \xE7\xCB |0

<U918B> \xE7\xCA |0

<U918D> \x91\xE7 |0

<U9190> \x8C\xED |0

<U9192> \x90\xC1 |0

<U9197> \x94\xAE |0

<U919C> \x8F\x58 |0

<U91A2> \xE7\xCD |0

<U91A4> \x8F\xDD |0

<U91AA> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U91AB> \xE7\xCE |0

<U91AC> \x8F\xDD |1

<U91AF> \xE7\xCF |0

<U91B1> \x94\xAE |1

<U91B4> \xE7\xD2

 |0

<U91B5> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U91B8> \x8F\xF8 |0

<U91BA> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U91C0> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U91C1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U91C6> \x94\xCE |0

<U91C7> \x8D\xD1 |0

<U91C8> \x8E\xDF |0

<U91C9> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U91CB> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U91CC> \x97\xA2 |0

<U91CD> \x8F\x64 |0

<U91CE> \x96\xEC |0

<U91CF> \x97\xCA |0

<U91D0> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U91D1> \x8B\xE0 |0

<U91D6> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U91D7> \xFB\xBB |0

<U91D8> \x93\x42 |0

<U91DA> \xFB\xBA |0

<U91DB> \xE7\xDC |0

<U91DC> \x8A\x98 |0

<U91DD> \x90\x6A |0

<U91DE> \xFB\xBC |0

<U91DF> \xE7\xDA |0

<U91E1> \xE7\xDB |0

<U91E3> \x92\xDE |0

<U91E4> \xFB\xBF |0

<U91E5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U91E6> \x96\x74 |0

<U91E7> \x8B\xFA |0

<U91ED> \xFB\xBD |0
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<U91EE> \xFB\xBE |0

<U91F5> \xE7\xDE |0

<U91F6> \xE7\xDF |0

<U91FC> \xE7\xDD |0

<U91FF> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U9206> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U920A> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U920D> \x93\xDD |0

<U920E> \x8A\x62 |0

<U9210> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U9211> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U9214> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U9215> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U921E> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U9229> \xE8\x6E |0

<U922C> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U9234> \x97\xE9 |0

<U9237> \x8C\xD8

 |0

<U9239> \xFB\xCA |0

<U923A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U923C> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U923F> \xE7\xED |0

<U9240> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U9244> \x93\x53 |0

<U9245> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9248> \xE7\xEB |0

<U9249> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U924B> \xE7\xEE |0

<U924E> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U9250> \xE7\xEF |0

<U9251> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U9257> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9259> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U925A> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U925B> \x89\x94 |0

<U925E> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U9262> \x94\xAB |0

<U9264> \xE7\xEA |0

<U9266> \x8F\xDE |0

<U9267> \xFB\xCB |0

<U9271> \x8D\x7A |0

<U9277> \xFB\xCD |0

<U9278> \xFB\xCE |0

<U927E> \x96\x67 |0

<U9280> \x8B\xE2 |0

<U9283> \x8F\x65 |0

<U9285> \x93\xBA |0
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<U9288> \xFA\x5F |0

<U9291> \x91\x4C |0

<U9293> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U9295> \xE7\xEC |0

<U9296> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U9298> \x96\xC1 |0

<U929A> \x92\xB6 |0

<U929B> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U929C> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U92A7> \xFB\xCC |0

<U92AD> \x91\x4B |0

<U92B7> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U92B9> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U92CF> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U92D0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U92D2> \x96\x4E |0

<U92D3> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U92D5> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U92D7> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U92D9> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U92E0> \xFB\xD5

 |0

<U92E4> \x8F\x9B |0

<U92E7> \xFB\xCF |0

<U92E9> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U92EA> \x95\xDD |0

<U92ED> \x89\x73 |0

<U92F2> \x95\x65 |0

<U92F3> \x92\x92 |0

<U92F8> \x8B\x98 |0

<U92F9> \xFA\x65 |0

<U92FA> \xE7\xFA |0

<U92FB> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U92FC> \x8D\x7C |0

<U92FF> \xFB\xDC |0

<U9302> \xFB\xDE |0

<U9306> \x8E\x4B |0

<U930F> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U9310> \x90\x8D |0

<U9318> \x90\x8E |0

<U9319> \xE8\x40 |0

<U931A> \xE8\x42 |0

<U931D> \xFB\xDD |0

<U931E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U9320> \x8F\xF9 |0

<U9321> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U9322> \xE8\x41 |0

<U9323> \xE8\x43 |0
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<U9325> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U9326> \x8B\xD1 |0

<U9328> \x95\x64 |0

<U932B> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U932C> \x98\x42 |0

<U932E> \xE7\xFC |0

<U932F> \x8D\xF6 |0

<U9332> \x98\x5E |0

<U9335> \xE8\x45 |0

<U933A> \xE8\x44 |0

<U933B> \xE8\x46 |0

<U9344> \xE7\xFB |0

<U9348> \xFA\x5E |0

<U934B> \x93\xE7 |0

<U934D> \x93\x74 |0

<U9354> \x92\xD5 |0

<U9356> \xE8\x4B |0

<U9357> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U935B> \x92\x62 |0

<U935C> \xE8\x47 |0

<U9360> \xE8\x48 |0

<U936C> \x8C\x4C |0

<U936E> \xE8\x4A |0

<U9370> \xFB\xDF

 |0

<U9375> \x8C\xAE |0

<U937C> \xE8\x49 |0

<U937E> \x8F\xDF |0

<U938C> \x8A\x99 |0

<U9394> \xE8\x4F |0

<U9396> \x8D\xBD |0

<U9397> \x91\x99 |0

<U939A> \x92\xC8 |0

<U93A4> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U93A7> \x8A\x5A |0

<U93AC> \xE8\x4D |0

<U93AD> \xE8\x4E |0

<U93AE> \x92\xC1 |0

<U93B0> \xE8\x4C |0

<U93B9> \xE8\x50 |0

<U93C3> \xE8\x56 |0

<U93C6> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U93C8> \xE8\x59 |0

<U93D0> \xE8\x58 |0

<U93D1> \x93\x4C |0

<U93D6> \xE8\x51 |0

<U93D7> \xE8\x52 |0

<U93D8> \xE8\x55 |0
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<U93DD> \xE8\x57 |0

<U93DE> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U93E1> \x8B\xBE |0

<U93E4> \xE8\x5A |0

<U93E5> \xE8\x54 |0

<U93E8> \xE8\x53 |0

<U93F8> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U9403> \xE8\x5E |0

<U9407> \xE8\x5F |0

<U9410> \xE8\x60 |0

<U9413> \xE8\x5D |0

<U9414> \xE8\x5C |0

<U9418> \x8F\xE0 |0

<U9419> \x93\xA8 |0

<U941A> \xE8\x5B |0

<U9421> \xE8\x64 |0

<U942B> \xE8\x62 |0

<U9431> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9435> \xE8\x63 |0

<U9436> \xE8\x61 |0

<U9438> \x91\xF6 |0

<U943A> \xE8\x65 |0

<U9441> \xE8\x66 |0

<U9444> \xE8\x68 |0

<U9445> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U9448> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U9451> \x8A\xD3

 |0

<U9452> \xE8\x67 |0

<U9453> \x96\xF8 |0

<U945A> \xE8\x73 |0

<U945B> \xE8\x69 |0

<U945E> \xE8\x6C |0

<U9460> \xE8\x6A |0

<U9462> \xE8\x6B |0

<U946A> \xE8\x6D |0

<U9470> \xE8\x6F |0

<U9475> \xE8\x70 |0

<U9477> \xE8\x71 |0

<U947C> \xE8\x74 |0

<U947D> \xE8\x72 |0

<U947E> \xE8\x75 |0

<U947F> \xE8\x77 |0

<U9481> \xE8\x76 |0

<U9577> \x92\xB7 |0

<U9580> \x96\xE5 |0

<U9582> \xE8\x78 |0

<U9583> \x91\x4D |0
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<U9587> \xE8\x79 |0

<U9589> \x95\xC2 |0

<U958A> \xE8\x7A |0

<U958B> \x8A\x4A |0

<U958F> \x89\x5B |0

<U9591> \x8A\xD5 |0

<U9592> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U9593> \x8A\xD4 |0

<U9594> \xE8\x7B |0

<U9596> \xE8\x7C |0

<U9598> \xE8\x7D |0

<U9599> \xE8\x7E |0

<U95A0> \xE8\x80 |0

<U95A2> \x8A\xD6 |0

<U95A3> \x8A\x74 |0

<U95A4> \x8D\x7D |0

<U95A5> \x94\xB4 |0

<U95A7> \xE8\x82 |0

<U95A8> \xE8\x81 |0

<U95AD> \xE8\x83 |0

<U95B2> \x89\x7B |0

<U95B9> \xE8\x86 |0

<U95BB> \xE8\x85 |0

<U95BC> \xE8\x84 |0

<U95BE> \xE8\x87 |0

<U95C3> \xE8\x8A |0

<U95C7> \x88\xC5 |0

<U95CA> \xE8\x88 |0

<U95CC> \xE8\x8C |0

<U95CD> \xE8\x8B

 |0

<U95D4> \xE8\x8E |0

<U95D5> \xE8\x8D |0

<U95D6> \xE8\x8F |0

<U95D8> \x93\xAC |0

<U95DC> \xE8\x90 |0

<U95E1> \xE8\x91 |0

<U95E2> \xE8\x93 |0

<U95E5> \xE8\x92 |0

<U961C> \x95\x8C |0

<U9621> \xE8\x94 |0

<U9628> \xE8\x95 |0

<U962A> \x8D\xE3 |0

<U962E> \xE8\x96 |0

<U962F> \xE8\x97 |0

<U9632> \x96\x68 |0

<U963B> \x91\x6A |0

<U963F> \x88\xA2 |0
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<U9640> \x91\xC9 |0

<U9642> \xE8\x98 |0

<U9644> \x95\x8D |0

<U964B> \xE8\x9B |0

<U964C> \xE8\x99 |0

<U964D> \x8D\x7E |0

<U964F> \xE8\x9A |0

<U9650> \x8C\xC0 |0

<U965B> \x95\xC3 |0

<U965C> \xE8\x9D |0

<U965D> \xE8\x9F |0

<U965E> \xE8\x9E |0

<U965F> \xE8\xA0 |0

<U9662> \x89\x40 |0

<U9663> \x90\x77 |0

<U9664> \x8F\x9C |0

<U9665> \x8A\xD7 |0

<U9666> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U966A> \x94\x86 |0

<U966C> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U9670> \x89\x41 |0

<U9672> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U9673> \x92\xC2 |0

<U9675> \x97\xCB |0

<U9676> \x93\xA9 |0

<U9677> \xE8\x9C |0

<U9678> \x97\xA4 |0

<U967A> \x8C\xAF |0

<U967D> \x97\x7A |0

<U9685> \x8B\xF7 |0

<U9686> \x97\xB2 |0

<U9688> \x8C\x47 |0

<U968A> \x91\xE0

 |0

<U968B> \xE4\x40 |0

<U968D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U968E> \x8A\x4B |0

<U968F> \x90\x8F |0

<U9694> \x8A\x75 |0

<U9695> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U9697> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9698> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U9699> \x8C\x84 |0

<U969B> \x8D\xDB |0

<U969C> \x8F\xE1 |0

<U969D> \xFB\xEB |0

<U96A0> \x89\x42 |0

<U96A3> \x97\xD7 |0
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<U96A7> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U96A8> \xE7\xAC |0

<U96AA> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U96AF> \xFB\xEC |0

<U96B0> \xE8\xAC |0

<U96B1> \xE8\xAA |0

<U96B2> \xE8\xAB |0

<U96B4> \xE8\xAD |0

<U96B6> \xE8\xAE |0

<U96B7> \x97\xEA |0

<U96B8> \xE8\xAF |0

<U96B9> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U96BB> \x90\xC7 |0

<U96BC> \x94\xB9 |0

<U96C0> \x90\x9D |0

<U96C1> \x8A\xE5 |0

<U96C4> \x97\x59 |0

<U96C5> \x89\xEB |0

<U96C6> \x8F\x57 |0

<U96C7> \x8C\xD9 |0

<U96C9> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U96CB> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U96CC> \x8E\x93 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U96CE> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U96D1> \x8E\x47 |0

<U96D5> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U96D6> \xE5\xAB |0

<U96D9> \x99\xD4 |0

<U96DB> \x90\x97 |0

<U96DC> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U96E2> \x97\xA3 |0

<U96E3> \x93\xEF |0

<U96E8> \x89\x4A |0

<U96EA> \x90\xE1 |0

<U96EB> \x8E\xB4

 |0

<U96F0> \x95\xB5 |0

<U96F2> \x89\x5F |0

<U96F6> \x97\xEB |0

<U96F7> \x97\x8B |0

<U96F9> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U96FB> \x93\x64 |0

<U9700> \x8E\xF9 |0

<U9704> \xE8\xBA |0

<U9706> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9707> \x90\x6B |0

<U9708> \xE8\xBC |0
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<U970A> \x97\xEC |0

<U970D> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U970E> \xE8\xBE |0

<U970F> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U9711> \xE8\xBF |0

<U9713> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9716> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U9719> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U971C> \x91\x9A |0

<U971E> \x89\xE0 |0

<U9724> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U9727> \x96\xB6 |0

<U972A> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U9730> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U9732> \x98\x49 |0

<U9733> \xFB\xED |0

<U9738> \x9E\x50 |0

<U9739> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U973B> \xFB\xEE |0

<U973D> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U973E> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U9742> \xE8\xCC |0

<U9743> \xFB\xEF |0

<U9744> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U9746> \xE8\xCA |0

<U9748> \xE8\xCB |0

<U9749> \xE8\xCD |0

<U974D> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U974F> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U9751> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U9752> \x90\xC2 |0

<U9755> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U9756> \x96\xF5 |0

<U9759> \x90\xC3 |0

<U975C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U975E> \x94\xF1 |0

<U9760> \xE8\xCF |0

<U9761> \xEA\x72 |0

<U9762> \x96\xCA

 |0

<U9764> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U9766> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U9768> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U9769> \x8A\x76 |0

<U976B> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U9774> \x8C\x43 |0

<U9779> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U977A> \xE8\xDA |0
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<U977C> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U9781> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U9784> \x8A\x93 |0

<U9785> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9786> \xE8\xDB |0

<U978B> \xE8\xDC |0

<U978D> \x88\xC6 |0

<U978F> \xE8\xDD |0

<U9790> \xE8\xDE |0

<U9798> \x8F\xE2 |0

<U979C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U97A0> \x8B\x66 |0

<U97A3> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U97A6> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U97A8> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U97AB> \xE6\x91 |0

<U97AD> \x95\xDA |0

<U97B3> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U97B4> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U97C3> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U97C6> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U97C8> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U97CB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U97D3> \x8A\xD8 |0

<U97DC> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U97ED> \xE8\xEA |0

<U97EE> \x94\x42 |0

<U97F2> \xE8\xEC |0

<U97F3> \x89\xB9 |0

<U97F5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U97F6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U97FB> \x89\x43 |0

<U97FF> \x8B\xBF |0

<U9801> \x95\xC5 |0

<U9802> \x92\xB8 |0

<U9803> \x8D\xA0 |0

<U9805> \x8D\x80 |0

<U9806> \x8F\x87 |0

<U9808> \x90\x7B |0

<U980C> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U980F> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U9810> \x97\x61

 |0

<U9811> \x8A\xE6 |0

<U9812> \x94\xD0 |0

<U9813> \x93\xDA |0

<U9817> \x90\x9C |0

<U9818> \x97\xCC |0
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<U9821> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U9824> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U982C> \x96\x6A |0

<U982D> \x93\xAA |0

<U9830> \x96\x6A |1

<U9834> \x89\x6F |0

<U9837> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U9839> \xE8\xF6 |1

<U983B> \x95\x70 |0

<U983C> \x97\x8A |0

<U983D> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U9846> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U984B> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U984C> \x91\xE8 |0

<U984D> \x8A\x7A |0

<U984E> \x8A\x7B |0

<U984F> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U9854> \x8A\xE7 |0

<U9855> \x8C\xB0 |0

<U9857> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U9858> \x8A\xE8 |0

<U985A> \x93\x5E |1

<U985B> \x93\x5E |0

<U985E> \x97\xDE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U9867> \x8C\xDA |0

<U986B> \xE8\xFA |0

<U986F> \xE8\xFB |0

<U9870> \xE8\xFC |0

<U9871> \xE9\x40 |0

<U9873> \xE9\x42 |0

<U9874> \xE9\x41 |0

<U98A8> \x95\x97 |0

<U98AA> \xE9\x43 |0

<U98AF> \xE9\x44 |0

<U98B1> \xE9\x45 |0

<U98B6> \xE9\x46 |0

<U98C3> \xE9\x48 |0

<U98C4> \xE9\x47 |0

<U98C6> \xE9\x49 |0

<U98DB> \x94\xF2 |0

<U98DC> \xE3\xCA |0

<U98DF> \x90\x48 |0

<U98E2> \x8B\x51 |0

<U98E9> \xE9\x4A

 |0

<U98EB> \xE9\x4B |0

<U98ED> \x99\xAA |0
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<U98EE> \x9F\x5A |0

<U98EF> \x94\xD1 |0

<U98F2> \x88\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \x88\xB9 |0

<U98FC> \x8E\x94 |0

<U98FD> \x96\x4F |0

<U98FE> \x8F\xFC |0

<U9903> \xE9\x4C |0

<U9905> \x96\xDD |0

<U9909> \xE9\x4D |0

<U990A> \x97\x7B |0

<U990C> \x89\x61 |0

<U9910> \x8E\x60 |0

<U9912> \xE9\x4E |0

<U9913> \x89\xEC |0

<U9914> \xE9\x4F |0

<U9918> \xE9\x50 |0

<U991D> \xE9\x52 |0

<U991E> \xE9\x53 |0

<U9920> \xE9\x55 |0

<U9921> \xE9\x51 |0

<U9924> \xE9\x54 |0

<U9927> \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9928> \x8A\xD9 |0

<U992C> \xE9\x56 |0

<U992E> \xE9\x57 |0

<U993D> \xE9\x58 |0

<U993E> \xE9\x59 |0

<U9942> \xE9\x5A |0

<U9945> \xE9\x5C |0

<U9949> \xE9\x5B |0

<U994B> \xE9\x5E |0

<U994C> \xE9\x61 |0

<U9950> \xE9\x5D |0

<U9951> \xE9\x5F |0

<U9952> \xE9\x60 |0

<U9955> \xE9\x62 |0

<U9957> \x8B\xC0 |0

<U9996> \x8E\xF1 |0

<U9997> \xE9\x63 |0

<U9998> \xE9\x64 |0

<U9999> \x8D\x81 |0

<U999E> \xFB\xFA |0

<U99A5> \xE9\x65 |0

<U99A8> \x8A\x5D |0

<U99AC> \x94\x6E |0

<U99AD> \xE9\x66 |0

<U99AE> \xE9\x67
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 |0

<U99B3> \x92\x79 |0

<U99B4> \x93\xE9 |0

<U99BC> \xE9\x68 |0

<U99C1> \x94\x9D |0

<U99C4> \x91\xCA |0

<U99C5> \x89\x77 |0

<U99C6> \x8B\xEC |0

<U99C8> \x8B\xED |0

<U99D0> \x92\x93 |0

<U99D1> \xE9\x6D |0

<U99D2> \x8B\xEE |0

<U99D5> \x89\xED |0

<U99D8> \xE9\x6C |0

<U99DB> \xE9\x6A |0

<U99DD> \xE9\x6B |0

<U99DF> \xE9\x69 |0

<U99E2> \xE9\x77 |0

<U99ED> \xE9\x6E |0

<U99EE> \xE9\x6F |0

<U99F1> \xE9\x70 |0

<U99F2> \xE9\x71 |0

<U99F8> \xE9\x73 |0

<U99FB> \xE9\x72 |0

<U99FF> \x8F\x78 |0

<U9A01> \xE9\x74 |0

<U9A05> \xE9\x76 |0

<U9A0E> \x8B\x52 |0

<U9A0F> \xE9\x75 |0

<U9A12> \x91\x9B |0

<U9A13> \x8C\xB1 |0

<U9A19> \xE9\x78 |0

<U9A28> \x91\xCB |0

<U9A2B> \xE9\x79 |0

<U9A30> \x93\xAB |0

<U9A37> \xE9\x7A |0

<U9A3E> \xE9\x80 |0

<U9A40> \xE9\x7D |0

<U9A42> \xE9\x7C |0

<U9A43> \xE9\x7E |0

<U9A45> \xE9\x7B |0

<U9A4D> \xE9\x82 |0

<U9A4E> \xFB\xFB |0

<U9A52> \x91\xCB |1

<U9A55> \xE9\x81 |0

<U9A57> \xE9\x84 |0

<U9A5A> \x8B\xC1 |0

<U9A5B> \xE9\x83 |0
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<U9A5F> \xE9\x85 |0

<U9A62> \xE9\x86 |0

<U9A64> \xE9\x88

 |0

<U9A65> \xE9\x87 |0

<U9A69> \xE9\x89 |0

<U9A6A> \xE9\x8B |0

<U9A6B> \xE9\x8A |0

<U9AA8> \x8D\x9C |0

<U9AAD> \xE9\x8C |0

<U9AB0> \xE9\x8D |0

<U9AB8> \x8A\x5B |0

<U9ABC> \xE9\x8E |0

<U9AC0> \xE9\x8F |0

<U9AC4> \x90\x91 |0

<U9ACF> \xE9\x90 |0

<U9AD1> \xE9\x91 |0

<U9AD3> \xE9\x92 |0

<U9AD4> \xE9\x93 |0

<U9AD8> \x8D\x82 |0

<U9AD9> \xFB\xFC |0

<U9ADC> \xFC\x40 |0

<U9ADE> \xE9\x94 |0

<U9ADF> \xE9\x95 |0

<U9AE2> \xE9\x96 |0

<U9AE3> \xE9\x97 |0

<U9AE6> \xE9\x98 |0

<U9AEA> \x94\xAF |0

<U9AEB> \xE9\x9A |0

<U9AED> \x95\x45 |0

<U9AEE> \xE9\x9B |0

<U9AEF> \xE9\x99 |0

<U9AF1> \xE9\x9D |0

<U9AF4> \xE9\x9C |0

<U9AF7> \xE9\x9E |0

<U9AFB> \xE9\x9F |0

<U9B06> \xE9\xA0 |0

<U9B18> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U9B1A> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U9B1F> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U9B22> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U9B23> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U9B25> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U9B27> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U9B28> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U9B29> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U9B2A> \xE9\xAA |0

<U9B2E> \xE9\xAB |0
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<U9B2F> \xE9\xAC |0

<U9B31> \x9F\x54 |0

<U9B32> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9B3B> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U9B3C> \x8B\x53 |0

<U9B41> \x8A\x40

 |0

<U9B42> \x8D\xB0 |0

<U9B43> \xE9\xAF |0

<U9B44> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9B45> \x96\xA3 |0

<U9B4D> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U9B4E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U9B4F> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U9B51> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U9B54> \x96\x82 |0

<U9B58> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U9B5A> \x8B\x9B |0

<U9B6F> \x98\x44 |0

<U9B72> \xFC\x42 |0

<U9B74> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U9B75> \xFC\x41 |0

<U9B83> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U9B8E> \x88\xBC |0

<U9B8F> \xFC\x43 |0

<U9B91> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U9B92> \x95\xA9 |0

<U9B93> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U9B96> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U9B97> \xE9\xBA |0

<U9B9F> \xE9\xBB |0

<U9BA0> \xE9\xBC |0

<U9BA8> \xE9\xBD |0

<U9BAA> \x96\x8E |0

<U9BAB> \x8E\x4C |0

<U9BAD> \x8D\xF8 |0

<U9BAE> \x91\x4E |0

<U9BB1> \xFC\x44 |0

<U9BB4> \xE9\xBE |0

<U9BB9> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U9BBB> \xFC\x45 |0

<U9BC0> \xE9\xBF |0

<U9BC6> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U9BC9> \x8C\xEF |0

<U9BCA> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U9BCF> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U9BD1> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U9BD2> \xE9\xC5 |0
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<U9BD4> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U9BD6> \x8E\x49 |0

<U9BDB> \x91\xE2 |0

<U9BE1> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9BE2> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U9BE3> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U9BE4> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U9BE8> \x8C\x7E |0

<U9BF0> \xE9\xCE

 |0

<U9BF1> \xE9\xCD |0

<U9BF2> \xE9\xCC |0

<U9C00> \xFC\x46 |0

<U9C04> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U9C06> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U9C08> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U9C09> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U9C0A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U9C0C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U9C0D> \x8A\x82 |0

<U9C10> \x98\x6B |0

<U9C12> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U9C13> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U9C14> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U9C15> \xE9\xCF |0

<U9C1B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U9C21> \xE9\xDD |0

<U9C24> \xE9\xDC |0

<U9C25> \xE9\xDB |0

<U9C2D> \x95\x68 |0

<U9C2E> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U9C2F> \x88\xF1 |0

<U9C30> \xE9\xDE |0

<U9C32> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U9C39> \x8A\x8F |0

<U9C3B> \x89\x56 |0

<U9C3E> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U9C46> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U9C47> \xE9\xDF |0

<U9C48> \x92\x4C |0

<U9C52> \x96\x90 |0

<U9C57> \x97\xD8 |0

<U9C5A> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U9C60> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U9C67> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U9C76> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U9C78> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U9CE5> \x92\xB9 |0
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<U9CE7> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U9CE9> \x94\xB5 |0

<U9CEB> \xE9\xED |0

<U9CEC> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U9CF0> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9CF3> \x96\x50 |0

<U9CF4> \x96\xC2 |0

<U9CF6> \x93\xCE |0

<U9D03> \xE9\xEE |0

<U9D06> \xE9\xEF |0

<U9D07> \x93\xBC |0

<U9D08> \xE9\xEC

 |0

<U9D09> \xE9\xEB |0

<U9D0E> \x89\xA8 |0

<U9D12> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U9D15> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U9D1B> \x89\x95 |0

<U9D1F> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U9D23> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U9D26> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U9D28> \x8A\x9B |0

<U9D2A> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U9D2B> \x8E\xB0 |0

<U9D3B> \x8D\x83 |0

<U9D3E> \xE9\xFA |0

<U9D3F> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U9D41> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U9D44> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U9D46> \xE9\xFB |0

<U9D48> \xE9\xFC |0

<U9D50> \xEA\x44 |0

<U9D51> \xEA\x43 |0

<U9D59> \xEA\x45 |0

<U9D5C> \x89\x4C |0

<U9D5D> \xEA\x40 |0

<U9D5E> \xEA\x41 |0

<U9D60> \x8D\x94 |0

<U9D61> \x96\xB7 |0

<U9D64> \xEA\x42 |0

<U9D6B> \xFC\x48 |0

<U9D6C> \x96\x51 |0

<U9D6F> \xEA\x4A |0

<U9D70> \xFC\x47 |0

<U9D72> \xEA\x46 |0

<U9D7A> \xEA\x4B |0

<U9D87> \xEA\x48 |0

<U9D89> \xEA\x47 |0
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<U9D8F> \x8C\x7B |0

<U9D9A> \xEA\x4C |0

<U9DA4> \xEA\x4D |0

<U9DA9> \xEA\x4E |0

<U9DAB> \xEA\x49 |0

<U9DB2> \xEA\x4F |0

<U9DB4> \x92\xDF |0

<U9DB8> \xEA\x53 |0

<U9DBA> \xEA\x54 |0

<U9DBB> \xEA\x52 |0

<U9DC1> \xEA\x51 |0

<U9DC2> \xEA\x57 |0

<U9DC4> \xEA\x50 |0

<U9DC6> \xEA\x55 |0

<U9DCF> \xEA\x56

 |0

<U9DD3> \xEA\x59 |0

<U9DD7> \x89\xA8 |1

<U9DD9> \xEA\x58 |0

<U9DE6> \xEA\x5B |0

<U9DED> \xEA\x5C |0

<U9DEF> \xEA\x5D |0

<U9DF2> \x98\x68 |0

<U9DF8> \xEA\x5A |0

<U9DF9> \x91\xE9 |0

<U9DFA> \x8D\xEB |0

<U9DFD> \xEA\x5E |0

<U9E19> \xFC\x4A |0

<U9E1A> \xEA\x5F |0

<U9E1B> \xEA\x60 |0

<U9E1E> \xEA\x61 |0

<U9E75> \xEA\x62 |0

<U9E78> \x8C\xB2 |0

<U9E79> \xEA\x63 |0

<U9E7C> \x8C\xB2 |1

<U9E7D> \xEA\x64 |0

<U9E7F> \x8E\xAD |0

<U9E81> \xEA\x65 |0

<U9E88> \xEA\x66 |0

<U9E8B> \xEA\x67 |0

<U9E8C> \xEA\x68 |0

<U9E91> \xEA\x6B |0

<U9E92> \xEA\x69 |0

<U9E93> \x98\x5B |0

<U9E95> \xEA\x6A |0

<U9E97> \x97\xED |0

<U9E9D> \xEA\x6C |0

<U9E9F> \x97\xD9 |0
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<U9EA5> \xEA\x6D |0

<U9EA6> \x94\x9E |0

<U9EA9> \xEA\x6E |0

<U9EAA> \xEA\x70 |0

<U9EAD> \xEA\x71 |0

<U9EB4> \x8D\x8D |1

<U9EB5> \x96\xCB |1

<U9EB8> \xEA\x6F |0

<U9EB9> \x8D\x8D |0

<U9EBA> \x96\xCB |0

<U9EBB> \x96\x83 |0

<U9EBC> \x9B\xF5 |0

<U9EBE> \x9F\x80 |0

<U9EBF> \x96\x9B |0

<U9EC4> \x89\xA9 |0

<U9ECC> \xEA\x73 |0

<U9ECD> \x8B\x6F |0

<U9ECE> \xEA\x74

 |0

<U9ECF> \xEA\x75 |0

<U9ED0> \xEA\x76 |0

<U9ED1> \xFC\x4B |0

<U9ED2> \x8D\x95 |0

<U9ED4> \xEA\x77 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U9ED9> \x96\xD9 |0

<U9EDB> \x91\xE1 |0

<U9EDC> \xEA\x78 |0

<U9EDD> \xEA\x7A |0

<U9EDE> \xEA\x79 |0

<U9EE0> \xEA\x7B |0

<U9EE5> \xEA\x7C |0

<U9EE8> \xEA\x7D |0

<U9EEF> \xEA\x7E |0

<U9EF4> \xEA\x80 |0

<U9EF6> \xEA\x81 |0

<U9EF7> \xEA\x82 |0

<U9EF9> \xEA\x83 |0

<U9EFB> \xEA\x84 |0

<U9EFC> \xEA\x85 |0

<U9EFD> \xEA\x86 |0

<U9F07> \xEA\x87 |0

<U9F08> \xEA\x88 |0

<U9F0E> \x93\x43 |0

<U9F13> \x8C\xDB |0

<U9F15> \xEA\x8A |0

<U9F20> \x91\x6C |0

<U9F21> \xEA\x8B |0
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<U9F2C> \xEA\x8C |0

<U9F3B> \x95\x40 |0

<U9F3E> \xEA\x8D |0

<U9F4A> \xEA\x8E |0

<U9F4B> \xE2\x56 |0

<U9F4E> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U9F4F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U9F52> \xEA\x8F |0

<U9F54> \xEA\x90 |0

<U9F5F> \xEA\x92 |0

<U9F60> \xEA\x93 |0

<U9F61> \xEA\x94 |0

<U9F62> \x97\xEE |0

<U9F63> \xEA\x91 |0

<U9F66> \xEA\x95 |0

<U9F67> \xEA\x96 |0

<U9F6A> \xEA\x98 |0

<U9F6C> \xEA\x97 |0

<U9F72> \xEA\x9A |0

<U9F76> \xEA\x9B |0

<U9F77> \xEA\x99

 |0

<U9F8D> \x97\xB4 |0

<U9F95> \xEA\x9C |0

<U9F9C> \xEA\x9D |0

<U9F9D> \xE2\x73 |0

<U9FA0> \xEA\x9E |0

<UE000> \xF0\x40 |0

<UE001> \xF0\x41 |0

<UE002> \xF0\x42 |0

<UE003> \xF0\x43 |0

<UE004> \xF0\x44 |0

<UE005> \xF0\x45 |0

<UE006> \xF0\x46 |0

<UE007> \xF0\x47 |0

<UE008> \xF0\x48 |0

<UE009> \xF0\x49 |0

<UE00A> \xF0\x4A |0

<UE00B> \xF0\x4B |0

<UE00C> \xF0\x4C |0

<UE00D> \xF0\x4D |0

<UE00E> \xF0\x4E |0

<UE00F> \xF0\x4F |0

<UE010> \xF0\x50 |0

<UE011> \xF0\x51 |0

<UE012> \xF0\x52 |0

<UE013> \xF0\x53 |0

<UE014> \xF0\x54 |0
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<UE015> \xF0\x55 |0

<UE016> \xF0\x56 |0

<UE017> \xF0\x57 |0

<UE018> \xF0\x58 |0

<UE019> \xF0\x59 |0

<UE01A> \xF0\x5A |0

<UE01B> \xF0\x5B |0

<UE01C> \xF0\x5C |0

<UE01D> \xF0\x5D |0

<UE01E> \xF0\x5E |0

<UE01F> \xF0\x5F |0

<UE020> \xF0\x60 |0

<UE021> \xF0\x61 |0

<UE022> \xF0\x62 |0

<UE023> \xF0\x63 |0

<UE024> \xF0\x64 |0

<UE025> \xF0\x65 |0

<UE026> \xF0\x66 |0

<UE027> \xF0\x67 |0

<UE028> \xF0\x68 |0

<UE029> \xF0\x69 |0

<UE02A> \xF0\x6A |0

<UE02B> \xF0\x6B |0

<UE02C> \xF0\x6C

 |0

<UE02D> \xF0\x6D |0

<UE02E> \xF0\x6E |0

<UE02F> \xF0\x6F |0

<UE030> \xF0\x70 |0

<UE031> \xF0\x71 |0

<UE032> \xF0\x72 |0

<UE033> \xF0\x73 |0

<UE034> \xF0\x74 |0

<UE035> \xF0\x75 |0

<UE036> \xF0\x76 |0

<UE037> \xF0\x77 |0

<UE038> \xF0\x78 |0

<UE039> \xF0\x79 |0

<UE03A> \xF0\x7A |0

<UE03B> \xF0\x7B |0

<UE03C> \xF0\x7C |0

<UE03D> \xF0\x7D |0

<UE03E> \xF0\x7E |0

<UE03F> \xF0\x80 |0

<UE040> \xF0\x81 |0

<UE041> \xF0\x82 |0

<UE042> \xF0\x83 |0

<UE043> \xF0\x84 |0
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<UE044> \xF0\x85 |0

<UE045> \xF0\x86 |0

<UE046> \xF0\x87 |0

<UE047> \xF0\x88 |0

<UE048> \xF0\x89 |0

<UE049> \xF0\x8A |0

<UE04A> \xF0\x8B |0

<UE04B> \xF0\x8C |0

<UE04C> \xF0\x8D |0

<UE04D> \xF0\x8E |0

<UE04E> \xF0\x8F |0

<UE04F> \xF0\x90 |0

<UE050> \xF0\x91 |0

<UE051> \xF0\x92 |0

<UE052> \xF0\x93 |0

<UE053> \xF0\x94 |0

<UE054> \xF0\x95 |0

<UE055> \xF0\x96 |0

<UE056> \xF0\x97 |0

<UE057> \xF0\x98 |0

<UE058> \xF0\x99 |0

<UE059> \xF0\x9A |0

<UE05A> \xF0\x9B |0

<UE05B> \xF0\x9C |0

<UE05C> \xF0\x9D |0

<UE05D> \xF0\x9E |0

<UE05E> \xF0\x9F

 |0

<UE05F> \xF0\xA0 |0

<UE060> \xF0\xA1 |0

<UE061> \xF0\xA2 |0

<UE062> \xF0\xA3 |0

<UE063> \xF0\xA4 |0

<UE064> \xF0\xA5 |0

<UE065> \xF0\xA6 |0

<UE066> \xF0\xA7 |0

<UE067> \xF0\xA8 |0

<UE068> \xF0\xA9 |0

<UE069> \xF0\xAA |0

<UE06A> \xF0\xAB |0

<UE06B> \xF0\xAC |0

<UE06C> \xF0\xAD |0

<UE06D> \xF0\xAE |0

<UE06E> \xF0\xAF |0

<UE06F> \xF0\xB0 |0

<UE070> \xF0\xB1 |0

<UE071> \xF0\xB2 |0

<UE072> \xF0\xB3 |0
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<UE073> \xF0\xB4 |0

<UE074> \xF0\xB5 |0

<UE075> \xF0\xB6 |0

<UE076> \xF0\xB7 |0

<UE077> \xF0\xB8 |0

<UE078> \xF0\xB9 |0

<UE079> \xF0\xBA |0

<UE07A> \xF0\xBB |0

<UE07B> \xF0\xBC |0

<UE07C> \xF0\xBD |0

<UE07D> \xF0\xBE |0

<UE07E> \xF0\xBF |0

<UE07F> \xF0\xC0 |0

<UE080> \xF0\xC1 |0

<UE081> \xF0\xC2 |0

<UE082> \xF0\xC3 |0

<UE083> \xF0\xC4 |0

<UE084> \xF0\xC5 |0

<UE085> \xF0\xC6 |0

<UE086> \xF0\xC7 |0

<UE087> \xF0\xC8 |0

<UE088> \xF0\xC9 |0

<UE089> \xF0\xCA |0

<UE08A> \xF0\xCB |0

<UE08B> \xF0\xCC |0

<UE08C> \xF0\xCD |0

<UE08D> \xF0\xCE |0

<UE08E> \xF0\xCF |0

<UE08F> \xF0\xD0 |0

<UE090> \xF0\xD1

 |0

<UE091> \xF0\xD2 |0

<UE092> \xF0\xD3 |0

<UE093> \xF0\xD4 |0

<UE094> \xF0\xD5 |0

<UE095> \xF0\xD6 |0

<UE096> \xF0\xD7 |0

<UE097> \xF0\xD8 |0

<UE098> \xF0\xD9 |0

<UE099> \xF0\xDA |0

<UE09A> \xF0\xDB |0

<UE09B> \xF0\xDC |0

<UE09C> \xF0\xDD |0

<UE09D> \xF0\xDE |0

<UE09E> \xF0\xDF |0

<UE09F> \xF0\xE0 |0

<UE0A0> \xF0\xE1 |0

<UE0A1> \xF0\xE2 |0
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<UE0A2> \xF0\xE3 |0

<UE0A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<UE0A4> \xF0\xE5 |0

<UE0A5> \xF0\xE6 |0

<UE0A6> \xF0\xE7 |0

<UE0A7> \xF0\xE8 |0

<UE0A8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<UE0A9> \xF0\xEA |0

<UE0AA> \xF0\xEB |0

<UE0AB> \xF0\xEC |0

<UE0AC> \xF0\xED |0

<UE0AD> \xF0\xEE |0

<UE0AE> \xF0\xEF |0

<UE0AF> \xF0\xF0 |0

<UE0B0> \xF0\xF1 |0

<UE0B1> \xF0\xF2 |0

<UE0B2> \xF0\xF3 |0

<UE0B3> \xF0\xF4 |0

<UE0B4> \xF0\xF5 |0

<UE0B5> \xF0\xF6 |0

<UE0B6> \xF0\xF7 |0

<UE0B7> \xF0\xF8 |0

<UE0B8> \xF0\xF9 |0

<UE0B9> \xF0\xFA |0

<UE0BA> \xF0\xFB |0

<UE0BB> \xF0\xFC |0

<UE0BC> \xF1\x40 |0

<UE0BD> \xF1\x41 |0

<UE0BE> \xF1\x42 |0

<UE0BF> \xF1\x43 |0

<UE0C0> \xF1\x44 |0

<UE0C1> \xF1\x45 |0

<UE0C2> \xF1\x46

 |0

<UE0C3> \xF1\x47 |0

<UE0C4> \xF1\x48 |0

<UE0C5> \xF1\x49 |0

<UE0C6> \xF1\x4A |0

<UE0C7> \xF1\x4B |0

<UE0C8> \xF1\x4C |0

<UE0C9> \xF1\x4D |0

<UE0CA> \xF1\x4E |0

<UE0CB> \xF1\x4F |0

<UE0CC> \xF1\x50 |0

<UE0CD> \xF1\x51 |0

<UE0CE> \xF1\x52 |0

<UE0CF> \xF1\x53 |0

<UE0D0> \xF1\x54 |0
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<UE0D1> \xF1\x55 |0

<UE0D2> \xF1\x56 |0

<UE0D3> \xF1\x57 |0

<UE0D4> \xF1\x58 |0

<UE0D5> \xF1\x59 |0

<UE0D6> \xF1\x5A |0

<UE0D7> \xF1\x5B |0

<UE0D8> \xF1\x5C |0

<UE0D9> \xF1\x5D |0

<UE0DA> \xF1\x5E |0

<UE0DB> \xF1\x5F |0

<UE0DC> \xF1\x60 |0

<UE0DD> \xF1\x61 |0

<UE0DE> \xF1\x62 |0

<UE0DF> \xF1\x63 |0

<UE0E0> \xF1\x64 |0

<UE0E1> \xF1\x65 |0

<UE0E2> \xF1\x66 |0

<UE0E3> \xF1\x67 |0

<UE0E4> \xF1\x68 |0

<UE0E5> \xF1\x69 |0

<UE0E6> \xF1\x6A |0

<UE0E7> \xF1\x6B |0

<UE0E8> \xF1\x6C |0

<UE0E9> \xF1\x6D |0

<UE0EA> \xF1\x6E |0

<UE0EB> \xF1\x6F |0

<UE0EC> \xF1\x70 |0

<UE0ED> \xF1\x71 |0

<UE0EE> \xF1\x72 |0

<UE0EF> \xF1\x73 |0

<UE0F0> \xF1\x74 |0

<UE0F1> \xF1\x75 |0

<UE0F2> \xF1\x76 |0

<UE0F3> \xF1\x77 |0

<UE0F4> \xF1\x78

 |0

<UE0F5> \xF1\x79 |0

<UE0F6> \xF1\x7A |0

<UE0F7> \xF1\x7B |0

<UE0F8> \xF1\x7C |0

<UE0F9> \xF1\x7D |0

<UE0FA> \xF1\x7E |0

<UE0FB> \xF1\x80 |0

<UE0FC> \xF1\x81 |0

<UE0FD> \xF1\x82 |0

<UE0FE> \xF1\x83 |0

<UE0FF> \xF1\x84 |0
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<UE100> \xF1\x85 |0

<UE101> \xF1\x86 |0

<UE102> \xF1\x87 |0

<UE103> \xF1\x88 |0

<UE104> \xF1\x89 |0

<UE105> \xF1\x8A |0

<UE106> \xF1\x8B |0

<UE107> \xF1\x8C |0

<UE108> \xF1\x8D |0

<UE109> \xF1\x8E |0

<UE10A> \xF1\x8F |0

<UE10B> \xF1\x90 |0

<UE10C> \xF1\x91 |0

<UE10D> \xF1\x92 |0

<UE10E> \xF1\x93 |0

<UE10F> \xF1\x94 |0

<UE110> \xF1\x95 |0

<UE111> \xF1\x96 |0

<UE112> \xF1\x97 |0

<UE113> \xF1\x98 |0

<UE114> \xF1\x99 |0

<UE115> \xF1\x9A |0

<UE116> \xF1\x9B |0

<UE117> \xF1\x9C |0

<UE118> \xF1\x9D |0

<UE119> \xF1\x9E |0

<UE11A> \xF1\x9F |0

<UE11B> \xF1\xA0 |0

<UE11C> \xF1\xA1 |0

<UE11D> \xF1\xA2 |0

<UE11E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<UE11F> \xF1\xA4 |0

<UE120> \xF1\xA5 |0

<UE121> \xF1\xA6 |0

<UE122> \xF1\xA7 |0

<UE123> \xF1\xA8 |0

<UE124> \xF1\xA9 |0

<UE125> \xF1\xAA |0

<UE126> \xF1\xAB

 |0

<UE127> \xF1\xAC |0

<UE128> \xF1\xAD |0

<UE129> \xF1\xAE |0

<UE12A> \xF1\xAF |0

<UE12B> \xF1\xB0 |0

<UE12C> \xF1\xB1 |0

<UE12D> \xF1\xB2 |0

<UE12E> \xF1\xB3 |0
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<UE12F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<UE130> \xF1\xB5 |0

<UE131> \xF1\xB6 |0

<UE132> \xF1\xB7 |0

<UE133> \xF1\xB8 |0

<UE134> \xF1\xB9 |0

<UE135> \xF1\xBA |0

<UE136> \xF1\xBB |0

<UE137> \xF1\xBC |0

<UE138> \xF1\xBD |0

<UE139> \xF1\xBE |0

<UE13A> \xF1\xBF |0

<UE13B> \xF1\xC0 |0

<UE13C> \xF1\xC1 |0

<UE13D> \xF1\xC2 |0

<UE13E> \xF1\xC3 |0

<UE13F> \xF1\xC4 |0

<UE140> \xF1\xC5 |0

<UE141> \xF1\xC6 |0

<UE142> \xF1\xC7 |0

<UE143> \xF1\xC8 |0

<UE144> \xF1\xC9 |0

<UE145> \xF1\xCA |0

<UE146> \xF1\xCB |0

<UE147> \xF1\xCC |0

<UE148> \xF1\xCD |0

<UE149> \xF1\xCE |0

<UE14A> \xF1\xCF |0

<UE14B> \xF1\xD0 |0

<UE14C> \xF1\xD1 |0

<UE14D> \xF1\xD2 |0

<UE14E> \xF1\xD3 |0

<UE14F> \xF1\xD4 |0

<UE150> \xF1\xD5 |0

<UE151> \xF1\xD6 |0

<UE152> \xF1\xD7 |0

<UE153> \xF1\xD8 |0

<UE154> \xF1\xD9 |0

<UE155> \xF1\xDA |0

<UE156> \xF1\xDB |0

<UE157> \xF1\xDC |0

<UE158> \xF1\xDD

 |0

<UE159> \xF1\xDE |0

<UE15A> \xF1\xDF |0

<UE15B> \xF1\xE0 |0

<UE15C> \xF1\xE1 |0

<UE15D> \xF1\xE2 |0
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<UE15E> \xF1\xE3 |0

<UE15F> \xF1\xE4 |0

<UE160> \xF1\xE5 |0

<UE161> \xF1\xE6 |0

<UE162> \xF1\xE7 |0

<UE163> \xF1\xE8 |0

<UE164> \xF1\xE9 |0

<UE165> \xF1\xEA |0

<UE166> \xF1\xEB |0

<UE167> \xF1\xEC |0

<UE168> \xF1\xED |0

<UE169> \xF1\xEE |0

<UE16A> \xF1\xEF |0

<UE16B> \xF1\xF0 |0

<UE16C> \xF1\xF1 |0

<UE16D> \xF1\xF2 |0

<UE16E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<UE16F> \xF1\xF4 |0

<UE170> \xF1\xF5 |0

<UE171> \xF1\xF6 |0

<UE172> \xF1\xF7 |0

<UE173> \xF1\xF8 |0

<UE174> \xF1\xF9 |0

<UE175> \xF1\xFA |0

<UE176> \xF1\xFB |0

<UE177> \xF1\xFC |0

<UE178> \xF2\x40 |0

<UE179> \xF2\x41 |0

<UE17A> \xF2\x42 |0

<UE17B> \xF2\x43 |0

<UE17C> \xF2\x44 |0

<UE17D> \xF2\x45 |0

<UE17E> \xF2\x46 |0

<UE17F> \xF2\x47 |0

<UE180> \xF2\x48 |0

<UE181> \xF2\x49 |0

<UE182> \xF2\x4A |0

<UE183> \xF2\x4B |0

<UE184> \xF2\x4C |0

<UE185> \xF2\x4D |0

<UE186> \xF2\x4E |0

<UE187> \xF2\x4F |0

<UE188> \xF2\x50 |0

<UE189> \xF2\x51 |0

<UE18A> \xF2\x52

 |0

<UE18B> \xF2\x53 |0

<UE18C> \xF2\x54 |0
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<UE18D> \xF2\x55 |0

<UE18E> \xF2\x56 |0

<UE18F> \xF2\x57 |0

<UE190> \xF2\x58 |0

<UE191> \xF2\x59 |0

<UE192> \xF2\x5A |0

<UE193> \xF2\x5B |0

<UE194> \xF2\x5C |0

<UE195> \xF2\x5D |0

<UE196> \xF2\x5E |0

<UE197> \xF2\x5F |0

<UE198> \xF2\x60 |0

<UE199> \xF2\x61 |0

<UE19A> \xF2\x62 |0

<UE19B> \xF2\x63 |0

<UE19C> \xF2\x64 |0

<UE19D> \xF2\x65 |0

<UE19E> \xF2\x66 |0

<UE19F> \xF2\x67 |0

<UE1A0> \xF2\x68 |0

<UE1A1> \xF2\x69 |0

<UE1A2> \xF2\x6A |0

<UE1A3> \xF2\x6B |0

<UE1A4> \xF2\x6C |0

<UE1A5> \xF2\x6D |0

<UE1A6> \xF2\x6E |0

<UE1A7> \xF2\x6F |0

<UE1A8> \xF2\x70 |0

<UE1A9> \xF2\x71 |0

<UE1AA> \xF2\x72 |0

<UE1AB> \xF2\x73 |0

<UE1AC> \xF2\x74 |0

<UE1AD> \xF2\x75 |0

<UE1AE> \xF2\x76 |0

<UE1AF> \xF2\x77 |0

<UE1B0> \xF2\x78 |0

<UE1B1> \xF2\x79 |0

<UE1B2> \xF2\x7A |0

<UE1B3> \xF2\x7B |0

<UE1B4> \xF2\x7C |0

<UE1B5> \xF2\x7D |0

<UE1B6> \xF2\x7E |0

<UE1B7> \xF2\x80 |0

<UE1B8> \xF2\x81 |0

<UE1B9> \xF2\x82 |0

<UE1BA> \xF2\x83 |0

<UE1BB> \xF2\x84 |0

<UE1BC> \xF2\x85
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 |0

<UE1BD> \xF2\x86 |0

<UE1BE> \xF2\x87 |0

<UE1BF> \xF2\x88 |0

<UE1C0> \xF2\x89 |0

<UE1C1> \xF2\x8A |0

<UE1C2> \xF2\x8B |0

<UE1C3> \xF2\x8C |0

<UE1C4> \xF2\x8D |0

<UE1C5> \xF2\x8E |0

<UE1C6> \xF2\x8F |0

<UE1C7> \xF2\x90 |0

<UE1C8> \xF2\x91 |0

<UE1C9> \xF2\x92 |0

<UE1CA> \xF2\x93 |0

<UE1CB> \xF2\x94 |0

<UE1CC> \xF2\x95 |0

<UE1CD> \xF2\x96 |0

<UE1CE> \xF2\x97 |0

<UE1CF> \xF2\x98 |0

<UE1D0> \xF2\x99 |0

<UE1D1> \xF2\x9A |0

<UE1D2> \xF2\x9B |0

<UE1D3> \xF2\x9C |0

<UE1D4> \xF2\x9D |0

<UE1D5> \xF2\x9E |0

<UE1D6> \xF2\x9F |0

<UE1D7> \xF2\xA0 |0

<UE1D8> \xF2\xA1 |0

<UE1D9> \xF2\xA2 |0

<UE1DA> \xF2\xA3 |0

<UE1DB> \xF2\xA4 |0

<UE1DC> \xF2\xA5 |0

<UE1DD> \xF2\xA6 |0

<UE1DE> \xF2\xA7 |0

<UE1DF> \xF2\xA8 |0

<UE1E0> \xF2\xA9 |0

<UE1E1> \xF2\xAA |0

<UE1E2> \xF2\xAB |0

<UE1E3> \xF2\xAC |0

<UE1E4> \xF2\xAD |0

<UE1E5> \xF2\xAE |0

<UE1E6> \xF2\xAF |0

<UE1E7> \xF2\xB0 |0

<UE1E8> \xF2\xB1 |0

<UE1E9> \xF2\xB2 |0

<UE1EA> \xF2\xB3 |0

<UE1EB> \xF2\xB4 |0
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<UE1EC> \xF2\xB5 |0

<UE1ED> \xF2\xB6 |0

<UE1EE> \xF2\xB7

 |0

<UE1EF> \xF2\xB8 |0

<UE1F0> \xF2\xB9 |0

<UE1F1> \xF2\xBA |0

<UE1F2> \xF2\xBB |0

<UE1F3> \xF2\xBC |0

<UE1F4> \xF2\xBD |0

<UE1F5> \xF2\xBE |0

<UE1F6> \xF2\xBF |0

<UE1F7> \xF2\xC0 |0

<UE1F8> \xF2\xC1 |0

<UE1F9> \xF2\xC2 |0

<UE1FA> \xF2\xC3 |0

<UE1FB> \xF2\xC4 |0

<UE1FC> \xF2\xC5 |0

<UE1FD> \xF2\xC6 |0

<UE1FE> \xF2\xC7 |0

<UE1FF> \xF2\xC8 |0

<UE200> \xF2\xC9 |0

<UE201> \xF2\xCA |0

<UE202> \xF2\xCB |0

<UE203> \xF2\xCC |0

<UE204> \xF2\xCD |0

<UE205> \xF2\xCE |0

<UE206> \xF2\xCF |0

<UE207> \xF2\xD0 |0

<UE208> \xF2\xD1 |0

<UE209> \xF2\xD2 |0

<UE20A> \xF2\xD3 |0

<UE20B> \xF2\xD4 |0

<UE20C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<UE20D> \xF2\xD6 |0

<UE20E> \xF2\xD7 |0

<UE20F> \xF2\xD8 |0

<UE210> \xF2\xD9 |0

<UE211> \xF2\xDA |0

<UE212> \xF2\xDB |0

<UE213> \xF2\xDC |0

<UE214> \xF2\xDD |0

<UE215> \xF2\xDE |0

<UE216> \xF2\xDF |0

<UE217> \xF2\xE0 |0

<UE218> \xF2\xE1 |0

<UE219> \xF2\xE2 |0

<UE21A> \xF2\xE3 |0
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<UE21B> \xF2\xE4 |0

<UE21C> \xF2\xE5 |0

<UE21D> \xF2\xE6 |0

<UE21E> \xF2\xE7 |0

<UE21F> \xF2\xE8 |0

<UE220> \xF2\xE9

 |0

<UE221> \xF2\xEA |0

<UE222> \xF2\xEB |0

<UE223> \xF2\xEC |0

<UE224> \xF2\xED |0

<UE225> \xF2\xEE |0

<UE226> \xF2\xEF |0

<UE227> \xF2\xF0 |0

<UE228> \xF2\xF1 |0

<UE229> \xF2\xF2 |0

<UE22A> \xF2\xF3 |0

<UE22B> \xF2\xF4 |0

<UE22C> \xF2\xF5 |0

<UE22D> \xF2\xF6 |0

<UE22E> \xF2\xF7 |0

<UE22F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<UE230> \xF2\xF9 |0

<UE231> \xF2\xFA |0

<UE232> \xF2\xFB |0

<UE233> \xF2\xFC |0

<UE234> \xF3\x40 |0

<UE235> \xF3\x41 |0

<UE236> \xF3\x42 |0

<UE237> \xF3\x43 |0

<UE238> \xF3\x44 |0

<UE239> \xF3\x45 |0

<UE23A> \xF3\x46 |0

<UE23B> \xF3\x47 |0

<UE23C> \xF3\x48 |0

<UE23D> \xF3\x49 |0

<UE23E> \xF3\x4A |0

<UE23F> \xF3\x4B |0

<UE240> \xF3\x4C |0

<UE241> \xF3\x4D |0

<UE242> \xF3\x4E |0

<UE243> \xF3\x4F |0

<UE244> \xF3\x50 |0

<UE245> \xF3\x51 |0

<UE246> \xF3\x52 |0

<UE247> \xF3\x53 |0

<UE248> \xF3\x54 |0

<UE249> \xF3\x55 |0
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<UE24A> \xF3\x56 |0

<UE24B> \xF3\x57 |0

<UE24C> \xF3\x58 |0

<UE24D> \xF3\x59 |0

<UE24E> \xF3\x5A |0

<UE24F> \xF3\x5B |0

<UE250> \xF3\x5C |0

<UE251> \xF3\x5D |0

<UE252> \xF3\x5E

 |0

<UE253> \xF3\x5F |0

<UE254> \xF3\x60 |0

<UE255> \xF3\x61 |0

<UE256> \xF3\x62 |0

<UE257> \xF3\x63 |0

<UE258> \xF3\x64 |0

<UE259> \xF3\x65 |0

<UE25A> \xF3\x66 |0

<UE25B> \xF3\x67 |0

<UE25C> \xF3\x68 |0

<UE25D> \xF3\x69 |0

<UE25E> \xF3\x6A |0

<UE25F> \xF3\x6B |0

<UE260> \xF3\x6C |0

<UE261> \xF3\x6D |0

<UE262> \xF3\x6E |0

<UE263> \xF3\x6F |0

<UE264> \xF3\x70 |0

<UE265> \xF3\x71 |0

<UE266> \xF3\x72 |0

<UE267> \xF3\x73 |0

<UE268> \xF3\x74 |0

<UE269> \xF3\x75 |0

<UE26A> \xF3\x76 |0

<UE26B> \xF3\x77 |0

<UE26C> \xF3\x78 |0

<UE26D> \xF3\x79 |0

<UE26E> \xF3\x7A |0

<UE26F> \xF3\x7B |0

<UE270> \xF3\x7C |0

<UE271> \xF3\x7D |0

<UE272> \xF3\x7E |0

<UE273> \xF3\x80 |0

<UE274> \xF3\x81 |0

<UE275> \xF3\x82 |0

<UE276> \xF3\x83 |0

<UE277> \xF3\x84 |0

<UE278> \xF3\x85 |0
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<UE279> \xF3\x86 |0

<UE27A> \xF3\x87 |0

<UE27B> \xF3\x88 |0

<UE27C> \xF3\x89 |0

<UE27D> \xF3\x8A |0

<UE27E> \xF3\x8B |0

<UE27F> \xF3\x8C |0

<UE280> \xF3\x8D |0

<UE281> \xF3\x8E |0

<UE282> \xF3\x8F |0

<UE283> \xF3\x90 |0

<UE284> \xF3\x91

 |0

<UE285> \xF3\x92 |0

<UE286> \xF3\x93 |0

<UE287> \xF3\x94 |0

<UE288> \xF3\x95 |0

<UE289> \xF3\x96 |0

<UE28A> \xF3\x97 |0

<UE28B> \xF3\x98 |0

<UE28C> \xF3\x99 |0

<UE28D> \xF3\x9A |0

<UE28E> \xF3\x9B |0

<UE28F> \xF3\x9C |0

<UE290> \xF3\x9D |0

<UE291> \xF3\x9E |0

<UE292> \xF3\x9F |0

<UE293> \xF3\xA0 |0

<UE294> \xF3\xA1 |0

<UE295> \xF3\xA2 |0

<UE296> \xF3\xA3 |0

<UE297> \xF3\xA4 |0

<UE298> \xF3\xA5 |0

<UE299> \xF3\xA6 |0

<UE29A> \xF3\xA7 |0

<UE29B> \xF3\xA8 |0

<UE29C> \xF3\xA9 |0

<UE29D> \xF3\xAA |0

<UE29E> \xF3\xAB |0

<UE29F> \xF3\xAC |0

<UE2A0> \xF3\xAD |0

<UE2A1> \xF3\xAE |0

<UE2A2> \xF3\xAF |0

<UE2A3> \xF3\xB0 |0

<UE2A4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UE2A5> \xF3\xB2 |0

<UE2A6> \xF3\xB3 |0

<UE2A7> \xF3\xB4 |0
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<UE2A8> \xF3\xB5 |0

<UE2A9> \xF3\xB6 |0

<UE2AA> \xF3\xB7 |0

<UE2AB> \xF3\xB8 |0

<UE2AC> \xF3\xB9 |0

<UE2AD> \xF3\xBA |0

<UE2AE> \xF3\xBB |0

<UE2AF> \xF3\xBC |0

<UE2B0> \xF3\xBD |0

<UE2B1> \xF3\xBE |0

<UE2B2> \xF3\xBF |0

<UE2B3> \xF3\xC0 |0

<UE2B4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<UE2B5> \xF3\xC2 |0

<UE2B6> \xF3\xC3

 |0

<UE2B7> \xF3\xC4 |0

<UE2B8> \xF3\xC5 |0

<UE2B9> \xF3\xC6 |0

<UE2BA> \xF3\xC7 |0

<UE2BB> \xF3\xC8 |0

<UE2BC> \xF3\xC9 |0

<UE2BD> \xF3\xCA |0

<UE2BE> \xF3\xCB |0

<UE2BF> \xF3\xCC |0

<UE2C0> \xF3\xCD |0

<UE2C1> \xF3\xCE |0

<UE2C2> \xF3\xCF |0

<UE2C3> \xF3\xD0 |0

<UE2C4> \xF3\xD1 |0

<UE2C5> \xF3\xD2 |0

<UE2C6> \xF3\xD3 |0

<UE2C7> \xF3\xD4 |0

<UE2C8> \xF3\xD5 |0

<UE2C9> \xF3\xD6 |0

<UE2CA> \xF3\xD7 |0

<UE2CB> \xF3\xD8 |0

<UE2CC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<UE2CD> \xF3\xDA |0

<UE2CE> \xF3\xDB |0

<UE2CF> \xF3\xDC |0

<UE2D0> \xF3\xDD |0

<UE2D1> \xF3\xDE |0

<UE2D2> \xF3\xDF |0

<UE2D3> \xF3\xE0 |0

<UE2D4> \xF3\xE1 |0

<UE2D5> \xF3\xE2 |0

<UE2D6> \xF3\xE3 |0
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<UE2D7> \xF3\xE4 |0

<UE2D8> \xF3\xE5 |0

<UE2D9> \xF3\xE6 |0

<UE2DA> \xF3\xE7 |0

<UE2DB> \xF3\xE8 |0

<UE2DC> \xF3\xE9 |0

<UE2DD> \xF3\xEA |0

<UE2DE> \xF3\xEB |0

<UE2DF> \xF3\xEC |0

<UE2E0> \xF3\xED |0

<UE2E1> \xF3\xEE |0

<UE2E2> \xF3\xEF |0

<UE2E3> \xF3\xF0 |0

<UE2E4> \xF3\xF1 |0

<UE2E5> \xF3\xF2 |0

<UE2E6> \xF3\xF3 |0

<UE2E7> \xF3\xF4 |0

<UE2E8> \xF3\xF5

 |0

<UE2E9> \xF3\xF6 |0

<UE2EA> \xF3\xF7 |0

<UE2EB> \xF3\xF8 |0

<UE2EC> \xF3\xF9 |0

<UE2ED> \xF3\xFA |0

<UE2EE> \xF3\xFB |0

<UE2EF> \xF3\xFC |0

<UE2F0> \xF4\x40 |0

<UE2F1> \xF4\x41 |0

<UE2F2> \xF4\x42 |0

<UE2F3> \xF4\x43 |0

<UE2F4> \xF4\x44 |0

<UE2F5> \xF4\x45 |0

<UE2F6> \xF4\x46 |0

<UE2F7> \xF4\x47 |0

<UE2F8> \xF4\x48 |0

<UE2F9> \xF4\x49 |0

<UE2FA> \xF4\x4A |0

<UE2FB> \xF4\x4B |0

<UE2FC> \xF4\x4C |0

<UE2FD> \xF4\x4D |0

<UE2FE> \xF4\x4E |0

<UE2FF> \xF4\x4F |0

<UE300> \xF4\x50 |0

<UE301> \xF4\x51 |0

<UE302> \xF4\x52 |0

<UE303> \xF4\x53 |0

<UE304> \xF4\x54 |0

<UE305> \xF4\x55 |0
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<UE306> \xF4\x56 |0

<UE307> \xF4\x57 |0

<UE308> \xF4\x58 |0

<UE309> \xF4\x59 |0

<UE30A> \xF4\x5A |0

<UE30B> \xF4\x5B |0

<UE30C> \xF4\x5C |0

<UE30D> \xF4\x5D |0

<UE30E> \xF4\x5E |0

<UE30F> \xF4\x5F |0

<UE310> \xF4\x60 |0

<UE311> \xF4\x61 |0

<UE312> \xF4\x62 |0

<UE313> \xF4\x63 |0

<UE314> \xF4\x64 |0

<UE315> \xF4\x65 |0

<UE316> \xF4\x66 |0

<UE317> \xF4\x67 |0

<UE318> \xF4\x68 |0

<UE319> \xF4\x69 |0

<UE31A> \xF4\x6A

 |0

<UE31B> \xF4\x6B |0

<UE31C> \xF4\x6C |0

<UE31D> \xF4\x6D |0

<UE31E> \xF4\x6E |0

<UE31F> \xF4\x6F |0

<UE320> \xF4\x70 |0

<UE321> \xF4\x71 |0

<UE322> \xF4\x72 |0

<UE323> \xF4\x73 |0

<UE324> \xF4\x74 |0

<UE325> \xF4\x75 |0

<UE326> \xF4\x76 |0

<UE327> \xF4\x77 |0

<UE328> \xF4\x78 |0

<UE329> \xF4\x79 |0

<UE32A> \xF4\x7A |0

<UE32B> \xF4\x7B |0

<UE32C> \xF4\x7C |0

<UE32D> \xF4\x7D |0

<UE32E> \xF4\x7E |0

<UE32F> \xF4\x80 |0

<UE330> \xF4\x81 |0

<UE331> \xF4\x82 |0

<UE332> \xF4\x83 |0

<UE333> \xF4\x84 |0

<UE334> \xF4\x85 |0
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<UE335> \xF4\x86 |0

<UE336> \xF4\x87 |0

<UE337> \xF4\x88 |0

<UE338> \xF4\x89 |0

<UE339> \xF4\x8A |0

<UE33A> \xF4\x8B |0

<UE33B> \xF4\x8C |0

<UE33C> \xF4\x8D |0

<UE33D> \xF4\x8E |0

<UE33E> \xF4\x8F |0

<UE33F> \xF4\x90 |0

<UE340> \xF4\x91 |0

<UE341> \xF4\x92 |0

<UE342> \xF4\x93 |0

<UE343> \xF4\x94 |0

<UE344> \xF4\x95 |0

<UE345> \xF4\x96 |0

<UE346> \xF4\x97 |0

<UE347> \xF4\x98 |0

<UE348> \xF4\x99 |0

<UE349> \xF4\x9A |0

<UE34A> \xF4\x9B |0

<UE34B> \xF4\x9C |0

<UE34C> \xF4\x9D

 |0

<UE34D> \xF4\x9E |0

<UE34E> \xF4\x9F |0

<UE34F> \xF4\xA0 |0

<UE350> \xF4\xA1 |0

<UE351> \xF4\xA2 |0

<UE352> \xF4\xA3 |0

<UE353> \xF4\xA4 |0

<UE354> \xF4\xA5 |0

<UE355> \xF4\xA6 |0

<UE356> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UE357> \xF4\xA8 |0

<UE358> \xF4\xA9 |0

<UE359> \xF4\xAA |0

<UE35A> \xF4\xAB |0

<UE35B> \xF4\xAC |0

<UE35C> \xF4\xAD |0

<UE35D> \xF4\xAE |0

<UE35E> \xF4\xAF |0

<UE35F> \xF4\xB0 |0

<UE360> \xF4\xB1 |0

<UE361> \xF4\xB2 |0

<UE362> \xF4\xB3 |0

<UE363> \xF4\xB4 |0
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<UE364> \xF4\xB5 |0

<UE365> \xF4\xB6 |0

<UE366> \xF4\xB7 |0

<UE367> \xF4\xB8 |0

<UE368> \xF4\xB9 |0

<UE369> \xF4\xBA |0

<UE36A> \xF4\xBB |0

<UE36B> \xF4\xBC |0

<UE36C> \xF4\xBD |0

<UE36D> \xF4\xBE |0

<UE36E> \xF4\xBF |0

<UE36F> \xF4\xC0 |0

<UE370> \xF4\xC1 |0

<UE371> \xF4\xC2 |0

<UE372> \xF4\xC3 |0

<UE373> \xF4\xC4 |0

<UE374> \xF4\xC5 |0

<UE375> \xF4\xC6 |0

<UE376> \xF4\xC7 |0

<UE377> \xF4\xC8 |0

<UE378> \xF4\xC9 |0

<UE379> \xF4\xCA |0

<UE37A> \xF4\xCB |0

<UE37B> \xF4\xCC |0

<UE37C> \xF4\xCD |0

<UE37D> \xF4\xCE |0

<UE37E> \xF4\xCF

 |0

<UE37F> \xF4\xD0 |0

<UE380> \xF4\xD1 |0

<UE381> \xF4\xD2 |0

<UE382> \xF4\xD3 |0

<UE383> \xF4\xD4 |0

<UE384> \xF4\xD5 |0

<UE385> \xF4\xD6 |0

<UE386> \xF4\xD7 |0

<UE387> \xF4\xD8 |0

<UE388> \xF4\xD9 |0

<UE389> \xF4\xDA |0

<UE38A> \xF4\xDB |0

<UE38B> \xF4\xDC |0

<UE38C> \xF4\xDD |0

<UE38D> \xF4\xDE |0

<UE38E> \xF4\xDF |0

<UE38F> \xF4\xE0 |0

<UE390> \xF4\xE1 |0

<UE391> \xF4\xE2 |0

<UE392> \xF4\xE3 |0
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<UE393> \xF4\xE4 |0

<UE394> \xF4\xE5 |0

<UE395> \xF4\xE6 |0

<UE396> \xF4\xE7 |0

<UE397> \xF4\xE8 |0

<UE398> \xF4\xE9 |0

<UE399> \xF4\xEA |0

<UE39A> \xF4\xEB |0

<UE39B> \xF4\xEC |0

<UE39C> \xF4\xED |0

<UE39D> \xF4\xEE |0

<UE39E> \xF4\xEF |0

<UE39F> \xF4\xF0 |0

<UE3A0> \xF4\xF1 |0

<UE3A1> \xF4\xF2 |0

<UE3A2> \xF4\xF3 |0

<UE3A3> \xF4\xF4 |0

<UE3A4> \xF4\xF5 |0

<UE3A5> \xF4\xF6 |0

<UE3A6> \xF4\xF7 |0

<UE3A7> \xF4\xF8 |0

<UE3A8> \xF4\xF9 |0

<UE3A9> \xF4\xFA |0

<UE3AA> \xF4\xFB |0

<UE3AB> \xF4\xFC |0

<UE3AC> \xF5\x40 |0

<UE3AD> \xF5\x41 |0

<UE3AE> \xF5\x42 |0

<UE3AF> \xF5\x43 |0

<UE3B0> \xF5\x44

 |0

<UE3B1> \xF5\x45 |0

<UE3B2> \xF5\x46 |0

<UE3B3> \xF5\x47 |0

<UE3B4> \xF5\x48 |0

<UE3B5> \xF5\x49 |0

<UE3B6> \xF5\x4A |0

<UE3B7> \xF5\x4B |0

<UE3B8> \xF5\x4C |0

<UE3B9> \xF5\x4D |0

<UE3BA> \xF5\x4E |0

<UE3BB> \xF5\x4F |0

<UE3BC> \xF5\x50 |0

<UE3BD> \xF5\x51 |0

<UE3BE> \xF5\x52 |0

<UE3BF> \xF5\x53 |0

<UE3C0> \xF5\x54 |0

<UE3C1> \xF5\x55 |0
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<UE3C2> \xF5\x56 |0

<UE3C3> \xF5\x57 |0

<UE3C4> \xF5\x58 |0

<UE3C5> \xF5\x59 |0

<UE3C6> \xF5\x5A |0

<UE3C7> \xF5\x5B |0

<UE3C8> \xF5\x5C |0

<UE3C9> \xF5\x5D |0

<UE3CA> \xF5\x5E |0

<UE3CB> \xF5\x5F |0

<UE3CC> \xF5\x60 |0

<UE3CD> \xF5\x61 |0

<UE3CE> \xF5\x62 |0

<UE3CF> \xF5\x63 |0

<UE3D0> \xF5\x64 |0

<UE3D1> \xF5\x65 |0

<UE3D2> \xF5\x66 |0

<UE3D3> \xF5\x67 |0

<UE3D4> \xF5\x68 |0

<UE3D5> \xF5\x69 |0

<UE3D6> \xF5\x6A |0

<UE3D7> \xF5\x6B |0

<UE3D8> \xF5\x6C |0

<UE3D9> \xF5\x6D |0

<UE3DA> \xF5\x6E |0

<UE3DB> \xF5\x6F |0

<UE3DC> \xF5\x70 |0

<UE3DD> \xF5\x71 |0

<UE3DE> \xF5\x72 |0

<UE3DF> \xF5\x73 |0

<UE3E0> \xF5\x74 |0

<UE3E1> \xF5\x75 |0

<UE3E2> \xF5\x76

 |0

<UE3E3> \xF5\x77 |0

<UE3E4> \xF5\x78 |0

<UE3E5> \xF5\x79 |0

<UE3E6> \xF5\x7A |0

<UE3E7> \xF5\x7B |0

<UE3E8> \xF5\x7C |0

<UE3E9> \xF5\x7D |0

<UE3EA> \xF5\x7E |0

<UE3EB> \xF5\x80 |0

<UE3EC> \xF5\x81 |0

<UE3ED> \xF5\x82 |0

<UE3EE> \xF5\x83 |0

<UE3EF> \xF5\x84 |0

<UE3F0> \xF5\x85 |0
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<UE3F1> \xF5\x86 |0

<UE3F2> \xF5\x87 |0

<UE3F3> \xF5\x88 |0

<UE3F4> \xF5\x89 |0

<UE3F5> \xF5\x8A |0

<UE3F6> \xF5\x8B |0

<UE3F7> \xF5\x8C |0

<UE3F8> \xF5\x8D |0

<UE3F9> \xF5\x8E |0

<UE3FA> \xF5\x8F |0

<UE3FB> \xF5\x90 |0

<UE3FC> \xF5\x91 |0

<UE3FD> \xF5\x92 |0

<UE3FE> \xF5\x93 |0

<UE3FF> \xF5\x94 |0

<UE400> \xF5\x95 |0

<UE401> \xF5\x96 |0

<UE402> \xF5\x97 |0

<UE403> \xF5\x98 |0

<UE404> \xF5\x99 |0

<UE405> \xF5\x9A |0

<UE406> \xF5\x9B |0

<UE407> \xF5\x9C |0

<UE408> \xF5\x9D |0

<UE409> \xF5\x9E |0

<UE40A> \xF5\x9F |0

<UE40B> \xF5\xA0 |0

<UE40C> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE40D> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE40E> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE40F> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE410> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE411> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE412> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE413> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE414> \xF5\xA9

 |0

<UE415> \xF5\xAA |0

<UE416> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE417> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE418> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE419> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE41A> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE41B> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE41C> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE41D> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE41E> \xF5\xB3 |0

<UE41F> \xF5\xB4 |0
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<UE420> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE421> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE422> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE423> \xF5\xB8 |0

<UE424> \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE425> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE426> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE427> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE428> \xF5\xBD |0

<UE429> \xF5\xBE |0

<UE42A> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE42B> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE42C> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE42D> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE42E> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE42F> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE430> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE431> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE432> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE433> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE434> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE435> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE436> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE437> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE438> \xF5\xCD |0

<UE439> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE43A> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE43B> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE43C> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE43D> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE43E> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE43F> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE440> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE441> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE442> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE443> \xF5\xD8 |0

<UE444> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE445> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE446> \xF5\xDB

 |0

<UE447> \xF5\xDC |0

<UE448> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE449> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE44A> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE44B> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE44C> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE44D> \xF5\xE2 |0

<UE44E> \xF5\xE3 |0
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<UE44F> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE450> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE451> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE452> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE453> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE454> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE455> \xF5\xEA |0

<UE456> \xF5\xEB |0

<UE457> \xF5\xEC |0

<UE458> \xF5\xED |0

<UE459> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE45A> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE45B> \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE45C> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE45D> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE45E> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE45F> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE460> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE461> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE462> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE463> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE464> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE465> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE466> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE467> \xF5\xFC |0

<UE468> \xF6\x40 |0

<UE469> \xF6\x41 |0

<UE46A> \xF6\x42 |0

<UE46B> \xF6\x43 |0

<UE46C> \xF6\x44 |0

<UE46D> \xF6\x45 |0

<UE46E> \xF6\x46 |0

<UE46F> \xF6\x47 |0

<UE470> \xF6\x48 |0

<UE471> \xF6\x49 |0

<UE472> \xF6\x4A |0

<UE473> \xF6\x4B |0

<UE474> \xF6\x4C |0

<UE475> \xF6\x4D |0

<UE476> \xF6\x4E |0

<UE477> \xF6\x4F |0

<UE478> \xF6\x50

 |0

<UE479> \xF6\x51 |0

<UE47A> \xF6\x52 |0

<UE47B> \xF6\x53 |0

<UE47C> \xF6\x54 |0

<UE47D> \xF6\x55 |0
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<UE47E> \xF6\x56 |0

<UE47F> \xF6\x57 |0

<UE480> \xF6\x58 |0

<UE481> \xF6\x59 |0

<UE482> \xF6\x5A |0

<UE483> \xF6\x5B |0

<UE484> \xF6\x5C |0

<UE485> \xF6\x5D |0

<UE486> \xF6\x5E |0

<UE487> \xF6\x5F |0

<UE488> \xF6\x60 |0

<UE489> \xF6\x61 |0

<UE48A> \xF6\x62 |0

<UE48B> \xF6\x63 |0

<UE48C> \xF6\x64 |0

<UE48D> \xF6\x65 |0

<UE48E> \xF6\x66 |0

<UE48F> \xF6\x67 |0

<UE490> \xF6\x68 |0

<UE491> \xF6\x69 |0

<UE492> \xF6\x6A |0

<UE493> \xF6\x6B |0

<UE494> \xF6\x6C |0

<UE495> \xF6\x6D |0

<UE496> \xF6\x6E |0

<UE497> \xF6\x6F |0

<UE498> \xF6\x70 |0

<UE499> \xF6\x71 |0

<UE49A> \xF6\x72 |0

<UE49B> \xF6\x73 |0

<UE49C> \xF6\x74 |0

<UE49D> \xF6\x75 |0

<UE49E> \xF6\x76 |0

<UE49F> \xF6\x77 |0

<UE4A0> \xF6\x78 |0

<UE4A1> \xF6\x79 |0

<UE4A2> \xF6\x7A |0

<UE4A3> \xF6\x7B |0

<UE4A4> \xF6\x7C |0

<UE4A5> \xF6\x7D |0

<UE4A6> \xF6\x7E |0

<UE4A7> \xF6\x80 |0

<UE4A8> \xF6\x81 |0

<UE4A9> \xF6\x82 |0

<UE4AA> \xF6\x83

 |0

<UE4AB> \xF6\x84 |0

<UE4AC> \xF6\x85 |0
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<UE4AD> \xF6\x86 |0

<UE4AE> \xF6\x87 |0

<UE4AF> \xF6\x88 |0

<UE4B0> \xF6\x89 |0

<UE4B1> \xF6\x8A |0

<UE4B2> \xF6\x8B |0

<UE4B3> \xF6\x8C |0

<UE4B4> \xF6\x8D |0

<UE4B5> \xF6\x8E |0

<UE4B6> \xF6\x8F |0

<UE4B7> \xF6\x90 |0

<UE4B8> \xF6\x91 |0

<UE4B9> \xF6\x92 |0

<UE4BA> \xF6\x93 |0

<UE4BB> \xF6\x94 |0

<UE4BC> \xF6\x95 |0

<UE4BD> \xF6\x96 |0

<UE4BE> \xF6\x97 |0

<UE4BF> \xF6\x98 |0

<UE4C0> \xF6\x99 |0

<UE4C1> \xF6\x9A |0

<UE4C2> \xF6\x9B |0

<UE4C3> \xF6\x9C |0

<UE4C4> \xF6\x9D |0

<UE4C5> \xF6\x9E |0

<UE4C6> \xF6\x9F |0

<UE4C7> \xF6\xA0 |0

<UE4C8> \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE4C9> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE4CA> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE4CB> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE4CC> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE4CD> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE4CE> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE4CF> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE4D0> \xF6\xA9 |0

<UE4D1> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE4D2> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE4D3> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE4D4> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE4D5> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE4D6> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE4D7> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE4D8> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE4D9> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE4DA> \xF6\xB3 |0

<UE4DB> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE4DC> \xF6\xB5
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 |0

<UE4DD> \xF6\xB6 |0

<UE4DE> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE4DF> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE4E0> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE4E1> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE4E2> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE4E3> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE4E4> \xF6\xBD |0

<UE4E5> \xF6\xBE |0

<UE4E6> \xF6\xBF |0

<UE4E7> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE4E8> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE4E9> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE4EA> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE4EB> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE4EC> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE4ED> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE4EE> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE4EF> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE4F0> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE4F1> \xF6\xCA |0

<UE4F2> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE4F3> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE4F4> \xF6\xCD |0

<UE4F5> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE4F6> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE4F7> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE4F8> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE4F9> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE4FA> \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE4FB> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE4FC> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE4FD> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE4FE> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE4FF> \xF6\xD8 |0

<UE500> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE501> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE502> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE503> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE504> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE505> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE506> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE507> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE508> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE509> \xF6\xE2 |0

<UE50A> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE50B> \xF6\xE4 |0
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<UE50C> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE50D> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE50E> \xF6\xE7

 |0

<UE50F> \xF6\xE8 |0

<UE510> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE511> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE512> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE513> \xF6\xEC |0

<UE514> \xF6\xED |0

<UE515> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE516> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE517> \xF6\xF0 |0

<UE518> \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE519> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE51A> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE51B> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE51C> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE51D> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE51E> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE51F> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE520> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE521> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE522> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE523> \xF6\xFC |0

<UE524> \xF7\x40 |0

<UE525> \xF7\x41 |0

<UE526> \xF7\x42 |0

<UE527> \xF7\x43 |0

<UE528> \xF7\x44 |0

<UE529> \xF7\x45 |0

<UE52A> \xF7\x46 |0

<UE52B> \xF7\x47 |0

<UE52C> \xF7\x48 |0

<UE52D> \xF7\x49 |0

<UE52E> \xF7\x4A |0

<UE52F> \xF7\x4B |0

<UE530> \xF7\x4C |0

<UE531> \xF7\x4D |0

<UE532> \xF7\x4E |0

<UE533> \xF7\x4F |0

<UE534> \xF7\x50 |0

<UE535> \xF7\x51 |0

<UE536> \xF7\x52 |0

<UE537> \xF7\x53 |0

<UE538> \xF7\x54 |0

<UE539> \xF7\x55 |0

<UE53A> \xF7\x56 |0
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<UE53B> \xF7\x57 |0

<UE53C> \xF7\x58 |0

<UE53D> \xF7\x59 |0

<UE53E> \xF7\x5A |0

<UE53F> \xF7\x5B |0

<UE540> \xF7\x5C

 |0

<UE541> \xF7\x5D |0

<UE542> \xF7\x5E |0

<UE543> \xF7\x5F |0

<UE544> \xF7\x60 |0

<UE545> \xF7\x61 |0

<UE546> \xF7\x62 |0

<UE547> \xF7\x63 |0

<UE548> \xF7\x64 |0

<UE549> \xF7\x65 |0

<UE54A> \xF7\x66 |0

<UE54B> \xF7\x67 |0

<UE54C> \xF7\x68 |0

<UE54D> \xF7\x69 |0

<UE54E> \xF7\x6A |0

<UE54F> \xF7\x6B |0

<UE550> \xF7\x6C |0

<UE551> \xF7\x6D |0

<UE552> \xF7\x6E |0

<UE553> \xF7\x6F |0

<UE554> \xF7\x70 |0

<UE555> \xF7\x71 |0

<UE556> \xF7\x72 |0

<UE557> \xF7\x73 |0

<UE558> \xF7\x74 |0

<UE559> \xF7\x75 |0

<UE55A> \xF7\x76 |0

<UE55B> \xF7\x77 |0

<UE55C> \xF7\x78 |0

<UE55D> \xF7\x79 |0

<UE55E> \xF7\x7A |0

<UE55F> \xF7\x7B |0

<UE560> \xF7\x7C |0

<UE561> \xF7\x7D |0

<UE562> \xF7\x7E |0

<UE563> \xF7\x80 |0

<UE564> \xF7\x81 |0

<UE565> \xF7\x82 |0

<UE566> \xF7\x83 |0

<UE567> \xF7\x84 |0

<UE568> \xF7\x85 |0

<UE569> \xF7\x86 |0
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<UE56A> \xF7\x87 |0

<UE56B> \xF7\x88 |0

<UE56C> \xF7\x89 |0

<UE56D> \xF7\x8A |0

<UE56E> \xF7\x8B |0

<UE56F> \xF7\x8C |0

<UE570> \xF7\x8D |0

<UE571> \xF7\x8E |0

<UE572> \xF7\x8F

 |0

<UE573> \xF7\x90 |0

<UE574> \xF7\x91 |0

<UE575> \xF7\x92 |0

<UE576> \xF7\x93 |0

<UE577> \xF7\x94 |0

<UE578> \xF7\x95 |0

<UE579> \xF7\x96 |0

<UE57A> \xF7\x97 |0

<UE57B> \xF7\x98 |0

<UE57C> \xF7\x99 |0

<UE57D> \xF7\x9A |0

<UE57E> \xF7\x9B |0

<UE57F> \xF7\x9C |0

<UE580> \xF7\x9D |0

<UE581> \xF7\x9E |0

<UE582> \xF7\x9F |0

<UE583> \xF7\xA0 |0

<UE584> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE585> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE586> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE587> \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE588> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE589> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE58A> \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE58B> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE58C> \xF7\xA9 |0

<UE58D> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE58E> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE58F> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE590> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE591> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE592> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE593> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE594> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE595> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE596> \xF7\xB3 |0

<UE597> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE598> \xF7\xB5 |0
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<UE599> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE59A> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE59B> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE59C> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE59D> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE59E> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE59F> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE5A0> \xF7\xBD |0

<UE5A1> \xF7\xBE |0

<UE5A2> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE5A3> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE5A4> \xF7\xC1

 |0

<UE5A5> \xF7\xC2 |0

<UE5A6> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE5A7> \xF7\xC4 |0

<UE5A8> \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE5A9> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE5AA> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE5AB> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE5AC> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE5AD> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE5AE> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE5AF> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE5B0> \xF7\xCD |0

<UE5B1> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE5B2> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE5B3> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE5B4> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE5B5> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE5B6> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE5B7> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE5B8> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE5B9> \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE5BA> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE5BB> \xF7\xD8 |0

<UE5BC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE5BD> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE5BE> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE5BF> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE5C0> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE5C1> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE5C2> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE5C3> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE5C4> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE5C5> \xF7\xE2 |0

<UE5C6> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE5C7> \xF7\xE4 |0
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<UE5C8> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE5C9> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE5CA> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE5CB> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE5CC> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE5CD> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE5CE> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE5CF> \xF7\xEC |0

<UE5D0> \xF7\xED |0

<UE5D1> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE5D2> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE5D3> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE5D4> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE5D5> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE5D6> \xF7\xF3

 |0

<UE5D7> \xF7\xF4 |0

<UE5D8> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE5D9> \xF7\xF6 |0

<UE5DA> \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE5DB> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE5DC> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE5DD> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE5DE> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE5DF> \xF7\xFC |0

<UE5E0> \xF8\x40 |0

<UE5E1> \xF8\x41 |0

<UE5E2> \xF8\x42 |0

<UE5E3> \xF8\x43 |0

<UE5E4> \xF8\x44 |0

<UE5E5> \xF8\x45 |0

<UE5E6> \xF8\x46 |0

<UE5E7> \xF8\x47 |0

<UE5E8> \xF8\x48 |0

<UE5E9> \xF8\x49 |0

<UE5EA> \xF8\x4A |0

<UE5EB> \xF8\x4B |0

<UE5EC> \xF8\x4C |0

<UE5ED> \xF8\x4D |0

<UE5EE> \xF8\x4E |0

<UE5EF> \xF8\x4F |0

<UE5F0> \xF8\x50 |0

<UE5F1> \xF8\x51 |0

<UE5F2> \xF8\x52 |0

<UE5F3> \xF8\x53 |0

<UE5F4> \xF8\x54 |0

<UE5F5> \xF8\x55 |0

<UE5F6> \xF8\x56 |0
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<UE5F7> \xF8\x57 |0

<UE5F8> \xF8\x58 |0

<UE5F9> \xF8\x59 |0

<UE5FA> \xF8\x5A |0

<UE5FB> \xF8\x5B |0

<UE5FC> \xF8\x5C |0

<UE5FD> \xF8\x5D |0

<UE5FE> \xF8\x5E |0

<UE5FF> \xF8\x5F |0

<UE600> \xF8\x60 |0

<UE601> \xF8\x61 |0

<UE602> \xF8\x62 |0

<UE603> \xF8\x63 |0

<UE604> \xF8\x64 |0

<UE605> \xF8\x65 |0

<UE606> \xF8\x66 |0

<UE607> \xF8\x67 |0

<UE608> \xF8\x68

 |0

<UE609> \xF8\x69 |0

<UE60A> \xF8\x6A |0

<UE60B> \xF8\x6B |0

<UE60C> \xF8\x6C |0

<UE60D> \xF8\x6D |0

<UE60E> \xF8\x6E |0

<UE60F> \xF8\x6F |0

<UE610> \xF8\x70 |0

<UE611> \xF8\x71 |0

<UE612> \xF8\x72 |0

<UE613> \xF8\x73 |0

<UE614> \xF8\x74 |0

<UE615> \xF8\x75 |0

<UE616> \xF8\x76 |0

<UE617> \xF8\x77 |0

<UE618> \xF8\x78 |0

<UE619> \xF8\x79 |0

<UE61A> \xF8\x7A |0

<UE61B> \xF8\x7B |0

<UE61C> \xF8\x7C |0

<UE61D> \xF8\x7D |0

<UE61E> \xF8\x7E |0

<UE61F> \xF8\x80 |0

<UE620> \xF8\x81 |0

<UE621> \xF8\x82 |0

<UE622> \xF8\x83 |0

<UE623> \xF8\x84 |0

<UE624> \xF8\x85 |0

<UE625> \xF8\x86 |0
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<UE626> \xF8\x87 |0

<UE627> \xF8\x88 |0

<UE628> \xF8\x89 |0

<UE629> \xF8\x8A |0

<UE62A> \xF8\x8B |0

<UE62B> \xF8\x8C |0

<UE62C> \xF8\x8D |0

<UE62D> \xF8\x8E |0

<UE62E> \xF8\x8F |0

<UE62F> \xF8\x90 |0

<UE630> \xF8\x91 |0

<UE631> \xF8\x92 |0

<UE632> \xF8\x93 |0

<UE633> \xF8\x94 |0

<UE634> \xF8\x95 |0

<UE635> \xF8\x96 |0

<UE636> \xF8\x97 |0

<UE637> \xF8\x98 |0

<UE638> \xF8\x99 |0

<UE639> \xF8\x9A |0

<UE63A> \xF8\x9B

 |0

<UE63B> \xF8\x9C |0

<UE63C> \xF8\x9D |0

<UE63D> \xF8\x9E |0

<UE63E> \xF8\x9F |0

<UE63F> \xF8\xA0 |0

<UE640> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE641> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE642> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE643> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE644> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE645> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE646> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE647> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE648> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE649> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE64A> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE64B> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE64C> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE64D> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE64E> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE64F> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE650> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE651> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE652> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE653> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE654> \xF8\xB5 |0
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<UE655> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE656> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE657> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE658> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE659> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE65A> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE65B> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE65C> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE65D> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE65E> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE65F> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE660> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE661> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE662> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE663> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE664> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE665> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE666> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE667> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE668> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE669> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE66A> \xF8\xCB |0

<UE66B> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE66C> \xF8\xCD

 |0

<UE66D> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE66E> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE66F> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE670> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE671> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE672> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE673> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE674> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE675> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE676> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE677> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE678> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE679> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE67A> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE67B> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE67C> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE67D> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE67E> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE67F> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE680> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE681> \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE682> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE683> \xF8\xE4 |0
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<UE684> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE685> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE686> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE687> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE688> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE689> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE68A> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE68B> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE68C> \xF8\xED |0

<UE68D> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE68E> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE68F> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE690> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE691> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE692> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE693> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE694> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE695> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE696> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE697> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE698> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE699> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE69A> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE69B> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE69C> \xF9\x40 |0

<UE69D> \xF9\x41 |0

<UE69E> \xF9\x42

 |0

<UE69F> \xF9\x43 |0

<UE6A0> \xF9\x44 |0

<UE6A1> \xF9\x45 |0

<UE6A2> \xF9\x46 |0

<UE6A3> \xF9\x47 |0

<UE6A4> \xF9\x48 |0

<UE6A5> \xF9\x49 |0

<UE6A6> \xF9\x4A |0

<UE6A7> \xF9\x4B |0

<UE6A8> \xF9\x4C |0

<UE6A9> \xF9\x4D |0

<UE6AA> \xF9\x4E |0

<UE6AB> \xF9\x4F |0

<UE6AC> \xF9\x50 |0

<UE6AD> \xF9\x51 |0

<UE6AE> \xF9\x52 |0

<UE6AF> \xF9\x53 |0

<UE6B0> \xF9\x54 |0

<UE6B1> \xF9\x55 |0

<UE6B2> \xF9\x56 |0
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<UE6B3> \xF9\x57 |0

<UE6B4> \xF9\x58 |0

<UE6B5> \xF9\x59 |0

<UE6B6> \xF9\x5A |0

<UE6B7> \xF9\x5B |0

<UE6B8> \xF9\x5C |0

<UE6B9> \xF9\x5D |0

<UE6BA> \xF9\x5E |0

<UE6BB> \xF9\x5F |0

<UE6BC> \xF9\x60 |0

<UE6BD> \xF9\x61 |0

<UE6BE> \xF9\x62 |0

<UE6BF> \xF9\x63 |0

<UE6C0> \xF9\x64 |0

<UE6C1> \xF9\x65 |0

<UE6C2> \xF9\x66 |0

<UE6C3> \xF9\x67 |0

<UE6C4> \xF9\x68 |0

<UE6C5> \xF9\x69 |0

<UE6C6> \xF9\x6A |0

<UE6C7> \xF9\x6B |0

<UE6C8> \xF9\x6C |0

<UE6C9> \xF9\x6D |0

<UE6CA> \xF9\x6E |0

<UE6CB> \xF9\x6F |0

<UE6CC> \xF9\x70 |0

<UE6CD> \xF9\x71 |0

<UE6CE> \xF9\x72 |0

<UE6CF> \xF9\x73 |0

<UE6D0> \xF9\x74

 |0

<UE6D1> \xF9\x75 |0

<UE6D2> \xF9\x76 |0

<UE6D3> \xF9\x77 |0

<UE6D4> \xF9\x78 |0

<UE6D5> \xF9\x79 |0

<UE6D6> \xF9\x7A |0

<UE6D7> \xF9\x7B |0

<UE6D8> \xF9\x7C |0

<UE6D9> \xF9\x7D |0

<UE6DA> \xF9\x7E |0

<UE6DB> \xF9\x80 |0

<UE6DC> \xF9\x81 |0

<UE6DD> \xF9\x82 |0

<UE6DE> \xF9\x83 |0

<UE6DF> \xF9\x84 |0

<UE6E0> \xF9\x85 |0

<UE6E1> \xF9\x86 |0
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<UE6E2> \xF9\x87 |0

<UE6E3> \xF9\x88 |0

<UE6E4> \xF9\x89 |0

<UE6E5> \xF9\x8A |0

<UE6E6> \xF9\x8B |0

<UE6E7> \xF9\x8C |0

<UE6E8> \xF9\x8D |0

<UE6E9> \xF9\x8E |0

<UE6EA> \xF9\x8F |0

<UE6EB> \xF9\x90 |0

<UE6EC> \xF9\x91 |0

<UE6ED> \xF9\x92 |0

<UE6EE> \xF9\x93 |0

<UE6EF> \xF9\x94 |0

<UE6F0> \xF9\x95 |0

<UE6F1> \xF9\x96 |0

<UE6F2> \xF9\x97 |0

<UE6F3> \xF9\x98 |0

<UE6F4> \xF9\x99 |0

<UE6F5> \xF9\x9A |0

<UE6F6> \xF9\x9B |0

<UE6F7> \xF9\x9C |0

<UE6F8> \xF9\x9D |0

<UE6F9> \xF9\x9E |0

<UE6FA> \xF9\x9F |0

<UE6FB> \xF9\xA0 |0

<UE6FC> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE6FD> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE6FE> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE6FF> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE700> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE701> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE702> \xF9\xA7

 |0

<UE703> \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE704> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE705> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE706> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE707> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE708> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE709> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE70A> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE70B> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE70C> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE70D> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE70E> \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE70F> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE710> \xF9\xB5 |0
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<UE711> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE712> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE713> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE714> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE715> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE716> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE717> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE718> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE719> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE71A> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE71B> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE71C> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE71D> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE71E> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE71F> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE720> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE721> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE722> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE723> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE724> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE725> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE726> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE727> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE728> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE729> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE72A> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE72B> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE72C> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE72D> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE72E> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE72F> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE730> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE731> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE732> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE733> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE734> \xF9\xD9

 |0

<UE735> \xF9\xDA |0

<UE736> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE737> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE738> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE739> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE73A> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE73B> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE73C> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE73D> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE73E> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE73F> \xF9\xE4 |0
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<UE740> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE741> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE742> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE743> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE744> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE745> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE746> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE747> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE748> \xF9\xED |0

<UE749> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE74A> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE74B> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE74C> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE74D> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE74E> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE74F> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE750> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE751> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE752> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE753> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE754> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE755> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE756> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE757> \xF9\xFC |0

<UF929> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UF9DC> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UFA0E> \xFA\x90 |0

<UFA0F> \xFA\x9B |0

<UFA10> \xFA\x9C |0

<UFA11> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UFA13> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UFA14> \xFA\xEA |0

<UFA15> \xFB\x58 |0

<UFA16> \xFB\x5E |0

<UFA17> \xFB\x75 |0

<UFA18> \xFB\x7D |0

<UFA19> \xFB\x7E |0

<UFA1A> \xFB\x80

 |0

<UFA1B> \xFB\x82 |0

<UFA1C> \xFB\x86 |0

<UFA1D> \xFB\x89 |0

<UFA1E> \xFB\x92 |0

<UFA1F> \xFB\x9D |0

<UFA20> \xFB\x9F |0

<UFA21> \xFB\xA0 |0

<UFA22> \xFB\xA9 |0
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<UFA23> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UFA24> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UFA25> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UFA26> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UFA27> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UFA28> \xFB\xDA |0

<UFA29> \xFB\xEA |0

<UFA2A> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UFA2B> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UFA2C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UFA2D> \xFC\x49 |0

<UFF01> \x81\x49 |0

<UFF02> \xFA\x57 |0

<UFF03> \x81\x94 |0

<UFF04> \x81\x90 |0

<UFF05> \x81\x93 |0

<UFF06> \x81\x95 |0

<UFF07> \xFA\x56 |0

<UFF08> \x81\x69 |0

<UFF09> \x81\x6A |0

<UFF0A> \x81\x96 |0

<UFF0B> \x81\x7B |0

<UFF0C> \x81\x43 |0

<UFF0E> \x81\x44 |0

<UFF0F> \x81\x5E |0

<UFF10> \x82\x4F |0

<UFF11> \x82\x50 |0

<UFF12> \x82\x51 |0

<UFF13> \x82\x52 |0

<UFF14> \x82\x53 |0

<UFF15> \x82\x54 |0

<UFF16> \x82\x55 |0

<UFF17> \x82\x56 |0

<UFF18> \x82\x57 |0

<UFF19> \x82\x58 |0

<UFF1A> \x81\x46 |0

<UFF1B> \x81\x47 |0

<UFF1C> \x81\x83 |0

<UFF1D> \x81\x81 |0

<UFF1E> \x81\x84 |0

<UFF1F> \x81\x48 |0

<UFF20> \x81\x97

 |0

<UFF21> \x82\x60 |0

<UFF22> \x82\x61 |0

<UFF23> \x82\x62 |0

<UFF24> \x82\x63 |0

<UFF25> \x82\x64 |0
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<UFF26> \x82\x65 |0

<UFF27> \x82\x66 |0

<UFF28> \x82\x67 |0

<UFF29> \x82\x68 |0

<UFF2A> \x82\x69 |0

<UFF2B> \x82\x6A |0

<UFF2C> \x82\x6B |0

<UFF2D> \x82\x6C |0

<UFF2E> \x82\x6D |0

<UFF2F> \x82\x6E |0

<UFF30> \x82\x6F |0

<UFF31> \x82\x70 |0

<UFF32> \x82\x71 |0

<UFF33> \x82\x72 |0

<UFF34> \x82\x73 |0

<UFF35> \x82\x74 |0

<UFF36> \x82\x75 |0

<UFF37> \x82\x76 |0

<UFF38> \x82\x77 |0

<UFF39> \x82\x78 |0

<UFF3A> \x82\x79 |0

<UFF3B> \x81\x6D |0

<UFF3C> \x81\x5F |0

<UFF3D> \x81\x6E |0

<UFF3E> \x81\x4F |0

<UFF3F> \x81\x51 |0

<UFF40> \x81\x4D |0

<UFF41> \x82\x81 |0

<UFF42> \x82\x82 |0

<UFF43> \x82\x83 |0

<UFF44> \x82\x84 |0

<UFF45> \x82\x85 |0

<UFF46> \x82\x86 |0

<UFF47> \x82\x87 |0

<UFF48> \x82\x88 |0

<UFF49> \x82\x89 |0

<UFF4A> \x82\x8A |0

<UFF4B> \x82\x8B |0

<UFF4C> \x82\x8C |0

<UFF4D> \x82\x8D |0

<UFF4E> \x82\x8E |0

<UFF4F> \x82\x8F |0

<UFF50> \x82\x90 |0

<UFF51> \x82\x91 |0

<UFF52> \x82\x92

 |0

<UFF53> \x82\x93 |0

<UFF54> \x82\x94 |0
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<UFF55> \x82\x95 |0

<UFF56> \x82\x96 |0

<UFF57> \x82\x97 |0

<UFF58> \x82\x98 |0

<UFF59> \x82\x99 |0

<UFF5A> \x82\x9A |0

<UFF5B> \x81\x6F |0

<UFF5C> \x81\x62 |0

<UFF5D> \x81\x70 |0

<UFF61> \xA1 |0

<UFF62> \xA2 |0

<UFF63> \xA3 |0

<UFF64> \xA4 |0

<UFF65> \xA5 |0

<UFF66> \xA6 |0

<UFF67> \xA7 |0

<UFF68> \xA8 |0

<UFF69> \xA9 |0

<UFF6A> \xAA |0

<UFF6B> \xAB |0

<UFF6C> \xAC |0

<UFF6D> \xAD |0

<UFF6E> \xAE |0

<UFF6F> \xAF |0

<UFF70> \xB0 |0

<UFF71> \xB1 |0

<UFF72> \xB2 |0

<UFF73> \xB3 |0

<UFF74> \xB4 |0

<UFF75> \xB5 |0

<UFF76> \xB6 |0

<UFF77> \xB7 |0

<UFF78> \xB8 |0

<UFF79> \xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \xBA |0

<UFF7B> \xBB |0

<UFF7C> \xBC |0

<UFF7D> \xBD |0

<UFF7E> \xBE |0

<UFF7F> \xBF |0

<UFF80> \xC0 |0

<UFF81> \xC1 |0

<UFF82> \xC2 |0

<UFF83> \xC3 |0

<UFF84> \xC4 |0

<UFF85> \xC5 |0

<UFF86> \xC6 |0

<UFF87> \xC7 |0
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<UFF88> \xC8 |0

<UFF89> \xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \xCA |0

<UFF8B> \xCB |0

<UFF8C> \xCC |0

<UFF8D> \xCD |0

<UFF8E> \xCE |0

<UFF8F> \xCF |0

<UFF90> \xD0 |0

<UFF91>

 \xD1 |0

<UFF92> \xD2 |0

<UFF93> \xD3 |0

<UFF94> \xD4 |0

<UFF95> \xD5 |0

<UFF96> \xD6 |0

<UFF97> \xD7 |0

<UFF98> \xD8 |0

<UFF99> \xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \xDA |0

<UFF9B> \xDB |0

<UFF9C> \xDC |0

<UFF9D> \xDD |0

<UFF9E> \xDE |0

<UFF9F> \xDF |0

<UFFE0> \x81\x91 |0

<UFFE1> \x81\x92 |0

<UFFE3> \x81\x50 |0

<UFFE5> \x81\x8F |0

END CHARMAP

 

CHARMAP

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U00A5> \x5C |1

<U00A6> \xFA\x55 |1

<U2014> \x81\x5C |1

<U2015> \x81\x5C |0

<U2016> \x81\x61 |1

<U203E> \x7E |1

<U2116> \x87\x82 |0

<U2116> \xFA\x59 |3

<U2121> \x87\x84 |0

<U2121> \xFA\x5A |3

<U2160> \x87\x54 |0

<U2160> \xFA\x4A |3

<U2161> \x87\x55 |0

<U2161> \xFA\x4B |3
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<U2162> \x87\x56 |0

<U2162> \xFA\x4C |3

<U2163> \x87\x57 |0

<U2163> \xFA\x4D |3

<U2164> \x87\x58 |0

<U2164> \xFA\x4E |3

<U2165> \x87\x59 |0

<U2165> \xFA\x4F |3

<U2166> \x87\x5A |0

<U2166> \xFA\x50 |3

<U2167> \x87\x5B |0

<U2167> \xFA\x51 |3

<U2168> \x87\x5C |0

<U2168> \xFA\x52 |3

<U2169> \x87\x5D |0

<U2169> \xFA\x53 |3

<U2170> \xEE\xEF |3

<U2171> \xEE\xF0

 |3

<U2172> \xEE\xF1 |3

<U2173> \xEE\xF2 |3

<U2174> \xEE\xF3 |3

<U2175> \xEE\xF4 |3

<U2176> \xEE\xF5 |3

<U2177> \xEE\xF6 |3

<U2178> \xEE\xF7 |3

<U2179> \xEE\xF8 |3

<U2211> \x87\x94 |0

<U2212> \x81\x7C |1

<U221A> \x87\x95 |3

<U221F> \x87\x98 |0

<U2220> \x87\x97 |3

<U2225> \x81\x61 |0

<U2229> \x87\x9B |3

<U222A> \x87\x9C |3

<U222B> \x87\x92 |3

<U222E> \x87\x93 |0

<U2235> \x81\xE6 |0

<U2235> \x87\x9A |3

<U2235> \xFA\x5B |3

<U2252> \x87\x90 |3

<U2261> \x87\x91 |3

<U22A5> \x87\x96 |3

<U22BF> \x87\x99 |0

<U2460> \x87\x40 |0

<U2461> \x87\x41 |0

<U2462> \x87\x42 |0

<U2463> \x87\x43 |0
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<U2464> \x87\x44 |0

<U2465> \x87\x45 |0

<U2466> \x87\x46 |0

<U2467> \x87\x47 |0

<U2468> \x87\x48 |0

<U2469> \x87\x49 |0

<U246A> \x87\x4A |0

<U246B> \x87\x4B |0

<U246C> \x87\x4C |0

<U246D> \x87\x4D |0

<U246E> \x87\x4E |0

<U246F> \x87\x4F |0

<U2470> \x87\x50 |0

<U2471> \x87\x51 |0

<U2472> \x87\x52 |0

<U2473> \x87\x53 |0

<U301C> \x81\x60 |1

<U301D> \x87\x80 |0

<U301F> \x87\x81 |0

<U3231> \x87\x8A |0

<U3231> \xFA\x58

 |3

<U3232> \x87\x8B |0

<U3239> \x87\x8C |0

<U32A4> \x87\x85 |0

<U32A5> \x87\x86 |0

<U32A6> \x87\x87 |0

<U32A7> \x87\x88 |0

<U32A8> \x87\x89 |0

<U3303> \x87\x65 |0

<U330D> \x87\x69 |0

<U3314> \x87\x60 |0

<U3318> \x87\x63 |0

<U3322> \x87\x61 |0

<U3323> \x87\x6B |0

<U3326> \x87\x6A |0

<U3327> \x87\x64 |0

<U332B> \x87\x6C |0

<U3336> \x87\x66 |0

<U333B> \x87\x6E |0

<U3349> \x87\x5F |0

<U334A> \x87\x6D |0

<U334D> \x87\x62 |0

<U3351> \x87\x67 |0

<U3357> \x87\x68 |0

<U337B> \x87\x7E |0

<U337C> \x87\x8F |0

<U337D> \x87\x8E |0
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<U337E> \x87\x8D |0

<U338E> \x87\x72 |0

<U338F> \x87\x73 |0

<U339C> \x87\x6F |0

<U339D> \x87\x70 |0

<U339E> \x87\x71 |0

<U33A1> \x87\x75 |0

<U33C4> \x87\x74 |0

<U33CD> \x87\x83 |0

<U4E28> \xED\x4C |3

<U4EE1> \xED\x4D |3

<U4EFC> \xED\x4E |3

<U4F00> \xED\x4F |3

<U4F03> \xED\x50 |3

<U4F39> \xED\x51 |3

<U4F56> \xED\x52 |3

<U4F8A> \xED\x54 |3

<U4F92> \xED\x53 |3

<U4F94> \xED\x56 |3

<U4F9A> \xED\x55 |3

<U4FAD> \x96\x99 |0

<U4FC9> \xED\x45 |3

<U4FCD> \xED\x57 |3

<U4FFF> \xED\x5A

 |3

<U501E> \xED\x5B |3

<U5022> \xED\x59 |3

<U5040> \xED\x58 |3

<U5042> \xED\x5E |3

<U5046> \xED\x5C |3

<U5070> \xED\x5D |3

<U5094> \xED\x5F |3

<U50D8> \xED\x61 |3

<U50F4> \xED\x60 |3

<U5118> \x98\xD4 |0

<U514A> \xED\x62 |3

<U5164> \xED\x63 |3

<U519D> \xED\x64 |3

<U51BE> \xED\x65 |3

<U51EC> \xED\x66 |3

<U5215> \xED\x67 |3

<U529C> \xED\x68 |3

<U52A6> \xED\x69 |3

<U52AF> \xEE\x5B |3

<U52C0> \xED\x6A |3

<U52DB> \xED\x6B |3

<U5300> \xED\x6C |3

<U5307> \xED\x6D |3
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<U5324> \xED\x6E |3

<U5372> \xED\x6F |3

<U5393> \xED\x70 |3

<U53B2> \xED\x71 |3

<U53DD> \xED\x72 |3

<U548A> \xED\x75 |3

<U549C> \xED\x74 |3

<U54A9> \xED\x76 |3

<U54FF> \xED\x77 |3

<U5586> \xED\x78 |3

<U5759> \xED\x79 |3

<U5765> \xED\x7A |3

<U57AC> \xED\x7B |3

<U57C7> \xED\x7D |3

<U57C8> \xED\x7C |3

<U582F> \xEA\x9F |0

<U589E> \xED\x81 |3

<U58B2> \xED\x82 |3

<U58F7> \x92\xD9 |0

<U58FA> \x9A\xE2 |0

<U590B> \xED\x83 |3

<U5953> \xED\x84 |3

<U595B> \xED\x85 |3

<U595D> \xED\x86 |3

<U5963> \xED\x87 |3

<U59A4> \xED\x88 |3

<U59BA> \xED\x89

 |3

<U5B56> \xED\x8A |3

<U5BC0> \xED\x8B |3

<U5BD8> \xED\x8D |3

<U5BEC> \xED\x8E |3

<U5C1E> \xED\x8F |3

<U5C2D> \x8B\xC4 |0

<U5CA6> \xED\x90 |3

<U5CBA> \xED\x91 |3

<U5CF5> \xED\x92 |3

<U5D27> \xED\x93 |3

<U5D42> \xED\x96 |3

<U5D53> \xED\x94 |3

<U5D6D> \xED\x97 |3

<U5DB8> \xED\x98 |3

<U5DB9> \xED\x99 |3

<U5DD0> \xED\x9A |3

<U5F21> \xED\x9B |3

<U5F34> \xED\x9C |3

<U5F45> \xED\x4B |3

<U5F67> \xED\x9D |3
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<U5FB7> \xED\x9E |3

<U5FDE> \xED\x9F |3

<U605D> \xED\xA0 |3

<U6085> \xED\xA1 |3

<U608A> \xED\xA2 |3

<U60D5> \xED\xA4 |3

<U60DE> \xED\xA3 |3

<U60F2> \xED\xA6 |3

<U6111> \xED\xA7 |3

<U6120> \xED\xA5 |3

<U6130> \xED\xA9 |3

<U6137> \xED\xA8 |3

<U6198> \xED\xAA |3

<U6213> \xED\xAB |3

<U62A6> \xED\xAC |3

<U63F5> \xED\xAD |3

<U6460> \xED\xAE |3

<U649D> \xED\xAF |3

<U64B9> \x8A\x68 |0

<U64CE> \xED\xB0 |3

<U652A> \x9D\x98 |0

<U654E> \xED\xB1 |3

<U6600> \xED\xB2 |3

<U6602> \x8D\x56 |0

<U6609> \xED\xB5 |3

<U6615> \xED\xB3 |3

<U661E> \xED\xB7 |3

<U6624> \xED\xB8 |3

<U662E> \xED\xB6 |3

<U6631> \xED\x47

 |3

<U663B> \xED\xB4 |3

<U663B> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U6657> \xED\xBA |3

<U6659> \xED\xBB |3

<U6665> \xED\xB9 |3

<U6673> \xED\xBD |3

<U6699> \xED\xBE |3

<U66A0> \xED\xBF |3

<U66B2> \xED\xC0 |3

<U66BF> \xED\xC1 |3

<U66FA> \xED\xC2 |3

<U66FB> \xED\x4A |3

<U670E> \xED\xC3 |3

<U6766> \xED\xC5 |3

<U67BB> \xED\xC6 |3

<U67C0> \xED\xC8 |3

<U6801> \xED\xC9 |3
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<U6844> \xED\xCA |3

<U6852> \xED\xC7 |3

<U6867> \x95\x4F |0

<U68BC> \x93\x8E |0

<U68C8> \xED\x48 |3

<U68CF> \xED\xCB |3

<U6968> \xED\xCD |3

<U6998> \xED\xCF |3

<U69C7> \xEA\xA0 |0

<U69D9> \x96\x8A |0

<U69E2> \xED\xD0 |3

<U6A30> \xED\xD1 |3

<U6A46> \xED\xD3 |3

<U6A6B> \xED\xD2 |3

<U6A73> \xED\xD4 |3

<U6A7E> \xED\xD5 |3

<U6A9C> \x9E\x77 |0

<U6AAE> \x9E\x8D |0

<U6AE2> \xED\xD6 |3

<U6AE4> \xED\xD7 |3

<U6BD6> \xED\xD8 |3

<U6C3F> \xED\xD9 |3

<U6C5C> \xED\xDA |3

<U6C6F> \xED\xDC |3

<U6C86> \xED\xDB |3

<U6CDA> \xED\xDD |3

<U6D04> \xED\xDE |3

<U6D6F> \xED\xE0 |3

<U6D87> \xED\xDF |3

<U6D96> \xED\xE1 |3

<U6D9B> \x93\x93 |0

<U6DAC> \xED\xE2 |3

<U6DCF> \xED\xE3

 |3

<U6DF2> \xED\xE5 |3

<U6DF8> \xED\xE4 |3

<U6DFC> \xED\xE6 |3

<U6E27> \xED\xE9 |3

<U6E39> \xED\xE7 |3

<U6E3C> \xED\xEA |3

<U6E5C> \xED\xE8 |3

<U6EBF> \xED\xEB |3

<U6F45> \x8A\xC1 |0

<U6F88> \xED\xEC |3

<U6FB5> \xED\xED |3

<U6FE4> \x9F\xB7 |0

<U6FF5> \xED\xEE |3

<U7005> \xED\xEF |3
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<U7007> \xED\xF0 |3

<U7028> \xED\xF1 |3

<U704C> \x9F\xF3 |0

<U7085> \xED\xF2 |3

<U70AB> \xED\xF3 |3

<U70BB> \xED\x46 |3

<U7104> \xED\xF5 |3

<U710F> \xED\xF4 |3

<U7146> \xED\xF7 |3

<U7147> \xED\xF8 |3

<U7155> \xE0\x86 |0

<U715C> \xED\xF6 |3

<U7199> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U71C1> \xED\xFA |3

<U71FE> \xED\xFB |3

<U72B1> \xED\xFC |3

<U72BE> \xEE\x40 |3

<U7324> \xEE\x41 |3

<U7377> \xEE\x43 |3

<U73BD> \xEE\x44 |3

<U73C9> \xEE\x45 |3

<U73D2> \xEE\x48 |3

<U73D6> \xEE\x46 |3

<U73E3> \xEE\x47 |3

<U73F5> \xEE\x4A |3

<U7407> \xEE\x49 |3

<U7426> \xEE\x4B |3

<U7429> \xEE\x4D |3

<U742A> \xEE\x4C |3

<U742E> \xEE\x4E |3

<U7462> \xEE\x4F |3

<U7464> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7489> \xEE\x50 |3

<U749F> \xEE\x51 |3

<U7501> \xEE\x52

 |3

<U752F> \xED\x8C |3

<U756F> \xEE\x53 |3

<U7682> \xEE\x54 |3

<U769B> \xEE\x57 |3

<U769C> \xEE\x55 |3

<U769E> \xEE\x56 |3

<U76A6> \xEE\x58 |3

<U7746> \xEE\x5A |3

<U7821> \xEE\x5C |3

<U783A> \x93\x76 |0

<U783F> \x8D\x7B |0
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<U784E> \xEE\x5D |3

<U7864> \xEE\x5E |3

<U787A> \xEE\x5F |3

<U7926> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U792A> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U7930> \xEE\x60 |3

<U7994> \xEE\x64 |3

<U799B> \xEE\x66 |3

<U7AC3> \x8A\x96 |0

<U7AC8> \xE2\x7D |0

<U7AD1> \xEE\x67 |3

<U7AE7> \xEE\x68 |3

<U7AEB> \xEE\x6A |3

<U7B9E> \xEE\x6B |3

<U7BED> \x98\x55 |0

<U7C60> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7D48> \xEE\x6D |3

<U7D5C> \xEE\x6E |3

<U7DA0> \xEE\x70 |3

<U7DB7> \xEE\x6F |3

<U7DD6> \xEE\x71 |3

<U7E52> \xEE\x72 |3

<U7E8A> \xED\x40 |3

<U7F47> \xEE\x73 |3

<U7FA1> \xEE\x74 |3

<U8301> \xEE\x76 |3

<U8362> \xEE\x77 |3

<U837F> \xEE\x78 |3

<U83C7> \xEE\x79 |3

<U83F6> \xEE\x7A |3

<U8448> \xEE\x7B |3

<U84B4> \xEE\x7C |3

<U84DC> \xED\x44 |3

<U854A> \x8E\xC7 |0

<U8553> \xEE\x7D |3

<U8559> \xEE\x7E |3

<U856B> \xEE\x80 |3

<U85AE> \x96\xF7 |0

<U85B0> \xEE\x82

 |3

<U85EA> \xE5\x4D |0

<U8602> \xE5\x41 |0

<U86CE> \x8A\x61 |0

<U877F> \x94\x88 |0

<U8805> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U8807> \xEE\x85 |3

<U8823> \xE5\x79 |0

<U88F5> \xEE\x86 |3
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<U891C> \xED\x41 |3

<U8A12> \xEE\x87 |3

<U8A37> \xEE\x88 |3

<U8A79> \xEE\x89 |3

<U8AA7> \xEE\x8A |3

<U8ABE> \xEE\x8B |3

<U8ACC> \x8A\xD0 |0

<U8ADF> \xEE\x8C |3

<U8AEB> \xE6\x7C |0

<U8AF6> \xEE\x8E |3

<U8B53> \xEE\x8F |3

<U8B7F> \xEE\x90 |3

<U8CCE> \x91\x47 |0

<U8CE4> \xE6\xCB |0

<U8CF0> \xEE\x91 |3

<U8CF4> \xEE\x92 |3

<U8D12> \xEE\x93 |3

<U8D76> \xEE\x94 |3

<U8ECF> \xEE\x96 |3

<U8FE9> \x93\xF4 |0

<U9059> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U9065> \x97\x79 |0

<U9067> \xEE\x99 |3

<U9087> \xE7\x8E |0

<U90DE> \xEE\x9A |3

<U9115> \xEE\x9C |3

<U9127> \xEE\x9D |3

<U91D7> \xEE\x9F |3

<U91DA> \xEE\x9E |3

<U91DE> \xEE\xA0 |3

<U91E4> \xEE\xA3 |3

<U91E5> \xEE\xA4 |3

<U91ED> \xEE\xA1 |3

<U91EE> \xEE\xA2 |3

<U9206> \xEE\xA5 |3

<U920A> \xEE\xA7 |3

<U9210> \xEE\xA6 |3

<U9239> \xEE\xAE |3

<U923A> \xEE\xA8 |3

<U923C> \xEE\xAA |3

<U9240> \xEE\xA9 |3

<U924E> \xEE\xAB

 |3

<U9251> \xEE\xAD |3

<U9259> \xEE\xAC |3

<U9267> \xEE\xAF |3

<U9277> \xEE\xB1 |3

<U9278> \xEE\xB2 |3
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<U9288> \xED\x43 |3

<U92A7> \xEE\xB0 |3

<U92D0> \xEE\xB6 |3

<U92D3> \xEE\xBA |3

<U92D5> \xEE\xB8 |3

<U92D7> \xEE\xB4 |3

<U92D9> \xEE\xB5 |3

<U92E0> \xEE\xB9 |3

<U92E7> \xEE\xB3 |3

<U92F9> \xED\x49 |3

<U92FB> \xEE\xBD |3

<U92FF> \xEE\xC0 |3

<U9302> \xEE\xC2 |3

<U931D> \xEE\xC1 |3

<U931E> \xEE\xBF |3

<U9321> \xEE\xBC |3

<U9325> \xEE\xBB |3

<U9348> \xED\x42 |3

<U9357> \xEE\xC4 |3

<U9370> \xEE\xC3 |3

<U93A4> \xEE\xC5 |3

<U93C6> \xEE\xC6 |3

<U93DE> \xEE\xC7 |3

<U93F8> \xEE\xC8 |3

<U9431> \xEE\xC9 |3

<U9445> \xEE\xCA |3

<U9448> \xEE\xCB |3

<U9592> \xEE\xCC |3

<U969D> \xEE\xCF |3

<U96AF> \xEE\xD0 |3

<U9733> \xEE\xD1 |3

<U973B> \xEE\xD2 |3

<U9743> \xEE\xD3 |3

<U974D> \xEE\xD4 |3

<U974F> \xEE\xD5 |3

<U9751> \xEE\xD6 |3

<U9755> \xEE\xD7 |3

<U976D> \x90\x78 |0

<U9771> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U981A> \x8C\x7A |0

<U9838> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U9857> \xEE\xD8 |3

<U9865> \xEE\xD9 |3

<U9927> \xEE\xDC |3

<U999E> \xEE\xDE

 |3

<U9A4E> \xEE\xDF |3

<U9AD9> \xEE\xE0 |3
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<U9ADC> \xEE\xE1 |3

<U9B72> \xEE\xE3 |3

<U9B75> \xEE\xE2 |3

<U9B8F> \xEE\xE4 |3

<U9BB1> \xEE\xE5 |3

<U9BBB> \xEE\xE6 |3

<U9BF5> \x88\xB1 |0

<U9C00> \xEE\xE7 |3

<U9C3A> \xE9\xCB |0

<U9D2C> \x89\xA7 |0

<U9D6B> \xEE\xE9 |3

<U9D70> \xEE\xE8 |3

<U9DAF> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U9E19> \xEE\xEB |3

<U9ED1> \xEE\xEC |3

<UF86F> \x87\x82 |1

<UF929> \xED\xC4 |3

<UF9DC> \xEE\xCD |3

<UFA0E> \xED\x73 |3

<UFA0F> \xED\x7E |3

<UFA10> \xED\x80 |3

<UFA11> \xED\x95 |3

<UFA12> \xED\xBC |3

<UFA13> \xED\xCC |3

<UFA14> \xED\xCE |3

<UFA15> \xED\xF9 |3

<UFA16> \xEE\x42 |3

<UFA17> \xEE\x59 |3

<UFA18> \xEE\x61 |3

<UFA19> \xEE\x62 |3

<UFA1A> \xEE\x63 |3

<UFA1B> \xEE\x65 |3

<UFA1C> \xEE\x69 |3

<UFA1D> \xEE\x6C |3

<UFA1E> \xEE\x75 |3

<UFA1F> \xEE\x81 |3

<UFA20> \xEE\x83 |3

<UFA21> \xEE\x84 |3

<UFA22> \xEE\x8D |3

<UFA23> \xEE\x95 |3

<UFA24> \xEE\x97 |3

<UFA25> \xEE\x98 |3

<UFA26> \xEE\x9B |3

<UFA27> \xEE\xB7 |3

<UFA28> \xEE\xBE |3

<UFA29> \xEE\xCE |3

<UFA2A> \xEE\xDA |3

<UFA2B> \xEE\xDB
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 |3

<UFA2C> \xEE\xDD |3

<UFA2D> \xEE\xEA |3

<UFF02> \xEE\xFC |3

<UFF07> \xEE\xFB |3

<UFF0D> \x81\x7C |0

<UFF5E> \x81\x60 |0

<UFFE2> \x81\xCA |0

<UFFE2> \xEE\xF9 |3

<UFFE2> \xFA\x54 |3

<UFFE4> \xEE\xFA |3

<UFFE4> \xFA\x55 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-943_P15A-

2003.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00462.RPMAP100 and 046234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1122_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1122_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>
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 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x63 |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0
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<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xEC |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB5 |0

<U005C> \x71 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x51 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0
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<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0
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<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x5A |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x4A |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0
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<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x7B |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \xE0 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7C |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x79 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0
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<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0160> \xAC |0

<U0161> \x8C |0

<U017D> \xAE |0

<U017E> \x8E |0

<U203E>

 \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x63 |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xEC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1
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<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB5 |1

<UFF3C> \x71 |1

<UFF3D> \x9F |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x51 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1
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<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1122_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B001B5.RPMAP100 and 01B534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-437_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-437_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0
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<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0
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<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0
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<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \x9B |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A5> \x9D |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0
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<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EC> \x8D |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FF> \x98 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0

<U03C3>
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 \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20A7> \x9E |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0

<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0
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<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1
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<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1
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<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>
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 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-437_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: nl_Title.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013, Apple Inc. and others. All Rights Reserved.

# Special titlecasing for Dutch initial "ij".

::Any-Title();

# Fix up Ij at the beginning of a "word" (per Any-Title, notUAX #29)

[:^WB=ALetter:] [:WB=Extend:]* [[:WB=MidLetter:][:WB=MidNumLet:]]? { Ij }  IJ ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/nl_Title.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00366.RPMAP100 and 036634B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-870_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1
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<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-870_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0
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<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0
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<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0
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<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |1

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0
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<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00F3>

 \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U0102> \x66 |0

<U0103> \x46 |0

<U0104> \xB1 |0

<U0105> \xA0 |0

<U0106> \x69 |0

<U0107> \x49 |0

<U010C> \x67 |0

<U010D> \x47 |0

<U010E> \xFA |0

<U010F> \xEA |0

<U0110> \xAC |0

<U0111> \x8C |0

<U0118> \x72 |0

<U0119> \x52 |0

<U011A> \xDA |0

<U011B> \xDF |0

<U0139> \x78 |0

<U013A> \x58 |0

<U013D> \x77 |0

<U013E> \x57 |0

<U0141> \xBA |0

<U0142> \x9A |0

<U0143> \xBB |0

<U0144> \x9B |0

<U0147> \xAB |0

<U0148> \x8B |0

<U0150> \xEF |0

<U0151> \xCF |0

<U0154> \xED |0

<U0155> \xCD |0
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<U0158> \xAE |0

<U0159> \x8E |0

<U015A> \xAA |0

<U015B> \x8A |0

<U015E> \xAF |0

<U015F> \x8F |0

<U0160> \xBC |0

<U0161> \x9C |0

<U0162> \xB3 |0

<U0163> \x44 |0

<U0164> \xFD |0

<U0165> \xDD |0

<U016E> \x74 |0

<U016F> \x54 |0

<U0170> \xFB |0

<U0171> \xDB |0

<U0179> \xB9 |0

<U017A> \xB7 |0

<U017B> \xB4 |0

<U017C> \xB2 |0

<U017D> \xB8 |0

<U017E> \xB6 |0

<U02C7> \x70 |0

<U02D8> \x80 |0

<U02D9> \xB0 |0

<U02DB> \x9E |0

<U02DD>

 \x64 |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1
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<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1
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<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-870_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created on Sep 26 17:33 PDT 2005

#

# File created by genucm tool.

# from macos 10.4 using TECCreateConverter

#

# Table Version : 1.0
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# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse fallback Unicode scaler value

#

#

 Encoding description:

# Encoding name: X-MAC-GREEK

#

<code_set_name>               "macos-6_2-10.4"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information

#<icu:alias>                  "macos-6_2_VPUA"

 

#

CHARMAP

#

#UNICODE 6_2

#_______ _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0
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<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024>

 \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0
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<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063>

 \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0
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<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xCA |0

<U00A3> \x92 |0

<U00A5> \xB4 |0

<U00A6> \x9B |0

<U00A7> \xAC |0

<U00A8> \x8C |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xC7 |0

<U00AC> \xC2 |0

<U00AD> \xFF |0

<U00AE> \xA8 |0

<U00B0> \xAE |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \x82 |0

<U00B3> \x84 |0

<U00B4> \x8B |1

<U00B7> \xAF |0

<U00B9> \x81 |0

<U00BB> \xC8 |0

<U00BD> \x97 |0

<U00C4> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x83 |0

<U00D6> \x85 |0

<U00D7> \x2A |1

<U00DC> \x86 |0

<U00DF> \xA7 |0

<U00E0> \x88 |0

<U00E2> \x89 |0

<U00E4> \x8A |0

<U00E7> \x8D |0

<U00E8> \x8F |0

<U00E9> \x8E |0

<U00EA> \x90 |0

<U00EB>
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 \x91 |0

<U00EE> \x94 |0

<U00EF> \x95 |0

<U00F4> \x99 |0

<U00F6> \x9A |0

<U00F7> \xD6 |0

<U00F9> \x9D |0

<U00FB> \x9E |0

<U00FC> \x9F |0

<U0153> \xCF |0

<U02BB> \xD4 |1

<U02BC> \xD5 |1

<U02CA> \x8B |1

<U02CB> \x60 |1

<U0300> \x60 |1

<U0301> \x8B |1

<U0303> \x7E |1

<U0308> \x8C |1

<U030D> \x8B |1

<U0313> \xD5 |1

<U0314> \xD4 |1

<U0338> \x2F |1

<U0343> \xD5 |1

<U0344> \x87 |1

<U0384> \x8B |0

<U0385> \x87 |0

<U0386> \xCD |0

<U0387> \xAF |1

<U0388> \xCE |0

<U0389> \xD7 |0

<U038A> \xD8 |0

<U038C> \xD9 |0

<U038E> \xDA |0

<U038F> \xDF |0

<U0390> \xFD |0

<U0391> \xB0 |0

<U0392> \xB5 |0

<U0393> \xA1 |0

<U0394> \xA2 |0

<U0395> \xB6 |0

<U0396> \xB7 |0

<U0397> \xB8 |0

<U0398> \xA3 |0

<U0399> \xB9 |0

<U039A> \xBA |0

<U039B> \xA4 |0

<U039C> \xBB |0

<U039D> \xC1 |0
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<U039E> \xA5 |0

<U039F> \xC3 |0

<U03A0> \xA6 |0

<U03A1> \xC4 |0

<U03A3> \xAA |0

<U03A4> \xC6 |0

<U03A5> \xCB |0

<U03A6> \xBC |0

<U03A7> \xCC |0

<U03A8> \xBE |0

<U03A9> \xBF |0

<U03AA> \xAB |0

<U03AB> \xBD |0

<U03AC> \xC0 |0

<U03AD> \xDB |0

<U03AE>

 \xDC |0

<U03AF> \xDD |0

<U03B0> \xFE |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE7 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xFA |0

<U03B7> \xE8 |0

<U03B8> \xF5 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEB |0

<U03BB> \xEC |0

<U03BC> \xED |0

<U03BD> \xEE |0

<U03BE> \xEA |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF2 |0

<U03C2> \xF7 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF9 |0

<U03C6> \xE6 |0

<U03C7> \xF8 |0

<U03C8> \xE3 |0

<U03C9> \xF6 |0

<U03CA> \xFB |0

<U03CB> \xFC |0

<U03CC> \xDE |0

<U03CD> \xE0 |0
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<U03CE> \xF1 |0

<U2000> \x20 |1

<U2001> \x20 |1

<U2002> \x20 |1

<U2003> \x20 |1

<U2004> \x20 |1

<U2005> \x20 |1

<U2006> \x20 |1

<U2007> \x20 |1

<U2008> \x20 |1

<U2009> \x20 |1

<U2010> \x2D |1

<U2011> \x2D |1

<U2012> \xD0 |1

<U2013> \xD0 |0

<U2014> \xD1 |1

<U2015> \xD1 |0

<U2018> \xD4 |0

<U2019> \xD5 |0

<U201C> \xD2 |0

<U201D> \xD3 |0

<U2020> \xA0 |0

<U2022> \x96 |0

<U2026> \xC9 |0

<U2028> \x0D |1

<U2029> \x0D |1

<U2030> \x98 |0

<U20AC> \x9C |0

<U2122> \x93 |0

<U2212> \x2D |1

<U2215>

 \x2F |1

<U2217> \x2A |1

<U2236> \x3A |1

<U223C> \x7E |1

<U2248> \xC5 |0

<U2260> \xAD |0

<U2264> \xB2 |0

<U2265> \xB3 |0

<U22C5> \xAF |1

<UF8A0> \x9C |1

#

END CHARMAP

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/macos-6_2-10.4.ucm
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00129.RPMAP100 and 012934B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-297_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-297_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0
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<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \xB1 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x44 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0
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<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x90 |0

<U005C> \x48 |0

<U005D> \xB5 |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \xA0 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0
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<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x51 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x54 |0

<U007E> \xBD |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x7B |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0
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<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \x5A |0

<U00A8> \xA1 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x4A |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \x79 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0
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<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x7C |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xE0 |0

<U00E8> \xD0 |0

<U00E9> \xC0 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \x6A |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1
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<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \xB1 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x44 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1
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<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x90 |1

<UFF3C> \x48 |1

<UFF3D>

 \xB5 |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \xA0 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x51 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x54 |1

<UFF5E> \xBD |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-297_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Nov 15 2005)

# from source files 54B024E8.RXMAP100 and 24E854B0.TXMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-9448_X100-2005"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-9448_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0
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<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>
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 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0
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<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4>

 \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0
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<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0191> \x46 |1

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02CB> \x60 |1

<U060C> \xA1 |0

<U061B> \xBA |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |0

<U0622> \xC2 |0

<U0623> \xC3 |0

<U0624> \xC4 |0

<U0625> \xC5 |0

<U0626> \xC6 |0

<U0627> \xC7 |0

<U0628> \xC8 |0

<U0629> \xC9 |0

<U062A> \xCA |0

<U062B> \xCB |0

<U062C> \xCC |0

<U062D> \xCD |0

<U062E>

 \xCE |0

<U062F> \xCF |0

<U0630> \xD0 |0

<U0631> \xD1 |0

<U0632> \xD2 |0

<U0633> \xD3 |0

<U0634> \xD4 |0

<U0635> \xD5 |0

<U0636> \xD6 |0

<U0637> \xD8 |0

<U0638> \xD9 |0

<U0639> \xDA |0

<U063A> \xDB |0

<U0640> \xDC |0

<U0641> \xDD |0

<U0642> \xDE |0

<U0643> \xDF |0
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<U0644> \xE1 |0

<U0645> \xE3 |0

<U0646> \xE4 |0

<U0647> \xE5 |0

<U0648> \xE6 |0

<U0649> \xEC |0

<U064A> \xED |0

<U064B> \xF0 |0

<U064C> \xF1 |0

<U064D> \xF2 |0

<U064E> \xF3 |0

<U064F> \xF5 |0

<U0650> \xF6 |0

<U0651> \xF8 |0

<U0652> \xFA |0

<U0660> \x30 |1

<U0661> \x31 |1

<U0662> \x32 |1

<U0663> \x33 |1

<U0664> \x34 |1

<U0665> \x35 |1

<U0666> \x36 |1

<U0667> \x37 |1

<U0668> \x38 |1

<U0669> \x39 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U0679> \x8A |0

<U067E> \x81 |0

<U0686> \x8D |0

<U0688> \x8F |0

<U0691> \x9A |0

<U0698> \x8E |0

<U06A9> \x98 |0

<U06AF> \x90 |0

<U06BA> \x9F |0

<U06BE> \xAA |0

<U06C1> \xC0 |0

<U06CC> \xED |1

<U06D2> \xFF |0

<U06F0> \x30 |1

<U06F1> \x31 |1

<U06F2> \x32 |1

<U06F3> \x33 |1

<U06F4> \x34 |1

<U06F5> \x35 |1

<U06F6>
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 \x36 |1

<U06F7> \x37 |1

<U06F8> \x38 |1

<U06F9> \x39 |1

<U200C> \x9D |0

<U200D> \x9E |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U203E> \xAF |1

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFB56> \x81 |1

<UFB57> \x81 |1

<UFB58> \x81 |1

<UFB59> \x81 |1

<UFB66> \x8A |1

<UFB67> \x8A |1

<UFB68> \x8A |1

<UFB69> \x8A |1

<UFB7A> \x8D |1

<UFB7B> \x8D |1

<UFB7C> \x8D |1

<UFB7D> \x8D |1

<UFB88> \x8F |1

<UFB89> \x8F |1

<UFB8A> \x8E |1

<UFB8B> \x8E |1

<UFB8C> \x9A |1

<UFB8D> \x9A |1

<UFB8E> \x98 |1

<UFB8F> \x98 |1

<UFB90> \x98 |1

<UFB91> \x98 |1
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<UFB92> \x90 |1

<UFB93> \x90 |1

<UFB94> \x90 |1

<UFB95> \x90 |1

<UFB9E> \x9F |1

<UFB9F> \x9F |1

<UFBA6> \xC0 |1

<UFBA7> \xC0 |1

<UFBA8> \xC0 |1

<UFBA9> \xC0 |1

<UFBAA> \xAA |1

<UFBAB> \xAA |1

<UFBAC> \xAA |1

<UFBAD> \xAA |1

<UFBAE>

 \xFF |1

<UFBAF> \xFF |1

<UFE70> \xF0 |1

<UFE71> \xF0 |1

<UFE72> \xF1 |1

<UFE73> \x20 |1

<UFE74> \xF2 |1

<UFE76> \xF3 |1

<UFE77> \xF3 |1

<UFE78> \xF5 |1

<UFE79> \xF5 |1

<UFE7A> \xF6 |1

<UFE7B> \xF6 |1

<UFE7C> \xF8 |1

<UFE7D> \xF8 |1

<UFE7E> \xFA |1

<UFE7F> \xFA |1

<UFE80> \xC1 |1

<UFE81> \xC2 |1

<UFE82> \xC2 |1

<UFE83> \xC3 |1

<UFE84> \xC3 |1

<UFE85> \xC4 |1

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC5 |1

<UFE88> \xC5 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |1

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1

<UFE8D> \xC7 |1

<UFE8E> \xC7 |1

<UFE8F> \xC8 |1
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<UFE90> \xC8 |1

<UFE91> \xC8 |1

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |1

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xCA |1

<UFE96> \xCA |1

<UFE97> \xCA |1

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xCB |1

<UFE9A> \xCB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |1

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xCC |1

<UFE9E> \xCC |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |1

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xCD |1

<UFEA2> \xCD |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |1

<UFEA4> \xCD |1

<UFEA5> \xCE |1

<UFEA6> \xCE |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |1

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |1

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |1

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |1

<UFEAE>

 \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |1

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xD3 |1

<UFEB2> \xD3 |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |1

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xD4 |1

<UFEB6> \xD4 |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |1

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xD5 |1

<UFEBA> \xD5 |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |1

<UFEBC> \xD5 |1

<UFEBD> \xD6 |1

<UFEBE> \xD6 |1
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<UFEBF> \xD6 |1

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1> \xD8 |1

<UFEC2> \xD8 |1

<UFEC3> \xD8 |1

<UFEC4> \xD8 |1

<UFEC5> \xD9 |1

<UFEC6> \xD9 |1

<UFEC7> \xD9 |1

<UFEC8> \xD9 |1

<UFEC9> \xDA |1

<UFECA> \xDA |1

<UFECB> \xDA |1

<UFECC> \xDA |1

<UFECD> \xDB |1

<UFECE> \xDB |1

<UFECF> \xDB |1

<UFED0> \xDB |1

<UFED1> \xDD |1

<UFED2> \xDD |1

<UFED3> \xDD |1

<UFED4> \xDD |1

<UFED5> \xDE |1

<UFED6> \xDE |1

<UFED7> \xDE |1

<UFED8> \xDE |1

<UFED9> \xDF |1

<UFEDA> \xDF |1

<UFEDB> \xDF |1

<UFEDC> \xDF |1

<UFEDD> \xE1 |1

<UFEDE> \xE1 |1

<UFEDF> \xE1 |1

<UFEE0> \xE1 |1

<UFEE1> \xE3 |1

<UFEE2> \xE3 |1

<UFEE3> \xE3 |1

<UFEE4> \xE3 |1

<UFEE5> \xE4 |1

<UFEE6> \xE4 |1

<UFEE7> \xE4 |1

<UFEE8> \xE4 |1

<UFEE9> \xE5 |1

<UFEEA> \xE5 |1

<UFEEB> \xE5 |1

<UFEEC>

 \xE5 |1

<UFEED> \xE6 |1
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<UFEEE> \xE6 |1

<UFEEF> \xEC |1

<UFEF0> \xEC |1

<UFEF1> \xED |1

<UFEF2> \xED |1

<UFEF3> \xED |1

<UFEF4> \xED |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1
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<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37>

 \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1
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<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-9448_X100-

2005.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00352.RPMAP100 and 035234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-850_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-850_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0
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<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0
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<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \xBD |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A4> \xCF |0

<U00A5> \xBE |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8> \xF9 |0

<U00A9> \xB8 |0

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00AE> \xA9 |0

<U00AF> \xEE |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xFC |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00B9> \xFB |0
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<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xF3 |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C0> \xB7 |0

<U00C1> \xB5 |0

<U00C2> \xB6 |0

<U00C3> \xC7 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C8> \xD4 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CA> \xD2 |0

<U00CB> \xD3 |0

<U00CC> \xDE |0

<U00CD> \xD6 |0

<U00CE> \xD7 |0

<U00CF> \xD8 |0

<U00D0> \xD1 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D2> \xE3 |0

<U00D3> \xE0 |0

<U00D4> \xE2 |0

<U00D5> \xE5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00D9> \xEB |0

<U00DA> \xE9 |0

<U00DB> \xEA |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DD> \xED |0

<U00DE> \xE8 |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1>

 \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E3> \xC6 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0
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<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EC> \x8D |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F0> \xD0 |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F5> \xE4 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FD> \xEC |0

<U00FE> \xE7 |0

<U00FF> \x98 |0

<U0110> \xD1 |1

<U0131> \xD5 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U2017> \xF2 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xEE |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0
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<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D>

 \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1
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<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1
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<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-850_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00478.RPMAP100 and 047844B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1144_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1144_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \xB1 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xB5 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0
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<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x90 |0

<U005C> \x48 |0

<U005D> \x51 |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \xDD |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0
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<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x44 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x54 |0

<U007E> \x58 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0
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<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x7B |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCD |0

<U00A7> \x7C |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x4A |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0
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<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \xC0 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xE0 |0

<U00E8> \xD0 |0

<U00E9> \x5A |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \xA1 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \x6A |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \x79 |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>
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 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \xB1 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xB5 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1
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<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x90 |1

<UFF3C> \x48 |1

<UFF3D> \x51 |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \xDD |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x44 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x54 |1

<UFF5E> \x58 |1
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END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1144_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

 # Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# 	Copyright (c) 2011-2015 International Business Machines Corporation

#	and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/dictionaries/khmerdict.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#

#   Copyright (C) 2002-2015, International Business Machines Corporation and others.

#       All Rights Reserved.

#

#   file:  sent_el.txt

#

#   ICU Sentence Break Rules

#      See Unicode Standard Annex #29.

#      These rules are based on UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

#

 

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

#

# Character categories as defined in TR 29

#

$CR        = [\p{Sentence_Break = CR}];

$LF        = [\p{Sentence_Break = LF}];

$Extend    = [\p{Sentence_Break = Extend}];

$Sep       = [\p{Sentence_Break = Sep}];

$Format    = [\p{Sentence_Break = Format}];

$Sp        = [\p{Sentence_Break = Sp}];

$Lower     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Lower}];

$Upper     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Upper}];

$OLetter   = [\p{Sentence_Break = OLetter}];

$Numeric   = [\p{Sentence_Break = Numeric}];

$ATerm     = [\p{Sentence_Break

 = ATerm}];

$SContinue = [\p{Sentence_Break = SContinue}];

$STerm     = [\p{Sentence_Break = STerm} [\u003B \u037E]];
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$Close     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Close}];

 

#

# Define extended forms of the character classes,

#   incorporate trailing Extend or Format chars.

#   Rules 4 and 5.

 

$SpEx       = $Sp      ($Extend | $Format)*;

$LowerEx    = $Lower   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$UpperEx    = $Upper   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$OLetterEx  = $OLetter ($Extend | $Format)*;

$NumericEx  = $Numeric ($Extend | $Format)*;

$ATermEx    = $ATerm   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$SContinueEx= $SContinue ($Extend | $Format)*;

$STermEx    = $STerm   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$CloseEx    = $Close   ($Extend | $Format)*;

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

!!chain;

 

# Rule 3 - break after separators.  Keep CR/LF together.

#

$CR $LF;

 

 

# Rule 4 - Break after $Sep.

# Rule 5 - Ignore $Format and $Extend

#

[^$Sep $CR $LF]? ($Extend | $Format)*;

 

 

# Rule 6

$ATermEx $NumericEx;

 

# Rule 7

($UpperEx | $LowerEx)

 $ATermEx $UpperEx;

 

#Rule 8

$NotLettersEx = [^$OLetter $Upper $Lower $Sep $CR $LF $ATerm $STerm] ($Extend | $Format)*;

$ATermEx $CloseEx* $SpEx* $NotLettersEx* $Lower;

 

# Rule 8a

($STermEx | $ATermEx) $CloseEx* $SpEx* ($SContinueEx | $STermEx | $ATermEx);

 

#Rule 9, 10, 11
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($STermEx | $ATermEx) $CloseEx* $SpEx* ($Sep | $CR | $LF)?;

 

#Rule 998

[[^$STerm $ATerm $Close $Sp $Sep $LF $CR $Format $Extend]{bof}] ($Extend | $Format | $Close | $Sp)* .;

[[^$STerm $ATerm $Close $Sp $Sep $LF $CR $Format $Extend]{bof}] ($Extend | $Format | $Close | $Sp)* ([$Sep

$LF $CR {eof}] | $CR $LF){100};

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/sent_el.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00479.RPMAP100 and 047944B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1145_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1145_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \xBB |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x69 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0
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<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \xBA |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0
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<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xBD |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0
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<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x49 |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xA1 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0
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<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x7B |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x6A |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0
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<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \xBB |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x69 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1
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<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E>

 \xBA |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1
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<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xBD |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1145_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B001A8.RPMAP100 and 01A834B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-424_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-424_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0
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<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0
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<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0
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<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x74 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U05D0> \x41 |0

<U05D1> \x42 |0

<U05D2> \x43 |0

<U05D3> \x44 |0

<U05D4> \x45 |0

<U05D5>

 \x46 |0

<U05D6> \x47 |0

<U05D7> \x48 |0

<U05D8> \x49 |0

<U05D9> \x51 |0

<U05DA> \x52 |0

<U05DB> \x53 |0

<U05DC> \x54 |0
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<U05DD> \x55 |0

<U05DE> \x56 |0

<U05DF> \x57 |0

<U05E0> \x58 |0

<U05E1> \x59 |0

<U05E2> \x62 |0

<U05E3> \x63 |0

<U05E4> \x64 |0

<U05E5> \x65 |0

<U05E6> \x66 |0

<U05E7> \x67 |0

<U05E8> \x68 |0

<U05E9> \x69 |0

<U05EA> \x71 |0

<U2017> \x78 |0

<U2022> \xB3 |0

<U203E> \xBC |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1
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<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27>

 \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1
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<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-424_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Nov 15 2005)

# from source files 54B011A5.RPMAP100 and 11A554B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-4517_P100-2005"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-4517_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0
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<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D

 |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0
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<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046>

 \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0
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<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C

 |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0
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<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A3> \x79 |0

<U00A7> \x5A |0

<U00A8> \xA1 |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x4A |0

<U00B5> \x7B |0

<U00D7> \xED |0

<U00E1> \x7C |0

<U00E7> \xE0 |0

<U00E8> \xD0 |0

<U00E9> \xC0 |0

<U00F7> \xEA |0

<U00FA> \x6A |0

<U060C> \xEB |0

<U061B> \xEF |0

<U061F> \xEE |0

<U0621> \x46 |1

<U0622> \x47 |1

<U0623> \x49 |1

<U0624> \x52 |1

<U0625> \x56 |1

<U0626> \x55 |1

<U0627> \x56 |1

<U0628> \x58 |1

<U0629> \x62 |1

<U062A> \x63 |1

<U062B> \x65 |1

<U062C> \x67 |1

<U062D> \x69 |1

<U062E> \x71 |1

<U062F> \x73 |1

<U0630> \x74 |1

<U0631> \x75 |1

<U0632> \x76 |1

<U0633> \x77 |1

<U0634> \x80 |1

<U0635> \x8B |1

<U0636> \x8D |1

<U0637> \x8F |1

<U0638> \x90 |1

<U0639> \x9A |1

<U063A> \x9E |1
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<U0640>

 \x44 |0

<U0641> \xAB |1

<U0642> \xAD |1

<U0643> \xAF |1

<U0644> \xB1 |1

<U0645> \xBB |1

<U0646> \xBD |1

<U0647> \xBF |1

<U0648> \xCF |1

<U0649> \xDA |1

<U064A> \xDC |1

<U0651> \x42 |1

<U0660> \xF0 |1

<U0661> \xF1 |1

<U0662> \xF2 |1

<U0663> \xF3 |1

<U0664> \xF4 |1

<U0665> \xF5 |1

<U0666> \xF6 |1

<U0667> \xF7 |1

<U0668> \xF8 |1

<U0669> \xF9 |1

<U066A> \x6C |1

<U066B> \x6B |1

<U066C> \x4B |1

<U066D> \x5C |1

<U2007> \xE1 |0

<U200B> \x45 |0

<UF8F4> \x8B |1

<UF8F5> \x80 |1

<UF8F6> \x77 |1

<UF8F7> \x8D |1

<UFE70> \x40 |1

<UFE71> \x44 |1

<UFE72> \x40 |1

<UFE73> \x45 |1

<UFE74> \x40 |1

<UFE76> \x40 |1

<UFE77> \x44 |1

<UFE78> \x40 |1

<UFE79> \x44 |1

<UFE7A> \x40 |1

<UFE7B> \x44 |1

<UFE7C> \x42 |0

<UFE7D> \x43 |0

<UFE7E> \x40 |1

<UFE7F> \x44 |1
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<UFE80> \x46 |0

<UFE81> \x47 |0

<UFE82> \x48 |0

<UFE83> \x49 |0

<UFE84> \x51 |0

<UFE85> \x52 |0

<UFE86> \x52 |1

<UFE87> \x56 |1

<UFE88> \x57 |1

<UFE89> \x55 |1

<UFE8A> \x55 |1

<UFE8B> \x55 |0

<UFE8C> \x55 |1

<UFE8D> \x56 |0

<UFE8E> \x57 |0

<UFE8F> \x58

 |0

<UFE90> \x58 |1

<UFE91> \x59 |0

<UFE92> \x59 |1

<UFE93> \x62 |0

<UFE94> \x62 |1

<UFE95> \x63 |0

<UFE96> \x63 |1

<UFE97> \x64 |0

<UFE98> \x64 |1

<UFE99> \x65 |0

<UFE9A> \x65 |1

<UFE9B> \x66 |0

<UFE9C> \x66 |1

<UFE9D> \x67 |0

<UFE9E> \x67 |1

<UFE9F> \x68 |0

<UFEA0> \x68 |1

<UFEA1> \x69 |0

<UFEA2> \x69 |1

<UFEA3> \x70 |0

<UFEA4> \x70 |1

<UFEA5> \x71 |0

<UFEA6> \x71 |1

<UFEA7> \x72 |0

<UFEA8> \x72 |1

<UFEA9> \x73 |0

<UFEAA> \x73 |1

<UFEAB> \x74 |0

<UFEAC> \x74 |1

<UFEAD> \x75 |0

<UFEAE> \x75 |1
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<UFEAF> \x76 |0

<UFEB0> \x76 |1

<UFEB1> \x77 |0

<UFEB2> \x77 |1

<UFEB3> \x78 |0

<UFEB4> \x78 |1

<UFEB5> \x80 |0

<UFEB6> \x80 |1

<UFEB7> \x8A |0

<UFEB8> \x8A |1

<UFEB9> \x8B |0

<UFEBA> \x8B |1

<UFEBB> \x8C |0

<UFEBC> \x8C |1

<UFEBD> \x8D |0

<UFEBE> \x8D |1

<UFEBF> \x8E |0

<UFEC0> \x8E |1

<UFEC1> \x8F |1

<UFEC2> \x8F |1

<UFEC3> \x8F |0

<UFEC4> \x8F |1

<UFEC5> \x90 |1

<UFEC6> \x90 |1

<UFEC7> \x90 |0

<UFEC8> \x90 |1

<UFEC9> \x9A |0

<UFECA> \x9B |0

<UFECB> \x9C |0

<UFECC> \x9D |0

<UFECD> \x9E |0

<UFECE>

 \x9F |0

<UFECF> \xA0 |0

<UFED0> \xAA |0

<UFED1> \xAB |0

<UFED2> \xAB |1

<UFED3> \xAC |0

<UFED4> \xAC |1

<UFED5> \xAD |0

<UFED6> \xAD |1

<UFED7> \xAE |0

<UFED8> \xAE |1

<UFED9> \xAF |0

<UFEDA> \xAF |1

<UFEDB> \xB0 |0

<UFEDC> \xB0 |1

<UFEDD> \xB1 |0
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<UFEDE> \xB1 |1

<UFEDF> \xBA |0

<UFEE0> \xBA |1

<UFEE1> \xBB |0

<UFEE2> \xBB |1

<UFEE3> \xBC |0

<UFEE4> \xBC |1

<UFEE5> \xBD |0

<UFEE6> \xBD |1

<UFEE7> \xBE |0

<UFEE8> \xBE |1

<UFEE9> \xBF |0

<UFEEA> \xBF |1

<UFEEB> \xCB |0

<UFEEC> \xCD |0

<UFEED> \xCF |0

<UFEEE> \xCF |1

<UFEEF> \xDA |0

<UFEF0> \xDB |0

<UFEF1> \xDC |0

<UFEF2> \xDD |0

<UFEF3> \xDE |0

<UFEF4> \xDE |1

<UFEF5> \xB2 |0

<UFEF6> \xB3 |0

<UFEF7> \xB4 |0

<UFEF8> \xB5 |0

<UFEF9> \xB8 |1

<UFEFA> \xB9 |1

<UFEFB> \xB8 |0

<UFEFC> \xB9 |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1
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 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1
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<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55>

 \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-4517_P100-

2005.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 2002-2016, International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# file:  word_fi_sv.txt

#

# ICU Word Break Rules

#      See Unicode Standard Annex #29.

#      These rules are based on UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

#

# Note:  Updates to word.txt will usually need to be merged into

#        word_fi_sv.txt also.

 

##############################################################################

#

#  Character class definitions from TR 29

#
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##############################################################################

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

 

#

#  Character Class Definitions.

#

 

$Han                = [:Han:];

 

$CR                 = [\p{Word_Break = CR}];

$LF                 = [\p{Word_Break = LF}];

$Newline            = [\p{Word_Break

 = Newline}];

$Extend             = [\p{Word_Break = Extend}-$Han];

$ZWJ                = [\p{Word_Break = ZWJ}];

$Regional_Indicator = [\p{Word_Break = Regional_Indicator}];

$Format             = [\p{Word_Break = Format}];

$Katakana           = [\p{Word_Break = Katakana}];

$Hebrew_Letter      = [\p{Word_Break = Hebrew_Letter}];

$ALetter            = [\p{Word_Break = ALetter}];

$Single_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Single_Quote}];

$Double_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Double_Quote}];

$MidNumLet          = [\p{Word_Break = MidNumLet}];

$MidLetter          = [\p{Word_Break = MidLetter}];

$MidNum             = [\p{Word_Break = MidNum}];

$Numeric            = [\p{Word_Break = Numeric}];

$ExtendNumLet       = [\p{Word_Break = ExtendNumLet}];

$WSegSpace          = [\p{Word_Break = WSegSpace}];

$Extended_Pict      = [\p{Extended_Pictographic}];

 

$Hiragana           = [:Hiragana:];

$Ideographic        = [\p{Ideographic}];

 

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines.

 Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context. Note that this set only works in Unicode

#   5.0 or later as the definition of Complex_Context was corrected to include all

#   characters requiring dictionary break.

 

$Control        = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Control}];

$HangulSyllable = [\uac00-\ud7a3];

$ComplexContext = [:LineBreak = Complex_Context:];

$KanaKanji      = [$Han $Hiragana $Katakana];

$dictionaryCJK  = [$KanaKanji $HangulSyllable];
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$dictionary     = [$ComplexContext $dictionaryCJK];

 

# TODO: check if handling of katakana in dictionary makes rules incorrect/void

 

# leave CJK scripts out of ALetterPlus

$ALetterPlus  = [$ALetter-$dictionaryCJK [$ComplexContext-$Extend-$Control]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

# Rule 3 - CR x LF

#

$CR $LF;

 

# Rule 3c   Do not break within emoji zwj sequences.

#             ZWJ ×  \p{Extended_Pictographic}.  Precedes WB4, so no intervening Extend chars allowed.

#

$ZWJ $Extended_Pict;

 

# Rule 3d - Keep horizontal

 whitespace together.

#

$WSegSpace $WSegSpace;

 

# Rule 4 - ignore Format and Extend characters, except when they appear at the beginning

#          of a region of Text.

 

$ExFm  = [$Extend $Format $ZWJ];

 

^$ExFm+;            # This rule fires only when there are format or extend characters at the

                   # start of text, or immediately following another boundary. It groups them, in

                   # the event there are more than one.

 

[^$CR $LF $Newline $ExFm] $ExFm*;   # This rule rule attaches trailing format/extends to words,

                                   # with no special rule status value.

 

$Numeric $ExFm* {100};              # This group of rules also attach trailing format/extends, but

$ALetterPlus $ExFm* {200};          # with rule status set based on the word's final base character.

$HangulSyllable {200};

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* {200};

$Katakana $ExFm* {400};             # note:  these status values override those from rule 5

$Hiragana $ExFm* {400};

             #        by virtue of being numerically larger.

$Ideographic $ExFm* {400};          #

 

#

# rule 5

#    Do not break between most letters.
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#

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 6 and 7

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* ($MidLetter | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus |

$Hebrew_Letter) {200};

 

# rule 7a

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Single_Quote {200};

 

# rule 7b and 7c

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Double_Quote $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter;

 

# rule 8

 

$Numeric $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 9

 

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 10

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 11 and 12

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($MidNum | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 13

# to be consistent with $KanaKanji $KanaKanhi, changed

# from 300 to 400.

# See also TestRuleStatus in intltest/rbbiapts.cpp

$Katakana $ExFm*  $Katakana {400};

 

# rule 13a/b

 

$ALetterPlus   $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

$Hebrew_Letter

 $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

$Numeric       $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {100};    #  (13a)

$Katakana      $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {400};    #  (13a)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

 

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ALetterPlus  {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Numeric      {100};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Katakana     {400};    #  (13b)
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# rules 15 - 17

#    Pairs of Regional Indicators stay together.

#    With incoming rule chaining disabled by ^, this rule will match exactly two of them.

#    No other rule begins with a Regional_Indicator, so chaining cannot extend the match.

#

^$Regional_Indicator $ExFm* $Regional_Indicator;

 

# special handling for CJK characters: chain for later dictionary segmentation

$HangulSyllable $HangulSyllable {200};

$KanaKanji $KanaKanji {400}; # different rule status if both kana and kanji found

 

# Rule 999

#     Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/word_fi_sv.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

  # Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#  	Copyright (c) 2006-2015 International Business Machines Corporation,

 #  	Apple Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved.
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 #   .. -- TODO: why does this have full stop in it?
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 #   ..  #   TODO: why do these have full stops?

#   ...
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 #   . -- TODO: why do these have full

 stops?

#   .

#   .
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 #   ... -- TODO: why do we have a full stop?
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/dictionaries/thaidict.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B02122.RPMAP100 and 212244B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-8482_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-8482_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0
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<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \xE0 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0
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<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x70 |0

<U005C> \xB2 |0

<U005D> \x80 |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x62 |0
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<U0062> \x63 |0

<U0063> \x64 |0

<U0064> \x65 |0

<U0065> \x66 |0

<U0066> \x67 |0

<U0067> \x68 |0

<U0068> \x69 |0

<U0069> \x71 |0

<U006A> \x72 |0

<U006B> \x73 |0

<U006C> \x74 |0

<U006D> \x75 |0

<U006E> \x76 |0

<U006F> \x77 |0

<U0070> \x78 |0

<U0071> \x8B |0

<U0072> \x9B |0

<U0073> \xAB |0

<U0074> \xB3 |0

<U0075> \xB4 |0

<U0076> \xB5 |0

<U0077> \xB6 |0

<U0078> \xB7 |0

<U0079> \xB8 |0

<U007A> \xB9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA0 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0
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<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \xB1 |0

<U00A3> \x4A |0

<U00A5> \x5B |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U203E> \xA1 |0

<U20AC> \xE1 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \xE0 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1
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<UFF1C>

 \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x70 |1

<UFF3C> \xB2 |1

<UFF3D> \x80 |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x62 |1

<UFF42> \x63 |1

<UFF43> \x64 |1

<UFF44> \x65 |1

<UFF45> \x66 |1

<UFF46> \x67 |1

<UFF47> \x68 |1

<UFF48> \x69 |1

<UFF49> \x71 |1

<UFF4A> \x72 |1
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<UFF4B> \x73 |1

<UFF4C> \x74 |1

<UFF4D> \x75 |1

<UFF4E> \x76 |1

<UFF4F> \x77 |1

<UFF50> \x78 |1

<UFF51> \x8B |1

<UFF52> \x9B |1

<UFF53> \xAB |1

<UFF54> \xB3 |1

<UFF55> \xB4 |1

<UFF56> \xB5 |1

<UFF57> \xB6 |1

<UFF58> \xB7 |1

<UFF59> \xB8 |1

<UFF5A> \xB9 |1

<UFF5B>

 \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA0 |1

<UFF61> \x41 |0

<UFF62> \x42 |0

<UFF63> \x43 |0

<UFF64> \x44 |0

<UFF65> \x45 |0

<UFF66> \x46 |0

<UFF67> \x47 |0

<UFF68> \x48 |0

<UFF69> \x49 |0

<UFF6A> \x51 |0

<UFF6B> \x52 |0

<UFF6C> \x53 |0

<UFF6D> \x54 |0

<UFF6E> \x55 |0

<UFF6F> \x56 |0

<UFF70> \x58 |0

<UFF71> \x81 |0

<UFF72> \x82 |0

<UFF73> \x83 |0

<UFF74> \x84 |0

<UFF75> \x85 |0

<UFF76> \x86 |0

<UFF77> \x87 |0

<UFF78> \x88 |0

<UFF79> \x89 |0

<UFF7A> \x8A |0

<UFF7B> \x8C |0
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<UFF7C> \x8D |0

<UFF7D> \x8E |0

<UFF7E> \x8F |0

<UFF7F> \x90 |0

<UFF80> \x91 |0

<UFF81> \x92 |0

<UFF82> \x93 |0

<UFF83> \x94 |0

<UFF84> \x95 |0

<UFF85> \x96 |0

<UFF86> \x97 |0

<UFF87> \x98 |0

<UFF88> \x99 |0

<UFF89> \x9A |0

<UFF8A> \x9D |0

<UFF8B> \x9E |0

<UFF8C> \x9F |0

<UFF8D> \xA2 |0

<UFF8E> \xA3 |0

<UFF8F> \xA4 |0

<UFF90> \xA5 |0

<UFF91> \xA6 |0

<UFF92> \xA7 |0

<UFF93> \xA8 |0

<UFF94> \xA9 |0

<UFF95> \xAA |0

<UFF96> \xAC |0

<UFF97> \xAD |0

<UFF98> \xAE |0

<UFF99> \xAF |0

<UFF9A> \xBA |0

<UFF9B>

 \xBB |0

<UFF9C> \xBC |0

<UFF9D> \xBD |0

<UFF9E> \xBE |0

<UFF9F> \xBF |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-8482_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *
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# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created on Feb 20 17:43 PST 2003

#

# File created by genmucm tool.

# from macos 10.2 using TECCreateConverter

#

# Table Version : 1.0

# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse fallback Unicode scaler value

#

#

 Encoding description:

# Encoding name: X-MAC-CENTRALEURROMAN

#

<code_set_name>               "macos-29-10.2"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information

#<icu:alias>                  "macos-29_VPUA"

 

#

CHARMAP

#

#UNICODE 29

#_______ _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0
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<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024>

 \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062>

 \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xCA |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A7> \xA4 |0

<U00A8> \xAC |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xC7 |0

<U00AC> \xC2 |0

<U00AE> \xA8 |0

<U00B0> \xA1 |0

<U00B6> \xA6 |0

<U00BB> \xC8 |0

<U00C1> \xE7 |0

<U00C4> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x83 |0

<U00CD> \xEA |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEF |0

<U00D5> \xCD |0

<U00D6> \x85 |0

<U00DA> \xF2 |0

<U00DC> \x86 |0

<U00DD> \xF8 |0

<U00DF> \xA7 |0

<U00E1> \x87 |0
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<U00E4> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x8E |0

<U00ED> \x92 |0

<U00F3> \x97 |0

<U00F4> \x99 |0

<U00F5> \x9B |0

<U00F6> \x9A |0

<U00F7> \xD6 |0

<U00FA> \x9C |0

<U00FC>

 \x9F |0

<U00FD> \xF9 |0

<U0100> \x81 |0

<U0101> \x82 |0

<U0104> \x84 |0

<U0105> \x88 |0

<U0106> \x8C |0

<U0107> \x8D |0

<U010C> \x89 |0

<U010D> \x8B |0

<U010E> \x91 |0

<U010F> \x93 |0

<U0112> \x94 |0

<U0113> \x95 |0

<U0116> \x96 |0

<U0117> \x98 |0

<U0118> \xA2 |0

<U0119> \xAB |0

<U011A> \x9D |0

<U011B> \x9E |0

<U0122> \xFE |0

<U0123> \xAE |0

<U012A> \xB1 |0

<U012B> \xB4 |0

<U012E> \xAF |0

<U012F> \xB0 |0

<U0136> \xB5 |0

<U0137> \xFA |0

<U0139> \xBD |0

<U013A> \xBE |0

<U013B> \xB9 |0

<U013C> \xBA |0

<U013D> \xBB |0

<U013E> \xBC |0

<U0141> \xFC |0

<U0142> \xB8 |0

<U0143> \xC1 |0

<U0144> \xC4 |0
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<U0145> \xBF |0

<U0146> \xC0 |0

<U0147> \xC5 |0

<U0148> \xCB |0

<U014C> \xCF |0

<U014D> \xD8 |0

<U0150> \xCC |0

<U0151> \xCE |0

<U0154> \xD9 |0

<U0155> \xDA |0

<U0156> \xDF |0

<U0157> \xE0 |0

<U0158> \xDB |0

<U0159> \xDE |0

<U015A> \xE5 |0

<U015B> \xE6 |0

<U0160> \xE1 |0

<U0161> \xE4 |0

<U0164> \xE8 |0

<U0165> \xE9 |0

<U016A> \xED |0

<U016B> \xF0 |0

<U016E> \xF1 |0

<U016F> \xF3 |0

<U0170>

 \xF4 |0

<U0171> \xF5 |0

<U0172> \xF6 |0

<U0173> \xF7 |0

<U0179> \x8F |0

<U017A> \x90 |0

<U017B> \xFB |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xEB |0

<U017E> \xEC |0

<U02BB> \xD4 |1

<U02BC> \xD5 |1

<U02C7> \xFF |0

<U02CB> \x60 |1

<U0300> \x60 |1

<U0308> \xAC |1

<U030C> \xFF |1

<U0338> \x2F |1

<U2000> \x20 |1

<U2001> \x20 |1

<U2002> \x20 |1

<U2003> \x20 |1

<U2004> \x20 |1
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<U2005> \x20 |1

<U2006> \x20 |1

<U2007> \x20 |1

<U2008> \x20 |1

<U2009> \x20 |1

<U2010> \x2D |1

<U2011> \x2D |1

<U2012> \xD0 |1

<U2013> \xD0 |0

<U2014> \xD1 |0

<U2015> \xD1 |1

<U2018> \xD4 |0

<U2019> \xD5 |0

<U201A> \xE2 |0

<U201C> \xD2 |0

<U201D> \xD3 |0

<U201E> \xE3 |0

<U2020> \xA0 |0

<U2022> \xA5 |0

<U2026> \xC9 |0

<U2028> \x0D |1

<U2029> \x0D |1

<U2039> \xDC |0

<U203A> \xDD |0

<U2122> \xAA |0

<U2202> \xB6 |0

<U2206> \xC6 |0

<U2211> \xB7 |0

<U2215> \x2F |1

<U2217> \x2A |1

<U221A> \xC3 |0

<U2236> \x3A |1

<U223C> \x7E |1

<U2260> \xAD |0

<U2264> \xB2 |0

<U2265> \xB3 |0

<U25CA> \xD7 |0

#

END CHARMAP

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/macos-29-10.2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************
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# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0132D.RPMAP100 and 132D44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-4909_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-4909_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0
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<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0
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<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0
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<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0
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<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |1

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U0385> \xB5 |0

<U0386> \xB6 |0

<U0387> \xB7 |0

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394> \xC4 |0

<U0395> \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0

<U0397>

 \xC7 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0

<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xD3 |0

<U03A4> \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0

<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0

<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0
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<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0

<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0

<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U03D5> \xF6 |1

<U2015> \xAF |0

<U2018> \xA1 |0

<U2019> \xA2 |0

<U20AC> \xA4 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04>

 \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1
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<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1
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<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42>

 \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-4909_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00323.RPMAP100 and 032334B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-803_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-803_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x4A |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4 |0

<U0045>

 \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0
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<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0
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<U00A2> \x5B |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U05D0> \x50 |0

<U05D1> \x81 |0

<U05D2> \x82 |0

<U05D3> \x83 |0

<U05D4>

 \x84 |0

<U05D5> \x85 |0

<U05D6> \x86 |0

<U05D7> \x87 |0

<U05D8> \x88 |0

<U05D9> \x89 |0

<U05DA> \x91 |0

<U05DB> \x92 |0

<U05DC> \x93 |0

<U05DD> \x94 |0

<U05DE> \x95 |0

<U05DF> \x96 |0

<U05E0> \x97 |0

<U05E1> \x98 |0

<U05E2> \x99 |0

<U05E3> \xA2 |0

<U05E4> \xA3 |0

<U05E5> \xA4 |0

<U05E6> \xA5 |0

<U05E7> \xA6 |0

<U05E8> \xA7 |0

<U05E9> \xA8 |0

<U05EA> \xA9 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x4A |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1
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<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29>

 \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-803_P100-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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<!--

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

* License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2005-2015, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

* others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

*/

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/build.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Oct  7 2003)

# from source files 44B024E7.RPMAP100 and 24E744B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-9447_P100-2002"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-9447_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008>

 \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0
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<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46

 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0
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<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F>

 \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0
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<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00D7> \xAA |0

<U00F7> \xBA |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U05B0> \xC0 |0

<U05B1> \xC1 |0

<U05B2> \xC2 |0

<U05B3> \xC3 |0

<U05B4> \xC4 |0

<U05B5> \xC5 |0

<U05B6> \xC6 |0

<U05B7> \xC7 |0

<U05B8> \xC8 |0

<U05B9> \xC9 |0

<U05BB> \xCB |0

<U05BC> \xCC |0

<U05BD> \xCD |0

<U05BE> \xCE |0

<U05BF> \xCF |0

<U05C0> \xD0 |0

<U05C1> \xD1 |0

<U05C2> \xD2 |0

<U05C3> \xD3 |0

<U05D0> \xE0 |0

<U05D1> \xE1 |0

<U05D2> \xE2

 |0

<U05D3> \xE3 |0

<U05D4> \xE4 |0

<U05D5> \xE5 |0

<U05D6> \xE6 |0
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<U05D7> \xE7 |0

<U05D8> \xE8 |0

<U05D9> \xE9 |0

<U05DA> \xEA |0

<U05DB> \xEB |0

<U05DC> \xEC |0

<U05DD> \xED |0

<U05DE> \xEE |0

<U05DF> \xEF |0

<U05E0> \xF0 |0

<U05E1> \xF1 |0

<U05E2> \xF2 |0

<U05E3> \xF3 |0

<U05E4> \xF4 |0

<U05E5> \xF5 |0

<U05E6> \xF6 |0

<U05E7> \xF7 |0

<U05E8> \xF8 |0

<U05E9> \xF9 |0

<U05EA> \xFA |0

<U05F0> \xD4 |0

<U05F1> \xD5 |0

<U05F2> \xD6 |0

<U05F3> \xD7 |0

<U05F4> \xD8 |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U203E> \xAF |1

<U20AA> \xA4 |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1
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<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D>

 \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1
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<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B

 |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-9447_P100-

2002.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00122.RPMAP100 and 012234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-290_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-290_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \xE0 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0
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<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x70 |0

<U005C> \xB2 |0

<U005D> \x80 |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x62 |0

<U0062> \x63 |0

<U0063> \x64 |0

<U0064> \x65 |0

<U0065> \x66 |0

<U0066> \x67 |0

<U0067> \x68 |0

<U0068> \x69 |0

<U0069> \x71 |0

<U006A> \x72 |0

<U006B> \x73 |0

<U006C> \x74 |0

<U006D> \x75 |0

<U006E> \x76 |0

<U006F> \x77 |0

<U0070> \x78 |0

<U0071> \x8B |0

<U0072> \x9B |0
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<U0073> \xAB |0

<U0074> \xB3 |0

<U0075> \xB4 |0

<U0076> \xB5 |0

<U0077> \xB6 |0

<U0078> \xB7 |0

<U0079> \xB8 |0

<U007A> \xB9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA0 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \xB1 |0

<U00A3> \x4A |0
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<U00A5> \x5B |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U203E> \xA1 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \xE0 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D>

 \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1
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<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x70 |1

<UFF3C> \xB2 |1

<UFF3D> \x80 |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x62 |1

<UFF42> \x63 |1

<UFF43> \x64 |1

<UFF44> \x65 |1

<UFF45> \x66 |1

<UFF46> \x67 |1

<UFF47> \x68 |1

<UFF48> \x69 |1

<UFF49> \x71 |1

<UFF4A> \x72 |1

<UFF4B> \x73 |1

<UFF4C> \x74 |1

<UFF4D> \x75 |1

<UFF4E> \x76 |1

<UFF4F> \x77 |1

<UFF50> \x78 |1

<UFF51> \x8B |1

<UFF52> \x9B |1

<UFF53> \xAB |1

<UFF54> \xB3 |1

<UFF55> \xB4 |1

<UFF56> \xB5 |1

<UFF57> \xB6 |1

<UFF58> \xB7 |1

<UFF59> \xB8 |1

<UFF5A> \xB9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C>
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 \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA0 |1

<UFF61> \x41 |0

<UFF62> \x42 |0

<UFF63> \x43 |0

<UFF64> \x44 |0

<UFF65> \x45 |0

<UFF66> \x46 |0

<UFF67> \x47 |0

<UFF68> \x48 |0

<UFF69> \x49 |0

<UFF6A> \x51 |0

<UFF6B> \x52 |0

<UFF6C> \x53 |0

<UFF6D> \x54 |0

<UFF6E> \x55 |0

<UFF6F> \x56 |0

<UFF70> \x58 |0

<UFF71> \x81 |0

<UFF72> \x82 |0

<UFF73> \x83 |0

<UFF74> \x84 |0

<UFF75> \x85 |0

<UFF76> \x86 |0

<UFF77> \x87 |0

<UFF78> \x88 |0

<UFF79> \x89 |0

<UFF7A> \x8A |0

<UFF7B> \x8C |0

<UFF7C> \x8D |0

<UFF7D> \x8E |0

<UFF7E> \x8F |0

<UFF7F> \x90 |0

<UFF80> \x91 |0

<UFF81> \x92 |0

<UFF82> \x93 |0

<UFF83> \x94 |0

<UFF84> \x95 |0

<UFF85> \x96 |0

<UFF86> \x97 |0

<UFF87> \x98 |0

<UFF88> \x99 |0

<UFF89> \x9A |0

<UFF8A> \x9D |0

<UFF8B> \x9E |0

<UFF8C> \x9F |0

<UFF8D> \xA2 |0
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<UFF8E> \xA3 |0

<UFF8F> \xA4 |0

<UFF90> \xA5 |0

<UFF91> \xA6 |0

<UFF92> \xA7 |0

<UFF93> \xA8 |0

<UFF94> \xA9 |0

<UFF95> \xAA |0

<UFF96> \xAC |0

<UFF97> \xAD |0

<UFF98> \xAE |0

<UFF99> \xAF |0

<UFF9A> \xBA |0

<UFF9B> \xBB |0

<UFF9C>

 \xBC |0

<UFF9D> \xBD |0

<UFF9E> \xBE |0

<UFF9F> \xBF |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-290_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3530cs.txt --A1 --B1 --C3 --C4

--C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --check-bidi

###################

 

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED
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0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED
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09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED
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0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ;

 UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED
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0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED
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1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED
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268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ;

 UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED
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FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED
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1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

#

 Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP
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FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF;

 ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6
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FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3530cs.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************
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# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1997-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

#       Name:         JIS X 0212 (1990) to Unicode

#       Unicode version:      1.1

#       Table version:        0.9

#

#       Authors:         Raghuram Viswanadha

#       Date:        8/20/2000

#       General Notes:

#            This file is created from JISX 208

#            mapping table from Unicode Consortium

#            (www.unicode.org).

#            Original authors:

#            Glenn     Adams <glenn@metis.com>

#            John H. Jenkins <John_Jenkins@taligent.com>

#

#

<code_set_name>           "JISX-212"

<char_name_mask>

          "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>              2

<mb_cur_min>              2

<uconv_class>             "MBCS"

<icu:state>               0-20:2, 21-7e:1, 7f-ff:2

<icu:state>               21-7e

<icu:state>

<subchar>                 \x7e\x7e

#

CHARMAP

#

#

#10646  JISX212

#_____  ________    

<U007E> \x22\x37 |0

<U00A1> \x22\x42 |0

<U00A4> \x22\x70 |0

<U00A6> \x22\x43 |0

<U00A9> \x22\x6D |0

<U00AA> \x22\x6C |0

<U00AE> \x22\x6E |0

<U00AF> \x22\x34 |0

<U00B8> \x22\x31 |0

<U00BA> \x22\x6B |0

<U00BF> \x22\x44 |0
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<U00C0> \x2A\x22 |0

<U00C1> \x2A\x21 |0

<U00C2> \x2A\x24 |0

<U00C3> \x2A\x2A |0

<U00C4> \x2A\x23 |0

<U00C5> \x2A\x29 |0

<U00C6> \x29\x21 |0

<U00C7> \x2A\x2E |0

<U00C8> \x2A\x32 |0

<U00C9> \x2A\x31 |0

<U00CA> \x2A\x34 |0

<U00CB> \x2A\x33 |0

<U00CC> \x2A\x40 |0

<U00CD> \x2A\x3F |0

<U00CE> \x2A\x42 |0

<U00CF> \x2A\x41 |0

<U00D1> \x2A\x50 |0

<U00D2> \x2A\x52 |0

<U00D3> \x2A\x51 |0

<U00D4> \x2A\x54 |0

<U00D5> \x2A\x58 |0

<U00D6> \x2A\x53 |0

<U00D8> \x29\x2C |0

<U00D9>

 \x2A\x63 |0

<U00DA> \x2A\x62 |0

<U00DB> \x2A\x65 |0

<U00DC> \x2A\x64 |0

<U00DD> \x2A\x72 |0

<U00DE> \x29\x30 |0

<U00DF> \x29\x4E |0

<U00E0> \x2B\x22 |0

<U00E1> \x2B\x21 |0

<U00E2> \x2B\x24 |0

<U00E3> \x2B\x2A |0

<U00E4> \x2B\x23 |0

<U00E5> \x2B\x29 |0

<U00E6> \x29\x41 |0

<U00E7> \x2B\x2E |0

<U00E8> \x2B\x32 |0

<U00E9> \x2B\x31 |0

<U00EA> \x2B\x34 |0

<U00EB> \x2B\x33 |0

<U00EC> \x2B\x40 |0

<U00ED> \x2B\x3F |0

<U00EE> \x2B\x42 |0

<U00EF> \x2B\x41 |0

<U00F0> \x29\x43 |0
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<U00F1> \x2B\x50 |0

<U00F2> \x2B\x52 |0

<U00F3> \x2B\x51 |0

<U00F4> \x2B\x54 |0

<U00F5> \x2B\x58 |0

<U00F6> \x2B\x53 |0

<U00F8> \x29\x4C |0

<U00F9> \x2B\x63 |0

<U00FA> \x2B\x62 |0

<U00FB> \x2B\x65 |0

<U00FC> \x2B\x64 |0

<U00FD> \x2B\x72 |0

<U00FE> \x29\x50 |0

<U00FF> \x2B\x73 |0

<U0100> \x2A\x27 |0

<U0101> \x2B\x27 |0

<U0102> \x2A\x25 |0

<U0103> \x2B\x25 |0

<U0104> \x2A\x28 |0

<U0105> \x2B\x28 |0

<U0106> \x2A\x2B |0

<U0107> \x2B\x2B |0

<U0108> \x2A\x2C |0

<U0109> \x2B\x2C |0

<U010A> \x2A\x2F |0

<U010B> \x2B\x2F |0

<U010C>

 \x2A\x2D |0

<U010D> \x2B\x2D |0

<U010E> \x2A\x30 |0

<U010F> \x2B\x30 |0

<U0110> \x29\x22 |0

<U0111> \x29\x42 |0

<U0112> \x2A\x37 |0

<U0113> \x2B\x37 |0

<U0116> \x2A\x36 |0

<U0117> \x2B\x36 |0

<U0118> \x2A\x38 |0

<U0119> \x2B\x38 |0

<U011A> \x2A\x35 |0

<U011B> \x2B\x35 |0

<U011C> \x2A\x3A |0

<U011D> \x2B\x3A |0

<U011E> \x2A\x3B |0

<U011F> \x2B\x3B |0

<U0120> \x2A\x3D |0

<U0121> \x2B\x3D |0

<U0122> \x2A\x3C |0
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<U0124> \x2A\x3E |0

<U0125> \x2B\x3E |0

<U0126> \x29\x24 |0

<U0127> \x29\x44 |0

<U0128> \x2A\x47 |0

<U0129> \x2B\x47 |0

<U012A> \x2A\x45 |0

<U012B> \x2B\x45 |0

<U012E> \x2A\x46 |0

<U012F> \x2B\x46 |0

<U0130> \x2A\x44 |0

<U0131> \x29\x45 |0

<U0132> \x29\x26 |0

<U0133> \x29\x46 |0

<U0134> \x2A\x48 |0

<U0135> \x2B\x48 |0

<U0136> \x2A\x49 |0

<U0137> \x2B\x49 |0

<U0138> \x29\x47 |0

<U0139> \x2A\x4A |0

<U013A> \x2B\x4A |0

<U013B> \x2A\x4C |0

<U013C> \x2B\x4C |0

<U013D> \x2A\x4B |0

<U013E> \x2B\x4B |0

<U013F> \x29\x29 |0

<U0140> \x29\x49 |0

<U0141> \x29\x28 |0

<U0142> \x29\x48 |0

<U0143>

 \x2A\x4D |0

<U0144> \x2B\x4D |0

<U0145> \x2A\x4F |0

<U0146> \x2B\x4F |0

<U0147> \x2A\x4E |0

<U0148> \x2B\x4E |0

<U0149> \x29\x4A |0

<U014A> \x29\x2B |0

<U014B> \x29\x4B |0

<U014C> \x2A\x57 |0

<U014D> \x2B\x57 |0

<U0150> \x2A\x56 |0

<U0151> \x2B\x56 |0

<U0152> \x29\x2D |0

<U0153> \x29\x4D |0

<U0154> \x2A\x59 |0

<U0155> \x2B\x59 |0

<U0156> \x2A\x5B |0
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<U0157> \x2B\x5B |0

<U0158> \x2A\x5A |0

<U0159> \x2B\x5A |0

<U015A> \x2A\x5C |0

<U015B> \x2B\x5C |0

<U015C> \x2A\x5D |0

<U015D> \x2B\x5D |0

<U015E> \x2A\x5F |0

<U015F> \x2B\x5F |0

<U0160> \x2A\x5E |0

<U0161> \x2B\x5E |0

<U0162> \x2A\x61 |0

<U0163> \x2B\x61 |0

<U0164> \x2A\x60 |0

<U0165> \x2B\x60 |0

<U0166> \x29\x2F |0

<U0167> \x29\x4F |0

<U0168> \x2A\x6C |0

<U0169> \x2B\x6C |0

<U016A> \x2A\x69 |0

<U016B> \x2B\x69 |0

<U016C> \x2A\x66 |0

<U016D> \x2B\x66 |0

<U016E> \x2A\x6B |0

<U016F> \x2B\x6B |0

<U0170> \x2A\x68 |0

<U0171> \x2B\x68 |0

<U0172> \x2A\x6A |0

<U0173> \x2B\x6A |0

<U0174> \x2A\x71 |0

<U0175> \x2B\x71 |0

<U0176> \x2A\x74 |0

<U0177>

 \x2B\x74 |0

<U0178> \x2A\x73 |0

<U0179> \x2A\x75 |0

<U017A> \x2B\x75 |0

<U017B> \x2A\x77 |0

<U017C> \x2B\x77 |0

<U017D> \x2A\x76 |0

<U017E> \x2B\x76 |0

<U01CD> \x2A\x26 |0

<U01CE> \x2B\x26 |0

<U01CF> \x2A\x43 |0

<U01D0> \x2B\x43 |0

<U01D1> \x2A\x55 |0

<U01D2> \x2B\x55 |0

<U01D3> \x2A\x67 |0
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<U01D4> \x2B\x67 |0

<U01D5> \x2A\x70 |0

<U01D6> \x2B\x70 |0

<U01D7> \x2A\x6D |0

<U01D8> \x2B\x6D |0

<U01D9> \x2A\x6F |0

<U01DA> \x2B\x6F |0

<U01DB> \x2A\x6E |0

<U01DC> \x2B\x6E |0

<U01F5> \x2B\x39 |0

<U02C7> \x22\x30 |0

<U02D8> \x22\x2F |0

<U02D9> \x22\x32 |0

<U02DA> \x22\x36 |0

<U02DB> \x22\x35 |0

<U02DD> \x22\x33 |0

<U0384> \x22\x38 |0

<U0385> \x22\x39 |0

<U0386> \x26\x61 |0

<U0388> \x26\x62 |0

<U0389> \x26\x63 |0

<U038A> \x26\x64 |0

<U038C> \x26\x67 |0

<U038E> \x26\x69 |0

<U038F> \x26\x6C |0

<U0390> \x26\x76 |0

<U03AA> \x26\x65 |0

<U03AB> \x26\x6A |0

<U03AC> \x26\x71 |0

<U03AD> \x26\x72 |0

<U03AE> \x26\x73 |0

<U03AF> \x26\x74 |0

<U03B0> \x26\x7B |0

<U03C2> \x26\x78 |0

<U03CA> \x26\x75 |0

<U03CB>

 \x26\x7A |0

<U03CC> \x26\x77 |0

<U03CD> \x26\x79 |0

<U03CE> \x26\x7C |0

<U0402> \x27\x42 |0

<U0403> \x27\x43 |0

<U0404> \x27\x44 |0

<U0405> \x27\x45 |0

<U0406> \x27\x46 |0

<U0407> \x27\x47 |0

<U0408> \x27\x48 |0

<U0409> \x27\x49 |0
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<U040A> \x27\x4A |0

<U040B> \x27\x4B |0

<U040C> \x27\x4C |0

<U040E> \x27\x4D |0

<U040F> \x27\x4E |0

<U0452> \x27\x72 |0

<U0453> \x27\x73 |0

<U0454> \x27\x74 |0

<U0455> \x27\x75 |0

<U0456> \x27\x76 |0

<U0457> \x27\x77 |0

<U0458> \x27\x78 |0

<U0459> \x27\x79 |0

<U045A> \x27\x7A |0

<U045B> \x27\x7B |0

<U045C> \x27\x7C |0

<U045E> \x27\x7D |0

<U045F> \x27\x7E |0

<U2116> \x22\x71 |0

<U2122> \x22\x6F |0

<U4E02> \x30\x21 |0

<U4E04> \x30\x22 |0

<U4E05> \x30\x23 |0

<U4E0C> \x30\x24 |0

<U4E12> \x30\x25 |0

<U4E1F> \x30\x26 |0

<U4E23> \x30\x27 |0

<U4E24> \x30\x28 |0

<U4E28> \x30\x29 |0

<U4E2B> \x30\x2A |0

<U4E2E> \x30\x2B |0

<U4E2F> \x30\x2C |0

<U4E30> \x30\x2D |0

<U4E35> \x30\x2E |0

<U4E40> \x30\x2F |0

<U4E41> \x30\x30 |0

<U4E44> \x30\x31 |0

<U4E47> \x30\x32 |0

<U4E51>

 \x30\x33 |0

<U4E5A> \x30\x34 |0

<U4E5C> \x30\x35 |0

<U4E63> \x30\x36 |0

<U4E68> \x30\x37 |0

<U4E69> \x30\x38 |0

<U4E74> \x30\x39 |0

<U4E75> \x30\x3A |0

<U4E79> \x30\x3B |0
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<U4E7F> \x30\x3C |0

<U4E8D> \x30\x3D |0

<U4E96> \x30\x3E |0

<U4E97> \x30\x3F |0

<U4E9D> \x30\x40 |0

<U4EAF> \x30\x41 |0

<U4EB9> \x30\x42 |0

<U4EC3> \x30\x43 |0

<U4ED0> \x30\x44 |0

<U4EDA> \x30\x45 |0

<U4EDB> \x30\x46 |0

<U4EE0> \x30\x47 |0

<U4EE1> \x30\x48 |0

<U4EE2> \x30\x49 |0

<U4EE8> \x30\x4A |0

<U4EEF> \x30\x4B |0

<U4EF1> \x30\x4C |0

<U4EF3> \x30\x4D |0

<U4EF5> \x30\x4E |0

<U4EFD> \x30\x4F |0

<U4EFE> \x30\x50 |0

<U4EFF> \x30\x51 |0

<U4F00> \x30\x52 |0

<U4F02> \x30\x53 |0

<U4F03> \x30\x54 |0

<U4F08> \x30\x55 |0

<U4F0B> \x30\x56 |0

<U4F0C> \x30\x57 |0

<U4F12> \x30\x58 |0

<U4F15> \x30\x59 |0

<U4F16> \x30\x5A |0

<U4F17> \x30\x5B |0

<U4F19> \x30\x5C |0

<U4F2E> \x30\x5D |0

<U4F31> \x30\x5E |0

<U4F33> \x30\x60 |0

<U4F35> \x30\x61 |0

<U4F37> \x30\x62 |0

<U4F39> \x30\x63 |0

<U4F3B> \x30\x64 |0

<U4F3E> \x30\x65 |0

<U4F40>

 \x30\x66 |0

<U4F42> \x30\x67 |0

<U4F48> \x30\x68 |0

<U4F49> \x30\x69 |0

<U4F4B> \x30\x6A |0

<U4F4C> \x30\x6B |0
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<U4F52> \x30\x6C |0

<U4F54> \x30\x6D |0

<U4F56> \x30\x6E |0

<U4F58> \x30\x6F |0

<U4F5F> \x30\x70 |0

<U4F60> \x30\x5F |0

<U4F63> \x30\x71 |0

<U4F6A> \x30\x72 |0

<U4F6C> \x30\x73 |0

<U4F6E> \x30\x74 |0

<U4F71> \x30\x75 |0

<U4F77> \x30\x76 |0

<U4F78> \x30\x77 |0

<U4F79> \x30\x78 |0

<U4F7A> \x30\x79 |0

<U4F7D> \x30\x7A |0

<U4F7E> \x30\x7B |0

<U4F81> \x30\x7C |0

<U4F82> \x30\x7D |0

<U4F84> \x30\x7E |0

<U4F85> \x31\x21 |0

<U4F89> \x31\x22 |0

<U4F8A> \x31\x23 |0

<U4F8C> \x31\x24 |0

<U4F8E> \x31\x25 |0

<U4F90> \x31\x26 |0

<U4F92> \x31\x27 |0

<U4F93> \x31\x28 |0

<U4F94> \x31\x29 |0

<U4F97> \x31\x2A |0

<U4F99> \x31\x2B |0

<U4F9A> \x31\x2C |0

<U4F9E> \x31\x2D |0

<U4F9F> \x31\x2E |0

<U4FB2> \x31\x2F |0

<U4FB7> \x31\x30 |0

<U4FB9> \x31\x31 |0

<U4FBB> \x31\x32 |0

<U4FBC> \x31\x33 |0

<U4FBD> \x31\x34 |0

<U4FBE> \x31\x35 |0

<U4FC0> \x31\x36 |0

<U4FC1> \x31\x37 |0

<U4FC5> \x31\x38 |0

<U4FC6>

 \x31\x39 |0

<U4FC8> \x31\x3A |0

<U4FC9> \x31\x3B |0
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<U4FCB> \x31\x3C |0

<U4FCC> \x31\x3D |0

<U4FCD> \x31\x3E |0

<U4FCF> \x31\x3F |0

<U4FD2> \x31\x40 |0

<U4FDC> \x31\x41 |0

<U4FE0> \x31\x42 |0

<U4FE2> \x31\x43 |0

<U4FF0> \x31\x44 |0

<U4FF2> \x31\x45 |0

<U4FFC> \x31\x46 |0

<U4FFD> \x31\x47 |0

<U4FFF> \x31\x48 |0

<U5000> \x31\x49 |0

<U5001> \x31\x4A |0

<U5004> \x31\x4B |0

<U5007> \x31\x4C |0

<U500A> \x31\x4D |0

<U500C> \x31\x4E |0

<U500E> \x31\x4F |0

<U5010> \x31\x50 |0

<U5013> \x31\x51 |0

<U5017> \x31\x52 |0

<U5018> \x31\x53 |0

<U501B> \x31\x54 |0

<U501C> \x31\x55 |0

<U501D> \x31\x56 |0

<U501E> \x31\x57 |0

<U5022> \x31\x58 |0

<U5027> \x31\x59 |0

<U502E> \x31\x5A |0

<U5030> \x31\x5B |0

<U5032> \x31\x5C |0

<U5033> \x31\x5D |0

<U5035> \x31\x5E |0

<U503B> \x31\x76 |0

<U5040> \x31\x5F |0

<U5041> \x31\x60 |0

<U5042> \x31\x61 |0

<U5045> \x31\x62 |0

<U5046> \x31\x63 |0

<U504A> \x31\x64 |0

<U504C> \x31\x65 |0

<U504E> \x31\x66 |0

<U5051> \x31\x67 |0

<U5052> \x31\x68 |0

<U5053> \x31\x69 |0

<U5057>
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 \x31\x6A |0

<U5059> \x31\x6B |0

<U505F> \x31\x6C |0

<U5060> \x31\x6D |0

<U5062> \x31\x6E |0

<U5063> \x31\x6F |0

<U5066> \x31\x70 |0

<U5067> \x31\x71 |0

<U506A> \x31\x72 |0

<U506D> \x31\x73 |0

<U5070> \x31\x74 |0

<U5071> \x31\x75 |0

<U5081> \x31\x77 |0

<U5083> \x31\x78 |0

<U5084> \x31\x79 |0

<U5086> \x31\x7A |0

<U508A> \x31\x7B |0

<U508E> \x31\x7C |0

<U508F> \x31\x7D |0

<U5090> \x31\x7E |0

<U5092> \x32\x21 |0

<U5093> \x32\x22 |0

<U5094> \x32\x23 |0

<U5096> \x32\x24 |0

<U509B> \x32\x25 |0

<U509C> \x32\x26 |0

<U509E> \x32\x27 |0

<U509F> \x32\x28 |0

<U50A0> \x32\x29 |0

<U50A1> \x32\x2A |0

<U50A2> \x32\x2B |0

<U50AA> \x32\x2C |0

<U50AF> \x32\x2D |0

<U50B0> \x32\x2E |0

<U50B9> \x32\x2F |0

<U50BA> \x32\x30 |0

<U50BD> \x32\x31 |0

<U50C0> \x32\x32 |0

<U50C3> \x32\x33 |0

<U50C4> \x32\x34 |0

<U50C7> \x32\x35 |0

<U50CC> \x32\x36 |0

<U50CE> \x32\x37 |0

<U50D0> \x32\x38 |0

<U50D3> \x32\x39 |0

<U50D4> \x32\x3A |0

<U50D8> \x32\x3B |0

<U50DC> \x32\x3C |0
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<U50DD> \x32\x3D |0

<U50DF> \x32\x3E |0

<U50E2>

 \x32\x3F |0

<U50E4> \x32\x40 |0

<U50E6> \x32\x41 |0

<U50E8> \x32\x42 |0

<U50E9> \x32\x43 |0

<U50EF> \x32\x44 |0

<U50F1> \x32\x45 |0

<U50F2> \x32\x51 |0

<U50F6> \x32\x46 |0

<U50FA> \x32\x47 |0

<U50FE> \x32\x48 |0

<U5103> \x32\x49 |0

<U5106> \x32\x4A |0

<U5107> \x32\x4B |0

<U5108> \x32\x4C |0

<U510B> \x32\x4D |0

<U510C> \x32\x4E |0

<U510D> \x32\x4F |0

<U510E> \x32\x50 |0

<U5110> \x32\x52 |0

<U5117> \x32\x53 |0

<U5119> \x32\x54 |0

<U511B> \x32\x55 |0

<U511C> \x32\x56 |0

<U511D> \x32\x57 |0

<U511E> \x32\x58 |0

<U5123> \x32\x59 |0

<U5127> \x32\x5A |0

<U5128> \x32\x5B |0

<U512C> \x32\x5C |0

<U512D> \x32\x5D |0

<U512F> \x32\x5E |0

<U5131> \x32\x5F |0

<U5133> \x32\x60 |0

<U5134> \x32\x61 |0

<U5135> \x32\x62 |0

<U5138> \x32\x63 |0

<U5139> \x32\x64 |0

<U5142> \x32\x65 |0

<U514A> \x32\x66 |0

<U514F> \x32\x67 |0

<U5153> \x32\x68 |0

<U5155> \x32\x69 |0

<U5157> \x32\x6A |0

<U5158> \x32\x6B |0
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<U515F> \x32\x6C |0

<U5164> \x32\x6D |0

<U5166> \x32\x6E |0

<U517E> \x32\x6F |0

<U5183> \x32\x70 |0

<U5184>

 \x32\x71 |0

<U518B> \x32\x72 |0

<U518E> \x32\x73 |0

<U5198> \x32\x74 |0

<U519D> \x32\x75 |0

<U51A1> \x32\x76 |0

<U51A3> \x32\x77 |0

<U51AD> \x32\x78 |0

<U51B8> \x32\x79 |0

<U51BA> \x32\x7A |0

<U51BC> \x32\x7B |0

<U51BE> \x32\x7C |0

<U51BF> \x32\x7D |0

<U51C2> \x32\x7E |0

<U51C8> \x33\x21 |0

<U51CF> \x33\x22 |0

<U51D1> \x33\x23 |0

<U51D2> \x33\x24 |0

<U51D3> \x33\x25 |0

<U51D5> \x33\x26 |0

<U51D8> \x33\x27 |0

<U51DE> \x33\x28 |0

<U51E2> \x33\x29 |0

<U51E5> \x33\x2A |0

<U51EE> \x33\x2B |0

<U51F2> \x33\x2C |0

<U51F3> \x33\x2D |0

<U51F4> \x33\x2E |0

<U51F7> \x33\x2F |0

<U5201> \x33\x30 |0

<U5202> \x33\x31 |0

<U5205> \x33\x32 |0

<U5212> \x33\x33 |0

<U5213> \x33\x34 |0

<U5215> \x33\x35 |0

<U5216> \x33\x36 |0

<U5218> \x33\x37 |0

<U5222> \x33\x38 |0

<U5228> \x33\x39 |0

<U5231> \x33\x3A |0

<U5232> \x33\x3B |0

<U5235> \x33\x3C |0
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<U523C> \x33\x3D |0

<U5245> \x33\x3E |0

<U5249> \x33\x3F |0

<U5255> \x33\x40 |0

<U5257> \x33\x41 |0

<U5258> \x33\x42 |0

<U525A> \x33\x43 |0

<U525C> \x33\x44 |0

<U525F>

 \x33\x45 |0

<U5260> \x33\x46 |0

<U5261> \x33\x47 |0

<U5266> \x33\x48 |0

<U526E> \x33\x49 |0

<U5277> \x33\x4A |0

<U5278> \x33\x4B |0

<U5279> \x33\x4C |0

<U5280> \x33\x4D |0

<U5282> \x33\x4E |0

<U5285> \x33\x4F |0

<U528A> \x33\x50 |0

<U528C> \x33\x51 |0

<U5293> \x33\x52 |0

<U5295> \x33\x53 |0

<U5296> \x33\x54 |0

<U5297> \x33\x55 |0

<U5298> \x33\x56 |0

<U529A> \x33\x57 |0

<U529C> \x33\x58 |0

<U52A4> \x33\x59 |0

<U52A5> \x33\x5A |0

<U52A6> \x33\x5B |0

<U52A7> \x33\x5C |0

<U52AF> \x33\x5D |0

<U52B0> \x33\x5E |0

<U52B6> \x33\x5F |0

<U52B7> \x33\x60 |0

<U52B8> \x33\x61 |0

<U52BA> \x33\x62 |0

<U52BB> \x33\x63 |0

<U52BD> \x33\x64 |0

<U52C0> \x33\x65 |0

<U52C4> \x33\x66 |0

<U52C6> \x33\x67 |0

<U52C8> \x33\x68 |0

<U52CC> \x33\x69 |0

<U52CF> \x33\x6A |0

<U52D1> \x33\x6B |0
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<U52D4> \x33\x6C |0

<U52D6> \x33\x6D |0

<U52DB> \x33\x6E |0

<U52DC> \x33\x6F |0

<U52E1> \x33\x70 |0

<U52E5> \x33\x71 |0

<U52E8> \x33\x72 |0

<U52E9> \x33\x73 |0

<U52EA> \x33\x74 |0

<U52EC> \x33\x75 |0

<U52F0> \x33\x76 |0

<U52F1>

 \x33\x77 |0

<U52F4> \x33\x78 |0

<U52F6> \x33\x79 |0

<U52F7> \x33\x7A |0

<U5300> \x33\x7B |0

<U5303> \x33\x7C |0

<U530A> \x33\x7D |0

<U530B> \x33\x7E |0

<U530C> \x34\x21 |0

<U5311> \x34\x22 |0

<U5313> \x34\x23 |0

<U5318> \x34\x24 |0

<U531B> \x34\x25 |0

<U531C> \x34\x26 |0

<U531E> \x34\x27 |0

<U531F> \x34\x28 |0

<U5325> \x34\x29 |0

<U5327> \x34\x2A |0

<U5328> \x34\x2B |0

<U5329> \x34\x2C |0

<U532B> \x34\x2D |0

<U532C> \x34\x2E |0

<U532D> \x34\x2F |0

<U5330> \x34\x30 |0

<U5332> \x34\x31 |0

<U5335> \x34\x32 |0

<U533C> \x34\x33 |0

<U533D> \x34\x34 |0

<U533E> \x34\x35 |0

<U5342> \x34\x36 |0

<U534B> \x34\x38 |0

<U534C> \x34\x37 |0

<U5359> \x34\x39 |0

<U535B> \x34\x3A |0

<U5361> \x34\x3B |0

<U5363> \x34\x3C |0
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<U5365> \x34\x3D |0

<U536C> \x34\x3E |0

<U536D> \x34\x3F |0

<U5372> \x34\x40 |0

<U5379> \x34\x41 |0

<U537E> \x34\x42 |0

<U5383> \x34\x43 |0

<U5387> \x34\x44 |0

<U5388> \x34\x45 |0

<U538E> \x34\x46 |0

<U5393> \x34\x47 |0

<U5394> \x34\x48 |0

<U5399> \x34\x49 |0

<U539D> \x34\x4A |0

<U53A1>

 \x34\x4B |0

<U53A4> \x34\x4C |0

<U53AA> \x34\x4D |0

<U53AB> \x34\x4E |0

<U53AF> \x34\x4F |0

<U53B2> \x34\x50 |0

<U53B4> \x34\x51 |0

<U53B5> \x34\x52 |0

<U53B7> \x34\x53 |0

<U53B8> \x34\x54 |0

<U53BA> \x34\x55 |0

<U53BD> \x34\x56 |0

<U53C0> \x34\x57 |0

<U53C5> \x34\x58 |0

<U53CF> \x34\x59 |0

<U53D2> \x34\x5A |0

<U53D3> \x34\x5B |0

<U53D5> \x34\x5C |0

<U53DA> \x34\x5D |0

<U53DD> \x34\x5E |0

<U53DE> \x34\x5F |0

<U53E0> \x34\x60 |0

<U53E6> \x34\x61 |0

<U53E7> \x34\x62 |0

<U53F5> \x34\x63 |0

<U5402> \x34\x64 |0

<U5413> \x34\x65 |0

<U541A> \x34\x66 |0

<U5421> \x34\x67 |0

<U5427> \x34\x68 |0

<U5428> \x34\x69 |0

<U542A> \x34\x6A |0

<U542F> \x34\x6B |0
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<U5431> \x34\x6C |0

<U5434> \x34\x6D |0

<U5435> \x34\x6E |0

<U5443> \x34\x6F |0

<U5444> \x34\x70 |0

<U5447> \x34\x71 |0

<U544D> \x34\x72 |0

<U544F> \x34\x73 |0

<U545E> \x34\x74 |0

<U5462> \x34\x75 |0

<U5464> \x34\x76 |0

<U5466> \x34\x77 |0

<U5467> \x34\x78 |0

<U5469> \x34\x79 |0

<U546B> \x34\x7A |0

<U546D> \x34\x7B |0

<U546E> \x34\x7C |0

<U5474>

 \x34\x7D |0

<U547F> \x34\x7E |0

<U5481> \x35\x21 |0

<U5483> \x35\x22 |0

<U5485> \x35\x23 |0

<U5488> \x35\x24 |0

<U5489> \x35\x25 |0

<U548D> \x35\x26 |0

<U5491> \x35\x27 |0

<U5495> \x35\x28 |0

<U5496> \x35\x29 |0

<U549C> \x35\x2A |0

<U549F> \x35\x2B |0

<U54A1> \x35\x2C |0

<U54A6> \x35\x2D |0

<U54A7> \x35\x2E |0

<U54A9> \x35\x2F |0

<U54AA> \x35\x30 |0

<U54AD> \x35\x31 |0

<U54AE> \x35\x32 |0

<U54B1> \x35\x33 |0

<U54B7> \x35\x34 |0

<U54B9> \x35\x35 |0

<U54BA> \x35\x36 |0

<U54BB> \x35\x37 |0

<U54BF> \x35\x38 |0

<U54C6> \x35\x39 |0

<U54CA> \x35\x3A |0

<U54CD> \x35\x3B |0

<U54CE> \x35\x3C |0
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<U54E0> \x35\x3D |0

<U54EA> \x35\x3E |0

<U54EC> \x35\x3F |0

<U54EF> \x35\x40 |0

<U54F6> \x35\x41 |0

<U54FC> \x35\x42 |0

<U54FE> \x35\x43 |0

<U54FF> \x35\x44 |0

<U5500> \x35\x45 |0

<U5501> \x35\x46 |0

<U5505> \x35\x47 |0

<U5508> \x35\x48 |0

<U5509> \x35\x49 |0

<U550C> \x35\x4A |0

<U550D> \x35\x4B |0

<U550E> \x35\x4C |0

<U5515> \x35\x4D |0

<U552A> \x35\x4E |0

<U552B> \x35\x4F |0

<U5532> \x35\x50 |0

<U5535>

 \x35\x51 |0

<U5536> \x35\x52 |0

<U553B> \x35\x53 |0

<U553C> \x35\x54 |0

<U553D> \x35\x55 |0

<U5541> \x35\x56 |0

<U5547> \x35\x57 |0

<U5549> \x35\x58 |0

<U554A> \x35\x59 |0

<U554D> \x35\x5A |0

<U5550> \x35\x5B |0

<U5551> \x35\x5C |0

<U5558> \x35\x5D |0

<U555A> \x35\x5E |0

<U555B> \x35\x5F |0

<U555E> \x35\x60 |0

<U5560> \x35\x61 |0

<U5561> \x35\x62 |0

<U5564> \x35\x63 |0

<U5566> \x35\x64 |0

<U557F> \x35\x65 |0

<U5581> \x35\x66 |0

<U5582> \x35\x67 |0

<U5586> \x35\x68 |0

<U5588> \x35\x69 |0

<U558E> \x35\x6A |0

<U558F> \x35\x6B |0
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<U5591> \x35\x6C |0

<U5592> \x35\x6D |0

<U5593> \x35\x6E |0

<U5594> \x35\x6F |0

<U5597> \x35\x70 |0

<U55A3> \x35\x71 |0

<U55A4> \x35\x72 |0

<U55AD> \x35\x73 |0

<U55B2> \x35\x74 |0

<U55BF> \x35\x75 |0

<U55C1> \x35\x76 |0

<U55C3> \x35\x77 |0

<U55C6> \x35\x78 |0

<U55C9> \x35\x79 |0

<U55CB> \x35\x7A |0

<U55CC> \x35\x7B |0

<U55CE> \x35\x7C |0

<U55D1> \x35\x7D |0

<U55D2> \x35\x7E |0

<U55D3> \x36\x21 |0

<U55D7> \x36\x22 |0

<U55D8> \x36\x23 |0

<U55DB> \x36\x24 |0

<U55DE>

 \x36\x25 |0

<U55E2> \x36\x26 |0

<U55E9> \x36\x27 |0

<U55F6> \x36\x28 |0

<U55FF> \x36\x29 |0

<U5605> \x36\x2A |0

<U5608> \x36\x2B |0

<U560A> \x36\x2C |0

<U560D> \x36\x2D |0

<U560E> \x36\x2E |0

<U560F> \x36\x2F |0

<U5610> \x36\x30 |0

<U5611> \x36\x31 |0

<U5612> \x36\x32 |0

<U5619> \x36\x33 |0

<U562C> \x36\x34 |0

<U5630> \x36\x35 |0

<U5633> \x36\x36 |0

<U5635> \x36\x37 |0

<U5637> \x36\x38 |0

<U5639> \x36\x39 |0

<U563B> \x36\x3A |0

<U563C> \x36\x3B |0

<U563D> \x36\x3C |0
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<U563F> \x36\x3D |0

<U5640> \x36\x3E |0

<U5641> \x36\x3F |0

<U5643> \x36\x40 |0

<U5644> \x36\x41 |0

<U5646> \x36\x42 |0

<U5649> \x36\x43 |0

<U564B> \x36\x44 |0

<U564D> \x36\x45 |0

<U564F> \x36\x46 |0

<U5654> \x36\x47 |0

<U565E> \x36\x48 |0

<U5660> \x36\x49 |0

<U5661> \x36\x4A |0

<U5662> \x36\x4B |0

<U5663> \x36\x4C |0

<U5666> \x36\x4D |0

<U5669> \x36\x4E |0

<U566D> \x36\x4F |0

<U566F> \x36\x50 |0

<U5671> \x36\x51 |0

<U5672> \x36\x52 |0

<U5675> \x36\x53 |0

<U5684> \x36\x54 |0

<U5685> \x36\x55 |0

<U5688> \x36\x56 |0

<U568B>

 \x36\x57 |0

<U568C> \x36\x58 |0

<U5695> \x36\x59 |0

<U5699> \x36\x5A |0

<U569A> \x36\x5B |0

<U569D> \x36\x5C |0

<U569E> \x36\x5D |0

<U569F> \x36\x5E |0

<U56A6> \x36\x5F |0

<U56A7> \x36\x60 |0

<U56A8> \x36\x61 |0

<U56A9> \x36\x62 |0

<U56AB> \x36\x63 |0

<U56AC> \x36\x64 |0

<U56AD> \x36\x65 |0

<U56B1> \x36\x66 |0

<U56B3> \x36\x67 |0

<U56B7> \x36\x68 |0

<U56BE> \x36\x69 |0

<U56C5> \x36\x6A |0

<U56C9> \x36\x6B |0
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<U56CA> \x36\x6C |0

<U56CB> \x36\x6D |0

<U56CC> \x36\x70 |0

<U56CD> \x36\x71 |0

<U56CF> \x36\x6E |0

<U56D0> \x36\x6F |0

<U56D9> \x36\x72 |0

<U56DC> \x36\x73 |0

<U56DD> \x36\x74 |0

<U56DF> \x36\x75 |0

<U56E1> \x36\x76 |0

<U56E4> \x36\x77 |0

<U56E5> \x36\x78 |0

<U56E6> \x36\x79 |0

<U56E7> \x36\x7A |0

<U56E8> \x36\x7B |0

<U56EB> \x36\x7D |0

<U56ED> \x36\x7E |0

<U56F1> \x36\x7C |0

<U56F6> \x37\x21 |0

<U56F7> \x37\x22 |0

<U5701> \x37\x23 |0

<U5702> \x37\x24 |0

<U5707> \x37\x25 |0

<U570A> \x37\x26 |0

<U570C> \x37\x27 |0

<U5711> \x37\x28 |0

<U5715> \x37\x29 |0

<U571A> \x37\x2A |0

<U571B>

 \x37\x2B |0

<U571D> \x37\x2C |0

<U5720> \x37\x2D |0

<U5722> \x37\x2E |0

<U5723> \x37\x2F |0

<U5724> \x37\x30 |0

<U5725> \x37\x31 |0

<U5729> \x37\x32 |0

<U572A> \x37\x33 |0

<U572C> \x37\x34 |0

<U572E> \x37\x35 |0

<U572F> \x37\x36 |0

<U5733> \x37\x37 |0

<U5734> \x37\x38 |0

<U573D> \x37\x39 |0

<U573E> \x37\x3A |0

<U573F> \x37\x3B |0

<U5745> \x37\x3C |0
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<U5746> \x37\x3D |0

<U574C> \x37\x3E |0

<U574D> \x37\x3F |0

<U5752> \x37\x40 |0

<U5762> \x37\x41 |0

<U5765> \x37\x42 |0

<U5767> \x37\x43 |0

<U5768> \x37\x44 |0

<U576B> \x37\x45 |0

<U576D> \x37\x46 |0

<U576E> \x37\x47 |0

<U576F> \x37\x48 |0

<U5770> \x37\x49 |0

<U5771> \x37\x4A |0

<U5773> \x37\x4B |0

<U5774> \x37\x4C |0

<U5775> \x37\x4D |0

<U5777> \x37\x4E |0

<U5779> \x37\x4F |0

<U577A> \x37\x50 |0

<U577B> \x37\x51 |0

<U577C> \x37\x52 |0

<U577E> \x37\x53 |0

<U5781> \x37\x54 |0

<U5783> \x37\x55 |0

<U578C> \x37\x56 |0

<U5794> \x37\x57 |0

<U5795> \x37\x60 |0

<U5797> \x37\x58 |0

<U5799> \x37\x59 |0

<U579A> \x37\x5A |0

<U579C> \x37\x5B |0

<U579D>

 \x37\x5C |0

<U579E> \x37\x5D |0

<U579F> \x37\x5E |0

<U57A1> \x37\x5F |0

<U57A7> \x37\x61 |0

<U57A8> \x37\x62 |0

<U57A9> \x37\x63 |0

<U57AC> \x37\x64 |0

<U57B8> \x37\x65 |0

<U57BD> \x37\x66 |0

<U57C7> \x37\x67 |0

<U57C8> \x37\x68 |0

<U57CC> \x37\x69 |0

<U57CF> \x37\x6A |0

<U57D5> \x37\x6B |0
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<U57DD> \x37\x6C |0

<U57DE> \x37\x6D |0

<U57E1> \x37\x7E |0

<U57E4> \x37\x6E |0

<U57E6> \x37\x6F |0

<U57E7> \x37\x70 |0

<U57E9> \x37\x71 |0

<U57ED> \x37\x72 |0

<U57F0> \x37\x73 |0

<U57F5> \x37\x74 |0

<U57F6> \x37\x75 |0

<U57F8> \x37\x76 |0

<U57FD> \x37\x77 |0

<U57FE> \x37\x78 |0

<U57FF> \x37\x79 |0

<U5803> \x37\x7A |0

<U5804> \x37\x7B |0

<U5808> \x37\x7C |0

<U5809> \x37\x7D |0

<U580C> \x38\x21 |0

<U580D> \x38\x22 |0

<U581B> \x38\x23 |0

<U581E> \x38\x24 |0

<U581F> \x38\x25 |0

<U5820> \x38\x26 |0

<U5826> \x38\x27 |0

<U5827> \x38\x28 |0

<U582D> \x38\x29 |0

<U5832> \x38\x2A |0

<U5839> \x38\x2B |0

<U583F> \x38\x2C |0

<U5849> \x38\x2D |0

<U584C> \x38\x2E |0

<U584D> \x38\x2F |0

<U584F> \x38\x30 |0

<U5850>

 \x38\x31 |0

<U5855> \x38\x32 |0

<U585F> \x38\x33 |0

<U5861> \x38\x34 |0

<U5864> \x38\x35 |0

<U5867> \x38\x36 |0

<U5868> \x38\x37 |0

<U5878> \x38\x38 |0

<U587C> \x38\x39 |0

<U587F> \x38\x3A |0

<U5880> \x38\x3B |0

<U5881> \x38\x3C |0
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<U5887> \x38\x3D |0

<U5888> \x38\x3E |0

<U5889> \x38\x3F |0

<U588A> \x38\x40 |0

<U588C> \x38\x41 |0

<U588D> \x38\x42 |0

<U588F> \x38\x43 |0

<U5890> \x38\x44 |0

<U5894> \x38\x45 |0

<U5896> \x38\x46 |0

<U589D> \x38\x47 |0

<U58A0> \x38\x48 |0

<U58A1> \x38\x49 |0

<U58A2> \x38\x4A |0

<U58A6> \x38\x4B |0

<U58A9> \x38\x4C |0

<U58B1> \x38\x4D |0

<U58B2> \x38\x4E |0

<U58BC> \x38\x50 |0

<U58C2> \x38\x51 |0

<U58C4> \x38\x4F |0

<U58C8> \x38\x52 |0

<U58CD> \x38\x53 |0

<U58CE> \x38\x54 |0

<U58D0> \x38\x55 |0

<U58D2> \x38\x56 |0

<U58D4> \x38\x57 |0

<U58D6> \x38\x58 |0

<U58DA> \x38\x59 |0

<U58DD> \x38\x5A |0

<U58E1> \x38\x5B |0

<U58E2> \x38\x5C |0

<U58E9> \x38\x5D |0

<U58F3> \x38\x5E |0

<U5905> \x38\x5F |0

<U5906> \x38\x60 |0

<U590B> \x38\x61 |0

<U590C> \x38\x62 |0

<U5912>

 \x38\x63 |0

<U5913> \x38\x64 |0

<U5914> \x38\x65 |0

<U591D> \x38\x67 |0

<U5921> \x38\x68 |0

<U5923> \x38\x69 |0

<U5924> \x38\x6A |0

<U5928> \x38\x6B |0

<U592F> \x38\x6C |0
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<U5930> \x38\x6D |0

<U5933> \x38\x6E |0

<U5935> \x38\x6F |0

<U5936> \x38\x70 |0

<U593F> \x38\x71 |0

<U5943> \x38\x72 |0

<U5946> \x38\x73 |0

<U5952> \x38\x74 |0

<U5953> \x38\x75 |0

<U5959> \x38\x76 |0

<U595B> \x38\x77 |0

<U595D> \x38\x78 |0

<U595E> \x38\x79 |0

<U595F> \x38\x7A |0

<U5961> \x38\x7B |0

<U5963> \x38\x7C |0

<U596B> \x38\x7D |0

<U596D> \x38\x7E |0

<U596F> \x39\x21 |0

<U5972> \x39\x22 |0

<U5975> \x39\x23 |0

<U5976> \x39\x24 |0

<U5979> \x39\x25 |0

<U597B> \x39\x26 |0

<U597C> \x39\x27 |0

<U598B> \x39\x28 |0

<U598C> \x39\x29 |0

<U598E> \x39\x2A |0

<U5992> \x39\x2B |0

<U5995> \x39\x2C |0

<U5997> \x39\x2D |0

<U599F> \x39\x2E |0

<U59A4> \x39\x2F |0

<U59A7> \x39\x30 |0

<U59AD> \x39\x31 |0

<U59AE> \x39\x32 |0

<U59AF> \x39\x33 |0

<U59B0> \x39\x34 |0

<U59B3> \x39\x35 |0

<U59B7> \x39\x36 |0

<U59BA> \x39\x37 |0

<U59BC>

 \x39\x38 |0

<U59C1> \x39\x39 |0

<U59C3> \x39\x3A |0

<U59C4> \x39\x3B |0

<U59C8> \x39\x3C |0

<U59CA> \x39\x3D |0
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<U59CD> \x39\x3E |0

<U59D2> \x39\x3F |0

<U59DD> \x39\x40 |0

<U59DE> \x39\x41 |0

<U59DF> \x39\x42 |0

<U59E3> \x39\x43 |0

<U59E4> \x39\x44 |0

<U59E7> \x39\x45 |0

<U59EE> \x39\x46 |0

<U59EF> \x39\x47 |0

<U59F1> \x39\x48 |0

<U59F2> \x39\x49 |0

<U59F4> \x39\x4A |0

<U59F7> \x39\x4B |0

<U5A00> \x39\x4C |0

<U5A04> \x39\x4D |0

<U5A0C> \x39\x4E |0

<U5A0D> \x39\x4F |0

<U5A0E> \x39\x50 |0

<U5A12> \x39\x51 |0

<U5A13> \x39\x52 |0

<U5A1E> \x39\x53 |0

<U5A23> \x39\x54 |0

<U5A24> \x39\x55 |0

<U5A27> \x39\x56 |0

<U5A28> \x39\x57 |0

<U5A2A> \x39\x58 |0

<U5A2D> \x39\x59 |0

<U5A30> \x39\x5A |0

<U5A44> \x39\x5B |0

<U5A45> \x39\x5C |0

<U5A47> \x39\x5D |0

<U5A48> \x39\x5E |0

<U5A4C> \x39\x5F |0

<U5A50> \x39\x60 |0

<U5A55> \x39\x61 |0

<U5A5E> \x39\x62 |0

<U5A63> \x39\x63 |0

<U5A65> \x39\x64 |0

<U5A67> \x39\x65 |0

<U5A6D> \x39\x66 |0

<U5A77> \x39\x67 |0

<U5A7A> \x39\x68 |0

<U5A7B> \x39\x69 |0

<U5A7E>

 \x39\x6A |0

<U5A8B> \x39\x6B |0

<U5A90> \x39\x6C |0
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<U5A93> \x39\x6D |0

<U5A96> \x39\x6E |0

<U5A99> \x39\x6F |0

<U5A9C> \x39\x70 |0

<U5A9E> \x39\x71 |0

<U5A9F> \x39\x72 |0

<U5AA0> \x39\x73 |0

<U5AA2> \x39\x74 |0

<U5AA7> \x39\x75 |0

<U5AAC> \x39\x76 |0

<U5AB1> \x39\x77 |0

<U5AB2> \x39\x78 |0

<U5AB3> \x39\x79 |0

<U5AB5> \x39\x7A |0

<U5AB8> \x39\x7B |0

<U5ABA> \x39\x7C |0

<U5ABB> \x39\x7D |0

<U5ABF> \x39\x7E |0

<U5AC4> \x3A\x21 |0

<U5AC6> \x3A\x22 |0

<U5AC8> \x3A\x23 |0

<U5ACF> \x3A\x24 |0

<U5ADA> \x3A\x25 |0

<U5ADC> \x3A\x26 |0

<U5AE0> \x3A\x27 |0

<U5AE5> \x3A\x28 |0

<U5AEA> \x3A\x29 |0

<U5AEE> \x3A\x2A |0

<U5AF5> \x3A\x2B |0

<U5AF6> \x3A\x2C |0

<U5AFD> \x3A\x2D |0

<U5B00> \x3A\x2E |0

<U5B01> \x3A\x2F |0

<U5B08> \x3A\x30 |0

<U5B17> \x3A\x31 |0

<U5B19> \x3A\x33 |0

<U5B1B> \x3A\x34 |0

<U5B1D> \x3A\x35 |0

<U5B21> \x3A\x36 |0

<U5B25> \x3A\x37 |0

<U5B2D> \x3A\x38 |0

<U5B34> \x3A\x32 |0

<U5B38> \x3A\x39 |0

<U5B41> \x3A\x3A |0

<U5B4B> \x3A\x3B |0

<U5B4C> \x3A\x3C |0

<U5B52> \x3A\x3D |0

<U5B56>
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 \x3A\x3E |0

<U5B5E> \x3A\x3F |0

<U5B68> \x3A\x40 |0

<U5B6E> \x3A\x41 |0

<U5B6F> \x3A\x42 |0

<U5B7C> \x3A\x43 |0

<U5B7D> \x3A\x44 |0

<U5B7E> \x3A\x45 |0

<U5B7F> \x3A\x46 |0

<U5B81> \x3A\x47 |0

<U5B84> \x3A\x48 |0

<U5B86> \x3A\x49 |0

<U5B8A> \x3A\x4A |0

<U5B8E> \x3A\x4B |0

<U5B90> \x3A\x4C |0

<U5B91> \x3A\x4D |0

<U5B93> \x3A\x4E |0

<U5B94> \x3A\x4F |0

<U5B96> \x3A\x50 |0

<U5BA8> \x3A\x51 |0

<U5BA9> \x3A\x52 |0

<U5BAC> \x3A\x53 |0

<U5BAD> \x3A\x54 |0

<U5BAF> \x3A\x55 |0

<U5BB1> \x3A\x56 |0

<U5BB2> \x3A\x57 |0

<U5BB7> \x3A\x58 |0

<U5BBA> \x3A\x59 |0

<U5BBC> \x3A\x5A |0

<U5BC0> \x3A\x5B |0

<U5BC1> \x3A\x5C |0

<U5BCD> \x3A\x5D |0

<U5BCF> \x3A\x5E |0

<U5BD6> \x3A\x5F |0

<U5BD7> \x3A\x60 |0

<U5BD8> \x3A\x61 |0

<U5BD9> \x3A\x62 |0

<U5BDA> \x3A\x63 |0

<U5BE0> \x3A\x64 |0

<U5BEF> \x3A\x65 |0

<U5BF1> \x3A\x66 |0

<U5BF4> \x3A\x67 |0

<U5BFD> \x3A\x68 |0

<U5C0C> \x3A\x69 |0

<U5C17> \x3A\x6A |0

<U5C1E> \x3A\x6B |0

<U5C1F> \x3A\x6C |0

<U5C23> \x3A\x6D |0
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<U5C26> \x3A\x6E |0

<U5C29> \x3A\x6F |0

<U5C2B>

 \x3A\x70 |0

<U5C2C> \x3A\x71 |0

<U5C2E> \x3A\x72 |0

<U5C30> \x3A\x73 |0

<U5C32> \x3A\x74 |0

<U5C35> \x3A\x75 |0

<U5C36> \x3A\x76 |0

<U5C59> \x3A\x77 |0

<U5C5A> \x3A\x78 |0

<U5C5C> \x3A\x79 |0

<U5C62> \x3A\x7A |0

<U5C63> \x3A\x7B |0

<U5C67> \x3A\x7C |0

<U5C68> \x3A\x7D |0

<U5C69> \x3A\x7E |0

<U5C6D> \x3B\x21 |0

<U5C70> \x3B\x22 |0

<U5C74> \x3B\x23 |0

<U5C75> \x3B\x24 |0

<U5C7A> \x3B\x25 |0

<U5C7B> \x3B\x26 |0

<U5C7C> \x3B\x27 |0

<U5C7D> \x3B\x28 |0

<U5C87> \x3B\x29 |0

<U5C88> \x3B\x2A |0

<U5C8A> \x3B\x2B |0

<U5C8F> \x3B\x2C |0

<U5C92> \x3B\x2D |0

<U5C9D> \x3B\x2E |0

<U5C9F> \x3B\x2F |0

<U5CA0> \x3B\x30 |0

<U5CA2> \x3B\x31 |0

<U5CA3> \x3B\x32 |0

<U5CA6> \x3B\x33 |0

<U5CAA> \x3B\x34 |0

<U5CB2> \x3B\x35 |0

<U5CB4> \x3B\x36 |0

<U5CB5> \x3B\x37 |0

<U5CBA> \x3B\x38 |0

<U5CC9> \x3B\x39 |0

<U5CCB> \x3B\x3A |0

<U5CD2> \x3B\x3B |0

<U5CD7> \x3B\x3D |0

<U5CDD> \x3B\x3C |0

<U5CEE> \x3B\x3E |0
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<U5CF1> \x3B\x3F |0

<U5CF2> \x3B\x40 |0

<U5CF4> \x3B\x41 |0

<U5D01> \x3B\x42 |0

<U5D06> \x3B\x43 |0

<U5D0D>

 \x3B\x44 |0

<U5D12> \x3B\x45 |0

<U5D23> \x3B\x47 |0

<U5D24> \x3B\x48 |0

<U5D26> \x3B\x49 |0

<U5D27> \x3B\x4A |0

<U5D2B> \x3B\x46 |0

<U5D31> \x3B\x4B |0

<U5D34> \x3B\x4C |0

<U5D39> \x3B\x4D |0

<U5D3D> \x3B\x4E |0

<U5D3F> \x3B\x4F |0

<U5D42> \x3B\x50 |0

<U5D43> \x3B\x51 |0

<U5D46> \x3B\x52 |0

<U5D48> \x3B\x53 |0

<U5D4A> \x3B\x57 |0

<U5D51> \x3B\x55 |0

<U5D55> \x3B\x54 |0

<U5D59> \x3B\x56 |0

<U5D5F> \x3B\x58 |0

<U5D60> \x3B\x59 |0

<U5D61> \x3B\x5A |0

<U5D62> \x3B\x5B |0

<U5D64> \x3B\x5C |0

<U5D6A> \x3B\x5D |0

<U5D6D> \x3B\x5E |0

<U5D70> \x3B\x5F |0

<U5D79> \x3B\x60 |0

<U5D7A> \x3B\x61 |0

<U5D7E> \x3B\x62 |0

<U5D7F> \x3B\x63 |0

<U5D81> \x3B\x64 |0

<U5D83> \x3B\x65 |0

<U5D88> \x3B\x66 |0

<U5D8A> \x3B\x67 |0

<U5D92> \x3B\x68 |0

<U5D93> \x3B\x69 |0

<U5D94> \x3B\x6A |0

<U5D95> \x3B\x6B |0

<U5D99> \x3B\x6C |0

<U5D9B> \x3B\x6D |0
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<U5D9F> \x3B\x6E |0

<U5DA0> \x3B\x6F |0

<U5DA7> \x3B\x70 |0

<U5DAB> \x3B\x71 |0

<U5DB0> \x3B\x72 |0

<U5DB2> \x66\x74 |0

<U5DB4> \x3B\x73 |0

<U5DB8> \x3B\x74 |0

<U5DB9>

 \x3B\x75 |0

<U5DC3> \x3B\x76 |0

<U5DC7> \x3B\x77 |0

<U5DCB> \x3B\x78 |0

<U5DCE> \x3B\x7A |0

<U5DD0> \x3B\x79 |0

<U5DD8> \x3B\x7B |0

<U5DD9> \x3B\x7C |0

<U5DE0> \x3B\x7D |0

<U5DE4> \x3B\x7E |0

<U5DE9> \x3C\x21 |0

<U5DF8> \x3C\x22 |0

<U5DF9> \x3C\x23 |0

<U5E00> \x3C\x24 |0

<U5E07> \x3C\x25 |0

<U5E0D> \x3C\x26 |0

<U5E12> \x3C\x27 |0

<U5E14> \x3C\x28 |0

<U5E15> \x3C\x29 |0

<U5E18> \x3C\x2A |0

<U5E1F> \x3C\x2B |0

<U5E20> \x3C\x2C |0

<U5E28> \x3C\x2E |0

<U5E2E> \x3C\x2D |0

<U5E32> \x3C\x2F |0

<U5E35> \x3C\x30 |0

<U5E3E> \x3C\x31 |0

<U5E49> \x3C\x34 |0

<U5E4B> \x3C\x32 |0

<U5E50> \x3C\x33 |0

<U5E51> \x3C\x35 |0

<U5E56> \x3C\x36 |0

<U5E58> \x3C\x37 |0

<U5E5B> \x3C\x38 |0

<U5E5C> \x3C\x39 |0

<U5E5E> \x3C\x3A |0

<U5E68> \x3C\x3B |0

<U5E6A> \x3C\x3C |0

<U5E6B> \x3C\x3D |0
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<U5E6C> \x3C\x3E |0

<U5E6D> \x3C\x3F |0

<U5E6E> \x3C\x40 |0

<U5E70> \x3C\x41 |0

<U5E80> \x3C\x42 |0

<U5E8B> \x3C\x43 |0

<U5E8E> \x3C\x44 |0

<U5EA2> \x3C\x45 |0

<U5EA4> \x3C\x46 |0

<U5EA5> \x3C\x47 |0

<U5EA8> \x3C\x48 |0

<U5EAA>

 \x3C\x49 |0

<U5EAC> \x3C\x4A |0

<U5EB1> \x3C\x4B |0

<U5EB3> \x3C\x4C |0

<U5EBD> \x3C\x4D |0

<U5EBE> \x3C\x4E |0

<U5EBF> \x3C\x4F |0

<U5EC6> \x3C\x50 |0

<U5ECB> \x3C\x52 |0

<U5ECC> \x3C\x51 |0

<U5ECE> \x3C\x53 |0

<U5ED1> \x3C\x54 |0

<U5ED2> \x3C\x55 |0

<U5ED4> \x3C\x56 |0

<U5ED5> \x3C\x57 |0

<U5EDC> \x3C\x58 |0

<U5EDE> \x3C\x59 |0

<U5EE5> \x3C\x5A |0

<U5EEB> \x3C\x5B |0

<U5F02> \x3C\x5C |0

<U5F06> \x3C\x5D |0

<U5F07> \x3C\x5E |0

<U5F08> \x3C\x5F |0

<U5F0E> \x3C\x60 |0

<U5F19> \x3C\x61 |0

<U5F1C> \x3C\x62 |0

<U5F1D> \x3C\x63 |0

<U5F21> \x3C\x64 |0

<U5F22> \x3C\x65 |0

<U5F23> \x3C\x66 |0

<U5F24> \x3C\x67 |0

<U5F28> \x3C\x68 |0

<U5F2B> \x3C\x69 |0

<U5F2C> \x3C\x6A |0

<U5F2E> \x3C\x6B |0

<U5F30> \x3C\x6C |0
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<U5F34> \x3C\x6D |0

<U5F36> \x3C\x6E |0

<U5F3B> \x3C\x6F |0

<U5F3D> \x3C\x70 |0

<U5F3F> \x3C\x71 |0

<U5F40> \x3C\x72 |0

<U5F44> \x3C\x73 |0

<U5F45> \x3C\x74 |0

<U5F47> \x3C\x75 |0

<U5F4D> \x3C\x76 |0

<U5F50> \x3C\x77 |0

<U5F54> \x3C\x78 |0

<U5F58> \x3C\x79 |0

<U5F5B> \x3C\x7A |0

<U5F60>

 \x3C\x7B |0

<U5F63> \x3C\x7C |0

<U5F64> \x3C\x7D |0

<U5F67> \x3C\x7E |0

<U5F6F> \x3D\x21 |0

<U5F72> \x3D\x22 |0

<U5F74> \x3D\x23 |0

<U5F75> \x3D\x24 |0

<U5F78> \x3D\x25 |0

<U5F7A> \x3D\x26 |0

<U5F7D> \x3D\x27 |0

<U5F7E> \x3D\x28 |0

<U5F89> \x3D\x29 |0

<U5F8D> \x3D\x2A |0

<U5F8F> \x3D\x2B |0

<U5F96> \x3D\x2C |0

<U5F9C> \x3D\x2D |0

<U5F9D> \x3D\x2E |0

<U5FA2> \x3D\x2F |0

<U5FA4> \x3D\x32 |0

<U5FA7> \x3D\x30 |0

<U5FAB> \x3D\x31 |0

<U5FAC> \x3D\x33 |0

<U5FAF> \x3D\x34 |0

<U5FB0> \x3D\x35 |0

<U5FB1> \x3D\x36 |0

<U5FB8> \x3D\x37 |0

<U5FC4> \x3D\x38 |0

<U5FC7> \x3D\x39 |0

<U5FC8> \x3D\x3A |0

<U5FC9> \x3D\x3B |0

<U5FCB> \x3D\x3C |0

<U5FD0> \x3D\x3D |0
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<U5FD1> \x3D\x3E |0

<U5FD2> \x3D\x3F |0

<U5FD3> \x3D\x40 |0

<U5FD4> \x3D\x41 |0

<U5FDE> \x3D\x42 |0

<U5FE1> \x3D\x43 |0

<U5FE2> \x3D\x44 |0

<U5FE8> \x3D\x45 |0

<U5FE9> \x3D\x46 |0

<U5FEA> \x3D\x47 |0

<U5FEC> \x3D\x48 |0

<U5FED> \x3D\x49 |0

<U5FEE> \x3D\x4A |0

<U5FEF> \x3D\x4B |0

<U5FF2> \x3D\x4C |0

<U5FF3> \x3D\x4D |0

<U5FF6> \x3D\x4E |0

<U5FFA>

 \x3D\x4F |0

<U5FFC> \x3D\x50 |0

<U6007> \x3D\x51 |0

<U600A> \x3D\x52 |0

<U600D> \x3D\x53 |0

<U6013> \x3D\x54 |0

<U6014> \x3D\x55 |0

<U6017> \x3D\x56 |0

<U6018> \x3D\x57 |0

<U601A> \x3D\x58 |0

<U601F> \x3D\x59 |0

<U6024> \x3D\x5A |0

<U602D> \x3D\x5B |0

<U6033> \x3D\x5C |0

<U6035> \x3D\x5D |0

<U6040> \x3D\x5E |0

<U6047> \x3D\x5F |0

<U6048> \x3D\x60 |0

<U6049> \x3D\x61 |0

<U604C> \x3D\x62 |0

<U6051> \x3D\x63 |0

<U6054> \x3D\x64 |0

<U6056> \x3D\x65 |0

<U6057> \x3D\x66 |0

<U605D> \x3D\x67 |0

<U6061> \x3D\x68 |0

<U6067> \x3D\x69 |0

<U6071> \x3D\x6A |0

<U607E> \x3D\x6B |0

<U607F> \x3D\x6C |0
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<U6082> \x3D\x6D |0

<U6086> \x3D\x6E |0

<U6088> \x3D\x6F |0

<U608A> \x3D\x70 |0

<U608E> \x3D\x71 |0

<U6091> \x3D\x72 |0

<U6093> \x3D\x73 |0

<U6095> \x3D\x74 |0

<U6098> \x3D\x75 |0

<U609D> \x3D\x76 |0

<U609E> \x3D\x77 |0

<U60A2> \x3D\x78 |0

<U60A4> \x3D\x79 |0

<U60A5> \x3D\x7A |0

<U60A8> \x3D\x7B |0

<U60B0> \x3D\x7C |0

<U60B1> \x3D\x7D |0

<U60B7> \x3D\x7E |0

<U60BB> \x3E\x21 |0

<U60BE> \x3E\x22 |0

<U60C2>

 \x3E\x23 |0

<U60C4> \x3E\x24 |0

<U60C8> \x3E\x25 |0

<U60C9> \x3E\x26 |0

<U60CA> \x3E\x27 |0

<U60CB> \x3E\x28 |0

<U60CE> \x3E\x29 |0

<U60CF> \x3E\x2A |0

<U60D4> \x3E\x2B |0

<U60D5> \x3E\x2C |0

<U60D9> \x3E\x2D |0

<U60DB> \x3E\x2E |0

<U60DD> \x3E\x2F |0

<U60DE> \x3E\x30 |0

<U60E2> \x3E\x31 |0

<U60E5> \x3E\x32 |0

<U60F2> \x3E\x33 |0

<U60F5> \x3E\x34 |0

<U60F8> \x3E\x35 |0

<U60FC> \x3E\x36 |0

<U60FD> \x3E\x37 |0

<U6102> \x3E\x38 |0

<U6107> \x3E\x39 |0

<U610A> \x3E\x3A |0

<U610C> \x3E\x3B |0

<U6110> \x3E\x3C |0

<U6111> \x3E\x3D |0
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<U6112> \x3E\x3E |0

<U6113> \x3E\x3F |0

<U6114> \x3E\x40 |0

<U6116> \x3E\x41 |0

<U6117> \x3E\x42 |0

<U6119> \x3E\x43 |0

<U611C> \x3E\x44 |0

<U611E> \x3E\x45 |0

<U6122> \x3E\x46 |0

<U612A> \x3E\x47 |0

<U612B> \x3E\x48 |0

<U6130> \x3E\x49 |0

<U6131> \x3E\x4A |0

<U6135> \x3E\x4B |0

<U6136> \x3E\x4C |0

<U6137> \x3E\x4D |0

<U6139> \x3E\x4E |0

<U6141> \x3E\x4F |0

<U6145> \x3E\x50 |0

<U6146> \x3E\x51 |0

<U6149> \x3E\x52 |0

<U615E> \x3E\x53 |0

<U6160> \x3E\x54 |0

<U616C>

 \x3E\x55 |0

<U6172> \x3E\x56 |0

<U6178> \x3E\x57 |0

<U617B> \x3E\x58 |0

<U617C> \x3E\x59 |0

<U617F> \x3E\x5A |0

<U6180> \x3E\x5B |0

<U6181> \x3E\x5C |0

<U6183> \x3E\x5D |0

<U6184> \x3E\x5E |0

<U618B> \x3E\x5F |0

<U618D> \x3E\x60 |0

<U6192> \x3E\x61 |0

<U6193> \x3E\x62 |0

<U6197> \x3E\x63 |0

<U6198> \x3E\x64 |0

<U619C> \x3E\x65 |0

<U619D> \x3E\x66 |0

<U619F> \x3E\x67 |0

<U61A0> \x3E\x68 |0

<U61A5> \x3E\x69 |0

<U61A8> \x3E\x6A |0

<U61AA> \x3E\x6B |0

<U61AD> \x3E\x6C |0
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<U61B8> \x3E\x6D |0

<U61B9> \x3E\x6E |0

<U61BC> \x3E\x6F |0

<U61C0> \x3E\x70 |0

<U61C1> \x3E\x71 |0

<U61C2> \x3E\x72 |0

<U61CE> \x3E\x73 |0

<U61CF> \x3E\x74 |0

<U61D5> \x3E\x75 |0

<U61DC> \x3E\x76 |0

<U61DD> \x3E\x77 |0

<U61DE> \x3E\x78 |0

<U61DF> \x3E\x79 |0

<U61E1> \x3E\x7A |0

<U61E2> \x3E\x7B |0

<U61E5> \x3E\x7E |0

<U61E7> \x3E\x7C |0

<U61E9> \x3E\x7D |0

<U61EC> \x3F\x21 |0

<U61ED> \x3F\x22 |0

<U61EF> \x3F\x23 |0

<U6201> \x3F\x24 |0

<U6203> \x3F\x25 |0

<U6204> \x3F\x26 |0

<U6207> \x3F\x27 |0

<U6213> \x3F\x28 |0

<U6215>

 \x3F\x29 |0

<U621C> \x3F\x2A |0

<U6220> \x3F\x2B |0

<U6222> \x3F\x2C |0

<U6223> \x3F\x2D |0

<U6227> \x3F\x2E |0

<U6229> \x3F\x2F |0

<U622B> \x3F\x30 |0

<U6239> \x3F\x31 |0

<U623D> \x3F\x32 |0

<U6242> \x3F\x33 |0

<U6243> \x3F\x34 |0

<U6244> \x3F\x35 |0

<U6246> \x3F\x36 |0

<U624C> \x3F\x37 |0

<U6250> \x3F\x38 |0

<U6251> \x3F\x39 |0

<U6252> \x3F\x3A |0

<U6254> \x3F\x3B |0

<U6256> \x3F\x3C |0

<U625A> \x3F\x3D |0
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<U625C> \x3F\x3E |0

<U6264> \x3F\x3F |0

<U626D> \x3F\x40 |0

<U626F> \x3F\x41 |0

<U6273> \x3F\x42 |0

<U627A> \x3F\x43 |0

<U627D> \x3F\x44 |0

<U628D> \x3F\x45 |0

<U628E> \x3F\x46 |0

<U628F> \x3F\x47 |0

<U6290> \x3F\x48 |0

<U62A6> \x3F\x49 |0

<U62A8> \x3F\x4A |0

<U62B3> \x3F\x4B |0

<U62B6> \x3F\x4C |0

<U62B7> \x3F\x4D |0

<U62BA> \x3F\x4E |0

<U62BE> \x3F\x4F |0

<U62BF> \x3F\x50 |0

<U62C4> \x3F\x51 |0

<U62CE> \x3F\x52 |0

<U62D5> \x3F\x53 |0

<U62D6> \x3F\x54 |0

<U62DA> \x3F\x55 |0

<U62EA> \x3F\x56 |0

<U62F2> \x3F\x57 |0

<U62F4> \x3F\x58 |0

<U62FC> \x3F\x59 |0

<U62FD> \x3F\x5A |0

<U6303>

 \x3F\x5B |0

<U6304> \x3F\x5C |0

<U630A> \x3F\x5D |0

<U630B> \x3F\x5E |0

<U630D> \x3F\x5F |0

<U6310> \x3F\x60 |0

<U6313> \x3F\x61 |0

<U6316> \x3F\x62 |0

<U6318> \x3F\x63 |0

<U6329> \x3F\x64 |0

<U632A> \x3F\x65 |0

<U632D> \x3F\x66 |0

<U6335> \x3F\x67 |0

<U6336> \x3F\x68 |0

<U6339> \x3F\x69 |0

<U633C> \x3F\x6A |0

<U6341> \x3F\x6B |0

<U6342> \x3F\x6C |0
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<U6343> \x3F\x6D |0

<U6344> \x3F\x6E |0

<U6346> \x3F\x6F |0

<U634A> \x3F\x70 |0

<U634B> \x3F\x71 |0

<U634E> \x3F\x72 |0

<U6352> \x3F\x73 |0

<U6353> \x3F\x74 |0

<U6354> \x3F\x75 |0

<U6358> \x3F\x76 |0

<U635B> \x3F\x77 |0

<U6365> \x3F\x78 |0

<U6366> \x3F\x79 |0

<U636C> \x3F\x7A |0

<U636D> \x3F\x7B |0

<U6371> \x3F\x7C |0

<U6374> \x3F\x7D |0

<U6375> \x3F\x7E |0

<U6378> \x40\x21 |0

<U637C> \x40\x22 |0

<U637D> \x40\x23 |0

<U637F> \x40\x24 |0

<U6382> \x40\x25 |0

<U6384> \x40\x26 |0

<U6387> \x40\x27 |0

<U638A> \x40\x28 |0

<U6390> \x40\x29 |0

<U6394> \x40\x2A |0

<U6395> \x40\x2B |0

<U6399> \x40\x2C |0

<U639A> \x40\x2D |0

<U639E> \x40\x2E |0

<U63A4>

 \x40\x2F |0

<U63A6> \x40\x30 |0

<U63AD> \x40\x31 |0

<U63AE> \x40\x32 |0

<U63AF> \x40\x33 |0

<U63BD> \x40\x34 |0

<U63C1> \x40\x35 |0

<U63C5> \x40\x36 |0

<U63C8> \x40\x37 |0

<U63CE> \x40\x38 |0

<U63D1> \x40\x39 |0

<U63D3> \x40\x3A |0

<U63D4> \x40\x3B |0

<U63D5> \x40\x3C |0

<U63DC> \x40\x3D |0
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<U63E0> \x40\x3E |0

<U63E5> \x40\x3F |0

<U63EA> \x40\x40 |0

<U63EC> \x40\x41 |0

<U63F2> \x40\x42 |0

<U63F3> \x40\x43 |0

<U63F5> \x40\x44 |0

<U63F8> \x40\x45 |0

<U63F9> \x40\x46 |0

<U6409> \x40\x47 |0

<U640A> \x40\x48 |0

<U6410> \x40\x49 |0

<U6412> \x40\x4A |0

<U6414> \x40\x4B |0

<U6418> \x40\x4C |0

<U641E> \x40\x4D |0

<U6420> \x40\x4E |0

<U6422> \x40\x4F |0

<U6424> \x40\x50 |0

<U6425> \x40\x51 |0

<U6429> \x40\x52 |0

<U642A> \x40\x53 |0

<U642F> \x40\x54 |0

<U6430> \x40\x55 |0

<U6435> \x40\x56 |0

<U643D> \x40\x57 |0

<U643F> \x40\x58 |0

<U644B> \x40\x59 |0

<U644F> \x40\x5A |0

<U6451> \x40\x5B |0

<U6452> \x40\x5C |0

<U6453> \x40\x5D |0

<U6454> \x40\x5E |0

<U645A> \x40\x5F |0

<U645B> \x40\x60 |0

<U645C>

 \x40\x61 |0

<U645D> \x40\x62 |0

<U645F> \x40\x63 |0

<U6460> \x40\x64 |0

<U6461> \x40\x65 |0

<U6463> \x40\x66 |0

<U646D> \x40\x67 |0

<U6473> \x40\x68 |0

<U6474> \x40\x69 |0

<U647B> \x40\x6A |0

<U647D> \x40\x6B |0

<U6485> \x40\x6C |0
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<U6487> \x40\x6D |0

<U648F> \x40\x6E |0

<U6490> \x40\x6F |0

<U6491> \x40\x70 |0

<U6498> \x40\x71 |0

<U6499> \x40\x72 |0

<U649B> \x40\x73 |0

<U649D> \x40\x74 |0

<U649F> \x40\x75 |0

<U64A1> \x40\x76 |0

<U64A3> \x40\x77 |0

<U64A6> \x40\x78 |0

<U64A8> \x40\x79 |0

<U64AC> \x40\x7A |0

<U64B3> \x40\x7B |0

<U64BD> \x40\x7C |0

<U64BE> \x40\x7D |0

<U64BF> \x40\x7E |0

<U64C4> \x41\x21 |0

<U64C9> \x41\x22 |0

<U64CA> \x41\x23 |0

<U64CB> \x41\x24 |0

<U64CC> \x41\x25 |0

<U64CE> \x41\x26 |0

<U64D0> \x41\x27 |0

<U64D1> \x41\x28 |0

<U64D5> \x41\x29 |0

<U64D7> \x41\x2A |0

<U64E4> \x41\x2B |0

<U64E5> \x41\x2C |0

<U64E9> \x41\x2D |0

<U64EA> \x41\x2E |0

<U64ED> \x41\x2F |0

<U64F0> \x41\x30 |0

<U64F5> \x41\x31 |0

<U64F7> \x41\x32 |0

<U64FB> \x41\x33 |0

<U64FF> \x41\x34 |0

<U6501>

 \x41\x35 |0

<U6504> \x41\x36 |0

<U6508> \x41\x37 |0

<U6509> \x41\x38 |0

<U650A> \x41\x39 |0

<U650F> \x41\x3A |0

<U6513> \x41\x3B |0

<U6514> \x41\x3C |0

<U6516> \x41\x3D |0
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<U6519> \x41\x3E |0

<U651B> \x41\x3F |0

<U651E> \x41\x40 |0

<U651F> \x41\x41 |0

<U6522> \x41\x42 |0

<U6526> \x41\x43 |0

<U6529> \x41\x44 |0

<U652E> \x41\x45 |0

<U6531> \x41\x46 |0

<U653A> \x41\x47 |0

<U653C> \x41\x48 |0

<U653D> \x41\x49 |0

<U6543> \x41\x4A |0

<U6547> \x41\x4B |0

<U6549> \x41\x4C |0

<U6550> \x41\x4D |0

<U6552> \x41\x4E |0

<U6554> \x41\x4F |0

<U655F> \x41\x50 |0

<U6560> \x41\x51 |0

<U6567> \x41\x52 |0

<U656B> \x41\x53 |0

<U657A> \x41\x54 |0

<U657D> \x41\x55 |0

<U6581> \x41\x56 |0

<U6585> \x41\x57 |0

<U658A> \x41\x58 |0

<U6592> \x41\x59 |0

<U6595> \x41\x5A |0

<U6598> \x41\x5B |0

<U659D> \x41\x5C |0

<U65A0> \x41\x5D |0

<U65A3> \x41\x5E |0

<U65A6> \x41\x5F |0

<U65AE> \x41\x60 |0

<U65B2> \x41\x61 |0

<U65B3> \x41\x62 |0

<U65B4> \x41\x63 |0

<U65BF> \x41\x64 |0

<U65C2> \x41\x65 |0

<U65C8> \x41\x66 |0

<U65C9>

 \x41\x67 |0

<U65CE> \x41\x68 |0

<U65D0> \x41\x69 |0

<U65D4> \x41\x6A |0

<U65D6> \x41\x6B |0

<U65D8> \x41\x6C |0
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<U65DF> \x41\x6D |0

<U65F0> \x41\x6E |0

<U65F2> \x41\x6F |0

<U65F4> \x41\x70 |0

<U65F5> \x41\x71 |0

<U65F9> \x41\x72 |0

<U65FE> \x41\x73 |0

<U65FF> \x41\x74 |0

<U6600> \x41\x75 |0

<U6604> \x41\x76 |0

<U6608> \x41\x77 |0

<U6609> \x41\x78 |0

<U660D> \x41\x79 |0

<U6611> \x41\x7A |0

<U6612> \x41\x7B |0

<U6615> \x41\x7C |0

<U6616> \x41\x7D |0

<U661D> \x41\x7E |0

<U661E> \x42\x21 |0

<U6621> \x42\x22 |0

<U6622> \x42\x23 |0

<U6623> \x42\x24 |0

<U6624> \x42\x25 |0

<U6626> \x42\x26 |0

<U6629> \x42\x27 |0

<U662A> \x42\x28 |0

<U662B> \x42\x29 |0

<U662C> \x42\x2A |0

<U662E> \x42\x2B |0

<U6630> \x42\x2C |0

<U6631> \x42\x2D |0

<U6633> \x42\x2E |0

<U6637> \x42\x30 |0

<U6639> \x42\x2F |0

<U6640> \x42\x31 |0

<U6645> \x42\x32 |0

<U6646> \x42\x33 |0

<U664A> \x42\x34 |0

<U664C> \x42\x35 |0

<U664E> \x42\x37 |0

<U6651> \x42\x36 |0

<U6657> \x42\x38 |0

<U6658> \x42\x39 |0

<U6659> \x42\x3A |0

<U665B>

 \x42\x3B |0

<U665C> \x42\x3C |0

<U6660> \x42\x3D |0
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<U6661> \x42\x3E |0

<U666A> \x42\x40 |0

<U666B> \x42\x41 |0

<U666C> \x42\x42 |0

<U6673> \x42\x44 |0

<U6675> \x42\x45 |0

<U6677> \x42\x47 |0

<U6678> \x42\x48 |0

<U6679> \x42\x49 |0

<U667B> \x42\x4A |0

<U667C> \x42\x4C |0

<U667E> \x42\x43 |0

<U667F> \x42\x46 |0

<U6680> \x42\x4B |0

<U668B> \x42\x4D |0

<U668C> \x42\x4E |0

<U668D> \x42\x4F |0

<U6690> \x42\x50 |0

<U6692> \x42\x51 |0

<U6699> \x42\x52 |0

<U669A> \x42\x53 |0

<U669B> \x42\x54 |0

<U669C> \x42\x55 |0

<U669F> \x42\x56 |0

<U66A0> \x42\x57 |0

<U66A4> \x42\x58 |0

<U66AD> \x42\x59 |0

<U66B1> \x42\x5A |0

<U66B2> \x42\x5B |0

<U66B5> \x42\x5C |0

<U66BB> \x42\x5D |0

<U66BF> \x42\x5E |0

<U66C0> \x42\x5F |0

<U66C2> \x42\x60 |0

<U66C3> \x42\x61 |0

<U66C8> \x42\x62 |0

<U66CC> \x42\x63 |0

<U66CE> \x42\x64 |0

<U66CF> \x42\x65 |0

<U66D4> \x42\x66 |0

<U66DB> \x42\x67 |0

<U66DF> \x42\x68 |0

<U66E8> \x42\x69 |0

<U66EB> \x42\x6A |0

<U66EC> \x42\x6B |0

<U66EE> \x42\x6C |0

<U66FA> \x42\x6D |0

<U66FB>
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 \x42\x3F |0

<U6705> \x42\x6E |0

<U6707> \x42\x6F |0

<U670E> \x42\x70 |0

<U6713> \x42\x71 |0

<U6719> \x42\x72 |0

<U671C> \x42\x73 |0

<U6720> \x42\x74 |0

<U6722> \x42\x75 |0

<U6733> \x42\x76 |0

<U673E> \x42\x77 |0

<U6745> \x42\x78 |0

<U6747> \x42\x79 |0

<U6748> \x42\x7A |0

<U674C> \x42\x7B |0

<U6754> \x42\x7C |0

<U6755> \x42\x7D |0

<U675D> \x42\x7E |0

<U6766> \x43\x21 |0

<U676C> \x43\x22 |0

<U676E> \x43\x23 |0

<U6774> \x43\x24 |0

<U6776> \x43\x25 |0

<U677B> \x43\x26 |0

<U6781> \x43\x27 |0

<U6784> \x43\x28 |0

<U678E> \x43\x29 |0

<U678F> \x43\x2A |0

<U6791> \x43\x2B |0

<U6793> \x43\x2C |0

<U6796> \x43\x2D |0

<U6798> \x43\x2E |0

<U6799> \x43\x2F |0

<U679B> \x43\x30 |0

<U67B0> \x43\x31 |0

<U67B1> \x43\x32 |0

<U67B2> \x43\x33 |0

<U67B5> \x43\x34 |0

<U67BB> \x43\x35 |0

<U67BC> \x43\x36 |0

<U67BD> \x43\x37 |0

<U67C0> \x43\x39 |0

<U67C2> \x43\x3A |0

<U67C3> \x43\x3B |0

<U67C5> \x43\x3C |0

<U67C8> \x43\x3D |0

<U67C9> \x43\x3E |0

<U67D2> \x43\x3F |0
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<U67D7> \x43\x40 |0

<U67D9> \x43\x41 |0

<U67DC>

 \x43\x42 |0

<U67E1> \x43\x43 |0

<U67E6> \x43\x44 |0

<U67F0> \x43\x45 |0

<U67F2> \x43\x46 |0

<U67F6> \x43\x47 |0

<U67F7> \x43\x48 |0

<U67F9> \x43\x38 |0

<U6814> \x43\x4A |0

<U6819> \x43\x4B |0

<U681D> \x43\x4C |0

<U681F> \x43\x4D |0

<U6827> \x43\x4F |0

<U6828> \x43\x4E |0

<U682C> \x43\x50 |0

<U682D> \x43\x51 |0

<U682F> \x43\x52 |0

<U6830> \x43\x53 |0

<U6831> \x43\x54 |0

<U6833> \x43\x55 |0

<U683B> \x43\x56 |0

<U683F> \x43\x57 |0

<U6844> \x43\x58 |0

<U6845> \x43\x59 |0

<U684A> \x43\x5A |0

<U684C> \x43\x5B |0

<U6852> \x43\x49 |0

<U6855> \x43\x5C |0

<U6857> \x43\x5D |0

<U6858> \x43\x5E |0

<U685B> \x43\x5F |0

<U686B> \x43\x60 |0

<U686E> \x43\x61 |0

<U686F> \x43\x62 |0

<U6870> \x43\x63 |0

<U6871> \x43\x64 |0

<U6872> \x43\x65 |0

<U6875> \x43\x66 |0

<U6879> \x43\x67 |0

<U687A> \x43\x68 |0

<U687B> \x43\x69 |0

<U687C> \x43\x6A |0

<U6882> \x43\x6B |0

<U6884> \x43\x6C |0

<U6886> \x43\x6D |0
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<U6888> \x43\x6E |0

<U6896> \x43\x6F |0

<U6898> \x43\x70 |0

<U689A> \x43\x71 |0

<U689C> \x43\x72 |0

<U68A1>

 \x43\x73 |0

<U68A3> \x43\x74 |0

<U68A5> \x43\x75 |0

<U68A9> \x43\x76 |0

<U68AA> \x43\x77 |0

<U68AE> \x43\x78 |0

<U68B2> \x43\x79 |0

<U68BB> \x43\x7A |0

<U68C5> \x43\x7B |0

<U68C8> \x43\x7C |0

<U68CC> \x43\x7D |0

<U68CF> \x43\x7E |0

<U68D0> \x44\x21 |0

<U68D1> \x44\x22 |0

<U68D3> \x44\x23 |0

<U68D6> \x44\x24 |0

<U68D9> \x44\x25 |0

<U68DC> \x44\x26 |0

<U68DD> \x44\x27 |0

<U68E5> \x44\x28 |0

<U68E8> \x44\x29 |0

<U68EA> \x44\x2A |0

<U68EB> \x44\x2B |0

<U68EC> \x44\x2C |0

<U68ED> \x44\x2D |0

<U68F0> \x44\x2E |0

<U68F1> \x44\x2F |0

<U68F5> \x44\x30 |0

<U68F6> \x44\x31 |0

<U68FB> \x44\x32 |0

<U68FC> \x44\x33 |0

<U68FD> \x44\x34 |0

<U6906> \x44\x35 |0

<U6909> \x44\x36 |0

<U690A> \x44\x37 |0

<U6910> \x44\x38 |0

<U6911> \x44\x39 |0

<U6913> \x44\x3A |0

<U6916> \x44\x3B |0

<U6917> \x44\x3C |0

<U6931> \x44\x3D |0

<U6933> \x44\x3E |0
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<U6935> \x44\x3F |0

<U6938> \x44\x40 |0

<U693B> \x44\x41 |0

<U6942> \x44\x42 |0

<U6945> \x44\x43 |0

<U6949> \x44\x44 |0

<U694E> \x44\x45 |0

<U6957> \x44\x46 |0

<U695B>

 \x44\x47 |0

<U6963> \x44\x48 |0

<U6964> \x44\x49 |0

<U6965> \x44\x4A |0

<U6966> \x44\x4B |0

<U6968> \x44\x4C |0

<U6969> \x44\x4D |0

<U696C> \x44\x4E |0

<U6970> \x44\x4F |0

<U6971> \x44\x50 |0

<U6972> \x44\x51 |0

<U697A> \x44\x52 |0

<U697B> \x44\x53 |0

<U697F> \x44\x54 |0

<U6980> \x44\x55 |0

<U698D> \x44\x56 |0

<U6992> \x44\x57 |0

<U6996> \x44\x58 |0

<U6998> \x44\x59 |0

<U69A1> \x44\x5A |0

<U69A5> \x44\x5B |0

<U69A6> \x44\x5C |0

<U69A8> \x44\x5D |0

<U69AB> \x44\x5E |0

<U69AD> \x44\x5F |0

<U69AF> \x44\x60 |0

<U69B7> \x44\x61 |0

<U69B8> \x44\x62 |0

<U69BA> \x44\x63 |0

<U69BC> \x44\x64 |0

<U69C5> \x44\x65 |0

<U69C8> \x44\x66 |0

<U69D1> \x44\x67 |0

<U69D6> \x44\x68 |0

<U69D7> \x44\x69 |0

<U69E2> \x44\x6A |0

<U69E5> \x44\x6B |0

<U69EE> \x44\x6C |0

<U69EF> \x44\x6D |0
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<U69F1> \x44\x6E |0

<U69F3> \x44\x6F |0

<U69F5> \x44\x70 |0

<U69FE> \x44\x71 |0

<U6A00> \x44\x72 |0

<U6A01> \x44\x73 |0

<U6A03> \x44\x74 |0

<U6A0F> \x44\x75 |0

<U6A11> \x44\x76 |0

<U6A15> \x44\x77 |0

<U6A1A> \x44\x78 |0

<U6A1D>

 \x44\x79 |0

<U6A20> \x44\x7A |0

<U6A24> \x44\x7B |0

<U6A28> \x44\x7C |0

<U6A30> \x44\x7D |0

<U6A32> \x44\x7E |0

<U6A34> \x45\x21 |0

<U6A37> \x45\x22 |0

<U6A3B> \x45\x23 |0

<U6A3E> \x45\x24 |0

<U6A3F> \x45\x25 |0

<U6A45> \x45\x26 |0

<U6A46> \x45\x27 |0

<U6A49> \x45\x28 |0

<U6A4A> \x45\x29 |0

<U6A4E> \x45\x2A |0

<U6A50> \x45\x2B |0

<U6A51> \x45\x2C |0

<U6A52> \x45\x2D |0

<U6A55> \x45\x2E |0

<U6A56> \x45\x2F |0

<U6A5B> \x45\x30 |0

<U6A64> \x45\x31 |0

<U6A67> \x45\x32 |0

<U6A6A> \x45\x33 |0

<U6A71> \x45\x34 |0

<U6A73> \x45\x35 |0

<U6A7E> \x45\x36 |0

<U6A81> \x45\x37 |0

<U6A83> \x45\x38 |0

<U6A86> \x45\x39 |0

<U6A87> \x45\x3A |0

<U6A89> \x45\x3B |0

<U6A8B> \x45\x3C |0

<U6A91> \x45\x3D |0

<U6A9B> \x45\x3E |0
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<U6A9D> \x45\x3F |0

<U6A9E> \x45\x40 |0

<U6A9F> \x45\x41 |0

<U6AA5> \x45\x42 |0

<U6AAB> \x45\x43 |0

<U6AAF> \x45\x44 |0

<U6AB0> \x45\x45 |0

<U6AB1> \x45\x46 |0

<U6AB4> \x45\x47 |0

<U6ABD> \x45\x48 |0

<U6ABE> \x45\x49 |0

<U6ABF> \x45\x4A |0

<U6AC6> \x45\x4B |0

<U6AC8> \x45\x4D |0

<U6AC9>

 \x45\x4C |0

<U6ACC> \x45\x4E |0

<U6AD0> \x45\x4F |0

<U6AD4> \x45\x50 |0

<U6AD5> \x45\x51 |0

<U6AD6> \x45\x52 |0

<U6ADC> \x45\x53 |0

<U6ADD> \x45\x54 |0

<U6AE4> \x45\x55 |0

<U6AE7> \x45\x56 |0

<U6AEC> \x45\x57 |0

<U6AF0> \x45\x58 |0

<U6AF1> \x45\x59 |0

<U6AF2> \x45\x5A |0

<U6AFC> \x45\x5B |0

<U6AFD> \x45\x5C |0

<U6B02> \x45\x5D |0

<U6B03> \x45\x5E |0

<U6B06> \x45\x5F |0

<U6B07> \x45\x60 |0

<U6B09> \x45\x61 |0

<U6B0F> \x45\x62 |0

<U6B10> \x45\x63 |0

<U6B11> \x45\x64 |0

<U6B17> \x45\x65 |0

<U6B1B> \x45\x66 |0

<U6B1E> \x45\x67 |0

<U6B24> \x45\x68 |0

<U6B28> \x45\x69 |0

<U6B2B> \x45\x6A |0

<U6B2C> \x45\x6B |0

<U6B2F> \x45\x6C |0

<U6B35> \x45\x6D |0
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<U6B36> \x45\x6E |0

<U6B3B> \x45\x6F |0

<U6B3F> \x45\x70 |0

<U6B46> \x45\x71 |0

<U6B4A> \x45\x72 |0

<U6B4D> \x45\x73 |0

<U6B52> \x45\x74 |0

<U6B56> \x45\x75 |0

<U6B58> \x45\x76 |0

<U6B5D> \x45\x77 |0

<U6B60> \x45\x78 |0

<U6B67> \x45\x79 |0

<U6B6B> \x45\x7A |0

<U6B6E> \x45\x7B |0

<U6B70> \x45\x7C |0

<U6B75> \x45\x7D |0

<U6B7D> \x45\x7E |0

<U6B7E>

 \x46\x21 |0

<U6B82> \x46\x22 |0

<U6B85> \x46\x23 |0

<U6B97> \x46\x24 |0

<U6B9B> \x46\x25 |0

<U6B9F> \x46\x26 |0

<U6BA0> \x46\x27 |0

<U6BA2> \x46\x28 |0

<U6BA3> \x46\x29 |0

<U6BA8> \x46\x2A |0

<U6BA9> \x46\x2B |0

<U6BAC> \x46\x2C |0

<U6BAD> \x46\x2D |0

<U6BAE> \x46\x2E |0

<U6BB0> \x46\x2F |0

<U6BB8> \x46\x30 |0

<U6BB9> \x46\x31 |0

<U6BBD> \x46\x32 |0

<U6BBE> \x46\x33 |0

<U6BC3> \x46\x34 |0

<U6BC4> \x46\x35 |0

<U6BC9> \x46\x36 |0

<U6BCC> \x46\x37 |0

<U6BD6> \x46\x38 |0

<U6BDA> \x46\x39 |0

<U6BE1> \x46\x3A |0

<U6BE3> \x46\x3B |0

<U6BE6> \x46\x3C |0

<U6BE7> \x46\x3D |0

<U6BEE> \x46\x3E |0
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<U6BF1> \x46\x3F |0

<U6BF7> \x46\x40 |0

<U6BF9> \x46\x41 |0

<U6BFF> \x46\x42 |0

<U6C02> \x46\x43 |0

<U6C04> \x46\x44 |0

<U6C05> \x46\x45 |0

<U6C09> \x46\x46 |0

<U6C0D> \x46\x47 |0

<U6C0E> \x46\x48 |0

<U6C10> \x46\x49 |0

<U6C12> \x46\x4A |0

<U6C19> \x46\x4B |0

<U6C1F> \x46\x4C |0

<U6C26> \x46\x4D |0

<U6C27> \x46\x4E |0

<U6C28> \x46\x4F |0

<U6C2C> \x46\x50 |0

<U6C2E> \x46\x51 |0

<U6C33> \x46\x52 |0

<U6C35>

 \x46\x53 |0

<U6C36> \x46\x54 |0

<U6C3A> \x46\x55 |0

<U6C3B> \x46\x56 |0

<U6C3F> \x46\x57 |0

<U6C4A> \x46\x58 |0

<U6C4B> \x46\x59 |0

<U6C4D> \x46\x5A |0

<U6C4F> \x46\x5B |0

<U6C52> \x46\x5C |0

<U6C54> \x46\x5D |0

<U6C59> \x46\x5E |0

<U6C5B> \x46\x5F |0

<U6C5C> \x46\x60 |0

<U6C67> \x47\x36 |0

<U6C6B> \x46\x61 |0

<U6C6D> \x46\x62 |0

<U6C6F> \x46\x63 |0

<U6C74> \x46\x64 |0

<U6C76> \x46\x65 |0

<U6C78> \x46\x66 |0

<U6C79> \x46\x67 |0

<U6C7B> \x46\x68 |0

<U6C85> \x46\x69 |0

<U6C86> \x46\x6A |0

<U6C87> \x46\x6B |0

<U6C89> \x46\x6C |0
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<U6C94> \x46\x6D |0

<U6C95> \x46\x6E |0

<U6C97> \x46\x6F |0

<U6C98> \x46\x70 |0

<U6C9C> \x46\x71 |0

<U6C9F> \x46\x72 |0

<U6CB0> \x46\x73 |0

<U6CB2> \x46\x74 |0

<U6CB4> \x46\x75 |0

<U6CC2> \x46\x76 |0

<U6CC6> \x46\x77 |0

<U6CCD> \x46\x78 |0

<U6CCF> \x46\x79 |0

<U6CD0> \x46\x7A |0

<U6CD1> \x46\x7B |0

<U6CD2> \x46\x7C |0

<U6CD4> \x46\x7D |0

<U6CD6> \x46\x7E |0

<U6CDA> \x47\x21 |0

<U6CDC> \x47\x22 |0

<U6CE0> \x47\x23 |0

<U6CE7> \x47\x24 |0

<U6CE9> \x47\x25 |0

<U6CEB>

 \x47\x26 |0

<U6CEC> \x47\x27 |0

<U6CEE> \x47\x28 |0

<U6CF2> \x47\x29 |0

<U6CF4> \x47\x2A |0

<U6D04> \x47\x2B |0

<U6D07> \x47\x2C |0

<U6D0A> \x47\x2D |0

<U6D0E> \x47\x2E |0

<U6D0F> \x47\x2F |0

<U6D11> \x47\x30 |0

<U6D13> \x47\x31 |0

<U6D1A> \x47\x32 |0

<U6D26> \x47\x33 |0

<U6D27> \x47\x34 |0

<U6D28> \x47\x35 |0

<U6D2E> \x47\x37 |0

<U6D2F> \x47\x38 |0

<U6D31> \x47\x39 |0

<U6D39> \x47\x3A |0

<U6D3C> \x47\x3B |0

<U6D3F> \x47\x3C |0

<U6D57> \x47\x3D |0

<U6D5E> \x47\x3E |0
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<U6D5F> \x47\x3F |0

<U6D61> \x47\x40 |0

<U6D65> \x47\x41 |0

<U6D67> \x47\x42 |0

<U6D6F> \x47\x43 |0

<U6D70> \x47\x44 |0

<U6D7C> \x47\x45 |0

<U6D82> \x47\x46 |0

<U6D87> \x47\x47 |0

<U6D91> \x47\x48 |0

<U6D92> \x47\x49 |0

<U6D94> \x47\x4A |0

<U6D96> \x47\x4B |0

<U6D97> \x47\x4C |0

<U6D98> \x47\x4D |0

<U6DAA> \x47\x4E |0

<U6DAC> \x47\x4F |0

<U6DB4> \x47\x50 |0

<U6DB7> \x47\x51 |0

<U6DB9> \x47\x52 |0

<U6DBD> \x47\x53 |0

<U6DBF> \x47\x54 |0

<U6DC4> \x47\x55 |0

<U6DC8> \x47\x56 |0

<U6DCA> \x47\x57 |0

<U6DCE> \x47\x58 |0

<U6DCF>

 \x47\x59 |0

<U6DD6> \x47\x5A |0

<U6DDB> \x47\x5B |0

<U6DDD> \x47\x5C |0

<U6DDF> \x47\x5D |0

<U6DE0> \x47\x5E |0

<U6DE2> \x47\x5F |0

<U6DE5> \x47\x60 |0

<U6DE9> \x47\x61 |0

<U6DEF> \x47\x62 |0

<U6DF0> \x47\x63 |0

<U6DF4> \x47\x64 |0

<U6DF6> \x47\x65 |0

<U6DFC> \x47\x66 |0

<U6E00> \x47\x67 |0

<U6E04> \x47\x68 |0

<U6E1E> \x47\x69 |0

<U6E22> \x47\x6A |0

<U6E27> \x47\x6B |0

<U6E32> \x47\x6C |0

<U6E36> \x47\x6D |0
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<U6E39> \x47\x6E |0

<U6E3B> \x47\x6F |0

<U6E3C> \x47\x70 |0

<U6E44> \x47\x71 |0

<U6E45> \x47\x72 |0

<U6E48> \x47\x73 |0

<U6E49> \x47\x74 |0

<U6E4B> \x47\x75 |0

<U6E4F> \x47\x76 |0

<U6E51> \x47\x77 |0

<U6E52> \x47\x78 |0

<U6E53> \x47\x79 |0

<U6E54> \x47\x7A |0

<U6E57> \x47\x7B |0

<U6E5C> \x47\x7C |0

<U6E5D> \x47\x7D |0

<U6E5E> \x47\x7E |0

<U6E62> \x48\x21 |0

<U6E63> \x48\x22 |0

<U6E68> \x48\x23 |0

<U6E73> \x48\x24 |0

<U6E7B> \x48\x25 |0

<U6E7D> \x48\x26 |0

<U6E8D> \x48\x27 |0

<U6E93> \x48\x28 |0

<U6E99> \x48\x29 |0

<U6EA0> \x48\x2A |0

<U6EA7> \x48\x2B |0

<U6EAD> \x48\x2C |0

<U6EAE>

 \x48\x2D |0

<U6EB1> \x48\x2E |0

<U6EB3> \x48\x2F |0

<U6EBB> \x48\x30 |0

<U6EBF> \x48\x31 |0

<U6EC0> \x48\x32 |0

<U6EC1> \x48\x33 |0

<U6EC3> \x48\x34 |0

<U6EC7> \x48\x35 |0

<U6EC8> \x48\x36 |0

<U6ECA> \x48\x37 |0

<U6ECD> \x48\x38 |0

<U6ECE> \x48\x39 |0

<U6ECF> \x48\x3A |0

<U6EEB> \x48\x3B |0

<U6EED> \x48\x3C |0

<U6EEE> \x48\x3D |0

<U6EF9> \x48\x3E |0
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<U6EFB> \x48\x3F |0

<U6EFD> \x48\x40 |0

<U6F04> \x48\x41 |0

<U6F08> \x48\x42 |0

<U6F0A> \x48\x43 |0

<U6F0C> \x48\x44 |0

<U6F0D> \x48\x45 |0

<U6F16> \x48\x46 |0

<U6F18> \x48\x47 |0

<U6F1A> \x48\x48 |0

<U6F1B> \x48\x49 |0

<U6F26> \x48\x4A |0

<U6F29> \x48\x4B |0

<U6F2A> \x48\x4C |0

<U6F2D> \x48\x53 |0

<U6F2F> \x48\x4D |0

<U6F30> \x48\x4E |0

<U6F33> \x48\x4F |0

<U6F36> \x48\x50 |0

<U6F3B> \x48\x51 |0

<U6F3C> \x48\x52 |0

<U6F4F> \x48\x54 |0

<U6F51> \x48\x55 |0

<U6F52> \x48\x56 |0

<U6F53> \x48\x57 |0

<U6F57> \x48\x58 |0

<U6F59> \x48\x59 |0

<U6F5A> \x48\x5A |0

<U6F5D> \x48\x5B |0

<U6F5E> \x48\x5C |0

<U6F61> \x48\x5D |0

<U6F62> \x48\x5E |0

<U6F68>

 \x48\x5F |0

<U6F6C> \x48\x60 |0

<U6F7D> \x48\x61 |0

<U6F7E> \x48\x62 |0

<U6F83> \x48\x63 |0

<U6F87> \x48\x64 |0

<U6F88> \x48\x65 |0

<U6F8B> \x48\x66 |0

<U6F8C> \x48\x67 |0

<U6F8D> \x48\x68 |0

<U6F90> \x48\x69 |0

<U6F92> \x48\x6A |0

<U6F93> \x48\x6B |0

<U6F94> \x48\x6C |0

<U6F96> \x48\x6D |0
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<U6F9A> \x48\x6E |0

<U6F9F> \x48\x6F |0

<U6FA0> \x48\x70 |0

<U6FA5> \x48\x71 |0

<U6FA6> \x48\x72 |0

<U6FA7> \x48\x73 |0

<U6FA8> \x48\x74 |0

<U6FAE> \x48\x75 |0

<U6FAF> \x48\x76 |0

<U6FB0> \x48\x77 |0

<U6FB5> \x48\x78 |0

<U6FB6> \x48\x79 |0

<U6FBC> \x48\x7A |0

<U6FC5> \x48\x7B |0

<U6FC7> \x48\x7C |0

<U6FC8> \x48\x7D |0

<U6FCA> \x48\x7E |0

<U6FDA> \x49\x21 |0

<U6FDE> \x49\x22 |0

<U6FE8> \x49\x23 |0

<U6FE9> \x49\x24 |0

<U6FF0> \x49\x25 |0

<U6FF5> \x49\x26 |0

<U6FF9> \x49\x27 |0

<U6FFC> \x49\x28 |0

<U6FFD> \x49\x29 |0

<U7000> \x49\x2A |0

<U7005> \x49\x2B |0

<U7006> \x49\x2C |0

<U7007> \x49\x2D |0

<U700D> \x49\x2E |0

<U7017> \x49\x2F |0

<U7020> \x49\x30 |0

<U7023> \x49\x31 |0

<U702F> \x49\x32 |0

<U7034>

 \x49\x33 |0

<U7037> \x49\x34 |0

<U7039> \x49\x35 |0

<U703C> \x49\x36 |0

<U7043> \x49\x37 |0

<U7044> \x49\x38 |0

<U7048> \x49\x39 |0

<U7049> \x49\x3A |0

<U704A> \x49\x3B |0

<U704B> \x49\x3C |0

<U704E> \x49\x41 |0

<U7054> \x49\x3D |0
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<U7055> \x49\x3E |0

<U705D> \x49\x3F |0

<U705E> \x49\x40 |0

<U7064> \x49\x42 |0

<U7065> \x49\x43 |0

<U706C> \x49\x44 |0

<U706E> \x49\x45 |0

<U7075> \x49\x46 |0

<U7076> \x49\x47 |0

<U707E> \x49\x48 |0

<U7081> \x49\x49 |0

<U7085> \x49\x4A |0

<U7086> \x49\x4B |0

<U7094> \x49\x4C |0

<U7095> \x49\x4D |0

<U7096> \x49\x4E |0

<U7097> \x49\x4F |0

<U7098> \x49\x50 |0

<U709B> \x49\x51 |0

<U70A4> \x49\x52 |0

<U70AB> \x49\x53 |0

<U70B0> \x49\x54 |0

<U70B1> \x49\x55 |0

<U70B4> \x49\x56 |0

<U70B7> \x49\x57 |0

<U70CA> \x49\x58 |0

<U70D1> \x49\x59 |0

<U70D3> \x49\x5A |0

<U70D4> \x49\x5B |0

<U70D5> \x49\x5C |0

<U70D6> \x49\x5D |0

<U70D8> \x49\x5E |0

<U70DC> \x49\x5F |0

<U70E4> \x49\x60 |0

<U70FA> \x49\x61 |0

<U7103> \x49\x62 |0

<U7104> \x49\x63 |0

<U7105> \x49\x64 |0

<U7106>

 \x49\x65 |0

<U7107> \x49\x66 |0

<U710B> \x49\x67 |0

<U710C> \x49\x68 |0

<U710F> \x49\x69 |0

<U711E> \x49\x6A |0

<U7120> \x49\x6B |0

<U712B> \x49\x6C |0

<U712D> \x49\x6D |0
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<U712F> \x49\x6E |0

<U7130> \x49\x6F |0

<U7131> \x49\x70 |0

<U7138> \x49\x71 |0

<U7141> \x49\x72 |0

<U7145> \x49\x73 |0

<U7146> \x49\x74 |0

<U7147> \x49\x75 |0

<U714A> \x49\x76 |0

<U714B> \x49\x77 |0

<U7150> \x49\x78 |0

<U7152> \x49\x79 |0

<U7157> \x49\x7A |0

<U715A> \x49\x7B |0

<U715C> \x49\x7C |0

<U715E> \x49\x7D |0

<U7160> \x49\x7E |0

<U7168> \x4A\x21 |0

<U7179> \x4A\x22 |0

<U7180> \x4A\x23 |0

<U7185> \x4A\x24 |0

<U7187> \x4A\x25 |0

<U718C> \x4A\x26 |0

<U7192> \x4A\x27 |0

<U719A> \x4A\x28 |0

<U719B> \x4A\x29 |0

<U71A0> \x4A\x2A |0

<U71A2> \x4A\x2B |0

<U71AF> \x4A\x2C |0

<U71B0> \x4A\x2D |0

<U71B2> \x4A\x2E |0

<U71B3> \x4A\x2F |0

<U71BA> \x4A\x30 |0

<U71BF> \x4A\x31 |0

<U71C0> \x4A\x32 |0

<U71C1> \x4A\x33 |0

<U71C4> \x4A\x34 |0

<U71CB> \x4A\x35 |0

<U71CC> \x4A\x36 |0

<U71D3> \x4A\x37 |0

<U71D6> \x4A\x38 |0

<U71D9>

 \x4A\x39 |0

<U71DA> \x4A\x3A |0

<U71DC> \x4A\x3B |0

<U71F8> \x4A\x3C |0

<U71FE> \x4A\x3D |0

<U7200> \x4A\x3E |0
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<U7207> \x4A\x3F |0

<U7208> \x4A\x40 |0

<U7209> \x4A\x41 |0

<U7213> \x4A\x42 |0

<U7217> \x4A\x43 |0

<U721A> \x4A\x44 |0

<U721D> \x4A\x45 |0

<U721F> \x4A\x46 |0

<U7224> \x4A\x47 |0

<U722B> \x4A\x48 |0

<U722F> \x4A\x49 |0

<U7234> \x4A\x4A |0

<U7238> \x4A\x4B |0

<U7239> \x4A\x4C |0

<U7241> \x4A\x4D |0

<U7242> \x4A\x4E |0

<U7243> \x4A\x4F |0

<U7245> \x4A\x50 |0

<U724E> \x4A\x51 |0

<U724F> \x4A\x52 |0

<U7250> \x4A\x53 |0

<U7253> \x4A\x54 |0

<U7255> \x4A\x55 |0

<U7256> \x4A\x56 |0

<U725A> \x4A\x57 |0

<U725C> \x4A\x58 |0

<U725E> \x4A\x59 |0

<U7260> \x4A\x5A |0

<U7263> \x4A\x5B |0

<U7268> \x4A\x5C |0

<U726B> \x4A\x5D |0

<U726E> \x4A\x5E |0

<U726F> \x4A\x5F |0

<U7271> \x4A\x60 |0

<U7277> \x4A\x61 |0

<U7278> \x4A\x62 |0

<U727B> \x4A\x63 |0

<U727C> \x4A\x64 |0

<U727F> \x4A\x65 |0

<U7284> \x4A\x66 |0

<U7289> \x4A\x67 |0

<U728D> \x4A\x68 |0

<U728E> \x4A\x69 |0

<U7293> \x4A\x6A |0

<U729B>

 \x4A\x6B |0

<U72A8> \x4A\x6C |0

<U72AD> \x4A\x6D |0
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<U72AE> \x4A\x6E |0

<U72B1> \x4A\x6F |0

<U72B4> \x4A\x70 |0

<U72BE> \x4A\x71 |0

<U72C1> \x4A\x72 |0

<U72C7> \x4A\x73 |0

<U72C9> \x4A\x74 |0

<U72CC> \x4A\x75 |0

<U72D5> \x4A\x76 |0

<U72D6> \x4A\x77 |0

<U72D8> \x4A\x78 |0

<U72DF> \x4A\x79 |0

<U72E5> \x4A\x7A |0

<U72F3> \x4A\x7B |0

<U72F4> \x4A\x7C |0

<U72FA> \x4A\x7D |0

<U72FB> \x4A\x7E |0

<U72FE> \x4B\x21 |0

<U7302> \x4B\x22 |0

<U7304> \x4B\x23 |0

<U7305> \x4B\x24 |0

<U7307> \x4B\x25 |0

<U730B> \x4B\x26 |0

<U730D> \x4B\x27 |0

<U7312> \x4B\x28 |0

<U7313> \x4B\x29 |0

<U7318> \x4B\x2A |0

<U7319> \x4B\x2B |0

<U731E> \x4B\x2C |0

<U7322> \x4B\x2D |0

<U7324> \x4B\x2E |0

<U7327> \x4B\x2F |0

<U7328> \x4B\x30 |0

<U732C> \x4B\x31 |0

<U7331> \x4B\x32 |0

<U7332> \x4B\x33 |0

<U7335> \x4B\x34 |0

<U733A> \x4B\x35 |0

<U733B> \x4B\x36 |0

<U733D> \x4B\x37 |0

<U7343> \x4B\x38 |0

<U734D> \x4B\x39 |0

<U7350> \x4B\x3A |0

<U7352> \x4B\x3B |0

<U7356> \x4B\x3C |0

<U7358> \x4B\x3D |0

<U735D> \x4B\x3E |0

<U735E>
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 \x4B\x3F |0

<U735F> \x4B\x40 |0

<U7360> \x4B\x41 |0

<U7366> \x4B\x42 |0

<U7367> \x4B\x43 |0

<U7369> \x4B\x44 |0

<U736B> \x4B\x45 |0

<U736C> \x4B\x46 |0

<U736E> \x4B\x47 |0

<U736F> \x4B\x48 |0

<U7371> \x4B\x49 |0

<U7377> \x4B\x4A |0

<U7379> \x4B\x4B |0

<U737C> \x4B\x4C |0

<U7380> \x4B\x4D |0

<U7381> \x4B\x4E |0

<U7383> \x4B\x4F |0

<U7385> \x4B\x50 |0

<U7386> \x4B\x51 |0

<U738E> \x4B\x52 |0

<U7390> \x4B\x53 |0

<U7393> \x4B\x54 |0

<U7395> \x4B\x55 |0

<U7397> \x4B\x56 |0

<U7398> \x4B\x57 |0

<U739C> \x4B\x58 |0

<U739E> \x4B\x59 |0

<U739F> \x4B\x5A |0

<U73A0> \x4B\x5B |0

<U73A2> \x4B\x5C |0

<U73A5> \x4B\x5D |0

<U73A6> \x4B\x5E |0

<U73AA> \x4B\x5F |0

<U73AB> \x4B\x60 |0

<U73AD> \x4B\x61 |0

<U73B5> \x4B\x62 |0

<U73B7> \x4B\x63 |0

<U73B9> \x4B\x64 |0

<U73BC> \x4B\x65 |0

<U73BD> \x4B\x66 |0

<U73BF> \x4B\x67 |0

<U73C5> \x4B\x68 |0

<U73C6> \x4B\x69 |0

<U73C9> \x4B\x6A |0

<U73CB> \x4B\x6B |0

<U73CC> \x4B\x6C |0

<U73CF> \x4B\x6D |0

<U73D2> \x4B\x6E |0
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<U73D3> \x4B\x6F |0

<U73D6> \x4B\x70 |0

<U73D9>

 \x4B\x71 |0

<U73DD> \x4B\x72 |0

<U73E1> \x4B\x73 |0

<U73E3> \x4B\x74 |0

<U73E6> \x4B\x75 |0

<U73E7> \x4B\x76 |0

<U73E9> \x4B\x77 |0

<U73F4> \x4B\x78 |0

<U73F5> \x4B\x79 |0

<U73F7> \x4B\x7A |0

<U73F9> \x4B\x7B |0

<U73FA> \x4B\x7C |0

<U73FB> \x4B\x7D |0

<U73FD> \x4B\x7E |0

<U73FF> \x4C\x21 |0

<U7400> \x4C\x22 |0

<U7401> \x4C\x23 |0

<U7404> \x4C\x24 |0

<U7407> \x4C\x25 |0

<U740A> \x4C\x26 |0

<U7411> \x4C\x27 |0

<U741A> \x4C\x28 |0

<U741B> \x4C\x29 |0

<U7424> \x4C\x2A |0

<U7426> \x4C\x2B |0

<U7428> \x4C\x2C |0

<U7429> \x4C\x2D |0

<U742A> \x4C\x2E |0

<U742B> \x4C\x2F |0

<U742C> \x4C\x30 |0

<U742D> \x4C\x31 |0

<U742E> \x4C\x32 |0

<U742F> \x4C\x33 |0

<U7430> \x4C\x34 |0

<U7431> \x4C\x35 |0

<U7439> \x4C\x36 |0

<U7440> \x4C\x37 |0

<U7443> \x4C\x38 |0

<U7444> \x4C\x39 |0

<U7446> \x4C\x3A |0

<U7447> \x4C\x3B |0

<U744B> \x4C\x3C |0

<U744D> \x4C\x3D |0

<U7451> \x4C\x3E |0

<U7452> \x4C\x3F |0
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<U7457> \x4C\x40 |0

<U745D> \x4C\x41 |0

<U7462> \x4C\x42 |0

<U7466> \x4C\x43 |0

<U7467> \x4C\x44 |0

<U7468>

 \x4C\x45 |0

<U746B> \x4C\x46 |0

<U746D> \x4C\x47 |0

<U746E> \x4C\x48 |0

<U7471> \x4C\x49 |0

<U7472> \x4C\x4A |0

<U7480> \x4C\x4B |0

<U7481> \x4C\x4C |0

<U7485> \x4C\x4D |0

<U7486> \x4C\x4E |0

<U7487> \x4C\x4F |0

<U7489> \x4C\x50 |0

<U748F> \x4C\x51 |0

<U7490> \x4C\x52 |0

<U7491> \x4C\x53 |0

<U7492> \x4C\x54 |0

<U7498> \x4C\x55 |0

<U7499> \x4C\x56 |0

<U749A> \x4C\x57 |0

<U749C> \x4C\x58 |0

<U749F> \x4C\x59 |0

<U74A0> \x4C\x5A |0

<U74A1> \x4C\x5B |0

<U74A3> \x4C\x5C |0

<U74A6> \x4C\x5D |0

<U74A8> \x4C\x5E |0

<U74A9> \x4C\x5F |0

<U74AA> \x4C\x60 |0

<U74AB> \x4C\x61 |0

<U74AE> \x4C\x62 |0

<U74AF> \x4C\x63 |0

<U74B1> \x4C\x64 |0

<U74B2> \x4C\x65 |0

<U74B5> \x4C\x66 |0

<U74B9> \x4C\x67 |0

<U74BB> \x4C\x68 |0

<U74BF> \x4C\x69 |0

<U74C8> \x4C\x6A |0

<U74C9> \x4C\x6B |0

<U74CC> \x4C\x6C |0

<U74D0> \x4C\x6D |0

<U74D3> \x4C\x6E |0
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<U74D8> \x4C\x6F |0

<U74DA> \x4C\x70 |0

<U74DB> \x4C\x71 |0

<U74DE> \x4C\x72 |0

<U74DF> \x4C\x73 |0

<U74E4> \x4C\x74 |0

<U74E8> \x4C\x75 |0

<U74EA> \x4C\x76 |0

<U74EB>

 \x4C\x77 |0

<U74EF> \x4C\x78 |0

<U74F4> \x4C\x79 |0

<U74FA> \x4C\x7A |0

<U74FB> \x4C\x7B |0

<U74FC> \x4C\x7C |0

<U74FF> \x4C\x7D |0

<U7506> \x4C\x7E |0

<U7512> \x4D\x21 |0

<U7516> \x4D\x22 |0

<U7517> \x4D\x23 |0

<U7520> \x4D\x24 |0

<U7521> \x4D\x25 |0

<U7524> \x4D\x26 |0

<U7527> \x4D\x27 |0

<U7529> \x4D\x28 |0

<U752A> \x4D\x29 |0

<U752F> \x4D\x2A |0

<U7536> \x4D\x2B |0

<U7539> \x4D\x2C |0

<U753D> \x4D\x2D |0

<U753E> \x4D\x2E |0

<U753F> \x4D\x2F |0

<U7540> \x4D\x30 |0

<U7543> \x4D\x31 |0

<U7547> \x4D\x32 |0

<U7548> \x4D\x33 |0

<U754E> \x4D\x34 |0

<U7550> \x4D\x35 |0

<U7552> \x4D\x36 |0

<U7557> \x4D\x37 |0

<U755E> \x4D\x38 |0

<U755F> \x4D\x39 |0

<U7561> \x4D\x3A |0

<U756F> \x4D\x3B |0

<U7571> \x4D\x3C |0

<U7579> \x4D\x3D |0

<U757A> \x4D\x3E |0

<U757B> \x4D\x3F |0
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<U757C> \x4D\x40 |0

<U757D> \x4D\x41 |0

<U757E> \x4D\x42 |0

<U7581> \x4D\x43 |0

<U7585> \x4D\x44 |0

<U7590> \x4D\x45 |0

<U7592> \x4D\x46 |0

<U7593> \x4D\x47 |0

<U7595> \x4D\x48 |0

<U7599> \x4D\x49 |0

<U759C> \x4D\x4A |0

<U75A2>

 \x4D\x4B |0

<U75A4> \x4D\x4C |0

<U75B4> \x4D\x4D |0

<U75BA> \x4D\x4E |0

<U75BF> \x4D\x4F |0

<U75C0> \x4D\x50 |0

<U75C1> \x4D\x51 |0

<U75C4> \x4D\x52 |0

<U75C6> \x4D\x53 |0

<U75CC> \x4D\x54 |0

<U75CE> \x4D\x55 |0

<U75CF> \x4D\x56 |0

<U75D7> \x4D\x57 |0

<U75DC> \x4D\x58 |0

<U75DF> \x4D\x59 |0

<U75E0> \x4D\x5A |0

<U75E1> \x4D\x5B |0

<U75E4> \x4D\x5C |0

<U75E7> \x4D\x5D |0

<U75EC> \x4D\x5E |0

<U75EE> \x4D\x5F |0

<U75EF> \x4D\x60 |0

<U75F1> \x4D\x61 |0

<U75F9> \x4D\x62 |0

<U7600> \x4D\x63 |0

<U7602> \x4D\x64 |0

<U7603> \x4D\x65 |0

<U7604> \x4D\x66 |0

<U7607> \x4D\x67 |0

<U7608> \x4D\x68 |0

<U760A> \x4D\x69 |0

<U760C> \x4D\x6A |0

<U760F> \x4D\x6B |0

<U7612> \x4D\x6C |0

<U7613> \x4D\x6D |0

<U7615> \x4D\x6E |0
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<U7616> \x4D\x6F |0

<U7619> \x4D\x70 |0

<U761B> \x4D\x71 |0

<U761C> \x4D\x72 |0

<U761D> \x4D\x73 |0

<U761E> \x4D\x74 |0

<U7623> \x4D\x75 |0

<U7625> \x4D\x76 |0

<U7626> \x4D\x77 |0

<U7629> \x4D\x78 |0

<U762D> \x4D\x79 |0

<U7632> \x4D\x7A |0

<U7633> \x4D\x7B |0

<U7635> \x4D\x7C |0

<U7638>

 \x4D\x7D |0

<U7639> \x4D\x7E |0

<U763A> \x4E\x21 |0

<U763C> \x4E\x22 |0

<U7640> \x4E\x24 |0

<U7641> \x4E\x25 |0

<U7643> \x4E\x26 |0

<U7644> \x4E\x27 |0

<U7645> \x4E\x28 |0

<U7649> \x4E\x29 |0

<U764A> \x4E\x23 |0

<U764B> \x4E\x2A |0

<U7655> \x4E\x2B |0

<U7659> \x4E\x2C |0

<U765F> \x4E\x2D |0

<U7664> \x4E\x2E |0

<U7665> \x4E\x2F |0

<U766D> \x4E\x30 |0

<U766E> \x4E\x31 |0

<U766F> \x4E\x32 |0

<U7671> \x4E\x33 |0

<U7674> \x4E\x34 |0

<U7681> \x4E\x35 |0

<U7685> \x4E\x36 |0

<U768C> \x4E\x37 |0

<U768D> \x4E\x38 |0

<U7695> \x4E\x39 |0

<U769B> \x4E\x3A |0

<U769C> \x4E\x3B |0

<U769D> \x4E\x3C |0

<U769F> \x4E\x3D |0

<U76A0> \x4E\x3E |0

<U76A2> \x4E\x3F |0
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<U76A3> \x4E\x40 |0

<U76A4> \x4E\x41 |0

<U76A5> \x4E\x42 |0

<U76A6> \x4E\x43 |0

<U76A7> \x4E\x44 |0

<U76A8> \x4E\x45 |0

<U76AA> \x4E\x46 |0

<U76AD> \x4E\x47 |0

<U76BD> \x4E\x48 |0

<U76C1> \x4E\x49 |0

<U76C5> \x4E\x4A |0

<U76C9> \x4E\x4B |0

<U76CB> \x4E\x4C |0

<U76CC> \x4E\x4D |0

<U76CE> \x4E\x4E |0

<U76D4> \x4E\x4F |0

<U76D9> \x4E\x50 |0

<U76E0>

 \x4E\x51 |0

<U76E6> \x4E\x52 |0

<U76E8> \x4E\x53 |0

<U76EC> \x4E\x54 |0

<U76F0> \x4E\x55 |0

<U76F1> \x4E\x56 |0

<U76F6> \x4E\x57 |0

<U76F9> \x4E\x58 |0

<U76FC> \x4E\x59 |0

<U7700> \x4E\x5A |0

<U7706> \x4E\x5B |0

<U770A> \x4E\x5C |0

<U770E> \x4E\x5D |0

<U7712> \x4E\x5E |0

<U7714> \x4E\x5F |0

<U7715> \x4E\x60 |0

<U7717> \x4E\x61 |0

<U7719> \x4E\x62 |0

<U771A> \x4E\x63 |0

<U771C> \x4E\x64 |0

<U7722> \x4E\x65 |0

<U7728> \x4E\x66 |0

<U772D> \x4E\x67 |0

<U772E> \x4E\x68 |0

<U772F> \x4E\x69 |0

<U7734> \x4E\x6A |0

<U7735> \x4E\x6B |0

<U7736> \x4E\x6C |0

<U7739> \x4E\x6D |0

<U773D> \x4E\x6E |0
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<U773E> \x4E\x6F |0

<U7742> \x4E\x70 |0

<U7745> \x4E\x71 |0

<U7746> \x4E\x72 |0

<U774A> \x4E\x73 |0

<U774D> \x4E\x74 |0

<U774E> \x4E\x75 |0

<U774F> \x4E\x76 |0

<U7752> \x4E\x77 |0

<U7756> \x4E\x78 |0

<U7757> \x4E\x79 |0

<U775C> \x4E\x7A |0

<U775E> \x4E\x7B |0

<U775F> \x4E\x7C |0

<U7760> \x4E\x7D |0

<U7762> \x4E\x7E |0

<U7764> \x4F\x21 |0

<U7767> \x4F\x22 |0

<U776A> \x4F\x23 |0

<U776C> \x4F\x24 |0

<U7770>

 \x4F\x25 |0

<U7772> \x4F\x26 |0

<U7773> \x4F\x27 |0

<U7774> \x4F\x28 |0

<U777A> \x4F\x29 |0

<U777D> \x4F\x2A |0

<U7780> \x4F\x2B |0

<U7784> \x4F\x2C |0

<U778C> \x4F\x2D |0

<U778D> \x4F\x2E |0

<U7794> \x4F\x2F |0

<U7795> \x4F\x30 |0

<U7796> \x4F\x31 |0

<U779A> \x4F\x32 |0

<U779F> \x4F\x33 |0

<U77A2> \x4F\x34 |0

<U77A7> \x4F\x35 |0

<U77AA> \x4F\x36 |0

<U77AE> \x4F\x37 |0

<U77AF> \x4F\x38 |0

<U77B1> \x4F\x39 |0

<U77B5> \x4F\x3A |0

<U77BE> \x4F\x3B |0

<U77C3> \x4F\x3C |0

<U77C9> \x4F\x3D |0

<U77D1> \x4F\x3E |0

<U77D2> \x4F\x3F |0
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<U77D5> \x4F\x40 |0

<U77D9> \x4F\x41 |0

<U77DE> \x4F\x42 |0

<U77DF> \x4F\x43 |0

<U77E0> \x4F\x44 |0

<U77E4> \x4F\x45 |0

<U77E6> \x4F\x46 |0

<U77EA> \x4F\x47 |0

<U77EC> \x4F\x48 |0

<U77F0> \x4F\x49 |0

<U77F1> \x4F\x4A |0

<U77F4> \x4F\x4B |0

<U77F8> \x4F\x4C |0

<U77FB> \x4F\x4D |0

<U7805> \x4F\x4E |0

<U7806> \x4F\x4F |0

<U7809> \x4F\x50 |0

<U780D> \x4F\x51 |0

<U780E> \x4F\x52 |0

<U7811> \x4F\x53 |0

<U781D> \x4F\x54 |0

<U7821> \x4F\x55 |0

<U7822> \x4F\x56 |0

<U7823>

 \x4F\x57 |0

<U782D> \x4F\x58 |0

<U782E> \x4F\x59 |0

<U7830> \x4F\x5A |0

<U7835> \x4F\x5B |0

<U7837> \x4F\x5C |0

<U7843> \x4F\x5D |0

<U7844> \x4F\x5E |0

<U7847> \x4F\x5F |0

<U7848> \x4F\x60 |0

<U784C> \x4F\x61 |0

<U784E> \x4F\x62 |0

<U7852> \x4F\x63 |0

<U785C> \x4F\x64 |0

<U785E> \x4F\x65 |0

<U7860> \x4F\x66 |0

<U7861> \x4F\x67 |0

<U7863> \x4F\x68 |0

<U7864> \x4F\x69 |0

<U7868> \x4F\x6A |0

<U786A> \x4F\x6B |0

<U786E> \x4F\x6C |0

<U787A> \x4F\x6D |0

<U787E> \x4F\x6E |0
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<U788A> \x4F\x6F |0

<U788F> \x4F\x70 |0

<U7894> \x4F\x71 |0

<U7898> \x4F\x72 |0

<U789D> \x4F\x74 |0

<U789E> \x4F\x75 |0

<U789F> \x4F\x76 |0

<U78A1> \x4F\x73 |0

<U78A4> \x4F\x77 |0

<U78A8> \x4F\x78 |0

<U78AC> \x4F\x79 |0

<U78AD> \x4F\x7A |0

<U78B0> \x4F\x7B |0

<U78B1> \x4F\x7C |0

<U78B2> \x4F\x7D |0

<U78B3> \x4F\x7E |0

<U78BB> \x50\x21 |0

<U78BD> \x50\x22 |0

<U78BF> \x50\x23 |0

<U78C7> \x50\x24 |0

<U78C8> \x50\x25 |0

<U78C9> \x50\x26 |0

<U78CC> \x50\x27 |0

<U78CE> \x50\x28 |0

<U78D2> \x50\x29 |0

<U78D3> \x50\x2A |0

<U78D5>

 \x50\x2B |0

<U78D6> \x50\x2C |0

<U78DB> \x50\x2E |0

<U78DF> \x50\x2F |0

<U78E0> \x50\x30 |0

<U78E1> \x50\x31 |0

<U78E4> \x50\x2D |0

<U78E6> \x50\x32 |0

<U78EA> \x50\x33 |0

<U78F2> \x50\x34 |0

<U78F3> \x50\x35 |0

<U78F6> \x50\x37 |0

<U78F7> \x50\x38 |0

<U78FA> \x50\x39 |0

<U78FB> \x50\x3A |0

<U78FF> \x50\x3B |0

<U7900> \x50\x36 |0

<U7906> \x50\x3C |0

<U790C> \x50\x3D |0

<U7910> \x50\x3E |0

<U791A> \x50\x3F |0
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<U791C> \x50\x40 |0

<U791E> \x50\x41 |0

<U791F> \x50\x42 |0

<U7920> \x50\x43 |0

<U7925> \x50\x44 |0

<U7927> \x50\x45 |0

<U7929> \x50\x46 |0

<U792D> \x50\x47 |0

<U7931> \x50\x48 |0

<U7934> \x50\x49 |0

<U7935> \x50\x4A |0

<U793B> \x50\x4B |0

<U793D> \x50\x4C |0

<U793F> \x50\x4D |0

<U7944> \x50\x4E |0

<U7945> \x50\x4F |0

<U7946> \x50\x50 |0

<U794A> \x50\x51 |0

<U794B> \x50\x52 |0

<U794F> \x50\x53 |0

<U7951> \x50\x54 |0

<U7954> \x50\x55 |0

<U7958> \x50\x56 |0

<U795B> \x50\x57 |0

<U795C> \x50\x58 |0

<U7967> \x50\x59 |0

<U7969> \x50\x5A |0

<U796B> \x50\x5B |0

<U7972> \x50\x5C |0

<U7979>

 \x50\x5D |0

<U797B> \x50\x5E |0

<U797C> \x50\x5F |0

<U797E> \x50\x60 |0

<U798B> \x50\x61 |0

<U798C> \x50\x62 |0

<U7991> \x50\x63 |0

<U7993> \x50\x64 |0

<U7994> \x50\x65 |0

<U7995> \x50\x66 |0

<U7996> \x50\x67 |0

<U7998> \x50\x68 |0

<U799B> \x50\x69 |0

<U799C> \x50\x6A |0

<U79A1> \x50\x6B |0

<U79A8> \x50\x6C |0

<U79A9> \x50\x6D |0

<U79AB> \x50\x6E |0
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<U79AF> \x50\x6F |0

<U79B1> \x50\x70 |0

<U79B4> \x50\x71 |0

<U79B8> \x50\x72 |0

<U79BB> \x50\x73 |0

<U79C2> \x50\x74 |0

<U79C4> \x50\x75 |0

<U79C7> \x50\x76 |0

<U79C8> \x50\x77 |0

<U79CA> \x50\x78 |0

<U79CF> \x50\x79 |0

<U79D4> \x50\x7A |0

<U79D6> \x50\x7B |0

<U79DA> \x50\x7C |0

<U79DD> \x50\x7D |0

<U79DE> \x50\x7E |0

<U79E0> \x51\x21 |0

<U79E2> \x51\x22 |0

<U79E5> \x51\x23 |0

<U79EA> \x51\x24 |0

<U79EB> \x51\x25 |0

<U79ED> \x51\x26 |0

<U79F1> \x51\x27 |0

<U79F8> \x51\x28 |0

<U79FC> \x51\x29 |0

<U7A02> \x51\x2A |0

<U7A03> \x51\x2B |0

<U7A07> \x51\x2C |0

<U7A09> \x51\x2D |0

<U7A0A> \x51\x2E |0

<U7A0C> \x51\x2F |0

<U7A11> \x51\x30 |0

<U7A15>

 \x51\x31 |0

<U7A1B> \x51\x32 |0

<U7A1E> \x51\x33 |0

<U7A21> \x51\x34 |0

<U7A27> \x51\x35 |0

<U7A2B> \x51\x36 |0

<U7A2D> \x51\x37 |0

<U7A2F> \x51\x38 |0

<U7A30> \x51\x39 |0

<U7A34> \x51\x3A |0

<U7A35> \x51\x3B |0

<U7A38> \x51\x3C |0

<U7A39> \x51\x3D |0

<U7A3A> \x51\x3E |0

<U7A44> \x51\x3F |0
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<U7A45> \x51\x40 |0

<U7A47> \x51\x41 |0

<U7A48> \x51\x42 |0

<U7A4C> \x51\x43 |0

<U7A55> \x51\x44 |0

<U7A56> \x51\x45 |0

<U7A59> \x51\x46 |0

<U7A5C> \x51\x47 |0

<U7A5D> \x51\x48 |0

<U7A5F> \x51\x49 |0

<U7A60> \x51\x4A |0

<U7A65> \x51\x4B |0

<U7A67> \x51\x4C |0

<U7A6A> \x51\x4D |0

<U7A6D> \x51\x4E |0

<U7A75> \x51\x4F |0

<U7A78> \x51\x50 |0

<U7A7E> \x51\x51 |0

<U7A80> \x51\x52 |0

<U7A82> \x51\x53 |0

<U7A85> \x51\x54 |0

<U7A86> \x51\x55 |0

<U7A8A> \x51\x56 |0

<U7A8B> \x51\x57 |0

<U7A90> \x51\x58 |0

<U7A91> \x51\x59 |0

<U7A94> \x51\x5A |0

<U7A9E> \x51\x5B |0

<U7AA0> \x51\x5C |0

<U7AA3> \x51\x5D |0

<U7AAC> \x51\x5E |0

<U7AB3> \x51\x5F |0

<U7AB5> \x51\x60 |0

<U7AB9> \x51\x61 |0

<U7ABB> \x51\x62 |0

<U7ABC>

 \x51\x63 |0

<U7AC6> \x51\x64 |0

<U7AC9> \x51\x65 |0

<U7ACC> \x51\x66 |0

<U7ACE> \x51\x67 |0

<U7AD1> \x51\x68 |0

<U7ADB> \x51\x69 |0

<U7AE8> \x51\x6A |0

<U7AE9> \x51\x6B |0

<U7AEB> \x51\x6C |0

<U7AEC> \x51\x6D |0

<U7AF1> \x51\x6E |0
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<U7AF4> \x51\x6F |0

<U7AFB> \x51\x70 |0

<U7AFD> \x51\x71 |0

<U7AFE> \x51\x72 |0

<U7B07> \x51\x73 |0

<U7B14> \x51\x74 |0

<U7B1F> \x51\x75 |0

<U7B23> \x51\x76 |0

<U7B27> \x51\x77 |0

<U7B29> \x51\x78 |0

<U7B2A> \x51\x79 |0

<U7B2B> \x51\x7A |0

<U7B2D> \x51\x7B |0

<U7B2E> \x51\x7C |0

<U7B2F> \x51\x7D |0

<U7B30> \x51\x7E |0

<U7B31> \x52\x21 |0

<U7B34> \x52\x22 |0

<U7B3D> \x52\x23 |0

<U7B3F> \x52\x24 |0

<U7B40> \x52\x25 |0

<U7B41> \x52\x26 |0

<U7B47> \x52\x27 |0

<U7B4E> \x52\x28 |0

<U7B55> \x52\x29 |0

<U7B60> \x52\x2A |0

<U7B64> \x52\x2B |0

<U7B66> \x52\x2C |0

<U7B69> \x52\x2D |0

<U7B6A> \x52\x2E |0

<U7B6D> \x52\x2F |0

<U7B6F> \x52\x30 |0

<U7B72> \x52\x31 |0

<U7B73> \x52\x32 |0

<U7B77> \x52\x33 |0

<U7B84> \x52\x34 |0

<U7B89> \x52\x35 |0

<U7B8E> \x52\x36 |0

<U7B90>

 \x52\x37 |0

<U7B91> \x52\x38 |0

<U7B96> \x52\x39 |0

<U7B9B> \x52\x3A |0

<U7B9E> \x52\x3B |0

<U7BA0> \x52\x3C |0

<U7BA5> \x52\x3D |0

<U7BAC> \x52\x3E |0

<U7BAF> \x52\x3F |0
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<U7BB0> \x52\x40 |0

<U7BB2> \x52\x41 |0

<U7BB5> \x52\x42 |0

<U7BB6> \x52\x43 |0

<U7BBA> \x52\x44 |0

<U7BBB> \x52\x45 |0

<U7BBC> \x52\x46 |0

<U7BBD> \x52\x47 |0

<U7BC2> \x52\x48 |0

<U7BC5> \x52\x49 |0

<U7BC8> \x52\x4A |0

<U7BCA> \x52\x4B |0

<U7BD4> \x52\x4C |0

<U7BD6> \x52\x4D |0

<U7BD7> \x52\x4E |0

<U7BD9> \x52\x4F |0

<U7BDA> \x52\x50 |0

<U7BDB> \x52\x51 |0

<U7BE8> \x52\x52 |0

<U7BEA> \x52\x53 |0

<U7BF2> \x52\x54 |0

<U7BF4> \x52\x55 |0

<U7BF5> \x52\x56 |0

<U7BF8> \x52\x57 |0

<U7BF9> \x52\x58 |0

<U7BFA> \x52\x59 |0

<U7BFC> \x52\x5A |0

<U7BFE> \x52\x5B |0

<U7C01> \x52\x5C |0

<U7C02> \x52\x5D |0

<U7C03> \x52\x5E |0

<U7C04> \x52\x5F |0

<U7C06> \x52\x60 |0

<U7C09> \x52\x61 |0

<U7C0B> \x52\x62 |0

<U7C0C> \x52\x63 |0

<U7C0E> \x52\x64 |0

<U7C0F> \x52\x65 |0

<U7C19> \x52\x66 |0

<U7C1B> \x52\x67 |0

<U7C20> \x52\x68 |0

<U7C25>

 \x52\x69 |0

<U7C26> \x52\x6A |0

<U7C28> \x52\x6B |0

<U7C2C> \x52\x6C |0

<U7C31> \x52\x6D |0

<U7C33> \x52\x6E |0
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<U7C34> \x52\x6F |0

<U7C36> \x52\x70 |0

<U7C39> \x52\x71 |0

<U7C3A> \x52\x72 |0

<U7C46> \x52\x73 |0

<U7C4A> \x52\x74 |0

<U7C51> \x52\x76 |0

<U7C52> \x52\x77 |0

<U7C53> \x52\x78 |0

<U7C55> \x52\x75 |0

<U7C59> \x52\x79 |0

<U7C5A> \x52\x7A |0

<U7C5B> \x52\x7B |0

<U7C5C> \x52\x7C |0

<U7C5D> \x52\x7D |0

<U7C5E> \x52\x7E |0

<U7C61> \x53\x21 |0

<U7C63> \x53\x22 |0

<U7C67> \x53\x23 |0

<U7C69> \x53\x24 |0

<U7C6D> \x53\x25 |0

<U7C6E> \x53\x26 |0

<U7C70> \x53\x27 |0

<U7C72> \x53\x28 |0

<U7C79> \x53\x29 |0

<U7C7C> \x53\x2A |0

<U7C7D> \x53\x2B |0

<U7C86> \x53\x2C |0

<U7C87> \x53\x2D |0

<U7C8F> \x53\x2E |0

<U7C94> \x53\x2F |0

<U7C9E> \x53\x30 |0

<U7CA0> \x53\x31 |0

<U7CA6> \x53\x32 |0

<U7CB0> \x53\x33 |0

<U7CB6> \x53\x34 |0

<U7CB7> \x53\x35 |0

<U7CBA> \x53\x36 |0

<U7CBB> \x53\x37 |0

<U7CBC> \x53\x38 |0

<U7CBF> \x53\x39 |0

<U7CC4> \x53\x3A |0

<U7CC7> \x53\x3B |0

<U7CC8> \x53\x3C |0

<U7CC9>

 \x53\x3D |0

<U7CCD> \x53\x3E |0

<U7CCF> \x53\x3F |0
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<U7CD3> \x53\x40 |0

<U7CD4> \x53\x41 |0

<U7CD5> \x53\x42 |0

<U7CD7> \x53\x43 |0

<U7CD9> \x53\x44 |0

<U7CDA> \x53\x45 |0

<U7CDD> \x53\x46 |0

<U7CE6> \x53\x47 |0

<U7CE9> \x53\x48 |0

<U7CEB> \x53\x49 |0

<U7CF5> \x53\x4A |0

<U7D03> \x53\x4B |0

<U7D07> \x53\x4C |0

<U7D08> \x53\x4D |0

<U7D09> \x53\x4E |0

<U7D0F> \x53\x4F |0

<U7D11> \x53\x50 |0

<U7D12> \x53\x51 |0

<U7D13> \x53\x52 |0

<U7D16> \x53\x53 |0

<U7D1D> \x53\x54 |0

<U7D1E> \x53\x55 |0

<U7D23> \x53\x56 |0

<U7D26> \x53\x57 |0

<U7D2A> \x53\x58 |0

<U7D2D> \x53\x59 |0

<U7D31> \x53\x5A |0

<U7D3C> \x53\x5B |0

<U7D3D> \x53\x5C |0

<U7D3E> \x53\x5D |0

<U7D40> \x53\x5E |0

<U7D41> \x53\x5F |0

<U7D47> \x53\x60 |0

<U7D48> \x53\x61 |0

<U7D4D> \x53\x62 |0

<U7D51> \x53\x63 |0

<U7D53> \x53\x64 |0

<U7D57> \x53\x65 |0

<U7D59> \x53\x66 |0

<U7D5A> \x53\x67 |0

<U7D5C> \x53\x68 |0

<U7D5D> \x53\x69 |0

<U7D65> \x53\x6A |0

<U7D67> \x53\x6B |0

<U7D6A> \x53\x6C |0

<U7D70> \x53\x6D |0

<U7D78> \x53\x6E |0

<U7D7A>
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 \x53\x6F |0

<U7D7B> \x53\x70 |0

<U7D7F> \x53\x71 |0

<U7D81> \x53\x72 |0

<U7D82> \x53\x73 |0

<U7D83> \x53\x74 |0

<U7D85> \x53\x75 |0

<U7D86> \x53\x76 |0

<U7D88> \x53\x77 |0

<U7D8B> \x53\x78 |0

<U7D8C> \x53\x79 |0

<U7D8D> \x53\x7A |0

<U7D91> \x53\x7B |0

<U7D96> \x53\x7C |0

<U7D97> \x53\x7D |0

<U7D9D> \x53\x7E |0

<U7D9E> \x54\x21 |0

<U7DA6> \x54\x22 |0

<U7DA7> \x54\x23 |0

<U7DAA> \x54\x24 |0

<U7DB3> \x54\x25 |0

<U7DB6> \x54\x26 |0

<U7DB7> \x54\x27 |0

<U7DB9> \x54\x28 |0

<U7DC2> \x54\x29 |0

<U7DC3> \x54\x2A |0

<U7DC4> \x54\x2B |0

<U7DC5> \x54\x2C |0

<U7DC6> \x54\x2D |0

<U7DCC> \x54\x2E |0

<U7DCD> \x54\x2F |0

<U7DCE> \x54\x30 |0

<U7DD7> \x54\x31 |0

<U7DD9> \x54\x32 |0

<U7DE2> \x54\x34 |0

<U7DE5> \x54\x35 |0

<U7DE6> \x54\x36 |0

<U7DEA> \x54\x37 |0

<U7DEB> \x54\x38 |0

<U7DED> \x54\x39 |0

<U7DF1> \x54\x3A |0

<U7DF5> \x54\x3B |0

<U7DF6> \x54\x3C |0

<U7DF9> \x54\x3D |0

<U7DFA> \x54\x3E |0

<U7E00> \x54\x33 |0

<U7E08> \x54\x3F |0

<U7E10> \x54\x40 |0
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<U7E11> \x54\x41 |0

<U7E15> \x54\x42 |0

<U7E17>

 \x54\x43 |0

<U7E1C> \x54\x44 |0

<U7E1D> \x54\x45 |0

<U7E20> \x54\x46 |0

<U7E27> \x54\x47 |0

<U7E28> \x54\x48 |0

<U7E2C> \x54\x49 |0

<U7E2D> \x54\x4A |0

<U7E2F> \x54\x4B |0

<U7E33> \x54\x4C |0

<U7E36> \x54\x4D |0

<U7E3F> \x54\x4E |0

<U7E44> \x54\x4F |0

<U7E45> \x54\x50 |0

<U7E47> \x54\x51 |0

<U7E4E> \x54\x52 |0

<U7E50> \x54\x53 |0

<U7E52> \x54\x54 |0

<U7E58> \x54\x55 |0

<U7E5F> \x54\x56 |0

<U7E61> \x54\x57 |0

<U7E62> \x54\x58 |0

<U7E65> \x54\x59 |0

<U7E6B> \x54\x5A |0

<U7E6E> \x54\x5B |0

<U7E6F> \x54\x5C |0

<U7E73> \x54\x5D |0

<U7E78> \x54\x5E |0

<U7E7E> \x54\x5F |0

<U7E81> \x54\x60 |0

<U7E86> \x54\x61 |0

<U7E87> \x54\x62 |0

<U7E8A> \x54\x63 |0

<U7E8D> \x54\x64 |0

<U7E91> \x54\x65 |0

<U7E95> \x54\x66 |0

<U7E98> \x54\x67 |0

<U7E9A> \x54\x68 |0

<U7E9D> \x54\x69 |0

<U7E9E> \x54\x6A |0

<U7F3B> \x54\x6C |0

<U7F3C> \x54\x6B |0

<U7F3D> \x54\x6D |0

<U7F3E> \x54\x6E |0

<U7F3F> \x54\x6F |0
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<U7F43> \x54\x70 |0

<U7F44> \x54\x71 |0

<U7F47> \x54\x72 |0

<U7F4F> \x54\x73 |0

<U7F52> \x54\x74 |0

<U7F53>

 \x54\x75 |0

<U7F5B> \x54\x76 |0

<U7F5C> \x54\x77 |0

<U7F5D> \x54\x78 |0

<U7F61> \x54\x79 |0

<U7F63> \x54\x7A |0

<U7F64> \x54\x7B |0

<U7F65> \x54\x7C |0

<U7F66> \x54\x7D |0

<U7F6D> \x54\x7E |0

<U7F71> \x55\x21 |0

<U7F7D> \x55\x22 |0

<U7F7E> \x55\x23 |0

<U7F7F> \x55\x24 |0

<U7F80> \x55\x25 |0

<U7F8B> \x55\x26 |0

<U7F8D> \x55\x27 |0

<U7F8F> \x55\x28 |0

<U7F90> \x55\x29 |0

<U7F91> \x55\x2A |0

<U7F96> \x55\x2B |0

<U7F97> \x55\x2C |0

<U7F9C> \x55\x2D |0

<U7FA1> \x55\x2E |0

<U7FA2> \x55\x2F |0

<U7FA6> \x55\x30 |0

<U7FAA> \x55\x31 |0

<U7FAD> \x55\x32 |0

<U7FB4> \x55\x33 |0

<U7FBC> \x55\x34 |0

<U7FBF> \x55\x35 |0

<U7FC0> \x55\x36 |0

<U7FC3> \x55\x37 |0

<U7FC8> \x55\x38 |0

<U7FCE> \x55\x39 |0

<U7FCF> \x55\x3A |0

<U7FDB> \x55\x3B |0

<U7FDF> \x55\x3C |0

<U7FE3> \x55\x3D |0

<U7FE5> \x55\x3E |0

<U7FE8> \x55\x3F |0

<U7FEC> \x55\x40 |0
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<U7FEE> \x55\x41 |0

<U7FEF> \x55\x42 |0

<U7FF2> \x55\x43 |0

<U7FFA> \x55\x44 |0

<U7FFD> \x55\x45 |0

<U7FFE> \x55\x46 |0

<U7FFF> \x55\x47 |0

<U8007> \x55\x48 |0

<U8008>

 \x55\x49 |0

<U800A> \x55\x4A |0

<U800D> \x55\x4B |0

<U800E> \x55\x4C |0

<U800F> \x55\x4D |0

<U8011> \x55\x4E |0

<U8013> \x55\x4F |0

<U8014> \x55\x50 |0

<U8016> \x55\x51 |0

<U801D> \x55\x52 |0

<U801E> \x55\x53 |0

<U801F> \x55\x54 |0

<U8020> \x55\x55 |0

<U8024> \x55\x56 |0

<U8026> \x55\x57 |0

<U802C> \x55\x58 |0

<U802E> \x55\x59 |0

<U8030> \x55\x5A |0

<U8034> \x55\x5B |0

<U8035> \x55\x5C |0

<U8037> \x55\x5D |0

<U8039> \x55\x5E |0

<U803A> \x55\x5F |0

<U803C> \x55\x60 |0

<U803E> \x55\x61 |0

<U8040> \x55\x62 |0

<U8044> \x55\x63 |0

<U8060> \x55\x64 |0

<U8064> \x55\x65 |0

<U8066> \x55\x66 |0

<U806D> \x55\x67 |0

<U8071> \x55\x68 |0

<U8075> \x55\x69 |0

<U8081> \x55\x6A |0

<U8088> \x55\x6B |0

<U808E> \x55\x6C |0

<U809C> \x55\x6D |0

<U809E> \x55\x6E |0

<U80A6> \x55\x6F |0
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<U80A7> \x55\x70 |0

<U80AB> \x55\x71 |0

<U80B8> \x55\x72 |0

<U80B9> \x55\x73 |0

<U80C8> \x55\x74 |0

<U80CD> \x55\x75 |0

<U80CF> \x55\x76 |0

<U80D2> \x55\x77 |0

<U80D4> \x55\x78 |0

<U80D5> \x55\x79 |0

<U80D7> \x55\x7A |0

<U80D8>

 \x55\x7B |0

<U80E0> \x55\x7C |0

<U80ED> \x55\x7D |0

<U80EE> \x55\x7E |0

<U80F0> \x56\x21 |0

<U80F2> \x56\x22 |0

<U80F3> \x56\x23 |0

<U80F6> \x56\x24 |0

<U80F9> \x56\x25 |0

<U80FA> \x56\x26 |0

<U80FE> \x56\x27 |0

<U8103> \x56\x28 |0

<U810B> \x56\x29 |0

<U8116> \x56\x2A |0

<U8117> \x56\x2B |0

<U8118> \x56\x2C |0

<U811C> \x56\x2D |0

<U811E> \x56\x2E |0

<U8120> \x56\x2F |0

<U8124> \x56\x30 |0

<U8127> \x56\x31 |0

<U812C> \x56\x32 |0

<U8130> \x56\x33 |0

<U8135> \x56\x34 |0

<U813A> \x56\x35 |0

<U813C> \x56\x36 |0

<U8145> \x56\x37 |0

<U8147> \x56\x38 |0

<U814A> \x56\x39 |0

<U814C> \x56\x3A |0

<U8152> \x56\x3B |0

<U8157> \x56\x3C |0

<U8160> \x56\x3D |0

<U8161> \x56\x3E |0

<U8167> \x56\x3F |0

<U8168> \x56\x40 |0
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<U8169> \x56\x41 |0

<U816D> \x56\x42 |0

<U816F> \x56\x43 |0

<U8177> \x56\x44 |0

<U8181> \x56\x45 |0

<U8184> \x56\x47 |0

<U8185> \x56\x48 |0

<U8186> \x56\x49 |0

<U818B> \x56\x4A |0

<U818E> \x56\x4B |0

<U8190> \x56\x46 |0

<U8196> \x56\x4C |0

<U8198> \x56\x4D |0

<U819B> \x56\x4E |0

<U819E>

 \x56\x4F |0

<U81A2> \x56\x50 |0

<U81AE> \x56\x51 |0

<U81B2> \x56\x52 |0

<U81B4> \x56\x53 |0

<U81BB> \x56\x54 |0

<U81C3> \x56\x56 |0

<U81C5> \x56\x57 |0

<U81CA> \x56\x58 |0

<U81CB> \x56\x55 |0

<U81CE> \x56\x59 |0

<U81CF> \x56\x5A |0

<U81D5> \x56\x5B |0

<U81D7> \x56\x5C |0

<U81DB> \x56\x5D |0

<U81DD> \x56\x5E |0

<U81DE> \x56\x5F |0

<U81E1> \x56\x60 |0

<U81E4> \x56\x61 |0

<U81EB> \x56\x62 |0

<U81EC> \x56\x63 |0

<U81F0> \x56\x64 |0

<U81F1> \x56\x65 |0

<U81F2> \x56\x66 |0

<U81F5> \x56\x67 |0

<U81F6> \x56\x68 |0

<U81F8> \x56\x69 |0

<U81F9> \x56\x6A |0

<U81FD> \x56\x6B |0

<U81FF> \x56\x6C |0

<U8200> \x56\x6D |0

<U8203> \x56\x6E |0

<U820F> \x56\x6F |0
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<U8213> \x56\x70 |0

<U8214> \x56\x71 |0

<U8219> \x56\x72 |0

<U821A> \x56\x73 |0

<U821D> \x56\x74 |0

<U8221> \x56\x75 |0

<U8222> \x56\x76 |0

<U8228> \x56\x77 |0

<U8232> \x56\x78 |0

<U8234> \x56\x79 |0

<U823A> \x56\x7A |0

<U8243> \x56\x7B |0

<U8244> \x56\x7C |0

<U8245> \x56\x7D |0

<U8246> \x56\x7E |0

<U824B> \x57\x21 |0

<U824E> \x57\x22 |0

<U824F>

 \x57\x23 |0

<U8251> \x57\x24 |0

<U8256> \x57\x25 |0

<U825C> \x57\x26 |0

<U8260> \x57\x27 |0

<U8263> \x57\x28 |0

<U8267> \x57\x29 |0

<U826D> \x57\x2A |0

<U8274> \x57\x2B |0

<U827B> \x57\x2C |0

<U827D> \x57\x2D |0

<U827F> \x57\x2E |0

<U8280> \x57\x2F |0

<U8281> \x57\x30 |0

<U8283> \x57\x31 |0

<U8284> \x57\x32 |0

<U8287> \x57\x33 |0

<U8289> \x57\x34 |0

<U828A> \x57\x35 |0

<U828E> \x57\x36 |0

<U8291> \x57\x37 |0

<U8294> \x57\x38 |0

<U8296> \x57\x39 |0

<U8298> \x57\x3A |0

<U829A> \x57\x3B |0

<U829B> \x57\x3C |0

<U82A0> \x57\x3D |0

<U82A1> \x57\x3E |0

<U82A3> \x57\x3F |0

<U82A4> \x57\x40 |0
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<U82A7> \x57\x41 |0

<U82A8> \x57\x42 |0

<U82A9> \x57\x43 |0

<U82AA> \x57\x44 |0

<U82AE> \x57\x45 |0

<U82B0> \x57\x46 |0

<U82B2> \x57\x47 |0

<U82B4> \x57\x48 |0

<U82B7> \x57\x49 |0

<U82BA> \x57\x4A |0

<U82BC> \x57\x4B |0

<U82BE> \x57\x4C |0

<U82BF> \x57\x4D |0

<U82C6> \x57\x4E |0

<U82D0> \x57\x4F |0

<U82D5> \x57\x50 |0

<U82DA> \x57\x51 |0

<U82E0> \x57\x52 |0

<U82E2> \x57\x53 |0

<U82E4> \x57\x54 |0

<U82E8>

 \x57\x55 |0

<U82EA> \x57\x56 |0

<U82ED> \x57\x57 |0

<U82EF> \x57\x58 |0

<U82F6> \x57\x59 |0

<U82F7> \x57\x5A |0

<U82FD> \x57\x5B |0

<U82FE> \x57\x5C |0

<U8300> \x57\x5D |0

<U8301> \x57\x5E |0

<U8307> \x57\x5F |0

<U8308> \x57\x60 |0

<U830A> \x57\x61 |0

<U830B> \x57\x62 |0

<U831B> \x57\x64 |0

<U831D> \x57\x65 |0

<U831E> \x57\x66 |0

<U831F> \x57\x67 |0

<U8321> \x57\x68 |0

<U8322> \x57\x69 |0

<U832C> \x57\x6A |0

<U832D> \x57\x6B |0

<U832E> \x57\x6C |0

<U8330> \x57\x6D |0

<U8333> \x57\x6E |0

<U8337> \x57\x6F |0

<U833A> \x57\x70 |0
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<U833C> \x57\x71 |0

<U833D> \x57\x72 |0

<U8342> \x57\x73 |0

<U8343> \x57\x74 |0

<U8344> \x57\x75 |0

<U8347> \x57\x76 |0

<U834D> \x57\x77 |0

<U834E> \x57\x78 |0

<U8351> \x57\x79 |0

<U8353> \x58\x3E |0

<U8354> \x57\x63 |0

<U8355> \x57\x7A |0

<U8356> \x57\x7B |0

<U8357> \x57\x7C |0

<U8370> \x57\x7D |0

<U8378> \x57\x7E |0

<U837D> \x58\x21 |0

<U837F> \x58\x22 |0

<U8380> \x58\x23 |0

<U8382> \x58\x24 |0

<U8384> \x58\x25 |0

<U8386> \x58\x26 |0

<U838D> \x58\x27 |0

<U8392>

 \x58\x28 |0

<U8394> \x58\x29 |0

<U8395> \x58\x2A |0

<U8398> \x58\x2B |0

<U8399> \x58\x2C |0

<U839B> \x58\x2D |0

<U839C> \x58\x2E |0

<U839D> \x58\x2F |0

<U83A6> \x58\x30 |0

<U83A7> \x58\x31 |0

<U83A9> \x58\x32 |0

<U83AC> \x58\x33 |0

<U83AD> \x58\x4C |0

<U83BE> \x58\x34 |0

<U83BF> \x58\x35 |0

<U83C0> \x58\x36 |0

<U83C7> \x58\x37 |0

<U83C9> \x58\x38 |0

<U83CF> \x58\x39 |0

<U83D0> \x58\x3A |0

<U83D1> \x58\x3B |0

<U83D4> \x58\x3C |0

<U83DD> \x58\x3D |0

<U83E8> \x58\x3F |0
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<U83EA> \x58\x40 |0

<U83F6> \x58\x41 |0

<U83F8> \x58\x42 |0

<U83F9> \x58\x43 |0

<U83FC> \x58\x44 |0

<U8401> \x58\x45 |0

<U8406> \x58\x46 |0

<U840A> \x58\x47 |0

<U840F> \x58\x48 |0

<U8411> \x58\x49 |0

<U8415> \x58\x4A |0

<U8419> \x58\x4B |0

<U842F> \x58\x4D |0

<U8439> \x58\x4E |0

<U8445> \x58\x4F |0

<U8447> \x58\x50 |0

<U8448> \x58\x51 |0

<U844A> \x58\x52 |0

<U844D> \x58\x53 |0

<U844F> \x58\x54 |0

<U8451> \x58\x55 |0

<U8452> \x58\x56 |0

<U8456> \x58\x57 |0

<U8458> \x58\x58 |0

<U8459> \x58\x59 |0

<U845A> \x58\x5A |0

<U845C>

 \x58\x5B |0

<U8460> \x58\x5C |0

<U8464> \x58\x5D |0

<U8465> \x58\x5E |0

<U8467> \x58\x5F |0

<U846A> \x58\x60 |0

<U8470> \x58\x61 |0

<U8473> \x58\x62 |0

<U8474> \x58\x63 |0

<U8476> \x58\x64 |0

<U8478> \x58\x65 |0

<U847C> \x58\x66 |0

<U847D> \x58\x67 |0

<U8481> \x58\x68 |0

<U8485> \x58\x69 |0

<U8492> \x58\x6A |0

<U8493> \x58\x6B |0

<U8495> \x58\x6C |0

<U849E> \x58\x6D |0

<U84A6> \x58\x6E |0

<U84A8> \x58\x6F |0
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<U84A9> \x58\x70 |0

<U84AA> \x58\x71 |0

<U84AF> \x58\x72 |0

<U84B1> \x58\x73 |0

<U84B4> \x58\x74 |0

<U84BA> \x58\x75 |0

<U84BD> \x58\x76 |0

<U84BE> \x58\x77 |0

<U84C0> \x58\x78 |0

<U84C2> \x58\x79 |0

<U84C7> \x58\x7A |0

<U84C8> \x58\x7B |0

<U84CC> \x58\x7C |0

<U84CF> \x58\x7D |0

<U84D3> \x58\x7E |0

<U84DC> \x59\x21 |0

<U84E7> \x59\x22 |0

<U84EA> \x59\x23 |0

<U84EF> \x59\x24 |0

<U84F0> \x59\x25 |0

<U84F1> \x59\x26 |0

<U84F2> \x59\x27 |0

<U84F7> \x59\x28 |0

<U84FA> \x59\x2A |0

<U84FB> \x59\x2B |0

<U84FD> \x59\x2C |0

<U8502> \x59\x2D |0

<U8503> \x59\x2E |0

<U8507> \x59\x2F |0

<U850C>

 \x59\x30 |0

<U850E> \x59\x31 |0

<U8510> \x59\x32 |0

<U851C> \x59\x33 |0

<U851E> \x59\x34 |0

<U8522> \x59\x35 |0

<U8523> \x59\x36 |0

<U8524> \x59\x37 |0

<U8525> \x59\x38 |0

<U8527> \x59\x39 |0

<U852A> \x59\x3A |0

<U852B> \x59\x3B |0

<U852F> \x59\x3C |0

<U8532> \x59\x29 |0

<U8533> \x59\x3D |0

<U8534> \x59\x3E |0

<U8536> \x59\x3F |0

<U853F> \x59\x40 |0
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<U8546> \x59\x41 |0

<U854F> \x59\x42 |0

<U8550> \x59\x43 |0

<U8551> \x59\x44 |0

<U8552> \x59\x45 |0

<U8553> \x59\x46 |0

<U8556> \x59\x47 |0

<U8559> \x59\x48 |0

<U855C> \x59\x49 |0

<U855D> \x59\x4A |0

<U855E> \x59\x4B |0

<U855F> \x59\x4C |0

<U8560> \x59\x4D |0

<U8561> \x59\x4E |0

<U8562> \x59\x4F |0

<U8564> \x59\x50 |0

<U856B> \x59\x51 |0

<U856F> \x59\x52 |0

<U8579> \x59\x53 |0

<U857A> \x59\x54 |0

<U857B> \x59\x55 |0

<U857D> \x59\x56 |0

<U857F> \x59\x57 |0

<U8581> \x59\x58 |0

<U8585> \x59\x59 |0

<U8586> \x59\x5A |0

<U8589> \x59\x5B |0

<U858B> \x59\x5C |0

<U858C> \x59\x5D |0

<U858F> \x59\x5E |0

<U8593> \x59\x5F |0

<U8598> \x59\x60 |0

<U859D>

 \x59\x61 |0

<U859F> \x59\x62 |0

<U85A0> \x59\x63 |0

<U85A2> \x59\x64 |0

<U85A5> \x59\x65 |0

<U85A7> \x59\x66 |0

<U85AD> \x59\x74 |0

<U85B4> \x59\x67 |0

<U85B6> \x59\x68 |0

<U85B7> \x59\x69 |0

<U85B8> \x59\x6A |0

<U85BC> \x59\x6B |0

<U85BD> \x59\x6C |0

<U85BE> \x59\x6D |0

<U85BF> \x59\x6E |0
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<U85C2> \x59\x6F |0

<U85C7> \x59\x70 |0

<U85CA> \x59\x71 |0

<U85CB> \x59\x72 |0

<U85CE> \x59\x73 |0

<U85D8> \x59\x75 |0

<U85DA> \x59\x76 |0

<U85DF> \x59\x77 |0

<U85E0> \x59\x78 |0

<U85E6> \x59\x79 |0

<U85E8> \x59\x7A |0

<U85ED> \x59\x7B |0

<U85F3> \x59\x7C |0

<U85F6> \x59\x7D |0

<U85FC> \x59\x7E |0

<U85FF> \x5A\x21 |0

<U8600> \x5A\x22 |0

<U8604> \x5A\x23 |0

<U8605> \x5A\x24 |0

<U860D> \x5A\x25 |0

<U860E> \x5A\x26 |0

<U8610> \x5A\x27 |0

<U8611> \x5A\x28 |0

<U8612> \x5A\x29 |0

<U8618> \x5A\x2A |0

<U8619> \x5A\x2B |0

<U861B> \x5A\x2C |0

<U861E> \x5A\x2D |0

<U8621> \x5A\x2E |0

<U8627> \x5A\x2F |0

<U8629> \x5A\x30 |0

<U8636> \x5A\x31 |0

<U8638> \x5A\x32 |0

<U863A> \x5A\x33 |0

<U863C> \x5A\x34 |0

<U863D>

 \x5A\x35 |0

<U8640> \x5A\x36 |0

<U8641> \x38\x66 |0

<U8642> \x5A\x37 |0

<U8646> \x5A\x38 |0

<U8652> \x5A\x39 |0

<U8653> \x5A\x3A |0

<U8656> \x5A\x3B |0

<U8657> \x5A\x3C |0

<U8658> \x5A\x3D |0

<U8659> \x5A\x3E |0

<U865D> \x5A\x3F |0
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<U8660> \x5A\x40 |0

<U8661> \x5A\x41 |0

<U8662> \x5A\x42 |0

<U8663> \x5A\x43 |0

<U8664> \x5A\x44 |0

<U8669> \x5A\x45 |0

<U866C> \x5A\x46 |0

<U866F> \x5A\x47 |0

<U8675> \x5A\x48 |0

<U8676> \x5A\x49 |0

<U8677> \x5A\x4A |0

<U867A> \x5A\x4B |0

<U8688> \x5A\x6D |0

<U868D> \x5A\x4C |0

<U8691> \x5A\x4D |0

<U8696> \x5A\x4E |0

<U8698> \x5A\x4F |0

<U869A> \x5A\x50 |0

<U869C> \x5A\x51 |0

<U86A1> \x5A\x52 |0

<U86A6> \x5A\x53 |0

<U86A7> \x5A\x54 |0

<U86A8> \x5A\x55 |0

<U86AD> \x5A\x56 |0

<U86B1> \x5A\x57 |0

<U86B3> \x5A\x58 |0

<U86B4> \x5A\x59 |0

<U86B5> \x5A\x5A |0

<U86B7> \x5A\x5B |0

<U86B8> \x5A\x5C |0

<U86B9> \x5A\x5D |0

<U86BF> \x5A\x5E |0

<U86C0> \x5A\x5F |0

<U86C1> \x5A\x60 |0

<U86C3> \x5A\x61 |0

<U86C5> \x5A\x62 |0

<U86D1> \x5A\x63 |0

<U86D2> \x5A\x64 |0

<U86D5>

 \x5A\x65 |0

<U86D7> \x5A\x66 |0

<U86DA> \x5A\x67 |0

<U86DC> \x5A\x68 |0

<U86E0> \x5A\x69 |0

<U86E3> \x5A\x6A |0

<U86E5> \x5A\x6B |0

<U86E7> \x5A\x6C |0

<U86FA> \x5A\x6E |0
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<U86FC> \x5A\x6F |0

<U86FD> \x5A\x70 |0

<U8704> \x5A\x71 |0

<U8705> \x5A\x72 |0

<U8707> \x5A\x73 |0

<U870B> \x5A\x74 |0

<U870E> \x5A\x75 |0

<U870F> \x5A\x76 |0

<U8710> \x5A\x77 |0

<U8713> \x5A\x78 |0

<U8714> \x5A\x79 |0

<U8719> \x5A\x7A |0

<U871E> \x5A\x7B |0

<U871F> \x5A\x7C |0

<U8721> \x5A\x7D |0

<U8723> \x5A\x7E |0

<U8728> \x5B\x21 |0

<U872E> \x5B\x22 |0

<U872F> \x5B\x23 |0

<U8731> \x5B\x24 |0

<U8732> \x5B\x25 |0

<U8739> \x5B\x26 |0

<U873A> \x5B\x27 |0

<U873C> \x5B\x28 |0

<U873D> \x5B\x29 |0

<U873E> \x5B\x2A |0

<U8740> \x5B\x2B |0

<U8743> \x5B\x2C |0

<U8745> \x5B\x2D |0

<U874D> \x5B\x2E |0

<U8758> \x5B\x2F |0

<U875D> \x5B\x30 |0

<U8761> \x5B\x31 |0

<U8764> \x5B\x32 |0

<U8765> \x5B\x33 |0

<U876F> \x5B\x34 |0

<U8771> \x5B\x35 |0

<U8772> \x5B\x36 |0

<U877B> \x5B\x37 |0

<U8783> \x5B\x38 |0

<U8784> \x5B\x39 |0

<U8785>

 \x5B\x3A |0

<U8786> \x5B\x3B |0

<U8787> \x5B\x3C |0

<U8788> \x5B\x3D |0

<U8789> \x5B\x3E |0

<U878B> \x5B\x3F |0
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<U878C> \x5B\x40 |0

<U8790> \x5B\x41 |0

<U8793> \x5B\x42 |0

<U8795> \x5B\x43 |0

<U8797> \x5B\x44 |0

<U8798> \x5B\x45 |0

<U8799> \x5B\x46 |0

<U879E> \x5B\x47 |0

<U87A0> \x5B\x48 |0

<U87A3> \x5B\x49 |0

<U87A7> \x5B\x4A |0

<U87AC> \x5B\x4B |0

<U87AD> \x5B\x4C |0

<U87AE> \x5B\x4D |0

<U87B1> \x5B\x4E |0

<U87B5> \x5B\x4F |0

<U87BE> \x5B\x50 |0

<U87BF> \x5B\x51 |0

<U87C1> \x5B\x52 |0

<U87C8> \x5B\x53 |0

<U87C9> \x5B\x54 |0

<U87CA> \x5B\x55 |0

<U87CE> \x5B\x56 |0

<U87D5> \x5B\x57 |0

<U87D6> \x5B\x58 |0

<U87D9> \x5B\x59 |0

<U87DA> \x5B\x5A |0

<U87DC> \x5B\x5B |0

<U87DF> \x5B\x5C |0

<U87E2> \x5B\x5D |0

<U87E3> \x5B\x5E |0

<U87E4> \x5B\x5F |0

<U87EA> \x5B\x60 |0

<U87EB> \x5B\x61 |0

<U87ED> \x5B\x62 |0

<U87F1> \x5B\x63 |0

<U87F3> \x5B\x64 |0

<U87F8> \x5B\x65 |0

<U87FA> \x5B\x66 |0

<U87FF> \x5B\x67 |0

<U8801> \x5B\x68 |0

<U8803> \x5B\x69 |0

<U8806> \x5B\x6A |0

<U8809> \x5B\x6B |0

<U880A>

 \x5B\x6C |0

<U880B> \x5B\x6D |0

<U8810> \x5B\x6E |0
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<U8812> \x5B\x70 |0

<U8813> \x5B\x71 |0

<U8814> \x5B\x72 |0

<U8818> \x5B\x73 |0

<U8819> \x5B\x6F |0

<U881A> \x5B\x74 |0

<U881B> \x5B\x75 |0

<U881C> \x5B\x76 |0

<U881E> \x5B\x77 |0

<U881F> \x5B\x78 |0

<U8828> \x5B\x79 |0

<U882D> \x5B\x7A |0

<U882E> \x5B\x7B |0

<U8830> \x5B\x7C |0

<U8832> \x5B\x7D |0

<U8835> \x5B\x7E |0

<U883A> \x5C\x21 |0

<U883C> \x5C\x22 |0

<U8841> \x5C\x23 |0

<U8843> \x5C\x24 |0

<U8845> \x5C\x25 |0

<U8848> \x5C\x26 |0

<U8849> \x5C\x27 |0

<U884A> \x5C\x28 |0

<U884B> \x5C\x29 |0

<U884E> \x5C\x2A |0

<U8851> \x5C\x2B |0

<U8855> \x5C\x2C |0

<U8856> \x5C\x2D |0

<U8858> \x5C\x2E |0

<U885A> \x5C\x2F |0

<U885C> \x5C\x30 |0

<U885F> \x5C\x31 |0

<U8860> \x5C\x32 |0

<U8864> \x5C\x33 |0

<U8869> \x5C\x34 |0

<U8871> \x5C\x35 |0

<U8879> \x5C\x36 |0

<U887B> \x5C\x37 |0

<U8880> \x5C\x38 |0

<U8898> \x5C\x39 |0

<U889A> \x5C\x3A |0

<U889B> \x5C\x3B |0

<U889C> \x5C\x3C |0

<U889F> \x5C\x3D |0

<U88A0> \x5C\x3E |0

<U88A8> \x5C\x3F |0

<U88AA>
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 \x5C\x40 |0

<U88BA> \x5C\x41 |0

<U88BD> \x5C\x42 |0

<U88BE> \x5C\x43 |0

<U88C0> \x5C\x44 |0

<U88CA> \x5C\x45 |0

<U88CB> \x5C\x46 |0

<U88CC> \x5C\x47 |0

<U88CD> \x5C\x48 |0

<U88CE> \x5C\x49 |0

<U88D1> \x5C\x4A |0

<U88D2> \x5C\x4B |0

<U88D3> \x5C\x4C |0

<U88DB> \x5C\x4D |0

<U88DE> \x5C\x4E |0

<U88E7> \x5C\x4F |0

<U88EF> \x5C\x50 |0

<U88F0> \x5C\x51 |0

<U88F1> \x5C\x52 |0

<U88F5> \x5C\x53 |0

<U88F7> \x5C\x54 |0

<U8901> \x5C\x55 |0

<U8906> \x5C\x56 |0

<U890D> \x5C\x57 |0

<U890E> \x5C\x58 |0

<U890F> \x5C\x59 |0

<U8915> \x5C\x5A |0

<U8916> \x5C\x5B |0

<U8918> \x5C\x5C |0

<U8919> \x5C\x5D |0

<U891A> \x5C\x5E |0

<U891C> \x5C\x5F |0

<U8920> \x5C\x60 |0

<U8926> \x5C\x61 |0

<U8927> \x5C\x62 |0

<U8928> \x5C\x63 |0

<U8930> \x5C\x64 |0

<U8931> \x5C\x65 |0

<U8932> \x5C\x66 |0

<U8935> \x5C\x67 |0

<U8939> \x5C\x68 |0

<U893A> \x5C\x69 |0

<U893E> \x5C\x6A |0

<U8940> \x5C\x6B |0

<U8942> \x5C\x6C |0

<U8945> \x5C\x6D |0

<U8946> \x5C\x6E |0

<U8949> \x5C\x6F |0
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<U894F> \x5C\x70 |0

<U8952> \x5C\x71 |0

<U8957>

 \x5C\x72 |0

<U895A> \x5C\x73 |0

<U895B> \x5C\x74 |0

<U895C> \x5C\x75 |0

<U8961> \x5C\x76 |0

<U8962> \x5C\x77 |0

<U8963> \x5C\x78 |0

<U896B> \x5C\x79 |0

<U896E> \x5C\x7A |0

<U8970> \x5C\x7B |0

<U8973> \x5C\x7C |0

<U8975> \x5C\x7D |0

<U897A> \x5C\x7E |0

<U897B> \x5D\x21 |0

<U897C> \x5D\x22 |0

<U897D> \x5D\x23 |0

<U8989> \x5D\x24 |0

<U898D> \x5D\x25 |0

<U8990> \x5D\x26 |0

<U8994> \x5D\x27 |0

<U8995> \x5D\x28 |0

<U899B> \x5D\x29 |0

<U899C> \x5D\x2A |0

<U899F> \x5D\x2B |0

<U89A0> \x5D\x2C |0

<U89A5> \x5D\x2D |0

<U89B0> \x5D\x2E |0

<U89B4> \x5D\x2F |0

<U89B5> \x5D\x30 |0

<U89B6> \x5D\x31 |0

<U89B7> \x5D\x32 |0

<U89BC> \x5D\x33 |0

<U89D4> \x5D\x34 |0

<U89D5> \x5D\x35 |0

<U89D6> \x5D\x36 |0

<U89D7> \x5D\x37 |0

<U89D8> \x5D\x38 |0

<U89E5> \x5D\x39 |0

<U89E9> \x5D\x3A |0

<U89EB> \x5D\x3B |0

<U89ED> \x5D\x3C |0

<U89F1> \x5D\x3D |0

<U89F3> \x5D\x3E |0

<U89F6> \x5D\x3F |0

<U89F9> \x5D\x40 |0
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<U89FD> \x5D\x41 |0

<U89FF> \x5D\x42 |0

<U8A04> \x5D\x43 |0

<U8A05> \x5D\x44 |0

<U8A07> \x5D\x45 |0

<U8A0F>

 \x5D\x46 |0

<U8A11> \x5D\x47 |0

<U8A12> \x5D\x48 |0

<U8A14> \x5D\x49 |0

<U8A15> \x5D\x4A |0

<U8A1E> \x5D\x4B |0

<U8A20> \x5D\x4C |0

<U8A22> \x5D\x4D |0

<U8A24> \x5D\x4E |0

<U8A26> \x5D\x4F |0

<U8A2B> \x5D\x50 |0

<U8A2C> \x5D\x51 |0

<U8A2F> \x5D\x52 |0

<U8A35> \x5D\x53 |0

<U8A37> \x5D\x54 |0

<U8A3D> \x5D\x55 |0

<U8A3E> \x5D\x56 |0

<U8A40> \x5D\x57 |0

<U8A43> \x5D\x58 |0

<U8A45> \x5D\x59 |0

<U8A47> \x5D\x5A |0

<U8A49> \x5D\x5B |0

<U8A4D> \x5D\x5C |0

<U8A4E> \x5D\x5D |0

<U8A53> \x5D\x5E |0

<U8A56> \x5D\x5F |0

<U8A57> \x5D\x60 |0

<U8A58> \x5D\x61 |0

<U8A5C> \x5D\x62 |0

<U8A5D> \x5D\x63 |0

<U8A61> \x5D\x64 |0

<U8A65> \x5D\x65 |0

<U8A67> \x5D\x66 |0

<U8A75> \x5D\x67 |0

<U8A76> \x5D\x68 |0

<U8A77> \x5D\x69 |0

<U8A79> \x5D\x6A |0

<U8A7A> \x5D\x6B |0

<U8A7B> \x5D\x6C |0

<U8A7E> \x5D\x6D |0

<U8A7F> \x5D\x6E |0

<U8A80> \x5D\x6F |0
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<U8A83> \x5D\x70 |0

<U8A86> \x5D\x71 |0

<U8A8B> \x5D\x72 |0

<U8A8F> \x5D\x73 |0

<U8A90> \x5D\x74 |0

<U8A92> \x5D\x75 |0

<U8A96> \x5D\x76 |0

<U8A97> \x5D\x77 |0

<U8A99>

 \x5D\x78 |0

<U8A9F> \x5D\x79 |0

<U8AA7> \x5D\x7A |0

<U8AA9> \x5D\x7B |0

<U8AAE> \x5D\x7C |0

<U8AAF> \x5D\x7D |0

<U8AB3> \x5D\x7E |0

<U8AB6> \x5E\x21 |0

<U8AB7> \x5E\x22 |0

<U8ABB> \x5E\x23 |0

<U8ABE> \x5E\x24 |0

<U8AC3> \x5E\x25 |0

<U8AC6> \x5E\x26 |0

<U8AC8> \x5E\x27 |0

<U8AC9> \x5E\x28 |0

<U8ACA> \x5E\x29 |0

<U8AD1> \x5E\x2A |0

<U8AD3> \x5E\x2B |0

<U8AD4> \x5E\x2C |0

<U8AD5> \x5E\x2D |0

<U8AD7> \x5E\x2E |0

<U8ADD> \x5E\x2F |0

<U8ADF> \x5E\x30 |0

<U8AEC> \x5E\x31 |0

<U8AF0> \x5E\x32 |0

<U8AF4> \x5E\x33 |0

<U8AF5> \x5E\x34 |0

<U8AF6> \x5E\x35 |0

<U8AFC> \x5E\x36 |0

<U8AFF> \x5E\x37 |0

<U8B05> \x5E\x38 |0

<U8B06> \x5E\x39 |0

<U8B0A> \x5E\x3F |0

<U8B0B> \x5E\x3A |0

<U8B11> \x5E\x3B |0

<U8B1C> \x5E\x3C |0

<U8B1E> \x5E\x3D |0

<U8B1F> \x5E\x3E |0

<U8B2D> \x5E\x40 |0
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<U8B30> \x5E\x41 |0

<U8B37> \x5E\x42 |0

<U8B3C> \x5E\x43 |0

<U8B42> \x5E\x44 |0

<U8B43> \x5E\x45 |0

<U8B44> \x5E\x46 |0

<U8B45> \x5E\x47 |0

<U8B46> \x5E\x48 |0

<U8B48> \x5E\x49 |0

<U8B4D> \x5E\x4E |0

<U8B52> \x5E\x4A |0

<U8B53>

 \x5E\x4B |0

<U8B54> \x5E\x4C |0

<U8B59> \x5E\x4D |0

<U8B5E> \x5E\x4F |0

<U8B63> \x5E\x50 |0

<U8B6D> \x5E\x51 |0

<U8B76> \x5E\x52 |0

<U8B78> \x5E\x53 |0

<U8B79> \x5E\x54 |0

<U8B7C> \x5E\x55 |0

<U8B7E> \x5E\x56 |0

<U8B81> \x5E\x57 |0

<U8B84> \x5E\x58 |0

<U8B85> \x5E\x59 |0

<U8B8B> \x5E\x5A |0

<U8B8D> \x5E\x5B |0

<U8B8F> \x5E\x5C |0

<U8B94> \x5E\x5D |0

<U8B95> \x5E\x5E |0

<U8B9C> \x5E\x5F |0

<U8B9E> \x5E\x60 |0

<U8B9F> \x5E\x61 |0

<U8C38> \x5E\x62 |0

<U8C39> \x5E\x63 |0

<U8C3D> \x5E\x64 |0

<U8C3E> \x5E\x65 |0

<U8C45> \x5E\x66 |0

<U8C47> \x5E\x67 |0

<U8C49> \x5E\x68 |0

<U8C4B> \x5E\x69 |0

<U8C4F> \x5E\x6A |0

<U8C51> \x5E\x6B |0

<U8C53> \x5E\x6C |0

<U8C54> \x5E\x6D |0

<U8C57> \x5E\x6E |0

<U8C58> \x5E\x6F |0
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<U8C59> \x5E\x72 |0

<U8C5B> \x5E\x70 |0

<U8C5D> \x5E\x71 |0

<U8C63> \x5E\x73 |0

<U8C64> \x5E\x74 |0

<U8C66> \x5E\x75 |0

<U8C68> \x5E\x76 |0

<U8C69> \x5E\x77 |0

<U8C6D> \x5E\x78 |0

<U8C73> \x5E\x79 |0

<U8C75> \x5E\x7A |0

<U8C76> \x5E\x7B |0

<U8C7B> \x5E\x7C |0

<U8C7E> \x5E\x7D |0

<U8C86>

 \x5E\x7E |0

<U8C87> \x5F\x21 |0

<U8C8B> \x5F\x22 |0

<U8C90> \x5F\x23 |0

<U8C92> \x5F\x24 |0

<U8C93> \x5F\x25 |0

<U8C99> \x5F\x26 |0

<U8C9B> \x5F\x27 |0

<U8C9C> \x5F\x28 |0

<U8CA4> \x5F\x29 |0

<U8CB9> \x5F\x2A |0

<U8CBA> \x5F\x2B |0

<U8CC5> \x5F\x2C |0

<U8CC6> \x5F\x2D |0

<U8CC9> \x5F\x2E |0

<U8CCB> \x5F\x2F |0

<U8CCF> \x5F\x30 |0

<U8CD5> \x5F\x32 |0

<U8CD6> \x5F\x31 |0

<U8CD9> \x5F\x33 |0

<U8CDD> \x5F\x34 |0

<U8CE1> \x5F\x35 |0

<U8CE8> \x5F\x36 |0

<U8CEC> \x5F\x37 |0

<U8CEF> \x5F\x38 |0

<U8CF0> \x5F\x39 |0

<U8CF2> \x5F\x3A |0

<U8CF5> \x5F\x3B |0

<U8CF7> \x5F\x3C |0

<U8CF8> \x5F\x3D |0

<U8CFE> \x5F\x3E |0

<U8CFF> \x5F\x3F |0

<U8D01> \x5F\x40 |0
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<U8D03> \x5F\x41 |0

<U8D09> \x5F\x42 |0

<U8D12> \x5F\x43 |0

<U8D17> \x5F\x44 |0

<U8D1B> \x5F\x45 |0

<U8D65> \x5F\x46 |0

<U8D69> \x5F\x47 |0

<U8D6C> \x5F\x48 |0

<U8D6E> \x5F\x49 |0

<U8D7F> \x5F\x4A |0

<U8D82> \x5F\x4B |0

<U8D84> \x5F\x4C |0

<U8D88> \x5F\x4D |0

<U8D8D> \x5F\x4E |0

<U8D90> \x5F\x4F |0

<U8D91> \x5F\x50 |0

<U8D95> \x5F\x51 |0

<U8D9E>

 \x5F\x52 |0

<U8D9F> \x5F\x53 |0

<U8DA0> \x5F\x54 |0

<U8DA6> \x5F\x55 |0

<U8DAB> \x5F\x56 |0

<U8DAC> \x5F\x57 |0

<U8DAF> \x5F\x58 |0

<U8DB2> \x5F\x59 |0

<U8DB5> \x5F\x5A |0

<U8DB7> \x5F\x5B |0

<U8DB9> \x5F\x5C |0

<U8DBB> \x5F\x5D |0

<U8DBC> \x5F\x6F |0

<U8DC0> \x5F\x5E |0

<U8DC5> \x5F\x5F |0

<U8DC6> \x5F\x60 |0

<U8DC7> \x5F\x61 |0

<U8DC8> \x5F\x62 |0

<U8DCA> \x5F\x63 |0

<U8DCE> \x5F\x64 |0

<U8DD1> \x5F\x65 |0

<U8DD4> \x5F\x66 |0

<U8DD5> \x5F\x67 |0

<U8DD7> \x5F\x68 |0

<U8DD9> \x5F\x69 |0

<U8DE4> \x5F\x6A |0

<U8DE5> \x5F\x6B |0

<U8DE7> \x5F\x6C |0

<U8DEC> \x5F\x6D |0

<U8DF0> \x5F\x6E |0
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<U8DF1> \x5F\x70 |0

<U8DF2> \x5F\x71 |0

<U8DF4> \x5F\x72 |0

<U8DFD> \x5F\x73 |0

<U8E01> \x5F\x74 |0

<U8E04> \x5F\x75 |0

<U8E05> \x5F\x76 |0

<U8E06> \x5F\x77 |0

<U8E0B> \x5F\x78 |0

<U8E11> \x5F\x79 |0

<U8E14> \x5F\x7A |0

<U8E16> \x5F\x7B |0

<U8E20> \x5F\x7C |0

<U8E21> \x5F\x7D |0

<U8E22> \x5F\x7E |0

<U8E23> \x60\x21 |0

<U8E26> \x60\x22 |0

<U8E27> \x60\x23 |0

<U8E31> \x60\x24 |0

<U8E33> \x60\x25 |0

<U8E36>

 \x60\x26 |0

<U8E37> \x60\x27 |0

<U8E38> \x60\x28 |0

<U8E39> \x60\x29 |0

<U8E3D> \x60\x2A |0

<U8E40> \x60\x2B |0

<U8E41> \x60\x2C |0

<U8E4B> \x60\x2D |0

<U8E4D> \x60\x2E |0

<U8E4E> \x60\x2F |0

<U8E4F> \x60\x30 |0

<U8E54> \x60\x31 |0

<U8E5B> \x60\x32 |0

<U8E5C> \x60\x33 |0

<U8E5D> \x60\x34 |0

<U8E5E> \x60\x35 |0

<U8E61> \x60\x36 |0

<U8E62> \x60\x37 |0

<U8E69> \x60\x38 |0

<U8E6C> \x60\x39 |0

<U8E6D> \x60\x3A |0

<U8E6F> \x60\x3B |0

<U8E70> \x60\x3C |0

<U8E71> \x60\x3D |0

<U8E79> \x60\x3E |0

<U8E7A> \x60\x3F |0

<U8E7B> \x60\x40 |0
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<U8E82> \x60\x41 |0

<U8E83> \x60\x42 |0

<U8E89> \x60\x43 |0

<U8E90> \x60\x44 |0

<U8E92> \x60\x45 |0

<U8E95> \x60\x46 |0

<U8E9A> \x60\x47 |0

<U8E9B> \x60\x48 |0

<U8E9D> \x60\x49 |0

<U8E9E> \x60\x4A |0

<U8EA2> \x60\x4B |0

<U8EA7> \x60\x4C |0

<U8EA9> \x60\x4D |0

<U8EAD> \x60\x4E |0

<U8EAE> \x60\x4F |0

<U8EB3> \x60\x50 |0

<U8EB5> \x60\x51 |0

<U8EBA> \x60\x52 |0

<U8EBB> \x60\x53 |0

<U8EC0> \x60\x54 |0

<U8EC1> \x60\x55 |0

<U8EC3> \x60\x56 |0

<U8EC4> \x60\x57 |0

<U8EC7>

 \x60\x58 |0

<U8ECF> \x60\x59 |0

<U8ED1> \x60\x5A |0

<U8ED4> \x60\x5B |0

<U8EDC> \x60\x5C |0

<U8EE8> \x60\x5D |0

<U8EED> \x60\x64 |0

<U8EEE> \x60\x5E |0

<U8EF0> \x60\x5F |0

<U8EF1> \x60\x60 |0

<U8EF7> \x60\x61 |0

<U8EF9> \x60\x62 |0

<U8EFA> \x60\x63 |0

<U8F00> \x60\x65 |0

<U8F02> \x60\x66 |0

<U8F07> \x60\x67 |0

<U8F08> \x60\x68 |0

<U8F0F> \x60\x69 |0

<U8F10> \x60\x6A |0

<U8F16> \x60\x6B |0

<U8F17> \x60\x6C |0

<U8F18> \x60\x6D |0

<U8F1E> \x60\x6E |0

<U8F20> \x60\x6F |0
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<U8F21> \x60\x70 |0

<U8F23> \x60\x71 |0

<U8F25> \x60\x72 |0

<U8F27> \x60\x73 |0

<U8F28> \x60\x74 |0

<U8F2C> \x60\x75 |0

<U8F2D> \x60\x76 |0

<U8F2E> \x60\x77 |0

<U8F34> \x60\x78 |0

<U8F35> \x60\x79 |0

<U8F36> \x60\x7A |0

<U8F37> \x60\x7B |0

<U8F3A> \x60\x7C |0

<U8F40> \x60\x7D |0

<U8F41> \x60\x7E |0

<U8F43> \x61\x21 |0

<U8F47> \x61\x22 |0

<U8F4F> \x61\x23 |0

<U8F51> \x61\x24 |0

<U8F52> \x61\x25 |0

<U8F53> \x61\x26 |0

<U8F54> \x61\x27 |0

<U8F55> \x61\x28 |0

<U8F58> \x61\x29 |0

<U8F5D> \x61\x2A |0

<U8F5E> \x61\x2B |0

<U8F65>

 \x61\x2C |0

<U8F9D> \x61\x2D |0

<U8FA0> \x61\x2E |0

<U8FA1> \x61\x2F |0

<U8FA4> \x61\x30 |0

<U8FA5> \x61\x31 |0

<U8FA6> \x61\x32 |0

<U8FB5> \x61\x33 |0

<U8FB6> \x61\x34 |0

<U8FB8> \x61\x35 |0

<U8FBE> \x61\x36 |0

<U8FC0> \x61\x37 |0

<U8FC1> \x61\x38 |0

<U8FC6> \x61\x39 |0

<U8FCA> \x61\x3A |0

<U8FCB> \x61\x3B |0

<U8FCD> \x61\x3C |0

<U8FD0> \x61\x3D |0

<U8FD2> \x61\x3E |0

<U8FD3> \x61\x3F |0

<U8FD5> \x61\x40 |0
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<U8FE0> \x61\x41 |0

<U8FE3> \x61\x42 |0

<U8FE4> \x61\x43 |0

<U8FE8> \x61\x44 |0

<U8FEE> \x61\x45 |0

<U8FF1> \x61\x46 |0

<U8FF5> \x61\x47 |0

<U8FF6> \x61\x48 |0

<U8FFB> \x61\x49 |0

<U8FFE> \x61\x4A |0

<U9002> \x61\x4B |0

<U9004> \x61\x4C |0

<U9008> \x61\x4D |0

<U900C> \x61\x4E |0

<U9018> \x61\x4F |0

<U901B> \x61\x50 |0

<U9028> \x61\x51 |0

<U9029> \x61\x52 |0

<U902A> \x61\x54 |0

<U902C> \x61\x55 |0

<U902D> \x61\x56 |0

<U902F> \x61\x53 |0

<U9033> \x61\x57 |0

<U9034> \x61\x58 |0

<U9037> \x61\x59 |0

<U903F> \x61\x5A |0

<U9043> \x61\x5B |0

<U9044> \x61\x5C |0

<U904C> \x61\x5D |0

<U905B>

 \x61\x5E |0

<U905D> \x61\x5F |0

<U9062> \x61\x60 |0

<U9066> \x61\x61 |0

<U9067> \x61\x62 |0

<U906C> \x61\x63 |0

<U9070> \x61\x64 |0

<U9074> \x61\x65 |0

<U9079> \x61\x66 |0

<U9085> \x61\x67 |0

<U9088> \x61\x68 |0

<U908B> \x61\x69 |0

<U908C> \x61\x6A |0

<U908E> \x61\x6B |0

<U9090> \x61\x6C |0

<U9095> \x61\x6D |0

<U9097> \x61\x6E |0

<U9098> \x61\x6F |0
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<U9099> \x61\x70 |0

<U909B> \x61\x71 |0

<U90A0> \x61\x72 |0

<U90A1> \x61\x73 |0

<U90A2> \x61\x74 |0

<U90A5> \x61\x75 |0

<U90B0> \x61\x76 |0

<U90B2> \x61\x77 |0

<U90B3> \x61\x78 |0

<U90B4> \x61\x79 |0

<U90B6> \x61\x7A |0

<U90BD> \x61\x7B |0

<U90BE> \x61\x7D |0

<U90C3> \x61\x7E |0

<U90C4> \x62\x21 |0

<U90C5> \x62\x22 |0

<U90C7> \x62\x23 |0

<U90C8> \x62\x24 |0

<U90CC> \x61\x7C |0

<U90D2> \x62\x2D |0

<U90D5> \x62\x25 |0

<U90D7> \x62\x26 |0

<U90D8> \x62\x27 |0

<U90D9> \x62\x28 |0

<U90DC> \x62\x29 |0

<U90DD> \x62\x2A |0

<U90DF> \x62\x2B |0

<U90E5> \x62\x2C |0

<U90EB> \x62\x2F |0

<U90EF> \x62\x30 |0

<U90F0> \x62\x31 |0

<U90F4> \x62\x32 |0

<U90F6>

 \x62\x2E |0

<U90FE> \x62\x33 |0

<U90FF> \x62\x34 |0

<U9100> \x62\x35 |0

<U9104> \x62\x36 |0

<U9105> \x62\x37 |0

<U9106> \x62\x38 |0

<U9108> \x62\x39 |0

<U910D> \x62\x3A |0

<U9110> \x62\x3B |0

<U9114> \x62\x3C |0

<U9116> \x62\x3D |0

<U9117> \x62\x3E |0

<U9118> \x62\x3F |0

<U911A> \x62\x40 |0
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<U911C> \x62\x41 |0

<U911E> \x62\x42 |0

<U9120> \x62\x43 |0

<U9122> \x62\x45 |0

<U9123> \x62\x46 |0

<U9125> \x62\x44 |0

<U9127> \x62\x47 |0

<U9129> \x62\x48 |0

<U912E> \x62\x49 |0

<U912F> \x62\x4A |0

<U9131> \x62\x4B |0

<U9134> \x62\x4C |0

<U9136> \x62\x4D |0

<U9137> \x62\x4E |0

<U9139> \x62\x4F |0

<U913A> \x62\x50 |0

<U913C> \x62\x51 |0

<U913D> \x62\x52 |0

<U9143> \x62\x53 |0

<U9147> \x62\x54 |0

<U9148> \x62\x55 |0

<U914F> \x62\x56 |0

<U9153> \x62\x57 |0

<U9157> \x62\x58 |0

<U9159> \x62\x59 |0

<U915A> \x62\x5A |0

<U915B> \x62\x5B |0

<U9161> \x62\x5C |0

<U9164> \x62\x5D |0

<U9167> \x62\x5E |0

<U916D> \x62\x5F |0

<U9174> \x62\x60 |0

<U9179> \x62\x61 |0

<U917A> \x62\x62 |0

<U917B> \x62\x63 |0

<U9181>

 \x62\x64 |0

<U9183> \x62\x65 |0

<U9185> \x62\x66 |0

<U9186> \x62\x67 |0

<U918A> \x62\x68 |0

<U918E> \x62\x69 |0

<U9191> \x62\x6A |0

<U9193> \x62\x6B |0

<U9194> \x62\x6C |0

<U9195> \x62\x6D |0

<U9198> \x62\x6E |0

<U919E> \x62\x6F |0
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<U91A1> \x62\x70 |0

<U91A6> \x62\x71 |0

<U91A8> \x62\x72 |0

<U91AC> \x62\x73 |0

<U91AD> \x62\x74 |0

<U91AE> \x62\x75 |0

<U91B0> \x62\x76 |0

<U91B1> \x62\x77 |0

<U91B2> \x62\x78 |0

<U91B3> \x62\x79 |0

<U91B6> \x62\x7A |0

<U91BB> \x62\x7B |0

<U91BC> \x62\x7C |0

<U91BD> \x62\x7D |0

<U91BF> \x62\x7E |0

<U91C2> \x63\x21 |0

<U91C3> \x63\x22 |0

<U91C5> \x63\x23 |0

<U91D3> \x63\x24 |0

<U91D4> \x63\x25 |0

<U91D7> \x63\x26 |0

<U91D9> \x63\x27 |0

<U91DA> \x63\x28 |0

<U91DE> \x63\x29 |0

<U91E4> \x63\x2A |0

<U91E5> \x63\x2B |0

<U91E9> \x63\x2C |0

<U91EA> \x63\x2D |0

<U91EC> \x63\x2E |0

<U91ED> \x63\x2F |0

<U91EE> \x63\x30 |0

<U91EF> \x63\x31 |0

<U91F0> \x63\x32 |0

<U91F1> \x63\x33 |0

<U91F7> \x63\x34 |0

<U91F9> \x63\x35 |0

<U91FB> \x63\x36 |0

<U91FD> \x63\x37 |0

<U9200>

 \x63\x38 |0

<U9201> \x63\x39 |0

<U9204> \x63\x3A |0

<U9205> \x63\x3B |0

<U9206> \x63\x3C |0

<U9207> \x63\x3D |0

<U9209> \x63\x3E |0

<U920A> \x63\x3F |0

<U920C> \x63\x40 |0
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<U9210> \x63\x41 |0

<U9212> \x63\x42 |0

<U9213> \x63\x43 |0

<U9216> \x63\x44 |0

<U9218> \x63\x45 |0

<U921C> \x63\x46 |0

<U921D> \x63\x47 |0

<U9223> \x63\x48 |0

<U9224> \x63\x49 |0

<U9225> \x63\x4A |0

<U9226> \x63\x4B |0

<U9228> \x63\x4C |0

<U922E> \x63\x4D |0

<U922F> \x63\x4E |0

<U9230> \x63\x4F |0

<U9233> \x63\x50 |0

<U9235> \x63\x51 |0

<U9236> \x63\x52 |0

<U9238> \x63\x53 |0

<U9239> \x63\x54 |0

<U923A> \x63\x55 |0

<U923C> \x63\x56 |0

<U923E> \x63\x57 |0

<U9240> \x63\x58 |0

<U9242> \x63\x59 |0

<U9243> \x63\x5A |0

<U9246> \x63\x5B |0

<U9247> \x63\x5C |0

<U924A> \x63\x5D |0

<U924D> \x63\x5E |0

<U924E> \x63\x5F |0

<U924F> \x63\x60 |0

<U9251> \x63\x61 |0

<U9258> \x63\x62 |0

<U9259> \x63\x63 |0

<U925C> \x63\x64 |0

<U925D> \x63\x65 |0

<U9260> \x63\x66 |0

<U9261> \x63\x67 |0

<U9265> \x63\x68 |0

<U9267> \x63\x69 |0

<U9268>

 \x63\x6A |0

<U9269> \x63\x6B |0

<U926E> \x63\x6C |0

<U926F> \x63\x6D |0

<U9270> \x63\x6E |0

<U9275> \x63\x6F |0
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<U9276> \x63\x70 |0

<U9277> \x63\x71 |0

<U9278> \x63\x72 |0

<U9279> \x63\x73 |0

<U927B> \x63\x74 |0

<U927C> \x63\x75 |0

<U927D> \x63\x76 |0

<U927F> \x63\x77 |0

<U9288> \x63\x78 |0

<U9289> \x63\x79 |0

<U928A> \x63\x7A |0

<U928D> \x63\x7B |0

<U928E> \x63\x7C |0

<U9292> \x63\x7D |0

<U9297> \x63\x7E |0

<U9299> \x64\x21 |0

<U929F> \x64\x22 |0

<U92A0> \x64\x23 |0

<U92A4> \x64\x24 |0

<U92A5> \x64\x25 |0

<U92A7> \x64\x26 |0

<U92A8> \x64\x27 |0

<U92AB> \x64\x28 |0

<U92AF> \x64\x29 |0

<U92B2> \x64\x2A |0

<U92B6> \x64\x2B |0

<U92B8> \x64\x2C |0

<U92BA> \x64\x2D |0

<U92BB> \x64\x2E |0

<U92BC> \x64\x2F |0

<U92BD> \x64\x30 |0

<U92BF> \x64\x31 |0

<U92C0> \x64\x32 |0

<U92C1> \x64\x33 |0

<U92C2> \x64\x34 |0

<U92C3> \x64\x35 |0

<U92C5> \x64\x36 |0

<U92C6> \x64\x37 |0

<U92C7> \x64\x38 |0

<U92C8> \x64\x39 |0

<U92CB> \x64\x3A |0

<U92CC> \x64\x3B |0

<U92CD> \x64\x3C |0

<U92CE> \x64\x3D |0

<U92D0>

 \x64\x3E |0

<U92D3> \x64\x3F |0

<U92D5> \x64\x40 |0
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<U92D7> \x64\x41 |0

<U92D8> \x64\x42 |0

<U92D9> \x64\x43 |0

<U92DC> \x64\x44 |0

<U92DD> \x64\x45 |0

<U92DF> \x64\x46 |0

<U92E0> \x64\x47 |0

<U92E1> \x64\x48 |0

<U92E3> \x64\x49 |0

<U92E5> \x64\x4A |0

<U92E7> \x64\x4B |0

<U92E8> \x64\x4C |0

<U92EC> \x64\x4D |0

<U92EE> \x64\x4E |0

<U92F0> \x64\x4F |0

<U92F9> \x64\x50 |0

<U92FB> \x64\x51 |0

<U92FF> \x64\x52 |0

<U9300> \x64\x53 |0

<U9302> \x64\x54 |0

<U9308> \x64\x55 |0

<U930D> \x64\x56 |0

<U9311> \x64\x57 |0

<U9314> \x64\x58 |0

<U9315> \x64\x59 |0

<U931C> \x64\x5A |0

<U931D> \x64\x5B |0

<U931E> \x64\x5C |0

<U931F> \x64\x5D |0

<U9321> \x64\x5E |0

<U9324> \x64\x5F |0

<U9325> \x64\x60 |0

<U9327> \x64\x61 |0

<U9329> \x64\x62 |0

<U932A> \x64\x63 |0

<U9333> \x64\x64 |0

<U9334> \x64\x65 |0

<U9336> \x64\x66 |0

<U9337> \x64\x67 |0

<U9347> \x64\x68 |0

<U9348> \x64\x69 |0

<U9349> \x64\x6A |0

<U9350> \x64\x6B |0

<U9351> \x64\x6C |0

<U9352> \x64\x6D |0

<U9355> \x64\x6E |0

<U9357> \x64\x6F |0

<U9358>
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 \x64\x70 |0

<U935A> \x64\x71 |0

<U935E> \x64\x72 |0

<U9364> \x64\x73 |0

<U9365> \x64\x74 |0

<U9367> \x64\x75 |0

<U9369> \x64\x76 |0

<U936A> \x64\x77 |0

<U936D> \x64\x78 |0

<U936F> \x64\x79 |0

<U9370> \x64\x7A |0

<U9371> \x64\x7B |0

<U9373> \x64\x7C |0

<U9374> \x64\x7D |0

<U9376> \x64\x7E |0

<U937A> \x65\x21 |0

<U937D> \x65\x22 |0

<U937F> \x65\x23 |0

<U9380> \x65\x24 |0

<U9381> \x65\x25 |0

<U9382> \x65\x26 |0

<U9388> \x65\x27 |0

<U938A> \x65\x28 |0

<U938B> \x65\x29 |0

<U938D> \x65\x2A |0

<U938F> \x65\x2B |0

<U9392> \x65\x2C |0

<U9395> \x65\x2D |0

<U9398> \x65\x2E |0

<U939B> \x65\x2F |0

<U939E> \x65\x30 |0

<U93A1> \x65\x31 |0

<U93A3> \x65\x32 |0

<U93A4> \x65\x33 |0

<U93A6> \x65\x34 |0

<U93A8> \x65\x35 |0

<U93A9> \x65\x3B |0

<U93AB> \x65\x36 |0

<U93B4> \x65\x37 |0

<U93B5> \x65\x38 |0

<U93B6> \x65\x39 |0

<U93BA> \x65\x3A |0

<U93C1> \x65\x3C |0

<U93C4> \x65\x3D |0

<U93C5> \x65\x3E |0

<U93C6> \x65\x3F |0

<U93C7> \x65\x40 |0

<U93C9> \x65\x41 |0
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<U93CA> \x65\x42 |0

<U93CB> \x65\x43 |0

<U93CC>

 \x65\x44 |0

<U93CD> \x65\x45 |0

<U93D3> \x65\x46 |0

<U93D9> \x65\x47 |0

<U93DC> \x65\x48 |0

<U93DE> \x65\x49 |0

<U93DF> \x65\x4A |0

<U93E2> \x65\x4B |0

<U93E6> \x65\x4C |0

<U93E7> \x65\x4D |0

<U93F7> \x65\x4F |0

<U93F8> \x65\x50 |0

<U93F9> \x65\x4E |0

<U93FA> \x65\x51 |0

<U93FB> \x65\x52 |0

<U93FD> \x65\x53 |0

<U9401> \x65\x54 |0

<U9402> \x65\x55 |0

<U9404> \x65\x56 |0

<U9408> \x65\x57 |0

<U9409> \x65\x58 |0

<U940D> \x65\x59 |0

<U940E> \x65\x5A |0

<U940F> \x65\x5B |0

<U9415> \x65\x5C |0

<U9416> \x65\x5D |0

<U9417> \x65\x5E |0

<U941F> \x65\x5F |0

<U942E> \x65\x60 |0

<U942F> \x65\x61 |0

<U9431> \x65\x62 |0

<U9432> \x65\x63 |0

<U9433> \x65\x64 |0

<U9434> \x65\x65 |0

<U943B> \x65\x66 |0

<U943D> \x65\x68 |0

<U943F> \x65\x67 |0

<U9443> \x65\x69 |0

<U9445> \x65\x6A |0

<U9448> \x65\x6B |0

<U944A> \x65\x6C |0

<U944C> \x65\x6D |0

<U9455> \x65\x6E |0

<U9459> \x65\x6F |0

<U945C> \x65\x70 |0
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<U945F> \x65\x71 |0

<U9461> \x65\x72 |0

<U9463> \x65\x73 |0

<U9468> \x65\x74 |0

<U946B> \x65\x75 |0

<U946D>

 \x65\x76 |0

<U946E> \x65\x77 |0

<U946F> \x65\x78 |0

<U9471> \x65\x79 |0

<U9472> \x65\x7A |0

<U9483> \x65\x7C |0

<U9484> \x65\x7B |0

<U9578> \x65\x7D |0

<U9579> \x65\x7E |0

<U957E> \x66\x21 |0

<U9584> \x66\x22 |0

<U9588> \x66\x23 |0

<U958C> \x66\x24 |0

<U958D> \x66\x25 |0

<U958E> \x66\x26 |0

<U959D> \x66\x27 |0

<U959E> \x66\x28 |0

<U959F> \x66\x29 |0

<U95A1> \x66\x2A |0

<U95A6> \x66\x2B |0

<U95A9> \x66\x2C |0

<U95AB> \x66\x2D |0

<U95AC> \x66\x2E |0

<U95B4> \x66\x2F |0

<U95B6> \x66\x30 |0

<U95BA> \x66\x31 |0

<U95BD> \x66\x32 |0

<U95BF> \x66\x33 |0

<U95C6> \x66\x34 |0

<U95C8> \x66\x35 |0

<U95C9> \x66\x36 |0

<U95CB> \x66\x37 |0

<U95D0> \x66\x38 |0

<U95D1> \x66\x39 |0

<U95D2> \x66\x3A |0

<U95D3> \x66\x3B |0

<U95D9> \x66\x3C |0

<U95DA> \x66\x3D |0

<U95DD> \x66\x3E |0

<U95DE> \x66\x3F |0

<U95DF> \x66\x40 |0

<U95E0> \x66\x41 |0
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<U95E4> \x66\x42 |0

<U95E6> \x66\x43 |0

<U961D> \x66\x44 |0

<U961E> \x66\x45 |0

<U9622> \x66\x46 |0

<U9624> \x66\x47 |0

<U9625> \x66\x48 |0

<U9626> \x66\x49 |0

<U962C>

 \x66\x4A |0

<U9631> \x66\x4B |0

<U9633> \x66\x4C |0

<U9637> \x66\x4D |0

<U9638> \x66\x4E |0

<U9639> \x66\x4F |0

<U963A> \x66\x50 |0

<U963C> \x66\x51 |0

<U963D> \x66\x52 |0

<U9641> \x66\x53 |0

<U9652> \x66\x54 |0

<U9654> \x66\x55 |0

<U9656> \x66\x56 |0

<U9657> \x66\x57 |0

<U9658> \x66\x58 |0

<U9661> \x66\x59 |0

<U966E> \x66\x5A |0

<U9674> \x66\x5B |0

<U967B> \x66\x5C |0

<U967C> \x66\x5D |0

<U967E> \x66\x5E |0

<U967F> \x66\x5F |0

<U9681> \x66\x60 |0

<U9682> \x66\x61 |0

<U9683> \x66\x62 |0

<U9684> \x66\x63 |0

<U9689> \x66\x64 |0

<U9691> \x66\x65 |0

<U9696> \x66\x66 |0

<U969A> \x66\x67 |0

<U969D> \x66\x68 |0

<U969F> \x66\x69 |0

<U96A4> \x66\x6A |0

<U96A5> \x66\x6B |0

<U96A6> \x66\x6C |0

<U96A9> \x66\x6D |0

<U96AE> \x66\x6E |0

<U96AF> \x66\x6F |0

<U96B3> \x66\x70 |0
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<U96BA> \x66\x71 |0

<U96CA> \x66\x72 |0

<U96D2> \x66\x73 |0

<U96D8> \x66\x75 |0

<U96DA> \x66\x76 |0

<U96DD> \x66\x77 |0

<U96DE> \x66\x78 |0

<U96DF> \x66\x79 |0

<U96E9> \x66\x7A |0

<U96EF> \x66\x7B |0

<U96F1> \x66\x7C |0

<U96FA>

 \x66\x7D |0

<U9702> \x66\x7E |0

<U9703> \x67\x21 |0

<U9705> \x67\x22 |0

<U9709> \x67\x23 |0

<U971A> \x67\x24 |0

<U971B> \x67\x25 |0

<U971D> \x67\x26 |0

<U9721> \x67\x27 |0

<U9722> \x67\x28 |0

<U9723> \x67\x29 |0

<U9728> \x67\x2A |0

<U9731> \x67\x2B |0

<U9733> \x67\x2C |0

<U9741> \x67\x2D |0

<U9743> \x67\x2E |0

<U974A> \x67\x2F |0

<U974E> \x67\x30 |0

<U974F> \x67\x31 |0

<U9755> \x67\x32 |0

<U9757> \x67\x33 |0

<U9758> \x67\x34 |0

<U975A> \x67\x35 |0

<U975B> \x67\x36 |0

<U9763> \x67\x37 |0

<U9767> \x67\x38 |0

<U976A> \x67\x39 |0

<U976E> \x67\x3A |0

<U9773> \x67\x3B |0

<U9776> \x67\x3C |0

<U9777> \x67\x3D |0

<U9778> \x67\x3E |0

<U977B> \x67\x3F |0

<U977D> \x67\x40 |0

<U977F> \x67\x41 |0

<U9780> \x67\x42 |0
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<U9789> \x67\x43 |0

<U9795> \x67\x44 |0

<U9796> \x67\x45 |0

<U9797> \x67\x46 |0

<U9799> \x67\x47 |0

<U979A> \x67\x48 |0

<U979E> \x67\x49 |0

<U979F> \x67\x4A |0

<U97A2> \x67\x4B |0

<U97AC> \x67\x4C |0

<U97AE> \x67\x4D |0

<U97B1> \x67\x4E |0

<U97B2> \x67\x4F |0

<U97B5> \x67\x50 |0

<U97B6>

 \x67\x51 |0

<U97B8> \x67\x52 |0

<U97B9> \x67\x53 |0

<U97BA> \x67\x54 |0

<U97BC> \x67\x55 |0

<U97BE> \x67\x56 |0

<U97BF> \x67\x57 |0

<U97C1> \x67\x58 |0

<U97C4> \x67\x59 |0

<U97C5> \x67\x5A |0

<U97C7> \x67\x5B |0

<U97C9> \x67\x5C |0

<U97CA> \x67\x5D |0

<U97CC> \x67\x5E |0

<U97CD> \x67\x5F |0

<U97CE> \x67\x60 |0

<U97D0> \x67\x61 |0

<U97D1> \x67\x62 |0

<U97D4> \x67\x63 |0

<U97D7> \x67\x64 |0

<U97D8> \x67\x65 |0

<U97D9> \x67\x66 |0

<U97DB> \x67\x6A |0

<U97DD> \x67\x67 |0

<U97DE> \x67\x68 |0

<U97E0> \x67\x69 |0

<U97E1> \x67\x6B |0

<U97E4> \x67\x6C |0

<U97EF> \x67\x6D |0

<U97F1> \x67\x6E |0

<U97F4> \x67\x6F |0

<U97F7> \x67\x70 |0

<U97F8> \x67\x71 |0
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<U97FA> \x67\x72 |0

<U9807> \x67\x73 |0

<U980A> \x67\x74 |0

<U980D> \x67\x76 |0

<U980E> \x67\x77 |0

<U9814> \x67\x78 |0

<U9816> \x67\x79 |0

<U9819> \x67\x75 |0

<U981C> \x67\x7A |0

<U981E> \x67\x7B |0

<U9820> \x67\x7C |0

<U9823> \x67\x7D |0

<U9825> \x68\x28 |0

<U9826> \x67\x7E |0

<U982B> \x68\x21 |0

<U982E> \x68\x22 |0

<U982F> \x68\x23 |0

<U9830>

 \x68\x24 |0

<U9832> \x68\x25 |0

<U9833> \x68\x26 |0

<U9835> \x68\x27 |0

<U983E> \x68\x29 |0

<U9844> \x68\x2A |0

<U9847> \x68\x2B |0

<U984A> \x68\x2C |0

<U9851> \x68\x2D |0

<U9852> \x68\x2E |0

<U9853> \x68\x2F |0

<U9856> \x68\x30 |0

<U9857> \x68\x31 |0

<U9859> \x68\x32 |0

<U985A> \x68\x33 |0

<U9862> \x68\x34 |0

<U9863> \x68\x35 |0

<U9865> \x68\x36 |0

<U9866> \x68\x37 |0

<U986A> \x68\x38 |0

<U986C> \x68\x39 |0

<U98AB> \x68\x3A |0

<U98AD> \x68\x3B |0

<U98AE> \x68\x3C |0

<U98B0> \x68\x3D |0

<U98B4> \x68\x3E |0

<U98B7> \x68\x3F |0

<U98B8> \x68\x40 |0

<U98BA> \x68\x41 |0

<U98BB> \x68\x42 |0
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<U98BF> \x68\x43 |0

<U98C2> \x68\x44 |0

<U98C5> \x68\x45 |0

<U98C8> \x68\x46 |0

<U98CC> \x68\x47 |0

<U98E1> \x68\x48 |0

<U98E3> \x68\x49 |0

<U98E5> \x68\x4A |0

<U98E6> \x68\x4B |0

<U98E7> \x68\x4C |0

<U98EA> \x68\x4D |0

<U98F3> \x68\x4E |0

<U98F6> \x68\x4F |0

<U9902> \x68\x50 |0

<U9907> \x68\x51 |0

<U9908> \x68\x52 |0

<U9911> \x68\x53 |0

<U9915> \x68\x54 |0

<U9916> \x68\x55 |0

<U9917> \x68\x56 |0

<U991A>

 \x68\x57 |0

<U991B> \x68\x58 |0

<U991C> \x68\x59 |0

<U991F> \x68\x5A |0

<U9922> \x68\x5B |0

<U9926> \x68\x5C |0

<U9927> \x68\x5D |0

<U992B> \x68\x5E |0

<U9931> \x68\x5F |0

<U9932> \x68\x60 |0

<U9933> \x68\x61 |0

<U9934> \x68\x62 |0

<U9935> \x68\x63 |0

<U9939> \x68\x64 |0

<U993A> \x68\x65 |0

<U993B> \x68\x66 |0

<U993C> \x68\x67 |0

<U9940> \x68\x68 |0

<U9941> \x68\x69 |0

<U9946> \x68\x6A |0

<U9947> \x68\x6B |0

<U9948> \x68\x6C |0

<U994D> \x68\x6D |0

<U994E> \x68\x6E |0

<U9954> \x68\x6F |0

<U9958> \x68\x70 |0

<U9959> \x68\x71 |0
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<U995B> \x68\x72 |0

<U995C> \x68\x73 |0

<U995E> \x68\x74 |0

<U995F> \x68\x75 |0

<U9960> \x68\x76 |0

<U999B> \x68\x77 |0

<U999D> \x68\x78 |0

<U999F> \x68\x79 |0

<U99A6> \x68\x7A |0

<U99B0> \x68\x7B |0

<U99B1> \x68\x7C |0

<U99B2> \x68\x7D |0

<U99B5> \x68\x7E |0

<U99B9> \x69\x21 |0

<U99BA> \x69\x22 |0

<U99BD> \x69\x23 |0

<U99BF> \x69\x24 |0

<U99C3> \x69\x25 |0

<U99C9> \x69\x26 |0

<U99D3> \x69\x27 |0

<U99D4> \x69\x28 |0

<U99D9> \x69\x29 |0

<U99DA> \x69\x2A |0

<U99DC>

 \x69\x2B |0

<U99DE> \x69\x2C |0

<U99E7> \x69\x2D |0

<U99EA> \x69\x2E |0

<U99EB> \x69\x2F |0

<U99EC> \x69\x30 |0

<U99F0> \x69\x31 |0

<U99F4> \x69\x32 |0

<U99F5> \x69\x33 |0

<U99F9> \x69\x34 |0

<U99FD> \x69\x35 |0

<U99FE> \x69\x36 |0

<U9A02> \x69\x37 |0

<U9A03> \x69\x38 |0

<U9A04> \x69\x39 |0

<U9A0B> \x69\x3A |0

<U9A0C> \x69\x3B |0

<U9A10> \x69\x3C |0

<U9A11> \x69\x3D |0

<U9A16> \x69\x3E |0

<U9A1E> \x69\x3F |0

<U9A20> \x69\x40 |0

<U9A22> \x69\x41 |0

<U9A23> \x69\x42 |0
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<U9A24> \x69\x43 |0

<U9A27> \x69\x44 |0

<U9A2D> \x69\x45 |0

<U9A2E> \x69\x46 |0

<U9A33> \x69\x47 |0

<U9A35> \x69\x48 |0

<U9A36> \x69\x49 |0

<U9A38> \x69\x4A |0

<U9A41> \x69\x4C |0

<U9A44> \x69\x4D |0

<U9A47> \x69\x4B |0

<U9A4A> \x69\x4E |0

<U9A4B> \x69\x4F |0

<U9A4C> \x69\x50 |0

<U9A4E> \x69\x51 |0

<U9A51> \x69\x52 |0

<U9A54> \x69\x53 |0

<U9A56> \x69\x54 |0

<U9A5D> \x69\x55 |0

<U9AAA> \x69\x56 |0

<U9AAC> \x69\x57 |0

<U9AAE> \x69\x58 |0

<U9AAF> \x69\x59 |0

<U9AB2> \x69\x5A |0

<U9AB4> \x69\x5B |0

<U9AB5> \x69\x5C |0

<U9AB6>

 \x69\x5D |0

<U9AB9> \x69\x5E |0

<U9ABB> \x69\x5F |0

<U9ABE> \x69\x60 |0

<U9ABF> \x69\x61 |0

<U9AC1> \x69\x62 |0

<U9AC3> \x69\x63 |0

<U9AC6> \x69\x64 |0

<U9AC8> \x69\x65 |0

<U9ACE> \x69\x66 |0

<U9AD0> \x69\x67 |0

<U9AD2> \x69\x68 |0

<U9AD5> \x69\x69 |0

<U9AD6> \x69\x6A |0

<U9AD7> \x69\x6B |0

<U9ADB> \x69\x6C |0

<U9ADC> \x69\x6D |0

<U9AE0> \x69\x6E |0

<U9AE4> \x69\x6F |0

<U9AE5> \x69\x70 |0

<U9AE7> \x69\x71 |0
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<U9AE9> \x69\x72 |0

<U9AEC> \x69\x73 |0

<U9AF2> \x69\x74 |0

<U9AF3> \x69\x75 |0

<U9AF5> \x69\x76 |0

<U9AF9> \x69\x77 |0

<U9AFA> \x69\x78 |0

<U9AFD> \x69\x79 |0

<U9AFF> \x69\x7A |0

<U9B00> \x69\x7B |0

<U9B01> \x69\x7C |0

<U9B02> \x69\x7D |0

<U9B03> \x69\x7E |0

<U9B04> \x6A\x21 |0

<U9B05> \x6A\x22 |0

<U9B08> \x6A\x23 |0

<U9B09> \x6A\x24 |0

<U9B0B> \x6A\x25 |0

<U9B0C> \x6A\x26 |0

<U9B0D> \x6A\x27 |0

<U9B0E> \x6A\x28 |0

<U9B10> \x6A\x29 |0

<U9B12> \x6A\x2A |0

<U9B16> \x6A\x2B |0

<U9B19> \x6A\x2C |0

<U9B1B> \x6A\x2D |0

<U9B1C> \x6A\x2E |0

<U9B20> \x6A\x2F |0

<U9B26> \x6A\x30 |0

<U9B2B>

 \x6A\x31 |0

<U9B2D> \x6A\x32 |0

<U9B33> \x6A\x33 |0

<U9B34> \x6A\x34 |0

<U9B35> \x6A\x35 |0

<U9B37> \x6A\x36 |0

<U9B39> \x6A\x37 |0

<U9B3A> \x6A\x38 |0

<U9B3D> \x6A\x39 |0

<U9B48> \x6A\x3A |0

<U9B4B> \x6A\x3B |0

<U9B4C> \x6A\x3C |0

<U9B55> \x6A\x3D |0

<U9B56> \x6A\x3E |0

<U9B57> \x6A\x3F |0

<U9B5B> \x6A\x40 |0

<U9B5E> \x6A\x41 |0

<U9B61> \x6A\x42 |0
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<U9B63> \x6A\x43 |0

<U9B65> \x6A\x44 |0

<U9B66> \x6A\x45 |0

<U9B68> \x6A\x46 |0

<U9B6A> \x6A\x47 |0

<U9B6B> \x6A\x48 |0

<U9B6C> \x6A\x49 |0

<U9B6D> \x6A\x4A |0

<U9B6E> \x6A\x4B |0

<U9B73> \x6A\x4C |0

<U9B75> \x6A\x4D |0

<U9B77> \x6A\x4E |0

<U9B78> \x6A\x4F |0

<U9B79> \x6A\x50 |0

<U9B7F> \x6A\x51 |0

<U9B80> \x6A\x52 |0

<U9B84> \x6A\x53 |0

<U9B85> \x6A\x54 |0

<U9B86> \x6A\x55 |0

<U9B87> \x6A\x56 |0

<U9B89> \x6A\x57 |0

<U9B8A> \x6A\x58 |0

<U9B8B> \x6A\x59 |0

<U9B8D> \x6A\x5A |0

<U9B8F> \x6A\x5B |0

<U9B90> \x6A\x5C |0

<U9B94> \x6A\x5D |0

<U9B9A> \x6A\x5E |0

<U9B9D> \x6A\x5F |0

<U9B9E> \x6A\x60 |0

<U9BA6> \x6A\x61 |0

<U9BA7> \x6A\x62 |0

<U9BA9>

 \x6A\x63 |0

<U9BAC> \x6A\x64 |0

<U9BB0> \x6A\x65 |0

<U9BB1> \x6A\x66 |0

<U9BB2> \x6A\x67 |0

<U9BB7> \x6A\x68 |0

<U9BB8> \x6A\x69 |0

<U9BBB> \x6A\x6A |0

<U9BBC> \x6A\x6B |0

<U9BBE> \x6A\x6C |0

<U9BBF> \x6A\x6D |0

<U9BC1> \x6A\x6E |0

<U9BC7> \x6A\x6F |0

<U9BC8> \x6A\x70 |0

<U9BCE> \x6A\x71 |0
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<U9BD0> \x6A\x72 |0

<U9BD7> \x6A\x73 |0

<U9BD8> \x6A\x74 |0

<U9BDD> \x6A\x75 |0

<U9BDF> \x6A\x76 |0

<U9BE5> \x6A\x77 |0

<U9BE7> \x6A\x78 |0

<U9BEA> \x6A\x79 |0

<U9BEB> \x6A\x7A |0

<U9BEF> \x6A\x7B |0

<U9BF3> \x6A\x7C |0

<U9BF7> \x6A\x7D |0

<U9BF8> \x6A\x7E |0

<U9BF9> \x6B\x21 |0

<U9BFA> \x6B\x22 |0

<U9BFD> \x6B\x23 |0

<U9BFF> \x6B\x24 |0

<U9C00> \x6B\x25 |0

<U9C02> \x6B\x26 |0

<U9C0B> \x6B\x27 |0

<U9C0F> \x6B\x28 |0

<U9C11> \x6B\x29 |0

<U9C16> \x6B\x2A |0

<U9C18> \x6B\x2B |0

<U9C19> \x6B\x2C |0

<U9C1A> \x6B\x2D |0

<U9C1C> \x6B\x2E |0

<U9C1E> \x6B\x2F |0

<U9C22> \x6B\x30 |0

<U9C23> \x6B\x31 |0

<U9C26> \x6B\x32 |0

<U9C27> \x6B\x33 |0

<U9C28> \x6B\x34 |0

<U9C29> \x6B\x35 |0

<U9C2A> \x6B\x36 |0

<U9C31>

 \x6B\x37 |0

<U9C35> \x6B\x38 |0

<U9C36> \x6B\x39 |0

<U9C37> \x6B\x3A |0

<U9C3D> \x6B\x3B |0

<U9C41> \x6B\x3C |0

<U9C43> \x6B\x3D |0

<U9C44> \x6B\x3E |0

<U9C45> \x6B\x3F |0

<U9C49> \x6B\x40 |0

<U9C4A> \x6B\x41 |0

<U9C4E> \x6B\x42 |0
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<U9C4F> \x6B\x43 |0

<U9C50> \x6B\x44 |0

<U9C53> \x6B\x45 |0

<U9C54> \x6B\x46 |0

<U9C56> \x6B\x47 |0

<U9C58> \x6B\x48 |0

<U9C5B> \x6B\x49 |0

<U9C5C> \x6B\x50 |0

<U9C5D> \x6B\x4A |0

<U9C5E> \x6B\x4B |0

<U9C5F> \x6B\x4C |0

<U9C63> \x6B\x4D |0

<U9C68> \x6B\x52 |0

<U9C69> \x6B\x4E |0

<U9C6A> \x6B\x4F |0

<U9C6B> \x6B\x51 |0

<U9C6E> \x6B\x53 |0

<U9C70> \x6B\x54 |0

<U9C72> \x6B\x55 |0

<U9C75> \x6B\x56 |0

<U9C77> \x6B\x57 |0

<U9C7B> \x6B\x58 |0

<U9CE6> \x6B\x59 |0

<U9CF2> \x6B\x5A |0

<U9CF7> \x6B\x5B |0

<U9CF9> \x6B\x5C |0

<U9D02> \x6B\x5E |0

<U9D0B> \x6B\x5D |0

<U9D11> \x6B\x5F |0

<U9D17> \x6B\x60 |0

<U9D18> \x6B\x61 |0

<U9D1C> \x6B\x62 |0

<U9D1D> \x6B\x63 |0

<U9D1E> \x6B\x64 |0

<U9D2F> \x6B\x65 |0

<U9D30> \x6B\x66 |0

<U9D32> \x6B\x67 |0

<U9D33> \x6B\x68 |0

<U9D34>

 \x6B\x69 |0

<U9D3A> \x6B\x6A |0

<U9D3C> \x6B\x6B |0

<U9D3D> \x6B\x6D |0

<U9D42> \x6B\x6E |0

<U9D43> \x6B\x6F |0

<U9D45> \x6B\x6C |0

<U9D47> \x6B\x70 |0

<U9D4A> \x6B\x71 |0
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<U9D53> \x6B\x72 |0

<U9D54> \x6B\x73 |0

<U9D5F> \x6B\x74 |0

<U9D62> \x6B\x76 |0

<U9D63> \x6B\x75 |0

<U9D65> \x6B\x77 |0

<U9D69> \x6B\x78 |0

<U9D6A> \x6B\x79 |0

<U9D6B> \x6B\x7A |0

<U9D70> \x6B\x7B |0

<U9D76> \x6B\x7C |0

<U9D77> \x6B\x7D |0

<U9D7B> \x6B\x7E |0

<U9D7C> \x6C\x21 |0

<U9D7E> \x6C\x22 |0

<U9D83> \x6C\x23 |0

<U9D84> \x6C\x24 |0

<U9D86> \x6C\x25 |0

<U9D8A> \x6C\x26 |0

<U9D8D> \x6C\x27 |0

<U9D8E> \x6C\x28 |0

<U9D92> \x6C\x29 |0

<U9D93> \x6C\x2A |0

<U9D95> \x6C\x2B |0

<U9D96> \x6C\x2C |0

<U9D97> \x6C\x2D |0

<U9D98> \x6C\x2E |0

<U9DA1> \x6C\x2F |0

<U9DAA> \x6C\x30 |0

<U9DAC> \x6C\x31 |0

<U9DAE> \x6C\x32 |0

<U9DB1> \x6C\x33 |0

<U9DB5> \x6C\x34 |0

<U9DB9> \x6C\x35 |0

<U9DBC> \x6C\x36 |0

<U9DBF> \x6C\x37 |0

<U9DC3> \x6C\x38 |0

<U9DC7> \x6C\x39 |0

<U9DC9> \x6C\x3A |0

<U9DCA> \x6C\x3B |0

<U9DD4> \x6C\x3C |0

<U9DD5>

 \x6C\x3D |0

<U9DD6> \x6C\x3E |0

<U9DD7> \x6C\x3F |0

<U9DDA> \x6C\x40 |0

<U9DDE> \x6C\x41 |0

<U9DDF> \x6C\x42 |0
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<U9DE0> \x6C\x43 |0

<U9DE5> \x6C\x44 |0

<U9DE7> \x6C\x45 |0

<U9DE9> \x6C\x46 |0

<U9DEB> \x6C\x47 |0

<U9DEE> \x6C\x48 |0

<U9DF0> \x6C\x49 |0

<U9DF3> \x6C\x4A |0

<U9DF4> \x6C\x4B |0

<U9DFE> \x6C\x4C |0

<U9E02> \x6C\x4E |0

<U9E07> \x6C\x4F |0

<U9E0A> \x6C\x4D |0

<U9E0E> \x6C\x50 |0

<U9E10> \x6C\x51 |0

<U9E11> \x6C\x52 |0

<U9E12> \x6C\x53 |0

<U9E15> \x6C\x54 |0

<U9E16> \x6C\x55 |0

<U9E19> \x6C\x56 |0

<U9E1C> \x6C\x57 |0

<U9E1D> \x6C\x58 |0

<U9E7A> \x6C\x59 |0

<U9E7B> \x6C\x5A |0

<U9E7C> \x6C\x5B |0

<U9E80> \x6C\x5C |0

<U9E82> \x6C\x5D |0

<U9E83> \x6C\x5E |0

<U9E84> \x6C\x5F |0

<U9E85> \x6C\x60 |0

<U9E87> \x6C\x61 |0

<U9E8E> \x6C\x62 |0

<U9E8F> \x6C\x63 |0

<U9E96> \x6C\x64 |0

<U9E98> \x6C\x65 |0

<U9E9B> \x6C\x66 |0

<U9E9E> \x6C\x67 |0

<U9EA4> \x6C\x68 |0

<U9EA8> \x6C\x69 |0

<U9EAC> \x6C\x6A |0

<U9EAE> \x6C\x6B |0

<U9EAF> \x6C\x6C |0

<U9EB0> \x6C\x6D |0

<U9EB3> \x6C\x6E |0

<U9EB4>

 \x6C\x6F |0

<U9EB5> \x6C\x70 |0

<U9EC6> \x6C\x71 |0
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<U9EC8> \x6C\x72 |0

<U9ECB> \x6C\x73 |0

<U9ED5> \x6C\x74 |0

<U9EDF> \x6C\x75 |0

<U9EE4> \x6C\x76 |0

<U9EE7> \x6C\x77 |0

<U9EEC> \x6C\x78 |0

<U9EED> \x6C\x79 |0

<U9EEE> \x6C\x7A |0

<U9EF0> \x6C\x7B |0

<U9EF1> \x6C\x7C |0

<U9EF2> \x6C\x7D |0

<U9EF5> \x6C\x7E |0

<U9EF8> \x6D\x21 |0

<U9EFF> \x6D\x22 |0

<U9F02> \x6D\x23 |0

<U9F03> \x6D\x24 |0

<U9F09> \x6D\x25 |0

<U9F0F> \x6D\x26 |0

<U9F10> \x6D\x27 |0

<U9F11> \x6D\x28 |0

<U9F12> \x6D\x29 |0

<U9F14> \x6D\x2A |0

<U9F16> \x6D\x2B |0

<U9F17> \x6D\x2C |0

<U9F19> \x6D\x2D |0

<U9F1A> \x6D\x2E |0

<U9F1B> \x6D\x2F |0

<U9F1F> \x6D\x30 |0

<U9F22> \x6D\x31 |0

<U9F26> \x6D\x32 |0

<U9F2A> \x6D\x33 |0

<U9F2B> \x6D\x34 |0

<U9F2F> \x6D\x35 |0

<U9F31> \x6D\x36 |0

<U9F32> \x6D\x37 |0

<U9F34> \x6D\x38 |0

<U9F37> \x6D\x39 |0

<U9F39> \x6D\x3A |0

<U9F3A> \x6D\x3B |0

<U9F3C> \x6D\x3C |0

<U9F3D> \x6D\x3D |0

<U9F3F> \x6D\x3E |0

<U9F41> \x6D\x3F |0

<U9F43> \x6D\x40 |0

<U9F44> \x6D\x41 |0

<U9F45> \x6D\x42 |0

<U9F46>
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 \x6D\x43 |0

<U9F47> \x6D\x44 |0

<U9F53> \x6D\x45 |0

<U9F55> \x6D\x46 |0

<U9F56> \x6D\x47 |0

<U9F57> \x6D\x48 |0

<U9F58> \x6D\x49 |0

<U9F5A> \x6D\x4A |0

<U9F5D> \x6D\x4B |0

<U9F5E> \x6D\x4C |0

<U9F68> \x6D\x4D |0

<U9F69> \x6D\x4E |0

<U9F6D> \x6D\x4F |0

<U9F6E> \x6D\x50 |0

<U9F6F> \x6D\x51 |0

<U9F70> \x6D\x52 |0

<U9F71> \x6D\x53 |0

<U9F73> \x6D\x54 |0

<U9F75> \x6D\x55 |0

<U9F7A> \x6D\x56 |0

<U9F7D> \x6D\x57 |0

<U9F8F> \x6D\x58 |0

<U9F90> \x6D\x59 |0

<U9F91> \x6D\x5A |0

<U9F92> \x6D\x5B |0

<U9F94> \x6D\x5C |0

<U9F96> \x6D\x5D |0

<U9F97> \x6D\x5E |0

<U9F9E> \x6D\x5F |0

<U9FA1> \x6D\x60 |0

<U9FA2> \x6D\x61 |0

<U9FA3> \x6D\x62 |0

<U9FA5> \x6D\x63 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/jisx-212.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#
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# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec 27 2002)

# from source files 34B01566.RPMAP100 and 156634B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5478_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  2

<uconv_class>                 "DBCS"

<subchar>                     \x21\x21

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5478_STD"

 

<icu:state>                   0-20:2, 21-7e:1, 7f-ff:2

<icu:state>                   21-7e

<icu:state>

 

CHARMAP

<U00A4>

 \x21\x68 |0

<U00A7> \x21\x6C |0

<U00A8> \x21\x27 |0

<U00B0> \x21\x63 |0

<U00B1> \x21\x40 |0

<U00B4> \x23\x27 |0

<U00D7> \x21\x41 |0

<U00E0> \x28\x24 |0

<U00E1> \x28\x22 |0

<U00E8> \x28\x28 |0

<U00E9> \x28\x26 |0

<U00EA> \x28\x3A |0

<U00EC> \x28\x2C |0

<U00ED> \x28\x2A |0

<U00F2> \x28\x30 |0

<U00F3> \x28\x2E |0

<U00F7> \x21\x42 |0

<U00F9> \x28\x34 |0

<U00FA> \x28\x32 |0

<U00FC> \x28\x39 |0

<U0101> \x28\x21 |0

<U0113> \x28\x25 |0

<U011B> \x28\x27 |0

<U012B> \x28\x29 |0

<U014D> \x28\x2D |0

<U016B> \x28\x31 |0

<U01CE> \x28\x23 |0

<U01D0> \x28\x2B |0

<U01D2> \x28\x2F |0

<U01D4> \x28\x33 |0
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<U01D6> \x28\x35 |0

<U01D8> \x28\x36 |0

<U01DA> \x28\x37 |0

<U01DC> \x28\x38 |0

<U02C7> \x21\x26 |0

<U02C9> \x21\x25 |0

<U0391> \x26\x21 |0

<U0392> \x26\x22 |0

<U0393> \x26\x23 |0

<U0394> \x26\x24 |0

<U0395> \x26\x25 |0

<U0396> \x26\x26 |0

<U0397> \x26\x27 |0

<U0398> \x26\x28 |0

<U0399> \x26\x29 |0

<U039A> \x26\x2A |0

<U039B> \x26\x2B |0

<U039C> \x26\x2C |0

<U039D> \x26\x2D |0

<U039E>

 \x26\x2E |0

<U039F> \x26\x2F |0

<U03A0> \x26\x30 |0

<U03A1> \x26\x31 |0

<U03A3> \x26\x32 |0

<U03A4> \x26\x33 |0

<U03A5> \x26\x34 |0

<U03A6> \x26\x35 |0

<U03A7> \x26\x36 |0

<U03A8> \x26\x37 |0

<U03A9> \x26\x38 |0

<U03B1> \x26\x41 |0

<U03B2> \x26\x42 |0

<U03B3> \x26\x43 |0

<U03B4> \x26\x44 |0

<U03B5> \x26\x45 |0

<U03B6> \x26\x46 |0

<U03B7> \x26\x47 |0

<U03B8> \x26\x48 |0

<U03B9> \x26\x49 |0

<U03BA> \x26\x4A |0

<U03BB> \x26\x4B |0

<U03BC> \x26\x4C |0

<U03BD> \x26\x4D |0

<U03BE> \x26\x4E |0

<U03BF> \x26\x4F |0

<U03C0> \x26\x50 |0

<U03C1> \x26\x51 |0
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<U03C3> \x26\x52 |0

<U03C4> \x26\x53 |0

<U03C5> \x26\x54 |0

<U03C6> \x26\x55 |0

<U03C7> \x26\x56 |0

<U03C8> \x26\x57 |0

<U03C9> \x26\x58 |0

<U0401> \x27\x27 |0

<U0410> \x27\x21 |0

<U0411> \x27\x22 |0

<U0412> \x27\x23 |0

<U0413> \x27\x24 |0

<U0414> \x27\x25 |0

<U0415> \x27\x26 |0

<U0416> \x27\x28 |0

<U0417> \x27\x29 |0

<U0418> \x27\x2A |0

<U0419> \x27\x2B |0

<U041A> \x27\x2C |0

<U041B> \x27\x2D |0

<U041C> \x27\x2E |0

<U041D> \x27\x2F |0

<U041E>

 \x27\x30 |0

<U041F> \x27\x31 |0

<U0420> \x27\x32 |0

<U0421> \x27\x33 |0

<U0422> \x27\x34 |0

<U0423> \x27\x35 |0

<U0424> \x27\x36 |0

<U0425> \x27\x37 |0

<U0426> \x27\x38 |0

<U0427> \x27\x39 |0

<U0428> \x27\x3A |0

<U0429> \x27\x3B |0

<U042A> \x27\x3C |0

<U042B> \x27\x3D |0

<U042C> \x27\x3E |0

<U042D> \x27\x3F |0

<U042E> \x27\x40 |0

<U042F> \x27\x41 |0

<U0430> \x27\x51 |0

<U0431> \x27\x52 |0

<U0432> \x27\x53 |0

<U0433> \x27\x54 |0

<U0434> \x27\x55 |0

<U0435> \x27\x56 |0

<U0436> \x27\x58 |0
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<U0437> \x27\x59 |0

<U0438> \x27\x5A |0

<U0439> \x27\x5B |0

<U043A> \x27\x5C |0

<U043B> \x27\x5D |0

<U043C> \x27\x5E |0

<U043D> \x27\x5F |0

<U043E> \x27\x60 |0

<U043F> \x27\x61 |0

<U0440> \x27\x62 |0

<U0441> \x27\x63 |0

<U0442> \x27\x64 |0

<U0443> \x27\x65 |0

<U0444> \x27\x66 |0

<U0445> \x27\x67 |0

<U0446> \x27\x68 |0

<U0447> \x27\x69 |0

<U0448> \x27\x6A |0

<U0449> \x27\x6B |0

<U044A> \x27\x6C |0

<U044B> \x27\x6D |0

<U044C> \x27\x6E |0

<U044D> \x27\x6F |0

<U044E> \x27\x70 |0

<U044F> \x27\x71 |0

<U0451>

 \x27\x57 |0

<U2015> \x21\x2A |0

<U2016> \x21\x2C |0

<U2018> \x21\x2E |0

<U2019> \x21\x2F |0

<U201C> \x21\x30 |0

<U201D> \x21\x31 |0

<U2026> \x21\x2D |0

<U2030> \x21\x6B |0

<U2032> \x21\x64 |0

<U2033> \x21\x65 |0

<U203B> \x21\x79 |0

<U2103> \x21\x66 |0

<U2116> \x21\x6D |0

<U2160> \x22\x71 |0

<U2161> \x22\x72 |0

<U2162> \x22\x73 |0

<U2163> \x22\x74 |0

<U2164> \x22\x75 |0

<U2165> \x22\x76 |0

<U2166> \x22\x77 |0

<U2167> \x22\x78 |0
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<U2168> \x22\x79 |0

<U2169> \x22\x7A |0

<U216A> \x22\x7B |0

<U216B> \x22\x7C |0

<U2190> \x21\x7B |0

<U2191> \x21\x7C |0

<U2192> \x21\x7A |0

<U2193> \x21\x7D |0

<U2208> \x21\x4A |0

<U220F> \x21\x47 |0

<U2211> \x21\x46 |0

<U221A> \x21\x4C |0

<U221D> \x21\x58 |0

<U221E> \x21\x5E |0

<U2220> \x21\x4F |0

<U2225> \x21\x4E |0

<U2227> \x21\x44 |0

<U2228> \x21\x45 |0

<U2229> \x21\x49 |0

<U222A> \x21\x48 |0

<U222B> \x21\x52 |0

<U222E> \x21\x53 |0

<U2234> \x21\x60 |0

<U2235> \x21\x5F |0

<U2236> \x21\x43 |0

<U2237> \x21\x4B |0

<U223D> \x21\x57 |0

<U2248> \x21\x56 |0

<U224C>

 \x21\x55 |0

<U2260> \x21\x59 |0

<U2261> \x21\x54 |0

<U2264> \x21\x5C |0

<U2265> \x21\x5D |0

<U226E> \x21\x5A |0

<U226F> \x21\x5B |0

<U2299> \x21\x51 |0

<U22A5> \x21\x4D |0

<U2312> \x21\x50 |0

<U2460> \x22\x59 |0

<U2461> \x22\x5A |0

<U2462> \x22\x5B |0

<U2463> \x22\x5C |0

<U2464> \x22\x5D |0

<U2465> \x22\x5E |0

<U2466> \x22\x5F |0

<U2467> \x22\x60 |0

<U2468> \x22\x61 |0
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<U2469> \x22\x62 |0

<U2474> \x22\x45 |0

<U2475> \x22\x46 |0

<U2476> \x22\x47 |0

<U2477> \x22\x48 |0

<U2478> \x22\x49 |0

<U2479> \x22\x4A |0

<U247A> \x22\x4B |0

<U247B> \x22\x4C |0

<U247C> \x22\x4D |0

<U247D> \x22\x4E |0

<U247E> \x22\x4F |0

<U247F> \x22\x50 |0

<U2480> \x22\x51 |0

<U2481> \x22\x52 |0

<U2482> \x22\x53 |0

<U2483> \x22\x54 |0

<U2484> \x22\x55 |0

<U2485> \x22\x56 |0

<U2486> \x22\x57 |0

<U2487> \x22\x58 |0

<U2488> \x22\x31 |0

<U2489> \x22\x32 |0

<U248A> \x22\x33 |0

<U248B> \x22\x34 |0

<U248C> \x22\x35 |0

<U248D> \x22\x36 |0

<U248E> \x22\x37 |0

<U248F> \x22\x38 |0

<U2490> \x22\x39 |0

<U2491> \x22\x3A |0

<U2492>

 \x22\x3B |0

<U2493> \x22\x3C |0

<U2494> \x22\x3D |0

<U2495> \x22\x3E |0

<U2496> \x22\x3F |0

<U2497> \x22\x40 |0

<U2498> \x22\x41 |0

<U2499> \x22\x42 |0

<U249A> \x22\x43 |0

<U249B> \x22\x44 |0

<U2500> \x29\x24 |0

<U2501> \x29\x25 |0

<U2502> \x29\x26 |0

<U2503> \x29\x27 |0

<U2504> \x29\x28 |0

<U2505> \x29\x29 |0
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<U2506> \x29\x2A |0

<U2507> \x29\x2B |0

<U2508> \x29\x2C |0

<U2509> \x29\x2D |0

<U250A> \x29\x2E |0

<U250B> \x29\x2F |0

<U250C> \x29\x30 |0

<U250D> \x29\x31 |0

<U250E> \x29\x32 |0

<U250F> \x29\x33 |0

<U2510> \x29\x34 |0

<U2511> \x29\x35 |0

<U2512> \x29\x36 |0

<U2513> \x29\x37 |0

<U2514> \x29\x38 |0

<U2515> \x29\x39 |0

<U2516> \x29\x3A |0

<U2517> \x29\x3B |0

<U2518> \x29\x3C |0

<U2519> \x29\x3D |0

<U251A> \x29\x3E |0

<U251B> \x29\x3F |0

<U251C> \x29\x40 |0

<U251D> \x29\x41 |0

<U251E> \x29\x42 |0

<U251F> \x29\x43 |0

<U2520> \x29\x44 |0

<U2521> \x29\x45 |0

<U2522> \x29\x46 |0

<U2523> \x29\x47 |0

<U2524> \x29\x48 |0

<U2525> \x29\x49 |0

<U2526> \x29\x4A |0

<U2527> \x29\x4B |0

<U2528>

 \x29\x4C |0

<U2529> \x29\x4D |0

<U252A> \x29\x4E |0

<U252B> \x29\x4F |0

<U252C> \x29\x50 |0

<U252D> \x29\x51 |0

<U252E> \x29\x52 |0

<U252F> \x29\x53 |0

<U2530> \x29\x54 |0

<U2531> \x29\x55 |0

<U2532> \x29\x56 |0

<U2533> \x29\x57 |0

<U2534> \x29\x58 |0
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<U2535> \x29\x59 |0

<U2536> \x29\x5A |0

<U2537> \x29\x5B |0

<U2538> \x29\x5C |0

<U2539> \x29\x5D |0

<U253A> \x29\x5E |0

<U253B> \x29\x5F |0

<U253C> \x29\x60 |0

<U253D> \x29\x61 |0

<U253E> \x29\x62 |0

<U253F> \x29\x63 |0

<U2540> \x29\x64 |0

<U2541> \x29\x65 |0

<U2542> \x29\x66 |0

<U2543> \x29\x67 |0

<U2544> \x29\x68 |0

<U2545> \x29\x69 |0

<U2546> \x29\x6A |0

<U2547> \x29\x6B |0

<U2548> \x29\x6C |0

<U2549> \x29\x6D |0

<U254A> \x29\x6E |0

<U254B> \x29\x6F |0

<U25A0> \x21\x76 |0

<U25A1> \x21\x75 |0

<U25B2> \x21\x78 |0

<U25B3> \x21\x77 |0

<U25C6> \x21\x74 |0

<U25C7> \x21\x73 |0

<U25CB> \x21\x70 |0

<U25CE> \x21\x72 |0

<U25CF> \x21\x71 |0

<U2605> \x21\x6F |0

<U2606> \x21\x6E |0

<U2640> \x21\x62 |0

<U2642> \x21\x61 |0

<U3000> \x21\x21 |0

<U3001>

 \x21\x22 |0

<U3002> \x21\x23 |0

<U3003> \x21\x28 |0

<U3005> \x21\x29 |0

<U3008> \x21\x34 |0

<U3009> \x21\x35 |0

<U300A> \x21\x36 |0

<U300B> \x21\x37 |0

<U300C> \x21\x38 |0

<U300D> \x21\x39 |0
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<U300E> \x21\x3A |0

<U300F> \x21\x3B |0

<U3010> \x21\x3E |0

<U3011> \x21\x3F |0

<U3013> \x21\x7E |0

<U3014> \x21\x32 |0

<U3015> \x21\x33 |0

<U3016> \x21\x3C |0

<U3017> \x21\x3D |0

<U3041> \x24\x21 |0

<U3042> \x24\x22 |0

<U3043> \x24\x23 |0

<U3044> \x24\x24 |0

<U3045> \x24\x25 |0

<U3046> \x24\x26 |0

<U3047> \x24\x27 |0

<U3048> \x24\x28 |0

<U3049> \x24\x29 |0

<U304A> \x24\x2A |0

<U304B> \x24\x2B |0

<U304C> \x24\x2C |0

<U304D> \x24\x2D |0

<U304E> \x24\x2E |0

<U304F> \x24\x2F |0

<U3050> \x24\x30 |0

<U3051> \x24\x31 |0

<U3052> \x24\x32 |0

<U3053> \x24\x33 |0

<U3054> \x24\x34 |0

<U3055> \x24\x35 |0

<U3056> \x24\x36 |0

<U3057> \x24\x37 |0

<U3058> \x24\x38 |0

<U3059> \x24\x39 |0

<U305A> \x24\x3A |0

<U305B> \x24\x3B |0

<U305C> \x24\x3C |0

<U305D> \x24\x3D |0

<U305E> \x24\x3E |0

<U305F> \x24\x3F |0

<U3060>

 \x24\x40 |0

<U3061> \x24\x41 |0

<U3062> \x24\x42 |0

<U3063> \x24\x43 |0

<U3064> \x24\x44 |0

<U3065> \x24\x45 |0

<U3066> \x24\x46 |0
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<U3067> \x24\x47 |0

<U3068> \x24\x48 |0

<U3069> \x24\x49 |0

<U306A> \x24\x4A |0

<U306B> \x24\x4B |0

<U306C> \x24\x4C |0

<U306D> \x24\x4D |0

<U306E> \x24\x4E |0

<U306F> \x24\x4F |0

<U3070> \x24\x50 |0

<U3071> \x24\x51 |0

<U3072> \x24\x52 |0

<U3073> \x24\x53 |0

<U3074> \x24\x54 |0

<U3075> \x24\x55 |0

<U3076> \x24\x56 |0

<U3077> \x24\x57 |0

<U3078> \x24\x58 |0

<U3079> \x24\x59 |0

<U307A> \x24\x5A |0

<U307B> \x24\x5B |0

<U307C> \x24\x5C |0

<U307D> \x24\x5D |0

<U307E> \x24\x5E |0

<U307F> \x24\x5F |0

<U3080> \x24\x60 |0

<U3081> \x24\x61 |0

<U3082> \x24\x62 |0

<U3083> \x24\x63 |0

<U3084> \x24\x64 |0

<U3085> \x24\x65 |0

<U3086> \x24\x66 |0

<U3087> \x24\x67 |0

<U3088> \x24\x68 |0

<U3089> \x24\x69 |0

<U308A> \x24\x6A |0

<U308B> \x24\x6B |0

<U308C> \x24\x6C |0

<U308D> \x24\x6D |0

<U308E> \x24\x6E |0

<U308F> \x24\x6F |0

<U3090> \x24\x70 |0

<U3091> \x24\x71 |0

<U3092>

 \x24\x72 |0

<U3093> \x24\x73 |0

<U30A1> \x25\x21 |0

<U30A2> \x25\x22 |0
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<U30A3> \x25\x23 |0

<U30A4> \x25\x24 |0

<U30A5> \x25\x25 |0

<U30A6> \x25\x26 |0

<U30A7> \x25\x27 |0

<U30A8> \x25\x28 |0

<U30A9> \x25\x29 |0

<U30AA> \x25\x2A |0

<U30AB> \x25\x2B |0

<U30AC> \x25\x2C |0

<U30AD> \x25\x2D |0

<U30AE> \x25\x2E |0

<U30AF> \x25\x2F |0

<U30B0> \x25\x30 |0

<U30B1> \x25\x31 |0

<U30B2> \x25\x32 |0

<U30B3> \x25\x33 |0

<U30B4> \x25\x34 |0

<U30B5> \x25\x35 |0

<U30B6> \x25\x36 |0

<U30B7> \x25\x37 |0

<U30B8> \x25\x38 |0

<U30B9> \x25\x39 |0

<U30BA> \x25\x3A |0

<U30BB> \x25\x3B |0

<U30BC> \x25\x3C |0

<U30BD> \x25\x3D |0

<U30BE> \x25\x3E |0

<U30BF> \x25\x3F |0

<U30C0> \x25\x40 |0

<U30C1> \x25\x41 |0

<U30C2> \x25\x42 |0

<U30C3> \x25\x43 |0

<U30C4> \x25\x44 |0

<U30C5> \x25\x45 |0

<U30C6> \x25\x46 |0

<U30C7> \x25\x47 |0

<U30C8> \x25\x48 |0

<U30C9> \x25\x49 |0

<U30CA> \x25\x4A |0

<U30CB> \x25\x4B |0

<U30CC> \x25\x4C |0

<U30CD> \x25\x4D |0

<U30CE> \x25\x4E |0

<U30CF> \x25\x4F |0

<U30D0> \x25\x50 |0

<U30D1>
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 \x25\x51 |0

<U30D2> \x25\x52 |0

<U30D3> \x25\x53 |0

<U30D4> \x25\x54 |0

<U30D5> \x25\x55 |0

<U30D6> \x25\x56 |0

<U30D7> \x25\x57 |0

<U30D8> \x25\x58 |0

<U30D9> \x25\x59 |0

<U30DA> \x25\x5A |0

<U30DB> \x25\x5B |0

<U30DC> \x25\x5C |0

<U30DD> \x25\x5D |0

<U30DE> \x25\x5E |0

<U30DF> \x25\x5F |0

<U30E0> \x25\x60 |0

<U30E1> \x25\x61 |0

<U30E2> \x25\x62 |0

<U30E3> \x25\x63 |0

<U30E4> \x25\x64 |0

<U30E5> \x25\x65 |0

<U30E6> \x25\x66 |0

<U30E7> \x25\x67 |0

<U30E8> \x25\x68 |0

<U30E9> \x25\x69 |0

<U30EA> \x25\x6A |0

<U30EB> \x25\x6B |0

<U30EC> \x25\x6C |0

<U30ED> \x25\x6D |0

<U30EE> \x25\x6E |0

<U30EF> \x25\x6F |0

<U30F0> \x25\x70 |0

<U30F1> \x25\x71 |0

<U30F2> \x25\x72 |0

<U30F3> \x25\x73 |0

<U30F4> \x25\x74 |0

<U30F5> \x25\x75 |0

<U30F6> \x25\x76 |0

<U30FB> \x21\x24 |0

<U3105> \x28\x45 |0

<U3106> \x28\x46 |0

<U3107> \x28\x47 |0

<U3108> \x28\x48 |0

<U3109> \x28\x49 |0

<U310A> \x28\x4A |0

<U310B> \x28\x4B |0

<U310C> \x28\x4C |0

<U310D> \x28\x4D |0
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<U310E> \x28\x4E |0

<U310F> \x28\x4F |0

<U3110>

 \x28\x50 |0

<U3111> \x28\x51 |0

<U3112> \x28\x52 |0

<U3113> \x28\x53 |0

<U3114> \x28\x54 |0

<U3115> \x28\x55 |0

<U3116> \x28\x56 |0

<U3117> \x28\x57 |0

<U3118> \x28\x58 |0

<U3119> \x28\x59 |0

<U311A> \x28\x5A |0

<U311B> \x28\x5B |0

<U311C> \x28\x5C |0

<U311D> \x28\x5D |0

<U311E> \x28\x5E |0

<U311F> \x28\x5F |0

<U3120> \x28\x60 |0

<U3121> \x28\x61 |0

<U3122> \x28\x62 |0

<U3123> \x28\x63 |0

<U3124> \x28\x64 |0

<U3125> \x28\x65 |0

<U3126> \x28\x66 |0

<U3127> \x28\x67 |0

<U3128> \x28\x68 |0

<U3129> \x28\x69 |0

<U3220> \x22\x65 |0

<U3221> \x22\x66 |0

<U3222> \x22\x67 |0

<U3223> \x22\x68 |0

<U3224> \x22\x69 |0

<U3225> \x22\x6A |0

<U3226> \x22\x6B |0

<U3227> \x22\x6C |0

<U3228> \x22\x6D |0

<U3229> \x22\x6E |0

<U4E00> \x52\x3B |0

<U4E01> \x36\x21 |0

<U4E03> \x46\x5F |0

<U4E07> \x4D\x72 |0

<U4E08> \x55\x49 |0

<U4E09> \x48\x7D |0

<U4E0A> \x49\x4F |0

<U4E0B> \x4F\x42 |0

<U4E0C> \x58\x22 |0
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<U4E0D> \x32\x3B |0

<U4E0E> \x53\x6B |0

<U4E10> \x58\x24 |0

<U4E11> \x33\x73 |0

<U4E13> \x57\x28 |0

<U4E14>

 \x47\x52 |0

<U4E15> \x58\x27 |0

<U4E16> \x4A\x40 |0

<U4E18> \x47\x70 |0

<U4E19> \x31\x7B |0

<U4E1A> \x52\x35 |0

<U4E1B> \x34\x54 |0

<U4E1C> \x36\x2B |0

<U4E1D> \x4B\x3F |0

<U4E1E> \x58\x29 |0

<U4E22> \x36\x2A |0

<U4E24> \x41\x3D |0

<U4E25> \x51\x4F |0

<U4E27> \x49\x25 |0

<U4E28> \x58\x2D |0

<U4E2A> \x38\x76 |0

<U4E2B> \x51\x3E |0

<U4E2C> \x63\x5C |0

<U4E2D> \x56\x50 |0

<U4E30> \x37\x61 |0

<U4E32> \x34\x2E |0

<U4E34> \x41\x59 |0

<U4E36> \x58\x3C |0

<U4E38> \x4D\x68 |0

<U4E39> \x35\x24 |0

<U4E3A> \x4E\x2A |0

<U4E3B> \x56\x77 |0

<U4E3D> \x40\x76 |0

<U4E3E> \x3E\x59 |0

<U4E3F> \x58\x2F |0

<U4E43> \x44\x4B |0

<U4E45> \x3E\x43 |0

<U4E47> \x58\x31 |0

<U4E48> \x43\x34 |0

<U4E49> \x52\x65 |0

<U4E4B> \x56\x2E |0

<U4E4C> \x4E\x5A |0

<U4E4D> \x55\x27 |0

<U4E4E> \x3A\x75 |0

<U4E4F> \x37\x26 |0

<U4E50> \x40\x56 |0

<U4E52> \x46\x39 |0
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<U4E53> \x45\x52 |0

<U4E54> \x47\x47 |0

<U4E56> \x39\x54 |0

<U4E58> \x33\x4B |0

<U4E59> \x52\x52 |0

<U4E5C> \x58\x3F |0

<U4E5D> \x3E\x45 |0

<U4E5E> \x46\x72 |0

<U4E5F>

 \x52\x32 |0

<U4E60> \x4F\x30 |0

<U4E61> \x4F\x67 |0

<U4E66> \x4A\x69 |0

<U4E69> \x58\x40 |0

<U4E70> \x42\x72 |0

<U4E71> \x42\x52 |0

<U4E73> \x48\x69 |0

<U4E7E> \x47\x2C |0

<U4E86> \x41\x4B |0

<U4E88> \x53\x68 |0

<U4E89> \x55\x79 |0

<U4E8B> \x4A\x42 |0

<U4E8C> \x36\x7E |0

<U4E8D> \x58\x21 |0

<U4E8E> \x53\x5A |0

<U4E8F> \x3F\x77 |0

<U4E91> \x54\x46 |0

<U4E92> \x3B\x25 |0

<U4E93> \x58\x41 |0

<U4E94> \x4E\x65 |0

<U4E95> \x3E\x2E |0

<U4E98> \x58\x28 |0

<U4E9A> \x51\x47 |0

<U4E9B> \x50\x29 |0

<U4E9F> \x58\x3D |0

<U4EA0> \x59\x6F |0

<U4EA1> \x4D\x76 |0

<U4EA2> \x3F\x3A |0

<U4EA4> \x3D\x3B |0

<U4EA5> \x3A\x25 |0

<U4EA6> \x52\x60 |0

<U4EA7> \x32\x7A |0

<U4EA8> \x3A\x60 |0

<U4EA9> \x44\x36 |0

<U4EAB> \x4F\x6D |0

<U4EAC> \x3E\x29 |0

<U4EAD> \x4D\x24 |0

<U4EAE> \x41\x41 |0
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<U4EB2> \x47\x57 |0

<U4EB3> \x59\x71 |0

<U4EB5> \x59\x74 |0

<U4EBA> \x48\x4B |0

<U4EBB> \x58\x69 |0

<U4EBF> \x52\x5A |0

<U4EC0> \x4A\x32 |0

<U4EC1> \x48\x4A |0

<U4EC2> \x58\x6C |0

<U4EC3> \x58\x6A |0

<U4EC4> \x58\x46 |0

<U4EC5>

 \x3D\x76 |0

<U4EC6> \x46\x4D |0

<U4EC7> \x33\x70 |0

<U4EC9> \x58\x6B |0

<U4ECA> \x3D\x71 |0

<U4ECB> \x3D\x69 |0

<U4ECD> \x48\x54 |0

<U4ECE> \x34\x53 |0

<U4ED1> \x42\x58 |0

<U4ED3> \x32\x56 |0

<U4ED4> \x57\x50 |0

<U4ED5> \x4A\x4B |0

<U4ED6> \x4B\x7B |0

<U4ED7> \x55\x4C |0

<U4ED8> \x38\x36 |0

<U4ED9> \x4F\x49 |0

<U4EDD> \x59\x5A |0

<U4EDE> \x58\x70 |0

<U4EDF> \x47\x2A |0

<U4EE1> \x58\x6E |0

<U4EE3> \x34\x7A |0

<U4EE4> \x41\x6E |0

<U4EE5> \x52\x54 |0

<U4EE8> \x58\x6D |0

<U4EEA> \x52\x47 |0

<U4EEB> \x58\x6F |0

<U4EEC> \x43\x47 |0

<U4EF0> \x51\x76 |0

<U4EF2> \x56\x59 |0

<U4EF3> \x58\x72 |0

<U4EF5> \x58\x75 |0

<U4EF6> \x3C\x7E |0

<U4EF7> \x3C\x5B |0

<U4EFB> \x48\x4E |0

<U4EFD> \x37\x5D |0

<U4EFF> \x37\x42 |0
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<U4F01> \x46\x73 |0

<U4F09> \x58\x78 |0

<U4F0A> \x52\x41 |0

<U4F0D> \x4E\x69 |0

<U4F0E> \x3C\x3F |0

<U4F0F> \x37\x7C |0

<U4F10> \x37\x25 |0

<U4F11> \x50\x5D |0

<U4F17> \x56\x5A |0

<U4F18> \x53\x45 |0

<U4F19> \x3B\x6F |0

<U4F1A> \x3B\x61 |0

<U4F1B> \x58\x71 |0

<U4F1E> \x49\x21 |0

<U4F1F>

 \x4E\x30 |0

<U4F20> \x34\x2B |0

<U4F22> \x58\x73 |0

<U4F24> \x49\x4B |0

<U4F25> \x58\x76 |0

<U4F26> \x42\x57 |0

<U4F27> \x58\x77 |0

<U4F2A> \x4E\x31 |0

<U4F2B> \x58\x79 |0

<U4F2F> \x32\x2E |0

<U4F30> \x39\x40 |0

<U4F32> \x59\x23 |0

<U4F34> \x30\x69 |0

<U4F36> \x41\x66 |0

<U4F38> \x49\x6C |0

<U4F3A> \x4B\x45 |0

<U4F3C> \x4B\x46 |0

<U4F3D> \x59\x24 |0

<U4F43> \x35\x68 |0

<U4F46> \x35\x2B |0

<U4F4D> \x4E\x3B |0

<U4F4E> \x35\x4D |0

<U4F4F> \x57\x21 |0

<U4F50> \x57\x74 |0

<U4F51> \x53\x53 |0

<U4F53> \x4C\x65 |0

<U4F55> \x3A\x4E |0

<U4F57> \x59\x22 |0

<U4F58> \x59\x5C |0

<U4F59> \x53\x60 |0

<U4F5A> \x58\x7D |0

<U4F5B> \x37\x70 |0

<U4F5C> \x57\x77 |0
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<U4F5D> \x58\x7E |0

<U4F5E> \x58\x7A |0

<U4F5F> \x59\x21 |0

<U4F60> \x44\x63 |0

<U4F63> \x53\x36 |0

<U4F64> \x58\x74 |0

<U4F65> \x59\x5D |0

<U4F67> \x58\x7B |0

<U4F69> \x45\x65 |0

<U4F6C> \x40\x50 |0

<U4F6F> \x51\x70 |0

<U4F70> \x30\x5B |0

<U4F73> \x3C\x51 |0

<U4F74> \x59\x26 |0

<U4F76> \x59\x25 |0

<U4F7B> \x59\x2C |0

<U4F7C> \x59\x2E |0

<U4F7E>

 \x59\x2B |0

<U4F7F> \x4A\x39 |0

<U4F83> \x59\x29 |0

<U4F84> \x56\x36 |0

<U4F88> \x33\x5E |0

<U4F89> \x59\x28 |0

<U4F8B> \x40\x7D |0

<U4F8D> \x4A\x4C |0

<U4F8F> \x59\x2A |0

<U4F91> \x59\x27 |0

<U4F94> \x59\x30 |0

<U4F97> \x36\x31 |0

<U4F9B> \x39\x29 |0

<U4F9D> \x52\x40 |0

<U4FA0> \x4F\x40 |0

<U4FA3> \x42\x42 |0

<U4FA5> \x3D\x44 |0

<U4FA6> \x55\x6C |0

<U4FA7> \x32\x60 |0

<U4FA8> \x47\x48 |0

<U4FA9> \x3F\x6B |0

<U4FAA> \x59\x2D |0

<U4FAC> \x59\x2F |0

<U4FAE> \x4E\x6A |0

<U4FAF> \x3A\x6E |0

<U4FB5> \x47\x56 |0

<U4FBF> \x31\x63 |0

<U4FC3> \x34\x59 |0

<U4FC4> \x36\x6D |0

<U4FC5> \x59\x34 |0
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<U4FCA> \x3F\x21 |0

<U4FCE> \x59\x5E |0

<U4FCF> \x47\x4E |0

<U4FD0> \x40\x7E |0

<U4FD1> \x59\x38 |0

<U4FD7> \x4B\x57 |0

<U4FD8> \x37\x7D |0

<U4FDA> \x59\x35 |0

<U4FDC> \x59\x37 |0

<U4FDD> \x31\x23 |0

<U4FDE> \x53\x61 |0

<U4FDF> \x59\x39 |0

<U4FE1> \x50\x45 |0

<U4FE3> \x59\x36 |0

<U4FE6> \x59\x31 |0

<U4FE8> \x59\x32 |0

<U4FE9> \x41\x29 |0

<U4FEA> \x59\x33 |0

<U4FED> \x3C\x73 |0

<U4FEE> \x50\x5E |0

<U4FEF>

 \x38\x29 |0

<U4FF1> \x3E\x63 |0

<U4FF3> \x59\x3D |0

<U4FF8> \x59\x3A |0

<U4FFA> \x30\x33 |0

<U4FFE> \x59\x42 |0

<U500C> \x59\x44 |0

<U500D> \x31\x36 |0

<U500F> \x59\x3F |0

<U5012> \x35\x39 |0

<U5014> \x3E\x73 |0

<U5018> \x4C\x48 |0

<U5019> \x3A\x72 |0

<U501A> \x52\x50 |0

<U501C> \x59\x43 |0

<U501F> \x3D\x68 |0

<U5021> \x33\x2B |0

<U5025> \x59\x45 |0

<U5026> \x3E\x6B |0

<U5028> \x59\x46 |0

<U5029> \x59\x3B |0

<U502A> \x44\x5F |0

<U502C> \x59\x3E |0

<U502D> \x59\x41 |0

<U502E> \x59\x40 |0

<U503A> \x55\x2E |0

<U503C> \x56\x35 |0
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<U503E> \x47\x63 |0

<U5043> \x59\x48 |0

<U5047> \x3C\x59 |0

<U5048> \x59\x4A |0

<U504C> \x59\x3C |0

<U504E> \x59\x4B |0

<U504F> \x46\x2B |0

<U5055> \x59\x49 |0

<U505A> \x57\x76 |0

<U505C> \x4D\x23 |0

<U5065> \x3D\x21 |0

<U506C> \x59\x4C |0

<U5076> \x45\x3C |0

<U5077> \x4D\x35 |0

<U507B> \x59\x4D |0

<U507E> \x59\x47 |0

<U507F> \x33\x25 |0

<U5080> \x3F\x7E |0

<U5085> \x38\x35 |0

<U5088> \x40\x7C |0

<U508D> \x30\x78 |0

<U50A3> \x34\x76 |0

<U50A5> \x59\x4E |0

<U50A7>

 \x59\x4F |0

<U50A8> \x34\x22 |0

<U50A9> \x59\x50 |0

<U50AC> \x34\x5F |0

<U50B2> \x30\x41 |0

<U50BA> \x59\x51 |0

<U50BB> \x49\x35 |0

<U50CF> \x4F\x71 |0

<U50D6> \x59\x52 |0

<U50DA> \x41\x45 |0

<U50E6> \x59\x56 |0

<U50E7> \x49\x2E |0

<U50EC> \x59\x55 |0

<U50ED> \x59\x54 |0

<U50EE> \x59\x57 |0

<U50F3> \x4B\x5B |0

<U50F5> \x3D\x29 |0

<U50FB> \x46\x27 |0

<U5106> \x59\x53 |0

<U5107> \x59\x58 |0

<U510B> \x59\x59 |0

<U5112> \x48\x65 |0

<U5121> \x40\x5C |0

<U513F> \x36\x79 |0
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<U5140> \x58\x23 |0

<U5141> \x54\x4A |0

<U5143> \x54\x2A |0

<U5144> \x50\x56 |0

<U5145> \x33\x64 |0

<U5146> \x55\x57 |0

<U5148> \x4F\x48 |0

<U5149> \x39\x62 |0

<U514B> \x3F\x4B |0

<U514D> \x43\x62 |0

<U5151> \x36\x52 |0

<U5154> \x4D\x43 |0

<U5155> \x59\x6E |0

<U5156> \x59\x70 |0

<U515A> \x35\x33 |0

<U515C> \x36\x35 |0

<U5162> \x3E\x24 |0

<U5165> \x48\x6B |0

<U5168> \x48\x2B |0

<U516B> \x30\x4B |0

<U516C> \x39\x2B |0

<U516D> \x41\x79 |0

<U516E> \x59\x62 |0

<U5170> \x40\x3C |0

<U5171> \x39\x32 |0

<U5173> \x39\x58 |0

<U5174>

 \x50\x4B |0

<U5175> \x31\x78 |0

<U5176> \x46\x64 |0

<U5177> \x3E\x5F |0

<U5178> \x35\x64 |0

<U5179> \x57\x48 |0

<U517B> \x51\x78 |0

<U517C> \x3C\x66 |0

<U517D> \x4A\x5E |0

<U5180> \x3C\x3D |0

<U5181> \x59\x66 |0

<U5182> \x58\x67 |0

<U5185> \x44\x5A |0

<U5188> \x38\x54 |0

<U5189> \x48\x3D |0

<U518C> \x32\x61 |0

<U518D> \x54\x59 |0

<U5192> \x43\x30 |0

<U5195> \x43\x61 |0

<U5196> \x5A\x22 |0

<U5197> \x48\x5F |0
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<U5199> \x50\x34 |0

<U519B> \x3E\x7C |0

<U519C> \x45\x29 |0

<U51A0> \x39\x5A |0

<U51A2> \x5A\x23 |0

<U51A4> \x54\x29 |0

<U51A5> \x5A\x24 |0

<U51AB> \x59\x7B |0

<U51AC> \x36\x2C |0

<U51AF> \x37\x6B |0

<U51B0> \x31\x79 |0

<U51B1> \x59\x7C |0

<U51B2> \x33\x65 |0

<U51B3> \x3E\x76 |0

<U51B5> \x3F\x76 |0

<U51B6> \x52\x31 |0

<U51B7> \x40\x64 |0

<U51BB> \x36\x33 |0

<U51BC> \x59\x7E |0

<U51BD> \x59\x7D |0

<U51C0> \x3E\x3B |0

<U51C4> \x46\x60 |0

<U51C6> \x57\x3C |0

<U51C7> \x5A\x21 |0

<U51C9> \x41\x39 |0

<U51CB> \x35\x72 |0

<U51CC> \x41\x68 |0

<U51CF> \x3C\x75 |0

<U51D1> \x34\x55 |0

<U51DB>

 \x41\x5D |0

<U51DD> \x44\x7D |0

<U51E0> \x3C\x38 |0

<U51E1> \x37\x32 |0

<U51E4> \x37\x6F |0

<U51EB> \x59\x6C |0

<U51ED> \x46\x3E |0

<U51EF> \x3F\x2D |0

<U51F0> \x3B\x4B |0

<U51F3> \x35\x4A |0

<U51F5> \x5B\x49 |0

<U51F6> \x50\x57 |0

<U51F8> \x4D\x39 |0

<U51F9> \x30\x3C |0

<U51FA> \x33\x76 |0

<U51FB> \x3B\x77 |0

<U51FC> \x5B\x4A |0

<U51FD> \x3A\x2F |0
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<U51FF> \x54\x64 |0

<U5200> \x35\x36 |0

<U5201> \x35\x73 |0

<U5202> \x58\x56 |0

<U5203> \x48\x50 |0

<U5206> \x37\x56 |0

<U5207> \x47\x50 |0

<U5208> \x58\x57 |0

<U520A> \x3F\x2F |0

<U520D> \x5B\x3B |0

<U520E> \x58\x58 |0

<U5211> \x50\x4C |0

<U5212> \x3B\x2E |0

<U5216> \x6B\x3E |0

<U5217> \x41\x50 |0

<U5218> \x41\x75 |0

<U5219> \x54\x72 |0

<U521A> \x38\x55 |0

<U521B> \x34\x34 |0

<U521D> \x33\x75 |0

<U5220> \x49\x3E |0

<U5224> \x45\x50 |0

<U5228> \x45\x59 |0

<U5229> \x40\x7B |0

<U522B> \x31\x70 |0

<U522D> \x58\x59 |0

<U522E> \x39\x4E |0

<U5230> \x35\x3D |0

<U5233> \x58\x5A |0

<U5236> \x56\x46 |0

<U5237> \x4B\x22 |0

<U5238> \x48\x2F |0

<U5239>

 \x49\x32 |0

<U523A> \x34\x4C |0

<U523B> \x3F\x4C |0

<U523D> \x39\x74 |0

<U523F> \x58\x5B |0

<U5240> \x58\x5C |0

<U5241> \x36\x67 |0

<U5242> \x3C\x41 |0

<U5243> \x4C\x6A |0

<U524A> \x4F\x77 |0

<U524C> \x58\x5D |0

<U524D> \x47\x30 |0

<U5250> \x39\x50 |0

<U5251> \x3D\x23 |0

<U5254> \x4C\x5E |0
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<U5256> \x46\x4A |0

<U525C> \x58\x60 |0

<U525E> \x58\x5E |0

<U5261> \x58\x5F |0

<U5265> \x30\x7E |0

<U5267> \x3E\x67 |0

<U5269> \x4A\x23 |0

<U526A> \x3C\x74 |0

<U526F> \x38\x31 |0

<U5272> \x38\x6E |0

<U527D> \x58\x62 |0

<U527F> \x3D\x4B |0

<U5281> \x58\x64 |0

<U5282> \x58\x63 |0

<U5288> \x45\x7C |0

<U5290> \x58\x65 |0

<U5293> \x58\x66 |0

<U529B> \x41\x26 |0

<U529D> \x48\x30 |0

<U529E> \x30\x6C |0

<U529F> \x39\x26 |0

<U52A0> \x3C\x53 |0

<U52A1> \x4E\x71 |0

<U52A2> \x5B\x3D |0

<U52A3> \x41\x53 |0

<U52A8> \x36\x2F |0

<U52A9> \x56\x7A |0

<U52AA> \x45\x2C |0

<U52AB> \x3D\x59 |0

<U52AC> \x5B\x3E |0

<U52AD> \x5B\x3F |0

<U52B1> \x40\x78 |0

<U52B2> \x3E\x22 |0

<U52B3> \x40\x4D |0

<U52BE> \x5B\x40 |0

<U52BF>

 \x4A\x46 |0

<U52C3> \x32\x2A |0

<U52C7> \x53\x42 |0

<U52C9> \x43\x63 |0

<U52CB> \x51\x2B |0

<U52D0> \x5B\x42 |0

<U52D2> \x40\x55 |0

<U52D6> \x5B\x43 |0

<U52D8> \x3F\x31 |0

<U52DF> \x44\x3C |0

<U52E4> \x47\x5A |0

<U52F0> \x5B\x44 |0
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<U52F9> \x59\x68 |0

<U52FA> \x49\x57 |0

<U52FE> \x39\x34 |0

<U52FF> \x4E\x70 |0

<U5300> \x54\x48 |0

<U5305> \x30\x7C |0

<U5306> \x34\x52 |0

<U5308> \x50\x59 |0

<U530D> \x59\x69 |0

<U530F> \x5E\x4B |0

<U5310> \x59\x6B |0

<U5315> \x58\x30 |0

<U5316> \x3B\x2F |0

<U5317> \x31\x31 |0

<U5319> \x33\x57 |0

<U531A> \x58\x4E |0

<U531D> \x54\x51 |0

<U5320> \x3D\x33 |0

<U5321> \x3F\x6F |0

<U5323> \x4F\x3B |0

<U5326> \x58\x50 |0

<U532A> \x37\x4B |0

<U532E> \x58\x51 |0

<U5339> \x46\x25 |0

<U533A> \x47\x78 |0

<U533B> \x52\x3D |0

<U533E> \x58\x52 |0

<U533F> \x44\x64 |0

<U5341> \x4A\x2E |0

<U5343> \x47\x27 |0

<U5345> \x58\x26 |0

<U5347> \x49\x7D |0

<U5348> \x4E\x67 |0

<U5349> \x3B\x5C |0

<U534A> \x30\x6B |0

<U534E> \x3B\x2A |0

<U534F> \x50\x2D |0

<U5351> \x31\x30 |0

<U5352>

 \x57\x64 |0

<U5353> \x57\x3F |0

<U5355> \x35\x25 |0

<U5356> \x42\x74 |0

<U5357> \x44\x4F |0

<U535A> \x32\x29 |0

<U535C> \x32\x37 |0

<U535E> \x31\x65 |0

<U535F> \x5F\x32 |0
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<U5360> \x55\x3C |0

<U5361> \x3F\x28 |0

<U5362> \x42\x2C |0

<U5363> \x58\x55 |0

<U5364> \x42\x31 |0

<U5366> \x58\x54 |0

<U5367> \x4E\x54 |0

<U5369> \x5A\x60 |0

<U536B> \x4E\x40 |0

<U536E> \x58\x34 |0

<U536F> \x43\x2E |0

<U5370> \x53\x21 |0

<U5371> \x4E\x23 |0

<U5373> \x3C\x34 |0

<U5374> \x48\x34 |0

<U5375> \x42\x51 |0

<U5377> \x3E\x6D |0

<U5378> \x50\x36 |0

<U537A> \x5A\x61 |0

<U537F> \x47\x64 |0

<U5382> \x33\x27 |0

<U5384> \x36\x72 |0

<U5385> \x4C\x7C |0

<U5386> \x40\x7A |0

<U5389> \x40\x77 |0

<U538B> \x51\x39 |0

<U538C> \x51\x61 |0

<U538D> \x58\x47 |0

<U5395> \x32\x5E |0

<U5398> \x40\x65 |0

<U539A> \x3A\x71 |0

<U539D> \x58\x48 |0

<U539F> \x54\x2D |0

<U53A2> \x4F\x61 |0

<U53A3> \x58\x49 |0

<U53A5> \x58\x4A |0

<U53A6> \x4F\x43 |0

<U53A8> \x33\x78 |0

<U53A9> \x3E\x47 |0

<U53AE> \x58\x4B |0

<U53B6> \x5B\x4C |0

<U53BB>

 \x48\x25 |0

<U53BF> \x4F\x58 |0

<U53C1> \x48\x7E |0

<U53C2> \x32\x4E |0

<U53C8> \x53\x56 |0

<U53C9> \x32\x66 |0
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<U53CA> \x3C\x30 |0

<U53CB> \x53\x51 |0

<U53CC> \x4B\x2B |0

<U53CD> \x37\x34 |0

<U53D1> \x37\x22 |0

<U53D4> \x4A\x65 |0

<U53D6> \x48\x21 |0

<U53D7> \x4A\x5C |0

<U53D8> \x31\x64 |0

<U53D9> \x50\x70 |0

<U53DB> \x45\x51 |0

<U53DF> \x5B\x45 |0

<U53E0> \x35\x7E |0

<U53E3> \x3F\x5A |0

<U53E4> \x39\x45 |0

<U53E5> \x3E\x64 |0

<U53E6> \x41\x6D |0

<U53E8> \x5F\x36 |0

<U53E9> \x5F\x35 |0

<U53EA> \x56\x3B |0

<U53EB> \x3D\x50 |0

<U53EC> \x55\x59 |0

<U53ED> \x30\x48 |0

<U53EE> \x36\x23 |0

<U53EF> \x3F\x49 |0

<U53F0> \x4C\x28 |0

<U53F1> \x5F\x33 |0

<U53F2> \x4A\x37 |0

<U53F3> \x53\x52 |0

<U53F5> \x58\x4F |0

<U53F6> \x52\x36 |0

<U53F7> \x3A\x45 |0

<U53F8> \x4B\x3E |0

<U53F9> \x4C\x3E |0

<U53FB> \x5F\x37 |0

<U53FC> \x35\x70 |0

<U53FD> \x5F\x34 |0

<U5401> \x53\x75 |0

<U5403> \x33\x54 |0

<U5404> \x38\x77 |0

<U5406> \x5F\x3A |0

<U5408> \x3A\x4F |0

<U5409> \x3C\x2A |0

<U540A> \x35\x75 |0

<U540C>

 \x4D\x2C |0

<U540D> \x43\x7B |0

<U540E> \x3A\x73 |0
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<U540F> \x40\x74 |0

<U5410> \x4D\x42 |0

<U5411> \x4F\x72 |0

<U5412> \x5F\x38 |0

<U5413> \x4F\x45 |0

<U5415> \x42\x40 |0

<U5416> \x5F\x39 |0

<U5417> \x42\x70 |0

<U541B> \x3E\x7D |0

<U541D> \x41\x5F |0

<U541E> \x4D\x4C |0

<U541F> \x52\x77 |0

<U5420> \x37\x4D |0

<U5421> \x5F\x41 |0

<U5423> \x5F\x44 |0

<U5426> \x37\x71 |0

<U5427> \x30\x49 |0

<U5428> \x36\x56 |0

<U5429> \x37\x54 |0

<U542B> \x3A\x2C |0

<U542C> \x4C\x7D |0

<U542D> \x3F\x54 |0

<U542E> \x4B\x31 |0

<U542F> \x46\x74 |0

<U5431> \x56\x28 |0

<U5432> \x5F\x45 |0

<U5434> \x4E\x62 |0

<U5435> \x33\x33 |0

<U5438> \x4E\x7C |0

<U5439> \x34\x35 |0

<U543B> \x4E\x47 |0

<U543C> \x3A\x70 |0

<U543E> \x4E\x61 |0

<U5440> \x51\x3D |0

<U5443> \x5F\x40 |0

<U5446> \x34\x74 |0

<U5448> \x33\x4A |0

<U544A> \x38\x66 |0

<U544B> \x5F\x3B |0

<U5450> \x44\x45 |0

<U5452> \x5F\x3C |0

<U5453> \x5F\x3D |0

<U5454> \x5F\x3E |0

<U5455> \x45\x3B |0

<U5456> \x5F\x3F |0

<U5457> \x5F\x42 |0

<U5458> \x54\x31 |0

<U5459>
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 \x5F\x43 |0

<U545B> \x47\x3A |0

<U545C> \x4E\x58 |0

<U5462> \x44\x58 |0

<U5464> \x5F\x4A |0

<U5466> \x5F\x4F |0

<U5468> \x56\x5C |0

<U5471> \x5F\x49 |0

<U5472> \x5F\x5A |0

<U5473> \x4E\x36 |0

<U5475> \x3A\x47 |0

<U5476> \x5F\x4E |0

<U5477> \x5F\x48 |0

<U5478> \x45\x5E |0

<U547B> \x49\x6B |0

<U547C> \x3A\x74 |0

<U547D> \x43\x7C |0

<U5480> \x3E\x57 |0

<U5482> \x5F\x46 |0

<U5484> \x5F\x4D |0

<U5486> \x45\x58 |0

<U548B> \x55\x26 |0

<U548C> \x3A\x4D |0

<U548E> \x3E\x4C |0

<U548F> \x53\x3D |0

<U5490> \x38\x40 |0

<U5492> \x56\x64 |0

<U5494> \x5F\x47 |0

<U5495> \x39\x3E |0

<U5496> \x3F\x27 |0

<U5499> \x41\x7C |0

<U549A> \x5F\x4B |0

<U549B> \x5F\x4C |0

<U549D> \x5F\x50 |0

<U54A3> \x5F\x5B |0

<U54A4> \x5F\x65 |0

<U54A6> \x5F\x57 |0

<U54A7> \x5F\x56 |0

<U54A8> \x57\x49 |0

<U54A9> \x5F\x63 |0

<U54AA> \x5F\x64 |0

<U54AB> \x65\x6B |0

<U54AC> \x52\x27 |0

<U54AD> \x5F\x52 |0

<U54AF> \x3F\x29 |0

<U54B1> \x54\x5B |0

<U54B3> \x3F\x48 |0

<U54B4> \x5F\x54 |0
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<U54B8> \x4F\x4C |0

<U54BB> \x5F\x5D |0

<U54BD>

 \x51\x4A |0

<U54BF> \x5F\x5E |0

<U54C0> \x30\x27 |0

<U54C1> \x46\x37 |0

<U54C2> \x5F\x53 |0

<U54C4> \x3A\x65 |0

<U54C6> \x36\x5F |0

<U54C7> \x4D\x5B |0

<U54C8> \x39\x7E |0

<U54C9> \x54\x55 |0

<U54CC> \x5F\x5F |0

<U54CD> \x4F\x6C |0

<U54CE> \x30\x25 |0

<U54CF> \x5F\x67 |0

<U54D0> \x5F\x51 |0

<U54D1> \x51\x46 |0

<U54D2> \x5F\x55 |0

<U54D3> \x5F\x58 |0

<U54D4> \x5F\x59 |0

<U54D5> \x5F\x5C |0

<U54D7> \x3B\x29 |0

<U54D9> \x5F\x60 |0

<U54DA> \x5F\x61 |0

<U54DC> \x5F\x62 |0

<U54DD> \x5F\x66 |0

<U54DE> \x5F\x68 |0

<U54DF> \x53\x34 |0

<U54E5> \x38\x67 |0

<U54E6> \x45\x36 |0

<U54E7> \x5F\x6A |0

<U54E8> \x49\x5A |0

<U54E9> \x41\x28 |0

<U54EA> \x44\x44 |0

<U54ED> \x3F\x5E |0

<U54EE> \x4F\x78 |0

<U54F2> \x55\x5C |0

<U54F3> \x5F\x6E |0

<U54FA> \x32\x38 |0

<U54FC> \x3A\x5F |0

<U54FD> \x5F\x6C |0

<U54FF> \x5B\x41 |0

<U5501> \x51\x64 |0

<U5506> \x4B\x74 |0

<U5507> \x34\x3D |0

<U5509> \x30\x26 |0
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<U550F> \x5F\x71 |0

<U5510> \x4C\x46 |0

<U5511> \x5F\x72 |0

<U5514> \x5F\x6D |0

<U551B> \x5F\x69 |0

<U5520>

 \x5F\x6B |0

<U5522> \x5F\x6F |0

<U5523> \x5F\x70 |0

<U5524> \x3B\x3D |0

<U5527> \x5F\x73 |0

<U552A> \x5F\x74 |0

<U552C> \x3B\x23 |0

<U552E> \x4A\x5B |0

<U552F> \x4E\x28 |0

<U5530> \x60\x27 |0

<U5531> \x33\x2A |0

<U5533> \x60\x26 |0

<U5537> \x60\x21 |0

<U553C> \x5F\x7E |0

<U553E> \x4D\x59 |0

<U553F> \x5F\x7C |0

<U5541> \x5F\x7A |0

<U5543> \x3F\x50 |0

<U5544> \x57\x44 |0

<U5546> \x49\x4C |0

<U5549> \x5F\x78 |0

<U554A> \x30\x21 |0

<U5550> \x5F\x7D |0

<U5555> \x5F\x7B |0

<U5556> \x60\x22 |0

<U555C> \x60\x28 |0

<U5561> \x37\x48 |0

<U5564> \x46\x21 |0

<U5565> \x49\x36 |0

<U5566> \x40\x32 |0

<U5567> \x5F\x75 |0

<U556A> \x45\x3E |0

<U556C> \x58\x44 |0

<U556D> \x5F\x79 |0

<U556E> \x44\x76 |0

<U5575> \x60\x23 |0

<U5576> \x60\x24 |0

<U5577> \x60\x25 |0

<U5578> \x50\x25 |0

<U557B> \x60\x34 |0

<U557C> \x4C\x64 |0

<U557E> \x60\x31 |0
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<U5580> \x3F\x26 |0

<U5581> \x60\x2F |0

<U5582> \x4E\x39 |0

<U5583> \x60\x2B |0

<U5584> \x49\x46 |0

<U5587> \x40\x2E |0

<U5588> \x60\x2E |0

<U5589> \x3A\x6D |0

<U558A>

 \x3A\x30 |0

<U558B> \x60\x29 |0

<U558F> \x5F\x76 |0

<U5591> \x60\x33 |0

<U5594> \x60\x38 |0

<U5598> \x34\x2D |0

<U5599> \x60\x39 |0

<U559C> \x4F\x32 |0

<U559D> \x3A\x48 |0

<U559F> \x60\x30 |0

<U55A7> \x50\x7A |0

<U55B1> \x60\x2C |0

<U55B3> \x54\x7B |0

<U55B5> \x5F\x77 |0

<U55B7> \x45\x67 |0

<U55B9> \x60\x2D |0

<U55BB> \x53\x77 |0

<U55BD> \x60\x36 |0

<U55BE> \x60\x37 |0

<U55C4> \x60\x44 |0

<U55C5> \x50\x61 |0

<U55C9> \x60\x3C |0

<U55CC> \x60\x49 |0

<U55CD> \x60\x4A |0

<U55D1> \x60\x3E |0

<U55D2> \x60\x2A |0

<U55D3> \x49\x24 |0

<U55D4> \x60\x41 |0

<U55D6> \x60\x32 |0

<U55DC> \x4A\x48 |0

<U55DD> \x60\x43 |0

<U55DF> \x60\x35 |0

<U55E1> \x4E\x4B |0

<U55E3> \x4B\x43 |0

<U55E4> \x60\x4D |0

<U55E5> \x60\x46 |0

<U55E6> \x60\x42 |0

<U55E8> \x60\x4B |0

<U55EA> \x60\x3A |0
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<U55EB> \x60\x3F |0

<U55EC> \x60\x40 |0

<U55EF> \x60\x45 |0

<U55F2> \x60\x47 |0

<U55F3> \x60\x48 |0

<U55F5> \x60\x4C |0

<U55F7> \x60\x3B |0

<U55FD> \x4B\x54 |0

<U55FE> \x60\x55 |0

<U5600> \x60\x56 |0

<U5601> \x60\x52 |0

<U5608>

 \x60\x50 |0

<U5609> \x3C\x4E |0

<U560C> \x60\x51 |0

<U560E> \x38\x42 |0

<U560F> \x58\x45 |0

<U5618> \x50\x6A |0

<U561B> \x42\x6F |0

<U561E> \x60\x4F |0

<U561F> \x60\x3D |0

<U5623> \x60\x54 |0

<U5624> \x60\x53 |0

<U5627> \x60\x57 |0

<U562C> \x60\x5C |0

<U562D> \x60\x58 |0

<U5631> \x56\x76 |0

<U5632> \x33\x30 |0

<U5634> \x57\x6C |0

<U5636> \x4B\x3B |0

<U5639> \x60\x5A |0

<U563B> \x4E\x7B |0

<U563F> \x3A\x59 |0

<U564C> \x60\x61 |0

<U564D> \x60\x5D |0

<U564E> \x52\x2D |0

<U5654> \x60\x62 |0

<U5657> \x60\x5B |0

<U5658> \x60\x59 |0

<U5659> \x60\x5F |0

<U565C> \x60\x60 |0

<U5662> \x60\x5E |0

<U5664> \x60\x64 |0

<U5668> \x46\x77 |0

<U5669> \x58\x2C |0

<U566A> \x54\x6B |0

<U566B> \x60\x66 |0

<U566C> \x4A\x49 |0
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<U5671> \x60\x65 |0

<U5676> \x38\x41 |0

<U567B> \x60\x67 |0

<U567C> \x60\x68 |0

<U5685> \x60\x69 |0

<U5686> \x60\x63 |0

<U568E> \x3A\x3F |0

<U568F> \x4C\x67 |0

<U5693> \x60\x6A |0

<U56A3> \x4F\x79 |0

<U56AF> \x60\x6B |0

<U56B7> \x48\x42 |0

<U56BC> \x3D\x40 |0

<U56CA> \x44\x52 |0

<U56D4>

 \x60\x6C |0

<U56D7> \x60\x6D |0

<U56DA> \x47\x74 |0

<U56DB> \x4B\x44 |0

<U56DD> \x60\x6E |0

<U56DE> \x3B\x58 |0

<U56DF> \x58\x36 |0

<U56E0> \x52\x72 |0

<U56E1> \x60\x6F |0

<U56E2> \x4D\x45 |0

<U56E4> \x36\x5A |0

<U56EB> \x60\x71 |0

<U56ED> \x54\x30 |0

<U56F0> \x40\x27 |0

<U56F1> \x34\x51 |0

<U56F4> \x4E\x27 |0

<U56F5> \x60\x70 |0

<U56F9> \x60\x72 |0

<U56FA> \x39\x4C |0

<U56FD> \x39\x7A |0

<U56FE> \x4D\x3C |0

<U56FF> \x60\x73 |0

<U5703> \x46\x54 |0

<U5704> \x60\x74 |0

<U5706> \x54\x32 |0

<U5708> \x48\x26 |0

<U5709> \x60\x76 |0

<U570A> \x60\x75 |0

<U571C> \x60\x77 |0

<U571F> \x4D\x41 |0

<U5723> \x4A\x25 |0

<U5728> \x54\x5A |0

<U5729> \x5B\x57 |0
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<U572A> \x5B\x59 |0

<U572C> \x5B\x58 |0

<U572D> \x39\x67 |0

<U572E> \x5B\x5C |0

<U572F> \x5B\x5D |0

<U5730> \x35\x58 |0

<U5733> \x5B\x5A |0

<U5739> \x5B\x5B |0

<U573A> \x33\x21 |0

<U573B> \x5B\x5F |0

<U573E> \x3B\x78 |0

<U5740> \x56\x37 |0

<U5742> \x5B\x60 |0

<U5747> \x3E\x79 |0

<U574A> \x37\x3B |0

<U574C> \x5B\x50 |0

<U574D> \x4C\x2E |0

<U574E>

 \x3F\x32 |0

<U574F> \x3B\x35 |0

<U5750> \x57\x78 |0

<U5751> \x3F\x53 |0

<U5757> \x3F\x69 |0

<U575A> \x3C\x61 |0

<U575B> \x4C\x33 |0

<U575C> \x5B\x5E |0

<U575D> \x30\x53 |0

<U575E> \x4E\x6B |0

<U575F> \x37\x58 |0

<U5760> \x57\x39 |0

<U5761> \x46\x42 |0

<U5764> \x40\x24 |0

<U5766> \x4C\x39 |0

<U5768> \x5B\x67 |0

<U5769> \x5B\x61 |0

<U576A> \x46\x3A |0

<U576B> \x5B\x63 |0

<U576D> \x5B\x68 |0

<U576F> \x45\x77 |0

<U5773> \x5B\x6A |0

<U5776> \x5B\x69 |0

<U5777> \x3F\x40 |0

<U577B> \x5B\x66 |0

<U577C> \x5B\x65 |0

<U5782> \x34\x39 |0

<U5783> \x40\x2C |0

<U5784> \x42\x22 |0

<U5785> \x5B\x62 |0
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<U5786> \x5B\x64 |0

<U578B> \x50\x4D |0

<U578C> \x5B\x6D |0

<U5792> \x40\x5D |0

<U5793> \x5B\x72 |0

<U579B> \x36\x62 |0

<U57A0> \x5B\x73 |0

<U57A1> \x5B\x52 |0

<U57A2> \x39\x38 |0

<U57A3> \x54\x2B |0

<U57A4> \x5B\x6C |0

<U57A6> \x3F\x51 |0

<U57A7> \x5B\x70 |0

<U57A9> \x5B\x51 |0

<U57AB> \x35\x66 |0

<U57AD> \x5B\x6B |0

<U57AE> \x3F\x65 |0

<U57B2> \x5B\x6E |0

<U57B4> \x5B\x71 |0

<U57B8> \x5B\x79 |0

<U57C2>

 \x39\x21 |0

<U57C3> \x30\x23 |0

<U57CB> \x42\x71 |0

<U57CE> \x33\x47 |0

<U57CF> \x5B\x6F |0

<U57D2> \x5B\x78 |0

<U57D4> \x46\x52 |0

<U57D5> \x5B\x74 |0

<U57D8> \x5B\x75 |0

<U57D9> \x5B\x77 |0

<U57DA> \x5B\x76 |0

<U57DD> \x5B\x7E |0

<U57DF> \x53\x72 |0

<U57E0> \x32\x3A |0

<U57E4> \x5B\x7D |0

<U57ED> \x5C\x24 |0

<U57EF> \x5B\x7B |0

<U57F4> \x5B\x7A |0

<U57F8> \x5B\x7C |0

<U57F9> \x45\x60 |0

<U57FA> \x3B\x79 |0

<U57FD> \x5C\x23 |0

<U5800> \x5C\x25 |0

<U5802> \x4C\x43 |0

<U5806> \x36\x51 |0

<U5807> \x5D\x40 |0

<U580B> \x5C\x21 |0
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<U580D> \x5C\x22 |0

<U5811> \x47\x35 |0

<U5815> \x36\x69 |0

<U5819> \x5C\x27 |0

<U581E> \x5C\x26 |0

<U5820> \x5C\x29 |0

<U5821> \x31\x24 |0

<U5824> \x35\x4C |0

<U582A> \x3F\x30 |0

<U5830> \x51\x5F |0

<U5835> \x36\x42 |0

<U5844> \x5C\x28 |0

<U584C> \x4B\x7A |0

<U584D> \x6B\x73 |0

<U5851> \x4B\x5C |0

<U5854> \x4B\x7E |0

<U5858> \x4C\x41 |0

<U585E> \x48\x7B |0

<U5865> \x5C\x2A |0

<U586B> \x4C\x6E |0

<U586C> \x5C\x2B |0

<U587E> \x5B\x53 |0

<U5880> \x5C\x2F |0

<U5881>

 \x5C\x2C |0

<U5883> \x3E\x33 |0

<U5885> \x4A\x7B |0

<U5889> \x5C\x2D |0

<U5892> \x49\x4A |0

<U5893> \x44\x39 |0

<U5899> \x47\x3D |0

<U589A> \x5C\x2E |0

<U589E> \x54\x76 |0

<U589F> \x50\x66 |0

<U58A8> \x44\x2B |0

<U58A9> \x36\x55 |0

<U58BC> \x5B\x54 |0

<U58C1> \x31\x5A |0

<U58C5> \x5B\x55 |0

<U58D1> \x5B\x56 |0

<U58D5> \x3A\x3E |0

<U58E4> \x48\x40 |0

<U58EB> \x4A\x3F |0

<U58EC> \x48\x49 |0

<U58EE> \x57\x33 |0

<U58F0> \x49\x79 |0

<U58F3> \x3F\x47 |0

<U58F6> \x3A\x78 |0
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<U58F9> \x52\x3C |0

<U5902> \x62\x3A |0

<U5904> \x34\x26 |0

<U5907> \x31\x38 |0

<U590D> \x38\x34 |0

<U590F> \x4F\x44 |0

<U5914> \x59\x67 |0

<U5915> \x4F\x26 |0

<U5916> \x4D\x62 |0

<U5919> \x59\x6D |0

<U591A> \x36\x60 |0

<U591C> \x52\x39 |0

<U591F> \x39\x3B |0

<U5924> \x62\x39 |0

<U5925> \x62\x37 |0

<U5927> \x34\x73 |0

<U5929> \x4C\x6C |0

<U592A> \x4C\x2B |0

<U592B> \x37\x72 |0

<U592D> \x58\x32 |0

<U592E> \x51\x6B |0

<U592F> \x3A\x3B |0

<U5931> \x4A\x27 |0

<U5934> \x4D\x37 |0

<U5937> \x52\x44 |0

<U5938> \x3F\x64 |0

<U5939>

 \x3C\x50 |0

<U593A> \x36\x61 |0

<U593C> \x5E\x45 |0

<U5941> \x5E\x46 |0

<U5942> \x5B\x3C |0

<U5944> \x51\x59 |0

<U5947> \x46\x66 |0

<U5948> \x44\x4E |0

<U5949> \x37\x6E |0

<U594B> \x37\x5C |0

<U594E> \x3F\x7C |0

<U594F> \x57\x60 |0

<U5951> \x46\x75 |0

<U5954> \x31\x3C |0

<U5955> \x5E\x48 |0

<U5956> \x3D\x31 |0

<U5957> \x4C\x57 |0

<U5958> \x5E\x4A |0

<U595A> \x5E\x49 |0

<U5960> \x35\x6C |0

<U5962> \x49\x5D |0
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<U5965> \x30\x42 |0

<U5973> \x45\x2E |0

<U5974> \x45\x2B |0

<U5976> \x44\x4C |0

<U5978> \x3C\x69 |0

<U5979> \x4B\x7D |0

<U597D> \x3A\x43 |0

<U5981> \x65\x79 |0

<U5982> \x48\x67 |0

<U5983> \x65\x7A |0

<U5984> \x4D\x7D |0

<U5986> \x57\x31 |0

<U5987> \x38\x3E |0

<U5988> \x42\x68 |0

<U598A> \x48\x51 |0

<U598D> \x65\x7B |0

<U5992> \x36\x4A |0

<U5993> \x3C\x4B |0

<U5996> \x51\x7D |0

<U5997> \x66\x21 |0

<U5999> \x43\x6E |0

<U599E> \x66\x24 |0

<U59A3> \x65\x7E |0

<U59A4> \x66\x25 |0

<U59A5> \x4D\x57 |0

<U59A8> \x37\x41 |0

<U59A9> \x65\x7C |0

<U59AA> \x65\x7D |0

<U59AB> \x66\x23 |0

<U59AE>

 \x44\x5D |0

<U59AF> \x66\x28 |0

<U59B2> \x66\x27 |0

<U59B9> \x43\x43 |0

<U59BB> \x46\x5E |0

<U59BE> \x66\x2A |0

<U59C6> \x44\x37 |0

<U59CA> \x66\x22 |0

<U59CB> \x4A\x3C |0

<U59D0> \x3D\x63 |0

<U59D1> \x39\x43 |0

<U59D2> \x66\x26 |0

<U59D3> \x50\x55 |0

<U59D4> \x4E\x2F |0

<U59D7> \x66\x29 |0

<U59D8> \x66\x30 |0

<U59DA> \x52\x26 |0

<U59DC> \x3D\x2A |0
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<U59DD> \x66\x2D |0

<U59E3> \x66\x2F |0

<U59E5> \x40\x51 |0

<U59E8> \x52\x4C |0

<U59EC> \x3C\x27 |0

<U59F9> \x66\x31 |0

<U59FB> \x52\x76 |0

<U59FF> \x57\x4B |0

<U5A01> \x4D\x7E |0

<U5A03> \x4D\x5E |0

<U5A04> \x42\x26 |0

<U5A05> \x66\x2B |0

<U5A06> \x66\x2C |0

<U5A07> \x3D\x3F |0

<U5A08> \x66\x2E |0

<U5A09> \x66\x33 |0

<U5A0C> \x66\x32 |0

<U5A11> \x66\x36 |0

<U5A13> \x66\x38 |0

<U5A18> \x44\x6F |0

<U5A1C> \x44\x48 |0

<U5A1F> \x3E\x6A |0

<U5A20> \x49\x6F |0

<U5A23> \x66\x37 |0

<U5A25> \x36\x70 |0

<U5A29> \x43\x64 |0

<U5A31> \x53\x69 |0

<U5A32> \x66\x34 |0

<U5A34> \x66\x35 |0

<U5A36> \x48\x22 |0

<U5A3C> \x66\x3D |0

<U5A40> \x66\x39 |0

<U5A46>

 \x46\x45 |0

<U5A49> \x4D\x71 |0

<U5A4A> \x66\x3B |0

<U5A55> \x66\x3C |0

<U5A5A> \x3B\x69 |0

<U5A62> \x66\x3E |0

<U5A67> \x66\x3A |0

<U5A6A> \x40\x37 |0

<U5A74> \x53\x24 |0

<U5A75> \x66\x3F |0

<U5A76> \x49\x74 |0

<U5A77> \x66\x43 |0

<U5A7A> \x66\x44 |0

<U5A7F> \x50\x76 |0

<U5A92> \x43\x3D |0
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<U5A9A> \x43\x44 |0

<U5A9B> \x66\x42 |0

<U5AAA> \x66\x41 |0

<U5AB2> \x66\x47 |0

<U5AB3> \x4F\x31 |0

<U5AB5> \x6B\x74 |0

<U5AB8> \x66\x4A |0

<U5ABE> \x66\x45 |0

<U5AC1> \x3C\x5E |0

<U5AC2> \x49\x29 |0

<U5AC9> \x3C\x35 |0

<U5ACC> \x4F\x53 |0

<U5AD2> \x66\x48 |0

<U5AD4> \x66\x49 |0

<U5AD6> \x66\x4E |0

<U5AD8> \x66\x50 |0

<U5ADC> \x66\x51 |0

<U5AE0> \x66\x4B |0

<U5AE1> \x35\x55 |0

<U5AE3> \x66\x4C |0

<U5AE6> \x66\x4F |0

<U5AE9> \x44\x5B |0

<U5AEB> \x66\x46 |0

<U5AF1> \x66\x4D |0

<U5B09> \x66\x52 |0

<U5B16> \x66\x54 |0

<U5B17> \x66\x53 |0

<U5B32> \x66\x55 |0

<U5B34> \x59\x78 |0

<U5B37> \x66\x56 |0

<U5B40> \x66\x57 |0

<U5B50> \x57\x53 |0

<U5B51> \x66\x5D |0

<U5B53> \x66\x5E |0

<U5B54> \x3F\x57 |0

<U5B55>

 \x54\x50 |0

<U5B57> \x57\x56 |0

<U5B58> \x34\x66 |0

<U5B59> \x4B\x6F |0

<U5B5A> \x66\x5A |0

<U5B5B> \x58\x43 |0

<U5B5C> \x57\x4E |0

<U5B5D> \x50\x22 |0

<U5B5F> \x43\x4F |0

<U5B62> \x66\x5F |0

<U5B63> \x3C\x3E |0

<U5B64> \x39\x42 |0
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<U5B65> \x66\x5B |0

<U5B66> \x51\x27 |0

<U5B69> \x3A\x22 |0

<U5B6A> \x42\x4F |0

<U5B6C> \x58\x2B |0

<U5B70> \x4A\x6B |0

<U5B71> \x65\x6E |0

<U5B73> \x66\x5C |0

<U5B75> \x37\x75 |0

<U5B7A> \x48\x66 |0

<U5B7D> \x44\x75 |0

<U5B80> \x65\x32 |0

<U5B81> \x44\x7E |0

<U5B83> \x4B\x7C |0

<U5B84> \x65\x33 |0

<U5B85> \x55\x2C |0

<U5B87> \x53\x6E |0

<U5B88> \x4A\x58 |0

<U5B89> \x30\x32 |0

<U5B8B> \x4B\x4E |0

<U5B8C> \x4D\x6A |0

<U5B8F> \x3A\x6A |0

<U5B93> \x65\x35 |0

<U5B95> \x65\x34 |0

<U5B97> \x57\x5A |0

<U5B98> \x39\x59 |0

<U5B99> \x56\x66 |0

<U5B9A> \x36\x28 |0

<U5B9B> \x4D\x70 |0

<U5B9C> \x52\x4B |0

<U5B9D> \x31\x26 |0

<U5B9E> \x4A\x35 |0

<U5BA0> \x33\x68 |0

<U5BA1> \x49\x73 |0

<U5BA2> \x3F\x4D |0

<U5BA3> \x50\x7B |0

<U5BA4> \x4A\x52 |0

<U5BA5> \x65\x36 |0

<U5BA6>

 \x3B\x42 |0

<U5BAA> \x4F\x5C |0

<U5BAB> \x39\x2C |0

<U5BB0> \x54\x57 |0

<U5BB3> \x3A\x26 |0

<U5BB4> \x51\x67 |0

<U5BB5> \x4F\x7C |0

<U5BB6> \x3C\x52 |0

<U5BB8> \x65\x37 |0
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<U5BB9> \x48\x5D |0

<U5BBD> \x3F\x6D |0

<U5BBE> \x31\x76 |0

<U5BBF> \x4B\x5E |0

<U5BC2> \x3C\x45 |0

<U5BC4> \x3C\x44 |0

<U5BC5> \x52\x7A |0

<U5BC6> \x43\x5C |0

<U5BC7> \x3F\x5C |0

<U5BCC> \x38\x3B |0

<U5BD0> \x43\x42 |0

<U5BD2> \x3A\x2E |0

<U5BD3> \x54\x22 |0

<U5BDD> \x47\x5E |0

<U5BDE> \x44\x2F |0

<U5BDF> \x32\x6C |0

<U5BE1> \x39\x51 |0

<U5BE4> \x65\x3B |0

<U5BE5> \x41\x48 |0

<U5BE8> \x55\x2F |0

<U5BEE> \x65\x3C |0

<U5BF0> \x65\x3E |0

<U5BF8> \x34\x67 |0

<U5BF9> \x36\x54 |0

<U5BFA> \x4B\x42 |0

<U5BFB> \x51\x30 |0

<U5BFC> \x35\x3C |0

<U5BFF> \x4A\x59 |0

<U5C01> \x37\x62 |0

<U5C04> \x49\x64 |0

<U5C06> \x3D\x2B |0

<U5C09> \x4E\x3E |0

<U5C0A> \x57\x70 |0

<U5C0F> \x50\x21 |0

<U5C11> \x49\x59 |0

<U5C14> \x36\x7B |0

<U5C15> \x66\x58 |0

<U5C16> \x3C\x62 |0

<U5C18> \x33\x3E |0

<U5C1A> \x49\x50 |0

<U5C1C> \x66\x59 |0

<U5C1D>

 \x33\x22 |0

<U5C22> \x5E\x4C |0

<U5C24> \x53\x48 |0

<U5C25> \x5E\x4D |0

<U5C27> \x52\x22 |0

<U5C2C> \x5E\x4E |0
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<U5C31> \x3E\x4D |0

<U5C34> \x5E\x4F |0

<U5C38> \x4A\x2C |0

<U5C39> \x52\x7C |0

<U5C3A> \x33\x5F |0

<U5C3B> \x65\x6A |0

<U5C3C> \x44\x61 |0

<U5C3D> \x3E\x21 |0

<U5C3E> \x4E\x32 |0

<U5C3F> \x44\x72 |0

<U5C40> \x3E\x56 |0

<U5C41> \x46\x28 |0

<U5C42> \x32\x63 |0

<U5C45> \x3E\x53 |0

<U5C48> \x47\x7C |0

<U5C49> \x4C\x6B |0

<U5C4A> \x3D\x6C |0

<U5C4B> \x4E\x5D |0

<U5C4E> \x4A\x3A |0

<U5C4F> \x46\x41 |0

<U5C50> \x65\x6C |0

<U5C51> \x50\x3C |0

<U5C55> \x55\x39 |0

<U5C59> \x65\x6D |0

<U5C5E> \x4A\x74 |0

<U5C60> \x4D\x40 |0

<U5C61> \x42\x45 |0

<U5C63> \x65\x6F |0

<U5C65> \x42\x44 |0

<U5C66> \x65\x70 |0

<U5C6E> \x65\x78 |0

<U5C6F> \x4D\x4D |0

<U5C71> \x49\x3D |0

<U5C79> \x52\x59 |0

<U5C7A> \x61\x28 |0

<U5C7F> \x53\x6C |0

<U5C81> \x4B\x6A |0

<U5C82> \x46\x71 |0

<U5C88> \x61\x2C |0

<U5C8C> \x61\x27 |0

<U5C8D> \x61\x29 |0

<U5C90> \x61\x2A |0

<U5C91> \x61\x2F |0

<U5C94> \x32\x6D |0

<U5C96>

 \x61\x2B |0

<U5C97> \x38\x5A |0

<U5C98> \x61\x2D |0
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<U5C99> \x61\x2E |0

<U5C9A> \x61\x30 |0

<U5C9B> \x35\x3A |0

<U5C9C> \x61\x31 |0

<U5CA2> \x61\x33 |0

<U5CA3> \x61\x38 |0

<U5CA9> \x51\x52 |0

<U5CAB> \x61\x36 |0

<U5CAC> \x61\x35 |0

<U5CAD> \x41\x6B |0

<U5CB1> \x61\x37 |0

<U5CB3> \x54\x40 |0

<U5CB5> \x61\x32 |0

<U5CB7> \x61\x3A |0

<U5CB8> \x30\x36 |0

<U5CBD> \x61\x34 |0

<U5CBF> \x3F\x79 |0

<U5CC1> \x61\x39 |0

<U5CC4> \x61\x3B |0

<U5CCB> \x61\x3E |0

<U5CD2> \x61\x3C |0

<U5CD9> \x56\x45 |0

<U5CE1> \x4F\x3F |0

<U5CE4> \x61\x3D |0

<U5CE5> \x61\x3F |0

<U5CE6> \x42\x4D |0

<U5CE8> \x36\x6B |0

<U5CEA> \x53\x78 |0

<U5CED> \x47\x4D |0

<U5CF0> \x37\x65 |0

<U5CFB> \x3E\x7E |0

<U5D02> \x61\x40 |0

<U5D03> \x61\x41 |0

<U5D06> \x61\x47 |0

<U5D07> \x33\x67 |0

<U5D0E> \x46\x69 |0

<U5D14> \x34\x5E |0

<U5D16> \x51\x42 |0

<U5D1B> \x61\x48 |0

<U5D1E> \x61\x46 |0

<U5D24> \x61\x45 |0

<U5D26> \x61\x43 |0

<U5D27> \x61\x42 |0

<U5D29> \x31\x40 |0

<U5D2D> \x55\x38 |0

<U5D2E> \x61\x44 |0

<U5D34> \x61\x4B |0

<U5D3D>
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 \x61\x4C |0

<U5D3E> \x61\x4A |0

<U5D47> \x6F\x7A |0

<U5D4A> \x61\x53 |0

<U5D4B> \x61\x52 |0

<U5D4C> \x47\x36 |0

<U5D58> \x61\x49 |0

<U5D5B> \x61\x4E |0

<U5D5D> \x61\x50 |0

<U5D69> \x61\x54 |0

<U5D6B> \x61\x51 |0

<U5D6C> \x61\x4D |0

<U5D6F> \x61\x4F |0

<U5D74> \x61\x55 |0

<U5D82> \x61\x56 |0

<U5D99> \x61\x57 |0

<U5D9D> \x61\x58 |0

<U5DB7> \x61\x5A |0

<U5DC5> \x61\x5B |0

<U5DCD> \x4E\x21 |0

<U5DDB> \x67\x5D |0

<U5DDD> \x34\x28 |0

<U5DDE> \x56\x5D |0

<U5DE1> \x51\x32 |0

<U5DE2> \x33\x32 |0

<U5DE5> \x39\x24 |0

<U5DE6> \x57\x73 |0

<U5DE7> \x47\x49 |0

<U5DE8> \x3E\x5E |0

<U5DE9> \x39\x2E |0

<U5DEB> \x4E\x57 |0

<U5DEE> \x32\x6E |0

<U5DEF> \x5B\x4F |0

<U5DF1> \x3C\x3A |0

<U5DF2> \x52\x51 |0

<U5DF3> \x4B\x48 |0

<U5DF4> \x30\x4D |0

<U5DF7> \x4F\x6F |0

<U5DFD> \x59\x63 |0

<U5DFE> \x3D\x6D |0

<U5E01> \x31\x52 |0

<U5E02> \x4A\x50 |0

<U5E03> \x32\x3C |0

<U5E05> \x4B\x27 |0

<U5E06> \x37\x2B |0

<U5E08> \x4A\x26 |0

<U5E0C> \x4F\x23 |0

<U5E0F> \x60\x78 |0
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<U5E10> \x55\x4A |0

<U5E11> \x60\x7B |0

<U5E14>

 \x60\x7A |0

<U5E15> \x45\x41 |0

<U5E16> \x4C\x7B |0

<U5E18> \x41\x31 |0

<U5E19> \x60\x79 |0

<U5E1A> \x56\x63 |0

<U5E1B> \x32\x2F |0

<U5E1C> \x56\x44 |0

<U5E1D> \x35\x5B |0

<U5E26> \x34\x78 |0

<U5E27> \x56\x21 |0

<U5E2D> \x4F\x2F |0

<U5E2E> \x30\x6F |0

<U5E31> \x60\x7C |0

<U5E37> \x61\x21 |0

<U5E38> \x33\x23 |0

<U5E3B> \x60\x7D |0

<U5E3C> \x60\x7E |0

<U5E3D> \x43\x31 |0

<U5E42> \x43\x5D |0

<U5E44> \x61\x22 |0

<U5E45> \x37\x79 |0

<U5E4C> \x3B\x4F |0

<U5E54> \x61\x23 |0

<U5E55> \x44\x3B |0

<U5E5B> \x61\x24 |0

<U5E5E> \x61\x25 |0

<U5E61> \x61\x26 |0

<U5E62> \x34\x31 |0

<U5E72> \x38\x49 |0

<U5E73> \x46\x3D |0

<U5E74> \x44\x6A |0

<U5E76> \x32\x22 |0

<U5E78> \x50\x52 |0

<U5E7A> \x67\x5B |0

<U5E7B> \x3B\x43 |0

<U5E7C> \x53\x57 |0

<U5E7D> \x53\x44 |0

<U5E7F> \x39\x63 |0

<U5E80> \x62\x4F |0

<U5E84> \x57\x2F |0

<U5E86> \x47\x6C |0

<U5E87> \x31\x53 |0

<U5E8A> \x34\x32 |0

<U5E8B> \x62\x51 |0
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<U5E8F> \x50\x72 |0

<U5E90> \x42\x2E |0

<U5E91> \x62\x50 |0

<U5E93> \x3F\x62 |0

<U5E94> \x53\x26 |0

<U5E95>

 \x35\x57 |0

<U5E96> \x62\x52 |0

<U5E97> \x35\x6A |0

<U5E99> \x43\x6D |0

<U5E9A> \x38\x7D |0

<U5E9C> \x38\x2E |0

<U5E9E> \x45\x53 |0

<U5E9F> \x37\x4F |0

<U5EA0> \x62\x54 |0

<U5EA5> \x62\x53 |0

<U5EA6> \x36\x48 |0

<U5EA7> \x57\x79 |0

<U5EAD> \x4D\x25 |0

<U5EB3> \x62\x58 |0

<U5EB5> \x62\x56 |0

<U5EB6> \x4A\x7C |0

<U5EB7> \x3F\x35 |0

<U5EB8> \x53\x39 |0

<U5EB9> \x62\x55 |0

<U5EBE> \x62\x57 |0

<U5EC9> \x41\x2E |0

<U5ECA> \x40\x48 |0

<U5ED1> \x62\x5B |0

<U5ED2> \x62\x5A |0

<U5ED3> \x40\x2A |0

<U5ED6> \x41\x4E |0

<U5EDB> \x62\x5C |0

<U5EE8> \x62\x5D |0

<U5EEA> \x62\x5E |0

<U5EF4> \x5B\x48 |0

<U5EF6> \x51\x53 |0

<U5EF7> \x4D\x22 |0

<U5EFA> \x3D\x28 |0

<U5EFE> \x5E\x43 |0

<U5EFF> \x58\x25 |0

<U5F00> \x3F\x2A |0

<U5F01> \x5B\x4D |0

<U5F02> \x52\x6C |0

<U5F03> \x46\x7A |0

<U5F04> \x45\x2A |0

<U5F08> \x5E\x44 |0

<U5F0A> \x31\x57 |0
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<U5F0B> \x5F\x2E |0

<U5F0F> \x4A\x3D |0

<U5F11> \x5F\x31 |0

<U5F13> \x39\x2D |0

<U5F15> \x52\x7D |0

<U5F17> \x38\x25 |0

<U5F18> \x3A\x6B |0

<U5F1B> \x33\x5A |0

<U5F1F>

 \x35\x5C |0

<U5F20> \x55\x45 |0

<U5F25> \x43\x56 |0

<U5F26> \x4F\x52 |0

<U5F27> \x3B\x21 |0

<U5F29> \x65\x73 |0

<U5F2A> \x65\x72 |0

<U5F2D> \x65\x74 |0

<U5F2F> \x4D\x64 |0

<U5F31> \x48\x75 |0

<U5F39> \x35\x2F |0

<U5F3A> \x47\x3F |0

<U5F3C> \x65\x76 |0

<U5F40> \x6C\x30 |0

<U5F50> \x65\x66 |0

<U5F52> \x39\x69 |0

<U5F53> \x35\x31 |0

<U5F55> \x42\x3C |0

<U5F56> \x65\x68 |0

<U5F57> \x65\x67 |0

<U5F58> \x65\x69 |0

<U5F5D> \x52\x4D |0

<U5F61> \x61\x6A |0

<U5F62> \x50\x4E |0

<U5F64> \x4D\x2E |0

<U5F66> \x51\x65 |0

<U5F69> \x32\x4A |0

<U5F6A> \x31\x6B |0

<U5F6C> \x31\x72 |0

<U5F6D> \x45\x6D |0

<U5F70> \x55\x43 |0

<U5F71> \x53\x30 |0

<U5F73> \x61\x5C |0

<U5F77> \x61\x5D |0

<U5F79> \x52\x5B |0

<U5F7B> \x33\x39 |0

<U5F7C> \x31\x4B |0

<U5F80> \x4D\x79 |0

<U5F81> \x55\x77 |0
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<U5F82> \x61\x5E |0

<U5F84> \x3E\x36 |0

<U5F85> \x34\x7D |0

<U5F87> \x61\x5F |0

<U5F88> \x3A\x5C |0

<U5F89> \x61\x60 |0

<U5F8A> \x3B\x32 |0

<U5F8B> \x42\x49 |0

<U5F8C> \x61\x61 |0

<U5F90> \x50\x6C |0

<U5F92> \x4D\x3D |0

<U5F95>

 \x61\x62 |0

<U5F97> \x35\x43 |0

<U5F98> \x45\x47 |0

<U5F99> \x61\x63 |0

<U5F9C> \x61\x64 |0

<U5FA1> \x53\x79 |0

<U5FA8> \x61\x65 |0

<U5FAA> \x51\x2D |0

<U5FAD> \x61\x66 |0

<U5FAE> \x4E\x22 |0

<U5FB5> \x61\x67 |0

<U5FB7> \x35\x42 |0

<U5FBC> \x61\x68 |0

<U5FBD> \x3B\x55 |0

<U5FC3> \x50\x44 |0

<U5FC4> \x62\x60 |0

<U5FC5> \x31\x58 |0

<U5FC6> \x52\x64 |0

<U5FC9> \x62\x61 |0

<U5FCC> \x3C\x49 |0

<U5FCD> \x48\x4C |0

<U5FCF> \x62\x63 |0

<U5FD0> \x6C\x7E |0

<U5FD1> \x6C\x7D |0

<U5FD2> \x5F\x2F |0

<U5FD6> \x62\x62 |0

<U5FD7> \x56\x3E |0

<U5FD8> \x4D\x7C |0

<U5FD9> \x43\x26 |0

<U5FDD> \x63\x43 |0

<U5FE0> \x56\x52 |0

<U5FE1> \x62\x67 |0

<U5FE4> \x62\x68 |0

<U5FE7> \x53\x47 |0

<U5FEA> \x62\x6C |0

<U5FEB> \x3F\x6C |0
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<U5FED> \x62\x6D |0

<U5FEE> \x62\x65 |0

<U5FF1> \x33\x40 |0

<U5FF5> \x44\x6E |0

<U5FF8> \x62\x6E |0

<U5FFB> \x50\x43 |0

<U5FFD> \x3A\x76 |0

<U5FFE> \x62\x69 |0

<U5FFF> \x37\x5E |0

<U6000> \x3B\x33 |0

<U6001> \x4C\x2C |0

<U6002> \x4B\x4B |0

<U6003> \x62\x64 |0

<U6004> \x62\x66 |0

<U6005>

 \x62\x6A |0

<U6006> \x62\x6B |0

<U600A> \x62\x77 |0

<U600D> \x62\x74 |0

<U600E> \x54\x75 |0

<U600F> \x62\x73 |0

<U6012> \x45\x2D |0

<U6014> \x55\x7A |0

<U6015> \x45\x42 |0

<U6016> \x32\x40 |0

<U6019> \x62\x6F |0

<U601B> \x62\x72 |0

<U601C> \x41\x2F |0

<U601D> \x4B\x3C |0

<U6020> \x35\x21 |0

<U6021> \x62\x79 |0

<U6025> \x3C\x31 |0

<U6026> \x62\x71 |0

<U6027> \x50\x54 |0

<U6028> \x54\x39 |0

<U6029> \x62\x75 |0

<U602A> \x39\x56 |0

<U602B> \x62\x76 |0

<U602F> \x47\x53 |0

<U6035> \x62\x70 |0

<U603B> \x57\x5C |0

<U603C> \x6D\x21 |0

<U603F> \x62\x78 |0

<U6041> \x6D\x25 |0

<U6042> \x62\x7E |0

<U6043> \x4A\x51 |0

<U604B> \x41\x35 |0

<U604D> \x3B\x50 |0
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<U6050> \x3F\x56 |0

<U6052> \x3A\x63 |0

<U6055> \x4B\x21 |0

<U6059> \x6D\x26 |0

<U605A> \x6D\x23 |0

<U605D> \x6D\x22 |0

<U6062> \x3B\x56 |0

<U6063> \x6D\x27 |0

<U6064> \x50\x74 |0

<U6067> \x6D\x24 |0

<U6068> \x3A\x5E |0

<U6069> \x36\x77 |0

<U606A> \x63\x21 |0

<U606B> \x36\x32 |0

<U606C> \x4C\x71 |0

<U606D> \x39\x27 |0

<U606F> \x4F\x22 |0

<U6070>

 \x47\x21 |0

<U6073> \x3F\x52 |0

<U6076> \x36\x71 |0

<U6078> \x62\x7A |0

<U6079> \x62\x7B |0

<U607A> \x62\x7D |0

<U607B> \x62\x7C |0

<U607C> \x44\x55 |0

<U607D> \x63\x22 |0

<U607F> \x53\x41 |0

<U6083> \x63\x27 |0

<U6084> \x47\x44 |0

<U6089> \x4F\x24 |0

<U608C> \x63\x29 |0

<U608D> \x3A\x37 |0

<U6092> \x63\x28 |0

<U6094> \x3B\x5A |0

<U6096> \x63\x23 |0

<U609A> \x63\x24 |0

<U609B> \x63\x2A |0

<U609D> \x63\x26 |0

<U609F> \x4E\x72 |0

<U60A0> \x53\x46 |0

<U60A3> \x3B\x3C |0

<U60A6> \x54\x43 |0

<U60A8> \x44\x7A |0

<U60AB> \x6D\x28 |0

<U60AC> \x50\x7C |0

<U60AD> \x63\x25 |0

<U60AF> \x43\x75 |0
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<U60B1> \x63\x2D |0

<U60B2> \x31\x2F |0

<U60B4> \x63\x32 |0

<U60B8> \x3C\x42 |0

<U60BB> \x63\x2C |0

<U60BC> \x35\x3F |0

<U60C5> \x47\x69 |0

<U60C6> \x63\x30 |0

<U60CA> \x3E\x2A |0

<U60CB> \x4D\x6F |0

<U60D1> \x3B\x73 |0

<U60D5> \x4C\x68 |0

<U60D8> \x63\x2F |0

<U60DA> \x63\x31 |0

<U60DC> \x4F\x27 |0

<U60DD> \x63\x2E |0

<U60DF> \x4E\x29 |0

<U60E0> \x3B\x5D |0

<U60E6> \x35\x6B |0

<U60E7> \x3E\x65 |0

<U60E8>

 \x32\x52 |0

<U60E9> \x33\x4D |0

<U60EB> \x31\x39 |0

<U60EC> \x63\x2B |0

<U60ED> \x32\x51 |0

<U60EE> \x35\x2C |0

<U60EF> \x39\x5F |0

<U60F0> \x36\x68 |0

<U60F3> \x4F\x6B |0

<U60F4> \x63\x37 |0

<U60F6> \x3B\x4C |0

<U60F9> \x48\x47 |0

<U60FA> \x50\x4A |0

<U6100> \x63\x38 |0

<U6101> \x33\x6E |0

<U6106> \x6D\x29 |0

<U6108> \x53\x7A |0

<U6109> \x53\x64 |0

<U610D> \x6D\x2A |0

<U610E> \x63\x39 |0

<U610F> \x52\x62 |0

<U6115> \x63\x35 |0

<U611A> \x53\x5E |0

<U611F> \x38\x50 |0

<U6120> \x63\x33 |0

<U6123> \x63\x36 |0

<U6124> \x37\x5F |0
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<U6126> \x63\x34 |0

<U6127> \x40\x22 |0

<U612B> \x63\x3A |0

<U613F> \x54\x38 |0

<U6148> \x34\x48 |0

<U614A> \x63\x3B |0

<U614C> \x3B\x45 |0

<U614E> \x49\x77 |0

<U6151> \x49\x65 |0

<U6155> \x44\x3D |0

<U615D> \x6D\x2B |0

<U6162> \x42\x7D |0

<U6167> \x3B\x5B |0

<U6168> \x3F\x2E |0

<U6170> \x4E\x3F |0

<U6175> \x63\x3C |0

<U6177> \x3F\x36 |0

<U618B> \x31\x6F |0

<U618E> \x54\x77 |0

<U6194> \x63\x3E |0

<U619D> \x6D\x2D |0

<U61A7> \x63\x3F |0

<U61A8> \x3A\x29 |0

<U61A9>

 \x6D\x2C |0

<U61AC> \x63\x3D |0

<U61B7> \x63\x40 |0

<U61BE> \x3A\x36 |0

<U61C2> \x36\x2E |0

<U61C8> \x50\x38 |0

<U61CA> \x30\x43 |0

<U61CB> \x6D\x2E |0

<U61D1> \x6D\x2F |0

<U61D2> \x40\x41 |0

<U61D4> \x63\x41 |0

<U61E6> \x45\x33 |0

<U61F5> \x63\x42 |0

<U61FF> \x5C\x32 |0

<U6206> \x6D\x30 |0

<U6208> \x38\x6A |0

<U620A> \x4E\x6C |0

<U620B> \x6A\x27 |0

<U620C> \x50\x67 |0

<U620D> \x4A\x79 |0

<U620E> \x48\x56 |0

<U620F> \x4F\x37 |0

<U6210> \x33\x49 |0

<U6211> \x4E\x52 |0
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<U6212> \x3D\x64 |0

<U6215> \x63\x5E |0

<U6216> \x3B\x72 |0

<U6217> \x6A\x28 |0

<U6218> \x55\x3D |0

<U621A> \x46\x5D |0

<U621B> \x6A\x29 |0

<U621F> \x6A\x2A |0

<U6221> \x6A\x2C |0

<U6222> \x6A\x2B |0

<U6224> \x6A\x2E |0

<U6225> \x6A\x2D |0

<U622A> \x3D\x58 |0

<U622C> \x6A\x2F |0

<U622E> \x42\x3E |0

<U6233> \x34\x41 |0

<U6234> \x34\x77 |0

<U6237> \x3B\x27 |0

<U623D> \x6C\x66 |0

<U623E> \x6C\x65 |0

<U623F> \x37\x3F |0

<U6240> \x4B\x79 |0

<U6241> \x31\x62 |0

<U6243> \x6C\x67 |0

<U6247> \x49\x48 |0

<U6248> \x6C\x68 |0

<U6249>

 \x6C\x69 |0

<U624B> \x4A\x56 |0

<U624C> \x5E\x50 |0

<U624D> \x32\x45 |0

<U624E> \x54\x7A |0

<U6251> \x46\x4B |0

<U6252> \x30\x47 |0

<U6253> \x34\x72 |0

<U6254> \x48\x53 |0

<U6258> \x4D\x50 |0

<U625B> \x3F\x38 |0

<U6263> \x3F\x5B |0

<U6266> \x47\x24 |0

<U6267> \x56\x34 |0

<U6269> \x40\x29 |0

<U626A> \x5E\x51 |0

<U626B> \x49\x28 |0

<U626C> \x51\x6F |0

<U626D> \x45\x24 |0

<U626E> \x30\x67 |0

<U626F> \x33\x36 |0
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<U6270> \x48\x45 |0

<U6273> \x30\x62 |0

<U6276> \x37\x76 |0

<U6279> \x45\x7A |0

<U627C> \x36\x73 |0

<U627E> \x55\x52 |0

<U627F> \x33\x50 |0

<U6280> \x3C\x3C |0

<U6284> \x33\x2D |0

<U6289> \x3E\x71 |0

<U628A> \x30\x51 |0

<U6291> \x52\x56 |0

<U6292> \x4A\x63 |0

<U6293> \x57\x25 |0

<U6295> \x4D\x36 |0

<U6296> \x36\x36 |0

<U6297> \x3F\x39 |0

<U6298> \x55\x5B |0

<U629A> \x38\x27 |0

<U629B> \x45\x57 |0

<U629F> \x5E\x52 |0

<U62A0> \x3F\x59 |0

<U62A1> \x42\x55 |0

<U62A2> \x47\x40 |0

<U62A4> \x3B\x24 |0

<U62A5> \x31\x28 |0

<U62A8> \x45\x6A |0

<U62AB> \x45\x7B |0

<U62AC> \x4C\x27 |0

<U62B1>

 \x31\x27 |0

<U62B5> \x35\x56 |0

<U62B9> \x44\x28 |0

<U62BB> \x5E\x53 |0

<U62BC> \x51\x3A |0

<U62BD> \x33\x69 |0

<U62BF> \x43\x72 |0

<U62C2> \x37\x77 |0

<U62C4> \x56\x74 |0

<U62C5> \x35\x23 |0

<U62C6> \x32\x70 |0

<U62C7> \x44\x34 |0

<U62C8> \x44\x69 |0

<U62C9> \x40\x2D |0

<U62CA> \x5E\x54 |0

<U62CC> \x30\x68 |0

<U62CD> \x45\x44 |0

<U62CE> \x41\x60 |0
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<U62D0> \x39\x55 |0

<U62D2> \x3E\x5C |0

<U62D3> \x4D\x58 |0

<U62D4> \x30\x4E |0

<U62D6> \x4D\x4F |0

<U62D7> \x5E\x56 |0

<U62D8> \x3E\x50 |0

<U62D9> \x57\x3E |0

<U62DA> \x5E\x55 |0

<U62DB> \x55\x50 |0

<U62DC> \x30\x5D |0

<U62DF> \x44\x62 |0

<U62E2> \x42\x23 |0

<U62E3> \x3C\x70 |0

<U62E5> \x53\x35 |0

<U62E6> \x40\x39 |0

<U62E7> \x45\x21 |0

<U62E8> \x32\x26 |0

<U62E9> \x54\x71 |0

<U62EC> \x40\x28 |0

<U62ED> \x4A\x43 |0

<U62EE> \x5E\x57 |0

<U62EF> \x55\x7C |0

<U62F1> \x39\x30 |0

<U62F3> \x48\x2D |0

<U62F4> \x4B\x29 |0

<U62F6> \x5E\x59 |0

<U62F7> \x3F\x3D |0

<U62FC> \x46\x34 |0

<U62FD> \x57\x27 |0

<U62FE> \x4A\x30 |0

<U62FF> \x44\x43 |0

<U6301>

 \x33\x56 |0

<U6302> \x39\x52 |0

<U6307> \x56\x38 |0

<U6308> \x6A\x7C |0

<U6309> \x30\x34 |0

<U630E> \x3F\x66 |0

<U6311> \x4C\x74 |0

<U6316> \x4D\x5A |0

<U631A> \x56\x3F |0

<U631B> \x42\x4E |0

<U631D> \x4E\x4E |0

<U631E> \x4C\x22 |0

<U631F> \x50\x2E |0

<U6320> \x44\x53 |0

<U6321> \x35\x32 |0
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<U6322> \x5E\x58 |0

<U6323> \x55\x75 |0

<U6324> \x3C\x37 |0

<U6325> \x3B\x53 |0

<U6328> \x30\x24 |0

<U632A> \x45\x32 |0

<U632B> \x34\x6C |0

<U632F> \x55\x71 |0

<U6332> \x6A\x7D |0

<U6339> \x5E\x5A |0

<U633A> \x4D\x26 |0

<U633D> \x4D\x6C |0

<U6342> \x4E\x66 |0

<U6343> \x5E\x5C |0

<U6345> \x4D\x31 |0

<U6346> \x40\x26 |0

<U6349> \x57\x3D |0

<U634B> \x5E\x5B |0

<U634C> \x30\x46 |0

<U634D> \x3A\x34 |0

<U634E> \x49\x53 |0

<U634F> \x44\x73 |0

<U6350> \x3E\x68 |0

<U6355> \x32\x36 |0

<U635E> \x40\x4C |0

<U635F> \x4B\x70 |0

<U6361> \x3C\x71 |0

<U6362> \x3B\x3B |0

<U6363> \x35\x37 |0

<U6367> \x45\x75 |0

<U6369> \x5E\x66 |0

<U636D> \x5E\x63 |0

<U636E> \x3E\x5D |0

<U6371> \x5E\x5F |0

<U6376> \x34\x37 |0

<U6377>

 \x3D\x5D |0

<U637A> \x5E\x60 |0

<U637B> \x44\x6D |0

<U6380> \x4F\x46 |0

<U6382> \x35\x60 |0

<U6387> \x36\x5E |0

<U6388> \x4A\x5A |0

<U6389> \x35\x74 |0

<U638A> \x5E\x65 |0

<U638C> \x55\x46 |0

<U638E> \x5E\x61 |0

<U638F> \x4C\x4D |0
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<U6390> \x46\x7E |0

<U6392> \x45\x45 |0

<U6396> \x52\x34 |0

<U6398> \x3E\x72 |0

<U63A0> \x42\x53 |0

<U63A2> \x4C\x3D |0

<U63A3> \x33\x38 |0

<U63A5> \x3D\x53 |0

<U63A7> \x3F\x58 |0

<U63A8> \x4D\x46 |0

<U63A9> \x51\x5A |0

<U63AA> \x34\x6B |0

<U63AC> \x5E\x64 |0

<U63AD> \x5E\x5D |0

<U63AE> \x5E\x67 |0

<U63B0> \x6A\x7E |0

<U63B3> \x42\x30 |0

<U63B4> \x5E\x62 |0

<U63B7> \x56\x40 |0

<U63B8> \x35\x27 |0

<U63BA> \x32\x74 |0

<U63BC> \x5E\x68 |0

<U63BE> \x5E\x72 |0

<U63C4> \x5E\x6D |0

<U63C6> \x5E\x71 |0

<U63C9> \x48\x60 |0

<U63CD> \x57\x61 |0

<U63CE> \x5E\x6F |0

<U63CF> \x43\x68 |0

<U63D0> \x4C\x61 |0

<U63D2> \x32\x65 |0

<U63D6> \x52\x3E |0

<U63DE> \x5E\x6E |0

<U63E0> \x5E\x6B |0

<U63E1> \x4E\x55 |0

<U63E3> \x34\x27 |0

<U63E9> \x3F\x2B |0

<U63EA> \x3E\x3E |0

<U63ED>

 \x3D\x52 |0

<U63F2> \x5E\x69 |0

<U63F4> \x54\x2E |0

<U63F6> \x5E\x5E |0

<U63F8> \x5E\x6A |0

<U63FD> \x40\x3F |0

<U63FF> \x5E\x6C |0

<U6400> \x32\x73 |0

<U6401> \x38\x69 |0
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<U6402> \x42\x27 |0

<U6405> \x3D\x41 |0

<U640B> \x5E\x75 |0

<U640C> \x5E\x78 |0

<U640F> \x32\x2B |0

<U6410> \x34\x24 |0

<U6413> \x34\x6A |0

<U6414> \x49\x26 |0

<U641B> \x5E\x76 |0

<U641C> \x4B\x51 |0

<U641E> \x38\x63 |0

<U6420> \x5E\x77 |0

<U6421> \x5E\x7A |0

<U6426> \x5E\x79 |0

<U642A> \x4C\x42 |0

<U642C> \x30\x61 |0

<U642D> \x34\x6E |0

<U6434> \x65\x3A |0

<U643A> \x50\x2F |0

<U643D> \x32\x6B |0

<U643F> \x6B\x21 |0

<U6441> \x5E\x74 |0

<U6444> \x49\x63 |0

<U6445> \x5E\x73 |0

<U6446> \x30\x5A |0

<U6447> \x52\x21 |0

<U6448> \x31\x77 |0

<U644A> \x4C\x2F |0

<U6452> \x5E\x70 |0

<U6454> \x4B\x24 |0

<U6458> \x55\x2A |0

<U645E> \x5E\x7B |0

<U6467> \x34\x5D |0

<U6469> \x44\x26 |0

<U646D> \x5E\x7D |0

<U6478> \x43\x7E |0

<U6479> \x44\x21 |0

<U647A> \x5F\x21 |0

<U6482> \x41\x4C |0

<U6484> \x5E\x7C |0

<U6485> \x3E\x6F |0

<U6487>

 \x46\x32 |0

<U6491> \x33\x45 |0

<U6492> \x48\x76 |0

<U6495> \x4B\x3A |0

<U6496> \x5E\x7E |0

<U6499> \x5F\x24 |0
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<U649E> \x57\x32 |0

<U64A4> \x33\x37 |0

<U64A9> \x41\x43 |0

<U64AC> \x47\x4B |0

<U64AD> \x32\x25 |0

<U64AE> \x34\x69 |0

<U64B0> \x57\x2B |0

<U64B5> \x44\x6C |0

<U64B7> \x5F\x22 |0

<U64B8> \x5F\x23 |0

<U64BA> \x5F\x25 |0

<U64BC> \x3A\x33 |0

<U64C0> \x5F\x26 |0

<U64C2> \x40\x5E |0

<U64C5> \x49\x43 |0

<U64CD> \x32\x59 |0

<U64CE> \x47\x66 |0

<U64D0> \x5F\x27 |0

<U64D2> \x47\x5C |0

<U64D7> \x5F\x28 |0

<U64D8> \x6B\x22 |0

<U64DE> \x4B\x53 |0

<U64E2> \x5F\x2A |0

<U64E4> \x5F\x29 |0

<U64E6> \x32\x41 |0

<U6500> \x45\x4A |0

<U6509> \x5F\x2B |0

<U6512> \x54\x5C |0

<U6518> \x48\x41 |0

<U6525> \x5F\x2C |0

<U652B> \x3E\x70 |0

<U652E> \x5F\x2D |0

<U652F> \x56\x27 |0

<U6534> \x6A\x37 |0

<U6535> \x6B\x36 |0

<U6536> \x4A\x55 |0

<U6538> \x58\x7C |0

<U6539> \x38\x44 |0

<U653B> \x39\x25 |0

<U653E> \x37\x45 |0

<U653F> \x55\x7E |0

<U6545> \x39\x4A |0

<U6548> \x50\x27 |0

<U6549> \x74\x4D |0

<U654C>

 \x35\x50 |0

<U654F> \x43\x74 |0

<U6551> \x3E\x48 |0
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<U6555> \x6B\x37 |0

<U6556> \x30\x3D |0

<U6559> \x3D\x4C |0

<U655B> \x41\x32 |0

<U655D> \x31\x56 |0

<U655E> \x33\x28 |0

<U6562> \x38\x52 |0

<U6563> \x49\x22 |0

<U6566> \x36\x58 |0

<U656B> \x6B\x38 |0

<U656C> \x3E\x34 |0

<U6570> \x4A\x7D |0

<U6572> \x47\x43 |0

<U6574> \x55\x7B |0

<U6577> \x37\x73 |0

<U6587> \x4E\x44 |0

<U658B> \x55\x2B |0

<U658C> \x31\x73 |0

<U6590> \x6C\x33 |0

<U6591> \x30\x5F |0

<U6593> \x6C\x35 |0

<U6597> \x36\x37 |0

<U6599> \x41\x4F |0

<U659B> \x75\x7A |0

<U659C> \x50\x31 |0

<U659F> \x55\x65 |0

<U65A1> \x4E\x53 |0

<U65A4> \x3D\x6F |0

<U65A5> \x33\x62 |0

<U65A7> \x38\x2B |0

<U65A9> \x55\x36 |0

<U65AB> \x6D\x3D |0

<U65AD> \x36\x4F |0

<U65AF> \x4B\x39 |0

<U65B0> \x50\x42 |0

<U65B9> \x37\x3D |0

<U65BC> \x6C\x36 |0

<U65BD> \x4A\x29 |0

<U65C1> \x45\x54 |0

<U65C3> \x6C\x39 |0

<U65C4> \x6C\x38 |0

<U65C5> \x42\x43 |0

<U65C6> \x6C\x37 |0

<U65CB> \x50\x7D |0

<U65CC> \x6C\x3A |0

<U65CE> \x6C\x3B |0

<U65CF> \x57\x65 |0

<U65D2>
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 \x6C\x3C |0

<U65D6> \x6C\x3D |0

<U65D7> \x46\x6C |0

<U65E0> \x4E\x5E |0

<U65E2> \x3C\x48 |0

<U65E5> \x48\x55 |0

<U65E6> \x35\x29 |0

<U65E7> \x3E\x49 |0

<U65E8> \x56\x3C |0

<U65E9> \x54\x67 |0

<U65EC> \x51\x2E |0

<U65ED> \x50\x71 |0

<U65EE> \x6A\x38 |0

<U65EF> \x6A\x39 |0

<U65F0> \x6A\x3A |0

<U65F1> \x3A\x35 |0

<U65F6> \x4A\x31 |0

<U65F7> \x3F\x75 |0

<U65FA> \x4D\x7A |0

<U6600> \x6A\x40 |0

<U6602> \x30\x3A |0

<U6603> \x6A\x3E |0

<U6606> \x40\x25 |0

<U660A> \x6A\x3B |0

<U660C> \x32\x7D |0

<U660E> \x43\x77 |0

<U660F> \x3B\x68 |0

<U6613> \x52\x57 |0

<U6614> \x4E\x74 |0

<U6615> \x6A\x3F |0

<U6619> \x6A\x3C |0

<U661D> \x6A\x43 |0

<U661F> \x50\x47 |0

<U6620> \x53\x33 |0

<U6625> \x34\x3A |0

<U6627> \x43\x41 |0

<U6628> \x57\x72 |0

<U662D> \x55\x51 |0

<U662F> \x4A\x47 |0

<U6631> \x6A\x45 |0

<U6634> \x6A\x44 |0

<U6635> \x6A\x47 |0

<U6636> \x6A\x46 |0

<U663C> \x56\x67 |0

<U663E> \x4F\x54 |0

<U6641> \x6A\x4B |0

<U6643> \x3B\x4E |0

<U664B> \x3D\x7A |0
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<U664C> \x49\x4E |0

<U664F> \x6A\x4C |0

<U6652>

 \x49\x39 |0

<U6653> \x4F\x7E |0

<U6654> \x6A\x4A |0

<U6655> \x54\x4E |0

<U6656> \x6A\x4D |0

<U6657> \x6A\x4F |0

<U665A> \x4D\x6D |0

<U665F> \x6A\x49 |0

<U6661> \x6A\x4E |0

<U6664> \x4E\x6E |0

<U6666> \x3B\x5E |0

<U6668> \x33\x3F |0

<U666E> \x46\x55 |0

<U666F> \x3E\x30 |0

<U6670> \x4E\x7A |0

<U6674> \x47\x67 |0

<U6676> \x3E\x27 |0

<U6677> \x6A\x50 |0

<U667A> \x56\x47 |0

<U667E> \x41\x40 |0

<U6682> \x54\x5D |0

<U6684> \x6A\x51 |0

<U6687> \x4F\x3E |0

<U668C> \x6A\x52 |0

<U6691> \x4A\x6E |0

<U6696> \x45\x2F |0

<U6697> \x30\x35 |0

<U669D> \x6A\x54 |0

<U66A7> \x6A\x53 |0

<U66A8> \x74\x5F |0

<U66AE> \x44\x3A |0

<U66B4> \x31\x29 |0

<U66B9> \x65\x5F |0

<U66BE> \x6A\x55 |0

<U66D9> \x4A\x6F |0

<U66DB> \x6A\x56 |0

<U66DC> \x6A\x57 |0

<U66DD> \x46\x58 |0

<U66E6> \x6A\x58 |0

<U66E9> \x6A\x59 |0

<U66F0> \x54\x3B |0

<U66F2> \x47\x7A |0

<U66F3> \x52\x37 |0

<U66F4> \x38\x7C |0

<U66F7> \x6A\x42 |0
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<U66F9> \x32\x5C |0

<U66FC> \x42\x7C |0

<U66FE> \x54\x78 |0

<U66FF> \x4C\x66 |0

<U6700> \x57\x6E |0

<U6708>

 \x54\x42 |0

<U6709> \x53\x50 |0

<U670A> \x6B\x43 |0

<U670B> \x45\x73 |0

<U670D> \x37\x7E |0

<U6710> \x6B\x54 |0

<U6714> \x4B\x37 |0

<U6715> \x6B\x5E |0

<U6717> \x40\x4A |0

<U671B> \x4D\x7B |0

<U671D> \x33\x2F |0

<U671F> \x46\x5A |0

<U6726> \x6B\x7C |0

<U6728> \x44\x3E |0

<U672A> \x4E\x34 |0

<U672B> \x44\x29 |0

<U672C> \x31\x3E |0

<U672D> \x54\x7D |0

<U672F> \x4A\x75 |0

<U6731> \x56\x6C |0

<U6734> \x46\x53 |0

<U6735> \x36\x64 |0

<U673A> \x3B\x7A |0

<U673D> \x50\x60 |0

<U6740> \x49\x31 |0

<U6742> \x54\x53 |0

<U6743> \x48\x28 |0

<U6746> \x38\x4B |0

<U6748> \x68\x3E |0

<U6749> \x49\x3C |0

<U674C> \x68\x3B |0

<U674E> \x40\x6E |0

<U674F> \x50\x53 |0

<U6750> \x32\x44 |0

<U6751> \x34\x65 |0

<U6753> \x68\x3C |0

<U6756> \x55\x48 |0

<U675C> \x36\x45 |0

<U675E> \x68\x3D |0

<U675F> \x4A\x78 |0

<U6760> \x38\x5C |0

<U6761> \x4C\x75 |0
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<U6765> \x40\x34 |0

<U6768> \x51\x6E |0

<U6769> \x68\x3F |0

<U676A> \x68\x42 |0

<U676D> \x3A\x3C |0

<U676F> \x31\x2D |0

<U6770> \x3D\x5C |0

<U6772> \x6A\x3D |0

<U6773>

 \x68\x43 |0

<U6775> \x68\x46 |0

<U6777> \x68\x4B |0

<U677C> \x68\x4C |0

<U677E> \x4B\x49 |0

<U677F> \x30\x65 |0

<U6781> \x3C\x2B |0

<U6784> \x39\x39 |0

<U6787> \x68\x41 |0

<U6789> \x4D\x77 |0

<U678B> \x68\x4A |0

<U6790> \x4E\x76 |0

<U6795> \x55\x6D |0

<U6797> \x41\x56 |0

<U6798> \x68\x44 |0

<U679A> \x43\x36 |0

<U679C> \x39\x7B |0

<U679D> \x56\x26 |0

<U679E> \x68\x48 |0

<U67A2> \x4A\x60 |0

<U67A3> \x54\x66 |0

<U67A5> \x68\x40 |0

<U67A7> \x68\x45 |0

<U67A8> \x68\x47 |0

<U67AA> \x47\x39 |0

<U67AB> \x37\x63 |0

<U67AD> \x68\x49 |0

<U67AF> \x3F\x5D |0

<U67B0> \x68\x52 |0

<U67B3> \x68\x57 |0

<U67B5> \x68\x55 |0

<U67B6> \x3C\x5C |0

<U67B7> \x3C\x4F |0

<U67B8> \x68\x5B |0

<U67C1> \x68\x5E |0

<U67C3> \x68\x5A |0

<U67C4> \x31\x7A |0

<U67CF> \x30\x58 |0

<U67D0> \x44\x33 |0
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<U67D1> \x38\x4C |0

<U67D2> \x46\x62 |0

<U67D3> \x48\x3E |0

<U67D4> \x48\x61 |0

<U67D8> \x68\x4F |0

<U67D9> \x68\x54 |0

<U67DA> \x68\x56 |0

<U67DC> \x39\x71 |0

<U67DD> \x68\x58 |0

<U67DE> \x57\x75 |0

<U67E0> \x44\x7B |0

<U67E2>

 \x68\x5C |0

<U67E5> \x32\x69 |0

<U67E9> \x68\x51 |0

<U67EC> \x3C\x6D |0

<U67EF> \x3F\x42 |0

<U67F0> \x68\x4D |0

<U67F1> \x56\x79 |0

<U67F3> \x41\x78 |0

<U67F4> \x32\x71 |0

<U67FD> \x68\x5F |0

<U67FF> \x4A\x41 |0

<U6800> \x68\x59 |0

<U6805> \x55\x24 |0

<U6807> \x31\x6A |0

<U6808> \x55\x3B |0

<U6809> \x68\x4E |0

<U680A> \x68\x50 |0

<U680B> \x36\x30 |0

<U680C> \x68\x53 |0

<U680E> \x68\x5D |0

<U680F> \x40\x38 |0

<U6811> \x4A\x77 |0

<U6813> \x4B\x28 |0

<U6816> \x46\x5C |0

<U6817> \x40\x75 |0

<U681D> \x68\x69 |0

<U6821> \x50\x23 |0

<U6829> \x68\x72 |0

<U682A> \x56\x6A |0

<U6832> \x68\x60 |0

<U6833> \x68\x61 |0

<U6837> \x51\x79 |0

<U6838> \x3A\x4B |0

<U6839> \x38\x79 |0

<U683C> \x38\x71 |0

<U683D> \x54\x54 |0
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<U683E> \x68\x6F |0

<U6840> \x68\x6E |0

<U6841> \x68\x6C |0

<U6842> \x39\x70 |0

<U6843> \x4C\x52 |0

<U6844> \x68\x66 |0

<U6845> \x4E\x26 |0

<U6846> \x3F\x72 |0

<U6848> \x30\x38 |0

<U6849> \x68\x71 |0

<U684A> \x68\x70 |0

<U684C> \x57\x40 |0

<U684E> \x68\x64 |0

<U6850> \x4D\x29 |0

<U6851>

 \x49\x23 |0

<U6853> \x3B\x38 |0

<U6854> \x3D\x5B |0

<U6855> \x68\x6A |0

<U6860> \x68\x62 |0

<U6861> \x68\x63 |0

<U6862> \x68\x65 |0

<U6863> \x35\x35 |0

<U6864> \x68\x67 |0

<U6865> \x47\x45 |0

<U6866> \x68\x6B |0

<U6867> \x68\x6D |0

<U6868> \x3D\x30 |0

<U6869> \x57\x2E |0

<U686B> \x68\x78 |0

<U6874> \x68\x75 |0

<U6876> \x4D\x30 |0

<U6877> \x68\x76 |0

<U6881> \x41\x3A |0

<U6883> \x68\x68 |0

<U6885> \x43\x37 |0

<U6886> \x30\x70 |0

<U688F> \x68\x74 |0

<U6893> \x68\x77 |0

<U6897> \x39\x23 |0

<U68A2> \x49\x52 |0

<U68A6> \x43\x4E |0

<U68A7> \x4E\x60 |0

<U68A8> \x40\x66 |0

<U68AD> \x4B\x73 |0

<U68AF> \x4C\x5D |0

<U68B0> \x50\x35 |0

<U68B3> \x4A\x61 |0
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<U68B5> \x68\x73 |0

<U68C0> \x3C\x6C |0

<U68C2> \x68\x79 |0

<U68C9> \x43\x5E |0

<U68CB> \x46\x65 |0

<U68CD> \x39\x77 |0

<U68D2> \x30\x74 |0

<U68D5> \x57\x58 |0

<U68D8> \x3C\x2C |0

<U68DA> \x45\x6F |0

<U68E0> \x4C\x44 |0

<U68E3> \x69\x26 |0

<U68EE> \x49\x2D |0

<U68F0> \x69\x22 |0

<U68F1> \x40\x62 |0

<U68F5> \x3F\x43 |0

<U68F9> \x68\x7E |0

<U68FA>

 \x39\x57 |0

<U68FC> \x68\x7B |0

<U6901> \x69\x24 |0

<U6905> \x52\x4E |0

<U690B> \x69\x23 |0

<U690D> \x56\x32 |0

<U690E> \x57\x35 |0

<U6910> \x69\x27 |0

<U6912> \x3D\x37 |0

<U691F> \x68\x7C |0

<U6920> \x68\x7D |0

<U6924> \x69\x21 |0

<U692D> \x4D\x56 |0

<U6930> \x52\x2C |0

<U6934> \x69\x32 |0

<U6939> \x69\x29 |0

<U693D> \x34\x2A |0

<U693F> \x34\x3B |0

<U6942> \x69\x2B |0

<U6954> \x50\x28 |0

<U6957> \x69\x25 |0

<U695A> \x33\x7E |0

<U695D> \x69\x2C |0

<U695E> \x40\x63 |0

<U6960> \x69\x2A |0

<U6963> \x69\x39 |0

<U6966> \x69\x38 |0

<U696B> \x69\x2E |0

<U696E> \x68\x7A |0

<U6971> \x69\x28 |0
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<U6977> \x3F\x2C |0

<U6978> \x69\x31 |0

<U6979> \x69\x3A |0

<U697C> \x42\x25 |0

<U6980> \x69\x2F |0

<U6982> \x38\x45 |0

<U6984> \x69\x2D |0

<U6986> \x53\x5C |0

<U6987> \x69\x34 |0

<U6988> \x69\x35 |0

<U6989> \x69\x37 |0

<U698D> \x69\x47 |0

<U6994> \x40\x46 |0

<U6995> \x69\x45 |0

<U6998> \x69\x30 |0

<U699B> \x69\x3B |0

<U699C> \x30\x71 |0

<U69A7> \x69\x3C |0

<U69A8> \x55\x25 |0

<U69AB> \x69\x3E |0

<U69AD>

 \x69\x3F |0

<U69B1> \x69\x41 |0

<U69B4> \x41\x71 |0

<U69B7> \x48\x36 |0

<U69BB> \x69\x3D |0

<U69C1> \x69\x42 |0

<U69CA> \x69\x43 |0

<U69CC> \x69\x33 |0

<U69CE> \x69\x36 |0

<U69D0> \x3B\x31 |0

<U69D4> \x69\x40 |0

<U69DB> \x3C\x77 |0

<U69DF> \x69\x44 |0

<U69E0> \x69\x46 |0

<U69ED> \x69\x4A |0

<U69F2> \x69\x4E |0

<U69FD> \x32\x5B |0

<U69FF> \x69\x48 |0

<U6A0A> \x37\x2E |0

<U6A17> \x69\x4B |0

<U6A18> \x69\x4C |0

<U6A1F> \x55\x41 |0

<U6A21> \x44\x23 |0

<U6A28> \x69\x58 |0

<U6A2A> \x3A\x61 |0

<U6A2F> \x69\x49 |0

<U6A31> \x53\x23 |0
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<U6A35> \x69\x54 |0

<U6A3D> \x69\x57 |0

<U6A3E> \x69\x50 |0

<U6A44> \x69\x4F |0

<U6A47> \x47\x41 |0

<U6A50> \x69\x52 |0

<U6A58> \x69\x59 |0

<U6A59> \x33\x48 |0

<U6A5B> \x69\x53 |0

<U6A61> \x4F\x70 |0

<U6A65> \x69\x4D |0

<U6A71> \x33\x77 |0

<U6A79> \x69\x56 |0

<U6A7C> \x69\x5A |0

<U6A80> \x4C\x34 |0

<U6A84> \x4F\x2D |0

<U6A8E> \x69\x55 |0

<U6A90> \x69\x5C |0

<U6A91> \x69\x5B |0

<U6A97> \x69\x5E |0

<U6AA0> \x69\x51 |0

<U6AA9> \x69\x5D |0

<U6AAB> \x69\x5F |0

<U6AAC>

 \x43\x4A |0

<U6B20> \x47\x37 |0

<U6B21> \x34\x4E |0

<U6B22> \x3B\x36 |0

<U6B23> \x50\x40 |0

<U6B24> \x6C\x23 |0

<U6B27> \x45\x37 |0

<U6B32> \x53\x7B |0

<U6B37> \x6C\x24 |0

<U6B39> \x6C\x25 |0

<U6B3A> \x46\x5B |0

<U6B3E> \x3F\x6E |0

<U6B43> \x6C\x26 |0

<U6B46> \x6C\x27 |0

<U6B47> \x50\x2A |0

<U6B49> \x47\x38 |0

<U6B4C> \x38\x68 |0

<U6B59> \x6C\x28 |0

<U6B62> \x56\x39 |0

<U6B63> \x55\x7D |0

<U6B64> \x34\x4B |0

<U6B65> \x32\x3D |0

<U6B66> \x4E\x64 |0

<U6B67> \x46\x67 |0
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<U6B6A> \x4D\x61 |0

<U6B79> \x34\x75 |0

<U6B7B> \x4B\x40 |0

<U6B7C> \x3C\x5F |0

<U6B81> \x69\x62 |0

<U6B82> \x69\x63 |0

<U6B83> \x51\x6A |0

<U6B84> \x69\x65 |0

<U6B86> \x34\x79 |0

<U6B87> \x69\x64 |0

<U6B89> \x51\x33 |0

<U6B8A> \x4A\x62 |0

<U6B8B> \x32\x50 |0

<U6B8D> \x69\x68 |0

<U6B92> \x69\x66 |0

<U6B93> \x69\x67 |0

<U6B96> \x56\x33 |0

<U6B9A> \x69\x69 |0

<U6B9B> \x69\x6A |0

<U6BA1> \x69\x6B |0

<U6BAA> \x69\x6C |0

<U6BB3> \x6C\x2F |0

<U6BB4> \x45\x39 |0

<U6BB5> \x36\x4E |0

<U6BB7> \x52\x73 |0

<U6BBF> \x35\x6E |0

<U6BC1>

 \x3B\x59 |0

<U6BC2> \x6C\x31 |0

<U6BC5> \x52\x63 |0

<U6BCB> \x4E\x63 |0

<U6BCD> \x44\x38 |0

<U6BCF> \x43\x3F |0

<U6BD2> \x36\x3E |0

<U6BD3> \x58\x39 |0

<U6BD4> \x31\x48 |0

<U6BD5> \x31\x4F |0

<U6BD6> \x31\x51 |0

<U6BD7> \x45\x7E |0

<U6BD9> \x31\x50 |0

<U6BDB> \x43\x2B |0

<U6BE1> \x55\x31 |0

<U6BEA> \x6B\x24 |0

<U6BEB> \x3A\x41 |0

<U6BEF> \x4C\x3A |0

<U6BF3> \x6B\x25 |0

<U6BF5> \x6B\x27 |0

<U6BF9> \x6B\x28 |0
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<U6BFD> \x6B\x26 |0

<U6C05> \x6B\x29 |0

<U6C06> \x6B\x2B |0

<U6C07> \x6B\x2A |0

<U6C0D> \x6B\x2C |0

<U6C0F> \x4A\x4F |0

<U6C10> \x58\x35 |0

<U6C11> \x43\x71 |0

<U6C13> \x43\x25 |0

<U6C14> \x46\x78 |0

<U6C15> \x6B\x2D |0

<U6C16> \x44\x4A |0

<U6C18> \x6B\x2E |0

<U6C19> \x6B\x2F |0

<U6C1A> \x6B\x30 |0

<U6C1B> \x37\x55 |0

<U6C1F> \x37\x7A |0

<U6C21> \x6B\x31 |0

<U6C22> \x47\x62 |0

<U6C24> \x6B\x33 |0

<U6C26> \x3A\x24 |0

<U6C27> \x51\x75 |0

<U6C28> \x30\x31 |0

<U6C29> \x6B\x32 |0

<U6C2A> \x6B\x34 |0

<U6C2E> \x35\x2A |0

<U6C2F> \x42\x48 |0

<U6C30> \x47\x68 |0

<U6C32> \x6B\x35 |0

<U6C34>

 \x4B\x2E |0

<U6C35> \x63\x5F |0

<U6C38> \x53\x40 |0

<U6C3D> \x59\x5B |0

<U6C40> \x4D\x21 |0

<U6C41> \x56\x2D |0

<U6C42> \x47\x73 |0

<U6C46> \x59\x60 |0

<U6C47> \x3B\x63 |0

<U6C49> \x3A\x3A |0

<U6C4A> \x63\x62 |0

<U6C50> \x4F\x2B |0

<U6C54> \x63\x60 |0

<U6C55> \x49\x47 |0

<U6C57> \x3A\x39 |0

<U6C5B> \x51\x34 |0

<U6C5C> \x63\x61 |0

<U6C5D> \x48\x6A |0
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<U6C5E> \x39\x2F |0

<U6C5F> \x3D\x2D |0

<U6C60> \x33\x58 |0

<U6C61> \x4E\x5B |0

<U6C64> \x4C\x40 |0

<U6C68> \x63\x68 |0

<U6C69> \x63\x69 |0

<U6C6A> \x4D\x74 |0

<U6C70> \x4C\x2D |0

<U6C72> \x3C\x33 |0

<U6C74> \x63\x6A |0

<U6C76> \x63\x6B |0

<U6C79> \x50\x5A |0

<U6C7D> \x46\x7B |0

<U6C7E> \x37\x5A |0

<U6C81> \x47\x5F |0

<U6C82> \x52\x4A |0

<U6C83> \x4E\x56 |0

<U6C85> \x63\x64 |0

<U6C86> \x63\x6C |0

<U6C88> \x49\x72 |0

<U6C89> \x33\x41 |0

<U6C8C> \x63\x67 |0

<U6C8F> \x46\x63 |0

<U6C90> \x63\x65 |0

<U6C93> \x6D\x33 |0

<U6C94> \x63\x66 |0

<U6C99> \x49\x33 |0

<U6C9B> \x45\x66 |0

<U6C9F> \x39\x35 |0

<U6CA1> \x43\x3B |0

<U6CA3> \x63\x63 |0

<U6CA4>

 \x45\x3D |0

<U6CA5> \x41\x24 |0

<U6CA6> \x42\x59 |0

<U6CA7> \x32\x57 |0

<U6CA9> \x63\x6D |0

<U6CAA> \x3B\x26 |0

<U6CAB> \x44\x2D |0

<U6CAD> \x63\x70 |0

<U6CAE> \x3E\x5A |0

<U6CB1> \x63\x7B |0

<U6CB2> \x63\x75 |0

<U6CB3> \x3A\x53 |0

<U6CB8> \x37\x50 |0

<U6CB9> \x53\x4D |0

<U6CBB> \x56\x4E |0
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<U6CBC> \x55\x53 |0

<U6CBD> \x39\x41 |0

<U6CBE> \x55\x34 |0

<U6CBF> \x51\x58 |0

<U6CC4> \x50\x39 |0

<U6CC5> \x47\x76 |0

<U6CC9> \x48\x2A |0

<U6CCA> \x32\x34 |0

<U6CCC> \x43\x5A |0

<U6CD0> \x63\x6E |0

<U6CD3> \x63\x7C |0

<U6CD4> \x63\x6F |0

<U6CD5> \x37\x28 |0

<U6CD6> \x63\x77 |0

<U6CD7> \x63\x74 |0

<U6CDB> \x37\x3A |0

<U6CDE> \x45\x22 |0

<U6CE0> \x63\x76 |0

<U6CE1> \x45\x5D |0

<U6CE2> \x32\x28 |0

<U6CE3> \x46\x7C |0

<U6CE5> \x44\x60 |0

<U6CE8> \x57\x22 |0

<U6CEA> \x40\x61 |0

<U6CEB> \x63\x79 |0

<U6CEE> \x63\x7A |0

<U6CEF> \x63\x7D |0

<U6CF0> \x4C\x29 |0

<U6CF1> \x63\x73 |0

<U6CF3> \x53\x3E |0

<U6CF5> \x31\x43 |0

<U6CF6> \x6D\x34 |0

<U6CF7> \x63\x71 |0

<U6CF8> \x63\x72 |0

<U6CFA> \x63\x78 |0

<U6CFB>

 \x50\x3A |0

<U6CFC> \x46\x43 |0

<U6CFD> \x54\x73 |0

<U6CFE> \x63\x7E |0

<U6D01> \x3D\x60 |0

<U6D04> \x64\x27 |0

<U6D07> \x64\x26 |0

<U6D0B> \x51\x73 |0

<U6D0C> \x64\x23 |0

<U6D0E> \x64\x29 |0

<U6D12> \x48\x77 |0

<U6D17> \x4F\x34 |0
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<U6D19> \x64\x28 |0

<U6D1A> \x64\x2E |0

<U6D1B> \x42\x65 |0

<U6D1E> \x36\x34 |0

<U6D25> \x3D\x72 |0

<U6D27> \x64\x22 |0

<U6D2A> \x3A\x69 |0

<U6D2B> \x64\x2A |0

<U6D2E> \x64\x2C |0

<U6D31> \x36\x7D |0

<U6D32> \x56\x5E |0

<U6D33> \x64\x32 |0

<U6D35> \x64\x2D |0

<U6D39> \x64\x21 |0

<U6D3B> \x3B\x6E |0

<U6D3C> \x4D\x5D |0

<U6D3D> \x47\x22 |0

<U6D3E> \x45\x49 |0

<U6D41> \x41\x77 |0

<U6D43> \x64\x24 |0

<U6D45> \x47\x33 |0

<U6D46> \x3D\x2C |0

<U6D47> \x3D\x3D |0

<U6D48> \x64\x25 |0

<U6D4A> \x57\x47 |0

<U6D4B> \x32\x62 |0

<U6D4D> \x64\x2B |0

<U6D4E> \x3C\x43 |0

<U6D4F> \x64\x2F |0

<U6D51> \x3B\x6B |0

<U6D52> \x64\x30 |0

<U6D53> \x45\x28 |0

<U6D54> \x64\x31 |0

<U6D59> \x55\x63 |0

<U6D5A> \x3F\x23 |0

<U6D5C> \x64\x3A |0

<U6D5E> \x64\x37 |0

<U6D60> \x64\x3B |0

<U6D63>

 \x64\x3D |0

<U6D66> \x46\x56 |0

<U6D69> \x3A\x46 |0

<U6D6A> \x40\x4B |0

<U6D6E> \x38\x21 |0

<U6D6F> \x64\x34 |0

<U6D74> \x54\x21 |0

<U6D77> \x3A\x23 |0

<U6D78> \x3D\x7E |0
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<U6D7C> \x64\x3C |0

<U6D82> \x4D\x3F |0

<U6D85> \x44\x79 |0

<U6D88> \x4F\x7B |0

<U6D89> \x49\x66 |0

<U6D8C> \x53\x3F |0

<U6D8E> \x4F\x51 |0

<U6D91> \x64\x33 |0

<U6D93> \x64\x38 |0

<U6D94> \x64\x39 |0

<U6D95> \x4C\x69 |0

<U6D9B> \x4C\x4E |0

<U6D9D> \x40\x54 |0

<U6D9E> \x64\x35 |0

<U6D9F> \x41\x30 |0

<U6DA0> \x64\x36 |0

<U6DA1> \x4E\x50 |0

<U6DA3> \x3B\x41 |0

<U6DA4> \x35\x53 |0

<U6DA6> \x48\x73 |0

<U6DA7> \x3D\x27 |0

<U6DA8> \x55\x47 |0

<U6DA9> \x49\x2C |0

<U6DAA> \x38\x22 |0

<U6DAB> \x64\x4A |0

<U6DAE> \x64\x4C |0

<U6DAF> \x51\x44 |0

<U6DB2> \x52\x3A |0

<U6DB5> \x3A\x2D |0

<U6DB8> \x3A\x54 |0

<U6DBF> \x64\x43 |0

<U6DC0> \x35\x6D |0

<U6DC4> \x57\x4D |0

<U6DC5> \x64\x40 |0

<U6DC6> \x4F\x7D |0

<U6DC7> \x64\x3F |0

<U6DCB> \x41\x5C |0

<U6DCC> \x4C\x4A |0

<U6DD1> \x4A\x67 |0

<U6DD6> \x44\x57 |0

<U6DD8> \x4C\x54 |0

<U6DD9>

 \x64\x48 |0

<U6DDD> \x64\x47 |0

<U6DDE> \x64\x41 |0

<U6DE0> \x64\x44 |0

<U6DE1> \x35\x2D |0

<U6DE4> \x53\x59 |0
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<U6DE6> \x64\x46 |0

<U6DEB> \x52\x79 |0

<U6DEC> \x34\x63 |0

<U6DEE> \x3B\x34 |0

<U6DF1> \x49\x6E |0

<U6DF3> \x34\x3E |0

<U6DF7> \x3B\x6C |0

<U6DF9> \x51\x4D |0

<U6DFB> \x4C\x6D |0

<U6DFC> \x6D\x35 |0

<U6E05> \x47\x65 |0

<U6E0A> \x54\x28 |0

<U6E0C> \x64\x4B |0

<U6E0D> \x57\x55 |0

<U6E0E> \x64\x42 |0

<U6E10> \x3D\x25 |0

<U6E11> \x64\x45 |0

<U6E14> \x53\x66 |0

<U6E16> \x64\x49 |0

<U6E17> \x49\x78 |0

<U6E1A> \x64\x3E |0

<U6E1D> \x53\x65 |0

<U6E20> \x47\x7E |0

<U6E21> \x36\x49 |0

<U6E23> \x54\x7C |0

<U6E24> \x32\x33 |0

<U6E25> \x64\x57 |0

<U6E29> \x4E\x42 |0

<U6E2B> \x64\x4D |0

<U6E2D> \x4E\x3C |0

<U6E2F> \x38\x5B |0

<U6E32> \x64\x56 |0

<U6E34> \x3F\x4A |0

<U6E38> \x53\x4E |0

<U6E3A> \x43\x6C |0

<U6E43> \x45\x48 |0

<U6E44> \x64\x58 |0

<U6E4D> \x4D\x44 |0

<U6E4E> \x64\x4F |0

<U6E53> \x64\x54 |0

<U6E54> \x64\x55 |0

<U6E56> \x3A\x7E |0

<U6E58> \x4F\x66 |0

<U6E5B> \x55\x3F |0

<U6E5F>

 \x64\x52 |0

<U6E6B> \x64\x50 |0

<U6E6E> \x64\x4E |0
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<U6E7E> \x4D\x65 |0

<U6E7F> \x4A\x2A |0

<U6E83> \x40\x23 |0

<U6E85> \x3D\x26 |0

<U6E86> \x64\x53 |0

<U6E89> \x38\x48 |0

<U6E8F> \x64\x67 |0

<U6E90> \x54\x34 |0

<U6E98> \x64\x5B |0

<U6E9C> \x41\x6F |0

<U6E9F> \x64\x69 |0

<U6EA2> \x52\x67 |0

<U6EA5> \x64\x5F |0

<U6EA7> \x64\x60 |0

<U6EAA> \x4F\x2A |0

<U6EAF> \x4B\x5D |0

<U6EB1> \x64\x5A |0

<U6EB2> \x64\x51 |0

<U6EB4> \x64\x65 |0

<U6EB6> \x48\x5C |0

<U6EB7> \x64\x63 |0

<U6EBA> \x44\x67 |0

<U6EBB> \x64\x62 |0

<U6EBD> \x64\x61 |0

<U6EC1> \x33\x7C |0

<U6EC2> \x64\x68 |0

<U6EC7> \x35\x61 |0

<U6ECB> \x57\x4C |0

<U6ECF> \x64\x66 |0

<U6ED1> \x3B\x2C |0

<U6ED3> \x57\x52 |0

<U6ED4> \x4C\x4F |0

<U6ED5> \x6B\x78 |0

<U6ED7> \x64\x64 |0

<U6EDA> \x39\x76 |0

<U6EDE> \x56\x4D |0

<U6EDF> \x64\x59 |0

<U6EE0> \x64\x5C |0

<U6EE1> \x42\x7A |0

<U6EE2> \x64\x5E |0

<U6EE4> \x42\x4B |0

<U6EE5> \x40\x44 |0

<U6EE6> \x42\x50 |0

<U6EE8> \x31\x75 |0

<U6EE9> \x4C\x32 |0

<U6EF4> \x35\x4E |0

<U6EF9> \x64\x6F |0

<U6F02>
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 \x46\x2F |0

<U6F06> \x46\x61 |0

<U6F09> \x64\x75 |0

<U6F0F> \x42\x29 |0

<U6F13> \x40\x6C |0

<U6F14> \x51\x5D |0

<U6F15> \x64\x6E |0

<U6F20> \x44\x2E |0

<U6F24> \x64\x6D |0

<U6F29> \x64\x76 |0

<U6F2A> \x64\x74 |0

<U6F2B> \x42\x7E |0

<U6F2D> \x64\x5D |0

<U6F2F> \x64\x70 |0

<U6F31> \x4A\x7E |0

<U6F33> \x55\x44 |0

<U6F36> \x64\x71 |0

<U6F3E> \x51\x7A |0

<U6F46> \x64\x6B |0

<U6F47> \x64\x6C |0

<U6F4B> \x64\x72 |0

<U6F4D> \x4E\x2B |0

<U6F58> \x45\x4B |0

<U6F5C> \x47\x31 |0

<U6F5E> \x42\x3A |0

<U6F62> \x64\x6A |0

<U6F66> \x41\x4A |0

<U6F6D> \x4C\x36 |0

<U6F6E> \x33\x31 |0

<U6F72> \x64\x7B |0

<U6F74> \x64\x73 |0

<U6F78> \x64\x7A |0

<U6F7A> \x64\x7D |0

<U6F7C> \x64\x7C |0

<U6F84> \x33\x4E |0

<U6F88> \x33\x3A |0

<U6F89> \x64\x77 |0

<U6F8C> \x64\x79 |0

<U6F8D> \x64\x78 |0

<U6F8E> \x45\x6C |0

<U6F9C> \x40\x3D |0

<U6FA1> \x54\x68 |0

<U6FA7> \x65\x22 |0

<U6FB3> \x30\x44 |0

<U6FB6> \x65\x24 |0

<U6FB9> \x65\x23 |0

<U6FC0> \x3C\x24 |0

<U6FC2> \x65\x25 |0
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<U6FC9> \x65\x21 |0

<U6FD1> \x64\x7E |0

<U6FD2>

 \x31\x74 |0

<U6FDE> \x65\x28 |0

<U6FE0> \x65\x29 |0

<U6FE1> \x65\x26 |0

<U6FEE> \x65\x27 |0

<U6FEF> \x65\x2A |0

<U7011> \x46\x59 |0

<U701A> \x65\x2B |0

<U701B> \x65\x2D |0

<U7023> \x65\x2C |0

<U7035> \x65\x2F |0

<U7039> \x65\x2E |0

<U704C> \x39\x60 |0

<U704F> \x65\x30 |0

<U705E> \x65\x31 |0

<U706B> \x3B\x70 |0

<U706C> \x6C\x61 |0

<U706D> \x43\x70 |0

<U706F> \x35\x46 |0

<U7070> \x3B\x52 |0

<U7075> \x41\x69 |0

<U7076> \x54\x6E |0

<U7078> \x3E\x44 |0

<U707C> \x57\x46 |0

<U707E> \x54\x56 |0

<U707F> \x32\x53 |0

<U7080> \x6C\x3E |0

<U7085> \x6A\x41 |0

<U7089> \x42\x2F |0

<U708A> \x34\x36 |0

<U708E> \x51\x57 |0

<U7092> \x33\x34 |0

<U7094> \x48\x32 |0

<U7095> \x3F\x3B |0

<U7096> \x6C\x40 |0

<U7099> \x56\x4B |0

<U709C> \x6C\x3F |0

<U709D> \x6C\x41 |0

<U70AB> \x6C\x45 |0

<U70AC> \x3E\x66 |0

<U70AD> \x4C\x3F |0

<U70AE> \x45\x5A |0

<U70AF> \x3E\x3C |0

<U70B1> \x6C\x46 |0

<U70B3> \x31\x7E |0
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<U70B7> \x6C\x44 |0

<U70B8> \x55\x28 |0

<U70B9> \x35\x63 |0

<U70BB> \x6C\x42 |0

<U70BC> \x41\x36 |0

<U70BD>

 \x33\x63 |0

<U70C0> \x6C\x43 |0

<U70C1> \x4B\x38 |0

<U70C2> \x40\x43 |0

<U70C3> \x4C\x7E |0

<U70C8> \x41\x52 |0

<U70CA> \x6C\x48 |0

<U70D8> \x3A\x66 |0

<U70D9> \x40\x53 |0

<U70DB> \x56\x72 |0

<U70DF> \x51\x4C |0

<U70E4> \x3F\x3E |0

<U70E6> \x37\x33 |0

<U70E7> \x49\x55 |0

<U70E8> \x6C\x47 |0

<U70E9> \x3B\x62 |0

<U70EB> \x4C\x4C |0

<U70EC> \x3D\x7D |0

<U70ED> \x48\x48 |0

<U70EF> \x4F\x29 |0

<U70F7> \x4D\x69 |0

<U70F9> \x45\x6B |0

<U70FD> \x37\x69 |0

<U7109> \x51\x49 |0

<U710A> \x3A\x38 |0

<U7110> \x6C\x49 |0

<U7113> \x6C\x4A |0

<U7115> \x3B\x40 |0

<U7116> \x6C\x4B |0

<U7118> \x6C\x62 |0

<U7119> \x31\x3A |0

<U711A> \x37\x59 |0

<U7126> \x3D\x39 |0

<U712F> \x6C\x4C |0

<U7130> \x51\x66 |0

<U7131> \x6C\x4D |0

<U7136> \x48\x3B |0

<U7145> \x6C\x51 |0

<U714A> \x6C\x53 |0

<U714C> \x3B\x4D |0

<U714E> \x3C\x65 |0

<U715C> \x6C\x4F |0
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<U715E> \x49\x37 |0

<U7164> \x43\x3A |0

<U7166> \x6C\x63 |0

<U7167> \x55\x55 |0

<U7168> \x6C\x50 |0

<U716E> \x56\x73 |0

<U7172> \x6C\x52 |0

<U7173> \x6C\x4E |0

<U7178>

 \x6C\x54 |0

<U717A> \x6C\x55 |0

<U717D> \x49\x3F |0

<U7184> \x4F\x28 |0

<U718A> \x50\x5C |0

<U718F> \x51\x2C |0

<U7194> \x48\x5B |0

<U7198> \x6C\x56 |0

<U7199> \x4E\x75 |0

<U719F> \x4A\x6C |0

<U71A0> \x6C\x5A |0

<U71A8> \x6C\x59 |0

<U71AC> \x30\x3E |0

<U71B3> \x6C\x57 |0

<U71B5> \x6C\x58 |0

<U71B9> \x6C\x64 |0

<U71C3> \x48\x3C |0

<U71CE> \x41\x47 |0

<U71D4> \x6C\x5C |0

<U71D5> \x51\x60 |0

<U71E0> \x6C\x5B |0

<U71E5> \x54\x6F |0

<U71E7> \x6C\x5D |0

<U71EE> \x5B\x46 |0

<U71F9> \x6C\x5E |0

<U7206> \x31\x2C |0

<U721D> \x6C\x5F |0

<U7228> \x6C\x60 |0

<U722A> \x57\x26 |0

<U722C> \x45\x40 |0

<U7230> \x6B\x3C |0

<U7231> \x30\x2E |0

<U7235> \x3E\x74 |0

<U7236> \x38\x38 |0

<U7237> \x52\x2F |0

<U7238> \x30\x56 |0

<U7239> \x35\x79 |0

<U723B> \x58\x33 |0

<U723D> \x4B\x2C |0
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<U723F> \x63\x5D |0

<U7247> \x46\x2C |0

<U7248> \x30\x66 |0

<U724C> \x45\x46 |0

<U724D> \x6B\x39 |0

<U7252> \x6B\x3A |0

<U7256> \x6B\x3B |0

<U7259> \x51\x40 |0

<U725B> \x45\x23 |0

<U725D> \x6A\x72 |0

<U725F> \x44\x32 |0

<U7261>

 \x44\x35 |0

<U7262> \x40\x4E |0

<U7266> \x6A\x73 |0

<U7267> \x44\x41 |0

<U7269> \x4E\x6F |0

<U726E> \x6A\x70 |0

<U726F> \x6A\x74 |0

<U7272> \x49\x7C |0

<U7275> \x47\x23 |0

<U7279> \x4C\x58 |0

<U727A> \x4E\x7E |0

<U727E> \x6A\x75 |0

<U727F> \x6A\x76 |0

<U7280> \x4F\x2C |0

<U7281> \x40\x67 |0

<U7284> \x6A\x77 |0

<U728A> \x36\x3F |0

<U728B> \x6A\x78 |0

<U728D> \x6A\x79 |0

<U728F> \x6A\x7A |0

<U7292> \x6A\x7B |0

<U729F> \x6A\x71 |0

<U72AC> \x48\x2E |0

<U72AD> \x61\x6B |0

<U72AF> \x37\x38 |0

<U72B0> \x61\x6C |0

<U72B4> \x61\x6D |0

<U72B6> \x57\x34 |0

<U72B7> \x61\x6E |0

<U72B8> \x61\x6F |0

<U72B9> \x53\x4C |0

<U72C1> \x61\x71 |0

<U72C2> \x3F\x71 |0

<U72C3> \x61\x70 |0

<U72C4> \x35\x52 |0

<U72C8> \x31\x37 |0
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<U72CD> \x61\x73 |0

<U72CE> \x61\x72 |0

<U72D0> \x3A\x7C |0

<U72D2> \x61\x74 |0

<U72D7> \x39\x37 |0

<U72D9> \x3E\x51 |0

<U72DE> \x44\x7C |0

<U72E0> \x3A\x5D |0

<U72E1> \x3D\x46 |0

<U72E8> \x61\x75 |0

<U72E9> \x61\x77 |0

<U72EC> \x36\x40 |0

<U72ED> \x4F\x41 |0

<U72EE> \x4A\x28 |0

<U72EF>

 \x61\x76 |0

<U72F0> \x55\x78 |0

<U72F1> \x53\x7C |0

<U72F2> \x61\x78 |0

<U72F3> \x61\x7C |0

<U72F4> \x61\x79 |0

<U72F7> \x61\x7A |0

<U72F8> \x40\x6A |0

<U72FA> \x61\x7E |0

<U72FB> \x62\x21 |0

<U72FC> \x40\x47 |0

<U7301> \x61\x7B |0

<U7303> \x61\x7D |0

<U730A> \x62\x25 |0

<U730E> \x41\x54 |0

<U7313> \x62\x23 |0

<U7315> \x62\x28 |0

<U7316> \x32\x7E |0

<U7317> \x62\x22 |0

<U731B> \x43\x4D |0

<U731C> \x32\x42 |0

<U731D> \x62\x27 |0

<U731E> \x62\x26 |0

<U7321> \x62\x24 |0

<U7322> \x62\x29 |0

<U7325> \x62\x2B |0

<U7329> \x50\x49 |0

<U732A> \x56\x6D |0

<U732B> \x43\x28 |0

<U732C> \x62\x2C |0

<U732E> \x4F\x57 |0

<U7331> \x62\x2E |0

<U7334> \x3A\x6F |0
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<U7337> \x69\x60 |0

<U7338> \x62\x2D |0

<U7339> \x62\x2A |0

<U733E> \x3B\x2B |0

<U733F> \x54\x33 |0

<U734D> \x62\x30 |0

<U7350> \x62\x2F |0

<U7352> \x69\x61 |0

<U7357> \x62\x31 |0

<U7360> \x62\x32 |0

<U736C> \x62\x33 |0

<U736D> \x4C\x21 |0

<U736F> \x62\x34 |0

<U737E> \x62\x35 |0

<U7384> \x50\x7E |0

<U7387> \x42\x4A |0

<U7389> \x53\x71 |0

<U738B>

 \x4D\x75 |0

<U738E> \x67\x60 |0

<U7391> \x67\x61 |0

<U7396> \x3E\x41 |0

<U739B> \x42\x6A |0

<U739F> \x67\x64 |0

<U73A2> \x67\x63 |0

<U73A9> \x4D\x66 |0

<U73AB> \x43\x35 |0

<U73AE> \x67\x62 |0

<U73AF> \x3B\x37 |0

<U73B0> \x4F\x56 |0

<U73B2> \x41\x61 |0

<U73B3> \x67\x69 |0

<U73B7> \x67\x68 |0

<U73BA> \x67\x74 |0

<U73BB> \x32\x23 |0

<U73C0> \x67\x6A |0

<U73C2> \x67\x66 |0

<U73C8> \x67\x6C |0

<U73C9> \x67\x6B |0

<U73CA> \x49\x3A |0

<U73CD> \x55\x64 |0

<U73CF> \x67\x65 |0

<U73D0> \x37\x29 |0

<U73D1> \x67\x67 |0

<U73D9> \x67\x6E |0

<U73DE> \x67\x73 |0

<U73E0> \x56\x69 |0

<U73E5> \x67\x6D |0
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<U73E7> \x67\x72 |0

<U73E9> \x67\x71 |0

<U73ED> \x30\x60 |0

<U73F2> \x67\x75 |0

<U7403> \x47\x72 |0

<U7405> \x40\x45 |0

<U7406> \x40\x6D |0

<U7409> \x41\x70 |0

<U740A> \x67\x70 |0

<U740F> \x67\x76 |0

<U7410> \x4B\x76 |0

<U741A> \x68\x22 |0

<U741B> \x68\x21 |0

<U7422> \x57\x41 |0

<U7425> \x67\x7A |0

<U7426> \x67\x79 |0

<U7428> \x67\x7B |0

<U742A> \x67\x77 |0

<U742C> \x67\x7E |0

<U742E> \x67\x7D |0

<U7430>

 \x67\x7C |0

<U7433> \x41\x55 |0

<U7434> \x47\x59 |0

<U7435> \x45\x7D |0

<U7436> \x45\x43 |0

<U743C> \x47\x6D |0

<U7441> \x68\x23 |0

<U7455> \x68\x26 |0

<U7457> \x68\x25 |0

<U7459> \x68\x27 |0

<U745A> \x3A\x77 |0

<U745B> \x67\x78 |0

<U745C> \x68\x24 |0

<U745E> \x48\x70 |0

<U745F> \x49\x2A |0

<U746D> \x68\x29 |0

<U7470> \x39\x65 |0

<U7476> \x51\x7E |0

<U7477> \x68\x28 |0

<U747E> \x68\x2A |0

<U7480> \x68\x2D |0

<U7481> \x68\x2E |0

<U7483> \x41\x27 |0

<U7487> \x68\x2F |0

<U748B> \x68\x30 |0

<U748E> \x68\x2C |0

<U7490> \x68\x34 |0
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<U749C> \x68\x2B |0

<U749E> \x68\x31 |0

<U74A7> \x68\x35 |0

<U74A8> \x68\x32 |0

<U74A9> \x68\x33 |0

<U74BA> \x68\x37 |0

<U74D2> \x68\x36 |0

<U74DC> \x39\x4F |0

<U74DE> \x70\x2C |0

<U74E0> \x70\x2D |0

<U74E2> \x46\x30 |0

<U74E3> \x30\x6A |0

<U74E4> \x48\x3F |0

<U74E6> \x4D\x5F |0

<U74EE> \x4E\x4D |0

<U74EF> \x6A\x31 |0

<U74F4> \x6A\x32 |0

<U74F6> \x46\x3F |0

<U74F7> \x34\x49 |0

<U74FF> \x6A\x33 |0

<U7504> \x55\x67 |0

<U750D> \x5D\x79 |0

<U750F> \x6A\x34 |0

<U7511>

 \x6A\x35 |0

<U7513> \x6A\x36 |0

<U7518> \x38\x4A |0

<U7519> \x5F\x30 |0

<U751A> \x49\x75 |0

<U751C> \x4C\x70 |0

<U751F> \x49\x7A |0

<U7525> \x49\x7B |0

<U7528> \x53\x43 |0

<U7529> \x4B\x26 |0

<U752B> \x38\x26 |0

<U752C> \x70\x2E |0

<U752D> \x31\x42 |0

<U752F> \x65\x38 |0

<U7530> \x4C\x6F |0

<U7531> \x53\x49 |0

<U7532> \x3C\x57 |0

<U7533> \x49\x6A |0

<U7535> \x35\x67 |0

<U7537> \x44\x50 |0

<U7538> \x35\x69 |0

<U753A> \x6E\x2E |0

<U753B> \x3B\x2D |0

<U753E> \x67\x5E |0
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<U7540> \x6E\x2F |0

<U7545> \x33\x29 |0

<U7548> \x6E\x32 |0

<U754B> \x6E\x31 |0

<U754C> \x3D\x67 |0

<U754E> \x6E\x30 |0

<U754F> \x4E\x37 |0

<U7554> \x45\x4F |0

<U7559> \x41\x74 |0

<U755A> \x5B\x4E |0

<U755B> \x6E\x33 |0

<U755C> \x50\x73 |0

<U7565> \x42\x54 |0

<U7566> \x46\x68 |0

<U756A> \x37\x2C |0

<U7572> \x6E\x34 |0

<U7574> \x33\x6B |0

<U7578> \x3B\x7B |0

<U7579> \x6E\x35 |0

<U757F> \x67\x5C |0

<U7583> \x6E\x36 |0

<U7586> \x3D\x2E |0

<U758B> \x71\x62 |0

<U758F> \x4A\x68 |0

<U7591> \x52\x49 |0

<U7592> \x70\x5A |0

<U7594>

 \x70\x5B |0

<U7596> \x70\x5C |0

<U7597> \x41\x46 |0

<U7599> \x38\x6D |0

<U759A> \x3E\x4E |0

<U759D> \x70\x5E |0

<U759F> \x45\x31 |0

<U75A0> \x70\x5D |0

<U75A1> \x51\x71 |0

<U75A3> \x70\x60 |0

<U75A4> \x30\x4C |0

<U75A5> \x3D\x6A |0

<U75AB> \x52\x5F |0

<U75AC> \x70\x5F |0

<U75AE> \x34\x2F |0

<U75AF> \x37\x68 |0

<U75B0> \x70\x66 |0

<U75B1> \x70\x65 |0

<U75B2> \x46\x23 |0

<U75B3> \x70\x61 |0

<U75B4> \x70\x62 |0
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<U75B5> \x34\x43 |0

<U75B8> \x70\x63 |0

<U75B9> \x55\x6E |0

<U75BC> \x4C\x5B |0

<U75BD> \x3E\x52 |0

<U75BE> \x3C\x32 |0

<U75C2> \x70\x68 |0

<U75C3> \x70\x67 |0

<U75C4> \x70\x64 |0

<U75C5> \x32\x21 |0

<U75C7> \x56\x22 |0

<U75C8> \x53\x38 |0

<U75C9> \x3E\x37 |0

<U75CA> \x48\x2C |0

<U75CD> \x70\x6A |0

<U75D2> \x51\x77 |0

<U75D4> \x56\x4C |0

<U75D5> \x3A\x5B |0

<U75D6> \x70\x69 |0

<U75D8> \x36\x3B |0

<U75DB> \x4D\x34 |0

<U75DE> \x46\x26 |0

<U75E2> \x41\x21 |0

<U75E3> \x70\x6B |0

<U75E4> \x70\x6E |0

<U75E6> \x70\x6D |0

<U75E7> \x70\x70 |0

<U75E8> \x70\x6C |0

<U75EA> \x3B\x3E |0

<U75EB>

 \x70\x6F |0

<U75F0> \x4C\x35 |0

<U75F1> \x70\x72 |0

<U75F4> \x33\x55 |0

<U75F9> \x31\x54 |0

<U75FC> \x70\x73 |0

<U75FF> \x70\x74 |0

<U7600> \x70\x76 |0

<U7601> \x34\x61 |0

<U7603> \x70\x71 |0

<U7605> \x70\x77 |0

<U760A> \x70\x7A |0

<U760C> \x70\x78 |0

<U7610> \x70\x75 |0

<U7615> \x70\x7D |0

<U7617> \x70\x79 |0

<U7618> \x70\x7C |0

<U7619> \x70\x7E |0
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<U761B> \x71\x21 |0

<U761F> \x4E\x41 |0

<U7620> \x71\x24 |0

<U7622> \x71\x23 |0

<U7624> \x41\x76 |0

<U7625> \x70\x7B |0

<U7626> \x4A\x5D |0

<U7629> \x34\x71 |0

<U762A> \x31\x71 |0

<U762B> \x4C\x31 |0

<U762D> \x71\x26 |0

<U7630> \x71\x27 |0

<U7633> \x71\x2C |0

<U7634> \x55\x4E |0

<U7635> \x71\x29 |0

<U7638> \x48\x33 |0

<U763C> \x71\x22 |0

<U763E> \x71\x2B |0

<U763F> \x71\x28 |0

<U7640> \x71\x25 |0

<U7643> \x71\x2A |0

<U764C> \x30\x29 |0

<U764D> \x71\x2D |0

<U7654> \x71\x2F |0

<U7656> \x71\x31 |0

<U765C> \x71\x30 |0

<U765E> \x71\x2E |0

<U7663> \x51\x22 |0

<U766B> \x71\x32 |0

<U766F> \x71\x33 |0

<U7678> \x39\x6F |0

<U767B> \x35\x47 |0

<U767D>

 \x30\x57 |0

<U767E> \x30\x59 |0

<U7682> \x54\x6D |0

<U7684> \x35\x44 |0

<U7686> \x3D\x54 |0

<U7687> \x3B\x4A |0

<U7688> \x70\x27 |0

<U768B> \x38\x5E |0

<U768E> \x70\x28 |0

<U7691> \x30\x28 |0

<U7693> \x70\x29 |0

<U7696> \x4D\x6E |0

<U7699> \x70\x2A |0

<U76A4> \x70\x2B |0

<U76AE> \x46\x24 |0
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<U76B1> \x56\x65 |0

<U76B2> \x71\x64 |0

<U76B4> \x71\x65 |0

<U76BF> \x43\x73 |0

<U76C2> \x53\x5B |0

<U76C5> \x56\x51 |0

<U76C6> \x45\x68 |0

<U76C8> \x53\x2F |0

<U76CA> \x52\x66 |0

<U76CD> \x6E\x41 |0

<U76CE> \x30\x3B |0

<U76CF> \x55\x35 |0

<U76D0> \x51\x4E |0

<U76D1> \x3C\x60 |0

<U76D2> \x3A\x50 |0

<U76D4> \x3F\x78 |0

<U76D6> \x38\x47 |0

<U76D7> \x35\x41 |0

<U76D8> \x45\x4C |0

<U76DB> \x4A\x22 |0

<U76DF> \x43\x4B |0

<U76E5> \x6E\x42 |0

<U76EE> \x44\x3F |0

<U76EF> \x36\x22 |0

<U76F1> \x6D\x6C |0

<U76F2> \x43\x24 |0

<U76F4> \x56\x31 |0

<U76F8> \x4F\x60 |0

<U76F9> \x6D\x6F |0

<U76FC> \x45\x4E |0

<U76FE> \x36\x5C |0

<U7701> \x4A\x21 |0

<U7704> \x6D\x6D |0

<U7707> \x6D\x70 |0

<U7708> \x6D\x71 |0

<U7709>

 \x43\x3C |0

<U770B> \x3F\x34 |0

<U770D> \x6D\x6E |0

<U7719> \x6D\x74 |0

<U771A> \x6D\x72 |0

<U771F> \x55\x66 |0

<U7720> \x43\x5F |0

<U7722> \x6D\x73 |0

<U7726> \x6D\x76 |0

<U7728> \x55\x23 |0

<U7729> \x51\x23 |0

<U772D> \x6D\x75 |0
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<U772F> \x43\x50 |0

<U7735> \x6D\x77 |0

<U7736> \x3F\x74 |0

<U7737> \x3E\x6C |0

<U7738> \x6D\x78 |0

<U773A> \x4C\x77 |0

<U773C> \x51\x5B |0

<U7740> \x57\x45 |0

<U7741> \x55\x76 |0

<U7743> \x6D\x7C |0

<U7747> \x6D\x7B |0

<U7750> \x6D\x79 |0

<U7751> \x6D\x7A |0

<U775A> \x6D\x7D |0

<U775B> \x3E\x26 |0

<U7761> \x4B\x2F |0

<U7762> \x6E\x21 |0

<U7763> \x36\x3D |0

<U7765> \x6E\x22 |0

<U7766> \x44\x40 |0

<U7768> \x6D\x7E |0

<U776B> \x3D\x5E |0

<U776C> \x32\x47 |0

<U7779> \x36\x43 |0

<U777D> \x6E\x25 |0

<U777E> \x58\x3A |0

<U777F> \x6E\x23 |0

<U7780> \x6E\x26 |0

<U7784> \x43\x69 |0

<U7785> \x33\x72 |0

<U778C> \x6E\x27 |0

<U778D> \x6E\x24 |0

<U778E> \x4F\x39 |0

<U7791> \x6E\x28 |0

<U7792> \x42\x77 |0

<U779F> \x6E\x29 |0

<U77A0> \x6E\x2A |0

<U77A2> \x5E\x2B |0

<U77A5>

 \x46\x33 |0

<U77A7> \x47\x46 |0

<U77A9> \x56\x75 |0

<U77AA> \x35\x49 |0

<U77AC> \x4B\x32 |0

<U77B0> \x6E\x2B |0

<U77B3> \x4D\x2B |0

<U77B5> \x6E\x2C |0

<U77BB> \x55\x30 |0
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<U77BD> \x6E\x2D |0

<U77BF> \x76\x44 |0

<U77CD> \x5B\x47 |0

<U77D7> \x34\x23 |0

<U77DB> \x43\x2C |0

<U77DC> \x71\x66 |0

<U77E2> \x4A\x38 |0

<U77E3> \x52\x53 |0

<U77E5> \x56\x2A |0

<U77E7> \x6F\x72 |0

<U77E9> \x3E\x58 |0

<U77EB> \x3D\x43 |0

<U77EC> \x6F\x73 |0

<U77ED> \x36\x4C |0

<U77EE> \x30\x2B |0

<U77F3> \x4A\x2F |0

<U77F6> \x6D\x36 |0

<U77F8> \x6D\x37 |0

<U77FD> \x4E\x79 |0

<U77FE> \x37\x2F |0

<U77FF> \x3F\x73 |0

<U7800> \x6D\x38 |0

<U7801> \x42\x6B |0

<U7802> \x49\x30 |0

<U7809> \x6D\x39 |0

<U780C> \x46\x76 |0

<U780D> \x3F\x33 |0

<U7811> \x6D\x3C |0

<U7812> \x45\x78 |0

<U7814> \x51\x50 |0

<U7816> \x57\x29 |0

<U7817> \x6D\x3A |0

<U7818> \x6D\x3B |0

<U781A> \x51\x62 |0

<U781C> \x6D\x3F |0

<U781D> \x6D\x40 |0

<U781F> \x6D\x44 |0

<U7823> \x6D\x48 |0

<U7825> \x6D\x46 |0

<U7826> \x6D\x4E |0

<U7827> \x55\x68 |0

<U7829>

 \x6D\x49 |0

<U782C> \x6D\x47 |0

<U782D> \x6D\x3E |0

<U7830> \x45\x69 |0

<U7834> \x46\x46 |0

<U7837> \x49\x69 |0
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<U7838> \x54\x52 |0

<U7839> \x6D\x41 |0

<U783A> \x6D\x42 |0

<U783B> \x6D\x43 |0

<U783C> \x6D\x45 |0

<U783E> \x40\x79 |0

<U7840> \x34\x21 |0

<U7845> \x39\x68 |0

<U7847> \x6D\x50 |0

<U784C> \x6D\x51 |0

<U784E> \x6D\x4A |0

<U7850> \x6D\x4F |0

<U7852> \x4E\x78 |0

<U7855> \x4B\x36 |0

<U7856> \x6D\x4C |0

<U7857> \x6D\x4D |0

<U785D> \x4F\x75 |0

<U786A> \x6D\x52 |0

<U786B> \x41\x72 |0

<U786C> \x53\x32 |0

<U786D> \x6D\x4B |0

<U786E> \x48\x37 |0

<U7877> \x3C\x6F |0

<U787C> \x45\x70 |0

<U7887> \x6D\x56 |0

<U7889> \x35\x6F |0

<U788C> \x42\x35 |0

<U788D> \x30\x2D |0

<U788E> \x4B\x69 |0

<U7891> \x31\x2E |0

<U7893> \x6D\x54 |0

<U7897> \x4D\x6B |0

<U7898> \x35\x62 |0

<U789A> \x6D\x55 |0

<U789B> \x6D\x53 |0

<U789C> \x6D\x57 |0

<U789F> \x35\x7A |0

<U78A1> \x6D\x58 |0

<U78A3> \x6D\x59 |0

<U78A5> \x6D\x5C |0

<U78A7> \x31\x4C |0

<U78B0> \x45\x76 |0

<U78B1> \x3C\x6E |0

<U78B2> \x6D\x5A |0

<U78B3>

 \x4C\x3C |0

<U78B4> \x32\x6A |0

<U78B9> \x6D\x5B |0
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<U78BE> \x44\x6B |0

<U78C1> \x34\x45 |0

<U78C5> \x30\x75 |0

<U78C9> \x6D\x5F |0

<U78CA> \x40\x5A |0

<U78CB> \x34\x68 |0

<U78D0> \x45\x4D |0

<U78D4> \x6D\x5D |0

<U78D5> \x3F\x44 |0

<U78D9> \x6D\x5E |0

<U78E8> \x44\x25 |0

<U78EC> \x6D\x60 |0

<U78F2> \x6D\x61 |0

<U78F4> \x6D\x63 |0

<U78F7> \x41\x57 |0

<U78FA> \x3B\x47 |0

<U7901> \x3D\x38 |0

<U7905> \x6D\x62 |0

<U7913> \x6D\x64 |0

<U791E> \x6D\x66 |0

<U7924> \x6D\x65 |0

<U7934> \x6D\x67 |0

<U793A> \x4A\x3E |0

<U793B> \x6C\x6A |0

<U793C> \x40\x71 |0

<U793E> \x49\x67 |0

<U7940> \x6C\x6B |0

<U7941> \x46\x6E |0

<U7946> \x6C\x6C |0

<U7948> \x46\x6D |0

<U7949> \x6C\x6D |0

<U7953> \x6C\x70 |0

<U7956> \x57\x66 |0

<U7957> \x6C\x73 |0

<U795A> \x6C\x71 |0

<U795B> \x6C\x6E |0

<U795C> \x6C\x6F |0

<U795D> \x57\x23 |0

<U795E> \x49\x71 |0

<U795F> \x4B\x6E |0

<U7960> \x6C\x74 |0

<U7962> \x6C\x72 |0

<U7965> \x4F\x69 |0

<U7967> \x6C\x76 |0

<U7968> \x46\x31 |0

<U796D> \x3C\x40 |0

<U796F> \x6C\x75 |0

<U7977>
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 \x35\x3B |0

<U7978> \x3B\x76 |0

<U797A> \x6C\x77 |0

<U7980> \x59\x77 |0

<U7981> \x3D\x7B |0

<U7984> \x42\x3B |0

<U7985> \x6C\x78 |0

<U798A> \x6C\x79 |0

<U798F> \x38\x23 |0

<U799A> \x6C\x7A |0

<U79A7> \x6C\x7B |0

<U79B3> \x6C\x7C |0

<U79B9> \x53\x6D |0

<U79BA> \x58\x2E |0

<U79BB> \x40\x6B |0

<U79BD> \x47\x5D |0

<U79BE> \x3A\x4C |0

<U79C0> \x50\x63 |0

<U79C1> \x4B\x3D |0

<U79C3> \x4D\x3A |0

<U79C6> \x38\x51 |0

<U79C9> \x31\x7C |0

<U79CB> \x47\x6F |0

<U79CD> \x56\x56 |0

<U79D1> \x3F\x46 |0

<U79D2> \x43\x6B |0

<U79D5> \x6F\x75 |0

<U79D8> \x43\x58 |0

<U79DF> \x57\x62 |0

<U79E3> \x6F\x77 |0

<U79E4> \x33\x53 |0

<U79E6> \x47\x58 |0

<U79E7> \x51\x6D |0

<U79E9> \x56\x48 |0

<U79EB> \x6F\x78 |0

<U79ED> \x6F\x76 |0

<U79EF> \x3B\x7D |0

<U79F0> \x33\x46 |0

<U79F8> \x3D\x55 |0

<U79FB> \x52\x46 |0

<U79FD> \x3B\x60 |0

<U7A00> \x4F\x21 |0

<U7A02> \x6F\x7C |0

<U7A03> \x6F\x7B |0

<U7A06> \x6F\x79 |0

<U7A0B> \x33\x4C |0

<U7A0D> \x49\x54 |0

<U7A0E> \x4B\x30 |0
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<U7A14> \x6F\x7E |0

<U7A17> \x30\x5E |0

<U7A1A>

 \x56\x49 |0

<U7A1E> \x6F\x7D |0

<U7A20> \x33\x6D |0

<U7A23> \x76\x55 |0

<U7A33> \x4E\x48 |0

<U7A37> \x70\x22 |0

<U7A39> \x70\x21 |0

<U7A3B> \x35\x3E |0

<U7A3C> \x3C\x5A |0

<U7A3D> \x3B\x7C |0

<U7A3F> \x38\x65 |0

<U7A46> \x44\x42 |0

<U7A51> \x70\x23 |0

<U7A57> \x4B\x6B |0

<U7A70> \x70\x26 |0

<U7A74> \x51\x28 |0

<U7A76> \x3E\x3F |0

<U7A77> \x47\x6E |0

<U7A78> \x71\x36 |0

<U7A79> \x71\x37 |0

<U7A7A> \x3F\x55 |0

<U7A7F> \x34\x29 |0

<U7A80> \x71\x38 |0

<U7A81> \x4D\x3B |0

<U7A83> \x47\x54 |0

<U7A84> \x55\x2D |0

<U7A86> \x71\x39 |0

<U7A88> \x71\x3A |0

<U7A8D> \x47\x4F |0

<U7A91> \x52\x24 |0

<U7A92> \x56\x4F |0

<U7A95> \x71\x3B |0

<U7A96> \x3D\x51 |0

<U7A97> \x34\x30 |0

<U7A98> \x3E\x3D |0

<U7A9C> \x34\x5C |0

<U7A9D> \x4E\x51 |0

<U7A9F> \x3F\x5F |0

<U7AA0> \x71\x3D |0

<U7AA5> \x3F\x7A |0

<U7AA6> \x71\x3C |0

<U7AA8> \x71\x3F |0

<U7AAC> \x71\x3E |0

<U7AAD> \x71\x40 |0

<U7AB3> \x71\x41 |0
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<U7ABF> \x41\x7E |0

<U7ACB> \x41\x22 |0

<U7AD6> \x4A\x7A |0

<U7AD9> \x55\x3E |0

<U7ADE> \x3E\x3A |0

<U7ADF>

 \x3E\x39 |0

<U7AE0> \x55\x42 |0

<U7AE3> \x3F\x22 |0

<U7AE5> \x4D\x2F |0

<U7AE6> \x71\x35 |0

<U7AED> \x3D\x5F |0

<U7AEF> \x36\x4B |0

<U7AF9> \x56\x71 |0

<U7AFA> \x73\x43 |0

<U7AFD> \x73\x44 |0

<U7AFF> \x38\x4D |0

<U7B03> \x73\x46 |0

<U7B04> \x73\x47 |0

<U7B06> \x30\x4A |0

<U7B08> \x73\x45 |0

<U7B0A> \x73\x49 |0

<U7B0B> \x4B\x71 |0

<U7B0F> \x73\x4B |0

<U7B11> \x50\x26 |0

<U7B14> \x31\x4A |0

<U7B15> \x73\x48 |0

<U7B19> \x73\x4F |0

<U7B1B> \x35\x51 |0

<U7B1E> \x73\x57 |0

<U7B20> \x73\x52 |0

<U7B24> \x73\x54 |0

<U7B25> \x73\x53 |0

<U7B26> \x37\x7B |0

<U7B28> \x31\x3F |0

<U7B2A> \x73\x4E |0

<U7B2B> \x73\x4A |0

<U7B2C> \x35\x5A |0

<U7B2E> \x73\x50 |0

<U7B31> \x73\x51 |0

<U7B33> \x73\x55 |0

<U7B38> \x73\x4D |0

<U7B3A> \x3C\x63 |0

<U7B3C> \x41\x7D |0

<U7B3E> \x73\x56 |0

<U7B45> \x73\x5A |0

<U7B47> \x73\x4C |0

<U7B49> \x35\x48 |0
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<U7B4B> \x3D\x6E |0

<U7B4C> \x73\x5C |0

<U7B4F> \x37\x24 |0

<U7B50> \x3F\x70 |0

<U7B51> \x56\x7E |0

<U7B52> \x4D\x32 |0

<U7B54> \x34\x70 |0

<U7B56> \x32\x5F |0

<U7B58>

 \x73\x58 |0

<U7B5A> \x73\x59 |0

<U7B5B> \x49\x38 |0

<U7B5D> \x73\x5D |0

<U7B60> \x73\x5E |0

<U7B62> \x73\x61 |0

<U7B6E> \x73\x5F |0

<U7B71> \x73\x63 |0

<U7B72> \x73\x62 |0

<U7B75> \x73\x5B |0

<U7B77> \x3F\x6A |0

<U7B79> \x33\x6F |0

<U7B7B> \x73\x60 |0

<U7B7E> \x47\x29 |0

<U7B80> \x3C\x72 |0

<U7B85> \x73\x6B |0

<U7B8D> \x39\x3F |0

<U7B90> \x73\x64 |0

<U7B94> \x32\x2D |0

<U7B95> \x3B\x7E |0

<U7B97> \x4B\x63 |0

<U7B9C> \x73\x6D |0

<U7B9D> \x73\x69 |0

<U7BA1> \x39\x5C |0

<U7BA2> \x73\x6E |0

<U7BA6> \x73\x65 |0

<U7BA7> \x73\x66 |0

<U7BA8> \x73\x6A |0

<U7BA9> \x42\x61 |0

<U7BAA> \x73\x6C |0

<U7BAB> \x73\x6F |0

<U7BAC> \x73\x68 |0

<U7BAD> \x3C\x7D |0

<U7BB1> \x4F\x64 |0

<U7BB4> \x73\x70 |0

<U7BB8> \x73\x67 |0

<U7BC1> \x73\x72 |0

<U7BC6> \x57\x2D |0

<U7BC7> \x46\x2A |0
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<U7BCC> \x73\x73 |0

<U7BD1> \x73\x71 |0

<U7BD3> \x42\x28 |0

<U7BD9> \x38\x5D |0

<U7BDA> \x73\x75 |0

<U7BDD> \x73\x74 |0

<U7BE1> \x34\x5B |0

<U7BE5> \x73\x76 |0

<U7BE6> \x73\x77 |0

<U7BEA> \x73\x78 |0

<U7BEE> \x40\x3A |0

<U7BF1>

 \x40\x69 |0

<U7BF7> \x45\x71 |0

<U7BFC> \x73\x7B |0

<U7BFE> \x73\x7A |0

<U7C07> \x34\x58 |0

<U7C0B> \x73\x7E |0

<U7C0C> \x73\x79 |0

<U7C0F> \x73\x7C |0

<U7C16> \x73\x7D |0

<U7C1F> \x74\x21 |0

<U7C26> \x74\x23 |0

<U7C27> \x3B\x49 |0

<U7C2A> \x74\x22 |0

<U7C38> \x74\x24 |0

<U7C3F> \x32\x3E |0

<U7C40> \x74\x26 |0

<U7C41> \x74\x25 |0

<U7C4D> \x3C\x2E |0

<U7C73> \x43\x57 |0

<U7C74> \x59\x61 |0

<U7C7B> \x40\x60 |0

<U7C7C> \x74\x4C |0

<U7C7D> \x57\x51 |0

<U7C89> \x37\x5B |0

<U7C91> \x74\x4E |0

<U7C92> \x41\x23 |0

<U7C95> \x46\x49 |0

<U7C97> \x34\x56 |0

<U7C98> \x55\x33 |0

<U7C9C> \x74\x50 |0

<U7C9D> \x74\x4F |0

<U7C9E> \x74\x51 |0

<U7C9F> \x4B\x5A |0

<U7CA2> \x74\x52 |0

<U7CA4> \x54\x41 |0

<U7CA5> \x56\x60 |0
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<U7CAA> \x37\x60 |0

<U7CAE> \x41\x38 |0

<U7CB1> \x41\x3B |0

<U7CB2> \x74\x53 |0

<U7CB3> \x3E\x2C |0

<U7CB9> \x34\x62 |0

<U7CBC> \x74\x54 |0

<U7CBD> \x74\x55 |0

<U7CBE> \x3E\x2B |0

<U7CC1> \x74\x56 |0

<U7CC5> \x74\x5B |0

<U7CC7> \x74\x57 |0

<U7CC8> \x74\x5A |0

<U7CCA> \x3A\x7D |0

<U7CCC>

 \x74\x58 |0

<U7CCD> \x74\x59 |0

<U7CD5> \x38\x62 |0

<U7CD6> \x4C\x47 |0

<U7CD7> \x74\x5C |0

<U7CD9> \x32\x5A |0

<U7CDC> \x43\x53 |0

<U7CDF> \x54\x63 |0

<U7CE0> \x3F\x37 |0

<U7CE8> \x74\x5D |0

<U7CEF> \x45\x34 |0

<U7CF8> \x74\x69 |0

<U7CFB> \x4F\x35 |0

<U7D0A> \x4E\x49 |0

<U7D20> \x4B\x58 |0

<U7D22> \x4B\x77 |0

<U7D27> \x3D\x74 |0

<U7D2B> \x57\x4F |0

<U7D2F> \x40\x5B |0

<U7D6E> \x50\x75 |0

<U7D77> \x74\x6A |0

<U7DA6> \x74\x6B |0

<U7DAE> \x74\x6C |0

<U7E3B> \x77\x63 |0

<U7E41> \x37\x31 |0

<U7E47> \x74\x6D |0

<U7E82> \x57\x6B |0

<U7E9B> \x74\x6E |0

<U7E9F> \x66\x79 |0

<U7EA0> \x3E\x40 |0

<U7EA1> \x66\x7A |0

<U7EA2> \x3A\x6C |0

<U7EA3> \x66\x7B |0
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<U7EA4> \x4F\x4B |0

<U7EA5> \x66\x7C |0

<U7EA6> \x54\x3C |0

<U7EA7> \x3C\x36 |0

<U7EA8> \x66\x7D |0

<U7EA9> \x66\x7E |0

<U7EAA> \x3C\x4D |0

<U7EAB> \x48\x52 |0

<U7EAC> \x4E\x33 |0

<U7EAD> \x67\x21 |0

<U7EAF> \x34\x3F |0

<U7EB0> \x67\x22 |0

<U7EB1> \x49\x34 |0

<U7EB2> \x38\x59 |0

<U7EB3> \x44\x49 |0

<U7EB5> \x57\x5D |0

<U7EB6> \x42\x5A |0

<U7EB7>

 \x37\x57 |0

<U7EB8> \x56\x3D |0

<U7EB9> \x4E\x46 |0

<U7EBA> \x37\x44 |0

<U7EBD> \x45\x26 |0

<U7EBE> \x67\x23 |0

<U7EBF> \x4F\x5F |0

<U7EC0> \x67\x24 |0

<U7EC1> \x67\x25 |0

<U7EC2> \x67\x26 |0

<U7EC3> \x41\x37 |0

<U7EC4> \x57\x69 |0

<U7EC5> \x49\x70 |0

<U7EC6> \x4F\x38 |0

<U7EC7> \x56\x2F |0

<U7EC8> \x56\x55 |0

<U7EC9> \x67\x27 |0

<U7ECA> \x30\x6D |0

<U7ECB> \x67\x28 |0

<U7ECC> \x67\x29 |0

<U7ECD> \x49\x5C |0

<U7ECE> \x52\x6F |0

<U7ECF> \x3E\x2D |0

<U7ED0> \x67\x2A |0

<U7ED1> \x30\x73 |0

<U7ED2> \x48\x5E |0

<U7ED3> \x3D\x61 |0

<U7ED4> \x67\x2B |0

<U7ED5> \x48\x46 |0

<U7ED7> \x67\x2C |0
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<U7ED8> \x3B\x66 |0

<U7ED9> \x38\x78 |0

<U7EDA> \x51\x24 |0

<U7EDB> \x67\x2D |0

<U7EDC> \x42\x67 |0

<U7EDD> \x3E\x78 |0

<U7EDE> \x3D\x4A |0

<U7EDF> \x4D\x33 |0

<U7EE0> \x67\x2E |0

<U7EE1> \x67\x2F |0

<U7EE2> \x3E\x6E |0

<U7EE3> \x50\x65 |0

<U7EE5> \x4B\x67 |0

<U7EE6> \x4C\x50 |0

<U7EE7> \x3C\x4C |0

<U7EE8> \x67\x30 |0

<U7EE9> \x3C\x28 |0

<U7EEA> \x50\x77 |0

<U7EEB> \x67\x31 |0

<U7EED> \x50\x78 |0

<U7EEE>

 \x67\x32 |0

<U7EEF> \x67\x33 |0

<U7EF0> \x34\x42 |0

<U7EF1> \x67\x34 |0

<U7EF2> \x67\x35 |0

<U7EF3> \x49\x7E |0

<U7EF4> \x4E\x2C |0

<U7EF5> \x43\x60 |0

<U7EF6> \x67\x37 |0

<U7EF7> \x31\x41 |0

<U7EF8> \x33\x71 |0

<U7EFA> \x67\x38 |0

<U7EFB> \x67\x39 |0

<U7EFC> \x57\x5B |0

<U7EFD> \x55\x40 |0

<U7EFE> \x67\x3A |0

<U7EFF> \x42\x4C |0

<U7F00> \x57\x3A |0

<U7F01> \x67\x3B |0

<U7F02> \x67\x3C |0

<U7F03> \x67\x3D |0

<U7F04> \x3C\x6A |0

<U7F05> \x43\x65 |0

<U7F06> \x40\x42 |0

<U7F07> \x67\x3E |0

<U7F08> \x67\x3F |0

<U7F09> \x3C\x29 |0
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<U7F0B> \x67\x40 |0

<U7F0C> \x67\x41 |0

<U7F0D> \x67\x36 |0

<U7F0E> \x36\x50 |0

<U7F0F> \x67\x42 |0

<U7F11> \x67\x43 |0

<U7F12> \x67\x44 |0

<U7F13> \x3B\x3A |0

<U7F14> \x35\x5E |0

<U7F15> \x42\x46 |0

<U7F16> \x31\x60 |0

<U7F17> \x67\x45 |0

<U7F18> \x54\x35 |0

<U7F19> \x67\x46 |0

<U7F1A> \x38\x3F |0

<U7F1B> \x67\x48 |0

<U7F1C> \x67\x47 |0

<U7F1D> \x37\x6C |0

<U7F1F> \x67\x49 |0

<U7F20> \x32\x78 |0

<U7F21> \x67\x4A |0

<U7F22> \x67\x4B |0

<U7F23> \x67\x4C |0

<U7F24>

 \x67\x4D |0

<U7F25> \x67\x4E |0

<U7F26> \x67\x4F |0

<U7F27> \x67\x50 |0

<U7F28> \x53\x27 |0

<U7F29> \x4B\x75 |0

<U7F2A> \x67\x51 |0

<U7F2B> \x67\x52 |0

<U7F2C> \x67\x53 |0

<U7F2D> \x67\x54 |0

<U7F2E> \x49\x49 |0

<U7F2F> \x67\x55 |0

<U7F30> \x67\x56 |0

<U7F31> \x67\x57 |0

<U7F32> \x67\x58 |0

<U7F33> \x67\x59 |0

<U7F34> \x3D\x49 |0

<U7F35> \x67\x5A |0

<U7F36> \x73\x3E |0

<U7F38> \x38\x57 |0

<U7F3A> \x48\x31 |0

<U7F42> \x73\x3F |0

<U7F44> \x73\x40 |0

<U7F45> \x73\x41 |0
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<U7F50> \x39\x5E |0

<U7F51> \x4D\x78 |0

<U7F54> \x58\x68 |0

<U7F55> \x3A\x31 |0

<U7F57> \x42\x5E |0

<U7F58> \x6E\x37 |0

<U7F5A> \x37\x23 |0

<U7F5F> \x6E\x39 |0

<U7F61> \x6E\x38 |0

<U7F62> \x30\x55 |0

<U7F68> \x6E\x3B |0

<U7F69> \x55\x56 |0

<U7F6A> \x57\x6F |0

<U7F6E> \x56\x43 |0

<U7F71> \x6E\x3D |0

<U7F72> \x4A\x70 |0

<U7F74> \x6E\x3C |0

<U7F79> \x6E\x3E |0

<U7F7E> \x6E\x40 |0

<U7F81> \x6E\x3F |0

<U7F8A> \x51\x72 |0

<U7F8C> \x47\x3C |0

<U7F8E> \x43\x40 |0

<U7F94> \x38\x61 |0

<U7F9A> \x41\x67 |0

<U7F9D> \x74\x46 |0

<U7F9E>

 \x50\x5F |0

<U7F9F> \x74\x47 |0

<U7FA1> \x4F\x5B |0

<U7FA4> \x48\x3A |0

<U7FA7> \x74\x48 |0

<U7FAF> \x74\x49 |0

<U7FB0> \x74\x4A |0

<U7FB2> \x74\x4B |0

<U7FB8> \x59\x7A |0

<U7FB9> \x38\x7E |0

<U7FBC> \x65\x71 |0

<U7FBD> \x53\x70 |0

<U7FBF> \x74\x60 |0

<U7FC1> \x4E\x4C |0

<U7FC5> \x33\x61 |0

<U7FCA> \x71\x34 |0

<U7FCC> \x52\x6E |0

<U7FCE> \x74\x61 |0

<U7FD4> \x4F\x68 |0

<U7FD5> \x74\x62 |0

<U7FD8> \x47\x4C |0
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<U7FDF> \x35\x54 |0

<U7FE0> \x34\x64 |0

<U7FE1> \x74\x64 |0

<U7FE5> \x74\x63 |0

<U7FE6> \x74\x65 |0

<U7FE9> \x74\x66 |0

<U7FEE> \x74\x67 |0

<U7FF0> \x3A\x32 |0

<U7FF1> \x30\x3F |0

<U7FF3> \x74\x68 |0

<U7FFB> \x37\x2D |0

<U7FFC> \x52\x6D |0

<U8000> \x52\x2B |0

<U8001> \x40\x4F |0

<U8003> \x3F\x3C |0

<U8004> \x6B\x23 |0

<U8005> \x55\x5F |0

<U8006> \x6A\x48 |0

<U800B> \x71\x73 |0

<U800C> \x36\x78 |0

<U800D> \x4B\x23 |0

<U8010> \x44\x4D |0

<U8012> \x71\x67 |0

<U8014> \x71\x68 |0

<U8015> \x38\x7B |0

<U8016> \x71\x69 |0

<U8017> \x3A\x44 |0

<U8018> \x54\x45 |0

<U8019> \x30\x52 |0

<U801C>

 \x71\x6A |0

<U8020> \x71\x6B |0

<U8022> \x71\x6C |0

<U8025> \x71\x6D |0

<U8026> \x71\x6E |0

<U8027> \x71\x6F |0

<U8028> \x71\x71 |0

<U8029> \x71\x70 |0

<U802A> \x45\x55 |0

<U8031> \x71\x72 |0

<U8033> \x36\x7A |0

<U8035> \x71\x74 |0

<U8036> \x52\x2E |0

<U8037> \x5E\x47 |0

<U8038> \x4B\x4A |0

<U803B> \x33\x5C |0

<U803D> \x35\x22 |0

<U803F> \x39\x22 |0
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<U8042> \x44\x74 |0

<U8043> \x71\x75 |0

<U8046> \x71\x76 |0

<U804A> \x41\x44 |0

<U804B> \x41\x7B |0

<U804C> \x56\x30 |0

<U804D> \x71\x77 |0

<U8052> \x71\x78 |0

<U8054> \x41\x2A |0

<U8058> \x46\x38 |0

<U805A> \x3E\x5B |0

<U8069> \x71\x79 |0

<U806A> \x34\x4F |0

<U8071> \x71\x7A |0

<U807F> \x6D\x32 |0

<U8080> \x6D\x31 |0

<U8083> \x4B\x60 |0

<U8084> \x52\x5E |0

<U8086> \x4B\x41 |0

<U8087> \x55\x58 |0

<U8089> \x48\x62 |0

<U808B> \x40\x5F |0

<U808C> \x3C\x21 |0

<U8093> \x6B\x41 |0

<U8096> \x50\x24 |0

<U8098> \x56\x62 |0

<U809A> \x36\x47 |0

<U809B> \x38\x58 |0

<U809C> \x6B\x40 |0

<U809D> \x38\x4E |0

<U809F> \x6B\x3F |0

<U80A0> \x33\x26 |0

<U80A1>

 \x39\x49 |0

<U80A2> \x56\x2B |0

<U80A4> \x37\x74 |0

<U80A5> \x37\x4A |0

<U80A9> \x3C\x67 |0

<U80AA> \x37\x3E |0

<U80AB> \x6B\x46 |0

<U80AD> \x6B\x47 |0

<U80AE> \x30\x39 |0

<U80AF> \x3F\x4F |0

<U80B1> \x6B\x45 |0

<U80B2> \x53\x7D |0

<U80B4> \x6B\x48 |0

<U80B7> \x6B\x49 |0

<U80BA> \x37\x4E |0
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<U80BC> \x6B\x42 |0

<U80BD> \x6B\x44 |0

<U80BE> \x49\x76 |0

<U80BF> \x56\x57 |0

<U80C0> \x55\x4D |0

<U80C1> \x50\x32 |0

<U80C2> \x6B\x4F |0

<U80C3> \x4E\x38 |0

<U80C4> \x6B\x50 |0

<U80C6> \x35\x28 |0

<U80CC> \x31\x33 |0

<U80CD> \x6B\x52 |0

<U80CE> \x4C\x25 |0

<U80D6> \x45\x56 |0

<U80D7> \x6B\x53 |0

<U80D9> \x6B\x51 |0

<U80DA> \x45\x5F |0

<U80DB> \x6B\x4E |0

<U80DC> \x4A\x24 |0

<U80DD> \x6B\x55 |0

<U80DE> \x30\x7B |0

<U80E1> \x3A\x7A |0

<U80E4> \x58\x37 |0

<U80E5> \x71\x63 |0

<U80E7> \x6B\x4A |0

<U80E8> \x6B\x4B |0

<U80E9> \x6B\x4C |0

<U80EA> \x6B\x4D |0

<U80EB> \x6B\x56 |0

<U80EC> \x66\x40 |0

<U80ED> \x6B\x59 |0

<U80EF> \x3F\x68 |0

<U80F0> \x52\x48 |0

<U80F1> \x6B\x57 |0

<U80F2> \x6B\x5C |0

<U80F3>

 \x38\x6C |0

<U80F4> \x6B\x58 |0

<U80F6> \x3D\x3A |0

<U80F8> \x50\x58 |0

<U80FA> \x30\x37 |0

<U80FC> \x6B\x5D |0

<U80FD> \x44\x5C |0

<U8102> \x56\x2C |0

<U8106> \x34\x60 |0

<U8109> \x42\x76 |0

<U810A> \x3C\x39 |0

<U810D> \x6B\x5A |0
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<U810E> \x6B\x5B |0

<U810F> \x54\x60 |0

<U8110> \x46\x6A |0

<U8111> \x44\x54 |0

<U8112> \x6B\x5F |0

<U8113> \x45\x27 |0

<U8114> \x59\x75 |0

<U8116> \x32\x31 |0

<U8118> \x6B\x64 |0

<U811A> \x3D\x45 |0

<U811E> \x6B\x62 |0

<U812C> \x6B\x63 |0

<U812F> \x38\x2C |0

<U8131> \x4D\x51 |0

<U8132> \x6B\x65 |0

<U8136> \x6B\x61 |0

<U8138> \x41\x33 |0

<U813E> \x46\x22 |0

<U8146> \x4C\x73 |0

<U8148> \x6B\x66 |0

<U814A> \x40\x30 |0

<U814B> \x52\x38 |0

<U814C> \x6B\x67 |0

<U8150> \x38\x2F |0

<U8151> \x38\x2D |0

<U8153> \x6B\x68 |0

<U8154> \x47\x3B |0

<U8155> \x4D\x73 |0

<U8159> \x6B\x6A |0

<U815A> \x6B\x6B |0

<U8160> \x6B\x6D |0

<U8165> \x50\x48 |0

<U8167> \x6B\x72 |0

<U8169> \x6B\x6E |0

<U816D> \x6B\x71 |0

<U816E> \x48\x79 |0

<U8170> \x51\x7C |0

<U8171> \x6B\x6C |0

<U8174>

 \x6B\x69 |0

<U8179> \x38\x39 |0

<U817A> \x4F\x59 |0

<U817B> \x44\x65 |0

<U817C> \x6B\x6F |0

<U817D> \x6B\x70 |0

<U817E> \x4C\x5A |0

<U817F> \x4D\x48 |0

<U8180> \x30\x72 |0
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<U8182> \x6B\x76 |0

<U8188> \x6B\x75 |0

<U818A> \x32\x32 |0

<U818F> \x38\x60 |0

<U8191> \x6B\x77 |0

<U8198> \x31\x6C |0

<U819B> \x4C\x45 |0

<U819C> \x44\x24 |0

<U819D> \x4F\x25 |0

<U81A3> \x6B\x79 |0

<U81A6> \x6C\x22 |0

<U81A8> \x45\x72 |0

<U81AA> \x6B\x7A |0

<U81B3> \x49\x45 |0

<U81BA> \x62\x5F |0

<U81BB> \x6B\x7E |0

<U81C0> \x4D\x4E |0

<U81C1> \x6C\x21 |0

<U81C2> \x31\x5B |0

<U81C3> \x53\x37 |0

<U81C6> \x52\x5C |0

<U81CA> \x6B\x7D |0

<U81CC> \x6B\x7B |0

<U81E3> \x33\x3C |0

<U81E7> \x6A\x30 |0

<U81EA> \x57\x54 |0

<U81EC> \x74\x2B |0

<U81ED> \x33\x74 |0

<U81F3> \x56\x41 |0

<U81F4> \x56\x42 |0

<U81FB> \x55\x69 |0

<U81FC> \x3E\x4A |0

<U81FE> \x74\x27 |0

<U8200> \x52\x28 |0

<U8201> \x74\x28 |0

<U8202> \x74\x29 |0

<U8204> \x74\x2A |0

<U8205> \x3E\x4B |0

<U8206> \x53\x5F |0

<U820C> \x49\x60 |0

<U820D> \x49\x61 |0

<U8210>

 \x73\x42 |0

<U8212> \x4A\x66 |0

<U8214> \x4C\x72 |0

<U821B> \x62\x36 |0

<U821C> \x4B\x34 |0

<U821E> \x4E\x68 |0
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<U821F> \x56\x5B |0

<U8221> \x74\x2D |0

<U8222> \x74\x2E |0

<U8223> \x74\x2F |0

<U8228> \x74\x32 |0

<U822A> \x3A\x3D |0

<U822B> \x74\x33 |0

<U822C> \x30\x63 |0

<U822D> \x74\x30 |0

<U822F> \x74\x31 |0

<U8230> \x3D\x22 |0

<U8231> \x32\x55 |0

<U8233> \x74\x36 |0

<U8234> \x74\x37 |0

<U8235> \x36\x66 |0

<U8236> \x32\x30 |0

<U8237> \x4F\x4F |0

<U8238> \x74\x34 |0

<U8239> \x34\x2C |0

<U823B> \x74\x35 |0

<U823E> \x74\x38 |0

<U8244> \x74\x39 |0

<U8247> \x4D\x27 |0

<U8249> \x74\x3A |0

<U824B> \x74\x3B |0

<U824F> \x74\x3C |0

<U8258> \x4B\x52 |0

<U825A> \x74\x3D |0

<U825F> \x74\x3E |0

<U8268> \x74\x3F |0

<U826E> \x74\x5E |0

<U826F> \x41\x3C |0

<U8270> \x3C\x68 |0

<U8272> \x49\x2B |0

<U8273> \x51\x5E |0

<U8274> \x65\x75 |0

<U8279> \x5C\x33 |0

<U827A> \x52\x55 |0

<U827D> \x5C\x34 |0

<U827E> \x30\x2C |0

<U827F> \x5C\x35 |0

<U8282> \x3D\x5A |0

<U8284> \x5C\x39 |0

<U8288> \x58\x42 |0

<U828A>

 \x5C\x37 |0

<U828B> \x53\x73 |0

<U828D> \x49\x56 |0
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<U828E> \x5C\x3A |0

<U828F> \x5C\x36 |0

<U8291> \x5C\x3B |0

<U8292> \x43\x22 |0

<U8297> \x5C\x3C |0

<U8298> \x5C\x45 |0

<U8299> \x5C\x3D |0

<U829C> \x4E\x5F |0

<U829D> \x56\x25 |0

<U829F> \x5C\x4F |0

<U82A1> \x5C\x4D |0

<U82A4> \x5C\x52 |0

<U82A5> \x3D\x66 |0

<U82A6> \x42\x2B |0

<U82A8> \x5C\x38 |0

<U82A9> \x5C\x4B |0

<U82AA> \x5C\x4E |0

<U82AB> \x5C\x3E |0

<U82AC> \x37\x52 |0

<U82AD> \x30\x45 |0

<U82AE> \x5C\x47 |0

<U82AF> \x50\x3E |0

<U82B0> \x5C\x41 |0

<U82B1> \x3B\x28 |0

<U82B3> \x37\x3C |0

<U82B4> \x5C\x4C |0

<U82B7> \x5C\x46 |0

<U82B8> \x5C\x3F |0

<U82B9> \x47\x5B |0

<U82BD> \x51\x3F |0

<U82BE> \x5C\x40 |0

<U82C1> \x5C\x4A |0

<U82C4> \x5C\x50 |0

<U82C7> \x4E\x2D |0

<U82C8> \x5C\x42 |0

<U82CA> \x5C\x43 |0

<U82CB> \x5C\x48 |0

<U82CC> \x5C\x49 |0

<U82CD> \x32\x54 |0

<U82CE> \x5C\x51 |0

<U82CF> \x4B\x55 |0

<U82D1> \x54\x37 |0

<U82D2> \x5C\x5B |0

<U82D3> \x5C\x5F |0

<U82D4> \x4C\x26 |0

<U82D5> \x5C\x66 |0

<U82D7> \x43\x67 |0

<U82D8>
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 \x5C\x5C |0

<U82DB> \x3F\x41 |0

<U82DC> \x5C\x59 |0

<U82DE> \x30\x7A |0

<U82DF> \x39\x36 |0

<U82E0> \x5C\x65 |0

<U82E1> \x5C\x53 |0

<U82E3> \x5C\x44 |0

<U82E4> \x5C\x56 |0

<U82E5> \x48\x74 |0

<U82E6> \x3F\x60 |0

<U82EB> \x49\x3B |0

<U82EF> \x31\x3D |0

<U82F1> \x53\x22 |0

<U82F4> \x5C\x5A |0

<U82F7> \x5C\x55 |0

<U82F9> \x46\x3B |0

<U82FB> \x5C\x5E |0

<U8301> \x57\x42 |0

<U8302> \x43\x2F |0

<U8303> \x37\x36 |0

<U8304> \x47\x51 |0

<U8305> \x43\x29 |0

<U8306> \x5C\x62 |0

<U8307> \x5C\x58 |0

<U8308> \x5C\x6B |0

<U8309> \x5C\x54 |0

<U830C> \x5C\x5D |0

<U830E> \x3E\x25 |0

<U830F> \x5C\x57 |0

<U8311> \x5C\x60 |0

<U8314> \x5C\x63 |0

<U8315> \x5C\x64 |0

<U8317> \x5C\x78 |0

<U831A> \x5C\x61 |0

<U831B> \x5D\x22 |0

<U831C> \x5C\x67 |0

<U8327> \x3C\x6B |0

<U8328> \x34\x44 |0

<U832B> \x43\x23 |0

<U832C> \x32\x67 |0

<U832D> \x5C\x7A |0

<U832F> \x5C\x72 |0

<U8331> \x5C\x6F |0

<U8333> \x5C\x7C |0

<U8334> \x5C\x6E |0

<U8335> \x52\x70 |0

<U8336> \x32\x68 |0
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<U8338> \x48\x57 |0

<U8339> \x48\x63 |0

<U833A>

 \x5C\x7B |0

<U833C> \x5C\x6D |0

<U8340> \x5C\x77 |0

<U8343> \x5C\x75 |0

<U8346> \x3E\x23 |0

<U8347> \x5C\x74 |0

<U8349> \x32\x5D |0

<U834F> \x5C\x73 |0

<U8350> \x3C\x76 |0

<U8351> \x5C\x68 |0

<U8352> \x3B\x44 |0

<U8354> \x40\x73 |0

<U835A> \x3C\x54 |0

<U835B> \x5C\x69 |0

<U835C> \x5C\x6A |0

<U835E> \x5C\x71 |0

<U835F> \x5C\x76 |0

<U8360> \x5C\x79 |0

<U8361> \x35\x34 |0

<U8363> \x48\x59 |0

<U8364> \x3B\x67 |0

<U8365> \x5C\x7E |0

<U8366> \x5C\x7D |0

<U8367> \x53\x2B |0

<U8368> \x5D\x21 |0

<U8369> \x5D\x23 |0

<U836A> \x5D\x25 |0

<U836B> \x52\x71 |0

<U836C> \x5D\x24 |0

<U836D> \x5D\x26 |0

<U836E> \x5D\x27 |0

<U836F> \x52\x29 |0

<U8377> \x3A\x49 |0

<U8378> \x5D\x29 |0

<U837B> \x5D\x36 |0

<U837C> \x5D\x31 |0

<U837D> \x5D\x34 |0

<U8385> \x5D\x30 |0

<U8386> \x46\x4E |0

<U8389> \x40\x72 |0

<U838E> \x49\x2F |0

<U8392> \x5C\x6C |0

<U8393> \x5D\x2E |0

<U8398> \x5D\x37 |0

<U839B> \x5C\x70 |0
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<U839C> \x5D\x2F |0

<U839E> \x5D\x38 |0

<U83A0> \x5D\x2C |0

<U83A8> \x5D\x39 |0

<U83A9> \x5D\x33 |0

<U83AA>

 \x5D\x2D |0

<U83AB> \x44\x2A |0

<U83B0> \x5D\x28 |0

<U83B1> \x40\x33 |0

<U83B2> \x41\x2B |0

<U83B3> \x5D\x2A |0

<U83B4> \x5D\x2B |0

<U83B6> \x5D\x32 |0

<U83B7> \x3B\x71 |0

<U83B8> \x5D\x35 |0

<U83B9> \x53\x28 |0

<U83BA> \x5D\x3A |0

<U83BC> \x5D\x3B |0

<U83BD> \x43\x27 |0

<U83C0> \x5D\x52 |0

<U83C1> \x5D\x3C |0

<U83C5> \x5D\x51 |0

<U83C7> \x39\x3D |0

<U83CA> \x3E\x55 |0

<U83CC> \x3E\x7A |0

<U83CF> \x3A\x4A |0

<U83D4> \x5D\x4A |0

<U83D6> \x5D\x45 |0

<U83D8> \x5D\x3F |0

<U83DC> \x32\x4B |0

<U83DD> \x5D\x43 |0

<U83DF> \x5D\x4B |0

<U83E0> \x32\x24 |0

<U83E1> \x5D\x55 |0

<U83E5> \x5D\x3E |0

<U83E9> \x46\x50 |0

<U83EA> \x5D\x50 |0

<U83F0> \x5D\x54 |0

<U83F1> \x41\x62 |0

<U83F2> \x37\x46 |0

<U83F8> \x5D\x4E |0

<U83F9> \x5D\x4F |0

<U83FD> \x5D\x44 |0

<U8401> \x5D\x3D |0

<U8403> \x5D\x4D |0

<U8404> \x4C\x51 |0

<U8406> \x5D\x49 |0
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<U840B> \x5D\x42 |0

<U840C> \x43\x48 |0

<U840D> \x46\x3C |0

<U840E> \x4E\x2E |0

<U840F> \x5D\x4C |0

<U8411> \x5D\x48 |0

<U8418> \x5D\x41 |0

<U841C> \x5D\x46 |0

<U841D>

 \x42\x5C |0

<U8424> \x53\x29 |0

<U8425> \x53\x2A |0

<U8426> \x5D\x53 |0

<U8427> \x4F\x74 |0

<U8428> \x48\x78 |0

<U8431> \x5D\x66 |0

<U8438> \x5D\x47 |0

<U843C> \x5D\x60 |0

<U843D> \x42\x64 |0

<U8446> \x5D\x61 |0

<U8451> \x5D\x57 |0

<U8457> \x56\x78 |0

<U8459> \x5D\x59 |0

<U845A> \x5D\x58 |0

<U845B> \x38\x70 |0

<U845C> \x5D\x56 |0

<U8461> \x46\x4F |0

<U8463> \x36\x2D |0

<U8469> \x5D\x62 |0

<U846B> \x3A\x79 |0

<U846C> \x54\x61 |0

<U846D> \x5D\x67 |0

<U8471> \x34\x50 |0

<U8473> \x5D\x5A |0

<U8475> \x3F\x7B |0

<U8476> \x5D\x63 |0

<U8478> \x5D\x5F |0

<U847A> \x5D\x5D |0

<U8482> \x35\x59 |0

<U8487> \x5D\x5B |0

<U8488> \x5D\x5C |0

<U8489> \x5D\x5E |0

<U848B> \x3D\x2F |0

<U848C> \x5D\x64 |0

<U848E> \x5D\x65 |0

<U8497> \x5D\x75 |0

<U8499> \x43\x49 |0

<U849C> \x4B\x62 |0
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<U84A1> \x5D\x72 |0

<U84AF> \x58\x61 |0

<U84B2> \x46\x51 |0

<U84B4> \x5D\x74 |0

<U84B8> \x55\x74 |0

<U84B9> \x5D\x73 |0

<U84BA> \x5D\x70 |0

<U84BD> \x5D\x6C |0

<U84BF> \x5D\x6F |0

<U84C1> \x5D\x68 |0

<U84C4> \x50\x6E |0

<U84C9>

 \x48\x58 |0

<U84CA> \x5D\x6E |0

<U84CD> \x5D\x69 |0

<U84D0> \x5D\x6A |0

<U84D1> \x4B\x72 |0

<U84D3> \x5D\x6D |0

<U84D6> \x31\x4D |0

<U84DD> \x40\x36 |0

<U84DF> \x3C\x3B |0

<U84E0> \x5D\x71 |0

<U84E3> \x5D\x77 |0

<U84E5> \x5D\x76 |0

<U84E6> \x5D\x6B |0

<U84EC> \x45\x6E |0

<U84F0> \x5D\x7B |0

<U84FC> \x5E\x24 |0

<U84FF> \x5E\x23 |0

<U850C> \x5D\x78 |0

<U8511> \x43\x6F |0

<U8513> \x42\x7B |0

<U8517> \x55\x61 |0

<U851A> \x4E\x35 |0

<U851F> \x5D\x7D |0

<U8521> \x32\x4C |0

<U852B> \x44\x68 |0

<U852C> \x4A\x5F |0

<U8537> \x47\x3E |0

<U8538> \x5D\x7A |0

<U8539> \x5D\x7C |0

<U853A> \x5D\x7E |0

<U853B> \x5E\x22 |0

<U853C> \x30\x2A |0

<U853D> \x31\x4E |0

<U8543> \x5E\x2C |0

<U8548> \x5E\x26 |0

<U8549> \x3D\x36 |0
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<U854A> \x48\x6F |0

<U8556> \x5E\x21 |0

<U8559> \x5E\x25 |0

<U855E> \x5E\x29 |0

<U8564> \x5E\x28 |0

<U8568> \x5E\x27 |0

<U8572> \x5E\x2D |0

<U8574> \x54\x4C |0

<U8579> \x5E\x33 |0

<U857A> \x5E\x2A |0

<U857B> \x5E\x2E |0

<U857E> \x40\x59 |0

<U8584> \x31\x21 |0

<U8585> \x5E\x36 |0

<U8587>

 \x5E\x31 |0

<U858F> \x5E\x32 |0

<U859B> \x51\x26 |0

<U859C> \x5E\x35 |0

<U85A4> \x5E\x2F |0

<U85A8> \x5E\x30 |0

<U85AA> \x50\x3D |0

<U85AE> \x5E\x34 |0

<U85AF> \x4A\x6D |0

<U85B0> \x5E\x39 |0

<U85B7> \x5E\x38 |0

<U85B9> \x5E\x37 |0

<U85C1> \x5E\x3B |0

<U85C9> \x3D\x65 |0

<U85CF> \x32\x58 |0

<U85D0> \x43\x6A |0

<U85D3> \x5E\x3A |0

<U85D5> \x45\x3A |0

<U85DC> \x5E\x3C |0

<U85E4> \x4C\x59 |0

<U85E9> \x37\x2A |0

<U85FB> \x54\x65 |0

<U85FF> \x5E\x3D |0

<U8605> \x5E\x3F |0

<U8611> \x44\x22 |0

<U8616> \x5E\x41 |0

<U8627> \x5E\x3E |0

<U8629> \x5E\x40 |0

<U8638> \x55\x3A |0

<U863C> \x5E\x42 |0

<U864D> \x72\x2E |0

<U864E> \x3B\x22 |0

<U864F> \x42\x32 |0
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<U8650> \x45\x30 |0

<U8651> \x42\x47 |0

<U8654> \x72\x2F |0

<U865A> \x50\x69 |0

<U865E> \x53\x5D |0

<U8662> \x6B\x3D |0

<U866B> \x33\x66 |0

<U866C> \x72\x30 |0

<U866E> \x72\x31 |0

<U8671> \x4A\x2D |0

<U8679> \x3A\x67 |0

<U867A> \x72\x33 |0

<U867B> \x72\x35 |0

<U867C> \x72\x34 |0

<U867D> \x4B\x64 |0

<U867E> \x4F\x3A |0

<U867F> \x72\x32 |0

<U8680>

 \x4A\x34 |0

<U8681> \x52\x4F |0

<U8682> \x42\x6C |0

<U868A> \x4E\x43 |0

<U868B> \x72\x38 |0

<U868C> \x30\x76 |0

<U868D> \x72\x37 |0

<U8693> \x72\x3E |0

<U8695> \x32\x4F |0

<U869C> \x51\x41 |0

<U869D> \x72\x3A |0

<U86A3> \x72\x3C |0

<U86A4> \x54\x69 |0

<U86A7> \x72\x3B |0

<U86A8> \x72\x36 |0

<U86A9> \x72\x3F |0

<U86AA> \x72\x3D |0

<U86AC> \x72\x39 |0

<U86AF> \x72\x47 |0

<U86B0> \x72\x44 |0

<U86B1> \x72\x46 |0

<U86B4> \x72\x4A |0

<U86B5> \x72\x42 |0

<U86B6> \x72\x40 |0

<U86BA> \x72\x45 |0

<U86C0> \x56\x7B |0

<U86C4> \x72\x41 |0

<U86C6> \x47\x79 |0

<U86C7> \x49\x5F |0

<U86C9> \x72\x48 |0
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<U86CA> \x39\x46 |0

<U86CB> \x35\x30 |0

<U86CE> \x72\x43 |0

<U86CF> \x72\x49 |0

<U86D0> \x72\x50 |0

<U86D1> \x72\x56 |0

<U86D4> \x3B\x57 |0

<U86D8> \x72\x55 |0

<U86D9> \x4D\x5C |0

<U86DB> \x56\x6B |0

<U86DE> \x72\x52 |0

<U86DF> \x72\x54 |0

<U86E4> \x38\x72 |0

<U86E9> \x72\x4B |0

<U86ED> \x72\x4E |0

<U86EE> \x42\x79 |0

<U86F0> \x55\x5D |0

<U86F1> \x72\x4C |0

<U86F2> \x72\x4D |0

<U86F3> \x72\x4F |0

<U86F4>

 \x72\x53 |0

<U86F8> \x72\x59 |0

<U86F9> \x53\x3C |0

<U86FE> \x36\x6A |0

<U8700> \x4A\x71 |0

<U8702> \x37\x64 |0

<U8703> \x72\x57 |0

<U8707> \x72\x58 |0

<U8708> \x72\x5A |0

<U8709> \x72\x5D |0

<U870A> \x72\x5B |0

<U870D> \x72\x5C |0

<U8712> \x51\x51 |0

<U8713> \x72\x51 |0

<U8715> \x4D\x49 |0

<U8717> \x4E\x4F |0

<U8718> \x56\x29 |0

<U871A> \x72\x63 |0

<U871C> \x43\x5B |0

<U871E> \x72\x60 |0

<U8721> \x40\x2F |0

<U8722> \x72\x6C |0

<U8723> \x72\x5E |0

<U8725> \x72\x61 |0

<U8729> \x72\x68 |0

<U872E> \x72\x62 |0

<U8731> \x72\x67 |0
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<U8734> \x72\x66 |0

<U8737> \x72\x69 |0

<U873B> \x72\x5F |0

<U873E> \x72\x64 |0

<U873F> \x72\x6A |0

<U8747> \x53\x2C |0

<U8748> \x72\x65 |0

<U8749> \x32\x75 |0

<U874C> \x72\x72 |0

<U874E> \x50\x2B |0

<U8753> \x72\x75 |0

<U8757> \x3B\x48 |0

<U8759> \x72\x79 |0

<U8760> \x72\x70 |0

<U8763> \x72\x76 |0

<U8764> \x72\x78 |0

<U8765> \x72\x7A |0

<U876E> \x72\x73 |0

<U8770> \x72\x71 |0

<U8774> \x3A\x7B |0

<U8776> \x35\x7B |0

<U877B> \x72\x6F |0

<U877C> \x72\x77 |0

<U877D>

 \x72\x6D |0

<U877E> \x72\x6E |0

<U8782> \x72\x6B |0

<U8783> \x73\x26 |0

<U8785> \x73\x23 |0

<U8788> \x73\x22 |0

<U878B> \x72\x74 |0

<U878D> \x48\x5A |0

<U8793> \x72\x7B |0

<U8797> \x73\x25 |0

<U879F> \x43\x78 |0

<U87A8> \x72\x7D |0

<U87AB> \x73\x27 |0

<U87AC> \x73\x29 |0

<U87AD> \x73\x24 |0

<U87AF> \x72\x7C |0

<U87B3> \x73\x2B |0

<U87B5> \x73\x2A |0

<U87BA> \x42\x5D |0

<U87BD> \x73\x2E |0

<U87C0> \x73\x30 |0

<U87C6> \x73\x21 |0

<U87CA> \x73\x31 |0

<U87CB> \x73\x2C |0
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<U87D1> \x73\x2F |0

<U87D2> \x72\x7E |0

<U87D3> \x73\x2D |0

<U87DB> \x73\x32 |0

<U87E0> \x73\x34 |0

<U87E5> \x73\x28 |0

<U87EA> \x73\x33 |0

<U87EE> \x73\x35 |0

<U87F9> \x50\x37 |0

<U87FE> \x73\x38 |0

<U8803> \x59\x79 |0

<U880A> \x73\x39 |0

<U8813> \x73\x37 |0

<U8815> \x48\x64 |0

<U8816> \x73\x36 |0

<U881B> \x73\x3A |0

<U8821> \x73\x3B |0

<U8822> \x34\x40 |0

<U8832> \x6E\x43 |0

<U8839> \x73\x3C |0

<U883C> \x73\x3D |0

<U8840> \x51\x2A |0

<U8844> \x74\x2C |0

<U8845> \x50\x46 |0

<U884C> \x50\x50 |0

<U884D> \x51\x5C |0

<U8854>

 \x4F\x4E |0

<U8857> \x3D\x56 |0

<U8859> \x51\x43 |0

<U8861> \x3A\x62 |0

<U8862> \x61\x69 |0

<U8863> \x52\x42 |0

<U8864> \x71\x42 |0

<U8865> \x32\x39 |0

<U8868> \x31\x6D |0

<U8869> \x71\x43 |0

<U886B> \x49\x40 |0

<U886C> \x33\x44 |0

<U886E> \x59\x72 |0

<U8870> \x4B\x25 |0

<U8872> \x71\x44 |0

<U8877> \x56\x54 |0

<U887D> \x71\x45 |0

<U887E> \x74\x40 |0

<U887F> \x71\x46 |0

<U8881> \x54\x2C |0

<U8882> \x71\x47 |0
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<U8884> \x30\x40 |0

<U8885> \x74\x41 |0

<U8888> \x74\x42 |0

<U888B> \x34\x7C |0

<U888D> \x45\x5B |0

<U8892> \x4C\x3B |0

<U8896> \x50\x64 |0

<U889C> \x4D\x60 |0

<U88A2> \x71\x48 |0

<U88A4> \x59\x73 |0

<U88AB> \x31\x3B |0

<U88AD> \x4F\x2E |0

<U88B1> \x38\x24 |0

<U88B7> \x71\x4A |0

<U88BC> \x71\x4B |0

<U88C1> \x32\x43 |0

<U88C2> \x41\x51 |0

<U88C5> \x57\x30 |0

<U88C6> \x71\x49 |0

<U88C9> \x71\x4C |0

<U88CE> \x71\x4E |0

<U88D2> \x59\x76 |0

<U88D4> \x52\x61 |0

<U88D5> \x54\x23 |0

<U88D8> \x74\x43 |0

<U88D9> \x48\x39 |0

<U88DF> \x74\x44 |0

<U88E2> \x71\x4D |0

<U88E3> \x71\x4F |0

<U88E4>

 \x3F\x63 |0

<U88E5> \x71\x50 |0

<U88E8> \x71\x54 |0

<U88F0> \x71\x56 |0

<U88F1> \x71\x51 |0

<U88F3> \x49\x51 |0

<U88F4> \x45\x61 |0

<U88F8> \x42\x63 |0

<U88F9> \x39\x7C |0

<U88FC> \x71\x53 |0

<U88FE> \x71\x55 |0

<U8902> \x39\x53 |0

<U890A> \x71\x5B |0

<U8910> \x3A\x56 |0

<U8912> \x30\x7D |0

<U8913> \x71\x59 |0

<U8919> \x71\x58 |0

<U891A> \x71\x52 |0
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<U891B> \x71\x5A |0

<U8921> \x71\x57 |0

<U8925> \x48\x6C |0

<U892A> \x4D\x4A |0

<U892B> \x71\x5D |0

<U8930> \x65\x3D |0

<U8934> \x71\x5C |0

<U8936> \x71\x5E |0

<U8941> \x71\x5F |0

<U8944> \x4F\x65 |0

<U895E> \x74\x45 |0

<U895F> \x3D\x73 |0

<U8966> \x71\x60 |0

<U897B> \x71\x61 |0

<U897F> \x4E\x77 |0

<U8981> \x52\x2A |0

<U8983> \x71\x7B |0

<U8986> \x38\x32 |0

<U89C1> \x3C\x7B |0

<U89C2> \x39\x5B |0

<U89C4> \x39\x66 |0

<U89C5> \x43\x59 |0

<U89C6> \x4A\x53 |0

<U89C7> \x6A\x68 |0

<U89C8> \x40\x40 |0

<U89C9> \x3E\x75 |0

<U89CA> \x6A\x69 |0

<U89CB> \x6A\x6A |0

<U89CC> \x6A\x6B |0

<U89CE> \x6A\x6C |0

<U89CF> \x6A\x6D |0

<U89D0> \x6A\x6E |0

<U89D1>

 \x6A\x6F |0

<U89D2> \x3D\x47 |0

<U89D6> \x75\x7B |0

<U89DA> \x75\x7D |0

<U89DC> \x75\x7E |0

<U89DE> \x75\x7C |0

<U89E3> \x3D\x62 |0

<U89E5> \x76\x21 |0

<U89E6> \x34\x25 |0

<U89EB> \x76\x22 |0

<U89EF> \x76\x23 |0

<U89F3> \x6C\x32 |0

<U8A00> \x51\x54 |0

<U8A07> \x59\x6A |0

<U8A3E> \x76\x24 |0
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<U8A48> \x6E\x3A |0

<U8A79> \x55\x32 |0

<U8A89> \x53\x7E |0

<U8A8A> \x4C\x5C |0

<U8A93> \x4A\x44 |0

<U8B07> \x65\x40 |0

<U8B26> \x76\x25 |0

<U8B66> \x3E\x2F |0

<U8B6C> \x46\x29 |0

<U8BA0> \x5A\x25 |0

<U8BA1> \x3C\x46 |0

<U8BA2> \x36\x29 |0

<U8BA3> \x38\x3C |0

<U8BA4> \x48\x4F |0

<U8BA5> \x3C\x25 |0

<U8BA6> \x5A\x26 |0

<U8BA7> \x5A\x27 |0

<U8BA8> \x4C\x56 |0

<U8BA9> \x48\x43 |0

<U8BAA> \x5A\x28 |0

<U8BAB> \x46\x7D |0

<U8BAD> \x51\x35 |0

<U8BAE> \x52\x69 |0

<U8BAF> \x51\x36 |0

<U8BB0> \x3C\x47 |0

<U8BB2> \x3D\x32 |0

<U8BB3> \x3B\x64 |0

<U8BB4> \x5A\x29 |0

<U8BB5> \x5A\x2A |0

<U8BB6> \x51\x48 |0

<U8BB7> \x5A\x2B |0

<U8BB8> \x50\x6D |0

<U8BB9> \x36\x6F |0

<U8BBA> \x42\x5B |0

<U8BBC> \x4B\x4F |0

<U8BBD>

 \x37\x6D |0

<U8BBE> \x49\x68 |0

<U8BBF> \x37\x43 |0

<U8BC0> \x3E\x77 |0

<U8BC1> \x56\x24 |0

<U8BC2> \x5A\x2C |0

<U8BC3> \x5A\x2D |0

<U8BC4> \x46\x40 |0

<U8BC5> \x57\x67 |0

<U8BC6> \x4A\x36 |0

<U8BC8> \x55\x29 |0

<U8BC9> \x4B\x5F |0
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<U8BCA> \x55\x6F |0

<U8BCB> \x5A\x2E |0

<U8BCC> \x56\x5F |0

<U8BCD> \x34\x4A |0

<U8BCE> \x5A\x30 |0

<U8BCF> \x5A\x2F |0

<U8BD1> \x52\x6B |0

<U8BD2> \x5A\x31 |0

<U8BD3> \x5A\x32 |0

<U8BD4> \x5A\x33 |0

<U8BD5> \x4A\x54 |0

<U8BD6> \x5A\x34 |0

<U8BD7> \x4A\x2B |0

<U8BD8> \x5A\x35 |0

<U8BD9> \x5A\x36 |0

<U8BDA> \x33\x4F |0

<U8BDB> \x56\x6F |0

<U8BDC> \x5A\x37 |0

<U8BDD> \x3B\x30 |0

<U8BDE> \x35\x2E |0

<U8BDF> \x5A\x38 |0

<U8BE0> \x5A\x39 |0

<U8BE1> \x39\x6E |0

<U8BE2> \x51\x2F |0

<U8BE3> \x52\x68 |0

<U8BE4> \x5A\x3A |0

<U8BE5> \x38\x43 |0

<U8BE6> \x4F\x6A |0

<U8BE7> \x32\x6F |0

<U8BE8> \x5A\x3B |0

<U8BE9> \x5A\x3C |0

<U8BEB> \x3D\x6B |0

<U8BEC> \x4E\x5C |0

<U8BED> \x53\x6F |0

<U8BEE> \x5A\x3D |0

<U8BEF> \x4E\x73 |0

<U8BF0> \x5A\x3E |0

<U8BF1> \x53\x55 |0

<U8BF2>

 \x3B\x65 |0

<U8BF3> \x5A\x3F |0

<U8BF4> \x4B\x35 |0

<U8BF5> \x4B\x50 |0

<U8BF6> \x5A\x40 |0

<U8BF7> \x47\x6B |0

<U8BF8> \x56\x6E |0

<U8BF9> \x5A\x41 |0

<U8BFA> \x45\x35 |0
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<U8BFB> \x36\x41 |0

<U8BFC> \x5A\x42 |0

<U8BFD> \x37\x4C |0

<U8BFE> \x3F\x4E |0

<U8BFF> \x5A\x43 |0

<U8C00> \x5A\x44 |0

<U8C01> \x4B\x2D |0

<U8C02> \x5A\x45 |0

<U8C03> \x35\x77 |0

<U8C04> \x5A\x46 |0

<U8C05> \x41\x42 |0

<U8C06> \x57\x3B |0

<U8C07> \x5A\x47 |0

<U8C08> \x4C\x38 |0

<U8C0A> \x52\x6A |0

<U8C0B> \x44\x31 |0

<U8C0C> \x5A\x48 |0

<U8C0D> \x35\x7D |0

<U8C0E> \x3B\x51 |0

<U8C0F> \x5A\x49 |0

<U8C10> \x50\x33 |0

<U8C11> \x5A\x4A |0

<U8C12> \x5A\x4B |0

<U8C13> \x4E\x3D |0

<U8C14> \x5A\x4C |0

<U8C15> \x5A\x4D |0

<U8C16> \x5A\x4E |0

<U8C17> \x32\x77 |0

<U8C18> \x5A\x51 |0

<U8C19> \x5A\x4F |0

<U8C1A> \x51\x68 |0

<U8C1B> \x5A\x50 |0

<U8C1C> \x43\x55 |0

<U8C1D> \x5A\x52 |0

<U8C1F> \x5A\x53 |0

<U8C20> \x5A\x54 |0

<U8C21> \x5A\x55 |0

<U8C22> \x50\x3B |0

<U8C23> \x52\x25 |0

<U8C24> \x30\x79 |0

<U8C25> \x5A\x56 |0

<U8C26>

 \x47\x2B |0

<U8C27> \x5A\x57 |0

<U8C28> \x3D\x77 |0

<U8C29> \x43\x21 |0

<U8C2A> \x5A\x58 |0

<U8C2B> \x5A\x59 |0
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<U8C2C> \x43\x7D |0

<U8C2D> \x4C\x37 |0

<U8C2E> \x5A\x5A |0

<U8C2F> \x5A\x5B |0

<U8C30> \x40\x3E |0

<U8C31> \x46\x57 |0

<U8C32> \x5A\x5C |0

<U8C33> \x5A\x5D |0

<U8C34> \x47\x34 |0

<U8C35> \x5A\x5E |0

<U8C36> \x5A\x5F |0

<U8C37> \x39\x48 |0

<U8C41> \x3B\x6D |0

<U8C46> \x36\x39 |0

<U8C47> \x74\x78 |0

<U8C49> \x74\x79 |0

<U8C4C> \x4D\x63 |0

<U8C55> \x75\x39 |0

<U8C5A> \x6B\x60 |0

<U8C61> \x4F\x73 |0

<U8C62> \x3B\x3F |0

<U8C6A> \x3A\x40 |0

<U8C6B> \x54\x25 |0

<U8C73> \x61\x59 |0

<U8C78> \x75\x74 |0

<U8C79> \x31\x2A |0

<U8C7A> \x32\x72 |0

<U8C82> \x75\x75 |0

<U8C85> \x75\x77 |0

<U8C89> \x3A\x51 |0

<U8C8A> \x75\x76 |0

<U8C8C> \x43\x32 |0

<U8C94> \x75\x79 |0

<U8C98> \x75\x78 |0

<U8D1D> \x31\x34 |0

<U8D1E> \x55\x6A |0

<U8D1F> \x38\x3A |0

<U8D21> \x39\x31 |0

<U8D22> \x32\x46 |0

<U8D23> \x54\x70 |0

<U8D24> \x4F\x4D |0

<U8D25> \x30\x5C |0

<U8D26> \x55\x4B |0

<U8D27> \x3B\x75 |0

<U8D28>

 \x56\x4A |0

<U8D29> \x37\x37 |0

<U8D2A> \x4C\x30 |0
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<U8D2B> \x46\x36 |0

<U8D2C> \x31\x61 |0

<U8D2D> \x39\x3A |0

<U8D2E> \x56\x7C |0

<U8D2F> \x39\x61 |0

<U8D30> \x37\x21 |0

<U8D31> \x3C\x7A |0

<U8D32> \x6A\x5A |0

<U8D33> \x6A\x5B |0

<U8D34> \x4C\x79 |0

<U8D35> \x39\x73 |0

<U8D36> \x6A\x5C |0

<U8D37> \x34\x7B |0

<U8D38> \x43\x33 |0

<U8D39> \x37\x51 |0

<U8D3A> \x3A\x58 |0

<U8D3B> \x6A\x5D |0

<U8D3C> \x54\x74 |0

<U8D3D> \x6A\x5E |0

<U8D3E> \x3C\x56 |0

<U8D3F> \x3B\x5F |0

<U8D40> \x6A\x5F |0

<U8D41> \x41\x5E |0

<U8D42> \x42\x38 |0

<U8D43> \x54\x5F |0

<U8D44> \x57\x4A |0

<U8D45> \x6A\x60 |0

<U8D46> \x6A\x61 |0

<U8D47> \x6A\x64 |0

<U8D48> \x6A\x62 |0

<U8D49> \x6A\x63 |0

<U8D4A> \x49\x5E |0

<U8D4B> \x38\x33 |0

<U8D4C> \x36\x44 |0

<U8D4D> \x6A\x65 |0

<U8D4E> \x4A\x6A |0

<U8D4F> \x49\x4D |0

<U8D50> \x34\x4D |0

<U8D53> \x62\x59 |0

<U8D54> \x45\x62 |0

<U8D55> \x6A\x66 |0

<U8D56> \x40\x35 |0

<U8D58> \x57\x38 |0

<U8D59> \x6A\x67 |0

<U8D5A> \x57\x2C |0

<U8D5B> \x48\x7C |0

<U8D5C> \x58\x53 |0

<U8D5D>
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 \x58\x4D |0

<U8D5E> \x54\x5E |0

<U8D60> \x54\x79 |0

<U8D61> \x49\x44 |0

<U8D62> \x53\x2E |0

<U8D63> \x38\x53 |0

<U8D64> \x33\x60 |0

<U8D66> \x49\x62 |0

<U8D67> \x74\x76 |0

<U8D6B> \x3A\x55 |0

<U8D6D> \x74\x77 |0

<U8D70> \x57\x5F |0

<U8D73> \x74\x71 |0

<U8D74> \x38\x30 |0

<U8D75> \x55\x54 |0

<U8D76> \x38\x4F |0

<U8D77> \x46\x70 |0

<U8D81> \x33\x43 |0

<U8D84> \x74\x72 |0

<U8D85> \x33\x2C |0

<U8D8A> \x54\x3D |0

<U8D8B> \x47\x77 |0

<U8D91> \x74\x74 |0

<U8D94> \x74\x73 |0

<U8D9F> \x4C\x4B |0

<U8DA3> \x48\x24 |0

<U8DB1> \x74\x75 |0

<U8DB3> \x57\x63 |0

<U8DB4> \x45\x3F |0

<U8DB5> \x75\x40 |0

<U8DB8> \x75\x3B |0

<U8DBA> \x75\x43 |0

<U8DBC> \x75\x42 |0

<U8DBE> \x56\x3A |0

<U8DBF> \x75\x41 |0

<U8DC3> \x54\x3E |0

<U8DC4> \x75\x44 |0

<U8DC6> \x75\x4C |0

<U8DCB> \x30\x4F |0

<U8DCC> \x35\x78 |0

<U8DCE> \x75\x49 |0

<U8DCF> \x75\x4A |0

<U8DD1> \x45\x5C |0

<U8DD6> \x75\x45 |0

<U8DD7> \x75\x46 |0

<U8DDA> \x75\x47 |0

<U8DDB> \x75\x4B |0

<U8DDD> \x3E\x60 |0
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<U8DDE> \x75\x48 |0

<U8DDF> \x38\x7A |0

<U8DE3>

 \x75\x50 |0

<U8DE4> \x75\x53 |0

<U8DE8> \x3F\x67 |0

<U8DEA> \x39\x72 |0

<U8DEB> \x75\x3C |0

<U8DEC> \x75\x4D |0

<U8DEF> \x42\x37 |0

<U8DF3> \x4C\x78 |0

<U8DF5> \x3C\x79 |0

<U8DF7> \x75\x4E |0

<U8DF8> \x75\x4F |0

<U8DF9> \x75\x51 |0

<U8DFA> \x36\x65 |0

<U8DFB> \x75\x52 |0

<U8DFD> \x75\x55 |0

<U8E05> \x75\x3D |0

<U8E09> \x75\x54 |0

<U8E0A> \x53\x3B |0

<U8E0C> \x33\x6C |0

<U8E0F> \x4C\x24 |0

<U8E14> \x75\x56 |0

<U8E1D> \x75\x57 |0

<U8E1E> \x3E\x61 |0

<U8E1F> \x75\x58 |0

<U8E22> \x4C\x5F |0

<U8E23> \x75\x5B |0

<U8E29> \x32\x48 |0

<U8E2A> \x57\x59 |0

<U8E2C> \x75\x59 |0

<U8E2E> \x75\x5A |0

<U8E2F> \x75\x5C |0

<U8E31> \x75\x62 |0

<U8E35> \x75\x60 |0

<U8E39> \x75\x5F |0

<U8E3A> \x75\x5D |0

<U8E3D> \x75\x61 |0

<U8E40> \x75\x5E |0

<U8E41> \x75\x64 |0

<U8E42> \x75\x65 |0

<U8E44> \x4C\x63 |0

<U8E47> \x65\x3F |0

<U8E48> \x35\x38 |0

<U8E49> \x75\x63 |0

<U8E4A> \x75\x68 |0

<U8E4B> \x4C\x23 |0
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<U8E51> \x75\x66 |0

<U8E52> \x75\x67 |0

<U8E59> \x75\x3E |0

<U8E66> \x31\x44 |0

<U8E69> \x75\x3F |0

<U8E6C>

 \x35\x45 |0

<U8E6D> \x32\x64 |0

<U8E6F> \x75\x6C |0

<U8E70> \x75\x69 |0

<U8E72> \x36\x57 |0

<U8E74> \x75\x6D |0

<U8E76> \x75\x6A |0

<U8E7C> \x75\x6B |0

<U8E7F> \x34\x5A |0

<U8E81> \x54\x6A |0

<U8E85> \x75\x6E |0

<U8E87> \x33\x79 |0

<U8E8F> \x75\x6F |0

<U8E90> \x75\x71 |0

<U8E94> \x75\x70 |0

<U8E9C> \x75\x72 |0

<U8E9E> \x75\x73 |0

<U8EAB> \x49\x6D |0

<U8EAC> \x39\x2A |0

<U8EAF> \x47\x7B |0

<U8EB2> \x36\x63 |0

<U8EBA> \x4C\x49 |0

<U8ECE> \x6A\x26 |0

<U8F66> \x33\x35 |0

<U8F67> \x54\x7E |0

<U8F68> \x39\x6C |0

<U8F69> \x50\x79 |0

<U8F6B> \x69\x6D |0

<U8F6C> \x57\x2A |0

<U8F6D> \x69\x6E |0

<U8F6E> \x42\x56 |0

<U8F6F> \x48\x6D |0

<U8F70> \x3A\x64 |0

<U8F71> \x69\x6F |0

<U8F72> \x69\x70 |0

<U8F73> \x69\x71 |0

<U8F74> \x56\x61 |0

<U8F75> \x69\x72 |0

<U8F76> \x69\x73 |0

<U8F77> \x69\x75 |0

<U8F78> \x69\x74 |0

<U8F79> \x69\x76 |0
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<U8F7A> \x69\x77 |0

<U8F7B> \x47\x61 |0

<U8F7C> \x69\x78 |0

<U8F7D> \x54\x58 |0

<U8F7E> \x69\x79 |0

<U8F7F> \x3D\x4E |0

<U8F81> \x69\x7A |0

<U8F82> \x69\x7B |0

<U8F83>

 \x3D\x4F |0

<U8F84> \x69\x7C |0

<U8F85> \x38\x28 |0

<U8F86> \x41\x3E |0

<U8F87> \x69\x7D |0

<U8F88> \x31\x32 |0

<U8F89> \x3B\x54 |0

<U8F8A> \x39\x75 |0

<U8F8B> \x69\x7E |0

<U8F8D> \x6A\x21 |0

<U8F8E> \x6A\x22 |0

<U8F8F> \x6A\x23 |0

<U8F90> \x37\x78 |0

<U8F91> \x3C\x2D |0

<U8F93> \x4A\x64 |0

<U8F94> \x60\x4E |0

<U8F95> \x54\x2F |0

<U8F96> \x4F\x3D |0

<U8F97> \x55\x37 |0

<U8F98> \x6A\x24 |0

<U8F99> \x55\x5E |0

<U8F9A> \x6A\x25 |0

<U8F9B> \x50\x41 |0

<U8F9C> \x39\x3C |0

<U8F9E> \x34\x47 |0

<U8F9F> \x31\x59 |0

<U8FA3> \x40\x31 |0

<U8FA8> \x31\x66 |0

<U8FA9> \x31\x67 |0

<U8FAB> \x31\x68 |0

<U8FB0> \x33\x3D |0

<U8FB1> \x48\x68 |0

<U8FB6> \x65\x41 |0

<U8FB9> \x31\x5F |0

<U8FBD> \x41\x49 |0

<U8FBE> \x34\x6F |0

<U8FC1> \x47\x28 |0

<U8FC2> \x53\x58 |0

<U8FC4> \x46\x79 |0
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<U8FC5> \x51\x38 |0

<U8FC7> \x39\x7D |0

<U8FC8> \x42\x75 |0

<U8FCE> \x53\x2D |0

<U8FD0> \x54\x4B |0

<U8FD1> \x3D\x7C |0

<U8FD3> \x65\x42 |0

<U8FD4> \x37\x35 |0

<U8FD5> \x65\x43 |0

<U8FD8> \x3B\x39 |0

<U8FD9> \x55\x62 |0

<U8FDB>

 \x3D\x78 |0

<U8FDC> \x54\x36 |0

<U8FDD> \x4E\x25 |0

<U8FDE> \x41\x2C |0

<U8FDF> \x33\x59 |0

<U8FE2> \x4C\x76 |0

<U8FE4> \x65\x46 |0

<U8FE5> \x65\x44 |0

<U8FE6> \x65\x48 |0

<U8FE8> \x65\x4A |0

<U8FE9> \x65\x47 |0

<U8FEA> \x35\x4F |0

<U8FEB> \x46\x48 |0

<U8FED> \x35\x7C |0

<U8FEE> \x65\x45 |0

<U8FF0> \x4A\x76 |0

<U8FF3> \x65\x49 |0

<U8FF7> \x43\x54 |0

<U8FF8> \x31\x45 |0

<U8FF9> \x3C\x23 |0

<U8FFD> \x57\x37 |0

<U9000> \x4D\x4B |0

<U9001> \x4B\x4D |0

<U9002> \x4A\x4A |0

<U9003> \x4C\x53 |0

<U9004> \x65\x4C |0

<U9005> \x65\x4B |0

<U9006> \x44\x66 |0

<U9009> \x51\x21 |0

<U900A> \x51\x37 |0

<U900B> \x65\x4D |0

<U900D> \x65\x50 |0

<U900F> \x4D\x38 |0

<U9010> \x56\x70 |0

<U9011> \x65\x4F |0

<U9012> \x35\x5D |0
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<U9014> \x4D\x3E |0

<U9016> \x65\x51 |0

<U9017> \x36\x3A |0

<U901A> \x4D\x28 |0

<U901B> \x39\x64 |0

<U901D> \x4A\x45 |0

<U901E> \x33\x51 |0

<U901F> \x4B\x59 |0

<U9020> \x54\x6C |0

<U9021> \x65\x52 |0

<U9022> \x37\x6A |0

<U9026> \x65\x4E |0

<U902D> \x65\x55 |0

<U902E> \x34\x7E |0

<U902F>

 \x65\x56 |0

<U9035> \x65\x53 |0

<U9036> \x65\x54 |0

<U9038> \x52\x5D |0

<U903B> \x42\x5F |0

<U903C> \x31\x46 |0

<U903E> \x53\x62 |0

<U9041> \x36\x5D |0

<U9042> \x4B\x6C |0

<U9044> \x65\x57 |0

<U9047> \x53\x76 |0

<U904D> \x31\x69 |0

<U904F> \x36\x74 |0

<U9050> \x65\x5A |0

<U9051> \x65\x58 |0

<U9052> \x65\x59 |0

<U9053> \x35\x40 |0

<U9057> \x52\x45 |0

<U9058> \x65\x5C |0

<U905B> \x65\x5E |0

<U9062> \x65\x5D |0

<U9063> \x47\x32 |0

<U9065> \x52\x23 |0

<U9068> \x65\x5B |0

<U906D> \x54\x62 |0

<U906E> \x55\x5A |0

<U9074> \x65\x60 |0

<U9075> \x57\x71 |0

<U907D> \x65\x61 |0

<U907F> \x31\x5C |0

<U9080> \x51\x7B |0

<U9082> \x65\x62 |0

<U9083> \x65\x64 |0
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<U9088> \x65\x63 |0

<U908B> \x65\x65 |0

<U9091> \x52\x58 |0

<U9093> \x35\x4B |0

<U9095> \x67\x5F |0

<U9097> \x5A\x75 |0

<U9099> \x5A\x78 |0

<U909B> \x5A\x76 |0

<U909D> \x5A\x77 |0

<U90A1> \x5A\x7A |0

<U90A2> \x50\x4F |0

<U90A3> \x44\x47 |0

<U90A6> \x30\x6E |0

<U90AA> \x50\x30 |0

<U90AC> \x5A\x79 |0

<U90AE> \x53\x4A |0

<U90AF> \x3A\x2A |0

<U90B0>

 \x5B\x22 |0

<U90B1> \x47\x71 |0

<U90B3> \x5A\x7C |0

<U90B4> \x5A\x7B |0

<U90B5> \x49\x5B |0

<U90B6> \x5A\x7D |0

<U90B8> \x5B\x21 |0

<U90B9> \x57\x5E |0

<U90BA> \x5A\x7E |0

<U90BB> \x41\x5A |0

<U90BE> \x5B\x25 |0

<U90C1> \x53\x74 |0

<U90C4> \x5B\x27 |0

<U90C5> \x5B\x24 |0

<U90C7> \x5B\x28 |0

<U90CA> \x3D\x3C |0

<U90CE> \x40\x49 |0

<U90CF> \x5B\x23 |0

<U90D0> \x5B\x26 |0

<U90D1> \x56\x23 |0

<U90D3> \x5B\x29 |0

<U90D7> \x5B\x2D |0

<U90DB> \x5B\x2E |0

<U90DC> \x5B\x2C |0

<U90DD> \x3A\x42 |0

<U90E1> \x3F\x24 |0

<U90E2> \x5B\x2B |0

<U90E6> \x5B\x2A |0

<U90E7> \x54\x47 |0

<U90E8> \x32\x3F |0
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<U90EB> \x5B\x2F |0

<U90ED> \x39\x79 |0

<U90EF> \x5B\x30 |0

<U90F4> \x33\x3B |0

<U90F8> \x35\x26 |0

<U90FD> \x36\x3C |0

<U90FE> \x5B\x31 |0

<U9102> \x36\x75 |0

<U9104> \x5B\x32 |0

<U9119> \x31\x49 |0

<U911E> \x5B\x34 |0

<U9122> \x5B\x33 |0

<U9123> \x5B\x35 |0

<U912F> \x5B\x37 |0

<U9131> \x5B\x36 |0

<U9139> \x5B\x38 |0

<U9143> \x5B\x39 |0

<U9146> \x5B\x3A |0

<U9149> \x53\x4F |0

<U914A> \x74\x7A |0

<U914B>

 \x47\x75 |0

<U914C> \x57\x43 |0

<U914D> \x45\x64 |0

<U914E> \x74\x7C |0

<U914F> \x74\x7D |0

<U9150> \x74\x7B |0

<U9152> \x3E\x46 |0

<U9157> \x50\x6F |0

<U915A> \x37\x53 |0

<U915D> \x54\x4D |0

<U915E> \x4C\x2A |0

<U9161> \x75\x22 |0

<U9162> \x75\x21 |0

<U9163> \x3A\x28 |0

<U9164> \x74\x7E |0

<U9165> \x4B\x56 |0

<U9169> \x75\x24 |0

<U916A> \x40\x52 |0

<U916C> \x33\x6A |0

<U916E> \x4D\x2A |0

<U916F> \x75\x25 |0

<U9170> \x75\x23 |0

<U9171> \x3D\x34 |0

<U9172> \x75\x28 |0

<U9174> \x75\x29 |0

<U9175> \x3D\x4D |0

<U9176> \x43\x38 |0
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<U9177> \x3F\x61 |0

<U9178> \x4B\x61 |0

<U9179> \x75\x2A |0

<U917D> \x75\x26 |0

<U917E> \x75\x27 |0

<U917F> \x44\x70 |0

<U9185> \x75\x2C |0

<U9187> \x34\x3C |0

<U9189> \x57\x6D |0

<U918B> \x34\x57 |0

<U918C> \x75\x2B |0

<U918D> \x75\x2E |0

<U9190> \x75\x2D |0

<U9191> \x75\x2F |0

<U9192> \x50\x51 |0

<U919A> \x43\x51 |0

<U919B> \x48\x29 |0

<U91A2> \x75\x30 |0

<U91A3> \x75\x31 |0

<U91AA> \x75\x32 |0

<U91AD> \x75\x33 |0

<U91AE> \x75\x34 |0

<U91AF> \x75\x35 |0

<U91B4>

 \x75\x37 |0

<U91B5> \x75\x36 |0

<U91BA> \x75\x38 |0

<U91C7> \x32\x49 |0

<U91C9> \x53\x54 |0

<U91CA> \x4A\x4D |0

<U91CC> \x40\x6F |0

<U91CD> \x56\x58 |0

<U91CE> \x52\x30 |0

<U91CF> \x41\x3F |0

<U91D1> \x3D\x70 |0

<U91DC> \x38\x2A |0

<U9274> \x3C\x78 |0

<U928E> \x76\x46 |0

<U92AE> \x76\x47 |0

<U92C8> \x76\x48 |0

<U933E> \x76\x49 |0

<U936A> \x76\x4A |0

<U938F> \x76\x4C |0

<U93CA> \x76\x4B |0

<U93D6> \x77\x69 |0

<U943E> \x76\x4D |0

<U946B> \x76\x4E |0

<U9485> \x6E\x44 |0
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<U9486> \x6E\x45 |0

<U9487> \x6E\x46 |0

<U9488> \x55\x6B |0

<U9489> \x36\x24 |0

<U948A> \x6E\x48 |0

<U948B> \x6E\x47 |0

<U948C> \x6E\x49 |0

<U948D> \x6E\x4A |0

<U948E> \x47\x25 |0

<U948F> \x6E\x4B |0

<U9490> \x6E\x4C |0

<U9492> \x37\x30 |0

<U9493> \x35\x76 |0

<U9494> \x6E\x4D |0

<U9495> \x6E\x4F |0

<U9497> \x6E\x4E |0

<U9499> \x38\x46 |0

<U949A> \x6E\x50 |0

<U949B> \x6E\x51 |0

<U949C> \x6E\x52 |0

<U949D> \x36\x5B |0

<U949E> \x33\x2E |0

<U949F> \x56\x53 |0

<U94A0> \x44\x46 |0

<U94A1> \x31\x35 |0

<U94A2> \x38\x56 |0

<U94A3>

 \x6E\x53 |0

<U94A4> \x6E\x54 |0

<U94A5> \x54\x3F |0

<U94A6> \x47\x55 |0

<U94A7> \x3E\x7B |0

<U94A8> \x4E\x59 |0

<U94A9> \x39\x33 |0

<U94AA> \x6E\x56 |0

<U94AB> \x6E\x55 |0

<U94AC> \x6E\x58 |0

<U94AD> \x6E\x57 |0

<U94AE> \x45\x25 |0

<U94AF> \x6E\x59 |0

<U94B0> \x6E\x5A |0

<U94B1> \x47\x2E |0

<U94B2> \x6E\x5B |0

<U94B3> \x47\x2F |0

<U94B4> \x6E\x5C |0

<U94B5> \x32\x27 |0

<U94B6> \x6E\x5D |0

<U94B7> \x6E\x5E |0
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<U94B8> \x6E\x5F |0

<U94B9> \x6E\x60 |0

<U94BA> \x6E\x61 |0

<U94BB> \x57\x6A |0

<U94BC> \x6E\x62 |0

<U94BD> \x6E\x63 |0

<U94BE> \x3C\x58 |0

<U94BF> \x6E\x64 |0

<U94C0> \x53\x4B |0

<U94C1> \x4C\x7A |0

<U94C2> \x32\x2C |0

<U94C3> \x41\x65 |0

<U94C4> \x6E\x65 |0

<U94C5> \x47\x26 |0

<U94C6> \x43\x2D |0

<U94C8> \x6E\x66 |0

<U94C9> \x6E\x67 |0

<U94CA> \x6E\x68 |0

<U94CB> \x6E\x69 |0

<U94CC> \x6E\x6A |0

<U94CD> \x6E\x6B |0

<U94CE> \x6E\x6C |0

<U94D0> \x6E\x6D |0

<U94D1> \x6E\x6E |0

<U94D2> \x6E\x6F |0

<U94D5> \x6E\x70 |0

<U94D6> \x6E\x71 |0

<U94D7> \x6E\x72 |0

<U94D8> \x6E\x74 |0

<U94D9>

 \x6E\x73 |0

<U94DB> \x6E\x75 |0

<U94DC> \x4D\x2D |0

<U94DD> \x42\x41 |0

<U94DE> \x6E\x76 |0

<U94DF> \x6E\x77 |0

<U94E0> \x6E\x78 |0

<U94E1> \x55\x21 |0

<U94E2> \x6E\x79 |0

<U94E3> \x4F\x33 |0

<U94E4> \x6E\x7A |0

<U94E5> \x6E\x7B |0

<U94E7> \x6E\x7C |0

<U94E8> \x6E\x7D |0

<U94E9> \x6F\x21 |0

<U94EA> \x6E\x7E |0

<U94EB> \x6F\x22 |0

<U94EC> \x38\x75 |0
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<U94ED> \x43\x7A |0

<U94EE> \x6F\x23 |0

<U94EF> \x6F\x24 |0

<U94F0> \x3D\x42 |0

<U94F1> \x52\x3F |0

<U94F2> \x32\x79 |0

<U94F3> \x6F\x25 |0

<U94F4> \x6F\x26 |0

<U94F5> \x6F\x27 |0

<U94F6> \x52\x78 |0

<U94F7> \x6F\x28 |0

<U94F8> \x56\x7D |0

<U94F9> \x6F\x29 |0

<U94FA> \x46\x4C |0

<U94FC> \x6F\x2A |0

<U94FD> \x6F\x2B |0

<U94FE> \x41\x34 |0

<U94FF> \x6F\x2C |0

<U9500> \x4F\x7A |0

<U9501> \x4B\x78 |0

<U9502> \x6F\x2E |0

<U9503> \x6F\x2D |0

<U9504> \x33\x7A |0

<U9505> \x39\x78 |0

<U9506> \x6F\x2F |0

<U9507> \x6F\x30 |0

<U9508> \x50\x62 |0

<U9509> \x6F\x31 |0

<U950A> \x6F\x32 |0

<U950B> \x37\x66 |0

<U950C> \x50\x3F |0

<U950D> \x6F\x33 |0

<U950E>

 \x6F\x34 |0

<U950F> \x6F\x35 |0

<U9510> \x48\x71 |0

<U9511> \x4C\x60 |0

<U9512> \x6F\x36 |0

<U9513> \x6F\x37 |0

<U9514> \x6F\x38 |0

<U9515> \x6F\x39 |0

<U9516> \x6F\x3A |0

<U9517> \x55\x60 |0

<U9518> \x6F\x3B |0

<U9519> \x34\x6D |0

<U951A> \x43\x2A |0

<U951B> \x6F\x3C |0

<U951D> \x6F\x3D |0
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<U951E> \x6F\x3E |0

<U951F> \x6F\x3F |0

<U9521> \x4E\x7D |0

<U9522> \x6F\x40 |0

<U9523> \x42\x60 |0

<U9524> \x34\x38 |0

<U9525> \x57\x36 |0

<U9526> \x3D\x75 |0

<U9528> \x4F\x47 |0

<U9529> \x6F\x43 |0

<U952A> \x6F\x41 |0

<U952B> \x6F\x42 |0

<U952C> \x6F\x44 |0

<U952D> \x36\x27 |0

<U952E> \x3C\x7C |0

<U952F> \x3E\x62 |0

<U9530> \x43\x4C |0

<U9531> \x6F\x45 |0

<U9532> \x6F\x46 |0

<U9534> \x6F\x47 |0

<U9535> \x6F\x4F |0

<U9536> \x6F\x48 |0

<U9537> \x6F\x49 |0

<U9538> \x6F\x4A |0

<U9539> \x47\x42 |0

<U953A> \x6F\x71 |0

<U953B> \x36\x4D |0

<U953C> \x6F\x4B |0

<U953E> \x6F\x4C |0

<U953F> \x6F\x4D |0

<U9540> \x36\x46 |0

<U9541> \x43\x3E |0

<U9542> \x6F\x4E |0

<U9544> \x6F\x50 |0

<U9545> \x6F\x51 |0

<U9546>

 \x6F\x52 |0

<U9547> \x55\x72 |0

<U9549> \x6F\x53 |0

<U954A> \x44\x77 |0

<U954C> \x6F\x54 |0

<U954D> \x44\x78 |0

<U954E> \x6F\x55 |0

<U954F> \x6F\x56 |0

<U9550> \x38\x64 |0

<U9551> \x30\x77 |0

<U9552> \x6F\x57 |0

<U9553> \x6F\x58 |0
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<U9554> \x6F\x59 |0

<U9556> \x6F\x5A |0

<U9557> \x6F\x5B |0

<U9558> \x6F\x5C |0

<U9559> \x6F\x5D |0

<U955B> \x6F\x5E |0

<U955C> \x3E\x35 |0

<U955D> \x6F\x61 |0

<U955E> \x6F\x5F |0

<U955F> \x6F\x60 |0

<U9561> \x6F\x62 |0

<U9562> \x6F\x63 |0

<U9563> \x41\x4D |0

<U9564> \x6F\x64 |0

<U9565> \x6F\x65 |0

<U9566> \x6F\x66 |0

<U9567> \x6F\x67 |0

<U9568> \x6F\x68 |0

<U9569> \x6F\x69 |0

<U956A> \x6F\x6A |0

<U956B> \x6F\x6B |0

<U956C> \x6F\x6C |0

<U956D> \x40\x58 |0

<U956F> \x6F\x6D |0

<U9570> \x41\x2D |0

<U9571> \x6F\x6E |0

<U9572> \x6F\x6F |0

<U9573> \x6F\x70 |0

<U9576> \x4F\x62 |0

<U957F> \x33\x24 |0

<U95E8> \x43\x45 |0

<U95E9> \x63\x45 |0

<U95EA> \x49\x41 |0

<U95EB> \x63\x46 |0

<U95ED> \x31\x55 |0

<U95EE> \x4E\x4A |0

<U95EF> \x34\x33 |0

<U95F0> \x48\x72 |0

<U95F1>

 \x63\x47 |0

<U95F2> \x4F\x50 |0

<U95F3> \x63\x48 |0

<U95F4> \x3C\x64 |0

<U95F5> \x63\x49 |0

<U95F6> \x63\x4A |0

<U95F7> \x43\x46 |0

<U95F8> \x55\x22 |0

<U95F9> \x44\x56 |0
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<U95FA> \x39\x6B |0

<U95FB> \x4E\x45 |0

<U95FC> \x63\x4B |0

<U95FD> \x43\x76 |0

<U95FE> \x63\x4C |0

<U9600> \x37\x27 |0

<U9601> \x38\x73 |0

<U9602> \x3A\x52 |0

<U9603> \x63\x4D |0

<U9604> \x63\x4E |0

<U9605> \x54\x44 |0

<U9606> \x63\x4F |0

<U9608> \x63\x50 |0

<U9609> \x51\x4B |0

<U960A> \x63\x51 |0

<U960B> \x63\x52 |0

<U960C> \x63\x53 |0

<U960D> \x63\x54 |0

<U960E> \x51\x56 |0

<U960F> \x63\x55 |0

<U9610> \x32\x7B |0

<U9611> \x40\x3B |0

<U9612> \x63\x56 |0

<U9614> \x40\x2B |0

<U9615> \x63\x57 |0

<U9616> \x63\x58 |0

<U9617> \x63\x59 |0

<U9619> \x63\x5A |0

<U961A> \x63\x5B |0

<U961C> \x38\x37 |0

<U961D> \x5A\x62 |0

<U961F> \x36\x53 |0

<U9621> \x5A\x64 |0

<U9622> \x5A\x63 |0

<U962A> \x5A\x66 |0

<U962E> \x48\x6E |0

<U9631> \x5A\x65 |0

<U9632> \x37\x40 |0

<U9633> \x51\x74 |0

<U9634> \x52\x75 |0

<U9635> \x55\x73 |0

<U9636>

 \x3D\x57 |0

<U963B> \x57\x68 |0

<U963C> \x5A\x68 |0

<U963D> \x5A\x67 |0

<U963F> \x30\x22 |0

<U9640> \x4D\x53 |0
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<U9642> \x5A\x69 |0

<U9644> \x38\x3D |0

<U9645> \x3C\x4A |0

<U9646> \x42\x3D |0

<U9647> \x42\x24 |0

<U9648> \x33\x42 |0

<U9649> \x5A\x6A |0

<U964B> \x42\x2A |0

<U964C> \x44\x30 |0

<U964D> \x3D\x35 |0

<U9650> \x4F\x5E |0

<U9654> \x5A\x6B |0

<U9655> \x49\x42 |0

<U965B> \x31\x5D |0

<U965F> \x5A\x6C |0

<U9661> \x36\x38 |0

<U9662> \x54\x3A |0

<U9664> \x33\x7D |0

<U9667> \x5A\x6D |0

<U9668> \x54\x49 |0

<U9669> \x4F\x55 |0

<U966A> \x45\x63 |0

<U966C> \x5A\x6E |0

<U9672> \x5A\x6F |0

<U9674> \x5A\x70 |0

<U9675> \x41\x6A |0

<U9676> \x4C\x55 |0

<U9677> \x4F\x5D |0

<U9685> \x53\x67 |0

<U9686> \x42\x21 |0

<U9688> \x5A\x71 |0

<U968B> \x4B\x65 |0

<U968D> \x5A\x72 |0

<U968F> \x4B\x66 |0

<U9690> \x52\x7E |0

<U9694> \x38\x74 |0

<U9697> \x5A\x73 |0

<U9698> \x30\x2F |0

<U9699> \x4F\x36 |0

<U969C> \x55\x4F |0

<U96A7> \x4B\x6D |0

<U96B0> \x5A\x74 |0

<U96B3> \x63\x44 |0

<U96B6> \x41\x25 |0

<U96B9>

 \x76\x3F |0

<U96BC> \x76\x40 |0

<U96BD> \x76\x41 |0
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<U96BE> \x44\x51 |0

<U96C0> \x48\x38 |0

<U96C1> \x51\x63 |0

<U96C4> \x50\x5B |0

<U96C5> \x51\x45 |0

<U96C6> \x3C\x2F |0

<U96C7> \x39\x4D |0

<U96C9> \x6F\x74 |0

<U96CC> \x34\x46 |0

<U96CD> \x53\x3A |0

<U96CE> \x76\x42 |0

<U96CF> \x33\x7B |0

<U96D2> \x76\x43 |0

<U96D5> \x35\x71 |0

<U96E0> \x76\x45 |0

<U96E8> \x53\x6A |0

<U96E9> \x76\x27 |0

<U96EA> \x51\x29 |0

<U96EF> \x76\x29 |0

<U96F3> \x76\x28 |0

<U96F6> \x41\x63 |0

<U96F7> \x40\x57 |0

<U96F9> \x31\x22 |0

<U96FE> \x4E\x6D |0

<U9700> \x50\x68 |0

<U9701> \x76\x2B |0

<U9704> \x4F\x76 |0

<U9706> \x76\x2A |0

<U9707> \x55\x70 |0

<U9708> \x76\x2C |0

<U9709> \x43\x39 |0

<U970D> \x3B\x74 |0

<U970E> \x76\x2E |0

<U970F> \x76\x2D |0

<U9713> \x44\x5E |0

<U9716> \x41\x58 |0

<U971C> \x4B\x2A |0

<U971E> \x4F\x3C |0

<U972A> \x76\x2F |0

<U972D> \x76\x30 |0

<U9730> \x76\x31 |0

<U9732> \x42\x36 |0

<U9738> \x30\x54 |0

<U9739> \x45\x79 |0

<U973E> \x76\x32 |0

<U9752> \x47\x60 |0

<U9753> \x76\x26 |0

<U9756>
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 \x3E\x38 |0

<U9759> \x3E\x32 |0

<U975B> \x35\x65 |0

<U975E> \x37\x47 |0

<U9760> \x3F\x3F |0

<U9761> \x43\x52 |0

<U9762> \x43\x66 |0

<U9765> \x58\x4C |0

<U9769> \x38\x6F |0

<U9773> \x3D\x79 |0

<U9774> \x51\x25 |0

<U9776> \x30\x50 |0

<U977C> \x77\x30 |0

<U9785> \x77\x31 |0

<U978B> \x50\x2C |0

<U978D> \x30\x30 |0

<U9791> \x77\x32 |0

<U9792> \x77\x33 |0

<U9794> \x77\x34 |0

<U9798> \x47\x4A |0

<U97A0> \x3E\x4F |0

<U97A3> \x77\x37 |0

<U97AB> \x77\x36 |0

<U97AD> \x31\x5E |0

<U97AF> \x77\x35 |0

<U97B2> \x77\x38 |0

<U97B4> \x77\x39 |0

<U97E6> \x4E\x24 |0

<U97E7> \x48\x4D |0

<U97E9> \x3A\x2B |0

<U97EA> \x68\x38 |0

<U97EB> \x68\x39 |0

<U97EC> \x68\x3A |0

<U97ED> \x3E\x42 |0

<U97F3> \x52\x74 |0

<U97F5> \x54\x4F |0

<U97F6> \x49\x58 |0

<U9875> \x52\x33 |0

<U9876> \x36\x25 |0

<U9877> \x47\x6A |0

<U9878> \x71\x7C |0

<U9879> \x4F\x6E |0

<U987A> \x4B\x33 |0

<U987B> \x50\x6B |0

<U987C> \x67\x6F |0

<U987D> \x4D\x67 |0

<U987E> \x39\x4B |0

<U987F> \x36\x59 |0
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<U9880> \x71\x7D |0

<U9881> \x30\x64 |0

<U9882>

 \x4B\x4C |0

<U9883> \x71\x7E |0

<U9884> \x54\x24 |0

<U9885> \x42\x2D |0

<U9886> \x41\x6C |0

<U9887> \x46\x44 |0

<U9888> \x3E\x31 |0

<U9889> \x72\x21 |0

<U988A> \x3C\x55 |0

<U988C> \x72\x22 |0

<U988D> \x72\x23 |0

<U988F> \x72\x24 |0

<U9890> \x52\x43 |0

<U9891> \x46\x35 |0

<U9893> \x4D\x47 |0

<U9894> \x72\x25 |0

<U9896> \x53\x31 |0

<U9897> \x3F\x45 |0

<U9898> \x4C\x62 |0

<U989A> \x72\x26 |0

<U989B> \x72\x27 |0

<U989C> \x51\x55 |0

<U989D> \x36\x6E |0

<U989E> \x72\x28 |0

<U989F> \x72\x29 |0

<U98A0> \x35\x5F |0

<U98A1> \x72\x2A |0

<U98A2> \x72\x2B |0

<U98A4> \x32\x7C |0

<U98A5> \x72\x2C |0

<U98A6> \x72\x2D |0

<U98A7> \x48\x27 |0

<U98CE> \x37\x67 |0

<U98D1> \x6C\x29 |0

<U98D2> \x6C\x2A |0

<U98D3> \x6C\x2B |0

<U98D5> \x6C\x2C |0

<U98D8> \x46\x2E |0

<U98D9> \x6C\x2D |0

<U98DA> \x6C\x2E |0

<U98DE> \x37\x49 |0

<U98DF> \x4A\x33 |0

<U98E7> \x62\x38 |0

<U98E8> \x77\x4F |0

<U990D> \x77\x50 |0
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<U9910> \x32\x4D |0

<U992E> \x77\x51 |0

<U9954> \x77\x53 |0

<U9955> \x77\x52 |0

<U9963> \x62\x3B |0

<U9965>

 \x3C\x22 |0

<U9967> \x62\x3C |0

<U9968> \x62\x3D |0

<U9969> \x62\x3E |0

<U996A> \x62\x3F |0

<U996B> \x62\x40 |0

<U996C> \x62\x41 |0

<U996D> \x37\x39 |0

<U996E> \x52\x7B |0

<U996F> \x3D\x24 |0

<U9970> \x4A\x4E |0

<U9971> \x31\x25 |0

<U9972> \x4B\x47 |0

<U9974> \x62\x42 |0

<U9975> \x36\x7C |0

<U9976> \x48\x44 |0

<U9977> \x62\x43 |0

<U997A> \x3D\x48 |0

<U997C> \x31\x7D |0

<U997D> \x62\x44 |0

<U997F> \x36\x76 |0

<U9980> \x62\x45 |0

<U9981> \x44\x59 |0

<U9984> \x62\x46 |0

<U9985> \x4F\x5A |0

<U9986> \x39\x5D |0

<U9987> \x62\x47 |0

<U9988> \x40\x21 |0

<U998A> \x62\x48 |0

<U998B> \x32\x76 |0

<U998D> \x62\x49 |0

<U998F> \x41\x73 |0

<U9990> \x62\x4A |0

<U9991> \x62\x4B |0

<U9992> \x42\x78 |0

<U9993> \x62\x4C |0

<U9994> \x62\x4D |0

<U9995> \x62\x4E |0

<U9996> \x4A\x57 |0

<U9997> \x58\x38 |0

<U9998> \x59\x65 |0

<U9999> \x4F\x63 |0
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<U99A5> \x70\x25 |0

<U99A8> \x5C\x30 |0

<U9A6C> \x42\x6D |0

<U9A6D> \x54\x26 |0

<U9A6E> \x4D\x54 |0

<U9A6F> \x51\x31 |0

<U9A70> \x33\x5B |0

<U9A71> \x47\x7D |0

<U9A73>

 \x32\x35 |0

<U9A74> \x42\x3F |0

<U9A75> \x66\x60 |0

<U9A76> \x4A\x3B |0

<U9A77> \x66\x61 |0

<U9A78> \x66\x62 |0

<U9A79> \x3E\x54 |0

<U9A7A> \x66\x63 |0

<U9A7B> \x57\x24 |0

<U9A7C> \x4D\x55 |0

<U9A7D> \x66\x65 |0

<U9A7E> \x3C\x5D |0

<U9A7F> \x66\x64 |0

<U9A80> \x66\x66 |0

<U9A81> \x66\x67 |0

<U9A82> \x42\x6E |0

<U9A84> \x3D\x3E |0

<U9A85> \x66\x68 |0

<U9A86> \x42\x66 |0

<U9A87> \x3A\x27 |0

<U9A88> \x66\x69 |0

<U9A8A> \x66\x6A |0

<U9A8B> \x33\x52 |0

<U9A8C> \x51\x69 |0

<U9A8F> \x3F\x25 |0

<U9A90> \x66\x6B |0

<U9A91> \x46\x6F |0

<U9A92> \x66\x6C |0

<U9A93> \x66\x6D |0

<U9A96> \x66\x6E |0

<U9A97> \x46\x2D |0

<U9A98> \x66\x6F |0

<U9A9A> \x49\x27 |0

<U9A9B> \x66\x70 |0

<U9A9C> \x66\x71 |0

<U9A9D> \x66\x72 |0

<U9A9E> \x65\x39 |0

<U9A9F> \x66\x73 |0

<U9AA0> \x66\x74 |0
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<U9AA1> \x42\x62 |0

<U9AA2> \x66\x75 |0

<U9AA3> \x66\x76 |0

<U9AA4> \x56\x68 |0

<U9AA5> \x66\x77 |0

<U9AA7> \x66\x78 |0

<U9AA8> \x39\x47 |0

<U9AB0> \x77\x3B |0

<U9AB1> \x77\x3A |0

<U9AB6> \x77\x3E |0

<U9AB7> \x77\x3C |0

<U9AB8>

 \x3A\x21 |0

<U9ABA> \x77\x3F |0

<U9ABC> \x77\x40 |0

<U9AC0> \x77\x42 |0

<U9AC1> \x77\x41 |0

<U9AC2> \x77\x44 |0

<U9AC5> \x77\x43 |0

<U9ACB> \x77\x45 |0

<U9ACC> \x77\x46 |0

<U9AD1> \x77\x47 |0

<U9AD3> \x4B\x68 |0

<U9AD8> \x38\x5F |0

<U9ADF> \x77\x54 |0

<U9AE1> \x77\x55 |0

<U9AE6> \x77\x56 |0

<U9AEB> \x77\x58 |0

<U9AED> \x77\x5A |0

<U9AEF> \x77\x57 |0

<U9AF9> \x77\x5B |0

<U9AFB> \x77\x59 |0

<U9B03> \x57\x57 |0

<U9B08> \x77\x5C |0

<U9B0F> \x77\x5D |0

<U9B13> \x77\x5E |0

<U9B1F> \x77\x5F |0

<U9B23> \x77\x60 |0

<U9B2F> \x5B\x4B |0

<U9B32> \x58\x2A |0

<U9B3B> \x65\x77 |0

<U9B3C> \x39\x6D |0

<U9B41> \x3F\x7D |0

<U9B42> \x3B\x6A |0

<U9B43> \x77\x49 |0

<U9B44> \x46\x47 |0

<U9B45> \x77\x48 |0

<U9B47> \x77\x4A |0
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<U9B48> \x77\x4C |0

<U9B49> \x77\x4B |0

<U9B4D> \x77\x4D |0

<U9B4F> \x4E\x3A |0

<U9B51> \x77\x4E |0

<U9B54> \x44\x27 |0

<U9C7C> \x53\x63 |0

<U9C7F> \x76\x4F |0

<U9C81> \x42\x33 |0

<U9C82> \x76\x50 |0

<U9C85> \x76\x51 |0

<U9C86> \x76\x52 |0

<U9C87> \x76\x53 |0

<U9C88> \x76\x54 |0

<U9C8B>

 \x76\x56 |0

<U9C8D> \x31\x2B |0

<U9C8E> \x76\x57 |0

<U9C90> \x76\x58 |0

<U9C91> \x76\x59 |0

<U9C92> \x76\x5A |0

<U9C94> \x76\x5B |0

<U9C95> \x76\x5C |0

<U9C9A> \x76\x5D |0

<U9C9B> \x76\x5E |0

<U9C9C> \x4F\x4A |0

<U9C9E> \x76\x5F |0

<U9C9F> \x76\x60 |0

<U9CA0> \x76\x61 |0

<U9CA1> \x76\x62 |0

<U9CA2> \x76\x63 |0

<U9CA3> \x76\x64 |0

<U9CA4> \x40\x70 |0

<U9CA5> \x76\x65 |0

<U9CA6> \x76\x66 |0

<U9CA7> \x76\x67 |0

<U9CA8> \x76\x68 |0

<U9CA9> \x76\x69 |0

<U9CAB> \x76\x6A |0

<U9CAD> \x76\x6B |0

<U9CAE> \x76\x6C |0

<U9CB0> \x76\x6D |0

<U9CB1> \x76\x6E |0

<U9CB2> \x76\x6F |0

<U9CB3> \x76\x70 |0

<U9CB4> \x76\x71 |0

<U9CB5> \x76\x72 |0

<U9CB6> \x76\x73 |0
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<U9CB7> \x76\x74 |0

<U9CB8> \x3E\x28 |0

<U9CBA> \x76\x75 |0

<U9CBB> \x76\x76 |0

<U9CBC> \x76\x77 |0

<U9CBD> \x76\x78 |0

<U9CC3> \x48\x7A |0

<U9CC4> \x76\x79 |0

<U9CC5> \x76\x7A |0

<U9CC6> \x76\x7B |0

<U9CC7> \x76\x7C |0

<U9CCA> \x76\x7D |0

<U9CCB> \x76\x7E |0

<U9CCC> \x77\x21 |0

<U9CCD> \x77\x22 |0

<U9CCE> \x77\x23 |0

<U9CCF> \x77\x24 |0

<U9CD0>

 \x77\x25 |0

<U9CD3> \x77\x26 |0

<U9CD4> \x77\x27 |0

<U9CD5> \x77\x28 |0

<U9CD6> \x31\x6E |0

<U9CD7> \x77\x29 |0

<U9CD8> \x77\x2A |0

<U9CD9> \x77\x2B |0

<U9CDC> \x77\x2C |0

<U9CDD> \x77\x2D |0

<U9CDE> \x41\x5B |0

<U9CDF> \x77\x2E |0

<U9CE2> \x77\x2F |0

<U9E1F> \x44\x71 |0

<U9E20> \x70\x2F |0

<U9E21> \x3C\x26 |0

<U9E22> \x70\x30 |0

<U9E23> \x43\x79 |0

<U9E25> \x45\x38 |0

<U9E26> \x51\x3B |0

<U9E28> \x70\x31 |0

<U9E29> \x70\x32 |0

<U9E2A> \x70\x33 |0

<U9E2B> \x70\x34 |0

<U9E2C> \x70\x35 |0

<U9E2D> \x51\x3C |0

<U9E2F> \x51\x6C |0

<U9E31> \x70\x37 |0

<U9E32> \x70\x36 |0

<U9E33> \x54\x27 |0
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<U9E35> \x4D\x52 |0

<U9E36> \x70\x38 |0

<U9E37> \x70\x3A |0

<U9E38> \x70\x39 |0

<U9E39> \x70\x3B |0

<U9E3A> \x70\x3C |0

<U9E3D> \x38\x6B |0

<U9E3E> \x70\x3D |0

<U9E3F> \x3A\x68 |0

<U9E41> \x70\x3E |0

<U9E42> \x70\x3F |0

<U9E43> \x3E\x69 |0

<U9E44> \x70\x40 |0

<U9E45> \x36\x6C |0

<U9E46> \x70\x41 |0

<U9E47> \x70\x42 |0

<U9E48> \x70\x43 |0

<U9E49> \x70\x44 |0

<U9E4A> \x48\x35 |0

<U9E4B> \x70\x45 |0

<U9E4C>

 \x70\x46 |0

<U9E4E> \x70\x47 |0

<U9E4F> \x45\x74 |0

<U9E51> \x70\x48 |0

<U9E55> \x70\x49 |0

<U9E57> \x70\x4A |0

<U9E58> \x77\x3D |0

<U9E5A> \x70\x4B |0

<U9E5B> \x70\x4C |0

<U9E5C> \x70\x4D |0

<U9E5E> \x70\x4E |0

<U9E63> \x70\x4F |0

<U9E64> \x3A\x57 |0

<U9E66> \x70\x50 |0

<U9E67> \x70\x51 |0

<U9E68> \x70\x52 |0

<U9E69> \x70\x53 |0

<U9E6A> \x70\x54 |0

<U9E6B> \x70\x55 |0

<U9E6C> \x70\x56 |0

<U9E6D> \x70\x58 |0

<U9E70> \x53\x25 |0

<U9E71> \x70\x57 |0

<U9E73> \x70\x59 |0

<U9E7E> \x75\x3A |0

<U9E7F> \x42\x39 |0

<U9E82> \x77\x64 |0
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<U9E87> \x77\x65 |0

<U9E88> \x77\x66 |0

<U9E8B> \x77\x67 |0

<U9E92> \x77\x68 |0

<U9E93> \x42\x34 |0

<U9E9D> \x77\x6A |0

<U9E9F> \x77\x6B |0

<U9EA6> \x42\x73 |0

<U9EB4> \x74\x70 |0

<U9EB8> \x74\x6F |0

<U9EBB> \x42\x69 |0

<U9EBD> \x77\x61 |0

<U9EBE> \x77\x62 |0

<U9EC4> \x3B\x46 |0

<U9EC9> \x59\x64 |0

<U9ECD> \x4A\x72 |0

<U9ECE> \x40\x68 |0

<U9ECF> \x70\x24 |0

<U9ED1> \x3A\x5A |0

<U9ED4> \x47\x2D |0

<U9ED8> \x44\x2C |0

<U9EDB> \x77\x6C |0

<U9EDC> \x77\x6D |0

<U9EDD>

 \x77\x6E |0

<U9EDF> \x77\x70 |0

<U9EE0> \x77\x6F |0

<U9EE2> \x77\x71 |0

<U9EE5> \x77\x74 |0

<U9EE7> \x77\x73 |0

<U9EE9> \x77\x72 |0

<U9EEA> \x77\x75 |0

<U9EEF> \x77\x76 |0

<U9EF9> \x6D\x69 |0

<U9EFB> \x6D\x6A |0

<U9EFC> \x6D\x6B |0

<U9EFE> \x76\x3C |0

<U9F0B> \x76\x3D |0

<U9F0D> \x76\x3E |0

<U9F0E> \x36\x26 |0

<U9F10> \x58\x3E |0

<U9F13> \x39\x44 |0

<U9F17> \x58\x3B |0

<U9F19> \x5C\x31 |0

<U9F20> \x4A\x73 |0

<U9F22> \x77\x77 |0

<U9F2C> \x77\x78 |0

<U9F2F> \x77\x79 |0
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<U9F37> \x77\x7B |0

<U9F39> \x77\x7A |0

<U9F3B> \x31\x47 |0

<U9F3D> \x77\x7C |0

<U9F3E> \x77\x7D |0

<U9F44> \x77\x7E |0

<U9F50> \x46\x6B |0

<U9F51> \x6C\x34 |0

<U9F7F> \x33\x5D |0

<U9F80> \x76\x33 |0

<U9F83> \x76\x34 |0

<U9F84> \x41\x64 |0

<U9F85> \x76\x35 |0

<U9F86> \x76\x36 |0

<U9F87> \x76\x37 |0

<U9F88> \x76\x38 |0

<U9F89> \x76\x39 |0

<U9F8A> \x76\x3A |0

<U9F8B> \x48\x23 |0

<U9F8C> \x76\x3B |0

<U9F99> \x41\x7A |0

<U9F9A> \x39\x28 |0

<U9F9B> \x6D\x68 |0

<U9F9F> \x39\x6A |0

<U9FA0> \x59\x5F |0

<UFF01> \x23\x21 |0

<UFF02>

 \x23\x22 |0

<UFF03> \x23\x23 |0

<UFF04> \x21\x67 |0

<UFF05> \x23\x25 |0

<UFF06> \x23\x26 |0

<UFF08> \x23\x28 |0

<UFF09> \x23\x29 |0

<UFF0A> \x23\x2A |0

<UFF0B> \x23\x2B |0

<UFF0C> \x23\x2C |0

<UFF0D> \x23\x2D |0

<UFF0E> \x23\x2E |0

<UFF0F> \x23\x2F |0

<UFF10> \x23\x30 |0

<UFF11> \x23\x31 |0

<UFF12> \x23\x32 |0

<UFF13> \x23\x33 |0

<UFF14> \x23\x34 |0

<UFF15> \x23\x35 |0

<UFF16> \x23\x36 |0

<UFF17> \x23\x37 |0
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<UFF18> \x23\x38 |0

<UFF19> \x23\x39 |0

<UFF1A> \x23\x3A |0

<UFF1B> \x23\x3B |0

<UFF1C> \x23\x3C |0

<UFF1D> \x23\x3D |0

<UFF1E> \x23\x3E |0

<UFF1F> \x23\x3F |0

<UFF20> \x23\x40 |0

<UFF21> \x23\x41 |0

<UFF22> \x23\x42 |0

<UFF23> \x23\x43 |0

<UFF24> \x23\x44 |0

<UFF25> \x23\x45 |0

<UFF26> \x23\x46 |0

<UFF27> \x23\x47 |0

<UFF28> \x23\x48 |0

<UFF29> \x23\x49 |0

<UFF2A> \x23\x4A |0

<UFF2B> \x23\x4B |0

<UFF2C> \x23\x4C |0

<UFF2D> \x23\x4D |0

<UFF2E> \x23\x4E |0

<UFF2F> \x23\x4F |0

<UFF30> \x23\x50 |0

<UFF31> \x23\x51 |0

<UFF32> \x23\x52 |0

<UFF33> \x23\x53 |0

<UFF34> \x23\x54 |0

<UFF35>

 \x23\x55 |0

<UFF36> \x23\x56 |0

<UFF37> \x23\x57 |0

<UFF38> \x23\x58 |0

<UFF39> \x23\x59 |0

<UFF3A> \x23\x5A |0

<UFF3B> \x23\x5B |0

<UFF3C> \x23\x5C |0

<UFF3D> \x23\x5D |0

<UFF3E> \x23\x5E |0

<UFF3F> \x23\x5F |0

<UFF40> \x23\x60 |0

<UFF41> \x23\x61 |0

<UFF42> \x23\x62 |0

<UFF43> \x23\x63 |0

<UFF44> \x23\x64 |0

<UFF45> \x23\x65 |0

<UFF46> \x23\x66 |0
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<UFF47> \x23\x67 |0

<UFF48> \x23\x68 |0

<UFF49> \x23\x69 |0

<UFF4A> \x23\x6A |0

<UFF4B> \x23\x6B |0

<UFF4C> \x23\x6C |0

<UFF4D> \x23\x6D |0

<UFF4E> \x23\x6E |0

<UFF4F> \x23\x6F |0

<UFF50> \x23\x70 |0

<UFF51> \x23\x71 |0

<UFF52> \x23\x72 |0

<UFF53> \x23\x73 |0

<UFF54> \x23\x74 |0

<UFF55> \x23\x75 |0

<UFF56> \x23\x76 |0

<UFF57> \x23\x77 |0

<UFF58> \x23\x78 |0

<UFF59> \x23\x79 |0

<UFF5A> \x23\x7A |0

<UFF5B> \x23\x7B |0

<UFF5C> \x23\x7C |0

<UFF5D> \x23\x7D |0

<UFF5E> \x21\x2B |0

<UFFE0> \x21\x69 |0

<UFFE1> \x21\x6A |0

<UFFE3> \x23\x7E |0

<UFFE5> \x23\x24 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5478_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line_normal_cj.txt

#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when
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#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This tailors the line break behavior to correspond to CSS

#         line-break=normal (BCP47 -u-lb-normal) as defined for Chinese & Japanese.

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like ID.

#         In addition, it allows breaks:

#         * before 301C, 30A0 (both NS)

# 

        It allows breaking before 201C and after 201D, for zh_Hans, zh_Hant, and ja.

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];

$AP = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BA = [:LineBreak =  Break_After:];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [[:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:] \u201d];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];

$EX = [:LineBreak =  Exclamation:];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2

 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

# CSS Normal tailoring: CJ resolves to ID

$ID = [[:LineBreak =  Ideographic:] $CJ];

$IN = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL = [:LineBreak =  JL:];

$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];
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$JT = [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

$NSX = [\u301C \u30A0];

$NS = [[:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:] - $NSX];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [[:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:] \u201c];

$PO = [:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:];

$PR = [:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:];

$QU = [[:LineBreak =  Quotation:] - [\u201c\u201d]];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];

$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW = [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ

 = [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the expressions,

# give them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];

 

# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.

 

$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),

#                              
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 SA  (Dictionary chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL  (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs

$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs

 

#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW

      = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN $NU

$PR $PO $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#

$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};

 

#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];
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^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM not covered by the

 above needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.

^$CM+;

 

#

# LB 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.

#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;

 

 

 

 

# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.
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#

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves

 as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#

# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces

#        Note subtle interaction with "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR

 $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;
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$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $HY $NS $ALPlus

$HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

$SP $IS $CM*

 $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.

 

[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];

$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM $NU];

 

$CAN_CM $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

# Do not break between closing punctuation and $NS, even with intervening spaces

# But DO allow a break between closing punctuation and $NSX, don't include it here

($CL | $CP) $CM* $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17

$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#

$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x
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$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added as a Finnish tailoring, now promoted

 to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

# DO allow breaks here before $NSX, so don't include it

$LB20NonBreaks $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

 

^$CM+ ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't break after Hebrew + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA) $CM* [^$CB]?;

 

# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM*    $IN;

^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);
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# LB 23a

#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

($PR | $PO) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO);

^$CM+ ($PR

 | $PO);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

(($PR | $PO) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PO))?;

 

# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#

$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break it)

($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between alphabetics

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;

 

# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30
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 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.

#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS

$IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN

$ZWJ {eof}];

# note: the preceding rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#

       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line_normal_cj.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

// ***************************************************************************

// *

// * Copyright (C) 2009 International Business Machines

// * Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

// *

// ***************************************************************************

icustd:table(nofallback){

   StandardICU{}

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/misc/icustd.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#

#   Copyright (C) 2002-2015, International Business Machines Corporation and others.

#       All Rights Reserved.
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#

#   file:  sent.txt

#

#   ICU Sentence Break Rules

#      See Unicode Standard Annex #29.

#      These rules are based on UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

#

 

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

#

# Character categories as defined in TR 29

#

$CR        = [\p{Sentence_Break = CR}];

$LF        = [\p{Sentence_Break = LF}];

$Extend    = [\p{Sentence_Break = Extend}];

$Sep       = [\p{Sentence_Break = Sep}];

$Format    = [\p{Sentence_Break = Format}];

$Sp        = [\p{Sentence_Break = Sp}];

$Lower     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Lower}];

$Upper     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Upper}];

$OLetter   = [\p{Sentence_Break = OLetter}];

$Numeric   = [\p{Sentence_Break = Numeric}];

$ATerm     = [\p{Sentence_Break

 = ATerm}];

$SContinue = [\p{Sentence_Break = SContinue}];

$STerm     = [\p{Sentence_Break = STerm}];

$Close     = [\p{Sentence_Break = Close}];

 

#

# Define extended forms of the character classes,

#   incorporate trailing Extend or Format chars.

#   Rules 4 and 5.

 

$SpEx       = $Sp      ($Extend | $Format)*;

$LowerEx    = $Lower   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$UpperEx    = $Upper   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$OLetterEx  = $OLetter ($Extend | $Format)*;

$NumericEx  = $Numeric ($Extend | $Format)*;

$ATermEx    = $ATerm   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$SContinueEx= $SContinue ($Extend | $Format)*;

$STermEx    = $STerm   ($Extend | $Format)*;

$CloseEx    = $Close   ($Extend | $Format)*;

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

!!chain;
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# Rule 3 - break after separators.  Keep CR/LF together.

#

$CR $LF;

 

 

# Rule 4 - Break after $Sep.

# Rule 5 - Ignore $Format and $Extend

#

[^$Sep $CR $LF]? ($Extend | $Format)*;

 

 

# Rule 6

$ATermEx $NumericEx;

 

# Rule 7

($UpperEx | $LowerEx) $ATermEx $UpperEx;

 

#Rule

 8

$NotLettersEx = [^$OLetter $Upper $Lower $Sep $CR $LF $ATerm $STerm] ($Extend | $Format)*;

$ATermEx $CloseEx* $SpEx* $NotLettersEx* $Lower;

 

# Rule 8a

($STermEx | $ATermEx) $CloseEx* $SpEx* ($SContinueEx | $STermEx | $ATermEx);

 

#Rule 9, 10, 11

($STermEx | $ATermEx) $CloseEx* $SpEx* ($Sep | $CR | $LF)?;

 

#Rule 998

[[^$STerm $ATerm $Close $Sp $Sep $LF $CR $Format $Extend]{bof}] ($Extend | $Format | $Close | $Sp)* .;

[[^$STerm $ATerm $Close $Sp $Sep $LF $CR $Format $Extend]{bof}] ($Extend | $Format | $Close | $Sp)* ([$Sep

$LF $CR {eof}] | $CR $LF){100};

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/sent.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)
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# from source files 34B004EA.RPMAP100 and 04EA34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1258_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1258_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0
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<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0
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<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0
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<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008D>

 \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0
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<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC>

 \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0
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<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U01A0> \xD5 |0

<U01A1> \xF5 |0

<U01AF> \xDD |0

<U01B0> \xFD |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U0300> \xCC |0

<U0301> \xEC |0

<U0303> \xDE |0

<U0309> \xD2 |0

<U0323> \xF2 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AB> \xFE |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1
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<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>
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 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1258_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2010-2015 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/is.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/en.xml
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* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/ca.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/root.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/mk.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/sr.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/main/root.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/be.xml

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/no.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/bg.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/cy.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/ru.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/sv.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/el.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/fo.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/fi.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/collation/root.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/da.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/root.xml

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/de.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/uk.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/en_US_POSIX.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/en_US.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00475.RPMAP100 and 047544B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1141_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1141_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0
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<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0
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<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xB5 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x63 |0

<U005C> \xEC |0

<U005D> \xFC |0

<U005E> \x5F |0
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<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xDC |0

<U007E> \x59 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0
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<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x7C |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0
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<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x4A |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xE0 |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \x5A |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \xA1 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0
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<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xD0 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1
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<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xB5 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x63 |1

<UFF3C> \xEC |1

<UFF3D> \xFC |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1
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<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xDC |1

<UFF5E> \x59 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1141_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/en.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00488.RPMAP100 and 048844B0.TPMAP100
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#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1160_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1160_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0
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<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0
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<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x49 |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x59 |0

<U005E> \x69 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0
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<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U0E01> \x42 |0

<U0E02> \x43 |0

<U0E03> \x44 |0

<U0E04> \x45 |0

<U0E05> \x46 |0

<U0E06> \x47 |0

<U0E07> \x48 |0

<U0E08> \x52 |0

<U0E09> \x53 |0

<U0E0A> \x54 |0

<U0E0B> \x55 |0

<U0E0C> \x56 |0

<U0E0D> \x57 |0

<U0E0E> \x58 |0
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<U0E0F> \x62 |0

<U0E10> \x63 |0

<U0E11> \x64 |0

<U0E12> \x65 |0

<U0E13> \x66 |0

<U0E14> \x67 |0

<U0E15> \x68 |0

<U0E16> \x72 |0

<U0E17> \x73 |0

<U0E18> \x74 |0

<U0E19> \x75 |0

<U0E1A> \x76 |0

<U0E1B> \x77 |0

<U0E1C> \x78 |0

<U0E1D> \x8A |0

<U0E1E>

 \x8B |0

<U0E1F> \x8C |0

<U0E20> \x8D |0

<U0E21> \x8E |0

<U0E22> \x8F |0

<U0E23> \x9A |0

<U0E24> \x9B |0

<U0E25> \x9C |0

<U0E26> \x9D |0

<U0E27> \x9E |0

<U0E28> \x9F |0

<U0E29> \xAA |0

<U0E2A> \xAB |0

<U0E2B> \xAC |0

<U0E2C> \xAD |0

<U0E2D> \xAE |0

<U0E2E> \xAF |0

<U0E2F> \xBA |0

<U0E30> \xBB |0

<U0E31> \xBC |0

<U0E32> \xBD |0

<U0E33> \xBE |0

<U0E34> \xBF |0

<U0E35> \xCB |0

<U0E36> \xCC |0

<U0E37> \xCD |0

<U0E38> \xCE |0

<U0E39> \xCF |0

<U0E3A> \xDA |0

<U0E3F> \x70 |0

<U0E40> \xDB |0

<U0E41> \xDC |0
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<U0E42> \xDD |0

<U0E43> \xDE |0

<U0E44> \xDF |0

<U0E45> \xEA |0

<U0E46> \xEB |0

<U0E47> \xEC |0

<U0E48> \x51 |3

<U0E48> \xED |0

<U0E49> \xCA |3

<U0E49> \xEE |0

<U0E4A> \xE1 |3

<U0E4A> \xEF |0

<U0E4B> \xFA |0

<U0E4B> \xFD |3

<U0E4C> \xFB |0

<U0E4D> \xFC |0

<U0E4E> \x71 |0

<U0E4F> \x80 |0

<U0E50> \xB0 |0

<U0E51> \xB1 |0

<U0E52> \xB2 |0

<U0E53> \xB3 |0

<U0E54> \xB4 |0

<U0E55> \xB5 |0

<U0E56> \xB6 |0

<U0E57> \xB7 |0

<U0E58> \xB8 |0

<U0E59> \xB9 |0

<U0E5A> \x90 |0

<U0E5B> \xA0 |0

<U20AC> \xFE |0

<UFF01>

 \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1
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<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x49 |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x59 |1

<UFF3E> \x69 |1

<UFF3F>
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 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1160_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 1999-2016, International Business Machines

# Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

#

# file name: nfkc.txt

#

# machine-generated by ICU preparseucd.py

#
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# Data for Unicode NFKC normalization.

# This file contains only compatibility decomposition mappings,

# plus those canonical decompositions that change from NFC round-trip mappings

# to NFKC one-way mappings.

# Use this file as the second gennorm2 input file after nfc.txt.

 

* Unicode 15.1.0

 

00A0>0020

00A8>0020 0308

00AA>0061

00AF>0020 0304

00B2>0032

00B3>0033

00B4>0020 0301

00B5>03BC

00B8>0020 0327

00B9>0031

00BA>006F

00BC>0031 2044 0034

00BD>0031 2044 0032

00BE>0033 2044 0034

0132>0049 004A

0133>0069 006A

013F>004C 00B7

0140>006C 00B7

0149>02BC 006E

017F>0073

01C4>0044 017D

01C5>0044 017E

01C6>0064 017E

01C7>004C 004A

01C8>004C

 006A

01C9>006C 006A

01CA>004E 004A

01CB>004E 006A

01CC>006E 006A

01F1>0044 005A

01F2>0044 007A

01F3>0064 007A

02B0>0068

02B1>0266

02B2>006A

02B3>0072

02B4>0279

02B5>027B

02B6>0281
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02B7>0077

02B8>0079

02D8>0020 0306

02D9>0020 0307

02DA>0020 030A

02DB>0020 0328

02DC>0020 0303

02DD>0020 030B

02E0>0263

02E1>006C

02E2>0073

02E3>0078

02E4>0295

037A>0020 0345

0384>0020 0301

0385>00A8 0301  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

03D0>03B2

03D1>03B8

03D2>03A5

03D3>03D2 0301  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

03D4>03D2 0308  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

03D5>03C6

03D6>03C0

03F0>03BA

03F1>03C1

03F2>03C2

03F4>0398

03F5>03B5

03F9>03A3

0587>0565 0582

0675>0627 0674

0676>0648 0674

0677>06C7 0674

0678>064A 0674

0E33>0E4D 0E32

0EB3>0ECD 0EB2

0EDC>0EAB 0E99

0EDD>0EAB 0EA1

0F0C>0F0B

0F77>0FB2 0F81

0F79>0FB3 0F81

10FC>10DC

1D2C>0041

1D2D>00C6

1D2E>0042

1D30>0044

1D31>0045

1D32>018E
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1D33>0047

1D34>0048

1D35>0049

1D36>004A

1D37>004B

1D38>004C

1D39>004D

1D3A>004E

1D3C>004F

1D3D>0222

1D3E>0050

1D3F>0052

1D40>0054

1D41>0055

1D42>0057

1D43>0061

1D44>0250

1D45>0251

1D46>1D02

1D47>0062

1D48>0064

1D49>0065

1D4A>0259

1D4B>025B

1D4C>025C

1D4D>0067

1D4F>006B

1D50>006D

1D51>014B

1D52>006F

1D53>0254

1D54>1D16

1D55>1D17

1D56>0070

1D57>0074

1D58>0075

1D59>1D1D

1D5A>026F

1D5B>0076

1D5C>1D25

1D5D>03B2

1D5E>03B3

1D5F>03B4

1D60>03C6

1D61>03C7

1D62>0069

1D63>0072

1D64>0075
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1D65>0076

1D66>03B2

1D67>03B3

1D68>03C1

1D69>03C6

1D6A>03C7

1D78>043D

1D9B>0252

1D9C>0063

1D9D>0255

1D9E>00F0

1D9F>025C

1DA0>0066

1DA1>025F

1DA2>0261

1DA3>0265

1DA4>0268

1DA5>0269

1DA6>026A

1DA7>1D7B

1DA8>029D

1DA9>026D

1DAA>1D85

1DAB>029F

1DAC>0271

1DAD>0270

1DAE>0272

1DAF>0273

1DB0>0274

1DB1>0275

1DB2>0278

1DB3>0282

1DB4>0283

1DB5>01AB

1DB6>0289

1DB7>028A

1DB8>1D1C

1DB9>028B

1DBA>028C

1DBB>007A

1DBC>0290

1DBD>0291

1DBE>0292

1DBF>03B8

1E9A>0061

 02BE

1E9B>017F 0307  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FBD>0020 0313
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1FBF>0020 0313

1FC0>0020 0342

1FC1>00A8 0342  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FCD>1FBF 0300  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FCE>1FBF

 0301  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FCF>1FBF 0342  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FDD>1FFE 0300  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FDE>1FFE 0301  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FDF>1FFE 0342  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FED>00A8 0300  # NFC round-trip, NFKC one-way

1FFE>0020 0314

2002>0020

2003>0020

2004>0020

2005>0020

2006>0020

2007>0020

2008>0020

2009>0020

200A>0020

2011>2010

2017>0020 0333

2024>002E

2025>002E 002E

2026>002E 002E 002E

202F>0020

2033>2032 2032

2034>2032 2032 2032

2036>2035 2035

2037>2035 2035 2035

203C>0021 0021

203E>0020 0305

2047>003F 003F

2048>003F 0021

2049>0021 003F

2057>2032 2032 2032 2032

205F>0020

2070>0030

2071>0069

2074>0034

2075>0035

2076>0036

2077>0037

2078>0038

2079>0039

207A>002B

207B>2212
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207C>003D

207D>0028

207E>0029

207F>006E

2080>0030

2081>0031

2082>0032

2083>0033

2084>0034

2085>0035

2086>0036

2087>0037

2088>0038

2089>0039

208A>002B

208B>2212

208C>003D

208D>0028

208E>0029

2090>0061

2091>0065

2092>006F

2093>0078

2094>0259

2095>0068

2096>006B

2097>006C

2098>006D

2099>006E

209A>0070

209B>0073

209C>0074

20A8>0052

 0073

2100>0061 002F 0063

2101>0061 002F 0073

2102>0043

2103>00B0 0043

2105>0063 002F 006F

2106>0063 002F 0075

2107>0190

2109>00B0 0046

210A>0067

210B>0048

210C>0048

210D>0048

210E>0068

210F>0127
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2110>0049

2111>0049

2112>004C

2113>006C

2115>004E

2116>004E 006F

2119>0050

211A>0051

211B>0052

211C>0052

211D>0052

2120>0053 004D

2121>0054 0045 004C

2122>0054 004D

2124>005A

2128>005A

212C>0042

212D>0043

212F>0065

2130>0045

2131>0046

2133>004D

2134>006F

2135>05D0

2136>05D1

2137>05D2

2138>05D3

2139>0069

213B>0046 0041 0058

213C>03C0

213D>03B3

213E>0393

213F>03A0

2140>2211

2145>0044

2146>0064

2147>0065

2148>0069

2149>006A

2150>0031 2044 0037

2151>0031 2044 0039

2152>0031 2044 0031 0030

2153>0031 2044 0033

2154>0032 2044 0033

2155>0031 2044 0035

2156>0032 2044 0035

2157>0033 2044 0035

2158>0034 2044 0035
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2159>0031 2044 0036

215A>0035 2044 0036

215B>0031 2044 0038

215C>0033 2044 0038

215D>0035 2044 0038

215E>0037 2044 0038

215F>0031

 2044

2160>0049

2161>0049 0049

2162>0049 0049 0049

2163>0049 0056

2164>0056

2165>0056 0049

2166>0056 0049 0049

2167>0056 0049 0049 0049

2168>0049 0058

2169>0058

216A>0058 0049

216B>0058 0049 0049

216C>004C

216D>0043

216E>0044

216F>004D

2170>0069

2171>0069 0069

2172>0069 0069 0069

2173>0069 0076

2174>0076

2175>0076 0069

2176>0076 0069 0069

2177>0076 0069 0069 0069

2178>0069 0078

2179>0078

217A>0078 0069

217B>0078 0069 0069

217C>006C

217D>0063

217E>0064

217F>006D

2189>0030 2044 0033

222C>222B 222B

222D>222B 222B 222B

222F>222E 222E

2230>222E 222E 222E

2460>0031

2461>0032

2462>0033
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2463>0034

2464>0035

2465>0036

2466>0037

2467>0038

2468>0039

2469>0031 0030

246A>0031 0031

246B>0031 0032

246C>0031 0033

246D>0031 0034

246E>0031 0035

246F>0031 0036

2470>0031 0037

2471>0031 0038

2472>0031 0039

2473>0032 0030

2474>0028 0031 0029

2475>0028 0032 0029

2476>0028 0033 0029

2477>0028 0034 0029

2478>0028 0035 0029

2479>0028 0036 0029

247A>0028 0037 0029

247B>0028 0038 0029

247C>0028 0039 0029

247D>0028

 0031 0030 0029

247E>0028 0031 0031 0029

247F>0028 0031 0032 0029

2480>0028 0031 0033 0029

2481>0028 0031 0034 0029

2482>0028 0031 0035 0029

2483>0028 0031 0036 0029

2484>0028 0031 0037 0029

2485>0028 0031 0038 0029

2486>0028 0031 0039 0029

2487>0028 0032 0030 0029

2488>0031 002E

2489>0032 002E

248A>0033 002E

248B>0034 002E

248C>0035 002E

248D>0036 002E

248E>0037 002E

248F>0038 002E

2490>0039 002E

2491>0031 0030 002E
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2492>0031 0031 002E

2493>0031 0032 002E

2494>0031 0033 002E

2495>0031 0034 002E

2496>0031 0035 002E

2497>0031 0036 002E

2498>0031 0037 002E

2499>0031 0038 002E

249A>0031 0039 002E

249B>0032 0030 002E

249C>0028 0061 0029

249D>0028 0062 0029

249E>0028 0063 0029

249F>0028 0064 0029

24A0>0028 0065 0029

24A1>0028 0066 0029

24A2>0028 0067 0029

24A3>0028 0068 0029

24A4>0028 0069 0029

24A5>0028 006A 0029

24A6>0028 006B 0029

24A7>0028 006C 0029

24A8>0028 006D 0029

24A9>0028 006E 0029

24AA>0028 006F 0029

24AB>0028 0070 0029

24AC>0028 0071 0029

24AD>0028 0072 0029

24AE>0028 0073

 0029

24AF>0028 0074 0029

24B0>0028 0075 0029

24B1>0028 0076 0029

24B2>0028 0077 0029

24B3>0028 0078 0029

24B4>0028 0079 0029

24B5>0028 007A 0029

24B6>0041

24B7>0042

24B8>0043

24B9>0044

24BA>0045

24BB>0046

24BC>0047

24BD>0048

24BE>0049

24BF>004A

24C0>004B
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24C1>004C

24C2>004D

24C3>004E

24C4>004F

24C5>0050

24C6>0051

24C7>0052

24C8>0053

24C9>0054

24CA>0055

24CB>0056

24CC>0057

24CD>0058

24CE>0059

24CF>005A

24D0>0061

24D1>0062

24D2>0063

24D3>0064

24D4>0065

24D5>0066

24D6>0067

24D7>0068

24D8>0069

24D9>006A

24DA>006B

24DB>006C

24DC>006D

24DD>006E

24DE>006F

24DF>0070

24E0>0071

24E1>0072

24E2>0073

24E3>0074

24E4>0075

24E5>0076

24E6>0077

24E7>0078

24E8>0079

24E9>007A

24EA>0030

2A0C>222B 222B 222B 222B

2A74>003A 003A 003D

2A75>003D 003D

2A76>003D 003D 003D

2C7C>006A

2C7D>0056
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2D6F>2D61

2E9F>6BCD

2EF3>9F9F

2F00>4E00

2F01>4E28

2F02>4E36

2F03>4E3F

2F04>4E59

2F05>4E85

2F06>4E8C

2F07>4EA0

2F08>4EBA

2F09>513F

2F0A>5165

2F0B>516B

2F0C>5182

2F0D>5196

2F0E>51AB

2F0F>51E0

2F10>51F5

2F11>5200

2F12>529B

2F13>52F9

2F14>5315

2F15>531A

2F16>5338

2F17>5341

2F18>535C

2F19>5369

2F1A>5382

2F1B>53B6

2F1C>53C8

2F1D>53E3

2F1E>56D7

2F1F>571F

2F20>58EB

2F21>5902

2F22>590A

2F23>5915

2F24>5927

2F25>5973

2F26>5B50

2F27>5B80

2F28>5BF8

2F29>5C0F

2F2A>5C22

2F2B>5C38

2F2C>5C6E
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2F2D>5C71

2F2E>5DDB

2F2F>5DE5

2F30>5DF1

2F31>5DFE

2F32>5E72

2F33>5E7A

2F34>5E7F

2F35>5EF4

2F36>5EFE

2F37>5F0B

2F38>5F13

2F39>5F50

2F3A>5F61

2F3B>5F73

2F3C>5FC3

2F3D>6208

2F3E>6236

2F3F>624B

2F40>652F

2F41>6534

2F42>6587

2F43>6597

2F44>65A4

2F45>65B9

2F46>65E0

2F47>65E5

2F48>66F0

2F49>6708

2F4A>6728

2F4B>6B20

2F4C>6B62

2F4D>6B79

2F4E>6BB3

2F4F>6BCB

2F50>6BD4

2F51>6BDB

2F52>6C0F

2F53>6C14

2F54>6C34

2F55>706B

2F56>722A

2F57>7236

2F58>723B

2F59>723F

2F5A>7247

2F5B>7259

2F5C>725B
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2F5D>72AC

2F5E>7384

2F5F>7389

2F60>74DC

2F61>74E6

2F62>7518

2F63>751F

2F64>7528

2F65>7530

2F66>758B

2F67>7592

2F68>7676

2F69>767D

2F6A>76AE

2F6B>76BF

2F6C>76EE

2F6D>77DB

2F6E>77E2

2F6F>77F3

2F70>793A

2F71>79B8

2F72>79BE

2F73>7A74

2F74>7ACB

2F75>7AF9

2F76>7C73

2F77>7CF8

2F78>7F36

2F79>7F51

2F7A>7F8A

2F7B>7FBD

2F7C>8001

2F7D>800C

2F7E>8012

2F7F>8033

2F80>807F

2F81>8089

2F82>81E3

2F83>81EA

2F84>81F3

2F85>81FC

2F86>820C

2F87>821B

2F88>821F

2F89>826E

2F8A>8272

2F8B>8278

2F8C>864D
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2F8D>866B

2F8E>8840

2F8F>884C

2F90>8863

2F91>897E

2F92>898B

2F93>89D2

2F94>8A00

2F95>8C37

2F96>8C46

2F97>8C55

2F98>8C78

2F99>8C9D

2F9A>8D64

2F9B>8D70

2F9C>8DB3

2F9D>8EAB

2F9E>8ECA

2F9F>8F9B

2FA0>8FB0

2FA1>8FB5

2FA2>9091

2FA3>9149

2FA4>91C6

2FA5>91CC

2FA6>91D1

2FA7>9577

2FA8>9580

2FA9>961C

2FAA>96B6

2FAB>96B9

2FAC>96E8

2FAD>9751

2FAE>975E

2FAF>9762

2FB0>9769

2FB1>97CB

2FB2>97ED

2FB3>97F3

2FB4>9801

2FB5>98A8

2FB6>98DB

2FB7>98DF

2FB8>9996

2FB9>9999

2FBA>99AC

2FBB>9AA8

2FBC>9AD8
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2FBD>9ADF

2FBE>9B25

2FBF>9B2F

2FC0>9B32

2FC1>9B3C

2FC2>9B5A

2FC3>9CE5

2FC4>9E75

2FC5>9E7F

2FC6>9EA5

2FC7>9EBB

2FC8>9EC3

2FC9>9ECD

2FCA>9ED1

2FCB>9EF9

2FCC>9EFD

2FCD>9F0E

2FCE>9F13

2FCF>9F20

2FD0>9F3B

2FD1>9F4A

2FD2>9F52

2FD3>9F8D

2FD4>9F9C

2FD5>9FA0

3000>0020

3036>3012

3038>5341

3039>5344

303A>5345

309B>0020

 3099

309C>0020 309A

309F>3088 308A

30FF>30B3 30C8

3131>1100

3132>1101

3133>11AA

3134>1102

3135>11AC

3136>11AD

3137>1103

3138>1104

3139>1105

313A>11B0

313B>11B1

313C>11B2

313D>11B3
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313E>11B4

313F>11B5

3140>111A

3141>1106

3142>1107

3143>1108

3144>1121

3145>1109

3146>110A

3147>110B

3148>110C

3149>110D

314A>110E

314B>110F

314C>1110

314D>1111

314E>1112

314F>1161

3150>1162

3151>1163

3152>1164

3153>1165

3154>1166

3155>1167

3156>1168

3157>1169

3158>116A

3159>116B

315A>116C

315B>116D

315C>116E

315D>116F

315E>1170

315F>1171

3160>1172

3161>1173

3162>1174

3163>1175

3164>1160

3165>1114

3166>1115

3167>11C7

3168>11C8

3169>11CC

316A>11CE

316B>11D3

316C>11D7

316D>11D9
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316E>111C

316F>11DD

3170>11DF

3171>111D

3172>111E

3173>1120

3174>1122

3175>1123

3176>1127

3177>1129

3178>112B

3179>112C

317A>112D

317B>112E

317C>112F

317D>1132

317E>1136

317F>1140

3180>1147

3181>114C

3182>11F1

3183>11F2

3184>1157

3185>1158

3186>1159

3187>1184

3188>1185

3189>1188

318A>1191

318B>1192

318C>1194

318D>119E

318E>11A1

3192>4E00

3193>4E8C

3194>4E09

3195>56DB

3196>4E0A

3197>4E2D

3198>4E0B

3199>7532

319A>4E59

319B>4E19

319C>4E01

319D>5929

319E>5730

319F>4EBA

3200>0028
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 1100 0029

3201>0028 1102 0029

3202>0028 1103 0029

3203>0028 1105 0029

3204>0028 1106 0029

3205>0028 1107 0029

3206>0028 1109 0029

3207>0028 110B 0029

3208>0028 110C 0029

3209>0028 110E 0029

320A>0028 110F 0029

320B>0028 1110 0029

320C>0028 1111 0029

320D>0028 1112 0029

320E>0028 1100 1161 0029

320F>0028 1102 1161 0029

3210>0028 1103 1161 0029

3211>0028 1105 1161 0029

3212>0028 1106 1161 0029

3213>0028 1107 1161 0029

3214>0028 1109 1161 0029

3215>0028 110B 1161 0029

3216>0028 110C 1161 0029

3217>0028 110E 1161 0029

3218>0028 110F 1161 0029

3219>0028 1110 1161 0029

321A>0028 1111 1161 0029

321B>0028 1112 1161 0029

321C>0028 110C 116E 0029

321D>0028 110B 1169 110C 1165 11AB 0029

321E>0028 110B 1169 1112 116E 0029

3220>0028 4E00 0029

3221>0028 4E8C 0029

3222>0028 4E09 0029

3223>0028 56DB 0029

3224>0028 4E94 0029

3225>0028 516D 0029

3226>0028 4E03

 0029

3227>0028 516B 0029

3228>0028 4E5D 0029

3229>0028 5341 0029

322A>0028 6708 0029

322B>0028 706B 0029

322C>0028 6C34 0029

322D>0028 6728 0029

322E>0028 91D1 0029

322F>0028 571F 0029
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3230>0028 65E5 0029

3231>0028 682A 0029

3232>0028 6709 0029

3233>0028 793E 0029

3234>0028 540D 0029

3235>0028 7279 0029

3236>0028 8CA1 0029

3237>0028 795D 0029

3238>0028 52B4 0029

3239>0028 4EE3 0029

323A>0028 547C 0029

323B>0028 5B66 0029

323C>0028 76E3 0029

323D>0028 4F01 0029

323E>0028 8CC7 0029

323F>0028 5354 0029

3240>0028 796D 0029

3241>0028 4F11 0029

3242>0028 81EA 0029

3243>0028 81F3 0029

3244>554F

3245>5E7C

3246>6587

3247>7B8F

3250>0050 0054 0045

3251>0032 0031

3252>0032 0032

3253>0032 0033

3254>0032 0034

3255>0032 0035

3256>0032 0036

3257>0032 0037

3258>0032 0038

3259>0032 0039

325A>0033 0030

325B>0033 0031

325C>0033 0032

325D>0033 0033

325E>0033 0034

325F>0033 0035

3260>1100

3261>1102

3262>1103

3263>1105

3264>1106

3265>1107

3266>1109

3267>110B
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3268>110C

3269>110E

326A>110F

326B>1110

326C>1111

326D>1112

326E>1100

 1161

326F>1102 1161

3270>1103 1161

3271>1105 1161

3272>1106 1161

3273>1107 1161

3274>1109 1161

3275>110B 1161

3276>110C 1161

3277>110E 1161

3278>110F 1161

3279>1110 1161

327A>1111 1161

327B>1112 1161

327C>110E 1161 11B7 1100 1169

327D>110C 116E 110B 1174

327E>110B 116E

3280>4E00

3281>4E8C

3282>4E09

3283>56DB

3284>4E94

3285>516D

3286>4E03

3287>516B

3288>4E5D

3289>5341

328A>6708

328B>706B

328C>6C34

328D>6728

328E>91D1

328F>571F

3290>65E5

3291>682A

3292>6709

3293>793E

3294>540D

3295>7279

3296>8CA1

3297>795D
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3298>52B4

3299>79D8

329A>7537

329B>5973

329C>9069

329D>512A

329E>5370

329F>6CE8

32A0>9805

32A1>4F11

32A2>5199

32A3>6B63

32A4>4E0A

32A5>4E2D

32A6>4E0B

32A7>5DE6

32A8>53F3

32A9>533B

32AA>5B97

32AB>5B66

32AC>76E3

32AD>4F01

32AE>8CC7

32AF>5354

32B0>591C

32B1>0033 0036

32B2>0033 0037

32B3>0033 0038

32B4>0033 0039

32B5>0034 0030

32B6>0034 0031

32B7>0034 0032

32B8>0034 0033

32B9>0034 0034

32BA>0034 0035

32BB>0034 0036

32BC>0034 0037

32BD>0034 0038

32BE>0034 0039

32BF>0035

 0030

32C0>0031 6708

32C1>0032 6708

32C2>0033 6708

32C3>0034 6708

32C4>0035 6708

32C5>0036 6708

32C6>0037 6708
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32C7>0038 6708

32C8>0039 6708

32C9>0031 0030 6708

32CA>0031 0031 6708

32CB>0031 0032 6708

32CC>0048 0067

32CD>0065 0072 0067

32CE>0065 0056

32CF>004C 0054 0044

32D0>30A2

32D1>30A4

32D2>30A6

32D3>30A8

32D4>30AA

32D5>30AB

32D6>30AD

32D7>30AF

32D8>30B1

32D9>30B3

32DA>30B5

32DB>30B7

32DC>30B9

32DD>30BB

32DE>30BD

32DF>30BF

32E0>30C1

32E1>30C4

32E2>30C6

32E3>30C8

32E4>30CA

32E5>30CB

32E6>30CC

32E7>30CD

32E8>30CE

32E9>30CF

32EA>30D2

32EB>30D5

32EC>30D8

32ED>30DB

32EE>30DE

32EF>30DF

32F0>30E0

32F1>30E1

32F2>30E2

32F3>30E4

32F4>30E6

32F5>30E8

32F6>30E9
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32F7>30EA

32F8>30EB

32F9>30EC

32FA>30ED

32FB>30EF

32FC>30F0

32FD>30F1

32FE>30F2

32FF>4EE4 548C

3300>30A2 30D1 30FC 30C8

3301>30A2 30EB 30D5 30A1

3302>30A2 30F3 30DA 30A2

3303>30A2 30FC 30EB

3304>30A4 30CB 30F3 30B0

3305>30A4 30F3 30C1

3306>30A6 30A9 30F3

3307>30A8 30B9 30AF 30FC 30C9

3308>30A8 30FC 30AB 30FC

3309>30AA 30F3 30B9

330A>30AA

 30FC 30E0

330B>30AB 30A4 30EA

330C>30AB 30E9 30C3 30C8

330D>30AB 30ED 30EA 30FC

330E>30AC 30ED 30F3

330F>30AC 30F3 30DE

3310>30AE 30AC

3311>30AE 30CB 30FC

3312>30AD 30E5 30EA 30FC

3313>30AE 30EB 30C0 30FC

3314>30AD 30ED

3315>30AD 30ED 30B0 30E9 30E0

3316>30AD 30ED 30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB

3317>30AD 30ED 30EF 30C3 30C8

3318>30B0 30E9 30E0

3319>30B0 30E9 30E0 30C8 30F3

331A>30AF 30EB 30BC 30A4 30ED

331B>30AF 30ED 30FC 30CD

331C>30B1 30FC 30B9

331D>30B3 30EB 30CA

331E>30B3 30FC 30DD

331F>30B5 30A4 30AF 30EB

3320>30B5 30F3 30C1 30FC 30E0

3321>30B7 30EA 30F3 30B0

3322>30BB 30F3 30C1

3323>30BB 30F3 30C8

3324>30C0 30FC 30B9

3325>30C7 30B7
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3326>30C9 30EB

3327>30C8 30F3

3328>30CA 30CE

3329>30CE 30C3 30C8

332A>30CF 30A4 30C4

332B>30D1 30FC 30BB 30F3 30C8

332C>30D1 30FC 30C4

332D>30D0 30FC 30EC 30EB

332E>30D4 30A2 30B9 30C8 30EB

332F>30D4 30AF 30EB

3330>30D4 30B3

3331>30D3 30EB

3332>30D5 30A1 30E9 30C3 30C9

3333>30D5 30A3 30FC 30C8

3334>30D6 30C3 30B7 30A7 30EB

3335>30D5 30E9 30F3

3336>30D8 30AF 30BF

 30FC 30EB

3337>30DA 30BD

3338>30DA 30CB 30D2

3339>30D8 30EB 30C4

333A>30DA 30F3 30B9

333B>30DA 30FC 30B8

333C>30D9 30FC 30BF

333D>30DD 30A4 30F3 30C8

333E>30DC 30EB 30C8

333F>30DB 30F3

3340>30DD 30F3 30C9

3341>30DB 30FC 30EB

3342>30DB 30FC 30F3

3343>30DE 30A4 30AF 30ED

3344>30DE 30A4 30EB

3345>30DE 30C3 30CF

3346>30DE 30EB 30AF

3347>30DE 30F3 30B7 30E7 30F3

3348>30DF 30AF 30ED 30F3

3349>30DF 30EA

334A>30DF 30EA 30D0 30FC 30EB

334B>30E1 30AC

334C>30E1 30AC 30C8 30F3

334D>30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB

334E>30E4 30FC 30C9

334F>30E4 30FC 30EB

3350>30E6 30A2 30F3

3351>30EA 30C3 30C8 30EB

3352>30EA 30E9

3353>30EB 30D4 30FC

3354>30EB 30FC 30D6 30EB
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3355>30EC 30E0

3356>30EC 30F3 30C8 30B2 30F3

3357>30EF 30C3 30C8

3358>0030 70B9

3359>0031 70B9

335A>0032 70B9

335B>0033 70B9

335C>0034 70B9

335D>0035 70B9

335E>0036 70B9

335F>0037 70B9

3360>0038 70B9

3361>0039 70B9

3362>0031 0030 70B9

3363>0031 0031 70B9

3364>0031 0032 70B9

3365>0031 0033 70B9

3366>0031 0034 70B9

3367>0031 0035 70B9

3368>0031 0036 70B9

3369>0031

 0037 70B9

336A>0031 0038 70B9

336B>0031 0039 70B9

336C>0032 0030 70B9

336D>0032 0031 70B9

336E>0032 0032 70B9

336F>0032 0033 70B9

3370>0032 0034 70B9

3371>0068 0050 0061

3372>0064 0061

3373>0041 0055

3374>0062 0061 0072

3375>006F 0056

3376>0070 0063

3377>0064 006D

3378>0064 006D 00B2

3379>0064 006D 00B3

337A>0049 0055

337B>5E73 6210

337C>662D 548C

337D>5927 6B63

337E>660E 6CBB

337F>682A 5F0F 4F1A 793E

3380>0070 0041

3381>006E 0041

3382>03BC 0041

3383>006D 0041
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3384>006B 0041

3385>004B 0042

3386>004D 0042

3387>0047 0042

3388>0063 0061 006C

3389>006B 0063 0061 006C

338A>0070 0046

338B>006E 0046

338C>03BC 0046

338D>03BC 0067

338E>006D 0067

338F>006B 0067

3390>0048 007A

3391>006B 0048 007A

3392>004D 0048 007A

3393>0047 0048 007A

3394>0054 0048 007A

3395>03BC 2113

3396>006D 2113

3397>0064 2113

3398>006B 2113

3399>0066 006D

339A>006E 006D

339B>03BC 006D

339C>006D 006D

339D>0063 006D

339E>006B 006D

339F>006D 006D 00B2

33A0>0063 006D 00B2

33A1>006D 00B2

33A2>006B 006D 00B2

33A3>006D 006D

 00B3

33A4>0063 006D 00B3

33A5>006D 00B3

33A6>006B 006D 00B3

33A7>006D 2215 0073

33A8>006D 2215 0073 00B2

33A9>0050 0061

33AA>006B 0050 0061

33AB>004D 0050 0061

33AC>0047 0050 0061

33AD>0072 0061 0064

33AE>0072 0061 0064 2215 0073

33AF>0072 0061 0064 2215 0073 00B2

33B0>0070 0073

33B1>006E 0073

33B2>03BC 0073
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33B3>006D 0073

33B4>0070 0056

33B5>006E 0056

33B6>03BC 0056

33B7>006D 0056

33B8>006B 0056

33B9>004D 0056

33BA>0070 0057

33BB>006E 0057

33BC>03BC 0057

33BD>006D 0057

33BE>006B 0057

33BF>004D 0057

33C0>006B 03A9

33C1>004D 03A9

33C2>0061 002E 006D 002E

33C3>0042 0071

33C4>0063 0063

33C5>0063 0064

33C6>0043 2215 006B 0067

33C7>0043 006F 002E

33C8>0064 0042

33C9>0047 0079

33CA>0068 0061

33CB>0048 0050

33CC>0069 006E

33CD>004B 004B

33CE>004B 004D

33CF>006B 0074

33D0>006C 006D

33D1>006C 006E

33D2>006C 006F 0067

33D3>006C 0078

33D4>006D 0062

33D5>006D 0069 006C

33D6>006D 006F 006C

33D7>0050 0048

33D8>0070 002E 006D 002E

33D9>0050 0050 004D

33DA>0050 0052

33DB>0073 0072

33DC>0053 0076

33DD>0057

 0062

33DE>0056 2215 006D

33DF>0041 2215 006D

33E0>0031 65E5

33E1>0032 65E5
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33E2>0033 65E5

33E3>0034 65E5

33E4>0035 65E5

33E5>0036 65E5

33E6>0037 65E5

33E7>0038 65E5

33E8>0039 65E5

33E9>0031 0030 65E5

33EA>0031 0031 65E5

33EB>0031 0032 65E5

33EC>0031 0033 65E5

33ED>0031 0034 65E5

33EE>0031 0035 65E5

33EF>0031 0036 65E5

33F0>0031 0037 65E5

33F1>0031 0038 65E5

33F2>0031 0039 65E5

33F3>0032 0030 65E5

33F4>0032 0031 65E5

33F5>0032 0032 65E5

33F6>0032 0033 65E5

33F7>0032 0034 65E5

33F8>0032 0035 65E5

33F9>0032 0036 65E5

33FA>0032 0037 65E5

33FB>0032 0038 65E5

33FC>0032 0039 65E5

33FD>0033 0030 65E5

33FE>0033 0031 65E5

33FF>0067 0061 006C

A69C>044A

A69D>044C

A770>A76F

A7F2>0043

A7F3>0046

A7F4>0051

A7F8>0126

A7F9>0153

AB5C>A727

AB5D>AB37

AB5E>026B

AB5F>AB52

AB69>028D

FB00>0066 0066

FB01>0066 0069

FB02>0066 006C

FB03>0066 0066 0069

FB04>0066 0066 006C
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FB05>017F 0074

FB06>0073 0074

FB13>0574 0576

FB14>0574 0565

FB15>0574 056B

FB16>057E 0576

FB17>0574 056D

FB20>05E2

FB21>05D0

FB22>05D3

FB23>05D4

FB24>05DB

FB25>05DC

FB26>05DD

FB27>05E8

FB28>05EA

FB29>002B

FB4F>05D0

 05DC

FB50>0671

FB51>0671

FB52>067B

FB53>067B

FB54>067B

FB55>067B

FB56>067E

FB57>067E

FB58>067E

FB59>067E

FB5A>0680

FB5B>0680

FB5C>0680

FB5D>0680

FB5E>067A

FB5F>067A

FB60>067A

FB61>067A

FB62>067F

FB63>067F

FB64>067F

FB65>067F

FB66>0679

FB67>0679

FB68>0679

FB69>0679

FB6A>06A4

FB6B>06A4

FB6C>06A4
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FB6D>06A4

FB6E>06A6

FB6F>06A6

FB70>06A6

FB71>06A6

FB72>0684

FB73>0684

FB74>0684

FB75>0684

FB76>0683

FB77>0683

FB78>0683

FB79>0683

FB7A>0686

FB7B>0686

FB7C>0686

FB7D>0686

FB7E>0687

FB7F>0687

FB80>0687

FB81>0687

FB82>068D

FB83>068D

FB84>068C

FB85>068C

FB86>068E

FB87>068E

FB88>0688

FB89>0688

FB8A>0698

FB8B>0698

FB8C>0691

FB8D>0691

FB8E>06A9

FB8F>06A9

FB90>06A9

FB91>06A9

FB92>06AF

FB93>06AF

FB94>06AF

FB95>06AF

FB96>06B3

FB97>06B3

FB98>06B3

FB99>06B3

FB9A>06B1

FB9B>06B1

FB9C>06B1
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FB9D>06B1

FB9E>06BA

FB9F>06BA

FBA0>06BB

FBA1>06BB

FBA2>06BB

FBA3>06BB

FBA4>06C0

FBA5>06C0

FBA6>06C1

FBA7>06C1

FBA8>06C1

FBA9>06C1

FBAA>06BE

FBAB>06BE

FBAC>06BE

FBAD>06BE

FBAE>06D2

FBAF>06D2

FBB0>06D3

FBB1>06D3

FBD3>06AD

FBD4>06AD

FBD5>06AD

FBD6>06AD

FBD7>06C7

FBD8>06C7

FBD9>06C6

FBDA>06C6

FBDB>06C8

FBDC>06C8

FBDD>0677

FBDE>06CB

FBDF>06CB

FBE0>06C5

FBE1>06C5

FBE2>06C9

FBE3>06C9

FBE4>06D0

FBE5>06D0

FBE6>06D0

FBE7>06D0

FBE8>0649

FBE9>0649

FBEA>0626

 0627

FBEB>0626 0627

FBEC>0626 06D5
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FBED>0626 06D5

FBEE>0626 0648

FBEF>0626 0648

FBF0>0626 06C7

FBF1>0626 06C7

FBF2>0626 06C6

FBF3>0626 06C6

FBF4>0626 06C8

FBF5>0626 06C8

FBF6>0626 06D0

FBF7>0626 06D0

FBF8>0626 06D0

FBF9>0626 0649

FBFA>0626 0649

FBFB>0626 0649

FBFC>06CC

FBFD>06CC

FBFE>06CC

FBFF>06CC

FC00>0626 062C

FC01>0626 062D

FC02>0626 0645

FC03>0626 0649

FC04>0626 064A

FC05>0628 062C

FC06>0628 062D

FC07>0628 062E

FC08>0628 0645

FC09>0628 0649

FC0A>0628 064A

FC0B>062A 062C

FC0C>062A 062D

FC0D>062A 062E

FC0E>062A 0645

FC0F>062A 0649

FC10>062A 064A

FC11>062B 062C

FC12>062B 0645

FC13>062B 0649

FC14>062B 064A

FC15>062C 062D

FC16>062C 0645

FC17>062D 062C

FC18>062D 0645

FC19>062E 062C

FC1A>062E

 062D

FC1B>062E 0645
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FC1C>0633 062C

FC1D>0633 062D

FC1E>0633 062E

FC1F>0633 0645

FC20>0635 062D

FC21>0635 0645

FC22>0636 062C

FC23>0636 062D

FC24>0636 062E

FC25>0636 0645

FC26>0637 062D

FC27>0637 0645

FC28>0638 0645

FC29>0639 062C

FC2A>0639 0645

FC2B>063A 062C

FC2C>063A 0645

FC2D>0641 062C

FC2E>0641 062D

FC2F>0641 062E

FC30>0641 0645

FC31>0641 0649

FC32>0641 064A

FC33>0642 062D

FC34>0642 0645

FC35>0642 0649

FC36>0642 064A

FC37>0643 0627

FC38>0643 062C

FC39>0643 062D

FC3A>0643 062E

FC3B>0643 0644

FC3C>0643 0645

FC3D>0643 0649

FC3E>0643 064A

FC3F>0644 062C

FC40>0644 062D

FC41>0644 062E

FC42>0644 0645

FC43>0644 0649

FC44>0644 064A

FC45>0645 062C

FC46>0645 062D

FC47>0645 062E

FC48>0645 0645

FC49>0645 0649

FC4A>0645 064A

FC4B>0646 062C
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FC4C>0646 062D

FC4D>0646 062E

FC4E>0646 0645

FC4F>0646 0649

FC50>0646 064A

FC51>0647 062C

FC52>0647 0645

FC53>0647 0649

FC54>0647 064A

FC55>064A 062C

FC56>064A 062D

FC57>064A 062E

FC58>064A 0645

FC59>064A 0649

FC5A>064A 064A

FC5B>0630 0670

FC5C>0631 0670

FC5D>0649

 0670

FC5E>0020 064C 0651

FC5F>0020 064D 0651

FC60>0020 064E 0651

FC61>0020 064F 0651

FC62>0020 0650 0651

FC63>0020 0651 0670

FC64>0626 0631

FC65>0626 0632

FC66>0626 0645

FC67>0626 0646

FC68>0626 0649

FC69>0626 064A

FC6A>0628 0631

FC6B>0628 0632

FC6C>0628 0645

FC6D>0628 0646

FC6E>0628 0649

FC6F>0628 064A

FC70>062A 0631

FC71>062A 0632

FC72>062A 0645

FC73>062A 0646

FC74>062A 0649

FC75>062A 064A

FC76>062B 0631

FC77>062B 0632

FC78>062B 0645

FC79>062B 0646

FC7A>062B 0649
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FC7B>062B 064A

FC7C>0641 0649

FC7D>0641 064A

FC7E>0642 0649

FC7F>0642 064A

FC80>0643 0627

FC81>0643 0644

FC82>0643 0645

FC83>0643 0649

FC84>0643 064A

FC85>0644 0645

FC86>0644 0649

FC87>0644 064A

FC88>0645 0627

FC89>0645 0645

FC8A>0646 0631

FC8B>0646 0632

FC8C>0646 0645

FC8D>0646 0646

FC8E>0646 0649

FC8F>0646 064A

FC90>0649 0670

FC91>064A 0631

FC92>064A 0632

FC93>064A 0645

FC94>064A 0646

FC95>064A 0649

FC96>064A 064A

FC97>0626 062C

FC98>0626 062D

FC99>0626 062E

FC9A>0626 0645

FC9B>0626 0647

FC9C>0628 062C

FC9D>0628 062D

FC9E>0628

 062E

FC9F>0628 0645

FCA0>0628 0647

FCA1>062A 062C

FCA2>062A 062D

FCA3>062A 062E

FCA4>062A 0645

FCA5>062A 0647

FCA6>062B 0645

FCA7>062C 062D

FCA8>062C 0645

FCA9>062D 062C
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FCAA>062D 0645

FCAB>062E 062C

FCAC>062E 0645

FCAD>0633 062C

FCAE>0633 062D

FCAF>0633 062E

FCB0>0633 0645

FCB1>0635 062D

FCB2>0635 062E

FCB3>0635 0645

FCB4>0636 062C

FCB5>0636 062D

FCB6>0636 062E

FCB7>0636 0645

FCB8>0637 062D

FCB9>0638 0645

FCBA>0639 062C

FCBB>0639 0645

FCBC>063A 062C

FCBD>063A 0645

FCBE>0641 062C

FCBF>0641 062D

FCC0>0641 062E

FCC1>0641 0645

FCC2>0642 062D

FCC3>0642 0645

FCC4>0643 062C

FCC5>0643 062D

FCC6>0643 062E

FCC7>0643 0644

FCC8>0643 0645

FCC9>0644 062C

FCCA>0644 062D

FCCB>0644 062E

FCCC>0644 0645

FCCD>0644 0647

FCCE>0645 062C

FCCF>0645 062D

FCD0>0645 062E

FCD1>0645 0645

FCD2>0646 062C

FCD3>0646 062D

FCD4>0646 062E

FCD5>0646 0645

FCD6>0646 0647

FCD7>0647 062C

FCD8>0647 0645

FCD9>0647 0670
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FCDA>064A 062C

FCDB>064A 062D

FCDC>064A 062E

FCDD>064A 0645

FCDE>064A 0647

FCDF>0626 0645

FCE0>0626

 0647

FCE1>0628 0645

FCE2>0628 0647

FCE3>062A 0645

FCE4>062A 0647

FCE5>062B 0645

FCE6>062B 0647

FCE7>0633 0645

FCE8>0633 0647

FCE9>0634 0645

FCEA>0634 0647

FCEB>0643 0644

FCEC>0643 0645

FCED>0644 0645

FCEE>0646 0645

FCEF>0646 0647

FCF0>064A 0645

FCF1>064A 0647

FCF2>0640 064E 0651

FCF3>0640 064F 0651

FCF4>0640 0650 0651

FCF5>0637 0649

FCF6>0637 064A

FCF7>0639 0649

FCF8>0639 064A

FCF9>063A 0649

FCFA>063A 064A

FCFB>0633 0649

FCFC>0633 064A

FCFD>0634 0649

FCFE>0634 064A

FCFF>062D 0649

FD00>062D 064A

FD01>062C 0649

FD02>062C 064A

FD03>062E 0649

FD04>062E 064A

FD05>0635 0649

FD06>0635 064A

FD07>0636 0649

FD08>0636 064A
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FD09>0634 062C

FD0A>0634 062D

FD0B>0634 062E

FD0C>0634 0645

FD0D>0634 0631

FD0E>0633 0631

FD0F>0635 0631

FD10>0636 0631

FD11>0637 0649

FD12>0637 064A

FD13>0639 0649

FD14>0639 064A

FD15>063A 0649

FD16>063A 064A

FD17>0633 0649

FD18>0633 064A

FD19>0634 0649

FD1A>0634 064A

FD1B>062D 0649

FD1C>062D 064A

FD1D>062C 0649

FD1E>062C 064A

FD1F>062E 0649

FD20>062E 064A

FD21>0635 0649

FD22>0635

 064A

FD23>0636 0649

FD24>0636 064A

FD25>0634 062C

FD26>0634 062D

FD27>0634 062E

FD28>0634 0645

FD29>0634 0631

FD2A>0633 0631

FD2B>0635 0631

FD2C>0636 0631

FD2D>0634 062C

FD2E>0634 062D

FD2F>0634 062E

FD30>0634 0645

FD31>0633 0647

FD32>0634 0647

FD33>0637 0645

FD34>0633 062C

FD35>0633 062D

FD36>0633 062E

FD37>0634 062C
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FD38>0634 062D

FD39>0634 062E

FD3A>0637 0645

FD3B>0638 0645

FD3C>0627 064B

FD3D>0627 064B

FD50>062A 062C 0645

FD51>062A 062D 062C

FD52>062A 062D 062C

FD53>062A 062D 0645

FD54>062A 062E 0645

FD55>062A 0645 062C

FD56>062A 0645 062D

FD57>062A 0645 062E

FD58>062C 0645 062D

FD59>062C 0645 062D

FD5A>062D 0645 064A

FD5B>062D 0645 0649

FD5C>0633 062D 062C

FD5D>0633 062C 062D

FD5E>0633 062C 0649

FD5F>0633 0645 062D

FD60>0633 0645 062D

FD61>0633 0645 062C

FD62>0633 0645 0645

FD63>0633 0645 0645

FD64>0635 062D 062D

FD65>0635 062D 062D

FD66>0635 0645 0645

FD67>0634 062D 0645

FD68>0634 062D 0645

FD69>0634 062C 064A

FD6A>0634 0645 062E

FD6B>0634 0645 062E

FD6C>0634 0645 0645

FD6D>0634

 0645 0645

FD6E>0636 062D 0649

FD6F>0636 062E 0645

FD70>0636 062E 0645

FD71>0637 0645 062D

FD72>0637 0645 062D

FD73>0637 0645 0645

FD74>0637 0645 064A

FD75>0639 062C 0645

FD76>0639 0645 0645

FD77>0639 0645 0645

FD78>0639 0645 0649
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FD79>063A 0645 0645

FD7A>063A 0645 064A

FD7B>063A 0645 0649

FD7C>0641 062E 0645

FD7D>0641 062E 0645

FD7E>0642 0645 062D

FD7F>0642 0645 0645

FD80>0644 062D 0645

FD81>0644 062D 064A

FD82>0644 062D 0649

FD83>0644 062C 062C

FD84>0644 062C 062C

FD85>0644 062E 0645

FD86>0644 062E 0645

FD87>0644 0645 062D

FD88>0644 0645 062D

FD89>0645 062D 062C

FD8A>0645 062D 0645

FD8B>0645 062D 064A

FD8C>0645 062C 062D

FD8D>0645 062C 0645

FD8E>0645 062E 062C

FD8F>0645 062E 0645

FD92>0645 062C 062E

FD93>0647 0645 062C

FD94>0647 0645 0645

FD95>0646 062D 0645

FD96>0646 062D 0649

FD97>0646 062C 0645

FD98>0646 062C 0645

FD99>0646 062C 0649

FD9A>0646 0645 064A

FD9B>0646 0645 0649

FD9C>064A 0645 0645

FD9D>064A 0645 0645

FD9E>0628 062E 064A

FD9F>062A 062C 064A

FDA0>062A 062C 0649

FDA1>062A

 062E 064A

FDA2>062A 062E 0649

FDA3>062A 0645 064A

FDA4>062A 0645 0649

FDA5>062C 0645 064A

FDA6>062C 062D 0649

FDA7>062C 0645 0649

FDA8>0633 062E 0649

FDA9>0635 062D 064A
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FDAA>0634 062D 064A

FDAB>0636 062D 064A

FDAC>0644 062C 064A

FDAD>0644 0645 064A

FDAE>064A 062D 064A

FDAF>064A 062C 064A

FDB0>064A 0645 064A

FDB1>0645 0645 064A

FDB2>0642 0645 064A

FDB3>0646 062D 064A

FDB4>0642 0645 062D

FDB5>0644 062D 0645

FDB6>0639 0645 064A

FDB7>0643 0645 064A

FDB8>0646 062C 062D

FDB9>0645 062E 064A

FDBA>0644 062C 0645

FDBB>0643 0645 0645

FDBC>0644 062C 0645

FDBD>0646 062C 062D

FDBE>062C 062D 064A

FDBF>062D 062C 064A

FDC0>0645 062C 064A

FDC1>0641 0645 064A

FDC2>0628 062D 064A

FDC3>0643 0645 0645

FDC4>0639 062C 0645

FDC5>0635 0645 0645

FDC6>0633 062E 064A

FDC7>0646 062C 064A

FDF0>0635 0644 06D2

FDF1>0642 0644 06D2

FDF2>0627 0644 0644 0647

FDF3>0627 0643 0628 0631

FDF4>0645 062D 0645 062F

FDF5>0635 0644 0639 0645

FDF6>0631 0633 0648 0644

FDF7>0639 0644 064A 0647

FDF8>0648 0633 0644 0645

FDF9>0635

 0644 0649

FDFA>0635 0644 0649 0020 0627 0644 0644 0647 0020 0639 0644 064A 0647 0020 0648 0633 0644 0645

FDFB>062C 0644 0020 062C 0644 0627 0644 0647

FDFC>0631 06CC 0627 0644

FE10>002C

FE11>3001

FE12>3002

FE13>003A
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FE14>003B

FE15>0021

FE16>003F

FE17>3016

FE18>3017

FE19>2026

FE30>2025

FE31>2014

FE32>2013

FE33>005F

FE34>005F

FE35>0028

FE36>0029

FE37>007B

FE38>007D

FE39>3014

FE3A>3015

FE3B>3010

FE3C>3011

FE3D>300A

FE3E>300B

FE3F>3008

FE40>3009

FE41>300C

FE42>300D

FE43>300E

FE44>300F

FE47>005B

FE48>005D

FE49>203E

FE4A>203E

FE4B>203E

FE4C>203E

FE4D>005F

FE4E>005F

FE4F>005F

FE50>002C

FE51>3001

FE52>002E

FE54>003B

FE55>003A

FE56>003F

FE57>0021

FE58>2014

FE59>0028

FE5A>0029

FE5B>007B

FE5C>007D
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FE5D>3014

FE5E>3015

FE5F>0023

FE60>0026

FE61>002A

FE62>002B

FE63>002D

FE64>003C

FE65>003E

FE66>003D

FE68>005C

FE69>0024

FE6A>0025

FE6B>0040

FE70>0020 064B

FE71>0640 064B

FE72>0020 064C

FE74>0020 064D

FE76>0020 064E

FE77>0640 064E

FE78>0020 064F

FE79>0640 064F

FE7A>0020 0650

FE7B>0640 0650

FE7C>0020 0651

FE7D>0640

 0651

FE7E>0020 0652

FE7F>0640 0652

FE80>0621

FE81>0622

FE82>0622

FE83>0623

FE84>0623

FE85>0624

FE86>0624

FE87>0625

FE88>0625

FE89>0626

FE8A>0626

FE8B>0626

FE8C>0626

FE8D>0627

FE8E>0627

FE8F>0628

FE90>0628

FE91>0628

FE92>0628
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FE93>0629

FE94>0629

FE95>062A

FE96>062A

FE97>062A

FE98>062A

FE99>062B

FE9A>062B

FE9B>062B

FE9C>062B

FE9D>062C

FE9E>062C

FE9F>062C

FEA0>062C

FEA1>062D

FEA2>062D

FEA3>062D

FEA4>062D

FEA5>062E

FEA6>062E

FEA7>062E

FEA8>062E

FEA9>062F

FEAA>062F

FEAB>0630

FEAC>0630

FEAD>0631

FEAE>0631

FEAF>0632

FEB0>0632

FEB1>0633

FEB2>0633

FEB3>0633

FEB4>0633

FEB5>0634

FEB6>0634

FEB7>0634

FEB8>0634

FEB9>0635

FEBA>0635

FEBB>0635

FEBC>0635

FEBD>0636

FEBE>0636

FEBF>0636

FEC0>0636

FEC1>0637

FEC2>0637
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FEC3>0637

FEC4>0637

FEC5>0638

FEC6>0638

FEC7>0638

FEC8>0638

FEC9>0639

FECA>0639

FECB>0639

FECC>0639

FECD>063A

FECE>063A

FECF>063A

FED0>063A

FED1>0641

FED2>0641

FED3>0641

FED4>0641

FED5>0642

FED6>0642

FED7>0642

FED8>0642

FED9>0643

FEDA>0643

FEDB>0643

FEDC>0643

FEDD>0644

FEDE>0644

FEDF>0644

FEE0>0644

FEE1>0645

FEE2>0645

FEE3>0645

FEE4>0645

FEE5>0646

FEE6>0646

FEE7>0646

FEE8>0646

FEE9>0647

FEEA>0647

FEEB>0647

FEEC>0647

FEED>0648

FEEE>0648

FEEF>0649

FEF0>0649

FEF1>064A

FEF2>064A
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FEF3>064A

FEF4>064A

FEF5>0644

 0622

FEF6>0644 0622

FEF7>0644 0623

FEF8>0644 0623

FEF9>0644 0625

FEFA>0644 0625

FEFB>0644 0627

FEFC>0644 0627

FF01>0021

FF02>0022

FF03>0023

FF04>0024

FF05>0025

FF06>0026

FF07>0027

FF08>0028

FF09>0029

FF0A>002A

FF0B>002B

FF0C>002C

FF0D>002D

FF0E>002E

FF0F>002F

FF10>0030

FF11>0031

FF12>0032

FF13>0033

FF14>0034

FF15>0035

FF16>0036

FF17>0037

FF18>0038

FF19>0039

FF1A>003A

FF1B>003B

FF1C>003C

FF1D>003D

FF1E>003E

FF1F>003F

FF20>0040

FF21>0041

FF22>0042

FF23>0043

FF24>0044

FF25>0045
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FF26>0046

FF27>0047

FF28>0048

FF29>0049

FF2A>004A

FF2B>004B

FF2C>004C

FF2D>004D

FF2E>004E

FF2F>004F

FF30>0050

FF31>0051

FF32>0052

FF33>0053

FF34>0054

FF35>0055

FF36>0056

FF37>0057

FF38>0058

FF39>0059

FF3A>005A

FF3B>005B

FF3C>005C

FF3D>005D

FF3E>005E

FF3F>005F

FF40>0060

FF41>0061

FF42>0062

FF43>0063

FF44>0064

FF45>0065

FF46>0066

FF47>0067

FF48>0068

FF49>0069

FF4A>006A

FF4B>006B

FF4C>006C

FF4D>006D

FF4E>006E

FF4F>006F

FF50>0070

FF51>0071

FF52>0072

FF53>0073

FF54>0074

FF55>0075
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FF56>0076

FF57>0077

FF58>0078

FF59>0079

FF5A>007A

FF5B>007B

FF5C>007C

FF5D>007D

FF5E>007E

FF5F>2985

FF60>2986

FF61>3002

FF62>300C

FF63>300D

FF64>3001

FF65>30FB

FF66>30F2

FF67>30A1

FF68>30A3

FF69>30A5

FF6A>30A7

FF6B>30A9

FF6C>30E3

FF6D>30E5

FF6E>30E7

FF6F>30C3

FF70>30FC

FF71>30A2

FF72>30A4

FF73>30A6

FF74>30A8

FF75>30AA

FF76>30AB

FF77>30AD

FF78>30AF

FF79>30B1

FF7A>30B3

FF7B>30B5

FF7C>30B7

FF7D>30B9

FF7E>30BB

FF7F>30BD

FF80>30BF

FF81>30C1

FF82>30C4

FF83>30C6

FF84>30C8

FF85>30CA
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FF86>30CB

FF87>30CC

FF88>30CD

FF89>30CE

FF8A>30CF

FF8B>30D2

FF8C>30D5

FF8D>30D8

FF8E>30DB

FF8F>30DE

FF90>30DF

FF91>30E0

FF92>30E1

FF93>30E2

FF94>30E4

FF95>30E6

FF96>30E8

FF97>30E9

FF98>30EA

FF99>30EB

FF9A>30EC

FF9B>30ED

FF9C>30EF

FF9D>30F3

FF9E>3099

FF9F>309A

FFA0>3164

FFA1>3131

FFA2>3132

FFA3>3133

FFA4>3134

FFA5>3135

FFA6>3136

FFA7>3137

FFA8>3138

FFA9>3139

FFAA>313A

FFAB>313B

FFAC>313C

FFAD>313D

FFAE>313E

FFAF>313F

FFB0>3140

FFB1>3141

FFB2>3142

FFB3>3143

FFB4>3144

FFB5>3145
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FFB6>3146

FFB7>3147

FFB8>3148

FFB9>3149

FFBA>314A

FFBB>314B

FFBC>314C

FFBD>314D

FFBE>314E

FFC2>314F

FFC3>3150

FFC4>3151

FFC5>3152

FFC6>3153

FFC7>3154

FFCA>3155

FFCB>3156

FFCC>3157

FFCD>3158

FFCE>3159

FFCF>315A

FFD2>315B

FFD3>315C

FFD4>315D

FFD5>315E

FFD6>315F

FFD7>3160

FFDA>3161

FFDB>3162

FFDC>3163

FFE0>00A2

FFE1>00A3

FFE2>00AC

FFE3>00AF

FFE4>00A6

FFE5>00A5

FFE6>20A9

FFE8>2502

FFE9>2190

FFEA>2191

FFEB>2192

FFEC>2193

FFED>25A0

FFEE>25CB

10781>02D0

10782>02D1

10783>00E6

10784>0299
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10785>0253

10787>02A3

10788>AB66

10789>02A5

1078A>02A4

1078B>0256

1078C>0257

1078D>1D91

1078E>0258

1078F>025E

10790>02A9

10791>0264

10792>0262

10793>0260

10794>029B

10795>0127

10796>029C

10797>0267

10798>0284

10799>02AA

1079A>02AB

1079B>026C

1079C>1DF04

1079D>A78E

1079E>026E

1079F>1DF05

107A0>028E

107A1>1DF06

107A2>00F8

107A3>0276

107A4>0277

107A5>0071

107A6>027A

107A7>1DF08

107A8>027D

107A9>027E

107AA>0280

107AB>02A8

107AC>02A6

107AD>AB67

107AE>02A7

107AF>0288

107B0>2C71

107B2>028F

107B3>02A1

107B4>02A2

107B5>0298

107B6>01C0
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107B7>01C1

107B8>01C2

107B9>1DF0A

107BA>1DF1E

1D400>0041

1D401>0042

1D402>0043

1D403>0044

1D404>0045

1D405>0046

1D406>0047

1D407>0048

1D408>0049

1D409>004A

1D40A>004B

1D40B>004C

1D40C>004D

1D40D>004E

1D40E>004F

1D40F>0050

1D410>0051

1D411>0052

1D412>0053

1D413>0054

1D414>0055

1D415>0056

1D416>0057

1D417>0058

1D418>0059

1D419>005A

1D41A>0061

1D41B>0062

1D41C>0063

1D41D>0064

1D41E>0065

1D41F>0066

1D420>0067

1D421>0068

1D422>0069

1D423>006A

1D424>006B

1D425>006C

1D426>006D

1D427>006E

1D428>006F

1D429>0070

1D42A>0071

1D42B>0072
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1D42C>0073

1D42D>0074

1D42E>0075

1D42F>0076

1D430>0077

1D431>0078

1D432>0079

1D433>007A

1D434>0041

1D435>0042

1D436>0043

1D437>0044

1D438>0045

1D439>0046

1D43A>0047

1D43B>0048

1D43C>0049

1D43D>004A

1D43E>004B

1D43F>004C

1D440>004D

1D441>004E

1D442>004F

1D443>0050

1D444>0051

1D445>0052

1D446>0053

1D447>0054

1D448>0055

1D449>0056

1D44A>0057

1D44B>0058

1D44C>0059

1D44D>005A

1D44E>0061

1D44F>0062

1D450>0063

1D451>0064

1D452>0065

1D453>0066

1D454>0067

1D456>0069

1D457>006A

1D458>006B

1D459>006C

1D45A>006D

1D45B>006E

1D45C>006F
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1D45D>0070

1D45E>0071

1D45F>0072

1D460>0073

1D461>0074

1D462>0075

1D463>0076

1D464>0077

1D465>0078

1D466>0079

1D467>007A

1D468>0041

1D469>0042

1D46A>0043

1D46B>0044

1D46C>0045

1D46D>0046

1D46E>0047

1D46F>0048

1D470>0049

1D471>004A

1D472>004B

1D473>004C

1D474>004D

1D475>004E

1D476>004F

1D477>0050

1D478>0051

1D479>0052

1D47A>0053

1D47B>0054

1D47C>0055

1D47D>0056

1D47E>0057

1D47F>0058

1D480>0059

1D481>005A

1D482>0061

1D483>0062

1D484>0063

1D485>0064

1D486>0065

1D487>0066

1D488>0067

1D489>0068

1D48A>0069

1D48B>006A

1D48C>006B
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1D48D>006C

1D48E>006D

1D48F>006E

1D490>006F

1D491>0070

1D492>0071

1D493>0072

1D494>0073

1D495>0074

1D496>0075

1D497>0076

1D498>0077

1D499>0078

1D49A>0079

1D49B>007A

1D49C>0041

1D49E>0043

1D49F>0044

1D4A2>0047

1D4A5>004A

1D4A6>004B

1D4A9>004E

1D4AA>004F

1D4AB>0050

1D4AC>0051

1D4AE>0053

1D4AF>0054

1D4B0>0055

1D4B1>0056

1D4B2>0057

1D4B3>0058

1D4B4>0059

1D4B5>005A

1D4B6>0061

1D4B7>0062

1D4B8>0063

1D4B9>0064

1D4BB>0066

1D4BD>0068

1D4BE>0069

1D4BF>006A

1D4C0>006B

1D4C1>006C

1D4C2>006D

1D4C3>006E

1D4C5>0070

1D4C6>0071

1D4C7>0072
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1D4C8>0073

1D4C9>0074

1D4CA>0075

1D4CB>0076

1D4CC>0077

1D4CD>0078

1D4CE>0079

1D4CF>007A

1D4D0>0041

1D4D1>0042

1D4D2>0043

1D4D3>0044

1D4D4>0045

1D4D5>0046

1D4D6>0047

1D4D7>0048

1D4D8>0049

1D4D9>004A

1D4DA>004B

1D4DB>004C

1D4DC>004D

1D4DD>004E

1D4DE>004F

1D4DF>0050

1D4E0>0051

1D4E1>0052

1D4E2>0053

1D4E3>0054

1D4E4>0055

1D4E5>0056

1D4E6>0057

1D4E7>0058

1D4E8>0059

1D4E9>005A

1D4EA>0061

1D4EB>0062

1D4EC>0063

1D4ED>0064

1D4EE>0065

1D4EF>0066

1D4F0>0067

1D4F1>0068

1D4F2>0069

1D4F3>006A

1D4F4>006B

1D4F5>006C

1D4F6>006D

1D4F7>006E
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1D4F8>006F

1D4F9>0070

1D4FA>0071

1D4FB>0072

1D4FC>0073

1D4FD>0074

1D4FE>0075

1D4FF>0076

1D500>0077

1D501>0078

1D502>0079

1D503>007A

1D504>0041

1D505>0042

1D507>0044

1D508>0045

1D509>0046

1D50A>0047

1D50D>004A

1D50E>004B

1D50F>004C

1D510>004D

1D511>004E

1D512>004F

1D513>0050

1D514>0051

1D516>0053

1D517>0054

1D518>0055

1D519>0056

1D51A>0057

1D51B>0058

1D51C>0059

1D51E>0061

1D51F>0062

1D520>0063

1D521>0064

1D522>0065

1D523>0066

1D524>0067

1D525>0068

1D526>0069

1D527>006A

1D528>006B

1D529>006C

1D52A>006D

1D52B>006E

1D52C>006F
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1D52D>0070

1D52E>0071

1D52F>0072

1D530>0073

1D531>0074

1D532>0075

1D533>0076

1D534>0077

1D535>0078

1D536>0079

1D537>007A

1D538>0041

1D539>0042

1D53B>0044

1D53C>0045

1D53D>0046

1D53E>0047

1D540>0049

1D541>004A

1D542>004B

1D543>004C

1D544>004D

1D546>004F

1D54A>0053

1D54B>0054

1D54C>0055

1D54D>0056

1D54E>0057

1D54F>0058

1D550>0059

1D552>0061

1D553>0062

1D554>0063

1D555>0064

1D556>0065

1D557>0066

1D558>0067

1D559>0068

1D55A>0069

1D55B>006A

1D55C>006B

1D55D>006C

1D55E>006D

1D55F>006E

1D560>006F

1D561>0070

1D562>0071

1D563>0072
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1D564>0073

1D565>0074

1D566>0075

1D567>0076

1D568>0077

1D569>0078

1D56A>0079

1D56B>007A

1D56C>0041

1D56D>0042

1D56E>0043

1D56F>0044

1D570>0045

1D571>0046

1D572>0047

1D573>0048

1D574>0049

1D575>004A

1D576>004B

1D577>004C

1D578>004D

1D579>004E

1D57A>004F

1D57B>0050

1D57C>0051

1D57D>0052

1D57E>0053

1D57F>0054

1D580>0055

1D581>0056

1D582>0057

1D583>0058

1D584>0059

1D585>005A

1D586>0061

1D587>0062

1D588>0063

1D589>0064

1D58A>0065

1D58B>0066

1D58C>0067

1D58D>0068

1D58E>0069

1D58F>006A

1D590>006B

1D591>006C

1D592>006D

1D593>006E
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1D594>006F

1D595>0070

1D596>0071

1D597>0072

1D598>0073

1D599>0074

1D59A>0075

1D59B>0076

1D59C>0077

1D59D>0078

1D59E>0079

1D59F>007A

1D5A0>0041

1D5A1>0042

1D5A2>0043

1D5A3>0044

1D5A4>0045

1D5A5>0046

1D5A6>0047

1D5A7>0048

1D5A8>0049

1D5A9>004A

1D5AA>004B

1D5AB>004C

1D5AC>004D

1D5AD>004E

1D5AE>004F

1D5AF>0050

1D5B0>0051

1D5B1>0052

1D5B2>0053

1D5B3>0054

1D5B4>0055

1D5B5>0056

1D5B6>0057

1D5B7>0058

1D5B8>0059

1D5B9>005A

1D5BA>0061

1D5BB>0062

1D5BC>0063

1D5BD>0064

1D5BE>0065

1D5BF>0066

1D5C0>0067

1D5C1>0068

1D5C2>0069

1D5C3>006A
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1D5C4>006B

1D5C5>006C

1D5C6>006D

1D5C7>006E

1D5C8>006F

1D5C9>0070

1D5CA>0071

1D5CB>0072

1D5CC>0073

1D5CD>0074

1D5CE>0075

1D5CF>0076

1D5D0>0077

1D5D1>0078

1D5D2>0079

1D5D3>007A

1D5D4>0041

1D5D5>0042

1D5D6>0043

1D5D7>0044

1D5D8>0045

1D5D9>0046

1D5DA>0047

1D5DB>0048

1D5DC>0049

1D5DD>004A

1D5DE>004B

1D5DF>004C

1D5E0>004D

1D5E1>004E

1D5E2>004F

1D5E3>0050

1D5E4>0051

1D5E5>0052

1D5E6>0053

1D5E7>0054

1D5E8>0055

1D5E9>0056

1D5EA>0057

1D5EB>0058

1D5EC>0059

1D5ED>005A

1D5EE>0061

1D5EF>0062

1D5F0>0063

1D5F1>0064

1D5F2>0065

1D5F3>0066
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1D5F4>0067

1D5F5>0068

1D5F6>0069

1D5F7>006A

1D5F8>006B

1D5F9>006C

1D5FA>006D

1D5FB>006E

1D5FC>006F

1D5FD>0070

1D5FE>0071

1D5FF>0072

1D600>0073

1D601>0074

1D602>0075

1D603>0076

1D604>0077

1D605>0078

1D606>0079

1D607>007A

1D608>0041

1D609>0042

1D60A>0043

1D60B>0044

1D60C>0045

1D60D>0046

1D60E>0047

1D60F>0048

1D610>0049

1D611>004A

1D612>004B

1D613>004C

1D614>004D

1D615>004E

1D616>004F

1D617>0050

1D618>0051

1D619>0052

1D61A>0053

1D61B>0054

1D61C>0055

1D61D>0056

1D61E>0057

1D61F>0058

1D620>0059

1D621>005A

1D622>0061

1D623>0062
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1D624>0063

1D625>0064

1D626>0065

1D627>0066

1D628>0067

1D629>0068

1D62A>0069

1D62B>006A

1D62C>006B

1D62D>006C

1D62E>006D

1D62F>006E

1D630>006F

1D631>0070

1D632>0071

1D633>0072

1D634>0073

1D635>0074

1D636>0075

1D637>0076

1D638>0077

1D639>0078

1D63A>0079

1D63B>007A

1D63C>0041

1D63D>0042

1D63E>0043

1D63F>0044

1D640>0045

1D641>0046

1D642>0047

1D643>0048

1D644>0049

1D645>004A

1D646>004B

1D647>004C

1D648>004D

1D649>004E

1D64A>004F

1D64B>0050

1D64C>0051

1D64D>0052

1D64E>0053

1D64F>0054

1D650>0055

1D651>0056

1D652>0057

1D653>0058
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1D654>0059

1D655>005A

1D656>0061

1D657>0062

1D658>0063

1D659>0064

1D65A>0065

1D65B>0066

1D65C>0067

1D65D>0068

1D65E>0069

1D65F>006A

1D660>006B

1D661>006C

1D662>006D

1D663>006E

1D664>006F

1D665>0070

1D666>0071

1D667>0072

1D668>0073

1D669>0074

1D66A>0075

1D66B>0076

1D66C>0077

1D66D>0078

1D66E>0079

1D66F>007A

1D670>0041

1D671>0042

1D672>0043

1D673>0044

1D674>0045

1D675>0046

1D676>0047

1D677>0048

1D678>0049

1D679>004A

1D67A>004B

1D67B>004C

1D67C>004D

1D67D>004E

1D67E>004F

1D67F>0050

1D680>0051

1D681>0052

1D682>0053

1D683>0054
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1D684>0055

1D685>0056

1D686>0057

1D687>0058

1D688>0059

1D689>005A

1D68A>0061

1D68B>0062

1D68C>0063

1D68D>0064

1D68E>0065

1D68F>0066

1D690>0067

1D691>0068

1D692>0069

1D693>006A

1D694>006B

1D695>006C

1D696>006D

1D697>006E

1D698>006F

1D699>0070

1D69A>0071

1D69B>0072

1D69C>0073

1D69D>0074

1D69E>0075

1D69F>0076

1D6A0>0077

1D6A1>0078

1D6A2>0079

1D6A3>007A

1D6A4>0131

1D6A5>0237

1D6A8>0391

1D6A9>0392

1D6AA>0393

1D6AB>0394

1D6AC>0395

1D6AD>0396

1D6AE>0397

1D6AF>0398

1D6B0>0399

1D6B1>039A

1D6B2>039B

1D6B3>039C

1D6B4>039D

1D6B5>039E
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1D6B6>039F

1D6B7>03A0

1D6B8>03A1

1D6B9>03F4

1D6BA>03A3

1D6BB>03A4

1D6BC>03A5

1D6BD>03A6

1D6BE>03A7

1D6BF>03A8

1D6C0>03A9

1D6C1>2207

1D6C2>03B1

1D6C3>03B2

1D6C4>03B3

1D6C5>03B4

1D6C6>03B5

1D6C7>03B6

1D6C8>03B7

1D6C9>03B8

1D6CA>03B9

1D6CB>03BA

1D6CC>03BB

1D6CD>03BC

1D6CE>03BD

1D6CF>03BE

1D6D0>03BF

1D6D1>03C0

1D6D2>03C1

1D6D3>03C2

1D6D4>03C3

1D6D5>03C4

1D6D6>03C5

1D6D7>03C6

1D6D8>03C7

1D6D9>03C8

1D6DA>03C9

1D6DB>2202

1D6DC>03F5

1D6DD>03D1

1D6DE>03F0

1D6DF>03D5

1D6E0>03F1

1D6E1>03D6

1D6E2>0391

1D6E3>0392

1D6E4>0393

1D6E5>0394
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1D6E6>0395

1D6E7>0396

1D6E8>0397

1D6E9>0398

1D6EA>0399

1D6EB>039A

1D6EC>039B

1D6ED>039C

1D6EE>039D

1D6EF>039E

1D6F0>039F

1D6F1>03A0

1D6F2>03A1

1D6F3>03F4

1D6F4>03A3

1D6F5>03A4

1D6F6>03A5

1D6F7>03A6

1D6F8>03A7

1D6F9>03A8

1D6FA>03A9

1D6FB>2207

1D6FC>03B1

1D6FD>03B2

1D6FE>03B3

1D6FF>03B4

1D700>03B5

1D701>03B6

1D702>03B7

1D703>03B8

1D704>03B9

1D705>03BA

1D706>03BB

1D707>03BC

1D708>03BD

1D709>03BE

1D70A>03BF

1D70B>03C0

1D70C>03C1

1D70D>03C2

1D70E>03C3

1D70F>03C4

1D710>03C5

1D711>03C6

1D712>03C7

1D713>03C8

1D714>03C9

1D715>2202
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1D716>03F5

1D717>03D1

1D718>03F0

1D719>03D5

1D71A>03F1

1D71B>03D6

1D71C>0391

1D71D>0392

1D71E>0393

1D71F>0394

1D720>0395

1D721>0396

1D722>0397

1D723>0398

1D724>0399

1D725>039A

1D726>039B

1D727>039C

1D728>039D

1D729>039E

1D72A>039F

1D72B>03A0

1D72C>03A1

1D72D>03F4

1D72E>03A3

1D72F>03A4

1D730>03A5

1D731>03A6

1D732>03A7

1D733>03A8

1D734>03A9

1D735>2207

1D736>03B1

1D737>03B2

1D738>03B3

1D739>03B4

1D73A>03B5

1D73B>03B6

1D73C>03B7

1D73D>03B8

1D73E>03B9

1D73F>03BA

1D740>03BB

1D741>03BC

1D742>03BD

1D743>03BE

1D744>03BF

1D745>03C0
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1D746>03C1

1D747>03C2

1D748>03C3

1D749>03C4

1D74A>03C5

1D74B>03C6

1D74C>03C7

1D74D>03C8

1D74E>03C9

1D74F>2202

1D750>03F5

1D751>03D1

1D752>03F0

1D753>03D5

1D754>03F1

1D755>03D6

1D756>0391

1D757>0392

1D758>0393

1D759>0394

1D75A>0395

1D75B>0396

1D75C>0397

1D75D>0398

1D75E>0399

1D75F>039A

1D760>039B

1D761>039C

1D762>039D

1D763>039E

1D764>039F

1D765>03A0

1D766>03A1

1D767>03F4

1D768>03A3

1D769>03A4

1D76A>03A5

1D76B>03A6

1D76C>03A7

1D76D>03A8

1D76E>03A9

1D76F>2207

1D770>03B1

1D771>03B2

1D772>03B3

1D773>03B4

1D774>03B5

1D775>03B6
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1D776>03B7

1D777>03B8

1D778>03B9

1D779>03BA

1D77A>03BB

1D77B>03BC

1D77C>03BD

1D77D>03BE

1D77E>03BF

1D77F>03C0

1D780>03C1

1D781>03C2

1D782>03C3

1D783>03C4

1D784>03C5

1D785>03C6

1D786>03C7

1D787>03C8

1D788>03C9

1D789>2202

1D78A>03F5

1D78B>03D1

1D78C>03F0

1D78D>03D5

1D78E>03F1

1D78F>03D6

1D790>0391

1D791>0392

1D792>0393

1D793>0394

1D794>0395

1D795>0396

1D796>0397

1D797>0398

1D798>0399

1D799>039A

1D79A>039B

1D79B>039C

1D79C>039D

1D79D>039E

1D79E>039F

1D79F>03A0

1D7A0>03A1

1D7A1>03F4

1D7A2>03A3

1D7A3>03A4

1D7A4>03A5

1D7A5>03A6
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1D7A6>03A7

1D7A7>03A8

1D7A8>03A9

1D7A9>2207

1D7AA>03B1

1D7AB>03B2

1D7AC>03B3

1D7AD>03B4

1D7AE>03B5

1D7AF>03B6

1D7B0>03B7

1D7B1>03B8

1D7B2>03B9

1D7B3>03BA

1D7B4>03BB

1D7B5>03BC

1D7B6>03BD

1D7B7>03BE

1D7B8>03BF

1D7B9>03C0

1D7BA>03C1

1D7BB>03C2

1D7BC>03C3

1D7BD>03C4

1D7BE>03C5

1D7BF>03C6

1D7C0>03C7

1D7C1>03C8

1D7C2>03C9

1D7C3>2202

1D7C4>03F5

1D7C5>03D1

1D7C6>03F0

1D7C7>03D5

1D7C8>03F1

1D7C9>03D6

1D7CA>03DC

1D7CB>03DD

1D7CE>0030

1D7CF>0031

1D7D0>0032

1D7D1>0033

1D7D2>0034

1D7D3>0035

1D7D4>0036

1D7D5>0037

1D7D6>0038

1D7D7>0039
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1D7D8>0030

1D7D9>0031

1D7DA>0032

1D7DB>0033

1D7DC>0034

1D7DD>0035

1D7DE>0036

1D7DF>0037

1D7E0>0038

1D7E1>0039

1D7E2>0030

1D7E3>0031

1D7E4>0032

1D7E5>0033

1D7E6>0034

1D7E7>0035

1D7E8>0036

1D7E9>0037

1D7EA>0038

1D7EB>0039

1D7EC>0030

1D7ED>0031

1D7EE>0032

1D7EF>0033

1D7F0>0034

1D7F1>0035

1D7F2>0036

1D7F3>0037

1D7F4>0038

1D7F5>0039

1D7F6>0030

1D7F7>0031

1D7F8>0032

1D7F9>0033

1D7FA>0034

1D7FB>0035

1D7FC>0036

1D7FD>0037

1D7FE>0038

1D7FF>0039

1E030>0430

1E031>0431

1E032>0432

1E033>0433

1E034>0434

1E035>0435

1E036>0436

1E037>0437
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1E038>0438

1E039>043A

1E03A>043B

1E03B>043C

1E03C>043E

1E03D>043F

1E03E>0440

1E03F>0441

1E040>0442

1E041>0443

1E042>0444

1E043>0445

1E044>0446

1E045>0447

1E046>0448

1E047>044B

1E048>044D

1E049>044E

1E04A>A689

1E04B>04D9

1E04C>0456

1E04D>0458

1E04E>04E9

1E04F>04AF

1E050>04CF

1E051>0430

1E052>0431

1E053>0432

1E054>0433

1E055>0434

1E056>0435

1E057>0436

1E058>0437

1E059>0438

1E05A>043A

1E05B>043B

1E05C>043E

1E05D>043F

1E05E>0441

1E05F>0443

1E060>0444

1E061>0445

1E062>0446

1E063>0447

1E064>0448

1E065>044A

1E066>044B

1E067>0491
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1E068>0456

1E069>0455

1E06A>045F

1E06B>04AB

1E06C>A651

1E06D>04B1

1EE00>0627

1EE01>0628

1EE02>062C

1EE03>062F

1EE05>0648

1EE06>0632

1EE07>062D

1EE08>0637

1EE09>064A

1EE0A>0643

1EE0B>0644

1EE0C>0645

1EE0D>0646

1EE0E>0633

1EE0F>0639

1EE10>0641

1EE11>0635

1EE12>0642

1EE13>0631

1EE14>0634

1EE15>062A

1EE16>062B

1EE17>062E

1EE18>0630

1EE19>0636

1EE1A>0638

1EE1B>063A

1EE1C>066E

1EE1D>06BA

1EE1E>06A1

1EE1F>066F

1EE21>0628

1EE22>062C

1EE24>0647

1EE27>062D

1EE29>064A

1EE2A>0643

1EE2B>0644

1EE2C>0645

1EE2D>0646

1EE2E>0633

1EE2F>0639
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1EE30>0641

1EE31>0635

1EE32>0642

1EE34>0634

1EE35>062A

1EE36>062B

1EE37>062E

1EE39>0636

1EE3B>063A

1EE42>062C

1EE47>062D

1EE49>064A

1EE4B>0644

1EE4D>0646

1EE4E>0633

1EE4F>0639

1EE51>0635

1EE52>0642

1EE54>0634

1EE57>062E

1EE59>0636

1EE5B>063A

1EE5D>06BA

1EE5F>066F

1EE61>0628

1EE62>062C

1EE64>0647

1EE67>062D

1EE68>0637

1EE69>064A

1EE6A>0643

1EE6C>0645

1EE6D>0646

1EE6E>0633

1EE6F>0639

1EE70>0641

1EE71>0635

1EE72>0642

1EE74>0634

1EE75>062A

1EE76>062B

1EE77>062E

1EE79>0636

1EE7A>0638

1EE7B>063A

1EE7C>066E

1EE7E>06A1

1EE80>0627
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1EE81>0628

1EE82>062C

1EE83>062F

1EE84>0647

1EE85>0648

1EE86>0632

1EE87>062D

1EE88>0637

1EE89>064A

1EE8B>0644

1EE8C>0645

1EE8D>0646

1EE8E>0633

1EE8F>0639

1EE90>0641

1EE91>0635

1EE92>0642

1EE93>0631

1EE94>0634

1EE95>062A

1EE96>062B

1EE97>062E

1EE98>0630

1EE99>0636

1EE9A>0638

1EE9B>063A

1EEA1>0628

1EEA2>062C

1EEA3>062F

1EEA5>0648

1EEA6>0632

1EEA7>062D

1EEA8>0637

1EEA9>064A

1EEAB>0644

1EEAC>0645

1EEAD>0646

1EEAE>0633

1EEAF>0639

1EEB0>0641

1EEB1>0635

1EEB2>0642

1EEB3>0631

1EEB4>0634

1EEB5>062A

1EEB6>062B

1EEB7>062E

1EEB8>0630
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1EEB9>0636

1EEBA>0638

1EEBB>063A

1F100>0030

 002E

1F101>0030 002C

1F102>0031 002C

1F103>0032 002C

1F104>0033 002C

1F105>0034 002C

1F106>0035 002C

1F107>0036 002C

1F108>0037 002C

1F109>0038 002C

1F10A>0039 002C

1F110>0028 0041 0029

1F111>0028 0042 0029

1F112>0028 0043 0029

1F113>0028 0044 0029

1F114>0028 0045 0029

1F115>0028 0046 0029

1F116>0028 0047 0029

1F117>0028 0048 0029

1F118>0028 0049 0029

1F119>0028 004A 0029

1F11A>0028 004B 0029

1F11B>0028 004C 0029

1F11C>0028 004D 0029

1F11D>0028 004E 0029

1F11E>0028 004F 0029

1F11F>0028 0050 0029

1F120>0028 0051 0029

1F121>0028 0052 0029

1F122>0028 0053 0029

1F123>0028 0054 0029

1F124>0028

 0055 0029

1F125>0028 0056 0029

1F126>0028 0057 0029

1F127>0028 0058 0029

1F128>0028 0059 0029

1F129>0028 005A 0029

1F12A>3014 0053 3015

1F12B>0043

1F12C>0052

1F12D>0043 0044

1F12E>0057 005A

1F130>0041
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1F131>0042

1F132>0043

1F133>0044

1F134>0045

1F135>0046

1F136>0047

1F137>0048

1F138>0049

1F139>004A

1F13A>004B

1F13B>004C

1F13C>004D

1F13D>004E

1F13E>004F

1F13F>0050

1F140>0051

1F141>0052

1F142>0053

1F143>0054

1F144>0055

1F145>0056

1F146>0057

1F147>0058

1F148>0059

1F149>005A

1F14A>0048 0056

1F14B>004D 0056

1F14C>0053 0044

1F14D>0053 0053

1F14E>0050 0050 0056

1F14F>0057 0043

1F16A>004D 0043

1F16B>004D 0044

1F16C>004D 0052

1F190>0044 004A

1F200>307B 304B

1F201>30B3 30B3

1F202>30B5

1F210>624B

1F211>5B57

1F212>53CC

1F213>30C7

1F214>4E8C

1F215>591A

1F216>89E3

1F217>5929

1F218>4EA4

1F219>6620
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1F21A>7121

1F21B>6599

1F21C>524D

1F21D>5F8C

1F21E>518D

1F21F>65B0

1F220>521D

1F221>7D42

1F222>751F

1F223>8CA9

1F224>58F0

1F225>5439

1F226>6F14

1F227>6295

1F228>6355

1F229>4E00

1F22A>4E09

1F22B>904A

1F22C>5DE6

1F22D>4E2D

1F22E>53F3

1F22F>6307

1F230>8D70

1F231>6253

1F232>7981

1F233>7A7A

1F234>5408

1F235>6E80

1F236>6709

1F237>6708

1F238>7533

1F239>5272

1F23A>55B6

1F23B>914D

1F240>3014

 672C 3015

1F241>3014 4E09 3015

1F242>3014 4E8C 3015

1F243>3014 5B89 3015

1F244>3014 70B9 3015

1F245>3014 6253 3015

1F246>3014 76D7 3015

1F247>3014 52DD 3015

1F248>3014 6557 3015

1F250>5F97

1F251>53EF

1FBF0>0030

1FBF1>0031
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1FBF2>0032

1FBF3>0033

1FBF4>0034

1FBF5>0035

1FBF6>0036

1FBF7>0037

1FBF8>0038

1FBF9>0039

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/unidata/norm2/nfkc.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0047B.RPMAP100 and 047B44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1147_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1147_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \xB1 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0
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<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x44 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x90 |0

<U005C> \x48 |0

<U005D> \xB5 |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \xA0 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0
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<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x51 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x54 |0

<U007E> \xBD |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0
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<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x7B |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \x5A |0

<U00A8> \xA1 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x4A |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \x79 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0
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<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x7C |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xE0 |0

<U00E8> \xD0 |0

<U00E9> \xC0 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \x6A |0
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<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \xB1 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x44 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1
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<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x90 |1

<UFF3C> \x48 |1

<UFF3D> \xB5 |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \xA0 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1
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<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x51 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x54 |1

<UFF5E> \xBD |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1147_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1997-2000, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created on Fri Nov 10 13:07:47 2000

#

# File created by dtcocm version 3.00

# from source files 44B00474.RPMAP100 and 047444B0.TPMAP100

#

# Table Version : 1.01

#

<code_set_name>               "ebcdic-xml-us"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

#

# This file is a modified version of ibm-1140.ucm that maps both the EBCDIC LF

# and NL codes to U+000A LF. U+000A<->cp+25 is the

 roundtrip. The fallbacks are

# cp+15->U+000A and U+0085->cp+15.

# This allows to use a file with either LF/NL definition (CDRA vs. S/390 USS)

# to be converted to Unicode and be valid XML. (U+0085 is not valid in XML.)

#

CHARMAP

#

#
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#ISO 10646      IBM-1140 with Newline fixes

#_________      _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x15 |3

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A>

 \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0
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<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0
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<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069>

 \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |1

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0
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<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8>

 \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0
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<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7>

 \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0
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<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC> \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1
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<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24>

 \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1
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<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ebcdic-xml-us.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3491.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 --C12 -

-C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

@normalize;;
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@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED
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0971..0980; ;

 UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E;
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 ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED
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0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED
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13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073;

 ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED
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244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED
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FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED
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1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP
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FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3491.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 --C12 -

-C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.2 from RFC 3454

 

0041; 0061; MAP

0042; 0062; MAP

0043; 0063; MAP

0044; 0064; MAP

0045; 0065; MAP

0046; 0066; MAP

0047; 0067; MAP

0048; 0068; MAP

0049; 0069; MAP

004A; 006A; MAP

004B;

 006B; MAP

004C; 006C; MAP

004D; 006D; MAP

004E; 006E; MAP

004F; 006F; MAP

0050; 0070; MAP

0051; 0071; MAP

0052; 0072; MAP

0053; 0073; MAP

0054; 0074; MAP

0055; 0075; MAP

0056; 0076; MAP

0057; 0077; MAP

0058; 0078; MAP

0059; 0079; MAP

005A; 007A; MAP
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00B5; 03BC; MAP

00C0; 00E0; MAP

00C1; 00E1; MAP

00C2; 00E2; MAP

00C3; 00E3; MAP

00C4; 00E4; MAP

00C5; 00E5; MAP

00C6; 00E6; MAP

00C7; 00E7; MAP

00C8; 00E8; MAP

00C9; 00E9; MAP

00CA; 00EA; MAP

00CB; 00EB; MAP

00CC; 00EC; MAP

00CD; 00ED; MAP

00CE; 00EE; MAP

00CF; 00EF; MAP

00D0; 00F0; MAP

00D1; 00F1; MAP

00D2; 00F2; MAP

00D3; 00F3; MAP

00D4; 00F4; MAP

00D5; 00F5; MAP

00D6; 00F6; MAP

00D8; 00F8; MAP

00D9; 00F9; MAP

00DA; 00FA; MAP

00DB; 00FB; MAP

00DC; 00FC; MAP

00DD; 00FD; MAP

00DE; 00FE; MAP

00DF; 0073 0073; MAP

0100; 0101; MAP

0102; 0103; MAP

0104; 0105; MAP

0106; 0107; MAP

0108; 0109; MAP

010A; 010B; MAP

010C; 010D; MAP

010E; 010F; MAP

0110; 0111; MAP

0112; 0113; MAP

0114; 0115; MAP

0116; 0117; MAP

0118; 0119; MAP

011A; 011B; MAP

011C; 011D;
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 MAP

011E; 011F; MAP

0120; 0121; MAP
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24C0; 24DA; MAP

24C1; 24DB; MAP

24C2; 24DC; MAP

24C3; 24DD; MAP

24C4; 24DE; MAP

24C5; 24DF; MAP

24C6;

 24E0; MAP

24C7; 24E1; MAP

24C8; 24E2; MAP

24C9; 24E3; MAP

24CA; 24E4; MAP

24CB; 24E5; MAP

24CC; 24E6; MAP

24CD; 24E7; MAP

24CE; 24E8; MAP

24CF; 24E9; MAP

3371; 0068 0070 0061; MAP

3373; 0061 0075; MAP

3375; 006F 0076; MAP

3380; 0070 0061; MAP

3381; 006E 0061; MAP

3382; 03BC 0061; MAP

3383; 006D 0061; MAP

3384; 006B 0061; MAP

3385; 006B 0062; MAP

3386; 006D 0062; MAP

3387; 0067 0062; MAP

338A; 0070 0066; MAP

338B; 006E 0066; MAP

338C; 03BC 0066; MAP

3390; 0068 007A; MAP

3391; 006B 0068 007A; MAP

3392; 006D 0068 007A; MAP

3393; 0067 0068 007A; MAP

3394; 0074 0068 007A; MAP

33A9; 0070 0061; MAP

33AA; 006B 0070 0061; MAP

33AB; 006D 0070 0061; MAP

33AC; 0067 0070 0061; MAP

33B4; 0070 0076; MAP

33B5; 006E 0076; MAP

33B6; 03BC 0076; MAP

33B7; 006D 0076; MAP

33B8; 006B 0076; MAP

33B9; 006D 0076; MAP

33BA; 0070 0077; MAP

33BB; 006E 0077; MAP
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33BC; 03BC 0077; MAP

33BD; 006D 0077; MAP

33BE; 006B 0077; MAP

33BF; 006D 0077; MAP

33C0; 006B 03C9; MAP

33C1; 006D 03C9; MAP

33C3; 0062 0071; MAP

33C6;

 0063 2215 006B 0067; MAP

33C7; 0063 006F 002E; MAP

33C8; 0064 0062; MAP

33C9; 0067 0079; MAP

33CB; 0068 0070; MAP

33CD; 006B 006B; MAP

33CE; 006B 006D; MAP

33D7; 0070 0068; MAP

33D9; 0070 0070 006D; MAP

33DA; 0070 0072; MAP

33DC; 0073 0076; MAP

33DD; 0077 0062; MAP

FB00; 0066 0066; MAP

FB01; 0066 0069; MAP

FB02; 0066 006C; MAP

FB03; 0066 0066 0069; MAP

FB04; 0066 0066 006C; MAP

FB05; 0073 0074; MAP

FB06; 0073 0074; MAP

FB13; 0574 0576; MAP

FB14; 0574 0565; MAP

FB15; 0574 056B; MAP

FB16; 057E 0576; MAP

FB17; 0574 056D; MAP

FF21; FF41; MAP

FF22; FF42; MAP

FF23; FF43; MAP

FF24; FF44; MAP

FF25; FF45; MAP

FF26; FF46; MAP

FF27; FF47; MAP

FF28; FF48; MAP

FF29; FF49; MAP

FF2A; FF4A; MAP

FF2B; FF4B; MAP

FF2C; FF4C; MAP

FF2D; FF4D; MAP

FF2E; FF4E; MAP

FF2F; FF4F; MAP

FF30; FF50; MAP
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FF31; FF51; MAP

FF32; FF52; MAP

FF33; FF53; MAP

FF34; FF54; MAP

FF35; FF55; MAP

FF36; FF56; MAP

FF37; FF57; MAP

FF38; FF58; MAP

FF39; FF59; MAP

FF3A; FF5A; MAP

10400; 10428; MAP

10401; 10429; MAP

10402; 1042A; MAP

10403;

 1042B; MAP

10404; 1042C; MAP

10405; 1042D; MAP

10406; 1042E; MAP

10407; 1042F; MAP

10408; 10430; MAP

10409; 10431; MAP

1040A; 10432; MAP

1040B; 10433; MAP

1040C; 10434; MAP

1040D; 10435; MAP

1040E; 10436; MAP

1040F; 10437; MAP

10410; 10438; MAP

10411; 10439; MAP

10412; 1043A; MAP

10413; 1043B; MAP

10414; 1043C; MAP

10415; 1043D; MAP

10416; 1043E; MAP

10417; 1043F; MAP

10418; 10440; MAP

10419; 10441; MAP

1041A; 10442; MAP

1041B; 10443; MAP

1041C; 10444; MAP

1041D; 10445; MAP

1041E; 10446; MAP

1041F; 10447; MAP

10420; 10448; MAP

10421; 10449; MAP

10422; 1044A; MAP

10423; 1044B; MAP

10424; 1044C; MAP
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10425; 1044D; MAP

1D400; 0061; MAP

1D401; 0062; MAP

1D402; 0063; MAP

1D403; 0064; MAP

1D404; 0065; MAP

1D405; 0066; MAP

1D406; 0067; MAP

1D407; 0068; MAP

1D408; 0069; MAP

1D409; 006A; MAP

1D40A; 006B; MAP

1D40B; 006C; MAP

1D40C; 006D; MAP

1D40D; 006E; MAP

1D40E; 006F; MAP

1D40F; 0070; MAP

1D410; 0071; MAP

1D411; 0072; MAP

1D412; 0073; MAP

1D413; 0074; MAP

1D414; 0075; MAP

1D415; 0076; MAP

1D416;

 0077; MAP

1D417; 0078; MAP

1D418; 0079; MAP

1D419; 007A; MAP

1D434; 0061; MAP

1D435; 0062; MAP

1D436; 0063; MAP

1D437; 0064; MAP

1D438; 0065; MAP

1D439; 0066; MAP

1D43A; 0067; MAP

1D43B; 0068; MAP

1D43C; 0069; MAP

1D43D; 006A; MAP

1D43E; 006B; MAP

1D43F; 006C; MAP

1D440; 006D; MAP

1D441; 006E; MAP

1D442; 006F; MAP

1D443; 0070; MAP

1D444; 0071; MAP

1D445; 0072; MAP

1D446; 0073; MAP

1D447; 0074; MAP
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1D448; 0075; MAP

1D449; 0076; MAP

1D44A; 0077; MAP

1D44B; 0078; MAP

1D44C; 0079; MAP

1D44D; 007A; MAP

1D468; 0061; MAP

1D469; 0062; MAP

1D46A; 0063; MAP

1D46B; 0064; MAP

1D46C; 0065; MAP

1D46D; 0066; MAP

1D46E; 0067; MAP

1D46F; 0068; MAP

1D470; 0069; MAP

1D471; 006A; MAP

1D472; 006B; MAP

1D473; 006C; MAP

1D474; 006D; MAP

1D475; 006E; MAP

1D476; 006F; MAP

1D477; 0070; MAP

1D478; 0071; MAP

1D479; 0072; MAP

1D47A; 0073; MAP

1D47B; 0074; MAP

1D47C; 0075; MAP

1D47D; 0076; MAP

1D47E; 0077; MAP

1D47F; 0078; MAP

1D480; 0079; MAP

1D481; 007A; MAP

1D49C; 0061; MAP

1D49E; 0063; MAP

1D49F; 0064;

 MAP

1D4A2; 0067; MAP

1D4A5; 006A; MAP

1D4A6; 006B; MAP

1D4A9; 006E; MAP

1D4AA; 006F; MAP

1D4AB; 0070; MAP

1D4AC; 0071; MAP

1D4AE; 0073; MAP

1D4AF; 0074; MAP

1D4B0; 0075; MAP

1D4B1; 0076; MAP

1D4B2; 0077; MAP
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1D4B3; 0078; MAP

1D4B4; 0079; MAP

1D4B5; 007A; MAP

1D4D0; 0061; MAP

1D4D1; 0062; MAP

1D4D2; 0063; MAP

1D4D3; 0064; MAP

1D4D4; 0065; MAP

1D4D5; 0066; MAP

1D4D6; 0067; MAP

1D4D7; 0068; MAP

1D4D8; 0069; MAP

1D4D9; 006A; MAP

1D4DA; 006B; MAP

1D4DB; 006C; MAP

1D4DC; 006D; MAP

1D4DD; 006E; MAP

1D4DE; 006F; MAP

1D4DF; 0070; MAP

1D4E0; 0071; MAP

1D4E1; 0072; MAP

1D4E2; 0073; MAP

1D4E3; 0074; MAP

1D4E4; 0075; MAP

1D4E5; 0076; MAP

1D4E6; 0077; MAP

1D4E7; 0078; MAP

1D4E8; 0079; MAP

1D4E9; 007A; MAP

1D504; 0061; MAP

1D505; 0062; MAP

1D507; 0064; MAP

1D508; 0065; MAP

1D509; 0066; MAP

1D50A; 0067; MAP

1D50D; 006A; MAP

1D50E; 006B; MAP

1D50F; 006C; MAP

1D510; 006D; MAP

1D511; 006E; MAP

1D512; 006F; MAP

1D513; 0070; MAP

1D514; 0071; MAP

1D516; 0073; MAP

1D517; 0074; MAP

1D518; 0075; MAP

1D519; 0076;
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 MAP

1D51A; 0077; MAP

1D51B; 0078; MAP

1D51C; 0079; MAP

1D538; 0061; MAP

1D539; 0062; MAP

1D53B; 0064; MAP

1D53C; 0065; MAP

1D53D; 0066; MAP

1D53E; 0067; MAP

1D540; 0069; MAP

1D541; 006A; MAP

1D542; 006B; MAP

1D543; 006C; MAP

1D544; 006D; MAP

1D546; 006F; MAP

1D54A; 0073; MAP

1D54B; 0074; MAP

1D54C; 0075; MAP

1D54D; 0076; MAP

1D54E; 0077; MAP

1D54F; 0078; MAP

1D550; 0079; MAP

1D56C; 0061; MAP

1D56D; 0062; MAP

1D56E; 0063; MAP

1D56F; 0064; MAP

1D570; 0065; MAP

1D571; 0066; MAP

1D572; 0067; MAP

1D573; 0068; MAP

1D574; 0069; MAP

1D575; 006A; MAP

1D576; 006B; MAP

1D577; 006C; MAP

1D578; 006D; MAP

1D579; 006E; MAP

1D57A; 006F; MAP

1D57B; 0070; MAP

1D57C; 0071; MAP

1D57D; 0072; MAP

1D57E; 0073; MAP

1D57F; 0074; MAP

1D580; 0075; MAP

1D581; 0076; MAP

1D582; 0077; MAP

1D583; 0078; MAP

1D584; 0079; MAP
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1D585; 007A; MAP

1D5A0; 0061; MAP

1D5A1; 0062; MAP

1D5A2; 0063; MAP

1D5A3; 0064; MAP

1D5A4; 0065; MAP

1D5A5; 0066; MAP

1D5A6; 0067; MAP

1D5A7; 0068; MAP

1D5A8; 0069; MAP

1D5A9; 006A; MAP

1D5AA;

 006B; MAP

1D5AB; 006C; MAP

1D5AC; 006D; MAP

1D5AD; 006E; MAP

1D5AE; 006F; MAP

1D5AF; 0070; MAP

1D5B0; 0071; MAP

1D5B1; 0072; MAP

1D5B2; 0073; MAP

1D5B3; 0074; MAP

1D5B4; 0075; MAP

1D5B5; 0076; MAP

1D5B6; 0077; MAP

1D5B7; 0078; MAP

1D5B8; 0079; MAP

1D5B9; 007A; MAP

1D5D4; 0061; MAP

1D5D5; 0062; MAP

1D5D6; 0063; MAP

1D5D7; 0064; MAP

1D5D8; 0065; MAP

1D5D9; 0066; MAP

1D5DA; 0067; MAP

1D5DB; 0068; MAP

1D5DC; 0069; MAP

1D5DD; 006A; MAP

1D5DE; 006B; MAP

1D5DF; 006C; MAP

1D5E0; 006D; MAP

1D5E1; 006E; MAP

1D5E2; 006F; MAP

1D5E3; 0070; MAP

1D5E4; 0071; MAP

1D5E5; 0072; MAP

1D5E6; 0073; MAP

1D5E7; 0074; MAP
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1D5E8; 0075; MAP

1D5E9; 0076; MAP

1D5EA; 0077; MAP

1D5EB; 0078; MAP

1D5EC; 0079; MAP

1D5ED; 007A; MAP

1D608; 0061; MAP

1D609; 0062; MAP

1D60A; 0063; MAP

1D60B; 0064; MAP

1D60C; 0065; MAP

1D60D; 0066; MAP

1D60E; 0067; MAP

1D60F; 0068; MAP

1D610; 0069; MAP

1D611; 006A; MAP

1D612; 006B; MAP

1D613; 006C; MAP

1D614; 006D; MAP

1D615; 006E; MAP

1D616; 006F; MAP

1D617; 0070; MAP

1D618; 0071; MAP

1D619;

 0072; MAP

1D61A; 0073; MAP

1D61B; 0074; MAP

1D61C; 0075; MAP

1D61D; 0076; MAP

1D61E; 0077; MAP

1D61F; 0078; MAP

1D620; 0079; MAP

1D621; 007A; MAP

1D63C; 0061; MAP

1D63D; 0062; MAP

1D63E; 0063; MAP

1D63F; 0064; MAP

1D640; 0065; MAP

1D641; 0066; MAP

1D642; 0067; MAP

1D643; 0068; MAP

1D644; 0069; MAP

1D645; 006A; MAP

1D646; 006B; MAP

1D647; 006C; MAP

1D648; 006D; MAP

1D649; 006E; MAP

1D64A; 006F; MAP
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1D64B; 0070; MAP

1D64C; 0071; MAP

1D64D; 0072; MAP

1D64E; 0073; MAP

1D64F; 0074; MAP

1D650; 0075; MAP

1D651; 0076; MAP

1D652; 0077; MAP

1D653; 0078; MAP

1D654; 0079; MAP

1D655; 007A; MAP

1D670; 0061; MAP

1D671; 0062; MAP

1D672; 0063; MAP

1D673; 0064; MAP

1D674; 0065; MAP

1D675; 0066; MAP

1D676; 0067; MAP

1D677; 0068; MAP

1D678; 0069; MAP

1D679; 006A; MAP

1D67A; 006B; MAP

1D67B; 006C; MAP

1D67C; 006D; MAP

1D67D; 006E; MAP

1D67E; 006F; MAP

1D67F; 0070; MAP

1D680; 0071; MAP

1D681; 0072; MAP

1D682; 0073; MAP

1D683; 0074; MAP

1D684; 0075; MAP

1D685; 0076; MAP

1D686; 0077; MAP

1D687; 0078; MAP

1D688;

 0079; MAP

1D689; 007A; MAP

1D6A8; 03B1; MAP

1D6A9; 03B2; MAP

1D6AA; 03B3; MAP

1D6AB; 03B4; MAP

1D6AC; 03B5; MAP

1D6AD; 03B6; MAP

1D6AE; 03B7; MAP

1D6AF; 03B8; MAP

1D6B0; 03B9; MAP

1D6B1; 03BA; MAP
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1D6B2; 03BB; MAP

1D6B3; 03BC; MAP

1D6B4; 03BD; MAP

1D6B5; 03BE; MAP

1D6B6; 03BF; MAP

1D6B7; 03C0; MAP

1D6B8; 03C1; MAP

1D6B9; 03B8; MAP

1D6BA; 03C3; MAP

1D6BB; 03C4; MAP

1D6BC; 03C5; MAP

1D6BD; 03C6; MAP

1D6BE; 03C7; MAP

1D6BF; 03C8; MAP

1D6C0; 03C9; MAP

1D6D3; 03C3; MAP

1D6E2; 03B1; MAP

1D6E3; 03B2; MAP

1D6E4; 03B3; MAP

1D6E5; 03B4; MAP

1D6E6; 03B5; MAP

1D6E7; 03B6; MAP

1D6E8; 03B7; MAP

1D6E9; 03B8; MAP

1D6EA; 03B9; MAP

1D6EB; 03BA; MAP

1D6EC; 03BB; MAP

1D6ED; 03BC; MAP

1D6EE; 03BD; MAP

1D6EF; 03BE; MAP

1D6F0; 03BF; MAP

1D6F1; 03C0; MAP

1D6F2; 03C1; MAP

1D6F3; 03B8; MAP

1D6F4; 03C3; MAP

1D6F5; 03C4; MAP

1D6F6; 03C5; MAP

1D6F7; 03C6; MAP

1D6F8; 03C7; MAP

1D6F9; 03C8; MAP

1D6FA; 03C9; MAP

1D70D; 03C3; MAP

1D71C; 03B1; MAP

1D71D; 03B2; MAP

1D71E; 03B3; MAP

1D71F; 03B4; MAP

1D720; 03B5;
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 MAP

1D721; 03B6; MAP

1D722; 03B7; MAP

1D723; 03B8; MAP

1D724; 03B9; MAP

1D725; 03BA; MAP

1D726; 03BB; MAP

1D727; 03BC; MAP

1D728; 03BD; MAP

1D729; 03BE; MAP

1D72A; 03BF; MAP

1D72B; 03C0; MAP

1D72C; 03C1; MAP

1D72D; 03B8; MAP

1D72E; 03C3; MAP

1D72F; 03C4; MAP

1D730; 03C5; MAP

1D731; 03C6; MAP

1D732; 03C7; MAP

1D733; 03C8; MAP

1D734; 03C9; MAP

1D747; 03C3; MAP

1D756; 03B1; MAP

1D757; 03B2; MAP

1D758; 03B3; MAP

1D759; 03B4; MAP

1D75A; 03B5; MAP

1D75B; 03B6; MAP

1D75C; 03B7; MAP

1D75D; 03B8; MAP

1D75E; 03B9; MAP

1D75F; 03BA; MAP

1D760; 03BB; MAP

1D761; 03BC; MAP

1D762; 03BD; MAP

1D763; 03BE; MAP

1D764; 03BF; MAP

1D765; 03C0; MAP

1D766; 03C1; MAP

1D767; 03B8; MAP

1D768; 03C3; MAP

1D769; 03C4; MAP

1D76A; 03C5; MAP

1D76B; 03C6; MAP

1D76C; 03C7; MAP

1D76D; 03C8; MAP

1D76E; 03C9; MAP

1D781; 03C3; MAP
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1D790; 03B1; MAP

1D791; 03B2; MAP

1D792; 03B3; MAP

1D793; 03B4; MAP

1D794; 03B5; MAP

1D795; 03B6; MAP

1D796; 03B7; MAP

1D797; 03B8; MAP

1D798; 03B9; MAP

1D799; 03BA; MAP

1D79A; 03BB; MAP

1D79B; 03BC;

 MAP

1D79C; 03BD; MAP

1D79D; 03BE; MAP

1D79E; 03BF; MAP

1D79F; 03C0; MAP

1D7A0; 03C1; MAP

1D7A1; 03B8; MAP

1D7A2; 03C3; MAP

1D7A3; 03C4; MAP

1D7A4; 03C5; MAP

1D7A5; 03C6; MAP

1D7A6; 03C7; MAP

1D7A7; 03C8; MAP

1D7A8; 03C9; MAP

1D7BB; 03C3; MAP

 

# Total code points 1371

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2

 

00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED

2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED

2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED

205F; ; PROHIBITED
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3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A;

 ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from 

     Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED
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206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3491.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00353.RPMAP100 and 035334B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-851_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-851_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0
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<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0
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<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0
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<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8>

 \xF9 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0
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<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U0386> \x86 |0

<U0388> \x8D |0

<U0389> \x8F |0

<U038A> \x90 |0

<U038C> \x92 |0

<U038E> \x95 |0

<U038F> \x98 |0

<U0390> \xA1 |0

<U0391> \xA4 |0

<U0392> \xA5 |0

<U0393> \xA6 |0

<U0394> \xA7 |0

<U0395> \xA8 |0

<U0396> \xA9 |0

<U0397> \xAA |0

<U0398> \xAC |0

<U0399> \xAD |0

<U039A> \xB5 |0

<U039B> \xB6 |0

<U039C> \xB7 |0

<U039D> \xB8 |0

<U039E> \xBD |0

<U039F> \xBE |0

<U03A0> \xC6 |0

<U03A1> \xC7 |0

<U03A3> \xCF |0

<U03A4> \xD0 |0

<U03A5> \xD1 |0

<U03A6> \xD2 |0

<U03A7> \xD3 |0

<U03A8> \xD4 |0

<U03A9> \xD5 |0

<U03AC> \x9B |0

<U03AD>

 \x9D |0

<U03AE> \x9E |0

<U03AF> \x9F |0

<U03B0> \xFC |0

<U03B1> \xD6 |0

<U03B2> \xD7 |0
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<U03B3> \xD8 |0

<U03B4> \xDD |0

<U03B5> \xDE |0

<U03B6> \xE0 |0

<U03B7> \xE1 |0

<U03B8> \xE2 |0

<U03B9> \xE3 |0

<U03BA> \xE4 |0

<U03BB> \xE5 |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03BD> \xE7 |0

<U03BE> \xE8 |0

<U03BF> \xE9 |0

<U03C0> \xEA |0

<U03C1> \xEB |0

<U03C2> \xED |0

<U03C3> \xEC |0

<U03C4> \xEE |0

<U03C5> \xF2 |0

<U03C6> \xF3 |0

<U03C7> \xF4 |0

<U03C8> \xF6 |0

<U03C9> \xFA |0

<U03CA> \xA0 |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xA2 |0

<U03CD> \xA3 |0

<U03CE> \xFD |0

<U03D5> \xF3 |1

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0
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<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560>

 \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1
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<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20>

 \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1
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<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8>

 \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1
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END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-851_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00365.RPMAP100 and 036534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-869_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-869_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0
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<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0
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<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0
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<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A6> \x8A |0

<U00A7>

 \xF5 |0

<U00A8> \xF9 |0

<U00A9> \x97 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \x89 |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \x99 |0

<U00B3> \x9A |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \x88 |1

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U0385> \xF7 |0

<U0386> \x86 |0

<U0387> \x88 |0

<U0388> \x8D |0

<U0389> \x8F |0

<U038A> \x90 |0

<U038C> \x92 |0

<U038E> \x95 |0

<U038F> \x98 |0

<U0390> \xA1 |0

<U0391> \xA4 |0

<U0392> \xA5 |0

<U0393> \xA6 |0

<U0394> \xA7 |0

<U0395> \xA8 |0
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<U0396> \xA9 |0

<U0397> \xAA |0

<U0398> \xAC |0

<U0399> \xAD |0

<U039A> \xB5 |0

<U039B> \xB6 |0

<U039C> \xB7 |0

<U039D> \xB8 |0

<U039E> \xBD |0

<U039F> \xBE |0

<U03A0> \xC6 |0

<U03A1> \xC7 |0

<U03A3> \xCF |0

<U03A4> \xD0 |0

<U03A5> \xD1 |0

<U03A6> \xD2 |0

<U03A7> \xD3 |0

<U03A8> \xD4 |0

<U03A9> \xD5 |0

<U03AA> \x91 |0

<U03AB> \x96 |0

<U03AC> \x9B |0

<U03AD> \x9D |0

<U03AE> \x9E |0

<U03AF> \x9F |0

<U03B0> \xFC |0

<U03B1> \xD6 |0

<U03B2> \xD7 |0

<U03B3> \xD8 |0

<U03B4> \xDD |0

<U03B5> \xDE |0

<U03B6> \xE0 |0

<U03B7>

 \xE1 |0

<U03B8> \xE2 |0

<U03B9> \xE3 |0

<U03BA> \xE4 |0

<U03BB> \xE5 |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03BD> \xE7 |0

<U03BE> \xE8 |0

<U03BF> \xE9 |0

<U03C0> \xEA |0

<U03C1> \xEB |0

<U03C2> \xED |0

<U03C3> \xEC |0

<U03C4> \xEE |0

<U03C5> \xF2 |0
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<U03C6> \xF3 |0

<U03C7> \xF4 |0

<U03C8> \xF6 |0

<U03C9> \xFA |0

<U03CA> \xA0 |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xA2 |0

<U03CD> \xA3 |0

<U03CE> \xFD |0

<U03D5> \xF3 |1

<U2015> \x8E |0

<U2018> \x8B |0

<U2019> \x8C |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0
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<U2588>

 \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1
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<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27>

 \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1
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<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END

 CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-869_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java
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#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-s2

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U02BC> \xA2 |1

<U02BD> \xA1 |1

<U0384> \xB4 |0

<U0385> \xB5 |0

<U0386> \xB6 |0

<U0387> \xBF |1

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038B> \xBF |1

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038D> \xBF |1

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394>

 \xC4 |0

<U0395> \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0

<U0397> \xC7 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0

<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A2> \xBF |1

<U03A3> \xD3 |0

<U03A4> \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0
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<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0

<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0

<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0

<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0

<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U2015> \xAF |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

s2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html
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# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00464.RPMAP100 and 046434B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1124_P100-1996"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1124_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0
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<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0
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<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0
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<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A7> \xFD |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U0401> \xA1 |0

<U0402> \xA2 |0

<U0404> \xA4 |0

<U0405> \xA5 |0

<U0406> \xA6 |0

<U0407> \xA7 |0
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<U0408> \xA8 |0

<U0409> \xA9 |0

<U040A> \xAA |0

<U040B> \xAB |0

<U040C> \xAC |0

<U040E> \xAE |0

<U040F> \xAF |0

<U0410> \xB0 |0

<U0411> \xB1 |0

<U0412> \xB2 |0

<U0413> \xB3 |0

<U0414> \xB4 |0

<U0415> \xB5 |0

<U0416> \xB6 |0

<U0417> \xB7 |0

<U0418> \xB8 |0

<U0419> \xB9 |0

<U041A> \xBA |0

<U041B> \xBB |0

<U041C> \xBC |0

<U041D> \xBD |0

<U041E> \xBE |0

<U041F> \xBF |0

<U0420> \xC0 |0

<U0421>

 \xC1 |0

<U0422> \xC2 |0

<U0423> \xC3 |0

<U0424> \xC4 |0

<U0425> \xC5 |0

<U0426> \xC6 |0

<U0427> \xC7 |0

<U0428> \xC8 |0

<U0429> \xC9 |0

<U042A> \xCA |0

<U042B> \xCB |0

<U042C> \xCC |0

<U042D> \xCD |0

<U042E> \xCE |0

<U042F> \xCF |0

<U0430> \xD0 |0

<U0431> \xD1 |0

<U0432> \xD2 |0

<U0433> \xD3 |0

<U0434> \xD4 |0

<U0435> \xD5 |0

<U0436> \xD6 |0

<U0437> \xD7 |0
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<U0438> \xD8 |0

<U0439> \xD9 |0

<U043A> \xDA |0

<U043B> \xDB |0

<U043C> \xDC |0

<U043D> \xDD |0

<U043E> \xDE |0

<U043F> \xDF |0

<U0440> \xE0 |0

<U0441> \xE1 |0

<U0442> \xE2 |0

<U0443> \xE3 |0

<U0444> \xE4 |0

<U0445> \xE5 |0

<U0446> \xE6 |0

<U0447> \xE7 |0

<U0448> \xE8 |0

<U0449> \xE9 |0

<U044A> \xEA |0

<U044B> \xEB |0

<U044C> \xEC |0

<U044D> \xED |0

<U044E> \xEE |0

<U044F> \xEF |0

<U0451> \xF1 |0

<U0452> \xF2 |0

<U0454> \xF4 |0

<U0455> \xF5 |0

<U0456> \xF6 |0

<U0457> \xF7 |0

<U0458> \xF8 |0

<U0459> \xF9 |0

<U045A> \xFA |0

<U045B> \xFB |0

<U045C> \xFC |0

<U045E> \xFE |0

<U045F> \xFF |0

<U0490> \xA3 |0

<U0491> \xF3 |0

<U2116> \xF0 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1
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<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1
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<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1124_P100-

1996.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.
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# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E8.RPMAP110 and 04E834B0.TPMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1256_P110-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1256_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0
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<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0
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<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0
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<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0098>

 \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0
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<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U060C> \xA1 |0

<U061B> \xBA |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |0

<U0622> \xC2 |0

<U0623> \xC3 |0

<U0624> \xC4 |0

<U0625> \xC5 |0

<U0626> \xC6 |0

<U0627> \xC7 |0

<U0628> \xC8 |0

<U0629> \xC9 |0

<U062A>

 \xCA |0

<U062B> \xCB |0

<U062C> \xCC |0

<U062D> \xCD |0

<U062E> \xCE |0

<U062F> \xCF |0

<U0630> \xD0 |0

<U0631> \xD1 |0

<U0632> \xD2 |0

<U0633> \xD3 |0

<U0634> \xD4 |0

<U0635> \xD5 |0

<U0636> \xD6 |0

<U0637> \xD8 |0

<U0638> \xD9 |0

<U0639> \xDA |0

<U063A> \xDB |0

<U0640> \xDC |0

<U0641> \xDD |0

<U0642> \xDE |0

<U0643> \xDF |0

<U0644> \xE1 |0
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<U0645> \xE3 |0

<U0646> \xE4 |0

<U0647> \xE5 |0

<U0648> \xE6 |0

<U0649> \xEC |0

<U064A> \xED |0

<U064B> \xF0 |0

<U064C> \xF1 |0

<U064D> \xF2 |0

<U064E> \xF3 |0

<U064F> \xF5 |0

<U0650> \xF6 |0

<U0651> \xF8 |0

<U0652> \xFA |0

<U0660> \x30 |1

<U0661> \x31 |1

<U0662> \x32 |1

<U0663> \x33 |1

<U0664> \x34 |1

<U0665> \x35 |1

<U0666> \x36 |1

<U0667> \x37 |1

<U0668> \x38 |1

<U0669> \x39 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U067E> \x81 |0

<U0686> \x8D |0

<U0698> \x8E |0

<U06AF> \x90 |0

<U06F0> \x30 |1

<U06F1> \x31 |1

<U06F2> \x32 |1

<U06F3> \x33 |1

<U06F4> \x34 |1

<U06F5> \x35 |1

<U06F6> \x36 |1

<U06F7> \x37 |1

<U06F8> \x38 |1

<U06F9> \x39 |1

<U200C> \x9D |0

<U200D>

 \x9E |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0
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<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFB56> \x81 |1

<UFB58> \x81 |1

<UFB7A> \x8D |1

<UFB7C> \x8D |1

<UFB8A> \x8E |1

<UFB92> \x90 |1

<UFB94> \x90 |1

<UFE70> \xF0 |1

<UFE71> \xF0 |1

<UFE72> \xF1 |1

<UFE74> \xF2 |1

<UFE76> \xF3 |1

<UFE77> \xF3 |1

<UFE78> \xF5 |1

<UFE79> \xF5 |1

<UFE7A> \xF6 |1

<UFE7B> \xF6 |1

<UFE7C> \xF8 |1

<UFE7D> \xF8 |1

<UFE7E> \xFA |1

<UFE7F> \xFA |1

<UFE80> \xC1 |1

<UFE81> \xC2 |1

<UFE82> \xC2 |1

<UFE83> \xC3 |1

<UFE84> \xC3 |1

<UFE85> \xC4 |1

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC5 |1

<UFE88> \xC5 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |1

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1

<UFE8D> \xC7 |1
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<UFE8E> \xC7 |1

<UFE8F> \xC8 |1

<UFE90> \xC8 |1

<UFE91> \xC8 |1

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |1

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xCA |1

<UFE96>

 \xCA |1

<UFE97> \xCA |1

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xCB |1

<UFE9A> \xCB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |1

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xCC |1

<UFE9E> \xCC |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |1

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xCD |1

<UFEA2> \xCD |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |1

<UFEA4> \xCD |1

<UFEA5> \xCE |1

<UFEA6> \xCE |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |1

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |1

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |1

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |1

<UFEAE> \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |1

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xD3 |1

<UFEB2> \xD3 |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |1

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xD4 |1

<UFEB6> \xD4 |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |1

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xD5 |1

<UFEBA> \xD5 |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |1

<UFEBC> \xD5 |1
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<UFEBD> \xD6 |1

<UFEBE> \xD6 |1

<UFEBF> \xD6 |1

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1> \xD8 |1

<UFEC2> \xD8 |1

<UFEC3> \xD8 |1

<UFEC4> \xD8 |1

<UFEC5> \xD9 |1

<UFEC6> \xD9 |1

<UFEC7> \xD9 |1

<UFEC8> \xD9 |1

<UFEC9> \xDA |1

<UFECA> \xDA |1

<UFECB> \xDA |1

<UFECC> \xDA |1

<UFECD> \xDB |1

<UFECE> \xDB |1

<UFECF> \xDB |1

<UFED0> \xDB |1

<UFED1> \xDD |1

<UFED2> \xDD |1

<UFED3> \xDD |1

<UFED4> \xDD |1

<UFED5>

 \xDE |1

<UFED6> \xDE |1

<UFED7> \xDE |1

<UFED8> \xDE |1

<UFED9> \xDF |1

<UFEDA> \xDF |1

<UFEDB> \xDF |1

<UFEDC> \xDF |1

<UFEDD> \xE1 |1

<UFEDE> \xE1 |1

<UFEDF> \xE1 |1

<UFEE0> \xE1 |1

<UFEE1> \xE3 |1

<UFEE2> \xE3 |1

<UFEE3> \xE3 |1

<UFEE4> \xE3 |1

<UFEE5> \xE4 |1

<UFEE6> \xE4 |1

<UFEE7> \xE4 |1

<UFEE8> \xE4 |1

<UFEE9> \xE5 |1

<UFEEA> \xE5 |1

<UFEEB> \xE5 |1
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<UFEEC> \xE5 |1

<UFEED> \xE6 |1

<UFEEE> \xE6 |1

<UFEEF> \xEC |1

<UFEF0> \xEC |1

<UFEF1> \xED |1

<UFEF2> \xED |1

<UFEF3> \xED |1

<UFEF4> \xED |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1
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<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1
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<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1256_P110-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0032D.RPMAP100 and 032D34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-813_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-813_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0
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<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0
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<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |1

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U0385> \xB5 |0

<U0386> \xB6 |0

<U0387> \xB7 |0

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394> \xC4 |0

<U0395> \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0

<U0397> \xC7

 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0
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<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xD3 |0

<U03A4> \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0

<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0

<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0

<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0

<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0
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<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U03D5> \xF6 |1

<U2015> \xAF |0

<U2018> \xA1 |0

<U2019> \xA2 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05>

 \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1
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<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63

 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1
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<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-813_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2010-2015 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

 

See comments on https://unicode-org.atlassian.net/browse/ICU-10750 - this file is needed to emit break iterator rules

properly.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/it.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/de.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/fr.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/es.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/ru.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Jan 14 2004)

# from source files 34B00307.RPMAP100 and 030734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-775_P100-1996"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"
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<icu:alias>                   "ibm-775_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0
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<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0
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<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \x96 |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A4>

 \x9F |0

<U00A6> \xA7 |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A9> \xA8 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0
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<U00AE> \xA9 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xFC |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00B9> \xFB |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xF3 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00D3> \xE0 |0

<U00D5> \xE5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F5> \xE4 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U0100> \xA0 |0

<U0101> \x83 |0

<U0104> \xB5 |0

<U0105> \xD0 |0

<U0106> \x80 |0

<U0107> \x87 |0

<U010C> \xB6 |0

<U010D> \xD1 |0

<U0112> \xED |0

<U0113> \x89 |0

<U0116> \xB8 |0

<U0117> \xD3 |0

<U0118> \xB7 |0

<U0119> \xD2 |0
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<U0122> \x95 |0

<U0123> \x85 |0

<U012A> \xA1 |0

<U012B> \x8C |0

<U012E> \xBD |0

<U012F> \xD4 |0

<U0136> \xE8 |0

<U0137>

 \xE9 |0

<U013B> \xEA |0

<U013C> \xEB |0

<U0141> \xAD |0

<U0142> \x88 |0

<U0143> \xE3 |0

<U0144> \xE7 |0

<U0145> \xEE |0

<U0146> \xEC |0

<U014C> \xE2 |0

<U014D> \x93 |0

<U0156> \x8A |0

<U0157> \x8B |0

<U015A> \x97 |0

<U015B> \x98 |0

<U0160> \xBE |0

<U0161> \xD5 |0

<U016A> \xC7 |0

<U016B> \xD7 |0

<U0172> \xC6 |0

<U0173> \xD6 |0

<U0179> \x8D |0

<U017A> \xA5 |0

<U017B> \xA3 |0

<U017C> \xA4 |0

<U017D> \xCF |0

<U017E> \xD8 |0

<U2019> \xEF |0

<U201C> \xF2 |0

<U201D> \xA6 |0

<U201E> \xF7 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1
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<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1
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<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21>

 \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1
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<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1
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<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9>

 \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-775_P100-1996.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 2002-2016, International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# file:  word_POSIX.txt

#

# ICU Word Break Rules, POSIX locale.

#      See Unicode Standard Annex #29.

#      These rules are based on UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

#

# Note:  Updates to word.txt will usually need to be merged into

#        word_POSIX.txt also.

 

##############################################################################

#

#  Character class definitions from TR 29

#

##############################################################################

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

 

#

#  Character Class Definitions.

#
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$Han                = [:Han:];

 

$CR                 = [\p{Word_Break = CR}];

$LF                 = [\p{Word_Break = LF}];

$Newline            =

 [\p{Word_Break = Newline}];

$Extend             = [\p{Word_Break = Extend}-$Han];

$ZWJ                = [\p{Word_Break = ZWJ}];

$Regional_Indicator = [\p{Word_Break = Regional_Indicator}];

$Format             = [\p{Word_Break = Format}];

$Katakana           = [\p{Word_Break = Katakana}];

$Hebrew_Letter      = [\p{Word_Break = Hebrew_Letter}];

$ALetter            = [\p{Word_Break = ALetter}];

$Single_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Single_Quote}];

$Double_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Double_Quote}];

$MidNumLet          = [\p{Word_Break = MidNumLet} - [.]];

$MidLetter          = [\p{Word_Break = MidLetter} - [\: \uFE55 \uFF1A]];

$MidNum             = [\p{Word_Break = MidNum} [.]];

$Numeric            = [\p{Word_Break = Numeric}];

$ExtendNumLet       = [\p{Word_Break = ExtendNumLet}];

$WSegSpace          = [\p{Word_Break = WSegSpace}];

$Extended_Pict      = [\p{Extended_Pictographic}];

 

$Hiragana           = [:Hiragana:];

$Ideographic        = [\p{Ideographic}];

 

 

#   Dictionary character

 set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context. Note that this set only works in Unicode

#   5.0 or later as the definition of Complex_Context was corrected to include all

#   characters requiring dictionary break.

 

$Control        = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Control}];

$HangulSyllable = [\uac00-\ud7a3];

$ComplexContext = [:LineBreak = Complex_Context:];

$KanaKanji      = [$Han $Hiragana $Katakana];

$dictionaryCJK  = [$KanaKanji $HangulSyllable];

$dictionary     = [$ComplexContext $dictionaryCJK];

 

# TODO: check if handling of katakana in dictionary makes rules incorrect/void

 

# leave CJK scripts out of ALetterPlus

$ALetterPlus  = [$ALetter-$dictionaryCJK [$ComplexContext-$Extend-$Control]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------
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# Rule 3 - CR x LF

#

$CR $LF;

 

# Rule 3c   Do not break within emoji zwj sequences.

#             ZWJ ×  \p{Extended_Pictographic}.  Precedes WB4, so no intervening Extend chars allowed.

#

$ZWJ

 $Extended_Pict;

 

# Rule 3d - Keep horizontal whitespace together.

#

$WSegSpace $WSegSpace;

 

# Rule 4 - ignore Format and Extend characters, except when they appear at the beginning

#          of a region of Text.

 

$ExFm  = [$Extend $Format $ZWJ];

 

^$ExFm+;            # This rule fires only when there are format or extend characters at the

                   # start of text, or immediately following another boundary. It groups them, in

                   # the event there are more than one.

 

[^$CR $LF $Newline $ExFm] $ExFm*;   # This rule rule attaches trailing format/extends to words,

                                   # with no special rule status value.

 

$Numeric $ExFm* {100};              # This group of rules also attach trailing format/extends, but

$ALetterPlus $ExFm* {200};          # with rule status set based on the word's final base character.

$HangulSyllable {200};

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* {200};

$Katakana $ExFm* {400};             # note:  these status values override

 those from rule 5

$Hiragana $ExFm* {400};             #        by virtue of being numerically larger.

$Ideographic $ExFm* {400};          #

 

#

# rule 5

#    Do not break between most letters.

#

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 6 and 7

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* ($MidLetter | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus |

$Hebrew_Letter) {200};

 

# rule 7a

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Single_Quote {200};
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# rule 7b and 7c

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Double_Quote $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter;

 

# rule 8

 

$Numeric $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 9

 

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 10

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 11 and 12

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($MidNum | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 13

# to be consistent with $KanaKanji $KanaKanhi, changed

# from 300 to 400.

# See also TestRuleStatus in intltest/rbbiapts.cpp

$Katakana $ExFm*  $Katakana {400};

 

# rule 13a/b

 

$ALetterPlus   $ExFm*

 $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

$Numeric       $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {100};    #  (13a)

$Katakana      $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {400};    #  (13a)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

 

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ALetterPlus  {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Numeric      {100};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Katakana     {400};    #  (13b)

 

# rules 15 - 17

#    Pairs of Regional Indicators stay together.

#    With incoming rule chaining disabled by ^, this rule will match exactly two of them.

#    No other rule begins with a Regional_Indicator, so chaining cannot extend the match.

#

^$Regional_Indicator $ExFm* $Regional_Indicator;

 

# special handling for CJK characters: chain for later dictionary segmentation

$HangulSyllable $HangulSyllable {200};
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$KanaKanji $KanaKanji {400}; # different rule status if both kana and kanji found

 

# Rule 999

#     Match

 a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/word_POSIX.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B001F4.RPMAP100 and 01F434B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-500_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-500_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0
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<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0
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<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0
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<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0
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<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0
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<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1
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<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1
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<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-500_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0035A.RPMAP100 and 035A44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-858_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-858_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0
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<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0
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<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \xBD |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A4> \xCF |0

<U00A5> \xBE |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8> \xF9 |0

<U00A9> \xB8 |0

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00AE> \xA9 |0

<U00AF> \xEE |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xFC |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00B9> \xFB |0
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<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xF3 |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C0> \xB7 |0

<U00C1> \xB5 |0

<U00C2> \xB6 |0

<U00C3> \xC7 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C8> \xD4 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CA> \xD2 |0

<U00CB> \xD3 |0

<U00CC> \xDE |0

<U00CD> \xD6 |0

<U00CE> \xD7 |0

<U00CF> \xD8 |0

<U00D0> \xD1 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D2> \xE3 |0

<U00D3> \xE0 |0

<U00D4> \xE2 |0

<U00D5> \xE5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00D9> \xEB |0

<U00DA> \xE9 |0

<U00DB> \xEA |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DD> \xED |0

<U00DE> \xE8 |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1>

 \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E3> \xC6 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0
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<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EC> \x8D |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F0> \xD0 |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F5> \xE4 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FD> \xEC |0

<U00FE> \xE7 |0

<U00FF> \x98 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U2017> \xF2 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xEE |1

<U20AC> \xD5 |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0
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<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560>

 \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1
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<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20>

 \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1
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<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8>

 \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-858_P100-1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: el_Upper.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013, Apple Inc. and others. All Rights Reserved.

# Remove \0301 following Greek, with possible intervening 0308 marks.

::NFD();

# For uppercasing (not titlecasing!) remove all greek accents from greek letters.

# This is done in two groups, to account for canonical ordering.

[:Greek:] [^[:ccc=Not_Reordered:][:ccc=Above:]]*? { [\u0313\u0314\u0301\u0300\u0306\u0342\u0308\u0304]  ;

[:Greek:] [^[:ccc=Not_Reordered:][:ccc=Iota_Subscript:]]*? { \u0345  ;

::NFC();

::Any-Upper();

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/el_Upper.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d4

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-f7:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP
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<U003F> \x3F |2

<U4E02> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U4E04> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U4E05> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U4E12> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U4E1F> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U4E23> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U4E2E> \xB0\xAB |0

<U4E2F> \xB0\xAC

 |0

<U4E35> \xB0\xAE |0

<U4E40> \xB0\xAF |0

<U4E41> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U4E44> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U4E51> \xB0\xB3 |0

<U4E5A> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U4E63> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U4E68> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U4E74> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U4E75> \xB0\xBA |0

<U4E79> \xB0\xBB |0

<U4E7F> \xB0\xBC |0

<U4E96> \xB0\xBE |0

<U4E97> \xB0\xBF |0

<U4E9D> \xB0\xC0 |0

<U4EAF> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U4EB9> \xB0\xC2 |0

<U4ED0> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U4EDA> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U4EDB> \xB0\xC6 |0

<U4EE0> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U4EE2> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U4EEF> \xB0\xCB |0

<U4EF1> \xB0\xCC |0

<U4EFE> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U4F00> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U4F02> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U4F03> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U4F08> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U4F0C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U4F12> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U4F15> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U4F16> \xB0\xDA |0

<U4F2E> \xB0\xDD |0

<U4F31> \xB0\xDE |0

<U4F33> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U4F35> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U4F37> \xB0\xE2 |0
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<U4F39> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U4F3B> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U4F3E> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U4F40> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U4F42> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U4F49> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U4F4B> \xB0\xEA |0

<U4F4C> \xB0\xEB |0

<U4F52> \xB0\xEC |0

<U4F54> \xB0\xED |0

<U4F56> \xB0\xEE |0

<U4F6A> \xB0\xF2

 |0

<U4F6E> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U4F71> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U4F77> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U4F78> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U4F79> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U4F7D> \xB0\xFA |0

<U4F82> \xB0\xFD |0

<U4F85> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U4F8C> \xB1\xA4 |0

<U4F8E> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U4F90> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U4F92> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U4F93> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U4F99> \xB1\xAB |0

<U4F9A> \xB1\xAC |0

<U4F9E> \xB1\xAD |0

<U4F9F> \xB1\xAE |0

<U4FB2> \xB1\xAF |0

<U4FB7> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U4FB9> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U4FBB> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U4FBC> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U4FBD> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U4FBE> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U4FC0> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U4FC1> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U4FC6> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U4FC8> \xB1\xBA |0

<U4FCB> \xB1\xBC |0

<U4FCC> \xB1\xBD |0

<U4FCD> \xB1\xBE |0

<U4FD2> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U4FE2> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U4FF0> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U4FF2> \xB1\xC5 |0
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<U4FFC> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U4FFD> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U4FFF> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U5000> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U5001> \xB1\xCA |0

<U5004> \xB1\xCB |0

<U5007> \xB1\xCC |0

<U500A> \xB1\xCD |0

<U500E> \xB1\xCF |0

<U5010> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U5013> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U5017> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U501B> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U501D> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U5022> \xB1\xD8

 |0

<U5030> \xB1\xDB |0

<U5032> \xB1\xDC |0

<U5033> \xB1\xDD |0

<U5035> \xB1\xDE |0

<U5040> \xB1\xDF |0

<U5041> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U5042> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U5045> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U5046> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U504A> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U5051> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U5052> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U5053> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U5057> \xB1\xEA |0

<U5059> \xB1\xEB |0

<U505F> \xB1\xEC |0

<U5060> \xB1\xED |0

<U5062> \xB1\xEE |0

<U5063> \xB1\xEF |0

<U5066> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U5067> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U506A> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U506D> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U5070> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U5071> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U5081> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U5083> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U5084> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U5086> \xB1\xFA |0

<U508A> \xB1\xFB |0

<U508E> \xB1\xFC |0

<U508F> \xB1\xFD |0
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<U5090> \xB1\xFE |0

<U5092> \xB2\xA1 |0

<U5093> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U5094> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U5096> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U509B> \xB2\xA5 |0

<U509C> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U509E> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U509F> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U50A0> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U50A1> \xB2\xAA |0

<U50A2> \xB2\xAB |0

<U50AA> \xB2\xAC |0

<U50AF> \xB2\xAD |0

<U50B0> \xB2\xAE |0

<U50B9> \xB2\xAF |0

<U50BD> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U50C0> \xB2\xB2

 |0

<U50C3> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U50C4> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U50C7> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U50CC> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U50CE> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U50D0> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U50D3> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U50D4> \xB2\xBA |0

<U50D8> \xB2\xBB |0

<U50DC> \xB2\xBC |0

<U50DD> \xB2\xBD |0

<U50DF> \xB2\xBE |0

<U50E2> \xB2\xBF |0

<U50E4> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U50E8> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U50E9> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U50EF> \xB2\xC4 |0

<U50F1> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U50F2> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U50F6> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U50FA> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U50FE> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U5103> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U5108> \xB2\xCC |0

<U510C> \xB2\xCE |0

<U510D> \xB2\xCF |0

<U510E> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U5110> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U5117> \xB2\xD3 |0
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<U5119> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U511B> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U511C> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U511D> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U511E> \xB2\xD8 |0

<U5123> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U5127> \xB2\xDA |0

<U5128> \xB2\xDB |0

<U512C> \xB2\xDC |0

<U512D> \xB2\xDD |0

<U512F> \xB2\xDE |0

<U5131> \xB2\xDF |0

<U5133> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U5134> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U5135> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U5138> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U5139> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U5142> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U514A> \xB2\xE6 |0

<U514F> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U5153> \xB2\xE8

 |0

<U5157> \xB2\xEA |0

<U5158> \xB2\xEB |0

<U515F> \xB2\xEC |0

<U5164> \xB2\xED |0

<U5166> \xB2\xEE |0

<U517E> \xB2\xEF |0

<U5183> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U5184> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U518B> \xB2\xF2 |0

<U518E> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U5198> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U519D> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U51A1> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U51A3> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U51AD> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U51B8> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U51BA> \xB2\xFA |0

<U51BE> \xB2\xFC |0

<U51BF> \xB2\xFD |0

<U51C2> \xB2\xFE |0

<U51C8> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U51D2> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U51D3> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U51D5> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U51D8> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U51E2> \xB3\xA9 |0
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<U51E5> \xB3\xAA |0

<U51EE> \xB3\xAB |0

<U51F2> \xB3\xAC |0

<U51F4> \xB3\xAE |0

<U51F7> \xB3\xAF |0

<U5205> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5213> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U5215> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U5222> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U5231> \xB3\xBA |0

<U5232> \xB3\xBB |0

<U5235> \xB3\xBC |0

<U523C> \xB3\xBD |0

<U5245> \xB3\xBE |0

<U5249> \xB3\xBF |0

<U5255> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U5257> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U5258> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U525A> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U525F> \xB3\xC5 |0

<U5260> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U5266> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U526E> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U5277> \xB3\xCA

 |0

<U5278> \xB3\xCB |0

<U5279> \xB3\xCC |0

<U5280> \xB3\xCD |0

<U5285> \xB3\xCF |0

<U528A> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U528C> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U5295> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U5296> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U5297> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U5298> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U529A> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U529C> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U52A5> \xB3\xDA |0

<U52A6> \xB3\xDB |0

<U52A7> \xB3\xDC |0

<U52AF> \xB3\xDD |0

<U52B0> \xB3\xDE |0

<U52B6> \xB3\xDF |0

<U52B7> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U52B8> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U52BA> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U52BB> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U52BD> \xB3\xE4 |0
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<U52C0> \xB3\xE5 |0

<U52C4> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U52C6> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U52C8> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U52CC> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U52CF> \xB3\xEA |0

<U52D1> \xB3\xEB |0

<U52D4> \xB3\xEC |0

<U52DC> \xB3\xEF |0

<U52E1> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U52E5> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U52E8> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U52E9> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U52EA> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U52EC> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U52F1> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U52F4> \xB3\xF8 |0

<U52F6> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U52F7> \xB3\xFA |0

<U5303> \xB3\xFC |0

<U530A> \xB3\xFD |0

<U530B> \xB3\xFE |0

<U530C> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U5311> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U5313> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U5318> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U531B> \xB4\xA5

 |0

<U531C> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U531E> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U531F> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5325> \xB4\xA9 |0

<U5327> \xB4\xAA |0

<U5328> \xB4\xAB |0

<U5329> \xB4\xAC |0

<U532B> \xB4\xAD |0

<U532C> \xB4\xAE |0

<U532D> \xB4\xAF |0

<U5330> \xB4\xB0 |0

<U5332> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5335> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U533C> \xB4\xB3 |0

<U533D> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5342> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U534B> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U534C> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U5359> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U535B> \xB4\xBA |0
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<U5365> \xB4\xBD |0

<U536C> \xB4\xBE |0

<U536D> \xB4\xBF |0

<U5372> \xB4\xC0 |0

<U5379> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U537E> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U5383> \xB4\xC3 |0

<U5387> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U5388> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U538E> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U5394> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U5399> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U53A1> \xB4\xCB |0

<U53A4> \xB4\xCC |0

<U53AA> \xB4\xCD |0

<U53AB> \xB4\xCE |0

<U53AF> \xB4\xCF |0

<U53B2> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U53B4> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U53B5> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U53B7> \xB4\xD3 |0

<U53B8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U53BA> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U53BD> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U53C0> \xB4\xD7 |0

<U53C5> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U53CF> \xB4\xD9 |0

<U53D2> \xB4\xDA |0

<U53D3> \xB4\xDB |0

<U53D5> \xB4\xDC

 |0

<U53DA> \xB4\xDD |0

<U53DD> \xB4\xDE |0

<U53DE> \xB4\xDF |0

<U53E7> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U5402> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U541A> \xB4\xE6 |0

<U542A> \xB4\xEA |0

<U5444> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U5447> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U544D> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U544F> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U545E> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5467> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U5469> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U546B> \xB4\xFA |0

<U546D> \xB4\xFB |0

<U546E> \xB4\xFC |0
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<U5474> \xB4\xFD |0

<U547F> \xB4\xFE |0

<U5481> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U5483> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U5485> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U5488> \xB5\xA4 |0

<U5489> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U548D> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U5491> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U549C> \xB5\xAA |0

<U549F> \xB5\xAB |0

<U54A1> \xB5\xAC |0

<U54AE> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U54B7> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U54B9> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U54BA> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U54CA> \xB5\xBA |0

<U54E0> \xB5\xBD |0

<U54EC> \xB5\xBF |0

<U54EF> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U54F6> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U54FE> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U5500> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U5505> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U5508> \xB5\xC8 |0

<U550C> \xB5\xCA |0

<U550D> \xB5\xCB |0

<U5515> \xB5\xCD |0

<U552B> \xB5\xCF |0

<U5532> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U5536> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U553B> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U553D> \xB5\xD5

 |0

<U5547> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U554D> \xB5\xDA |0

<U5551> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5558> \xB5\xDD |0

<U555A> \xB5\xDE |0

<U555B> \xB5\xDF |0

<U5560> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U557F> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U558E> \xB5\xEA |0

<U5592> \xB5\xED |0

<U5593> \xB5\xEE |0

<U5597> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U55A3> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U55A4> \xB5\xF2 |0
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<U55AD> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U55B2> \xB5\xF4 |0

<U55BF> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U55C1> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U55C3> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U55C6> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U55CB> \xB5\xFA |0

<U55CE> \xB5\xFC |0

<U55D7> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U55D8> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U55DB> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U55DE> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U55E2> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U55E9> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U55F6> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U55FF> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U5605> \xB6\xAA |0

<U560A> \xB6\xAC |0

<U560D> \xB6\xAD |0

<U5610> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U5611> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U5612> \xB6\xB2 |0

<U5619> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U5630> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U5633> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U5635> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U5637> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U563C> \xB6\xBB |0

<U563D> \xB6\xBC |0

<U5640> \xB6\xBE |0

<U5641> \xB6\xBF |0

<U5643> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U5644> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U5646> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U5649> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U564B> \xB6\xC4

 |0

<U564F> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U565E> \xB6\xC8 |0

<U5660> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U5661> \xB6\xCA |0

<U5663> \xB6\xCC |0

<U5666> \xB6\xCD |0

<U566D> \xB6\xCF |0

<U566F> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U5672> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5675> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U5684> \xB6\xD4 |0
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<U5688> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U568B> \xB6\xD7 |0

<U568C> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U5695> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U5699> \xB6\xDA |0

<U569A> \xB6\xDB |0

<U569D> \xB6\xDC |0

<U569E> \xB6\xDD |0

<U569F> \xB6\xDE |0

<U56A6> \xB6\xDF |0

<U56A7> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U56A8> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U56A9> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U56AB> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U56AD> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U56B1> \xB6\xE6 |0

<U56B3> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U56BE> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U56C5> \xB6\xEA |0

<U56C9> \xB6\xEB |0

<U56CB> \xB6\xED |0

<U56CC> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U56CF> \xB6\xEE |0

<U56D0> \xB6\xEF |0

<U56D9> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U56DC> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U56E5> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U56E6> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U56E7> \xB6\xFA |0

<U56E8> \xB6\xFB |0

<U56F6> \xB7\xA1 |0

<U56F7> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U5701> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U5702> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U5707> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U570C> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U5711> \xB7\xA8 |0

<U5715> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U571A> \xB7\xAA

 |0

<U571B> \xB7\xAB |0

<U571D> \xB7\xAC |0

<U5720> \xB7\xAD |0

<U5722> \xB7\xAE |0

<U5724> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U5725> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U5734> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U573D> \xB7\xB9 |0
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<U573F> \xB7\xBB |0

<U5745> \xB7\xBC |0

<U5746> \xB7\xBD |0

<U5752> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U5762> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U5765> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U5767> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U5771> \xB7\xCA |0

<U5774> \xB7\xCC |0

<U5779> \xB7\xCF |0

<U577A> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U577E> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U5781> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U5794> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U5795> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U5797> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U5799> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U579A> \xB7\xDA |0

<U579C> \xB7\xDB |0

<U579D> \xB7\xDC |0

<U579E> \xB7\xDD |0

<U579F> \xB7\xDE |0

<U57A8> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U57AC> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U57BD> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U57CC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U57DE> \xB7\xED |0

<U57E1> \xB7\xFE |0

<U57E6> \xB7\xEF |0

<U57E7> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U57E9> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U57F5> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U57F6> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U57FE> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U57FF> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5803> \xB7\xFA |0

<U5804> \xB7\xFB |0

<U580C> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U581B> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U581F> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U5826> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U582D> \xB8\xA9

 |0

<U5832> \xB8\xAA |0

<U5839> \xB8\xAB |0

<U583F> \xB8\xAC |0

<U5849> \xB8\xAD |0

<U5850> \xB8\xB1 |0
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<U5855> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U585F> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U5867> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U5868> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U5878> \xB8\xB8 |0

<U587F> \xB8\xBA |0

<U5887> \xB8\xBD |0

<U5888> \xB8\xBE |0

<U588A> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U588C> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U588D> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U588F> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U5890> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U5894> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U5896> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U589D> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U58A0> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U58A1> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U58A2> \xB8\xCA |0

<U58A6> \xB8\xCB |0

<U58B1> \xB8\xCD |0

<U58B2> \xB8\xCE |0

<U58C2> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U58C4> \xB8\xCF |0

<U58C8> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U58CD> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U58D0> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U58D2> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U58D4> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U58D6> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U58DA> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U58DD> \xB8\xDA |0

<U58E1> \xB8\xDB |0

<U58E2> \xB8\xDC |0

<U58E9> \xB8\xDD |0

<U5905> \xB8\xDF |0

<U5906> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U590B> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U590C> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U5912> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U5913> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U591D> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U5921> \xB8\xE8 |0

<U5923> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U5928> \xB8\xEB

 |0

<U5930> \xB8\xED |0

<U5933> \xB8\xEE |0
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<U5935> \xB8\xEF |0

<U5936> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U593F> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U5943> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U5946> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U5952> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U5953> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U5959> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U595B> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U595D> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U595E> \xB8\xF9 |0

<U595F> \xB8\xFA |0

<U5961> \xB8\xFB |0

<U5963> \xB8\xFC |0

<U596F> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U5972> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U5975> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U597B> \xB9\xA6 |0

<U597C> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U598B> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U598C> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U598E> \xB9\xAA |0

<U5995> \xB9\xAC |0

<U599F> \xB9\xAE |0

<U59A7> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U59AD> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U59B0> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U59B3> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U59B7> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U59BA> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U59BC> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U59C1> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U59C4> \xB9\xBB |0

<U59C8> \xB9\xBC |0

<U59CD> \xB9\xBE |0

<U59DE> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U59DF> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U59E4> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U59E7> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U59EF> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U59F1> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U59F2> \xB9\xC9 |0

<U59F4> \xB9\xCA |0

<U59F7> \xB9\xCB |0

<U5A00> \xB9\xCC |0

<U5A0D> \xB9\xCF |0

<U5A0E> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U5A12> \xB9\xD1
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 |0

<U5A1E> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U5A24> \xB9\xD5 |0

<U5A27> \xB9\xD6 |0

<U5A28> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U5A2A> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U5A2D> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U5A30> \xB9\xDA |0

<U5A44> \xB9\xDB |0

<U5A45> \xB9\xDC |0

<U5A47> \xB9\xDD |0

<U5A48> \xB9\xDE |0

<U5A4C> \xB9\xDF |0

<U5A50> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U5A5E> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U5A63> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U5A65> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U5A6D> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U5A7B> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U5A7E> \xB9\xEA |0

<U5A8B> \xB9\xEB |0

<U5A90> \xB9\xEC |0

<U5A93> \xB9\xED |0

<U5A96> \xB9\xEE |0

<U5A99> \xB9\xEF |0

<U5A9C> \xB9\xF0 |0

<U5A9E> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U5A9F> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U5AA0> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U5AA2> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U5AA7> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U5AAC> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U5AB1> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U5ABA> \xB9\xFC |0

<U5ABB> \xB9\xFD |0

<U5ABF> \xB9\xFE |0

<U5AC6> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U5AC8> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U5ACF> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U5ADA> \xBA\xA5 |0

<U5AE5> \xBA\xA8 |0

<U5AEA> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U5AEE> \xBA\xAA |0

<U5AF5> \xBA\xAB |0

<U5AF6> \xBA\xAC |0

<U5AFD> \xBA\xAD |0

<U5B00> \xBA\xAE |0

<U5B01> \xBA\xAF |0
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<U5B08> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U5B19> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U5B1B> \xBA\xB4

 |0

<U5B1D> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U5B21> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U5B25> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U5B2D> \xBA\xB8 |0

<U5B38> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U5B41> \xBA\xBA |0

<U5B4B> \xBA\xBB |0

<U5B4C> \xBA\xBC |0

<U5B52> \xBA\xBD |0

<U5B56> \xBA\xBE |0

<U5B5E> \xBA\xBF |0

<U5B68> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U5B6E> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U5B6F> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U5B7E> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U5B7F> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U5B86> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U5B8A> \xBA\xCA |0

<U5B8E> \xBA\xCB |0

<U5B90> \xBA\xCC |0

<U5B91> \xBA\xCD |0

<U5B94> \xBA\xCF |0

<U5BA8> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U5BA9> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U5BAD> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U5BAF> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U5BB1> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U5BB2> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U5BB7> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U5BBA> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U5BBC> \xBA\xDA |0

<U5BC1> \xBA\xDC |0

<U5BCD> \xBA\xDD |0

<U5BCF> \xBA\xDE |0

<U5BD6> \xBA\xDF |0

<U5BD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U5BD9> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U5BDA> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U5BE0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U5BF1> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U5BF4> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U5BFD> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U5C0C> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U5C17> \xBA\xEA |0
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<U5C1E> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5C1F> \xBA\xEC |0

<U5C23> \xBA\xED |0

<U5C26> \xBA\xEE |0

<U5C29> \xBA\xEF |0

<U5C2B> \xBA\xF0

 |0

<U5C2E> \xBA\xF2 |0

<U5C30> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U5C32> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U5C35> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U5C36> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U5C5A> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U5C5C> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U5C67> \xBA\xFC |0

<U5C68> \xBA\xFD |0

<U5C69> \xBA\xFE |0

<U5C6D> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5C70> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U5C74> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U5C75> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U5C7B> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U5C7C> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U5C7D> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U5C87> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U5C8A> \xBB\xAB |0

<U5C8F> \xBB\xAC |0

<U5C92> \xBB\xAD |0

<U5C9D> \xBB\xAE |0

<U5C9F> \xBB\xAF |0

<U5CA0> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U5CA6> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U5CAA> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U5CB2> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U5CB4> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U5CC9> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U5CD7> \xBB\xBD |0

<U5CDD> \xBB\xBC |0

<U5CEE> \xBB\xBE |0

<U5CF1> \xBB\xBF |0

<U5CF2> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U5D01> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U5D12> \xBB\xC5 |0

<U5D23> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U5D2B> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U5D31> \xBB\xCB |0

<U5D39> \xBB\xCD |0

<U5D3F> \xBB\xCF |0
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<U5D42> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U5D43> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U5D46> \xBB\xD2 |0

<U5D48> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U5D51> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5D55> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U5D59> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U5D5F> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U5D60> \xBB\xD9

 |0

<U5D61> \xBB\xDA |0

<U5D62> \xBB\xDB |0

<U5D64> \xBB\xDC |0

<U5D6A> \xBB\xDD |0

<U5D6D> \xBB\xDE |0

<U5D70> \xBB\xDF |0

<U5D79> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U5D7A> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U5D7E> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U5D7F> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U5D81> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U5D83> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U5D88> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U5D8A> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U5D92> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U5D93> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U5D94> \xBB\xEA |0

<U5D95> \xBB\xEB |0

<U5D9B> \xBB\xED |0

<U5D9F> \xBB\xEE |0

<U5DA7> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U5DAB> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U5DB0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<U5DB2> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U5DB4> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U5DB9> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U5DC3> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U5DC7> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U5DCB> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U5DCE> \xBB\xFA |0

<U5DD0> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U5DD8> \xBB\xFB |0

<U5DD9> \xBB\xFC |0

<U5DE0> \xBB\xFD |0

<U5DE4> \xBB\xFE |0

<U5DF8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U5DF9> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U5E00> \xBC\xA4 |0
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<U5E07> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U5E0D> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U5E12> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U5E1F> \xBC\xAB |0

<U5E20> \xBC\xAC |0

<U5E28> \xBC\xAE |0

<U5E32> \xBC\xAF |0

<U5E35> \xBC\xB0 |0

<U5E3E> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U5E49> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U5E4B> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U5E50> \xBC\xB3

 |0

<U5E51> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5E56> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U5E58> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U5E5C> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U5E68> \xBC\xBB |0

<U5E6A> \xBC\xBC |0

<U5E6B> \xBC\xBD |0

<U5E6C> \xBC\xBE |0

<U5E6D> \xBC\xBF |0

<U5E6E> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U5E70> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U5E8E> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U5EA2> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5EA4> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U5EA8> \xBC\xC8 |0

<U5EAA> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U5EAC> \xBC\xCA |0

<U5EB1> \xBC\xCB |0

<U5EBD> \xBC\xCD |0

<U5EBF> \xBC\xCF |0

<U5EC6> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U5ECB> \xBC\xD2 |0

<U5ECC> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U5ECE> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U5ED4> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U5ED5> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U5EDC> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U5EDE> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U5EE5> \xBC\xDA |0

<U5EEB> \xBC\xDB |0

<U5F06> \xBC\xDD |0

<U5F07> \xBC\xDE |0

<U5F0E> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U5F19> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U5F1C> \xBC\xE2 |0
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<U5F1D> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U5F21> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U5F22> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U5F23> \xBC\xE6 |0

<U5F24> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U5F28> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U5F2B> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5F2C> \xBC\xEA |0

<U5F2E> \xBC\xEB |0

<U5F30> \xBC\xEC |0

<U5F34> \xBC\xED |0

<U5F36> \xBC\xEE |0

<U5F3B> \xBC\xEF |0

<U5F3D> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U5F3F> \xBC\xF1

 |0

<U5F44> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U5F45> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U5F47> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U5F4D> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U5F54> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U5F60> \xBC\xFB |0

<U5F63> \xBC\xFC |0

<U5F6F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U5F72> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U5F74> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U5F75> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U5F78> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U5F7A> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U5F7D> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U5F7E> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U5F8D> \xBD\xAA |0

<U5F8F> \xBD\xAB |0

<U5F96> \xBD\xAC |0

<U5F9D> \xBD\xAE |0

<U5FA2> \xBD\xAF |0

<U5FA4> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U5FA7> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U5FAB> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U5FAC> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U5FAF> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U5FB0> \xBD\xB5 |0

<U5FB1> \xBD\xB6 |0

<U5FB8> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U5FC7> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U5FC8> \xBD\xBA |0

<U5FCB> \xBD\xBC |0

<U5FD3> \xBD\xC0 |0
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<U5FD4> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U5FDE> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U5FE2> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U5FE8> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U5FE9> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U5FEC> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U5FEF> \xBD\xCB |0

<U5FF2> \xBD\xCC |0

<U5FF3> \xBD\xCD |0

<U5FF6> \xBD\xCE |0

<U5FFA> \xBD\xCF |0

<U5FFC> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U6007> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U6013> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U6017> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U6018> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U601A> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U601F> \xBD\xD9

 |0

<U6024> \xBD\xDA |0

<U602D> \xBD\xDB |0

<U6033> \xBD\xDC |0

<U6040> \xBD\xDE |0

<U6047> \xBD\xDF |0

<U6048> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6049> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U604C> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U6051> \xBD\xE3 |0

<U6054> \xBD\xE4 |0

<U6056> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U6057> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U6061> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U6071> \xBD\xEA |0

<U607E> \xBD\xEB |0

<U6082> \xBD\xED |0

<U6086> \xBD\xEE |0

<U6088> \xBD\xEF |0

<U608A> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U608E> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U6091> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U6093> \xBD\xF3 |0

<U6095> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U6098> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U609E> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U60A2> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U60A5> \xBD\xFA |0

<U60B7> \xBD\xFE |0

<U60BE> \xBE\xA2 |0
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<U60C2> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U60C4> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U60C8> \xBE\xA5 |0

<U60C9> \xBE\xA6 |0

<U60CE> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U60CF> \xBE\xAA |0

<U60D4> \xBE\xAB |0

<U60D9> \xBE\xAD |0

<U60DB> \xBE\xAE |0

<U60DE> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U60E2> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U60E5> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U60F2> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U60F5> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U60F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U60FC> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U60FD> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U6102> \xBE\xB8 |0

<U6107> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U610A> \xBE\xBA |0

<U610C> \xBE\xBB

 |0

<U6110> \xBE\xBC |0

<U6111> \xBE\xBD |0

<U6112> \xBE\xBE |0

<U6113> \xBE\xBF |0

<U6114> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U6116> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U6117> \xBE\xC2 |0

<U6119> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U611C> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U611E> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U6122> \xBE\xC6 |0

<U612A> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U6131> \xBE\xCA |0

<U6135> \xBE\xCB |0

<U6136> \xBE\xCC |0

<U6139> \xBE\xCE |0

<U6141> \xBE\xCF |0

<U6145> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U6146> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U6149> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U615E> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U6160> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U616C> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U6172> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U6178> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U617B> \xBE\xD8 |0
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<U617C> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U617F> \xBE\xDA |0

<U6180> \xBE\xDB |0

<U6183> \xBE\xDD |0

<U6184> \xBE\xDE |0

<U618D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<U6192> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U6193> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U6197> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U619C> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U619F> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U61A0> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U61A5> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U61AA> \xBE\xEB |0

<U61AD> \xBE\xEC |0

<U61B8> \xBE\xED |0

<U61B9> \xBE\xEE |0

<U61BC> \xBE\xEF |0

<U61C0> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U61C1> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U61CE> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U61CF> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U61D5> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U61DC> \xBE\xF6

 |0

<U61DD> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U61DE> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U61DF> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U61E1> \xBE\xFA |0

<U61E2> \xBE\xFB |0

<U61E5> \xBE\xFE |0

<U61E7> \xBE\xFC |0

<U61E9> \xBE\xFD |0

<U61EC> \xBF\xA1 |0

<U61ED> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U61EF> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6201> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U6203> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U6204> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U6213> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U621C> \xBF\xAA |0

<U6220> \xBF\xAB |0

<U6223> \xBF\xAD |0

<U6227> \xBF\xAE |0

<U6229> \xBF\xAF |0

<U622B> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U6239> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U6242> \xBF\xB3 |0
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<U6244> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U6246> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U6250> \xBF\xB8 |0

<U6256> \xBF\xBC |0

<U625A> \xBF\xBD |0

<U625C> \xBF\xBE |0

<U6264> \xBF\xBF |0

<U627A> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U627D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U628D> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U628E> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U628F> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U6290> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U62A6> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U62B3> \xBF\xCB |0

<U62B6> \xBF\xCC |0

<U62B7> \xBF\xCD |0

<U62BA> \xBF\xCE |0

<U62BE> \xBF\xCF |0

<U62D5> \xBF\xD3 |0

<U62EA> \xBF\xD6 |0

<U62F2> \xBF\xD7 |0

<U6303> \xBF\xDB |0

<U6304> \xBF\xDC |0

<U630A> \xBF\xDD |0

<U630B> \xBF\xDE |0

<U630D> \xBF\xDF

 |0

<U6310> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U6313> \xBF\xE1 |0

<U6318> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U6329> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U632D> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U6335> \xBF\xE7 |0

<U6336> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U633C> \xBF\xEA |0

<U6341> \xBF\xEB |0

<U6344> \xBF\xEE |0

<U634A> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U6352> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U6353> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U6354> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U6358> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U635B> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U6365> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U6366> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U636C> \xBF\xFA |0

<U6374> \xBF\xFD |0
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<U6375> \xBF\xFE |0

<U6378> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U637C> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U637D> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U6384> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U6394> \xC0\xAA |0

<U6395> \xC0\xAB |0

<U6399> \xC0\xAC |0

<U639A> \xC0\xAD |0

<U639E> \xC0\xAE |0

<U63A4> \xC0\xAF |0

<U63A6> \xC0\xB0 |0

<U63AF> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U63BD> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U63C1> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U63C5> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U63C8> \xC0\xB7 |0

<U63D1> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U63D3> \xC0\xBA |0

<U63D4> \xC0\xBB |0

<U63D5> \xC0\xBC |0

<U63DC> \xC0\xBD |0

<U63E5> \xC0\xBF |0

<U63EC> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U63F3> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U63F5> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U63F9> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U6409> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U640A> \xC0\xC8 |0

<U6412> \xC0\xCA

 |0

<U6418> \xC0\xCC |0

<U6424> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U6425> \xC0\xD1 |0

<U6429> \xC0\xD2 |0

<U642F> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U6430> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U6435> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U644B> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U644F> \xC0\xDA |0

<U6451> \xC0\xDB |0

<U6453> \xC0\xDD |0

<U645A> \xC0\xDF |0

<U645B> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U645C> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U645D> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U645F> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U6461> \xC0\xE5 |0
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<U6463> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U6473> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U6474> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U647B> \xC0\xEA |0

<U647D> \xC0\xEB |0

<U648F> \xC0\xEE |0

<U6490> \xC0\xEF |0

<U6498> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U649B> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U649D> \xC0\xF4 |0

<U649F> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U64A1> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U64A3> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U64A6> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U64A8> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U64B3> \xC0\xFB |0

<U64BD> \xC0\xFC |0

<U64BE> \xC0\xFD |0

<U64BF> \xC0\xFE |0

<U64C9> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U64CB> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U64CC> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U64D1> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U64D5> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U64E9> \xC1\xAD |0

<U64EA> \xC1\xAE |0

<U64ED> \xC1\xAF |0

<U64F0> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U64F5> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U64F7> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U64FB> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U64FF> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U6501> \xC1\xB5

 |0

<U6508> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U650A> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U650F> \xC1\xBA |0

<U6513> \xC1\xBB |0

<U6514> \xC1\xBC |0

<U6516> \xC1\xBD |0

<U6519> \xC1\xBE |0

<U651B> \xC1\xBF |0

<U651E> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U651F> \xC1\xC1 |0

<U6522> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U6526> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U6529> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U6531> \xC1\xC6 |0
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<U653A> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U653C> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U653D> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U6543> \xC1\xCA |0

<U6547> \xC1\xCB |0

<U6550> \xC1\xCD |0

<U6552> \xC1\xCE |0

<U6554> \xC1\xCF |0

<U655F> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U6560> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U6567> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U657A> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U657D> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U6581> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U658A> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U6592> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U6595> \xC1\xDA |0

<U6598> \xC1\xDB |0

<U659D> \xC1\xDC |0

<U65A0> \xC1\xDD |0

<U65A3> \xC1\xDE |0

<U65A6> \xC1\xDF |0

<U65AE> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U65B2> \xC1\xE1 |0

<U65B3> \xC1\xE2 |0

<U65B4> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U65BF> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U65C2> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U65C8> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U65C9> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U65D0> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U65D4> \xC1\xEA |0

<U65D8> \xC1\xEC |0

<U65DF> \xC1\xED |0

<U65F2> \xC1\xEF |0

<U65F5> \xC1\xF1

 |0

<U65F9> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U65FE> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U6604> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U6608> \xC1\xF7 |0

<U660D> \xC1\xF9 |0

<U6612> \xC1\xFB |0

<U6616> \xC1\xFD |0

<U6621> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U6622> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U6623> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U6624> \xC2\xA5 |0
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<U6626> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U6629> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U662A> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U662B> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U662C> \xC2\xAA |0

<U662E> \xC2\xAB |0

<U6633> \xC2\xAE |0

<U6637> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U6639> \xC2\xAF |0

<U6640> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U6645> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U6646> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U664A> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U664E> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U6651> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U6658> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U665C> \xC2\xBC |0

<U6660> \xC2\xBD |0

<U666A> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U666C> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U6675> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U6679> \xC2\xC9 |0

<U667B> \xC2\xCA |0

<U667C> \xC2\xCC |0

<U667F> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U6680> \xC2\xCB |0

<U668B> \xC2\xCD |0

<U668D> \xC2\xCF |0

<U6692> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U6699> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U669A> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U669B> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U669C> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U669F> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U66A4> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U66AD> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U66B1> \xC2\xDA |0

<U66B5> \xC2\xDC |0

<U66BF> \xC2\xDE

 |0

<U66C0> \xC2\xDF |0

<U66C2> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U66C3> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U66C8> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U66CC> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U66CE> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U66CF> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U66D4> \xC2\xE6 |0
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<U66DF> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U66E8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U66EB> \xC2\xEA |0

<U66EC> \xC2\xEB |0

<U66EE> \xC2\xEC |0

<U66FB> \xC2\xBF |0

<U6705> \xC2\xEE |0

<U6707> \xC2\xEF |0

<U670E> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U6713> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U6719> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U671C> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U6720> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U6722> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U6733> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U673E> \xC2\xF7 |0

<U6745> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U6747> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U6754> \xC2\xFC |0

<U6755> \xC2\xFD |0

<U675D> \xC2\xFE |0

<U6766> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U676C> \xC3\xA2 |0

<U676E> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U6774> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U6776> \xC3\xA5 |0

<U678E> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U6791> \xC3\xAB |0

<U6796> \xC3\xAD |0

<U6799> \xC3\xAF |0

<U679B> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U67B1> \xC3\xB2 |0

<U67B2> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U67BB> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U67BC> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U67BD> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U67C0> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U67C2> \xC3\xBA |0

<U67C5> \xC3\xBC |0

<U67C8> \xC3\xBD |0

<U67C9> \xC3\xBE |0

<U67D7> \xC3\xC0

 |0

<U67E1> \xC3\xC3 |0

<U67E6> \xC3\xC4 |0

<U67F2> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U67F7> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U67F9> \xC3\xB8 |0
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<U6814> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6819> \xC3\xCB |0

<U681F> \xC3\xCD |0

<U6827> \xC3\xCF |0

<U6828> \xC3\xCE |0

<U682C> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U682D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U6830> \xC3\xD3 |0

<U6831> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U683B> \xC3\xD6 |0

<U683F> \xC3\xD7 |0

<U6852> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U6857> \xC3\xDD |0

<U6858> \xC3\xDE |0

<U685B> \xC3\xDF |0

<U686E> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U686F> \xC3\xE2 |0

<U6870> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U6871> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U6872> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U6875> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U6879> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U687A> \xC3\xE8 |0

<U687B> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U687C> \xC3\xEA |0

<U6882> \xC3\xEB |0

<U6884> \xC3\xEC |0

<U6888> \xC3\xEE |0

<U6896> \xC3\xEF |0

<U6898> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U689A> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U689C> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U68A3> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U68A5> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U68A9> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U68AA> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U68AE> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U68B2> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U68BB> \xC3\xFA |0

<U68C8> \xC3\xFC |0

<U68CC> \xC3\xFD |0

<U68CF> \xC3\xFE |0

<U68D0> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U68D1> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U68D3> \xC4\xA3

 |0

<U68D6> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U68D9> \xC4\xA5 |0
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<U68DC> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U68DD> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U68E5> \xC4\xA8 |0

<U68EA> \xC4\xAA |0

<U68EB> \xC4\xAB |0

<U68EC> \xC4\xAC |0

<U68ED> \xC4\xAD |0

<U68F6> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U68FB> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U68FD> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U6906> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U6909> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U690A> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U6911> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U6913> \xC4\xBA |0

<U6916> \xC4\xBB |0

<U6917> \xC4\xBC |0

<U6931> \xC4\xBD |0

<U6933> \xC4\xBE |0

<U6935> \xC4\xBF |0

<U6938> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U693B> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U6945> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U6949> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U694E> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U695B> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U6964> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U6965> \xC4\xCA |0

<U6969> \xC4\xCD |0

<U696C> \xC4\xCE |0

<U6970> \xC4\xCF |0

<U6972> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U697A> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U697B> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U697F> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U6992> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U6996> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U69A1> \xC4\xDA |0

<U69A6> \xC4\xDC |0

<U69AF> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U69B8> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U69BA> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U69BC> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U69C5> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U69C8> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U69D1> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U69D6> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U69D7> \xC4\xE9
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 |0

<U69E2> \xC4\xEA |0

<U69E5> \xC4\xEB |0

<U69EE> \xC4\xEC |0

<U69EF> \xC4\xED |0

<U69F1> \xC4\xEE |0

<U69F3> \xC4\xEF |0

<U69F5> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U69FE> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U6A00> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U6A01> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U6A03> \xC4\xF4 |0

<U6A0F> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U6A15> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U6A1A> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U6A1D> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U6A20> \xC4\xFA |0

<U6A24> \xC4\xFB |0

<U6A30> \xC4\xFD |0

<U6A32> \xC4\xFE |0

<U6A34> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U6A37> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U6A3B> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U6A3F> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U6A45> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U6A46> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U6A49> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6A4A> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U6A4E> \xC5\xAA |0

<U6A51> \xC5\xAC |0

<U6A55> \xC5\xAE |0

<U6A56> \xC5\xAF |0

<U6A64> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U6A67> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U6A6A> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U6A73> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U6A7E> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U6A81> \xC5\xB7 |0

<U6A83> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U6A86> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U6A87> \xC5\xBA |0

<U6A8B> \xC5\xBC |0

<U6A9B> \xC5\xBE |0

<U6A9D> \xC5\xBF |0

<U6A9E> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U6A9F> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U6AA5> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6AAF> \xC5\xC4 |0
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<U6AB0> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U6AB1> \xC5\xC6 |0

<U6AB4> \xC5\xC7

 |0

<U6ABD> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U6ABE> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U6ABF> \xC5\xCA |0

<U6AC6> \xC5\xCB |0

<U6AC8> \xC5\xCD |0

<U6AC9> \xC5\xCC |0

<U6ACC> \xC5\xCE |0

<U6AD0> \xC5\xCF |0

<U6AD4> \xC5\xD0 |0

<U6AD5> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U6AD6> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U6ADC> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U6ADD> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U6AE4> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U6AE7> \xC5\xD6 |0

<U6AEC> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U6AF0> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U6AF1> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U6AF2> \xC5\xDA |0

<U6AFC> \xC5\xDB |0

<U6AFD> \xC5\xDC |0

<U6B02> \xC5\xDD |0

<U6B03> \xC5\xDE |0

<U6B06> \xC5\xDF |0

<U6B07> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U6B09> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U6B0F> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U6B10> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U6B11> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U6B17> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U6B1B> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U6B1E> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U6B28> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U6B2B> \xC5\xEA |0

<U6B2C> \xC5\xEB |0

<U6B2F> \xC5\xEC |0

<U6B35> \xC5\xED |0

<U6B36> \xC5\xEE |0

<U6B3B> \xC5\xEF |0

<U6B3F> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U6B4A> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U6B4D> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U6B52> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U6B56> \xC5\xF5 |0
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<U6B58> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U6B5D> \xC5\xF7 |0

<U6B60> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U6B6B> \xC5\xFA |0

<U6B6E> \xC5\xFB |0

<U6B70> \xC5\xFC

 |0

<U6B75> \xC5\xFD |0

<U6B7D> \xC5\xFE |0

<U6B7E> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U6B85> \xC6\xA3 |0

<U6B97> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U6B9F> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U6BA0> \xC6\xA7 |0

<U6BA2> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U6BA3> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U6BA8> \xC6\xAA |0

<U6BA9> \xC6\xAB |0

<U6BAC> \xC6\xAC |0

<U6BAD> \xC6\xAD |0

<U6BB0> \xC6\xAF |0

<U6BB8> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U6BB9> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U6BBD> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U6BBE> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U6BC3> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U6BC4> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U6BC9> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U6BCC> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U6BDA> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U6BE3> \xC6\xBB |0

<U6BE6> \xC6\xBC |0

<U6BE7> \xC6\xBD |0

<U6BEE> \xC6\xBE |0

<U6BF1> \xC6\xBF |0

<U6BF7> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U6BFF> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U6C02> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U6C04> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U6C09> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U6C0E> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U6C12> \xC6\xCA |0

<U6C2C> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U6C33> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U6C36> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U6C3A> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U6C3B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<U6C3F> \xC6\xD7 |0
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<U6C4B> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U6C4D> \xC6\xDA |0

<U6C4F> \xC6\xDB |0

<U6C52> \xC6\xDC |0

<U6C59> \xC6\xDE |0

<U6C67> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U6C6B> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U6C6F> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C78> \xC6\xE6

 |0

<U6C7B> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U6C97> \xC6\xEF |0

<U6C98> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U6C9C> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U6CB0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<U6CB4> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U6CC6> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U6CCD> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U6CCF> \xC6\xF9 |0

<U6CD1> \xC6\xFB |0

<U6CD2> \xC6\xFC |0

<U6CDA> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U6CDC> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U6CE7> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U6CE9> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U6CEC> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U6CF2> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U6CF4> \xC7\xAA |0

<U6D0A> \xC7\xAD |0

<U6D0F> \xC7\xAF |0

<U6D13> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6D26> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U6D28> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U6D2F> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U6D3F> \xC7\xBC |0

<U6D57> \xC7\xBD |0

<U6D5F> \xC7\xBF |0

<U6D61> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U6D65> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U6D67> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U6D70> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6D92> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U6D96> \xC7\xCB |0

<U6D97> \xC7\xCC |0

<U6D98> \xC7\xCD |0

<U6DAC> \xC7\xCF |0

<U6DB4> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U6DB7> \xC7\xD1 |0
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<U6DB9> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U6DBD> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6DC8> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U6DCA> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U6DCE> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U6DDB> \xC7\xDB |0

<U6DDF> \xC7\xDD |0

<U6DE2> \xC7\xDF |0

<U6DE5> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U6DE9> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U6DEF> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U6DF0> \xC7\xE3

 |0

<U6DF4> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U6DF6> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U6E00> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U6E04> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U6E1E> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U6E22> \xC7\xEA |0

<U6E27> \xC7\xEB |0

<U6E39> \xC7\xEE |0

<U6E3B> \xC7\xEF |0

<U6E45> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U6E48> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U6E49> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U6E4B> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U6E4F> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U6E51> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U6E52> \xC7\xF8 |0

<U6E57> \xC7\xFB |0

<U6E5D> \xC7\xFD |0

<U6E62> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U6E63> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U6E68> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U6E7B> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U6E7D> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U6E8D> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U6E93> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U6E99> \xC8\xA9 |0

<U6EA0> \xC8\xAA |0

<U6EAD> \xC8\xAC |0

<U6EAE> \xC8\xAD |0

<U6EB3> \xC8\xAF |0

<U6EBF> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U6EC0> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U6EC3> \xC8\xB4 |0

<U6EC8> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U6ECA> \xC8\xB7 |0
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<U6ECD> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U6EEB> \xC8\xBB |0

<U6EED> \xC8\xBC |0

<U6EEE> \xC8\xBD |0

<U6EFB> \xC8\xBF |0

<U6EFD> \xC8\xC0 |0

<U6F04> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U6F08> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U6F0A> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U6F0C> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U6F0D> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6F16> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U6F18> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U6F1A> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U6F1B> \xC8\xC9

 |0

<U6F26> \xC8\xCA |0

<U6F30> \xC8\xCE |0

<U6F3B> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U6F3C> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U6F4F> \xC8\xD4 |0

<U6F52> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U6F53> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U6F59> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U6F5D> \xC8\xDB |0

<U6F61> \xC8\xDD |0

<U6F68> \xC8\xDF |0

<U6F6C> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U6F83> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U6F87> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U6F8B> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U6F92> \xC8\xEA |0

<U6F93> \xC8\xEB |0

<U6F96> \xC8\xED |0

<U6F9A> \xC8\xEE |0

<U6F9F> \xC8\xEF |0

<U6FA0> \xC8\xF0 |0

<U6FA5> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U6FA6> \xC8\xF2 |0

<U6FA8> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U6FB0> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U6FB5> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U6FBC> \xC8\xFA |0

<U6FC5> \xC8\xFB |0

<U6FC7> \xC8\xFC |0

<U6FC8> \xC8\xFD |0

<U6FE8> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U6FF0> \xC9\xA5 |0
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<U6FF5> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U6FF9> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U6FFC> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U6FFD> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U7000> \xC9\xAA |0

<U7007> \xC9\xAD |0

<U700D> \xC9\xAE |0

<U7017> \xC9\xAF |0

<U7020> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U7034> \xC9\xB3 |0

<U703C> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U7043> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U7044> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U7048> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U7049> \xC9\xBA |0

<U704A> \xC9\xBB |0

<U704B> \xC9\xBC |0

<U704E> \xC9\xC1

 |0

<U7054> \xC9\xBD |0

<U7055> \xC9\xBE |0

<U7064> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U7065> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U706E> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U7081> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U7086> \xC9\xCB |0

<U7097> \xC9\xCF |0

<U709B> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U70B0> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U70B4> \xC9\xD6 |0

<U70D1> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U70D3> \xC9\xDA |0

<U70D4> \xC9\xDB |0

<U70D5> \xC9\xDC |0

<U70D6> \xC9\xDD |0

<U70DC> \xC9\xDF |0

<U70FA> \xC9\xE1 |0

<U7103> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U7105> \xC9\xE4 |0

<U7106> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U7107> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U710B> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U710F> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U7120> \xC9\xEB |0

<U712B> \xC9\xEC |0

<U712D> \xC9\xED |0

<U7138> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U7141> \xC9\xF2 |0
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<U7146> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U714B> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U7152> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U7157> \xC9\xFA |0

<U715A> \xC9\xFB |0

<U7160> \xC9\xFE |0

<U7179> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U7180> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U7185> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U7187> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U718C> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U719A> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U719B> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U71AF> \xCA\xAC |0

<U71B0> \xCA\xAD |0

<U71B2> \xCA\xAE |0

<U71BF> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U71C0> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U71C4> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U71CB> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U71CC> \xCA\xB6

 |0

<U71D3> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U71D6> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U71D9> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U71DA> \xCA\xBA |0

<U71DC> \xCA\xBB |0

<U71F8> \xCA\xBC |0

<U7207> \xCA\xBF |0

<U7208> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U7209> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U7213> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U7217> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U721A> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U721F> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U7224> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U722B> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U722F> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U7234> \xCA\xCA |0

<U7241> \xCA\xCD |0

<U7242> \xCA\xCE |0

<U7243> \xCA\xCF |0

<U7245> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U724E> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U724F> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U7250> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U7253> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U7255> \xCA\xD5 |0
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<U725A> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U725C> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U725E> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U7260> \xCA\xDA |0

<U7263> \xCA\xDB |0

<U7268> \xCA\xDC |0

<U726B> \xCA\xDD |0

<U7271> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U7277> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U7278> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U727B> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U727C> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U7289> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U728E> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U7293> \xCA\xEA |0

<U729B> \xCA\xEB |0

<U72A8> \xCA\xEC |0

<U72AE> \xCA\xEE |0

<U72B1> \xCA\xEF |0

<U72BE> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U72C7> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U72C9> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U72CC> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U72D5> \xCA\xF6

 |0

<U72D6> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U72D8> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U72DF> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U72E5> \xCA\xFA |0

<U72FE> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U7302> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U7304> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U7305> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U7307> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U730B> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U730D> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U7312> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U7318> \xCB\xAA |0

<U7319> \xCB\xAB |0

<U7324> \xCB\xAE |0

<U7327> \xCB\xAF |0

<U7328> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U7332> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U7335> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U733A> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U733B> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U733D> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U7343> \xCB\xB8 |0
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<U7356> \xCB\xBC |0

<U7358> \xCB\xBD |0

<U735D> \xCB\xBE |0

<U735E> \xCB\xBF |0

<U735F> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U7366> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U7367> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U7369> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U736B> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U736E> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U7371> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U7377> \xCB\xCA |0

<U7379> \xCB\xCB |0

<U737C> \xCB\xCC |0

<U7380> \xCB\xCD |0

<U7381> \xCB\xCE |0

<U7383> \xCB\xCF |0

<U7385> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U7390> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U7393> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U7395> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U739C> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U739E> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U73A0> \xCB\xDB |0

<U73A5> \xCB\xDD |0

<U73A6> \xCB\xDE |0

<U73AA> \xCB\xDF

 |0

<U73B5> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U73BC> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U73BD> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U73BF> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U73C5> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U73C6> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U73CB> \xCB\xEB |0

<U73D2> \xCB\xEE |0

<U73D3> \xCB\xEF |0

<U73E1> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U73F4> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U73F5> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U73FA> \xCB\xFC |0

<U73FB> \xCB\xFD |0

<U73FF> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U7400> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U7404> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U7411> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U7424> \xCC\xAA |0

<U7429> \xCC\xAD |0
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<U742D> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U7431> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7439> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7446> \xCC\xBA |0

<U7447> \xCC\xBB |0

<U744D> \xCC\xBD |0

<U7451> \xCC\xBE |0

<U7452> \xCC\xBF |0

<U745D> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U7466> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U7467> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U746B> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U746E> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U7471> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U7472> \xCC\xCA |0

<U7485> \xCC\xCD |0

<U7486> \xCC\xCE |0

<U748F> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U7491> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U7492> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U7499> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U749A> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U74A0> \xCC\xDA |0

<U74A6> \xCC\xDD |0

<U74AB> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U74AE> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U74AF> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U74B1> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U74BB> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U74C8> \xCC\xEA

 |0

<U74C9> \xCC\xEB |0

<U74CC> \xCC\xEC |0

<U74D0> \xCC\xED |0

<U74D3> \xCC\xEE |0

<U74DB> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U74DF> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U74E8> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U74EA> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U74EB> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U74FA> \xCC\xFA |0

<U74FB> \xCC\xFB |0

<U74FC> \xCC\xFC |0

<U7506> \xCC\xFE |0

<U7512> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U7516> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U7517> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U7520> \xCD\xA4 |0
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<U7521> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U7524> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U7527> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U752A> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U7536> \xCD\xAB |0

<U7539> \xCD\xAC |0

<U753D> \xCD\xAD |0

<U753F> \xCD\xAF |0

<U7543> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U7550> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U7552> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U7557> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U755E> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U755F> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U7561> \xCD\xBA |0

<U7571> \xCD\xBC |0

<U757B> \xCD\xBF |0

<U757C> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U757D> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U757E> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U7581> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U7585> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U7590> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U7593> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U7595> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U759C> \xCD\xCA |0

<U75A2> \xCD\xCB |0

<U75BA> \xCD\xCE |0

<U75BF> \xCD\xCF |0

<U75C0> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U75C1> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U75C6> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U75CC> \xCD\xD4

 |0

<U75CE> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U75CF> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U75D7> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U75DC> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U75DF> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U75E0> \xCD\xDA |0

<U75E1> \xCD\xDB |0

<U75EC> \xCD\xDE |0

<U75EE> \xCD\xDF |0

<U75EF> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U7602> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U7604> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U7607> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U7608> \xCD\xE8 |0
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<U760F> \xCD\xEB |0

<U7612> \xCD\xEC |0

<U7613> \xCD\xED |0

<U7616> \xCD\xEF |0

<U761C> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U761D> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U761E> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U7623> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U7632> \xCD\xFA |0

<U7639> \xCD\xFE |0

<U763A> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U7641> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U7644> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U7645> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U7649> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U764A> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U764B> \xCE\xAA |0

<U7655> \xCE\xAB |0

<U7659> \xCE\xAC |0

<U765F> \xCE\xAD |0

<U7665> \xCE\xAF |0

<U766D> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U766E> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U7671> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7674> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U7681> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7685> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U768C> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U768D> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U7695> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U769B> \xCE\xBA |0

<U769C> \xCE\xBB |0

<U769D> \xCE\xBC |0

<U769F> \xCE\xBD |0

<U76A0> \xCE\xBE |0

<U76A2> \xCE\xBF

 |0

<U76A3> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U76A5> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U76A6> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U76A7> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U76A8> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U76AA> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U76AD> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U76BD> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U76C1> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U76C9> \xCE\xCB |0

<U76CB> \xCE\xCC |0
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<U76CC> \xCE\xCD |0

<U76D9> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U76E0> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U76E6> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U76E8> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U76EC> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U76F0> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U76F6> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U7700> \xCE\xDA |0

<U7706> \xCE\xDB |0

<U770A> \xCE\xDC |0

<U770E> \xCE\xDD |0

<U7712> \xCE\xDE |0

<U7714> \xCE\xDF |0

<U7715> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U7717> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U771C> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U772E> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U7734> \xCE\xEA |0

<U7739> \xCE\xED |0

<U773D> \xCE\xEE |0

<U773E> \xCE\xEF |0

<U7742> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U7745> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U7746> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U774A> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U774E> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U774F> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U7752> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U7756> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U7757> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U775C> \xCE\xFA |0

<U775E> \xCE\xFB |0

<U775F> \xCE\xFC |0

<U7760> \xCE\xFD |0

<U7764> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U7767> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U776A> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U7770> \xCF\xA5

 |0

<U7772> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U7773> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U7774> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U777A> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U7794> \xCF\xAF |0

<U7795> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U7796> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U779A> \xCF\xB2 |0
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<U77AE> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U77AF> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U77B1> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U77BE> \xCF\xBB |0

<U77C3> \xCF\xBC |0

<U77C9> \xCF\xBD |0

<U77D1> \xCF\xBE |0

<U77D2> \xCF\xBF |0

<U77D5> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U77D9> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U77DE> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U77DF> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U77E0> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U77E4> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U77E6> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U77EA> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U77F0> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U77F1> \xCF\xCA |0

<U77F4> \xCF\xCB |0

<U77FB> \xCF\xCD |0

<U7805> \xCF\xCE |0

<U7806> \xCF\xCF |0

<U780E> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U7821> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U7822> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U782E> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U7835> \xCF\xDB |0

<U7843> \xCF\xDD |0

<U7844> \xCF\xDE |0

<U7848> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U785C> \xCF\xE4 |0

<U785E> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U7860> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U7861> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U7863> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U7864> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U7868> \xCF\xEA |0

<U787A> \xCF\xED |0

<U787E> \xCF\xEE |0

<U788A> \xCF\xEF |0

<U788F> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U7894> \xCF\xF1

 |0

<U789D> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U789E> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U78A4> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U78A8> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U78AC> \xCF\xF9 |0
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<U78AD> \xCF\xFA |0

<U78BD> \xD0\xA2 |0

<U78BF> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U78C7> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U78C8> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U78CC> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U78D2> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U78D3> \xD0\xAA |0

<U78D6> \xD0\xAC |0

<U78DB> \xD0\xAE |0

<U78DF> \xD0\xAF |0

<U78E0> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U78E1> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U78E4> \xD0\xAD |0

<U78E6> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U78EA> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U78F3> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U78F6> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U78FF> \xD0\xBB |0

<U7900> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U7906> \xD0\xBC |0

<U790C> \xD0\xBD |0

<U7910> \xD0\xBE |0

<U791A> \xD0\xBF |0

<U791C> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U791F> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U7920> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U7925> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U7927> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U7929> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U792D> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U7931> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U7935> \xD0\xCA |0

<U793D> \xD0\xCC |0

<U793F> \xD0\xCD |0

<U7944> \xD0\xCE |0

<U7945> \xD0\xCF |0

<U794A> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U794B> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U794F> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U7951> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U7954> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U7958> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U7969> \xD0\xDA |0

<U796B> \xD0\xDB

 |0

<U7972> \xD0\xDC |0

<U7979> \xD0\xDD |0
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<U797B> \xD0\xDE |0

<U797C> \xD0\xDF |0

<U797E> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U798B> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U798C> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U7993> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U7994> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7995> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U7996> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U7998> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U799B> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U799C> \xD0\xEA |0

<U79A1> \xD0\xEB |0

<U79A8> \xD0\xEC |0

<U79A9> \xD0\xED |0

<U79AB> \xD0\xEE |0

<U79AF> \xD0\xEF |0

<U79B4> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U79B8> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U79C2> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U79C4> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U79C7> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U79C8> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U79CF> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U79D4> \xD0\xFA |0

<U79D6> \xD0\xFB |0

<U79DA> \xD0\xFC |0

<U79DD> \xD0\xFD |0

<U79DE> \xD0\xFE |0

<U79E0> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U79E2> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U79E5> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U79EA> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U79F1> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U79FC> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U7A07> \xD1\xAC |0

<U7A09> \xD1\xAD |0

<U7A0A> \xD1\xAE |0

<U7A0C> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7A11> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U7A15> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U7A1B> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U7A21> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U7A27> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U7A2B> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U7A2D> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U7A2F> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U7A30> \xD1\xB9
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 |0

<U7A34> \xD1\xBA |0

<U7A35> \xD1\xBB |0

<U7A38> \xD1\xBC |0

<U7A3A> \xD1\xBE |0

<U7A44> \xD1\xBF |0

<U7A45> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U7A47> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U7A48> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U7A4C> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U7A55> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U7A56> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U7A59> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U7A5C> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U7A5D> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U7A5F> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U7A60> \xD1\xCA |0

<U7A65> \xD1\xCB |0

<U7A67> \xD1\xCC |0

<U7A6A> \xD1\xCD |0

<U7A6D> \xD1\xCE |0

<U7A75> \xD1\xCF |0

<U7A7E> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U7A82> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U7A85> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U7A8A> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U7A8B> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U7A90> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U7A94> \xD1\xDA |0

<U7A9E> \xD1\xDB |0

<U7AA3> \xD1\xDD |0

<U7AB5> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U7AB9> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U7ABB> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U7ABC> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U7AC6> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U7AC9> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U7ACC> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U7ACE> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U7AD1> \xD1\xE8 |0

<U7ADB> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U7AE8> \xD1\xEA |0

<U7AE9> \xD1\xEB |0

<U7AEB> \xD1\xEC |0

<U7AEC> \xD1\xED |0

<U7AF1> \xD1\xEE |0

<U7AF4> \xD1\xEF |0

<U7AFB> \xD1\xF0 |0
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<U7AFE> \xD1\xF2 |0

<U7B07> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U7B1F> \xD1\xF5

 |0

<U7B23> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U7B27> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U7B29> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U7B2F> \xD1\xFD |0

<U7B30> \xD1\xFE |0

<U7B34> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U7B3D> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U7B3F> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U7B40> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U7B41> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U7B4E> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U7B55> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U7B64> \xD2\xAB |0

<U7B66> \xD2\xAC |0

<U7B69> \xD2\xAD |0

<U7B6A> \xD2\xAE |0

<U7B6D> \xD2\xAF |0

<U7B6F> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U7B73> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U7B84> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U7B89> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U7B8E> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U7B91> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U7B96> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U7B9B> \xD2\xBA |0

<U7B9E> \xD2\xBB |0

<U7BA0> \xD2\xBC |0

<U7BA5> \xD2\xBD |0

<U7BAF> \xD2\xBF |0

<U7BB0> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U7BB2> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U7BB5> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U7BB6> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U7BBA> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U7BBB> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U7BBC> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U7BBD> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U7BC2> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U7BC5> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U7BC8> \xD2\xCA |0

<U7BCA> \xD2\xCB |0

<U7BD4> \xD2\xCC |0

<U7BD6> \xD2\xCD |0

<U7BD7> \xD2\xCE |0
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<U7BDB> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U7BE8> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U7BF2> \xD2\xD4 |0

<U7BF4> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U7BF5> \xD2\xD6 |0

<U7BF8> \xD2\xD7

 |0

<U7BF9> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U7BFA> \xD2\xD9 |0

<U7C01> \xD2\xDC |0

<U7C02> \xD2\xDD |0

<U7C03> \xD2\xDE |0

<U7C04> \xD2\xDF |0

<U7C06> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U7C09> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U7C0E> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U7C19> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U7C1B> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U7C20> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U7C25> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U7C28> \xD2\xEB |0

<U7C2C> \xD2\xEC |0

<U7C31> \xD2\xED |0

<U7C33> \xD2\xEE |0

<U7C34> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7C36> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U7C39> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U7C3A> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U7C46> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U7C4A> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U7C51> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U7C52> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U7C53> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U7C55> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U7C59> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U7C5A> \xD2\xFA |0

<U7C5B> \xD2\xFB |0

<U7C5C> \xD2\xFC |0

<U7C5D> \xD2\xFD |0

<U7C5E> \xD2\xFE |0

<U7C61> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U7C63> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U7C67> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U7C69> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U7C6D> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U7C6E> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U7C70> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U7C72> \xD3\xA8 |0
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<U7C79> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U7C86> \xD3\xAC |0

<U7C87> \xD3\xAD |0

<U7C8F> \xD3\xAE |0

<U7C94> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7CA0> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U7CA6> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U7CB0> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U7CB6> \xD3\xB4

 |0

<U7CB7> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U7CBA> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U7CBB> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U7CBF> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U7CC4> \xD3\xBA |0

<U7CC9> \xD3\xBD |0

<U7CCF> \xD3\xBF |0

<U7CD3> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U7CD4> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U7CDA> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U7CDD> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U7CE6> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U7CE9> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U7CEB> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U7CF5> \xD3\xCA |0

<U7D03> \xD3\xCB |0

<U7D09> \xD3\xCE |0

<U7D0F> \xD3\xCF |0

<U7D11> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U7D12> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U7D13> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U7D16> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U7D1D> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U7D1E> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U7D23> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U7D26> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U7D2A> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U7D2D> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U7D31> \xD3\xDA |0

<U7D3C> \xD3\xDB |0

<U7D3D> \xD3\xDC |0

<U7D3E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U7D40> \xD3\xDE |0

<U7D41> \xD3\xDF |0

<U7D47> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U7D48> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U7D4D> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U7D51> \xD3\xE3 |0
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<U7D53> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U7D57> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U7D59> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U7D5A> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U7D5C> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U7D5D> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U7D65> \xD3\xEA |0

<U7D67> \xD3\xEB |0

<U7D70> \xD3\xED |0

<U7D78> \xD3\xEE |0

<U7D7A> \xD3\xEF |0

<U7D7B> \xD3\xF0

 |0

<U7D81> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U7D82> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U7D83> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U7D85> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U7D86> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U7D88> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U7D8B> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U7D8C> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U7D8D> \xD3\xFA |0

<U7D91> \xD3\xFB |0

<U7D96> \xD3\xFC |0

<U7D97> \xD3\xFD |0

<U7D9D> \xD3\xFE |0

<U7D9E> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U7DA7> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U7DAA> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U7DB3> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U7DB6> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U7DB7> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U7DB9> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U7DC2> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U7DC3> \xD4\xAA |0

<U7DC4> \xD4\xAB |0

<U7DC5> \xD4\xAC |0

<U7DC6> \xD4\xAD |0

<U7DCC> \xD4\xAE |0

<U7DCD> \xD4\xAF |0

<U7DCE> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U7DD7> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U7DD9> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U7DE2> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U7DE5> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U7DE6> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U7DEA> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U7DEB> \xD4\xB8 |0
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<U7DED> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U7DF1> \xD4\xBA |0

<U7DF5> \xD4\xBB |0

<U7DF6> \xD4\xBC |0

<U7DF9> \xD4\xBD |0

<U7DFA> \xD4\xBE |0

<U7E00> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U7E08> \xD4\xBF |0

<U7E10> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U7E11> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U7E17> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U7E1C> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U7E20> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U7E27> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U7E28> \xD4\xC8

 |0

<U7E2C> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U7E2D> \xD4\xCA |0

<U7E33> \xD4\xCC |0

<U7E36> \xD4\xCD |0

<U7E3F> \xD4\xCE |0

<U7E44> \xD4\xCF |0

<U7E45> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U7E4E> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U7E50> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U7E58> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U7E5F> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U7E62> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U7E65> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U7E6E> \xD4\xDB |0

<U7E6F> \xD4\xDC |0

<U7E73> \xD4\xDD |0

<U7E78> \xD4\xDE |0

<U7E7E> \xD4\xDF |0

<U7E81> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U7E86> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U7E87> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U7E8A> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U7E8D> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U7E91> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U7E95> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U7E9A> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U7E9D> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U7E9E> \xD4\xEA |0

<U7F3B> \xD4\xEC |0

<U7F3C> \xD4\xEB |0

<U7F3D> \xD4\xED |0

<U7F3E> \xD4\xEE |0
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<U7F3F> \xD4\xEF |0

<U7F43> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U7F47> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U7F4F> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U7F52> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U7F53> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U7F5B> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U7F5C> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U7F5D> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U7F63> \xD4\xFA |0

<U7F64> \xD4\xFB |0

<U7F65> \xD4\xFC |0

<U7F66> \xD4\xFD |0

<U7F6D> \xD4\xFE |0

<U7F7D> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U7F7F> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U7F80> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U7F8B> \xD5\xA6

 |0

<U7F8D> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U7F8F> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U7F90> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U7F91> \xD5\xAA |0

<U7F96> \xD5\xAB |0

<U7F97> \xD5\xAC |0

<U7F9C> \xD5\xAD |0

<U7FA2> \xD5\xAF |0

<U7FA6> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U7FAA> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U7FAD> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U7FB4> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U7FC0> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U7FC3> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U7FC8> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U7FCF> \xD5\xBA |0

<U7FDB> \xD5\xBB |0

<U7FE3> \xD5\xBD |0

<U7FE8> \xD5\xBF |0

<U7FEC> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U7FEF> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U7FF2> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U7FFA> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U7FFD> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U7FFE> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U7FFF> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U8007> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U8008> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U800A> \xD5\xCA |0
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<U800E> \xD5\xCC |0

<U800F> \xD5\xCD |0

<U8011> \xD5\xCE |0

<U8013> \xD5\xCF |0

<U801D> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U801E> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U801F> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U8024> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U802C> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U802E> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U8030> \xD5\xDA |0

<U8034> \xD5\xDB |0

<U8039> \xD5\xDE |0

<U803A> \xD5\xDF |0

<U803C> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U803E> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U8040> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U8044> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U8060> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U8064> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U8066> \xD5\xE6

 |0

<U806D> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U8075> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U8081> \xD5\xEA |0

<U8088> \xD5\xEB |0

<U808E> \xD5\xEC |0

<U809E> \xD5\xEE |0

<U80A6> \xD5\xEF |0

<U80A7> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U80B8> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U80B9> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U80C8> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U80CF> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U80D2> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U80D4> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U80D5> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U80D8> \xD5\xFB |0

<U80E0> \xD5\xFC |0

<U80EE> \xD5\xFE |0

<U80F9> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U80FE> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U8103> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U810B> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U8117> \xD6\xAB |0

<U811C> \xD6\xAD |0

<U8120> \xD6\xAF |0

<U8124> \xD6\xB0 |0
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<U8127> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U8130> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U8135> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U813A> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U813C> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U8145> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U8147> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U8152> \xD6\xBB |0

<U8157> \xD6\xBC |0

<U8161> \xD6\xBE |0

<U8168> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U816F> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U8177> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U8181> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U8184> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U8185> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U8186> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U818B> \xD6\xCA |0

<U818E> \xD6\xCB |0

<U8190> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U8196> \xD6\xCC |0

<U819E> \xD6\xCF |0

<U81A2> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U81AE> \xD6\xD1

 |0

<U81B2> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U81B4> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U81C5> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U81CB> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U81CE> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U81CF> \xD6\xDA |0

<U81D5> \xD6\xDB |0

<U81D7> \xD6\xDC |0

<U81DB> \xD6\xDD |0

<U81DD> \xD6\xDE |0

<U81DE> \xD6\xDF |0

<U81E1> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U81E4> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U81EB> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U81F0> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U81F1> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U81F2> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U81F5> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U81F6> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U81F8> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U81F9> \xD6\xEA |0

<U81FD> \xD6\xEB |0

<U81FF> \xD6\xEC |0
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<U8203> \xD6\xEE |0

<U820F> \xD6\xEF |0

<U8213> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U8219> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U821A> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U821D> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U8232> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U823A> \xD6\xFA |0

<U8243> \xD6\xFB |0

<U8246> \xD6\xFE |0

<U824E> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U8251> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U8256> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U825C> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U8260> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U8263> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U8267> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U826D> \xD7\xAA |0

<U827B> \xD7\xAC |0

<U8280> \xD7\xAF |0

<U8281> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U8283> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U8287> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U8289> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U8294> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U8296> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U829B> \xD7\xBC

 |0

<U82A0> \xD7\xBD |0

<U82A3> \xD7\xBF |0

<U82A7> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U82B2> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U82BA> \xD7\xCA |0

<U82C6> \xD7\xCE |0

<U82D0> \xD7\xCF |0

<U82DA> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U82E2> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U82E8> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U82EA> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U82ED> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U82F6> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U8300> \xD7\xDD |0

<U830A> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U830B> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U831D> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U831E> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U831F> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U8321> \xD7\xE8 |0
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<U8322> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U832E> \xD7\xEC |0

<U8330> \xD7\xED |0

<U8337> \xD7\xEF |0

<U833D> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U8342> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U8344> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U834D> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U834E> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U8353> \xD8\xBE |0

<U8355> \xD7\xFA |0

<U8356> \xD7\xFB |0

<U8357> \xD7\xFC |0

<U8370> \xD7\xFD |0

<U837F> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U8380> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U8382> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U8384> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U838D> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U8394> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U8395> \xD8\xAA |0

<U8399> \xD8\xAC |0

<U839D> \xD8\xAF |0

<U83A6> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U83A7> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U83AC> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U83AD> \xD8\xCC |0

<U83BE> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U83BF> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U83D0> \xD8\xBA

 |0

<U83D1> \xD8\xBB |0

<U83E8> \xD8\xBF |0

<U83F6> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U83FC> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U8415> \xD8\xCA |0

<U8419> \xD8\xCB |0

<U842F> \xD8\xCD |0

<U8439> \xD8\xCE |0

<U8445> \xD8\xCF |0

<U8447> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U8448> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U844A> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U844D> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U844F> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U8452> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8456> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U8458> \xD8\xD8 |0
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<U8460> \xD8\xDC |0

<U8464> \xD8\xDD |0

<U8465> \xD8\xDE |0

<U8467> \xD8\xDF |0

<U846A> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U8470> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U8474> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U847C> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U847D> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U8481> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U8485> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U8492> \xD8\xEA |0

<U8493> \xD8\xEB |0

<U8495> \xD8\xEC |0

<U849E> \xD8\xED |0

<U84A6> \xD8\xEE |0

<U84A8> \xD8\xEF |0

<U84A9> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U84AA> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U84B1> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U84BE> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U84C7> \xD8\xFA |0

<U84C8> \xD8\xFB |0

<U84CC> \xD8\xFC |0

<U84CF> \xD8\xFD |0

<U84DC> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U84E7> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U84EA> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U84EF> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U84F1> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U84F2> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U84F7> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U84FA> \xD9\xAA

 |0

<U84FB> \xD9\xAB |0

<U84FD> \xD9\xAC |0

<U8502> \xD9\xAD |0

<U8503> \xD9\xAE |0

<U8507> \xD9\xAF |0

<U850E> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U8510> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U851C> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U8522> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U8524> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U8527> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U852A> \xD9\xBA |0

<U8532> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U8533> \xD9\xBD |0
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<U8534> \xD9\xBE |0

<U8536> \xD9\xBF |0

<U8546> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U854F> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U8550> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U8551> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U8552> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U855C> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U855D> \xD9\xCA |0

<U855F> \xD9\xCC |0

<U8560> \xD9\xCD |0

<U8561> \xD9\xCE |0

<U8562> \xD9\xCF |0

<U856B> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U856F> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U857D> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U857F> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U8581> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U8586> \xD9\xDA |0

<U8589> \xD9\xDB |0

<U858B> \xD9\xDC |0

<U858C> \xD9\xDD |0

<U8593> \xD9\xDF |0

<U8598> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U859D> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U859F> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U85A0> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U85A2> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U85A5> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U85A7> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U85AD> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U85B4> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U85B6> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U85B8> \xD9\xEA |0

<U85BC> \xD9\xEB |0

<U85BD> \xD9\xEC

 |0

<U85BE> \xD9\xED |0

<U85BF> \xD9\xEE |0

<U85C2> \xD9\xEF |0

<U85C7> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U85CA> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U85CB> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U85D8> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U85DA> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U85DF> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U85E0> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U85E6> \xD9\xF9 |0
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<U85E8> \xD9\xFA |0

<U85ED> \xD9\xFB |0

<U85F3> \xD9\xFC |0

<U85F6> \xD9\xFD |0

<U85FC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U8600> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U8604> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U860D> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U860E> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U8610> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U8612> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U8618> \xDA\xAA |0

<U8619> \xDA\xAB |0

<U861B> \xDA\xAC |0

<U861E> \xDA\xAD |0

<U8621> \xDA\xAE |0

<U8636> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U863A> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U863D> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U8640> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U8641> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U8642> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U8646> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U8652> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U8653> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8656> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8657> \xDA\xBC |0

<U8658> \xDA\xBD |0

<U8659> \xDA\xBE |0

<U865D> \xDA\xBF |0

<U8660> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U8661> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U8663> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U8664> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U8669> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U866F> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U8675> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U8676> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U8677> \xDA\xCA

 |0

<U8688> \xDA\xED |0

<U8691> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8696> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8698> \xDA\xCF |0

<U869A> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U86A1> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U86A6> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U86AD> \xDA\xD6 |0
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<U86B3> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U86B7> \xDA\xDB |0

<U86B8> \xDA\xDC |0

<U86B9> \xDA\xDD |0

<U86BF> \xDA\xDE |0

<U86C1> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U86C3> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U86C5> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U86D2> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U86D5> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U86D7> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U86DA> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U86DC> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U86E0> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U86E3> \xDA\xEA |0

<U86E5> \xDA\xEB |0

<U86E7> \xDA\xEC |0

<U86FA> \xDA\xEE |0

<U86FC> \xDA\xEF |0

<U86FD> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U8704> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U8705> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U870B> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U870E> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U870F> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U8710> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U8714> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U8719> \xDA\xFA |0

<U871F> \xDA\xFC |0

<U8728> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U872F> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U8732> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U8739> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U873A> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U873C> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U873D> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U8740> \xDB\xAB |0

<U8743> \xDB\xAC |0

<U8745> \xDB\xAD |0

<U874D> \xDB\xAE |0

<U8758> \xDB\xAF |0

<U875D> \xDB\xB0

 |0

<U8761> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U876F> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U8771> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U8772> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U8784> \xDB\xB9 |0
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<U8786> \xDB\xBB |0

<U8787> \xDB\xBC |0

<U8789> \xDB\xBE |0

<U878C> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U8790> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U8795> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U8798> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U8799> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U879E> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U87A0> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U87A3> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U87A7> \xDB\xCA |0

<U87AE> \xDB\xCD |0

<U87B1> \xDB\xCE |0

<U87BE> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U87BF> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U87C1> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U87C8> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U87C9> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U87CE> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U87D5> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U87D6> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U87D9> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U87DA> \xDB\xDA |0

<U87DC> \xDB\xDB |0

<U87DF> \xDB\xDC |0

<U87E2> \xDB\xDD |0

<U87E3> \xDB\xDE |0

<U87E4> \xDB\xDF |0

<U87EB> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U87ED> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U87F1> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U87F3> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U87F8> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U87FA> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U87FF> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U8801> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U8806> \xDB\xEA |0

<U8809> \xDB\xEB |0

<U880B> \xDB\xED |0

<U8810> \xDB\xEE |0

<U8812> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U8814> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U8818> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U8819> \xDB\xEF

 |0

<U881A> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U881C> \xDB\xF6 |0
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<U881E> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U8828> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U882D> \xDB\xFA |0

<U882E> \xDB\xFB |0

<U8830> \xDB\xFC |0

<U8835> \xDB\xFE |0

<U883A> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U8841> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U8843> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U8848> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U8849> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U884A> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U884B> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U884E> \xDC\xAA |0

<U8851> \xDC\xAB |0

<U8855> \xDC\xAC |0

<U8856> \xDC\xAD |0

<U8858> \xDC\xAE |0

<U885A> \xDC\xAF |0

<U885C> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U885F> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U8860> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U8871> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U8879> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U887B> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U8880> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U8898> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U889A> \xDC\xBA |0

<U889B> \xDC\xBB |0

<U889F> \xDC\xBD |0

<U88A0> \xDC\xBE |0

<U88A8> \xDC\xBF |0

<U88AA> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U88BA> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U88BD> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U88BE> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U88C0> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U88CA> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U88CB> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U88CC> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U88CD> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U88D1> \xDC\xCA |0

<U88D3> \xDC\xCC |0

<U88DB> \xDC\xCD |0

<U88DE> \xDC\xCE |0

<U88E7> \xDC\xCF |0

<U88EF> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U88F7> \xDC\xD4
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 |0

<U8901> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U8906> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U890D> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U890E> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U890F> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U8915> \xDC\xDA |0

<U8916> \xDC\xDB |0

<U891C> \xDC\xDF |0

<U8920> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U8926> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U8927> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U8928> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U8931> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U8932> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U8935> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U8939> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U893A> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U893E> \xDC\xEA |0

<U8940> \xDC\xEB |0

<U8942> \xDC\xEC |0

<U8945> \xDC\xED |0

<U8946> \xDC\xEE |0

<U8949> \xDC\xEF |0

<U894F> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U8952> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U8957> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U895A> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U895B> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U895C> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U8961> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U8962> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U8963> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U896B> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U896E> \xDC\xFA |0

<U8970> \xDC\xFB |0

<U8973> \xDC\xFC |0

<U8975> \xDC\xFD |0

<U897A> \xDC\xFE |0

<U897C> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U897D> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U8989> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U898D> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U8990> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U8994> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U8995> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U899B> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U899C> \xDD\xAA |0
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<U899F> \xDD\xAB |0

<U89A0> \xDD\xAC |0

<U89A5> \xDD\xAD

 |0

<U89B0> \xDD\xAE |0

<U89B4> \xDD\xAF |0

<U89B5> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U89B6> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U89B7> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U89BC> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U89D4> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U89D5> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U89D7> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U89D8> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U89E9> \xDD\xBA |0

<U89ED> \xDD\xBC |0

<U89F1> \xDD\xBD |0

<U89F6> \xDD\xBF |0

<U89F9> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U89FD> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U89FF> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U8A04> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U8A05> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U8A0F> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U8A11> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U8A12> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U8A14> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U8A15> \xDD\xCA |0

<U8A1E> \xDD\xCB |0

<U8A20> \xDD\xCC |0

<U8A22> \xDD\xCD |0

<U8A24> \xDD\xCE |0

<U8A26> \xDD\xCF |0

<U8A2B> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U8A2C> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U8A2F> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U8A35> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8A37> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U8A3D> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U8A40> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U8A43> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U8A45> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U8A47> \xDD\xDA |0

<U8A49> \xDD\xDB |0

<U8A4D> \xDD\xDC |0

<U8A4E> \xDD\xDD |0

<U8A53> \xDD\xDE |0

<U8A56> \xDD\xDF |0
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<U8A57> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U8A58> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U8A5C> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U8A5D> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U8A61> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U8A65> \xDD\xE5

 |0

<U8A67> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U8A76> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U8A77> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U8A7A> \xDD\xEB |0

<U8A7B> \xDD\xEC |0

<U8A7E> \xDD\xED |0

<U8A7F> \xDD\xEE |0

<U8A80> \xDD\xEF |0

<U8A83> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U8A86> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U8A8B> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U8A8F> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U8A90> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U8A92> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U8A96> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U8A97> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U8A99> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U8A9F> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U8AA7> \xDD\xFA |0

<U8AA9> \xDD\xFB |0

<U8AAE> \xDD\xFC |0

<U8AAF> \xDD\xFD |0

<U8AB3> \xDD\xFE |0

<U8AB6> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U8AB7> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U8ABB> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U8AC3> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U8AC6> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8AC8> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8AC9> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8ACA> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U8AD1> \xDE\xAA |0

<U8AD3> \xDE\xAB |0

<U8AD4> \xDE\xAC |0

<U8AD5> \xDE\xAD |0

<U8AD7> \xDE\xAE |0

<U8ADD> \xDE\xAF |0

<U8ADF> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U8AEC> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U8AF0> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U8AF4> \xDE\xB3 |0
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<U8AF5> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U8AFC> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U8AFF> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U8B05> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U8B06> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U8B0A> \xDE\xBF |0

<U8B0B> \xDE\xBA |0

<U8B11> \xDE\xBB |0

<U8B1C> \xDE\xBC

 |0

<U8B1E> \xDE\xBD |0

<U8B1F> \xDE\xBE |0

<U8B2D> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U8B30> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U8B37> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U8B3C> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U8B42> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U8B43> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U8B44> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U8B45> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U8B46> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U8B48> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U8B4D> \xDE\xCE |0

<U8B52> \xDE\xCA |0

<U8B53> \xDE\xCB |0

<U8B54> \xDE\xCC |0

<U8B59> \xDE\xCD |0

<U8B5E> \xDE\xCF |0

<U8B63> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U8B6D> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U8B76> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U8B78> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U8B79> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U8B7C> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U8B7E> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U8B81> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U8B84> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U8B85> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U8B8B> \xDE\xDA |0

<U8B8D> \xDE\xDB |0

<U8B8F> \xDE\xDC |0

<U8B94> \xDE\xDD |0

<U8B95> \xDE\xDE |0

<U8B9C> \xDE\xDF |0

<U8B9E> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U8B9F> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U8C38> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U8C39> \xDE\xE3 |0
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<U8C3D> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U8C3E> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U8C45> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U8C4B> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U8C4F> \xDE\xEA |0

<U8C51> \xDE\xEB |0

<U8C53> \xDE\xEC |0

<U8C54> \xDE\xED |0

<U8C57> \xDE\xEE |0

<U8C58> \xDE\xEF |0

<U8C59> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U8C5B> \xDE\xF0

 |0

<U8C5D> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U8C63> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U8C64> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U8C66> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U8C68> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U8C69> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U8C6D> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U8C75> \xDE\xFA |0

<U8C76> \xDE\xFB |0

<U8C7B> \xDE\xFC |0

<U8C7E> \xDE\xFD |0

<U8C86> \xDE\xFE |0

<U8C87> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U8C8B> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U8C90> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U8C92> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U8C93> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U8C99> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U8C9B> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U8C9C> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U8CA4> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U8CB9> \xDF\xAA |0

<U8CBA> \xDF\xAB |0

<U8CC5> \xDF\xAC |0

<U8CC6> \xDF\xAD |0

<U8CC9> \xDF\xAE |0

<U8CCB> \xDF\xAF |0

<U8CCF> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U8CD5> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U8CD6> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U8CD9> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U8CDD> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U8CE1> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U8CE8> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U8CEC> \xDF\xB7 |0
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<U8CEF> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U8CF0> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U8CF2> \xDF\xBA |0

<U8CF5> \xDF\xBB |0

<U8CF7> \xDF\xBC |0

<U8CF8> \xDF\xBD |0

<U8CFE> \xDF\xBE |0

<U8CFF> \xDF\xBF |0

<U8D01> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U8D03> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U8D09> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U8D12> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U8D17> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U8D1B> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U8D65> \xDF\xC6

 |0

<U8D69> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U8D6C> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U8D6E> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U8D7F> \xDF\xCA |0

<U8D82> \xDF\xCB |0

<U8D88> \xDF\xCD |0

<U8D8D> \xDF\xCE |0

<U8D90> \xDF\xCF |0

<U8D95> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U8D9E> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U8DA0> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U8DA6> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U8DAB> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U8DAC> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U8DAF> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U8DB2> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U8DB7> \xDF\xDB |0

<U8DB9> \xDF\xDC |0

<U8DBB> \xDF\xDD |0

<U8DC0> \xDF\xDE |0

<U8DC5> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8DC7> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U8DC8> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U8DCA> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U8DD4> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U8DD5> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U8DD9> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U8DE5> \xDF\xEB |0

<U8DE7> \xDF\xEC |0

<U8DF0> \xDF\xEE |0

<U8DF1> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U8DF2> \xDF\xF1 |0
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<U8DF4> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U8E01> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U8E04> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U8E06> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U8E0B> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U8E11> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U8E16> \xDF\xFB |0

<U8E20> \xDF\xFC |0

<U8E21> \xDF\xFD |0

<U8E26> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U8E27> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U8E33> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U8E36> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U8E37> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U8E38> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U8E4D> \xE0\xAE |0

<U8E4E> \xE0\xAF |0

<U8E4F> \xE0\xB0

 |0

<U8E54> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U8E5B> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U8E5C> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U8E5D> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U8E5E> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U8E61> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U8E62> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U8E71> \xE0\xBD |0

<U8E79> \xE0\xBE |0

<U8E7A> \xE0\xBF |0

<U8E7B> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U8E82> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U8E83> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U8E89> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U8E92> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U8E95> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U8E9A> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U8E9B> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U8E9D> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U8EA2> \xE0\xCB |0

<U8EA7> \xE0\xCC |0

<U8EA9> \xE0\xCD |0

<U8EAD> \xE0\xCE |0

<U8EAE> \xE0\xCF |0

<U8EB3> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U8EB5> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U8EBB> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U8EC1> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U8EC3> \xE0\xD6 |0
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<U8EC4> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U8EC7> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U8ECF> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U8ED1> \xE0\xDA |0

<U8ED4> \xE0\xDB |0

<U8EDC> \xE0\xDC |0

<U8EE8> \xE0\xDD |0

<U8EED> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U8EEE> \xE0\xDE |0

<U8EF0> \xE0\xDF |0

<U8EF1> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U8EF7> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U8EF9> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U8EFA> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8F00> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U8F02> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U8F07> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U8F08> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U8F0F> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U8F10> \xE0\xEA |0

<U8F16> \xE0\xEB

 |0

<U8F17> \xE0\xEC |0

<U8F18> \xE0\xED |0

<U8F20> \xE0\xEF |0

<U8F21> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U8F23> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U8F25> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U8F28> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U8F2C> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U8F2D> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U8F2E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U8F34> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U8F35> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U8F36> \xE0\xFA |0

<U8F37> \xE0\xFB |0

<U8F3A> \xE0\xFC |0

<U8F40> \xE0\xFD |0

<U8F41> \xE0\xFE |0

<U8F43> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U8F47> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U8F4F> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U8F51> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U8F52> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U8F53> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U8F54> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U8F55> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U8F58> \xE1\xA9 |0
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<U8F5E> \xE1\xAB |0

<U8F65> \xE1\xAC |0

<U8F9D> \xE1\xAD |0

<U8FA0> \xE1\xAE |0

<U8FA1> \xE1\xAF |0

<U8FA4> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U8FA5> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U8FB5> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U8FB8> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U8FC0> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U8FC6> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U8FCA> \xE1\xBA |0

<U8FCB> \xE1\xBB |0

<U8FCD> \xE1\xBC |0

<U8FD2> \xE1\xBE |0

<U8FE0> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U8FE3> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U8FF1> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U8FF5> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U8FF6> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U8FFB> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U8FFE> \xE1\xCA |0

<U900C> \xE1\xCE |0

<U9018> \xE1\xCF

 |0

<U9028> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U9029> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U902A> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U902C> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U9033> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U9034> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U9037> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U903F> \xE1\xDA |0

<U9043> \xE1\xDB |0

<U904C> \xE1\xDD |0

<U9066> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U9067> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U906C> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U9070> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U9079> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U9085> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U908C> \xE1\xEA |0

<U908E> \xE1\xEB |0

<U9090> \xE1\xEC |0

<U9098> \xE1\xEF |0

<U90A0> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U90A5> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U90B2> \xE1\xF7 |0
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<U90BD> \xE1\xFB |0

<U90C3> \xE1\xFE |0

<U90C8> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U90CC> \xE1\xFC |0

<U90D2> \xE2\xAD |0

<U90D5> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U90D8> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U90D9> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U90DF> \xE2\xAB |0

<U90E5> \xE2\xAC |0

<U90F0> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U90F6> \xE2\xAE |0

<U90FF> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U9100> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U9105> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U9106> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U9108> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U910D> \xE2\xBA |0

<U9110> \xE2\xBB |0

<U9114> \xE2\xBC |0

<U9116> \xE2\xBD |0

<U9117> \xE2\xBE |0

<U9118> \xE2\xBF |0

<U911A> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U911C> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U9120> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U9125> \xE2\xC4

 |0

<U9129> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U912E> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U9134> \xE2\xCC |0

<U9136> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9137> \xE2\xCE |0

<U913A> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U913C> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U913D> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U9147> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U9148> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U9153> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U9159> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U915B> \xE2\xDB |0

<U9167> \xE2\xDE |0

<U916D> \xE2\xDF |0

<U917A> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U917B> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U9181> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U9183> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U9186> \xE2\xE7 |0
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<U918A> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U918E> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U9193> \xE2\xEB |0

<U9194> \xE2\xEC |0

<U9195> \xE2\xED |0

<U9198> \xE2\xEE |0

<U919E> \xE2\xEF |0

<U91A1> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U91A6> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U91A8> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U91B0> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U91B2> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U91B3> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U91B6> \xE2\xFA |0

<U91BB> \xE2\xFB |0

<U91BC> \xE2\xFC |0

<U91BD> \xE2\xFD |0

<U91BF> \xE2\xFE |0

<U91C2> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U91C3> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U91C5> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U91D3> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U91D4> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U91D9> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U91DA> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U91DE> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U91E4> \xE3\xAA |0

<U91E5> \xE3\xAB |0

<U91E9> \xE3\xAC |0

<U91EC> \xE3\xAE

 |0

<U91ED> \xE3\xAF |0

<U91EE> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U91EF> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U91F0> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U91F1> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U91F7> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U91F9> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U91FB> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U91FD> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U9200> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U9201> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U9204> \xE3\xBA |0

<U9205> \xE3\xBB |0

<U9206> \xE3\xBC |0

<U9207> \xE3\xBD |0

<U9209> \xE3\xBE |0

<U920A> \xE3\xBF |0
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<U920C> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U9213> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U9216> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U9218> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U921C> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U921D> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U9223> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U9224> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U9225> \xE3\xCA |0

<U9226> \xE3\xCB |0

<U9228> \xE3\xCC |0

<U922E> \xE3\xCD |0

<U922F> \xE3\xCE |0

<U9230> \xE3\xCF |0

<U9233> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U9235> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U9236> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U9238> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U9239> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U923C> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U923E> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U9242> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U9243> \xE3\xDA |0

<U9246> \xE3\xDB |0

<U9247> \xE3\xDC |0

<U924A> \xE3\xDD |0

<U924D> \xE3\xDE |0

<U924E> \xE3\xDF |0

<U924F> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U9251> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U9258> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U9259> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U925C> \xE3\xE4

 |0

<U925D> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U9260> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U9261> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U9267> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U9268> \xE3\xEA |0

<U9269> \xE3\xEB |0

<U926E> \xE3\xEC |0

<U926F> \xE3\xED |0

<U9270> \xE3\xEE |0

<U9275> \xE3\xEF |0

<U9276> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U9277> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U9278> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U9279> \xE3\xF3 |0
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<U927B> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U927C> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U927D> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U927F> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U9288> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U9289> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U928A> \xE3\xFA |0

<U928D> \xE3\xFB |0

<U9292> \xE3\xFD |0

<U9297> \xE3\xFE |0

<U9299> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U929F> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U92A0> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U92A4> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U92A5> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U92A7> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U92A8> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U92AB> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U92AF> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U92B2> \xE4\xAA |0

<U92B8> \xE4\xAC |0

<U92BA> \xE4\xAD |0

<U92BB> \xE4\xAE |0

<U92BC> \xE4\xAF |0

<U92BD> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U92BF> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U92C0> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U92C1> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U92C2> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U92C3> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U92C5> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U92C6> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U92C7> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U92CB> \xE4\xBA |0

<U92CD> \xE4\xBC |0

<U92CE> \xE4\xBD

 |0

<U92D0> \xE4\xBE |0

<U92D3> \xE4\xBF |0

<U92D5> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U92D7> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U92D8> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U92D9> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U92DC> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U92DD> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U92DF> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U92E0> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U92E1> \xE4\xC8 |0
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<U92E3> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U92E5> \xE4\xCA |0

<U92E7> \xE4\xCB |0

<U92E8> \xE4\xCC |0

<U92EC> \xE4\xCD |0

<U92EE> \xE4\xCE |0

<U92F0> \xE4\xCF |0

<U92F9> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U92FB> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U92FF> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U9300> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U9302> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U9308> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U930D> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U9311> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U9314> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U9315> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U931C> \xE4\xDA |0

<U931D> \xE4\xDB |0

<U9325> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U9327> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U9329> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U932A> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U9333> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U9334> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U9336> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U9337> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U9347> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U9349> \xE4\xEA |0

<U9350> \xE4\xEB |0

<U9351> \xE4\xEC |0

<U9352> \xE4\xED |0

<U9355> \xE4\xEE |0

<U9357> \xE4\xEF |0

<U9358> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U935A> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U935E> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U9364> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U9365> \xE4\xF4

 |0

<U9367> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U9369> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U936D> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U936F> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U9370> \xE4\xFA |0

<U9371> \xE4\xFB |0

<U9373> \xE4\xFC |0

<U9374> \xE4\xFD |0
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<U9376> \xE4\xFE |0

<U937A> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U937D> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U937F> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U9380> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U9381> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U9382> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U9388> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U938A> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U938B> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U938D> \xE5\xAA |0

<U9392> \xE5\xAC |0

<U9395> \xE5\xAD |0

<U9398> \xE5\xAE |0

<U939B> \xE5\xAF |0

<U939E> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U93A1> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U93A4> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U93A6> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U93A8> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U93A9> \xE5\xBB |0

<U93AB> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U93B4> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U93B5> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U93B6> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U93BA> \xE5\xBA |0

<U93C1> \xE5\xBC |0

<U93C4> \xE5\xBD |0

<U93C5> \xE5\xBE |0

<U93C6> \xE5\xBF |0

<U93C7> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U93C9> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U93CB> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U93CC> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U93CD> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U93D3> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U93D9> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U93DC> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U93DF> \xE5\xCA |0

<U93E2> \xE5\xCB |0

<U93E6> \xE5\xCC |0

<U93E7> \xE5\xCD

 |0

<U93F7> \xE5\xCF |0

<U93F8> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U93F9> \xE5\xCE |0

<U93FA> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U93FB> \xE5\xD2 |0
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<U93FD> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U9401> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U9402> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U9408> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U9409> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U940D> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U940E> \xE5\xDA |0

<U940F> \xE5\xDB |0

<U9415> \xE5\xDC |0

<U9416> \xE5\xDD |0

<U9417> \xE5\xDE |0

<U941F> \xE5\xDF |0

<U942E> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U942F> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U9431> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U9432> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U9433> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U9434> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U943B> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U943D> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U943F> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U9443> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U9445> \xE5\xEA |0

<U9448> \xE5\xEB |0

<U944A> \xE5\xEC |0

<U944C> \xE5\xED |0

<U9455> \xE5\xEE |0

<U9459> \xE5\xEF |0

<U945C> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U945F> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U9461> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U9463> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U9468> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U946D> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U946E> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U946F> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U9471> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U9472> \xE5\xFA |0

<U9483> \xE5\xFC |0

<U9484> \xE5\xFB |0

<U9578> \xE5\xFD |0

<U9579> \xE5\xFE |0

<U957E> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U9584> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U9588> \xE6\xA3

 |0

<U958C> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U958D> \xE6\xA5 |0
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<U958E> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U959D> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U959E> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U959F> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U95A1> \xE6\xAA |0

<U95A6> \xE6\xAB |0

<U95A9> \xE6\xAC |0

<U95AB> \xE6\xAD |0

<U95AC> \xE6\xAE |0

<U95B4> \xE6\xAF |0

<U95B6> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U95BA> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U95BD> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U95BF> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U95C6> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U95C8> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U95C9> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U95CB> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U95D0> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U95D1> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U95D2> \xE6\xBA |0

<U95D3> \xE6\xBB |0

<U95D9> \xE6\xBC |0

<U95DA> \xE6\xBD |0

<U95DD> \xE6\xBE |0

<U95DE> \xE6\xBF |0

<U95DF> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U95E0> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U95E4> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U95E6> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U961E> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U9624> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U9625> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U9626> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U962C> \xE6\xCA |0

<U9637> \xE6\xCD |0

<U9638> \xE6\xCE |0

<U9639> \xE6\xCF |0

<U963A> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U9641> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U9652> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U9656> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U9657> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U9658> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U966E> \xE6\xDA |0

<U967B> \xE6\xDC |0

<U967C> \xE6\xDD |0

<U967E> \xE6\xDE
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 |0

<U967F> \xE6\xDF |0

<U9681> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U9682> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U9683> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U9684> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U9689> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U9691> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U9696> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U969A> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U969D> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U969F> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U96A4> \xE6\xEA |0

<U96A5> \xE6\xEB |0

<U96A6> \xE6\xEC |0

<U96A9> \xE6\xED |0

<U96AE> \xE6\xEE |0

<U96AF> \xE6\xEF |0

<U96BA> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U96CA> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U96D8> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U96DA> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U96DD> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U96DE> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U96DF> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U96F1> \xE6\xFC |0

<U96FA> \xE6\xFD |0

<U9702> \xE6\xFE |0

<U9703> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U9705> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U971A> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U971B> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U971D> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U9721> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U9722> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U9723> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U9728> \xE7\xAA |0

<U9731> \xE7\xAB |0

<U9733> \xE7\xAC |0

<U9741> \xE7\xAD |0

<U9743> \xE7\xAE |0

<U974A> \xE7\xAF |0

<U974E> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U974F> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U9755> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U9757> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U9758> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U975A> \xE7\xB5 |0
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<U9763> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U9767> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U976A> \xE7\xB9

 |0

<U976E> \xE7\xBA |0

<U9778> \xE7\xBE |0

<U977B> \xE7\xBF |0

<U977D> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U977F> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U9780> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U9789> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U9795> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U9796> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U9797> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U9799> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U979A> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U979E> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U979F> \xE7\xCA |0

<U97A2> \xE7\xCB |0

<U97AC> \xE7\xCC |0

<U97AE> \xE7\xCD |0

<U97B1> \xE7\xCE |0

<U97B5> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U97B6> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U97B8> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U97B9> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U97BA> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U97BC> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U97BE> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U97BF> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U97C1> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U97C4> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U97C5> \xE7\xDA |0

<U97C7> \xE7\xDB |0

<U97C9> \xE7\xDC |0

<U97CA> \xE7\xDD |0

<U97CC> \xE7\xDE |0

<U97CD> \xE7\xDF |0

<U97CE> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U97D0> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U97D1> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U97D4> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U97D7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U97D8> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U97D9> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U97DB> \xE7\xEA |0

<U97DD> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U97DE> \xE7\xE8 |0
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<U97E0> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U97E1> \xE7\xEB |0

<U97E4> \xE7\xEC |0

<U97EF> \xE7\xED |0

<U97F1> \xE7\xEE |0

<U97F4> \xE7\xEF

 |0

<U97F7> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U97F8> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U97FA> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U9807> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U980D> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U980E> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U9814> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U9816> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U9819> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U981C> \xE7\xFA |0

<U981E> \xE7\xFB |0

<U9820> \xE7\xFC |0

<U9823> \xE7\xFD |0

<U9825> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U9826> \xE7\xFE |0

<U982B> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U982E> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U982F> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U9832> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U9833> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U9835> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U983E> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U9844> \xE8\xAA |0

<U9847> \xE8\xAB |0

<U984A> \xE8\xAC |0

<U9851> \xE8\xAD |0

<U9852> \xE8\xAE |0

<U9853> \xE8\xAF |0

<U9856> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U9857> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U9859> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U9862> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U9863> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U9866> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U986A> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U986C> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U98AB> \xE8\xBA |0

<U98AD> \xE8\xBB |0

<U98AE> \xE8\xBC |0

<U98B0> \xE8\xBD |0

<U98B4> \xE8\xBE |0
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<U98B7> \xE8\xBF |0

<U98B8> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U98BA> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U98BB> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U98BF> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U98C2> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U98C5> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U98C8> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U98CC> \xE8\xC7

 |0

<U98E3> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U98E5> \xE8\xCA |0

<U98E6> \xE8\xCB |0

<U98EA> \xE8\xCD |0

<U98F3> \xE8\xCE |0

<U98F6> \xE8\xCF |0

<U9902> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U9907> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U9908> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U9911> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U9915> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U9916> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U9917> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U991A> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U991B> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U991C> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U991F> \xE8\xDA |0

<U9922> \xE8\xDB |0

<U9926> \xE8\xDC |0

<U9927> \xE8\xDD |0

<U992B> \xE8\xDE |0

<U9931> \xE8\xDF |0

<U9932> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U9933> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U9934> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U9935> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U9939> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U993A> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U993B> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U993C> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U9940> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U9941> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U9946> \xE8\xEA |0

<U9947> \xE8\xEB |0

<U9948> \xE8\xEC |0

<U994E> \xE8\xEE |0

<U9958> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U9959> \xE8\xF1 |0
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<U995B> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U995C> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U995E> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U995F> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U9960> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U999B> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U999F> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U99A6> \xE8\xFA |0

<U99B0> \xE8\xFB |0

<U99B2> \xE8\xFD |0

<U99B5> \xE8\xFE |0

<U99BA> \xE9\xA2

 |0

<U99BD> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U99BF> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U99C3> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U99C9> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U99D3> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U99D4> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U99DA> \xE9\xAA |0

<U99DC> \xE9\xAB |0

<U99DE> \xE9\xAC |0

<U99E7> \xE9\xAD |0

<U99EA> \xE9\xAE |0

<U99EB> \xE9\xAF |0

<U99EC> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U99F0> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U99F4> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U99F5> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U99F9> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U99FD> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U99FE> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U9A02> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U9A03> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U9A04> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U9A0B> \xE9\xBA |0

<U9A0C> \xE9\xBB |0

<U9A10> \xE9\xBC |0

<U9A11> \xE9\xBD |0

<U9A16> \xE9\xBE |0

<U9A1E> \xE9\xBF |0

<U9A20> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U9A22> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U9A23> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U9A24> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U9A27> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U9A2D> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U9A2E> \xE9\xC6 |0
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<U9A33> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U9A35> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U9A38> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9A41> \xE9\xCC |0

<U9A44> \xE9\xCD |0

<U9A47> \xE9\xCB |0

<U9A4A> \xE9\xCE |0

<U9A4B> \xE9\xCF |0

<U9A4C> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U9A4E> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U9A51> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U9A54> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U9A56> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U9A5D> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U9AAA> \xE9\xD6

 |0

<U9AAC> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U9AAE> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U9AAF> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U9AB2> \xE9\xDA |0

<U9AB4> \xE9\xDB |0

<U9AB5> \xE9\xDC |0

<U9AB9> \xE9\xDE |0

<U9ABB> \xE9\xDF |0

<U9ABE> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U9ABF> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U9AC3> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U9AC6> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U9AC8> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U9ACE> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U9AD0> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U9AD2> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U9AD5> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U9AD6> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9AD7> \xE9\xEB |0

<U9ADB> \xE9\xEC |0

<U9ADC> \xE9\xED |0

<U9AE0> \xE9\xEE |0

<U9AE4> \xE9\xEF |0

<U9AE7> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U9AE9> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U9AEC> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U9AF2> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U9AF3> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U9AF5> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U9AFA> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U9AFD> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U9AFF> \xE9\xFA |0
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<U9B00> \xE9\xFB |0

<U9B01> \xE9\xFC |0

<U9B02> \xE9\xFD |0

<U9B04> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U9B05> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U9B09> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U9B0B> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U9B0C> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U9B0D> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U9B0E> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U9B10> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U9B12> \xEA\xAA |0

<U9B16> \xEA\xAB |0

<U9B19> \xEA\xAC |0

<U9B1B> \xEA\xAD |0

<U9B1C> \xEA\xAE |0

<U9B20> \xEA\xAF |0

<U9B26> \xEA\xB0

 |0

<U9B2B> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U9B2D> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U9B33> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U9B34> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U9B35> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U9B37> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U9B39> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U9B3A> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U9B3D> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U9B4B> \xEA\xBB |0

<U9B4C> \xEA\xBC |0

<U9B55> \xEA\xBD |0

<U9B56> \xEA\xBE |0

<U9B57> \xEA\xBF |0

<U9B5B> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U9B5E> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U9B61> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U9B63> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U9B65> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U9B66> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U9B68> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U9B6A> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U9B6B> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U9B6C> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U9B6D> \xEA\xCA |0

<U9B6E> \xEA\xCB |0

<U9B73> \xEA\xCC |0

<U9B75> \xEA\xCD |0

<U9B77> \xEA\xCE |0
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<U9B78> \xEA\xCF |0

<U9B79> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U9B7F> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U9B80> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U9B84> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U9B85> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U9B86> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U9B87> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U9B89> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U9B8A> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U9B8B> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U9B8D> \xEA\xDA |0

<U9B8F> \xEA\xDB |0

<U9B90> \xEA\xDC |0

<U9B94> \xEA\xDD |0

<U9B9A> \xEA\xDE |0

<U9B9D> \xEA\xDF |0

<U9B9E> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U9BA6> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U9BA7> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U9BA9> \xEA\xE3

 |0

<U9BAC> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U9BB0> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U9BB1> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U9BB2> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U9BB7> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U9BB8> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U9BBB> \xEA\xEA |0

<U9BBC> \xEA\xEB |0

<U9BBE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U9BBF> \xEA\xED |0

<U9BC1> \xEA\xEE |0

<U9BC7> \xEA\xEF |0

<U9BC8> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U9BCE> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U9BD0> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U9BD7> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U9BD8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U9BDD> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U9BDF> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U9BE5> \xEA\xF7 |0

<U9BE7> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U9BEA> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U9BEB> \xEA\xFA |0

<U9BEF> \xEA\xFB |0

<U9BF3> \xEA\xFC |0

<U9BF7> \xEA\xFD |0
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<U9BF8> \xEA\xFE |0

<U9BF9> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U9BFA> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U9BFD> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U9BFF> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U9C00> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U9C02> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U9C0B> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U9C0F> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U9C11> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U9C16> \xEB\xAA |0

<U9C18> \xEB\xAB |0

<U9C19> \xEB\xAC |0

<U9C1A> \xEB\xAD |0

<U9C1C> \xEB\xAE |0

<U9C1E> \xEB\xAF |0

<U9C22> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U9C23> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U9C26> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U9C27> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U9C28> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U9C29> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U9C2A> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U9C31> \xEB\xB7

 |0

<U9C35> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U9C36> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U9C37> \xEB\xBA |0

<U9C3D> \xEB\xBB |0

<U9C41> \xEB\xBC |0

<U9C43> \xEB\xBD |0

<U9C44> \xEB\xBE |0

<U9C45> \xEB\xBF |0

<U9C4A> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U9C4E> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U9C4F> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U9C50> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U9C53> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U9C54> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U9C56> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U9C58> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U9C5B> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U9C5C> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U9C5D> \xEB\xCA |0

<U9C5E> \xEB\xCB |0

<U9C5F> \xEB\xCC |0

<U9C63> \xEB\xCD |0

<U9C68> \xEB\xD2 |0
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<U9C69> \xEB\xCE |0

<U9C6A> \xEB\xCF |0

<U9C6B> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U9C6E> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U9C70> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U9C72> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U9C75> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U9C77> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U9C7B> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U9CE6> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U9CF2> \xEB\xDA |0

<U9CF7> \xEB\xDB |0

<U9CF9> \xEB\xDC |0

<U9D02> \xEB\xDE |0

<U9D0B> \xEB\xDD |0

<U9D11> \xEB\xDF |0

<U9D17> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U9D18> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U9D1C> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U9D1D> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U9D1E> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U9D2F> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U9D30> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U9D32> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U9D33> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U9D34> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U9D3A> \xEB\xEA

 |0

<U9D3C> \xEB\xEB |0

<U9D3D> \xEB\xED |0

<U9D42> \xEB\xEE |0

<U9D43> \xEB\xEF |0

<U9D45> \xEB\xEC |0

<U9D47> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U9D4A> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U9D53> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U9D54> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U9D5F> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U9D62> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U9D63> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U9D65> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U9D69> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U9D6A> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U9D6B> \xEB\xFA |0

<U9D70> \xEB\xFB |0

<U9D76> \xEB\xFC |0

<U9D77> \xEB\xFD |0

<U9D7B> \xEB\xFE |0
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<U9D7C> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U9D7E> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U9D83> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U9D84> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U9D86> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U9D8A> \xEC\xA6 |0

<U9D8D> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U9D8E> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U9D92> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U9D93> \xEC\xAA |0

<U9D95> \xEC\xAB |0

<U9D96> \xEC\xAC |0

<U9D97> \xEC\xAD |0

<U9D98> \xEC\xAE |0

<U9DA1> \xEC\xAF |0

<U9DAA> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U9DAC> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U9DAE> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U9DB1> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U9DB5> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U9DB9> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U9DBC> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U9DBF> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U9DC3> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U9DC7> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U9DC9> \xEC\xBA |0

<U9DCA> \xEC\xBB |0

<U9DD4> \xEC\xBC |0

<U9DD5> \xEC\xBD |0

<U9DD6> \xEC\xBE

 |0

<U9DDA> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U9DDE> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U9DDF> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U9DE0> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U9DE5> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U9DE7> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U9DE9> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U9DEB> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U9DEE> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U9DF0> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U9DF3> \xEC\xCA |0

<U9DF4> \xEC\xCB |0

<U9DFE> \xEC\xCC |0

<U9E02> \xEC\xCE |0

<U9E07> \xEC\xCF |0

<U9E0A> \xEC\xCD |0

<U9E0E> \xEC\xD0 |0
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<U9E10> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U9E11> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U9E12> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U9E15> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U9E16> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U9E19> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U9E1C> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U9E1D> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U9E7A> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U9E7B> \xEC\xDA |0

<U9E7C> \xEC\xDB |0

<U9E80> \xEC\xDC |0

<U9E83> \xEC\xDE |0

<U9E84> \xEC\xDF |0

<U9E85> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U9E8E> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U9E8F> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U9E96> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U9E98> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U9E9B> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U9E9E> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U9EA4> \xEC\xE8 |0

<U9EA8> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U9EAC> \xEC\xEA |0

<U9EAE> \xEC\xEB |0

<U9EAF> \xEC\xEC |0

<U9EB0> \xEC\xED |0

<U9EB3> \xEC\xEE |0

<U9EC6> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U9EC8> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U9ECB> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U9ED5> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U9EE4> \xEC\xF6

 |0

<U9EEC> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U9EED> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U9EEE> \xEC\xFA |0

<U9EF0> \xEC\xFB |0

<U9EF1> \xEC\xFC |0

<U9EF2> \xEC\xFD |0

<U9EF5> \xEC\xFE |0

<U9EF8> \xED\xA1 |0

<U9EFF> \xED\xA2 |0

<U9F02> \xED\xA3 |0

<U9F03> \xED\xA4 |0

<U9F09> \xED\xA5 |0

<U9F0F> \xED\xA6 |0

<U9F11> \xED\xA8 |0
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<U9F12> \xED\xA9 |0

<U9F14> \xED\xAA |0

<U9F16> \xED\xAB |0

<U9F1A> \xED\xAE |0

<U9F1B> \xED\xAF |0

<U9F1F> \xED\xB0 |0

<U9F26> \xED\xB2 |0

<U9F2A> \xED\xB3 |0

<U9F2B> \xED\xB4 |0

<U9F31> \xED\xB6 |0

<U9F32> \xED\xB7 |0

<U9F34> \xED\xB8 |0

<U9F3A> \xED\xBB |0

<U9F3C> \xED\xBC |0

<U9F3F> \xED\xBE |0

<U9F41> \xED\xBF |0

<U9F43> \xED\xC0 |0

<U9F45> \xED\xC2 |0

<U9F46> \xED\xC3 |0

<U9F47> \xED\xC4 |0

<U9F53> \xED\xC5 |0

<U9F55> \xED\xC6 |0

<U9F56> \xED\xC7 |0

<U9F57> \xED\xC8 |0

<U9F58> \xED\xC9 |0

<U9F5A> \xED\xCA |0

<U9F5D> \xED\xCB |0

<U9F5E> \xED\xCC |0

<U9F68> \xED\xCD |0

<U9F69> \xED\xCE |0

<U9F6D> \xED\xCF |0

<U9F6E> \xED\xD0 |0

<U9F6F> \xED\xD1 |0

<U9F70> \xED\xD2 |0

<U9F71> \xED\xD3 |0

<U9F73> \xED\xD4

 |0

<U9F75> \xED\xD5 |0

<U9F7A> \xED\xD6 |0

<U9F7D> \xED\xD7 |0

<U9F8F> \xED\xD8 |0

<U9F91> \xED\xDA |0

<U9F92> \xED\xDB |0

<U9F94> \xED\xDC |0

<U9F96> \xED\xDD |0

<U9F97> \xED\xDE |0

<U9F9E> \xED\xDF |0

<U9FA1> \xED\xE0 |0
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<U9FA2> \xED\xE1 |0

<U9FA3> \xED\xE2 |0

<U9FA5> \xED\xE3 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d4.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003A7.RPMAP110 and 03A734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-935_P110-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "EBCDIC_STATEFUL"

<subchar>                     \xFE\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-935_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02

 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x3F |2

<U000F> \x3F |2

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \xE0 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0
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<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041>

 \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xB2 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0
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<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA0 |0

<U007F> \x07

 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0
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<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x3F |2

<U00A1> \x3F |2

<U00A2> \x3F |2

<U00A3> \x4A |0

<U00A4> \x45\x88 |0

<U00A5> \x5B |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \x44\x6A |0

<U00A8> \x44\x60 |0

<U00A9> \x3F |2

<U00AA> \x3F |2

<U00AB> \x3F |2

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \x3F |2

<U00AE> \x3F |2

<U00AF> \x3F |2

<U00B0> \x44\xED |0

<U00B1> \x44\x4B |0

<U00B2> \x3F |2

<U00B3> \x3F |2

<U00B4> \x44\x50 |0

<U00B5> \x3F |2

<U00B6> \x3F |2

<U00B7> \x43\x45 |1

<U00B8> \x3F |2

<U00B9> \x3F |2

<U00BA> \x3F |2

<U00BB> \x3F |2

<U00BC> \x3F

 |2

<U00BD> \x3F |2

<U00BE> \x3F |2

<U00BF> \x3F |2

<U00C0> \x3F |2

<U00C1> \x3F |2

<U00C2> \x3F |2

<U00C3> \x3F |2

<U00C4> \x3F |2

<U00C5> \x3F |2

<U00C6> \x3F |2

<U00C7> \x3F |2

<U00C8> \x3F |2

<U00C9> \x3F |2

<U00CA> \x3F |2
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<U00CB> \x3F |2

<U00CC> \x3F |2

<U00CD> \x3F |2

<U00CE> \x3F |2

<U00CF> \x3F |2

<U00D0> \x3F |2

<U00D1> \x3F |2

<U00D2> \x3F |2

<U00D3> \x3F |2

<U00D4> \x3F |2

<U00D5> \x3F |2

<U00D6> \x3F |2

<U00D7> \x44\x7A |0

<U00D8> \x3F |2

<U00D9> \x3F |2

<U00DA> \x3F |2

<U00DB> \x3F |2

<U00DC> \x3F |2

<U00DD> \x3F |2

<U00DE> \x3F |2

<U00DF> \x3F |2

<U00E0> \x46\x44 |0

<U00E1> \x46\x42 |0

<U00E2> \x3F |2

<U00E3> \x3F |2

<U00E4> \x3F |2

<U00E5> \x3F |2

<U00E6> \x3F |2

<U00E7> \x3F |2

<U00E8> \x46\x48 |0

<U00E9> \x46\x46 |0

<U00EA> \x46\x5A |0

<U00EB> \x3F |2

<U00EC> \x46\x4C |0

<U00ED> \x46\x4A |0

<U00EE> \x3F |2

<U00EF> \x3F |2

<U00F0> \x3F |2

<U00F1> \x3F |2

<U00F2> \x46\x50 |0

<U00F3> \x46\x4E |0

<U00F4> \x3F |2

<U00F5> \x3F |2

<U00F6> \x3F |2

<U00F7> \x44\x7B |0

<U00F8>

 \x3F |2

<U00F9> \x46\x54 |0
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<U00FA> \x46\x52 |0

<U00FB> \x3F |2

<U00FC> \x46\x59 |0

<U00FD> \x3F |2

<U00FE> \x3F |2

<U00FF> \x3F |2

<U0101> \x46\x41 |0

<U0113> \x46\x45 |0

<U011B> \x46\x47 |0

<U012B> \x46\x49 |0

<U014D> \x46\x4D |0

<U016B> \x46\x51 |0

<U01CE> \x46\x43 |0

<U01D0> \x46\x4B |0

<U01D2> \x46\x4F |0

<U01D4> \x46\x53 |0

<U01D6> \x46\x55 |0

<U01D8> \x46\x56 |0

<U01DA> \x46\x57 |0

<U01DC> \x46\x58 |0

<U02C7> \x45\x46 |0

<U02C9> \x45\x45 |0

<U0391> \x41\x61 |0

<U0392> \x41\x62 |0

<U0393> \x41\x63 |0

<U0394> \x41\x64 |0

<U0395> \x41\x65 |0

<U0396> \x41\x66 |0

<U0397> \x41\x67 |0

<U0398> \x41\x68 |0

<U0399> \x41\x69 |0

<U039A> \x41\x6A |0

<U039B> \x41\x6B |0

<U039C> \x41\x6C |0

<U039D> \x41\x6D |0

<U039E> \x41\x6E |0

<U039F> \x41\x6F |0

<U03A0> \x41\x70 |0

<U03A1> \x41\x71 |0

<U03A3> \x41\x72 |0

<U03A4> \x41\x73 |0

<U03A5> \x41\x74 |0

<U03A6> \x41\x75 |0

<U03A7> \x41\x76 |0

<U03A8> \x41\x77 |0

<U03A9> \x41\x78 |0

<U03B1> \x41\x41 |0

<U03B2> \x41\x42 |0
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<U03B3> \x41\x43 |0

<U03B4>

 \x41\x44 |0

<U03B5> \x41\x45 |0

<U03B6> \x41\x46 |0

<U03B7> \x41\x47 |0

<U03B8> \x41\x48 |0

<U03B9> \x41\x49 |0

<U03BA> \x41\x4A |0

<U03BB> \x41\x4B |0

<U03BC> \x41\x4C |0

<U03BD> \x41\x4D |0

<U03BE> \x41\x4E |0

<U03BF> \x41\x4F |0

<U03C0> \x41\x50 |0

<U03C1> \x41\x51 |0

<U03C3> \x41\x52 |0

<U03C4> \x41\x53 |0

<U03C5> \x41\x54 |0

<U03C6> \x41\x55 |0

<U03C7> \x41\x56 |0

<U03C8> \x41\x57 |0

<U03C9> \x41\x58 |0

<U0401> \x41\xC6 |0

<U0410> \x41\xC0 |0

<U0411> \x41\xC1 |0

<U0412> \x41\xC2 |0

<U0413> \x41\xC3 |0

<U0414> \x41\xC4 |0

<U0415> \x41\xC5 |0

<U0416> \x41\xC7 |0

<U0417> \x41\xC8 |0

<U0418> \x41\xC9 |0

<U0419> \x41\xCA |0

<U041A> \x41\xCB |0

<U041B> \x41\xCC |0

<U041C> \x41\xCD |0

<U041D> \x41\xCE |0

<U041E> \x41\xCF |0

<U041F> \x41\xD0 |0

<U0420> \x41\xD1 |0

<U0421> \x41\xD2 |0

<U0422> \x41\xD3 |0

<U0423> \x41\xD4 |0

<U0424> \x41\xD5 |0

<U0425> \x41\xD6 |0

<U0426> \x41\xD7 |0

<U0427> \x41\xD8 |0
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<U0428> \x41\xD9 |0

<U0429> \x41\xDA |0

<U042A> \x41\xDB |0

<U042B> \x41\xDC |0

<U042C>

 \x41\xDD |0

<U042D> \x41\xDE |0

<U042E> \x41\xDF |0

<U042F> \x41\xE0 |0

<U0430> \x41\x80 |0

<U0431> \x41\x81 |0

<U0432> \x41\x82 |0

<U0433> \x41\x83 |0

<U0434> \x41\x84 |0

<U0435> \x41\x85 |0

<U0436> \x41\x87 |0

<U0437> \x41\x88 |0

<U0438> \x41\x89 |0

<U0439> \x41\x8A |0

<U043A> \x41\x8B |0

<U043B> \x41\x8C |0

<U043C> \x41\x8D |0

<U043D> \x41\x8E |0

<U043E> \x41\x8F |0

<U043F> \x41\x90 |0

<U0440> \x41\x91 |0

<U0441> \x41\x92 |0

<U0442> \x41\x93 |0

<U0443> \x41\x94 |0

<U0444> \x41\x95 |0

<U0445> \x41\x96 |0

<U0446> \x41\x97 |0

<U0447> \x41\x98 |0

<U0448> \x41\x99 |0

<U0449> \x41\x9A |0

<U044A> \x41\x9B |0

<U044B> \x41\x9C |0

<U044C> \x41\x9D |0

<U044D> \x41\x9E |0

<U044E> \x41\x9F |0

<U044F> \x41\xA0 |0

<U0451> \x41\x86 |0

<U2010> \x44\x5A |0

<U2014> \x44\x4A |1

<U2015> \x44\x4A |0

<U2016> \x44\x7C |0

<U2018> \x44\x61 |0

<U2019> \x44\x71 |0
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<U201C> \x44\x62 |0

<U201D> \x44\x72 |0

<U2025> \x44\x7E |0

<U2026> \x44\x7F |0

<U2030> \x45\x8B |0

<U2032> \x44\xEE |0

<U2033> \x44\xEF |0

<U203B>

 \x44\x6B |0

<U203E> \xA1 |0

<U2103> \x44\x4E |0

<U2116> \x44\x6E |0

<U2121> \x44\x6F |0

<U2160> \x41\xF1 |0

<U2161> \x41\xF2 |0

<U2162> \x41\xF3 |0

<U2163> \x41\xF4 |0

<U2164> \x41\xF5 |0

<U2165> \x41\xF6 |0

<U2166> \x41\xF7 |0

<U2167> \x41\xF8 |0

<U2168> \x41\xF9 |0

<U2169> \x41\xFA |0

<U216A> \x41\xFB |0

<U216B> \x41\xFC |0

<U2170> \x41\xB1 |0

<U2171> \x41\xB2 |0

<U2172> \x41\xB3 |0

<U2173> \x41\xB4 |0

<U2174> \x41\xB5 |0

<U2175> \x41\xB6 |0

<U2176> \x41\xB7 |0

<U2177> \x41\xB8 |0

<U2178> \x41\xB9 |0

<U2179> \x41\xBA |0

<U2190> \x44\xF1 |0

<U2191> \x44\xF2 |0

<U2192> \x44\xF0 |0

<U2193> \x44\xF3 |0

<U2208> \x45\x69 |0

<U220F> \x45\x66 |0

<U2211> \x45\x65 |0

<U221A> \x45\x6B |0

<U221D> \x45\x77 |0

<U221E> \x44\x4D |0

<U2220> \x45\x6E |0

<U2225> \x45\x6D |0

<U2227> \x45\x63 |0
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<U2228> \x45\x64 |0

<U2229> \x45\x68 |0

<U222A> \x45\x67 |0

<U222B> \x45\x71 |0

<U222E> \x45\x72 |0

<U2234> \x44\x68 |0

<U2235> \x44\x78 |0

<U2236> \x45\x62 |0

<U2237> \x45\x6A |0

<U223D> \x45\x76 |0

<U2248> \x45\x75

 |0

<U224C> \x45\x74 |0

<U2260> \x44\x4C |0

<U2261> \x45\x73 |0

<U2264> \x44\x67 |0

<U2265> \x44\x77 |0

<U226E> \x45\x79 |0

<U226F> \x45\x7A |0

<U2299> \x45\x70 |0

<U22A5> \x45\x6C |0

<U2312> \x45\x6F |0

<U2460> \x45\xE1 |0

<U2461> \x45\xE2 |0

<U2462> \x45\xE3 |0

<U2463> \x45\xE4 |0

<U2464> \x45\xE5 |0

<U2465> \x45\xE6 |0

<U2466> \x45\xE7 |0

<U2467> \x45\xE8 |0

<U2468> \x45\xE9 |0

<U2469> \x45\xEA |0

<U2474> \x45\xC5 |0

<U2475> \x45\xC6 |0

<U2476> \x45\xC7 |0

<U2477> \x45\xC8 |0

<U2478> \x45\xC9 |0

<U2479> \x45\xCA |0

<U247A> \x45\xCB |0

<U247B> \x45\xCC |0

<U247C> \x45\xCD |0

<U247D> \x45\xCE |0

<U247E> \x45\xCF |0

<U247F> \x45\xD0 |0

<U2480> \x45\xD1 |0

<U2481> \x45\xD2 |0

<U2482> \x45\xD3 |0

<U2483> \x45\xD4 |0
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<U2484> \x45\xD5 |0

<U2485> \x45\xD6 |0

<U2486> \x45\xD7 |0

<U2487> \x45\xD8 |0

<U2488> \x45\xB1 |0

<U2489> \x45\xB2 |0

<U248A> \x45\xB3 |0

<U248B> \x45\xB4 |0

<U248C> \x45\xB5 |0

<U248D> \x45\xB6 |0

<U248E> \x45\xB7 |0

<U248F> \x45\xB8 |0

<U2490> \x45\xB9 |0

<U2491> \x45\xBA

 |0

<U2492> \x45\xBB |0

<U2493> \x45\xBC |0

<U2494> \x45\xBD |0

<U2495> \x45\xBE |0

<U2496> \x45\xBF |0

<U2497> \x45\xC0 |0

<U2498> \x45\xC1 |0

<U2499> \x45\xC2 |0

<U249A> \x45\xC3 |0

<U249B> \x45\xC4 |0

<U2500> \x46\xA4 |0

<U2501> \x46\xA5 |0

<U2502> \x46\xA6 |0

<U2503> \x46\xA7 |0

<U2504> \x46\xA8 |0

<U2505> \x46\xA9 |0

<U2506> \x46\xAA |0

<U2507> \x46\xAB |0

<U2508> \x46\xAC |0

<U2509> \x46\xAD |0

<U250A> \x46\xAE |0

<U250B> \x46\xAF |0

<U250C> \x46\xB0 |0

<U250D> \x46\xB1 |0

<U250E> \x46\xB2 |0

<U250F> \x46\xB3 |0

<U2510> \x46\xB4 |0

<U2511> \x46\xB5 |0

<U2512> \x46\xB6 |0

<U2513> \x46\xB7 |0

<U2514> \x46\xB8 |0

<U2515> \x46\xB9 |0

<U2516> \x46\xBA |0
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<U2517> \x46\xBB |0

<U2518> \x46\xBC |0

<U2519> \x46\xBD |0

<U251A> \x46\xBE |0

<U251B> \x46\xBF |0

<U251C> \x46\xC0 |0

<U251D> \x46\xC1 |0

<U251E> \x46\xC2 |0

<U251F> \x46\xC3 |0

<U2520> \x46\xC4 |0

<U2521> \x46\xC5 |0

<U2522> \x46\xC6 |0

<U2523> \x46\xC7 |0

<U2524> \x46\xC8 |0

<U2525> \x46\xC9 |0

<U2526> \x46\xCA |0

<U2527> \x46\xCB

 |0

<U2528> \x46\xCC |0

<U2529> \x46\xCD |0

<U252A> \x46\xCE |0

<U252B> \x46\xCF |0

<U252C> \x46\xD0 |0

<U252D> \x46\xD1 |0

<U252E> \x46\xD2 |0

<U252F> \x46\xD3 |0

<U2530> \x46\xD4 |0

<U2531> \x46\xD5 |0

<U2532> \x46\xD6 |0

<U2533> \x46\xD7 |0

<U2534> \x46\xD8 |0

<U2535> \x46\xD9 |0

<U2536> \x46\xDA |0

<U2537> \x46\xDB |0

<U2538> \x46\xDC |0

<U2539> \x46\xDD |0

<U253A> \x46\xDE |0

<U253B> \x46\xDF |0

<U253C> \x46\xE0 |0

<U253D> \x46\xE1 |0

<U253E> \x46\xE2 |0

<U253F> \x46\xE3 |0

<U2540> \x46\xE4 |0

<U2541> \x46\xE5 |0

<U2542> \x46\xE6 |0

<U2543> \x46\xE7 |0

<U2544> \x46\xE8 |0

<U2545> \x46\xE9 |0
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<U2546> \x46\xEA |0

<U2547> \x46\xEB |0

<U2548> \x46\xEC |0

<U2549> \x46\xED |0

<U254A> \x46\xEE |0

<U254B> \x46\xEF |0

<U25A0> \x44\xEA |0

<U25A1> \x44\xE9 |0

<U25B2> \x44\xE3 |0

<U25B3> \x44\xE2 |0

<U25BC> \x44\xEC |0

<U25BD> \x44\xEB |0

<U25C6> \x44\xE8 |0

<U25C7> \x44\xE7 |0

<U25CB> \x44\xE0 |0

<U25CE> \x44\xE4 |0

<U25CF> \x44\xE1 |0

<U2605> \x44\xE6 |0

<U2606> \x44\xE5 |0

<U2640> \x44\x79

 |0

<U2642> \x44\x69 |0

<U3000> \x40\x40 |0

<U3001> \x43\x44 |0

<U3002> \x43\x41 |0

<U3003> \x44\x5B |0

<U3005> \x44\x5D |0

<U3006> \x44\x5E |0

<U3007> \x44\x5F |0

<U3008> \x44\x64 |0

<U3009> \x44\x74 |0

<U300A> \x44\x65 |0

<U300B> \x44\x75 |0

<U300C> \x43\x42 |0

<U300D> \x43\x43 |0

<U300E> \x44\x42 |0

<U300F> \x44\x43 |0

<U3010> \x44\x66 |0

<U3011> \x44\x76 |0

<U3012> \x44\x6C |0

<U3013> \x44\x7D |0

<U3014> \x44\x63 |0

<U3015> \x44\x73 |0

<U3016> \x45\x5B |0

<U3017> \x45\x5C |0

<U3041> \x44\x47 |0

<U3042> \x44\x81 |0

<U3043> \x44\x48 |0
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<U3044> \x44\x82 |0

<U3045> \x44\x49 |0

<U3046> \x44\x83 |0

<U3047> \x44\x51 |0

<U3048> \x44\x84 |0

<U3049> \x44\x52 |0

<U304A> \x44\x85 |0

<U304B> \x44\x86 |0

<U304C> \x44\xC0 |0

<U304D> \x44\x87 |0

<U304E> \x44\xC1 |0

<U304F> \x44\x88 |0

<U3050> \x44\xC2 |0

<U3051> \x44\x89 |0

<U3052> \x44\xC3 |0

<U3053> \x44\x8A |0

<U3054> \x44\xC4 |0

<U3055> \x44\x8C |0

<U3056> \x44\xC5 |0

<U3057> \x44\x8D |0

<U3058> \x44\xC6 |0

<U3059> \x44\x8E |0

<U305A> \x44\xC7

 |0

<U305B> \x44\x8F |0

<U305C> \x44\xC8 |0

<U305D> \x44\x90 |0

<U305E> \x44\xC9 |0

<U305F> \x44\x91 |0

<U3060> \x44\xCA |0

<U3061> \x44\x92 |0

<U3062> \x44\xCB |0

<U3063> \x44\x56 |0

<U3064> \x44\x93 |0

<U3065> \x44\xCC |0

<U3066> \x44\x94 |0

<U3067> \x44\xCD |0

<U3068> \x44\x95 |0

<U3069> \x44\xCE |0

<U306A> \x44\x96 |0

<U306B> \x44\x97 |0

<U306C> \x44\x98 |0

<U306D> \x44\x99 |0

<U306E> \x44\x9A |0

<U306F> \x44\x9D |0

<U3070> \x44\xCF |0

<U3071> \x44\xD5 |0

<U3072> \x44\x9E |0
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<U3073> \x44\xD0 |0

<U3074> \x44\xD6 |0

<U3075> \x44\x9F |0

<U3076> \x44\xD1 |0

<U3077> \x44\xD7 |0

<U3078> \x44\xA2 |0

<U3079> \x44\xD2 |0

<U307A> \x44\xD8 |0

<U307B> \x44\xA3 |0

<U307C> \x44\xD3 |0

<U307D> \x44\xD9 |0

<U307E> \x44\xA4 |0

<U307F> \x44\xA5 |0

<U3080> \x44\xA6 |0

<U3081> \x44\xA7 |0

<U3082> \x44\xA8 |0

<U3083> \x44\x53 |0

<U3084> \x44\xA9 |0

<U3085> \x44\x54 |0

<U3086> \x44\xAA |0

<U3087> \x44\x55 |0

<U3088> \x44\xAC |0

<U3089> \x44\xAD |0

<U308A> \x44\xAE |0

<U308B> \x44\xAF |0

<U308C> \x44\xBA

 |0

<U308D> \x44\xBB |0

<U308E> \x44\x57 |0

<U308F> \x44\xBC |0

<U3090> \x44\xDA |0

<U3091> \x44\xDB |0

<U3092> \x44\x46 |0

<U3093> \x44\xBD |0

<U309B> \x43\xBE |0

<U309C> \x43\xBF |0

<U309D> \x44\xDC |0

<U309E> \x44\xDD |0

<U30A1> \x43\x47 |0

<U30A2> \x43\x81 |0

<U30A3> \x43\x48 |0

<U30A4> \x43\x82 |0

<U30A5> \x43\x49 |0

<U30A6> \x43\x83 |0

<U30A7> \x43\x51 |0

<U30A8> \x43\x84 |0

<U30A9> \x43\x52 |0

<U30AA> \x43\x85 |0
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<U30AB> \x43\x86 |0

<U30AC> \x43\xC0 |0

<U30AD> \x43\x87 |0

<U30AE> \x43\xC1 |0

<U30AF> \x43\x88 |0

<U30B0> \x43\xC2 |0

<U30B1> \x43\x89 |0

<U30B2> \x43\xC3 |0

<U30B3> \x43\x8A |0

<U30B4> \x43\xC4 |0

<U30B5> \x43\x8C |0

<U30B6> \x43\xC5 |0

<U30B7> \x43\x8D |0

<U30B8> \x43\xC6 |0

<U30B9> \x43\x8E |0

<U30BA> \x43\xC7 |0

<U30BB> \x43\x8F |0

<U30BC> \x43\xC8 |0

<U30BD> \x43\x90 |0

<U30BE> \x43\xC9 |0

<U30BF> \x43\x91 |0

<U30C0> \x43\xCA |0

<U30C1> \x43\x92 |0

<U30C2> \x43\xCB |0

<U30C3> \x43\x56 |0

<U30C4> \x43\x93 |0

<U30C5> \x43\xCC |0

<U30C6> \x43\x94 |0

<U30C7> \x43\xCD

 |0

<U30C8> \x43\x95 |0

<U30C9> \x43\xCE |0

<U30CA> \x43\x96 |0

<U30CB> \x43\x97 |0

<U30CC> \x43\x98 |0

<U30CD> \x43\x99 |0

<U30CE> \x43\x9A |0

<U30CF> \x43\x9D |0

<U30D0> \x43\xCF |0

<U30D1> \x43\xD5 |0

<U30D2> \x43\x9E |0

<U30D3> \x43\xD0 |0

<U30D4> \x43\xD6 |0

<U30D5> \x43\x9F |0

<U30D6> \x43\xD1 |0

<U30D7> \x43\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \x43\xA2 |0

<U30D9> \x43\xD2 |0
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<U30DA> \x43\xD8 |0

<U30DB> \x43\xA3 |0

<U30DC> \x43\xD3 |0

<U30DD> \x43\xD9 |0

<U30DE> \x43\xA4 |0

<U30DF> \x43\xA5 |0

<U30E0> \x43\xA6 |0

<U30E1> \x43\xA7 |0

<U30E2> \x43\xA8 |0

<U30E3> \x43\x53 |0

<U30E4> \x43\xA9 |0

<U30E5> \x43\x54 |0

<U30E6> \x43\xAA |0

<U30E7> \x43\x55 |0

<U30E8> \x43\xAC |0

<U30E9> \x43\xAD |0

<U30EA> \x43\xAE |0

<U30EB> \x43\xAF |0

<U30EC> \x43\xBA |0

<U30ED> \x43\xBB |0

<U30EE> \x43\x57 |0

<U30EF> \x43\xBC |0

<U30F0> \x43\xDA |0

<U30F1> \x43\xDB |0

<U30F2> \x43\x46 |0

<U30F3> \x43\xBD |0

<U30F4> \x43\xD4 |0

<U30F5> \x43\x59 |0

<U30F6> \x43\x5A |0

<U30FB> \x43\x45 |0

<U30FC> \x43\x58 |0

<U30FD> \x43\xDC

 |0

<U30FE> \x43\xDD |0

<U3105> \x46\x65 |0

<U3106> \x46\x66 |0

<U3107> \x46\x67 |0

<U3108> \x46\x68 |0

<U3109> \x46\x69 |0

<U310A> \x46\x6A |0

<U310B> \x46\x6B |0

<U310C> \x46\x6C |0

<U310D> \x46\x6D |0

<U310E> \x46\x6E |0

<U310F> \x46\x6F |0

<U3110> \x46\x70 |0

<U3111> \x46\x71 |0

<U3112> \x46\x72 |0
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<U3113> \x46\x73 |0

<U3114> \x46\x74 |0

<U3115> \x46\x75 |0

<U3116> \x46\x76 |0

<U3117> \x46\x77 |0

<U3118> \x46\x78 |0

<U3119> \x46\x79 |0

<U311A> \x46\x7A |0

<U311B> \x46\x7B |0

<U311C> \x46\x7C |0

<U311D> \x46\x7D |0

<U311E> \x46\x7E |0

<U311F> \x46\x7F |0

<U3120> \x46\x80 |0

<U3121> \x46\x81 |0

<U3122> \x46\x82 |0

<U3123> \x46\x83 |0

<U3124> \x46\x84 |0

<U3125> \x46\x85 |0

<U3126> \x46\x86 |0

<U3127> \x46\x87 |0

<U3128> \x46\x88 |0

<U3129> \x46\x89 |0

<U3220> \x45\xF1 |0

<U3221> \x45\xF2 |0

<U3222> \x45\xF3 |0

<U3223> \x45\xF4 |0

<U3224> \x45\xF5 |0

<U3225> \x45\xF6 |0

<U3226> \x45\xF7 |0

<U3227> \x45\xF8 |0

<U3228> \x45\xF9 |0

<U3229> \x45\xFA |0

<U3231> \x44\x6D |0

<U4E00> \x59\xBA

 |0

<U4E01> \x4B\xA0 |0

<U4E03> \x53\xDE |0

<U4E07> \x57\x93 |0

<U4E08> \x5B\x69 |0

<U4E09> \x54\xFC |0

<U4E0A> \x55\x6F |0

<U4E0B> \x58\x62 |0

<U4E0C> \x5C\xA1 |0

<U4E0D> \x49\xBA |0

<U4E0E> \x5A\x8C |0

<U4E10> \x5C\xA3 |0

<U4E11> \x4A\x94 |0
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<U4E13> \x5C\x48 |0

<U4E14> \x54\x72 |0

<U4E15> \x5C\xA6 |0

<U4E16> \x55\xBF |0

<U4E18> \x54\x91 |0

<U4E19> \x49\x9C |0

<U4E1A> \x59\xB4 |0

<U4E1B> \x4A\xD3 |0

<U4E1C> \x4B\xAA |0

<U4E1D> \x56\x5F |0

<U4E1E> \x5C\xA8 |0

<U4E22> \x4B\xA9 |0

<U4E24> \x51\x5D |0

<U4E25> \x59\x6F |0

<U4E27> \x55\x45 |0

<U4E28> \x5C\xAC |0

<U4E2A> \x4C\xF5 |0

<U4E2B> \x59\x5E |0

<U4E2C> \x62\x7C |0

<U4E2D> \x5B\xCF |0

<U4E30> \x4C\x82 |0

<U4E32> \x4A\xAD |0

<U4E34> \x51\x79 |0

<U4E36> \x5C\xBB |0

<U4E38> \x57\x89 |0

<U4E39> \x4B\x44 |0

<U4E3A> \x57\xA9 |0

<U4E3B> \x5B\xF6 |0

<U4E3D> \x50\xF5 |0

<U4E3E> \x4F\xD8 |0

<U4E3F> \x5C\xAE |0

<U4E43> \x52\xCA |0

<U4E45> \x4F\xC2 |0

<U4E47> \x5C\xB0 |0

<U4E48> \x52\x54 |0

<U4E49> \x59\xE4 |0

<U4E4B> \x5B\xAD |0

<U4E4C> \x57\xD9

 |0

<U4E4D> \x5B\x47 |0

<U4E4E> \x4D\xF4 |0

<U4E4F> \x4C\x46 |0

<U4E50> \x50\xD5 |0

<U4E52> \x53\xB8 |0

<U4E53> \x53\x72 |0

<U4E54> \x54\x67 |0

<U4E56> \x4D\x74 |0

<U4E58> \x4A\x6B |0
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<U4E59> \x59\xD1 |0

<U4E5C> \x5C\xBE |0

<U4E5D> \x4F\xC4 |0

<U4E5E> \x53\xF1 |0

<U4E5F> \x59\xB1 |0

<U4E60> \x58\x50 |0

<U4E61> \x58\x88 |0

<U4E66> \x55\xE8 |0

<U4E69> \x5C\xBF |0

<U4E70> \x51\xF1 |0

<U4E71> \x51\xD1 |0

<U4E73> \x54\xE8 |0

<U4E7E> \x54\x4C |0

<U4E86> \x51\x6B |0

<U4E88> \x5A\x89 |0

<U4E89> \x5B\x9A |0

<U4E8B> \x55\xC1 |0

<U4E8C> \x4B\xFD |0

<U4E8D> \x5C\xA0 |0

<U4E8E> \x5A\x7A |0

<U4E8F> \x50\x98 |0

<U4E91> \x5A\xC5 |0

<U4E92> \x4E\x45 |0

<U4E93> \x5C\xC0 |0

<U4E94> \x57\xE4 |0

<U4E95> \x4F\xAD |0

<U4E98> \x5C\xA7 |0

<U4E9A> \x59\x67 |0

<U4E9B> \x58\xA8 |0

<U4E9F> \x5C\xBC |0

<U4EA0> \x5D\x90 |0

<U4EA1> \x57\x97 |0

<U4EA2> \x50\x5A |0

<U4EA4> \x4F\x5B |0

<U4EA5> \x4D\xA4 |0

<U4EA6> \x59\xDF |0

<U4EA7> \x49\xF9 |0

<U4EA8> \x4D\xDF |0

<U4EA9> \x52\xB5 |0

<U4EAB> \x58\x8E |0

<U4EAC> \x4F\xA8

 |0

<U4EAD> \x57\x44 |0

<U4EAE> \x51\x61 |0

<U4EB2> \x54\x77 |0

<U4EB3> \x5D\x92 |0

<U4EB5> \x5D\x95 |0

<U4EBA> \x54\xCA |0
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<U4EBB> \x5C\xE8 |0

<U4EBF> \x59\xD9 |0

<U4EC0> \x55\xB1 |0

<U4EC1> \x54\xC9 |0

<U4EC2> \x5C\xEB |0

<U4EC3> \x5C\xE9 |0

<U4EC4> \x5C\xC5 |0

<U4EC5> \x4F\x97 |0

<U4EC6> \x53\xCC |0

<U4EC7> \x4A\x91 |0

<U4EC9> \x5C\xEA |0

<U4ECA> \x4F\x92 |0

<U4ECB> \x4F\x8A |0

<U4ECD> \x54\xD3 |0

<U4ECE> \x4A\xD2 |0

<U4ED1> \x51\xD7 |0

<U4ED3> \x49\xD5 |0

<U4ED4> \x5C\x70 |0

<U4ED5> \x55\xCA |0

<U4ED6> \x56\x9C |0

<U4ED7> \x5B\x6C |0

<U4ED8> \x4C\xB5 |0

<U4ED9> \x58\x69 |0

<U4EDD> \x5D\x7A |0

<U4EDE> \x5C\xEF |0

<U4EDF> \x54\x4A |0

<U4EE1> \x5C\xED |0

<U4EE3> \x4A\xF9 |0

<U4EE4> \x51\x8F |0

<U4EE5> \x59\xD3 |0

<U4EE8> \x5C\xEC |0

<U4EEA> \x59\xC6 |0

<U4EEB> \x5C\xEE |0

<U4EEC> \x52\x67 |0

<U4EF0> \x59\x97 |0

<U4EF2> \x5B\xD8 |0

<U4EF3> \x5C\xF1 |0

<U4EF5> \x5C\xF4 |0

<U4EF6> \x4E\xFD |0

<U4EF7> \x4E\xDA |0

<U4EFB> \x54\xCD |0

<U4EFD> \x4C\x7D |0

<U4EFF> \x4C\x62 |0

<U4F01> \x53\xF2

 |0

<U4F09> \x5C\xF7 |0

<U4F0A> \x59\xC0 |0

<U4F0D> \x57\xE8 |0
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<U4F0E> \x4E\xBE |0

<U4F0F> \x4C\x9D |0

<U4F10> \x4C\x45 |0

<U4F11> \x58\xDC |0

<U4F17> \x5B\xD9 |0

<U4F18> \x5A\x65 |0

<U4F19> \x4E\x90 |0

<U4F1A> \x4E\x82 |0

<U4F1B> \x5C\xF0 |0

<U4F1E> \x55\x41 |0

<U4F1F> \x57\xAF |0

<U4F20> \x4A\xAA |0

<U4F22> \x5C\xF2 |0

<U4F24> \x55\x6B |0

<U4F25> \x5C\xF5 |0

<U4F26> \x51\xD6 |0

<U4F27> \x5C\xF6 |0

<U4F2A> \x57\xB0 |0

<U4F2B> \x5C\xF8 |0

<U4F2F> \x49\xAD |0

<U4F30> \x4D\x60 |0

<U4F32> \x5D\x43 |0

<U4F34> \x48\xE8 |0

<U4F36> \x51\x87 |0

<U4F38> \x55\x8D |0

<U4F3A> \x56\x65 |0

<U4F3C> \x56\x66 |0

<U4F3D> \x5D\x44 |0

<U4F43> \x4B\x89 |0

<U4F46> \x4B\x4B |0

<U4F4D> \x57\xBA |0

<U4F4E> \x4B\x6D |0

<U4F4F> \x5C\x41 |0

<U4F50> \x5C\x95 |0

<U4F51> \x5A\x73 |0

<U4F53> \x56\xE4 |0

<U4F55> \x4D\xCD |0

<U4F57> \x5D\x42 |0

<U4F58> \x5D\x7C |0

<U4F59> \x5A\x81 |0

<U4F5A> \x5C\xFC |0

<U4F5B> \x4C\x91 |0

<U4F5C> \x5C\x98 |0

<U4F5D> \x5C\xFD |0

<U4F5E> \x5C\xF9 |0

<U4F5F> \x5D\x41 |0

<U4F60> \x52\xE2
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 |0

<U4F63> \x5A\x56 |0

<U4F64> \x5C\xF3 |0

<U4F65> \x5D\x7D |0

<U4F67> \x5C\xFA |0

<U4F69> \x53\x86 |0

<U4F6C> \x50\xCF |0

<U4F6F> \x59\x91 |0

<U4F70> \x48\xDA |0

<U4F73> \x4E\xD0 |0

<U4F74> \x5D\x46 |0

<U4F76> \x5D\x45 |0

<U4F7B> \x5D\x4C |0

<U4F7C> \x5D\x4E |0

<U4F7E> \x5D\x4B |0

<U4F7F> \x55\xB8 |0

<U4F83> \x5D\x49 |0

<U4F84> \x5B\xB5 |0

<U4F88> \x4A\x7E |0

<U4F89> \x5D\x48 |0

<U4F8B> \x50\xFC |0

<U4F8D> \x55\xCB |0

<U4F8F> \x5D\x4A |0

<U4F91> \x5D\x47 |0

<U4F94> \x5D\x50 |0

<U4F97> \x4B\xB0 |0

<U4F9B> \x4D\x49 |0

<U4F9D> \x59\xBF |0

<U4FA0> \x58\x60 |0

<U4FA3> \x51\xC1 |0

<U4FA5> \x4F\x64 |0

<U4FA6> \x5B\x8D |0

<U4FA7> \x49\xDF |0

<U4FA8> \x54\x68 |0

<U4FA9> \x50\x8C |0

<U4FAA> \x5D\x4D |0

<U4FAC> \x5D\x4F |0

<U4FAE> \x57\xE9 |0

<U4FAF> \x4D\xED |0

<U4FB5> \x54\x76 |0

<U4FBF> \x49\x84 |0

<U4FC3> \x4A\xD8 |0

<U4FC4> \x4B\xEC |0

<U4FC5> \x5D\x54 |0

<U4FCA> \x50\x41 |0

<U4FCE> \x5D\x7E |0

<U4FCF> \x54\x6E |0

<U4FD0> \x50\xFD |0
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<U4FD1> \x5D\x58 |0

<U4FD7> \x56\x77 |0

<U4FD8> \x4C\x9E

 |0

<U4FDA> \x5D\x55 |0

<U4FDC> \x5D\x57 |0

<U4FDD> \x49\x43 |0

<U4FDE> \x5A\x82 |0

<U4FDF> \x5D\x59 |0

<U4FE1> \x58\xC4 |0

<U4FE3> \x5D\x56 |0

<U4FE6> \x5D\x51 |0

<U4FE8> \x5D\x52 |0

<U4FE9> \x51\x49 |0

<U4FEA> \x5D\x53 |0

<U4FED> \x4E\xF2 |0

<U4FEE> \x58\xDD |0

<U4FEF> \x4C\xA8 |0

<U4FF1> \x4F\xE2 |0

<U4FF3> \x5D\x5D |0

<U4FF8> \x5D\x5A |0

<U4FFA> \x48\xB2 |0

<U4FFE> \x5D\x62 |0

<U500C> \x5D\x64 |0

<U500D> \x49\x56 |0

<U500F> \x5D\x5F |0

<U5012> \x4B\x59 |0

<U5014> \x4F\xF2 |0

<U5018> \x56\xC7 |0

<U5019> \x4D\xF1 |0

<U501A> \x59\xCF |0

<U501C> \x5D\x63 |0

<U501F> \x4F\x89 |0

<U5021> \x4A\x4B |0

<U5025> \x5D\x65 |0

<U5026> \x4F\xEA |0

<U5028> \x5D\x66 |0

<U5029> \x5D\x5B |0

<U502A> \x52\xDE |0

<U502C> \x5D\x5E |0

<U502D> \x5D\x61 |0

<U502E> \x5D\x60 |0

<U503A> \x5B\x4E |0

<U503C> \x5B\xB4 |0

<U503E> \x54\x84 |0

<U5043> \x5D\x68 |0

<U5047> \x4E\xD8 |0

<U5048> \x5D\x6A |0
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<U504C> \x5D\x5C |0

<U504E> \x5D\x6B |0

<U504F> \x53\xAA |0

<U5055> \x5D\x69 |0

<U505A> \x5C\x97 |0

<U505C> \x57\x43

 |0

<U5065> \x4F\x41 |0

<U506C> \x5D\x6C |0

<U5076> \x53\x5C |0

<U5077> \x57\x55 |0

<U507B> \x5D\x6D |0

<U507E> \x5D\x67 |0

<U507F> \x4A\x45 |0

<U5080> \x50\x9F |0

<U5085> \x4C\xB4 |0

<U5088> \x50\xFB |0

<U508D> \x48\xF7 |0

<U50A3> \x4A\xF5 |0

<U50A5> \x5D\x6E |0

<U50A7> \x5D\x6F |0

<U50A8> \x4A\xA1 |0

<U50A9> \x5D\x70 |0

<U50AC> \x4A\xDE |0

<U50B2> \x48\xC0 |0

<U50BA> \x5D\x71 |0

<U50BB> \x55\x55 |0

<U50CF> \x58\x92 |0

<U50D6> \x5D\x72 |0

<U50DA> \x51\x65 |0

<U50E6> \x5D\x76 |0

<U50E7> \x55\x4E |0

<U50EC> \x5D\x75 |0

<U50ED> \x5D\x74 |0

<U50EE> \x5D\x77 |0

<U50F3> \x56\x7B |0

<U50F5> \x4F\x49 |0

<U50FB> \x53\xA6 |0

<U5106> \x5D\x73 |0

<U5107> \x5D\x78 |0

<U510B> \x5D\x79 |0

<U5112> \x54\xE4 |0

<U5121> \x50\xDB |0

<U513F> \x4B\xF8 |0

<U5140> \x5C\xA2 |0

<U5141> \x5A\xC9 |0

<U5143> \x5A\xA9 |0

<U5144> \x58\xD5 |0
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<U5145> \x4A\x85 |0

<U5146> \x5B\x77 |0

<U5148> \x58\x68 |0

<U5149> \x4D\x83 |0

<U514B> \x50\x6B |0

<U514D> \x52\x83 |0

<U5151> \x4B\xD1 |0

<U5154> \x57\x63 |0

<U5155> \x5D\x8F

 |0

<U5156> \x5D\x91 |0

<U515A> \x4B\x53 |0

<U515C> \x4B\xB4 |0

<U5162> \x4F\xA3 |0

<U5165> \x54\xEA |0

<U5168> \x54\xAA |0

<U516B> \x48\xCA |0

<U516C> \x4D\x4B |0

<U516D> \x51\x9A |0

<U516E> \x5D\x83 |0

<U5170> \x50\xBB |0

<U5171> \x4D\x52 |0

<U5173> \x4D\x78 |0

<U5174> \x58\xCA |0

<U5175> \x49\x99 |0

<U5176> \x53\xE3 |0

<U5177> \x4F\xDE |0

<U5178> \x4B\x85 |0

<U5179> \x5C\x68 |0

<U517B> \x59\x99 |0

<U517C> \x4E\xE5 |0

<U517D> \x55\xDD |0

<U5180> \x4E\xBC |0

<U5181> \x5D\x87 |0

<U5182> \x5C\xE6 |0

<U5185> \x52\xD9 |0

<U5188> \x4C\xD3 |0

<U5189> \x54\xBC |0

<U518C> \x49\xE0 |0

<U518D> \x5A\xD8 |0

<U5192> \x52\x50 |0

<U5195> \x52\x82 |0

<U5196> \x5D\xA1 |0

<U5197> \x54\xDE |0

<U5199> \x58\xB3 |0

<U519B> \x4F\xFB |0

<U519C> \x53\x49 |0

<U51A0> \x4D\x7A |0
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<U51A2> \x5D\xA2 |0

<U51A4> \x5A\xA8 |0

<U51A5> \x5D\xA3 |0

<U51AB> \x5D\x9C |0

<U51AC> \x4B\xAB |0

<U51AF> \x4C\x8C |0

<U51B0> \x49\x9A |0

<U51B1> \x5D\x9D |0

<U51B2> \x4A\x86 |0

<U51B3> \x4F\xF5 |0

<U51B5> \x50\x97 |0

<U51B6> \x59\xB0

 |0

<U51B7> \x50\xE3 |0

<U51BB> \x4B\xB2 |0

<U51BC> \x5D\x9F |0

<U51BD> \x5D\x9E |0

<U51C0> \x4F\xBA |0

<U51C4> \x53\xDF |0

<U51C6> \x5C\x5C |0

<U51C7> \x5D\xA0 |0

<U51C9> \x51\x59 |0

<U51CB> \x4B\x93 |0

<U51CC> \x51\x89 |0

<U51CF> \x4E\xF4 |0

<U51D1> \x4A\xD4 |0

<U51DB> \x51\x7D |0

<U51DD> \x52\xFC |0

<U51E0> \x4E\xB7 |0

<U51E1> \x4C\x52 |0

<U51E4> \x4C\x90 |0

<U51EB> \x5D\x8D |0

<U51ED> \x53\xBD |0

<U51EF> \x50\x4D |0

<U51F0> \x4E\x6B |0

<U51F3> \x4B\x6A |0

<U51F5> \x5E\x69 |0

<U51F6> \x58\xD6 |0

<U51F8> \x57\x59 |0

<U51F9> \x48\xBB |0

<U51FA> \x4A\x97 |0

<U51FB> \x4E\x98 |0

<U51FC> \x5E\x6A |0

<U51FD> \x4D\xAE |0

<U51FF> \x5A\xE3 |0

<U5200> \x4B\x56 |0

<U5201> \x4B\x94 |0

<U5202> \x5C\xD5 |0
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<U5203> \x54\xCF |0

<U5206> \x4C\x76 |0

<U5207> \x54\x70 |0

<U5208> \x5C\xD6 |0

<U520A> \x50\x4F |0

<U520D> \x5E\x5B |0

<U520E> \x5C\xD7 |0

<U5211> \x58\xCB |0

<U5212> \x4E\x4E |0

<U5216> \x66\x5E |0

<U5217> \x51\x70 |0

<U5218> \x51\x96 |0

<U5219> \x5A\xF1 |0

<U521A> \x4C\xD4 |0

<U521B> \x4A\xB3

 |0

<U521D> \x4A\x96 |0

<U5220> \x55\x5E |0

<U5224> \x53\x70 |0

<U5228> \x53\x79 |0

<U5229> \x50\xFA |0

<U522B> \x49\x91 |0

<U522D> \x5C\xD8 |0

<U522E> \x4D\x6E |0

<U5230> \x4B\x5D |0

<U5233> \x5C\xD9 |0

<U5236> \x5B\xC5 |0

<U5237> \x56\x42 |0

<U5238> \x54\xAE |0

<U5239> \x55\x52 |0

<U523A> \x4A\xCB |0

<U523B> \x50\x6C |0

<U523D> \x4D\x95 |0

<U523F> \x5C\xDA |0

<U5240> \x5C\xDB |0

<U5241> \x4B\xE6 |0

<U5242> \x4E\xC0 |0

<U5243> \x56\xE9 |0

<U524A> \x58\x98 |0

<U524C> \x5C\xDC |0

<U524D> \x54\x50 |0

<U5250> \x4D\x70 |0

<U5251> \x4F\x43 |0

<U5254> \x56\xDD |0

<U5256> \x53\xC9 |0

<U525C> \x5C\xDF |0

<U525E> \x5C\xDD |0

<U5261> \x5C\xDE |0
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<U5265> \x48\xFD |0

<U5267> \x4F\xE6 |0

<U5269> \x55\xA2 |0

<U526A> \x4E\xF3 |0

<U526F> \x4C\xB0 |0

<U5272> \x4C\xED |0

<U527D> \x5C\xE1 |0

<U527F> \x4F\x6B |0

<U5281> \x5C\xE3 |0

<U5282> \x5C\xE2 |0

<U5288> \x53\x9D |0

<U5290> \x5C\xE4 |0

<U5293> \x5C\xE5 |0

<U529B> \x51\x46 |0

<U529D> \x54\xAF |0

<U529E> \x48\xEB |0

<U529F> \x4D\x46 |0

<U52A0> \x4E\xD2

 |0

<U52A1> \x57\xF0 |0

<U52A2> \x5E\x5D |0

<U52A3> \x51\x73 |0

<U52A8> \x4B\xAE |0

<U52A9> \x5B\xF9 |0

<U52AA> \x53\x4C |0

<U52AB> \x4F\x79 |0

<U52AC> \x5E\x5E |0

<U52AD> \x5E\x5F |0

<U52B1> \x50\xF7 |0

<U52B2> \x4F\xA1 |0

<U52B3> \x50\xCC |0

<U52BE> \x5E\x60 |0

<U52BF> \x55\xC5 |0

<U52C3> \x49\xA9 |0

<U52C7> \x5A\x62 |0

<U52C9> \x52\x84 |0

<U52CB> \x59\x4B |0

<U52D0> \x5E\x62 |0

<U52D2> \x50\xD4 |0

<U52D6> \x5E\x63 |0

<U52D8> \x50\x51 |0

<U52DF> \x52\xBB |0

<U52E4> \x54\x7A |0

<U52F0> \x5E\x64 |0

<U52F9> \x5D\x89 |0

<U52FA> \x55\x77 |0

<U52FE> \x4D\x54 |0

<U52FF> \x57\xEF |0
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<U5300> \x5A\xC7 |0

<U5305> \x48\xFB |0

<U5306> \x4A\xD1 |0

<U5308> \x58\xD8 |0

<U530D> \x5D\x8A |0

<U530F> \x5F\xCA |0

<U5310> \x5D\x8C |0

<U5315> \x5C\xAF |0

<U5316> \x4E\x4F |0

<U5317> \x49\x51 |0

<U5319> \x4A\x77 |0

<U531A> \x5C\xCD |0

<U531D> \x5A\xD0 |0

<U5320> \x4F\x53 |0

<U5321> \x50\x90 |0

<U5323> \x58\x5B |0

<U5326> \x5C\xCF |0

<U532A> \x4C\x6B |0

<U532E> \x5C\xD0 |0

<U5339> \x53\xA4 |0

<U533A> \x54\x99

 |0

<U533B> \x59\xBC |0

<U533E> \x5C\xD1 |0

<U533F> \x52\xE3 |0

<U5341> \x55\xAD |0

<U5343> \x54\x47 |0

<U5345> \x5C\xA5 |0

<U5347> \x55\x9E |0

<U5348> \x57\xE6 |0

<U5349> \x4E\x7C |0

<U534A> \x48\xEA |0

<U534E> \x4E\x4A |0

<U534F> \x58\xAC |0

<U5351> \x49\x50 |0

<U5352> \x5C\x85 |0

<U5353> \x5C\x5F |0

<U5355> \x4B\x45 |0

<U5356> \x51\xF3 |0

<U5357> \x52\xCE |0

<U535A> \x49\xA8 |0

<U535C> \x49\xB6 |0

<U535E> \x49\x86 |0

<U535F> \x60\x52 |0

<U5360> \x5B\x5C |0

<U5361> \x50\x48 |0

<U5362> \x51\xAB |0

<U5363> \x5C\xD4 |0
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<U5364> \x51\xB0 |0

<U5366> \x5C\xD3 |0

<U5367> \x57\xD3 |0

<U5369> \x5D\xDF |0

<U536B> \x57\xBF |0

<U536E> \x5C\xB3 |0

<U536F> \x52\x4E |0

<U5370> \x5A\x41 |0

<U5371> \x57\xA2 |0

<U5373> \x4E\xB3 |0

<U5374> \x54\xB3 |0

<U5375> \x51\xD0 |0

<U5377> \x4F\xEC |0

<U5378> \x58\xB5 |0

<U537A> \x5D\xE0 |0

<U537F> \x54\x85 |0

<U5382> \x4A\x47 |0

<U5384> \x4B\xF1 |0

<U5385> \x56\xFB |0

<U5386> \x50\xF9 |0

<U5389> \x50\xF6 |0

<U538B> \x59\x59 |0

<U538C> \x59\x82 |0

<U538D> \x5C\xC6

 |0

<U5395> \x49\xDD |0

<U5398> \x50\xE4 |0

<U539A> \x4D\xF0 |0

<U539D> \x5C\xC7 |0

<U539F> \x5A\xAC |0

<U53A2> \x58\x82 |0

<U53A3> \x5C\xC8 |0

<U53A5> \x5C\xC9 |0

<U53A6> \x58\x63 |0

<U53A8> \x4A\x99 |0

<U53A9> \x4F\xC6 |0

<U53AE> \x5C\xCA |0

<U53B6> \x5E\x6C |0

<U53BB> \x54\xA4 |0

<U53BF> \x58\x78 |0

<U53C1> \x54\xFD |0

<U53C2> \x49\xCD |0

<U53C8> \x5A\x76 |0

<U53C9> \x49\xE5 |0

<U53CA> \x4E\xAF |0

<U53CB> \x5A\x71 |0

<U53CC> \x56\x4B |0

<U53CD> \x4C\x54 |0
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<U53D1> \x4C\x42 |0

<U53D4> \x55\xE4 |0

<U53D6> \x54\xA0 |0

<U53D7> \x55\xDB |0

<U53D8> \x49\x85 |0

<U53D9> \x58\xEF |0

<U53DB> \x53\x71 |0

<U53DF> \x5E\x65 |0

<U53E0> \x4B\x9F |0

<U53E3> \x50\x7A |0

<U53E4> \x4D\x65 |0

<U53E5> \x4F\xE3 |0

<U53E6> \x51\x8E |0

<U53E8> \x60\x56 |0

<U53E9> \x60\x55 |0

<U53EA> \x5B\xBA |0

<U53EB> \x4F\x70 |0

<U53EC> \x5B\x79 |0

<U53ED> \x48\xC7 |0

<U53EE> \x4B\xA2 |0

<U53EF> \x50\x69 |0

<U53F0> \x56\xA7 |0

<U53F1> \x60\x53 |0

<U53F2> \x55\xB6 |0

<U53F3> \x5A\x72 |0

<U53F5> \x5C\xCE |0

<U53F6> \x59\xB5

 |0

<U53F7> \x4D\xC4 |0

<U53F8> \x56\x5E |0

<U53F9> \x56\xBD |0

<U53FB> \x60\x57 |0

<U53FC> \x4B\x91 |0

<U53FD> \x60\x54 |0

<U5401> \x5A\x96 |0

<U5403> \x4A\x74 |0

<U5404> \x4C\xF6 |0

<U5406> \x60\x5A |0

<U5408> \x4D\xCE |0

<U5409> \x4E\xA9 |0

<U540A> \x4B\x96 |0

<U540C> \x57\x4C |0

<U540D> \x52\x9C |0

<U540E> \x4D\xF2 |0

<U540F> \x50\xF3 |0

<U5410> \x57\x62 |0

<U5411> \x58\x93 |0

<U5412> \x60\x58 |0
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<U5413> \x58\x65 |0

<U5415> \x51\xBF |0

<U5416> \x60\x59 |0

<U5417> \x51\xEF |0

<U541B> \x4F\xFC |0

<U541D> \x51\x7F |0

<U541E> \x57\x6C |0

<U541F> \x59\xF6 |0

<U5420> \x4C\x6D |0

<U5421> \x60\x61 |0

<U5423> \x60\x64 |0

<U5426> \x4C\x92 |0

<U5427> \x48\xC8 |0

<U5428> \x4B\xD5 |0

<U5429> \x4C\x74 |0

<U542B> \x4D\xAB |0

<U542C> \x56\xFC |0

<U542D> \x50\x74 |0

<U542E> \x56\x51 |0

<U542F> \x53\xF3 |0

<U5431> \x5B\xA7 |0

<U5432> \x60\x65 |0

<U5434> \x57\xE1 |0

<U5435> \x4A\x53 |0

<U5438> \x57\xFB |0

<U5439> \x4A\xB4 |0

<U543B> \x57\xC6 |0

<U543C> \x4D\xEF |0

<U543E> \x57\xE0 |0

<U5440> \x59\x5D

 |0

<U5443> \x60\x60 |0

<U5446> \x4A\xF3 |0

<U5448> \x4A\x6A |0

<U544A> \x4C\xE5 |0

<U544B> \x60\x5B |0

<U5450> \x52\xC4 |0

<U5452> \x60\x5C |0

<U5453> \x60\x5D |0

<U5454> \x60\x5E |0

<U5455> \x53\x5B |0

<U5456> \x60\x5F |0

<U5457> \x60\x62 |0

<U5458> \x5A\xB0 |0

<U5459> \x60\x63 |0

<U545B> \x54\x5A |0

<U545C> \x57\xD7 |0

<U5462> \x52\xD7 |0
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<U5464> \x60\x6A |0

<U5466> \x60\x6F |0

<U5468> \x5B\xDB |0

<U5471> \x60\x69 |0

<U5472> \x60\x7A |0

<U5473> \x57\xB5 |0

<U5475> \x4D\xC6 |0

<U5476> \x60\x6E |0

<U5477> \x60\x68 |0

<U5478> \x53\x7E |0

<U547B> \x55\x8C |0

<U547C> \x4D\xF3 |0

<U547D> \x52\x9D |0

<U5480> \x4F\xD6 |0

<U5482> \x60\x66 |0

<U5484> \x60\x6D |0

<U5486> \x53\x78 |0

<U548B> \x5B\x46 |0

<U548C> \x4D\xCC |0

<U548E> \x4F\xCB |0

<U548F> \x5A\x5D |0

<U5490> \x4C\xBF |0

<U5492> \x5B\xE3 |0

<U5494> \x60\x67 |0

<U5495> \x4D\x5E |0

<U5496> \x50\x47 |0

<U5499> \x51\x9D |0

<U549A> \x60\x6B |0

<U549B> \x60\x6C |0

<U549D> \x60\x70 |0

<U54A3> \x60\x7B |0

<U54A4> \x60\x86 |0

<U54A6> \x60\x77

 |0

<U54A7> \x60\x76 |0

<U54A8> \x5C\x69 |0

<U54A9> \x60\x84 |0

<U54AA> \x60\x85 |0

<U54AB> \x63\x8C |0

<U54AC> \x59\xA6 |0

<U54AD> \x60\x72 |0

<U54AF> \x50\x49 |0

<U54B1> \x5A\xDA |0

<U54B3> \x50\x68 |0

<U54B4> \x60\x74 |0

<U54B8> \x58\x6C |0

<U54BB> \x60\x7D |0

<U54BD> \x59\x6A |0
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<U54BF> \x60\x7E |0

<U54C0> \x48\xA6 |0

<U54C1> \x53\xB6 |0

<U54C2> \x60\x73 |0

<U54C4> \x4D\xE4 |0

<U54C6> \x4B\xDE |0

<U54C7> \x57\x7B |0

<U54C8> \x4D\x9F |0

<U54C9> \x5A\xD4 |0

<U54CC> \x60\x7F |0

<U54CD> \x58\x8D |0

<U54CE> \x48\xA4 |0

<U54CF> \x60\x88 |0

<U54D0> \x60\x71 |0

<U54D1> \x59\x66 |0

<U54D2> \x60\x75 |0

<U54D3> \x60\x78 |0

<U54D4> \x60\x79 |0

<U54D5> \x60\x7C |0

<U54D7> \x4E\x49 |0

<U54D9> \x60\x81 |0

<U54DA> \x60\x82 |0

<U54DC> \x60\x83 |0

<U54DD> \x60\x87 |0

<U54DE> \x60\x89 |0

<U54DF> \x5A\x54 |0

<U54E5> \x4C\xE6 |0

<U54E6> \x53\x56 |0

<U54E7> \x60\x8B |0

<U54E8> \x55\x7A |0

<U54E9> \x51\x48 |0

<U54EA> \x52\xC3 |0

<U54ED> \x50\x7E |0

<U54EE> \x58\x99 |0

<U54F2> \x5B\x7C |0

<U54F3> \x60\x8F

 |0

<U54FA> \x49\xB7 |0

<U54FC> \x4D\xDE |0

<U54FD> \x60\x8D |0

<U54FF> \x5E\x61 |0

<U5501> \x59\x85 |0

<U5506> \x56\x95 |0

<U5507> \x4A\xBC |0

<U5509> \x48\xA5 |0

<U550F> \x60\x92 |0

<U5510> \x56\xC5 |0

<U5511> \x60\x93 |0
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<U5514> \x60\x8E |0

<U551B> \x60\x8A |0

<U5520> \x60\x8C |0

<U5522> \x60\x90 |0

<U5523> \x60\x91 |0

<U5524> \x4E\x5D |0

<U5527> \x60\x94 |0

<U552A> \x60\x95 |0

<U552C> \x4E\x43 |0

<U552E> \x55\xDA |0

<U552F> \x57\xA7 |0

<U5530> \x60\xA6 |0

<U5531> \x4A\x4A |0

<U5533> \x60\xA5 |0

<U5537> \x60\xA0 |0

<U553C> \x60\x9F |0

<U553E> \x57\x79 |0

<U553F> \x60\x9D |0

<U5541> \x60\x9B |0

<U5543> \x50\x70 |0

<U5544> \x5C\x64 |0

<U5546> \x55\x6C |0

<U5549> \x60\x99 |0

<U554A> \x48\xA0 |0

<U5550> \x60\x9E |0

<U5555> \x60\x9C |0

<U5556> \x60\xA1 |0

<U555C> \x60\xA7 |0

<U5561> \x4C\x68 |0

<U5564> \x53\xA0 |0

<U5565> \x55\x56 |0

<U5566> \x50\xB1 |0

<U5567> \x60\x96 |0

<U556A> \x53\x5E |0

<U556C> \x5C\xC3 |0

<U556D> \x60\x9A |0

<U556E> \x52\xF5 |0

<U5575> \x60\xA2 |0

<U5576> \x60\xA3

 |0

<U5577> \x60\xA4 |0

<U5578> \x58\xA4 |0

<U557B> \x60\xB3 |0

<U557C> \x56\xE3 |0

<U557E> \x60\xB0 |0

<U5580> \x50\x46 |0

<U5581> \x60\xAE |0

<U5582> \x57\xB8 |0
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<U5583> \x60\xAA |0

<U5584> \x55\x66 |0

<U5587> \x50\xAD |0

<U5588> \x60\xAD |0

<U5589> \x4D\xEC |0

<U558A> \x4D\xAF |0

<U558B> \x60\xA8 |0

<U558F> \x60\x97 |0

<U5591> \x60\xB2 |0

<U5594> \x60\xB7 |0

<U5598> \x4A\xAC |0

<U5599> \x60\xB8 |0

<U559C> \x58\x52 |0

<U559D> \x4D\xC7 |0

<U559F> \x60\xAF |0

<U55A7> \x58\xF9 |0

<U55B1> \x60\xAB |0

<U55B3> \x5A\xFA |0

<U55B5> \x60\x98 |0

<U55B7> \x53\x88 |0

<U55B9> \x60\xAC |0

<U55BB> \x5A\x98 |0

<U55BD> \x60\xB5 |0

<U55BE> \x60\xB6 |0

<U55C4> \x60\xC3 |0

<U55C5> \x58\xE0 |0

<U55C9> \x60\xBB |0

<U55CC> \x60\xC8 |0

<U55CD> \x60\xC9 |0

<U55D1> \x60\xBD |0

<U55D2> \x60\xA9 |0

<U55D3> \x55\x44 |0

<U55D4> \x60\xC0 |0

<U55D6> \x60\xB1 |0

<U55DC> \x55\xC7 |0

<U55DD> \x60\xC2 |0

<U55DF> \x60\xB4 |0

<U55E1> \x57\xCA |0

<U55E3> \x56\x63 |0

<U55E4> \x60\xCC |0

<U55E5> \x60\xC5 |0

<U55E6> \x60\xC1

 |0

<U55E8> \x60\xCA |0

<U55EA> \x60\xB9 |0

<U55EB> \x60\xBE |0

<U55EC> \x60\xBF |0

<U55EF> \x60\xC4 |0
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<U55F2> \x60\xC6 |0

<U55F3> \x60\xC7 |0

<U55F5> \x60\xCB |0

<U55F7> \x60\xBA |0

<U55FD> \x56\x74 |0

<U55FE> \x60\xD4 |0

<U5600> \x60\xD5 |0

<U5601> \x60\xD1 |0

<U5608> \x60\xCF |0

<U5609> \x4E\xCD |0

<U560C> \x60\xD0 |0

<U560E> \x4C\xC1 |0

<U560F> \x5C\xC4 |0

<U5618> \x58\xE9 |0

<U561B> \x51\xEE |0

<U561E> \x60\xCE |0

<U561F> \x60\xBC |0

<U5623> \x60\xD3 |0

<U5624> \x60\xD2 |0

<U5627> \x60\xD6 |0

<U562C> \x60\xDB |0

<U562D> \x60\xD7 |0

<U5631> \x5B\xF5 |0

<U5632> \x4A\x50 |0

<U5634> \x5C\x8D |0

<U5636> \x56\x5B |0

<U5639> \x60\xD9 |0

<U563B> \x57\xFA |0

<U563F> \x4D\xD8 |0

<U564C> \x60\xE0 |0

<U564D> \x60\xDC |0

<U564E> \x59\xAC |0

<U5654> \x60\xE1 |0

<U5657> \x60\xDA |0

<U5658> \x60\xD8 |0

<U5659> \x60\xDE |0

<U565C> \x60\xDF |0

<U5662> \x60\xDD |0

<U5664> \x60\xE3 |0

<U5668> \x53\xF6 |0

<U5669> \x5C\xAB |0

<U566A> \x5A\xEA |0

<U566B> \x60\xE5 |0

<U566C> \x55\xC8 |0

<U5671> \x60\xE4

 |0

<U5676> \x4C\xC0 |0

<U567B> \x60\xE6 |0
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<U567C> \x60\xE7 |0

<U5685> \x60\xE8 |0

<U5686> \x60\xE2 |0

<U568E> \x4D\xBE |0

<U568F> \x56\xE6 |0

<U5693> \x60\xE9 |0

<U56A3> \x58\x9A |0

<U56AF> \x60\xEA |0

<U56B7> \x54\xC1 |0

<U56BC> \x4F\x60 |0

<U56CA> \x52\xD1 |0

<U56D4> \x60\xEB |0

<U56D7> \x60\xEC |0

<U56DA> \x54\x95 |0

<U56DB> \x56\x64 |0

<U56DD> \x60\xED |0

<U56DE> \x4E\x78 |0

<U56DF> \x5C\xB5 |0

<U56E0> \x59\xF1 |0

<U56E1> \x60\xEE |0

<U56E2> \x57\x65 |0

<U56E4> \x4B\xD9 |0

<U56EB> \x60\xF0 |0

<U56ED> \x5A\xAF |0

<U56F0> \x50\xA6 |0

<U56F1> \x4A\xD0 |0

<U56F4> \x57\xA6 |0

<U56F5> \x60\xEF |0

<U56F9> \x60\xF1 |0

<U56FA> \x4D\x6C |0

<U56FD> \x4D\x9B |0

<U56FE> \x57\x5C |0

<U56FF> \x60\xF2 |0

<U5703> \x53\xD3 |0

<U5704> \x60\xF3 |0

<U5706> \x5A\xB1 |0

<U5708> \x54\xA5 |0

<U5709> \x60\xF5 |0

<U570A> \x60\xF4 |0

<U571C> \x60\xF6 |0

<U571F> \x57\x61 |0

<U5723> \x55\xA4 |0

<U5728> \x5A\xD9 |0

<U5729> \x5E\x77 |0

<U572A> \x5E\x79 |0

<U572C> \x5E\x78 |0

<U572D> \x4D\x88 |0

<U572E> \x5E\x7C
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 |0

<U572F> \x5E\x7D |0

<U5730> \x4B\x78 |0

<U5733> \x5E\x7A |0

<U5739> \x5E\x7B |0

<U573A> \x4A\x41 |0

<U573B> \x5E\x7F |0

<U573E> \x4E\x99 |0

<U5740> \x5B\xB6 |0

<U5742> \x5E\x81 |0

<U5747> \x4F\xF8 |0

<U574A> \x4C\x5B |0

<U574C> \x5E\x70 |0

<U574D> \x56\xAD |0

<U574E> \x50\x52 |0

<U574F> \x4E\x55 |0

<U5750> \x5C\x99 |0

<U5751> \x50\x73 |0

<U5757> \x50\x8A |0

<U575A> \x4E\xE0 |0

<U575B> \x56\xB2 |0

<U575C> \x5E\x7E |0

<U575D> \x48\xD2 |0

<U575E> \x57\xEA |0

<U575F> \x4C\x78 |0

<U5760> \x5C\x59 |0

<U5761> \x53\xC1 |0

<U5764> \x50\xA3 |0

<U5766> \x56\xB8 |0

<U5768> \x5E\x88 |0

<U5769> \x5E\x82 |0

<U576A> \x53\xB9 |0

<U576B> \x5E\x84 |0

<U576D> \x5E\x89 |0

<U576F> \x53\x98 |0

<U5773> \x5E\x8B |0

<U5776> \x5E\x8A |0

<U5777> \x50\x60 |0

<U577B> \x5E\x87 |0

<U577C> \x5E\x86 |0

<U5782> \x4A\xB8 |0

<U5783> \x50\xAB |0

<U5784> \x51\xA1 |0

<U5785> \x5E\x83 |0

<U5786> \x5E\x85 |0

<U578B> \x58\xCC |0

<U578C> \x5E\x8E |0

<U5792> \x50\xDC |0
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<U5793> \x5E\x93 |0

<U579B> \x4B\xE1 |0

<U57A0> \x5E\x94

 |0

<U57A1> \x5E\x72 |0

<U57A2> \x4D\x58 |0

<U57A3> \x5A\xAA |0

<U57A4> \x5E\x8D |0

<U57A6> \x50\x71 |0

<U57A7> \x5E\x91 |0

<U57A9> \x5E\x71 |0

<U57AB> \x4B\x87 |0

<U57AD> \x5E\x8C |0

<U57AE> \x50\x86 |0

<U57B2> \x5E\x8F |0

<U57B4> \x5E\x92 |0

<U57B8> \x5E\x9A |0

<U57C2> \x4D\x41 |0

<U57C3> \x48\xA2 |0

<U57CB> \x51\xF0 |0

<U57CE> \x4A\x67 |0

<U57CF> \x5E\x90 |0

<U57D2> \x5E\x99 |0

<U57D4> \x53\xD1 |0

<U57D5> \x5E\x95 |0

<U57D8> \x5E\x96 |0

<U57D9> \x5E\x98 |0

<U57DA> \x5E\x97 |0

<U57DD> \x5E\x9F |0

<U57DF> \x5A\x93 |0

<U57E0> \x49\xB9 |0

<U57E4> \x5E\x9E |0

<U57ED> \x5E\xA3 |0

<U57EF> \x5E\x9C |0

<U57F4> \x5E\x9B |0

<U57F8> \x5E\x9D |0

<U57F9> \x53\x81 |0

<U57FA> \x4E\x9A |0

<U57FD> \x5E\xA2 |0

<U5800> \x5E\xA4 |0

<U5802> \x56\xC2 |0

<U5806> \x4B\xD0 |0

<U5807> \x5F\x60 |0

<U580B> \x5E\xA0 |0

<U580D> \x5E\xA1 |0

<U5811> \x54\x55 |0

<U5815> \x4B\xE8 |0

<U5819> \x5E\xA6 |0
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<U581E> \x5E\xA5 |0

<U5820> \x5E\xA8 |0

<U5821> \x49\x44 |0

<U5824> \x4B\x6C |0

<U582A> \x50\x50 |0

<U5830> \x59\x7F

 |0

<U5835> \x4B\xC1 |0

<U5844> \x5E\xA7 |0

<U584C> \x56\x9B |0

<U584D> \x66\x94 |0

<U5851> \x56\x7C |0

<U5854> \x56\x9F |0

<U5858> \x56\xC0 |0

<U585E> \x54\xFA |0

<U5865> \x5E\xA9 |0

<U586B> \x56\xED |0

<U586C> \x5E\xAA |0

<U587E> \x5E\x73 |0

<U5880> \x5E\xAE |0

<U5881> \x5E\xAB |0

<U5883> \x4F\xB2 |0

<U5885> \x55\xFA |0

<U5889> \x5E\xAC |0

<U5892> \x55\x6A |0

<U5893> \x52\xB8 |0

<U5899> \x54\x5D |0

<U589A> \x5E\xAD |0

<U589E> \x5A\xF5 |0

<U589F> \x58\xE5 |0

<U58A8> \x52\xAA |0

<U58A9> \x4B\xD4 |0

<U58BC> \x5E\x74 |0

<U58C1> \x49\x7A |0

<U58C5> \x5E\x75 |0

<U58D1> \x5E\x76 |0

<U58D5> \x4D\xBD |0

<U58E4> \x54\xBF |0

<U58EB> \x55\xBE |0

<U58EC> \x54\xC8 |0

<U58EE> \x5C\x53 |0

<U58F0> \x55\x9A |0

<U58F3> \x50\x67 |0

<U58F6> \x4D\xF7 |0

<U58F9> \x59\xBB |0

<U5902> \x61\xB9 |0

<U5904> \x4A\xA5 |0

<U5907> \x49\x58 |0
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<U590D> \x4C\xB3 |0

<U590F> \x58\x64 |0

<U5914> \x5D\x88 |0

<U5915> \x58\x46 |0

<U5916> \x57\x83 |0

<U5919> \x5D\x8E |0

<U591A> \x4B\xDF |0

<U591C> \x59\xB8 |0

<U591F> \x4D\x5B

 |0

<U5924> \x61\xB8 |0

<U5925> \x61\xB6 |0

<U5927> \x4A\xF2 |0

<U5929> \x56\xEB |0

<U592A> \x56\xAA |0

<U592B> \x4C\x93 |0

<U592D> \x5C\xB1 |0

<U592E> \x59\x8C |0

<U592F> \x4D\xBA |0

<U5931> \x55\xA6 |0

<U5934> \x57\x57 |0

<U5937> \x59\xC3 |0

<U5938> \x50\x85 |0

<U5939> \x4E\xCF |0

<U593A> \x4B\xE0 |0

<U593C> \x5F\xC4 |0

<U5941> \x5F\xC5 |0

<U5942> \x5E\x5C |0

<U5944> \x59\x79 |0

<U5947> \x53\xE5 |0

<U5948> \x52\xCD |0

<U5949> \x4C\x8F |0

<U594B> \x4C\x7C |0

<U594E> \x50\x9D |0

<U594F> \x5C\x81 |0

<U5951> \x53\xF4 |0

<U5954> \x49\x5C |0

<U5955> \x5F\xC7 |0

<U5956> \x4F\x51 |0

<U5957> \x56\xD6 |0

<U5958> \x5F\xC9 |0

<U595A> \x5F\xC8 |0

<U5960> \x4B\x8D |0

<U5962> \x55\x7D |0

<U5965> \x48\xC1 |0

<U5973> \x53\x4E |0

<U5974> \x53\x4B |0

<U5976> \x52\xCB |0
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<U5978> \x4E\xE8 |0

<U5979> \x56\x9E |0

<U597D> \x4D\xC2 |0

<U5981> \x63\x9A |0

<U5982> \x54\xE6 |0

<U5983> \x63\x9B |0

<U5984> \x57\x9E |0

<U5986> \x5C\x51 |0

<U5987> \x4C\xBD |0

<U5988> \x51\xE7 |0

<U598A> \x54\xD0 |0

<U598D> \x63\x9C

 |0

<U5992> \x4B\xC9 |0

<U5993> \x4E\xCA |0

<U5996> \x59\x9E |0

<U5997> \x63\xA0 |0

<U5999> \x52\x8F |0

<U599E> \x63\xA3 |0

<U59A3> \x63\x9F |0

<U59A4> \x63\xA4 |0

<U59A5> \x57\x77 |0

<U59A8> \x4C\x61 |0

<U59A9> \x63\x9D |0

<U59AA> \x63\x9E |0

<U59AB> \x63\xA2 |0

<U59AE> \x52\xDC |0

<U59AF> \x63\xA7 |0

<U59B2> \x63\xA6 |0

<U59B9> \x52\x63 |0

<U59BB> \x53\xDD |0

<U59BE> \x63\xA9 |0

<U59C6> \x52\xB6 |0

<U59CA> \x63\xA1 |0

<U59CB> \x55\xBB |0

<U59D0> \x4F\x84 |0

<U59D1> \x4D\x63 |0

<U59D2> \x63\xA5 |0

<U59D3> \x58\xD4 |0

<U59D4> \x57\xAE |0

<U59D7> \x63\xA8 |0

<U59D8> \x63\xAF |0

<U59DA> \x59\xA5 |0

<U59DC> \x4F\x4A |0

<U59DD> \x63\xAC |0

<U59E3> \x63\xAE |0

<U59E5> \x50\xD0 |0

<U59E8> \x59\xCB |0
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<U59EC> \x4E\xA6 |0

<U59F9> \x63\xB0 |0

<U59FB> \x59\xF5 |0

<U59FF> \x5C\x6B |0

<U5A01> \x57\x9F |0

<U5A03> \x57\x7E |0

<U5A04> \x51\xA5 |0

<U5A05> \x63\xAA |0

<U5A06> \x63\xAB |0

<U5A07> \x4F\x5F |0

<U5A08> \x63\xAD |0

<U5A09> \x63\xB2 |0

<U5A0C> \x63\xB1 |0

<U5A11> \x63\xB5 |0

<U5A13> \x63\xB7

 |0

<U5A18> \x52\xEE |0

<U5A1C> \x52\xC7 |0

<U5A1F> \x4F\xE9 |0

<U5A20> \x55\x90 |0

<U5A23> \x63\xB6 |0

<U5A25> \x4B\xEF |0

<U5A29> \x52\x85 |0

<U5A31> \x5A\x8A |0

<U5A32> \x63\xB3 |0

<U5A34> \x63\xB4 |0

<U5A36> \x54\xA1 |0

<U5A3C> \x63\xBC |0

<U5A40> \x63\xB8 |0

<U5A46> \x53\xC4 |0

<U5A49> \x57\x92 |0

<U5A4A> \x63\xBA |0

<U5A55> \x63\xBB |0

<U5A5A> \x4E\x8A |0

<U5A62> \x63\xBD |0

<U5A67> \x63\xB9 |0

<U5A6A> \x50\xB6 |0

<U5A74> \x5A\x44 |0

<U5A75> \x63\xBE |0

<U5A76> \x55\x95 |0

<U5A77> \x63\xC2 |0

<U5A7A> \x63\xC3 |0

<U5A7F> \x58\xF5 |0

<U5A92> \x52\x5D |0

<U5A9A> \x52\x64 |0

<U5A9B> \x63\xC1 |0

<U5AAA> \x63\xC0 |0

<U5AB2> \x63\xC6 |0
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<U5AB3> \x58\x51 |0

<U5AB5> \x66\x95 |0

<U5AB8> \x63\xC9 |0

<U5ABE> \x63\xC4 |0

<U5AC1> \x4E\xDD |0

<U5AC2> \x55\x49 |0

<U5AC9> \x4E\xB4 |0

<U5ACC> \x58\x73 |0

<U5AD2> \x63\xC7 |0

<U5AD4> \x63\xC8 |0

<U5AD6> \x63\xCD |0

<U5AD8> \x63\xCF |0

<U5ADC> \x63\xD0 |0

<U5AE0> \x63\xCA |0

<U5AE1> \x4B\x75 |0

<U5AE3> \x63\xCB |0

<U5AE6> \x63\xCE |0

<U5AE9> \x52\xDA

 |0

<U5AEB> \x63\xC5 |0

<U5AF1> \x63\xCC |0

<U5B09> \x63\xD1 |0

<U5B16> \x63\xD3 |0

<U5B17> \x63\xD2 |0

<U5B32> \x63\xD4 |0

<U5B34> \x5D\x99 |0

<U5B37> \x63\xD5 |0

<U5B40> \x63\xD6 |0

<U5B50> \x5C\x73 |0

<U5B51> \x63\xDC |0

<U5B53> \x63\xDD |0

<U5B54> \x50\x77 |0

<U5B55> \x5A\xCF |0

<U5B57> \x5C\x76 |0

<U5B58> \x4A\xE5 |0

<U5B59> \x56\x90 |0

<U5B5A> \x63\xD9 |0

<U5B5B> \x5C\xC2 |0

<U5B5C> \x5C\x6E |0

<U5B5D> \x58\xA1 |0

<U5B5F> \x52\x6F |0

<U5B62> \x63\xDE |0

<U5B63> \x4E\xBD |0

<U5B64> \x4D\x62 |0

<U5B65> \x63\xDA |0

<U5B66> \x59\x47 |0

<U5B69> \x4D\xA1 |0

<U5B6A> \x51\xCE |0
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<U5B6C> \x5C\xAA |0

<U5B70> \x55\xEA |0

<U5B71> \x63\x8F |0

<U5B73> \x63\xDB |0

<U5B75> \x4C\x96 |0

<U5B7A> \x54\xE5 |0

<U5B7D> \x52\xF4 |0

<U5B80> \x63\x52 |0

<U5B81> \x52\xFD |0

<U5B83> \x56\x9D |0

<U5B84> \x63\x53 |0

<U5B85> \x5B\x4C |0

<U5B87> \x5A\x8F |0

<U5B88> \x55\xD7 |0

<U5B89> \x48\xB1 |0

<U5B8B> \x56\x6E |0

<U5B8C> \x57\x8B |0

<U5B8F> \x4D\xE9 |0

<U5B93> \x63\x55 |0

<U5B95> \x63\x54 |0

<U5B97> \x5C\x7A

 |0

<U5B98> \x4D\x79 |0

<U5B99> \x5B\xE5 |0

<U5B9A> \x4B\xA7 |0

<U5B9B> \x57\x91 |0

<U5B9C> \x59\xCA |0

<U5B9D> \x49\x46 |0

<U5B9E> \x55\xB4 |0

<U5BA0> \x4A\x89 |0

<U5BA1> \x55\x94 |0

<U5BA2> \x50\x6D |0

<U5BA3> \x58\xFA |0

<U5BA4> \x55\xD1 |0

<U5BA5> \x63\x56 |0

<U5BA6> \x4E\x62 |0

<U5BAA> \x58\x7C |0

<U5BAB> \x4D\x4C |0

<U5BB0> \x5A\xD6 |0

<U5BB3> \x4D\xA5 |0

<U5BB4> \x59\x88 |0

<U5BB5> \x58\x9D |0

<U5BB6> \x4E\xD1 |0

<U5BB8> \x63\x57 |0

<U5BB9> \x54\xDC |0

<U5BBD> \x50\x8E |0

<U5BBE> \x49\x97 |0

<U5BBF> \x56\x7E |0
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<U5BC2> \x4E\xC4 |0

<U5BC4> \x4E\xC3 |0

<U5BC5> \x59\xF9 |0

<U5BC6> \x52\x7C |0

<U5BC7> \x50\x7C |0

<U5BCC> \x4C\xBA |0

<U5BD0> \x52\x62 |0

<U5BD2> \x4D\xAD |0

<U5BD3> \x5A\xA1 |0

<U5BDD> \x54\x7E |0

<U5BDE> \x52\xAE |0

<U5BDF> \x49\xEB |0

<U5BE1> \x4D\x71 |0

<U5BE4> \x63\x5B |0

<U5BE5> \x51\x68 |0

<U5BE8> \x5B\x4F |0

<U5BEE> \x63\x5C |0

<U5BF0> \x63\x5E |0

<U5BF8> \x4A\xE6 |0

<U5BF9> \x4B\xD3 |0

<U5BFA> \x56\x62 |0

<U5BFB> \x59\x50 |0

<U5BFC> \x4B\x5C |0

<U5BFF> \x55\xD8

 |0

<U5C01> \x4C\x83 |0

<U5C04> \x55\x85 |0

<U5C06> \x4F\x4B |0

<U5C09> \x57\xBD |0

<U5C0A> \x5C\x91 |0

<U5C0F> \x58\xA0 |0

<U5C11> \x55\x79 |0

<U5C14> \x4B\xFA |0

<U5C15> \x63\xD7 |0

<U5C16> \x4E\xE1 |0

<U5C18> \x4A\x5E |0

<U5C1A> \x55\x70 |0

<U5C1C> \x63\xD8 |0

<U5C1D> \x4A\x42 |0

<U5C22> \x5F\xCB |0

<U5C24> \x5A\x68 |0

<U5C25> \x5F\xCC |0

<U5C27> \x59\xA1 |0

<U5C2C> \x5F\xCD |0

<U5C31> \x4F\xCC |0

<U5C34> \x5F\xCE |0

<U5C38> \x55\xAB |0

<U5C39> \x59\xFB |0
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<U5C3A> \x4A\x7F |0

<U5C3B> \x63\x8B |0

<U5C3C> \x52\xE0 |0

<U5C3D> \x4F\xA0 |0

<U5C3E> \x57\xB1 |0

<U5C3F> \x52\xF1 |0

<U5C40> \x4F\xD5 |0

<U5C41> \x53\xA7 |0

<U5C42> \x49\xE2 |0

<U5C45> \x4F\xD2 |0

<U5C48> \x54\x9D |0

<U5C49> \x56\xEA |0

<U5C4A> \x4F\x8D |0

<U5C4B> \x57\xDC |0

<U5C4E> \x55\xB9 |0

<U5C4F> \x53\xC0 |0

<U5C50> \x63\x8D |0

<U5C51> \x58\xBB |0

<U5C55> \x5B\x59 |0

<U5C59> \x63\x8E |0

<U5C5E> \x55\xF3 |0

<U5C60> \x57\x60 |0

<U5C61> \x51\xC4 |0

<U5C63> \x63\x90 |0

<U5C65> \x51\xC3 |0

<U5C66> \x63\x91 |0

<U5C6E> \x63\x99

 |0

<U5C6F> \x57\x6D |0

<U5C71> \x55\x5D |0

<U5C79> \x59\xD8 |0

<U5C7A> \x61\x48 |0

<U5C7F> \x5A\x8D |0

<U5C81> \x56\x8B |0

<U5C82> \x53\xF0 |0

<U5C88> \x61\x4C |0

<U5C8C> \x61\x47 |0

<U5C8D> \x61\x49 |0

<U5C90> \x61\x4A |0

<U5C91> \x61\x4F |0

<U5C94> \x49\xEC |0

<U5C96> \x61\x4B |0

<U5C97> \x4C\xD9 |0

<U5C98> \x61\x4D |0

<U5C99> \x61\x4E |0

<U5C9A> \x61\x50 |0

<U5C9B> \x4B\x5A |0

<U5C9C> \x61\x51 |0
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<U5CA2> \x61\x53 |0

<U5CA3> \x61\x58 |0

<U5CA9> \x59\x72 |0

<U5CAB> \x61\x56 |0

<U5CAC> \x61\x55 |0

<U5CAD> \x51\x8C |0

<U5CB1> \x61\x57 |0

<U5CB3> \x5A\xBF |0

<U5CB5> \x61\x52 |0

<U5CB7> \x61\x5A |0

<U5CB8> \x48\xB5 |0

<U5CBD> \x61\x54 |0

<U5CBF> \x50\x9A |0

<U5CC1> \x61\x59 |0

<U5CC4> \x61\x5B |0

<U5CCB> \x61\x5E |0

<U5CD2> \x61\x5C |0

<U5CD9> \x5B\xC4 |0

<U5CE1> \x58\x5F |0

<U5CE4> \x61\x5D |0

<U5CE5> \x61\x5F |0

<U5CE6> \x51\xCC |0

<U5CE8> \x4B\xEA |0

<U5CEA> \x5A\x99 |0

<U5CED> \x54\x6D |0

<U5CF0> \x4C\x86 |0

<U5CFB> \x4F\xFD |0

<U5D02> \x61\x60 |0

<U5D03> \x61\x61 |0

<U5D06> \x61\x67

 |0

<U5D07> \x4A\x88 |0

<U5D0E> \x53\xE8 |0

<U5D14> \x4A\xDD |0

<U5D16> \x59\x62 |0

<U5D1B> \x61\x68 |0

<U5D1E> \x61\x66 |0

<U5D24> \x61\x65 |0

<U5D26> \x61\x63 |0

<U5D27> \x61\x62 |0

<U5D29> \x49\x60 |0

<U5D2D> \x5B\x58 |0

<U5D2E> \x61\x64 |0

<U5D34> \x61\x6B |0

<U5D3D> \x61\x6C |0

<U5D3E> \x61\x6A |0

<U5D47> \x68\x9B |0

<U5D4A> \x61\x73 |0
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<U5D4B> \x61\x72 |0

<U5D4C> \x54\x56 |0

<U5D58> \x61\x69 |0

<U5D5B> \x61\x6E |0

<U5D5D> \x61\x70 |0

<U5D69> \x61\x74 |0

<U5D6B> \x61\x71 |0

<U5D6C> \x61\x6D |0

<U5D6F> \x61\x6F |0

<U5D74> \x61\x75 |0

<U5D82> \x61\x76 |0

<U5D99> \x61\x77 |0

<U5D9D> \x61\x78 |0

<U5DB7> \x61\x7A |0

<U5DC5> \x61\x7B |0

<U5DCD> \x57\xA0 |0

<U5DDB> \x64\x7D |0

<U5DDD> \x4A\xA7 |0

<U5DDE> \x5B\xDC |0

<U5DE1> \x59\x52 |0

<U5DE2> \x4A\x52 |0

<U5DE5> \x4D\x44 |0

<U5DE6> \x5C\x94 |0

<U5DE7> \x54\x69 |0

<U5DE8> \x4F\xDD |0

<U5DE9> \x4D\x4E |0

<U5DEB> \x57\xD6 |0

<U5DEE> \x49\xED |0

<U5DEF> \x5E\x6F |0

<U5DF1> \x4E\xB9 |0

<U5DF2> \x59\xD0 |0

<U5DF3> \x56\x68 |0

<U5DF4> \x48\xCC

 |0

<U5DF7> \x58\x90 |0

<U5DFD> \x5D\x84 |0

<U5DFE> \x4F\x8E |0

<U5E01> \x49\x72 |0

<U5E02> \x55\xCF |0

<U5E03> \x49\xBB |0

<U5E05> \x56\x47 |0

<U5E06> \x4C\x4B |0

<U5E08> \x55\xA5 |0

<U5E0C> \x58\x43 |0

<U5E0F> \x60\xF7 |0

<U5E10> \x5B\x6A |0

<U5E11> \x60\xFA |0

<U5E14> \x60\xF9 |0
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<U5E15> \x53\x61 |0

<U5E16> \x56\xFA |0

<U5E18> \x51\x51 |0

<U5E19> \x60\xF8 |0

<U5E1A> \x5B\xE2 |0

<U5E1B> \x49\xAE |0

<U5E1C> \x5B\xC3 |0

<U5E1D> \x4B\x7B |0

<U5E26> \x4A\xF7 |0

<U5E27> \x5B\xA0 |0

<U5E2D> \x58\x4F |0

<U5E2E> \x48\xEE |0

<U5E31> \x60\xFB |0

<U5E37> \x61\x41 |0

<U5E38> \x4A\x43 |0

<U5E3B> \x60\xFC |0

<U5E3C> \x60\xFD |0

<U5E3D> \x52\x51 |0

<U5E42> \x52\x7D |0

<U5E44> \x61\x42 |0

<U5E45> \x4C\x9A |0

<U5E4C> \x4E\x6F |0

<U5E54> \x61\x43 |0

<U5E55> \x52\xBA |0

<U5E5B> \x61\x44 |0

<U5E5E> \x61\x45 |0

<U5E61> \x61\x46 |0

<U5E62> \x4A\xB0 |0

<U5E72> \x4C\xC8 |0

<U5E73> \x53\xBC |0

<U5E74> \x52\xE9 |0

<U5E76> \x49\xA1 |0

<U5E78> \x58\xD1 |0

<U5E7A> \x64\x7B |0

<U5E7B> \x4E\x63 |0

<U5E7C> \x5A\x77

 |0

<U5E7D> \x5A\x64 |0

<U5E7F> \x4D\x84 |0

<U5E80> \x61\xCE |0

<U5E84> \x5C\x4F |0

<U5E86> \x54\x8D |0

<U5E87> \x49\x73 |0

<U5E8A> \x4A\xB1 |0

<U5E8B> \x61\xD0 |0

<U5E8F> \x58\xF1 |0

<U5E90> \x51\xAD |0

<U5E91> \x61\xCF |0
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<U5E93> \x50\x83 |0

<U5E94> \x5A\x46 |0

<U5E95> \x4B\x77 |0

<U5E96> \x61\xD1 |0

<U5E97> \x4B\x8B |0

<U5E99> \x52\x8E |0

<U5E9A> \x4C\xFC |0

<U5E9C> \x4C\xAD |0

<U5E9E> \x53\x73 |0

<U5E9F> \x4C\x6F |0

<U5EA0> \x61\xD3 |0

<U5EA5> \x61\xD2 |0

<U5EA6> \x4B\xC7 |0

<U5EA7> \x5C\x9A |0

<U5EAD> \x57\x45 |0

<U5EB3> \x61\xD7 |0

<U5EB5> \x61\xD5 |0

<U5EB6> \x55\xFB |0

<U5EB7> \x50\x55 |0

<U5EB8> \x5A\x59 |0

<U5EB9> \x61\xD4 |0

<U5EBE> \x61\xD6 |0

<U5EC9> \x51\x4E |0

<U5ECA> \x50\xC7 |0

<U5ED1> \x61\xDA |0

<U5ED2> \x61\xD9 |0

<U5ED3> \x50\xA9 |0

<U5ED6> \x51\x6E |0

<U5EDB> \x61\xDB |0

<U5EE8> \x61\xDC |0

<U5EEA> \x61\xDD |0

<U5EF4> \x5E\x68 |0

<U5EF6> \x59\x73 |0

<U5EF7> \x57\x42 |0

<U5EFA> \x4F\x48 |0

<U5EFE> \x5F\xC2 |0

<U5EFF> \x5C\xA4 |0

<U5F00> \x50\x4A |0

<U5F01> \x5E\x6D

 |0

<U5F02> \x59\xEB |0

<U5F03> \x53\xF9 |0

<U5F04> \x53\x4A |0

<U5F08> \x5F\xC3 |0

<U5F0A> \x49\x77 |0

<U5F0B> \x60\x4E |0

<U5F0F> \x55\xBC |0

<U5F11> \x60\x51 |0
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<U5F13> \x4D\x4D |0

<U5F15> \x59\xFC |0

<U5F17> \x4C\xA4 |0

<U5F18> \x4D\xEA |0

<U5F1B> \x4A\x7A |0

<U5F1F> \x4B\x7C |0

<U5F20> \x5B\x65 |0

<U5F25> \x52\x76 |0

<U5F26> \x58\x72 |0

<U5F27> \x4E\x41 |0

<U5F29> \x63\x94 |0

<U5F2A> \x63\x93 |0

<U5F2D> \x63\x95 |0

<U5F2F> \x57\x85 |0

<U5F31> \x54\xF4 |0

<U5F39> \x4B\x4F |0

<U5F3A> \x54\x5F |0

<U5F3C> \x63\x97 |0

<U5F40> \x66\xAF |0

<U5F50> \x63\x87 |0

<U5F52> \x4D\x8A |0

<U5F53> \x4B\x51 |0

<U5F55> \x51\xBB |0

<U5F56> \x63\x89 |0

<U5F57> \x63\x88 |0

<U5F58> \x63\x8A |0

<U5F5D> \x59\xCC |0

<U5F61> \x61\x8B |0

<U5F62> \x58\xCD |0

<U5F64> \x57\x4E |0

<U5F66> \x59\x86 |0

<U5F69> \x49\xC9 |0

<U5F6A> \x49\x8C |0

<U5F6C> \x49\x93 |0

<U5F6D> \x53\x8E |0

<U5F70> \x5B\x63 |0

<U5F71> \x5A\x50 |0

<U5F73> \x61\x7C |0

<U5F77> \x61\x7D |0

<U5F79> \x59\xDA |0

<U5F7B> \x4A\x59 |0

<U5F7C> \x49\x6B

 |0

<U5F80> \x57\x9A |0

<U5F81> \x5B\x98 |0

<U5F82> \x61\x7E |0

<U5F84> \x4F\xB5 |0

<U5F85> \x4A\xFC |0
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<U5F87> \x61\x7F |0

<U5F88> \x4D\xDB |0

<U5F89> \x61\x81 |0

<U5F8A> \x4E\x52 |0

<U5F8B> \x51\xC8 |0

<U5F8C> \x61\x82 |0

<U5F90> \x58\xEB |0

<U5F92> \x57\x5D |0

<U5F95> \x61\x83 |0

<U5F97> \x4B\x63 |0

<U5F98> \x53\x67 |0

<U5F99> \x61\x84 |0

<U5F9C> \x61\x85 |0

<U5FA1> \x5A\x9A |0

<U5FA8> \x61\x86 |0

<U5FAA> \x59\x4D |0

<U5FAD> \x61\x87 |0

<U5FAE> \x57\xA1 |0

<U5FB5> \x61\x88 |0

<U5FB7> \x4B\x62 |0

<U5FBC> \x61\x89 |0

<U5FBD> \x4E\x75 |0

<U5FC3> \x58\xC3 |0

<U5FC4> \x61\xDF |0

<U5FC5> \x49\x78 |0

<U5FC6> \x59\xE3 |0

<U5FC9> \x61\xE0 |0

<U5FCC> \x4E\xC8 |0

<U5FCD> \x54\xCB |0

<U5FCF> \x61\xE2 |0

<U5FD0> \x66\xFD |0

<U5FD1> \x66\xFC |0

<U5FD2> \x60\x4F |0

<U5FD6> \x61\xE1 |0

<U5FD7> \x5B\xBD |0

<U5FD8> \x57\x9D |0

<U5FD9> \x52\x46 |0

<U5FDD> \x62\x63 |0

<U5FE0> \x5B\xD1 |0

<U5FE1> \x61\xE6 |0

<U5FE4> \x61\xE7 |0

<U5FE7> \x5A\x67 |0

<U5FEA> \x61\xEB |0

<U5FEB> \x50\x8D |0

<U5FED> \x61\xEC

 |0

<U5FEE> \x61\xE4 |0

<U5FF1> \x4A\x60 |0
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<U5FF5> \x52\xED |0

<U5FF8> \x61\xED |0

<U5FFB> \x58\xC2 |0

<U5FFD> \x4D\xF5 |0

<U5FFE> \x61\xE8 |0

<U5FFF> \x4C\x7E |0

<U6000> \x4E\x53 |0

<U6001> \x56\xAB |0

<U6002> \x56\x6B |0

<U6003> \x61\xE3 |0

<U6004> \x61\xE5 |0

<U6005> \x61\xE9 |0

<U6006> \x61\xEA |0

<U600A> \x61\xF6 |0

<U600D> \x61\xF3 |0

<U600E> \x5A\xF4 |0

<U600F> \x61\xF2 |0

<U6012> \x53\x4D |0

<U6014> \x5B\x9B |0

<U6015> \x53\x62 |0

<U6016> \x49\xBF |0

<U6019> \x61\xEE |0

<U601B> \x61\xF1 |0

<U601C> \x51\x4F |0

<U601D> \x56\x5C |0

<U6020> \x4B\x41 |0

<U6021> \x61\xF8 |0

<U6025> \x4E\xB0 |0

<U6026> \x61\xF0 |0

<U6027> \x58\xD3 |0

<U6028> \x5A\xB8 |0

<U6029> \x61\xF4 |0

<U602A> \x4D\x76 |0

<U602B> \x61\xF5 |0

<U602F> \x54\x73 |0

<U6035> \x61\xEF |0

<U603B> \x5C\x7C |0

<U603C> \x67\x41 |0

<U603F> \x61\xF7 |0

<U6041> \x67\x45 |0

<U6042> \x61\xFD |0

<U6043> \x55\xD0 |0

<U604B> \x51\x55 |0

<U604D> \x4E\x70 |0

<U6050> \x50\x76 |0

<U6052> \x4D\xE2 |0

<U6055> \x56\x41 |0

<U6059> \x67\x46
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 |0

<U605A> \x67\x43 |0

<U605D> \x67\x42 |0

<U6062> \x4E\x76 |0

<U6063> \x67\x47 |0

<U6064> \x58\xF3 |0

<U6067> \x67\x44 |0

<U6068> \x4D\xDD |0

<U6069> \x4B\xF6 |0

<U606A> \x62\x41 |0

<U606B> \x4B\xB1 |0

<U606C> \x56\xF0 |0

<U606D> \x4D\x47 |0

<U606F> \x58\x42 |0

<U6070> \x54\x41 |0

<U6073> \x50\x72 |0

<U6076> \x4B\xF0 |0

<U6078> \x61\xF9 |0

<U6079> \x61\xFA |0

<U607A> \x61\xFC |0

<U607B> \x61\xFB |0

<U607C> \x52\xD4 |0

<U607D> \x62\x42 |0

<U607F> \x5A\x61 |0

<U6083> \x62\x47 |0

<U6084> \x54\x64 |0

<U6089> \x58\x44 |0

<U608C> \x62\x49 |0

<U608D> \x4D\xB6 |0

<U6092> \x62\x48 |0

<U6094> \x4E\x7A |0

<U6096> \x62\x43 |0

<U609A> \x62\x44 |0

<U609B> \x62\x4A |0

<U609D> \x62\x46 |0

<U609F> \x57\xF1 |0

<U60A0> \x5A\x66 |0

<U60A3> \x4E\x5C |0

<U60A6> \x5A\xC2 |0

<U60A8> \x52\xF9 |0

<U60AB> \x67\x48 |0

<U60AC> \x58\xFB |0

<U60AD> \x62\x45 |0

<U60AF> \x52\x96 |0

<U60B1> \x62\x4D |0

<U60B2> \x49\x4F |0

<U60B4> \x62\x52 |0

<U60B8> \x4E\xC1 |0
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<U60BB> \x62\x4C |0

<U60BC> \x4B\x5F |0

<U60C5> \x54\x8A

 |0

<U60C6> \x62\x50 |0

<U60CA> \x4F\xA9 |0

<U60CB> \x57\x90 |0

<U60D1> \x4E\x94 |0

<U60D5> \x56\xE7 |0

<U60D8> \x62\x4F |0

<U60DA> \x62\x51 |0

<U60DC> \x58\x47 |0

<U60DD> \x62\x4E |0

<U60DF> \x57\xA8 |0

<U60E0> \x4E\x7D |0

<U60E6> \x4B\x8C |0

<U60E7> \x4F\xE4 |0

<U60E8> \x49\xD1 |0

<U60E9> \x4A\x6D |0

<U60EB> \x49\x59 |0

<U60EC> \x62\x4B |0

<U60ED> \x49\xD0 |0

<U60EE> \x4B\x4C |0

<U60EF> \x4D\x7F |0

<U60F0> \x4B\xE7 |0

<U60F3> \x58\x8C |0

<U60F4> \x62\x57 |0

<U60F6> \x4E\x6C |0

<U60F9> \x54\xC6 |0

<U60FA> \x58\xC9 |0

<U6100> \x62\x58 |0

<U6101> \x4A\x8F |0

<U6106> \x67\x49 |0

<U6108> \x5A\x9B |0

<U6109> \x5A\x85 |0

<U610D> \x67\x4A |0

<U610E> \x62\x59 |0

<U610F> \x59\xE1 |0

<U6115> \x62\x55 |0

<U611A> \x5A\x7E |0

<U611F> \x4C\xCF |0

<U6120> \x62\x53 |0

<U6123> \x62\x56 |0

<U6124> \x4C\x7F |0

<U6126> \x62\x54 |0

<U6127> \x50\xA1 |0

<U612B> \x62\x5A |0

<U613F> \x5A\xB7 |0
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<U6148> \x4A\xC7 |0

<U614A> \x62\x5B |0

<U614C> \x4E\x65 |0

<U614E> \x55\x98 |0

<U6151> \x55\x86 |0

<U6155> \x52\xBC

 |0

<U615D> \x67\x4B |0

<U6162> \x51\xFC |0

<U6167> \x4E\x7B |0

<U6168> \x50\x4E |0

<U6170> \x57\xBE |0

<U6175> \x62\x5C |0

<U6177> \x50\x56 |0

<U618B> \x49\x90 |0

<U618E> \x5A\xF6 |0

<U6194> \x62\x5E |0

<U619D> \x67\x4D |0

<U61A7> \x62\x5F |0

<U61A8> \x4D\xA8 |0

<U61A9> \x67\x4C |0

<U61AC> \x62\x5D |0

<U61B7> \x62\x60 |0

<U61BE> \x4D\xB5 |0

<U61C2> \x4B\xAD |0

<U61C8> \x58\xB7 |0

<U61CA> \x48\xC2 |0

<U61CB> \x67\x4E |0

<U61D1> \x67\x4F |0

<U61D2> \x50\xC0 |0

<U61D4> \x62\x61 |0

<U61E6> \x53\x53 |0

<U61F5> \x62\x62 |0

<U61FF> \x5E\xB1 |0

<U6206> \x67\x50 |0

<U6208> \x4C\xE9 |0

<U620A> \x57\xEB |0

<U620B> \x65\xA6 |0

<U620C> \x58\xE6 |0

<U620D> \x55\xF8 |0

<U620E> \x54\xD5 |0

<U620F> \x58\x57 |0

<U6210> \x4A\x69 |0

<U6211> \x57\xD1 |0

<U6212> \x4F\x85 |0

<U6215> \x62\x7E |0

<U6216> \x4E\x93 |0

<U6217> \x65\xA7 |0
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<U6218> \x5B\x5D |0

<U621A> \x53\xDC |0

<U621B> \x65\xA8 |0

<U621F> \x65\xA9 |0

<U6221> \x65\xAB |0

<U6222> \x65\xAA |0

<U6224> \x65\xAD |0

<U6225> \x65\xAC |0

<U622A> \x4F\x78

 |0

<U622C> \x65\xAE |0

<U622E> \x51\xBD |0

<U6233> \x4A\xC0 |0

<U6234> \x4A\xF6 |0

<U6237> \x4E\x47 |0

<U623D> \x66\xE5 |0

<U623E> \x66\xE4 |0

<U623F> \x4C\x5F |0

<U6240> \x56\x9A |0

<U6241> \x49\x83 |0

<U6243> \x66\xE6 |0

<U6247> \x55\x68 |0

<U6248> \x66\xE7 |0

<U6249> \x66\xE8 |0

<U624B> \x55\xD5 |0

<U624C> \x5F\xCF |0

<U624D> \x49\xC4 |0

<U624E> \x5A\xF9 |0

<U6251> \x53\xCA |0

<U6252> \x48\xC6 |0

<U6253> \x4A\xF1 |0

<U6254> \x54\xD2 |0

<U6258> \x57\x70 |0

<U625B> \x50\x58 |0

<U6263> \x50\x7B |0

<U6266> \x54\x44 |0

<U6267> \x5B\xB3 |0

<U6269> \x50\xA8 |0

<U626A> \x5F\xD0 |0

<U626B> \x55\x48 |0

<U626C> \x59\x90 |0

<U626D> \x53\x44 |0

<U626E> \x48\xE6 |0

<U626F> \x4A\x56 |0

<U6270> \x54\xC4 |0

<U6273> \x48\xE1 |0

<U6276> \x4C\x97 |0

<U6279> \x53\x9B |0
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<U627C> \x4B\xF2 |0

<U627E> \x5B\x72 |0

<U627F> \x4A\x70 |0

<U6280> \x4E\xBB |0

<U6284> \x4A\x4D |0

<U6289> \x4F\xF0 |0

<U628A> \x48\xD0 |0

<U6291> \x59\xD5 |0

<U6292> \x55\xE2 |0

<U6293> \x5C\x45 |0

<U6295> \x57\x56 |0

<U6296> \x4B\xB5

 |0

<U6297> \x50\x59 |0

<U6298> \x5B\x7B |0

<U629A> \x4C\xA6 |0

<U629B> \x53\x77 |0

<U629F> \x5F\xD1 |0

<U62A0> \x50\x79 |0

<U62A1> \x51\xD4 |0

<U62A2> \x54\x60 |0

<U62A4> \x4E\x44 |0

<U62A5> \x49\x48 |0

<U62A8> \x53\x8B |0

<U62AB> \x53\x9C |0

<U62AC> \x56\xA6 |0

<U62B1> \x49\x47 |0

<U62B5> \x4B\x76 |0

<U62B9> \x52\xA7 |0

<U62BB> \x5F\xD2 |0

<U62BC> \x59\x5A |0

<U62BD> \x4A\x8A |0

<U62BF> \x52\x93 |0

<U62C2> \x4C\x98 |0

<U62C4> \x5B\xF3 |0

<U62C5> \x4B\x43 |0

<U62C6> \x49\xEF |0

<U62C7> \x52\xB3 |0

<U62C8> \x52\xE8 |0

<U62C9> \x50\xAC |0

<U62CA> \x5F\xD3 |0

<U62CC> \x48\xE7 |0

<U62CD> \x53\x64 |0

<U62CE> \x51\x81 |0

<U62D0> \x4D\x75 |0

<U62D2> \x4F\xDB |0

<U62D3> \x57\x78 |0

<U62D4> \x48\xCD |0
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<U62D6> \x57\x6F |0

<U62D7> \x5F\xD5 |0

<U62D8> \x4F\xCF |0

<U62D9> \x5C\x5E |0

<U62DA> \x5F\xD4 |0

<U62DB> \x5B\x70 |0

<U62DC> \x48\xDC |0

<U62DF> \x52\xE1 |0

<U62E2> \x51\xA2 |0

<U62E3> \x4E\xEF |0

<U62E5> \x5A\x55 |0

<U62E6> \x50\xB8 |0

<U62E7> \x53\x41 |0

<U62E8> \x49\xA5 |0

<U62E9> \x5A\xF0

 |0

<U62EC> \x50\xA7 |0

<U62ED> \x55\xC2 |0

<U62EE> \x5F\xD6 |0

<U62EF> \x5B\x9D |0

<U62F1> \x4D\x50 |0

<U62F3> \x54\xAC |0

<U62F4> \x56\x49 |0

<U62F6> \x5F\xD8 |0

<U62F7> \x50\x5D |0

<U62FC> \x53\xB3 |0

<U62FD> \x5C\x47 |0

<U62FE> \x55\xAF |0

<U62FF> \x52\xC2 |0

<U6301> \x4A\x76 |0

<U6302> \x4D\x72 |0

<U6307> \x5B\xB7 |0

<U6308> \x65\xFB |0

<U6309> \x48\xB3 |0

<U630E> \x50\x87 |0

<U6311> \x56\xF3 |0

<U6316> \x57\x7A |0

<U631A> \x5B\xBE |0

<U631B> \x51\xCD |0

<U631D> \x57\xCD |0

<U631E> \x56\xA1 |0

<U631F> \x58\xAD |0

<U6320> \x52\xD2 |0

<U6321> \x4B\x52 |0

<U6322> \x5F\xD7 |0

<U6323> \x5B\x96 |0

<U6324> \x4E\xB6 |0

<U6325> \x4E\x73 |0
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<U6328> \x48\xA3 |0

<U632A> \x53\x52 |0

<U632B> \x4A\xEB |0

<U632F> \x5B\x92 |0

<U6332> \x65\xFC |0

<U6339> \x5F\xD9 |0

<U633A> \x57\x46 |0

<U633D> \x57\x8D |0

<U6342> \x57\xE5 |0

<U6343> \x5F\xDB |0

<U6345> \x57\x51 |0

<U6346> \x50\xA5 |0

<U6349> \x5C\x5D |0

<U634B> \x5F\xDA |0

<U634C> \x48\xC5 |0

<U634D> \x4D\xB3 |0

<U634E> \x55\x73 |0

<U634F> \x52\xF2

 |0

<U6350> \x4F\xE7 |0

<U6355> \x49\xB5 |0

<U635E> \x50\xCB |0

<U635F> \x56\x91 |0

<U6361> \x4E\xF0 |0

<U6362> \x4E\x5B |0

<U6363> \x4B\x57 |0

<U6367> \x53\x96 |0

<U6369> \x5F\xE5 |0

<U636D> \x5F\xE2 |0

<U636E> \x4F\xDC |0

<U6371> \x5F\xDE |0

<U6376> \x4A\xB6 |0

<U6377> \x4F\x7D |0

<U637A> \x5F\xDF |0

<U637B> \x52\xEC |0

<U6380> \x58\x66 |0

<U6382> \x4B\x81 |0

<U6387> \x4B\xDD |0

<U6388> \x55\xD9 |0

<U6389> \x4B\x95 |0

<U638A> \x5F\xE4 |0

<U638C> \x5B\x66 |0

<U638E> \x5F\xE0 |0

<U638F> \x56\xCC |0

<U6390> \x53\xFD |0

<U6392> \x53\x65 |0

<U6396> \x59\xB3 |0

<U6398> \x4F\xF1 |0
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<U63A0> \x51\xD2 |0

<U63A2> \x56\xBC |0

<U63A3> \x4A\x58 |0

<U63A5> \x4F\x73 |0

<U63A7> \x50\x78 |0

<U63A8> \x57\x66 |0

<U63A9> \x59\x7A |0

<U63AA> \x4A\xEA |0

<U63AC> \x5F\xE3 |0

<U63AD> \x5F\xDC |0

<U63AE> \x5F\xE6 |0

<U63B0> \x65\xFD |0

<U63B3> \x51\xAF |0

<U63B4> \x5F\xE1 |0

<U63B7> \x5B\xBF |0

<U63B8> \x4B\x47 |0

<U63BA> \x49\xF3 |0

<U63BC> \x5F\xE7 |0

<U63BE> \x5F\xF1 |0

<U63C4> \x5F\xEC |0

<U63C6> \x5F\xF0

 |0

<U63C9> \x54\xDF |0

<U63CD> \x5C\x82 |0

<U63CE> \x5F\xEE |0

<U63CF> \x52\x89 |0

<U63D0> \x56\xE0 |0

<U63D2> \x49\xE4 |0

<U63D6> \x59\xBD |0

<U63DE> \x5F\xED |0

<U63E0> \x5F\xEA |0

<U63E1> \x57\xD4 |0

<U63E3> \x4A\xA6 |0

<U63E9> \x50\x4B |0

<U63EA> \x4F\xBD |0

<U63ED> \x4F\x72 |0

<U63F2> \x5F\xE8 |0

<U63F4> \x5A\xAD |0

<U63F6> \x5F\xDD |0

<U63F8> \x5F\xE9 |0

<U63FD> \x50\xBE |0

<U63FF> \x5F\xEB |0

<U6400> \x49\xF2 |0

<U6401> \x4C\xE8 |0

<U6402> \x51\xA6 |0

<U6405> \x4F\x61 |0

<U640B> \x5F\xF4 |0

<U640C> \x5F\xF7 |0
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<U640F> \x49\xAA |0

<U6410> \x4A\xA3 |0

<U6413> \x4A\xE9 |0

<U6414> \x55\x46 |0

<U641B> \x5F\xF5 |0

<U641C> \x56\x71 |0

<U641E> \x4C\xE2 |0

<U6420> \x5F\xF6 |0

<U6421> \x5F\xF9 |0

<U6426> \x5F\xF8 |0

<U642A> \x56\xC1 |0

<U642C> \x48\xE0 |0

<U642D> \x4A\xED |0

<U6434> \x63\x5A |0

<U643A> \x58\xAE |0

<U643D> \x49\xEA |0

<U643F> \x66\x41 |0

<U6441> \x5F\xF3 |0

<U6444> \x55\x84 |0

<U6445> \x5F\xF2 |0

<U6446> \x48\xD9 |0

<U6447> \x59\xA0 |0

<U6448> \x49\x98 |0

<U644A> \x56\xAE

 |0

<U6452> \x5F\xEF |0

<U6454> \x56\x44 |0

<U6458> \x5B\x4A |0

<U645E> \x5F\xFA |0

<U6467> \x4A\xDC |0

<U6469> \x52\xA5 |0

<U646D> \x5F\xFC |0

<U6478> \x52\x9F |0

<U6479> \x52\xA0 |0

<U647A> \x60\x41 |0

<U6482> \x51\x6C |0

<U6484> \x5F\xFB |0

<U6485> \x4F\xEE |0

<U6487> \x53\xB1 |0

<U6491> \x4A\x65 |0

<U6492> \x54\xF5 |0

<U6495> \x56\x5A |0

<U6496> \x5F\xFD |0

<U6499> \x60\x44 |0

<U649E> \x5C\x52 |0

<U64A4> \x4A\x57 |0

<U64A9> \x51\x63 |0

<U64AC> \x54\x6B |0
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<U64AD> \x49\xA4 |0

<U64AE> \x4A\xE8 |0

<U64B0> \x5C\x4B |0

<U64B5> \x52\xEB |0

<U64B7> \x60\x42 |0

<U64B8> \x60\x43 |0

<U64BA> \x60\x45 |0

<U64BC> \x4D\xB2 |0

<U64C0> \x60\x46 |0

<U64C2> \x50\xDD |0

<U64C5> \x55\x63 |0

<U64CD> \x49\xD8 |0

<U64CE> \x54\x87 |0

<U64D0> \x60\x47 |0

<U64D2> \x54\x7C |0

<U64D7> \x60\x48 |0

<U64D8> \x66\x42 |0

<U64DE> \x56\x73 |0

<U64E2> \x60\x4A |0

<U64E4> \x60\x49 |0

<U64E6> \x49\xC0 |0

<U6500> \x53\x6A |0

<U6509> \x60\x4B |0

<U6512> \x5A\xDB |0

<U6518> \x54\xC0 |0

<U6525> \x60\x4C |0

<U652B> \x4F\xEF

 |0

<U652E> \x60\x4D |0

<U652F> \x5B\xA6 |0

<U6534> \x65\xB6 |0

<U6535> \x66\x56 |0

<U6536> \x55\xD4 |0

<U6538> \x5C\xFB |0

<U6539> \x4C\xC3 |0

<U653B> \x4D\x45 |0

<U653E> \x4C\x65 |0

<U653F> \x5B\x9F |0

<U6545> \x4D\x6A |0

<U6548> \x58\xA6 |0

<U6549> \x6A\xCC |0

<U654C> \x4B\x70 |0

<U654F> \x52\x95 |0

<U6551> \x4F\xC7 |0

<U6555> \x66\x57 |0

<U6556> \x48\xBC |0

<U6559> \x4F\x6C |0

<U655B> \x51\x52 |0
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<U655D> \x49\x76 |0

<U655E> \x4A\x48 |0

<U6562> \x4C\xD1 |0

<U6563> \x55\x42 |0

<U6566> \x4B\xD7 |0

<U656B> \x66\x58 |0

<U656C> \x4F\xB3 |0

<U6570> \x55\xFC |0

<U6572> \x54\x63 |0

<U6574> \x5B\x9C |0

<U6577> \x4C\x94 |0

<U6587> \x57\xC3 |0

<U658B> \x5B\x4B |0

<U658C> \x49\x94 |0

<U6590> \x66\xB2 |0

<U6591> \x48\xDE |0

<U6593> \x66\xB4 |0

<U6597> \x4B\xB6 |0

<U6599> \x51\x6F |0

<U659B> \x6B\x9B |0

<U659C> \x58\xB0 |0

<U659F> \x5B\x86 |0

<U65A1> \x57\xD2 |0

<U65A4> \x4F\x90 |0

<U65A5> \x4A\x83 |0

<U65A7> \x4C\xAA |0

<U65A9> \x5B\x56 |0

<U65AB> \x67\x5D |0

<U65AD> \x4B\xCE |0

<U65AF> \x56\x59

 |0

<U65B0> \x58\xC1 |0

<U65B9> \x4C\x5D |0

<U65BC> \x66\xB5 |0

<U65BD> \x55\xA8 |0

<U65C1> \x53\x74 |0

<U65C3> \x66\xB8 |0

<U65C4> \x66\xB7 |0

<U65C5> \x51\xC2 |0

<U65C6> \x66\xB6 |0

<U65CB> \x58\xFC |0

<U65CC> \x66\xB9 |0

<U65CE> \x66\xBA |0

<U65CF> \x5C\x86 |0

<U65D2> \x66\xBB |0

<U65D6> \x66\xBC |0

<U65D7> \x53\xEB |0

<U65E0> \x57\xDD |0
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<U65E2> \x4E\xC7 |0

<U65E5> \x54\xD4 |0

<U65E6> \x4B\x49 |0

<U65E7> \x4F\xC8 |0

<U65E8> \x5B\xBB |0

<U65E9> \x5A\xE6 |0

<U65EC> \x59\x4E |0

<U65ED> \x58\xF0 |0

<U65EE> \x65\xB7 |0

<U65EF> \x65\xB8 |0

<U65F0> \x65\xB9 |0

<U65F1> \x4D\xB4 |0

<U65F6> \x55\xB0 |0

<U65F7> \x50\x96 |0

<U65FA> \x57\x9B |0

<U6600> \x65\xBF |0

<U6602> \x48\xB9 |0

<U6603> \x65\xBD |0

<U6606> \x50\xA4 |0

<U660A> \x65\xBA |0

<U660C> \x49\xFC |0

<U660E> \x52\x98 |0

<U660F> \x4E\x89 |0

<U6613> \x59\xD6 |0

<U6614> \x57\xF3 |0

<U6615> \x65\xBE |0

<U6619> \x65\xBB |0

<U661D> \x65\xC2 |0

<U661F> \x58\xC6 |0

<U6620> \x5A\x53 |0

<U6625> \x4A\xB9 |0

<U6627> \x52\x61 |0

<U6628> \x5C\x93

 |0

<U662D> \x5B\x71 |0

<U662F> \x55\xC6 |0

<U6631> \x65\xC4 |0

<U6634> \x65\xC3 |0

<U6635> \x65\xC6 |0

<U6636> \x65\xC5 |0

<U663C> \x5B\xE6 |0

<U663E> \x58\x74 |0

<U6641> \x65\xCA |0

<U6643> \x4E\x6E |0

<U664B> \x4F\x9B |0

<U664C> \x55\x6E |0

<U664F> \x65\xCB |0

<U6652> \x55\x59 |0
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<U6653> \x58\x9F |0

<U6654> \x65\xC9 |0

<U6655> \x5A\xCD |0

<U6656> \x65\xCC |0

<U6657> \x65\xCE |0

<U665A> \x57\x8E |0

<U665F> \x65\xC8 |0

<U6661> \x65\xCD |0

<U6664> \x57\xED |0

<U6666> \x4E\x7E |0

<U6668> \x4A\x5F |0

<U666E> \x53\xD4 |0

<U666F> \x4F\xAF |0

<U6670> \x57\xF9 |0

<U6674> \x54\x88 |0

<U6676> \x4F\xA6 |0

<U6677> \x65\xCF |0

<U667A> \x5B\xC6 |0

<U667E> \x51\x60 |0

<U6682> \x5A\xDC |0

<U6684> \x65\xD0 |0

<U6687> \x58\x5E |0

<U668C> \x65\xD1 |0

<U6691> \x55\xED |0

<U6696> \x53\x4F |0

<U6697> \x48\xB4 |0

<U669D> \x65\xD3 |0

<U66A7> \x65\xD2 |0

<U66A8> \x6A\xDE |0

<U66AE> \x52\xB9 |0

<U66B4> \x49\x49 |0

<U66B9> \x63\x7F |0

<U66BE> \x65\xD4 |0

<U66D9> \x55\xEE |0

<U66DB> \x65\xD5 |0

<U66DC> \x65\xD6

 |0

<U66DD> \x53\xD7 |0

<U66E6> \x65\xD7 |0

<U66E9> \x65\xD8 |0

<U66F0> \x5A\xBA |0

<U66F2> \x54\x9B |0

<U66F3> \x59\xB6 |0

<U66F4> \x4C\xFB |0

<U66F7> \x65\xC1 |0

<U66F9> \x49\xDB |0

<U66FC> \x51\xFB |0

<U66FE> \x5A\xF7 |0
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<U66FF> \x56\xE5 |0

<U6700> \x5C\x8F |0

<U6708> \x5A\xC1 |0

<U6709> \x5A\x70 |0

<U670A> \x66\x63 |0

<U670B> \x53\x94 |0

<U670D> \x4C\x9F |0

<U6710> \x66\x74 |0

<U6714> \x56\x57 |0

<U6715> \x66\x7E |0

<U6717> \x50\xC9 |0

<U671B> \x57\x9C |0

<U671D> \x4A\x4F |0

<U671F> \x53\xD9 |0

<U6726> \x66\x9D |0

<U6728> \x52\xBD |0

<U672A> \x57\xB3 |0

<U672B> \x52\xA8 |0

<U672C> \x49\x5E |0

<U672D> \x5A\xFC |0

<U672F> \x55\xF4 |0

<U6731> \x5B\xEB |0

<U6734> \x53\xD2 |0

<U6735> \x4B\xE3 |0

<U673A> \x4E\x9B |0

<U673D> \x58\xDF |0

<U6740> \x55\x51 |0

<U6742> \x5A\xD2 |0

<U6743> \x54\xA7 |0

<U6746> \x4C\xCA |0

<U6748> \x64\xBD |0

<U6749> \x55\x5C |0

<U674C> \x64\xBA |0

<U674E> \x50\xED |0

<U674F> \x58\xD2 |0

<U6750> \x49\xC3 |0

<U6751> \x4A\xE4 |0

<U6753> \x64\xBB |0

<U6756> \x5B\x68

 |0

<U675C> \x4B\xC4 |0

<U675E> \x64\xBC |0

<U675F> \x55\xF7 |0

<U6760> \x4C\xDB |0

<U6761> \x56\xF4 |0

<U6765> \x50\xB3 |0

<U6768> \x59\x8F |0

<U6769> \x64\xBE |0
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<U676A> \x64\xC1 |0

<U676D> \x4D\xBB |0

<U676F> \x49\x4D |0

<U6770> \x4F\x7C |0

<U6772> \x65\xBC |0

<U6773> \x64\xC2 |0

<U6775> \x64\xC5 |0

<U6777> \x64\xCA |0

<U677C> \x64\xCB |0

<U677E> \x56\x69 |0

<U677F> \x48\xE4 |0

<U6781> \x4E\xAA |0

<U6784> \x4D\x59 |0

<U6787> \x64\xC0 |0

<U6789> \x57\x98 |0

<U678B> \x64\xC9 |0

<U6790> \x57\xF5 |0

<U6795> \x5B\x8E |0

<U6797> \x51\x76 |0

<U6798> \x64\xC3 |0

<U679A> \x52\x56 |0

<U679C> \x4D\x9C |0

<U679D> \x5B\xA5 |0

<U679E> \x64\xC7 |0

<U67A2> \x55\xDF |0

<U67A3> \x5A\xE5 |0

<U67A5> \x64\xBF |0

<U67A7> \x64\xC4 |0

<U67A8> \x64\xC6 |0

<U67AA> \x54\x59 |0

<U67AB> \x4C\x84 |0

<U67AD> \x64\xC8 |0

<U67AF> \x50\x7D |0

<U67B0> \x64\xD1 |0

<U67B3> \x64\xD6 |0

<U67B5> \x64\xD4 |0

<U67B6> \x4E\xDB |0

<U67B7> \x4E\xCE |0

<U67B8> \x64\xDA |0

<U67C1> \x64\xDD |0

<U67C3> \x64\xD9 |0

<U67C4> \x49\x9B

 |0

<U67CF> \x48\xD7 |0

<U67D0> \x52\xB2 |0

<U67D1> \x4C\xCB |0

<U67D2> \x53\xE1 |0

<U67D3> \x54\xBD |0
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<U67D4> \x54\xE0 |0

<U67D8> \x64\xCE |0

<U67D9> \x64\xD3 |0

<U67DA> \x64\xD5 |0

<U67DC> \x4D\x92 |0

<U67DD> \x64\xD7 |0

<U67DE> \x5C\x96 |0

<U67E0> \x52\xFA |0

<U67E2> \x64\xDB |0

<U67E5> \x49\xE8 |0

<U67E9> \x64\xD0 |0

<U67EC> \x4E\xEC |0

<U67EF> \x50\x62 |0

<U67F0> \x64\xCC |0

<U67F1> \x5B\xF8 |0

<U67F3> \x51\x99 |0

<U67F4> \x49\xF0 |0

<U67FD> \x64\xDE |0

<U67FF> \x55\xC0 |0

<U6800> \x64\xD8 |0

<U6805> \x5B\x44 |0

<U6807> \x49\x8B |0

<U6808> \x5B\x5B |0

<U6809> \x64\xCD |0

<U680A> \x64\xCF |0

<U680B> \x4B\xAF |0

<U680C> \x64\xD2 |0

<U680E> \x64\xDC |0

<U680F> \x50\xB7 |0

<U6811> \x55\xF6 |0

<U6813> \x56\x48 |0

<U6816> \x53\xDB |0

<U6817> \x50\xF4 |0

<U681D> \x64\xE8 |0

<U6821> \x58\xA2 |0

<U6829> \x64\xF1 |0

<U682A> \x5B\xE9 |0

<U6832> \x64\xDF |0

<U6833> \x64\xE0 |0

<U6837> \x59\x9A |0

<U6838> \x4D\xCA |0

<U6839> \x4C\xF8 |0

<U683C> \x4C\xF0 |0

<U683D> \x5A\xD3 |0

<U683E> \x64\xEE

 |0

<U6840> \x64\xED |0

<U6841> \x64\xEB |0
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<U6842> \x4D\x91 |0

<U6843> \x56\xD1 |0

<U6844> \x64\xE5 |0

<U6845> \x57\xA5 |0

<U6846> \x50\x93 |0

<U6848> \x48\xB7 |0

<U6849> \x64\xF0 |0

<U684A> \x64\xEF |0

<U684C> \x5C\x60 |0

<U684E> \x64\xE3 |0

<U6850> \x57\x49 |0

<U6851> \x55\x43 |0

<U6853> \x4E\x58 |0

<U6854> \x4F\x7B |0

<U6855> \x64\xE9 |0

<U6860> \x64\xE1 |0

<U6861> \x64\xE2 |0

<U6862> \x64\xE4 |0

<U6863> \x4B\x55 |0

<U6864> \x64\xE6 |0

<U6865> \x54\x65 |0

<U6866> \x64\xEA |0

<U6867> \x64\xEC |0

<U6868> \x4F\x50 |0

<U6869> \x5C\x4E |0

<U686B> \x64\xF7 |0

<U6874> \x64\xF4 |0

<U6876> \x57\x50 |0

<U6877> \x64\xF5 |0

<U6881> \x51\x5A |0

<U6883> \x64\xE7 |0

<U6885> \x52\x57 |0

<U6886> \x48\xEF |0

<U688F> \x64\xF3 |0

<U6893> \x64\xF6 |0

<U6897> \x4D\x43 |0

<U68A2> \x55\x72 |0

<U68A6> \x52\x6E |0

<U68A7> \x57\xDF |0

<U68A8> \x50\xE5 |0

<U68AD> \x56\x94 |0

<U68AF> \x56\xDC |0

<U68B0> \x58\xB4 |0

<U68B3> \x55\xE0 |0

<U68B5> \x64\xF2 |0

<U68C0> \x4E\xEB |0

<U68C2> \x64\xF8 |0

<U68C9> \x52\x7E
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 |0

<U68CB> \x53\xE4 |0

<U68CD> \x4D\x98 |0

<U68D2> \x48\xF3 |0

<U68D5> \x5C\x78 |0

<U68D8> \x4E\xAB |0

<U68DA> \x53\x90 |0

<U68E0> \x56\xC3 |0

<U68E3> \x65\x46 |0

<U68EE> \x55\x4D |0

<U68F0> \x65\x42 |0

<U68F1> \x50\xE1 |0

<U68F5> \x50\x63 |0

<U68F9> \x64\xFD |0

<U68FA> \x4D\x77 |0

<U68FC> \x64\xFA |0

<U6901> \x65\x44 |0

<U6905> \x59\xCD |0

<U690B> \x65\x43 |0

<U690D> \x5B\xB1 |0

<U690E> \x5C\x55 |0

<U6910> \x65\x47 |0

<U6912> \x4F\x57 |0

<U691F> \x64\xFB |0

<U6920> \x64\xFC |0

<U6924> \x65\x41 |0

<U692D> \x57\x76 |0

<U6930> \x59\xAB |0

<U6934> \x65\x52 |0

<U6939> \x65\x49 |0

<U693D> \x4A\xA9 |0

<U693F> \x4A\xBA |0

<U6942> \x65\x4B |0

<U6954> \x58\xA7 |0

<U6957> \x65\x45 |0

<U695A> \x4A\x9F |0

<U695D> \x65\x4C |0

<U695E> \x50\xE2 |0

<U6960> \x65\x4A |0

<U6963> \x65\x59 |0

<U6966> \x65\x58 |0

<U696B> \x65\x4E |0

<U696E> \x64\xF9 |0

<U6971> \x65\x48 |0

<U6977> \x50\x4C |0

<U6978> \x65\x51 |0

<U6979> \x65\x5A |0

<U697C> \x51\xA4 |0
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<U6980> \x65\x4F |0

<U6982> \x4C\xC4 |0

<U6984> \x65\x4D

 |0

<U6986> \x5A\x7C |0

<U6987> \x65\x54 |0

<U6988> \x65\x55 |0

<U6989> \x65\x57 |0

<U698D> \x65\x67 |0

<U6994> \x50\xC5 |0

<U6995> \x65\x65 |0

<U6998> \x65\x50 |0

<U699B> \x65\x5B |0

<U699C> \x48\xF0 |0

<U69A7> \x65\x5C |0

<U69A8> \x5B\x45 |0

<U69AB> \x65\x5E |0

<U69AD> \x65\x5F |0

<U69B1> \x65\x61 |0

<U69B4> \x51\x92 |0

<U69B7> \x54\xB5 |0

<U69BB> \x65\x5D |0

<U69C1> \x65\x62 |0

<U69CA> \x65\x63 |0

<U69CC> \x65\x53 |0

<U69CE> \x65\x56 |0

<U69D0> \x4E\x51 |0

<U69D4> \x65\x60 |0

<U69DB> \x4E\xF6 |0

<U69DF> \x65\x64 |0

<U69E0> \x65\x66 |0

<U69ED> \x65\x6A |0

<U69F2> \x65\x6E |0

<U69FD> \x49\xDA |0

<U69FF> \x65\x68 |0

<U6A0A> \x4C\x4E |0

<U6A17> \x65\x6B |0

<U6A18> \x65\x6C |0

<U6A1F> \x5B\x61 |0

<U6A21> \x52\xA2 |0

<U6A28> \x65\x78 |0

<U6A2A> \x4D\xE0 |0

<U6A2F> \x65\x69 |0

<U6A31> \x5A\x43 |0

<U6A35> \x65\x74 |0

<U6A3D> \x65\x77 |0

<U6A3E> \x65\x70 |0

<U6A44> \x65\x6F |0
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<U6A47> \x54\x61 |0

<U6A50> \x65\x72 |0

<U6A58> \x65\x79 |0

<U6A59> \x4A\x68 |0

<U6A5B> \x65\x73 |0

<U6A61> \x58\x91

 |0

<U6A65> \x65\x6D |0

<U6A71> \x4A\x98 |0

<U6A79> \x65\x76 |0

<U6A7C> \x65\x7A |0

<U6A80> \x56\xB3 |0

<U6A84> \x58\x4D |0

<U6A8E> \x65\x75 |0

<U6A90> \x65\x7C |0

<U6A91> \x65\x7B |0

<U6A97> \x65\x7E |0

<U6AA0> \x65\x71 |0

<U6AA9> \x65\x7D |0

<U6AAB> \x65\x7F |0

<U6AAC> \x52\x6A |0

<U6B20> \x54\x57 |0

<U6B21> \x4A\xCD |0

<U6B22> \x4E\x56 |0

<U6B23> \x58\xBF |0

<U6B24> \x66\xA2 |0

<U6B27> \x53\x57 |0

<U6B32> \x5A\x9C |0

<U6B37> \x66\xA3 |0

<U6B39> \x66\xA4 |0

<U6B3A> \x53\xDA |0

<U6B3E> \x50\x8F |0

<U6B43> \x66\xA5 |0

<U6B46> \x66\xA6 |0

<U6B47> \x58\xA9 |0

<U6B49> \x54\x58 |0

<U6B4C> \x4C\xE7 |0

<U6B59> \x66\xA7 |0

<U6B62> \x5B\xB8 |0

<U6B63> \x5B\x9E |0

<U6B64> \x4A\xCA |0

<U6B65> \x49\xBC |0

<U6B66> \x57\xE3 |0

<U6B67> \x53\xE6 |0

<U6B6A> \x57\x82 |0

<U6B79> \x4A\xF4 |0

<U6B7B> \x56\x60 |0

<U6B7C> \x4E\xDE |0
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<U6B81> \x65\x83 |0

<U6B82> \x65\x84 |0

<U6B83> \x59\x8B |0

<U6B84> \x65\x86 |0

<U6B86> \x4A\xF8 |0

<U6B87> \x65\x85 |0

<U6B89> \x59\x53 |0

<U6B8A> \x55\xE1 |0

<U6B8B> \x49\xCF

 |0

<U6B8D> \x65\x89 |0

<U6B92> \x65\x87 |0

<U6B93> \x65\x88 |0

<U6B96> \x5B\xB2 |0

<U6B9A> \x65\x8A |0

<U6B9B> \x65\x8B |0

<U6BA1> \x65\x8C |0

<U6BAA> \x65\x8D |0

<U6BB3> \x66\xAE |0

<U6BB4> \x53\x59 |0

<U6BB5> \x4B\xCD |0

<U6BB7> \x59\xF2 |0

<U6BBF> \x4B\x8F |0

<U6BC1> \x4E\x79 |0

<U6BC2> \x66\xB0 |0

<U6BC5> \x59\xE2 |0

<U6BCB> \x57\xE2 |0

<U6BCD> \x52\xB7 |0

<U6BCF> \x52\x5F |0

<U6BD2> \x4B\xBD |0

<U6BD3> \x5C\xB8 |0

<U6BD4> \x49\x68 |0

<U6BD5> \x49\x6F |0

<U6BD6> \x49\x71 |0

<U6BD7> \x53\x9F |0

<U6BD9> \x49\x70 |0

<U6BDB> \x52\x4B |0

<U6BE1> \x5B\x51 |0

<U6BEA> \x66\x44 |0

<U6BEB> \x4D\xC0 |0

<U6BEF> \x56\xB9 |0

<U6BF3> \x66\x45 |0

<U6BF5> \x66\x47 |0

<U6BF9> \x66\x48 |0

<U6BFD> \x66\x46 |0

<U6C05> \x66\x49 |0

<U6C06> \x66\x4B |0

<U6C07> \x66\x4A |0
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<U6C0D> \x66\x4C |0

<U6C0F> \x55\xCE |0

<U6C10> \x5C\xB4 |0

<U6C11> \x52\x92 |0

<U6C13> \x52\x45 |0

<U6C14> \x53\xF7 |0

<U6C15> \x66\x4D |0

<U6C16> \x52\xC9 |0

<U6C18> \x66\x4E |0

<U6C19> \x66\x4F |0

<U6C1A> \x66\x50 |0

<U6C1B> \x4C\x75

 |0

<U6C1F> \x4C\x9B |0

<U6C21> \x66\x51 |0

<U6C22> \x54\x83 |0

<U6C24> \x66\x53 |0

<U6C26> \x4D\xA3 |0

<U6C27> \x59\x96 |0

<U6C28> \x48\xB0 |0

<U6C29> \x66\x52 |0

<U6C2A> \x66\x54 |0

<U6C2E> \x4B\x4A |0

<U6C2F> \x51\xC7 |0

<U6C30> \x54\x89 |0

<U6C32> \x66\x55 |0

<U6C34> \x56\x4E |0

<U6C35> \x62\x7F |0

<U6C38> \x5A\x60 |0

<U6C3D> \x5D\x7B |0

<U6C40> \x57\x41 |0

<U6C41> \x5B\xAC |0

<U6C42> \x54\x94 |0

<U6C46> \x5D\x81 |0

<U6C47> \x4E\x84 |0

<U6C49> \x4D\xB9 |0

<U6C4A> \x62\x83 |0

<U6C50> \x58\x4B |0

<U6C54> \x62\x81 |0

<U6C55> \x55\x67 |0

<U6C57> \x4D\xB8 |0

<U6C5B> \x59\x54 |0

<U6C5C> \x62\x82 |0

<U6C5D> \x54\xE9 |0

<U6C5E> \x4D\x4F |0

<U6C5F> \x4F\x4D |0

<U6C60> \x4A\x78 |0

<U6C61> \x57\xDA |0
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<U6C64> \x56\xBF |0

<U6C68> \x62\x89 |0

<U6C69> \x62\x8A |0

<U6C6A> \x57\x95 |0

<U6C70> \x56\xAC |0

<U6C72> \x4E\xB2 |0

<U6C74> \x62\x8B |0

<U6C76> \x62\x8C |0

<U6C79> \x58\xD9 |0

<U6C7D> \x53\xFA |0

<U6C7E> \x4C\x7A |0

<U6C81> \x54\x7F |0

<U6C82> \x59\xC9 |0

<U6C83> \x57\xD5 |0

<U6C85> \x62\x85

 |0

<U6C86> \x62\x8D |0

<U6C88> \x55\x93 |0

<U6C89> \x4A\x61 |0

<U6C8C> \x62\x88 |0

<U6C8F> \x53\xE2 |0

<U6C90> \x62\x86 |0

<U6C93> \x67\x53 |0

<U6C94> \x62\x87 |0

<U6C99> \x55\x53 |0

<U6C9B> \x53\x87 |0

<U6C9F> \x4D\x55 |0

<U6CA1> \x52\x5B |0

<U6CA3> \x62\x84 |0

<U6CA4> \x53\x5D |0

<U6CA5> \x51\x44 |0

<U6CA6> \x51\xD8 |0

<U6CA7> \x49\xD6 |0

<U6CA9> \x62\x8E |0

<U6CAA> \x4E\x46 |0

<U6CAB> \x52\xAC |0

<U6CAD> \x62\x91 |0

<U6CAE> \x4F\xD9 |0

<U6CB1> \x62\x9C |0

<U6CB2> \x62\x96 |0

<U6CB3> \x4D\xD2 |0

<U6CB8> \x4C\x70 |0

<U6CB9> \x5A\x6D |0

<U6CBB> \x5B\xCD |0

<U6CBC> \x5B\x73 |0

<U6CBD> \x4D\x61 |0

<U6CBE> \x5B\x54 |0

<U6CBF> \x59\x78 |0
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<U6CC4> \x58\xB8 |0

<U6CC5> \x54\x97 |0

<U6CC9> \x54\xA9 |0

<U6CCA> \x49\xB3 |0

<U6CCC> \x52\x7A |0

<U6CD0> \x62\x8F |0

<U6CD3> \x62\x9D |0

<U6CD4> \x62\x90 |0

<U6CD5> \x4C\x48 |0

<U6CD6> \x62\x98 |0

<U6CD7> \x62\x95 |0

<U6CDB> \x4C\x5A |0

<U6CDE> \x53\x42 |0

<U6CE0> \x62\x97 |0

<U6CE1> \x53\x7D |0

<U6CE2> \x49\xA7 |0

<U6CE3> \x53\xFB |0

<U6CE5> \x52\xDF

 |0

<U6CE8> \x5C\x42 |0

<U6CEA> \x50\xE0 |0

<U6CEB> \x62\x9A |0

<U6CEE> \x62\x9B |0

<U6CEF> \x62\x9E |0

<U6CF0> \x56\xA8 |0

<U6CF1> \x62\x94 |0

<U6CF3> \x5A\x5E |0

<U6CF5> \x49\x63 |0

<U6CF6> \x67\x54 |0

<U6CF7> \x62\x92 |0

<U6CF8> \x62\x93 |0

<U6CFA> \x62\x99 |0

<U6CFB> \x58\xB9 |0

<U6CFC> \x53\xC2 |0

<U6CFD> \x5A\xF2 |0

<U6CFE> \x62\x9F |0

<U6D01> \x4F\x81 |0

<U6D04> \x62\xA6 |0

<U6D07> \x62\xA5 |0

<U6D0B> \x59\x94 |0

<U6D0C> \x62\xA2 |0

<U6D0E> \x62\xA8 |0

<U6D12> \x54\xF6 |0

<U6D17> \x58\x54 |0

<U6D19> \x62\xA7 |0

<U6D1A> \x62\xAD |0

<U6D1B> \x51\xE4 |0

<U6D1E> \x4B\xB3 |0
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<U6D25> \x4F\x93 |0

<U6D27> \x62\xA1 |0

<U6D2A> \x4D\xE8 |0

<U6D2B> \x62\xA9 |0

<U6D2E> \x62\xAB |0

<U6D31> \x4B\xFC |0

<U6D32> \x5B\xDD |0

<U6D33> \x62\xB1 |0

<U6D35> \x62\xAC |0

<U6D39> \x62\xA0 |0

<U6D3B> \x4E\x8F |0

<U6D3C> \x57\x7D |0

<U6D3D> \x54\x42 |0

<U6D3E> \x53\x69 |0

<U6D41> \x51\x98 |0

<U6D43> \x62\xA3 |0

<U6D45> \x54\x53 |0

<U6D46> \x4F\x4C |0

<U6D47> \x4F\x5D |0

<U6D48> \x62\xA4 |0

<U6D4A> \x5C\x67

 |0

<U6D4B> \x49\xE1 |0

<U6D4D> \x62\xAA |0

<U6D4E> \x4E\xC2 |0

<U6D4F> \x62\xAE |0

<U6D51> \x4E\x8C |0

<U6D52> \x62\xAF |0

<U6D53> \x53\x48 |0

<U6D54> \x62\xB0 |0

<U6D59> \x5B\x84 |0

<U6D5A> \x50\x43 |0

<U6D5C> \x62\xB9 |0

<U6D5E> \x62\xB6 |0

<U6D60> \x62\xBA |0

<U6D63> \x62\xBC |0

<U6D66> \x53\xD5 |0

<U6D69> \x4D\xC5 |0

<U6D6A> \x50\xCA |0

<U6D6E> \x4C\xA0 |0

<U6D6F> \x62\xB3 |0

<U6D74> \x5A\xA0 |0

<U6D77> \x4D\xA2 |0

<U6D78> \x4F\x9F |0

<U6D7C> \x62\xBB |0

<U6D82> \x57\x5F |0

<U6D85> \x52\xF8 |0

<U6D88> \x58\x9C |0
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<U6D89> \x55\x87 |0

<U6D8C> \x5A\x5F |0

<U6D8E> \x58\x71 |0

<U6D91> \x62\xB2 |0

<U6D93> \x62\xB7 |0

<U6D94> \x62\xB8 |0

<U6D95> \x56\xE8 |0

<U6D9B> \x56\xCD |0

<U6D9D> \x50\xD3 |0

<U6D9E> \x62\xB4 |0

<U6D9F> \x51\x50 |0

<U6DA0> \x62\xB5 |0

<U6DA1> \x57\xCF |0

<U6DA3> \x4E\x61 |0

<U6DA4> \x4B\x73 |0

<U6DA6> \x54\xF2 |0

<U6DA7> \x4F\x47 |0

<U6DA8> \x5B\x67 |0

<U6DA9> \x55\x4C |0

<U6DAA> \x4C\xA1 |0

<U6DAB> \x62\xC9 |0

<U6DAE> \x62\xCB |0

<U6DAF> \x59\x64 |0

<U6DB2> \x59\xB9

 |0

<U6DB5> \x4D\xAC |0

<U6DB8> \x4D\xD3 |0

<U6DBF> \x62\xC2 |0

<U6DC0> \x4B\x8E |0

<U6DC4> \x5C\x6D |0

<U6DC5> \x62\xBF |0

<U6DC6> \x58\x9E |0

<U6DC7> \x62\xBE |0

<U6DCB> \x51\x7C |0

<U6DCC> \x56\xC9 |0

<U6DD1> \x55\xE6 |0

<U6DD6> \x52\xD6 |0

<U6DD8> \x56\xD3 |0

<U6DD9> \x62\xC7 |0

<U6DDD> \x62\xC6 |0

<U6DDE> \x62\xC0 |0

<U6DE0> \x62\xC3 |0

<U6DE1> \x4B\x4D |0

<U6DE4> \x5A\x79 |0

<U6DE6> \x62\xC5 |0

<U6DEB> \x59\xF8 |0

<U6DEC> \x4A\xE2 |0

<U6DEE> \x4E\x54 |0
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<U6DF1> \x55\x8F |0

<U6DF3> \x4A\xBD |0

<U6DF7> \x4E\x8D |0

<U6DF9> \x59\x6D |0

<U6DFB> \x56\xEC |0

<U6DFC> \x67\x55 |0

<U6E05> \x54\x86 |0

<U6E0A> \x5A\xA7 |0

<U6E0C> \x62\xCA |0

<U6E0D> \x5C\x75 |0

<U6E0E> \x62\xC1 |0

<U6E10> \x4F\x45 |0

<U6E11> \x62\xC4 |0

<U6E14> \x5A\x87 |0

<U6E16> \x62\xC8 |0

<U6E17> \x55\x99 |0

<U6E1A> \x62\xBD |0

<U6E1D> \x5A\x86 |0

<U6E20> \x54\x9F |0

<U6E21> \x4B\xC8 |0

<U6E23> \x5A\xFB |0

<U6E24> \x49\xB2 |0

<U6E25> \x62\xD6 |0

<U6E29> \x57\xC1 |0

<U6E2B> \x62\xCC |0

<U6E2D> \x57\xBB |0

<U6E2F> \x4C\xDA

 |0

<U6E32> \x62\xD5 |0

<U6E34> \x50\x6A |0

<U6E38> \x5A\x6E |0

<U6E3A> \x52\x8D |0

<U6E43> \x53\x68 |0

<U6E44> \x62\xD7 |0

<U6E4D> \x57\x64 |0

<U6E4E> \x62\xCE |0

<U6E53> \x62\xD3 |0

<U6E54> \x62\xD4 |0

<U6E56> \x4D\xFD |0

<U6E58> \x58\x87 |0

<U6E5B> \x5B\x5F |0

<U6E5F> \x62\xD1 |0

<U6E6B> \x62\xCF |0

<U6E6E> \x62\xCD |0

<U6E7E> \x57\x86 |0

<U6E7F> \x55\xA9 |0

<U6E83> \x50\xA2 |0

<U6E85> \x4F\x46 |0
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<U6E86> \x62\xD2 |0

<U6E89> \x4C\xC7 |0

<U6E8F> \x62\xE6 |0

<U6E90> \x5A\xB3 |0

<U6E98> \x62\xDA |0

<U6E9C> \x51\x90 |0

<U6E9F> \x62\xE8 |0

<U6EA2> \x59\xE6 |0

<U6EA5> \x62\xDE |0

<U6EA7> \x62\xDF |0

<U6EAA> \x58\x4A |0

<U6EAF> \x56\x7D |0

<U6EB1> \x62\xD9 |0

<U6EB2> \x62\xD0 |0

<U6EB4> \x62\xE4 |0

<U6EB6> \x54\xDB |0

<U6EB7> \x62\xE2 |0

<U6EBA> \x52\xE6 |0

<U6EBB> \x62\xE1 |0

<U6EBD> \x62\xE0 |0

<U6EC1> \x4A\x9D |0

<U6EC2> \x62\xE7 |0

<U6EC7> \x4B\x82 |0

<U6ECB> \x5C\x6C |0

<U6ECF> \x62\xE5 |0

<U6ED1> \x4E\x4C |0

<U6ED3> \x5C\x72 |0

<U6ED4> \x56\xCE |0

<U6ED5> \x66\x99 |0

<U6ED7> \x62\xE3

 |0

<U6EDA> \x4D\x97 |0

<U6EDE> \x5B\xCC |0

<U6EDF> \x62\xD8 |0

<U6EE0> \x62\xDB |0

<U6EE1> \x51\xF9 |0

<U6EE2> \x62\xDD |0

<U6EE4> \x51\xCA |0

<U6EE5> \x50\xC3 |0

<U6EE6> \x51\xCF |0

<U6EE8> \x49\x96 |0

<U6EE9> \x56\xB1 |0

<U6EF4> \x4B\x6E |0

<U6EF9> \x62\xEE |0

<U6F02> \x53\xAE |0

<U6F06> \x53\xE0 |0

<U6F09> \x62\xF4 |0

<U6F0F> \x51\xA8 |0
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<U6F13> \x50\xEB |0

<U6F14> \x59\x7D |0

<U6F15> \x62\xED |0

<U6F20> \x52\xAD |0

<U6F24> \x62\xEC |0

<U6F29> \x62\xF5 |0

<U6F2A> \x62\xF3 |0

<U6F2B> \x51\xFD |0

<U6F2D> \x62\xDC |0

<U6F2F> \x62\xEF |0

<U6F31> \x55\xFD |0

<U6F33> \x5B\x64 |0

<U6F36> \x62\xF0 |0

<U6F3E> \x59\x9B |0

<U6F46> \x62\xEA |0

<U6F47> \x62\xEB |0

<U6F4B> \x62\xF1 |0

<U6F4D> \x57\xAA |0

<U6F58> \x53\x6B |0

<U6F5C> \x54\x51 |0

<U6F5E> \x51\xB9 |0

<U6F62> \x62\xE9 |0

<U6F66> \x51\x6A |0

<U6F6D> \x56\xB5 |0

<U6F6E> \x4A\x51 |0

<U6F72> \x62\xFA |0

<U6F74> \x62\xF2 |0

<U6F78> \x62\xF9 |0

<U6F7A> \x62\xFC |0

<U6F7C> \x62\xFB |0

<U6F84> \x4A\x6E |0

<U6F88> \x4A\x5A |0

<U6F89> \x62\xF6

 |0

<U6F8C> \x62\xF8 |0

<U6F8D> \x62\xF7 |0

<U6F8E> \x53\x8D |0

<U6F9C> \x50\xBC |0

<U6FA1> \x5A\xE7 |0

<U6FA7> \x63\x42 |0

<U6FB3> \x48\xC3 |0

<U6FB6> \x63\x44 |0

<U6FB9> \x63\x43 |0

<U6FC0> \x4E\xA3 |0

<U6FC2> \x63\x45 |0

<U6FC9> \x63\x41 |0

<U6FD1> \x62\xFD |0

<U6FD2> \x49\x95 |0
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<U6FDE> \x63\x48 |0

<U6FE0> \x63\x49 |0

<U6FE1> \x63\x46 |0

<U6FEE> \x63\x47 |0

<U6FEF> \x63\x4A |0

<U7011> \x53\xD8 |0

<U701A> \x63\x4B |0

<U701B> \x63\x4D |0

<U7023> \x63\x4C |0

<U7035> \x63\x4F |0

<U7039> \x63\x4E |0

<U704C> \x4D\x81 |0

<U704F> \x63\x50 |0

<U705E> \x63\x51 |0

<U706B> \x4E\x91 |0

<U706C> \x66\xE0 |0

<U706D> \x52\x91 |0

<U706F> \x4B\x66 |0

<U7070> \x4E\x72 |0

<U7075> \x51\x8A |0

<U7076> \x5A\xED |0

<U7078> \x4F\xC3 |0

<U707C> \x5C\x66 |0

<U707E> \x5A\xD5 |0

<U707F> \x49\xD2 |0

<U7080> \x66\xBD |0

<U7085> \x65\xC0 |0

<U7089> \x51\xAE |0

<U708A> \x4A\xB5 |0

<U708E> \x59\x77 |0

<U7092> \x4A\x54 |0

<U7094> \x54\xB1 |0

<U7095> \x50\x5B |0

<U7096> \x66\xBF |0

<U7099> \x5B\xCA |0

<U709C> \x66\xBE

 |0

<U709D> \x66\xC0 |0

<U70AB> \x66\xC4 |0

<U70AC> \x4F\xE5 |0

<U70AD> \x56\xBE |0

<U70AE> \x53\x7A |0

<U70AF> \x4F\xBB |0

<U70B1> \x66\xC5 |0

<U70B3> \x49\x9F |0

<U70B7> \x66\xC3 |0

<U70B8> \x5B\x48 |0

<U70B9> \x4B\x84 |0
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<U70BB> \x66\xC1 |0

<U70BC> \x51\x56 |0

<U70BD> \x4A\x84 |0

<U70C0> \x66\xC2 |0

<U70C1> \x56\x58 |0

<U70C2> \x50\xC2 |0

<U70C3> \x56\xFD |0

<U70C8> \x51\x72 |0

<U70CA> \x66\xC7 |0

<U70D8> \x4D\xE5 |0

<U70D9> \x50\xD2 |0

<U70DB> \x5B\xF1 |0

<U70DF> \x59\x6C |0

<U70E4> \x50\x5E |0

<U70E6> \x4C\x53 |0

<U70E7> \x55\x75 |0

<U70E8> \x66\xC6 |0

<U70E9> \x4E\x83 |0

<U70EB> \x56\xCB |0

<U70EC> \x4F\x9E |0

<U70ED> \x54\xC7 |0

<U70EF> \x58\x49 |0

<U70F7> \x57\x8A |0

<U70F9> \x53\x8C |0

<U70FD> \x4C\x8A |0

<U7109> \x59\x69 |0

<U710A> \x4D\xB7 |0

<U7110> \x66\xC8 |0

<U7113> \x66\xC9 |0

<U7115> \x4E\x60 |0

<U7116> \x66\xCA |0

<U7118> \x66\xE1 |0

<U7119> \x49\x5A |0

<U711A> \x4C\x79 |0

<U7126> \x4F\x59 |0

<U712F> \x66\xCB |0

<U7130> \x59\x87 |0

<U7131> \x66\xCC |0

<U7136> \x54\xBA

 |0

<U7145> \x66\xD0 |0

<U714A> \x66\xD2 |0

<U714C> \x4E\x6D |0

<U714E> \x4E\xE4 |0

<U715C> \x66\xCE |0

<U715E> \x55\x57 |0

<U7164> \x52\x5A |0

<U7166> \x66\xE2 |0
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<U7167> \x5B\x75 |0

<U7168> \x66\xCF |0

<U716E> \x5B\xF2 |0

<U7172> \x66\xD1 |0

<U7173> \x66\xCD |0

<U7178> \x66\xD3 |0

<U717A> \x66\xD4 |0

<U717D> \x55\x5F |0

<U7184> \x58\x48 |0

<U718A> \x58\xDB |0

<U718F> \x59\x4C |0

<U7194> \x54\xDA |0

<U7198> \x66\xD5 |0

<U7199> \x57\xF4 |0

<U719F> \x55\xEB |0

<U71A0> \x66\xD9 |0

<U71A8> \x66\xD8 |0

<U71AC> \x48\xBD |0

<U71B3> \x66\xD6 |0

<U71B5> \x66\xD7 |0

<U71B9> \x66\xE3 |0

<U71C3> \x54\xBB |0

<U71CE> \x51\x67 |0

<U71D4> \x66\xDB |0

<U71D5> \x59\x81 |0

<U71E0> \x66\xDA |0

<U71E5> \x5A\xEE |0

<U71E7> \x66\xDC |0

<U71EE> \x5E\x66 |0

<U71F9> \x66\xDD |0

<U7206> \x49\x4C |0

<U721D> \x66\xDE |0

<U7228> \x66\xDF |0

<U722A> \x5C\x46 |0

<U722C> \x53\x60 |0

<U7230> \x66\x5C |0

<U7231> \x48\xAD |0

<U7235> \x4F\xF3 |0

<U7236> \x4C\xB7 |0

<U7237> \x59\xAE |0

<U7238> \x48\xD5 |0

<U7239> \x4B\x9A

 |0

<U723B> \x5C\xB2 |0

<U723D> \x56\x4C |0

<U723F> \x62\x7D |0

<U7247> \x53\xAB |0

<U7248> \x48\xE5 |0
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<U724C> \x53\x66 |0

<U724D> \x66\x59 |0

<U7252> \x66\x5A |0

<U7256> \x66\x5B |0

<U7259> \x59\x60 |0

<U725B> \x53\x43 |0

<U725D> \x65\xF1 |0

<U725F> \x52\xB1 |0

<U7261> \x52\xB4 |0

<U7262> \x50\xCD |0

<U7266> \x65\xF2 |0

<U7267> \x52\xC0 |0

<U7269> \x57\xEE |0

<U726E> \x65\xEF |0

<U726F> \x65\xF3 |0

<U7272> \x55\x9D |0

<U7275> \x54\x43 |0

<U7279> \x56\xD7 |0

<U727A> \x57\xFD |0

<U727E> \x65\xF4 |0

<U727F> \x65\xF5 |0

<U7280> \x58\x4C |0

<U7281> \x50\xE6 |0

<U7284> \x65\xF6 |0

<U728A> \x4B\xBE |0

<U728B> \x65\xF7 |0

<U728D> \x65\xF8 |0

<U728F> \x65\xF9 |0

<U7292> \x65\xFA |0

<U729F> \x65\xF0 |0

<U72AC> \x54\xAD |0

<U72AD> \x61\x8C |0

<U72AF> \x4C\x58 |0

<U72B0> \x61\x8D |0

<U72B4> \x61\x8E |0

<U72B6> \x5C\x54 |0

<U72B7> \x61\x8F |0

<U72B8> \x61\x90 |0

<U72B9> \x5A\x6C |0

<U72C1> \x61\x92 |0

<U72C2> \x50\x92 |0

<U72C3> \x61\x91 |0

<U72C4> \x4B\x72 |0

<U72C8> \x49\x57 |0

<U72CD> \x61\x94

 |0

<U72CE> \x61\x93 |0

<U72D0> \x4D\xFB |0
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<U72D2> \x61\x95 |0

<U72D7> \x4D\x57 |0

<U72D9> \x4F\xD0 |0

<U72DE> \x52\xFB |0

<U72E0> \x4D\xDC |0

<U72E1> \x4F\x66 |0

<U72E8> \x61\x96 |0

<U72E9> \x61\x98 |0

<U72EC> \x4B\xBF |0

<U72ED> \x58\x61 |0

<U72EE> \x55\xA7 |0

<U72EF> \x61\x97 |0

<U72F0> \x5B\x99 |0

<U72F1> \x5A\x9D |0

<U72F2> \x61\x99 |0

<U72F3> \x61\x9D |0

<U72F4> \x61\x9A |0

<U72F7> \x61\x9B |0

<U72F8> \x50\xE9 |0

<U72FA> \x61\x9F |0

<U72FB> \x61\xA0 |0

<U72FC> \x50\xC6 |0

<U7301> \x61\x9C |0

<U7303> \x61\x9E |0

<U730A> \x61\xA4 |0

<U730E> \x51\x74 |0

<U7313> \x61\xA2 |0

<U7315> \x61\xA7 |0

<U7316> \x49\xFD |0

<U7317> \x61\xA1 |0

<U731B> \x52\x6D |0

<U731C> \x49\xC1 |0

<U731D> \x61\xA6 |0

<U731E> \x61\xA5 |0

<U7321> \x61\xA3 |0

<U7322> \x61\xA8 |0

<U7325> \x61\xAA |0

<U7329> \x58\xC8 |0

<U732A> \x5B\xEC |0

<U732B> \x52\x48 |0

<U732C> \x61\xAB |0

<U732E> \x58\x77 |0

<U7331> \x61\xAD |0

<U7334> \x4D\xEE |0

<U7337> \x65\x81 |0

<U7338> \x61\xAC |0

<U7339> \x61\xA9 |0

<U733E> \x4E\x4B
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 |0

<U733F> \x5A\xB2 |0

<U734D> \x61\xAF |0

<U7350> \x61\xAE |0

<U7352> \x65\x82 |0

<U7357> \x61\xB0 |0

<U7360> \x61\xB1 |0

<U736C> \x61\xB2 |0

<U736D> \x56\xA0 |0

<U736F> \x61\xB3 |0

<U737E> \x61\xB4 |0

<U7384> \x58\xFD |0

<U7387> \x51\xC9 |0

<U7389> \x5A\x92 |0

<U738B> \x57\x96 |0

<U738E> \x64\x81 |0

<U7391> \x64\x82 |0

<U7396> \x4F\xC0 |0

<U739B> \x51\xE9 |0

<U739F> \x64\x85 |0

<U73A2> \x64\x84 |0

<U73A9> \x57\x87 |0

<U73AB> \x52\x55 |0

<U73AE> \x64\x83 |0

<U73AF> \x4E\x57 |0

<U73B0> \x58\x76 |0

<U73B2> \x51\x82 |0

<U73B3> \x64\x8A |0

<U73B7> \x64\x89 |0

<U73BA> \x64\x95 |0

<U73BB> \x49\xA2 |0

<U73C0> \x64\x8B |0

<U73C2> \x64\x87 |0

<U73C8> \x64\x8D |0

<U73C9> \x64\x8C |0

<U73CA> \x55\x5A |0

<U73CD> \x5B\x85 |0

<U73CF> \x64\x86 |0

<U73D0> \x4C\x49 |0

<U73D1> \x64\x88 |0

<U73D9> \x64\x8F |0

<U73DE> \x64\x94 |0

<U73E0> \x5B\xE8 |0

<U73E5> \x64\x8E |0

<U73E7> \x64\x93 |0

<U73E9> \x64\x92 |0

<U73ED> \x48\xDF |0

<U73F2> \x64\x96 |0
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<U7403> \x54\x93 |0

<U7405> \x50\xC4 |0

<U7406> \x50\xEC

 |0

<U7409> \x51\x91 |0

<U740A> \x64\x91 |0

<U740F> \x64\x97 |0

<U7410> \x56\x97 |0

<U741A> \x64\xA1 |0

<U741B> \x64\xA0 |0

<U7422> \x5C\x61 |0

<U7425> \x64\x9B |0

<U7426> \x64\x9A |0

<U7428> \x64\x9C |0

<U742A> \x64\x98 |0

<U742C> \x64\x9F |0

<U742E> \x64\x9E |0

<U7430> \x64\x9D |0

<U7433> \x51\x75 |0

<U7434> \x54\x79 |0

<U7435> \x53\x9E |0

<U7436> \x53\x63 |0

<U743C> \x54\x8E |0

<U7441> \x64\xA2 |0

<U7455> \x64\xA5 |0

<U7457> \x64\xA4 |0

<U7459> \x64\xA6 |0

<U745A> \x4D\xF6 |0

<U745B> \x64\x99 |0

<U745C> \x64\xA3 |0

<U745E> \x54\xEF |0

<U745F> \x55\x4A |0

<U746D> \x64\xA8 |0

<U7470> \x4D\x86 |0

<U7476> \x59\x9F |0

<U7477> \x64\xA7 |0

<U747E> \x64\xA9 |0

<U7480> \x64\xAC |0

<U7481> \x64\xAD |0

<U7483> \x51\x47 |0

<U7487> \x64\xAE |0

<U748B> \x64\xAF |0

<U748E> \x64\xAB |0

<U7490> \x64\xB3 |0

<U749C> \x64\xAA |0

<U749E> \x64\xB0 |0

<U74A7> \x64\xB4 |0

<U74A8> \x64\xB1 |0
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<U74A9> \x64\xB2 |0

<U74BA> \x64\xB6 |0

<U74D2> \x64\xB5 |0

<U74DC> \x4D\x6F |0

<U74DE> \x68\xAB |0

<U74E0> \x68\xAC

 |0

<U74E2> \x53\xAF |0

<U74E3> \x48\xE9 |0

<U74E4> \x54\xBE |0

<U74E6> \x57\x7F |0

<U74EE> \x57\xCC |0

<U74EF> \x65\xB0 |0

<U74F4> \x65\xB1 |0

<U74F6> \x53\xBE |0

<U74F7> \x4A\xC8 |0

<U74FF> \x65\xB2 |0

<U7504> \x5B\x88 |0

<U750D> \x5F\x9A |0

<U750F> \x65\xB3 |0

<U7511> \x65\xB4 |0

<U7513> \x65\xB5 |0

<U7518> \x4C\xC9 |0

<U7519> \x60\x50 |0

<U751A> \x55\x96 |0

<U751C> \x56\xEF |0

<U751F> \x55\x9B |0

<U7525> \x55\x9C |0

<U7528> \x5A\x63 |0

<U7529> \x56\x46 |0

<U752B> \x4C\xA5 |0

<U752C> \x68\xAD |0

<U752D> \x49\x62 |0

<U752F> \x63\x58 |0

<U7530> \x56\xEE |0

<U7531> \x5A\x69 |0

<U7532> \x4E\xD6 |0

<U7533> \x55\x8B |0

<U7535> \x4B\x88 |0

<U7537> \x52\xCF |0

<U7538> \x4B\x8A |0

<U753A> \x67\xAD |0

<U753B> \x4E\x4D |0

<U753E> \x64\x7E |0

<U7540> \x67\xAE |0

<U7545> \x4A\x49 |0

<U7548> \x67\xB1 |0

<U754B> \x67\xB0 |0
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<U754C> \x4F\x88 |0

<U754E> \x67\xAF |0

<U754F> \x57\xB6 |0

<U7554> \x53\x6F |0

<U7559> \x51\x95 |0

<U755A> \x5E\x6E |0

<U755B> \x67\xB2 |0

<U755C> \x58\xF2 |0

<U7565> \x51\xD3

 |0

<U7566> \x53\xE7 |0

<U756A> \x4C\x4C |0

<U7572> \x67\xB3 |0

<U7574> \x4A\x8C |0

<U7578> \x4E\x9C |0

<U7579> \x67\xB4 |0

<U757F> \x64\x7C |0

<U7583> \x67\xB5 |0

<U7586> \x4F\x4E |0

<U758B> \x69\x83 |0

<U758F> \x55\xE7 |0

<U7591> \x59\xC8 |0

<U7592> \x68\xD9 |0

<U7594> \x68\xDA |0

<U7596> \x68\xDB |0

<U7597> \x51\x66 |0

<U7599> \x4C\xEC |0

<U759A> \x4F\xCD |0

<U759D> \x68\xDD |0

<U759F> \x53\x51 |0

<U75A0> \x68\xDC |0

<U75A1> \x59\x92 |0

<U75A3> \x68\xDF |0

<U75A4> \x48\xCB |0

<U75A5> \x4F\x8B |0

<U75AB> \x59\xDE |0

<U75AC> \x68\xDE |0

<U75AE> \x4A\xAE |0

<U75AF> \x4C\x89 |0

<U75B0> \x68\xE5 |0

<U75B1> \x68\xE4 |0

<U75B2> \x53\xA2 |0

<U75B3> \x68\xE0 |0

<U75B4> \x68\xE1 |0

<U75B5> \x4A\xC2 |0

<U75B8> \x68\xE2 |0

<U75B9> \x5B\x8F |0

<U75BC> \x56\xDA |0
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<U75BD> \x4F\xD1 |0

<U75BE> \x4E\xB1 |0

<U75C2> \x68\xE7 |0

<U75C3> \x68\xE6 |0

<U75C4> \x68\xE3 |0

<U75C5> \x49\xA0 |0

<U75C7> \x5B\xA1 |0

<U75C8> \x5A\x58 |0

<U75C9> \x4F\xB6 |0

<U75CA> \x54\xAB |0

<U75CD> \x68\xE9 |0

<U75D2> \x59\x98

 |0

<U75D4> \x5B\xCB |0

<U75D5> \x4D\xDA |0

<U75D6> \x68\xE8 |0

<U75D8> \x4B\xBA |0

<U75DB> \x57\x54 |0

<U75DE> \x53\xA5 |0

<U75E2> \x51\x41 |0

<U75E3> \x68\xEA |0

<U75E4> \x68\xED |0

<U75E6> \x68\xEC |0

<U75E7> \x68\xEF |0

<U75E8> \x68\xEB |0

<U75EA> \x4E\x5E |0

<U75EB> \x68\xEE |0

<U75F0> \x56\xB4 |0

<U75F1> \x68\xF1 |0

<U75F4> \x4A\x75 |0

<U75F9> \x49\x74 |0

<U75FC> \x68\xF2 |0

<U75FF> \x68\xF3 |0

<U7600> \x68\xF5 |0

<U7601> \x4A\xE0 |0

<U7603> \x68\xF0 |0

<U7605> \x68\xF6 |0

<U760A> \x68\xF9 |0

<U760C> \x68\xF7 |0

<U7610> \x68\xF4 |0

<U7615> \x68\xFC |0

<U7617> \x68\xF8 |0

<U7618> \x68\xFB |0

<U7619> \x68\xFD |0

<U761B> \x69\x41 |0

<U761F> \x57\xC0 |0

<U7620> \x69\x44 |0

<U7622> \x69\x43 |0
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<U7624> \x51\x97 |0

<U7625> \x68\xFA |0

<U7626> \x55\xDC |0

<U7629> \x4A\xF0 |0

<U762A> \x49\x92 |0

<U762B> \x56\xB0 |0

<U762D> \x69\x46 |0

<U7630> \x69\x47 |0

<U7633> \x69\x4C |0

<U7634> \x5B\x6E |0

<U7635> \x69\x49 |0

<U7638> \x54\xB2 |0

<U763C> \x69\x42 |0

<U763E> \x69\x4B |0

<U763F> \x69\x48

 |0

<U7640> \x69\x45 |0

<U7643> \x69\x4A |0

<U764C> \x48\xA8 |0

<U764D> \x69\x4D |0

<U7654> \x69\x4F |0

<U7656> \x69\x51 |0

<U765C> \x69\x50 |0

<U765E> \x69\x4E |0

<U7663> \x59\x42 |0

<U766B> \x69\x52 |0

<U766F> \x69\x53 |0

<U7678> \x4D\x90 |0

<U767B> \x4B\x67 |0

<U767D> \x48\xD6 |0

<U767E> \x48\xD8 |0

<U7682> \x5A\xEC |0

<U7684> \x4B\x64 |0

<U7686> \x4F\x74 |0

<U7687> \x4E\x6A |0

<U7688> \x68\xA6 |0

<U768B> \x4C\xDD |0

<U768E> \x68\xA7 |0

<U7691> \x48\xA7 |0

<U7693> \x68\xA8 |0

<U7696> \x57\x8F |0

<U7699> \x68\xA9 |0

<U76A4> \x68\xAA |0

<U76AE> \x53\xA3 |0

<U76B1> \x5B\xE4 |0

<U76B2> \x69\x85 |0

<U76B4> \x69\x86 |0

<U76BF> \x52\x94 |0
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<U76C2> \x5A\x7B |0

<U76C5> \x5B\xD0 |0

<U76C6> \x53\x89 |0

<U76C8> \x5A\x4F |0

<U76CA> \x59\xE5 |0

<U76CD> \x67\xC0 |0

<U76CE> \x48\xBA |0

<U76CF> \x5B\x55 |0

<U76D0> \x59\x6E |0

<U76D1> \x4E\xDF |0

<U76D2> \x4D\xCF |0

<U76D4> \x50\x99 |0

<U76D6> \x4C\xC6 |0

<U76D7> \x4B\x61 |0

<U76D8> \x53\x6C |0

<U76DB> \x55\xA1 |0

<U76DF> \x52\x6B |0

<U76E5> \x67\xC1

 |0

<U76EE> \x52\xBE |0

<U76EF> \x4B\xA1 |0

<U76F1> \x67\x8D |0

<U76F2> \x52\x44 |0

<U76F4> \x5B\xB0 |0

<U76F8> \x58\x81 |0

<U76F9> \x67\x90 |0

<U76FC> \x53\x6E |0

<U76FE> \x4B\xDB |0

<U7701> \x55\xA0 |0

<U7704> \x67\x8E |0

<U7707> \x67\x91 |0

<U7708> \x67\x92 |0

<U7709> \x52\x5C |0

<U770B> \x50\x54 |0

<U770D> \x67\x8F |0

<U7719> \x67\x95 |0

<U771A> \x67\x93 |0

<U771F> \x5B\x87 |0

<U7720> \x52\x7F |0

<U7722> \x67\x94 |0

<U7726> \x67\x97 |0

<U7728> \x5B\x43 |0

<U7729> \x59\x43 |0

<U772D> \x67\x96 |0

<U772F> \x52\x70 |0

<U7735> \x67\x98 |0

<U7736> \x50\x95 |0

<U7737> \x4F\xEB |0
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<U7738> \x67\x99 |0

<U773A> \x56\xF6 |0

<U773C> \x59\x7B |0

<U7740> \x5C\x65 |0

<U7741> \x5B\x97 |0

<U7743> \x67\x9D |0

<U7747> \x67\x9C |0

<U7750> \x67\x9A |0

<U7751> \x67\x9B |0

<U775A> \x67\x9E |0

<U775B> \x4F\xA5 |0

<U7761> \x56\x4F |0

<U7762> \x67\xA0 |0

<U7763> \x4B\xBC |0

<U7765> \x67\xA1 |0

<U7766> \x52\xBF |0

<U7768> \x67\x9F |0

<U776B> \x4F\x7E |0

<U776C> \x49\xC6 |0

<U7779> \x4B\xC2 |0

<U777D> \x67\xA4

 |0

<U777E> \x5C\xB9 |0

<U777F> \x67\xA2 |0

<U7780> \x67\xA5 |0

<U7784> \x52\x8A |0

<U7785> \x4A\x93 |0

<U778C> \x67\xA6 |0

<U778D> \x67\xA3 |0

<U778E> \x58\x59 |0

<U7791> \x67\xA7 |0

<U7792> \x51\xF6 |0

<U779F> \x67\xA8 |0

<U77A0> \x67\xA9 |0

<U77A2> \x5F\xAA |0

<U77A5> \x53\xB2 |0

<U77A7> \x54\x66 |0

<U77A9> \x5B\xF4 |0

<U77AA> \x4B\x69 |0

<U77AC> \x56\x52 |0

<U77B0> \x67\xAA |0

<U77B3> \x57\x4B |0

<U77B5> \x67\xAB |0

<U77BB> \x5B\x50 |0

<U77BD> \x67\xAC |0

<U77BF> \x6B\xC3 |0

<U77CD> \x5E\x67 |0

<U77D7> \x4A\xA2 |0
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<U77DB> \x52\x4C |0

<U77DC> \x69\x87 |0

<U77E2> \x55\xB7 |0

<U77E3> \x59\xD2 |0

<U77E5> \x5B\xA9 |0

<U77E7> \x68\x93 |0

<U77E9> \x4F\xD7 |0

<U77EB> \x4F\x63 |0

<U77EC> \x68\x94 |0

<U77ED> \x4B\xCB |0

<U77EE> \x48\xAA |0

<U77F3> \x55\xAE |0

<U77F6> \x67\x56 |0

<U77F8> \x67\x57 |0

<U77FD> \x57\xF8 |0

<U77FE> \x4C\x4F |0

<U77FF> \x50\x94 |0

<U7800> \x67\x58 |0

<U7801> \x51\xEA |0

<U7802> \x55\x50 |0

<U7809> \x67\x59 |0

<U780C> \x53\xF5 |0

<U780D> \x50\x53 |0

<U7811> \x67\x5C

 |0

<U7812> \x53\x99 |0

<U7814> \x59\x70 |0

<U7816> \x5C\x49 |0

<U7817> \x67\x5A |0

<U7818> \x67\x5B |0

<U781A> \x59\x83 |0

<U781C> \x67\x5F |0

<U781D> \x67\x60 |0

<U781F> \x67\x64 |0

<U7823> \x67\x68 |0

<U7825> \x67\x66 |0

<U7826> \x67\x6E |0

<U7827> \x5B\x89 |0

<U7829> \x67\x69 |0

<U782C> \x67\x67 |0

<U782D> \x67\x5E |0

<U7830> \x53\x8A |0

<U7834> \x53\xC5 |0

<U7837> \x55\x8A |0

<U7838> \x5A\xD1 |0

<U7839> \x67\x61 |0

<U783A> \x67\x62 |0

<U783B> \x67\x63 |0
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<U783C> \x67\x65 |0

<U783E> \x50\xF8 |0

<U7840> \x4A\xA0 |0

<U7845> \x4D\x89 |0

<U7847> \x67\x70 |0

<U784C> \x67\x71 |0

<U784E> \x67\x6A |0

<U7850> \x67\x6F |0

<U7852> \x57\xF7 |0

<U7855> \x56\x56 |0

<U7856> \x67\x6C |0

<U7857> \x67\x6D |0

<U785D> \x58\x96 |0

<U786A> \x67\x72 |0

<U786B> \x51\x93 |0

<U786C> \x5A\x52 |0

<U786D> \x67\x6B |0

<U786E> \x54\xB6 |0

<U7877> \x4E\xEE |0

<U787C> \x53\x91 |0

<U7887> \x67\x76 |0

<U7889> \x4B\x90 |0

<U788C> \x51\xB4 |0

<U788D> \x48\xAC |0

<U788E> \x56\x8A |0

<U7891> \x49\x4E |0

<U7893> \x67\x74

 |0

<U7897> \x57\x8C |0

<U7898> \x4B\x83 |0

<U789A> \x67\x75 |0

<U789B> \x67\x73 |0

<U789C> \x67\x77 |0

<U789F> \x4B\x9B |0

<U78A1> \x67\x78 |0

<U78A3> \x67\x79 |0

<U78A5> \x67\x7C |0

<U78A7> \x49\x6C |0

<U78B0> \x53\x97 |0

<U78B1> \x4E\xED |0

<U78B2> \x67\x7A |0

<U78B3> \x56\xBB |0

<U78B4> \x49\xE9 |0

<U78B9> \x67\x7B |0

<U78BE> \x52\xEA |0

<U78C1> \x4A\xC4 |0

<U78C5> \x48\xF4 |0

<U78C9> \x67\x7F |0
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<U78CA> \x50\xD9 |0

<U78CB> \x4A\xE7 |0

<U78D0> \x53\x6D |0

<U78D4> \x67\x7D |0

<U78D5> \x50\x64 |0

<U78D9> \x67\x7E |0

<U78E8> \x52\xA4 |0

<U78EC> \x67\x81 |0

<U78F2> \x67\x82 |0

<U78F4> \x67\x84 |0

<U78F7> \x51\x77 |0

<U78FA> \x4E\x67 |0

<U7901> \x4F\x58 |0

<U7905> \x67\x83 |0

<U7913> \x67\x85 |0

<U791E> \x67\x87 |0

<U7924> \x67\x86 |0

<U7934> \x67\x88 |0

<U793A> \x55\xBD |0

<U793B> \x66\xE9 |0

<U793C> \x50\xF0 |0

<U793E> \x55\x88 |0

<U7940> \x66\xEA |0

<U7941> \x53\xED |0

<U7946> \x66\xEB |0

<U7948> \x53\xEC |0

<U7949> \x66\xEC |0

<U7953> \x66\xEF |0

<U7956> \x5C\x87 |0

<U7957> \x66\xF2

 |0

<U795A> \x66\xF0 |0

<U795B> \x66\xED |0

<U795C> \x66\xEE |0

<U795D> \x5C\x43 |0

<U795E> \x55\x92 |0

<U795F> \x56\x8F |0

<U7960> \x66\xF3 |0

<U7962> \x66\xF1 |0

<U7965> \x58\x8A |0

<U7967> \x66\xF5 |0

<U7968> \x53\xB0 |0

<U796D> \x4E\xBF |0

<U796F> \x66\xF4 |0

<U7977> \x4B\x5B |0

<U7978> \x4E\x97 |0

<U797A> \x66\xF6 |0

<U7980> \x5D\x98 |0
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<U7981> \x4F\x9C |0

<U7984> \x51\xBA |0

<U7985> \x66\xF7 |0

<U798A> \x66\xF8 |0

<U798F> \x4C\xA2 |0

<U799A> \x66\xF9 |0

<U79A7> \x66\xFA |0

<U79B3> \x66\xFB |0

<U79B9> \x5A\x8E |0

<U79BA> \x5C\xAD |0

<U79BB> \x50\xEA |0

<U79BD> \x54\x7D |0

<U79BE> \x4D\xCB |0

<U79C0> \x58\xE2 |0

<U79C1> \x56\x5D |0

<U79C3> \x57\x5A |0

<U79C6> \x4C\xD0 |0

<U79C9> \x49\x9D |0

<U79CB> \x54\x90 |0

<U79CD> \x5B\xD5 |0

<U79D1> \x50\x66 |0

<U79D2> \x52\x8C |0

<U79D5> \x68\x96 |0

<U79D8> \x52\x78 |0

<U79DF> \x5C\x83 |0

<U79E3> \x68\x98 |0

<U79E4> \x4A\x73 |0

<U79E6> \x54\x78 |0

<U79E7> \x59\x8E |0

<U79E9> \x5B\xC7 |0

<U79EB> \x68\x99 |0

<U79ED> \x68\x97 |0

<U79EF> \x4E\x9E

 |0

<U79F0> \x4A\x66 |0

<U79F8> \x4F\x75 |0

<U79FB> \x59\xC5 |0

<U79FD> \x4E\x81 |0

<U7A00> \x58\x41 |0

<U7A02> \x68\x9D |0

<U7A03> \x68\x9C |0

<U7A06> \x68\x9A |0

<U7A0B> \x4A\x6C |0

<U7A0D> \x55\x74 |0

<U7A0E> \x56\x50 |0

<U7A14> \x68\x9F |0

<U7A17> \x48\xDD |0

<U7A1A> \x5B\xC8 |0
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<U7A1E> \x68\x9E |0

<U7A20> \x4A\x8E |0

<U7A23> \x6B\xD4 |0

<U7A33> \x57\xC7 |0

<U7A37> \x68\xA1 |0

<U7A39> \x68\xA0 |0

<U7A3B> \x4B\x5E |0

<U7A3C> \x4E\xD9 |0

<U7A3D> \x4E\x9D |0

<U7A3F> \x4C\xE4 |0

<U7A46> \x52\xC1 |0

<U7A51> \x68\xA2 |0

<U7A57> \x56\x8C |0

<U7A70> \x68\xA5 |0

<U7A74> \x59\x48 |0

<U7A76> \x4F\xBE |0

<U7A77> \x54\x8F |0

<U7A78> \x69\x56 |0

<U7A79> \x69\x57 |0

<U7A7A> \x50\x75 |0

<U7A7F> \x4A\xA8 |0

<U7A80> \x69\x58 |0

<U7A81> \x57\x5B |0

<U7A83> \x54\x74 |0

<U7A84> \x5B\x4D |0

<U7A86> \x69\x59 |0

<U7A88> \x69\x5A |0

<U7A8D> \x54\x6F |0

<U7A91> \x59\xA3 |0

<U7A92> \x5B\xCE |0

<U7A95> \x69\x5B |0

<U7A96> \x4F\x71 |0

<U7A97> \x4A\xAF |0

<U7A98> \x4F\xBC |0

<U7A9C> \x4A\xDB |0

<U7A9D> \x57\xD0

 |0

<U7A9F> \x50\x7F |0

<U7AA0> \x69\x5D |0

<U7AA5> \x50\x9B |0

<U7AA6> \x69\x5C |0

<U7AA8> \x69\x5F |0

<U7AAC> \x69\x5E |0

<U7AAD> \x69\x60 |0

<U7AB3> \x69\x61 |0

<U7ABF> \x51\x9F |0

<U7ACB> \x51\x42 |0

<U7AD6> \x55\xF9 |0
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<U7AD9> \x5B\x5E |0

<U7ADE> \x4F\xB9 |0

<U7ADF> \x4F\xB8 |0

<U7AE0> \x5B\x62 |0

<U7AE3> \x50\x42 |0

<U7AE5> \x57\x4F |0

<U7AE6> \x69\x55 |0

<U7AED> \x4F\x7F |0

<U7AEF> \x4B\xCA |0

<U7AF9> \x5B\xF0 |0

<U7AFA> \x6A\x63 |0

<U7AFD> \x6A\x64 |0

<U7AFF> \x4C\xCC |0

<U7B03> \x6A\x66 |0

<U7B04> \x6A\x67 |0

<U7B06> \x48\xC9 |0

<U7B08> \x6A\x65 |0

<U7B0A> \x6A\x69 |0

<U7B0B> \x56\x92 |0

<U7B0F> \x6A\x6B |0

<U7B11> \x58\xA5 |0

<U7B14> \x49\x6A |0

<U7B15> \x6A\x68 |0

<U7B19> \x6A\x6F |0

<U7B1B> \x4B\x71 |0

<U7B1E> \x6A\x77 |0

<U7B20> \x6A\x72 |0

<U7B24> \x6A\x74 |0

<U7B25> \x6A\x73 |0

<U7B26> \x4C\x9C |0

<U7B28> \x49\x5F |0

<U7B2A> \x6A\x6E |0

<U7B2B> \x6A\x6A |0

<U7B2C> \x4B\x7A |0

<U7B2E> \x6A\x70 |0

<U7B31> \x6A\x71 |0

<U7B33> \x6A\x75 |0

<U7B38> \x6A\x6D |0

<U7B3A> \x4E\xE2

 |0

<U7B3C> \x51\x9E |0

<U7B3E> \x6A\x76 |0

<U7B45> \x6A\x7A |0

<U7B47> \x6A\x6C |0

<U7B49> \x4B\x68 |0

<U7B4B> \x4F\x8F |0

<U7B4C> \x6A\x7C |0

<U7B4F> \x4C\x44 |0
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<U7B50> \x50\x91 |0

<U7B51> \x5B\xFD |0

<U7B52> \x57\x52 |0

<U7B54> \x4A\xEF |0

<U7B56> \x49\xDE |0

<U7B58> \x6A\x78 |0

<U7B5A> \x6A\x79 |0

<U7B5B> \x55\x58 |0

<U7B5D> \x6A\x7D |0

<U7B60> \x6A\x7E |0

<U7B62> \x6A\x82 |0

<U7B6E> \x6A\x7F |0

<U7B71> \x6A\x84 |0

<U7B72> \x6A\x83 |0

<U7B75> \x6A\x7B |0

<U7B77> \x50\x8B |0

<U7B79> \x4A\x90 |0

<U7B7B> \x6A\x81 |0

<U7B7E> \x54\x49 |0

<U7B80> \x4E\xF1 |0

<U7B85> \x6A\x8C |0

<U7B8D> \x4D\x5F |0

<U7B90> \x6A\x85 |0

<U7B94> \x49\xAC |0

<U7B95> \x4E\x9F |0

<U7B97> \x56\x84 |0

<U7B9C> \x6A\x8E |0

<U7B9D> \x6A\x8A |0

<U7BA1> \x4D\x7C |0

<U7BA2> \x6A\x8F |0

<U7BA6> \x6A\x86 |0

<U7BA7> \x6A\x87 |0

<U7BA8> \x6A\x8B |0

<U7BA9> \x51\xE0 |0

<U7BAA> \x6A\x8D |0

<U7BAB> \x6A\x90 |0

<U7BAC> \x6A\x89 |0

<U7BAD> \x4E\xFC |0

<U7BB1> \x58\x85 |0

<U7BB4> \x6A\x91 |0

<U7BB8> \x6A\x88 |0

<U7BC1> \x6A\x93

 |0

<U7BC6> \x5C\x4D |0

<U7BC7> \x53\xA9 |0

<U7BCC> \x6A\x94 |0

<U7BD1> \x6A\x92 |0

<U7BD3> \x51\xA7 |0
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<U7BD9> \x4C\xDC |0

<U7BDA> \x6A\x96 |0

<U7BDD> \x6A\x95 |0

<U7BE1> \x4A\xDA |0

<U7BE5> \x6A\x97 |0

<U7BE6> \x6A\x98 |0

<U7BEA> \x6A\x99 |0

<U7BEE> \x50\xB9 |0

<U7BF1> \x50\xE8 |0

<U7BF7> \x53\x92 |0

<U7BFC> \x6A\x9C |0

<U7BFE> \x6A\x9B |0

<U7C07> \x4A\xD7 |0

<U7C0B> \x6A\x9F |0

<U7C0C> \x6A\x9A |0

<U7C0F> \x6A\x9D |0

<U7C16> \x6A\x9E |0

<U7C1F> \x6A\xA0 |0

<U7C26> \x6A\xA2 |0

<U7C27> \x4E\x69 |0

<U7C2A> \x6A\xA1 |0

<U7C38> \x6A\xA3 |0

<U7C3F> \x49\xBD |0

<U7C40> \x6A\xA5 |0

<U7C41> \x6A\xA4 |0

<U7C4D> \x4E\xAD |0

<U7C73> \x52\x77 |0

<U7C74> \x5D\x82 |0

<U7C7B> \x50\xDF |0

<U7C7C> \x6A\xCB |0

<U7C7D> \x5C\x71 |0

<U7C89> \x4C\x7B |0

<U7C91> \x6A\xCD |0

<U7C92> \x51\x43 |0

<U7C95> \x53\xC8 |0

<U7C97> \x4A\xD5 |0

<U7C98> \x5B\x53 |0

<U7C9C> \x6A\xCF |0

<U7C9D> \x6A\xCE |0

<U7C9E> \x6A\xD0 |0

<U7C9F> \x56\x7A |0

<U7CA2> \x6A\xD1 |0

<U7CA4> \x5A\xC0 |0

<U7CA5> \x5B\xDF |0

<U7CAA> \x4C\x81

 |0

<U7CAE> \x51\x58 |0

<U7CB1> \x51\x5B |0
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<U7CB2> \x6A\xD2 |0

<U7CB3> \x4F\xAB |0

<U7CB9> \x4A\xE1 |0

<U7CBC> \x6A\xD3 |0

<U7CBD> \x6A\xD4 |0

<U7CBE> \x4F\xAA |0

<U7CC1> \x6A\xD5 |0

<U7CC5> \x6A\xDA |0

<U7CC7> \x6A\xD6 |0

<U7CC8> \x6A\xD9 |0

<U7CCA> \x4D\xFC |0

<U7CCC> \x6A\xD7 |0

<U7CCD> \x6A\xD8 |0

<U7CD5> \x4C\xE1 |0

<U7CD6> \x56\xC6 |0

<U7CD7> \x6A\xDB |0

<U7CD9> \x49\xD9 |0

<U7CDC> \x52\x73 |0

<U7CDF> \x5A\xE2 |0

<U7CE0> \x50\x57 |0

<U7CE8> \x6A\xDC |0

<U7CEF> \x53\x54 |0

<U7CF8> \x6A\xE8 |0

<U7CFB> \x58\x55 |0

<U7D0A> \x57\xC8 |0

<U7D20> \x56\x78 |0

<U7D22> \x56\x98 |0

<U7D27> \x4F\x95 |0

<U7D2B> \x5C\x6F |0

<U7D2F> \x50\xDA |0

<U7D6E> \x58\xF4 |0

<U7D77> \x6A\xE9 |0

<U7DA6> \x6A\xEA |0

<U7DAE> \x6A\xEB |0

<U7E3B> \x6C\x84 |0

<U7E41> \x4C\x51 |0

<U7E47> \x6A\xEC |0

<U7E82> \x5C\x8C |0

<U7E9B> \x6A\xED |0

<U7E9F> \x63\xF8 |0

<U7EA0> \x4F\xBF |0

<U7EA1> \x63\xF9 |0

<U7EA2> \x4D\xEB |0

<U7EA3> \x63\xFA |0

<U7EA4> \x58\x6B |0

<U7EA5> \x63\xFB |0

<U7EA6> \x5A\xBB |0

<U7EA7> \x4E\xB5
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 |0

<U7EA8> \x63\xFC |0

<U7EA9> \x63\xFD |0

<U7EAA> \x4E\xCC |0

<U7EAB> \x54\xD1 |0

<U7EAC> \x57\xB2 |0

<U7EAD> \x64\x41 |0

<U7EAF> \x4A\xBE |0

<U7EB0> \x64\x42 |0

<U7EB1> \x55\x54 |0

<U7EB2> \x4C\xD8 |0

<U7EB3> \x52\xC8 |0

<U7EB5> \x5C\x7D |0

<U7EB6> \x51\xD9 |0

<U7EB7> \x4C\x77 |0

<U7EB8> \x5B\xBC |0

<U7EB9> \x57\xC5 |0

<U7EBA> \x4C\x64 |0

<U7EBD> \x53\x46 |0

<U7EBE> \x64\x43 |0

<U7EBF> \x58\x7F |0

<U7EC0> \x64\x44 |0

<U7EC1> \x64\x45 |0

<U7EC2> \x64\x46 |0

<U7EC3> \x51\x57 |0

<U7EC4> \x5C\x8A |0

<U7EC5> \x55\x91 |0

<U7EC6> \x58\x58 |0

<U7EC7> \x5B\xAE |0

<U7EC8> \x5B\xD4 |0

<U7EC9> \x64\x47 |0

<U7ECA> \x48\xEC |0

<U7ECB> \x64\x48 |0

<U7ECC> \x64\x49 |0

<U7ECD> \x55\x7C |0

<U7ECE> \x59\xEE |0

<U7ECF> \x4F\xAC |0

<U7ED0> \x64\x4A |0

<U7ED1> \x48\xF2 |0

<U7ED2> \x54\xDD |0

<U7ED3> \x4F\x82 |0

<U7ED4> \x64\x4B |0

<U7ED5> \x54\xC5 |0

<U7ED7> \x64\x4C |0

<U7ED8> \x4E\x87 |0

<U7ED9> \x4C\xF7 |0

<U7EDA> \x59\x44 |0

<U7EDB> \x64\x4D |0
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<U7EDC> \x51\xE6 |0

<U7EDD> \x4F\xF7 |0

<U7EDE> \x4F\x6A

 |0

<U7EDF> \x57\x53 |0

<U7EE0> \x64\x4E |0

<U7EE1> \x64\x4F |0

<U7EE2> \x4F\xED |0

<U7EE3> \x58\xE4 |0

<U7EE5> \x56\x88 |0

<U7EE6> \x56\xCF |0

<U7EE7> \x4E\xCB |0

<U7EE8> \x64\x50 |0

<U7EE9> \x4E\xA7 |0

<U7EEA> \x58\xF6 |0

<U7EEB> \x64\x51 |0

<U7EED> \x58\xF7 |0

<U7EEE> \x64\x52 |0

<U7EEF> \x64\x53 |0

<U7EF0> \x4A\xC1 |0

<U7EF1> \x64\x54 |0

<U7EF2> \x64\x55 |0

<U7EF3> \x55\x9F |0

<U7EF4> \x57\xAB |0

<U7EF5> \x52\x81 |0

<U7EF6> \x64\x57 |0

<U7EF7> \x49\x61 |0

<U7EF8> \x4A\x92 |0

<U7EFA> \x64\x58 |0

<U7EFB> \x64\x59 |0

<U7EFC> \x5C\x7B |0

<U7EFD> \x5B\x60 |0

<U7EFE> \x64\x5A |0

<U7EFF> \x51\xCB |0

<U7F00> \x5C\x5A |0

<U7F01> \x64\x5B |0

<U7F02> \x64\x5C |0

<U7F03> \x64\x5D |0

<U7F04> \x4E\xE9 |0

<U7F05> \x52\x86 |0

<U7F06> \x50\xC1 |0

<U7F07> \x64\x5E |0

<U7F08> \x64\x5F |0

<U7F09> \x4E\xA8 |0

<U7F0B> \x64\x60 |0

<U7F0C> \x64\x61 |0

<U7F0D> \x64\x56 |0

<U7F0E> \x4B\xCF |0
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<U7F0F> \x64\x62 |0

<U7F11> \x64\x63 |0

<U7F12> \x64\x64 |0

<U7F13> \x4E\x5A |0

<U7F14> \x4B\x7E |0

<U7F15> \x51\xC5

 |0

<U7F16> \x49\x81 |0

<U7F17> \x64\x65 |0

<U7F18> \x5A\xB4 |0

<U7F19> \x64\x66 |0

<U7F1A> \x4C\xBE |0

<U7F1B> \x64\x68 |0

<U7F1C> \x64\x67 |0

<U7F1D> \x4C\x8D |0

<U7F1F> \x64\x69 |0

<U7F20> \x49\xF7 |0

<U7F21> \x64\x6A |0

<U7F22> \x64\x6B |0

<U7F23> \x64\x6C |0

<U7F24> \x64\x6D |0

<U7F25> \x64\x6E |0

<U7F26> \x64\x6F |0

<U7F27> \x64\x70 |0

<U7F28> \x5A\x47 |0

<U7F29> \x56\x96 |0

<U7F2A> \x64\x71 |0

<U7F2B> \x64\x72 |0

<U7F2C> \x64\x73 |0

<U7F2D> \x64\x74 |0

<U7F2E> \x55\x69 |0

<U7F2F> \x64\x75 |0

<U7F30> \x64\x76 |0

<U7F31> \x64\x77 |0

<U7F32> \x64\x78 |0

<U7F33> \x64\x79 |0

<U7F34> \x4F\x69 |0

<U7F35> \x64\x7A |0

<U7F36> \x6A\x5E |0

<U7F38> \x4C\xD6 |0

<U7F3A> \x54\xB0 |0

<U7F42> \x6A\x5F |0

<U7F44> \x6A\x60 |0

<U7F45> \x6A\x61 |0

<U7F50> \x4D\x7E |0

<U7F51> \x57\x99 |0

<U7F54> \x5C\xE7 |0

<U7F55> \x4D\xB0 |0
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<U7F57> \x51\xDD |0

<U7F58> \x67\xB6 |0

<U7F5A> \x4C\x43 |0

<U7F5F> \x67\xB8 |0

<U7F61> \x67\xB7 |0

<U7F62> \x48\xD4 |0

<U7F68> \x67\xBA |0

<U7F69> \x5B\x76 |0

<U7F6A> \x5C\x90

 |0

<U7F6E> \x5B\xC2 |0

<U7F71> \x67\xBC |0

<U7F72> \x55\xEF |0

<U7F74> \x67\xBB |0

<U7F79> \x67\xBD |0

<U7F7E> \x67\xBF |0

<U7F81> \x67\xBE |0

<U7F8A> \x59\x93 |0

<U7F8C> \x54\x5C |0

<U7F8E> \x52\x60 |0

<U7F94> \x4C\xE0 |0

<U7F9A> \x51\x88 |0

<U7F9D> \x6A\xC5 |0

<U7F9E> \x58\xDE |0

<U7F9F> \x6A\xC6 |0

<U7FA1> \x58\x7B |0

<U7FA4> \x54\xB9 |0

<U7FA7> \x6A\xC7 |0

<U7FAF> \x6A\xC8 |0

<U7FB0> \x6A\xC9 |0

<U7FB2> \x6A\xCA |0

<U7FB8> \x5D\x9B |0

<U7FB9> \x4C\xFD |0

<U7FBC> \x63\x92 |0

<U7FBD> \x5A\x91 |0

<U7FBF> \x6A\xDF |0

<U7FC1> \x57\xCB |0

<U7FC5> \x4A\x82 |0

<U7FCA> \x69\x54 |0

<U7FCC> \x59\xED |0

<U7FCE> \x6A\xE0 |0

<U7FD4> \x58\x89 |0

<U7FD5> \x6A\xE1 |0

<U7FD8> \x54\x6C |0

<U7FDF> \x4B\x74 |0

<U7FE0> \x4A\xE3 |0

<U7FE1> \x6A\xE3 |0

<U7FE5> \x6A\xE2 |0
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<U7FE6> \x6A\xE4 |0

<U7FE9> \x6A\xE5 |0

<U7FEE> \x6A\xE6 |0

<U7FF0> \x4D\xB1 |0

<U7FF1> \x48\xBE |0

<U7FF3> \x6A\xE7 |0

<U7FFB> \x4C\x4D |0

<U7FFC> \x59\xEC |0

<U8000> \x59\xAA |0

<U8001> \x50\xCE |0

<U8003> \x50\x5C |0

<U8004> \x66\x43

 |0

<U8005> \x5B\x7F |0

<U8006> \x65\xC7 |0

<U800B> \x69\x94 |0

<U800C> \x4B\xF7 |0

<U800D> \x56\x43 |0

<U8010> \x52\xCC |0

<U8012> \x69\x88 |0

<U8014> \x69\x89 |0

<U8015> \x4C\xFA |0

<U8016> \x69\x8A |0

<U8017> \x4D\xC3 |0

<U8018> \x5A\xC4 |0

<U8019> \x48\xD1 |0

<U801C> \x69\x8B |0

<U8020> \x69\x8C |0

<U8022> \x69\x8D |0

<U8025> \x69\x8E |0

<U8026> \x69\x8F |0

<U8027> \x69\x90 |0

<U8028> \x69\x92 |0

<U8029> \x69\x91 |0

<U802A> \x53\x75 |0

<U8031> \x69\x93 |0

<U8033> \x4B\xF9 |0

<U8035> \x69\x95 |0

<U8036> \x59\xAD |0

<U8037> \x5F\xC6 |0

<U8038> \x56\x6A |0

<U803B> \x4A\x7C |0

<U803D> \x4B\x42 |0

<U803F> \x4D\x42 |0

<U8042> \x52\xF3 |0

<U8043> \x69\x96 |0

<U8046> \x69\x97 |0

<U804A> \x51\x64 |0
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<U804B> \x51\x9C |0

<U804C> \x5B\xAF |0

<U804D> \x69\x98 |0

<U8052> \x69\x99 |0

<U8054> \x51\x4A |0

<U8058> \x53\xB7 |0

<U805A> \x4F\xDA |0

<U8069> \x69\x9A |0

<U806A> \x4A\xCE |0

<U8071> \x69\x9B |0

<U807F> \x67\x52 |0

<U8080> \x67\x51 |0

<U8083> \x56\x81 |0

<U8084> \x59\xDD |0

<U8086> \x56\x61

 |0

<U8087> \x5B\x78 |0

<U8089> \x54\xE1 |0

<U808B> \x50\xDE |0

<U808C> \x4E\xA0 |0

<U8093> \x66\x61 |0

<U8096> \x58\xA3 |0

<U8098> \x5B\xE1 |0

<U809A> \x4B\xC6 |0

<U809B> \x4C\xD7 |0

<U809C> \x66\x60 |0

<U809D> \x4C\xCD |0

<U809F> \x66\x5F |0

<U80A0> \x4A\x46 |0

<U80A1> \x4D\x69 |0

<U80A2> \x5B\xAA |0

<U80A4> \x4C\x95 |0

<U80A5> \x4C\x6A |0

<U80A9> \x4E\xE6 |0

<U80AA> \x4C\x5E |0

<U80AB> \x66\x66 |0

<U80AD> \x66\x67 |0

<U80AE> \x48\xB8 |0

<U80AF> \x50\x6F |0

<U80B1> \x66\x65 |0

<U80B2> \x5A\x9E |0

<U80B4> \x66\x68 |0

<U80B7> \x66\x69 |0

<U80BA> \x4C\x6E |0

<U80BC> \x66\x62 |0

<U80BD> \x66\x64 |0

<U80BE> \x55\x97 |0

<U80BF> \x5B\xD6 |0
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<U80C0> \x5B\x6D |0

<U80C1> \x58\xB1 |0

<U80C2> \x66\x6F |0

<U80C3> \x57\xB7 |0

<U80C4> \x66\x70 |0

<U80C6> \x4B\x48 |0

<U80CC> \x49\x53 |0

<U80CD> \x66\x72 |0

<U80CE> \x56\xA4 |0

<U80D6> \x53\x76 |0

<U80D7> \x66\x73 |0

<U80D9> \x66\x71 |0

<U80DA> \x53\x7F |0

<U80DB> \x66\x6E |0

<U80DC> \x55\xA3 |0

<U80DD> \x66\x75 |0

<U80DE> \x48\xFA |0

<U80E1> \x4D\xF9

 |0

<U80E4> \x5C\xB6 |0

<U80E5> \x69\x84 |0

<U80E7> \x66\x6A |0

<U80E8> \x66\x6B |0

<U80E9> \x66\x6C |0

<U80EA> \x66\x6D |0

<U80EB> \x66\x76 |0

<U80EC> \x63\xBF |0

<U80ED> \x66\x79 |0

<U80EF> \x50\x89 |0

<U80F0> \x59\xC7 |0

<U80F1> \x66\x77 |0

<U80F2> \x66\x7C |0

<U80F3> \x4C\xEB |0

<U80F4> \x66\x78 |0

<U80F6> \x4F\x5A |0

<U80F8> \x58\xD7 |0

<U80FA> \x48\xB6 |0

<U80FC> \x66\x7D |0

<U80FD> \x52\xDB |0

<U8102> \x5B\xAB |0

<U8106> \x4A\xDF |0

<U8109> \x51\xF5 |0

<U810A> \x4E\xB8 |0

<U810D> \x66\x7A |0

<U810E> \x66\x7B |0

<U810F> \x5A\xDF |0

<U8110> \x53\xE9 |0

<U8111> \x52\xD3 |0
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<U8112> \x66\x7F |0

<U8113> \x53\x47 |0

<U8114> \x5D\x96 |0

<U8116> \x49\xB0 |0

<U8118> \x66\x85 |0

<U811A> \x4F\x65 |0

<U811E> \x66\x83 |0

<U812C> \x66\x84 |0

<U812F> \x4C\xAB |0

<U8131> \x57\x71 |0

<U8132> \x66\x86 |0

<U8136> \x66\x82 |0

<U8138> \x51\x53 |0

<U813E> \x53\xA1 |0

<U8146> \x56\xF2 |0

<U8148> \x66\x87 |0

<U814A> \x50\xAF |0

<U814B> \x59\xB7 |0

<U814C> \x66\x88 |0

<U8150> \x4C\xAE |0

<U8151> \x4C\xAC

 |0

<U8153> \x66\x89 |0

<U8154> \x54\x5B |0

<U8155> \x57\x94 |0

<U8159> \x66\x8B |0

<U815A> \x66\x8C |0

<U8160> \x66\x8E |0

<U8165> \x58\xC7 |0

<U8167> \x66\x93 |0

<U8169> \x66\x8F |0

<U816D> \x66\x92 |0

<U816E> \x54\xF8 |0

<U8170> \x59\x9D |0

<U8171> \x66\x8D |0

<U8174> \x66\x8A |0

<U8179> \x4C\xB8 |0

<U817A> \x58\x79 |0

<U817B> \x52\xE4 |0

<U817C> \x66\x90 |0

<U817D> \x66\x91 |0

<U817E> \x56\xD9 |0

<U817F> \x57\x68 |0

<U8180> \x48\xF1 |0

<U8182> \x66\x97 |0

<U8188> \x66\x96 |0

<U818A> \x49\xB1 |0

<U818F> \x4C\xDF |0
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<U8191> \x66\x98 |0

<U8198> \x49\x8D |0

<U819B> \x56\xC4 |0

<U819C> \x52\xA3 |0

<U819D> \x58\x45 |0

<U81A3> \x66\x9A |0

<U81A6> \x66\xA1 |0

<U81A8> \x53\x93 |0

<U81AA> \x66\x9B |0

<U81B3> \x55\x65 |0

<U81BA> \x61\xDE |0

<U81BB> \x66\x9F |0

<U81C0> \x57\x6E |0

<U81C1> \x66\xA0 |0

<U81C2> \x49\x7B |0

<U81C3> \x5A\x57 |0

<U81C6> \x59\xDB |0

<U81CA> \x66\x9E |0

<U81CC> \x66\x9C |0

<U81E3> \x4A\x5C |0

<U81E7> \x65\xAF |0

<U81EA> \x5C\x74 |0

<U81EC> \x6A\xAA |0

<U81ED> \x4A\x95

 |0

<U81F3> \x5B\xC0 |0

<U81F4> \x5B\xC1 |0

<U81FB> \x5B\x8A |0

<U81FC> \x4F\xC9 |0

<U81FE> \x6A\xA6 |0

<U8200> \x59\xA7 |0

<U8201> \x6A\xA7 |0

<U8202> \x6A\xA8 |0

<U8204> \x6A\xA9 |0

<U8205> \x4F\xCA |0

<U8206> \x5A\x7F |0

<U820C> \x55\x81 |0

<U820D> \x55\x82 |0

<U8210> \x6A\x62 |0

<U8212> \x55\xE5 |0

<U8214> \x56\xF1 |0

<U821B> \x61\xB5 |0

<U821C> \x56\x54 |0

<U821E> \x57\xE7 |0

<U821F> \x5B\xDA |0

<U8221> \x6A\xAC |0

<U8222> \x6A\xAD |0

<U8223> \x6A\xAE |0
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<U8228> \x6A\xB1 |0

<U822A> \x4D\xBC |0

<U822B> \x6A\xB2 |0

<U822C> \x48\xE2 |0

<U822D> \x6A\xAF |0

<U822F> \x6A\xB0 |0

<U8230> \x4F\x42 |0

<U8231> \x49\xD4 |0

<U8233> \x6A\xB5 |0

<U8234> \x6A\xB6 |0

<U8235> \x4B\xE5 |0

<U8236> \x49\xAF |0

<U8237> \x58\x6F |0

<U8238> \x6A\xB3 |0

<U8239> \x4A\xAB |0

<U823B> \x6A\xB4 |0

<U823E> \x6A\xB7 |0

<U8244> \x6A\xB8 |0

<U8247> \x57\x47 |0

<U8249> \x6A\xB9 |0

<U824B> \x6A\xBA |0

<U824F> \x6A\xBB |0

<U8258> \x56\x72 |0

<U825A> \x6A\xBC |0

<U825F> \x6A\xBD |0

<U8268> \x6A\xBE |0

<U826E> \x6A\xDD

 |0

<U826F> \x51\x5C |0

<U8270> \x4E\xE7 |0

<U8272> \x55\x4B |0

<U8273> \x59\x7E |0

<U8274> \x63\x96 |0

<U8279> \x5E\xB2 |0

<U827A> \x59\xD4 |0

<U827D> \x5E\xB3 |0

<U827E> \x48\xAB |0

<U827F> \x5E\xB4 |0

<U8282> \x4F\x7A |0

<U8284> \x5E\xB8 |0

<U8288> \x5C\xC1 |0

<U828A> \x5E\xB6 |0

<U828B> \x5A\x94 |0

<U828D> \x55\x76 |0

<U828E> \x5E\xB9 |0

<U828F> \x5E\xB5 |0

<U8291> \x5E\xBA |0

<U8292> \x52\x42 |0
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<U8297> \x5E\xBB |0

<U8298> \x5E\xC4 |0

<U8299> \x5E\xBC |0

<U829C> \x57\xDE |0

<U829D> \x5B\xA4 |0

<U829F> \x5E\xCE |0

<U82A1> \x5E\xCC |0

<U82A4> \x5E\xD1 |0

<U82A5> \x4F\x87 |0

<U82A6> \x51\xAA |0

<U82A8> \x5E\xB7 |0

<U82A9> \x5E\xCA |0

<U82AA> \x5E\xCD |0

<U82AB> \x5E\xBD |0

<U82AC> \x4C\x72 |0

<U82AD> \x48\xC4 |0

<U82AE> \x5E\xC6 |0

<U82AF> \x58\xBD |0

<U82B0> \x5E\xC0 |0

<U82B1> \x4E\x48 |0

<U82B3> \x4C\x5C |0

<U82B4> \x5E\xCB |0

<U82B7> \x5E\xC5 |0

<U82B8> \x5E\xBE |0

<U82B9> \x54\x7B |0

<U82BD> \x59\x5F |0

<U82BE> \x5E\xBF |0

<U82C1> \x5E\xC9 |0

<U82C4> \x5E\xCF |0

<U82C7> \x57\xAC

 |0

<U82C8> \x5E\xC1 |0

<U82CA> \x5E\xC2 |0

<U82CB> \x5E\xC7 |0

<U82CC> \x5E\xC8 |0

<U82CD> \x49\xD3 |0

<U82CE> \x5E\xD0 |0

<U82CF> \x56\x75 |0

<U82D1> \x5A\xB6 |0

<U82D2> \x5E\xDA |0

<U82D3> \x5E\xDE |0

<U82D4> \x56\xA5 |0

<U82D5> \x5E\xE5 |0

<U82D7> \x52\x88 |0

<U82D8> \x5E\xDB |0

<U82DB> \x50\x61 |0

<U82DC> \x5E\xD8 |0

<U82DE> \x48\xF9 |0
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<U82DF> \x4D\x56 |0

<U82E0> \x5E\xE4 |0

<U82E1> \x5E\xD2 |0

<U82E3> \x5E\xC3 |0

<U82E4> \x5E\xD5 |0

<U82E5> \x54\xF3 |0

<U82E6> \x50\x81 |0

<U82EB> \x55\x5B |0

<U82EF> \x49\x5D |0

<U82F1> \x5A\x42 |0

<U82F4> \x5E\xD9 |0

<U82F7> \x5E\xD4 |0

<U82F9> \x53\xBA |0

<U82FB> \x5E\xDD |0

<U8301> \x5C\x62 |0

<U8302> \x52\x4F |0

<U8303> \x4C\x56 |0

<U8304> \x54\x71 |0

<U8305> \x52\x49 |0

<U8306> \x5E\xE1 |0

<U8307> \x5E\xD7 |0

<U8308> \x5E\xEA |0

<U8309> \x5E\xD3 |0

<U830C> \x5E\xDC |0

<U830E> \x4F\xA4 |0

<U830F> \x5E\xD6 |0

<U8311> \x5E\xDF |0

<U8314> \x5E\xE2 |0

<U8315> \x5E\xE3 |0

<U8317> \x5E\xF7 |0

<U831A> \x5E\xE0 |0

<U831B> \x5F\x42 |0

<U831C> \x5E\xE6

 |0

<U8327> \x4E\xEA |0

<U8328> \x4A\xC3 |0

<U832B> \x52\x43 |0

<U832C> \x49\xE6 |0

<U832D> \x5E\xF9 |0

<U832F> \x5E\xF1 |0

<U8331> \x5E\xEE |0

<U8333> \x5E\xFB |0

<U8334> \x5E\xED |0

<U8335> \x59\xEF |0

<U8336> \x49\xE7 |0

<U8338> \x54\xD6 |0

<U8339> \x54\xE2 |0

<U833A> \x5E\xFA |0
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<U833C> \x5E\xEC |0

<U8340> \x5E\xF6 |0

<U8343> \x5E\xF4 |0

<U8346> \x4F\xA2 |0

<U8347> \x5E\xF3 |0

<U8349> \x49\xDC |0

<U834F> \x5E\xF2 |0

<U8350> \x4E\xF5 |0

<U8351> \x5E\xE7 |0

<U8352> \x4E\x64 |0

<U8354> \x50\xF2 |0

<U835A> \x4E\xD3 |0

<U835B> \x5E\xE8 |0

<U835C> \x5E\xE9 |0

<U835E> \x5E\xF0 |0

<U835F> \x5E\xF5 |0

<U8360> \x5E\xF8 |0

<U8361> \x4B\x54 |0

<U8363> \x54\xD8 |0

<U8364> \x4E\x88 |0

<U8365> \x5E\xFD |0

<U8366> \x5E\xFC |0

<U8367> \x5A\x4B |0

<U8368> \x5F\x41 |0

<U8369> \x5F\x43 |0

<U836A> \x5F\x45 |0

<U836B> \x59\xF0 |0

<U836C> \x5F\x44 |0

<U836D> \x5F\x46 |0

<U836E> \x5F\x47 |0

<U836F> \x59\xA8 |0

<U8377> \x4D\xC8 |0

<U8378> \x5F\x49 |0

<U837B> \x5F\x56 |0

<U837C> \x5F\x51 |0

<U837D> \x5F\x54

 |0

<U8385> \x5F\x50 |0

<U8386> \x53\xCD |0

<U8389> \x50\xF1 |0

<U838E> \x55\x4F |0

<U8392> \x5E\xEB |0

<U8393> \x5F\x4E |0

<U8398> \x5F\x57 |0

<U839B> \x5E\xEF |0

<U839C> \x5F\x4F |0

<U839E> \x5F\x58 |0

<U83A0> \x5F\x4C |0
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<U83A8> \x5F\x59 |0

<U83A9> \x5F\x53 |0

<U83AA> \x5F\x4D |0

<U83AB> \x52\xA9 |0

<U83B0> \x5F\x48 |0

<U83B1> \x50\xB2 |0

<U83B2> \x51\x4B |0

<U83B3> \x5F\x4A |0

<U83B4> \x5F\x4B |0

<U83B6> \x5F\x52 |0

<U83B7> \x4E\x92 |0

<U83B8> \x5F\x55 |0

<U83B9> \x5A\x48 |0

<U83BA> \x5F\x5A |0

<U83BC> \x5F\x5B |0

<U83BD> \x52\x47 |0

<U83C0> \x5F\x72 |0

<U83C1> \x5F\x5C |0

<U83C5> \x5F\x71 |0

<U83C7> \x4D\x5D |0

<U83CA> \x4F\xD4 |0

<U83CC> \x4F\xF9 |0

<U83CF> \x4D\xC9 |0

<U83D4> \x5F\x6A |0

<U83D6> \x5F\x65 |0

<U83D8> \x5F\x5F |0

<U83DC> \x49\xCA |0

<U83DD> \x5F\x63 |0

<U83DF> \x5F\x6B |0

<U83E0> \x49\xA3 |0

<U83E1> \x5F\x75 |0

<U83E5> \x5F\x5E |0

<U83E9> \x53\xCF |0

<U83EA> \x5F\x70 |0

<U83F0> \x5F\x74 |0

<U83F1> \x51\x83 |0

<U83F2> \x4C\x66 |0

<U83F8> \x5F\x6E |0

<U83F9> \x5F\x6F

 |0

<U83FD> \x5F\x64 |0

<U8401> \x5F\x5D |0

<U8403> \x5F\x6D |0

<U8404> \x56\xD0 |0

<U8406> \x5F\x69 |0

<U840B> \x5F\x62 |0

<U840C> \x52\x68 |0

<U840D> \x53\xBB |0
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<U840E> \x57\xAD |0

<U840F> \x5F\x6C |0

<U8411> \x5F\x68 |0

<U8418> \x5F\x61 |0

<U841C> \x5F\x66 |0

<U841D> \x51\xDB |0

<U8424> \x5A\x49 |0

<U8425> \x5A\x4A |0

<U8426> \x5F\x73 |0

<U8427> \x58\x95 |0

<U8428> \x54\xF7 |0

<U8431> \x5F\x87 |0

<U8438> \x5F\x67 |0

<U843C> \x5F\x81 |0

<U843D> \x51\xE3 |0

<U8446> \x5F\x82 |0

<U8451> \x5F\x77 |0

<U8457> \x5B\xF7 |0

<U8459> \x5F\x79 |0

<U845A> \x5F\x78 |0

<U845B> \x4C\xEF |0

<U845C> \x5F\x76 |0

<U8461> \x53\xCE |0

<U8463> \x4B\xAC |0

<U8469> \x5F\x83 |0

<U846B> \x4D\xF8 |0

<U846C> \x5A\xE0 |0

<U846D> \x5F\x88 |0

<U8471> \x4A\xCF |0

<U8473> \x5F\x7A |0

<U8475> \x50\x9C |0

<U8476> \x5F\x84 |0

<U8478> \x5F\x7F |0

<U847A> \x5F\x7D |0

<U8482> \x4B\x79 |0

<U8487> \x5F\x7B |0

<U8488> \x5F\x7C |0

<U8489> \x5F\x7E |0

<U848B> \x4F\x4F |0

<U848C> \x5F\x85 |0

<U848E> \x5F\x86 |0

<U8497> \x5F\x96

 |0

<U8499> \x52\x69 |0

<U849C> \x56\x83 |0

<U84A1> \x5F\x93 |0

<U84AF> \x5C\xE0 |0

<U84B2> \x53\xD0 |0
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<U84B4> \x5F\x95 |0

<U84B8> \x5B\x95 |0

<U84B9> \x5F\x94 |0

<U84BA> \x5F\x91 |0

<U84BD> \x5F\x8D |0

<U84BF> \x5F\x90 |0

<U84C1> \x5F\x89 |0

<U84C4> \x58\xED |0

<U84C9> \x54\xD7 |0

<U84CA> \x5F\x8F |0

<U84CD> \x5F\x8A |0

<U84D0> \x5F\x8B |0

<U84D1> \x56\x93 |0

<U84D3> \x5F\x8E |0

<U84D6> \x49\x6D |0

<U84DD> \x50\xB5 |0

<U84DF> \x4E\xBA |0

<U84E0> \x5F\x92 |0

<U84E3> \x5F\x98 |0

<U84E5> \x5F\x97 |0

<U84E6> \x5F\x8C |0

<U84EC> \x53\x8F |0

<U84F0> \x5F\x9C |0

<U84FC> \x5F\xA3 |0

<U84FF> \x5F\xA2 |0

<U850C> \x5F\x99 |0

<U8511> \x52\x90 |0

<U8513> \x51\xFA |0

<U8517> \x5B\x82 |0

<U851A> \x57\xB4 |0

<U851F> \x5F\x9E |0

<U8521> \x49\xCB |0

<U852B> \x52\xE7 |0

<U852C> \x55\xDE |0

<U8537> \x54\x5E |0

<U8538> \x5F\x9B |0

<U8539> \x5F\x9D |0

<U853A> \x5F\x9F |0

<U853B> \x5F\xA1 |0

<U853C> \x48\xA9 |0

<U853D> \x49\x6E |0

<U8543> \x5F\xAB |0

<U8548> \x5F\xA5 |0

<U8549> \x4F\x56 |0

<U854A> \x54\xEE

 |0

<U8556> \x5F\xA0 |0

<U8559> \x5F\xA4 |0
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<U855E> \x5F\xA8 |0

<U8564> \x5F\xA7 |0

<U8568> \x5F\xA6 |0

<U8572> \x5F\xAC |0

<U8574> \x5A\xCB |0

<U8579> \x5F\xB2 |0

<U857A> \x5F\xA9 |0

<U857B> \x5F\xAD |0

<U857E> \x50\xD8 |0

<U8584> \x49\x41 |0

<U8585> \x5F\xB5 |0

<U8587> \x5F\xB0 |0

<U858F> \x5F\xB1 |0

<U859B> \x59\x46 |0

<U859C> \x5F\xB4 |0

<U85A4> \x5F\xAE |0

<U85A8> \x5F\xAF |0

<U85AA> \x58\xBC |0

<U85AE> \x5F\xB3 |0

<U85AF> \x55\xEC |0

<U85B0> \x5F\xB8 |0

<U85B7> \x5F\xB7 |0

<U85B9> \x5F\xB6 |0

<U85C1> \x5F\xBA |0

<U85C9> \x4F\x86 |0

<U85CF> \x49\xD7 |0

<U85D0> \x52\x8B |0

<U85D3> \x5F\xB9 |0

<U85D5> \x53\x5A |0

<U85DC> \x5F\xBB |0

<U85E4> \x56\xD8 |0

<U85E9> \x4C\x4A |0

<U85FB> \x5A\xE4 |0

<U85FF> \x5F\xBC |0

<U8605> \x5F\xBE |0

<U8611> \x52\xA1 |0

<U8616> \x5F\xC0 |0

<U8627> \x5F\xBD |0

<U8629> \x5F\xBF |0

<U8638> \x5B\x5A |0

<U863C> \x5F\xC1 |0

<U864D> \x69\xAD |0

<U864E> \x4E\x42 |0

<U864F> \x51\xB1 |0

<U8650> \x53\x50 |0

<U8651> \x51\xC6 |0

<U8654> \x69\xAE |0

<U865A> \x58\xE8
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 |0

<U865E> \x5A\x7D |0

<U8662> \x66\x5D |0

<U866B> \x4A\x87 |0

<U866C> \x69\xAF |0

<U866E> \x69\xB0 |0

<U8671> \x55\xAC |0

<U8679> \x4D\xE6 |0

<U867A> \x69\xB2 |0

<U867B> \x69\xB4 |0

<U867C> \x69\xB3 |0

<U867D> \x56\x85 |0

<U867E> \x58\x5A |0

<U867F> \x69\xB1 |0

<U8680> \x55\xB3 |0

<U8681> \x59\xCE |0

<U8682> \x51\xEB |0

<U868A> \x57\xC2 |0

<U868B> \x69\xB7 |0

<U868C> \x48\xF5 |0

<U868D> \x69\xB6 |0

<U8693> \x69\xBD |0

<U8695> \x49\xCE |0

<U869C> \x59\x61 |0

<U869D> \x69\xB9 |0

<U86A3> \x69\xBB |0

<U86A4> \x5A\xE8 |0

<U86A7> \x69\xBA |0

<U86A8> \x69\xB5 |0

<U86A9> \x69\xBE |0

<U86AA> \x69\xBC |0

<U86AC> \x69\xB8 |0

<U86AF> \x69\xC6 |0

<U86B0> \x69\xC3 |0

<U86B1> \x69\xC5 |0

<U86B4> \x69\xC9 |0

<U86B5> \x69\xC1 |0

<U86B6> \x69\xBF |0

<U86BA> \x69\xC4 |0

<U86C0> \x5B\xFA |0

<U86C4> \x69\xC0 |0

<U86C6> \x54\x9A |0

<U86C7> \x55\x7F |0

<U86C9> \x69\xC7 |0

<U86CA> \x4D\x66 |0

<U86CB> \x4B\x50 |0

<U86CE> \x69\xC2 |0

<U86CF> \x69\xC8 |0
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<U86D0> \x69\xCF |0

<U86D1> \x69\xD5 |0

<U86D4> \x4E\x77

 |0

<U86D8> \x69\xD4 |0

<U86D9> \x57\x7C |0

<U86DB> \x5B\xEA |0

<U86DE> \x69\xD1 |0

<U86DF> \x69\xD3 |0

<U86E4> \x4C\xF1 |0

<U86E9> \x69\xCA |0

<U86ED> \x69\xCD |0

<U86EE> \x51\xF8 |0

<U86F0> \x5B\x7D |0

<U86F1> \x69\xCB |0

<U86F2> \x69\xCC |0

<U86F3> \x69\xCE |0

<U86F4> \x69\xD2 |0

<U86F8> \x69\xD8 |0

<U86F9> \x5A\x5C |0

<U86FE> \x4B\xE9 |0

<U8700> \x55\xF0 |0

<U8702> \x4C\x85 |0

<U8703> \x69\xD6 |0

<U8707> \x69\xD7 |0

<U8708> \x69\xD9 |0

<U8709> \x69\xDC |0

<U870A> \x69\xDA |0

<U870D> \x69\xDB |0

<U8712> \x59\x71 |0

<U8713> \x69\xD0 |0

<U8715> \x57\x69 |0

<U8717> \x57\xCE |0

<U8718> \x5B\xA8 |0

<U871A> \x69\xE2 |0

<U871C> \x52\x7B |0

<U871E> \x69\xDF |0

<U8721> \x50\xAE |0

<U8722> \x69\xEB |0

<U8723> \x69\xDD |0

<U8725> \x69\xE0 |0

<U8729> \x69\xE7 |0

<U872E> \x69\xE1 |0

<U8731> \x69\xE6 |0

<U8734> \x69\xE5 |0

<U8737> \x69\xE8 |0

<U873B> \x69\xDE |0

<U873E> \x69\xE3 |0
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<U873F> \x69\xE9 |0

<U8747> \x5A\x4C |0

<U8748> \x69\xE4 |0

<U8749> \x49\xF4 |0

<U874C> \x69\xF1 |0

<U874E> \x58\xAA

 |0

<U8753> \x69\xF4 |0

<U8757> \x4E\x68 |0

<U8759> \x69\xF8 |0

<U8760> \x69\xEF |0

<U8763> \x69\xF5 |0

<U8764> \x69\xF7 |0

<U8765> \x69\xF9 |0

<U876E> \x69\xF2 |0

<U8770> \x69\xF0 |0

<U8774> \x4D\xFA |0

<U8776> \x4B\x9C |0

<U877B> \x69\xEE |0

<U877C> \x69\xF6 |0

<U877D> \x69\xEC |0

<U877E> \x69\xED |0

<U8782> \x69\xEA |0

<U8783> \x6A\x46 |0

<U8785> \x6A\x43 |0

<U8788> \x6A\x42 |0

<U878B> \x69\xF3 |0

<U878D> \x54\xD9 |0

<U8793> \x69\xFA |0

<U8797> \x6A\x45 |0

<U879F> \x52\x99 |0

<U87A8> \x69\xFC |0

<U87AB> \x6A\x47 |0

<U87AC> \x6A\x49 |0

<U87AD> \x6A\x44 |0

<U87AF> \x69\xFB |0

<U87B3> \x6A\x4B |0

<U87B5> \x6A\x4A |0

<U87BA> \x51\xDC |0

<U87BD> \x6A\x4E |0

<U87C0> \x6A\x50 |0

<U87C6> \x6A\x41 |0

<U87CA> \x6A\x51 |0

<U87CB> \x6A\x4C |0

<U87D1> \x6A\x4F |0

<U87D2> \x69\xFD |0

<U87D3> \x6A\x4D |0

<U87DB> \x6A\x52 |0
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<U87E0> \x6A\x54 |0

<U87E5> \x6A\x48 |0

<U87EA> \x6A\x53 |0

<U87EE> \x6A\x55 |0

<U87F9> \x58\xB6 |0

<U87FE> \x6A\x58 |0

<U8803> \x5D\x9A |0

<U880A> \x6A\x59 |0

<U8813> \x6A\x57

 |0

<U8815> \x54\xE3 |0

<U8816> \x6A\x56 |0

<U881B> \x6A\x5A |0

<U8821> \x6A\x5B |0

<U8822> \x4A\xBF |0

<U8832> \x67\xC2 |0

<U8839> \x6A\x5C |0

<U883C> \x6A\x5D |0

<U8840> \x59\x4A |0

<U8844> \x6A\xAB |0

<U8845> \x58\xC5 |0

<U884C> \x58\xCF |0

<U884D> \x59\x7C |0

<U8854> \x58\x6E |0

<U8857> \x4F\x76 |0

<U8859> \x59\x63 |0

<U8861> \x4D\xE1 |0

<U8862> \x61\x8A |0

<U8863> \x59\xC1 |0

<U8864> \x69\x62 |0

<U8865> \x49\xB8 |0

<U8868> \x49\x8E |0

<U8869> \x69\x63 |0

<U886B> \x55\x60 |0

<U886C> \x4A\x64 |0

<U886E> \x5D\x93 |0

<U8870> \x56\x45 |0

<U8872> \x69\x64 |0

<U8877> \x5B\xD3 |0

<U887D> \x69\x65 |0

<U887E> \x6A\xBF |0

<U887F> \x69\x66 |0

<U8881> \x5A\xAB |0

<U8882> \x69\x67 |0

<U8884> \x48\xBF |0

<U8885> \x6A\xC0 |0

<U8888> \x6A\xC1 |0

<U888B> \x4A\xFB |0
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<U888D> \x53\x7B |0

<U8892> \x56\xBA |0

<U8896> \x58\xE3 |0

<U889C> \x57\x81 |0

<U88A2> \x69\x68 |0

<U88A4> \x5D\x94 |0

<U88AB> \x49\x5B |0

<U88AD> \x58\x4E |0

<U88B1> \x4C\xA3 |0

<U88B7> \x69\x6A |0

<U88BC> \x69\x6B |0

<U88C1> \x49\xC2

 |0

<U88C2> \x51\x71 |0

<U88C5> \x5C\x50 |0

<U88C6> \x69\x69 |0

<U88C9> \x69\x6C |0

<U88CE> \x69\x6E |0

<U88D2> \x5D\x97 |0

<U88D4> \x59\xE0 |0

<U88D5> \x5A\xA2 |0

<U88D8> \x6A\xC2 |0

<U88D9> \x54\xB8 |0

<U88DF> \x6A\xC3 |0

<U88E2> \x69\x6D |0

<U88E3> \x69\x6F |0

<U88E4> \x50\x84 |0

<U88E5> \x69\x70 |0

<U88E8> \x69\x74 |0

<U88F0> \x69\x76 |0

<U88F1> \x69\x71 |0

<U88F3> \x55\x71 |0

<U88F4> \x53\x82 |0

<U88F8> \x51\xE2 |0

<U88F9> \x4D\x9D |0

<U88FC> \x69\x73 |0

<U88FE> \x69\x75 |0

<U8902> \x4D\x73 |0

<U890A> \x69\x7B |0

<U8910> \x4D\xD5 |0

<U8912> \x48\xFC |0

<U8913> \x69\x79 |0

<U8919> \x69\x78 |0

<U891A> \x69\x72 |0

<U891B> \x69\x7A |0

<U8921> \x69\x77 |0

<U8925> \x54\xEB |0

<U892A> \x57\x6A |0
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<U892B> \x69\x7D |0

<U8930> \x63\x5D |0

<U8934> \x69\x7C |0

<U8936> \x69\x7E |0

<U8941> \x69\x7F |0

<U8944> \x58\x86 |0

<U895E> \x6A\xC4 |0

<U895F> \x4F\x94 |0

<U8966> \x69\x81 |0

<U897B> \x69\x82 |0

<U897F> \x57\xF6 |0

<U8981> \x59\xA9 |0

<U8983> \x69\x9C |0

<U8986> \x4C\xB1 |0

<U89C1> \x4E\xFA

 |0

<U89C2> \x4D\x7B |0

<U89C4> \x4D\x87 |0

<U89C5> \x52\x79 |0

<U89C6> \x55\xD2 |0

<U89C7> \x65\xE7 |0

<U89C8> \x50\xBF |0

<U89C9> \x4F\xF4 |0

<U89CA> \x65\xE8 |0

<U89CB> \x65\xE9 |0

<U89CC> \x65\xEA |0

<U89CE> \x65\xEB |0

<U89CF> \x65\xEC |0

<U89D0> \x65\xED |0

<U89D1> \x65\xEE |0

<U89D2> \x4F\x67 |0

<U89D6> \x6B\x9C |0

<U89DA> \x6B\x9E |0

<U89DC> \x6B\x9F |0

<U89DE> \x6B\x9D |0

<U89E3> \x4F\x83 |0

<U89E5> \x6B\xA0 |0

<U89E6> \x4A\xA4 |0

<U89EB> \x6B\xA1 |0

<U89EF> \x6B\xA2 |0

<U89F3> \x66\xB1 |0

<U8A00> \x59\x74 |0

<U8A07> \x5D\x8B |0

<U8A3E> \x6B\xA3 |0

<U8A48> \x67\xB9 |0

<U8A79> \x5B\x52 |0

<U8A89> \x5A\x9F |0

<U8A8A> \x56\xDB |0
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<U8A93> \x55\xC3 |0

<U8B07> \x63\x60 |0

<U8B26> \x6B\xA4 |0

<U8B66> \x4F\xAE |0

<U8B6C> \x53\xA8 |0

<U8BA0> \x5D\xA4 |0

<U8BA1> \x4E\xC5 |0

<U8BA2> \x4B\xA8 |0

<U8BA3> \x4C\xBB |0

<U8BA4> \x54\xCE |0

<U8BA5> \x4E\xA4 |0

<U8BA6> \x5D\xA5 |0

<U8BA7> \x5D\xA6 |0

<U8BA8> \x56\xD5 |0

<U8BA9> \x54\xC2 |0

<U8BAA> \x5D\xA7 |0

<U8BAB> \x53\xFC |0

<U8BAD> \x59\x55

 |0

<U8BAE> \x59\xE8 |0

<U8BAF> \x59\x56 |0

<U8BB0> \x4E\xC6 |0

<U8BB2> \x4F\x52 |0

<U8BB3> \x4E\x85 |0

<U8BB4> \x5D\xA8 |0

<U8BB5> \x5D\xA9 |0

<U8BB6> \x59\x68 |0

<U8BB7> \x5D\xAA |0

<U8BB8> \x58\xEC |0

<U8BB9> \x4B\xEE |0

<U8BBA> \x51\xDA |0

<U8BBC> \x56\x6F |0

<U8BBD> \x4C\x8E |0

<U8BBE> \x55\x89 |0

<U8BBF> \x4C\x63 |0

<U8BC0> \x4F\xF6 |0

<U8BC1> \x5B\xA3 |0

<U8BC2> \x5D\xAB |0

<U8BC3> \x5D\xAC |0

<U8BC4> \x53\xBF |0

<U8BC5> \x5C\x88 |0

<U8BC6> \x55\xB5 |0

<U8BC8> \x5B\x49 |0

<U8BC9> \x56\x7F |0

<U8BCA> \x5B\x90 |0

<U8BCB> \x5D\xAD |0

<U8BCC> \x5B\xDE |0

<U8BCD> \x4A\xC9 |0
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<U8BCE> \x5D\xAF |0

<U8BCF> \x5D\xAE |0

<U8BD1> \x59\xEA |0

<U8BD2> \x5D\xB0 |0

<U8BD3> \x5D\xB1 |0

<U8BD4> \x5D\xB2 |0

<U8BD5> \x55\xD3 |0

<U8BD6> \x5D\xB3 |0

<U8BD7> \x55\xAA |0

<U8BD8> \x5D\xB4 |0

<U8BD9> \x5D\xB5 |0

<U8BDA> \x4A\x6F |0

<U8BDB> \x5B\xEE |0

<U8BDC> \x5D\xB6 |0

<U8BDD> \x4E\x50 |0

<U8BDE> \x4B\x4E |0

<U8BDF> \x5D\xB7 |0

<U8BE0> \x5D\xB8 |0

<U8BE1> \x4D\x8F |0

<U8BE2> \x59\x4F |0

<U8BE3> \x59\xE7

 |0

<U8BE4> \x5D\xB9 |0

<U8BE5> \x4C\xC2 |0

<U8BE6> \x58\x8B |0

<U8BE7> \x49\xEE |0

<U8BE8> \x5D\xBA |0

<U8BE9> \x5D\xBB |0

<U8BEB> \x4F\x8C |0

<U8BEC> \x57\xDB |0

<U8BED> \x5A\x90 |0

<U8BEE> \x5D\xBC |0

<U8BEF> \x57\xF2 |0

<U8BF0> \x5D\xBD |0

<U8BF1> \x5A\x75 |0

<U8BF2> \x4E\x86 |0

<U8BF3> \x5D\xBE |0

<U8BF4> \x56\x55 |0

<U8BF5> \x56\x70 |0

<U8BF6> \x5D\xBF |0

<U8BF7> \x54\x8C |0

<U8BF8> \x5B\xED |0

<U8BF9> \x5D\xC0 |0

<U8BFA> \x53\x55 |0

<U8BFB> \x4B\xC0 |0

<U8BFC> \x5D\xC1 |0

<U8BFD> \x4C\x6C |0

<U8BFE> \x50\x6E |0
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<U8BFF> \x5D\xC2 |0

<U8C00> \x5D\xC3 |0

<U8C01> \x56\x4D |0

<U8C02> \x5D\xC4 |0

<U8C03> \x4B\x98 |0

<U8C04> \x5D\xC5 |0

<U8C05> \x51\x62 |0

<U8C06> \x5C\x5B |0

<U8C07> \x5D\xC6 |0

<U8C08> \x56\xB7 |0

<U8C0A> \x59\xE9 |0

<U8C0B> \x52\xB0 |0

<U8C0C> \x5D\xC7 |0

<U8C0D> \x4B\x9E |0

<U8C0E> \x4E\x71 |0

<U8C0F> \x5D\xC8 |0

<U8C10> \x58\xB2 |0

<U8C11> \x5D\xC9 |0

<U8C12> \x5D\xCA |0

<U8C13> \x57\xBC |0

<U8C14> \x5D\xCB |0

<U8C15> \x5D\xCC |0

<U8C16> \x5D\xCD |0

<U8C17> \x49\xF6

 |0

<U8C18> \x5D\xD0 |0

<U8C19> \x5D\xCE |0

<U8C1A> \x59\x89 |0

<U8C1B> \x5D\xCF |0

<U8C1C> \x52\x75 |0

<U8C1D> \x5D\xD1 |0

<U8C1F> \x5D\xD2 |0

<U8C20> \x5D\xD3 |0

<U8C21> \x5D\xD4 |0

<U8C22> \x58\xBA |0

<U8C23> \x59\xA4 |0

<U8C24> \x48\xF8 |0

<U8C25> \x5D\xD5 |0

<U8C26> \x54\x4B |0

<U8C27> \x5D\xD6 |0

<U8C28> \x4F\x98 |0

<U8C29> \x52\x41 |0

<U8C2A> \x5D\xD7 |0

<U8C2B> \x5D\xD8 |0

<U8C2C> \x52\x9E |0

<U8C2D> \x56\xB6 |0

<U8C2E> \x5D\xD9 |0

<U8C2F> \x5D\xDA |0
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<U8C30> \x50\xBD |0

<U8C31> \x53\xD6 |0

<U8C32> \x5D\xDB |0

<U8C33> \x5D\xDC |0

<U8C34> \x54\x54 |0

<U8C35> \x5D\xDD |0

<U8C36> \x5D\xDE |0

<U8C37> \x4D\x68 |0

<U8C41> \x4E\x8E |0

<U8C46> \x4B\xB8 |0

<U8C47> \x6A\xF7 |0

<U8C49> \x6A\xF8 |0

<U8C4C> \x57\x84 |0

<U8C55> \x6B\x59 |0

<U8C5A> \x66\x81 |0

<U8C61> \x58\x94 |0

<U8C62> \x4E\x5F |0

<U8C6A> \x4D\xBF |0

<U8C6B> \x5A\xA4 |0

<U8C73> \x61\x79 |0

<U8C78> \x6B\x95 |0

<U8C79> \x49\x4A |0

<U8C7A> \x49\xF1 |0

<U8C82> \x6B\x96 |0

<U8C85> \x6B\x98 |0

<U8C89> \x4D\xD0 |0

<U8C8A> \x6B\x97

 |0

<U8C8C> \x52\x52 |0

<U8C94> \x6B\x9A |0

<U8C98> \x6B\x99 |0

<U8D1D> \x49\x54 |0

<U8D1E> \x5B\x8B |0

<U8D1F> \x4C\xB9 |0

<U8D21> \x4D\x51 |0

<U8D22> \x49\xC5 |0

<U8D23> \x5A\xEF |0

<U8D24> \x58\x6D |0

<U8D25> \x48\xDB |0

<U8D26> \x5B\x6B |0

<U8D27> \x4E\x96 |0

<U8D28> \x5B\xC9 |0

<U8D29> \x4C\x57 |0

<U8D2A> \x56\xAF |0

<U8D2B> \x53\xB5 |0

<U8D2C> \x49\x82 |0

<U8D2D> \x4D\x5A |0

<U8D2E> \x5B\xFB |0
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<U8D2F> \x4D\x82 |0

<U8D30> \x4C\x41 |0

<U8D31> \x4E\xF9 |0

<U8D32> \x65\xD9 |0

<U8D33> \x65\xDA |0

<U8D34> \x56\xF8 |0

<U8D35> \x4D\x94 |0

<U8D36> \x65\xDB |0

<U8D37> \x4A\xFA |0

<U8D38> \x52\x53 |0

<U8D39> \x4C\x71 |0

<U8D3A> \x4D\xD7 |0

<U8D3B> \x65\xDC |0

<U8D3C> \x5A\xF3 |0

<U8D3D> \x65\xDD |0

<U8D3E> \x4E\xD5 |0

<U8D3F> \x4E\x7F |0

<U8D40> \x65\xDE |0

<U8D41> \x51\x7E |0

<U8D42> \x51\xB7 |0

<U8D43> \x5A\xDE |0

<U8D44> \x5C\x6A |0

<U8D45> \x65\xDF |0

<U8D46> \x65\xE0 |0

<U8D47> \x65\xE3 |0

<U8D48> \x65\xE1 |0

<U8D49> \x65\xE2 |0

<U8D4A> \x55\x7E |0

<U8D4B> \x4C\xB2 |0

<U8D4C> \x4B\xC3

 |0

<U8D4D> \x65\xE4 |0

<U8D4E> \x55\xE9 |0

<U8D4F> \x55\x6D |0

<U8D50> \x4A\xCC |0

<U8D53> \x61\xD8 |0

<U8D54> \x53\x83 |0

<U8D55> \x65\xE5 |0

<U8D56> \x50\xB4 |0

<U8D58> \x5C\x58 |0

<U8D59> \x65\xE6 |0

<U8D5A> \x5C\x4C |0

<U8D5B> \x54\xFB |0

<U8D5C> \x5C\xD2 |0

<U8D5D> \x5C\xCC |0

<U8D5E> \x5A\xDD |0

<U8D60> \x5A\xF8 |0

<U8D61> \x55\x64 |0
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<U8D62> \x5A\x4E |0

<U8D63> \x4C\xD2 |0

<U8D64> \x4A\x81 |0

<U8D66> \x55\x83 |0

<U8D67> \x6A\xF5 |0

<U8D6B> \x4D\xD4 |0

<U8D6D> \x6A\xF6 |0

<U8D70> \x5C\x7F |0

<U8D73> \x6A\xF0 |0

<U8D74> \x4C\xAF |0

<U8D75> \x5B\x74 |0

<U8D76> \x4C\xCE |0

<U8D77> \x53\xEF |0

<U8D81> \x4A\x63 |0

<U8D84> \x6A\xF1 |0

<U8D85> \x4A\x4C |0

<U8D8A> \x5A\xBC |0

<U8D8B> \x54\x98 |0

<U8D91> \x6A\xF3 |0

<U8D94> \x6A\xF2 |0

<U8D9F> \x56\xCA |0

<U8DA3> \x54\xA3 |0

<U8DB1> \x6A\xF4 |0

<U8DB3> \x5C\x84 |0

<U8DB4> \x53\x5F |0

<U8DB5> \x6B\x60 |0

<U8DB8> \x6B\x5B |0

<U8DBA> \x6B\x63 |0

<U8DBC> \x6B\x62 |0

<U8DBE> \x5B\xB9 |0

<U8DBF> \x6B\x61 |0

<U8DC3> \x5A\xBD |0

<U8DC4> \x6B\x64

 |0

<U8DC6> \x6B\x6C |0

<U8DCB> \x48\xCE |0

<U8DCC> \x4B\x99 |0

<U8DCE> \x6B\x69 |0

<U8DCF> \x6B\x6A |0

<U8DD1> \x53\x7C |0

<U8DD6> \x6B\x65 |0

<U8DD7> \x6B\x66 |0

<U8DDA> \x6B\x67 |0

<U8DDB> \x6B\x6B |0

<U8DDD> \x4F\xDF |0

<U8DDE> \x6B\x68 |0

<U8DDF> \x4C\xF9 |0

<U8DE3> \x6B\x70 |0
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<U8DE4> \x6B\x73 |0

<U8DE8> \x50\x88 |0

<U8DEA> \x4D\x93 |0

<U8DEB> \x6B\x5C |0

<U8DEC> \x6B\x6D |0

<U8DEF> \x51\xB6 |0

<U8DF3> \x56\xF7 |0

<U8DF5> \x4E\xF8 |0

<U8DF7> \x6B\x6E |0

<U8DF8> \x6B\x6F |0

<U8DF9> \x6B\x71 |0

<U8DFA> \x4B\xE4 |0

<U8DFB> \x6B\x72 |0

<U8DFD> \x6B\x75 |0

<U8E05> \x6B\x5D |0

<U8E09> \x6B\x74 |0

<U8E0A> \x5A\x5B |0

<U8E0C> \x4A\x8D |0

<U8E0F> \x56\xA3 |0

<U8E14> \x6B\x76 |0

<U8E1D> \x6B\x77 |0

<U8E1E> \x4F\xE0 |0

<U8E1F> \x6B\x78 |0

<U8E22> \x56\xDE |0

<U8E23> \x6B\x7B |0

<U8E29> \x49\xC7 |0

<U8E2A> \x5C\x79 |0

<U8E2C> \x6B\x79 |0

<U8E2E> \x6B\x7A |0

<U8E2F> \x6B\x7C |0

<U8E31> \x6B\x83 |0

<U8E35> \x6B\x81 |0

<U8E39> \x6B\x7F |0

<U8E3A> \x6B\x7D |0

<U8E3D> \x6B\x82 |0

<U8E40> \x6B\x7E

 |0

<U8E41> \x6B\x85 |0

<U8E42> \x6B\x86 |0

<U8E44> \x56\xE2 |0

<U8E47> \x63\x5F |0

<U8E48> \x4B\x58 |0

<U8E49> \x6B\x84 |0

<U8E4A> \x6B\x89 |0

<U8E4B> \x56\xA2 |0

<U8E51> \x6B\x87 |0

<U8E52> \x6B\x88 |0

<U8E59> \x6B\x5E |0
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<U8E66> \x49\x64 |0

<U8E69> \x6B\x5F |0

<U8E6C> \x4B\x65 |0

<U8E6D> \x49\xE3 |0

<U8E6F> \x6B\x8D |0

<U8E70> \x6B\x8A |0

<U8E72> \x4B\xD6 |0

<U8E74> \x6B\x8E |0

<U8E76> \x6B\x8B |0

<U8E7C> \x6B\x8C |0

<U8E7F> \x4A\xD9 |0

<U8E81> \x5A\xE9 |0

<U8E85> \x6B\x8F |0

<U8E87> \x4A\x9A |0

<U8E8F> \x6B\x90 |0

<U8E90> \x6B\x92 |0

<U8E94> \x6B\x91 |0

<U8E9C> \x6B\x93 |0

<U8E9E> \x6B\x94 |0

<U8EAB> \x55\x8E |0

<U8EAC> \x4D\x4A |0

<U8EAF> \x54\x9C |0

<U8EB2> \x4B\xE2 |0

<U8EBA> \x56\xC8 |0

<U8ECE> \x65\xA5 |0

<U8F66> \x4A\x55 |0

<U8F67> \x5A\xFD |0

<U8F68> \x4D\x8D |0

<U8F69> \x58\xF8 |0

<U8F6B> \x65\x8E |0

<U8F6C> \x5C\x4A |0

<U8F6D> \x65\x8F |0

<U8F6E> \x51\xD5 |0

<U8F6F> \x54\xEC |0

<U8F70> \x4D\xE3 |0

<U8F71> \x65\x90 |0

<U8F72> \x65\x91 |0

<U8F73> \x65\x92 |0

<U8F74> \x5B\xE0

 |0

<U8F75> \x65\x93 |0

<U8F76> \x65\x94 |0

<U8F77> \x65\x96 |0

<U8F78> \x65\x95 |0

<U8F79> \x65\x97 |0

<U8F7A> \x65\x98 |0

<U8F7B> \x54\x82 |0

<U8F7C> \x65\x99 |0
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<U8F7D> \x5A\xD7 |0

<U8F7E> \x65\x9A |0

<U8F7F> \x4F\x6E |0

<U8F81> \x65\x9B |0

<U8F82> \x65\x9C |0

<U8F83> \x4F\x6F |0

<U8F84> \x65\x9D |0

<U8F85> \x4C\xA7 |0

<U8F86> \x51\x5E |0

<U8F87> \x65\x9E |0

<U8F88> \x49\x52 |0

<U8F89> \x4E\x74 |0

<U8F8A> \x4D\x96 |0

<U8F8B> \x65\x9F |0

<U8F8D> \x65\xA0 |0

<U8F8E> \x65\xA1 |0

<U8F8F> \x65\xA2 |0

<U8F90> \x4C\x99 |0

<U8F91> \x4E\xAC |0

<U8F93> \x55\xE3 |0

<U8F94> \x60\xCD |0

<U8F95> \x5A\xAE |0

<U8F96> \x58\x5D |0

<U8F97> \x5B\x57 |0

<U8F98> \x65\xA3 |0

<U8F99> \x5B\x7E |0

<U8F9A> \x65\xA4 |0

<U8F9B> \x58\xC0 |0

<U8F9C> \x4D\x5C |0

<U8F9E> \x4A\xC6 |0

<U8F9F> \x49\x79 |0

<U8FA3> \x50\xB0 |0

<U8FA8> \x49\x87 |0

<U8FA9> \x49\x88 |0

<U8FAB> \x49\x89 |0

<U8FB0> \x4A\x5D |0

<U8FB1> \x54\xE7 |0

<U8FB6> \x63\x61 |0

<U8FB9> \x49\x7F |0

<U8FBD> \x51\x69 |0

<U8FBE> \x4A\xEE |0

<U8FC1> \x54\x48

 |0

<U8FC2> \x5A\x78 |0

<U8FC4> \x53\xF8 |0

<U8FC5> \x59\x58 |0

<U8FC7> \x4D\x9E |0

<U8FC8> \x51\xF4 |0
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<U8FCE> \x5A\x4D |0

<U8FD0> \x5A\xCA |0

<U8FD1> \x4F\x9D |0

<U8FD3> \x63\x62 |0

<U8FD4> \x4C\x55 |0

<U8FD5> \x63\x63 |0

<U8FD8> \x4E\x59 |0

<U8FD9> \x5B\x83 |0

<U8FDB> \x4F\x99 |0

<U8FDC> \x5A\xB5 |0

<U8FDD> \x57\xA4 |0

<U8FDE> \x51\x4C |0

<U8FDF> \x4A\x79 |0

<U8FE2> \x56\xF5 |0

<U8FE4> \x63\x66 |0

<U8FE5> \x63\x64 |0

<U8FE6> \x63\x68 |0

<U8FE8> \x63\x6A |0

<U8FE9> \x63\x67 |0

<U8FEA> \x4B\x6F |0

<U8FEB> \x53\xC7 |0

<U8FED> \x4B\x9D |0

<U8FEE> \x63\x65 |0

<U8FF0> \x55\xF5 |0

<U8FF3> \x63\x69 |0

<U8FF7> \x52\x74 |0

<U8FF8> \x49\x65 |0

<U8FF9> \x4E\xA2 |0

<U8FFD> \x5C\x57 |0

<U9000> \x57\x6B |0

<U9001> \x56\x6D |0

<U9002> \x55\xC9 |0

<U9003> \x56\xD2 |0

<U9004> \x63\x6C |0

<U9005> \x63\x6B |0

<U9006> \x52\xE5 |0

<U9009> \x59\x41 |0

<U900A> \x59\x57 |0

<U900B> \x63\x6D |0

<U900D> \x63\x70 |0

<U900F> \x57\x58 |0

<U9010> \x5B\xEF |0

<U9011> \x63\x6F |0

<U9012> \x4B\x7D |0

<U9014> \x57\x5E

 |0

<U9016> \x63\x71 |0

<U9017> \x4B\xB9 |0
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<U901A> \x57\x48 |0

<U901B> \x4D\x85 |0

<U901D> \x55\xC4 |0

<U901E> \x4A\x71 |0

<U901F> \x56\x79 |0

<U9020> \x5A\xEB |0

<U9021> \x63\x72 |0

<U9022> \x4C\x8B |0

<U9026> \x63\x6E |0

<U902D> \x63\x75 |0

<U902E> \x4A\xFD |0

<U902F> \x63\x76 |0

<U9035> \x63\x73 |0

<U9036> \x63\x74 |0

<U9038> \x59\xDC |0

<U903B> \x51\xDE |0

<U903C> \x49\x66 |0

<U903E> \x5A\x83 |0

<U9041> \x4B\xDC |0

<U9042> \x56\x8D |0

<U9044> \x63\x77 |0

<U9047> \x5A\x97 |0

<U904D> \x49\x8A |0

<U904F> \x4B\xF3 |0

<U9050> \x63\x7A |0

<U9051> \x63\x78 |0

<U9052> \x63\x79 |0

<U9053> \x4B\x60 |0

<U9057> \x59\xC4 |0

<U9058> \x63\x7C |0

<U905B> \x63\x7E |0

<U9062> \x63\x7D |0

<U9063> \x54\x52 |0

<U9065> \x59\xA2 |0

<U9068> \x63\x7B |0

<U906D> \x5A\xE1 |0

<U906E> \x5B\x7A |0

<U9074> \x63\x81 |0

<U9075> \x5C\x92 |0

<U907D> \x63\x82 |0

<U907F> \x49\x7C |0

<U9080> \x59\x9C |0

<U9082> \x63\x83 |0

<U9083> \x63\x85 |0

<U9088> \x63\x84 |0

<U908B> \x63\x86 |0

<U9091> \x59\xD7 |0

<U9093> \x4B\x6B
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 |0

<U9095> \x64\x7F |0

<U9097> \x5D\xF4 |0

<U9099> \x5D\xF7 |0

<U909B> \x5D\xF5 |0

<U909D> \x5D\xF6 |0

<U90A1> \x5D\xF9 |0

<U90A2> \x58\xCE |0

<U90A3> \x52\xC6 |0

<U90A6> \x48\xED |0

<U90AA> \x58\xAF |0

<U90AC> \x5D\xF8 |0

<U90AE> \x5A\x6A |0

<U90AF> \x4D\xA9 |0

<U90B0> \x5E\x42 |0

<U90B1> \x54\x92 |0

<U90B3> \x5D\xFB |0

<U90B4> \x5D\xFA |0

<U90B5> \x55\x7B |0

<U90B6> \x5D\xFC |0

<U90B8> \x5E\x41 |0

<U90B9> \x5C\x7E |0

<U90BA> \x5D\xFD |0

<U90BB> \x51\x7A |0

<U90BE> \x5E\x45 |0

<U90C1> \x5A\x95 |0

<U90C4> \x5E\x47 |0

<U90C5> \x5E\x44 |0

<U90C7> \x5E\x48 |0

<U90CA> \x4F\x5C |0

<U90CE> \x50\xC8 |0

<U90CF> \x5E\x43 |0

<U90D0> \x5E\x46 |0

<U90D1> \x5B\xA2 |0

<U90D3> \x5E\x49 |0

<U90D7> \x5E\x4D |0

<U90DB> \x5E\x4E |0

<U90DC> \x5E\x4C |0

<U90DD> \x4D\xC1 |0

<U90E1> \x50\x44 |0

<U90E2> \x5E\x4B |0

<U90E6> \x5E\x4A |0

<U90E7> \x5A\xC6 |0

<U90E8> \x49\xBE |0

<U90EB> \x5E\x4F |0

<U90ED> \x4D\x9A |0

<U90EF> \x5E\x50 |0

<U90F4> \x4A\x5B |0
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<U90F8> \x4B\x46 |0

<U90FD> \x4B\xBB |0

<U90FE> \x5E\x51

 |0

<U9102> \x4B\xF4 |0

<U9104> \x5E\x52 |0

<U9119> \x49\x69 |0

<U911E> \x5E\x54 |0

<U9122> \x5E\x53 |0

<U9123> \x5E\x55 |0

<U912F> \x5E\x57 |0

<U9131> \x5E\x56 |0

<U9139> \x5E\x58 |0

<U9143> \x5E\x59 |0

<U9146> \x5E\x5A |0

<U9149> \x5A\x6F |0

<U914A> \x6A\xF9 |0

<U914B> \x54\x96 |0

<U914C> \x5C\x63 |0

<U914D> \x53\x85 |0

<U914E> \x6A\xFB |0

<U914F> \x6A\xFC |0

<U9150> \x6A\xFA |0

<U9152> \x4F\xC5 |0

<U9157> \x58\xEE |0

<U915A> \x4C\x73 |0

<U915D> \x5A\xCC |0

<U915E> \x56\xA9 |0

<U9161> \x6B\x42 |0

<U9162> \x6B\x41 |0

<U9163> \x4D\xA7 |0

<U9164> \x6A\xFD |0

<U9165> \x56\x76 |0

<U9169> \x6B\x44 |0

<U916A> \x50\xD1 |0

<U916C> \x4A\x8B |0

<U916E> \x57\x4A |0

<U916F> \x6B\x45 |0

<U9170> \x6B\x43 |0

<U9171> \x4F\x54 |0

<U9172> \x6B\x48 |0

<U9174> \x6B\x49 |0

<U9175> \x4F\x6D |0

<U9176> \x52\x58 |0

<U9177> \x50\x82 |0

<U9178> \x56\x82 |0

<U9179> \x6B\x4A |0

<U917D> \x6B\x46 |0
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<U917E> \x6B\x47 |0

<U917F> \x52\xEF |0

<U9185> \x6B\x4C |0

<U9187> \x4A\xBB |0

<U9189> \x5C\x8E |0

<U918B> \x4A\xD6

 |0

<U918C> \x6B\x4B |0

<U918D> \x6B\x4E |0

<U9190> \x6B\x4D |0

<U9191> \x6B\x4F |0

<U9192> \x58\xD0 |0

<U919A> \x52\x71 |0

<U919B> \x54\xA8 |0

<U91A2> \x6B\x50 |0

<U91A3> \x6B\x51 |0

<U91AA> \x6B\x52 |0

<U91AD> \x6B\x53 |0

<U91AE> \x6B\x54 |0

<U91AF> \x6B\x55 |0

<U91B4> \x6B\x57 |0

<U91B5> \x6B\x56 |0

<U91BA> \x6B\x58 |0

<U91C7> \x49\xC8 |0

<U91C9> \x5A\x74 |0

<U91CA> \x55\xCC |0

<U91CC> \x50\xEE |0

<U91CD> \x5B\xD7 |0

<U91CE> \x59\xAF |0

<U91CF> \x51\x5F |0

<U91D1> \x4F\x91 |0

<U91DC> \x4C\xA9 |0

<U9274> \x4E\xF7 |0

<U928E> \x6B\xC5 |0

<U92AE> \x6B\xC6 |0

<U92C8> \x6B\xC7 |0

<U933E> \x6B\xC8 |0

<U936A> \x6B\xC9 |0

<U938F> \x6B\xCB |0

<U93CA> \x6B\xCA |0

<U93D6> \x6C\x8A |0

<U943E> \x6B\xCC |0

<U946B> \x6B\xCD |0

<U9485> \x67\xC3 |0

<U9486> \x67\xC4 |0

<U9487> \x67\xC5 |0

<U9488> \x5B\x8C |0

<U9489> \x4B\xA3 |0
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<U948A> \x67\xC7 |0

<U948B> \x67\xC6 |0

<U948C> \x67\xC8 |0

<U948D> \x67\xC9 |0

<U948E> \x54\x45 |0

<U948F> \x67\xCA |0

<U9490> \x67\xCB |0

<U9492> \x4C\x50 |0

<U9493> \x4B\x97

 |0

<U9494> \x67\xCC |0

<U9495> \x67\xCE |0

<U9497> \x67\xCD |0

<U9499> \x4C\xC5 |0

<U949A> \x67\xCF |0

<U949B> \x67\xD0 |0

<U949C> \x67\xD1 |0

<U949D> \x4B\xDA |0

<U949E> \x4A\x4E |0

<U949F> \x5B\xD2 |0

<U94A0> \x52\xC5 |0

<U94A1> \x49\x55 |0

<U94A2> \x4C\xD5 |0

<U94A3> \x67\xD2 |0

<U94A4> \x67\xD3 |0

<U94A5> \x5A\xBE |0

<U94A6> \x54\x75 |0

<U94A7> \x4F\xFA |0

<U94A8> \x57\xD8 |0

<U94A9> \x4D\x53 |0

<U94AA> \x67\xD5 |0

<U94AB> \x67\xD4 |0

<U94AC> \x67\xD7 |0

<U94AD> \x67\xD6 |0

<U94AE> \x53\x45 |0

<U94AF> \x67\xD8 |0

<U94B0> \x67\xD9 |0

<U94B1> \x54\x4E |0

<U94B2> \x67\xDA |0

<U94B3> \x54\x4F |0

<U94B4> \x67\xDB |0

<U94B5> \x49\xA6 |0

<U94B6> \x67\xDC |0

<U94B7> \x67\xDD |0

<U94B8> \x67\xDE |0

<U94B9> \x67\xDF |0

<U94BA> \x67\xE0 |0

<U94BB> \x5C\x8B |0
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<U94BC> \x67\xE1 |0

<U94BD> \x67\xE2 |0

<U94BE> \x4E\xD7 |0

<U94BF> \x67\xE3 |0

<U94C0> \x5A\x6B |0

<U94C1> \x56\xF9 |0

<U94C2> \x49\xAB |0

<U94C3> \x51\x86 |0

<U94C4> \x67\xE4 |0

<U94C5> \x54\x46 |0

<U94C6> \x52\x4D |0

<U94C8> \x67\xE5

 |0

<U94C9> \x67\xE6 |0

<U94CA> \x67\xE7 |0

<U94CB> \x67\xE8 |0

<U94CC> \x67\xE9 |0

<U94CD> \x67\xEA |0

<U94CE> \x67\xEB |0

<U94D0> \x67\xEC |0

<U94D1> \x67\xED |0

<U94D2> \x67\xEE |0

<U94D5> \x67\xEF |0

<U94D6> \x67\xF0 |0

<U94D7> \x67\xF1 |0

<U94D8> \x67\xF3 |0

<U94D9> \x67\xF2 |0

<U94DB> \x67\xF4 |0

<U94DC> \x57\x4D |0

<U94DD> \x51\xC0 |0

<U94DE> \x67\xF5 |0

<U94DF> \x67\xF6 |0

<U94E0> \x67\xF7 |0

<U94E1> \x5B\x41 |0

<U94E2> \x67\xF8 |0

<U94E3> \x58\x53 |0

<U94E4> \x67\xF9 |0

<U94E5> \x67\xFA |0

<U94E7> \x67\xFB |0

<U94E8> \x67\xFC |0

<U94E9> \x68\x41 |0

<U94EA> \x67\xFD |0

<U94EB> \x68\x42 |0

<U94EC> \x4C\xF4 |0

<U94ED> \x52\x9B |0

<U94EE> \x68\x43 |0

<U94EF> \x68\x44 |0

<U94F0> \x4F\x62 |0
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<U94F1> \x59\xBE |0

<U94F2> \x49\xF8 |0

<U94F3> \x68\x45 |0

<U94F4> \x68\x46 |0

<U94F5> \x68\x47 |0

<U94F6> \x59\xF7 |0

<U94F7> \x68\x48 |0

<U94F8> \x5B\xFC |0

<U94F9> \x68\x49 |0

<U94FA> \x53\xCB |0

<U94FC> \x68\x4A |0

<U94FD> \x68\x4B |0

<U94FE> \x51\x54 |0

<U94FF> \x68\x4C |0

<U9500> \x58\x9B

 |0

<U9501> \x56\x99 |0

<U9502> \x68\x4E |0

<U9503> \x68\x4D |0

<U9504> \x4A\x9B |0

<U9505> \x4D\x99 |0

<U9506> \x68\x4F |0

<U9507> \x68\x50 |0

<U9508> \x58\xE1 |0

<U9509> \x68\x51 |0

<U950A> \x68\x52 |0

<U950B> \x4C\x87 |0

<U950C> \x58\xBE |0

<U950D> \x68\x53 |0

<U950E> \x68\x54 |0

<U950F> \x68\x55 |0

<U9510> \x54\xF0 |0

<U9511> \x56\xDF |0

<U9512> \x68\x56 |0

<U9513> \x68\x57 |0

<U9514> \x68\x58 |0

<U9515> \x68\x59 |0

<U9516> \x68\x5A |0

<U9517> \x5B\x81 |0

<U9518> \x68\x5B |0

<U9519> \x4A\xEC |0

<U951A> \x52\x4A |0

<U951B> \x68\x5C |0

<U951D> \x68\x5D |0

<U951E> \x68\x5E |0

<U951F> \x68\x5F |0

<U9521> \x57\xFC |0

<U9522> \x68\x60 |0
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<U9523> \x51\xDF |0

<U9524> \x4A\xB7 |0

<U9525> \x5C\x56 |0

<U9526> \x4F\x96 |0

<U9528> \x58\x67 |0

<U9529> \x68\x63 |0

<U952A> \x68\x61 |0

<U952B> \x68\x62 |0

<U952C> \x68\x64 |0

<U952D> \x4B\xA6 |0

<U952E> \x4E\xFB |0

<U952F> \x4F\xE1 |0

<U9530> \x52\x6C |0

<U9531> \x68\x65 |0

<U9532> \x68\x66 |0

<U9534> \x68\x67 |0

<U9535> \x68\x6F |0

<U9536> \x68\x68

 |0

<U9537> \x68\x69 |0

<U9538> \x68\x6A |0

<U9539> \x54\x62 |0

<U953A> \x68\x92 |0

<U953B> \x4B\xCC |0

<U953C> \x68\x6B |0

<U953E> \x68\x6C |0

<U953F> \x68\x6D |0

<U9540> \x4B\xC5 |0

<U9541> \x52\x5E |0

<U9542> \x68\x6E |0

<U9544> \x68\x70 |0

<U9545> \x68\x71 |0

<U9546> \x68\x72 |0

<U9547> \x5B\x93 |0

<U9549> \x68\x73 |0

<U954A> \x52\xF6 |0

<U954C> \x68\x74 |0

<U954D> \x52\xF7 |0

<U954E> \x68\x75 |0

<U954F> \x68\x76 |0

<U9550> \x4C\xE3 |0

<U9551> \x48\xF6 |0

<U9552> \x68\x77 |0

<U9553> \x68\x78 |0

<U9554> \x68\x79 |0

<U9556> \x68\x7A |0

<U9557> \x68\x7B |0

<U9558> \x68\x7C |0
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<U9559> \x68\x7D |0

<U955B> \x68\x7E |0

<U955C> \x4F\xB4 |0

<U955D> \x68\x82 |0

<U955E> \x68\x7F |0

<U955F> \x68\x81 |0

<U9561> \x68\x83 |0

<U9562> \x68\x84 |0

<U9563> \x51\x6D |0

<U9564> \x68\x85 |0

<U9565> \x68\x86 |0

<U9566> \x68\x87 |0

<U9567> \x68\x88 |0

<U9568> \x68\x89 |0

<U9569> \x68\x8A |0

<U956A> \x68\x8B |0

<U956B> \x68\x8C |0

<U956C> \x68\x8D |0

<U956D> \x50\xD7 |0

<U956F> \x68\x8E |0

<U9570> \x51\x4D

 |0

<U9571> \x68\x8F |0

<U9572> \x68\x90 |0

<U9573> \x68\x91 |0

<U9576> \x58\x83 |0

<U957F> \x4A\x44 |0

<U95E8> \x52\x65 |0

<U95E9> \x62\x65 |0

<U95EA> \x55\x61 |0

<U95EB> \x62\x66 |0

<U95ED> \x49\x75 |0

<U95EE> \x57\xC9 |0

<U95EF> \x4A\xB2 |0

<U95F0> \x54\xF1 |0

<U95F1> \x62\x67 |0

<U95F2> \x58\x70 |0

<U95F3> \x62\x68 |0

<U95F4> \x4E\xE3 |0

<U95F5> \x62\x69 |0

<U95F6> \x62\x6A |0

<U95F7> \x52\x66 |0

<U95F8> \x5B\x42 |0

<U95F9> \x52\xD5 |0

<U95FA> \x4D\x8C |0

<U95FB> \x57\xC4 |0

<U95FC> \x62\x6B |0

<U95FD> \x52\x97 |0
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<U95FE> \x62\x6C |0

<U9600> \x4C\x47 |0

<U9601> \x4C\xF2 |0

<U9602> \x4D\xD1 |0

<U9603> \x62\x6D |0

<U9604> \x62\x6E |0

<U9605> \x5A\xC3 |0

<U9606> \x62\x6F |0

<U9608> \x62\x70 |0

<U9609> \x59\x6B |0

<U960A> \x62\x71 |0

<U960B> \x62\x72 |0

<U960C> \x62\x73 |0

<U960D> \x62\x74 |0

<U960E> \x59\x76 |0

<U960F> \x62\x75 |0

<U9610> \x49\xFA |0

<U9611> \x50\xBA |0

<U9612> \x62\x76 |0

<U9614> \x50\xAA |0

<U9615> \x62\x77 |0

<U9616> \x62\x78 |0

<U9617> \x62\x79 |0

<U9619> \x62\x7A

 |0

<U961A> \x62\x7B |0

<U961C> \x4C\xB6 |0

<U961D> \x5D\xE1 |0

<U961F> \x4B\xD2 |0

<U9621> \x5D\xE3 |0

<U9622> \x5D\xE2 |0

<U962A> \x5D\xE5 |0

<U962E> \x54\xED |0

<U9631> \x5D\xE4 |0

<U9632> \x4C\x60 |0

<U9633> \x59\x95 |0

<U9634> \x59\xF4 |0

<U9635> \x5B\x94 |0

<U9636> \x4F\x77 |0

<U963B> \x5C\x89 |0

<U963C> \x5D\xE7 |0

<U963D> \x5D\xE6 |0

<U963F> \x48\xA1 |0

<U9640> \x57\x73 |0

<U9642> \x5D\xE8 |0

<U9644> \x4C\xBC |0

<U9645> \x4E\xC9 |0

<U9646> \x51\xBC |0
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<U9647> \x51\xA3 |0

<U9648> \x4A\x62 |0

<U9649> \x5D\xE9 |0

<U964B> \x51\xA9 |0

<U964C> \x52\xAF |0

<U964D> \x4F\x55 |0

<U9650> \x58\x7E |0

<U9654> \x5D\xEA |0

<U9655> \x55\x62 |0

<U965B> \x49\x7D |0

<U965F> \x5D\xEB |0

<U9661> \x4B\xB7 |0

<U9662> \x5A\xB9 |0

<U9664> \x4A\x9E |0

<U9667> \x5D\xEC |0

<U9668> \x5A\xC8 |0

<U9669> \x58\x75 |0

<U966A> \x53\x84 |0

<U966C> \x5D\xED |0

<U9672> \x5D\xEE |0

<U9674> \x5D\xEF |0

<U9675> \x51\x8B |0

<U9676> \x56\xD4 |0

<U9677> \x58\x7D |0

<U9685> \x5A\x88 |0

<U9686> \x51\xA0 |0

<U9688> \x5D\xF0

 |0

<U968B> \x56\x86 |0

<U968D> \x5D\xF1 |0

<U968F> \x56\x87 |0

<U9690> \x59\xFD |0

<U9694> \x4C\xF3 |0

<U9697> \x5D\xF2 |0

<U9698> \x48\xAE |0

<U9699> \x58\x56 |0

<U969C> \x5B\x6F |0

<U96A7> \x56\x8E |0

<U96B0> \x5D\xF3 |0

<U96B3> \x62\x64 |0

<U96B6> \x51\x45 |0

<U96B9> \x6B\xBE |0

<U96BC> \x6B\xBF |0

<U96BD> \x6B\xC0 |0

<U96BE> \x52\xD0 |0

<U96C0> \x54\xB7 |0

<U96C1> \x59\x84 |0

<U96C4> \x58\xDA |0
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<U96C5> \x59\x65 |0

<U96C6> \x4E\xAE |0

<U96C7> \x4D\x6D |0

<U96C9> \x68\x95 |0

<U96CC> \x4A\xC5 |0

<U96CD> \x5A\x5A |0

<U96CE> \x6B\xC1 |0

<U96CF> \x4A\x9C |0

<U96D2> \x6B\xC2 |0

<U96D5> \x4B\x92 |0

<U96E0> \x6B\xC4 |0

<U96E8> \x5A\x8B |0

<U96E9> \x6B\xA6 |0

<U96EA> \x59\x49 |0

<U96EF> \x6B\xA8 |0

<U96F3> \x6B\xA7 |0

<U96F6> \x51\x84 |0

<U96F7> \x50\xD6 |0

<U96F9> \x49\x42 |0

<U96FE> \x57\xEC |0

<U9700> \x58\xE7 |0

<U9701> \x6B\xAA |0

<U9704> \x58\x97 |0

<U9706> \x6B\xA9 |0

<U9707> \x5B\x91 |0

<U9708> \x6B\xAB |0

<U9709> \x52\x59 |0

<U970D> \x4E\x95 |0

<U970E> \x6B\xAD |0

<U970F> \x6B\xAC

 |0

<U9713> \x52\xDD |0

<U9716> \x51\x78 |0

<U971C> \x56\x4A |0

<U971E> \x58\x5C |0

<U972A> \x6B\xAE |0

<U972D> \x6B\xAF |0

<U9730> \x6B\xB0 |0

<U9732> \x51\xB5 |0

<U9738> \x48\xD3 |0

<U9739> \x53\x9A |0

<U973E> \x6B\xB1 |0

<U9752> \x54\x81 |0

<U9753> \x6B\xA5 |0

<U9756> \x4F\xB7 |0

<U9759> \x4F\xB1 |0

<U975B> \x4B\x86 |0

<U975E> \x4C\x67 |0
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<U9760> \x50\x5F |0

<U9761> \x52\x72 |0

<U9762> \x52\x87 |0

<U9765> \x5C\xCB |0

<U9769> \x4C\xEE |0

<U9773> \x4F\x9A |0

<U9774> \x59\x45 |0

<U9776> \x48\xCF |0

<U977C> \x6C\x50 |0

<U9785> \x6C\x51 |0

<U978B> \x58\xAB |0

<U978D> \x48\xAF |0

<U9791> \x6C\x52 |0

<U9792> \x6C\x53 |0

<U9794> \x6C\x54 |0

<U9798> \x54\x6A |0

<U97A0> \x4F\xCE |0

<U97A3> \x6C\x57 |0

<U97AB> \x6C\x56 |0

<U97AD> \x49\x7E |0

<U97AF> \x6C\x55 |0

<U97B2> \x6C\x58 |0

<U97B4> \x6C\x59 |0

<U97E6> \x57\xA3 |0

<U97E7> \x54\xCC |0

<U97E9> \x4D\xAA |0

<U97EA> \x64\xB7 |0

<U97EB> \x64\xB8 |0

<U97EC> \x64\xB9 |0

<U97ED> \x4F\xC1 |0

<U97F3> \x59\xF3 |0

<U97F5> \x5A\xCE |0

<U97F6> \x55\x78

 |0

<U9875> \x59\xB2 |0

<U9876> \x4B\xA4 |0

<U9877> \x54\x8B |0

<U9878> \x69\x9D |0

<U9879> \x58\x8F |0

<U987A> \x56\x53 |0

<U987B> \x58\xEA |0

<U987C> \x64\x90 |0

<U987D> \x57\x88 |0

<U987E> \x4D\x6B |0

<U987F> \x4B\xD8 |0

<U9880> \x69\x9E |0

<U9881> \x48\xE3 |0

<U9882> \x56\x6C |0
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<U9883> \x69\x9F |0

<U9884> \x5A\xA3 |0

<U9885> \x51\xAC |0

<U9886> \x51\x8D |0

<U9887> \x53\xC3 |0

<U9888> \x4F\xB0 |0

<U9889> \x69\xA0 |0

<U988A> \x4E\xD4 |0

<U988C> \x69\xA1 |0

<U988D> \x69\xA2 |0

<U988F> \x69\xA3 |0

<U9890> \x59\xC2 |0

<U9891> \x53\xB4 |0

<U9893> \x57\x67 |0

<U9894> \x69\xA4 |0

<U9896> \x5A\x51 |0

<U9897> \x50\x65 |0

<U9898> \x56\xE1 |0

<U989A> \x69\xA5 |0

<U989B> \x69\xA6 |0

<U989C> \x59\x75 |0

<U989D> \x4B\xED |0

<U989E> \x69\xA7 |0

<U989F> \x69\xA8 |0

<U98A0> \x4B\x7F |0

<U98A1> \x69\xA9 |0

<U98A2> \x69\xAA |0

<U98A4> \x49\xFB |0

<U98A5> \x69\xAB |0

<U98A6> \x69\xAC |0

<U98A7> \x54\xA6 |0

<U98CE> \x4C\x88 |0

<U98D1> \x66\xA8 |0

<U98D2> \x66\xA9 |0

<U98D3> \x66\xAA |0

<U98D5> \x66\xAB

 |0

<U98D8> \x53\xAD |0

<U98D9> \x66\xAC |0

<U98DA> \x66\xAD |0

<U98DE> \x4C\x69 |0

<U98DF> \x55\xB2 |0

<U98E7> \x61\xB7 |0

<U98E8> \x6C\x6F |0

<U990D> \x6C\x70 |0

<U9910> \x49\xCC |0

<U992E> \x6C\x71 |0

<U9954> \x6C\x73 |0
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<U9955> \x6C\x72 |0

<U9963> \x61\xBA |0

<U9965> \x4E\xA1 |0

<U9967> \x61\xBB |0

<U9968> \x61\xBC |0

<U9969> \x61\xBD |0

<U996A> \x61\xBE |0

<U996B> \x61\xBF |0

<U996C> \x61\xC0 |0

<U996D> \x4C\x59 |0

<U996E> \x59\xFA |0

<U996F> \x4F\x44 |0

<U9970> \x55\xCD |0

<U9971> \x49\x45 |0

<U9972> \x56\x67 |0

<U9974> \x61\xC1 |0

<U9975> \x4B\xFB |0

<U9976> \x54\xC3 |0

<U9977> \x61\xC2 |0

<U997A> \x4F\x68 |0

<U997C> \x49\x9E |0

<U997D> \x61\xC3 |0

<U997F> \x4B\xF5 |0

<U9980> \x61\xC4 |0

<U9981> \x52\xD8 |0

<U9984> \x61\xC5 |0

<U9985> \x58\x7A |0

<U9986> \x4D\x7D |0

<U9987> \x61\xC6 |0

<U9988> \x50\xA0 |0

<U998A> \x61\xC7 |0

<U998B> \x49\xF5 |0

<U998D> \x61\xC8 |0

<U998F> \x51\x94 |0

<U9990> \x61\xC9 |0

<U9991> \x61\xCA |0

<U9992> \x51\xF7 |0

<U9993> \x61\xCB |0

<U9994> \x61\xCC

 |0

<U9995> \x61\xCD |0

<U9996> \x55\xD6 |0

<U9997> \x5C\xB7 |0

<U9998> \x5D\x86 |0

<U9999> \x58\x84 |0

<U99A5> \x68\xA4 |0

<U99A8> \x5E\xAF |0

<U9A6C> \x51\xEC |0
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<U9A6D> \x5A\xA5 |0

<U9A6E> \x57\x74 |0

<U9A6F> \x59\x51 |0

<U9A70> \x4A\x7B |0

<U9A71> \x54\x9E |0

<U9A73> \x49\xB4 |0

<U9A74> \x51\xBE |0

<U9A75> \x63\xDF |0

<U9A76> \x55\xBA |0

<U9A77> \x63\xE0 |0

<U9A78> \x63\xE1 |0

<U9A79> \x4F\xD3 |0

<U9A7A> \x63\xE2 |0

<U9A7B> \x5C\x44 |0

<U9A7C> \x57\x75 |0

<U9A7D> \x63\xE4 |0

<U9A7E> \x4E\xDC |0

<U9A7F> \x63\xE3 |0

<U9A80> \x63\xE5 |0

<U9A81> \x63\xE6 |0

<U9A82> \x51\xED |0

<U9A84> \x4F\x5E |0

<U9A85> \x63\xE7 |0

<U9A86> \x51\xE5 |0

<U9A87> \x4D\xA6 |0

<U9A88> \x63\xE8 |0

<U9A8A> \x63\xE9 |0

<U9A8B> \x4A\x72 |0

<U9A8C> \x59\x8A |0

<U9A8F> \x50\x45 |0

<U9A90> \x63\xEA |0

<U9A91> \x53\xEE |0

<U9A92> \x63\xEB |0

<U9A93> \x63\xEC |0

<U9A96> \x63\xED |0

<U9A97> \x53\xAC |0

<U9A98> \x63\xEE |0

<U9A9A> \x55\x47 |0

<U9A9B> \x63\xEF |0

<U9A9C> \x63\xF0 |0

<U9A9D> \x63\xF1 |0

<U9A9E> \x63\x59

 |0

<U9A9F> \x63\xF2 |0

<U9AA0> \x63\xF3 |0

<U9AA1> \x51\xE1 |0

<U9AA2> \x63\xF4 |0

<U9AA3> \x63\xF5 |0
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<U9AA4> \x5B\xE7 |0

<U9AA5> \x63\xF6 |0

<U9AA7> \x63\xF7 |0

<U9AA8> \x4D\x67 |0

<U9AB0> \x6C\x5B |0

<U9AB1> \x6C\x5A |0

<U9AB6> \x6C\x5E |0

<U9AB7> \x6C\x5C |0

<U9AB8> \x4D\xA0 |0

<U9ABA> \x6C\x5F |0

<U9ABC> \x6C\x60 |0

<U9AC0> \x6C\x62 |0

<U9AC1> \x6C\x61 |0

<U9AC2> \x6C\x64 |0

<U9AC5> \x6C\x63 |0

<U9ACB> \x6C\x65 |0

<U9ACC> \x6C\x66 |0

<U9AD1> \x6C\x67 |0

<U9AD3> \x56\x89 |0

<U9AD8> \x4C\xDE |0

<U9ADF> \x6C\x74 |0

<U9AE1> \x6C\x75 |0

<U9AE6> \x6C\x76 |0

<U9AEB> \x6C\x78 |0

<U9AED> \x6C\x7A |0

<U9AEF> \x6C\x77 |0

<U9AF9> \x6C\x7B |0

<U9AFB> \x6C\x79 |0

<U9B03> \x5C\x77 |0

<U9B08> \x6C\x7C |0

<U9B0F> \x6C\x7D |0

<U9B13> \x6C\x7E |0

<U9B1F> \x6C\x7F |0

<U9B23> \x6C\x81 |0

<U9B2F> \x5E\x6B |0

<U9B32> \x5C\xA9 |0

<U9B3B> \x63\x98 |0

<U9B3C> \x4D\x8E |0

<U9B41> \x50\x9E |0

<U9B42> \x4E\x8B |0

<U9B43> \x6C\x69 |0

<U9B44> \x53\xC6 |0

<U9B45> \x6C\x68 |0

<U9B47> \x6C\x6A |0

<U9B48> \x6C\x6C

 |0

<U9B49> \x6C\x6B |0

<U9B4D> \x6C\x6D |0
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<U9B4F> \x57\xB9 |0

<U9B51> \x6C\x6E |0

<U9B54> \x52\xA6 |0

<U9C7C> \x5A\x84 |0

<U9C7F> \x6B\xCE |0

<U9C81> \x51\xB2 |0

<U9C82> \x6B\xCF |0

<U9C85> \x6B\xD0 |0

<U9C86> \x6B\xD1 |0

<U9C87> \x6B\xD2 |0

<U9C88> \x6B\xD3 |0

<U9C8B> \x6B\xD5 |0

<U9C8D> \x49\x4B |0

<U9C8E> \x6B\xD6 |0

<U9C90> \x6B\xD7 |0

<U9C91> \x6B\xD8 |0

<U9C92> \x6B\xD9 |0

<U9C94> \x6B\xDA |0

<U9C95> \x6B\xDB |0

<U9C9A> \x6B\xDC |0

<U9C9B> \x6B\xDD |0

<U9C9C> \x58\x6A |0

<U9C9E> \x6B\xDE |0

<U9C9F> \x6B\xDF |0

<U9CA0> \x6B\xE0 |0

<U9CA1> \x6B\xE1 |0

<U9CA2> \x6B\xE2 |0

<U9CA3> \x6B\xE3 |0

<U9CA4> \x50\xEF |0

<U9CA5> \x6B\xE4 |0

<U9CA6> \x6B\xE5 |0

<U9CA7> \x6B\xE6 |0

<U9CA8> \x6B\xE7 |0

<U9CA9> \x6B\xE8 |0

<U9CAB> \x6B\xE9 |0

<U9CAD> \x6B\xEA |0

<U9CAE> \x6B\xEB |0

<U9CB0> \x6B\xEC |0

<U9CB1> \x6B\xED |0

<U9CB2> \x6B\xEE |0

<U9CB3> \x6B\xEF |0

<U9CB4> \x6B\xF0 |0

<U9CB5> \x6B\xF1 |0

<U9CB6> \x6B\xF2 |0

<U9CB7> \x6B\xF3 |0

<U9CB8> \x4F\xA7 |0

<U9CBA> \x6B\xF4 |0

<U9CBB> \x6B\xF5
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 |0

<U9CBC> \x6B\xF6 |0

<U9CBD> \x6B\xF7 |0

<U9CC3> \x54\xF9 |0

<U9CC4> \x6B\xF8 |0

<U9CC5> \x6B\xF9 |0

<U9CC6> \x6B\xFA |0

<U9CC7> \x6B\xFB |0

<U9CCA> \x6B\xFC |0

<U9CCB> \x6B\xFD |0

<U9CCC> \x6C\x41 |0

<U9CCD> \x6C\x42 |0

<U9CCE> \x6C\x43 |0

<U9CCF> \x6C\x44 |0

<U9CD0> \x6C\x45 |0

<U9CD3> \x6C\x46 |0

<U9CD4> \x6C\x47 |0

<U9CD5> \x6C\x48 |0

<U9CD6> \x49\x8F |0

<U9CD7> \x6C\x49 |0

<U9CD8> \x6C\x4A |0

<U9CD9> \x6C\x4B |0

<U9CDC> \x6C\x4C |0

<U9CDD> \x6C\x4D |0

<U9CDE> \x51\x7B |0

<U9CDF> \x6C\x4E |0

<U9CE2> \x6C\x4F |0

<U9E1F> \x52\xF0 |0

<U9E20> \x68\xAE |0

<U9E21> \x4E\xA5 |0

<U9E22> \x68\xAF |0

<U9E23> \x52\x9A |0

<U9E25> \x53\x58 |0

<U9E26> \x59\x5B |0

<U9E28> \x68\xB0 |0

<U9E29> \x68\xB1 |0

<U9E2A> \x68\xB2 |0

<U9E2B> \x68\xB3 |0

<U9E2C> \x68\xB4 |0

<U9E2D> \x59\x5C |0

<U9E2F> \x59\x8D |0

<U9E31> \x68\xB6 |0

<U9E32> \x68\xB5 |0

<U9E33> \x5A\xA6 |0

<U9E35> \x57\x72 |0

<U9E36> \x68\xB7 |0

<U9E37> \x68\xB9 |0

<U9E38> \x68\xB8 |0
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<U9E39> \x68\xBA |0

<U9E3A> \x68\xBB |0

<U9E3D> \x4C\xEA

 |0

<U9E3E> \x68\xBC |0

<U9E3F> \x4D\xE7 |0

<U9E41> \x68\xBD |0

<U9E42> \x68\xBE |0

<U9E43> \x4F\xE8 |0

<U9E44> \x68\xBF |0

<U9E45> \x4B\xEB |0

<U9E46> \x68\xC0 |0

<U9E47> \x68\xC1 |0

<U9E48> \x68\xC2 |0

<U9E49> \x68\xC3 |0

<U9E4A> \x54\xB4 |0

<U9E4B> \x68\xC4 |0

<U9E4C> \x68\xC5 |0

<U9E4E> \x68\xC6 |0

<U9E4F> \x53\x95 |0

<U9E51> \x68\xC7 |0

<U9E55> \x68\xC8 |0

<U9E57> \x68\xC9 |0

<U9E58> \x6C\x5D |0

<U9E5A> \x68\xCA |0

<U9E5B> \x68\xCB |0

<U9E5C> \x68\xCC |0

<U9E5E> \x68\xCD |0

<U9E63> \x68\xCE |0

<U9E64> \x4D\xD6 |0

<U9E66> \x68\xCF |0

<U9E67> \x68\xD0 |0

<U9E68> \x68\xD1 |0

<U9E69> \x68\xD2 |0

<U9E6A> \x68\xD3 |0

<U9E6B> \x68\xD4 |0

<U9E6C> \x68\xD5 |0

<U9E6D> \x68\xD7 |0

<U9E70> \x5A\x45 |0

<U9E71> \x68\xD6 |0

<U9E73> \x68\xD8 |0

<U9E7E> \x6B\x5A |0

<U9E7F> \x51\xB8 |0

<U9E82> \x6C\x85 |0

<U9E87> \x6C\x86 |0

<U9E88> \x6C\x87 |0

<U9E8B> \x6C\x88 |0

<U9E92> \x6C\x89 |0
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<U9E93> \x51\xB3 |0

<U9E9D> \x6C\x8B |0

<U9E9F> \x6C\x8C |0

<U9EA6> \x51\xF2 |0

<U9EB4> \x6A\xEF |0

<U9EB8> \x6A\xEE

 |0

<U9EBB> \x51\xE8 |0

<U9EBD> \x6C\x82 |0

<U9EBE> \x6C\x83 |0

<U9EC4> \x4E\x66 |0

<U9EC9> \x5D\x85 |0

<U9ECD> \x55\xF1 |0

<U9ECE> \x50\xE7 |0

<U9ECF> \x68\xA3 |0

<U9ED1> \x4D\xD9 |0

<U9ED4> \x54\x4D |0

<U9ED8> \x52\xAB |0

<U9EDB> \x6C\x8D |0

<U9EDC> \x6C\x8E |0

<U9EDD> \x6C\x8F |0

<U9EDF> \x6C\x91 |0

<U9EE0> \x6C\x90 |0

<U9EE2> \x6C\x92 |0

<U9EE5> \x6C\x95 |0

<U9EE7> \x6C\x94 |0

<U9EE9> \x6C\x93 |0

<U9EEA> \x6C\x96 |0

<U9EEF> \x6C\x97 |0

<U9EF9> \x67\x8A |0

<U9EFB> \x67\x8B |0

<U9EFC> \x67\x8C |0

<U9EFE> \x6B\xBB |0

<U9F0B> \x6B\xBC |0

<U9F0D> \x6B\xBD |0

<U9F0E> \x4B\xA5 |0

<U9F10> \x5C\xBD |0

<U9F13> \x4D\x64 |0

<U9F17> \x5C\xBA |0

<U9F19> \x5E\xB0 |0

<U9F20> \x55\xF2 |0

<U9F22> \x6C\x98 |0

<U9F2C> \x6C\x99 |0

<U9F2F> \x6C\x9A |0

<U9F37> \x6C\x9C |0

<U9F39> \x6C\x9B |0

<U9F3B> \x49\x67 |0

<U9F3D> \x6C\x9D |0
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<U9F3E> \x6C\x9E |0

<U9F44> \x6C\x9F |0

<U9F50> \x53\xEA |0

<U9F51> \x66\xB3 |0

<U9F7F> \x4A\x7D |0

<U9F80> \x6B\xB2 |0

<U9F83> \x6B\xB3 |0

<U9F84> \x51\x85 |0

<U9F85> \x6B\xB4

 |0

<U9F86> \x6B\xB5 |0

<U9F87> \x6B\xB6 |0

<U9F88> \x6B\xB7 |0

<U9F89> \x6B\xB8 |0

<U9F8A> \x6B\xB9 |0

<U9F8B> \x54\xA2 |0

<U9F8C> \x6B\xBA |0

<U9F99> \x51\x9B |0

<U9F9A> \x4D\x48 |0

<U9F9B> \x67\x89 |0

<U9F9F> \x4D\x8B |0

<U9FA0> \x5D\x7F |0

<UE000> \x76\x41 |0

<UE001> \x76\x42 |0

<UE002> \x76\x43 |0

<UE003> \x76\x44 |0

<UE004> \x76\x45 |0

<UE005> \x76\x46 |0

<UE006> \x76\x47 |0

<UE007> \x76\x48 |0

<UE008> \x76\x49 |0

<UE009> \x76\x4A |0

<UE00A> \x76\x4B |0

<UE00B> \x76\x4C |0

<UE00C> \x76\x4D |0

<UE00D> \x76\x4E |0

<UE00E> \x76\x4F |0

<UE00F> \x76\x50 |0

<UE010> \x76\x51 |0

<UE011> \x76\x52 |0

<UE012> \x76\x53 |0

<UE013> \x76\x54 |0

<UE014> \x76\x55 |0

<UE015> \x76\x56 |0

<UE016> \x76\x57 |0

<UE017> \x76\x58 |0

<UE018> \x76\x59 |0

<UE019> \x76\x5A |0
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<UE01A> \x76\x5B |0

<UE01B> \x76\x5C |0

<UE01C> \x76\x5D |0

<UE01D> \x76\x5E |0

<UE01E> \x76\x5F |0

<UE01F> \x76\x60 |0

<UE020> \x76\x61 |0

<UE021> \x76\x62 |0

<UE022> \x76\x63 |0

<UE023> \x76\x64 |0

<UE024> \x76\x65 |0

<UE025> \x76\x66

 |0

<UE026> \x76\x67 |0

<UE027> \x76\x68 |0

<UE028> \x76\x69 |0

<UE029> \x76\x6A |0

<UE02A> \x76\x6B |0

<UE02B> \x76\x6C |0

<UE02C> \x76\x6D |0

<UE02D> \x76\x6E |0

<UE02E> \x76\x6F |0

<UE02F> \x76\x70 |0

<UE030> \x76\x71 |0

<UE031> \x76\x72 |0

<UE032> \x76\x73 |0

<UE033> \x76\x74 |0

<UE034> \x76\x75 |0

<UE035> \x76\x76 |0

<UE036> \x76\x77 |0

<UE037> \x76\x78 |0

<UE038> \x76\x79 |0

<UE039> \x76\x7A |0

<UE03A> \x76\x7B |0

<UE03B> \x76\x7C |0

<UE03C> \x76\x7D |0

<UE03D> \x76\x7E |0

<UE03E> \x76\x7F |0

<UE03F> \x76\x81 |0

<UE040> \x76\x82 |0

<UE041> \x76\x83 |0

<UE042> \x76\x84 |0

<UE043> \x76\x85 |0

<UE044> \x76\x86 |0

<UE045> \x76\x87 |0

<UE046> \x76\x88 |0

<UE047> \x76\x89 |0

<UE048> \x76\x8A |0
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<UE049> \x76\x8B |0

<UE04A> \x76\x8C |0

<UE04B> \x76\x8D |0

<UE04C> \x76\x8E |0

<UE04D> \x76\x8F |0

<UE04E> \x76\x90 |0

<UE04F> \x76\x91 |0

<UE050> \x76\x92 |0

<UE051> \x76\x93 |0

<UE052> \x76\x94 |0

<UE053> \x76\x95 |0

<UE054> \x76\x96 |0

<UE055> \x76\x97 |0

<UE056> \x76\x98 |0

<UE057> \x76\x99

 |0

<UE058> \x76\x9A |0

<UE059> \x76\x9B |0

<UE05A> \x76\x9C |0

<UE05B> \x76\x9D |0

<UE05C> \x76\x9E |0

<UE05D> \x76\x9F |0

<UE05E> \x76\xA0 |0

<UE05F> \x76\xA1 |0

<UE060> \x76\xA2 |0

<UE061> \x76\xA3 |0

<UE062> \x76\xA4 |0

<UE063> \x76\xA5 |0

<UE064> \x76\xA6 |0

<UE065> \x76\xA7 |0

<UE066> \x76\xA8 |0

<UE067> \x76\xA9 |0

<UE068> \x76\xAA |0

<UE069> \x76\xAB |0

<UE06A> \x76\xAC |0

<UE06B> \x76\xAD |0

<UE06C> \x76\xAE |0

<UE06D> \x76\xAF |0

<UE06E> \x76\xB0 |0

<UE06F> \x76\xB1 |0

<UE070> \x76\xB2 |0

<UE071> \x76\xB3 |0

<UE072> \x76\xB4 |0

<UE073> \x76\xB5 |0

<UE074> \x76\xB6 |0

<UE075> \x76\xB7 |0

<UE076> \x76\xB8 |0

<UE077> \x76\xB9 |0
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<UE078> \x76\xBA |0

<UE079> \x76\xBB |0

<UE07A> \x76\xBC |0

<UE07B> \x76\xBD |0

<UE07C> \x76\xBE |0

<UE07D> \x76\xBF |0

<UE07E> \x76\xC0 |0

<UE07F> \x76\xC1 |0

<UE080> \x76\xC2 |0

<UE081> \x76\xC3 |0

<UE082> \x76\xC4 |0

<UE083> \x76\xC5 |0

<UE084> \x76\xC6 |0

<UE085> \x76\xC7 |0

<UE086> \x76\xC8 |0

<UE087> \x76\xC9 |0

<UE088> \x76\xCA |0

<UE089> \x76\xCB

 |0

<UE08A> \x76\xCC |0

<UE08B> \x76\xCD |0

<UE08C> \x76\xCE |0

<UE08D> \x76\xCF |0

<UE08E> \x76\xD0 |0

<UE08F> \x76\xD1 |0

<UE090> \x76\xD2 |0

<UE091> \x76\xD3 |0

<UE092> \x76\xD4 |0

<UE093> \x76\xD5 |0

<UE094> \x76\xD6 |0

<UE095> \x76\xD7 |0

<UE096> \x76\xD8 |0

<UE097> \x76\xD9 |0

<UE098> \x76\xDA |0

<UE099> \x76\xDB |0

<UE09A> \x76\xDC |0

<UE09B> \x76\xDD |0

<UE09C> \x76\xDE |0

<UE09D> \x76\xDF |0

<UE09E> \x76\xE0 |0

<UE09F> \x76\xE1 |0

<UE0A0> \x76\xE2 |0

<UE0A1> \x76\xE3 |0

<UE0A2> \x76\xE4 |0

<UE0A3> \x76\xE5 |0

<UE0A4> \x76\xE6 |0

<UE0A5> \x76\xE7 |0

<UE0A6> \x76\xE8 |0
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<UE0A7> \x76\xE9 |0

<UE0A8> \x76\xEA |0

<UE0A9> \x76\xEB |0

<UE0AA> \x76\xEC |0

<UE0AB> \x76\xED |0

<UE0AC> \x76\xEE |0

<UE0AD> \x76\xEF |0

<UE0AE> \x76\xF0 |0

<UE0AF> \x76\xF1 |0

<UE0B0> \x76\xF2 |0

<UE0B1> \x76\xF3 |0

<UE0B2> \x76\xF4 |0

<UE0B3> \x76\xF5 |0

<UE0B4> \x76\xF6 |0

<UE0B5> \x76\xF7 |0

<UE0B6> \x76\xF8 |0

<UE0B7> \x76\xF9 |0

<UE0B8> \x76\xFA |0

<UE0B9> \x76\xFB |0

<UE0BA> \x76\xFC |0

<UE0BB> \x76\xFD

 |0

<UE0BC> \x77\x41 |0

<UE0BD> \x77\x42 |0

<UE0BE> \x77\x43 |0

<UE0BF> \x77\x44 |0

<UE0C0> \x77\x45 |0

<UE0C1> \x77\x46 |0

<UE0C2> \x77\x47 |0

<UE0C3> \x77\x48 |0

<UE0C4> \x77\x49 |0

<UE0C5> \x77\x4A |0

<UE0C6> \x77\x4B |0

<UE0C7> \x77\x4C |0

<UE0C8> \x77\x4D |0

<UE0C9> \x77\x4E |0

<UE0CA> \x77\x4F |0

<UE0CB> \x77\x50 |0

<UE0CC> \x77\x51 |0

<UE0CD> \x77\x52 |0

<UE0CE> \x77\x53 |0

<UE0CF> \x77\x54 |0

<UE0D0> \x77\x55 |0

<UE0D1> \x77\x56 |0

<UE0D2> \x77\x57 |0

<UE0D3> \x77\x58 |0

<UE0D4> \x77\x59 |0

<UE0D5> \x77\x5A |0
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<UE0D6> \x77\x5B |0

<UE0D7> \x77\x5C |0

<UE0D8> \x77\x5D |0

<UE0D9> \x77\x5E |0

<UE0DA> \x77\x5F |0

<UE0DB> \x77\x60 |0

<UE0DC> \x77\x61 |0

<UE0DD> \x77\x62 |0

<UE0DE> \x77\x63 |0

<UE0DF> \x77\x64 |0

<UE0E0> \x77\x65 |0

<UE0E1> \x77\x66 |0

<UE0E2> \x77\x67 |0

<UE0E3> \x77\x68 |0

<UE0E4> \x77\x69 |0

<UE0E5> \x77\x6A |0

<UE0E6> \x77\x6B |0

<UE0E7> \x77\x6C |0

<UE0E8> \x77\x6D |0

<UE0E9> \x77\x6E |0

<UE0EA> \x77\x6F |0

<UE0EB> \x77\x70 |0

<UE0EC> \x77\x71 |0

<UE0ED> \x77\x72

 |0

<UE0EE> \x77\x73 |0

<UE0EF> \x77\x74 |0

<UE0F0> \x77\x75 |0

<UE0F1> \x77\x76 |0

<UE0F2> \x77\x77 |0

<UE0F3> \x77\x78 |0

<UE0F4> \x77\x79 |0

<UE0F5> \x77\x7A |0

<UE0F6> \x77\x7B |0

<UE0F7> \x77\x7C |0

<UE0F8> \x77\x7D |0

<UE0F9> \x77\x7E |0

<UE0FA> \x77\x7F |0

<UE0FB> \x77\x81 |0

<UE0FC> \x77\x82 |0

<UE0FD> \x77\x83 |0

<UE0FE> \x77\x84 |0

<UE0FF> \x77\x85 |0

<UE100> \x77\x86 |0

<UE101> \x77\x87 |0

<UE102> \x77\x88 |0

<UE103> \x77\x89 |0

<UE104> \x77\x8A |0
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<UE105> \x77\x8B |0

<UE106> \x77\x8C |0

<UE107> \x77\x8D |0

<UE108> \x77\x8E |0

<UE109> \x77\x8F |0

<UE10A> \x77\x90 |0

<UE10B> \x77\x91 |0

<UE10C> \x77\x92 |0

<UE10D> \x77\x93 |0

<UE10E> \x77\x94 |0

<UE10F> \x77\x95 |0

<UE110> \x77\x96 |0

<UE111> \x77\x97 |0

<UE112> \x77\x98 |0

<UE113> \x77\x99 |0

<UE114> \x77\x9A |0

<UE115> \x77\x9B |0

<UE116> \x77\x9C |0

<UE117> \x77\x9D |0

<UE118> \x77\x9E |0

<UE119> \x77\x9F |0

<UE11A> \x77\xA0 |0

<UE11B> \x77\xA1 |0

<UE11C> \x77\xA2 |0

<UE11D> \x77\xA3 |0

<UE11E> \x77\xA4 |0

<UE11F> \x77\xA5

 |0

<UE120> \x77\xA6 |0

<UE121> \x77\xA7 |0

<UE122> \x77\xA8 |0

<UE123> \x77\xA9 |0

<UE124> \x77\xAA |0

<UE125> \x77\xAB |0

<UE126> \x77\xAC |0

<UE127> \x77\xAD |0

<UE128> \x77\xAE |0

<UE129> \x77\xAF |0

<UE12A> \x77\xB0 |0

<UE12B> \x77\xB1 |0

<UE12C> \x77\xB2 |0

<UE12D> \x77\xB3 |0

<UE12E> \x77\xB4 |0

<UE12F> \x77\xB5 |0

<UE130> \x77\xB6 |0

<UE131> \x77\xB7 |0

<UE132> \x77\xB8 |0

<UE133> \x77\xB9 |0
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<UE134> \x77\xBA |0

<UE135> \x77\xBB |0

<UE136> \x77\xBC |0

<UE137> \x77\xBD |0

<UE138> \x77\xBE |0

<UE139> \x77\xBF |0

<UE13A> \x77\xC0 |0

<UE13B> \x77\xC1 |0

<UE13C> \x77\xC2 |0

<UE13D> \x77\xC3 |0

<UE13E> \x77\xC4 |0

<UE13F> \x77\xC5 |0

<UE140> \x77\xC6 |0

<UE141> \x77\xC7 |0

<UE142> \x77\xC8 |0

<UE143> \x77\xC9 |0

<UE144> \x77\xCA |0

<UE145> \x77\xCB |0

<UE146> \x77\xCC |0

<UE147> \x77\xCD |0

<UE148> \x77\xCE |0

<UE149> \x77\xCF |0

<UE14A> \x77\xD0 |0

<UE14B> \x77\xD1 |0

<UE14C> \x77\xD2 |0

<UE14D> \x77\xD3 |0

<UE14E> \x77\xD4 |0

<UE14F> \x77\xD5 |0

<UE150> \x77\xD6 |0

<UE151> \x77\xD7

 |0

<UE152> \x77\xD8 |0

<UE153> \x77\xD9 |0

<UE154> \x77\xDA |0

<UE155> \x77\xDB |0

<UE156> \x77\xDC |0

<UE157> \x77\xDD |0

<UE158> \x77\xDE |0

<UE159> \x77\xDF |0

<UE15A> \x77\xE0 |0

<UE15B> \x77\xE1 |0

<UE15C> \x77\xE2 |0

<UE15D> \x77\xE3 |0

<UE15E> \x77\xE4 |0

<UE15F> \x77\xE5 |0

<UE160> \x77\xE6 |0

<UE161> \x77\xE7 |0

<UE162> \x77\xE8 |0
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<UE163> \x77\xE9 |0

<UE164> \x77\xEA |0

<UE165> \x77\xEB |0

<UE166> \x77\xEC |0

<UE167> \x77\xED |0

<UE168> \x77\xEE |0

<UE169> \x77\xEF |0

<UE16A> \x77\xF0 |0

<UE16B> \x77\xF1 |0

<UE16C> \x77\xF2 |0

<UE16D> \x77\xF3 |0

<UE16E> \x77\xF4 |0

<UE16F> \x77\xF5 |0

<UE170> \x77\xF6 |0

<UE171> \x77\xF7 |0

<UE172> \x77\xF8 |0

<UE173> \x77\xF9 |0

<UE174> \x77\xFA |0

<UE175> \x77\xFB |0

<UE176> \x77\xFC |0

<UE177> \x77\xFD |0

<UE178> \x78\x41 |0

<UE179> \x78\x42 |0

<UE17A> \x78\x43 |0

<UE17B> \x78\x44 |0

<UE17C> \x78\x45 |0

<UE17D> \x78\x46 |0

<UE17E> \x78\x47 |0

<UE17F> \x78\x48 |0

<UE180> \x78\x49 |0

<UE181> \x78\x4A |0

<UE182> \x78\x4B |0

<UE183> \x78\x4C

 |0

<UE184> \x78\x4D |0

<UE185> \x78\x4E |0

<UE186> \x78\x4F |0

<UE187> \x78\x50 |0

<UE188> \x78\x51 |0

<UE189> \x78\x52 |0

<UE18A> \x78\x53 |0

<UE18B> \x78\x54 |0

<UE18C> \x78\x55 |0

<UE18D> \x78\x56 |0

<UE18E> \x78\x57 |0

<UE18F> \x78\x58 |0

<UE190> \x78\x59 |0

<UE191> \x78\x5A |0
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<UE192> \x78\x5B |0

<UE193> \x78\x5C |0

<UE194> \x78\x5D |0

<UE195> \x78\x5E |0

<UE196> \x78\x5F |0

<UE197> \x78\x60 |0

<UE198> \x78\x61 |0

<UE199> \x78\x62 |0

<UE19A> \x78\x63 |0

<UE19B> \x78\x64 |0

<UE19C> \x78\x65 |0

<UE19D> \x78\x66 |0

<UE19E> \x78\x67 |0

<UE19F> \x78\x68 |0

<UE1A0> \x78\x69 |0

<UE1A1> \x78\x6A |0

<UE1A2> \x78\x6B |0

<UE1A3> \x78\x6C |0

<UE1A4> \x78\x6D |0

<UE1A5> \x78\x6E |0

<UE1A6> \x78\x6F |0

<UE1A7> \x78\x70 |0

<UE1A8> \x78\x71 |0

<UE1A9> \x78\x72 |0

<UE1AA> \x78\x73 |0

<UE1AB> \x78\x74 |0

<UE1AC> \x78\x75 |0

<UE1AD> \x78\x76 |0

<UE1AE> \x78\x77 |0

<UE1AF> \x78\x78 |0

<UE1B0> \x78\x79 |0

<UE1B1> \x78\x7A |0

<UE1B2> \x78\x7B |0

<UE1B3> \x78\x7C |0

<UE1B4> \x78\x7D |0

<UE1B5> \x78\x7E

 |0

<UE1B6> \x78\x7F |0

<UE1B7> \x78\x81 |0

<UE1B8> \x78\x82 |0

<UE1B9> \x78\x83 |0

<UE1BA> \x78\x84 |0

<UE1BB> \x78\x85 |0

<UE1BC> \x78\x86 |0

<UE1BD> \x78\x87 |0

<UE1BE> \x78\x88 |0

<UE1BF> \x78\x89 |0

<UE1C0> \x78\x8A |0
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<UE1C1> \x78\x8B |0

<UE1C2> \x78\x8C |0

<UE1C3> \x78\x8D |0

<UE1C4> \x78\x8E |0

<UE1C5> \x78\x8F |0

<UE1C6> \x78\x90 |0

<UE1C7> \x78\x91 |0

<UE1C8> \x78\x92 |0

<UE1C9> \x78\x93 |0

<UE1CA> \x78\x94 |0

<UE1CB> \x78\x95 |0

<UE1CC> \x78\x96 |0

<UE1CD> \x78\x97 |0

<UE1CE> \x78\x98 |0

<UE1CF> \x78\x99 |0

<UE1D0> \x78\x9A |0

<UE1D1> \x78\x9B |0

<UE1D2> \x78\x9C |0

<UE1D3> \x78\x9D |0

<UE1D4> \x78\x9E |0

<UE1D5> \x78\x9F |0

<UE1D6> \x78\xA0 |0

<UE1D7> \x78\xA1 |0

<UE1D8> \x78\xA2 |0

<UE1D9> \x78\xA3 |0

<UE1DA> \x78\xA4 |0

<UE1DB> \x78\xA5 |0

<UE1DC> \x78\xA6 |0

<UE1DD> \x78\xA7 |0

<UE1DE> \x78\xA8 |0

<UE1DF> \x78\xA9 |0

<UE1E0> \x78\xAA |0

<UE1E1> \x78\xAB |0

<UE1E2> \x78\xAC |0

<UE1E3> \x78\xAD |0

<UE1E4> \x78\xAE |0

<UE1E5> \x78\xAF |0

<UE1E6> \x78\xB0 |0

<UE1E7> \x78\xB1

 |0

<UE1E8> \x78\xB2 |0

<UE1E9> \x78\xB3 |0

<UE1EA> \x78\xB4 |0

<UE1EB> \x78\xB5 |0

<UE1EC> \x78\xB6 |0

<UE1ED> \x78\xB7 |0

<UE1EE> \x78\xB8 |0

<UE1EF> \x78\xB9 |0
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<UE1F0> \x78\xBA |0

<UE1F1> \x78\xBB |0

<UE1F2> \x78\xBC |0

<UE1F3> \x78\xBD |0

<UE1F4> \x78\xBE |0

<UE1F5> \x78\xBF |0

<UE1F6> \x78\xC0 |0

<UE1F7> \x78\xC1 |0

<UE1F8> \x78\xC2 |0

<UE1F9> \x78\xC3 |0

<UE1FA> \x78\xC4 |0

<UE1FB> \x78\xC5 |0

<UE1FC> \x78\xC6 |0

<UE1FD> \x78\xC7 |0

<UE1FE> \x78\xC8 |0

<UE1FF> \x78\xC9 |0

<UE200> \x78\xCA |0

<UE201> \x78\xCB |0

<UE202> \x78\xCC |0

<UE203> \x78\xCD |0

<UE204> \x78\xCE |0

<UE205> \x78\xCF |0

<UE206> \x78\xD0 |0

<UE207> \x78\xD1 |0

<UE208> \x78\xD2 |0

<UE209> \x78\xD3 |0

<UE20A> \x78\xD4 |0

<UE20B> \x78\xD5 |0

<UE20C> \x78\xD6 |0

<UE20D> \x78\xD7 |0

<UE20E> \x78\xD8 |0

<UE20F> \x78\xD9 |0

<UE210> \x78\xDA |0

<UE211> \x78\xDB |0

<UE212> \x78\xDC |0

<UE213> \x78\xDD |0

<UE214> \x78\xDE |0

<UE215> \x78\xDF |0

<UE216> \x78\xE0 |0

<UE217> \x78\xE1 |0

<UE218> \x78\xE2 |0

<UE219> \x78\xE3

 |0

<UE21A> \x78\xE4 |0

<UE21B> \x78\xE5 |0

<UE21C> \x78\xE6 |0

<UE21D> \x78\xE7 |0

<UE21E> \x78\xE8 |0
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<UE21F> \x78\xE9 |0

<UE220> \x78\xEA |0

<UE221> \x78\xEB |0

<UE222> \x78\xEC |0

<UE223> \x78\xED |0

<UE224> \x78\xEE |0

<UE225> \x78\xEF |0

<UE226> \x78\xF0 |0

<UE227> \x78\xF1 |0

<UE228> \x78\xF2 |0

<UE229> \x78\xF3 |0

<UE22A> \x78\xF4 |0

<UE22B> \x78\xF5 |0

<UE22C> \x78\xF6 |0

<UE22D> \x78\xF7 |0

<UE22E> \x78\xF8 |0

<UE22F> \x78\xF9 |0

<UE230> \x78\xFA |0

<UE231> \x78\xFB |0

<UE232> \x78\xFC |0

<UE233> \x78\xFD |0

<UE234> \x79\x41 |0

<UE235> \x79\x42 |0

<UE236> \x79\x43 |0

<UE237> \x79\x44 |0

<UE238> \x79\x45 |0

<UE239> \x79\x46 |0

<UE23A> \x79\x47 |0

<UE23B> \x79\x48 |0

<UE23C> \x79\x49 |0

<UE23D> \x79\x4A |0

<UE23E> \x79\x4B |0

<UE23F> \x79\x4C |0

<UE240> \x79\x4D |0

<UE241> \x79\x4E |0

<UE242> \x79\x4F |0

<UE243> \x79\x50 |0

<UE244> \x79\x51 |0

<UE245> \x79\x52 |0

<UE246> \x79\x53 |0

<UE247> \x79\x54 |0

<UE248> \x79\x55 |0

<UE249> \x79\x56 |0

<UE24A> \x79\x57 |0

<UE24B> \x79\x58

 |0

<UE24C> \x79\x59 |0

<UE24D> \x79\x5A |0
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<UE24E> \x79\x5B |0

<UE24F> \x79\x5C |0

<UE250> \x79\x5D |0

<UE251> \x79\x5E |0

<UE252> \x79\x5F |0

<UE253> \x79\x60 |0

<UE254> \x79\x61 |0

<UE255> \x79\x62 |0

<UE256> \x79\x63 |0

<UE257> \x79\x64 |0

<UE258> \x79\x65 |0

<UE259> \x79\x66 |0

<UE25A> \x79\x67 |0

<UE25B> \x79\x68 |0

<UE25C> \x79\x69 |0

<UE25D> \x79\x6A |0

<UE25E> \x79\x6B |0

<UE25F> \x79\x6C |0

<UE260> \x79\x6D |0

<UE261> \x79\x6E |0

<UE262> \x79\x6F |0

<UE263> \x79\x70 |0

<UE264> \x79\x71 |0

<UE265> \x79\x72 |0

<UE266> \x79\x73 |0

<UE267> \x79\x74 |0

<UE268> \x79\x75 |0

<UE269> \x79\x76 |0

<UE26A> \x79\x77 |0

<UE26B> \x79\x78 |0

<UE26C> \x79\x79 |0

<UE26D> \x79\x7A |0

<UE26E> \x79\x7B |0

<UE26F> \x79\x7C |0

<UE270> \x79\x7D |0

<UE271> \x79\x7E |0

<UE272> \x79\x7F |0

<UE273> \x79\x81 |0

<UE274> \x79\x82 |0

<UE275> \x79\x83 |0

<UE276> \x79\x84 |0

<UE277> \x79\x85 |0

<UE278> \x79\x86 |0

<UE279> \x79\x87 |0

<UE27A> \x79\x88 |0

<UE27B> \x79\x89 |0

<UE27C> \x79\x8A |0

<UE27D> \x79\x8B
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 |0

<UE27E> \x79\x8C |0

<UE27F> \x79\x8D |0

<UE280> \x79\x8E |0

<UE281> \x79\x8F |0

<UE282> \x79\x90 |0

<UE283> \x79\x91 |0

<UE284> \x79\x92 |0

<UE285> \x79\x93 |0

<UE286> \x79\x94 |0

<UE287> \x79\x95 |0

<UE288> \x79\x96 |0

<UE289> \x79\x97 |0

<UE28A> \x79\x98 |0

<UE28B> \x79\x99 |0

<UE28C> \x79\x9A |0

<UE28D> \x79\x9B |0

<UE28E> \x79\x9C |0

<UE28F> \x79\x9D |0

<UE290> \x79\x9E |0

<UE291> \x79\x9F |0

<UE292> \x79\xA0 |0

<UE293> \x79\xA1 |0

<UE294> \x79\xA2 |0

<UE295> \x79\xA3 |0

<UE296> \x79\xA4 |0

<UE297> \x79\xA5 |0

<UE298> \x79\xA6 |0

<UE299> \x79\xA7 |0

<UE29A> \x79\xA8 |0

<UE29B> \x79\xA9 |0

<UE29C> \x79\xAA |0

<UE29D> \x79\xAB |0

<UE29E> \x79\xAC |0

<UE29F> \x79\xAD |0

<UE2A0> \x79\xAE |0

<UE2A1> \x79\xAF |0

<UE2A2> \x79\xB0 |0

<UE2A3> \x79\xB1 |0

<UE2A4> \x79\xB2 |0

<UE2A5> \x79\xB3 |0

<UE2A6> \x79\xB4 |0

<UE2A7> \x79\xB5 |0

<UE2A8> \x79\xB6 |0

<UE2A9> \x79\xB7 |0

<UE2AA> \x79\xB8 |0

<UE2AB> \x79\xB9 |0

<UE2AC> \x79\xBA |0
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<UE2AD> \x79\xBB |0

<UE2AE> \x79\xBC |0

<UE2AF> \x79\xBD

 |0

<UE2B0> \x79\xBE |0

<UE2B1> \x79\xBF |0

<UE2B2> \x79\xC0 |0

<UE2B3> \x79\xC1 |0

<UE2B4> \x79\xC2 |0

<UE2B5> \x79\xC3 |0

<UE2B6> \x79\xC4 |0

<UE2B7> \x79\xC5 |0

<UE2B8> \x79\xC6 |0

<UE2B9> \x79\xC7 |0

<UE2BA> \x79\xC8 |0

<UE2BB> \x79\xC9 |0

<UE2BC> \x79\xCA |0

<UE2BD> \x79\xCB |0

<UE2BE> \x79\xCC |0

<UE2BF> \x79\xCD |0

<UE2C0> \x79\xCE |0

<UE2C1> \x79\xCF |0

<UE2C2> \x79\xD0 |0

<UE2C3> \x79\xD1 |0

<UE2C4> \x79\xD2 |0

<UE2C5> \x79\xD3 |0

<UE2C6> \x79\xD4 |0

<UE2C7> \x79\xD5 |0

<UE2C8> \x79\xD6 |0

<UE2C9> \x79\xD7 |0

<UE2CA> \x79\xD8 |0

<UE2CB> \x79\xD9 |0

<UE2CC> \x79\xDA |0

<UE2CD> \x79\xDB |0

<UE2CE> \x79\xDC |0

<UE2CF> \x79\xDD |0

<UE2D0> \x79\xDE |0

<UE2D1> \x79\xDF |0

<UE2D2> \x79\xE0 |0

<UE2D3> \x79\xE1 |0

<UE2D4> \x79\xE2 |0

<UE2D5> \x79\xE3 |0

<UE2D6> \x79\xE4 |0

<UE2D7> \x79\xE5 |0

<UE2D8> \x79\xE6 |0

<UE2D9> \x79\xE7 |0

<UE2DA> \x79\xE8 |0

<UE2DB> \x79\xE9 |0
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<UE2DC> \x79\xEA |0

<UE2DD> \x79\xEB |0

<UE2DE> \x79\xEC |0

<UE2DF> \x79\xED |0

<UE2E0> \x79\xEE |0

<UE2E1> \x79\xEF

 |0

<UE2E2> \x79\xF0 |0

<UE2E3> \x79\xF1 |0

<UE2E4> \x79\xF2 |0

<UE2E5> \x79\xF3 |0

<UE2E6> \x79\xF4 |0

<UE2E7> \x79\xF5 |0

<UE2E8> \x79\xF6 |0

<UE2E9> \x79\xF7 |0

<UE2EA> \x79\xF8 |0

<UE2EB> \x79\xF9 |0

<UE2EC> \x79\xFA |0

<UE2ED> \x79\xFB |0

<UE2EE> \x79\xFC |0

<UE2EF> \x79\xFD |0

<UE2F0> \x7A\x41 |0

<UE2F1> \x7A\x42 |0

<UE2F2> \x7A\x43 |0

<UE2F3> \x7A\x44 |0

<UE2F4> \x7A\x45 |0

<UE2F5> \x7A\x46 |0

<UE2F6> \x7A\x47 |0

<UE2F7> \x7A\x48 |0

<UE2F8> \x7A\x49 |0

<UE2F9> \x7A\x4A |0

<UE2FA> \x7A\x4B |0

<UE2FB> \x7A\x4C |0

<UE2FC> \x7A\x4D |0

<UE2FD> \x7A\x4E |0

<UE2FE> \x7A\x4F |0

<UE2FF> \x7A\x50 |0

<UE300> \x7A\x51 |0

<UE301> \x7A\x52 |0

<UE302> \x7A\x53 |0

<UE303> \x7A\x54 |0

<UE304> \x7A\x55 |0

<UE305> \x7A\x56 |0

<UE306> \x7A\x57 |0

<UE307> \x7A\x58 |0

<UE308> \x7A\x59 |0

<UE309> \x7A\x5A |0

<UE30A> \x7A\x5B |0
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<UE30B> \x7A\x5C |0

<UE30C> \x7A\x5D |0

<UE30D> \x7A\x5E |0

<UE30E> \x7A\x5F |0

<UE30F> \x7A\x60 |0

<UE310> \x7A\x61 |0

<UE311> \x7A\x62 |0

<UE312> \x7A\x63 |0

<UE313> \x7A\x64

 |0

<UE314> \x7A\x65 |0

<UE315> \x7A\x66 |0

<UE316> \x7A\x67 |0

<UE317> \x7A\x68 |0

<UE318> \x7A\x69 |0

<UE319> \x7A\x6A |0

<UE31A> \x7A\x6B |0

<UE31B> \x7A\x6C |0

<UE31C> \x7A\x6D |0

<UE31D> \x7A\x6E |0

<UE31E> \x7A\x6F |0

<UE31F> \x7A\x70 |0

<UE320> \x7A\x71 |0

<UE321> \x7A\x72 |0

<UE322> \x7A\x73 |0

<UE323> \x7A\x74 |0

<UE324> \x7A\x75 |0

<UE325> \x7A\x76 |0

<UE326> \x7A\x77 |0

<UE327> \x7A\x78 |0

<UE328> \x7A\x79 |0

<UE329> \x7A\x7A |0

<UE32A> \x7A\x7B |0

<UE32B> \x7A\x7C |0

<UE32C> \x7A\x7D |0

<UE32D> \x7A\x7E |0

<UE32E> \x7A\x7F |0

<UE32F> \x7A\x81 |0

<UE330> \x7A\x82 |0

<UE331> \x7A\x83 |0

<UE332> \x7A\x84 |0

<UE333> \x7A\x85 |0

<UE334> \x7A\x86 |0

<UE335> \x7A\x87 |0

<UE336> \x7A\x88 |0

<UE337> \x7A\x89 |0

<UE338> \x7A\x8A |0

<UE339> \x7A\x8B |0
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<UE33A> \x7A\x8C |0

<UE33B> \x7A\x8D |0

<UE33C> \x7A\x8E |0

<UE33D> \x7A\x8F |0

<UE33E> \x7A\x90 |0

<UE33F> \x7A\x91 |0

<UE340> \x7A\x92 |0

<UE341> \x7A\x93 |0

<UE342> \x7A\x94 |0

<UE343> \x7A\x95 |0

<UE344> \x7A\x96 |0

<UE345> \x7A\x97

 |0

<UE346> \x7A\x98 |0

<UE347> \x7A\x99 |0

<UE348> \x7A\x9A |0

<UE349> \x7A\x9B |0

<UE34A> \x7A\x9C |0

<UE34B> \x7A\x9D |0

<UE34C> \x7A\x9E |0

<UE34D> \x7A\x9F |0

<UE34E> \x7A\xA0 |0

<UE34F> \x7A\xA1 |0

<UE350> \x7A\xA2 |0

<UE351> \x7A\xA3 |0

<UE352> \x7A\xA4 |0

<UE353> \x7A\xA5 |0

<UE354> \x7A\xA6 |0

<UE355> \x7A\xA7 |0

<UE356> \x7A\xA8 |0

<UE357> \x7A\xA9 |0

<UE358> \x7A\xAA |0

<UE359> \x7A\xAB |0

<UE35A> \x7A\xAC |0

<UE35B> \x7A\xAD |0

<UE35C> \x7A\xAE |0

<UE35D> \x7A\xAF |0

<UE35E> \x7A\xB0 |0

<UE35F> \x7A\xB1 |0

<UE360> \x7A\xB2 |0

<UE361> \x7A\xB3 |0

<UE362> \x7A\xB4 |0

<UE363> \x7A\xB5 |0

<UE364> \x7A\xB6 |0

<UE365> \x7A\xB7 |0

<UE366> \x7A\xB8 |0

<UE367> \x7A\xB9 |0

<UE368> \x7A\xBA |0
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<UE369> \x7A\xBB |0

<UE36A> \x7A\xBC |0

<UE36B> \x7A\xBD |0

<UE36C> \x7A\xBE |0

<UE36D> \x7A\xBF |0

<UE36E> \x7A\xC0 |0

<UE36F> \x7A\xC1 |0

<UE370> \x7A\xC2 |0

<UE371> \x7A\xC3 |0

<UE372> \x7A\xC4 |0

<UE373> \x7A\xC5 |0

<UE374> \x7A\xC6 |0

<UE375> \x7A\xC7 |0

<UE376> \x7A\xC8 |0

<UE377> \x7A\xC9

 |0

<UE378> \x7A\xCA |0

<UE379> \x7A\xCB |0

<UE37A> \x7A\xCC |0

<UE37B> \x7A\xCD |0

<UE37C> \x7A\xCE |0

<UE37D> \x7A\xCF |0

<UE37E> \x7A\xD0 |0

<UE37F> \x7A\xD1 |0

<UE380> \x7A\xD2 |0

<UE381> \x7A\xD3 |0

<UE382> \x7A\xD4 |0

<UE383> \x7A\xD5 |0

<UE384> \x7A\xD6 |0

<UE385> \x7A\xD7 |0

<UE386> \x7A\xD8 |0

<UE387> \x7A\xD9 |0

<UE388> \x7A\xDA |0

<UE389> \x7A\xDB |0

<UE38A> \x7A\xDC |0

<UE38B> \x7A\xDD |0

<UE38C> \x7A\xDE |0

<UE38D> \x7A\xDF |0

<UE38E> \x7A\xE0 |0

<UE38F> \x7A\xE1 |0

<UE390> \x7A\xE2 |0

<UE391> \x7A\xE3 |0

<UE392> \x7A\xE4 |0

<UE393> \x7A\xE5 |0

<UE394> \x7A\xE6 |0

<UE395> \x7A\xE7 |0

<UE396> \x7A\xE8 |0

<UE397> \x7A\xE9 |0
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<UE398> \x7A\xEA |0

<UE399> \x7A\xEB |0

<UE39A> \x7A\xEC |0

<UE39B> \x7A\xED |0

<UE39C> \x7A\xEE |0

<UE39D> \x7A\xEF |0

<UE39E> \x7A\xF0 |0

<UE39F> \x7A\xF1 |0

<UE3A0> \x7A\xF2 |0

<UE3A1> \x7A\xF3 |0

<UE3A2> \x7A\xF4 |0

<UE3A3> \x7A\xF5 |0

<UE3A4> \x7A\xF6 |0

<UE3A5> \x7A\xF7 |0

<UE3A6> \x7A\xF8 |0

<UE3A7> \x7A\xF9 |0

<UE3A8> \x7A\xFA |0

<UE3A9> \x7A\xFB

 |0

<UE3AA> \x7A\xFC |0

<UE3AB> \x7A\xFD |0

<UE3AC> \x7B\x41 |0

<UE3AD> \x7B\x42 |0

<UE3AE> \x7B\x43 |0

<UE3AF> \x7B\x44 |0

<UE3B0> \x7B\x45 |0

<UE3B1> \x7B\x46 |0

<UE3B2> \x7B\x47 |0

<UE3B3> \x7B\x48 |0

<UE3B4> \x7B\x49 |0

<UE3B5> \x7B\x4A |0

<UE3B6> \x7B\x4B |0

<UE3B7> \x7B\x4C |0

<UE3B8> \x7B\x4D |0

<UE3B9> \x7B\x4E |0

<UE3BA> \x7B\x4F |0

<UE3BB> \x7B\x50 |0

<UE3BC> \x7B\x51 |0

<UE3BD> \x7B\x52 |0

<UE3BE> \x7B\x53 |0

<UE3BF> \x7B\x54 |0

<UE3C0> \x7B\x55 |0

<UE3C1> \x7B\x56 |0

<UE3C2> \x7B\x57 |0

<UE3C3> \x7B\x58 |0

<UE3C4> \x7B\x59 |0

<UE3C5> \x7B\x5A |0

<UE3C6> \x7B\x5B |0
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<UE3C7> \x7B\x5C |0

<UE3C8> \x7B\x5D |0

<UE3C9> \x7B\x5E |0

<UE3CA> \x7B\x5F |0

<UE3CB> \x7B\x60 |0

<UE3CC> \x7B\x61 |0

<UE3CD> \x7B\x62 |0

<UE3CE> \x7B\x63 |0

<UE3CF> \x7B\x64 |0

<UE3D0> \x7B\x65 |0

<UE3D1> \x7B\x66 |0

<UE3D2> \x7B\x67 |0

<UE3D3> \x7B\x68 |0

<UE3D4> \x7B\x69 |0

<UE3D5> \x7B\x6A |0

<UE3D6> \x7B\x6B |0

<UE3D7> \x7B\x6C |0

<UE3D8> \x7B\x6D |0

<UE3D9> \x7B\x6E |0

<UE3DA> \x7B\x6F |0

<UE3DB> \x7B\x70

 |0

<UE3DC> \x7B\x71 |0

<UE3DD> \x7B\x72 |0

<UE3DE> \x7B\x73 |0

<UE3DF> \x7B\x74 |0

<UE3E0> \x7B\x75 |0

<UE3E1> \x7B\x76 |0

<UE3E2> \x7B\x77 |0

<UE3E3> \x7B\x78 |0

<UE3E4> \x7B\x79 |0

<UE3E5> \x7B\x7A |0

<UE3E6> \x7B\x7B |0

<UE3E7> \x7B\x7C |0

<UE3E8> \x7B\x7D |0

<UE3E9> \x7B\x7E |0

<UE3EA> \x7B\x7F |0

<UE3EB> \x7B\x81 |0

<UE3EC> \x7B\x82 |0

<UE3ED> \x7B\x83 |0

<UE3EE> \x7B\x84 |0

<UE3EF> \x7B\x85 |0

<UE3F0> \x7B\x86 |0

<UE3F1> \x7B\x87 |0

<UE3F2> \x7B\x88 |0

<UE3F3> \x7B\x89 |0

<UE3F4> \x7B\x8A |0

<UE3F5> \x7B\x8B |0
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<UE3F6> \x7B\x8C |0

<UE3F7> \x7B\x8D |0

<UE3F8> \x7B\x8E |0

<UE3F9> \x7B\x8F |0

<UE3FA> \x7B\x90 |0

<UE3FB> \x7B\x91 |0

<UE3FC> \x7B\x92 |0

<UE3FD> \x7B\x93 |0

<UE3FE> \x7B\x94 |0

<UE3FF> \x7B\x95 |0

<UE400> \x7B\x96 |0

<UE401> \x7B\x97 |0

<UE402> \x7B\x98 |0

<UE403> \x7B\x99 |0

<UE404> \x7B\x9A |0

<UE405> \x7B\x9B |0

<UE406> \x7B\x9C |0

<UE407> \x7B\x9D |0

<UE408> \x7B\x9E |0

<UE409> \x7B\x9F |0

<UE40A> \x7B\xA0 |0

<UE40B> \x7B\xA1 |0

<UE40C> \x7B\xA2 |0

<UE40D> \x7B\xA3

 |0

<UE40E> \x7B\xA4 |0

<UE40F> \x7B\xA5 |0

<UE410> \x7B\xA6 |0

<UE411> \x7B\xA7 |0

<UE412> \x7B\xA8 |0

<UE413> \x7B\xA9 |0

<UE414> \x7B\xAA |0

<UE415> \x7B\xAB |0

<UE416> \x7B\xAC |0

<UE417> \x7B\xAD |0

<UE418> \x7B\xAE |0

<UE419> \x7B\xAF |0

<UE41A> \x7B\xB0 |0

<UE41B> \x7B\xB1 |0

<UE41C> \x7B\xB2 |0

<UE41D> \x7B\xB3 |0

<UE41E> \x7B\xB4 |0

<UE41F> \x7B\xB5 |0

<UE420> \x7B\xB6 |0

<UE421> \x7B\xB7 |0

<UE422> \x7B\xB8 |0

<UE423> \x7B\xB9 |0

<UE424> \x7B\xBA |0
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<UE425> \x7B\xBB |0

<UE426> \x7B\xBC |0

<UE427> \x7B\xBD |0

<UE428> \x7B\xBE |0

<UE429> \x7B\xBF |0

<UE42A> \x7B\xC0 |0

<UE42B> \x7B\xC1 |0

<UE42C> \x7B\xC2 |0

<UE42D> \x7B\xC3 |0

<UE42E> \x7B\xC4 |0

<UE42F> \x7B\xC5 |0

<UE430> \x7B\xC6 |0

<UE431> \x7B\xC7 |0

<UE432> \x7B\xC8 |0

<UE433> \x7B\xC9 |0

<UE434> \x7B\xCA |0

<UE435> \x7B\xCB |0

<UE436> \x7B\xCC |0

<UE437> \x7B\xCD |0

<UE438> \x7B\xCE |0

<UE439> \x7B\xCF |0

<UE43A> \x7B\xD0 |0

<UE43B> \x7B\xD1 |0

<UE43C> \x7B\xD2 |0

<UE43D> \x7B\xD3 |0

<UE43E> \x7B\xD4 |0

<UE43F> \x7B\xD5

 |0

<UE440> \x7B\xD6 |0

<UE441> \x7B\xD7 |0

<UE442> \x7B\xD8 |0

<UE443> \x7B\xD9 |0

<UE444> \x7B\xDA |0

<UE445> \x7B\xDB |0

<UE446> \x7B\xDC |0

<UE447> \x7B\xDD |0

<UE448> \x7B\xDE |0

<UE449> \x7B\xDF |0

<UE44A> \x7B\xE0 |0

<UE44B> \x7B\xE1 |0

<UE44C> \x7B\xE2 |0

<UE44D> \x7B\xE3 |0

<UE44E> \x7B\xE4 |0

<UE44F> \x7B\xE5 |0

<UE450> \x7B\xE6 |0

<UE451> \x7B\xE7 |0

<UE452> \x7B\xE8 |0

<UE453> \x7B\xE9 |0
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<UE454> \x7B\xEA |0

<UE455> \x7B\xEB |0

<UE456> \x7B\xEC |0

<UE457> \x7B\xED |0

<UE458> \x7B\xEE |0

<UE459> \x7B\xEF |0

<UE45A> \x7B\xF0 |0

<UE45B> \x7B\xF1 |0

<UE45C> \x7B\xF2 |0

<UE45D> \x7B\xF3 |0

<UE45E> \x7B\xF4 |0

<UE45F> \x7B\xF5 |0

<UE460> \x7B\xF6 |0

<UE461> \x7B\xF7 |0

<UE462> \x7B\xF8 |0

<UE463> \x7B\xF9 |0

<UE464> \x7B\xFA |0

<UE465> \x7B\xFB |0

<UE466> \x7B\xFC |0

<UE467> \x7B\xFD |0

<UE468> \x7C\x41 |0

<UE469> \x7C\x42 |0

<UE46A> \x7C\x43 |0

<UE46B> \x7C\x44 |0

<UE46C> \x7C\x45 |0

<UE46D> \x7C\x46 |0

<UE46E> \x7C\x47 |0

<UE46F> \x7C\x48 |0

<UE470> \x7C\x49 |0

<UE471> \x7C\x4A

 |0

<UE472> \x7C\x4B |0

<UE473> \x7C\x4C |0

<UE474> \x7C\x4D |0

<UE475> \x7C\x4E |0

<UE476> \x7C\x4F |0

<UE477> \x7C\x50 |0

<UE478> \x7C\x51 |0

<UE479> \x7C\x52 |0

<UE47A> \x7C\x53 |0

<UE47B> \x7C\x54 |0

<UE47C> \x7C\x55 |0

<UE47D> \x7C\x56 |0

<UE47E> \x7C\x57 |0

<UE47F> \x7C\x58 |0

<UE480> \x7C\x59 |0

<UE481> \x7C\x5A |0

<UE482> \x7C\x5B |0
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<UE483> \x7C\x5C |0

<UE484> \x7C\x5D |0

<UE485> \x7C\x5E |0

<UE486> \x7C\x5F |0

<UE487> \x7C\x60 |0

<UE488> \x7C\x61 |0

<UE489> \x7C\x62 |0

<UE48A> \x7C\x63 |0

<UE48B> \x7C\x64 |0

<UE48C> \x7C\x65 |0

<UE48D> \x7C\x66 |0

<UE48E> \x7C\x67 |0

<UE48F> \x7C\x68 |0

<UE490> \x7C\x69 |0

<UE491> \x7C\x6A |0

<UE492> \x7C\x6B |0

<UE493> \x7C\x6C |0

<UE494> \x7C\x6D |0

<UE495> \x7C\x6E |0

<UE496> \x7C\x6F |0

<UE497> \x7C\x70 |0

<UE498> \x7C\x71 |0

<UE499> \x7C\x72 |0

<UE49A> \x7C\x73 |0

<UE49B> \x7C\x74 |0

<UE49C> \x7C\x75 |0

<UE49D> \x7C\x76 |0

<UE49E> \x7C\x77 |0

<UE49F> \x7C\x78 |0

<UE4A0> \x7C\x79 |0

<UE4A1> \x7C\x7A |0

<UE4A2> \x7C\x7B |0

<UE4A3> \x7C\x7C

 |0

<UE4A4> \x7C\x7D |0

<UE4A5> \x7C\x7E |0

<UE4A6> \x7C\x7F |0

<UE4A7> \x7C\x81 |0

<UE4A8> \x7C\x82 |0

<UE4A9> \x7C\x83 |0

<UE4AA> \x7C\x84 |0

<UE4AB> \x7C\x85 |0

<UE4AC> \x7C\x86 |0

<UE4AD> \x7C\x87 |0

<UE4AE> \x7C\x88 |0

<UE4AF> \x7C\x89 |0

<UE4B0> \x7C\x8A |0

<UE4B1> \x7C\x8B |0
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<UE4B2> \x7C\x8C |0

<UE4B3> \x7C\x8D |0

<UE4B4> \x7C\x8E |0

<UE4B5> \x7C\x8F |0

<UE4B6> \x7C\x90 |0

<UE4B7> \x7C\x91 |0

<UE4B8> \x7C\x92 |0

<UE4B9> \x7C\x93 |0

<UE4BA> \x7C\x94 |0

<UE4BB> \x7C\x95 |0

<UE4BC> \x7C\x96 |0

<UE4BD> \x7C\x97 |0

<UE4BE> \x7C\x98 |0

<UE4BF> \x7C\x99 |0

<UE4C0> \x7C\x9A |0

<UE4C1> \x7C\x9B |0

<UE4C2> \x7C\x9C |0

<UE4C3> \x7C\x9D |0

<UE4C4> \x7C\x9E |0

<UE4C5> \x7C\x9F |0

<UE4C6> \x7C\xA0 |0

<UE4C7> \x7C\xA1 |0

<UE4C8> \x7C\xA2 |0

<UE4C9> \x7C\xA3 |0

<UE4CA> \x7C\xA4 |0

<UE4CB> \x7C\xA5 |0

<UE4CC> \x7C\xA6 |0

<UE4CD> \x7C\xA7 |0

<UE4CE> \x7C\xA8 |0

<UE4CF> \x7C\xA9 |0

<UE4D0> \x7C\xAA |0

<UE4D1> \x7C\xAB |0

<UE4D2> \x7C\xAC |0

<UE4D3> \x7C\xAD |0

<UE4D4> \x7C\xAE |0

<UE4D5> \x7C\xAF

 |0

<UE4D6> \x7C\xB0 |0

<UE4D7> \x7C\xB1 |0

<UE4D8> \x7C\xB2 |0

<UE4D9> \x7C\xB3 |0

<UE4DA> \x7C\xB4 |0

<UE4DB> \x7C\xB5 |0

<UE4DC> \x7C\xB6 |0

<UE4DD> \x7C\xB7 |0

<UE4DE> \x7C\xB8 |0

<UE4DF> \x7C\xB9 |0

<UE4E0> \x7C\xBA |0
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<UE4E1> \x7C\xBB |0

<UE4E2> \x7C\xBC |0

<UE4E3> \x7C\xBD |0

<UE4E4> \x7C\xBE |0

<UE4E5> \x7C\xBF |0

<UE4E6> \x7C\xC0 |0

<UE4E7> \x7C\xC1 |0

<UE4E8> \x7C\xC2 |0

<UE4E9> \x7C\xC3 |0

<UE4EA> \x7C\xC4 |0

<UE4EB> \x7C\xC5 |0

<UE4EC> \x7C\xC6 |0

<UE4ED> \x7C\xC7 |0

<UE4EE> \x7C\xC8 |0

<UE4EF> \x7C\xC9 |0

<UE4F0> \x7C\xCA |0

<UE4F1> \x7C\xCB |0

<UE4F2> \x7C\xCC |0

<UE4F3> \x7C\xCD |0

<UE4F4> \x7C\xCE |0

<UE4F5> \x7C\xCF |0

<UE4F6> \x7C\xD0 |0

<UE4F7> \x7C\xD1 |0

<UE4F8> \x7C\xD2 |0

<UE4F9> \x7C\xD3 |0

<UE4FA> \x7C\xD4 |0

<UE4FB> \x7C\xD5 |0

<UE4FC> \x7C\xD6 |0

<UE4FD> \x7C\xD7 |0

<UE4FE> \x7C\xD8 |0

<UE4FF> \x7C\xD9 |0

<UE500> \x7C\xDA |0

<UE501> \x7C\xDB |0

<UE502> \x7C\xDC |0

<UE503> \x7C\xDD |0

<UE504> \x7C\xDE |0

<UE505> \x7C\xDF |0

<UE506> \x7C\xE0 |0

<UE507> \x7C\xE1

 |0

<UE508> \x7C\xE2 |0

<UE509> \x7C\xE3 |0

<UE50A> \x7C\xE4 |0

<UE50B> \x7C\xE5 |0

<UE50C> \x7C\xE6 |0

<UE50D> \x7C\xE7 |0

<UE50E> \x7C\xE8 |0

<UE50F> \x7C\xE9 |0
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<UE510> \x7C\xEA |0

<UE511> \x7C\xEB |0

<UE512> \x7C\xEC |0

<UE513> \x7C\xED |0

<UE514> \x7C\xEE |0

<UE515> \x7C\xEF |0

<UE516> \x7C\xF0 |0

<UE517> \x7C\xF1 |0

<UE518> \x7C\xF2 |0

<UE519> \x7C\xF3 |0

<UE51A> \x7C\xF4 |0

<UE51B> \x7C\xF5 |0

<UE51C> \x7C\xF6 |0

<UE51D> \x7C\xF7 |0

<UE51E> \x7C\xF8 |0

<UE51F> \x7C\xF9 |0

<UE520> \x7C\xFA |0

<UE521> \x7C\xFB |0

<UE522> \x7C\xFC |0

<UE523> \x7C\xFD |0

<UE524> \x7D\x41 |0

<UE525> \x7D\x42 |0

<UE526> \x7D\x43 |0

<UE527> \x7D\x44 |0

<UE528> \x7D\x45 |0

<UE529> \x7D\x46 |0

<UE52A> \x7D\x47 |0

<UE52B> \x7D\x48 |0

<UE52C> \x7D\x49 |0

<UE52D> \x7D\x4A |0

<UE52E> \x7D\x4B |0

<UE52F> \x7D\x4C |0

<UE530> \x7D\x4D |0

<UE531> \x7D\x4E |0

<UE532> \x7D\x4F |0

<UE533> \x7D\x50 |0

<UE534> \x7D\x51 |0

<UE535> \x7D\x52 |0

<UE536> \x7D\x53 |0

<UE537> \x7D\x54 |0

<UE538> \x7D\x55 |0

<UE539> \x7D\x56

 |0

<UE53A> \x7D\x57 |0

<UE53B> \x7D\x58 |0

<UE53C> \x7D\x59 |0

<UE53D> \x7D\x5A |0

<UE53E> \x7D\x5B |0
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<UE53F> \x7D\x5C |0

<UE540> \x7D\x5D |0

<UE541> \x7D\x5E |0

<UE542> \x7D\x5F |0

<UE543> \x7D\x60 |0

<UE544> \x7D\x61 |0

<UE545> \x7D\x62 |0

<UE546> \x7D\x63 |0

<UE547> \x7D\x64 |0

<UE548> \x7D\x65 |0

<UE549> \x7D\x66 |0

<UE54A> \x7D\x67 |0

<UE54B> \x7D\x68 |0

<UE54C> \x7D\x69 |0

<UE54D> \x7D\x6A |0

<UE54E> \x7D\x6B |0

<UE54F> \x7D\x6C |0

<UE550> \x7D\x6D |0

<UE551> \x7D\x6E |0

<UE552> \x7D\x6F |0

<UE553> \x7D\x70 |0

<UE554> \x7D\x71 |0

<UE555> \x7D\x72 |0

<UE556> \x7D\x73 |0

<UE557> \x7D\x74 |0

<UE558> \x7D\x75 |0

<UE559> \x7D\x76 |0

<UE55A> \x7D\x77 |0

<UE55B> \x7D\x78 |0

<UE55C> \x7D\x79 |0

<UE55D> \x7D\x7A |0

<UE55E> \x7D\x7B |0

<UE55F> \x7D\x7C |0

<UE560> \x7D\x7D |0

<UE561> \x7D\x7E |0

<UE562> \x7D\x7F |0

<UE563> \x7D\x81 |0

<UE564> \x7D\x82 |0

<UE565> \x7D\x83 |0

<UE566> \x7D\x84 |0

<UE567> \x7D\x85 |0

<UE568> \x7D\x86 |0

<UE569> \x7D\x87 |0

<UE56A> \x7D\x88 |0

<UE56B> \x7D\x89

 |0

<UE56C> \x7D\x8A |0

<UE56D> \x7D\x8B |0
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<UE56E> \x7D\x8C |0

<UE56F> \x7D\x8D |0

<UE570> \x7D\x8E |0

<UE571> \x7D\x8F |0

<UE572> \x7D\x90 |0

<UE573> \x7D\x91 |0

<UE574> \x7D\x92 |0

<UE575> \x7D\x93 |0

<UE576> \x7D\x94 |0

<UE577> \x7D\x95 |0

<UE578> \x7D\x96 |0

<UE579> \x7D\x97 |0

<UE57A> \x7D\x98 |0

<UE57B> \x7D\x99 |0

<UE57C> \x7D\x9A |0

<UE57D> \x7D\x9B |0

<UE57E> \x7D\x9C |0

<UE57F> \x7D\x9D |0

<UE580> \x7D\x9E |0

<UE581> \x7D\x9F |0

<UE582> \x7D\xA0 |0

<UE583> \x7D\xA1 |0

<UE584> \x7D\xA2 |0

<UE585> \x7D\xA3 |0

<UE586> \x7D\xA4 |0

<UE587> \x7D\xA5 |0

<UE588> \x7D\xA6 |0

<UE589> \x7D\xA7 |0

<UE58A> \x7D\xA8 |0

<UE58B> \x7D\xA9 |0

<UE58C> \x7D\xAA |0

<UE58D> \x7D\xAB |0

<UE58E> \x7D\xAC |0

<UE58F> \x7D\xAD |0

<UE590> \x7D\xAE |0

<UE591> \x7D\xAF |0

<UE592> \x7D\xB0 |0

<UE593> \x7D\xB1 |0

<UE594> \x7D\xB2 |0

<UE595> \x7D\xB3 |0

<UE596> \x7D\xB4 |0

<UE597> \x7D\xB5 |0

<UE598> \x7D\xB6 |0

<UE599> \x7D\xB7 |0

<UE59A> \x7D\xB8 |0

<UE59B> \x7D\xB9 |0

<UE59C> \x7D\xBA |0

<UE59D> \x7D\xBB
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 |0

<UE59E> \x7D\xBC |0

<UE59F> \x7D\xBD |0

<UE5A0> \x7D\xBE |0

<UE5A1> \x7D\xBF |0

<UE5A2> \x7D\xC0 |0

<UE5A3> \x7D\xC1 |0

<UE5A4> \x7D\xC2 |0

<UE5A5> \x7D\xC3 |0

<UE5A6> \x7D\xC4 |0

<UE5A7> \x7D\xC5 |0

<UE5A8> \x7D\xC6 |0

<UE5A9> \x7D\xC7 |0

<UE5AA> \x7D\xC8 |0

<UE5AB> \x7D\xC9 |0

<UE5AC> \x7D\xCA |0

<UE5AD> \x7D\xCB |0

<UE5AE> \x7D\xCC |0

<UE5AF> \x7D\xCD |0

<UE5B0> \x7D\xCE |0

<UE5B1> \x7D\xCF |0

<UE5B2> \x7D\xD0 |0

<UE5B3> \x7D\xD1 |0

<UE5B4> \x7D\xD2 |0

<UE5B5> \x7D\xD3 |0

<UE5B6> \x7D\xD4 |0

<UE5B7> \x7D\xD5 |0

<UE5B8> \x7D\xD6 |0

<UE5B9> \x7D\xD7 |0

<UE5BA> \x7D\xD8 |0

<UE5BB> \x7D\xD9 |0

<UE5BC> \x7D\xDA |0

<UE5BD> \x7D\xDB |0

<UE5BE> \x7D\xDC |0

<UE5BF> \x7D\xDD |0

<UE5C0> \x7D\xDE |0

<UE5C1> \x7D\xDF |0

<UE5C2> \x7D\xE0 |0

<UE5C3> \x7D\xE1 |0

<UE5C4> \x7D\xE2 |0

<UE5C5> \x7D\xE3 |0

<UE5C6> \x7D\xE4 |0

<UE5C7> \x7D\xE5 |0

<UE5C8> \x7D\xE6 |0

<UE5C9> \x7D\xE7 |0

<UE5CA> \x7D\xE8 |0

<UE5CB> \x7D\xE9 |0

<UE5CC> \x7D\xEA |0
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<UE5CD> \x7D\xEB |0

<UE5CE> \x7D\xEC |0

<UE5CF> \x7D\xED

 |0

<UE5D0> \x7D\xEE |0

<UE5D1> \x7D\xEF |0

<UE5D2> \x7D\xF0 |0

<UE5D3> \x7D\xF1 |0

<UE5D4> \x7D\xF2 |0

<UE5D5> \x7D\xF3 |0

<UE5D6> \x7D\xF4 |0

<UE5D7> \x7D\xF5 |0

<UE5D8> \x7D\xF6 |0

<UE5D9> \x7D\xF7 |0

<UE5DA> \x7D\xF8 |0

<UE5DB> \x7D\xF9 |0

<UE5DC> \x7D\xFA |0

<UE5DD> \x7D\xFB |0

<UE5DE> \x7D\xFC |0

<UE5DF> \x7D\xFD |0

<UE5E0> \x7E\x41 |0

<UE5E1> \x7E\x42 |0

<UE5E2> \x7E\x43 |0

<UE5E3> \x7E\x44 |0

<UE5E4> \x7E\x45 |0

<UE5E5> \x7E\x46 |0

<UE5E6> \x7E\x47 |0

<UE5E7> \x7E\x48 |0

<UE5E8> \x7E\x49 |0

<UE5E9> \x7E\x4A |0

<UE5EA> \x7E\x4B |0

<UE5EB> \x7E\x4C |0

<UE5EC> \x7E\x4D |0

<UE5ED> \x7E\x4E |0

<UE5EE> \x7E\x4F |0

<UE5EF> \x7E\x50 |0

<UE5F0> \x7E\x51 |0

<UE5F1> \x7E\x52 |0

<UE5F2> \x7E\x53 |0

<UE5F3> \x7E\x54 |0

<UE5F4> \x7E\x55 |0

<UE5F5> \x7E\x56 |0

<UE5F6> \x7E\x57 |0

<UE5F7> \x7E\x58 |0

<UE5F8> \x7E\x59 |0

<UE5F9> \x7E\x5A |0

<UE5FA> \x7E\x5B |0

<UE5FB> \x7E\x5C |0
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<UE5FC> \x7E\x5D |0

<UE5FD> \x7E\x5E |0

<UE5FE> \x7E\x5F |0

<UE5FF> \x7E\x60 |0

<UE600> \x7E\x61 |0

<UE601> \x7E\x62

 |0

<UE602> \x7E\x63 |0

<UE603> \x7E\x64 |0

<UE604> \x7E\x65 |0

<UE605> \x7E\x66 |0

<UE606> \x7E\x67 |0

<UE607> \x7E\x68 |0

<UE608> \x7E\x69 |0

<UE609> \x7E\x6A |0

<UE60A> \x7E\x6B |0

<UE60B> \x7E\x6C |0

<UE60C> \x7E\x6D |0

<UE60D> \x7E\x6E |0

<UE60E> \x7E\x6F |0

<UE60F> \x7E\x70 |0

<UE610> \x7E\x71 |0

<UE611> \x7E\x72 |0

<UE612> \x7E\x73 |0

<UE613> \x7E\x74 |0

<UE614> \x7E\x75 |0

<UE615> \x7E\x76 |0

<UE616> \x7E\x77 |0

<UE617> \x7E\x78 |0

<UE618> \x7E\x79 |0

<UE619> \x7E\x7A |0

<UE61A> \x7E\x7B |0

<UE61B> \x7E\x7C |0

<UE61C> \x7E\x7D |0

<UE61D> \x7E\x7E |0

<UE61E> \x7E\x7F |0

<UE61F> \x7E\x81 |0

<UE620> \x7E\x82 |0

<UE621> \x7E\x83 |0

<UE622> \x7E\x84 |0

<UE623> \x7E\x85 |0

<UE624> \x7E\x86 |0

<UE625> \x7E\x87 |0

<UE626> \x7E\x88 |0

<UE627> \x7E\x89 |0

<UE628> \x7E\x8A |0

<UE629> \x7E\x8B |0

<UE62A> \x7E\x8C |0
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<UE62B> \x7E\x8D |0

<UE62C> \x7E\x8E |0

<UE62D> \x7E\x8F |0

<UE62E> \x7E\x90 |0

<UE62F> \x7E\x91 |0

<UE630> \x7E\x92 |0

<UE631> \x7E\x93 |0

<UE632> \x7E\x94 |0

<UE633> \x7E\x95

 |0

<UE634> \x7E\x96 |0

<UE635> \x7E\x97 |0

<UE636> \x7E\x98 |0

<UE637> \x7E\x99 |0

<UE638> \x7E\x9A |0

<UE639> \x7E\x9B |0

<UE63A> \x7E\x9C |0

<UE63B> \x7E\x9D |0

<UE63C> \x7E\x9E |0

<UE63D> \x7E\x9F |0

<UE63E> \x7E\xA0 |0

<UE63F> \x7E\xA1 |0

<UE640> \x7E\xA2 |0

<UE641> \x7E\xA3 |0

<UE642> \x7E\xA4 |0

<UE643> \x7E\xA5 |0

<UE644> \x7E\xA6 |0

<UE645> \x7E\xA7 |0

<UE646> \x7E\xA8 |0

<UE647> \x7E\xA9 |0

<UE648> \x7E\xAA |0

<UE649> \x7E\xAB |0

<UE64A> \x7E\xAC |0

<UE64B> \x7E\xAD |0

<UE64C> \x7E\xAE |0

<UE64D> \x7E\xAF |0

<UE64E> \x7E\xB0 |0

<UE64F> \x7E\xB1 |0

<UE650> \x7E\xB2 |0

<UE651> \x7E\xB3 |0

<UE652> \x7E\xB4 |0

<UE653> \x7E\xB5 |0

<UE654> \x7E\xB6 |0

<UE655> \x7E\xB7 |0

<UE656> \x7E\xB8 |0

<UE657> \x7E\xB9 |0

<UE658> \x7E\xBA |0

<UE659> \x7E\xBB |0
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<UE65A> \x7E\xBC |0

<UE65B> \x7E\xBD |0

<UE65C> \x7E\xBE |0

<UE65D> \x7E\xBF |0

<UE65E> \x7E\xC0 |0

<UE65F> \x7E\xC1 |0

<UE660> \x7E\xC2 |0

<UE661> \x7E\xC3 |0

<UE662> \x7E\xC4 |0

<UE663> \x7E\xC5 |0

<UE664> \x7E\xC6 |0

<UE665> \x7E\xC7

 |0

<UE666> \x7E\xC8 |0

<UE667> \x7E\xC9 |0

<UE668> \x7E\xCA |0

<UE669> \x7E\xCB |0

<UE66A> \x7E\xCC |0

<UE66B> \x7E\xCD |0

<UE66C> \x7E\xCE |0

<UE66D> \x7E\xCF |0

<UE66E> \x7E\xD0 |0

<UE66F> \x7E\xD1 |0

<UE670> \x7E\xD2 |0

<UE671> \x7E\xD3 |0

<UE672> \x7E\xD4 |0

<UE673> \x7E\xD5 |0

<UE674> \x7E\xD6 |0

<UE675> \x7E\xD7 |0

<UE676> \x7E\xD8 |0

<UE677> \x7E\xD9 |0

<UE678> \x7E\xDA |0

<UE679> \x7E\xDB |0

<UE67A> \x7E\xDC |0

<UE67B> \x7E\xDD |0

<UE67C> \x7E\xDE |0

<UE67D> \x7E\xDF |0

<UE67E> \x7E\xE0 |0

<UE67F> \x7E\xE1 |0

<UE680> \x7E\xE2 |0

<UE681> \x7E\xE3 |0

<UE682> \x7E\xE4 |0

<UE683> \x7E\xE5 |0

<UE684> \x7E\xE6 |0

<UE685> \x7E\xE7 |0

<UE686> \x7E\xE8 |0

<UE687> \x7E\xE9 |0

<UE688> \x7E\xEA |0
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<UE689> \x7E\xEB |0

<UE68A> \x7E\xEC |0

<UE68B> \x7E\xED |0

<UE68C> \x7E\xEE |0

<UE68D> \x7E\xEF |0

<UE68E> \x7E\xF0 |0

<UE68F> \x7E\xF1 |0

<UE690> \x7E\xF2 |0

<UE691> \x7E\xF3 |0

<UE692> \x7E\xF4 |0

<UE693> \x7E\xF5 |0

<UE694> \x7E\xF6 |0

<UE695> \x7E\xF7 |0

<UE696> \x7E\xF8 |0

<UE697> \x7E\xF9

 |0

<UE698> \x7E\xFA |0

<UE699> \x7E\xFB |0

<UE69A> \x7E\xFC |0

<UE69B> \x7E\xFD |0

<UE69C> \x7F\x41 |0

<UE69D> \x7F\x42 |0

<UE69E> \x7F\x43 |0

<UE69F> \x7F\x44 |0

<UE6A0> \x7F\x45 |0

<UE6A1> \x7F\x46 |0

<UE6A2> \x7F\x47 |0

<UE6A3> \x7F\x48 |0

<UE6A4> \x7F\x49 |0

<UE6A5> \x7F\x4A |0

<UE6A6> \x7F\x4B |0

<UE6A7> \x7F\x4C |0

<UE6A8> \x7F\x4D |0

<UE6A9> \x7F\x4E |0

<UE6AA> \x7F\x4F |0

<UE6AB> \x7F\x50 |0

<UE6AC> \x7F\x51 |0

<UE6AD> \x7F\x52 |0

<UE6AE> \x7F\x53 |0

<UE6AF> \x7F\x54 |0

<UE6B0> \x7F\x55 |0

<UE6B1> \x7F\x56 |0

<UE6B2> \x7F\x57 |0

<UE6B3> \x7F\x58 |0

<UE6B4> \x7F\x59 |0

<UE6B5> \x7F\x5A |0

<UE6B6> \x7F\x5B |0

<UE6B7> \x7F\x5C |0
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<UE6B8> \x7F\x5D |0

<UE6B9> \x7F\x5E |0

<UE6BA> \x7F\x5F |0

<UE6BB> \x7F\x60 |0

<UE6BC> \x7F\x61 |0

<UE6BD> \x7F\x62 |0

<UE6BE> \x7F\x63 |0

<UE6BF> \x7F\x64 |0

<UE6C0> \x7F\x65 |0

<UE6C1> \x7F\x66 |0

<UE6C2> \x7F\x67 |0

<UE6C3> \x7F\x68 |0

<UE6C4> \x7F\x69 |0

<UE6C5> \x7F\x6A |0

<UE6C6> \x7F\x6B |0

<UE6C7> \x7F\x6C |0

<UE6C8> \x7F\x6D |0

<UE6C9> \x7F\x6E

 |0

<UE6CA> \x7F\x6F |0

<UE6CB> \x7F\x70 |0

<UE6CC> \x7F\x71 |0

<UE6CD> \x7F\x72 |0

<UE6CE> \x7F\x73 |0

<UE6CF> \x7F\x74 |0

<UE6D0> \x7F\x75 |0

<UE6D1> \x7F\x76 |0

<UE6D2> \x7F\x77 |0

<UE6D3> \x7F\x78 |0

<UE6D4> \x7F\x79 |0

<UE6D5> \x7F\x7A |0

<UE6D6> \x7F\x7B |0

<UE6D7> \x7F\x7C |0

<UE6D8> \x7F\x7D |0

<UE6D9> \x7F\x7E |0

<UE6DA> \x7F\x7F |0

<UE6DB> \x7F\x81 |0

<UE6DC> \x7F\x82 |0

<UE6DD> \x7F\x83 |0

<UE6DE> \x7F\x84 |0

<UE6DF> \x7F\x85 |0

<UE6E0> \x7F\x86 |0

<UE6E1> \x7F\x87 |0

<UE6E2> \x7F\x88 |0

<UE6E3> \x7F\x89 |0

<UE6E4> \x7F\x8A |0

<UE6E5> \x7F\x8B |0

<UE6E6> \x7F\x8C |0
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<UE6E7> \x7F\x8D |0

<UE6E8> \x7F\x8E |0

<UE6E9> \x7F\x8F |0

<UE6EA> \x7F\x90 |0

<UE6EB> \x7F\x91 |0

<UE6EC> \x7F\x92 |0

<UE6ED> \x7F\x93 |0

<UE6EE> \x7F\x94 |0

<UE6EF> \x7F\x95 |0

<UE6F0> \x7F\x96 |0

<UE6F1> \x7F\x97 |0

<UE6F2> \x7F\x98 |0

<UE6F3> \x7F\x99 |0

<UE6F4> \x7F\x9A |0

<UE6F5> \x7F\x9B |0

<UE6F6> \x7F\x9C |0

<UE6F7> \x7F\x9D |0

<UE6F8> \x7F\x9E |0

<UE6F9> \x7F\x9F |0

<UE6FA> \x7F\xA0 |0

<UE6FB> \x7F\xA1

 |0

<UE6FC> \x7F\xA2 |0

<UE6FD> \x7F\xA3 |0

<UE6FE> \x7F\xA4 |0

<UE6FF> \x7F\xA5 |0

<UE700> \x7F\xA6 |0

<UE701> \x7F\xA7 |0

<UE702> \x7F\xA8 |0

<UE703> \x7F\xA9 |0

<UE704> \x7F\xAA |0

<UE705> \x7F\xAB |0

<UE706> \x7F\xAC |0

<UE707> \x7F\xAD |0

<UE708> \x7F\xAE |0

<UE709> \x7F\xAF |0

<UE70A> \x7F\xB0 |0

<UE70B> \x7F\xB1 |0

<UE70C> \x7F\xB2 |0

<UE70D> \x7F\xB3 |0

<UE70E> \x7F\xB4 |0

<UE70F> \x7F\xB5 |0

<UE710> \x7F\xB6 |0

<UE711> \x7F\xB7 |0

<UE712> \x7F\xB8 |0

<UE713> \x7F\xB9 |0

<UE714> \x7F\xBA |0

<UE715> \x7F\xBB |0
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<UE716> \x7F\xBC |0

<UE717> \x7F\xBD |0

<UE718> \x7F\xBE |0

<UE719> \x7F\xBF |0

<UE71A> \x7F\xC0 |0

<UE71B> \x7F\xC1 |0

<UE71C> \x7F\xC2 |0

<UE71D> \x7F\xC3 |0

<UE71E> \x7F\xC4 |0

<UE71F> \x7F\xC5 |0

<UE720> \x7F\xC6 |0

<UE721> \x7F\xC7 |0

<UE722> \x7F\xC8 |0

<UE723> \x7F\xC9 |0

<UE724> \x7F\xCA |0

<UE725> \x7F\xCB |0

<UE726> \x7F\xCC |0

<UE727> \x7F\xCD |0

<UE728> \x7F\xCE |0

<UE729> \x7F\xCF |0

<UE72A> \x7F\xD0 |0

<UE72B> \x7F\xD1 |0

<UE72C> \x7F\xD2 |0

<UE72D> \x7F\xD3

 |0

<UE72E> \x7F\xD4 |0

<UE72F> \x7F\xD5 |0

<UE730> \x7F\xD6 |0

<UE731> \x7F\xD7 |0

<UE732> \x7F\xD8 |0

<UE733> \x7F\xD9 |0

<UE734> \x7F\xDA |0

<UE735> \x7F\xDB |0

<UE736> \x7F\xDC |0

<UE737> \x7F\xDD |0

<UE738> \x7F\xDE |0

<UE739> \x7F\xDF |0

<UE73A> \x7F\xE0 |0

<UE73B> \x7F\xE1 |0

<UE73C> \x7F\xE2 |0

<UE73D> \x7F\xE3 |0

<UE73E> \x7F\xE4 |0

<UE73F> \x7F\xE5 |0

<UE740> \x7F\xE6 |0

<UE741> \x7F\xE7 |0

<UE742> \x7F\xE8 |0

<UE743> \x7F\xE9 |0

<UE744> \x7F\xEA |0
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<UE745> \x7F\xEB |0

<UE746> \x7F\xEC |0

<UE747> \x7F\xED |0

<UE748> \x7F\xEE |0

<UE749> \x7F\xEF |0

<UE74A> \x7F\xF0 |0

<UE74B> \x7F\xF1 |0

<UE74C> \x7F\xF2 |0

<UE74D> \x7F\xF3 |0

<UE74E> \x7F\xF4 |0

<UE74F> \x7F\xF5 |0

<UE750> \x7F\xF6 |0

<UE751> \x7F\xF7 |0

<UE752> \x7F\xF8 |0

<UE753> \x7F\xF9 |0

<UE754> \x7F\xFA |0

<UE755> \x7F\xFB |0

<UE756> \x7F\xFC |0

<UE757> \x7F\xFD |0

<UF83D> \x43\x5B |0

<UF83E> \x44\x5C |0

<UFF01> \x42\x5A |0

<UFF02> \x42\x7F |0

<UFF03> \x42\x7B |0

<UFF04> \x42\xE0 |0

<UFF05> \x42\x6C |0

<UFF06> \x42\x50

 |0

<UFF07> \x42\x7D |0

<UFF08> \x42\x4D |0

<UFF09> \x42\x5D |0

<UFF0A> \x42\x5C |0

<UFF0B> \x42\x4E |0

<UFF0C> \x42\x6B |0

<UFF0D> \x42\x60 |0

<UFF0E> \x42\x4B |0

<UFF0F> \x42\x61 |0

<UFF10> \x42\xF0 |0

<UFF11> \x42\xF1 |0

<UFF12> \x42\xF2 |0

<UFF13> \x42\xF3 |0

<UFF14> \x42\xF4 |0

<UFF15> \x42\xF5 |0

<UFF16> \x42\xF6 |0

<UFF17> \x42\xF7 |0

<UFF18> \x42\xF8 |0

<UFF19> \x42\xF9 |0

<UFF1A> \x42\x7A |0
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<UFF1B> \x42\x5E |0

<UFF1C> \x42\x4C |0

<UFF1D> \x42\x7E |0

<UFF1E> \x42\x6E |0

<UFF1F> \x42\x6F |0

<UFF20> \x42\x7C |0

<UFF21> \x42\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \x42\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \x42\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \x42\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \x42\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \x42\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \x42\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \x42\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \x42\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \x42\xD1 |0

<UFF2B> \x42\xD2 |0

<UFF2C> \x42\xD3 |0

<UFF2D> \x42\xD4 |0

<UFF2E> \x42\xD5 |0

<UFF2F> \x42\xD6 |0

<UFF30> \x42\xD7 |0

<UFF31> \x42\xD8 |0

<UFF32> \x42\xD9 |0

<UFF33> \x42\xE2 |0

<UFF34> \x42\xE3 |0

<UFF35> \x42\xE4 |0

<UFF36> \x42\xE5 |0

<UFF37> \x42\xE6 |0

<UFF38> \x42\xE7

 |0

<UFF39> \x42\xE8 |0

<UFF3A> \x42\xE9 |0

<UFF3B> \x44\x44 |0

<UFF3C> \x43\xE0 |0

<UFF3D> \x44\x45 |0

<UFF3E> \x44\x70 |0

<UFF3F> \x42\x6D |0

<UFF40> \x42\x79 |0

<UFF41> \x42\x81 |0

<UFF42> \x42\x82 |0

<UFF43> \x42\x83 |0

<UFF44> \x42\x84 |0

<UFF45> \x42\x85 |0

<UFF46> \x42\x86 |0

<UFF47> \x42\x87 |0

<UFF48> \x42\x88 |0

<UFF49> \x42\x89 |0
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<UFF4A> \x42\x91 |0

<UFF4B> \x42\x92 |0

<UFF4C> \x42\x93 |0

<UFF4D> \x42\x94 |0

<UFF4E> \x42\x95 |0

<UFF4F> \x42\x96 |0

<UFF50> \x42\x97 |0

<UFF51> \x42\x98 |0

<UFF52> \x42\x99 |0

<UFF53> \x42\xA2 |0

<UFF54> \x42\xA3 |0

<UFF55> \x42\xA4 |0

<UFF56> \x42\xA5 |0

<UFF57> \x42\xA6 |0

<UFF58> \x42\xA7 |0

<UFF59> \x42\xA8 |0

<UFF5A> \x42\xA9 |0

<UFF5B> \x42\xC0 |0

<UFF5C> \x42\x4F |0

<UFF5D> \x42\xD0 |0

<UFF5E> \x43\xA1 |0

<UFFE0> \x43\x4A |0

<UFFE1> \x42\x4A |0

<UFFE2> \x42\x5F |0

<UFFE3> \x42\xA1 |0

<UFFE4> \x42\x6A |0

<UFFE5> \x42\x5B |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-935_P110-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00360.RXMAP110 and 036034B0.TXMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-864_X110-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1
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<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-864_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0
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<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0
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<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xC0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4>

 \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xDB |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1
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<U00AB> \x97 |0

<U00AC> \xDC |0

<U00AD> \xA1 |0

<U00B0> \x80 |0

<U00B1> \x93 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \x81 |0

<U00BB> \x98 |0

<U00BC> \x95 |0

<U00BD> \x94 |0

<U00D7> \xDE |0

<U00F7> \xDD |0

<U03B2> \x90 |0

<U03C6> \x92 |0

<U060C> \xAC |0

<U061B> \xBB |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |1

<U0622> \xC2 |1

<U0623> \xC3 |1

<U0624> \xC4 |1

<U0625> \xC7 |1

<U0626> \xC6 |1

<U0627> \xC7 |1

<U0628> \xC8 |1

<U0629> \xC9 |1

<U062A> \xCA |1

<U062B> \xCB |1

<U062C> \xCC |1

<U062D> \xCD |1

<U062E> \xCE |1

<U062F> \xCF |1

<U0630> \xD0 |1

<U0631> \xD1 |1

<U0632> \xD2 |1

<U0633> \xD3 |1

<U0634> \xD4 |1

<U0635> \xD5 |1

<U0636> \xD6 |1

<U0637> \xD7 |1

<U0638> \xD8 |1

<U0639> \xD9 |1

<U063A> \xDA |1

<U0640> \xE0 |0

<U0641> \xE1 |1

<U0642> \xE2 |1

<U0643> \xE3 |1

<U0644> \xE4 |1
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<U0645> \xE5 |1

<U0646> \xE6 |1

<U0647> \xE7 |1

<U0648> \xE8 |1

<U0649> \xE9 |1

<U064A> \xFD |1

<U0651> \xF1 |1

<U0660> \xB0 |0

<U0661> \xB1 |0

<U0662> \xB2 |0

<U0663> \xB3 |0

<U0664>

 \xB4 |0

<U0665> \xB5 |0

<U0666> \xB6 |0

<U0667> \xB7 |0

<U0668> \xB8 |0

<U0669> \xB9 |0

<U066A> \x25 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U066D> \x2A |1

<U200B> \x9F |0

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \x82 |0

<U221A> \x83 |0

<U221E> \x91 |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2248> \x96 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \x85 |0

<U2502> \x86 |0

<U250C> \x8D |0

<U2510> \x8C |0

<U2514> \x8E |0

<U2518> \x8F |0

<U251C> \x8A |0

<U2524> \x88 |0

<U252C> \x89 |0

<U2534> \x8B |0

<U253C> \x87 |0
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<U2550> \x05 |1

<U2551> \x06 |1

<U2554> \x0D |1

<U2557> \x0C |1

<U255A> \x0E |1

<U255D> \x0F |1

<U2560> \x0A |1

<U2563> \x08 |1

<U2566> \x09 |1

<U2569> \x0B |1

<U256C> \x07 |1

<U2592> \x84 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263C> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x02 |1

<U266C> \x03 |1

<UFE7C> \xF1 |0

<UFE7D> \xF0 |0

<UFE80> \xC1 |0

<UFE81> \xC2 |0

<UFE82> \xA2 |0

<UFE83>

 \xC3 |0

<UFE84> \xA5 |0

<UFE85> \xC4 |0

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC7 |1

<UFE88> \xA8 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |0

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1

<UFE8D> \xC7 |0

<UFE8E> \xA8 |0

<UFE8F> \xA9 |0

<UFE90> \xA9 |1

<UFE91> \xC8 |0

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |0

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xAA |0

<UFE96> \xAA |1
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<UFE97> \xCA |0

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xAB |0

<UFE9A> \xAB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |0

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xAD |0

<UFE9E> \xAD |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |0

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xAE |0

<UFEA2> \xAE |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |0

<UFEA4> \xCD |1

<UFEA5> \xAF |0

<UFEA6> \xAF |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |0

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |0

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |0

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |0

<UFEAE> \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |0

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xBC |0

<UFEB2> \xBC |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |0

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xBD |0

<UFEB6> \xBD |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |0

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xBE |0

<UFEBA> \xBE |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |0

<UFEBC> \xD5 |1

<UFEBD> \xEB |0

<UFEBE> \xEB |1

<UFEBF> \xD6 |0

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1>

 \xD7 |1

<UFEC2> \xD7 |1

<UFEC3> \xD7 |0

<UFEC4> \xD7 |1

<UFEC5> \xD8 |1
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<UFEC6> \xD8 |1

<UFEC7> \xD8 |0

<UFEC8> \xD8 |1

<UFEC9> \xDF |0

<UFECA> \xC5 |0

<UFECB> \xD9 |0

<UFECC> \xEC |0

<UFECD> \xEE |0

<UFECE> \xED |0

<UFECF> \xDA |0

<UFED0> \xF7 |0

<UFED1> \xBA |0

<UFED2> \xBA |1

<UFED3> \xE1 |0

<UFED4> \xE1 |1

<UFED5> \xF8 |0

<UFED6> \xF8 |1

<UFED7> \xE2 |0

<UFED8> \xE2 |1

<UFED9> \xFC |0

<UFEDA> \xFC |1

<UFEDB> \xE3 |0

<UFEDC> \xE3 |1

<UFEDD> \xFB |0

<UFEDE> \xFB |1

<UFEDF> \xE4 |0

<UFEE0> \xE4 |1

<UFEE1> \xEF |0

<UFEE2> \xEF |1

<UFEE3> \xE5 |0

<UFEE4> \xE5 |1

<UFEE5> \xF2 |0

<UFEE6> \xF2 |1

<UFEE7> \xE6 |0

<UFEE8> \xE6 |1

<UFEE9> \xF3 |0

<UFEEA> \xF3 |1

<UFEEB> \xE7 |0

<UFEEC> \xF4 |0

<UFEED> \xE8 |0

<UFEEE> \xE8 |1

<UFEEF> \xE9 |0

<UFEF0> \xF5 |0

<UFEF1> \xFD |0

<UFEF2> \xF6 |0

<UFEF3> \xEA |0

<UFEF4> \xEA |1

<UFEF5> \xF9 |0
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<UFEF6> \xFA |0

<UFEF7> \x99 |0

<UFEF8> \x9A |0

<UFEF9> \x9D |1

<UFEFA> \x9E |1

<UFEFB> \x9D |0

<UFEFC> \x9E |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04>

 \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1
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<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42>

 \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1
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<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x86 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-864_X110-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0039B.RPMAP100 and 039B44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-923_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-923_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0
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<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0
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<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0
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<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0
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<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9
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 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D0> \xD0 |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DE> \xDE |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F0> \xF0 |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0
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<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U00FE> \xFE |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0152> \xBC |0

<U0153> \xBD |0

<U0160> \xA6 |0

<U0161> \xA8 |0

<U0178> \xBE |0

<U017D> \xB4 |0

<U017E> \xB8 |0

<U20AC> \xA4 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1
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<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F

 |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1
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<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-923_P100-1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E6.RPMAP100 and 14E644B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5350_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5350_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0
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<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0
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<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0
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<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F>

 \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0
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<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB>
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 \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U011E> \xD0 |0

<U011F> \xF0 |0

<U0130> \xDD |0

<U0131> \xFD |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U015E> \xDE |0

<U015F> \xFE |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0
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<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1
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<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1
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<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5350_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00390.RPMAP100 and 039034B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-912_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-912_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0
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<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0
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<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0
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<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0
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<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \x8D |1

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \x8E |1

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \x88 |1

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \x9F |1

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00D0> \xD0 |1

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0
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<U00E7> \xE7

 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0104> \xA1 |0

<U0105> \xB1 |0

<U0106> \xC6 |0

<U0107> \xE6 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U010E> \xCF |0

<U010F> \xEF |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0

<U0118> \xCA |0

<U0119> \xEA |0

<U011A> \xCC |0

<U011B> \xEC |0

<U0139> \xC5 |0

<U013A> \xE5 |0

<U013D> \xA5 |0

<U013E> \xB5 |0

<U0141> \xA3 |0

<U0142> \xB3 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0147> \xD2 |0

<U0148> \xF2 |0

<U0150> \xD5 |0

<U0151> \xF5 |0

<U0154> \xC0 |0

<U0155> \xE0 |0

<U0158> \xD8 |0

<U0159> \xF8 |0

<U015A> \xA6 |0

<U015B> \xB6 |0

<U015E> \xAA |0
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<U015F> \xBA |0

<U0160> \xA9 |0

<U0161> \xB9 |0

<U0162> \xDE |0

<U0163> \xFE |0

<U0164> \xAB |0

<U0165> \xBB |0

<U016E> \xD9 |0

<U016F> \xF9 |0

<U0170> \xDB |0

<U0171> \xFB |0

<U0179> \xAC |0

<U017A> \xBC |0

<U017B> \xAF |0

<U017C> \xBF |0

<U017D> \xAE |0

<U017E>

 \xBE |0

<U02C7> \xB7 |0

<U02D8> \xA2 |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<U02DB> \xB2 |0

<U02DD> \xBD |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |2

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2500> \x94 |1

<U2502> \x83 |1

<U250C> \x86 |1

<U2510> \x8F |1

<U2514> \x90 |1

<U2518> \x85 |1

<U251C> \x93 |1

<U2524> \x84 |1

<U252C> \x92 |1

<U2534> \x91 |1

<U253C> \x95 |1

<U2550> \x9D |1

<U2551> \x8A |1

<U2554> \x99 |1

<U2557> \x8B |1
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<U255A> \x98 |1

<U255D> \x8C |1

<U2560> \x9C |1

<U2563> \x89 |1

<U2566> \x9B |1

<U2569> \x9A |1

<U256C> \x9E |1

<U2580> \x97 |1

<U2584> \x96 |1

<U2588> \x87 |1

<U2591> \x80 |1

<U2592> \x81 |1

<U2593> \x82 |1

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E

 |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1
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<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>
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 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x83 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-912_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *
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# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0048C.RPMAP100 and 048C44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1164_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1164_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0
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<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0
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<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0
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<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0
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<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6>

 \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |1

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0
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<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0102> \x66 |0

<U0103> \x46 |0

<U0110> \xAC |0

<U0111> \x8C |0

<U0152> \x9D |0

<U0153> \xBD |0

<U0178> \xBE |0

<U01A0> \xEF |0

<U01A1> \xCF |0

<U01AF> \xED |0

<U01B0> \xCD |0

<U0300> \x8E |0

<U0301> \xAE |0

<U0303> \x58 |0

<U0309> \x8D |0

<U0323> \xAD |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AB>

 \x78 |0

<U20AC> \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1
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<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1
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<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1164_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.
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# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B001A4.RXMAP120 and 01A434B0.TXMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-420_X120-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-420_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0
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<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0
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<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0
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<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B>

 \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00D7> \xE0 |0

<U00F7> \xA1 |0

<U060C> \x79 |0

<U061B> \xC0 |0

<U061F> \xD0 |0

<U0621> \x46 |0

<U0622> \x47 |0

<U0623> \x49 |0

<U0624> \x52 |0

<U0625> \x56 |1

<U0626> \x55 |0
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<U0627> \x56 |0

<U0628> \x58 |0

<U0629> \x62 |0

<U062A> \x63 |0

<U062B> \x65 |0

<U062C> \x67 |0

<U062D> \x69 |0

<U062E> \x71 |0

<U062F> \x73 |0

<U0630> \x74 |0

<U0631> \x75 |0

<U0632> \x76 |0

<U0633> \x77 |0

<U0634> \x80 |0

<U0635> \x8B |0

<U0636> \x8D |0

<U0637> \x8F |0

<U0638> \x90 |0

<U0639> \x9A |0

<U063A> \x9E |0

<U0640> \x44 |0

<U0641> \xAB |0

<U0642> \xAD |0

<U0643> \xAF |0

<U0644> \xB1 |0

<U0645>

 \xBB |0

<U0646> \xBD |0

<U0647> \xBF |0

<U0648> \xCF |0

<U0649> \xDA |0

<U064A> \xDC |0

<U0651> \x42 |0

<U0660> \xDF |0

<U0661> \xEA |0

<U0662> \xEB |0

<U0663> \xED |0

<U0664> \xEE |0

<U0665> \xEF |0

<U0666> \xFB |0

<U0667> \xFC |0

<U0668> \xFD |0

<U0669> \xFE |0

<U066A> \x6C |1

<U066B> \x6B |1

<U066C> \x4B |1

<U066D> \x5C |1

<U200B> \x45 |0
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<UFE70> \x40 |1

<UFE71> \x44 |1

<UFE72> \x40 |1

<UFE74> \x40 |1

<UFE76> \x40 |1

<UFE77> \x44 |1

<UFE78> \x40 |1

<UFE79> \x44 |1

<UFE7A> \x40 |1

<UFE7B> \x44 |1

<UFE7C> \x42 |1

<UFE7D> \x43 |0

<UFE7E> \x40 |1

<UFE7F> \x44 |1

<UFE80> \x46 |1

<UFE81> \x47 |1

<UFE82> \x48 |0

<UFE83> \x49 |1

<UFE84> \x51 |0

<UFE85> \x52 |1

<UFE86> \x52 |1

<UFE87> \x56 |1

<UFE88> \x57 |1

<UFE89> \x55 |1

<UFE8A> \x55 |1

<UFE8B> \x55 |1

<UFE8C> \x55 |1

<UFE8D> \x56 |1

<UFE8E> \x57 |0

<UFE8F> \x58 |1

<UFE90> \x58 |1

<UFE91> \x59 |0

<UFE92> \x59 |1

<UFE93> \x62 |1

<UFE94> \x62 |1

<UFE95> \x63 |1

<UFE96> \x63 |1

<UFE97> \x64 |0

<UFE98> \x64 |1

<UFE99> \x65 |1

<UFE9A> \x65 |1

<UFE9B>

 \x66 |0

<UFE9C> \x66 |1

<UFE9D> \x67 |1

<UFE9E> \x67 |1

<UFE9F> \x68 |0

<UFEA0> \x68 |1
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<UFEA1> \x69 |1

<UFEA2> \x69 |1

<UFEA3> \x70 |0

<UFEA4> \x70 |1

<UFEA5> \x71 |1

<UFEA6> \x71 |1

<UFEA7> \x72 |0

<UFEA8> \x72 |1

<UFEA9> \x73 |1

<UFEAA> \x73 |1

<UFEAB> \x74 |1

<UFEAC> \x74 |1

<UFEAD> \x75 |1

<UFEAE> \x75 |1

<UFEAF> \x76 |1

<UFEB0> \x76 |1

<UFEB1> \x77 |1

<UFEB2> \x77 |1

<UFEB3> \x78 |0

<UFEB4> \x78 |1

<UFEB5> \x80 |1

<UFEB6> \x80 |1

<UFEB7> \x8A |0

<UFEB8> \x8A |1

<UFEB9> \x8B |1

<UFEBA> \x8B |1

<UFEBB> \x8C |0

<UFEBC> \x8C |1

<UFEBD> \x8D |1

<UFEBE> \x8D |1

<UFEBF> \x8E |0

<UFEC0> \x8E |1

<UFEC1> \x8F |1

<UFEC2> \x8F |1

<UFEC3> \x8F |1

<UFEC4> \x8F |1

<UFEC5> \x90 |1

<UFEC6> \x90 |1

<UFEC7> \x90 |1

<UFEC8> \x90 |1

<UFEC9> \x9A |1

<UFECA> \x9B |0

<UFECB> \x9C |0

<UFECC> \x9D |0

<UFECD> \x9E |1

<UFECE> \x9F |0

<UFECF> \xA0 |0

<UFED0> \xAA |0
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<UFED1> \xAB |1

<UFED2> \xAB |1

<UFED3> \xAC |0

<UFED4> \xAC |1

<UFED5> \xAD |1

<UFED6> \xAD |1

<UFED7> \xAE |0

<UFED8> \xAE |1

<UFED9>

 \xAF |1

<UFEDA> \xAF |1

<UFEDB> \xB0 |0

<UFEDC> \xB0 |1

<UFEDD> \xB1 |1

<UFEDE> \xB1 |1

<UFEDF> \xBA |0

<UFEE0> \xBA |1

<UFEE1> \xBB |1

<UFEE2> \xBB |1

<UFEE3> \xBC |0

<UFEE4> \xBC |1

<UFEE5> \xBD |1

<UFEE6> \xBD |1

<UFEE7> \xBE |0

<UFEE8> \xBE |1

<UFEE9> \xBF |1

<UFEEA> \xBF |1

<UFEEB> \xCB |0

<UFEEC> \xCD |0

<UFEED> \xCF |1

<UFEEE> \xCF |1

<UFEEF> \xDA |1

<UFEF0> \xDB |0

<UFEF1> \xDC |1

<UFEF2> \xDD |0

<UFEF3> \xDE |0

<UFEF4> \xDE |1

<UFEF5> \xB2 |0

<UFEF6> \xB3 |0

<UFEF7> \xB4 |0

<UFEF8> \xB5 |0

<UFEF9> \xB8 |1

<UFEFA> \xB9 |1

<UFEFB> \xB8 |0

<UFEFC> \xB9 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1
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<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C>

 \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1
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<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-420_X120-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00385.RPMAP100 and 038544B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-901_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-901_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0
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<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0
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<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \x8E |1

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0
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<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xAF |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xA8 |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF

 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xBF |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xB8 |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC2 |0

<U0101> \xE2 |0

<U0104> \xC0 |0

<U0105> \xE0 |0

<U0106> \xC3 |0

<U0107> \xE3 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U0112> \xC7 |0

<U0113> \xE7 |0

<U0116> \xCB |0

<U0117> \xEB |0

<U0118> \xC6 |0

<U0119> \xE6 |0

<U0122> \xCC |0
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<U0123> \xEC |0

<U012A> \xCE |0

<U012B> \xEE |0

<U012E> \xC1 |0

<U012F> \xE1 |0

<U0136> \xCD |0

<U0137> \xED |0

<U013B> \xCF |0

<U013C> \xEF |0

<U0141> \xD9 |0

<U0142> \xF9 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0145> \xD2 |0

<U0146> \xF2 |0

<U014C> \xD4 |0

<U014D> \xF4 |0

<U0156> \xAA |0

<U0157> \xBA |0

<U015A> \xDA |0

<U015B> \xFA |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U016A> \xDB |0

<U016B> \xFB |0

<U0172> \xD8 |0

<U0173> \xF8 |0

<U0179> \xCA |0

<U017A> \xEA |0

<U017B> \xDD |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2017> \x97 |1

<U2019> \xFF |0

<U201C> \xB4 |0

<U201D> \xA1 |0

<U201E>

 \xA5 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \x9F |1

<U20AC> \xA4 |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |2

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1
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<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2500> \x94 |1

<U2502> \x83 |1

<U250C> \x86 |1

<U2510> \x8F |1

<U2514> \x90 |1

<U2518> \x85 |1

<U251C> \x93 |1

<U2524> \x84 |1

<U252C> \x92 |1

<U2534> \x91 |1

<U253C> \x95 |1

<U2550> \x9D |1

<U2551> \x8A |1

<U2554> \x99 |1

<U2557> \x8B |1

<U255A> \x98 |1

<U255D> \x8C |1

<U2560> \x9C |1

<U2563> \x89 |1

<U2566> \x9B |1

<U2569> \x9A |1

<U256C> \x9E |1

<U2580> \x8D |1

<U2584> \x88 |1

<U2588> \x87 |1

<U2591> \x80 |1

<U2592> \x81 |1

<U2593> \x82 |1

<U25A0> \x96 |1

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1
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<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22

 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1
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<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41>

 \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1
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<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x83 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \x96 |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-901_P100-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0036A.RPMAP100 and 036A34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-874_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-874_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0
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<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \xFC |0

<U00A6> \xFE |0

<U00AC>

 \xFD |0

<U0E01> \xA1 |0

<U0E02> \xA2 |0

<U0E03> \xA3 |0

<U0E04> \xA4 |0

<U0E05> \xA5 |0

<U0E06> \xA6 |0

<U0E07> \xA7 |0

<U0E08> \xA8 |0

<U0E09> \xA9 |0

<U0E0A> \xAA |0

<U0E0B> \xAB |0

<U0E0C> \xAC |0

<U0E0D> \xAD |0

<U0E0E> \xAE |0

<U0E0F> \xAF |0

<U0E10> \xB0 |0

<U0E11> \xB1 |0

<U0E12> \xB2 |0

<U0E13> \xB3 |0
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<U0E14> \xB4 |0

<U0E15> \xB5 |0

<U0E16> \xB6 |0

<U0E17> \xB7 |0

<U0E18> \xB8 |0

<U0E19> \xB9 |0

<U0E1A> \xBA |0

<U0E1B> \xBB |0

<U0E1C> \xBC |0

<U0E1D> \xBD |0

<U0E1E> \xBE |0

<U0E1F> \xBF |0

<U0E20> \xC0 |0

<U0E21> \xC1 |0

<U0E22> \xC2 |0

<U0E23> \xC3 |0

<U0E24> \xC4 |0

<U0E25> \xC5 |0

<U0E26> \xC6 |0

<U0E27> \xC7 |0

<U0E28> \xC8 |0

<U0E29> \xC9 |0

<U0E2A> \xCA |0

<U0E2B> \xCB |0

<U0E2C> \xCC |0

<U0E2D> \xCD |0

<U0E2E> \xCE |0

<U0E2F> \xCF |0

<U0E30> \xD0 |0

<U0E31> \xD1 |0

<U0E32> \xD2 |0

<U0E33> \xD3 |0

<U0E34> \xD4 |0

<U0E35> \xD5 |0

<U0E36> \xD6 |0

<U0E37> \xD7 |0

<U0E38> \xD8 |0

<U0E39> \xD9 |0

<U0E3A> \xDA |0

<U0E3F> \xDF |0

<U0E40> \xE0 |0

<U0E41> \xE1 |0

<U0E42>

 \xE2 |0

<U0E43> \xE3 |0

<U0E44> \xE4 |0

<U0E45> \xE5 |0

<U0E46> \xE6 |0
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<U0E47> \xE7 |0

<U0E48> \xA0 |3

<U0E48> \xE8 |0

<U0E49> \xDB |3

<U0E49> \xE9 |0

<U0E4A> \xDC |3

<U0E4A> \xEA |0

<U0E4B> \xDD |3

<U0E4B> \xEB |0

<U0E4C> \xDE |3

<U0E4C> \xEC |0

<U0E4D> \xED |0

<U0E4E> \xEE |0

<U0E4F> \xEF |0

<U0E50> \xF0 |0

<U0E51> \xF1 |0

<U0E52> \xF2 |0

<U0E53> \xF3 |0

<U0E54> \xF4 |0

<U0E55> \xF5 |0

<U0E56> \xF6 |0

<U0E57> \xF7 |0

<U0E58> \xF8 |0

<U0E59> \xF9 |0

<U0E5A> \xFA |0

<U0E5B> \xFB |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1
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<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21>

 \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1
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<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-874_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2013-2015 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/mt.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/rbnf/ga.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2014, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ******************************************************************************

 

# If this converter alias table looks very confusing, a much easier to

# understand view can be found at this demo:

# https://icu4c-demos.unicode.org/icu-bin/convexp

 

# IMPORTANT NOTE

#

# This file is not read directly by ICU. If you change it, you need to

# run gencnval, and eventually run pkgdata to update the representation that

# ICU uses for aliases. The gencnval tool will normally compile this file into

# cnvalias.icu. The gencnval -v verbose option will help you when you edit

# this file.

 

# Please be friendly

 to the rest of us that edit this table by

# keeping this table free of tabs.

 

# This is an alias file used by the character set converter.

# A lot of converter information can be found in unicode/ucnv.h, but here

# is more information about this file.

#

# If you are adding a new converter to this list and want to include it in the

# icu data library, please be sure to add an entry to the appropriate ucm*.mk file

# (see ucmfiles.mk for more information).

#

# Here is the file format using BNF-like syntax:

#

# converterTable ::= tags { converterLine* }

# converterLine ::= converterName [ tags ] { taggedAlias* }'\n'

# taggedAlias ::= alias [ tags ]

# tags ::= '{' { tag+ } '}'

# tag ::= standard['*']

# converterName ::= [0-9a-zA-Z:_'-']+

# alias ::= converterName

#

# Except for the converter name, aliases are case insensitive.

# Names are separated by whitespace.

# Line continuation and comment sytax are similar to the GNU make syntax.

# Any lines beginning with whitespace (e.g. U+0020 SPACE

 or U+0009 HORIZONTAL

# TABULATION) are presumed to be a continuation of the previous line.

# The # symbol starts a comment and the comment continues till the end of

# the line.

#

# The converter
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#

# All names can be tagged by including a space-separated list of tags in

# curly braces, as in ISO_8859-1:1987{IANA*} iso-8859-1 { MIME* } or

# some-charset{MIME* IANA*}. The order of tags does not matter, and

# whitespace is allowed between the tagged name and the tags list.

#

# The tags can be used to get standard names using ucnv_getStandardName().

#

# The complete list of recognized tags used in this file is defined in

# the affinity list near the beginning of the file.

#

# The * after the standard tag denotes that the previous alias is the

# preferred (default) charset name for that standard. There can only

# be one of these default charset names per converter.

 

 

 

# The world is getting more complicated...

# Supporting XML parsers, HTML, MIME, and similar applications

# that mark encodings

 with a charset name can be difficult.

# Many of these applications and operating systems will update

# their codepages over time.

 

# It means that a new codepage, one that differs from an

# old one by changing a code point, e.g., to the Euro sign,

# must not get an old alias, because it would mean that

# old files with this alias would be interpreted differently.

 

# If an codepage gets updated by assigning characters to previously

# unassigned code points, then a new name is not necessary.

# Also, some codepages map unassigned codepage byte values

# to the same numbers in Unicode for roundtripping. It may be

# industry practice to keep the encoding name in such a case, too

# (example: Windows codepages).

 

# The aliases listed in the list of character sets

# that is maintained by the IANA (http://www.iana.org/) must

# not be changed to mean encodings different from what this

# list shows. Currently, the IANA list is at

# http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets

# It should

 also be mentioned that the exact mapping table used for each

# IANA names usually isn't specified. This means that some other applications

# and operating systems are left to interpret the exact mappings for the

# underspecified aliases. For instance, Shift-JIS on a Solaris platform

# may be different from Shift-JIS on a Windows platform. This is why

# some of the aliases can be tagged to differentiate different mapping
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# tables with the same alias. If an alias is given to more than one converter,

# it is considered to be an ambiguous alias, and the affinity list will

# choose the converter to use when a standard isn't specified with the alias.

 

# Name matching is case-insensitive. Also, dashes '-', underscores '_'

# and spaces ' ' are ignored in names (thus cs-iso_latin-1, csisolatin1

# and "cs iso latin 1" are the same).

# However, the names in the left column are directly file names

# or names of algorithmic converters, and their case must not

# be changed - or else code and/or file

 names must also be changed.

# For example, the converter ibm-921 is expected to be the file ibm-921.cnv.

 

 

 

# The immediately following list is the affinity list of supported standard tags.

# When multiple converters have the same alias under different standards,

# the standard nearest to the top of this list with that alias will

# be the first converter that will be opened. The ordering of the aliases

# after this affinity list does not affect the preferred alias, but it may

# affect the order of the returned list of aliases for a given converter.

#

# The general ordering is from specific and frequently used to more general

# or rarely used at the bottom.

{   UTR22           # Name format specified by https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr22/

   # ICU             # Can also use ICU_FEATURE

   IBM             # The IBM CCSID number is specified by ibm-*

   WINDOWS         # The Microsoft code page identifier number is specified by windows-*. The rest are recognized

IE names.

   JAVA

            # Source: Sun JDK. Alias name case is ignored, but dashes are not ignored.

   # GLIBC

   # AIX

   # DB2

   # SOLARIS

   # APPLE

   # HPUX

   IANA            # Source: http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets

   MIME            # Source: http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets

   # MSIE            # MSIE is Internet Explorer, which can be different from Windows (From the IMultiLanguage

COM interface)

   # ZOS_USS         # z/OS (os/390) Unix System Services (USS), which has NL<->LF swapping. They have the

same format as the IBM tag.

   }

 

 

 

# Fully algorithmic converters
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UTF-8 { IANA* MIME* JAVA* WINDOWS }

                               ibm-1208 { IBM* } # UTF-8 with IBM PUA

                               ibm-1209 { IBM }  # UTF-8

                               ibm-5304 { IBM }  # Unicode 2.0, UTF-8 with IBM PUA

                               ibm-5305 { IBM }  # Unicode 2.0, UTF-8

                               ibm-13496 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-8

 with IBM PUA

                               ibm-13497 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-8

                               ibm-17592 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-8 with IBM PUA

                               ibm-17593 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-8

                               windows-65001 { WINDOWS* }

                               cp1208

                               x-UTF_8J

                               unicode-1-1-utf-8

                               unicode-2-0-utf-8

 

# The ICU 2.2 UTF-16/32 converters detect and write a BOM.

UTF-16 { IANA* MIME* JAVA* }    ISO-10646-UCS-2 { IANA }

                               ibm-1204 { IBM* } # UTF-16 with IBM PUA and BOM sensitive

                               ibm-1205 { IBM }  # UTF-16 BOM sensitive

                               unicode

                               csUnicode

                               ucs-2

# The following Unicode CCSIDs (IBM) are not valid in ICU because they are

# considered pure DBCS (exactly 2 bytes) of

 Unicode,

# and they are a subset of Unicode. ICU does not support their encoding structures.

# 1400 1401 1402 1410 1414 1415 1446 1447 1448 1449 64770 64771 65520 5496 5497 5498 9592 13688

UTF-16BE { IANA* MIME* JAVA* }  x-utf-16be { JAVA }

                               UnicodeBigUnmarked { JAVA } # java.io name

                               ibm-1200 { IBM* } # UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-1201 { IBM }  # UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-13488 { IBM } # Unicode 2.0, UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-13489 { IBM } # Unicode 2.0, UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-17584 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-17585 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-21680 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-21681 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-25776 { IBM } # Unicode

 4.1, UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-25777 { IBM } # Unicode 4.1, UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-29872 { IBM } # Unicode 5.0, UTF-16 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-29873 { IBM } # Unicode 5.0, UTF-16 BE

                               ibm-61955 { IBM } # UTF-16BE with Gaidai University (Japan) PUA

                               ibm-61956 { IBM } # UTF-16BE with Microsoft HKSCS-Big 5 PUA

                               windows-1201 { WINDOWS* }

                               cp1200
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                               cp1201

                               UTF16_BigEndian

                               # ibm-5297 { IBM }  # Unicode 2.0, UTF-16 (BE) (reserved, never used)

                               # iso-10646-ucs-2 { JAVA } # This is ambiguous

                               # ibm-61952 is not a valid CCSID because it's Unicode 1.1

                               # ibm-61953 is not a valid CCSID because it's Unicode 1.0

UTF-16LE

 { IANA* MIME* JAVA* }  x-utf-16le { JAVA }

                               UnicodeLittleUnmarked { JAVA } # java.io name

                               ibm-1202 { IBM* } # UTF-16 LE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-1203 { IBM }  # UTF-16 LE

                               ibm-13490 { IBM } # Unicode 2.0, UTF-16 LE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-13491 { IBM } # Unicode 2.0, UTF-16 LE

                               ibm-17586 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-16 LE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-17587 { IBM } # Unicode 3.0, UTF-16 LE

                               ibm-21682 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-16 LE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-21683 { IBM } # Unicode 4.0, UTF-16 LE

                               ibm-25778 { IBM } # Unicode 4.1, UTF-16 LE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-25779 { IBM } # Unicode 4.1, UTF-16 LE

                               ibm-29874 { IBM } # Unicode 5.0, UTF-16 LE with

 IBM PUA

                               ibm-29875 { IBM } # Unicode 5.0, UTF-16 LE

                               UTF16_LittleEndian

                               windows-1200 { WINDOWS* }

 

UTF-32 { IANA* MIME* }          ISO-10646-UCS-4 { IANA }

                               ibm-1236 { IBM* } # UTF-32 with IBM PUA and BOM sensitive

                               ibm-1237 { IBM }  # UTF-32 BOM sensitive

                               csUCS4

                               ucs-4

UTF-32BE { IANA* }              UTF32_BigEndian

                               ibm-1232 { IBM* } # UTF-32 BE with IBM PUA

                               ibm-1233 { IBM }  # UTF-32 BE

                               ibm-9424 { IBM }  # Unicode 4.1, UTF-32 BE with IBM PUA

UTF-32LE { IANA* }              UTF32_LittleEndian

                               ibm-1234 { IBM* } # UTF-32 LE, with IBM PUA

                               ibm-1235 { IBM }  # UTF-32 LE

 

# ICU-specific names for special uses

UTF16_PlatformEndian

UTF16_OppositeEndian

 

UTF32_PlatformEndian

UTF32_OppositeEndian

 

 

#
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 Java-specific, non-Unicode-standard UTF-16 variants.

# These are in the Java "Basic Encoding Set (contained in lib/rt.jar)".

# See the "Supported Encodings" at

# http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.doc.html

# or a newer version of this document.

#

# Aliases marked with { JAVA* } are canonical names for java.io and java.lang APIs.

# Aliases marked with { JAVA } are canonical names for the java.nio API.

#

# "BOM" means the Unicode Byte Order Mark, which is the encoding-scheme-specific

# byte sequence for U+FEFF.

# "Reverse BOM" means the BOM for the sibling encoding scheme with the

# opposite endianness. (LE<->BE)

 

# "Sixteen-bit Unicode (or UCS) Transformation Format, big-endian byte order,

# with byte-order mark"

#

# From Unicode: Writes BOM.

# To Unicode: Detects and consumes BOM.

#   If there is a "reverse BOM", Java throws

#   MalformedInputException: Incorrect byte-order mark.

#

   In this case, ICU4C sets a U_ILLEGAL_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE UErrorCode value

#   and a UCNV_ILLEGAL UConverterCallbackReason.

UTF-16BE,version=1		UnicodeBig { JAVA* }

 

# "Sixteen-bit Unicode (or UCS) Transformation Format, little-endian byte order,

# with byte-order mark"

#

# From Unicode: Writes BOM.

# To Unicode: Detects and consumes BOM.

#   If there is a "reverse BOM", Java throws

#   MalformedInputException: Incorrect byte-order mark.

#   In this case, ICU4C sets a U_ILLEGAL_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE UErrorCode value

#   and a UCNV_ILLEGAL UConverterCallbackReason.

UTF-16LE,version=1		UnicodeLittle { JAVA* }  x-UTF-16LE-BOM { JAVA }

 

# This one is not mentioned on the "Supported Encodings" page

# but is available in Java.

# In Java, this is called "Unicode" but we cannot give it that alias

# because the standard UTF-16 converter already has a "unicode" alias.

#

# From Unicode: Writes BOM.

# To Unicode: Detects and consumes BOM.

#   If there is no BOM, rather than defaulting to BE, Java throws

#

   MalformedInputException: Missing byte-order mark.

#   In this case, ICU4C sets a U_ILLEGAL_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE UErrorCode value
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#   and a UCNV_ILLEGAL UConverterCallbackReason.

UTF-16,version=1

 

# This is the same as standard UTF-16 but always writes a big-endian byte stream,

# regardless of the platform endianness, as expected by the Java compatibility tests.

# See the java.nio.charset.Charset API documentation at

# http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/nio/charset/Charset.html

# or a newer version of this document.

#

# From Unicode: Write BE BOM and BE bytes

# To Unicode: Detects and consumes BOM. Defaults to BE.

UTF-16,version=2

 

# Note: ICU does not currently support Java-specific, non-Unicode-standard UTF-32 variants.

# Presumably, these behave analogously to the UTF-16 variants with similar names.

# UTF_32BE_BOM  x-UTF-32BE-BOM

# UTF_32LE_BOM  x-UTF-32LE-BOM

 

# End of Java-specific, non-Unicode-standard UTF variants.

 

 

# On UTF-7:

# RFC 2152 (http://www.imc.org/rfc2152)

 allows to encode some US-ASCII

# characters directly or in base64. Especially, the characters in set O

# as defined in the RFC (!"#$%&*;<=>@[]^_`{|}) may be encoded directly

# but are not allowed in, e.g., email headers.

# By default, the ICU UTF-7 converter encodes set O directly.

# By choosing the option "version=1", set O will be escaped instead.

# For example:

#     utf7Converter=ucnv_open("UTF-7,version=1");

#

# For details about email headers see RFC 2047.

UTF-7 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS }   windows-65000 { WINDOWS* }

                               unicode-1-1-utf-7

                               unicode-2-0-utf-7

 

# UTF-EBCDIC doesn't exist in ICU, but the aliases are here for reference.

#UTF-EBCDIC ibm-1210 { IBM* } ibm-1211 { IBM }

 

# IMAP-mailbox-name is an ICU-specific name for the encoding of IMAP mailbox names.

# It is a substantially modified UTF-7 encoding. See the specification in:

#

# RFC 2060: INTERNET MESSAGE ACCESS PROTOCOL - VERSION 4rev1

# (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2060.txt)

#

 Section 5.1.3.  Mailbox International Naming Convention

IMAP-mailbox-name
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SCSU { IANA* }

   ibm-1212 { IBM }  # SCSU with IBM PUA

   ibm-1213 { IBM* } # SCSU

BOCU-1 { IANA* }

   csBOCU-1 { IANA }

   ibm-1214 { IBM }  # BOCU-1 with IBM PUA

   ibm-1215 { IBM* } # BOCU-1

 

# See https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr26 for this Compatibility Encoding Scheme for UTF-16

# The Unicode Consortium does not encourage the use of CESU-8

CESU-8 { IANA* } ibm-9400 { IBM* }

 

# Standard iso-8859-1, which does not have the Euro update.

# See iso-8859-15 (latin9) for the Euro update

ISO-8859-1 { MIME* IANA JAVA* }

   ibm-819 { IBM* JAVA }    # This is not truely ibm-819 because it's missing the fallbacks.

   IBM819 { IANA }

   cp819 { IANA JAVA }

   latin1 { IANA JAVA }

   8859_1 { JAVA }

   csISOLatin1 { IANA JAVA }

   iso-ir-100 { IANA JAVA }

   ISO_8859-1:1987 { IANA* JAVA }

   l1 { IANA JAVA }

   819 { JAVA }

   # windows-28591 { WINDOWS* } # This has odd behavior because

 it has the Euro update, which isn't correct.

   # LATIN_1     # Old ICU name

   # ANSI_X3.110-1983  # This is for a different IANA alias.  This isn't iso-8859-1.

 

US-ASCII { MIME* IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

   ASCII { JAVA* IANA WINDOWS }

   ANSI_X3.4-1968 { IANA* WINDOWS }

   ANSI_X3.4-1986 { IANA WINDOWS }

   ISO_646.irv:1991 { IANA WINDOWS }

   iso_646.irv:1983 { JAVA }

   ISO646-US { JAVA IANA WINDOWS }

   us { IANA }

   csASCII { IANA WINDOWS }

   iso-ir-6 { IANA }

   cp367 { IANA WINDOWS }

   ascii7 { JAVA }

   646 { JAVA }

   windows-20127 { WINDOWS* }

   ibm-367 { IBM* } IBM367 { IANA WINDOWS } # This is not truely ibm-367 because it's missing the fallbacks.

 

# GB 18030 is partly algorithmic, using the MBCS converter
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gb18030-2022            ibm-1392 { IBM* } windows-54936 { WINDOWS* } GB18030 { MIME* IANA* }

 

# Table-based interchange codepages

 

# Central Europe

ibm-912_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-912 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-2

 { MIME* IANA JAVA* WINDOWS }

                       ISO_8859-2:1987 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       latin2 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatin2 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       iso-ir-101 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       l2 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       8859_2 { JAVA }

                       cp912 { JAVA }

                       912 { JAVA }

                       windows-28592 { WINDOWS* }

 

# Maltese Esperanto

ibm-913_P100-2000 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-913 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-3 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       ISO_8859-3:1988 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       latin3 { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       csISOLatin3 { IANA WINDOWS }

                       iso-ir-109 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       l3 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       8859_3 { JAVA }

                       cp913 { JAVA }

    

                   913 { JAVA }

                       windows-28593 { WINDOWS* }

 

# Baltic

ibm-914_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-914 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-4 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       latin4 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatin4 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       iso-ir-110 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ISO_8859-4:1988 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       l4 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       8859_4 { JAVA }

                       cp914 { JAVA }

                       914 { JAVA }

                       windows-28594 { WINDOWS* }
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# Cyrillic

ibm-915_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-915 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-5 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       cyrillic { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatinCyrillic { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       iso-ir-144 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA

 }

                       ISO_8859-5:1988 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       8859_5 { JAVA }

                       cp915 { JAVA }

                       915 { JAVA }

                       windows-28595 { WINDOWS* }

 

glibc-PT154-2.3.3 { UTR22* }

                       PTCP154 { IANA* }

                       csPTCP154

                       PT154

                       CP154

                       Cyrillic-Asian

 

# Arabic

# ISO_8859-6-E and ISO_8859-6-I are similar to this charset, but BiDi is done differently

# From a narrow mapping point of view, there is no difference.

# -E means explicit. -I means implicit.

# -E requires the client to handle the ISO 6429 bidirectional controls

ibm-1089_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-1089 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-6 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       arabic { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatinArabic { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       iso-ir-127

 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ISO_8859-6:1987 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ECMA-114 { IANA JAVA }

                       ASMO-708 { IANA JAVA }

                       8859_6 { JAVA }

                       cp1089 { JAVA }

                       1089 { JAVA }

                       windows-28596 { WINDOWS* }

                       ISO-8859-6-I { IANA MIME } # IANA considers this alias different and BiDi needs to be applied.

                       ISO-8859-6-E { IANA MIME } # IANA considers this alias different and BiDi needs to be applied.

                       x-ISO-8859-6S { JAVA }

 

# ISO Greek (with euro update). This is really ISO_8859-7:2003

ibm-9005_X110-2007 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-9005 { IBM* }

                       ISO-8859-7 { MIME* IANA JAVA* WINDOWS }
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                       8859_7 { JAVA }

                       greek { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       greek8 { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

             

          ELOT_928 { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       ECMA-118 { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       csISOLatinGreek { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       iso-ir-126 { IANA JAVA WINDOWS }

                       ISO_8859-7:1987 { IANA* JAVA WINDOWS }

                       windows-28597 { WINDOWS* }

                       sun_eu_greek # For Solaris

 

# ISO Greek (w/o euro update)

# JDK 1.5 has these aliases.

ibm-813_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-813 { IBM* JAVA* }

                       cp813 { JAVA }

                       813 { JAVA }

 

# hebrew

# ISO_8859-8-E and ISO_8859-8-I are similar to this charset, but BiDi is done differently

# From a narrow mapping point of view, there is no difference.

# -E means explicit. -I means implicit.

# -E requires the client to handle the ISO 6429 bidirectional controls

# This matches the official mapping on unicode.org

ibm-5012_P100-1999 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-5012 { IBM* }

          

             ISO-8859-8 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       hebrew { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatinHebrew { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       iso-ir-138 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ISO_8859-8:1988 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-8-I { IANA MIME } # IANA and Windows considers this alias different and BiDi needs to

be applied.

                       ISO-8859-8-E { IANA MIME } # IANA and Windows considers this alias different and BiDi needs

to be applied.

                       8859_8 { JAVA }

                       windows-28598 { WINDOWS* } # Hebrew (ISO-Visual). A hybrid between ibm-5012 and ibm-916

with extra PUA mappings.

                       hebrew8 # Reflect HP-UX code page update

 

# Unfortunately, the Java aliases are split across ibm-916 and ibm-5012

# Also many platforms are a combination between ibm-916 and ibm-5012 behaviors

ibm-916_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-916

 { IBM* JAVA* }

                       cp916 { JAVA }
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                       916 { JAVA }

 

# Turkish

ibm-920_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-920 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-9 { MIME* IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       latin5 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csISOLatin5 { IANA JAVA }

                       iso-ir-148 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       ISO_8859-9:1989 { IANA* WINDOWS }

                       l5 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       8859_9 { JAVA }

                       cp920 { JAVA }

                       920 { JAVA }

                       windows-28599 { WINDOWS* }

                       ECMA-128    # IANA doesn't have this alias 6/24/2002

                       turkish8    # Reflect HP-UX codepage update 8/1/2008

                       turkish     # Reflect HP-UX codepage update 8/1/2008

 

# Nordic languages

iso-8859_10-1998 { UTR22* } ISO-8859-10 { MIME* IANA* }

           

            iso-ir-157 { IANA }

                       l6 { IANA }

                       ISO_8859-10:1992 { IANA }

                       csISOLatin6 { IANA }

                       latin6 { IANA }

 

# Thai

# Be warned. There several iso-8859-11 codepage variants, and they are all incompatible.

# ISO-8859-11 is a superset of TIS-620. The difference is that ISO-8859-11 contains the C1 control codes.

iso-8859_11-2001 { UTR22* } ISO-8859-11

                       thai8 # HP-UX alias. HP-UX says TIS-620, but it's closer to ISO-8859-11.

                       x-iso-8859-11 { JAVA* }

 

# iso-8859-13, PC Baltic (w/o euro update)

ibm-921_P100-1995 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-921 { IBM* }

                       ISO-8859-13 { IANA* MIME* JAVA* }

                       8859_13 { JAVA }

                       windows-28603 { WINDOWS* }

                       cp921

                       921

                       x-IBM921 { JAVA }

 

# Celtic

iso-8859_14-1998 { UTR22* } ISO-8859-14
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 { IANA* }

                       iso-ir-199 { IANA }

                       ISO_8859-14:1998 { IANA }

                       latin8 { IANA }

                       iso-celtic { IANA }

                       l8 { IANA }

 

# Latin 9

ibm-923_P100-1998 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-923 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ISO-8859-15 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       Latin-9 { IANA WINDOWS }

                       l9 { WINDOWS }

                       8859_15 { JAVA }

                       latin0 { JAVA }

                       csisolatin0 { JAVA }

                       csisolatin9 { JAVA }

                       iso8859_15_fdis { JAVA }

                       cp923 { JAVA }

                       923 { JAVA }

                       windows-28605 { WINDOWS* }

 

# CJK encodings

 

ibm-942_P12A-1999 { UTR22* }    # ibm-942_P120 is a rarely used alternate mapping (sjis78 is already old)

                       ibm-942 { IBM* }

                  

     ibm-932 { IBM }

                       cp932

                       shift_jis78

                       sjis78

                       ibm-942_VSUB_VPUA

                       ibm-932_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-IBM942 { JAVA* }

                       x-IBM942C { JAVA }

                       # Is this "JIS_C6226-1978"?

 

# ibm-943_P15A-2003 differs from windows-932-2000 only in a few roundtrip mappings:

# - the usual IBM PC control code rotation (1A-1C-7F)

# - the Windows table has roundtrips for bytes 80, A0, and FD-FF to U+0080 and PUA

ibm-943_P15A-2003 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-943 # Leave untagged because this isn't the default

                       Shift_JIS { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       MS_Kanji { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       csShiftJIS { IANA WINDOWS JAVA }

                       windows-31j { IANA JAVA } # A further extension of Shift_JIS to include NEC special characters

(Row 13)

                       csWindows31J
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 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA } # A further extension of Shift_JIS to include NEC special characters (Row 13)

                       x-sjis { WINDOWS JAVA }

                       x-ms-cp932 { WINDOWS }

                       cp932 { WINDOWS }

                       windows-932 { WINDOWS* }

                       cp943c { JAVA* }    # This is slightly different, but the backslash mapping is the same.

                       IBM-943C #{ AIX* } # Add this tag once AIX aliases becomes available

                       ms932

                       pck     # Probably SOLARIS

                       sjis    # This might be for ibm-1351

                       ibm-943_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-MS932_0213 { JAVA }

                       x-JISAutoDetect { JAVA }

                       # cp943 # This isn't Windows, and no one else uses it.

                       # IANA says that Windows-31J is an extension to csshiftjis ibm-932

ibm-943_P130-1999 { UTR22* }

                 

      ibm-943 { IBM* JAVA }

                       Shift_JIS # Leave untagged because this isn't the default

                       cp943 { JAVA* }    # This is slightly different, but the backslash mapping is the same.

                       943 { JAVA }

                       ibm-943_VASCII_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-IBM943 { JAVA }

                       # japanese. Unicode name is \u30b7\u30d5\u30c8\u7b26\u53f7\u5316\u8868\u73fe

ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-2009_U2 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-33722   # Leave untagged because this isn't the default

                       ibm-5050    # Leave untagged because this isn't the default, and yes this alias is correct

                       ibm-33722_VPUA

                       IBM-eucJP

windows-51932-2006 { UTR22* }

                       windows-51932 { WINDOWS* }

                       CP51932 { IANA* }

                       csCP51932

ibm-33722_P120-1999 { UTR22* }  # Japan EUC with \ <-> Yen mapping

             

          ibm-33722 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ibm-5050 { IBM }    # Yes this is correct

                       cp33722 { JAVA* }

                       33722 { JAVA }

                       ibm-33722_VASCII_VPUA

                       x-IBM33722 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM33722A { JAVA }

                       x-IBM33722C { JAVA }

# ibm-954 seems to be almost a superset of ibm-33722 and ibm-1350

# ibm-1350 seems to be almost a superset of ibm-33722

# ibm-954 contains more PUA characters than the others.

ibm-954_P101-2007 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-954 { IBM* }
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                       x-IBM954 { JAVA* }

                       x-IBM954C { JAVA }

                       # eucJP # This is closest to Solaris EUC-JP.

euc-jp-2007 { UTR22* }

                       EUC-JP { MIME* IANA JAVA* WINDOWS* }

                       Extended_UNIX_Code_Packed_Format_for_Japanese { IANA* JAVA WINDOWS }

                       csEUCPkdFmtJapanese { IANA JAVA WINDOWS

 }

                       X-EUC-JP { MIME JAVA WINDOWS }   # Japan EUC. x-euc-jp is a MIME name

                       eucjis {JAVA}

                       ujis # Linux sometimes uses this name. This is an unfortunate generic and rarely used name. Its use is

discouraged.

 

aix-IBM_udcJP-4.3.6 { UTR22* }

                       x-IBM-udcJP { JAVA* }

 

java-euc_jp_linux-1.6_P { UTR22* }

                       euc-jp-linux

                       x-EUC_JP_LINUX { JAVA* }

 

java-sjis_0213-1.6_P { UTR22* }

                       x-SJIS_0213 { JAVA* }

 

# Here are various interpretations and extensions of Big5

ibm-1373_P100-2002 { UTR22* } # IBM's interpretation of Windows' Taiwan Big-5 without HKSCS extensions

                       ibm-1373 { IBM* }

                       windows-950 # Alternate mapping. Leave untagged. This is the IBM interpretation of a Windows

codepage.

windows-950-2000 { UTR22* }

                       Big5 { IANA* MIME* JAVA* WINDOWS }

                       csBig5

 { IANA WINDOWS }

                       windows-950 { WINDOWS* }

                       x-windows-950 { JAVA }

                       x-big5

                       ms950

ibm-950_P110-1999 { UTR22* }                # Taiwan Big-5 (w/o euro update)

                       ibm-950 { IBM* JAVA }

                       cp950 { JAVA* }

                       950 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM950 { JAVA }

ibm-1375_P100-2008 { UTR22* }   # Big5-HKSCS-2004 with Unicode 3.1 mappings. This uses supplementary

characters.

                       ibm-1375 { IBM* }

                       Big5-HKSCS { IANA* JAVA* }

                       big5hk { JAVA }

                       HKSCS-BIG5  # From http://www.openi18n.org/localenameguide/

ibm-5471_P100-2006 { UTR22* }   # Big5-HKSCS-2001 with Unicode 3.0 mappings. This uses many PUA
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characters.

                       ibm-5471 { IBM* }

                       Big5-HKSCS

                       MS950_HKSCS { JAVA* }

                 

      hkbig5 # from HP-UX 11i, which can't handle supplementary characters.

                       big5-hkscs:unicode3.0

                       x-MS950-HKSCS { JAVA }

                       # windows-950 # Windows-950 can be w/ or w/o HKSCS extensions. By default it's not.

                       # windows-950_hkscs

solaris-zh_TW_big5-2.7 { UTR22* }

                       Big5_Solaris { JAVA* }

                       x-Big5-Solaris { JAVA }

# GBK

ibm-1386_P100-2001  { UTR22* }

                       ibm-1386 { IBM* }

                       cp1386

                       windows-936 # Alternate mapping. Leave untagged. This is the IBM interpretation of a Windows

codepage.

                       ibm-1386_VSUB_VPUA

windows-936-2000 { UTR22* }

                       GBK { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA* }

                       CP936 { IANA JAVA }

                       MS936 { IANA }  # In JDK 1.5, this goes to x-mswin-936. This is an IANA name split.

                       windows-936 { IANA

 WINDOWS* JAVA }

 

# Java has two different tables for ibm-1383 and gb2312. We pick closest set for tagging.

ibm-1383_P110-1999 { UTR22* }       # China EUC.

                       ibm-1383 { IBM* JAVA }

                       GB2312 { IANA* MIME* }

                       csGB2312 { IANA }

                       cp1383 { JAVA* }

                       1383 { JAVA }

                       EUC-CN  # According to other platforms, windows-20936 looks more like euc-cn. x-euc-cn is also a

MIME name

                       ibm-eucCN

                       hp15CN  # From HP-UX?

                       ibm-1383_VPUA

                       # gb          # This is not an IANA name. gb in IANA means Great Britain.

 

ibm-5478_P100-1995 { UTR22* } ibm-5478 { IBM* } # This gb_2312_80 DBCS mapping is needed by iso-2022.

                       GB_2312-80 { IANA* }    # Windows maps this alias incorrectly

                       chinese { IANA }

                       iso-ir-58 { IANA }

   

                    csISO58GB231280 { IANA }

                       gb2312-1980
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                       GB2312.1980-0   # From X11R6

 

euc-tw-2014 { UTR22* }                # Updated EUC-TW converter based on ibm-964

                       EUC-TW

 

ibm-964_P110-1999 { UTR22* }                # Taiwan EUC. x-euc-tw is a MIME name

                       ibm-964 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ibm-eucTW

                       cns11643

                       cp964 { JAVA* }

                       964 { JAVA }

                       ibm-964_VPUA

                       x-IBM964 { JAVA }

 

# ISO-2022 needs one, and other people may need others.

ibm-949_P110-1999 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-949 { IBM* JAVA }

                       cp949 { JAVA* }

                       949 { JAVA }

                       ibm-949_VASCII_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-IBM949 { JAVA }

ibm-949_P11A-1999 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-949 # Leave untagged because this isn't the

 default

                       cp949c { JAVA* }

                       ibm-949_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-IBM949C { JAVA }

                       IBM-949C { JAVA }

 

# Korean EUC.

#

# <quote from="Jungshik Shin">

# EUC-KR = KS X 1003/ISO 646-KR or ISO 646-IRV/US-ASCII in GL and KS X 1001:1998 (formerly KS C

5601-1987) in GR.

#

# Although widely spread on MS Windows, using

# KS C 5601 or related names to denote EUC-KR or

# windows-949 is very much misleading. KS C 5601-1987

# is NOT suitable as a designation for MIME charset

# and MBCS. It's just the name of a 94 x 94 Korean

# coded character set standard which can be invoked

# on either GL (with MSB reset) or GR (with MSB set).

# Note that JOHAB (windows-1361) specified in

# KS X 1001:1998 annex 3 (KS C 5601-1992 annex 3)

# is a _seprate_ MBCS with a _completely different_

# mapping.

# </quote>

#
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# The following aliases tries to mirror the poor state of alias recognition

# on these platforms.

#

# ibm-970 is almost a subset

 of ibm-1363.

# Java, Solaris and AIX use euc-kr to also mean ksc5601.

# Java has both ibm-970 and EUC-KR as separate converters.

ibm-970_P110_P110-2006_U2 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-970 { IBM* JAVA }

                       EUC-KR { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA }

                       KS_C_5601-1987 { JAVA }

                       windows-51949 { WINDOWS* }

                       csEUCKR { IANA WINDOWS }  # x-euc-kr is also a MIME name

                       ibm-eucKR { JAVA }

                       KSC_5601 { JAVA } # Needed by iso-2022

                       5601 { JAVA }

                       cp970 { JAVA* }

                       970 { JAVA }

                       ibm-970_VPUA

                       x-IBM970 { JAVA }

 

# ibm-971 is almost the set of DBCS mappings of ibm-970

ibm-971_P100-1995       ibm-971 { IBM* } ibm-971_VPUA x-IBM971 { JAVA* }

 

# Java, Solaris and AIX use euc-kr to also mean ksc5601, and _sometimes_ for Windows too.

# ibm-1363 is almost a

 superset of ibm-970.

ibm-1363_P11B-1998 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-1363 # Leave untagged because this isn't the default

                       KS_C_5601-1987 { IANA* }

                       KS_C_5601-1989 { IANA }

                       KSC_5601 { IANA }

                       csKSC56011987 { IANA }

                       korean { IANA }

                       iso-ir-149 { IANA }

                       cp1363 { MIME* }

                       5601

                       ksc

                       windows-949 # Alternate mapping. Leave untagged. This is the IBM interpretation of a Windows

codepage.

                       ibm-1363_VSUB_VPUA

                       x-IBM1363C { JAVA* }

                       # ks_x_1001:1992

                       # ksc5601-1992

 

ibm-1363_P110-1997 { UTR22* } # Korean KSC MBCS with \ <-> Won mapping

                       ibm-1363 { IBM* }

                       ibm-1363_VASCII_VSUB_VPUA
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                       x-IBM1363 { JAVA*

 }

 

windows-949-2000 { UTR22* }

                       windows-949 { JAVA* WINDOWS* }

                       KS_C_5601-1987 { WINDOWS }

                       KS_C_5601-1989 { WINDOWS }

                       KSC_5601 { MIME* WINDOWS } # Needed by iso-2022

                       csKSC56011987 { WINDOWS }

                       korean { WINDOWS }

                       iso-ir-149 { WINDOWS }

                       ms949 { JAVA }

                       x-KSC5601 { JAVA }

 

windows-1361-2000 { UTR22* }

                       ksc5601_1992

                       ms1361

                       johab

                       x-Johab { JAVA* }

 

windows-874-2000 { UTR22* }   # Thai (w/ euro update)

                       TIS-620 { WINDOWS }

                       windows-874 { JAVA* WINDOWS* }

                       MS874 { JAVA }

                       x-windows-874 { JAVA }

                       # iso-8859-11 { WINDOWS } # iso-8859-11 is similar to TIS-620. ibm-13162 is a closer

 match.

 

ibm-874_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    # Thai PC (w/o euro update).

                       ibm-874 { IBM* JAVA }

                       ibm-9066 { IBM }    # Yes ibm-874 == ibm-9066. ibm-1161 has the euro update.

                       cp874 { JAVA* }

                       TIS-620 { IANA* JAVA }  # This is actually separate from ibm-874, which is similar to this table

                       tis620.2533 { JAVA }    # This is actually separate from ibm-874, which is similar to this table

                       eucTH               # eucTH is an unusual alias from Solaris.  eucTH has fewer mappings than TIS620

                       x-IBM874 { JAVA }

 

ibm-1162_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   # Thai (w/ euro update)

                       ibm-1162 { IBM* }

 

windows-864-2000 { UTR22* }

                       ibm-864s

                       cp864s

                       x-IBM864S { JAVA* }

 

# Platform codepages

# If Java supports the IBM prefix, it should also support the ibm- prefix too.

ibm-437_P100-1995
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 { UTR22* }    ibm-437 { IBM* } IBM437 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA } cp437 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA* }

437 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA } csPC8CodePage437 { IANA JAVA } windows-437 { WINDOWS* }  # PC US

ibm-720_P100-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-720 { IBM* } windows-720 { WINDOWS* } DOS-720 { WINDOWS } x-

IBM720 { JAVA* } # PC Arabic

ibm-737_P100-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-737 { IBM* } IBM737 { WINDOWS JAVA } cp737 { JAVA* } windows-

737 { WINDOWS* } 737 { JAVA } x-IBM737 { JAVA } # PC Greek

ibm-775_P100-1996 { UTR22* }    ibm-775 { IBM* } IBM775 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA } cp775 { IANA

WINDOWS JAVA* } csPC775Baltic { IANA } windows-775 { WINDOWS* } 775 { JAVA } # PC Baltic

ibm-850_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-850 { IBM* } IBM850 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA } cp850 {

IANA MIME WINDOWS JAVA* } 850 { IANA JAVA } csPC850Multilingual { IANA JAVA } windows-850 {

WINDOWS* } # PC latin1

ibm-851_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-851 { IBM* } IBM851 { IANA* } cp851 { IANA MIME* } 851 { IANA }

csPC851 { IANA }           

  # PC DOS Greek (w/o euro)

ibm-852_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-852 { IBM* } IBM852 { IANA* WINDOWS JAVA } cp852 { IANA

WINDOWS JAVA* } 852 { IANA WINDOWS JAVA } csPCp852 { IANA JAVA } windows-852 { WINDOWS*

} # PC latin2 (w/o euro update)

ibm-855_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-855 { IBM* } IBM855 { IANA* JAVA } cp855 { IANA JAVA* } 855 {

IANA } csIBM855 { IANA } csPCp855 { JAVA } windows-855 { WINDOWS* } # PC cyrillic (w/o euro update)

ibm-856_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-856 { IBM* } IBM856 { JAVA } cp856 { JAVA* } 856 { JAVA } x-

IBM856 { JAVA } # PC Hebrew implicit order

ibm-857_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-857 { IBM* } IBM857 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA } cp857 {

IANA MIME JAVA* } 857 { IANA JAVA } csIBM857 { IANA JAVA } windows-857 { WINDOWS* }   # PC

Latin 5 (w/o euro update)

ibm-858_P100-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-858 { IBM* } IBM00858 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } CCSID00858 { IANA

JAVA } CP00858 { IANA JAVA } PC-Multilingual-850+euro { IANA } cp858 { MIME JAVA* } windows-858 {

WINDOWS* } # PC latin1

 with Euro

ibm-860_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-860 { IBM* } IBM860 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp860 { IANA MIME

JAVA* } 860 { IANA JAVA } csIBM860 { IANA JAVA }    # PC Portugal

ibm-861_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-861 { IBM* } IBM861 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA } cp861 {

IANA MIME JAVA* } 861 { IANA JAVA } cp-is { IANA JAVA } csIBM861 { IANA JAVA } windows-861 {

WINDOWS* } # PC Iceland

ibm-862_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-862 { IBM* } IBM862 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp862 { IANA MIME

JAVA* } 862 { IANA JAVA } csPC862LatinHebrew { IANA JAVA } DOS-862 { WINDOWS } windows-862 {

WINDOWS* }    # PC Hebrew visual order (w/o euro update)

ibm-863_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-863 { IBM* } IBM863 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp863 { IANA MIME

JAVA* } 863 { IANA JAVA } csIBM863 { IANA JAVA }    # PC Canadian French

ibm-864_X110-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-864 { IBM* } IBM864 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp864 { IANA MIME

JAVA* } csIBM864 { IANA JAVA } # PC Arabic (w/o euro update)

ibm-865_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-865 { IBM*

 } IBM865 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp865 { IANA MIME JAVA* } 865 { IANA JAVA } csIBM865 { IANA

JAVA }    # PC Nordic

ibm-866_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-866 { IBM* } IBM866 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } cp866 { IANA MIME

WINDOWS JAVA* } 866 { IANA JAVA } csIBM866 { IANA JAVA } windows-866 { WINDOWS* } # PC

Russian (w/o euro update)

ibm-867_P100-1998 { UTR22* }    ibm-867 { IBM* } x-IBM867 { JAVA* } # PC Hebrew (w/ euro update)

Updated version of ibm-862
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ibm-868_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-868 { IBM* } IBM868 { IANA* MIME* JAVA } CP868 { IANA MIME

JAVA* } 868 { JAVA } csIBM868 { IANA } cp-ar { IANA }          # PC Urdu

ibm-869_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-869 { IBM* } IBM869 { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA } cp869 {

IANA MIME JAVA* } 869 { IANA JAVA } cp-gr { IANA JAVA } csIBM869 { IANA JAVA } windows-869 {

WINDOWS* } # PC Greek (w/o euro update)

ibm-878_P100-1996 { UTR22* }    ibm-878 { IBM* } KOI8-R { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS JAVA* } koi8 {

WINDOWS JAVA } csKOI8R { IANA WINDOWS JAVA } windows-20866 { WINDOWS*

 } cp878   # Russian internet

ibm-901_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-901 { IBM* } # PC Baltic (w/ euro update), update of ibm-921

ibm-902_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-902 { IBM* } # PC Estonian (w/ euro update), update of ibm-922

ibm-922_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-922 { IBM* } IBM922 { JAVA } cp922 { JAVA* } 922 { JAVA } x-

IBM922 { JAVA } # PC Estonian (w/o euro update)

ibm-1168_P100-2002 { UTR22* }   ibm-1168 { IBM* } KOI8-U { IANA* WINDOWS } windows-21866 {

WINDOWS* } # Ukrainian KOI8. koi8-ru != KOI8-U and Microsoft is wrong for aliasing them as the same.

ibm-4909_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-4909 { IBM* } # ISO Greek (w/ euro update), update of ibm-813

 

# The cp aliases in this section aren't really windows aliases, but it was used by ICU for Windows.

# cp is usually used to denote IBM in Java, and that is why we don't do that anymore.

# The windows-* aliases mean windows codepages.

ibm-5346_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5346 { IBM* } windows-1250 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1250 {

WINDOWS

 JAVA } # Windows Latin2 (w/ euro update)

ibm-5347_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5347 { IBM* } windows-1251 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1251 {

WINDOWS JAVA } ANSI1251 # Windows Cyrillic (w/ euro update). ANSI1251 is from Solaris

ibm-5348_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-5348 { IBM* } windows-1252 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1252 {

JAVA }         # Windows Latin1 (w/ euro update)

ibm-5349_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5349 { IBM* } windows-1253 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1253 {

JAVA }         # Windows Greek (w/ euro update)

ibm-5350_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5350 { IBM* } windows-1254 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1254 {

JAVA }         # Windows Turkish (w/ euro update)

ibm-9447_P100-2002 { UTR22* }   ibm-9447 { IBM* } windows-1255 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1255 {

JAVA }         # Windows Hebrew (w/ euro update)

ibm-9448_X100-2005 { UTR22* }   ibm-9448 { IBM* } windows-1256 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1256 {

WINDOWS JAVA } x-windows-1256S { JAVA } # Windows Arabic (w/ euro update)

ibm-9449_P100-2002 {

 UTR22* }   ibm-9449 { IBM* } windows-1257 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1257 { JAVA }         #

Windows Baltic (w/ euro update)

ibm-5354_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5354 { IBM* } windows-1258 { IANA* JAVA* WINDOWS* } cp1258 {

JAVA }         # Windows Vietnamese (w/ euro update)

 

# These tables are out of date, and most don't have the Euro

# Leave the windows- variants untagged. They are alternate tables of the newer ones above.

ibm-1250_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1250 { IBM* } windows-1250  # Old Windows Latin2 (w/o euro update)

ibm-1251_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1251 { IBM* } windows-1251  # Old Windows Cyrillic (w/o euro update)

ibm-1252_P100-2000 { UTR22* }   ibm-1252 { IBM* } windows-1252  # Old Windows Latin 1 without Euro

ibm-1253_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1253 { IBM* } windows-1253  # Old Windows Greek (w/o euro update)

ibm-1254_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1254 { IBM* } windows-1254  # Old Windows Turkish (w/o euro update)

ibm-1255_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1255 { IBM* }        
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       # Very old Windows Hebrew (w/o euro update)

ibm-5351_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5351 { IBM* } windows-1255  # Old Windows Hebrew (w/ euro update)

ibm-1256_P110-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1256 { IBM* }               # Old Windows Arabic (w/o euro update)

ibm-5352_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5352 { IBM* } windows-1256  # Somewhat old Windows Arabic (w/ euro

update)

ibm-1257_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1257 { IBM* }               # Old Windows Baltic (w/o euro update)

ibm-5353_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5353 { IBM* } windows-1257  # Somewhat old Windows Baltic (w/ euro

update)

ibm-1258_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1258 { IBM* } windows-1258  # Old Windows Vietnamese (w/o euro

update)

 

macos-0_2-10.2 { UTR22* }       macintosh { IANA* MIME* WINDOWS } mac { IANA } csMacintosh { IANA }

windows-10000 { WINDOWS* } macroman { JAVA } x-macroman { JAVA* } # Apple latin 1

macos-6_2-10.4 { UTR22* }       x-mac-greek { MIME* WINDOWS } windows-10006 { WINDOWS* } macgr x-

MacGreek { JAVA* }  # Apple Greek

macos-7_3-10.2

 { UTR22* }       x-mac-cyrillic { MIME* WINDOWS } windows-10007 { WINDOWS* } mac-cyrillic maccy x-

MacCyrillic { JAVA } x-MacUkraine { JAVA* } # Apple Cyrillic

macos-21-10.5 { UTR22* }        x-mac-thai { MIME* } x-MacThai { JAVA* } MacThai { JAVA }

macos-29-10.2 { UTR22* }        x-mac-centraleurroman { MIME* } windows-10029 { WINDOWS* } x-mac-ce {

WINDOWS } macce maccentraleurope x-MacCentralEurope { JAVA* }  # Apple Central Europe

macos-33-10.5 { UTR22* }        x-mac-symbol { MIME* } x-MacSymbol { JAVA* } MacSymbol { JAVA }

macos-34-10.2 { UTR22* }        x-mac-dingbat { MIME* } x-MacDingbat { JAVA* } MacDingbat { JAVA }

macos-35-10.2 { UTR22* }        x-mac-turkish { MIME* WINDOWS } windows-10081 { WINDOWS* } mactr x-

MacTurkish { JAVA* }  # Apple Turkish

macos-36_2-10.2 { UTR22* }      x-mac-croatian { MIME* } x-MacCroatian { JAVA* } MacCroatian { JAVA }

macos-37_5-10.2 { UTR22* }      x-mac-iceland { MIME* } x-MacIceland { JAVA* } MacIceland { JAVA }

macos-38_2-10.2

 { UTR22* }      x-mac-romania { MIME* } x-MacRomania { JAVA* } MacRomania { JAVA }

macos-518-10.2 { UTR22* }       x-mac-arabic { MIME* } x-MacArabic { JAVA* } MacArabic { JAVA }

macos-1285-10.2 { UTR22* }      x-mac-hebrew { MIME* } x-MacHebrew { JAVA* } MacHebrew { JAVA }

 

ibm-1051_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1051 { IBM* } hp-roman8 { IANA* } roman8 { IANA } r8 { IANA }

csHPRoman8 { IANA } x-roman8 { JAVA* }   # HP Latin1

ibm-1276_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1276 { IBM* } Adobe-Standard-Encoding { IANA* }

csAdobeStandardEncoding { IANA } # Different from ISO-Unicode-IBM-1276 (GCSGID: 1276)

 

ibm-1006_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1006 { IBM* } IBM1006 { JAVA } cp1006 { JAVA* } 1006 { JAVA } x-

IBM1006 { JAVA }  # Urdu

ibm-1098_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1098 { IBM* } IBM1098 { JAVA } cp1098 { JAVA* } 1098 { JAVA } x-

IBM1098 { JAVA }  # PC Farsi

ibm-1124_P100-1996 { UTR22* }   ibm-1124 { IBM* JAVA } cp1124 { JAVA* } 1124 { JAVA } x-IBM1124 {

JAVA }  # ISO Cyrillic Ukraine

ibm-1125_P100-1997

 { UTR22* }   ibm-1125 { IBM* } cp1125                                # Cyrillic Ukraine PC

ibm-1129_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1129 { IBM* }                                       # ISO Vietnamese

ibm-1131_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1131 { IBM* } cp1131                                # Cyrillic Belarus PC

ibm-1133_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1133 { IBM* }                                       # ISO Lao
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# GSM 03.38

gsm-03.38-2009 { UTR22* }   GSM0338 # GSM0338 alias is from Perl

 

# Partially algorithmic converters

 

# [U_ENABLE_GENERIC_ISO_2022]

# The _generic_ ISO-2022 converter is disabled starting 2003-dec-03 (ICU 2.8).

# For details see the icu mailing list from 2003-dec-01 and the ucnv2022.c file.

# Language-specific variants of ISO-2022 continue to be available as listed below.

# ISO_2022                         ISO-2022

 

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=0    ISO-2022-JP { IANA* MIME* JAVA* } csISO2022JP { IANA JAVA } x-

windows-iso2022jp { JAVA } x-windows-50220 { JAVA }

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=1

    ISO-2022-JP-1 { MIME* } JIS_Encoding { IANA* } csJISEncoding { IANA } ibm-5054 { IBM* } JIS x-

windows-50221 { JAVA* }

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=2    ISO-2022-JP-2 { IANA* MIME* } csISO2022JP2 { IANA }

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=3    JIS7

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=4    JIS8

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=0    ISO-2022-KR { IANA* MIME* JAVA* } csISO2022KR { IANA JAVA } # This

uses ibm-949

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=1    ibm-25546 { IBM* }

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=0    ISO-2022-CN { IANA* JAVA* } csISO2022CN { JAVA } x-ISO-2022-CN-GB {

JAVA }

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=1    ISO-2022-CN-EXT { IANA* }

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=2    ISO-2022-CN-CNS x-ISO-2022-CN-CNS { JAVA* }

HZ                              HZ-GB-2312 { IANA* }

x11-compound-text               COMPOUND_TEXT x-compound-text { JAVA* }

 

ISCII,version=0         x-ISCII91 { JAVA* } x-iscii-de { WINDOWS } windows-57002 { WINDOWS* } iscii-dev

ibm-4902 { IBM* } # ibm-806 contains non-standard box drawing symbols.

ISCII,version=1

         x-iscii-be { WINDOWS } windows-57003 { WINDOWS* } iscii-bng windows-57006 { WINDOWS } x-iscii-

as { WINDOWS } # be is different from as on Windows.

ISCII,version=2         x-iscii-pa { WINDOWS } windows-57011 { WINDOWS* } iscii-gur

ISCII,version=3         x-iscii-gu { WINDOWS } windows-57010 { WINDOWS* } iscii-guj

ISCII,version=4         x-iscii-or { WINDOWS } windows-57007 { WINDOWS* } iscii-ori

ISCII,version=5         x-iscii-ta { WINDOWS } windows-57004 { WINDOWS* } iscii-tml

ISCII,version=6         x-iscii-te { WINDOWS } windows-57005 { WINDOWS* } iscii-tlg

ISCII,version=7         x-iscii-ka { WINDOWS } windows-57008 { WINDOWS* } iscii-knd

ISCII,version=8         x-iscii-ma { WINDOWS } windows-57009 { WINDOWS* } iscii-mlm

 

# Lotus specific

LMBCS-1                 lmbcs ibm-65025 { IBM* }

 

# These Lotus specific converters still work, but they aren't advertised in this alias table.

# These are almost never used outside of Lotus software,
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# and they take a lot of

 time when creating the available converter list.

# Also Lotus doesn't really use them anyway. It was a mistake to create these LMBCS variant converters in ICU.

#LMBCS-2

#LMBCS-3

#LMBCS-4

#LMBCS-5

#LMBCS-6

#LMBCS-8

#LMBCS-11

#LMBCS-16

#LMBCS-17

#LMBCS-18

#LMBCS-19

 

# EBCDIC codepages according to the CDRA

 

# without Euro

ibm-37_P100-1995 { UTR22* }              # EBCDIC US

                       ibm-37 { IBM* }

                       IBM037 { IANA* JAVA }

                       ibm-037 # { JAVA }

                       ebcdic-cp-us { IANA JAVA }

                       ebcdic-cp-ca { IANA JAVA }

                       ebcdic-cp-wt { IANA JAVA }

                       ebcdic-cp-nl { IANA JAVA }

                       csIBM037 { IANA JAVA }

                       cp037 { JAVA* }

                       037 { JAVA }

                       cpibm37 { JAVA }

                       cp37

 

ibm-273_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-273 { IBM* } IBM273 { IANA* JAVA } CP273 { IANA JAVA* }

csIBM273

 { IANA } ebcdic-de 273 { JAVA }                 # EBCDIC Germanay, Austria

ibm-277_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-277 { IBM* } IBM277 { IANA* JAVA } cp277 { JAVA* } EBCDIC-CP-

DK { IANA } EBCDIC-CP-NO { IANA } csIBM277 { IANA } ebcdic-dk 277 { JAVA } # EBCDIC Denmark

ibm-278_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-278 { IBM* } IBM278 { IANA* JAVA } cp278 { JAVA* } ebcdic-cp-fi {

IANA } ebcdic-cp-se { IANA } csIBM278 { IANA } ebcdic-sv { JAVA } 278 { JAVA } # EBCDIC Sweden

ibm-280_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-280 { IBM* } IBM280 { IANA* JAVA } CP280 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-it { IANA } csIBM280 { IANA } 280 { JAVA }     # EBCDIC Italy

ibm-284_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-284 { IBM* } IBM284 { IANA* JAVA } CP284 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-es { IANA } csIBM284 { IANA } cpibm284 { JAVA } 284 { JAVA }       # EBCDIC Spain

ibm-285_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-285 { IBM* } IBM285 { IANA* JAVA } CP285 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-gb { IANA } csIBM285 { IANA } cpibm285 { JAVA } ebcdic-gb { JAVA } 285 { JAVA } # EBCDIC

 UK Ireland

ibm-290_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-290 { IBM* } IBM290 { IANA* } cp290 { IANA } EBCDIC-JP-kana {

IANA } csIBM290 { IANA } # host SBCS (Katakana)
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ibm-297_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-297 { IBM* } IBM297 { IANA* JAVA } cp297 { IANA JAVA* } ebcdic-

cp-fr { IANA } csIBM297 { IANA } cpibm297 { JAVA } 297 { JAVA }     # EBCDIC France

ibm-420_X120-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-420 { IBM* } IBM420 { IANA* JAVA } cp420 { IANA JAVA* } ebcdic-

cp-ar1 { IANA } csIBM420 { IANA } 420 { JAVA }    # EBCDIC Arabic (all presentation shapes)

ibm-424_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-424 { IBM* } IBM424 { IANA* JAVA } cp424 { IANA JAVA* } ebcdic-

cp-he { IANA } csIBM424 { IANA } 424 { JAVA }     # EBCDIC Hebrew

ibm-500_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-500 { IBM* } IBM500 { IANA* JAVA } CP500 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-be { IANA } csIBM500 { IANA } ebcdic-cp-ch { IANA } 500   # EBCDIC International Latin1

ibm-803_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-803 { IBM* } cp803   # Old EBCDIC Hebrew

ibm-838_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   

 ibm-838 { IBM* } IBM838 { JAVA } IBM-Thai { IANA* JAVA } csIBMThai { IANA } cp838 { JAVA* } 838 {

JAVA } ibm-9030 { IBM }   # EBCDIC Thai. Yes ibm-9030 is an alias.

ibm-870_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-870 { IBM* } IBM870 { IANA* JAVA } CP870 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-roece { IANA } ebcdic-cp-yu { IANA } csIBM870 { IANA }    # EBCDIC Latin 2

ibm-871_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-871 { IBM* } IBM871 { IANA* JAVA } ebcdic-cp-is { IANA JAVA }

csIBM871 { IANA JAVA } CP871 { IANA JAVA* } ebcdic-is { JAVA } 871 { JAVA }     # EBCDIC Iceland

ibm-875_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-875 { IBM* } IBM875 { JAVA } cp875 { JAVA* } 875 { JAVA } x-

IBM875 { JAVA } # EBCDIC Greek

ibm-918_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-918 { IBM* } IBM918 { IANA* JAVA } CP918 { IANA JAVA* }

ebcdic-cp-ar2 { IANA } csIBM918 { IANA }        # EBCDIC Urdu

ibm-930_P120-1999 { UTR22* }    # EBCDIC_STATEFUL Katakana-Kanji Host Mixed.

                       ibm-930 { IBM* }

                       ibm-5026 { IBM } # Yes this is correct

                        IBM930 { JAVA }

                       cp930 { JAVA* }

                       930 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM930 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM930A { JAVA }

ibm-933_P110-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-933 { IBM* JAVA } cp933 { JAVA* } 933 { JAVA } x-IBM933 { JAVA

} # Korea EBCDIC MIXED

ibm-935_P110-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-935 { IBM* JAVA } cp935 { JAVA* } 935 { JAVA } x-IBM935 { JAVA

} # China EBCDIC MIXED. Need to use Unicode, ibm-1388 or gb18030 instead because it is required by the

government of China.

ibm-937_P110-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-937 { IBM* JAVA } cp937 { JAVA* } 937 { JAVA } x-IBM937 { JAVA

} # Taiwan EBCDIC MIXED

ibm-939_P120-1999 { UTR22* }    # EBCDIC_STATEFUL Latin-Kanji Host Mixed.

                       ibm-939 { IBM* }

                       ibm-931 { IBM }     # Yes this is correct

                       ibm-5035 { IBM }    # Yes this is also correct

                       IBM939 { JAVA }

                       cp939 { JAVA*

 }

                       939 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM939 { JAVA }

                       x-IBM939A { JAVA }

ibm-1025_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1025 { IBM* JAVA } cp1025 { JAVA* } 1025 { JAVA } x-IBM1025 {

JAVA }  # EBCDIC Cyrillic

ibm-1026_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1026 { IBM* } IBM1026 { IANA* JAVA } CP1026 { IANA JAVA* }
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csIBM1026 { IANA } 1026 { JAVA } # EBCDIC Turkey

ibm-1047_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1047 { IBM* } IBM1047 { IANA* JAVA } cp1047 { JAVA* } 1047 {

JAVA } # EBCDIC Open systems Latin1

ibm-1097_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1097 { IBM* JAVA } cp1097 { JAVA* } 1097 { JAVA } x-IBM1097 {

JAVA }  # EBCDIC Farsi

ibm-1112_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1112 { IBM* JAVA } cp1112 { JAVA* } 1112 { JAVA } x-IBM1112 {

JAVA }  # EBCDIC Baltic

ibm-1114_P100-2001 { UTR22* }   ibm-1114 { IBM* } x-IBM1114 { JAVA* }

ibm-1115_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1115 { IBM* } x-IBM1115 { JAVA* }

ibm-1122_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1122 { IBM* JAVA } cp1122 { JAVA* } 1122 { JAVA } x-IBM1122

 { JAVA }  # EBCDIC Estonia

ibm-1123_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1123 { IBM* JAVA } cp1123 { JAVA* } 1123 { JAVA } x-IBM1123 {

JAVA }  # EBCDIC Cyrillic Ukraine

ibm-1130_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1130 { IBM* }       # EBCDIC Vietnamese

ibm-1132_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-1132 { IBM* }       # EBCDIC Lao

ibm-1137_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1137 { IBM* }       # Devanagari EBCDIC (based on Unicode character

set)

ibm-4517_P100-2005 { UTR22* }   ibm-4517 { IBM* }       # EBCDIC Arabic. Update of ibm-421

 

# with Euro

ibm-1140_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1140 { IBM* } IBM01140 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01140 { IANA

JAVA } CP01140 { IANA JAVA } cp1140 { JAVA* } ebcdic-us-37+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC US

ibm-1141_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1141 { IBM* } IBM01141 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01141 { IANA

JAVA } CP01141 { IANA JAVA } cp1141 { JAVA* } ebcdic-de-273+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC Germanay,

Austria

ibm-1142_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1142 { IBM* } IBM01142 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01142 { IANA

JAVA } CP01142

 { IANA JAVA } cp1142 { JAVA* } ebcdic-dk-277+euro { IANA } ebcdic-no-277+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC

Denmark

ibm-1143_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1143 { IBM* } IBM01143 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01143 { IANA

JAVA } CP01143 { IANA JAVA } cp1143 { JAVA* } ebcdic-fi-278+euro { IANA } ebcdic-se-278+euro { IANA

} # EBCDIC Sweden

ibm-1144_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1144 { IBM* } IBM01144 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01144 { IANA

JAVA } CP01144 { IANA JAVA } cp1144 { JAVA* } ebcdic-it-280+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC Italy

ibm-1145_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1145 { IBM* } IBM01145 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01145 { IANA

JAVA } CP01145 { IANA JAVA } cp1145 { JAVA* } ebcdic-es-284+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC Spain

ibm-1146_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1146 { IBM* } IBM01146 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01146 { IANA

JAVA } CP01146 { IANA JAVA } cp1146 { JAVA* } ebcdic-gb-285+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC UK Ireland

ibm-1147_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1147 { IBM* } IBM01147 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01147 { IANA

JAVA } CP01147 { IANA JAVA } cp1147 { JAVA* }

 ebcdic-fr-297+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC France

ibm-1148_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1148 { IBM* } IBM01148 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01148 { IANA

JAVA } CP01148 { IANA JAVA } cp1148 { JAVA* } ebcdic-international-500+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC

International Latin1

ibm-1149_P100-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1149 { IBM* } IBM01149 { IANA* JAVA } CCSID01149 { IANA

JAVA } CP01149 { IANA JAVA } cp1149 { JAVA* } ebcdic-is-871+euro { IANA } # EBCDIC Iceland

ibm-1153_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1153 { IBM* } IBM1153 { JAVA } x-IBM1153 { JAVA* } # EBCDIC

latin 2
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ibm-1154_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1154 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Cyrillic Multilingual

ibm-1155_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1155 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Turkey

ibm-1156_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1156 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Baltic Multilingual

ibm-1157_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1157 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Estonia

ibm-1158_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1158 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Cyrillic Ukraine

ibm-1160_P100-1999

 { UTR22* }   ibm-1160 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Thailand

ibm-1164_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1164 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Viet Nam

ibm-1364_P110-2007 { UTR22* }   ibm-1364 { IBM* } x-IBM1364 { JAVA* } # Korean Host Mixed

ibm-1370_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1370 { IBM* } x-IBM1370 { JAVA* }

ibm-1371_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1371 { IBM* } x-IBM1371 { JAVA* } # Taiwan EBCDIC MIXED (Euro

update of ibm-937)

ibm-1388_P103-2001 { UTR22* }   ibm-1388 { IBM* } ibm-9580 { IBM } x-IBM1388 { JAVA* } # S-Ch DBCS-

Host Data GBK EBCDIC_STATEFUL. Yes ibm-9580 is an alias.

ibm-1390_P110-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1390 { IBM* } x-IBM1390 { JAVA* } # Japan EBCDIC MIXED (JIS X

0213)

ibm-1399_P110-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1399 { IBM* } x-IBM1399 { JAVA* } # Host MBCS (Latin-Kanji) (JIS X

0213)

ibm-5123_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-5123 { IBM* }                   # Host Roman Jis. Euro update of ibm-1027.

SBCS portion of ibm-1390.

ibm-8482_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-8482 { IBM*

 }                   # host SBCS (Katakana). Euro update of ibm-290. SBCS portion of ibm-1399.

# Yes ibm-20780 is the same as ibm-16684

ibm-16684_P110-2003 { UTR22* }  ibm-16684 { IBM* } ibm-20780 { IBM } # DBCS Jis + Roman Jis Host. This

is the DBCS portion of ibm-1390 and ibm-1399 (JIS X 0213).

ibm-4899_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-4899 { IBM* }                   # Old EBCDIC Hebrew. Update of ibm-803

ibm-4971_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-4971 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Greek. Update of ibm-875 and

superceded by ibm-9067

ibm-9067_X100-2005 { UTR22* }   ibm-9067 { IBM* }                   # EBCDIC Greek. Update of ibm-875 and ibm-

4971

ibm-12712_P100-1998 { UTR22* }  ibm-12712 { IBM* } ebcdic-he        # EBCDIC Hebrew (new sheqel, control

characters update). Update of ibm-424

ibm-16804_X110-1999 { UTR22* }  ibm-16804 { IBM* } ebcdic-ar        # EBCDIC Arabic. Update of ibm-420

 

java-Cp1399A-1.6_P { UTR22* }   x-IBM1399A { JAVA* }

java-Cp420s-1.6_P { UTR22* }    x-IBM420S { JAVA* }

java-Cp1390A-1.6_P

 { UTR22* }   x-IBM1390A { JAVA* }

 

# EBCDIC codepages for S/390, with LF and NL codes swapped

# Starting with ICU 2.4, the swapping is done by modifying the

# normal tables at runtime instead of at build time.

# Append UCNV_SWAP_LFNL_OPTION_STRING to the "ibm-CCSID" name to select this.

#

# Example: "ibm-1047,swaplfnl" or "ibm-1047" UCNV_SWAP_LFNL_OPTION_STRING

#

# This avoids the duplication of all EBCDIC SBCS and mixed-SBCS/DBCS

# mapping files.
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# Some examples below for declaring old-style, obsolete aliases with the "-s390"

# suffix to map to the new-style, recommended names with the option added.

# These are listed here for backward compatibility.

# Do not use these; instead use the normal converter name with the option

# added as recommended above.

 

# Note: It is not possible to define an alias (non-initial name in a line here)

# that itself contains a converter option like this one for swapping LF<->NL.

# Such names would never be found because ucnv_open() will

 first parse and strip

# options before looking up a name in this table.

# ucnv_open() then parses the lookup result (the canonical name on the left

# in lines here) as well.

 

# This also means that it is not necessary to add anything to convrtrs.txt

# for converter names like "ibm-1026,swaplfnl" to work -

# they are already covered by the normal option parsing together with the

# regular, option-less alias elsewhere in this file.

 

ibm-37_P100-1995,swaplfnl     ibm-37-s390 # ibm037-s390 also matches ibm-37-s390

ibm-924_P100-1998,swaplfnl    ibm-924-s390 IBM924_LF { JAVA* }

ibm-1047_P100-1995,swaplfnl   ibm-1047-s390 IBM1047_LF { JAVA* }

ibm-1140_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1140-s390

ibm-1141_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1141-s390 IBM1141_LF { JAVA* }

ibm-1142_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1142-s390

ibm-1143_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1143-s390

ibm-1144_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1144-s390

ibm-1145_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1145-s390

ibm-1146_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1146-s390

ibm-1147_P100-1997,swaplfnl

   ibm-1147-s390

ibm-1148_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1148-s390

ibm-1149_P100-1997,swaplfnl   ibm-1149-s390

ibm-1153_P100-1999,swaplfnl   ibm-1153-s390

ibm-12712_P100-1998,swaplfnl  ibm-12712-s390

ibm-16804_X110-1999,swaplfnl  ibm-16804-s390

 

# This is a special version of ibm-1140 that the XML4C (Xerces) parser team

# requested in 2000.

# It maps both EBCDIC LF and NL controls to Unicode LF U+000A.

 

ebcdic-xml-us

 

# These are not installed by default. They are rarely used.

# Many of them can be added through the online ICU Data Library Customization tool

 

ibm-1004_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1004 { IBM* }
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ibm-1008_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1008 { IBM* } # cp1008, 8-bit Arabic (w/o euro update)

ibm-1009_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1009 { IBM* }

ibm-1010_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1010 { IBM* } NF_Z_62-010 { IANA* } iso-ir-69 { IANA } ISO646-FR

{ IANA } fr { IANA } csISO69French { IANA }

ibm-1011_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1011 { IBM* } DIN_66003 { IANA* } iso-ir-21 { IANA } de { IANA }

ISO646-DE

 { IANA } csISO21German { IANA }

ibm-1012_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1012 { IBM* } IT { IANA* } iso-ir-15 { IANA } ISO646-IT { IANA }

csISO15Italian { IANA }

ibm-1013_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1013 { IBM* } BS_4730 { IANA* } iso-ir-4 { IANA } ISO646-GB {

IANA } gb { IANA } uk { IANA } csISO4UnitedKingdom { IANA }

ibm-1014_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1014 { IBM* } ES2 { IANA* } iso-ir-85 { IANA } ISO646-ES2 { IANA

} csISO85Spanish2 { IANA }

ibm-1015_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1015 { IBM* } PT2 { IANA* } iso-ir-84 { IANA } ISO646-PT2 { IANA

} csISO84Portuguese2 { IANA }

ibm-1016_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1016 { IBM* } NS_4551-1 { IANA* } iso-ir-60 { IANA } ISO646-NO {

IANA } no { IANA } csISO60DanishNorwegian { IANA } csISO60Norwegian1 { IANA }

ibm-1017_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1017 { IBM* }

ibm-1018_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1018 { IBM* } SEN_850200_B { IANA* } iso-ir-10 { IANA } FI { IANA

} ISO646-FI { IANA } ISO646-SE { IANA } se { IANA } csISO10Swedish { IANA }

ibm-1019_P100-1995

 { UTR22* }   ibm-1019 { IBM* }

ibm-1020_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1020 { IBM* } CSA_Z243.4-1985-1 { IANA* } iso-ir-121 { IANA }

ISO646-CA { IANA } csa7-1 { IANA } ca { IANA } csISO121Canadian1 { IANA }

ibm-1021_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1021 { IBM* }

ibm-1023_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1023 { IBM* } ES { IANA* } iso-ir-17 { IANA } ISO646-ES { IANA }

csISO17Spanish { IANA }

ibm-1027_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1027 { IBM* } x-IBM1027 { JAVA* }

ibm-1041_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1041 { IBM* } x-IBM1041 { JAVA* }

ibm-1043_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1043 { IBM* } x-IBM1043 { JAVA* }

ibm-1046_X110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1046 { IBM* } x-IBM1046 { JAVA* } x-IBM1046S { JAVA } # Arabic

ibm-1088_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1088 { IBM* } x-IBM1088 { JAVA* }

ibm-1100_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1100 { IBM* } DEC-MCS { IANA* } dec { IANA } csDECMCS { IANA

}

ibm-1101_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1101 { IBM* }

ibm-1102_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1102 { IBM* }

ibm-1103_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1103

 { IBM* }

ibm-1104_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1104 { IBM* } NF_Z_62-010_1973 iso-ir-25 { IANA* } ISO646-FR1 {

IANA } csISO25French { IANA } # NF_Z_62-010_(1973) is the real IANA alias, but () aren't invariant characters.

ibm-1105_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1105 { IBM* }

ibm-1106_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1106 { IBM* }

ibm-1107_P100-2003 { UTR22* }   ibm-1107 { IBM* } DS_2089 { IANA* } ISO646-DK { IANA } dk { IANA }

csISO646Danish { IANA }

ibm-1127_P100-2004 { UTR22* }   ibm-1127 { IBM* }

ibm-1161_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1161 { IBM* } # Thai (Euro update of ibm-1129)

ibm-1163_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1163 { IBM* } # Vietnamese

ibm-1165_P101-2000 { UTR22* }   ibm-1165 { IBM* } # Vietnamese (EBCDIC)
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ibm-1166_P100-2002 { UTR22* }   ibm-1166 { IBM* } # Cyrillic for Kazakhstan

ibm-1167_P100-2002 { UTR22* }   ibm-1167 { IBM* } KOI8-RU x-KOI8_RU { JAVA* }

ibm-1174_X100-2007 { UTR22* }   ibm-1174 { IBM* } KZ-1048 { IANA* } STRK1048-2002 { IANA } RK1048

{ IANA } csKZ1048 { IANA }

ibm-1277_P100-1995

 { UTR22* }   ibm-1277 { IBM* } # Adobe (Postscript) Latin-1

ibm-13125_P100-1997 { UTR22* }  ibm-13125 { IBM* } # S-Ch (DBCS subset of ibm-4933, ibm-1388)

ibm-13140_P101-2000 { UTR22* }  ibm-13140 { IBM* }

ibm-13218_P100-1996 { UTR22* }  ibm-13218 { IBM* } # Japanese (EBCDIC update of ibm-930)

ibm-1350_P110-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1350 { IBM* } x-eucJP-Open { JAVA* } eucJP-Open { JAVA } #

Japanese (EUC-JP variant)

ibm-1351_P110-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-1351 { IBM* } x-IBM1351 { JAVA* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-

5039)

ibm-1362_P110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1362 { IBM* } x-IBM1362 { JAVA* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-

1363)

ibm-13676_P102-2001 { UTR22* }  ibm-13676 { IBM* } # Simplified Chinese (EBCDIC)

ibm-1380_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-1380 { IBM* } x-IBM1380 { JAVA* } # Simplified Chinese (DBCS

subset of ibm-1381)

ibm-1381_P110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1381 { IBM* JAVA } cp1381 { JAVA* } 1381 { JAVA } x-IBM1381 {

JAVA } # Simplified Chinese PC Data mixed (IBM GB)

ibm-1382_P100-1995

 { UTR22* }   ibm-1382 { IBM* } x-IBM1382 { JAVA* } # Simplified Chinese (DBCS subset of ibm-1383)

ibm-17221_P100-2001 { UTR22* }  ibm-17221 { IBM* } # Simplified Chinese (EBCDIC)

ibm-17248_X110-1999 { UTR22* }  ibm-17248 { IBM* } # PC Arabic (w/ euro update) Updated version of ibm-

864

ibm-21344_P101-2000 { UTR22* }  ibm-21344 { IBM* } # PC Arabic. Updated version of ibm-864

ibm-21427_P100-1999 { UTR22* }  ibm-21427 { IBM* } # Traditional Chinese (DBCS subset of ibm-1370)

ibm-256_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-256 { IBM* } # Latin 1 EBCDIC

ibm-259_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-259 { IBM* } IBM-Symbols { IANA* } csIBMSymbols { IANA }

ibm-274_P100-2000 { UTR22* }    ibm-274 { IBM* } IBM274 { IANA* } EBCDIC-BE { IANA } CP274 { IANA

} csIBM274 { IANA }

ibm-275_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-275 { IBM* } IBM275 { IANA* } EBCDIC-BR { IANA } cp275 { IANA

} csIBM275 { IANA }

ibm-286_P100-2003 { UTR22* }    ibm-286 { IBM* } EBCDIC-AT-DE-A { IANA* } csEBCDICATDEA { IANA

}

ibm-293_P100-1995 { UTR22*

 }    ibm-293 { IBM* } # APL EBCDIC (APL: A Programming Language)

ibm-300_P120-2006 { UTR22* }    ibm-300 { IBM* } x-IBM300 { JAVA* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-930

and ibm-939)

ibm-301_P110-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-301 { IBM* } x-IBM301 { JAVA* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-943)

ibm-33058_P100-2000 { UTR22* }  ibm-33058 { IBM* } # SBCS (Katakana)

ibm-425_P101-2000 { UTR22* }    ibm-425 { IBM* } # Arabic (EBCDIC)

ibm-4930_P110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-4930 { IBM* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-1364)

ibm-4933_P100-2002 { UTR22* }   ibm-4933 { IBM* } # S-Ch (DBCS subset of ibm-1388)

ibm-4948_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-4948 { IBM* }

ibm-4951_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-4951 { IBM* }

ibm-4952_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-4952 { IBM* }

ibm-4960_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-4960 { IBM* }
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ibm-5039_P11A-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-5039 { IBM* } # Japanese (HP Shift-JIS variant)

ibm-5048_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-5048 { IBM* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-1350, JIS X208-1990)

ibm-5049_P100-1995 {

 UTR22* }   ibm-5049 { IBM* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-1350, JIS X212)

ibm-5067_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-5067 { IBM* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-21450)

ibm-5104_X110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-5104 { IBM* } # cp1008, 8-bit Arabic (w/ euro update)

ibm-5233_P100-2011 { UTR22* }   ibm-5233 { IBM* } # Devanagari EBCDIC, including Indian Rupee

ibm-806_P100-1998 { UTR22* }    ibm-806 { IBM* } # Hindi (ISCII variant)

ibm-808_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-808 { IBM* } x-IBM808 { JAVA* } # Cyrillic

ibm-833_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-833 { IBM* } x-IBM833 { JAVA* }

ibm-834_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-834 { IBM* } x-IBM834 { JAVA* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-933)

ibm-835_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-835 { IBM* } x-IBM835 { JAVA* } # Traditional Chinese (DBCS subset

of ibm-5033)

ibm-836_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-836 { IBM* } x-IBM836 { JAVA* }

ibm-837_P100-2011 { UTR22* }    ibm-837 { IBM* } x-IBM837 { JAVA* } # Simplified Chinese (DBCS subset

of ibm-5031)

ibm-848_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-848

 { IBM* } # Cyrillic (euro update of ibm-1125)

ibm-849_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-849 { IBM* } # Cyrillic Belarus (euro update of ibm-1131)

ibm-859_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-859 { IBM* } x-IBM859 { JAVA* } # PC Latin 9 (w/ euro update)

ibm-8612_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-8612 { IBM* } # Arabic (EBCDIC update of ibm-420)

ibm-872_P100-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-872 { IBM* } # Cyrillic (Euro update of ibm-855)

ibm-880_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-880 { IBM* } IBM880 { IANA* } cp880 { IANA } EBCDIC-Cyrillic {

IANA } csIBM880 { IANA } windows-20880 { WINDOWS* }

ibm-896_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-896 { IBM* } # SBCS Katakana

ibm-897_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-897 { IBM* } JIS_X0201 { IANA* } X0201 { IANA }

csHalfWidthKatakana { IANA } x-IBM897 { JAVA* }

ibm-9027_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-9027 { IBM* } # DBCS T-Ch Host. Euro update of ibm-835. DBCS

portion of ibm-1371.

ibm-9048_P100-1998 { UTR22* }   ibm-9048 { IBM* } # Hebrew (Euro and Sequel update of ibm-856)

ibm-905_P100-1995 { UTR22*

 }    ibm-905 { IBM* } IBM905 { IANA* } CP905 { IANA } ebcdic-cp-tr { IANA } csIBM905 { IANA }

windows-20905 { WINDOWS* }

ibm-9056_P100-1995 { UTR22* }   ibm-9056 { IBM* } # Arabic

ibm-9061_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-9061 { IBM* } # Greek (w/ euro update)

ibm-9145_P110-1997 { UTR22* }   ibm-9145 { IBM* } # Japanese (DBCS subset of ibm-5050)

ibm-9238_X110-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-9238 { IBM* } # cp1046, PC Arabic Extended (w/ euro update)

ibm-924_P100-1998 { UTR22* }    ibm-924 { IBM* } IBM00924 { IANA* } CCSID00924 { IANA } CP00924 {

IANA } ebcdic-Latin9--euro { IANA }

ibm-926_P100-2000 { UTR22* }    ibm-926 { IBM* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-944)

ibm-927_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-927 { IBM* } x-IBM927 { JAVA* } # Traditional Chinese (DBCS subset

of ibm-948)

ibm-928_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-928 { IBM* } # Simplified Chinese (DBCS subset of ibm-936)

ibm-941_P13A-2001 { UTR22* }    ibm-941 { IBM* } # DBCS portion of ibm-943

ibm-944_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-944 { IBM* } # Korean

ibm-946_P100-1995

 { UTR22* }    ibm-946 { IBM* } # Simplified Chinese

ibm-947_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-947 { IBM* } x-IBM947 { JAVA* } # Traditional Chinese (DBCS subset
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of ibm-950)

ibm-948_P110-1999 { UTR22* }    ibm-948 { IBM* } x-IBM948 { JAVA* } # Traditional Chinese

ibm-951_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-951 { IBM* } x-IBM951 { JAVA* } # Korean (DBCS subset of ibm-949)

ibm-952_P110-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-952 { IBM* } x-JIS0208 # Pure DBCS, Japanese EUC, G1 - JIS X208-

1990

ibm-953_P100-2000 { UTR22* }    ibm-953 { IBM* } JIS_X0212-1990 { IANA* } # Pure DBCS, Japanese EUC,

G3 - JIS X 0212-1990

ibm-955_P110-1997 { UTR22* }    ibm-955 { IBM* } # Pure DBCS, Japanese EUC, G0 - JIS X208-1978

ibm-9577_P100-2001 { UTR22* }   ibm-9577 { IBM* } ibm-1385 { IBM } x-IBM1385 { JAVA* } # ibm-9577 and

ibm-1385 are identical DBCS tables.

iso-8859_16-2001 { UTR22* }     ISO-8859-16 { IANA* } iso-ir-226 { IANA } ISO_8859-16:2001 { IANA }

latin10 { IANA } l10 { IANA }

 

# To be considered for listing

 at a later date for the data library customization tool

#ibm-1159_P100-1999 { UTR22* }   ibm-1159 { IBM* } # SBCS T-Ch Host. Euro update of ibm-28709. This is

used in combination with another CCSID mapping.

#ibm-960_P100-2000 { UTR22* }    ibm-960 { IBM* } # Pure DBCS, CNS11643 plane 1

#ibm-963_P100-1995 { UTR22* }    ibm-963 { IBM* } # Pure DBCS, CNS11643 plane 2 Traditional Chinese

(DBCS subset of ibm-965)

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/convrtrs.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00469.RPMAP100 and 046934B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1129_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1129_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0
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<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0
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<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0
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<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0
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<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0
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<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5>

 \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0
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<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0

<U0152> \xB8 |0

<U0153> \xA8 |0

<U0178> \xB4 |0

<U01A0> \xD5 |0

<U01A1> \xF5 |0

<U01AF> \xDD |0

<U01B0> \xFD |0

<U0300> \xCC |0

<U0301> \xEC |0

<U0303> \xDE |0

<U0309> \xD2 |0

<U0323> \xF2 |0

<U20AB> \xFE |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1
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<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1
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<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1129_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

// Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

// ***************************************************************************

// *

// * Copyright (C) 2010-2016 International Business Machines

// * Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

// *

// ***************************************************************************

icuver:table(nofallback){

   CLDRVersion{"44"}

   DataVersion{"74.1.0.0"}

   ICUVersion{"74.1.0.0"}

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/misc/icuver.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************
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# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004FC.RPMAP100 and 04FC34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1276_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1276_VASCII"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05

 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0
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<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \xA9 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0
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<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \xC1 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0
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<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82

 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA8 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xC8 |0

<U00AA> \xE3 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AF> \xC5 |0
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<U00B4> \xC2 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB4 |0

<U00B8> \xCB |0

<U00BA> \xEB |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C6> \xE1 |0

<U00D8> \xE9 |0

<U00DF> \xFB |0

<U00E6> \xF1 |0

<U00F8> \xF9 |0

<U0131> \xF5 |0

<U0141> \xE8 |0

<U0142> \xF8 |0

<U0152> \xEA |0

<U0153> \xFA |0

<U0192> \xA6 |0

<U02C6> \xC3 |0

<U02C7> \xCF |0

<U02D8> \xC6 |0

<U02D9> \xC7 |0

<U02DA> \xCA |0

<U02DB>

 \xCE |0

<U02DC> \xC4 |0

<U02DD> \xCD |0

<U2013> \xB1 |0

<U2014> \xD0 |0

<U2018> \x60 |0

<U2019> \x27 |0

<U201A> \xB8 |0

<U201C> \xAA |0

<U201D> \xBA |0

<U201E> \xB9 |0

<U2020> \xB2 |0

<U2021> \xB3 |0

<U2022> \xB7 |0

<U2026> \xBC |0

<U2030> \xBD |0

<U2039> \xAC |0

<U203A> \xAD |0

<U2044> \xA4 |0

<UFB01> \xAE |0

<UFB02> \xAF |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1
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<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \xA9 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A

 |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1
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<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \xC1 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1276_P100-
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1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: tr_Upper.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013, Apple Inc.; Unicode, Inc.; and others. All Rights Reserved.

# I and i-dotless; I-dot and i are case pairs in Turkish and Azeri

# When uppercasing, i turns into a dotted capital I

# 0069; 0069; 0130; 0130; tr; # LATIN SMALL LETTER I

i;

::Any-Upper();

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/tr_Upper.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

t.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E5.RPMAP100 and 14E544B0.TPMAP100

#
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<code_set_name>               "ibm-5349_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5349_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0
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<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0
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<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C>
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 \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U0384> \xB4 |0

<U0385> \xA1 |0

<U0386> \xA2 |0

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394> \xC4 |0
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<U0395> \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0

<U0397> \xC7 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0

<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xD3 |0

<U03A4>

 \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0

<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0

<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0

<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0
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<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0

<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0

<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U03D5> \xF6 |1

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2015> \xAF |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02>

 \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1
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<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40>

 \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1
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<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5349_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B002D0.RPMAP100 and 02D034B0.TPMAP100

#
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<code_set_name>               "ibm-720_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-720_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0
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<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0
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<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A4> \x94 |0

<U00AB>
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 \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U0621> \x98 |0

<U0622> \x99 |0

<U0623> \x9A |0

<U0624> \x9B |0

<U0625> \x9D |0

<U0626> \x9E |0

<U0627> \x9F |0

<U0628> \xA0 |0

<U0629> \xA1 |0

<U062A> \xA2 |0

<U062B> \xA3 |0

<U062C> \xA4 |0

<U062D> \xA5 |0

<U062E> \xA6 |0

<U062F> \xA7 |0

<U0630> \xA8 |0

<U0631> \xA9 |0

<U0632> \xAA |0

<U0633> \xAB |0

<U0634> \xAC |0

<U0635> \xAD |0

<U0636> \xE0 |0

<U0637> \xE1 |0

<U0638> \xE2 |0

<U0639> \xE3 |0

<U063A> \xE4 |0

<U0640> \x95 |0

<U0641> \xE5 |0

<U0642> \xE7 |0

<U0643> \xE8 |0
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<U0644> \xE9 |0

<U0645> \xEA |0

<U0646> \xEB |0

<U0647> \xEC |0

<U0648> \xED |0

<U0649> \xEE |0

<U064A> \xEF |0

<U064B> \xF1 |0

<U064C> \xF2 |0

<U064D> \xF3 |0

<U064E> \xF4 |0

<U064F> \xF5 |0

<U0650> \xF6 |0

<U0651> \x91 |0

<U0652>

 \x92 |0

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0
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<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09>

 \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1
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<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47>

 \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1
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<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-720_P100-1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00484.RPMAP100 and 048444B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1156_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F
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<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1156_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0
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<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0
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<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0
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<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0
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<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E4>

 \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U0100> \xAC |0

<U0101> \x8C |0

<U0104> \x64 |0

<U0105> \x44 |0

<U0106> \xFB |0

<U0107> \xDB |0

<U010C> \x74 |0

<U010D> \x54 |0

<U0112> \x68 |0

<U0113> \x48 |0

<U0116> \x73 |0

<U0117> \x53 |0

<U0118> \x72 |0

<U0119> \x52 |0

<U0122> \x78 |0

<U0123> \x58 |0

<U012A> \x76 |0

<U012B> \xB2 |0

<U012E> \x65 |0

<U012F> \x45 |0

<U0136> \xBD |0

<U0137> \x9D |0

<U013B> \x77 |0

<U013C> \xBE |0

<U0141> \xFD |0

<U0142> \xDD |0

<U0143> \xAE |0

<U0144> \x8E |0

<U0145> \xED |0
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<U0146> \xCD |0

<U014C> \xEB |0

<U014D> \xCB |0

<U0156> \x9A |0

<U0157> \x9B |0

<U015A> \xFE |0

<U015B> \xDE |0

<U0160> \x62 |0

<U0161> \x42 |0

<U016A> \x66 |0

<U016B> \x46 |0

<U0172> \x75 |0

<U0173> \x55 |0

<U0179> \xBC |0

<U017A> \xAB |0

<U017B> \xAD |0

<U017C> \x8D |0

<U017D> \x69 |0

<U017E> \x49 |0

<U2019> \xDF |0

<U201C> \x57 |0

<U201D> \xAA |0

<U201E> \x56 |0

<U20AC> \x9F |0

<UFF01>

 \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1
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<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1
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<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1156_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created on Thu Feb 10 11:47:54 2000

#

# File created manually from source file LMBCS.ALL

#

# Table Version : 1.00

#

<code_set_name>               "lmb-excp"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"
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<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  2

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \x01\x3f

<icu:state>                   0-ff:2, 1-2:1, 6:1

<icu:state>                   1-7f

<icu:state>

#

CHARMAP

#

#

#ISO 10646      LMBCS

#_________      _________

<U0027>         \x01\x27

 |0

<U005E>         \x01\x23 |0

<U005E>         \x01\x33 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U005E>         \x01\x6D |3 # R5 compatibility

<U0060>         \x01\x24 |0

<U0060>         \x01\x34 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U007E>         \x01\x21 |0

<U007E>         \x01\x31 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U007E>         \x01\x6C |3 # R5 compatibility

<U00A0>         \x01\x3B |0

<U00A7>         \x01\x15 |0

<U00A8>         \x01\x20 |0

<U00A8>         \x01\x30 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U00AF>         \x01\x67 |0

<U00B4>         \x01\x25 |0

<U00B4>         \x01\x35 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U00B6>         \x01\x14 |0

<U0100>         \x06\x2E |0

<U0101>         \x06\x01 |0

<U0108>         \x06\x02 |0

<U0109>         \x06\x03 |0

<U010A>         \x06\x04 |0

<U010B>         \x06\x05 |0

<U0112>         \x06\x06 |0

<U0113>         \x06\x07 |0

<U0116>         \x06\x08 |0

<U0117>         \x06\x09 |0

<U011C>         \x06\x0A |0

<U011D>         \x06\x0B |0

<U0120>         \x06\x0C |0

<U0121>         \x06\x0D |0

<U0122>         \x06\x0E

 |0

<U0123>         \x06\x0F |0
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<U0124>         \x06\x10 |0

<U0125>         \x06\x11 |0

<U0126>         \x01\x72 |0

<U0127>         \x01\x73 |0

<U0128>         \x06\x12 |0

<U0129>         \x06\x13 |0

<U012A>         \x06\x14 |0

<U012B>         \x06\x15 |0

<U012E>         \x06\x16 |0

<U012F>         \x06\x17 |0

<U0132>         \x01\x61 |0

<U0133>         \x01\x60 |0

<U0134>         \x06\x18 |0

<U0135>         \x06\x19 |0

<U0136>         \x06\x1A |0

<U0137>         \x06\x1B |0

<U0138>         \x01\x7A |0

<U013B>         \x06\x1C |0

<U013C>         \x06\x1D |0

<U013F>         \x01\x66 |0

<U0140>         \x01\x65 |0

<U0145>         \x06\x1E |0

<U0146>         \x06\x1F |0

<U0149>         \x01\x64 |0

<U014A>         \x01\x78 |0

<U014B>         \x01\x79 |0

<U014C>         \x06\x20 |0

<U014D>         \x06\x21 |0

<U0152>         \x01\x40 |0

<U0153>         \x01\x41 |0

<U0156>         \x06\x22 |0

<U0157>         \x06\x23 |0

<U015C>         \x06\x24 |0

<U015D>         \x06\x25 |0

<U0166>  

       \x01\x74 |0

<U0167>         \x01\x75 |0

<U0168>         \x06\x26 |0

<U0169>         \x06\x27 |0

<U016A>         \x06\x28 |0

<U016B>         \x06\x29 |0

<U016C>         \x06\x2A |0

<U016D>         \x06\x2B |0

<U0172>         \x06\x2C |0

<U0173>         \x06\x2D |0

<U0178>         \x01\x42 |0

<U02BC>         \x02\x07 |0

<U02BD>         \x02\x08 |0
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<U02C7>         \x01\x6B |0

<U02D8>         \x01\x68 |0

<U02D9>         \x01\x43 |0

<U02DA>         \x01\x22 |0

<U02DA>         \x01\x32 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U02DA>         \x01\x44 |3 # R5 compatibility

<U02DB>         \x01\x6A |0

<U02DD>         \x01\x69 |0

<U037A>         \x02\x01 |0

<U0384>         \x02\x06 |0

<U0385>         \x02\x02 |0

<U03AA>         \x02\x03 |0

<U03AB>         \x02\x04 |0

<U03C6>         \x02\x6D |0

<U2010>         \x01\x29 |1

<U2011>         \x01\x29 |1

<U2012>         \x01\x29 |1

<U2013>         \x01\x29 |0

<U2014>         \x01\x2A |0

<U2015>         \x02\x05 |0

<U2017>         \x01\x39 |0

<U2018>         \x01\x2B

 |0

<U2019>         \x01\x2C |0

<U201A>         \x01\x37 |0

<U201C>         \x01\x26 |0

<U201D>         \x01\x38 |0

<U201E>         \x01\x36 |0

<U2020>         \x01\x70 |0

<U2021>         \x01\x71 |0

<U2022>         \x01\x07 |0

<U2026>         \x01\x28 |0

<U2030>         \x02\x7A |0

<U2032>         \x02\x69 |0

<U2033>         \x02\x6A |0

<U2039>         \x01\x2E |0

<U203A>         \x01\x2F |0

<U203C>         \x01\x13 |0

<U203E>         \x02\x09 |0

<U2044>         \x02\x78 |0

<U207F>         \x02\x7C |0

<U20A4>         \x01\x7E |0

<U20A7>         \x01\x7F |0

<U2111>         \x02\x52 |0

<U2113>         \x01\x77 |0

<U211C>         \x02\x53 |0

<U2122>         \x01\x76 |0

<U2126>         \x01\x4E |0
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<U2135>         \x02\x51 |0

<U215B>         \x02\x16 |0

<U215C>         \x02\x15 |0

<U215D>         \x02\x14 |0

<U215E>         \x02\x13 |0

<U2190>         \x01\x1B |0

<U2191>         \x01\x18 |0

<U2192>         \x01\x1A |0

<U2193>         \x01\x19 |0

<U2194>         \x01\x1D |0

<U2195>    

     \x01\x12 |0

<U21A8>         \x01\x17 |0

<U21D0>         \x02\x1B |0

<U21D1>         \x02\x18 |0

<U21D2>         \x02\x1A |0

<U21D3>         \x02\x19 |0

<U21D4>         \x02\x1D |0

<U21D5>         \x02\x12 |0

<U2200>         \x02\x66 |0

<U2201>         \x02\x64 |0

<U2202>         \x02\x50 |0

<U2203>         \x02\x67 |0

<U2205>         \x02\x7D |0

<U2207>         \x02\x41 |0

<U2208>         \x02\x5C |0

<U2209>         \x02\x5D |0

<U220B>         \x02\x5B |0

<U2219>         \x02\x79 |0

<U221A>         \x02\x7B |0

<U221D>         \x02\x6C |0

<U221E>         \x02\x6B |0

<U221F>         \x01\x1C |0

<U2220>         \x02\x40 |0

<U2229>         \x02\x6F |0

<U222A>         \x02\x6E |0

<U222B>         \x02\x65 |0

<U2245>         \x02\x71 |0

<U2248>         \x02\x77 |0

<U2260>         \x02\x76 |0

<U2261>         \x02\x70 |0

<U2264>         \x02\x73 |0

<U2265>         \x02\x72 |0

<U2282>         \x02\x7E |0

<U2283>         \x02\x7F |0

<U2286>         \x02\x5E |0

<U2287>         \x02\x5F |0

<U2295>
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         \x02\x61 |0

<U2297>         \x02\x60 |0

<U22C0>         \x02\x63 |0

<U2310>         \x01\x7D |0

<U2318>         \x01\x4B |0

<U2320>         \x02\x74 |0

<U2321>         \x02\x75 |0

<U2552>         \x01\x55 |0

<U2553>         \x01\x56 |0

<U2555>         \x01\x5C |0

<U2556>         \x01\x5B |0

<U2558>         \x01\x54 |0

<U2559>         \x01\x53 |0

<U255B>         \x01\x5E |0

<U255C>         \x01\x5D |0

<U255E>         \x01\x46 |0

<U255F>         \x01\x47 |0

<U2561>         \x01\x59 |0

<U2562>         \x01\x5A |0

<U2564>         \x01\x51 |0

<U2565>         \x01\x52 |0

<U2567>         \x01\x5F |0

<U2568>         \x01\x50 |0

<U256A>         \x01\x58 |0

<U256B>         \x01\x57 |0

<U258C>         \x01\x48 |0

<U2590>         \x01\x49 |0

<U25AC>         \x01\x16 |0

<U25B2>         \x01\x1E |0

<U25BA>         \x01\x10 |0

<U25BC>         \x01\x1F |0

<U25C4>         \x01\x11 |0

<U25CA>         \x01\x4A |0

<U25CB>         \x01\x09 |0

<U25D8>         \x01\x08 |0

<U25D9>         \x01\x0A

 |0

<U263A>         \x01\x01 |0

<U263B>         \x01\x02 |0

<U263C>         \x01\x0F |0

<U2640>         \x01\x0C |0

<U2642>         \x01\x0B |0

<U2660>         \x01\x06 |0

<U2663>         \x01\x05 |0

<U2665>         \x01\x03 |0

<U2666>         \x01\x04 |0

<U266A>         \x01\x0D |0

<U266B>         \x01\x0E |0
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<U2713>         \x02\x62 |0

#<UF8FC>         \x01\x63 /0 #  LATIN SMALL LIGATURE FL - overlap with MS PUA

<UFB02>         \x01\x63 |0 #  LATIN SMALL LIGATURE FL - added to Unicode here

#<UF8FD>         \x01\x62 /1 #  LATIN SMALL LIGATURE FI - overlap with MS PUA

<UFB01>         \x01\x62 |0 #  LATIN SMALL LIGATURE FI - added to Unicode here

<UF862>         \x02\x0E |0

<UF863>         \x02\x0F |0

<UF864>         \x02\x10 |0

<UF865>         \x02\x11 |0

<UF866>         \x02\x3F |0

<UF867>         \x02\x17 |0

<UF868>         \x02\x1C |0

<UF869>         \x02\x1E |0

<UF86A>         \x02\x68 |0

<UF86B>         \x02\x5A |0

<UF86C>         \x02\x59 |0

<UF86D>         \x02\x58 |0

<UF86E>  

       \x02\x57 |0

<UF86F>         \x02\x56 |0

<UF870>         \x02\x55 |0

<UF871>         \x02\x54 |0

<UF872>         \x02\x4F |0

<UF873>         \x02\x4E |0

<UF874>         \x02\x4D |0

<UF875>         \x02\x4C |0

<UF876>         \x02\x4B |0

<UF877>         \x02\x4A |0

<UF878>         \x02\x49 |0

<UF879>         \x02\x48 |0

<UF87A>         \x02\x47 |0

<UF87B>         \x02\x46 |0

<UF87C>         \x02\x45 |0

<UF87D>         \x02\x44 |0

<UF87E>         \x02\x43 |0

<UF87F>         \x02\x42 |0

<UF880>         \x02\x3E |0

<UF881>         \x02\x3D |0

<UF882>         \x02\x3C |0

<UF883>         \x02\x3B |0

<UF884>         \x02\x3A |0

<UF885>         \x02\x39 |0

<UF886>         \x02\x38 |0

<UF887>         \x02\x37 |0

<UF888>         \x02\x36 |0

<UF889>         \x02\x35 |0

<UF88A>         \x02\x34 |0

<UF88B>         \x02\x33 |0
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<UF88C>         \x02\x32 |0

<UF88D>         \x02\x31 |0

<UF88E>         \x02\x30 |0

<UF88F>         \x02\x2F |0

<UF890>         \x02\x2E |0

<UF891>         \x02\x2D |0

<UF892>

         \x02\x2C |0

<UF893>         \x02\x2B |0

<UF894>         \x02\x2A |0

<UF895>         \x02\x29 |0

<UF896>         \x02\x28 |0

<UF897>         \x02\x27 |0

<UF898>         \x02\x26 |0

<UF899>         \x02\x25 |0

<UF89A>         \x02\x24 |0

<UF89B>         \x02\x23 |0

<UF89C>         \x02\x22 |0

<UF89D>         \x02\x21 |0

<UF89E>         \x02\x20 |0

<UF89F>         \x02\x1F |0

<UF8FB>         \x01\x7C |0

<UF8FE>         \x01\x4D |0

<UF8FF>         \x01\x4C |0

<UFFFD>         \x01\x3D |0

#

END CHARMAP

#

#________________________________________________________________________

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/lmb-excp.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E2.RPMAP100 and 14E244B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5346_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"
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<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5346_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0
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<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0
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<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0090>

 \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0
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<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0
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<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0104> \xA5 |0

<U0105> \xB9 |0

<U0106> \xC6 |0

<U0107> \xE6 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U010E> \xCF |0

<U010F> \xEF |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111>

 \xF0 |0

<U0118> \xCA |0

<U0119> \xEA |0

<U011A> \xCC |0

<U011B> \xEC |0

<U0139> \xC5 |0

<U013A> \xE5 |0

<U013D> \xBC |0

<U013E> \xBE |0

<U0141> \xA3 |0

<U0142> \xB3 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0147> \xD2 |0

<U0148> \xF2 |0

<U0150> \xD5 |0

<U0151> \xF5 |0

<U0154> \xC0 |0

<U0155> \xE0 |0

<U0158> \xD8 |0

<U0159> \xF8 |0

<U015A> \x8C |0

<U015B> \x9C |0

<U015E> \xAA |0

<U015F> \xBA |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0162> \xDE |0

<U0163> \xFE |0

<U0164> \x8D |0

<U0165> \x9D |0

<U016E> \xD9 |0

<U016F> \xF9 |0

<U0170> \xDB |0

<U0171> \xFB |0
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<U0179> \x8F |0

<U017A> \x9F |0

<U017B> \xAF |0

<U017C> \xBF |0

<U017D> \x8E |0

<U017E> \x9E |0

<U02C7> \xA1 |0

<U02D8> \xA2 |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<U02DB> \xB2 |0

<U02DD> \xBD |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1
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<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1
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<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5346_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: zh_Latn_PINYIN_ru.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Cyrillization of Mandarin Chinese from Pinyin into Russian (Palladius system).

#

# References:

#   http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/__

#   http://www.omniglot.com/writing/mandarin_pts.htm
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#   http://www.pinyin.info/romanization/russian/index.html

# These differ in the treatment of some syllables (e.g. <jue>) from the rules

# below.

#

# Further commentary:

#   http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=604

#

# Remove tone marks.

:: NFD (NFC);

[\u0304\u0301\u030C\u0300\u0306]  ;

:: NFC (NFD);

#

#

# Syllabify. Add apostrophes to disambiguate whether <n> and <g> belong to the

# coda or onset of a syllable.

:: Null ();

ng } [aeou]  n\'g;

ng  ng\';

n } [aeiouü]  \'n;

n

  n\';

#

#

# Main pass.

:: Null ();

#

#

Ai  ;

A   ;

B   ;

Ch  ;

Ci  ;

C   ;

D   ;

E   ;

F   ;

G   ;

H   ;

Ju   | ü;

J   ;

K   ;

L   ;

M   ;

N   ;

O   ;

P   ;

Qu   | ü;

Q   ;
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R   ;

Sh  ;

Si  ;

S   ;

T   ;

Wu  ;

W   ;

Xu   | ü;

X   ;

Yai  ;

Ya  ;

Ye  ;

Yi  ;

You  ;

Yo } ng  ;

Yo  ;

Yu   | v;

Zh  ;

Zi  ;

Z   ;

#

#

[$] { n  ;

\'n  ;

\'   ;

#

#

ai  ;

a   ;

b   ;

ch  ;

ci  ;

c   ;

d   ;

ei  ;

e   ;

f   ;

g   ;

h   ;

ia  ;

ie  ;

io } ng  ;

iu  ;

i   ;

ju   | ü;

j   ;

k   ;

l   ;
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m   ;

ng  ;

n   ;

o } ng  ;

o   ;

p   ;

qu   | ü;

q   ;

r } [^aeiou]  ;

r   ;

sh  ;

si  ;

s   ;

t   ;

[] { ui  ;  # special exception

ui  ;

uo  ;

u   ;

ü    | v;

#

# We use the dummy symbol <v> to signal that an <ü> or equivalent character has

# just been processed.

ve  ;

#

#alternative: ve  ;

v } [an]  ;

v   ;

wu  ;

w   ;

xu

   | ü;

x   ;

yai  ;

ya  ;

ye  ;

yi  ;

you  ;

yo } ng  ;

yo  ;

yu   | v;

zh  ;

zi  ;

z   ;

#

#

# Final pass: Make sure that the output consists entirely of Cyrillic letters.

:: NFC ();
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/zh_Latn_PINYIN_ru.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00481.RPMAP100 and 048144B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1153_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1153_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0
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<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>
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 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0
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<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0
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<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |1

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4>

 \xCB |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U0102> \x66 |0

<U0103> \x46 |0

<U0104> \xB1 |0

<U0105> \xA0 |0

<U0106> \x69 |0

<U0107> \x49 |0

<U010C> \x67 |0

<U010D> \x47 |0

<U010E> \xFA |0

<U010F> \xEA |0

<U0110> \xAC |0
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<U0111> \x8C |0

<U0118> \x72 |0

<U0119> \x52 |0

<U011A> \xDA |0

<U011B> \xDF |0

<U0139> \x78 |0

<U013A> \x58 |0

<U013D> \x77 |0

<U013E> \x57 |0

<U0141> \xBA |0

<U0142> \x9A |0

<U0143> \xBB |0

<U0144> \x9B |0

<U0147> \xAB |0

<U0148> \x8B |0

<U0150> \xEF |0

<U0151> \xCF |0

<U0154> \xED |0

<U0155> \xCD |0

<U0158> \xAE |0

<U0159> \x8E |0

<U015A> \xAA |0

<U015B> \x8A |0

<U015E> \xAF |0

<U015F> \x8F |0

<U0160> \xBC |0

<U0161> \x9C |0

<U0162> \xB3 |0

<U0163> \x44 |0

<U0164> \xFD |0

<U0165> \xDD |0

<U016E> \x74 |0

<U016F> \x54 |0

<U0170> \xFB |0

<U0171> \xDB |0

<U0179> \xB9 |0

<U017A> \xB7 |0

<U017B> \xB4 |0

<U017C> \xB2 |0

<U017D> \xB8 |0

<U017E> \xB6 |0

<U02C7> \x70 |0

<U02D8> \x80 |0

<U02D9> \xB0 |0

<U02DB> \x9E |0

<U02DD> \x64 |0

<U20AC>
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 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1
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<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1
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END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1153_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4518ci.txt --A1 --ldap --B2 --

C3 --C4 --C5 --C8 --normalize

###################

 

@normalize;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992;

 ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED
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0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED
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1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347;

 ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED
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1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED
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3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED
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FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED
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E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total

 code points 3653

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4518ci.txt --A1 --ldap --B2 --

C3 --C4 --C5 --C8 --normalize

###################

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.2 from RFC 3454

 

0041; 0061; MAP

0042; 0062; MAP

0043; 0063; MAP

0044; 0064; MAP

0045; 0065; MAP

0046; 0066; MAP

0047; 0067; MAP

0048; 0068; MAP

0049; 0069; MAP

004A; 006A; MAP

004B; 006B; MAP

004C; 006C; MAP

004D; 006D; MAP

004E; 006E; MAP

004F; 006F; MAP

0050; 0070; MAP

0051; 0071; MAP

0052; 0072; MAP

0053; 0073; MAP

0054; 0074; MAP

0055; 0075; MAP

0056; 0076; MAP

0057; 0077; MAP

0058; 0078; MAP

0059; 0079; MAP

005A; 007A; MAP

00B5; 03BC; MAP

00C0; 00E0; MAP

00C1; 00E1; MAP

00C2; 00E2; MAP

00C3; 00E3; MAP

00C4; 00E4; MAP

00C5; 00E5; MAP

00C6; 00E6; MAP
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00C7; 00E7; MAP

00C8; 00E8; MAP

00C9; 00E9; MAP

00CA; 00EA; MAP

00CB; 00EB; MAP

00CC; 00EC; MAP

00CD; 00ED; MAP

00CE; 00EE;

 MAP

00CF; 00EF; MAP

00D0; 00F0; MAP

00D1; 00F1; MAP

00D2; 00F2; MAP

00D3; 00F3; MAP

00D4; 00F4; MAP

00D5; 00F5; MAP

00D6; 00F6; MAP

00D8; 00F8; MAP

00D9; 00F9; MAP

00DA; 00FA; MAP

00DB; 00FB; MAP

00DC; 00FC; MAP

00DD; 00FD; MAP

00DE; 00FE; MAP

00DF; 0073 0073; MAP

0100; 0101; MAP

0102; 0103; MAP

0104; 0105; MAP

0106; 0107; MAP

0108; 0109; MAP

010A; 010B; MAP

010C; 010D; MAP

010E; 010F; MAP

0110; 0111; MAP

0112; 0113; MAP

0114; 0115; MAP

0116; 0117; MAP

0118; 0119; MAP

011A; 011B; MAP

011C; 011D; MAP

011E; 011F; MAP

0120; 0121; MAP

0122; 0123; MAP

0124; 0125; MAP

0126; 0127; MAP

0128; 0129; MAP

012A; 012B; MAP

012C; 012D; MAP
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012E; 012F; MAP

0130; 0069 0307; MAP

0132; 0133; MAP

0134; 0135; MAP

0136; 0137; MAP

0139; 013A; MAP

013B; 013C; MAP

013D; 013E; MAP

013F; 0140; MAP

0141; 0142; MAP

0143; 0144; MAP

0145; 0146; MAP

0147; 0148; MAP

0149; 02BC 006E; MAP

014A; 014B; MAP

014C; 014D; MAP

014E; 014F; MAP

0150; 0151; MAP

0152; 0153; MAP

0154; 0155; MAP

0156; 0157; MAP

0158; 0159; MAP

015A;

 015B; MAP

015C; 015D; MAP

015E; 015F; MAP

0160; 0161; MAP

0162; 0163; MAP

0164; 0165; MAP

0166; 0167; MAP

0168; 0169; MAP

016A; 016B; MAP

016C; 016D; MAP

016E; 016F; MAP

0170; 0171; MAP

0172; 0173; MAP

0174; 0175; MAP

0176; 0177; MAP

0178; 00FF; MAP

0179; 017A; MAP

017B; 017C; MAP

017D; 017E; MAP

017F; 0073; MAP

0181; 0253; MAP

0182; 0183; MAP

0184; 0185; MAP

0186; 0254; MAP

0187; 0188; MAP
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0189; 0256; MAP

018A; 0257; MAP

018B; 018C; MAP

018E; 01DD; MAP

018F; 0259; MAP

0190; 025B; MAP

0191; 0192; MAP

0193; 0260; MAP

0194; 0263; MAP

0196; 0269; MAP

0197; 0268; MAP

0198; 0199; MAP

019C; 026F; MAP

019D; 0272; MAP

019F; 0275; MAP

01A0; 01A1; MAP

01A2; 01A3; MAP

01A4; 01A5; MAP

01A6; 0280; MAP

01A7; 01A8; MAP

01A9; 0283; MAP

01AC; 01AD; MAP

01AE; 0288; MAP

01AF; 01B0; MAP

01B1; 028A; MAP

01B2; 028B; MAP

01B3; 01B4; MAP

01B5; 01B6; MAP

01B7; 0292; MAP

01B8; 01B9; MAP

01BC; 01BD; MAP

01C4; 01C6; MAP

01C5; 01C6; MAP

01C7; 01C9; MAP

01C8; 01C9; MAP

01CA; 01CC; MAP

01CB; 01CC; MAP

01CD; 01CE;

 MAP

01CF; 01D0; MAP

01D1; 01D2; MAP

01D3; 01D4; MAP

01D5; 01D6; MAP

01D7; 01D8; MAP

01D9; 01DA; MAP

01DB; 01DC; MAP

01DE; 01DF; MAP

01E0; 01E1; MAP
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01E2; 01E3; MAP

01E4; 01E5; MAP

01E6; 01E7; MAP

01E8; 01E9; MAP

01EA; 01EB; MAP

01EC; 01ED; MAP

01EE; 01EF; MAP

01F0; 006A 030C; MAP

01F1; 01F3; MAP

01F2; 01F3; MAP

01F4; 01F5; MAP

01F6; 0195; MAP

01F7; 01BF; MAP

01F8; 01F9; MAP

01FA; 01FB; MAP

01FC; 01FD; MAP

01FE; 01FF; MAP

0200; 0201; MAP

0202; 0203; MAP

0204; 0205; MAP

0206; 0207; MAP

0208; 0209; MAP

020A; 020B; MAP

020C; 020D; MAP

020E; 020F; MAP

0210; 0211; MAP

0212; 0213; MAP

0214; 0215; MAP

0216; 0217; MAP

0218; 0219; MAP

021A; 021B; MAP

021C; 021D; MAP

021E; 021F; MAP

0220; 019E; MAP

0222; 0223; MAP

0224; 0225; MAP

0226; 0227; MAP

0228; 0229; MAP

022A; 022B; MAP

022C; 022D; MAP

022E; 022F; MAP

0230; 0231; MAP

0232; 0233; MAP

0345; 03B9; MAP

037A; 0020 03B9; MAP

0386; 03AC; MAP

0388; 03AD; MAP

0389; 03AE; MAP
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038A; 03AF; MAP

038C; 03CC; MAP

038E; 03CD; MAP

038F; 03CE; MAP

0390; 03B9

 0308 0301; MAP

0391; 03B1; MAP

0392; 03B2; MAP

0393; 03B3; MAP

0394; 03B4; MAP

0395; 03B5; MAP

0396; 03B6; MAP

0397; 03B7; MAP

0398; 03B8; MAP

0399; 03B9; MAP

039A; 03BA; MAP

039B; 03BB; MAP

039C; 03BC; MAP

039D; 03BD; MAP

039E; 03BE; MAP

039F; 03BF; MAP

03A0; 03C0; MAP

03A1; 03C1; MAP

03A3; 03C3; MAP

03A4; 03C4; MAP

03A5; 03C5; MAP

03A6; 03C6; MAP

03A7; 03C7; MAP

03A8; 03C8; MAP

03A9; 03C9; MAP

03AA; 03CA; MAP

03AB; 03CB; MAP

03B0; 03C5 0308 0301; MAP

03C2; 03C3; MAP

03D0; 03B2; MAP

03D1; 03B8; MAP

03D2; 03C5; MAP

03D3; 03CD; MAP

03D4; 03CB; MAP

03D5; 03C6; MAP

03D6; 03C0; MAP

03D8; 03D9; MAP

03DA; 03DB; MAP

03DC; 03DD; MAP

03DE; 03DF; MAP

03E0; 03E1; MAP

03E2; 03E3; MAP

03E4; 03E5; MAP
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03E6; 03E7; MAP

03E8; 03E9; MAP

03EA; 03EB; MAP

03EC; 03ED; MAP

03EE; 03EF; MAP

03F0; 03BA; MAP

03F1; 03C1; MAP

03F2; 03C3; MAP

03F4; 03B8; MAP

03F5; 03B5; MAP

0400; 0450; MAP

0401; 0451; MAP

0402; 0452; MAP

0403; 0453; MAP

0404; 0454; MAP

0405; 0455; MAP

0406; 0456; MAP

0407; 0457; MAP

0408; 0458;

 MAP

0409; 0459; MAP

040A; 045A; MAP

040B; 045B; MAP

040C; 045C; MAP

040D; 045D; MAP

040E; 045E; MAP

040F; 045F; MAP

0410; 0430; MAP

0411; 0431; MAP

0412; 0432; MAP

0413; 0433; MAP

0414; 0434; MAP

0415; 0435; MAP

0416; 0436; MAP

0417; 0437; MAP

0418; 0438; MAP

0419; 0439; MAP

041A; 043A; MAP

041B; 043B; MAP

041C; 043C; MAP

041D; 043D; MAP

041E; 043E; MAP

041F; 043F; MAP

0420; 0440; MAP

0421; 0441; MAP

0422; 0442; MAP

0423; 0443; MAP

0424; 0444; MAP
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0425; 0445; MAP

0426; 0446; MAP

0427; 0447; MAP

0428; 0448; MAP

0429; 0449; MAP

042A; 044A; MAP

042B; 044B; MAP

042C; 044C; MAP

042D; 044D; MAP

042E; 044E; MAP

042F; 044F; MAP

0460; 0461; MAP

0462; 0463; MAP

0464; 0465; MAP

0466; 0467; MAP

0468; 0469; MAP

046A; 046B; MAP

046C; 046D; MAP

046E; 046F; MAP

0470; 0471; MAP

0472; 0473; MAP

0474; 0475; MAP

0476; 0477; MAP

0478; 0479; MAP

047A; 047B; MAP

047C; 047D; MAP

047E; 047F; MAP

0480; 0481; MAP

048A; 048B; MAP

048C; 048D; MAP

048E; 048F; MAP

0490; 0491; MAP

0492; 0493; MAP

0494; 0495; MAP

0496;

 0497; MAP

0498; 0499; MAP

049A; 049B; MAP

049C; 049D; MAP

049E; 049F; MAP

04A0; 04A1; MAP

04A2; 04A3; MAP

04A4; 04A5; MAP

04A6; 04A7; MAP

04A8; 04A9; MAP

04AA; 04AB; MAP

04AC; 04AD; MAP

04AE; 04AF; MAP
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04B0; 04B1; MAP

04B2; 04B3; MAP

04B4; 04B5; MAP

04B6; 04B7; MAP

04B8; 04B9; MAP

04BA; 04BB; MAP

04BC; 04BD; MAP

04BE; 04BF; MAP

04C1; 04C2; MAP

04C3; 04C4; MAP

04C5; 04C6; MAP

04C7; 04C8; MAP

04C9; 04CA; MAP

04CB; 04CC; MAP

04CD; 04CE; MAP

04D0; 04D1; MAP

04D2; 04D3; MAP

04D4; 04D5; MAP

04D6; 04D7; MAP

04D8; 04D9; MAP

04DA; 04DB; MAP

04DC; 04DD; MAP

04DE; 04DF; MAP

04E0; 04E1; MAP

04E2; 04E3; MAP

04E4; 04E5; MAP

04E6; 04E7; MAP

04E8; 04E9; MAP

04EA; 04EB; MAP

04EC; 04ED; MAP

04EE; 04EF; MAP

04F0; 04F1; MAP

04F2; 04F3; MAP

04F4; 04F5; MAP

04F8; 04F9; MAP

0500; 0501; MAP

0502; 0503; MAP

0504; 0505; MAP

0506; 0507; MAP

0508; 0509; MAP

050A; 050B; MAP

050C; 050D; MAP

050E; 050F; MAP

0531; 0561; MAP

0532; 0562; MAP

0533; 0563; MAP

0534; 0564; MAP

0535; 0565; MAP
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0536; 0566; MAP

0537; 0567;

 MAP

0538; 0568; MAP

0539; 0569; MAP

053A; 056A; MAP

053B; 056B; MAP

053C; 056C; MAP

053D; 056D; MAP

053E; 056E; MAP

053F; 056F; MAP

0540; 0570; MAP

0541; 0571; MAP

0542; 0572; MAP

0543; 0573; MAP

0544; 0574; MAP

0545; 0575; MAP

0546; 0576; MAP

0547; 0577; MAP

0548; 0578; MAP

0549; 0579; MAP

054A; 057A; MAP

054B; 057B; MAP

054C; 057C; MAP

054D; 057D; MAP

054E; 057E; MAP

054F; 057F; MAP

0550; 0580; MAP

0551; 0581; MAP

0552; 0582; MAP

0553; 0583; MAP

0554; 0584; MAP

0555; 0585; MAP

0556; 0586; MAP

0587; 0565 0582; MAP

1E00; 1E01; MAP

1E02; 1E03; MAP

1E04; 1E05; MAP

1E06; 1E07; MAP

1E08; 1E09; MAP

1E0A; 1E0B; MAP

1E0C; 1E0D; MAP

1E0E; 1E0F; MAP

1E10; 1E11; MAP

1E12; 1E13; MAP

1E14; 1E15; MAP

1E16; 1E17; MAP

1E18; 1E19; MAP
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1E1A; 1E1B; MAP

1E1C; 1E1D; MAP

1E1E; 1E1F; MAP

1E20; 1E21; MAP

1E22; 1E23; MAP

1E24; 1E25; MAP

1E26; 1E27; MAP

1E28; 1E29; MAP

1E2A; 1E2B; MAP

1E2C; 1E2D; MAP

1E2E; 1E2F; MAP

1E30; 1E31; MAP

1E32; 1E33; MAP

1E34; 1E35; MAP

1E36; 1E37; MAP

1E38; 1E39; MAP

1E3A; 1E3B; MAP

1E3C;

 1E3D; MAP

1E3E; 1E3F; MAP

1E40; 1E41; MAP

1E42; 1E43; MAP

1E44; 1E45; MAP

1E46; 1E47; MAP

1E48; 1E49; MAP

1E4A; 1E4B; MAP

1E4C; 1E4D; MAP

1E4E; 1E4F; MAP

1E50; 1E51; MAP

1E52; 1E53; MAP

1E54; 1E55; MAP

1E56; 1E57; MAP

1E58; 1E59; MAP

1E5A; 1E5B; MAP

1E5C; 1E5D; MAP

1E5E; 1E5F; MAP

1E60; 1E61; MAP

1E62; 1E63; MAP

1E64; 1E65; MAP

1E66; 1E67; MAP

1E68; 1E69; MAP

1E6A; 1E6B; MAP

1E6C; 1E6D; MAP

1E6E; 1E6F; MAP

1E70; 1E71; MAP

1E72; 1E73; MAP

1E74; 1E75; MAP

1E76; 1E77; MAP
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1E78; 1E79; MAP

1E7A; 1E7B; MAP

1E7C; 1E7D; MAP

1E7E; 1E7F; MAP

1E80; 1E81; MAP

1E82; 1E83; MAP

1E84; 1E85; MAP

1E86; 1E87; MAP

1E88; 1E89; MAP

1E8A; 1E8B; MAP

1E8C; 1E8D; MAP

1E8E; 1E8F; MAP

1E90; 1E91; MAP

1E92; 1E93; MAP

1E94; 1E95; MAP

1E96; 0068 0331; MAP

1E97; 0074 0308; MAP

1E98; 0077 030A; MAP

1E99; 0079 030A; MAP

1E9A; 0061 02BE; MAP

1E9B; 1E61; MAP

1EA0; 1EA1; MAP

1EA2; 1EA3; MAP

1EA4; 1EA5; MAP

1EA6; 1EA7; MAP

1EA8; 1EA9; MAP

1EAA; 1EAB; MAP

1EAC; 1EAD; MAP

1EAE; 1EAF; MAP

1EB0; 1EB1; MAP

1EB2; 1EB3; MAP

1EB4;

 1EB5; MAP

1EB6; 1EB7; MAP

1EB8; 1EB9; MAP

1EBA; 1EBB; MAP

1EBC; 1EBD; MAP

1EBE; 1EBF; MAP

1EC0; 1EC1; MAP

1EC2; 1EC3; MAP

1EC4; 1EC5; MAP

1EC6; 1EC7; MAP

1EC8; 1EC9; MAP

1ECA; 1ECB; MAP

1ECC; 1ECD; MAP

1ECE; 1ECF; MAP

1ED0; 1ED1; MAP

1ED2; 1ED3; MAP
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1ED4; 1ED5; MAP

1ED6; 1ED7; MAP

1ED8; 1ED9; MAP

1EDA; 1EDB; MAP

1EDC; 1EDD; MAP

1EDE; 1EDF; MAP

1EE0; 1EE1; MAP

1EE2; 1EE3; MAP

1EE4; 1EE5; MAP

1EE6; 1EE7; MAP

1EE8; 1EE9; MAP

1EEA; 1EEB; MAP

1EEC; 1EED; MAP

1EEE; 1EEF; MAP

1EF0; 1EF1; MAP

1EF2; 1EF3; MAP

1EF4; 1EF5; MAP

1EF6; 1EF7; MAP

1EF8; 1EF9; MAP

1F08; 1F00; MAP

1F09; 1F01; MAP

1F0A; 1F02; MAP

1F0B; 1F03; MAP

1F0C; 1F04; MAP

1F0D; 1F05; MAP

1F0E; 1F06; MAP

1F0F; 1F07; MAP

1F18; 1F10; MAP

1F19; 1F11; MAP

1F1A; 1F12; MAP

1F1B; 1F13; MAP

1F1C; 1F14; MAP

1F1D; 1F15; MAP

1F28; 1F20; MAP

1F29; 1F21; MAP

1F2A; 1F22; MAP

1F2B; 1F23; MAP

1F2C; 1F24; MAP

1F2D; 1F25; MAP

1F2E; 1F26; MAP

1F2F; 1F27; MAP

1F38; 1F30; MAP

1F39; 1F31; MAP

1F3A; 1F32; MAP

1F3B; 1F33; MAP

1F3C; 1F34; MAP

1F3D;
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 1F35; MAP

1F3E; 1F36; MAP

1F3F; 1F37; MAP

1F48; 1F40; MAP

1F49; 1F41; MAP

1F4A; 1F42; MAP

1F4B; 1F43; MAP

1F4C; 1F44; MAP

1F4D; 1F45; MAP

1F50; 03C5 0313; MAP

1F52; 03C5 0313 0300; MAP

1F54; 03C5 0313 0301; MAP

1F56; 03C5 0313 0342; MAP

1F59; 1F51; MAP

1F5B; 1F53; MAP

1F5D; 1F55; MAP

1F5F; 1F57; MAP

1F68; 1F60; MAP

1F69; 1F61; MAP

1F6A; 1F62; MAP

1F6B; 1F63; MAP

1F6C; 1F64; MAP

1F6D; 1F65; MAP

1F6E; 1F66; MAP

1F6F; 1F67; MAP

1F80; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F81; 1F01 03B9; MAP

1F82; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F83; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F84; 1F04 03B9; MAP

1F85; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F86; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F87; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F88; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F89; 1F01 03B9; MAP

1F8A; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F8B; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F8C; 1F04 03B9; MAP

1F8D; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F8E; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F8F; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F90; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F91; 1F21 03B9; MAP

1F92; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F93; 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F94; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F95; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F96; 1F26 03B9; MAP
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1F97; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1F98; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F99; 1F21 03B9; MAP

1F9A; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F9B;

 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F9C; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F9D; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F9E; 1F26 03B9; MAP

1F9F; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1FA0; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA1; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FA2; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FA3; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FA4; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FA5; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FA6; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FA7; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FA8; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA9; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FAA; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FAB; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FAC; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FAD; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FAE; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FAF; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FB2; 1F70 03B9; MAP
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1D799; 03BA; MAP

1D79A; 03BB; MAP

1D79B; 03BC; MAP

1D79C; 03BD; MAP

1D79D; 03BE; MAP

1D79E; 03BF; MAP

1D79F; 03C0; MAP

1D7A0; 03C1; MAP

1D7A1; 03B8; MAP

1D7A2; 03C3; MAP

1D7A3; 03C4; MAP

1D7A4; 03C5; MAP

1D7A5; 03C6; MAP

1D7A6; 03C7; MAP

1D7A7; 03C8; MAP

1D7A8; 03C9; MAP

1D7BB; 03C3; MAP

 

# Total code points 1371

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF;

 ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# Map table for LDAP profile (rfc4518.txt)

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D;

 ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP
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FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FFFC; ; MAP

0009; 0020; MAP

000A; 0020; MAP

000B; 0020; MAP

000C; 0020; MAP

000D; 0020; MAP

0085; 0020; MAP

0000; ; MAP

0001; ; MAP

0002; ; MAP

0003; ; MAP

0004; ; MAP

0005; ; MAP

0006; ; MAP

0007; ; MAP

0008; ; MAP

000E; ; MAP

000F; ; MAP

0010; ; MAP

0011; ; MAP

0012; ; MAP

0013; ; MAP

0014; ; MAP

0015; ; MAP

0016; ; MAP

0017; ; MAP

0018; ; MAP

0019; ; MAP

001A; ; MAP

001B; ; MAP

001C; ; MAP

001D; ; MAP

001E; ; MAP

001F; ; MAP

007F; ; MAP

0080; ; MAP

0081; ; MAP

0082; ; MAP

0083; ; MAP

0084; ; MAP

0086; ; MAP
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0087; ; MAP

0088; ; MAP

0089; ; MAP

008A; ; MAP

008B; ; MAP

008C; ; MAP

008D; ; MAP

008E; ; MAP

008F; ; MAP

0090; ; MAP

0091; ; MAP

0092; ; MAP

0093; ; MAP

0094; ; MAP

0095; ; MAP

0096; ; MAP

0097; ; MAP

0098; ; MAP

0099; ; MAP

009A; ; MAP

009B; ; MAP

009C; ; MAP

009D; ; MAP

009E; ;

 MAP

009F; ; MAP

06DD; ; MAP

070F; ; MAP

180E; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

200E; ; MAP

200F; ; MAP

202A; ; MAP

202B; ; MAP

202C; ; MAP

202D; ; MAP

202E; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

2061; ; MAP

2062; ; MAP

2063; ; MAP

206A; ; MAP

206B; ; MAP

206C; ; MAP

206D; ; MAP

206E; ; MAP

206F; ; MAP
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FEFF; ; MAP

FFF9; ; MAP

FFFA; ; MAP

FFFB; ; MAP

1D173; ; MAP

1D174; ; MAP

1D175; ; MAP

1D176; ; MAP

1D177; ; MAP

1D178; ; MAP

1D179; ; MAP

1D17A; ; MAP

E0001; ; MAP

E0020; ; MAP

E0021; ; MAP

E0022; ; MAP

E0023; ; MAP

E0024; ; MAP

E0025; ; MAP

E0026; ; MAP

E0027; ; MAP

E0028; ; MAP

E0029; ; MAP

E002A; ; MAP

E002B; ; MAP

E002C; ; MAP

E002D; ; MAP

E002E; ; MAP

E002F; ; MAP

E0030; ; MAP

E0031; ; MAP

E0032; ; MAP

E0033; ; MAP

E0034; ; MAP

E0035; ; MAP

E0036; ; MAP

E0037; ; MAP

E0038; ; MAP

E0039; ; MAP

E003A; ; MAP

E003B; ; MAP

E003C; ; MAP

E003D; ; MAP

E003E; ; MAP

E003F; ; MAP

E0040; ; MAP

E0041; ; MAP

E0042; ; MAP
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E0043; ; MAP

E0044; ; MAP

E0045; ; MAP

E0046; ; MAP

E0047; ; MAP

E0048; ; MAP

E0049; ; MAP

E004A; ;

 MAP

E004B; ; MAP

E004C; ; MAP

E004D; ; MAP

E004E; ; MAP

E004F; ; MAP

E0050; ; MAP

E0051; ; MAP

E0052; ; MAP

E0053; ; MAP

E0054; ; MAP

E0055; ; MAP

E0056; ; MAP

E0057; ; MAP

E0058; ; MAP

E0059; ; MAP

E005A; ; MAP

E005B; ; MAP

E005C; ; MAP

E005D; ; MAP

E005E; ; MAP

E005F; ; MAP

E0060; ; MAP

E0061; ; MAP

E0062; ; MAP

E0063; ; MAP

E0064; ; MAP

E0065; ; MAP

E0066; ; MAP

E0067; ; MAP

E0068; ; MAP

E0069; ; MAP

E006A; ; MAP

E006B; ; MAP

E006C; ; MAP

E006D; ; MAP

E006E; ; MAP

E006F; ; MAP

E0070; ; MAP

E0071; ; MAP
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E0072; ; MAP

E0073; ; MAP

E0074; ; MAP

E0075; ; MAP

E0076; ; MAP

E0077; ; MAP

E0078; ; MAP

E0079; ; MAP

E007A; ; MAP

E007B; ; MAP

E007C; ; MAP

E007D; ; MAP

E007E; ; MAP

E007F; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

00A0; 0020; MAP

1680; 0020; MAP

2000; 0020; MAP

2001; 0020; MAP

2002; 0020; MAP

2003; 0020; MAP

2004; 0020; MAP

2005; 0020; MAP

2006; 0020; MAP

2007; 0020; MAP

2008; 0020; MAP

2009; 0020; MAP

200A; 0020; MAP

2028; 0020; MAP

2029; 0020; MAP

202F; 0020; MAP

205F; 0020; MAP

3000; 0020; MAP

 

# Total

 code points 238

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc4518ci.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2013, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *
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# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00402.RPMAP100 and 040234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1026_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1026_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0
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<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \xFC |0

<U0023> \xEC |0

<U0024> \xAD |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xAE |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0
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<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x68 |0

<U005C> \xDC |0

<U005D> \xAC |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x8D |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x48 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x8C |0

<U007E> \xCC |0
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<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x8E |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |1

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0
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<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x4A |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7B |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \x7F |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0
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<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xC0 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xA1 |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xE0 |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U011E> \x5A |0

<U011F> \xD0 |0

<U0130> \x5B |0

<U0131> \x79 |0

<U015E> \x7C |0

<U015F> \x6A |0

<U203E>

 \xBC |1

<U20BA> \x9A |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \xFC |1

<UFF03> \xEC |1

<UFF04> \xAD |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1
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<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xAE |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1
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<UFF3B> \x68 |1

<UFF3C> \xDC |1

<UFF3D>

 \xAC |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x8D |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x48 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x8C |1

<UFF5E> \xCC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1026_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *
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# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created on Feb 21 13:52 PST 2003

#

# File created by genmucm tool.

# from macos 10.2 using TECCreateConverter

#

# Table Version : 1.0

# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse fallback Unicode scaler value

#

#

 Encoding description:

# Encoding name: X-MAC-CYRILLIC

#

<code_set_name>               "macos-7_3-10.2"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information

#<icu:alias>                  "macos-7_3_VPUA"

 

#

CHARMAP

#

#UNICODE 7_3

#_______ _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0
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<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024>

 \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62

 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xCA |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A7> \xA4 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xC7 |0

<U00AC> \xC2 |0

<U00AE> \xA8 |0

<U00B0> \xA1 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xA6 |0

<U00BB> \xC8 |0

<U00F7> \xD6 |0

<U0192> \xC4 |0

<U02BB> \xD4 |1

<U02BC> \xD5 |1

<U02CB> \x60 |1

<U0300> \x60 |1

<U0338> \x2F |1

<U0401> \xDD |0

<U0402> \xAB |0

<U0403> \xAE |0

<U0404> \xB8 |0

<U0405> \xC1 |0
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<U0406> \xA7 |0

<U0407> \xBA |0

<U0408> \xB7 |0

<U0409> \xBC |0

<U040A> \xBE |0

<U040B> \xCB |0

<U040C> \xCD |0

<U040E> \xD8 |0

<U040F> \xDA |0

<U0410>

 \x80 |0

<U0411> \x81 |0

<U0412> \x82 |0

<U0413> \x83 |0

<U0414> \x84 |0

<U0415> \x85 |0

<U0416> \x86 |0

<U0417> \x87 |0

<U0418> \x88 |0

<U0419> \x89 |0

<U041A> \x8A |0

<U041B> \x8B |0

<U041C> \x8C |0

<U041D> \x8D |0

<U041E> \x8E |0

<U041F> \x8F |0

<U0420> \x90 |0

<U0421> \x91 |0

<U0422> \x92 |0

<U0423> \x93 |0

<U0424> \x94 |0

<U0425> \x95 |0

<U0426> \x96 |0

<U0427> \x97 |0

<U0428> \x98 |0

<U0429> \x99 |0

<U042A> \x9A |0

<U042B> \x9B |0

<U042C> \x9C |0

<U042D> \x9D |0

<U042E> \x9E |0

<U042F> \x9F |0

<U0430> \xE0 |0

<U0431> \xE1 |0

<U0432> \xE2 |0

<U0433> \xE3 |0

<U0434> \xE4 |0

<U0435> \xE5 |0
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<U0436> \xE6 |0

<U0437> \xE7 |0

<U0438> \xE8 |0

<U0439> \xE9 |0

<U043A> \xEA |0

<U043B> \xEB |0

<U043C> \xEC |0

<U043D> \xED |0

<U043E> \xEE |0

<U043F> \xEF |0

<U0440> \xF0 |0

<U0441> \xF1 |0

<U0442> \xF2 |0

<U0443> \xF3 |0

<U0444> \xF4 |0

<U0445> \xF5 |0

<U0446> \xF6 |0

<U0447> \xF7 |0

<U0448> \xF8 |0

<U0449> \xF9 |0

<U044A> \xFA |0

<U044B> \xFB |0

<U044C> \xFC |0

<U044D> \xFD |0

<U044E> \xFE

 |0

<U044F> \xDF |0

<U0451> \xDE |0

<U0452> \xAC |0

<U0453> \xAF |0

<U0454> \xB9 |0

<U0455> \xCF |0

<U0456> \xB4 |0

<U0457> \xBB |0

<U0458> \xC0 |0

<U0459> \xBD |0

<U045A> \xBF |0

<U045B> \xCC |0

<U045C> \xCE |0

<U045E> \xD9 |0

<U045F> \xDB |0

<U0490> \xA2 |0

<U0491> \xB6 |0

<U2000> \x20 |1

<U2001> \x20 |1

<U2002> \x20 |1

<U2003> \x20 |1

<U2004> \x20 |1
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<U2005> \x20 |1

<U2006> \x20 |1

<U2007> \x20 |1

<U2008> \x20 |1

<U2009> \x20 |1

<U2010> \x2D |1

<U2011> \x2D |1

<U2012> \xD0 |1

<U2013> \xD0 |0

<U2014> \xD1 |0

<U2015> \xD1 |1

<U2018> \xD4 |0

<U2019> \xD5 |0

<U201C> \xD2 |0

<U201D> \xD3 |0

<U201E> \xD7 |0

<U2020> \xA0 |0

<U2022> \xA5 |0

<U2026> \xC9 |0

<U2028> \x0D |1

<U2029> \x0D |1

<U20AC> \xFF |0

<U2116> \xDC |0

<U2122> \xAA |0

<U2206> \xC6 |0

<U2215> \x2F |1

<U2217> \x2A |1

<U221A> \xC3 |0

<U221E> \xB0 |0

<U2236> \x3A |1

<U223C> \x7E |1

<U2248> \xC5 |0

<U2260> \xAD |0

<U2264> \xB2 |0

<U2265> \xB3 |0

#

END CHARMAP

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/macos-7_3-10.2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 2002-2016, International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.
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#

# file:  word.txt

#

# ICU Word Break Rules

#      See Unicode Standard Annex #29.

#      These rules are based on UAX #29 Revision 34 for Unicode Version 12.0

#

# Note:  Updates to word.txt will usually need to be merged into

#        word_POSIX.txt and word_fi_sv.txt also.

 

##############################################################################

#

#  Character class definitions from TR 29

#

##############################################################################

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

 

#

#  Character Class Definitions.

#

 

$Han                = [:Han:];

 

$CR                 = [\p{Word_Break = CR}];

$LF                 = [\p{Word_Break = LF}];

$Newline            = [\p{Word_Break

 = Newline}];

$Extend             = [\p{Word_Break = Extend}-$Han];

$ZWJ                = [\p{Word_Break = ZWJ}];

$Regional_Indicator = [\p{Word_Break = Regional_Indicator}];

$Format             = [\p{Word_Break = Format}];

$Katakana           = [\p{Word_Break = Katakana}];

$Hebrew_Letter      = [\p{Word_Break = Hebrew_Letter}];

$ALetter            = [\p{Word_Break = ALetter}];

$Single_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Single_Quote}];

$Double_Quote       = [\p{Word_Break = Double_Quote}];

$MidNumLet          = [\p{Word_Break = MidNumLet}];

$MidLetter          = [\p{Word_Break = MidLetter} - [\: \uFE55 \uFF1A]];

$MidNum             = [\p{Word_Break = MidNum}];

$Numeric            = [\p{Word_Break = Numeric}];

$ExtendNumLet       = [\p{Word_Break = ExtendNumLet}];

$WSegSpace          = [\p{Word_Break = WSegSpace}];

$Extended_Pict      = [\p{Extended_Pictographic}];

 

$Hiragana           = [:Hiragana:];
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$Ideographic        = [\p{Ideographic}];

 

 

#   Dictionary character set, for

 triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context. Note that this set only works in Unicode

#   5.0 or later as the definition of Complex_Context was corrected to include all

#   characters requiring dictionary break.

 

$Control        = [\p{Grapheme_Cluster_Break = Control}];

$HangulSyllable = [\uac00-\ud7a3];

$ComplexContext = [:LineBreak = Complex_Context:];

$KanaKanji      = [$Han $Hiragana $Katakana];

$dictionaryCJK  = [$KanaKanji $HangulSyllable];

$dictionary     = [$ComplexContext $dictionaryCJK];

 

# TODO: check if handling of katakana in dictionary makes rules incorrect/void

 

# leave CJK scripts out of ALetterPlus

$ALetterPlus  = [$ALetter-$dictionaryCJK [$ComplexContext-$Extend-$Control]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

# Rule 3 - CR x LF

#

$CR $LF;

 

# Rule 3c   Do not break within emoji zwj sequences.

#             ZWJ ×  \p{Extended_Pictographic}.  Precedes WB4, so no intervening Extend chars allowed.

#

$ZWJ $Extended_Pict;

 

#

 Rule 3d - Keep horizontal whitespace together.

#

$WSegSpace $WSegSpace;

 

# Rule 4 - ignore Format and Extend characters, except when they appear at the beginning

#          of a region of Text.

 

$ExFm  = [$Extend $Format $ZWJ];

 

^$ExFm+;            # This rule fires only when there are format or extend characters at the

                   # start of text, or immediately following another boundary. It groups them, in

                   # the event there are more than one.

 

[^$CR $LF $Newline $ExFm] $ExFm*;   # This rule rule attaches trailing format/extends to words,
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                                   # with no special rule status value.

 

$Numeric $ExFm* {100};              # This group of rules also attach trailing format/extends, but

$ALetterPlus $ExFm* {200};          # with rule status set based on the word's final base character.

$HangulSyllable {200};

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* {200};

$Katakana $ExFm* {400};             # note:  these status values override those from

 rule 5

$Hiragana $ExFm* {400};             #        by virtue of being numerically larger.

$Ideographic $ExFm* {400};          #

 

#

# rule 5

#    Do not break between most letters.

#

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 6 and 7

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* ($MidLetter | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus |

$Hebrew_Letter) {200};

 

# rule 7a

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Single_Quote {200};

 

# rule 7b and 7c

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $Double_Quote $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter;

 

# rule 8

 

$Numeric $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 9

 

($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter)  $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 10

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($ALetterPlus | $Hebrew_Letter);

 

# rule 11 and 12

 

$Numeric $ExFm* ($MidNum | $MidNumLet | $Single_Quote) $ExFm* $Numeric;

 

# rule 13

# to be consistent with $KanaKanji $KanaKanhi, changed

# from 300 to 400.

# See also TestRuleStatus in intltest/rbbiapts.cpp

$Katakana $ExFm*  $Katakana {400};
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# rule 13a/b

 

$ALetterPlus   $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet

 {200};    #  (13a)

$Hebrew_Letter $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

$Numeric       $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {100};    #  (13a)

$Katakana      $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {400};    #  (13a)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ExtendNumLet {200};    #  (13a)

 

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $ALetterPlus  {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Hebrew_Letter {200};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Numeric      {100};    #  (13b)

$ExtendNumLet  $ExFm* $Katakana     {400};    #  (13b)

 

# rules 15 - 17

#    Pairs of Regional Indicators stay together.

#    With incoming rule chaining disabled by ^, this rule will match exactly two of them.

#    No other rule begins with a Regional_Indicator, so chaining cannot extend the match.

#

^$Regional_Indicator $ExFm* $Regional_Indicator;

 

# special handling for CJK characters: chain for later dictionary segmentation

$HangulSyllable $HangulSyllable {200};

$KanaKanji $KanaKanji {400}; # different rule status if both kana and kanji found

 

# Rule 999

#     Match a single code

 point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/word.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2009-2012, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

# File created on Thu Nov 26 10:23:13 2009

#

# File created by dtcocm version 3.00

# from source files 34B073BA.RPMAP100 and 73BA34B0.TPMAP100

#
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# Table Version : 1.01

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-2009_U2"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  3

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xF4\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-33722_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>

                   0-8d, 8e:2, 8f:3, 90-9f, a1-fe:1

<icu:state>                   a1-fe

<icu:state>                   a1-e4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe:1, a1:4, a3-af:4, b6:4, d6:4, da-db:4, ed-f2:4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe.u

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0
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<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E>

 \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0
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<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005C> \x8E\xE3 |3

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B>

 \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0
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<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007E> \x8E\xE4 |3

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A1> \x1A |2

<U00A2> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U00A3> \x8E\xE1 |0

<U00A4> \x1A |2

<U00A5> \x5C |1

<U00A6> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |1

<U00A7>
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 \xA1\xF8 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xAF |0

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AA> \x1A |2

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AC> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U00AD> \x1A |2

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B0> \xA1\xEB |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xDE |0

<U00B2> \x1A |2

<U00B3> \x1A |2

<U00B4> \xA1\xAD |0

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B6> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U00B7> \x1A |2

<U00B8> \x1A |2

<U00B9> \x1A |2

<U00BA> \x1A |2

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00BC> \x1A |2

<U00BD> \x1A |2

<U00BE> \x1A |2

<U00BF> \x1A |2

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1> \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2

<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C6> \x1A |2

<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D0> \x1A |2

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2

<U00D6> \x1A |2
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<U00D7> \xA1\xDF |0

<U00D8> \x1A |2

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD> \x1A |2

<U00DE> \x1A |2

<U00DF> \x1A |2

<U00E0> \x1A |2

<U00E1> \x1A |2

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4>

 \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E6> \x1A |2

<U00E7> \x1A |2

<U00E8> \x1A |2

<U00E9> \x1A |2

<U00EA> \x1A |2

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \x1A |2

<U00ED> \x1A |2

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F0> \x1A |2

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \x1A |2

<U00F3> \x1A |2

<U00F4> \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2

<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F7> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U00F8> \x1A |2

<U00F9> \x1A |2

<U00FA> \x1A |2

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \x1A |2

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FE> \x1A |2

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U0391> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U0392> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U0393> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U0394> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U0395> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U0396> \xA6\xA6 |0
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<U0397> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U0398> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U0399> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U039A> \xA6\xAA |0

<U039B> \xA6\xAB |0

<U039C> \xA6\xAC |0

<U039D> \xA6\xAD |0

<U039E> \xA6\xAE |0

<U039F> \xA6\xAF |0

<U03A0> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U03A1> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U03A3> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U03A4> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U03A5> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U03A6> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U03A7> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U03A8> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U03A9> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U03B1> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U03B2> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U03B3> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U03B4>

 \xA6\xC4 |0

<U03B5> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U03B6> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U03B7> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U03B8> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U03B9> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U03BA> \xA6\xCA |0

<U03BB> \xA6\xCB |0

<U03BC> \xA6\xCC |0

<U03BD> \xA6\xCD |0

<U03BE> \xA6\xCE |0

<U03BF> \xA6\xCF |0

<U03C0> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U03C1> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U03C3> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U03C4> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U03C5> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U03C6> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U03C7> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U03C8> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U03C9> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U0401> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xA7\xA4 |0
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<U0414> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xA7\xAA |0

<U0419> \xA7\xAB |0

<U041A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U041B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U041C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U041D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U041E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xA7\xBA |0

<U0429> \xA7\xBB |0

<U042A> \xA7\xBC |0

<U042B> \xA7\xBD |0

<U042C>

 \xA7\xBE |0

<U042D> \xA7\xBF |0

<U042E> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xA7\xDA |0

<U0439> \xA7\xDB |0

<U043A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U043B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U043C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U043D> \xA7\xDF |0

<U043E> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xA7\xE4 |0
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<U0443> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xA7\xEA |0

<U0449> \xA7\xEB |0

<U044A> \xA7\xEC |0

<U044B> \xA7\xED |0

<U044C> \xA7\xEE |0

<U044D> \xA7\xEF |0

<U044E> \xA7\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xA7\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xBE |0

<U2014> \xA1\xBD |1

<U2015> \xA1\xBD |0

<U2016> \xA1\xC2 |1

<U2018> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U2019> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U201C> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xF7 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xF8 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2032>

 \xA1\xEC |0

<U2033> \xA1\xED |0

<U203B> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U203E> \x7E |1

<U2103> \xA1\xEE |0

<U2116> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |0

<U2116> \xAD\xE2 |1

<U2121> \x8F\xF3\xB9 |0

<U2121> \xAD\xE4 |1

<U212B> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2160> \x8F\xF3\xAB |0

<U2160> \xAD\xB5 |1

<U2161> \x8F\xF3\xAC |0

<U2161> \xAD\xB6 |1

<U2162> \x8F\xF3\xAD |0

<U2162> \xAD\xB7 |1

<U2163> \x8F\xF3\xAE |0

<U2163> \xAD\xB8 |1

<U2164> \x8F\xF3\xAF |0

<U2164> \xAD\xB9 |1
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<U2165> \x8F\xF3\xB0 |0

<U2165> \xAD\xBA |1

<U2166> \x8F\xF3\xB1 |0

<U2166> \xAD\xBB |1

<U2167> \x8F\xF3\xB2 |0

<U2167> \xAD\xBC |1

<U2168> \x8F\xF3\xB3 |0

<U2168> \xAD\xBD |1

<U2169> \x8F\xF3\xB4 |0

<U2169> \xAD\xBE |1

<U2170> \x8F\xF3\xA1 |0

<U2171> \x8F\xF3\xA2 |0

<U2172> \x8F\xF3\xA3 |0

<U2173> \x8F\xF3\xA4 |0

<U2174> \x8F\xF3\xA5 |0

<U2175> \x8F\xF3\xA6 |0

<U2176> \x8F\xF3\xA7 |0

<U2177> \x8F\xF3\xA8 |0

<U2178> \x8F\xF3\xA9 |0

<U2179> \x8F\xF3\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA2\xAB |0

<U2191> \xA2\xAC |0

<U2192> \xA2\xAA |0

<U2193> \xA2\xAD |0

<U2195> \x1A |2

<U21B5> \x1A |2

<U21D2> \xA2\xCD

 |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xCE |0

<U2200> \xA2\xCF |0

<U2202> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2203> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U2207> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2208> \xA2\xBA |0

<U220B> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2211> \xAD\xF4 |0

<U2212> \xA1\xDD |1

<U221A> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U221A> \xAD\xF5 |1

<U221D> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U221F> \xAD\xF8 |0

<U2220> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2220> \xAD\xF7 |1

<U2225> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2227> \xA2\xCA |0

<U2228> \xA2\xCB |0

<U2229> \xA2\xC1 |0
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<U2229> \xAD\xFB |1

<U222A> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U222A> \xAD\xFC |1

<U222B> \xA2\xE9 |0

<U222B> \xAD\xF2 |1

<U222C> \xA2\xEA |0

<U222E> \xAD\xF3 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2235> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U2235> \xAD\xFA |1

<U223D> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U2252> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2252> \xAD\xF0 |1

<U2260> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U2261> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2261> \xAD\xF1 |1

<U2266> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U2267> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U226A> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U226B> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U2282> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2283> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2286> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2287> \xA2\xBD |0

<U22A5> \xA2\xDD |0

<U22A5> \xAD\xF6 |1

<U22BF> \xAD\xF9 |0

<U2312> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2460> \xAD\xA1 |0

<U2461> \xAD\xA2

 |0

<U2462> \xAD\xA3 |0

<U2463> \xAD\xA4 |0

<U2464> \xAD\xA5 |0

<U2465> \xAD\xA6 |0

<U2466> \xAD\xA7 |0

<U2467> \xAD\xA8 |0

<U2468> \xAD\xA9 |0

<U2469> \xAD\xAA |0

<U246A> \xAD\xAB |0

<U246B> \xAD\xAC |0

<U246C> \xAD\xAD |0

<U246D> \xAD\xAE |0

<U246E> \xAD\xAF |0

<U246F> \xAD\xB0 |0

<U2470> \xAD\xB1 |0

<U2471> \xAD\xB2 |0

<U2472> \xAD\xB3 |0
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<U2473> \xAD\xB4 |0

<U2500> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA8\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA8\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U250F> \xA8\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U2513> \xA8\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U2517> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA8\xA5 |0

<U251B> \xA8\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA8\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA8\xBC |0

<U2520> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U2523> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA8\xBE |0

<U2528> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U252B> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U252F> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA8\xBD |0

<U2533> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA8\xAA |0

<U2537> \xA8\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA8\xBF |0

<U253B> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA8\xAB |0

<U253F> \xA8\xBB |0

<U2542> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U254B> \xA8\xB6

 |0

<U2550> \x1A |2

<U2551> \x1A |2

<U2554> \x1A |2

<U2557> \x1A |2

<U255A> \x1A |2

<U255D> \x1A |2

<U2560> \x1A |2

<U2563> \x1A |2

<U2566> \x1A |2

<U2569> \x1A |2

<U256C> \x1A |2

<U2591> \x1A |2

<U2593> \x1A |2

<U25A0> \xA2\xA3 |0
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<U25A1> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U25B2> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U25B3> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U25BC> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U25BD> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U25C6> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xFE |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xFB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xFD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xFC |0

<U25EF> \xA2\xFE |0

<U2605> \xA1\xFA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U263C> \x1A |2

<U2640> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2642> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U266A> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U266D> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U266F> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U3005> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U3006> \xA1\xBA |0

<U3007> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3008> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U300F> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U3010> \xA1\xDA |0

<U3011> \xA1\xDB |0

<U3012> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U3013> \xA2\xAE |0

<U3014>

 \xA1\xCC |0

<U3015> \xA1\xCD |0

<U301C> \xA1\xC1 |1

<U301D> \xAD\xE0 |0

<U301F> \xAD\xE1 |0

<U303F> \x1A |2

<U3041> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xA4\xA3 |0
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<U3044> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U304B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U304C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U304D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U304E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U304F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3050> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U305B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U305C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U305D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U305E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U305F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3060> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U306B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U306C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U306D> \xA4\xCD

 |0

<U306E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U306F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3070> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xA4\xD2 |0
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<U3073> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U307B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U307C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U307D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U307E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U307F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3080> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U308B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U308C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U308D> \xA4\xED |0

<U308E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U308F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3090> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U309B> \xA1\xAB |0

<U309C> \xA1\xAC |0

<U309D> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U309E> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U30A1> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xA5\xA8

 |0

<U30A9> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xA5\xAA |0
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<U30AB> \xA5\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xA5\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xA5\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xA5\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xA5\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xA5\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xA5\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xA5\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xA5\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xA5\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xA5\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xA5\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xA5\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xA5\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xA5\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xA5\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xA5\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xA5\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xA5\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xA5\xDA
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 |0

<U30DB> \xA5\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xA5\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xA5\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xA5\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xA5\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xA5\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xA5\xED |0

<U30EE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U30FC> \xA1\xBC |0

<U30FD> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U30FE> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3231> \x8F\xF3\xB7 |0

<U3231> \xAD\xEA |1

<U3232> \xAD\xEB |0

<U3239> \xAD\xEC |0

<U32A4> \xAD\xE5 |0

<U32A5> \xAD\xE6 |0

<U32A6> \xAD\xE7 |0

<U32A7> \xAD\xE8 |0

<U32A8> \xAD\xE9 |0

<U3303> \xAD\xC6 |0

<U330D> \xAD\xCA |0

<U3314> \xAD\xC1 |0

<U3318> \xAD\xC4 |0

<U3322> \xAD\xC2 |0

<U3323> \xAD\xCC |0
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<U3326> \xAD\xCB |0

<U3327> \xAD\xC5 |0

<U332B>

 \xAD\xCD |0

<U3336> \xAD\xC7 |0

<U333B> \xAD\xCF |0

<U3349> \xAD\xC0 |0

<U334A> \xAD\xCE |0

<U334D> \xAD\xC3 |0

<U3351> \xAD\xC8 |0

<U3357> \xAD\xC9 |0

<U337B> \xAD\xDF |0

<U337C> \xAD\xEF |0

<U337D> \xAD\xEE |0

<U337E> \xAD\xED |0

<U338E> \xAD\xD3 |0

<U338F> \xAD\xD4 |0

<U339C> \xAD\xD0 |0

<U339D> \xAD\xD1 |0

<U339E> \xAD\xD2 |0

<U33A1> \xAD\xD6 |0

<U33C4> \xAD\xD5 |0

<U33CD> \xAD\xE3 |0

<U4E00> \xB0\xEC |0

<U4E01> \xC3\xFA |0

<U4E03> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U4E07> \xCB\xFC |0

<U4E08> \xBE\xE6 |0

<U4E09> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U4E0A> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U4E0B> \xB2\xBC |0

<U4E0D> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U4E0E> \xCD\xBF |0

<U4E10> \xD0\xA2 |0

<U4E11> \xB1\xAF |0

<U4E14> \xB3\xEE |0

<U4E15> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U4E16> \xC0\xA4 |0

<U4E17> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U4E18> \xB5\xD6 |0

<U4E19> \xCA\xBA |0

<U4E1E> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U4E21> \xCE\xBE |0

<U4E26> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U4E28> \x8F\xB0\xA9 |0

<U4E2A> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U4E2D> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U4E31> \xD0\xA5 |0
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<U4E32> \xB6\xFA |0

<U4E36> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U4E38> \xB4\xDD |0

<U4E39> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U4E3B> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U4E3C>

 \xD0\xA7 |0

<U4E3F> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U4E42> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U4E43> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U4E45> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U4E4B> \xC7\xB7 |0

<U4E4D> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U4E4E> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U4E4F> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U4E55> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U4E56> \xD0\xAA |0

<U4E57> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U4E58> \xD0\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U4E5D> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U4E5E> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U4E5F> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U4E62> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U4E71> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U4E73> \xC6\xFD |0

<U4E7E> \xB4\xA5 |0

<U4E80> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U4E82> \xD0\xAC |0

<U4E85> \xD0\xAD |0

<U4E86> \xCE\xBB |0

<U4E88> \xCD\xBD |0

<U4E89> \xC1\xE8 |0

<U4E8A> \xD0\xAF |0

<U4E8B> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U4E8C> \xC6\xF3 |0

<U4E8E> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U4E91> \xB1\xBE |0

<U4E92> \xB8\xDF |0

<U4E94> \xB8\xDE |0

<U4E95> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U4E98> \xCF\xCB |0

<U4E99> \xCF\xCA |0

<U4E9B> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U4E9C> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U4E9E> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U4E9F> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U4EA0> \xD0\xB5 |0
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<U4EA1> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U4EA2> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U4EA4> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U4EA5> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U4EA6> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U4EA8> \xB5\xFC |0

<U4EAB> \xB5\xFD |0

<U4EAC> \xB5\xFE |0

<U4EAD>

 \xC4\xE2 |0

<U4EAE> \xCE\xBC |0

<U4EB0> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U4EB3> \xD0\xB8 |0

<U4EB6> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U4EBA> \xBF\xCD |0

<U4EC0> \xBD\xBA |0

<U4EC1> \xBF\xCE |0

<U4EC2> \xD0\xBE |0

<U4EC4> \xD0\xBC |0

<U4EC6> \xD0\xBD |0

<U4EC7> \xB5\xD8 |0

<U4ECA> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U4ECB> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U4ECD> \xD0\xBB |0

<U4ECE> \xD0\xBA |0

<U4ECF> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U4ED4> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U4ED5> \xBB\xC5 |0

<U4ED6> \xC2\xBE |0

<U4ED7> \xD0\xBF |0

<U4ED8> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U4ED9> \xC0\xE7 |0

<U4EDD> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U4EDE> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U4EDF> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U4EE1> \x8F\xB0\xC8 |0

<U4EE3> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U4EE4> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U4EE5> \xB0\xCA |0

<U4EED> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U4EEE> \xB2\xBE |0

<U4EF0> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U4EF2> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U4EF6> \xB7\xEF |0

<U4EF7> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U4EFB> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U4EFC> \x8F\xF4\xA2 |0

<U4F00> \x8F\xB0\xD2 |0
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<U4F01> \xB4\xEB |0

<U4F03> \x8F\xB0\xD4 |0

<U4F09> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U4F0A> \xB0\xCB |0

<U4F0D> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U4F0E> \xB4\xEC |0

<U4F0F> \xC9\xFA |0

<U4F10> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U4F11> \xB5\xD9 |0

<U4F1A> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U4F1C>

 \xD0\xE7 |0

<U4F1D> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U4F2F> \xC7\xEC |0

<U4F30> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U4F34> \xC8\xBC |0

<U4F36> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U4F38> \xBF\xAD |0

<U4F39> \x8F\xB0\xE3 |0

<U4F3A> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U4F3C> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U4F3D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U4F43> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U4F46> \xC3\xA2 |0

<U4F47> \xD0\xCA |0

<U4F4D> \xB0\xCC |0

<U4F4E> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F4F> \xBD\xBB |0

<U4F50> \xBA\xB4 |0

<U4F51> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U4F53> \xC2\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xB2\xBF |0

<U4F56> \x8F\xB0\xEE |0

<U4F57> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U4F59> \xCD\xBE |0

<U4F5A> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U4F5B> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U4F5C> \xBA\xEE |0

<U4F5D> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U4F5E> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U4F69> \xD0\xD0 |0

<U4F6F> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U4F70> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4F73> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U4F75> \xCA\xBB |0

<U4F76> \xD0\xCB |0

<U4F7B> \xD0\xCF |0

<U4F7C> \xB8\xF3 |0
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<U4F7F> \xBB\xC8 |0

<U4F83> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U4F86> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U4F88> \xD0\xCC |0

<U4F8A> \x8F\xB1\xA3 |0

<U4F8B> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U4F8D> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U4F8F> \xD0\xCD |0

<U4F91> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U4F92> \x8F\xB1\xA7 |0

<U4F94> \x8F\xB1\xA9 |0

<U4F96> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U4F98>

 \xD0\xCE |0

<U4F9A> \x8F\xB1\xAC |0

<U4F9B> \xB6\xA1 |0

<U4F9D> \xB0\xCD |0

<U4FA0> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U4FA1> \xB2\xC1 |0

<U4FAB> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U4FAD> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U4FAE> \xC9\xEE |0

<U4FAF> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U4FB5> \xBF\xAF |0

<U4FB6> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U4FBF> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U4FC2> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U4FC3> \xC2\xA5 |0

<U4FC4> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U4FC9> \x8F\xB1\xBB |0

<U4FCA> \xBD\xD3 |0

<U4FCD> \x8F\xB1\xBE |0

<U4FCE> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U4FD0> \xD0\xDE |0

<U4FD1> \xD0\xDC |0

<U4FD4> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U4FD7> \xC2\xAF |0

<U4FD8> \xD0\xDA |0

<U4FDA> \xD0\xDD |0

<U4FDB> \xD0\xDB |0

<U4FDD> \xCA\xDD |0

<U4FDF> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U4FE0> \xB6\xA2 |1

<U4FE1> \xBF\xAE |0

<U4FE3> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U4FE4> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4FE5> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U4FEE> \xBD\xA4 |0
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<U4FEF> \xD0\xED |0

<U4FF3> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U4FF5> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U4FF6> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U4FF8> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U4FFA> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U4FFE> \xD0\xEC |0

<U4FFF> \x8F\xB1\xC8 |0

<U5005> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U5006> \xD0\xEF |0

<U5009> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U500B> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U500D> \xC7\xDC |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U5011> \xD0\xEE

 |0

<U5012> \xC5\xDD |0

<U5014> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U5016> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U5019> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U501A> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U501E> \x8F\xB1\xD7 |0

<U501F> \xBC\xDA |0

<U5021> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U5022> \x8F\xB1\xD8 |0

<U5023> \xCA\xEF |0

<U5024> \xC3\xCD |0

<U5025> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U5026> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U5028> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U5029> \xD0\xEA |0

<U502A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U502B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U502C> \xD0\xEB |0

<U502D> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U5036> \xB6\xE6 |0

<U5039> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U5040> \x8F\xB1\xDF |0

<U5042> \x8F\xB1\xE1 |0

<U5043> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5046> \x8F\xB1\xE3 |0

<U5047> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U5048> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5049> \xB0\xCE |0

<U504F> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U5050> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5055> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5056> \xD0\xF7 |0
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<U505A> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U505C> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U5065> \xB7\xF2 |0

<U506C> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5070> \x8F\xB1\xF4 |0

<U5072> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5074> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5075> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U5076> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U5078> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U507D> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U5080> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5085> \xD0\xFC |0

<U508D> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U5091> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U5094> \x8F\xB2\xA3 |0

<U5098>

 \xBB\xB1 |0

<U5099> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U509A> \xD0\xFB |0

<U50AC> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U50AD> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U50B2> \xD0\xFE |0

<U50B3> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U50B4> \xD0\xFD |0

<U50B5> \xBA\xC4 |0

<U50B7> \xBD\xFD |0

<U50BE> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U50C2> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U50C5> \xB6\xCF |0

<U50C9> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U50CA> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U50CD> \xC6\xAF |0

<U50CF> \xC1\xFC |0

<U50D1> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U50D5> \xCB\xCD |0

<U50D6> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U50D8> \x8F\xB2\xBB |0

<U50DA> \xCE\xBD |0

<U50DE> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U50E3> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U50E5> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U50E7> \xC1\xCE |0

<U50ED> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U50EE> \xD1\xAA |0

<U50F4> \x8F\xF4\xA3 |0

<U50F5> \xD1\xAC |0

<U50F9> \xD1\xAB |0
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<U50FB> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U5100> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U5101> \xD1\xAE |0

<U5102> \xD1\xAF |0

<U5104> \xB2\xAF |0

<U5109> \xD1\xAD |0

<U5112> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U5114> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U5115> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U5116> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5118> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U511A> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U511F> \xBD\xFE |0

<U5121> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U512A> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U5132> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U5137> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U513B> \xD1\xB8

 |0

<U513C> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U513F> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U5140> \xD1\xBA |0

<U5141> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U5143> \xB8\xB5 |0

<U5144> \xB7\xBB |0

<U5145> \xBD\xBC |0

<U5146> \xC3\xFB |0

<U5147> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U5148> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U5149> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U514A> \x8F\xB2\xE6 |0

<U514B> \xB9\xEE |0

<U514C> \xD1\xBC |0

<U514D> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U514E> \xC5\xC6 |0

<U5150> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U5152> \xD1\xBB |0

<U5154> \xD1\xBD |0

<U515A> \xC5\xDE |0

<U515C> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U5162> \xD1\xBE |0

<U5164> \x8F\xB2\xED |0

<U5165> \xC6\xFE |0

<U5168> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U5169> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U516A> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U516B> \xC8\xAC |0
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<U516C> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U516D> \xCF\xBB |0

<U516E> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U5171> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U5175> \xCA\xBC |0

<U5176> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U5177> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U5178> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U517C> \xB7\xF3 |0

<U5180> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U5182> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U5185> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U5186> \xB1\xDF |0

<U5189> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U518A> \xBA\xFD |0

<U518C> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U518D> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U518F> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U5190> \xE6\xEE |0

<U5191> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U5192> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U5193>

 \xD1\xCA |0

<U5195> \xD1\xCB |0

<U5196> \xD1\xCC |0

<U5197> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U5199> \xBC\xCC |0

<U519D> \x8F\xB2\xF5 |0

<U51A0> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U51A2> \xD1\xCF |0

<U51A4> \xD1\xCD |0

<U51A5> \xCC\xBD |0

<U51A6> \xD1\xCE |0

<U51A8> \xC9\xDA |0

<U51A9> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U51AA> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U51AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U51AC> \xC5\xDF |0

<U51B0> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U51B1> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U51B2> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U51B3> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U51B4> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U51B5> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U51B6> \xCC\xEA |0

<U51B7> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U51BD> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U51BE> \x8F\xB2\xFC |0
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<U51C4> \xC0\xA8 |0

<U51C5> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U51C6> \xBD\xDA |0

<U51C9> \xD1\xDA |0

<U51CB> \xC3\xFC |0

<U51CC> \xCE\xBF |0

<U51CD> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U51D6> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U51DB> \xD1\xDB |0

<U51DC> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U51DD> \xB6\xC5 |0

<U51E0> \xD1\xDC |0

<U51E1> \xCB\xDE |0

<U51E6> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U51E7> \xC2\xFC |0

<U51E9> \xD1\xDE |0

<U51EA> \xC6\xE4 |0

<U51EC> \x8F\xF4\xA4 |0

<U51ED> \xD1\xDF |0

<U51F0> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U51F1> \xB3\xAE |0

<U51F5> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U51F6> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U51F8> \xC6\xCC

 |0

<U51F9> \xB1\xFA |0

<U51FA> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U51FD> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U51FE> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U5200> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U5203> \xBF\xCF |0

<U5204> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U5206> \xCA\xAC |0

<U5207> \xC0\xDA |0

<U5208> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U520A> \xB4\xA9 |0

<U520B> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U520E> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U5211> \xB7\xBA |0

<U5214> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U5215> \x8F\xB3\xB5 |0

<U5217> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U521D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<U5224> \xC8\xBD |0

<U5225> \xCA\xCC |0

<U5227> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U5229> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U522A> \xD1\xE8 |0
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<U522E> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U5230> \xC5\xFE |0

<U5233> \xD1\xEA |0

<U5236> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U5237> \xBA\xFE |0

<U5238> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U5239> \xD1\xEB |0

<U523A> \xBB\xC9 |0

<U523B> \xB9\xEF |0

<U5243> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U5244> \xD1\xED |0

<U5247> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U524A> \xBA\xEF |0

<U524B> \xD1\xEE |0

<U524C> \xD1\xEF |0

<U524D> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U524F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U5254> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U5256> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U525B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U525D> \xC7\xED |1

<U525E> \xD1\xF0 |0

<U5263> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U5264> \xBA\xDE |0

<U5265> \xC7\xED |0

<U5269> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U526A> \xD1\xF2

 |0

<U526F> \xC9\xFB |0

<U5270> \xBE\xEA |0

<U5271> \xD1\xFB |0

<U5272> \xB3\xE4 |0

<U5273> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U5274> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U5275> \xC1\xCF |0

<U527D> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U527F> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U5283> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U5287> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U5288> \xD1\xFC |0

<U5289> \xCE\xAD |0

<U528D> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U5291> \xD1\xFD |0

<U5292> \xD1\xFA |0

<U5294> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U529B> \xCE\xCF |0

<U529C> \x8F\xB3\xD8 |0

<U529F> \xB8\xF9 |0
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<U52A0> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U52A3> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U52A6> \x8F\xB3\xDB |0

<U52A9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U52AA> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U52AB> \xB9\xE5 |0

<U52AC> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U52AD> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U52AF> \x8F\xB3\xDD |0

<U52B1> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U52B4> \xCF\xAB |0

<U52B5> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U52B9> \xB8\xFA |0

<U52BC> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xB3\xAF |0

<U52C0> \x8F\xB3\xE5 |0

<U52C1> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U52C3> \xCB\xD6 |0

<U52C5> \xC4\xBC |0

<U52C7> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U52C9> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U52CD> \xD2\xA7 |0

<U52D2> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U52D5> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U52D7> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U52D8> \xB4\xAA |0

<U52D9> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U52DB> \x8F\xB3\xEE |0

<U52DD> \xBE\xA1

 |0

<U52DE> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U52DF> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U52E0> \xD2\xAD |0

<U52E2> \xC0\xAA |0

<U52E3> \xD2\xAA |0

<U52E4> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U52E6> \xD2\xAB |0

<U52E7> \xB4\xAB |0

<U52F2> \xB7\xAE |0

<U52F3> \xD2\xAE |0

<U52F5> \xD2\xAF |0

<U52F8> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U52F9> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U52FA> \xBC\xDB |0

<U52FE> \xB8\xFB |0

<U52FF> \xCC\xDE |0

<U5300> \x8F\xB3\xFB |0

<U5301> \xCC\xE8 |0
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<U5302> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U5305> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U5306> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U5307> \x8F\xF4\xA5 |0

<U5308> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U530D> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U530F> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5310> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U5315> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U5316> \xB2\xBD |0

<U5317> \xCB\xCC |0

<U5319> \xBA\xFC |0

<U531A> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U531D> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U5320> \xBE\xA2 |0

<U5321> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U5323> \xD2\xBA |0

<U5324> \x8F\xF4\xA6 |0

<U532A> \xC8\xDB |0

<U532F> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5331> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5333> \xD2\xBD |0

<U5338> \xD2\xBE |0

<U5339> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U533A> \xB6\xE8 |0

<U533B> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U533F> \xC6\xBF |0

<U5340> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5341> \xBD\xBD |0

<U5343> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U5345> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U5346>

 \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5347> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U5348> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U5349> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U534A> \xC8\xBE |0

<U534D> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U5351> \xC8\xDC |0

<U5352> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U5353> \xC2\xEE |0

<U5354> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U5357> \xC6\xEE |0

<U5358> \xC3\xB1 |0

<U535A> \xC7\xEE |0

<U535C> \xCB\xCE |0

<U535E> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U5360> \xC0\xEA |0
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<U5366> \xB7\xB5 |0

<U5369> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U536E> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U536F> \xB1\xAC |0

<U5370> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U5371> \xB4\xED |0

<U5372> \x8F\xB4\xC0 |0

<U5373> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U5374> \xB5\xD1 |0

<U5375> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U5377> \xD2\xCB |0

<U5378> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U537B> \xD2\xCA |0

<U537F> \xB6\xAA |0

<U5382> \xD2\xCC |0

<U5384> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U5393> \x8F\xB4\xC7 |0

<U5396> \xD2\xCD |0

<U5398> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U539A> \xB8\xFC |0

<U539F> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U53A0> \xD2\xCE |0

<U53A5> \xD2\xD0 |0

<U53A6> \xD2\xCF |0

<U53A8> \xBF\xDF |0

<U53A9> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U53AD> \xB1\xDE |0

<U53AE> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U53B0> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U53B2> \x8F\xB4\xD0 |0

<U53B3> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U53B6> \xD2\xD3 |0

<U53BB> \xB5\xEE |0

<U53C2>

 \xBB\xB2 |0

<U53C3> \xD2\xD4 |0

<U53C8> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U53C9> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U53CA> \xB5\xDA |0

<U53CB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U53CC> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U53CD> \xC8\xBF |0

<U53CE> \xBC\xFD |0

<U53D4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<U53D6> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U53D7> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U53D9> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U53DB> \xC8\xC0 |0
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<U53DD> \x8F\xB4\xDE |0

<U53DF> \xD2\xD7 |0

<U53E1> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U53E2> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U53E3> \xB8\xFD |0

<U53E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U53E5> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U53E8> \xD2\xDB |0

<U53E9> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U53EA> \xC2\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xB6\xAB |0

<U53EC> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U53ED> \xD2\xDC |0

<U53EE> \xD2\xDA |0

<U53EF> \xB2\xC4 |0

<U53F0> \xC2\xE6 |0

<U53F1> \xBC\xB8 |0

<U53F2> \xBB\xCB |0

<U53F3> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U53F6> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U53F7> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U53F8> \xBB\xCA |0

<U53FA> \xD2\xDD |0

<U5401> \xD2\xDE |0

<U5403> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U5404> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U5408> \xB9\xE7 |0

<U5409> \xB5\xC8 |0

<U540A> \xC4\xDF |0

<U540B> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U540C> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U540D> \xCC\xBE |0

<U540E> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U540F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U5410> \xC5\xC7 |0

<U5411> \xB8\xFE |0

<U541B>

 \xB7\xAF |0

<U541D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U541F> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U5420> \xCB\xCA |0

<U5426> \xC8\xDD |0

<U5429> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U542B> \xB4\xDE |0

<U542C> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U542D> \xD2\xE2 |0

<U542E> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5436> \xD2\xE5 |0
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<U5438> \xB5\xDB |0

<U5439> \xBF\xE1 |0

<U543B> \xCA\xAD |0

<U543C> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U543D> \xD2\xDF |0

<U543E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U5440> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U5442> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5446> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U5448> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U5449> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U544A> \xB9\xF0 |0

<U544E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U5451> \xC6\xDD |0

<U545F> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5468> \xBC\xFE |0

<U546A> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U5470> \xD2\xEF |0

<U5471> \xD2\xED |0

<U5473> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U5475> \xD2\xEA |0

<U5476> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U5477> \xD2\xEE |0

<U547B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U547C> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U547D> \xCC\xBF |0

<U5480> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U5484> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U5486> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U548A> \x8F\xF4\xA8 |0

<U548B> \xBA\xF0 |0

<U548C> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U548E> \xD2\xEB |0

<U548F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U5490> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U5492> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U549C> \x8F\xB5\xAA |0

<U54A2> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U54A4> \xD3\xA3

 |0

<U54A5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U54A8> \xD2\xFE |0

<U54A9> \x8F\xB5\xAF |0

<U54AB> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xD2\xFB |0

<U54AF> \xD3\xBE |0

<U54B2> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U54B3> \xB3\xB1 |0
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<U54B8> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U54BC> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U54BD> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U54BE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U54C0> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54C1> \xC9\xCA |0

<U54C2> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U54C4> \xD2\xFC |0

<U54C7> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U54C8> \xD2\xFD |0

<U54C9> \xBA\xC8 |0

<U54D8> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U54E1> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U54E2> \xD3\xAF |0

<U54E5> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U54E6> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xBE\xA5 |0

<U54E9> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U54ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U54EE> \xD3\xAC |0

<U54F2> \xC5\xAF |0

<U54FA> \xD3\xAE |0

<U54FD> \xD3\xAB |0

<U54FF> \x8F\xB5\xC4 |0

<U5504> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U5506> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U5507> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U550F> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U5510> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U5514> \xD3\xAA |0

<U5516> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U552E> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U552F> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U5531> \xBE\xA7 |0

<U5533> \xD3\xBA |0

<U5538> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U5539> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U553E> \xC2\xC3 |0

<U5540> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U5544> \xC2\xEF |0

<U5545> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U5546>

 \xBE\xA6 |0

<U554C> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U554F> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U5553> \xB7\xBC |0

<U5556> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U5557> \xD3\xB8 |0
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<U555C> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U555D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U555E> \xB0\xA2 |1

<U5563> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U557B> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U557C> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U557E> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U5580> \xD3\xBD |0

<U5583> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5584> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5586> \x8F\xB5\xE8 |0

<U5587> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U5589> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U558A> \xD3\xBF |0

<U558B> \xC3\xFD |0

<U5598> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U5599> \xD3\xBC |0

<U559A> \xB4\xAD |0

<U559C> \xB4\xEE |0

<U559D> \xB3\xE5 |0

<U559E> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U559F> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U55A7> \xB7\xF6 |0

<U55A8> \xD3\xCA |0

<U55A9> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U55AA> \xC1\xD3 |0

<U55AB> \xB5\xCA |0

<U55AC> \xB6\xAC |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U55B0> \xB6\xF4 |0

<U55B6> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U55C4> \xD3\xCE |0

<U55C5> \xD3\xCC |0

<U55C7> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U55D4> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U55DA> \xD3\xCB |0

<U55DC> \xD3\xCF |0

<U55DF> \xD3\xCD |0

<U55E3> \xBB\xCC |0

<U55E4> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U55F7> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U55F9> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U55FD> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U55FE> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U5606>

 \xC3\xB2 |0

<U5609> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U5614> \xD3\xD2 |0
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<U5616> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U5617> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U5618> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U561B> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U5629> \xB2\xDE |0

<U562F> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5631> \xBE\xFC |0

<U5632> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5634> \xD3\xDC |0

<U5636> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5638> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5642> \xB1\xBD |0

<U564C> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U564E> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U5650> \xD3\xDA |0

<U565B> \xB3\xFA |0

<U5664> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5668> \xB4\xEF |0

<U566A> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U566B> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U566C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U5674> \xCA\xAE |0

<U5678> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U567A> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U5680> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U5686> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U5687> \xB3\xC5 |0

<U568A> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U568F> \xD3\xEA |0

<U5694> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U5699> \xB3\xFA |1

<U56A0> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U56A2> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U56A5> \xD3\xEB |0

<U56AE> \xD3\xEC |0

<U56B4> \xD3\xEE |0

<U56B6> \xD3\xED |0

<U56BC> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U56C0> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U56C1> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U56C2> \xD3\xEF |0

<U56C3> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U56C8> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U56CA> \xC7\xB9 |1

<U56CE> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U56D1> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U56D3> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U56D7>
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 \xD3\xF8 |0

<U56D8> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U56DA> \xBC\xFC |0

<U56DB> \xBB\xCD |0

<U56DE> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U56E0> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U56E3> \xC3\xC4 |0

<U56EE> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U56F0> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U56F2> \xB0\xCF |0

<U56F3> \xBF\xDE |0

<U56F9> \xD3\xFA |0

<U56FA> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U56FD> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U56FF> \xD3\xFC |0

<U5700> \xD3\xFB |0

<U5703> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U5704> \xD3\xFD |0

<U5708> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U5709> \xD3\xFE |0

<U570B> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U570D> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U570F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<U5712> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U5713> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U5716> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U5718> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U571C> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U571F> \xC5\xDA |0

<U5726> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U5727> \xB0\xB5 |0

<U5728> \xBA\xDF |0

<U572D> \xB7\xBD |0

<U5730> \xC3\xCF |0

<U5737> \xD4\xAA |0

<U5738> \xD4\xAB |0

<U573B> \xD4\xAD |0

<U5740> \xD4\xAE |0

<U5742> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U5747> \xB6\xD1 |0

<U574A> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U574E> \xD4\xAC |0

<U574F> \xD4\xAF |0

<U5750> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U5751> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U5759> \x8F\xF4\xA9 |0

<U5761> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U5764> \xBA\xA5 |0
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<U5765> \x8F\xB7\xC2 |0

<U5766> \xC3\xB3

 |0

<U5769> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U576A> \xC4\xDA |0

<U577F> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U5782> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5788> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U5789> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U578B> \xB7\xBF |0

<U5793> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U57A0> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U57A2> \xB9\xA4 |0

<U57A3> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U57A4> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U57AA> \xD4\xBA |0

<U57AC> \x8F\xB7\xE4 |0

<U57B0> \xD4\xBB |0

<U57B3> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U57C0> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U57C3> \xD4\xBC |0

<U57C6> \xD4\xBD |0

<U57C7> \x8F\xB7\xE7 |0

<U57C8> \x8F\xB7\xE8 |0

<U57CB> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U57CE> \xBE\xEB |0

<U57D2> \xD4\xBF |0

<U57D3> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U57D4> \xD4\xBE |0

<U57D6> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U57DC> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U57DF> \xB0\xE8 |0

<U57E0> \xC9\xD6 |0

<U57E3> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U57F4> \xBE\xFD |0

<U57F7> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U57F9> \xC7\xDD |0

<U57FA> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U57FC> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5800> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U5802> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U5805> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U5806> \xC2\xCF |0

<U580A> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U580B> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U5815> \xC2\xC4 |0

<U5819> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U581D> \xD4\xC6 |0
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<U5821> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5824> \xC4\xE9 |0

<U582A> \xB4\xAE |0

<U582F> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U5830>

 \xB1\xE1 |0

<U5831> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U5834> \xBE\xEC |0

<U5835> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U583A> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U583D> \xD4\xCE |0

<U5840> \xCA\xBD |0

<U5841> \xCE\xDD |0

<U584A> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U584B> \xD4\xCA |0

<U5851> \xC1\xBA |0

<U5852> \xD4\xCD |0

<U5854> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U5857> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U5858> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U5859> \xC8\xB9 |0

<U585A> \xC4\xCD |0

<U585E> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U5861> \xC5\xB6 |1

<U5862> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U5869> \xB1\xF6 |0

<U586B> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U5870> \xD4\xCB |0

<U5872> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U5875> \xBF\xD0 |0

<U5879> \xD4\xCF |0

<U587E> \xBD\xCE |0

<U5883> \xB6\xAD |0

<U5885> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U5893> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U5897> \xC1\xFD |0

<U589C> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U589E> \x8F\xF4\xAC |0

<U589F> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U58A8> \xCB\xCF |0

<U58AB> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U58AE> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U58B2> \x8F\xB8\xCE |0

<U58B3> \xCA\xAF |0

<U58B8> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U58B9> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U58BA> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U58BB> \xD4\xD6 |0
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<U58BE> \xBA\xA6 |0

<U58C1> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U58C5> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U58C7> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U58CA> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U58CC> \xBE\xED |0

<U58D1> \xD4\xDB

 |0

<U58D3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U58D5> \xB9\xE8 |0

<U58D7> \xD4\xDC |0

<U58D8> \xD4\xDE |0

<U58D9> \xD4\xDD |0

<U58DC> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U58DE> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U58E4> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U58E5> \xD4\xDF |0

<U58EB> \xBB\xCE |0

<U58EC> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U58EE> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U58EF> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U58F0> \xC0\xBC |0

<U58F1> \xB0\xED |0

<U58F2> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U58F7> \xC4\xDB |0

<U58F9> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U58FA> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U58FB> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U58FC> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U58FD> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U5902> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U5909> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U590A> \xD4\xEA |0

<U590B> \x8F\xB8\xE1 |0

<U590F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U5910> \xD4\xEB |0

<U5915> \xCD\xBC |0

<U5916> \xB3\xB0 |0

<U5918> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U5919> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U591A> \xC2\xBF |0

<U591B> \xD4\xEC |0

<U591C> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5922> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U5925> \xD4\xEE |0

<U5927> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U5929> \xC5\xB7 |0
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<U592A> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U592B> \xC9\xD7 |0

<U592C> \xD4\xEF |0

<U592D> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U592E> \xB1\xFB |0

<U5931> \xBC\xBA |0

<U5932> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5937> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U5938> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U593E> \xD4\xF3

 |0

<U5944> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U5947> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U5948> \xC6\xE0 |0

<U5949> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U594E> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U594F> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U5950> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U5951> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U5953> \x8F\xB8\xF5 |0

<U5954> \xCB\xDB |0

<U5955> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U5957> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U5958> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U595A> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U595B> \x8F\xB8\xF7 |0

<U595D> \x8F\xB8\xF8 |0

<U5960> \xD4\xFB |0

<U5962> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5963> \x8F\xB8\xFC |0

<U5965> \xB1\xFC |0

<U5967> \xD4\xFC |0

<U5968> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U5969> \xD4\xFE |0

<U596A> \xC3\xA5 |0

<U596C> \xD4\xFD |0

<U596E> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U5973> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U5974> \xC5\xDB |0

<U5978> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U597D> \xB9\xA5 |0

<U5981> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U5982> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U5983> \xC8\xDE |0

<U5984> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U598A> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U598D> \xD5\xAB |0

<U5993> \xB5\xB8 |0
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<U5996> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U5999> \xCC\xAF |0

<U599B> \xD6\xAC |0

<U599D> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U59A3> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U59A4> \x8F\xB9\xAF |0

<U59A5> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U59A8> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U59AC> \xC5\xCA |0

<U59B2> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U59B9> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U59BA> \x8F\xB9\xB7

 |0

<U59BB> \xBA\xCA |0

<U59BE> \xBE\xAA |0

<U59C6> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U59C9> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U59CB> \xBB\xCF |0

<U59D0> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U59D1> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U59D3> \xC0\xAB |0

<U59D4> \xB0\xD1 |0

<U59D9> \xD5\xAC |0

<U59DA> \xD5\xAD |0

<U59DC> \xD5\xAA |0

<U59E5> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U59E6> \xB4\xAF |0

<U59E8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U59EB> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U59F6> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U59FB> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U59FF> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U5A01> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U5A03> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U5A09> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U5A11> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5A18> \xCC\xBC |0

<U5A1A> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U5A1C> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U5A1F> \xD5\xAF |0

<U5A20> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U5A25> \xD5\xAE |0

<U5A29> \xCA\xDA |0

<U5A2F> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U5A35> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U5A36> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5A3C> \xBE\xAB |0
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<U5A40> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U5A41> \xCF\xAC |0

<U5A46> \xC7\xCC |0

<U5A49> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U5A5A> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U5A62> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5A66> \xC9\xD8 |0

<U5A6A> \xD5\xBA |0

<U5A6C> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U5A7F> \xCC\xBB |0

<U5A92> \xC7\xDE |0

<U5A9A> \xD5\xBB |0

<U5A9B> \xC9\xB2 |0

<U5ABC> \xD5\xBC |0

<U5ABD>

 \xD5\xC0 |0

<U5ABE> \xD5\xBD |0

<U5AC1> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U5AC2> \xD5\xBF |0

<U5AC9> \xBC\xBB |0

<U5ACB> \xD5\xBE |0

<U5ACC> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5AD0> \xD5\xCC |0

<U5AD6> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5AD7> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U5AE1> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U5AE3> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U5AE6> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U5AE9> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U5AFA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5AFB> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U5B09> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U5B0B> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U5B0C> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U5B16> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5B22> \xBE\xEE |0

<U5B2A> \xD5\xCD |0

<U5B2C> \xC4\xDC |0

<U5B30> \xB1\xC5 |0

<U5B32> \xD5\xCB |0

<U5B36> \xD5\xCE |0

<U5B3E> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5B40> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U5B43> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5B45> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U5B50> \xBB\xD2 |0

<U5B51> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U5B54> \xB9\xA6 |0
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<U5B55> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U5B56> \x8F\xBA\xBE |0

<U5B57> \xBB\xFA |0

<U5B58> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U5B5A> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U5B5B> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5B5C> \xBB\xDA |0

<U5B5D> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U5B5F> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5B63> \xB5\xA8 |0

<U5B64> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U5B65> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U5B66> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U5B69> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U5B6B> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U5B70> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U5B71> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U5B73>

 \xD5\xDA |0

<U5B75> \xD5\xDB |0

<U5B78> \xD5\xDC |0

<U5B7A> \xD5\xDE |0

<U5B80> \xD5\xDF |0

<U5B83> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U5B85> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U5B87> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U5B88> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5B89> \xB0\xC2 |0

<U5B8B> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U5B8C> \xB4\xB0 |0

<U5B8D> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5B8F> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U5B95> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U5B97> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U5B98> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5B99> \xC3\xE8 |0

<U5B9A> \xC4\xEA |0

<U5B9B> \xB0\xB8 |0

<U5B9C> \xB5\xB9 |0

<U5B9D> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U5B9F> \xBC\xC2 |0

<U5BA2> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U5BA3> \xC0\xEB |0

<U5BA4> \xBC\xBC |0

<U5BA5> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U5BA6> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U5BAE> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5BB0> \xBA\xCB |0
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<U5BB3> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5BB4> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U5BB5> \xBE\xAC |0

<U5BB6> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U5BB8> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U5BB9> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U5BBF> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U5BC0> \x8F\xBA\xDB |0

<U5BC2> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U5BC3> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U5BC4> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U5BC5> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U5BC6> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U5BC7> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U5BC9> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5BCC> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U5BD0> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U5BD2> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5BD3> \xB6\xF7 |0

<U5BD4> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5BD8>

 \x8F\xBA\xE1 |0

<U5BDB> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U5BDD> \xBF\xB2 |0

<U5BDE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U5BDF> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5BE1> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U5BE2> \xD5\xEA |0

<U5BE4> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U5BE5> \xD5\xEC |0

<U5BE6> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U5BE7> \xC7\xAB |0

<U5BE8> \xDC\xCD |0

<U5BE9> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U5BEB> \xD5\xED |0

<U5BEC> \x8F\xF4\xAE |0

<U5BEE> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U5BF0> \xD5\xEE |0

<U5BF3> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U5BF5> \xC3\xFE |0

<U5BF6> \xD5\xEF |0

<U5BF8> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U5BFA> \xBB\xFB |0

<U5BFE> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U5BFF> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U5C01> \xC9\xF5 |0

<U5C02> \xC0\xEC |0

<U5C04> \xBC\xCD |0
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<U5C05> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U5C06> \xBE\xAD |0

<U5C07> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U5C08> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U5C09> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U5C0A> \xC2\xBA |0

<U5C0B> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U5C0D> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U5C0E> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U5C0F> \xBE\xAE |0

<U5C11> \xBE\xAF |0

<U5C13> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U5C16> \xC0\xED |0

<U5C1A> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U5C1E> \x8F\xBA\xEB |0

<U5C20> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U5C22> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U5C24> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U5C28> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U5C2D> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U5C31> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U5C38> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U5C39>

 \xD5\xFA |0

<U5C3A> \xBC\xDC |0

<U5C3B> \xBF\xAC |0

<U5C3C> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5C3D> \xBF\xD4 |0

<U5C3E> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U5C3F> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U5C40> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U5C41> \xD5\xFB |0

<U5C45> \xB5\xEF |0

<U5C46> \xD5\xFC |0

<U5C48> \xB6\xFE |0

<U5C4A> \xC6\xCF |0

<U5C4B> \xB2\xB0 |0

<U5C4D> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U5C4E> \xD5\xFD |0

<U5C4F> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U5C50> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5C51> \xB6\xFD |0

<U5C53> \xD5\xFE |0

<U5C55> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U5C5B> \xD6\xA2 |1

<U5C5E> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U5C60> \xC5\xCB |0

<U5C61> \xBC\xC8 |0
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<U5C62> \xBC\xC8 |1

<U5C64> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U5C65> \xCD\xFA |0

<U5C6C> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U5C6E> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U5C6F> \xC6\xD6 |0

<U5C71> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U5C76> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U5C79> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5C8C> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U5C90> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5C91> \xD6\xAA |0

<U5C94> \xD6\xAB |0

<U5CA1> \xB2\xAC |0

<U5CA6> \x8F\xBB\xB3 |0

<U5CA8> \xC1\xBB |0

<U5CA9> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U5CAB> \xD6\xAD |0

<U5CAC> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U5CB1> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U5CB3> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U5CB6> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5CB7> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U5CB8> \xB4\xDF |0

<U5CBA> \x8F\xBB\xB8 |0

<U5CBB>

 \xD6\xAE |0

<U5CBC> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U5CBE> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U5CC5> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U5CC7> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U5CD9> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U5CE0> \xC6\xBD |0

<U5CE1> \xB6\xAE |0

<U5CE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U5CE9> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U5CEA> \xD6\xBB |0

<U5CED> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CEF> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U5CF0> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U5CF5> \x8F\xF4\xAF |0

<U5CF6> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U5CFA> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U5CFB> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U5CFD> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U5D07> \xBF\xF2 |0

<U5D0B> \xD6\xBC |0

<U5D0E> \xBA\xEA |0
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<U5D11> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U5D14> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U5D15> \xD6\xBD |0

<U5D16> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5D17> \xD6\xBE |0

<U5D18> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U5D19> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U5D1A> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U5D1B> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U5D1F> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U5D22> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \x8F\xBB\xCA |0

<U5D29> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U5D42> \x8F\xBB\xD0 |0

<U5D4B> \xD6\xCB |0

<U5D4C> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U5D4E> \xD6\xCA |0

<U5D50> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U5D52> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U5D53> \x8F\xF4\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \xD6\xBF |0

<U5D69> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U5D6C> \xD6\xCC |0

<U5D6D> \x8F\xBB\xDE |0

<U5D6F> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U5D73> \xD6\xCD |0

<U5D76> \xD6\xCE |0

<U5D82>

 \xD6\xD1 |0

<U5D84> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U5D87> \xD6\xCF |0

<U5D8B> \xC5\xE8 |0

<U5D8C> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5D90> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U5DA2> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U5DAC> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U5DAE> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U5DB7> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U5DB8> \x8F\xBB\xF4 |0

<U5DB9> \x8F\xBB\xF5 |0

<U5DBA> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U5DBC> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U5DBD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U5DC9> \xD6\xDA |0

<U5DCC> \xB4\xE0 |0

<U5DCD> \xD6\xDB |0

<U5DD0> \x8F\xBB\xF9 |0
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<U5DD2> \xD6\xDD |0

<U5DD3> \xD6\xDC |0

<U5DD6> \xD6\xDE |0

<U5DDB> \xD6\xDF |0

<U5DDD> \xC0\xEE |0

<U5DDE> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U5DE1> \xBD\xE4 |0

<U5DE3> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U5DE5> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U5DE6> \xBA\xB8 |0

<U5DE7> \xB9\xAA |0

<U5DE8> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U5DEB> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U5DEE> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U5DF1> \xB8\xCA |0

<U5DF2> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U5DF3> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U5DF4> \xC7\xC3 |0

<U5DF5> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U5DF7> \xB9\xAB |0

<U5DFB> \xB4\xAC |0

<U5DFD> \xC3\xA7 |0

<U5DFE> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5E02> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U5E03> \xC9\xDB |0

<U5E06> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U5E0B> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U5E0C> \xB4\xF5 |0

<U5E11> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U5E16>

 \xC4\xA1 |0

<U5E19> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U5E1A> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U5E1B> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5E1D> \xC4\xEB |0

<U5E25> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U5E2B> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5E2D> \xC0\xCA |0

<U5E2F> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U5E30> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U5E33> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U5E36> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U5E37> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U5E38> \xBE\xEF |0

<U5E3D> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U5E40> \xD6\xEC |0

<U5E43> \xD6\xEB |0

<U5E44> \xD6\xEA |0
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<U5E45> \xC9\xFD |0

<U5E47> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U5E4C> \xCB\xDA |0

<U5E4E> \xD6\xED |0

<U5E54> \xD6\xEF |0

<U5E55> \xCB\xEB |0

<U5E57> \xD6\xEE |0

<U5E5F> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U5E61> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U5E62> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U5E63> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5E64> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U5E72> \xB4\xB3 |0

<U5E73> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5E74> \xC7\xAF |0

<U5E75> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U5E76> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U5E78> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5E79> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5E7A> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U5E7B> \xB8\xB8 |0

<U5E7C> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U5E7D> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U5E7E> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U5E7F> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5E81> \xC4\xA3 |0

<U5E83> \xB9\xAD |0

<U5E84> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U5E87> \xC8\xDF |0

<U5E8A> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U5E8F> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U5E95> \xC4\xEC |0

<U5E96>

 \xCA\xF9 |0

<U5E97> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U5E9A> \xB9\xAE |0

<U5E9C> \xC9\xDC |0

<U5EA0> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U5EA6> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U5EA7> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U5EAB> \xB8\xCB |0

<U5EAD> \xC4\xED |0

<U5EB5> \xB0\xC3 |0

<U5EB6> \xBD\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xB9\xAF |0

<U5EB8> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U5EC1> \xD6\xFA |0

<U5EC2> \xD6\xFB |0
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<U5EC3> \xC7\xD1 |0

<U5EC8> \xD6\xFC |0

<U5EC9> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U5ECA> \xCF\xAD |0

<U5ECF> \xD6\xFE |0

<U5ED0> \xD6\xFD |0

<U5ED3> \xB3\xC7 |0

<U5ED6> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U5EDA> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U5EDB> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5EDD> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U5EDF> \xC9\xC0 |0

<U5EE0> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U5EE1> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U5EE2> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5EE3> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U5EE8> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U5EE9> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U5EEC> \xD7\xAA |0

<U5EF0> \xD7\xAD |0

<U5EF1> \xD7\xAB |0

<U5EF3> \xD7\xAC |0

<U5EF4> \xD7\xAE |0

<U5EF6> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U5EF7> \xC4\xEE |0

<U5EF8> \xD7\xAF |0

<U5EFA> \xB7\xFA |0

<U5EFB> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U5EFC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U5EFE> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U5EFF> \xC6\xFB |0

<U5F01> \xCA\xDB |0

<U5F03> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5F04> \xCF\xAE |0

<U5F09> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U5F0A>

 \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5F0B> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U5F0C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U5F0D> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U5F0F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<U5F10> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U5F11> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U5F13> \xB5\xDD |0

<U5F14> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U5F15> \xB0\xFA |0

<U5F16> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U5F17> \xCA\xA6 |0
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<U5F18> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U5F1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U5F1F> \xC4\xEF |0

<U5F21> \x8F\xBC\xE4 |0

<U5F25> \xCC\xEF |0

<U5F26> \xB8\xB9 |0

<U5F27> \xB8\xCC |0

<U5F29> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U5F2D> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U5F2F> \xD7\xBF |0

<U5F31> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U5F34> \x8F\xBC\xED |0

<U5F35> \xC4\xA5 |0

<U5F37> \xB6\xAF |0

<U5F38> \xD7\xBA |0

<U5F3C> \xC9\xAB |0

<U5F3E> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U5F41> \xD7\xBB |0

<U5F45> \x8F\xBC\xF4 |0

<U5F48> \xD7\xBC |0

<U5F4A> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U5F4C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U5F4E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U5F51> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U5F53> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U5F56> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U5F57> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U5F59> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U5F5C> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U5F5D> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U5F61> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5F62> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U5F66> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U5F67> \x8F\xBC\xFE |0

<U5F69> \xBA\xCC |0

<U5F6A> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U5F6B> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U5F6C> \xC9\xCB

 |0

<U5F6D> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U5F70> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U5F71> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U5F73> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U5F77> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U5F79> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U5F7C> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U5F7F> \xD7\xCA |0

<U5F80> \xB1\xFD |0
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<U5F81> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5F82> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U5F83> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F84> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U5F85> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U5F87> \xD7\xCE |0

<U5F88> \xD7\xCC |0

<U5F8A> \xD7\xCB |0

<U5F8B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U5F8C> \xB8\xE5 |0

<U5F90> \xBD\xF9 |0

<U5F91> \xD7\xCD |0

<U5F92> \xC5\xCC |0

<U5F93> \xBD\xBE |0

<U5F97> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U5F98> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U5F99> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U5F9E> \xD7\xCF |0

<U5FA0> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U5FA1> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U5FA8> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U5FA9> \xC9\xFC |0

<U5FAA> \xBD\xDB |0

<U5FAD> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U5FAE> \xC8\xF9 |0

<U5FB3> \xC6\xC1 |0

<U5FB4> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U5FB7> \x8F\xF4\xB2 |0

<U5FB9> \xC5\xB0 |0

<U5FBC> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U5FBD> \xB5\xAB |0

<U5FC3> \xBF\xB4 |0

<U5FC5> \xC9\xAC |0

<U5FCC> \xB4\xF7 |0

<U5FCD> \xC7\xA6 |0

<U5FD6> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U5FD7> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U5FD8> \xCB\xBA |0

<U5FD9> \xCB\xBB |0

<U5FDC> \xB1\xFE |0

<U5FDD>

 \xD7\xDB |0

<U5FDE> \x8F\xBD\xC2 |0

<U5FE0> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U5FE4> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U5FEB> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U5FF0> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5FF1> \xD7\xDA |0
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<U5FF5> \xC7\xB0 |0

<U5FF8> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5FFB> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U5FFD> \xB9\xFA |0

<U5FFF> \xD7\xDD |0

<U600E> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U600F> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U6010> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U6012> \xC5\xDC |0

<U6015> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U6016> \xC9\xDD |0

<U6019> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U601B> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U601C> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U601D> \xBB\xD7 |0

<U6020> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U6021> \xD7\xDE |0

<U6025> \xB5\xDE |0

<U6026> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U6027> \xC0\xAD |0

<U6028> \xB1\xE5 |0

<U6029> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U602A> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U602B> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U602F> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U6031> \xD7\xE4 |0

<U603A> \xD7\xEA |0

<U6041> \xD7\xEC |0

<U6042> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U6043> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U6046> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U604A> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U604B> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U604D> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U6050> \xB6\xB2 |0

<U6052> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U6055> \xBD\xFA |0

<U6059> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U605A> \xD7\xEB |0

<U605D> \x8F\xBD\xE7 |0

<U605F> \xD7\xEF |0

<U6060> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6062> \xB2\xFA |0

<U6063>

 \xD7\xF3 |0

<U6064> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U6065> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U6068> \xBA\xA8 |0
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<U6069> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U606A> \xD7\xED |0

<U606B> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U606C> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U606D> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U606F> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U6070> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U6075> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U6077> \xD7\xEE |0

<U6081> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6083> \xD7\xFD |0

<U6084> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U6085> \x8F\xF4\xB3 |0

<U6089> \xBC\xBD |0

<U608A> \x8F\xBD\xF0 |0

<U608B> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U608C> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U608D> \xD7\xFB |0

<U6092> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U6094> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U6096> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U6097> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U609A> \xD7\xFE |0

<U609B> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U609F> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U60A0> \xCD\xAA |0

<U60A3> \xB4\xB5 |0

<U60A6> \xB1\xD9 |0

<U60A7> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U60A9> \xC7\xBA |0

<U60AA> \xB0\xAD |0

<U60B2> \xC8\xE1 |0

<U60B3> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B4> \xD8\xAC |0

<U60B5> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U60B6> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U60B8> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U60BC> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U60BD> \xD8\xAE |0

<U60C5> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U60C6> \xD8\xAF |0

<U60C7> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U60D1> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U60D3> \xD8\xAB |0

<U60D5> \x8F\xBE\xAC |0

<U60D8>

 \xD8\xB1 |0

<U60DA> \xB9\xFB |0
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<U60DC> \xC0\xCB |0

<U60DE> \x8F\xBE\xB0 |0

<U60DF> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U60E0> \xD8\xAA |0

<U60E1> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U60E3> \xC1\xDA |0

<U60E7> \xD7\xFC |0

<U60E8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U60F0> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U60F1> \xD8\xBD |0

<U60F2> \x8F\xBE\xB3 |0

<U60F3> \xC1\xDB |0

<U60F4> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U60F6> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U60F7> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U60F9> \xBC\xE6 |0

<U60FA> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U60FB> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6100> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6101> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6103> \xD8\xBA |0

<U6106> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U6108> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6109> \xCC\xFB |0

<U610D> \xD8\xBE |0

<U610E> \xD8\xBF |0

<U610F> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U6111> \x8F\xBE\xBD |0

<U6115> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U611A> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U611B> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U611F> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U6120> \x8F\xF4\xB4 |0

<U6121> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6127> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U6128> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U612C> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U6130> \x8F\xBE\xC9 |0

<U6134> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6137> \x8F\xBE\xCD |0

<U613C> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U613D> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U613E> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U613F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U6142> \xD8\xCA |0

<U6144> \xD8\xCB |0

<U6147> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U6148>
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 \xBB\xFC |0

<U614A> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U614B> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U614C> \xB9\xB2 |0

<U614D> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U614E> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U6153> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U6155> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U6158> \xD8\xCE |0

<U6159> \xD8\xCF |0

<U615A> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U615D> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U615F> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U6162> \xCB\xFD |0

<U6163> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U6165> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U6167> \xB7\xC5 |0

<U6168> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U616B> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U616E> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U616F> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U6170> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U6171> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U6173> \xD8\xCC |0

<U6174> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U6175> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U6176> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U6177> \xD8\xCD |0

<U617E> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6182> \xCD\xAB |0

<U6187> \xD8\xDC |0

<U618A> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U618E> \xC1\xFE |0

<U6190> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U6191> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U6194> \xD8\xDE |0

<U6196> \xD8\xDB |0

<U6198> \x8F\xBE\xE4 |0

<U6199> \xD8\xDA |0

<U619A> \xD8\xDF |0

<U61A4> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U61A7> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U61A9> \xB7\xC6 |0

<U61AB> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U61AC> \xD8\xDD |0

<U61AE> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U61B2> \xB7\xFB |0

<U61B6> \xB2\xB1 |0
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<U61BA> \xD8\xEB |0

<U61BE> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U61C3>

 \xD8\xE9 |0

<U61C6> \xD8\xEA |0

<U61C7> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61C8> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U61C9> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U61CA> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U61CB> \xD8\xEC |0

<U61CC> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U61CD> \xD8\xEE |0

<U61D0> \xB2\xFB |0

<U61E3> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U61E6> \xD8\xEF |0

<U61F2> \xC4\xA8 |0

<U61F4> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U61F6> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U61F7> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U61F8> \xB7\xFC |0

<U61FA> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U61FC> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U61FD> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U61FE> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U61FF> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U6200> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U6208> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U6209> \xD8\xFA |0

<U620A> \xCA\xEA |0

<U620C> \xD8\xFC |0

<U620D> \xD8\xFB |0

<U620E> \xBD\xBF |0

<U6210> \xC0\xAE |0

<U6211> \xB2\xE6 |0

<U6212> \xB2\xFC |0

<U6213> \x8F\xBF\xA8 |0

<U6214> \xD8\xFD |0

<U6216> \xB0\xBF |0

<U621A> \xC0\xCC |0

<U621B> \xD8\xFE |0

<U621D> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U621E> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U621F> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U6221> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U6226> \xC0\xEF |0

<U622A> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U622E> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U622F> \xB5\xBA |0
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<U6230> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U6232> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U6233> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6234> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U6238> \xB8\xCD

 |0

<U623B> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U623F> \xCB\xBC |0

<U6240> \xBD\xEA |0

<U6241> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6247> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U6248> \xEE\xBD |0

<U6249> \xC8\xE2 |0

<U624B> \xBC\xEA |0

<U624D> \xBA\xCD |0

<U624E> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U6253> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U6255> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U6258> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U625B> \xD9\xAC |0

<U625E> \xD9\xAA |0

<U6260> \xD9\xAD |0

<U6263> \xD9\xAB |0

<U6268> \xD9\xAE |0

<U626E> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U6271> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U6276> \xC9\xDE |0

<U6279> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U627C> \xD9\xAF |0

<U627E> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U627F> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U6280> \xB5\xBB |0

<U6282> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U6283> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6284> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U6289> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U628A> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6291> \xCD\xDE |0

<U6292> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U6293> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U6294> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6295> \xC5\xEA |0

<U6296> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U6297> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U6298> \xC0\xDE |0

<U629B> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U629C> \xC8\xB4 |0

<U629E> \xC2\xF2 |0
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<U62A6> \x8F\xBF\xC9 |0

<U62AB> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U62AC> \xDA\xAD |0

<U62B1> \xCA\xFA |0

<U62B5> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U62B9> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U62BB> \xD9\xBB |0

<U62BC> \xB2\xA1

 |0

<U62BD> \xC3\xEA |0

<U62C2> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U62C5> \xC3\xB4 |0

<U62C6> \xD9\xBE |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U62C8> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U62C9> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U62CA> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U62CD> \xC7\xEF |0

<U62CF> \xD9\xBC |0

<U62D0> \xB2\xFD |0

<U62D1> \xD9\xBA |0

<U62D2> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U62D3> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U62D4> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U62D7> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U62D8> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U62D9> \xC0\xDB |0

<U62DB> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U62DC> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U62DD> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U62E0> \xB5\xF2 |0

<U62E1> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U62ED> \xBF\xA1 |0

<U62EE> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U62EF> \xD9\xCE |0

<U62F1> \xD9\xCA |0

<U62F3> \xB7\xFD |0

<U62F5> \xD9\xCF |0

<U62F6> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U62F7> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U62FE> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6301> \xBB\xFD |0

<U6302> \xD9\xCC |0

<U6307> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U6308> \xD9\xCD |0
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<U6309> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U630C> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U6311> \xC4\xA9 |0

<U6319> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U631F> \xB6\xB4 |0

<U6327> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6328> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U632B> \xBA\xC3 |0

<U632F> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U633A> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U633D> \xC8\xD4

 |0

<U633E> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U633F> \xC1\xDE |0

<U6349> \xC2\xAA |0

<U634C> \xBB\xAB |0

<U634D> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U634F> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6350> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U6355> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U6357> \xC4\xBD |0

<U635C> \xC1\xDC |0

<U6367> \xCA\xFB |0

<U6368> \xBC\xCE |0

<U6369> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U636B> \xD9\xDF |0

<U636E> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U6372> \xB7\xFE |0

<U6376> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U6377> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U637A> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U637B> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6380> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U6383> \xC1\xDD |0

<U6388> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U6389> \xD9\xDC |0

<U638C> \xBE\xB8 |0

<U638E> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U638F> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6392> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6396> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U6398> \xB7\xA1 |0

<U639B> \xB3\xDD |0

<U639F> \xD9\xDD |0

<U63A0> \xCE\xAB |0

<U63A1> \xBA\xCE |0

<U63A2> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U63A3> \xD9\xDA |0
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<U63A5> \xC0\xDC |0

<U63A7> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U63A8> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U63A9> \xB1\xE6 |0

<U63AA> \xC1\xBC |0

<U63AB> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U63AC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U63B2> \xB7\xC7 |0

<U63B4> \xC4\xCF |0

<U63B5> \xD9\xDE |0

<U63BB> \xC1\xDF |0

<U63BE> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U63C0> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U63C3> \xC2\xB7

 |0

<U63C4> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U63C6> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U63C9> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U63CF> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U63D0> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U63D2> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U63D6> \xCD\xAC |0

<U63DA> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U63DB> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U63E1> \xB0\xAE |0

<U63E3> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U63E9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U63EE> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U63F4> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U63F5> \x8F\xC0\xC4 |0

<U63F6> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U63FA> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U6406> \xD9\xEC |0

<U640D> \xC2\xBB |0

<U640F> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U6413> \xD9\xED |0

<U6414> \xC1\xDF |1

<U6416> \xD9\xEA |0

<U6417> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U641C> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U6426> \xD9\xEE |0

<U6428> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U642C> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U642D> \xC5\xEB |0

<U6434> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6436> \xD9\xEF |0

<U643A> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U643E> \xBA\xF1 |0
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<U6442> \xC0\xDD |0

<U644E> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U6451> \xC4\xCF |1

<U6458> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U6460> \x8F\xC0\xE4 |0

<U6467> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U6469> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U646F> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U6476> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U6478> \xCC\xCE |0

<U647A> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U6483> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U6488> \xD9\xFD |0

<U6492> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U6493> \xD9\xFA |0

<U6495> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U649A>

 \xC7\xB2 |0

<U649D> \x8F\xC0\xF4 |0

<U649E> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U64A4> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U64A5> \xD9\xFB |0

<U64A9> \xD9\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xC9\xEF |0

<U64AD> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U64AE> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U64B0> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U64B2> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U64B9> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U64BB> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U64BC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U64C1> \xCD\xCA |0

<U64C2> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U64C5> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U64C7> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U64CD> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U64CE> \x8F\xC1\xA6 |0

<U64D2> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U64D4> \xD9\xBF |0

<U64D8> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U64DA> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U64E0> \xDA\xAB |0

<U64E1> \xDA\xAC |0

<U64E2> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U64E3> \xDA\xAE |0

<U64E6> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U64E7> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U64EC> \xB5\xBC |0
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<U64EF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U64F1> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U64F2> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U64F4> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U64F6> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U64FA> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U64FD> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U64FE> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6505> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U6518> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U651C> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U651D> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U6522> \xDA\xB9 |1

<U6523> \xDA\xBB |0

<U6524> \xDA\xBA |0

<U652A> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U652B> \xDA\xBC |0

<U652C> \xDA\xB0

 |0

<U652F> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6534> \xDA\xBD |0

<U6535> \xDA\xBE |0

<U6536> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U6537> \xDA\xBF |0

<U6538> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U6539> \xB2\xFE |0

<U653B> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U653E> \xCA\xFC |0

<U653F> \xC0\xAF |0

<U6545> \xB8\xCE |0

<U6548> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U654D> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U654E> \x8F\xF4\xB5 |0

<U654F> \xC9\xD2 |0

<U6551> \xB5\xDF |0

<U6555> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6556> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U6557> \xC7\xD4 |0

<U6558> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U6559> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U655D> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U655E> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U6562> \xB4\xBA |0

<U6563> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6566> \xC6\xD8 |0

<U656C> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U6570> \xBF\xF4 |0
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<U6572> \xDA\xCA |0

<U6574> \xC0\xB0 |0

<U6575> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6577> \xC9\xDF |0

<U6578> \xDA\xCB |0

<U6582> \xDA\xCC |0

<U6583> \xDA\xCD |0

<U6587> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U6588> \xD5\xDD |0

<U6589> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U658C> \xC9\xCC |0

<U658E> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U6590> \xC8\xE5 |0

<U6591> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U6597> \xC5\xCD |0

<U6599> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U659B> \xDA\xCF |0

<U659C> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U659F> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U65A1> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U65A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U65A5> \xC0\xCD

 |0

<U65A7> \xC9\xE0 |0

<U65AB> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U65AC> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U65AD> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U65AF> \xBB\xDB |0

<U65B0> \xBF\xB7 |0

<U65B7> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U65B9> \xCA\xFD |0

<U65BC> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U65BD> \xBB\xDC |0

<U65C1> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U65C3> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U65C4> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U65C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U65C6> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U65CB> \xC0\xFB |0

<U65CC> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U65CF> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U65D2> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U65D7> \xB4\xFA |0

<U65D9> \xDA\xDA |0

<U65DB> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U65E0> \xDA\xDB |0

<U65E1> \xDA\xDC |0

<U65E2> \xB4\xFB |0
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<U65E5> \xC6\xFC |0

<U65E6> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U65E7> \xB5\xEC |0

<U65E8> \xBB\xDD |0

<U65E9> \xC1\xE1 |0

<U65EC> \xBD\xDC |0

<U65ED> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U65F1> \xDA\xDD |0

<U65FA> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U6600> \x8F\xC1\xF5 |0

<U6602> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U6603> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U6606> \xBA\xAB |0

<U6607> \xBE\xBA |0

<U6609> \x8F\xC1\xF8 |0

<U660A> \xDA\xDF |0

<U660C> \xBE\xBB |0

<U660E> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U660F> \xBA\xAA |0

<U6613> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U6614> \xC0\xCE |0

<U6615> \x8F\xC1\xFC |0

<U661C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U661E>

 \x8F\xC2\xA1 |0

<U661F> \xC0\xB1 |0

<U6620> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U6624> \x8F\xC2\xA5 |0

<U6625> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U6627> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U6628> \xBA\xF2 |0

<U662D> \xBE\xBC |0

<U662E> \x8F\xC2\xAB |0

<U662F> \xC0\xA7 |0

<U6631> \x8F\xC2\xAD |0

<U6634> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U6635> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U6636> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U663B> \x8F\xF4\xB6 |0

<U663C> \xC3\xEB |0

<U663F> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U6641> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6642> \xBB\xFE |0

<U6643> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U6644> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6649> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U664B> \xBF\xB8 |0
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<U664F> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6652> \xBB\xAF |0

<U6657> \x8F\xC2\xB8 |0

<U6659> \x8F\xC2\xBA |0

<U665D> \xDA\xEC |0

<U665E> \xDA\xEB |0

<U665F> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U6662> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U6664> \xDA\xED |0

<U6665> \x8F\xF4\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U6667> \xDA\xEE |0

<U6668> \xDA\xEF |0

<U6669> \xC8\xD5 |0

<U666E> \xC9\xE1 |0

<U666F> \xB7\xCA |0

<U6670> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U6673> \x8F\xC2\xC4 |0

<U6674> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U6676> \xBE\xBD |0

<U667A> \xC3\xD2 |0

<U6681> \xB6\xC7 |0

<U6683> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U6684> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U6687> \xB2\xCB |0

<U6688>

 \xDA\xF4 |0

<U6689> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U668E> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U6691> \xBD\xEB |0

<U6696> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U6697> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U6698> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U6699> \x8F\xC2\xD2 |0

<U669D> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U66A0> \x8F\xC2\xD7 |0

<U66A2> \xC4\xAA |0

<U66A6> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U66AB> \xBB\xC3 |0

<U66AE> \xCA\xEB |0

<U66B2> \x8F\xC2\xDB |0

<U66B4> \xCB\xBD |0

<U66B8> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U66B9> \xDA\xFB |0

<U66BC> \xDA\xFE |0

<U66BE> \xDA\xFD |0

<U66BF> \x8F\xC2\xDE |0

<U66C1> \xDA\xFA |0
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<U66C4> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U66C7> \xC6\xDE |0

<U66C9> \xDA\xFC |0

<U66D6> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U66D9> \xBD\xEC |0

<U66DA> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U66DC> \xCD\xCB |0

<U66DD> \xC7\xF8 |0

<U66E0> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U66E6> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U66E9> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U66F0> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U66F2> \xB6\xCA |0

<U66F3> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U66F4> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U66F5> \xDB\xAA |0

<U66F7> \xDB\xAB |0

<U66F8> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U66F9> \xC1\xE2 |0

<U66FA> \x8F\xC2\xED |0

<U66FB> \x8F\xC2\xBF |0

<U66FC> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U66FD> \xC1\xBE |0

<U66FE> \xC1\xBD |0

<U66FF> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U6700> \xBA\xC7 |0

<U6703> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U6708>

 \xB7\xEE |0

<U6709> \xCD\xAD |0

<U670B> \xCA\xFE |0

<U670D> \xC9\xFE |0

<U670E> \x8F\xC2\xF0 |0

<U670F> \xDB\xAC |0

<U6714> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U6715> \xC4\xBF |0

<U6716> \xDB\xAD |0

<U6717> \xCF\xAF |0

<U671B> \xCB\xBE |0

<U671D> \xC4\xAB |0

<U671E> \xDB\xAE |0

<U671F> \xB4\xFC |0

<U6726> \xDB\xAF |0

<U6727> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U6728> \xCC\xDA |0

<U672A> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U672B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U672C> \xCB\xDC |0
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<U672D> \xBB\xA5 |0

<U672E> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U6731> \xBC\xEB |0

<U6734> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U6736> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U6737> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U6738> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U673A> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U673D> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U673F> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U6741> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6746> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U6749> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U674E> \xCD\xFB |0

<U674F> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U6750> \xBA\xE0 |0

<U6751> \xC2\xBC |0

<U6753> \xBC\xDD |0

<U6756> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U6759> \xDB\xBB |0

<U675C> \xC5\xCE |0

<U675E> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U675F> \xC2\xAB |0

<U6760> \xDB\xBA |0

<U6761> \xBE\xF2 |0

<U6762> \xCC\xDD |0

<U6763> \xDB\xBC |0

<U6764> \xDB\xBD |0

<U6765> \xCD\xE8 |0

<U6766> \x8F\xC3\xA1

 |0

<U676A> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U676D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U676F> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U6770> \xDB\xBF |0

<U6771> \xC5\xEC |0

<U6772> \xDA\xDE |0

<U6773> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U6775> \xB5\xCF |0

<U6777> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U677C> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U677E> \xBE\xBE |0

<U677F> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U6785> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U6787> \xC8\xFA |0

<U6789> \xDB\xBE |0

<U678B> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U678C> \xDB\xC3 |0
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<U6790> \xC0\xCF |0

<U6795> \xCB\xED |0

<U6797> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U679A> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U679C> \xB2\xCC |0

<U679D> \xBB\xDE |0

<U67A0> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U67A1> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U67A2> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U67A6> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U67A9> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U67AF> \xB8\xCF |0

<U67B3> \xDB\xCC |0

<U67B4> \xDB\xCA |0

<U67B6> \xB2\xCD |0

<U67B7> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U67B8> \xDB\xCE |0

<U67B9> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U67BB> \x8F\xC3\xB5 |0

<U67C0> \x8F\xC3\xB9 |0

<U67C1> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U67C4> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U67C6> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U67CA> \xC9\xA2 |0

<U67CE> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U67CF> \xC7\xF0 |0

<U67D0> \xCB\xBF |0

<U67D1> \xB4\xBB |0

<U67D3> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U67D4> \xBD\xC0 |0

<U67D8> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U67DA> \xCD\xAE |0

<U67DD>

 \xDB\xD1 |0

<U67DE> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U67E2> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U67E4> \xDB\xCF |0

<U67E7> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U67E9> \xDB\xCD |0

<U67EC> \xDB\xCB |0

<U67EE> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U67F1> \xC3\xEC |0

<U67F3> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U67F4> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U67F5> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U67FB> \xBA\xBA |0

<U67FE> \xCB\xEF |0
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<U67FF> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6801> \x8F\xF4\xBA |0

<U6802> \xC4\xCE |0

<U6803> \xC6\xCA |0

<U6804> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U6805> \xBA\xF4 |1

<U6813> \xC0\xF2 |0

<U6816> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U6817> \xB7\xAA |0

<U681E> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U6821> \xB9\xBB |0

<U6822> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6829> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U682B> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U6832> \xDB\xDE |0

<U6834> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U6838> \xB3\xCB |0

<U6839> \xBA\xAC |0

<U683C> \xB3\xCA |0

<U683D> \xBA\xCF |0

<U6840> \xDB\xDC |0

<U6841> \xB7\xE5 |0

<U6842> \xB7\xCB |0

<U6843> \xC5\xED |0

<U6844> \x8F\xC3\xD8 |0

<U6846> \xDB\xDA |0

<U6848> \xB0\xC6 |0

<U684D> \xDB\xDD |0

<U684E> \xDB\xDF |0

<U6850> \xB6\xCD |0

<U6851> \xB7\xAC |0

<U6852> \x8F\xC3\xC9 |0

<U6853> \xB4\xBC |0

<U6854> \xB5\xCB

 |0

<U6859> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U685C> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U685D> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U685F> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U6863> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U6867> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U6874> \xDB\xEF |0

<U6876> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U6877> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U687E> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U687F> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U6881> \xCE\xC2 |0
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<U6883> \xDB\xEC |0

<U6885> \xC7\xDF |0

<U688D> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U688E> \xDB\xF4 |1

<U688F> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U6893> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U6894> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U6897> \xB9\xBC |0

<U689B> \xDB\xEB |0

<U689D> \xDB\xEA |0

<U689F> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U68A0> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U68A2> \xBE\xBF |0

<U68A6> \xD4\xED |0

<U68A7> \xB8\xE8 |0

<U68A8> \xCD\xFC |0

<U68AD> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U68AF> \xC4\xF4 |0

<U68B0> \xB3\xA3 |0

<U68B1> \xBA\xAD |0

<U68B3> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U68B6> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U68B9> \xDB\xEE |0

<U68BA> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U68BC> \xC5\xEE |0

<U68C4> \xB4\xFE |0

<U68C6> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U68C8> \x8F\xC3\xFC |0

<U68C9> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U68CA> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U68CB> \xB4\xFD |0

<U68CD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U68CF> \x8F\xC3\xFE |0

<U68D2> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U68D4> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U68D5> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U68D7>

 \xDC\xA7 |0

<U68D8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U68DA> \xC3\xAA |0

<U68DF> \xC5\xEF |0

<U68E0> \xDC\xAB |0

<U68E1> \xDB\xFC |0

<U68E3> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U68E7> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U68EE> \xBF\xB9 |0

<U68EF> \xDC\xAC |0
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<U68F2> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U68F9> \xDC\xAA |0

<U68FA> \xB4\xBD |0

<U6900> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U6901> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6904> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U6905> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U6908> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U690B> \xCC\xBA |0

<U690C> \xDB\xFD |0

<U690D> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U690E> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U690F> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U6912> \xDC\xA5 |0

<U6919> \xBF\xFA |0

<U691A> \xDC\xAF |0

<U691B> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U691C> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U6921> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U6922> \xDB\xFA |0

<U6923> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U6925> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U6926> \xDB\xFB |0

<U6928> \xDC\xAD |0

<U692A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U6930> \xDC\xBF |0

<U6934> \xC6\xCE |0

<U6936> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U6939> \xDC\xBB |0

<U693D> \xDC\xBD |0

<U693F> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U694A> \xCD\xCC |0

<U6953> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U6954> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U6955> \xC2\xCA |0

<U6959> \xDC\xBE |0

<U695A> \xC1\xBF |0

<U695C> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U695D> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U695E> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U6960>

 \xC6\xEF |0

<U6961> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U6962> \xC6\xEA |0

<U6968> \x8F\xC4\xCC |0

<U696A> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U696B> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U696D> \xB6\xC8 |0
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<U696E> \xDC\xBA |0

<U696F> \xBD\xDD |0

<U6973> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U6974> \xDC\xBC |0

<U6975> \xB6\xCB |0

<U6977> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U6978> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U6979> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U697C> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U697D> \xB3\xDA |0

<U697E> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U6981> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U6982> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U698A> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U698E> \xB1\xDD |0

<U6991> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U6994> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6995> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6998> \x8F\xC4\xD9 |0

<U699B> \xBF\xBA |0

<U699C> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U69A0> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U69A7> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U69AE> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U69B1> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U69B2> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U69B4> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U69BB> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U69BE> \xDC\xCB |0

<U69BF> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U69C1> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U69C3> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U69C7> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U69CA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U69CB> \xB9\xBD |0

<U69CC> \xC4\xC8 |0

<U69CD> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U69CE> \xDC\xCC |0

<U69D0> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U69D3> \xDC\xCA |0

<U69D8> \xCD\xCD |0

<U69D9> \xCB\xEA |0

<U69DD> \xDC\xCF

 |0

<U69DE> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U69E2> \x8F\xC4\xEA |0

<U69E7> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U69E8> \xDC\xDA |0
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<U69EB> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U69ED> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U69F2> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U69F9> \xDC\xDF |0

<U69FB> \xC4\xD0 |0

<U69FD> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U69FF> \xDC\xDD |0

<U6A02> \xDC\xDB |0

<U6A05> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U6A0A> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U6A0B> \xC8\xF5 |0

<U6A0C> \xDC\xEE |0

<U6A12> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6A13> \xDC\xEC |0

<U6A14> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U6A17> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U6A19> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U6A1B> \xDC\xDC |0

<U6A1E> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U6A1F> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U6A21> \xCC\xCF |0

<U6A22> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U6A23> \xDC\xEB |0

<U6A29> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6A2A> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U6A2B> \xB3\xDF |0

<U6A2E> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U6A30> \x8F\xC4\xFD |0

<U6A35> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U6A36> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U6A38> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U6A39> \xBC\xF9 |0

<U6A3A> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U6A3D> \xC3\xAE |0

<U6A44> \xDC\xED |0

<U6A46> \x8F\xC5\xA7 |0

<U6A47> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U6A48> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U6A4B> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6A58> \xB5\xCC |0

<U6A59> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U6A5F> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U6A61> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6A62> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U6A66> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U6A6B>

 \x8F\xF4\xBD |0

<U6A72> \xDC\xEF |0
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<U6A73> \x8F\xC5\xB5 |0

<U6A78> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U6A7E> \x8F\xC5\xB6 |0

<U6A7F> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U6A80> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U6A84> \xDC\xFC |0

<U6A8D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U6A8E> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6A90> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U6A97> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U6A9C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U6AA0> \xDC\xFB |0

<U6AA2> \xDC\xFD |0

<U6AA3> \xDC\xFE |0

<U6AAA> \xDD\xAC |0

<U6AAC> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U6AAE> \xDB\xED |0

<U6AB3> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6AB8> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6ABB> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U6AC1> \xDC\xEA |0

<U6AC2> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U6AC3> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U6AD1> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6AD3> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U6ADA> \xDD\xAD |0

<U6ADB> \xB6\xFB |0

<U6ADE> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6ADF> \xDD\xAB |0

<U6AE2> \x8F\xF4\xBE |0

<U6AE4> \x8F\xC5\xD5 |0

<U6AE8> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U6AEA> \xDD\xAE |0

<U6AFA> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U6AFB> \xDD\xAF |0

<U6B04> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U6B05> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U6B0A> \xDC\xDE |0

<U6B12> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U6B16> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U6B1D> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U6B1F> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U6B20> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U6B21> \xBC\xA1 |0

<U6B23> \xB6\xD5 |0

<U6B27> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U6B32> \xCD\xDF |0

<U6B37>
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 \xDD\xB8 |0

<U6B38> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U6B39> \xDD\xBA |0

<U6B3A> \xB5\xBD |0

<U6B3D> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U6B3E> \xB4\xBE |0

<U6B43> \xDD\xBD |0

<U6B47> \xDD\xBC |0

<U6B49> \xDD\xBE |0

<U6B4C> \xB2\xCE |0

<U6B4E> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U6B50> \xDD\xBF |0

<U6B53> \xB4\xBF |0

<U6B54> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U6B59> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U6B5B> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U6B5F> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U6B61> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U6B62> \xBB\xDF |0

<U6B63> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U6B64> \xBA\xA1 |0

<U6B66> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U6B69> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6B6A> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U6B6F> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U6B73> \xBA\xD0 |0

<U6B74> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U6B78> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U6B79> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U6B7B> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U6B7F> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U6B80> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U6B83> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6B84> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U6B86> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U6B89> \xBD\xDE |0

<U6B8A> \xBC\xEC |0

<U6B8B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<U6B8D> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6B95> \xDD\xCD |0

<U6B96> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6B98> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6B9E> \xDD\xCE |0

<U6BA4> \xDD\xCF |0

<U6BAA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U6BAB> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U6BB1> \xDD\xD4 |0
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<U6BB2> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U6BB3> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U6BB4>

 \xB2\xA5 |0

<U6BB5> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6BB7> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U6BBA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6BBB> \xB3\xCC |0

<U6BBC> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U6BBF> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6BC0> \xD4\xCC |0

<U6BC5> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U6BC6> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U6BCB> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U6BCD> \xCA\xEC |0

<U6BCE> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U6BD2> \xC6\xC7 |0

<U6BD3> \xDD\xDA |0

<U6BD4> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U6BD6> \x8F\xC6\xB8 |0

<U6BD8> \xC8\xFB |0

<U6BDB> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U6BDF> \xDD\xDB |0

<U6BEB> \xDD\xDD |0

<U6BEC> \xDD\xDC |0

<U6BEF> \xDD\xDF |0

<U6BF3> \xDD\xDE |0

<U6C08> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U6C0F> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U6C11> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U6C13> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U6C14> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U6C17> \xB5\xA4 |0

<U6C1B> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U6C23> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U6C24> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U6C34> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U6C37> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U6C38> \xB1\xCA |0

<U6C3E> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6C3F> \x8F\xC6\xD7 |0

<U6C40> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U6C41> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U6C42> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6C4E> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U6C50> \xBC\xAE |0

<U6C55> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U6C57> \xB4\xC0 |0
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<U6C5A> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U6C5C> \x8F\xC6\xE0 |0

<U6C5D> \xC6\xF2 |0

<U6C5E> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U6C5F> \xB9\xBE

 |0

<U6C60> \xC3\xD3 |0

<U6C62> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U6C68> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6C6A> \xDD\xEA |0

<U6C6F> \x8F\xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C70> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U6C72> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U6C73> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6C7A> \xB7\xE8 |0

<U6C7D> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6C81> \xDD\xEE |0

<U6C82> \xDD\xEB |0

<U6C83> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6C86> \x8F\xC6\xEA |0

<U6C88> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U6C8C> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U6C8D> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6C90> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U6C92> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6C93> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U6C96> \xB2\xAD |0

<U6C99> \xBA\xBB |0

<U6C9A> \xDD\xED |0

<U6C9B> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6CA1> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U6CA2> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U6CAB> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U6CAE> \xDD\xFC |0

<U6CB1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U6CB3> \xB2\xCF |0

<U6CB8> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U6CB9> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6CBA> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U6CBB> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U6CBC> \xBE\xC2 |0

<U6CBD> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U6CBE> \xDD\xFE |0

<U6CBF> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U6CC1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U6CC4> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U6CC5> \xDD\xFA |0
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<U6CC9> \xC0\xF4 |0

<U6CCA> \xC7\xF1 |0

<U6CCC> \xC8\xE7 |0

<U6CD3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U6CD5> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U6CD7> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U6CD9> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U6CDA>

 \x8F\xC7\xA1 |0

<U6CDB> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U6CDD> \xDD\xFB |0

<U6CE1> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U6CE2> \xC7\xC8 |0

<U6CE3> \xB5\xE3 |0

<U6CE5> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U6CE8> \xC3\xED |0

<U6CEA> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U6CEF> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U6CF0> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CF1> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U6CF3> \xB1\xCB |0

<U6D04> \x8F\xC7\xAB |0

<U6D0B> \xCD\xCE |0

<U6D0C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6D12> \xDE\xAF |0

<U6D17> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U6D19> \xDE\xAC |0

<U6D1B> \xCD\xEC |0

<U6D1E> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U6D1F> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U6D25> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U6D29> \xB1\xCC |0

<U6D2A> \xB9\xBF |0

<U6D2B> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U6D32> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6D33> \xDE\xAE |0

<U6D35> \xDE\xAD |0

<U6D36> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U6D38> \xDE\xAB |0

<U6D3B> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U6D3D> \xDE\xAA |0

<U6D3E> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U6D41> \xCE\xAE |0

<U6D44> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U6D45> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U6D59> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U6D5A> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6D5C> \xC9\xCD |0
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<U6D63> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6D64> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D66> \xB1\xBA |0

<U6D69> \xB9\xC0 |0

<U6D6A> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6D6C> \xB3\xBD |0

<U6D6E> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U6D6F> \x8F\xC7\xC3 |0

<U6D74> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U6D77> \xB3\xA4

 |0

<U6D78> \xBF\xBB |0

<U6D79> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U6D85> \xDE\xBA |0

<U6D87> \x8F\xC7\xC7 |0

<U6D88> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U6D8C> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U6D8E> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U6D93> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6D95> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U6D96> \x8F\xC7\xCB |0

<U6D99> \xCE\xDE |0

<U6D9B> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U6D9C> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U6DAC> \x8F\xC7\xCF |0

<U6DAF> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6DB2> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U6DB5> \xDE\xBE |0

<U6DB8> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U6DBC> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U6DC0> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U6DC5> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U6DC6> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U6DC7> \xDE\xBF |0

<U6DCB> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U6DCC> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U6DCF> \x8F\xC7\xD9 |0

<U6DD1> \xBD\xCA |0

<U6DD2> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U6DD5> \xDE\xCC |0

<U6DD8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<U6DD9> \xDE\xCA |0

<U6DDE> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U6DE1> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U6DE4> \xDE\xCB |0

<U6DE6> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U6DE8> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U6DEA> \xDE\xCD |0
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<U6DEB> \xB0\xFC |0

<U6DEC> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U6DEE> \xDE\xCE |0

<U6DF1> \xBF\xBC |0

<U6DF2> \x8F\xF4\xC0 |0

<U6DF3> \xBD\xDF |0

<U6DF5> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U6DF7> \xBA\xAE |0

<U6DF8> \x8F\xF4\xBF |0

<U6DF9> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6DFA> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U6DFB>

 \xC5\xBA |0

<U6DFC> \x8F\xC7\xE6 |0

<U6E05> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U6E07> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U6E08> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U6E09> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U6E0A> \xDE\xBD |0

<U6E0B> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U6E13> \xB7\xCC |0

<U6E15> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6E19> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U6E1A> \xBD\xED |0

<U6E1B> \xB8\xBA |0

<U6E1D> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U6E1F> \xDE\xDB |0

<U6E20> \xB5\xF4 |0

<U6E21> \xC5\xCF |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6E24> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6E25> \xB0\xAF |0

<U6E26> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U6E27> \x8F\xC7\xEB |0

<U6E29> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U6E2B> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U6E2C> \xC2\xAC |0

<U6E2D> \xDE\xCF |0

<U6E2E> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U6E2F> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U6E38> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U6E39> \x8F\xC7\xEE |0

<U6E3A> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \x8F\xC7\xF0 |0

<U6E3E> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U6E43> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6E4A> \xCC\xAB |0

<U6E4D> \xDE\xDA |0
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<U6E4E> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6E56> \xB8\xD0 |0

<U6E58> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U6E5B> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U6E5C> \x8F\xC7\xFC |0

<U6E5F> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U6E67> \xCD\xAF |0

<U6E6B> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U6E6E> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U6E6F> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U6E72> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U6E76> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U6E7E> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U6E7F>

 \xBC\xBE |0

<U6E80> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6E82> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U6E8C> \xC8\xAE |0

<U6E8F> \xDE\xEF |0

<U6E90> \xB8\xBB |0

<U6E96> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6E98> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U6E9C> \xCE\xAF |0

<U6E9D> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U6E9F> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U6EA2> \xB0\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6EAA> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U6EAF> \xDE\xEA |0

<U6EB2> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6EB6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U6EB7> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U6EBA> \xC5\xAE |0

<U6EBD> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U6EBF> \x8F\xC8\xB1 |0

<U6EC2> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U6EC4> \xDE\xEB |0

<U6EC5> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U6EC9> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U6ECB> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U6ECC> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6ED1> \xB3\xEA |0

<U6ED3> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U6ED4> \xDE\xED |0

<U6ED5> \xDE\xEE |0

<U6EDD> \xC2\xEC |0

<U6EDE> \xC2\xDA |0

<U6EEC> \xDE\xF6 |0
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<U6EEF> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6EF2> \xDE\xFA |0

<U6EF4> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U6EF7> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U6EF8> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6EFE> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U6EFF> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6F01> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U6F02> \xC9\xBA |0

<U6F06> \xBC\xBF |0

<U6F09> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U6F0F> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6F11> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6F13> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U6F14> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U6F15> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U6F20>

 \xC7\xF9 |0

<U6F22> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U6F23> \xCE\xFA |0

<U6F2B> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U6F2C> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U6F31> \xDE\xFB |0

<U6F32> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6F38> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U6F3E> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U6F3F> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U6F41> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6F45> \xB4\xC3 |0

<U6F51> \xC8\xAE |1

<U6F54> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U6F58> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6F5B> \xDF\xAA |0

<U6F5C> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U6F5F> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U6F64> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U6F66> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U6F6D> \xDF\xAC |0

<U6F6E> \xC4\xAC |0

<U6F6F> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U6F70> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U6F74> \xDF\xCC |0

<U6F78> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U6F7A> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6F7C> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6F80> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U6F82> \xDF\xAD |0
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<U6F84> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U6F86> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6F88> \x8F\xC8\xE5 |0

<U6F8E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U6F91> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U6F97> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U6FA1> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6FA3> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U6FA4> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U6FAA> \xDF\xBA |0

<U6FB1> \xC5\xC3 |0

<U6FB3> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U6FB5> \x8F\xC8\xF8 |0

<U6FB9> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U6FC0> \xB7\xE3 |0

<U6FC1> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U6FC2> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xC7\xBB |0

<U6FC6> \xDF\xB9

 |0

<U6FD4> \xDF\xBE |0

<U6FD5> \xDF\xBC |0

<U6FD8> \xDF\xBF |0

<U6FDB> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U6FDF> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6FE0> \xB9\xEA |0

<U6FE1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U6FE4> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U6FEB> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U6FEC> \xDF\xBD |0

<U6FEE> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U6FEF> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U6FF1> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U6FF3> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6FF5> \x8F\xC9\xA6 |0

<U6FF6> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U6FFA> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U6FFE> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U7001> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U7005> \x8F\xC9\xAB |0

<U7006> \xC6\xC2 |1

<U7007> \x8F\xC9\xAD |0

<U7009> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U700B> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U700F> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U7011> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U7015> \xC9\xCE |0

<U7018> \xDF\xCE |0
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<U701A> \xDF\xCB |0

<U701B> \xDF\xCA |0

<U701D> \xDF\xCD |0

<U701E> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U701F> \xDF\xCF |0

<U7026> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U7027> \xC2\xED |0

<U7028> \x8F\xF4\xC2 |0

<U702C> \xC0\xA5 |0

<U7030> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U7032> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U703E> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U704C> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U7051> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U7058> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U7063> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U706B> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U706F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U7070> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U7078> \xB5\xE4 |0

<U707C> \xBC\xDE |0

<U707D>

 \xBA\xD2 |0

<U7085> \x8F\xC9\xCA |0

<U7089> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U708A> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U708E> \xB1\xEA |0

<U7092> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7099> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U70AB> \x8F\xC9\xD3 |0

<U70AC> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U70AD> \xC3\xBA |0

<U70AE> \xDF\xDC |0

<U70AF> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U70B3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U70B8> \xDF\xDA |0

<U70B9> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U70BA> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U70BB> \x8F\xF4\xA1 |0

<U70C8> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U70CB> \xDF\xDE |0

<U70CF> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U70D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U70DD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U70DF> \xDF\xDD |0

<U70F1> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U70F9> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U70FD> \xDF\xE2 |0
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<U7104> \x8F\xC9\xE3 |0

<U7109> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U710F> \x8F\xC9\xE9 |0

<U7114> \xB1\xEB |0

<U7119> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U711A> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U711C> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7121> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7126> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U7130> \xB1\xEB |1

<U7136> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U713C> \xBE\xC6 |0

<U7146> \x8F\xC9\xF4 |0

<U7147> \x8F\xC9\xF5 |0

<U7149> \xCE\xFB |0

<U714C> \xDF\xEA |0

<U714E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7155> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7156> \xDF\xEB |0

<U7159> \xB1\xEC |0

<U715C> \x8F\xC9\xFC |0

<U7162> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7164>

 \xC7\xE1 |0

<U7165> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7166> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U7167> \xBE\xC8 |0

<U7169> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U716C> \xDF\xEC |0

<U716E> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U717D> \xC0\xFA |0

<U7184> \xDF\xEF |0

<U7188> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U718A> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U718F> \xDF\xED |0

<U7194> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U7195> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U7199> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U719F> \xBD\xCF |0

<U71A8> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U71AC> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U71B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U71B9> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U71BE> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U71C1> \x8F\xCA\xB3 |0

<U71C3> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U71C8> \xC5\xF5 |0

<U71C9> \xDF\xF7 |0
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<U71CE> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U71D0> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U71D2> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U71D4> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U71D5> \xB1\xED |0

<U71D7> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U71DF> \xD3\xDB |0

<U71E0> \xDF\xFA |0

<U71E5> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U71E6> \xBB\xB8 |0

<U71E7> \xDF\xFC |0

<U71EC> \xDF\xFB |0

<U71ED> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U71EE> \xD2\xD9 |0

<U71F5> \xDF\xFD |0

<U71F9> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U71FB> \xDF\xEE |0

<U71FC> \xDF\xFE |0

<U71FE> \x8F\xCA\xBD |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U7206> \xC7\xFA |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722A>

 \xC4\xDE |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xAA |0

<U7235> \xBC\xDF |0

<U7236> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U723A> \xCC\xEC |0

<U723B> \xE0\xAB |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAC |0

<U723D> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U723E> \xBC\xA4 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAE |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7247> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U7248> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U724C> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U7252> \xC4\xAD |0

<U7258> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7259> \xB2\xE7 |0
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<U725B> \xB5\xED |0

<U725D> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U725F> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7261> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U7262> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U7267> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U7269> \xCA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xC0\xB7 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7279> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U727D> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7280> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72A0> \xB5\xBE |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72AC> \xB8\xA4 |0

<U72AF> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U72B1> \x8F\xCA\xEF |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72B6> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72BE> \x8F\xCA\xF1

 |0

<U72C2> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72D0> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72D7> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U72D9> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U72DB> \xB9\xFD |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E9> \xBC\xED |0

<U72EC> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U72ED> \xB6\xB9 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U72F8> \xC3\xAC |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC5 |0
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<U72FC> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U72FD> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731B> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCC |0

<U731F> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U7324> \x8F\xCB\xAE |0

<U7325> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCF |0

<U732A> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U732B> \xC7\xAD |0

<U732E> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCD |0

<U7336> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U7337> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U733F> \xB1\xEE |0

<U7344> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U7345> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U7363> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7372>

 \xB3\xCD |0

<U7375> \xE0\xDA |0

<U7377> \x8F\xCB\xCA |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDC |0

<U737B> \xE0\xDB |0

<U7384> \xB8\xBC |0

<U7387> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U7389> \xB6\xCC |0

<U738B> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U7396> \xB6\xEA |0

<U73A9> \xB4\xE1 |0

<U73B2> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73BD> \x8F\xCB\xE6 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xE1 |0
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<U73C2> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73C9> \x8F\xCB\xEA |0

<U73CA> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U73CD> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73D2> \x8F\xCB\xEE |0

<U73D6> \x8F\xCB\xF0 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U73E0> \xBC\xEE |0

<U73E3> \x8F\xCB\xF4 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73EA> \xB7\xBE |0

<U73ED> \xC8\xC9 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFE |0

<U73F5> \x8F\xCB\xF9 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U73FE> \xB8\xBD |0

<U7403> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7406> \xCD\xFD |0

<U7407> \x8F\xCC\xA5 |0

<U7409> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U7422> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7426> \x8F\xCC\xAB |0

<U7429> \x8F\xCC\xAD |0

<U742A> \x8F\xCC\xAE |0

<U742E> \x8F\xCC\xB2 |0

<U7432> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7433>

 \xCE\xD6 |0

<U7434> \xB6\xD7 |0

<U7435> \xC8\xFC |0

<U7436> \xC7\xCA |0

<U743A> \xE0\xEB |0

<U743F> \xE0\xED |0

<U7441> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7459> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745A> \xB8\xEA |0

<U745B> \xB1\xCD |0

<U745C> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U745E> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7460> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7462> \x8F\xCC\xC2 |0
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<U7463> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7464> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U7473> \xBA\xBC |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U7483> \xCD\xFE |0

<U7489> \x8F\xCC\xD0 |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U749F> \x8F\xCC\xD9 |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74B0> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U74BD> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFC |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFD |0

<U74DC> \xB1\xBB |0

<U74E0> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U74E2> \xC9\xBB |0

<U74E3> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U74E6> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U74F6> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U74F7>

 \xE1\xAA |0

<U74F8> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7501> \x8F\xF4\xC6 |0

<U7503> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7504> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7505> \xE1\xAD |0

<U750C> \xE1\xAE |0

<U750D> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U750E> \xE1\xAF |0

<U7511> \xB9\xF9 |0

<U7513> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U7515> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U7518> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U751A> \xBF\xD3 |0
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<U751C> \xC5\xBC |0

<U751E> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U751F> \xC0\xB8 |0

<U7523> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7525> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U7528> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U752B> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U752C> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U752F> \x8F\xCD\xAA |0

<U7530> \xC5\xC4 |0

<U7531> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7532> \xB9\xC3 |0

<U7533> \xBF\xBD |0

<U7537> \xC3\xCB |0

<U7538> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U753A> \xC4\xAE |0

<U753B> \xB2\xE8 |0

<U753C> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U7544> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U7546> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7549> \xE1\xBA |0

<U754A> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U754B> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U754C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U754D> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U754F> \xB0\xDA |0

<U7551> \xC8\xAA |0

<U7554> \xC8\xCA |0

<U7559> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U755A> \xE1\xBD |0

<U755B> \xE1\xBB |0

<U755C> \xC3\xDC |0

<U755D> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U7560> \xC8\xAB |0

<U7562> \xC9\xAD |0

<U7564>

 \xE1\xBF |0

<U7565> \xCE\xAC |0

<U7566> \xB7\xCD |0

<U7567> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7569> \xE1\xBE |0

<U756A> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U756B> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U756D> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U756F> \x8F\xCD\xBB |0

<U7570> \xB0\xDB |0

<U7573> \xBE\xF6 |0
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<U7574> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7576> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U7577> \xC6\xED |0

<U7578> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U757F> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U7582> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7586> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7587> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7589> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U758A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U758B> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U758E> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U758F> \xC1\xC1 |0

<U7591> \xB5\xBF |0

<U7594> \xE1\xCB |0

<U759A> \xE1\xCC |0

<U759D> \xE1\xCD |0

<U75A3> \xE1\xCF |0

<U75A5> \xE1\xCE |0

<U75AB> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U75B2> \xC8\xE8 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U75B9> \xBF\xBE |0

<U75BC> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U75BE> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U75C2> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U75C3> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U75C5> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U75C7> \xBE\xC9 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\xDA |0

<U75D4> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U75D5> \xBA\xAF |0

<U75D8> \xC5\xF7

 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\xDB |0

<U75DB> \xC4\xCB |0

<U75DE> \xE1\xDD |0

<U75E2> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U75E3> \xE1\xDC |0

<U75E9> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\xE4 |0
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<U75F3> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U75F4> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\xDE |0

<U75FF> \xE1\xDF |0

<U7601> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U7609> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U760B> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U760D> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U761F> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U7620> \xE1\xEB |0

<U7621> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7622> \xE1\xED |0

<U7624> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7626> \xC1\xE9 |1

<U7627> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7630> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U7634> \xE1\xEF |0

<U763B> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U7642> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U7646> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U7647> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U7648> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U764C> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U7652> \xCC\xFE |0

<U7656> \xCA\xCA |0

<U7658> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U765C> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U7661> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U7662> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U7667> \xE1\xFC |0

<U7668> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U7669> \xE1\xFA |0

<U766A> \xE1\xFB |0

<U766C> \xE1\xFD |0

<U7670> \xE1\xFE |0

<U7672> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7676> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7678> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U767A> \xC8\xAF |0

<U767B> \xC5\xD0

 |0

<U767C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U767D> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U767E> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7680> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7682> \x8F\xF4\xC7 |0
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<U7683> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7684> \xC5\xAA |0

<U7686> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U7687> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U7688> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U768B> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U768E> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7690> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U7693> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7696> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7699> \xE2\xAC |0

<U769A> \xE2\xAD |0

<U769B> \x8F\xCE\xBA |0

<U769C> \x8F\xCE\xBB |0

<U769E> \x8F\xF4\xC8 |0

<U76A6> \x8F\xCE\xC3 |0

<U76AE> \xC8\xE9 |0

<U76B0> \xE2\xAE |0

<U76B4> \xE2\xAF |0

<U76B7> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U76B8> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U76B9> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U76BA> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U76BF> \xBB\xAE |0

<U76C2> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U76C3> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U76C6> \xCB\xDF |0

<U76C8> \xB1\xCE |0

<U76CA> \xB1\xD7 |0

<U76CD> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U76D2> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U76D6> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U76D7> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U76DB> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U76DC> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U76DE> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U76DF> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U76E1> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U76E3> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U76E4> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U76E5> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U76E7> \xE2\xBA |0

<U76EA> \xE2\xBB |0

<U76EE> \xCC\xDC

 |0

<U76F2> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U76F4> \xC4\xBE |0

<U76F8> \xC1\xEA |0
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<U76FB> \xE2\xBD |0

<U76FE> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U7701> \xBE\xCA |0

<U7704> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7707> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7708> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7709> \xC8\xFD |0

<U770B> \xB4\xC7 |0

<U770C> \xB8\xA9 |0

<U771B> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U771E> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U771F> \xBF\xBF |0

<U7720> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7724> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7725> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7726> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7729> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7737> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7738> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U773A> \xC4\xAF |0

<U773C> \xB4\xE3 |0

<U7740> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7746> \x8F\xCE\xF2 |0

<U7747> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U775A> \xE2\xCA |0

<U775B> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7761> \xBF\xE7 |0

<U7763> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U7765> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7766> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U7768> \xE2\xCB |0

<U776B> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7779> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U777E> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U777F> \xE2\xCF |0

<U778B> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U778E> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7791> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U779E> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U77A0> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U77A5> \xCA\xCD |0

<U77AC> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U77AD> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U77B0> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U77B3> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U77B6> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U77B9> \xE2\xD9
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 |0

<U77BB> \xE2\xDD |0

<U77BC> \xE2\xDB |0

<U77BD> \xE2\xDC |0

<U77BF> \xE2\xDA |0

<U77C7> \xE2\xDE |0

<U77CD> \xE2\xDF |0

<U77D7> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U77DA> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U77DB> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U77DC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U77E2> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U77E3> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U77E5> \xC3\xCE |0

<U77E7> \xC7\xEA |0

<U77E9> \xB6\xEB |0

<U77ED> \xC3\xBB |0

<U77EE> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U77EF> \xB6\xBA |0

<U77F3> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U77FC> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7802> \xBA\xBD |0

<U780C> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7812> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7814> \xB8\xA6 |0

<U7815> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U7820> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7821> \x8F\xCF\xD5 |0

<U7825> \xC5\xD6 |0

<U7826> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U7827> \xB5\xCE |0

<U7832> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U7834> \xC7\xCB |0

<U783A> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U783F> \xB9\xDC |0

<U7845> \xE2\xEB |0

<U784E> \x8F\xCF\xE2 |0

<U785D> \xBE\xCB |0

<U7864> \x8F\xCF\xE9 |0

<U786B> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U786C> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U786F> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U7872> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U7874> \xE2\xED |0

<U787A> \x8F\xCF\xED |0

<U787C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7881> \xB8\xEB |0

<U7886> \xE2\xEE |0
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<U7887> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U788C> \xE2\xF1

 |0

<U788D> \xB3\xB7 |0

<U788E> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7891> \xC8\xEA |0

<U7893> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U7895> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7897> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U789A> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U78A3> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U78A7> \xCA\xCB |0

<U78A9> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U78AA> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U78AF> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U78B5> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U78BA> \xB3\xCE |0

<U78BC> \xE2\xFB |0

<U78BE> \xE2\xFA |0

<U78C1> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U78C5> \xE2\xFC |0

<U78C6> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U78CA> \xE2\xFD |0

<U78CB> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U78D0> \xC8\xD8 |0

<U78D1> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U78D4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U78DA> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U78E7> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U78E8> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U78EC> \xE2\xFE |0

<U78EF> \xB0\xEB |0

<U78F4> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U78FD> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7901> \xBE\xCC |0

<U7907> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U790E> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U7911> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7912> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7919> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7926> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U792A> \xE2\xEA |0

<U792B> \xE3\xAA |0

<U792C> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7930> \x8F\xF4\xCB |0

<U793A> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U793C> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U793E> \xBC\xD2 |0
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<U7940> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7941> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U7947> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U7948> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U7949> \xBB\xE3

 |0

<U7950> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U7953> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7955> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7956> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U7957> \xE3\xAD |0

<U795A> \xE3\xAF |0

<U795D> \xBD\xCB |0

<U795E> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U795F> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7960> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7962> \xC7\xAA |0

<U7965> \xBE\xCD |0

<U7968> \xC9\xBC |0

<U796D> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U7977> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U797A> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U797F> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7980> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7981> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U7984> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7985> \xC1\xB5 |0

<U798A> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U798D> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U798E> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U798F> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U7994> \x8F\xD0\xE5 |0

<U799B> \x8F\xD0\xE9 |0

<U799D> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U79A6> \xB5\xFA |0

<U79A7> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U79AA> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U79AE> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U79B0> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U79B1> \xC5\xF8 |1

<U79B3> \xE3\xBA |0

<U79B9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U79BA> \xE3\xBC |0

<U79BD> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U79BE> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U79BF> \xC6\xC5 |0

<U79C0> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U79C1> \xBB\xE4 |0
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<U79C9> \xE3\xBD |0

<U79CB> \xBD\xA9 |0

<U79D1> \xB2\xCA |0

<U79D2> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U79D5> \xE3\xBE |0

<U79D8> \xC8\xEB |0

<U79DF> \xC1\xC5 |0

<U79E1>

 \xE3\xC1 |0

<U79E3> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U79E4> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U79E6> \xBF\xC1 |0

<U79E7> \xE3\xBF |0

<U79E9> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U79EC> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U79F0> \xBE\xCE |0

<U79FB> \xB0\xDC |0

<U7A00> \xB5\xA9 |0

<U7A08> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7A0B> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U7A0D> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7A0E> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U7A14> \xCC\xAD |0

<U7A17> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U7A18> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7A19> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7A1A> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U7A1C> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U7A1F> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7A20> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7A2E> \xBC\xEF |0

<U7A31> \xE3\xCA |0

<U7A32> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U7A37> \xE3\xCD |0

<U7A3B> \xE3\xCB |0

<U7A3C> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U7A3D> \xB7\xCE |0

<U7A3E> \xE3\xCC |0

<U7A3F> \xB9\xC6 |0

<U7A40> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U7A42> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7A43> \xE3\xCE |0

<U7A46> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U7A49> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U7A4D> \xC0\xD1 |0

<U7A4E> \xB1\xCF |0

<U7A4F> \xB2\xBA |0

<U7A50> \xB0\xAC |0
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<U7A57> \xE3\xCF |0

<U7A61> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U7A62> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U7A63> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U7A69> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U7A6B> \xB3\xCF |0

<U7A70> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U7A74> \xB7\xEA |0

<U7A76> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U7A79> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U7A7A>

 \xB6\xF5 |0

<U7A7D> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U7A7F> \xC0\xFC |0

<U7A81> \xC6\xCD |0

<U7A83> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7A84> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U7A88> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7A92> \xC3\xE2 |0

<U7A93> \xC1\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xE3\xDA |0

<U7A96> \xE3\xDC |0

<U7A97> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7A98> \xE3\xDB |0

<U7A9F> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U7AA9> \xE3\xDD |0

<U7AAA> \xB7\xA6 |0

<U7AAE> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U7AAF> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U7AB0> \xE3\xDF |0

<U7AB6> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U7ABA> \xB1\xAE |0

<U7ABF> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U7AC3> \xB3\xF6 |0

<U7AC4> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U7AC5> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U7AC7> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U7AC8> \xE3\xDE |0

<U7ACA> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U7ACB> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U7ACD> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U7ACF> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U7AD1> \x8F\xD1\xE8 |0

<U7AD2> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U7AD3> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7AD5> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7AD9> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7ADA> \xE3\xEC |0
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<U7ADC> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7ADD> \xE3\xED |0

<U7ADF> \xF0\xEF |0

<U7AE0> \xBE\xCF |0

<U7AE1> \xE3\xEE |0

<U7AE2> \xE3\xEF |0

<U7AE3> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U7AE5> \xC6\xB8 |0

<U7AE6> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U7AE7> \x8F\xF4\xD0 |0

<U7AEA> \xC3\xA8 |0

<U7AEB> \x8F\xD1\xEC |0

<U7AED> \xE3\xF1

 |0

<U7AEF> \xC3\xBC |0

<U7AF0> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U7AF6> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U7AF8> \xD1\xBF |0

<U7AF9> \xC3\xDD |0

<U7AFA> \xBC\xB3 |0

<U7AFF> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U7B02> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U7B04> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U7B06> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U7B08> \xB5\xE8 |0

<U7B0A> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U7B0B> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U7B0F> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U7B11> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U7B18> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U7B19> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U7B1B> \xC5\xAB |0

<U7B1E> \xE3\xFA |0

<U7B20> \xB3\xDE |0

<U7B25> \xBF\xDA |0

<U7B26> \xC9\xE4 |0

<U7B28> \xE3\xFC |0

<U7B2C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U7B33> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U7B35> \xE3\xFB |0

<U7B36> \xE3\xFD |0

<U7B39> \xBA\xFB |0

<U7B45> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U7B46> \xC9\xAE |0

<U7B48> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U7B49> \xC5\xF9 |0

<U7B4B> \xB6\xDA |0

<U7B4C> \xE4\xA5 |0
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<U7B4D> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U7B4F> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U7B50> \xE3\xFE |0

<U7B51> \xC3\xDE |0

<U7B52> \xC5\xFB |0

<U7B54> \xC5\xFA |0

<U7B56> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U7B5D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U7B65> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U7B67> \xE4\xAA |0

<U7B6C> \xE4\xAD |0

<U7B6E> \xE4\xAE |0

<U7B70> \xE4\xAB |0

<U7B71> \xE4\xAC |0

<U7B74> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U7B75> \xE4\xA7

 |0

<U7B7A> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U7B86> \xCA\xCF |0

<U7B87> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U7B8B> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U7B8D> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U7B8F> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U7B92> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U7B94> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U7B95> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U7B97> \xBB\xBB |0

<U7B98> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U7B99> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U7B9A> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U7B9C> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U7B9D> \xE4\xAF |0

<U7B9E> \x8F\xD2\xBB |0

<U7B9F> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U7BA1> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U7BAA> \xC3\xBD |0

<U7BAD> \xC0\xFD |0

<U7BB1> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U7BB4> \xE4\xBE |0

<U7BB8> \xC8\xA4 |0

<U7BC0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U7BC1> \xE4\xBB |0

<U7BC4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U7BC6> \xE4\xBF |0

<U7BC7> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U7BC9> \xC3\xDB |0

<U7BCB> \xE4\xBA |0

<U7BCC> \xE4\xBC |0
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<U7BCF> \xE4\xBD |0

<U7BDD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U7BE0> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U7BE4> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U7BE5> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U7BE6> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U7BE9> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U7BED> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U7BF3> \xE4\xCA |0

<U7BF6> \xE4\xCE |0

<U7BF7> \xE4\xCB |0

<U7C00> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U7C07> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U7C0D> \xE4\xCD |0

<U7C11> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U7C12> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U7C13> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U7C14> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U7C17>

 \xE4\xCC |0

<U7C1E> \xC3\xBD |1

<U7C1F> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U7C21> \xB4\xCA |0

<U7C23> \xE4\xCF |0

<U7C27> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U7C2A> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7C2B> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U7C37> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U7C38> \xC8\xF6 |0

<U7C3D> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U7C3E> \xCE\xFC |0

<U7C3F> \xCA\xED |0

<U7C40> \xE4\xDA |0

<U7C43> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U7C4C> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U7C4D> \xC0\xD2 |0

<U7C4F> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U7C50> \xE4\xDB |0

<U7C54> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U7C56> \xE4\xDF |0

<U7C58> \xE4\xDC |0

<U7C5F> \xE4\xDD |0

<U7C60> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U7C64> \xE4\xDE |0

<U7C65> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U7C6C> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U7C73> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U7C75> \xE4\xE2 |0
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<U7C7E> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U7C81> \xB6\xCE |0

<U7C82> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U7C83> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U7C89> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U7C8B> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U7C8D> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U7C90> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U7C92> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7C95> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U7C97> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7C98> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U7C9B> \xBD\xCD |0

<U7C9F> \xB0\xC0 |0

<U7CA1> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U7CA2> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U7CA4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U7CA5> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7CA7> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U7CA8> \xE4\xEA |0

<U7CAB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U7CAD>

 \xE4\xE6 |0

<U7CAE> \xE4\xEE |0

<U7CB1> \xE4\xED |0

<U7CB2> \xE4\xEC |0

<U7CB3> \xE4\xEB |0

<U7CB9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U7CBD> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U7CBE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7CC0> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U7CC2> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U7CC5> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U7CCA> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U7CCE> \xC1\xB8 |0

<U7CD2> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U7CD6> \xC5\xFC |0

<U7CD8> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U7CDC> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U7CDE> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U7CDF> \xC1\xEC |0

<U7CE0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U7CE2> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U7CE7> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7CEF> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U7CF2> \xE4\xFA |0

<U7CF4> \xE4\xFB |0

<U7CF6> \xE4\xFC |0
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<U7CF8> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U7CFA> \xE4\xFD |0

<U7CFB> \xB7\xCF |0

<U7CFE> \xB5\xEA |0

<U7D00> \xB5\xAA |0

<U7D02> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U7D04> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U7D05> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U7D06> \xE4\xFE |0

<U7D0A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U7D0B> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7D0D> \xC7\xBC |0

<U7D10> \xC9\xB3 |0

<U7D14> \xBD\xE3 |0

<U7D15> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U7D17> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U7D18> \xB9\xC9 |0

<U7D19> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U7D1A> \xB5\xE9 |0

<U7D1B> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U7D1C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7D20> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U7D21> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U7D22> \xBA\xF7 |0

<U7D2B>

 \xBB\xE7 |0

<U7D2C> \xC4\xDD |0

<U7D2E> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U7D2F> \xCE\xDF |0

<U7D30> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U7D32> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U7D33> \xBF\xC2 |0

<U7D35> \xE5\xAA |0

<U7D39> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U7D3A> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U7D3F> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U7D42> \xBD\xAA |0

<U7D43> \xB8\xBE |0

<U7D44> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U7D45> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U7D46> \xE5\xAB |0

<U7D48> \x8F\xD3\xE1 |0

<U7D4B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U7D4C> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U7D4E> \xE5\xAE |0

<U7D4F> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U7D50> \xB7\xEB |0

<U7D56> \xE5\xAD |0
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<U7D5B> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U7D5C> \x8F\xD3\xE8 |0

<U7D5E> \xB9\xCA |0

<U7D61> \xCD\xED |0

<U7D62> \xB0\xBC |0

<U7D63> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D66> \xB5\xEB |0

<U7D68> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U7D6E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U7D71> \xC5\xFD |0

<U7D72> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7D73> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7D75> \xB3\xA8 |0

<U7D76> \xC0\xE4 |0

<U7D79> \xB8\xA8 |0

<U7D7D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7D89> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U7D8F> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U7D99> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U7D9A> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U7D9B> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U7D9C> \xC1\xEE |0

<U7D9F> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U7DA0> \x8F\xF4\xD4 |0

<U7DA2> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U7DA3> \xE5\xBC

 |0

<U7DAB> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U7DAC> \xBC\xFA |0

<U7DAD> \xB0\xDD |0

<U7DAE> \xE5\xBB |0

<U7DAF> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U7DB0> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U7DB1> \xB9\xCB |0

<U7DB2> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U7DB4> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U7DB5> \xE5\xBD |0

<U7DB7> \x8F\xD4\xA7 |0

<U7DB8> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U7DBA> \xE5\xBA |0

<U7DBB> \xC3\xBE |0

<U7DBD> \xE5\xBF |0

<U7DBE> \xB0\xBD |0

<U7DBF> \xCC\xCA |0

<U7DC7> \xE5\xBE |0

<U7DCA> \xB6\xDB |0

<U7DCB> \xC8\xEC |0
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<U7DCF> \xC1\xED |0

<U7DD1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U7DD2> \xBD\xEF |0

<U7DD5> \xE5\xEE |0

<U7DD6> \x8F\xF4\xD5 |0

<U7DD8> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7DDA> \xC0\xFE |0

<U7DDC> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U7DDD> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U7DDE> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7DE0> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U7DE1> \xE5\xCE |0

<U7DE4> \xE5\xCA |0

<U7DE8> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U7DE9> \xB4\xCB |0

<U7DEC> \xCC\xCB |0

<U7DEF> \xB0\xDE |0

<U7DF2> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7DF4> \xCE\xFD |0

<U7DFB> \xE5\xCC |0

<U7E01> \xB1\xEF |0

<U7E04> \xC6\xEC |0

<U7E05> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7E09> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U7E0A> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U7E0B> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U7E12> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U7E1B> \xC7\xFB |0

<U7E1E> \xBC\xCA |0

<U7E1F>

 \xE5\xD5 |0

<U7E21> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U7E22> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U7E23> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U7E26> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U7E2B> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U7E2E> \xBD\xCC |0

<U7E31> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U7E32> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U7E35> \xE5\xDC |0

<U7E37> \xE5\xDF |0

<U7E39> \xE5\xDD |0

<U7E3A> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U7E3B> \xE5\xDB |0

<U7E3D> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U7E3E> \xC0\xD3 |0

<U7E41> \xC8\xCB |0

<U7E43> \xE5\xDE |0
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<U7E46> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U7E48> \xE5\xDA |1

<U7E4A> \xC1\xA1 |0

<U7E4B> \xB7\xD2 |0

<U7E4D> \xBD\xAB |0

<U7E52> \x8F\xD4\xD4 |0

<U7E54> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U7E55> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U7E56> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U7E59> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U7E5A> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U7E5D> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U7E5E> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U7E61> \xBD\xAB |1

<U7E66> \xE5\xDA |0

<U7E67> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U7E69> \xE5\xEA |0

<U7E6A> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U7E6B> \xB7\xD2 |1

<U7E6D> \xCB\xFA |0

<U7E70> \xB7\xAB |0

<U7E79> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U7E7B> \xE5\xEC |0

<U7E7C> \xE5\xEB |0

<U7E7D> \xE5\xEF |0

<U7E7F> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7E82> \xBB\xBC |0

<U7E83> \xE5\xED |0

<U7E88> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U7E89> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U7E8A> \x8F\xD4\xE3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U7E8E>

 \xE5\xFA |0

<U7E8F> \xC5\xBB |0

<U7E90> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U7E92> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U7E93> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U7E94> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U7E96> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U7E9B> \xE5\xFB |0

<U7E9C> \xE5\xFC |0

<U7F36> \xB4\xCC |0

<U7F38> \xE5\xFD |0

<U7F3A> \xE5\xFE |0

<U7F45> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U7F47> \x8F\xD4\xF2 |0

<U7F4C> \xE6\xA2 |0
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<U7F4D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U7F4E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U7F50> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U7F51> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7F54> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U7F55> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U7F58> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U7F5F> \xE6\xAA |0

<U7F60> \xE6\xAB |0

<U7F67> \xE6\xAE |0

<U7F68> \xE6\xAC |0

<U7F69> \xE6\xAD |0

<U7F6A> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U7F6B> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U7F6E> \xC3\xD6 |0

<U7F70> \xC8\xB3 |0

<U7F72> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U7F75> \xC7\xCD |0

<U7F77> \xC8\xED |0

<U7F78> \xE6\xAF |0

<U7F79> \xD8\xED |0

<U7F82> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U7F83> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U7F85> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U7F86> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U7F87> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U7F88> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U7F8A> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U7F8C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U7F8E> \xC8\xFE |0

<U7F94> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U7F9A> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U7F9D> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U7F9E> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U7FA1> \x8F\xD5\xAE

 |0

<U7FA3> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<U7FA8> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U7FA9> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U7FAE> \xE6\xBE |0

<U7FAF> \xE6\xBB |0

<U7FB2> \xE6\xBC |0

<U7FB6> \xE6\xBF |0

<U7FB8> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U7FB9> \xE6\xBD |0

<U7FBD> \xB1\xA9 |0

<U7FC1> \xB2\xA7 |0
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<U7FC5> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U7FC6> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U7FCA> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U7FCC> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U7FD2> \xBD\xAC |0

<U7FD4> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U7FD5> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U7FE0> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U7FE1> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U7FE6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U7FE9> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U7FEB> \xB4\xE5 |0

<U7FF0> \xB4\xCD |0

<U7FF3> \xE6\xCA |0

<U7FF9> \xE6\xCB |0

<U7FFB> \xCB\xDD |0

<U7FFC> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U8000> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U8001> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U8003> \xB9\xCD |0

<U8004> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8005> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U8006> \xE6\xCD |0

<U800B> \xE6\xCF |0

<U800C> \xBC\xA9 |0

<U8010> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U8012> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8015> \xB9\xCC |0

<U8017> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U8018> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8019> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U801C> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8021> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8028> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8033> \xBC\xAA |0

<U8036> \xCC\xED |0

<U803B> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U803D> \xC3\xBF

 |0

<U803F> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8046> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U804A> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U8052> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8056> \xC0\xBB |0

<U8058> \xE6\xDB |0

<U805A> \xE6\xDC |0

<U805E> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U805F> \xE6\xDD |0
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<U8061> \xC1\xEF |0

<U8062> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8068> \xE6\xDF |0

<U806F> \xCE\xFE |0

<U8070> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8072> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8073> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8074> \xC4\xB0 |0

<U8076> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8077> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U8079> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U807D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U807E> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U807F> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8084> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8085> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8086> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8087> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U8089> \xC6\xF9 |0

<U808B> \xCF\xBE |0

<U808C> \xC8\xA9 |0

<U8093> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8096> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U8098> \xC9\xAA |0

<U809A> \xE6\xEC |0

<U809B> \xE6\xEA |0

<U809D> \xB4\xCE |0

<U80A1> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U80A2> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U80A5> \xC8\xEE |0

<U80A9> \xB8\xAA |0

<U80AA> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U80AC> \xE6\xEF |0

<U80AD> \xE6\xED |0

<U80AF> \xB9\xCE |0

<U80B1> \xB9\xCF |0

<U80B2> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U80B4> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U80BA> \xC7\xD9 |0

<U80C3> \xB0\xDF |0

<U80C4> \xE6\xF4

 |0

<U80C6> \xC3\xC0 |0

<U80CC> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U80CE> \xC2\xDB |0

<U80D6> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U80D9> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U80DA> \xE6\xF5 |0
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<U80DB> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U80DD> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U80DE> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U80E1> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U80E4> \xB0\xFD |0

<U80E5> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U80EF> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U80F1> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U80F4> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U80F8> \xB6\xBB |0

<U80FC> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U80FD> \xC7\xBD |0

<U8102> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U8105> \xB6\xBC |0

<U8106> \xC0\xC8 |0

<U8107> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8108> \xCC\xAE |0

<U8109> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U810A> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U811A> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U811B> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8123> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8129> \xE6\xFB |0

<U812F> \xE6\xFD |0

<U8131> \xC3\xA6 |0

<U8133> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8139> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U813E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U8141> \xE7\xA6 |1

<U8146> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U814B> \xE6\xFE |0

<U814E> \xBF\xD5 |0

<U8150> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U8151> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U8153> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U8154> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U8155> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U815F> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U8165> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U8166> \xE7\xAA |0

<U816B> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U816E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8170> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U8171> \xE7\xA7

 |0

<U8174> \xE7\xAB |0

<U8178> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U8179> \xCA\xA2 |0
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<U817A> \xC1\xA3 |0

<U817F> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8180> \xE7\xAF |0

<U8182> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U8183> \xE7\xAC |0

<U8188> \xE7\xAD |0

<U818A> \xE7\xAE |0

<U818F> \xB9\xD1 |0

<U8193> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U8195> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U819A> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U819C> \xCB\xEC |0

<U819D> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U81A0> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U81A3> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U81A4> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U81A8> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U81A9> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U81B0> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U81B3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U81B5> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U81B8> \xE7\xBB |0

<U81BA> \xE7\xBF |0

<U81BD> \xE7\xBC |0

<U81BE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U81BF> \xC7\xBF |0

<U81C0> \xE7\xBD |0

<U81C2> \xE7\xBE |0

<U81C6> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U81C8> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U81C9> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U81CD> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U81D1> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U81D3> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U81D8> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U81D9> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U81DA> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U81DF> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U81E0> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U81E3> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U81E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U81E7> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U81E8> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U81EA> \xBC\xAB |0

<U81ED> \xBD\xAD |0

<U81F3> \xBB\xEA |0

<U81F4> \xC3\xD7
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 |0

<U81FA> \xE7\xCA |0

<U81FB> \xE7\xCB |0

<U81FC> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U81FE> \xE7\xCC |0

<U8201> \xE7\xCD |0

<U8202> \xE7\xCE |0

<U8205> \xE7\xCF |0

<U8207> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U8208> \xB6\xBD |0

<U8209> \xDA\xAA |0

<U820A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U820C> \xC0\xE5 |0

<U820D> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U820E> \xBC\xCB |0

<U8210> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U8212> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U8216> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U8217> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8218> \xB4\xDC |0

<U821B> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U821C> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U821E> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xBD\xAE |0

<U8229> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U822A> \xB9\xD2 |0

<U822B> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U822C> \xC8\xCC |0

<U822E> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U8233> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U8235> \xC2\xC9 |0

<U8236> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U8237> \xB8\xBF |0

<U8238> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U8239> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U8240> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U8247> \xC4\xFA |0

<U8258> \xE7\xDB |0

<U8259> \xE7\xDA |0

<U825A> \xE7\xDD |0

<U825D> \xE7\xDC |0

<U825F> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8262> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U8264> \xE7\xDF |0

<U8266> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8268> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U826A> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U826B> \xE7\xE3 |0
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<U826E> \xBA\xB1 |0

<U826F> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U8271> \xE7\xE5

 |0

<U8272> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U8276> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U8277> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U8278> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U827E> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U828B> \xB0\xF2 |0

<U828D> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U8292> \xE7\xEA |0

<U8299> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U829D> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U829F> \xE7\xEC |0

<U82A5> \xB3\xA9 |0

<U82A6> \xB0\xB2 |0

<U82AB> \xE7\xEB |0

<U82AC> \xE7\xEE |0

<U82AD> \xC7\xCE |0

<U82AF> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U82B1> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U82B3> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U82B8> \xB7\xDD |0

<U82B9> \xB6\xDC |0

<U82BB> \xE7\xED |0

<U82BD> \xB2\xEA |0

<U82C5> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U82D1> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U82D2> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U82D3> \xCE\xEA |0

<U82D4> \xC2\xDD |0

<U82D7> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U82D9> \xE7\xFE |0

<U82DB> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U82DC> \xE7\xFC |0

<U82DE> \xE7\xFA |0

<U82DF> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U82E1> \xE7\xEF |0

<U82E3> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U82E5> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U82E6> \xB6\xEC |0

<U82E7> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U82EB> \xC6\xD1 |0

<U82F1> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U82F3> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U82F4> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U82F9> \xE7\xF9 |0
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<U82FA> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U82FB> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U8301> \x8F\xD7\xDE |0

<U8302> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U8303> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U8304>

 \xB2\xD8 |0

<U8305> \xB3\xFD |0

<U8306> \xE7\xFB |0

<U8309> \xE7\xFD |0

<U830E> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U8316> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U8317> \xE8\xAC |0

<U8318> \xE8\xAD |0

<U831C> \xB0\xAB |0

<U8323> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U8328> \xB0\xF1 |0

<U832B> \xE8\xAB |0

<U832F> \xE8\xAA |0

<U8331> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8332> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U8334> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U8335> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U8336> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U8338> \xC2\xFB |0

<U8339> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U8340> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8345> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U8346> \xB7\xD5 |1

<U8349> \xC1\xF0 |0

<U834A> \xB7\xD5 |0

<U834F> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U8350> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U8352> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U8358> \xC1\xF1 |0

<U8362> \x8F\xF4\xD7 |0

<U8373> \xE8\xBA |0

<U8375> \xE8\xBB |0

<U8377> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U837B> \xB2\xAE |0

<U837C> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U837F> \x8F\xD8\xA2 |0

<U8385> \xE8\xAE |0

<U8387> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U8389> \xE8\xBD |0

<U838A> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U838E> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8393> \xE7\xF6 |0
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<U8396> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U839A> \xE8\xAF |0

<U839E> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U839F> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U83A0> \xE8\xBC |0

<U83A2> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U83A8> \xE8\xBE |0

<U83AA> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U83AB>

 \xC7\xFC |0

<U83B1> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U83B5> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U83BD> \xE8\xCF |0

<U83C1> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U83C5> \xBF\xFB |0

<U83C7> \x8F\xD8\xB7 |0

<U83CA> \xB5\xC6 |0

<U83CC> \xB6\xDD |0

<U83CE> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U83D3> \xB2\xDB |0

<U83D6> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U83D8> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U83DC> \xBA\xDA |0

<U83DF> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U83E0> \xE8\xCA |0

<U83E9> \xCA\xEE |0

<U83EB> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U83EF> \xB2\xDA |0

<U83F0> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U83F1> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U83F2> \xE8\xCB |0

<U83F4> \xE8\xBF |0

<U83F6> \x8F\xD8\xC1 |0

<U83F7> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U83FB> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U83FD> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U8403> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8404> \xC6\xBA |0

<U8407> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U840A> \xCD\xE9 |1

<U840B> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U840C> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U840D> \xE8\xCC |0

<U840E> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U8413> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U8420> \xE8\xCE |0

<U8422> \xE8\xCD |0

<U8429> \xC7\xEB |0
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<U842A> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U842C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U8431> \xB3\xFE |0

<U8435> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U8438> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U843C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U843D> \xCD\xEE |0

<U8446> \xE8\xDE |0

<U8448> \x8F\xD8\xD1 |0

<U8449> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U844E>

 \xCE\xAA |0

<U8457> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U845B> \xB3\xEB |0

<U8461> \xC9\xF2 |0

<U8462> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U8463> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U8466> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U8469> \xE8\xDD |0

<U846B> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U846D> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U846E> \xE8\xDB |0

<U846F> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U8471> \xC7\xAC |0

<U8475> \xB0\xAA |0

<U8477> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U8479> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U847A> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U8482> \xE8\xDC |0

<U8484> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U848B> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U8490> \xBD\xAF |0

<U8494> \xBC\xAC |0

<U8499> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U849C> \xC9\xC7 |0

<U849F> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U84A1> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U84AD> \xE8\xDA |0

<U84B2> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U84B4> \x8F\xD8\xF4 |0

<U84B8> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U84B9> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U84BB> \xE8\xEA |0

<U84BC> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U84BF> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U84C1> \xE8\xED |0

<U84C4> \xC3\xDF |0
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<U84C6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U84C9> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U84CA> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U84CB> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U84CD> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U84D0> \xE8\xEC |0

<U84D1> \xCC\xAC |0

<U84D6> \xE8\xEF |0

<U84D9> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U84DA> \xE8\xEB |0

<U84DC> \x8F\xD9\xA1 |0

<U84EC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U84EE> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U84F4>

 \xE8\xF3 |0

<U84FC> \xE8\xFA |0

<U84FF> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U8500> \xBC\xC3 |0

<U8506> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U8511> \xCA\xCE |0

<U8513> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U8514> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U8515> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U8517> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U8518> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U851A> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U851F> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U8521> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U8523> \xBE\xD5 |1

<U8526> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U852C> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U852D> \xB0\xFE |0

<U8535> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U853D> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U8540> \xE8\xFB |0

<U8541> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U8543> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U8548> \xE8\xFE |0

<U8549> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U854A> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U854B> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U854E> \xB6\xBE |0

<U8553> \x8F\xD9\xC6 |0

<U8555> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U8557> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U8558> \xE8\xFD |0

<U8559> \x8F\xD9\xC8 |0

<U855A> \xE8\xD6 |0
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<U8563> \xE8\xFC |0

<U8568> \xCF\xCF |0

<U8569> \xC6\xA2 |0

<U856A> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U856B> \x8F\xD9\xD1 |0

<U856D> \xE9\xAB |0

<U8577> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U857E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U8580> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8584> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U8587> \xE9\xAF |0

<U8588> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U858A> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8590> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U8591> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U8594>

 \xE9\xAC |0

<U8597> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U8599> \xC6\xE5 |0

<U859B> \xE9\xAD |0

<U859C> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U85A4> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U85A6> \xC1\xA6 |0

<U85A8> \xE9\xAA |0

<U85A9> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U85AA> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U85AB> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U85AC> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U85AE> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U85AF> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U85B0> \x8F\xF4\xD9 |0

<U85B9> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U85BA> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U85C1> \xCF\xCE |0

<U85C9> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U85CD> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U85CF> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U85D0> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U85DC> \xE9\xBC |0

<U85DD> \xE9\xBA |0

<U85E4> \xC6\xA3 |0

<U85E5> \xE9\xBB |0

<U85E9> \xC8\xCD |0

<U85EA> \xE9\xAE |0

<U85F7> \xBD\xF3 |0

<U85F9> \xE9\xBD |0

<U85FA> \xE9\xC2 |0
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<U85FB> \xC1\xF4 |0

<U85FE> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U8602> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U8606> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U8607> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U860A> \xE9\xBE |0

<U860B> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U8613> \xE9\xBF |0

<U8616> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U8617> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U8622> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U862D> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U862F> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8630> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U863F> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U864D> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U864E> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U8650>

 \xB5\xD4 |0

<U8654> \xE9\xCA |0

<U8655> \xD1\xDD |0

<U865A> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U865C> \xCE\xBA |0

<U865E> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U865F> \xE9\xCB |0

<U8667> \xE9\xCC |0

<U866B> \xC3\xEE |0

<U8671> \xE9\xCD |0

<U8679> \xC6\xFA |0

<U867B> \xB0\xBA |0

<U868A> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U868B> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U868C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U8693> \xE9\xCE |0

<U8695> \xBB\xBD |0

<U86A3> \xE9\xCF |0

<U86A4> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U86A9> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U86AA> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U86AB> \xE9\xDB |0

<U86AF> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U86B0> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U86B6> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U86C4> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U86C6> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U86C7> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U86C9> \xE9\xD9 |0
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<U86CB> \xC3\xC1 |0

<U86CD> \xB7\xD6 |0

<U86CE> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U86D4> \xE9\xDC |0

<U86D9> \xB3\xBF |0

<U86DB> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U86DE> \xE9\xDD |0

<U86DF> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U86E4> \xC8\xBA |0

<U86E9> \xE9\xDE |0

<U86EC> \xE9\xDF |0

<U86ED> \xC9\xC8 |0

<U86EE> \xC8\xDA |0

<U86EF> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U86F8> \xC2\xFD |0

<U86F9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U86FB> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U86FE> \xB2\xEB |0

<U8700> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8702> \xCB\xAA |0

<U8703> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U8706>

 \xE9\xE4 |0

<U8708> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U8709> \xE9\xEA |0

<U870A> \xE9\xED |0

<U870D> \xE9\xEB |0

<U8711> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U8712> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U8718> \xC3\xD8 |0

<U871A> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U871C> \xCC\xAA |0

<U8725> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8729> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8734> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8737> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U873B> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U873F> \xE9\xEF |0

<U8749> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U874B> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U874C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U874E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8753> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U8755> \xBF\xAA |0

<U8757> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8759> \xE9\xFE |0

<U875F> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U8760> \xE9\xF5 |0
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<U8763> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8766> \xB2\xDC |0

<U8768> \xE9\xFC |0

<U876A> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U876E> \xE9\xFD |0

<U8774> \xE9\xFA |0

<U8776> \xC4\xB3 |0

<U8778> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U877F> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U8782> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U878D> \xCD\xBB |0

<U879F> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U87A2> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U87AB> \xEA\xAE |0

<U87AF> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U87B3> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U87BA> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U87BB> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U87BD> \xEA\xAA |0

<U87C0> \xEA\xAB |0

<U87C4> \xEA\xAF |0

<U87C6> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U87C7> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U87CB> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U87D0>

 \xEA\xAC |0

<U87D2> \xEA\xBD |0

<U87E0> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U87EC> \xC0\xE6 |1

<U87EF> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U87F2> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U87F6> \xEA\xBA |0

<U87F7> \xEA\xBB |0

<U87F9> \xB3\xAA |0

<U87FB> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U87FE> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U8805> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U8807> \x8F\xF4\xDC |0

<U880D> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U880E> \xEA\xBC |0

<U880F> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U8811> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8815> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U8816> \xEA\xBF |0

<U881F> \xCF\xB9 |1

<U8821> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U8822> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U8823> \xE9\xDA |0
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<U8827> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8831> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U8836> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U8839> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U883B> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U8840> \xB7\xEC |0

<U8842> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U8844> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U8846> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U884C> \xB9\xD4 |0

<U884D> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8852> \xEA\xCA |0

<U8853> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U8857> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U8859> \xEA\xCB |0

<U885B> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U885D> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U885E> \xEA\xCC |0

<U8861> \xB9\xD5 |0

<U8862> \xEA\xCD |0

<U8863> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U8868> \xC9\xBD |0

<U886B> \xEA\xCE |0

<U8870> \xBF\xEA |0

<U8872> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U8875> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U8877> \xC3\xEF |0

<U887D>

 \xEA\xD3 |0

<U887E> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U887F> \xB6\xDE |0

<U8881> \xEA\xCF |0

<U8882> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U8888> \xB7\xB6 |0

<U888B> \xC2\xDE |0

<U888D> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8892> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U8896> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U8897> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8899> \xEA\xDA |0

<U889E> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U88A2> \xEA\xDB |0

<U88A4> \xEA\xDD |0

<U88AB> \xC8\xEF |0

<U88AE> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U88B0> \xEA\xDE |0

<U88B1> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U88B4> \xB8\xD3 |0
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<U88B5> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U88B7> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U88BF> \xEA\xDF |0

<U88C1> \xBA\xDB |0

<U88C2> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U88C3> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U88C4> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U88C5> \xC1\xF5 |0

<U88CF> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U88D4> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U88D5> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U88D8> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U88D9> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U88DC> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U88DD> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U88DF> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U88E1> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U88E8> \xEA\xEB |0

<U88F2> \xEA\xEC |0

<U88F3> \xBE\xD8 |0

<U88F4> \xEA\xEA |0

<U88F5> \x8F\xDC\xD3 |0

<U88F8> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U88F9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U88FC> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U88FD> \xC0\xBD |0

<U88FE> \xBF\xFE |0

<U8902> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U8904> \xEA\xED |0

<U8907> \xCA\xA3

 |0

<U890A> \xEA\xEF |0

<U890C> \xEA\xEE |0

<U8910> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8912> \xCB\xAB |0

<U8913> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U891C> \x8F\xDC\xDF |0

<U891D> \xEA\xFC |0

<U891E> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U8925> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U892A> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U892B> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U8936> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U8938> \xEA\xFA |0

<U893B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U8941> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U8943> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U8944> \xEA\xF7 |0
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<U894C> \xEA\xFB |0

<U894D> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U8956> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U895E> \xEA\xFE |0

<U895F> \xB6\xDF |0

<U8960> \xEA\xFD |0

<U8964> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U8966> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U896A> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U896D> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U896F> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U8972> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U8974> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U8977> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U897E> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U897F> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8981> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U8983> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U8986> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U8987> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U8988> \xEB\xAA |0

<U898A> \xEB\xAB |0

<U898B> \xB8\xAB |0

<U898F> \xB5\xAC |0

<U8993> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8996> \xBB\xEB |0

<U8997> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U8998> \xEB\xAD |0

<U899A> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U89A1> \xEB\xAE |0

<U89A6> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U89A7> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U89A9> \xEB\xAF

 |0

<U89AA> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U89AC> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U89AF> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U89B2> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U89B3> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U89BA> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U89BD> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U89BF> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U89C0> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U89D2> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U89DA> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U89DC> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U89DD> \xEB\xBA |0

<U89E3> \xB2\xF2 |0
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<U89E6> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U89E7> \xEB\xBB |0

<U89F4> \xEB\xBC |0

<U89F8> \xEB\xBD |0

<U8A00> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U8A02> \xC4\xFB |0

<U8A03> \xEB\xBE |0

<U8A08> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U8A0A> \xBF\xD6 |0

<U8A0C> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U8A0E> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U8A10> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U8A12> \x8F\xDD\xC8 |0

<U8A13> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U8A16> \xEB\xBF |0

<U8A17> \xC2\xF7 |0

<U8A18> \xB5\xAD |0

<U8A1B> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U8A1D> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U8A1F> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U8A23> \xB7\xED |0

<U8A25> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U8A2A> \xCB\xAC |0

<U8A2D> \xC0\xDF |0

<U8A31> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U8A33> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U8A34> \xC1\xCA |0

<U8A36> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U8A37> \x8F\xDD\xD4 |0

<U8A3A> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U8A3B> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U8A3C> \xBE\xDA |0

<U8A41> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U8A46> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U8A48> \xEB\xCA |0

<U8A50>

 \xBA\xBE |0

<U8A51> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U8A52> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U8A54> \xBE\xDB |0

<U8A55> \xC9\xBE |0

<U8A5B> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U8A5E> \xBB\xEC |0

<U8A60> \xB1\xD3 |0

<U8A62> \xEB\xCE |0

<U8A63> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U8A66> \xBB\xEE |0

<U8A69> \xBB\xED |0
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<U8A6B> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8A6C> \xEB\xCD |0

<U8A6D> \xEB\xCC |0

<U8A6E> \xC1\xA7 |0

<U8A70> \xB5\xCD |0

<U8A71> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8A72> \xB3\xBA |0

<U8A73> \xBE\xDC |0

<U8A79> \x8F\xDD\xEA |0

<U8A7C> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8A82> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U8A84> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U8A85> \xEB\xCF |0

<U8A87> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U8A89> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U8A8C> \xBB\xEF |0

<U8A8D> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U8A91> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U8A93> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U8A95> \xC3\xC2 |0

<U8A98> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U8A9A> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U8A9E> \xB8\xEC |0

<U8AA0> \xC0\xBF |0

<U8AA1> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8AA3> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U8AA4> \xB8\xED |0

<U8AA5> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U8AA6> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U8AA7> \x8F\xDD\xFA |0

<U8AA8> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U8AAC> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U8AAD> \xC6\xC9 |0

<U8AB0> \xC3\xAF |0

<U8AB2> \xB2\xDD |0

<U8AB9> \xC8\xF0 |0

<U8ABC> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U8ABE> \x8F\xDE\xA4

 |0

<U8ABF> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U8AC2> \xEB\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U8AC7> \xC3\xCC |0

<U8ACB> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U8ACC> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U8ACD> \xEB\xDA |0

<U8ACF> \xBF\xDB |0

<U8AD2> \xCE\xCA |0
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<U8AD6> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8ADA> \xEB\xDC |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8ADC> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U8ADE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U8ADF> \x8F\xDE\xB0 |0

<U8AE0> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8AE2> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U8AE4> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U8AE6> \xC4\xFC |0

<U8AE7> \xEB\xDF |0

<U8AEB> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8AED> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U8AEE> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U8AF1> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8AF3> \xEB\xDE |0

<U8AF6> \x8F\xDE\xB5 |0

<U8AF7> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8AF8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U8AFA> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U8AFE> \xC2\xFA |0

<U8B00> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U8B01> \xB1\xDA |0

<U8B02> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U8B04> \xC6\xA5 |0

<U8B07> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U8B0C> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U8B0E> \xC6\xE6 |0

<U8B10> \xEB\xED |0

<U8B14> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U8B16> \xEB\xEC |0

<U8B17> \xEB\xEE |0

<U8B19> \xB8\xAC |0

<U8B1A> \xEB\xEA |0

<U8B1B> \xB9\xD6 |0

<U8B1D> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U8B20> \xEB\xEF |0

<U8B21> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U8B26> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8B28>

 \xEB\xF5 |0

<U8B2B> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U8B2C> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U8B33> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U8B39> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U8B3E> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U8B41> \xEB\xF6 |0
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<U8B49> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8B4C> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8B4E> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U8B4F> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U8B53> \x8F\xDE\xCB |0

<U8B56> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8B58> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U8B5A> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8B5B> \xEB\xFC |0

<U8B5C> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8B5F> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B66> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U8B6B> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8B6C> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U8B6F> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U8B70> \xB5\xC4 |0

<U8B71> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U8B72> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U8B74> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U8B77> \xB8\xEE |0

<U8B7D> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U8B7F> \x8F\xF4\xDF |0

<U8B80> \xEC\xA6 |0

<U8B83> \xBB\xBE |0

<U8B8A> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8B8C> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U8B8E> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8B92> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U8B93> \xEC\xAA |0

<U8B96> \xEC\xAB |0

<U8B99> \xEC\xAC |0

<U8B9A> \xEC\xAD |0

<U8C37> \xC3\xAB |0

<U8C3A> \xEC\xAE |0

<U8C3F> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U8C41> \xEC\xAF |0

<U8C46> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U8C48> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U8C4A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C4C> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8C4E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U8C50> \xEC\xB4

 |0

<U8C55> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U8C5A> \xC6\xDA |0

<U8C61> \xBE\xDD |0

<U8C62> \xEC\xB6 |0
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<U8C6A> \xB9\xEB |0

<U8C6B> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8C6C> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U8C78> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U8C79> \xC9\xBF |0

<U8C7A> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U8C7C> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U8C82> \xEC\xBA |0

<U8C85> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8C89> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8C8A> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8C8C> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U8C8D> \xEC\xBE |0

<U8C8E> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8C94> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U8C98> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8C9D> \xB3\xAD |0

<U8C9E> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U8CA0> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U8CA1> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U8CA2> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U8CA7> \xC9\xCF |0

<U8CA8> \xB2\xDF |0

<U8CA9> \xC8\xCE |0

<U8CAA> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U8CAB> \xB4\xD3 |0

<U8CAC> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U8CAD> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U8CAE> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U8CAF> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U8CB0> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U8CB2> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U8CB4> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8CB6> \xEC\xCA |0

<U8CB7> \xC7\xE3 |0

<U8CB8> \xC2\xDF |0

<U8CBB> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U8CBC> \xC5\xBD |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U8CBF> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U8CC0> \xB2\xEC |0

<U8CC1> \xEC\xCC |0

<U8CC2> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U8CC3> \xC4\xC2 |0

<U8CC4> \xCF\xC5

 |0

<U8CC7> \xBB\xF1 |0
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<U8CC8> \xEC\xCB |0

<U8CCA> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U8CCD> \xEC\xDC |0

<U8CCE> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U8CD1> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U8CD3> \xC9\xD0 |0

<U8CDA> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8CDB> \xBB\xBF |0

<U8CDC> \xBB\xF2 |0

<U8CDE> \xBE\xDE |0

<U8CE0> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U8CE2> \xB8\xAD |0

<U8CE3> \xEC\xCE |0

<U8CE4> \xEC\xCD |0

<U8CE6> \xC9\xEA |0

<U8CEA> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U8CED> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U8CF0> \x8F\xDF\xB9 |0

<U8CF4> \x8F\xF4\xE0 |0

<U8CFA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U8CFB> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U8CFC> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U8CFD> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8D04> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U8D05> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U8D07> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U8D08> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U8D0A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U8D0B> \xB4\xE6 |0

<U8D0D> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U8D0F> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U8D10> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U8D12> \x8F\xDF\xC3 |0

<U8D13> \xEC\xDB |0

<U8D14> \xEC\xDD |0

<U8D16> \xEC\xDE |0

<U8D64> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U8D66> \xBC\xCF |0

<U8D67> \xEC\xDF |0

<U8D6B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U8D6D> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8D70> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U8D71> \xEC\xE1 |0

<U8D73> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8D74> \xC9\xEB |0

<U8D76> \x8F\xF4\xE1 |0

<U8D77> \xB5\xAF |0

<U8D81> \xEC\xE3 |0
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<U8D85>

 \xC4\xB6 |0

<U8D8A> \xB1\xDB |0

<U8D99> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U8DA3> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U8DA8> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U8DB3> \xC2\xAD |0

<U8DBA> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U8DBE> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U8DC2> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U8DCB> \xEC\xED |0

<U8DCC> \xEC\xEB |0

<U8DCF> \xEC\xE8 |0

<U8DD6> \xEC\xEA |0

<U8DDA> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U8DDB> \xEC\xEC |0

<U8DDD> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8DDF> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U8DE1> \xC0\xD7 |0

<U8DE3> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U8DE8> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U8DEA> \xEC\xEE |0

<U8DEB> \xEC\xEF |0

<U8DEF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U8DF3> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U8DF5> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U8DFC> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U8DFF> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U8E08> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U8E09> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U8E0A> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U8E0F> \xC6\xA7 |0

<U8E10> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U8E1D> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U8E1E> \xEC\xF7 |0

<U8E1F> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U8E2A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U8E30> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8E34> \xEC\xFD |0

<U8E35> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8E42> \xEC\xFA |0

<U8E44> \xC4\xFD |0

<U8E47> \xED\xA1 |0

<U8E48> \xED\xA5 |0

<U8E49> \xED\xA2 |0

<U8E4A> \xEC\xFE |0

<U8E4C> \xED\xA3 |0

<U8E50> \xED\xA4 |0
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<U8E55> \xED\xAB |0

<U8E59> \xED\xA6 |0

<U8E5F> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U8E60>

 \xED\xA8 |0

<U8E63> \xED\xAA |0

<U8E64> \xED\xA7 |0

<U8E72> \xED\xAD |0

<U8E74> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U8E76> \xED\xAC |0

<U8E7C> \xED\xAE |0

<U8E81> \xED\xAF |0

<U8E84> \xED\xB2 |0

<U8E85> \xED\xB1 |0

<U8E87> \xED\xB0 |0

<U8E8A> \xED\xB4 |0

<U8E8B> \xED\xB3 |0

<U8E8D> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U8E91> \xED\xB6 |0

<U8E93> \xED\xB5 |0

<U8E94> \xED\xB7 |0

<U8E99> \xED\xB8 |0

<U8EA1> \xED\xBA |0

<U8EAA> \xED\xB9 |0

<U8EAB> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U8EAC> \xED\xBB |0

<U8EAF> \xB6\xED |0

<U8EB0> \xED\xBC |0

<U8EB1> \xED\xBE |0

<U8EBE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8EC0> \xB6\xED |1

<U8EC5> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8EC6> \xED\xBD |0

<U8EC8> \xED\xC1 |0

<U8ECA> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8ECB> \xED\xC2 |0

<U8ECC> \xB5\xB0 |0

<U8ECD> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U8ECF> \x8F\xE0\xD9 |0

<U8ED2> \xB8\xAE |0

<U8EDB> \xED\xC3 |0

<U8EDF> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U8EE2> \xC5\xBE |0

<U8EE3> \xED\xC4 |0

<U8EEB> \xED\xC7 |0

<U8EF8> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U8EFB> \xED\xC6 |0

<U8EFC> \xED\xC5 |0
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<U8EFD> \xB7\xDA |0

<U8EFE> \xED\xC8 |0

<U8F03> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U8F05> \xED\xCA |0

<U8F09> \xBA\xDC |0

<U8F0A> \xED\xC9

 |0

<U8F0C> \xED\xD2 |0

<U8F12> \xED\xCC |0

<U8F13> \xED\xCE |0

<U8F14> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U8F15> \xED\xCB |0

<U8F19> \xED\xCD |0

<U8F1B> \xED\xD1 |0

<U8F1C> \xED\xCF |0

<U8F1D> \xB5\xB1 |0

<U8F1F> \xED\xD0 |0

<U8F26> \xED\xD3 |0

<U8F29> \xC7\xDA |0

<U8F2A> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U8F2F> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U8F33> \xED\xD4 |0

<U8F38> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U8F39> \xED\xD6 |0

<U8F3B> \xED\xD5 |0

<U8F3E> \xED\xD9 |0

<U8F3F> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U8F42> \xED\xD8 |0

<U8F44> \xB3\xED |0

<U8F45> \xED\xD7 |0

<U8F46> \xED\xDC |0

<U8F49> \xED\xDB |0

<U8F4C> \xED\xDA |0

<U8F4D> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U8F4E> \xED\xDD |0

<U8F57> \xED\xDE |0

<U8F5C> \xED\xDF |0

<U8F5F> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F61> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U8F62> \xED\xE0 |0

<U8F63> \xED\xE1 |0

<U8F64> \xED\xE2 |0

<U8F9B> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U8F9C> \xED\xE3 |0

<U8F9E> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F9F> \xED\xE4 |0

<U8FA3> \xED\xE5 |0

<U8FA7> \xD2\xA1 |0
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<U8FA8> \xD1\xFE |0

<U8FAD> \xED\xE6 |0

<U8FAE> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8FAF> \xED\xE7 |0

<U8FB0> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U8FB1> \xBF\xAB |0

<U8FB2> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U8FB7> \xED\xE8 |0

<U8FBA> \xCA\xD5

 |0

<U8FBB> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8FBC> \xB9\xFE |0

<U8FBF> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U8FC2> \xB1\xAA |0

<U8FC4> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U8FC5> \xBF\xD7 |0

<U8FCE> \xB7\xDE |0

<U8FD1> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U8FD4> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U8FDA> \xED\xE9 |0

<U8FE2> \xED\xEB |0

<U8FE5> \xED\xEA |0

<U8FE6> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U8FE9> \xC6\xF6 |0

<U8FEA> \xED\xEC |0

<U8FEB> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8FED> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U8FEF> \xED\xED |0

<U8FF0> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U8FF4> \xED\xEF |0

<U8FF7> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U8FF8> \xED\xFE |0

<U8FF9> \xED\xF1 |0

<U8FFA> \xED\xF2 |0

<U8FFD> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U9000> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9001> \xC1\xF7 |0

<U9003> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U9005> \xED\xF0 |0

<U9006> \xB5\xD5 |0

<U900B> \xED\xF9 |0

<U900D> \xED\xF6 |0

<U900E> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U900F> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U9010> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U9011> \xED\xF3 |0

<U9013> \xC4\xFE |0

<U9014> \xC5\xD3 |0
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<U9015> \xED\xF4 |0

<U9016> \xED\xF8 |0

<U9017> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U9019> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U901A> \xC4\xCC |0

<U901D> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U901E> \xED\xF7 |0

<U901F> \xC2\xAE |0

<U9020> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9021> \xED\xF5 |0

<U9022> \xB0\xA9 |0

<U9023> \xCF\xA2

 |0

<U9027> \xED\xFA |0

<U902E> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U9031> \xBD\xB5 |0

<U9032> \xBF\xCA |0

<U9035> \xED\xFC |0

<U9036> \xED\xFB |0

<U9038> \xB0\xEF |0

<U9039> \xED\xFD |0

<U903C> \xC9\xAF |0

<U903E> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U9041> \xC6\xDB |0

<U9042> \xBF\xEB |0

<U9045> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U9047> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U9049> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U904A> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U904B> \xB1\xBF |0

<U904D> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U904E> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U904F> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U9050> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U9051> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U9052> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U9053> \xC6\xBB |0

<U9054> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U9055> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U9056> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U9058> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U9059> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U905C> \xC2\xBD |0

<U905E> \xEE\xAA |0

<U9060> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U9061> \xC1\xCC |0

<U9063> \xB8\xAF |0

<U9065> \xCD\xDA |0
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<U9067> \x8F\xE1\xE2 |0

<U9068> \xEE\xAB |0

<U9069> \xC5\xAC |0

<U906D> \xC1\xF8 |0

<U906E> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U906F> \xEE\xAC |0

<U9072> \xEE\xAF |0

<U9075> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U9076> \xEE\xAD |0

<U9077> \xC1\xAB |0

<U9078> \xC1\xAA |0

<U907A> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U907C> \xCE\xCB |0

<U907D> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U907F> \xC8\xF2

 |0

<U9080> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U9081> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9082> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U9083> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U9084> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U9087> \xED\xEE |0

<U9089> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U908A> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U908F> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U9091> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U90A3> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xCB\xAE |0

<U90A8> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U90AA> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U90AF> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U90B1> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U90B5> \xEE\xBA |0

<U90B8> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U90C1> \xB0\xEA |0

<U90CA> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U90CE> \xCF\xBA |0

<U90DB> \xEE\xBE |0

<U90DE> \x8F\xF4\xE5 |0

<U90E1> \xB7\xB4 |0

<U90E2> \xEE\xBB |0

<U90E4> \xEE\xBC |0

<U90E8> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U90ED> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U90F5> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U90F7> \xB6\xBF |0

<U90FD> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U9102> \xEE\xBF |0
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<U9112> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U9115> \x8F\xF4\xE7 |0

<U9119> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U9127> \x8F\xE2\xC7 |0

<U912D> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U9130> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U9132> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U9149> \xC6\xD3 |0

<U914A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U914B> \xBD\xB6 |0

<U914C> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U914D> \xC7\xDB |0

<U914E> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U9152> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U9154> \xBF\xEC |0

<U9156> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U9158> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9162>

 \xBF\xDD |0

<U9163> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U9165> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U9169> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U916A> \xCD\xEF |0

<U916C> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U9172> \xEE\xCB |0

<U9173> \xEE\xCA |0

<U9175> \xB9\xDA |0

<U9177> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U9178> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U9182> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9187> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U9189> \xEE\xCD |0

<U918B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U918D> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U9190> \xB8\xEF |0

<U9192> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U9197> \xC8\xB0 |0

<U919C> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U91A2> \xEE\xCF |0

<U91A4> \xBE\xDF |0

<U91AA> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U91AB> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U91AC> \xBE\xDF |1

<U91AF> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U91B1> \xC8\xB0 |1

<U91B4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U91B5> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U91B8> \xBE\xFA |0
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<U91BA> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U91C0> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U91C1> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U91C6> \xC8\xD0 |0

<U91C7> \xBA\xD3 |0

<U91C8> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U91C9> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U91CB> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U91CC> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U91CD> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U91CE> \xCC\xEE |0

<U91CF> \xCE\xCC |0

<U91D0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U91D1> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U91D6> \xEE\xDB |0

<U91D7> \x8F\xE3\xA6 |0

<U91D8> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U91DA> \x8F\xE3\xA8 |0

<U91DB> \xEE\xDE |0

<U91DC> \xB3\xF8

 |0

<U91DD> \xBF\xCB |0

<U91DE> \x8F\xE3\xA9 |0

<U91DF> \xEE\xDC |0

<U91E1> \xEE\xDD |0

<U91E3> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U91E4> \x8F\xE3\xAA |0

<U91E5> \x8F\xE3\xAB |0

<U91E6> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U91E7> \xB6\xFC |0

<U91ED> \x8F\xE3\xAF |0

<U91EE> \x8F\xE3\xB0 |0

<U91F5> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U91F6> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U91FC> \xEE\xDF |0

<U91FF> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U9206> \x8F\xE3\xBC |0

<U920A> \x8F\xE3\xBF |0

<U920D> \xC6\xDF |0

<U920E> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U9210> \x8F\xE3\xC1 |0

<U9211> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U9214> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U9215> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U921E> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U9229> \xEF\xCF |0

<U922C> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U9234> \xCE\xEB |0
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<U9237> \xB8\xDA |0

<U9239> \x8F\xE3\xD4 |0

<U923A> \x8F\xE3\xD5 |0

<U923C> \x8F\xE3\xD6 |0

<U923F> \xEE\xEF |0

<U9240> \x8F\xE3\xD8 |0

<U9244> \xC5\xB4 |0

<U9245> \xEE\xEA |0

<U9248> \xEE\xED |0

<U9249> \xEE\xEB |0

<U924B> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U924E> \x8F\xE3\xDF |0

<U9250> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U9251> \x8F\xE3\xE1 |0

<U9257> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U9259> \x8F\xE3\xE3 |0

<U925A> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U925B> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U925E> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U9262> \xC8\xAD

 |0

<U9264> \xEE\xEC |0

<U9266> \xBE\xE0 |0

<U9267> \x8F\xE3\xE9 |0

<U9271> \xB9\xDB |0

<U9277> \x8F\xE3\xF1 |0

<U9278> \x8F\xE3\xF2 |0

<U927E> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U9280> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U9283> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U9285> \xC6\xBC |0

<U9288> \x8F\xE3\xF8 |0

<U9291> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9293> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U9295> \xEE\xEE |0

<U9296> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U9298> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U929A> \xC4\xB8 |0

<U929B> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U929C> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U92A7> \x8F\xE4\xA6 |0

<U92AD> \xC1\xAC |0

<U92B7> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U92B9> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U92CF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U92D0> \x8F\xE4\xBE |0

<U92D2> \xCB\xAF |0

<U92D3> \x8F\xE4\xBF |0
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<U92D5> \x8F\xE4\xC0 |0

<U92D7> \x8F\xE4\xC1 |0

<U92D9> \x8F\xE4\xC3 |0

<U92E0> \x8F\xE4\xC7 |0

<U92E4> \xBD\xFB |0

<U92E7> \x8F\xE4\xCB |0

<U92E9> \xEE\xFA |0

<U92EA> \xCA\xDF |0

<U92ED> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U92F2> \xC9\xC6 |0

<U92F3> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U92F8> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U92F9> \x8F\xE4\xD0 |0

<U92FA> \xEE\xFC |0

<U92FB> \x8F\xE4\xD1 |0

<U92FC> \xB9\xDD |0

<U92FF> \x8F\xE4\xD2 |0

<U9302> \x8F\xE4\xD4 |0

<U9306> \xBB\xAC |0

<U930F>

 \xEE\xFB |0

<U9310> \xBF\xED |0

<U9318> \xBF\xEE |0

<U9319> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U931A> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U931D> \x8F\xE4\xDB |0

<U931E> \x8F\xE4\xDC |0

<U9320> \xBE\xFB |0

<U9321> \x8F\xE4\xDE |0

<U9322> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U9323> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U9325> \x8F\xE4\xE0 |0

<U9326> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9328> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U932B> \xBC\xE2 |0

<U932C> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U932E> \xEE\xFE |0

<U932F> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U9332> \xCF\xBF |0

<U9335> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U933A> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U933B> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U9344> \xEE\xFD |0

<U9348> \x8F\xE4\xE9 |0

<U934B> \xC6\xE9 |0

<U934D> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U9354> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U9356> \xEF\xAC |0
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<U9357> \x8F\xE4\xEF |0

<U935B> \xC3\xC3 |0

<U935C> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U9360> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U936C> \xB7\xAD |0

<U936E> \xEF\xAB |0

<U9370> \x8F\xE4\xFA |0

<U9375> \xB8\xB0 |0

<U937C> \xEF\xAA |0

<U937E> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U938C> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U9394> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9396> \xBA\xBF |0

<U9397> \xC1\xF9 |0

<U939A> \xC4\xCA |0

<U93A4> \x8F\xE5\xB3 |0

<U93A7> \xB3\xBB |0

<U93AC> \xEF\xAE |0

<U93AD> \xEF\xAF |0

<U93AE> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U93B0> \xEF\xAD

 |0

<U93B9> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U93C3> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U93C6> \x8F\xE5\xBF |0

<U93C8> \xEF\xBA |0

<U93D0> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U93D1> \xC5\xAD |0

<U93D6> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U93D7> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U93D8> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U93DD> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U93DE> \x8F\xE5\xC9 |0

<U93E1> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U93E4> \xEF\xBB |0

<U93E5> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U93E8> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U93F8> \x8F\xE5\xD0 |0

<U9403> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9407> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9410> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U9413> \xEF\xBE |0

<U9414> \xEF\xBD |0

<U9418> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9419> \xC6\xAA |0

<U941A> \xEF\xBC |0

<U9421> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xC3 |0
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<U9431> \x8F\xE5\xE2 |0

<U9435> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U9436> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U9438> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U943A> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9441> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9444> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U9445> \x8F\xE5\xEA |0

<U9448> \x8F\xE5\xEB |0

<U9451> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U9452> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9453> \xCC\xFA |0

<U945A> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U945B> \xEF\xCA |0

<U945E> \xEF\xCD |0

<U9460> \xEF\xCB |0

<U9462> \xEF\xCC |0

<U946A> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9470> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9475> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9477> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U947C> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U947D> \xEF\xD3

 |0

<U947E> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U947F> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9481> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9577> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U9580> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U9582> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9583> \xC1\xAE |0

<U9587> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9589> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U958A> \xEF\xDB |0

<U958B> \xB3\xAB |0

<U958F> \xB1\xBC |0

<U9591> \xB4\xD7 |0

<U9592> \x8F\xF4\xEA |0

<U9593> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U9594> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9596> \xEF\xDD |0

<U9598> \xEF\xDE |0

<U9599> \xEF\xDF |0

<U95A0> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U95A2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U95A3> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U95A4> \xB9\xDE |0

<U95A5> \xC8\xB6 |0
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<U95A7> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U95A8> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U95AD> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U95B2> \xB1\xDC |0

<U95B9> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U95BB> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U95BC> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U95BE> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U95C3> \xEF\xEA |0

<U95C7> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U95CA> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U95CC> \xEF\xEC |0

<U95CD> \xEF\xEB |0

<U95D4> \xEF\xEE |0

<U95D5> \xEF\xED |0

<U95D6> \xEF\xEF |0

<U95D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U95DC> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U95E1> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U95E2> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U95E5> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U961C> \xC9\xEC |0

<U9621> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U9628> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U962A> \xBA\xE5 |0

<U962E>

 \xEF\xF6 |0

<U962F> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9632> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U963B> \xC1\xCB |0

<U963F> \xB0\xA4 |0

<U9640> \xC2\xCB |0

<U9642> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U9644> \xC9\xED |0

<U964B> \xEF\xFB |0

<U964C> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U964D> \xB9\xDF |0

<U964F> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9650> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U965B> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U965C> \xEF\xFD |0

<U965D> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U965E> \xEF\xFE |0

<U965F> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9662> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U9663> \xBF\xD8 |0

<U9664> \xBD\xFC |0

<U9665> \xB4\xD9 |0
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<U9666> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U966A> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U966C> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U9670> \xB1\xA2 |0

<U9672> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U9673> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U9675> \xCE\xCD |0

<U9676> \xC6\xAB |0

<U9677> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9678> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U967A> \xB8\xB1 |0

<U967D> \xCD\xDB |0

<U9685> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U9686> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U9688> \xB7\xA8 |0

<U968A> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U968B> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U968D> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U968E> \xB3\xAC |0

<U968F> \xBF\xEF |0

<U9694> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U9695> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U9697> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U9698> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U9699> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U969B> \xBA\xDD |0

<U969C> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U969D> \x8F\xE6\xE8 |0

<U96A0>

 \xB1\xA3 |0

<U96A3> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U96A7> \xF0\xAB |0

<U96A8> \xEE\xAE |0

<U96AA> \xF0\xAA |0

<U96AF> \x8F\xE6\xEF |0

<U96B0> \xF0\xAE |0

<U96B1> \xF0\xAC |0

<U96B2> \xF0\xAD |0

<U96B4> \xF0\xAF |0

<U96B6> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U96B7> \xCE\xEC |0

<U96B8> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U96B9> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U96BB> \xC0\xC9 |0

<U96BC> \xC8\xBB |0

<U96C0> \xBF\xFD |0

<U96C1> \xB4\xE7 |0

<U96C4> \xCD\xBA |0
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<U96C5> \xB2\xED |0

<U96C6> \xBD\xB8 |0

<U96C7> \xB8\xDB |0

<U96C9> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U96CB> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U96CC> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U96CD> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U96CE> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U96D1> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xBA |0

<U96D6> \xEA\xAD |0

<U96D9> \xD2\xD6 |0

<U96DB> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U96DC> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U96E2> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U96E3> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xB1\xAB |0

<U96EA> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U96EB> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U96F0> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U96F2> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U96F6> \xCE\xED |0

<U96F7> \xCD\xEB |0

<U96F9> \xF0\xBB |0

<U96FB> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U9700> \xBC\xFB |0

<U9704> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9706> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9707> \xBF\xCC |0

<U9708> \xF0\xBE |0

<U970A> \xCE\xEE |0

<U970D>

 \xF0\xB9 |0

<U970E> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U970F> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9711> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9713> \xF0\xBF |0

<U9716> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9719> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U971C> \xC1\xFA |0

<U971E> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U9724> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9727> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U972A> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9730> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9732> \xCF\xAA |0

<U9733> \x8F\xE7\xAC |0

<U9738> \xDB\xB1 |0
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<U9739> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U973B> \x8F\xF4\xED |0

<U973D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U973E> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9742> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9743> \x8F\xE7\xAE |0

<U9744> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9746> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9748> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9749> \xF0\xCF |0

<U974D> \x8F\xF4\xEE |0

<U974F> \x8F\xE7\xB1 |0

<U9751> \x8F\xF4\xEF |0

<U9752> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U9755> \x8F\xE7\xB2 |0

<U9756> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U9759> \xC0\xC5 |0

<U975C> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U975E> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U9760> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9761> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U9762> \xCC\xCC |0

<U9764> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9766> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9768> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U9769> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U976B> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U976D> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U9771> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9774> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U9779> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U977A> \xF0\xDC |0

<U977C> \xF0\xDA

 |0

<U9781> \xF0\xDB |0

<U9784> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U9785> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U9786> \xF0\xDD |0

<U978B> \xF0\xDE |0

<U978D> \xB0\xC8 |0

<U978F> \xF0\xDF |0

<U9790> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U9798> \xBE\xE4 |0

<U979C> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U97A0> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U97A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U97A6> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U97A8> \xF0\xE2 |0
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<U97AB> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U97AD> \xCA\xDC |0

<U97B3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U97B4> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U97C3> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U97C6> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U97C8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U97CB> \xF0\xEA |0

<U97D3> \xB4\xDA |0

<U97DC> \xF0\xEB |0

<U97ED> \xF0\xEC |0

<U97EE> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U97F2> \xF0\xEE |0

<U97F3> \xB2\xBB |0

<U97F5> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U97F6> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U97FB> \xB1\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U9801> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U9802> \xC4\xBA |0

<U9803> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U9805> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U9806> \xBD\xE7 |0

<U9808> \xBF\xDC |0

<U980C> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U980F> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U9810> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U9811> \xB4\xE8 |0

<U9812> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U9813> \xC6\xDC |0

<U9817> \xBF\xFC |0

<U9818> \xCE\xCE |0

<U981A> \xB7\xDB |0

<U9821> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U9824> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U982C> \xCB\xCB

 |0

<U982D> \xC6\xAC |0

<U9830> \xCB\xCB |1

<U9834> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U9837> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U9838> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U9839> \xF0\xF8 |1

<U983B> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U983C> \xCD\xEA |0

<U983D> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U9846> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U984B> \xF0\xFB |0
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<U984C> \xC2\xEA |0

<U984D> \xB3\xDB |0

<U984E> \xB3\xDC |0

<U984F> \xF0\xFA |0

<U9854> \xB4\xE9 |0

<U9855> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U9857> \x8F\xE8\xB1 |0

<U9858> \xB4\xEA |0

<U985A> \xC5\xBF |1

<U985B> \xC5\xBF |0

<U985E> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U9865> \x8F\xE8\xB6 |0

<U9867> \xB8\xDC |0

<U986B> \xF0\xFC |0

<U986F> \xF0\xFD |0

<U9870> \xF0\xFE |0

<U9871> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U9873> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U9874> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U98A8> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U98AA> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U98AF> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U98B1> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U98B6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U98C3> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U98C4> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U98C6> \xF1\xAA |0

<U98DB> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U98DC> \xE6\xCC |0

<U98DF> \xBF\xA9 |0

<U98E2> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U98E9> \xF1\xAB |0

<U98EB> \xF1\xAC |0

<U98ED> \xD2\xAC |0

<U98EE> \xDD\xBB |0

<U98EF> \xC8\xD3 |0

<U98F2> \xB0\xFB |0

<U98F4> \xB0\xBB |0

<U98FC>

 \xBB\xF4 |0

<U98FD> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U98FE> \xBE\xFE |0

<U9903> \xF1\xAD |0

<U9905> \xCC\xDF |0

<U9909> \xF1\xAE |0

<U990A> \xCD\xDC |0

<U990C> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U9910> \xBB\xC1 |0
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<U9912> \xF1\xAF |0

<U9913> \xB2\xEE |0

<U9914> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U9918> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U991D> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U991E> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U9920> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U9921> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U9924> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U9927> \x8F\xE8\xDD |0

<U9928> \xB4\xDB |0

<U992C> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U992E> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U993D> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U993E> \xF1\xBA |0

<U9942> \xF1\xBB |0

<U9945> \xF1\xBD |0

<U9949> \xF1\xBC |0

<U994B> \xF1\xBF |0

<U994C> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U9950> \xF1\xBE |0

<U9951> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U9952> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U9955> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U9957> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U9996> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U9997> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U9998> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U9999> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U999E> \x8F\xF4\xF4 |0

<U99A5> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U99A8> \xB3\xBE |0

<U99AC> \xC7\xCF |0

<U99AD> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U99AE> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U99B3> \xC3\xDA |0

<U99B4> \xC6\xEB |0

<U99BC> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U99C1> \xC7\xFD |0

<U99C4> \xC2\xCC |0

<U99C5> \xB1\xD8

 |0

<U99C6> \xB6\xEE |0

<U99C8> \xB6\xEF |0

<U99D0> \xC3\xF3 |0

<U99D1> \xF1\xCE |0

<U99D2> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U99D5> \xB2\xEF |0
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<U99D8> \xF1\xCD |0

<U99DB> \xF1\xCB |0

<U99DD> \xF1\xCC |0

<U99DF> \xF1\xCA |0

<U99E2> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U99ED> \xF1\xCF |0

<U99EE> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U99F1> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U99F2> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99F8> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U99FB> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U99FF> \xBD\xD9 |0

<U9A01> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U9A05> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U9A0E> \xB5\xB3 |0

<U9A0F> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U9A12> \xC1\xFB |0

<U9A13> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U9A19> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U9A28> \xC2\xCD |0

<U9A2B> \xF1\xDA |0

<U9A30> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A37> \xF1\xDB |0

<U9A3E> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U9A40> \xF1\xDE |0

<U9A42> \xF1\xDD |0

<U9A43> \xF1\xDF |0

<U9A45> \xF1\xDC |0

<U9A4D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U9A4E> \x8F\xE9\xD1 |0

<U9A52> \xC2\xCD |1

<U9A55> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U9A57> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9A5A> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U9A5B> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U9A5F> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9A62> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U9A64> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U9A65> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A69> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U9A6A> \xF1\xEB |0

<U9A6B> \xF1\xEA |0

<U9AA8> \xB9\xFC |0

<U9AAD> \xF1\xEC

 |0

<U9AB0> \xF1\xED |0

<U9AB8> \xB3\xBC |0

<U9ABC> \xF1\xEE |0
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<U9AC0> \xF1\xEF |0

<U9AC4> \xBF\xF1 |0

<U9ACF> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U9AD1> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U9AD3> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U9AD4> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U9AD8> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U9AD9> \x8F\xF4\xF5 |0

<U9ADC> \x8F\xE9\xED |0

<U9ADE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U9ADF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U9AE2> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U9AE3> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U9AE6> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U9AEA> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U9AEB> \xF1\xFA |0

<U9AED> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U9AEE> \xF1\xFB |0

<U9AEF> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U9AF1> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9AF4> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9AF7> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9AFB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U9B06> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U9B18> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U9B1A> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U9B1F> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9B22> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U9B23> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U9B25> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U9B27> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U9B28> \xF2\xAA |0

<U9B29> \xF2\xAB |0

<U9B2A> \xF2\xAC |0

<U9B2E> \xF2\xAD |0

<U9B2F> \xF2\xAE |0

<U9B31> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U9B32> \xF2\xAF |0

<U9B3B> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U9B3C> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U9B41> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U9B42> \xBA\xB2 |0

<U9B43> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U9B44> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U9B45> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U9B4D> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U9B4E>
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 \xF2\xB4 |0

<U9B4F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U9B51> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U9B54> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U9B58> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U9B5A> \xB5\xFB |0

<U9B6F> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U9B72> \x8F\xF4\xF6 |0

<U9B74> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U9B75> \x8F\xEA\xCD |0

<U9B83> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U9B8E> \xB0\xBE |0

<U9B8F> \x8F\xEA\xDB |0

<U9B91> \xF2\xBA |0

<U9B92> \xCA\xAB |0

<U9B93> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U9B96> \xF2\xBB |0

<U9B97> \xF2\xBC |0

<U9B9F> \xF2\xBD |0

<U9BA0> \xF2\xBE |0

<U9BA8> \xF2\xBF |0

<U9BAA> \xCB\xEE |0

<U9BAB> \xBB\xAD |0

<U9BAD> \xBA\xFA |0

<U9BAE> \xC1\xAF |0

<U9BB1> \x8F\xEA\xE6 |0

<U9BB4> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9BB9> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U9BBB> \x8F\xEA\xEA |0

<U9BC0> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U9BC6> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U9BC9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U9BCA> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U9BCF> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U9BD1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U9BD2> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U9BD4> \xF2\xCB |0

<U9BD6> \xBB\xAA |0

<U9BDB> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U9BE1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U9BE2> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U9BE3> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U9BE4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U9BE8> \xB7\xDF |0

<U9BF0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U9BF1> \xF2\xCF |0

<U9BF2> \xF2\xCE |0

<U9BF5> \xB0\xB3 |0
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<U9C00> \x8F\xEB\xA5 |0

<U9C04>

 \xF2\xDA |0

<U9C06> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U9C08> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U9C09> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U9C0A> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U9C0C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U9C0D> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U9C10> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9C12> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U9C13> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U9C14> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U9C15> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U9C1B> \xF2\xDC |0

<U9C21> \xF2\xDF |0

<U9C24> \xF2\xDE |0

<U9C25> \xF2\xDD |0

<U9C2D> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U9C2E> \xF2\xDB |0

<U9C2F> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U9C30> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U9C39> \xB3\xEF |0

<U9C3A> \xF2\xCD |0

<U9C3B> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U9C3E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9C46> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U9C47> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U9C48> \xC3\xAD |0

<U9C52> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U9C57> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9C5A> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U9C60> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9C67> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9C76> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9C78> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U9CE5> \xC4\xBB |0

<U9CE7> \xF2\xEA |0

<U9CE9> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U9CEB> \xF2\xEF |0

<U9CEC> \xF2\xEB |0

<U9CF0> \xF2\xEC |0

<U9CF3> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U9CF4> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U9CF6> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U9D03> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U9D06> \xF2\xF1 |0
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<U9D07> \xC6\xBE |0

<U9D08> \xF2\xEE |0

<U9D09> \xF2\xED |0

<U9D0E> \xB2\xAA |0

<U9D12>

 \xF2\xF9 |0

<U9D15> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U9D1B> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U9D1F> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U9D23> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U9D26> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U9D28> \xB3\xFB |0

<U9D2A> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U9D2B> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U9D2C> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U9D3B> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U9D3E> \xF2\xFC |0

<U9D3F> \xF2\xFB |0

<U9D41> \xF2\xFA |0

<U9D44> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U9D46> \xF2\xFD |0

<U9D48> \xF2\xFE |0

<U9D50> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U9D51> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U9D59> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U9D5C> \xB1\xAD |0

<U9D5D> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9D5E> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U9D60> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U9D61> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U9D64> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U9D6B> \x8F\xEB\xFA |0

<U9D6C> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U9D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U9D70> \x8F\xEB\xFB |0

<U9D72> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U9D7A> \xF3\xAC |0

<U9D87> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U9D89> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U9D8F> \xB7\xDC |0

<U9D9A> \xF3\xAD |0

<U9DA4> \xF3\xAE |0

<U9DA9> \xF3\xAF |0

<U9DAB> \xF3\xAA |0

<U9DAF> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U9DB2> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U9DB4> \xC4\xE1 |0

<U9DB8> \xF3\xB4 |0
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<U9DBA> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U9DBB> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U9DC1> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U9DC2> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U9DC4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U9DC6> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U9DCF> \xF3\xB7

 |0

<U9DD3> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9DD7> \xB2\xAA |1

<U9DD9> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9DE6> \xF3\xBC |0

<U9DED> \xF3\xBD |0

<U9DEF> \xF3\xBE |0

<U9DF2> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9DF8> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9DF9> \xC2\xEB |0

<U9DFA> \xBA\xED |0

<U9DFD> \xF3\xBF |0

<U9E19> \x8F\xEC\xD6 |0

<U9E1A> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U9E1B> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U9E1E> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U9E75> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U9E78> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U9E79> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U9E7C> \xB8\xB4 |1

<U9E7D> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U9E7F> \xBC\xAF |0

<U9E81> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U9E88> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U9E8B> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U9E8C> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9E91> \xF3\xCC |0

<U9E92> \xF3\xCA |0

<U9E93> \xCF\xBC |0

<U9E95> \xF3\xCB |0

<U9E97> \xCE\xEF |0

<U9E9D> \xF3\xCD |0

<U9E9F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U9EA5> \xF3\xCE |0

<U9EA6> \xC7\xFE |0

<U9EA9> \xF3\xCF |0

<U9EAA> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U9EAD> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U9EB4> \xB9\xED |1

<U9EB5> \xCC\xCD |1

<U9EB8> \xF3\xD0 |0
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<U9EB9> \xB9\xED |0

<U9EBA> \xCC\xCD |0

<U9EBB> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U9EBC> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U9EBE> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U9EBF> \xCB\xFB |0

<U9EC4> \xB2\xAB |0

<U9ECC> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U9ECD> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U9ECE>

 \xF3\xD5 |0

<U9ECF> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U9ED0> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U9ED1> \x8F\xF4\xF8 |0

<U9ED2> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U9ED4> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U9ED9> \xCC\xDB |0

<U9EDB> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U9EDC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U9EDD> \xF3\xDB |0

<U9EDE> \xF3\xDA |0

<U9EE0> \xF3\xDC |0

<U9EE5> \xF3\xDD |0

<U9EE8> \xF3\xDE |0

<U9EEF> \xF3\xDF |0

<U9EF4> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U9EF6> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U9EF7> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U9EF9> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U9EFB> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U9EFD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U9F07> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U9F08> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U9F0E> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U9F13> \xB8\xDD |0

<U9F15> \xF3\xEA |0

<U9F20> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9F21> \xF3\xEB |0

<U9F2C> \xF3\xEC |0

<U9F3B> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U9F3E> \xF3\xED |0

<U9F4A> \xF3\xEE |0

<U9F4B> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U9F4E> \xEC\xDA |0

<U9F4F> \xF0\xED |0

<U9F52> \xF3\xEF |0
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<U9F54> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U9F5F> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U9F60> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U9F61> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U9F62> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U9F63> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U9F66> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U9F67> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U9F6C> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U9F72> \xF3\xFA |0

<U9F76> \xF3\xFB |0

<U9F77>

 \xF3\xF9 |0

<U9F8D> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U9F95> \xF3\xFC |0

<U9F9C> \xF3\xFD |0

<U9F9D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U9FA0> \xF3\xFE |0

<UE000> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xF5\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xF5\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xF5\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xF5\xB4 |0

<UE014> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xF5\xB8 |0

<UE018> \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xF5\xBD |0
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<UE01D> \xF5\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE027> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE02C>

 \xF5\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xF5\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xF5\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xF5\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xF5\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xF5\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xF5\xEA |0

<UE04A> \xF5\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xF5\xEC |0
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<UE04C> \xF5\xED |0

<UE04D> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xF5\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xF5\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xF5\xFE |0

<UE05E>

 \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xF6\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE068> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE069> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xF6\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xF6\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xF6\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE078> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE079> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xF6\xBD |0
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<UE07B> \xF6\xBE |0

<UE07C> \xF6\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xF6\xCA |0

<UE088> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE089> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xF6\xCD |0

<UE08B> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE090>

 \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xF6\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE098> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE099> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xF6\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xF6\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xF6\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xF6\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xF6\xEC |0
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<UE0AA> \xF6\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xF6\xF0 |0

<UE0AE> \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xF6\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xF6\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xF6\xFE |0

<UE0BC> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE0BD> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE0BE> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE0BF> \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE0C0> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE0C1> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE0C2>

 \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE0C3> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE0C4> \xF7\xA9 |0

<UE0C5> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE0C6> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE0C7> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE0C8> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE0C9> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE0CA> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE0CB> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE0CC> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE0CD> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE0CE> \xF7\xB3 |0

<UE0CF> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE0D0> \xF7\xB5 |0

<UE0D1> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE0D2> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE0D3> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE0D4> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE0D5> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE0D6> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE0D7> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE0D8> \xF7\xBD |0
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<UE0D9> \xF7\xBE |0

<UE0DA> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE0DB> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE0DC> \xF7\xC1 |0

<UE0DD> \xF7\xC2 |0

<UE0DE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE0DF> \xF7\xC4 |0

<UE0E0> \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE0E1> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE0E2> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE0E3> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE0E4> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE0E5> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE0E6> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE0E7> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE0E8> \xF7\xCD |0

<UE0E9> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE0EA> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE0EB> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE0EC> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE0ED> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE0EE> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE0EF> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE0F0> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE0F1> \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE0F2> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE0F3> \xF7\xD8 |0

<UE0F4>

 \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE0F5> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE0F6> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE0F7> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE0F8> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE0F9> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE0FA> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE0FB> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE0FC> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE0FD> \xF7\xE2 |0

<UE0FE> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE0FF> \xF7\xE4 |0

<UE100> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE101> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE102> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE103> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE104> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE105> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE106> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE107> \xF7\xEC |0
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<UE108> \xF7\xED |0

<UE109> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE10A> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE10B> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE10C> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE10D> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE10E> \xF7\xF3 |0

<UE10F> \xF7\xF4 |0

<UE110> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE111> \xF7\xF6 |0

<UE112> \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE113> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE114> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE115> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE116> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE117> \xF7\xFC |0

<UE118> \xF7\xFD |0

<UE119> \xF7\xFE |0

<UE11A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE11B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE11C> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE11D> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE11E> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE11F> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE120> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE121> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE122> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE123> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE124> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE125> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE126>

 \xF8\xAD |0

<UE127> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE128> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE129> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE12A> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE12B> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE12C> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE12D> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE12E> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE12F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE130> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE131> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE132> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE133> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE134> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE135> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE136> \xF8\xBD |0
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<UE137> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE138> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE139> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE13A> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE13B> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE13C> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE13D> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE13E> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE13F> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE140> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE141> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE142> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE143> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE144> \xF8\xCB |0

<UE145> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE146> \xF8\xCD |0

<UE147> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE148> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE149> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE14A> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE14B> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE14C> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE14D> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE14E> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE14F> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE150> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE151> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE152> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE153> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE154> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE155> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE156> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE157> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE158>

 \xF8\xDF |0

<UE159> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE15A> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE15B> \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE15C> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE15D> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE15E> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE15F> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE160> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE161> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE162> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE163> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE164> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE165> \xF8\xEC |0
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<UE166> \xF8\xED |0

<UE167> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE168> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE169> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE16A> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE16B> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE16C> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE16D> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE16E> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE16F> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE170> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE171> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE172> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE173> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE174> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE175> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE176> \xF8\xFD |0

<UE177> \xF8\xFE |0

<UE178> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE179> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE17A> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE17B> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE17C> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE17D> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE17E> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE17F> \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE180> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE181> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE182> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE183> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE184> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE185> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE186> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE187> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE188> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE189> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE18A>

 \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE18B> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE18C> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE18D> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE18E> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE18F> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE190> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE191> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE192> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE193> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE194> \xF9\xBD |0
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<UE195> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE196> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE197> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE198> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE199> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE19A> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE19B> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE19C> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE19D> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE19E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE19F> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE1A0> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE1A1> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE1A2> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE1A3> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE1A4> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE1A5> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE1A6> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE1A7> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE1A8> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE1A9> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE1AA> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE1AB> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE1AC> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE1AD> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE1AE> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE1AF> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE1B0> \xF9\xD9 |0

<UE1B1> \xF9\xDA |0

<UE1B2> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE1B3> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE1B4> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE1B5> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE1B6> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE1B7> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE1B8> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE1B9> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE1BA> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE1BB> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE1BC>

 \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE1BD> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE1BE> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE1BF> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE1C0> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE1C1> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE1C2> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE1C3> \xF9\xEC |0
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<UE1C4> \xF9\xED |0

<UE1C5> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE1C6> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE1C7> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE1C8> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE1C9> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE1CA> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE1CB> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE1CC> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE1CD> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE1CE> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE1CF> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE1D0> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE1D1> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE1D2> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE1D3> \xF9\xFC |0

<UE1D4> \xF9\xFD |0

<UE1D5> \xF9\xFE |0

<UE1D6> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UE1D7> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UE1D8> \xFA\xA3 |0

<UE1D9> \xFA\xA4 |0

<UE1DA> \xFA\xA5 |0

<UE1DB> \xFA\xA6 |0

<UE1DC> \xFA\xA7 |0

<UE1DD> \xFA\xA8 |0

<UE1DE> \xFA\xA9 |0

<UE1DF> \xFA\xAA |0

<UE1E0> \xFA\xAB |0

<UE1E1> \xFA\xAC |0

<UE1E2> \xFA\xAD |0

<UE1E3> \xFA\xAE |0

<UE1E4> \xFA\xAF |0

<UE1E5> \xFA\xB0 |0

<UE1E6> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UE1E7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<UE1E8> \xFA\xB3 |0

<UE1E9> \xFA\xB4 |0

<UE1EA> \xFA\xB5 |0

<UE1EB> \xFA\xB6 |0

<UE1EC> \xFA\xB7 |0

<UE1ED> \xFA\xB8 |0

<UE1EE>

 \xFA\xB9 |0

<UE1EF> \xFA\xBA |0

<UE1F0> \xFA\xBB |0

<UE1F1> \xFA\xBC |0

<UE1F2> \xFA\xBD |0
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<UE1F3> \xFA\xBE |0

<UE1F4> \xFA\xBF |0

<UE1F5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<UE1F6> \xFA\xC1 |0

<UE1F7> \xFA\xC2 |0

<UE1F8> \xFA\xC3 |0

<UE1F9> \xFA\xC4 |0

<UE1FA> \xFA\xC5 |0

<UE1FB> \xFA\xC6 |0

<UE1FC> \xFA\xC7 |0

<UE1FD> \xFA\xC8 |0

<UE1FE> \xFA\xC9 |0

<UE1FF> \xFA\xCA |0

<UE200> \xFA\xCB |0

<UE201> \xFA\xCC |0

<UE202> \xFA\xCD |0

<UE203> \xFA\xCE |0

<UE204> \xFA\xCF |0

<UE205> \xFA\xD0 |0

<UE206> \xFA\xD1 |0

<UE207> \xFA\xD2 |0

<UE208> \xFA\xD3 |0

<UE209> \xFA\xD4 |0

<UE20A> \xFA\xD5 |0

<UE20B> \xFA\xD6 |0

<UE20C> \xFA\xD7 |0

<UE20D> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UE20E> \xFA\xD9 |0

<UE20F> \xFA\xDA |0

<UE210> \xFA\xDB |0

<UE211> \xFA\xDC |0

<UE212> \xFA\xDD |0

<UE213> \xFA\xDE |0

<UE214> \xFA\xDF |0

<UE215> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UE216> \xFA\xE1 |0

<UE217> \xFA\xE2 |0

<UE218> \xFA\xE3 |0

<UE219> \xFA\xE4 |0

<UE21A> \xFA\xE5 |0

<UE21B> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UE21C> \xFA\xE7 |0

<UE21D> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UE21E> \xFA\xE9 |0

<UE21F> \xFA\xEA |0

<UE220>

 \xFA\xEB |0

<UE221> \xFA\xEC |0
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<UE222> \xFA\xED |0

<UE223> \xFA\xEE |0

<UE224> \xFA\xEF |0

<UE225> \xFA\xF0 |0

<UE226> \xFA\xF1 |0

<UE227> \xFA\xF2 |0

<UE228> \xFA\xF3 |0

<UE229> \xFA\xF4 |0

<UE22A> \xFA\xF5 |0

<UE22B> \xFA\xF6 |0

<UE22C> \xFA\xF7 |0

<UE22D> \xFA\xF8 |0

<UE22E> \xFA\xF9 |0

<UE22F> \xFA\xFA |0

<UE230> \xFA\xFB |0

<UE231> \xFA\xFC |0

<UE232> \xFA\xFD |0

<UE233> \xFA\xFE |0

<UE234> \xFB\xA1 |0

<UE235> \xFB\xA2 |0

<UE236> \xFB\xA3 |0

<UE237> \xFB\xA4 |0

<UE238> \xFB\xA5 |0

<UE239> \xFB\xA6 |0

<UE23A> \xFB\xA7 |0

<UE23B> \xFB\xA8 |0

<UE23C> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UE23D> \xFB\xAA |0

<UE23E> \xFB\xAB |0

<UE23F> \xFB\xAC |0

<UE240> \xFB\xAD |0

<UE241> \xFB\xAE |0

<UE242> \xFB\xAF |0

<UE243> \xFB\xB0 |0

<UE244> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UE245> \xFB\xB2 |0

<UE246> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UE247> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UE248> \xFB\xB5 |0

<UE249> \xFB\xB6 |0

<UE24A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UE24B> \xFB\xB8 |0

<UE24C> \xFB\xB9 |0

<UE24D> \xFB\xBA |0

<UE24E> \xFB\xBB |0

<UE24F> \xFB\xBC |0

<UE250> \xFB\xBD |0

<UE251> \xFB\xBE |0
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<UE252>

 \xFB\xBF |0

<UE253> \xFB\xC0 |0

<UE254> \xFB\xC1 |0

<UE255> \xFB\xC2 |0

<UE256> \xFB\xC3 |0

<UE257> \xFB\xC4 |0

<UE258> \xFB\xC5 |0

<UE259> \xFB\xC6 |0

<UE25A> \xFB\xC7 |0

<UE25B> \xFB\xC8 |0

<UE25C> \xFB\xC9 |0

<UE25D> \xFB\xCA |0

<UE25E> \xFB\xCB |0

<UE25F> \xFB\xCC |0

<UE260> \xFB\xCD |0

<UE261> \xFB\xCE |0

<UE262> \xFB\xCF |0

<UE263> \xFB\xD0 |0

<UE264> \xFB\xD1 |0

<UE265> \xFB\xD2 |0

<UE266> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UE267> \xFB\xD4 |0

<UE268> \xFB\xD5 |0

<UE269> \xFB\xD6 |0

<UE26A> \xFB\xD7 |0

<UE26B> \xFB\xD8 |0

<UE26C> \xFB\xD9 |0

<UE26D> \xFB\xDA |0

<UE26E> \xFB\xDB |0

<UE26F> \xFB\xDC |0

<UE270> \xFB\xDD |0

<UE271> \xFB\xDE |0

<UE272> \xFB\xDF |0

<UE273> \xFB\xE0 |0

<UE274> \xFB\xE1 |0

<UE275> \xFB\xE2 |0

<UE276> \xFB\xE3 |0

<UE277> \xFB\xE4 |0

<UE278> \xFB\xE5 |0

<UE279> \xFB\xE6 |0

<UE27A> \xFB\xE7 |0

<UE27B> \xFB\xE8 |0

<UE27C> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UE27D> \xFB\xEA |0

<UE27E> \xFB\xEB |0

<UE27F> \xFB\xEC |0

<UE280> \xFB\xED |0
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<UE281> \xFB\xEE |0

<UE282> \xFB\xEF |0

<UE283> \xFB\xF0 |0

<UE284>

 \xFB\xF1 |0

<UE285> \xFB\xF2 |0

<UE286> \xFB\xF3 |0

<UE287> \xFB\xF4 |0

<UE288> \xFB\xF5 |0

<UE289> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UE28A> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UE28B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<UE28C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UE28D> \xFB\xFA |0

<UE28E> \xFB\xFB |0

<UE28F> \xFB\xFC |0

<UE290> \xFB\xFD |0

<UE291> \xFB\xFE |0

<UE292> \xFC\xA1 |0

<UE293> \xFC\xA2 |0

<UE294> \xFC\xA3 |0

<UE295> \xFC\xA4 |0

<UE296> \xFC\xA5 |0

<UE297> \xFC\xA6 |0

<UE298> \xFC\xA7 |0

<UE299> \xFC\xA8 |0

<UE29A> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UE29B> \xFC\xAA |0

<UE29C> \xFC\xAB |0

<UE29D> \xFC\xAC |0

<UE29E> \xFC\xAD |0

<UE29F> \xFC\xAE |0

<UE2A0> \xFC\xAF |0

<UE2A1> \xFC\xB0 |0

<UE2A2> \xFC\xB1 |0

<UE2A3> \xFC\xB2 |0

<UE2A4> \xFC\xB3 |0

<UE2A5> \xFC\xB4 |0

<UE2A6> \xFC\xB5 |0

<UE2A7> \xFC\xB6 |0

<UE2A8> \xFC\xB7 |0

<UE2A9> \xFC\xB8 |0

<UE2AA> \xFC\xB9 |0

<UE2AB> \xFC\xBA |0

<UE2AC> \xFC\xBB |0

<UE2AD> \xFC\xBC |0

<UE2AE> \xFC\xBD |0

<UE2AF> \xFC\xBE |0
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<UE2B0> \xFC\xBF |0

<UE2B1> \xFC\xC0 |0

<UE2B2> \xFC\xC1 |0

<UE2B3> \xFC\xC2 |0

<UE2B4> \xFC\xC3 |0

<UE2B5> \xFC\xC4 |0

<UE2B6>

 \xFC\xC5 |0

<UE2B7> \xFC\xC6 |0

<UE2B8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<UE2B9> \xFC\xC8 |0

<UE2BA> \xFC\xC9 |0

<UE2BB> \xFC\xCA |0

<UE2BC> \xFC\xCB |0

<UE2BD> \xFC\xCC |0

<UE2BE> \xFC\xCD |0

<UE2BF> \xFC\xCE |0

<UE2C0> \xFC\xCF |0

<UE2C1> \xFC\xD0 |0

<UE2C2> \xFC\xD1 |0

<UE2C3> \xFC\xD2 |0

<UE2C4> \xFC\xD3 |0

<UE2C5> \xFC\xD4 |0

<UE2C6> \xFC\xD5 |0

<UE2C7> \xFC\xD6 |0

<UE2C8> \xFC\xD7 |0

<UE2C9> \xFC\xD8 |0

<UE2CA> \xFC\xD9 |0

<UE2CB> \xFC\xDA |0

<UE2CC> \xFC\xDB |0

<UE2CD> \xFC\xDC |0

<UE2CE> \xFC\xDD |0

<UE2CF> \xFC\xDE |0

<UE2D0> \xFC\xDF |0

<UE2D1> \xFC\xE0 |0

<UE2D2> \xFC\xE1 |0

<UE2D3> \xFC\xE2 |0

<UE2D4> \xFC\xE3 |0

<UE2D5> \xFC\xE4 |0

<UE2D6> \xFC\xE5 |0

<UE2D7> \xFC\xE6 |0

<UE2D8> \xFC\xE7 |0

<UE2D9> \xFC\xE8 |0

<UE2DA> \xFC\xE9 |0

<UE2DB> \xFC\xEA |0

<UE2DC> \xFC\xEB |0

<UE2DD> \xFC\xEC |0

<UE2DE> \xFC\xED |0
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<UE2DF> \xFC\xEE |0

<UE2E0> \xFC\xEF |0

<UE2E1> \xFC\xF0 |0

<UE2E2> \xFC\xF1 |0

<UE2E3> \xFC\xF2 |0

<UE2E4> \xFC\xF3 |0

<UE2E5> \xFC\xF4 |0

<UE2E6> \xFC\xF5 |0

<UE2E7> \xFC\xF6 |0

<UE2E8>

 \xFC\xF7 |0

<UE2E9> \xFC\xF8 |0

<UE2EA> \xFC\xF9 |0

<UE2EB> \xFC\xFA |0

<UE2EC> \xFC\xFB |0

<UE2ED> \xFC\xFC |0

<UE2EE> \xFC\xFD |0

<UE2EF> \xFC\xFE |0

<UE2F0> \xFD\xA1 |0

<UE2F1> \xFD\xA2 |0

<UE2F2> \xFD\xA3 |0

<UE2F3> \xFD\xA4 |0

<UE2F4> \xFD\xA5 |0

<UE2F5> \xFD\xA6 |0

<UE2F6> \xFD\xA7 |0

<UE2F7> \xFD\xA8 |0

<UE2F8> \xFD\xA9 |0

<UE2F9> \xFD\xAA |0

<UE2FA> \xFD\xAB |0

<UE2FB> \xFD\xAC |0

<UE2FC> \xFD\xAD |0

<UE2FD> \xFD\xAE |0

<UE2FE> \xFD\xAF |0

<UE2FF> \xFD\xB0 |0

<UE300> \xFD\xB1 |0

<UE301> \xFD\xB2 |0

<UE302> \xFD\xB3 |0

<UE303> \xFD\xB4 |0

<UE304> \xFD\xB5 |0

<UE305> \xFD\xB6 |0

<UE306> \xFD\xB7 |0

<UE307> \xFD\xB8 |0

<UE308> \xFD\xB9 |0

<UE309> \xFD\xBA |0

<UE30A> \xFD\xBB |0

<UE30B> \xFD\xBC |0

<UE30C> \xFD\xBD |0

<UE30D> \xFD\xBE |0
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<UE30E> \xFD\xBF |0

<UE30F> \xFD\xC0 |0

<UE310> \xFD\xC1 |0

<UE311> \xFD\xC2 |0

<UE312> \xFD\xC3 |0

<UE313> \xFD\xC4 |0

<UE314> \xFD\xC5 |0

<UE315> \xFD\xC6 |0

<UE316> \xFD\xC7 |0

<UE317> \xFD\xC8 |0

<UE318> \xFD\xC9 |0

<UE319> \xFD\xCA |0

<UE31A>

 \xFD\xCB |0

<UE31B> \xFD\xCC |0

<UE31C> \xFD\xCD |0

<UE31D> \xFD\xCE |0

<UE31E> \xFD\xCF |0

<UE31F> \xFD\xD0 |0

<UE320> \xFD\xD1 |0

<UE321> \xFD\xD2 |0

<UE322> \xFD\xD3 |0

<UE323> \xFD\xD4 |0

<UE324> \xFD\xD5 |0

<UE325> \xFD\xD6 |0

<UE326> \xFD\xD7 |0

<UE327> \xFD\xD8 |0

<UE328> \xFD\xD9 |0

<UE329> \xFD\xDA |0

<UE32A> \xFD\xDB |0

<UE32B> \xFD\xDC |0

<UE32C> \xFD\xDD |0

<UE32D> \xFD\xDE |0

<UE32E> \xFD\xDF |0

<UE32F> \xFD\xE0 |0

<UE330> \xFD\xE1 |0

<UE331> \xFD\xE2 |0

<UE332> \xFD\xE3 |0

<UE333> \xFD\xE4 |0

<UE334> \xFD\xE5 |0

<UE335> \xFD\xE6 |0

<UE336> \xFD\xE7 |0

<UE337> \xFD\xE8 |0

<UE338> \xFD\xE9 |0

<UE339> \xFD\xEA |0

<UE33A> \xFD\xEB |0

<UE33B> \xFD\xEC |0

<UE33C> \xFD\xED |0
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<UE33D> \xFD\xEE |0

<UE33E> \xFD\xEF |0

<UE33F> \xFD\xF0 |0

<UE340> \xFD\xF1 |0

<UE341> \xFD\xF2 |0

<UE342> \xFD\xF3 |0

<UE343> \xFD\xF4 |0

<UE344> \xFD\xF5 |0

<UE345> \xFD\xF6 |0

<UE346> \xFD\xF7 |0

<UE347> \xFD\xF8 |0

<UE348> \xFD\xF9 |0

<UE349> \xFD\xFA |0

<UE34A> \xFD\xFB |0

<UE34B> \xFD\xFC |0

<UE34C>

 \xFD\xFD |0

<UE34D> \xFD\xFE |0

<UE34E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE34F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE350> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE351> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE352> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE353> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE354> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE355> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE356> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE357> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE358> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE359> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE35A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE35B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE35C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE35D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE35E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE35F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE360> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE361> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE362> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE363> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE364> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE365> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE366> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE367> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE368> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE369> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE36A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE36B> \xFE\xBE |0
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<UE36C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE36D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE36E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE36F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE370> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE371> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE372> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE373> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE374> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE375> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE376> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE377> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE378> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE379> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE37A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE37B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE37C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE37D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE37E>

 \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE37F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE380> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE381> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE382> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE383> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE384> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE385> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE386> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE387> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE388> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE389> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE38A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE38B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE38C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE38D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE38E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE38F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE390> \xFE\xE3 |0

<UE391> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE392> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE393> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE394> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE395> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE396> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE397> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE398> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE399> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE39A> \xFE\xED |0
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<UE39B> \xFE\xEE |0

<UE39C> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE39D> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE39E> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE39F> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE3A0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE3A1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE3A2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE3A3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE3A4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE3A5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE3A6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE3A7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE3A8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE3A9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE3AA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE3AB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UE3AC> \x8F\xF5\xA1 |0

<UE3AD> \x8F\xF5\xA2 |0

<UE3AE> \x8F\xF5\xA3 |0

<UE3AF> \x8F\xF5\xA4

 |0

<UE3B0> \x8F\xF5\xA5 |0

<UE3B1> \x8F\xF5\xA6 |0

<UE3B2> \x8F\xF5\xA7 |0

<UE3B3> \x8F\xF5\xA8 |0

<UE3B4> \x8F\xF5\xA9 |0

<UE3B5> \x8F\xF5\xAA |0

<UE3B6> \x8F\xF5\xAB |0

<UE3B7> \x8F\xF5\xAC |0

<UE3B8> \x8F\xF5\xAD |0

<UE3B9> \x8F\xF5\xAE |0

<UE3BA> \x8F\xF5\xAF |0

<UE3BB> \x8F\xF5\xB0 |0

<UE3BC> \x8F\xF5\xB1 |0

<UE3BD> \x8F\xF5\xB2 |0

<UE3BE> \x8F\xF5\xB3 |0

<UE3BF> \x8F\xF5\xB4 |0

<UE3C0> \x8F\xF5\xB5 |0

<UE3C1> \x8F\xF5\xB6 |0

<UE3C2> \x8F\xF5\xB7 |0

<UE3C3> \x8F\xF5\xB8 |0

<UE3C4> \x8F\xF5\xB9 |0

<UE3C5> \x8F\xF5\xBA |0

<UE3C6> \x8F\xF5\xBB |0

<UE3C7> \x8F\xF5\xBC |0

<UE3C8> \x8F\xF5\xBD |0

<UE3C9> \x8F\xF5\xBE |0
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<UE3CA> \x8F\xF5\xBF |0

<UE3CB> \x8F\xF5\xC0 |0

<UE3CC> \x8F\xF5\xC1 |0

<UE3CD> \x8F\xF5\xC2 |0

<UE3CE> \x8F\xF5\xC3 |0

<UE3CF> \x8F\xF5\xC4 |0

<UE3D0> \x8F\xF5\xC5 |0

<UE3D1> \x8F\xF5\xC6 |0

<UE3D2> \x8F\xF5\xC7 |0

<UE3D3> \x8F\xF5\xC8 |0

<UE3D4> \x8F\xF5\xC9 |0

<UE3D5> \x8F\xF5\xCA |0

<UE3D6> \x8F\xF5\xCB |0

<UE3D7> \x8F\xF5\xCC |0

<UE3D8> \x8F\xF5\xCD |0

<UE3D9>

 \x8F\xF5\xCE |0

<UE3DA> \x8F\xF5\xCF |0

<UE3DB> \x8F\xF5\xD0 |0

<UE3DC> \x8F\xF5\xD1 |0

<UE3DD> \x8F\xF5\xD2 |0

<UE3DE> \x8F\xF5\xD3 |0

<UE3DF> \x8F\xF5\xD4 |0

<UE3E0> \x8F\xF5\xD5 |0

<UE3E1> \x8F\xF5\xD6 |0

<UE3E2> \x8F\xF5\xD7 |0

<UE3E3> \x8F\xF5\xD8 |0

<UE3E4> \x8F\xF5\xD9 |0

<UE3E5> \x8F\xF5\xDA |0

<UE3E6> \x8F\xF5\xDB |0

<UE3E7> \x8F\xF5\xDC |0

<UE3E8> \x8F\xF5\xDD |0

<UE3E9> \x8F\xF5\xDE |0

<UE3EA> \x8F\xF5\xDF |0

<UE3EB> \x8F\xF5\xE0 |0

<UE3EC> \x8F\xF5\xE1 |0

<UE3ED> \x8F\xF5\xE2 |0

<UE3EE> \x8F\xF5\xE3 |0

<UE3EF> \x8F\xF5\xE4 |0

<UE3F0> \x8F\xF5\xE5 |0

<UE3F1> \x8F\xF5\xE6 |0

<UE3F2> \x8F\xF5\xE7 |0

<UE3F3> \x8F\xF5\xE8 |0

<UE3F4> \x8F\xF5\xE9 |0

<UE3F5> \x8F\xF5\xEA |0

<UE3F6> \x8F\xF5\xEB |0

<UE3F7> \x8F\xF5\xEC |0

<UE3F8> \x8F\xF5\xED |0
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<UE3F9> \x8F\xF5\xEE |0

<UE3FA> \x8F\xF5\xEF |0

<UE3FB> \x8F\xF5\xF0 |0

<UE3FC> \x8F\xF5\xF1 |0

<UE3FD> \x8F\xF5\xF2 |0

<UE3FE> \x8F\xF5\xF3 |0

<UE3FF> \x8F\xF5\xF4 |0

<UE400> \x8F\xF5\xF5 |0

<UE401> \x8F\xF5\xF6 |0

<UE402> \x8F\xF5\xF7

 |0

<UE403> \x8F\xF5\xF8 |0

<UE404> \x8F\xF5\xF9 |0

<UE405> \x8F\xF5\xFA |0

<UE406> \x8F\xF5\xFB |0

<UE407> \x8F\xF5\xFC |0

<UE408> \x8F\xF5\xFD |0

<UE409> \x8F\xF5\xFE |0

<UE40A> \x8F\xF6\xA1 |0

<UE40B> \x8F\xF6\xA2 |0

<UE40C> \x8F\xF6\xA3 |0

<UE40D> \x8F\xF6\xA4 |0

<UE40E> \x8F\xF6\xA5 |0

<UE40F> \x8F\xF6\xA6 |0

<UE410> \x8F\xF6\xA7 |0

<UE411> \x8F\xF6\xA8 |0

<UE412> \x8F\xF6\xA9 |0

<UE413> \x8F\xF6\xAA |0

<UE414> \x8F\xF6\xAB |0

<UE415> \x8F\xF6\xAC |0

<UE416> \x8F\xF6\xAD |0

<UE417> \x8F\xF6\xAE |0

<UE418> \x8F\xF6\xAF |0

<UE419> \x8F\xF6\xB0 |0

<UE41A> \x8F\xF6\xB1 |0

<UE41B> \x8F\xF6\xB2 |0

<UE41C> \x8F\xF6\xB3 |0

<UE41D> \x8F\xF6\xB4 |0

<UE41E> \x8F\xF6\xB5 |0

<UE41F> \x8F\xF6\xB6 |0

<UE420> \x8F\xF6\xB7 |0

<UE421> \x8F\xF6\xB8 |0

<UE422> \x8F\xF6\xB9 |0

<UE423> \x8F\xF6\xBA |0

<UE424> \x8F\xF6\xBB |0

<UE425> \x8F\xF6\xBC |0

<UE426> \x8F\xF6\xBD |0

<UE427> \x8F\xF6\xBE |0
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<UE428> \x8F\xF6\xBF |0

<UE429> \x8F\xF6\xC0 |0

<UE42A> \x8F\xF6\xC1 |0

<UE42B> \x8F\xF6\xC2 |0

<UE42C> \x8F\xF6\xC3

 |0

<UE42D> \x8F\xF6\xC4 |0

<UE42E> \x8F\xF6\xC5 |0

<UE42F> \x8F\xF6\xC6 |0

<UE430> \x8F\xF6\xC7 |0

<UE431> \x8F\xF6\xC8 |0

<UE432> \x8F\xF6\xC9 |0

<UE433> \x8F\xF6\xCA |0

<UE434> \x8F\xF6\xCB |0

<UE435> \x8F\xF6\xCC |0

<UE436> \x8F\xF6\xCD |0

<UE437> \x8F\xF6\xCE |0

<UE438> \x8F\xF6\xCF |0

<UE439> \x8F\xF6\xD0 |0

<UE43A> \x8F\xF6\xD1 |0

<UE43B> \x8F\xF6\xD2 |0

<UE43C> \x8F\xF6\xD3 |0

<UE43D> \x8F\xF6\xD4 |0

<UE43E> \x8F\xF6\xD5 |0

<UE43F> \x8F\xF6\xD6 |0

<UE440> \x8F\xF6\xD7 |0

<UE441> \x8F\xF6\xD8 |0

<UE442> \x8F\xF6\xD9 |0

<UE443> \x8F\xF6\xDA |0

<UE444> \x8F\xF6\xDB |0

<UE445> \x8F\xF6\xDC |0

<UE446> \x8F\xF6\xDD |0

<UE447> \x8F\xF6\xDE |0

<UE448> \x8F\xF6\xDF |0

<UE449> \x8F\xF6\xE0 |0

<UE44A> \x8F\xF6\xE1 |0

<UE44B> \x8F\xF6\xE2 |0

<UE44C> \x8F\xF6\xE3 |0

<UE44D> \x8F\xF6\xE4 |0

<UE44E> \x8F\xF6\xE5 |0

<UE44F> \x8F\xF6\xE6 |0

<UE450> \x8F\xF6\xE7 |0

<UE451> \x8F\xF6\xE8 |0

<UE452> \x8F\xF6\xE9 |0

<UE453> \x8F\xF6\xEA |0

<UE454> \x8F\xF6\xEB |0

<UE455> \x8F\xF6\xEC |0

<UE456>
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 \x8F\xF6\xED |0

<UE457> \x8F\xF6\xEE |0

<UE458> \x8F\xF6\xEF |0

<UE459> \x8F\xF6\xF0 |0

<UE45A> \x8F\xF6\xF1 |0

<UE45B> \x8F\xF6\xF2 |0

<UE45C> \x8F\xF6\xF3 |0

<UE45D> \x8F\xF6\xF4 |0

<UE45E> \x8F\xF6\xF5 |0

<UE45F> \x8F\xF6\xF6 |0

<UE460> \x8F\xF6\xF7 |0

<UE461> \x8F\xF6\xF8 |0

<UE462> \x8F\xF6\xF9 |0

<UE463> \x8F\xF6\xFA |0

<UE464> \x8F\xF6\xFB |0

<UE465> \x8F\xF6\xFC |0

<UE466> \x8F\xF6\xFD |0

<UE467> \x8F\xF6\xFE |0

<UE468> \x8F\xF7\xA1 |0

<UE469> \x8F\xF7\xA2 |0

<UE46A> \x8F\xF7\xA3 |0

<UE46B> \x8F\xF7\xA4 |0

<UE46C> \x8F\xF7\xA5 |0

<UE46D> \x8F\xF7\xA6 |0

<UE46E> \x8F\xF7\xA7 |0

<UE46F> \x8F\xF7\xA8 |0

<UE470> \x8F\xF7\xA9 |0

<UE471> \x8F\xF7\xAA |0

<UE472> \x8F\xF7\xAB |0

<UE473> \x8F\xF7\xAC |0

<UE474> \x8F\xF7\xAD |0

<UE475> \x8F\xF7\xAE |0

<UE476> \x8F\xF7\xAF |0

<UE477> \x8F\xF7\xB0 |0

<UE478> \x8F\xF7\xB1 |0

<UE479> \x8F\xF7\xB2 |0

<UE47A> \x8F\xF7\xB3 |0

<UE47B> \x8F\xF7\xB4 |0

<UE47C> \x8F\xF7\xB5 |0

<UE47D> \x8F\xF7\xB6 |0

<UE47E> \x8F\xF7\xB7 |0

<UE47F> \x8F\xF7\xB8

 |0

<UE480> \x8F\xF7\xB9 |0

<UE481> \x8F\xF7\xBA |0

<UE482> \x8F\xF7\xBB |0

<UE483> \x8F\xF7\xBC |0

<UE484> \x8F\xF7\xBD |0
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<UE485> \x8F\xF7\xBE |0

<UE486> \x8F\xF7\xBF |0

<UE487> \x8F\xF7\xC0 |0

<UE488> \x8F\xF7\xC1 |0

<UE489> \x8F\xF7\xC2 |0

<UE48A> \x8F\xF7\xC3 |0

<UE48B> \x8F\xF7\xC4 |0

<UE48C> \x8F\xF7\xC5 |0

<UE48D> \x8F\xF7\xC6 |0

<UE48E> \x8F\xF7\xC7 |0

<UE48F> \x8F\xF7\xC8 |0

<UE490> \x8F\xF7\xC9 |0

<UE491> \x8F\xF7\xCA |0

<UE492> \x8F\xF7\xCB |0

<UE493> \x8F\xF7\xCC |0

<UE494> \x8F\xF7\xCD |0

<UE495> \x8F\xF7\xCE |0

<UE496> \x8F\xF7\xCF |0

<UE497> \x8F\xF7\xD0 |0

<UE498> \x8F\xF7\xD1 |0

<UE499> \x8F\xF7\xD2 |0

<UE49A> \x8F\xF7\xD3 |0

<UE49B> \x8F\xF7\xD4 |0

<UE49C> \x8F\xF7\xD5 |0

<UE49D> \x8F\xF7\xD6 |0

<UE49E> \x8F\xF7\xD7 |0

<UE49F> \x8F\xF7\xD8 |0

<UE4A0> \x8F\xF7\xD9 |0

<UE4A1> \x8F\xF7\xDA |0

<UE4A2> \x8F\xF7\xDB |0

<UE4A3> \x8F\xF7\xDC |0

<UE4A4> \x8F\xF7\xDD |0

<UE4A5> \x8F\xF7\xDE |0

<UE4A6> \x8F\xF7\xDF |0

<UE4A7> \x8F\xF7\xE0 |0

<UE4A8> \x8F\xF7\xE1 |0

<UE4A9> \x8F\xF7\xE2

 |0

<UE4AA> \x8F\xF7\xE3 |0

<UE4AB> \x8F\xF7\xE4 |0

<UE4AC> \x8F\xF7\xE5 |0

<UE4AD> \x8F\xF7\xE6 |0

<UE4AE> \x8F\xF7\xE7 |0

<UE4AF> \x8F\xF7\xE8 |0

<UE4B0> \x8F\xF7\xE9 |0

<UE4B1> \x8F\xF7\xEA |0

<UE4B2> \x8F\xF7\xEB |0

<UE4B3> \x8F\xF7\xEC |0
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<UE4B4> \x8F\xF7\xED |0

<UE4B5> \x8F\xF7\xEE |0

<UE4B6> \x8F\xF7\xEF |0

<UE4B7> \x8F\xF7\xF0 |0

<UE4B8> \x8F\xF7\xF1 |0

<UE4B9> \x8F\xF7\xF2 |0

<UE4BA> \x8F\xF7\xF3 |0

<UE4BB> \x8F\xF7\xF4 |0

<UE4BC> \x8F\xF7\xF5 |0

<UE4BD> \x8F\xF7\xF6 |0

<UE4BE> \x8F\xF7\xF7 |0

<UE4BF> \x8F\xF7\xF8 |0

<UE4C0> \x8F\xF7\xF9 |0

<UE4C1> \x8F\xF7\xFA |0

<UE4C2> \x8F\xF7\xFB |0

<UE4C3> \x8F\xF7\xFC |0

<UE4C4> \x8F\xF7\xFD |0

<UE4C5> \x8F\xF7\xFE |0

<UE4C6> \x8F\xF8\xA1 |0

<UE4C7> \x8F\xF8\xA2 |0

<UE4C8> \x8F\xF8\xA3 |0

<UE4C9> \x8F\xF8\xA4 |0

<UE4CA> \x8F\xF8\xA5 |0

<UE4CB> \x8F\xF8\xA6 |0

<UE4CC> \x8F\xF8\xA7 |0

<UE4CD> \x8F\xF8\xA8 |0

<UE4CE> \x8F\xF8\xA9 |0

<UE4CF> \x8F\xF8\xAA |0

<UE4D0> \x8F\xF8\xAB |0

<UE4D1> \x8F\xF8\xAC |0

<UE4D2> \x8F\xF8\xAD |0

<UE4D3>

 \x8F\xF8\xAE |0

<UE4D4> \x8F\xF8\xAF |0

<UE4D5> \x8F\xF8\xB0 |0

<UE4D6> \x8F\xF8\xB1 |0

<UE4D7> \x8F\xF8\xB2 |0

<UE4D8> \x8F\xF8\xB3 |0

<UE4D9> \x8F\xF8\xB4 |0

<UE4DA> \x8F\xF8\xB5 |0

<UE4DB> \x8F\xF8\xB6 |0

<UE4DC> \x8F\xF8\xB7 |0

<UE4DD> \x8F\xF8\xB8 |0

<UE4DE> \x8F\xF8\xB9 |0

<UE4DF> \x8F\xF8\xBA |0

<UE4E0> \x8F\xF8\xBB |0

<UE4E1> \x8F\xF8\xBC |0

<UE4E2> \x8F\xF8\xBD |0
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<UE4E3> \x8F\xF8\xBE |0

<UE4E4> \x8F\xF8\xBF |0

<UE4E5> \x8F\xF8\xC0 |0

<UE4E6> \x8F\xF8\xC1 |0

<UE4E7> \x8F\xF8\xC2 |0

<UE4E8> \x8F\xF8\xC3 |0

<UE4E9> \x8F\xF8\xC4 |0

<UE4EA> \x8F\xF8\xC5 |0

<UE4EB> \x8F\xF8\xC6 |0

<UE4EC> \x8F\xF8\xC7 |0

<UE4ED> \x8F\xF8\xC8 |0

<UE4EE> \x8F\xF8\xC9 |0

<UE4EF> \x8F\xF8\xCA |0

<UE4F0> \x8F\xF8\xCB |0

<UE4F1> \x8F\xF8\xCC |0

<UE4F2> \x8F\xF8\xCD |0

<UE4F3> \x8F\xF8\xCE |0

<UE4F4> \x8F\xF8\xCF |0

<UE4F5> \x8F\xF8\xD0 |0

<UE4F6> \x8F\xF8\xD1 |0

<UE4F7> \x8F\xF8\xD2 |0

<UE4F8> \x8F\xF8\xD3 |0

<UE4F9> \x8F\xF8\xD4 |0

<UE4FA> \x8F\xF8\xD5 |0

<UE4FB> \x8F\xF8\xD6 |0

<UE4FC> \x8F\xF8\xD7

 |0

<UE4FD> \x8F\xF8\xD8 |0

<UE4FE> \x8F\xF8\xD9 |0

<UE4FF> \x8F\xF8\xDA |0

<UE500> \x8F\xF8\xDB |0

<UE501> \x8F\xF8\xDC |0

<UE502> \x8F\xF8\xDD |0

<UE503> \x8F\xF8\xDE |0

<UE504> \x8F\xF8\xDF |0

<UE505> \x8F\xF8\xE0 |0

<UE506> \x8F\xF8\xE1 |0

<UE507> \x8F\xF8\xE2 |0

<UE508> \x8F\xF8\xE3 |0

<UE509> \x8F\xF8\xE4 |0

<UE50A> \x8F\xF8\xE5 |0

<UE50B> \x8F\xF8\xE6 |0

<UE50C> \x8F\xF8\xE7 |0

<UE50D> \x8F\xF8\xE8 |0

<UE50E> \x8F\xF8\xE9 |0

<UE50F> \x8F\xF8\xEA |0

<UE510> \x8F\xF8\xEB |0

<UE511> \x8F\xF8\xEC |0
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<UE512> \x8F\xF8\xED |0

<UE513> \x8F\xF8\xEE |0

<UE514> \x8F\xF8\xEF |0

<UE515> \x8F\xF8\xF0 |0

<UE516> \x8F\xF8\xF1 |0

<UE517> \x8F\xF8\xF2 |0

<UE518> \x8F\xF8\xF3 |0

<UE519> \x8F\xF8\xF4 |0

<UE51A> \x8F\xF8\xF5 |0

<UE51B> \x8F\xF8\xF6 |0

<UE51C> \x8F\xF8\xF7 |0

<UE51D> \x8F\xF8\xF8 |0

<UE51E> \x8F\xF8\xF9 |0

<UE51F> \x8F\xF8\xFA |0

<UE520> \x8F\xF8\xFB |0

<UE521> \x8F\xF8\xFC |0

<UE522> \x8F\xF8\xFD |0

<UE523> \x8F\xF8\xFE |0

<UE524> \x8F\xF9\xA1 |0

<UE525> \x8F\xF9\xA2 |0

<UE526> \x8F\xF9\xA3

 |0

<UE527> \x8F\xF9\xA4 |0

<UE528> \x8F\xF9\xA5 |0

<UE529> \x8F\xF9\xA6 |0

<UE52A> \x8F\xF9\xA7 |0

<UE52B> \x8F\xF9\xA8 |0

<UE52C> \x8F\xF9\xA9 |0

<UE52D> \x8F\xF9\xAA |0

<UE52E> \x8F\xF9\xAB |0

<UE52F> \x8F\xF9\xAC |0

<UE530> \x8F\xF9\xAD |0

<UE531> \x8F\xF9\xAE |0

<UE532> \x8F\xF9\xAF |0

<UE533> \x8F\xF9\xB0 |0

<UE534> \x8F\xF9\xB1 |0

<UE535> \x8F\xF9\xB2 |0

<UE536> \x8F\xF9\xB3 |0

<UE537> \x8F\xF9\xB4 |0

<UE538> \x8F\xF9\xB5 |0

<UE539> \x8F\xF9\xB6 |0

<UE53A> \x8F\xF9\xB7 |0

<UE53B> \x8F\xF9\xB8 |0

<UE53C> \x8F\xF9\xB9 |0

<UE53D> \x8F\xF9\xBA |0

<UE53E> \x8F\xF9\xBB |0

<UE53F> \x8F\xF9\xBC |0

<UE540> \x8F\xF9\xBD |0
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<UE541> \x8F\xF9\xBE |0

<UE542> \x8F\xF9\xBF |0

<UE543> \x8F\xF9\xC0 |0

<UE544> \x8F\xF9\xC1 |0

<UE545> \x8F\xF9\xC2 |0

<UE546> \x8F\xF9\xC3 |0

<UE547> \x8F\xF9\xC4 |0

<UE548> \x8F\xF9\xC5 |0

<UE549> \x8F\xF9\xC6 |0

<UE54A> \x8F\xF9\xC7 |0

<UE54B> \x8F\xF9\xC8 |0

<UE54C> \x8F\xF9\xC9 |0

<UE54D> \x8F\xF9\xCA |0

<UE54E> \x8F\xF9\xCB |0

<UE54F> \x8F\xF9\xCC |0

<UE550>

 \x8F\xF9\xCD |0

<UE551> \x8F\xF9\xCE |0

<UE552> \x8F\xF9\xCF |0

<UE553> \x8F\xF9\xD0 |0

<UE554> \x8F\xF9\xD1 |0

<UE555> \x8F\xF9\xD2 |0

<UE556> \x8F\xF9\xD3 |0

<UE557> \x8F\xF9\xD4 |0

<UE558> \x8F\xF9\xD5 |0

<UE559> \x8F\xF9\xD6 |0

<UE55A> \x8F\xF9\xD7 |0

<UE55B> \x8F\xF9\xD8 |0

<UE55C> \x8F\xF9\xD9 |0

<UE55D> \x8F\xF9\xDA |0

<UE55E> \x8F\xF9\xDB |0

<UE55F> \x8F\xF9\xDC |0

<UE560> \x8F\xF9\xDD |0

<UE561> \x8F\xF9\xDE |0

<UE562> \x8F\xF9\xDF |0

<UE563> \x8F\xF9\xE0 |0

<UE564> \x8F\xF9\xE1 |0

<UE565> \x8F\xF9\xE2 |0

<UE566> \x8F\xF9\xE3 |0

<UE567> \x8F\xF9\xE4 |0

<UE568> \x8F\xF9\xE5 |0

<UE569> \x8F\xF9\xE6 |0

<UE56A> \x8F\xF9\xE7 |0

<UE56B> \x8F\xF9\xE8 |0

<UE56C> \x8F\xF9\xE9 |0

<UE56D> \x8F\xF9\xEA |0

<UE56E> \x8F\xF9\xEB |0

<UE56F> \x8F\xF9\xEC |0
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<UE570> \x8F\xF9\xED |0

<UE571> \x8F\xF9\xEE |0

<UE572> \x8F\xF9\xEF |0

<UE573> \x8F\xF9\xF0 |0

<UE574> \x8F\xF9\xF1 |0

<UE575> \x8F\xF9\xF2 |0

<UE576> \x8F\xF9\xF3 |0

<UE577> \x8F\xF9\xF4 |0

<UE578> \x8F\xF9\xF5 |0

<UE579> \x8F\xF9\xF6

 |0

<UE57A> \x8F\xF9\xF7 |0

<UE57B> \x8F\xF9\xF8 |0

<UE57C> \x8F\xF9\xF9 |0

<UE57D> \x8F\xF9\xFA |0

<UE57E> \x8F\xF9\xFB |0

<UE57F> \x8F\xF9\xFC |0

<UE580> \x8F\xF9\xFD |0

<UE581> \x8F\xF9\xFE |0

<UE582> \x8F\xFA\xA1 |0

<UE583> \x8F\xFA\xA2 |0

<UE584> \x8F\xFA\xA3 |0

<UE585> \x8F\xFA\xA4 |0

<UE586> \x8F\xFA\xA5 |0

<UE587> \x8F\xFA\xA6 |0

<UE588> \x8F\xFA\xA7 |0

<UE589> \x8F\xFA\xA8 |0

<UE58A> \x8F\xFA\xA9 |0

<UE58B> \x8F\xFA\xAA |0

<UE58C> \x8F\xFA\xAB |0

<UE58D> \x8F\xFA\xAC |0

<UE58E> \x8F\xFA\xAD |0

<UE58F> \x8F\xFA\xAE |0

<UE590> \x8F\xFA\xAF |0

<UE591> \x8F\xFA\xB0 |0

<UE592> \x8F\xFA\xB1 |0

<UE593> \x8F\xFA\xB2 |0

<UE594> \x8F\xFA\xB3 |0

<UE595> \x8F\xFA\xB4 |0

<UE596> \x8F\xFA\xB5 |0

<UE597> \x8F\xFA\xB6 |0

<UE598> \x8F\xFA\xB7 |0

<UE599> \x8F\xFA\xB8 |0

<UE59A> \x8F\xFA\xB9 |0

<UE59B> \x8F\xFA\xBA |0

<UE59C> \x8F\xFA\xBB |0

<UE59D> \x8F\xFA\xBC |0

<UE59E> \x8F\xFA\xBD |0
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<UE59F> \x8F\xFA\xBE |0

<UE5A0> \x8F\xFA\xBF |0

<UE5A1> \x8F\xFA\xC0 |0

<UE5A2> \x8F\xFA\xC1 |0

<UE5A3> \x8F\xFA\xC2

 |0

<UE5A4> \x8F\xFA\xC3 |0

<UE5A5> \x8F\xFA\xC4 |0

<UE5A6> \x8F\xFA\xC5 |0

<UE5A7> \x8F\xFA\xC6 |0

<UE5A8> \x8F\xFA\xC7 |0

<UE5A9> \x8F\xFA\xC8 |0

<UE5AA> \x8F\xFA\xC9 |0

<UE5AB> \x8F\xFA\xCA |0

<UE5AC> \x8F\xFA\xCB |0

<UE5AD> \x8F\xFA\xCC |0

<UE5AE> \x8F\xFA\xCD |0

<UE5AF> \x8F\xFA\xCE |0

<UE5B0> \x8F\xFA\xCF |0

<UE5B1> \x8F\xFA\xD0 |0

<UE5B2> \x8F\xFA\xD1 |0

<UE5B3> \x8F\xFA\xD2 |0

<UE5B4> \x8F\xFA\xD3 |0

<UE5B5> \x8F\xFA\xD4 |0

<UE5B6> \x8F\xFA\xD5 |0

<UE5B7> \x8F\xFA\xD6 |0

<UE5B8> \x8F\xFA\xD7 |0

<UE5B9> \x8F\xFA\xD8 |0

<UE5BA> \x8F\xFA\xD9 |0

<UE5BB> \x8F\xFA\xDA |0

<UE5BC> \x8F\xFA\xDB |0

<UE5BD> \x8F\xFA\xDC |0

<UE5BE> \x8F\xFA\xDD |0

<UE5BF> \x8F\xFA\xDE |0

<UE5C0> \x8F\xFA\xDF |0

<UE5C1> \x8F\xFA\xE0 |0

<UE5C2> \x8F\xFA\xE1 |0

<UE5C3> \x8F\xFA\xE2 |0

<UE5C4> \x8F\xFA\xE3 |0

<UE5C5> \x8F\xFA\xE4 |0

<UE5C6> \x8F\xFA\xE5 |0

<UE5C7> \x8F\xFA\xE6 |0

<UE5C8> \x8F\xFA\xE7 |0

<UE5C9> \x8F\xFA\xE8 |0

<UE5CA> \x8F\xFA\xE9 |0

<UE5CB> \x8F\xFA\xEA |0

<UE5CC> \x8F\xFA\xEB |0

<UE5CD>
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 \x8F\xFA\xEC |0

<UE5CE> \x8F\xFA\xED |0

<UE5CF> \x8F\xFA\xEE |0

<UE5D0> \x8F\xFA\xEF |0

<UE5D1> \x8F\xFA\xF0 |0

<UE5D2> \x8F\xFA\xF1 |0

<UE5D3> \x8F\xFA\xF2 |0

<UE5D4> \x8F\xFA\xF3 |0

<UE5D5> \x8F\xFA\xF4 |0

<UE5D6> \x8F\xFA\xF5 |0

<UE5D7> \x8F\xFA\xF6 |0

<UE5D8> \x8F\xFA\xF7 |0

<UE5D9> \x8F\xFA\xF8 |0

<UE5DA> \x8F\xFA\xF9 |0

<UE5DB> \x8F\xFA\xFA |0

<UE5DC> \x8F\xFA\xFB |0

<UE5DD> \x8F\xFA\xFC |0

<UE5DE> \x8F\xFA\xFD |0

<UE5DF> \x8F\xFA\xFE |0

<UE5E0> \x8F\xFB\xA1 |0

<UE5E1> \x8F\xFB\xA2 |0

<UE5E2> \x8F\xFB\xA3 |0

<UE5E3> \x8F\xFB\xA4 |0

<UE5E4> \x8F\xFB\xA5 |0

<UE5E5> \x8F\xFB\xA6 |0

<UE5E6> \x8F\xFB\xA7 |0

<UE5E7> \x8F\xFB\xA8 |0

<UE5E8> \x8F\xFB\xA9 |0

<UE5E9> \x8F\xFB\xAA |0

<UE5EA> \x8F\xFB\xAB |0

<UE5EB> \x8F\xFB\xAC |0

<UE5EC> \x8F\xFB\xAD |0

<UE5ED> \x8F\xFB\xAE |0

<UE5EE> \x8F\xFB\xAF |0

<UE5EF> \x8F\xFB\xB0 |0

<UE5F0> \x8F\xFB\xB1 |0

<UE5F1> \x8F\xFB\xB2 |0

<UE5F2> \x8F\xFB\xB3 |0

<UE5F3> \x8F\xFB\xB4 |0

<UE5F4> \x8F\xFB\xB5 |0

<UE5F5> \x8F\xFB\xB6 |0

<UE5F6> \x8F\xFB\xB7

 |0

<UE5F7> \x8F\xFB\xB8 |0

<UE5F8> \x8F\xFB\xB9 |0

<UE5F9> \x8F\xFB\xBA |0

<UE5FA> \x8F\xFB\xBB |0

<UE5FB> \x8F\xFB\xBC |0
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<UE5FC> \x8F\xFB\xBD |0

<UE5FD> \x8F\xFB\xBE |0

<UE5FE> \x8F\xFB\xBF |0

<UE5FF> \x8F\xFB\xC0 |0

<UE600> \x8F\xFB\xC1 |0

<UE601> \x8F\xFB\xC2 |0

<UE602> \x8F\xFB\xC3 |0

<UE603> \x8F\xFB\xC4 |0

<UE604> \x8F\xFB\xC5 |0

<UE605> \x8F\xFB\xC6 |0

<UE606> \x8F\xFB\xC7 |0

<UE607> \x8F\xFB\xC8 |0

<UE608> \x8F\xFB\xC9 |0

<UE609> \x8F\xFB\xCA |0

<UE60A> \x8F\xFB\xCB |0

<UE60B> \x8F\xFB\xCC |0

<UE60C> \x8F\xFB\xCD |0

<UE60D> \x8F\xFB\xCE |0

<UE60E> \x8F\xFB\xCF |0

<UE60F> \x8F\xFB\xD0 |0

<UE610> \x8F\xFB\xD1 |0

<UE611> \x8F\xFB\xD2 |0

<UE612> \x8F\xFB\xD3 |0

<UE613> \x8F\xFB\xD4 |0

<UE614> \x8F\xFB\xD5 |0

<UE615> \x8F\xFB\xD6 |0

<UE616> \x8F\xFB\xD7 |0

<UE617> \x8F\xFB\xD8 |0

<UE618> \x8F\xFB\xD9 |0

<UE619> \x8F\xFB\xDA |0

<UE61A> \x8F\xFB\xDB |0

<UE61B> \x8F\xFB\xDC |0

<UE61C> \x8F\xFB\xDD |0

<UE61D> \x8F\xFB\xDE |0

<UE61E> \x8F\xFB\xDF |0

<UE61F> \x8F\xFB\xE0 |0

<UE620> \x8F\xFB\xE1

 |0

<UE621> \x8F\xFB\xE2 |0

<UE622> \x8F\xFB\xE3 |0

<UE623> \x8F\xFB\xE4 |0

<UE624> \x8F\xFB\xE5 |0

<UE625> \x8F\xFB\xE6 |0

<UE626> \x8F\xFB\xE7 |0

<UE627> \x8F\xFB\xE8 |0

<UE628> \x8F\xFB\xE9 |0

<UE629> \x8F\xFB\xEA |0

<UE62A> \x8F\xFB\xEB |0
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<UE62B> \x8F\xFB\xEC |0

<UE62C> \x8F\xFB\xED |0

<UE62D> \x8F\xFB\xEE |0

<UE62E> \x8F\xFB\xEF |0

<UE62F> \x8F\xFB\xF0 |0

<UE630> \x8F\xFB\xF1 |0

<UE631> \x8F\xFB\xF2 |0

<UE632> \x8F\xFB\xF3 |0

<UE633> \x8F\xFB\xF4 |0

<UE634> \x8F\xFB\xF5 |0

<UE635> \x8F\xFB\xF6 |0

<UE636> \x8F\xFB\xF7 |0

<UE637> \x8F\xFB\xF8 |0

<UE638> \x8F\xFB\xF9 |0

<UE639> \x8F\xFB\xFA |0

<UE63A> \x8F\xFB\xFB |0

<UE63B> \x8F\xFB\xFC |0

<UE63C> \x8F\xFB\xFD |0

<UE63D> \x8F\xFB\xFE |0

<UE63E> \x8F\xFC\xA1 |0

<UE63F> \x8F\xFC\xA2 |0

<UE640> \x8F\xFC\xA3 |0

<UE641> \x8F\xFC\xA4 |0

<UE642> \x8F\xFC\xA5 |0

<UE643> \x8F\xFC\xA6 |0

<UE644> \x8F\xFC\xA7 |0

<UE645> \x8F\xFC\xA8 |0

<UE646> \x8F\xFC\xA9 |0

<UE647> \x8F\xFC\xAA |0

<UE648> \x8F\xFC\xAB |0

<UE649> \x8F\xFC\xAC |0

<UE64A>

 \x8F\xFC\xAD |0

<UE64B> \x8F\xFC\xAE |0

<UE64C> \x8F\xFC\xAF |0

<UE64D> \x8F\xFC\xB0 |0

<UE64E> \x8F\xFC\xB1 |0

<UE64F> \x8F\xFC\xB2 |0

<UE650> \x8F\xFC\xB3 |0

<UE651> \x8F\xFC\xB4 |0

<UE652> \x8F\xFC\xB5 |0

<UE653> \x8F\xFC\xB6 |0

<UE654> \x8F\xFC\xB7 |0

<UE655> \x8F\xFC\xB8 |0

<UE656> \x8F\xFC\xB9 |0

<UE657> \x8F\xFC\xBA |0

<UE658> \x8F\xFC\xBB |0

<UE659> \x8F\xFC\xBC |0
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<UE65A> \x8F\xFC\xBD |0

<UE65B> \x8F\xFC\xBE |0

<UE65C> \x8F\xFC\xBF |0

<UE65D> \x8F\xFC\xC0 |0

<UE65E> \x8F\xFC\xC1 |0

<UE65F> \x8F\xFC\xC2 |0

<UE660> \x8F\xFC\xC3 |0

<UE661> \x8F\xFC\xC4 |0

<UE662> \x8F\xFC\xC5 |0

<UE663> \x8F\xFC\xC6 |0

<UE664> \x8F\xFC\xC7 |0

<UE665> \x8F\xFC\xC8 |0

<UE666> \x8F\xFC\xC9 |0

<UE667> \x8F\xFC\xCA |0

<UE668> \x8F\xFC\xCB |0

<UE669> \x8F\xFC\xCC |0

<UE66A> \x8F\xFC\xCD |0

<UE66B> \x8F\xFC\xCE |0

<UE66C> \x8F\xFC\xCF |0

<UE66D> \x8F\xFC\xD0 |0

<UE66E> \x8F\xFC\xD1 |0

<UE66F> \x8F\xFC\xD2 |0

<UE670> \x8F\xFC\xD3 |0

<UE671> \x8F\xFC\xD4 |0

<UE672> \x8F\xFC\xD5 |0

<UE673> \x8F\xFC\xD6

 |0

<UE674> \x8F\xFC\xD7 |0

<UE675> \x8F\xFC\xD8 |0

<UE676> \x8F\xFC\xD9 |0

<UE677> \x8F\xFC\xDA |0

<UE678> \x8F\xFC\xDB |0

<UE679> \x8F\xFC\xDC |0

<UE67A> \x8F\xFC\xDD |0

<UE67B> \x8F\xFC\xDE |0

<UE67C> \x8F\xFC\xDF |0

<UE67D> \x8F\xFC\xE0 |0

<UE67E> \x8F\xFC\xE1 |0

<UE67F> \x8F\xFC\xE2 |0

<UE680> \x8F\xFC\xE3 |0

<UE681> \x8F\xFC\xE4 |0

<UE682> \x8F\xFC\xE5 |0

<UE683> \x8F\xFC\xE6 |0

<UE684> \x8F\xFC\xE7 |0

<UE685> \x8F\xFC\xE8 |0

<UE686> \x8F\xFC\xE9 |0

<UE687> \x8F\xFC\xEA |0

<UE688> \x8F\xFC\xEB |0
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<UE689> \x8F\xFC\xEC |0

<UE68A> \x8F\xFC\xED |0

<UE68B> \x8F\xFC\xEE |0

<UE68C> \x8F\xFC\xEF |0

<UE68D> \x8F\xFC\xF0 |0

<UE68E> \x8F\xFC\xF1 |0

<UE68F> \x8F\xFC\xF2 |0

<UE690> \x8F\xFC\xF3 |0

<UE691> \x8F\xFC\xF4 |0

<UE692> \x8F\xFC\xF5 |0

<UE693> \x8F\xFC\xF6 |0

<UE694> \x8F\xFC\xF7 |0

<UE695> \x8F\xFC\xF8 |0

<UE696> \x8F\xFC\xF9 |0

<UE697> \x8F\xFC\xFA |0

<UE698> \x8F\xFC\xFB |0

<UE699> \x8F\xFC\xFC |0

<UE69A> \x8F\xFC\xFD |0

<UE69B> \x8F\xFC\xFE |0

<UE69C> \x8F\xFD\xA1 |0

<UE69D> \x8F\xFD\xA2

 |0

<UE69E> \x8F\xFD\xA3 |0

<UE69F> \x8F\xFD\xA4 |0

<UE6A0> \x8F\xFD\xA5 |0

<UE6A1> \x8F\xFD\xA6 |0

<UE6A2> \x8F\xFD\xA7 |0

<UE6A3> \x8F\xFD\xA8 |0

<UE6A4> \x8F\xFD\xA9 |0

<UE6A5> \x8F\xFD\xAA |0

<UE6A6> \x8F\xFD\xAB |0

<UE6A7> \x8F\xFD\xAC |0

<UE6A8> \x8F\xFD\xAD |0

<UE6A9> \x8F\xFD\xAE |0

<UE6AA> \x8F\xFD\xAF |0

<UE6AB> \x8F\xFD\xB0 |0

<UE6AC> \x8F\xFD\xB1 |0

<UE6AD> \x8F\xFD\xB2 |0

<UE6AE> \x8F\xFD\xB3 |0

<UE6AF> \x8F\xFD\xB4 |0

<UE6B0> \x8F\xFD\xB5 |0

<UE6B1> \x8F\xFD\xB6 |0

<UE6B2> \x8F\xFD\xB7 |0

<UE6B3> \x8F\xFD\xB8 |0

<UE6B4> \x8F\xFD\xB9 |0

<UE6B5> \x8F\xFD\xBA |0

<UE6B6> \x8F\xFD\xBB |0

<UE6B7> \x8F\xFD\xBC |0
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<UE6B8> \x8F\xFD\xBD |0

<UE6B9> \x8F\xFD\xBE |0

<UE6BA> \x8F\xFD\xBF |0

<UE6BB> \x8F\xFD\xC0 |0

<UE6BC> \x8F\xFD\xC1 |0

<UE6BD> \x8F\xFD\xC2 |0

<UE6BE> \x8F\xFD\xC3 |0

<UE6BF> \x8F\xFD\xC4 |0

<UE6C0> \x8F\xFD\xC5 |0

<UE6C1> \x8F\xFD\xC6 |0

<UE6C2> \x8F\xFD\xC7 |0

<UE6C3> \x8F\xFD\xC8 |0

<UE6C4> \x8F\xFD\xC9 |0

<UE6C5> \x8F\xFD\xCA |0

<UE6C6> \x8F\xFD\xCB |0

<UE6C7>

 \x8F\xFD\xCC |0

<UE6C8> \x8F\xFD\xCD |0

<UE6C9> \x8F\xFD\xCE |0

<UE6CA> \x8F\xFD\xCF |0

<UE6CB> \x8F\xFD\xD0 |0

<UE6CC> \x8F\xFD\xD1 |0

<UE6CD> \x8F\xFD\xD2 |0

<UE6CE> \x8F\xFD\xD3 |0

<UE6CF> \x8F\xFD\xD4 |0

<UE6D0> \x8F\xFD\xD5 |0

<UE6D1> \x8F\xFD\xD6 |0

<UE6D2> \x8F\xFD\xD7 |0

<UE6D3> \x8F\xFD\xD8 |0

<UE6D4> \x8F\xFD\xD9 |0

<UE6D5> \x8F\xFD\xDA |0

<UE6D6> \x8F\xFD\xDB |0

<UE6D7> \x8F\xFD\xDC |0

<UE6D8> \x8F\xFD\xDD |0

<UE6D9> \x8F\xFD\xDE |0

<UE6DA> \x8F\xFD\xDF |0

<UE6DB> \x8F\xFD\xE0 |0

<UE6DC> \x8F\xFD\xE1 |0

<UE6DD> \x8F\xFD\xE2 |0

<UE6DE> \x8F\xFD\xE3 |0

<UE6DF> \x8F\xFD\xE4 |0

<UE6E0> \x8F\xFD\xE5 |0

<UE6E1> \x8F\xFD\xE6 |0

<UE6E2> \x8F\xFD\xE7 |0

<UE6E3> \x8F\xFD\xE8 |0

<UE6E4> \x8F\xFD\xE9 |0

<UE6E5> \x8F\xFD\xEA |0

<UE6E6> \x8F\xFD\xEB |0
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<UE6E7> \x8F\xFD\xEC |0

<UE6E8> \x8F\xFD\xED |0

<UE6E9> \x8F\xFD\xEE |0

<UE6EA> \x8F\xFD\xEF |0

<UE6EB> \x8F\xFD\xF0 |0

<UE6EC> \x8F\xFD\xF1 |0

<UE6ED> \x8F\xFD\xF2 |0

<UE6EE> \x8F\xFD\xF3 |0

<UE6EF> \x8F\xFD\xF4 |0

<UE6F0> \x8F\xFD\xF5

 |0

<UE6F1> \x8F\xFD\xF6 |0

<UE6F2> \x8F\xFD\xF7 |0

<UE6F3> \x8F\xFD\xF8 |0

<UE6F4> \x8F\xFD\xF9 |0

<UE6F5> \x8F\xFD\xFA |0

<UE6F6> \x8F\xFD\xFB |0

<UE6F7> \x8F\xFD\xFC |0

<UE6F8> \x8F\xFD\xFD |0

<UE6F9> \x8F\xFD\xFE |0

<UE6FA> \x8F\xFE\xA1 |0

<UE6FB> \x8F\xFE\xA2 |0

<UE6FC> \x8F\xFE\xA3 |0

<UE6FD> \x8F\xFE\xA4 |0

<UE6FE> \x8F\xFE\xA5 |0

<UE6FF> \x8F\xFE\xA6 |0

<UE700> \x8F\xFE\xA7 |0

<UE701> \x8F\xFE\xA8 |0

<UE702> \x8F\xFE\xA9 |0

<UE703> \x8F\xFE\xAA |0

<UE704> \x8F\xFE\xAB |0

<UE705> \x8F\xFE\xAC |0

<UE706> \x8F\xFE\xAD |0

<UE707> \x8F\xFE\xAE |0

<UE708> \x8F\xFE\xAF |0

<UE709> \x8F\xFE\xB0 |0

<UE70A> \x8F\xFE\xB1 |0

<UE70B> \x8F\xFE\xB2 |0

<UE70C> \x8F\xFE\xB3 |0

<UE70D> \x8F\xFE\xB4 |0

<UE70E> \x8F\xFE\xB5 |0

<UE70F> \x8F\xFE\xB6 |0

<UE710> \x8F\xFE\xB7 |0

<UE711> \x8F\xFE\xB8 |0

<UE712> \x8F\xFE\xB9 |0

<UE713> \x8F\xFE\xBA |0

<UE714> \x8F\xFE\xBB |0

<UE715> \x8F\xFE\xBC |0
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<UE716> \x8F\xFE\xBD |0

<UE717> \x8F\xFE\xBE |0

<UE718> \x8F\xFE\xBF |0

<UE719> \x8F\xFE\xC0 |0

<UE71A> \x8F\xFE\xC1

 |0

<UE71B> \x8F\xFE\xC2 |0

<UE71C> \x8F\xFE\xC3 |0

<UE71D> \x8F\xFE\xC4 |0

<UE71E> \x8F\xFE\xC5 |0

<UE71F> \x8F\xFE\xC6 |0

<UE720> \x8F\xFE\xC7 |0

<UE721> \x8F\xFE\xC8 |0

<UE722> \x8F\xFE\xC9 |0

<UE723> \x8F\xFE\xCA |0

<UE724> \x8F\xFE\xCB |0

<UE725> \x8F\xFE\xCC |0

<UE726> \x8F\xFE\xCD |0

<UE727> \x8F\xFE\xCE |0

<UE728> \x8F\xFE\xCF |0

<UE729> \x8F\xFE\xD0 |0

<UE72A> \x8F\xFE\xD1 |0

<UE72B> \x8F\xFE\xD2 |0

<UE72C> \x8F\xFE\xD3 |0

<UE72D> \x8F\xFE\xD4 |0

<UE72E> \x8F\xFE\xD5 |0

<UE72F> \x8F\xFE\xD6 |0

<UE730> \x8F\xFE\xD7 |0

<UE731> \x8F\xFE\xD8 |0

<UE732> \x8F\xFE\xD9 |0

<UE733> \x8F\xFE\xDA |0

<UE734> \x8F\xFE\xDB |0

<UE735> \x8F\xFE\xDC |0

<UE736> \x8F\xFE\xDD |0

<UE737> \x8F\xFE\xDE |0

<UE738> \x8F\xFE\xDF |0

<UE739> \x8F\xFE\xE0 |0

<UE73A> \x8F\xFE\xE1 |0

<UE73B> \x8F\xFE\xE2 |0

<UE73C> \x8F\xFE\xE3 |0

<UE73D> \x8F\xFE\xE4 |0

<UE73E> \x8F\xFE\xE5 |0

<UE73F> \x8F\xFE\xE6 |0

<UE740> \x8F\xFE\xE7 |0

<UE741> \x8F\xFE\xE8 |0

<UE742> \x8F\xFE\xE9 |0

<UE743> \x8F\xFE\xEA |0

<UE744>
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 \x8F\xFE\xEB |0

<UE745> \x8F\xFE\xEC |0

<UE746> \x8F\xFE\xED |0

<UE747> \x8F\xFE\xEE |0

<UE748> \x8F\xFE\xEF |0

<UE749> \x8F\xFE\xF0 |0

<UE74A> \x8F\xFE\xF1 |0

<UE74B> \x8F\xFE\xF2 |0

<UE74C> \x8F\xFE\xF3 |0

<UE74D> \x8F\xFE\xF4 |0

<UE74E> \x8F\xFE\xF5 |0

<UE74F> \x8F\xFE\xF6 |0

<UE750> \x8F\xFE\xF7 |0

<UE751> \x8F\xFE\xF8 |0

<UE752> \x8F\xFE\xF9 |0

<UE753> \x8F\xFE\xFA |0

<UE754> \x8F\xFE\xFB |0

<UE755> \x8F\xFE\xFC |0

<UE756> \x8F\xFE\xFD |0

<UE757> \x8F\xFE\xFE |0

<UF86F> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |1

<UF929> \x8F\xF4\xB9 |0

<UF9DC> \x8F\xF4\xEB |0

<UFA0E> \x8F\xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA0F> \x8F\xF4\xAA |0

<UFA10> \x8F\xF4\xAB |0

<UFA11> \x8F\xF4\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \x8F\xF4\xB8 |0

<UFA13> \x8F\xF4\xBB |0

<UFA14> \x8F\xF4\xBC |0

<UFA15> \x8F\xF4\xC4 |0

<UFA16> \x8F\xF4\xC5 |0

<UFA17> \x8F\xF4\xC9 |0

<UFA18> \x8F\xF4\xCC |0

<UFA19> \x8F\xF4\xCD |0

<UFA1A> \x8F\xF4\xCE |0

<UFA1B> \x8F\xF4\xCF |0

<UFA1C> \x8F\xF4\xD1 |0

<UFA1D> \x8F\xF4\xD3 |0

<UFA1E> \x8F\xF4\xD6 |0

<UFA1F> \x8F\xF4\xD8 |0

<UFA20> \x8F\xF4\xDA

 |0

<UFA21> \x8F\xF4\xDB |0

<UFA22> \x8F\xF4\xDE |0

<UFA23> \x8F\xF4\xE2 |0

<UFA24> \x8F\xF4\xE3 |0

<UFA25> \x8F\xF4\xE4 |0
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<UFA26> \x8F\xF4\xE6 |0

<UFA27> \x8F\xF4\xE8 |0

<UFA28> \x8F\xF4\xE9 |0

<UFA29> \x8F\xF4\xEC |0

<UFA2A> \x8F\xF4\xF1 |0

<UFA2B> \x8F\xF4\xF2 |0

<UFA2C> \x8F\xF4\xF3 |0

<UFA2D> \x8F\xF4\xF7 |0

<UFF01> \xA1\xAA |0

<UFF02> \x8F\xF3\xB6 |0

<UFF03> \xA1\xF4 |0

<UFF04> \xA1\xF0 |0

<UFF05> \xA1\xF3 |0

<UFF06> \xA1\xF5 |0

<UFF07> \x8F\xF3\xB5 |0

<UFF08> \xA1\xCA |0

<UFF09> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFF0A> \xA1\xF6 |0

<UFF0B> \xA1\xDC |0

<UFF0C> \xA1\xA4 |0

<UFF0D> \xA1\xDD |0

<UFF0E> \xA1\xA5 |0

<UFF0F> \xA1\xBF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA1\xA7 |0

<UFF1B> \xA1\xA8 |0

<UFF1C> \xA1\xE3 |0

<UFF1D> \xA1\xE1 |0

<UFF1E> \xA1\xE4 |0

<UFF1F> \xA1\xA9 |0

<UFF20> \xA1\xF7 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2

 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0
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<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA1\xCE |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xC0 |0

<UFF3D> \xA1\xCF |0

<UFF3E> \xA1\xB0 |0

<UFF3F> \xA1\xB2 |0

<UFF40> \xA1\xAE |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4

 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0
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<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA1\xD0 |0

<UFF5C> \xA1\xC3 |0

<UFF5D> \xA1\xD1 |0

<UFF5E> \xA1\xC1 |0

<UFF61> \x8E\xA1 |0

<UFF62> \x8E\xA2 |0

<UFF63> \x8E\xA3 |0

<UFF64> \x8E\xA4 |0

<UFF65> \x8E\xA5 |0

<UFF66> \x8E\xA6 |0

<UFF67> \x8E\xA7 |0

<UFF68> \x8E\xA8 |0

<UFF69> \x8E\xA9 |0

<UFF6A> \x8E\xAA |0

<UFF6B> \x8E\xAB |0

<UFF6C> \x8E\xAC |0

<UFF6D> \x8E\xAD |0

<UFF6E> \x8E\xAE |0

<UFF6F> \x8E\xAF |0

<UFF70> \x8E\xB0 |0

<UFF71> \x8E\xB1 |0

<UFF72> \x8E\xB2 |0

<UFF73> \x8E\xB3 |0

<UFF74> \x8E\xB4 |0

<UFF75> \x8E\xB5 |0

<UFF76> \x8E\xB6 |0

<UFF77> \x8E\xB7 |0

<UFF78> \x8E\xB8 |0

<UFF79> \x8E\xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \x8E\xBA |0

<UFF7B> \x8E\xBB |0

<UFF7C> \x8E\xBC |0

<UFF7D> \x8E\xBD |0

<UFF7E> \x8E\xBE |0

<UFF7F> \x8E\xBF |0

<UFF80> \x8E\xC0 |0

<UFF81> \x8E\xC1 |0

<UFF82> \x8E\xC2 |0

<UFF83> \x8E\xC3 |0

<UFF84> \x8E\xC4 |0

<UFF85> \x8E\xC5 |0

<UFF86> \x8E\xC6 |0

<UFF87> \x8E\xC7 |0

<UFF88> \x8E\xC8
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 |0

<UFF89> \x8E\xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \x8E\xCA |0

<UFF8B> \x8E\xCB |0

<UFF8C> \x8E\xCC |0

<UFF8D> \x8E\xCD |0

<UFF8E> \x8E\xCE |0

<UFF8F> \x8E\xCF |0

<UFF90> \x8E\xD0 |0

<UFF91> \x8E\xD1 |0

<UFF92> \x8E\xD2 |0

<UFF93> \x8E\xD3 |0

<UFF94> \x8E\xD4 |0

<UFF95> \x8E\xD5 |0

<UFF96> \x8E\xD6 |0

<UFF97> \x8E\xD7 |0

<UFF98> \x8E\xD8 |0

<UFF99> \x8E\xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \x8E\xDA |0

<UFF9B> \x8E\xDB |0

<UFF9C> \x8E\xDC |0

<UFF9D> \x8E\xDD |0

<UFF9E> \x8E\xDE |0

<UFF9F> \x8E\xDF |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xF1 |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xF2 |0

<UFFE2> \xA2\xCC |0

<UFFE3> \xA1\xB1 |0

<UFFE4> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xEF |0

<UFFE8> \x1A |2

<UFFE9> \x1A |2

<UFFEA> \x1A |2

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x1A |2

<UFFED> \x1A |2

<UFFEE> \x1A |2

<UFFFD> \xF4\xFE |2

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-

2009_U2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################
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# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4505.txt --A1 --C21 --C22 --C3

--C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --check-bidi

###################

 

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED
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060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED
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0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED
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0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED
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12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED
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1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED
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32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF;
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 ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

#

 Total code points 3653

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED
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007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF;
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 ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED
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206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc4505.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00396.RPMAP100 and 039634B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-918_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-918_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0
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<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0
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<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x6A |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0
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<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0
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<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U060C> \x42 |0

<U061B> \x43 |0

<U061F> \x44 |0

<U0621> \xEA |1

<U0622> \x45 |1

<U0624> \xDB |1

<U0627> \x46 |1

<U0628> \x49 |1

<U0629> \x54 |1

<U062A> \x55 |1

<U062B> \x59 |1

<U062C> \x63 |1

<U062D> \x67 |1

<U062E> \x69 |1

<U062F> \x8A |1

<U0630> \x8C |1

<U0631> \x8D |1

<U0632> \x8F |1

<U0633> \x9A |1

<U0634> \x9C |1

<U0635> \x9E |1

<U0636> \xA0 |1

<U0637> \xAB |1

<U0638> \xAC |1

<U0639> \xAD |1

<U063A> \xB1 |1

<U0641> \xB5 |1

<U0642> \xB7 |1

<U0644> \xBE |1

<U0645> \xCC |1

<U0646> \xCF |1

<U0648>

 \xDC |1

<U0651> \xFD |1

<U0660> \x70 |1

<U0661> \x71 |1

<U0662> \x72 |1
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<U0663> \x73 |1

<U0664> \x74 |1

<U0665> \x75 |1

<U0666> \x76 |1

<U0668> \x78 |1

<U0669> \x79 |1

<U066A> \x6C |1

<U066B> \x6B |1

<U066C> \x4B |1

<U066D> \x5C |1

<U06F0> \x70 |0

<U06F1> \x71 |0

<U06F2> \x72 |0

<U06F3> \x73 |0

<U06F4> \x74 |0

<U06F5> \x75 |0

<U06F6> \x76 |0

<U06F7> \x77 |0

<U06F8> \x78 |0

<U06F9> \x79 |0

<UF8FB> \x48 |0

<UFB56> \x52 |0

<UFB58> \x53 |0

<UFB66> \x57 |0

<UFB68> \x58 |0

<UFB7A> \x65 |0

<UFB7C> \x66 |0

<UFB88> \x8B |0

<UFB8A> \x90 |0

<UFB8C> \x8E |0

<UFB8E> \xB9 |0

<UFB92> \xBC |0

<UFB94> \xBD |0

<UFB9E> \xCE |0

<UFBA6> \xDD |0

<UFBA8> \xDE |0

<UFBA9> \xDF |0

<UFBAA> \xE1 |0

<UFBAE> \xFC |0

<UFBB0> \xFB |0

<UFBFC> \xEE |0

<UFBFD> \xEF |0

<UFBFE> \xFA |0

<UFE7C> \xFD |0

<UFE7D> \xFE |0

<UFE80> \xEA |0

<UFE81> \x45 |0

<UFE85> \xDB |0
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<UFE86> \xDB |1

<UFE89> \xEB |0

<UFE8A> \xEC |0

<UFE8B> \xED |0

<UFE8C> \xED |1

<UFE8D> \x46 |0

<UFE8E> \x47 |0

<UFE8F> \x49 |0

<UFE90> \x49 |1

<UFE91> \x51 |0

<UFE92>

 \x51 |1

<UFE93> \x54 |0

<UFE94> \x54 |1

<UFE95> \x55 |0

<UFE96> \x55 |1

<UFE97> \x56 |0

<UFE98> \x56 |1

<UFE99> \x59 |0

<UFE9A> \x59 |1

<UFE9B> \x62 |0

<UFE9C> \x62 |1

<UFE9D> \x63 |0

<UFE9E> \x63 |1

<UFE9F> \x64 |0

<UFEA0> \x64 |1

<UFEA1> \x67 |0

<UFEA2> \x67 |1

<UFEA3> \x68 |0

<UFEA4> \x68 |1

<UFEA5> \x69 |0

<UFEA6> \x69 |1

<UFEA7> \x80 |0

<UFEA8> \x80 |1

<UFEA9> \x8A |0

<UFEAA> \x8A |1

<UFEAB> \x8C |0

<UFEAC> \x8C |1

<UFEAD> \x8D |0

<UFEAE> \x8D |1

<UFEAF> \x8F |0

<UFEB0> \x8F |1

<UFEB1> \x9A |0

<UFEB2> \x9A |1

<UFEB3> \x9B |0

<UFEB4> \x9B |1

<UFEB5> \x9C |0

<UFEB6> \x9C |1
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<UFEB7> \x9D |0

<UFEB8> \x9D |1

<UFEB9> \x9E |0

<UFEBA> \x9E |1

<UFEBB> \x9F |0

<UFEBC> \x9F |1

<UFEBD> \xA0 |0

<UFEBE> \xA0 |1

<UFEBF> \xAA |0

<UFEC0> \xAA |1

<UFEC1> \xAB |1

<UFEC2> \xAB |1

<UFEC3> \xAB |0

<UFEC4> \xAB |1

<UFEC5> \xAC |1

<UFEC6> \xAC |1

<UFEC7> \xAC |0

<UFEC8> \xAC |1

<UFEC9> \xAD |0

<UFECA> \xAE |0

<UFECB> \xAF |0

<UFECC> \xB0 |0

<UFECD> \xB1 |0

<UFECE> \xB2 |0

<UFECF> \xB3 |0

<UFED0>

 \xB4 |0

<UFED1> \xB5 |0

<UFED2> \xB5 |1

<UFED3> \xB6 |0

<UFED4> \xB6 |1

<UFED5> \xB7 |0

<UFED6> \xB7 |1

<UFED7> \xB8 |0

<UFED8> \xB8 |1

<UFEDB> \xBA |0

<UFEDC> \xBA |1

<UFEDD> \xBE |0

<UFEDE> \xBE |1

<UFEDF> \xBF |0

<UFEE0> \xCB |0

<UFEE1> \xCC |0

<UFEE2> \xCC |1

<UFEE3> \xCD |0

<UFEE4> \xCD |1

<UFEE5> \xCF |0

<UFEE6> \xCF |1

<UFEE7> \xDA |0
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<UFEE8> \xDA |1

<UFEED> \xDC |0

<UFEEE> \xDC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27>

 \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1
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<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x6A |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1
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<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-918_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00463.RPMAP100 and 046334B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1123_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1123_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0
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<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0
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<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0
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<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0
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<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A7> \xE1 |0

<U00AD> \x73 |0

<U0401> \x63 |0

<U0402> \x59 |0

<U0404> \x64 |0

<U0405> \x65 |0

<U0406> \x66 |0

<U0407> \x67 |0

<U0408> \x68 |0

<U0409> \x69 |0

<U040A> \x70 |0

<U040B> \x71 |0

<U040C> \x72 |0

<U040E> \x74 |0

<U040F> \x75 |0

<U0410> \xB9 |0

<U0411> \xBA |0

<U0412> \xED |0

<U0413> \xBF |0

<U0414> \xBC |0

<U0415> \xBD |0

<U0416> \xEC |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xCB |0

<U0419> \xCC |0

<U041A> \xCD |0

<U041B> \xCE |0

<U041C> \xCF |0

<U041D> \xDA |0

<U041E> \xDB |0

<U041F> \xDC |0

<U0420> \xDE |0

<U0421>

 \xDF |0

<U0422> \xEA |0

<U0423> \xEB |0

<U0424> \xBE |0

<U0425> \xCA |0

<U0426> \xBB |0

<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \x57 |0

<U042B> \xEF |0

<U042C> \xEE |0

<U042D> \xFC |0
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<U042E> \xB8 |0

<U042F> \xDD |0

<U0430> \x77 |0

<U0431> \x78 |0

<U0432> \xAF |0

<U0433> \x8D |0

<U0434> \x8A |0

<U0435> \x8B |0

<U0436> \xAE |0

<U0437> \xB2 |0

<U0438> \x8F |0

<U0439> \x90 |0

<U043A> \x9A |0

<U043B> \x9B |0

<U043C> \x9C |0

<U043D> \x9D |0

<U043E> \x9E |0

<U043F> \x9F |0

<U0440> \xAA |0

<U0441> \xAB |0

<U0442> \xAC |0

<U0443> \xAD |0

<U0444> \x8C |0

<U0445> \x8E |0

<U0446> \x80 |0

<U0447> \xB6 |0

<U0448> \xB3 |0

<U0449> \xB5 |0

<U044A> \xB7 |0

<U044B> \xB1 |0

<U044C> \xB0 |0

<U044D> \xB4 |0

<U044E> \x76 |0

<U044F> \xA0 |0

<U0451> \x44 |0

<U0452> \x42 |0

<U0454> \x45 |0

<U0455> \x46 |0

<U0456> \x47 |0

<U0457> \x48 |0

<U0458> \x49 |0

<U0459> \x51 |0

<U045A> \x52 |0

<U045B> \x53 |0

<U045C> \x54 |0

<U045E> \x55 |0

<U045F> \x56 |0

<U0490> \x62 |0
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<U0491> \x43 |0

<U2116> \x58 |0

<UFF01>

 \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1
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<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1
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<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1123_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00354.RPMAP100 and 035434B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-852_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-852_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0
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<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0
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<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0
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<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xCF |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8>

 \xF9 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00C1> \xB5 |0

<U00C2> \xB6 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CB> \xD3 |0

<U00CD> \xD6 |0

<U00CE> \xD7 |0

<U00D0> \xD1 |1

<U00D3> \xE0 |0

<U00D4> \xE2 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U00DA> \xE9 |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DD> \xED |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0
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<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FD> \xEC |0

<U0102> \xC6 |0

<U0103> \xC7 |0

<U0104> \xA4 |0

<U0105> \xA5 |0

<U0106> \x8F |0

<U0107> \x86 |0

<U010C> \xAC |0

<U010D> \x9F |0

<U010E> \xD2 |0

<U010F> \xD4 |0

<U0110> \xD1 |0

<U0111> \xD0 |0

<U0118> \xA8 |0

<U0119> \xA9 |0

<U011A> \xB7 |0

<U011B> \xD8 |0

<U0139> \x91 |0

<U013A> \x92 |0

<U013D> \x95 |0

<U013E> \x96 |0

<U0141> \x9D |0

<U0142> \x88 |0

<U0143>

 \xE3 |0

<U0144> \xE4 |0

<U0147> \xD5 |0

<U0148> \xE5 |0

<U0150> \x8A |0

<U0151> \x8B |0

<U0154> \xE8 |0

<U0155> \xEA |0

<U0158> \xFC |0

<U0159> \xFD |0

<U015A> \x97 |0

<U015B> \x98 |0
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<U015E> \xB8 |0

<U015F> \xAD |0

<U0160> \xE6 |0

<U0161> \xE7 |0

<U0162> \xDD |0

<U0163> \xEE |0

<U0164> \x9B |0

<U0165> \x9C |0

<U016E> \xDE |0

<U016F> \x85 |0

<U0170> \xEB |0

<U0171> \xFB |0

<U0179> \x8D |0

<U017A> \xAB |0

<U017B> \xBD |0

<U017C> \xBE |0

<U017D> \xA6 |0

<U017E> \xA7 |0

<U02C7> \xF3 |0

<U02D8> \xF4 |0

<U02D9> \xFA |0

<U02DB> \xF2 |0

<U02DD> \xF1 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0
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<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560>

 \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1
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<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20>

 \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1
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<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8>

 \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-852_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00394.RPMAP100 and 039434B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-916_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-916_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0
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<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0
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<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0
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<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0
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<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00D7> \xAA |0

<U00F7> \xBA |0

<U05D0> \xE0 |0

<U05D1> \xE1 |0

<U05D2> \xE2 |0

<U05D3> \xE3 |0

<U05D4> \xE4 |0

<U05D5> \xE5

 |0

<U05D6> \xE6 |0

<U05D7> \xE7 |0

<U05D8> \xE8 |0

<U05D9> \xE9 |0

<U05DA> \xEA |0

<U05DB> \xEB |0

<U05DC> \xEC |0

<U05DD> \xED |0

<U05DE> \xEE |0

<U05DF> \xEF |0

<U05E0> \xF0 |0

<U05E1> \xF1 |0

<U05E2> \xF2 |0

<U05E3> \xF3 |0

<U05E4> \xF4 |0

<U05E5> \xF5 |0

<U05E6> \xF6 |0

<U05E7> \xF7 |0

<U05E8> \xF8 |0

<U05E9> \xF9 |0
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<U05EA> \xFA |0

<U2017> \xDF |0

<U2022> \xB7 |0

<U203E> \xAF |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27>

 \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1
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<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1
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<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-916_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00111.RPMAP100 and 011134B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-273_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-273_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0
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<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0
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<U0040> \xB5 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x63 |0

<U005C> \xEC |0

<U005D> \xFC |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0
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<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xDC |0

<U007E> \x59 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0
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<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x7C |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x4A |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0
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<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xE0 |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \x5A |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \xA1 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xD0 |0
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<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xB5 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1
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<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x63 |1

<UFF3C> \xEC |1

<UFF3D>

 \xFC |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1
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<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xDC |1

<UFF5E> \x59 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-273_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0011C.RPMAP100 and 011C34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-284_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-284_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \xBB |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x69 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0
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<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \xBA |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0
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<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xBD |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0
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<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x49 |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xA1 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0
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<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x7B |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x6A |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0
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<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \xBB |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x69 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1
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<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \xBA |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1
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<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xBD |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-284_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0046C.RPMAP100 and 046C44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1132_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1132_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0
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<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x49 |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x59 |0

<U005E> \x69 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0
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<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0
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<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U0E81> \x42 |0

<U0E82> \x43 |0

<U0E84> \x44 |0

<U0E87> \x45 |0

<U0E88> \x46 |0

<U0E8A> \x48 |0

<U0E8D> \x52 |0

<U0E94> \x53 |0

<U0E95> \x54 |0

<U0E96> \x55 |0

<U0E97> \x56 |0

<U0E99> \x57 |0

<U0E9A> \x58 |0

<U0E9B> \x62 |0

<U0E9C> \x63 |0

<U0E9D> \x64 |0

<U0E9E> \x65 |0

<U0E9F> \x66 |0

<U0EA1> \x67 |0

<U0EA2> \x68 |0

<U0EA3> \x72 |0

<U0EA5> \x73 |0

<U0EA7> \x74 |0

<U0EAA> \x47 |0

<U0EAB> \x75 |0

<U0EAD> \x76 |0

<U0EAE> \x77 |0

<U0EAF> \x8C |0

<U0EB0> \x8D |0

<U0EB1>

 \xAB |0

<U0EB2> \x8E |0

<U0EB3> \x8F |0

<U0EB4> \x9A |0

<U0EB5> \x9B |0

<U0EB6> \x9C |0

<U0EB7> \x9D |0

<U0EB8> \x9E |0
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<U0EB9> \x9F |0

<U0EBB> \xAC |0

<U0EBC> \xAA |0

<U0EBD> \xAD |0

<U0EC0> \xBB |0

<U0EC1> \xBC |0

<U0EC2> \xBD |0

<U0EC3> \xBE |0

<U0EC4> \xBF |0

<U0EC6> \xDB |0

<U0EC8> \xCB |0

<U0EC9> \xCC |0

<U0ECA> \xCD |0

<U0ECB> \xCE |0

<U0ECC> \xCF |0

<U0ECD> \xDA |0

<U0ED0> \xB0 |0

<U0ED1> \xB1 |0

<U0ED2> \xB2 |0

<U0ED3> \xB3 |0

<U0ED4> \xB4 |0

<U0ED5> \xB5 |0

<U0ED6> \xB6 |0

<U0ED7> \xB7 |0

<U0ED8> \xB8 |0

<U0ED9> \xB9 |0

<U0EDC> \xDD |0

<U0EDD> \xDE |0

<U20AD> \x70 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1
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<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B>

 \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x49 |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x59 |1

<UFF3E> \x69 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1
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<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59>

 \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1132_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E6.RPMAP100 and 04E634B0.TPMAP100

#
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<code_set_name>               "ibm-1254_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1254_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0
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<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0
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<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E>
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 \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0
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<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA>

 \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0
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<U011E> \xD0 |0

<U011F> \xF0 |0

<U0130> \xDD |0

<U0131> \xFD |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U015E> \xDE |0

<U015F> \xFE |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1
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<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1
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<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1254_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00401.RPMAP100 and 040134B0.TPMAP100
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#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1025_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1025_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0
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<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0
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<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0
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<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A7> \xE1 |0

<U00AD> \x73 |0

<U0401> \x63 |0

<U0402> \x59 |0

<U0403> \x62 |0

<U0404> \x64 |0

<U0405> \x65 |0

<U0406> \x66 |0

<U0407> \x67 |0

<U0408> \x68 |0

<U0409> \x69 |0

<U040A> \x70 |0

<U040B> \x71 |0

<U040C> \x72 |0

<U040E> \x74 |0

<U040F> \x75 |0

<U0410> \xB9 |0
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<U0411> \xBA |0

<U0412> \xED |0

<U0413> \xBF |0

<U0414> \xBC |0

<U0415> \xBD |0

<U0416> \xEC |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xCB |0

<U0419> \xCC |0

<U041A> \xCD |0

<U041B> \xCE |0

<U041C> \xCF |0

<U041D> \xDA |0

<U041E> \xDB |0

<U041F> \xDC |0

<U0420>

 \xDE |0

<U0421> \xDF |0

<U0422> \xEA |0

<U0423> \xEB |0

<U0424> \xBE |0

<U0425> \xCA |0

<U0426> \xBB |0

<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \x57 |0

<U042B> \xEF |0

<U042C> \xEE |0

<U042D> \xFC |0

<U042E> \xB8 |0

<U042F> \xDD |0

<U0430> \x77 |0

<U0431> \x78 |0

<U0432> \xAF |0

<U0433> \x8D |0

<U0434> \x8A |0

<U0435> \x8B |0

<U0436> \xAE |0

<U0437> \xB2 |0

<U0438> \x8F |0

<U0439> \x90 |0

<U043A> \x9A |0

<U043B> \x9B |0

<U043C> \x9C |0

<U043D> \x9D |0

<U043E> \x9E |0

<U043F> \x9F |0
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<U0440> \xAA |0

<U0441> \xAB |0

<U0442> \xAC |0

<U0443> \xAD |0

<U0444> \x8C |0

<U0445> \x8E |0

<U0446> \x80 |0

<U0447> \xB6 |0

<U0448> \xB3 |0

<U0449> \xB5 |0

<U044A> \xB7 |0

<U044B> \xB1 |0

<U044C> \xB0 |0

<U044D> \xB4 |0

<U044E> \x76 |0

<U044F> \xA0 |0

<U0451> \x44 |0

<U0452> \x42 |0

<U0453> \x43 |0

<U0454> \x45 |0

<U0455> \x46 |0

<U0456> \x47 |0

<U0457> \x48 |0

<U0458> \x49 |0

<U0459> \x51 |0

<U045A> \x52 |0

<U045B> \x53 |0

<U045C> \x54 |0

<U045E> \x55 |0

<U045F> \x56 |0

<U2116> \x58 |0

<UFF01>

 \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1
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<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F>
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 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1025_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#
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# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003CB.RPMAP100 and 03CB34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-971_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  2

<uconv_class>                 "DBCS"

<subchar>                     \xAF\xFE

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-971_VPUA"

 

# build an extension-only (delta) .cnv file

# requires the base .cnv file at runtime

<icu:base>    

                "ibm-970_P110_P110-2006_U2"

 

CHARMAP

<U00A1> \xA2\xAE |0

<U00A4> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xA7 |0

<U00AA> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U00B0> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xBE |0

<U00B2> \xA9\xF7 |0

<U00B3> \xA9\xF8 |0

<U00B4> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U00B6> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U00B8> \xA2\xAC |0

<U00B9> \xA9\xF6 |0

<U00BA> \xA8\xAC |0

<U00BC> \xA8\xF9 |0

<U00BD> \xA8\xF6 |0

<U00BE> \xA8\xFA |0

<U00BF> \xA2\xAF |0

<U00C6> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U00D0> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U00D7> \xA1\xBF |0

<U00D8> \xA8\xAA |0

<U00DE> \xA8\xAD |0

<U00DF> \xA9\xAC |0

<U00E6> \xA9\xA1 |0

<U00F0> \xA9\xA3 |0

<U00F7> \xA1\xC0 |0

<U00F8> \xA9\xAA |0

<U00FE> \xA9\xAD |0

<U0111> \xA9\xA2 |0
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<U0126> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U0127> \xA9\xA4 |0

<U0131> \xA9\xA5 |0

<U0132> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U0133> \xA9\xA6 |0

<U0138> \xA9\xA7 |0

<U013F> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U0140> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U0141> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U0142> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U0149> \xA9\xB0 |0

<U014A> \xA8\xAF |0

<U014B> \xA9\xAF |0

<U0152> \xA8\xAB |0

<U0153> \xA9\xAB |0

<U0166> \xA8\xAE |0

<U0167> \xA9\xAE |0

<U02C7>

 \xA2\xA7 |0

<U02D0> \xA2\xB0 |0

<U02D8> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U02D9> \xA2\xAB |0

<U02DA> \xA2\xAA |0

<U02DB> \xA2\xAD |0

<U02DC> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U02DD> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U0391> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U0392> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U0393> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U0394> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U0395> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U0396> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U0397> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U0398> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U0399> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U039A> \xA5\xCA |0

<U039B> \xA5\xCB |0

<U039C> \xA5\xCC |0

<U039D> \xA5\xCD |0

<U039E> \xA5\xCE |0

<U039F> \xA5\xCF |0

<U03A0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U03A4> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U03A5> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U03A6> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U03A7> \xA5\xD6 |0
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<U03A8> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U03A9> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U03B1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U03BB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U03BC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U03BD> \xA5\xED |0

<U03BE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U03BF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U03C0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U03C3> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U03C4>

 \xA5\xF3 |0

<U03C5> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U03C6> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U03C7> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U03C8> \xA5\xF7 |0

<U03C9> \xA5\xF8 |0

<U0401> \xAC\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xAC\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xAC\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xAC\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xAC\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xAC\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xAC\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xAC\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xAC\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xAC\xAA |0

<U0419> \xAC\xAB |0

<U041A> \xAC\xAC |0

<U041B> \xAC\xAD |0

<U041C> \xAC\xAE |0

<U041D> \xAC\xAF |0

<U041E> \xAC\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xAC\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xAC\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xAC\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xAC\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xAC\xB5 |0
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<U0424> \xAC\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xAC\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xAC\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xAC\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xAC\xBA |0

<U0429> \xAC\xBB |0

<U042A> \xAC\xBC |0

<U042B> \xAC\xBD |0

<U042C> \xAC\xBE |0

<U042D> \xAC\xBF |0

<U042E> \xAC\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xAC\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xAC\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xAC\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xAC\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xAC\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xAC\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xAC\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xAC\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xAC\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xAC\xDA |0

<U0439> \xAC\xDB |0

<U043A> \xAC\xDC |0

<U043B>

 \xAC\xDD |0

<U043C> \xAC\xDE |0

<U043D> \xAC\xDF |0

<U043E> \xAC\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xAC\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xAC\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xAC\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xAC\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xAC\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xAC\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xAC\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xAC\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xAC\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xAC\xEA |0

<U0449> \xAC\xEB |0

<U044A> \xAC\xEC |0

<U044B> \xAC\xED |0

<U044C> \xAC\xEE |0

<U044D> \xAC\xEF |0

<U044E> \xAC\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xAC\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xAC\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xA9 |0

<U2014> \xA1\xAA |0
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<U2018> \xA1\xAE |0

<U2019> \xA1\xAF |0

<U201C> \xA1\xB0 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xB1 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xA5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2033> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U203B> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U2074> \xA9\xF9 |0

<U207F> \xA9\xFA |0

<U2081> \xA9\xFB |0

<U2082> \xA9\xFC |0

<U2083> \xA9\xFD |0

<U2084> \xA9\xFE |0

<U20A9> \xA3\xDC |1

<U2103> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2109> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U2113> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U2116> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2121> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U2122> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2126> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U212B>

 \xA1\xCA |0

<U2153> \xA8\xF7 |0

<U2154> \xA8\xF8 |0

<U215B> \xA8\xFB |0

<U215C> \xA8\xFC |0

<U215D> \xA8\xFD |0

<U215E> \xA8\xFE |0

<U2160> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U2161> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U2162> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U2163> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U2164> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U2165> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U2166> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U2167> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U2168> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U2169> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U2170> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U2171> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U2172> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U2173> \xA5\xA4 |0
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<U2174> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U2175> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U2176> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U2177> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U2178> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U2179> \xA5\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2191> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2192> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U2193> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U2194> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2195> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2196> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2197> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2198> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2199> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U2200> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U2202> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2203> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U2207> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U2208> \xA1\xF4 |0

<U220B> \xA1\xF5 |0

<U220F> \xA2\xB3 |0

<U2211> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U221A> \xA1\xEE |0

<U221D> \xA1\xF0 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2220>

 \xA1\xD0 |0

<U2225> \xA1\xAB |0

<U2227> \xA1\xFC |0

<U2228> \xA1\xFD |0

<U2229> \xA1\xFB |0

<U222A> \xA1\xFA |0

<U222B> \xA1\xF2 |0

<U222C> \xA1\xF3 |0

<U222E> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2235> \xA1\xF1 |0

<U223D> \xA1\xEF |0

<U2252> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U2261> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2265> \xA1\xC3 |0

<U226A> \xA1\xEC |0
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<U226B> \xA1\xED |0

<U2282> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U2283> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2286> \xA1\xF6 |0

<U2287> \xA1\xF7 |0

<U22A5> \xA1\xD1 |0

<U2312> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U2460> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U2461> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U2462> \xA8\xE9 |0

<U2463> \xA8\xEA |0

<U2464> \xA8\xEB |0

<U2465> \xA8\xEC |0

<U2466> \xA8\xED |0

<U2467> \xA8\xEE |0

<U2468> \xA8\xEF |0

<U2469> \xA8\xF0 |0

<U246A> \xA8\xF1 |0

<U246B> \xA8\xF2 |0

<U246C> \xA8\xF3 |0

<U246D> \xA8\xF4 |0

<U246E> \xA8\xF5 |0

<U2474> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2475> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2476> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2477> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2478> \xA9\xEB |0

<U2479> \xA9\xEC |0

<U247A> \xA9\xED |0

<U247B> \xA9\xEE |0

<U247C> \xA9\xEF |0

<U247D> \xA9\xF0 |0

<U247E>

 \xA9\xF1 |0

<U247F> \xA9\xF2 |0

<U2480> \xA9\xF3 |0

<U2481> \xA9\xF4 |0

<U2482> \xA9\xF5 |0

<U249C> \xA9\xCD |0

<U249D> \xA9\xCE |0

<U249E> \xA9\xCF |0

<U249F> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U24A0> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U24A1> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U24A2> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U24A3> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U24A4> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U24A5> \xA9\xD6 |0
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<U24A6> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U24A7> \xA9\xD8 |0

<U24A8> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U24A9> \xA9\xDA |0

<U24AA> \xA9\xDB |0

<U24AB> \xA9\xDC |0

<U24AC> \xA9\xDD |0

<U24AD> \xA9\xDE |0

<U24AE> \xA9\xDF |0

<U24AF> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U24B0> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U24B1> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U24B2> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U24B3> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U24B4> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U24B5> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U24D0> \xA8\xCD |0

<U24D1> \xA8\xCE |0

<U24D2> \xA8\xCF |0

<U24D3> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U24D4> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U24D5> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U24D6> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U24D7> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U24D8> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U24D9> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U24DA> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U24DB> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U24DC> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U24DD> \xA8\xDA |0

<U24DE> \xA8\xDB |0

<U24DF> \xA8\xDC |0

<U24E0> \xA8\xDD |0

<U24E1> \xA8\xDE |0

<U24E2> \xA8\xDF |0

<U24E3>

 \xA8\xE0 |0

<U24E4> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U24E5> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U24E6> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U24E7> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U24E8> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U24E9> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U2500> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA6\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA6\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA6\xA3 |0
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<U250D> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U250E> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U250F> \xA6\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U2511> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U2512> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U2513> \xA6\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U2515> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U2516> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U2517> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U2519> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U251A> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U251B> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA6\xBC |0

<U251E> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U251F> \xA6\xCA |0

<U2520> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U2521> \xA6\xCB |0

<U2522> \xA6\xCC |0

<U2523> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA6\xBE |0

<U2526> \xA6\xCD |0

<U2527> \xA6\xCE |0

<U2528> \xA6\xB9 |0

<U2529> \xA6\xCF |0

<U252A> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U252B> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U252D> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U252F> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA6\xBD |0

<U2531> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U2532> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U2533>

 \xA6\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA6\xAA |0

<U2535> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U2536> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U2537> \xA6\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA6\xBF |0

<U2539> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U253A> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U253B> \xA6\xB5 |0
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<U253C> \xA6\xAB |0

<U253D> \xA6\xD9 |0

<U253E> \xA6\xDA |0

<U253F> \xA6\xBB |0

<U2540> \xA6\xDB |0

<U2541> \xA6\xDC |0

<U2542> \xA6\xC0 |0

<U2543> \xA6\xDD |0

<U2544> \xA6\xDE |0

<U2545> \xA6\xDF |0

<U2546> \xA6\xE0 |0

<U2547> \xA6\xE1 |0

<U2548> \xA6\xE2 |0

<U2549> \xA6\xE3 |0

<U254A> \xA6\xE4 |0

<U254B> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U2592> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U25A0> \xA1\xE1 |0

<U25A1> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U25A3> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U25A4> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U25A5> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U25A6> \xA2\xCB |0

<U25A7> \xA2\xCA |0

<U25A8> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U25A9> \xA2\xCC |0

<U25B2> \xA1\xE3 |0

<U25B3> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U25B6> \xA2\xBA |0

<U25B7> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U25BC> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U25BD> \xA1\xE4 |0

<U25C0> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U25C1> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U25C6> \xA1\xDF |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xDE |0

<U25C8> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U25C9> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xDB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xDD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xDC |0

<U25D0>

 \xA2\xC4 |0

<U25D1> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U2605> \xA1\xDA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U260E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U260F> \xA2\xCE |0
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<U261C> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U261E> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2640> \xA1\xCF |0

<U2642> \xA1\xCE |0

<U2660> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2661> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2663> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2664> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2665> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2667> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2668> \xA2\xCD |0

<U2669> \xA2\xDB |0

<U266A> \xA2\xDC |0

<U266C> \xA2\xDD |0

<U266D> \xA2\xDA |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xA8 |0

<U3008> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xBA |0

<U300F> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3010> \xA1\xBC |0

<U3011> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3013> \xA1\xEB |0

<U3014> \xA1\xB2 |0

<U3015> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U301C> \xA1\xAD |0

<U3041> \xAA\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xAA\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xAA\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xAA\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xAA\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xAA\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xAA\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xAA\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xAA\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xAA\xAA |0

<U304B> \xAA\xAB |0

<U304C>

 \xAA\xAC |0

<U304D> \xAA\xAD |0

<U304E> \xAA\xAE |0
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<U304F> \xAA\xAF |0

<U3050> \xAA\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xAA\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xAA\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xAA\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xAA\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xAA\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xAA\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xAA\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xAA\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xAA\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xAA\xBA |0

<U305B> \xAA\xBB |0

<U305C> \xAA\xBC |0

<U305D> \xAA\xBD |0

<U305E> \xAA\xBE |0

<U305F> \xAA\xBF |0

<U3060> \xAA\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xAA\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xAA\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xAA\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xAA\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xAA\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xAA\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xAA\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xAA\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xAA\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xAA\xCA |0

<U306B> \xAA\xCB |0

<U306C> \xAA\xCC |0

<U306D> \xAA\xCD |0

<U306E> \xAA\xCE |0

<U306F> \xAA\xCF |0

<U3070> \xAA\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xAA\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xAA\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xAA\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xAA\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xAA\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xAA\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xAA\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xAA\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xAA\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xAA\xDA |0

<U307B> \xAA\xDB |0

<U307C> \xAA\xDC |0

<U307D> \xAA\xDD |0

<U307E>
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 \xAA\xDE |0

<U307F> \xAA\xDF |0

<U3080> \xAA\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xAA\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xAA\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xAA\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xAA\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xAA\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xAA\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xAA\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xAA\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xAA\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xAA\xEA |0

<U308B> \xAA\xEB |0

<U308C> \xAA\xEC |0

<U308D> \xAA\xED |0

<U308E> \xAA\xEE |0

<U308F> \xAA\xEF |0

<U3090> \xAA\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xAA\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xAA\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xAA\xF3 |0

<U30A1> \xAB\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xAB\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xAB\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xAB\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xAB\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xAB\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xAB\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xAB\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xAB\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xAB\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xAB\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xAB\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xAB\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xAB\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xAB\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xAB\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xAB\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xAB\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xAB\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xAB\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xAB\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xAB\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xAB\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xAB\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xAB\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xAB\xBA |0
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<U30BB> \xAB\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xAB\xBC |0

<U30BD>

 \xAB\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xAB\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xAB\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xAB\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xAB\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xAB\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xAB\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xAB\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xAB\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xAB\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xAB\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xAB\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xAB\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xAB\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xAB\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xAB\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xAB\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xAB\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xAB\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xAB\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xAB\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xAB\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xAB\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xAB\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xAB\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xAB\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xAB\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xAB\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xAB\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xAB\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xAB\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xAB\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xAB\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xAB\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xAB\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xAB\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xAB\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xAB\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xAB\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xAB\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xAB\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xAB\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xAB\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xAB\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xAB\xE9 |0
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<U30EA> \xAB\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xAB\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xAB\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xAB\xED |0

<U30EE> \xAB\xEE |0

<U30EF>

 \xAB\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xAB\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xAB\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xAB\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xAB\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xAB\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xAB\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xAB\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA4 |0

<U3131> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3132> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3133> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3134> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3135> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3136> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3137> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3138> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3139> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U313A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U313B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U313C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U313D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U313E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U313F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3140> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3141> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3142> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3143> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3144> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3145> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3146> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3147> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3148> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3149> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U314A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U314B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U314C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U314D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U314E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U314F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3150> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3151> \xA4\xC1 |0
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<U3152> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3153> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3154> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3155> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3156> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3157> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3158> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3159> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U315A>

 \xA4\xCA |0

<U315B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U315C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U315D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U315E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U315F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3160> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3161> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3162> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3163> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3164> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3165> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3166> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3167> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3168> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3169> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U316A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U316B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U316C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U316D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U316E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U316F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3170> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3171> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3172> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3173> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3174> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3175> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3176> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3177> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3178> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3179> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U317A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U317B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U317C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U317D> \xA4\xED |0

<U317E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U317F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3180> \xA4\xF0 |0
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<U3181> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3182> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3183> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U3184> \xA4\xF4 |0

<U3185> \xA4\xF5 |0

<U3186> \xA4\xF6 |0

<U3187> \xA4\xF7 |0

<U3188> \xA4\xF8 |0

<U3189> \xA4\xF9 |0

<U318A> \xA4\xFA |0

<U318B> \xA4\xFB |0

<U318C>

 \xA4\xFC |0

<U318D> \xA4\xFD |0

<U318E> \xA4\xFE |0

<U3200> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U3201> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U3202> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U3203> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U3204> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U3205> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U3206> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U3207> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U3208> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U3209> \xA9\xBA |0

<U320A> \xA9\xBB |0

<U320B> \xA9\xBC |0

<U320C> \xA9\xBD |0

<U320D> \xA9\xBE |0

<U320E> \xA9\xBF |0

<U320F> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U3210> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U3211> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U3212> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U3213> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U3214> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U3215> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U3216> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U3217> \xA9\xC8 |0

<U3218> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U3219> \xA9\xCA |0

<U321A> \xA9\xCB |0

<U321B> \xA9\xCC |0

<U321C> \xA2\xDF |0

<U3260> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U3261> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U3262> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U3263> \xA8\xB4 |0
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<U3264> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U3265> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U3266> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U3267> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U3268> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U3269> \xA8\xBA |0

<U326A> \xA8\xBB |0

<U326B> \xA8\xBC |0

<U326C> \xA8\xBD |0

<U326D> \xA8\xBE |0

<U326E> \xA8\xBF |0

<U326F> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U3270> \xA8\xC1 |0

<U3271> \xA8\xC2 |0

<U3272>

 \xA8\xC3 |0

<U3273> \xA8\xC4 |0

<U3274> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3275> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3276> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3277> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3278> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U3279> \xA8\xCA |0

<U327A> \xA8\xCB |0

<U327B> \xA8\xCC |0

<U327F> \xA2\xDE |0

<U3380> \xA7\xC9 |0

<U3381> \xA7\xCA |0

<U3382> \xA7\xCB |0

<U3383> \xA7\xCC |0

<U3384> \xA7\xCD |0

<U3388> \xA7\xBA |0

<U3389> \xA7\xBB |0

<U338A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U338B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U338C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U338D> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U338E> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U338F> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U3390> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U3391> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U3392> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U3393> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U3394> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U3395> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U3396> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U3397> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U3398> \xA7\xA5 |0
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<U3399> \xA7\xAB |0

<U339A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U339B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U339C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U339D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U339E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U339F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U33A0> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U33A1> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U33A2> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U33A3> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U33A4> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U33A5> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U33A6> \xA7\xAA |0

<U33A7> \xA7\xBD |0

<U33A8> \xA7\xBE |0

<U33A9> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U33AA>

 \xA7\xE6 |0

<U33AB> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U33AC> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U33AD> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U33AE> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U33AF> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U33B0> \xA7\xBF |0

<U33B1> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U33B2> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U33B3> \xA7\xC2 |0

<U33B4> \xA7\xC3 |0

<U33B5> \xA7\xC4 |0

<U33B6> \xA7\xC5 |0

<U33B7> \xA7\xC6 |0

<U33B8> \xA7\xC7 |0

<U33B9> \xA7\xC8 |0

<U33BA> \xA7\xCE |0

<U33BB> \xA7\xCF |0

<U33BC> \xA7\xD0 |0

<U33BD> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U33BE> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U33BF> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U33C0> \xA7\xDA |0

<U33C1> \xA7\xDB |0

<U33C2> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U33C3> \xA7\xEC |0

<U33C4> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U33C5> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U33C6> \xA7\xEF |0

<U33C7> \xA2\xE1 |0
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<U33C8> \xA7\xBC |0

<U33C9> \xA7\xED |0

<U33CA> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U33CF> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U33D0> \xA7\xEA |0

<U33D3> \xA7\xEB |0

<U33D6> \xA7\xDF |0

<U33D8> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U33DB> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U33DC> \xA7\xEE |0

<U33DD> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U4E00> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U4E01> \xEF\xCB |0

<U4E03> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U4E07> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U4E08> \xED\xDB |0

<U4E09> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U4E0A> \xDF\xBE |0

<U4E0B> \xF9\xBB |0

<U4E0D> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U4E11>

 \xF5\xE4 |0

<U4E14> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U4E15> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U4E16> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U4E18> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U4E19> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U4E1E> \xE3\xAA |0

<U4E2D> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U4E32> \xCD\xFA |0

<U4E38> \xFC\xAF |0

<U4E39> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U4E3B> \xF1\xAB |0

<U4E42> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U4E43> \xD2\xAC |0

<U4E45> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U4E4B> \xF1\xFD |0

<U4E4D> \xDE\xBF |0

<U4E4E> \xFB\xBA |0

<U4E4F> \xF9\xB9 |0

<U4E56> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U4E58> \xE3\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U4E5D> \xCE\xFA |0

<U4E5E> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U4E5F> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U4E6B> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U4E6D> \xD4\xCC |0
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<U4E73> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U4E76> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U4E77> \xDF\xAD |0

<U4E7E> \xCB\xEB |0

<U4E82> \xD5\xAF |0

<U4E86> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U4E88> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U4E8B> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U4E8C> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U4E8E> \xE9\xCD |0

<U4E90> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U4E91> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U4E92> \xFB\xBB |0

<U4E94> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U4E95> \xEF\xCC |0

<U4E98> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U4E9B> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U4E9E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U4EA1> \xD8\xCC |0

<U4EA2> \xF9\xF1 |0

<U4EA4> \xCE\xDF |0

<U4EA5> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U4EA6> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U4EA8>

 \xFA\xFB |0

<U4EAB> \xFA\xBD |0

<U4EAC> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U4EAD> \xEF\xCD |0

<U4EAE> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U4EB6> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U4EBA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U4EC0> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U4EC1> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U4EC4> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U4EC7> \xCE\xFB |0

<U4ECA> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4ECB> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4ECD> \xED\xA4 |0

<U4ED4> \xED\xA8 |0

<U4ED5> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U4ED6> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U4ED7> \xED\xDC |0

<U4ED8> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U4ED9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U4EDD> \xD4\xCE |0

<U4EDF> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U4EE3> \xD3\xDB |0

<U4EE4> \xD6\xB5 |0
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<U4EE5> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U4EF0> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U4EF2> \xF1\xEA |0

<U4EF6> \xCB\xEC |0

<U4EF7> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U4EFB> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U4F01> \xD0\xEA |0

<U4F09> \xF9\xF2 |0

<U4F0A> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U4F0B> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4F0D> \xE7\xEA |0

<U4F0E> \xD0\xEB |0

<U4F0F> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U4F10> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U4F11> \xFD\xCC |0

<U4F2F> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U4F34> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U4F36> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F38> \xE3\xDF |0

<U4F3A> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U4F3C> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U4F3D> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U4F43> \xEE\xEC |0

<U4F46> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U4F47> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U4F48> \xF8\xCF |0

<U4F4D>

 \xEA\xC8 |0

<U4F4E> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U4F4F> \xF1\xAC |0

<U4F50> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U4F51> \xE9\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xF9\xBC |0

<U4F59> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U4F5A> \xEC\xEA |0

<U4F5B> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U4F5C> \xED\xC2 |0

<U4F69> \xF8\xA5 |0

<U4F6F> \xE5\xBA |0

<U4F70> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U4F73> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U4F76> \xD1\xCD |0

<U4F7A> \xEE\xED |0

<U4F7E> \xEC\xEB |0

<U4F7F> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U4F81> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U4F83> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U4F84> \xF2\xE9 |0
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<U4F86> \xD5\xCE |0

<U4F88> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U4F8A> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U4F8B> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U4F8D> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U4F8F> \xF1\xAD |0

<U4F91> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U4F96> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U4F98> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U4F9B> \xCD\xEA |0

<U4F9D> \xEB\xEE |0

<U4FAE> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FAF> \xFD\xA5 |0

<U4FB5> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U4FB6> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U4FBF> \xF8\xB5 |0

<U4FC2> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U4FC3> \xF5\xB5 |0

<U4FC4> \xE4\xAD |0

<U4FC9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U4FCA> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U4FCE> \xF0\xBB |0

<U4FD1> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U4FD3> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U4FD4> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U4FDA> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U4FDD> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U4FDF> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U4FE0>

 \xFA\xEF |0

<U4FE1> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U4FEE> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U4FEF> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U4FF1> \xCE\xFC |0

<U4FF3> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U4FF5> \xF8\xF1 |0

<U4FF8> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U4FFA> \xE5\xEF |0

<U5002> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U5006> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5009> \xF3\xDA |0

<U500B> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U500D> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U5011> \xD9\xFA |0

<U5012> \xD3\xEE |0

<U5016> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5019> \xFD\xA6 |0
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<U501A> \xEB\xEF |0

<U501C> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U501E> \xCC\xCA |0

<U501F> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U5021> \xF3\xDB |0

<U5023> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U5024> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U5026> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U5027> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U5028> \xCB\xDA |0

<U502A> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U502B> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U502C> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U502D> \xE8\xDE |0

<U503B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U5043> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U5047> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U5048> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U5049> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U504F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<U5055> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U505A> \xF1\xAE |0

<U505C> \xEF\xCE |0

<U5065> \xCB\xED |0

<U5074> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U5075> \xEF\xCF |0

<U5076> \xE9\xCF |0

<U5078> \xF7\xDE |0

<U5080> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U5085> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U508D> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U5091> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U5098>

 \xDF\xA1 |0

<U5099> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U50AC> \xF5\xCA |0

<U50AD> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U50B2> \xE7\xEC |0

<U50B3> \xEE\xEE |0

<U50B5> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U50B7> \xDF\xBF |0

<U50BE> \xCC\xCB |0

<U50C5> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U50C9> \xF4\xD2 |0

<U50CA> \xE0\xBA |0

<U50CF> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U50D1> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U50D5> \xDC\xD2 |0
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<U50D6> \xFD\xEA |0

<U50DA> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U50DE> \xEA\xCA |0

<U50E5> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U50E7> \xE3\xAC |0

<U50ED> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U50F9> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U50FB> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U50FF> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U5100> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U5101> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U5104> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U5106> \xCC\xCC |0

<U5109> \xCB\xFB |0

<U5112> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U511F> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5121> \xD6\xED |0

<U512A> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U5132> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U5137> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U513C> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U5140> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U5141> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U5143> \xEA\xAA |0

<U5144> \xFA\xFC |0

<U5145> \xF5\xF6 |0

<U5146> \xF0\xBC |0

<U5147> \xFD\xD4 |0

<U5148> \xE0\xBB |0

<U5149> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U514B> \xD0\xBA |0

<U514C> \xF7\xBA |0

<U514D> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U514E> \xF7\xCD |0

<U5152>

 \xE4\xAE |0

<U515C> \xD4\xDF |0

<U5162> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U5165> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5167> \xD2\xAE |0

<U5168> \xEE\xEF |0

<U5169> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U516A> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U516B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<U516C> \xCD\xEB |0

<U516D> \xD7\xBF |0

<U516E> \xFB\xB1 |0
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<U5171> \xCD\xEC |0

<U5175> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U5176> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5177> \xCE\xFD |0

<U5178> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U517C> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U5180> \xD0\xED |0

<U5186> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U518A> \xF3\xFC |0

<U518D> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U5192> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U5195> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U5197> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U51A0> \xCE\xAE |0

<U51A5> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U51AA> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U51AC> \xD4\xCF |0

<U51B6> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U51B7> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U51BD> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U51C4> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U51C6> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U51C9> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U51CB> \xF0\xBD |0

<U51CC> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U51CD> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U51DC> \xD7\xCF |0

<U51DD> \xEB\xEA |0

<U51DE> \xFD\xEB |0

<U51E1> \xDB\xED |0

<U51F0> \xFC\xC5 |0

<U51F1> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U51F6> \xFD\xD5 |0

<U51F8> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U51F9> \xE8\xEA |0

<U51FA> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U51FD> \xF9\xDE |0

<U5200> \xD3\xEF |0

<U5203>

 \xEC\xD3 |0

<U5206> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U5207> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U5208> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U520A> \xCA\xCA |0

<U520E> \xD9\xFB |0

<U5211> \xFA\xFD |0

<U5217> \xD6\xAA |0

<U521D> \xF4\xF8 |0
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<U5224> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U5225> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5229> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U522A> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U522E> \xCE\xBE |0

<U5230> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U5236> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U5237> \xE1\xEC |0

<U5238> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U5239> \xF3\xCB |0

<U523A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U523B> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5243> \xF4\xEF |0

<U5247> \xF6\xCE |0

<U524A> \xDE\xFB |0

<U524B> \xD0\xBB |0

<U524C> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U524D> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U5254> \xF4\xA8 |0

<U5256> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U525B> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U525D> \xDA\xCE |0

<U5261> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U5269> \xED\xA5 |0

<U526A> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U5272> \xF9\xDC |0

<U5275> \xF3\xDC |0

<U527D> \xF8\xF2 |0

<U527F> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U5283> \xFC\xF1 |0

<U5287> \xD0\xBC |0

<U5288> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U5289> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U528D> \xCB\xFC |0

<U5291> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U5292> \xCB\xFD |0

<U529B> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U529F> \xCD\xED |0

<U52A0> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U52A3> \xD6\xAB |0

<U52A4>

 \xD0\xC2 |0

<U52A9> \xF0\xBE |0

<U52AA> \xD2\xBD |0

<U52AB> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U52C1> \xCC\xCD |0
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<U52C3> \xDA\xFA |0

<U52C5> \xF6\xCF |0

<U52C7> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U52C9> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U52CD> \xCC\xCE |0

<U52D2> \xD7\xCD |0

<U52D5> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U52D6> \xE9\xED |0

<U52D8> \xCA\xEB |0

<U52D9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U52DB> \xFD\xB2 |0

<U52DD> \xE3\xAD |0

<U52DE> \xD6\xCC |0

<U52DF> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U52E2> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U52E3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U52E4> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U52F3> \xFD\xB3 |0

<U52F5> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U52F8> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U52FA> \xED\xC3 |0

<U52FB> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U52FE> \xCE\xFE |0

<U52FF> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U5305> \xF8\xD0 |0

<U5308> \xFD\xD6 |0

<U530D> \xF8\xD1 |0

<U530F> \xF8\xD2 |0

<U5310> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U5315> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U5316> \xFB\xF9 |0

<U5317> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U5319> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U5320> \xED\xDD |0

<U5321> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U5323> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U532A> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U532F> \xFC\xDD |0

<U5339> \xF9\xAF |0

<U533F> \xD2\xFB |0

<U5340> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U5341> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U5343> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U5344> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5347>

 \xE3\xAE |0

<U5348> \xE7\xED |0

<U5349> \xFD\xC1 |0
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<U534A> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U534D> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U5351> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U5352> \xF0\xEF |0

<U5353> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U5354> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U5357> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U535A> \xDA\xCF |0

<U535C> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U535E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5360> \xEF\xBF |0

<U5366> \xCE\xCF |0

<U5368> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U536F> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U5370> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U5371> \xEA\xCB |0

<U5374> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5375> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5377> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U537D> \xF1\xED |0

<U537F> \xCC\xCF |0

<U5384> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U5393> \xE4\xED |0

<U5398> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U539A> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U539F> \xEA\xAB |0

<U53A0> \xF6\xB2 |0

<U53A5> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U53A6> \xF9\xBD |0

<U53AD> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U53BB> \xCB\xDB |0

<U53C3> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U53C8> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U53C9> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U53CA> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U53CB> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U53CD> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U53D4> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U53D6> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U53D7> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U53DB> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U53E1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U53E2> \xF5\xBF |0

<U53E3> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U53E4> \xCD\xAF |0

<U53E5> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U53E9> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U53EA>
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 \xF1\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U53EC> \xE1\xAF |0

<U53ED> \xF8\xA3 |0

<U53EF> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U53F0> \xF7\xBB |0

<U53F1> \xF2\xEA |0

<U53F2> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U53F3> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U53F8> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U5403> \xFD\xDE |0

<U5404> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5408> \xF9\xEA |0

<U5409> \xD1\xCE |0

<U540A> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U540C> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U540D> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U540E> \xFD\xA8 |0

<U540F> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5410> \xF7\xCE |0

<U5411> \xFA\xBE |0

<U541B> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U541D> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U541F> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U5420> \xF8\xC5 |0

<U5426> \xDC\xFA |0

<U5429> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U542B> \xF9\xDF |0

<U5433> \xE7\xEF |0

<U5438> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U5439> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U543B> \xD9\xFC |0

<U543C> \xFD\xA9 |0

<U543E> \xE7\xEE |0

<U5442> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5448> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U544A> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U5451> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U5468> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U546A> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U5471> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U5473> \xDA\xAB |0

<U5475> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U547B> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U547C> \xFB\xBC |0

<U547D> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U5480> \xEE\xBA |0

<U5486> \xF8\xD3 |0
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<U548C> \xFB\xFA |0

<U548E> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5490>

 \xDC\xFB |0

<U54A4> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U54A8> \xED\xAA |0

<U54AB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U54B3> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U54B8> \xF9\xE0 |0

<U54BD> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U54C0> \xE4\xEE |0

<U54C1> \xF9\xA1 |0

<U54C4> \xFB\xEF |0

<U54C8> \xF9\xEB |0

<U54C9> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U54E1> \xEA\xAC |0

<U54E5> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xF4\xFA |0

<U54ED> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U54EE> \xFC\xF6 |0

<U54F2> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U54FA> \xF8\xD4 |0

<U5504> \xF8\xA6 |0

<U5506> \xDE\xCA |0

<U5507> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U550E> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5510> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U551C> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U552F> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U5531> \xF3\xDD |0

<U5535> \xE4\xDA |0

<U553E> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U5544> \xF6\xF2 |0

<U5546> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U554F> \xD9\xFD |0

<U5553> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U5556> \xD3\xBA |0

<U555E> \xE4\xAF |0

<U5563> \xF9\xE1 |0

<U557C> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U5580> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U5584> \xE0\xBC |0

<U5586> \xF4\xCA |0

<U5587> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5589> \xFD\xAA |0

<U558A> \xF9\xE2 |0

<U5598> \xF4\xB7 |0
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<U5599> \xFD\xC2 |0

<U559A> \xFC\xB0 |0

<U559C> \xFD\xEC |0

<U559D> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U55A7> \xFD\xBD |0

<U55A9>

 \xEA\xE7 |0

<U55AA> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U55AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U55AC> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U55C5> \xFD\xAB |0

<U55C7> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U55D4> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U55DA> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U55DC> \xD0\xEE |0

<U55DF> \xF3\xAA |0

<U55E3> \xDE\xCB |0

<U55E4> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U55FD> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U55FE> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U5606> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U5609> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U5614> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U5617> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U562F> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5632> \xF0\xBF |0

<U5634> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U5636> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U5653> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U5668> \xD0\xEF |0

<U566B> \xFD\xED |0

<U5674> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U5686> \xFC\xF7 |0

<U56A5> \xE6\xBF |0

<U56AC> \xDE\xAD |0

<U56AE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U56B4> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U56BC> \xED\xC4 |0

<U56CA> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U56CD> \xFD\xEE |0

<U56D1> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U56DA> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U56DB> \xDE\xCC |0

<U56DE> \xFC\xDE |0

<U56E0> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U56F0> \xCD\xDD |0

<U56F9> \xD6\xB7 |0
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<U56FA> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U5703> \xF8\xD5 |0

<U5704> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U5708> \xCF\xEA |0

<U570B> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U570D> \xEA\xCC |0

<U5712> \xEA\xAE |0

<U5713> \xEA\xAD |0

<U5716>

 \xD3\xF1 |0

<U5718> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U571F> \xF7\xCF |0

<U5728> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U572D> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U5730> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U573B> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5740> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U5742> \xF7\xF8 |0

<U5747> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U574A> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U574D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U574E> \xCA\xEC |0

<U5750> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U5751> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U5761> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U5764> \xCD\xDE |0

<U5766> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U576A> \xF8\xC0 |0

<U576E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5770> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U5775> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U577C> \xF6\xF3 |0

<U5782> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U5788> \xD3\xDC |0

<U578B> \xFA\xFE |0

<U5793> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U57A0> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U57A2> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U57A3> \xEA\xAF |0

<U57C3> \xE4\xEF |0

<U57C7> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U57C8> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U57CB> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U57CE> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U57DF> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U57E0> \xDC\xFC |0

<U57F0> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U57F4> \xE3\xD0 |0
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<U57F7> \xF2\xFB |0

<U57F9> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U57FA> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U57FC> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U5800> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5802> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U5805> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U5806> \xF7\xD8 |0

<U5808> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U5809> \xEB\xBC |0

<U580A> \xE4\xBE |0

<U581E>

 \xF4\xDC |0

<U5821> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U5824> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U5827> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U582A> \xCA\xED |0

<U582F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U5830> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U5831> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U5834> \xED\xDE |0

<U5835> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U583A> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U584A> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U584B> \xE7\xAB |0

<U584F> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U5851> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5854> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U5857> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U5858> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U585A> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U585E> \xDF\xDD |0

<U5861> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U5862> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U5864> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U5875> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U5879> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U587C> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U587E> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5883> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U5885> \xDF\xEA |0

<U5889> \xE9\xBA |0

<U5893> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U589C> \xF5\xCD |0

<U589E> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U589F> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U58A8> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U58A9> \xD4\xC2 |0
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<U58AE> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U58B3> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U58BA> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U58BB> \xED\xDF |0

<U58BE> \xCA\xCB |0

<U58C1> \xDB\xFA |0

<U58C5> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U58C7> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U58CE> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U58D1> \xF9\xC9 |0

<U58D3> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U58D5> \xFB\xBD |0

<U58D8> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U58D9> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U58DE>

 \xCE\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U58E4> \xE5\xBD |0

<U58EB> \xDE\xCD |0

<U58EC> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U58EF> \xED\xE0 |0

<U58F9> \xEC\xEC |0

<U58FA> \xFB\xBE |0

<U58FB> \xDF\xEB |0

<U58FD> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U590F> \xF9\xBE |0

<U5914> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5915> \xE0\xAA |0

<U5916> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U5919> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U591A> \xD2\xFD |0

<U591C> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U5922> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5927> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5929> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U592A> \xF7\xBC |0

<U592B> \xDC\xFD |0

<U592D> \xE8\xEC |0

<U592E> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U5931> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U5937> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U593E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U5944> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5947> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5948> \xD2\xAF |0

<U5949> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U594E> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U594F> \xF1\xB4 |0
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<U5950> \xFC\xB1 |0

<U5951> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U5954> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U5955> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U5957> \xF7\xDF |0

<U595A> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U5960> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U5962> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5967> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U596A> \xF7\xAC |0

<U596B> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U596C> \xED\xE1 |0

<U596D> \xE0\xAB |0

<U596E> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U5973> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U5974> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5978> \xCA\xCC |0

<U597D>

 \xFB\xBF |0

<U5982> \xE5\xFD |0

<U5983> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U5984> \xD8\xCD |0

<U598A> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U5993> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5996> \xE8\xED |0

<U5997> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U5999> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U59A5> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U59A8> \xDB\xAA |0

<U59AC> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U59B9> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U59BB> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U59BE> \xF4\xDD |0

<U59C3> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U59C6> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U59C9> \xED\xAB |0

<U59CB> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U59D0> \xEE\xBB |0

<U59D1> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U59D3> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U59D4> \xEA\xCD |0

<U59D9> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U59DA> \xE8\xEE |0

<U59DC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U59DD> \xF1\xAF |0

<U59E6> \xCA\xCD |0

<U59E8> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xF2\xEB |0
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<U59EC> \xFD\xEF |0

<U59EE> \xF9\xF3 |0

<U59F8> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U59FB> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U59FF> \xED\xAC |0

<U5A01> \xEA\xCE |0

<U5A03> \xE8\xDF |0

<U5A11> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5A18> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U5A1B> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U5A1C> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U5A1F> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U5A20> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U5A25> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U5A29> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U5A36> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U5A3C> \xF3\xDE |0

<U5A41> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5A46> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U5A49> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U5A5A>

 \xFB\xE6 |0

<U5A62> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U5A66> \xDC\xFE |0

<U5A92> \xD8\xDA |0

<U5A9A> \xDA\xAC |0

<U5A9B> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U5AA4> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U5AC1> \xCA\xAA |0

<U5AC2> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U5AC4> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U5AC9> \xF2\xEC |0

<U5ACC> \xFA\xEE |0

<U5AE1> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U5AE6> \xF9\xF4 |0

<U5AE9> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5B05> \xFB\xFB |0

<U5B09> \xFD\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \xE0\xBD |0

<U5B0C> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U5B16> \xF8\xC6 |0

<U5B2A> \xDE\xAE |0

<U5B40> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5B43> \xE5\xBE |0

<U5B50> \xED\xAD |0

<U5B51> \xFA\xEA |0

<U5B54> \xCD\xEE |0

<U5B55> \xED\xA6 |0
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<U5B57> \xED\xAE |0

<U5B58> \xF0\xED |0

<U5B5A> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U5B5C> \xED\xAF |0

<U5B5D> \xFC\xF8 |0

<U5B5F> \xD8\xEB |0

<U5B63> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U5B64> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U5B69> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5B6B> \xE1\xDD |0

<U5B70> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5B71> \xED\xCF |0

<U5B75> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U5B78> \xF9\xCA |0

<U5B7A> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U5B7C> \xE5\xED |0

<U5B85> \xD3\xEB |0

<U5B87> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U5B88> \xE1\xFA |0

<U5B89> \xE4\xCC |0

<U5B8B> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5B8C> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U5B8F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U5B93>

 \xDC\xD5 |0

<U5B95> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U5B96> \xFC\xF3 |0

<U5B97> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U5B98> \xCE\xAF |0

<U5B99> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U5B9A> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U5B9B> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U5B9C> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U5BA2> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U5BA3> \xE0\xBE |0

<U5BA4> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U5BA5> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U5BA6> \xFC\xB2 |0

<U5BAC> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5BAE> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U5BB0> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U5BB3> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BB4> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5BB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5BB6> \xCA\xAB |0

<U5BB8> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U5BB9> \xE9\xBB |0

<U5BBF> \xE2\xD6 |0
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<U5BC0> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U5BC2> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U5BC3> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U5BC4> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U5BC5> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U5BC6> \xDA\xCB |0

<U5BC7> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U5BCC> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U5BD0> \xD8\xDB |0

<U5BD2> \xF9\xCE |0

<U5BD3> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U5BD4> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U5BD7> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5BDE> \xD8\xAC |0

<U5BDF> \xF3\xCC |0

<U5BE1> \xCD\xFB |0

<U5BE2> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U5BE4> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U5BE5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U5BE6> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U5BE7> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5BE8> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U5BE9> \xE3\xFB |0

<U5BEB> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U5BEC> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U5BEE> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U5BEF>

 \xF1\xD9 |0

<U5BF5> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U5BF6> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U5BF8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U5BFA> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U5C01> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U5C04> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U5C07> \xED\xE2 |0

<U5C08> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U5C09> \xEA\xCF |0

<U5C0A> \xF0\xEE |0

<U5C0B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U5C0D> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5C0E> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U5C0F> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5C11> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5C16> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U5C19> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5C24> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U5C28> \xDB\xAB |0

<U5C31> \xF6\xA6 |0
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<U5C38> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U5C39> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U5C3A> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U5C3B> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U5C3C> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U5C3E> \xDA\xAD |0

<U5C3F> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U5C40> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U5C45> \xCB\xDC |0

<U5C46> \xCC\xFA |0

<U5C48> \xCF\xDD |0

<U5C4B> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U5C4D> \xE3\xBB |0

<U5C4E> \xE3\xBA |0

<U5C51> \xE0\xDA |0

<U5C55> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U5C5B> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U5C60> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U5C62> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5C64> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U5C65> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5C6C> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5C6F> \xD4\xEA |0

<U5C71> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U5C79> \xFD\xDF |0

<U5C90> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U5C91> \xED\xD4 |0

<U5CA1> \xCB\xAA |0

<U5CA9> \xE4\xDB |0

<U5CAB>

 \xE1\xFB |0

<U5CAC> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U5CB1> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U5CB3> \xE4\xBF |0

<U5CB5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U5CB7> \xDA\xBE |0

<U5CB8> \xE4\xCD |0

<U5CBA> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CBE> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U5CC0> \xE1\xFC |0

<U5CD9> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U5CE0> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5CE8> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U5CEF> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U5CF0> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U5CF4> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5CF6> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U5CFB> \xF1\xDA |0
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<U5CFD> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U5D07> \xE2\xFD |0

<U5D0D> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5D0E> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5D11> \xCD\xDF |0

<U5D14> \xF5\xCB |0

<U5D16> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U5D17> \xCB\xAB |0

<U5D19> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \xE2\xFE |0

<U5D29> \xDD\xDA |0

<U5D4B> \xDA\xAE |0

<U5D4C> \xCA\xEE |0

<U5D50> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5D69> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U5D6C> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U5D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U5D87> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U5D8B> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5DA0> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U5DA2> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U5DAA> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U5DB8> \xE7\xAE |0

<U5DBA> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5DBC> \xDF\xEC |0

<U5DBD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U5DCD> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U5DD2> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U5DD6> \xE4\xDC |0

<U5DDD> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U5DDE> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U5DE1>

 \xE2\xDE |0

<U5DE2> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U5DE5> \xCD\xEF |0

<U5DE6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U5DE7> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U5DE8> \xCB\xDD |0

<U5DEB> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U5DEE> \xF3\xAC |0

<U5DF1> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U5DF2> \xEC\xAB |0

<U5DF3> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U5DF4> \xF7\xE9 |0

<U5DF7> \xF9\xF5 |0

<U5DFD> \xE1\xDE |0

<U5DFE> \xCB\xEE |0
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<U5E02> \xE3\xBC |0

<U5E03> \xF8\xD6 |0

<U5E06> \xDB\xEE |0

<U5E0C> \xFD\xF1 |0

<U5E11> \xF7\xB6 |0

<U5E16> \xF4\xDE |0

<U5E19> \xF2\xED |0

<U5E1B> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U5E1D> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U5E25> \xE1\xFD |0

<U5E2B> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U5E2D> \xE0\xAC |0

<U5E33> \xED\xE3 |0

<U5E36> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5E38> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U5E3D> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U5E3F> \xFD\xAC |0

<U5E40> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U5E44> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U5E45> \xF8\xEB |0

<U5E47> \xDB\xAC |0

<U5E4C> \xFC\xC6 |0

<U5E55> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5E5F> \xF6\xBA |0

<U5E61> \xDB\xDF |0

<U5E62> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U5E63> \xF8\xC7 |0

<U5E72> \xCA\xCE |0

<U5E73> \xF8\xC1 |0

<U5E74> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U5E77> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U5E78> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5E79> \xCA\xCF |0

<U5E7B> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U5E7C> \xEA\xEA |0

<U5E7D>

 \xEA\xEB |0

<U5E7E> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5E84> \xED\xE4 |0

<U5E87> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U5E8A> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U5E8F> \xDF\xED |0

<U5E95> \xEE\xBC |0

<U5E97> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U5E9A> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5E9C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U5EA0> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5EA6> \xD3\xF8 |0
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<U5EA7> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U5EAB> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5EAD> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U5EB5> \xE4\xDD |0

<U5EB6> \xDF\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xCB\xAC |0

<U5EB8> \xE9\xBC |0

<U5EBE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U5EC2> \xDF\xCB |0

<U5EC8> \xF9\xBF |0

<U5EC9> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5ECA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5ED0> \xCF\xAA |0

<U5ED3> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U5ED6> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5EDA> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U5EDB> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U5EDF> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5EE0> \xF3\xDF |0

<U5EE2> \xF8\xC8 |0

<U5EE3> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U5EEC> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5EF3> \xF4\xE6 |0

<U5EF6> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U5EF7> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U5EFA> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5EFB> \xFC\xDF |0

<U5F01> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U5F04> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5F0A> \xF8\xC9 |0

<U5F0F> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U5F11> \xE3\xBD |0

<U5F13> \xCF\xE1 |0

<U5F14> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U5F15> \xEC\xDA |0

<U5F17> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U5F18> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U5F1B> \xEC\xAC |0

<U5F1F>

 \xF0\xA9 |0

<U5F26> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U5F27> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U5F29> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5F31> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U5F35> \xED\xE5 |0

<U5F3A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U5F3C> \xF9\xB0 |0

<U5F48> \xF7\xA5 |0
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<U5F4A> \xCB\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \xDA\xAF |0

<U5F4E> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U5F56> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U5F57> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U5F59> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U5F5B> \xEC\xAD |0

<U5F62> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U5F66> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F67> \xE9\xEE |0

<U5F69> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U5F6A> \xF8\xF3 |0

<U5F6B> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U5F6C> \xDE\xAF |0

<U5F6D> \xF8\xB0 |0

<U5F70> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U5F71> \xE7\xAF |0

<U5F77> \xDB\xAD |0

<U5F79> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5F7C> \xF9\xA8 |0

<U5F7F> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U5F80> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U5F81> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U5F85> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5F87> \xE2\xDF |0

<U5F8A> \xFC\xE0 |0

<U5F8B> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F8C> \xFD\xAD |0

<U5F90> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5F91> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U5F92> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U5F97> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U5F98> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U5F99> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U5F9E> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U5FA0> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5FA1> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U5FA8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<U5FA9> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U5FAA> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U5FAE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U5FB5>

 \xF3\xA3 |0

<U5FB7> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5FB9> \xF4\xCB |0

<U5FBD> \xFD\xC5 |0

<U5FC3> \xE3\xFD |0

<U5FC5> \xF9\xB1 |0
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<U5FCC> \xD0\xFB |0

<U5FCD> \xEC\xDB |0

<U5FD6> \xF5\xBC |0

<U5FD7> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U5FD8> \xD8\xCE |0

<U5FD9> \xD8\xCF |0

<U5FE0> \xF5\xF7 |0

<U5FEB> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U5FF5> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5FFD> \xFB\xEC |0

<U5FFF> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U600F> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U6012> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U6016> \xF8\xD7 |0

<U601C> \xD6\xBB |0

<U601D> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6020> \xF7\xBD |0

<U6021> \xEC\xAE |0

<U6025> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U6027> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U6028> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U602A> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U602F> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U6041> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U6042> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U6043> \xE3\xBE |0

<U604D> \xFC\xC8 |0

<U6050> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U6052> \xF9\xF6 |0

<U6055> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U6059> \xE5\xBF |0

<U605D> \xCE\xBF |0

<U6062> \xFC\xE1 |0

<U6063> \xED\xB0 |0

<U6064> \xFD\xD1 |0

<U6065> \xF6\xBB |0

<U6068> \xF9\xCF |0

<U6069> \xEB\xDA |0

<U606A> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U606C> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U606D> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U606F> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U6070> \xFD\xE6 |0

<U6085> \xE6\xED |0

<U6089>

 \xE3\xFA |0

<U608C> \xF0\xAA |0

<U608D> \xF9\xD0 |0
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<U6094> \xFC\xE2 |0

<U6096> \xF8\xA7 |0

<U609A> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U609B> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U609F> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U60A0> \xEA\xED |0

<U60A3> \xFC\xB4 |0

<U60A4> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U60A7> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B0> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U60B2> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U60B3> \xD3\xED |0

<U60B4> \xF5\xFC |0

<U60B6> \xDA\xBF |0

<U60B8> \xCC\xFB |0

<U60BC> \xD3\xFA |0

<U60BD> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U60C5> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U60C7> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U60D1> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U60DA> \xFB\xED |0

<U60DC> \xE0\xAD |0

<U60DF> \xEA\xEE |0

<U60E0> \xFB\xB3 |0

<U60E1> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U60F0> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U60F1> \xD2\xDD |0

<U60F3> \xDF\xCC |0

<U60F6> \xFC\xC9 |0

<U60F9> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U60FA> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U60FB> \xF6\xB3 |0

<U6101> \xE1\xFE |0

<U6106> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6108> \xEA\xEF |0

<U6109> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U610D> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U610E> \xF8\xB4 |0

<U610F> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U6115> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U611A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U611B> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U611F> \xCA\xEF |0

<U6127> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U6130> \xFC\xCA |0

<U6134> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U6137> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U613C>
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 \xE3\xE5 |0

<U613E> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U613F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U6142> \xE9\xBD |0

<U6144> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U6147> \xEB\xDB |0

<U6148> \xED\xB1 |0

<U614A> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U614B> \xF7\xBE |0

<U614C> \xFC\xCB |0

<U6153> \xF8\xF4 |0

<U6155> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6158> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U6159> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U615D> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U615F> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U6162> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6163> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U6164> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U6167> \xFB\xB4 |0

<U6168> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U616B> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U616E> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U6170> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U6176> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U6177> \xCB\xAF |0

<U617D> \xF4\xAA |0

<U617E> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6181> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6182> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U618A> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U618E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U6190> \xD5\xFB |0

<U6191> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6194> \xF4\xFB |0

<U6198> \xFD\xF3 |0

<U6199> \xFD\xF2 |0

<U619A> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U61A4> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U61A7> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U61A9> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U61AB> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U61AC> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U61AE> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U61B2> \xFA\xCA |0

<U61B6> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U61BA> \xD3\xBC |0

<U61BE> \xCA\xF0 |0
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<U61C3> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U61C7> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U61C8>

 \xFA\xAB |0

<U61C9> \xEB\xEB |0

<U61CA> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U61CB> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U61E6> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U61F2> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U61F6> \xD4\xFB |0

<U61F7> \xFC\xE3 |0

<U61F8> \xFA\xD8 |0

<U61FA> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U61FC> \xCF\xAB |0

<U61FF> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U6200> \xD5\xFC |0

<U6207> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U6208> \xCD\xFC |0

<U620A> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U620C> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U620D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U620E> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U6210> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U6211> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U6212> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6216> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U621A> \xF4\xAB |0

<U621F> \xD0\xBD |0

<U6221> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U622A> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U622E> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U6230> \xEE\xFA |0

<U6231> \xFD\xF4 |0

<U6234> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U6236> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U623E> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U623F> \xDB\xAE |0

<U6240> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U6241> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U6247> \xE0\xBF |0

<U6248> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U6249> \xDD\xEA |0

<U624B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U624D> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U6253> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U6258> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U626E> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6271> \xD0\xE2 |0
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<U6276> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6279> \xDD\xEB |0

<U627C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U627F> \xE3\xAF |0

<U6280> \xD0\xFC |0

<U6284>

 \xF4\xFC |0

<U6289> \xCC\xBC |0

<U628A> \xF7\xEA |0

<U6291> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U6292> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U6295> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U6297> \xF9\xF7 |0

<U6298> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U629B> \xF8\xD8 |0

<U62AB> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U62B1> \xF8\xD9 |0

<U62B5> \xEE\xBD |0

<U62B9> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U62BC> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U62BD> \xF5\xCE |0

<U62C2> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U62C8> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U62C9> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U62CD> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U62CF> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U62D0> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U62D2> \xCB\xDE |0

<U62D3> \xF4\xAC |0

<U62D4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U62D6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U62D7> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U62D8> \xCF\xAC |0

<U62D9> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U62DB> \xF4\xFD |0

<U62DC> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U62ED> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U62EE> \xD1\xCF |0

<U62EF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U62F1> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U62F3> \xCF\xEB |0

<U62F7> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U62FE> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD1\xDA |0

<U6301> \xF2\xA5 |0
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<U6307> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U6309> \xE4\xCE |0

<U6311> \xD3\xFB |0

<U632B> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U632F> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U633A> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U633B> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U633D> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U633E>

 \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6349> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U634C> \xF8\xA4 |0

<U634F> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U6350> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U6355> \xF8\xDA |0

<U6367> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6368> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U636E> \xCB\xDF |0

<U6372> \xCF\xEC |0

<U6377> \xF4\xDF |0

<U637A> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U637B> \xD2\xBA |0

<U637F> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U6383> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U6388> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U6389> \xD3\xFC |0

<U638C> \xED\xE6 |0

<U6392> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U6396> \xE4\xFA |0

<U6398> \xCF\xDE |0

<U639B> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U63A0> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U63A1> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U63A2> \xF7\xAE |0

<U63A5> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U63A7> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U63A8> \xF5\xCF |0

<U63A9> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U63AA> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U63C0> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U63C4> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U63C6> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U63CF> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63D0> \xF0\xAB |0

<U63D6> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U63DA> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U63DB> \xFC\xB5 |0

<U63E1> \xE4\xC4 |0
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<U63ED> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U63EE> \xFD\xC6 |0

<U63F4> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U63F6> \xE5\xAA |0

<U63F7> \xDF\xBA |0

<U640D> \xE1\xDF |0

<U640F> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U6414> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U6416> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U6417> \xD3\xFD |0

<U641C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U6422>

 \xF2\xCA |0

<U642C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U642D> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U643A> \xFD\xCD |0

<U643E> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U6458> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U6460> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U6469> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U646F> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U6478> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6479> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U647A> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U6488> \xD6\xCE |0

<U6491> \xF7\xCB |0

<U6492> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6493> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U649A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U649E> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U64A4> \xF4\xCC |0

<U64A5> \xDA\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U64AD> \xF7\xEB |0

<U64AE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U64B0> \xF3\xBC |0

<U64B2> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U64BB> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U64C1> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U64C4> \xD6\xCF |0

<U64C5> \xF4\xBA |0

<U64C7> \xF7\xC9 |0

<U64CA> \xCC\xAA |0

<U64CD> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U64CE> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U64D2> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U64D4> \xD3\xBD |0

<U64D8> \xDB\xFB |0
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<U64DA> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U64E1> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U64E2> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U64E5> \xD5\xBA |0

<U64E6> \xF3\xCD |0

<U64E7> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U64EC> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U64F2> \xF4\xAD |0

<U64F4> \xFC\xAA |0

<U64FA> \xF7\xEC |0

<U64FE> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6504> \xF7\xCC |0

<U6518> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U651D>

 \xE0\xEE |0

<U6523> \xD5\xFD |0

<U652A> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U652B> \xFC\xAB |0

<U652C> \xD5\xBB |0

<U652F> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U6536> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U6537> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U6538> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U6539> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U653B> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U653E> \xDB\xAF |0

<U653F> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U6545> \xCD\xBA |0

<U6548> \xFC\xF9 |0

<U654D> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U654E> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U654F> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U6551> \xCF\xAD |0

<U6556> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U6557> \xF8\xA8 |0

<U655E> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U6562> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U6563> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6566> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U656C> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U656D> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U6572> \xCD\xBB |0

<U6574> \xEF\xDA |0

<U6575> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U6577> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6578> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U657E> \xE0\xC0 |0
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<U6582> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U6583> \xF8\xCA |0

<U6585> \xFC\xFA |0

<U6587> \xD9\xFE |0

<U658C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6590> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6591> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6597> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U6599> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U659B> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U659C> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U659F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U65A1> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U65A4> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U65A5> \xF4\xAE |0

<U65A7> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U65AB> \xED\xC5 |0

<U65AC>

 \xF3\xD6 |0

<U65AF> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U65B0> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U65B7> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U65B9> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U65BC> \xE5\xDA |0

<U65BD> \xE3\xBF |0

<U65C1> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U65C5> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U65CB> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U65CC> \xEF\xDB |0

<U65CF> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U65D2> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U65D7> \xD0\xFD |0

<U65E0> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U65E3> \xD0\xFE |0

<U65E5> \xEC\xED |0

<U65E6> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U65E8> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U65E9> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U65EC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U65ED> \xE9\xEF |0

<U65F1> \xF9\xD1 |0

<U65F4> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U65FA> \xE8\xDA |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U65FC> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U65FD> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U65FF> \xE7\xFA |0

<U6606> \xCD\xE0 |0
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<U6607> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U6609> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U660A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U660C> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U660E> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U660F> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U6610> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6611> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U6613> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U6614> \xE0\xAE |0

<U6615> \xFD\xDA |0

<U661E> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U661F> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U6620> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U6625> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U6627> \xD8\xDC |0

<U6628> \xED\xC6 |0

<U662D> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U662F> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U6630> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U6631>

 \xE9\xF0 |0

<U6634> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6636> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U663A> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U663B> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6641> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U6642> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U6643> \xFC\xCC |0

<U6644> \xFC\xCD |0

<U6649> \xF2\xCB |0

<U664B> \xF2\xCC |0

<U664F> \xE4\xCF |0

<U6659> \xF1\xDB |0

<U665B> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U665D> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U665E> \xFD\xF5 |0

<U665F> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U6664> \xE7\xFB |0

<U6665> \xFC\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xFC\xE4 |0

<U6667> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U6668> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U6669> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U666B> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U666E> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U666F> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U6673> \xE0\xAF |0
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<U6674> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U6676> \xEF\xDC |0

<U6677> \xCF\xFC |0

<U6678> \xEF\xDD |0

<U667A> \xF2\xAA |0

<U6684> \xFD\xBE |0

<U6687> \xCA\xAC |0

<U6688> \xFD\xBB |0

<U6689> \xFD\xC7 |0

<U668E> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U6690> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U6691> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U6696> \xD1\xEC |0

<U6697> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6698> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U669D> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U66A0> \xCD\xBC |0

<U66A2> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U66AB> \xED\xD5 |0

<U66AE> \xD9\xBA |0

<U66B2> \xED\xE7 |0

<U66B3> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U66B4> \xF8\xEC |0

<U66B9>

 \xE0\xE7 |0

<U66BB> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U66BE> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U66C4> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U66C6> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U66C7> \xD3\xBE |0

<U66C9> \xFC\xFB |0

<U66D6> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U66D9> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U66DC> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U66DD> \xF8\xED |0

<U66E0> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U66E6> \xFD\xF6 |0

<U66F0> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U66F2> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U66F3> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U66F4> \xCC\xDA |0

<U66F7> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U66F8> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U66F9> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U66FA> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U66FC> \xD8\xBA |0

<U66FE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U66FF> \xF4\xF0 |0
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<U6700> \xF5\xCC |0

<U6703> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U6708> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U6709> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U670B> \xDD\xDB |0

<U670D> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6714> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6715> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U6717> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U671B> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U671D> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U671E> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U671F> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U6726> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6727> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U6728> \xD9\xCA |0

<U672A> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U672B> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U672C> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U672D> \xF3\xCE |0

<U672E> \xF5\xF4 |0

<U6731> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U6734> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U6736> \xF6\xEA |0

<U673A> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U673D> \xFD\xAE |0

<U6746>

 \xCA\xD2 |0

<U6749> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U674E> \xD7\xDD |0

<U674F> \xFA\xBA |0

<U6750> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U6751> \xF5\xBD |0

<U6753> \xF8\xF5 |0

<U6756> \xED\xE8 |0

<U675C> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U675E> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U675F> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U676D> \xF9\xF8 |0

<U676F> \xDB\xCA |0

<U6770> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U6771> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U6773> \xD9\xDC |0

<U6775> \xEE\xBE |0

<U6777> \xF7\xED |0

<U677B> \xD2\xEE |0

<U677E> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U677F> \xF7\xF9 |0
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<U6787> \xDD\xED |0

<U6789> \xE8\xDB |0

<U678B> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U678F> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U6790> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U6793> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U6795> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U6797> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U679A> \xD8\xDD |0

<U679C> \xCD\xFD |0

<U679D> \xF2\xAB |0

<U67AF> \xCD\xBD |0

<U67B0> \xF8\xC2 |0

<U67B3> \xF2\xAC |0

<U67B6> \xCA\xAD |0

<U67B7> \xCA\xAE |0

<U67B8> \xCF\xAE |0

<U67BE> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U67C4> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U67CF> \xDB\xDA |0

<U67D0> \xD9\xBB |0

<U67D1> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U67D2> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U67D3> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U67D4> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U67DA> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U67DD> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U67E9> \xCF\xAF |0

<U67EC> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U67EF>

 \xCA\xAF |0

<U67F0> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U67F1> \xF1\xBA |0

<U67F3> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U67F4> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U67F5> \xF3\xFD |0

<U67F6> \xDE\xDA |0

<U67FB> \xDE\xDB |0

<U67FE> \xEF\xDE |0

<U6812> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U6813> \xEE\xFB |0

<U6816> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U6817> \xD7\xCA |0

<U6821> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U6822> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xF1\xBB |0

<U682F> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U6838> \xFA\xB7 |0
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<U6839> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U683C> \xCC\xAB |0

<U683D> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U6840> \xCB\xFA |0

<U6841> \xF9\xF9 |0

<U6842> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6843> \xD3\xFE |0

<U6848> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U684E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U6850> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U6851> \xDF\xCD |0

<U6853> \xFC\xB8 |0

<U6854> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U686D> \xF2\xCD |0

<U6876> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U687F> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U6881> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U6885> \xD8\xDE |0

<U688F> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U6893> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U6894> \xF6\xBC |0

<U6897> \xCC\xDB |0

<U689D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U689F> \xFC\xFC |0

<U68A1> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U68A2> \xF4\xFE |0

<U68A7> \xE7\xFC |0

<U68A8> \xD7\xDE |0

<U68AD> \xDE\xDC |0

<U68AF> \xF0\xAC |0

<U68B0> \xCC\xFE |0

<U68B1> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U68B3>

 \xE1\xBA |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xEF |0

<U68B6> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U68C4> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U68C5> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U68C9> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U68CB> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U68CD> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U68D2> \xDC\xEA |0

<U68D5> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U68D7> \xF0\xCA |0

<U68D8> \xD0\xBE |0

<U68DA> \xDD\xDC |0

<U68DF> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U68E0> \xD3\xD6 |0
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<U68E7> \xED\xD0 |0

<U68E8> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U68EE> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U68F2> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U68F9> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U68FA> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U6900> \xE8\xCA |0

<U6905> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U690D> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U690E> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U6912> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U6927> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6930> \xE5\xAB |0

<U693D> \xE6\xCB |0

<U693F> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U694A> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U6953> \xF9\xA3 |0

<U6954> \xE0\xDB |0

<U6955> \xF6\xEB |0

<U6957> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U6959> \xD9\xEA |0

<U695A> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U695E> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U6960> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U6961> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U6962> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U6963> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U6968> \xEF\xDF |0

<U696B> \xF1\xEF |0

<U696D> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U696E> \xEE\xBF |0

<U696F> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6975> \xD0\xBF |0

<U6977> \xFA\xAC |0

<U6978> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U6979>

 \xE7\xB3 |0

<U6995> \xE9\xBE |0

<U699B> \xF2\xCE |0

<U699C> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U69A5> \xFC\xCE |0

<U69A7> \xDD\xEE |0

<U69AE> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U69B4> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U69BB> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U69C1> \xCD\xBE |0

<U69C3> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U69CB> \xCF\xB0 |0
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<U69CC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<U69CD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U69D0> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U69E8> \xCE\xAA |0

<U69EA> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U69FB> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U69FD> \xF0\xCB |0

<U69FF> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U6A02> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6A0A> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U6A11> \xD5\xDA |0

<U6A13> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U6A17> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U6A19> \xF8\xF6 |0

<U6A1E> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U6A1F> \xED\xE9 |0

<U6A21> \xD9\xBC |0

<U6A23> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U6A35> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U6A38> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U6A39> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U6A3A> \xFB\xFC |0

<U6A3D> \xF1\xDC |0

<U6A44> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U6A48> \xE8\xFA |0

<U6A4B> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U6A52> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U6A53> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U6A58> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U6A59> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U6A61> \xDF\xCE |0

<U6A6B> \xFC\xF4 |0

<U6A80> \xD3\xAA |0

<U6A84> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6A89> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U6A8D> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U6A8E> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U6A97>

 \xDB\xFC |0

<U6A9C> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U6AA2> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6AA3> \xED\xEA |0

<U6AB3> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6ABB> \xF9\xE3 |0

<U6AC2> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U6AC3> \xCF\xF6 |0

<U6AD3> \xD6\xD0 |0
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<U6ADA> \xD5\xEA |0

<U6ADB> \xF1\xEE |0

<U6AF6> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6AFB> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6B04> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U6B0A> \xCF\xED |0

<U6B0C> \xED\xEB |0

<U6B12> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U6B16> \xD5\xBC |0

<U6B20> \xFD\xE2 |0

<U6B21> \xF3\xAD |0

<U6B23> \xFD\xDB |0

<U6B32> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U6B3A> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U6B3D> \xFD\xE3 |0

<U6B3E> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U6B46> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U6B47> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6B4C> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U6B4E> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U6B50> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6B5F> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U6B61> \xFC\xB6 |0

<U6B62> \xF2\xAD |0

<U6B63> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U6B64> \xF3\xAE |0

<U6B65> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U6B66> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6B6A> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U6B72> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U6B77> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U6B78> \xCF\xFD |0

<U6B7B> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6B7F> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U6B83> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6B84> \xF2\xCF |0

<U6B86> \xF7\xBF |0

<U6B89> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6B8A> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U6B96> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U6B98> \xED\xD1 |0

<U6B9E>

 \xE9\xF9 |0

<U6BAE> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6BB2> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U6BB5> \xD3\xAB |0

<U6BB7> \xEB\xDC |0
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<U6BBA> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6BBC> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U6BBF> \xEE\xFC |0

<U6BC1> \xFD\xC3 |0

<U6BC5> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U6BC6> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6BCB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U6BCD> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6BCF> \xD8\xDF |0

<U6BD2> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U6BD3> \xEB\xBE |0

<U6BD4> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6BD6> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6BD7> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6BD8> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6BDB> \xD9\xBE |0

<U6BEB> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U6BEC> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6C08> \xEE\xFD |0

<U6C0F> \xE4\xAB |0

<U6C11> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6C13> \xD8\xEC |0

<U6C23> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U6C34> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U6C37> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6C38> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U6C3E> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U6C40> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U6C41> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U6C42> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U6C4E> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U6C50> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U6C55> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6C57> \xF9\xD2 |0

<U6C5A> \xE7\xFD |0

<U6C5D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U6C5E> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U6C5F> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U6C60> \xF2\xAE |0

<U6C68> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U6C6A> \xE8\xDC |0

<U6C6D> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U6C70> \xF7\xC0 |0

<U6C72> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U6C76>

 \xDA\xA1 |0

<U6C7A> \xCC\xBD |0

<U6C7D> \xD1\xA9 |0
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<U6C7E> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6C81> \xE3\xFE |0

<U6C82> \xD1\xAA |0

<U6C83> \xE8\xAA |0

<U6C85> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U6C86> \xF9\xFA |0

<U6C87> \xE6\xCC |0

<U6C88> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U6C8C> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U6C90> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6C92> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U6C93> \xD3\xCB |0

<U6C94> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U6C95> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U6C96> \xF5\xF8 |0

<U6C99> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6C9A> \xF2\xAF |0

<U6C9B> \xF8\xA9 |0

<U6CAB> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6CAE> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U6CB3> \xF9\xC1 |0

<U6CB8> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6CB9> \xEA\xFA |0

<U6CBB> \xF6\xBD |0

<U6CBC> \xE1\xBB |0

<U6CBD> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6CBE> \xF4\xD4 |0

<U6CBF> \xE6\xCD |0

<U6CC1> \xFC\xCF |0

<U6CC2> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U6CC4> \xE0\xDC |0

<U6CC9> \xF4\xBB |0

<U6CCA> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U6CCC> \xF9\xB2 |0

<U6CD3> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U6CD5> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6CD7> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6CDB> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U6CE1> \xF8\xDC |0

<U6CE2> \xF7\xEE |0

<U6CE3> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U6CE5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U6CE8> \xF1\xBC |0

<U6CEB> \xFA\xDA |0

<U6CEE> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6CEF> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U6CF0> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U6CF3>
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 \xE7\xB6 |0

<U6D0B> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U6D0C> \xD6\xAC |0

<U6D11> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U6D17> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U6D19> \xE2\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U6D1E> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U6D25> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U6D27> \xEA\xFB |0

<U6D29> \xE0\xDD |0

<U6D2A> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U6D32> \xF1\xBD |0

<U6D35> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U6D36> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6D38> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U6D39> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U6D3B> \xFC\xC0 |0

<U6D3D> \xFD\xE7 |0

<U6D3E> \xF7\xEF |0

<U6D41> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U6D59> \xEF\xBA |0

<U6D5A> \xF1\xDD |0

<U6D5C> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D63> \xE8\xCB |0

<U6D66> \xF8\xDD |0

<U6D69> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U6D6A> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U6D6C> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6D6E> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6D74> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U6D77> \xFA\xAD |0

<U6D78> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U6D79> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6D7F> \xF8\xAA |0

<U6D85> \xE6\xEE |0

<U6D87> \xCC\xDC |0

<U6D88> \xE1\xBC |0

<U6D89> \xE0\xEF |0

<U6D8C> \xE9\xBF |0

<U6D8D> \xFC\xFD |0

<U6D8E> \xE6\xCE |0

<U6D91> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U6D93> \xE6\xCF |0

<U6D95> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U6DAF> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U6DB2> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6DB5> \xF9\xE4 |0
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<U6DC0> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U6DC3> \xCF\xEE |0

<U6DC4>

 \xF6\xBE |0

<U6DC5> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U6DC6> \xFC\xFE |0

<U6DC7> \xD1\xAB |0

<U6DCB> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U6DD1> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U6DD8> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U6DD9> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U6DDA> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U6DDE> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U6DE1> \xD3\xBF |0

<U6DE8> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U6DEA> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U6DEB> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U6DEE> \xFC\xE7 |0

<U6DF1> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6DF3> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U6DF5> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U6DF7> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U6DF8> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U6DF9> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U6DFA> \xF4\xBC |0

<U6DFB> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U6E17> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6E19> \xFC\xB9 |0

<U6E1A> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U6E1B> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6E1F> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U6E20> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U6E21> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6E24> \xDA\xFD |0

<U6E25> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U6E26> \xE8\xBE |0

<U6E2B> \xE0\xDE |0

<U6E2C> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U6E2D> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U6E2F> \xF9\xFB |0

<U6E32> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U6E34> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U6E36> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U6E38> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6E3A> \xD9\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \xDA\xB4 |0
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<U6E3D> \xEE\xAA |0

<U6E3E> \xFB\xE9 |0

<U6E43> \xDB\xCB |0

<U6E44> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6E4A> \xF1\xBE |0

<U6E4D>

 \xD3\xAC |0

<U6E56> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U6E58> \xDF\xCF |0

<U6E5B> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U6E5C> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U6E5E> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U6E5F> \xFC\xD0 |0

<U6E67> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U6E6B> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U6E6E> \xEC\xDC |0

<U6E6F> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U6E72> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U6E73> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6E7A> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U6E90> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \xF1\xDE |0

<U6E9C> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U6E9D> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U6E9F> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6EA2> \xEC\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6EAA> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U6EAB> \xE8\xAE |0

<U6EAF> \xE1\xBD |0

<U6EB1> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U6EB6> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U6EBA> \xD2\xFC |0

<U6EC2> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6EC4> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U6EC5> \xD8\xFE |0

<U6EC9> \xFC\xD1 |0

<U6ECB> \xED\xB2 |0

<U6ECC> \xF4\xAF |0

<U6ECE> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U6ED1> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U6ED3> \xEE\xAB |0

<U6ED4> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U6EEF> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U6EF4> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U6EF8> \xFB\xCA |0

<U6EFE> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U6EFF> \xD8\xBB |0
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<U6F01> \xE5\xDB |0

<U6F02> \xF8\xF7 |0

<U6F06> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U6F0F> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U6F11> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U6F14> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U6F15> \xF0\xCC |0

<U6F20> \xD8\xAE |0

<U6F22>

 \xF9\xD3 |0

<U6F23> \xD5\xFE |0

<U6F2B> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6F2C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U6F31> \xE2\xAB |0

<U6F32> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U6F38> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U6F3F> \xED\xEC |0

<U6F41> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U6F51> \xDA\xFE |0

<U6F54> \xCC\xBE |0

<U6F57> \xF2\xFC |0

<U6F58> \xDA\xEB |0

<U6F5A> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U6F5B> \xED\xD6 |0

<U6F5E> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U6F5F> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U6F62> \xFC\xD2 |0

<U6F64> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U6F6D> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U6F6E> \xF0\xCD |0

<U6F70> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U6F7A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U6F7C> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U6F7D> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U6F7E> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6F84> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U6F88> \xF4\xCD |0

<U6F8D> \xF1\xBF |0

<U6F8E> \xF8\xB1 |0

<U6F90> \xE9\xFA |0

<U6F94> \xFB\xCB |0

<U6F97> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U6FA3> \xF9\xD4 |0

<U6FA4> \xF7\xCA |0

<U6FA7> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U6FAE> \xFC\xE8 |0

<U6FAF> \xF3\xBD |0
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<U6FB1> \xEE\xFE |0

<U6FB3> \xE7\xFE |0

<U6FB9> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U6FBE> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U6FC0> \xCC\xAD |0

<U6FC1> \xF6\xFA |0

<U6FC2> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U6FCA> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U6FD5> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U6FDA> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U6FDF>

 \xF0\xAD |0

<U6FE0> \xFB\xCC |0

<U6FE1> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6FE4> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U6FE9> \xFB\xCD |0

<U6FEB> \xD5\xBD |0

<U6FEC> \xF1\xDF |0

<U6FEF> \xF6\xFB |0

<U6FF1> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6FFE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U7001> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7005> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U7006> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U7009> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U700B> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U700F> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U7011> \xF8\xEE |0

<U7015> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U7018> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U701A> \xF9\xD5 |0

<U701B> \xE7\xBA |0

<U701C> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U701D> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U701E> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U701F> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7023> \xFA\xAE |0

<U7027> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U7028> \xD6\xEE |0

<U702F> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7037> \xEC\xCB |0

<U703E> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U704C> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U7050> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U7051> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7058> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U705D> \xFB\xCE |0
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<U7063> \xD8\xBD |0

<U706B> \xFB\xFD |0

<U7070> \xFC\xE9 |0

<U7078> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U707C> \xED\xC7 |0

<U707D> \xEE\xAC |0

<U7085> \xCC\xDD |0

<U708A> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U708E> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7092> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U7098> \xFD\xDC |0

<U7099> \xED\xB3 |0

<U709A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U70A1> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U70A4>

 \xE1\xBF |0

<U70AB> \xFA\xDB |0

<U70AC> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U70AD> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U70AF> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U70B3> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U70B7> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U70B8> \xED\xC8 |0

<U70B9> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U70C8> \xD6\xAD |0

<U70CB> \xFD\xCE |0

<U70CF> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U70D8> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U70D9> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U70DD> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U70DF> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U70F1> \xCC\xDE |0

<U70F9> \xF8\xB2 |0

<U70FD> \xDC\xEB |0

<U7104> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U7109> \xE5\xEA |0

<U710C> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U7119> \xDB\xCC |0

<U711A> \xDD\xCD |0

<U711E> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U7121> \xD9\xED |0

<U7126> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U7130> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7136> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U7147> \xFD\xC8 |0

<U7149> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U714A> \xFD\xBF |0

<U714C> \xFC\xD3 |0
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<U714E> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U7150> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7156> \xD1\xEE |0

<U7159> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U715C> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U715E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U7164> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U7165> \xFC\xBA |0

<U7166> \xFD\xAF |0

<U7167> \xF0\xCE |0

<U7169> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U716C> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U716E> \xED\xB4 |0

<U717D> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U7184> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7189> \xE9\xFB |0

<U718A> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U718F>

 \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7192> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U7194> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U7199> \xFD\xF7 |0

<U719F> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U71A2> \xDC\xEC |0

<U71AC> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U71B1> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U71B9> \xFD\xF8 |0

<U71BA> \xFD\xF9 |0

<U71BE> \xF6\xBF |0

<U71C1> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U71C3> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U71C8> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U71C9> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U71CE> \xD6\xFA |0

<U71D0> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U71D2> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U71D4> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U71D5> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U71DF> \xE7\xBD |0

<U71E5> \xF0\xCF |0

<U71E6> \xF3\xBE |0

<U71E7> \xE2\xAC |0

<U71ED> \xF5\xB7 |0

<U71EE> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U71FB> \xFD\xB8 |0

<U71FC> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U71FE> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U71FF> \xE8\xFC |0
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<U7200> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U7206> \xF8\xEF |0

<U7210> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U721B> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U722A> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U722C> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U722D> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U7230> \xEA\xBA |0

<U7232> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U7235> \xED\xC9 |0

<U7236> \xDD\xAB |0

<U723A> \xE5\xAC |0

<U723B> \xFD\xA1 |0

<U723D> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U723E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U7240> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U7246> \xED\xED |0

<U7247> \xF8\xB8 |0

<U7248> \xF7\xFA |0

<U724C> \xF8\xAB |0

<U7252>

 \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7258> \xD4\xBA |0

<U7259> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U725B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U725D> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U725F> \xD9\xBF |0

<U7261> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U7262> \xD6\xEF |0

<U7267> \xD9\xCC |0

<U7269> \xDA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7279> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U727D> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7280> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U7281> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U72A2> \xD4\xBB |0

<U72A7> \xFD\xFA |0

<U72AC> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U72AF> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U72C0> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U72C2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U72C4> \xEE\xDA |0

<U72CE> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U72D0> \xFB\xCF |0

<U72D7> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U72D9> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xCE\xEA |0
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<U72E9> \xE2\xAD |0

<U72F8> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U72F9> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U72FC> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U72FD> \xF8\xAC |0

<U730A> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7316> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U731B> \xD8\xED |0

<U731C> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U731D> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7325> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xFA |0

<U732A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U732B> \xD9\xDE |0

<U7336> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U7337> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U733E> \xFC\xC2 |0

<U733F> \xEA\xBB |0

<U7344> \xE8\xAB |0

<U7345> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U7350> \xED\xEF |0

<U7352> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U7357> \xCF\xF1 |0

<U7368>

 \xD4\xBC |0

<U736A> \xFC\xEA |0

<U7370> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7372> \xFC\xF2 |0

<U7375> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U7378> \xE2\xAE |0

<U737A> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U737B> \xFA\xCC |0

<U7384> \xFA\xDC |0

<U7386> \xED\xB5 |0

<U7387> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7389> \xE8\xAC |0

<U738B> \xE8\xDD |0

<U738E> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U7394> \xF4\xBD |0

<U7396> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7397> \xE9\xDB |0

<U7398> \xD1\xAC |0

<U739F> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U73A7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U73A9> \xE8\xCC |0

<U73AD> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U73B2> \xD6\xBC |0

<U73B3> \xD3\xE5 |0
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<U73B9> \xFA\xDD |0

<U73C0> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U73C2> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U73C9> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U73CA> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U73CC> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U73CD> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U73CF> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U73D6> \xCE\xCB |0

<U73D9> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U73DD> \xFD\xB0 |0

<U73DE> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U73E0> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U73E3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U73E4> \xDC\xCA |0

<U73E5> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U73E6> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U73E9> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U73EA> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U73ED> \xDA\xEC |0

<U73F7> \xD9\xEE |0

<U73F9> \xE0\xFB |0

<U73FD> \xEF\xEA |0

<U73FE> \xFA\xDE |0

<U7401> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U7403> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U7405>

 \xD5\xCA |0

<U7406> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U7407> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7409> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U7413> \xE8\xCD |0

<U741B> \xF6\xDA |0

<U7420> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U7421> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7422> \xF6\xFC |0

<U7425> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U7426> \xD1\xAD |0

<U7428> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U742A> \xD1\xAE |0

<U742B> \xDC\xED |0

<U742C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U742E> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U742F> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7430> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7433> \xD7\xFB |0

<U7434> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U7435> \xDD\xF5 |0
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<U7436> \xF7\xF1 |0

<U7438> \xF6\xFD |0

<U743A> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U743F> \xFB\xEA |0

<U7440> \xE9\xDC |0

<U7441> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U7443> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U7444> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U744B> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U7455> \xF9\xC2 |0

<U7457> \xEA\xBC |0

<U7459> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U745A> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U745B> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U745C> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U745E> \xDF\xFA |0

<U745F> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7460> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U7462> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U7464> \xE8\xFD |0

<U7465> \xE8\xAF |0

<U7468> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U7469> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U746A> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U746F> \xD5\xCB |0

<U747E> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U7482> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7483> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U7487> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U7489>

 \xD6\xA2 |0

<U748B> \xED\xF0 |0

<U7498> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U749C> \xFC\xD4 |0

<U749E> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U749F> \xCC\xDF |0

<U74A1> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U74A3> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U74A5> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U74A7> \xDB\xFD |0

<U74A8> \xF3\xBF |0

<U74AA> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U74B0> \xFC\xBB |0

<U74B2> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U74B5> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U74B9> \xE2\xDB |0

<U74BD> \xDF\xDE |0

<U74BF> \xE0\xC7 |0
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<U74C6> \xF2\xEF |0

<U74CA> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U74CF> \xD6\xEA |0

<U74D4> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U74D8> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U74DA> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U74DC> \xCD\xFE |0

<U74E0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U74E2> \xF8\xF8 |0

<U74E3> \xF7\xFB |0

<U74E6> \xE8\xBF |0

<U74EE> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74F7> \xED\xB6 |0

<U7501> \xDC\xBA |0

<U7504> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U7511> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U7515> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U7518> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U751A> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U751B> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U751F> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7523> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U7525> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U7528> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U752B> \xDC\xCB |0

<U752C> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U7530> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U7531> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U7532> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U7533> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7537> \xD1\xFB |0

<U7538>

 \xEF\xA4 |0

<U753A> \xEF\xEB |0

<U7547> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U754C> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U754F> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U7551> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U7553> \xD3\xCC |0

<U7554> \xDA\xED |0

<U7559> \xD7\xBA |0

<U755B> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U755C> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U755D> \xD9\xEF |0

<U7562> \xF9\xB4 |0

<U7565> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U7566> \xFD\xCF |0
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<U756A> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U756F> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U7570> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U7575> \xFB\xFE |0

<U7576> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U7578> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U757A> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U757F> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U7586> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U7587> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U758A> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U758B> \xF9\xB5 |0

<U758E> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U758F> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7591> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U759D> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U75A5> \xCB\xCA |0

<U75AB> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U75B1> \xF8\xDE |0

<U75B2> \xF9\xAA |0

<U75B3> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U75B5> \xED\xB7 |0

<U75B8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75B9> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U75BC> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U75BD> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U75BE> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U75C2> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U75C5> \xDC\xBB |0

<U75C7> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U75CD> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U75D2> \xE5\xCA |0

<U75D4> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U75D5> \xFD\xDD |0

<U75D8> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U75D9>

 \xCC\xE2 |0

<U75DB> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U75E2> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U75F0> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U75F2> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U75F4> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U75FA> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U75FC> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U7600> \xE5\xDC |0

<U760D> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7619> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U761F> \xE8\xB0 |0
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<U7620> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U7621> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7622> \xDA\xEE |0

<U7624> \xD7\xBB |0

<U7626> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U763B> \xD7\xAA |0

<U7642> \xD6\xFB |0

<U764C> \xE4\xDF |0

<U764E> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U7652> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U7656> \xDB\xFE |0

<U7661> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U7664> \xEF\xBB |0

<U7669> \xD4\xFD |0

<U766C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U7670> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U7672> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U7678> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U767B> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U767C> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U767D> \xDB\xDC |0

<U767E> \xDB\xDD |0

<U7684> \xEE\xDC |0

<U7686> \xCB\xCB |0

<U7687> \xFC\xD5 |0

<U768E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U7690> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U7693> \xFB\xD3 |0

<U76AE> \xF9\xAB |0

<U76BA> \xF5\xD4 |0

<U76BF> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U76C2> \xE9\xDD |0

<U76C3> \xDB\xCD |0

<U76C6> \xDD\xCE |0

<U76C8> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U76CA> \xEC\xCC |0

<U76D2> \xF9\xEC |0

<U76D6> \xCB\xCC |0

<U76DB>

 \xE0\xFC |0

<U76DC> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U76DE> \xED\xD3 |0

<U76DF> \xD8\xEF |0

<U76E1> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U76E3> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U76E4> \xDA\xEF |0

<U76E7> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U76EE> \xD9\xCD |0
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<U76F2> \xD8\xEE |0

<U76F4> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U76F8> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U76FC> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U76FE> \xE2\xEA |0

<U7701> \xE0\xFD |0

<U7704> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U7708> \xF7\xAF |0

<U7709> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U770B> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U771E> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U7720> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U7729> \xFA\xDF |0

<U7737> \xCF\xEF |0

<U7738> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U773A> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U773C> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7740> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U774D> \xFA\xE0 |0

<U775B> \xEF\xEC |0

<U7761> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7763> \xD4\xBD |0

<U7766> \xD9\xCE |0

<U776B> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U7779> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U777E> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U777F> \xE7\xDA |0

<U778B> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U7791> \xD9\xAA |0

<U779E> \xD8\xBE |0

<U77A5> \xDC\xAD |0

<U77AC> \xE2\xEB |0

<U77AD> \xD6\xFC |0

<U77B0> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U77B3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U77BB> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U77BC> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U77BF> \xCF\xBA |0

<U77D7> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U77DB> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U77DC> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U77E2>

 \xE3\xC5 |0

<U77E3> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U77E5> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U77E9> \xCF\xBB |0

<U77ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U77EE> \xE8\xE1 |0
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<U77EF> \xCE\xEC |0

<U77F3> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7802> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U7812> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U7825> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U7826> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U7827> \xF6\xDB |0

<U782C> \xD7\xFE |0

<U7832> \xF8\xDF |0

<U7834> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U7845> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U784F> \xE6\xDA |0

<U785D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U786B> \xD7\xBC |0

<U786C> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U786F> \xE6\xDB |0

<U787C> \xDD\xDD |0

<U7881> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U7887> \xEF\xED |0

<U788C> \xD6\xDE |0

<U788D> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEF |0

<U7891> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U7897> \xE8\xCF |0

<U78A3> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U78A7> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U78A9> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U78BA> \xFC\xAC |0

<U78BB> \xFC\xAD |0

<U78BC> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U78C1> \xED\xB8 |0

<U78C5> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U78CA> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U78CB> \xF3\xAF |0

<U78CE> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U78D0> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U78E8> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U78EC> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U78EF> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U78F5> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U78FB> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U7901> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U790E> \xF5\xA8 |0

<U7916> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U792A>

 \xD5\xEC |0

<U792B> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U792C> \xDA\xF3 |0
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<U793A> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U793E> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U7940> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U7941> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U7947> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U7948> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U7949> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U7950> \xE9\xDE |0

<U7956> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U7957> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U795A> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U795B> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U795C> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U795D> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U795E> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7960> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U7965> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U7968> \xF8\xF9 |0

<U796D> \xF0\xAE |0

<U797A> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U797F> \xD6\xDF |0

<U7981> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U798D> \xFC\xA1 |0

<U798E> \xEF\xEE |0

<U798F> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U7991> \xE9\xDF |0

<U79A6> \xE5\xDD |0

<U79A7> \xFD\xFB |0

<U79AA> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U79AE> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U79B1> \xD4\xAA |0

<U79B3> \xE5\xCC |0

<U79B9> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U79BD> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U79BE> \xFC\xA2 |0

<U79BF> \xD4\xBE |0

<U79C0> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U79C1> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U79C9> \xDC\xBC |0

<U79CA> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U79CB> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U79D1> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U79D2> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U79D5> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U79D8> \xDD\xFA |0

<U79DF> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U79E4> \xF6\xDF |0

<U79E6>
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 \xF2\xDA |0

<U79E7> \xE4\xEB |0

<U79E9> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U79FB> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U7A00> \xFD\xFC |0

<U7A05> \xE1\xAA |0

<U7A08> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U7A0B> \xEF\xEF |0

<U7A0D> \xF5\xAA |0

<U7A14> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U7A17> \xF8\xAD |0

<U7A19> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U7A1A> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U7A1C> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U7A1F> \xF9\xA2 |0

<U7A20> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U7A2E> \xF0\xFA |0

<U7A31> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U7A36> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U7A37> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U7A3B> \xD4\xAB |0

<U7A3C> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U7A3D> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U7A3F> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U7A40> \xCD\xDA |0

<U7A46> \xD9\xCF |0

<U7A49> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U7A4D> \xEE\xDD |0

<U7A4E> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7A57> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7A61> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7A62> \xE7\xDB |0

<U7A69> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U7A6B> \xFC\xAE |0

<U7A70> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7A74> \xFA\xEB |0

<U7A76> \xCF\xBC |0

<U7A79> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U7A7A> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U7A7D> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U7A7F> \xF4\xBE |0

<U7A81> \xD4\xCD |0

<U7A84> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U7A88> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U7A92> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U7A93> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U7A98> \xCF\xD7 |0
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<U7A9F> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7AA9> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U7AAA>

 \xE8\xC1 |0

<U7AAE> \xCF\xE3 |0

<U7AAF> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U7ABA> \xD0\xAA |0

<U7AC4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U7AC5> \xD0\xAB |0

<U7AC7> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U7ACA> \xEF\xBC |0

<U7ACB> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U7AD7> \xD9\xDF |0

<U7AD9> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U7ADD> \xDC\xBD |0

<U7ADF> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U7AE0> \xED\xF1 |0

<U7AE3> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U7AE5> \xD4\xDB |0

<U7AEA> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7AED> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7AEF> \xD3\xAE |0

<U7AF6> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7AF9> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U7AFA> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U7AFF> \xCA\xDA |0

<U7B0F> \xFB\xEE |0

<U7B11> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7B19> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7B1B> \xEE\xDE |0

<U7B1E> \xF7\xC2 |0

<U7B20> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U7B26> \xDD\xAC |0

<U7B2C> \xF0\xAF |0

<U7B2D> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7B39> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7B46> \xF9\xB6 |0

<U7B49> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U7B4B> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U7B4C> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7B4F> \xDB\xEA |0

<U7B50> \xCE\xCC |0

<U7B51> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U7B52> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U7B54> \xD3\xCD |0

<U7B56> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7B60> \xD0\xB5 |0
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<U7B6C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U7B6E> \xDF\xFB |0

<U7B75> \xE6\xDD |0

<U7B7D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U7B87> \xCB\xCD |0

<U7B8B>

 \xEF\xA8 |0

<U7B8F> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7B94> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U7B95> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U7B97> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U7B9A> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U7B9D> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U7BA1> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U7BAD> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U7BB1> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U7BB4> \xED\xD7 |0

<U7BB8> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U7BC0> \xEF\xBD |0

<U7BC1> \xFC\xD6 |0

<U7BC4> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U7BC6> \xEF\xAA |0

<U7BC7> \xF8\xB9 |0

<U7BC9> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U7BD2> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7BE0> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7BE4> \xD4\xBF |0

<U7BE9> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U7C07> \xF0\xEA |0

<U7C12> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U7C1E> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7C21> \xCA\xDB |0

<U7C27> \xFC\xD7 |0

<U7C2A> \xED\xD8 |0

<U7C2B> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7C3D> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7C3E> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U7C3F> \xDD\xAD |0

<U7C43> \xD5\xBE |0

<U7C4C> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U7C4D> \xEE\xDF |0

<U7C60> \xD6\xEB |0

<U7C64> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7C6C> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U7C73> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U7C83> \xDD\xFB |0

<U7C89> \xDD\xCF |0

<U7C92> \xD8\xA3 |0
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<U7C95> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U7C97> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U7C98> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U7C9F> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U7CA5> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U7CA7> \xED\xF2 |0

<U7CAE> \xD5\xDB |0

<U7CB1> \xD5\xDC |0

<U7CB2>

 \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7CB3> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7CBE> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U7CCA> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U7CD6> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U7CDE> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U7CDF> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U7CE0> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U7CE7> \xD5\xDD |0

<U7CFB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U7CFE> \xD0\xAC |0

<U7D00> \xD1\xBA |0

<U7D02> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U7D04> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D05> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U7D06> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7D07> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U7D08> \xFC\xBC |0

<U7D0A> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U7D0B> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U7D0D> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U7D10> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7D14> \xE2\xED |0

<U7D17> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U7D18> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7D19> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U7D1A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U7D1B> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U7D20> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U7D21> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U7D22> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7D2B> \xED\xB9 |0

<U7D2C> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U7D2E> \xF3\xCF |0

<U7D2F> \xD7\xAB |0

<U7D30> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7D33> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7D35> \xEE\xC7 |0
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<U7D39> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U7D3A> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7D42> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7D43> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U7D44> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7D45> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U7D46> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U7D50> \xCC\xBF |0

<U7D5E> \xCE\xED |0

<U7D61> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U7D62> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U7D66>

 \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7D68> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U7D6A> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7D6E> \xDF\xFC |0

<U7D71> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U7D72> \xDE\xEA |0

<U7D73> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U7D76> \xEF\xBE |0

<U7D79> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7D7F> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7D8E> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U7D8F> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U7D9C> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7DA0> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U7DA2> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U7DAC> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7DAD> \xEB\xAB |0

<U7DB1> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U7DB2> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U7DB4> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7DB5> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U7DB8> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U7DBA> \xD1\xBB |0

<U7DBB> \xF7\xAA |0

<U7DBD> \xED\xCA |0

<U7DBE> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U7DBF> \xD8\xFA |0

<U7DC7> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U7DCA> \xD1\xCC |0

<U7DCB> \xDD\xFC |0

<U7DD6> \xDF\xFD |0

<U7DD8> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U7DDA> \xE0\xCA |0

<U7DDD> \xF2\xFD |0

<U7DDE> \xD3\xB0 |0
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<U7DE0> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U7DE1> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U7DE3> \xE6\xDE |0

<U7DE8> \xF8\xBA |0

<U7DE9> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U7DEC> \xD8\xFB |0

<U7DEF> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U7DF4> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U7DFB> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U7E09> \xF2\xDB |0

<U7E0A> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7E15> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7E1B> \xDA\xDA |0

<U7E1D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U7E1E>

 \xFB\xD6 |0

<U7E1F> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U7E21> \xEE\xAD |0

<U7E23> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U7E2B> \xDC\xEE |0

<U7E2E> \xF5\xEA |0

<U7E2F> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U7E31> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7E37> \xD7\xAC |0

<U7E3D> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U7E3E> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U7E41> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U7E43> \xDD\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U7E47> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U7E52> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U7E54> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U7E55> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7E5E> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U7E61> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7E6A> \xFC\xEB |0

<U7E6B> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U7E6D> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7E70> \xF0\xDB |0

<U7E79> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7E7C> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U7E82> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U7E8F> \xEF\xAB |0

<U7E93> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7E96> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U7E98> \xF3\xC5 |0
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<U7E9B> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U7E9C> \xD5\xBF |0

<U7F36> \xDD\xAE |0

<U7F38> \xF9\xFC |0

<U7F3A> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U7F4C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U7F54> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U7F55> \xF9\xD6 |0

<U7F6A> \xF1\xAA |0

<U7F6B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7F6E> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U7F70> \xDB\xEB |0

<U7F72> \xDF\xFE |0

<U7F75> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U7F77> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U7F79> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U7F85>

 \xD4\xFE |0

<U7F88> \xD1\xBC |0

<U7F8A> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7F8C> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7F8E> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U7F94> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U7F9A> \xD6\xBE |0

<U7F9E> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U7FA8> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7FA9> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U7FB2> \xFD\xFD |0

<U7FB8> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U7FB9> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U7FBD> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U7FC1> \xE8\xBA |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FCA> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7FCC> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7FCE> \xD6\xBF |0

<U7FD2> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7FD4> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7FD5> \xFD\xE8 |0

<U7FDF> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U7FE0> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U7FE1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U7FE9> \xF8\xBB |0

<U7FEB> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U7FF0> \xF9\xD7 |0

<U7FF9> \xCE\xEE |0
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<U7FFC> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8000> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8001> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U8003> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U8005> \xED\xBA |0

<U8006> \xD1\xBD |0

<U8009> \xCF\xBE |0

<U800C> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8010> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U8015> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U8017> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U8018> \xE9\xFC |0

<U802D> \xD1\xBE |0

<U8033> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8036> \xE5\xAD |0

<U803D> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U803F> \xCC\xEA |0

<U8043> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U8046> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U804A> \xD6\xFD |0

<U8056>

 \xE1\xA1 |0

<U8058> \xDE\xBD |0

<U805A> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U805E> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U806F> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8070> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8072> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U8073> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U8077> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U807D> \xF4\xE9 |0

<U807E> \xD6\xEC |0

<U807F> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8084> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8085> \xE2\xDC |0

<U8086> \xDE\xEB |0

<U8087> \xF0\xDC |0

<U8089> \xEB\xBF |0

<U808B> \xD7\xCE |0

<U808C> \xD1\xBF |0

<U8096> \xF5\xAB |0

<U809B> \xF9\xFD |0

<U809D> \xCA\xDC |0

<U80A1> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U80A2> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U80A5> \xDD\xFE |0

<U80A9> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U80AA> \xDB\xB8 |0
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<U80AF> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U80B1> \xCE\xDD |0

<U80B2> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U80B4> \xFD\xA2 |0

<U80BA> \xF8\xCB |0

<U80C3> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U80C4> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U80CC> \xDB\xCE |0

<U80CE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U80DA> \xDB\xCF |0

<U80DB> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U80DE> \xF8\xE0 |0

<U80E1> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U80E4> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E5> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U80F1> \xCE\xCD |0

<U80F4> \xD4\xDC |0

<U80F8> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U80FD> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U8102> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U8105> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U8106> \xF6\xAA |0

<U8107> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U8108>

 \xD8\xE6 |0

<U810A> \xF4\xB1 |0

<U8118> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U811A> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U811B> \xCC\xEB |0

<U8123> \xE2\xEE |0

<U8129> \xE2\xBB |0

<U812B> \xF7\xAD |0

<U812F> \xF8\xE1 |0

<U8139> \xF3\xEC |0

<U813E> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U814B> \xE4\xFD |0

<U814E> \xE3\xEC |0

<U8150> \xDD\xAF |0

<U8151> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U8154> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U8155> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U8165> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U8166> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U816B> \xF0\xFE |0

<U8170> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U8171> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U8178> \xED\xF3 |0

<U8179> \xDC\xD9 |0
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<U817A> \xE0\xCD |0

<U817F> \xF7\xDA |0

<U8180> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U8188> \xCC\xAE |0

<U818A> \xDA\xDB |0

<U818F> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U819A> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U819C> \xD8\xAF |0

<U819D> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U81A0> \xCE\xEF |0

<U81A3> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U81A8> \xF8\xB3 |0

<U81B3> \xE0\xCE |0

<U81B5> \xF5\xFD |0

<U81BA> \xEB\xEC |0

<U81BD> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U81BE> \xFC\xEC |0

<U81BF> \xD2\xDB |0

<U81C0> \xD4\xEB |0

<U81C2> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U81C6> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U81CD> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U81D8> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U81DF> \xED\xF4 |0

<U81E3> \xE3\xED |0

<U81E5> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U81E7>

 \xED\xF5 |0

<U81E8> \xD7\xFC |0

<U81EA> \xED\xBB |0

<U81ED> \xF6\xAB |0

<U81F3> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U81F4> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U81FA> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U81FB> \xF2\xDD |0

<U81FC> \xCF\xBF |0

<U81FE> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8205> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8207> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8208> \xFD\xE9 |0

<U820A> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U820C> \xE0\xDF |0

<U820D> \xDE\xEC |0

<U8212> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U821B> \xF4\xBF |0

<U821C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U821E> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xF1\xC7 |0
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<U8221> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U822A> \xF9\xFE |0

<U822B> \xDB\xBA |0

<U822C> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U8235> \xF6\xEC |0

<U8236> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8237> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U8239> \xE0\xCF |0

<U8240> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U8245> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8247> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U8259> \xF3\xED |0

<U8264> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8266> \xF9\xE6 |0

<U826E> \xCA\xDD |0

<U826F> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8271> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8272> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U8276> \xE6\xFD |0

<U8278> \xF5\xAC |0

<U827E> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U828B> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U828D> \xED\xCB |0

<U828E> \xCF\xE4 |0

<U8292> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8299> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U829A> \xD4\xEC |0

<U829D> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U829F> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U82A5>

 \xCB\xCE |0

<U82A6> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U82A9> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U82AC> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U82AD> \xF7\xF4 |0

<U82AE> \xE7\xDC |0

<U82AF> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U82B1> \xFC\xA3 |0

<U82B3> \xDB\xBB |0

<U82B7> \xF2\xBA |0

<U82B8> \xE9\xFD |0

<U82B9> \xD0\xCA |0

<U82BB> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U82BC> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U82BD> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U82BF> \xED\xA7 |0

<U82D1> \xEA\xBD |0

<U82D2> \xE6\xFE |0
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<U82D4> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U82D5> \xF5\xAD |0

<U82D7> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U82DB> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U82DE> \xF8\xE2 |0

<U82DF> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U82E1> \xEC\xBE |0

<U82E5> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U82E6> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U82E7> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U82F1> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U82FD> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U82FE> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U8301> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8302> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U8303> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U8304> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U8305> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U8309> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U8317> \xD9\xAB |0

<U8328> \xED\xBC |0

<U832B> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U832F> \xDC\xDA |0

<U8331> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8334> \xFC\xED |0

<U8335> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8336> \xD2\xFE |0

<U8338> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U8339> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8340> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U8347> \xFA\xBB |0

<U8349> \xF5\xAE |0

<U834A>

 \xFB\xAA |0

<U834F> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8351> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8352> \xFC\xD8 |0

<U8373> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U8377> \xF9\xC3 |0

<U837B> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U8389> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U838A> \xED\xF6 |0

<U838E> \xDE\xED |0

<U8396> \xCC\xEC |0

<U8398> \xE3\xEE |0

<U839E> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U83A2> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB4 |0
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<U83AA> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U83AB> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U83BD> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U83C1> \xF4\xEA |0

<U83C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U83C9> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U83CA> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U83CC> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U83D3> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U83D6> \xF3\xEE |0

<U83DC> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U83E9> \xDC\xCC |0

<U83EB> \xD0\xCB |0

<U83EF> \xFC\xA4 |0

<U83F0> \xCD\xCA |0

<U83F1> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U83F2> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U83F9> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U83FD> \xE2\xDD |0

<U8403> \xF5\xFE |0

<U8404> \xD4\xAC |0

<U840A> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U840C> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U840D> \xF8\xC3 |0

<U840E> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8429> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U842C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U8431> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U8438> \xEB\xAD |0

<U843D> \xD5\xAA |0

<U8449> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8457> \xEE\xCA |0

<U845B> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U8461> \xF8\xE3 |0

<U8463>

 \xD4\xDD |0

<U8466> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U846B> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xED\xF7 |0

<U846F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8475> \xD0\xAD |0

<U847A> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U8490> \xE2\xBD |0

<U8494> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U8499> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U849C> \xDF\xAA |0

<U84A1> \xDB\xBC |0
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<U84B2> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U84B8> \xF1\xFA |0

<U84BB> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U84BC> \xF3\xEF |0

<U84BF> \xFB\xDA |0

<U84C0> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U84C2> \xD9\xAC |0

<U84C4> \xF5\xEB |0

<U84C6> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U84C9> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U84CB> \xCB\xCF |0

<U84CD> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U84D1> \xDE\xEE |0

<U84DA> \xE2\xBE |0

<U84EC> \xDC\xEF |0

<U84EE> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U84F4> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U84FC> \xD6\xFE |0

<U8511> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U8513> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U8514> \xDC\xDB |0

<U8517> \xED\xBD |0

<U8518> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U851A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U851E> \xD7\xAD |0

<U8521> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U8523> \xED\xF8 |0

<U8525> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U852C> \xE1\xCA |0

<U852D> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U852F> \xF2\xDE |0

<U853D> \xF8\xCC |0

<U853F> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U8541> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U8543> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U8549> \xF5\xAF |0

<U854E> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U8553> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8559>

 \xFB\xB6 |0

<U8563> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U8568> \xCF\xF2 |0

<U8569> \xF7\xB9 |0

<U856A> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U856D> \xE1\xCB |0

<U8584> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8587> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U858F> \xEB\xFB |0
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<U8591> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U8594> \xED\xF9 |0

<U859B> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U85A6> \xF4\xC0 |0

<U85A8> \xFD\xBC |0

<U85A9> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U85AA> \xE3\xEF |0

<U85AF> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U85B0> \xFD\xB9 |0

<U85BA> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U85C1> \xCD\xCB |0

<U85C9> \xED\xBE |0

<U85CD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U85CE> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U85CF> \xED\xFA |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U85DC> \xD5\xED |0

<U85DD> \xE7\xDD |0

<U85E4> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U85E9> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U85EA> \xE2\xBF |0

<U85F7> \xEE\xCB |0

<U85FA> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U85FB> \xF0\xDD |0

<U85FF> \xCE\xAB |0

<U8602> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8606> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U8607> \xE1\xCC |0

<U860A> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U8616> \xE5\xEE |0

<U8617> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U862D> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U863F> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U864E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U8650> \xF9\xCB |0

<U8654> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U8655> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U865B> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U865C> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U865E>

 \xE9\xE5 |0

<U865F> \xFB\xDC |0

<U8667> \xFD\xD0 |0

<U8679> \xFB\xF6 |0

<U868A> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U868C> \xDB\xBD |0
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<U8693> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U86A3> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U86A4> \xF0\xDE |0

<U86A9> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U86C7> \xDE\xEF |0

<U86CB> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U86D4> \xFC\xEE |0

<U86D9> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U86DB> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U86DF> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U86E4> \xF9\xED |0

<U86ED> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U86FE> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U8700> \xF5\xB9 |0

<U8702> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U8703> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U8708> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8718> \xF2\xBB |0

<U871A> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U871C> \xDA\xCC |0

<U874E> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U8755> \xE3\xDA |0

<U8757> \xFC\xD9 |0

<U875F> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8766> \xF9\xC4 |0

<U8768> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U8774> \xFB\xDD |0

<U8776> \xEF\xCA |0

<U8778> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8782> \xD5\xCC |0

<U878D> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U879F> \xD9\xAD |0

<U87A2> \xFB\xAB |0

<U87B3> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U87BA> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U87C4> \xF6\xDE |0

<U87E0> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U87EC> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U87EF> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U87F2> \xF5\xF9 |0

<U87F9> \xFA\xAF |0

<U87FB> \xEB\xFC |0

<U87FE> \xE0\xEA |0

<U8805> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U881F>

 \xD5\xC5 |0

<U8822> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U8823> \xD5\xEE |0
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<U8831> \xCD\xCC |0

<U8836> \xED\xD9 |0

<U883B> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U8840> \xFA\xEC |0

<U8846> \xF1\xEB |0

<U884C> \xFA\xBC |0

<U884D> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8852> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U8853> \xE2\xFA |0

<U8857> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8859> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U885B> \xEA\xDB |0

<U885D> \xF5\xFA |0

<U8861> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8862> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8863> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8868> \xF8\xFA |0

<U886B> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U8870> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U8872> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U8877> \xF5\xFB |0

<U887E> \xD0\xDA |0

<U887F> \xD0\xDB |0

<U8881> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8882> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U8888> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U888B> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U888D> \xF8\xE5 |0

<U8892> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U8896> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U8897> \xF2\xDF |0

<U889E> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U88AB> \xF9\xAC |0

<U88B4> \xCD\xCD |0

<U88C1> \xEE\xAE |0

<U88C2> \xD6\xAE |0

<U88CF> \xD7\xEA |0

<U88D4> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U88D5> \xEB\xAE |0

<U88D9> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U88DC> \xDC\xCD |0

<U88DD> \xED\xFB |0

<U88DF> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U88E1> \xD7\xEB |0

<U88E8> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U88F3> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U88F4> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U88F5>
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 \xDB\xD1 |0

<U88F8> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U88FD> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U8907> \xDC\xDC |0

<U8910> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U8912> \xF8\xE6 |0

<U8913> \xDC\xCE |0

<U8918> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8919> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U8925> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U892A> \xF7\xDB |0

<U8936> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U8938> \xD7\xAE |0

<U893B> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U8941> \xCB\xBA |0

<U8944> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U895F> \xD0\xDC |0

<U8964> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U896A> \xD8\xCA |0

<U8972> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U897F> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U8981> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8983> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U8986> \xDC\xDD |0

<U8987> \xF8\xAE |0

<U898B> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U898F> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8993> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U8996> \xE3\xCA |0

<U89A1> \xCC\xAF |0

<U89A9> \xD4\xAD |0

<U89AA> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U89B2> \xD0\xCC |0

<U89BA> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U89BD> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U89C0> \xCE\xBA |0

<U89D2> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U89E3> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U89F4> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U89F8> \xF5\xBA |0

<U8A00> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8A02> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U8A03> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U8A08> \xCD\xAA |0

<U8A0A> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U8A0C> \xFB\xF7 |0

<U8A0E> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U8A13> \xFD\xBA |0
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<U8A16> \xFD\xE1 |0

<U8A17> \xF6\xFE |0

<U8A18>

 \xD1\xC0 |0

<U8A1B> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U8A1D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8A1F> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U8A23> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U8A25> \xD2\xED |0

<U8A2A> \xDB\xBE |0

<U8A2D> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U8A31> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U8A34> \xE1\xCD |0

<U8A36> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U8A3A> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8A3B> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U8A50> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U8A54> \xF0\xDF |0

<U8A55> \xF8\xC4 |0

<U8A5B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U8A5E> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U8A60> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U8A62> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U8A63> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U8A66> \xE3\xCB |0

<U8A69> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8A6D> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U8A6E> \xEF\xAC |0

<U8A70> \xFD\xFE |0

<U8A71> \xFC\xA5 |0

<U8A72> \xFA\xB1 |0

<U8A73> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U8A75> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U8A79> \xF4\xDA |0

<U8A85> \xF1\xCA |0

<U8A87> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U8A8C> \xF2\xBC |0

<U8A8D> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8A93> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U8A95> \xF7\xAB |0

<U8A98> \xEB\xAF |0

<U8A9E> \xE5\xDE |0

<U8AA0> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U8AA1> \xCD\xAB |0

<U8AA3> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U8AA4> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8AA5> \xCD\xCE |0

<U8AA6> \xE1\xE9 |0
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<U8AA8> \xFC\xEF |0

<U8AAA> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8AB0> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U8AB2> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U8AB9> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8ABC>

 \xEB\xFE |0

<U8ABE> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8ABF> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U8AC2> \xF4\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U8AC7> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U8ACB> \xF4\xEB |0

<U8ACD> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U8ACF> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U8AD2> \xD5\xDF |0

<U8AD6> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U8ADC> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xE3\xCD |0

<U8AE6> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8AE7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U8AEA> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U8AEB> \xCA\xDF |0

<U8AED> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U8AEE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8AF1> \xFD\xC9 |0

<U8AF6> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8AF7> \xF9\xA4 |0

<U8AF8> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U8AFA> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8AFE> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U8B00> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U8B01> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U8B02> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8B04> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U8B0E> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8B10> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8B14> \xF9\xCC |0

<U8B16> \xE1\xDA |0

<U8B17> \xDB\xBF |0

<U8B19> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U8B1A> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8B1B> \xCB\xBB |0

<U8B1D> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U8B20> \xE9\xAA |0

<U8B28> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U8B2B> \xEE\xE3 |0
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<U8B2C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U8B33> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U8B39> \xD0\xCD |0

<U8B41> \xFC\xA6 |0

<U8B49> \xF1\xFB |0

<U8B4E> \xFD\xD2 |0

<U8B4F> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U8B58> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8B5A>

 \xD3\xC9 |0

<U8B5C> \xDC\xCF |0

<U8B66> \xCC\xED |0

<U8B6C> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8B70> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B74> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U8B77> \xFB\xDE |0

<U8B7D> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U8B80> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U8B8A> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U8B92> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U8B93> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8B96> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U8B9A> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U8C37> \xCD\xDB |0

<U8C3F> \xCD\xAC |0

<U8C41> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U8C46> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U8C48> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U8C4A> \xF9\xA5 |0

<U8C4C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U8C55> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8C5A> \xD4\xCA |0

<U8C61> \xDF\xDA |0

<U8C6A> \xFB\xDF |0

<U8C6B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U8C79> \xF8\xFB |0

<U8C7A> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8C82> \xF5\xB0 |0

<U8C8A> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U8C8C> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U8C9D> \xF8\xAF |0

<U8C9E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U8CA0> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U8CA1> \xEE\xAF |0

<U8CA2> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U8CA7> \xDE\xB8 |0
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<U8CA8> \xFC\xA7 |0

<U8CA9> \xF7\xFC |0

<U8CAA> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U8CAB> \xCE\xBB |0

<U8CAC> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U8CAF> \xEE\xCD |0

<U8CB0> \xE1\xAE |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U8CB4> \xCF\xFE |0

<U8CB6> \xF8\xBF |0

<U8CB7> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U8CB8>

 \xD3\xE8 |0

<U8CBB> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8CBC> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8CBF> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8CC0> \xF9\xC5 |0

<U8CC1> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8CC2> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U8CC3> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8CC4> \xFC\xF0 |0

<U8CC7> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8CC8> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U8CCA> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U8CD1> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U8CD3> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U8CDA> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U8CDC> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U8CDE> \xDF\xDB |0

<U8CE0> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U8CE2> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U8CE3> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U8CE4> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U8CE6> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U8CEA> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U8CED> \xD4\xAE |0

<U8CF4> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U8CFB> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U8CFC> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CFD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8D04> \xF2\xBE |0

<U8D05> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U8D07> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8D08> \xF1\xFC |0

<U8D0A> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U8D0D> \xE0\xEB |0

<U8D13> \xED\xFC |0
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<U8D16> \xE1\xDB |0

<U8D64> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U8D66> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U8D6B> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U8D70> \xF1\xCB |0

<U8D73> \xD0\xAF |0

<U8D74> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U8D77> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U8D85> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U8D8A> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8D99> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U8DA3> \xF6\xAC |0

<U8DA8> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8DB3> \xF0\xEB |0

<U8DBA>

 \xDD\xBA |0

<U8DBE> \xF2\xBF |0

<U8DC6> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U8DCB> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U8DCC> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U8DCF> \xCA\xBA |0

<U8DDB> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U8DDD> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U8DE1> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U8DE3> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U8DE8> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8DEF> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U8DF3> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8E0A> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U8E0F> \xD3\xCE |0

<U8E10> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U8E1E> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U8E2A> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U8E30> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U8E35> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U8E42> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U8E44> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U8E47> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U8E48> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U8E49> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U8E4A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<U8E59> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E5F> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U8E60> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U8E74> \xF5\xED |0

<U8E76> \xCF\xF3 |0

<U8E81> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U8E87> \xEE\xCE |0
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<U8E8A> \xF1\xCC |0

<U8E8D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U8EAA> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U8EAB> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U8EAC> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U8EC0> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8ECA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U8ECB> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U8ECC> \xCF\xF9 |0

<U8ECD> \xCF\xDA |0

<U8ED2> \xFA\xCD |0

<U8EDF> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8EEB> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8EF8> \xF5\xEE |0

<U8EFB> \xCA\xBB |0

<U8EFE> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8F03> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U8F05>

 \xD6\xD9 |0

<U8F09> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U8F12> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U8F13> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U8F14> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U8F15> \xCC\xEE |0

<U8F1B> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U8F1C> \xF6\xCA |0

<U8F1D> \xFD\xCA |0

<U8F1E> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8F1F> \xF4\xCF |0

<U8F26> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U8F27> \xDC\xBE |0

<U8F29> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U8F2A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U8F2F> \xF2\xFE |0

<U8F33> \xF1\xCD |0

<U8F38> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U8F39> \xDC\xDE |0

<U8F3B> \xDC\xDF |0

<U8F3E> \xEF\xAD |0

<U8F3F> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8F44> \xF9\xDD |0

<U8F45> \xEA\xBF |0

<U8F49> \xEF\xAE |0

<U8F4D> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U8F4E> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8F5D> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8F5F> \xCE\xDE |0

<U8F62> \xD5\xF9 |0
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<U8F9B> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U8F9C> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U8FA3> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U8FA6> \xF7\xFD |0

<U8FA8> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U8FAD> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U8FAF> \xDC\xAA |0

<U8FB0> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U8FB1> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U8FB2> \xD2\xDC |0

<U8FC2> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8FC5> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U8FCE> \xE7\xCA |0

<U8FD1> \xD0\xCE |0

<U8FD4> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U8FE6> \xCA\xBC |0

<U8FEA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U8FEB> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8FED> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U8FF0> \xE2\xFB |0

<U8FF2>

 \xCC\xA6 |0

<U8FF7> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8FF9> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U8FFD> \xF5\xDA |0

<U9000> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9001> \xE1\xEA |0

<U9002> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U9003> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U9005> \xFD\xB1 |0

<U9006> \xE6\xBD |0

<U9008> \xFB\xAD |0

<U900B> \xF8\xE7 |0

<U900D> \xE1\xCE |0

<U900F> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U9010> \xF5\xEF |0

<U9011> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9014> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U9015> \xCC\xEF |0

<U9017> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U9019> \xEE\xCF |0

<U901A> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U901D> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U901E> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U901F> \xE1\xDC |0

<U9020> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U9021> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9022> \xDC\xF1 |0
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<U9023> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U902E> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U9031> \xF1\xCE |0

<U9032> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9035> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U9038> \xEC\xEF |0

<U903C> \xF9\xBA |0

<U903E> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U9041> \xD4\xED |0

<U9042> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U9047> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U904A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U904B> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U904D> \xF8\xBC |0

<U904E> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U9050> \xF9\xC6 |0

<U9051> \xFC\xDA |0

<U9053> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U9054> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U9055> \xEA\xDE |0

<U9059> \xE9\xAB |0

<U905C> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U905D> \xD3\xCF |0

<U905E>

 \xF4\xF6 |0

<U9060> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U9061> \xE1\xCF |0

<U9063> \xCC\xBA |0

<U9069> \xEE\xEA |0

<U906D> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U906E> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U906F> \xD4\xEE |0

<U9072> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9075> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9077> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U9078> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U907A> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U907C> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U907D> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U907F> \xF9\xAD |0

<U9080> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9081> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U9082> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U9083> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9084> \xFC\xBD |0

<U9087> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U9088> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U908A> \xDC\xAB |0
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<U908F> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U9091> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U9095> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9099> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U90A2> \xFB\xAE |0

<U90A3> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U90A8> \xF5\xBE |0

<U90AA> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U90AF> \xCA\xFB |0

<U90B0> \xF7\xC6 |0

<U90B1> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U90B5> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U90B8> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U90C1> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U90CA> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U90DE> \xD5\xCD |0

<U90E1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U90E8> \xDD\xBB |0

<U90ED> \xCE\xAC |0

<U90F5> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U90FD> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U9102> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U9112> \xF5\xDB |0

<U9115> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U9119> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U9127>

 \xD4\xF8 |0

<U912D> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9132> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U9149> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U914A> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U914B> \xF5\xDC |0

<U914C> \xED\xCC |0

<U914D> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U914E> \xF1\xCF |0

<U9152> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U9162> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U9169> \xD9\xAE |0

<U916A> \xD5\xAC |0

<U916C> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9175> \xFD\xA3 |0

<U9177> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9178> \xDF\xAB |0

<U9187> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U9189> \xF6\xAD |0

<U918B> \xF5\xB3 |0

<U918D> \xF0\xB5 |0
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<U9192> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U919C> \xF5\xDD |0

<U91AB> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U91AC> \xED\xFD |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0

<U91AF> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U91B1> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U91B4> \xD6\xCA |0

<U91B5> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U91C0> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U91C7> \xF3\xFA |0

<U91C9> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U91CB> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U91CC> \xD7\xEC |0

<U91CD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U91CE> \xE5\xAF |0

<U91CF> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U91D0> \xD7\xED |0

<U91D1> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U91D7> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U91D8> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U91DC> \xDD\xBC |0

<U91DD> \xF6\xDC |0

<U91E3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U91E7> \xF4\xC4 |0

<U91EA> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U91F5> \xF3\xFB |0

<U920D> \xD4\xEF |0

<U9210> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U9211>

 \xF7\xFE |0

<U9212> \xDF\xBC |0

<U9217> \xEB\xCD |0

<U921E> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U9234> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U923A> \xE8\xAD |0

<U923F> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9240> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U9245> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U9249> \xFA\xE8 |0

<U9257> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U925B> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U925E> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U9262> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U9264> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9265> \xE2\xFC |0

<U9266> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9280> \xEB\xDE |0
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<U9283> \xF5\xC8 |0

<U9285> \xD4\xDE |0

<U9291> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U9293> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9296> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U9298> \xD9\xAF |0

<U929C> \xF9\xE7 |0

<U92B3> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U92B6> \xCF\xCA |0

<U92B7> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U92B9> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U92CC> \xEF\xFB |0

<U92CF> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U92D2> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U92E4> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U92EA> \xF8\xE8 |0

<U92F8> \xCB\xEA |0

<U92FC> \xCB\xBC |0

<U9304> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U9310> \xF5\xDE |0

<U9318> \xF5\xDF |0

<U931A> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U931E> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U931F> \xD3\xCA |0

<U9320> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9321> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U9322> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U9324> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U9326> \xD0\xDE |0

<U9328> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U932B> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U932E> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U932F>

 \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9348> \xE7\xCC |0

<U934A> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U934B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U934D> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U9354> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U935B> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U936E> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U9375> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U937C> \xF6\xDD |0

<U937E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U938C> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U9394> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9396> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U939A> \xF5\xE0 |0
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<U93A3> \xFB\xAF |0

<U93A7> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U93AC> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U93AD> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U93B0> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U93C3> \xF0\xEC |0

<U93D1> \xEE\xEB |0

<U93DE> \xE9\xCB |0

<U93E1> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U93E4> \xD7\xAF |0

<U93F6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9404> \xFC\xF5 |0

<U9418> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U9425> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U9435> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U9438> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9444> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U9451> \xCA\xFC |0

<U9452> \xCA\xFD |0

<U945B> \xCE\xCE |0

<U947D> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U947F> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9577> \xED\xFE |0

<U9580> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U9583> \xE0\xEC |0

<U9589> \xF8\xCD |0

<U958B> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U958F> \xEB\xCE |0

<U9591> \xF9\xD8 |0

<U9592> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U9593> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U9594> \xDA\xCA |0

<U9598> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U95A3> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U95A4>

 \xF9\xEE |0

<U95A5> \xDB\xEC |0

<U95A8> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U95AD> \xD5\xEF |0

<U95B1> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U95BB> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U95BC> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U95C7> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U95CA> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U95D4> \xF9\xEF |0

<U95D5> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U95D6> \xF7\xE6 |0
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<U95DC> \xCE\xBC |0

<U95E1> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U95E2> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U961C> \xDD\xBD |0

<U9621> \xF4\xC6 |0

<U962A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<U962E> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U9632> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U963B> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U963F> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U9640> \xF6\xED |0

<U9642> \xF9\xAE |0

<U9644> \xDD\xBE |0

<U964B> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U964C> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U964D> \xCB\xBD |0

<U9650> \xF9\xDA |0

<U965B> \xF8\xCE |0

<U965C> \xF9\xF0 |0

<U965D> \xE0\xED |0

<U965E> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U965F> \xF4\xB3 |0

<U9662> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U9663> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9664> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U966A> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U9670> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U9673> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9675> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U9676> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U9677> \xF9\xE8 |0

<U9678> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U967D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U9685> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9686> \xD7\xCC |0

<U968A> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U968B> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U968D> \xFC\xDB |0

<U968E>

 \xCD\xAD |0

<U9694> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U9695> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U9698> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U9699> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U969B> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U969C> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U96A3> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U96A7> \xE2\xCA |0
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<U96A8> \xE2\xCB |0

<U96AA> \xFA\xCF |0

<U96B1> \xEB\xDF |0

<U96B7> \xD6\xCB |0

<U96BB> \xF4\xB4 |0

<U96C0> \xED\xCD |0

<U96C1> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U96C4> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U96C5> \xE4\xBA |0

<U96C6> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U96C7> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U96C9> \xF6\xCB |0

<U96CB> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U96CC> \xED\xC1 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xBC |0

<U96CE> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U96D6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U96D9> \xE4\xAA |0

<U96DB> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U96DC> \xED\xDA |0

<U96E2> \xD7\xEE |0

<U96E3> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xE9\xEB |0

<U96E9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U96EA> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U96EF> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U96F0> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U96F2> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U96F6> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U96F7> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U96F9> \xDA\xDF |0

<U96FB> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U9700> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9706> \xEF\xFD |0

<U9707> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9711> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9713> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9716> \xD7\xFD |0

<U9719> \xE7\xCE |0

<U971C> \xDF\xDC |0

<U971E>

 \xF9\xC7 |0

<U9727> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U9730> \xDF\xAC |0

<U9732> \xD6\xDA |0

<U9739> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U973D> \xF0\xB8 |0
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<U9742> \xD5\xFA |0

<U9744> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U9748> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U9751> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9756> \xEF\xFE |0

<U975C> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U975E> \xDE\xAA |0

<U9761> \xDA\xBC |0

<U9762> \xD8\xFC |0

<U9769> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U976D> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U9774> \xFC\xA8 |0

<U9777> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U977A> \xD8\xCB |0

<U978B> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U978D> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U978F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U97A0> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U97A8> \xCA\xEA |0

<U97AB> \xCF\xD4 |0

<U97AD> \xF8\xBD |0

<U97C6> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U97CB> \xEA\xDF |0

<U97D3> \xF9\xDB |0

<U97DC> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U97F3> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U97F6> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U97FB> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U9800> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U9801> \xFA\xED |0

<U9802> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9803> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U9805> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U9806> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U9808> \xE2\xCE |0

<U980A> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U980C> \xE1\xEB |0

<U9810> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9811> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9812> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U9813> \xD4\xCB |0

<U9817> \xF7\xF6 |0

<U9818> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U982D>

 \xD4\xE9 |0

<U9830> \xFA\xFA |0

<U9838> \xCC\xF2 |0
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<U9839> \xF7\xDD |0

<U983B> \xDE\xBA |0

<U9846> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U984C> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U984D> \xE4\xFE |0

<U984E> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U9854> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U9858> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U985A> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U985E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U9867> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U986B> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U986F> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U98A8> \xF9\xA6 |0

<U98AF> \xDF\xBD |0

<U98B1> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U98C4> \xF8\xFD |0

<U98C7> \xF8\xFC |0

<U98DB> \xDE\xAB |0

<U98DC> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U98DF> \xE3\xDD |0

<U98E1> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U98E2> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U98ED> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U98EE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U98EF> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U98FC> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U98FD> \xF8\xE9 |0

<U98FE> \xE3\xDE |0

<U9903> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U9909> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U990A> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U990C> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U9910> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9913> \xE4\xBB |0

<U9918> \xE6\xAE |0

<U991E> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9920> \xDC\xBF |0

<U9928> \xCE\xBD |0

<U9945> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U9949> \xD0\xCF |0

<U994B> \xCF\xFA |0

<U994C> \xF3\xCA |0

<U994D> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U9951> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U9952>
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 \xE9\xAE |0

<U9954> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9957> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U9996> \xE2\xCF |0

<U9999> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U999D> \xF9\xB8 |0

<U99A5> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U99A8> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U99AC> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U99AD> \xE5\xDF |0

<U99AE> \xF9\xA7 |0

<U99B1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U99B3> \xF6\xCC |0

<U99B4> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U99B9> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U99C1> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U99D0> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99D1> \xD2\xCC |0

<U99D2> \xCF\xCB |0

<U99D5> \xCA\xBD |0

<U99D9> \xDD\xBF |0

<U99DD> \xF6\xEF |0

<U99DF> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U99ED> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U99F1> \xD5\xAD |0

<U99FF> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A01> \xDE\xBE |0

<U9A08> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U9A0E> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U9A0F> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U9A19> \xF8\xBE |0

<U9A2B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U9A30> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U9A36> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U9A37> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U9A40> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U9A43> \xF8\xFE |0

<U9A45> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9A4D> \xFD\xA4 |0

<U9A55> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U9A57> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U9A5A> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U9A5B> \xE6\xBE |0

<U9A5F> \xF6\xAE |0

<U9A62> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U9A65> \xD1\xCA |0

<U9A69> \xFC\xBE |0

<U9A6A> \xD5\xF1 |0
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<U9AA8> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U9AB8> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U9AD3>

 \xE2\xD0 |0

<U9AD4> \xF4\xF7 |0

<U9AD8> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9AE5> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U9AEE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U9B1A> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U9B27> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U9B2A> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U9B31> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U9B3C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U9B41> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9B42> \xFB\xEB |0

<U9B43> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U9B44> \xDB\xDE |0

<U9B45> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U9B4F> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U9B54> \xD8\xAA |0

<U9B5A> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9B6F> \xD6\xDB |0

<U9B8E> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9B91> \xF8\xEA |0

<U9B9F> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U9BAB> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U9BAE> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U9BC9> \xD7\xEF |0

<U9BD6> \xF4\xED |0

<U9BE4> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U9BE8> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U9C0D> \xF5\xE3 |0

<U9C10> \xE4\xCA |0

<U9C12> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U9C15> \xF9\xC8 |0

<U9C25> \xFC\xBF |0

<U9C32> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9C3B> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U9C47> \xCB\xBE |0

<U9C49> \xDC\xAE |0

<U9C57> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U9CE5> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U9CE7> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U9CE9> \xCF\xCD |0

<U9CF3> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U9CF4> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U9CF6> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9D09> \xE4\xBC |0
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<U9D1B> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U9D26> \xE4\xEC |0

<U9D28> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U9D3B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9D51> \xCC\xBB |0

<U9D5D>

 \xE4\xBD |0

<U9D60> \xCD\xDC |0

<U9D61> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U9D6C> \xDD\xDF |0

<U9D72> \xED\xCE |0

<U9DA9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U9DAF> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U9DB4> \xF9\xCD |0

<U9DC4> \xCD\xAE |0

<U9DD7> \xCF\xCE |0

<U9DF2> \xF6\xAF |0

<U9DF8> \xFD\xD3 |0

<U9DF9> \xEB\xED |0

<U9DFA> \xD6\xDC |0

<U9E1A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U9E1E> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U9E75> \xD6\xDD |0

<U9E79> \xF9\xE9 |0

<U9E7D> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U9E7F> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U9E92> \xD1\xCB |0

<U9E93> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U9E97> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9E9D> \xDE\xFA |0

<U9E9F> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U9EA5> \xD8\xEA |0

<U9EB4> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U9EB5> \xD8\xFD |0

<U9EBB> \xD8\xAB |0

<U9EBE> \xFD\xCB |0

<U9EC3> \xFC\xDC |0

<U9ECD> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U9ECE> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9ED1> \xFD\xD9 |0

<U9ED4> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U9ED8> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U9EDB> \xD3\xEA |0

<U9EDC> \xF5\xF5 |0

<U9EDE> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9EE8> \xD3\xDA |0

<U9EF4> \xDA\xBD |0

<U9F07> \xE8\xA8 |0
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<U9F08> \xDC\xAF |0

<U9F0E> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U9F13> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9F20> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U9F3B> \xDE\xAC |0

<U9F4A> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9F4B> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U9F4E> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9F52>

 \xF6\xCD |0

<U9F5F> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U9F61> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U9F67> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9F6C> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U9F77> \xE4\xCB |0

<U9F8D> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U9F90> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U9F95> \xCA\xFE |0

<U9F9C> \xCF\xCF |0

<UAC00> \xB0\xA1 |0

<UAC01> \xB0\xA2 |0

<UAC04> \xB0\xA3 |0

<UAC07> \xB0\xA4 |0

<UAC08> \xB0\xA5 |0

<UAC09> \xB0\xA6 |0

<UAC0A> \xB0\xA7 |0

<UAC10> \xB0\xA8 |0

<UAC11> \xB0\xA9 |0

<UAC12> \xB0\xAA |0

<UAC13> \xB0\xAB |0

<UAC14> \xB0\xAC |0

<UAC15> \xB0\xAD |0

<UAC16> \xB0\xAE |0

<UAC17> \xB0\xAF |0

<UAC19> \xB0\xB0 |0

<UAC1A> \xB0\xB1 |0

<UAC1B> \xB0\xB2 |0

<UAC1C> \xB0\xB3 |0

<UAC1D> \xB0\xB4 |0

<UAC20> \xB0\xB5 |0

<UAC24> \xB0\xB6 |0

<UAC2C> \xB0\xB7 |0

<UAC2D> \xB0\xB8 |0

<UAC2F> \xB0\xB9 |0

<UAC30> \xB0\xBA |0

<UAC31> \xB0\xBB |0

<UAC38> \xB0\xBC |0
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<UAC39> \xB0\xBD |0

<UAC3C> \xB0\xBE |0

<UAC40> \xB0\xBF |0

<UAC4B> \xB0\xC0 |0

<UAC4D> \xB0\xC1 |0

<UAC54> \xB0\xC2 |0

<UAC58> \xB0\xC3 |0

<UAC5C> \xB0\xC4 |0

<UAC70> \xB0\xC5 |0

<UAC71> \xB0\xC6 |0

<UAC74> \xB0\xC7 |0

<UAC77>

 \xB0\xC8 |0

<UAC78> \xB0\xC9 |0

<UAC7A> \xB0\xCA |0

<UAC80> \xB0\xCB |0

<UAC81> \xB0\xCC |0

<UAC83> \xB0\xCD |0

<UAC84> \xB0\xCE |0

<UAC85> \xB0\xCF |0

<UAC86> \xB0\xD0 |0

<UAC89> \xB0\xD1 |0

<UAC8A> \xB0\xD2 |0

<UAC8B> \xB0\xD3 |0

<UAC8C> \xB0\xD4 |0

<UAC90> \xB0\xD5 |0

<UAC94> \xB0\xD6 |0

<UAC9C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<UAC9D> \xB0\xD8 |0

<UAC9F> \xB0\xD9 |0

<UACA0> \xB0\xDA |0

<UACA1> \xB0\xDB |0

<UACA8> \xB0\xDC |0

<UACA9> \xB0\xDD |0

<UACAA> \xB0\xDE |0

<UACAC> \xB0\xDF |0

<UACAF> \xB0\xE0 |0

<UACB0> \xB0\xE1 |0

<UACB8> \xB0\xE2 |0

<UACB9> \xB0\xE3 |0

<UACBB> \xB0\xE4 |0

<UACBC> \xB0\xE5 |0

<UACBD> \xB0\xE6 |0

<UACC1> \xB0\xE7 |0

<UACC4> \xB0\xE8 |0

<UACC8> \xB0\xE9 |0

<UACCC> \xB0\xEA |0

<UACD5> \xB0\xEB |0
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<UACD7> \xB0\xEC |0

<UACE0> \xB0\xED |0

<UACE1> \xB0\xEE |0

<UACE4> \xB0\xEF |0

<UACE7> \xB0\xF0 |0

<UACE8> \xB0\xF1 |0

<UACEA> \xB0\xF2 |0

<UACEC> \xB0\xF3 |0

<UACEF> \xB0\xF4 |0

<UACF0> \xB0\xF5 |0

<UACF1> \xB0\xF6 |0

<UACF3> \xB0\xF7 |0

<UACF5> \xB0\xF8 |0

<UACF6> \xB0\xF9 |0

<UACFC>

 \xB0\xFA |0

<UACFD> \xB0\xFB |0

<UAD00> \xB0\xFC |0

<UAD04> \xB0\xFD |0

<UAD06> \xB0\xFE |0

<UAD0C> \xB1\xA1 |0

<UAD0D> \xB1\xA2 |0

<UAD0F> \xB1\xA3 |0

<UAD11> \xB1\xA4 |0

<UAD18> \xB1\xA5 |0

<UAD1C> \xB1\xA6 |0

<UAD20> \xB1\xA7 |0

<UAD29> \xB1\xA8 |0

<UAD2C> \xB1\xA9 |0

<UAD2D> \xB1\xAA |0

<UAD34> \xB1\xAB |0

<UAD35> \xB1\xAC |0

<UAD38> \xB1\xAD |0

<UAD3C> \xB1\xAE |0

<UAD44> \xB1\xAF |0

<UAD45> \xB1\xB0 |0

<UAD47> \xB1\xB1 |0

<UAD49> \xB1\xB2 |0

<UAD50> \xB1\xB3 |0

<UAD54> \xB1\xB4 |0

<UAD58> \xB1\xB5 |0

<UAD61> \xB1\xB6 |0

<UAD63> \xB1\xB7 |0

<UAD6C> \xB1\xB8 |0

<UAD6D> \xB1\xB9 |0

<UAD70> \xB1\xBA |0

<UAD73> \xB1\xBB |0

<UAD74> \xB1\xBC |0
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<UAD75> \xB1\xBD |0

<UAD76> \xB1\xBE |0

<UAD7B> \xB1\xBF |0

<UAD7C> \xB1\xC0 |0

<UAD7D> \xB1\xC1 |0

<UAD7F> \xB1\xC2 |0

<UAD81> \xB1\xC3 |0

<UAD82> \xB1\xC4 |0

<UAD88> \xB1\xC5 |0

<UAD89> \xB1\xC6 |0

<UAD8C> \xB1\xC7 |0

<UAD90> \xB1\xC8 |0

<UAD9C> \xB1\xC9 |0

<UAD9D> \xB1\xCA |0

<UADA4> \xB1\xCB |0

<UADB7> \xB1\xCC |0

<UADC0> \xB1\xCD |0

<UADC1>

 \xB1\xCE |0

<UADC4> \xB1\xCF |0

<UADC8> \xB1\xD0 |0

<UADD0> \xB1\xD1 |0

<UADD1> \xB1\xD2 |0

<UADD3> \xB1\xD3 |0

<UADDC> \xB1\xD4 |0

<UADE0> \xB1\xD5 |0

<UADE4> \xB1\xD6 |0

<UADF8> \xB1\xD7 |0

<UADF9> \xB1\xD8 |0

<UADFC> \xB1\xD9 |0

<UADFF> \xB1\xDA |0

<UAE00> \xB1\xDB |0

<UAE01> \xB1\xDC |0

<UAE08> \xB1\xDD |0

<UAE09> \xB1\xDE |0

<UAE0B> \xB1\xDF |0

<UAE0D> \xB1\xE0 |0

<UAE14> \xB1\xE1 |0

<UAE30> \xB1\xE2 |0

<UAE31> \xB1\xE3 |0

<UAE34> \xB1\xE4 |0

<UAE37> \xB1\xE5 |0

<UAE38> \xB1\xE6 |0

<UAE3A> \xB1\xE7 |0

<UAE40> \xB1\xE8 |0

<UAE41> \xB1\xE9 |0

<UAE43> \xB1\xEA |0

<UAE45> \xB1\xEB |0
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<UAE46> \xB1\xEC |0

<UAE4A> \xB1\xED |0

<UAE4C> \xB1\xEE |0

<UAE4D> \xB1\xEF |0

<UAE4E> \xB1\xF0 |0

<UAE50> \xB1\xF1 |0

<UAE54> \xB1\xF2 |0

<UAE56> \xB1\xF3 |0

<UAE5C> \xB1\xF4 |0

<UAE5D> \xB1\xF5 |0

<UAE5F> \xB1\xF6 |0

<UAE60> \xB1\xF7 |0

<UAE61> \xB1\xF8 |0

<UAE65> \xB1\xF9 |0

<UAE68> \xB1\xFA |0

<UAE69> \xB1\xFB |0

<UAE6C> \xB1\xFC |0

<UAE70> \xB1\xFD |0

<UAE78> \xB1\xFE |0

<UAE79> \xB2\xA1 |0

<UAE7B>

 \xB2\xA2 |0

<UAE7C> \xB2\xA3 |0

<UAE7D> \xB2\xA4 |0

<UAE84> \xB2\xA5 |0

<UAE85> \xB2\xA6 |0

<UAE8C> \xB2\xA7 |0

<UAEBC> \xB2\xA8 |0

<UAEBD> \xB2\xA9 |0

<UAEBE> \xB2\xAA |0

<UAEC0> \xB2\xAB |0

<UAEC4> \xB2\xAC |0

<UAECC> \xB2\xAD |0

<UAECD> \xB2\xAE |0

<UAECF> \xB2\xAF |0

<UAED0> \xB2\xB0 |0

<UAED1> \xB2\xB1 |0

<UAED8> \xB2\xB2 |0

<UAED9> \xB2\xB3 |0

<UAEDC> \xB2\xB4 |0

<UAEE8> \xB2\xB5 |0

<UAEEB> \xB2\xB6 |0

<UAEED> \xB2\xB7 |0

<UAEF4> \xB2\xB8 |0

<UAEF8> \xB2\xB9 |0

<UAEFC> \xB2\xBA |0

<UAF07> \xB2\xBB |0

<UAF08> \xB2\xBC |0
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<UAF0D> \xB2\xBD |0

<UAF10> \xB2\xBE |0

<UAF2C> \xB2\xBF |0

<UAF2D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<UAF30> \xB2\xC1 |0

<UAF32> \xB2\xC2 |0

<UAF34> \xB2\xC3 |0

<UAF3C> \xB2\xC4 |0

<UAF3D> \xB2\xC5 |0

<UAF3F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<UAF41> \xB2\xC7 |0

<UAF42> \xB2\xC8 |0

<UAF43> \xB2\xC9 |0

<UAF48> \xB2\xCA |0

<UAF49> \xB2\xCB |0

<UAF50> \xB2\xCC |0

<UAF5C> \xB2\xCD |0

<UAF5D> \xB2\xCE |0

<UAF64> \xB2\xCF |0

<UAF65> \xB2\xD0 |0

<UAF79> \xB2\xD1 |0

<UAF80> \xB2\xD2 |0

<UAF84> \xB2\xD3 |0

<UAF88>

 \xB2\xD4 |0

<UAF90> \xB2\xD5 |0

<UAF91> \xB2\xD6 |0

<UAF95> \xB2\xD7 |0

<UAF9C> \xB2\xD8 |0

<UAFB8> \xB2\xD9 |0

<UAFB9> \xB2\xDA |0

<UAFBC> \xB2\xDB |0

<UAFC0> \xB2\xDC |0

<UAFC7> \xB2\xDD |0

<UAFC8> \xB2\xDE |0

<UAFC9> \xB2\xDF |0

<UAFCB> \xB2\xE0 |0

<UAFCD> \xB2\xE1 |0

<UAFCE> \xB2\xE2 |0

<UAFD4> \xB2\xE3 |0

<UAFDC> \xB2\xE4 |0

<UAFE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<UAFE9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<UAFF0> \xB2\xE7 |0

<UAFF1> \xB2\xE8 |0

<UAFF4> \xB2\xE9 |0

<UAFF8> \xB2\xEA |0

<UB000> \xB2\xEB |0
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<UB001> \xB2\xEC |0

<UB004> \xB2\xED |0

<UB00C> \xB2\xEE |0

<UB010> \xB2\xEF |0

<UB014> \xB2\xF0 |0

<UB01C> \xB2\xF1 |0

<UB01D> \xB2\xF2 |0

<UB028> \xB2\xF3 |0

<UB044> \xB2\xF4 |0

<UB045> \xB2\xF5 |0

<UB048> \xB2\xF6 |0

<UB04A> \xB2\xF7 |0

<UB04C> \xB2\xF8 |0

<UB04E> \xB2\xF9 |0

<UB053> \xB2\xFA |0

<UB054> \xB2\xFB |0

<UB055> \xB2\xFC |0

<UB057> \xB2\xFD |0

<UB059> \xB2\xFE |0

<UB05D> \xB3\xA1 |0

<UB07C> \xB3\xA2 |0

<UB07D> \xB3\xA3 |0

<UB080> \xB3\xA4 |0

<UB084> \xB3\xA5 |0

<UB08C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<UB08D> \xB3\xA7 |0

<UB08F>

 \xB3\xA8 |0

<UB091> \xB3\xA9 |0

<UB098> \xB3\xAA |0

<UB099> \xB3\xAB |0

<UB09A> \xB3\xAC |0

<UB09C> \xB3\xAD |0

<UB09F> \xB3\xAE |0

<UB0A0> \xB3\xAF |0

<UB0A1> \xB3\xB0 |0

<UB0A2> \xB3\xB1 |0

<UB0A8> \xB3\xB2 |0

<UB0A9> \xB3\xB3 |0

<UB0AB> \xB3\xB4 |0

<UB0AC> \xB3\xB5 |0

<UB0AD> \xB3\xB6 |0

<UB0AE> \xB3\xB7 |0

<UB0AF> \xB3\xB8 |0

<UB0B1> \xB3\xB9 |0

<UB0B3> \xB3\xBA |0

<UB0B4> \xB3\xBB |0

<UB0B5> \xB3\xBC |0
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<UB0B8> \xB3\xBD |0

<UB0BC> \xB3\xBE |0

<UB0C4> \xB3\xBF |0

<UB0C5> \xB3\xC0 |0

<UB0C7> \xB3\xC1 |0

<UB0C8> \xB3\xC2 |0

<UB0C9> \xB3\xC3 |0

<UB0D0> \xB3\xC4 |0

<UB0D1> \xB3\xC5 |0

<UB0D4> \xB3\xC6 |0

<UB0D8> \xB3\xC7 |0

<UB0E0> \xB3\xC8 |0

<UB0E5> \xB3\xC9 |0

<UB108> \xB3\xCA |0

<UB109> \xB3\xCB |0

<UB10B> \xB3\xCC |0

<UB10C> \xB3\xCD |0

<UB110> \xB3\xCE |0

<UB112> \xB3\xCF |0

<UB113> \xB3\xD0 |0

<UB118> \xB3\xD1 |0

<UB119> \xB3\xD2 |0

<UB11B> \xB3\xD3 |0

<UB11C> \xB3\xD4 |0

<UB11D> \xB3\xD5 |0

<UB123> \xB3\xD6 |0

<UB124> \xB3\xD7 |0

<UB125> \xB3\xD8 |0

<UB128> \xB3\xD9 |0

<UB12C>

 \xB3\xDA |0

<UB134> \xB3\xDB |0

<UB135> \xB3\xDC |0

<UB137> \xB3\xDD |0

<UB138> \xB3\xDE |0

<UB139> \xB3\xDF |0

<UB140> \xB3\xE0 |0

<UB141> \xB3\xE1 |0

<UB144> \xB3\xE2 |0

<UB148> \xB3\xE3 |0

<UB150> \xB3\xE4 |0

<UB151> \xB3\xE5 |0

<UB154> \xB3\xE6 |0

<UB155> \xB3\xE7 |0

<UB158> \xB3\xE8 |0

<UB15C> \xB3\xE9 |0

<UB160> \xB3\xEA |0

<UB178> \xB3\xEB |0
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<UB179> \xB3\xEC |0

<UB17C> \xB3\xED |0

<UB180> \xB3\xEE |0

<UB182> \xB3\xEF |0

<UB188> \xB3\xF0 |0

<UB189> \xB3\xF1 |0

<UB18B> \xB3\xF2 |0

<UB18D> \xB3\xF3 |0

<UB192> \xB3\xF4 |0

<UB193> \xB3\xF5 |0

<UB194> \xB3\xF6 |0

<UB198> \xB3\xF7 |0

<UB19C> \xB3\xF8 |0

<UB1A8> \xB3\xF9 |0

<UB1CC> \xB3\xFA |0

<UB1D0> \xB3\xFB |0

<UB1D4> \xB3\xFC |0

<UB1DC> \xB3\xFD |0

<UB1DD> \xB3\xFE |0

<UB1DF> \xB4\xA1 |0

<UB1E8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<UB1E9> \xB4\xA3 |0

<UB1EC> \xB4\xA4 |0

<UB1F0> \xB4\xA5 |0

<UB1F9> \xB4\xA6 |0

<UB1FB> \xB4\xA7 |0

<UB1FD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<UB204> \xB4\xA9 |0

<UB205> \xB4\xAA |0

<UB208> \xB4\xAB |0

<UB20B> \xB4\xAC |0

<UB20C> \xB4\xAD |0

<UB214>

 \xB4\xAE |0

<UB215> \xB4\xAF |0

<UB217> \xB4\xB0 |0

<UB219> \xB4\xB1 |0

<UB220> \xB4\xB2 |0

<UB234> \xB4\xB3 |0

<UB23C> \xB4\xB4 |0

<UB258> \xB4\xB5 |0

<UB25C> \xB4\xB6 |0

<UB260> \xB4\xB7 |0

<UB268> \xB4\xB8 |0

<UB269> \xB4\xB9 |0

<UB274> \xB4\xBA |0

<UB275> \xB4\xBB |0

<UB27C> \xB4\xBC |0
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<UB284> \xB4\xBD |0

<UB285> \xB4\xBE |0

<UB289> \xB4\xBF |0

<UB290> \xB4\xC0 |0

<UB291> \xB4\xC1 |0

<UB294> \xB4\xC2 |0

<UB298> \xB4\xC3 |0

<UB299> \xB4\xC4 |0

<UB29A> \xB4\xC5 |0

<UB2A0> \xB4\xC6 |0

<UB2A1> \xB4\xC7 |0

<UB2A3> \xB4\xC8 |0

<UB2A5> \xB4\xC9 |0

<UB2A6> \xB4\xCA |0

<UB2AA> \xB4\xCB |0

<UB2AC> \xB4\xCC |0

<UB2B0> \xB4\xCD |0

<UB2B4> \xB4\xCE |0

<UB2C8> \xB4\xCF |0

<UB2C9> \xB4\xD0 |0

<UB2CC> \xB4\xD1 |0

<UB2D0> \xB4\xD2 |0

<UB2D2> \xB4\xD3 |0

<UB2D8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<UB2D9> \xB4\xD5 |0

<UB2DB> \xB4\xD6 |0

<UB2DD> \xB4\xD7 |0

<UB2E2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<UB2E4> \xB4\xD9 |0

<UB2E5> \xB4\xDA |0

<UB2E6> \xB4\xDB |0

<UB2E8> \xB4\xDC |0

<UB2EB> \xB4\xDD |0

<UB2EC> \xB4\xDE |0

<UB2ED> \xB4\xDF |0

<UB2EE>

 \xB4\xE0 |0

<UB2EF> \xB4\xE1 |0

<UB2F3> \xB4\xE2 |0

<UB2F4> \xB4\xE3 |0

<UB2F5> \xB4\xE4 |0

<UB2F7> \xB4\xE5 |0

<UB2F8> \xB4\xE6 |0

<UB2F9> \xB4\xE7 |0

<UB2FA> \xB4\xE8 |0

<UB2FB> \xB4\xE9 |0

<UB2FF> \xB4\xEA |0

<UB300> \xB4\xEB |0
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<UB301> \xB4\xEC |0

<UB304> \xB4\xED |0

<UB308> \xB4\xEE |0

<UB310> \xB4\xEF |0

<UB311> \xB4\xF0 |0

<UB313> \xB4\xF1 |0

<UB314> \xB4\xF2 |0

<UB315> \xB4\xF3 |0

<UB31C> \xB4\xF4 |0

<UB354> \xB4\xF5 |0

<UB355> \xB4\xF6 |0

<UB356> \xB4\xF7 |0

<UB358> \xB4\xF8 |0

<UB35B> \xB4\xF9 |0

<UB35C> \xB4\xFA |0

<UB35E> \xB4\xFB |0

<UB35F> \xB4\xFC |0

<UB364> \xB4\xFD |0

<UB365> \xB4\xFE |0

<UB367> \xB5\xA1 |0

<UB369> \xB5\xA2 |0

<UB36B> \xB5\xA3 |0

<UB36E> \xB5\xA4 |0

<UB370> \xB5\xA5 |0

<UB371> \xB5\xA6 |0

<UB374> \xB5\xA7 |0

<UB378> \xB5\xA8 |0

<UB380> \xB5\xA9 |0

<UB381> \xB5\xAA |0

<UB383> \xB5\xAB |0

<UB384> \xB5\xAC |0

<UB385> \xB5\xAD |0

<UB38C> \xB5\xAE |0

<UB390> \xB5\xAF |0

<UB394> \xB5\xB0 |0

<UB3A0> \xB5\xB1 |0

<UB3A1> \xB5\xB2 |0

<UB3A8> \xB5\xB3 |0

<UB3AC>

 \xB5\xB4 |0

<UB3C4> \xB5\xB5 |0

<UB3C5> \xB5\xB6 |0

<UB3C8> \xB5\xB7 |0

<UB3CB> \xB5\xB8 |0

<UB3CC> \xB5\xB9 |0

<UB3CE> \xB5\xBA |0

<UB3D0> \xB5\xBB |0

<UB3D4> \xB5\xBC |0
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<UB3D5> \xB5\xBD |0

<UB3D7> \xB5\xBE |0

<UB3D9> \xB5\xBF |0

<UB3DB> \xB5\xC0 |0

<UB3DD> \xB5\xC1 |0

<UB3E0> \xB5\xC2 |0

<UB3E4> \xB5\xC3 |0

<UB3E8> \xB5\xC4 |0

<UB3FC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<UB410> \xB5\xC6 |0

<UB418> \xB5\xC7 |0

<UB41C> \xB5\xC8 |0

<UB420> \xB5\xC9 |0

<UB428> \xB5\xCA |0

<UB429> \xB5\xCB |0

<UB42B> \xB5\xCC |0

<UB434> \xB5\xCD |0

<UB450> \xB5\xCE |0

<UB451> \xB5\xCF |0

<UB454> \xB5\xD0 |0

<UB458> \xB5\xD1 |0

<UB460> \xB5\xD2 |0

<UB461> \xB5\xD3 |0

<UB463> \xB5\xD4 |0

<UB465> \xB5\xD5 |0

<UB46C> \xB5\xD6 |0

<UB480> \xB5\xD7 |0

<UB488> \xB5\xD8 |0

<UB49D> \xB5\xD9 |0

<UB4A4> \xB5\xDA |0

<UB4A8> \xB5\xDB |0

<UB4AC> \xB5\xDC |0

<UB4B5> \xB5\xDD |0

<UB4B7> \xB5\xDE |0

<UB4B9> \xB5\xDF |0

<UB4C0> \xB5\xE0 |0

<UB4C4> \xB5\xE1 |0

<UB4C8> \xB5\xE2 |0

<UB4D0> \xB5\xE3 |0

<UB4D5> \xB5\xE4 |0

<UB4DC> \xB5\xE5 |0

<UB4DD>

 \xB5\xE6 |0

<UB4E0> \xB5\xE7 |0

<UB4E3> \xB5\xE8 |0

<UB4E4> \xB5\xE9 |0

<UB4E6> \xB5\xEA |0

<UB4EC> \xB5\xEB |0
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<UB4ED> \xB5\xEC |0

<UB4EF> \xB5\xED |0

<UB4F1> \xB5\xEE |0

<UB4F8> \xB5\xEF |0

<UB514> \xB5\xF0 |0

<UB515> \xB5\xF1 |0

<UB518> \xB5\xF2 |0

<UB51B> \xB5\xF3 |0

<UB51C> \xB5\xF4 |0

<UB524> \xB5\xF5 |0

<UB525> \xB5\xF6 |0

<UB527> \xB5\xF7 |0

<UB528> \xB5\xF8 |0

<UB529> \xB5\xF9 |0

<UB52A> \xB5\xFA |0

<UB530> \xB5\xFB |0

<UB531> \xB5\xFC |0

<UB534> \xB5\xFD |0

<UB538> \xB5\xFE |0

<UB540> \xB6\xA1 |0

<UB541> \xB6\xA2 |0

<UB543> \xB6\xA3 |0

<UB544> \xB6\xA4 |0

<UB545> \xB6\xA5 |0

<UB54B> \xB6\xA6 |0

<UB54C> \xB6\xA7 |0

<UB54D> \xB6\xA8 |0

<UB550> \xB6\xA9 |0

<UB554> \xB6\xAA |0

<UB55C> \xB6\xAB |0

<UB55D> \xB6\xAC |0

<UB55F> \xB6\xAD |0

<UB560> \xB6\xAE |0

<UB561> \xB6\xAF |0

<UB5A0> \xB6\xB0 |0

<UB5A1> \xB6\xB1 |0

<UB5A4> \xB6\xB2 |0

<UB5A8> \xB6\xB3 |0

<UB5AA> \xB6\xB4 |0

<UB5AB> \xB6\xB5 |0

<UB5B0> \xB6\xB6 |0

<UB5B1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<UB5B3> \xB6\xB8 |0

<UB5B4> \xB6\xB9 |0

<UB5B5>

 \xB6\xBA |0

<UB5BB> \xB6\xBB |0

<UB5BC> \xB6\xBC |0
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<UB5BD> \xB6\xBD |0

<UB5C0> \xB6\xBE |0

<UB5C4> \xB6\xBF |0

<UB5CC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<UB5CD> \xB6\xC1 |0

<UB5CF> \xB6\xC2 |0

<UB5D0> \xB6\xC3 |0

<UB5D1> \xB6\xC4 |0

<UB5D8> \xB6\xC5 |0

<UB5EC> \xB6\xC6 |0

<UB610> \xB6\xC7 |0

<UB611> \xB6\xC8 |0

<UB614> \xB6\xC9 |0

<UB618> \xB6\xCA |0

<UB625> \xB6\xCB |0

<UB62C> \xB6\xCC |0

<UB634> \xB6\xCD |0

<UB648> \xB6\xCE |0

<UB664> \xB6\xCF |0

<UB668> \xB6\xD0 |0

<UB69C> \xB6\xD1 |0

<UB69D> \xB6\xD2 |0

<UB6A0> \xB6\xD3 |0

<UB6A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<UB6AB> \xB6\xD5 |0

<UB6AC> \xB6\xD6 |0

<UB6B1> \xB6\xD7 |0

<UB6D4> \xB6\xD8 |0

<UB6F0> \xB6\xD9 |0

<UB6F4> \xB6\xDA |0

<UB6F8> \xB6\xDB |0

<UB700> \xB6\xDC |0

<UB701> \xB6\xDD |0

<UB705> \xB6\xDE |0

<UB728> \xB6\xDF |0

<UB729> \xB6\xE0 |0

<UB72C> \xB6\xE1 |0

<UB72F> \xB6\xE2 |0

<UB730> \xB6\xE3 |0

<UB738> \xB6\xE4 |0

<UB739> \xB6\xE5 |0

<UB73B> \xB6\xE6 |0

<UB744> \xB6\xE7 |0

<UB748> \xB6\xE8 |0

<UB74C> \xB6\xE9 |0

<UB754> \xB6\xEA |0

<UB755> \xB6\xEB |0

<UB760>
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 \xB6\xEC |0

<UB764> \xB6\xED |0

<UB768> \xB6\xEE |0

<UB770> \xB6\xEF |0

<UB771> \xB6\xF0 |0

<UB773> \xB6\xF1 |0

<UB775> \xB6\xF2 |0

<UB77C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<UB77D> \xB6\xF4 |0

<UB780> \xB6\xF5 |0

<UB784> \xB6\xF6 |0

<UB78C> \xB6\xF7 |0

<UB78D> \xB6\xF8 |0

<UB78F> \xB6\xF9 |0

<UB790> \xB6\xFA |0

<UB791> \xB6\xFB |0

<UB792> \xB6\xFC |0

<UB796> \xB6\xFD |0

<UB797> \xB6\xFE |0

<UB798> \xB7\xA1 |0

<UB799> \xB7\xA2 |0

<UB79C> \xB7\xA3 |0

<UB7A0> \xB7\xA4 |0

<UB7A8> \xB7\xA5 |0

<UB7A9> \xB7\xA6 |0

<UB7AB> \xB7\xA7 |0

<UB7AC> \xB7\xA8 |0

<UB7AD> \xB7\xA9 |0

<UB7B4> \xB7\xAA |0

<UB7B5> \xB7\xAB |0

<UB7B8> \xB7\xAC |0

<UB7C7> \xB7\xAD |0

<UB7C9> \xB7\xAE |0

<UB7EC> \xB7\xAF |0

<UB7ED> \xB7\xB0 |0

<UB7F0> \xB7\xB1 |0

<UB7F4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<UB7FC> \xB7\xB3 |0

<UB7FD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<UB7FF> \xB7\xB5 |0

<UB800> \xB7\xB6 |0

<UB801> \xB7\xB7 |0

<UB807> \xB7\xB8 |0

<UB808> \xB7\xB9 |0

<UB809> \xB7\xBA |0

<UB80C> \xB7\xBB |0

<UB810> \xB7\xBC |0

<UB818> \xB7\xBD |0
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<UB819> \xB7\xBE |0

<UB81B> \xB7\xBF |0

<UB81D>

 \xB7\xC0 |0

<UB824> \xB7\xC1 |0

<UB825> \xB7\xC2 |0

<UB828> \xB7\xC3 |0

<UB82C> \xB7\xC4 |0

<UB834> \xB7\xC5 |0

<UB835> \xB7\xC6 |0

<UB837> \xB7\xC7 |0

<UB838> \xB7\xC8 |0

<UB839> \xB7\xC9 |0

<UB840> \xB7\xCA |0

<UB844> \xB7\xCB |0

<UB851> \xB7\xCC |0

<UB853> \xB7\xCD |0

<UB85C> \xB7\xCE |0

<UB85D> \xB7\xCF |0

<UB860> \xB7\xD0 |0

<UB864> \xB7\xD1 |0

<UB86C> \xB7\xD2 |0

<UB86D> \xB7\xD3 |0

<UB86F> \xB7\xD4 |0

<UB871> \xB7\xD5 |0

<UB878> \xB7\xD6 |0

<UB87C> \xB7\xD7 |0

<UB88D> \xB7\xD8 |0

<UB8A8> \xB7\xD9 |0

<UB8B0> \xB7\xDA |0

<UB8B4> \xB7\xDB |0

<UB8B8> \xB7\xDC |0

<UB8C0> \xB7\xDD |0

<UB8C1> \xB7\xDE |0

<UB8C3> \xB7\xDF |0

<UB8C5> \xB7\xE0 |0

<UB8CC> \xB7\xE1 |0

<UB8D0> \xB7\xE2 |0

<UB8D4> \xB7\xE3 |0

<UB8DD> \xB7\xE4 |0

<UB8DF> \xB7\xE5 |0

<UB8E1> \xB7\xE6 |0

<UB8E8> \xB7\xE7 |0

<UB8E9> \xB7\xE8 |0

<UB8EC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<UB8F0> \xB7\xEA |0

<UB8F8> \xB7\xEB |0

<UB8F9> \xB7\xEC |0
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<UB8FB> \xB7\xED |0

<UB8FD> \xB7\xEE |0

<UB904> \xB7\xEF |0

<UB918> \xB7\xF0 |0

<UB920> \xB7\xF1 |0

<UB93C>

 \xB7\xF2 |0

<UB93D> \xB7\xF3 |0

<UB940> \xB7\xF4 |0

<UB944> \xB7\xF5 |0

<UB94C> \xB7\xF6 |0

<UB94F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<UB951> \xB7\xF8 |0

<UB958> \xB7\xF9 |0

<UB959> \xB7\xFA |0

<UB95C> \xB7\xFB |0

<UB960> \xB7\xFC |0

<UB968> \xB7\xFD |0

<UB969> \xB7\xFE |0

<UB96B> \xB8\xA1 |0

<UB96D> \xB8\xA2 |0

<UB974> \xB8\xA3 |0

<UB975> \xB8\xA4 |0

<UB978> \xB8\xA5 |0

<UB97C> \xB8\xA6 |0

<UB984> \xB8\xA7 |0

<UB985> \xB8\xA8 |0

<UB987> \xB8\xA9 |0

<UB989> \xB8\xAA |0

<UB98A> \xB8\xAB |0

<UB98D> \xB8\xAC |0

<UB98E> \xB8\xAD |0

<UB9AC> \xB8\xAE |0

<UB9AD> \xB8\xAF |0

<UB9B0> \xB8\xB0 |0

<UB9B4> \xB8\xB1 |0

<UB9BC> \xB8\xB2 |0

<UB9BD> \xB8\xB3 |0

<UB9BF> \xB8\xB4 |0

<UB9C1> \xB8\xB5 |0

<UB9C8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<UB9C9> \xB8\xB7 |0

<UB9CC> \xB8\xB8 |0

<UB9CE> \xB8\xB9 |0

<UB9CF> \xB8\xBA |0

<UB9D0> \xB8\xBB |0

<UB9D1> \xB8\xBC |0

<UB9D2> \xB8\xBD |0
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<UB9D8> \xB8\xBE |0

<UB9D9> \xB8\xBF |0

<UB9DB> \xB8\xC0 |0

<UB9DD> \xB8\xC1 |0

<UB9DE> \xB8\xC2 |0

<UB9E1> \xB8\xC3 |0

<UB9E3> \xB8\xC4 |0

<UB9E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<UB9E5>

 \xB8\xC6 |0

<UB9E8> \xB8\xC7 |0

<UB9EC> \xB8\xC8 |0

<UB9F4> \xB8\xC9 |0

<UB9F5> \xB8\xCA |0

<UB9F7> \xB8\xCB |0

<UB9F8> \xB8\xCC |0

<UB9F9> \xB8\xCD |0

<UB9FA> \xB8\xCE |0

<UBA00> \xB8\xCF |0

<UBA01> \xB8\xD0 |0

<UBA08> \xB8\xD1 |0

<UBA15> \xB8\xD2 |0

<UBA38> \xB8\xD3 |0

<UBA39> \xB8\xD4 |0

<UBA3C> \xB8\xD5 |0

<UBA40> \xB8\xD6 |0

<UBA42> \xB8\xD7 |0

<UBA48> \xB8\xD8 |0

<UBA49> \xB8\xD9 |0

<UBA4B> \xB8\xDA |0

<UBA4D> \xB8\xDB |0

<UBA4E> \xB8\xDC |0

<UBA53> \xB8\xDD |0

<UBA54> \xB8\xDE |0

<UBA55> \xB8\xDF |0

<UBA58> \xB8\xE0 |0

<UBA5C> \xB8\xE1 |0

<UBA64> \xB8\xE2 |0

<UBA65> \xB8\xE3 |0

<UBA67> \xB8\xE4 |0

<UBA68> \xB8\xE5 |0

<UBA69> \xB8\xE6 |0

<UBA70> \xB8\xE7 |0

<UBA71> \xB8\xE8 |0

<UBA74> \xB8\xE9 |0

<UBA78> \xB8\xEA |0

<UBA83> \xB8\xEB |0

<UBA84> \xB8\xEC |0
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<UBA85> \xB8\xED |0

<UBA87> \xB8\xEE |0

<UBA8C> \xB8\xEF |0

<UBAA8> \xB8\xF0 |0

<UBAA9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<UBAAB> \xB8\xF2 |0

<UBAAC> \xB8\xF3 |0

<UBAB0> \xB8\xF4 |0

<UBAB2> \xB8\xF5 |0

<UBAB8> \xB8\xF6 |0

<UBAB9> \xB8\xF7 |0

<UBABB>

 \xB8\xF8 |0

<UBABD> \xB8\xF9 |0

<UBAC4> \xB8\xFA |0

<UBAC8> \xB8\xFB |0

<UBAD8> \xB8\xFC |0

<UBAD9> \xB8\xFD |0

<UBAFC> \xB8\xFE |0

<UBB00> \xB9\xA1 |0

<UBB04> \xB9\xA2 |0

<UBB0D> \xB9\xA3 |0

<UBB0F> \xB9\xA4 |0

<UBB11> \xB9\xA5 |0

<UBB18> \xB9\xA6 |0

<UBB1C> \xB9\xA7 |0

<UBB20> \xB9\xA8 |0

<UBB29> \xB9\xA9 |0

<UBB2B> \xB9\xAA |0

<UBB34> \xB9\xAB |0

<UBB35> \xB9\xAC |0

<UBB36> \xB9\xAD |0

<UBB38> \xB9\xAE |0

<UBB3B> \xB9\xAF |0

<UBB3C> \xB9\xB0 |0

<UBB3D> \xB9\xB1 |0

<UBB3E> \xB9\xB2 |0

<UBB44> \xB9\xB3 |0

<UBB45> \xB9\xB4 |0

<UBB47> \xB9\xB5 |0

<UBB49> \xB9\xB6 |0

<UBB4D> \xB9\xB7 |0

<UBB4F> \xB9\xB8 |0

<UBB50> \xB9\xB9 |0

<UBB54> \xB9\xBA |0

<UBB58> \xB9\xBB |0

<UBB61> \xB9\xBC |0

<UBB63> \xB9\xBD |0
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<UBB6C> \xB9\xBE |0

<UBB88> \xB9\xBF |0

<UBB8C> \xB9\xC0 |0

<UBB90> \xB9\xC1 |0

<UBBA4> \xB9\xC2 |0

<UBBA8> \xB9\xC3 |0

<UBBAC> \xB9\xC4 |0

<UBBB4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<UBBB7> \xB9\xC6 |0

<UBBC0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<UBBC4> \xB9\xC8 |0

<UBBC8> \xB9\xC9 |0

<UBBD0> \xB9\xCA |0

<UBBD3> \xB9\xCB |0

<UBBF8>

 \xB9\xCC |0

<UBBF9> \xB9\xCD |0

<UBBFC> \xB9\xCE |0

<UBBFF> \xB9\xCF |0

<UBC00> \xB9\xD0 |0

<UBC02> \xB9\xD1 |0

<UBC08> \xB9\xD2 |0

<UBC09> \xB9\xD3 |0

<UBC0B> \xB9\xD4 |0

<UBC0C> \xB9\xD5 |0

<UBC0D> \xB9\xD6 |0

<UBC0F> \xB9\xD7 |0

<UBC11> \xB9\xD8 |0

<UBC14> \xB9\xD9 |0

<UBC15> \xB9\xDA |0

<UBC16> \xB9\xDB |0

<UBC17> \xB9\xDC |0

<UBC18> \xB9\xDD |0

<UBC1B> \xB9\xDE |0

<UBC1C> \xB9\xDF |0

<UBC1D> \xB9\xE0 |0

<UBC1E> \xB9\xE1 |0

<UBC1F> \xB9\xE2 |0

<UBC24> \xB9\xE3 |0

<UBC25> \xB9\xE4 |0

<UBC27> \xB9\xE5 |0

<UBC29> \xB9\xE6 |0

<UBC2D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<UBC30> \xB9\xE8 |0

<UBC31> \xB9\xE9 |0

<UBC34> \xB9\xEA |0

<UBC38> \xB9\xEB |0

<UBC40> \xB9\xEC |0
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<UBC41> \xB9\xED |0

<UBC43> \xB9\xEE |0

<UBC44> \xB9\xEF |0

<UBC45> \xB9\xF0 |0

<UBC49> \xB9\xF1 |0

<UBC4C> \xB9\xF2 |0

<UBC4D> \xB9\xF3 |0

<UBC50> \xB9\xF4 |0

<UBC5D> \xB9\xF5 |0

<UBC84> \xB9\xF6 |0

<UBC85> \xB9\xF7 |0

<UBC88> \xB9\xF8 |0

<UBC8B> \xB9\xF9 |0

<UBC8C> \xB9\xFA |0

<UBC8E> \xB9\xFB |0

<UBC94> \xB9\xFC |0

<UBC95> \xB9\xFD |0

<UBC97>

 \xB9\xFE |0

<UBC99> \xBA\xA1 |0

<UBC9A> \xBA\xA2 |0

<UBCA0> \xBA\xA3 |0

<UBCA1> \xBA\xA4 |0

<UBCA4> \xBA\xA5 |0

<UBCA7> \xBA\xA6 |0

<UBCA8> \xBA\xA7 |0

<UBCB0> \xBA\xA8 |0

<UBCB1> \xBA\xA9 |0

<UBCB3> \xBA\xAA |0

<UBCB4> \xBA\xAB |0

<UBCB5> \xBA\xAC |0

<UBCBC> \xBA\xAD |0

<UBCBD> \xBA\xAE |0

<UBCC0> \xBA\xAF |0

<UBCC4> \xBA\xB0 |0

<UBCCD> \xBA\xB1 |0

<UBCCF> \xBA\xB2 |0

<UBCD0> \xBA\xB3 |0

<UBCD1> \xBA\xB4 |0

<UBCD5> \xBA\xB5 |0

<UBCD8> \xBA\xB6 |0

<UBCDC> \xBA\xB7 |0

<UBCF4> \xBA\xB8 |0

<UBCF5> \xBA\xB9 |0

<UBCF6> \xBA\xBA |0

<UBCF8> \xBA\xBB |0

<UBCFC> \xBA\xBC |0

<UBD04> \xBA\xBD |0
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<UBD05> \xBA\xBE |0

<UBD07> \xBA\xBF |0

<UBD09> \xBA\xC0 |0

<UBD10> \xBA\xC1 |0

<UBD14> \xBA\xC2 |0

<UBD24> \xBA\xC3 |0

<UBD2C> \xBA\xC4 |0

<UBD40> \xBA\xC5 |0

<UBD48> \xBA\xC6 |0

<UBD49> \xBA\xC7 |0

<UBD4C> \xBA\xC8 |0

<UBD50> \xBA\xC9 |0

<UBD58> \xBA\xCA |0

<UBD59> \xBA\xCB |0

<UBD64> \xBA\xCC |0

<UBD68> \xBA\xCD |0

<UBD80> \xBA\xCE |0

<UBD81> \xBA\xCF |0

<UBD84> \xBA\xD0 |0

<UBD87> \xBA\xD1 |0

<UBD88>

 \xBA\xD2 |0

<UBD89> \xBA\xD3 |0

<UBD8A> \xBA\xD4 |0

<UBD90> \xBA\xD5 |0

<UBD91> \xBA\xD6 |0

<UBD93> \xBA\xD7 |0

<UBD95> \xBA\xD8 |0

<UBD99> \xBA\xD9 |0

<UBD9A> \xBA\xDA |0

<UBD9C> \xBA\xDB |0

<UBDA4> \xBA\xDC |0

<UBDB0> \xBA\xDD |0

<UBDB8> \xBA\xDE |0

<UBDD4> \xBA\xDF |0

<UBDD5> \xBA\xE0 |0

<UBDD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<UBDDC> \xBA\xE2 |0

<UBDE9> \xBA\xE3 |0

<UBDF0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<UBDF4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<UBDF8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<UBE00> \xBA\xE7 |0

<UBE03> \xBA\xE8 |0

<UBE05> \xBA\xE9 |0

<UBE0C> \xBA\xEA |0

<UBE0D> \xBA\xEB |0

<UBE10> \xBA\xEC |0
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<UBE14> \xBA\xED |0

<UBE1C> \xBA\xEE |0

<UBE1D> \xBA\xEF |0

<UBE1F> \xBA\xF0 |0

<UBE44> \xBA\xF1 |0

<UBE45> \xBA\xF2 |0

<UBE48> \xBA\xF3 |0

<UBE4C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<UBE4E> \xBA\xF5 |0

<UBE54> \xBA\xF6 |0

<UBE55> \xBA\xF7 |0

<UBE57> \xBA\xF8 |0

<UBE59> \xBA\xF9 |0

<UBE5A> \xBA\xFA |0

<UBE5B> \xBA\xFB |0

<UBE60> \xBA\xFC |0

<UBE61> \xBA\xFD |0

<UBE64> \xBA\xFE |0

<UBE68> \xBB\xA1 |0

<UBE6A> \xBB\xA2 |0

<UBE70> \xBB\xA3 |0

<UBE71> \xBB\xA4 |0

<UBE73> \xBB\xA5 |0

<UBE74>

 \xBB\xA6 |0

<UBE75> \xBB\xA7 |0

<UBE7B> \xBB\xA8 |0

<UBE7C> \xBB\xA9 |0

<UBE7D> \xBB\xAA |0

<UBE80> \xBB\xAB |0

<UBE84> \xBB\xAC |0

<UBE8C> \xBB\xAD |0

<UBE8D> \xBB\xAE |0

<UBE8F> \xBB\xAF |0

<UBE90> \xBB\xB0 |0

<UBE91> \xBB\xB1 |0

<UBE98> \xBB\xB2 |0

<UBE99> \xBB\xB3 |0

<UBEA8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<UBED0> \xBB\xB5 |0

<UBED1> \xBB\xB6 |0

<UBED4> \xBB\xB7 |0

<UBED7> \xBB\xB8 |0

<UBED8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<UBEE0> \xBB\xBA |0

<UBEE3> \xBB\xBB |0

<UBEE4> \xBB\xBC |0

<UBEE5> \xBB\xBD |0
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<UBEEC> \xBB\xBE |0

<UBF01> \xBB\xBF |0

<UBF08> \xBB\xC0 |0

<UBF09> \xBB\xC1 |0

<UBF18> \xBB\xC2 |0

<UBF19> \xBB\xC3 |0

<UBF1B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<UBF1C> \xBB\xC5 |0

<UBF1D> \xBB\xC6 |0

<UBF40> \xBB\xC7 |0

<UBF41> \xBB\xC8 |0

<UBF44> \xBB\xC9 |0

<UBF48> \xBB\xCA |0

<UBF50> \xBB\xCB |0

<UBF51> \xBB\xCC |0

<UBF55> \xBB\xCD |0

<UBF94> \xBB\xCE |0

<UBFB0> \xBB\xCF |0

<UBFC5> \xBB\xD0 |0

<UBFCC> \xBB\xD1 |0

<UBFCD> \xBB\xD2 |0

<UBFD0> \xBB\xD3 |0

<UBFD4> \xBB\xD4 |0

<UBFDC> \xBB\xD5 |0

<UBFDF> \xBB\xD6 |0

<UBFE1> \xBB\xD7 |0

<UC03C>

 \xBB\xD8 |0

<UC051> \xBB\xD9 |0

<UC058> \xBB\xDA |0

<UC05C> \xBB\xDB |0

<UC060> \xBB\xDC |0

<UC068> \xBB\xDD |0

<UC069> \xBB\xDE |0

<UC090> \xBB\xDF |0

<UC091> \xBB\xE0 |0

<UC094> \xBB\xE1 |0

<UC098> \xBB\xE2 |0

<UC0A0> \xBB\xE3 |0

<UC0A1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<UC0A3> \xBB\xE5 |0

<UC0A5> \xBB\xE6 |0

<UC0AC> \xBB\xE7 |0

<UC0AD> \xBB\xE8 |0

<UC0AF> \xBB\xE9 |0

<UC0B0> \xBB\xEA |0

<UC0B3> \xBB\xEB |0

<UC0B4> \xBB\xEC |0
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<UC0B5> \xBB\xED |0

<UC0B6> \xBB\xEE |0

<UC0BC> \xBB\xEF |0

<UC0BD> \xBB\xF0 |0

<UC0BF> \xBB\xF1 |0

<UC0C0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<UC0C1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<UC0C5> \xBB\xF4 |0

<UC0C8> \xBB\xF5 |0

<UC0C9> \xBB\xF6 |0

<UC0CC> \xBB\xF7 |0

<UC0D0> \xBB\xF8 |0

<UC0D8> \xBB\xF9 |0

<UC0D9> \xBB\xFA |0

<UC0DB> \xBB\xFB |0

<UC0DC> \xBB\xFC |0

<UC0DD> \xBB\xFD |0

<UC0E4> \xBB\xFE |0

<UC0E5> \xBC\xA1 |0

<UC0E8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<UC0EC> \xBC\xA3 |0

<UC0F4> \xBC\xA4 |0

<UC0F5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<UC0F7> \xBC\xA6 |0

<UC0F9> \xBC\xA7 |0

<UC100> \xBC\xA8 |0

<UC104> \xBC\xA9 |0

<UC108> \xBC\xAA |0

<UC110> \xBC\xAB |0

<UC115>

 \xBC\xAC |0

<UC11C> \xBC\xAD |0

<UC11D> \xBC\xAE |0

<UC11E> \xBC\xAF |0

<UC11F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<UC120> \xBC\xB1 |0

<UC123> \xBC\xB2 |0

<UC124> \xBC\xB3 |0

<UC126> \xBC\xB4 |0

<UC127> \xBC\xB5 |0

<UC12C> \xBC\xB6 |0

<UC12D> \xBC\xB7 |0

<UC12F> \xBC\xB8 |0

<UC130> \xBC\xB9 |0

<UC131> \xBC\xBA |0

<UC136> \xBC\xBB |0

<UC138> \xBC\xBC |0

<UC139> \xBC\xBD |0
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<UC13C> \xBC\xBE |0

<UC140> \xBC\xBF |0

<UC148> \xBC\xC0 |0

<UC149> \xBC\xC1 |0

<UC14B> \xBC\xC2 |0

<UC14C> \xBC\xC3 |0

<UC14D> \xBC\xC4 |0

<UC154> \xBC\xC5 |0

<UC155> \xBC\xC6 |0

<UC158> \xBC\xC7 |0

<UC15C> \xBC\xC8 |0

<UC164> \xBC\xC9 |0

<UC165> \xBC\xCA |0

<UC167> \xBC\xCB |0

<UC168> \xBC\xCC |0

<UC169> \xBC\xCD |0

<UC170> \xBC\xCE |0

<UC174> \xBC\xCF |0

<UC178> \xBC\xD0 |0

<UC185> \xBC\xD1 |0

<UC18C> \xBC\xD2 |0

<UC18D> \xBC\xD3 |0

<UC18E> \xBC\xD4 |0

<UC190> \xBC\xD5 |0

<UC194> \xBC\xD6 |0

<UC196> \xBC\xD7 |0

<UC19C> \xBC\xD8 |0

<UC19D> \xBC\xD9 |0

<UC19F> \xBC\xDA |0

<UC1A1> \xBC\xDB |0

<UC1A5> \xBC\xDC |0

<UC1A8> \xBC\xDD |0

<UC1A9>

 \xBC\xDE |0

<UC1AC> \xBC\xDF |0

<UC1B0> \xBC\xE0 |0

<UC1BD> \xBC\xE1 |0

<UC1C4> \xBC\xE2 |0

<UC1C8> \xBC\xE3 |0

<UC1CC> \xBC\xE4 |0

<UC1D4> \xBC\xE5 |0

<UC1D7> \xBC\xE6 |0

<UC1D8> \xBC\xE7 |0

<UC1E0> \xBC\xE8 |0

<UC1E4> \xBC\xE9 |0

<UC1E8> \xBC\xEA |0

<UC1F0> \xBC\xEB |0

<UC1F1> \xBC\xEC |0
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<UC1F3> \xBC\xED |0

<UC1FC> \xBC\xEE |0

<UC1FD> \xBC\xEF |0

<UC200> \xBC\xF0 |0

<UC204> \xBC\xF1 |0

<UC20C> \xBC\xF2 |0

<UC20D> \xBC\xF3 |0

<UC20F> \xBC\xF4 |0

<UC211> \xBC\xF5 |0

<UC218> \xBC\xF6 |0

<UC219> \xBC\xF7 |0

<UC21C> \xBC\xF8 |0

<UC21F> \xBC\xF9 |0

<UC220> \xBC\xFA |0

<UC228> \xBC\xFB |0

<UC229> \xBC\xFC |0

<UC22B> \xBC\xFD |0

<UC22D> \xBC\xFE |0

<UC22F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<UC231> \xBD\xA2 |0

<UC232> \xBD\xA3 |0

<UC234> \xBD\xA4 |0

<UC248> \xBD\xA5 |0

<UC250> \xBD\xA6 |0

<UC251> \xBD\xA7 |0

<UC254> \xBD\xA8 |0

<UC258> \xBD\xA9 |0

<UC260> \xBD\xAA |0

<UC265> \xBD\xAB |0

<UC26C> \xBD\xAC |0

<UC26D> \xBD\xAD |0

<UC270> \xBD\xAE |0

<UC274> \xBD\xAF |0

<UC27C> \xBD\xB0 |0

<UC27D> \xBD\xB1 |0

<UC27F>

 \xBD\xB2 |0

<UC281> \xBD\xB3 |0

<UC288> \xBD\xB4 |0

<UC289> \xBD\xB5 |0

<UC290> \xBD\xB6 |0

<UC298> \xBD\xB7 |0

<UC29B> \xBD\xB8 |0

<UC29D> \xBD\xB9 |0

<UC2A4> \xBD\xBA |0

<UC2A5> \xBD\xBB |0

<UC2A8> \xBD\xBC |0

<UC2AC> \xBD\xBD |0
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<UC2AD> \xBD\xBE |0

<UC2B4> \xBD\xBF |0

<UC2B5> \xBD\xC0 |0

<UC2B7> \xBD\xC1 |0

<UC2B9> \xBD\xC2 |0

<UC2DC> \xBD\xC3 |0

<UC2DD> \xBD\xC4 |0

<UC2E0> \xBD\xC5 |0

<UC2E3> \xBD\xC6 |0

<UC2E4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<UC2EB> \xBD\xC8 |0

<UC2EC> \xBD\xC9 |0

<UC2ED> \xBD\xCA |0

<UC2EF> \xBD\xCB |0

<UC2F1> \xBD\xCC |0

<UC2F6> \xBD\xCD |0

<UC2F8> \xBD\xCE |0

<UC2F9> \xBD\xCF |0

<UC2FB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<UC2FC> \xBD\xD1 |0

<UC300> \xBD\xD2 |0

<UC308> \xBD\xD3 |0

<UC309> \xBD\xD4 |0

<UC30C> \xBD\xD5 |0

<UC30D> \xBD\xD6 |0

<UC313> \xBD\xD7 |0

<UC314> \xBD\xD8 |0

<UC315> \xBD\xD9 |0

<UC318> \xBD\xDA |0

<UC31C> \xBD\xDB |0

<UC324> \xBD\xDC |0

<UC325> \xBD\xDD |0

<UC328> \xBD\xDE |0

<UC329> \xBD\xDF |0

<UC345> \xBD\xE0 |0

<UC368> \xBD\xE1 |0

<UC369> \xBD\xE2 |0

<UC36C> \xBD\xE3 |0

<UC370>

 \xBD\xE4 |0

<UC372> \xBD\xE5 |0

<UC378> \xBD\xE6 |0

<UC379> \xBD\xE7 |0

<UC37C> \xBD\xE8 |0

<UC37D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<UC384> \xBD\xEA |0

<UC388> \xBD\xEB |0

<UC38C> \xBD\xEC |0
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<UC3C0> \xBD\xED |0

<UC3D8> \xBD\xEE |0

<UC3D9> \xBD\xEF |0

<UC3DC> \xBD\xF0 |0

<UC3DF> \xBD\xF1 |0

<UC3E0> \xBD\xF2 |0

<UC3E2> \xBD\xF3 |0

<UC3E8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<UC3E9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<UC3ED> \xBD\xF6 |0

<UC3F4> \xBD\xF7 |0

<UC3F5> \xBD\xF8 |0

<UC3F8> \xBD\xF9 |0

<UC408> \xBD\xFA |0

<UC410> \xBD\xFB |0

<UC424> \xBD\xFC |0

<UC42C> \xBD\xFD |0

<UC430> \xBD\xFE |0

<UC434> \xBE\xA1 |0

<UC43C> \xBE\xA2 |0

<UC43D> \xBE\xA3 |0

<UC448> \xBE\xA4 |0

<UC464> \xBE\xA5 |0

<UC465> \xBE\xA6 |0

<UC468> \xBE\xA7 |0

<UC46C> \xBE\xA8 |0

<UC474> \xBE\xA9 |0

<UC475> \xBE\xAA |0

<UC479> \xBE\xAB |0

<UC480> \xBE\xAC |0

<UC494> \xBE\xAD |0

<UC49C> \xBE\xAE |0

<UC4B8> \xBE\xAF |0

<UC4BC> \xBE\xB0 |0

<UC4E9> \xBE\xB1 |0

<UC4F0> \xBE\xB2 |0

<UC4F1> \xBE\xB3 |0

<UC4F4> \xBE\xB4 |0

<UC4F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<UC4FA> \xBE\xB6 |0

<UC4FF> \xBE\xB7 |0

<UC500>

 \xBE\xB8 |0

<UC501> \xBE\xB9 |0

<UC50C> \xBE\xBA |0

<UC510> \xBE\xBB |0

<UC514> \xBE\xBC |0

<UC51C> \xBE\xBD |0
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<UC528> \xBE\xBE |0

<UC529> \xBE\xBF |0

<UC52C> \xBE\xC0 |0

<UC530> \xBE\xC1 |0

<UC538> \xBE\xC2 |0

<UC539> \xBE\xC3 |0

<UC53B> \xBE\xC4 |0

<UC53D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<UC544> \xBE\xC6 |0

<UC545> \xBE\xC7 |0

<UC548> \xBE\xC8 |0

<UC549> \xBE\xC9 |0

<UC54A> \xBE\xCA |0

<UC54C> \xBE\xCB |0

<UC54D> \xBE\xCC |0

<UC54E> \xBE\xCD |0

<UC553> \xBE\xCE |0

<UC554> \xBE\xCF |0

<UC555> \xBE\xD0 |0

<UC557> \xBE\xD1 |0

<UC558> \xBE\xD2 |0

<UC559> \xBE\xD3 |0

<UC55D> \xBE\xD4 |0

<UC55E> \xBE\xD5 |0

<UC560> \xBE\xD6 |0

<UC561> \xBE\xD7 |0

<UC564> \xBE\xD8 |0

<UC568> \xBE\xD9 |0

<UC570> \xBE\xDA |0

<UC571> \xBE\xDB |0

<UC573> \xBE\xDC |0

<UC574> \xBE\xDD |0

<UC575> \xBE\xDE |0

<UC57C> \xBE\xDF |0

<UC57D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<UC580> \xBE\xE1 |0

<UC584> \xBE\xE2 |0

<UC587> \xBE\xE3 |0

<UC58C> \xBE\xE4 |0

<UC58D> \xBE\xE5 |0

<UC58F> \xBE\xE6 |0

<UC591> \xBE\xE7 |0

<UC595> \xBE\xE8 |0

<UC597> \xBE\xE9 |0

<UC598>

 \xBE\xEA |0

<UC59C> \xBE\xEB |0

<UC5A0> \xBE\xEC |0
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<UC5A9> \xBE\xED |0

<UC5B4> \xBE\xEE |0

<UC5B5> \xBE\xEF |0

<UC5B8> \xBE\xF0 |0

<UC5B9> \xBE\xF1 |0

<UC5BB> \xBE\xF2 |0

<UC5BC> \xBE\xF3 |0

<UC5BD> \xBE\xF4 |0

<UC5BE> \xBE\xF5 |0

<UC5C4> \xBE\xF6 |0

<UC5C5> \xBE\xF7 |0

<UC5C6> \xBE\xF8 |0

<UC5C7> \xBE\xF9 |0

<UC5C8> \xBE\xFA |0

<UC5C9> \xBE\xFB |0

<UC5CA> \xBE\xFC |0

<UC5CC> \xBE\xFD |0

<UC5CE> \xBE\xFE |0

<UC5D0> \xBF\xA1 |0

<UC5D1> \xBF\xA2 |0

<UC5D4> \xBF\xA3 |0

<UC5D8> \xBF\xA4 |0

<UC5E0> \xBF\xA5 |0

<UC5E1> \xBF\xA6 |0

<UC5E3> \xBF\xA7 |0

<UC5E5> \xBF\xA8 |0

<UC5EC> \xBF\xA9 |0

<UC5ED> \xBF\xAA |0

<UC5EE> \xBF\xAB |0

<UC5F0> \xBF\xAC |0

<UC5F4> \xBF\xAD |0

<UC5F6> \xBF\xAE |0

<UC5F7> \xBF\xAF |0

<UC5FC> \xBF\xB0 |0

<UC5FD> \xBF\xB1 |0

<UC5FE> \xBF\xB2 |0

<UC5FF> \xBF\xB3 |0

<UC600> \xBF\xB4 |0

<UC601> \xBF\xB5 |0

<UC605> \xBF\xB6 |0

<UC606> \xBF\xB7 |0

<UC607> \xBF\xB8 |0

<UC608> \xBF\xB9 |0

<UC60C> \xBF\xBA |0

<UC610> \xBF\xBB |0

<UC618> \xBF\xBC |0

<UC619> \xBF\xBD |0

<UC61B>
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 \xBF\xBE |0

<UC61C> \xBF\xBF |0

<UC624> \xBF\xC0 |0

<UC625> \xBF\xC1 |0

<UC628> \xBF\xC2 |0

<UC62C> \xBF\xC3 |0

<UC62D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<UC62E> \xBF\xC5 |0

<UC630> \xBF\xC6 |0

<UC633> \xBF\xC7 |0

<UC634> \xBF\xC8 |0

<UC635> \xBF\xC9 |0

<UC637> \xBF\xCA |0

<UC639> \xBF\xCB |0

<UC63B> \xBF\xCC |0

<UC640> \xBF\xCD |0

<UC641> \xBF\xCE |0

<UC644> \xBF\xCF |0

<UC648> \xBF\xD0 |0

<UC650> \xBF\xD1 |0

<UC651> \xBF\xD2 |0

<UC653> \xBF\xD3 |0

<UC654> \xBF\xD4 |0

<UC655> \xBF\xD5 |0

<UC65C> \xBF\xD6 |0

<UC65D> \xBF\xD7 |0

<UC660> \xBF\xD8 |0

<UC66C> \xBF\xD9 |0

<UC66F> \xBF\xDA |0

<UC671> \xBF\xDB |0

<UC678> \xBF\xDC |0

<UC679> \xBF\xDD |0

<UC67C> \xBF\xDE |0

<UC680> \xBF\xDF |0

<UC688> \xBF\xE0 |0

<UC689> \xBF\xE1 |0

<UC68B> \xBF\xE2 |0

<UC68D> \xBF\xE3 |0

<UC694> \xBF\xE4 |0

<UC695> \xBF\xE5 |0

<UC698> \xBF\xE6 |0

<UC69C> \xBF\xE7 |0

<UC6A4> \xBF\xE8 |0

<UC6A5> \xBF\xE9 |0

<UC6A7> \xBF\xEA |0

<UC6A9> \xBF\xEB |0

<UC6B0> \xBF\xEC |0

<UC6B1> \xBF\xED |0
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<UC6B4> \xBF\xEE |0

<UC6B8> \xBF\xEF |0

<UC6B9>

 \xBF\xF0 |0

<UC6BA> \xBF\xF1 |0

<UC6C0> \xBF\xF2 |0

<UC6C1> \xBF\xF3 |0

<UC6C3> \xBF\xF4 |0

<UC6C5> \xBF\xF5 |0

<UC6CC> \xBF\xF6 |0

<UC6CD> \xBF\xF7 |0

<UC6D0> \xBF\xF8 |0

<UC6D4> \xBF\xF9 |0

<UC6DC> \xBF\xFA |0

<UC6DD> \xBF\xFB |0

<UC6E0> \xBF\xFC |0

<UC6E1> \xBF\xFD |0

<UC6E8> \xBF\xFE |0

<UC6E9> \xC0\xA1 |0

<UC6EC> \xC0\xA2 |0

<UC6F0> \xC0\xA3 |0

<UC6F8> \xC0\xA4 |0

<UC6F9> \xC0\xA5 |0

<UC6FD> \xC0\xA6 |0

<UC704> \xC0\xA7 |0

<UC705> \xC0\xA8 |0

<UC708> \xC0\xA9 |0

<UC70C> \xC0\xAA |0

<UC714> \xC0\xAB |0

<UC715> \xC0\xAC |0

<UC717> \xC0\xAD |0

<UC719> \xC0\xAE |0

<UC720> \xC0\xAF |0

<UC721> \xC0\xB0 |0

<UC724> \xC0\xB1 |0

<UC728> \xC0\xB2 |0

<UC730> \xC0\xB3 |0

<UC731> \xC0\xB4 |0

<UC733> \xC0\xB5 |0

<UC735> \xC0\xB6 |0

<UC737> \xC0\xB7 |0

<UC73C> \xC0\xB8 |0

<UC73D> \xC0\xB9 |0

<UC740> \xC0\xBA |0

<UC744> \xC0\xBB |0

<UC74A> \xC0\xBC |0

<UC74C> \xC0\xBD |0

<UC74D> \xC0\xBE |0
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<UC74F> \xC0\xBF |0

<UC751> \xC0\xC0 |0

<UC752> \xC0\xC1 |0

<UC753> \xC0\xC2 |0

<UC754> \xC0\xC3 |0

<UC755>

 \xC0\xC4 |0

<UC756> \xC0\xC5 |0

<UC757> \xC0\xC6 |0

<UC758> \xC0\xC7 |0

<UC75C> \xC0\xC8 |0

<UC760> \xC0\xC9 |0

<UC768> \xC0\xCA |0

<UC76B> \xC0\xCB |0

<UC774> \xC0\xCC |0

<UC775> \xC0\xCD |0

<UC778> \xC0\xCE |0

<UC77C> \xC0\xCF |0

<UC77D> \xC0\xD0 |0

<UC77E> \xC0\xD1 |0

<UC783> \xC0\xD2 |0

<UC784> \xC0\xD3 |0

<UC785> \xC0\xD4 |0

<UC787> \xC0\xD5 |0

<UC788> \xC0\xD6 |0

<UC789> \xC0\xD7 |0

<UC78A> \xC0\xD8 |0

<UC78E> \xC0\xD9 |0

<UC790> \xC0\xDA |0

<UC791> \xC0\xDB |0

<UC794> \xC0\xDC |0

<UC796> \xC0\xDD |0

<UC797> \xC0\xDE |0

<UC798> \xC0\xDF |0

<UC79A> \xC0\xE0 |0

<UC7A0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<UC7A1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<UC7A3> \xC0\xE3 |0

<UC7A4> \xC0\xE4 |0

<UC7A5> \xC0\xE5 |0

<UC7A6> \xC0\xE6 |0

<UC7AC> \xC0\xE7 |0

<UC7AD> \xC0\xE8 |0

<UC7B0> \xC0\xE9 |0

<UC7B4> \xC0\xEA |0

<UC7BC> \xC0\xEB |0

<UC7BD> \xC0\xEC |0

<UC7BF> \xC0\xED |0
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<UC7C0> \xC0\xEE |0

<UC7C1> \xC0\xEF |0

<UC7C8> \xC0\xF0 |0

<UC7C9> \xC0\xF1 |0

<UC7CC> \xC0\xF2 |0

<UC7CE> \xC0\xF3 |0

<UC7D0> \xC0\xF4 |0

<UC7D8> \xC0\xF5 |0

<UC7DD>

 \xC0\xF6 |0

<UC7E4> \xC0\xF7 |0

<UC7E8> \xC0\xF8 |0

<UC7EC> \xC0\xF9 |0

<UC800> \xC0\xFA |0

<UC801> \xC0\xFB |0

<UC804> \xC0\xFC |0

<UC808> \xC0\xFD |0

<UC80A> \xC0\xFE |0

<UC810> \xC1\xA1 |0

<UC811> \xC1\xA2 |0

<UC813> \xC1\xA3 |0

<UC815> \xC1\xA4 |0

<UC816> \xC1\xA5 |0

<UC81C> \xC1\xA6 |0

<UC81D> \xC1\xA7 |0

<UC820> \xC1\xA8 |0

<UC824> \xC1\xA9 |0

<UC82C> \xC1\xAA |0

<UC82D> \xC1\xAB |0

<UC82F> \xC1\xAC |0

<UC831> \xC1\xAD |0

<UC838> \xC1\xAE |0

<UC83C> \xC1\xAF |0

<UC840> \xC1\xB0 |0

<UC848> \xC1\xB1 |0

<UC849> \xC1\xB2 |0

<UC84C> \xC1\xB3 |0

<UC84D> \xC1\xB4 |0

<UC854> \xC1\xB5 |0

<UC870> \xC1\xB6 |0

<UC871> \xC1\xB7 |0

<UC874> \xC1\xB8 |0

<UC878> \xC1\xB9 |0

<UC87A> \xC1\xBA |0

<UC880> \xC1\xBB |0

<UC881> \xC1\xBC |0

<UC883> \xC1\xBD |0

<UC885> \xC1\xBE |0
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<UC886> \xC1\xBF |0

<UC887> \xC1\xC0 |0

<UC88B> \xC1\xC1 |0

<UC88C> \xC1\xC2 |0

<UC88D> \xC1\xC3 |0

<UC894> \xC1\xC4 |0

<UC89D> \xC1\xC5 |0

<UC89F> \xC1\xC6 |0

<UC8A1> \xC1\xC7 |0

<UC8A8> \xC1\xC8 |0

<UC8BC> \xC1\xC9 |0

<UC8BD>

 \xC1\xCA |0

<UC8C4> \xC1\xCB |0

<UC8C8> \xC1\xCC |0

<UC8CC> \xC1\xCD |0

<UC8D4> \xC1\xCE |0

<UC8D5> \xC1\xCF |0

<UC8D7> \xC1\xD0 |0

<UC8D9> \xC1\xD1 |0

<UC8E0> \xC1\xD2 |0

<UC8E1> \xC1\xD3 |0

<UC8E4> \xC1\xD4 |0

<UC8F5> \xC1\xD5 |0

<UC8FC> \xC1\xD6 |0

<UC8FD> \xC1\xD7 |0

<UC900> \xC1\xD8 |0

<UC904> \xC1\xD9 |0

<UC905> \xC1\xDA |0

<UC906> \xC1\xDB |0

<UC90C> \xC1\xDC |0

<UC90D> \xC1\xDD |0

<UC90F> \xC1\xDE |0

<UC911> \xC1\xDF |0

<UC918> \xC1\xE0 |0

<UC92C> \xC1\xE1 |0

<UC934> \xC1\xE2 |0

<UC950> \xC1\xE3 |0

<UC951> \xC1\xE4 |0

<UC954> \xC1\xE5 |0

<UC958> \xC1\xE6 |0

<UC960> \xC1\xE7 |0

<UC961> \xC1\xE8 |0

<UC963> \xC1\xE9 |0

<UC96C> \xC1\xEA |0

<UC970> \xC1\xEB |0

<UC974> \xC1\xEC |0

<UC97C> \xC1\xED |0
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<UC988> \xC1\xEE |0

<UC989> \xC1\xEF |0

<UC98C> \xC1\xF0 |0

<UC990> \xC1\xF1 |0

<UC998> \xC1\xF2 |0

<UC999> \xC1\xF3 |0

<UC99B> \xC1\xF4 |0

<UC99D> \xC1\xF5 |0

<UC9C0> \xC1\xF6 |0

<UC9C1> \xC1\xF7 |0

<UC9C4> \xC1\xF8 |0

<UC9C7> \xC1\xF9 |0

<UC9C8> \xC1\xFA |0

<UC9CA> \xC1\xFB |0

<UC9D0>

 \xC1\xFC |0

<UC9D1> \xC1\xFD |0

<UC9D3> \xC1\xFE |0

<UC9D5> \xC2\xA1 |0

<UC9D6> \xC2\xA2 |0

<UC9D9> \xC2\xA3 |0

<UC9DA> \xC2\xA4 |0

<UC9DC> \xC2\xA5 |0

<UC9DD> \xC2\xA6 |0

<UC9E0> \xC2\xA7 |0

<UC9E2> \xC2\xA8 |0

<UC9E4> \xC2\xA9 |0

<UC9E7> \xC2\xAA |0

<UC9EC> \xC2\xAB |0

<UC9ED> \xC2\xAC |0

<UC9EF> \xC2\xAD |0

<UC9F0> \xC2\xAE |0

<UC9F1> \xC2\xAF |0

<UC9F8> \xC2\xB0 |0

<UC9F9> \xC2\xB1 |0

<UC9FC> \xC2\xB2 |0

<UCA00> \xC2\xB3 |0

<UCA08> \xC2\xB4 |0

<UCA09> \xC2\xB5 |0

<UCA0B> \xC2\xB6 |0

<UCA0C> \xC2\xB7 |0

<UCA0D> \xC2\xB8 |0

<UCA14> \xC2\xB9 |0

<UCA18> \xC2\xBA |0

<UCA29> \xC2\xBB |0

<UCA4C> \xC2\xBC |0

<UCA4D> \xC2\xBD |0

<UCA50> \xC2\xBE |0
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<UCA54> \xC2\xBF |0

<UCA5C> \xC2\xC0 |0

<UCA5D> \xC2\xC1 |0

<UCA5F> \xC2\xC2 |0

<UCA60> \xC2\xC3 |0

<UCA61> \xC2\xC4 |0

<UCA68> \xC2\xC5 |0

<UCA7D> \xC2\xC6 |0

<UCA84> \xC2\xC7 |0

<UCA98> \xC2\xC8 |0

<UCABC> \xC2\xC9 |0

<UCABD> \xC2\xCA |0

<UCAC0> \xC2\xCB |0

<UCAC4> \xC2\xCC |0

<UCACC> \xC2\xCD |0

<UCACD> \xC2\xCE |0

<UCACF> \xC2\xCF |0

<UCAD1>

 \xC2\xD0 |0

<UCAD3> \xC2\xD1 |0

<UCAD8> \xC2\xD2 |0

<UCAD9> \xC2\xD3 |0

<UCAE0> \xC2\xD4 |0

<UCAEC> \xC2\xD5 |0

<UCAF4> \xC2\xD6 |0

<UCB08> \xC2\xD7 |0

<UCB10> \xC2\xD8 |0

<UCB14> \xC2\xD9 |0

<UCB18> \xC2\xDA |0

<UCB20> \xC2\xDB |0

<UCB21> \xC2\xDC |0

<UCB41> \xC2\xDD |0

<UCB48> \xC2\xDE |0

<UCB49> \xC2\xDF |0

<UCB4C> \xC2\xE0 |0

<UCB50> \xC2\xE1 |0

<UCB58> \xC2\xE2 |0

<UCB59> \xC2\xE3 |0

<UCB5D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<UCB64> \xC2\xE5 |0

<UCB78> \xC2\xE6 |0

<UCB79> \xC2\xE7 |0

<UCB9C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<UCBB8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<UCBD4> \xC2\xEA |0

<UCBE4> \xC2\xEB |0

<UCBE7> \xC2\xEC |0

<UCBE9> \xC2\xED |0
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<UCC0C> \xC2\xEE |0

<UCC0D> \xC2\xEF |0

<UCC10> \xC2\xF0 |0

<UCC14> \xC2\xF1 |0

<UCC1C> \xC2\xF2 |0

<UCC1D> \xC2\xF3 |0

<UCC21> \xC2\xF4 |0

<UCC22> \xC2\xF5 |0

<UCC27> \xC2\xF6 |0

<UCC28> \xC2\xF7 |0

<UCC29> \xC2\xF8 |0

<UCC2C> \xC2\xF9 |0

<UCC2E> \xC2\xFA |0

<UCC30> \xC2\xFB |0

<UCC38> \xC2\xFC |0

<UCC39> \xC2\xFD |0

<UCC3B> \xC2\xFE |0

<UCC3C> \xC3\xA1 |0

<UCC3D> \xC3\xA2 |0

<UCC3E> \xC3\xA3 |0

<UCC44>

 \xC3\xA4 |0

<UCC45> \xC3\xA5 |0

<UCC48> \xC3\xA6 |0

<UCC4C> \xC3\xA7 |0

<UCC54> \xC3\xA8 |0

<UCC55> \xC3\xA9 |0

<UCC57> \xC3\xAA |0

<UCC58> \xC3\xAB |0

<UCC59> \xC3\xAC |0

<UCC60> \xC3\xAD |0

<UCC64> \xC3\xAE |0

<UCC66> \xC3\xAF |0

<UCC68> \xC3\xB0 |0

<UCC70> \xC3\xB1 |0

<UCC75> \xC3\xB2 |0

<UCC98> \xC3\xB3 |0

<UCC99> \xC3\xB4 |0

<UCC9C> \xC3\xB5 |0

<UCCA0> \xC3\xB6 |0

<UCCA8> \xC3\xB7 |0

<UCCA9> \xC3\xB8 |0

<UCCAB> \xC3\xB9 |0

<UCCAC> \xC3\xBA |0

<UCCAD> \xC3\xBB |0

<UCCB4> \xC3\xBC |0

<UCCB5> \xC3\xBD |0

<UCCB8> \xC3\xBE |0
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<UCCBC> \xC3\xBF |0

<UCCC4> \xC3\xC0 |0

<UCCC5> \xC3\xC1 |0

<UCCC7> \xC3\xC2 |0

<UCCC9> \xC3\xC3 |0

<UCCD0> \xC3\xC4 |0

<UCCD4> \xC3\xC5 |0

<UCCE4> \xC3\xC6 |0

<UCCEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<UCCF0> \xC3\xC8 |0

<UCD01> \xC3\xC9 |0

<UCD08> \xC3\xCA |0

<UCD09> \xC3\xCB |0

<UCD0C> \xC3\xCC |0

<UCD10> \xC3\xCD |0

<UCD18> \xC3\xCE |0

<UCD19> \xC3\xCF |0

<UCD1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<UCD1D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<UCD24> \xC3\xD2 |0

<UCD28> \xC3\xD3 |0

<UCD2C> \xC3\xD4 |0

<UCD39> \xC3\xD5 |0

<UCD5C>

 \xC3\xD6 |0

<UCD60> \xC3\xD7 |0

<UCD64> \xC3\xD8 |0

<UCD6C> \xC3\xD9 |0

<UCD6D> \xC3\xDA |0

<UCD6F> \xC3\xDB |0

<UCD71> \xC3\xDC |0

<UCD78> \xC3\xDD |0

<UCD88> \xC3\xDE |0

<UCD94> \xC3\xDF |0

<UCD95> \xC3\xE0 |0

<UCD98> \xC3\xE1 |0

<UCD9C> \xC3\xE2 |0

<UCDA4> \xC3\xE3 |0

<UCDA5> \xC3\xE4 |0

<UCDA7> \xC3\xE5 |0

<UCDA9> \xC3\xE6 |0

<UCDB0> \xC3\xE7 |0

<UCDC4> \xC3\xE8 |0

<UCDCC> \xC3\xE9 |0

<UCDD0> \xC3\xEA |0

<UCDE8> \xC3\xEB |0

<UCDEC> \xC3\xEC |0

<UCDF0> \xC3\xED |0
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<UCDF8> \xC3\xEE |0

<UCDF9> \xC3\xEF |0

<UCDFB> \xC3\xF0 |0

<UCDFD> \xC3\xF1 |0

<UCE04> \xC3\xF2 |0

<UCE08> \xC3\xF3 |0

<UCE0C> \xC3\xF4 |0

<UCE14> \xC3\xF5 |0

<UCE19> \xC3\xF6 |0

<UCE20> \xC3\xF7 |0

<UCE21> \xC3\xF8 |0

<UCE24> \xC3\xF9 |0

<UCE28> \xC3\xFA |0

<UCE30> \xC3\xFB |0

<UCE31> \xC3\xFC |0

<UCE33> \xC3\xFD |0

<UCE35> \xC3\xFE |0

<UCE58> \xC4\xA1 |0

<UCE59> \xC4\xA2 |0

<UCE5C> \xC4\xA3 |0

<UCE5F> \xC4\xA4 |0

<UCE60> \xC4\xA5 |0

<UCE61> \xC4\xA6 |0

<UCE68> \xC4\xA7 |0

<UCE69> \xC4\xA8 |0

<UCE6B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<UCE6D>

 \xC4\xAA |0

<UCE74> \xC4\xAB |0

<UCE75> \xC4\xAC |0

<UCE78> \xC4\xAD |0

<UCE7C> \xC4\xAE |0

<UCE84> \xC4\xAF |0

<UCE85> \xC4\xB0 |0

<UCE87> \xC4\xB1 |0

<UCE89> \xC4\xB2 |0

<UCE90> \xC4\xB3 |0

<UCE91> \xC4\xB4 |0

<UCE94> \xC4\xB5 |0

<UCE98> \xC4\xB6 |0

<UCEA0> \xC4\xB7 |0

<UCEA1> \xC4\xB8 |0

<UCEA3> \xC4\xB9 |0

<UCEA4> \xC4\xBA |0

<UCEA5> \xC4\xBB |0

<UCEAC> \xC4\xBC |0

<UCEAD> \xC4\xBD |0

<UCEC1> \xC4\xBE |0
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<UCEE4> \xC4\xBF |0

<UCEE5> \xC4\xC0 |0

<UCEE8> \xC4\xC1 |0

<UCEEB> \xC4\xC2 |0

<UCEEC> \xC4\xC3 |0

<UCEF4> \xC4\xC4 |0

<UCEF5> \xC4\xC5 |0

<UCEF7> \xC4\xC6 |0

<UCEF8> \xC4\xC7 |0

<UCEF9> \xC4\xC8 |0

<UCF00> \xC4\xC9 |0

<UCF01> \xC4\xCA |0

<UCF04> \xC4\xCB |0

<UCF08> \xC4\xCC |0

<UCF10> \xC4\xCD |0

<UCF11> \xC4\xCE |0

<UCF13> \xC4\xCF |0

<UCF15> \xC4\xD0 |0

<UCF1C> \xC4\xD1 |0

<UCF20> \xC4\xD2 |0

<UCF24> \xC4\xD3 |0

<UCF2C> \xC4\xD4 |0

<UCF2D> \xC4\xD5 |0

<UCF2F> \xC4\xD6 |0

<UCF30> \xC4\xD7 |0

<UCF31> \xC4\xD8 |0

<UCF38> \xC4\xD9 |0

<UCF54> \xC4\xDA |0

<UCF55> \xC4\xDB |0

<UCF58>

 \xC4\xDC |0

<UCF5C> \xC4\xDD |0

<UCF64> \xC4\xDE |0

<UCF65> \xC4\xDF |0

<UCF67> \xC4\xE0 |0

<UCF69> \xC4\xE1 |0

<UCF70> \xC4\xE2 |0

<UCF71> \xC4\xE3 |0

<UCF74> \xC4\xE4 |0

<UCF78> \xC4\xE5 |0

<UCF80> \xC4\xE6 |0

<UCF85> \xC4\xE7 |0

<UCF8C> \xC4\xE8 |0

<UCFA1> \xC4\xE9 |0

<UCFA8> \xC4\xEA |0

<UCFB0> \xC4\xEB |0

<UCFC4> \xC4\xEC |0

<UCFE0> \xC4\xED |0
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<UCFE1> \xC4\xEE |0

<UCFE4> \xC4\xEF |0

<UCFE8> \xC4\xF0 |0

<UCFF0> \xC4\xF1 |0

<UCFF1> \xC4\xF2 |0

<UCFF3> \xC4\xF3 |0

<UCFF5> \xC4\xF4 |0

<UCFFC> \xC4\xF5 |0

<UD000> \xC4\xF6 |0

<UD004> \xC4\xF7 |0

<UD011> \xC4\xF8 |0

<UD018> \xC4\xF9 |0

<UD02D> \xC4\xFA |0

<UD034> \xC4\xFB |0

<UD035> \xC4\xFC |0

<UD038> \xC4\xFD |0

<UD03C> \xC4\xFE |0

<UD044> \xC5\xA1 |0

<UD045> \xC5\xA2 |0

<UD047> \xC5\xA3 |0

<UD049> \xC5\xA4 |0

<UD050> \xC5\xA5 |0

<UD054> \xC5\xA6 |0

<UD058> \xC5\xA7 |0

<UD060> \xC5\xA8 |0

<UD06C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<UD06D> \xC5\xAA |0

<UD070> \xC5\xAB |0

<UD074> \xC5\xAC |0

<UD07C> \xC5\xAD |0

<UD07D> \xC5\xAE |0

<UD081> \xC5\xAF |0

<UD0A4>

 \xC5\xB0 |0

<UD0A5> \xC5\xB1 |0

<UD0A8> \xC5\xB2 |0

<UD0AC> \xC5\xB3 |0

<UD0B4> \xC5\xB4 |0

<UD0B5> \xC5\xB5 |0

<UD0B7> \xC5\xB6 |0

<UD0B9> \xC5\xB7 |0

<UD0C0> \xC5\xB8 |0

<UD0C1> \xC5\xB9 |0

<UD0C4> \xC5\xBA |0

<UD0C8> \xC5\xBB |0

<UD0C9> \xC5\xBC |0

<UD0D0> \xC5\xBD |0

<UD0D1> \xC5\xBE |0
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<UD0D3> \xC5\xBF |0

<UD0D4> \xC5\xC0 |0

<UD0D5> \xC5\xC1 |0

<UD0DC> \xC5\xC2 |0

<UD0DD> \xC5\xC3 |0

<UD0E0> \xC5\xC4 |0

<UD0E4> \xC5\xC5 |0

<UD0EC> \xC5\xC6 |0

<UD0ED> \xC5\xC7 |0

<UD0EF> \xC5\xC8 |0

<UD0F0> \xC5\xC9 |0

<UD0F1> \xC5\xCA |0

<UD0F8> \xC5\xCB |0

<UD10D> \xC5\xCC |0

<UD130> \xC5\xCD |0

<UD131> \xC5\xCE |0

<UD134> \xC5\xCF |0

<UD138> \xC5\xD0 |0

<UD13A> \xC5\xD1 |0

<UD140> \xC5\xD2 |0

<UD141> \xC5\xD3 |0

<UD143> \xC5\xD4 |0

<UD144> \xC5\xD5 |0

<UD145> \xC5\xD6 |0

<UD14C> \xC5\xD7 |0

<UD14D> \xC5\xD8 |0

<UD150> \xC5\xD9 |0

<UD154> \xC5\xDA |0

<UD15C> \xC5\xDB |0

<UD15D> \xC5\xDC |0

<UD15F> \xC5\xDD |0

<UD161> \xC5\xDE |0

<UD168> \xC5\xDF |0

<UD16C> \xC5\xE0 |0

<UD17C> \xC5\xE1 |0

<UD184>

 \xC5\xE2 |0

<UD188> \xC5\xE3 |0

<UD1A0> \xC5\xE4 |0

<UD1A1> \xC5\xE5 |0

<UD1A4> \xC5\xE6 |0

<UD1A8> \xC5\xE7 |0

<UD1B0> \xC5\xE8 |0

<UD1B1> \xC5\xE9 |0

<UD1B3> \xC5\xEA |0

<UD1B5> \xC5\xEB |0

<UD1BA> \xC5\xEC |0

<UD1BC> \xC5\xED |0
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<UD1C0> \xC5\xEE |0

<UD1D8> \xC5\xEF |0

<UD1F4> \xC5\xF0 |0

<UD1F8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<UD207> \xC5\xF2 |0

<UD209> \xC5\xF3 |0

<UD210> \xC5\xF4 |0

<UD22C> \xC5\xF5 |0

<UD22D> \xC5\xF6 |0

<UD230> \xC5\xF7 |0

<UD234> \xC5\xF8 |0

<UD23C> \xC5\xF9 |0

<UD23D> \xC5\xFA |0

<UD23F> \xC5\xFB |0

<UD241> \xC5\xFC |0

<UD248> \xC5\xFD |0

<UD25C> \xC5\xFE |0

<UD264> \xC6\xA1 |0

<UD280> \xC6\xA2 |0

<UD281> \xC6\xA3 |0

<UD284> \xC6\xA4 |0

<UD288> \xC6\xA5 |0

<UD290> \xC6\xA6 |0

<UD291> \xC6\xA7 |0

<UD295> \xC6\xA8 |0

<UD29C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<UD2A0> \xC6\xAA |0

<UD2A4> \xC6\xAB |0

<UD2AC> \xC6\xAC |0

<UD2B1> \xC6\xAD |0

<UD2B8> \xC6\xAE |0

<UD2B9> \xC6\xAF |0

<UD2BC> \xC6\xB0 |0

<UD2BF> \xC6\xB1 |0

<UD2C0> \xC6\xB2 |0

<UD2C2> \xC6\xB3 |0

<UD2C8> \xC6\xB4 |0

<UD2C9> \xC6\xB5 |0

<UD2CB>

 \xC6\xB6 |0

<UD2D4> \xC6\xB7 |0

<UD2D8> \xC6\xB8 |0

<UD2DC> \xC6\xB9 |0

<UD2E4> \xC6\xBA |0

<UD2E5> \xC6\xBB |0

<UD2F0> \xC6\xBC |0

<UD2F1> \xC6\xBD |0

<UD2F4> \xC6\xBE |0
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<UD2F8> \xC6\xBF |0

<UD300> \xC6\xC0 |0

<UD301> \xC6\xC1 |0

<UD303> \xC6\xC2 |0

<UD305> \xC6\xC3 |0

<UD30C> \xC6\xC4 |0

<UD30D> \xC6\xC5 |0

<UD30E> \xC6\xC6 |0

<UD310> \xC6\xC7 |0

<UD314> \xC6\xC8 |0

<UD316> \xC6\xC9 |0

<UD31C> \xC6\xCA |0

<UD31D> \xC6\xCB |0

<UD31F> \xC6\xCC |0

<UD320> \xC6\xCD |0

<UD321> \xC6\xCE |0

<UD325> \xC6\xCF |0

<UD328> \xC6\xD0 |0

<UD329> \xC6\xD1 |0

<UD32C> \xC6\xD2 |0

<UD330> \xC6\xD3 |0

<UD338> \xC6\xD4 |0

<UD339> \xC6\xD5 |0

<UD33B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<UD33C> \xC6\xD7 |0

<UD33D> \xC6\xD8 |0

<UD344> \xC6\xD9 |0

<UD345> \xC6\xDA |0

<UD37C> \xC6\xDB |0

<UD37D> \xC6\xDC |0

<UD380> \xC6\xDD |0

<UD384> \xC6\xDE |0

<UD38C> \xC6\xDF |0

<UD38D> \xC6\xE0 |0

<UD38F> \xC6\xE1 |0

<UD390> \xC6\xE2 |0

<UD391> \xC6\xE3 |0

<UD398> \xC6\xE4 |0

<UD399> \xC6\xE5 |0

<UD39C> \xC6\xE6 |0

<UD3A0> \xC6\xE7 |0

<UD3A8>

 \xC6\xE8 |0

<UD3A9> \xC6\xE9 |0

<UD3AB> \xC6\xEA |0

<UD3AD> \xC6\xEB |0

<UD3B4> \xC6\xEC |0

<UD3B8> \xC6\xED |0
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<UD3BC> \xC6\xEE |0

<UD3C4> \xC6\xEF |0

<UD3C5> \xC6\xF0 |0

<UD3C8> \xC6\xF1 |0

<UD3C9> \xC6\xF2 |0

<UD3D0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<UD3D8> \xC6\xF4 |0

<UD3E1> \xC6\xF5 |0

<UD3E3> \xC6\xF6 |0

<UD3EC> \xC6\xF7 |0

<UD3ED> \xC6\xF8 |0

<UD3F0> \xC6\xF9 |0

<UD3F4> \xC6\xFA |0

<UD3FC> \xC6\xFB |0

<UD3FD> \xC6\xFC |0

<UD3FF> \xC6\xFD |0

<UD401> \xC6\xFE |0

<UD408> \xC7\xA1 |0

<UD41D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<UD440> \xC7\xA3 |0

<UD444> \xC7\xA4 |0

<UD45C> \xC7\xA5 |0

<UD460> \xC7\xA6 |0

<UD464> \xC7\xA7 |0

<UD46D> \xC7\xA8 |0

<UD46F> \xC7\xA9 |0

<UD478> \xC7\xAA |0

<UD479> \xC7\xAB |0

<UD47C> \xC7\xAC |0

<UD47F> \xC7\xAD |0

<UD480> \xC7\xAE |0

<UD482> \xC7\xAF |0

<UD488> \xC7\xB0 |0

<UD489> \xC7\xB1 |0

<UD48B> \xC7\xB2 |0

<UD48D> \xC7\xB3 |0

<UD494> \xC7\xB4 |0

<UD4A9> \xC7\xB5 |0

<UD4CC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<UD4D0> \xC7\xB7 |0

<UD4D4> \xC7\xB8 |0

<UD4DC> \xC7\xB9 |0

<UD4DF> \xC7\xBA |0

<UD4E8> \xC7\xBB |0

<UD4EC>

 \xC7\xBC |0

<UD4F0> \xC7\xBD |0

<UD4F8> \xC7\xBE |0
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<UD4FB> \xC7\xBF |0

<UD4FD> \xC7\xC0 |0

<UD504> \xC7\xC1 |0

<UD508> \xC7\xC2 |0

<UD50C> \xC7\xC3 |0

<UD514> \xC7\xC4 |0

<UD515> \xC7\xC5 |0

<UD517> \xC7\xC6 |0

<UD53C> \xC7\xC7 |0

<UD53D> \xC7\xC8 |0

<UD540> \xC7\xC9 |0

<UD544> \xC7\xCA |0

<UD54C> \xC7\xCB |0

<UD54D> \xC7\xCC |0

<UD54F> \xC7\xCD |0

<UD551> \xC7\xCE |0

<UD558> \xC7\xCF |0

<UD559> \xC7\xD0 |0

<UD55C> \xC7\xD1 |0

<UD560> \xC7\xD2 |0

<UD565> \xC7\xD3 |0

<UD568> \xC7\xD4 |0

<UD569> \xC7\xD5 |0

<UD56B> \xC7\xD6 |0

<UD56D> \xC7\xD7 |0

<UD574> \xC7\xD8 |0

<UD575> \xC7\xD9 |0

<UD578> \xC7\xDA |0

<UD57C> \xC7\xDB |0

<UD584> \xC7\xDC |0

<UD585> \xC7\xDD |0

<UD587> \xC7\xDE |0

<UD588> \xC7\xDF |0

<UD589> \xC7\xE0 |0

<UD590> \xC7\xE1 |0

<UD5A5> \xC7\xE2 |0

<UD5C8> \xC7\xE3 |0

<UD5C9> \xC7\xE4 |0

<UD5CC> \xC7\xE5 |0

<UD5D0> \xC7\xE6 |0

<UD5D2> \xC7\xE7 |0

<UD5D8> \xC7\xE8 |0

<UD5D9> \xC7\xE9 |0

<UD5DB> \xC7\xEA |0

<UD5DD> \xC7\xEB |0

<UD5E4> \xC7\xEC |0

<UD5E5> \xC7\xED |0

<UD5E8>
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 \xC7\xEE |0

<UD5EC> \xC7\xEF |0

<UD5F4> \xC7\xF0 |0

<UD5F5> \xC7\xF1 |0

<UD5F7> \xC7\xF2 |0

<UD5F9> \xC7\xF3 |0

<UD600> \xC7\xF4 |0

<UD601> \xC7\xF5 |0

<UD604> \xC7\xF6 |0

<UD608> \xC7\xF7 |0

<UD610> \xC7\xF8 |0

<UD611> \xC7\xF9 |0

<UD613> \xC7\xFA |0

<UD614> \xC7\xFB |0

<UD615> \xC7\xFC |0

<UD61C> \xC7\xFD |0

<UD620> \xC7\xFE |0

<UD624> \xC8\xA1 |0

<UD62D> \xC8\xA2 |0

<UD638> \xC8\xA3 |0

<UD639> \xC8\xA4 |0

<UD63C> \xC8\xA5 |0

<UD640> \xC8\xA6 |0

<UD645> \xC8\xA7 |0

<UD648> \xC8\xA8 |0

<UD649> \xC8\xA9 |0

<UD64B> \xC8\xAA |0

<UD64D> \xC8\xAB |0

<UD651> \xC8\xAC |0

<UD654> \xC8\xAD |0

<UD655> \xC8\xAE |0

<UD658> \xC8\xAF |0

<UD65C> \xC8\xB0 |0

<UD667> \xC8\xB1 |0

<UD669> \xC8\xB2 |0

<UD670> \xC8\xB3 |0

<UD671> \xC8\xB4 |0

<UD674> \xC8\xB5 |0

<UD683> \xC8\xB6 |0

<UD685> \xC8\xB7 |0

<UD68C> \xC8\xB8 |0

<UD68D> \xC8\xB9 |0

<UD690> \xC8\xBA |0

<UD694> \xC8\xBB |0

<UD69D> \xC8\xBC |0

<UD69F> \xC8\xBD |0

<UD6A1> \xC8\xBE |0

<UD6A8> \xC8\xBF |0
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<UD6AC> \xC8\xC0 |0

<UD6B0> \xC8\xC1 |0

<UD6B9>

 \xC8\xC2 |0

<UD6BB> \xC8\xC3 |0

<UD6C4> \xC8\xC4 |0

<UD6C5> \xC8\xC5 |0

<UD6C8> \xC8\xC6 |0

<UD6CC> \xC8\xC7 |0

<UD6D1> \xC8\xC8 |0

<UD6D4> \xC8\xC9 |0

<UD6D7> \xC8\xCA |0

<UD6D9> \xC8\xCB |0

<UD6E0> \xC8\xCC |0

<UD6E4> \xC8\xCD |0

<UD6E8> \xC8\xCE |0

<UD6F0> \xC8\xCF |0

<UD6F5> \xC8\xD0 |0

<UD6FC> \xC8\xD1 |0

<UD6FD> \xC8\xD2 |0

<UD700> \xC8\xD3 |0

<UD704> \xC8\xD4 |0

<UD711> \xC8\xD5 |0

<UD718> \xC8\xD6 |0

<UD719> \xC8\xD7 |0

<UD71C> \xC8\xD8 |0

<UD720> \xC8\xD9 |0

<UD728> \xC8\xDA |0

<UD729> \xC8\xDB |0

<UD72B> \xC8\xDC |0

<UD72D> \xC8\xDD |0

<UD734> \xC8\xDE |0

<UD735> \xC8\xDF |0

<UD738> \xC8\xE0 |0

<UD73C> \xC8\xE1 |0

<UD744> \xC8\xE2 |0

<UD747> \xC8\xE3 |0

<UD749> \xC8\xE4 |0

<UD750> \xC8\xE5 |0

<UD751> \xC8\xE6 |0

<UD754> \xC8\xE7 |0

<UD756> \xC8\xE8 |0

<UD757> \xC8\xE9 |0

<UD758> \xC8\xEA |0

<UD759> \xC8\xEB |0

<UD760> \xC8\xEC |0

<UD761> \xC8\xED |0

<UD763> \xC8\xEE |0
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<UD765> \xC8\xEF |0

<UD769> \xC8\xF0 |0

<UD76C> \xC8\xF1 |0

<UD770> \xC8\xF2 |0

<UD774> \xC8\xF3 |0

<UD77C>

 \xC8\xF4 |0

<UD77D> \xC8\xF5 |0

<UD781> \xC8\xF6 |0

<UD788> \xC8\xF7 |0

<UD789> \xC8\xF8 |0

<UD78C> \xC8\xF9 |0

<UD790> \xC8\xFA |0

<UD798> \xC8\xFB |0

<UD799> \xC8\xFC |0

<UD79B> \xC8\xFD |0

<UD79D> \xC8\xFE |0

<UE000> \xC9\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xC9\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xC9\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xC9\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xC9\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xC9\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xC9\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xC9\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xC9\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xC9\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xC9\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xC9\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xC9\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xC9\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xC9\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xC9\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xC9\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xC9\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xC9\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xC9\xB4 |0

<UE014> \xC9\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xC9\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xC9\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xC9\xB8 |0

<UE018> \xC9\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xC9\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xC9\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xC9\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xC9\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xC9\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xC9\xBF |0
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<UE01F> \xC9\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xC9\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xC9\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xC9\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xC9\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xC9\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xC9\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xC9\xC7 |0

<UE027>

 \xC9\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xC9\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xC9\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xC9\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xC9\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xC9\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xC9\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xC9\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xC9\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xC9\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xC9\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xC9\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xC9\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xC9\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xC9\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xC9\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xC9\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xC9\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xC9\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xC9\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xC9\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xC9\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xC9\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xC9\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xC9\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xC9\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xC9\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xC9\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xC9\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xC9\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xC9\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xC9\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xC9\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xC9\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xC9\xEA |0

<UE04A> \xC9\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xC9\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xC9\xED |0

<UE04D> \xC9\xEE |0
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<UE04E> \xC9\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xC9\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xC9\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xC9\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xC9\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xC9\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xC9\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xC9\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xC9\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xC9\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xC9\xF9 |0

<UE059>

 \xC9\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xC9\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xC9\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xC9\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xC9\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE068> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE069> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE078> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE079> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE07B> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE07C> \xFE\xBF |0
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<UE07D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE088> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE089> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE08B>

 \xFE\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE098> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE099> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xFE\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE0AA> \xFE\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xFE\xEE |0
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<UE0AC> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE0AE> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UF900> \xCB\xD0 |0

<UF901>

 \xCB\xD6 |0

<UF902> \xCB\xE7 |0

<UF903> \xCD\xCF |0

<UF904> \xCD\xE8 |0

<UF905> \xCE\xAD |0

<UF906> \xCF\xFB |0

<UF907> \xD0\xA2 |0

<UF908> \xD0\xB8 |0

<UF909> \xD0\xD0 |0

<UF90A> \xD0\xDD |0

<UF90B> \xD1\xD4 |0

<UF90C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<UF90D> \xD1\xD8 |0

<UF90E> \xD1\xDB |0

<UF90F> \xD1\xDC |0

<UF910> \xD1\xDD |0

<UF911> \xD1\xDE |0

<UF912> \xD1\xDF |0

<UF913> \xD1\xE0 |0

<UF914> \xD1\xE2 |0

<UF915> \xD1\xE3 |0

<UF916> \xD1\xE4 |0

<UF917> \xD1\xE5 |0

<UF918> \xD1\xE6 |0

<UF919> \xD1\xE8 |0

<UF91A> \xD1\xE9 |0

<UF91B> \xD1\xEA |0

<UF91C> \xD1\xEB |0

<UF91D> \xD1\xED |0

<UF91E> \xD1\xEF |0
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<UF91F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<UF920> \xD1\xF2 |0

<UF921> \xD1\xF6 |0

<UF922> \xD1\xFA |0

<UF923> \xD1\xFC |0

<UF924> \xD1\xFD |0

<UF925> \xD1\xFE |0

<UF926> \xD2\xA2 |0

<UF927> \xD2\xA3 |0

<UF928> \xD2\xA7 |0

<UF929> \xD2\xA8 |0

<UF92A> \xD2\xA9 |0

<UF92B> \xD2\xAA |0

<UF92C> \xD2\xAB |0

<UF92D> \xD2\xAD |0

<UF92E> \xD2\xB2 |0

<UF92F> \xD2\xBE |0

<UF930> \xD2\xC2 |0

<UF931> \xD2\xC3 |0

<UF932> \xD2\xC4 |0

<UF933>

 \xD2\xC6 |0

<UF934> \xD2\xC7 |0

<UF935> \xD2\xC8 |0

<UF936> \xD2\xC9 |0

<UF937> \xD2\xCA |0

<UF938> \xD2\xCB |0

<UF939> \xD2\xCD |0

<UF93A> \xD2\xCE |0

<UF93B> \xD2\xCF |0

<UF93C> \xD2\xD0 |0

<UF93D> \xD2\xD1 |0

<UF93E> \xD2\xD2 |0

<UF93F> \xD2\xD3 |0

<UF940> \xD2\xD4 |0

<UF941> \xD2\xD5 |0

<UF942> \xD2\xD6 |0

<UF943> \xD2\xD7 |0

<UF944> \xD2\xD9 |0

<UF945> \xD2\xDA |0

<UF946> \xD2\xDE |0

<UF947> \xD2\xDF |0

<UF948> \xD2\xE1 |0

<UF949> \xD2\xE2 |0

<UF94A> \xD2\xE4 |0

<UF94B> \xD2\xE5 |0

<UF94C> \xD2\xE6 |0

<UF94D> \xD2\xE7 |0
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<UF94E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<UF94F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<UF950> \xD2\xEA |0

<UF951> \xD2\xEB |0

<UF952> \xD2\xF0 |0

<UF953> \xD2\xF1 |0

<UF954> \xD2\xF2 |0

<UF955> \xD2\xF3 |0

<UF956> \xD2\xF4 |0

<UF957> \xD2\xF5 |0

<UF958> \xD2\xF7 |0

<UF959> \xD2\xF8 |0

<UF95A> \xD4\xE6 |0

<UF95B> \xD4\xFC |0

<UF95C> \xD5\xA5 |0

<UF95D> \xD5\xAB |0

<UF95E> \xD5\xAE |0

<UF95F> \xD6\xB8 |0

<UF960> \xD6\xCD |0

<UF961> \xD7\xCB |0

<UF962> \xD7\xE4 |0

<UF963> \xDB\xC5 |0

<UF964> \xDB\xE4 |0

<UF965>

 \xDC\xA5 |0

<UF966> \xDD\xA5 |0

<UF967> \xDD\xD5 |0

<UF968> \xDD\xF4 |0

<UF969> \xDE\xFC |0

<UF96A> \xDE\xFE |0

<UF96B> \xDF\xB3 |0

<UF96C> \xDF\xE1 |0

<UF96D> \xDF\xE8 |0

<UF96E> \xE0\xF1 |0

<UF96F> \xE1\xAD |0

<UF970> \xE1\xED |0

<UF971> \xE3\xF5 |0

<UF972> \xE4\xA1 |0

<UF973> \xE4\xA9 |0

<UF974> \xE5\xAE |0

<UF975> \xE5\xB1 |0

<UF976> \xE5\xB2 |0

<UF977> \xE5\xB9 |0

<UF978> \xE5\xBB |0

<UF979> \xE5\xBC |0

<UF97A> \xE5\xC4 |0

<UF97B> \xE5\xCE |0

<UF97C> \xE5\xD0 |0
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<UF97D> \xE5\xD2 |0

<UF97E> \xE5\xD6 |0

<UF97F> \xE5\xFA |0

<UF980> \xE5\xFB |0

<UF981> \xE5\xFC |0

<UF982> \xE5\xFE |0

<UF983> \xE6\xA1 |0

<UF984> \xE6\xA4 |0

<UF985> \xE6\xA7 |0

<UF986> \xE6\xAD |0

<UF987> \xE6\xAF |0

<UF988> \xE6\xB0 |0

<UF989> \xE6\xB1 |0

<UF98A> \xE6\xB3 |0

<UF98B> \xE6\xB7 |0

<UF98C> \xE6\xB8 |0

<UF98D> \xE6\xBC |0

<UF98E> \xE6\xC4 |0

<UF98F> \xE6\xC6 |0

<UF990> \xE6\xC7 |0

<UF991> \xE6\xCA |0

<UF992> \xE6\xD2 |0

<UF993> \xE6\xD6 |0

<UF994> \xE6\xD9 |0

<UF995> \xE6\xDC |0

<UF996> \xE6\xDF |0

<UF997>

 \xE6\xE1 |0

<UF998> \xE6\xE4 |0

<UF999> \xE6\xE5 |0

<UF99A> \xE6\xE6 |0

<UF99B> \xE6\xE8 |0

<UF99C> \xE6\xEA |0

<UF99D> \xE6\xEB |0

<UF99E> \xE6\xEC |0

<UF99F> \xE6\xEF |0

<UF9A0> \xE6\xF1 |0

<UF9A1> \xE6\xF2 |0

<UF9A2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<UF9A3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<UF9A4> \xE6\xF7 |0

<UF9A5> \xE6\xF9 |0

<UF9A6> \xE7\xA1 |0

<UF9A7> \xE7\xA6 |0

<UF9A8> \xE7\xA9 |0

<UF9A9> \xE7\xAA |0

<UF9AA> \xE7\xAC |0

<UF9AB> \xE7\xAD |0
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<UF9AC> \xE7\xB0 |0

<UF9AD> \xE7\xBF |0

<UF9AE> \xE7\xC1 |0

<UF9AF> \xE7\xC6 |0

<UF9B0> \xE7\xC7 |0

<UF9B1> \xE7\xCB |0

<UF9B2> \xE7\xCD |0

<UF9B3> \xE7\xCF |0

<UF9B4> \xE7\xD0 |0

<UF9B5> \xE7\xD3 |0

<UF9B6> \xE7\xDF |0

<UF9B7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<UF9B8> \xE7\xE6 |0

<UF9B9> \xE7\xF7 |0

<UF9BA> \xE8\xE7 |0

<UF9BB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<UF9BC> \xE8\xF0 |0

<UF9BD> \xE8\xF1 |0

<UF9BE> \xE8\xF7 |0

<UF9BF> \xE8\xF9 |0

<UF9C0> \xE8\xFB |0

<UF9C1> \xE8\xFE |0

<UF9C2> \xE9\xA7 |0

<UF9C3> \xE9\xAC |0

<UF9C4> \xE9\xCC |0

<UF9C5> \xE9\xF7 |0

<UF9C6> \xEA\xC1 |0

<UF9C7> \xEA\xE5 |0

<UF9C8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<UF9C9>

 \xEA\xF7 |0

<UF9CA> \xEA\xFC |0

<UF9CB> \xEA\xFE |0

<UF9CC> \xEB\xA4 |0

<UF9CD> \xEB\xA7 |0

<UF9CE> \xEB\xA9 |0

<UF9CF> \xEB\xAA |0

<UF9D0> \xEB\xBA |0

<UF9D1> \xEB\xBB |0

<UF9D2> \xEB\xBD |0

<UF9D3> \xEB\xC1 |0

<UF9D4> \xEB\xC2 |0

<UF9D5> \xEB\xC6 |0

<UF9D6> \xEB\xC7 |0

<UF9D7> \xEB\xCC |0

<UF9D8> \xEB\xCF |0

<UF9D9> \xEB\xD0 |0

<UF9DA> \xEB\xD1 |0
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<UF9DB> \xEB\xD2 |0

<UF9DC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<UF9DD> \xEC\xA6 |0

<UF9DE> \xEC\xA7 |0

<UF9DF> \xEC\xAA |0

<UF9E0> \xEC\xAF |0

<UF9E1> \xEC\xB0 |0

<UF9E2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<UF9E3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<UF9E4> \xEC\xB5 |0

<UF9E5> \xEC\xB8 |0

<UF9E6> \xEC\xBA |0

<UF9E7> \xEC\xC0 |0

<UF9E8> \xEC\xC1 |0

<UF9E9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<UF9EA> \xEC\xC6 |0

<UF9EB> \xEC\xC9 |0

<UF9EC> \xEC\xCA |0

<UF9ED> \xEC\xD5 |0

<UF9EE> \xEC\xDD |0

<UF9EF> \xEC\xDE |0

<UF9F0> \xEC\xE1 |0

<UF9F1> \xEC\xE4 |0

<UF9F2> \xEC\xE7 |0

<UF9F3> \xEC\xE8 |0

<UF9F4> \xEC\xF7 |0

<UF9F5> \xEC\xF8 |0

<UF9F6> \xEC\xFA |0

<UF9F7> \xED\xA1 |0

<UF9F8> \xED\xA2 |0

<UF9F9> \xED\xA3 |0

<UF9FA> \xED\xEE |0

<UF9FB>

 \xEE\xDB |0

<UF9FC> \xF2\xBD |0

<UF9FD> \xF2\xFA |0

<UF9FE> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UF9FF> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA00> \xF4\xEE |0

<UFA01> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UFA02> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UFA03> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UFA04> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UFA05> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UFA06> \xF8\xDB |0

<UFA07> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UFA08> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UFA09> \xFA\xA2 |0
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<UFA0A> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UFA0B> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UFF01> \xA3\xA1 |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF03> \xA3\xA3 |0

<UFF04> \xA3\xA4 |0

<UFF05> \xA3\xA5 |0

<UFF06> \xA3\xA6 |0

<UFF07> \xA3\xA7 |0

<UFF08> \xA3\xA8 |0

<UFF09> \xA3\xA9 |0

<UFF0A> \xA3\xAA |0

<UFF0B> \xA3\xAB |0

<UFF0C> \xA3\xAC |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF0E> \xA3\xAE |0

<UFF0F> \xA3\xAF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA3\xBA |0

<UFF1B> \xA3\xBB |0

<UFF1C> \xA3\xBC |0

<UFF1D> \xA3\xBD |0

<UFF1E> \xA3\xBE |0

<UFF1F> \xA3\xBF |0

<UFF20> \xA3\xC0 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22>

 \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0
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<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA3\xDB |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xAC |0

<UFF3D> \xA3\xDD |0

<UFF3E> \xA3\xDE |0

<UFF3F> \xA3\xDF |0

<UFF40> \xA3\xE0 |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54>

 \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA3\xFB |0

<UFF5C> \xA3\xFC |0
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<UFF5D> \xA3\xFD |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xCC |0

<UFFE2> \xA1\xFE |0

<UFFE3> \xA3\xFE |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xCD |0

<UFFE6> \xA3\xDC |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-971_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line_loose.txt

#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when

#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This tailors the line break behavior to correspond to CSS

#         line-break=loose (BCP47 -u-lb-loose) as defined for languages other than

#         Chinese & Japanese.

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like ID.

#         In addition, it allows breaks:

#         * before

 iteration marks 3005, 303B, 309D, 309E, 30FD, 30FE (all NS)

#         * between characters of LineBreak class IN

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];
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$AP = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BA = [:LineBreak =  Break_After:];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];

$EX = [:LineBreak =  Exclamation:];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY

 = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

# CSS Loose tailoring: CJ resolves to ID

$ID = [[:LineBreak =  Ideographic:] $CJ];

$IN = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL = [:LineBreak =  JL:];

$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];

$JT = [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

$NSX = [\u3005 \u303B \u309D \u309E \u30FD \u30FE];

$NS = [[:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:] - $NSX];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:];

$PO = [:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:];

$PR = [:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:];

$QU = [:LineBreak =  Quotation:];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];

$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW =
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 [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ = [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the expressions,

# give them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];

 

# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.

 

$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),

#        

                       SA  (Dictionary chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL  (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs

$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs
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#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are

 treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW      = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA

$HY $NS $IN $NU $PR $PO $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#

$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};

 

#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];

^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM

 not covered by the above needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.

^$CM+;
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#

# LB 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.

#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;

 

 

 

 

# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.

#

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule 10, stand-alone

 CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#

# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces
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#        Note subtle interaction with "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP

 $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $HY $NS $ALPlus

$HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU

 $CM];

$SP $IS $CM* $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.

 

[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];
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$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM $NU];

 

$CAN_CM $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

# Do not break between closing punctuation and $NS, even with intervening spaces

# But DO allow a break between closing punctuation and $NSX, don't include it here

($CL | $CP) $CM* $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17

$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#

$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x

$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added as a Finnish

 tailoring, now promoted to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

# DO allow breaks here before NSX, so don't include it

$LB20NonBreaks $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);
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^$CM+ ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't break after Hebrew + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA) $CM* [^$CB]?;

 

# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

[$LB20NonBreaks - $IN] $CM*    $IN;    # line_loose tailoring

^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 23a

#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

($PR | $PO) $CM* ($ALPlus

 | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO);

^$CM+ ($PR | $PO);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

(($PR | $PO) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PO))?;
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# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#

$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break it)

($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between alphabetics

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;

 

# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+

 is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.

#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS

$IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN

$ZWJ {eof}];

# note: the preceding rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned

 $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.
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.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line_loose.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2015 Unicode, Inc. and others. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any

associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data

Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the

 Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has

been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/dtd/cldr-

40/common/dtd/ldmlICU.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/dtd/cldr-

35.1/common/dtd/ldmlICU.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2019 Unicode, Inc. and others. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any

associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data

Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice
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appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the

 Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has

been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

$Revision$

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/dtd/cldr-40/common/dtd/ldml.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/dtd/cldr-35.1/common/dtd/ldml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 1999-2016, International Business Machines

# Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

#

# file name: nfkc_cf.txt

#

# machine-generated by ICU preparseucd.py

#

# This file contains the Unicode NFKC_CF mappings,

# extracted from the UCD file DerivedNormalizationProps.txt,

# and reformatted into syntax for the gennorm2 Normalizer2 data generator tool.

# Use this file as the third gennorm2 input file after nfc.txt and nfkc.txt.

 

* Unicode 15.1.0

 

0041>0061

0042>0062

0043>0063

0044>0064

0045>0065

0046>0066

0047>0067
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0048>0068

0049>0069

004A>006A

004B>006B

004C>006C

004D>006D

004E>006E

004F>006F

0050>0070

0051>0071

0052>0072

0053>0073

0054>0074

0055>0075

0056>0076

0057>0077

0058>0078

0059>0079

005A>007A

00A0>0020

00A8>0020 0308

00AA>0061

00AD>

00AF>0020 0304

00B2>0032

00B3>0033

00B4>0020

 0301

00B5>03BC

00B8>0020 0327

00B9>0031

00BA>006F

00BC>0031 2044 0034

00BD>0031 2044 0032

00BE>0033 2044 0034

00C0>00E0

00C1>00E1

00C2>00E2

00C3>00E3

00C4>00E4

00C5>00E5

00C6>00E6

00C7>00E7

00C8>00E8

00C9>00E9

00CA>00EA

00CB>00EB

00CC>00EC
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00CD>00ED

00CE>00EE

00CF>00EF

00D0>00F0

00D1>00F1

00D2>00F2

00D3>00F3

00D4>00F4

00D5>00F5

00D6>00F6

00D8>00F8

00D9>00F9

00DA>00FA

00DB>00FB

00DC>00FC

00DD>00FD

00DE>00FE

00DF>0073 0073

0100>0101

0102>0103

0104>0105

0106>0107

0108>0109

010A>010B

010C>010D

010E>010F

0110>0111

0112>0113

0114>0115

0116>0117

0118>0119

011A>011B

011C>011D

011E>011F

0120>0121

0122>0123

0124>0125

0126>0127

0128>0129

012A>012B

012C>012D

012E>012F

0130>0069 0307

0132..0133>0069 006A

0134>0135

0136>0137

0139>013A

013B>013C
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013D>013E

013F..0140>006C 00B7

0141>0142

0143>0144

0145>0146

0147>0148

0149>02BC 006E

014A>014B

014C>014D

014E>014F

0150>0151

0152>0153

0154>0155

0156>0157

0158>0159

015A>015B

015C>015D

015E>015F

0160>0161

0162>0163

0164>0165

0166>0167

0168>0169

016A>016B

016C>016D

016E>016F

0170>0171

0172>0173

0174>0175

0176>0177

0178>00FF

0179>017A

017B>017C

017D>017E

017F>0073

0181>0253

0182>0183

0184>0185

0186>0254

0187>0188

0189>0256

018A>0257

018B>018C

018E>01DD

018F>0259

0190>025B

0191>0192

0193>0260
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0194>0263

0196>0269

0197>0268

0198>0199

019C>026F

019D>0272

019F>0275

01A0>01A1

01A2>01A3

01A4>01A5

01A6>0280

01A7>01A8

01A9>0283

01AC>01AD

01AE>0288

01AF>01B0

01B1>028A

01B2>028B

01B3>01B4

01B5>01B6

01B7>0292

01B8>01B9

01BC>01BD

01C4..01C6>0064

 017E

01C7..01C9>006C 006A

01CA..01CC>006E 006A

01CD>01CE

01CF>01D0

01D1>01D2

01D3>01D4

01D5>01D6

01D7>01D8

01D9>01DA

01DB>01DC

01DE>01DF

01E0>01E1

01E2>01E3

01E4>01E5

01E6>01E7

01E8>01E9

01EA>01EB

01EC>01ED

01EE>01EF

01F1..01F3>0064 007A

01F4>01F5

01F6>0195

01F7>01BF
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01F8>01F9

01FA>01FB

01FC>01FD

01FE>01FF

0200>0201

0202>0203

0204>0205

0206>0207

0208>0209

020A>020B

020C>020D

020E>020F

0210>0211

0212>0213

0214>0215

0216>0217

0218>0219

021A>021B

021C>021D

021E>021F

0220>019E

0222>0223

0224>0225

0226>0227

0228>0229

022A>022B

022C>022D

022E>022F

0230>0231

0232>0233

023A>2C65

023B>023C

023D>019A

023E>2C66

0241>0242

0243>0180

0244>0289

0245>028C

0246>0247

0248>0249

024A>024B

024C>024D

024E>024F

02B0>0068

02B1>0266

02B2>006A

02B3>0072

02B4>0279
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02B5>027B

02B6>0281

02B7>0077

02B8>0079

02D8>0020

 0306

02D9>0020 0307

02DA>0020 030A

02DB>0020 0328

02DC>0020 0303

02DD>0020 030B

02E0>0263

02E1>006C

02E2>0073

02E3>0078

02E4>0295

0340>0300

0341>0301

0343>0313

0344>0308 0301

0345>03B9

034F>

0370>0371

0372>0373

0374>02B9

0376>0377

037A>0020 03B9

037E>003B

037F>03F3

0384>0020 0301

0385>0020 0308 0301

0386>03AC

0387>00B7

0388>03AD

0389>03AE

038A>03AF

038C>03CC

038E>03CD

038F>03CE

0391>03B1

0392>03B2

0393>03B3

0394>03B4

0395>03B5

0396>03B6

0397>03B7

0398>03B8

0399>03B9
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039A>03BA

039B>03BB

039C>03BC

039D>03BD

039E>03BE

039F>03BF

03A0>03C0

03A1>03C1

03A3>03C3

03A4>03C4

03A5>03C5

03A6>03C6

03A7>03C7

03A8>03C8

03A9>03C9

03AA>03CA

03AB>03CB

03C2>03C3

03CF>03D7

03D0>03B2

03D1>03B8

03D2>03C5

03D3>03CD

03D4>03CB

03D5>03C6

03D6>03C0

03D8>03D9

03DA>03DB

03DC>03DD

03DE>03DF

03E0>03E1

03E2>03E3

03E4>03E5

03E6>03E7

03E8>03E9

03EA>03EB

03EC>03ED

03EE>03EF

03F0>03BA

03F1>03C1

03F2>03C3

03F4>03B8

03F5>03B5

03F7>03F8

03F9>03C3

03FA>03FB

03FD>037B

03FE>037C
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03FF>037D

0400>0450

0401>0451

0402>0452

0403>0453

0404>0454

0405>0455

0406>0456

0407>0457

0408>0458

0409>0459

040A>045A

040B>045B

040C>045C

040D>045D

040E>045E

040F>045F

0410>0430

0411>0431

0412>0432

0413>0433

0414>0434

0415>0435

0416>0436

0417>0437

0418>0438

0419>0439

041A>043A

041B>043B

041C>043C

041D>043D

041E>043E

041F>043F

0420>0440

0421>0441

0422>0442

0423>0443

0424>0444

0425>0445

0426>0446

0427>0447

0428>0448

0429>0449

042A>044A

042B>044B

042C>044C

042D>044D

042E>044E
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042F>044F

0460>0461

0462>0463

0464>0465

0466>0467

0468>0469

046A>046B

046C>046D

046E>046F

0470>0471

0472>0473

0474>0475

0476>0477

0478>0479

047A>047B

047C>047D

047E>047F

0480>0481

048A>048B

048C>048D

048E>048F

0490>0491

0492>0493

0494>0495

0496>0497

0498>0499

049A>049B

049C>049D

049E>049F

04A0>04A1

04A2>04A3

04A4>04A5

04A6>04A7

04A8>04A9

04AA>04AB

04AC>04AD

04AE>04AF

04B0>04B1

04B2>04B3

04B4>04B5

04B6>04B7

04B8>04B9

04BA>04BB

04BC>04BD

04BE>04BF

04C0>04CF

04C1>04C2

04C3>04C4
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04C5>04C6

04C7>04C8

04C9>04CA

04CB>04CC

04CD>04CE

04D0>04D1

04D2>04D3

04D4>04D5

04D6>04D7

04D8>04D9

04DA>04DB

04DC>04DD

04DE>04DF

04E0>04E1

04E2>04E3

04E4>04E5

04E6>04E7

04E8>04E9

04EA>04EB

04EC>04ED

04EE>04EF

04F0>04F1

04F2>04F3

04F4>04F5

04F6>04F7

04F8>04F9

04FA>04FB

04FC>04FD

04FE>04FF

0500>0501

0502>0503

0504>0505

0506>0507

0508>0509

050A>050B

050C>050D

050E>050F

0510>0511

0512>0513

0514>0515

0516>0517

0518>0519

051A>051B

051C>051D

051E>051F

0520>0521

0522>0523

0524>0525
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0526>0527

0528>0529

052A>052B

052C>052D

052E>052F

0531>0561

0532>0562

0533>0563

0534>0564

0535>0565

0536>0566

0537>0567

0538>0568

0539>0569

053A>056A

053B>056B

053C>056C

053D>056D

053E>056E

053F>056F

0540>0570

0541>0571

0542>0572

0543>0573

0544>0574

0545>0575

0546>0576

0547>0577

0548>0578

0549>0579

054A>057A

054B>057B

054C>057C

054D>057D

054E>057E

054F>057F

0550>0580

0551>0581

0552>0582

0553>0583

0554>0584

0555>0585

0556>0586

0587>0565

 0582

061C>

0675>0627 0674

0676>0648 0674
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0677>06C7 0674

0678>064A 0674

0958>0915 093C

0959>0916 093C

095A>0917 093C

095B>091C 093C

095C>0921 093C

095D>0922 093C

095E>092B 093C

095F>092F 093C

09DC>09A1 09BC

09DD>09A2 09BC

09DF>09AF 09BC

0A33>0A32 0A3C

0A36>0A38 0A3C

0A59>0A16 0A3C

0A5A>0A17 0A3C

0A5B>0A1C 0A3C

0A5E>0A2B 0A3C

0B5C>0B21 0B3C

0B5D>0B22 0B3C

0E33>0E4D 0E32

0EB3>0ECD 0EB2

0EDC>0EAB 0E99

0EDD>0EAB 0EA1

0F0C>0F0B

0F43>0F42 0FB7

0F4D>0F4C 0FB7

0F52>0F51 0FB7

0F57>0F56 0FB7

0F5C>0F5B 0FB7

0F69>0F40 0FB5

0F73>0F71 0F72

0F75>0F71 0F74

0F76>0FB2 0F80

0F77>0FB2 0F71 0F80

0F78>0FB3 0F80

0F79>0FB3 0F71 0F80

0F81>0F71 0F80

0F93>0F92 0FB7

0F9D>0F9C 0FB7

0FA2>0FA1 0FB7

0FA7>0FA6 0FB7

0FAC>0FAB 0FB7

0FB9>0F90 0FB5

10A0>2D00

10A1>2D01

10A2>2D02
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10A3>2D03

10A4>2D04

10A5>2D05

10A6>2D06

10A7>2D07

10A8>2D08

10A9>2D09

10AA>2D0A

10AB>2D0B

10AC>2D0C

10AD>2D0D

10AE>2D0E

10AF>2D0F

10B0>2D10

10B1>2D11

10B2>2D12

10B3>2D13

10B4>2D14

10B5>2D15

10B6>2D16

10B7>2D17

10B8>2D18

10B9>2D19

10BA>2D1A

10BB>2D1B

10BC>2D1C

10BD>2D1D

10BE>2D1E

10BF>2D1F

10C0>2D20

10C1>2D21

10C2>2D22

10C3>2D23

10C4>2D24

10C5>2D25

10C7>2D27

10CD>2D2D

10FC>10DC

115F..1160>

13F8>13F0

13F9>13F1

13FA>13F2

13FB>13F3

13FC>13F4

13FD>13F5

17B4..17B5>

180B..180F>

1C80>0432
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1C81>0434

1C82>043E

1C83>0441

1C84..1C85>0442

1C86>044A

1C87>0463

1C88>A64B

1C90>10D0

1C91>10D1

1C92>10D2

1C93>10D3

1C94>10D4

1C95>10D5

1C96>10D6

1C97>10D7

1C98>10D8

1C99>10D9

1C9A>10DA

1C9B>10DB

1C9C>10DC

1C9D>10DD

1C9E>10DE

1C9F>10DF

1CA0>10E0

1CA1>10E1

1CA2>10E2

1CA3>10E3

1CA4>10E4

1CA5>10E5

1CA6>10E6

1CA7>10E7

1CA8>10E8

1CA9>10E9

1CAA>10EA

1CAB>10EB

1CAC>10EC

1CAD>10ED

1CAE>10EE

1CAF>10EF

1CB0>10F0

1CB1>10F1

1CB2>10F2

1CB3>10F3

1CB4>10F4

1CB5>10F5

1CB6>10F6

1CB7>10F7

1CB8>10F8
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1CB9>10F9

1CBA>10FA

1CBD>10FD

1CBE>10FE

1CBF>10FF

1D2C>0061

1D2D>00E6

1D2E>0062

1D30>0064

1D31>0065

1D32>01DD

1D33>0067

1D34>0068

1D35>0069

1D36>006A

1D37>006B

1D38>006C

1D39>006D

1D3A>006E

1D3C>006F

1D3D>0223

1D3E>0070

1D3F>0072

1D40>0074

1D41>0075

1D42>0077

1D43>0061

1D44>0250

1D45>0251

1D46>1D02

1D47>0062

1D48>0064

1D49>0065

1D4A>0259

1D4B>025B

1D4C>025C

1D4D>0067

1D4F>006B

1D50>006D

1D51>014B

1D52>006F

1D53>0254

1D54>1D16

1D55>1D17

1D56>0070

1D57>0074

1D58>0075

1D59>1D1D
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1D5A>026F

1D5B>0076

1D5C>1D25

1D5D>03B2

1D5E>03B3

1D5F>03B4

1D60>03C6

1D61>03C7

1D62>0069

1D63>0072

1D64>0075

1D65>0076

1D66>03B2

1D67>03B3

1D68>03C1

1D69>03C6

1D6A>03C7

1D78>043D

1D9B>0252

1D9C>0063

1D9D>0255

1D9E>00F0

1D9F>025C

1DA0>0066

1DA1>025F

1DA2>0261

1DA3>0265

1DA4>0268

1DA5>0269

1DA6>026A

1DA7>1D7B

1DA8>029D

1DA9>026D

1DAA>1D85

1DAB>029F

1DAC>0271

1DAD>0270

1DAE>0272

1DAF>0273

1DB0>0274

1DB1>0275

1DB2>0278

1DB3>0282

1DB4>0283

1DB5>01AB

1DB6>0289

1DB7>028A

1DB8>1D1C
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1DB9>028B

1DBA>028C

1DBB>007A

1DBC>0290

1DBD>0291

1DBE>0292

1DBF>03B8

1E00>1E01

1E02>1E03

1E04>1E05

1E06>1E07

1E08>1E09

1E0A>1E0B

1E0C>1E0D

1E0E>1E0F

1E10>1E11

1E12>1E13

1E14>1E15

1E16>1E17

1E18>1E19

1E1A>1E1B

1E1C>1E1D

1E1E>1E1F

1E20>1E21

1E22>1E23

1E24>1E25

1E26>1E27

1E28>1E29

1E2A>1E2B

1E2C>1E2D

1E2E>1E2F

1E30>1E31

1E32>1E33

1E34>1E35

1E36>1E37

1E38>1E39

1E3A>1E3B

1E3C>1E3D

1E3E>1E3F

1E40>1E41

1E42>1E43

1E44>1E45

1E46>1E47

1E48>1E49

1E4A>1E4B

1E4C>1E4D

1E4E>1E4F

1E50>1E51
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1E52>1E53

1E54>1E55

1E56>1E57

1E58>1E59

1E5A>1E5B

1E5C>1E5D

1E5E>1E5F

1E60>1E61

1E62>1E63

1E64>1E65

1E66>1E67

1E68>1E69

1E6A>1E6B

1E6C>1E6D

1E6E>1E6F

1E70>1E71

1E72>1E73

1E74>1E75

1E76>1E77

1E78>1E79

1E7A>1E7B

1E7C>1E7D

1E7E>1E7F

1E80>1E81

1E82>1E83

1E84>1E85

1E86>1E87

1E88>1E89

1E8A>1E8B

1E8C>1E8D

1E8E>1E8F

1E90>1E91

1E92>1E93

1E94>1E95

1E9A>0061

 02BE

1E9B>1E61

1E9E>0073 0073

1EA0>1EA1

1EA2>1EA3

1EA4>1EA5

1EA6>1EA7

1EA8>1EA9

1EAA>1EAB

1EAC>1EAD

1EAE>1EAF

1EB0>1EB1

1EB2>1EB3
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1EB4>1EB5

1EB6>1EB7

1EB8>1EB9

1EBA>1EBB

1EBC>1EBD

1EBE>1EBF

1EC0>1EC1

1EC2>1EC3

1EC4>1EC5

1EC6>1EC7

1EC8>1EC9

1ECA>1ECB

1ECC>1ECD

1ECE>1ECF

1ED0>1ED1

1ED2>1ED3

1ED4>1ED5

1ED6>1ED7

1ED8>1ED9

1EDA>1EDB

1EDC>1EDD

1EDE>1EDF

1EE0>1EE1

1EE2>1EE3

1EE4>1EE5

1EE6>1EE7

1EE8>1EE9

1EEA>1EEB

1EEC>1EED

1EEE>1EEF

1EF0>1EF1

1EF2>1EF3

1EF4>1EF5

1EF6>1EF7

1EF8>1EF9

1EFA>1EFB

1EFC>1EFD

1EFE>1EFF

1F08>1F00

1F09>1F01

1F0A>1F02

1F0B>1F03

1F0C>1F04

1F0D>1F05

1F0E>1F06

1F0F>1F07

1F18>1F10

1F19>1F11
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1F1A>1F12

1F1B>1F13

1F1C>1F14

1F1D>1F15

1F28>1F20

1F29>1F21

1F2A>1F22

1F2B>1F23

1F2C>1F24

1F2D>1F25

1F2E>1F26

1F2F>1F27

1F38>1F30

1F39>1F31

1F3A>1F32

1F3B>1F33

1F3C>1F34

1F3D>1F35

1F3E>1F36

1F3F>1F37

1F48>1F40

1F49>1F41

1F4A>1F42

1F4B>1F43

1F4C>1F44

1F4D>1F45

1F59>1F51

1F5B>1F53

1F5D>1F55

1F5F>1F57

1F68>1F60

1F69>1F61

1F6A>1F62

1F6B>1F63

1F6C>1F64

1F6D>1F65

1F6E>1F66

1F6F>1F67

1F71>03AC

1F73>03AD

1F75>03AE

1F77>03AF

1F79>03CC

1F7B>03CD

1F7D>03CE

1F80>1F00

 03B9

1F81>1F01 03B9
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1F82>1F02 03B9

1F83>1F03 03B9

1F84>1F04 03B9

1F85>1F05 03B9

1F86>1F06 03B9

1F87>1F07 03B9

1F88>1F00 03B9

1F89>1F01 03B9

1F8A>1F02 03B9

1F8B>1F03 03B9

1F8C>1F04 03B9

1F8D>1F05 03B9

1F8E>1F06 03B9

1F8F>1F07 03B9

1F90>1F20 03B9

1F91>1F21 03B9

1F92>1F22 03B9

1F93>1F23 03B9

1F94>1F24

 03B9

1F95>1F25 03B9

1F96>1F26 03B9

1F97>1F27 03B9

1F98>1F20 03B9

1F99>1F21 03B9

1F9A>1F22 03B9

1F9B>1F23 03B9

1F9C>1F24 03B9

1F9D>1F25 03B9

1F9E>1F26 03B9

1F9F>1F27 03B9

1FA0>1F60 03B9

1FA1>1F61 03B9

1FA2>1F62 03B9

1FA3>1F63 03B9

1FA4>1F64 03B9

1FA5>1F65 03B9

1FA6>1F66 03B9

1FA7>1F67 03B9

1FA8>1F60 03B9

1FA9>1F61 03B9

1FAA>1F62 03B9

1FAB>1F63 03B9

1FAC>1F64 03B9

1FAD>1F65 03B9

1FAE>1F66 03B9

1FAF>1F67 03B9

1FB2>1F70 03B9
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1FB3>03B1 03B9

1FB4>03AC 03B9

1FB7>1FB6 03B9

1FB8>1FB0

1FB9>1FB1

1FBA>1F70

1FBB>03AC

1FBC>03B1 03B9

1FBD>0020 0313

1FBE>03B9

1FBF>0020 0313

1FC0>0020 0342

1FC1>0020 0308 0342

1FC2>1F74 03B9

1FC3>03B7 03B9

1FC4>03AE 03B9

1FC7>1FC6 03B9

1FC8>1F72

1FC9>03AD

1FCA>1F74

1FCB>03AE

1FCC>03B7 03B9

1FCD>0020 0313 0300

1FCE>0020 0313 0301

1FCF>0020 0313 0342

1FD3>0390

1FD8>1FD0

1FD9>1FD1

1FDA>1F76

1FDB>03AF

1FDD>0020 0314 0300

1FDE>0020 0314 0301

1FDF>0020 0314 0342

1FE3>03B0

1FE8>1FE0

1FE9>1FE1

1FEA>1F7A

1FEB>03CD

1FEC>1FE5

1FED>0020 0308 0300

1FEE>0020 0308 0301

1FEF>0060

1FF2>1F7C

 03B9

1FF3>03C9 03B9

1FF4>03CE 03B9

1FF7>1FF6 03B9

1FF8>1F78
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1FF9>03CC

1FFA>1F7C

1FFB>03CE

1FFC>03C9 03B9

1FFD>0020 0301

1FFE>0020 0314

2000..200A>0020

200B..200F>

2011>2010

2017>0020 0333

2024>002E

2025>002E 002E

2026>002E 002E 002E

202A..202E>

202F>0020

2033>2032 2032

2034>2032 2032 2032

2036>2035 2035

2037>2035 2035 2035

203C>0021 0021

203E>0020 0305

2047>003F 003F

2048>003F 0021

2049>0021 003F

2057>2032 2032 2032 2032

205F>0020

2060..206F>

2070>0030

2071>0069

2074>0034

2075>0035

2076>0036

2077>0037

2078>0038

2079>0039

207A>002B

207B>2212

207C>003D

207D>0028

207E>0029

207F>006E

2080>0030

2081>0031

2082>0032

2083>0033

2084>0034

2085>0035

2086>0036
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2087>0037

2088>0038

2089>0039

208A>002B

208B>2212

208C>003D

208D>0028

208E>0029

2090>0061

2091>0065

2092>006F

2093>0078

2094>0259

2095>0068

2096>006B

2097>006C

2098>006D

2099>006E

209A>0070

209B>0073

209C>0074

20A8>0072 0073

2100>0061 002F 0063

2101>0061 002F 0073

2102>0063

2103>00B0 0063

2105>0063 002F 006F

2106>0063 002F 0075

2107>025B

2109>00B0

 0066

210A>0067

210B..210E>0068

210F>0127

2110..2111>0069

2112..2113>006C

2115>006E

2116>006E 006F

2119>0070

211A>0071

211B..211D>0072

2120>0073 006D

2121>0074 0065 006C

2122>0074 006D

2124>007A

2126>03C9

2128>007A

212A>006B
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212B>00E5

212C>0062

212D>0063

212F..2130>0065

2131>0066

2132>214E

2133>006D

2134>006F

2135>05D0

2136>05D1

2137>05D2

2138>05D3

2139>0069

213B>0066 0061 0078

213C>03C0

213D..213E>03B3

213F>03C0

2140>2211

2145..2146>0064

2147>0065

2148>0069

2149>006A

2150>0031 2044 0037

2151>0031 2044 0039

2152>0031 2044 0031 0030

2153>0031 2044 0033

2154>0032 2044 0033

2155>0031 2044 0035

2156>0032 2044 0035

2157>0033 2044 0035

2158>0034 2044 0035

2159>0031 2044 0036

215A>0035 2044 0036

215B>0031 2044 0038

215C>0033 2044 0038

215D>0035 2044 0038

215E>0037 2044 0038

215F>0031 2044

2160>0069

2161>0069 0069

2162>0069 0069 0069

2163>0069 0076

2164>0076

2165>0076 0069

2166>0076 0069 0069

2167>0076 0069 0069 0069

2168>0069 0078

2169>0078
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216A>0078 0069

216B>0078 0069 0069

216C>006C

216D>0063

216E>0064

216F>006D

2170>0069

2171>0069

 0069

2172>0069 0069 0069

2173>0069 0076

2174>0076

2175>0076 0069

2176>0076 0069 0069

2177>0076 0069 0069 0069

2178>0069 0078

2179>0078

217A>0078 0069

217B>0078 0069 0069

217C>006C

217D>0063

217E>0064

217F>006D

2183>2184

2189>0030 2044 0033

222C>222B 222B

222D>222B 222B 222B

222F>222E 222E

2230>222E 222E 222E

2329>3008

232A>3009

2460>0031

2461>0032

2462>0033

2463>0034

2464>0035

2465>0036

2466>0037

2467>0038

2468>0039

2469>0031 0030

246A>0031 0031

246B>0031 0032

246C>0031 0033

246D>0031 0034

246E>0031 0035

246F>0031 0036

2470>0031 0037
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2471>0031 0038

2472>0031 0039

2473>0032 0030

2474>0028 0031 0029

2475>0028 0032 0029

2476>0028 0033 0029

2477>0028 0034 0029

2478>0028 0035 0029

2479>0028 0036 0029

247A>0028 0037 0029

247B>0028 0038 0029

247C>0028 0039 0029

247D>0028 0031 0030 0029

247E>0028 0031 0031 0029

247F>0028 0031 0032 0029

2480>0028 0031 0033 0029

2481>0028 0031 0034 0029

2482>0028 0031 0035 0029

2483>0028 0031 0036 0029

2484>0028

 0031 0037 0029

2485>0028 0031 0038 0029

2486>0028 0031 0039 0029

2487>0028 0032 0030 0029

2488>0031 002E

2489>0032 002E

248A>0033 002E

248B>0034 002E

248C>0035 002E

248D>0036 002E

248E>0037 002E

248F>0038 002E

2490>0039 002E

2491>0031 0030 002E

2492>0031 0031 002E

2493>0031 0032 002E

2494>0031 0033 002E

2495>0031 0034 002E

2496>0031 0035 002E

2497>0031 0036 002E

2498>0031 0037 002E

2499>0031 0038 002E

249A>0031 0039 002E

249B>0032 0030 002E

249C>0028 0061 0029

249D>0028 0062 0029

249E>0028 0063 0029

249F>0028 0064 0029
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24A0>0028 0065 0029

24A1>0028 0066 0029

24A2>0028 0067 0029

24A3>0028 0068 0029

24A4>0028 0069 0029

24A5>0028 006A 0029

24A6>0028 006B 0029

24A7>0028 006C 0029

24A8>0028 006D 0029

24A9>0028 006E 0029

24AA>0028 006F 0029

24AB>0028 0070 0029

24AC>0028 0071 0029

24AD>0028 0072 0029

24AE>0028 0073 0029

24AF>0028 0074 0029

24B0>0028 0075 0029

24B1>0028 0076 0029

24B2>0028 0077 0029

24B3>0028 0078 0029

24B4>0028 0079 0029

24B5>0028 007A 0029

24B6>0061

24B7>0062

24B8>0063

24B9>0064

24BA>0065

24BB>0066

24BC>0067

24BD>0068

24BE>0069

24BF>006A

24C0>006B

24C1>006C

24C2>006D

24C3>006E

24C4>006F

24C5>0070

24C6>0071

24C7>0072

24C8>0073

24C9>0074

24CA>0075

24CB>0076

24CC>0077

24CD>0078

24CE>0079

24CF>007A
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24D0>0061

24D1>0062

24D2>0063

24D3>0064

24D4>0065

24D5>0066

24D6>0067

24D7>0068

24D8>0069

24D9>006A

24DA>006B

24DB>006C

24DC>006D

24DD>006E

24DE>006F

24DF>0070

24E0>0071

24E1>0072

24E2>0073

24E3>0074

24E4>0075

24E5>0076

24E6>0077

24E7>0078

24E8>0079

24E9>007A

24EA>0030

2A0C>222B

 222B 222B 222B

2A74>003A 003A 003D

2A75>003D 003D

2A76>003D 003D 003D

2ADC>2ADD 0338

2C00>2C30

2C01>2C31

2C02>2C32

2C03>2C33

2C04>2C34

2C05>2C35

2C06>2C36

2C07>2C37

2C08>2C38

2C09>2C39

2C0A>2C3A

2C0B>2C3B

2C0C>2C3C

2C0D>2C3D

2C0E>2C3E
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2C0F>2C3F

2C10>2C40

2C11>2C41

2C12>2C42

2C13>2C43

2C14>2C44

2C15>2C45

2C16>2C46

2C17>2C47

2C18>2C48

2C19>2C49

2C1A>2C4A

2C1B>2C4B

2C1C>2C4C

2C1D>2C4D

2C1E>2C4E

2C1F>2C4F

2C20>2C50

2C21>2C51

2C22>2C52

2C23>2C53

2C24>2C54

2C25>2C55

2C26>2C56

2C27>2C57

2C28>2C58

2C29>2C59

2C2A>2C5A

2C2B>2C5B

2C2C>2C5C

2C2D>2C5D

2C2E>2C5E

2C2F>2C5F

2C60>2C61

2C62>026B

2C63>1D7D

2C64>027D

2C67>2C68

2C69>2C6A

2C6B>2C6C

2C6D>0251

2C6E>0271

2C6F>0250

2C70>0252

2C72>2C73

2C75>2C76

2C7C>006A

2C7D>0076
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2C7E>023F

2C7F>0240

2C80>2C81

2C82>2C83

2C84>2C85

2C86>2C87

2C88>2C89

2C8A>2C8B

2C8C>2C8D

2C8E>2C8F

2C90>2C91

2C92>2C93

2C94>2C95

2C96>2C97

2C98>2C99

2C9A>2C9B

2C9C>2C9D

2C9E>2C9F

2CA0>2CA1

2CA2>2CA3

2CA4>2CA5

2CA6>2CA7

2CA8>2CA9

2CAA>2CAB

2CAC>2CAD

2CAE>2CAF

2CB0>2CB1

2CB2>2CB3

2CB4>2CB5

2CB6>2CB7

2CB8>2CB9

2CBA>2CBB

2CBC>2CBD

2CBE>2CBF

2CC0>2CC1

2CC2>2CC3

2CC4>2CC5

2CC6>2CC7

2CC8>2CC9

2CCA>2CCB

2CCC>2CCD

2CCE>2CCF

2CD0>2CD1

2CD2>2CD3

2CD4>2CD5

2CD6>2CD7

2CD8>2CD9

2CDA>2CDB
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2CDC>2CDD

2CDE>2CDF

2CE0>2CE1

2CE2>2CE3

2CEB>2CEC

2CED>2CEE

2CF2>2CF3

2D6F>2D61

2E9F>6BCD

2EF3>9F9F

2F00>4E00

2F01>4E28

2F02>4E36

2F03>4E3F

2F04>4E59

2F05>4E85

2F06>4E8C

2F07>4EA0

2F08>4EBA

2F09>513F

2F0A>5165

2F0B>516B

2F0C>5182

2F0D>5196

2F0E>51AB

2F0F>51E0

2F10>51F5

2F11>5200

2F12>529B

2F13>52F9

2F14>5315

2F15>531A

2F16>5338

2F17>5341

2F18>535C

2F19>5369

2F1A>5382

2F1B>53B6

2F1C>53C8

2F1D>53E3

2F1E>56D7

2F1F>571F

2F20>58EB

2F21>5902

2F22>590A

2F23>5915

2F24>5927

2F25>5973
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2F26>5B50

2F27>5B80

2F28>5BF8

2F29>5C0F

2F2A>5C22

2F2B>5C38

2F2C>5C6E

2F2D>5C71

2F2E>5DDB

2F2F>5DE5

2F30>5DF1

2F31>5DFE

2F32>5E72

2F33>5E7A

2F34>5E7F

2F35>5EF4

2F36>5EFE

2F37>5F0B

2F38>5F13

2F39>5F50

2F3A>5F61

2F3B>5F73

2F3C>5FC3

2F3D>6208

2F3E>6236

2F3F>624B

2F40>652F

2F41>6534

2F42>6587

2F43>6597

2F44>65A4

2F45>65B9

2F46>65E0

2F47>65E5

2F48>66F0

2F49>6708

2F4A>6728

2F4B>6B20

2F4C>6B62

2F4D>6B79

2F4E>6BB3

2F4F>6BCB

2F50>6BD4

2F51>6BDB

2F52>6C0F

2F53>6C14

2F54>6C34

2F55>706B
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2F56>722A

2F57>7236

2F58>723B

2F59>723F

2F5A>7247

2F5B>7259

2F5C>725B

2F5D>72AC

2F5E>7384

2F5F>7389

2F60>74DC

2F61>74E6

2F62>7518

2F63>751F

2F64>7528

2F65>7530

2F66>758B

2F67>7592

2F68>7676

2F69>767D

2F6A>76AE

2F6B>76BF

2F6C>76EE

2F6D>77DB

2F6E>77E2

2F6F>77F3

2F70>793A

2F71>79B8

2F72>79BE

2F73>7A74

2F74>7ACB

2F75>7AF9

2F76>7C73

2F77>7CF8

2F78>7F36

2F79>7F51

2F7A>7F8A

2F7B>7FBD

2F7C>8001

2F7D>800C

2F7E>8012

2F7F>8033

2F80>807F

2F81>8089

2F82>81E3

2F83>81EA

2F84>81F3

2F85>81FC
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2F86>820C

2F87>821B

2F88>821F

2F89>826E

2F8A>8272

2F8B>8278

2F8C>864D

2F8D>866B

2F8E>8840

2F8F>884C

2F90>8863

2F91>897E

2F92>898B

2F93>89D2

2F94>8A00

2F95>8C37

2F96>8C46

2F97>8C55

2F98>8C78

2F99>8C9D

2F9A>8D64

2F9B>8D70

2F9C>8DB3

2F9D>8EAB

2F9E>8ECA

2F9F>8F9B

2FA0>8FB0

2FA1>8FB5

2FA2>9091

2FA3>9149

2FA4>91C6

2FA5>91CC

2FA6>91D1

2FA7>9577

2FA8>9580

2FA9>961C

2FAA>96B6

2FAB>96B9

2FAC>96E8

2FAD>9751

2FAE>975E

2FAF>9762

2FB0>9769

2FB1>97CB

2FB2>97ED

2FB3>97F3

2FB4>9801

2FB5>98A8
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2FB6>98DB

2FB7>98DF

2FB8>9996

2FB9>9999

2FBA>99AC

2FBB>9AA8

2FBC>9AD8

2FBD>9ADF

2FBE>9B25

2FBF>9B2F

2FC0>9B32

2FC1>9B3C

2FC2>9B5A

2FC3>9CE5

2FC4>9E75

2FC5>9E7F

2FC6>9EA5

2FC7>9EBB

2FC8>9EC3

2FC9>9ECD

2FCA>9ED1

2FCB>9EF9

2FCC>9EFD

2FCD>9F0E

2FCE>9F13

2FCF>9F20

2FD0>9F3B

2FD1>9F4A

2FD2>9F52

2FD3>9F8D

2FD4>9F9C

2FD5>9FA0

3000>0020

3036>3012

3038>5341

3039>5344

303A>5345

309B>0020

 3099

309C>0020 309A

309F>3088 308A

30FF>30B3 30C8

3131>1100

3132>1101

3133>11AA

3134>1102

3135>11AC

3136>11AD
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3137>1103

3138>1104

3139>1105

313A>11B0

313B>11B1

313C>11B2

313D>11B3

313E>11B4

313F>11B5

3140>111A

3141>1106

3142>1107

3143>1108

3144>1121

3145>1109

3146>110A

3147>110B

3148>110C

3149>110D

314A>110E

314B>110F

314C>1110

314D>1111

314E>1112

314F>1161

3150>1162

3151>1163

3152>1164

3153>1165

3154>1166

3155>1167

3156>1168

3157>1169

3158>116A

3159>116B

315A>116C

315B>116D

315C>116E

315D>116F

315E>1170

315F>1171

3160>1172

3161>1173

3162>1174

3163>1175

3164>

3165>1114

3166>1115
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3167>11C7

3168>11C8

3169>11CC

316A>11CE

316B>11D3

316C>11D7

316D>11D9

316E>111C

316F>11DD

3170>11DF

3171>111D

3172>111E

3173>1120

3174>1122

3175>1123

3176>1127

3177>1129

3178>112B

3179>112C

317A>112D

317B>112E

317C>112F

317D>1132

317E>1136

317F>1140

3180>1147

3181>114C

3182>11F1

3183>11F2

3184>1157

3185>1158

3186>1159

3187>1184

3188>1185

3189>1188

318A>1191

318B>1192

318C>1194

318D>119E

318E>11A1

3192>4E00

3193>4E8C

3194>4E09

3195>56DB

3196>4E0A

3197>4E2D

3198>4E0B

3199>7532
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319A>4E59

319B>4E19

319C>4E01

319D>5929

319E>5730

319F>4EBA

3200>0028

 1100 0029

3201>0028 1102 0029

3202>0028 1103 0029

3203>0028 1105 0029

3204>0028 1106 0029

3205>0028 1107 0029

3206>0028 1109 0029

3207>0028 110B 0029

3208>0028 110C 0029

3209>0028 110E 0029

320A>0028 110F 0029

320B>0028 1110 0029

320C>0028 1111 0029

320D>0028 1112 0029

320E>0028 AC00 0029

320F>0028 B098 0029

3210>0028 B2E4 0029

3211>0028 B77C 0029

3212>0028 B9C8 0029

3213>0028 BC14 0029

3214>0028 C0AC 0029

3215>0028 C544 0029

3216>0028 C790 0029

3217>0028 CC28 0029

3218>0028 CE74 0029

3219>0028 D0C0 0029

321A>0028 D30C 0029

321B>0028 D558 0029

321C>0028 C8FC 0029

321D>0028 C624 C804 0029

321E>0028 C624 D6C4 0029

3220>0028 4E00 0029

3221>0028 4E8C 0029

3222>0028 4E09 0029

3223>0028 56DB 0029

3224>0028 4E94 0029

3225>0028 516D 0029

3226>0028 4E03 0029

3227>0028 516B 0029

3228>0028 4E5D 0029

3229>0028 5341 0029
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322A>0028 6708 0029

322B>0028 706B 0029

322C>0028

 6C34 0029

322D>0028 6728 0029

322E>0028 91D1 0029

322F>0028 571F 0029

3230>0028 65E5 0029

3231>0028 682A 0029

3232>0028 6709 0029

3233>0028 793E 0029

3234>0028 540D 0029

3235>0028 7279 0029

3236>0028 8CA1 0029

3237>0028 795D 0029

3238>0028 52B4 0029

3239>0028 4EE3 0029

323A>0028 547C 0029

323B>0028 5B66 0029

323C>0028 76E3 0029

323D>0028 4F01 0029

323E>0028 8CC7 0029

323F>0028 5354 0029

3240>0028 796D 0029

3241>0028 4F11 0029

3242>0028 81EA 0029

3243>0028 81F3 0029

3244>554F

3245>5E7C

3246>6587

3247>7B8F

3250>0070 0074 0065

3251>0032 0031

3252>0032 0032

3253>0032 0033

3254>0032 0034

3255>0032 0035

3256>0032 0036

3257>0032 0037

3258>0032 0038

3259>0032 0039

325A>0033 0030

325B>0033 0031

325C>0033 0032

325D>0033 0033

325E>0033 0034

325F>0033 0035

3260>1100
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3261>1102

3262>1103

3263>1105

3264>1106

3265>1107

3266>1109

3267>110B

3268>110C

3269>110E

326A>110F

326B>1110

326C>1111

326D>1112

326E>AC00

326F>B098

3270>B2E4

3271>B77C

3272>B9C8

3273>BC14

3274>C0AC

3275>C544

3276>C790

3277>CC28

3278>CE74

3279>D0C0

327A>D30C

327B>D558

327C>CC38

 ACE0

327D>C8FC C758

327E>C6B0

3280>4E00

3281>4E8C

3282>4E09

3283>56DB

3284>4E94

3285>516D

3286>4E03

3287>516B

3288>4E5D

3289>5341

328A>6708

328B>706B

328C>6C34

328D>6728

328E>91D1

328F>571F

3290>65E5
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3291>682A

3292>6709

3293>793E

3294>540D

3295>7279

3296>8CA1

3297>795D

3298>52B4

3299>79D8

329A>7537

329B>5973

329C>9069

329D>512A

329E>5370

329F>6CE8

32A0>9805

32A1>4F11

32A2>5199

32A3>6B63

32A4>4E0A

32A5>4E2D

32A6>4E0B

32A7>5DE6

32A8>53F3

32A9>533B

32AA>5B97

32AB>5B66

32AC>76E3

32AD>4F01

32AE>8CC7

32AF>5354

32B0>591C

32B1>0033 0036

32B2>0033 0037

32B3>0033 0038

32B4>0033 0039

32B5>0034 0030

32B6>0034 0031

32B7>0034 0032

32B8>0034 0033

32B9>0034 0034

32BA>0034 0035

32BB>0034 0036

32BC>0034 0037

32BD>0034 0038

32BE>0034 0039

32BF>0035 0030

32C0>0031 6708
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32C1>0032 6708

32C2>0033 6708

32C3>0034 6708

32C4>0035 6708

32C5>0036 6708

32C6>0037 6708

32C7>0038 6708

32C8>0039 6708

32C9>0031 0030 6708

32CA>0031 0031 6708

32CB>0031 0032 6708

32CC>0068

 0067

32CD>0065 0072 0067

32CE>0065 0076

32CF>006C 0074 0064

32D0>30A2

32D1>30A4

32D2>30A6

32D3>30A8

32D4>30AA

32D5>30AB

32D6>30AD

32D7>30AF

32D8>30B1

32D9>30B3

32DA>30B5

32DB>30B7

32DC>30B9

32DD>30BB

32DE>30BD

32DF>30BF

32E0>30C1

32E1>30C4

32E2>30C6

32E3>30C8

32E4>30CA

32E5>30CB

32E6>30CC

32E7>30CD

32E8>30CE

32E9>30CF

32EA>30D2

32EB>30D5

32EC>30D8

32ED>30DB

32EE>30DE

32EF>30DF
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32F0>30E0

32F1>30E1

32F2>30E2

32F3>30E4

32F4>30E6

32F5>30E8

32F6>30E9

32F7>30EA

32F8>30EB

32F9>30EC

32FA>30ED

32FB>30EF

32FC>30F0

32FD>30F1

32FE>30F2

32FF>4EE4 548C

3300>30A2 30D1 30FC 30C8

3301>30A2 30EB 30D5 30A1

3302>30A2 30F3 30DA 30A2

3303>30A2 30FC 30EB

3304>30A4 30CB 30F3 30B0

3305>30A4 30F3 30C1

3306>30A6 30A9 30F3

3307>30A8 30B9 30AF 30FC 30C9

3308>30A8 30FC 30AB 30FC

3309>30AA 30F3 30B9

330A>30AA 30FC 30E0

330B>30AB 30A4 30EA

330C>30AB 30E9 30C3 30C8

330D>30AB 30ED 30EA 30FC

330E>30AC 30ED 30F3

330F>30AC 30F3 30DE

3310>30AE 30AC

3311>30AE 30CB 30FC

3312>30AD 30E5 30EA 30FC

3313>30AE 30EB 30C0 30FC

3314>30AD

 30ED

3315>30AD 30ED 30B0 30E9 30E0

3316>30AD 30ED 30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB

3317>30AD 30ED 30EF 30C3 30C8

3318>30B0 30E9 30E0

3319>30B0 30E9 30E0 30C8 30F3

331A>30AF 30EB 30BC 30A4 30ED

331B>30AF 30ED 30FC 30CD

331C>30B1 30FC 30B9

331D>30B3 30EB 30CA

331E>30B3 30FC 30DD
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331F>30B5 30A4 30AF 30EB

3320>30B5 30F3 30C1 30FC 30E0

3321>30B7 30EA 30F3 30B0

3322>30BB 30F3 30C1

3323>30BB 30F3 30C8

3324>30C0 30FC 30B9

3325>30C7 30B7

3326>30C9 30EB

3327>30C8 30F3

3328>30CA 30CE

3329>30CE 30C3 30C8

332A>30CF 30A4 30C4

332B>30D1 30FC 30BB 30F3 30C8

332C>30D1 30FC 30C4

332D>30D0 30FC 30EC 30EB

332E>30D4 30A2 30B9 30C8 30EB

332F>30D4 30AF 30EB

3330>30D4 30B3

3331>30D3 30EB

3332>30D5 30A1 30E9 30C3 30C9

3333>30D5 30A3 30FC 30C8

3334>30D6 30C3 30B7 30A7 30EB

3335>30D5 30E9 30F3

3336>30D8 30AF 30BF 30FC 30EB

3337>30DA 30BD

3338>30DA 30CB 30D2

3339>30D8 30EB 30C4

333A>30DA 30F3 30B9

333B>30DA 30FC 30B8

333C>30D9 30FC 30BF

333D>30DD 30A4 30F3 30C8

333E>30DC 30EB 30C8

333F>30DB 30F3

3340>30DD 30F3 30C9

3341>30DB

 30FC 30EB

3342>30DB 30FC 30F3

3343>30DE 30A4 30AF 30ED

3344>30DE 30A4 30EB

3345>30DE 30C3 30CF

3346>30DE 30EB 30AF

3347>30DE 30F3 30B7 30E7 30F3

3348>30DF 30AF 30ED 30F3

3349>30DF 30EA

334A>30DF 30EA 30D0 30FC 30EB

334B>30E1 30AC

334C>30E1 30AC 30C8 30F3

334D>30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB
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334E>30E4 30FC 30C9

334F>30E4 30FC 30EB

3350>30E6 30A2 30F3

3351>30EA 30C3 30C8 30EB

3352>30EA 30E9

3353>30EB 30D4 30FC

3354>30EB 30FC 30D6 30EB

3355>30EC 30E0

3356>30EC 30F3 30C8 30B2 30F3

3357>30EF 30C3 30C8

3358>0030 70B9

3359>0031 70B9

335A>0032 70B9

335B>0033 70B9

335C>0034 70B9

335D>0035 70B9

335E>0036 70B9

335F>0037 70B9

3360>0038 70B9

3361>0039 70B9

3362>0031 0030 70B9

3363>0031 0031 70B9

3364>0031 0032 70B9

3365>0031 0033 70B9

3366>0031 0034 70B9

3367>0031 0035 70B9

3368>0031 0036 70B9

3369>0031 0037 70B9

336A>0031 0038 70B9

336B>0031 0039 70B9

336C>0032 0030 70B9

336D>0032 0031 70B9

336E>0032 0032 70B9

336F>0032 0033 70B9

3370>0032 0034 70B9

3371>0068 0070 0061

3372>0064 0061

3373>0061 0075

3374>0062

 0061 0072

3375>006F 0076

3376>0070 0063

3377>0064 006D

3378>0064 006D 0032

3379>0064 006D 0033

337A>0069 0075

337B>5E73 6210

337C>662D 548C
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337D>5927 6B63

337E>660E 6CBB

337F>682A 5F0F 4F1A 793E

3380>0070 0061

3381>006E 0061

3382>03BC 0061

3383>006D 0061

3384>006B 0061

3385>006B 0062

3386>006D 0062

3387>0067 0062

3388>0063 0061 006C

3389>006B 0063 0061 006C

338A>0070 0066

338B>006E 0066

338C>03BC 0066

338D>03BC 0067

338E>006D 0067

338F>006B 0067

3390>0068 007A

3391>006B 0068 007A

3392>006D 0068 007A

3393>0067 0068 007A

3394>0074 0068 007A

3395>03BC 006C

3396>006D 006C

3397>0064 006C

3398>006B 006C

3399>0066 006D

339A>006E 006D

339B>03BC 006D

339C>006D 006D

339D>0063 006D

339E>006B 006D

339F>006D 006D 0032

33A0>0063 006D 0032

33A1>006D 0032

33A2>006B 006D 0032

33A3>006D 006D 0033

33A4>0063 006D 0033

33A5>006D 0033

33A6>006B 006D 0033

33A7>006D 2215 0073

33A8>006D 2215 0073 0032

33A9>0070 0061

33AA>006B 0070 0061

33AB>006D 0070 0061

33AC>0067 0070 0061
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33AD>0072 0061 0064

33AE>0072

 0061 0064 2215 0073

33AF>0072 0061 0064 2215 0073 0032

33B0>0070 0073

33B1>006E 0073

33B2>03BC 0073

33B3>006D 0073

33B4>0070 0076

33B5>006E 0076

33B6>03BC 0076

33B7>006D 0076

33B8>006B 0076

33B9>006D 0076

33BA>0070 0077

33BB>006E 0077

33BC>03BC 0077

33BD>006D 0077

33BE>006B 0077

33BF>006D 0077

33C0>006B 03C9

33C1>006D 03C9

33C2>0061 002E 006D 002E

33C3>0062 0071

33C4>0063 0063

33C5>0063 0064

33C6>0063 2215 006B 0067

33C7>0063 006F 002E

33C8>0064 0062

33C9>0067 0079

33CA>0068 0061

33CB>0068 0070

33CC>0069 006E

33CD>006B 006B

33CE>006B 006D

33CF>006B 0074

33D0>006C 006D

33D1>006C 006E

33D2>006C 006F 0067

33D3>006C 0078

33D4>006D 0062

33D5>006D 0069 006C

33D6>006D 006F 006C

33D7>0070 0068

33D8>0070 002E 006D 002E

33D9>0070 0070 006D

33DA>0070 0072

33DB>0073 0072
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33DC>0073 0076

33DD>0077 0062

33DE>0076 2215 006D

33DF>0061 2215 006D

33E0>0031 65E5

33E1>0032 65E5

33E2>0033 65E5

33E3>0034 65E5

33E4>0035 65E5

33E5>0036 65E5

33E6>0037 65E5

33E7>0038 65E5

33E8>0039 65E5

33E9>0031 0030 65E5

33EA>0031

 0031 65E5

33EB>0031 0032 65E5

33EC>0031 0033 65E5

33ED>0031 0034 65E5

33EE>0031 0035 65E5

33EF>0031 0036 65E5

33F0>0031 0037 65E5

33F1>0031 0038 65E5

33F2>0031 0039 65E5

33F3>0032 0030 65E5

33F4>0032 0031 65E5

33F5>0032 0032 65E5

33F6>0032 0033 65E5

33F7>0032 0034 65E5

33F8>0032 0035 65E5

33F9>0032 0036 65E5

33FA>0032 0037 65E5

33FB>0032 0038 65E5

33FC>0032 0039 65E5

33FD>0033 0030 65E5

33FE>0033 0031 65E5

33FF>0067 0061 006C

A640>A641

A642>A643

A644>A645

A646>A647

A648>A649

A64A>A64B

A64C>A64D

A64E>A64F

A650>A651

A652>A653

A654>A655
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A656>A657

A658>A659

A65A>A65B

A65C>A65D

A65E>A65F

A660>A661

A662>A663

A664>A665

A666>A667

A668>A669

A66A>A66B

A66C>A66D

A680>A681

A682>A683

A684>A685

A686>A687

A688>A689

A68A>A68B

A68C>A68D

A68E>A68F

A690>A691

A692>A693

A694>A695

A696>A697

A698>A699

A69A>A69B

A69C>044A

A69D>044C

A722>A723

A724>A725

A726>A727

A728>A729

A72A>A72B

A72C>A72D

A72E>A72F

A732>A733

A734>A735

A736>A737

A738>A739

A73A>A73B

A73C>A73D

A73E>A73F

A740>A741

A742>A743

A744>A745

A746>A747

A748>A749

A74A>A74B
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A74C>A74D

A74E>A74F

A750>A751

A752>A753

A754>A755

A756>A757

A758>A759

A75A>A75B

A75C>A75D

A75E>A75F

A760>A761

A762>A763

A764>A765

A766>A767

A768>A769

A76A>A76B

A76C>A76D

A76E>A76F

A770>A76F

A779>A77A

A77B>A77C

A77D>1D79

A77E>A77F

A780>A781

A782>A783

A784>A785

A786>A787

A78B>A78C

A78D>0265

A790>A791

A792>A793

A796>A797

A798>A799

A79A>A79B

A79C>A79D

A79E>A79F

A7A0>A7A1

A7A2>A7A3

A7A4>A7A5

A7A6>A7A7

A7A8>A7A9

A7AA>0266

A7AB>025C

A7AC>0261

A7AD>026C

A7AE>026A

A7B0>029E

A7B1>0287
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A7B2>029D

A7B3>AB53

A7B4>A7B5

A7B6>A7B7

A7B8>A7B9

A7BA>A7BB

A7BC>A7BD

A7BE>A7BF

A7C0>A7C1

A7C2>A7C3

A7C4>A794

A7C5>0282

A7C6>1D8E

A7C7>A7C8

A7C9>A7CA

A7D0>A7D1

A7D6>A7D7

A7D8>A7D9

A7F2>0063

A7F3>0066

A7F4>0071

A7F5>A7F6

A7F8>0127

A7F9>0153

AB5C>A727

AB5D>AB37

AB5E>026B

AB5F>AB52

AB69>028D

AB70>13A0

AB71>13A1

AB72>13A2

AB73>13A3

AB74>13A4

AB75>13A5

AB76>13A6

AB77>13A7

AB78>13A8

AB79>13A9

AB7A>13AA

AB7B>13AB

AB7C>13AC

AB7D>13AD

AB7E>13AE

AB7F>13AF

AB80>13B0

AB81>13B1

AB82>13B2
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AB83>13B3

AB84>13B4

AB85>13B5

AB86>13B6

AB87>13B7

AB88>13B8

AB89>13B9

AB8A>13BA

AB8B>13BB

AB8C>13BC

AB8D>13BD

AB8E>13BE

AB8F>13BF

AB90>13C0

AB91>13C1

AB92>13C2

AB93>13C3

AB94>13C4

AB95>13C5

AB96>13C6

AB97>13C7

AB98>13C8

AB99>13C9

AB9A>13CA

AB9B>13CB

AB9C>13CC

AB9D>13CD

AB9E>13CE

AB9F>13CF

ABA0>13D0

ABA1>13D1

ABA2>13D2

ABA3>13D3

ABA4>13D4

ABA5>13D5

ABA6>13D6

ABA7>13D7

ABA8>13D8

ABA9>13D9

ABAA>13DA

ABAB>13DB

ABAC>13DC

ABAD>13DD

ABAE>13DE

ABAF>13DF

ABB0>13E0

ABB1>13E1

ABB2>13E2
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ABB3>13E3

ABB4>13E4

ABB5>13E5

ABB6>13E6

ABB7>13E7

ABB8>13E8

ABB9>13E9

ABBA>13EA

ABBB>13EB

ABBC>13EC

ABBD>13ED

ABBE>13EE

ABBF>13EF

F900>8C48

F901>66F4

F902>8ECA

F903>8CC8

F904>6ED1

F905>4E32

F906>53E5

F907..F908>9F9C

F909>5951

F90A>91D1

F90B>5587

F90C>5948

F90D>61F6

F90E>7669

F90F>7F85

F910>863F

F911>87BA

F912>88F8

F913>908F

F914>6A02

F915>6D1B

F916>70D9

F917>73DE

F918>843D

F919>916A

F91A>99F1

F91B>4E82

F91C>5375

F91D>6B04

F91E>721B

F91F>862D

F920>9E1E

F921>5D50

F922>6FEB

F923>85CD
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F924>8964

F925>62C9

F926>81D8

F927>881F

F928>5ECA

F929>6717

F92A>6D6A

F92B>72FC

F92C>90CE

F92D>4F86

F92E>51B7

F92F>52DE

F930>64C4

F931>6AD3

F932>7210

F933>76E7

F934>8001

F935>8606

F936>865C

F937>8DEF

F938>9732

F939>9B6F

F93A>9DFA

F93B>788C

F93C>797F

F93D>7DA0

F93E>83C9

F93F>9304

F940>9E7F

F941>8AD6

F942>58DF

F943>5F04

F944>7C60

F945>807E

F946>7262

F947>78CA

F948>8CC2

F949>96F7

F94A>58D8

F94B>5C62

F94C>6A13

F94D>6DDA

F94E>6F0F

F94F>7D2F

F950>7E37

F951>964B

F952>52D2

F953>808B
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F954>51DC

F955>51CC

F956>7A1C

F957>7DBE

F958>83F1

F959>9675

F95A>8B80

F95B>62CF

F95C>6A02

F95D>8AFE

F95E>4E39

F95F>5BE7

F960>6012

F961>7387

F962>7570

F963>5317

F964>78FB

F965>4FBF

F966>5FA9

F967>4E0D

F968>6CCC

F969>6578

F96A>7D22

F96B>53C3

F96C>585E

F96D>7701

F96E>8449

F96F>8AAA

F970>6BBA

F971>8FB0

F972>6C88

F973>62FE

F974>82E5

F975>63A0

F976>7565

F977>4EAE

F978>5169

F979>51C9

F97A>6881

F97B>7CE7

F97C>826F

F97D>8AD2

F97E>91CF

F97F>52F5

F980>5442

F981>5973

F982>5EEC

F983>65C5
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F984>6FFE

F985>792A

F986>95AD

F987>9A6A

F988>9E97

F989>9ECE

F98A>529B

F98B>66C6

F98C>6B77

F98D>8F62

F98E>5E74

F98F>6190

F990>6200

F991>649A

F992>6F23

F993>7149

F994>7489

F995>79CA

F996>7DF4

F997>806F

F998>8F26

F999>84EE

F99A>9023

F99B>934A

F99C>5217

F99D>52A3

F99E>54BD

F99F>70C8

F9A0>88C2

F9A1>8AAA

F9A2>5EC9

F9A3>5FF5

F9A4>637B

F9A5>6BAE

F9A6>7C3E

F9A7>7375

F9A8>4EE4

F9A9>56F9

F9AA>5BE7

F9AB>5DBA

F9AC>601C

F9AD>73B2

F9AE>7469

F9AF>7F9A

F9B0>8046

F9B1>9234

F9B2>96F6

F9B3>9748
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F9B4>9818

F9B5>4F8B

F9B6>79AE

F9B7>91B4

F9B8>96B8

F9B9>60E1

F9BA>4E86

F9BB>50DA

F9BC>5BEE

F9BD>5C3F

F9BE>6599

F9BF>6A02

F9C0>71CE

F9C1>7642

F9C2>84FC

F9C3>907C

F9C4>9F8D

F9C5>6688

F9C6>962E

F9C7>5289

F9C8>677B

F9C9>67F3

F9CA>6D41

F9CB>6E9C

F9CC>7409

F9CD>7559

F9CE>786B

F9CF>7D10

F9D0>985E

F9D1>516D

F9D2>622E

F9D3>9678

F9D4>502B

F9D5>5D19

F9D6>6DEA

F9D7>8F2A

F9D8>5F8B

F9D9>6144

F9DA>6817

F9DB>7387

F9DC>9686

F9DD>5229

F9DE>540F

F9DF>5C65

F9E0>6613

F9E1>674E

F9E2>68A8

F9E3>6CE5
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F9E4>7406

F9E5>75E2

F9E6>7F79

F9E7>88CF

F9E8>88E1

F9E9>91CC

F9EA>96E2

F9EB>533F

F9EC>6EBA

F9ED>541D

F9EE>71D0

F9EF>7498

F9F0>85FA

F9F1>96A3

F9F2>9C57

F9F3>9E9F

F9F4>6797

F9F5>6DCB

F9F6>81E8

F9F7>7ACB

F9F8>7B20

F9F9>7C92

F9FA>72C0

F9FB>7099

F9FC>8B58

F9FD>4EC0

F9FE>8336

F9FF>523A

FA00>5207

FA01>5EA6

FA02>62D3

FA03>7CD6

FA04>5B85

FA05>6D1E

FA06>66B4

FA07>8F3B

FA08>884C

FA09>964D

FA0A>898B

FA0B>5ED3

FA0C>5140

FA0D>55C0

FA10>585A

FA12>6674

FA15>51DE

FA16>732A

FA17>76CA

FA18>793C
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FA19>795E

FA1A>7965

FA1B>798F

FA1C>9756

FA1D>7CBE

FA1E>7FBD

FA20>8612

FA22>8AF8

FA25>9038

FA26>90FD

FA2A>98EF

FA2B>98FC

FA2C>9928

FA2D>9DB4

FA2E>90DE

FA2F>96B7

FA30>4FAE

FA31>50E7

FA32>514D

FA33>52C9

FA34>52E4

FA35>5351

FA36>559D

FA37>5606

FA38>5668

FA39>5840

FA3A>58A8

FA3B>5C64

FA3C>5C6E

FA3D>6094

FA3E>6168

FA3F>618E

FA40>61F2

FA41>654F

FA42>65E2

FA43>6691

FA44>6885

FA45>6D77

FA46>6E1A

FA47>6F22

FA48>716E

FA49>722B

FA4A>7422

FA4B>7891

FA4C>793E

FA4D>7949

FA4E>7948

FA4F>7950
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FA50>7956

FA51>795D

FA52>798D

FA53>798E

FA54>7A40

FA55>7A81

FA56>7BC0

FA57>7DF4

FA58>7E09

FA59>7E41

FA5A>7F72

FA5B>8005

FA5C>81ED

FA5D..FA5E>8279

FA5F>8457

FA60>8910

FA61>8996

FA62>8B01

FA63>8B39

FA64>8CD3

FA65>8D08

FA66>8FB6

FA67>9038

FA68>96E3

FA69>97FF

FA6A>983B

FA6B>6075

FA6C>242EE

FA6D>8218

FA70>4E26

FA71>51B5

FA72>5168

FA73>4F80

FA74>5145

FA75>5180

FA76>52C7

FA77>52FA

FA78>559D

FA79>5555

FA7A>5599

FA7B>55E2

FA7C>585A

FA7D>58B3

FA7E>5944

FA7F>5954

FA80>5A62

FA81>5B28

FA82>5ED2
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FA83>5ED9

FA84>5F69

FA85>5FAD

FA86>60D8

FA87>614E

FA88>6108

FA89>618E

FA8A>6160

FA8B>61F2

FA8C>6234

FA8D>63C4

FA8E>641C

FA8F>6452

FA90>6556

FA91>6674

FA92>6717

FA93>671B

FA94>6756

FA95>6B79

FA96>6BBA

FA97>6D41

FA98>6EDB

FA99>6ECB

FA9A>6F22

FA9B>701E

FA9C>716E

FA9D>77A7

FA9E>7235

FA9F>72AF

FAA0>732A

FAA1>7471

FAA2>7506

FAA3>753B

FAA4>761D

FAA5>761F

FAA6>76CA

FAA7>76DB

FAA8>76F4

FAA9>774A

FAAA>7740

FAAB>78CC

FAAC>7AB1

FAAD>7BC0

FAAE>7C7B

FAAF>7D5B

FAB0>7DF4

FAB1>7F3E

FAB2>8005
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FAB3>8352

FAB4>83EF

FAB5>8779

FAB6>8941

FAB7>8986

FAB8>8996

FAB9>8ABF

FABA>8AF8

FABB>8ACB

FABC>8B01

FABD>8AFE

FABE>8AED

FABF>8B39

FAC0>8B8A

FAC1>8D08

FAC2>8F38

FAC3>9072

FAC4>9199

FAC5>9276

FAC6>967C

FAC7>96E3

FAC8>9756

FAC9>97DB

FACA>97FF

FACB>980B

FACC>983B

FACD>9B12

FACE>9F9C

FACF>2284A

FAD0>22844

FAD1>233D5

FAD2>3B9D

FAD3>4018

FAD4>4039

FAD5>25249

FAD6>25CD0

FAD7>27ED3

FAD8>9F43

FAD9>9F8E

FB00>0066

 0066

FB01>0066 0069

FB02>0066 006C

FB03>0066 0066 0069

FB04>0066 0066 006C

FB05..FB06>0073 0074

FB13>0574 0576

FB14>0574 0565
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FB15>0574 056B

FB16>057E 0576

FB17>0574 056D

FB1D>05D9 05B4

FB1F>05F2 05B7

FB20>05E2

FB21>05D0

FB22>05D3

FB23>05D4

FB24>05DB

FB25>05DC

FB26>05DD

FB27>05E8

FB28>05EA

FB29>002B

FB2A>05E9 05C1

FB2B>05E9 05C2

FB2C>05E9 05BC 05C1

FB2D>05E9 05BC 05C2

FB2E>05D0 05B7

FB2F>05D0 05B8

FB30>05D0 05BC

FB31>05D1 05BC

FB32>05D2 05BC

FB33>05D3 05BC

FB34>05D4 05BC

FB35>05D5 05BC

FB36>05D6 05BC

FB38>05D8 05BC

FB39>05D9 05BC

FB3A>05DA 05BC

FB3B>05DB 05BC

FB3C>05DC 05BC

FB3E>05DE 05BC

FB40>05E0 05BC

FB41>05E1 05BC

FB43>05E3 05BC

FB44>05E4 05BC

FB46>05E6 05BC

FB47>05E7 05BC

FB48>05E8 05BC

FB49>05E9 05BC

FB4A>05EA 05BC

FB4B>05D5 05B9

FB4C>05D1 05BF

FB4D>05DB 05BF

FB4E>05E4 05BF

FB4F>05D0
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 05DC

FB50..FB51>0671

FB52..FB55>067B

FB56..FB59>067E

FB5A..FB5D>0680

FB5E..FB61>067A

FB62..FB65>067F

FB66..FB69>0679

FB6A..FB6D>06A4

FB6E..FB71>06A6

FB72..FB75>0684

FB76..FB79>0683

FB7A..FB7D>0686

FB7E..FB81>0687

FB82..FB83>068D

FB84..FB85>068C

FB86..FB87>068E

FB88..FB89>0688

FB8A..FB8B>0698

FB8C..FB8D>0691

FB8E..FB91>06A9

FB92..FB95>06AF

FB96..FB99>06B3

FB9A..FB9D>06B1

FB9E..FB9F>06BA

FBA0..FBA3>06BB

FBA4..FBA5>06C0

FBA6..FBA9>06C1

FBAA..FBAD>06BE

FBAE..FBAF>06D2

FBB0..FBB1>06D3

FBD3..FBD6>06AD

FBD7..FBD8>06C7

FBD9..FBDA>06C6

FBDB..FBDC>06C8

FBDD>06C7 0674

FBDE..FBDF>06CB

FBE0..FBE1>06C5

FBE2..FBE3>06C9

FBE4..FBE7>06D0

FBE8..FBE9>0649

FBEA..FBEB>0626 0627

FBEC..FBED>0626 06D5

FBEE..FBEF>0626 0648

FBF0..FBF1>0626 06C7

FBF2..FBF3>0626 06C6

FBF4..FBF5>0626 06C8

FBF6..FBF8>0626 06D0
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FBF9..FBFB>0626 0649

FBFC..FBFF>06CC

FC00>0626 062C

FC01>0626 062D

FC02>0626 0645

FC03>0626 0649

FC04>0626 064A

FC05>0628 062C

FC06>0628 062D

FC07>0628 062E

FC08>0628 0645

FC09>0628 0649

FC0A>0628 064A

FC0B>062A

 062C

FC0C>062A 062D

FC0D>062A 062E

FC0E>062A 0645

FC0F>062A 0649

FC10>062A 064A

FC11>062B 062C

FC12>062B 0645

FC13>062B 0649

FC14>062B 064A

FC15>062C 062D

FC16>062C 0645

FC17>062D 062C

FC18>062D 0645

FC19>062E 062C

FC1A>062E 062D

FC1B>062E 0645

FC1C>0633 062C

FC1D>0633 062D

FC1E>0633 062E

FC1F>0633 0645

FC20>0635 062D

FC21>0635 0645

FC22>0636 062C

FC23>0636 062D

FC24>0636 062E

FC25>0636 0645

FC26>0637 062D

FC27>0637 0645

FC28>0638 0645

FC29>0639 062C

FC2A>0639 0645

FC2B>063A 062C

FC2C>063A 0645
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FC2D>0641 062C

FC2E>0641 062D

FC2F>0641 062E

FC30>0641 0645

FC31>0641 0649

FC32>0641 064A

FC33>0642 062D

FC34>0642 0645

FC35>0642 0649

FC36>0642 064A

FC37>0643 0627

FC38>0643 062C

FC39>0643 062D

FC3A>0643 062E

FC3B>0643 0644

FC3C>0643 0645

FC3D>0643 0649

FC3E>0643 064A

FC3F>0644 062C

FC40>0644 062D

FC41>0644 062E

FC42>0644 0645

FC43>0644 0649

FC44>0644 064A

FC45>0645 062C

FC46>0645 062D

FC47>0645 062E

FC48>0645 0645

FC49>0645 0649

FC4A>0645 064A

FC4B>0646 062C

FC4C>0646 062D

FC4D>0646

 062E

FC4E>0646 0645

FC4F>0646 0649

FC50>0646 064A

FC51>0647 062C

FC52>0647 0645

FC53>0647 0649

FC54>0647 064A

FC55>064A 062C

FC56>064A 062D

FC57>064A 062E

FC58>064A 0645

FC59>064A 0649

FC5A>064A 064A

FC5B>0630 0670
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FC5C>0631 0670

FC5D>0649 0670

FC5E>0020 064C 0651

FC5F>0020 064D 0651

FC60>0020 064E 0651

FC61>0020 064F 0651

FC62>0020 0650 0651

FC63>0020 0651 0670

FC64>0626 0631

FC65>0626 0632

FC66>0626 0645

FC67>0626 0646

FC68>0626 0649

FC69>0626 064A

FC6A>0628 0631

FC6B>0628 0632

FC6C>0628 0645

FC6D>0628 0646

FC6E>0628 0649

FC6F>0628 064A

FC70>062A 0631

FC71>062A 0632

FC72>062A 0645

FC73>062A 0646

FC74>062A 0649

FC75>062A 064A

FC76>062B 0631

FC77>062B 0632

FC78>062B 0645

FC79>062B 0646

FC7A>062B 0649

FC7B>062B 064A

FC7C>0641 0649

FC7D>0641 064A

FC7E>0642 0649

FC7F>0642 064A

FC80>0643 0627

FC81>0643 0644

FC82>0643 0645

FC83>0643 0649

FC84>0643 064A

FC85>0644 0645

FC86>0644 0649

FC87>0644 064A

FC88>0645 0627

FC89>0645 0645

FC8A>0646 0631

FC8B>0646 0632
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FC8C>0646 0645

FC8D>0646 0646

FC8E>0646

 0649

FC8F>0646 064A

FC90>0649 0670

FC91>064A 0631

FC92>064A 0632

FC93>064A 0645

FC94>064A 0646

FC95>064A 0649

FC96>064A 064A

FC97>0626 062C

FC98>0626 062D

FC99>0626 062E

FC9A>0626 0645

FC9B>0626 0647

FC9C>0628 062C

FC9D>0628 062D

FC9E>0628 062E

FC9F>0628 0645

FCA0>0628 0647

FCA1>062A 062C

FCA2>062A 062D

FCA3>062A 062E

FCA4>062A 0645

FCA5>062A 0647

FCA6>062B 0645

FCA7>062C 062D

FCA8>062C 0645

FCA9>062D 062C

FCAA>062D 0645

FCAB>062E 062C

FCAC>062E 0645

FCAD>0633 062C

FCAE>0633 062D

FCAF>0633 062E

FCB0>0633 0645

FCB1>0635 062D

FCB2>0635 062E

FCB3>0635 0645

FCB4>0636 062C

FCB5>0636 062D

FCB6>0636 062E

FCB7>0636 0645

FCB8>0637 062D

FCB9>0638 0645

FCBA>0639 062C
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FCBB>0639 0645

FCBC>063A 062C

FCBD>063A 0645

FCBE>0641 062C

FCBF>0641 062D

FCC0>0641 062E

FCC1>0641 0645

FCC2>0642 062D

FCC3>0642 0645

FCC4>0643 062C

FCC5>0643 062D

FCC6>0643 062E

FCC7>0643 0644

FCC8>0643 0645

FCC9>0644 062C

FCCA>0644 062D

FCCB>0644 062E

FCCC>0644 0645

FCCD>0644 0647

FCCE>0645 062C

FCCF>0645 062D

FCD0>0645 062E

FCD1>0645

 0645

FCD2>0646 062C

FCD3>0646 062D

FCD4>0646 062E

FCD5>0646 0645

FCD6>0646 0647

FCD7>0647 062C

FCD8>0647 0645

FCD9>0647 0670

FCDA>064A 062C

FCDB>064A 062D

FCDC>064A 062E

FCDD>064A 0645

FCDE>064A 0647

FCDF>0626 0645

FCE0>0626 0647

FCE1>0628 0645

FCE2>0628 0647

FCE3>062A 0645

FCE4>062A 0647

FCE5>062B 0645

FCE6>062B 0647

FCE7>0633 0645

FCE8>0633 0647

FCE9>0634 0645
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FCEA>0634 0647

FCEB>0643 0644

FCEC>0643 0645

FCED>0644 0645

FCEE>0646 0645

FCEF>0646 0647

FCF0>064A 0645

FCF1>064A 0647

FCF2>0640 064E 0651

FCF3>0640 064F 0651

FCF4>0640 0650 0651

FCF5>0637 0649

FCF6>0637 064A

FCF7>0639 0649

FCF8>0639 064A

FCF9>063A 0649

FCFA>063A 064A

FCFB>0633 0649

FCFC>0633 064A

FCFD>0634 0649

FCFE>0634 064A

FCFF>062D 0649

FD00>062D 064A

FD01>062C 0649

FD02>062C 064A

FD03>062E 0649

FD04>062E 064A

FD05>0635 0649

FD06>0635 064A

FD07>0636 0649

FD08>0636 064A

FD09>0634 062C

FD0A>0634 062D

FD0B>0634 062E

FD0C>0634 0645

FD0D>0634 0631

FD0E>0633 0631

FD0F>0635 0631

FD10>0636 0631

FD11>0637 0649

FD12>0637

 064A

FD13>0639 0649

FD14>0639 064A

FD15>063A 0649

FD16>063A 064A

FD17>0633 0649

FD18>0633 064A
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FD19>0634 0649

FD1A>0634 064A

FD1B>062D 0649

FD1C>062D 064A

FD1D>062C 0649

FD1E>062C 064A

FD1F>062E 0649

FD20>062E 064A

FD21>0635 0649

FD22>0635 064A

FD23>0636 0649

FD24>0636 064A

FD25>0634 062C

FD26>0634 062D

FD27>0634 062E

FD28>0634 0645

FD29>0634 0631

FD2A>0633 0631

FD2B>0635 0631

FD2C>0636 0631

FD2D>0634 062C

FD2E>0634 062D

FD2F>0634 062E

FD30>0634 0645

FD31>0633 0647

FD32>0634 0647

FD33>0637 0645

FD34>0633 062C

FD35>0633 062D

FD36>0633 062E

FD37>0634 062C

FD38>0634 062D

FD39>0634 062E

FD3A>0637 0645

FD3B>0638 0645

FD3C..FD3D>0627 064B

FD50>062A 062C 0645

FD51..FD52>062A 062D 062C

FD53>062A 062D 0645

FD54>062A 062E 0645

FD55>062A 0645 062C

FD56>062A 0645 062D

FD57>062A 0645 062E

FD58..FD59>062C 0645 062D

FD5A>062D 0645 064A

FD5B>062D 0645 0649

FD5C>0633 062D 062C

FD5D>0633 062C 062D
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FD5E>0633 062C 0649

FD5F..FD60>0633 0645 062D

FD61>0633 0645 062C

FD62..FD63>0633 0645 0645

FD64..FD65>0635

 062D 062D

FD66>0635 0645 0645

FD67..FD68>0634 062D 0645

FD69>0634 062C 064A

FD6A..FD6B>0634 0645 062E

FD6C..FD6D>0634 0645 0645

FD6E>0636 062D 0649

FD6F..FD70>0636 062E 0645

FD71..FD72>0637 0645 062D

FD73>0637 0645 0645

FD74>0637 0645 064A

FD75>0639 062C 0645

FD76..FD77>0639 0645 0645

FD78>0639 0645 0649

FD79>063A 0645 0645

FD7A>063A 0645 064A

FD7B>063A 0645 0649

FD7C..FD7D>0641 062E 0645

FD7E>0642 0645 062D

FD7F>0642 0645 0645

FD80>0644 062D 0645

FD81>0644 062D 064A

FD82>0644 062D 0649

FD83..FD84>0644 062C 062C

FD85..FD86>0644 062E 0645

FD87..FD88>0644 0645 062D

FD89>0645 062D 062C

FD8A>0645 062D 0645

FD8B>0645 062D 064A

FD8C>0645 062C 062D

FD8D>0645 062C 0645

FD8E>0645 062E 062C

FD8F>0645 062E 0645

FD92>0645 062C 062E

FD93>0647 0645 062C

FD94>0647 0645 0645

FD95>0646 062D 0645

FD96>0646 062D 0649

FD97..FD98>0646 062C 0645

FD99>0646 062C 0649

FD9A>0646 0645 064A

FD9B>0646 0645 0649

FD9C..FD9D>064A 0645 0645
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FD9E>0628 062E 064A

FD9F>062A 062C 064A

FDA0>062A 062C 0649

FDA1>062A 062E

 064A

FDA2>062A 062E 0649

FDA3>062A 0645 064A

FDA4>062A 0645 0649

FDA5>062C 0645 064A

FDA6>062C 062D 0649

FDA7>062C 0645 0649

FDA8>0633 062E 0649

FDA9>0635 062D 064A

FDAA>0634 062D 064A

FDAB>0636 062D 064A

FDAC>0644 062C 064A

FDAD>0644 0645 064A

FDAE>064A 062D 064A

FDAF>064A 062C 064A

FDB0>064A 0645 064A

FDB1>0645 0645 064A

FDB2>0642 0645 064A

FDB3>0646 062D 064A

FDB4>0642 0645 062D

FDB5>0644 062D 0645

FDB6>0639 0645 064A

FDB7>0643 0645 064A

FDB8>0646 062C 062D

FDB9>0645 062E 064A

FDBA>0644 062C 0645

FDBB>0643 0645 0645

FDBC>0644 062C 0645

FDBD>0646 062C 062D

FDBE>062C 062D 064A

FDBF>062D 062C 064A

FDC0>0645 062C 064A

FDC1>0641 0645 064A

FDC2>0628 062D 064A

FDC3>0643 0645 0645

FDC4>0639 062C 0645

FDC5>0635 0645 0645

FDC6>0633 062E 064A

FDC7>0646 062C 064A

FDF0>0635 0644 06D2

FDF1>0642 0644 06D2

FDF2>0627 0644 0644 0647

FDF3>0627 0643 0628 0631

FDF4>0645 062D 0645 062F
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FDF5>0635 0644 0639 0645

FDF6>0631 0633 0648 0644

FDF7>0639 0644 064A 0647

FDF8>0648 0633 0644 0645

FDF9>0635 0644 0649

FDFA>0635

 0644 0649 0020 0627 0644 0644 0647 0020 0639 0644 064A 0647 0020 0648 0633 0644 0645

FDFB>062C 0644 0020 062C 0644 0627 0644 0647

FDFC>0631 06CC 0627 0644

FE00..FE0F>

FE10>002C

FE11>3001

FE12>3002

FE13>003A

FE14>003B

FE15>0021

FE16>003F

FE17>3016

FE18>3017

FE19>002E 002E 002E

FE30>002E 002E

FE31>2014

FE32>2013

FE33..FE34>005F

FE35>0028

FE36>0029

FE37>007B

FE38>007D

FE39>3014

FE3A>3015

FE3B>3010

FE3C>3011

FE3D>300A

FE3E>300B

FE3F>3008

FE40>3009

FE41>300C

FE42>300D

FE43>300E

FE44>300F

FE47>005B

FE48>005D

FE49..FE4C>0020 0305

FE4D..FE4F>005F

FE50>002C

FE51>3001

FE52>002E

FE54>003B
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FE55>003A

FE56>003F

FE57>0021

FE58>2014

FE59>0028

FE5A>0029

FE5B>007B

FE5C>007D

FE5D>3014

FE5E>3015

FE5F>0023

FE60>0026

FE61>002A

FE62>002B

FE63>002D

FE64>003C

FE65>003E

FE66>003D

FE68>005C

FE69>0024

FE6A>0025

FE6B>0040

FE70>0020 064B

FE71>0640 064B

FE72>0020 064C

FE74>0020 064D

FE76>0020 064E

FE77>0640 064E

FE78>0020 064F

FE79>0640 064F

FE7A>0020 0650

FE7B>0640 0650

FE7C>0020 0651

FE7D>0640 0651

FE7E>0020

 0652

FE7F>0640 0652

FE80>0621

FE81..FE82>0622

FE83..FE84>0623

FE85..FE86>0624

FE87..FE88>0625

FE89..FE8C>0626

FE8D..FE8E>0627

FE8F..FE92>0628

FE93..FE94>0629

FE95..FE98>062A

FE99..FE9C>062B
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FE9D..FEA0>062C

FEA1..FEA4>062D

FEA5..FEA8>062E

FEA9..FEAA>062F

FEAB..FEAC>0630

FEAD..FEAE>0631

FEAF..FEB0>0632

FEB1..FEB4>0633

FEB5..FEB8>0634

FEB9..FEBC>0635

FEBD..FEC0>0636

FEC1..FEC4>0637

FEC5..FEC8>0638

FEC9..FECC>0639

FECD..FED0>063A

FED1..FED4>0641

FED5..FED8>0642

FED9..FEDC>0643

FEDD..FEE0>0644

FEE1..FEE4>0645

FEE5..FEE8>0646

FEE9..FEEC>0647

FEED..FEEE>0648

FEEF..FEF0>0649

FEF1..FEF4>064A

FEF5..FEF6>0644 0622

FEF7..FEF8>0644 0623

FEF9..FEFA>0644 0625

FEFB..FEFC>0644 0627

FEFF>

FF01>0021

FF02>0022

FF03>0023

FF04>0024

FF05>0025

FF06>0026

FF07>0027

FF08>0028

FF09>0029

FF0A>002A

FF0B>002B

FF0C>002C

FF0D>002D

FF0E>002E

FF0F>002F

FF10>0030

FF11>0031

FF12>0032
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FF13>0033

FF14>0034

FF15>0035

FF16>0036

FF17>0037

FF18>0038

FF19>0039

FF1A>003A

FF1B>003B

FF1C>003C

FF1D>003D

FF1E>003E

FF1F>003F

FF20>0040

FF21>0061

FF22>0062

FF23>0063

FF24>0064

FF25>0065

FF26>0066

FF27>0067

FF28>0068

FF29>0069

FF2A>006A

FF2B>006B

FF2C>006C

FF2D>006D

FF2E>006E

FF2F>006F

FF30>0070

FF31>0071

FF32>0072

FF33>0073

FF34>0074

FF35>0075

FF36>0076

FF37>0077

FF38>0078

FF39>0079

FF3A>007A

FF3B>005B

FF3C>005C

FF3D>005D

FF3E>005E

FF3F>005F

FF40>0060

FF41>0061

FF42>0062
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FF43>0063

FF44>0064

FF45>0065

FF46>0066

FF47>0067

FF48>0068

FF49>0069

FF4A>006A

FF4B>006B

FF4C>006C

FF4D>006D

FF4E>006E

FF4F>006F

FF50>0070

FF51>0071

FF52>0072

FF53>0073

FF54>0074

FF55>0075

FF56>0076

FF57>0077

FF58>0078

FF59>0079

FF5A>007A

FF5B>007B

FF5C>007C

FF5D>007D

FF5E>007E

FF5F>2985

FF60>2986

FF61>3002

FF62>300C

FF63>300D

FF64>3001

FF65>30FB

FF66>30F2

FF67>30A1

FF68>30A3

FF69>30A5

FF6A>30A7

FF6B>30A9

FF6C>30E3

FF6D>30E5

FF6E>30E7

FF6F>30C3

FF70>30FC

FF71>30A2

FF72>30A4
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FF73>30A6

FF74>30A8

FF75>30AA

FF76>30AB

FF77>30AD

FF78>30AF

FF79>30B1

FF7A>30B3

FF7B>30B5

FF7C>30B7

FF7D>30B9

FF7E>30BB

FF7F>30BD

FF80>30BF

FF81>30C1

FF82>30C4

FF83>30C6

FF84>30C8

FF85>30CA

FF86>30CB

FF87>30CC

FF88>30CD

FF89>30CE

FF8A>30CF

FF8B>30D2

FF8C>30D5

FF8D>30D8

FF8E>30DB

FF8F>30DE

FF90>30DF

FF91>30E0

FF92>30E1

FF93>30E2

FF94>30E4

FF95>30E6

FF96>30E8

FF97>30E9

FF98>30EA

FF99>30EB

FF9A>30EC

FF9B>30ED

FF9C>30EF

FF9D>30F3

FF9E>3099

FF9F>309A

FFA0>

FFA1>1100

FFA2>1101
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FFA3>11AA

FFA4>1102

FFA5>11AC

FFA6>11AD

FFA7>1103

FFA8>1104

FFA9>1105

FFAA>11B0

FFAB>11B1

FFAC>11B2

FFAD>11B3

FFAE>11B4

FFAF>11B5

FFB0>111A

FFB1>1106

FFB2>1107

FFB3>1108

FFB4>1121

FFB5>1109

FFB6>110A

FFB7>110B

FFB8>110C

FFB9>110D

FFBA>110E

FFBB>110F

FFBC>1110

FFBD>1111

FFBE>1112

FFC2>1161

FFC3>1162

FFC4>1163

FFC5>1164

FFC6>1165

FFC7>1166

FFCA>1167

FFCB>1168

FFCC>1169

FFCD>116A

FFCE>116B

FFCF>116C

FFD2>116D

FFD3>116E

FFD4>116F

FFD5>1170

FFD6>1171

FFD7>1172

FFDA>1173

FFDB>1174
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FFDC>1175

FFE0>00A2

FFE1>00A3

FFE2>00AC

FFE3>0020

 0304

FFE4>00A6

FFE5>00A5

FFE6>20A9

FFE8>2502

FFE9>2190

FFEA>2191

FFEB>2192

FFEC>2193

FFED>25A0

FFEE>25CB

FFF0..FFF8>

10400>10428

10401>10429

10402>1042A

10403>1042B

10404>1042C

10405>1042D

10406>1042E

10407>1042F

10408>10430

10409>10431

1040A>10432

1040B>10433

1040C>10434

1040D>10435

1040E>10436

1040F>10437

10410>10438

10411>10439

10412>1043A

10413>1043B

10414>1043C

10415>1043D

10416>1043E

10417>1043F

10418>10440

10419>10441

1041A>10442

1041B>10443

1041C>10444

1041D>10445

1041E>10446
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1041F>10447

10420>10448

10421>10449

10422>1044A

10423>1044B

10424>1044C

10425>1044D

10426>1044E

10427>1044F

104B0>104D8

104B1>104D9

104B2>104DA

104B3>104DB

104B4>104DC

104B5>104DD

104B6>104DE

104B7>104DF

104B8>104E0

104B9>104E1

104BA>104E2

104BB>104E3

104BC>104E4

104BD>104E5

104BE>104E6

104BF>104E7

104C0>104E8

104C1>104E9

104C2>104EA

104C3>104EB

104C4>104EC

104C5>104ED

104C6>104EE

104C7>104EF

104C8>104F0

104C9>104F1

104CA>104F2

104CB>104F3

104CC>104F4

104CD>104F5

104CE>104F6

104CF>104F7

104D0>104F8

104D1>104F9

104D2>104FA

104D3>104FB

10570>10597

10571>10598

10572>10599
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10573>1059A

10574>1059B

10575>1059C

10576>1059D

10577>1059E

10578>1059F

10579>105A0

1057A>105A1

1057C>105A3

1057D>105A4

1057E>105A5

1057F>105A6

10580>105A7

10581>105A8

10582>105A9

10583>105AA

10584>105AB

10585>105AC

10586>105AD

10587>105AE

10588>105AF

10589>105B0

1058A>105B1

1058C>105B3

1058D>105B4

1058E>105B5

1058F>105B6

10590>105B7

10591>105B8

10592>105B9

10594>105BB

10595>105BC

10781>02D0

10782>02D1

10783>00E6

10784>0299

10785>0253

10787>02A3

10788>AB66

10789>02A5

1078A>02A4

1078B>0256

1078C>0257

1078D>1D91

1078E>0258

1078F>025E

10790>02A9

10791>0264
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10792>0262

10793>0260

10794>029B

10795>0127

10796>029C

10797>0267

10798>0284

10799>02AA

1079A>02AB

1079B>026C

1079C>1DF04

1079D>A78E

1079E>026E

1079F>1DF05

107A0>028E

107A1>1DF06

107A2>00F8

107A3>0276

107A4>0277

107A5>0071

107A6>027A

107A7>1DF08

107A8>027D

107A9>027E

107AA>0280

107AB>02A8

107AC>02A6

107AD>AB67

107AE>02A7

107AF>0288

107B0>2C71

107B2>028F

107B3>02A1

107B4>02A2

107B5>0298

107B6>01C0

107B7>01C1

107B8>01C2

107B9>1DF0A

107BA>1DF1E

10C80>10CC0

10C81>10CC1

10C82>10CC2

10C83>10CC3

10C84>10CC4

10C85>10CC5

10C86>10CC6

10C87>10CC7
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10C88>10CC8

10C89>10CC9

10C8A>10CCA

10C8B>10CCB

10C8C>10CCC

10C8D>10CCD

10C8E>10CCE

10C8F>10CCF

10C90>10CD0

10C91>10CD1

10C92>10CD2

10C93>10CD3

10C94>10CD4

10C95>10CD5

10C96>10CD6

10C97>10CD7

10C98>10CD8

10C99>10CD9

10C9A>10CDA

10C9B>10CDB

10C9C>10CDC

10C9D>10CDD

10C9E>10CDE

10C9F>10CDF

10CA0>10CE0

10CA1>10CE1

10CA2>10CE2

10CA3>10CE3

10CA4>10CE4

10CA5>10CE5

10CA6>10CE6

10CA7>10CE7

10CA8>10CE8

10CA9>10CE9

10CAA>10CEA

10CAB>10CEB

10CAC>10CEC

10CAD>10CED

10CAE>10CEE

10CAF>10CEF

10CB0>10CF0

10CB1>10CF1

10CB2>10CF2

118A0>118C0

118A1>118C1

118A2>118C2

118A3>118C3

118A4>118C4
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118A5>118C5

118A6>118C6

118A7>118C7

118A8>118C8

118A9>118C9

118AA>118CA

118AB>118CB

118AC>118CC

118AD>118CD

118AE>118CE

118AF>118CF

118B0>118D0

118B1>118D1

118B2>118D2

118B3>118D3

118B4>118D4

118B5>118D5

118B6>118D6

118B7>118D7

118B8>118D8

118B9>118D9

118BA>118DA

118BB>118DB

118BC>118DC

118BD>118DD

118BE>118DE

118BF>118DF

16E40>16E60

16E41>16E61

16E42>16E62

16E43>16E63

16E44>16E64

16E45>16E65

16E46>16E66

16E47>16E67

16E48>16E68

16E49>16E69

16E4A>16E6A

16E4B>16E6B

16E4C>16E6C

16E4D>16E6D

16E4E>16E6E

16E4F>16E6F

16E50>16E70

16E51>16E71

16E52>16E72

16E53>16E73

16E54>16E74
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16E55>16E75

16E56>16E76

16E57>16E77

16E58>16E78

16E59>16E79

16E5A>16E7A

16E5B>16E7B

16E5C>16E7C

16E5D>16E7D

16E5E>16E7E

16E5F>16E7F

1BCA0..1BCA3>

1D15E>1D157

 1D165

1D15F>1D158 1D165

1D160>1D158 1D165 1D16E

1D161>1D158 1D165 1D16F

1D162>1D158 1D165 1D170

1D163>1D158 1D165 1D171

1D164>1D158 1D165 1D172

1D173..1D17A>

1D1BB>1D1B9 1D165

1D1BC>1D1BA 1D165

1D1BD>1D1B9 1D165 1D16E

1D1BE>1D1BA 1D165 1D16E

1D1BF>1D1B9 1D165 1D16F

1D1C0>1D1BA 1D165 1D16F

1D400>0061

1D401>0062

1D402>0063

1D403>0064

1D404>0065

1D405>0066

1D406>0067

1D407>0068

1D408>0069

1D409>006A

1D40A>006B

1D40B>006C

1D40C>006D

1D40D>006E

1D40E>006F

1D40F>0070

1D410>0071

1D411>0072

1D412>0073

1D413>0074

1D414>0075
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1D415>0076

1D416>0077

1D417>0078

1D418>0079

1D419>007A

1D41A>0061

1D41B>0062

1D41C>0063

1D41D>0064

1D41E>0065

1D41F>0066

1D420>0067

1D421>0068

1D422>0069
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1D78F>03C0

1D790>03B1

1D791>03B2

1D792>03B3
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1D793>03B4

1D794>03B5

1D795>03B6

1D796>03B7

1D797>03B8

1D798>03B9

1D799>03BA

1D79A>03BB

1D79B>03BC

1D79C>03BD

1D79D>03BE

1D79E>03BF

1D79F>03C0

1D7A0>03C1

1D7A1>03B8

1D7A2>03C3

1D7A3>03C4

1D7A4>03C5

1D7A5>03C6

1D7A6>03C7

1D7A7>03C8

1D7A8>03C9

1D7A9>2207

1D7AA>03B1

1D7AB>03B2

1D7AC>03B3

1D7AD>03B4

1D7AE>03B5

1D7AF>03B6

1D7B0>03B7

1D7B1>03B8

1D7B2>03B9

1D7B3>03BA

1D7B4>03BB

1D7B5>03BC

1D7B6>03BD

1D7B7>03BE

1D7B8>03BF

1D7B9>03C0

1D7BA>03C1

1D7BB..1D7BC>03C3

1D7BD>03C4

1D7BE>03C5

1D7BF>03C6

1D7C0>03C7

1D7C1>03C8

1D7C2>03C9

1D7C3>2202
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1D7C4>03B5

1D7C5>03B8

1D7C6>03BA

1D7C7>03C6

1D7C8>03C1

1D7C9>03C0

1D7CA..1D7CB>03DD

1D7CE>0030

1D7CF>0031

1D7D0>0032

1D7D1>0033

1D7D2>0034

1D7D3>0035

1D7D4>0036

1D7D5>0037

1D7D6>0038

1D7D7>0039

1D7D8>0030

1D7D9>0031

1D7DA>0032

1D7DB>0033

1D7DC>0034

1D7DD>0035

1D7DE>0036

1D7DF>0037

1D7E0>0038

1D7E1>0039

1D7E2>0030

1D7E3>0031

1D7E4>0032

1D7E5>0033

1D7E6>0034

1D7E7>0035

1D7E8>0036

1D7E9>0037

1D7EA>0038

1D7EB>0039

1D7EC>0030

1D7ED>0031

1D7EE>0032

1D7EF>0033

1D7F0>0034

1D7F1>0035

1D7F2>0036

1D7F3>0037

1D7F4>0038

1D7F5>0039

1D7F6>0030
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1D7F7>0031

1D7F8>0032

1D7F9>0033

1D7FA>0034

1D7FB>0035

1D7FC>0036

1D7FD>0037

1D7FE>0038

1D7FF>0039

1E030>0430

1E031>0431

1E032>0432

1E033>0433

1E034>0434

1E035>0435

1E036>0436

1E037>0437

1E038>0438

1E039>043A

1E03A>043B

1E03B>043C

1E03C>043E

1E03D>043F

1E03E>0440

1E03F>0441

1E040>0442

1E041>0443

1E042>0444

1E043>0445

1E044>0446

1E045>0447

1E046>0448

1E047>044B

1E048>044D

1E049>044E

1E04A>A689

1E04B>04D9

1E04C>0456

1E04D>0458

1E04E>04E9

1E04F>04AF

1E050>04CF

1E051>0430

1E052>0431

1E053>0432

1E054>0433

1E055>0434

1E056>0435
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1E057>0436

1E058>0437

1E059>0438

1E05A>043A

1E05B>043B

1E05C>043E

1E05D>043F

1E05E>0441

1E05F>0443

1E060>0444

1E061>0445

1E062>0446

1E063>0447

1E064>0448

1E065>044A

1E066>044B

1E067>0491

1E068>0456

1E069>0455

1E06A>045F

1E06B>04AB

1E06C>A651

1E06D>04B1

1E900>1E922

1E901>1E923

1E902>1E924

1E903>1E925

1E904>1E926

1E905>1E927

1E906>1E928

1E907>1E929

1E908>1E92A

1E909>1E92B

1E90A>1E92C

1E90B>1E92D

1E90C>1E92E

1E90D>1E92F

1E90E>1E930

1E90F>1E931

1E910>1E932

1E911>1E933

1E912>1E934

1E913>1E935

1E914>1E936

1E915>1E937

1E916>1E938

1E917>1E939

1E918>1E93A
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1E919>1E93B

1E91A>1E93C

1E91B>1E93D

1E91C>1E93E

1E91D>1E93F

1E91E>1E940

1E91F>1E941

1E920>1E942

1E921>1E943

1EE00>0627

1EE01>0628

1EE02>062C

1EE03>062F

1EE05>0648

1EE06>0632

1EE07>062D

1EE08>0637

1EE09>064A

1EE0A>0643

1EE0B>0644

1EE0C>0645

1EE0D>0646

1EE0E>0633

1EE0F>0639

1EE10>0641

1EE11>0635

1EE12>0642

1EE13>0631

1EE14>0634

1EE15>062A

1EE16>062B

1EE17>062E

1EE18>0630

1EE19>0636

1EE1A>0638

1EE1B>063A

1EE1C>066E

1EE1D>06BA

1EE1E>06A1

1EE1F>066F

1EE21>0628

1EE22>062C

1EE24>0647

1EE27>062D

1EE29>064A

1EE2A>0643

1EE2B>0644

1EE2C>0645
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1EE2D>0646

1EE2E>0633

1EE2F>0639

1EE30>0641

1EE31>0635

1EE32>0642

1EE34>0634

1EE35>062A

1EE36>062B

1EE37>062E

1EE39>0636

1EE3B>063A

1EE42>062C

1EE47>062D

1EE49>064A

1EE4B>0644

1EE4D>0646

1EE4E>0633

1EE4F>0639

1EE51>0635

1EE52>0642

1EE54>0634

1EE57>062E

1EE59>0636

1EE5B>063A

1EE5D>06BA

1EE5F>066F

1EE61>0628

1EE62>062C

1EE64>0647

1EE67>062D

1EE68>0637

1EE69>064A

1EE6A>0643

1EE6C>0645

1EE6D>0646

1EE6E>0633

1EE6F>0639

1EE70>0641

1EE71>0635

1EE72>0642

1EE74>0634

1EE75>062A

1EE76>062B

1EE77>062E

1EE79>0636

1EE7A>0638

1EE7B>063A
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1EE7C>066E

1EE7E>06A1

1EE80>0627

1EE81>0628

1EE82>062C

1EE83>062F

1EE84>0647

1EE85>0648

1EE86>0632

1EE87>062D

1EE88>0637

1EE89>064A

1EE8B>0644

1EE8C>0645

1EE8D>0646

1EE8E>0633

1EE8F>0639

1EE90>0641

1EE91>0635

1EE92>0642

1EE93>0631

1EE94>0634

1EE95>062A

1EE96>062B

1EE97>062E

1EE98>0630

1EE99>0636

1EE9A>0638

1EE9B>063A

1EEA1>0628

1EEA2>062C

1EEA3>062F

1EEA5>0648

1EEA6>0632

1EEA7>062D

1EEA8>0637

1EEA9>064A

1EEAB>0644

1EEAC>0645

1EEAD>0646

1EEAE>0633

1EEAF>0639

1EEB0>0641

1EEB1>0635

1EEB2>0642

1EEB3>0631

1EEB4>0634

1EEB5>062A
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1EEB6>062B

1EEB7>062E

1EEB8>0630

1EEB9>0636

1EEBA>0638

1EEBB>063A

1F100>0030

 002E

1F101>0030 002C

1F102>0031 002C

1F103>0032 002C

1F104>0033 002C

1F105>0034 002C

1F106>0035 002C

1F107>0036 002C

1F108>0037 002C

1F109>0038 002C

1F10A>0039 002C

1F110>0028 0061 0029

1F111>0028 0062 0029

1F112>0028 0063 0029

1F113>0028 0064 0029

1F114>0028 0065 0029

1F115>0028 0066 0029

1F116>0028 0067 0029

1F117>0028 0068 0029

1F118>0028 0069 0029

1F119>0028 006A 0029

1F11A>0028 006B 0029

1F11B>0028 006C 0029

1F11C>0028 006D 0029

1F11D>0028 006E 0029

1F11E>0028 006F 0029

1F11F>0028 0070 0029

1F120>0028 0071 0029

1F121>0028 0072 0029

1F122>0028 0073 0029

1F123>0028 0074 0029

1F124>0028 0075 0029

1F125>0028 0076 0029

1F126>0028 0077 0029

1F127>0028 0078 0029

1F128>0028 0079 0029

1F129>0028 007A 0029

1F12A>3014 0073 3015

1F12B>0063

1F12C>0072

1F12D>0063 0064
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1F12E>0077 007A

1F130>0061

1F131>0062

1F132>0063

1F133>0064

1F134>0065

1F135>0066

1F136>0067

1F137>0068

1F138>0069

1F139>006A

1F13A>006B

1F13B>006C

1F13C>006D

1F13D>006E

1F13E>006F

1F13F>0070

1F140>0071

1F141>0072

1F142>0073

1F143>0074

1F144>0075

1F145>0076

1F146>0077

1F147>0078

1F148>0079

1F149>007A

1F14A>0068

 0076

1F14B>006D 0076

1F14C>0073 0064

1F14D>0073 0073

1F14E>0070 0070 0076

1F14F>0077 0063

1F16A>006D 0063

1F16B>006D 0064

1F16C>006D 0072

1F190>0064 006A

1F200>307B 304B

1F201>30B3 30B3

1F202>30B5

1F210>624B

1F211>5B57

1F212>53CC

1F213>30C7

1F214>4E8C

1F215>591A

1F216>89E3
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1F217>5929

1F218>4EA4

1F219>6620

1F21A>7121

1F21B>6599

1F21C>524D

1F21D>5F8C

1F21E>518D

1F21F>65B0

1F220>521D

1F221>7D42

1F222>751F

1F223>8CA9

1F224>58F0

1F225>5439

1F226>6F14

1F227>6295

1F228>6355

1F229>4E00

1F22A>4E09

1F22B>904A

1F22C>5DE6

1F22D>4E2D

1F22E>53F3

1F22F>6307

1F230>8D70

1F231>6253

1F232>7981

1F233>7A7A

1F234>5408

1F235>6E80

1F236>6709

1F237>6708

1F238>7533

1F239>5272

1F23A>55B6

1F23B>914D

1F240>3014 672C 3015

1F241>3014 4E09 3015

1F242>3014

 4E8C 3015

1F243>3014 5B89 3015

1F244>3014 70B9 3015

1F245>3014 6253 3015

1F246>3014 76D7 3015

1F247>3014 52DD 3015

1F248>3014 6557 3015

1F250>5F97
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1F251>53EF

1FBF0>0030

1FBF1>0031

1FBF2>0032

1FBF3>0033

1FBF4>0034

1FBF5>0035

1FBF6>0036

1FBF7>0037

1FBF8>0038

1FBF9>0039

2F800>4E3D

2F801>4E38

2F802>4E41

2F803>20122

2F804>4F60

2F805>4FAE

2F806>4FBB

2F807>5002

2F808>507A

2F809>5099

2F80A>50E7

2F80B>50CF

2F80C>349E

2F80D>2063A

2F80E>514D

2F80F>5154

2F810>5164

2F811>5177

2F812>2051C

2F813>34B9

2F814>5167

2F815>518D

2F816>2054B

2F817>5197

2F818>51A4

2F819>4ECC

2F81A>51AC

2F81B>51B5

2F81C>291DF

2F81D>51F5

2F81E>5203

2F81F>34DF

2F820>523B

2F821>5246

2F822>5272

2F823>5277

2F824>3515
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2F825>52C7

2F826>52C9

2F827>52E4

2F828>52FA

2F829>5305

2F82A>5306

2F82B>5317

2F82C>5349

2F82D>5351

2F82E>535A

2F82F>5373

2F830>537D

2F831..2F833>537F

2F834>20A2C

2F835>7070

2F836>53CA

2F837>53DF

2F838>20B63

2F839>53EB

2F83A>53F1

2F83B>5406

2F83C>549E

2F83D>5438

2F83E>5448

2F83F>5468

2F840>54A2

2F841>54F6

2F842>5510

2F843>5553

2F844>5563

2F845..2F846>5584

2F847>5599

2F848>55AB

2F849>55B3

2F84A>55C2

2F84B>5716

2F84C>5606

2F84D>5717

2F84E>5651

2F84F>5674

2F850>5207

2F851>58EE

2F852>57CE

2F853>57F4

2F854>580D

2F855>578B

2F856>5832

2F857>5831
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2F858>58AC

2F859>214E4

2F85A>58F2

2F85B>58F7

2F85C>5906

2F85D>591A

2F85E>5922

2F85F>5962

2F860>216A8

2F861>216EA

2F862>59EC

2F863>5A1B

2F864>5A27

2F865>59D8

2F866>5A66

2F867>36EE

2F868>36FC

2F869>5B08

2F86A..2F86B>5B3E

2F86C>219C8

2F86D>5BC3

2F86E>5BD8

2F86F>5BE7

2F870>5BF3

2F871>21B18

2F872>5BFF

2F873>5C06

2F874>5F53

2F875>5C22

2F876>3781

2F877>5C60

2F878>5C6E

2F879>5CC0

2F87A>5C8D

2F87B>21DE4

2F87C>5D43

2F87D>21DE6

2F87E>5D6E

2F87F>5D6B

2F880>5D7C

2F881>5DE1

2F882>5DE2

2F883>382F

2F884>5DFD

2F885>5E28

2F886>5E3D

2F887>5E69

2F888>3862
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2F889>22183

2F88A>387C

2F88B>5EB0

2F88C>5EB3

2F88D>5EB6

2F88E>5ECA

2F88F>2A392

2F890>5EFE

2F891..2F892>22331

2F893>8201

2F894..2F895>5F22

2F896>38C7

2F897>232B8

2F898>261DA

2F899>5F62

2F89A>5F6B

2F89B>38E3

2F89C>5F9A

2F89D>5FCD

2F89E>5FD7

2F89F>5FF9

2F8A0>6081

2F8A1>393A

2F8A2>391C

2F8A3>6094

2F8A4>226D4

2F8A5>60C7

2F8A6>6148

2F8A7>614C

2F8A8>614E

2F8A9>614C

2F8AA>617A

2F8AB>618E

2F8AC>61B2

2F8AD>61A4

2F8AE>61AF

2F8AF>61DE

2F8B0>61F2

2F8B1>61F6

2F8B2>6210

2F8B3>621B

2F8B4>625D

2F8B5>62B1

2F8B6>62D4

2F8B7>6350

2F8B8>22B0C

2F8B9>633D

2F8BA>62FC
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2F8BB>6368

2F8BC>6383

2F8BD>63E4

2F8BE>22BF1

2F8BF>6422

2F8C0>63C5

2F8C1>63A9

2F8C2>3A2E

2F8C3>6469

2F8C4>647E

2F8C5>649D

2F8C6>6477

2F8C7>3A6C

2F8C8>654F

2F8C9>656C

2F8CA>2300A

2F8CB>65E3

2F8CC>66F8

2F8CD>6649

2F8CE>3B19

2F8CF>6691

2F8D0>3B08

2F8D1>3AE4

2F8D2>5192

2F8D3>5195

2F8D4>6700

2F8D5>669C

2F8D6>80AD

2F8D7>43D9

2F8D8>6717

2F8D9>671B

2F8DA>6721

2F8DB>675E

2F8DC>6753

2F8DD>233C3

2F8DE>3B49

2F8DF>67FA

2F8E0>6785

2F8E1>6852

2F8E2>6885

2F8E3>2346D

2F8E4>688E

2F8E5>681F

2F8E6>6914

2F8E7>3B9D

2F8E8>6942

2F8E9>69A3

2F8EA>69EA
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2F8EB>6AA8

2F8EC>236A3

2F8ED>6ADB

2F8EE>3C18

2F8EF>6B21

2F8F0>238A7

2F8F1>6B54

2F8F2>3C4E

2F8F3>6B72

2F8F4>6B9F

2F8F5>6BBA

2F8F6>6BBB

2F8F7>23A8D

2F8F8>21D0B

2F8F9>23AFA

2F8FA>6C4E

2F8FB>23CBC

2F8FC>6CBF

2F8FD>6CCD

2F8FE>6C67

2F8FF>6D16

2F900>6D3E

2F901>6D77

2F902>6D41

2F903>6D69

2F904>6D78

2F905>6D85

2F906>23D1E

2F907>6D34

2F908>6E2F

2F909>6E6E

2F90A>3D33

2F90B>6ECB

2F90C>6EC7

2F90D>23ED1

2F90E>6DF9

2F90F>6F6E

2F910>23F5E

2F911>23F8E

2F912>6FC6

2F913>7039

2F914>701E

2F915>701B

2F916>3D96

2F917>704A

2F918>707D

2F919>7077

2F91A>70AD
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2F91B>20525

2F91C>7145

2F91D>24263

2F91E>719C

2F91F>243AB

2F920>7228

2F921>7235

2F922>7250

2F923>24608

2F924>7280

2F925>7295

2F926>24735

2F927>24814

2F928>737A

2F929>738B

2F92A>3EAC

2F92B>73A5

2F92C..2F92D>3EB8

2F92E>7447

2F92F>745C

2F930>7471

2F931>7485

2F932>74CA

2F933>3F1B

2F934>7524

2F935>24C36

2F936>753E

2F937>24C92

2F938>7570

2F939>2219F

2F93A>7610

2F93B>24FA1

2F93C>24FB8

2F93D>25044

2F93E>3FFC

2F93F>4008

2F940>76F4

2F941>250F3

2F942>250F2

2F943>25119

2F944>25133

2F945>771E

2F946..2F947>771F

2F948>774A

2F949>4039

2F94A>778B

2F94B>4046

2F94C>4096
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2F94D>2541D

2F94E>784E

2F94F>788C

2F950>78CC

2F951>40E3

2F952>25626

2F953>7956

2F954>2569A

2F955>256C5

2F956>798F

2F957>79EB

2F958>412F

2F959>7A40

2F95A>7A4A

2F95B>7A4F

2F95C>2597C

2F95D..2F95E>25AA7

2F95F>7AEE

2F960>4202

2F961>25BAB

2F962>7BC6

2F963>7BC9

2F964>4227

2F965>25C80

2F966>7CD2

2F967>42A0

2F968>7CE8

2F969>7CE3

2F96A>7D00

2F96B>25F86

2F96C>7D63

2F96D>4301

2F96E>7DC7

2F96F>7E02

2F970>7E45

2F971>4334

2F972>26228

2F973>26247

2F974>4359

2F975>262D9

2F976>7F7A

2F977>2633E

2F978>7F95

2F979>7FFA

2F97A>8005

2F97B>264DA

2F97C>26523

2F97D>8060
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2F97E>265A8

2F97F>8070

2F980>2335F

2F981>43D5

2F982>80B2

2F983>8103

2F984>440B

2F985>813E

2F986>5AB5

2F987>267A7

2F988>267B5

2F989>23393

2F98A>2339C

2F98B>8201

2F98C>8204

2F98D>8F9E

2F98E>446B

2F98F>8291

2F990>828B

2F991>829D

2F992>52B3

2F993>82B1

2F994>82B3

2F995>82BD

2F996>82E6

2F997>26B3C

2F998>82E5

2F999>831D

2F99A>8363

2F99B>83AD

2F99C>8323

2F99D>83BD

2F99E>83E7

2F99F>8457

2F9A0>8353

2F9A1>83CA

2F9A2>83CC

2F9A3>83DC

2F9A4>26C36

2F9A5>26D6B

2F9A6>26CD5

2F9A7>452B

2F9A8>84F1

2F9A9>84F3

2F9AA>8516

2F9AB>273CA

2F9AC>8564

2F9AD>26F2C
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2F9AE>455D

2F9AF>4561

2F9B0>26FB1

2F9B1>270D2

2F9B2>456B

2F9B3>8650

2F9B4>865C

2F9B5>8667

2F9B6>8669

2F9B7>86A9

2F9B8>8688

2F9B9>870E

2F9BA>86E2

2F9BB>8779

2F9BC>8728

2F9BD>876B

2F9BE>8786

2F9BF>45D7

2F9C0>87E1

2F9C1>8801

2F9C2>45F9

2F9C3>8860

2F9C4>8863

2F9C5>27667

2F9C6>88D7

2F9C7>88DE

2F9C8>4635

2F9C9>88FA

2F9CA>34BB

2F9CB>278AE

2F9CC>27966

2F9CD>46BE

2F9CE>46C7

2F9CF>8AA0

2F9D0>8AED

2F9D1>8B8A

2F9D2>8C55

2F9D3>27CA8

2F9D4>8CAB

2F9D5>8CC1

2F9D6>8D1B

2F9D7>8D77

2F9D8>27F2F

2F9D9>20804

2F9DA>8DCB

2F9DB>8DBC

2F9DC>8DF0

2F9DD>208DE
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2F9DE>8ED4

2F9DF>8F38

2F9E0>285D2

2F9E1>285ED

2F9E2>9094

2F9E3>90F1

2F9E4>9111

2F9E5>2872E

2F9E6>911B

2F9E7>9238

2F9E8>92D7

2F9E9>92D8

2F9EA>927C

2F9EB>93F9

2F9EC>9415

2F9ED>28BFA

2F9EE>958B

2F9EF>4995

2F9F0>95B7

2F9F1>28D77

2F9F2>49E6

2F9F3>96C3

2F9F4>5DB2

2F9F5>9723

2F9F6>29145

2F9F7>2921A

2F9F8>4A6E

2F9F9>4A76

2F9FA>97E0

2F9FB>2940A

2F9FC>4AB2

2F9FD>29496

2F9FE..2F9FF>980B

2FA00>9829

2FA01>295B6

2FA02>98E2

2FA03>4B33

2FA04>9929

2FA05>99A7

2FA06>99C2

2FA07>99FE

2FA08>4BCE

2FA09>29B30

2FA0A>9B12

2FA0B>9C40

2FA0C>9CFD

2FA0D>4CCE

2FA0E>4CED
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2FA0F>9D67

2FA10>2A0CE

2FA11>4CF8

2FA12>2A105

2FA13>2A20E

2FA14>2A291

2FA15>9EBB

2FA16>4D56

2FA17>9EF9

2FA18>9EFE

2FA19>9F05

2FA1A>9F0F

2FA1B>9F16

2FA1C>9F3B

2FA1D>2A600

E0000..E0FFF>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/unidata/norm2/nfkc_cf.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E7.RPMAP100 and 04E734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1255_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1255_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0
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<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0
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<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0
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<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C>

 \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0
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<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U05B0> \xC0 |0

<U05B1> \xC1 |0

<U05B2> \xC2 |0

<U05B3> \xC3 |0

<U05B4> \xC4 |0

<U05B5> \xC5 |0

<U05B6> \xC6 |0

<U05B7> \xC7 |0

<U05B8> \xC8 |0

<U05B9> \xC9 |0

<U05BB> \xCB |0

<U05BC> \xCC |0

<U05BD> \xCD |0

<U05BE> \xCE |0

<U05BF> \xCF |0

<U05C0> \xD0 |0

<U05C1> \xD1 |0

<U05C2> \xD2 |0

<U05C3> \xD3 |0

<U05D0> \xE0 |0

<U05D1> \xE1 |0

<U05D2> \xE2 |0

<U05D3> \xE3 |0
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<U05D4>

 \xE4 |0

<U05D5> \xE5 |0

<U05D6> \xE6 |0

<U05D7> \xE7 |0

<U05D8> \xE8 |0

<U05D9> \xE9 |0

<U05DA> \xEA |0

<U05DB> \xEB |0

<U05DC> \xEC |0

<U05DD> \xED |0

<U05DE> \xEE |0

<U05DF> \xEF |0

<U05E0> \xF0 |0

<U05E1> \xF1 |0

<U05E2> \xF2 |0

<U05E3> \xF3 |0

<U05E4> \xF4 |0

<U05E5> \xF5 |0

<U05E6> \xF6 |0

<U05E7> \xF7 |0

<U05E8> \xF8 |0

<U05E9> \xF9 |0

<U05EA> \xFA |0

<U05F0> \xD4 |0

<U05F1> \xD5 |0

<U05F2> \xD6 |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AA> \xA4 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1
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<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13>

 \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1
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<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51>

 \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1255_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0046D.RPMAP100 and 046D34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1133_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1133_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0
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<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006B> \xDF |3

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0
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<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082>

 \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0
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<U00A2> \xFC |0

<U00A6> \xFE |0

<U00AC> \xFD |0

<U0E81> \xA1 |0

<U0E82> \xA2 |0

<U0E84> \xA3 |0

<U0E87> \xA4 |0

<U0E88> \xA5 |0

<U0E8A> \xA7 |0

<U0E8D> \xA8 |0

<U0E94> \xA9 |0

<U0E95> \xAA |0

<U0E96> \xAB |0

<U0E97> \xAC |0

<U0E99> \xAD |0

<U0E9A> \xAE |0

<U0E9B> \xAF |0

<U0E9C> \xB0 |0

<U0E9D> \xB1 |0

<U0E9E> \xB2 |0

<U0E9F> \xB3 |0

<U0EA1> \xB4 |0

<U0EA2> \xB5 |0

<U0EA3> \xB6 |0

<U0EA5> \xB7 |0

<U0EA7> \xB8 |0

<U0EAA> \xA6 |0

<U0EAB> \xB9 |0

<U0EAD> \xBA |0

<U0EAE> \xBB |0

<U0EAF> \xBF |0

<U0EB0>

 \xC0 |0

<U0EB1> \xCA |0

<U0EB2> \xC1 |0

<U0EB3> \xC2 |0

<U0EB4> \xC3 |0

<U0EB5> \xC4 |0

<U0EB6> \xC5 |0

<U0EB7> \xC6 |0

<U0EB8> \xC7 |0

<U0EB9> \xC8 |0

<U0EBB> \xCB |0

<U0EBC> \xC9 |0

<U0EBD> \xCC |0

<U0EC0> \xD0 |0

<U0EC1> \xD1 |0

<U0EC2> \xD2 |0
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<U0EC3> \xD3 |0

<U0EC4> \xD4 |0

<U0EC6> \xDB |0

<U0EC8> \xD5 |0

<U0EC9> \xD6 |0

<U0ECA> \xD7 |0

<U0ECB> \xD8 |0

<U0ECC> \xD9 |0

<U0ECD> \xDA |0

<U0ED0> \xF0 |0

<U0ED1> \xF1 |0

<U0ED2> \xF2 |0

<U0ED3> \xF3 |0

<U0ED4> \xF4 |0

<U0ED5> \xF5 |0

<U0ED6> \xF6 |0

<U0ED7> \xF7 |0

<U0ED8> \xF8 |0

<U0ED9> \xF9 |0

<U0EDC> \xDD |0

<U0EDD> \xDE |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B>
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 \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1
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<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59>

 \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1133_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# others. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ucmebcdic.mk

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ucmcore.mk

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ucmfiles.mk

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E9.RPMAP100 and 04E934B0.TPMAP100

#
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<code_set_name>               "ibm-1257_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1257_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0
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<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0
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<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0088>
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 \x88 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xAF |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xA8 |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0
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<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xBF |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xB8 |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC2 |0

<U0101> \xE2 |0

<U0104> \xC0 |0

<U0105> \xE0 |0

<U0106> \xC3 |0

<U0107>

 \xE3 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U0112> \xC7 |0

<U0113> \xE7 |0

<U0116> \xCB |0

<U0117> \xEB |0

<U0118> \xC6 |0

<U0119> \xE6 |0

<U0122> \xCC |0

<U0123> \xEC |0

<U012A> \xCE |0

<U012B> \xEE |0

<U012E> \xC1 |0

<U012F> \xE1 |0

<U0136> \xCD |0

<U0137> \xED |0

<U013B> \xCF |0

<U013C> \xEF |0

<U0141> \xD9 |0

<U0142> \xF9 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0145> \xD2 |0

<U0146> \xF2 |0

<U014C> \xD4 |0

<U014D> \xF4 |0

<U0156> \xAA |0

<U0157> \xBA |0

<U015A> \xDA |0

<U015B> \xFA |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0
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<U016A> \xDB |0

<U016B> \xFB |0

<U0172> \xD8 |0

<U0173> \xF8 |0

<U0179> \xCA |0

<U017A> \xEA |0

<U017B> \xDD |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05>

 \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1
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<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43>

 \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1
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<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1257_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00357.RPMAP100 and 035734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-855_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1
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<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-855_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0
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<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0
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<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xCF |0

<U00A7> \xFD |0

<U00AB>

 \xAE |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1
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<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U0401> \x85 |0

<U0402> \x81 |0

<U0403> \x83 |0

<U0404> \x87 |0

<U0405> \x89 |0

<U0406> \x8B |0

<U0407> \x8D |0

<U0408> \x8F |0

<U0409> \x91 |0

<U040A> \x93 |0

<U040B> \x95 |0

<U040C> \x97 |0

<U040E> \x99 |0

<U040F> \x9B |0

<U0410> \xA1 |0

<U0411> \xA3 |0

<U0412> \xEC |0

<U0413> \xAD |0

<U0414> \xA7 |0

<U0415> \xA9 |0

<U0416> \xEA |0

<U0417> \xF4 |0

<U0418> \xB8 |0

<U0419> \xBE |0

<U041A> \xC7 |0

<U041B> \xD1 |0

<U041C> \xD3 |0

<U041D> \xD5 |0

<U041E> \xD7 |0

<U041F> \xDD |0

<U0420> \xE2 |0

<U0421> \xE4 |0

<U0422> \xE6 |0

<U0423> \xE8 |0

<U0424> \xAB |0

<U0425> \xB6 |0

<U0426> \xA5 |0

<U0427> \xFC |0

<U0428> \xF6 |0

<U0429> \xFA |0

<U042A> \x9F |0

<U042B> \xF2 |0

<U042C> \xEE |0

<U042D> \xF8 |0

<U042E> \x9D |0

<U042F> \xE0 |0

<U0430> \xA0 |0
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<U0431> \xA2 |0

<U0432> \xEB |0

<U0433> \xAC |0

<U0434> \xA6 |0

<U0435> \xA8 |0

<U0436> \xE9 |0

<U0437> \xF3 |0

<U0438> \xB7 |0

<U0439> \xBD |0

<U043A> \xC6 |0

<U043B> \xD0 |0

<U043C>

 \xD2 |0

<U043D> \xD4 |0

<U043E> \xD6 |0

<U043F> \xD8 |0

<U0440> \xE1 |0

<U0441> \xE3 |0

<U0442> \xE5 |0

<U0443> \xE7 |0

<U0444> \xAA |0

<U0445> \xB5 |0

<U0446> \xA4 |0

<U0447> \xFB |0

<U0448> \xF5 |0

<U0449> \xF9 |0

<U044A> \x9E |0

<U044B> \xF1 |0

<U044C> \xED |0

<U044D> \xF7 |0

<U044E> \x9C |0

<U044F> \xDE |0

<U0451> \x84 |0

<U0452> \x80 |0

<U0453> \x82 |0

<U0454> \x86 |0

<U0455> \x88 |0

<U0456> \x8A |0

<U0457> \x8C |0

<U0458> \x8E |0

<U0459> \x90 |0

<U045A> \x92 |0

<U045B> \x94 |0

<U045C> \x96 |0

<U045E> \x98 |0

<U045F> \x9A |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1
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<U2116> \xEF |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560>

 \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1
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<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20>

 \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1
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<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1
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<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8>

 \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-855_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E9.RPMAP100 and 14E944B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5353_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5353_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0
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<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0
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<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0
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<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U008A>

 \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0
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<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xAF |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xA8 |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xBF |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xB8 |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC2 |0

<U0101> \xE2 |0

<U0104> \xC0 |0

<U0105> \xE0 |0
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<U0106> \xC3 |0

<U0107> \xE3 |0

<U010C>

 \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U0112> \xC7 |0

<U0113> \xE7 |0

<U0116> \xCB |0

<U0117> \xEB |0

<U0118> \xC6 |0

<U0119> \xE6 |0

<U0122> \xCC |0

<U0123> \xEC |0

<U012A> \xCE |0

<U012B> \xEE |0

<U012E> \xC1 |0

<U012F> \xE1 |0

<U0136> \xCD |0

<U0137> \xED |0

<U013B> \xCF |0

<U013C> \xEF |0

<U0141> \xD9 |0

<U0142> \xF9 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0145> \xD2 |0

<U0146> \xF2 |0

<U014C> \xD4 |0

<U014D> \xF4 |0

<U0156> \xAA |0

<U0157> \xBA |0

<U015A> \xDA |0

<U015B> \xFA |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U016A> \xDB |0

<U016B> \xFB |0

<U0172> \xD8 |0

<U0173> \xF8 |0

<U0179> \xCA |0

<U017A> \xEA |0

<U017B> \xDD |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0
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<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05>

 \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1
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<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43>

 \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1
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<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5353_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00359.RPMAP100 and 035934B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-857_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-857_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0
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<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0
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<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0
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<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \xBD |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A4> \xCF |0

<U00A5> \xBE |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8> \xF9 |0

<U00A9> \xB8 |0

<U00AA> \xD1 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00AE> \xA9 |0

<U00AF> \xEE |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0
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<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xFC |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00B9> \xFB |0

<U00BA> \xD0 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xF3 |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C0> \xB7 |0

<U00C1> \xB5 |0

<U00C2> \xB6 |0

<U00C3> \xC7 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C8> \xD4 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CA> \xD2 |0

<U00CB> \xD3 |0

<U00CC> \xDE |0

<U00CD> \xD6 |0

<U00CE> \xD7 |0

<U00CF> \xD8 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D2> \xE3 |0

<U00D3> \xE0 |0

<U00D4> \xE2 |0

<U00D5> \xE5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D7> \xE8 |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00D9> \xEB |0

<U00DA> \xE9 |0

<U00DB> \xEA |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E3> \xC6 |0

<U00E4>
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 \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F5> \xE4 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FF> \xED |0

<U011E> \xA6 |0

<U011F> \xA7 |0

<U0130> \x98 |0

<U0131> \x8D |0

<U015E> \x9E |0

<U015F> \x9F |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xEE |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0
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<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1
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<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23>

 \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1
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<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB>
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 \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-857_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00118.RPMAP100 and 011834B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-280_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-280_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0
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<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \xB1 |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0
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<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xB5 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x90 |0

<U005C> \x48 |0

<U005D> \x51 |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \xDD |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0
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<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x44 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x54 |0

<U007E> \x58 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0
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<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x7B |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCD |0

<U00A7> \x7C |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x4A |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0
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<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \xC0 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xE0 |0

<U00E8> \xD0 |0

<U00E9> \x5A |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \xA1 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \x6A |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \x79 |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0
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<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \xB1 |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xB5 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1
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<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x90 |1

<UFF3C> \x48 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x51 |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \xDD |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1
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<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x44 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x54 |1

<UFF5E> \x58 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-280_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00367.RPMAP100 and 036734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-871_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-871_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0
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<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0
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<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xAC |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xAE |0

<U005C> \xBE |0

<U005D> \x9E |0

<U005E> \xEC |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x8C |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0
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<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x8E |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x9C |0

<U007E> \xCC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0
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<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xE0 |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x5A |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0
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<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \x7C |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x5F |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \x4A |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \xD0 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x79 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xA1 |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0
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<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \xC0 |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \x7C |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xAC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1
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<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xAE |1

<UFF3C> \xBE |1

<UFF3D>

 \x9E |1

<UFF3E> \xEC |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x8C |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1
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<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x8E |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x9C |1

<UFF5E> \xCC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-871_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0044A.RPMAP100 and 044A34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1098_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1098_VSUB_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05

 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0
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<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0
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<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xBD |0

<U00A7> \x15

 |1

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U060C> \x82 |0

<U061B> \x83 |0

<U061F> \x84 |0

<U0621> \x8C |1

<U0622> \x86 |1

<U0623> \x8D |1

<U0624> \x90 |1

<U0627> \x89 |1

<U0628> \x92 |1

<U062A> \x96 |1

<U062B> \x98 |1

<U062C> \x9A |1

<U062D> \x9F |1

<U062E> \xA1 |1

<U062F> \xA3 |1

<U0630> \xA4 |1

<U0631> \xA5 |1
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<U0632> \xA6 |1

<U0633> \xA8 |1

<U0634> \xAA |1

<U0635> \xAC |1

<U0636> \xB5 |1

<U0639> \xC7 |1

<U063A> \xD3 |1

<U0640> \xF3 |0

<U0641> \xD7 |1

<U0642> \xDD |1

<U0644> \xE4 |1

<U0645> \xE6 |1

<U0646> \xE8 |1

<U0647> \xEB |1

<U0648> \xEA |1

<U064B> \x85 |0

<U0660> \xF4 |1

<U0661> \xF5 |1

<U0662> \xF6 |1

<U0663> \xF7 |1

<U0664> \xF8 |1

<U0665> \xF9 |1

<U0666> \xFA |1

<U0667> \xFB |1

<U0668> \xFC |1

<U0669> \xFD |1

<U066A> \x25 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U066D> \x2A |1

<U06F0> \xF4 |0

<U06F1> \xF5 |0

<U06F2> \xF6 |0

<U06F3> \xF7 |0

<U06F4> \xF8 |0

<U06F5> \xF9 |0

<U06F6> \xFA |0

<U06F7> \xFB |0

<U06F8> \xFC |0

<U06F9> \xFD |0

<U2022>

 \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1
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<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1
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<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UF8F9> \x8F |0

<UF8FA> \x88 |0

<UF8FB> \x8B |0

<UFB56> \x94

 |0

<UFB58> \x95 |0

<UFB7A> \x9C |0

<UFB7C> \x9D |0

<UFB8A> \xA7 |0

<UFB8E> \xE0 |0

<UFB92> \xE2 |0

<UFB94> \xE3 |0

<UFBA4> \xEE |0

<UFBFC> \xEF |0

<UFBFD> \xF1 |0

<UFBFE> \xF2 |0

<UFE80> \x8C |0

<UFE81> \x86 |0

<UFE82> \x87 |0

<UFE83> \x8D |0

<UFE84> \x8E |0

<UFE85> \x90 |0

<UFE86> \x90 |1

<UFE8B> \x91 |0

<UFE8C> \x91 |1

<UFE8D> \x89 |0

<UFE8E> \x8A |0

<UFE8F> \x92 |0

<UFE90> \x92 |1

<UFE91> \x93 |0

<UFE92> \x93 |1

<UFE95> \x96 |0

<UFE96> \x96 |1

<UFE97> \x97 |0

<UFE98> \x97 |1

<UFE99> \x98 |0

<UFE9A> \x98 |1

<UFE9B> \x99 |0

<UFE9C> \x99 |1

<UFE9D> \x9A |0

<UFE9E> \x9A |1

<UFE9F> \x9B |0

<UFEA0> \x9B |1

<UFEA1> \x9F |0
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<UFEA2> \x9F |1

<UFEA3> \xA0 |0

<UFEA4> \xA0 |1

<UFEA5> \xA1 |0

<UFEA6> \xA1 |1

<UFEA7> \xA2 |0

<UFEA8> \xA2 |1

<UFEA9> \xA3 |0

<UFEAA> \xA3 |1

<UFEAB> \xA4 |0

<UFEAC> \xA4 |1

<UFEAD> \xA5 |0

<UFEAE> \xA5 |1

<UFEAF> \xA6 |0

<UFEB0> \xA6 |1

<UFEB1> \xA8 |0

<UFEB2> \xA8 |1

<UFEB3> \xA9 |0

<UFEB4> \xA9 |1

<UFEB5> \xAA |0

<UFEB6> \xAA |1

<UFEB7> \xAB |0

<UFEB8> \xAB |1

<UFEB9>

 \xAC |0

<UFEBA> \xAC |1

<UFEBB> \xAD |0

<UFEBC> \xAD |1

<UFEBD> \xB5 |0

<UFEBE> \xB5 |1

<UFEBF> \xB6 |0

<UFEC0> \xB6 |1

<UFEC1> \xB7 |0

<UFEC2> \xB7 |1

<UFEC3> \xB8 |0

<UFEC4> \xB8 |1

<UFEC5> \xBE |0

<UFEC6> \xBE |1

<UFEC7> \xC6 |0

<UFEC8> \xC6 |1

<UFEC9> \xC7 |0

<UFECA> \xD0 |0

<UFECB> \xD1 |0

<UFECC> \xD2 |0

<UFECD> \xD3 |0

<UFECE> \xD4 |0

<UFECF> \xD5 |0

<UFED0> \xD6 |0
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<UFED1> \xD7 |0

<UFED2> \xD7 |1

<UFED3> \xD8 |0

<UFED4> \xD8 |1

<UFED5> \xDD |0

<UFED6> \xDD |1

<UFED7> \xDE |0

<UFED8> \xDE |1

<UFEDB> \xE1 |0

<UFEDC> \xE1 |1

<UFEDD> \xE4 |0

<UFEDE> \xE4 |1

<UFEDF> \xE5 |0

<UFEE0> \xE5 |1

<UFEE1> \xE6 |0

<UFEE2> \xE6 |1

<UFEE3> \xE7 |0

<UFEE4> \xE7 |1

<UFEE5> \xE8 |0

<UFEE6> \xE8 |1

<UFEE7> \xE9 |0

<UFEE8> \xE9 |1

<UFEE9> \xEB |0

<UFEEA> \xEB |1

<UFEEB> \xEC |0

<UFEEC> \xED |0

<UFEED> \xEA |0

<UFEEE> \xEA |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B

 |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1
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<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1
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<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A>

 \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1098_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 2010-2014, International Business Machines Corporation and others.

# All Rights Reserved.                 

 

This has been replaced by the markdown file
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../../../docs/processes/cldr-icu.md

which is best viewed as

https://unicode-org.github.io/icu/processes/cldr-icu.html

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/cldr-icu-readme.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2015, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Title Casing Break Rules

#

 

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$CaseIgnorable   = [[:Mn:][:Me:][:Cf:][:Lm:][:Sk:] \u0027 \u00AD \u2019];

$Cased           = [[:Upper_Case:][:Lower_Case:][:Lt:]  - $CaseIgnorable];

$NotCased        = [[^ $Cased] - $CaseIgnorable];

 

#  If the iterator begins on a CaseIgnorable, advance it past it/them.

#  This can occur at the start-of-text, or after application of the

#  safe-reverse rule.

 

($CaseIgnorable | $NotCased)*;

 

#   Normal exact forward rule: beginning at the start of a word

#         (at a cased character), advance through the word and through

#         the uncased characters following the word.

 

$Cased ($Cased | $CaseIgnorable)* ($NotCased | $CaseIgnorable)*;

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/title.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################
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# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3722.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 -C11 --

C12 --C21 --C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --iscsi --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

@normalize;;

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table

 A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED
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0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED
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0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED
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0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED
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0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED
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12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED
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2064..2069;

 ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED
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33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED
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1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP
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200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3722.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 -C11 --

C12 --C21 --C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --iscsi --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.2 from RFC 3454

 

0041; 0061; MAP

0042; 0062; MAP

0043; 0063; MAP

0044; 0064; MAP

0045; 0065; MAP

0046; 0066; MAP

0047; 0067; MAP

0048; 0068; MAP

0049;

 0069; MAP

004A; 006A; MAP

004B; 006B; MAP

004C; 006C; MAP

004D; 006D; MAP

004E; 006E; MAP

004F; 006F; MAP
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0050; 0070; MAP

0051; 0071; MAP

0052; 0072; MAP

0053; 0073; MAP

0054; 0074; MAP

0055; 0075; MAP

0056; 0076; MAP

0057; 0077; MAP

0058; 0078; MAP

0059; 0079; MAP

005A; 007A; MAP

00B5; 03BC; MAP

00C0; 00E0; MAP

00C1; 00E1; MAP

00C2; 00E2; MAP

00C3; 00E3; MAP

00C4; 00E4; MAP

00C5; 00E5; MAP

00C6; 00E6; MAP

00C7; 00E7; MAP

00C8; 00E8; MAP

00C9; 00E9; MAP

00CA; 00EA; MAP

00CB; 00EB; MAP

00CC; 00EC; MAP

00CD; 00ED; MAP

00CE; 00EE; MAP

00CF; 00EF; MAP

00D0; 00F0; MAP

00D1; 00F1; MAP

00D2; 00F2; MAP

00D3; 00F3; MAP

00D4; 00F4; MAP

00D5; 00F5; MAP

00D6; 00F6; MAP

00D8; 00F8; MAP

00D9; 00F9; MAP

00DA; 00FA; MAP

00DB; 00FB; MAP

00DC; 00FC; MAP

00DD; 00FD; MAP

00DE; 00FE; MAP

00DF; 0073 0073; MAP

0100; 0101; MAP

0102; 0103; MAP

0104; 0105; MAP

0106; 0107; MAP

0108; 0109; MAP
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010A; 010B; MAP

010C; 010D; MAP

010E; 010F; MAP

0110; 0111; MAP

0112; 0113; MAP

0114; 0115; MAP

0116; 0117; MAP

0118;

 0119; MAP

011A; 011B; MAP

011C; 011D; MAP

011E; 011F; MAP

0120; 0121; MAP
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0124; 0125; MAP
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012A; 012B; MAP
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0147; 0148; MAP
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0168; 0169; MAP

016A; 016B; MAP

016C; 016D; MAP

016E; 016F; MAP

0170; 0171; MAP

0172; 0173; MAP

0174; 0175; MAP

0176; 0177; MAP

0178; 00FF; MAP

0179; 017A; MAP

017B; 017C; MAP

017D; 017E; MAP

017F; 0073; MAP

0181; 0253; MAP

0182; 0183; MAP

0184; 0185; MAP

0186; 0254; MAP

0187; 0188; MAP

0189; 0256; MAP

018A; 0257; MAP

018B; 018C; MAP

018E; 01DD; MAP

018F;

 0259; MAP

0190; 025B; MAP

0191; 0192; MAP

0193; 0260; MAP

0194; 0263; MAP

0196; 0269; MAP

0197; 0268; MAP

0198; 0199; MAP

019C; 026F; MAP

019D; 0272; MAP

019F; 0275; MAP

01A0; 01A1; MAP

01A2; 01A3; MAP

01A4; 01A5; MAP

01A6; 0280; MAP

01A7; 01A8; MAP

01A9; 0283; MAP

01AC; 01AD; MAP

01AE; 0288; MAP

01AF; 01B0; MAP
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01B2; 028B; MAP
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01B5; 01B6; MAP

01B7; 0292; MAP
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01B8; 01B9; MAP

01BC; 01BD; MAP

01C4; 01C6; MAP

01C5; 01C6; MAP

01C7; 01C9; MAP

01C8; 01C9; MAP

01CA; 01CC; MAP

01CB; 01CC; MAP

01CD; 01CE; MAP

01CF; 01D0; MAP

01D1; 01D2; MAP

01D3; 01D4; MAP

01D5; 01D6; MAP

01D7; 01D8; MAP

01D9; 01DA; MAP

01DB; 01DC; MAP

01DE; 01DF; MAP

01E0; 01E1; MAP

01E2; 01E3; MAP

01E4; 01E5; MAP

01E6; 01E7; MAP

01E8; 01E9; MAP

01EA; 01EB; MAP

01EC; 01ED; MAP

01EE; 01EF; MAP

01F0; 006A 030C; MAP

01F1; 01F3; MAP

01F2; 01F3; MAP

01F4; 01F5; MAP

01F6; 0195; MAP

01F7; 01BF; MAP

01F8; 01F9; MAP

01FA; 01FB; MAP

01FC; 01FD; MAP

01FE; 01FF; MAP

0200; 0201; MAP

0202; 0203; MAP

0204;

 0205; MAP

0206; 0207; MAP

0208; 0209; MAP

020A; 020B; MAP

020C; 020D; MAP

020E; 020F; MAP

0210; 0211; MAP

0212; 0213; MAP

0214; 0215; MAP

0216; 0217; MAP
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0218; 0219; MAP

021A; 021B; MAP

021C; 021D; MAP

021E; 021F; MAP

0220; 019E; MAP

0222; 0223; MAP

0224; 0225; MAP

0226; 0227; MAP

0228; 0229; MAP

022A; 022B; MAP

022C; 022D; MAP

022E; 022F; MAP

0230; 0231; MAP

0232; 0233; MAP

0345; 03B9; MAP

037A; 0020 03B9; MAP

0386; 03AC; MAP

0388; 03AD; MAP

0389; 03AE; MAP

038A; 03AF; MAP

038C; 03CC; MAP

038E; 03CD; MAP

038F; 03CE; MAP

0390; 03B9 0308 0301; MAP

0391; 03B1; MAP

0392; 03B2; MAP

0393; 03B3; MAP

0394; 03B4; MAP

0395; 03B5; MAP

0396; 03B6; MAP

0397; 03B7; MAP

0398; 03B8; MAP

0399; 03B9; MAP

039A; 03BA; MAP

039B; 03BB; MAP

039C; 03BC; MAP

039D; 03BD; MAP

039E; 03BE; MAP

039F; 03BF; MAP

03A0; 03C0; MAP

03A1; 03C1; MAP

03A3; 03C3; MAP

03A4; 03C4; MAP

03A5; 03C5; MAP

03A6; 03C6; MAP

03A7; 03C7; MAP

03A8; 03C8; MAP

03A9; 03C9; MAP
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03AA; 03CA; MAP

03AB; 03CB; MAP

03B0; 03C5 0308 0301; MAP

03C2;

 03C3; MAP

03D0; 03B2; MAP

03D1; 03B8; MAP

03D2; 03C5; MAP

03D3; 03CD; MAP

03D4; 03CB; MAP

03D5; 03C6; MAP

03D6; 03C0; MAP

03D8; 03D9; MAP

03DA; 03DB; MAP

03DC; 03DD; MAP

03DE; 03DF; MAP

03E0; 03E1; MAP

03E2; 03E3; MAP

03E4; 03E5; MAP

03E6; 03E7; MAP

03E8; 03E9; MAP

03EA; 03EB; MAP

03EC; 03ED; MAP

03EE; 03EF; MAP

03F0; 03BA; MAP

03F1; 03C1; MAP

03F2; 03C3; MAP

03F4; 03B8; MAP

03F5; 03B5; MAP

0400; 0450; MAP

0401; 0451; MAP

0402; 0452; MAP

0403; 0453; MAP

0404; 0454; MAP

0405; 0455; MAP

0406; 0456; MAP

0407; 0457; MAP

0408; 0458; MAP

0409; 0459; MAP

040A; 045A; MAP

040B; 045B; MAP

040C; 045C; MAP

040D; 045D; MAP

040E; 045E; MAP

040F; 045F; MAP

0410; 0430; MAP

0411; 0431; MAP

0412; 0432; MAP
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0413; 0433; MAP

0414; 0434; MAP

0415; 0435; MAP

0416; 0436; MAP

0417; 0437; MAP

0418; 0438; MAP

0419; 0439; MAP

041A; 043A; MAP

041B; 043B; MAP

041C; 043C; MAP

041D; 043D; MAP

041E; 043E; MAP

041F; 043F; MAP

0420; 0440; MAP

0421; 0441; MAP

0422; 0442; MAP

0423; 0443; MAP

0424; 0444; MAP

0425; 0445;

 MAP

0426; 0446; MAP

0427; 0447; MAP

0428; 0448; MAP

0429; 0449; MAP

042A; 044A; MAP

042B; 044B; MAP

042C; 044C; MAP

042D; 044D; MAP

042E; 044E; MAP

042F; 044F; MAP

0460; 0461; MAP

0462; 0463; MAP

0464; 0465; MAP

0466; 0467; MAP

0468; 0469; MAP

046A; 046B; MAP

046C; 046D; MAP

046E; 046F; MAP

0470; 0471; MAP

0472; 0473; MAP

0474; 0475; MAP

0476; 0477; MAP

0478; 0479; MAP

047A; 047B; MAP

047C; 047D; MAP

047E; 047F; MAP

0480; 0481; MAP

048A; 048B; MAP
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048C; 048D; MAP

048E; 048F; MAP

0490; 0491; MAP

0492; 0493; MAP

0494; 0495; MAP

0496; 0497; MAP

0498; 0499; MAP

049A; 049B; MAP

049C; 049D; MAP

049E; 049F; MAP

04A0; 04A1; MAP

04A2; 04A3; MAP

04A4; 04A5; MAP

04A6; 04A7; MAP

04A8; 04A9; MAP

04AA; 04AB; MAP

04AC; 04AD; MAP

04AE; 04AF; MAP

04B0; 04B1; MAP

04B2; 04B3; MAP

04B4; 04B5; MAP

04B6; 04B7; MAP

04B8; 04B9; MAP

04BA; 04BB; MAP

04BC; 04BD; MAP

04BE; 04BF; MAP

04C1; 04C2; MAP

04C3; 04C4; MAP

04C5; 04C6; MAP

04C7; 04C8; MAP

04C9; 04CA; MAP

04CB; 04CC; MAP

04CD; 04CE; MAP

04D0; 04D1; MAP

04D2;

 04D3; MAP

04D4; 04D5; MAP

04D6; 04D7; MAP

04D8; 04D9; MAP

04DA; 04DB; MAP

04DC; 04DD; MAP

04DE; 04DF; MAP

04E0; 04E1; MAP
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04E6; 04E7; MAP

04E8; 04E9; MAP

04EA; 04EB; MAP
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04EC; 04ED; MAP

04EE; 04EF; MAP

04F0; 04F1; MAP

04F2; 04F3; MAP

04F4; 04F5; MAP

04F8; 04F9; MAP

0500; 0501; MAP

0502; 0503; MAP

0504; 0505; MAP

0506; 0507; MAP

0508; 0509; MAP

050A; 050B; MAP

050C; 050D; MAP

050E; 050F; MAP

0531; 0561; MAP

0532; 0562; MAP

0533; 0563; MAP

0534; 0564; MAP

0535; 0565; MAP

0536; 0566; MAP

0537; 0567; MAP

0538; 0568; MAP

0539; 0569; MAP

053A; 056A; MAP

053B; 056B; MAP

053C; 056C; MAP

053D; 056D; MAP

053E; 056E; MAP

053F; 056F; MAP

0540; 0570; MAP

0541; 0571; MAP

0542; 0572; MAP

0543; 0573; MAP

0544; 0574; MAP

0545; 0575; MAP

0546; 0576; MAP

0547; 0577; MAP

0548; 0578; MAP

0549; 0579; MAP

054A; 057A; MAP

054B; 057B; MAP
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0553; 0583; MAP

0554; 0584;

 MAP

0555; 0585; MAP

0556; 0586; MAP

0587; 0565 0582; MAP

1E00; 1E01; MAP

1E02; 1E03; MAP

1E04; 1E05; MAP

1E06; 1E07; MAP

1E08; 1E09; MAP

1E0A; 1E0B; MAP

1E0C; 1E0D; MAP

1E0E; 1E0F; MAP

1E10; 1E11; MAP

1E12; 1E13; MAP

1E14; 1E15; MAP

1E16; 1E17; MAP

1E18; 1E19; MAP

1E1A; 1E1B; MAP

1E1C; 1E1D; MAP

1E1E; 1E1F; MAP

1E20; 1E21; MAP

1E22; 1E23; MAP

1E24; 1E25; MAP

1E26; 1E27; MAP

1E28; 1E29; MAP

1E2A; 1E2B; MAP
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1E54; 1E55; MAP

1E56; 1E57; MAP

1E58; 1E59; MAP

1E5A; 1E5B; MAP

1E5C; 1E5D; MAP

1E5E; 1E5F; MAP

1E60; 1E61; MAP

1E62; 1E63; MAP

1E64; 1E65; MAP

1E66; 1E67; MAP

1E68; 1E69; MAP

1E6A; 1E6B; MAP

1E6C; 1E6D; MAP

1E6E; 1E6F; MAP

1E70; 1E71; MAP

1E72; 1E73; MAP

1E74; 1E75; MAP

1E76;

 1E77; MAP

1E78; 1E79; MAP

1E7A; 1E7B; MAP

1E7C; 1E7D; MAP

1E7E; 1E7F; MAP

1E80; 1E81; MAP

1E82; 1E83; MAP

1E84; 1E85; MAP

1E86; 1E87; MAP

1E88; 1E89; MAP

1E8A; 1E8B; MAP

1E8C; 1E8D; MAP

1E8E; 1E8F; MAP

1E90; 1E91; MAP

1E92; 1E93; MAP

1E94; 1E95; MAP

1E96; 0068 0331; MAP

1E97; 0074 0308; MAP

1E98; 0077 030A; MAP

1E99; 0079 030A; MAP

1E9A; 0061 02BE; MAP

1E9B; 1E61; MAP

1EA0; 1EA1; MAP

1EA2; 1EA3; MAP

1EA4; 1EA5; MAP

1EA6; 1EA7; MAP

1EA8; 1EA9; MAP
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1EAE; 1EAF; MAP
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1EB0; 1EB1; MAP

1EB2; 1EB3; MAP

1EB4; 1EB5; MAP

1EB6; 1EB7; MAP

1EB8; 1EB9; MAP

1EBA; 1EBB; MAP

1EBC; 1EBD; MAP

1EBE; 1EBF; MAP

1EC0; 1EC1; MAP

1EC2; 1EC3; MAP

1EC4; 1EC5; MAP

1EC6; 1EC7; MAP

1EC8; 1EC9; MAP

1ECA; 1ECB; MAP

1ECC; 1ECD; MAP

1ECE; 1ECF; MAP

1ED0; 1ED1; MAP

1ED2; 1ED3; MAP

1ED4; 1ED5; MAP

1ED6; 1ED7; MAP

1ED8; 1ED9; MAP

1EDA; 1EDB; MAP

1EDC; 1EDD; MAP

1EDE; 1EDF; MAP

1EE0; 1EE1; MAP

1EE2; 1EE3; MAP

1EE4; 1EE5; MAP

1EE6; 1EE7; MAP

1EE8; 1EE9; MAP

1EEA; 1EEB; MAP

1EEC; 1EED;

 MAP

1EEE; 1EEF; MAP

1EF0; 1EF1; MAP

1EF2; 1EF3; MAP

1EF4; 1EF5; MAP

1EF6; 1EF7; MAP

1EF8; 1EF9; MAP

1F08; 1F00; MAP

1F09; 1F01; MAP

1F0A; 1F02; MAP

1F0B; 1F03; MAP

1F0C; 1F04; MAP

1F0D; 1F05; MAP

1F0E; 1F06; MAP

1F0F; 1F07; MAP

1F18; 1F10; MAP

1F19; 1F11; MAP
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1F1A; 1F12; MAP

1F1B; 1F13; MAP

1F1C; 1F14; MAP

1F1D; 1F15; MAP

1F28; 1F20; MAP

1F29; 1F21; MAP

1F2A; 1F22; MAP

1F2B; 1F23; MAP

1F2C; 1F24; MAP

1F2D; 1F25; MAP

1F2E; 1F26; MAP

1F2F; 1F27; MAP

1F38; 1F30; MAP

1F39; 1F31; MAP

1F3A; 1F32; MAP

1F3B; 1F33; MAP

1F3C; 1F34; MAP

1F3D; 1F35; MAP

1F3E; 1F36; MAP

1F3F; 1F37; MAP

1F48; 1F40; MAP

1F49; 1F41; MAP

1F4A; 1F42; MAP

1F4B; 1F43; MAP

1F4C; 1F44; MAP

1F4D; 1F45; MAP

1F50; 03C5 0313; MAP

1F52; 03C5 0313 0300; MAP

1F54; 03C5 0313 0301; MAP

1F56; 03C5 0313 0342; MAP

1F59; 1F51; MAP

1F5B; 1F53; MAP

1F5D; 1F55; MAP

1F5F; 1F57; MAP

1F68; 1F60; MAP

1F69; 1F61; MAP

1F6A; 1F62; MAP

1F6B; 1F63; MAP

1F6C; 1F64; MAP

1F6D; 1F65; MAP

1F6E; 1F66; MAP

1F6F; 1F67; MAP

1F80; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F81; 1F01 03B9;

 MAP

1F82; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F83; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F84; 1F04 03B9; MAP
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1F85; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F86; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F87; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F88; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F89; 1F01 03B9; MAP

1F8A; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F8B; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F8C; 1F04 03B9; MAP

1F8D; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F8E; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F8F; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F90; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F91; 1F21 03B9; MAP

1F92; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F93; 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F94; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F95; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F96; 1F26 03B9; MAP

1F97; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1F98; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F99; 1F21 03B9; MAP

1F9A; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F9B; 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F9C; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F9D; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F9E; 1F26 03B9; MAP

1F9F; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1FA0; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA1; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FA2; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FA3; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FA4; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FA5; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FA6; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FA7; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FA8; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA9; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FAA; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FAB; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FAC; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FAD; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FAE; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FAF; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FB2; 1F70 03B9; MAP

1FB3;

 03B1 03B9; MAP

1FB4; 03AC 03B9; MAP

1FB6; 03B1 0342; MAP
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1FB7; 03B1 0342 03B9; MAP

1FB8; 1FB0; MAP

1FB9; 1FB1; MAP

1FBA; 1F70; MAP

1FBB; 1F71; MAP

1FBC; 03B1 03B9; MAP

1FBE; 03B9; MAP

1FC2; 1F74 03B9; MAP

1FC3; 03B7 03B9; MAP

1FC4; 03AE 03B9; MAP

1FC6; 03B7 0342; MAP

1FC7; 03B7 0342 03B9; MAP

1FC8; 1F72; MAP

1FC9; 1F73; MAP

1FCA; 1F74; MAP

1FCB; 1F75; MAP

1FCC; 03B7 03B9; MAP

1FD2; 03B9 0308 0300; MAP

1FD3; 03B9 0308 0301; MAP

1FD6; 03B9 0342; MAP

1FD7; 03B9 0308 0342; MAP

1FD8; 1FD0; MAP

1FD9; 1FD1; MAP

1FDA; 1F76; MAP

1FDB; 1F77; MAP

1FE2; 03C5 0308 0300; MAP

1FE3; 03C5 0308 0301; MAP

1FE4; 03C1 0313; MAP

1FE6; 03C5 0342; MAP

1FE7; 03C5 0308 0342; MAP
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1FE9; 1FE1; MAP
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1FEB; 1F7B; MAP

1FEC; 1FE5; MAP
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1FF8; 1F78; MAP

1FF9; 1F79; MAP

1FFA; 1F7C; MAP
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2110; 0069; MAP
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211A; 0071; MAP

211B; 0072; MAP

211C; 0072; MAP

211D; 0072; MAP
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212B; 00E5; MAP
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24B7; 24D1; MAP
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24C0; 24DA; MAP

24C1; 24DB; MAP

24C2; 24DC; MAP

24C3; 24DD; MAP

24C4;

 24DE; MAP

24C5; 24DF; MAP

24C6; 24E0; MAP

24C7; 24E1; MAP

24C8; 24E2; MAP

24C9; 24E3; MAP

24CA; 24E4; MAP

24CB; 24E5; MAP

24CC; 24E6; MAP

24CD; 24E7; MAP

24CE; 24E8; MAP

24CF; 24E9; MAP

3371; 0068 0070 0061; MAP

3373; 0061 0075; MAP

3375; 006F 0076; MAP

3380; 0070 0061; MAP

3381; 006E 0061; MAP

3382; 03BC 0061; MAP

3383; 006D 0061; MAP

3384; 006B 0061; MAP

3385; 006B 0062; MAP

3386; 006D 0062; MAP

3387; 0067 0062; MAP

338A; 0070 0066; MAP

338B; 006E 0066; MAP

338C; 03BC 0066; MAP

3390; 0068 007A; MAP

3391; 006B 0068 007A; MAP

3392; 006D 0068 007A; MAP

3393; 0067 0068 007A; MAP

3394; 0074 0068 007A; MAP

33A9; 0070 0061; MAP

33AA; 006B 0070 0061; MAP
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33AB; 006D 0070 0061; MAP

33AC; 0067 0070 0061; MAP

33B4; 0070 0076; MAP

33B5; 006E 0076; MAP

33B6; 03BC 0076; MAP

33B7; 006D 0076; MAP

33B8; 006B 0076; MAP

33B9; 006D 0076; MAP

33BA; 0070 0077; MAP

33BB; 006E 0077; MAP

33BC; 03BC 0077; MAP

33BD; 006D 0077; MAP

33BE; 006B 0077; MAP

33BF; 006D 0077; MAP

33C0; 006B 03C9; MAP

33C1; 006D

 03C9; MAP

33C3; 0062 0071; MAP

33C6; 0063 2215 006B 0067; MAP

33C7; 0063 006F 002E; MAP

33C8; 0064 0062; MAP

33C9; 0067 0079; MAP

33CB; 0068 0070; MAP

33CD; 006B 006B; MAP

33CE; 006B 006D; MAP

33D7; 0070 0068; MAP

33D9; 0070 0070 006D; MAP

33DA; 0070 0072; MAP

33DC; 0073 0076; MAP

33DD; 0077 0062; MAP

FB00; 0066 0066; MAP

FB01; 0066 0069; MAP

FB02; 0066 006C; MAP

FB03; 0066 0066 0069; MAP

FB04; 0066 0066 006C; MAP

FB05; 0073 0074; MAP

FB06; 0073 0074; MAP

FB13; 0574 0576; MAP

FB14; 0574 0565; MAP

FB15; 0574 056B; MAP

FB16; 057E 0576; MAP

FB17; 0574 056D; MAP

FF21; FF41; MAP

FF22; FF42; MAP

FF23; FF43; MAP

FF24; FF44; MAP

FF25; FF45; MAP

FF26; FF46; MAP
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FF27; FF47; MAP

FF28; FF48; MAP

FF29; FF49; MAP

FF2A; FF4A; MAP

FF2B; FF4B; MAP

FF2C; FF4C; MAP

FF2D; FF4D; MAP

FF2E; FF4E; MAP

FF2F; FF4F; MAP

FF30; FF50; MAP

FF31; FF51; MAP

FF32; FF52; MAP

FF33; FF53; MAP

FF34; FF54; MAP

FF35; FF55; MAP

FF36; FF56; MAP

FF37; FF57; MAP

FF38; FF58; MAP

FF39; FF59; MAP

FF3A; FF5A; MAP

10400; 10428; MAP

10401;

 10429; MAP

10402; 1042A; MAP

10403; 1042B; MAP

10404; 1042C; MAP

10405; 1042D; MAP

10406; 1042E; MAP

10407; 1042F; MAP

10408; 10430; MAP

10409; 10431; MAP

1040A; 10432; MAP

1040B; 10433; MAP

1040C; 10434; MAP

1040D; 10435; MAP

1040E; 10436; MAP

1040F; 10437; MAP

10410; 10438; MAP

10411; 10439; MAP

10412; 1043A; MAP

10413; 1043B; MAP

10414; 1043C; MAP

10415; 1043D; MAP

10416; 1043E; MAP

10417; 1043F; MAP

10418; 10440; MAP

10419; 10441; MAP

1041A; 10442; MAP
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1041B; 10443; MAP

1041C; 10444; MAP

1041D; 10445; MAP

1041E; 10446; MAP

1041F; 10447; MAP

10420; 10448; MAP

10421; 10449; MAP

10422; 1044A; MAP

10423; 1044B; MAP

10424; 1044C; MAP

10425; 1044D; MAP

1D400; 0061; MAP

1D401; 0062; MAP

1D402; 0063; MAP

1D403; 0064; MAP

1D404; 0065; MAP

1D405; 0066; MAP

1D406; 0067; MAP

1D407; 0068; MAP

1D408; 0069; MAP

1D409; 006A; MAP

1D40A; 006B; MAP

1D40B; 006C; MAP

1D40C; 006D; MAP

1D40D; 006E; MAP

1D40E; 006F; MAP

1D40F; 0070; MAP

1D410; 0071; MAP

1D411; 0072; MAP

1D412; 0073; MAP

1D413; 0074;

 MAP

1D414; 0075; MAP

1D415; 0076; MAP

1D416; 0077; MAP

1D417; 0078; MAP

1D418; 0079; MAP

1D419; 007A; MAP

1D434; 0061; MAP

1D435; 0062; MAP

1D436; 0063; MAP

1D437; 0064; MAP

1D438; 0065; MAP

1D439; 0066; MAP

1D43A; 0067; MAP

1D43B; 0068; MAP

1D43C; 0069; MAP

1D43D; 006A; MAP
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1D43E; 006B; MAP

1D43F; 006C; MAP

1D440; 006D; MAP

1D441; 006E; MAP

1D442; 006F; MAP

1D443; 0070; MAP

1D444; 0071; MAP

1D445; 0072; MAP

1D446; 0073; MAP

1D447; 0074; MAP

1D448; 0075; MAP

1D449; 0076; MAP

1D44A; 0077; MAP

1D44B; 0078; MAP

1D44C; 0079; MAP

1D44D; 007A; MAP

1D468; 0061; MAP

1D469; 0062; MAP

1D46A; 0063; MAP

1D46B; 0064; MAP

1D46C; 0065; MAP

1D46D; 0066; MAP

1D46E; 0067; MAP

1D46F; 0068; MAP

1D470; 0069; MAP

1D471; 006A; MAP

1D472; 006B; MAP

1D473; 006C; MAP

1D474; 006D; MAP

1D475; 006E; MAP

1D476; 006F; MAP

1D477; 0070; MAP

1D478; 0071; MAP

1D479; 0072; MAP

1D47A; 0073; MAP

1D47B; 0074; MAP

1D47C; 0075; MAP

1D47D; 0076; MAP

1D47E; 0077; MAP

1D47F; 0078; MAP

1D480; 0079; MAP

1D481; 007A; MAP

1D49C;

 0061; MAP

1D49E; 0063; MAP

1D49F; 0064; MAP

1D4A2; 0067; MAP

1D4A5; 006A; MAP
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1D4A6; 006B; MAP

1D4A9; 006E; MAP

1D4AA; 006F; MAP

1D4AB; 0070; MAP

1D4AC; 0071; MAP

1D4AE; 0073; MAP

1D4AF; 0074; MAP

1D4B0; 0075; MAP

1D4B1; 0076; MAP

1D4B2; 0077; MAP

1D4B3; 0078; MAP

1D4B4; 0079; MAP

1D4B5; 007A; MAP

1D4D0; 0061; MAP

1D4D1; 0062; MAP

1D4D2; 0063; MAP

1D4D3; 0064; MAP

1D4D4; 0065; MAP

1D4D5; 0066; MAP

1D4D6; 0067; MAP

1D4D7; 0068; MAP

1D4D8; 0069; MAP

1D4D9; 006A; MAP

1D4DA; 006B; MAP

1D4DB; 006C; MAP

1D4DC; 006D; MAP

1D4DD; 006E; MAP

1D4DE; 006F; MAP

1D4DF; 0070; MAP

1D4E0; 0071; MAP

1D4E1; 0072; MAP

1D4E2; 0073; MAP

1D4E3; 0074; MAP

1D4E4; 0075; MAP

1D4E5; 0076; MAP

1D4E6; 0077; MAP

1D4E7; 0078; MAP

1D4E8; 0079; MAP

1D4E9; 007A; MAP

1D504; 0061; MAP

1D505; 0062; MAP

1D507; 0064; MAP

1D508; 0065; MAP

1D509; 0066; MAP

1D50A; 0067; MAP

1D50D; 006A; MAP

1D50E; 006B; MAP

1D50F; 006C; MAP
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1D510; 006D; MAP

1D511; 006E; MAP

1D512; 006F; MAP

1D513; 0070; MAP

1D514; 0071; MAP

1D516; 0073; MAP

1D517;

 0074; MAP

1D518; 0075; MAP

1D519; 0076; MAP

1D51A; 0077; MAP

1D51B; 0078; MAP

1D51C; 0079; MAP

1D538; 0061; MAP

1D539; 0062; MAP

1D53B; 0064; MAP

1D53C; 0065; MAP

1D53D; 0066; MAP

1D53E; 0067; MAP

1D540; 0069; MAP

1D541; 006A; MAP

1D542; 006B; MAP

1D543; 006C; MAP

1D544; 006D; MAP

1D546; 006F; MAP

1D54A; 0073; MAP

1D54B; 0074; MAP

1D54C; 0075; MAP

1D54D; 0076; MAP

1D54E; 0077; MAP

1D54F; 0078; MAP

1D550; 0079; MAP

1D56C; 0061; MAP

1D56D; 0062; MAP

1D56E; 0063; MAP

1D56F; 0064; MAP

1D570; 0065; MAP

1D571; 0066; MAP

1D572; 0067; MAP

1D573; 0068; MAP

1D574; 0069; MAP

1D575; 006A; MAP

1D576; 006B; MAP

1D577; 006C; MAP

1D578; 006D; MAP

1D579; 006E; MAP

1D57A; 006F; MAP

1D57B; 0070; MAP
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1D57C; 0071; MAP

1D57D; 0072; MAP

1D57E; 0073; MAP

1D57F; 0074; MAP

1D580; 0075; MAP

1D581; 0076; MAP

1D582; 0077; MAP

1D583; 0078; MAP

1D584; 0079; MAP

1D585; 007A; MAP

1D5A0; 0061; MAP

1D5A1; 0062; MAP

1D5A2; 0063; MAP

1D5A3; 0064; MAP

1D5A4; 0065; MAP

1D5A5; 0066; MAP

1D5A6; 0067; MAP

1D5A7; 0068; MAP

1D5A8;

 0069; MAP

1D5A9; 006A; MAP

1D5AA; 006B; MAP

1D5AB; 006C; MAP

1D5AC; 006D; MAP

1D5AD; 006E; MAP

1D5AE; 006F; MAP

1D5AF; 0070; MAP

1D5B0; 0071; MAP

1D5B1; 0072; MAP

1D5B2; 0073; MAP

1D5B3; 0074; MAP

1D5B4; 0075; MAP

1D5B5; 0076; MAP

1D5B6; 0077; MAP

1D5B7; 0078; MAP

1D5B8; 0079; MAP

1D5B9; 007A; MAP

1D5D4; 0061; MAP

1D5D5; 0062; MAP

1D5D6; 0063; MAP

1D5D7; 0064; MAP

1D5D8; 0065; MAP

1D5D9; 0066; MAP

1D5DA; 0067; MAP

1D5DB; 0068; MAP

1D5DC; 0069; MAP

1D5DD; 006A; MAP

1D5DE; 006B; MAP
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1D5DF; 006C; MAP

1D5E0; 006D; MAP

1D5E1; 006E; MAP

1D5E2; 006F; MAP

1D5E3; 0070; MAP

1D5E4; 0071; MAP

1D5E5; 0072; MAP

1D5E6; 0073; MAP

1D5E7; 0074; MAP

1D5E8; 0075; MAP

1D5E9; 0076; MAP

1D5EA; 0077; MAP

1D5EB; 0078; MAP

1D5EC; 0079; MAP

1D5ED; 007A; MAP

1D608; 0061; MAP

1D609; 0062; MAP

1D60A; 0063; MAP

1D60B; 0064; MAP

1D60C; 0065; MAP

1D60D; 0066; MAP

1D60E; 0067; MAP

1D60F; 0068; MAP

1D610; 0069; MAP

1D611; 006A; MAP

1D612; 006B; MAP

1D613; 006C; MAP

1D614; 006D; MAP

1D615; 006E; MAP

1D616; 006F; MAP

1D617;

 0070; MAP

1D618; 0071; MAP

1D619; 0072; MAP

1D61A; 0073; MAP

1D61B; 0074; MAP

1D61C; 0075; MAP

1D61D; 0076; MAP

1D61E; 0077; MAP

1D61F; 0078; MAP

1D620; 0079; MAP

1D621; 007A; MAP

1D63C; 0061; MAP

1D63D; 0062; MAP

1D63E; 0063; MAP

1D63F; 0064; MAP

1D640; 0065; MAP

1D641; 0066; MAP
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1D642; 0067; MAP

1D643; 0068; MAP

1D644; 0069; MAP

1D645; 006A; MAP

1D646; 006B; MAP

1D647; 006C; MAP

1D648; 006D; MAP

1D649; 006E; MAP

1D64A; 006F; MAP

1D64B; 0070; MAP

1D64C; 0071; MAP

1D64D; 0072; MAP

1D64E; 0073; MAP

1D64F; 0074; MAP

1D650; 0075; MAP

1D651; 0076; MAP

1D652; 0077; MAP

1D653; 0078; MAP

1D654; 0079; MAP

1D655; 007A; MAP

1D670; 0061; MAP

1D671; 0062; MAP

1D672; 0063; MAP

1D673; 0064; MAP

1D674; 0065; MAP

1D675; 0066; MAP

1D676; 0067; MAP

1D677; 0068; MAP

1D678; 0069; MAP

1D679; 006A; MAP

1D67A; 006B; MAP

1D67B; 006C; MAP

1D67C; 006D; MAP

1D67D; 006E; MAP

1D67E; 006F; MAP

1D67F; 0070; MAP

1D680; 0071; MAP

1D681; 0072; MAP

1D682; 0073; MAP

1D683; 0074; MAP

1D684; 0075; MAP

1D685; 0076;

 MAP

1D686; 0077; MAP

1D687; 0078; MAP

1D688; 0079; MAP

1D689; 007A; MAP

1D6A8; 03B1; MAP
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1D6A9; 03B2; MAP

1D6AA; 03B3; MAP

1D6AB; 03B4; MAP

1D6AC; 03B5; MAP

1D6AD; 03B6; MAP

1D6AE; 03B7; MAP

1D6AF; 03B8; MAP

1D6B0; 03B9; MAP

1D6B1; 03BA; MAP

1D6B2; 03BB; MAP

1D6B3; 03BC; MAP

1D6B4; 03BD; MAP

1D6B5; 03BE; MAP

1D6B6; 03BF; MAP

1D6B7; 03C0; MAP

1D6B8; 03C1; MAP

1D6B9; 03B8; MAP

1D6BA; 03C3; MAP

1D6BB; 03C4; MAP

1D6BC; 03C5; MAP

1D6BD; 03C6; MAP

1D6BE; 03C7; MAP

1D6BF; 03C8; MAP

1D6C0; 03C9; MAP

1D6D3; 03C3; MAP

1D6E2; 03B1; MAP

1D6E3; 03B2; MAP

1D6E4; 03B3; MAP

1D6E5; 03B4; MAP

1D6E6; 03B5; MAP

1D6E7; 03B6; MAP

1D6E8; 03B7; MAP

1D6E9; 03B8; MAP

1D6EA; 03B9; MAP

1D6EB; 03BA; MAP

1D6EC; 03BB; MAP

1D6ED; 03BC; MAP

1D6EE; 03BD; MAP

1D6EF; 03BE; MAP

1D6F0; 03BF; MAP

1D6F1; 03C0; MAP

1D6F2; 03C1; MAP

1D6F3; 03B8; MAP

1D6F4; 03C3; MAP

1D6F5; 03C4; MAP

1D6F6; 03C5; MAP

1D6F7; 03C6; MAP

1D6F8; 03C7; MAP
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1D6F9; 03C8; MAP

1D6FA; 03C9; MAP

1D70D; 03C3; MAP

1D71C; 03B1; MAP

1D71D; 03B2; MAP

1D71E; 03B3;

 MAP

1D71F; 03B4; MAP

1D720; 03B5; MAP

1D721; 03B6; MAP

1D722; 03B7; MAP

1D723; 03B8; MAP

1D724; 03B9; MAP

1D725; 03BA; MAP

1D726; 03BB; MAP

1D727; 03BC; MAP

1D728; 03BD; MAP

1D729; 03BE; MAP

1D72A; 03BF; MAP

1D72B; 03C0; MAP

1D72C; 03C1; MAP

1D72D; 03B8; MAP

1D72E; 03C3; MAP

1D72F; 03C4; MAP

1D730; 03C5; MAP

1D731; 03C6; MAP

1D732; 03C7; MAP

1D733; 03C8; MAP

1D734; 03C9; MAP

1D747; 03C3; MAP

1D756; 03B1; MAP

1D757; 03B2; MAP

1D758; 03B3; MAP

1D759; 03B4; MAP

1D75A; 03B5; MAP

1D75B; 03B6; MAP

1D75C; 03B7; MAP

1D75D; 03B8; MAP

1D75E; 03B9; MAP

1D75F; 03BA; MAP

1D760; 03BB; MAP

1D761; 03BC; MAP

1D762; 03BD; MAP

1D763; 03BE; MAP

1D764; 03BF; MAP

1D765; 03C0; MAP

1D766; 03C1; MAP

1D767; 03B8; MAP
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1D768; 03C3; MAP

1D769; 03C4; MAP

1D76A; 03C5; MAP

1D76B; 03C6; MAP

1D76C; 03C7; MAP

1D76D; 03C8; MAP

1D76E; 03C9; MAP

1D781; 03C3; MAP

1D790; 03B1; MAP

1D791; 03B2; MAP

1D792; 03B3; MAP

1D793; 03B4; MAP

1D794; 03B5; MAP

1D795; 03B6; MAP

1D796; 03B7; MAP

1D797; 03B8; MAP

1D798; 03B9; MAP

1D799;

 03BA; MAP

1D79A; 03BB; MAP

1D79B; 03BC; MAP

1D79C; 03BD; MAP

1D79D; 03BE; MAP

1D79E; 03BF; MAP

1D79F; 03C0; MAP

1D7A0; 03C1; MAP

1D7A1; 03B8; MAP

1D7A2; 03C3; MAP

1D7A3; 03C4; MAP

1D7A4; 03C5; MAP

1D7A5; 03C6; MAP

1D7A6; 03C7; MAP

1D7A7; 03C8; MAP

1D7A8; 03C9; MAP

1D7BB; 03C3; MAP

 

# Total code points 1371

 

# code points from      Table C.1.1

 

0020; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2

 

00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED
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2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED

2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED

205F; ; PROHIBITED

3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED

007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C;

 ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3
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E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7
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2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

# Additional prohibitions from iSCSI profile (rfc3722.txt)

 

0021..002C; ; PROHIBITED

002F; ; PROHIBITED

003B..0040; ; PROHIBITED

005B..0060; ; PROHIBITED

007B..007E; ; PROHIBITED

3002; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3722.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Corporation and others. All Rights Reserved.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/misc/icudata.rc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2006-2015 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/zh.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/ko.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/zh_Hant.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/ja.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0136B.RPMAP100 and 136B44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-4971_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-4971_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>
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 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0
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<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0
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<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0
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<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x74 |0

<U00A3> \xB0 |0

<U00A6> \xDF |0

<U00A7> \xEB |0

<U00A8> \x70 |0

<U00A9> \xFB |0

<U00AB> \xEE |0

<U00AC> \xEF |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \xDA |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xA0 |0

<U00B7> \xDD |1

<U00BB> \xFE |0

<U00BD> \xDB |0

<U0385> \x80 |0

<U0386> \x71 |0

<U0387> \xDD |0

<U0388> \x72 |0

<U0389> \x73 |0

<U038A> \x75 |0

<U038C> \x76 |0

<U038E> \x77 |0

<U038F> \x78 |0

<U0390> \xCC |0

<U0391> \x41 |0

<U0392> \x42 |0

<U0393> \x43 |0

<U0394> \x44 |0

<U0395> \x45 |0

<U0396> \x46 |0

<U0397>

 \x47 |0

<U0398> \x48 |0
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<U0399> \x49 |0

<U039A> \x51 |0

<U039B> \x52 |0

<U039C> \x53 |0

<U039D> \x54 |0

<U039E> \x55 |0

<U039F> \x56 |0

<U03A0> \x57 |0

<U03A1> \x58 |0

<U03A3> \x59 |0

<U03A4> \x62 |0

<U03A5> \x63 |0

<U03A6> \x64 |0

<U03A7> \x65 |0

<U03A8> \x66 |0

<U03A9> \x67 |0

<U03AA> \x68 |0

<U03AB> \x69 |0

<U03AC> \xB1 |0

<U03AD> \xB2 |0

<U03AE> \xB3 |0

<U03AF> \xB5 |0

<U03B0> \xCD |0

<U03B1> \x8A |0

<U03B2> \x8B |0

<U03B3> \x8C |0

<U03B4> \x8D |0

<U03B5> \x8E |0

<U03B6> \x8F |0

<U03B7> \x9A |0

<U03B8> \x9B |0

<U03B9> \x9C |0

<U03BA> \x9D |0

<U03BB> \x9E |0

<U03BC> \x9F |0

<U03BD> \xAA |0

<U03BE> \xAB |0

<U03BF> \xAC |0

<U03C0> \xAD |0

<U03C1> \xAE |0

<U03C2> \xBA |0

<U03C3> \xAF |0

<U03C4> \xBB |0

<U03C5> \xBC |0

<U03C6> \xBD |0

<U03C7> \xBE |0

<U03C8> \xBF |0

<U03C9> \xCB |0
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<U03CA> \xB4 |0

<U03CB> \xB8 |0

<U03CC> \xB6 |0

<U03CD> \xB7 |0

<U03CE> \xB9 |0

<U03D5> \xBD |1

<U2015> \xCF |0

<U2018> \xCE |0

<U2019> \xDE |0

<U20AC> \xFC |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04>

 \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1
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<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42>

 \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1
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<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-4971_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E4.RPMAP100 and 14E444B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5348_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5348_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0
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<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0
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<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0
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<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090>

 \x90 |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0
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<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D0> \xD0 |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC>

 \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DE> \xDE |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0
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<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F0> \xF0 |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U00FE> \xFE |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U017D> \x8E |0

<U017E> \x9E |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0
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<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1
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<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1
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<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5348_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0035F.RPMAP100 and 035F34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-863_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-863_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>
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 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0
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<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0
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<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \x9B |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A4>

 \x98 |0

<U00A6> \xA0 |0

<U00A7> \x8F |0

<U00A8> \xA4 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00AF> \xA7 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xA6 |0

<U00B4> \xA1 |0

<U00B6> \x86 |0

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00B8> \xA5 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0
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<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xAD |0

<U00C0> \x8E |0

<U00C2> \x84 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C8> \x91 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CA> \x92 |0

<U00CB> \x94 |0

<U00CE> \xA8 |0

<U00CF> \x95 |0

<U00D4> \x99 |0

<U00D9> \x9D |0

<U00DB> \x9E |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0

<U03C3> \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6>

 \xED |0

<U2017> \x8D |0
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<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xA7 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0

<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0
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<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256A>

 \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1
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<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20>

 \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1
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<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8>

 \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1
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<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-863_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0011D.RPMAP100 and 011D34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-285_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-285_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0
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<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x4A |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0
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<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB1 |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xBA |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0
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<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xBC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0
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<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x5B |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xA1 |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0
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<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0
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<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xA1 |1

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x4A |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1
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<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB1 |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D>

 \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xBA |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1
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<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xBC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-285_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4011.txt --A1 --B1 --C21 --C22

--C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --check-bidi

###################

 

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED
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03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED
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0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED
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0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED
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115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED
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1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED
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2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED
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FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ;

 UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED
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A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD;

 ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED

007F; ; PROHIBITED
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# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF;

 ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED
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# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc4011.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E3.RPMAP100 and 14E344B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5347_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5347_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0
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<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0
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<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0
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<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6>

 \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U0401> \xA8 |0

<U0402> \x80 |0

<U0403> \x81 |0

<U0404> \xAA |0

<U0405> \xBD |0

<U0406> \xB2 |0

<U0407> \xAF |0

<U0408> \xA3 |0

<U0409> \x8A |0

<U040A> \x8C |0
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<U040B> \x8E |0

<U040C> \x8D |0

<U040E> \xA1 |0

<U040F> \x8F |0

<U0410> \xC0 |0

<U0411> \xC1 |0

<U0412> \xC2 |0

<U0413> \xC3 |0

<U0414> \xC4 |0

<U0415> \xC5 |0

<U0416> \xC6 |0

<U0417> \xC7 |0

<U0418> \xC8 |0

<U0419> \xC9 |0

<U041A> \xCA |0

<U041B> \xCB |0

<U041C> \xCC |0

<U041D> \xCD |0

<U041E> \xCE |0

<U041F> \xCF |0

<U0420> \xD0 |0

<U0421> \xD1 |0

<U0422> \xD2 |0

<U0423> \xD3 |0

<U0424> \xD4 |0

<U0425> \xD5 |0

<U0426> \xD6 |0

<U0427> \xD7 |0

<U0428> \xD8 |0

<U0429> \xD9 |0

<U042A> \xDA |0

<U042B> \xDB |0

<U042C> \xDC |0

<U042D> \xDD |0

<U042E> \xDE |0

<U042F> \xDF |0

<U0430> \xE0 |0

<U0431> \xE1 |0

<U0432> \xE2 |0

<U0433>

 \xE3 |0

<U0434> \xE4 |0

<U0435> \xE5 |0

<U0436> \xE6 |0

<U0437> \xE7 |0

<U0438> \xE8 |0

<U0439> \xE9 |0

<U043A> \xEA |0
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<U043B> \xEB |0

<U043C> \xEC |0

<U043D> \xED |0

<U043E> \xEE |0

<U043F> \xEF |0

<U0440> \xF0 |0

<U0441> \xF1 |0

<U0442> \xF2 |0

<U0443> \xF3 |0

<U0444> \xF4 |0

<U0445> \xF5 |0

<U0446> \xF6 |0

<U0447> \xF7 |0

<U0448> \xF8 |0

<U0449> \xF9 |0

<U044A> \xFA |0

<U044B> \xFB |0

<U044C> \xFC |0

<U044D> \xFD |0

<U044E> \xFE |0

<U044F> \xFF |0

<U0451> \xB8 |0

<U0452> \x90 |0

<U0453> \x83 |0

<U0454> \xBA |0

<U0455> \xBE |0

<U0456> \xB3 |0

<U0457> \xBF |0

<U0458> \xBC |0

<U0459> \x9A |0

<U045A> \x9C |0

<U045B> \x9E |0

<U045C> \x9D |0

<U045E> \xA2 |0

<U045F> \x9F |0

<U0490> \xA5 |0

<U0491> \xB4 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0
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<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x88 |0

<U2116> \xB9 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1
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<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1
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<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5347_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00346.RPMAP100 and 034634B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-838_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-838_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0
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<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x49 |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x59 |0

<U005E> \x69 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0
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<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0
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<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U0E01> \x42 |0

<U0E02> \x43 |0

<U0E03> \x44 |0

<U0E04> \x45 |0

<U0E05> \x46 |0

<U0E06> \x47 |0

<U0E07> \x48 |0

<U0E08> \x52 |0

<U0E09> \x53 |0

<U0E0A> \x54 |0

<U0E0B> \x55 |0

<U0E0C> \x56 |0

<U0E0D> \x57 |0

<U0E0E> \x58 |0

<U0E0F> \x62 |0

<U0E10> \x63 |0

<U0E11> \x64 |0

<U0E12> \x65 |0

<U0E13> \x66 |0

<U0E14> \x67 |0

<U0E15> \x68 |0

<U0E16> \x72 |0

<U0E17> \x73 |0

<U0E18> \x74 |0

<U0E19> \x75 |0

<U0E1A> \x76 |0

<U0E1B> \x77 |0

<U0E1C> \x78 |0

<U0E1D> \x8A |0

<U0E1E>

 \x8B |0

<U0E1F> \x8C |0

<U0E20> \x8D |0

<U0E21> \x8E |0

<U0E22> \x8F |0

<U0E23> \x9A |0

<U0E24> \x9B |0
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<U0E25> \x9C |0

<U0E26> \x9D |0

<U0E27> \x9E |0

<U0E28> \x9F |0

<U0E29> \xAA |0

<U0E2A> \xAB |0

<U0E2B> \xAC |0

<U0E2C> \xAD |0

<U0E2D> \xAE |0

<U0E2E> \xAF |0

<U0E2F> \xBA |0

<U0E30> \xBB |0

<U0E31> \xBC |0

<U0E32> \xBD |0

<U0E33> \xBE |0

<U0E34> \xBF |0

<U0E35> \xCB |0

<U0E36> \xCC |0

<U0E37> \xCD |0

<U0E38> \xCE |0

<U0E39> \xCF |0

<U0E3A> \xDA |0

<U0E3F> \x70 |0

<U0E40> \xDB |0

<U0E41> \xDC |0

<U0E42> \xDD |0

<U0E43> \xDE |0

<U0E44> \xDF |0

<U0E45> \xEA |0

<U0E46> \xEB |0

<U0E47> \xEC |0

<U0E48> \x51 |3

<U0E48> \xED |0

<U0E49> \xCA |3

<U0E49> \xEE |0

<U0E4A> \xE1 |3

<U0E4A> \xEF |0

<U0E4B> \xFA |0

<U0E4B> \xFD |3

<U0E4C> \xFB |0

<U0E4C> \xFE |3

<U0E4D> \xFC |0

<U0E4E> \x71 |0

<U0E4F> \x80 |0

<U0E50> \xB0 |0

<U0E51> \xB1 |0

<U0E52> \xB2 |0

<U0E53> \xB3 |0
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<U0E54> \xB4 |0

<U0E55> \xB5 |0

<U0E56> \xB6 |0

<U0E57> \xB7 |0

<U0E58> \xB8 |0

<U0E59> \xB9 |0

<U0E5A> \x90 |0

<U0E5B> \xA0 |0

<UFF01>

 \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1
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<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x49 |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x59 |1

<UFF3E> \x69 |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1
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<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-838_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Feb 23 2001)

# from source files 34B063CA.RPMAP100 and 63CA34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "icu-internal-25546"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \x2F\x7E

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-25546_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-7f, e:1.s, f:0.s

<icu:state>

                   initial, 0-20:3, e:1.s, f:0.s, 21-7e:2, 7f-ff:3

<icu:state>                   0-20:1.i, 21-7e:1., 7f-ff:1.i

<icu:state>                   0-ff:1.i

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0
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<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

 

# an ISO-2022 converter must not convert SO/SI/ESC (Jitterbug 4268)

# use <subchar1>

<U000E> \x1A |2

<U000F> \x1A |2

 

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

 

# an ISO-2022 converter must not convert SO/SI/ESC (Jitterbug 4268)

# <U001B> \x1B |0

# use <subchar1>

<U001B> \x1A |2

 

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027>

 \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0
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<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0
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<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65

 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x1A |2

<U0081> \x1A |2

<U0082> \x1A |2

<U0083> \x1A |2

<U0084> \x1A |2

<U0085> \x1A |2

<U0086> \x1A |2

<U0087> \x1A |2

<U0088> \x1A |2

<U0089> \x1A |2
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<U008A> \x1A |2

<U008B> \x1A |2

<U008C> \x1A |2

<U008D> \x1A |2

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U0090> \x1A |2

<U0091> \x1A |2

<U0092> \x1A |2

<U0093> \x1A |2

<U0094> \x1A |2

<U0095> \x1A |2

<U0096> \x1A |2

<U0097> \x1A |2

<U0098> \x1A |2

<U0099> \x1A |2

<U009A> \x1A |2

<U009B> \x1A |2

<U009C> \x1A |2

<U009D> \x1A |2

<U009E> \x1A |2

<U009F> \x1A |2

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A1> \x22\x2E |0

<U00A2> \x1A |2

<U00A3> \x1A |2

<U00A4>

 \x22\x34 |0

<U00A5> \x1A |2

<U00A6> \x1A |2

<U00A7> \x21\x57 |0

<U00A8> \x21\x27 |0

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AA> \x28\x23 |0

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AC> \x1A |2

<U00AD> \x1A |2

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B0> \x21\x46 |0

<U00B1> \x21\x3E |0

<U00B2> \x29\x77 |0

<U00B3> \x29\x78 |0

<U00B4> \x22\x25 |0

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B6> \x22\x52 |0

<U00B7> \x1A |2

<U00B8> \x22\x2C |0
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<U00B9> \x29\x76 |0

<U00BA> \x28\x2C |0

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00BC> \x28\x79 |0

<U00BD> \x28\x76 |0

<U00BE> \x28\x7A |0

<U00BF> \x22\x2F |0

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1> \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2

<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C6> \x28\x21 |0

<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D0> \x28\x22 |0

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2

<U00D6> \x1A |2

<U00D7> \x21\x3F |0

<U00D8> \x28\x2A |0

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD>

 \x1A |2

<U00DE> \x28\x2D |0

<U00DF> \x29\x2C |0

<U00E0> \x1A |2

<U00E1> \x1A |2

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4> \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E6> \x29\x21 |0

<U00E7> \x1A |2
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<U00E8> \x1A |2

<U00E9> \x1A |2

<U00EA> \x1A |2

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \x1A |2

<U00ED> \x1A |2

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F0> \x29\x23 |0

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \x1A |2

<U00F3> \x1A |2

<U00F4> \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2

<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F7> \x21\x40 |0

<U00F8> \x29\x2A |0

<U00F9> \x1A |2

<U00FA> \x1A |2

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \x1A |2

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FE> \x29\x2D |0

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U0111> \x29\x22 |0

<U0126> \x28\x24 |0

<U0127> \x29\x24 |0

<U0131> \x29\x25 |0

<U0132> \x28\x26 |0

<U0133> \x29\x26 |0

<U0138> \x29\x27 |0

<U013F> \x28\x28 |0

<U0140> \x29\x28 |0

<U0141> \x28\x29 |0

<U0142> \x29\x29 |0

<U0149> \x29\x30 |0

<U014A> \x28\x2F |0

<U014B> \x29\x2F |0

<U0152> \x28\x2B |0

<U0153> \x29\x2B |0

<U0166> \x28\x2E |0

<U0167> \x29\x2E |0

<U02C7> \x22\x27 |0

<U02D0> \x22\x30 |0

<U02D8> \x22\x28

 |0

<U02D9> \x22\x2B |0

<U02DA> \x22\x2A |0
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<U02DB> \x22\x2D |0

<U02DC> \x22\x26 |0

<U02DD> \x22\x29 |0

<U0391> \x25\x41 |0

<U0392> \x25\x42 |0

<U0393> \x25\x43 |0

<U0394> \x25\x44 |0

<U0395> \x25\x45 |0

<U0396> \x25\x46 |0

<U0397> \x25\x47 |0

<U0398> \x25\x48 |0

<U0399> \x25\x49 |0

<U039A> \x25\x4A |0

<U039B> \x25\x4B |0

<U039C> \x25\x4C |0

<U039D> \x25\x4D |0

<U039E> \x25\x4E |0

<U039F> \x25\x4F |0

<U03A0> \x25\x50 |0

<U03A1> \x25\x51 |0

<U03A3> \x25\x52 |0

<U03A4> \x25\x53 |0

<U03A5> \x25\x54 |0

<U03A6> \x25\x55 |0

<U03A7> \x25\x56 |0

<U03A8> \x25\x57 |0

<U03A9> \x25\x58 |0

<U03B1> \x25\x61 |0

<U03B2> \x25\x62 |0

<U03B3> \x25\x63 |0

<U03B4> \x25\x64 |0

<U03B5> \x25\x65 |0

<U03B6> \x25\x66 |0

<U03B7> \x25\x67 |0

<U03B8> \x25\x68 |0

<U03B9> \x25\x69 |0

<U03BA> \x25\x6A |0

<U03BB> \x25\x6B |0

<U03BC> \x25\x6C |0

<U03BD> \x25\x6D |0

<U03BE> \x25\x6E |0

<U03BF> \x25\x6F |0

<U03C0> \x25\x70 |0

<U03C1> \x25\x71 |0

<U03C3> \x25\x72 |0

<U03C4> \x25\x73 |0

<U03C5> \x25\x74 |0

<U03C6> \x25\x75
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 |0

<U03C7> \x25\x76 |0

<U03C8> \x25\x77 |0

<U03C9> \x25\x78 |0

<U0401> \x2C\x27 |0

<U0410> \x2C\x21 |0

<U0411> \x2C\x22 |0

<U0412> \x2C\x23 |0

<U0413> \x2C\x24 |0

<U0414> \x2C\x25 |0

<U0415> \x2C\x26 |0

<U0416> \x2C\x28 |0

<U0417> \x2C\x29 |0

<U0418> \x2C\x2A |0

<U0419> \x2C\x2B |0

<U041A> \x2C\x2C |0

<U041B> \x2C\x2D |0

<U041C> \x2C\x2E |0

<U041D> \x2C\x2F |0

<U041E> \x2C\x30 |0

<U041F> \x2C\x31 |0

<U0420> \x2C\x32 |0

<U0421> \x2C\x33 |0

<U0422> \x2C\x34 |0

<U0423> \x2C\x35 |0

<U0424> \x2C\x36 |0

<U0425> \x2C\x37 |0

<U0426> \x2C\x38 |0

<U0427> \x2C\x39 |0

<U0428> \x2C\x3A |0

<U0429> \x2C\x3B |0

<U042A> \x2C\x3C |0

<U042B> \x2C\x3D |0

<U042C> \x2C\x3E |0

<U042D> \x2C\x3F |0

<U042E> \x2C\x40 |0

<U042F> \x2C\x41 |0

<U0430> \x2C\x51 |0

<U0431> \x2C\x52 |0

<U0432> \x2C\x53 |0

<U0433> \x2C\x54 |0

<U0434> \x2C\x55 |0

<U0435> \x2C\x56 |0

<U0436> \x2C\x58 |0

<U0437> \x2C\x59 |0

<U0438> \x2C\x5A |0

<U0439> \x2C\x5B |0

<U043A> \x2C\x5C |0
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<U043B> \x2C\x5D |0

<U043C> \x2C\x5E |0

<U043D> \x2C\x5F

 |0

<U043E> \x2C\x60 |0

<U043F> \x2C\x61 |0

<U0440> \x2C\x62 |0

<U0441> \x2C\x63 |0

<U0442> \x2C\x64 |0

<U0443> \x2C\x65 |0

<U0444> \x2C\x66 |0

<U0445> \x2C\x67 |0

<U0446> \x2C\x68 |0

<U0447> \x2C\x69 |0

<U0448> \x2C\x6A |0

<U0449> \x2C\x6B |0

<U044A> \x2C\x6C |0

<U044B> \x2C\x6D |0

<U044C> \x2C\x6E |0

<U044D> \x2C\x6F |0

<U044E> \x2C\x70 |0

<U044F> \x2C\x71 |0

<U0451> \x2C\x57 |0

<U2010> \x21\x29 |0

<U2014> \x21\x2A |0

<U2018> \x21\x2E |0

<U2019> \x21\x2F |0

<U201C> \x21\x30 |0

<U201D> \x21\x31 |0

<U2020> \x22\x53 |0

<U2021> \x22\x54 |0

<U2025> \x21\x25 |0

<U2026> \x21\x26 |0

<U2030> \x22\x36 |0

<U2032> \x21\x47 |0

<U2033> \x21\x48 |0

<U203B> \x21\x58 |0

<U2074> \x29\x79 |0

<U207F> \x29\x7A |0

<U2081> \x29\x7B |0

<U2082> \x29\x7C |0

<U2083> \x29\x7D |0

<U2084> \x29\x7E |0

<U20A9> \x23\x5C |1

<U2103> \x21\x49 |0

<U2109> \x22\x35 |0

<U2113> \x27\x24 |0

<U2116> \x22\x60 |0
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<U2121> \x22\x65 |0

<U2122> \x22\x62 |0

<U2126> \x27\x59 |0

<U212B> \x21\x4A |0

<U2153> \x28\x77 |0

<U2154> \x28\x78

 |0

<U215B> \x28\x7B |0

<U215C> \x28\x7C |0

<U215D> \x28\x7D |0

<U215E> \x28\x7E |0

<U2160> \x25\x30 |0

<U2161> \x25\x31 |0

<U2162> \x25\x32 |0

<U2163> \x25\x33 |0

<U2164> \x25\x34 |0

<U2165> \x25\x35 |0

<U2166> \x25\x36 |0

<U2167> \x25\x37 |0

<U2168> \x25\x38 |0

<U2169> \x25\x39 |0

<U2170> \x25\x21 |0

<U2171> \x25\x22 |0

<U2172> \x25\x23 |0

<U2173> \x25\x24 |0

<U2174> \x25\x25 |0

<U2175> \x25\x26 |0

<U2176> \x25\x27 |0

<U2177> \x25\x28 |0

<U2178> \x25\x29 |0

<U2179> \x25\x2A |0

<U2190> \x21\x67 |0

<U2191> \x21\x68 |0

<U2192> \x21\x66 |0

<U2193> \x21\x69 |0

<U2194> \x21\x6A |0

<U2195> \x22\x55 |0

<U2196> \x22\x58 |0

<U2197> \x22\x56 |0

<U2198> \x22\x59 |0

<U2199> \x22\x57 |0

<U21D2> \x22\x21 |0

<U21D4> \x22\x22 |0

<U2200> \x22\x23 |0

<U2202> \x21\x53 |0

<U2203> \x22\x24 |0

<U2207> \x21\x54 |0

<U2208> \x21\x74 |0
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<U220B> \x21\x75 |0

<U220F> \x22\x33 |0

<U2211> \x22\x32 |0

<U221A> \x21\x6E |0

<U221D> \x21\x70 |0

<U221E> \x21\x44 |0

<U2220> \x21\x50 |0

<U2225> \x21\x2B |0

<U2227> \x21\x7C

 |0

<U2228> \x21\x7D |0

<U2229> \x21\x7B |0

<U222A> \x21\x7A |0

<U222B> \x21\x72 |0

<U222C> \x21\x73 |0

<U222E> \x22\x31 |0

<U2234> \x21\x45 |0

<U2235> \x21\x71 |0

<U223D> \x21\x6F |0

<U2252> \x21\x56 |0

<U2260> \x21\x41 |0

<U2261> \x21\x55 |0

<U2264> \x21\x42 |0

<U2265> \x21\x43 |0

<U226A> \x21\x6C |0

<U226B> \x21\x6D |0

<U2282> \x21\x78 |0

<U2283> \x21\x79 |0

<U2286> \x21\x76 |0

<U2287> \x21\x77 |0

<U22A5> \x21\x51 |0

<U2312> \x21\x52 |0

<U2460> \x28\x67 |0

<U2461> \x28\x68 |0

<U2462> \x28\x69 |0

<U2463> \x28\x6A |0

<U2464> \x28\x6B |0

<U2465> \x28\x6C |0

<U2466> \x28\x6D |0

<U2467> \x28\x6E |0

<U2468> \x28\x6F |0

<U2469> \x28\x70 |0

<U246A> \x28\x71 |0

<U246B> \x28\x72 |0

<U246C> \x28\x73 |0

<U246D> \x28\x74 |0

<U246E> \x28\x75 |0

<U2474> \x29\x67 |0
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<U2475> \x29\x68 |0

<U2476> \x29\x69 |0

<U2477> \x29\x6A |0

<U2478> \x29\x6B |0

<U2479> \x29\x6C |0

<U247A> \x29\x6D |0

<U247B> \x29\x6E |0

<U247C> \x29\x6F |0

<U247D> \x29\x70 |0

<U247E> \x29\x71 |0

<U247F> \x29\x72 |0

<U2480> \x29\x73

 |0

<U2481> \x29\x74 |0

<U2482> \x29\x75 |0

<U249C> \x29\x4D |0

<U249D> \x29\x4E |0

<U249E> \x29\x4F |0

<U249F> \x29\x50 |0

<U24A0> \x29\x51 |0

<U24A1> \x29\x52 |0

<U24A2> \x29\x53 |0

<U24A3> \x29\x54 |0

<U24A4> \x29\x55 |0

<U24A5> \x29\x56 |0

<U24A6> \x29\x57 |0

<U24A7> \x29\x58 |0

<U24A8> \x29\x59 |0

<U24A9> \x29\x5A |0

<U24AA> \x29\x5B |0

<U24AB> \x29\x5C |0

<U24AC> \x29\x5D |0

<U24AD> \x29\x5E |0

<U24AE> \x29\x5F |0

<U24AF> \x29\x60 |0

<U24B0> \x29\x61 |0

<U24B1> \x29\x62 |0

<U24B2> \x29\x63 |0

<U24B3> \x29\x64 |0

<U24B4> \x29\x65 |0

<U24B5> \x29\x66 |0

<U24D0> \x28\x4D |0

<U24D1> \x28\x4E |0

<U24D2> \x28\x4F |0

<U24D3> \x28\x50 |0

<U24D4> \x28\x51 |0

<U24D5> \x28\x52 |0

<U24D6> \x28\x53 |0
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<U24D7> \x28\x54 |0

<U24D8> \x28\x55 |0

<U24D9> \x28\x56 |0

<U24DA> \x28\x57 |0

<U24DB> \x28\x58 |0

<U24DC> \x28\x59 |0

<U24DD> \x28\x5A |0

<U24DE> \x28\x5B |0

<U24DF> \x28\x5C |0

<U24E0> \x28\x5D |0

<U24E1> \x28\x5E |0

<U24E2> \x28\x5F |0

<U24E3> \x28\x60 |0

<U24E4> \x28\x61 |0

<U24E5> \x28\x62

 |0

<U24E6> \x28\x63 |0

<U24E7> \x28\x64 |0

<U24E8> \x28\x65 |0

<U24E9> \x28\x66 |0

<U2500> \x26\x21 |0

<U2501> \x26\x2C |0

<U2502> \x26\x22 |0

<U2503> \x26\x2D |0

<U250C> \x26\x23 |0

<U250D> \x26\x48 |0

<U250E> \x26\x47 |0

<U250F> \x26\x2E |0

<U2510> \x26\x24 |0

<U2511> \x26\x42 |0

<U2512> \x26\x41 |0

<U2513> \x26\x2F |0

<U2514> \x26\x26 |0

<U2515> \x26\x46 |0

<U2516> \x26\x45 |0

<U2517> \x26\x31 |0

<U2518> \x26\x25 |0

<U2519> \x26\x44 |0

<U251A> \x26\x43 |0

<U251B> \x26\x30 |0

<U251C> \x26\x27 |0

<U251D> \x26\x3C |0

<U251E> \x26\x49 |0

<U251F> \x26\x4A |0

<U2520> \x26\x37 |0

<U2521> \x26\x4B |0

<U2522> \x26\x4C |0

<U2523> \x26\x32 |0
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<U2524> \x26\x29 |0

<U2525> \x26\x3E |0

<U2526> \x26\x4D |0

<U2527> \x26\x4E |0

<U2528> \x26\x39 |0

<U2529> \x26\x4F |0

<U252A> \x26\x50 |0

<U252B> \x26\x34 |0

<U252C> \x26\x28 |0

<U252D> \x26\x51 |0

<U252E> \x26\x52 |0

<U252F> \x26\x38 |0

<U2530> \x26\x3D |0

<U2531> \x26\x53 |0

<U2532> \x26\x54 |0

<U2533> \x26\x33 |0

<U2534> \x26\x2A |0

<U2535> \x26\x55

 |0

<U2536> \x26\x56 |0

<U2537> \x26\x3A |0

<U2538> \x26\x3F |0

<U2539> \x26\x57 |0

<U253A> \x26\x58 |0

<U253B> \x26\x35 |0

<U253C> \x26\x2B |0

<U253D> \x26\x59 |0

<U253E> \x26\x5A |0

<U253F> \x26\x3B |0

<U2540> \x26\x5B |0

<U2541> \x26\x5C |0

<U2542> \x26\x40 |0

<U2543> \x26\x5D |0

<U2544> \x26\x5E |0

<U2545> \x26\x5F |0

<U2546> \x26\x60 |0

<U2547> \x26\x61 |0

<U2548> \x26\x62 |0

<U2549> \x26\x63 |0

<U254A> \x26\x64 |0

<U254B> \x26\x36 |0

<U2592> \x22\x46 |0

<U25A0> \x21\x61 |0

<U25A1> \x21\x60 |0

<U25A3> \x22\x43 |0

<U25A4> \x22\x47 |0

<U25A5> \x22\x48 |0

<U25A6> \x22\x4B |0
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<U25A7> \x22\x4A |0

<U25A8> \x22\x49 |0

<U25A9> \x22\x4C |0

<U25B2> \x21\x63 |0

<U25B3> \x21\x62 |0

<U25B6> \x22\x3A |0

<U25B7> \x22\x39 |0

<U25BC> \x21\x65 |0

<U25BD> \x21\x64 |0

<U25C0> \x22\x38 |0

<U25C1> \x22\x37 |0

<U25C6> \x21\x5F |0

<U25C7> \x21\x5E |0

<U25C8> \x22\x42 |0

<U25C9> \x22\x41 |0

<U25CB> \x21\x5B |0

<U25CE> \x21\x5D |0

<U25CF> \x21\x5C |0

<U25D0> \x22\x44 |0

<U25D1> \x22\x45 |0

<U2605> \x21\x5A

 |0

<U2606> \x21\x59 |0

<U260E> \x22\x4F |0

<U260F> \x22\x4E |0

<U261C> \x22\x50 |0

<U261E> \x22\x51 |0

<U2640> \x21\x4F |0

<U2642> \x21\x4E |0

<U2660> \x22\x3C |0

<U2661> \x22\x3D |0

<U2663> \x22\x40 |0

<U2664> \x22\x3B |0

<U2665> \x22\x3E |0

<U2667> \x22\x3F |0

<U2668> \x22\x4D |0

<U2669> \x22\x5B |0

<U266A> \x22\x5C |0

<U266C> \x22\x5D |0

<U266D> \x22\x5A |0

<U3000> \x21\x21 |0

<U3001> \x21\x22 |0

<U3002> \x21\x23 |0

<U3003> \x21\x28 |0

<U3008> \x21\x34 |0

<U3009> \x21\x35 |0

<U300A> \x21\x36 |0

<U300B> \x21\x37 |0
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<U300C> \x21\x38 |0

<U300D> \x21\x39 |0

<U300E> \x21\x3A |0

<U300F> \x21\x3B |0

<U3010> \x21\x3C |0

<U3011> \x21\x3D |0

<U3013> \x21\x6B |0

<U3014> \x21\x32 |0

<U3015> \x21\x33 |0

<U301C> \x21\x2D |0

<U3041> \x2A\x21 |0

<U3042> \x2A\x22 |0

<U3043> \x2A\x23 |0

<U3044> \x2A\x24 |0

<U3045> \x2A\x25 |0

<U3046> \x2A\x26 |0

<U3047> \x2A\x27 |0

<U3048> \x2A\x28 |0

<U3049> \x2A\x29 |0

<U304A> \x2A\x2A |0

<U304B> \x2A\x2B |0

<U304C> \x2A\x2C |0

<U304D> \x2A\x2D |0

<U304E> \x2A\x2E

 |0

<U304F> \x2A\x2F |0

<U3050> \x2A\x30 |0

<U3051> \x2A\x31 |0

<U3052> \x2A\x32 |0

<U3053> \x2A\x33 |0

<U3054> \x2A\x34 |0

<U3055> \x2A\x35 |0

<U3056> \x2A\x36 |0

<U3057> \x2A\x37 |0

<U3058> \x2A\x38 |0

<U3059> \x2A\x39 |0

<U305A> \x2A\x3A |0

<U305B> \x2A\x3B |0

<U305C> \x2A\x3C |0

<U305D> \x2A\x3D |0

<U305E> \x2A\x3E |0

<U305F> \x2A\x3F |0

<U3060> \x2A\x40 |0

<U3061> \x2A\x41 |0

<U3062> \x2A\x42 |0

<U3063> \x2A\x43 |0

<U3064> \x2A\x44 |0

<U3065> \x2A\x45 |0
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<U3066> \x2A\x46 |0

<U3067> \x2A\x47 |0

<U3068> \x2A\x48 |0

<U3069> \x2A\x49 |0

<U306A> \x2A\x4A |0

<U306B> \x2A\x4B |0

<U306C> \x2A\x4C |0

<U306D> \x2A\x4D |0

<U306E> \x2A\x4E |0

<U306F> \x2A\x4F |0

<U3070> \x2A\x50 |0

<U3071> \x2A\x51 |0

<U3072> \x2A\x52 |0

<U3073> \x2A\x53 |0

<U3074> \x2A\x54 |0

<U3075> \x2A\x55 |0

<U3076> \x2A\x56 |0

<U3077> \x2A\x57 |0

<U3078> \x2A\x58 |0

<U3079> \x2A\x59 |0

<U307A> \x2A\x5A |0

<U307B> \x2A\x5B |0

<U307C> \x2A\x5C |0

<U307D> \x2A\x5D |0

<U307E> \x2A\x5E |0

<U307F> \x2A\x5F |0

<U3080> \x2A\x60

 |0

<U3081> \x2A\x61 |0

<U3082> \x2A\x62 |0

<U3083> \x2A\x63 |0

<U3084> \x2A\x64 |0

<U3085> \x2A\x65 |0

<U3086> \x2A\x66 |0

<U3087> \x2A\x67 |0

<U3088> \x2A\x68 |0

<U3089> \x2A\x69 |0

<U308A> \x2A\x6A |0

<U308B> \x2A\x6B |0

<U308C> \x2A\x6C |0

<U308D> \x2A\x6D |0

<U308E> \x2A\x6E |0

<U308F> \x2A\x6F |0

<U3090> \x2A\x70 |0

<U3091> \x2A\x71 |0

<U3092> \x2A\x72 |0

<U3093> \x2A\x73 |0

<U30A1> \x2B\x21 |0
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<U30A2> \x2B\x22 |0

<U30A3> \x2B\x23 |0

<U30A4> \x2B\x24 |0

<U30A5> \x2B\x25 |0

<U30A6> \x2B\x26 |0

<U30A7> \x2B\x27 |0

<U30A8> \x2B\x28 |0

<U30A9> \x2B\x29 |0

<U30AA> \x2B\x2A |0

<U30AB> \x2B\x2B |0

<U30AC> \x2B\x2C |0

<U30AD> \x2B\x2D |0

<U30AE> \x2B\x2E |0

<U30AF> \x2B\x2F |0

<U30B0> \x2B\x30 |0

<U30B1> \x2B\x31 |0

<U30B2> \x2B\x32 |0

<U30B3> \x2B\x33 |0

<U30B4> \x2B\x34 |0

<U30B5> \x2B\x35 |0

<U30B6> \x2B\x36 |0

<U30B7> \x2B\x37 |0

<U30B8> \x2B\x38 |0

<U30B9> \x2B\x39 |0

<U30BA> \x2B\x3A |0

<U30BB> \x2B\x3B |0

<U30BC> \x2B\x3C |0

<U30BD> \x2B\x3D |0

<U30BE> \x2B\x3E |0

<U30BF> \x2B\x3F

 |0

<U30C0> \x2B\x40 |0

<U30C1> \x2B\x41 |0

<U30C2> \x2B\x42 |0

<U30C3> \x2B\x43 |0

<U30C4> \x2B\x44 |0

<U30C5> \x2B\x45 |0

<U30C6> \x2B\x46 |0

<U30C7> \x2B\x47 |0

<U30C8> \x2B\x48 |0

<U30C9> \x2B\x49 |0

<U30CA> \x2B\x4A |0

<U30CB> \x2B\x4B |0

<U30CC> \x2B\x4C |0

<U30CD> \x2B\x4D |0

<U30CE> \x2B\x4E |0

<U30CF> \x2B\x4F |0

<U30D0> \x2B\x50 |0
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<U30D1> \x2B\x51 |0

<U30D2> \x2B\x52 |0

<U30D3> \x2B\x53 |0

<U30D4> \x2B\x54 |0

<U30D5> \x2B\x55 |0

<U30D6> \x2B\x56 |0

<U30D7> \x2B\x57 |0

<U30D8> \x2B\x58 |0

<U30D9> \x2B\x59 |0

<U30DA> \x2B\x5A |0

<U30DB> \x2B\x5B |0

<U30DC> \x2B\x5C |0

<U30DD> \x2B\x5D |0

<U30DE> \x2B\x5E |0

<U30DF> \x2B\x5F |0

<U30E0> \x2B\x60 |0

<U30E1> \x2B\x61 |0

<U30E2> \x2B\x62 |0

<U30E3> \x2B\x63 |0

<U30E4> \x2B\x64 |0

<U30E5> \x2B\x65 |0

<U30E6> \x2B\x66 |0

<U30E7> \x2B\x67 |0

<U30E8> \x2B\x68 |0

<U30E9> \x2B\x69 |0

<U30EA> \x2B\x6A |0

<U30EB> \x2B\x6B |0

<U30EC> \x2B\x6C |0

<U30ED> \x2B\x6D |0

<U30EE> \x2B\x6E |0

<U30EF> \x2B\x6F |0

<U30F0> \x2B\x70 |0

<U30F1> \x2B\x71

 |0

<U30F2> \x2B\x72 |0

<U30F3> \x2B\x73 |0

<U30F4> \x2B\x74 |0

<U30F5> \x2B\x75 |0

<U30F6> \x2B\x76 |0

<U30FB> \x21\x24 |0

<U3131> \x24\x21 |0

<U3132> \x24\x22 |0

<U3133> \x24\x23 |0

<U3134> \x24\x24 |0

<U3135> \x24\x25 |0

<U3136> \x24\x26 |0

<U3137> \x24\x27 |0

<U3138> \x24\x28 |0
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<U3139> \x24\x29 |0

<U313A> \x24\x2A |0

<U313B> \x24\x2B |0

<U313C> \x24\x2C |0

<U313D> \x24\x2D |0

<U313E> \x24\x2E |0

<U313F> \x24\x2F |0

<U3140> \x24\x30 |0

<U3141> \x24\x31 |0

<U3142> \x24\x32 |0

<U3143> \x24\x33 |0

<U3144> \x24\x34 |0

<U3145> \x24\x35 |0

<U3146> \x24\x36 |0

<U3147> \x24\x37 |0

<U3148> \x24\x38 |0

<U3149> \x24\x39 |0

<U314A> \x24\x3A |0

<U314B> \x24\x3B |0

<U314C> \x24\x3C |0

<U314D> \x24\x3D |0

<U314E> \x24\x3E |0

<U314F> \x24\x3F |0

<U3150> \x24\x40 |0

<U3151> \x24\x41 |0

<U3152> \x24\x42 |0

<U3153> \x24\x43 |0

<U3154> \x24\x44 |0

<U3155> \x24\x45 |0

<U3156> \x24\x46 |0

<U3157> \x24\x47 |0

<U3158> \x24\x48 |0

<U3159> \x24\x49 |0

<U315A> \x24\x4A |0

<U315B> \x24\x4B |0

<U315C> \x24\x4C

 |0

<U315D> \x24\x4D |0

<U315E> \x24\x4E |0

<U315F> \x24\x4F |0

<U3160> \x24\x50 |0

<U3161> \x24\x51 |0

<U3162> \x24\x52 |0

<U3163> \x24\x53 |0

<U3164> \x24\x54 |0

<U3165> \x24\x55 |0

<U3166> \x24\x56 |0

<U3167> \x24\x57 |0
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<U3168> \x24\x58 |0

<U3169> \x24\x59 |0

<U316A> \x24\x5A |0

<U316B> \x24\x5B |0

<U316C> \x24\x5C |0

<U316D> \x24\x5D |0

<U316E> \x24\x5E |0

<U316F> \x24\x5F |0

<U3170> \x24\x60 |0

<U3171> \x24\x61 |0

<U3172> \x24\x62 |0

<U3173> \x24\x63 |0

<U3174> \x24\x64 |0

<U3175> \x24\x65 |0

<U3176> \x24\x66 |0

<U3177> \x24\x67 |0

<U3178> \x24\x68 |0

<U3179> \x24\x69 |0

<U317A> \x24\x6A |0

<U317B> \x24\x6B |0

<U317C> \x24\x6C |0

<U317D> \x24\x6D |0

<U317E> \x24\x6E |0

<U317F> \x24\x6F |0

<U3180> \x24\x70 |0

<U3181> \x24\x71 |0

<U3182> \x24\x72 |0

<U3183> \x24\x73 |0

<U3184> \x24\x74 |0

<U3185> \x24\x75 |0

<U3186> \x24\x76 |0

<U3187> \x24\x77 |0

<U3188> \x24\x78 |0

<U3189> \x24\x79 |0

<U318A> \x24\x7A |0

<U318B> \x24\x7B |0

<U318C> \x24\x7C |0

<U318D> \x24\x7D |0

<U318E> \x24\x7E

 |0

<U3200> \x29\x31 |0

<U3201> \x29\x32 |0

<U3202> \x29\x33 |0

<U3203> \x29\x34 |0

<U3204> \x29\x35 |0

<U3205> \x29\x36 |0

<U3206> \x29\x37 |0

<U3207> \x29\x38 |0
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<U3208> \x29\x39 |0

<U3209> \x29\x3A |0

<U320A> \x29\x3B |0

<U320B> \x29\x3C |0

<U320C> \x29\x3D |0

<U320D> \x29\x3E |0

<U320E> \x29\x3F |0

<U320F> \x29\x40 |0

<U3210> \x29\x41 |0

<U3211> \x29\x42 |0

<U3212> \x29\x43 |0

<U3213> \x29\x44 |0

<U3214> \x29\x45 |0

<U3215> \x29\x46 |0

<U3216> \x29\x47 |0

<U3217> \x29\x48 |0

<U3218> \x29\x49 |0

<U3219> \x29\x4A |0

<U321A> \x29\x4B |0

<U321B> \x29\x4C |0

<U321C> \x22\x5F |0

<U3260> \x28\x31 |0

<U3261> \x28\x32 |0

<U3262> \x28\x33 |0

<U3263> \x28\x34 |0

<U3264> \x28\x35 |0

<U3265> \x28\x36 |0

<U3266> \x28\x37 |0

<U3267> \x28\x38 |0

<U3268> \x28\x39 |0

<U3269> \x28\x3A |0

<U326A> \x28\x3B |0

<U326B> \x28\x3C |0

<U326C> \x28\x3D |0

<U326D> \x28\x3E |0

<U326E> \x28\x3F |0

<U326F> \x28\x40 |0

<U3270> \x28\x41 |0

<U3271> \x28\x42 |0

<U3272> \x28\x43 |0

<U3273> \x28\x44 |0

<U3274> \x28\x45

 |0

<U3275> \x28\x46 |0

<U3276> \x28\x47 |0

<U3277> \x28\x48 |0

<U3278> \x28\x49 |0

<U3279> \x28\x4A |0
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<U327A> \x28\x4B |0

<U327B> \x28\x4C |0

<U327F> \x22\x5E |0

<U3380> \x27\x49 |0

<U3381> \x27\x4A |0

<U3382> \x27\x4B |0

<U3383> \x27\x4C |0

<U3384> \x27\x4D |0

<U3388> \x27\x3A |0

<U3389> \x27\x3B |0

<U338A> \x27\x5C |0

<U338B> \x27\x5D |0

<U338C> \x27\x5E |0

<U338D> \x27\x36 |0

<U338E> \x27\x37 |0

<U338F> \x27\x38 |0

<U3390> \x27\x54 |0

<U3391> \x27\x55 |0

<U3392> \x27\x56 |0

<U3393> \x27\x57 |0

<U3394> \x27\x58 |0

<U3395> \x27\x21 |0

<U3396> \x27\x22 |0

<U3397> \x27\x23 |0

<U3398> \x27\x25 |0

<U3399> \x27\x2B |0

<U339A> \x27\x2C |0

<U339B> \x27\x2D |0

<U339C> \x27\x2E |0

<U339D> \x27\x2F |0

<U339E> \x27\x30 |0

<U339F> \x27\x31 |0

<U33A0> \x27\x32 |0

<U33A1> \x27\x33 |0

<U33A2> \x27\x34 |0

<U33A3> \x27\x27 |0

<U33A4> \x27\x28 |0

<U33A5> \x27\x29 |0

<U33A6> \x27\x2A |0

<U33A7> \x27\x3D |0

<U33A8> \x27\x3E |0

<U33A9> \x27\x65 |0

<U33AA> \x27\x66 |0

<U33AB> \x27\x67 |0

<U33AC> \x27\x68

 |0

<U33AD> \x27\x61 |0

<U33AE> \x27\x62 |0
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<U33AF> \x27\x63 |0

<U33B0> \x27\x3F |0

<U33B1> \x27\x40 |0

<U33B2> \x27\x41 |0

<U33B3> \x27\x42 |0

<U33B4> \x27\x43 |0

<U33B5> \x27\x44 |0

<U33B6> \x27\x45 |0

<U33B7> \x27\x46 |0

<U33B8> \x27\x47 |0

<U33B9> \x27\x48 |0

<U33BA> \x27\x4E |0

<U33BB> \x27\x4F |0

<U33BC> \x27\x50 |0

<U33BD> \x27\x51 |0

<U33BE> \x27\x52 |0

<U33BF> \x27\x53 |0

<U33C0> \x27\x5A |0

<U33C1> \x27\x5B |0

<U33C2> \x22\x63 |0

<U33C3> \x27\x6C |0

<U33C4> \x27\x26 |0

<U33C5> \x27\x60 |0

<U33C6> \x27\x6F |0

<U33C7> \x22\x61 |0

<U33C8> \x27\x3C |0

<U33C9> \x27\x6D |0

<U33CA> \x27\x35 |0

<U33CF> \x27\x39 |0

<U33D0> \x27\x6A |0

<U33D3> \x27\x6B |0

<U33D6> \x27\x5F |0

<U33D8> \x22\x64 |0

<U33DB> \x27\x64 |0

<U33DC> \x27\x6E |0

<U33DD> \x27\x69 |0

<U4E00> \x6C\x69 |0

<U4E01> \x6F\x4B |0

<U4E03> \x76\x52 |0

<U4E07> \x58\x32 |0

<U4E08> \x6D\x5B |0

<U4E09> \x5F\x32 |0

<U4E0A> \x5F\x3E |0

<U4E0B> \x79\x3B |0

<U4E0D> \x5C\x74 |0

<U4E11> \x75\x64 |0

<U4E14> \x73\x26 |0

<U4E15> \x5D\x60
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 |0

<U4E16> \x61\x26 |0

<U4E18> \x4E\x78 |0

<U4E19> \x5C\x30 |0

<U4E1E> \x63\x2A |0

<U4E2D> \x71\x69 |0

<U4E32> \x4D\x7A |0

<U4E38> \x7C\x2F |0

<U4E39> \x53\x21 |0

<U4E3B> \x71\x2B |0

<U4E42> \x67\x51 |0

<U4E43> \x52\x2C |0

<U4E45> \x4E\x79 |0

<U4E4B> \x71\x7D |0

<U4E4D> \x5E\x3F |0

<U4E4E> \x7B\x3A |0

<U4E4F> \x79\x39 |0

<U4E56> \x4E\x52 |0

<U4E58> \x63\x2B |0

<U4E59> \x6B\x60 |0

<U4E5D> \x4E\x7A |0

<U4E5E> \x4B\x77 |0

<U4E5F> \x65\x25 |0

<U4E6B> \x4A\x61 |0

<U4E6D> \x54\x4C |0

<U4E73> \x6A\x61 |0

<U4E76> \x5C\x63 |0

<U4E77> \x5F\x2D |0

<U4E7E> \x4B\x6B |0

<U4E82> \x55\x2F |0

<U4E86> \x56\x75 |0

<U4E88> \x65\x78 |0

<U4E8B> \x5E\x40 |0

<U4E8C> \x6C\x23 |0

<U4E8E> \x69\x4D |0

<U4E90> \x6A\x27 |0

<U4E91> \x69\x76 |0

<U4E92> \x7B\x3B |0

<U4E94> \x67\x69 |0

<U4E95> \x6F\x4C |0

<U4E98> \x50\x66 |0

<U4E9B> \x5E\x41 |0

<U4E9E> \x64\x2C |0

<U4EA1> \x58\x4C |0

<U4EA2> \x79\x71 |0

<U4EA4> \x4E\x5F |0

<U4EA5> \x7A\x24 |0

<U4EA6> \x66\x32 |0
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<U4EA8> \x7A\x7B |0

<U4EAB> \x7A\x3D |0

<U4EAC> \x4C\x48

 |0

<U4EAD> \x6F\x4D |0

<U4EAE> \x55\x55 |0

<U4EB6> \x53\x22 |0

<U4EBA> \x6C\x51 |0

<U4EC0> \x64\x27 |0

<U4EC1> \x6C\x52 |0

<U4EC4> \x76\x31 |0

<U4EC7> \x4E\x7B |0

<U4ECA> \x50\x51 |0

<U4ECB> \x4B\x3F |0

<U4ECD> \x6D\x24 |0

<U4ED4> \x6D\x28 |0

<U4ED5> \x5E\x42 |0

<U4ED6> \x76\x62 |0

<U4ED7> \x6D\x5C |0

<U4ED8> \x5C\x75 |0

<U4ED9> \x60\x39 |0

<U4EDD> \x54\x4E |0

<U4EDF> \x74\x35 |0

<U4EE3> \x53\x5B |0

<U4EE4> \x56\x35 |0

<U4EE5> \x6C\x24 |0

<U4EF0> \x64\x66 |0

<U4EF2> \x71\x6A |0

<U4EF6> \x4B\x6C |0

<U4EF7> \x4B\x40 |0

<U4EFB> \x6C\x72 |0

<U4F01> \x50\x6A |0

<U4F09> \x79\x72 |0

<U4F0A> \x6C\x25 |0

<U4F0B> \x50\x5F |0

<U4F0D> \x67\x6A |0

<U4F0E> \x50\x6B |0

<U4F0F> \x5C\x51 |0

<U4F10> \x5B\x69 |0

<U4F11> \x7D\x4C |0

<U4F2F> \x5B\x57 |0

<U4F34> \x5A\x61 |0

<U4F36> \x56\x36 |0

<U4F38> \x63\x5F |0

<U4F3A> \x5E\x43 |0

<U4F3C> \x5E\x44 |0

<U4F3D> \x4A\x21 |0

<U4F43> \x6E\x6C |0
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<U4F46> \x53\x23 |0

<U4F47> \x6E\x37 |0

<U4F48> \x78\x4F |0

<U4F4D> \x6A\x48 |0

<U4F4E> \x6E\x38 |0

<U4F4F> \x71\x2C

 |0

<U4F50> \x71\x25 |0

<U4F51> \x69\x4E |0

<U4F55> \x79\x3C |0

<U4F59> \x65\x79 |0

<U4F5A> \x6C\x6A |0

<U4F5B> \x5D\x56 |0

<U4F5C> \x6D\x42 |0

<U4F69> \x78\x25 |0

<U4F6F> \x65\x3A |0

<U4F70> \x5B\x58 |0

<U4F73> \x4A\x22 |0

<U4F76> \x51\x4D |0

<U4F7A> \x6E\x6D |0

<U4F7E> \x6C\x6B |0

<U4F7F> \x5E\x45 |0

<U4F81> \x63\x60 |0

<U4F83> \x4A\x49 |0

<U4F84> \x72\x69 |0

<U4F86> \x55\x4E |0

<U4F88> \x76\x36 |0

<U4F8A> \x4E\x42 |0

<U4F8B> \x56\x47 |0

<U4F8D> \x63\x34 |0

<U4F8F> \x71\x2D |0

<U4F91> \x6A\x62 |0

<U4F96> \x57\x42 |0

<U4F98> \x73\x27 |0

<U4F9B> \x4D\x6A |0

<U4F9D> \x6B\x6E |0

<U4FAE> \x59\x32 |0

<U4FAF> \x7D\x25 |0

<U4FB5> \x76\x55 |0

<U4FB6> \x55\x62 |0

<U4FBF> \x78\x35 |0

<U4FC2> \x4C\x75 |0

<U4FC3> \x75\x35 |0

<U4FC4> \x64\x2D |0

<U4FC9> \x67\x6B |0

<U4FCA> \x71\x55 |0

<U4FCE> \x70\x3B |0

<U4FD1> \x69\x35 |0
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<U4FD3> \x4C\x49 |0

<U4FD4> \x7A\x55 |0

<U4FD7> \x61\x54 |0

<U4FDA> \x57\x56 |0

<U4FDD> \x5C\x41 |0

<U4FDF> \x5E\x46 |0

<U4FE0> \x7A\x6F |0

<U4FE1> \x63\x61 |0

<U4FEE> \x61\x73

 |0

<U4FEF> \x5C\x76 |0

<U4FF1> \x4E\x7C |0

<U4FF3> \x5B\x44 |0

<U4FF5> \x78\x71 |0

<U4FF8> \x5C\x64 |0

<U4FFA> \x65\x6F |0

<U5002> \x5C\x31 |0

<U5006> \x55\x56 |0

<U5009> \x73\x5A |0

<U500B> \x4B\x41 |0

<U500D> \x5B\x43 |0

<U5011> \x59\x7A |0

<U5012> \x53\x6E |0

<U5016> \x7A\x38 |0

<U5019> \x7D\x26 |0

<U501A> \x6B\x6F |0

<U501C> \x74\x26 |0

<U501E> \x4C\x4A |0

<U501F> \x73\x28 |0

<U5021> \x73\x5B |0

<U5023> \x5B\x27 |0

<U5024> \x76\x37 |0

<U5026> \x4F\x66 |0

<U5027> \x70\x72 |0

<U5028> \x4B\x5A |0

<U502A> \x67\x52 |0

<U502B> \x57\x43 |0

<U502C> \x76\x70 |0

<U502D> \x68\x5E |0

<U503B> \x65\x26 |0

<U5043> \x65\x67 |0

<U5047> \x4A\x23 |0

<U5048> \x4C\x27 |0

<U5049> \x6A\x49 |0

<U504F> \x78\x36 |0

<U5055> \x7A\x25 |0

<U505A> \x71\x2E |0

<U505C> \x6F\x4E |0
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<U5065> \x4B\x6D |0

<U5074> \x76\x30 |0

<U5075> \x6F\x4F |0

<U5076> \x69\x4F |0

<U5078> \x77\x5E |0

<U5080> \x4E\x53 |0

<U5085> \x5C\x77 |0

<U508D> \x5B\x28 |0

<U5091> \x4B\x78 |0

<U5098> \x5F\x21 |0

<U5099> \x5D\x61 |0

<U50AC> \x75\x4A

 |0

<U50AD> \x69\x36 |0

<U50B2> \x67\x6C |0

<U50B3> \x6E\x6E |0

<U50B5> \x73\x70 |0

<U50B7> \x5F\x3F |0

<U50BE> \x4C\x4B |0

<U50C5> \x50\x41 |0

<U50C9> \x74\x52 |0

<U50CA> \x60\x3A |0

<U50CF> \x5F\x40 |0

<U50D1> \x4E\x60 |0

<U50D5> \x5C\x52 |0

<U50D6> \x7D\x6A |0

<U50DA> \x56\x76 |0

<U50DE> \x6A\x4A |0

<U50E5> \x68\x69 |0

<U50E7> \x63\x2C |0

<U50ED> \x73\x50 |0

<U50F9> \x4A\x24 |0

<U50FB> \x5B\x78 |0

<U50FF> \x5E\x47 |0

<U5100> \x6B\x70 |0

<U5101> \x71\x56 |0

<U5104> \x65\x62 |0

<U5106> \x4C\x4C |0

<U5109> \x4B\x7B |0

<U5112> \x6A\x63 |0

<U511F> \x5F\x41 |0

<U5121> \x56\x6D |0

<U512A> \x69\x50 |0

<U5132> \x6E\x39 |0

<U5137> \x55\x63 |0

<U513A> \x51\x53 |0

<U513C> \x65\x70 |0

<U5140> \x68\x34 |0
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<U5141> \x6B\x43 |0

<U5143> \x6A\x2A |0

<U5144> \x7A\x7C |0

<U5145> \x75\x76 |0

<U5146> \x70\x3C |0

<U5147> \x7D\x54 |0

<U5148> \x60\x3B |0

<U5149> \x4E\x43 |0

<U514B> \x50\x3A |0

<U514C> \x77\x3A |0

<U514D> \x58\x73 |0

<U514E> \x77\x4D |0

<U5152> \x64\x2E |0

<U515C> \x54\x5F |0

<U5162> \x50\x67

 |0

<U5165> \x6C\x7D |0

<U5167> \x52\x2E |0

<U5168> \x6E\x6F |0

<U5169> \x55\x57 |0

<U516A> \x6A\x64 |0

<U516B> \x78\x22 |0

<U516C> \x4D\x6B |0

<U516D> \x57\x3F |0

<U516E> \x7B\x31 |0

<U5171> \x4D\x6C |0

<U5175> \x5C\x32 |0

<U5176> \x50\x6C |0

<U5177> \x4E\x7D |0

<U5178> \x6E\x70 |0

<U517C> \x4C\x42 |0

<U5180> \x50\x6D |0

<U5186> \x65\x77 |0

<U518A> \x73\x7C |0

<U518D> \x6E\x22 |0

<U5192> \x59\x33 |0

<U5195> \x58\x74 |0

<U5197> \x69\x37 |0

<U51A0> \x4E\x2E |0

<U51A5> \x59\x22 |0

<U51AA> \x58\x71 |0

<U51AC> \x54\x4F |0

<U51B6> \x65\x27 |0

<U51B7> \x55\x52 |0

<U51BD> \x56\x29 |0

<U51C4> \x74\x22 |0

<U51C6> \x71\x57 |0

<U51C9> \x55\x58 |0
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<U51CB> \x70\x3D |0

<U51CC> \x57\x50 |0

<U51CD> \x54\x50 |0

<U51DC> \x57\x4F |0

<U51DD> \x6B\x6A |0

<U51DE> \x7D\x6B |0

<U51E1> \x5B\x6D |0

<U51F0> \x7C\x45 |0

<U51F1> \x4B\x42 |0

<U51F6> \x7D\x55 |0

<U51F8> \x74\x48 |0

<U51F9> \x68\x6A |0

<U51FA> \x75\x73 |0

<U51FD> \x79\x5E |0

<U5200> \x53\x6F |0

<U5203> \x6C\x53 |0

<U5206> \x5D\x42 |0

<U5207> \x6F\x37

 |0

<U5208> \x67\x54 |0

<U520A> \x4A\x4A |0

<U520E> \x59\x7B |0

<U5211> \x7A\x7D |0

<U5217> \x56\x2A |0

<U521D> \x74\x78 |0

<U5224> \x77\x77 |0

<U5225> \x5C\x2C |0

<U5229> \x57\x57 |0

<U522A> \x5F\x22 |0

<U522E> \x4E\x3E |0

<U5230> \x53\x70 |0

<U5236> \x70\x24 |0

<U5237> \x61\x6C |0

<U5238> \x4F\x67 |0

<U5239> \x73\x4B |0

<U523A> \x6D\x29 |0

<U523B> \x4A\x3E |0

<U5243> \x74\x6F |0

<U5247> \x76\x4E |0

<U524A> \x5E\x7B |0

<U524B> \x50\x3B |0

<U524C> \x55\x37 |0

<U524D> \x6E\x71 |0

<U5254> \x74\x28 |0

<U5256> \x5C\x78 |0

<U525B> \x4B\x27 |0

<U525D> \x5A\x4E |0

<U5261> \x60\x66 |0
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<U5269> \x6D\x25 |0

<U526A> \x6E\x72 |0

<U526F> \x5C\x79 |0

<U5272> \x79\x5C |0

<U5275> \x73\x5C |0

<U527D> \x78\x72 |0

<U527F> \x74\x79 |0

<U5283> \x7C\x71 |0

<U5287> \x50\x3C |0

<U5288> \x5B\x79 |0

<U5289> \x57\x31 |0

<U528D> \x4B\x7C |0

<U5291> \x70\x25 |0

<U5292> \x4B\x7D |0

<U529B> \x55\x74 |0

<U529F> \x4D\x6D |0

<U52A0> \x4A\x25 |0

<U52A3> \x56\x2B |0

<U52A4> \x50\x42 |0

<U52A9> \x70\x3E |0

<U52AA> \x52\x3D

 |0

<U52AB> \x4C\x24 |0

<U52BE> \x7A\x36 |0

<U52C1> \x4C\x4D |0

<U52C3> \x5A\x7A |0

<U52C5> \x76\x4F |0

<U52C7> \x69\x38 |0

<U52C9> \x58\x75 |0

<U52CD> \x4C\x4E |0

<U52D2> \x57\x4D |0

<U52D5> \x54\x51 |0

<U52D6> \x69\x6D |0

<U52D8> \x4A\x6B |0

<U52D9> \x59\x62 |0

<U52DB> \x7D\x32 |0

<U52DD> \x63\x2D |0

<U52DE> \x56\x4C |0

<U52DF> \x59\x34 |0

<U52E2> \x61\x27 |0

<U52E3> \x6E\x53 |0

<U52E4> \x50\x43 |0

<U52F3> \x7D\x33 |0

<U52F5> \x55\x64 |0

<U52F8> \x4F\x68 |0

<U52FA> \x6D\x43 |0

<U52FB> \x50\x32 |0

<U52FE> \x4E\x7E |0
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<U52FF> \x5A\x28 |0

<U5305> \x78\x50 |0

<U5308> \x7D\x56 |0

<U530D> \x78\x51 |0

<U530F> \x78\x52 |0

<U5310> \x5C\x53 |0

<U5315> \x5D\x62 |0

<U5316> \x7B\x79 |0

<U5317> \x5D\x41 |0

<U5319> \x63\x35 |0

<U5320> \x6D\x5D |0

<U5321> \x4E\x44 |0

<U5323> \x4B\x21 |0

<U532A> \x5D\x63 |0

<U532F> \x7C\x5D |0

<U5339> \x79\x2F |0

<U533F> \x52\x7B |0

<U5340> \x4F\x21 |0

<U5341> \x64\x28 |0

<U5343> \x74\x36 |0

<U5344> \x6C\x7E |0

<U5347> \x63\x2E |0

<U5348> \x67\x6D |0

<U5349> \x7D\x41

 |0

<U534A> \x5A\x62 |0

<U534D> \x58\x33 |0

<U5351> \x5D\x64 |0

<U5352> \x70\x6F |0

<U5353> \x76\x71 |0

<U5354> \x7A\x70 |0

<U5357> \x51\x75 |0

<U535A> \x5A\x4F |0

<U535C> \x5C\x54 |0

<U535E> \x5C\x26 |0

<U5360> \x6F\x3F |0

<U5366> \x4E\x4F |0

<U5368> \x60\x59 |0

<U536F> \x59\x56 |0

<U5370> \x6C\x54 |0

<U5371> \x6A\x4B |0

<U5374> \x4A\x3F |0

<U5375> \x55\x30 |0

<U5377> \x4F\x69 |0

<U537D> \x71\x6D |0

<U537F> \x4C\x4F |0

<U5384> \x64\x78 |0

<U5393> \x64\x6D |0
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<U5398> \x57\x58 |0

<U539A> \x7D\x27 |0

<U539F> \x6A\x2B |0

<U53A0> \x76\x32 |0

<U53A5> \x4F\x70 |0

<U53A6> \x79\x3D |0

<U53AD> \x66\x74 |0

<U53BB> \x4B\x5B |0

<U53C3> \x73\x51 |0

<U53C8> \x69\x51 |0

<U53C9> \x73\x29 |0

<U53CA> \x50\x60 |0

<U53CB> \x69\x52 |0

<U53CD> \x5A\x63 |0

<U53D4> \x62\x52 |0

<U53D6> \x76\x22 |0

<U53D7> \x61\x74 |0

<U53DB> \x5A\x64 |0

<U53E1> \x67\x55 |0

<U53E2> \x75\x3F |0

<U53E3> \x4F\x22 |0

<U53E4> \x4D\x2F |0

<U53E5> \x4F\x23 |0

<U53E9> \x4D\x30 |0

<U53EA> \x71\x7E |0

<U53EB> \x50\x23 |0

<U53EC> \x61\x2F

 |0

<U53ED> \x78\x23 |0

<U53EF> \x4A\x26 |0

<U53F0> \x77\x3B |0

<U53F1> \x72\x6A |0

<U53F2> \x5E\x48 |0

<U53F3> \x69\x53 |0

<U53F8> \x5E\x49 |0

<U5403> \x7D\x5E |0

<U5404> \x4A\x40 |0

<U5408> \x79\x6A |0

<U5409> \x51\x4E |0

<U540A> \x6E\x54 |0

<U540C> \x54\x52 |0

<U540D> \x59\x23 |0

<U540E> \x7D\x28 |0

<U540F> \x57\x59 |0

<U5410> \x77\x4E |0

<U5411> \x7A\x3E |0

<U541B> \x4F\x56 |0

<U541D> \x57\x70 |0
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<U541F> \x6B\x61 |0

<U5420> \x78\x45 |0

<U5426> \x5C\x7A |0

<U5429> \x5D\x43 |0

<U542B> \x79\x5F |0

<U5433> \x67\x6F |0

<U5438> \x7D\x65 |0

<U5439> \x76\x23 |0

<U543B> \x59\x7C |0

<U543C> \x7D\x29 |0

<U543E> \x67\x6E |0

<U5442> \x55\x65 |0

<U5448> \x6F\x50 |0

<U544A> \x4D\x31 |0

<U5451> \x77\x22 |0

<U5468> \x71\x32 |0

<U546A> \x71\x31 |0

<U5471> \x4D\x32 |0

<U5473> \x5A\x2B |0

<U5475> \x4A\x27 |0

<U547B> \x63\x62 |0

<U547C> \x7B\x3C |0

<U547D> \x59\x24 |0

<U5480> \x6E\x3A |0

<U5486> \x78\x53 |0

<U548C> \x7B\x7A |0

<U548E> \x4F\x24 |0

<U5490> \x5C\x7B |0

<U54A4> \x76\x63 |0

<U54A8> \x6D\x2A

 |0

<U54AB> \x72\x21 |0

<U54AC> \x4E\x61 |0

<U54B3> \x7A\x26 |0

<U54B8> \x79\x60 |0

<U54BD> \x6C\x56 |0

<U54C0> \x64\x6E |0

<U54C1> \x79\x21 |0

<U54C4> \x7B\x6F |0

<U54C8> \x79\x6B |0

<U54C9> \x6E\x23 |0

<U54E1> \x6A\x2C |0

<U54E5> \x4A\x28 |0

<U54E8> \x74\x7A |0

<U54ED> \x4D\x56 |0

<U54EE> \x7C\x76 |0

<U54F2> \x74\x49 |0

<U54FA> \x78\x54 |0
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<U5504> \x78\x26 |0

<U5506> \x5E\x4A |0

<U5507> \x72\x46 |0

<U550E> \x57\x5A |0

<U5510> \x53\x50 |0

<U551C> \x58\x45 |0

<U552F> \x6A\x66 |0

<U5531> \x73\x5D |0

<U5535> \x64\x5A |0

<U553E> \x76\x64 |0

<U5544> \x76\x72 |0

<U5546> \x5F\x42 |0

<U554F> \x59\x7D |0

<U5553> \x4C\x76 |0

<U5556> \x53\x3A |0

<U555E> \x64\x2F |0

<U5563> \x79\x61 |0

<U557C> \x70\x26 |0

<U5580> \x4B\x53 |0

<U5584> \x60\x3C |0

<U5586> \x74\x4A |0

<U5587> \x54\x7A |0

<U5589> \x7D\x2A |0

<U558A> \x79\x62 |0

<U5598> \x74\x37 |0

<U5599> \x7D\x42 |0

<U559A> \x7C\x30 |0

<U559C> \x7D\x6C |0

<U559D> \x4A\x62 |0

<U55A7> \x7D\x3D |0

<U55A9> \x6A\x67 |0

<U55AA> \x5F\x43 |0

<U55AB> \x51\x52

 |0

<U55AC> \x4E\x62 |0

<U55AE> \x53\x24 |0

<U55C5> \x7D\x2B |0

<U55C7> \x5F\x60 |0

<U55D4> \x72\x47 |0

<U55DA> \x67\x70 |0

<U55DC> \x50\x6E |0

<U55DF> \x73\x2A |0

<U55E3> \x5E\x4B |0

<U55E4> \x76\x38 |0

<U55FD> \x61\x75 |0

<U55FE> \x71\x33 |0

<U5606> \x77\x23 |0

<U5609> \x4A\x29 |0
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<U5614> \x4F\x25 |0

<U5617> \x5F\x44 |0

<U562F> \x61\x30 |0

<U5632> \x70\x3F |0

<U5634> \x76\x24 |0

<U5636> \x63\x36 |0

<U5653> \x7A\x46 |0

<U5668> \x50\x6F |0

<U566B> \x7D\x6D |0

<U5674> \x5D\x44 |0

<U5686> \x7C\x77 |0

<U56A5> \x66\x3F |0

<U56AC> \x5E\x2D |0

<U56AE> \x7A\x3F |0

<U56B4> \x65\x71 |0

<U56BC> \x6D\x44 |0

<U56CA> \x52\x25 |0

<U56CD> \x7D\x6E |0

<U56D1> \x75\x36 |0

<U56DA> \x61\x76 |0

<U56DB> \x5E\x4C |0

<U56DE> \x7C\x5E |0

<U56E0> \x6C\x57 |0

<U56F0> \x4D\x5D |0

<U56F9> \x56\x37 |0

<U56FA> \x4D\x33 |0

<U5703> \x78\x55 |0

<U5704> \x65\x58 |0

<U5708> \x4F\x6A |0

<U570B> \x4F\x50 |0

<U570D> \x6A\x4C |0

<U5712> \x6A\x2E |0

<U5713> \x6A\x2D |0

<U5716> \x53\x71 |0

<U5718> \x53\x25 |0

<U571F> \x77\x4F

 |0

<U5728> \x6E\x24 |0

<U572D> \x50\x24 |0

<U5730> \x72\x22 |0

<U573B> \x50\x70 |0

<U5740> \x72\x23 |0

<U5742> \x77\x78 |0

<U5747> \x50\x33 |0

<U574A> \x5B\x29 |0

<U574D> \x53\x3B |0

<U574E> \x4A\x6C |0

<U5750> \x71\x26 |0
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<U5751> \x4B\x55 |0

<U5761> \x77\x67 |0

<U5764> \x4D\x5E |0

<U5766> \x77\x24 |0

<U576A> \x78\x40 |0

<U576E> \x53\x5D |0

<U5770> \x4C\x50 |0

<U5775> \x4F\x26 |0

<U577C> \x76\x73 |0

<U5782> \x61\x77 |0

<U5788> \x53\x5C |0

<U578B> \x7A\x7E |0

<U5793> \x7A\x27 |0

<U57A0> \x6B\x59 |0

<U57A2> \x4F\x27 |0

<U57A3> \x6A\x2F |0

<U57C3> \x64\x6F |0

<U57C7> \x69\x39 |0

<U57C8> \x71\x58 |0

<U57CB> \x58\x58 |0

<U57CE> \x60\x72 |0

<U57DF> \x66\x34 |0

<U57E0> \x5C\x7C |0

<U57F0> \x73\x71 |0

<U57F4> \x63\x50 |0

<U57F7> \x72\x7B |0

<U57F9> \x5B\x46 |0

<U57FA> \x50\x71 |0

<U57FC> \x50\x72 |0

<U5800> \x4F\x5C |0

<U5802> \x53\x51 |0

<U5805> \x4C\x31 |0

<U5806> \x77\x58 |0

<U5808> \x4B\x28 |0

<U5809> \x6B\x3C |0

<U580A> \x64\x3E |0

<U581E> \x74\x5C |0

<U5821> \x5C\x42 |0

<U5824> \x70\x27

 |0

<U5827> \x66\x40 |0

<U582A> \x4A\x6D |0

<U582F> \x68\x6B |0

<U5830> \x65\x68 |0

<U5831> \x5C\x43 |0

<U5834> \x6D\x5E |0

<U5835> \x53\x72 |0

<U583A> \x4C\x77 |0
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<U584A> \x4E\x54 |0

<U584B> \x67\x2B |0

<U584F> \x4B\x43 |0

<U5851> \x61\x31 |0

<U5854> \x77\x32 |0

<U5857> \x53\x73 |0

<U5858> \x53\x52 |0

<U585A> \x75\x40 |0

<U585E> \x5F\x5D |0

<U5861> \x6E\x73 |0

<U5862> \x67\x71 |0

<U5864> \x7D\x34 |0

<U5875> \x72\x48 |0

<U5879> \x73\x52 |0

<U587C> \x6E\x74 |0

<U587E> \x62\x53 |0

<U5883> \x4C\x51 |0

<U5885> \x5F\x6A |0

<U5889> \x69\x3A |0

<U5893> \x59\x57 |0

<U589C> \x75\x4D |0

<U589E> \x71\x72 |0

<U589F> \x7A\x47 |0

<U58A8> \x59\x78 |0

<U58A9> \x54\x42 |0

<U58AE> \x76\x65 |0

<U58B3> \x5D\x45 |0

<U58BA> \x67\x72 |0

<U58BB> \x6D\x5F |0

<U58BE> \x4A\x4B |0

<U58C1> \x5B\x7A |0

<U58C5> \x68\x35 |0

<U58C7> \x53\x26 |0

<U58CE> \x7D\x35 |0

<U58D1> \x79\x49 |0

<U58D3> \x64\x62 |0

<U58D5> \x7B\x3D |0

<U58D8> \x57\x24 |0

<U58D9> \x4E\x45 |0

<U58DE> \x4E\x55 |0

<U58DF> \x56\x66 |0

<U58E4> \x65\x3D

 |0

<U58EB> \x5E\x4D |0

<U58EC> \x6C\x73 |0

<U58EF> \x6D\x60 |0

<U58F9> \x6C\x6C |0

<U58FA> \x7B\x3E |0
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<U58FB> \x5F\x6B |0

<U58FD> \x61\x78 |0

<U590F> \x79\x3E |0

<U5914> \x50\x73 |0

<U5915> \x60\x2A |0

<U5916> \x68\x62 |0

<U5919> \x62\x54 |0

<U591A> \x52\x7D |0

<U591C> \x65\x28 |0

<U5922> \x59\x53 |0

<U5927> \x53\x5E |0

<U5929> \x74\x38 |0

<U592A> \x77\x3C |0

<U592B> \x5C\x7D |0

<U592D> \x68\x6C |0

<U592E> \x64\x67 |0

<U5931> \x63\x77 |0

<U5937> \x6C\x28 |0

<U593E> \x7A\x71 |0

<U5944> \x65\x72 |0

<U5947> \x50\x74 |0

<U5948> \x52\x2F |0

<U5949> \x5C\x65 |0

<U594E> \x50\x25 |0

<U594F> \x71\x34 |0

<U5950> \x7C\x31 |0

<U5951> \x4C\x78 |0

<U5954> \x5D\x46 |0

<U5955> \x7A\x51 |0

<U5957> \x77\x5F |0

<U595A> \x7A\x28 |0

<U5960> \x6E\x75 |0

<U5962> \x5E\x4E |0

<U5967> \x67\x73 |0

<U596A> \x77\x2C |0

<U596B> \x6B\x44 |0

<U596C> \x6D\x61 |0

<U596D> \x60\x2B |0

<U596E> \x5D\x47 |0

<U5973> \x52\x33 |0

<U5974> \x52\x3F |0

<U5978> \x4A\x4C |0

<U597D> \x7B\x3F |0

<U5982> \x65\x7D |0

<U5983> \x5D\x65

 |0

<U5984> \x58\x4D |0

<U598A> \x6C\x74 |0
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<U5993> \x50\x75 |0

<U5996> \x68\x6D |0

<U5997> \x50\x52 |0

<U5999> \x59\x58 |0

<U59A5> \x76\x66 |0

<U59A8> \x5B\x2A |0

<U59AC> \x77\x60 |0

<U59B9> \x58\x59 |0

<U59BB> \x74\x23 |0

<U59BE> \x74\x5D |0

<U59C3> \x6F\x51 |0

<U59C6> \x59\x35 |0

<U59C9> \x6D\x2B |0

<U59CB> \x63\x37 |0

<U59D0> \x6E\x3B |0

<U59D1> \x4D\x34 |0

<U59D3> \x60\x73 |0

<U59D4> \x6A\x4D |0

<U59D9> \x6C\x75 |0

<U59DA> \x68\x6E |0

<U59DC> \x4B\x29 |0

<U59DD> \x71\x2F |0

<U59E6> \x4A\x4D |0

<U59E8> \x6C\x29 |0

<U59EA> \x72\x6B |0

<U59EC> \x7D\x6F |0

<U59EE> \x79\x73 |0

<U59F8> \x66\x41 |0

<U59FB> \x6C\x58 |0

<U59FF> \x6D\x2C |0

<U5A01> \x6A\x4E |0

<U5A03> \x68\x5F |0

<U5A11> \x5E\x4F |0

<U5A18> \x52\x26 |0

<U5A1B> \x67\x74 |0

<U5A1C> \x51\x56 |0

<U5A1F> \x66\x42 |0

<U5A20> \x63\x63 |0

<U5A25> \x64\x30 |0

<U5A29> \x58\x34 |0

<U5A36> \x76\x25 |0

<U5A3C> \x73\x5E |0

<U5A41> \x57\x25 |0

<U5A46> \x77\x68 |0

<U5A49> \x68\x46 |0

<U5A5A> \x7B\x66 |0

<U5A62> \x5D\x66 |0

<U5A66> \x5C\x7E
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 |0

<U5A92> \x58\x5A |0

<U5A9A> \x5A\x2C |0

<U5A9B> \x6A\x30 |0

<U5AA4> \x63\x38 |0

<U5AC1> \x4A\x2A |0

<U5AC2> \x61\x79 |0

<U5AC4> \x6A\x31 |0

<U5AC9> \x72\x6C |0

<U5ACC> \x7A\x6E |0

<U5AE1> \x6E\x55 |0

<U5AE6> \x79\x74 |0

<U5AE9> \x52\x6C |0

<U5B05> \x7B\x7B |0

<U5B09> \x7D\x70 |0

<U5B0B> \x60\x3D |0

<U5B0C> \x4E\x63 |0

<U5B16> \x78\x46 |0

<U5B2A> \x5E\x2E |0

<U5B40> \x5F\x45 |0

<U5B43> \x65\x3E |0

<U5B50> \x6D\x2D |0

<U5B51> \x7A\x6A |0

<U5B54> \x4D\x6E |0

<U5B55> \x6D\x26 |0

<U5B57> \x6D\x2E |0

<U5B58> \x70\x6D |0

<U5B5A> \x5D\x21 |0

<U5B5C> \x6D\x2F |0

<U5B5D> \x7C\x78 |0

<U5B5F> \x58\x6B |0

<U5B63> \x4C\x79 |0

<U5B64> \x4D\x35 |0

<U5B69> \x7A\x29 |0

<U5B6B> \x61\x5D |0

<U5B70> \x62\x55 |0

<U5B71> \x6D\x4F |0

<U5B75> \x5D\x22 |0

<U5B78> \x79\x4A |0

<U5B7A> \x6A\x68 |0

<U5B7C> \x65\x6D |0

<U5B85> \x53\x6B |0

<U5B87> \x69\x54 |0

<U5B88> \x61\x7A |0

<U5B89> \x64\x4C |0

<U5B8B> \x61\x64 |0

<U5B8C> \x68\x47 |0

<U5B8F> \x4E\x5B |0
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<U5B93> \x5C\x55 |0

<U5B95> \x77\x35 |0

<U5B96> \x7C\x73

 |0

<U5B97> \x70\x73 |0

<U5B98> \x4E\x2F |0

<U5B99> \x71\x35 |0

<U5B9A> \x6F\x52 |0

<U5B9B> \x68\x48 |0

<U5B9C> \x6B\x71 |0

<U5BA2> \x4B\x54 |0

<U5BA3> \x60\x3E |0

<U5BA4> \x63\x78 |0

<U5BA5> \x6A\x69 |0

<U5BA6> \x7C\x32 |0

<U5BAC> \x60\x74 |0

<U5BAE> \x4F\x60 |0

<U5BB0> \x6E\x25 |0

<U5BB3> \x7A\x2A |0

<U5BB4> \x66\x43 |0

<U5BB5> \x61\x32 |0

<U5BB6> \x4A\x2B |0

<U5BB8> \x63\x64 |0

<U5BB9> \x69\x3B |0

<U5BBF> \x62\x56 |0

<U5BC0> \x73\x72 |0

<U5BC2> \x6E\x56 |0

<U5BC3> \x6A\x32 |0

<U5BC4> \x50\x76 |0

<U5BC5> \x6C\x59 |0

<U5BC6> \x5A\x4B |0

<U5BC7> \x4F\x28 |0

<U5BCC> \x5D\x23 |0

<U5BD0> \x58\x5B |0

<U5BD2> \x79\x4E |0

<U5BD3> \x69\x55 |0

<U5BD4> \x63\x51 |0

<U5BD7> \x52\x3C |0

<U5BDE> \x58\x2C |0

<U5BDF> \x73\x4C |0

<U5BE1> \x4D\x7B |0

<U5BE2> \x76\x56 |0

<U5BE4> \x67\x75 |0

<U5BE5> \x68\x6F |0

<U5BE6> \x63\x79 |0

<U5BE7> \x52\x3B |0

<U5BE8> \x73\x73 |0

<U5BE9> \x63\x7B |0
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<U5BEB> \x5E\x50 |0

<U5BEC> \x4E\x30 |0

<U5BEE> \x56\x77 |0

<U5BEF> \x71\x59 |0

<U5BF5> \x75\x41 |0

<U5BF6> \x5C\x44

 |0

<U5BF8> \x75\x3B |0

<U5BFA> \x5E\x51 |0

<U5C01> \x5C\x66 |0

<U5C04> \x5E\x52 |0

<U5C07> \x6D\x62 |0

<U5C08> \x6E\x76 |0

<U5C09> \x6A\x4F |0

<U5C0A> \x70\x6E |0

<U5C0B> \x63\x7C |0

<U5C0D> \x53\x5F |0

<U5C0E> \x53\x74 |0

<U5C0F> \x61\x33 |0

<U5C11> \x61\x34 |0

<U5C16> \x74\x53 |0

<U5C19> \x5F\x46 |0

<U5C24> \x69\x56 |0

<U5C28> \x5B\x2B |0

<U5C31> \x76\x26 |0

<U5C38> \x63\x39 |0

<U5C39> \x6B\x45 |0

<U5C3A> \x74\x29 |0

<U5C3B> \x4D\x36 |0

<U5C3C> \x52\x79 |0

<U5C3E> \x5A\x2D |0

<U5C3F> \x52\x63 |0

<U5C40> \x4F\x51 |0

<U5C45> \x4B\x5C |0

<U5C46> \x4C\x7A |0

<U5C48> \x4F\x5D |0

<U5C4B> \x68\x29 |0

<U5C4D> \x63\x3B |0

<U5C4E> \x63\x3A |0

<U5C51> \x60\x5A |0

<U5C55> \x6E\x77 |0

<U5C5B> \x5C\x33 |0

<U5C60> \x53\x75 |0

<U5C62> \x57\x26 |0

<U5C64> \x76\x35 |0

<U5C65> \x57\x5B |0

<U5C6C> \x61\x55 |0

<U5C6F> \x54\x6A |0
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<U5C71> \x5F\x23 |0

<U5C79> \x7D\x5F |0

<U5C90> \x50\x77 |0

<U5C91> \x6D\x54 |0

<U5CA1> \x4B\x2A |0

<U5CA9> \x64\x5B |0

<U5CAB> \x61\x7B |0

<U5CAC> \x4B\x22 |0

<U5CB1> \x53\x60

 |0

<U5CB3> \x64\x3F |0

<U5CB5> \x7B\x40 |0

<U5CB7> \x5A\x3E |0

<U5CB8> \x64\x4D |0

<U5CBA> \x56\x39 |0

<U5CBE> \x6F\x40 |0

<U5CC0> \x61\x7C |0

<U5CD9> \x76\x39 |0

<U5CE0> \x5F\x47 |0

<U5CE8> \x64\x31 |0

<U5CEF> \x5C\x67 |0

<U5CF0> \x5C\x68 |0

<U5CF4> \x7A\x56 |0

<U5CF6> \x53\x76 |0

<U5CFB> \x71\x5A |0

<U5CFD> \x7A\x72 |0

<U5D07> \x62\x7D |0

<U5D0D> \x55\x4F |0

<U5D0E> \x50\x78 |0

<U5D11> \x4D\x5F |0

<U5D14> \x75\x4B |0

<U5D16> \x64\x70 |0

<U5D17> \x4B\x2B |0

<U5D19> \x57\x44 |0

<U5D27> \x62\x7E |0

<U5D29> \x5D\x5A |0

<U5D4B> \x5A\x2E |0

<U5D4C> \x4A\x6E |0

<U5D50> \x55\x39 |0

<U5D69> \x63\x21 |0

<U5D6C> \x68\x63 |0

<U5D6F> \x73\x2B |0

<U5D87> \x4F\x29 |0

<U5D8B> \x53\x77 |0

<U5D9D> \x54\x71 |0

<U5DA0> \x4E\x64 |0

<U5DA2> \x68\x72 |0

<U5DAA> \x65\x75 |0
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<U5DB8> \x67\x2E |0

<U5DBA> \x56\x3A |0

<U5DBC> \x5F\x6C |0

<U5DBD> \x64\x40 |0

<U5DCD> \x68\x64 |0

<U5DD2> \x58\x35 |0

<U5DD6> \x64\x5C |0

<U5DDD> \x74\x39 |0

<U5DDE> \x71\x36 |0

<U5DE1> \x62\x5E |0

<U5DE2> \x61\x35 |0

<U5DE5> \x4D\x6F

 |0

<U5DE6> \x71\x27 |0

<U5DE7> \x4E\x65 |0

<U5DE8> \x4B\x5D |0

<U5DEB> \x59\x63 |0

<U5DEE> \x73\x2C |0

<U5DF1> \x50\x79 |0

<U5DF2> \x6C\x2B |0

<U5DF3> \x5E\x53 |0

<U5DF4> \x77\x69 |0

<U5DF7> \x79\x75 |0

<U5DFD> \x61\x5E |0

<U5DFE> \x4B\x6E |0

<U5E02> \x63\x3C |0

<U5E03> \x78\x56 |0

<U5E06> \x5B\x6E |0

<U5E0C> \x7D\x71 |0

<U5E11> \x77\x36 |0

<U5E16> \x74\x5E |0

<U5E19> \x72\x6D |0

<U5E1B> \x5B\x59 |0

<U5E1D> \x70\x28 |0

<U5E25> \x61\x7D |0

<U5E2B> \x5E\x54 |0

<U5E2D> \x60\x2C |0

<U5E33> \x6D\x63 |0

<U5E36> \x53\x61 |0

<U5E38> \x5F\x48 |0

<U5E3D> \x59\x36 |0

<U5E3F> \x7D\x2C |0

<U5E40> \x6F\x53 |0

<U5E44> \x64\x41 |0

<U5E45> \x78\x6B |0

<U5E47> \x5B\x2C |0

<U5E4C> \x7C\x46 |0

<U5E55> \x58\x2D |0
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<U5E5F> \x76\x3A |0

<U5E61> \x5B\x5F |0

<U5E62> \x53\x53 |0

<U5E63> \x78\x47 |0

<U5E72> \x4A\x4E |0

<U5E73> \x78\x41 |0

<U5E74> \x52\x34 |0

<U5E77> \x5C\x34 |0

<U5E78> \x7A\x39 |0

<U5E79> \x4A\x4F |0

<U5E7B> \x7C\x33 |0

<U5E7C> \x6A\x6A |0

<U5E7D> \x6A\x6B |0

<U5E7E> \x50\x7A |0

<U5E84> \x6D\x64

 |0

<U5E87> \x5D\x67 |0

<U5E8A> \x5F\x49 |0

<U5E8F> \x5F\x6D |0

<U5E95> \x6E\x3C |0

<U5E97> \x6F\x41 |0

<U5E9A> \x4C\x52 |0

<U5E9C> \x5D\x24 |0

<U5EA0> \x5F\x4A |0

<U5EA6> \x53\x78 |0

<U5EA7> \x71\x28 |0

<U5EAB> \x4D\x37 |0

<U5EAD> \x6F\x54 |0

<U5EB5> \x64\x5D |0

<U5EB6> \x5F\x6E |0

<U5EB7> \x4B\x2C |0

<U5EB8> \x69\x3C |0

<U5EBE> \x6A\x6C |0

<U5EC2> \x5F\x4B |0

<U5EC8> \x79\x3F |0

<U5EC9> \x56\x2F |0

<U5ECA> \x55\x46 |0

<U5ED0> \x4F\x2A |0

<U5ED3> \x4E\x29 |0

<U5ED6> \x56\x78 |0

<U5EDA> \x71\x37 |0

<U5EDB> \x6E\x78 |0

<U5EDF> \x59\x59 |0

<U5EE0> \x73\x5F |0

<U5EE2> \x78\x48 |0

<U5EE3> \x4E\x46 |0

<U5EEC> \x55\x66 |0

<U5EF3> \x74\x66 |0
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<U5EF6> \x66\x45 |0

<U5EF7> \x6F\x55 |0

<U5EFA> \x4B\x6F |0

<U5EFB> \x7C\x5F |0

<U5F01> \x5C\x27 |0

<U5F04> \x56\x67 |0

<U5F0A> \x78\x49 |0

<U5F0F> \x63\x52 |0

<U5F11> \x63\x3D |0

<U5F13> \x4F\x61 |0

<U5F14> \x70\x40 |0

<U5F15> \x6C\x5A |0

<U5F17> \x5D\x57 |0

<U5F18> \x7B\x70 |0

<U5F1B> \x6C\x2C |0

<U5F1F> \x70\x29 |0

<U5F26> \x7A\x57 |0

<U5F27> \x7B\x41

 |0

<U5F29> \x52\x40 |0

<U5F31> \x65\x30 |0

<U5F35> \x6D\x65 |0

<U5F3A> \x4B\x2D |0

<U5F3C> \x79\x30 |0

<U5F48> \x77\x25 |0

<U5F4A> \x4B\x2E |0

<U5F4C> \x5A\x2F |0

<U5F4E> \x58\x36 |0

<U5F56> \x53\x27 |0

<U5F57> \x7B\x32 |0

<U5F59> \x7D\x44 |0

<U5F5B> \x6C\x2D |0

<U5F62> \x7B\x21 |0

<U5F66> \x65\x69 |0

<U5F67> \x69\x6E |0

<U5F69> \x73\x74 |0

<U5F6A> \x78\x73 |0

<U5F6B> \x70\x41 |0

<U5F6C> \x5E\x2F |0

<U5F6D> \x78\x30 |0

<U5F70> \x73\x60 |0

<U5F71> \x67\x2F |0

<U5F77> \x5B\x2D |0

<U5F79> \x66\x35 |0

<U5F7C> \x79\x28 |0

<U5F7F> \x5D\x58 |0

<U5F80> \x68\x59 |0

<U5F81> \x6F\x56 |0
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<U5F85> \x53\x62 |0

<U5F87> \x62\x5F |0

<U5F8A> \x7C\x60 |0

<U5F8B> \x57\x48 |0

<U5F8C> \x7D\x2D |0

<U5F90> \x5F\x6F |0

<U5F91> \x4C\x53 |0

<U5F92> \x53\x79 |0

<U5F97> \x54\x70 |0

<U5F98> \x5B\x47 |0

<U5F99> \x5E\x55 |0

<U5F9E> \x70\x74 |0

<U5FA0> \x55\x50 |0

<U5FA1> \x65\x59 |0

<U5FA8> \x7C\x47 |0

<U5FA9> \x5C\x56 |0

<U5FAA> \x62\x60 |0

<U5FAE> \x5A\x30 |0

<U5FB5> \x73\x23 |0

<U5FB7> \x53\x6C |0

<U5FB9> \x74\x4B

 |0

<U5FBD> \x7D\x45 |0

<U5FC3> \x63\x7D |0

<U5FC5> \x79\x31 |0

<U5FCC> \x50\x7B |0

<U5FCD> \x6C\x5B |0

<U5FD6> \x75\x3C |0

<U5FD7> \x72\x24 |0

<U5FD8> \x58\x4E |0

<U5FD9> \x58\x4F |0

<U5FE0> \x75\x77 |0

<U5FEB> \x76\x61 |0

<U5FF5> \x52\x37 |0

<U5FFD> \x7B\x6C |0

<U5FFF> \x5D\x48 |0

<U600F> \x64\x68 |0

<U6012> \x52\x41 |0

<U6016> \x78\x57 |0

<U601C> \x56\x3B |0

<U601D> \x5E\x56 |0

<U6020> \x77\x3D |0

<U6021> \x6C\x2E |0

<U6025> \x50\x61 |0

<U6027> \x60\x75 |0

<U6028> \x6A\x33 |0

<U602A> \x4E\x56 |0

<U602F> \x4C\x25 |0
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<U6041> \x6C\x76 |0

<U6042> \x62\x61 |0

<U6043> \x63\x3E |0

<U604D> \x7C\x48 |0

<U6050> \x4D\x70 |0

<U6052> \x79\x76 |0

<U6055> \x5F\x70 |0

<U6059> \x65\x3F |0

<U605D> \x4E\x3F |0

<U6062> \x7C\x61 |0

<U6063> \x6D\x30 |0

<U6064> \x7D\x51 |0

<U6065> \x76\x3B |0

<U6068> \x79\x4F |0

<U6069> \x6B\x5A |0

<U606A> \x4A\x41 |0

<U606C> \x52\x38 |0

<U606D> \x4D\x71 |0

<U606F> \x63\x53 |0

<U6070> \x7D\x66 |0

<U6085> \x66\x6D |0

<U6089> \x63\x7A |0

<U608C> \x70\x2A |0

<U608D> \x79\x50

 |0

<U6094> \x7C\x62 |0

<U6096> \x78\x27 |0

<U609A> \x61\x65 |0

<U609B> \x6E\x79 |0

<U609F> \x67\x76 |0

<U60A0> \x6A\x6D |0

<U60A3> \x7C\x34 |0

<U60A4> \x75\x42 |0

<U60A7> \x57\x5C |0

<U60B0> \x70\x75 |0

<U60B2> \x5D\x68 |0

<U60B3> \x53\x6D |0

<U60B4> \x75\x7C |0

<U60B6> \x5A\x3F |0

<U60B8> \x4C\x7B |0

<U60BC> \x53\x7A |0

<U60BD> \x74\x24 |0

<U60C5> \x6F\x57 |0

<U60C7> \x54\x43 |0

<U60D1> \x7B\x63 |0

<U60DA> \x7B\x6D |0

<U60DC> \x60\x2D |0

<U60DF> \x6A\x6E |0
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<U60E0> \x7B\x33 |0

<U60E1> \x64\x42 |0

<U60F0> \x76\x67 |0

<U60F1> \x52\x5D |0

<U60F3> \x5F\x4C |0

<U60F6> \x7C\x49 |0

<U60F9> \x65\x29 |0

<U60FA> \x60\x76 |0

<U60FB> \x76\x33 |0

<U6101> \x61\x7E |0

<U6106> \x4B\x70 |0

<U6108> \x6A\x6F |0

<U6109> \x6A\x70 |0

<U610D> \x5A\x40 |0

<U610E> \x78\x34 |0

<U610F> \x6B\x72 |0

<U6115> \x64\x43 |0

<U611A> \x69\x57 |0

<U611B> \x64\x71 |0

<U611F> \x4A\x6F |0

<U6127> \x4E\x57 |0

<U6130> \x7C\x4A |0

<U6134> \x73\x61 |0

<U6137> \x4B\x44 |0

<U613C> \x63\x65 |0

<U613E> \x4B\x45 |0

<U613F> \x6A\x34

 |0

<U6142> \x69\x3D |0

<U6144> \x57\x49 |0

<U6147> \x6B\x5B |0

<U6148> \x6D\x31 |0

<U614A> \x4C\x43 |0

<U614B> \x77\x3E |0

<U614C> \x7C\x4B |0

<U6153> \x78\x74 |0

<U6155> \x59\x37 |0

<U6158> \x73\x53 |0

<U6159> \x73\x54 |0

<U615D> \x77\x64 |0

<U615F> \x77\x51 |0

<U6162> \x58\x37 |0

<U6163> \x4E\x31 |0

<U6164> \x4A\x42 |0

<U6167> \x7B\x34 |0

<U6168> \x4B\x46 |0

<U616B> \x70\x76 |0

<U616E> \x55\x67 |0
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<U6170> \x6A\x50 |0

<U6176> \x4C\x54 |0

<U6177> \x4B\x2F |0

<U617D> \x74\x2A |0

<U617E> \x69\x2F |0

<U6181> \x75\x43 |0

<U6182> \x69\x58 |0

<U618A> \x5D\x69 |0

<U618E> \x71\x73 |0

<U6190> \x55\x7B |0

<U6191> \x5E\x3B |0

<U6194> \x74\x7B |0

<U6198> \x7D\x73 |0

<U6199> \x7D\x72 |0

<U619A> \x77\x26 |0

<U61A4> \x5D\x49 |0

<U61A7> \x54\x53 |0

<U61A9> \x4C\x28 |0

<U61AB> \x5A\x41 |0

<U61AC> \x4C\x55 |0

<U61AE> \x59\x64 |0

<U61B2> \x7A\x4A |0

<U61B6> \x65\x63 |0

<U61BA> \x53\x3C |0

<U61BE> \x4A\x70 |0

<U61C3> \x50\x44 |0

<U61C7> \x4A\x50 |0

<U61C8> \x7A\x2B |0

<U61C9> \x6B\x6B |0

<U61CA> \x67\x78

 |0

<U61CB> \x59\x65 |0

<U61E6> \x51\x57 |0

<U61F2> \x73\x24 |0

<U61F6> \x54\x7B |0

<U61F7> \x7C\x63 |0

<U61F8> \x7A\x58 |0

<U61FA> \x73\x55 |0

<U61FC> \x4F\x2B |0

<U61FF> \x6B\x73 |0

<U6200> \x55\x7C |0

<U6207> \x53\x54 |0

<U6208> \x4D\x7C |0

<U620A> \x59\x66 |0

<U620C> \x62\x79 |0

<U620D> \x62\x21 |0

<U620E> \x6B\x54 |0

<U6210> \x60\x77 |0
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<U6211> \x64\x32 |0

<U6212> \x4C\x7C |0

<U6216> \x7B\x64 |0

<U621A> \x74\x2B |0

<U621F> \x50\x3D |0

<U6221> \x4A\x71 |0

<U622A> \x6F\x38 |0

<U622E> \x57\x40 |0

<U6230> \x6E\x7A |0

<U6231> \x7D\x74 |0

<U6234> \x53\x63 |0

<U6236> \x7B\x42 |0

<U623E> \x55\x68 |0

<U623F> \x5B\x2E |0

<U6240> \x61\x36 |0

<U6241> \x78\x37 |0

<U6247> \x60\x3F |0

<U6248> \x7B\x43 |0

<U6249> \x5D\x6A |0

<U624B> \x62\x22 |0

<U624D> \x6E\x26 |0

<U6253> \x76\x68 |0

<U6258> \x76\x75 |0

<U626E> \x5D\x4A |0

<U6271> \x50\x62 |0

<U6276> \x5D\x26 |0

<U6279> \x5D\x6B |0

<U627C> \x64\x79 |0

<U627F> \x63\x2F |0

<U6280> \x50\x7C |0

<U6284> \x74\x7C |0

<U6289> \x4C\x3C |0

<U628A> \x77\x6A

 |0

<U6291> \x65\x64 |0

<U6292> \x5F\x71 |0

<U6295> \x77\x61 |0

<U6297> \x79\x77 |0

<U6298> \x6F\x39 |0

<U629B> \x78\x58 |0

<U62AB> \x79\x29 |0

<U62B1> \x78\x59 |0

<U62B5> \x6E\x3D |0

<U62B9> \x58\x46 |0

<U62BC> \x64\x63 |0

<U62BD> \x75\x4E |0

<U62C2> \x5D\x59 |0

<U62C7> \x59\x67 |0
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<U62C8> \x52\x39 |0

<U62C9> \x55\x43 |0

<U62CC> \x5A\x65 |0

<U62CD> \x5A\x50 |0

<U62CF> \x51\x59 |0

<U62D0> \x4E\x58 |0

<U62D2> \x4B\x5E |0

<U62D3> \x74\x2C |0

<U62D4> \x5A\x7B |0

<U62D6> \x76\x69 |0

<U62D7> \x68\x73 |0

<U62D8> \x4F\x2C |0

<U62D9> \x70\x70 |0

<U62DB> \x74\x7D |0

<U62DC> \x5B\x48 |0

<U62EC> \x4E\x40 |0

<U62ED> \x63\x54 |0

<U62EE> \x51\x4F |0

<U62EF> \x71\x75 |0

<U62F1> \x4D\x72 |0

<U62F3> \x4F\x6B |0

<U62F7> \x4D\x38 |0

<U62FE> \x63\x26 |0

<U62FF> \x51\x5A |0

<U6301> \x72\x25 |0

<U6307> \x72\x26 |0

<U6309> \x64\x4E |0

<U6311> \x53\x7B |0

<U632B> \x71\x29 |0

<U632F> \x72\x49 |0

<U633A> \x6F\x58 |0

<U633B> \x66\x49 |0

<U633D> \x58\x38 |0

<U633E> \x7A\x73 |0

<U6349> \x73\x35 |0

<U634C> \x78\x24

 |0

<U634F> \x51\x73 |0

<U6350> \x66\x48 |0

<U6355> \x78\x5A |0

<U6367> \x5C\x69 |0

<U6368> \x5E\x57 |0

<U636E> \x4B\x5F |0

<U6372> \x4F\x6C |0

<U6377> \x74\x5F |0

<U637A> \x51\x74 |0

<U637B> \x52\x3A |0

<U637F> \x5F\x72 |0
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<U6383> \x61\x37 |0

<U6388> \x62\x23 |0

<U6389> \x53\x7C |0

<U638C> \x6D\x66 |0

<U6392> \x5B\x49 |0

<U6396> \x64\x7A |0

<U6398> \x4F\x5E |0

<U639B> \x4E\x50 |0

<U63A0> \x55\x53 |0

<U63A1> \x73\x75 |0

<U63A2> \x77\x2E |0

<U63A5> \x6F\x48 |0

<U63A7> \x4D\x73 |0

<U63A8> \x75\x4F |0

<U63A9> \x65\x73 |0

<U63AA> \x70\x42 |0

<U63C0> \x4A\x51 |0

<U63C4> \x6A\x71 |0

<U63C6> \x50\x26 |0

<U63CF> \x59\x5A |0

<U63D0> \x70\x2B |0

<U63D6> \x6B\x67 |0

<U63DA> \x65\x40 |0

<U63DB> \x7C\x35 |0

<U63E1> \x64\x44 |0

<U63ED> \x4C\x29 |0

<U63EE> \x7D\x46 |0

<U63F4> \x6A\x35 |0

<U63F6> \x65\x2A |0

<U63F7> \x5F\x3A |0

<U640D> \x61\x5F |0

<U640F> \x5A\x51 |0

<U6414> \x61\x38 |0

<U6416> \x68\x74 |0

<U6417> \x53\x7D |0

<U641C> \x62\x24 |0

<U6422> \x72\x4A |0

<U642C> \x5A\x66 |0

<U642D> \x77\x33

 |0

<U643A> \x7D\x4D |0

<U643E> \x73\x36 |0

<U6458> \x6E\x57 |0

<U6460> \x75\x44 |0

<U6469> \x58\x24 |0

<U646F> \x72\x27 |0

<U6478> \x59\x38 |0

<U6479> \x59\x39 |0
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<U647A> \x6F\x49 |0

<U6488> \x56\x4E |0

<U6491> \x77\x4B |0

<U6492> \x5F\x2E |0

<U6493> \x68\x75 |0

<U649A> \x52\x35 |0

<U649E> \x53\x55 |0

<U64A4> \x74\x4C |0

<U64A5> \x5A\x7C |0

<U64AB> \x59\x68 |0

<U64AD> \x77\x6B |0

<U64AE> \x75\x49 |0

<U64B0> \x73\x3C |0

<U64B2> \x5A\x52 |0

<U64BB> \x53\x35 |0

<U64C1> \x68\x36 |0

<U64C4> \x56\x4F |0

<U64C5> \x74\x3A |0

<U64C7> \x77\x49 |0

<U64CA> \x4C\x2A |0

<U64CD> \x70\x43 |0

<U64CE> \x4C\x56 |0

<U64D2> \x50\x53 |0

<U64D4> \x53\x3D |0

<U64D8> \x5B\x7B |0

<U64DA> \x4B\x60 |0

<U64E1> \x53\x64 |0

<U64E2> \x76\x77 |0

<U64E5> \x55\x3A |0

<U64E6> \x73\x4D |0

<U64E7> \x4B\x61 |0

<U64EC> \x6B\x74 |0

<U64F2> \x74\x2D |0

<U64F4> \x7C\x2A |0

<U64FA> \x77\x6C |0

<U64FE> \x68\x76 |0

<U6500> \x5A\x67 |0

<U6504> \x77\x4C |0

<U6518> \x65\x41 |0

<U651D> \x60\x6E |0

<U6523> \x55\x7D |0

<U652A> \x4E\x66

 |0

<U652B> \x7C\x2B |0

<U652C> \x55\x3B |0

<U652F> \x72\x28 |0

<U6536> \x62\x25 |0

<U6537> \x4D\x39 |0
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<U6538> \x6A\x72 |0

<U6539> \x4B\x47 |0

<U653B> \x4D\x74 |0

<U653E> \x5B\x2F |0

<U653F> \x6F\x59 |0

<U6545> \x4D\x3A |0

<U6548> \x7C\x79 |0

<U654D> \x5F\x73 |0

<U654E> \x4E\x67 |0

<U654F> \x5A\x42 |0

<U6551> \x4F\x2D |0

<U6556> \x67\x79 |0

<U6557> \x78\x28 |0

<U655E> \x73\x62 |0

<U6562> \x4A\x72 |0

<U6563> \x5F\x24 |0

<U6566> \x54\x44 |0

<U656C> \x4C\x57 |0

<U656D> \x65\x42 |0

<U6572> \x4D\x3B |0

<U6574> \x6F\x5A |0

<U6575> \x6E\x58 |0

<U6577> \x5D\x27 |0

<U6578> \x62\x26 |0

<U657E> \x60\x40 |0

<U6582> \x56\x30 |0

<U6583> \x78\x4A |0

<U6585> \x7C\x7A |0

<U6587> \x59\x7E |0

<U658C> \x5E\x30 |0

<U6590> \x5D\x6C |0

<U6591> \x5A\x68 |0

<U6597> \x54\x60 |0

<U6599> \x56\x79 |0

<U659B> \x4D\x57 |0

<U659C> \x5E\x58 |0

<U659F> \x72\x78 |0

<U65A1> \x64\x56 |0

<U65A4> \x50\x45 |0

<U65A5> \x74\x2E |0

<U65A7> \x5D\x28 |0

<U65AB> \x6D\x45 |0

<U65AC> \x73\x56 |0

<U65AF> \x5E\x59 |0

<U65B0> \x63\x66

 |0

<U65B7> \x53\x28 |0

<U65B9> \x5B\x30 |0
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<U65BC> \x65\x5A |0

<U65BD> \x63\x3F |0

<U65C1> \x5B\x31 |0

<U65C5> \x55\x69 |0

<U65CB> \x60\x41 |0

<U65CC> \x6F\x5B |0

<U65CF> \x70\x69 |0

<U65D2> \x57\x32 |0

<U65D7> \x50\x7D |0

<U65E0> \x59\x69 |0

<U65E3> \x50\x7E |0

<U65E5> \x6C\x6D |0

<U65E6> \x53\x29 |0

<U65E8> \x72\x29 |0

<U65E9> \x70\x44 |0

<U65EC> \x62\x62 |0

<U65ED> \x69\x6F |0

<U65F1> \x79\x51 |0

<U65F4> \x69\x59 |0

<U65FA> \x68\x5A |0

<U65FB> \x5A\x43 |0

<U65FC> \x5A\x44 |0

<U65FD> \x54\x45 |0

<U65FF> \x67\x7A |0

<U6606> \x4D\x60 |0

<U6607> \x63\x30 |0

<U6609> \x5B\x32 |0

<U660A> \x7B\x44 |0

<U660C> \x73\x63 |0

<U660E> \x59\x25 |0

<U660F> \x7B\x67 |0

<U6610> \x5D\x4B |0

<U6611> \x50\x54 |0

<U6613> \x66\x36 |0

<U6614> \x60\x2E |0

<U6615> \x7D\x5A |0

<U661E> \x5C\x35 |0

<U661F> \x60\x78 |0

<U6620> \x67\x31 |0

<U6625> \x75\x70 |0

<U6627> \x58\x5C |0

<U6628> \x6D\x46 |0

<U662D> \x61\x39 |0

<U662F> \x63\x40 |0

<U6630> \x79\x40 |0

<U6631> \x69\x70 |0

<U6634> \x59\x5B |0

<U6636> \x73\x64
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 |0

<U663A> \x5C\x36 |0

<U663B> \x64\x69 |0

<U6641> \x70\x45 |0

<U6642> \x63\x41 |0

<U6643> \x7C\x4C |0

<U6644> \x7C\x4D |0

<U6649> \x72\x4B |0

<U664B> \x72\x4C |0

<U664F> \x64\x4F |0

<U6659> \x71\x5B |0

<U665B> \x7A\x59 |0

<U665D> \x71\x38 |0

<U665E> \x7D\x75 |0

<U665F> \x60\x79 |0

<U6664> \x67\x7B |0

<U6665> \x7C\x37 |0

<U6666> \x7C\x64 |0

<U6667> \x7B\x45 |0

<U6668> \x63\x67 |0

<U6669> \x58\x39 |0

<U666B> \x76\x78 |0

<U666E> \x5C\x45 |0

<U666F> \x4C\x58 |0

<U6673> \x60\x2F |0

<U6674> \x74\x67 |0

<U6676> \x6F\x5C |0

<U6677> \x4F\x7C |0

<U6678> \x6F\x5D |0

<U667A> \x72\x2A |0

<U6684> \x7D\x3E |0

<U6687> \x4A\x2C |0

<U6688> \x7D\x3B |0

<U6689> \x7D\x47 |0

<U668E> \x67\x32 |0

<U6690> \x6A\x51 |0

<U6691> \x5F\x74 |0

<U6696> \x51\x6C |0

<U6697> \x64\x5E |0

<U6698> \x65\x43 |0

<U669D> \x59\x26 |0

<U66A0> \x4D\x3C |0

<U66A2> \x73\x65 |0

<U66AB> \x6D\x55 |0

<U66AE> \x59\x3A |0

<U66B2> \x6D\x67 |0

<U66B3> \x7B\x35 |0

<U66B4> \x78\x6C |0
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<U66B9> \x60\x67 |0

<U66BB> \x4C\x59 |0

<U66BE> \x54\x46

 |0

<U66C4> \x67\x25 |0

<U66C6> \x55\x75 |0

<U66C7> \x53\x3E |0

<U66C9> \x7C\x7B |0

<U66D6> \x64\x72 |0

<U66D9> \x5F\x75 |0

<U66DC> \x68\x78 |0

<U66DD> \x78\x6D |0

<U66E0> \x4E\x47 |0

<U66E6> \x7D\x76 |0

<U66F0> \x68\x58 |0

<U66F2> \x4D\x58 |0

<U66F3> \x67\x56 |0

<U66F4> \x4C\x5A |0

<U66F7> \x4A\x63 |0

<U66F8> \x5F\x76 |0

<U66F9> \x70\x47 |0

<U66FA> \x70\x46 |0

<U66FC> \x58\x3A |0

<U66FE> \x71\x74 |0

<U66FF> \x74\x70 |0

<U6700> \x75\x4C |0

<U6703> \x7C\x65 |0

<U6708> \x6A\x45 |0

<U6709> \x6A\x73 |0

<U670B> \x5D\x5B |0

<U670D> \x5C\x57 |0

<U6714> \x5E\x7D |0

<U6715> \x72\x79 |0

<U6717> \x55\x47 |0

<U671B> \x58\x50 |0

<U671D> \x70\x48 |0

<U671E> \x51\x21 |0

<U671F> \x51\x22 |0

<U6726> \x59\x54 |0

<U6727> \x56\x68 |0

<U6728> \x59\x4A |0

<U672A> \x5A\x31 |0

<U672B> \x58\x47 |0

<U672C> \x5C\x62 |0

<U672D> \x73\x4E |0

<U672E> \x75\x74 |0

<U6731> \x71\x39 |0

<U6734> \x5A\x53 |0
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<U6736> \x76\x6A |0

<U673A> \x4F\x75 |0

<U673D> \x7D\x2E |0

<U6746> \x4A\x52 |0

<U6749> \x5F\x34 |0

<U674E> \x57\x5D

 |0

<U674F> \x7A\x3A |0

<U6750> \x6E\x27 |0

<U6751> \x75\x3D |0

<U6753> \x78\x75 |0

<U6756> \x6D\x68 |0

<U675C> \x54\x61 |0

<U675E> \x51\x23 |0

<U675F> \x61\x56 |0

<U676D> \x79\x78 |0

<U676F> \x5B\x4A |0

<U6770> \x4B\x79 |0

<U6771> \x54\x54 |0

<U6773> \x59\x5C |0

<U6775> \x6E\x3E |0

<U6777> \x77\x6D |0

<U677B> \x52\x6E |0

<U677E> \x61\x66 |0

<U677F> \x77\x79 |0

<U6787> \x5D\x6D |0

<U6789> \x68\x5B |0

<U678B> \x5B\x33 |0

<U678F> \x51\x77 |0

<U6790> \x60\x30 |0

<U6793> \x54\x62 |0

<U6795> \x76\x57 |0

<U6797> \x57\x79 |0

<U679A> \x58\x5D |0

<U679C> \x4D\x7D |0

<U679D> \x72\x2B |0

<U67AF> \x4D\x3D |0

<U67B0> \x78\x42 |0

<U67B3> \x72\x2C |0

<U67B6> \x4A\x2D |0

<U67B7> \x4A\x2E |0

<U67B8> \x4F\x2E |0

<U67BE> \x63\x42 |0

<U67C4> \x5C\x37 |0

<U67CF> \x5B\x5A |0

<U67D0> \x59\x3B |0

<U67D1> \x4A\x73 |0

<U67D2> \x76\x53 |0
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<U67D3> \x66\x78 |0

<U67D4> \x6A\x75 |0

<U67DA> \x6A\x76 |0

<U67DD> \x76\x79 |0

<U67E9> \x4F\x2F |0

<U67EC> \x4A\x53 |0

<U67EF> \x4A\x2F |0

<U67F0> \x52\x30 |0

<U67F1> \x71\x3A

 |0

<U67F3> \x57\x33 |0

<U67F4> \x63\x43 |0

<U67F5> \x73\x7D |0

<U67F6> \x5E\x5A |0

<U67FB> \x5E\x5B |0

<U67FE> \x6F\x5E |0

<U6812> \x62\x63 |0

<U6813> \x6E\x7B |0

<U6816> \x5F\x77 |0

<U6817> \x57\x4A |0

<U6821> \x4E\x68 |0

<U6822> \x5B\x5B |0

<U682A> \x71\x3B |0

<U682F> \x69\x71 |0

<U6838> \x7A\x37 |0

<U6839> \x50\x46 |0

<U683C> \x4C\x2B |0

<U683D> \x6E\x28 |0

<U6840> \x4B\x7A |0

<U6841> \x79\x79 |0

<U6842> \x4C\x7D |0

<U6843> \x53\x7E |0

<U6848> \x64\x50 |0

<U684E> \x72\x6E |0

<U6850> \x54\x55 |0

<U6851> \x5F\x4D |0

<U6853> \x7C\x38 |0

<U6854> \x51\x50 |0

<U686D> \x72\x4D |0

<U6876> \x77\x52 |0

<U687F> \x4A\x54 |0

<U6881> \x55\x59 |0

<U6885> \x58\x5E |0

<U688F> \x4D\x59 |0

<U6893> \x6E\x29 |0

<U6894> \x76\x3C |0

<U6897> \x4C\x5B |0

<U689D> \x70\x49 |0
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<U689F> \x7C\x7C |0

<U68A1> \x68\x49 |0

<U68A2> \x74\x7E |0

<U68A7> \x67\x7C |0

<U68A8> \x57\x5E |0

<U68AD> \x5E\x5C |0

<U68AF> \x70\x2C |0

<U68B0> \x4C\x7E |0

<U68B1> \x4D\x61 |0

<U68B3> \x61\x3A |0

<U68B5> \x5B\x6F |0

<U68B6> \x5A\x32

 |0

<U68C4> \x51\x25 |0

<U68C5> \x5C\x38 |0

<U68C9> \x58\x76 |0

<U68CB> \x51\x24 |0

<U68CD> \x4D\x62 |0

<U68D2> \x5C\x6A |0

<U68D5> \x70\x77 |0

<U68D7> \x70\x4A |0

<U68D8> \x50\x3E |0

<U68DA> \x5D\x5C |0

<U68DF> \x54\x56 |0

<U68E0> \x53\x56 |0

<U68E7> \x6D\x50 |0

<U68E8> \x4D\x21 |0

<U68EE> \x5F\x35 |0

<U68F2> \x5F\x78 |0

<U68F9> \x54\x21 |0

<U68FA> \x4E\x32 |0

<U6900> \x68\x4A |0

<U6905> \x6B\x75 |0

<U690D> \x63\x55 |0

<U690E> \x75\x50 |0

<U6912> \x75\x21 |0

<U6927> \x59\x27 |0

<U6930> \x65\x2B |0

<U693D> \x66\x4B |0

<U693F> \x75\x71 |0

<U694A> \x65\x45 |0

<U6953> \x79\x23 |0

<U6954> \x60\x5B |0

<U6955> \x76\x6B |0

<U6957> \x4B\x71 |0

<U6959> \x59\x6A |0

<U695A> \x75\x22 |0

<U695E> \x57\x51 |0
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<U6960> \x51\x78 |0

<U6961> \x6A\x78 |0

<U6962> \x6A\x79 |0

<U6963> \x5A\x33 |0

<U6968> \x6F\x5F |0

<U696B> \x71\x6F |0

<U696D> \x65\x76 |0

<U696E> \x6E\x3F |0

<U696F> \x62\x64 |0

<U6975> \x50\x3F |0

<U6977> \x7A\x2C |0

<U6978> \x75\x51 |0

<U6979> \x67\x33 |0

<U6995> \x69\x3E |0

<U699B> \x72\x4E

 |0

<U699C> \x5B\x34 |0

<U69A5> \x7C\x4E |0

<U69A7> \x5D\x6E |0

<U69AE> \x67\x34 |0

<U69B4> \x57\x34 |0

<U69BB> \x77\x34 |0

<U69C1> \x4D\x3E |0

<U69C3> \x5A\x69 |0

<U69CB> \x4F\x30 |0

<U69CC> \x77\x59 |0

<U69CD> \x73\x66 |0

<U69D0> \x4E\x59 |0

<U69E8> \x4E\x2A |0

<U69EA> \x4B\x48 |0

<U69FB> \x50\x27 |0

<U69FD> \x70\x4B |0

<U69FF> \x50\x47 |0

<U6A02> \x64\x45 |0

<U6A0A> \x5B\x60 |0

<U6A11> \x55\x5A |0

<U6A13> \x57\x27 |0

<U6A17> \x6E\x40 |0

<U6A19> \x78\x76 |0

<U6A1E> \x75\x52 |0

<U6A1F> \x6D\x69 |0

<U6A21> \x59\x3C |0

<U6A23> \x65\x46 |0

<U6A35> \x75\x23 |0

<U6A38> \x5A\x54 |0

<U6A39> \x62\x27 |0

<U6A3A> \x7B\x7C |0

<U6A3D> \x71\x5C |0
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<U6A44> \x4A\x74 |0

<U6A48> \x68\x7A |0

<U6A4B> \x4E\x69 |0

<U6A52> \x69\x78 |0

<U6A53> \x62\x65 |0

<U6A58> \x50\x39 |0

<U6A59> \x54\x72 |0

<U6A5F> \x51\x26 |0

<U6A61> \x5F\x4E |0

<U6A6B> \x7C\x74 |0

<U6A80> \x53\x2A |0

<U6A84> \x4C\x2C |0

<U6A89> \x6F\x60 |0

<U6A8D> \x65\x65 |0

<U6A8E> \x50\x55 |0

<U6A97> \x5B\x7C |0

<U6A9C> \x7C\x66 |0

<U6AA2> \x4B\x7E

 |0

<U6AA3> \x6D\x6A |0

<U6AB3> \x5E\x31 |0

<U6ABB> \x79\x63 |0

<U6AC2> \x54\x22 |0

<U6AC3> \x4F\x76 |0

<U6AD3> \x56\x50 |0

<U6ADA> \x55\x6A |0

<U6ADB> \x71\x6E |0

<U6AF6> \x7A\x4B |0

<U6AFB> \x65\x21 |0

<U6B04> \x55\x31 |0

<U6B0A> \x4F\x6D |0

<U6B0C> \x6D\x6B |0

<U6B12> \x55\x32 |0

<U6B16> \x55\x3C |0

<U6B20> \x7D\x62 |0

<U6B21> \x73\x2D |0

<U6B23> \x7D\x5B |0

<U6B32> \x69\x30 |0

<U6B3A> \x51\x27 |0

<U6B3D> \x7D\x63 |0

<U6B3E> \x4E\x33 |0

<U6B46> \x7D\x64 |0

<U6B47> \x7A\x4E |0

<U6B4C> \x4A\x30 |0

<U6B4E> \x77\x27 |0

<U6B50> \x4F\x31 |0

<U6B5F> \x66\x22 |0

<U6B61> \x7C\x36 |0
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<U6B62> \x72\x2D |0

<U6B63> \x6F\x61 |0

<U6B64> \x73\x2E |0

<U6B65> \x5C\x46 |0

<U6B66> \x59\x6B |0

<U6B6A> \x68\x60 |0

<U6B72> \x61\x28 |0

<U6B77> \x55\x76 |0

<U6B78> \x4F\x7D |0

<U6B7B> \x5E\x5D |0

<U6B7F> \x59\x51 |0

<U6B83> \x64\x6A |0

<U6B84> \x72\x4F |0

<U6B86> \x77\x3F |0

<U6B89> \x62\x66 |0

<U6B8A> \x62\x28 |0

<U6B96> \x63\x56 |0

<U6B98> \x6D\x51 |0

<U6B9E> \x69\x79 |0

<U6BAE> \x56\x31 |0

<U6BAF> \x5E\x32

 |0

<U6BB2> \x60\x68 |0

<U6BB5> \x53\x2B |0

<U6BB7> \x6B\x5C |0

<U6BBA> \x5F\x2F |0

<U6BBC> \x4A\x43 |0

<U6BBF> \x6E\x7C |0

<U6BC1> \x7D\x43 |0

<U6BC5> \x6B\x76 |0

<U6BC6> \x4F\x32 |0

<U6BCB> \x59\x6C |0

<U6BCD> \x59\x3D |0

<U6BCF> \x58\x5F |0

<U6BD2> \x54\x38 |0

<U6BD3> \x6B\x3E |0

<U6BD4> \x5D\x6F |0

<U6BD6> \x5D\x70 |0

<U6BD7> \x5D\x71 |0

<U6BD8> \x5D\x72 |0

<U6BDB> \x59\x3E |0

<U6BEB> \x7B\x46 |0

<U6BEC> \x4F\x33 |0

<U6C08> \x6E\x7D |0

<U6C0F> \x64\x2B |0

<U6C11> \x5A\x45 |0

<U6C13> \x58\x6C |0

<U6C23> \x51\x28 |0
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<U6C34> \x62\x29 |0

<U6C37> \x5E\x3C |0

<U6C38> \x67\x35 |0

<U6C3E> \x5B\x70 |0

<U6C40> \x6F\x62 |0

<U6C41> \x71\x70 |0

<U6C42> \x4F\x34 |0

<U6C4E> \x5B\x71 |0

<U6C50> \x60\x31 |0

<U6C55> \x5F\x25 |0

<U6C57> \x79\x52 |0

<U6C5A> \x67\x7D |0

<U6C5D> \x66\x23 |0

<U6C5E> \x7B\x71 |0

<U6C5F> \x4B\x30 |0

<U6C60> \x72\x2E |0

<U6C68> \x4D\x67 |0

<U6C6A> \x68\x5C |0

<U6C6D> \x67\x57 |0

<U6C70> \x77\x40 |0

<U6C72> \x50\x63 |0

<U6C76> \x5A\x21 |0

<U6C7A> \x4C\x3D |0

<U6C7D> \x51\x29

 |0

<U6C7E> \x5D\x4C |0

<U6C81> \x63\x7E |0

<U6C82> \x51\x2A |0

<U6C83> \x68\x2A |0

<U6C85> \x6A\x36 |0

<U6C86> \x79\x7A |0

<U6C87> \x66\x4C |0

<U6C88> \x76\x58 |0

<U6C8C> \x54\x47 |0

<U6C90> \x59\x4B |0

<U6C92> \x59\x52 |0

<U6C93> \x53\x4B |0

<U6C94> \x58\x77 |0

<U6C95> \x5A\x29 |0

<U6C96> \x75\x78 |0

<U6C99> \x5E\x5E |0

<U6C9A> \x72\x2F |0

<U6C9B> \x78\x29 |0

<U6CAB> \x58\x48 |0

<U6CAE> \x6E\x41 |0

<U6CB3> \x79\x41 |0

<U6CB8> \x5D\x73 |0

<U6CB9> \x6A\x7A |0
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<U6CBB> \x76\x3D |0

<U6CBC> \x61\x3B |0

<U6CBD> \x4D\x3F |0

<U6CBE> \x74\x54 |0

<U6CBF> \x66\x4D |0

<U6CC1> \x7C\x4F |0

<U6CC2> \x7B\x22 |0

<U6CC4> \x60\x5C |0

<U6CC9> \x74\x3B |0

<U6CCA> \x5A\x55 |0

<U6CCC> \x79\x32 |0

<U6CD3> \x7B\x72 |0

<U6CD5> \x5B\x76 |0

<U6CD7> \x5E\x5F |0

<U6CDB> \x5B\x72 |0

<U6CE1> \x78\x5C |0

<U6CE2> \x77\x6E |0

<U6CE3> \x6B\x68 |0

<U6CE5> \x52\x7A |0

<U6CE8> \x71\x3C |0

<U6CEB> \x7A\x5A |0

<U6CEE> \x5A\x6A |0

<U6CEF> \x5A\x46 |0

<U6CF0> \x77\x41 |0

<U6CF3> \x67\x36 |0

<U6D0B> \x65\x47 |0

<U6D0C> \x56\x2C

 |0

<U6D11> \x5C\x47 |0

<U6D17> \x61\x29 |0

<U6D19> \x62\x2A |0

<U6D1B> \x55\x26 |0

<U6D1E> \x54\x57 |0

<U6D25> \x72\x50 |0

<U6D27> \x6A\x7B |0

<U6D29> \x60\x5D |0

<U6D2A> \x7B\x73 |0

<U6D32> \x71\x3D |0

<U6D35> \x62\x67 |0

<U6D36> \x7D\x57 |0

<U6D38> \x4E\x48 |0

<U6D39> \x6A\x37 |0

<U6D3B> \x7C\x40 |0

<U6D3D> \x7D\x67 |0

<U6D3E> \x77\x6F |0

<U6D41> \x57\x35 |0

<U6D59> \x6F\x3A |0

<U6D5A> \x71\x5D |0
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<U6D5C> \x5E\x33 |0

<U6D63> \x68\x4B |0

<U6D66> \x78\x5D |0

<U6D69> \x7B\x47 |0

<U6D6A> \x55\x48 |0

<U6D6C> \x57\x5F |0

<U6D6E> \x5D\x29 |0

<U6D74> \x69\x31 |0

<U6D77> \x7A\x2D |0

<U6D78> \x76\x59 |0

<U6D79> \x7A\x74 |0

<U6D7F> \x78\x2A |0

<U6D85> \x66\x6E |0

<U6D87> \x4C\x5C |0

<U6D88> \x61\x3C |0

<U6D89> \x60\x6F |0

<U6D8C> \x69\x3F |0

<U6D8D> \x7C\x7D |0

<U6D8E> \x66\x4E |0

<U6D91> \x61\x57 |0

<U6D93> \x66\x4F |0

<U6D95> \x74\x71 |0

<U6DAF> \x64\x73 |0

<U6DB2> \x64\x7B |0

<U6DB5> \x79\x64 |0

<U6DC0> \x6F\x63 |0

<U6DC3> \x4F\x6E |0

<U6DC4> \x76\x3E |0

<U6DC5> \x60\x32 |0

<U6DC6> \x7C\x7E

 |0

<U6DC7> \x51\x2B |0

<U6DCB> \x57\x7A |0

<U6DCF> \x7B\x48 |0

<U6DD1> \x62\x57 |0

<U6DD8> \x54\x23 |0

<U6DD9> \x70\x78 |0

<U6DDA> \x57\x28 |0

<U6DDE> \x61\x67 |0

<U6DE1> \x53\x3F |0

<U6DE8> \x6F\x64 |0

<U6DEA> \x57\x45 |0

<U6DEB> \x6B\x62 |0

<U6DEE> \x7C\x67 |0

<U6DF1> \x64\x22 |0

<U6DF3> \x62\x68 |0

<U6DF5> \x66\x50 |0

<U6DF7> \x7B\x68 |0
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<U6DF8> \x74\x68 |0

<U6DF9> \x65\x74 |0

<U6DFA> \x74\x3C |0

<U6DFB> \x74\x55 |0

<U6E17> \x5F\x36 |0

<U6E19> \x7C\x39 |0

<U6E1A> \x6E\x42 |0

<U6E1B> \x4A\x75 |0

<U6E1F> \x6F\x65 |0

<U6E20> \x4B\x62 |0

<U6E21> \x54\x24 |0

<U6E23> \x5E\x60 |0

<U6E24> \x5A\x7D |0

<U6E25> \x64\x46 |0

<U6E26> \x68\x3E |0

<U6E2B> \x60\x5E |0

<U6E2C> \x76\x34 |0

<U6E2D> \x6A\x52 |0

<U6E2F> \x79\x7B |0

<U6E32> \x60\x42 |0

<U6E34> \x4A\x64 |0

<U6E36> \x67\x37 |0

<U6E38> \x6A\x7D |0

<U6E3A> \x59\x5D |0

<U6E3C> \x5A\x34 |0

<U6E3D> \x6E\x2A |0

<U6E3E> \x7B\x69 |0

<U6E43> \x5B\x4B |0

<U6E44> \x5A\x35 |0

<U6E4A> \x71\x3E |0

<U6E4D> \x53\x2C |0

<U6E56> \x7B\x49 |0

<U6E58> \x5F\x4F

 |0

<U6E5B> \x53\x40 |0

<U6E5C> \x63\x57 |0

<U6E5E> \x6F\x66 |0

<U6E5F> \x7C\x50 |0

<U6E67> \x69\x40 |0

<U6E6B> \x75\x53 |0

<U6E6E> \x6C\x5C |0

<U6E6F> \x77\x37 |0

<U6E72> \x6A\x38 |0

<U6E73> \x51\x79 |0

<U6E7A> \x5C\x48 |0

<U6E90> \x6A\x39 |0

<U6E96> \x71\x5E |0

<U6E9C> \x57\x36 |0
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<U6E9D> \x4F\x35 |0

<U6E9F> \x59\x28 |0

<U6EA2> \x6C\x6E |0

<U6EA5> \x5D\x2A |0

<U6EAA> \x4D\x22 |0

<U6EAB> \x68\x2E |0

<U6EAF> \x61\x3D |0

<U6EB1> \x72\x51 |0

<U6EB6> \x69\x41 |0

<U6EBA> \x52\x7C |0

<U6EC2> \x5B\x35 |0

<U6EC4> \x73\x67 |0

<U6EC5> \x58\x7E |0

<U6EC9> \x7C\x51 |0

<U6ECB> \x6D\x32 |0

<U6ECC> \x74\x2F |0

<U6ECE> \x7B\x23 |0

<U6ED1> \x7C\x41 |0

<U6ED3> \x6E\x2B |0

<U6ED4> \x54\x25 |0

<U6EEF> \x74\x72 |0

<U6EF4> \x6E\x59 |0

<U6EF8> \x7B\x4A |0

<U6EFE> \x4D\x63 |0

<U6EFF> \x58\x3B |0

<U6F01> \x65\x5B |0

<U6F02> \x78\x77 |0

<U6F06> \x76\x54 |0

<U6F0F> \x57\x29 |0

<U6F11> \x4B\x49 |0

<U6F14> \x66\x51 |0

<U6F15> \x70\x4C |0

<U6F20> \x58\x2E |0

<U6F22> \x79\x53 |0

<U6F23> \x55\x7E |0

<U6F2B> \x58\x3C

 |0

<U6F2C> \x72\x30 |0

<U6F31> \x62\x2B |0

<U6F32> \x73\x68 |0

<U6F38> \x6F\x42 |0

<U6F3F> \x6D\x6C |0

<U6F41> \x67\x38 |0

<U6F51> \x5A\x7E |0

<U6F54> \x4C\x3E |0

<U6F57> \x72\x7C |0

<U6F58> \x5A\x6B |0

<U6F5A> \x62\x58 |0
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<U6F5B> \x6D\x56 |0

<U6F5E> \x56\x51 |0

<U6F5F> \x60\x33 |0

<U6F62> \x7C\x52 |0

<U6F64> \x6B\x48 |0

<U6F6D> \x53\x41 |0

<U6F6E> \x70\x4D |0

<U6F70> \x4F\x77 |0

<U6F7A> \x6D\x52 |0

<U6F7C> \x54\x58 |0

<U6F7D> \x5C\x49 |0

<U6F7E> \x57\x71 |0

<U6F81> \x5F\x3B |0

<U6F84> \x73\x25 |0

<U6F88> \x74\x4D |0

<U6F8D> \x71\x3F |0

<U6F8E> \x78\x31 |0

<U6F90> \x69\x7A |0

<U6F94> \x7B\x4B |0

<U6F97> \x4A\x55 |0

<U6FA3> \x79\x54 |0

<U6FA4> \x77\x4A |0

<U6FA7> \x56\x48 |0

<U6FAE> \x7C\x68 |0

<U6FAF> \x73\x3D |0

<U6FB1> \x6E\x7E |0

<U6FB3> \x67\x7E |0

<U6FB9> \x53\x42 |0

<U6FBE> \x53\x36 |0

<U6FC0> \x4C\x2D |0

<U6FC1> \x76\x7A |0

<U6FC2> \x56\x32 |0

<U6FC3> \x52\x58 |0

<U6FCA> \x67\x58 |0

<U6FD5> \x63\x25 |0

<U6FDA> \x67\x39 |0

<U6FDF> \x70\x2D |0

<U6FE0> \x7B\x4C |0

<U6FE1> \x6B\x21

 |0

<U6FE4> \x54\x26 |0

<U6FE9> \x7B\x4D |0

<U6FEB> \x55\x3D |0

<U6FEC> \x71\x5F |0

<U6FEF> \x76\x7B |0

<U6FF1> \x5E\x34 |0

<U6FFE> \x55\x6B |0

<U7001> \x65\x48 |0
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<U7005> \x7B\x24 |0

<U7006> \x54\x39 |0

<U7009> \x5E\x61 |0

<U700B> \x64\x23 |0

<U700F> \x57\x37 |0

<U7011> \x78\x6E |0

<U7015> \x5E\x35 |0

<U7018> \x56\x52 |0

<U701A> \x79\x55 |0

<U701B> \x67\x3A |0

<U701C> \x6B\x55 |0

<U701D> \x55\x77 |0

<U701E> \x6F\x67 |0

<U701F> \x61\x3E |0

<U7023> \x7A\x2E |0

<U7027> \x56\x69 |0

<U7028> \x56\x6E |0

<U702F> \x67\x3B |0

<U7037> \x6C\x4B |0

<U703E> \x55\x33 |0

<U704C> \x4E\x34 |0

<U7050> \x7B\x25 |0

<U7051> \x61\x6E |0

<U7058> \x77\x28 |0

<U705D> \x7B\x4E |0

<U7063> \x58\x3D |0

<U706B> \x7B\x7D |0

<U7070> \x7C\x69 |0

<U7078> \x4F\x36 |0

<U707C> \x6D\x47 |0

<U707D> \x6E\x2C |0

<U7085> \x4C\x5D |0

<U708A> \x76\x27 |0

<U708E> \x66\x7A |0

<U7092> \x75\x24 |0

<U7098> \x7D\x5C |0

<U7099> \x6D\x33 |0

<U709A> \x4E\x49 |0

<U70A1> \x6F\x68 |0

<U70A4> \x61\x3F |0

<U70AB> \x7A\x5B |0

<U70AC> \x4B\x63

 |0

<U70AD> \x77\x29 |0

<U70AF> \x7B\x26 |0

<U70B3> \x5C\x39 |0

<U70B7> \x71\x40 |0

<U70B8> \x6D\x48 |0
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<U70B9> \x6F\x43 |0

<U70C8> \x56\x2D |0

<U70CB> \x7D\x4E |0

<U70CF> \x68\x21 |0

<U70D8> \x7B\x74 |0

<U70D9> \x55\x27 |0

<U70DD> \x71\x76 |0

<U70DF> \x66\x53 |0

<U70F1> \x4C\x5E |0

<U70F9> \x78\x32 |0

<U70FD> \x5C\x6B |0

<U7104> \x7D\x36 |0

<U7109> \x65\x6A |0

<U710C> \x71\x60 |0

<U7119> \x5B\x4C |0

<U711A> \x5D\x4D |0

<U711E> \x54\x48 |0

<U7121> \x59\x6D |0

<U7126> \x75\x25 |0

<U7130> \x66\x7B |0

<U7136> \x66\x54 |0

<U7147> \x7D\x48 |0

<U7149> \x56\x21 |0

<U714A> \x7D\x3F |0

<U714C> \x7C\x53 |0

<U714E> \x6F\x21 |0

<U7150> \x67\x3C |0

<U7156> \x51\x6E |0

<U7159> \x66\x55 |0

<U715C> \x69\x72 |0

<U715E> \x5F\x30 |0

<U7164> \x58\x60 |0

<U7165> \x7C\x3A |0

<U7166> \x7D\x2F |0

<U7167> \x70\x4E |0

<U7169> \x5B\x61 |0

<U716C> \x65\x49 |0

<U716E> \x6D\x34 |0

<U717D> \x60\x43 |0

<U7184> \x63\x58 |0

<U7189> \x69\x7B |0

<U718A> \x6A\x28 |0

<U718F> \x7D\x37 |0

<U7192> \x7B\x27 |0

<U7194> \x69\x42

 |0

<U7199> \x7D\x77 |0

<U719F> \x62\x59 |0
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<U71A2> \x5C\x6C |0

<U71AC> \x68\x22 |0

<U71B1> \x66\x70 |0

<U71B9> \x7D\x78 |0

<U71BA> \x7D\x79 |0

<U71BE> \x76\x3F |0

<U71C1> \x67\x27 |0

<U71C3> \x66\x57 |0

<U71C8> \x54\x73 |0

<U71C9> \x54\x49 |0

<U71CE> \x56\x7A |0

<U71D0> \x57\x72 |0

<U71D2> \x61\x40 |0

<U71D4> \x5B\x62 |0

<U71D5> \x66\x58 |0

<U71DF> \x67\x3D |0

<U71E5> \x70\x4F |0

<U71E6> \x73\x3E |0

<U71E7> \x62\x2C |0

<U71ED> \x75\x37 |0

<U71EE> \x60\x70 |0

<U71FB> \x7D\x38 |0

<U71FC> \x63\x68 |0

<U71FE> \x54\x27 |0

<U71FF> \x68\x7C |0

<U7200> \x7A\x52 |0

<U7206> \x78\x6F |0

<U7210> \x56\x53 |0

<U721B> \x55\x34 |0

<U722A> \x70\x50 |0

<U722C> \x77\x70 |0

<U722D> \x6E\x33 |0

<U7230> \x6A\x3A |0

<U7232> \x6A\x53 |0

<U7235> \x6D\x49 |0

<U7236> \x5D\x2B |0

<U723A> \x65\x2C |0

<U723B> \x7D\x21 |0

<U723D> \x5F\x50 |0

<U723E> \x6C\x33 |0

<U7240> \x5F\x51 |0

<U7246> \x6D\x6D |0

<U7247> \x78\x38 |0

<U7248> \x77\x7A |0

<U724C> \x78\x2B |0

<U7252> \x74\x60 |0

<U7258> \x54\x3A |0

<U7259> \x64\x33
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 |0

<U725B> \x69\x5A |0

<U725D> \x5E\x36 |0

<U725F> \x59\x3F |0

<U7261> \x59\x40 |0

<U7262> \x56\x6F |0

<U7267> \x59\x4C |0

<U7269> \x5A\x2A |0

<U7272> \x5F\x65 |0

<U7279> \x77\x65 |0

<U727D> \x4C\x32 |0

<U7280> \x5F\x79 |0

<U7281> \x57\x60 |0

<U72A2> \x54\x3B |0

<U72A7> \x7D\x7A |0

<U72AC> \x4C\x33 |0

<U72AF> \x5B\x73 |0

<U72C0> \x5F\x52 |0

<U72C2> \x4E\x4A |0

<U72C4> \x6E\x5A |0

<U72CE> \x64\x64 |0

<U72D0> \x7B\x4F |0

<U72D7> \x4F\x37 |0

<U72D9> \x6E\x43 |0

<U72E1> \x4E\x6A |0

<U72E9> \x62\x2D |0

<U72F8> \x57\x61 |0

<U72F9> \x7A\x75 |0

<U72FC> \x55\x49 |0

<U72FD> \x78\x2C |0

<U730A> \x67\x59 |0

<U7316> \x73\x69 |0

<U731B> \x58\x6D |0

<U731C> \x63\x44 |0

<U731D> \x70\x71 |0

<U7325> \x68\x65 |0

<U7329> \x60\x7A |0

<U732A> \x6E\x44 |0

<U732B> \x59\x5E |0

<U7336> \x6B\x22 |0

<U7337> \x6B\x23 |0

<U733E> \x7C\x42 |0

<U733F> \x6A\x3B |0

<U7344> \x68\x2B |0

<U7345> \x5E\x62 |0

<U7350> \x6D\x6F |0

<U7352> \x68\x23 |0

<U7357> \x4F\x71 |0
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<U7368> \x54\x3C |0

<U736A> \x7C\x6A |0

<U7370> \x67\x3E

 |0

<U7372> \x7C\x72 |0

<U7375> \x56\x34 |0

<U7378> \x62\x2E |0

<U737A> \x53\x37 |0

<U737B> \x7A\x4C |0

<U7384> \x7A\x5C |0

<U7386> \x6D\x35 |0

<U7387> \x61\x63 |0

<U7389> \x68\x2C |0

<U738B> \x68\x5D |0

<U738E> \x6F\x69 |0

<U7394> \x74\x3D |0

<U7396> \x4F\x38 |0

<U7397> \x69\x5B |0

<U7398> \x51\x2C |0

<U739F> \x5A\x47 |0

<U73A7> \x6B\x49 |0

<U73A9> \x68\x4C |0

<U73AD> \x5E\x37 |0

<U73B2> \x56\x3C |0

<U73B3> \x53\x65 |0

<U73B9> \x7A\x5D |0

<U73C0> \x5A\x56 |0

<U73C2> \x4A\x31 |0

<U73C9> \x5A\x48 |0

<U73CA> \x5F\x26 |0

<U73CC> \x79\x33 |0

<U73CD> \x72\x52 |0

<U73CF> \x4A\x44 |0

<U73D6> \x4E\x4B |0

<U73D9> \x4D\x75 |0

<U73DD> \x7D\x30 |0

<U73DE> \x55\x28 |0

<U73E0> \x71\x41 |0

<U73E3> \x62\x69 |0

<U73E4> \x5C\x4A |0

<U73E5> \x6C\x34 |0

<U73E6> \x7A\x40 |0

<U73E9> \x7B\x28 |0

<U73EA> \x50\x28 |0

<U73ED> \x5A\x6C |0

<U73F7> \x59\x6E |0

<U73F9> \x60\x7B |0

<U73FD> \x6F\x6A |0
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<U73FE> \x7A\x5E |0

<U7401> \x60\x44 |0

<U7403> \x4F\x39 |0

<U7405> \x55\x4A |0

<U7406> \x57\x62 |0

<U7407> \x62\x2F

 |0

<U7409> \x57\x38 |0

<U7413> \x68\x4D |0

<U741B> \x76\x5A |0

<U7420> \x6F\x22 |0

<U7421> \x62\x5A |0

<U7422> \x76\x7C |0

<U7425> \x7B\x50 |0

<U7426> \x51\x2D |0

<U7428> \x4D\x64 |0

<U742A> \x51\x2E |0

<U742B> \x5C\x6D |0

<U742C> \x68\x4E |0

<U742E> \x70\x79 |0

<U742F> \x4E\x35 |0

<U7430> \x66\x7C |0

<U7433> \x57\x7B |0

<U7434> \x50\x56 |0

<U7435> \x5D\x75 |0

<U7436> \x77\x71 |0

<U7438> \x76\x7D |0

<U743A> \x5B\x77 |0

<U743F> \x7B\x6A |0

<U7440> \x69\x5C |0

<U7441> \x59\x41 |0

<U7443> \x75\x72 |0

<U7444> \x60\x45 |0

<U744B> \x6A\x54 |0

<U7455> \x79\x42 |0

<U7457> \x6A\x3C |0

<U7459> \x52\x45 |0

<U745A> \x7B\x51 |0

<U745B> \x67\x40 |0

<U745C> \x6B\x25 |0

<U745E> \x5F\x7A |0

<U745F> \x63\x22 |0

<U7460> \x57\x39 |0

<U7462> \x69\x43 |0

<U7464> \x68\x7D |0

<U7465> \x68\x2F |0

<U7468> \x72\x53 |0

<U7469> \x7B\x29 |0
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<U746A> \x58\x25 |0

<U746F> \x55\x4B |0

<U747E> \x50\x48 |0

<U7482> \x51\x2F |0

<U7483> \x57\x63 |0

<U7487> \x60\x46 |0

<U7489> \x56\x22 |0

<U748B> \x6D\x70 |0

<U7498> \x57\x73

 |0

<U749C> \x7C\x54 |0

<U749E> \x5A\x57 |0

<U749F> \x4C\x5F |0

<U74A1> \x72\x54 |0

<U74A3> \x51\x30 |0

<U74A5> \x4C\x60 |0

<U74A7> \x5B\x7D |0

<U74A8> \x73\x3F |0

<U74AA> \x70\x51 |0

<U74B0> \x7C\x3B |0

<U74B2> \x62\x30 |0

<U74B5> \x66\x25 |0

<U74B9> \x62\x5B |0

<U74BD> \x5F\x5E |0

<U74BF> \x60\x47 |0

<U74C6> \x72\x6F |0

<U74CA> \x4C\x61 |0

<U74CF> \x56\x6A |0

<U74D4> \x67\x42 |0

<U74D8> \x4E\x36 |0

<U74DA> \x73\x40 |0

<U74DC> \x4D\x7E |0

<U74E0> \x7B\x52 |0

<U74E2> \x78\x78 |0

<U74E3> \x77\x7B |0

<U74E6> \x68\x3F |0

<U74EE> \x68\x37 |0

<U74F7> \x6D\x36 |0

<U7501> \x5C\x3A |0

<U7504> \x4C\x34 |0

<U7511> \x71\x77 |0

<U7515> \x68\x38 |0

<U7518> \x4A\x76 |0

<U751A> \x64\x24 |0

<U751B> \x74\x56 |0

<U751F> \x5F\x66 |0

<U7523> \x5F\x27 |0

<U7525> \x5F\x67 |0
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<U7526> \x61\x41 |0

<U7528> \x69\x44 |0

<U752B> \x5C\x4B |0

<U752C> \x69\x45 |0

<U7530> \x6F\x23 |0

<U7531> \x6B\x26 |0

<U7532> \x4B\x23 |0

<U7533> \x63\x69 |0

<U7537> \x51\x7B |0

<U7538> \x6F\x24 |0

<U753A> \x6F\x6B |0

<U7547> \x50\x34

 |0

<U754C> \x4D\x23 |0

<U754F> \x68\x66 |0

<U7551> \x6F\x25 |0

<U7553> \x53\x4C |0

<U7554> \x5A\x6D |0

<U7559> \x57\x3A |0

<U755B> \x72\x55 |0

<U755C> \x75\x65 |0

<U755D> \x59\x6F |0

<U7562> \x79\x34 |0

<U7565> \x55\x54 |0

<U7566> \x7D\x4F |0

<U756A> \x5B\x63 |0

<U756F> \x71\x61 |0

<U7570> \x6C\x36 |0

<U7575> \x7B\x7E |0

<U7576> \x53\x57 |0

<U7578> \x51\x31 |0

<U757A> \x4B\x31 |0

<U757F> \x51\x32 |0

<U7586> \x4B\x32 |0

<U7587> \x71\x42 |0

<U758A> \x74\x61 |0

<U758B> \x79\x35 |0

<U758E> \x61\x43 |0

<U758F> \x61\x42 |0

<U7591> \x6B\x77 |0

<U759D> \x5F\x28 |0

<U75A5> \x4B\x4A |0

<U75AB> \x66\x39 |0

<U75B1> \x78\x5E |0

<U75B2> \x79\x2A |0

<U75B3> \x4A\x77 |0

<U75B5> \x6D\x37 |0

<U75B8> \x53\x38 |0
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<U75B9> \x72\x56 |0

<U75BC> \x54\x59 |0

<U75BD> \x6E\x45 |0

<U75BE> \x72\x70 |0

<U75C2> \x4A\x32 |0

<U75C5> \x5C\x3B |0

<U75C7> \x71\x78 |0

<U75CD> \x6C\x37 |0

<U75D2> \x65\x4A |0

<U75D4> \x76\x40 |0

<U75D5> \x7D\x5D |0

<U75D8> \x54\x63 |0

<U75D9> \x4C\x62 |0

<U75DB> \x77\x54 |0

<U75E2> \x57\x65

 |0

<U75F0> \x53\x43 |0

<U75F2> \x58\x26 |0

<U75F4> \x76\x41 |0

<U75FA> \x5D\x76 |0

<U75FC> \x4D\x40 |0

<U7600> \x65\x5C |0

<U760D> \x65\x4B |0

<U7619> \x61\x44 |0

<U761F> \x68\x30 |0

<U7620> \x74\x30 |0

<U7621> \x73\x6A |0

<U7622> \x5A\x6E |0

<U7624> \x57\x3B |0

<U7626> \x62\x31 |0

<U763B> \x57\x2A |0

<U7642> \x56\x7B |0

<U764C> \x64\x5F |0

<U764E> \x4A\x56 |0

<U7652> \x6B\x28 |0

<U7656> \x5B\x7E |0

<U7661> \x76\x42 |0

<U7664> \x6F\x3B |0

<U7669> \x54\x7D |0

<U766C> \x60\x48 |0

<U7670> \x68\x39 |0

<U7672> \x6F\x26 |0

<U7678> \x4D\x24 |0

<U767B> \x54\x74 |0

<U767C> \x5B\x21 |0

<U767D> \x5B\x5C |0

<U767E> \x5B\x5D |0

<U7684> \x6E\x5C |0
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<U7686> \x4B\x4B |0

<U7687> \x7C\x55 |0

<U768E> \x4E\x6B |0

<U7690> \x4D\x41 |0

<U7693> \x7B\x53 |0

<U76AE> \x79\x2B |0

<U76BA> \x75\x54 |0

<U76BF> \x59\x29 |0

<U76C2> \x69\x5D |0

<U76C3> \x5B\x4D |0

<U76C6> \x5D\x4E |0

<U76C8> \x67\x43 |0

<U76CA> \x6C\x4C |0

<U76D2> \x79\x6C |0

<U76D6> \x4B\x4C |0

<U76DB> \x60\x7C |0

<U76DC> \x54\x28 |0

<U76DE> \x6D\x53

 |0

<U76DF> \x58\x6F |0

<U76E1> \x72\x57 |0

<U76E3> \x4A\x78 |0

<U76E4> \x5A\x6F |0

<U76E7> \x56\x54 |0

<U76EE> \x59\x4D |0

<U76F2> \x58\x6E |0

<U76F4> \x72\x41 |0

<U76F8> \x5F\x53 |0

<U76FC> \x5A\x70 |0

<U76FE> \x62\x6A |0

<U7701> \x60\x7D |0

<U7704> \x58\x78 |0

<U7708> \x77\x2F |0

<U7709> \x5A\x36 |0

<U770B> \x4A\x57 |0

<U771E> \x72\x58 |0

<U7720> \x58\x79 |0

<U7729> \x7A\x5F |0

<U7737> \x4F\x6F |0

<U7738> \x59\x42 |0

<U773A> \x70\x52 |0

<U773C> \x64\x51 |0

<U7740> \x73\x37 |0

<U774D> \x7A\x60 |0

<U775B> \x6F\x6C |0

<U7761> \x62\x32 |0

<U7763> \x54\x3D |0

<U7766> \x59\x4E |0
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<U776B> \x74\x62 |0

<U7779> \x54\x29 |0

<U777E> \x4D\x42 |0

<U777F> \x67\x5A |0

<U778B> \x72\x59 |0

<U7791> \x59\x2A |0

<U779E> \x58\x3E |0

<U77A5> \x5C\x2D |0

<U77AC> \x62\x6B |0

<U77AD> \x56\x7C |0

<U77B0> \x4A\x79 |0

<U77B3> \x54\x5A |0

<U77BB> \x74\x57 |0

<U77BC> \x4C\x21 |0

<U77BF> \x4F\x3A |0

<U77D7> \x75\x38 |0

<U77DB> \x59\x43 |0

<U77DC> \x50\x68 |0

<U77E2> \x63\x45 |0

<U77E3> \x6B\x78 |0

<U77E5> \x72\x31

 |0

<U77E9> \x4F\x3B |0

<U77ED> \x53\x2D |0

<U77EE> \x68\x61 |0

<U77EF> \x4E\x6C |0

<U77F3> \x60\x34 |0

<U7802> \x5E\x63 |0

<U7812> \x5D\x77 |0

<U7825> \x72\x32 |0

<U7826> \x73\x76 |0

<U7827> \x76\x5B |0

<U782C> \x57\x7E |0

<U7832> \x78\x5F |0

<U7834> \x77\x72 |0

<U7845> \x50\x29 |0

<U784F> \x66\x5A |0

<U785D> \x75\x26 |0

<U786B> \x57\x3C |0

<U786C> \x4C\x63 |0

<U786F> \x66\x5B |0

<U787C> \x5D\x5D |0

<U7881> \x51\x33 |0

<U7887> \x6F\x6D |0

<U788C> \x56\x5E |0

<U788D> \x64\x74 |0

<U788E> \x61\x6F |0

<U7891> \x5D\x78 |0
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<U7897> \x68\x4F |0

<U78A3> \x4A\x65 |0

<U78A7> \x5C\x21 |0

<U78A9> \x60\x35 |0

<U78BA> \x7C\x2C |0

<U78BB> \x7C\x2D |0

<U78BC> \x58\x27 |0

<U78C1> \x6D\x38 |0

<U78C5> \x5B\x36 |0

<U78CA> \x56\x70 |0

<U78CB> \x73\x2F |0

<U78CE> \x4D\x25 |0

<U78D0> \x5A\x71 |0

<U78E8> \x58\x28 |0

<U78EC> \x4C\x64 |0

<U78EF> \x51\x34 |0

<U78F5> \x4A\x58 |0

<U78FB> \x5A\x72 |0

<U7901> \x75\x27 |0

<U790E> \x75\x28 |0

<U7916> \x66\x26 |0

<U792A> \x55\x6C |0

<U792B> \x55\x78 |0

<U792C> \x5A\x73

 |0

<U793A> \x63\x46 |0

<U793E> \x5E\x64 |0

<U7940> \x5E\x65 |0

<U7941> \x51\x35 |0

<U7947> \x51\x36 |0

<U7948> \x51\x37 |0

<U7949> \x72\x33 |0

<U7950> \x69\x5E |0

<U7956> \x70\x53 |0

<U7957> \x72\x34 |0

<U795A> \x70\x54 |0

<U795B> \x4B\x64 |0

<U795C> \x7B\x54 |0

<U795D> \x75\x66 |0

<U795E> \x63\x6A |0

<U7960> \x5E\x66 |0

<U7965> \x5F\x54 |0

<U7968> \x78\x79 |0

<U796D> \x70\x2E |0

<U797A> \x51\x38 |0

<U797F> \x56\x5F |0

<U7981> \x50\x57 |0

<U798D> \x7C\x21 |0
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<U798E> \x6F\x6E |0

<U798F> \x5C\x58 |0

<U7991> \x69\x5F |0

<U79A6> \x65\x5D |0

<U79A7> \x7D\x7B |0

<U79AA> \x60\x49 |0

<U79AE> \x56\x49 |0

<U79B1> \x54\x2A |0

<U79B3> \x65\x4C |0

<U79B9> \x69\x60 |0

<U79BD> \x50\x58 |0

<U79BE> \x7C\x22 |0

<U79BF> \x54\x3E |0

<U79C0> \x62\x33 |0

<U79C1> \x5E\x67 |0

<U79C9> \x5C\x3C |0

<U79CA> \x52\x36 |0

<U79CB> \x75\x55 |0

<U79D1> \x4E\x21 |0

<U79D2> \x75\x29 |0

<U79D5> \x5D\x79 |0

<U79D8> \x5D\x7A |0

<U79DF> \x70\x55 |0

<U79E4> \x76\x5F |0

<U79E6> \x72\x5A |0

<U79E7> \x64\x6B |0

<U79E9> \x72\x71

 |0

<U79FB> \x6C\x39 |0

<U7A00> \x7D\x7C |0

<U7A05> \x61\x2A |0

<U7A08> \x4A\x59 |0

<U7A0B> \x6F\x6F |0

<U7A0D> \x75\x2A |0

<U7A14> \x6C\x79 |0

<U7A17> \x78\x2D |0

<U7A19> \x72\x42 |0

<U7A1A> \x76\x43 |0

<U7A1C> \x57\x52 |0

<U7A1F> \x79\x22 |0

<U7A20> \x70\x56 |0

<U7A2E> \x70\x7A |0

<U7A31> \x76\x60 |0

<U7A36> \x69\x73 |0

<U7A37> \x72\x43 |0

<U7A3B> \x54\x2B |0

<U7A3C> \x4A\x33 |0

<U7A3D> \x4D\x26 |0
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<U7A3F> \x4D\x43 |0

<U7A40> \x4D\x5A |0

<U7A46> \x59\x4F |0

<U7A49> \x76\x44 |0

<U7A4D> \x6E\x5D |0

<U7A4E> \x67\x44 |0

<U7A57> \x62\x34 |0

<U7A61> \x5F\x62 |0

<U7A62> \x67\x5B |0

<U7A69> \x68\x31 |0

<U7A6B> \x7C\x2E |0

<U7A70> \x65\x4D |0

<U7A74> \x7A\x6B |0

<U7A76> \x4F\x3C |0

<U7A79> \x4F\x62 |0

<U7A7A> \x4D\x76 |0

<U7A7D> \x6F\x70 |0

<U7A7F> \x74\x3E |0

<U7A81> \x54\x4D |0

<U7A84> \x73\x38 |0

<U7A88> \x69\x21 |0

<U7A92> \x72\x72 |0

<U7A93> \x73\x6B |0

<U7A95> \x70\x57 |0

<U7A98> \x4F\x57 |0

<U7A9F> \x4F\x5F |0

<U7AA9> \x68\x40 |0

<U7AAA> \x68\x41 |0

<U7AAE> \x4F\x63 |0

<U7AAF> \x69\x22

 |0

<U7ABA> \x50\x2A |0

<U7AC4> \x73\x41 |0

<U7AC5> \x50\x2B |0

<U7AC7> \x54\x64 |0

<U7ACA> \x6F\x3C |0

<U7ACB> \x58\x21 |0

<U7AD7> \x59\x5F |0

<U7AD9> \x73\x57 |0

<U7ADD> \x5C\x3D |0

<U7ADF> \x4C\x65 |0

<U7AE0> \x6D\x71 |0

<U7AE3> \x71\x62 |0

<U7AE5> \x54\x5B |0

<U7AEA> \x62\x35 |0

<U7AED> \x4A\x66 |0

<U7AEF> \x53\x2E |0

<U7AF6> \x4C\x66 |0
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<U7AF9> \x71\x53 |0

<U7AFA> \x75\x67 |0

<U7AFF> \x4A\x5A |0

<U7B0F> \x7B\x6E |0

<U7B11> \x61\x45 |0

<U7B19> \x5F\x69 |0

<U7B1B> \x6E\x5E |0

<U7B1E> \x77\x42 |0

<U7B20> \x58\x22 |0

<U7B26> \x5D\x2C |0

<U7B2C> \x70\x2F |0

<U7B2D> \x56\x3D |0

<U7B39> \x61\x2B |0

<U7B46> \x79\x36 |0

<U7B49> \x54\x75 |0

<U7B4B> \x50\x49 |0

<U7B4C> \x6F\x27 |0

<U7B4D> \x62\x6C |0

<U7B4F> \x5B\x6A |0

<U7B50> \x4E\x4C |0

<U7B51> \x75\x68 |0

<U7B52> \x77\x55 |0

<U7B54> \x53\x4D |0

<U7B56> \x73\x7E |0

<U7B60> \x50\x35 |0

<U7B6C> \x60\x7E |0

<U7B6E> \x5F\x7B |0

<U7B75> \x66\x5D |0

<U7B7D> \x68\x24 |0

<U7B87> \x4B\x4D |0

<U7B8B> \x6F\x28 |0

<U7B8F> \x6E\x34 |0

<U7B94> \x5A\x58

 |0

<U7B95> \x51\x39 |0

<U7B97> \x5F\x29 |0

<U7B9A> \x73\x30 |0

<U7B9D> \x4C\x44 |0

<U7BA1> \x4E\x37 |0

<U7BAD> \x6F\x29 |0

<U7BB1> \x5F\x55 |0

<U7BB4> \x6D\x57 |0

<U7BB8> \x6E\x46 |0

<U7BC0> \x6F\x3D |0

<U7BC1> \x7C\x56 |0

<U7BC4> \x5B\x74 |0

<U7BC6> \x6F\x2A |0

<U7BC7> \x78\x39 |0
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<U7BC9> \x75\x69 |0

<U7BD2> \x63\x59 |0

<U7BE0> \x61\x46 |0

<U7BE4> \x54\x3F |0

<U7BE9> \x5E\x68 |0

<U7C07> \x70\x6A |0

<U7C12> \x73\x42 |0

<U7C1E> \x53\x2F |0

<U7C21> \x4A\x5B |0

<U7C27> \x7C\x57 |0

<U7C2A> \x6D\x58 |0

<U7C2B> \x61\x47 |0

<U7C3D> \x74\x58 |0

<U7C3E> \x56\x33 |0

<U7C3F> \x5D\x2D |0

<U7C43> \x55\x3E |0

<U7C4C> \x71\x43 |0

<U7C4D> \x6E\x5F |0

<U7C60> \x56\x6B |0

<U7C64> \x74\x59 |0

<U7C6C> \x57\x66 |0

<U7C73> \x5A\x37 |0

<U7C83> \x5D\x7B |0

<U7C89> \x5D\x4F |0

<U7C92> \x58\x23 |0

<U7C95> \x5A\x59 |0

<U7C97> \x70\x58 |0

<U7C98> \x6F\x44 |0

<U7C9F> \x61\x58 |0

<U7CA5> \x71\x54 |0

<U7CA7> \x6D\x72 |0

<U7CAE> \x55\x5B |0

<U7CB1> \x55\x5C |0

<U7CB2> \x73\x44 |0

<U7CB3> \x4B\x57 |0

<U7CB9> \x62\x36

 |0

<U7CBE> \x6F\x71 |0

<U7CCA> \x7B\x55 |0

<U7CD6> \x53\x58 |0

<U7CDE> \x5D\x50 |0

<U7CDF> \x70\x59 |0

<U7CE0> \x4B\x33 |0

<U7CE7> \x55\x5D |0

<U7CFB> \x4D\x27 |0

<U7CFE> \x50\x2C |0

<U7D00> \x51\x3A |0

<U7D02> \x71\x44 |0
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<U7D04> \x65\x33 |0

<U7D05> \x7B\x75 |0

<U7D06> \x69\x61 |0

<U7D07> \x7D\x60 |0

<U7D08> \x7C\x3C |0

<U7D0A> \x5A\x22 |0

<U7D0B> \x5A\x23 |0

<U7D0D> \x52\x21 |0

<U7D10> \x52\x6F |0

<U7D14> \x62\x6D |0

<U7D17> \x5E\x69 |0

<U7D18> \x4E\x5C |0

<U7D19> \x72\x35 |0

<U7D1A> \x50\x64 |0

<U7D1B> \x5D\x51 |0

<U7D20> \x61\x48 |0

<U7D21> \x5B\x37 |0

<U7D22> \x5F\x63 |0

<U7D2B> \x6D\x39 |0

<U7D2C> \x71\x45 |0

<U7D2E> \x73\x4F |0

<U7D2F> \x57\x2B |0

<U7D30> \x61\x2C |0

<U7D33> \x63\x6B |0

<U7D35> \x6E\x47 |0

<U7D39> \x61\x49 |0

<U7D3A> \x4A\x7A |0

<U7D42> \x70\x7B |0

<U7D43> \x7A\x61 |0

<U7D44> \x70\x5A |0

<U7D45> \x4C\x67 |0

<U7D46> \x5A\x74 |0

<U7D50> \x4C\x3F |0

<U7D5E> \x4E\x6D |0

<U7D61> \x55\x29 |0

<U7D62> \x7A\x62 |0

<U7D66> \x50\x65 |0

<U7D68> \x6B\x56 |0

<U7D6A> \x6C\x5F

 |0

<U7D6E> \x5F\x7C |0

<U7D71> \x77\x56 |0

<U7D72> \x5E\x6A |0

<U7D73> \x4B\x34 |0

<U7D76> \x6F\x3E |0

<U7D79> \x4C\x35 |0

<U7D7F> \x4F\x3D |0

<U7D8E> \x6F\x72 |0
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<U7D8F> \x62\x37 |0

<U7D93> \x4C\x68 |0

<U7D9C> \x70\x7C |0

<U7DA0> \x56\x60 |0

<U7DA2> \x71\x46 |0

<U7DAC> \x62\x38 |0

<U7DAD> \x6B\x2B |0

<U7DB1> \x4B\x35 |0

<U7DB2> \x58\x51 |0

<U7DB4> \x74\x4E |0

<U7DB5> \x73\x77 |0

<U7DB8> \x57\x46 |0

<U7DBA> \x51\x3B |0

<U7DBB> \x77\x2A |0

<U7DBD> \x6D\x4A |0

<U7DBE> \x57\x53 |0

<U7DBF> \x58\x7A |0

<U7DC7> \x76\x45 |0

<U7DCA> \x51\x4C |0

<U7DCB> \x5D\x7C |0

<U7DD6> \x5F\x7D |0

<U7DD8> \x79\x65 |0

<U7DDA> \x60\x4A |0

<U7DDD> \x72\x7D |0

<U7DDE> \x53\x30 |0

<U7DE0> \x74\x73 |0

<U7DE1> \x5A\x49 |0

<U7DE3> \x66\x5E |0

<U7DE8> \x78\x3A |0

<U7DE9> \x68\x50 |0

<U7DEC> \x58\x7B |0

<U7DEF> \x6A\x55 |0

<U7DF4> \x56\x23 |0

<U7DFB> \x76\x46 |0

<U7E09> \x72\x5B |0

<U7E0A> \x64\x7C |0

<U7E15> \x68\x32 |0

<U7E1B> \x5A\x5A |0

<U7E1D> \x72\x5C |0

<U7E1E> \x7B\x56 |0

<U7E1F> \x69\x32 |0

<U7E21> \x6E\x2D

 |0

<U7E23> \x7A\x63 |0

<U7E2B> \x5C\x6E |0

<U7E2E> \x75\x6A |0

<U7E2F> \x66\x60 |0

<U7E31> \x70\x7D |0
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<U7E37> \x57\x2C |0

<U7E3D> \x75\x45 |0

<U7E3E> \x6E\x60 |0

<U7E41> \x5B\x65 |0

<U7E43> \x5D\x5E |0

<U7E46> \x59\x70 |0

<U7E47> \x69\x23 |0

<U7E52> \x71\x79 |0

<U7E54> \x72\x44 |0

<U7E55> \x60\x4B |0

<U7E5E> \x69\x24 |0

<U7E61> \x62\x39 |0

<U7E69> \x63\x31 |0

<U7E6A> \x7C\x6B |0

<U7E6B> \x4D\x28 |0

<U7E6D> \x4C\x36 |0

<U7E70> \x70\x5B |0

<U7E79> \x66\x3A |0

<U7E7C> \x4D\x29 |0

<U7E82> \x73\x43 |0

<U7E8C> \x61\x59 |0

<U7E8F> \x6F\x2B |0

<U7E93> \x67\x45 |0

<U7E96> \x60\x69 |0

<U7E98> \x73\x45 |0

<U7E9B> \x54\x40 |0

<U7E9C> \x55\x3F |0

<U7F36> \x5D\x2E |0

<U7F38> \x79\x7C |0

<U7F3A> \x4C\x40 |0

<U7F4C> \x65\x22 |0

<U7F50> \x4E\x38 |0

<U7F54> \x58\x52 |0

<U7F55> \x79\x56 |0

<U7F6A> \x71\x2A |0

<U7F6B> \x4E\x51 |0

<U7F6E> \x76\x47 |0

<U7F70> \x5B\x6B |0

<U7F72> \x5F\x7E |0

<U7F75> \x58\x61 |0

<U7F77> \x77\x73 |0

<U7F79> \x57\x67 |0

<U7F85> \x54\x7E |0

<U7F88> \x51\x3C |0

<U7F8A> \x65\x4F

 |0

<U7F8C> \x4B\x36 |0

<U7F8E> \x5A\x38 |0
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<U7F94> \x4D\x44 |0

<U7F9A> \x56\x3E |0

<U7F9E> \x62\x3A |0

<U7FA4> \x4F\x58 |0

<U7FA8> \x60\x4C |0

<U7FA9> \x6B\x79 |0

<U7FB2> \x7D\x7D |0

<U7FB8> \x57\x68 |0

<U7FB9> \x4B\x58 |0

<U7FBD> \x69\x62 |0

<U7FC1> \x68\x3A |0

<U7FC5> \x63\x47 |0

<U7FCA> \x6C\x4D |0

<U7FCC> \x6C\x4E |0

<U7FCE> \x56\x3F |0

<U7FD2> \x63\x27 |0

<U7FD4> \x5F\x56 |0

<U7FD5> \x7D\x68 |0

<U7FDF> \x6E\x61 |0

<U7FE0> \x76\x28 |0

<U7FE1> \x5D\x7D |0

<U7FE9> \x78\x3B |0

<U7FEB> \x68\x51 |0

<U7FF0> \x79\x57 |0

<U7FF9> \x4E\x6E |0

<U7FFC> \x6C\x4F |0

<U8000> \x69\x25 |0

<U8001> \x56\x55 |0

<U8003> \x4D\x45 |0

<U8005> \x6D\x3A |0

<U8006> \x51\x3D |0

<U8009> \x4F\x3E |0

<U800C> \x6C\x3B |0

<U8010> \x52\x31 |0

<U8015> \x4C\x69 |0

<U8017> \x59\x44 |0

<U8018> \x69\x7C |0

<U802D> \x51\x3E |0

<U8033> \x6C\x3C |0

<U8036> \x65\x2D |0

<U803D> \x77\x30 |0

<U803F> \x4C\x6A |0

<U8043> \x53\x44 |0

<U8046> \x56\x40 |0

<U804A> \x56\x7D |0

<U8056> \x61\x21 |0

<U8058> \x5E\x3D |0

<U805A> \x76\x29
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 |0

<U805E> \x5A\x24 |0

<U806F> \x56\x24 |0

<U8070> \x75\x46 |0

<U8072> \x61\x22 |0

<U8073> \x69\x46 |0

<U8077> \x72\x45 |0

<U807D> \x74\x69 |0

<U807E> \x56\x6C |0

<U807F> \x6B\x53 |0

<U8084> \x6C\x3D |0

<U8085> \x62\x5C |0

<U8086> \x5E\x6B |0

<U8087> \x70\x5C |0

<U8089> \x6B\x3F |0

<U808B> \x57\x4E |0

<U808C> \x51\x3F |0

<U8096> \x75\x2B |0

<U809B> \x79\x7D |0

<U809D> \x4A\x5C |0

<U80A1> \x4D\x46 |0

<U80A2> \x72\x36 |0

<U80A5> \x5D\x7E |0

<U80A9> \x4C\x37 |0

<U80AA> \x5B\x38 |0

<U80AF> \x50\x69 |0

<U80B1> \x4E\x5D |0

<U80B2> \x6B\x40 |0

<U80B4> \x7D\x22 |0

<U80BA> \x78\x4B |0

<U80C3> \x6A\x56 |0

<U80C4> \x71\x30 |0

<U80CC> \x5B\x4E |0

<U80CE> \x77\x43 |0

<U80DA> \x5B\x4F |0

<U80DB> \x4B\x24 |0

<U80DE> \x78\x60 |0

<U80E1> \x7B\x57 |0

<U80E4> \x6B\x4A |0

<U80E5> \x60\x21 |0

<U80F1> \x4E\x4D |0

<U80F4> \x54\x5C |0

<U80F8> \x7D\x58 |0

<U80FD> \x52\x76 |0

<U8102> \x72\x37 |0

<U8105> \x7A\x76 |0

<U8106> \x76\x2A |0

<U8107> \x7A\x77 |0
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<U8108> \x58\x66 |0

<U810A> \x74\x31 |0

<U8118> \x68\x52

 |0

<U811A> \x4A\x45 |0

<U811B> \x4C\x6B |0

<U8123> \x62\x6E |0

<U8129> \x62\x3B |0

<U812B> \x77\x2D |0

<U812F> \x78\x61 |0

<U8139> \x73\x6C |0

<U813E> \x5E\x21 |0

<U814B> \x64\x7D |0

<U814E> \x63\x6C |0

<U8150> \x5D\x2F |0

<U8151> \x5D\x30 |0

<U8154> \x4B\x37 |0

<U8155> \x68\x53 |0

<U8165> \x61\x23 |0

<U8166> \x52\x60 |0

<U816B> \x70\x7E |0

<U8170> \x69\x26 |0

<U8171> \x4B\x72 |0

<U8178> \x6D\x73 |0

<U8179> \x5C\x59 |0

<U817A> \x60\x4D |0

<U817F> \x77\x5A |0

<U8180> \x5B\x39 |0

<U8188> \x4C\x2E |0

<U818A> \x5A\x5B |0

<U818F> \x4D\x47 |0

<U819A> \x5D\x31 |0

<U819C> \x58\x2F |0

<U819D> \x63\x23 |0

<U81A0> \x4E\x6F |0

<U81A3> \x72\x73 |0

<U81A8> \x78\x33 |0

<U81B3> \x60\x4E |0

<U81B5> \x75\x7D |0

<U81BA> \x6B\x6C |0

<U81BD> \x53\x45 |0

<U81BE> \x7C\x6C |0

<U81BF> \x52\x5B |0

<U81C0> \x54\x6B |0

<U81C2> \x5E\x22 |0

<U81C6> \x65\x66 |0

<U81CD> \x70\x30 |0

<U81D8> \x55\x44 |0
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<U81DF> \x6D\x74 |0

<U81E3> \x63\x6D |0

<U81E5> \x68\x42 |0

<U81E7> \x6D\x75 |0

<U81E8> \x57\x7C |0

<U81EA> \x6D\x3B

 |0

<U81ED> \x76\x2B |0

<U81F3> \x72\x38 |0

<U81F4> \x76\x48 |0

<U81FA> \x53\x66 |0

<U81FB> \x72\x5D |0

<U81FC> \x4F\x3F |0

<U81FE> \x6B\x2C |0

<U8205> \x4F\x40 |0

<U8207> \x66\x28 |0

<U8208> \x7D\x69 |0

<U820A> \x4F\x41 |0

<U820C> \x60\x5F |0

<U820D> \x5E\x6C |0

<U8212> \x60\x22 |0

<U821B> \x74\x3F |0

<U821C> \x62\x6F |0

<U821E> \x59\x71 |0

<U821F> \x71\x47 |0

<U8221> \x4B\x38 |0

<U822A> \x79\x7E |0

<U822B> \x5B\x3A |0

<U822C> \x5A\x75 |0

<U8235> \x76\x6C |0

<U8236> \x5A\x5C |0

<U8237> \x7A\x64 |0

<U8239> \x60\x4F |0

<U8240> \x5D\x32 |0

<U8245> \x66\x29 |0

<U8247> \x6F\x73 |0

<U8259> \x73\x6D |0

<U8264> \x6B\x7A |0

<U8266> \x79\x66 |0

<U826E> \x4A\x5D |0

<U826F> \x55\x5E |0

<U8271> \x4A\x5E |0

<U8272> \x5F\x64 |0

<U8276> \x66\x7D |0

<U8278> \x75\x2C |0

<U827E> \x64\x75 |0

<U828B> \x69\x63 |0

<U828D> \x6D\x4B |0
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<U828E> \x4F\x64 |0

<U8292> \x58\x53 |0

<U8299> \x5D\x33 |0

<U829A> \x54\x6C |0

<U829D> \x72\x39 |0

<U829F> \x5F\x37 |0

<U82A5> \x4B\x4E |0

<U82A6> \x7B\x58 |0

<U82A9> \x50\x59

 |0

<U82AC> \x5D\x52 |0

<U82AD> \x77\x74 |0

<U82AE> \x67\x5C |0

<U82AF> \x64\x25 |0

<U82B1> \x7C\x23 |0

<U82B3> \x5B\x3B |0

<U82B7> \x72\x3A |0

<U82B8> \x69\x7D |0

<U82B9> \x50\x4A |0

<U82BB> \x75\x56 |0

<U82BC> \x59\x45 |0

<U82BD> \x64\x34 |0

<U82BF> \x6D\x27 |0

<U82D1> \x6A\x3D |0

<U82D2> \x66\x7E |0

<U82D4> \x77\x44 |0

<U82D5> \x75\x2D |0

<U82D7> \x59\x60 |0

<U82DB> \x4A\x34 |0

<U82DE> \x78\x62 |0

<U82DF> \x4F\x42 |0

<U82E1> \x6C\x3E |0

<U82E5> \x65\x34 |0

<U82E6> \x4D\x48 |0

<U82E7> \x6E\x48 |0

<U82F1> \x67\x48 |0

<U82FD> \x4D\x49 |0

<U82FE> \x79\x37 |0

<U8301> \x71\x68 |0

<U8302> \x59\x72 |0

<U8303> \x5B\x75 |0

<U8304> \x4A\x35 |0

<U8305> \x59\x46 |0

<U8309> \x58\x49 |0

<U8317> \x59\x2B |0

<U8328> \x6D\x3C |0

<U832B> \x58\x54 |0

<U832F> \x5C\x5A |0
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<U8331> \x62\x3C |0

<U8334> \x7C\x6D |0

<U8335> \x6C\x60 |0

<U8336> \x52\x7E |0

<U8338> \x69\x47 |0

<U8339> \x66\x2A |0

<U8340> \x62\x70 |0

<U8347> \x7A\x3B |0

<U8349> \x75\x2E |0

<U834A> \x7B\x2A |0

<U834F> \x6C\x7B |0

<U8351> \x6C\x3F

 |0

<U8352> \x7C\x58 |0

<U8373> \x54\x65 |0

<U8377> \x79\x43 |0

<U837B> \x6E\x62 |0

<U8389> \x57\x69 |0

<U838A> \x6D\x76 |0

<U838E> \x5E\x6D |0

<U8396> \x4C\x6C |0

<U8398> \x63\x6E |0

<U839E> \x68\x54 |0

<U83A2> \x7A\x78 |0

<U83A9> \x5D\x34 |0

<U83AA> \x64\x35 |0

<U83AB> \x58\x30 |0

<U83BD> \x58\x55 |0

<U83C1> \x74\x6A |0

<U83C5> \x4E\x39 |0

<U83C9> \x56\x61 |0

<U83CA> \x4F\x52 |0

<U83CC> \x50\x36 |0

<U83D3> \x4E\x22 |0

<U83D6> \x73\x6E |0

<U83DC> \x73\x78 |0

<U83E9> \x5C\x4C |0

<U83EB> \x50\x4B |0

<U83EF> \x7C\x24 |0

<U83F0> \x4D\x4A |0

<U83F1> \x57\x54 |0

<U83F2> \x5E\x23 |0

<U83F4> \x64\x60 |0

<U83F9> \x6E\x49 |0

<U83FD> \x62\x5D |0

<U8403> \x75\x7E |0

<U8404> \x54\x2C |0

<U840A> \x55\x51 |0
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<U840C> \x58\x70 |0

<U840D> \x78\x43 |0

<U840E> \x6A\x57 |0

<U8429> \x75\x57 |0

<U842C> \x58\x3F |0

<U8431> \x7D\x40 |0

<U8438> \x6B\x2D |0

<U843D> \x55\x2A |0

<U8449> \x67\x28 |0

<U8457> \x6E\x4A |0

<U845B> \x4A\x67 |0

<U8461> \x78\x63 |0

<U8463> \x54\x5D |0

<U8466> \x6A\x58 |0

<U846B> \x7B\x59

 |0

<U846C> \x6D\x77 |0

<U846F> \x65\x35 |0

<U8475> \x50\x2D |0

<U847A> \x71\x71 |0

<U8490> \x62\x3D |0

<U8494> \x63\x48 |0

<U8499> \x59\x55 |0

<U849C> \x5F\x2A |0

<U84A1> \x5B\x3C |0

<U84B2> \x78\x64 |0

<U84B8> \x71\x7A |0

<U84BB> \x65\x36 |0

<U84BC> \x73\x6F |0

<U84BF> \x7B\x5A |0

<U84C0> \x61\x60 |0

<U84C2> \x59\x2C |0

<U84C4> \x75\x6B |0

<U84C6> \x60\x36 |0

<U84C9> \x69\x48 |0

<U84CB> \x4B\x4F |0

<U84CD> \x63\x49 |0

<U84D1> \x5E\x6E |0

<U84DA> \x62\x3E |0

<U84EC> \x5C\x6F |0

<U84EE> \x56\x25 |0

<U84F4> \x62\x71 |0

<U84FC> \x56\x7E |0

<U8511> \x59\x21 |0

<U8513> \x58\x40 |0

<U8514> \x5C\x5B |0

<U8517> \x6D\x3D |0

<U8518> \x5F\x38 |0
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<U851A> \x6A\x25 |0

<U851E> \x57\x2D |0

<U8521> \x73\x79 |0

<U8523> \x6D\x78 |0

<U8525> \x75\x47 |0

<U852C> \x61\x4A |0

<U852D> \x6B\x63 |0

<U852F> \x72\x5E |0

<U853D> \x78\x4C |0

<U853F> \x6A\x59 |0

<U8541> \x53\x46 |0

<U8543> \x5B\x66 |0

<U8549> \x75\x2F |0

<U854E> \x4E\x70 |0

<U8553> \x69\x7E |0

<U8559> \x7B\x36 |0

<U8563> \x62\x72 |0

<U8568> \x4F\x72

 |0

<U8569> \x77\x39 |0

<U856A> \x59\x73 |0

<U856D> \x61\x4B |0

<U8584> \x5A\x5D |0

<U8587> \x5A\x39 |0

<U858F> \x6B\x7B |0

<U8591> \x4B\x39 |0

<U8594> \x6D\x79 |0

<U859B> \x60\x60 |0

<U85A6> \x74\x40 |0

<U85A8> \x7D\x3C |0

<U85A9> \x5F\x31 |0

<U85AA> \x63\x6F |0

<U85AF> \x60\x23 |0

<U85B0> \x7D\x39 |0

<U85BA> \x70\x31 |0

<U85C1> \x4D\x4B |0

<U85C9> \x6D\x3E |0

<U85CD> \x55\x40 |0

<U85CE> \x63\x70 |0

<U85CF> \x6D\x7A |0

<U85D5> \x69\x64 |0

<U85DC> \x55\x6D |0

<U85DD> \x67\x5D |0

<U85E4> \x54\x76 |0

<U85E5> \x65\x37 |0

<U85E9> \x5B\x67 |0

<U85EA> \x62\x3F |0

<U85F7> \x6E\x4B |0
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<U85FA> \x57\x74 |0

<U85FB> \x70\x5D |0

<U85FF> \x4E\x2B |0

<U8602> \x67\x5E |0

<U8606> \x56\x56 |0

<U8607> \x61\x4C |0

<U860A> \x68\x33 |0

<U8616> \x65\x6E |0

<U8617> \x5C\x22 |0

<U861A> \x60\x50 |0

<U862D> \x55\x35 |0

<U863F> \x55\x21 |0

<U864E> \x7B\x5B |0

<U8650> \x79\x4B |0

<U8654> \x4B\x73 |0

<U8655> \x74\x25 |0

<U865B> \x7A\x48 |0

<U865C> \x56\x57 |0

<U865E> \x69\x65 |0

<U865F> \x7B\x5C |0

<U8667> \x7D\x50

 |0

<U8679> \x7B\x76 |0

<U868A> \x5A\x25 |0

<U868C> \x5B\x3D |0

<U8693> \x6C\x62 |0

<U86A3> \x4D\x77 |0

<U86A4> \x70\x5E |0

<U86A9> \x76\x49 |0

<U86C7> \x5E\x6F |0

<U86CB> \x53\x31 |0

<U86D4> \x7C\x6E |0

<U86D9> \x68\x43 |0

<U86DB> \x71\x48 |0

<U86DF> \x4E\x71 |0

<U86E4> \x79\x6D |0

<U86ED> \x72\x74 |0

<U86FE> \x64\x36 |0

<U8700> \x75\x39 |0

<U8702> \x5C\x70 |0

<U8703> \x63\x71 |0

<U8708> \x68\x25 |0

<U8718> \x72\x3B |0

<U871A> \x5E\x24 |0

<U871C> \x5A\x4C |0

<U874E> \x4A\x69 |0

<U8755> \x63\x5A |0

<U8757> \x7C\x59 |0
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<U875F> \x6A\x5A |0

<U8766> \x79\x44 |0

<U8768> \x63\x24 |0

<U8774> \x7B\x5D |0

<U8776> \x6F\x4A |0

<U8778> \x68\x44 |0

<U8782> \x55\x4C |0

<U878D> \x6B\x57 |0

<U879F> \x59\x2D |0

<U87A2> \x7B\x2B |0

<U87B3> \x53\x59 |0

<U87BA> \x55\x22 |0

<U87C4> \x76\x5E |0

<U87E0> \x5A\x76 |0

<U87EC> \x60\x51 |0

<U87EF> \x69\x28 |0

<U87F2> \x75\x79 |0

<U87F9> \x7A\x2F |0

<U87FB> \x6B\x7C |0

<U87FE> \x60\x6A |0

<U8805> \x63\x32 |0

<U881F> \x55\x45 |0

<U8822> \x71\x63 |0

<U8823> \x55\x6E

 |0

<U8831> \x4D\x4C |0

<U8836> \x6D\x59 |0

<U883B> \x58\x41 |0

<U8840> \x7A\x6C |0

<U8846> \x71\x6B |0

<U884C> \x7A\x3C |0

<U884D> \x66\x62 |0

<U8852> \x7A\x65 |0

<U8853> \x62\x7A |0

<U8857> \x4A\x36 |0

<U8859> \x64\x37 |0

<U885B> \x6A\x5B |0

<U885D> \x75\x7A |0

<U8861> \x7B\x2C |0

<U8862> \x4F\x43 |0

<U8863> \x6B\x7D |0

<U8868> \x78\x7A |0

<U886B> \x5F\x39 |0

<U8870> \x61\x71 |0

<U8872> \x52\x24 |0

<U8877> \x75\x7B |0

<U887E> \x50\x5A |0

<U887F> \x50\x5B |0
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<U8881> \x6A\x3E |0

<U8882> \x59\x31 |0

<U8888> \x4A\x37 |0

<U888B> \x53\x67 |0

<U888D> \x78\x65 |0

<U8892> \x53\x32 |0

<U8896> \x62\x40 |0

<U8897> \x72\x5F |0

<U889E> \x4D\x65 |0

<U88AB> \x79\x2C |0

<U88B4> \x4D\x4D |0

<U88C1> \x6E\x2E |0

<U88C2> \x56\x2E |0

<U88CF> \x57\x6A |0

<U88D4> \x67\x60 |0

<U88D5> \x6B\x2E |0

<U88D9> \x4F\x59 |0

<U88DC> \x5C\x4D |0

<U88DD> \x6D\x7B |0

<U88DF> \x5E\x70 |0

<U88E1> \x57\x6B |0

<U88E8> \x5E\x25 |0

<U88F3> \x5F\x57 |0

<U88F4> \x5B\x50 |0

<U88F5> \x5B\x51 |0

<U88F8> \x55\x23 |0

<U88FD> \x70\x32

 |0

<U8907> \x5C\x5C |0

<U8910> \x4A\x68 |0

<U8912> \x78\x66 |0

<U8913> \x5C\x4E |0

<U8918> \x6A\x5C |0

<U8919> \x5B\x52 |0

<U8925> \x69\x33 |0

<U892A> \x77\x5B |0

<U8936> \x63\x28 |0

<U8938> \x57\x2E |0

<U893B> \x60\x61 |0

<U8941> \x4B\x3A |0

<U8944> \x65\x51 |0

<U895F> \x50\x5C |0

<U8964> \x55\x41 |0

<U896A> \x58\x4A |0

<U8972> \x63\x29 |0

<U897F> \x60\x24 |0

<U8981> \x69\x29 |0

<U8983> \x53\x47 |0
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<U8986> \x5C\x5D |0

<U8987> \x78\x2E |0

<U898B> \x4C\x38 |0

<U898F> \x50\x2E |0

<U8993> \x58\x72 |0

<U8996> \x63\x4A |0

<U89A1> \x4C\x2F |0

<U89A9> \x54\x2D |0

<U89AA> \x76\x51 |0

<U89B2> \x50\x4C |0

<U89BA> \x4A\x46 |0

<U89BD> \x55\x42 |0

<U89C0> \x4E\x3A |0

<U89D2> \x4A\x47 |0

<U89E3> \x7A\x30 |0

<U89F4> \x5F\x58 |0

<U89F8> \x75\x3A |0

<U8A00> \x65\x6B |0

<U8A02> \x6F\x74 |0

<U8A03> \x5D\x35 |0

<U8A08> \x4D\x2A |0

<U8A0A> \x63\x72 |0

<U8A0C> \x7B\x77 |0

<U8A0E> \x77\x50 |0

<U8A13> \x7D\x3A |0

<U8A16> \x7D\x61 |0

<U8A17> \x76\x7E |0

<U8A18> \x51\x40 |0

<U8A1B> \x68\x45 |0

<U8A1D> \x64\x38

 |0

<U8A1F> \x61\x68 |0

<U8A23> \x4C\x41 |0

<U8A25> \x52\x6D |0

<U8A2A> \x5B\x3E |0

<U8A2D> \x60\x62 |0

<U8A31> \x7A\x49 |0

<U8A34> \x61\x4D |0

<U8A36> \x4A\x38 |0

<U8A3A> \x72\x60 |0

<U8A3B> \x71\x49 |0

<U8A50> \x5E\x71 |0

<U8A54> \x70\x5F |0

<U8A55> \x78\x44 |0

<U8A5B> \x6E\x4C |0

<U8A5E> \x5E\x72 |0

<U8A60> \x67\x49 |0

<U8A62> \x62\x73 |0
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<U8A63> \x67\x61 |0

<U8A66> \x63\x4B |0

<U8A69> \x63\x4C |0

<U8A6D> \x4F\x78 |0

<U8A6E> \x6F\x2C |0

<U8A70> \x7D\x7E |0

<U8A71> \x7C\x25 |0

<U8A72> \x7A\x31 |0

<U8A73> \x5F\x59 |0

<U8A75> \x60\x52 |0

<U8A79> \x74\x5A |0

<U8A85> \x71\x4A |0

<U8A87> \x4E\x23 |0

<U8A8C> \x72\x3C |0

<U8A8D> \x6C\x63 |0

<U8A93> \x60\x25 |0

<U8A95> \x77\x2B |0

<U8A98> \x6B\x2F |0

<U8A9E> \x65\x5E |0

<U8AA0> \x61\x24 |0

<U8AA1> \x4D\x2B |0

<U8AA3> \x59\x74 |0

<U8AA4> \x68\x26 |0

<U8AA5> \x4D\x4E |0

<U8AA6> \x61\x69 |0

<U8AA8> \x7C\x6F |0

<U8AAA> \x60\x63 |0

<U8AB0> \x62\x41 |0

<U8AB2> \x4E\x24 |0

<U8AB9> \x5E\x26 |0

<U8ABC> \x6B\x7E |0

<U8ABE> \x6B\x5D |0

<U8ABF> \x70\x60

 |0

<U8AC2> \x74\x5B |0

<U8AC4> \x62\x74 |0

<U8AC7> \x53\x48 |0

<U8ACB> \x74\x6B |0

<U8ACD> \x6E\x35 |0

<U8ACF> \x75\x58 |0

<U8AD2> \x55\x5F |0

<U8AD6> \x56\x65 |0

<U8ADB> \x6B\x30 |0

<U8ADC> \x74\x63 |0

<U8AE1> \x63\x4D |0

<U8AE6> \x74\x74 |0

<U8AE7> \x7A\x32 |0

<U8AEA> \x6F\x75 |0
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<U8AEB> \x4A\x5F |0

<U8AED> \x6B\x31 |0

<U8AEE> \x6D\x3F |0

<U8AF1> \x7D\x49 |0

<U8AF6> \x64\x26 |0

<U8AF7> \x79\x24 |0

<U8AF8> \x70\x33 |0

<U8AFA> \x65\x6C |0

<U8AFE> \x51\x67 |0

<U8B00> \x59\x47 |0

<U8B01> \x64\x57 |0

<U8B02> \x6A\x5D |0

<U8B04> \x54\x77 |0

<U8B0E> \x5A\x3A |0

<U8B10> \x5A\x4D |0

<U8B14> \x79\x4C |0

<U8B16> \x61\x5A |0

<U8B17> \x5B\x3F |0

<U8B19> \x4C\x45 |0

<U8B1A> \x6C\x50 |0

<U8B1B> \x4B\x3B |0

<U8B1D> \x5E\x73 |0

<U8B20> \x69\x2A |0

<U8B28> \x59\x48 |0

<U8B2B> \x6E\x63 |0

<U8B2C> \x57\x3D |0

<U8B33> \x4F\x44 |0

<U8B39> \x50\x4D |0

<U8B41> \x7C\x26 |0

<U8B49> \x71\x7B |0

<U8B4E> \x7D\x52 |0

<U8B4F> \x51\x41 |0

<U8B58> \x63\x5B |0

<U8B5A> \x53\x49 |0

<U8B5C> \x5C\x4F |0

<U8B66> \x4C\x6D

 |0

<U8B6C> \x5E\x27 |0

<U8B6F> \x66\x3B |0

<U8B70> \x6C\x21 |0

<U8B74> \x4C\x39 |0

<U8B77> \x7B\x5E |0

<U8B7D> \x67\x62 |0

<U8B80> \x54\x41 |0

<U8B8A> \x5C\x28 |0

<U8B90> \x62\x42 |0

<U8B92> \x73\x58 |0

<U8B93> \x65\x53 |0
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<U8B96> \x73\x59 |0

<U8B9A> \x73\x46 |0

<U8C37> \x4D\x5B |0

<U8C3F> \x4D\x2C |0

<U8C41> \x7C\x43 |0

<U8C46> \x54\x67 |0

<U8C48> \x51\x42 |0

<U8C4A> \x79\x25 |0

<U8C4C> \x68\x55 |0

<U8C55> \x63\x4E |0

<U8C5A> \x54\x4A |0

<U8C61> \x5F\x5A |0

<U8C6A> \x7B\x5F |0

<U8C6B> \x67\x63 |0

<U8C79> \x78\x7B |0

<U8C7A> \x63\x4F |0

<U8C82> \x75\x30 |0

<U8C8A> \x58\x67 |0

<U8C8C> \x59\x49 |0

<U8C9D> \x78\x2F |0

<U8C9E> \x6F\x76 |0

<U8CA0> \x5D\x36 |0

<U8CA1> \x6E\x2F |0

<U8CA2> \x4D\x78 |0

<U8CA7> \x5E\x38 |0

<U8CA8> \x7C\x27 |0

<U8CA9> \x77\x7C |0

<U8CAA> \x77\x31 |0

<U8CAB> \x4E\x3B |0

<U8CAC> \x74\x21 |0

<U8CAF> \x6E\x4D |0

<U8CB0> \x61\x2E |0

<U8CB3> \x6C\x43 |0

<U8CB4> \x4F\x7E |0

<U8CB6> \x78\x3F |0

<U8CB7> \x58\x62 |0

<U8CB8> \x53\x68 |0

<U8CBB> \x5E\x28 |0

<U8CBC> \x74\x64

 |0

<U8CBD> \x6C\x42 |0

<U8CBF> \x59\x75 |0

<U8CC0> \x79\x45 |0

<U8CC1> \x5D\x53 |0

<U8CC2> \x56\x71 |0

<U8CC3> \x6C\x7C |0

<U8CC4> \x7C\x70 |0

<U8CC7> \x6D\x40 |0
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<U8CC8> \x4A\x39 |0

<U8CCA> \x6E\x64 |0

<U8CD1> \x72\x61 |0

<U8CD3> \x5E\x39 |0

<U8CDA> \x56\x72 |0

<U8CDC> \x5E\x74 |0

<U8CDE> \x5F\x5B |0

<U8CE0> \x5B\x53 |0

<U8CE2> \x7A\x67 |0

<U8CE3> \x58\x63 |0

<U8CE4> \x74\x41 |0

<U8CE6> \x5D\x37 |0

<U8CEA> \x72\x75 |0

<U8CED> \x54\x2E |0

<U8CF4> \x56\x73 |0

<U8CFB> \x5D\x38 |0

<U8CFC> \x4F\x45 |0

<U8CFD> \x5F\x5F |0

<U8D04> \x72\x3E |0

<U8D05> \x76\x21 |0

<U8D07> \x6B\x4B |0

<U8D08> \x71\x7C |0

<U8D0A> \x73\x47 |0

<U8D0D> \x60\x6B |0

<U8D13> \x6D\x7C |0

<U8D16> \x61\x5B |0

<U8D64> \x6E\x65 |0

<U8D66> \x5E\x75 |0

<U8D6B> \x7A\x53 |0

<U8D70> \x71\x4B |0

<U8D73> \x50\x2F |0

<U8D74> \x5D\x39 |0

<U8D77> \x51\x43 |0

<U8D85> \x75\x31 |0

<U8D8A> \x6A\x46 |0

<U8D99> \x70\x61 |0

<U8DA3> \x76\x2C |0

<U8DA8> \x75\x59 |0

<U8DB3> \x70\x6B |0

<U8DBA> \x5D\x3A |0

<U8DBE> \x72\x3F |0

<U8DC6> \x77\x45

 |0

<U8DCB> \x5B\x22 |0

<U8DCC> \x72\x76 |0

<U8DCF> \x4A\x3A |0

<U8DDB> \x77\x75 |0

<U8DDD> \x4B\x65 |0
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<U8DE1> \x6E\x66 |0

<U8DE3> \x60\x53 |0

<U8DE8> \x4E\x25 |0

<U8DEF> \x56\x58 |0

<U8DF3> \x54\x2F |0

<U8E0A> \x69\x49 |0

<U8E0F> \x53\x4E |0

<U8E10> \x74\x42 |0

<U8E1E> \x4B\x66 |0

<U8E2A> \x71\x21 |0

<U8E30> \x6B\x32 |0

<U8E35> \x71\x22 |0

<U8E42> \x6B\x33 |0

<U8E44> \x70\x34 |0

<U8E47> \x4B\x74 |0

<U8E48> \x54\x30 |0

<U8E49> \x73\x32 |0

<U8E4A> \x7B\x37 |0

<U8E59> \x75\x6C |0

<U8E5F> \x6E\x67 |0

<U8E60> \x74\x32 |0

<U8E74> \x75\x6D |0

<U8E76> \x4F\x73 |0

<U8E81> \x70\x62 |0

<U8E87> \x6E\x4E |0

<U8E8A> \x71\x4C |0

<U8E8D> \x65\x38 |0

<U8EAA> \x57\x75 |0

<U8EAB> \x63\x73 |0

<U8EAC> \x4F\x65 |0

<U8EC0> \x4F\x46 |0

<U8ECA> \x73\x33 |0

<U8ECB> \x64\x58 |0

<U8ECC> \x4F\x79 |0

<U8ECD> \x4F\x5A |0

<U8ED2> \x7A\x4D |0

<U8EDF> \x66\x63 |0

<U8EEB> \x72\x62 |0

<U8EF8> \x75\x6E |0

<U8EFB> \x4A\x3B |0

<U8EFE> \x63\x5C |0

<U8F03> \x4E\x72 |0

<U8F05> \x56\x59 |0

<U8F09> \x6E\x30 |0

<U8F12> \x74\x65

 |0

<U8F13> \x58\x42 |0

<U8F14> \x5C\x50 |0
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<U8F15> \x4C\x6E |0

<U8F1B> \x55\x60 |0

<U8F1C> \x76\x4A |0

<U8F1D> \x7D\x4A |0

<U8F1E> \x58\x56 |0

<U8F1F> \x74\x4F |0

<U8F26> \x56\x26 |0

<U8F27> \x5C\x3E |0

<U8F29> \x5B\x54 |0

<U8F2A> \x57\x47 |0

<U8F2F> \x72\x7E |0

<U8F33> \x71\x4D |0

<U8F38> \x62\x43 |0

<U8F39> \x5C\x5E |0

<U8F3B> \x5C\x5F |0

<U8F3E> \x6F\x2D |0

<U8F3F> \x66\x2B |0

<U8F44> \x79\x5D |0

<U8F45> \x6A\x3F |0

<U8F49> \x6F\x2E |0

<U8F4D> \x74\x50 |0

<U8F4E> \x4E\x73 |0

<U8F5D> \x66\x2C |0

<U8F5F> \x4E\x5E |0

<U8F62> \x55\x79 |0

<U8F9B> \x63\x74 |0

<U8F9C> \x4D\x50 |0

<U8FA3> \x55\x38 |0

<U8FA6> \x77\x7D |0

<U8FA8> \x5C\x29 |0

<U8FAD> \x5E\x76 |0

<U8FAF> \x5C\x2A |0

<U8FB0> \x72\x63 |0

<U8FB1> \x69\x34 |0

<U8FB2> \x52\x5C |0

<U8FC2> \x69\x66 |0

<U8FC5> \x63\x76 |0

<U8FCE> \x67\x4A |0

<U8FD1> \x50\x4E |0

<U8FD4> \x5A\x77 |0

<U8FE6> \x4A\x3C |0

<U8FEA> \x6E\x68 |0

<U8FEB> \x5A\x5E |0

<U8FED> \x72\x77 |0

<U8FF0> \x62\x7B |0

<U8FF2> \x4C\x26 |0

<U8FF7> \x5A\x3B |0

<U8FF9> \x6E\x69
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 |0

<U8FFD> \x75\x5A |0

<U9000> \x77\x5C |0

<U9001> \x61\x6A |0

<U9002> \x4E\x41 |0

<U9003> \x54\x31 |0

<U9005> \x7D\x31 |0

<U9006> \x66\x3D |0

<U9008> \x7B\x2D |0

<U900B> \x78\x67 |0

<U900D> \x61\x4E |0

<U900F> \x77\x62 |0

<U9010> \x75\x6F |0

<U9011> \x4F\x47 |0

<U9014> \x54\x32 |0

<U9015> \x4C\x6F |0

<U9017> \x54\x68 |0

<U9019> \x6E\x4F |0

<U901A> \x77\x57 |0

<U901D> \x60\x26 |0

<U901E> \x56\x41 |0

<U901F> \x61\x5C |0

<U9020> \x70\x63 |0

<U9021> \x71\x64 |0

<U9022> \x5C\x71 |0

<U9023> \x56\x27 |0

<U902E> \x74\x75 |0

<U9031> \x71\x4E |0

<U9032> \x72\x64 |0

<U9035> \x50\x30 |0

<U9038> \x6C\x6F |0

<U903C> \x79\x3A |0

<U903E> \x6B\x35 |0

<U9041> \x54\x6D |0

<U9042> \x62\x44 |0

<U9047> \x69\x67 |0

<U904A> \x6B\x34 |0

<U904B> \x6A\x21 |0

<U904D> \x78\x3C |0

<U904E> \x4E\x26 |0

<U9050> \x79\x46 |0

<U9051> \x7C\x5A |0

<U9053> \x54\x33 |0

<U9054> \x53\x39 |0

<U9055> \x6A\x5E |0

<U9059> \x69\x2B |0

<U905C> \x61\x61 |0

<U905D> \x53\x4F |0
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<U905E> \x74\x76 |0

<U9060> \x6A\x40 |0

<U9061> \x61\x4F

 |0

<U9063> \x4C\x3A |0

<U9069> \x6E\x6A |0

<U906D> \x70\x64 |0

<U906E> \x73\x34 |0

<U906F> \x54\x6E |0

<U9072> \x72\x40 |0

<U9075> \x71\x65 |0

<U9077> \x74\x43 |0

<U9078> \x60\x54 |0

<U907A> \x6B\x36 |0

<U907C> \x57\x21 |0

<U907D> \x4B\x68 |0

<U907F> \x79\x2D |0

<U9080> \x69\x2D |0

<U9081> \x58\x64 |0

<U9082> \x7A\x33 |0

<U9083> \x62\x45 |0

<U9084> \x7C\x3D |0

<U9087> \x6C\x44 |0

<U9088> \x58\x31 |0

<U908A> \x5C\x2B |0

<U908F> \x55\x24 |0

<U9091> \x6B\x69 |0

<U9095> \x68\x3B |0

<U9099> \x58\x57 |0

<U90A2> \x7B\x2E |0

<U90A3> \x51\x61 |0

<U90A6> \x5B\x40 |0

<U90A8> \x75\x3E |0

<U90AA> \x5E\x77 |0

<U90AF> \x4A\x7B |0

<U90B0> \x77\x46 |0

<U90B1> \x4F\x48 |0

<U90B5> \x61\x50 |0

<U90B8> \x6E\x50 |0

<U90C1> \x69\x74 |0

<U90CA> \x4E\x74 |0

<U90DE> \x55\x4D |0

<U90E1> \x4F\x5B |0

<U90E8> \x5D\x3B |0

<U90ED> \x4E\x2C |0

<U90F5> \x69\x68 |0

<U90FD> \x54\x34 |0

<U9102> \x64\x47 |0
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<U9112> \x75\x5B |0

<U9115> \x7A\x41 |0

<U9119> \x5E\x29 |0

<U9127> \x54\x78 |0

<U912D> \x6F\x77 |0

<U9132> \x53\x33

 |0

<U9149> \x6B\x37 |0

<U914A> \x6F\x78 |0

<U914B> \x75\x5C |0

<U914C> \x6D\x4C |0

<U914D> \x5B\x55 |0

<U914E> \x71\x4F |0

<U9152> \x71\x50 |0

<U9162> \x75\x32 |0

<U9169> \x59\x2E |0

<U916A> \x55\x2C |0

<U916C> \x62\x46 |0

<U9175> \x7D\x23 |0

<U9177> \x7B\x65 |0

<U9178> \x5F\x2B |0

<U9187> \x62\x75 |0

<U9189> \x76\x2D |0

<U918B> \x75\x33 |0

<U918D> \x70\x35 |0

<U9192> \x61\x25 |0

<U919C> \x75\x5D |0

<U91AB> \x6C\x22 |0

<U91AC> \x6D\x7D |0

<U91AE> \x75\x34 |0

<U91AF> \x7B\x38 |0

<U91B1> \x5B\x23 |0

<U91B4> \x56\x4A |0

<U91B5> \x4B\x59 |0

<U91C0> \x65\x54 |0

<U91C7> \x73\x7A |0

<U91C9> \x6B\x38 |0

<U91CB> \x60\x37 |0

<U91CC> \x57\x6C |0

<U91CD> \x71\x6C |0

<U91CE> \x65\x2F |0

<U91CF> \x55\x61 |0

<U91D0> \x57\x6D |0

<U91D1> \x51\x51 |0

<U91D7> \x61\x72 |0

<U91D8> \x6F\x79 |0

<U91DC> \x5D\x3C |0

<U91DD> \x76\x5C |0
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<U91E3> \x70\x65 |0

<U91E7> \x74\x44 |0

<U91EA> \x69\x69 |0

<U91F5> \x73\x7B |0

<U920D> \x54\x6F |0

<U9210> \x4C\x22 |0

<U9211> \x77\x7E |0

<U9212> \x5F\x3C |0

<U9217> \x6B\x4D

 |0

<U921E> \x50\x37 |0

<U9234> \x56\x42 |0

<U923A> \x68\x2D |0

<U923F> \x6F\x2F |0

<U9240> \x4B\x25 |0

<U9245> \x4B\x69 |0

<U9249> \x7A\x68 |0

<U9257> \x4C\x46 |0

<U925B> \x66\x67 |0

<U925E> \x6A\x47 |0

<U9262> \x5B\x24 |0

<U9264> \x4F\x49 |0

<U9265> \x62\x7C |0

<U9266> \x6F\x7A |0

<U9280> \x6B\x5E |0

<U9283> \x75\x48 |0

<U9285> \x54\x5E |0

<U9291> \x60\x55 |0

<U9293> \x6F\x30 |0

<U9296> \x62\x47 |0

<U9298> \x59\x2F |0

<U929C> \x79\x67 |0

<U92B3> \x67\x65 |0

<U92B6> \x4F\x4A |0

<U92B7> \x61\x51 |0

<U92B9> \x62\x48 |0

<U92CC> \x6F\x7B |0

<U92CF> \x7A\x79 |0

<U92D2> \x5C\x72 |0

<U92E4> \x60\x27 |0

<U92EA> \x78\x68 |0

<U92F8> \x4B\x6A |0

<U92FC> \x4B\x3C |0

<U9304> \x56\x62 |0

<U9310> \x75\x5E |0

<U9318> \x75\x5F |0

<U931A> \x6E\x36 |0

<U931E> \x62\x76 |0
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<U931F> \x53\x4A |0

<U9320> \x6F\x7C |0

<U9321> \x51\x44 |0

<U9322> \x6F\x31 |0

<U9324> \x51\x45 |0

<U9326> \x50\x5E |0

<U9328> \x59\x61 |0

<U932B> \x60\x38 |0

<U932E> \x4D\x51 |0

<U932F> \x73\x39 |0

<U9348> \x67\x4C |0

<U934A> \x56\x28

 |0

<U934B> \x4E\x27 |0

<U934D> \x54\x35 |0

<U9354> \x64\x48 |0

<U935B> \x53\x34 |0

<U936E> \x6B\x39 |0

<U9375> \x4B\x75 |0

<U937C> \x76\x5D |0

<U937E> \x71\x23 |0

<U938C> \x4C\x47 |0

<U9394> \x69\x4A |0

<U9396> \x61\x70 |0

<U939A> \x75\x60 |0

<U93A3> \x7B\x2F |0

<U93A7> \x4B\x51 |0

<U93AC> \x7B\x60 |0

<U93AD> \x72\x65 |0

<U93B0> \x6C\x70 |0

<U93C3> \x70\x6C |0

<U93D1> \x6E\x6B |0

<U93DE> \x69\x4B |0

<U93E1> \x4C\x70 |0

<U93E4> \x57\x2F |0

<U93F6> \x73\x21 |0

<U9404> \x7C\x75 |0

<U9418> \x71\x24 |0

<U9425> \x60\x56 |0

<U942B> \x6F\x32 |0

<U9435> \x74\x51 |0

<U9438> \x77\x21 |0

<U9444> \x71\x51 |0

<U9451> \x4A\x7C |0

<U9452> \x4A\x7D |0

<U945B> \x4E\x4E |0

<U947D> \x73\x48 |0

<U947F> \x73\x3A |0
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<U9577> \x6D\x7E |0

<U9580> \x5A\x26 |0

<U9583> \x60\x6C |0

<U9589> \x78\x4D |0

<U958B> \x4B\x52 |0

<U958F> \x6B\x4E |0

<U9591> \x79\x58 |0

<U9592> \x79\x59 |0

<U9593> \x4A\x60 |0

<U9594> \x5A\x4A |0

<U9598> \x4B\x26 |0

<U95A3> \x4A\x48 |0

<U95A4> \x79\x6E |0

<U95A5> \x5B\x6C |0

<U95A8> \x50\x31

 |0

<U95AD> \x55\x6F |0

<U95B1> \x66\x73 |0

<U95BB> \x67\x22 |0

<U95BC> \x64\x59 |0

<U95C7> \x64\x61 |0

<U95CA> \x7C\x44 |0

<U95D4> \x79\x6F |0

<U95D5> \x4F\x74 |0

<U95D6> \x77\x66 |0

<U95DC> \x4E\x3C |0

<U95E1> \x74\x45 |0

<U95E2> \x5C\x23 |0

<U961C> \x5D\x3D |0

<U9621> \x74\x46 |0

<U962A> \x78\x21 |0

<U962E> \x68\x56 |0

<U9632> \x5B\x41 |0

<U963B> \x70\x66 |0

<U963F> \x64\x39 |0

<U9640> \x76\x6D |0

<U9642> \x79\x2E |0

<U9644> \x5D\x3E |0

<U964B> \x57\x30 |0

<U964C> \x58\x68 |0

<U964D> \x4B\x3D |0

<U9650> \x79\x5A |0

<U965B> \x78\x4E |0

<U965C> \x79\x70 |0

<U965D> \x60\x6D |0

<U965E> \x63\x33 |0

<U965F> \x74\x33 |0

<U9662> \x6A\x42 |0
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<U9663> \x72\x66 |0

<U9664> \x70\x36 |0

<U966A> \x5B\x56 |0

<U9670> \x6B\x64 |0

<U9673> \x72\x67 |0

<U9675> \x57\x55 |0

<U9676> \x54\x36 |0

<U9677> \x79\x68 |0

<U9678> \x57\x41 |0

<U967D> \x65\x55 |0

<U9685> \x69\x6A |0

<U9686> \x57\x4C |0

<U968A> \x53\x69 |0

<U968B> \x62\x49 |0

<U968D> \x7C\x5B |0

<U968E> \x4D\x2D |0

<U9694> \x4C\x30 |0

<U9695> \x6A\x22

 |0

<U9698> \x64\x76 |0

<U9699> \x50\x40 |0

<U969B> \x70\x37 |0

<U969C> \x6E\x21 |0

<U96A3> \x57\x76 |0

<U96A7> \x62\x4A |0

<U96A8> \x62\x4B |0

<U96AA> \x7A\x4F |0

<U96B1> \x6B\x5F |0

<U96B7> \x56\x4B |0

<U96BB> \x74\x34 |0

<U96C0> \x6D\x4D |0

<U96C1> \x64\x52 |0

<U96C4> \x6A\x29 |0

<U96C5> \x64\x3A |0

<U96C6> \x73\x22 |0

<U96C7> \x4D\x52 |0

<U96C9> \x76\x4B |0

<U96CB> \x71\x66 |0

<U96CC> \x6D\x41 |0

<U96CD> \x68\x3C |0

<U96CE> \x6E\x51 |0

<U96D5> \x70\x67 |0

<U96D6> \x62\x4C |0

<U96D9> \x64\x2A |0

<U96DB> \x75\x61 |0

<U96DC> \x6D\x5A |0

<U96E2> \x57\x6E |0

<U96E3> \x51\x71 |0
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<U96E8> \x69\x6B |0

<U96E9> \x69\x6C |0

<U96EA> \x60\x64 |0

<U96EF> \x5A\x27 |0

<U96F0> \x5D\x54 |0

<U96F2> \x6A\x23 |0

<U96F6> \x56\x43 |0

<U96F7> \x56\x74 |0

<U96F9> \x5A\x5F |0

<U96FB> \x6F\x33 |0

<U9700> \x62\x4D |0

<U9706> \x6F\x7D |0

<U9707> \x72\x68 |0

<U9711> \x6F\x45 |0

<U9713> \x67\x67 |0

<U9716> \x57\x7D |0

<U9719> \x67\x4E |0

<U971C> \x5F\x5C |0

<U971E> \x79\x47 |0

<U9727> \x59\x76 |0

<U9730> \x5F\x2C

 |0

<U9732> \x56\x5A |0

<U9739> \x5C\x24 |0

<U973D> \x70\x38 |0

<U9742> \x55\x7A |0

<U9744> \x64\x77 |0

<U9748> \x56\x44 |0

<U9751> \x74\x6C |0

<U9756> \x6F\x7E |0

<U975C> \x70\x21 |0

<U975E> \x5E\x2A |0

<U9761> \x5A\x3C |0

<U9762> \x58\x7C |0

<U9769> \x7A\x54 |0

<U976D> \x6C\x65 |0

<U9774> \x7C\x28 |0

<U9777> \x6C\x66 |0

<U977A> \x58\x4B |0

<U978B> \x7B\x39 |0

<U978D> \x64\x53 |0

<U978F> \x4D\x79 |0

<U97A0> \x4F\x53 |0

<U97A8> \x4A\x6A |0

<U97AB> \x4F\x54 |0

<U97AD> \x78\x3D |0

<U97C6> \x74\x47 |0

<U97CB> \x6A\x5F |0
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<U97D3> \x79\x5B |0

<U97DC> \x54\x37 |0

<U97F3> \x6B\x65 |0

<U97F6> \x61\x52 |0

<U97FB> \x6A\x24 |0

<U97FF> \x7A\x42 |0

<U9800> \x7B\x61 |0

<U9801> \x7A\x6D |0

<U9802> \x70\x22 |0

<U9803> \x4C\x71 |0

<U9805> \x7A\x23 |0

<U9806> \x62\x77 |0

<U9808> \x62\x4E |0

<U980A> \x69\x75 |0

<U980C> \x61\x6B |0

<U9810> \x67\x68 |0

<U9811> \x68\x57 |0

<U9812> \x5A\x78 |0

<U9813> \x54\x4B |0

<U9817> \x77\x76 |0

<U9818> \x56\x45 |0

<U982D> \x54\x69 |0

<U9830> \x7A\x7A |0

<U9838> \x4C\x72

 |0

<U9839> \x77\x5D |0

<U983B> \x5E\x3A |0

<U9846> \x4E\x28 |0

<U984C> \x70\x39 |0

<U984D> \x64\x7E |0

<U984E> \x64\x49 |0

<U9854> \x64\x54 |0

<U9858> \x6A\x43 |0

<U985A> \x6F\x34 |0

<U985E> \x57\x3E |0

<U9865> \x7B\x62 |0

<U9867> \x4D\x53 |0

<U986B> \x6F\x35 |0

<U986F> \x7A\x69 |0

<U98A8> \x79\x26 |0

<U98AF> \x5F\x3D |0

<U98B1> \x77\x47 |0

<U98C4> \x78\x7D |0

<U98C7> \x78\x7C |0

<U98DB> \x5E\x2B |0

<U98DC> \x5B\x68 |0

<U98DF> \x63\x5D |0

<U98E1> \x61\x62 |0
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<U98E2> \x51\x46 |0

<U98ED> \x76\x50 |0

<U98EE> \x6B\x66 |0

<U98EF> \x5A\x79 |0

<U98F4> \x6C\x47 |0

<U98FC> \x5E\x78 |0

<U98FD> \x78\x69 |0

<U98FE> \x63\x5E |0

<U9903> \x4E\x75 |0

<U9909> \x7A\x43 |0

<U990A> \x65\x57 |0

<U990C> \x6C\x48 |0

<U9910> \x73\x49 |0

<U9913> \x64\x3B |0

<U9918> \x66\x2E |0

<U991E> \x6F\x36 |0

<U9920> \x5C\x3F |0

<U9928> \x4E\x3D |0

<U9945> \x58\x43 |0

<U9949> \x50\x4F |0

<U994B> \x4F\x7A |0

<U994C> \x73\x4A |0

<U994D> \x60\x57 |0

<U9951> \x51\x47 |0

<U9952> \x69\x2E |0

<U9954> \x68\x3D |0

<U9957> \x7A\x44

 |0

<U9996> \x62\x4F |0

<U9999> \x7A\x45 |0

<U999D> \x79\x38 |0

<U99A5> \x5C\x60 |0

<U99A8> \x7B\x30 |0

<U99AC> \x58\x29 |0

<U99AD> \x65\x5F |0

<U99AE> \x79\x27 |0

<U99B1> \x76\x6E |0

<U99B3> \x76\x4C |0

<U99B4> \x62\x78 |0

<U99B9> \x6C\x71 |0

<U99C1> \x5A\x60 |0

<U99D0> \x71\x52 |0

<U99D1> \x52\x4C |0

<U99D2> \x4F\x4B |0

<U99D5> \x4A\x3D |0

<U99D9> \x5D\x3F |0

<U99DD> \x76\x6F |0

<U99DF> \x5E\x79 |0
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<U99ED> \x7A\x34 |0

<U99F1> \x55\x2D |0

<U99FF> \x71\x67 |0

<U9A01> \x5E\x3E |0

<U9A08> \x5C\x40 |0

<U9A0E> \x51\x48 |0

<U9A0F> \x51\x49 |0

<U9A19> \x78\x3E |0

<U9A2B> \x4B\x76 |0

<U9A30> \x54\x79 |0

<U9A36> \x75\x62 |0

<U9A37> \x61\x53 |0

<U9A40> \x58\x69 |0

<U9A43> \x78\x7E |0

<U9A45> \x4F\x4C |0

<U9A4D> \x7D\x24 |0

<U9A55> \x4E\x76 |0

<U9A57> \x7A\x50 |0

<U9A5A> \x4C\x73 |0

<U9A5B> \x66\x3E |0

<U9A5F> \x76\x2E |0

<U9A62> \x55\x70 |0

<U9A65> \x51\x4A |0

<U9A69> \x7C\x3E |0

<U9A6A> \x55\x71 |0

<U9AA8> \x4D\x69 |0

<U9AB8> \x7A\x35 |0

<U9AD3> \x62\x50 |0

<U9AD4> \x74\x77 |0

<U9AD8> \x4D\x54

 |0

<U9AE5> \x67\x23 |0

<U9AEE> \x5B\x25 |0

<U9B1A> \x62\x51 |0

<U9B27> \x57\x22 |0

<U9B2A> \x77\x63 |0

<U9B31> \x6A\x26 |0

<U9B3C> \x50\x21 |0

<U9B41> \x4E\x5A |0

<U9B42> \x7B\x6B |0

<U9B43> \x5B\x26 |0

<U9B44> \x5B\x5E |0

<U9B45> \x58\x65 |0

<U9B4F> \x6A\x60 |0

<U9B54> \x58\x2A |0

<U9B5A> \x65\x60 |0

<U9B6F> \x56\x5B |0

<U9B8E> \x6F\x46 |0
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<U9B91> \x78\x6A |0

<U9B9F> \x64\x55 |0

<U9BAB> \x4E\x77 |0

<U9BAE> \x60\x58 |0

<U9BC9> \x57\x6F |0

<U9BD6> \x74\x6D |0

<U9BE4> \x4D\x66 |0

<U9BE8> \x4C\x74 |0

<U9C0D> \x75\x63 |0

<U9C10> \x64\x4A |0

<U9C12> \x5C\x61 |0

<U9C15> \x79\x48 |0

<U9C25> \x7C\x3F |0

<U9C32> \x68\x27 |0

<U9C3B> \x58\x44 |0

<U9C47> \x4B\x3E |0

<U9C49> \x5C\x2E |0

<U9C57> \x57\x77 |0

<U9CE5> \x70\x68 |0

<U9CE7> \x5D\x40 |0

<U9CE9> \x4F\x4D |0

<U9CF3> \x5C\x73 |0

<U9CF4> \x59\x30 |0

<U9CF6> \x66\x69 |0

<U9D09> \x64\x3C |0

<U9D1B> \x6A\x44 |0

<U9D26> \x64\x6C |0

<U9D28> \x64\x65 |0

<U9D3B> \x7B\x78 |0

<U9D51> \x4C\x3B |0

<U9D5D> \x64\x3D |0

<U9D60> \x4D\x5C |0

<U9D61> \x59\x77

 |0

<U9D6C> \x5D\x5F |0

<U9D72> \x6D\x4E |0

<U9DA9> \x59\x50 |0

<U9DAF> \x65\x23 |0

<U9DB4> \x79\x4D |0

<U9DC4> \x4D\x2E |0

<U9DD7> \x4F\x4E |0

<U9DF2> \x76\x2F |0

<U9DF8> \x7D\x53 |0

<U9DF9> \x6B\x6D |0

<U9DFA> \x56\x5C |0

<U9E1A> \x65\x24 |0

<U9E1E> \x55\x36 |0

<U9E75> \x56\x5D |0
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<U9E79> \x79\x69 |0

<U9E7D> \x67\x24 |0

<U9E7F> \x56\x63 |0

<U9E92> \x51\x4B |0

<U9E93> \x56\x64 |0

<U9E97> \x55\x72 |0

<U9E9D> \x5E\x7A |0

<U9E9F> \x57\x78 |0

<U9EA5> \x58\x6A |0

<U9EB4> \x4F\x55 |0

<U9EB5> \x58\x7D |0

<U9EBB> \x58\x2B |0

<U9EBE> \x7D\x4B |0

<U9EC3> \x7C\x5C |0

<U9ECD> \x60\x28 |0

<U9ECE> \x55\x73 |0

<U9ED1> \x7D\x59 |0

<U9ED4> \x4C\x23 |0

<U9ED8> \x59\x79 |0

<U9EDB> \x53\x6A |0

<U9EDC> \x75\x75 |0

<U9EDE> \x6F\x47 |0

<U9EE8> \x53\x5A |0

<U9EF4> \x5A\x3D |0

<U9F07> \x68\x28 |0

<U9F08> \x5C\x2F |0

<U9F0E> \x70\x23 |0

<U9F13> \x4D\x55 |0

<U9F20> \x60\x29 |0

<U9F3B> \x5E\x2C |0

<U9F4A> \x70\x3A |0

<U9F4B> \x6E\x31 |0

<U9F4E> \x6E\x32 |0

<U9F52> \x76\x4D |0

<U9F5F> \x6E\x52 |0

<U9F61> \x56\x46

 |0

<U9F67> \x60\x65 |0

<U9F6A> \x73\x3B |0

<U9F6C> \x65\x61 |0

<U9F77> \x64\x4B |0

<U9F8D> \x57\x23 |0

<U9F90> \x5B\x42 |0

<U9F95> \x4A\x7E |0

<U9F9C> \x4F\x4F |0

<UAC00> \x30\x21 |0

<UAC01> \x30\x22 |0

<UAC04> \x30\x23 |0
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<UAC07> \x30\x24 |0

<UAC08> \x30\x25 |0

<UAC09> \x30\x26 |0

<UAC0A> \x30\x27 |0

<UAC10> \x30\x28 |0

<UAC11> \x30\x29 |0

<UAC12> \x30\x2A |0

<UAC13> \x30\x2B |0

<UAC14> \x30\x2C |0

<UAC15> \x30\x2D |0

<UAC16> \x30\x2E |0

<UAC17> \x30\x2F |0

<UAC19> \x30\x30 |0

<UAC1A> \x30\x31 |0

<UAC1B> \x30\x32 |0

<UAC1C> \x30\x33 |0

<UAC1D> \x30\x34 |0

<UAC20> \x30\x35 |0

<UAC24> \x30\x36 |0

<UAC2C> \x30\x37 |0

<UAC2D> \x30\x38 |0

<UAC2F> \x30\x39 |0

<UAC30> \x30\x3A |0

<UAC31> \x30\x3B |0

<UAC38> \x30\x3C |0

<UAC39> \x30\x3D |0

<UAC3C> \x30\x3E |0

<UAC40> \x30\x3F |0

<UAC4B> \x30\x40 |0

<UAC4D> \x30\x41 |0

<UAC54> \x30\x42 |0

<UAC58> \x30\x43 |0

<UAC5C> \x30\x44 |0

<UAC70> \x30\x45 |0

<UAC71> \x30\x46 |0

<UAC74> \x30\x47 |0

<UAC77> \x30\x48 |0

<UAC78> \x30\x49 |0

<UAC7A> \x30\x4A

 |0

<UAC80> \x30\x4B |0

<UAC81> \x30\x4C |0

<UAC83> \x30\x4D |0

<UAC84> \x30\x4E |0

<UAC85> \x30\x4F |0

<UAC86> \x30\x50 |0

<UAC89> \x30\x51 |0

<UAC8A> \x30\x52 |0
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<UAC8B> \x30\x53 |0

<UAC8C> \x30\x54 |0

<UAC90> \x30\x55 |0

<UAC94> \x30\x56 |0

<UAC9C> \x30\x57 |0

<UAC9D> \x30\x58 |0

<UAC9F> \x30\x59 |0

<UACA0> \x30\x5A |0

<UACA1> \x30\x5B |0

<UACA8> \x30\x5C |0

<UACA9> \x30\x5D |0

<UACAA> \x30\x5E |0

<UACAC> \x30\x5F |0

<UACAF> \x30\x60 |0

<UACB0> \x30\x61 |0

<UACB8> \x30\x62 |0

<UACB9> \x30\x63 |0

<UACBB> \x30\x64 |0

<UACBC> \x30\x65 |0

<UACBD> \x30\x66 |0

<UACC1> \x30\x67 |0

<UACC4> \x30\x68 |0

<UACC8> \x30\x69 |0

<UACCC> \x30\x6A |0

<UACD5> \x30\x6B |0

<UACD7> \x30\x6C |0

<UACE0> \x30\x6D |0

<UACE1> \x30\x6E |0

<UACE4> \x30\x6F |0

<UACE7> \x30\x70 |0

<UACE8> \x30\x71 |0

<UACEA> \x30\x72 |0

<UACEC> \x30\x73 |0

<UACEF> \x30\x74 |0

<UACF0> \x30\x75 |0

<UACF1> \x30\x76 |0

<UACF3> \x30\x77 |0

<UACF5> \x30\x78 |0

<UACF6> \x30\x79 |0

<UACFC> \x30\x7A |0

<UACFD> \x30\x7B |0

<UAD00> \x30\x7C

 |0

<UAD04> \x30\x7D |0

<UAD06> \x30\x7E |0

<UAD0C> \x31\x21 |0

<UAD0D> \x31\x22 |0

<UAD0F> \x31\x23 |0
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<UAD11> \x31\x24 |0

<UAD18> \x31\x25 |0

<UAD1C> \x31\x26 |0

<UAD20> \x31\x27 |0

<UAD29> \x31\x28 |0

<UAD2C> \x31\x29 |0

<UAD2D> \x31\x2A |0

<UAD34> \x31\x2B |0

<UAD35> \x31\x2C |0

<UAD38> \x31\x2D |0

<UAD3C> \x31\x2E |0

<UAD44> \x31\x2F |0

<UAD45> \x31\x30 |0

<UAD47> \x31\x31 |0

<UAD49> \x31\x32 |0

<UAD50> \x31\x33 |0

<UAD54> \x31\x34 |0

<UAD58> \x31\x35 |0

<UAD61> \x31\x36 |0

<UAD63> \x31\x37 |0

<UAD6C> \x31\x38 |0

<UAD6D> \x31\x39 |0

<UAD70> \x31\x3A |0

<UAD73> \x31\x3B |0

<UAD74> \x31\x3C |0

<UAD75> \x31\x3D |0

<UAD76> \x31\x3E |0

<UAD7B> \x31\x3F |0

<UAD7C> \x31\x40 |0

<UAD7D> \x31\x41 |0

<UAD7F> \x31\x42 |0

<UAD81> \x31\x43 |0

<UAD82> \x31\x44 |0

<UAD88> \x31\x45 |0

<UAD89> \x31\x46 |0

<UAD8C> \x31\x47 |0

<UAD90> \x31\x48 |0

<UAD9C> \x31\x49 |0

<UAD9D> \x31\x4A |0

<UADA4> \x31\x4B |0

<UADB7> \x31\x4C |0

<UADC0> \x31\x4D |0

<UADC1> \x31\x4E |0

<UADC4> \x31\x4F |0

<UADC8> \x31\x50

 |0

<UADD0> \x31\x51 |0

<UADD1> \x31\x52 |0
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<UADD3> \x31\x53 |0

<UADDC> \x31\x54 |0

<UADE0> \x31\x55 |0

<UADE4> \x31\x56 |0

<UADF8> \x31\x57 |0

<UADF9> \x31\x58 |0

<UADFC> \x31\x59 |0

<UADFF> \x31\x5A |0

<UAE00> \x31\x5B |0

<UAE01> \x31\x5C |0

<UAE08> \x31\x5D |0

<UAE09> \x31\x5E |0

<UAE0B> \x31\x5F |0

<UAE0D> \x31\x60 |0

<UAE14> \x31\x61 |0

<UAE30> \x31\x62 |0

<UAE31> \x31\x63 |0

<UAE34> \x31\x64 |0

<UAE37> \x31\x65 |0

<UAE38> \x31\x66 |0

<UAE3A> \x31\x67 |0

<UAE40> \x31\x68 |0

<UAE41> \x31\x69 |0

<UAE43> \x31\x6A |0

<UAE45> \x31\x6B |0

<UAE46> \x31\x6C |0

<UAE4A> \x31\x6D |0

<UAE4C> \x31\x6E |0

<UAE4D> \x31\x6F |0

<UAE4E> \x31\x70 |0

<UAE50> \x31\x71 |0

<UAE54> \x31\x72 |0

<UAE56> \x31\x73 |0

<UAE5C> \x31\x74 |0

<UAE5D> \x31\x75 |0

<UAE5F> \x31\x76 |0

<UAE60> \x31\x77 |0

<UAE61> \x31\x78 |0

<UAE65> \x31\x79 |0

<UAE68> \x31\x7A |0

<UAE69> \x31\x7B |0

<UAE6C> \x31\x7C |0

<UAE70> \x31\x7D |0

<UAE78> \x31\x7E |0

<UAE79> \x32\x21 |0

<UAE7B> \x32\x22 |0

<UAE7C> \x32\x23 |0

<UAE7D> \x32\x24
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 |0

<UAE84> \x32\x25 |0

<UAE85> \x32\x26 |0

<UAE8C> \x32\x27 |0

<UAEBC> \x32\x28 |0

<UAEBD> \x32\x29 |0

<UAEBE> \x32\x2A |0

<UAEC0> \x32\x2B |0

<UAEC4> \x32\x2C |0

<UAECC> \x32\x2D |0

<UAECD> \x32\x2E |0

<UAECF> \x32\x2F |0

<UAED0> \x32\x30 |0

<UAED1> \x32\x31 |0

<UAED8> \x32\x32 |0

<UAED9> \x32\x33 |0

<UAEDC> \x32\x34 |0

<UAEE8> \x32\x35 |0

<UAEEB> \x32\x36 |0

<UAEED> \x32\x37 |0

<UAEF4> \x32\x38 |0

<UAEF8> \x32\x39 |0

<UAEFC> \x32\x3A |0

<UAF07> \x32\x3B |0

<UAF08> \x32\x3C |0

<UAF0D> \x32\x3D |0

<UAF10> \x32\x3E |0

<UAF2C> \x32\x3F |0

<UAF2D> \x32\x40 |0

<UAF30> \x32\x41 |0

<UAF32> \x32\x42 |0

<UAF34> \x32\x43 |0

<UAF3C> \x32\x44 |0

<UAF3D> \x32\x45 |0

<UAF3F> \x32\x46 |0

<UAF41> \x32\x47 |0

<UAF42> \x32\x48 |0

<UAF43> \x32\x49 |0

<UAF48> \x32\x4A |0

<UAF49> \x32\x4B |0

<UAF50> \x32\x4C |0

<UAF5C> \x32\x4D |0

<UAF5D> \x32\x4E |0

<UAF64> \x32\x4F |0

<UAF65> \x32\x50 |0

<UAF79> \x32\x51 |0

<UAF80> \x32\x52 |0

<UAF84> \x32\x53 |0
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<UAF88> \x32\x54 |0

<UAF90> \x32\x55 |0

<UAF91> \x32\x56

 |0

<UAF95> \x32\x57 |0

<UAF9C> \x32\x58 |0

<UAFB8> \x32\x59 |0

<UAFB9> \x32\x5A |0

<UAFBC> \x32\x5B |0

<UAFC0> \x32\x5C |0

<UAFC7> \x32\x5D |0

<UAFC8> \x32\x5E |0

<UAFC9> \x32\x5F |0

<UAFCB> \x32\x60 |0

<UAFCD> \x32\x61 |0

<UAFCE> \x32\x62 |0

<UAFD4> \x32\x63 |0

<UAFDC> \x32\x64 |0

<UAFE8> \x32\x65 |0

<UAFE9> \x32\x66 |0

<UAFF0> \x32\x67 |0

<UAFF1> \x32\x68 |0

<UAFF4> \x32\x69 |0

<UAFF8> \x32\x6A |0

<UB000> \x32\x6B |0

<UB001> \x32\x6C |0

<UB004> \x32\x6D |0

<UB00C> \x32\x6E |0

<UB010> \x32\x6F |0

<UB014> \x32\x70 |0

<UB01C> \x32\x71 |0

<UB01D> \x32\x72 |0

<UB028> \x32\x73 |0

<UB044> \x32\x74 |0

<UB045> \x32\x75 |0

<UB048> \x32\x76 |0

<UB04A> \x32\x77 |0

<UB04C> \x32\x78 |0

<UB04E> \x32\x79 |0

<UB053> \x32\x7A |0

<UB054> \x32\x7B |0

<UB055> \x32\x7C |0

<UB057> \x32\x7D |0

<UB059> \x32\x7E |0

<UB05D> \x33\x21 |0

<UB07C> \x33\x22 |0

<UB07D> \x33\x23 |0

<UB080> \x33\x24 |0
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<UB084> \x33\x25 |0

<UB08C> \x33\x26 |0

<UB08D> \x33\x27 |0

<UB08F> \x33\x28 |0

<UB091> \x33\x29 |0

<UB098> \x33\x2A

 |0

<UB099> \x33\x2B |0

<UB09A> \x33\x2C |0

<UB09C> \x33\x2D |0

<UB09F> \x33\x2E |0

<UB0A0> \x33\x2F |0

<UB0A1> \x33\x30 |0

<UB0A2> \x33\x31 |0

<UB0A8> \x33\x32 |0

<UB0A9> \x33\x33 |0

<UB0AB> \x33\x34 |0

<UB0AC> \x33\x35 |0

<UB0AD> \x33\x36 |0

<UB0AE> \x33\x37 |0

<UB0AF> \x33\x38 |0

<UB0B1> \x33\x39 |0

<UB0B3> \x33\x3A |0

<UB0B4> \x33\x3B |0

<UB0B5> \x33\x3C |0

<UB0B8> \x33\x3D |0

<UB0BC> \x33\x3E |0

<UB0C4> \x33\x3F |0

<UB0C5> \x33\x40 |0

<UB0C7> \x33\x41 |0

<UB0C8> \x33\x42 |0

<UB0C9> \x33\x43 |0

<UB0D0> \x33\x44 |0

<UB0D1> \x33\x45 |0

<UB0D4> \x33\x46 |0

<UB0D8> \x33\x47 |0

<UB0E0> \x33\x48 |0

<UB0E5> \x33\x49 |0

<UB108> \x33\x4A |0

<UB109> \x33\x4B |0

<UB10B> \x33\x4C |0

<UB10C> \x33\x4D |0

<UB110> \x33\x4E |0

<UB112> \x33\x4F |0

<UB113> \x33\x50 |0

<UB118> \x33\x51 |0

<UB119> \x33\x52 |0

<UB11B> \x33\x53 |0
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<UB11C> \x33\x54 |0

<UB11D> \x33\x55 |0

<UB123> \x33\x56 |0

<UB124> \x33\x57 |0

<UB125> \x33\x58 |0

<UB128> \x33\x59 |0

<UB12C> \x33\x5A |0

<UB134> \x33\x5B |0

<UB135> \x33\x5C

 |0

<UB137> \x33\x5D |0

<UB138> \x33\x5E |0

<UB139> \x33\x5F |0

<UB140> \x33\x60 |0

<UB141> \x33\x61 |0

<UB144> \x33\x62 |0

<UB148> \x33\x63 |0

<UB150> \x33\x64 |0

<UB151> \x33\x65 |0

<UB154> \x33\x66 |0

<UB155> \x33\x67 |0

<UB158> \x33\x68 |0

<UB15C> \x33\x69 |0

<UB160> \x33\x6A |0

<UB178> \x33\x6B |0

<UB179> \x33\x6C |0

<UB17C> \x33\x6D |0

<UB180> \x33\x6E |0

<UB182> \x33\x6F |0

<UB188> \x33\x70 |0

<UB189> \x33\x71 |0

<UB18B> \x33\x72 |0

<UB18D> \x33\x73 |0

<UB192> \x33\x74 |0

<UB193> \x33\x75 |0

<UB194> \x33\x76 |0

<UB198> \x33\x77 |0

<UB19C> \x33\x78 |0

<UB1A8> \x33\x79 |0

<UB1CC> \x33\x7A |0

<UB1D0> \x33\x7B |0

<UB1D4> \x33\x7C |0

<UB1DC> \x33\x7D |0

<UB1DD> \x33\x7E |0

<UB1DF> \x34\x21 |0

<UB1E8> \x34\x22 |0

<UB1E9> \x34\x23 |0

<UB1EC> \x34\x24 |0
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<UB1F0> \x34\x25 |0

<UB1F9> \x34\x26 |0

<UB1FB> \x34\x27 |0

<UB1FD> \x34\x28 |0

<UB204> \x34\x29 |0

<UB205> \x34\x2A |0

<UB208> \x34\x2B |0

<UB20B> \x34\x2C |0

<UB20C> \x34\x2D |0

<UB214> \x34\x2E |0

<UB215> \x34\x2F |0

<UB217> \x34\x30

 |0

<UB219> \x34\x31 |0

<UB220> \x34\x32 |0

<UB234> \x34\x33 |0

<UB23C> \x34\x34 |0

<UB258> \x34\x35 |0

<UB25C> \x34\x36 |0

<UB260> \x34\x37 |0

<UB268> \x34\x38 |0

<UB269> \x34\x39 |0

<UB274> \x34\x3A |0

<UB275> \x34\x3B |0

<UB27C> \x34\x3C |0

<UB284> \x34\x3D |0

<UB285> \x34\x3E |0

<UB289> \x34\x3F |0

<UB290> \x34\x40 |0

<UB291> \x34\x41 |0

<UB294> \x34\x42 |0

<UB298> \x34\x43 |0

<UB299> \x34\x44 |0

<UB29A> \x34\x45 |0

<UB2A0> \x34\x46 |0

<UB2A1> \x34\x47 |0

<UB2A3> \x34\x48 |0

<UB2A5> \x34\x49 |0

<UB2A6> \x34\x4A |0

<UB2AA> \x34\x4B |0

<UB2AC> \x34\x4C |0

<UB2B0> \x34\x4D |0

<UB2B4> \x34\x4E |0

<UB2C8> \x34\x4F |0

<UB2C9> \x34\x50 |0

<UB2CC> \x34\x51 |0

<UB2D0> \x34\x52 |0

<UB2D2> \x34\x53 |0
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<UB2D8> \x34\x54 |0

<UB2D9> \x34\x55 |0

<UB2DB> \x34\x56 |0

<UB2DD> \x34\x57 |0

<UB2E2> \x34\x58 |0

<UB2E4> \x34\x59 |0

<UB2E5> \x34\x5A |0

<UB2E6> \x34\x5B |0

<UB2E8> \x34\x5C |0

<UB2EB> \x34\x5D |0

<UB2EC> \x34\x5E |0

<UB2ED> \x34\x5F |0

<UB2EE> \x34\x60 |0

<UB2EF> \x34\x61 |0

<UB2F3> \x34\x62

 |0

<UB2F4> \x34\x63 |0

<UB2F5> \x34\x64 |0

<UB2F7> \x34\x65 |0

<UB2F8> \x34\x66 |0

<UB2F9> \x34\x67 |0

<UB2FA> \x34\x68 |0

<UB2FB> \x34\x69 |0

<UB2FF> \x34\x6A |0

<UB300> \x34\x6B |0

<UB301> \x34\x6C |0

<UB304> \x34\x6D |0

<UB308> \x34\x6E |0

<UB310> \x34\x6F |0

<UB311> \x34\x70 |0

<UB313> \x34\x71 |0

<UB314> \x34\x72 |0

<UB315> \x34\x73 |0

<UB31C> \x34\x74 |0

<UB354> \x34\x75 |0

<UB355> \x34\x76 |0

<UB356> \x34\x77 |0

<UB358> \x34\x78 |0

<UB35B> \x34\x79 |0

<UB35C> \x34\x7A |0

<UB35E> \x34\x7B |0

<UB35F> \x34\x7C |0

<UB364> \x34\x7D |0

<UB365> \x34\x7E |0

<UB367> \x35\x21 |0

<UB369> \x35\x22 |0

<UB36B> \x35\x23 |0

<UB36E> \x35\x24 |0
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<UB370> \x35\x25 |0

<UB371> \x35\x26 |0

<UB374> \x35\x27 |0

<UB378> \x35\x28 |0

<UB380> \x35\x29 |0

<UB381> \x35\x2A |0

<UB383> \x35\x2B |0

<UB384> \x35\x2C |0

<UB385> \x35\x2D |0

<UB38C> \x35\x2E |0

<UB390> \x35\x2F |0

<UB394> \x35\x30 |0

<UB3A0> \x35\x31 |0

<UB3A1> \x35\x32 |0

<UB3A8> \x35\x33 |0

<UB3AC> \x35\x34 |0

<UB3C4> \x35\x35 |0

<UB3C5> \x35\x36

 |0

<UB3C8> \x35\x37 |0

<UB3CB> \x35\x38 |0

<UB3CC> \x35\x39 |0

<UB3CE> \x35\x3A |0

<UB3D0> \x35\x3B |0

<UB3D4> \x35\x3C |0

<UB3D5> \x35\x3D |0

<UB3D7> \x35\x3E |0

<UB3D9> \x35\x3F |0

<UB3DB> \x35\x40 |0

<UB3DD> \x35\x41 |0

<UB3E0> \x35\x42 |0

<UB3E4> \x35\x43 |0

<UB3E8> \x35\x44 |0

<UB3FC> \x35\x45 |0

<UB410> \x35\x46 |0

<UB418> \x35\x47 |0

<UB41C> \x35\x48 |0

<UB420> \x35\x49 |0

<UB428> \x35\x4A |0

<UB429> \x35\x4B |0

<UB42B> \x35\x4C |0

<UB434> \x35\x4D |0

<UB450> \x35\x4E |0

<UB451> \x35\x4F |0

<UB454> \x35\x50 |0

<UB458> \x35\x51 |0

<UB460> \x35\x52 |0

<UB461> \x35\x53 |0
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<UB463> \x35\x54 |0

<UB465> \x35\x55 |0

<UB46C> \x35\x56 |0

<UB480> \x35\x57 |0

<UB488> \x35\x58 |0

<UB49D> \x35\x59 |0

<UB4A4> \x35\x5A |0

<UB4A8> \x35\x5B |0

<UB4AC> \x35\x5C |0

<UB4B5> \x35\x5D |0

<UB4B7> \x35\x5E |0

<UB4B9> \x35\x5F |0

<UB4C0> \x35\x60 |0

<UB4C4> \x35\x61 |0

<UB4C8> \x35\x62 |0

<UB4D0> \x35\x63 |0

<UB4D5> \x35\x64 |0

<UB4DC> \x35\x65 |0

<UB4DD> \x35\x66 |0

<UB4E0> \x35\x67 |0

<UB4E3> \x35\x68

 |0

<UB4E4> \x35\x69 |0

<UB4E6> \x35\x6A |0

<UB4EC> \x35\x6B |0

<UB4ED> \x35\x6C |0

<UB4EF> \x35\x6D |0

<UB4F1> \x35\x6E |0

<UB4F8> \x35\x6F |0

<UB514> \x35\x70 |0

<UB515> \x35\x71 |0

<UB518> \x35\x72 |0

<UB51B> \x35\x73 |0

<UB51C> \x35\x74 |0

<UB524> \x35\x75 |0

<UB525> \x35\x76 |0

<UB527> \x35\x77 |0

<UB528> \x35\x78 |0

<UB529> \x35\x79 |0

<UB52A> \x35\x7A |0

<UB530> \x35\x7B |0

<UB531> \x35\x7C |0

<UB534> \x35\x7D |0

<UB538> \x35\x7E |0

<UB540> \x36\x21 |0

<UB541> \x36\x22 |0

<UB543> \x36\x23 |0

<UB544> \x36\x24 |0
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<UB545> \x36\x25 |0

<UB54B> \x36\x26 |0

<UB54C> \x36\x27 |0

<UB54D> \x36\x28 |0

<UB550> \x36\x29 |0

<UB554> \x36\x2A |0

<UB55C> \x36\x2B |0

<UB55D> \x36\x2C |0

<UB55F> \x36\x2D |0

<UB560> \x36\x2E |0

<UB561> \x36\x2F |0

<UB5A0> \x36\x30 |0

<UB5A1> \x36\x31 |0

<UB5A4> \x36\x32 |0

<UB5A8> \x36\x33 |0

<UB5AA> \x36\x34 |0

<UB5AB> \x36\x35 |0

<UB5B0> \x36\x36 |0

<UB5B1> \x36\x37 |0

<UB5B3> \x36\x38 |0

<UB5B4> \x36\x39 |0

<UB5B5> \x36\x3A |0

<UB5BB> \x36\x3B |0

<UB5BC> \x36\x3C

 |0

<UB5BD> \x36\x3D |0

<UB5C0> \x36\x3E |0

<UB5C4> \x36\x3F |0

<UB5CC> \x36\x40 |0

<UB5CD> \x36\x41 |0

<UB5CF> \x36\x42 |0

<UB5D0> \x36\x43 |0

<UB5D1> \x36\x44 |0

<UB5D8> \x36\x45 |0

<UB5EC> \x36\x46 |0

<UB610> \x36\x47 |0

<UB611> \x36\x48 |0

<UB614> \x36\x49 |0

<UB618> \x36\x4A |0

<UB625> \x36\x4B |0

<UB62C> \x36\x4C |0

<UB634> \x36\x4D |0

<UB648> \x36\x4E |0

<UB664> \x36\x4F |0

<UB668> \x36\x50 |0

<UB69C> \x36\x51 |0

<UB69D> \x36\x52 |0

<UB6A0> \x36\x53 |0
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<UB6A4> \x36\x54 |0

<UB6AB> \x36\x55 |0

<UB6AC> \x36\x56 |0

<UB6B1> \x36\x57 |0

<UB6D4> \x36\x58 |0

<UB6F0> \x36\x59 |0

<UB6F4> \x36\x5A |0

<UB6F8> \x36\x5B |0

<UB700> \x36\x5C |0

<UB701> \x36\x5D |0

<UB705> \x36\x5E |0

<UB728> \x36\x5F |0

<UB729> \x36\x60 |0

<UB72C> \x36\x61 |0

<UB72F> \x36\x62 |0

<UB730> \x36\x63 |0

<UB738> \x36\x64 |0

<UB739> \x36\x65 |0

<UB73B> \x36\x66 |0

<UB744> \x36\x67 |0

<UB748> \x36\x68 |0

<UB74C> \x36\x69 |0

<UB754> \x36\x6A |0

<UB755> \x36\x6B |0

<UB760> \x36\x6C |0

<UB764> \x36\x6D |0

<UB768> \x36\x6E

 |0

<UB770> \x36\x6F |0

<UB771> \x36\x70 |0

<UB773> \x36\x71 |0

<UB775> \x36\x72 |0

<UB77C> \x36\x73 |0

<UB77D> \x36\x74 |0

<UB780> \x36\x75 |0

<UB784> \x36\x76 |0

<UB78C> \x36\x77 |0

<UB78D> \x36\x78 |0

<UB78F> \x36\x79 |0

<UB790> \x36\x7A |0

<UB791> \x36\x7B |0

<UB792> \x36\x7C |0

<UB796> \x36\x7D |0

<UB797> \x36\x7E |0

<UB798> \x37\x21 |0

<UB799> \x37\x22 |0

<UB79C> \x37\x23 |0

<UB7A0> \x37\x24 |0
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<UB7A8> \x37\x25 |0

<UB7A9> \x37\x26 |0

<UB7AB> \x37\x27 |0

<UB7AC> \x37\x28 |0

<UB7AD> \x37\x29 |0

<UB7B4> \x37\x2A |0

<UB7B5> \x37\x2B |0

<UB7B8> \x37\x2C |0

<UB7C7> \x37\x2D |0

<UB7C9> \x37\x2E |0

<UB7EC> \x37\x2F |0

<UB7ED> \x37\x30 |0

<UB7F0> \x37\x31 |0

<UB7F4> \x37\x32 |0

<UB7FC> \x37\x33 |0

<UB7FD> \x37\x34 |0

<UB7FF> \x37\x35 |0

<UB800> \x37\x36 |0

<UB801> \x37\x37 |0

<UB807> \x37\x38 |0

<UB808> \x37\x39 |0

<UB809> \x37\x3A |0

<UB80C> \x37\x3B |0

<UB810> \x37\x3C |0

<UB818> \x37\x3D |0

<UB819> \x37\x3E |0

<UB81B> \x37\x3F |0

<UB81D> \x37\x40 |0

<UB824> \x37\x41 |0

<UB825> \x37\x42

 |0

<UB828> \x37\x43 |0

<UB82C> \x37\x44 |0

<UB834> \x37\x45 |0

<UB835> \x37\x46 |0

<UB837> \x37\x47 |0

<UB838> \x37\x48 |0

<UB839> \x37\x49 |0

<UB840> \x37\x4A |0

<UB844> \x37\x4B |0

<UB851> \x37\x4C |0

<UB853> \x37\x4D |0

<UB85C> \x37\x4E |0

<UB85D> \x37\x4F |0

<UB860> \x37\x50 |0

<UB864> \x37\x51 |0

<UB86C> \x37\x52 |0

<UB86D> \x37\x53 |0
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<UB86F> \x37\x54 |0

<UB871> \x37\x55 |0

<UB878> \x37\x56 |0

<UB87C> \x37\x57 |0

<UB88D> \x37\x58 |0

<UB8A8> \x37\x59 |0

<UB8B0> \x37\x5A |0

<UB8B4> \x37\x5B |0

<UB8B8> \x37\x5C |0

<UB8C0> \x37\x5D |0

<UB8C1> \x37\x5E |0

<UB8C3> \x37\x5F |0

<UB8C5> \x37\x60 |0

<UB8CC> \x37\x61 |0

<UB8D0> \x37\x62 |0

<UB8D4> \x37\x63 |0

<UB8DD> \x37\x64 |0

<UB8DF> \x37\x65 |0

<UB8E1> \x37\x66 |0

<UB8E8> \x37\x67 |0

<UB8E9> \x37\x68 |0

<UB8EC> \x37\x69 |0

<UB8F0> \x37\x6A |0

<UB8F8> \x37\x6B |0

<UB8F9> \x37\x6C |0

<UB8FB> \x37\x6D |0

<UB8FD> \x37\x6E |0

<UB904> \x37\x6F |0

<UB918> \x37\x70 |0

<UB920> \x37\x71 |0

<UB93C> \x37\x72 |0

<UB93D> \x37\x73 |0

<UB940> \x37\x74

 |0

<UB944> \x37\x75 |0

<UB94C> \x37\x76 |0

<UB94F> \x37\x77 |0

<UB951> \x37\x78 |0

<UB958> \x37\x79 |0

<UB959> \x37\x7A |0

<UB95C> \x37\x7B |0

<UB960> \x37\x7C |0

<UB968> \x37\x7D |0

<UB969> \x37\x7E |0

<UB96B> \x38\x21 |0

<UB96D> \x38\x22 |0

<UB974> \x38\x23 |0

<UB975> \x38\x24 |0
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<UB978> \x38\x25 |0

<UB97C> \x38\x26 |0

<UB984> \x38\x27 |0

<UB985> \x38\x28 |0

<UB987> \x38\x29 |0

<UB989> \x38\x2A |0

<UB98A> \x38\x2B |0

<UB98D> \x38\x2C |0

<UB98E> \x38\x2D |0

<UB9AC> \x38\x2E |0

<UB9AD> \x38\x2F |0

<UB9B0> \x38\x30 |0

<UB9B4> \x38\x31 |0

<UB9BC> \x38\x32 |0

<UB9BD> \x38\x33 |0

<UB9BF> \x38\x34 |0

<UB9C1> \x38\x35 |0

<UB9C8> \x38\x36 |0

<UB9C9> \x38\x37 |0

<UB9CC> \x38\x38 |0

<UB9CE> \x38\x39 |0

<UB9CF> \x38\x3A |0

<UB9D0> \x38\x3B |0

<UB9D1> \x38\x3C |0

<UB9D2> \x38\x3D |0

<UB9D8> \x38\x3E |0

<UB9D9> \x38\x3F |0

<UB9DB> \x38\x40 |0

<UB9DD> \x38\x41 |0

<UB9DE> \x38\x42 |0

<UB9E1> \x38\x43 |0

<UB9E3> \x38\x44 |0

<UB9E4> \x38\x45 |0

<UB9E5> \x38\x46 |0

<UB9E8> \x38\x47 |0

<UB9EC> \x38\x48

 |0

<UB9F4> \x38\x49 |0

<UB9F5> \x38\x4A |0

<UB9F7> \x38\x4B |0

<UB9F8> \x38\x4C |0

<UB9F9> \x38\x4D |0

<UB9FA> \x38\x4E |0

<UBA00> \x38\x4F |0

<UBA01> \x38\x50 |0

<UBA08> \x38\x51 |0

<UBA15> \x38\x52 |0

<UBA38> \x38\x53 |0
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<UBA39> \x38\x54 |0

<UBA3C> \x38\x55 |0

<UBA40> \x38\x56 |0

<UBA42> \x38\x57 |0

<UBA48> \x38\x58 |0

<UBA49> \x38\x59 |0

<UBA4B> \x38\x5A |0

<UBA4D> \x38\x5B |0

<UBA4E> \x38\x5C |0

<UBA53> \x38\x5D |0

<UBA54> \x38\x5E |0

<UBA55> \x38\x5F |0

<UBA58> \x38\x60 |0

<UBA5C> \x38\x61 |0

<UBA64> \x38\x62 |0

<UBA65> \x38\x63 |0

<UBA67> \x38\x64 |0

<UBA68> \x38\x65 |0

<UBA69> \x38\x66 |0

<UBA70> \x38\x67 |0

<UBA71> \x38\x68 |0

<UBA74> \x38\x69 |0

<UBA78> \x38\x6A |0

<UBA83> \x38\x6B |0

<UBA84> \x38\x6C |0

<UBA85> \x38\x6D |0

<UBA87> \x38\x6E |0

<UBA8C> \x38\x6F |0

<UBAA8> \x38\x70 |0

<UBAA9> \x38\x71 |0

<UBAAB> \x38\x72 |0

<UBAAC> \x38\x73 |0

<UBAB0> \x38\x74 |0

<UBAB2> \x38\x75 |0

<UBAB8> \x38\x76 |0

<UBAB9> \x38\x77 |0

<UBABB> \x38\x78 |0

<UBABD> \x38\x79 |0

<UBAC4> \x38\x7A

 |0

<UBAC8> \x38\x7B |0

<UBAD8> \x38\x7C |0

<UBAD9> \x38\x7D |0

<UBAFC> \x38\x7E |0

<UBB00> \x39\x21 |0

<UBB04> \x39\x22 |0

<UBB0D> \x39\x23 |0

<UBB0F> \x39\x24 |0
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<UBB11> \x39\x25 |0

<UBB18> \x39\x26 |0

<UBB1C> \x39\x27 |0

<UBB20> \x39\x28 |0

<UBB29> \x39\x29 |0

<UBB2B> \x39\x2A |0

<UBB34> \x39\x2B |0

<UBB35> \x39\x2C |0

<UBB36> \x39\x2D |0

<UBB38> \x39\x2E |0

<UBB3B> \x39\x2F |0

<UBB3C> \x39\x30 |0

<UBB3D> \x39\x31 |0

<UBB3E> \x39\x32 |0

<UBB44> \x39\x33 |0

<UBB45> \x39\x34 |0

<UBB47> \x39\x35 |0

<UBB49> \x39\x36 |0

<UBB4D> \x39\x37 |0

<UBB4F> \x39\x38 |0

<UBB50> \x39\x39 |0

<UBB54> \x39\x3A |0

<UBB58> \x39\x3B |0

<UBB61> \x39\x3C |0

<UBB63> \x39\x3D |0

<UBB6C> \x39\x3E |0

<UBB88> \x39\x3F |0

<UBB8C> \x39\x40 |0

<UBB90> \x39\x41 |0

<UBBA4> \x39\x42 |0

<UBBA8> \x39\x43 |0

<UBBAC> \x39\x44 |0

<UBBB4> \x39\x45 |0

<UBBB7> \x39\x46 |0

<UBBC0> \x39\x47 |0

<UBBC4> \x39\x48 |0

<UBBC8> \x39\x49 |0

<UBBD0> \x39\x4A |0

<UBBD3> \x39\x4B |0

<UBBF8> \x39\x4C |0

<UBBF9> \x39\x4D |0

<UBBFC> \x39\x4E

 |0

<UBBFF> \x39\x4F |0

<UBC00> \x39\x50 |0

<UBC02> \x39\x51 |0

<UBC08> \x39\x52 |0

<UBC09> \x39\x53 |0
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<UBC0B> \x39\x54 |0

<UBC0C> \x39\x55 |0

<UBC0D> \x39\x56 |0

<UBC0F> \x39\x57 |0

<UBC11> \x39\x58 |0

<UBC14> \x39\x59 |0

<UBC15> \x39\x5A |0

<UBC16> \x39\x5B |0

<UBC17> \x39\x5C |0

<UBC18> \x39\x5D |0

<UBC1B> \x39\x5E |0

<UBC1C> \x39\x5F |0

<UBC1D> \x39\x60 |0

<UBC1E> \x39\x61 |0

<UBC1F> \x39\x62 |0

<UBC24> \x39\x63 |0

<UBC25> \x39\x64 |0

<UBC27> \x39\x65 |0

<UBC29> \x39\x66 |0

<UBC2D> \x39\x67 |0

<UBC30> \x39\x68 |0

<UBC31> \x39\x69 |0

<UBC34> \x39\x6A |0

<UBC38> \x39\x6B |0

<UBC40> \x39\x6C |0

<UBC41> \x39\x6D |0

<UBC43> \x39\x6E |0

<UBC44> \x39\x6F |0

<UBC45> \x39\x70 |0

<UBC49> \x39\x71 |0

<UBC4C> \x39\x72 |0

<UBC4D> \x39\x73 |0

<UBC50> \x39\x74 |0

<UBC5D> \x39\x75 |0

<UBC84> \x39\x76 |0

<UBC85> \x39\x77 |0

<UBC88> \x39\x78 |0

<UBC8B> \x39\x79 |0

<UBC8C> \x39\x7A |0

<UBC8E> \x39\x7B |0

<UBC94> \x39\x7C |0

<UBC95> \x39\x7D |0

<UBC97> \x39\x7E |0

<UBC99> \x3A\x21 |0

<UBC9A> \x3A\x22

 |0

<UBCA0> \x3A\x23 |0

<UBCA1> \x3A\x24 |0
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<UBCA4> \x3A\x25 |0

<UBCA7> \x3A\x26 |0

<UBCA8> \x3A\x27 |0

<UBCB0> \x3A\x28 |0

<UBCB1> \x3A\x29 |0

<UBCB3> \x3A\x2A |0

<UBCB4> \x3A\x2B |0

<UBCB5> \x3A\x2C |0

<UBCBC> \x3A\x2D |0

<UBCBD> \x3A\x2E |0

<UBCC0> \x3A\x2F |0

<UBCC4> \x3A\x30 |0

<UBCCD> \x3A\x31 |0

<UBCCF> \x3A\x32 |0

<UBCD0> \x3A\x33 |0

<UBCD1> \x3A\x34 |0

<UBCD5> \x3A\x35 |0

<UBCD8> \x3A\x36 |0

<UBCDC> \x3A\x37 |0

<UBCF4> \x3A\x38 |0

<UBCF5> \x3A\x39 |0

<UBCF6> \x3A\x3A |0

<UBCF8> \x3A\x3B |0

<UBCFC> \x3A\x3C |0

<UBD04> \x3A\x3D |0

<UBD05> \x3A\x3E |0

<UBD07> \x3A\x3F |0

<UBD09> \x3A\x40 |0

<UBD10> \x3A\x41 |0

<UBD14> \x3A\x42 |0

<UBD24> \x3A\x43 |0

<UBD2C> \x3A\x44 |0

<UBD40> \x3A\x45 |0

<UBD48> \x3A\x46 |0

<UBD49> \x3A\x47 |0

<UBD4C> \x3A\x48 |0

<UBD50> \x3A\x49 |0

<UBD58> \x3A\x4A |0

<UBD59> \x3A\x4B |0

<UBD64> \x3A\x4C |0

<UBD68> \x3A\x4D |0

<UBD80> \x3A\x4E |0

<UBD81> \x3A\x4F |0

<UBD84> \x3A\x50 |0

<UBD87> \x3A\x51 |0

<UBD88> \x3A\x52 |0

<UBD89> \x3A\x53 |0

<UBD8A> \x3A\x54
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 |0

<UBD90> \x3A\x55 |0

<UBD91> \x3A\x56 |0

<UBD93> \x3A\x57 |0

<UBD95> \x3A\x58 |0

<UBD99> \x3A\x59 |0

<UBD9A> \x3A\x5A |0

<UBD9C> \x3A\x5B |0

<UBDA4> \x3A\x5C |0

<UBDB0> \x3A\x5D |0

<UBDB8> \x3A\x5E |0

<UBDD4> \x3A\x5F |0

<UBDD5> \x3A\x60 |0

<UBDD8> \x3A\x61 |0

<UBDDC> \x3A\x62 |0

<UBDE9> \x3A\x63 |0

<UBDF0> \x3A\x64 |0

<UBDF4> \x3A\x65 |0

<UBDF8> \x3A\x66 |0

<UBE00> \x3A\x67 |0

<UBE03> \x3A\x68 |0

<UBE05> \x3A\x69 |0

<UBE0C> \x3A\x6A |0

<UBE0D> \x3A\x6B |0

<UBE10> \x3A\x6C |0

<UBE14> \x3A\x6D |0

<UBE1C> \x3A\x6E |0

<UBE1D> \x3A\x6F |0

<UBE1F> \x3A\x70 |0

<UBE44> \x3A\x71 |0

<UBE45> \x3A\x72 |0

<UBE48> \x3A\x73 |0

<UBE4C> \x3A\x74 |0

<UBE4E> \x3A\x75 |0

<UBE54> \x3A\x76 |0

<UBE55> \x3A\x77 |0

<UBE57> \x3A\x78 |0

<UBE59> \x3A\x79 |0

<UBE5A> \x3A\x7A |0

<UBE5B> \x3A\x7B |0

<UBE60> \x3A\x7C |0

<UBE61> \x3A\x7D |0

<UBE64> \x3A\x7E |0

<UBE68> \x3B\x21 |0

<UBE6A> \x3B\x22 |0

<UBE70> \x3B\x23 |0

<UBE71> \x3B\x24 |0

<UBE73> \x3B\x25 |0
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<UBE74> \x3B\x26 |0

<UBE75> \x3B\x27 |0

<UBE7B> \x3B\x28

 |0

<UBE7C> \x3B\x29 |0

<UBE7D> \x3B\x2A |0

<UBE80> \x3B\x2B |0

<UBE84> \x3B\x2C |0

<UBE8C> \x3B\x2D |0

<UBE8D> \x3B\x2E |0

<UBE8F> \x3B\x2F |0

<UBE90> \x3B\x30 |0

<UBE91> \x3B\x31 |0

<UBE98> \x3B\x32 |0

<UBE99> \x3B\x33 |0

<UBEA8> \x3B\x34 |0

<UBED0> \x3B\x35 |0

<UBED1> \x3B\x36 |0

<UBED4> \x3B\x37 |0

<UBED7> \x3B\x38 |0

<UBED8> \x3B\x39 |0

<UBEE0> \x3B\x3A |0

<UBEE3> \x3B\x3B |0

<UBEE4> \x3B\x3C |0

<UBEE5> \x3B\x3D |0

<UBEEC> \x3B\x3E |0

<UBF01> \x3B\x3F |0

<UBF08> \x3B\x40 |0

<UBF09> \x3B\x41 |0

<UBF18> \x3B\x42 |0

<UBF19> \x3B\x43 |0

<UBF1B> \x3B\x44 |0

<UBF1C> \x3B\x45 |0

<UBF1D> \x3B\x46 |0

<UBF40> \x3B\x47 |0

<UBF41> \x3B\x48 |0

<UBF44> \x3B\x49 |0

<UBF48> \x3B\x4A |0

<UBF50> \x3B\x4B |0

<UBF51> \x3B\x4C |0

<UBF55> \x3B\x4D |0

<UBF94> \x3B\x4E |0

<UBFB0> \x3B\x4F |0

<UBFC5> \x3B\x50 |0

<UBFCC> \x3B\x51 |0

<UBFCD> \x3B\x52 |0

<UBFD0> \x3B\x53 |0

<UBFD4> \x3B\x54 |0
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<UBFDC> \x3B\x55 |0

<UBFDF> \x3B\x56 |0

<UBFE1> \x3B\x57 |0

<UC03C> \x3B\x58 |0

<UC051> \x3B\x59 |0

<UC058> \x3B\x5A

 |0

<UC05C> \x3B\x5B |0

<UC060> \x3B\x5C |0

<UC068> \x3B\x5D |0

<UC069> \x3B\x5E |0

<UC090> \x3B\x5F |0

<UC091> \x3B\x60 |0

<UC094> \x3B\x61 |0

<UC098> \x3B\x62 |0

<UC0A0> \x3B\x63 |0

<UC0A1> \x3B\x64 |0

<UC0A3> \x3B\x65 |0

<UC0A5> \x3B\x66 |0

<UC0AC> \x3B\x67 |0

<UC0AD> \x3B\x68 |0

<UC0AF> \x3B\x69 |0

<UC0B0> \x3B\x6A |0

<UC0B3> \x3B\x6B |0

<UC0B4> \x3B\x6C |0

<UC0B5> \x3B\x6D |0

<UC0B6> \x3B\x6E |0

<UC0BC> \x3B\x6F |0

<UC0BD> \x3B\x70 |0

<UC0BF> \x3B\x71 |0

<UC0C0> \x3B\x72 |0

<UC0C1> \x3B\x73 |0

<UC0C5> \x3B\x74 |0

<UC0C8> \x3B\x75 |0

<UC0C9> \x3B\x76 |0

<UC0CC> \x3B\x77 |0

<UC0D0> \x3B\x78 |0

<UC0D8> \x3B\x79 |0

<UC0D9> \x3B\x7A |0

<UC0DB> \x3B\x7B |0

<UC0DC> \x3B\x7C |0

<UC0DD> \x3B\x7D |0

<UC0E4> \x3B\x7E |0

<UC0E5> \x3C\x21 |0

<UC0E8> \x3C\x22 |0

<UC0EC> \x3C\x23 |0

<UC0F4> \x3C\x24 |0

<UC0F5> \x3C\x25 |0
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<UC0F7> \x3C\x26 |0

<UC0F9> \x3C\x27 |0

<UC100> \x3C\x28 |0

<UC104> \x3C\x29 |0

<UC108> \x3C\x2A |0

<UC110> \x3C\x2B |0

<UC115> \x3C\x2C |0

<UC11C> \x3C\x2D |0

<UC11D> \x3C\x2E

 |0

<UC11E> \x3C\x2F |0

<UC11F> \x3C\x30 |0

<UC120> \x3C\x31 |0

<UC123> \x3C\x32 |0

<UC124> \x3C\x33 |0

<UC126> \x3C\x34 |0

<UC127> \x3C\x35 |0

<UC12C> \x3C\x36 |0

<UC12D> \x3C\x37 |0

<UC12F> \x3C\x38 |0

<UC130> \x3C\x39 |0

<UC131> \x3C\x3A |0

<UC136> \x3C\x3B |0

<UC138> \x3C\x3C |0

<UC139> \x3C\x3D |0

<UC13C> \x3C\x3E |0

<UC140> \x3C\x3F |0

<UC148> \x3C\x40 |0

<UC149> \x3C\x41 |0

<UC14B> \x3C\x42 |0

<UC14C> \x3C\x43 |0

<UC14D> \x3C\x44 |0

<UC154> \x3C\x45 |0

<UC155> \x3C\x46 |0

<UC158> \x3C\x47 |0

<UC15C> \x3C\x48 |0

<UC164> \x3C\x49 |0

<UC165> \x3C\x4A |0

<UC167> \x3C\x4B |0

<UC168> \x3C\x4C |0

<UC169> \x3C\x4D |0

<UC170> \x3C\x4E |0

<UC174> \x3C\x4F |0

<UC178> \x3C\x50 |0

<UC185> \x3C\x51 |0

<UC18C> \x3C\x52 |0

<UC18D> \x3C\x53 |0

<UC18E> \x3C\x54 |0
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<UC190> \x3C\x55 |0

<UC194> \x3C\x56 |0

<UC196> \x3C\x57 |0

<UC19C> \x3C\x58 |0

<UC19D> \x3C\x59 |0

<UC19F> \x3C\x5A |0

<UC1A1> \x3C\x5B |0

<UC1A5> \x3C\x5C |0

<UC1A8> \x3C\x5D |0

<UC1A9> \x3C\x5E |0

<UC1AC> \x3C\x5F |0

<UC1B0> \x3C\x60

 |0

<UC1BD> \x3C\x61 |0

<UC1C4> \x3C\x62 |0

<UC1C8> \x3C\x63 |0

<UC1CC> \x3C\x64 |0

<UC1D4> \x3C\x65 |0

<UC1D7> \x3C\x66 |0

<UC1D8> \x3C\x67 |0

<UC1E0> \x3C\x68 |0

<UC1E4> \x3C\x69 |0

<UC1E8> \x3C\x6A |0

<UC1F0> \x3C\x6B |0

<UC1F1> \x3C\x6C |0

<UC1F3> \x3C\x6D |0

<UC1FC> \x3C\x6E |0

<UC1FD> \x3C\x6F |0

<UC200> \x3C\x70 |0

<UC204> \x3C\x71 |0

<UC20C> \x3C\x72 |0

<UC20D> \x3C\x73 |0

<UC20F> \x3C\x74 |0

<UC211> \x3C\x75 |0

<UC218> \x3C\x76 |0

<UC219> \x3C\x77 |0

<UC21C> \x3C\x78 |0

<UC21F> \x3C\x79 |0

<UC220> \x3C\x7A |0

<UC228> \x3C\x7B |0

<UC229> \x3C\x7C |0

<UC22B> \x3C\x7D |0

<UC22D> \x3C\x7E |0

<UC22F> \x3D\x21 |0

<UC231> \x3D\x22 |0

<UC232> \x3D\x23 |0

<UC234> \x3D\x24 |0

<UC248> \x3D\x25 |0
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<UC250> \x3D\x26 |0

<UC251> \x3D\x27 |0

<UC254> \x3D\x28 |0

<UC258> \x3D\x29 |0

<UC260> \x3D\x2A |0

<UC265> \x3D\x2B |0

<UC26C> \x3D\x2C |0

<UC26D> \x3D\x2D |0

<UC270> \x3D\x2E |0

<UC274> \x3D\x2F |0

<UC27C> \x3D\x30 |0

<UC27D> \x3D\x31 |0

<UC27F> \x3D\x32 |0

<UC281> \x3D\x33 |0

<UC288> \x3D\x34

 |0

<UC289> \x3D\x35 |0

<UC290> \x3D\x36 |0

<UC298> \x3D\x37 |0

<UC29B> \x3D\x38 |0

<UC29D> \x3D\x39 |0

<UC2A4> \x3D\x3A |0

<UC2A5> \x3D\x3B |0

<UC2A8> \x3D\x3C |0

<UC2AC> \x3D\x3D |0

<UC2AD> \x3D\x3E |0

<UC2B4> \x3D\x3F |0

<UC2B5> \x3D\x40 |0

<UC2B7> \x3D\x41 |0

<UC2B9> \x3D\x42 |0

<UC2DC> \x3D\x43 |0

<UC2DD> \x3D\x44 |0

<UC2E0> \x3D\x45 |0

<UC2E3> \x3D\x46 |0

<UC2E4> \x3D\x47 |0

<UC2EB> \x3D\x48 |0

<UC2EC> \x3D\x49 |0

<UC2ED> \x3D\x4A |0

<UC2EF> \x3D\x4B |0

<UC2F1> \x3D\x4C |0

<UC2F6> \x3D\x4D |0

<UC2F8> \x3D\x4E |0

<UC2F9> \x3D\x4F |0

<UC2FB> \x3D\x50 |0

<UC2FC> \x3D\x51 |0

<UC300> \x3D\x52 |0

<UC308> \x3D\x53 |0

<UC309> \x3D\x54 |0
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<UC30C> \x3D\x55 |0

<UC30D> \x3D\x56 |0

<UC313> \x3D\x57 |0

<UC314> \x3D\x58 |0

<UC315> \x3D\x59 |0

<UC318> \x3D\x5A |0

<UC31C> \x3D\x5B |0

<UC324> \x3D\x5C |0

<UC325> \x3D\x5D |0

<UC328> \x3D\x5E |0

<UC329> \x3D\x5F |0

<UC345> \x3D\x60 |0

<UC368> \x3D\x61 |0

<UC369> \x3D\x62 |0

<UC36C> \x3D\x63 |0

<UC370> \x3D\x64 |0

<UC372> \x3D\x65 |0

<UC378> \x3D\x66

 |0

<UC379> \x3D\x67 |0

<UC37C> \x3D\x68 |0

<UC37D> \x3D\x69 |0

<UC384> \x3D\x6A |0

<UC388> \x3D\x6B |0

<UC38C> \x3D\x6C |0

<UC3C0> \x3D\x6D |0

<UC3D8> \x3D\x6E |0

<UC3D9> \x3D\x6F |0

<UC3DC> \x3D\x70 |0

<UC3DF> \x3D\x71 |0

<UC3E0> \x3D\x72 |0

<UC3E2> \x3D\x73 |0

<UC3E8> \x3D\x74 |0

<UC3E9> \x3D\x75 |0

<UC3ED> \x3D\x76 |0

<UC3F4> \x3D\x77 |0

<UC3F5> \x3D\x78 |0

<UC3F8> \x3D\x79 |0

<UC408> \x3D\x7A |0

<UC410> \x3D\x7B |0

<UC424> \x3D\x7C |0

<UC42C> \x3D\x7D |0

<UC430> \x3D\x7E |0

<UC434> \x3E\x21 |0

<UC43C> \x3E\x22 |0

<UC43D> \x3E\x23 |0

<UC448> \x3E\x24 |0

<UC464> \x3E\x25 |0
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<UC465> \x3E\x26 |0

<UC468> \x3E\x27 |0

<UC46C> \x3E\x28 |0

<UC474> \x3E\x29 |0

<UC475> \x3E\x2A |0

<UC479> \x3E\x2B |0

<UC480> \x3E\x2C |0

<UC494> \x3E\x2D |0

<UC49C> \x3E\x2E |0

<UC4B8> \x3E\x2F |0

<UC4BC> \x3E\x30 |0

<UC4E9> \x3E\x31 |0

<UC4F0> \x3E\x32 |0

<UC4F1> \x3E\x33 |0

<UC4F4> \x3E\x34 |0

<UC4F8> \x3E\x35 |0

<UC4FA> \x3E\x36 |0

<UC4FF> \x3E\x37 |0

<UC500> \x3E\x38 |0

<UC501> \x3E\x39 |0

<UC50C> \x3E\x3A

 |0

<UC510> \x3E\x3B |0

<UC514> \x3E\x3C |0

<UC51C> \x3E\x3D |0

<UC528> \x3E\x3E |0

<UC529> \x3E\x3F |0

<UC52C> \x3E\x40 |0

<UC530> \x3E\x41 |0

<UC538> \x3E\x42 |0

<UC539> \x3E\x43 |0

<UC53B> \x3E\x44 |0

<UC53D> \x3E\x45 |0

<UC544> \x3E\x46 |0

<UC545> \x3E\x47 |0

<UC548> \x3E\x48 |0

<UC549> \x3E\x49 |0

<UC54A> \x3E\x4A |0

<UC54C> \x3E\x4B |0

<UC54D> \x3E\x4C |0

<UC54E> \x3E\x4D |0

<UC553> \x3E\x4E |0

<UC554> \x3E\x4F |0

<UC555> \x3E\x50 |0

<UC557> \x3E\x51 |0

<UC558> \x3E\x52 |0

<UC559> \x3E\x53 |0

<UC55D> \x3E\x54 |0
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<UC55E> \x3E\x55 |0

<UC560> \x3E\x56 |0

<UC561> \x3E\x57 |0

<UC564> \x3E\x58 |0

<UC568> \x3E\x59 |0

<UC570> \x3E\x5A |0

<UC571> \x3E\x5B |0

<UC573> \x3E\x5C |0

<UC574> \x3E\x5D |0

<UC575> \x3E\x5E |0

<UC57C> \x3E\x5F |0

<UC57D> \x3E\x60 |0

<UC580> \x3E\x61 |0

<UC584> \x3E\x62 |0

<UC587> \x3E\x63 |0

<UC58C> \x3E\x64 |0

<UC58D> \x3E\x65 |0

<UC58F> \x3E\x66 |0

<UC591> \x3E\x67 |0

<UC595> \x3E\x68 |0

<UC597> \x3E\x69 |0

<UC598> \x3E\x6A |0

<UC59C> \x3E\x6B |0

<UC5A0> \x3E\x6C

 |0

<UC5A9> \x3E\x6D |0

<UC5B4> \x3E\x6E |0

<UC5B5> \x3E\x6F |0

<UC5B8> \x3E\x70 |0

<UC5B9> \x3E\x71 |0

<UC5BB> \x3E\x72 |0

<UC5BC> \x3E\x73 |0

<UC5BD> \x3E\x74 |0

<UC5BE> \x3E\x75 |0

<UC5C4> \x3E\x76 |0

<UC5C5> \x3E\x77 |0

<UC5C6> \x3E\x78 |0

<UC5C7> \x3E\x79 |0

<UC5C8> \x3E\x7A |0

<UC5C9> \x3E\x7B |0

<UC5CA> \x3E\x7C |0

<UC5CC> \x3E\x7D |0

<UC5CE> \x3E\x7E |0

<UC5D0> \x3F\x21 |0

<UC5D1> \x3F\x22 |0

<UC5D4> \x3F\x23 |0

<UC5D8> \x3F\x24 |0

<UC5E0> \x3F\x25 |0
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<UC5E1> \x3F\x26 |0

<UC5E3> \x3F\x27 |0

<UC5E5> \x3F\x28 |0

<UC5EC> \x3F\x29 |0

<UC5ED> \x3F\x2A |0

<UC5EE> \x3F\x2B |0

<UC5F0> \x3F\x2C |0

<UC5F4> \x3F\x2D |0

<UC5F6> \x3F\x2E |0

<UC5F7> \x3F\x2F |0

<UC5FC> \x3F\x30 |0

<UC5FD> \x3F\x31 |0

<UC5FE> \x3F\x32 |0

<UC5FF> \x3F\x33 |0

<UC600> \x3F\x34 |0

<UC601> \x3F\x35 |0

<UC605> \x3F\x36 |0

<UC606> \x3F\x37 |0

<UC607> \x3F\x38 |0

<UC608> \x3F\x39 |0

<UC60C> \x3F\x3A |0

<UC610> \x3F\x3B |0

<UC618> \x3F\x3C |0

<UC619> \x3F\x3D |0

<UC61B> \x3F\x3E |0

<UC61C> \x3F\x3F |0

<UC624> \x3F\x40

 |0

<UC625> \x3F\x41 |0

<UC628> \x3F\x42 |0

<UC62C> \x3F\x43 |0

<UC62D> \x3F\x44 |0

<UC62E> \x3F\x45 |0

<UC630> \x3F\x46 |0

<UC633> \x3F\x47 |0

<UC634> \x3F\x48 |0

<UC635> \x3F\x49 |0

<UC637> \x3F\x4A |0

<UC639> \x3F\x4B |0

<UC63B> \x3F\x4C |0

<UC640> \x3F\x4D |0

<UC641> \x3F\x4E |0

<UC644> \x3F\x4F |0

<UC648> \x3F\x50 |0

<UC650> \x3F\x51 |0

<UC651> \x3F\x52 |0

<UC653> \x3F\x53 |0

<UC654> \x3F\x54 |0
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<UC655> \x3F\x55 |0

<UC65C> \x3F\x56 |0

<UC65D> \x3F\x57 |0

<UC660> \x3F\x58 |0

<UC66C> \x3F\x59 |0

<UC66F> \x3F\x5A |0

<UC671> \x3F\x5B |0

<UC678> \x3F\x5C |0

<UC679> \x3F\x5D |0

<UC67C> \x3F\x5E |0

<UC680> \x3F\x5F |0

<UC688> \x3F\x60 |0

<UC689> \x3F\x61 |0

<UC68B> \x3F\x62 |0

<UC68D> \x3F\x63 |0

<UC694> \x3F\x64 |0

<UC695> \x3F\x65 |0

<UC698> \x3F\x66 |0

<UC69C> \x3F\x67 |0

<UC6A4> \x3F\x68 |0

<UC6A5> \x3F\x69 |0

<UC6A7> \x3F\x6A |0

<UC6A9> \x3F\x6B |0

<UC6B0> \x3F\x6C |0

<UC6B1> \x3F\x6D |0

<UC6B4> \x3F\x6E |0

<UC6B8> \x3F\x6F |0

<UC6B9> \x3F\x70 |0

<UC6BA> \x3F\x71 |0

<UC6C0> \x3F\x72

 |0

<UC6C1> \x3F\x73 |0

<UC6C3> \x3F\x74 |0

<UC6C5> \x3F\x75 |0

<UC6CC> \x3F\x76 |0

<UC6CD> \x3F\x77 |0

<UC6D0> \x3F\x78 |0

<UC6D4> \x3F\x79 |0

<UC6DC> \x3F\x7A |0

<UC6DD> \x3F\x7B |0

<UC6E0> \x3F\x7C |0

<UC6E1> \x3F\x7D |0

<UC6E8> \x3F\x7E |0

<UC6E9> \x40\x21 |0

<UC6EC> \x40\x22 |0

<UC6F0> \x40\x23 |0

<UC6F8> \x40\x24 |0

<UC6F9> \x40\x25 |0
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<UC6FD> \x40\x26 |0

<UC704> \x40\x27 |0

<UC705> \x40\x28 |0

<UC708> \x40\x29 |0

<UC70C> \x40\x2A |0

<UC714> \x40\x2B |0

<UC715> \x40\x2C |0

<UC717> \x40\x2D |0

<UC719> \x40\x2E |0

<UC720> \x40\x2F |0

<UC721> \x40\x30 |0

<UC724> \x40\x31 |0

<UC728> \x40\x32 |0

<UC730> \x40\x33 |0

<UC731> \x40\x34 |0

<UC733> \x40\x35 |0

<UC735> \x40\x36 |0

<UC737> \x40\x37 |0

<UC73C> \x40\x38 |0

<UC73D> \x40\x39 |0

<UC740> \x40\x3A |0

<UC744> \x40\x3B |0

<UC74A> \x40\x3C |0

<UC74C> \x40\x3D |0

<UC74D> \x40\x3E |0

<UC74F> \x40\x3F |0

<UC751> \x40\x40 |0

<UC752> \x40\x41 |0

<UC753> \x40\x42 |0

<UC754> \x40\x43 |0

<UC755> \x40\x44 |0

<UC756> \x40\x45 |0

<UC757> \x40\x46

 |0

<UC758> \x40\x47 |0

<UC75C> \x40\x48 |0

<UC760> \x40\x49 |0

<UC768> \x40\x4A |0

<UC76B> \x40\x4B |0

<UC774> \x40\x4C |0

<UC775> \x40\x4D |0

<UC778> \x40\x4E |0

<UC77C> \x40\x4F |0

<UC77D> \x40\x50 |0

<UC77E> \x40\x51 |0

<UC783> \x40\x52 |0

<UC784> \x40\x53 |0

<UC785> \x40\x54 |0
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<UC787> \x40\x55 |0

<UC788> \x40\x56 |0

<UC789> \x40\x57 |0

<UC78A> \x40\x58 |0

<UC78E> \x40\x59 |0

<UC790> \x40\x5A |0

<UC791> \x40\x5B |0

<UC794> \x40\x5C |0

<UC796> \x40\x5D |0

<UC797> \x40\x5E |0

<UC798> \x40\x5F |0

<UC79A> \x40\x60 |0

<UC7A0> \x40\x61 |0

<UC7A1> \x40\x62 |0

<UC7A3> \x40\x63 |0

<UC7A4> \x40\x64 |0

<UC7A5> \x40\x65 |0

<UC7A6> \x40\x66 |0

<UC7AC> \x40\x67 |0

<UC7AD> \x40\x68 |0

<UC7B0> \x40\x69 |0

<UC7B4> \x40\x6A |0

<UC7BC> \x40\x6B |0

<UC7BD> \x40\x6C |0

<UC7BF> \x40\x6D |0

<UC7C0> \x40\x6E |0

<UC7C1> \x40\x6F |0

<UC7C8> \x40\x70 |0

<UC7C9> \x40\x71 |0

<UC7CC> \x40\x72 |0

<UC7CE> \x40\x73 |0

<UC7D0> \x40\x74 |0

<UC7D8> \x40\x75 |0

<UC7DD> \x40\x76 |0

<UC7E4> \x40\x77 |0

<UC7E8> \x40\x78

 |0

<UC7EC> \x40\x79 |0

<UC800> \x40\x7A |0

<UC801> \x40\x7B |0

<UC804> \x40\x7C |0

<UC808> \x40\x7D |0

<UC80A> \x40\x7E |0

<UC810> \x41\x21 |0

<UC811> \x41\x22 |0

<UC813> \x41\x23 |0

<UC815> \x41\x24 |0

<UC816> \x41\x25 |0
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<UC81C> \x41\x26 |0

<UC81D> \x41\x27 |0

<UC820> \x41\x28 |0

<UC824> \x41\x29 |0

<UC82C> \x41\x2A |0

<UC82D> \x41\x2B |0

<UC82F> \x41\x2C |0

<UC831> \x41\x2D |0

<UC838> \x41\x2E |0

<UC83C> \x41\x2F |0

<UC840> \x41\x30 |0

<UC848> \x41\x31 |0

<UC849> \x41\x32 |0

<UC84C> \x41\x33 |0

<UC84D> \x41\x34 |0

<UC854> \x41\x35 |0

<UC870> \x41\x36 |0

<UC871> \x41\x37 |0

<UC874> \x41\x38 |0

<UC878> \x41\x39 |0

<UC87A> \x41\x3A |0

<UC880> \x41\x3B |0

<UC881> \x41\x3C |0

<UC883> \x41\x3D |0

<UC885> \x41\x3E |0

<UC886> \x41\x3F |0

<UC887> \x41\x40 |0

<UC88B> \x41\x41 |0

<UC88C> \x41\x42 |0

<UC88D> \x41\x43 |0

<UC894> \x41\x44 |0

<UC89D> \x41\x45 |0

<UC89F> \x41\x46 |0

<UC8A1> \x41\x47 |0

<UC8A8> \x41\x48 |0

<UC8BC> \x41\x49 |0

<UC8BD> \x41\x4A |0

<UC8C4> \x41\x4B |0

<UC8C8> \x41\x4C

 |0

<UC8CC> \x41\x4D |0

<UC8D4> \x41\x4E |0

<UC8D5> \x41\x4F |0

<UC8D7> \x41\x50 |0

<UC8D9> \x41\x51 |0

<UC8E0> \x41\x52 |0

<UC8E1> \x41\x53 |0

<UC8E4> \x41\x54 |0
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<UC8F5> \x41\x55 |0

<UC8FC> \x41\x56 |0

<UC8FD> \x41\x57 |0

<UC900> \x41\x58 |0

<UC904> \x41\x59 |0

<UC905> \x41\x5A |0

<UC906> \x41\x5B |0

<UC90C> \x41\x5C |0

<UC90D> \x41\x5D |0

<UC90F> \x41\x5E |0

<UC911> \x41\x5F |0

<UC918> \x41\x60 |0

<UC92C> \x41\x61 |0

<UC934> \x41\x62 |0

<UC950> \x41\x63 |0

<UC951> \x41\x64 |0

<UC954> \x41\x65 |0

<UC958> \x41\x66 |0

<UC960> \x41\x67 |0

<UC961> \x41\x68 |0

<UC963> \x41\x69 |0

<UC96C> \x41\x6A |0

<UC970> \x41\x6B |0

<UC974> \x41\x6C |0

<UC97C> \x41\x6D |0

<UC988> \x41\x6E |0

<UC989> \x41\x6F |0

<UC98C> \x41\x70 |0

<UC990> \x41\x71 |0

<UC998> \x41\x72 |0

<UC999> \x41\x73 |0

<UC99B> \x41\x74 |0

<UC99D> \x41\x75 |0

<UC9C0> \x41\x76 |0

<UC9C1> \x41\x77 |0

<UC9C4> \x41\x78 |0

<UC9C7> \x41\x79 |0

<UC9C8> \x41\x7A |0

<UC9CA> \x41\x7B |0

<UC9D0> \x41\x7C |0

<UC9D1> \x41\x7D |0

<UC9D3> \x41\x7E

 |0

<UC9D5> \x42\x21 |0

<UC9D6> \x42\x22 |0

<UC9D9> \x42\x23 |0

<UC9DA> \x42\x24 |0

<UC9DC> \x42\x25 |0
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<UC9DD> \x42\x26 |0

<UC9E0> \x42\x27 |0

<UC9E2> \x42\x28 |0

<UC9E4> \x42\x29 |0

<UC9E7> \x42\x2A |0

<UC9EC> \x42\x2B |0

<UC9ED> \x42\x2C |0

<UC9EF> \x42\x2D |0

<UC9F0> \x42\x2E |0

<UC9F1> \x42\x2F |0

<UC9F8> \x42\x30 |0

<UC9F9> \x42\x31 |0

<UC9FC> \x42\x32 |0

<UCA00> \x42\x33 |0

<UCA08> \x42\x34 |0

<UCA09> \x42\x35 |0

<UCA0B> \x42\x36 |0

<UCA0C> \x42\x37 |0

<UCA0D> \x42\x38 |0

<UCA14> \x42\x39 |0

<UCA18> \x42\x3A |0

<UCA29> \x42\x3B |0

<UCA4C> \x42\x3C |0

<UCA4D> \x42\x3D |0

<UCA50> \x42\x3E |0

<UCA54> \x42\x3F |0

<UCA5C> \x42\x40 |0

<UCA5D> \x42\x41 |0

<UCA5F> \x42\x42 |0

<UCA60> \x42\x43 |0

<UCA61> \x42\x44 |0

<UCA68> \x42\x45 |0

<UCA7D> \x42\x46 |0

<UCA84> \x42\x47 |0

<UCA98> \x42\x48 |0

<UCABC> \x42\x49 |0

<UCABD> \x42\x4A |0

<UCAC0> \x42\x4B |0

<UCAC4> \x42\x4C |0

<UCACC> \x42\x4D |0

<UCACD> \x42\x4E |0

<UCACF> \x42\x4F |0

<UCAD1> \x42\x50 |0

<UCAD3> \x42\x51 |0

<UCAD8> \x42\x52

 |0

<UCAD9> \x42\x53 |0

<UCAE0> \x42\x54 |0
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<UCAEC> \x42\x55 |0

<UCAF4> \x42\x56 |0

<UCB08> \x42\x57 |0

<UCB10> \x42\x58 |0

<UCB14> \x42\x59 |0

<UCB18> \x42\x5A |0

<UCB20> \x42\x5B |0

<UCB21> \x42\x5C |0

<UCB41> \x42\x5D |0

<UCB48> \x42\x5E |0

<UCB49> \x42\x5F |0

<UCB4C> \x42\x60 |0

<UCB50> \x42\x61 |0

<UCB58> \x42\x62 |0

<UCB59> \x42\x63 |0

<UCB5D> \x42\x64 |0

<UCB64> \x42\x65 |0

<UCB78> \x42\x66 |0

<UCB79> \x42\x67 |0

<UCB9C> \x42\x68 |0

<UCBB8> \x42\x69 |0

<UCBD4> \x42\x6A |0

<UCBE4> \x42\x6B |0

<UCBE7> \x42\x6C |0

<UCBE9> \x42\x6D |0

<UCC0C> \x42\x6E |0

<UCC0D> \x42\x6F |0

<UCC10> \x42\x70 |0

<UCC14> \x42\x71 |0

<UCC1C> \x42\x72 |0

<UCC1D> \x42\x73 |0

<UCC21> \x42\x74 |0

<UCC22> \x42\x75 |0

<UCC27> \x42\x76 |0

<UCC28> \x42\x77 |0

<UCC29> \x42\x78 |0

<UCC2C> \x42\x79 |0

<UCC2E> \x42\x7A |0

<UCC30> \x42\x7B |0

<UCC38> \x42\x7C |0

<UCC39> \x42\x7D |0

<UCC3B> \x42\x7E |0

<UCC3C> \x43\x21 |0

<UCC3D> \x43\x22 |0

<UCC3E> \x43\x23 |0

<UCC44> \x43\x24 |0

<UCC45> \x43\x25 |0

<UCC48> \x43\x26
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 |0

<UCC4C> \x43\x27 |0

<UCC54> \x43\x28 |0

<UCC55> \x43\x29 |0

<UCC57> \x43\x2A |0

<UCC58> \x43\x2B |0

<UCC59> \x43\x2C |0

<UCC60> \x43\x2D |0

<UCC64> \x43\x2E |0

<UCC66> \x43\x2F |0

<UCC68> \x43\x30 |0

<UCC70> \x43\x31 |0

<UCC75> \x43\x32 |0

<UCC98> \x43\x33 |0

<UCC99> \x43\x34 |0

<UCC9C> \x43\x35 |0

<UCCA0> \x43\x36 |0

<UCCA8> \x43\x37 |0

<UCCA9> \x43\x38 |0

<UCCAB> \x43\x39 |0

<UCCAC> \x43\x3A |0

<UCCAD> \x43\x3B |0

<UCCB4> \x43\x3C |0

<UCCB5> \x43\x3D |0

<UCCB8> \x43\x3E |0

<UCCBC> \x43\x3F |0

<UCCC4> \x43\x40 |0

<UCCC5> \x43\x41 |0

<UCCC7> \x43\x42 |0

<UCCC9> \x43\x43 |0

<UCCD0> \x43\x44 |0

<UCCD4> \x43\x45 |0

<UCCE4> \x43\x46 |0

<UCCEC> \x43\x47 |0

<UCCF0> \x43\x48 |0

<UCD01> \x43\x49 |0

<UCD08> \x43\x4A |0

<UCD09> \x43\x4B |0

<UCD0C> \x43\x4C |0

<UCD10> \x43\x4D |0

<UCD18> \x43\x4E |0

<UCD19> \x43\x4F |0

<UCD1B> \x43\x50 |0

<UCD1D> \x43\x51 |0

<UCD24> \x43\x52 |0

<UCD28> \x43\x53 |0

<UCD2C> \x43\x54 |0

<UCD39> \x43\x55 |0
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<UCD5C> \x43\x56 |0

<UCD60> \x43\x57 |0

<UCD64> \x43\x58

 |0

<UCD6C> \x43\x59 |0

<UCD6D> \x43\x5A |0

<UCD6F> \x43\x5B |0

<UCD71> \x43\x5C |0

<UCD78> \x43\x5D |0

<UCD88> \x43\x5E |0

<UCD94> \x43\x5F |0

<UCD95> \x43\x60 |0

<UCD98> \x43\x61 |0

<UCD9C> \x43\x62 |0

<UCDA4> \x43\x63 |0

<UCDA5> \x43\x64 |0

<UCDA7> \x43\x65 |0

<UCDA9> \x43\x66 |0

<UCDB0> \x43\x67 |0

<UCDC4> \x43\x68 |0

<UCDCC> \x43\x69 |0

<UCDD0> \x43\x6A |0

<UCDE8> \x43\x6B |0

<UCDEC> \x43\x6C |0

<UCDF0> \x43\x6D |0

<UCDF8> \x43\x6E |0

<UCDF9> \x43\x6F |0

<UCDFB> \x43\x70 |0

<UCDFD> \x43\x71 |0

<UCE04> \x43\x72 |0

<UCE08> \x43\x73 |0

<UCE0C> \x43\x74 |0

<UCE14> \x43\x75 |0

<UCE19> \x43\x76 |0

<UCE20> \x43\x77 |0

<UCE21> \x43\x78 |0

<UCE24> \x43\x79 |0

<UCE28> \x43\x7A |0

<UCE30> \x43\x7B |0

<UCE31> \x43\x7C |0

<UCE33> \x43\x7D |0

<UCE35> \x43\x7E |0

<UCE58> \x44\x21 |0

<UCE59> \x44\x22 |0

<UCE5C> \x44\x23 |0

<UCE5F> \x44\x24 |0

<UCE60> \x44\x25 |0

<UCE61> \x44\x26 |0
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<UCE68> \x44\x27 |0

<UCE69> \x44\x28 |0

<UCE6B> \x44\x29 |0

<UCE6D> \x44\x2A |0

<UCE74> \x44\x2B |0

<UCE75> \x44\x2C

 |0

<UCE78> \x44\x2D |0

<UCE7C> \x44\x2E |0

<UCE84> \x44\x2F |0

<UCE85> \x44\x30 |0

<UCE87> \x44\x31 |0

<UCE89> \x44\x32 |0

<UCE90> \x44\x33 |0

<UCE91> \x44\x34 |0

<UCE94> \x44\x35 |0

<UCE98> \x44\x36 |0

<UCEA0> \x44\x37 |0

<UCEA1> \x44\x38 |0

<UCEA3> \x44\x39 |0

<UCEA4> \x44\x3A |0

<UCEA5> \x44\x3B |0

<UCEAC> \x44\x3C |0

<UCEAD> \x44\x3D |0

<UCEC1> \x44\x3E |0

<UCEE4> \x44\x3F |0

<UCEE5> \x44\x40 |0

<UCEE8> \x44\x41 |0

<UCEEB> \x44\x42 |0

<UCEEC> \x44\x43 |0

<UCEF4> \x44\x44 |0

<UCEF5> \x44\x45 |0

<UCEF7> \x44\x46 |0

<UCEF8> \x44\x47 |0

<UCEF9> \x44\x48 |0

<UCF00> \x44\x49 |0

<UCF01> \x44\x4A |0

<UCF04> \x44\x4B |0

<UCF08> \x44\x4C |0

<UCF10> \x44\x4D |0

<UCF11> \x44\x4E |0

<UCF13> \x44\x4F |0

<UCF15> \x44\x50 |0

<UCF1C> \x44\x51 |0

<UCF20> \x44\x52 |0

<UCF24> \x44\x53 |0

<UCF2C> \x44\x54 |0

<UCF2D> \x44\x55 |0
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<UCF2F> \x44\x56 |0

<UCF30> \x44\x57 |0

<UCF31> \x44\x58 |0

<UCF38> \x44\x59 |0

<UCF54> \x44\x5A |0

<UCF55> \x44\x5B |0

<UCF58> \x44\x5C |0

<UCF5C> \x44\x5D |0

<UCF64> \x44\x5E

 |0

<UCF65> \x44\x5F |0

<UCF67> \x44\x60 |0

<UCF69> \x44\x61 |0

<UCF70> \x44\x62 |0

<UCF71> \x44\x63 |0

<UCF74> \x44\x64 |0

<UCF78> \x44\x65 |0

<UCF80> \x44\x66 |0

<UCF85> \x44\x67 |0

<UCF8C> \x44\x68 |0

<UCFA1> \x44\x69 |0

<UCFA8> \x44\x6A |0

<UCFB0> \x44\x6B |0

<UCFC4> \x44\x6C |0

<UCFE0> \x44\x6D |0

<UCFE1> \x44\x6E |0

<UCFE4> \x44\x6F |0

<UCFE8> \x44\x70 |0

<UCFF0> \x44\x71 |0

<UCFF1> \x44\x72 |0

<UCFF3> \x44\x73 |0

<UCFF5> \x44\x74 |0

<UCFFC> \x44\x75 |0

<UD000> \x44\x76 |0

<UD004> \x44\x77 |0

<UD011> \x44\x78 |0

<UD018> \x44\x79 |0

<UD02D> \x44\x7A |0

<UD034> \x44\x7B |0

<UD035> \x44\x7C |0

<UD038> \x44\x7D |0

<UD03C> \x44\x7E |0

<UD044> \x45\x21 |0

<UD045> \x45\x22 |0

<UD047> \x45\x23 |0

<UD049> \x45\x24 |0

<UD050> \x45\x25 |0

<UD054> \x45\x26 |0
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<UD058> \x45\x27 |0

<UD060> \x45\x28 |0

<UD06C> \x45\x29 |0

<UD06D> \x45\x2A |0

<UD070> \x45\x2B |0

<UD074> \x45\x2C |0

<UD07C> \x45\x2D |0

<UD07D> \x45\x2E |0

<UD081> \x45\x2F |0

<UD0A4> \x45\x30 |0

<UD0A5> \x45\x31 |0

<UD0A8> \x45\x32

 |0

<UD0AC> \x45\x33 |0

<UD0B4> \x45\x34 |0

<UD0B5> \x45\x35 |0

<UD0B7> \x45\x36 |0

<UD0B9> \x45\x37 |0

<UD0C0> \x45\x38 |0

<UD0C1> \x45\x39 |0

<UD0C4> \x45\x3A |0

<UD0C8> \x45\x3B |0

<UD0C9> \x45\x3C |0

<UD0D0> \x45\x3D |0

<UD0D1> \x45\x3E |0

<UD0D3> \x45\x3F |0

<UD0D4> \x45\x40 |0

<UD0D5> \x45\x41 |0

<UD0DC> \x45\x42 |0

<UD0DD> \x45\x43 |0

<UD0E0> \x45\x44 |0

<UD0E4> \x45\x45 |0

<UD0EC> \x45\x46 |0

<UD0ED> \x45\x47 |0

<UD0EF> \x45\x48 |0

<UD0F0> \x45\x49 |0

<UD0F1> \x45\x4A |0

<UD0F8> \x45\x4B |0

<UD10D> \x45\x4C |0

<UD130> \x45\x4D |0

<UD131> \x45\x4E |0

<UD134> \x45\x4F |0

<UD138> \x45\x50 |0

<UD13A> \x45\x51 |0

<UD140> \x45\x52 |0

<UD141> \x45\x53 |0

<UD143> \x45\x54 |0

<UD144> \x45\x55 |0
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<UD145> \x45\x56 |0

<UD14C> \x45\x57 |0

<UD14D> \x45\x58 |0

<UD150> \x45\x59 |0

<UD154> \x45\x5A |0

<UD15C> \x45\x5B |0

<UD15D> \x45\x5C |0

<UD15F> \x45\x5D |0

<UD161> \x45\x5E |0

<UD168> \x45\x5F |0

<UD16C> \x45\x60 |0

<UD17C> \x45\x61 |0

<UD184> \x45\x62 |0

<UD188> \x45\x63 |0

<UD1A0> \x45\x64

 |0

<UD1A1> \x45\x65 |0

<UD1A4> \x45\x66 |0

<UD1A8> \x45\x67 |0

<UD1B0> \x45\x68 |0

<UD1B1> \x45\x69 |0

<UD1B3> \x45\x6A |0

<UD1B5> \x45\x6B |0

<UD1BA> \x45\x6C |0

<UD1BC> \x45\x6D |0

<UD1C0> \x45\x6E |0

<UD1D8> \x45\x6F |0

<UD1F4> \x45\x70 |0

<UD1F8> \x45\x71 |0

<UD207> \x45\x72 |0

<UD209> \x45\x73 |0

<UD210> \x45\x74 |0

<UD22C> \x45\x75 |0

<UD22D> \x45\x76 |0

<UD230> \x45\x77 |0

<UD234> \x45\x78 |0

<UD23C> \x45\x79 |0

<UD23D> \x45\x7A |0

<UD23F> \x45\x7B |0

<UD241> \x45\x7C |0

<UD248> \x45\x7D |0

<UD25C> \x45\x7E |0

<UD264> \x46\x21 |0

<UD280> \x46\x22 |0

<UD281> \x46\x23 |0

<UD284> \x46\x24 |0

<UD288> \x46\x25 |0

<UD290> \x46\x26 |0
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<UD291> \x46\x27 |0

<UD295> \x46\x28 |0

<UD29C> \x46\x29 |0

<UD2A0> \x46\x2A |0

<UD2A4> \x46\x2B |0

<UD2AC> \x46\x2C |0

<UD2B1> \x46\x2D |0

<UD2B8> \x46\x2E |0

<UD2B9> \x46\x2F |0

<UD2BC> \x46\x30 |0

<UD2BF> \x46\x31 |0

<UD2C0> \x46\x32 |0

<UD2C2> \x46\x33 |0

<UD2C8> \x46\x34 |0

<UD2C9> \x46\x35 |0

<UD2CB> \x46\x36 |0

<UD2D4> \x46\x37 |0

<UD2D8> \x46\x38

 |0

<UD2DC> \x46\x39 |0

<UD2E4> \x46\x3A |0

<UD2E5> \x46\x3B |0

<UD2F0> \x46\x3C |0

<UD2F1> \x46\x3D |0

<UD2F4> \x46\x3E |0

<UD2F8> \x46\x3F |0

<UD300> \x46\x40 |0

<UD301> \x46\x41 |0

<UD303> \x46\x42 |0

<UD305> \x46\x43 |0

<UD30C> \x46\x44 |0

<UD30D> \x46\x45 |0

<UD30E> \x46\x46 |0

<UD310> \x46\x47 |0

<UD314> \x46\x48 |0

<UD316> \x46\x49 |0

<UD31C> \x46\x4A |0

<UD31D> \x46\x4B |0

<UD31F> \x46\x4C |0

<UD320> \x46\x4D |0

<UD321> \x46\x4E |0

<UD325> \x46\x4F |0

<UD328> \x46\x50 |0

<UD329> \x46\x51 |0

<UD32C> \x46\x52 |0

<UD330> \x46\x53 |0

<UD338> \x46\x54 |0

<UD339> \x46\x55 |0
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<UD33B> \x46\x56 |0

<UD33C> \x46\x57 |0

<UD33D> \x46\x58 |0

<UD344> \x46\x59 |0

<UD345> \x46\x5A |0

<UD37C> \x46\x5B |0

<UD37D> \x46\x5C |0

<UD380> \x46\x5D |0

<UD384> \x46\x5E |0

<UD38C> \x46\x5F |0

<UD38D> \x46\x60 |0

<UD38F> \x46\x61 |0

<UD390> \x46\x62 |0

<UD391> \x46\x63 |0

<UD398> \x46\x64 |0

<UD399> \x46\x65 |0

<UD39C> \x46\x66 |0

<UD3A0> \x46\x67 |0

<UD3A8> \x46\x68 |0

<UD3A9> \x46\x69 |0

<UD3AB> \x46\x6A

 |0

<UD3AD> \x46\x6B |0

<UD3B4> \x46\x6C |0

<UD3B8> \x46\x6D |0

<UD3BC> \x46\x6E |0

<UD3C4> \x46\x6F |0

<UD3C5> \x46\x70 |0

<UD3C8> \x46\x71 |0

<UD3C9> \x46\x72 |0

<UD3D0> \x46\x73 |0

<UD3D8> \x46\x74 |0

<UD3E1> \x46\x75 |0

<UD3E3> \x46\x76 |0

<UD3EC> \x46\x77 |0

<UD3ED> \x46\x78 |0

<UD3F0> \x46\x79 |0

<UD3F4> \x46\x7A |0

<UD3FC> \x46\x7B |0

<UD3FD> \x46\x7C |0

<UD3FF> \x46\x7D |0

<UD401> \x46\x7E |0

<UD408> \x47\x21 |0

<UD41D> \x47\x22 |0

<UD440> \x47\x23 |0

<UD444> \x47\x24 |0

<UD45C> \x47\x25 |0

<UD460> \x47\x26 |0
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<UD464> \x47\x27 |0

<UD46D> \x47\x28 |0

<UD46F> \x47\x29 |0

<UD478> \x47\x2A |0

<UD479> \x47\x2B |0

<UD47C> \x47\x2C |0

<UD47F> \x47\x2D |0

<UD480> \x47\x2E |0

<UD482> \x47\x2F |0

<UD488> \x47\x30 |0

<UD489> \x47\x31 |0

<UD48B> \x47\x32 |0

<UD48D> \x47\x33 |0

<UD494> \x47\x34 |0

<UD4A9> \x47\x35 |0

<UD4CC> \x47\x36 |0

<UD4D0> \x47\x37 |0

<UD4D4> \x47\x38 |0

<UD4DC> \x47\x39 |0

<UD4DF> \x47\x3A |0

<UD4E8> \x47\x3B |0

<UD4EC> \x47\x3C |0

<UD4F0> \x47\x3D |0

<UD4F8> \x47\x3E

 |0

<UD4FB> \x47\x3F |0

<UD4FD> \x47\x40 |0

<UD504> \x47\x41 |0

<UD508> \x47\x42 |0

<UD50C> \x47\x43 |0

<UD514> \x47\x44 |0

<UD515> \x47\x45 |0

<UD517> \x47\x46 |0

<UD53C> \x47\x47 |0

<UD53D> \x47\x48 |0

<UD540> \x47\x49 |0

<UD544> \x47\x4A |0

<UD54C> \x47\x4B |0

<UD54D> \x47\x4C |0

<UD54F> \x47\x4D |0

<UD551> \x47\x4E |0

<UD558> \x47\x4F |0

<UD559> \x47\x50 |0

<UD55C> \x47\x51 |0

<UD560> \x47\x52 |0

<UD565> \x47\x53 |0

<UD568> \x47\x54 |0

<UD569> \x47\x55 |0
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<UD56B> \x47\x56 |0

<UD56D> \x47\x57 |0

<UD574> \x47\x58 |0

<UD575> \x47\x59 |0

<UD578> \x47\x5A |0

<UD57C> \x47\x5B |0

<UD584> \x47\x5C |0

<UD585> \x47\x5D |0

<UD587> \x47\x5E |0

<UD588> \x47\x5F |0

<UD589> \x47\x60 |0

<UD590> \x47\x61 |0

<UD5A5> \x47\x62 |0

<UD5C8> \x47\x63 |0

<UD5C9> \x47\x64 |0

<UD5CC> \x47\x65 |0

<UD5D0> \x47\x66 |0

<UD5D2> \x47\x67 |0

<UD5D8> \x47\x68 |0

<UD5D9> \x47\x69 |0

<UD5DB> \x47\x6A |0

<UD5DD> \x47\x6B |0

<UD5E4> \x47\x6C |0

<UD5E5> \x47\x6D |0

<UD5E8> \x47\x6E |0

<UD5EC> \x47\x6F |0

<UD5F4> \x47\x70

 |0

<UD5F5> \x47\x71 |0

<UD5F7> \x47\x72 |0

<UD5F9> \x47\x73 |0

<UD600> \x47\x74 |0

<UD601> \x47\x75 |0

<UD604> \x47\x76 |0

<UD608> \x47\x77 |0

<UD610> \x47\x78 |0

<UD611> \x47\x79 |0

<UD613> \x47\x7A |0

<UD614> \x47\x7B |0

<UD615> \x47\x7C |0

<UD61C> \x47\x7D |0

<UD620> \x47\x7E |0

<UD624> \x48\x21 |0

<UD62D> \x48\x22 |0

<UD638> \x48\x23 |0

<UD639> \x48\x24 |0

<UD63C> \x48\x25 |0

<UD640> \x48\x26 |0
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<UD645> \x48\x27 |0

<UD648> \x48\x28 |0

<UD649> \x48\x29 |0

<UD64B> \x48\x2A |0

<UD64D> \x48\x2B |0

<UD651> \x48\x2C |0

<UD654> \x48\x2D |0

<UD655> \x48\x2E |0

<UD658> \x48\x2F |0

<UD65C> \x48\x30 |0

<UD667> \x48\x31 |0

<UD669> \x48\x32 |0

<UD670> \x48\x33 |0

<UD671> \x48\x34 |0

<UD674> \x48\x35 |0

<UD683> \x48\x36 |0

<UD685> \x48\x37 |0

<UD68C> \x48\x38 |0

<UD68D> \x48\x39 |0

<UD690> \x48\x3A |0

<UD694> \x48\x3B |0

<UD69D> \x48\x3C |0

<UD69F> \x48\x3D |0

<UD6A1> \x48\x3E |0

<UD6A8> \x48\x3F |0

<UD6AC> \x48\x40 |0

<UD6B0> \x48\x41 |0

<UD6B9> \x48\x42 |0

<UD6BB> \x48\x43 |0

<UD6C4> \x48\x44

 |0

<UD6C5> \x48\x45 |0

<UD6C8> \x48\x46 |0

<UD6CC> \x48\x47 |0

<UD6D1> \x48\x48 |0

<UD6D4> \x48\x49 |0

<UD6D7> \x48\x4A |0

<UD6D9> \x48\x4B |0

<UD6E0> \x48\x4C |0

<UD6E4> \x48\x4D |0

<UD6E8> \x48\x4E |0

<UD6F0> \x48\x4F |0

<UD6F5> \x48\x50 |0

<UD6FC> \x48\x51 |0

<UD6FD> \x48\x52 |0

<UD700> \x48\x53 |0

<UD704> \x48\x54 |0

<UD711> \x48\x55 |0
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<UD718> \x48\x56 |0

<UD719> \x48\x57 |0

<UD71C> \x48\x58 |0

<UD720> \x48\x59 |0

<UD728> \x48\x5A |0

<UD729> \x48\x5B |0

<UD72B> \x48\x5C |0

<UD72D> \x48\x5D |0

<UD734> \x48\x5E |0

<UD735> \x48\x5F |0

<UD738> \x48\x60 |0

<UD73C> \x48\x61 |0

<UD744> \x48\x62 |0

<UD747> \x48\x63 |0

<UD749> \x48\x64 |0

<UD750> \x48\x65 |0

<UD751> \x48\x66 |0

<UD754> \x48\x67 |0

<UD756> \x48\x68 |0

<UD757> \x48\x69 |0

<UD758> \x48\x6A |0

<UD759> \x48\x6B |0

<UD760> \x48\x6C |0

<UD761> \x48\x6D |0

<UD763> \x48\x6E |0

<UD765> \x48\x6F |0

<UD769> \x48\x70 |0

<UD76C> \x48\x71 |0

<UD770> \x48\x72 |0

<UD774> \x48\x73 |0

<UD77C> \x48\x74 |0

<UD77D> \x48\x75 |0

<UD781> \x48\x76

 |0

<UD788> \x48\x77 |0

<UD789> \x48\x78 |0

<UD78C> \x48\x79 |0

<UD790> \x48\x7A |0

<UD798> \x48\x7B |0

<UD799> \x48\x7C |0

<UD79B> \x48\x7D |0

<UD79D> \x48\x7E |0

<UE000> \x49\x21 |0

<UE001> \x49\x22 |0

<UE002> \x49\x23 |0

<UE003> \x49\x24 |0

<UE004> \x49\x25 |0

<UE005> \x49\x26 |0
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<UE006> \x49\x27 |0

<UE007> \x49\x28 |0

<UE008> \x49\x29 |0

<UE009> \x49\x2A |0

<UE00A> \x49\x2B |0

<UE00B> \x49\x2C |0

<UE00C> \x49\x2D |0

<UE00D> \x49\x2E |0

<UE00E> \x49\x2F |0

<UE00F> \x49\x30 |0

<UE010> \x49\x31 |0

<UE011> \x49\x32 |0

<UE012> \x49\x33 |0

<UE013> \x49\x34 |0

<UE014> \x49\x35 |0

<UE015> \x49\x36 |0

<UE016> \x49\x37 |0

<UE017> \x49\x38 |0

<UE018> \x49\x39 |0

<UE019> \x49\x3A |0

<UE01A> \x49\x3B |0

<UE01B> \x49\x3C |0

<UE01C> \x49\x3D |0

<UE01D> \x49\x3E |0

<UE01E> \x49\x3F |0

<UE01F> \x49\x40 |0

<UE020> \x49\x41 |0

<UE021> \x49\x42 |0

<UE022> \x49\x43 |0

<UE023> \x49\x44 |0

<UE024> \x49\x45 |0

<UE025> \x49\x46 |0

<UE026> \x49\x47 |0

<UE027> \x49\x48 |0

<UE028> \x49\x49 |0

<UE029> \x49\x4A

 |0

<UE02A> \x49\x4B |0

<UE02B> \x49\x4C |0

<UE02C> \x49\x4D |0

<UE02D> \x49\x4E |0

<UE02E> \x49\x4F |0

<UE02F> \x49\x50 |0

<UE030> \x49\x51 |0

<UE031> \x49\x52 |0

<UE032> \x49\x53 |0

<UE033> \x49\x54 |0

<UE034> \x49\x55 |0
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<UE035> \x49\x56 |0

<UE036> \x49\x57 |0

<UE037> \x49\x58 |0

<UE038> \x49\x59 |0

<UE039> \x49\x5A |0

<UE03A> \x49\x5B |0

<UE03B> \x49\x5C |0

<UE03C> \x49\x5D |0

<UE03D> \x49\x5E |0

<UE03E> \x49\x5F |0

<UE03F> \x49\x60 |0

<UE040> \x49\x61 |0

<UE041> \x49\x62 |0

<UE042> \x49\x63 |0

<UE043> \x49\x64 |0

<UE044> \x49\x65 |0

<UE045> \x49\x66 |0

<UE046> \x49\x67 |0

<UE047> \x49\x68 |0

<UE048> \x49\x69 |0

<UE049> \x49\x6A |0

<UE04A> \x49\x6B |0

<UE04B> \x49\x6C |0

<UE04C> \x49\x6D |0

<UE04D> \x49\x6E |0

<UE04E> \x49\x6F |0

<UE04F> \x49\x70 |0

<UE050> \x49\x71 |0

<UE051> \x49\x72 |0

<UE052> \x49\x73 |0

<UE053> \x49\x74 |0

<UE054> \x49\x75 |0

<UE055> \x49\x76 |0

<UE056> \x49\x77 |0

<UE057> \x49\x78 |0

<UE058> \x49\x79 |0

<UE059> \x49\x7A |0

<UE05A> \x49\x7B |0

<UE05B> \x49\x7C

 |0

<UE05C> \x49\x7D |0

<UE05D> \x49\x7E |0

<UE05E> \x7E\x21 |0

<UE05F> \x7E\x22 |0

<UE060> \x7E\x23 |0

<UE061> \x7E\x24 |0

<UE062> \x7E\x25 |0

<UE063> \x7E\x26 |0
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<UE064> \x7E\x27 |0

<UE065> \x7E\x28 |0

<UE066> \x7E\x29 |0

<UE067> \x7E\x2A |0

<UE068> \x7E\x2B |0

<UE069> \x7E\x2C |0

<UE06A> \x7E\x2D |0

<UE06B> \x7E\x2E |0

<UE06C> \x7E\x2F |0

<UE06D> \x7E\x30 |0

<UE06E> \x7E\x31 |0

<UE06F> \x7E\x32 |0

<UE070> \x7E\x33 |0

<UE071> \x7E\x34 |0

<UE072> \x7E\x35 |0

<UE073> \x7E\x36 |0

<UE074> \x7E\x37 |0

<UE075> \x7E\x38 |0

<UE076> \x7E\x39 |0

<UE077> \x7E\x3A |0

<UE078> \x7E\x3B |0

<UE079> \x7E\x3C |0

<UE07A> \x7E\x3D |0

<UE07B> \x7E\x3E |0

<UE07C> \x7E\x3F |0

<UE07D> \x7E\x40 |0

<UE07E> \x7E\x41 |0

<UE07F> \x7E\x42 |0

<UE080> \x7E\x43 |0

<UE081> \x7E\x44 |0

<UE082> \x7E\x45 |0

<UE083> \x7E\x46 |0

<UE084> \x7E\x47 |0

<UE085> \x7E\x48 |0

<UE086> \x7E\x49 |0

<UE087> \x7E\x4A |0

<UE088> \x7E\x4B |0

<UE089> \x7E\x4C |0

<UE08A> \x7E\x4D |0

<UE08B> \x7E\x4E |0

<UE08C> \x7E\x4F |0

<UE08D> \x7E\x50

 |0

<UE08E> \x7E\x51 |0

<UE08F> \x7E\x52 |0

<UE090> \x7E\x53 |0

<UE091> \x7E\x54 |0

<UE092> \x7E\x55 |0
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<UE093> \x7E\x56 |0

<UE094> \x7E\x57 |0

<UE095> \x7E\x58 |0

<UE096> \x7E\x59 |0

<UE097> \x7E\x5A |0

<UE098> \x7E\x5B |0

<UE099> \x7E\x5C |0

<UE09A> \x7E\x5D |0

<UE09B> \x7E\x5E |0

<UE09C> \x7E\x5F |0

<UE09D> \x7E\x60 |0

<UE09E> \x7E\x61 |0

<UE09F> \x7E\x62 |0

<UE0A0> \x7E\x63 |0

<UE0A1> \x7E\x64 |0

<UE0A2> \x7E\x65 |0

<UE0A3> \x7E\x66 |0

<UE0A4> \x7E\x67 |0

<UE0A5> \x7E\x68 |0

<UE0A6> \x7E\x69 |0

<UE0A7> \x7E\x6A |0

<UE0A8> \x7E\x6B |0

<UE0A9> \x7E\x6C |0

<UE0AA> \x7E\x6D |0

<UE0AB> \x7E\x6E |0

<UE0AC> \x7E\x6F |0

<UE0AD> \x7E\x70 |0

<UE0AE> \x7E\x71 |0

<UE0AF> \x7E\x72 |0

<UE0B0> \x7E\x73 |0

<UE0B1> \x7E\x74 |0

<UE0B2> \x7E\x75 |0

<UE0B3> \x7E\x76 |0

<UE0B4> \x7E\x77 |0

<UE0B5> \x7E\x78 |0

<UE0B6> \x7E\x79 |0

<UE0B7> \x7E\x7A |0

<UE0B8> \x7E\x7B |0

<UE0B9> \x7E\x7C |0

<UE0BA> \x7E\x7D |0

<UE0BB> \x7E\x7E |0

<UF900> \x4B\x50 |0

<UF901> \x4B\x56 |0

<UF902> \x4B\x67 |0

<UF903> \x4D\x4F

 |0

<UF904> \x4D\x68 |0

<UF905> \x4E\x2D |0
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<UF906> \x4F\x7B |0

<UF907> \x50\x22 |0

<UF908> \x50\x38 |0

<UF909> \x50\x50 |0

<UF90A> \x50\x5D |0

<UF90B> \x51\x54 |0

<UF90C> \x51\x55 |0

<UF90D> \x51\x58 |0

<UF90E> \x51\x5B |0

<UF90F> \x51\x5C |0

<UF910> \x51\x5D |0

<UF911> \x51\x5E |0

<UF912> \x51\x5F |0

<UF913> \x51\x60 |0

<UF914> \x51\x62 |0

<UF915> \x51\x63 |0

<UF916> \x51\x64 |0

<UF917> \x51\x65 |0

<UF918> \x51\x66 |0

<UF919> \x51\x68 |0

<UF91A> \x51\x69 |0

<UF91B> \x51\x6A |0

<UF91C> \x51\x6B |0

<UF91D> \x51\x6D |0

<UF91E> \x51\x6F |0

<UF91F> \x51\x70 |0

<UF920> \x51\x72 |0

<UF921> \x51\x76 |0

<UF922> \x51\x7A |0

<UF923> \x51\x7C |0

<UF924> \x51\x7D |0

<UF925> \x51\x7E |0

<UF926> \x52\x22 |0

<UF927> \x52\x23 |0

<UF928> \x52\x27 |0

<UF929> \x52\x28 |0

<UF92A> \x52\x29 |0

<UF92B> \x52\x2A |0

<UF92C> \x52\x2B |0

<UF92D> \x52\x2D |0

<UF92E> \x52\x32 |0

<UF92F> \x52\x3E |0

<UF930> \x52\x42 |0

<UF931> \x52\x43 |0

<UF932> \x52\x44 |0

<UF933> \x52\x46 |0

<UF934> \x52\x47 |0

<UF935> \x52\x48
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 |0

<UF936> \x52\x49 |0

<UF937> \x52\x4A |0

<UF938> \x52\x4B |0

<UF939> \x52\x4D |0

<UF93A> \x52\x4E |0

<UF93B> \x52\x4F |0

<UF93C> \x52\x50 |0

<UF93D> \x52\x51 |0

<UF93E> \x52\x52 |0

<UF93F> \x52\x53 |0

<UF940> \x52\x54 |0

<UF941> \x52\x55 |0

<UF942> \x52\x56 |0

<UF943> \x52\x57 |0

<UF944> \x52\x59 |0

<UF945> \x52\x5A |0

<UF946> \x52\x5E |0

<UF947> \x52\x5F |0

<UF948> \x52\x61 |0

<UF949> \x52\x62 |0

<UF94A> \x52\x64 |0

<UF94B> \x52\x65 |0

<UF94C> \x52\x66 |0

<UF94D> \x52\x67 |0

<UF94E> \x52\x68 |0

<UF94F> \x52\x69 |0

<UF950> \x52\x6A |0

<UF951> \x52\x6B |0

<UF952> \x52\x70 |0

<UF953> \x52\x71 |0

<UF954> \x52\x72 |0

<UF955> \x52\x73 |0

<UF956> \x52\x74 |0

<UF957> \x52\x75 |0

<UF958> \x52\x77 |0

<UF959> \x52\x78 |0

<UF95A> \x54\x66 |0

<UF95B> \x54\x7C |0

<UF95C> \x55\x25 |0

<UF95D> \x55\x2B |0

<UF95E> \x55\x2E |0

<UF95F> \x56\x38 |0

<UF960> \x56\x4D |0

<UF961> \x57\x4B |0

<UF962> \x57\x64 |0

<UF963> \x5B\x45 |0

<UF964> \x5B\x64 |0
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<UF965> \x5C\x25 |0

<UF966> \x5D\x25 |0

<UF967> \x5D\x55

 |0

<UF968> \x5D\x74 |0

<UF969> \x5E\x7C |0

<UF96A> \x5E\x7E |0

<UF96B> \x5F\x33 |0

<UF96C> \x5F\x61 |0

<UF96D> \x5F\x68 |0

<UF96E> \x60\x71 |0

<UF96F> \x61\x2D |0

<UF970> \x61\x6D |0

<UF971> \x63\x75 |0

<UF972> \x64\x21 |0

<UF973> \x64\x29 |0

<UF974> \x65\x2E |0

<UF975> \x65\x31 |0

<UF976> \x65\x32 |0

<UF977> \x65\x39 |0

<UF978> \x65\x3B |0

<UF979> \x65\x3C |0

<UF97A> \x65\x44 |0

<UF97B> \x65\x4E |0

<UF97C> \x65\x50 |0

<UF97D> \x65\x52 |0

<UF97E> \x65\x56 |0

<UF97F> \x65\x7A |0

<UF980> \x65\x7B |0

<UF981> \x65\x7C |0

<UF982> \x65\x7E |0

<UF983> \x66\x21 |0

<UF984> \x66\x24 |0

<UF985> \x66\x27 |0

<UF986> \x66\x2D |0

<UF987> \x66\x2F |0

<UF988> \x66\x30 |0

<UF989> \x66\x31 |0

<UF98A> \x66\x33 |0

<UF98B> \x66\x37 |0

<UF98C> \x66\x38 |0

<UF98D> \x66\x3C |0

<UF98E> \x66\x44 |0

<UF98F> \x66\x46 |0

<UF990> \x66\x47 |0

<UF991> \x66\x4A |0

<UF992> \x66\x52 |0

<UF993> \x66\x56 |0
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<UF994> \x66\x59 |0

<UF995> \x66\x5C |0

<UF996> \x66\x5F |0

<UF997> \x66\x61 |0

<UF998> \x66\x64 |0

<UF999> \x66\x65

 |0

<UF99A> \x66\x66 |0

<UF99B> \x66\x68 |0

<UF99C> \x66\x6A |0

<UF99D> \x66\x6B |0

<UF99E> \x66\x6C |0

<UF99F> \x66\x6F |0

<UF9A0> \x66\x71 |0

<UF9A1> \x66\x72 |0

<UF9A2> \x66\x75 |0

<UF9A3> \x66\x76 |0

<UF9A4> \x66\x77 |0

<UF9A5> \x66\x79 |0

<UF9A6> \x67\x21 |0

<UF9A7> \x67\x26 |0

<UF9A8> \x67\x29 |0

<UF9A9> \x67\x2A |0

<UF9AA> \x67\x2C |0

<UF9AB> \x67\x2D |0

<UF9AC> \x67\x30 |0

<UF9AD> \x67\x3F |0

<UF9AE> \x67\x41 |0

<UF9AF> \x67\x46 |0

<UF9B0> \x67\x47 |0

<UF9B1> \x67\x4B |0

<UF9B2> \x67\x4D |0

<UF9B3> \x67\x4F |0

<UF9B4> \x67\x50 |0

<UF9B5> \x67\x53 |0

<UF9B6> \x67\x5F |0

<UF9B7> \x67\x64 |0

<UF9B8> \x67\x66 |0

<UF9B9> \x67\x77 |0

<UF9BA> \x68\x67 |0

<UF9BB> \x68\x68 |0

<UF9BC> \x68\x70 |0

<UF9BD> \x68\x71 |0

<UF9BE> \x68\x77 |0

<UF9BF> \x68\x79 |0

<UF9C0> \x68\x7B |0

<UF9C1> \x68\x7E |0

<UF9C2> \x69\x27 |0
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<UF9C3> \x69\x2C |0

<UF9C4> \x69\x4C |0

<UF9C5> \x69\x77 |0

<UF9C6> \x6A\x41 |0

<UF9C7> \x6A\x65 |0

<UF9C8> \x6A\x74 |0

<UF9C9> \x6A\x77 |0

<UF9CA> \x6A\x7C |0

<UF9CB> \x6A\x7E

 |0

<UF9CC> \x6B\x24 |0

<UF9CD> \x6B\x27 |0

<UF9CE> \x6B\x29 |0

<UF9CF> \x6B\x2A |0

<UF9D0> \x6B\x3A |0

<UF9D1> \x6B\x3B |0

<UF9D2> \x6B\x3D |0

<UF9D3> \x6B\x41 |0

<UF9D4> \x6B\x42 |0

<UF9D5> \x6B\x46 |0

<UF9D6> \x6B\x47 |0

<UF9D7> \x6B\x4C |0

<UF9D8> \x6B\x4F |0

<UF9D9> \x6B\x50 |0

<UF9DA> \x6B\x51 |0

<UF9DB> \x6B\x52 |0

<UF9DC> \x6B\x58 |0

<UF9DD> \x6C\x26 |0

<UF9DE> \x6C\x27 |0

<UF9DF> \x6C\x2A |0

<UF9E0> \x6C\x2F |0

<UF9E1> \x6C\x30 |0

<UF9E2> \x6C\x31 |0

<UF9E3> \x6C\x32 |0

<UF9E4> \x6C\x35 |0

<UF9E5> \x6C\x38 |0

<UF9E6> \x6C\x3A |0

<UF9E7> \x6C\x40 |0

<UF9E8> \x6C\x41 |0

<UF9E9> \x6C\x45 |0

<UF9EA> \x6C\x46 |0

<UF9EB> \x6C\x49 |0

<UF9EC> \x6C\x4A |0

<UF9ED> \x6C\x55 |0

<UF9EE> \x6C\x5D |0

<UF9EF> \x6C\x5E |0

<UF9F0> \x6C\x61 |0

<UF9F1> \x6C\x64 |0
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<UF9F2> \x6C\x67 |0

<UF9F3> \x6C\x68 |0

<UF9F4> \x6C\x77 |0

<UF9F5> \x6C\x78 |0

<UF9F6> \x6C\x7A |0

<UF9F7> \x6D\x21 |0

<UF9F8> \x6D\x22 |0

<UF9F9> \x6D\x23 |0

<UF9FA> \x6D\x6E |0

<UF9FB> \x6E\x5B |0

<UF9FC> \x72\x3D |0

<UF9FD> \x72\x7A

 |0

<UF9FE> \x73\x31 |0

<UF9FF> \x74\x27 |0

<UFA00> \x74\x6E |0

<UFA01> \x76\x74 |0

<UFA02> \x76\x76 |0

<UFA03> \x77\x38 |0

<UFA04> \x77\x48 |0

<UFA05> \x77\x53 |0

<UFA06> \x78\x5B |0

<UFA07> \x78\x70 |0

<UFA08> \x7A\x21 |0

<UFA09> \x7A\x22 |0

<UFA0A> \x7A\x66 |0

<UFA0B> \x7C\x29 |0

<UFF01> \x23\x21 |0

<UFF02> \x23\x22 |0

<UFF03> \x23\x23 |0

<UFF04> \x23\x24 |0

<UFF05> \x23\x25 |0

<UFF06> \x23\x26 |0

<UFF07> \x23\x27 |0

<UFF08> \x23\x28 |0

<UFF09> \x23\x29 |0

<UFF0A> \x23\x2A |0

<UFF0B> \x23\x2B |0

<UFF0C> \x23\x2C |0

<UFF0D> \x23\x2D |0

<UFF0E> \x23\x2E |0

<UFF0F> \x23\x2F |0

<UFF10> \x23\x30 |0

<UFF11> \x23\x31 |0

<UFF12> \x23\x32 |0

<UFF13> \x23\x33 |0

<UFF14> \x23\x34 |0

<UFF15> \x23\x35 |0
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<UFF16> \x23\x36 |0

<UFF17> \x23\x37 |0

<UFF18> \x23\x38 |0

<UFF19> \x23\x39 |0

<UFF1A> \x23\x3A |0

<UFF1B> \x23\x3B |0

<UFF1C> \x23\x3C |0

<UFF1D> \x23\x3D |0

<UFF1E> \x23\x3E |0

<UFF1F> \x23\x3F |0

<UFF20> \x23\x40 |0

<UFF21> \x23\x41 |0

<UFF22> \x23\x42 |0

<UFF23> \x23\x43 |0

<UFF24> \x23\x44

 |0

<UFF25> \x23\x45 |0

<UFF26> \x23\x46 |0

<UFF27> \x23\x47 |0

<UFF28> \x23\x48 |0

<UFF29> \x23\x49 |0

<UFF2A> \x23\x4A |0

<UFF2B> \x23\x4B |0

<UFF2C> \x23\x4C |0

<UFF2D> \x23\x4D |0

<UFF2E> \x23\x4E |0

<UFF2F> \x23\x4F |0

<UFF30> \x23\x50 |0

<UFF31> \x23\x51 |0

<UFF32> \x23\x52 |0

<UFF33> \x23\x53 |0

<UFF34> \x23\x54 |0

<UFF35> \x23\x55 |0

<UFF36> \x23\x56 |0

<UFF37> \x23\x57 |0

<UFF38> \x23\x58 |0

<UFF39> \x23\x59 |0

<UFF3A> \x23\x5A |0

<UFF3B> \x23\x5B |0

<UFF3C> \x21\x2C |0

<UFF3D> \x23\x5D |0

<UFF3E> \x23\x5E |0

<UFF3F> \x23\x5F |0

<UFF40> \x23\x60 |0

<UFF41> \x23\x61 |0

<UFF42> \x23\x62 |0

<UFF43> \x23\x63 |0

<UFF44> \x23\x64 |0
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<UFF45> \x23\x65 |0

<UFF46> \x23\x66 |0

<UFF47> \x23\x67 |0

<UFF48> \x23\x68 |0

<UFF49> \x23\x69 |0

<UFF4A> \x23\x6A |0

<UFF4B> \x23\x6B |0

<UFF4C> \x23\x6C |0

<UFF4D> \x23\x6D |0

<UFF4E> \x23\x6E |0

<UFF4F> \x23\x6F |0

<UFF50> \x23\x70 |0

<UFF51> \x23\x71 |0

<UFF52> \x23\x72 |0

<UFF53> \x23\x73 |0

<UFF54> \x23\x74 |0

<UFF55> \x23\x75 |0

<UFF56> \x23\x76

 |0

<UFF57> \x23\x77 |0

<UFF58> \x23\x78 |0

<UFF59> \x23\x79 |0

<UFF5A> \x23\x7A |0

<UFF5B> \x23\x7B |0

<UFF5C> \x23\x7C |0

<UFF5D> \x23\x7D |0

<UFFE0> \x21\x4B |0

<UFFE1> \x21\x4C |0

<UFFE2> \x21\x7E |0

<UFFE3> \x23\x7E |0

<UFFE5> \x21\x4D |0

<UFFE6> \x23\x5C |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-25546.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java
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#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d6

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-fe:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U4E0F> \xAD\xA1 |1

<U4E33> \xB1\xA5 |1

<U4E83> \xD6\xC1 |1

<U4E84> \xD7\xC1 |1

<U4EC8> \xB4\xA1 |1

<U4EDC> \xC6\xA1 |1

<U4EE9> \xC7\xA1 |1

<U4EF4> \xF9\xA1

 |0

<U4F04> \xF8\xA1 |0

<U4F05> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U4F13> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U4F14> \xEE\xA1 |1

<U4F2C> \xEC\xA1 |1

<U4F2D> \xA8\xA3 |1

<U4F3F> \xAA\xA3 |1

<U4F41> \xA6\xA3 |1

<U4F61> \xAB\xA3 |1

<U4F62> \xFC\xA2 |0

<U4F6B> \xCB\xA5 |1

<U4F80> \xB6\xA5 |1

<U4F87> \xB7\xA5 |1

<U4F95> \xCA\xA5 |1

<U4F9C> \xC5\xA5 |1

<U4FB3> \xAA\xA9 |1

<U4FBA> \xAE\xA9 |1

<U4FC7> \xAC\xA9 |1

<U4FD6> \xAD\xA9 |1

<U4FD9> \xA8\xA9 |1

<U4FEC> \xB1\xA9 |1

<U4FF4> \xF1\xAD |1

<U4FF7> \xF6\xAD |0

<U5015> \xDE\xB3 |1

<U5020> \xF9\xAD |0

<U502F> \xFC\xAD |0
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<U5031> \xFD\xAD |0

<U5037> \xF3\xAD |0

<U504B> \xD5\xB3 |1

<U504D> \xD9\xB3 |1

<U505B> \xDB\xB3 |1

<U505D> \xD6\xB3 |1

<U505E> \xD2\xB3 |1

<U5061> \xD1\xB3 |1

<U5064> \xE4\xB3 |1

<U5068> \xBF\xBA |1

<U5069> \xE1\xB3 |1

<U506B> \xE2\xB3 |1

<U506E> \xE7\xB3 |1

<U5073> \xE8\xB3 |1

<U5082> \xC2\xBA |1

<U5087> \xC3\xBA |1

<U508B> \xB9\xBA |1

<U508C> \xBC\xBA |1

<U5095> \xB6\xBA |1

<U509D> \xBE\xBA |1

<U50AE> \xDC\xC1 |1

<U50B1> \xE5\xC1 |1

<U50B6> \xE8\xC1 |1

<U50B8> \xE9\xC1

 |1

<U50BF> \xDA\xC1 |1

<U50C1> \xE3\xC1 |1

<U50C6> \xDB\xC1 |1

<U50C8> \xE0\xC1 |1

<U50CB> \xE6\xC1 |1

<U50D7> \xF8\xC8 |0

<U50DB> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U50E0> \xA6\xC9 |1

<U50EA> \xFC\xC8 |0

<U50F0> \xA3\xC9 |1

<U50F8> \xD1\xCF |1

<U50FD> \xD8\xCF |1

<U510A> \xD9\xCF |1

<U5111> \xC3\xD6 |1

<U5113> \xC0\xD6 |1

<U5120> \xC9\xDC |1

<U5122> \xC7\xDC |1

<U5124> \xC8\xDC |1

<U5125> \xC6\xDC |1

<U5126> \xC5\xDC |1

<U5129> \xCA\xDC |1

<U512E> \xC5\xE1 |1

<U5130> \xD0\xCF |1
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<U513D> \xFD\xEE |0

<U5187> \xAE\xA1 |1

<U5194> \xA2\xAE |1

<U519E> \xCD\xA5 |1

<U51B9> \xAD\xA3 |1

<U51CA> \xA4\xAE |1

<U51CE> \xA8\xAE |1

<U51D0> \xEB\xB3 |1

<U51D4> \xC5\xBA |1

<U51D7> \xEA\xC1 |1

<U5209> \xCC\xA1 |1

<U520C> \xCB\xA1 |1

<U5210> \xFD\xA1 |0

<U521C> \xAE\xA3 |1

<U521E> \xAF\xA3 |1

<U5221> \xB0\xA3 |1

<U5246> \xD3\xA5 |1

<U5252> \xAB\xAE |1

<U5262> \xAF\xAE |1

<U526B> \xEC\xB3 |1

<U526C> \xEE\xB3 |1

<U526D> \xED\xB3 |1

<U527A> \xEB\xC1 |1

<U527B> \xED\xC1 |1

<U527C> \xEE\xC1 |1

<U5284> \xE1\xCC |1

<U528B> \xDA\xCF

 |1

<U5299> \xFE\xEE |0

<U52AE> \xB2\xA3 |1

<U52C2> \xB5\xA9 |1

<U52D3> \xF1\xB3 |1

<U52EB> \xAB\xC9 |1

<U52EF> \xDD\xCF |1

<U52FC> \xB6\xA1 |1

<U5309> \xB3\xA3 |1

<U530E> \xB1\xAE |1

<U5312> \xC6\xBA |1

<U5322> \xA1\xA2 |1

<U5334> \xC5\xD6 |1

<U5337> \xEA\xE8 |1

<U537C> \xB7\xA9 |1

<U538A> \xA4\xA2 |1

<U538F> \xB7\xA3 |1

<U5392> \xD9\xA5 |1

<U5397> \xB8\xA9 |1

<U539C> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U539E> \xB2\xAE |1
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<U53A7> \xC9\xBA |1

<U53AC> \xAD\xC9 |1

<U53B9> \xB8\xA1 |1

<U5407> \xA5\xA2 |1

<U5418> \xC0\xA3 |1

<U5419> \xBD\xA3 |1

<U541C> \xBE\xA3 |1

<U5424> \xC5\xA3 |1

<U5425> \xBF\xA3 |1

<U5430> \xB8\xA3 |1

<U5437> \xB9\xA3 |1

<U5441> \xC3\xA3 |1

<U5445> \xBC\xA3 |1

<U5460> \xEB\xA5 |1

<U5461> \xEA\xA5 |1

<U5463> \xED\xA5 |1

<U5465> \xE4\xA5 |1

<U546C> \xE5\xA5 |1

<U546F> \xE9\xA5 |1

<U547A> \xE2\xA5 |1

<U547E> \xE3\xA5 |1

<U5487> \xDB\xA5 |1

<U5498> \xEC\xA5 |1

<U54A0> \xC9\xA9 |1

<U54B0> \xD0\xA9 |1

<U54B6> \xC6\xA9 |1

<U54C3> \xC1\xA9 |1

<U54C5> \xC7\xA9 |1

<U54D6> \xC5\xA9 |1

<U54E4> \xB9\xAE

 |1

<U54EB> \xBE\xAE |1

<U54F1> \xC1\xAE |1

<U54F7> \xC4\xAE |1

<U54F8> \xC5\xAE |1

<U54FB> \xC3\xAE |1

<U5503> \xC8\xAE |1

<U550A> \xC2\xAE |1

<U550B> \xC9\xAE |1

<U5512> \xB6\xAE |1

<U5517> \xB5\xAE |1

<U551A> \xBA\xAE |1

<U5526> \xB3\xAE |1

<U552D> \xAA\xB4 |1

<U5534> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U5548> \xA9\xB4 |1

<U554B> \xAD\xB4 |1

<U554E> \xA7\xB4 |1
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<U5552> \xA2\xB4 |1

<U5562> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U557D> \xD9\xBA |1

<U558C> \xDA\xBA |1

<U558D> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U5595> \xDD\xBA |1

<U55A1> \xDE\xBA |1

<U55A2> \xD0\xBA |1

<U55A5> \xCC\xBA |1

<U55A6> \xDB\xBA |1

<U55C0> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U55C2> \xA7\xC2 |1

<U55C8> \xA3\xC2 |1

<U55CA> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U55CF> \xFD\xC1 |0

<U55D0> \xF2\xC1 |1

<U55D5> \xFE\xC1 |0

<U55D9> \xA6\xC2 |1

<U55FA> \xB8\xC9 |1

<U55FC> \xB2\xC9 |1

<U5602> \xB7\xC9 |1

<U5604> \xBA\xC9 |1

<U5613> \xB6\xC9 |1

<U5615> \xAF\xC9 |1

<U561C> \xB4\xC9 |1

<U561D> \xB9\xC9 |1

<U562A> \xEE\xCF |1

<U563A> \xEF\xCF |1

<U563E> \xEC\xCF |1

<U5645> \xCF\xBA |1

<U5648> \xDE\xCF |1

<U564A> \xE3\xCF |1

<U565A> \xE7\xCF

 |1

<U566E> \xC9\xD6 |1

<U5670> \xC7\xD6 |1

<U5673> \xCA\xD6 |1

<U5677> \xD0\xD6 |1

<U567E> \xD2\xDC |1

<U567F> \xD4\xDC |1

<U5681> \xD5\xDC |1

<U5682> \xD3\xDC |1

<U5683> \xD1\xDC |1

<U568D> \xCE\xDC |1

<U5697> \xC8\xE1 |1

<U5698> \xC6\xE1 |1

<U569C> \xC7\xE1 |1

<U56AA> \xC0\xE5 |1
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<U56B2> \xEB\xE8 |1

<U56B5> \xEC\xE8 |1

<U56BD> \xD3\xEB |1

<U56C6> \xC5\xED |1

<U5714> \xA8\xC2 |1

<U571E> \xDA\xF1 |1

<U5741> \xCA\xA3 |1

<U5749> \xCD\xA3 |1

<U574B> \xCE\xA3 |1

<U5772> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U577D> \xA2\xA6 |1

<U5780> \xF9\xA5 |0

<U578F> \xDB\xA9 |1

<U5798> \xDA\xA9 |1

<U57A5> \xDD\xA9 |1

<U57B5> \xD1\xA9 |1

<U57B6> \xD5\xAE |1

<U57B9> \xD9\xAE |1

<U57BA> \xD0\xAE |1

<U57BC> \xD3\xAE |1

<U57BF> \xD6\xAE |1

<U57C1> \xDA\xAE |1

<U57D0> \xD8\xAE |1

<U57E2> \xB2\xB4 |1

<U57E5> \xC2\xB4 |1

<U57EC> \xC3\xB4 |1

<U57EE> \xBF\xB4 |1

<U57F1> \xCB\xB4 |1

<U57F2> \xC1\xB4 |1

<U57F3> \xBC\xB4 |1

<U57FB> \xB0\xB4 |1

<U5801> \xC9\xB4 |1

<U580E> \xC5\xB4 |1

<U5810> \xC7\xB4 |1

<U5814> \xB1\xB4 |1

<U581C> \xEB\xBA

 |1

<U5823> \xE6\xBA |1

<U5825> \xEA\xBA |1

<U5828> \xE7\xBA |1

<U5829> \xE1\xBA |1

<U582C> \xF4\xBA |0

<U582E> \xF0\xBA |1

<U5833> \xED\xBA |1

<U5836> \xEF\xBA |1

<U5837> \xE2\xBA |1

<U5838> \xF2\xBA |1

<U583B> \xF5\xBA |0
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<U5848> \xE9\xBA |1

<U584E> \xB1\xC2 |1

<U5853> \xA9\xC2 |1

<U585B> \xB5\xC2 |1

<U585D> \xB2\xC2 |1

<U5863> \xB7\xC2 |1

<U586F> \xAF\xC2 |1

<U5871> \xB8\xC2 |1

<U5874> \xC4\xC9 |1

<U5876> \xCA\xC9 |1

<U587A> \xC6\xC9 |1

<U587B> \xCD\xC9 |1

<U5882> \xCB\xC9 |1

<U5886> \xC1\xC9 |1

<U588B> \xC5\xC9 |1

<U588E> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U5891> \xC8\xC9 |1

<U5898> \xC0\xC9 |1

<U58A3> \xF5\xCF |0

<U58A5> \xF8\xCF |0

<U58AC> \xF7\xCF |0

<U58AF> \xF6\xCF |0

<U58BD> \xD4\xD6 |1

<U58BF> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U58C6> \xDA\xD6 |1

<U58C9> \xD5\xD6 |1

<U58CF> \xD8\xDC |1

<U58DB> \xC4\xE5 |1

<U58E3> \xEE\xE8 |1

<U58E7> \xA2\xEF |1

<U58E8> \xA1\xEF |1

<U58F4> \xE0\xA9 |1

<U58FE> \xD0\xC9 |1

<U58FF> \xFA\xCF |0

<U5903> \xBA\xA1 |1

<U590E> \xDB\xAE |1

<U5917> \xD1\xA1 |1

<U5940> \xD1\xA3 |1

<U5945> \xA4\xA6

 |1

<U594A> \xDC\xAE |1

<U595C> \xD0\xB4 |1

<U5970> \xCC\xE1 |1

<U5971> \xC8\xED |1

<U5977> \xB1\xA2 |1

<U597E> \xB0\xA2 |1

<U597F> \xB2\xA2 |1

<U5980> \xAC\xA2 |1
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<U5985> \xAE\xA2 |1

<U598F> \xD9\xA3 |1

<U5990> \xD8\xA3 |1

<U5998> \xD3\xA3 |1

<U59A0> \xD4\xA3 |1

<U59A1> \xDB\xA3 |1

<U59A2> \xD7\xA3 |1

<U59A6> \xD2\xA3 |1

<U59B1> \xB0\xA6 |1

<U59B4> \xB4\xA6 |1

<U59B5> \xA5\xA6 |1

<U59B6> \xAC\xA6 |1

<U59BD> \xB1\xA6 |1

<U59C0> \xB2\xA6 |1

<U59C7> \xB5\xA6 |1

<U59CC> \xAA\xA6 |1

<U59CE> \xA8\xA6 |1

<U59CF> \xA7\xA6 |1

<U59D6> \xAF\xA6 |1

<U59DB> \xF0\xA9 |1

<U59E0> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U59E1> \xE3\xA9 |1

<U59E9> \xF1\xA9 |1

<U59ED> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U59F3> \xF2\xA9 |1

<U59F5> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U59FA> \xE9\xA9 |1

<U59FC> \xEB\xA9 |1

<U59FD> \xEA\xA9 |1

<U59FE> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U5A0A> \xE4\xAE |1

<U5A0F> \xE2\xAE |1

<U5A15> \xE1\xAE |1

<U5A16> \xDE\xAE |1

<U5A17> \xE3\xAE |1

<U5A19> \xDD\xAE |1

<U5A2E> \xE0\xAE |1

<U5A33> \xE6\xAE |1

<U5A37> \xA6\xBB |1

<U5A38> \xD6\xB4 |1

<U5A39> \xE9\xB4 |1

<U5A3E> \xE7\xB4

 |1

<U5A42> \xF0\xB4 |1

<U5A43> \xE0\xB4 |1

<U5A4D> \xE8\xB4 |1

<U5A51> \xEE\xB4 |1

<U5A52> \xE2\xB4 |1
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<U5A53> \xDD\xB4 |1

<U5A56> \xEF\xB4 |1

<U5A57> \xDF\xB4 |1

<U5A58> \xD2\xB4 |1

<U5A5B> \xE4\xB4 |1

<U5A5C> \xF1\xB4 |1

<U5A5D> \xE1\xB4 |1

<U5A5F> \xDA\xB4 |1

<U5A60> \xD1\xB4 |1

<U5A64> \xDE\xB4 |1

<U5A69> \xEC\xB4 |1

<U5A70> \xEB\xB4 |1

<U5A78> \xFD\xBA |0

<U5A7C> \xA1\xBB |1

<U5A7D> \xAE\xBB |1

<U5A83> \xAA\xBB |1

<U5A84> \xA7\xBB |1

<U5A8A> \xA8\xBB |1

<U5A8C> \xAF\xBB |1

<U5A8E> \xE6\xB4 |1

<U5A8F> \xB1\xBB |1

<U5A94> \xF8\xBA |0

<U5A95> \xA4\xBB |1

<U5A97> \xA9\xBB |1

<U5A9D> \xB3\xBB |1

<U5AA5> \xA2\xBB |1

<U5AA6> \xFE\xBA |0

<U5AA9> \xAC\xBB |1

<U5AAE> \xA5\xBB |1

<U5AAF> \xF7\xBA |0

<U5AB0> \xC1\xC2 |1

<U5AB4> \xC9\xC2 |1

<U5AB6> \xCA\xC2 |1

<U5AB7> \xC6\xC2 |1

<U5AB9> \xCC\xC2 |1

<U5AC0> \xC7\xC2 |1

<U5AC7> \xBA\xC2 |1

<U5ACA> \xC8\xC2 |1

<U5ACD> \xCB\xC2 |1

<U5AD5> \xD5\xC9 |1

<U5AD9> \xE1\xC9 |1

<U5ADB> \xDD\xC9 |1

<U5ADD> \xE0\xC9 |1

<U5ADE> \xDF\xC9 |1

<U5ADF> \xE3\xC9

 |1

<U5AE2> \xDB\xC9 |1

<U5AE8> \xE2\xC9 |1
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<U5AEC> \xDE\xC9 |1

<U5AED> \xD8\xC9 |1

<U5AF3> \xDA\xC9 |1

<U5AF4> \xFC\xCF |0

<U5AF7> \xFE\xCF |0

<U5AF8> \xA3\xD0 |1

<U5AF9> \xA5\xD0 |1

<U5AFF> \xFB\xCF |0

<U5B02> \xA4\xD0 |1

<U5B03> \xA2\xD0 |1

<U5B07> \xA7\xD0 |1

<U5B0F> \xA9\xD0 |1

<U5B10> \xE1\xD6 |1

<U5B13> \xE0\xD6 |1

<U5B14> \xDF\xD6 |1

<U5B1A> \xE4\xD6 |1

<U5B1E> \xE6\xD6 |1

<U5B20> \xE5\xD6 |1

<U5B23> \xDD\xDC |1

<U5B26> \xE0\xDC |1

<U5B27> \xDF\xDC |1

<U5B28> \xE3\xD6 |1

<U5B2E> \xE2\xDC |1

<U5B2F> \xE1\xDC |1

<U5B3C> \xCD\xE1 |1

<U5B3D> \xC6\xE5 |1

<U5B3F> \xC8\xE5 |1

<U5B47> \xD6\xEB |1

<U5B48> \xD5\xEB |1

<U5B4D> \xA4\xEF |1

<U5B4E> \xB5\xF0 |1

<U5B72> \xF2\xB4 |1

<U5B77> \xE4\xC9 |1

<U5B7B> \xE3\xDC |1

<U5B92> \xDD\xA3 |1

<U5BA7> \xE8\xAE |1

<U5BCA> \xB9\xBB |1

<U5BCB> \xB6\xBB |1

<U5BCE> \xBA\xBB |1

<U5BD1> \xB8\xBB |1

<U5BE3> \xE6\xC9 |1

<U5BEA> \xB4\xBB |1

<U5BF2> \xE5\xDC |1

<U5C03> \xEB\xAE |1

<U5C10> \xBC\xA1 |1

<U5C12> \xD5\xA1 |1

<U5C2A> \xDF\xA3 |1

<U5C33> \xD2\xC2
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 |1

<U5C44> \xBA\xA6 |1

<U5C47> \xBB\xA6 |1

<U5C4C> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U5C54> \xED\xAE |1

<U5C56> \xEC\xAE |1

<U5C6A> \xCF\xE1 |1

<U5C73> \xD8\xA1 |1

<U5C7E> \xB9\xA2 |1

<U5C86> \xE7\xA3 |1

<U5C89> \xE4\xA3 |1

<U5C8B> \xE3\xA3 |1

<U5C93> \xE8\xA3 |1

<U5C95> \xE9\xA3 |1

<U5CA4> \xBD\xA6 |1

<U5CA5> \xCA\xA6 |1

<U5CA7> \xC8\xA6 |1

<U5CAE> \xBC\xA6 |1

<U5CAF> \xC0\xA6 |1

<U5CB0> \xCC\xA6 |1

<U5CC6> \xAC\xAA |1

<U5CC8> \xAB\xAA |1

<U5CCA> \xA6\xAA |1

<U5CCC> \xFC\xA9 |0

<U5CCE> \xAD\xAA |1

<U5CCF> \xAA\xAA |0

<U5CD0> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5CD3> \xA8\xAA |1

<U5CD4> \xA9\xAA |1

<U5CD6> \xA7\xAA |1

<U5CD8> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U5CDA> \xA3\xAA |1

<U5CDB> \xA1\xAA |1

<U5CDE> \xA2\xAA |1

<U5CDF> \xAE\xAA |1

<U5CEC> \xEE\xAE |1

<U5CF7> \xF2\xAE |1

<U5CF8> \xAF\xAA |1

<U5CF9> \xF4\xAE |0

<U5CFF> \xEF\xAE |1

<U5D00> \xF3\xAE |0

<U5D0C> \xFC\xB4 |0

<U5D0F> \xA3\xB5 |1

<U5D1D> \xF9\xB4 |0

<U5D20> \xFB\xB4 |0

<U5D25> \xA2\xB5 |1

<U5D28> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U5D30> \xA4\xB5 |1
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<U5D32> \xD2\xBB |1

<U5D33> \xC7\xBB |1

<U5D35> \xC3\xBB

 |1

<U5D36> \xD3\xBB |1

<U5D37> \xBD\xBB |1

<U5D38> \xD0\xBB |1

<U5D3A> \xC8\xBB |1

<U5D3C> \xD1\xBB |1

<U5D40> \xD4\xBB |1

<U5D41> \xC0\xBB |1

<U5D45> \xD5\xBB |1

<U5D49> \xCF\xBB |1

<U5D5E> \xD9\xC2 |1

<U5D63> \xD4\xC2 |1

<U5D65> \xD6\xC2 |1

<U5D67> \xDB\xC2 |1

<U5D68> \xDA\xC2 |1

<U5D71> \xD3\xC2 |1

<U5D72> \xD7\xC2 |1

<U5D77> \xEE\xC9 |1

<U5D7C> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U5D7D> \xEA\xC9 |1

<U5D80> \xE9\xC9 |1

<U5D86> \xEB\xC9 |1

<U5D89> \xF0\xC9 |1

<U5D8D> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U5D97> \xAC\xD0 |1

<U5D9A> \xB5\xD0 |1

<U5D9C> \xB3\xD0 |1

<U5D9E> \xB6\xD0 |1

<U5DA1> \xB4\xD0 |1

<U5DA8> \xF0\xD6 |1

<U5DA9> \xEA\xD6 |1

<U5DAD> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U5DAF> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U5DB1> \xE9\xD6 |1

<U5DB5> \xEC\xD6 |1

<U5DC0> \xD0\xE1 |1

<U5DC2> \xBE\xE4 |1

<U5DC6> \xF0\xE8 |1

<U5DCF> \xD8\xEB |1

<U5DD1> \xCC\xED |1

<U5DD5> \xCB\xED |1

<U5DDF> \xBA\xA2 |1

<U5DF0> \xDD\xC2 |1

<U5DFF> \xBD\xA1 |1

<U5E04> \xD9\xA1 |1
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<U5E0A> \xEB\xA3 |1

<U5E0E> \xEC\xA3 |1

<U5E17> \xCE\xA6 |1

<U5E21> \xB1\xAA |1

<U5E22> \xB2\xAA |1

<U5E23> \xB3\xAA

 |1

<U5E24> \xB5\xAA |1

<U5E29> \xF5\xAE |0

<U5E34> \xAA\xB5 |1

<U5E41> \xD7\xBB |1

<U5E4A> \xE0\xC2 |1

<U5E4D> \xE1\xC2 |1

<U5E4F> \xDE\xC2 |1

<U5E53> \xF9\xC9 |0

<U5E59> \xF8\xC9 |0

<U5E5D> \xB8\xD0 |1

<U5E60> \xB9\xD0 |1

<U5E66> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U5E67> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U5E69> \xB7\xD0 |1

<U5E6F> \xF8\xD6 |0

<U5E82> \xDB\xA1 |1

<U5E88> \xF0\xA3 |1

<U5E89> \xEE\xA3 |1

<U5E8C> \xEF\xA3 |1

<U5E8D> \xF1\xA3 |1

<U5E9B> \xB9\xAA |1

<U5EA3> \xBA\xAA |1

<U5EAE> \xF8\xAE |0

<U5EB0> \xB6\xAA |1

<U5EB2> \xAE\xB5 |1

<U5EB4> \xAC\xB5 |1

<U5EC5> \xE3\xC2 |1

<U5EC7> \xE7\xC2 |1

<U5ED7> \xFC\xC9 |0

<U5ED8> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U5ED9> \xA2\xCA |1

<U5EE6> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U5EE7> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5EEE> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U5EEF> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U5EF2> \xCD\xED |1

<U5F05> \xF2\xA3 |1

<U5F1A> \xBE\xA2 |1

<U5F33> \xFB\xAE |0

<U5F43> \xA6\xCA |1

<U5F49> \xBF\xD0 |1
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<U5F4B> \xFE\xD6 |0

<U5F4F> \xA7\xEF |1

<U5F76> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U5F86> \xBF\xAA |1

<U5F9B> \xB2\xB5 |1

<U5F9F> \xB4\xB5 |1

<U5FA5> \xDA\xBB |1

<U5FA6> \xD9\xBB |1

<U5FB2> \xC0\xD0

 |1

<U5FB6> \xA8\xCA |1

<U5FBB> \xA2\xD7 |1

<U5FBE> \xE9\xDC |1

<U5FBF> \xCB\xE5 |1

<U5FC0> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U5FC1> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U5FD5> \xC0\xA2 |1

<U5FE3> \xA1\xA4 |1

<U5FE5> \xDA\xA6 |1

<U5FF4> \xA7\xA4 |1

<U5FF7> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U6009> \xEE\xA6 |1

<U600B> \xDF\xA6 |1

<U600C> \xED\xA6 |1

<U6011> \xEC\xA6 |1

<U601E> \xE5\xA6 |1

<U6022> \xE7\xA6 |1

<U602C> \xE6\xA6 |1

<U602E> \xEA\xA6 |1

<U6032> \xDE\xA6 |1

<U6034> \xE0\xA6 |1

<U6037> \xC0\xAA |1

<U6039> \xC1\xAA |1

<U6044> \xCF\xAA |1

<U6045> \xC5\xAA |1

<U6053> \xC6\xAA |1

<U6058> \xD0\xAA |1

<U605B> \xC9\xAA |1

<U605E> \xC4\xAA |1

<U6066> \xD1\xAA |1

<U606E> \xD2\xAA |1

<U6072> \xC3\xAA |1

<U6080> \xA6\xAF |1

<U6087> \xAE\xAF |1

<U6090> \xB6\xB5 |1

<U609C> \xAF\xAF |0

<U60B9> \xDD\xBB |1

<U60BA> \xBA\xB5 |1
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<U60BF> \xC6\xB5 |1

<U60C0> \xC9\xB5 |1

<U60C1> \xEC\xBB |1

<U60C3> \xC7\xB5 |1

<U60CC> \xDE\xBB |1

<U60CD> \xC8\xB5 |1

<U60E4> \xBE\xB5 |1

<U60FE> \xEB\xBB |1

<U60FF> \xF1\xBB |1

<U6104> \xF2\xBB |1

<U6105> \xE6\xBB |1

<U610B> \xF3\xBB

 |0

<U6118> \xEE\xBB |1

<U611D> \xEF\xBB |1

<U6129> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U612E> \xF2\xC2 |1

<U612F> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U6132> \xF1\xC2 |1

<U613B> \xB9\xCA |1

<U6140> \xF7\xC2 |0

<U614F> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U6152> \xAF\xCA |1

<U6154> \xB5\xCA |1

<U6156> \xBC\xCA |1

<U615B> \xB7\xCA |1

<U6161> \xBB\xCA |1

<U6166> \xD1\xD0 |1

<U616A> \xBA\xCA |1

<U6179> \xC3\xD0 |1

<U617A> \xB6\xCA |1

<U6189> \xC7\xD0 |1

<U618C> \xAE\xD7 |1

<U619B> \xC8\xD0 |1

<U61A1> \xCF\xD0 |1

<U61A2> \xC6\xD0 |1

<U61AF> \xCA\xD0 |1

<U61B0> \xC5\xD0 |1

<U61B1> \xC4\xD0 |1

<U61B3> \xD2\xD0 |1

<U61B4> \xA7\xD7 |1

<U61B5> \xEB\xDC |1

<U61BF> \xAC\xD7 |1

<U61C5> \xA6\xD7 |1

<U61D6> \xDB\xE1 |1

<U61D8> \xD3\xE1 |1

<U61E0> \xEE\xDC |1

<U61E4> \xF0\xDC |1
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<U61E8> \xF1\xDC |1

<U61EA> \xD8\xE1 |1

<U61EB> \xDA\xE1 |1

<U61EE> \xD6\xE1 |1

<U61F0> \xD9\xE1 |1

<U61F1> \xD7\xE1 |1

<U61F9> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U61FB> \xCC\xE5 |1

<U6219> \xB1\xAF |1

<U622D> \xD3\xD0 |1

<U623A> \xA8\xA4 |1

<U624A> \xF4\xBB |0

<U6259> \xC9\xA2 |1

<U6261> \xC6\xA2 |1

<U6262> \xC8\xA2

 |1

<U6265> \xCC\xA2 |1

<U6272> \xB7\xA4 |1

<U6274> \xB8\xA4 |1

<U6277> \xB5\xA4 |1

<U627B> \xB0\xA4 |1

<U6281> \xB3\xA4 |1

<U6287> \xAE\xA4 |1

<U6288> \xB4\xA4 |1

<U628C> \xAA\xA4 |1

<U62A9> \xFD\xA6 |0

<U62AA> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U62AD> \xF2\xA6 |1

<U62AE> \xF9\xA6 |0

<U62AF> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U62B0> \xFE\xA6 |0

<U62B4> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U62B8> \xA1\xA7 |1

<U62EB> \xDB\xAA |1

<U62F0> \xE7\xAA |1

<U62F8> \xDF\xAA |1

<U62F9> \xDC\xAA |1

<U62FA> \xE4\xAA |1

<U62FB> \xE6\xAA |1

<U6300> \xE1\xAA |1

<U630F> \xDD\xAA |1

<U6314> \xE3\xAA |1

<U6315> \xE5\xAA |1

<U632C> \xB6\xAF |1

<U6333> \xC8\xAF |1

<U6334> \xC2\xAF |1

<U6338> \xCB\xAF |1

<U6340> \xCD\xAF |1
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<U6347> \xC7\xAF |1

<U6348> \xCE\xAF |1

<U6351> \xCA\xAF |1

<U6356> \xB5\xAF |1

<U6359> \xC5\xAF |1

<U635A> \xC9\xAF |1

<U636F> \xD6\xB5 |1

<U6370> \xE8\xB5 |1

<U6381> \xE5\xB5 |1

<U6385> \xE4\xB5 |1

<U638D> \xE7\xB5 |1

<U6391> \xE6\xB5 |1

<U6397> \xD3\xB5 |1

<U639C> \xDC\xB5 |1

<U639D> \xD2\xB5 |1

<U63B1> \xF6\xBB |0

<U63C2> \xAF\xBC |1

<U63C7> \xB0\xBC

 |1

<U63CA> \xA1\xBC |1

<U63CB> \xB2\xBC |1

<U63CC> \xB1\xBC |1

<U63D7> \xB5\xBC |1

<U63D8> \xAD\xBC |1

<U63D9> \xB6\xBC |1

<U63DD> \xAA\xBC |1

<U63DF> \xA8\xBC |1

<U63E4> \xBB\xAF |1

<U63E7> \xBD\xC3 |1

<U63E8> \xFA\xBB |0

<U63EB> \xA1\xC3 |1

<U63EF> \xFB\xBB |0

<U63F0> \xB4\xBC |1

<U63F1> \xFE\xC2 |0

<U640E> \xC1\xC3 |1

<U6415> \xAA\xC3 |1

<U641A> \xB8\xC3 |1

<U641F> \xA9\xC3 |1

<U6423> \xAF\xC3 |1

<U6427> \xBB\xC3 |1

<U642B> \xC0\xCA |1

<U642E> \xBF\xC3 |1

<U6433> \xA7\xC3 |1

<U6437> \xAD\xC3 |1

<U6439> \xAC\xC3 |1

<U6440> \xB9\xC3 |1

<U6443> \xA8\xC3 |1

<U644D> \xC1\xCA |1
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<U6450> \xD3\xCA |1

<U6459> \xD8\xCA |1

<U6465> \xD9\xCA |1

<U6466> \xCA\xCA |0

<U6468> \xE1\xD0 |1

<U646B> \xD7\xCA |1

<U646C> \xD6\xCA |1

<U646E> \xD4\xD0 |1

<U6470> \xD5\xD0 |1

<U6472> \xC6\xCA |1

<U6475> \xC9\xCA |1

<U6477> \xDA\xCA |1

<U647F> \xD4\xCA |1

<U6489> \xB5\xD7 |1

<U648A> \xDD\xD0 |1

<U648B> \xDC\xD0 |1

<U648C> \xDE\xD0 |1

<U6497> \xD9\xD0 |1

<U649C> \xDA\xD0 |1

<U64A0> \xD7\xD0 |1

<U64B1> \xE2\xD0

 |1

<U64C3> \xB6\xD7 |1

<U64CF> \xB2\xD7 |1

<U64D6> \xB0\xD7 |1

<U64D9> \xB9\xD7 |1

<U64DB> \xB7\xD7 |1

<U64E8> \xF8\xDC |0

<U64EB> \xF6\xDC |0

<U64F3> \xB8\xD7 |1

<U64F8> \xE0\xE1 |1

<U64FC> \xE3\xE1 |1

<U6503> \xE2\xE1 |1

<U6507> \xCD\xE5 |1

<U650C> \xD1\xE5 |1

<U650D> \xCF\xE5 |1

<U650E> \xD2\xE5 |1

<U6510> \xCE\xE5 |1

<U6515> \xF9\xE8 |0

<U6517> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U6520> \xCF\xED |1

<U6521> \xCE\xED |1

<U652D> \xB7\xF0 |1

<U6532> \xB7\xBC |1

<U6533> \xBA\xD7 |1

<U6541> \xE8\xAA |1

<U6546> \xD0\xAF |1

<U654A> \xCF\xAF |1
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<U6553> \xE9\xB5 |1

<U655C> \xBB\xBC |1

<U6564> \xBA\xBC |1

<U6565> \xBD\xBC |1

<U6568> \xBC\xBC |0

<U656A> \xB9\xBC |1

<U656F> \xC2\xC3 |1

<U6573> \xDB\xCA |1

<U6576> \xE4\xD0 |1

<U6579> \xE6\xD0 |1

<U657B> \xE7\xD0 |1

<U657C> \xBC\xD7 |1

<U657F> \xBB\xD7 |1

<U6580> \xFA\xDC |0

<U6584> \xD3\xE5 |1

<U6594> \xE4\xE1 |1

<U6596> \xAD\xEF |1

<U659E> \xC0\xBC |1

<U65A2> \xBD\xD7 |1

<U65A8> \xA3\xA7 |1

<U65AA> \xEA\xAA |1

<U65B6> \xFB\xDC |0

<U65B8> \xFE\xF0 |0

<U65BB> \xA4\xA7

 |1

<U65CD> \xEA\xB5 |1

<U65D3> \xC4\xC3 |1

<U65DA> \xFC\xDC |0

<U65DD> \xD5\xE5 |1

<U65DE> \xD4\xE5 |1

<U65F3> \xBB\xA4 |1

<U6605> \xAE\xA7 |1

<U660B> \xAC\xA7 |1

<U6632> \xEE\xAA |1

<U6647> \xD7\xAF |1

<U6671> \xC8\xBC |1

<U6672> \xCB\xBC |1

<U6686> \xC5\xC3 |1

<U668A> \xCA\xC3 |1

<U6694> \xCC\xC3 |1

<U6695> \xC7\xC3 |1

<U66A1> \xDD\xCA |1

<U66A9> \xEC\xD0 |1

<U66AA> \xEF\xD0 |1

<U66AF> \xF0\xD0 |1

<U66B0> \xEB\xD0 |1

<U66B7> \xEE\xD0 |1

<U66BA> \xC6\xD7 |1
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<U66BD> \xC4\xD7 |1

<U66CA> \xC1\xD7 |1

<U66CB> \xC2\xD7 |1

<U66D2> \xFD\xDC |0

<U66D8> \xE8\xE1 |1

<U66DE> \xD6\xE5 |1

<U66E3> \xFD\xE8 |0

<U66E4> \xFE\xE8 |0

<U66ED> \xB8\xF0 |1

<U66F6> \xB2\xA7 |1

<U6701> \xCC\xBC |1

<U6704> \xE1\xCA |1

<U6712> \xD9\xAF |1

<U6718> \xF1\xB5 |1

<U6721> \xC1\xC6 |1

<U6723> \xC8\xD7 |1

<U6739> \xD1\xA2 |1

<U673B> \xD3\xA2 |1

<U673C> \xD6\xA2 |1

<U674B> \xC7\xA4 |1

<U674D> \xC5\xA4 |1

<U675A> \xC6\xA4 |1

<U6778> \xC7\xA7 |1

<U6779> \xC8\xA7 |1

<U677A> \xC0\xA7 |1

<U677D> \xC5\xA7 |1

<U6783> \xC4\xA7

 |1

<U6786> \xBB\xA7 |1

<U678D> \xBE\xA7 |1

<U6792> \xB7\xA7 |1

<U6794> \xC9\xA7 |1

<U679F> \xC1\xA7 |1

<U67AE> \xBD\xAB |1

<U67BA> \xA1\xAB |1

<U67CB> \xC5\xAB |1

<U67CC> \xBC\xAB |1

<U67CD> \xAD\xAB |1

<U67DB> \xBF\xAB |1

<U67DF> \xAB\xAB |0

<U67E3> \xB2\xAB |1

<U67EA> \xC4\xAB |1

<U67EB> \xA9\xAB |1

<U67ED> \xBB\xAB |1

<U67F8> \xA4\xAB |1

<U67FA> \xC0\xAB |1

<U67FC> \xB9\xAB |1

<U681A> \xDC\xAF |1
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<U681C> \xE5\xAF |1

<U6820> \xF6\xAF |0

<U6825> \xF5\xAF |0

<U6826> \xF0\xAF |1

<U682E> \xF2\xAF |1

<U6835> \xE6\xAF |1

<U683A> \xF4\xAF |0

<U684B> \xE1\xAF |1

<U684F> \xE2\xAF |1

<U6878> \xB4\xB6 |1

<U687D> \xB9\xB6 |1

<U6880> \xAB\xB6 |1

<U6887> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U6889> \xB2\xB6 |1

<U688A> \xB8\xB6 |1

<U688B> \xB0\xB6 |1

<U688C> \xB7\xB6 |1

<U6890> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U6891> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6892> \xA6\xB6 |1

<U68A4> \xB3\xB6 |1

<U68AB> \xF9\xB5 |0

<U68AC> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U68B4> \xE3\xBC |1

<U68C7> \xFC\xBC |0

<U68CE> \xF0\xBC |1

<U68DE> \xF3\xBC |0

<U68E4> \xD9\xBC |1

<U68E6> \xF4\xBC |0

<U68E9> \xF9\xBC

 |0

<U68F3> \xDD\xBC |1

<U68F4> \xF5\xBC |0

<U68F7> \xD7\xBC |1

<U68F8> \xE8\xBC |1

<U6907> \xDF\xBC |1

<U6914> \xE7\xBC |1

<U6915> \xFA\xBC |0

<U692F> \xF8\xC3 |0

<U6932> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U6937> \xF2\xC3 |1

<U693C> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U6940> \xE8\xC3 |1

<U6941> \xED\xC3 |1

<U6944> \xEA\xC3 |1

<U6948> \xDD\xC3 |1

<U694B> \xF1\xC3 |1

<U694C> \xEF\xC3 |1
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<U694F> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U6951> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6952> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U6956> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U6958> \xEC\xC3 |1

<U695F> \xD0\xC3 |1

<U6976> \xEB\xC3 |1

<U6983> \xAC\xC5 |1

<U6990> \xA6\xCB |1

<U6993> \xFE\xCA |0

<U6997> \xA5\xCB |1

<U6999> \xED\xCA |1

<U699A> \xFB\xCA |0

<U699E> \xA3\xCB |1

<U69A4> \xF7\xCA |0

<U69A9> \xF1\xCA |1

<U69AA> \xA1\xCB |1

<U69AC> \xEA\xCA |1

<U69B0> \xE9\xCA |1

<U69B3> \xFD\xCA |0

<U69B5> \xA8\xCB |1

<U69B6> \xE4\xCA |1

<U69B9> \xF9\xCA |0

<U69BD> \xF6\xCA |0

<U69C2> \xA7\xCB |1

<U69C4> \xF5\xCA |0

<U69C6> \xAA\xCB |1

<U69C9> \xE5\xCA |1

<U69CF> \xFC\xCA |0

<U69E4> \xF8\xD0 |0

<U69E6> \xAA\xD1 |1

<U69EC> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U69F4> \xB7\xD1

 |1

<U69F6> \xB4\xD1 |1

<U69F7> \xA6\xD1 |1

<U69F8> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U69FC> \xAD\xD1 |1

<U6A04> \xB0\xD1 |1

<U6A06> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U6A07> \xB6\xD1 |1

<U6A08> \xA9\xD1 |1

<U6A09> \xAF\xD1 |1

<U6A0D> \xAC\xD1 |1

<U6A16> \xB8\xD1 |1

<U6A25> \xB2\xD1 |1

<U6A26> \xB5\xD1 |1

<U6A27> \xA2\xD1 |1
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<U6A3C> \xE2\xD7 |1

<U6A40> \xA8\xD1 |1

<U6A41> \xD9\xD7 |1

<U6A4D> \xE6\xD7 |1

<U6A4F> \xDD\xD7 |1

<U6A54> \xDE\xD7 |1

<U6A5A> \xD6\xD7 |1

<U6A5D> \xD0\xD7 |1

<U6A5E> \xE3\xD7 |1

<U6A60> \xE1\xD7 |1

<U6A68> \xCE\xD7 |1

<U6A69> \xE0\xD7 |1

<U6A6D> \xD1\xD7 |1

<U6A6F> \xDF\xD7 |1

<U6A76> \xD2\xD7 |1

<U6A85> \xB4\xDD |1

<U6A8C> \xB5\xDD |1

<U6A92> \xB6\xDD |1

<U6A93> \xAA\xDD |1

<U6A95> \xAC\xDD |1

<U6A96> \xA1\xDD |1

<U6A9A> \xB3\xDD |1

<U6AA1> \xA7\xDD |1

<U6AA4> \xAF\xDD |1

<U6AA6> \xB2\xDD |1

<U6AA8> \xAE\xDD |1

<U6AAD> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U6AB6> \xEF\xE1 |1

<U6AB7> \xF0\xE1 |1

<U6AB9> \xEA\xE1 |1

<U6ABA> \xEE\xE1 |1

<U6AC5> \xE9\xE1 |1

<U6AC7> \xF1\xE1 |1

<U6ACB> \xDC\xE5 |1

<U6ACD> \xE2\xE5 |1

<U6ACF> \xE1\xE5

 |1

<U6AD9> \xDB\xE5 |1

<U6AE0> \xD8\xE5 |1

<U6AE1> \xEC\xE1 |1

<U6AEB> \xE0\xE5 |1

<U6AEE> \xA7\xE9 |1

<U6AEF> \xA8\xE9 |1

<U6AF3> \xA1\xE9 |1

<U6AF8> \xDF\xEB |1

<U6AF9> \xA5\xE9 |1

<U6B00> \xE0\xEB |1

<U6B08> \xD3\xED |1
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<U6B0B> \xD2\xED |1

<U6B13> \xBA\xF0 |1

<U6B18> \xA1\xF1 |1

<U6B19> \xA2\xF1 |1

<U6B1A> \xA4\xF1 |1

<U6B25> \xCA\xA7 |1

<U6B2D> \xF9\xAF |0

<U6B31> \xFA\xAF |0

<U6B33> \xBB\xB6 |1

<U6B34> \xFB\xAF |0

<U6B3C> \xA2\xBD |1

<U6B41> \xA2\xC4 |1

<U6B42> \xFE\xC3 |0

<U6B45> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U6B48> \xA1\xC4 |1

<U6B4B> \xAD\xCB |1

<U6B51> \xB9\xD1 |1

<U6B55> \xE9\xD7 |1

<U6B5E> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U6B6D> \xFC\xAF |0

<U6B76> \xD9\xD2 |1

<U6B88> \xFE\xAF |0

<U6B8C> \xC2\xB6 |1

<U6B8E> \xC1\xB6 |1

<U6B8F> \xBF\xB6 |1

<U6B91> \xBE\xB6 |1

<U6B94> \xA3\xBD |1

<U6B99> \xA5\xBD |1

<U6BA5> \xBA\xD1 |1

<U6BA6> \xBD\xD1 |1

<U6BA7> \xEC\xD7 |1

<U6BB6> \xC9\xAB |1

<U6BC7> \xF0\xD7 |1

<U6BC8> \xEF\xD7 |1

<U6BCA> \xB2\xEF |1

<U6BD0> \xC8\xA4 |1

<U6BDE> \xCD\xA7 |1

<U6BE0> \xCC\xAB |1

<U6BE2> \xA5\xB0

 |1

<U6BE4> \xA2\xB0 |1

<U6BE8> \xA3\xB0 |1

<U6BF0> \xA8\xBD |1

<U6BF2> \xA9\xBD |1

<U6BF8> \xA8\xC4 |1

<U6BFB> \xA4\xC4 |1

<U6BFC> \xA5\xC4 |1

<U6BFE> \xB3\xCB |1
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<U6C00> \xBF\xD1 |1

<U6C01> \xBE\xD1 |1

<U6C03> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U6C0B> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U6C0C> \xE6\xE5 |1

<U6C1D> \xCE\xA7 |1

<U6C20> \xCD\xAB |1

<U6C25> \xA7\xB0 |1

<U6C43> \xE1\xA1 |1

<U6C4C> \xE0\xA2 |1

<U6C65> \xDB\xA4 |1

<U6C66> \xD9\xA4 |1

<U6C71> \xD1\xA4 |1

<U6C80> \xE5\xA7 |1

<U6C84> \xCE\xA4 |1

<U6C8A> \xE3\xA7 |1

<U6C8B> \xCF\xA4 |1

<U6C8E> \xDD\xA4 |1

<U6C9D> \xE4\xA7 |1

<U6CB6> \xD4\xA7 |1

<U6CB7> \xD8\xA7 |1

<U6CC0> \xE7\xA7 |1

<U6CC3> \xDC\xA7 |1

<U6CC7> \xEA\xA7 |1

<U6CED> \xDE\xA7 |1

<U6CF9> \xEC\xA7 |1

<U6D00> \xDE\xAB |1

<U6D03> \xE4\xAB |1

<U6D08> \xEA\xAB |1

<U6D09> \xEC\xAB |1

<U6D0D> \xAC\xB0 |1

<U6D10> \xED\xAB |1

<U6D16> \xC7\xB0 |1

<U6D18> \xE2\xAB |1

<U6D1D> \xDF\xAB |1

<U6D20> \xE8\xAB |1

<U6D22> \xEB\xAB |1

<U6D2C> \xE9\xAB |1

<U6D2D> \xD1\xAB |1

<U6D30> \xE8\xA7 |1

<U6D34> \xD0\xAB |1

<U6D37> \xE3\xAB

 |1

<U6D3A> \xDB\xAB |1

<U6D40> \xE6\xAB |1

<U6D42> \xE0\xAB |1

<U6D58> \xAF\xB0 |1

<U6D62> \xB0\xB0 |0
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<U6D68> \xC2\xB0 |1

<U6D6D> \xB1\xB0 |1

<U6D75> \xCB\xB0 |1

<U6D76> \xAB\xB0 |1

<U6D7A> \xA8\xB0 |1

<U6D7B> \xC9\xB0 |1

<U6D7D> \xCA\xB0 |1

<U6D7E> \xC4\xB0 |1

<U6D80> \xC5\xB0 |1

<U6D83> \xC8\xB0 |1

<U6D84> \xC6\xB0 |1

<U6D86> \xB7\xB0 |1

<U6D8B> \xC3\xB0 |1

<U6D90> \xCC\xB0 |1

<U6DB3> \xC7\xB6 |1

<U6DBA> \xDE\xB6 |1

<U6DBB> \xEA\xB6 |1

<U6DBE> \xD4\xB6 |1

<U6DC2> \xE0\xB6 |1

<U6DC9> \xE2\xB6 |1

<U6DCD> \xE8\xB6 |1

<U6DD0> \xE3\xB6 |1

<U6DD3> \xE5\xB6 |1

<U6DD4> \xCE\xB6 |1

<U6DD7> \xE7\xB6 |1

<U6DDC> \xD6\xB6 |1

<U6DE3> \xE9\xB6 |1

<U6DED> \xDC\xB6 |1

<U6DF2> \xE4\xB6 |1

<U6DFD> \xE6\xB6 |1

<U6E03> \xC1\xBD |1

<U6E1C> \xBB\xBD |1

<U6E28> \xC8\xBD |1

<U6E30> \xCE\xBD |1

<U6E31> \xC7\xBD |1

<U6E33> \xBC\xBD |1

<U6E35> \xD9\xBD |1

<U6E3F> \xB7\xBD |1

<U6E40> \xBE\xBD |1

<U6E41> \xB8\xBD |1

<U6E46> \xAD\xBD |1

<U6E47> \xAE\xBD |1

<U6E55> \xD5\xBD |1

<U6E5A> \xDB\xBD |1

<U6E60> \xC9\xBD

 |1

<U6E61> \xC6\xBD |1

<U6E64> \xD3\xBD |1
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<U6E65> \xD0\xBD |1

<U6E66> \xD8\xBD |1

<U6E71> \xCA\xBD |1

<U6E74> \xC8\xB6 |1

<U6E77> \xD4\xBD |1

<U6E78> \xD2\xBD |1

<U6E79> \xD6\xBD |1

<U6E88> \xB1\xBD |1

<U6E8E> \xC6\xC4 |1

<U6E92> \xC5\xC4 |1

<U6E94> \xB0\xC4 |1

<U6E97> \xCE\xC4 |1

<U6E9B> \xA9\xC4 |1

<U6E9E> \xB8\xC4 |1

<U6EA1> \xC9\xC4 |1

<U6EA3> \xD0\xC4 |1

<U6EA4> \xC8\xC4 |1

<U6EA6> \xBD\xC4 |1

<U6EB0> \xBB\xC4 |1

<U6EB9> \xB3\xC4 |1

<U6EBE> \xC0\xC4 |1

<U6EC6> \xB4\xC4 |1

<U6ED0> \xCC\xC4 |1

<U6ED2> \xB5\xC4 |1

<U6ED6> \xAA\xC4 |1

<U6ED8> \xC3\xC4 |1

<U6EDC> \xC2\xC4 |1

<U6EF1> \xB6\xCB |1

<U6EF5> \xB5\xCB |1

<U6EF6> \xD6\xCB |1

<U6EFC> \xD9\xCB |1

<U6F00> \xDB\xD1 |1

<U6F03> \xB7\xCB |1

<U6F05> \xD4\xCB |1

<U6F07> \xD1\xCB |1

<U6F0E> \xD2\xCB |1

<U6F12> \xC4\xCB |1

<U6F19> \xBF\xCB |1

<U6F1C> \xD8\xCB |1

<U6F1E> \xDD\xCB |1

<U6F1F> \xDB\xCB |1

<U6F21> \xDF\xCB |1

<U6F25> \xB8\xCB |1

<U6F27> \xC1\xCB |1

<U6F2E> \xBC\xCB |1

<U6F35> \xCF\xCB |1

<U6F37> \xBA\xCB |1

<U6F39> \xD7\xCB
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 |1

<U6F3A> \xDA\xCB |1

<U6F40> \xCC\xCB |1

<U6F43> \xD3\xCB |1

<U6F4E> \xBE\xCB |1

<U6F50> \xD6\xD1 |1

<U6F55> \xD3\xD1 |1

<U6F63> \xE6\xD1 |1

<U6F67> \xDF\xD1 |1

<U6F69> \xE3\xD1 |1

<U6F6A> \xE8\xD1 |1

<U6F6B> \xDD\xD1 |1

<U6F73> \xC8\xCB |1

<U6F76> \xD0\xD1 |1

<U6F77> \xE7\xD1 |1

<U6F7B> \xE9\xD1 |1

<U6F7F> \xE4\xD1 |1

<U6F85> \xCD\xD1 |1

<U6F95> \xE5\xD1 |1

<U6F9E> \xFE\xD7 |0

<U6FA2> \xAC\xD8 |1

<U6FA9> \xBB\xDD |1

<U6FAB> \xAE\xD8 |1

<U6FAC> \xA7\xD8 |1

<U6FAD> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U6FB2> \xB1\xD8 |1

<U6FB8> \xAB\xD8 |1

<U6FBA> \xA6\xD8 |1

<U6FBD> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6FBF> \xAA\xD8 |1

<U6FC4> \xFC\xD7 |0

<U6FCB> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U6FCC> \xBA\xDD |1

<U6FCD> \xAF\xD8 |1

<U6FCE> \xF9\xD7 |0

<U6FCF> \xA9\xD8 |1

<U6FDC> \xBF\xDD |1

<U6FDD> \xC5\xDD |1

<U6FE2> \xC6\xDD |1

<U6FE3> \xBE\xDD |1

<U6FE6> \xC2\xDD |1

<U6FE7> \xC1\xDD |1

<U6FED> \xC0\xDD |1

<U6FF2> \xC4\xDD |1

<U6FF4> \xBC\xDD |1

<U6FF7> \xA5\xE2 |1

<U6FFB> \xA2\xE2 |1

<U6FFF> \xFE\xE1 |0
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<U7004> \xA3\xD8 |1

<U700A> \xA6\xE2 |1

<U700C> \xF8\xE1

 |0

<U700E> \xFD\xE1 |0

<U7014> \xFC\xE1 |0

<U7016> \xEA\xE5 |1

<U7019> \xE7\xE5 |1

<U7021> \xEC\xE5 |1

<U7022> \xED\xE5 |1

<U7024> \xF1\xE5 |1

<U7029> \xEF\xE5 |1

<U702A> \xB4\xE9 |1

<U702B> \xEB\xE5 |1

<U7031> \xAE\xE9 |1

<U7033> \xB7\xE9 |1

<U7038> \xB0\xE9 |1

<U703A> \xB2\xE9 |1

<U703B> \xB6\xE9 |1

<U703F> \xB1\xE9 |1

<U7040> \xB5\xE9 |1

<U7041> \xB8\xE9 |1

<U7042> \xAF\xE9 |1

<U7045> \xE6\xEB |1

<U7046> \xE7\xEB |1

<U7052> \xD9\xED |1

<U7056> \xD7\xED |1

<U7057> \xD8\xED |1

<U705A> \xB4\xEF |1

<U705B> \xB3\xEF |1

<U705F> \xBB\xF0 |1

<U7060> \xBE\xF0 |1

<U7061> \xBC\xF0 |1

<U7062> \xA5\xF1 |1

<U7066> \xDB\xF1 |1

<U7068> \xF0\xF1 |1

<U7069> \xBE\xF2 |1

<U706A> \xBF\xF2 |1

<U7071> \xE1\xA2 |1

<U7074> \xDE\xA4 |1

<U707A> \xDF\xA4 |1

<U7082> \xF8\xA7 |0

<U7083> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U7084> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U7091> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U7093> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U709F> \xEF\xAB |1

<U70A9> \xF6\xAB |0
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<U70B5> \xF5\xAB |0

<U70BE> \xF0\xAB |1

<U70C5> \xDA\xB0 |1

<U70C6> \xDB\xB0 |1

<U70C7> \xDC\xB0 |1

<U70CD> \xD9\xB0

 |1

<U70CE> \xDE\xB0 |1

<U70D2> \xD5\xB0 |1

<U70D7> \xD4\xB0 |1

<U70DA> \xDD\xB0 |1

<U70DE> \xD6\xB0 |1

<U70E0> \xD7\xB0 |1

<U70E1> \xDF\xB0 |1

<U70E2> \xD3\xB0 |1

<U70F0> \xF1\xB6 |1

<U70F3> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U70F4> \xEF\xB6 |1

<U70F6> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U70F8> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U70FB> \xDF\xBD |1

<U70FC> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U70FF> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U7100> \xF9\xB6 |0

<U7102> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U710D> \xEC\xB6 |1

<U710E> \xFE\xB6 |0

<U7117> \xEE\xB6 |1

<U711B> \xE9\xBD |1

<U711F> \xE6\xBD |1

<U7122> \xE4\xBD |1

<U7123> \xE2\xBD |1

<U7125> \xE3\xBD |1

<U7128> \xE7\xBD |1

<U712E> \xE0\xBD |1

<U7132> \xE5\xBD |1

<U713A> \xE8\xBD |1

<U7142> \xDD\xC4 |1

<U7143> \xDF\xC4 |1

<U7144> \xE5\xC4 |1

<U714D> \xE6\xC4 |1

<U7153> \xE4\xC4 |1

<U7154> \xD2\xC4 |1

<U7158> \xDE\xC4 |1

<U715D> \xD7\xC4 |1

<U715F> \xE2\xC4 |1

<U7161> \xDC\xC4 |1

<U7163> \xD4\xC4 |1
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<U716A> \xDB\xC4 |1

<U7170> \xE1\xC4 |1

<U717B> \xE7\xCB |1

<U7181> \xE9\xCB |1

<U7182> \xE5\xCB |1

<U7186> \xE8\xCB |1

<U7190> \xE1\xCB |1

<U7197> \xEA\xCB |1

<U719C> \xF8\xD1

 |0

<U719D> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U719E> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U71A1> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U71A4> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U71A5> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U71A7> \xF9\xD1 |0

<U71A9> \xF0\xD1 |1

<U71AA> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U71B8> \xB6\xD8 |1

<U71BC> \xC1\xD8 |1

<U71BD> \xBF\xD8 |1

<U71C2> \xB4\xD8 |1

<U71C5> \xB3\xD8 |1

<U71C6> \xC2\xD8 |1

<U71C7> \xBD\xD8 |1

<U71CA> \xBC\xD8 |1

<U71CF> \xBE\xD8 |1

<U71D8> \xC0\xD8 |1

<U71DB> \xC4\xD8 |1

<U71E1> \xC8\xDD |1

<U71E2> \xCE\xDD |1

<U71E4> \xCC\xDD |1

<U71E8> \xCA\xDD |1

<U71F0> \xCD\xDD |1

<U71F1> \xC9\xDD |1

<U71F2> \xCB\xDD |1

<U71FD> \xAB\xE2 |1

<U7201> \xA7\xE2 |1

<U7202> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U7203> \xAA\xE2 |1

<U7205> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U720A> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U720C> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U7214> \xBA\xE9 |1

<U7219> \xEA\xEB |1

<U721E> \xDA\xED |1

<U7222> \xB5\xEF |1

<U7223> \xBF\xF0 |1
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<U7226> \xA6\xF1 |1

<U7227> \xAC\xF2 |1

<U7229> \xC0\xF2 |1

<U7244> \xEB\xCB |1

<U7249> \xF8\xAB |0

<U724A> \xF9\xAB |0

<U726A> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U726C> \xFA\xAB |0

<U7270> \xFB\xAB |0

<U7273> \xFC\xAB |0

<U7276> \xE3\xB0 |1

<U7285> \xEF\xBD

 |1

<U7286> \xEE\xBD |1

<U7288> \xEC\xBD |1

<U728C> \xEA\xC4 |1

<U7290> \xEC\xC4 |1

<U7291> \xEB\xC4 |1

<U7295> \xEE\xCB |1

<U7297> \xED\xCB |1

<U7298> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U729A> \xFC\xD1 |0

<U729D> \xC5\xD8 |1

<U729E> \xC6\xD8 |1

<U72A1> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U72A3> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U72A4> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U72A5> \xF8\xE5 |0

<U72A6> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U72A9> \xDC\xED |1

<U72AA> \xA7\xF1 |1

<U72B5> \xE4\xA2 |1

<U72BA> \xE6\xA4 |1

<U72BD> \xE2\xA4 |1

<U72BF> \xE1\xA4 |1

<U72C5> \xE7\xA4 |1

<U72CA> \xFE\xAB |0

<U72CB> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U72D1> \xA7\xA8 |1

<U72D4> \xA4\xA8 |1

<U72DA> \xA5\xA8 |1

<U72DC> \xA2\xA8 |1

<U72E3> \xA7\xAC |1

<U72E4> \xA1\xAC |1

<U72E6> \xA6\xAC |1

<U72EA> \xA5\xAC |1

<U72EB> \xA3\xAC |1

<U72F6> \xE8\xB0 |1
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<U72FF> \xAC\xB7 |1

<U7300> \xE4\xB0 |1

<U7308> \xAB\xB7 |1

<U730C> \xFD\xBD |0

<U730F> \xAD\xB7 |1

<U7311> \xA8\xB7 |1

<U7323> \xFB\xBD |0

<U7326> \xFA\xBD |0

<U732D> \xF9\xBD |0

<U7330> \xF3\xBD |0

<U7333> \xF6\xBD |0

<U733C> \xEE\xC4 |1

<U7340> \xF2\xC4 |1

<U7342> \xEF\xC4 |1

<U7349> \xF4\xC4

 |0

<U734A> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U734C> \xF3\xCB |0

<U7351> \xF2\xCB |0

<U7359> \xA8\xD2 |1

<U735A> \xA7\xD2 |1

<U735B> \xA5\xD2 |1

<U7361> \xA6\xD2 |1

<U7362> \xA9\xD2 |1

<U7365> \xCB\xD8 |1

<U7373> \xCF\xDD |1

<U7376> \xAC\xE2 |1

<U737D> \xBC\xE9 |1

<U737F> \xDD\xED |1

<U7382> \xB6\xEF |1

<U7388> \xAF\xB7 |1

<U738A> \xE6\xA1 |1

<U7392> \xEC\xA4 |1

<U739D> \xAF\xA8 |1

<U73A1> \xA9\xA8 |1

<U73A4> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U73AC> \xAE\xA8 |1

<U73B4> \xB0\xAC |1

<U73B6> \xAE\xAC |1

<U73B8> \xB7\xAC |1

<U73BE> \xB4\xAC |1

<U73C3> \xB5\xAC |1

<U73C7> \xB3\xAC |1

<U73D4> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U73D7> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U73D8> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U73DA> \xF9\xB0 |0

<U73DB> \xF6\xB0 |0
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<U73DC> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U73E8> \xFC\xB0 |0

<U73EB> \xB1\xAC |1

<U73F6> \xB0\xB7 |1

<U73FC> \xB9\xB7 |1

<U7408> \xBE\xB7 |1

<U740B> \xBC\xB7 |1

<U740C> \xBB\xB7 |1

<U7416> \xA4\xBE |1

<U741D> \xAB\xBE |1

<U7423> \xAA\xBE |1

<U7442> \xA1\xC5 |1

<U744A> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U744E> \xFE\xC4 |0

<U744F> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U7450> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U7454> \xA4\xC5 |1

<U7475> \xF7\xCB

 |0

<U7479> \xB3\xD2 |1

<U747C> \xB2\xD2 |1

<U747D> \xAF\xD2 |1

<U747F> \xCE\xD8 |1

<U7488> \xB1\xD2 |1

<U748A> \xAC\xD2 |1

<U7494> \xD1\xD8 |1

<U7495> \xD3\xD8 |1

<U7497> \xD2\xDD |1

<U74AD> \xD7\xDD |1

<U74B6> \xB2\xE2 |1

<U74B7> \xA1\xE6 |1

<U74B8> \xAD\xE2 |1

<U74BE> \xB1\xE2 |1

<U74C0> \xAE\xE2 |1

<U74C1> \xB0\xE2 |1

<U74C2> \xB4\xE2 |1

<U74C3> \xA2\xE6 |1

<U74C5> \xFE\xE5 |0

<U74CB> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U74D5> \xDF\xED |1

<U74D7> \xE1\xED |1

<U74D9> \xE0\xED |1

<U74DD> \xB0\xA8 |1

<U74E1> \xA5\xC5 |1

<U74E5> \xC1\xF0 |1

<U74EC> \xB9\xAC |1

<U74F5> \xA2\xB1 |1

<U74FD> \xA8\xC5 |1
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<U74FE> \xA7\xC5 |1

<U7500> \xFB\xCB |0

<U7502> \xFC\xCB |0

<U7507> \xB5\xD2 |1

<U7508> \xB4\xD2 |1

<U750B> \xD5\xD8 |1

<U7510> \xDB\xDD |1

<U7514> \xB5\xE2 |1

<U751D> \xA9\xC5 |1

<U752E> \xBB\xAC |1

<U7563> \xC0\xB7 |1

<U756C> \xB2\xBE |1

<U7580> \xD6\xD8 |1

<U7584> \xDF\xDD |1

<U758C> \xB5\xA8 |1

<U7598> \xB6\xA8 |1

<U75A7> \xBE\xAC |1

<U75AA> \xBF\xAC |1

<U75B6> \xAC\xB1 |1

<U75BB> \xA8\xB1 |1

<U75CB> \xC4\xB7

 |1

<U75D0> \xC7\xB7 |1

<U75D1> \xC6\xB7 |1

<U75DA> \xB4\xBE |1

<U75DD> \xB7\xBE |1

<U75ED> \xB8\xC5 |1

<U75F5> \xB9\xC5 |1

<U75F6> \xB7\xC5 |1

<U75F7> \xB0\xC5 |1

<U75F8> \xB4\xC5 |1

<U75FB> \xB6\xC5 |1

<U75FD> \xBA\xC5 |1

<U7611> \xA6\xCC |1

<U7614> \xA8\xCC |1

<U761A> \xBD\xD2 |1

<U7628> \xBE\xD2 |1

<U762F> \xD7\xD8 |1

<U7631> \xD9\xD8 |1

<U763D> \xDA\xD8 |1

<U7650> \xBA\xE2 |1

<U7653> \xBB\xE2 |1

<U7657> \xBC\xE2 |1

<U765A> \xBD\xE2 |1

<U7660> \xA4\xE6 |1

<U7675> \xBA\xF2 |1

<U7679> \xC0\xAC |1

<U767F> \xE7\xA2 |1
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<U7689> \xC9\xB7 |1

<U768A> \xAE\xB1 |1

<U768F> \xC8\xB7 |1

<U7692> \xBC\xBE |1

<U769E> \xC2\xD2 |1

<U76AB> \xBF\xE9 |1

<U76AF> \xB7\xA8 |1

<U76B5> \xBC\xC5 |1

<U76BB> \xE0\xD8 |1

<U76BE> \xC1\xE9 |1

<U76C4> \xC1\xAC |1

<U76D3> \xCA\xB7 |1

<U76DA> \xBD\xBE |1

<U76DD> \xBD\xC5 |1

<U76E9> \xE5\xDD |1

<U76ED> \xC2\xE9 |1

<U76F3> \xB8\xA8 |1

<U76F5> \xBB\xA8 |1

<U76F7> \xC7\xAC |1

<U76FA> \xC9\xAC |1

<U7703> \xC3\xAC |1

<U7705> \xC5\xAC |1

<U7710> \xB2\xB1 |1

<U7711> \xB6\xB1

 |1

<U7713> \xB3\xB1 |1

<U771D> \xB0\xB1 |1

<U7723> \xB5\xB1 |1

<U7727> \xBB\xB1 |1

<U7731> \xCE\xB7 |1

<U7732> \xCF\xB7 |1

<U7733> \xD1\xB7 |1

<U773B> \xD4\xB7 |1

<U7744> \xC0\xBE |1

<U774B> \xC5\xBE |1

<U774C> \xC6\xBE |1

<U7754> \xC6\xC5 |1

<U7755> \xBE\xC5 |1

<U7759> \xC7\xC5 |1

<U7769> \xC4\xC5 |1

<U776D> \xC8\xC5 |1

<U776E> \xAE\xCC |1

<U776F> \xB0\xCC |1

<U777C> \xAB\xCC |1

<U7781> \xAA\xCC |1

<U7782> \xAD\xCC |1

<U7783> \xB2\xCC |1

<U7788> \xC7\xD2 |1
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<U7789> \xC6\xD2 |1

<U778F> \xC5\xD2 |1

<U7797> \xEB\xD8 |1

<U7799> \xEA\xD8 |1

<U779B> \xE6\xD8 |1

<U779C> \xE5\xD8 |1

<U779D> \xE3\xD8 |1

<U77A1> \xE4\xD8 |1

<U77A3> \xE8\xD8 |1

<U77A8> \xED\xDD |1

<U77AB> \xE7\xDD |1

<U77B2> \xE8\xDD |1

<U77B4> \xEB\xDD |1

<U77B7> \xE9\xDD |1

<U77BA> \xC2\xE2 |1

<U77C2> \xC1\xE2 |1

<U77C4> \xA7\xE6 |1

<U77CA> \xA6\xE6 |1

<U77CC> \xC3\xE9 |1

<U77CE> \xC4\xE9 |1

<U77CF> \xC5\xE9 |1

<U77D0> \xEE\xEB |1

<U77D4> \xBA\xEF |1

<U77D8> \xA8\xF1 |1

<U77E8> \xCB\xAC |1

<U77F2> \xC7\xE9 |1

<U77F7> \xC1\xA8

 |1

<U77F9> \xBE\xA8 |1

<U77FA> \xC0\xA8 |1

<U7803> \xD4\xAC |1

<U780F> \xD1\xAC |1

<U7810> \xD0\xAC |1

<U7813> \xD5\xAC |1

<U7828> \xC1\xB1 |1

<U782A> \xC7\xB1 |1

<U782B> \xC3\xB1 |1

<U782F> \xC0\xB1 |1

<U7831> \xC8\xB1 |1

<U7833> \xC6\xB1 |1

<U7849> \xD8\xB7 |1

<U784A> \xDA\xB7 |1

<U784D> \xD9\xB7 |1

<U7862> \xD5\xBE |1

<U7865> \xCB\xBE |1

<U7869> \xD2\xBE |1

<U7870> \xD1\xBE |1

<U7871> \xCE\xBE |1
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<U7879> \xD4\xC5 |1

<U787B> \xD8\xC5 |1

<U7880> \xD6\xC5 |1

<U7883> \xD3\xC5 |1

<U7884> \xCE\xC5 |1

<U7885> \xD0\xC5 |1

<U7896> \xD7\xC5 |1

<U7899> \xD5\xC5 |1

<U78A0> \xBC\xCC |1

<U78A2> \xBE\xCC |1

<U78AB> \xB9\xCC |1

<U78C3> \xD0\xD2 |1

<U78C4> \xD1\xD2 |1

<U78CD> \xC8\xD2 |1

<U78CF> \xCA\xD2 |1

<U78DD> \xEC\xD8 |1

<U78DE> \xF0\xD8 |1

<U78E2> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U78E3> \xF1\xD8 |1

<U78E5> \xEE\xD8 |1

<U78E9> \xED\xD8 |1

<U78ED> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U78F9> \xF7\xDD |0

<U78FC> \xF3\xDD |0

<U78FE> \xF8\xDD |0

<U7902> \xF1\xDD |1

<U7904> \xF9\xDD |0

<U7909> \xC6\xE2 |1

<U7914> \xC5\xE2 |1

<U7917> \xAD\xE6

 |1

<U791B> \xAA\xE6 |1

<U791D> \xA9\xE6 |1

<U7921> \xAB\xE6 |1

<U7923> \xC9\xE9 |1

<U7928> \xCB\xE9 |1

<U792F> \xF1\xEB |1

<U7938> \xC3\xF0 |1

<U7939> \xAA\xF1 |1

<U7942> \xC2\xA8 |1

<U794C> \xD7\xAC |1

<U7952> \xCE\xB1 |1

<U7961> \xE5\xB7 |1

<U7963> \xE3\xB7 |1

<U7964> \xDF\xB7 |1

<U796A> \xE2\xB7 |1

<U7970> \xD9\xBE |1

<U7973> \xD7\xBE |1
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<U7974> \xD6\xBE |1

<U797D> \xDB\xC5 |1

<U7982> \xDA\xC5 |1

<U7988> \xC8\xCC |1

<U7990> \xCA\xCC |1

<U7992> \xC9\xCC |1

<U7997> \xC7\xCC |1

<U79A0> \xD5\xD2 |1

<U79A2> \xD7\xD2 |1

<U79A4> \xF8\xD8 |0

<U79AC> \xCB\xE2 |1

<U79AD> \xCA\xE2 |1

<U79B2> \xCE\xE9 |1

<U79B6> \xC5\xF0 |1

<U79B7> \xC4\xF0 |1

<U79C5> \xC4\xA8 |1

<U79CE> \xDF\xAC |1

<U79DC> \xD6\xB1 |1

<U79EE> \xD3\xB1 |1

<U79F6> \xE9\xB7 |1

<U79F7> \xEA\xB7 |1

<U79FA> \xE7\xB7 |1

<U7A04> \xDE\xBE |1

<U7A10> \xE6\xC5 |1

<U7A12> \xE0\xC5 |1

<U7A13> \xE4\xC5 |1

<U7A22> \xE3\xC5 |1

<U7A26> \xD0\xCC |1

<U7A28> \xCF\xCC |1

<U7A4A> \xCC\xCC |0

<U7A54> \xA2\xDE |1

<U7A58> \xA1\xDE |1

<U7A5A> \xA3\xDE

 |1

<U7A5B> \xFD\xDD |0

<U7A68> \xB1\xE6 |1

<U7A6C> \xD0\xE9 |1

<U7A6E> \xCF\xE9 |1

<U7A71> \xE7\xED |1

<U7A7B> \xC6\xA8 |1

<U7A87> \xDF\xB1 |1

<U7A89> \xDA\xB1 |1

<U7A8C> \xDD\xB1 |1

<U7A8F> \xEB\xB7 |1

<U7A99> \xDF\xBE |1

<U7AA2> \xE8\xC5 |1

<U7AAB> \xD2\xCC |1

<U7AB1> \xA1\xD9 |1
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<U7AB2> \xDB\xD2 |1

<U7AB4> \xDC\xD2 |1

<U7AB7> \xA2\xD9 |1

<U7AB8> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U7ABE> \xA4\xDE |1

<U7AC0> \xA5\xDE |1

<U7AC1> \xA6\xDE |1

<U7AD8> \xE0\xB1 |1

<U7AE4> \xE1\xBE |1

<U7AEE> \xD4\xCC |1

<U7AF7> \xD2\xE9 |1

<U7B00> \xE3\xAC |1

<U7B01> \xE4\xAC |1

<U7B05> \xE4\xB1 |1

<U7B09> \xE9\xB1 |1

<U7B0E> \xE8\xB1 |1

<U7B10> \xE1\xB1 |1

<U7B12> \xEA\xB1 |1

<U7B13> \xE3\xB1 |1

<U7B1A> \xA1\xB8 |1

<U7B1D> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U7B22> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U7B32> \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7B3B> \xEF\xB7 |1

<U7B44> \xE4\xBE |1

<U7B4A> \xE2\xBE |1

<U7B61> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U7B63> \xF8\xC5 |0

<U7B76> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U7B78> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U7B82> \xE4\xCC |1

<U7B88> \xD5\xCC |1

<U7B8A> \xD7\xCC |1

<U7B8C> \xDC\xCC |1

<U7BA4> \xE3\xCC |1

<U7BB7> \xDE\xD2

 |1

<U7BB9> \xE4\xD2 |1

<U7BBE> \xE0\xD2 |1

<U7BCE> \xE2\xD2 |1

<U7BD5> \xA7\xD9 |1

<U7BD8> \xB1\xD9 |1

<U7BDC> \xAF\xD9 |1

<U7BDE> \xA3\xD9 |1

<U7BDF> \xB2\xD9 |1

<U7BE2> \xAE\xD9 |1

<U7BE3> \xA4\xD9 |1

<U7BE7> \xA5\xD9 |1
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<U7BEB> \xB0\xD9 |1

<U7BF0> \xB8\xDE |1

<U7BFB> \xAC\xDE |1

<U7BFD> \xB6\xDE |1

<U7BFF> \xAB\xDE |1

<U7C05> \xA7\xDE |1

<U7C0A> \xBB\xDE |1

<U7C10> \xBA\xDE |1

<U7C1C> \xCD\xE2 |1

<U7C1D> \xD3\xE2 |1

<U7C22> \xD6\xE2 |1

<U7C29> \xCE\xE2 |1

<U7C2D> \xD2\xE2 |1

<U7C30> \xD8\xE2 |1

<U7C3B> \xB6\xE6 |1

<U7C3C> \xB3\xE6 |1

<U7C45> \xD7\xE9 |1

<U7C47> \xD6\xE9 |1

<U7C48> \xD4\xE9 |1

<U7C49> \xD3\xE9 |1

<U7C57> \xE8\xED |1

<U7C66> \xBC\xEF |1

<U7C6A> \xC6\xF0 |1

<U7C6B> \xAC\xF1 |1

<U7C6F> \xDC\xF1 |1

<U7C78> \xE6\xAC |1

<U7C7A> \xE5\xAC |1

<U7C7F> \xE8\xAC |1

<U7C80> \xE9\xAC |1

<U7C84> \xEB\xB1 |1

<U7C85> \xF1\xB1 |1

<U7C88> \xEF\xB1 |1

<U7C8A> \xED\xB1 |1

<U7C8C> \xEE\xB1 |1

<U7C96> \xA5\xB8 |1

<U7CA3> \xA6\xB8 |1

<U7CAF> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U7CB4> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U7CCB> \xEA\xD2

 |1

<U7CD0> \xB6\xD9 |1

<U7CD1> \xB7\xD9 |1

<U7CEA> \xB8\xE6 |1

<U7CEC> \xB7\xE6 |1

<U7CEE> \xD8\xE9 |1

<U7CF1> \xEE\xED |1

<U7CF7> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U7CFD> \xC9\xA8 |1
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<U7D01> \xED\xAC |1

<U7D0C> \xFC\xB1 |0

<U7D0E> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U7D1F> \xF9\xB1 |0

<U7D28> \xB5\xB8 |1

<U7D29> \xAE\xB8 |1

<U7D36> \xAA\xB8 |1

<U7D38> \xA9\xB8 |1

<U7D3B> \xB4\xB8 |1

<U7D4A> \xB3\xB8 |1

<U7D52> \xFA\xBE |0

<U7D54> \xFB\xBE |0

<U7D58> \xEF\xBE |1

<U7D5F> \xFE\xBE |0

<U7D69> \xFC\xBE |0

<U7D6B> \xF9\xBE |0

<U7D6D> \xF7\xBE |0

<U7D6F> \xF0\xBE |1

<U7D7C> \xA8\xC6 |1

<U7D80> \xFE\xC5 |0

<U7D84> \xAB\xC6 |1

<U7D92> \xAD\xC6 |1

<U7D94> \xAA\xC6 |1

<U7DA1> \xA1\xCD |1

<U7DA9> \xFE\xCC |0

<U7DBC> \xFA\xCC |0

<U7DC0> \xEF\xCC |1

<U7DC1> \xEE\xCC |1

<U7DC9> \xA2\xCD |1

<U7DDB> \xEC\xD2 |1

<U7DDF> \xF8\xD2 |0

<U7DE7> \xEE\xD2 |1

<U7DEE> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U7DF0> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U7DF3> \xBB\xD0 |1

<U7DF7> \xEB\xD2 |1

<U7E03> \xF1\xD2 |1

<U7E0C> \xBB\xD9 |1

<U7E0D> \xC7\xD9 |1

<U7E0E> \xBF\xD9 |1

<U7E0F> \xC5\xD9 |1

<U7E13> \xBE\xD9

 |1

<U7E14> \xC8\xD9 |1

<U7E16> \xC6\xD9 |1

<U7E1A> \xC2\xD9 |1

<U7E24> \xCA\xD9 |1

<U7E25> \xC9\xD9 |1
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<U7E29> \xC7\xDE |1

<U7E2A> \xC3\xDE |1

<U7E30> \xC9\xDE |1

<U7E38> \xC2\xDE |1

<U7E3C> \xBE\xDE |1

<U7E40> \xC5\xDE |1

<U7E42> \xBF\xDE |1

<U7E49> \xC4\xDE |1

<U7E4C> \xC8\xDE |1

<U7E51> \xE0\xE2 |1

<U7E53> \xE3\xE2 |1

<U7E57> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U7E5C> \xD9\xE2 |1

<U7E60> \xE1\xE2 |1

<U7E63> \xDC\xE2 |1

<U7E68> \xC2\xE6 |1

<U7E72> \xC0\xE6 |1

<U7E74> \xC1\xE6 |1

<U7E75> \xBA\xE6 |1

<U7E76> \xB9\xE6 |1

<U7E77> \xBD\xE6 |1

<U7E7A> \xBF\xE6 |1

<U7E80> \xDC\xE9 |1

<U7E8B> \xF8\xEB |0

<U7E97> \xC7\xF0 |1

<U7E99> \xB1\xF1 |1

<U7F39> \xD2\xB0 |1

<U7F4A> \xC4\xE6 |1

<U7F4B> \xC3\xE6 |1

<U7F5E> \xA1\xB2 |1

<U7F6C> \xB2\xC6 |1

<U7F73> \xA3\xCD |1

<U7F76> \xF9\xD2 |0

<U7F7A> \xCE\xD9 |1

<U7F7B> \xCC\xD9 |1

<U7F7C> \xCD\xD9 |1

<U7F89> \xC8\xF0 |1

<U7F92> \xA6\xB2 |1

<U7F95> \xB7\xB8 |1

<U7F9B> \xBA\xB8 |1

<U7FA0> \xA7\xBF |1

<U7FA5> \xB4\xC6 |1

<U7FAC> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U7FB1> \xCF\xD9 |1

<U7FB3> \xE5\xE2

 |1

<U7FB5> \xE4\xE2 |1

<U7FB7> \xC7\xE6 |1
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<U7FBA> \xDD\xE9 |1

<U7FBB> \xFC\xEB |0

<U7FBE> \xF1\xAC |1

<U7FC2> \xA8\xB2 |1

<U7FC7> \xC0\xB8 |1

<U7FC9> \xC2\xB8 |1

<U7FCB> \xBC\xB8 |1

<U7FCD> \xBD\xB8 |1

<U7FD0> \xBE\xB8 |1

<U7FD1> \xBF\xB8 |1

<U7FD7> \xA9\xBF |1

<U7FDC> \xB7\xC6 |1

<U7FDE> \xA7\xCD |1

<U7FE2> \xA4\xCD |1

<U7FEA> \xA1\xD3 |1

<U7FED> \xFD\xD2 |0

<U7FF4> \xD2\xDE |1

<U7FF5> \xB4\xE1 |1

<U7FF7> \xE6\xE2 |1

<U7FF8> \xE7\xE2 |1

<U801B> \xC5\xB8 |1

<U8047> \xC6\xB8 |1

<U8048> \xC8\xB8 |1

<U804F> \xAB\xBF |1

<U8050> \xAC\xBF |1

<U8051> \xAA\xBF |1

<U805C> \xAA\xCD |1

<U805D> \xA9\xCD |1

<U8067> \xA6\xD3 |1

<U806C> \xD3\xD9 |1

<U8078> \xCA\xE6 |1

<U8082> \xFD\xAF |0

<U808A> \xE8\xA1 |1

<U808F> \xCB\xA8 |1

<U8090> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U8092> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U8095> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U8099> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U80A3> \xCD\xA8 |1

<U80B5> \xCF\xA8 |1

<U80C5> \xFE\xAC |0

<U80C7> \xF8\xAC |0

<U80C9> \xA6\xAD |1

<U80CA> \xA4\xAD |1

<U80D0> \xFD\xAC |0

<U80D1> \xFA\xAC |0

<U80E3> \xA1\xAD |1

<U80E6> \xA9\xAD
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 |1

<U80F5> \xB0\xB2 |1

<U80FB> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U8100> \xB3\xB2 |1

<U8101> \xB1\xB2 |1

<U8115> \xD2\xB8 |1

<U8119> \xCB\xB8 |1

<U811D> \xD4\xB8 |1

<U811F> \xCE\xB8 |1

<U8121> \xD1\xB8 |1

<U8122> \xD5\xB8 |1

<U8125> \xCA\xB8 |1

<U812D> \xCD\xB8 |1

<U813D> \xB4\xBF |1

<U8143> \xAF\xBF |1

<U8144> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U814D> \xB5\xBF |1

<U814F> \xB2\xBF |1

<U815B> \xBE\xC6 |1

<U815C> \xBC\xC6 |1

<U815E> \xC2\xC6 |1

<U8162> \xBF\xC6 |1

<U8164> \xB9\xC6 |1

<U8172> \xC0\xC6 |1

<U8176> \xC3\xC6 |1

<U8187> \xAE\xCD |1

<U8189> \xAB\xCD |1

<U818C> \xB0\xCD |1

<U818D> \xAF\xCD |1

<U8197> \xAD\xD3 |1

<U8199> \xAC\xD3 |1

<U819F> \xA8\xD3 |1

<U81A7> \xDF\xD9 |1

<U81AB> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U81AC> \xDB\xD9 |1

<U81B1> \xD4\xD9 |1

<U81B7> \xDE\xD9 |1

<U81B9> \xD7\xD9 |1

<U81BC> \xDB\xDE |1

<U81C4> \xD6\xDE |1

<U81C7> \xDA\xDE |1

<U81D0> \xEB\xE2 |1

<U81D2> \xEA\xE2 |1

<U81E6> \xB7\xBF |1

<U81E9> \xDC\xDE |1

<U81EE> \xB8\xBF |1

<U81F7> \xB9\xBF |1

<U820B> \xCD\xE6 |1
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<U8211> \xD6\xB8 |1

<U8215> \xB2\xCD |1

<U8220> \xD1\xA8

 |1

<U8225> \xB6\xB2 |1

<U823C> \xBD\xBF |1

<U823D> \xBE\xBF |1

<U823F> \xBF\xBF |0

<U8242> \xCC\xC6 |1

<U8250> \xB2\xD3 |1

<U8252> \xB1\xD3 |1

<U8253> \xB0\xD3 |1

<U8255> \xE1\xD9 |1

<U8257> \xE3\xD9 |1

<U825B> \xDD\xDE |1

<U825E> \xED\xE2 |1

<U8261> \xCF\xE6 |1

<U8269> \xE3\xE9 |1

<U826C> \xBE\xEF |1

<U8275> \xC0\xBF |1

<U827C> \xEB\xA2 |1

<U8285> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U8290> \xF9\xA4 |0

<U8293> \xFE\xA4 |0

<U829E> \xDC\xA8 |1

<U82A2> \xE6\xA8 |1

<U82B5> \xD8\xA8 |1

<U82B6> \xE5\xA8 |1

<U82C0> \xD3\xA8 |1

<U82C2> \xE2\xA8 |1

<U82C3> \xE4\xA8 |1

<U82D6> \xB7\xAD |1

<U82EC> \xB9\xAD |1

<U82F0> \xC0\xAD |1

<U82F2> \xBB\xAD |1

<U82F5> \xBC\xAD |1

<U830D> \xC2\xA9 |1

<U8319> \xBA\xB2 |1

<U8320> \xCC\xB2 |1

<U8324> \xCB\xB2 |1

<U8325> \xBC\xB2 |1

<U8326> \xC0\xB2 |1

<U8329> \xCF\xB2 |1

<U832A> \xC6\xB2 |1

<U833B> \xC1\xBF |1

<U833F> \xBE\xB2 |1

<U8341> \xBF\xB2 |1

<U8348> \xD8\xB2 |1
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<U834B> \xD6\xB2 |1

<U834C> \xD2\xB2 |1

<U8374> \xE4\xB8 |1

<U8376> \xFD\xB8 |0

<U837A> \xE1\xB8 |1

<U837E> \xF3\xB8

 |0

<U8381> \xE6\xB8 |1

<U8383> \xED\xB8 |1

<U8388> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U838B> \xF2\xB8 |1

<U838C> \xEE\xB8 |1

<U838F> \xE5\xB8 |1

<U8390> \xDD\xB8 |1

<U8397> \xF7\xB8 |0

<U83A3> \xDE\xB8 |1

<U83A4> \xE3\xB8 |1

<U83A5> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U83AE> \xFC\xB8 |0

<U83AF> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U83C2> \xE2\xBF |1

<U83C3> \xEB\xBF |1

<U83C4> \xEE\xBF |1

<U83C6> \xCD\xBF |1

<U83C8> \xCE\xBF |1

<U83CB> \xD8\xBF |1

<U83D5> \xE4\xBF |1

<U83D7> \xF0\xBF |1

<U83D9> \xED\xC6 |1

<U83DB> \xF3\xBF |0

<U83DE> \xDF\xBF |1

<U83E2> \xF1\xBF |1

<U83E3> \xD0\xBF |1

<U83E4> \xC9\xBF |1

<U83E7> \xC8\xBF |1

<U83EC> \xEC\xBF |1

<U83EE> \xED\xBF |1

<U83F3> \xE3\xBF |1

<U83F5> \xDB\xBF |1

<U83FA> \xE5\xBF |1

<U83FE> \xF4\xBF |0

<U83FF> \xD6\xBF |1

<U8409> \xDD\xBF |1

<U8410> \xCC\xBF |1

<U8412> \xC7\xBF |1

<U841B> \xF2\xBF |1

<U8423> \xC4\xBF |1

<U842B> \xA4\xC7 |1
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<U842D> \xF1\xC6 |1

<U8430> \xDA\xC6 |1

<U8432> \xEA\xC6 |1

<U8433> \xFE\xC6 |0

<U8434> \xE6\xC6 |1

<U8436> \xFD\xC6 |0

<U8437> \xE4\xC6 |1

<U843A> \xE5\xC6 |1

<U843B> \xFB\xC6

 |0

<U843F> \xCF\xC6 |1

<U8440> \xD7\xC6 |1

<U8442> \xF0\xC6 |1

<U8443> \xE8\xC6 |1

<U8444> \xA3\xC7 |1

<U844B> \xEE\xC6 |1

<U844C> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U8450> \xA8\xC7 |1

<U8454> \xA6\xC7 |1

<U845D> \xE1\xC6 |1

<U845E> \xE3\xC6 |1

<U845F> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U8468> \xA1\xC7 |1

<U847E> \xA2\xC7 |1

<U8486> \xD8\xC6 |1

<U848D> \xD4\xC6 |1

<U848F> \xD3\xC6 |1

<U8491> \xDA\xCD |1

<U8498> \xD1\xCD |1

<U849A> \xC2\xCD |1

<U849B> \xCC\xCD |1

<U849D> \xC5\xCD |1

<U84A0> \xD4\xCD |1

<U84A2> \xC8\xCD |1

<U84A4> \xB4\xCD |1

<U84A7> \xC6\xCD |1

<U84AB> \xBC\xCD |1

<U84AC> \xBA\xCD |1

<U84AE> \xBB\xCD |1

<U84B0> \xD9\xCD |1

<U84B6> \xD2\xCD |1

<U84C5> \xF9\xC6 |0

<U84CE> \xB8\xCD |1

<U84D2> \xD7\xCD |1

<U84D4> \xD6\xCD |1

<U84D7> \xD5\xCD |1

<U84DB> \xD8\xCD |1

<U84E8> \xDD\xD3 |1
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<U84E9> \xD0\xD3 |1

<U84EB> \xCB\xD3 |1

<U84F3> \xCC\xD3 |1

<U84F6> \xD9\xD3 |1

<U84F9> \xE0\xD3 |1

<U84FE> \xD2\xD3 |1

<U8508> \xC4\xD3 |1

<U8509> \xBB\xD3 |1

<U850A> \xBE\xD3 |1

<U850B> \xE4\xD3 |1

<U850D> \xBC\xD3 |1

<U850F> \xB7\xD3

 |1

<U8512> \xCE\xD3 |1

<U8516> \xD1\xD3 |1

<U8519> \xE5\xD3 |1

<U851D> \xD4\xD3 |1

<U8520> \xE2\xD3 |1

<U8528> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U8529> \xB9\xD3 |1

<U852E> \xD5\xD3 |1

<U8530> \xE3\xD3 |1

<U8531> \xDA\xD3 |1

<U853E> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U8544> \xF0\xD9 |1

<U8545> \xE5\xD9 |1

<U8547> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U854D> \xE7\xD9 |1

<U8554> \xA2\xDA |1

<U855B> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8565> \xA3\xDA |1

<U8566> \xFE\xD9 |0

<U8567> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U856C> \xA4\xDA |1

<U856E> \xF8\xD9 |0

<U8571> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U8575> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U8576> \xA1\xDF |1

<U8578> \xF1\xDE |1

<U857C> \xED\xDE |1

<U8582> \xFB\xDE |0

<U8583> \xE0\xDE |1

<U858D> \xF6\xDE |0

<U858E> \xF3\xDE |0

<U8595> \xE4\xDE |1

<U8596> \xF4\xDE |0

<U859A> \xEA\xDE |1

<U859E> \xEB\xDE |1
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<U85A1> \xEF\xDE |1

<U85A3> \xE7\xDE |1

<U85B1> \xFD\xE2 |0

<U85B3> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U85B5> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U85C0> \xF0\xE2 |1

<U85C3> \xF1\xE2 |1

<U85C4> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U85C5> \xFC\xE2 |0

<U85C6> \xEF\xE2 |1

<U85C8> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U85D1> \xE0\xE6 |1

<U85D2> \xA1\xE3 |1

<U85D7> \xD8\xE6 |1

<U85D9> \xD4\xE6

 |1

<U85DE> \xE4\xE6 |1

<U85E1> \xD5\xE6 |1

<U85E2> \xE5\xE6 |1

<U85E3> \xDE\xE6 |1

<U85EB> \xD1\xE6 |1

<U85EC> \xD9\xE6 |1

<U85EF> \xE3\xE6 |1

<U85F0> \xE1\xE6 |1

<U85F1> \xD2\xE6 |1

<U85F2> \xDA\xE6 |1

<U85F8> \xDB\xE6 |1

<U85FD> \xEF\xE9 |1

<U8601> \xE6\xE9 |1

<U8609> \xEC\xE9 |1

<U860C> \xEE\xE9 |1

<U861C> \xA6\xEC |1

<U861F> \xA4\xEC |1

<U8620> \xAB\xEC |1

<U8623> \xA5\xEC |1

<U8624> \xA2\xE3 |1

<U8625> \xAE\xEC |1

<U8626> \xA3\xEC |1

<U862A> \xA2\xEC |1

<U862C> \xF7\xED |0

<U862E> \xA9\xEC |1

<U8631> \xC3\xEF |1

<U8632> \xF8\xED |0

<U8633> \xF6\xED |0

<U8634> \xF4\xED |0

<U8635> \xF5\xED |0

<U8639> \xC1\xEF |1

<U863B> \xC4\xEF |1
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<U863E> \xC5\xEF |1

<U8643> \xCA\xF0 |1

<U8647> \xB5\xF1 |1

<U8648> \xB6\xF1 |1

<U864B> \xB5\xF2 |1

<U864C> \xAD\xF2 |1

<U8665> \xA6\xDA |1

<U8668> \xA5\xDF |1

<U866A> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U866D> \xE9\xA8 |1

<U8670> \xE7\xA8 |1

<U8673> \xCA\xAD |1

<U8674> \xC8\xAD |1

<U8685> \xE6\xB2 |1

<U8686> \xE3\xB2 |1

<U8687> \xE1\xB2 |1

<U868E> \xED\xB2 |1

<U8690> \xEF\xB2

 |1

<U8694> \xF0\xB2 |1

<U8697> \xE2\xB2 |1

<U8699> \xE8\xB2 |1

<U869E> \xE0\xB2 |1

<U86A2> \xDB\xB2 |1

<U86A5> \xE7\xB2 |1

<U86BB> \xAF\xB9 |1

<U86BC> \xB0\xB9 |1

<U86BD> \xB2\xB9 |1

<U86BE> \xB3\xB9 |1

<U86C2> \xA4\xB9 |1

<U86C8> \xA9\xB9 |1

<U86CC> \xAD\xB9 |1

<U86D3> \xF8\xBF |0

<U86D6> \xAE\xC7 |1

<U86DD> \xFC\xBF |0

<U86E2> \xF6\xBF |0

<U86E6> \xF7\xBF |0

<U86E8> \xA4\xC0 |1

<U86EA> \xFB\xBF |0

<U86EB> \xFD\xBF |0

<U86F5> \xAF\xC7 |1

<U86F6> \xB5\xC7 |1

<U86F7> \xAB\xC7 |1

<U8701> \xB4\xC7 |1

<U870C> \xAC\xC7 |1

<U871B> \xE5\xCD |1

<U8720> \xEB\xCD |1

<U8724> \xF8\xCD |0
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<U8726> \xF5\xCD |0

<U8727> \xF6\xCD |0

<U872A> \xED\xCD |1

<U872C> \xE7\xCD |1

<U872D> \xEE\xCD |1

<U8730> \xFA\xCD |0

<U8733> \xDC\xCD |1

<U8735> \xF3\xCD |0

<U8738> \xF7\xCD |0

<U8741> \xE8\xCD |1

<U8742> \xF4\xCD |0

<U8746> \xEA\xCD |1

<U874F> \xA4\xD4 |1

<U8750> \xF8\xD3 |0

<U8751> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U8752> \xF1\xD3 |1

<U8754> \xEF\xD3 |1

<U8756> \xE8\xD3 |1

<U875A> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U875B> \xF0\xD3 |1

<U875C> \xA2\xD4

 |1

<U875E> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U8762> \xA7\xD4 |1

<U8767> \xA8\xD4 |1

<U8769> \xA9\xD4 |1

<U876B> \xDF\xCD |1

<U876C> \xFD\xD3 |0

<U876D> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U8773> \xED\xD3 |1

<U8775> \xA6\xD4 |1

<U8777> \xEB\xD3 |1

<U8779> \xB2\xDA |1

<U877A> \xFE\xD3 |0

<U8781> \xAF\xDA |1

<U878F> \xAA\xDA |1

<U8791> \xB7\xDA |1

<U8792> \xAD\xDA |1

<U8794> \xBA\xDA |1

<U8796> \xB0\xDA |1

<U879A> \xBC\xDA |1

<U879B> \xA9\xDA |1

<U879C> \xBB\xDA |1

<U879D> \xB8\xDA |1

<U87A4> \xA8\xDA |1

<U87AA> \xA7\xDF |1

<U87B0> \xAA\xDF |1

<U87B2> \xBE\xDF |1
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<U87B4> \xB8\xDF |1

<U87B6> \xB9\xDF |1

<U87B7> \xB4\xDF |1

<U87B8> \xBB\xDF |1

<U87B9> \xAC\xDF |1

<U87BC> \xAE\xDF |1

<U87C2> \xB2\xDF |1

<U87C3> \xB1\xDF |1

<U87C5> \xA9\xDF |1

<U87CC> \xB3\xDF |1

<U87D4> \xB1\xE3 |1

<U87D7> \xB7\xE3 |1

<U87D8> \xB5\xE3 |1

<U87DD> \xBC\xE3 |1

<U87DE> \xBD\xDF |1

<U87E1> \xEC\xD3 |1

<U87E6> \xA8\xE3 |1

<U87E7> \xA7\xE3 |1

<U87E8> \xBB\xE3 |1

<U87F4> \xBA\xE3 |1

<U87FC> \xEF\xE6 |1

<U8800> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8802> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U8808> \xF0\xE6

 |1

<U880C> \xEC\xE6 |1

<U8817> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U881D> \xB0\xEC |1

<U8820> \xB2\xEC |1

<U8824> \xB3\xEC |1

<U8825> \xFE\xED |0

<U8826> \xFC\xED |0

<U8829> \xAF\xEC |1

<U882A> \xFD\xED |0

<U882B> \xB5\xEC |1

<U882C> \xFA\xED |0

<U882F> \xA6\xEF |1

<U8833> \xC9\xEF |1

<U8837> \xCC\xF0 |1

<U8838> \xCB\xF0 |1

<U883D> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U883E> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U883F> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U8867> \xCD\xAD |1

<U886A> \xCE\xAD |1

<U886D> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U886F> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U8874> \xFD\xB2 |0
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<U8876> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U887C> \xFE\xB2 |0

<U8883> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U8889> \xB5\xB9 |1

<U888C> \xC5\xB9 |1

<U888E> \xC7\xB9 |1

<U8891> \xBB\xB9 |1

<U8893> \xC6\xB9 |1

<U8895> \xB6\xB9 |1

<U88A1> \xBC\xB9 |1

<U88A7> \xBF\xB9 |1

<U88AC> \xC4\xB9 |1

<U88B2> \xB3\xC0 |1

<U88B6> \xAF\xC0 |1

<U88B8> \xAC\xC0 |1

<U88B9> \xAB\xC0 |1

<U88D0> \xC0\xC7 |1

<U88D6> \xB8\xC7 |1

<U88D7> \xAA\xC0 |1

<U88DA> \xBE\xC7 |1

<U88EB> \xAA\xCE |1

<U88EC> \xA9\xCE |1

<U88EE> \xA4\xCE |1

<U88F6> \xA6\xCE |1

<U88FA> \xA2\xCE |1

<U88FB> \xA7\xCE |1

<U8905> \xAB\xD4

 |1

<U8909> \xB6\xD4 |1

<U890B> \xAE\xD4 |1

<U8911> \xB4\xD4 |1

<U8914> \xAD\xD4 |1

<U8917> \xAF\xD4 |1

<U891F> \xCA\xDA |1

<U8922> \xC5\xDA |1

<U8923> \xC7\xDA |1

<U8929> \xC6\xDA |1

<U892C> \xC9\xDA |1

<U892D> \xC1\xDA |1

<U892E> \xC2\xDA |1

<U892F> \xC8\xDA |1

<U8933> \xC0\xDF |1

<U8937> \xC5\xDF |1

<U893C> \xC1\xDF |1

<U894B> \xBE\xE3 |1

<U8950> \xC2\xE3 |1

<U8951> \xC3\xE3 |1

<U8953> \xBD\xE3 |1
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<U8958> \xFA\xE6 |0

<U8959> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U895D> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U8969> \xB8\xEC |1

<U8971> \xA1\xEE |1

<U8976> \xCA\xEF |1

<U8979> \xB7\xF1 |1

<U8982> \xC8\xB9 |1

<U8985> \xC1\xC7 |1

<U899D> \xAB\xCE |1

<U899E> \xAE\xCE |1

<U89A2> \xB7\xD4 |1

<U89A3> \xB9\xD4 |1

<U89A4> \xB8\xD4 |1

<U89AD> \xC7\xDF |1

<U89AE> \xC9\xDF |1

<U89B9> \xF8\xE9 |0

<U89BE> \xA3\xEE |1

<U89D3> \xD0\xAD |1

<U89D9> \xCA\xB9 |1

<U89DB> \xBB\xC0 |1

<U89DF> \xC3\xC7 |1

<U89E0> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U89E1> \xC6\xC7 |1

<U89E2> \xC8\xC7 |1

<U89E4> \xC5\xC7 |1

<U89E8> \xB1\xCE |1

<U89EC> \xBC\xD4 |1

<U89F0> \xBB\xD4 |1

<U89F2> \xCA\xDF

 |1

<U89F7> \xF9\xE9 |0

<U89FA> \xBB\xEC |1

<U89FB> \xA4\xEE |1

<U89FE> \xCD\xEF |1

<U8A27> \xCD\xB9 |1

<U8A30> \xCC\xB9 |1

<U8A39> \xBE\xC0 |1

<U8A3F> \xCF\xC7 |1

<U8A44> \xC3\xC0 |1

<U8A4A> \xC8\xC0 |1

<U8A4C> \xC9\xC0 |1

<U8A4F> \xCA\xC0 |1

<U8A59> \xBF\xC0 |1

<U8A74> \xD6\xC7 |1

<U8A81> \xD5\xC7 |1

<U8AAB> \xB2\xCE |1

<U8AB8> \xBF\xD4 |1
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<U8ABA> \xCB\xD4 |1

<U8ABD> \xCC\xD4 |1

<U8AC0> \xC7\xD4 |1

<U8AC5> \xC8\xD4 |1

<U8AD8> \xC9\xD4 |1

<U8AD9> \xCD\xD4 |1

<U8AE8> \xD9\xDA |1

<U8AEF> \xDB\xDA |1

<U8AF2> \xCE\xDA |1

<U8AFB> \xDC\xDA |1

<U8B08> \xD8\xDF |1

<U8B0D> \xD7\xDF |1

<U8B0F> \xD3\xDF |1

<U8B12> \xD4\xDF |1

<U8B13> \xDB\xDF |1

<U8B15> \xD5\xDF |1

<U8B18> \xCD\xDF |1

<U8B22> \xD2\xDF |1

<U8B23> \xC7\xE3 |1

<U8B24> \xD5\xE3 |1

<U8B25> \xD0\xE3 |1

<U8B27> \xC6\xE3 |1

<U8B2A> \xC5\xE3 |1

<U8B2E> \xD4\xE3 |1

<U8B2F> \xCC\xE3 |1

<U8B31> \xCF\xE3 |1

<U8B35> \xCA\xE3 |1

<U8B36> \xD3\xE3 |1

<U8B3A> \xD8\xE3 |1

<U8B3B> \xD6\xE3 |1

<U8B3D> \xD7\xE3 |1

<U8B40> \xA6\xE7 |1

<U8B47> \xCB\xE3

 |1

<U8B4A> \xA5\xE7 |1

<U8B4B> \xAA\xE7 |1

<U8B50> \xA3\xE7 |1

<U8B51> \xAC\xE7 |1

<U8B55> \xAB\xE7 |1

<U8B57> \xAF\xE7 |1

<U8B5D> \xFC\xE9 |0

<U8B60> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U8B65> \xA1\xEA |1

<U8B67> \xA2\xEA |1

<U8B68> \xFD\xE9 |0

<U8B6A> \xFB\xE9 |0

<U8B7A> \xBF\xEC |1

<U8B7B> \xC0\xEC |1
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<U8B7F> \xAA\xEE |1

<U8B82> \xA7\xEE |1

<U8B86> \xA8\xEE |1

<U8B88> \xD1\xEF |1

<U8B98> \xBC\xF1 |1

<U8C3B> \xD1\xB9 |1

<U8C3C> \xD8\xC7 |1

<U8C42> \xD9\xE3 |1

<U8C43> \xB0\xE7 |1

<U8C4D> \xCF\xD4 |1

<U8C56> \xEB\xA8 |1

<U8C5C> \xD2\xB9 |1

<U8C5F> \xCB\xC0 |1

<U8C65> \xDB\xC7 |1

<U8C6F> \xE1\xDF |1

<U8C70> \xDE\xDF |1

<U8C71> \xE0\xDF |1

<U8C72> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8C77> \xB1\xE7 |1

<U8C7D> \xD4\xB9 |1

<U8C80> \xCD\xC0 |1

<U8C81> \xCC\xC0 |1

<U8C84> \xDF\xC7 |1

<U8C8F> \xD0\xD4 |1

<U8C91> \xDD\xDA |1

<U8C95> \xE2\xDF |1

<U8C97> \xDD\xE3 |1

<U8C9A> \xB3\xE7 |1

<U8CA3> \xA6\xB3 |1

<U8CA5> \xD5\xB9 |1

<U8CB5> \xD2\xC0 |1

<U8CBE> \xCF\xC0 |1

<U8CCC> \xE1\xC7 |1

<U8CD7> \xBD\xCE |1

<U8CDF> \xD2\xD4 |1

<U8CE5> \xD1\xD4

 |1

<U8CE7> \xD7\xD4 |1

<U8CEE> \xE1\xDA |1

<U8CF1> \xE2\xDA |1

<U8CF3> \xE4\xDA |1

<U8CF9> \xE4\xDF |1

<U8D00> \xE1\xE3 |1

<U8D02> \xE0\xE3 |1

<U8D06> \xB4\xE7 |1

<U8D15> \xAB\xEE |1

<U8D19> \xD3\xEF |1

<U8D68> \xE2\xC7 |1
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<U8D6F> \xE5\xDF |1

<U8D72> \xD3\xAD |1

<U8D78> \xA8\xB3 |1

<U8D79> \xD8\xB9 |1

<U8D7B> \xD7\xB9 |1

<U8D7D> \xD6\xB9 |1

<U8D80> \xD4\xC0 |1

<U8D89> \xD5\xC0 |1

<U8D8C> \xE5\xC7 |1

<U8D8E> \xE6\xC7 |1

<U8D8F> \xE7\xC7 |1

<U8D92> \xEC\xC7 |1

<U8D93> \xE9\xC7 |1

<U8D96> \xBE\xCE |1

<U8D9B> \xDB\xD4 |1

<U8D9C> \xD9\xD4 |1

<U8DA1> \xDA\xD4 |1

<U8DA5> \xE7\xDA |1

<U8DA7> \xE8\xDA |1

<U8DAA> \xB8\xE7 |1

<U8DAD> \xB9\xE7 |1

<U8DAE> \xA4\xEA |1

<U8DB6> \xAB\xB3 |1

<U8DC1> \xDD\xB9 |1

<U8DCD> \xD8\xC0 |1

<U8DD0> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U8DD3> \xD7\xC0 |1

<U8DD8> \xD6\xC0 |1

<U8DDC> \xDB\xC0 |1

<U8DE0> \xEE\xC7 |1

<U8DE2> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U8DE9> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U8DEE> \xF1\xC7 |1

<U8DFE> \xC9\xCE |1

<U8E00> \xCA\xCE |1

<U8E02> \xC0\xCE |1

<U8E03> \xC5\xCE |1

<U8E07> \xC6\xCE |1

<U8E0D> \xC2\xCE

 |1

<U8E12> \xE9\xD4 |1

<U8E13> \xEB\xD4 |1

<U8E15> \xE1\xD4 |1

<U8E17> \xED\xD4 |1

<U8E18> \xEA\xD4 |1

<U8E19> \xE5\xD4 |1

<U8E1A> \xEE\xD4 |1

<U8E1B> \xE2\xD4 |1
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<U8E1C> \xEC\xD4 |1

<U8E24> \xDF\xD4 |1

<U8E25> \xDE\xD4 |1

<U8E3C> \xEF\xDA |1

<U8E3E> \xEA\xDA |1

<U8E3F> \xF3\xDA |0

<U8E45> \xED\xDA |1

<U8E53> \xE8\xDF |1

<U8E56> \xE6\xE3 |1

<U8E57> \xE5\xE3 |1

<U8E5A> \xEB\xE3 |1

<U8E65> \xE8\xE3 |1

<U8E67> \xE9\xE3 |1

<U8E6A> \xBE\xE7 |1

<U8E73> \xBD\xE7 |1

<U8E78> \xBC\xE7 |1

<U8E86> \xA5\xEA |1

<U8E88> \xA6\xEA |1

<U8E8C> \xC5\xEC |1

<U8E8E> \xC4\xEC |1

<U8E96> \xB1\xEE |1

<U8E97> \xB2\xEE |1

<U8E98> \xD4\xEF |1

<U8E9F> \xD2\xF0 |1

<U8EA0> \xD3\xF0 |1

<U8EA3> \xC0\xF1 |1

<U8EA4> \xBF\xF1 |1

<U8EA5> \xBE\xF1 |1

<U8EA6> \xDF\xF1 |1

<U8EA8> \xAE\xF2 |1

<U8EBD> \xF4\xDA |0

<U8EC2> \xC1\xE7 |1

<U8EC9> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U8ED3> \xAD\xB3 |1

<U8ED7> \xE2\xB9 |1

<U8ED8> \xDE\xB9 |1

<U8EDD> \xE0\xB9 |1

<U8EDE> \xDF\xB9 |1

<U8EE0> \xE3\xB9 |1

<U8EE1> \xE4\xB9 |1

<U8EE5> \xE8\xC0 |1

<U8EE6> \xE6\xC0

 |1

<U8EE7> \xEA\xC0 |1

<U8EE9> \xF1\xC0 |1

<U8EEC> \xEF\xC0 |1

<U8EEF> \xE2\xC0 |1

<U8EF4> \xF0\xC0 |1
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<U8EF5> \xE9\xC0 |1

<U8EF6> \xEC\xC0 |1

<U8EFF> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U8F01> \xFC\xC7 |0

<U8F06> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U8F0B> \xA4\xC8 |1

<U8F0D> \xCF\xCE |1

<U8F0E> \xCE\xCE |0

<U8F11> \xCD\xCE |1

<U8F1A> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U8F24> \xF0\xD4 |1

<U8F32> \xF8\xDA |0

<U8F48> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U8F4B> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U8F50> \xC5\xE7 |1

<U8F56> \xA9\xEA |1

<U8F59> \xA8\xEA |1

<U8F5A> \xAD\xEA |1

<U8F5B> \xC7\xEC |1

<U8F60> \xB3\xEE |1

<U8FB4> \xC7\xE7 |1

<U8FC9> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U8FD6> \xF0\xA8 |1

<U8FD7> \xF2\xA8 |1

<U8FE1> \xD5\xAD |1

<U8FFC> \xB4\xB3 |1

<U8FFF> \xB1\xB3 |1

<U901C> \xE8\xB9 |1

<U9024> \xE5\xB9 |1

<U903D> \xA9\xC8 |1

<U906B> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U9073> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U907B> \xFE\xDA |0

<U907E> \xEF\xDF |1

<U9086> \xA1\xDB |1

<U908D> \xAE\xEA |1

<U9094> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U909E> \xAA\xA5 |1

<U909F> \xA7\xA5 |1

<U90A7> \xAB\xA5 |1

<U90BF> \xDA\xAD |1

<U90CB> \xDF\xAD |1

<U90D4> \xF1\xB9 |1

<U90D6> \xB6\xB3 |1

<U90DA> \xB9\xB3

 |1

<U90E0> \xB7\xB3 |1

<U90E3> \xBA\xB3 |1
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<U90E9> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U90EA> \xEC\xB9 |1

<U90EC> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U90F1> \xD8\xAD |1

<U90F2> \xEF\xB9 |1

<U90F3> \xF0\xB9 |1

<U90F9> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U90FA> \xA2\xDB |1

<U90FB> \xFC\xC0 |0

<U90FC> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U9101> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U9103> \xA3\xC1 |1

<U9107> \xA1\xC1 |1

<U910B> \xB0\xC8 |1

<U910E> \xB1\xC8 |1

<U910F> \xAC\xC8 |1

<U9111> \xAD\xC8 |1

<U911B> \xD9\xCE |1

<U911D> \xD5\xCE |1

<U911F> \xD4\xCE |1

<U9121> \xD8\xCE |1

<U9124> \xD7\xCE |1

<U9126> \xA3\xD5 |1

<U9128> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U912A> \xA1\xD5 |1

<U912B> \xFD\xD4 |0

<U912C> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U9133> \xA3\xDB |1

<U9135> \xA4\xDB |1

<U9138> \xF0\xDF |1

<U913B> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U913E> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U913F> \xC9\xE7 |1

<U9140> \xC8\xE7 |1

<U9141> \xB0\xEA |1

<U9144> \xCA\xEC |1

<U9145> \xCB\xEC |1

<U9155> \xF9\xB9 |0

<U915F> \xA6\xC1 |1

<U9160> \xA8\xC1 |1

<U9168> \xF9\xC2 |0

<U9180> \xAB\xD5 |1

<U9184> \xAA\xD5 |1

<U918F> \xAA\xDB |1

<U9199> \xF4\xDF |0

<U919D> \xF7\xDF |0

<U919F> \xF5\xDF |0

<U91A0> \xF8\xDF
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 |0

<U91A5> \xF9\xE3 |0

<U91A7> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U91B7> \xB1\xEA |1

<U91B9> \xCC\xEC |1

<U91BE> \xD5\xF0 |1

<U91D5> \xC5\xB3 |1

<U91E2> \xC6\xB3 |1

<U91E8> \xA6\xBA |1

<U91EB> \xA4\xBA |1

<U91F3> \xFD\xB9 |0

<U91F4> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U91F8> \xFE\xB9 |0

<U9202> \xB8\xC1 |1

<U9203> \xAC\xC1 |1

<U920F> \xAF\xC1 |1

<U9219> \xBB\xC1 |1

<U921A> \xAD\xC1 |1

<U9227> \xB7\xC1 |1

<U922D> \xA2\xCF |1

<U9231> \xC9\xC8 |1

<U9232> \xD2\xC8 |1

<U924C> \xD0\xC8 |1

<U9252> \xB5\xC8 |1

<U9253> \xCF\xC8 |1

<U9254> \xCA\xC8 |1

<U9256> \xD1\xC8 |1

<U9263> \xCB\xC8 |1

<U926C> \xC1\xC8 |1

<U926D> \xC0\xC8 |1

<U9272> \xCD\xC8 |1

<U927A> \xE2\xCE |1

<U9282> \xF0\xCE |1

<U9286> \xF7\xCE |0

<U9287> \xFC\xCE |0

<U928B> \xA1\xCF |1

<U928C> \xF8\xCE |0

<U9294> \xE4\xCE |1

<U929D> \xFE\xCE |0

<U92A1> \xF5\xCE |0

<U92A2> \xF2\xCE |0

<U92A3> \xED\xCE |1

<U92A6> \xE7\xCE |1

<U92A9> \xFD\xCE |0

<U92AA> \xE5\xCE |1

<U92B4> \xCD\xD5 |1

<U92B5> \xC9\xD5 |1

<U92C4> \xAE\xD5 |1
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<U92C9> \xC3\xD5 |1

<U92CA> \xBD\xD5 |1

<U92D1> \xC7\xD5

 |1

<U92DE> \xC5\xD5 |1

<U92E6> \xC0\xD5 |1

<U92EF> \xBA\xD5 |1

<U92F1> \xB3\xD5 |1

<U92F7> \xC1\xDB |1

<U92FE> \xCD\xDB |1

<U9301> \xB7\xDB |1

<U9309> \xCE\xDB |1

<U930B> \xCC\xDB |1

<U930C> \xCB\xDB |1

<U930E> \xBA\xDB |1

<U9312> \xB6\xDB |1

<U9313> \xBF\xDB |1

<U9316> \xD1\xDB |1

<U931B> \xB4\xDB |1

<U932D> \xB9\xDB |1

<U9338> \xB2\xDB |1

<U9339> \xC7\xDB |1

<U933C> \xB3\xDB |1

<U9346> \xB8\xDB |1

<U934C> \xAB\xE0 |1

<U934E> \xB9\xE0 |1

<U934F> \xB1\xE0 |1

<U9359> \xBA\xE0 |1

<U9361> \xB5\xE0 |1

<U9363> \xB7\xE0 |1

<U9377> \xB3\xE0 |1

<U9379> \xAD\xE0 |1

<U937B> \xB4\xE0 |1

<U9383> \xFA\xDF |0

<U9389> \xA5\xE4 |1

<U938E> \xA7\xE4 |1

<U9391> \xB2\xE4 |1

<U9399> \xAD\xE4 |1

<U939D> \xA4\xE4 |1

<U939F> \xAE\xE4 |1

<U93A5> \xE1\xE7 |1

<U93AA> \xA8\xE4 |1

<U93AF> \xFB\xDF |0

<U93B1> \xB1\xE4 |1

<U93B2> \xB3\xE4 |1

<U93B7> \xA2\xE4 |1

<U93C0> \xDF\xE7 |1

<U93C2> \xCF\xE7 |1
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<U93CE> \xDE\xE7 |1

<U93CF> \xCE\xE7 |1

<U93D2> \xE0\xE7 |1

<U93D4> \xD9\xE7 |1

<U93D5> \xDC\xE7 |1

<U93DA> \xD0\xE7

 |1

<U93E3> \xDB\xE7 |1

<U93EC> \xD3\xE7 |1

<U93EE> \xDA\xE7 |1

<U93F5> \xC1\xEA |1

<U93FC> \xCE\xEA |1

<U93FE> \xBB\xEA |1

<U93FF> \xCD\xEA |1

<U9400> \xC2\xEA |1

<U9406> \xD2\xEA |1

<U940A> \xCC\xEA |1

<U940B> \xB5\xEA |1

<U940C> \xCF\xEA |1

<U9411> \xD1\xEA |1

<U9412> \xC7\xEA |1

<U9420> \xB8\xEA |1

<U9428> \xBE\xEA |1

<U9429> \xD0\xEC |1

<U942A> \xD4\xEC |1

<U942C> \xD6\xEC |1

<U9430> \xD2\xEC |1

<U9437> \xD5\xEC |1

<U9439> \xD3\xEC |1

<U943C> \xCB\xEA |1

<U9440> \xD7\xEC |1

<U9446> \xBF\xEE |1

<U9447> \xBB\xEE |1

<U9449> \xBE\xEE |1

<U944B> \xB9\xEE |1

<U944F> \xBA\xEE |1

<U9450> \xB7\xEE |1

<U9457> \xDB\xEF |1

<U945D> \xDA\xEF |1

<U9469> \xDA\xF0 |1

<U9473> \xC5\xF1 |1

<U9474> \xE1\xF1 |1

<U9476> \xE3\xF1 |1

<U9478> \xE2\xF1 |1

<U9480> \xB0\xF2 |1

<U9482> \xAF\xF2 |1

<U957A> \xA8\xBA |1

<U957B> \xBF\xC1 |1
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<U957C> \xCE\xD5 |1

<U957D> \xE3\xE7 |1

<U9586> \xA9\xBA |1

<U9590> \xC2\xC1 |1

<U959B> \xD6\xC8 |1

<U959C> \xD4\xC8 |1

<U95AE> \xD1\xD5 |1

<U95B0> \xD2\xD5 |1

<U95B5> \xD9\xDB

 |1

<U95B7> \xC0\xE0 |1

<U95C0> \xBC\xE0 |1

<U95C5> \xBF\xE0 |1

<U95DB> \xE5\xE7 |1

<U95E3> \xDB\xEC |1

<U9620> \xF8\xA2 |0

<U9623> \xF9\xA2 |0

<U962D> \xB0\xA5 |1

<U9630> \xAD\xA5 |1

<U9643> \xFC\xA8 |0

<U964A> \xE7\xAD |1

<U964E> \xE8\xAD |1

<U9651> \xE5\xAD |1

<U9653> \xE6\xAD |1

<U966B> \xAD\xBA |1

<U966D> \xAC\xBA |1

<U966F> \xAF\xBA |1

<U9671> \xAE\xBA |1

<U9680> \xC8\xC1 |1

<U9687> \xC3\xC1 |1

<U9692> \xD7\xC8 |1

<U9693> \xD8\xC8 |1

<U969E> \xA3\xCF |1

<U96A1> \xA4\xCF |1

<U96A2> \xD4\xD5 |1

<U96AC> \xC3\xE0 |1

<U96BF> \xB0\xBA |1

<U96C2> \xC9\xC1 |1

<U96C3> \xCB\xC1 |1

<U96C8> \xCA\xC1 |1

<U96D3> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U96D4> \xDC\xDB |1

<U96D7> \xBC\xE4 |1

<U96E1> \xE6\xE7 |1

<U96E5> \xDB\xF0 |1

<U96F5> \xDF\xC8 |1

<U96F8> \xDE\xC8 |1

<U96FD> \xDD\xC8 |1
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<U96FF> \xA5\xCF |1

<U970B> \xDD\xDB |1

<U9710> \xDF\xDB |1

<U9712> \xDE\xDB |1

<U9718> \xC6\xE0 |1

<U971F> \xC5\xE0 |1

<U9720> \xC4\xE0 |1

<U9725> \xC4\xE4 |1

<U9726> \xEB\xE7 |1

<U9729> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U972B> \xE8\xE7 |1

<U972C> \xE9\xE7

 |1

<U972E> \xD6\xEA |1

<U972F> \xD7\xEA |1

<U9735> \xDC\xEC |1

<U973A> \xDD\xEC |1

<U973F> \xC0\xEE |1

<U9747> \xDE\xF0 |1

<U974B> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U976C> \xCE\xC1 |1

<U9770> \xCF\xC1 |1

<U9772> \xE3\xC8 |1

<U977E> \xA9\xCF |1

<U9782> \xAC\xCF |1

<U9783> \xAA\xCF |1

<U9788> \xDC\xD5 |1

<U978A> \xDA\xD5 |1

<U978E> \xDB\xD5 |1

<U979D> \xCD\xE0 |1

<U97A1> \xCA\xE0 |1

<U97A4> \xC9\xE4 |1

<U97A5> \xCC\xE4 |1

<U97AA> \xCA\xE4 |1

<U97B7> \xED\xE7 |1

<U97BB> \xD9\xEA |1

<U97CF> \xDE\xD5 |1

<U97D5> \xCE\xE0 |1

<U97D6> \xCF\xE4 |1

<U97DF> \xF1\xE7 |1

<U97E3> \xC1\xEE |1

<U97E5> \xE0\xF0 |1

<U97F0> \xE3\xDB |1

<U97FD> \xDA\xEA |1

<U97FE> \xDB\xEA |1

<U9804> \xB2\xBA |1

<U981B> \xE5\xD5 |1

<U981D> \xE0\xD5 |1
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<U9827> \xE6\xD5 |1

<U9828> \xE3\xD5 |1

<U9829> \xE2\xD5 |1

<U9841> \xD1\xE0 |1

<U9843> \xD6\xE0 |1

<U9845> \xD5\xE0 |1

<U9848> \xC1\xDE |1

<U9849> \xD4\xE0 |1

<U9850> \xD2\xE4 |1

<U985C> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U985D> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U985F> \xDF\xEA |1

<U9860> \xDC\xEA |1

<U9864> \xE0\xEC |1

<U9869> \xC3\xEE

 |1

<U9872> \xC7\xF1 |1

<U98A9> \xD2\xC1 |1

<U98AC> \xE7\xC8 |1

<U98B2> \xE7\xD5 |1

<U98BD> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U98BE> \xF9\xE7 |0

<U98C0> \xE3\xEC |1

<U98C1> \xE0\xEA |1

<U98C9> \xE1\xEC |1

<U98CB> \xC4\xEE |1

<U98F9> \xE9\xC8 |1

<U98FA> \xE9\xD5 |1

<U9900> \xB7\xCF |1

<U9925> \xD7\xE0 |1

<U9929> \xEB\xDB |1

<U992A> \xDA\xE0 |1

<U992D> \xDE\xE0 |1

<U992F> \xDD\xE0 |1

<U9930> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U9943> \xFC\xE7 |0

<U9953> \xE7\xEA |1

<U9956> \xE5\xEC |1

<U9961> \xA1\xF2 |1

<U999C> \xBA\xCF |1

<U999E> \xEC\xDB |1

<U99A1> \xE3\xE0 |1

<U99A3> \xE2\xE0 |1

<U99A7> \xFE\xE7 |0

<U99AB> \xA2\xF2 |1

<U99AF> \xEA\xC8 |1

<U99BB> \xBD\xCF |1

<U99C2> \xBF\xCF |1
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<U99C7> \xC1\xCF |1

<U99CB> \xF8\xD5 |0

<U99CC> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U99CD> \xF0\xD5 |1

<U99CE> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U99CF> \xF1\xD5 |1

<U99D6> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U99D7> \xF9\xD5 |0

<U99E3> \xF2\xDB |0

<U99E4> \xF0\xDB |1

<U99E5> \xEF\xDB |1

<U99E9> \xF4\xDB |0

<U99F6> \xEA\xE0 |1

<U99F7> \xE7\xE0 |1

<U99FA> \xE5\xE0 |1

<U99FC> \xEE\xE0 |1

<U9A06> \xE2\xE4 |1

<U9A07> \xE1\xE4

 |1

<U9A09> \xDB\xE4 |1

<U9A0A> \xDF\xE4 |1

<U9A0D> \xDC\xE4 |1

<U9A14> \xAD\xE8 |1

<U9A15> \xA2\xE8 |1

<U9A1A> \xA1\xE8 |1

<U9A1B> \xA6\xE8 |1

<U9A1C> \xAC\xE8 |1

<U9A1D> \xA4\xE8 |1

<U9A25> \xA3\xE8 |1

<U9A29> \xEE\xEA |1

<U9A2A> \xEC\xEA |1

<U9A2C> \xEB\xEA |1

<U9A31> \xEA\xEA |0

<U9A32> \xE8\xEA |1

<U9A34> \xE9\xEA |1

<U9A39> \xE6\xEC |1

<U9A3A> \xEC\xEC |0

<U9A3D> \xE7\xEC |1

<U9A3F> \xED\xEC |1

<U9A46> \xE8\xEC |1

<U9A48> \xCC\xEE |1

<U9A49> \xCE\xEE |1

<U9A4F> \xCB\xEE |1

<U9A50> \xD0\xEE |1

<U9A52> \xCF\xEE |1

<U9A53> \xC8\xEE |1

<U9A59> \xE1\xEF |1

<U9A5E> \xE1\xF0 |1
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<U9A60> \xE5\xF1 |1

<U9A66> \xA4\xF2 |1

<U9A67> \xA5\xF2 |1

<U9A68> \xB3\xF2 |1

<U9AAB> \xEF\xC8 |1

<U9AB3> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U9AC7> \xF2\xEA |0

<U9ACA> \xF3\xEA |0

<U9ACD> \xEE\xEC |1

<U9AF6> \xFA\xDB |0

<U9AFC> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U9AFE> \xF1\xE0 |1

<U9B0A> \xB0\xE8 |1

<U9B11> \xF7\xEA |0

<U9B15> \xEF\xEC |1

<U9B17> \xF0\xEC |1

<U9B1E> \xE2\xEF |1

<U9B24> \xA6\xF2 |1

<U9B3E> \xC5\xCF |1

<U9B3F> \xC6\xCF |1

<U9B46> \xA3\xD6

 |1

<U9B4A> \xEA\xE4 |1

<U9B52> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9B59> \xE3\xF0 |1

<U9B5F> \xC9\xCF |1

<U9B60> \xC7\xCF |1

<U9B64> \xAD\xD6 |1

<U9B67> \xA5\xD6 |1

<U9B70> \xAB\xD6 |1

<U9B71> \xA7\xD6 |1

<U9B76> \xA9\xD6 |1

<U9B7A> \xAB\xDC |1

<U9B7B> \xA6\xDC |1

<U9B7C> \xA4\xDC |1

<U9B7D> \xAD\xDC |1

<U9B7E> \xA5\xDC |1

<U9B82> \xA7\xDC |1

<U9B88> \xAE\xDC |1

<U9B95> \xAC\xDC |1

<U9B9B> \xF9\xE0 |0

<U9BA1> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U9BA2> \xA1\xE1 |1

<U9BA4> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U9BA5> \xFC\xE0 |0

<U9BAF> \xA3\xE1 |1

<U9BB5> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9BB6> \xF5\xE4 |0
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<U9BBD> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U9BC3> \xEF\xE4 |1

<U9BC4> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U9BD3> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U9BD5> \xC2\xE8 |1

<U9BD9> \xC0\xE8 |1

<U9BDA> \xC4\xE8 |1

<U9BDC> \xBF\xE8 |1

<U9BDE> \xB7\xE8 |1

<U9BE0> \xB6\xE8 |1

<U9BE6> \xB9\xE8 |1

<U9BEC> \xBE\xE8 |1

<U9C05> \xFB\xEA |0

<U9C07> \xA1\xEB |1

<U9C0E> \xA2\xEB |1

<U9C17> \xA4\xEB |1

<U9C1D> \xF6\xEC |0

<U9C2B> \xF5\xEC |0

<U9C2C> \xF8\xEC |0

<U9C33> \xDC\xEE |1

<U9C34> \xE0\xEE |1

<U9C3C> \xDE\xEE |1

<U9C3F> \xD9\xEE |1

<U9C40> \xFE\xEA

 |0

<U9C4B> \xEA\xEF |1

<U9C4C> \xED\xEF |1

<U9C4D> \xE9\xEF |1

<U9C55> \xEB\xEF |1

<U9C59> \xEC\xEF |1

<U9C62> \xE7\xF0 |1

<U9C66> \xE6\xF0 |1

<U9C6D> \xCB\xF1 |1

<U9C71> \xE9\xF1 |1

<U9C73> \xE8\xF1 |1

<U9C74> \xE7\xF1 |1

<U9C79> \xB8\xF2 |1

<U9C7A> \xBC\xF2 |1

<U9CEA> \xF1\xC8 |1

<U9CED> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U9CF1> \xCA\xCF |1

<U9CF5> \xCC\xCF |1

<U9CFA> \xB0\xD6 |1

<U9CFB> \xB7\xD6 |1

<U9CFC> \xAF\xD6 |1

<U9CFD> \xB1\xD6 |1

<U9CFF> \xB2\xD6 |1

<U9D00> \xB5\xD6 |1
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<U9D04> \xBA\xD6 |1

<U9D05> \xB9\xD6 |1

<U9D10> \xB8\xDC |1

<U9D14> \xB3\xDC |1

<U9D19> \xB9\xDC |1

<U9D20> \xB1\xDC |1

<U9D22> \xB7\xDC |1

<U9D25> \xAF\xDC |1

<U9D29> \xB4\xDC |1

<U9D2D> \xB5\xE1 |1

<U9D2E> \xA8\xE1 |1

<U9D31> \xAA\xE1 |1

<U9D36> \xA7\xE1 |1

<U9D37> \xB1\xE1 |1

<U9D38> \xAB\xE1 |1

<U9D40> \xB2\xE1 |1

<U9D4B> \xFE\xE4 |0

<U9D4C> \xA3\xE5 |1

<U9D4F> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U9D52> \xA5\xE5 |1

<U9D56> \xA2\xE5 |1

<U9D57> \xA4\xE5 |1

<U9D58> \xA8\xE5 |1

<U9D5A> \xA9\xE5 |1

<U9D5B> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U9D67> \xA6\xE1 |1

<U9D68> \xDE\xE8

 |1

<U9D71> \xCA\xE8 |1

<U9D73> \xD7\xE8 |1

<U9D74> \xD2\xE8 |1

<U9D75> \xD3\xE8 |1

<U9D78> \xCC\xE8 |1

<U9D79> \xDB\xE8 |1

<U9D7D> \xD0\xE8 |1

<U9D7F> \xDC\xE8 |1

<U9D80> \xCB\xE8 |1

<U9D81> \xC6\xE8 |1

<U9D82> \xD9\xE8 |1

<U9D85> \xD6\xE8 |1

<U9D88> \xC9\xE8 |1

<U9D8B> \xCE\xE8 |1

<U9D8C> \xCF\xE8 |1

<U9D90> \xAD\xEB |1

<U9D94> \xB0\xEB |1

<U9D99> \xA8\xEB |1

<U9D9B> \xAE\xEB |1

<U9D9C> \xB1\xEB |1
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<U9D9D> \xAA\xEB |1

<U9D9E> \xB8\xEB |1

<U9D9F> \xA7\xEB |1

<U9DA0> \xAF\xEB |1

<U9DA2> \xB6\xEB |1

<U9DA3> \xB9\xEB |1

<U9DA6> \xBD\xEB |1

<U9DA7> \xBE\xEB |1

<U9DA8> \xB7\xEB |1

<U9DAD> \xB2\xED |1

<U9DB3> \xB4\xED |1

<U9DB6> \xA1\xED |1

<U9DB7> \xFE\xEC |0

<U9DBE> \xA7\xED |1

<U9DC5> \xA8\xED |1

<U9DC8> \xB0\xED |1

<U9DCB> \xE8\xEE |1

<U9DCC> \xB3\xED |1

<U9DCD> \xB5\xED |1

<U9DCE> \xAC\xED |1

<U9DD0> \xE9\xEE |1

<U9DD1> \xEB\xEE |1

<U9DD2> \xE5\xEE |1

<U9DD8> \xEF\xEE |1

<U9DDB> \xE4\xEE |1

<U9DDC> \xEA\xEE |1

<U9DDD> \xF3\xEE |0

<U9DE1> \xF7\xEF |0

<U9DE2> \xFC\xEF |0

<U9DE3> \xF2\xEF

 |0

<U9DE4> \xF5\xEF |0

<U9DE8> \xA2\xF0 |1

<U9DEC> \xFD\xEF |0

<U9DF5> \xF1\xEE |1

<U9DF6> \xF6\xEF |0

<U9DF7> \xF0\xEF |1

<U9DFB> \xEF\xEF |0

<U9DFF> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U9E00> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U9E01> \xF1\xF0 |1

<U9E03> \xED\xF0 |1

<U9E04> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U9E05> \xEF\xF0 |1

<U9E06> \xEE\xF0 |1

<U9E09> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U9E0B> \xCC\xF1 |1

<U9E0D> \xCD\xF1 |1
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<U9E0F> \xCF\xF1 |1

<U9E13> \xEC\xF1 |1

<U9E14> \xEB\xF1 |1

<U9E17> \xA8\xF2 |1

<U9E86> \xBC\xDC |1

<U9E89> \xB7\xE1 |1

<U9E8A> \xB6\xE1 |1

<U9E8D> \xB8\xE1 |1

<U9E94> \xDF\xE8 |1

<U9E99> \xBF\xEB |1

<U9E9A> \xC1\xEB |1

<U9E9C> \xB8\xED |1

<U9EA0> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U9EA1> \xD2\xF1 |1

<U9EA7> \xCD\xCF |1

<U9EB6> \xF4\xEE |0

<U9EB7> \xB9\xF2 |1

<U9EC0> \xE1\xE8 |1

<U9EC2> \xA4\xF0 |1

<U9ED3> \xBC\xD6 |1

<U9ED6> \xC1\xDC |1

<U9EDA> \xBB\xE1 |1

<U9EE6> \xC5\xEB |1

<U9EEB> \xB9\xED |1

<U9EF3> \xA7\xF0 |1

<U9EFA> \xC2\xDC |1

<U9F00> \xAE\xE5 |1

<U9F01> \xAD\xE5 |1

<U9F06> \xA8\xF0 |1

<U9F0A> \xEE\xF1 |1

<U9F18> \xBD\xED |1

<U9F1C> \xA9\xF0 |1

<U9F1E> \xF7\xF0

 |0

<U9F23> \xBF\xE1 |1

<U9F24> \xBE\xE1 |1

<U9F25> \xB0\xE5 |1

<U9F28> \xB4\xE5 |1

<U9F29> \xB3\xE5 |1

<U9F2D> \xE3\xE8 |1

<U9F2E> \xC7\xEB |1

<U9F30> \xC6\xEB |1

<U9F33> \xF7\xEE |0

<U9F35> \xF6\xEE |0

<U9F36> \xAC\xF0 |1

<U9F38> \xAA\xF0 |1

<U9F40> \xE4\xE8 |1

<U9F42> \xF9\xEE |0
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<U9F48> \xA9\xF2 |1

<U9F49> \xC3\xF2 |1

<U9F4C> \xB5\xE5 |1

<U9F4D> \xE6\xE8 |1

<U9F59> \xCC\xEB |1

<U9F5B> \xC8\xEB |1

<U9F64> \xC2\xED |1

<U9F65> \xC1\xED |1

<U9F6B> \xFA\xEE |0

<U9F74> \xF9\xF0 |0

<U9F78> \xD6\xF1 |1

<U9F79> \xD9\xF1 |1

<U9F7B> \xD7\xF1 |1

<U9F7E> \xC2\xF2 |1

<U9F98> \xC4\xF2 |1

<U9FA4> \xEF\xF1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d6.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00116.RPMAP100 and 011634B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-278_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-278_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0
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<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x63 |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0
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<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xEC |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB5 |0

<U005C> \x71 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x51 |0
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<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0
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<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x5A |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x4A |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0
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<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x7B |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \xE0 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7C |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x79 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0
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<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x63 |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1
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<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xEC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB5 |1

<UFF3C> \x71 |1

<UFF3D>

 \x9F |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x51 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1
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<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-278_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 1999-2016, International Business Machines

# Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

#

# file name: nfc.txt

#

# machine-generated by ICU preparseucd.py

#

# Complete data for Unicode NFC normalization.

 

* Unicode 15.1.0

 

# Canonical_Combining_Class (ccc) values

0300..0314:230

0315:232

0316..0319:220

031A:232

031B:216

031C..0320:220

0321..0322:202

0323..0326:220

0327..0328:202
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0329..0333:220

0334..0338:1

0339..033C:220

033D..0344:230

0345:240

0346:230

0347..0349:220

034A..034C:230

034D..034E:220

0350..0352:230

0353..0356:220

0357:230

0358:232

0359..035A:220

035B:230

035C:233

035D..035E:234

035F:233

0360..0361:234

0362:233

0363..036F:230

0483..0487:230

0591:220

0592..0595:230

0596:220

0597..0599:230

059A:222

059B:220

059C..05A1:230

05A2..05A7:220

05A8..05A9:230

05AA:220

05AB..05AC:230

05AD:222

05AE:228

05AF:230

05B0:10

05B1:11

05B2:12

05B3:13

05B4:14

05B5:15

05B6:16

05B7:17

05B8:18

05B9..05BA:19

05BB:20

05BC:21
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05BD:22

05BF:23

05C1:24

05C2:25

05C4:230

05C5:220

05C7:18

0610..0617:230

0618:30

0619:31

061A:32

064B:27

064C:28

064D:29

064E:30

064F:31

0650:32

0651:33

0652:34

0653..0654:230

0655..0656:220

0657..065B:230

065C:220

065D..065E:230

065F:220

0670:35

06D6..06DC:230

06DF..06E2:230

06E3:220

06E4:230

06E7..06E8:230

06EA:220

06EB..06EC:230

06ED:220

0711:36

0730:230

0731:220

0732..0733:230

0734:220

0735..0736:230

0737..0739:220

073A:230

073B..073C:220

073D:230

073E:220

073F..0741:230

0742:220

0743:230
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0744:220

0745:230

0746:220

0747:230

0748:220

0749..074A:230

07EB..07F1:230

07F2:220

07F3:230

07FD:220

0816..0819:230

081B..0823:230

0825..0827:230

0829..082D:230

0859..085B:220

0898:230

0899..089B:220

089C..089F:230

08CA..08CE:230

08CF..08D3:220

08D4..08E1:230

08E3:220

08E4..08E5:230

08E6:220

08E7..08E8:230

08E9:220

08EA..08EC:230

08ED..08EF:220

08F0:27

08F1:28

08F2:29

08F3..08F5:230

08F6:220

08F7..08F8:230

08F9..08FA:220

08FB..08FF:230

093C:7

094D:9

0951:230

0952:220

0953..0954:230

09BC:7

09CD:9

09FE:230

0A3C:7

0A4D:9

0ABC:7

0ACD:9
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0B3C:7

0B4D:9

0BCD:9

0C3C:7

0C4D:9

0C55:84

0C56:91

0CBC:7

0CCD:9

0D3B..0D3C:9

0D4D:9

0DCA:9

0E38..0E39:103

0E3A:9

0E48..0E4B:107

0EB8..0EB9:118

0EBA:9

0EC8..0ECB:122

0F18..0F19:220

0F35:220

0F37:220

0F39:216

0F71:129

0F72:130

0F74:132

0F7A..0F7D:130

0F80:130

0F82..0F83:230

0F84:9

0F86..0F87:230

0FC6:220

1037:7

1039..103A:9

108D:220

135D..135F:230

1714..1715:9

1734:9

17D2:9

17DD:230

18A9:228

1939:222

193A:230

193B:220

1A17:230

1A18:220

1A60:9

1A75..1A7C:230

1A7F:220
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1AB0..1AB4:230

1AB5..1ABA:220

1ABB..1ABC:230

1ABD:220

1ABF..1AC0:220

1AC1..1AC2:230

1AC3..1AC4:220

1AC5..1AC9:230

1ACA:220

1ACB..1ACE:230

1B34:7

1B44:9

1B6B:230

1B6C:220

1B6D..1B73:230

1BAA..1BAB:9

1BE6:7

1BF2..1BF3:9

1C37:7

1CD0..1CD2:230

1CD4:1

1CD5..1CD9:220

1CDA..1CDB:230

1CDC..1CDF:220

1CE0:230

1CE2..1CE8:1

1CED:220

1CF4:230

1CF8..1CF9:230

1DC0..1DC1:230

1DC2:220

1DC3..1DC9:230

1DCA:220

1DCB..1DCC:230

1DCD:234

1DCE:214

1DCF:220

1DD0:202

1DD1..1DF5:230

1DF6:232

1DF7..1DF8:228

1DF9:220

1DFA:218

1DFB:230

1DFC:233

1DFD:220

1DFE:230

1DFF:220
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20D0..20D1:230

20D2..20D3:1

20D4..20D7:230

20D8..20DA:1

20DB..20DC:230

20E1:230

20E5..20E6:1

20E7:230

20E8:220

20E9:230

20EA..20EB:1

20EC..20EF:220

20F0:230

2CEF..2CF1:230

2D7F:9

2DE0..2DFF:230

302A:218

302B:228

302C:232

302D:222

302E..302F:224

3099..309A:8

A66F:230

A674..A67D:230

A69E..A69F:230

A6F0..A6F1:230

A806:9

A82C:9

A8C4:9

A8E0..A8F1:230

A92B..A92D:220

A953:9

A9B3:7

A9C0:9

AAB0:230

AAB2..AAB3:230

AAB4:220

AAB7..AAB8:230

AABE..AABF:230

AAC1:230

AAF6:9

ABED:9

FB1E:26

FE20..FE26:230

FE27..FE2D:220

FE2E..FE2F:230

101FD:220

102E0:220
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10376..1037A:230

10A0D:220

10A0F:230

10A38:230

10A39:1

10A3A:220

10A3F:9

10AE5:230

10AE6:220

10D24..10D27:230

10EAB..10EAC:230

10EFD..10EFF:220

10F46..10F47:220

10F48..10F4A:230

10F4B:220

10F4C:230

10F4D..10F50:220

10F82:230

10F83:220

10F84:230

10F85:220

11046:9

11070:9

1107F:9

110B9:9

110BA:7

11100..11102:230

11133..11134:9

11173:7

111C0:9

111CA:7

11235:9

11236:7

112E9:7

112EA:9

1133B..1133C:7

1134D:9

11366..1136C:230

11370..11374:230

11442:9

11446:7

1145E:230

114C2:9

114C3:7

115BF:9

115C0:7

1163F:9

116B6:9
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116B7:7

1172B:9

11839:9

1183A:7

1193D..1193E:9

11943:7

119E0:9

11A34:9

11A47:9

11A99:9

11C3F:9

11D42:7

11D44..11D45:9

11D97:9

11F41..11F42:9

16AF0..16AF4:1

16B30..16B36:230

16FF0..16FF1:6

1BC9E:1

1D165..1D166:216

1D167..1D169:1

1D16D:226

1D16E..1D172:216

1D17B..1D182:220

1D185..1D189:230

1D18A..1D18B:220

1D1AA..1D1AD:230

1D242..1D244:230

1E000..1E006:230

1E008..1E018:230

1E01B..1E021:230

1E023..1E024:230

1E026..1E02A:230

1E08F:230

1E130..1E136:230

1E2AE:230

1E2EC..1E2EF:230

1E4EC..1E4ED:232

1E4EE:220

1E4EF:230

1E8D0..1E8D6:220

1E944..1E949:230

1E94A:7

 

#

 Canonical decomposition mappings

00C0=0041 0300

00C1=0041 0301
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00C2=0041 0302

00C3=0041 0303

00C4=0041 0308

00C5=0041 030A

00C7=0043 0327

00C8=0045 0300

00C9=0045 0301

00CA=0045 0302

00CB=0045

 0308

00CC=0049 0300

00CD=0049 0301

00CE=0049 0302

00CF=0049 0308

00D1=004E 0303

00D2=004F 0300

00D3=004F 0301

00D4=004F 0302

00D5=004F 0303

00D6=004F 0308

00D9=0055 0300

00DA=0055 0301

00DB=0055 0302

00DC=0055 0308

00DD=0059 0301

00E0=0061 0300

00E1=0061 0301

00E2=0061 0302

00E3=0061 0303

00E4=0061 0308

00E5=0061 030A

00E7=0063 0327

00E8=0065 0300

00E9=0065 0301

00EA=0065 0302

00EB=0065 0308

00EC=0069 0300

00ED=0069 0301

00EE=0069 0302

00EF=0069 0308

00F1=006E 0303

00F2=006F 0300

00F3=006F 0301

00F4=006F 0302

00F5=006F 0303

00F6=006F 0308

00F9=0075 0300

00FA=0075 0301
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00FB=0075 0302

00FC=0075 0308

00FD=0079 0301

00FF=0079 0308

0100=0041 0304

0101=0061 0304

0102=0041 0306

0103=0061 0306

0104=0041 0328

0105=0061 0328

0106=0043 0301

0107=0063 0301

0108=0043 0302

0109=0063 0302

010A=0043 0307

010B=0063 0307

010C=0043 030C

010D=0063 030C

010E=0044 030C

010F=0064 030C

0112=0045 0304

0113=0065 0304

0114=0045 0306

0115=0065 0306

0116=0045 0307

0117=0065 0307

0118=0045 0328

0119=0065 0328

011A=0045

 030C

011B=0065 030C

011C=0047 0302

011D=0067 0302

011E=0047 0306

011F=0067 0306

0120=0047 0307

0121=0067 0307

0122=0047 0327

0123=0067 0327

0124=0048 0302

0125=0068 0302

0128=0049 0303

0129=0069 0303

012A=0049 0304

012B=0069 0304

012C=0049 0306

012D=0069 0306

012E=0049 0328
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012F=0069 0328

0130=0049 0307

0134=004A 0302

0135=006A 0302

0136=004B 0327

0137=006B 0327

0139=004C 0301

013A=006C 0301

013B=004C 0327

013C=006C 0327

013D=004C 030C

013E=006C 030C

0143=004E 0301

0144=006E 0301

0145=004E 0327

0146=006E 0327

0147=004E 030C

0148=006E 030C

014C=004F 0304

014D=006F 0304

014E=004F 0306

014F=006F 0306

0150=004F 030B

0151=006F 030B

0154=0052 0301

0155=0072 0301

0156=0052 0327

0157=0072 0327

0158=0052 030C

0159=0072 030C

015A=0053 0301

015B=0073 0301

015C=0053 0302

015D=0073 0302

015E=0053 0327

015F=0073 0327

0160=0053 030C

0161=0073 030C

0162=0054 0327

0163=0074 0327

0164=0054 030C

0165=0074 030C

0168=0055 0303

0169=0075 0303

016A=0055 0304

016B=0075 0304

016C=0055 0306

016D=0075 0306
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016E=0055

 030A

016F=0075 030A

0170=0055 030B

0171=0075 030B

0172=0055 0328

0173=0075 0328

0174=0057 0302

0175=0077 0302

0176=0059 0302

0177=0079 0302

0178=0059 0308

0179=005A 0301

017A=007A 0301

017B=005A 0307

017C=007A 0307

017D=005A 030C

017E=007A 030C

01A0=004F 031B

01A1=006F 031B

01AF=0055 031B

01B0=0075 031B

01CD=0041 030C

01CE=0061 030C

01CF=0049 030C

01D0=0069 030C

01D1=004F 030C

01D2=006F 030C

01D3=0055 030C

01D4=0075 030C

01D5=00DC 0304

01D6=00FC 0304

01D7=00DC 0301

01D8=00FC 0301

01D9=00DC 030C

01DA=00FC 030C

01DB=00DC 0300

01DC=00FC 0300

01DE=00C4 0304

01DF=00E4 0304

01E0=0226 0304

01E1=0227 0304

01E2=00C6 0304

01E3=00E6 0304

01E6=0047 030C

01E7=0067 030C

01E8=004B 030C

01E9=006B 030C
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01EA=004F 0328

01EB=006F 0328

01EC=01EA 0304

01ED=01EB 0304

01EE=01B7 030C

01EF=0292 030C

01F0=006A 030C

01F4=0047 0301

01F5=0067 0301

01F8=004E 0300

01F9=006E 0300

01FA=00C5 0301

01FB=00E5 0301

01FC=00C6 0301

01FD=00E6 0301

01FE=00D8 0301

01FF=00F8 0301

0200=0041 030F

0201=0061 030F

0202=0041

 0311

0203=0061 0311

0204=0045 030F

0205=0065 030F

0206=0045 0311

0207=0065 0311

0208=0049 030F

0209=0069 030F

020A=0049 0311

020B=0069 0311

020C=004F 030F

020D=006F 030F

020E=004F 0311

020F=006F 0311

0210=0052 030F

0211=0072 030F

0212=0052 0311

0213=0072 0311

0214=0055 030F

0215=0075 030F

0216=0055 0311

0217=0075 0311

0218=0053 0326

0219=0073 0326

021A=0054 0326

021B=0074 0326

021E=0048 030C

021F=0068 030C
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0226=0041 0307

0227=0061 0307

0228=0045 0327

0229=0065 0327

022A=00D6 0304

022B=00F6 0304

022C=00D5 0304

022D=00F5 0304

022E=004F 0307

022F=006F 0307

0230=022E 0304

0231=022F 0304

0232=0059 0304

0233=0079 0304

0340>0300

0341>0301

0343>0313

0344>0308 0301

0374>02B9

037E>003B

0385=00A8 0301

0386=0391 0301

0387>00B7

0388=0395 0301

0389=0397 0301

038A=0399 0301

038C=039F 0301

038E=03A5 0301

038F=03A9 0301

0390=03CA 0301

03AA=0399 0308

03AB=03A5 0308

03AC=03B1 0301

03AD=03B5 0301

03AE=03B7 0301

03AF=03B9 0301

03B0=03CB 0301

03CA=03B9 0308

03CB=03C5 0308

03CC=03BF 0301

03CD=03C5 0301

03CE=03C9

 0301

03D3=03D2 0301

03D4=03D2 0308

0400=0415 0300

0401=0415 0308

0403=0413 0301
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0407=0406 0308

040C=041A 0301

040D=0418 0300

040E=0423 0306

0419=0418 0306

0439=0438 0306

0450=0435 0300

0451=0435 0308

0453=0433 0301

0457=0456 0308

045C=043A 0301

045D=0438 0300

045E=0443 0306

0476=0474 030F

0477=0475 030F

04C1=0416 0306

04C2=0436 0306

04D0=0410 0306

04D1=0430 0306

04D2=0410 0308

04D3=0430 0308

04D6=0415 0306

04D7=0435 0306

04DA=04D8 0308

04DB=04D9 0308

04DC=0416 0308

04DD=0436 0308

04DE=0417 0308

04DF=0437 0308

04E2=0418 0304

04E3=0438 0304

04E4=0418 0308

04E5=0438 0308

04E6=041E 0308

04E7=043E 0308

04EA=04E8 0308

04EB=04E9 0308

04EC=042D 0308

04ED=044D 0308

04EE=0423 0304

04EF=0443 0304

04F0=0423 0308

04F1=0443 0308

04F2=0423 030B

04F3=0443 030B

04F4=0427 0308

04F5=0447 0308

04F8=042B 0308
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04F9=044B 0308

0622=0627 0653

0623=0627 0654

0624=0648 0654

0625=0627 0655

0626=064A 0654

06C0=06D5 0654

06C2=06C1 0654

06D3=06D2 0654

0929=0928 093C

0931=0930 093C

0934=0933 093C

0958>0915 093C

0959>0916

 093C

095A>0917 093C

095B>091C 093C

095C>0921 093C

095D>0922 093C

095E>092B 093C

095F>092F 093C

09CB=09C7 09BE

09CC=09C7 09D7

09DC>09A1 09BC

09DD>09A2 09BC

09DF>09AF 09BC

0A33>0A32 0A3C

0A36>0A38 0A3C

0A59>0A16 0A3C

0A5A>0A17 0A3C

0A5B>0A1C 0A3C

0A5E>0A2B 0A3C

0B48=0B47 0B56

0B4B=0B47 0B3E

0B4C=0B47 0B57

0B5C>0B21 0B3C

0B5D>0B22 0B3C

0B94=0B92 0BD7

0BCA=0BC6 0BBE

0BCB=0BC7 0BBE

0BCC=0BC6 0BD7

0C48=0C46 0C56

0CC0=0CBF 0CD5

0CC7=0CC6 0CD5

0CC8=0CC6 0CD6

0CCA=0CC6 0CC2

0CCB=0CCA 0CD5

0D4A=0D46 0D3E
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0D4B=0D47 0D3E

0D4C=0D46 0D57

0DDA=0DD9 0DCA

0DDC=0DD9 0DCF

0DDD=0DDC 0DCA

0DDE=0DD9 0DDF

0F43>0F42 0FB7

0F4D>0F4C 0FB7

0F52>0F51 0FB7

0F57>0F56 0FB7

0F5C>0F5B 0FB7

0F69>0F40 0FB5

0F73>0F71 0F72

0F75>0F71 0F74

0F76>0FB2 0F80

0F78>0FB3 0F80

0F81>0F71 0F80

0F93>0F92 0FB7

0F9D>0F9C 0FB7

0FA2>0FA1 0FB7

0FA7>0FA6 0FB7

0FAC>0FAB 0FB7

0FB9>0F90 0FB5

1026=1025 102E

1B06=1B05 1B35

1B08=1B07 1B35

1B0A=1B09 1B35

1B0C=1B0B 1B35

1B0E=1B0D 1B35

1B12=1B11 1B35

1B3B=1B3A 1B35

1B3D=1B3C 1B35

1B40=1B3E

 1B35

1B41=1B3F 1B35

1B43=1B42 1B35

1E00=0041 0325

1E01=0061 0325

1E02=0042 0307

1E03=0062 0307

1E04=0042 0323

1E05=0062 0323

1E06=0042 0331

1E07=0062 0331

1E08=00C7 0301

1E09=00E7 0301

1E0A=0044 0307

1E0B=0064 0307
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1E0C=0044 0323

1E0D=0064 0323

1E0E=0044 0331

1E0F=0064 0331

1E10=0044 0327

1E11=0064 0327

1E12=0044 032D

1E13=0064 032D

1E14=0112 0300

1E15=0113 0300

1E16=0112 0301

1E17=0113 0301

1E18=0045 032D

1E19=0065 032D

1E1A=0045 0330

1E1B=0065 0330

1E1C=0228 0306

1E1D=0229 0306

1E1E=0046 0307

1E1F=0066 0307

1E20=0047 0304

1E21=0067 0304

1E22=0048 0307

1E23=0068 0307

1E24=0048 0323

1E25=0068 0323

1E26=0048 0308

1E27=0068 0308

1E28=0048 0327

1E29=0068 0327

1E2A=0048 032E

1E2B=0068 032E

1E2C=0049 0330

1E2D=0069 0330

1E2E=00CF 0301

1E2F=00EF 0301

1E30=004B 0301

1E31=006B 0301

1E32=004B 0323

1E33=006B 0323

1E34=004B 0331

1E35=006B 0331

1E36=004C 0323

1E37=006C 0323

1E38=1E36 0304

1E39=1E37 0304

1E3A=004C 0331

1E3B=006C 0331
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1E3C=004C 032D

1E3D=006C 032D

1E3E=004D 0301

1E3F=006D 0301

1E40=004D

 0307

1E41=006D 0307

1E42=004D 0323

1E43=006D 0323

1E44=004E 0307

1E45=006E 0307

1E46=004E 0323

1E47=006E 0323

1E48=004E 0331

1E49=006E 0331

1E4A=004E 032D

1E4B=006E 032D

1E4C=00D5 0301

1E4D=00F5 0301

1E4E=00D5 0308

1E4F=00F5 0308

1E50=014C 0300

1E51=014D 0300

1E52=014C 0301

1E53=014D 0301

1E54=0050 0301

1E55=0070 0301

1E56=0050 0307

1E57=0070 0307

1E58=0052 0307

1E59=0072 0307

1E5A=0052 0323

1E5B=0072 0323

1E5C=1E5A 0304

1E5D=1E5B 0304

1E5E=0052 0331

1E5F=0072 0331

1E60=0053 0307

1E61=0073 0307

1E62=0053 0323

1E63=0073 0323

1E64=015A 0307

1E65=015B 0307

1E66=0160 0307

1E67=0161 0307

1E68=1E62 0307

1E69=1E63 0307

1E6A=0054 0307
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1E6B=0074 0307

1E6C=0054 0323

1E6D=0074 0323

1E6E=0054 0331

1E6F=0074 0331

1E70=0054 032D

1E71=0074 032D

1E72=0055 0324

1E73=0075 0324

1E74=0055 0330

1E75=0075 0330

1E76=0055 032D

1E77=0075 032D

1E78=0168 0301

1E79=0169 0301

1E7A=016A 0308

1E7B=016B 0308

1E7C=0056 0303

1E7D=0076 0303

1E7E=0056 0323

1E7F=0076 0323

1E80=0057 0300

1E81=0077 0300

1E82=0057 0301

1E83=0077

 0301

1E84=0057 0308

1E85=0077 0308

1E86=0057 0307

1E87=0077 0307

1E88=0057 0323

1E89=0077 0323

1E8A=0058 0307

1E8B=0078 0307

1E8C=0058 0308

1E8D=0078 0308

1E8E=0059 0307

1E8F=0079 0307

1E90=005A 0302

1E91=007A 0302

1E92=005A 0323

1E93=007A 0323

1E94=005A 0331

1E95=007A 0331

1E96=0068 0331

1E97=0074 0308

1E98=0077 030A

1E99=0079 030A
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1E9B=017F 0307

1EA0=0041 0323

1EA1=0061 0323

1EA2=0041 0309

1EA3=0061 0309

1EA4=00C2 0301

1EA5=00E2 0301

1EA6=00C2 0300

1EA7=00E2 0300

1EA8=00C2 0309

1EA9=00E2 0309

1EAA=00C2 0303

1EAB=00E2 0303

1EAC=1EA0 0302

1EAD=1EA1 0302

1EAE=0102 0301

1EAF=0103 0301

1EB0=0102 0300

1EB1=0103 0300

1EB2=0102 0309

1EB3=0103 0309

1EB4=0102 0303

1EB5=0103 0303

1EB6=1EA0 0306

1EB7=1EA1 0306

1EB8=0045 0323

1EB9=0065 0323

1EBA=0045 0309

1EBB=0065 0309

1EBC=0045 0303

1EBD=0065 0303

1EBE=00CA 0301

1EBF=00EA 0301

1EC0=00CA 0300

1EC1=00EA 0300

1EC2=00CA 0309

1EC3=00EA 0309

1EC4=00CA 0303

1EC5=00EA 0303

1EC6=1EB8 0302

1EC7=1EB9 0302

1EC8=0049 0309

1EC9=0069 0309

1ECA=0049

 0323

1ECB=0069 0323

1ECC=004F 0323

1ECD=006F 0323
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1ECE=004F 0309

1ECF=006F 0309

1ED0=00D4 0301

1ED1=00F4 0301

1ED2=00D4 0300

1ED3=00F4 0300

1ED4=00D4 0309

1ED5=00F4 0309

1ED6=00D4 0303

1ED7=00F4 0303

1ED8=1ECC 0302

1ED9=1ECD 0302

1EDA=01A0 0301

1EDB=01A1 0301

1EDC=01A0 0300

1EDD=01A1 0300

1EDE=01A0 0309

1EDF=01A1 0309

1EE0=01A0 0303

1EE1=01A1 0303

1EE2=01A0 0323

1EE3=01A1 0323

1EE4=0055 0323

1EE5=0075 0323

1EE6=0055 0309

1EE7=0075 0309

1EE8=01AF 0301

1EE9=01B0 0301

1EEA=01AF 0300

1EEB=01B0 0300

1EEC=01AF 0309

1EED=01B0 0309

1EEE=01AF 0303

1EEF=01B0 0303

1EF0=01AF 0323

1EF1=01B0 0323

1EF2=0059 0300

1EF3=0079 0300

1EF4=0059 0323

1EF5=0079 0323

1EF6=0059 0309

1EF7=0079 0309

1EF8=0059 0303

1EF9=0079 0303

1F00=03B1 0313

1F01=03B1 0314

1F02=1F00 0300

1F03=1F01 0300
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1F04=1F00 0301

1F05=1F01 0301

1F06=1F00 0342

1F07=1F01 0342

1F08=0391 0313

1F09=0391 0314

1F0A=1F08 0300

1F0B=1F09 0300

1F0C=1F08 0301

1F0D=1F09 0301

1F0E=1F08 0342

1F0F=1F09 0342

1F10=03B5 0313

1F11=03B5 0314

1F12=1F10 0300

1F13=1F11

 0300

1F14=1F10 0301

1F15=1F11 0301

1F18=0395 0313

1F19=0395 0314

1F1A=1F18 0300

1F1B=1F19 0300

1F1C=1F18 0301

1F1D=1F19 0301

1F20=03B7 0313

1F21=03B7 0314

1F22=1F20 0300

1F23=1F21 0300

1F24=1F20 0301

1F25=1F21 0301

1F26=1F20 0342

1F27=1F21 0342

1F28=0397 0313

1F29=0397 0314

1F2A=1F28 0300

1F2B=1F29 0300

1F2C=1F28 0301

1F2D=1F29 0301

1F2E=1F28 0342

1F2F=1F29 0342

1F30=03B9 0313

1F31=03B9 0314

1F32=1F30 0300

1F33=1F31 0300

1F34=1F30 0301

1F35=1F31 0301

1F36=1F30 0342
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1F37=1F31 0342

1F38=0399 0313

1F39=0399 0314

1F3A=1F38 0300

1F3B=1F39 0300

1F3C=1F38 0301

1F3D=1F39 0301

1F3E=1F38 0342

1F3F=1F39 0342

1F40=03BF 0313

1F41=03BF 0314

1F42=1F40 0300

1F43=1F41 0300

1F44=1F40 0301

1F45=1F41 0301

1F48=039F 0313

1F49=039F 0314

1F4A=1F48 0300

1F4B=1F49 0300

1F4C=1F48 0301

1F4D=1F49 0301

1F50=03C5 0313

1F51=03C5 0314

1F52=1F50 0300

1F53=1F51 0300

1F54=1F50 0301

1F55=1F51 0301

1F56=1F50 0342

1F57=1F51 0342

1F59=03A5 0314

1F5B=1F59 0300

1F5D=1F59 0301

1F5F=1F59 0342

1F60=03C9 0313

1F61=03C9 0314

1F62=1F60

 0300

1F63=1F61 0300

1F64=1F60 0301

1F65=1F61 0301

1F66=1F60 0342

1F67=1F61 0342

1F68=03A9 0313

1F69=03A9 0314

1F6A=1F68 0300

1F6B=1F69 0300

1F6C=1F68 0301

1F6D=1F69 0301
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1F6E=1F68 0342

1F6F=1F69 0342

1F70=03B1 0300

1F71>03AC

1F72=03B5 0300

1F73>03AD

1F74=03B7 0300

1F75>03AE

1F76=03B9 0300

1F77>03AF

1F78=03BF 0300

1F79>03CC

1F7A=03C5 0300

1F7B>03CD

1F7C=03C9 0300

1F7D>03CE

1F80=1F00 0345

1F81=1F01 0345

1F82=1F02 0345

1F83=1F03 0345

1F84=1F04 0345

1F85=1F05 0345

1F86=1F06 0345

1F87=1F07 0345

1F88=1F08 0345

1F89=1F09 0345

1F8A=1F0A 0345

1F8B=1F0B 0345

1F8C=1F0C 0345

1F8D=1F0D 0345

1F8E=1F0E 0345

1F8F=1F0F 0345

1F90=1F20 0345

1F91=1F21 0345

1F92=1F22 0345

1F93=1F23 0345

1F94=1F24 0345

1F95=1F25 0345

1F96=1F26 0345

1F97=1F27 0345

1F98=1F28 0345

1F99=1F29 0345

1F9A=1F2A 0345

1F9B=1F2B 0345

1F9C=1F2C 0345

1F9D=1F2D 0345

1F9E=1F2E 0345

1F9F=1F2F 0345
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1FA0=1F60 0345

1FA1=1F61 0345

1FA2=1F62 0345

1FA3=1F63 0345

1FA4=1F64 0345

1FA5=1F65 0345

1FA6=1F66 0345

1FA7=1F67 0345

1FA8=1F68 0345

1FA9=1F69

 0345

1FAA=1F6A 0345

1FAB=1F6B 0345

1FAC=1F6C 0345

1FAD=1F6D 0345

1FAE=1F6E 0345

1FAF=1F6F 0345

1FB0=03B1 0306

1FB1=03B1 0304

1FB2=1F70 0345

1FB3=03B1 0345

1FB4=03AC 0345

1FB6=03B1 0342

1FB7=1FB6 0345

1FB8=0391 0306

1FB9=0391 0304

1FBA=0391 0300

1FBB>0386

1FBC=0391 0345

1FBE>03B9

1FC1=00A8 0342

1FC2=1F74 0345

1FC3=03B7 0345

1FC4=03AE 0345

1FC6=03B7 0342

1FC7=1FC6 0345

1FC8=0395 0300

1FC9>0388

1FCA=0397 0300

1FCB>0389

1FCC=0397 0345

1FCD=1FBF 0300

1FCE=1FBF 0301

1FCF=1FBF 0342

1FD0=03B9 0306

1FD1=03B9 0304

1FD2=03CA 0300

1FD3>0390
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1FD6=03B9 0342

1FD7=03CA 0342

1FD8=0399 0306

1FD9=0399 0304

1FDA=0399 0300

1FDB>038A

1FDD=1FFE 0300

1FDE=1FFE 0301

1FDF=1FFE 0342

1FE0=03C5 0306

1FE1=03C5 0304

1FE2=03CB 0300

1FE3>03B0

1FE4=03C1 0313

1FE5=03C1 0314

1FE6=03C5 0342

1FE7=03CB 0342

1FE8=03A5 0306

1FE9=03A5 0304

1FEA=03A5 0300

1FEB>038E

1FEC=03A1 0314

1FED=00A8 0300

1FEE>0385

1FEF>0060

1FF2=1F7C 0345

1FF3=03C9 0345

1FF4=03CE 0345

1FF6=03C9 0342

1FF7=1FF6 0345

1FF8=039F 0300

1FF9>038C

1FFA=03A9

 0300

1FFB>038F

1FFC=03A9 0345

1FFD>00B4

2000>2002

2001>2003

2126>03A9

212A>004B

212B>00C5

219A=2190 0338

219B=2192 0338

21AE=2194 0338

21CD=21D0 0338

21CE=21D4 0338

21CF=21D2 0338
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2204=2203 0338

2209=2208 0338

220C=220B 0338

2224=2223 0338

2226=2225 0338

2241=223C 0338

2244=2243 0338

2247=2245 0338

2249=2248 0338

2260=003D 0338

2262=2261 0338

226D=224D 0338

226E=003C 0338

226F=003E 0338

2270=2264 0338

2271=2265 0338

2274=2272 0338

2275=2273 0338

2278=2276 0338

2279=2277 0338

2280=227A 0338

2281=227B 0338

2284=2282 0338

2285=2283 0338

2288=2286 0338

2289=2287 0338

22AC=22A2 0338

22AD=22A8 0338

22AE=22A9 0338

22AF=22AB 0338

22E0=227C 0338

22E1=227D 0338

22E2=2291 0338

22E3=2292 0338

22EA=22B2 0338

22EB=22B3 0338

22EC=22B4 0338

22ED=22B5 0338

2329>3008

232A>3009

2ADC>2ADD 0338

304C=304B 3099

304E=304D 3099

3050=304F 3099

3052=3051 3099

3054=3053 3099

3056=3055 3099

3058=3057 3099
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305A=3059 3099

305C=305B 3099

305E=305D 3099

3060=305F 3099

3062=3061 3099

3065=3064 3099

3067=3066 3099

3069=3068

 3099

3070=306F 3099

3071=306F 309A

3073=3072 3099

3074=3072 309A

3076=3075 3099

3077=3075 309A

3079=3078 3099

307A=3078 309A

307C=307B 3099

307D=307B 309A

3094=3046 3099

309E=309D 3099

30AC=30AB 3099

30AE=30AD 3099

30B0=30AF 3099

30B2=30B1 3099

30B4=30B3 3099

30B6=30B5 3099

30B8=30B7 3099

30BA=30B9 3099

30BC=30BB 3099

30BE=30BD 3099

30C0=30BF 3099

30C2=30C1 3099

30C5=30C4 3099

30C7=30C6 3099

30C9=30C8 3099

30D0=30CF 3099

30D1=30CF 309A

30D3=30D2 3099

30D4=30D2 309A

30D6=30D5 3099

30D7=30D5 309A

30D9=30D8 3099

30DA=30D8 309A

30DC=30DB 3099

30DD=30DB 309A

30F4=30A6 3099

30F7=30EF 3099
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30F8=30F0 3099

30F9=30F1 3099

30FA=30F2 3099

30FE=30FD 3099

F900>8C48

F901>66F4

F902>8ECA

F903>8CC8

F904>6ED1

F905>4E32

F906>53E5

F907>9F9C

F908>9F9C

F909>5951

F90A>91D1

F90B>5587

F90C>5948

F90D>61F6

F90E>7669

F90F>7F85

F910>863F

F911>87BA

F912>88F8

F913>908F

F914>6A02

F915>6D1B

F916>70D9

F917>73DE

F918>843D

F919>916A

F91A>99F1

F91B>4E82

F91C>5375

F91D>6B04

F91E>721B

F91F>862D

F920>9E1E

F921>5D50

F922>6FEB

F923>85CD

F924>8964

F925>62C9

F926>81D8

F927>881F

F928>5ECA

F929>6717

F92A>6D6A

F92B>72FC
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F92C>90CE

F92D>4F86

F92E>51B7

F92F>52DE

F930>64C4

F931>6AD3

F932>7210

F933>76E7

F934>8001

F935>8606

F936>865C

F937>8DEF

F938>9732

F939>9B6F

F93A>9DFA

F93B>788C

F93C>797F

F93D>7DA0

F93E>83C9

F93F>9304

F940>9E7F

F941>8AD6

F942>58DF

F943>5F04

F944>7C60

F945>807E

F946>7262

F947>78CA

F948>8CC2

F949>96F7

F94A>58D8

F94B>5C62

F94C>6A13

F94D>6DDA

F94E>6F0F

F94F>7D2F

F950>7E37

F951>964B

F952>52D2

F953>808B

F954>51DC

F955>51CC

F956>7A1C

F957>7DBE

F958>83F1

F959>9675

F95A>8B80

F95B>62CF
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F95C>6A02

F95D>8AFE

F95E>4E39

F95F>5BE7

F960>6012

F961>7387

F962>7570

F963>5317

F964>78FB

F965>4FBF

F966>5FA9

F967>4E0D

F968>6CCC

F969>6578

F96A>7D22

F96B>53C3

F96C>585E

F96D>7701

F96E>8449

F96F>8AAA

F970>6BBA

F971>8FB0

F972>6C88

F973>62FE

F974>82E5

F975>63A0

F976>7565

F977>4EAE

F978>5169

F979>51C9

F97A>6881

F97B>7CE7

F97C>826F

F97D>8AD2

F97E>91CF

F97F>52F5

F980>5442

F981>5973

F982>5EEC

F983>65C5

F984>6FFE

F985>792A

F986>95AD

F987>9A6A

F988>9E97

F989>9ECE

F98A>529B

F98B>66C6
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F98C>6B77

F98D>8F62

F98E>5E74

F98F>6190

F990>6200

F991>649A

F992>6F23

F993>7149

F994>7489

F995>79CA

F996>7DF4

F997>806F

F998>8F26

F999>84EE

F99A>9023

F99B>934A

F99C>5217

F99D>52A3

F99E>54BD

F99F>70C8

F9A0>88C2

F9A1>8AAA

F9A2>5EC9

F9A3>5FF5

F9A4>637B

F9A5>6BAE

F9A6>7C3E

F9A7>7375

F9A8>4EE4

F9A9>56F9

F9AA>5BE7

F9AB>5DBA

F9AC>601C

F9AD>73B2

F9AE>7469

F9AF>7F9A

F9B0>8046

F9B1>9234

F9B2>96F6

F9B3>9748

F9B4>9818

F9B5>4F8B

F9B6>79AE

F9B7>91B4

F9B8>96B8

F9B9>60E1

F9BA>4E86

F9BB>50DA
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F9BC>5BEE

F9BD>5C3F

F9BE>6599

F9BF>6A02

F9C0>71CE

F9C1>7642

F9C2>84FC

F9C3>907C

F9C4>9F8D

F9C5>6688

F9C6>962E

F9C7>5289

F9C8>677B

F9C9>67F3

F9CA>6D41

F9CB>6E9C

F9CC>7409

F9CD>7559

F9CE>786B

F9CF>7D10

F9D0>985E

F9D1>516D

F9D2>622E

F9D3>9678

F9D4>502B

F9D5>5D19

F9D6>6DEA

F9D7>8F2A

F9D8>5F8B

F9D9>6144

F9DA>6817

F9DB>7387

F9DC>9686

F9DD>5229

F9DE>540F

F9DF>5C65

F9E0>6613

F9E1>674E

F9E2>68A8

F9E3>6CE5

F9E4>7406

F9E5>75E2

F9E6>7F79

F9E7>88CF

F9E8>88E1

F9E9>91CC

F9EA>96E2

F9EB>533F
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F9EC>6EBA

F9ED>541D

F9EE>71D0

F9EF>7498

F9F0>85FA

F9F1>96A3

F9F2>9C57

F9F3>9E9F

F9F4>6797

F9F5>6DCB

F9F6>81E8

F9F7>7ACB

F9F8>7B20

F9F9>7C92

F9FA>72C0

F9FB>7099

F9FC>8B58

F9FD>4EC0

F9FE>8336

F9FF>523A

FA00>5207

FA01>5EA6

FA02>62D3

FA03>7CD6

FA04>5B85

FA05>6D1E

FA06>66B4

FA07>8F3B

FA08>884C

FA09>964D

FA0A>898B

FA0B>5ED3

FA0C>5140

FA0D>55C0

FA10>585A

FA12>6674

FA15>51DE

FA16>732A

FA17>76CA

FA18>793C

FA19>795E

FA1A>7965

FA1B>798F

FA1C>9756

FA1D>7CBE

FA1E>7FBD

FA20>8612

FA22>8AF8
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FA25>9038

FA26>90FD

FA2A>98EF

FA2B>98FC

FA2C>9928

FA2D>9DB4

FA2E>90DE

FA2F>96B7

FA30>4FAE

FA31>50E7

FA32>514D

FA33>52C9

FA34>52E4

FA35>5351

FA36>559D

FA37>5606

FA38>5668

FA39>5840

FA3A>58A8

FA3B>5C64

FA3C>5C6E

FA3D>6094

FA3E>6168

FA3F>618E

FA40>61F2

FA41>654F

FA42>65E2

FA43>6691

FA44>6885

FA45>6D77

FA46>6E1A

FA47>6F22

FA48>716E

FA49>722B

FA4A>7422

FA4B>7891

FA4C>793E

FA4D>7949

FA4E>7948

FA4F>7950

FA50>7956

FA51>795D

FA52>798D

FA53>798E

FA54>7A40

FA55>7A81

FA56>7BC0

FA57>7DF4
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FA58>7E09

FA59>7E41

FA5A>7F72

FA5B>8005

FA5C>81ED

FA5D>8279

FA5E>8279

FA5F>8457

FA60>8910

FA61>8996

FA62>8B01

FA63>8B39

FA64>8CD3

FA65>8D08

FA66>8FB6

FA67>9038

FA68>96E3

FA69>97FF

FA6A>983B

FA6B>6075

FA6C>242EE

FA6D>8218

FA70>4E26

FA71>51B5

FA72>5168

FA73>4F80

FA74>5145

FA75>5180

FA76>52C7

FA77>52FA

FA78>559D

FA79>5555

FA7A>5599

FA7B>55E2

FA7C>585A

FA7D>58B3

FA7E>5944

FA7F>5954

FA80>5A62

FA81>5B28

FA82>5ED2

FA83>5ED9

FA84>5F69

FA85>5FAD

FA86>60D8

FA87>614E

FA88>6108

FA89>618E
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FA8A>6160

FA8B>61F2

FA8C>6234

FA8D>63C4

FA8E>641C

FA8F>6452

FA90>6556

FA91>6674

FA92>6717

FA93>671B

FA94>6756

FA95>6B79

FA96>6BBA

FA97>6D41

FA98>6EDB

FA99>6ECB

FA9A>6F22

FA9B>701E

FA9C>716E

FA9D>77A7

FA9E>7235

FA9F>72AF

FAA0>732A

FAA1>7471

FAA2>7506

FAA3>753B

FAA4>761D

FAA5>761F

FAA6>76CA

FAA7>76DB

FAA8>76F4

FAA9>774A

FAAA>7740

FAAB>78CC

FAAC>7AB1

FAAD>7BC0

FAAE>7C7B

FAAF>7D5B

FAB0>7DF4

FAB1>7F3E

FAB2>8005

FAB3>8352

FAB4>83EF

FAB5>8779

FAB6>8941

FAB7>8986

FAB8>8996

FAB9>8ABF
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FABA>8AF8

FABB>8ACB

FABC>8B01

FABD>8AFE

FABE>8AED

FABF>8B39

FAC0>8B8A

FAC1>8D08

FAC2>8F38

FAC3>9072

FAC4>9199

FAC5>9276

FAC6>967C

FAC7>96E3

FAC8>9756

FAC9>97DB

FACA>97FF

FACB>980B

FACC>983B

FACD>9B12

FACE>9F9C

FACF>2284A

FAD0>22844

FAD1>233D5

FAD2>3B9D

FAD3>4018

FAD4>4039

FAD5>25249

FAD6>25CD0

FAD7>27ED3

FAD8>9F43

FAD9>9F8E

FB1D>05D9

 05B4

FB1F>05F2 05B7

FB2A>05E9 05C1

FB2B>05E9 05C2

FB2C>FB49 05C1

FB2D>FB49 05C2

FB2E>05D0 05B7

FB2F>05D0 05B8

FB30>05D0 05BC

FB31>05D1 05BC

FB32>05D2 05BC

FB33>05D3 05BC

FB34>05D4 05BC

FB35>05D5 05BC

FB36>05D6 05BC
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FB38>05D8 05BC

FB39>05D9 05BC

FB3A>05DA 05BC

FB3B>05DB 05BC

FB3C>05DC 05BC

FB3E>05DE 05BC

FB40>05E0 05BC

FB41>05E1 05BC

FB43>05E3 05BC

FB44>05E4 05BC

FB46>05E6 05BC

FB47>05E7 05BC

FB48>05E8 05BC

FB49>05E9 05BC

FB4A>05EA 05BC

FB4B>05D5 05B9

FB4C>05D1 05BF

FB4D>05DB 05BF

FB4E>05E4 05BF

1109A=11099 110BA

1109C=1109B 110BA

110AB=110A5 110BA

1112E=11131 11127

1112F=11132 11127

1134B=11347 1133E

1134C=11347 11357

114BB=114B9 114BA

114BC=114B9 114B0

114BE=114B9 114BD

115BA=115B8 115AF

115BB=115B9 115AF

11938=11935

 11930

1D15E>1D157 1D165

1D15F>1D158 1D165

1D160>1D15F 1D16E

1D161>1D15F 1D16F

1D162>1D15F 1D170

1D163>1D15F 1D171

1D164>1D15F 1D172

1D1BB>1D1B9 1D165

1D1BC>1D1BA 1D165

1D1BD>1D1BB 1D16E

1D1BE>1D1BC 1D16E

1D1BF>1D1BB 1D16F

1D1C0>1D1BC 1D16F

2F800>4E3D

2F801>4E38
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2F802>4E41

2F803>20122

2F804>4F60

2F805>4FAE

2F806>4FBB

2F807>5002

2F808>507A

2F809>5099

2F80A>50E7

2F80B>50CF

2F80C>349E

2F80D>2063A

2F80E>514D

2F80F>5154

2F810>5164

2F811>5177

2F812>2051C

2F813>34B9

2F814>5167

2F815>518D

2F816>2054B

2F817>5197

2F818>51A4

2F819>4ECC

2F81A>51AC

2F81B>51B5

2F81C>291DF

2F81D>51F5

2F81E>5203

2F81F>34DF

2F820>523B

2F821>5246

2F822>5272

2F823>5277

2F824>3515

2F825>52C7

2F826>52C9

2F827>52E4

2F828>52FA

2F829>5305

2F82A>5306

2F82B>5317

2F82C>5349

2F82D>5351

2F82E>535A

2F82F>5373

2F830>537D

2F831>537F
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2F832>537F

2F833>537F

2F834>20A2C

2F835>7070

2F836>53CA

2F837>53DF

2F838>20B63

2F839>53EB

2F83A>53F1

2F83B>5406

2F83C>549E

2F83D>5438

2F83E>5448

2F83F>5468

2F840>54A2

2F841>54F6

2F842>5510

2F843>5553

2F844>5563

2F845>5584

2F846>5584

2F847>5599

2F848>55AB

2F849>55B3

2F84A>55C2

2F84B>5716

2F84C>5606

2F84D>5717

2F84E>5651

2F84F>5674

2F850>5207

2F851>58EE

2F852>57CE

2F853>57F4

2F854>580D

2F855>578B

2F856>5832

2F857>5831

2F858>58AC

2F859>214E4

2F85A>58F2

2F85B>58F7

2F85C>5906

2F85D>591A

2F85E>5922

2F85F>5962

2F860>216A8

2F861>216EA
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2F862>59EC

2F863>5A1B

2F864>5A27

2F865>59D8

2F866>5A66

2F867>36EE

2F868>36FC

2F869>5B08

2F86A>5B3E

2F86B>5B3E

2F86C>219C8

2F86D>5BC3

2F86E>5BD8

2F86F>5BE7

2F870>5BF3

2F871>21B18

2F872>5BFF

2F873>5C06

2F874>5F53

2F875>5C22

2F876>3781

2F877>5C60

2F878>5C6E

2F879>5CC0

2F87A>5C8D

2F87B>21DE4

2F87C>5D43

2F87D>21DE6

2F87E>5D6E

2F87F>5D6B

2F880>5D7C

2F881>5DE1

2F882>5DE2

2F883>382F

2F884>5DFD

2F885>5E28

2F886>5E3D

2F887>5E69

2F888>3862

2F889>22183

2F88A>387C

2F88B>5EB0

2F88C>5EB3

2F88D>5EB6

2F88E>5ECA

2F88F>2A392

2F890>5EFE

2F891>22331
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2F892>22331

2F893>8201

2F894>5F22

2F895>5F22

2F896>38C7

2F897>232B8

2F898>261DA

2F899>5F62

2F89A>5F6B

2F89B>38E3

2F89C>5F9A

2F89D>5FCD

2F89E>5FD7

2F89F>5FF9

2F8A0>6081

2F8A1>393A

2F8A2>391C

2F8A3>6094

2F8A4>226D4

2F8A5>60C7

2F8A6>6148

2F8A7>614C

2F8A8>614E

2F8A9>614C

2F8AA>617A

2F8AB>618E

2F8AC>61B2

2F8AD>61A4

2F8AE>61AF

2F8AF>61DE

2F8B0>61F2

2F8B1>61F6

2F8B2>6210

2F8B3>621B

2F8B4>625D

2F8B5>62B1

2F8B6>62D4

2F8B7>6350

2F8B8>22B0C

2F8B9>633D

2F8BA>62FC

2F8BB>6368

2F8BC>6383

2F8BD>63E4

2F8BE>22BF1

2F8BF>6422

2F8C0>63C5

2F8C1>63A9
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2F8C2>3A2E

2F8C3>6469

2F8C4>647E

2F8C5>649D

2F8C6>6477

2F8C7>3A6C

2F8C8>654F

2F8C9>656C

2F8CA>2300A

2F8CB>65E3

2F8CC>66F8

2F8CD>6649

2F8CE>3B19

2F8CF>6691

2F8D0>3B08

2F8D1>3AE4

2F8D2>5192

2F8D3>5195

2F8D4>6700

2F8D5>669C

2F8D6>80AD

2F8D7>43D9

2F8D8>6717

2F8D9>671B

2F8DA>6721

2F8DB>675E

2F8DC>6753

2F8DD>233C3

2F8DE>3B49

2F8DF>67FA

2F8E0>6785

2F8E1>6852

2F8E2>6885

2F8E3>2346D

2F8E4>688E

2F8E5>681F

2F8E6>6914

2F8E7>3B9D

2F8E8>6942

2F8E9>69A3

2F8EA>69EA

2F8EB>6AA8

2F8EC>236A3

2F8ED>6ADB

2F8EE>3C18

2F8EF>6B21

2F8F0>238A7

2F8F1>6B54
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2F8F2>3C4E

2F8F3>6B72

2F8F4>6B9F

2F8F5>6BBA

2F8F6>6BBB

2F8F7>23A8D

2F8F8>21D0B

2F8F9>23AFA

2F8FA>6C4E

2F8FB>23CBC

2F8FC>6CBF

2F8FD>6CCD

2F8FE>6C67

2F8FF>6D16

2F900>6D3E

2F901>6D77

2F902>6D41

2F903>6D69

2F904>6D78

2F905>6D85

2F906>23D1E

2F907>6D34

2F908>6E2F

2F909>6E6E

2F90A>3D33

2F90B>6ECB

2F90C>6EC7

2F90D>23ED1

2F90E>6DF9

2F90F>6F6E

2F910>23F5E

2F911>23F8E

2F912>6FC6

2F913>7039

2F914>701E

2F915>701B

2F916>3D96

2F917>704A

2F918>707D

2F919>7077

2F91A>70AD

2F91B>20525

2F91C>7145

2F91D>24263

2F91E>719C

2F91F>243AB

2F920>7228

2F921>7235
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2F922>7250

2F923>24608

2F924>7280

2F925>7295

2F926>24735

2F927>24814

2F928>737A

2F929>738B

2F92A>3EAC

2F92B>73A5

2F92C>3EB8

2F92D>3EB8

2F92E>7447

2F92F>745C

2F930>7471

2F931>7485

2F932>74CA

2F933>3F1B

2F934>7524

2F935>24C36

2F936>753E

2F937>24C92

2F938>7570

2F939>2219F

2F93A>7610

2F93B>24FA1

2F93C>24FB8

2F93D>25044

2F93E>3FFC

2F93F>4008

2F940>76F4

2F941>250F3

2F942>250F2

2F943>25119

2F944>25133

2F945>771E

2F946>771F

2F947>771F

2F948>774A

2F949>4039

2F94A>778B

2F94B>4046

2F94C>4096

2F94D>2541D

2F94E>784E

2F94F>788C

2F950>78CC

2F951>40E3
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2F952>25626

2F953>7956

2F954>2569A

2F955>256C5

2F956>798F

2F957>79EB

2F958>412F

2F959>7A40

2F95A>7A4A

2F95B>7A4F

2F95C>2597C

2F95D>25AA7

2F95E>25AA7

2F95F>7AEE

2F960>4202

2F961>25BAB

2F962>7BC6

2F963>7BC9

2F964>4227

2F965>25C80

2F966>7CD2

2F967>42A0

2F968>7CE8

2F969>7CE3

2F96A>7D00

2F96B>25F86

2F96C>7D63

2F96D>4301

2F96E>7DC7

2F96F>7E02

2F970>7E45

2F971>4334

2F972>26228

2F973>26247

2F974>4359

2F975>262D9

2F976>7F7A

2F977>2633E

2F978>7F95

2F979>7FFA

2F97A>8005

2F97B>264DA

2F97C>26523

2F97D>8060

2F97E>265A8

2F97F>8070

2F980>2335F

2F981>43D5
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2F982>80B2

2F983>8103

2F984>440B

2F985>813E

2F986>5AB5

2F987>267A7

2F988>267B5

2F989>23393

2F98A>2339C

2F98B>8201

2F98C>8204

2F98D>8F9E

2F98E>446B

2F98F>8291

2F990>828B

2F991>829D

2F992>52B3

2F993>82B1

2F994>82B3

2F995>82BD

2F996>82E6

2F997>26B3C

2F998>82E5

2F999>831D

2F99A>8363

2F99B>83AD

2F99C>8323

2F99D>83BD

2F99E>83E7

2F99F>8457

2F9A0>8353

2F9A1>83CA

2F9A2>83CC

2F9A3>83DC

2F9A4>26C36

2F9A5>26D6B

2F9A6>26CD5

2F9A7>452B

2F9A8>84F1

2F9A9>84F3

2F9AA>8516

2F9AB>273CA

2F9AC>8564

2F9AD>26F2C

2F9AE>455D

2F9AF>4561

2F9B0>26FB1

2F9B1>270D2
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2F9B2>456B

2F9B3>8650

2F9B4>865C

2F9B5>8667

2F9B6>8669

2F9B7>86A9

2F9B8>8688

2F9B9>870E

2F9BA>86E2

2F9BB>8779

2F9BC>8728

2F9BD>876B

2F9BE>8786

2F9BF>45D7

2F9C0>87E1

2F9C1>8801

2F9C2>45F9

2F9C3>8860

2F9C4>8863

2F9C5>27667

2F9C6>88D7

2F9C7>88DE

2F9C8>4635

2F9C9>88FA

2F9CA>34BB

2F9CB>278AE

2F9CC>27966

2F9CD>46BE

2F9CE>46C7

2F9CF>8AA0

2F9D0>8AED

2F9D1>8B8A

2F9D2>8C55

2F9D3>27CA8

2F9D4>8CAB

2F9D5>8CC1

2F9D6>8D1B

2F9D7>8D77

2F9D8>27F2F

2F9D9>20804

2F9DA>8DCB

2F9DB>8DBC

2F9DC>8DF0

2F9DD>208DE

2F9DE>8ED4

2F9DF>8F38

2F9E0>285D2

2F9E1>285ED
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2F9E2>9094

2F9E3>90F1

2F9E4>9111

2F9E5>2872E

2F9E6>911B

2F9E7>9238

2F9E8>92D7

2F9E9>92D8

2F9EA>927C

2F9EB>93F9

2F9EC>9415

2F9ED>28BFA

2F9EE>958B

2F9EF>4995

2F9F0>95B7

2F9F1>28D77

2F9F2>49E6

2F9F3>96C3

2F9F4>5DB2

2F9F5>9723

2F9F6>29145

2F9F7>2921A

2F9F8>4A6E

2F9F9>4A76

2F9FA>97E0

2F9FB>2940A

2F9FC>4AB2

2F9FD>29496

2F9FE>980B

2F9FF>980B

2FA00>9829

2FA01>295B6

2FA02>98E2

2FA03>4B33

2FA04>9929

2FA05>99A7

2FA06>99C2

2FA07>99FE

2FA08>4BCE

2FA09>29B30

2FA0A>9B12

2FA0B>9C40

2FA0C>9CFD

2FA0D>4CCE

2FA0E>4CED

2FA0F>9D67

2FA10>2A0CE

2FA11>4CF8
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2FA12>2A105

2FA13>2A20E

2FA14>2A291

2FA15>9EBB

2FA16>4D56

2FA17>9EF9

2FA18>9EFE

2FA19>9F05

2FA1A>9F0F

2FA1B>9F16

2FA1C>9F3B

2FA1D>2A600

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/unidata/norm2/nfc.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4518.txt --A1 --ldap --C3 --C4 -

-C5 --C8 --normalize

###################

 

@normalize;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED
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037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992;

 ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED
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09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED
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0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED
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0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED
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1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347;

 ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED
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17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED
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2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED
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FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ;

 UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED
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40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code

 points 3653

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18
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# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A;

 ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# Map table for LDAP profile (rfc4518.txt)

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP
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FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FFFC; ; MAP

0009; 0020; MAP

000A; 0020; MAP

000B; 0020; MAP

000C; 0020; MAP

000D; 0020; MAP

0085; 0020; MAP

0000; ; MAP

0001; ; MAP

0002; ; MAP

0003; ; MAP

0004; ; MAP

0005; ; MAP

0006; ; MAP

0007; ; MAP

0008; ; MAP

000E; ; MAP

000F; ; MAP

0010; ; MAP

0011; ; MAP

0012; ; MAP

0013; ; MAP

0014; ; MAP

0015; ; MAP

0016; ; MAP

0017; ; MAP

0018; ; MAP

0019; ; MAP

001A; ; MAP

001B; ; MAP

001C; ; MAP

001D; ; MAP

001E; ; MAP

001F; ; MAP

007F; ; MAP

0080; ; MAP

0081; ; MAP

0082; ; MAP

0083; ; MAP

0084; ; MAP

0086; ; MAP

0087; ; MAP

0088; ; MAP

0089; ; MAP

008A; ;
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 MAP

008B; ; MAP

008C; ; MAP

008D; ; MAP

008E; ; MAP

008F; ; MAP

0090; ; MAP

0091; ; MAP

0092; ; MAP

0093; ; MAP

0094; ; MAP

0095; ; MAP

0096; ; MAP

0097; ; MAP

0098; ; MAP

0099; ; MAP

009A; ; MAP

009B; ; MAP

009C; ; MAP

009D; ; MAP

009E; ; MAP

009F; ; MAP

06DD; ; MAP

070F; ; MAP

180E; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

200E; ; MAP

200F; ; MAP

202A; ; MAP

202B; ; MAP

202C; ; MAP

202D; ; MAP

202E; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

2061; ; MAP

2062; ; MAP

2063; ; MAP

206A; ; MAP

206B; ; MAP

206C; ; MAP

206D; ; MAP

206E; ; MAP

206F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

FFF9; ; MAP

FFFA; ; MAP

FFFB; ; MAP
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1D173; ; MAP

1D174; ; MAP

1D175; ; MAP

1D176; ; MAP

1D177; ; MAP

1D178; ; MAP

1D179; ; MAP

1D17A; ; MAP

E0001; ; MAP

E0020; ; MAP

E0021; ; MAP

E0022; ; MAP

E0023; ; MAP

E0024; ; MAP

E0025; ; MAP

E0026; ; MAP

E0027; ; MAP

E0028; ; MAP

E0029; ; MAP

E002A; ; MAP

E002B; ; MAP

E002C; ; MAP

E002D; ; MAP

E002E; ; MAP

E002F; ; MAP

E0030; ; MAP

E0031; ; MAP

E0032; ; MAP

E0033; ; MAP

E0034; ; MAP

E0035; ; MAP

E0036; ; MAP

E0037; ; MAP

E0038;

 ; MAP

E0039; ; MAP

E003A; ; MAP

E003B; ; MAP

E003C; ; MAP

E003D; ; MAP

E003E; ; MAP

E003F; ; MAP

E0040; ; MAP

E0041; ; MAP

E0042; ; MAP

E0043; ; MAP

E0044; ; MAP

E0045; ; MAP
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E0046; ; MAP

E0047; ; MAP

E0048; ; MAP

E0049; ; MAP

E004A; ; MAP

E004B; ; MAP

E004C; ; MAP

E004D; ; MAP

E004E; ; MAP

E004F; ; MAP

E0050; ; MAP

E0051; ; MAP

E0052; ; MAP

E0053; ; MAP

E0054; ; MAP

E0055; ; MAP

E0056; ; MAP

E0057; ; MAP

E0058; ; MAP

E0059; ; MAP

E005A; ; MAP

E005B; ; MAP

E005C; ; MAP

E005D; ; MAP

E005E; ; MAP

E005F; ; MAP

E0060; ; MAP

E0061; ; MAP

E0062; ; MAP

E0063; ; MAP

E0064; ; MAP

E0065; ; MAP

E0066; ; MAP

E0067; ; MAP

E0068; ; MAP

E0069; ; MAP

E006A; ; MAP

E006B; ; MAP

E006C; ; MAP

E006D; ; MAP

E006E; ; MAP

E006F; ; MAP

E0070; ; MAP

E0071; ; MAP

E0072; ; MAP

E0073; ; MAP

E0074; ; MAP

E0075; ; MAP
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E0076; ; MAP

E0077; ; MAP

E0078; ; MAP

E0079; ; MAP

E007A; ; MAP

E007B; ; MAP

E007C; ; MAP

E007D; ; MAP

E007E; ; MAP

E007F; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

00A0; 0020; MAP

1680; 0020; MAP

2000; 0020; MAP

2001;

 0020; MAP

2002; 0020; MAP

2003; 0020; MAP

2004; 0020; MAP

2005; 0020; MAP

2006; 0020; MAP

2007; 0020; MAP

2008; 0020; MAP

2009; 0020; MAP

200A; 0020; MAP

2028; 0020; MAP

2029; 0020; MAP

202F; 0020; MAP

205F; 0020; MAP

3000; 0020; MAP

 

# Total code points 238

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc4518.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on May  9 2007)

# from source files 34B083BA.RPMAP120 and 83BA34B0.TPMAP110
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#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-33722_P120-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  3

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xF4\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-33722_VASCII_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-8d, 8e:2, 8f:3, 90-9f,

 a1-fe:1

<icu:state>                   a1-fe

<icu:state>                   a1-e4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe:1, a1:4, a3-af:4, b6:4, d6:4, da-db:4, ed-f2:4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe.u

 

# build an extension-only (delta) .cnv file

# requires the base .cnv file at runtime

<icu:base>                    "ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-2004_U2"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0
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<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028>

 \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0
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<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x8E\xE3 |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066>

 \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0
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<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x8E\xE4 |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A1> \x1A |2

<U00A2> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U00A3> \x8E\xE1 |0

<U00A4>

 \x1A |2

<U00A5> \x5C |0
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<U00A6> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xAF |0

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AA> \x1A |2

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AC> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U00AD> \x1A |2

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B0> \xA1\xEB |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xDE |0

<U00B2> \x1A |2

<U00B3> \x1A |2

<U00B4> \xA1\xAD |0

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B6> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U00B7> \x1A |2

<U00B8> \x1A |2

<U00B9> \x1A |2

<U00BA> \x1A |2

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00BC> \x1A |2

<U00BD> \x1A |2

<U00BE> \x1A |2

<U00BF> \x1A |2

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1> \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2

<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C6> \x1A |2

<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D0> \x1A |2

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2
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<U00D6> \x1A |2

<U00D7> \xA1\xDF |0

<U00D8> \x1A |2

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD> \x1A |2

<U00DE> \x1A |2

<U00DF> \x1A |2

<U00E0>

 \x1A |2

<U00E1> \x1A |2

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4> \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E6> \x1A |2

<U00E7> \x1A |2

<U00E8> \x1A |2

<U00E9> \x1A |2

<U00EA> \x1A |2

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \x1A |2

<U00ED> \x1A |2

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F0> \x1A |2

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \x1A |2

<U00F3> \x1A |2

<U00F4> \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2

<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F7> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U00F8> \x1A |2

<U00F9> \x1A |2

<U00FA> \x1A |2

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \x1A |2

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FE> \x1A |2

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U0391> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U0392> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U0393> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U0394> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U0395> \xA6\xA5 |0
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<U0396> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U0397> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U0398> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U0399> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U039A> \xA6\xAA |0

<U039B> \xA6\xAB |0

<U039C> \xA6\xAC |0

<U039D> \xA6\xAD |0

<U039E> \xA6\xAE |0

<U039F> \xA6\xAF |0

<U03A0> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U03A1> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U03A3> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U03A4> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U03A5> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U03A6> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U03A7> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U03A8> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U03A9> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U03B1>

 \xA6\xC1 |0

<U03B2> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U03B3> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U03B4> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U03B5> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U03B6> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U03B7> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U03B8> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U03B9> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U03BA> \xA6\xCA |0

<U03BB> \xA6\xCB |0

<U03BC> \xA6\xCC |0

<U03BD> \xA6\xCD |0

<U03BE> \xA6\xCE |0

<U03BF> \xA6\xCF |0

<U03C0> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U03C1> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U03C3> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U03C4> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U03C5> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U03C6> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U03C7> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U03C8> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U03C9> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U0401> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xA7\xA3 |0
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<U0413> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xA7\xAA |0

<U0419> \xA7\xAB |0

<U041A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U041B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U041C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U041D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U041E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xA7\xBA |0

<U0429>

 \xA7\xBB |0

<U042A> \xA7\xBC |0

<U042B> \xA7\xBD |0

<U042C> \xA7\xBE |0

<U042D> \xA7\xBF |0

<U042E> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xA7\xDA |0

<U0439> \xA7\xDB |0

<U043A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U043B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U043C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U043D> \xA7\xDF |0

<U043E> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xA7\xE3 |0
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<U0442> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xA7\xEA |0

<U0449> \xA7\xEB |0

<U044A> \xA7\xEC |0

<U044B> \xA7\xED |0

<U044C> \xA7\xEE |0

<U044D> \xA7\xEF |0

<U044E> \xA7\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xA7\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xBE |0

<U2014> \xA1\xBD |0

<U2015> \xA1\xBD |1

<U2016> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2018> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U2019> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U201C> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xF7 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xF8 |0

<U2025>

 \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xEC |0

<U2033> \xA1\xED |0

<U203B> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U203E> \x7E |0

<U2103> \xA1\xEE |0

<U2116> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |0

<U2121> \x8F\xF3\xB9 |0

<U212B> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2160> \x8F\xF3\xAB |0

<U2161> \x8F\xF3\xAC |0

<U2162> \x8F\xF3\xAD |0

<U2163> \x8F\xF3\xAE |0

<U2164> \x8F\xF3\xAF |0

<U2165> \x8F\xF3\xB0 |0

<U2166> \x8F\xF3\xB1 |0

<U2167> \x8F\xF3\xB2 |0

<U2168> \x8F\xF3\xB3 |0

<U2169> \x8F\xF3\xB4 |0

<U2170> \x8F\xF3\xA1 |0
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<U2171> \x8F\xF3\xA2 |0

<U2172> \x8F\xF3\xA3 |0

<U2173> \x8F\xF3\xA4 |0

<U2174> \x8F\xF3\xA5 |0

<U2175> \x8F\xF3\xA6 |0

<U2176> \x8F\xF3\xA7 |0

<U2177> \x8F\xF3\xA8 |0

<U2178> \x8F\xF3\xA9 |0

<U2179> \x8F\xF3\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA2\xAB |0

<U2191> \xA2\xAC |0

<U2192> \xA2\xAA |0

<U2193> \xA2\xAD |0

<U2195> \x1A |2

<U21B5> \x1A |2

<U21D2> \xA2\xCD |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xCE |0

<U2200> \xA2\xCF |0

<U2202> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2203> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U2207> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2208> \xA2\xBA |0

<U220B> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2212> \xA1\xDD |0

<U221A> \xA2\xE5

 |0

<U221D> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2220> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2225> \xA1\xC2 |1

<U2227> \xA2\xCA |0

<U2228> \xA2\xCB |0

<U2229> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U222A> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U222B> \xA2\xE9 |0

<U222C> \xA2\xEA |0

<U2234> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2235> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U223D> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U2252> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U2261> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2266> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U2267> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U226A> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U226B> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U2282> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2283> \xA2\xBF |0
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<U2286> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2287> \xA2\xBD |0

<U22A5> \xA2\xDD |0

<U2312> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2500> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA8\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA8\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U250F> \xA8\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U2513> \xA8\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U2517> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA8\xA5 |0

<U251B> \xA8\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA8\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA8\xBC |0

<U2520> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U2523> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA8\xBE |0

<U2528> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U252B> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U252F> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA8\xBD |0

<U2533> \xA8\xB3

 |0

<U2534> \xA8\xAA |0

<U2537> \xA8\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA8\xBF |0

<U253B> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA8\xAB |0

<U253F> \xA8\xBB |0

<U2542> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U254B> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U2550> \x1A |2

<U2551> \x1A |2

<U2554> \x1A |2

<U2557> \x1A |2

<U255A> \x1A |2

<U255D> \x1A |2

<U2560> \x1A |2

<U2563> \x1A |2

<U2566> \x1A |2

<U2569> \x1A |2

<U256C> \x1A |2
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<U2591> \x1A |2

<U2593> \x1A |2

<U25A0> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U25A1> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U25B2> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U25B3> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U25BC> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U25BD> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U25C6> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xFE |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xFB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xFD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xFC |0

<U25EF> \xA2\xFE |0

<U2605> \xA1\xFA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U263C> \x1A |2

<U2640> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2642> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U266A> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U266D> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U266F> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U3005> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U3006> \xA1\xBA |0

<U3007> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3008> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U300C>

 \xA1\xD6 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U300F> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U3010> \xA1\xDA |0

<U3011> \xA1\xDB |0

<U3012> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U3013> \xA2\xAE |0

<U3014> \xA1\xCC |0

<U3015> \xA1\xCD |0

<U301C> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U303F> \x1A |2

<U3041> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xA4\xA2 |0
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<U3043> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U304B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U304C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U304D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U304E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U304F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3050> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U305B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U305C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U305D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U305E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U305F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3060> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xA4\xC7

 |0

<U3068> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U306B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U306C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U306D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U306E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U306F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3070> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xA4\xD1 |0
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<U3072> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U307B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U307C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U307D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U307E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U307F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3080> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U308B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U308C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U308D> \xA4\xED |0

<U308E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U308F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3090> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U309B> \xA1\xAB |0

<U309C> \xA1\xAC |0

<U309D> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U309E> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U30A1> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xA5\xA2

 |0

<U30A3> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xA5\xA9 |0
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<U30AA> \xA5\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xA5\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xA5\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xA5\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xA5\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xA5\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xA5\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xA5\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xA5\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xA5\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xA5\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xA5\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xA5\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xA5\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xA5\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xA5\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xA5\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xA5\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xA5\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xA5\xD4

 |0

<U30D5> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xA5\xD8 |0
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<U30D9> \xA5\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xA5\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xA5\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xA5\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xA5\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xA5\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xA5\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xA5\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xA5\xED |0

<U30EE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U30FC> \xA1\xBC |0

<U30FD> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U30FE> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3231> \x8F\xF3\xB7 |0

<U4E00> \xB0\xEC |0

<U4E01> \xC3\xFA |0

<U4E03> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U4E07> \xCB\xFC |0

<U4E08> \xBE\xE6 |0

<U4E09> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U4E0A> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U4E0B> \xB2\xBC |0

<U4E0D> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U4E0E> \xCD\xBF |0

<U4E10>

 \xD0\xA2 |0

<U4E11> \xB1\xAF |0
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<U4E14> \xB3\xEE |0

<U4E15> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U4E16> \xC0\xA4 |0

<U4E17> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U4E18> \xB5\xD6 |0

<U4E19> \xCA\xBA |0

<U4E1E> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U4E21> \xCE\xBE |0

<U4E26> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U4E28> \x8F\xB0\xA9 |0

<U4E2A> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U4E2D> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U4E31> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U4E32> \xB6\xFA |0

<U4E36> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U4E38> \xB4\xDD |0

<U4E39> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U4E3B> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U4E3C> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U4E3F> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U4E42> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U4E43> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U4E45> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U4E4B> \xC7\xB7 |0

<U4E4D> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U4E4E> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U4E4F> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U4E55> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U4E56> \xD0\xAA |0

<U4E57> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U4E58> \xD0\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U4E5D> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U4E5E> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U4E5F> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U4E62> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U4E71> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U4E73> \xC6\xFD |0

<U4E7E> \xB4\xA5 |0

<U4E80> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U4E82> \xD0\xAC |0

<U4E85> \xD0\xAD |0

<U4E86> \xCE\xBB |0

<U4E88> \xCD\xBD |0

<U4E89> \xC1\xE8 |0

<U4E8A> \xD0\xAF |0

<U4E8B> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U4E8C> \xC6\xF3 |0
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<U4E8E>

 \xD0\xB2 |0

<U4E91> \xB1\xBE |0

<U4E92> \xB8\xDF |0

<U4E94> \xB8\xDE |0

<U4E95> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U4E98> \xCF\xCB |0

<U4E99> \xCF\xCA |0

<U4E9B> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U4E9C> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U4E9E> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U4E9F> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U4EA0> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U4EA1> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U4EA2> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U4EA4> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U4EA5> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U4EA6> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U4EA8> \xB5\xFC |0

<U4EAB> \xB5\xFD |0

<U4EAC> \xB5\xFE |0

<U4EAD> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U4EAE> \xCE\xBC |0

<U4EB0> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U4EB3> \xD0\xB8 |0

<U4EB6> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U4EBA> \xBF\xCD |0

<U4EC0> \xBD\xBA |0

<U4EC1> \xBF\xCE |0

<U4EC2> \xD0\xBE |0

<U4EC4> \xD0\xBC |0

<U4EC6> \xD0\xBD |0

<U4EC7> \xB5\xD8 |0

<U4ECA> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U4ECB> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U4ECD> \xD0\xBB |0

<U4ECE> \xD0\xBA |0

<U4ECF> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U4ED4> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U4ED5> \xBB\xC5 |0

<U4ED6> \xC2\xBE |0

<U4ED7> \xD0\xBF |0

<U4ED8> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U4ED9> \xC0\xE7 |0

<U4EDD> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U4EDE> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U4EDF> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U4EE1> \x8F\xB0\xC8 |0
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<U4EE3> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U4EE4> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U4EE5> \xB0\xCA |0

<U4EED>

 \xD0\xC1 |0

<U4EEE> \xB2\xBE |0

<U4EF0> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U4EF2> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U4EF6> \xB7\xEF |0

<U4EF7> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U4EFB> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U4EFC> \x8F\xF4\xA2 |0

<U4F00> \x8F\xB0\xD2 |0

<U4F01> \xB4\xEB |0

<U4F03> \x8F\xB0\xD4 |0

<U4F09> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U4F0A> \xB0\xCB |0

<U4F0D> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U4F0E> \xB4\xEC |0

<U4F0F> \xC9\xFA |0

<U4F10> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U4F11> \xB5\xD9 |0

<U4F1A> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U4F1C> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U4F1D> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U4F2F> \xC7\xEC |0

<U4F30> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U4F34> \xC8\xBC |0

<U4F36> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U4F38> \xBF\xAD |0

<U4F39> \x8F\xB0\xE3 |0

<U4F3A> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U4F3C> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U4F3D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U4F43> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U4F46> \xC3\xA2 |0

<U4F47> \xD0\xCA |0

<U4F4D> \xB0\xCC |0

<U4F4E> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F4F> \xBD\xBB |0

<U4F50> \xBA\xB4 |0

<U4F51> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U4F53> \xC2\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xB2\xBF |0

<U4F56> \x8F\xB0\xEE |0

<U4F57> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U4F59> \xCD\xBE |0

<U4F5A> \xD0\xC5 |0
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<U4F5B> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U4F5C> \xBA\xEE |0

<U4F5D> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U4F5E> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U4F69> \xD0\xD0 |0

<U4F6F>

 \xD0\xD3 |0

<U4F70> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4F73> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U4F75> \xCA\xBB |0

<U4F76> \xD0\xCB |0

<U4F7B> \xD0\xCF |0

<U4F7C> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U4F7F> \xBB\xC8 |0

<U4F83> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U4F86> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U4F88> \xD0\xCC |0

<U4F8A> \x8F\xB1\xA3 |0

<U4F8B> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U4F8D> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U4F8F> \xD0\xCD |0

<U4F91> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U4F92> \x8F\xB1\xA7 |0

<U4F94> \x8F\xB1\xA9 |0

<U4F96> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U4F98> \xD0\xCE |0

<U4F9A> \x8F\xB1\xAC |0

<U4F9B> \xB6\xA1 |0

<U4F9D> \xB0\xCD |0

<U4FA0> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U4FA1> \xB2\xC1 |0

<U4FAB> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U4FAD> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U4FAE> \xC9\xEE |0

<U4FAF> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U4FB5> \xBF\xAF |0

<U4FB6> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U4FBF> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U4FC2> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U4FC3> \xC2\xA5 |0

<U4FC4> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U4FC9> \x8F\xB1\xBB |0

<U4FCA> \xBD\xD3 |0

<U4FCD> \x8F\xB1\xBE |0

<U4FCE> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U4FD0> \xD0\xDE |0

<U4FD1> \xD0\xDC |0

<U4FD4> \xD0\xD7 |0
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<U4FD7> \xC2\xAF |0

<U4FD8> \xD0\xDA |0

<U4FDA> \xD0\xDD |0

<U4FDB> \xD0\xDB |0

<U4FDD> \xCA\xDD |0

<U4FDF> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U4FE0> \xB6\xA2

 |1

<U4FE1> \xBF\xAE |0

<U4FE3> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U4FE4> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4FE5> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U4FEE> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U4FEF> \xD0\xED |0

<U4FF3> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U4FF5> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U4FF6> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U4FF8> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U4FFA> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U4FFE> \xD0\xEC |0

<U4FFF> \x8F\xB1\xC8 |0

<U5005> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U5006> \xD0\xEF |0

<U5009> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U500B> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U500D> \xC7\xDC |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U5011> \xD0\xEE |0

<U5012> \xC5\xDD |0

<U5014> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U5016> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U5019> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U501A> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U501E> \x8F\xB1\xD7 |0

<U501F> \xBC\xDA |0

<U5021> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U5022> \x8F\xB1\xD8 |0

<U5023> \xCA\xEF |0

<U5024> \xC3\xCD |0

<U5025> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U5026> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U5028> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U5029> \xD0\xEA |0

<U502A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U502B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U502C> \xD0\xEB |0

<U502D> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U5036> \xB6\xE6 |0
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<U5039> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U5040> \x8F\xB1\xDF |0

<U5042> \x8F\xB1\xE1 |0

<U5043> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5046> \x8F\xB1\xE3 |0

<U5047> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U5048> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5049> \xB0\xCE |0

<U504F> \xCA\xD0

 |0

<U5050> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5055> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5056> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U505A> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U505C> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U5065> \xB7\xF2 |0

<U506C> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5070> \x8F\xB1\xF4 |0

<U5072> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5074> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5075> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U5076> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U5078> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U507D> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U5080> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5085> \xD0\xFC |0

<U508D> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U5091> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U5094> \x8F\xB2\xA3 |0

<U5098> \xBB\xB1 |0

<U5099> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U509A> \xD0\xFB |0

<U50AC> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U50AD> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U50B2> \xD0\xFE |0

<U50B3> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U50B4> \xD0\xFD |0

<U50B5> \xBA\xC4 |0

<U50B7> \xBD\xFD |0

<U50BE> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U50C2> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U50C5> \xB6\xCF |0

<U50C9> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U50CA> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U50CD> \xC6\xAF |0

<U50CF> \xC1\xFC |0

<U50D1> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U50D5> \xCB\xCD |0
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<U50D6> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U50D8> \x8F\xB2\xBB |0

<U50DA> \xCE\xBD |0

<U50DE> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U50E3> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U50E5> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U50E7> \xC1\xCE |0

<U50ED> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U50EE> \xD1\xAA |0

<U50F4> \x8F\xF4\xA3 |0

<U50F5> \xD1\xAC

 |0

<U50F9> \xD1\xAB |0

<U50FB> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U5100> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U5101> \xD1\xAE |0

<U5102> \xD1\xAF |0

<U5104> \xB2\xAF |0

<U5109> \xD1\xAD |0

<U5112> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U5114> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U5115> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U5116> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5118> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U511A> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U511F> \xBD\xFE |0

<U5121> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U512A> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U5132> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U5137> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U513B> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U513C> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U513F> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U5140> \xD1\xBA |0

<U5141> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U5143> \xB8\xB5 |0

<U5144> \xB7\xBB |0

<U5145> \xBD\xBC |0

<U5146> \xC3\xFB |0

<U5147> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U5148> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U5149> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U514A> \x8F\xB2\xE6 |0

<U514B> \xB9\xEE |0

<U514C> \xD1\xBC |0

<U514D> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U514E> \xC5\xC6 |0
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<U5150> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U5152> \xD1\xBB |0

<U5154> \xD1\xBD |0

<U515A> \xC5\xDE |0

<U515C> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U5162> \xD1\xBE |0

<U5164> \x8F\xB2\xED |0

<U5165> \xC6\xFE |0

<U5168> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U5169> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U516A> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U516B> \xC8\xAC |0

<U516C> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U516D>

 \xCF\xBB |0

<U516E> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U5171> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U5175> \xCA\xBC |0

<U5176> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U5177> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U5178> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U517C> \xB7\xF3 |0

<U5180> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U5182> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U5185> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U5186> \xB1\xDF |0

<U5189> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U518A> \xBA\xFD |0

<U518C> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U518D> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U518F> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U5190> \xE6\xEE |0

<U5191> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U5192> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U5193> \xD1\xCA |0

<U5195> \xD1\xCB |0

<U5196> \xD1\xCC |0

<U5197> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U5199> \xBC\xCC |0

<U519D> \x8F\xB2\xF5 |0

<U51A0> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U51A2> \xD1\xCF |0

<U51A4> \xD1\xCD |0

<U51A5> \xCC\xBD |0

<U51A6> \xD1\xCE |0

<U51A8> \xC9\xDA |0

<U51A9> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U51AA> \xD1\xD1 |0
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<U51AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U51AC> \xC5\xDF |0

<U51B0> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U51B1> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U51B2> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U51B3> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U51B4> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U51B5> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U51B6> \xCC\xEA |0

<U51B7> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U51BD> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U51BE> \x8F\xB2\xFC |0

<U51C4> \xC0\xA8 |0

<U51C5> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U51C6> \xBD\xDA |0

<U51C9> \xD1\xDA |0

<U51CB>

 \xC3\xFC |0

<U51CC> \xCE\xBF |0

<U51CD> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U51D6> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U51DB> \xD1\xDB |0

<U51DC> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U51DD> \xB6\xC5 |0

<U51E0> \xD1\xDC |0

<U51E1> \xCB\xDE |0

<U51E6> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U51E7> \xC2\xFC |0

<U51E9> \xD1\xDE |0

<U51EA> \xC6\xE4 |0

<U51EC> \x8F\xF4\xA4 |0

<U51ED> \xD1\xDF |0

<U51F0> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U51F1> \xB3\xAE |0

<U51F5> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U51F6> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U51F8> \xC6\xCC |0

<U51F9> \xB1\xFA |0

<U51FA> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U51FD> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U51FE> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U5200> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U5203> \xBF\xCF |0

<U5204> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U5206> \xCA\xAC |0

<U5207> \xC0\xDA |0

<U5208> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U520A> \xB4\xA9 |0
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<U520B> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U520E> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U5211> \xB7\xBA |0

<U5214> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U5215> \x8F\xB3\xB5 |0

<U5217> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U521D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<U5224> \xC8\xBD |0

<U5225> \xCA\xCC |0

<U5227> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U5229> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U522A> \xD1\xE8 |0

<U522E> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U5230> \xC5\xFE |0

<U5233> \xD1\xEA |0

<U5236> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U5237> \xBA\xFE |0

<U5238> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U5239> \xD1\xEB

 |0

<U523A> \xBB\xC9 |0

<U523B> \xB9\xEF |0

<U5243> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U5244> \xD1\xED |0

<U5247> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U524A> \xBA\xEF |0

<U524B> \xD1\xEE |0

<U524C> \xD1\xEF |0

<U524D> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U524F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U5254> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U5256> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U525B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U525D> \xC7\xED |1

<U525E> \xD1\xF0 |0

<U5263> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U5264> \xBA\xDE |0

<U5265> \xC7\xED |0

<U5269> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U526A> \xD1\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xC9\xFB |0

<U5270> \xBE\xEA |0

<U5271> \xD1\xFB |0

<U5272> \xB3\xE4 |0

<U5273> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U5274> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U5275> \xC1\xCF |0

<U527D> \xD1\xF7 |0
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<U527F> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U5283> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U5287> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U5288> \xD1\xFC |0

<U5289> \xCE\xAD |0

<U528D> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U5291> \xD1\xFD |0

<U5292> \xD1\xFA |0

<U5294> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U529B> \xCE\xCF |0

<U529C> \x8F\xB3\xD8 |0

<U529F> \xB8\xF9 |0

<U52A0> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U52A3> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U52A6> \x8F\xB3\xDB |0

<U52A9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U52AA> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U52AB> \xB9\xE5 |0

<U52AC> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U52AD> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U52AF> \x8F\xB3\xDD |0

<U52B1>

 \xCE\xE5 |0

<U52B4> \xCF\xAB |0

<U52B5> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U52B9> \xB8\xFA |0

<U52BC> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xB3\xAF |0

<U52C0> \x8F\xB3\xE5 |0

<U52C1> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U52C3> \xCB\xD6 |0

<U52C5> \xC4\xBC |0

<U52C7> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U52C9> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U52CD> \xD2\xA7 |0

<U52D2> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U52D5> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U52D7> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U52D8> \xB4\xAA |0

<U52D9> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U52DB> \x8F\xB3\xEE |0

<U52DD> \xBE\xA1 |0

<U52DE> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U52DF> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U52E0> \xD2\xAD |0

<U52E2> \xC0\xAA |0

<U52E3> \xD2\xAA |0

<U52E4> \xB6\xD0 |0
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<U52E6> \xD2\xAB |0

<U52E7> \xB4\xAB |0

<U52F2> \xB7\xAE |0

<U52F3> \xD2\xAE |0

<U52F5> \xD2\xAF |0

<U52F8> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U52F9> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U52FA> \xBC\xDB |0

<U52FE> \xB8\xFB |0

<U52FF> \xCC\xDE |0

<U5300> \x8F\xB3\xFB |0

<U5301> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U5302> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U5305> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U5306> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U5307> \x8F\xF4\xA5 |0

<U5308> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U530D> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U530F> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5310> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U5315> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U5316> \xB2\xBD |0

<U5317> \xCB\xCC |0

<U5319>

 \xBA\xFC |0

<U531A> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U531D> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U5320> \xBE\xA2 |0

<U5321> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U5323> \xD2\xBA |0

<U5324> \x8F\xF4\xA6 |0

<U532A> \xC8\xDB |0

<U532F> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5331> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5333> \xD2\xBD |0

<U5338> \xD2\xBE |0

<U5339> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U533A> \xB6\xE8 |0

<U533B> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U533F> \xC6\xBF |0

<U5340> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5341> \xBD\xBD |0

<U5343> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U5345> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U5346> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5347> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U5348> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U5349> \xD2\xC3 |0
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<U534A> \xC8\xBE |0

<U534D> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U5351> \xC8\xDC |0

<U5352> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U5353> \xC2\xEE |0

<U5354> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U5357> \xC6\xEE |0

<U5358> \xC3\xB1 |0

<U535A> \xC7\xEE |0

<U535C> \xCB\xCE |0

<U535E> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U5360> \xC0\xEA |0

<U5366> \xB7\xB5 |0

<U5369> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U536E> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U536F> \xB1\xAC |0

<U5370> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U5371> \xB4\xED |0

<U5372> \x8F\xB4\xC0 |0

<U5373> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U5374> \xB5\xD1 |0

<U5375> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U5377> \xD2\xCB |0

<U5378> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U537B> \xD2\xCA |0

<U537F> \xB6\xAA

 |0

<U5382> \xD2\xCC |0

<U5384> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U5393> \x8F\xB4\xC7 |0

<U5396> \xD2\xCD |0

<U5398> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U539A> \xB8\xFC |0

<U539F> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U53A0> \xD2\xCE |0

<U53A5> \xD2\xD0 |0

<U53A6> \xD2\xCF |0

<U53A8> \xBF\xDF |0

<U53A9> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U53AD> \xB1\xDE |0

<U53AE> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U53B0> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U53B2> \x8F\xB4\xD0 |0

<U53B3> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U53B6> \xD2\xD3 |0

<U53BB> \xB5\xEE |0

<U53C2> \xBB\xB2 |0

<U53C3> \xD2\xD4 |0
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<U53C8> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U53C9> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U53CA> \xB5\xDA |0

<U53CB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U53CC> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U53CD> \xC8\xBF |0

<U53CE> \xBC\xFD |0

<U53D4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<U53D6> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U53D7> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U53D9> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U53DB> \xC8\xC0 |0

<U53DD> \x8F\xB4\xDE |0

<U53DF> \xD2\xD7 |0

<U53E1> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U53E2> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U53E3> \xB8\xFD |0

<U53E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U53E5> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U53E8> \xD2\xDB |0

<U53E9> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U53EA> \xC2\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xB6\xAB |0

<U53EC> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U53ED> \xD2\xDC |0

<U53EE> \xD2\xDA |0

<U53EF> \xB2\xC4 |0

<U53F0> \xC2\xE6 |0

<U53F1>

 \xBC\xB8 |0

<U53F2> \xBB\xCB |0

<U53F3> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U53F6> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U53F7> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U53F8> \xBB\xCA |0

<U53FA> \xD2\xDD |0

<U5401> \xD2\xDE |0

<U5403> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U5404> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U5408> \xB9\xE7 |0

<U5409> \xB5\xC8 |0

<U540A> \xC4\xDF |0

<U540B> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U540C> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U540D> \xCC\xBE |0

<U540E> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U540F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U5410> \xC5\xC7 |0
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<U5411> \xB8\xFE |0

<U541B> \xB7\xAF |0

<U541D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U541F> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U5420> \xCB\xCA |0

<U5426> \xC8\xDD |0

<U5429> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U542B> \xB4\xDE |0

<U542C> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U542D> \xD2\xE2 |0

<U542E> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5436> \xD2\xE5 |0

<U5438> \xB5\xDB |0

<U5439> \xBF\xE1 |0

<U543B> \xCA\xAD |0

<U543C> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U543D> \xD2\xDF |0

<U543E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U5440> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U5442> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5446> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U5448> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U5449> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U544A> \xB9\xF0 |0

<U544E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U5451> \xC6\xDD |0

<U545F> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5468> \xBC\xFE |0

<U546A> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U5470> \xD2\xEF |0

<U5471> \xD2\xED |0

<U5473>

 \xCC\xA3 |0

<U5475> \xD2\xEA |0

<U5476> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U5477> \xD2\xEE |0

<U547B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U547C> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U547D> \xCC\xBF |0

<U5480> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U5484> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U5486> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U548A> \x8F\xF4\xA8 |0

<U548B> \xBA\xF0 |0

<U548C> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U548E> \xD2\xEB |0

<U548F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U5490> \xD2\xF5 |0
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<U5492> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U549C> \x8F\xB5\xAA |0

<U54A2> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U54A4> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U54A5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U54A8> \xD2\xFE |0

<U54A9> \x8F\xB5\xAF |0

<U54AB> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xD2\xFB |0

<U54AF> \xD3\xBE |0

<U54B2> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U54B3> \xB3\xB1 |0

<U54B8> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U54BC> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U54BD> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U54BE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U54C0> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54C1> \xC9\xCA |0

<U54C2> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U54C4> \xD2\xFC |0

<U54C7> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U54C8> \xD2\xFD |0

<U54C9> \xBA\xC8 |0

<U54D8> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U54E1> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U54E2> \xD3\xAF |0

<U54E5> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U54E6> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xBE\xA5 |0

<U54E9> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U54ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U54EE> \xD3\xAC |0

<U54F2> \xC5\xAF |0

<U54FA> \xD3\xAE

 |0

<U54FD> \xD3\xAB |0

<U54FF> \x8F\xB5\xC4 |0

<U5504> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U5506> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U5507> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U550F> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U5510> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U5514> \xD3\xAA |0

<U5516> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U552E> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U552F> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U5531> \xBE\xA7 |0

<U5533> \xD3\xBA |0
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<U5538> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U5539> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U553E> \xC2\xC3 |0

<U5540> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U5544> \xC2\xEF |0

<U5545> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U5546> \xBE\xA6 |0

<U554C> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U554F> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U5553> \xB7\xBC |0

<U5556> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U5557> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U555C> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U555D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U555E> \xB0\xA2 |1

<U5563> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U557B> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U557C> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U557E> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U5580> \xD3\xBD |0

<U5583> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5584> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5586> \x8F\xB5\xE8 |0

<U5587> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U5589> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U558A> \xD3\xBF |0

<U558B> \xC3\xFD |0

<U5598> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U5599> \xD3\xBC |0

<U559A> \xB4\xAD |0

<U559C> \xB4\xEE |0

<U559D> \xB3\xE5 |0

<U559E> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U559F> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U55A7> \xB7\xF6 |0

<U55A8> \xD3\xCA |0

<U55A9>

 \xD3\xC8 |0

<U55AA> \xC1\xD3 |0

<U55AB> \xB5\xCA |0

<U55AC> \xB6\xAC |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U55B0> \xB6\xF4 |0

<U55B6> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U55C4> \xD3\xCE |0

<U55C5> \xD3\xCC |0

<U55C7> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U55D4> \xD3\xD1 |0
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<U55DA> \xD3\xCB |0

<U55DC> \xD3\xCF |0

<U55DF> \xD3\xCD |0

<U55E3> \xBB\xCC |0

<U55E4> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U55F7> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U55F9> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U55FD> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U55FE> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U5606> \xC3\xB2 |0

<U5609> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U5614> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U5616> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U5617> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U5618> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U561B> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U5629> \xB2\xDE |0

<U562F> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5631> \xBE\xFC |0

<U5632> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5634> \xD3\xDC |0

<U5636> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5638> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5642> \xB1\xBD |0

<U564C> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U564E> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U5650> \xD3\xDA |0

<U565B> \xB3\xFA |0

<U5664> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5668> \xB4\xEF |0

<U566A> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U566B> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U566C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U5674> \xCA\xAE |0

<U5678> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U567A> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U5680> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U5686> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U5687> \xB3\xC5 |0

<U568A>

 \xD3\xE7 |0

<U568F> \xD3\xEA |0

<U5694> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U5699> \xB3\xFA |1

<U56A0> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U56A2> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U56A5> \xD3\xEB |0

<U56AE> \xD3\xEC |0
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<U56B4> \xD3\xEE |0

<U56B6> \xD3\xED |0

<U56BC> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U56C0> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U56C1> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U56C2> \xD3\xEF |0

<U56C3> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U56C8> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U56CA> \xC7\xB9 |1

<U56CE> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U56D1> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U56D3> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U56D7> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U56D8> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U56DA> \xBC\xFC |0

<U56DB> \xBB\xCD |0

<U56DE> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U56E0> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U56E3> \xC3\xC4 |0

<U56EE> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U56F0> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U56F2> \xB0\xCF |0

<U56F3> \xBF\xDE |0

<U56F9> \xD3\xFA |0

<U56FA> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U56FD> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U56FF> \xD3\xFC |0

<U5700> \xD3\xFB |0

<U5703> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U5704> \xD3\xFD |0

<U5708> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U5709> \xD3\xFE |0

<U570B> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U570D> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U570F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<U5712> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U5713> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U5716> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U5718> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U571C> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U571F> \xC5\xDA |0

<U5726> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U5727>

 \xB0\xB5 |0

<U5728> \xBA\xDF |0

<U572D> \xB7\xBD |0

<U5730> \xC3\xCF |0

<U5737> \xD4\xAA |0
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<U5738> \xD4\xAB |0

<U573B> \xD4\xAD |0

<U5740> \xD4\xAE |0

<U5742> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U5747> \xB6\xD1 |0

<U574A> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U574E> \xD4\xAC |0

<U574F> \xD4\xAF |0

<U5750> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U5751> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U5759> \x8F\xF4\xA9 |0

<U5761> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U5764> \xBA\xA5 |0

<U5765> \x8F\xB7\xC2 |0

<U5766> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U5769> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U576A> \xC4\xDA |0

<U577F> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U5782> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5788> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U5789> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U578B> \xB7\xBF |0

<U5793> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U57A0> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U57A2> \xB9\xA4 |0

<U57A3> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U57A4> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U57AA> \xD4\xBA |0

<U57AC> \x8F\xB7\xE4 |0

<U57B0> \xD4\xBB |0

<U57B3> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U57C0> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U57C3> \xD4\xBC |0

<U57C6> \xD4\xBD |0

<U57C7> \x8F\xB7\xE7 |0

<U57C8> \x8F\xB7\xE8 |0

<U57CB> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U57CE> \xBE\xEB |0

<U57D2> \xD4\xBF |0

<U57D3> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U57D4> \xD4\xBE |0

<U57D6> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U57DC> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U57DF> \xB0\xE8 |0

<U57E0>

 \xC9\xD6 |0

<U57E3> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U57F4> \xBE\xFD |0
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<U57F7> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U57F9> \xC7\xDD |0

<U57FA> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U57FC> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5800> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U5802> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U5805> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U5806> \xC2\xCF |0

<U580A> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U580B> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U5815> \xC2\xC4 |0

<U5819> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U581D> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U5821> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5824> \xC4\xE9 |0

<U582A> \xB4\xAE |0

<U582F> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U5830> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U5831> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U5834> \xBE\xEC |0

<U5835> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U583A> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U583D> \xD4\xCE |0

<U5840> \xCA\xBD |0

<U5841> \xCE\xDD |0

<U584A> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U584B> \xD4\xCA |0

<U5851> \xC1\xBA |0

<U5852> \xD4\xCD |0

<U5854> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U5857> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U5858> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U5859> \xC8\xB9 |0

<U585A> \xC4\xCD |0

<U585E> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U5861> \xC5\xB6 |1

<U5862> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U5869> \xB1\xF6 |0

<U586B> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U5870> \xD4\xCB |0

<U5872> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U5875> \xBF\xD0 |0

<U5879> \xD4\xCF |0

<U587E> \xBD\xCE |0

<U5883> \xB6\xAD |0

<U5885> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U5893> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U5897>
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 \xC1\xFD |0

<U589C> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U589E> \x8F\xF4\xAC |0

<U589F> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U58A8> \xCB\xCF |0

<U58AB> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U58AE> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U58B2> \x8F\xB8\xCE |0

<U58B3> \xCA\xAF |0

<U58B8> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U58B9> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U58BA> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U58BB> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U58BE> \xBA\xA6 |0

<U58C1> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U58C5> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U58C7> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U58CA> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U58CC> \xBE\xED |0

<U58D1> \xD4\xDB |0

<U58D3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U58D5> \xB9\xE8 |0

<U58D7> \xD4\xDC |0

<U58D8> \xD4\xDE |0

<U58D9> \xD4\xDD |0

<U58DC> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U58DE> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U58E4> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U58E5> \xD4\xDF |0

<U58EB> \xBB\xCE |0

<U58EC> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U58EE> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U58EF> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U58F0> \xC0\xBC |0

<U58F1> \xB0\xED |0

<U58F2> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U58F7> \xC4\xDB |0

<U58F9> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U58FA> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U58FB> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U58FC> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U58FD> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U5902> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U5909> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U590A> \xD4\xEA |0

<U590B> \x8F\xB8\xE1 |0

<U590F> \xB2\xC6 |0
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<U5910> \xD4\xEB |0

<U5915> \xCD\xBC

 |0

<U5916> \xB3\xB0 |0

<U5918> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U5919> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U591A> \xC2\xBF |0

<U591B> \xD4\xEC |0

<U591C> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5922> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U5925> \xD4\xEE |0

<U5927> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U5929> \xC5\xB7 |0

<U592A> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U592B> \xC9\xD7 |0

<U592C> \xD4\xEF |0

<U592D> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U592E> \xB1\xFB |0

<U5931> \xBC\xBA |0

<U5932> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5937> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U5938> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U593E> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U5944> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U5947> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U5948> \xC6\xE0 |0

<U5949> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U594E> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U594F> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U5950> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U5951> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U5953> \x8F\xB8\xF5 |0

<U5954> \xCB\xDB |0

<U5955> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U5957> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U5958> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U595A> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U595B> \x8F\xB8\xF7 |0

<U595D> \x8F\xB8\xF8 |0

<U5960> \xD4\xFB |0

<U5962> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5963> \x8F\xB8\xFC |0

<U5965> \xB1\xFC |0

<U5967> \xD4\xFC |0

<U5968> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U5969> \xD4\xFE |0

<U596A> \xC3\xA5 |0

<U596C> \xD4\xFD |0
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<U596E> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U5973> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U5974> \xC5\xDB |0

<U5978> \xD5\xA1

 |0

<U597D> \xB9\xA5 |0

<U5981> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U5982> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U5983> \xC8\xDE |0

<U5984> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U598A> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U598D> \xD5\xAB |0

<U5993> \xB5\xB8 |0

<U5996> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U5999> \xCC\xAF |0

<U599B> \xD6\xAC |0

<U599D> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U59A3> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U59A4> \x8F\xB9\xAF |0

<U59A5> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U59A8> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U59AC> \xC5\xCA |0

<U59B2> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U59B9> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U59BA> \x8F\xB9\xB7 |0

<U59BB> \xBA\xCA |0

<U59BE> \xBE\xAA |0

<U59C6> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U59C9> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U59CB> \xBB\xCF |0

<U59D0> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U59D1> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U59D3> \xC0\xAB |0

<U59D4> \xB0\xD1 |0

<U59D9> \xD5\xAC |0

<U59DA> \xD5\xAD |0

<U59DC> \xD5\xAA |0

<U59E5> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U59E6> \xB4\xAF |0

<U59E8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U59EB> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U59F6> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U59FB> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U59FF> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U5A01> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U5A03> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U5A09> \xD5\xB2 |0
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<U5A11> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5A18> \xCC\xBC |0

<U5A1A> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U5A1C> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U5A1F> \xD5\xAF |0

<U5A20> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U5A25>

 \xD5\xAE |0

<U5A29> \xCA\xDA |0

<U5A2F> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U5A35> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U5A36> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5A3C> \xBE\xAB |0

<U5A40> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U5A41> \xCF\xAC |0

<U5A46> \xC7\xCC |0

<U5A49> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U5A5A> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U5A62> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5A66> \xC9\xD8 |0

<U5A6A> \xD5\xBA |0

<U5A6C> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U5A7F> \xCC\xBB |0

<U5A92> \xC7\xDE |0

<U5A9A> \xD5\xBB |0

<U5A9B> \xC9\xB2 |0

<U5ABC> \xD5\xBC |0

<U5ABD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U5ABE> \xD5\xBD |0

<U5AC1> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U5AC2> \xD5\xBF |0

<U5AC9> \xBC\xBB |0

<U5ACB> \xD5\xBE |0

<U5ACC> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5AD0> \xD5\xCC |0

<U5AD6> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5AD7> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U5AE1> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U5AE3> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U5AE6> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U5AE9> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U5AFA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5AFB> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U5B09> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U5B0B> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U5B0C> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U5B16> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5B22> \xBE\xEE |0
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<U5B2A> \xD5\xCD |0

<U5B2C> \xC4\xDC |0

<U5B30> \xB1\xC5 |0

<U5B32> \xD5\xCB |0

<U5B36> \xD5\xCE |0

<U5B3E> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5B40> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U5B43> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5B45> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U5B50>

 \xBB\xD2 |0

<U5B51> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U5B54> \xB9\xA6 |0

<U5B55> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U5B56> \x8F\xBA\xBE |0

<U5B57> \xBB\xFA |0

<U5B58> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U5B5A> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U5B5B> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5B5C> \xBB\xDA |0

<U5B5D> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U5B5F> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5B63> \xB5\xA8 |0

<U5B64> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U5B65> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U5B66> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U5B69> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U5B6B> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U5B70> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U5B71> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U5B73> \xD5\xDA |0

<U5B75> \xD5\xDB |0

<U5B78> \xD5\xDC |0

<U5B7A> \xD5\xDE |0

<U5B80> \xD5\xDF |0

<U5B83> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U5B85> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U5B87> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U5B88> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5B89> \xB0\xC2 |0

<U5B8B> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U5B8C> \xB4\xB0 |0

<U5B8D> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5B8F> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U5B95> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U5B97> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U5B98> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5B99> \xC3\xE8 |0
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<U5B9A> \xC4\xEA |0

<U5B9B> \xB0\xB8 |0

<U5B9C> \xB5\xB9 |0

<U5B9D> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U5B9F> \xBC\xC2 |0

<U5BA2> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U5BA3> \xC0\xEB |0

<U5BA4> \xBC\xBC |0

<U5BA5> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U5BA6> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U5BAE> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5BB0> \xBA\xCB |0

<U5BB3>

 \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5BB4> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U5BB5> \xBE\xAC |0

<U5BB6> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U5BB8> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U5BB9> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U5BBF> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U5BC0> \x8F\xBA\xDB |0

<U5BC2> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U5BC3> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U5BC4> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U5BC5> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U5BC6> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U5BC7> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U5BC9> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5BCC> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U5BD0> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U5BD2> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5BD3> \xB6\xF7 |0

<U5BD4> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5BD8> \x8F\xBA\xE1 |0

<U5BDB> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U5BDD> \xBF\xB2 |0

<U5BDE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U5BDF> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5BE1> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U5BE2> \xD5\xEA |0

<U5BE4> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U5BE5> \xD5\xEC |0

<U5BE6> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U5BE7> \xC7\xAB |0

<U5BE8> \xDC\xCD |0

<U5BE9> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U5BEB> \xD5\xED |0

<U5BEC> \x8F\xF4\xAE |0
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<U5BEE> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U5BF0> \xD5\xEE |0

<U5BF3> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U5BF5> \xC3\xFE |0

<U5BF6> \xD5\xEF |0

<U5BF8> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U5BFA> \xBB\xFB |0

<U5BFE> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U5BFF> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U5C01> \xC9\xF5 |0

<U5C02> \xC0\xEC |0

<U5C04> \xBC\xCD |0

<U5C05> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U5C06> \xBE\xAD |0

<U5C07> \xD5\xF2

 |0

<U5C08> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U5C09> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U5C0A> \xC2\xBA |0

<U5C0B> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U5C0D> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U5C0E> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U5C0F> \xBE\xAE |0

<U5C11> \xBE\xAF |0

<U5C13> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U5C16> \xC0\xED |0

<U5C1A> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U5C1E> \x8F\xBA\xEB |0

<U5C20> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U5C22> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U5C24> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U5C28> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U5C2D> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U5C31> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U5C38> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U5C39> \xD5\xFA |0

<U5C3A> \xBC\xDC |0

<U5C3B> \xBF\xAC |0

<U5C3C> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5C3D> \xBF\xD4 |0

<U5C3E> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U5C3F> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U5C40> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U5C41> \xD5\xFB |0

<U5C45> \xB5\xEF |0

<U5C46> \xD5\xFC |0

<U5C48> \xB6\xFE |0

<U5C4A> \xC6\xCF |0
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<U5C4B> \xB2\xB0 |0

<U5C4D> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U5C4E> \xD5\xFD |0

<U5C4F> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U5C50> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5C51> \xB6\xFD |0

<U5C53> \xD5\xFE |0

<U5C55> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U5C5B> \xD6\xA2 |1

<U5C5E> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U5C60> \xC5\xCB |0

<U5C61> \xBC\xC8 |0

<U5C62> \xBC\xC8 |1

<U5C64> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U5C65> \xCD\xFA |0

<U5C6C> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U5C6E> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U5C6F>

 \xC6\xD6 |0

<U5C71> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U5C76> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U5C79> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5C8C> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U5C90> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5C91> \xD6\xAA |0

<U5C94> \xD6\xAB |0

<U5CA1> \xB2\xAC |0

<U5CA6> \x8F\xBB\xB3 |0

<U5CA8> \xC1\xBB |0

<U5CA9> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U5CAB> \xD6\xAD |0

<U5CAC> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U5CB1> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U5CB3> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U5CB6> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5CB7> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U5CB8> \xB4\xDF |0

<U5CBA> \x8F\xBB\xB8 |0

<U5CBB> \xD6\xAE |0

<U5CBC> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U5CBE> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U5CC5> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U5CC7> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U5CD9> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U5CE0> \xC6\xBD |0

<U5CE1> \xB6\xAE |0

<U5CE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U5CE9> \xD6\xB6 |0
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<U5CEA> \xD6\xBB |0

<U5CED> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CEF> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U5CF0> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U5CF5> \x8F\xF4\xAF |0

<U5CF6> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U5CFA> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U5CFB> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U5CFD> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U5D07> \xBF\xF2 |0

<U5D0B> \xD6\xBC |0

<U5D0E> \xBA\xEA |0

<U5D11> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U5D14> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U5D15> \xD6\xBD |0

<U5D16> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5D17> \xD6\xBE |0

<U5D18> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U5D19> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U5D1A> \xD6\xC5

 |0

<U5D1B> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U5D1F> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U5D22> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \x8F\xBB\xCA |0

<U5D29> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U5D42> \x8F\xBB\xD0 |0

<U5D4B> \xD6\xCB |0

<U5D4C> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U5D4E> \xD6\xCA |0

<U5D50> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U5D52> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U5D53> \x8F\xF4\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \xD6\xBF |0

<U5D69> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U5D6C> \xD6\xCC |0

<U5D6D> \x8F\xBB\xDE |0

<U5D6F> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U5D73> \xD6\xCD |0

<U5D76> \xD6\xCE |0

<U5D82> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U5D84> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U5D87> \xD6\xCF |0

<U5D8B> \xC5\xE8 |0

<U5D8C> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5D90> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U5DA2> \xD6\xD2 |0
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<U5DAC> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U5DAE> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U5DB7> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U5DB8> \x8F\xBB\xF4 |0

<U5DB9> \x8F\xBB\xF5 |0

<U5DBA> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U5DBC> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U5DBD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U5DC9> \xD6\xDA |0

<U5DCC> \xB4\xE0 |0

<U5DCD> \xD6\xDB |0

<U5DD0> \x8F\xBB\xF9 |0

<U5DD2> \xD6\xDD |0

<U5DD3> \xD6\xDC |0

<U5DD6> \xD6\xDE |0

<U5DDB> \xD6\xDF |0

<U5DDD> \xC0\xEE |0

<U5DDE> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U5DE1> \xBD\xE4 |0

<U5DE3> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U5DE5> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U5DE6>

 \xBA\xB8 |0

<U5DE7> \xB9\xAA |0

<U5DE8> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U5DEB> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U5DEE> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U5DF1> \xB8\xCA |0

<U5DF2> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U5DF3> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U5DF4> \xC7\xC3 |0

<U5DF5> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U5DF7> \xB9\xAB |0

<U5DFB> \xB4\xAC |0

<U5DFD> \xC3\xA7 |0

<U5DFE> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5E02> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U5E03> \xC9\xDB |0

<U5E06> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U5E0B> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U5E0C> \xB4\xF5 |0

<U5E11> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U5E16> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U5E19> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U5E1A> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U5E1B> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5E1D> \xC4\xEB |0

<U5E25> \xBF\xE3 |0
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<U5E2B> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5E2D> \xC0\xCA |0

<U5E2F> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U5E30> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U5E33> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U5E36> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U5E37> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U5E38> \xBE\xEF |0

<U5E3D> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U5E40> \xD6\xEC |0

<U5E43> \xD6\xEB |0

<U5E44> \xD6\xEA |0

<U5E45> \xC9\xFD |0

<U5E47> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U5E4C> \xCB\xDA |0

<U5E4E> \xD6\xED |0

<U5E54> \xD6\xEF |0

<U5E55> \xCB\xEB |0

<U5E57> \xD6\xEE |0

<U5E5F> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U5E61> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U5E62> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U5E63> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5E64> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U5E72>

 \xB4\xB3 |0

<U5E73> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5E74> \xC7\xAF |0

<U5E75> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U5E76> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U5E78> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5E79> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5E7A> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U5E7B> \xB8\xB8 |0

<U5E7C> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U5E7D> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U5E7E> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U5E7F> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5E81> \xC4\xA3 |0

<U5E83> \xB9\xAD |0

<U5E84> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U5E87> \xC8\xDF |0

<U5E8A> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U5E8F> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U5E95> \xC4\xEC |0

<U5E96> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U5E97> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U5E9A> \xB9\xAE |0
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<U5E9C> \xC9\xDC |0

<U5EA0> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U5EA6> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U5EA7> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U5EAB> \xB8\xCB |0

<U5EAD> \xC4\xED |0

<U5EB5> \xB0\xC3 |0

<U5EB6> \xBD\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xB9\xAF |0

<U5EB8> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U5EC1> \xD6\xFA |0

<U5EC2> \xD6\xFB |0

<U5EC3> \xC7\xD1 |0

<U5EC8> \xD6\xFC |0

<U5EC9> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U5ECA> \xCF\xAD |0

<U5ECF> \xD6\xFE |0

<U5ED0> \xD6\xFD |0

<U5ED3> \xB3\xC7 |0

<U5ED6> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U5EDA> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U5EDB> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5EDD> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U5EDF> \xC9\xC0 |0

<U5EE0> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U5EE1> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U5EE2> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5EE3>

 \xD7\xA2 |0

<U5EE8> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U5EE9> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U5EEC> \xD7\xAA |0

<U5EF0> \xD7\xAD |0

<U5EF1> \xD7\xAB |0

<U5EF3> \xD7\xAC |0

<U5EF4> \xD7\xAE |0

<U5EF6> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U5EF7> \xC4\xEE |0

<U5EF8> \xD7\xAF |0

<U5EFA> \xB7\xFA |0

<U5EFB> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U5EFC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U5EFE> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U5EFF> \xC6\xFB |0

<U5F01> \xCA\xDB |0

<U5F03> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5F04> \xCF\xAE |0

<U5F09> \xD7\xB2 |0
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<U5F0A> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5F0B> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U5F0C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U5F0D> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U5F0F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<U5F10> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U5F11> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U5F13> \xB5\xDD |0

<U5F14> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U5F15> \xB0\xFA |0

<U5F16> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U5F17> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U5F18> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U5F1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U5F1F> \xC4\xEF |0

<U5F21> \x8F\xBC\xE4 |0

<U5F25> \xCC\xEF |0

<U5F26> \xB8\xB9 |0

<U5F27> \xB8\xCC |0

<U5F29> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U5F2D> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U5F2F> \xD7\xBF |0

<U5F31> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U5F34> \x8F\xBC\xED |0

<U5F35> \xC4\xA5 |0

<U5F37> \xB6\xAF |0

<U5F38> \xD7\xBA |0

<U5F3C> \xC9\xAB |0

<U5F3E> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U5F41> \xD7\xBB |0

<U5F45>

 \x8F\xBC\xF4 |0

<U5F48> \xD7\xBC |0

<U5F4A> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U5F4C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U5F4E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U5F51> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U5F53> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U5F56> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U5F57> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U5F59> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U5F5C> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U5F5D> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U5F61> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5F62> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U5F66> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U5F67> \x8F\xBC\xFE |0

<U5F69> \xBA\xCC |0
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<U5F6A> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U5F6B> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U5F6C> \xC9\xCB |0

<U5F6D> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U5F70> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U5F71> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U5F73> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U5F77> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U5F79> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U5F7C> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U5F7F> \xD7\xCA |0

<U5F80> \xB1\xFD |0

<U5F81> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5F82> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U5F83> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F84> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U5F85> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U5F87> \xD7\xCE |0

<U5F88> \xD7\xCC |0

<U5F8A> \xD7\xCB |0

<U5F8B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U5F8C> \xB8\xE5 |0

<U5F90> \xBD\xF9 |0

<U5F91> \xD7\xCD |0

<U5F92> \xC5\xCC |0

<U5F93> \xBD\xBE |0

<U5F97> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U5F98> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U5F99> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U5F9E> \xD7\xCF |0

<U5FA0> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U5FA1> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U5FA8> \xD7\xD3

 |0

<U5FA9> \xC9\xFC |0

<U5FAA> \xBD\xDB |0

<U5FAD> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U5FAE> \xC8\xF9 |0

<U5FB3> \xC6\xC1 |0

<U5FB4> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U5FB7> \x8F\xF4\xB2 |0

<U5FB9> \xC5\xB0 |0

<U5FBC> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U5FBD> \xB5\xAB |0

<U5FC3> \xBF\xB4 |0

<U5FC5> \xC9\xAC |0

<U5FCC> \xB4\xF7 |0

<U5FCD> \xC7\xA6 |0
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<U5FD6> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U5FD7> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U5FD8> \xCB\xBA |0

<U5FD9> \xCB\xBB |0

<U5FDC> \xB1\xFE |0

<U5FDD> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5FDE> \x8F\xBD\xC2 |0

<U5FE0> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U5FE4> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U5FEB> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U5FF0> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5FF1> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5FF5> \xC7\xB0 |0

<U5FF8> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5FFB> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U5FFD> \xB9\xFA |0

<U5FFF> \xD7\xDD |0

<U600E> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U600F> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U6010> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U6012> \xC5\xDC |0

<U6015> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U6016> \xC9\xDD |0

<U6019> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U601B> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U601C> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U601D> \xBB\xD7 |0

<U6020> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U6021> \xD7\xDE |0

<U6025> \xB5\xDE |0

<U6026> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U6027> \xC0\xAD |0

<U6028> \xB1\xE5 |0

<U6029> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U602A> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U602B>

 \xD7\xE7 |0

<U602F> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U6031> \xD7\xE4 |0

<U603A> \xD7\xEA |0

<U6041> \xD7\xEC |0

<U6042> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U6043> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U6046> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U604A> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U604B> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U604D> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U6050> \xB6\xB2 |0
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<U6052> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U6055> \xBD\xFA |0

<U6059> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U605A> \xD7\xEB |0

<U605D> \x8F\xBD\xE7 |0

<U605F> \xD7\xEF |0

<U6060> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6062> \xB2\xFA |0

<U6063> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U6064> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U6065> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U6068> \xBA\xA8 |0

<U6069> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U606A> \xD7\xED |0

<U606B> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U606C> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U606D> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U606F> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U6070> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U6075> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U6077> \xD7\xEE |0

<U6081> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6083> \xD7\xFD |0

<U6084> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U6085> \x8F\xF4\xB3 |0

<U6089> \xBC\xBD |0

<U608A> \x8F\xBD\xF0 |0

<U608B> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U608C> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U608D> \xD7\xFB |0

<U6092> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U6094> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U6096> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U6097> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U609A> \xD7\xFE |0

<U609B> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U609F> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U60A0> \xCD\xAA

 |0

<U60A3> \xB4\xB5 |0

<U60A6> \xB1\xD9 |0

<U60A7> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U60A9> \xC7\xBA |0

<U60AA> \xB0\xAD |0

<U60B2> \xC8\xE1 |0

<U60B3> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B4> \xD8\xAC |0

<U60B5> \xD8\xB0 |0
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<U60B6> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U60B8> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U60BC> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U60BD> \xD8\xAE |0

<U60C5> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U60C6> \xD8\xAF |0

<U60C7> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U60D1> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U60D3> \xD8\xAB |0

<U60D5> \x8F\xBE\xAC |0

<U60D8> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U60DA> \xB9\xFB |0

<U60DC> \xC0\xCB |0

<U60DE> \x8F\xBE\xB0 |0

<U60DF> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U60E0> \xD8\xAA |0

<U60E1> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U60E3> \xC1\xDA |0

<U60E7> \xD7\xFC |0

<U60E8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U60F0> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U60F1> \xD8\xBD |0

<U60F2> \x8F\xBE\xB3 |0

<U60F3> \xC1\xDB |0

<U60F4> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U60F6> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U60F7> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U60F9> \xBC\xE6 |0

<U60FA> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U60FB> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6100> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6101> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6103> \xD8\xBA |0

<U6106> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U6108> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6109> \xCC\xFB |0

<U610D> \xD8\xBE |0

<U610E> \xD8\xBF |0

<U610F> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U6111> \x8F\xBE\xBD

 |0

<U6115> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U611A> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U611B> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U611F> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U6120> \x8F\xF4\xB4 |0

<U6121> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6127> \xD8\xC3 |0
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<U6128> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U612C> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U6130> \x8F\xBE\xC9 |0

<U6134> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6137> \x8F\xBE\xCD |0

<U613C> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U613D> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U613E> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U613F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U6142> \xD8\xCA |0

<U6144> \xD8\xCB |0

<U6147> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U6148> \xBB\xFC |0

<U614A> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U614B> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U614C> \xB9\xB2 |0

<U614D> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U614E> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U6153> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U6155> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U6158> \xD8\xCE |0

<U6159> \xD8\xCF |0

<U615A> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U615D> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U615F> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U6162> \xCB\xFD |0

<U6163> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U6165> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U6167> \xB7\xC5 |0

<U6168> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U616B> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U616E> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U616F> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U6170> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U6171> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U6173> \xD8\xCC |0

<U6174> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U6175> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U6176> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U6177> \xD8\xCD |0

<U617E> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6182> \xCD\xAB |0

<U6187>

 \xD8\xDC |0

<U618A> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U618E> \xC1\xFE |0

<U6190> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U6191> \xD8\xE1 |0
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<U6194> \xD8\xDE |0

<U6196> \xD8\xDB |0

<U6198> \x8F\xBE\xE4 |0

<U6199> \xD8\xDA |0

<U619A> \xD8\xDF |0

<U61A4> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U61A7> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U61A9> \xB7\xC6 |0

<U61AB> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U61AC> \xD8\xDD |0

<U61AE> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U61B2> \xB7\xFB |0

<U61B6> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U61BA> \xD8\xEB |0

<U61BE> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U61C3> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U61C6> \xD8\xEA |0

<U61C7> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61C8> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U61C9> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U61CA> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U61CB> \xD8\xEC |0

<U61CC> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U61CD> \xD8\xEE |0

<U61D0> \xB2\xFB |0

<U61E3> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U61E6> \xD8\xEF |0

<U61F2> \xC4\xA8 |0

<U61F4> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U61F6> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U61F7> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U61F8> \xB7\xFC |0

<U61FA> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U61FC> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U61FD> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U61FE> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U61FF> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U6200> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U6208> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U6209> \xD8\xFA |0

<U620A> \xCA\xEA |0

<U620C> \xD8\xFC |0

<U620D> \xD8\xFB |0

<U620E> \xBD\xBF |0

<U6210> \xC0\xAE |0

<U6211>

 \xB2\xE6 |0

<U6212> \xB2\xFC |0
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<U6213> \x8F\xBF\xA8 |0

<U6214> \xD8\xFD |0

<U6216> \xB0\xBF |0

<U621A> \xC0\xCC |0

<U621B> \xD8\xFE |0

<U621D> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U621E> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U621F> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U6221> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U6226> \xC0\xEF |0

<U622A> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U622E> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U622F> \xB5\xBA |0

<U6230> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U6232> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U6233> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6234> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U6238> \xB8\xCD |0

<U623B> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U623F> \xCB\xBC |0

<U6240> \xBD\xEA |0

<U6241> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6247> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U6248> \xEE\xBD |0

<U6249> \xC8\xE2 |0

<U624B> \xBC\xEA |0

<U624D> \xBA\xCD |0

<U624E> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U6253> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U6255> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U6258> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U625B> \xD9\xAC |0

<U625E> \xD9\xAA |0

<U6260> \xD9\xAD |0

<U6263> \xD9\xAB |0

<U6268> \xD9\xAE |0

<U626E> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U6271> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U6276> \xC9\xDE |0

<U6279> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U627C> \xD9\xAF |0

<U627E> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U627F> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U6280> \xB5\xBB |0

<U6282> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U6283> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6284> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U6289> \xD9\xB1
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 |0

<U628A> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6291> \xCD\xDE |0

<U6292> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U6293> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U6294> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6295> \xC5\xEA |0

<U6296> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U6297> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U6298> \xC0\xDE |0

<U629B> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U629C> \xC8\xB4 |0

<U629E> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U62A6> \x8F\xBF\xC9 |0

<U62AB> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U62AC> \xDA\xAD |0

<U62B1> \xCA\xFA |0

<U62B5> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U62B9> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U62BB> \xD9\xBB |0

<U62BC> \xB2\xA1 |0

<U62BD> \xC3\xEA |0

<U62C2> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U62C5> \xC3\xB4 |0

<U62C6> \xD9\xBE |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U62C8> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U62C9> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U62CA> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U62CD> \xC7\xEF |0

<U62CF> \xD9\xBC |0

<U62D0> \xB2\xFD |0

<U62D1> \xD9\xBA |0

<U62D2> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U62D3> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U62D4> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U62D7> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U62D8> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U62D9> \xC0\xDB |0

<U62DB> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U62DC> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U62DD> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U62E0> \xB5\xF2 |0

<U62E1> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U62ED> \xBF\xA1 |0

<U62EE> \xD9\xC9 |0
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<U62EF> \xD9\xCE |0

<U62F1> \xD9\xCA |0

<U62F3> \xB7\xFD

 |0

<U62F5> \xD9\xCF |0

<U62F6> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U62F7> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U62FE> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6301> \xBB\xFD |0

<U6302> \xD9\xCC |0

<U6307> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U6308> \xD9\xCD |0

<U6309> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U630C> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U6311> \xC4\xA9 |0

<U6319> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U631F> \xB6\xB4 |0

<U6327> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6328> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U632B> \xBA\xC3 |0

<U632F> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U633A> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U633D> \xC8\xD4 |0

<U633E> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U633F> \xC1\xDE |0

<U6349> \xC2\xAA |0

<U634C> \xBB\xAB |0

<U634D> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U634F> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6350> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U6355> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U6357> \xC4\xBD |0

<U635C> \xC1\xDC |0

<U6367> \xCA\xFB |0

<U6368> \xBC\xCE |0

<U6369> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U636B> \xD9\xDF |0

<U636E> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U6372> \xB7\xFE |0

<U6376> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U6377> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U637A> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U637B> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6380> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U6383> \xC1\xDD |0

<U6388> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U6389> \xD9\xDC |0
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<U638C> \xBE\xB8 |0

<U638E> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U638F> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6392> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6396> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U6398> \xB7\xA1

 |0

<U639B> \xB3\xDD |0

<U639F> \xD9\xDD |0

<U63A0> \xCE\xAB |0

<U63A1> \xBA\xCE |0

<U63A2> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U63A3> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63A5> \xC0\xDC |0

<U63A7> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U63A8> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U63A9> \xB1\xE6 |0

<U63AA> \xC1\xBC |0

<U63AB> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U63AC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U63B2> \xB7\xC7 |0

<U63B4> \xC4\xCF |0

<U63B5> \xD9\xDE |0

<U63BB> \xC1\xDF |0

<U63BE> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U63C0> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U63C3> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U63C4> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U63C6> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U63C9> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U63CF> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U63D0> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U63D2> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U63D6> \xCD\xAC |0

<U63DA> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U63DB> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U63E1> \xB0\xAE |0

<U63E3> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U63E9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U63EE> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U63F4> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U63F5> \x8F\xC0\xC4 |0

<U63F6> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U63FA> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U6406> \xD9\xEC |0

<U640D> \xC2\xBB |0

<U640F> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U6413> \xD9\xED |0
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<U6414> \xC1\xDF |1

<U6416> \xD9\xEA |0

<U6417> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U641C> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U6426> \xD9\xEE |0

<U6428> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U642C> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U642D> \xC5\xEB |0

<U6434>

 \xD9\xEB |0

<U6436> \xD9\xEF |0

<U643A> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U643E> \xBA\xF1 |0

<U6442> \xC0\xDD |0

<U644E> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U6451> \xC4\xCF |1

<U6458> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U6460> \x8F\xC0\xE4 |0

<U6467> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U6469> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U646F> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U6476> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U6478> \xCC\xCE |0

<U647A> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U6483> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U6488> \xD9\xFD |0

<U6492> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U6493> \xD9\xFA |0

<U6495> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U649A> \xC7\xB2 |0

<U649D> \x8F\xC0\xF4 |0

<U649E> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U64A4> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U64A5> \xD9\xFB |0

<U64A9> \xD9\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xC9\xEF |0

<U64AD> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U64AE> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U64B0> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U64B2> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U64B9> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U64BB> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U64BC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U64C1> \xCD\xCA |0

<U64C2> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U64C5> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U64C7> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U64CD> \xC1\xE0 |0
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<U64CE> \x8F\xC1\xA6 |0

<U64D2> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U64D4> \xD9\xBF |0

<U64D8> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U64DA> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U64E0> \xDA\xAB |0

<U64E1> \xDA\xAC |0

<U64E2> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U64E3> \xDA\xAE |0

<U64E6> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U64E7> \xDA\xA9

 |0

<U64EC> \xB5\xBC |0

<U64EF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U64F1> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U64F2> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U64F4> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U64F6> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U64FA> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U64FD> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U64FE> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6505> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U6518> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U651C> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U651D> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U6522> \xDA\xB9 |1

<U6523> \xDA\xBB |0

<U6524> \xDA\xBA |0

<U652A> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U652B> \xDA\xBC |0

<U652C> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U652F> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6534> \xDA\xBD |0

<U6535> \xDA\xBE |0

<U6536> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U6537> \xDA\xBF |0

<U6538> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U6539> \xB2\xFE |0

<U653B> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U653E> \xCA\xFC |0

<U653F> \xC0\xAF |0

<U6545> \xB8\xCE |0

<U6548> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U654D> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U654E> \x8F\xF4\xB5 |0

<U654F> \xC9\xD2 |0

<U6551> \xB5\xDF |0
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<U6555> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6556> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U6557> \xC7\xD4 |0

<U6558> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U6559> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U655D> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U655E> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U6562> \xB4\xBA |0

<U6563> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6566> \xC6\xD8 |0

<U656C> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U6570> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U6572> \xDA\xCA |0

<U6574> \xC0\xB0

 |0

<U6575> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6577> \xC9\xDF |0

<U6578> \xDA\xCB |0

<U6582> \xDA\xCC |0

<U6583> \xDA\xCD |0

<U6587> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U6588> \xD5\xDD |0

<U6589> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U658C> \xC9\xCC |0

<U658E> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U6590> \xC8\xE5 |0

<U6591> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U6597> \xC5\xCD |0

<U6599> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U659B> \xDA\xCF |0

<U659C> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U659F> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U65A1> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U65A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U65A5> \xC0\xCD |0

<U65A7> \xC9\xE0 |0

<U65AB> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U65AC> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U65AD> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U65AF> \xBB\xDB |0

<U65B0> \xBF\xB7 |0

<U65B7> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U65B9> \xCA\xFD |0

<U65BC> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U65BD> \xBB\xDC |0

<U65C1> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U65C3> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U65C4> \xDA\xD6 |0
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<U65C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U65C6> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U65CB> \xC0\xFB |0

<U65CC> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U65CF> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U65D2> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U65D7> \xB4\xFA |0

<U65D9> \xDA\xDA |0

<U65DB> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U65E0> \xDA\xDB |0

<U65E1> \xDA\xDC |0

<U65E2> \xB4\xFB |0

<U65E5> \xC6\xFC |0

<U65E6> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U65E7> \xB5\xEC |0

<U65E8> \xBB\xDD |0

<U65E9> \xC1\xE1

 |0

<U65EC> \xBD\xDC |0

<U65ED> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U65F1> \xDA\xDD |0

<U65FA> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U6600> \x8F\xC1\xF5 |0

<U6602> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U6603> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U6606> \xBA\xAB |0

<U6607> \xBE\xBA |0

<U6609> \x8F\xC1\xF8 |0

<U660A> \xDA\xDF |0

<U660C> \xBE\xBB |0

<U660E> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U660F> \xBA\xAA |0

<U6613> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U6614> \xC0\xCE |0

<U6615> \x8F\xC1\xFC |0

<U661C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U661E> \x8F\xC2\xA1 |0

<U661F> \xC0\xB1 |0

<U6620> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U6624> \x8F\xC2\xA5 |0

<U6625> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U6627> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U6628> \xBA\xF2 |0

<U662D> \xBE\xBC |0

<U662E> \x8F\xC2\xAB |0

<U662F> \xC0\xA7 |0

<U6631> \x8F\xC2\xAD |0
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<U6634> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U6635> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U6636> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U663B> \x8F\xF4\xB6 |0

<U663C> \xC3\xEB |0

<U663F> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U6641> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6642> \xBB\xFE |0

<U6643> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U6644> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6649> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U664B> \xBF\xB8 |0

<U664F> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6652> \xBB\xAF |0

<U6657> \x8F\xC2\xB8 |0

<U6659> \x8F\xC2\xBA |0

<U665D> \xDA\xEC |0

<U665E> \xDA\xEB

 |0

<U665F> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U6662> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U6664> \xDA\xED |0

<U6665> \x8F\xF4\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U6667> \xDA\xEE |0

<U6668> \xDA\xEF |0

<U6669> \xC8\xD5 |0

<U666E> \xC9\xE1 |0

<U666F> \xB7\xCA |0

<U6670> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U6673> \x8F\xC2\xC4 |0

<U6674> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U6676> \xBE\xBD |0

<U667A> \xC3\xD2 |0

<U6681> \xB6\xC7 |0

<U6683> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U6684> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U6687> \xB2\xCB |0

<U6688> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U6689> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U668E> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U6691> \xBD\xEB |0

<U6696> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U6697> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U6698> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U6699> \x8F\xC2\xD2 |0

<U669D> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U66A0> \x8F\xC2\xD7 |0
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<U66A2> \xC4\xAA |0

<U66A6> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U66AB> \xBB\xC3 |0

<U66AE> \xCA\xEB |0

<U66B2> \x8F\xC2\xDB |0

<U66B4> \xCB\xBD |0

<U66B8> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U66B9> \xDA\xFB |0

<U66BC> \xDA\xFE |0

<U66BE> \xDA\xFD |0

<U66BF> \x8F\xC2\xDE |0

<U66C1> \xDA\xFA |0

<U66C4> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U66C7> \xC6\xDE |0

<U66C9> \xDA\xFC |0

<U66D6> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U66D9> \xBD\xEC |0

<U66DA> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U66DC> \xCD\xCB |0

<U66DD>

 \xC7\xF8 |0

<U66E0> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U66E6> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U66E9> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U66F0> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U66F2> \xB6\xCA |0

<U66F3> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U66F4> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U66F5> \xDB\xAA |0

<U66F7> \xDB\xAB |0

<U66F8> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U66F9> \xC1\xE2 |0

<U66FA> \x8F\xC2\xED |0

<U66FB> \x8F\xC2\xBF |0

<U66FC> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U66FD> \xC1\xBE |0

<U66FE> \xC1\xBD |0

<U66FF> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U6700> \xBA\xC7 |0

<U6703> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U6708> \xB7\xEE |0

<U6709> \xCD\xAD |0

<U670B> \xCA\xFE |0

<U670D> \xC9\xFE |0

<U670E> \x8F\xC2\xF0 |0

<U670F> \xDB\xAC |0

<U6714> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U6715> \xC4\xBF |0
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<U6716> \xDB\xAD |0

<U6717> \xCF\xAF |0

<U671B> \xCB\xBE |0

<U671D> \xC4\xAB |0

<U671E> \xDB\xAE |0

<U671F> \xB4\xFC |0

<U6726> \xDB\xAF |0

<U6727> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U6728> \xCC\xDA |0

<U672A> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U672B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U672C> \xCB\xDC |0

<U672D> \xBB\xA5 |0

<U672E> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U6731> \xBC\xEB |0

<U6734> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U6736> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U6737> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U6738> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U673A> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U673D> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U673F> \xDB\xB3

 |0

<U6741> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6746> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U6749> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U674E> \xCD\xFB |0

<U674F> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U6750> \xBA\xE0 |0

<U6751> \xC2\xBC |0

<U6753> \xBC\xDD |0

<U6756> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U6759> \xDB\xBB |0

<U675C> \xC5\xCE |0

<U675E> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U675F> \xC2\xAB |0

<U6760> \xDB\xBA |0

<U6761> \xBE\xF2 |0

<U6762> \xCC\xDD |0

<U6763> \xDB\xBC |0

<U6764> \xDB\xBD |0

<U6765> \xCD\xE8 |0

<U6766> \x8F\xC3\xA1 |0

<U676A> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U676D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U676F> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U6770> \xDB\xBF |0

<U6771> \xC5\xEC |0
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<U6772> \xDA\xDE |0

<U6773> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U6775> \xB5\xCF |0

<U6777> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U677C> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U677E> \xBE\xBE |0

<U677F> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U6785> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U6787> \xC8\xFA |0

<U6789> \xDB\xBE |0

<U678B> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U678C> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U6790> \xC0\xCF |0

<U6795> \xCB\xED |0

<U6797> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U679A> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U679C> \xB2\xCC |0

<U679D> \xBB\xDE |0

<U67A0> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U67A1> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U67A2> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U67A6> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U67A9> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U67AF> \xB8\xCF |0

<U67B3> \xDB\xCC

 |0

<U67B4> \xDB\xCA |0

<U67B6> \xB2\xCD |0

<U67B7> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U67B8> \xDB\xCE |0

<U67B9> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U67BB> \x8F\xC3\xB5 |0

<U67C0> \x8F\xC3\xB9 |0

<U67C1> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U67C4> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U67C6> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U67CA> \xC9\xA2 |0

<U67CE> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U67CF> \xC7\xF0 |0

<U67D0> \xCB\xBF |0

<U67D1> \xB4\xBB |0

<U67D3> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U67D4> \xBD\xC0 |0

<U67D8> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U67DA> \xCD\xAE |0

<U67DD> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U67DE> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U67E2> \xDB\xD2 |0
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<U67E4> \xDB\xCF |0

<U67E7> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U67E9> \xDB\xCD |0

<U67EC> \xDB\xCB |0

<U67EE> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U67F1> \xC3\xEC |0

<U67F3> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U67F4> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U67F5> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U67FB> \xBA\xBA |0

<U67FE> \xCB\xEF |0

<U67FF> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6801> \x8F\xF4\xBA |0

<U6802> \xC4\xCE |0

<U6803> \xC6\xCA |0

<U6804> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U6805> \xBA\xF4 |1

<U6813> \xC0\xF2 |0

<U6816> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U6817> \xB7\xAA |0

<U681E> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U6821> \xB9\xBB |0

<U6822> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6829> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U682B> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U6832>

 \xDB\xDE |0

<U6834> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U6838> \xB3\xCB |0

<U6839> \xBA\xAC |0

<U683C> \xB3\xCA |0

<U683D> \xBA\xCF |0

<U6840> \xDB\xDC |0

<U6841> \xB7\xE5 |0

<U6842> \xB7\xCB |0

<U6843> \xC5\xED |0

<U6844> \x8F\xC3\xD8 |0

<U6846> \xDB\xDA |0

<U6848> \xB0\xC6 |0

<U684D> \xDB\xDD |0

<U684E> \xDB\xDF |0

<U6850> \xB6\xCD |0

<U6851> \xB7\xAC |0

<U6852> \x8F\xC3\xC9 |0

<U6853> \xB4\xBC |0

<U6854> \xB5\xCB |0
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<U6859> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U685C> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U685D> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U685F> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U6863> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U6867> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U6874> \xDB\xEF |0

<U6876> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U6877> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U687E> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U687F> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U6881> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U6883> \xDB\xEC |0

<U6885> \xC7\xDF |0

<U688D> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U688E> \xDB\xF4 |1

<U688F> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U6893> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U6894> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U6897> \xB9\xBC |0

<U689B> \xDB\xEB |0

<U689D> \xDB\xEA |0

<U689F> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U68A0> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U68A2> \xBE\xBF |0

<U68A6> \xD4\xED |0

<U68A7> \xB8\xE8 |0

<U68A8> \xCD\xFC |0

<U68AD> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U68AF> \xC4\xF4

 |0

<U68B0> \xB3\xA3 |0

<U68B1> \xBA\xAD |0

<U68B3> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U68B6> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U68B9> \xDB\xEE |0

<U68BA> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U68BC> \xC5\xEE |0

<U68C4> \xB4\xFE |0

<U68C6> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U68C8> \x8F\xC3\xFC |0

<U68C9> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U68CA> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U68CB> \xB4\xFD |0

<U68CD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U68CF> \x8F\xC3\xFE |0

<U68D2> \xCB\xC0 |0
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<U68D4> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U68D5> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U68D7> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U68D8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U68DA> \xC3\xAA |0

<U68DF> \xC5\xEF |0

<U68E0> \xDC\xAB |0

<U68E1> \xDB\xFC |0

<U68E3> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U68E7> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U68EE> \xBF\xB9 |0

<U68EF> \xDC\xAC |0

<U68F2> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U68F9> \xDC\xAA |0

<U68FA> \xB4\xBD |0

<U6900> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U6901> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6904> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U6905> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U6908> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U690B> \xCC\xBA |0

<U690C> \xDB\xFD |0

<U690D> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U690E> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U690F> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U6912> \xDC\xA5 |0

<U6919> \xBF\xFA |0

<U691A> \xDC\xAF |0

<U691B> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U691C> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U6921> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U6922> \xDB\xFA |0

<U6923>

 \xDC\xB0 |0

<U6925> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U6926> \xDB\xFB |0

<U6928> \xDC\xAD |0

<U692A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U6930> \xDC\xBF |0

<U6934> \xC6\xCE |0

<U6936> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U6939> \xDC\xBB |0

<U693D> \xDC\xBD |0

<U693F> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U694A> \xCD\xCC |0

<U6953> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U6954> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U6955> \xC2\xCA |0
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<U6959> \xDC\xBE |0

<U695A> \xC1\xBF |0

<U695C> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U695D> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U695E> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U6960> \xC6\xEF |0

<U6961> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U6962> \xC6\xEA |0

<U6968> \x8F\xC4\xCC |0

<U696A> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U696B> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U696D> \xB6\xC8 |0

<U696E> \xDC\xBA |0

<U696F> \xBD\xDD |0

<U6973> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U6974> \xDC\xBC |0

<U6975> \xB6\xCB |0

<U6977> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U6978> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U6979> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U697C> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U697D> \xB3\xDA |0

<U697E> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U6981> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U6982> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U698A> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U698E> \xB1\xDD |0

<U6991> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U6994> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6995> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6998> \x8F\xC4\xD9 |0

<U699B> \xBF\xBA |0

<U699C> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U69A0> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U69A7> \xDC\xD2

 |0

<U69AE> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U69B1> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U69B2> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U69B4> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U69BB> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U69BE> \xDC\xCB |0

<U69BF> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U69C1> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U69C3> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U69C7> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U69CA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U69CB> \xB9\xBD |0
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<U69CC> \xC4\xC8 |0

<U69CD> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U69CE> \xDC\xCC |0

<U69D0> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U69D3> \xDC\xCA |0

<U69D8> \xCD\xCD |0

<U69D9> \xCB\xEA |0

<U69DD> \xDC\xCF |0

<U69DE> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U69E2> \x8F\xC4\xEA |0

<U69E7> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U69E8> \xDC\xDA |0

<U69EB> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U69ED> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U69F2> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U69F9> \xDC\xDF |0

<U69FB> \xC4\xD0 |0

<U69FD> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U69FF> \xDC\xDD |0

<U6A02> \xDC\xDB |0

<U6A05> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U6A0A> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U6A0B> \xC8\xF5 |0

<U6A0C> \xDC\xEE |0

<U6A12> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6A13> \xDC\xEC |0

<U6A14> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U6A17> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U6A19> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U6A1B> \xDC\xDC |0

<U6A1E> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U6A1F> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U6A21> \xCC\xCF |0

<U6A22> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U6A23> \xDC\xEB |0

<U6A29> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6A2A> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U6A2B> \xB3\xDF

 |0

<U6A2E> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U6A30> \x8F\xC4\xFD |0

<U6A35> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U6A36> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U6A38> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U6A39> \xBC\xF9 |0

<U6A3A> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U6A3D> \xC3\xAE |0

<U6A44> \xDC\xED |0
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<U6A46> \x8F\xC5\xA7 |0

<U6A47> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U6A48> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U6A4B> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6A58> \xB5\xCC |0

<U6A59> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U6A5F> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U6A61> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6A62> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U6A66> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U6A6B> \x8F\xF4\xBD |0

<U6A72> \xDC\xEF |0

<U6A73> \x8F\xC5\xB5 |0

<U6A78> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U6A7E> \x8F\xC5\xB6 |0

<U6A7F> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U6A80> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U6A84> \xDC\xFC |0

<U6A8D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U6A8E> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6A90> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U6A97> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U6A9C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U6AA0> \xDC\xFB |0

<U6AA2> \xDC\xFD |0

<U6AA3> \xDC\xFE |0

<U6AAA> \xDD\xAC |0

<U6AAC> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U6AAE> \xDB\xED |0

<U6AB3> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6AB8> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6ABB> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U6AC1> \xDC\xEA |0

<U6AC2> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U6AC3> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U6AD1> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6AD3> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U6ADA> \xDD\xAD |0

<U6ADB> \xB6\xFB |0

<U6ADE> \xDD\xA9

 |0

<U6ADF> \xDD\xAB |0

<U6AE2> \x8F\xF4\xBE |0

<U6AE4> \x8F\xC5\xD5 |0

<U6AE8> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U6AEA> \xDD\xAE |0

<U6AFA> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U6AFB> \xDD\xAF |0
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<U6B04> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U6B05> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U6B0A> \xDC\xDE |0

<U6B12> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U6B16> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U6B1D> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U6B1F> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U6B20> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U6B21> \xBC\xA1 |0

<U6B23> \xB6\xD5 |0

<U6B27> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U6B32> \xCD\xDF |0

<U6B37> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U6B38> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U6B39> \xDD\xBA |0

<U6B3A> \xB5\xBD |0

<U6B3D> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U6B3E> \xB4\xBE |0

<U6B43> \xDD\xBD |0

<U6B47> \xDD\xBC |0

<U6B49> \xDD\xBE |0

<U6B4C> \xB2\xCE |0

<U6B4E> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U6B50> \xDD\xBF |0

<U6B53> \xB4\xBF |0

<U6B54> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U6B59> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U6B5B> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U6B5F> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U6B61> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U6B62> \xBB\xDF |0

<U6B63> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U6B64> \xBA\xA1 |0

<U6B66> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U6B69> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6B6A> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U6B6F> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U6B73> \xBA\xD0 |0

<U6B74> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U6B78> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U6B79> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U6B7B> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U6B7F>

 \xDD\xC7 |0

<U6B80> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U6B83> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6B84> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U6B86> \xCB\xD8 |0
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<U6B89> \xBD\xDE |0

<U6B8A> \xBC\xEC |0

<U6B8B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<U6B8D> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6B95> \xDD\xCD |0

<U6B96> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6B98> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6B9E> \xDD\xCE |0

<U6BA4> \xDD\xCF |0

<U6BAA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U6BAB> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U6BB1> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U6BB2> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U6BB3> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U6BB4> \xB2\xA5 |0

<U6BB5> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6BB7> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U6BBA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6BBB> \xB3\xCC |0

<U6BBC> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U6BBF> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6BC0> \xD4\xCC |0

<U6BC5> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U6BC6> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U6BCB> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U6BCD> \xCA\xEC |0

<U6BCE> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U6BD2> \xC6\xC7 |0

<U6BD3> \xDD\xDA |0

<U6BD4> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U6BD6> \x8F\xC6\xB8 |0

<U6BD8> \xC8\xFB |0

<U6BDB> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U6BDF> \xDD\xDB |0

<U6BEB> \xDD\xDD |0

<U6BEC> \xDD\xDC |0

<U6BEF> \xDD\xDF |0

<U6BF3> \xDD\xDE |0

<U6C08> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U6C0F> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U6C11> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U6C13> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U6C14> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U6C17> \xB5\xA4 |0

<U6C1B>

 \xDD\xE4 |0

<U6C23> \xDD\xE6 |0
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<U6C24> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U6C34> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U6C37> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U6C38> \xB1\xCA |0

<U6C3E> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6C3F> \x8F\xC6\xD7 |0

<U6C40> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U6C41> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U6C42> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6C4E> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U6C50> \xBC\xAE |0

<U6C55> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U6C57> \xB4\xC0 |0

<U6C5A> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U6C5C> \x8F\xC6\xE0 |0

<U6C5D> \xC6\xF2 |0

<U6C5E> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U6C5F> \xB9\xBE |0

<U6C60> \xC3\xD3 |0

<U6C62> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U6C68> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6C6A> \xDD\xEA |0

<U6C6F> \x8F\xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C70> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U6C72> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U6C73> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6C7A> \xB7\xE8 |0

<U6C7D> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6C81> \xDD\xEE |0

<U6C82> \xDD\xEB |0

<U6C83> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6C86> \x8F\xC6\xEA |0

<U6C88> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U6C8C> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U6C8D> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6C90> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U6C92> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6C93> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U6C96> \xB2\xAD |0

<U6C99> \xBA\xBB |0

<U6C9A> \xDD\xED |0

<U6C9B> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6CA1> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U6CA2> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U6CAB> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U6CAE> \xDD\xFC |0

<U6CB1>
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 \xDD\xFD |0

<U6CB3> \xB2\xCF |0

<U6CB8> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U6CB9> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6CBA> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U6CBB> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U6CBC> \xBE\xC2 |0

<U6CBD> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U6CBE> \xDD\xFE |0

<U6CBF> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U6CC1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U6CC4> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U6CC5> \xDD\xFA |0

<U6CC9> \xC0\xF4 |0

<U6CCA> \xC7\xF1 |0

<U6CCC> \xC8\xE7 |0

<U6CD3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U6CD5> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U6CD7> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U6CD9> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U6CDA> \x8F\xC7\xA1 |0

<U6CDB> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U6CDD> \xDD\xFB |0

<U6CE1> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U6CE2> \xC7\xC8 |0

<U6CE3> \xB5\xE3 |0

<U6CE5> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U6CE8> \xC3\xED |0

<U6CEA> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U6CEF> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U6CF0> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CF1> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U6CF3> \xB1\xCB |0

<U6D04> \x8F\xC7\xAB |0

<U6D0B> \xCD\xCE |0

<U6D0C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6D12> \xDE\xAF |0

<U6D17> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U6D19> \xDE\xAC |0

<U6D1B> \xCD\xEC |0

<U6D1E> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U6D1F> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U6D25> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U6D29> \xB1\xCC |0

<U6D2A> \xB9\xBF |0

<U6D2B> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U6D32> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6D33> \xDE\xAE |0
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<U6D35> \xDE\xAD |0

<U6D36> \xDE\xA8

 |0

<U6D38> \xDE\xAB |0

<U6D3B> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U6D3D> \xDE\xAA |0

<U6D3E> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U6D41> \xCE\xAE |0

<U6D44> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U6D45> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U6D59> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U6D5A> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6D5C> \xC9\xCD |0

<U6D63> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6D64> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D66> \xB1\xBA |0

<U6D69> \xB9\xC0 |0

<U6D6A> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6D6C> \xB3\xBD |0

<U6D6E> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U6D6F> \x8F\xC7\xC3 |0

<U6D74> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U6D77> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U6D78> \xBF\xBB |0

<U6D79> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U6D85> \xDE\xBA |0

<U6D87> \x8F\xC7\xC7 |0

<U6D88> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U6D8C> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U6D8E> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U6D93> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6D95> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U6D96> \x8F\xC7\xCB |0

<U6D99> \xCE\xDE |0

<U6D9B> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U6D9C> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U6DAC> \x8F\xC7\xCF |0

<U6DAF> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6DB2> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U6DB5> \xDE\xBE |0

<U6DB8> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U6DBC> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U6DC0> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U6DC5> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U6DC6> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U6DC7> \xDE\xBF |0

<U6DCB> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U6DCC> \xDE\xC5 |0
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<U6DCF> \x8F\xC7\xD9 |0

<U6DD1> \xBD\xCA |0

<U6DD2> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U6DD5> \xDE\xCC

 |0

<U6DD8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<U6DD9> \xDE\xCA |0

<U6DDE> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U6DE1> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U6DE4> \xDE\xCB |0

<U6DE6> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U6DE8> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U6DEA> \xDE\xCD |0

<U6DEB> \xB0\xFC |0

<U6DEC> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U6DEE> \xDE\xCE |0

<U6DF1> \xBF\xBC |0

<U6DF2> \x8F\xF4\xC0 |0

<U6DF3> \xBD\xDF |0

<U6DF5> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U6DF7> \xBA\xAE |0

<U6DF8> \x8F\xF4\xBF |0

<U6DF9> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6DFA> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U6DFB> \xC5\xBA |0

<U6DFC> \x8F\xC7\xE6 |0

<U6E05> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U6E07> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U6E08> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U6E09> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U6E0A> \xDE\xBD |0

<U6E0B> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U6E13> \xB7\xCC |0

<U6E15> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6E19> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U6E1A> \xBD\xED |0

<U6E1B> \xB8\xBA |0

<U6E1D> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U6E1F> \xDE\xDB |0

<U6E20> \xB5\xF4 |0

<U6E21> \xC5\xCF |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6E24> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6E25> \xB0\xAF |0

<U6E26> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U6E27> \x8F\xC7\xEB |0

<U6E29> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U6E2B> \xDE\xD8 |0
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<U6E2C> \xC2\xAC |0

<U6E2D> \xDE\xCF |0

<U6E2E> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U6E2F> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U6E38> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U6E39> \x8F\xC7\xEE

 |0

<U6E3A> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \x8F\xC7\xF0 |0

<U6E3E> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U6E43> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6E4A> \xCC\xAB |0

<U6E4D> \xDE\xDA |0

<U6E4E> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6E56> \xB8\xD0 |0

<U6E58> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U6E5B> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U6E5C> \x8F\xC7\xFC |0

<U6E5F> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U6E67> \xCD\xAF |0

<U6E6B> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U6E6E> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U6E6F> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U6E72> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U6E76> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U6E7E> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U6E7F> \xBC\xBE |0

<U6E80> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6E82> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U6E8C> \xC8\xAE |0

<U6E8F> \xDE\xEF |0

<U6E90> \xB8\xBB |0

<U6E96> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6E98> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U6E9C> \xCE\xAF |0

<U6E9D> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U6E9F> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U6EA2> \xB0\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6EAA> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U6EAF> \xDE\xEA |0

<U6EB2> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6EB6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U6EB7> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U6EBA> \xC5\xAE |0

<U6EBD> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U6EBF> \x8F\xC8\xB1 |0

<U6EC2> \xDE\xF1 |0
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<U6EC4> \xDE\xEB |0

<U6EC5> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U6EC9> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U6ECB> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U6ECC> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6ED1> \xB3\xEA |0

<U6ED3> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U6ED4> \xDE\xED |0

<U6ED5>

 \xDE\xEE |0

<U6EDD> \xC2\xEC |0

<U6EDE> \xC2\xDA |0

<U6EEC> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U6EEF> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6EF2> \xDE\xFA |0

<U6EF4> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U6EF7> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U6EF8> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6EFE> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U6EFF> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6F01> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U6F02> \xC9\xBA |0

<U6F06> \xBC\xBF |0

<U6F09> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U6F0F> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6F11> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6F13> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U6F14> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U6F15> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U6F20> \xC7\xF9 |0

<U6F22> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U6F23> \xCE\xFA |0

<U6F2B> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U6F2C> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U6F31> \xDE\xFB |0

<U6F32> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6F38> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U6F3E> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U6F3F> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U6F41> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6F45> \xB4\xC3 |0

<U6F51> \xC8\xAE |1

<U6F54> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U6F58> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6F5B> \xDF\xAA |0

<U6F5C> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U6F5F> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U6F64> \xBD\xE1 |0
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<U6F66> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U6F6D> \xDF\xAC |0

<U6F6E> \xC4\xAC |0

<U6F6F> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U6F70> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U6F74> \xDF\xCC |0

<U6F78> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U6F7A> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6F7C> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6F80> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U6F82>

 \xDF\xAD |0

<U6F84> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U6F86> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6F88> \x8F\xC8\xE5 |0

<U6F8E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U6F91> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U6F97> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U6FA1> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6FA3> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U6FA4> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U6FAA> \xDF\xBA |0

<U6FB1> \xC5\xC3 |0

<U6FB3> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U6FB5> \x8F\xC8\xF8 |0

<U6FB9> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U6FC0> \xB7\xE3 |0

<U6FC1> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U6FC2> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xC7\xBB |0

<U6FC6> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U6FD4> \xDF\xBE |0

<U6FD5> \xDF\xBC |0

<U6FD8> \xDF\xBF |0

<U6FDB> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U6FDF> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6FE0> \xB9\xEA |0

<U6FE1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U6FE4> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U6FEB> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U6FEC> \xDF\xBD |0

<U6FEE> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U6FEF> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U6FF1> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U6FF3> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6FF5> \x8F\xC9\xA6 |0

<U6FF6> \xEF\xE9 |0
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<U6FFA> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U6FFE> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U7001> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U7005> \x8F\xC9\xAB |0

<U7006> \xC6\xC2 |1

<U7007> \x8F\xC9\xAD |0

<U7009> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U700B> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U700F> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U7011> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U7015> \xC9\xCE |0

<U7018> \xDF\xCE |0

<U701A> \xDF\xCB |0

<U701B>

 \xDF\xCA |0

<U701D> \xDF\xCD |0

<U701E> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U701F> \xDF\xCF |0

<U7026> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U7027> \xC2\xED |0

<U7028> \x8F\xF4\xC2 |0

<U702C> \xC0\xA5 |0

<U7030> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U7032> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U703E> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U704C> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U7051> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U7058> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U7063> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U706B> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U706F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U7070> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U7078> \xB5\xE4 |0

<U707C> \xBC\xDE |0

<U707D> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U7085> \x8F\xC9\xCA |0

<U7089> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U708A> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U708E> \xB1\xEA |0

<U7092> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7099> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U70AB> \x8F\xC9\xD3 |0

<U70AC> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U70AD> \xC3\xBA |0

<U70AE> \xDF\xDC |0

<U70AF> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U70B3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U70B8> \xDF\xDA |0
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<U70B9> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U70BA> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U70BB> \x8F\xF4\xA1 |0

<U70C8> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U70CB> \xDF\xDE |0

<U70CF> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U70D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U70DD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U70DF> \xDF\xDD |0

<U70F1> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U70F9> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U70FD> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7104> \x8F\xC9\xE3 |0

<U7109> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U710F> \x8F\xC9\xE9 |0

<U7114>

 \xB1\xEB |0

<U7119> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U711A> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U711C> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7121> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7126> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U7130> \xB1\xEB |1

<U7136> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U713C> \xBE\xC6 |0

<U7146> \x8F\xC9\xF4 |0

<U7147> \x8F\xC9\xF5 |0

<U7149> \xCE\xFB |0

<U714C> \xDF\xEA |0

<U714E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7155> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7156> \xDF\xEB |0

<U7159> \xB1\xEC |0

<U715C> \x8F\xC9\xFC |0

<U7162> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7164> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U7165> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7166> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U7167> \xBE\xC8 |0

<U7169> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U716C> \xDF\xEC |0

<U716E> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U717D> \xC0\xFA |0

<U7184> \xDF\xEF |0

<U7188> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U718A> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U718F> \xDF\xED |0

<U7194> \xCD\xD0 |0
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<U7195> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U7199> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U719F> \xBD\xCF |0

<U71A8> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U71AC> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U71B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U71B9> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U71BE> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U71C1> \x8F\xCA\xB3 |0

<U71C3> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U71C8> \xC5\xF5 |0

<U71C9> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U71CE> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U71D0> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U71D2> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U71D4> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U71D5> \xB1\xED |0

<U71D7>

 \xDF\xF3 |0

<U71DF> \xD3\xDB |0

<U71E0> \xDF\xFA |0

<U71E5> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U71E6> \xBB\xB8 |0

<U71E7> \xDF\xFC |0

<U71EC> \xDF\xFB |0

<U71ED> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U71EE> \xD2\xD9 |0

<U71F5> \xDF\xFD |0

<U71F9> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U71FB> \xDF\xEE |0

<U71FC> \xDF\xFE |0

<U71FE> \x8F\xCA\xBD |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U7206> \xC7\xFA |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722A> \xC4\xDE |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xAA |0

<U7235> \xBC\xDF |0

<U7236> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U723A> \xCC\xEC |0

<U723B> \xE0\xAB |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAC |0
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<U723D> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U723E> \xBC\xA4 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAE |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7247> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U7248> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U724C> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U7252> \xC4\xAD |0

<U7258> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7259> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U725B> \xB5\xED |0

<U725D> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U725F> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7261> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U7262> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U7267> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U7269> \xCA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xC0\xB7 |0

<U7274>

 \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7279> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U727D> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7280> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72A0> \xB5\xBE |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72AC> \xB8\xA4 |0

<U72AF> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U72B1> \x8F\xCA\xEF |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72B6> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72BE> \x8F\xCA\xF1 |0

<U72C2> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72D0> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xC1 |0
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<U72D7> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U72D9> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U72DB> \xB9\xFD |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E9> \xBC\xED |0

<U72EC> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U72ED> \xB6\xB9 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U72F8> \xC3\xAC |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U72FC> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U72FD> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731B> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCC |0

<U731F> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U7324> \x8F\xCB\xAE |0

<U7325>

 \xE0\xD0 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCF |0

<U732A> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U732B> \xC7\xAD |0

<U732E> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCD |0

<U7336> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U7337> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U733F> \xB1\xEE |0

<U7344> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U7345> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U7363> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7372> \xB3\xCD |0

<U7375> \xE0\xDA |0

<U7377> \x8F\xCB\xCA |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDC |0
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<U737B> \xE0\xDB |0

<U7384> \xB8\xBC |0

<U7387> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U7389> \xB6\xCC |0

<U738B> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U7396> \xB6\xEA |0

<U73A9> \xB4\xE1 |0

<U73B2> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73BD> \x8F\xCB\xE6 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73C2> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73C9> \x8F\xCB\xEA |0

<U73CA> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U73CD> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73D2> \x8F\xCB\xEE |0

<U73D6> \x8F\xCB\xF0 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U73E0> \xBC\xEE |0

<U73E3> \x8F\xCB\xF4 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73EA>

 \xB7\xBE |0

<U73ED> \xC8\xC9 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFE |0

<U73F5> \x8F\xCB\xF9 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U73FE> \xB8\xBD |0

<U7403> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7406> \xCD\xFD |0

<U7407> \x8F\xCC\xA5 |0

<U7409> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U7422> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7426> \x8F\xCC\xAB |0

<U7429> \x8F\xCC\xAD |0

<U742A> \x8F\xCC\xAE |0

<U742E> \x8F\xCC\xB2 |0

<U7432> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7433> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U7434> \xB6\xD7 |0

<U7435> \xC8\xFC |0

<U7436> \xC7\xCA |0
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<U743A> \xE0\xEB |0

<U743F> \xE0\xED |0

<U7441> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7459> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745A> \xB8\xEA |0

<U745B> \xB1\xCD |0

<U745C> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U745E> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7460> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7462> \x8F\xCC\xC2 |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7464> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U7473> \xBA\xBC |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U7483> \xCD\xFE |0

<U7489> \x8F\xCC\xD0 |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U749F> \x8F\xCC\xD9

 |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74B0> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U74BD> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFC |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFD |0

<U74DC> \xB1\xBB |0

<U74E0> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U74E2> \xC9\xBB |0

<U74E3> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U74E6> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U74F6> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\xAA |0

<U74F8> \xE1\xA9 |0
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<U7501> \x8F\xF4\xC6 |0

<U7503> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7504> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7505> \xE1\xAD |0

<U750C> \xE1\xAE |0

<U750D> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U750E> \xE1\xAF |0

<U7511> \xB9\xF9 |0

<U7513> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U7515> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U7518> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U751A> \xBF\xD3 |0

<U751C> \xC5\xBC |0

<U751E> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U751F> \xC0\xB8 |0

<U7523> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7525> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U7528> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U752B> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U752C> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U752F> \x8F\xCD\xAA |0

<U7530> \xC5\xC4 |0

<U7531> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7532> \xB9\xC3 |0

<U7533> \xBF\xBD |0

<U7537> \xC3\xCB |0

<U7538> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U753A>

 \xC4\xAE |0

<U753B> \xB2\xE8 |0

<U753C> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U7544> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U7546> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7549> \xE1\xBA |0

<U754A> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U754B> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U754C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U754D> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U754F> \xB0\xDA |0

<U7551> \xC8\xAA |0

<U7554> \xC8\xCA |0

<U7559> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U755A> \xE1\xBD |0

<U755B> \xE1\xBB |0

<U755C> \xC3\xDC |0

<U755D> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U7560> \xC8\xAB |0
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<U7562> \xC9\xAD |0

<U7564> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7565> \xCE\xAC |0

<U7566> \xB7\xCD |0

<U7567> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7569> \xE1\xBE |0

<U756A> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U756B> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U756D> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U756F> \x8F\xCD\xBB |0

<U7570> \xB0\xDB |0

<U7573> \xBE\xF6 |0

<U7574> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7576> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U7577> \xC6\xED |0

<U7578> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U757F> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U7582> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7586> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7587> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7589> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U758A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U758B> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U758E> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U758F> \xC1\xC1 |0

<U7591> \xB5\xBF |0

<U7594> \xE1\xCB |0

<U759A> \xE1\xCC |0

<U759D> \xE1\xCD |0

<U75A3> \xE1\xCF |0

<U75A5> \xE1\xCE

 |0

<U75AB> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U75B2> \xC8\xE8 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U75B9> \xBF\xBE |0

<U75BC> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U75BE> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U75C2> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U75C3> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U75C5> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U75C7> \xBE\xC9 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\xD8 |0
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<U75D2> \xE1\xDA |0

<U75D4> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U75D5> \xBA\xAF |0

<U75D8> \xC5\xF7 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\xDB |0

<U75DB> \xC4\xCB |0

<U75DE> \xE1\xDD |0

<U75E2> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U75E3> \xE1\xDC |0

<U75E9> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U75F4> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\xDE |0

<U75FF> \xE1\xDF |0

<U7601> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U7609> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U760B> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U760D> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U761F> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U7620> \xE1\xEB |0

<U7621> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7622> \xE1\xED |0

<U7624> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7626> \xC1\xE9 |1

<U7627> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7630> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U7634> \xE1\xEF |0

<U763B> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U7642> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U7646> \xE1\xF4

 |0

<U7647> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U7648> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U764C> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U7652> \xCC\xFE |0

<U7656> \xCA\xCA |0

<U7658> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U765C> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U7661> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U7662> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U7667> \xE1\xFC |0

<U7668> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U7669> \xE1\xFA |0

<U766A> \xE1\xFB |0
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<U766C> \xE1\xFD |0

<U7670> \xE1\xFE |0

<U7672> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7676> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7678> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U767A> \xC8\xAF |0

<U767B> \xC5\xD0 |0

<U767C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U767D> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U767E> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7680> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7682> \x8F\xF4\xC7 |0

<U7683> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7684> \xC5\xAA |0

<U7686> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U7687> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U7688> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U768B> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U768E> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7690> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U7693> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7696> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7699> \xE2\xAC |0

<U769A> \xE2\xAD |0

<U769B> \x8F\xCE\xBA |0

<U769C> \x8F\xCE\xBB |0

<U769E> \x8F\xF4\xC8 |0

<U76A6> \x8F\xCE\xC3 |0

<U76AE> \xC8\xE9 |0

<U76B0> \xE2\xAE |0

<U76B4> \xE2\xAF |0

<U76B7> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U76B8> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U76B9> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U76BA> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U76BF> \xBB\xAE

 |0

<U76C2> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U76C3> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U76C6> \xCB\xDF |0

<U76C8> \xB1\xCE |0

<U76CA> \xB1\xD7 |0

<U76CD> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U76D2> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U76D6> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U76D7> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U76DB> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U76DC> \xDD\xB9 |0
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<U76DE> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U76DF> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U76E1> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U76E3> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U76E4> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U76E5> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U76E7> \xE2\xBA |0

<U76EA> \xE2\xBB |0

<U76EE> \xCC\xDC |0

<U76F2> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U76F4> \xC4\xBE |0

<U76F8> \xC1\xEA |0

<U76FB> \xE2\xBD |0

<U76FE> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U7701> \xBE\xCA |0

<U7704> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7707> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7708> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7709> \xC8\xFD |0

<U770B> \xB4\xC7 |0

<U770C> \xB8\xA9 |0

<U771B> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U771E> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U771F> \xBF\xBF |0

<U7720> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7724> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7725> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7726> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7729> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7737> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7738> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U773A> \xC4\xAF |0

<U773C> \xB4\xE3 |0

<U7740> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7746> \x8F\xCE\xF2 |0

<U7747> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U775A> \xE2\xCA |0

<U775B> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7761> \xBF\xE7

 |0

<U7763> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U7765> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7766> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U7768> \xE2\xCB |0

<U776B> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7779> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U777E> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U777F> \xE2\xCF |0
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<U778B> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U778E> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7791> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U779E> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U77A0> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U77A5> \xCA\xCD |0

<U77AC> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U77AD> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U77B0> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U77B3> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U77B6> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U77B9> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U77BB> \xE2\xDD |0

<U77BC> \xE2\xDB |0

<U77BD> \xE2\xDC |0

<U77BF> \xE2\xDA |0

<U77C7> \xE2\xDE |0

<U77CD> \xE2\xDF |0

<U77D7> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U77DA> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U77DB> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U77DC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U77E2> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U77E3> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U77E5> \xC3\xCE |0

<U77E7> \xC7\xEA |0

<U77E9> \xB6\xEB |0

<U77ED> \xC3\xBB |0

<U77EE> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U77EF> \xB6\xBA |0

<U77F3> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U77FC> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7802> \xBA\xBD |0

<U780C> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7812> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7814> \xB8\xA6 |0

<U7815> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U7820> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7821> \x8F\xCF\xD5 |0

<U7825> \xC5\xD6 |0

<U7826> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U7827>

 \xB5\xCE |0

<U7832> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U7834> \xC7\xCB |0

<U783A> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U783F> \xB9\xDC |0

<U7845> \xE2\xEB |0
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<U784E> \x8F\xCF\xE2 |0

<U785D> \xBE\xCB |0

<U7864> \x8F\xCF\xE9 |0

<U786B> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U786C> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U786F> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U7872> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U7874> \xE2\xED |0

<U787A> \x8F\xCF\xED |0

<U787C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7881> \xB8\xEB |0

<U7886> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7887> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U788C> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U788D> \xB3\xB7 |0

<U788E> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7891> \xC8\xEA |0

<U7893> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U7895> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7897> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U789A> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U78A3> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U78A7> \xCA\xCB |0

<U78A9> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U78AA> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U78AF> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U78B5> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U78BA> \xB3\xCE |0

<U78BC> \xE2\xFB |0

<U78BE> \xE2\xFA |0

<U78C1> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U78C5> \xE2\xFC |0

<U78C6> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U78CA> \xE2\xFD |0

<U78CB> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U78D0> \xC8\xD8 |0

<U78D1> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U78D4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U78DA> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U78E7> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U78E8> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U78EC> \xE2\xFE |0

<U78EF> \xB0\xEB |0

<U78F4> \xE3\xA4

 |0

<U78FD> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7901> \xBE\xCC |0

<U7907> \xE3\xA5 |0
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<U790E> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U7911> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7912> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7919> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7926> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U792A> \xE2\xEA |0

<U792B> \xE3\xAA |0

<U792C> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7930> \x8F\xF4\xCB |0

<U793A> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U793C> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U793E> \xBC\xD2 |0

<U7940> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7941> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U7947> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U7948> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U7949> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U7950> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U7953> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7955> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7956> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U7957> \xE3\xAD |0

<U795A> \xE3\xAF |0

<U795D> \xBD\xCB |0

<U795E> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U795F> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7960> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7962> \xC7\xAA |0

<U7965> \xBE\xCD |0

<U7968> \xC9\xBC |0

<U796D> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U7977> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U797A> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U797F> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7980> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7981> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U7984> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7985> \xC1\xB5 |0

<U798A> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U798D> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U798E> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U798F> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U7994> \x8F\xD0\xE5 |0

<U799B> \x8F\xD0\xE9 |0

<U799D> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U79A6> \xB5\xFA |0

<U79A7>
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 \xE3\xB6 |0

<U79AA> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U79AE> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U79B0> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U79B1> \xC5\xF8 |1

<U79B3> \xE3\xBA |0

<U79B9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U79BA> \xE3\xBC |0

<U79BD> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U79BE> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U79BF> \xC6\xC5 |0

<U79C0> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U79C1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U79C9> \xE3\xBD |0

<U79CB> \xBD\xA9 |0

<U79D1> \xB2\xCA |0

<U79D2> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U79D5> \xE3\xBE |0

<U79D8> \xC8\xEB |0

<U79DF> \xC1\xC5 |0

<U79E1> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U79E3> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U79E4> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U79E6> \xBF\xC1 |0

<U79E7> \xE3\xBF |0

<U79E9> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U79EC> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U79F0> \xBE\xCE |0

<U79FB> \xB0\xDC |0

<U7A00> \xB5\xA9 |0

<U7A08> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7A0B> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U7A0D> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7A0E> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U7A14> \xCC\xAD |0

<U7A17> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U7A18> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7A19> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7A1A> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U7A1C> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U7A1F> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7A20> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7A2E> \xBC\xEF |0

<U7A31> \xE3\xCA |0

<U7A32> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U7A37> \xE3\xCD |0

<U7A3B> \xE3\xCB |0

<U7A3C> \xB2\xD4 |0
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<U7A3D> \xB7\xCE |0

<U7A3E> \xE3\xCC |0

<U7A3F>

 \xB9\xC6 |0

<U7A40> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U7A42> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7A43> \xE3\xCE |0

<U7A46> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U7A49> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U7A4D> \xC0\xD1 |0

<U7A4E> \xB1\xCF |0

<U7A4F> \xB2\xBA |0

<U7A50> \xB0\xAC |0

<U7A57> \xE3\xCF |0

<U7A61> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U7A62> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U7A63> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U7A69> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U7A6B> \xB3\xCF |0

<U7A70> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U7A74> \xB7\xEA |0

<U7A76> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U7A79> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U7A7A> \xB6\xF5 |0

<U7A7D> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U7A7F> \xC0\xFC |0

<U7A81> \xC6\xCD |0

<U7A83> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7A84> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U7A88> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7A92> \xC3\xE2 |0

<U7A93> \xC1\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xE3\xDA |0

<U7A96> \xE3\xDC |0

<U7A97> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7A98> \xE3\xDB |0

<U7A9F> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U7AA9> \xE3\xDD |0

<U7AAA> \xB7\xA6 |0

<U7AAE> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U7AAF> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U7AB0> \xE3\xDF |0

<U7AB6> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U7ABA> \xB1\xAE |0

<U7ABF> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U7AC3> \xB3\xF6 |0

<U7AC4> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U7AC5> \xE3\xE1 |0
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<U7AC7> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U7AC8> \xE3\xDE |0

<U7ACA> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U7ACB> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U7ACD> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U7ACF>

 \xE3\xE8 |0

<U7AD1> \x8F\xD1\xE8 |0

<U7AD2> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U7AD3> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7AD5> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7AD9> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7ADA> \xE3\xEC |0

<U7ADC> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7ADD> \xE3\xED |0

<U7ADF> \xF0\xEF |0

<U7AE0> \xBE\xCF |0

<U7AE1> \xE3\xEE |0

<U7AE2> \xE3\xEF |0

<U7AE3> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U7AE5> \xC6\xB8 |0

<U7AE6> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U7AE7> \x8F\xF4\xD0 |0

<U7AEA> \xC3\xA8 |0

<U7AEB> \x8F\xD1\xEC |0

<U7AED> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U7AEF> \xC3\xBC |0

<U7AF0> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U7AF6> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U7AF8> \xD1\xBF |0

<U7AF9> \xC3\xDD |0

<U7AFA> \xBC\xB3 |0

<U7AFF> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U7B02> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U7B04> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U7B06> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U7B08> \xB5\xE8 |0

<U7B0A> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U7B0B> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U7B0F> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U7B11> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U7B18> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U7B19> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U7B1B> \xC5\xAB |0

<U7B1E> \xE3\xFA |0

<U7B20> \xB3\xDE |0

<U7B25> \xBF\xDA |0

<U7B26> \xC9\xE4 |0
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<U7B28> \xE3\xFC |0

<U7B2C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U7B33> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U7B35> \xE3\xFB |0

<U7B36> \xE3\xFD |0

<U7B39> \xBA\xFB |0

<U7B45> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U7B46> \xC9\xAE

 |0

<U7B48> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U7B49> \xC5\xF9 |0

<U7B4B> \xB6\xDA |0

<U7B4C> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U7B4D> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U7B4F> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U7B50> \xE3\xFE |0

<U7B51> \xC3\xDE |0

<U7B52> \xC5\xFB |0

<U7B54> \xC5\xFA |0

<U7B56> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U7B5D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U7B65> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U7B67> \xE4\xAA |0

<U7B6C> \xE4\xAD |0

<U7B6E> \xE4\xAE |0

<U7B70> \xE4\xAB |0

<U7B71> \xE4\xAC |0

<U7B74> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U7B75> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U7B7A> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U7B86> \xCA\xCF |0

<U7B87> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U7B8B> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U7B8D> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U7B8F> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U7B92> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U7B94> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U7B95> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U7B97> \xBB\xBB |0

<U7B98> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U7B99> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U7B9A> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U7B9C> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U7B9D> \xE4\xAF |0

<U7B9E> \x8F\xD2\xBB |0

<U7B9F> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U7BA1> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U7BAA> \xC3\xBD |0
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<U7BAD> \xC0\xFD |0

<U7BB1> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U7BB4> \xE4\xBE |0

<U7BB8> \xC8\xA4 |0

<U7BC0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U7BC1> \xE4\xBB |0

<U7BC4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U7BC6> \xE4\xBF |0

<U7BC7> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U7BC9> \xC3\xDB |0

<U7BCB>

 \xE4\xBA |0

<U7BCC> \xE4\xBC |0

<U7BCF> \xE4\xBD |0

<U7BDD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U7BE0> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U7BE4> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U7BE5> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U7BE6> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U7BE9> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U7BED> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U7BF3> \xE4\xCA |0

<U7BF6> \xE4\xCE |0

<U7BF7> \xE4\xCB |0

<U7C00> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U7C07> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U7C0D> \xE4\xCD |0

<U7C11> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U7C12> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U7C13> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U7C14> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U7C17> \xE4\xCC |0

<U7C1E> \xC3\xBD |1

<U7C1F> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U7C21> \xB4\xCA |0

<U7C23> \xE4\xCF |0

<U7C27> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U7C2A> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7C2B> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U7C37> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U7C38> \xC8\xF6 |0

<U7C3D> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U7C3E> \xCE\xFC |0

<U7C3F> \xCA\xED |0

<U7C40> \xE4\xDA |0

<U7C43> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U7C4C> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U7C4D> \xC0\xD2 |0
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<U7C4F> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U7C50> \xE4\xDB |0

<U7C54> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U7C56> \xE4\xDF |0

<U7C58> \xE4\xDC |0

<U7C5F> \xE4\xDD |0

<U7C60> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U7C64> \xE4\xDE |0

<U7C65> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U7C6C> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U7C73> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U7C75> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U7C7E> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U7C81>

 \xB6\xCE |0

<U7C82> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U7C83> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U7C89> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U7C8B> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U7C8D> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U7C90> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U7C92> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7C95> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U7C97> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7C98> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U7C9B> \xBD\xCD |0

<U7C9F> \xB0\xC0 |0

<U7CA1> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U7CA2> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U7CA4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U7CA5> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7CA7> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U7CA8> \xE4\xEA |0

<U7CAB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U7CAD> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U7CAE> \xE4\xEE |0

<U7CB1> \xE4\xED |0

<U7CB2> \xE4\xEC |0

<U7CB3> \xE4\xEB |0

<U7CB9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U7CBD> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U7CBE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7CC0> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U7CC2> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U7CC5> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U7CCA> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U7CCE> \xC1\xB8 |0

<U7CD2> \xE4\xF5 |0
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<U7CD6> \xC5\xFC |0

<U7CD8> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U7CDC> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U7CDE> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U7CDF> \xC1\xEC |0

<U7CE0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U7CE2> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U7CE7> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7CEF> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U7CF2> \xE4\xFA |0

<U7CF4> \xE4\xFB |0

<U7CF6> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7CF8> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U7CFA> \xE4\xFD |0

<U7CFB> \xB7\xCF |0

<U7CFE> \xB5\xEA |0

<U7D00>

 \xB5\xAA |0

<U7D02> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U7D04> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U7D05> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U7D06> \xE4\xFE |0

<U7D0A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U7D0B> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7D0D> \xC7\xBC |0

<U7D10> \xC9\xB3 |0

<U7D14> \xBD\xE3 |0

<U7D15> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U7D17> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U7D18> \xB9\xC9 |0

<U7D19> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U7D1A> \xB5\xE9 |0

<U7D1B> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U7D1C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7D20> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U7D21> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U7D22> \xBA\xF7 |0

<U7D2B> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U7D2C> \xC4\xDD |0

<U7D2E> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U7D2F> \xCE\xDF |0

<U7D30> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U7D32> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U7D33> \xBF\xC2 |0

<U7D35> \xE5\xAA |0

<U7D39> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U7D3A> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U7D3F> \xE5\xA9 |0
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<U7D42> \xBD\xAA |0

<U7D43> \xB8\xBE |0

<U7D44> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U7D45> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U7D46> \xE5\xAB |0

<U7D48> \x8F\xD3\xE1 |0

<U7D4B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U7D4C> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U7D4E> \xE5\xAE |0

<U7D4F> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U7D50> \xB7\xEB |0

<U7D56> \xE5\xAD |0

<U7D5B> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U7D5C> \x8F\xD3\xE8 |0

<U7D5E> \xB9\xCA |0

<U7D61> \xCD\xED |0

<U7D62> \xB0\xBC |0

<U7D63> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D66> \xB5\xEB |0

<U7D68>

 \xE5\xB0 |0

<U7D6E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U7D71> \xC5\xFD |0

<U7D72> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7D73> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7D75> \xB3\xA8 |0

<U7D76> \xC0\xE4 |0

<U7D79> \xB8\xA8 |0

<U7D7D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7D89> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U7D8F> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U7D99> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U7D9A> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U7D9B> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U7D9C> \xC1\xEE |0

<U7D9F> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U7DA0> \x8F\xF4\xD4 |0

<U7DA2> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U7DA3> \xE5\xBC |0

<U7DAB> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U7DAC> \xBC\xFA |0

<U7DAD> \xB0\xDD |0

<U7DAE> \xE5\xBB |0

<U7DAF> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U7DB0> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U7DB1> \xB9\xCB |0

<U7DB2> \xCC\xD6 |0
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<U7DB4> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U7DB5> \xE5\xBD |0

<U7DB7> \x8F\xD4\xA7 |0

<U7DB8> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U7DBA> \xE5\xBA |0

<U7DBB> \xC3\xBE |0

<U7DBD> \xE5\xBF |0

<U7DBE> \xB0\xBD |0

<U7DBF> \xCC\xCA |0

<U7DC7> \xE5\xBE |0

<U7DCA> \xB6\xDB |0

<U7DCB> \xC8\xEC |0

<U7DCF> \xC1\xED |0

<U7DD1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U7DD2> \xBD\xEF |0

<U7DD5> \xE5\xEE |0

<U7DD6> \x8F\xF4\xD5 |0

<U7DD8> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7DDA> \xC0\xFE |0

<U7DDC> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U7DDD> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U7DDE>

 \xE5\xCB |0

<U7DE0> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U7DE1> \xE5\xCE |0

<U7DE4> \xE5\xCA |0

<U7DE8> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U7DE9> \xB4\xCB |0

<U7DEC> \xCC\xCB |0

<U7DEF> \xB0\xDE |0

<U7DF2> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7DF4> \xCE\xFD |0

<U7DFB> \xE5\xCC |0

<U7E01> \xB1\xEF |0

<U7E04> \xC6\xEC |0

<U7E05> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7E09> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U7E0A> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U7E0B> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U7E12> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U7E1B> \xC7\xFB |0

<U7E1E> \xBC\xCA |0

<U7E1F> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U7E21> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U7E22> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U7E23> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U7E26> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U7E2B> \xCB\xA5 |0
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<U7E2E> \xBD\xCC |0

<U7E31> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U7E32> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U7E35> \xE5\xDC |0

<U7E37> \xE5\xDF |0

<U7E39> \xE5\xDD |0

<U7E3A> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U7E3B> \xE5\xDB |0

<U7E3D> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U7E3E> \xC0\xD3 |0

<U7E41> \xC8\xCB |0

<U7E43> \xE5\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U7E48> \xE5\xDA |1

<U7E4A> \xC1\xA1 |0

<U7E4B> \xB7\xD2 |0

<U7E4D> \xBD\xAB |0

<U7E52> \x8F\xD4\xD4 |0

<U7E54> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U7E55> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U7E56> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U7E59> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U7E5A> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U7E5D> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U7E5E>

 \xE5\xE5 |0

<U7E61> \xBD\xAB |1

<U7E66> \xE5\xDA |0

<U7E67> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U7E69> \xE5\xEA |0

<U7E6A> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U7E6B> \xB7\xD2 |1

<U7E6D> \xCB\xFA |0

<U7E70> \xB7\xAB |0

<U7E79> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U7E7B> \xE5\xEC |0

<U7E7C> \xE5\xEB |0

<U7E7D> \xE5\xEF |0

<U7E7F> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7E82> \xBB\xBC |0

<U7E83> \xE5\xED |0

<U7E88> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U7E89> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U7E8A> \x8F\xD4\xE3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U7E8E> \xE5\xFA |0

<U7E8F> \xC5\xBB |0

<U7E90> \xE5\xF6 |0
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<U7E92> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U7E93> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U7E94> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U7E96> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U7E9B> \xE5\xFB |0

<U7E9C> \xE5\xFC |0

<U7F36> \xB4\xCC |0

<U7F38> \xE5\xFD |0

<U7F3A> \xE5\xFE |0

<U7F45> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U7F47> \x8F\xD4\xF2 |0

<U7F4C> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U7F4D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U7F4E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U7F50> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U7F51> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7F54> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U7F55> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U7F58> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U7F5F> \xE6\xAA |0

<U7F60> \xE6\xAB |0

<U7F67> \xE6\xAE |0

<U7F68> \xE6\xAC |0

<U7F69> \xE6\xAD |0

<U7F6A> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U7F6B> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U7F6E> \xC3\xD6

 |0

<U7F70> \xC8\xB3 |0

<U7F72> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U7F75> \xC7\xCD |0

<U7F77> \xC8\xED |0

<U7F78> \xE6\xAF |0

<U7F79> \xD8\xED |0

<U7F82> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U7F83> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U7F85> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U7F86> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U7F87> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U7F88> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U7F8A> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U7F8C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U7F8E> \xC8\xFE |0

<U7F94> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U7F9A> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U7F9D> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U7F9E> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U7FA1> \x8F\xD5\xAE |0
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<U7FA3> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<U7FA8> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U7FA9> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U7FAE> \xE6\xBE |0

<U7FAF> \xE6\xBB |0

<U7FB2> \xE6\xBC |0

<U7FB6> \xE6\xBF |0

<U7FB8> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U7FB9> \xE6\xBD |0

<U7FBD> \xB1\xA9 |0

<U7FC1> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U7FC5> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U7FC6> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U7FCA> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U7FCC> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U7FD2> \xBD\xAC |0

<U7FD4> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U7FD5> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U7FE0> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U7FE1> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U7FE6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U7FE9> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U7FEB> \xB4\xE5 |0

<U7FF0> \xB4\xCD |0

<U7FF3> \xE6\xCA |0

<U7FF9> \xE6\xCB |0

<U7FFB> \xCB\xDD |0

<U7FFC> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U8000> \xCD\xD4

 |0

<U8001> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U8003> \xB9\xCD |0

<U8004> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8005> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U8006> \xE6\xCD |0

<U800B> \xE6\xCF |0

<U800C> \xBC\xA9 |0

<U8010> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U8012> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8015> \xB9\xCC |0

<U8017> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U8018> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8019> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U801C> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8021> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8028> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8033> \xBC\xAA |0
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<U8036> \xCC\xED |0

<U803B> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U803D> \xC3\xBF |0

<U803F> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8046> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U804A> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U8052> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8056> \xC0\xBB |0

<U8058> \xE6\xDB |0

<U805A> \xE6\xDC |0

<U805E> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U805F> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8061> \xC1\xEF |0

<U8062> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8068> \xE6\xDF |0

<U806F> \xCE\xFE |0

<U8070> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8072> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8073> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8074> \xC4\xB0 |0

<U8076> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8077> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U8079> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U807D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U807E> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U807F> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8084> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8085> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8086> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8087> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U8089> \xC6\xF9 |0

<U808B> \xCF\xBE |0

<U808C> \xC8\xA9

 |0

<U8093> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8096> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U8098> \xC9\xAA |0

<U809A> \xE6\xEC |0

<U809B> \xE6\xEA |0

<U809D> \xB4\xCE |0

<U80A1> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U80A2> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U80A5> \xC8\xEE |0

<U80A9> \xB8\xAA |0

<U80AA> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U80AC> \xE6\xEF |0

<U80AD> \xE6\xED |0

<U80AF> \xB9\xCE |0
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<U80B1> \xB9\xCF |0

<U80B2> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U80B4> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U80BA> \xC7\xD9 |0

<U80C3> \xB0\xDF |0

<U80C4> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U80C6> \xC3\xC0 |0

<U80CC> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U80CE> \xC2\xDB |0

<U80D6> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U80D9> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U80DA> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U80DB> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U80DD> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U80DE> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U80E1> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U80E4> \xB0\xFD |0

<U80E5> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U80EF> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U80F1> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U80F4> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U80F8> \xB6\xBB |0

<U80FC> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U80FD> \xC7\xBD |0

<U8102> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U8105> \xB6\xBC |0

<U8106> \xC0\xC8 |0

<U8107> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8108> \xCC\xAE |0

<U8109> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U810A> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U811A> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U811B> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8123> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8129> \xE6\xFB |0

<U812F> \xE6\xFD

 |0

<U8131> \xC3\xA6 |0

<U8133> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8139> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U813E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U8141> \xE7\xA6 |1

<U8146> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U814B> \xE6\xFE |0

<U814E> \xBF\xD5 |0

<U8150> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U8151> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U8153> \xE7\xA4 |0
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<U8154> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U8155> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U815F> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U8165> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U8166> \xE7\xAA |0

<U816B> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U816E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8170> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U8171> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U8174> \xE7\xAB |0

<U8178> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U8179> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U817A> \xC1\xA3 |0

<U817F> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8180> \xE7\xAF |0

<U8182> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U8183> \xE7\xAC |0

<U8188> \xE7\xAD |0

<U818A> \xE7\xAE |0

<U818F> \xB9\xD1 |0

<U8193> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U8195> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U819A> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U819C> \xCB\xEC |0

<U819D> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U81A0> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U81A3> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U81A4> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U81A8> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U81A9> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U81B0> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U81B3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U81B5> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U81B8> \xE7\xBB |0

<U81BA> \xE7\xBF |0

<U81BD> \xE7\xBC |0

<U81BE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U81BF> \xC7\xBF |0

<U81C0> \xE7\xBD

 |0

<U81C2> \xE7\xBE |0

<U81C6> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U81C8> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U81C9> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U81CD> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U81D1> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U81D3> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U81D8> \xE7\xC4 |0
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<U81D9> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U81DA> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U81DF> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U81E0> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U81E3> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U81E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U81E7> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U81E8> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U81EA> \xBC\xAB |0

<U81ED> \xBD\xAD |0

<U81F3> \xBB\xEA |0

<U81F4> \xC3\xD7 |0

<U81FA> \xE7\xCA |0

<U81FB> \xE7\xCB |0

<U81FC> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U81FE> \xE7\xCC |0

<U8201> \xE7\xCD |0

<U8202> \xE7\xCE |0

<U8205> \xE7\xCF |0

<U8207> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U8208> \xB6\xBD |0

<U8209> \xDA\xAA |0

<U820A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U820C> \xC0\xE5 |0

<U820D> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U820E> \xBC\xCB |0

<U8210> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U8212> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U8216> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U8217> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8218> \xB4\xDC |0

<U821B> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U821C> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U821E> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xBD\xAE |0

<U8229> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U822A> \xB9\xD2 |0

<U822B> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U822C> \xC8\xCC |0

<U822E> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U8233> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U8235> \xC2\xC9

 |0

<U8236> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U8237> \xB8\xBF |0

<U8238> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U8239> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U8240> \xE7\xD9 |0
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<U8247> \xC4\xFA |0

<U8258> \xE7\xDB |0

<U8259> \xE7\xDA |0

<U825A> \xE7\xDD |0

<U825D> \xE7\xDC |0

<U825F> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8262> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U8264> \xE7\xDF |0

<U8266> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8268> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U826A> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U826B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U826E> \xBA\xB1 |0

<U826F> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U8271> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U8272> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U8276> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U8277> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U8278> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U827E> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U828B> \xB0\xF2 |0

<U828D> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U8292> \xE7\xEA |0

<U8299> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U829D> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U829F> \xE7\xEC |0

<U82A5> \xB3\xA9 |0

<U82A6> \xB0\xB2 |0

<U82AB> \xE7\xEB |0

<U82AC> \xE7\xEE |0

<U82AD> \xC7\xCE |0

<U82AF> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U82B1> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U82B3> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U82B8> \xB7\xDD |0

<U82B9> \xB6\xDC |0

<U82BB> \xE7\xED |0

<U82BD> \xB2\xEA |0

<U82C5> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U82D1> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U82D2> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U82D3> \xCE\xEA |0

<U82D4> \xC2\xDD |0

<U82D7> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U82D9> \xE7\xFE

 |0

<U82DB> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U82DC> \xE7\xFC |0
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<U82DE> \xE7\xFA |0

<U82DF> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U82E1> \xE7\xEF |0

<U82E3> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U82E5> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U82E6> \xB6\xEC |0

<U82E7> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U82EB> \xC6\xD1 |0

<U82F1> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U82F3> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U82F4> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U82F9> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U82FA> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U82FB> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U8301> \x8F\xD7\xDE |0

<U8302> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U8303> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U8304> \xB2\xD8 |0

<U8305> \xB3\xFD |0

<U8306> \xE7\xFB |0

<U8309> \xE7\xFD |0

<U830E> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U8316> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U8317> \xE8\xAC |0

<U8318> \xE8\xAD |0

<U831C> \xB0\xAB |0

<U8323> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U8328> \xB0\xF1 |0

<U832B> \xE8\xAB |0

<U832F> \xE8\xAA |0

<U8331> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8332> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U8334> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U8335> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U8336> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U8338> \xC2\xFB |0

<U8339> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U8340> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8345> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U8346> \xB7\xD5 |1

<U8349> \xC1\xF0 |0

<U834A> \xB7\xD5 |0

<U834F> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U8350> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U8352> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U8358> \xC1\xF1 |0

<U8362> \x8F\xF4\xD7 |0

<U8373>
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 \xE8\xBA |0

<U8375> \xE8\xBB |0

<U8377> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U837B> \xB2\xAE |0

<U837C> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U837F> \x8F\xD8\xA2 |0

<U8385> \xE8\xAE |0

<U8387> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U8389> \xE8\xBD |0

<U838A> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U838E> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8393> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U8396> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U839A> \xE8\xAF |0

<U839E> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U839F> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U83A0> \xE8\xBC |0

<U83A2> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U83A8> \xE8\xBE |0

<U83AA> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U83AB> \xC7\xFC |0

<U83B1> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U83B5> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U83BD> \xE8\xCF |0

<U83C1> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U83C5> \xBF\xFB |0

<U83C7> \x8F\xD8\xB7 |0

<U83CA> \xB5\xC6 |0

<U83CC> \xB6\xDD |0

<U83CE> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U83D3> \xB2\xDB |0

<U83D6> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U83D8> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U83DC> \xBA\xDA |0

<U83DF> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U83E0> \xE8\xCA |0

<U83E9> \xCA\xEE |0

<U83EB> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U83EF> \xB2\xDA |0

<U83F0> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U83F1> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U83F2> \xE8\xCB |0

<U83F4> \xE8\xBF |0

<U83F6> \x8F\xD8\xC1 |0

<U83F7> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U83FB> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U83FD> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U8403> \xE8\xC4 |0
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<U8404> \xC6\xBA |0

<U8407> \xE8\xC9

 |0

<U840A> \xCD\xE9 |1

<U840B> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U840C> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U840D> \xE8\xCC |0

<U840E> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U8413> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U8420> \xE8\xCE |0

<U8422> \xE8\xCD |0

<U8429> \xC7\xEB |0

<U842A> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U842C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U8431> \xB3\xFE |0

<U8435> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U8438> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U843C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U843D> \xCD\xEE |0

<U8446> \xE8\xDE |0

<U8448> \x8F\xD8\xD1 |0

<U8449> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U844E> \xCE\xAA |0

<U8457> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U845B> \xB3\xEB |0

<U8461> \xC9\xF2 |0

<U8462> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U8463> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U8466> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U8469> \xE8\xDD |0

<U846B> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U846D> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U846E> \xE8\xDB |0

<U846F> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U8471> \xC7\xAC |0

<U8475> \xB0\xAA |0

<U8477> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U8479> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U847A> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U8482> \xE8\xDC |0

<U8484> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U848B> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U8490> \xBD\xAF |0

<U8494> \xBC\xAC |0

<U8499> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U849C> \xC9\xC7 |0

<U849F> \xE8\xE7 |0
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<U84A1> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U84AD> \xE8\xDA |0

<U84B2> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U84B4> \x8F\xD8\xF4 |0

<U84B8>

 \xBE\xF8 |0

<U84B9> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U84BB> \xE8\xEA |0

<U84BC> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U84BF> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U84C1> \xE8\xED |0

<U84C4> \xC3\xDF |0

<U84C6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U84C9> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U84CA> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U84CB> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U84CD> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U84D0> \xE8\xEC |0

<U84D1> \xCC\xAC |0

<U84D6> \xE8\xEF |0

<U84D9> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U84DA> \xE8\xEB |0

<U84DC> \x8F\xD9\xA1 |0

<U84EC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U84EE> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U84F4> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U84FC> \xE8\xFA |0

<U84FF> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U8500> \xBC\xC3 |0

<U8506> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U8511> \xCA\xCE |0

<U8513> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U8514> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U8515> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U8517> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U8518> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U851A> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U851F> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U8521> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U8523> \xBE\xD5 |1

<U8526> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U852C> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U852D> \xB0\xFE |0

<U8535> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U853D> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U8540> \xE8\xFB |0

<U8541> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U8543> \xC8\xD9 |0
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<U8548> \xE8\xFE |0

<U8549> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U854A> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U854B> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U854E> \xB6\xBE |0

<U8553> \x8F\xD9\xC6 |0

<U8555> \xE9\xA4

 |0

<U8557> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U8558> \xE8\xFD |0

<U8559> \x8F\xD9\xC8 |0

<U855A> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U8563> \xE8\xFC |0

<U8568> \xCF\xCF |0

<U8569> \xC6\xA2 |0

<U856A> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U856B> \x8F\xD9\xD1 |0

<U856D> \xE9\xAB |0

<U8577> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U857E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U8580> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8584> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U8587> \xE9\xAF |0

<U8588> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U858A> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8590> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U8591> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U8594> \xE9\xAC |0

<U8597> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U8599> \xC6\xE5 |0

<U859B> \xE9\xAD |0

<U859C> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U85A4> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U85A6> \xC1\xA6 |0

<U85A8> \xE9\xAA |0

<U85A9> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U85AA> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U85AB> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U85AC> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U85AE> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U85AF> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U85B0> \x8F\xF4\xD9 |0

<U85B9> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U85BA> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U85C1> \xCF\xCE |0

<U85C9> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U85CD> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U85CF> \xE9\xB6 |0
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<U85D0> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U85DC> \xE9\xBC |0

<U85DD> \xE9\xBA |0

<U85E4> \xC6\xA3 |0

<U85E5> \xE9\xBB |0

<U85E9> \xC8\xCD |0

<U85EA> \xE9\xAE |0

<U85F7> \xBD\xF3 |0

<U85F9>

 \xE9\xBD |0

<U85FA> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U85FB> \xC1\xF4 |0

<U85FE> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U8602> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U8606> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U8607> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U860A> \xE9\xBE |0

<U860B> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U8613> \xE9\xBF |0

<U8616> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U8617> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U8622> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U862D> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U862F> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8630> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U863F> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U864D> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U864E> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U8650> \xB5\xD4 |0

<U8654> \xE9\xCA |0

<U8655> \xD1\xDD |0

<U865A> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U865C> \xCE\xBA |0

<U865E> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U865F> \xE9\xCB |0

<U8667> \xE9\xCC |0

<U866B> \xC3\xEE |0

<U8671> \xE9\xCD |0

<U8679> \xC6\xFA |0

<U867B> \xB0\xBA |0

<U868A> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U868B> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U868C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U8693> \xE9\xCE |0

<U8695> \xBB\xBD |0

<U86A3> \xE9\xCF |0
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<U86A4> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U86A9> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U86AA> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U86AB> \xE9\xDB |0

<U86AF> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U86B0> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U86B6> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U86C4> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U86C6> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U86C7> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U86C9> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U86CB> \xC3\xC1 |0

<U86CD>

 \xB7\xD6 |0

<U86CE> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U86D4> \xE9\xDC |0

<U86D9> \xB3\xBF |0

<U86DB> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U86DE> \xE9\xDD |0

<U86DF> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U86E4> \xC8\xBA |0

<U86E9> \xE9\xDE |0

<U86EC> \xE9\xDF |0

<U86ED> \xC9\xC8 |0

<U86EE> \xC8\xDA |0

<U86EF> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U86F8> \xC2\xFD |0

<U86F9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U86FB> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U86FE> \xB2\xEB |0

<U8700> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8702> \xCB\xAA |0

<U8703> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U8706> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U8708> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U8709> \xE9\xEA |0

<U870A> \xE9\xED |0

<U870D> \xE9\xEB |0

<U8711> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U8712> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U8718> \xC3\xD8 |0

<U871A> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U871C> \xCC\xAA |0

<U8725> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8729> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8734> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8737> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U873B> \xE9\xF1 |0
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<U873F> \xE9\xEF |0

<U8749> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U874B> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U874C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U874E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8753> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U8755> \xBF\xAA |0

<U8757> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8759> \xE9\xFE |0

<U875F> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U8760> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U8763> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8766> \xB2\xDC |0

<U8768> \xE9\xFC |0

<U876A> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U876E>

 \xE9\xFD |0

<U8774> \xE9\xFA |0

<U8776> \xC4\xB3 |0

<U8778> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U877F> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U8782> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U878D> \xCD\xBB |0

<U879F> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U87A2> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U87AB> \xEA\xAE |0

<U87AF> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U87B3> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U87BA> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U87BB> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U87BD> \xEA\xAA |0

<U87C0> \xEA\xAB |0

<U87C4> \xEA\xAF |0

<U87C6> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U87C7> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U87CB> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U87D0> \xEA\xAC |0

<U87D2> \xEA\xBD |0

<U87E0> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U87EC> \xC0\xE6 |1

<U87EF> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U87F2> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U87F6> \xEA\xBA |0

<U87F7> \xEA\xBB |0

<U87F9> \xB3\xAA |0

<U87FB> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U87FE> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U8805> \xEA\xA4 |0
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<U8807> \x8F\xF4\xDC |0

<U880D> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U880E> \xEA\xBC |0

<U880F> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U8811> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8815> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U8816> \xEA\xBF |0

<U881F> \xCF\xB9 |1

<U8821> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U8822> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U8823> \xE9\xDA |0

<U8827> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8831> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U8836> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U8839> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U883B> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U8840> \xB7\xEC |0

<U8842> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U8844>

 \xEA\xC8 |0

<U8846> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U884C> \xB9\xD4 |0

<U884D> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8852> \xEA\xCA |0

<U8853> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U8857> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U8859> \xEA\xCB |0

<U885B> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U885D> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U885E> \xEA\xCC |0

<U8861> \xB9\xD5 |0

<U8862> \xEA\xCD |0

<U8863> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U8868> \xC9\xBD |0

<U886B> \xEA\xCE |0

<U8870> \xBF\xEA |0

<U8872> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U8875> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U8877> \xC3\xEF |0

<U887D> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U887E> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U887F> \xB6\xDE |0

<U8881> \xEA\xCF |0

<U8882> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U8888> \xB7\xB6 |0

<U888B> \xC2\xDE |0

<U888D> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8892> \xEA\xD8 |0
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<U8896> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U8897> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8899> \xEA\xDA |0

<U889E> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U88A2> \xEA\xDB |0

<U88A4> \xEA\xDD |0

<U88AB> \xC8\xEF |0

<U88AE> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U88B0> \xEA\xDE |0

<U88B1> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U88B4> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U88B5> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U88B7> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U88BF> \xEA\xDF |0

<U88C1> \xBA\xDB |0

<U88C2> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U88C3> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U88C4> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U88C5> \xC1\xF5 |0

<U88CF> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U88D4> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U88D5>

 \xCD\xB5 |0

<U88D8> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U88D9> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U88DC> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U88DD> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U88DF> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U88E1> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U88E8> \xEA\xEB |0

<U88F2> \xEA\xEC |0

<U88F3> \xBE\xD8 |0

<U88F4> \xEA\xEA |0

<U88F5> \x8F\xDC\xD3 |0

<U88F8> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U88F9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U88FC> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U88FD> \xC0\xBD |0

<U88FE> \xBF\xFE |0

<U8902> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U8904> \xEA\xED |0

<U8907> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U890A> \xEA\xEF |0

<U890C> \xEA\xEE |0

<U8910> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8912> \xCB\xAB |0

<U8913> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U891C> \x8F\xDC\xDF |0
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<U891D> \xEA\xFC |0

<U891E> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U8925> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U892A> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U892B> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U8936> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U8938> \xEA\xFA |0

<U893B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U8941> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U8943> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U8944> \xEA\xF7 |0

<U894C> \xEA\xFB |0

<U894D> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U8956> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U895E> \xEA\xFE |0

<U895F> \xB6\xDF |0

<U8960> \xEA\xFD |0

<U8964> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U8966> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U896A> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U896D> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U896F> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U8972> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U8974> \xEB\xA6

 |0

<U8977> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U897E> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U897F> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8981> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U8983> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U8986> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U8987> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U8988> \xEB\xAA |0

<U898A> \xEB\xAB |0

<U898B> \xB8\xAB |0

<U898F> \xB5\xAC |0

<U8993> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8996> \xBB\xEB |0

<U8997> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U8998> \xEB\xAD |0

<U899A> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U89A1> \xEB\xAE |0

<U89A6> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U89A7> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U89A9> \xEB\xAF |0

<U89AA> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U89AC> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U89AF> \xEB\xB2 |0
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<U89B2> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U89B3> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U89BA> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U89BD> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U89BF> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U89C0> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U89D2> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U89DA> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U89DC> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U89DD> \xEB\xBA |0

<U89E3> \xB2\xF2 |0

<U89E6> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U89E7> \xEB\xBB |0

<U89F4> \xEB\xBC |0

<U89F8> \xEB\xBD |0

<U8A00> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U8A02> \xC4\xFB |0

<U8A03> \xEB\xBE |0

<U8A08> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U8A0A> \xBF\xD6 |0

<U8A0C> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U8A0E> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U8A10> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U8A12> \x8F\xDD\xC8 |0

<U8A13> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U8A16> \xEB\xBF |0

<U8A17>

 \xC2\xF7 |0

<U8A18> \xB5\xAD |0

<U8A1B> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U8A1D> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U8A1F> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U8A23> \xB7\xED |0

<U8A25> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U8A2A> \xCB\xAC |0

<U8A2D> \xC0\xDF |0

<U8A31> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U8A33> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U8A34> \xC1\xCA |0

<U8A36> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U8A37> \x8F\xDD\xD4 |0

<U8A3A> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U8A3B> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U8A3C> \xBE\xDA |0

<U8A41> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U8A46> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U8A48> \xEB\xCA |0

<U8A50> \xBA\xBE |0
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<U8A51> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U8A52> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U8A54> \xBE\xDB |0

<U8A55> \xC9\xBE |0

<U8A5B> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U8A5E> \xBB\xEC |0

<U8A60> \xB1\xD3 |0

<U8A62> \xEB\xCE |0

<U8A63> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U8A66> \xBB\xEE |0

<U8A69> \xBB\xED |0

<U8A6B> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8A6C> \xEB\xCD |0

<U8A6D> \xEB\xCC |0

<U8A6E> \xC1\xA7 |0

<U8A70> \xB5\xCD |0

<U8A71> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8A72> \xB3\xBA |0

<U8A73> \xBE\xDC |0

<U8A79> \x8F\xDD\xEA |0

<U8A7C> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8A82> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U8A84> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U8A85> \xEB\xCF |0

<U8A87> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U8A89> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U8A8C> \xBB\xEF |0

<U8A8D> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U8A91> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U8A93>

 \xC0\xC0 |0

<U8A95> \xC3\xC2 |0

<U8A98> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U8A9A> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U8A9E> \xB8\xEC |0

<U8AA0> \xC0\xBF |0

<U8AA1> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8AA3> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U8AA4> \xB8\xED |0

<U8AA5> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U8AA6> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U8AA7> \x8F\xDD\xFA |0

<U8AA8> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U8AAC> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U8AAD> \xC6\xC9 |0

<U8AB0> \xC3\xAF |0

<U8AB2> \xB2\xDD |0

<U8AB9> \xC8\xF0 |0
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<U8ABC> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U8ABE> \x8F\xDE\xA4 |0

<U8ABF> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U8AC2> \xEB\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U8AC7> \xC3\xCC |0

<U8ACB> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U8ACC> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U8ACD> \xEB\xDA |0

<U8ACF> \xBF\xDB |0

<U8AD2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U8AD6> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8ADA> \xEB\xDC |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8ADC> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U8ADE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U8ADF> \x8F\xDE\xB0 |0

<U8AE0> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8AE2> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U8AE4> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U8AE6> \xC4\xFC |0

<U8AE7> \xEB\xDF |0

<U8AEB> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8AED> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U8AEE> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U8AF1> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8AF3> \xEB\xDE |0

<U8AF6> \x8F\xDE\xB5 |0

<U8AF7> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8AF8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U8AFA>

 \xB8\xC1 |0

<U8AFE> \xC2\xFA |0

<U8B00> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U8B01> \xB1\xDA |0

<U8B02> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U8B04> \xC6\xA5 |0

<U8B07> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U8B0C> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U8B0E> \xC6\xE6 |0

<U8B10> \xEB\xED |0

<U8B14> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U8B16> \xEB\xEC |0

<U8B17> \xEB\xEE |0

<U8B19> \xB8\xAC |0

<U8B1A> \xEB\xEA |0

<U8B1B> \xB9\xD6 |0
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<U8B1D> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U8B20> \xEB\xEF |0

<U8B21> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U8B26> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8B28> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U8B2B> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U8B2C> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U8B33> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U8B39> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U8B3E> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U8B41> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U8B49> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8B4C> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8B4E> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U8B4F> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U8B53> \x8F\xDE\xCB |0

<U8B56> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8B58> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U8B5A> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8B5B> \xEB\xFC |0

<U8B5C> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8B5F> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B66> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U8B6B> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8B6C> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U8B6F> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U8B70> \xB5\xC4 |0

<U8B71> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U8B72> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U8B74> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U8B77> \xB8\xEE |0

<U8B7D> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U8B7F> \x8F\xF4\xDF |0

<U8B80> \xEC\xA6

 |0

<U8B83> \xBB\xBE |0

<U8B8A> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8B8C> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U8B8E> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8B92> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U8B93> \xEC\xAA |0

<U8B96> \xEC\xAB |0

<U8B99> \xEC\xAC |0

<U8B9A> \xEC\xAD |0

<U8C37> \xC3\xAB |0

<U8C3A> \xEC\xAE |0

<U8C3F> \xEC\xB0 |0
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<U8C41> \xEC\xAF |0

<U8C46> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U8C48> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U8C4A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C4C> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8C4E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U8C50> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U8C55> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U8C5A> \xC6\xDA |0

<U8C61> \xBE\xDD |0

<U8C62> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U8C6A> \xB9\xEB |0

<U8C6B> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8C6C> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U8C78> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U8C79> \xC9\xBF |0

<U8C7A> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U8C7C> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U8C82> \xEC\xBA |0

<U8C85> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8C89> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8C8A> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8C8C> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U8C8D> \xEC\xBE |0

<U8C8E> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8C94> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U8C98> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8C9D> \xB3\xAD |0

<U8C9E> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U8CA0> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U8CA1> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U8CA2> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U8CA7> \xC9\xCF |0

<U8CA8> \xB2\xDF |0

<U8CA9> \xC8\xCE |0

<U8CAA> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U8CAB> \xB4\xD3

 |0

<U8CAC> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U8CAD> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U8CAE> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U8CAF> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U8CB0> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U8CB2> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U8CB4> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8CB6> \xEC\xCA |0

<U8CB7> \xC7\xE3 |0
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<U8CB8> \xC2\xDF |0

<U8CBB> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U8CBC> \xC5\xBD |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U8CBF> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U8CC0> \xB2\xEC |0

<U8CC1> \xEC\xCC |0

<U8CC2> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U8CC3> \xC4\xC2 |0

<U8CC4> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CC7> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U8CC8> \xEC\xCB |0

<U8CCA> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U8CCD> \xEC\xDC |0

<U8CCE> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U8CD1> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U8CD3> \xC9\xD0 |0

<U8CDA> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8CDB> \xBB\xBF |0

<U8CDC> \xBB\xF2 |0

<U8CDE> \xBE\xDE |0

<U8CE0> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U8CE2> \xB8\xAD |0

<U8CE3> \xEC\xCE |0

<U8CE4> \xEC\xCD |0

<U8CE6> \xC9\xEA |0

<U8CEA> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U8CED> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U8CF0> \x8F\xDF\xB9 |0

<U8CF4> \x8F\xF4\xE0 |0

<U8CFA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U8CFB> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U8CFC> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U8CFD> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8D04> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U8D05> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U8D07> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U8D08> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U8D0A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U8D0B>

 \xB4\xE6 |0

<U8D0D> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U8D0F> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U8D10> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U8D12> \x8F\xDF\xC3 |0

<U8D13> \xEC\xDB |0

<U8D14> \xEC\xDD |0

<U8D16> \xEC\xDE |0
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<U8D64> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U8D66> \xBC\xCF |0

<U8D67> \xEC\xDF |0

<U8D6B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U8D6D> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8D70> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U8D71> \xEC\xE1 |0

<U8D73> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8D74> \xC9\xEB |0

<U8D76> \x8F\xF4\xE1 |0

<U8D77> \xB5\xAF |0

<U8D81> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8D85> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U8D8A> \xB1\xDB |0

<U8D99> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U8DA3> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U8DA8> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U8DB3> \xC2\xAD |0

<U8DBA> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U8DBE> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U8DC2> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U8DCB> \xEC\xED |0

<U8DCC> \xEC\xEB |0

<U8DCF> \xEC\xE8 |0

<U8DD6> \xEC\xEA |0

<U8DDA> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U8DDB> \xEC\xEC |0

<U8DDD> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8DDF> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U8DE1> \xC0\xD7 |0

<U8DE3> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U8DE8> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U8DEA> \xEC\xEE |0

<U8DEB> \xEC\xEF |0

<U8DEF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U8DF3> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U8DF5> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U8DFC> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U8DFF> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U8E08> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U8E09> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U8E0A> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U8E0F>

 \xC6\xA7 |0

<U8E10> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U8E1D> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U8E1E> \xEC\xF7 |0

<U8E1F> \xEC\xF9 |0
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<U8E2A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U8E30> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8E34> \xEC\xFD |0

<U8E35> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8E42> \xEC\xFA |0

<U8E44> \xC4\xFD |0

<U8E47> \xED\xA1 |0

<U8E48> \xED\xA5 |0

<U8E49> \xED\xA2 |0

<U8E4A> \xEC\xFE |0

<U8E4C> \xED\xA3 |0

<U8E50> \xED\xA4 |0

<U8E55> \xED\xAB |0

<U8E59> \xED\xA6 |0

<U8E5F> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U8E60> \xED\xA8 |0

<U8E63> \xED\xAA |0

<U8E64> \xED\xA7 |0

<U8E72> \xED\xAD |0

<U8E74> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U8E76> \xED\xAC |0

<U8E7C> \xED\xAE |0

<U8E81> \xED\xAF |0

<U8E84> \xED\xB2 |0

<U8E85> \xED\xB1 |0

<U8E87> \xED\xB0 |0

<U8E8A> \xED\xB4 |0

<U8E8B> \xED\xB3 |0

<U8E8D> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U8E91> \xED\xB6 |0

<U8E93> \xED\xB5 |0

<U8E94> \xED\xB7 |0

<U8E99> \xED\xB8 |0

<U8EA1> \xED\xBA |0

<U8EAA> \xED\xB9 |0

<U8EAB> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U8EAC> \xED\xBB |0

<U8EAF> \xB6\xED |0

<U8EB0> \xED\xBC |0

<U8EB1> \xED\xBE |0

<U8EBE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8EC0> \xB6\xED |1

<U8EC5> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8EC6> \xED\xBD |0

<U8EC8> \xED\xC1 |0

<U8ECA>

 \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8ECB> \xED\xC2 |0
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<U8ECC> \xB5\xB0 |0

<U8ECD> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U8ECF> \x8F\xE0\xD9 |0

<U8ED2> \xB8\xAE |0

<U8EDB> \xED\xC3 |0

<U8EDF> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U8EE2> \xC5\xBE |0

<U8EE3> \xED\xC4 |0

<U8EEB> \xED\xC7 |0

<U8EF8> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U8EFB> \xED\xC6 |0

<U8EFC> \xED\xC5 |0

<U8EFD> \xB7\xDA |0

<U8EFE> \xED\xC8 |0

<U8F03> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U8F05> \xED\xCA |0

<U8F09> \xBA\xDC |0

<U8F0A> \xED\xC9 |0

<U8F0C> \xED\xD2 |0

<U8F12> \xED\xCC |0

<U8F13> \xED\xCE |0

<U8F14> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U8F15> \xED\xCB |0

<U8F19> \xED\xCD |0

<U8F1B> \xED\xD1 |0

<U8F1C> \xED\xCF |0

<U8F1D> \xB5\xB1 |0

<U8F1F> \xED\xD0 |0

<U8F26> \xED\xD3 |0

<U8F29> \xC7\xDA |0

<U8F2A> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U8F2F> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U8F33> \xED\xD4 |0

<U8F38> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U8F39> \xED\xD6 |0

<U8F3B> \xED\xD5 |0

<U8F3E> \xED\xD9 |0

<U8F3F> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U8F42> \xED\xD8 |0

<U8F44> \xB3\xED |0

<U8F45> \xED\xD7 |0

<U8F46> \xED\xDC |0

<U8F49> \xED\xDB |0

<U8F4C> \xED\xDA |0

<U8F4D> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U8F4E> \xED\xDD |0

<U8F57> \xED\xDE |0

<U8F5C> \xED\xDF
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 |0

<U8F5F> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F61> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U8F62> \xED\xE0 |0

<U8F63> \xED\xE1 |0

<U8F64> \xED\xE2 |0

<U8F9B> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U8F9C> \xED\xE3 |0

<U8F9E> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F9F> \xED\xE4 |0

<U8FA3> \xED\xE5 |0

<U8FA7> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U8FA8> \xD1\xFE |0

<U8FAD> \xED\xE6 |0

<U8FAE> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8FAF> \xED\xE7 |0

<U8FB0> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U8FB1> \xBF\xAB |0

<U8FB2> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U8FB7> \xED\xE8 |0

<U8FBA> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U8FBB> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8FBC> \xB9\xFE |0

<U8FBF> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U8FC2> \xB1\xAA |0

<U8FC4> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U8FC5> \xBF\xD7 |0

<U8FCE> \xB7\xDE |0

<U8FD1> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U8FD4> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U8FDA> \xED\xE9 |0

<U8FE2> \xED\xEB |0

<U8FE5> \xED\xEA |0

<U8FE6> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U8FE9> \xC6\xF6 |0

<U8FEA> \xED\xEC |0

<U8FEB> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8FED> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U8FEF> \xED\xED |0

<U8FF0> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U8FF4> \xED\xEF |0

<U8FF7> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U8FF8> \xED\xFE |0

<U8FF9> \xED\xF1 |0

<U8FFA> \xED\xF2 |0

<U8FFD> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U9000> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9001> \xC1\xF7 |0
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<U9003> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U9005> \xED\xF0 |0

<U9006> \xB5\xD5

 |0

<U900B> \xED\xF9 |0

<U900D> \xED\xF6 |0

<U900E> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U900F> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U9010> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U9011> \xED\xF3 |0

<U9013> \xC4\xFE |0

<U9014> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U9015> \xED\xF4 |0

<U9016> \xED\xF8 |0

<U9017> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U9019> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U901A> \xC4\xCC |0

<U901D> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U901E> \xED\xF7 |0

<U901F> \xC2\xAE |0

<U9020> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9021> \xED\xF5 |0

<U9022> \xB0\xA9 |0

<U9023> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U9027> \xED\xFA |0

<U902E> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U9031> \xBD\xB5 |0

<U9032> \xBF\xCA |0

<U9035> \xED\xFC |0

<U9036> \xED\xFB |0

<U9038> \xB0\xEF |0

<U9039> \xED\xFD |0

<U903C> \xC9\xAF |0

<U903E> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U9041> \xC6\xDB |0

<U9042> \xBF\xEB |0

<U9045> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U9047> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U9049> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U904A> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U904B> \xB1\xBF |0

<U904D> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U904E> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U904F> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U9050> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U9051> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U9052> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U9053> \xC6\xBB |0
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<U9054> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U9055> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U9056> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U9058> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U9059> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U905C> \xC2\xBD

 |0

<U905E> \xEE\xAA |0

<U9060> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U9061> \xC1\xCC |0

<U9063> \xB8\xAF |0

<U9065> \xCD\xDA |0

<U9067> \x8F\xE1\xE2 |0

<U9068> \xEE\xAB |0

<U9069> \xC5\xAC |0

<U906D> \xC1\xF8 |0

<U906E> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U906F> \xEE\xAC |0

<U9072> \xEE\xAF |0

<U9075> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U9076> \xEE\xAD |0

<U9077> \xC1\xAB |0

<U9078> \xC1\xAA |0

<U907A> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U907C> \xCE\xCB |0

<U907D> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U907F> \xC8\xF2 |0

<U9080> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U9081> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9082> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U9083> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U9084> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U9087> \xED\xEE |0

<U9089> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U908A> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U908F> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U9091> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U90A3> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xCB\xAE |0

<U90A8> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U90AA> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U90AF> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U90B1> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U90B5> \xEE\xBA |0

<U90B8> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U90C1> \xB0\xEA |0

<U90CA> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U90CE> \xCF\xBA |0
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<U90DB> \xEE\xBE |0

<U90DE> \x8F\xF4\xE5 |0

<U90E1> \xB7\xB4 |0

<U90E2> \xEE\xBB |0

<U90E4> \xEE\xBC |0

<U90E8> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U90ED> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U90F5> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U90F7>

 \xB6\xBF |0

<U90FD> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U9102> \xEE\xBF |0

<U9112> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U9115> \x8F\xF4\xE7 |0

<U9119> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U9127> \x8F\xE2\xC7 |0

<U912D> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U9130> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U9132> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U9149> \xC6\xD3 |0

<U914A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U914B> \xBD\xB6 |0

<U914C> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U914D> \xC7\xDB |0

<U914E> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U9152> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U9154> \xBF\xEC |0

<U9156> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U9158> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9162> \xBF\xDD |0

<U9163> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U9165> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U9169> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U916A> \xCD\xEF |0

<U916C> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U9172> \xEE\xCB |0

<U9173> \xEE\xCA |0

<U9175> \xB9\xDA |0

<U9177> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U9178> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U9182> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9187> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U9189> \xEE\xCD |0

<U918B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U918D> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U9190> \xB8\xEF |0

<U9192> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U9197> \xC8\xB0 |0
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<U919C> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U91A2> \xEE\xCF |0

<U91A4> \xBE\xDF |0

<U91AA> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U91AB> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U91AC> \xBE\xDF |1

<U91AF> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U91B1> \xC8\xB0 |1

<U91B4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U91B5> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U91B8> \xBE\xFA |0

<U91BA>

 \xEE\xD5 |0

<U91C0> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U91C1> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U91C6> \xC8\xD0 |0

<U91C7> \xBA\xD3 |0

<U91C8> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U91C9> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U91CB> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U91CC> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U91CD> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U91CE> \xCC\xEE |0

<U91CF> \xCE\xCC |0

<U91D0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U91D1> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U91D6> \xEE\xDB |0

<U91D7> \x8F\xE3\xA6 |0

<U91D8> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U91DA> \x8F\xE3\xA8 |0

<U91DB> \xEE\xDE |0

<U91DC> \xB3\xF8 |0

<U91DD> \xBF\xCB |0

<U91DE> \x8F\xE3\xA9 |0

<U91DF> \xEE\xDC |0

<U91E1> \xEE\xDD |0

<U91E3> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U91E4> \x8F\xE3\xAA |0

<U91E5> \x8F\xE3\xAB |0

<U91E6> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U91E7> \xB6\xFC |0

<U91ED> \x8F\xE3\xAF |0

<U91EE> \x8F\xE3\xB0 |0

<U91F5> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U91F6> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U91FC> \xEE\xDF |0

<U91FF> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U9206> \x8F\xE3\xBC |0
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<U920A> \x8F\xE3\xBF |0

<U920D> \xC6\xDF |0

<U920E> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U9210> \x8F\xE3\xC1 |0

<U9211> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U9214> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U9215> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U921E> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U9229> \xEF\xCF |0

<U922C> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U9234> \xCE\xEB |0

<U9237> \xB8\xDA |0

<U9239>

 \x8F\xE3\xD4 |0

<U923A> \x8F\xE3\xD5 |0

<U923C> \x8F\xE3\xD6 |0

<U923F> \xEE\xEF |0

<U9240> \x8F\xE3\xD8 |0

<U9244> \xC5\xB4 |0

<U9245> \xEE\xEA |0

<U9248> \xEE\xED |0

<U9249> \xEE\xEB |0

<U924B> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U924E> \x8F\xE3\xDF |0

<U9250> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U9251> \x8F\xE3\xE1 |0

<U9257> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U9259> \x8F\xE3\xE3 |0

<U925A> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U925B> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U925E> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U9262> \xC8\xAD |0

<U9264> \xEE\xEC |0

<U9266> \xBE\xE0 |0

<U9267> \x8F\xE3\xE9 |0

<U9271> \xB9\xDB |0

<U9277> \x8F\xE3\xF1 |0

<U9278> \x8F\xE3\xF2 |0

<U927E> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U9280> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U9283> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U9285> \xC6\xBC |0

<U9288> \x8F\xE3\xF8 |0

<U9291> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9293> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U9295> \xEE\xEE |0

<U9296> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U9298> \xCC\xC3 |0
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<U929A> \xC4\xB8 |0

<U929B> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U929C> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U92A7> \x8F\xE4\xA6 |0

<U92AD> \xC1\xAC |0

<U92B7> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U92B9> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U92CF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U92D0> \x8F\xE4\xBE |0

<U92D2> \xCB\xAF |0

<U92D3> \x8F\xE4\xBF |0

<U92D5> \x8F\xE4\xC0 |0

<U92D7>

 \x8F\xE4\xC1 |0

<U92D9> \x8F\xE4\xC3 |0

<U92E0> \x8F\xE4\xC7 |0

<U92E4> \xBD\xFB |0

<U92E7> \x8F\xE4\xCB |0

<U92E9> \xEE\xFA |0

<U92EA> \xCA\xDF |0

<U92ED> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U92F2> \xC9\xC6 |0

<U92F3> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U92F8> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U92F9> \x8F\xE4\xD0 |0

<U92FA> \xEE\xFC |0

<U92FB> \x8F\xE4\xD1 |0

<U92FC> \xB9\xDD |0

<U92FF> \x8F\xE4\xD2 |0

<U9302> \x8F\xE4\xD4 |0

<U9306> \xBB\xAC |0

<U930F> \xEE\xFB |0

<U9310> \xBF\xED |0

<U9318> \xBF\xEE |0

<U9319> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U931A> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U931D> \x8F\xE4\xDB |0

<U931E> \x8F\xE4\xDC |0

<U9320> \xBE\xFB |0

<U9321> \x8F\xE4\xDE |0

<U9322> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U9323> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U9325> \x8F\xE4\xE0 |0

<U9326> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9328> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U932B> \xBC\xE2 |0

<U932C> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U932E> \xEE\xFE |0
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<U932F> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U9332> \xCF\xBF |0

<U9335> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U933A> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U933B> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U9344> \xEE\xFD |0

<U9348> \x8F\xE4\xE9 |0

<U934B> \xC6\xE9 |0

<U934D> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U9354> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U9356> \xEF\xAC |0

<U9357> \x8F\xE4\xEF |0

<U935B>

 \xC3\xC3 |0

<U935C> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U9360> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U936C> \xB7\xAD |0

<U936E> \xEF\xAB |0

<U9370> \x8F\xE4\xFA |0

<U9375> \xB8\xB0 |0

<U937C> \xEF\xAA |0

<U937E> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U938C> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U9394> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9396> \xBA\xBF |0

<U9397> \xC1\xF9 |0

<U939A> \xC4\xCA |0

<U93A4> \x8F\xE5\xB3 |0

<U93A7> \xB3\xBB |0

<U93AC> \xEF\xAE |0

<U93AD> \xEF\xAF |0

<U93AE> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U93B0> \xEF\xAD |0

<U93B9> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U93C3> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U93C6> \x8F\xE5\xBF |0

<U93C8> \xEF\xBA |0

<U93D0> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U93D1> \xC5\xAD |0

<U93D6> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U93D7> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U93D8> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U93DD> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U93DE> \x8F\xE5\xC9 |0

<U93E1> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U93E4> \xEF\xBB |0

<U93E5> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U93E8> \xEF\xB4 |0
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<U93F8> \x8F\xE5\xD0 |0

<U9403> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9407> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9410> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U9413> \xEF\xBE |0

<U9414> \xEF\xBD |0

<U9418> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9419> \xC6\xAA |0

<U941A> \xEF\xBC |0

<U9421> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U9431> \x8F\xE5\xE2 |0

<U9435> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U9436> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U9438>

 \xC2\xF8 |0

<U943A> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9441> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9444> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U9445> \x8F\xE5\xEA |0

<U9448> \x8F\xE5\xEB |0

<U9451> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U9452> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9453> \xCC\xFA |0

<U945A> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U945B> \xEF\xCA |0

<U945E> \xEF\xCD |0

<U9460> \xEF\xCB |0

<U9462> \xEF\xCC |0

<U946A> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9470> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9475> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9477> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U947C> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U947D> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U947E> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U947F> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9481> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9577> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U9580> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U9582> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9583> \xC1\xAE |0

<U9587> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9589> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U958A> \xEF\xDB |0

<U958B> \xB3\xAB |0

<U958F> \xB1\xBC |0

<U9591> \xB4\xD7 |0
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<U9592> \x8F\xF4\xEA |0

<U9593> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U9594> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9596> \xEF\xDD |0

<U9598> \xEF\xDE |0

<U9599> \xEF\xDF |0

<U95A0> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U95A2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U95A3> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U95A4> \xB9\xDE |0

<U95A5> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U95A7> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U95A8> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U95AD> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U95B2> \xB1\xDC |0

<U95B9> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U95BB>

 \xEF\xE5 |0

<U95BC> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U95BE> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U95C3> \xEF\xEA |0

<U95C7> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U95CA> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U95CC> \xEF\xEC |0

<U95CD> \xEF\xEB |0

<U95D4> \xEF\xEE |0

<U95D5> \xEF\xED |0

<U95D6> \xEF\xEF |0

<U95D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U95DC> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U95E1> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U95E2> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U95E5> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U961C> \xC9\xEC |0

<U9621> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U9628> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U962A> \xBA\xE5 |0

<U962E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U962F> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9632> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U963B> \xC1\xCB |0

<U963F> \xB0\xA4 |0

<U9640> \xC2\xCB |0

<U9642> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U9644> \xC9\xED |0

<U964B> \xEF\xFB |0

<U964C> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U964D> \xB9\xDF |0
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<U964F> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9650> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U965B> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U965C> \xEF\xFD |0

<U965D> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U965E> \xEF\xFE |0

<U965F> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9662> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U9663> \xBF\xD8 |0

<U9664> \xBD\xFC |0

<U9665> \xB4\xD9 |0

<U9666> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U966A> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U966C> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U9670> \xB1\xA2 |0

<U9672> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U9673> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U9675> \xCE\xCD |0

<U9676> \xC6\xAB |0

<U9677>

 \xEF\xFC |0

<U9678> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U967A> \xB8\xB1 |0

<U967D> \xCD\xDB |0

<U9685> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U9686> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U9688> \xB7\xA8 |0

<U968A> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U968B> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U968D> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U968E> \xB3\xAC |0

<U968F> \xBF\xEF |0

<U9694> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U9695> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U9697> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U9698> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U9699> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U969B> \xBA\xDD |0

<U969C> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U969D> \x8F\xE6\xE8 |0

<U96A0> \xB1\xA3 |0

<U96A3> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U96A7> \xF0\xAB |0

<U96A8> \xEE\xAE |0

<U96AA> \xF0\xAA |0

<U96AF> \x8F\xE6\xEF |0

<U96B0> \xF0\xAE |0

<U96B1> \xF0\xAC |0
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<U96B2> \xF0\xAD |0

<U96B4> \xF0\xAF |0

<U96B6> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U96B7> \xCE\xEC |0

<U96B8> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U96B9> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U96BB> \xC0\xC9 |0

<U96BC> \xC8\xBB |0

<U96C0> \xBF\xFD |0

<U96C1> \xB4\xE7 |0

<U96C4> \xCD\xBA |0

<U96C5> \xB2\xED |0

<U96C6> \xBD\xB8 |0

<U96C7> \xB8\xDB |0

<U96C9> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U96CB> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U96CC> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U96CD> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U96CE> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U96D1> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xBA |0

<U96D6> \xEA\xAD |0

<U96D9>

 \xD2\xD6 |0

<U96DB> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U96DC> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U96E2> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U96E3> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xB1\xAB |0

<U96EA> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U96EB> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U96F0> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U96F2> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U96F6> \xCE\xED |0

<U96F7> \xCD\xEB |0

<U96F9> \xF0\xBB |0

<U96FB> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U9700> \xBC\xFB |0

<U9704> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9706> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9707> \xBF\xCC |0

<U9708> \xF0\xBE |0

<U970A> \xCE\xEE |0

<U970D> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U970E> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U970F> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9711> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9713> \xF0\xBF |0
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<U9716> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9719> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U971C> \xC1\xFA |0

<U971E> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U9724> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9727> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U972A> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9730> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9732> \xCF\xAA |0

<U9733> \x8F\xE7\xAC |0

<U9738> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U9739> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U973B> \x8F\xF4\xED |0

<U973D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U973E> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9742> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9743> \x8F\xE7\xAE |0

<U9744> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9746> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9748> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9749> \xF0\xCF |0

<U974D> \x8F\xF4\xEE |0

<U974F> \x8F\xE7\xB1 |0

<U9751> \x8F\xF4\xEF

 |0

<U9752> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U9755> \x8F\xE7\xB2 |0

<U9756> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U9759> \xC0\xC5 |0

<U975C> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U975E> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U9760> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9761> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U9762> \xCC\xCC |0

<U9764> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9766> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9768> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U9769> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U976B> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U976D> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U9771> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9774> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U9779> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U977A> \xF0\xDC |0

<U977C> \xF0\xDA |0

<U9781> \xF0\xDB |0

<U9784> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U9785> \xF0\xD9 |0
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<U9786> \xF0\xDD |0

<U978B> \xF0\xDE |0

<U978D> \xB0\xC8 |0

<U978F> \xF0\xDF |0

<U9790> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U9798> \xBE\xE4 |0

<U979C> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U97A0> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U97A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U97A6> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U97A8> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U97AB> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U97AD> \xCA\xDC |0

<U97B3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U97B4> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U97C3> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U97C6> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U97C8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U97CB> \xF0\xEA |0

<U97D3> \xB4\xDA |0

<U97DC> \xF0\xEB |0

<U97ED> \xF0\xEC |0

<U97EE> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U97F2> \xF0\xEE |0

<U97F3> \xB2\xBB |0

<U97F5> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U97F6> \xF0\xF0

 |0

<U97FB> \xB1\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U9801> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U9802> \xC4\xBA |0

<U9803> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U9805> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U9806> \xBD\xE7 |0

<U9808> \xBF\xDC |0

<U980C> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U980F> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U9810> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U9811> \xB4\xE8 |0

<U9812> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U9813> \xC6\xDC |0

<U9817> \xBF\xFC |0

<U9818> \xCE\xCE |0

<U981A> \xB7\xDB |0

<U9821> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U9824> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U982C> \xCB\xCB |0
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<U982D> \xC6\xAC |0

<U9830> \xCB\xCB |1

<U9834> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U9837> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U9838> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U9839> \xF0\xF8 |1

<U983B> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U983C> \xCD\xEA |0

<U983D> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U9846> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U984B> \xF0\xFB |0

<U984C> \xC2\xEA |0

<U984D> \xB3\xDB |0

<U984E> \xB3\xDC |0

<U984F> \xF0\xFA |0

<U9854> \xB4\xE9 |0

<U9855> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U9857> \x8F\xE8\xB1 |0

<U9858> \xB4\xEA |0

<U985A> \xC5\xBF |1

<U985B> \xC5\xBF |0

<U985E> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U9865> \x8F\xE8\xB6 |0

<U9867> \xB8\xDC |0

<U986B> \xF0\xFC |0

<U986F> \xF0\xFD |0

<U9870> \xF0\xFE |0

<U9871> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U9873> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U9874>

 \xF1\xA2 |0

<U98A8> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U98AA> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U98AF> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U98B1> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U98B6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U98C3> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U98C4> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U98C6> \xF1\xAA |0

<U98DB> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U98DC> \xE6\xCC |0

<U98DF> \xBF\xA9 |0

<U98E2> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U98E9> \xF1\xAB |0

<U98EB> \xF1\xAC |0

<U98ED> \xD2\xAC |0

<U98EE> \xDD\xBB |0

<U98EF> \xC8\xD3 |0
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<U98F2> \xB0\xFB |0

<U98F4> \xB0\xBB |0

<U98FC> \xBB\xF4 |0

<U98FD> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U98FE> \xBE\xFE |0

<U9903> \xF1\xAD |0

<U9905> \xCC\xDF |0

<U9909> \xF1\xAE |0

<U990A> \xCD\xDC |0

<U990C> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U9910> \xBB\xC1 |0

<U9912> \xF1\xAF |0

<U9913> \xB2\xEE |0

<U9914> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U9918> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U991D> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U991E> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U9920> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U9921> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U9924> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U9927> \x8F\xE8\xDD |0

<U9928> \xB4\xDB |0

<U992C> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U992E> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U993D> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U993E> \xF1\xBA |0

<U9942> \xF1\xBB |0

<U9945> \xF1\xBD |0

<U9949> \xF1\xBC |0

<U994B> \xF1\xBF |0

<U994C> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U9950> \xF1\xBE |0

<U9951>

 \xF1\xC0 |0

<U9952> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U9955> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U9957> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U9996> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U9997> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U9998> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U9999> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U999E> \x8F\xF4\xF4 |0

<U99A5> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U99A8> \xB3\xBE |0

<U99AC> \xC7\xCF |0

<U99AD> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U99AE> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U99B3> \xC3\xDA |0
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<U99B4> \xC6\xEB |0

<U99BC> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U99C1> \xC7\xFD |0

<U99C4> \xC2\xCC |0

<U99C5> \xB1\xD8 |0

<U99C6> \xB6\xEE |0

<U99C8> \xB6\xEF |0

<U99D0> \xC3\xF3 |0

<U99D1> \xF1\xCE |0

<U99D2> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U99D5> \xB2\xEF |0

<U99D8> \xF1\xCD |0

<U99DB> \xF1\xCB |0

<U99DD> \xF1\xCC |0

<U99DF> \xF1\xCA |0

<U99E2> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U99ED> \xF1\xCF |0

<U99EE> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U99F1> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U99F2> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99F8> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U99FB> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U99FF> \xBD\xD9 |0

<U9A01> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U9A05> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U9A0E> \xB5\xB3 |0

<U9A0F> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U9A12> \xC1\xFB |0

<U9A13> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U9A19> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U9A28> \xC2\xCD |0

<U9A2B> \xF1\xDA |0

<U9A30> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A37> \xF1\xDB |0

<U9A3E> \xF1\xE0

 |0

<U9A40> \xF1\xDE |0

<U9A42> \xF1\xDD |0

<U9A43> \xF1\xDF |0

<U9A45> \xF1\xDC |0

<U9A4D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U9A4E> \x8F\xE9\xD1 |0

<U9A52> \xC2\xCD |1

<U9A55> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U9A57> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9A5A> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U9A5B> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U9A5F> \xF1\xE5 |0
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<U9A62> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U9A64> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U9A65> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A69> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U9A6A> \xF1\xEB |0

<U9A6B> \xF1\xEA |0

<U9AA8> \xB9\xFC |0

<U9AAD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U9AB0> \xF1\xED |0

<U9AB8> \xB3\xBC |0

<U9ABC> \xF1\xEE |0

<U9AC0> \xF1\xEF |0

<U9AC4> \xBF\xF1 |0

<U9ACF> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U9AD1> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U9AD3> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U9AD4> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U9AD8> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U9AD9> \x8F\xF4\xF5 |0

<U9ADC> \x8F\xE9\xED |0

<U9ADE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U9ADF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U9AE2> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U9AE3> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U9AE6> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U9AEA> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U9AEB> \xF1\xFA |0

<U9AED> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U9AEE> \xF1\xFB |0

<U9AEF> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U9AF1> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9AF4> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9AF7> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9AFB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U9B06> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U9B18> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U9B1A> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U9B1F>

 \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9B22> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U9B23> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U9B25> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U9B27> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U9B28> \xF2\xAA |0

<U9B29> \xF2\xAB |0

<U9B2A> \xF2\xAC |0

<U9B2E> \xF2\xAD |0

<U9B2F> \xF2\xAE |0
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<U9B31> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U9B32> \xF2\xAF |0

<U9B3B> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U9B3C> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U9B41> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U9B42> \xBA\xB2 |0

<U9B43> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U9B44> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U9B45> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U9B4D> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U9B4E> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U9B4F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U9B51> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U9B54> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U9B58> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U9B5A> \xB5\xFB |0

<U9B6F> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U9B72> \x8F\xF4\xF6 |0

<U9B74> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U9B75> \x8F\xEA\xCD |0

<U9B83> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U9B8E> \xB0\xBE |0

<U9B8F> \x8F\xEA\xDB |0

<U9B91> \xF2\xBA |0

<U9B92> \xCA\xAB |0

<U9B93> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U9B96> \xF2\xBB |0

<U9B97> \xF2\xBC |0

<U9B9F> \xF2\xBD |0

<U9BA0> \xF2\xBE |0

<U9BA8> \xF2\xBF |0

<U9BAA> \xCB\xEE |0

<U9BAB> \xBB\xAD |0

<U9BAD> \xBA\xFA |0

<U9BAE> \xC1\xAF |0

<U9BB1> \x8F\xEA\xE6 |0

<U9BB4> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9BB9> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U9BBB> \x8F\xEA\xEA |0

<U9BC0>

 \xF2\xC1 |0

<U9BC6> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U9BC9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U9BCA> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U9BCF> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U9BD1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U9BD2> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U9BD4> \xF2\xCB |0
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<U9BD6> \xBB\xAA |0

<U9BDB> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U9BE1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U9BE2> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U9BE3> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U9BE4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U9BE8> \xB7\xDF |0

<U9BF0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U9BF1> \xF2\xCF |0

<U9BF2> \xF2\xCE |0

<U9BF5> \xB0\xB3 |0

<U9C00> \x8F\xEB\xA5 |0

<U9C04> \xF2\xDA |0

<U9C06> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U9C08> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U9C09> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U9C0A> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U9C0C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U9C0D> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U9C10> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9C12> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U9C13> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U9C14> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U9C15> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U9C1B> \xF2\xDC |0

<U9C21> \xF2\xDF |0

<U9C24> \xF2\xDE |0

<U9C25> \xF2\xDD |0

<U9C2D> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U9C2E> \xF2\xDB |0

<U9C2F> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U9C30> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U9C39> \xB3\xEF |0

<U9C3A> \xF2\xCD |0

<U9C3B> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U9C3E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9C46> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U9C47> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U9C48> \xC3\xAD |0

<U9C52> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U9C57> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9C5A>

 \xF2\xE5 |0

<U9C60> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9C67> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9C76> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9C78> \xF2\xE9 |0
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<U9CE5> \xC4\xBB |0

<U9CE7> \xF2\xEA |0

<U9CE9> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U9CEB> \xF2\xEF |0

<U9CEC> \xF2\xEB |0

<U9CF0> \xF2\xEC |0

<U9CF3> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U9CF4> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U9CF6> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U9D03> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U9D06> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U9D07> \xC6\xBE |0

<U9D08> \xF2\xEE |0

<U9D09> \xF2\xED |0

<U9D0E> \xB2\xAA |0

<U9D12> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U9D15> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U9D1B> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U9D1F> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U9D23> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U9D26> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U9D28> \xB3\xFB |0

<U9D2A> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U9D2B> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U9D2C> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U9D3B> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U9D3E> \xF2\xFC |0

<U9D3F> \xF2\xFB |0

<U9D41> \xF2\xFA |0

<U9D44> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U9D46> \xF2\xFD |0

<U9D48> \xF2\xFE |0

<U9D50> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U9D51> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U9D59> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U9D5C> \xB1\xAD |0

<U9D5D> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9D5E> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U9D60> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U9D61> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U9D64> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U9D6B> \x8F\xEB\xFA |0

<U9D6C> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U9D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U9D70> \x8F\xEB\xFB

 |0

<U9D72> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U9D7A> \xF3\xAC |0
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<U9D87> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U9D89> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U9D8F> \xB7\xDC |0

<U9D9A> \xF3\xAD |0

<U9DA4> \xF3\xAE |0

<U9DA9> \xF3\xAF |0

<U9DAB> \xF3\xAA |0

<U9DAF> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U9DB2> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U9DB4> \xC4\xE1 |0

<U9DB8> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U9DBA> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U9DBB> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U9DC1> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U9DC2> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U9DC4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U9DC6> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U9DCF> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U9DD3> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9DD7> \xB2\xAA |1

<U9DD9> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9DE6> \xF3\xBC |0

<U9DED> \xF3\xBD |0

<U9DEF> \xF3\xBE |0

<U9DF2> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9DF8> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9DF9> \xC2\xEB |0

<U9DFA> \xBA\xED |0

<U9DFD> \xF3\xBF |0

<U9E19> \x8F\xEC\xD6 |0

<U9E1A> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U9E1B> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U9E1E> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U9E75> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U9E78> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U9E79> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U9E7C> \xB8\xB4 |1

<U9E7D> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U9E7F> \xBC\xAF |0

<U9E81> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U9E88> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U9E8B> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U9E8C> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9E91> \xF3\xCC |0

<U9E92> \xF3\xCA |0

<U9E93> \xCF\xBC |0

<U9E95> \xF3\xCB |0

<U9E97>
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 \xCE\xEF |0

<U9E9D> \xF3\xCD |0

<U9E9F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U9EA5> \xF3\xCE |0

<U9EA6> \xC7\xFE |0

<U9EA9> \xF3\xCF |0

<U9EAA> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U9EAD> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U9EB4> \xB9\xED |1

<U9EB5> \xCC\xCD |1

<U9EB8> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U9EB9> \xB9\xED |0

<U9EBA> \xCC\xCD |0

<U9EBB> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U9EBC> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U9EBE> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U9EBF> \xCB\xFB |0

<U9EC4> \xB2\xAB |0

<U9ECC> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U9ECD> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U9ECE> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U9ECF> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U9ED0> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U9ED1> \x8F\xF4\xF8 |0

<U9ED2> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U9ED4> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U9ED9> \xCC\xDB |0

<U9EDB> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U9EDC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U9EDD> \xF3\xDB |0

<U9EDE> \xF3\xDA |0

<U9EE0> \xF3\xDC |0

<U9EE5> \xF3\xDD |0

<U9EE8> \xF3\xDE |0

<U9EEF> \xF3\xDF |0

<U9EF4> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U9EF6> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U9EF7> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U9EF9> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U9EFB> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U9EFD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U9F07> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U9F08> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U9F0E> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U9F13> \xB8\xDD |0

<U9F15> \xF3\xEA |0
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<U9F20> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9F21> \xF3\xEB |0

<U9F2C>

 \xF3\xEC |0

<U9F3B> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U9F3E> \xF3\xED |0

<U9F4A> \xF3\xEE |0

<U9F4B> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U9F4E> \xEC\xDA |0

<U9F4F> \xF0\xED |0

<U9F52> \xF3\xEF |0

<U9F54> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U9F5F> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U9F60> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U9F61> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U9F62> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U9F63> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U9F66> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U9F67> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U9F6C> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U9F72> \xF3\xFA |0

<U9F76> \xF3\xFB |0

<U9F77> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U9F8D> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U9F95> \xF3\xFC |0

<U9F9C> \xF3\xFD |0

<U9F9D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U9FA0> \xF3\xFE |0

<UE000> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xF5\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xF5\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xF5\xB3 |0
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<UE013> \xF5\xB4 |0

<UE014> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xF5\xB8 |0

<UE018>

 \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xF5\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xF5\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE027> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xF5\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xF5\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xF5\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xF5\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xF5\xE2 |0
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<UE042> \xF5\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xF5\xEA |0

<UE04A>

 \xF5\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xF5\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xF5\xED |0

<UE04D> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xF5\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xF5\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xF5\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xF6\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE068> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE069> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xF6\xB3 |0
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<UE071> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xF6\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xF6\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE078> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE079> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xF6\xBD |0

<UE07B> \xF6\xBE |0

<UE07C>

 \xF6\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xF6\xCA |0

<UE088> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE089> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xF6\xCD |0

<UE08B> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xF6\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE098> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE099> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xF6\xE2 |0
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<UE0A0> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xF6\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xF6\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xF6\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xF6\xEC |0

<UE0AA> \xF6\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xF6\xF0 |0

<UE0AE>

 \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xF6\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xF6\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xF6\xFE |0

<UE0BC> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE0BD> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE0BE> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE0BF> \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE0C0> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE0C1> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE0C2> \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE0C3> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE0C4> \xF7\xA9 |0

<UE0C5> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE0C6> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE0C7> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE0C8> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE0C9> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE0CA> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE0CB> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE0CC> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE0CD> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE0CE> \xF7\xB3 |0
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<UE0CF> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE0D0> \xF7\xB5 |0

<UE0D1> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE0D2> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE0D3> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE0D4> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE0D5> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE0D6> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE0D7> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE0D8> \xF7\xBD |0

<UE0D9> \xF7\xBE |0

<UE0DA> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE0DB> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE0DC> \xF7\xC1 |0

<UE0DD> \xF7\xC2 |0

<UE0DE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE0DF> \xF7\xC4 |0

<UE0E0>

 \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE0E1> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE0E2> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE0E3> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE0E4> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE0E5> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE0E6> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE0E7> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE0E8> \xF7\xCD |0

<UE0E9> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE0EA> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE0EB> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE0EC> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE0ED> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE0EE> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE0EF> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE0F0> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE0F1> \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE0F2> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE0F3> \xF7\xD8 |0

<UE0F4> \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE0F5> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE0F6> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE0F7> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE0F8> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE0F9> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE0FA> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE0FB> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE0FC> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE0FD> \xF7\xE2 |0
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<UE0FE> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE0FF> \xF7\xE4 |0

<UE100> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE101> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE102> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE103> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE104> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE105> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE106> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE107> \xF7\xEC |0

<UE108> \xF7\xED |0

<UE109> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE10A> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE10B> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE10C> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE10D> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE10E> \xF7\xF3 |0

<UE10F> \xF7\xF4 |0

<UE110> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE111> \xF7\xF6 |0

<UE112>

 \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE113> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE114> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE115> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE116> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE117> \xF7\xFC |0

<UE118> \xF7\xFD |0

<UE119> \xF7\xFE |0

<UE11A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE11B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE11C> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE11D> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE11E> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE11F> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE120> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE121> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE122> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE123> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE124> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE125> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE126> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE127> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE128> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE129> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE12A> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE12B> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE12C> \xF8\xB3 |0
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<UE12D> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE12E> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE12F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE130> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE131> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE132> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE133> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE134> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE135> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE136> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE137> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE138> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE139> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE13A> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE13B> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE13C> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE13D> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE13E> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE13F> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE140> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE141> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE142> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE143> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE144>

 \xF8\xCB |0

<UE145> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE146> \xF8\xCD |0

<UE147> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE148> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE149> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE14A> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE14B> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE14C> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE14D> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE14E> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE14F> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE150> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE151> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE152> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE153> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE154> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE155> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE156> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE157> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE158> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE159> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE15A> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE15B> \xF8\xE2 |0
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<UE15C> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE15D> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE15E> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE15F> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE160> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE161> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE162> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE163> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE164> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE165> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE166> \xF8\xED |0

<UE167> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE168> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE169> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE16A> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE16B> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE16C> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE16D> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE16E> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE16F> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE170> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE171> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE172> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE173> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE174> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE175> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE176>

 \xF8\xFD |0

<UE177> \xF8\xFE |0

<UE178> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE179> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE17A> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE17B> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE17C> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE17D> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE17E> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE17F> \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE180> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE181> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE182> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE183> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE184> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE185> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE186> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE187> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE188> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE189> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE18A> \xF9\xB3 |0
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<UE18B> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE18C> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE18D> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE18E> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE18F> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE190> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE191> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE192> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE193> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE194> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE195> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE196> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE197> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE198> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE199> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE19A> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE19B> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE19C> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE19D> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE19E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE19F> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE1A0> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE1A1> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE1A2> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE1A3> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE1A4> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE1A5> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE1A6> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE1A7> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE1A8>

 \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE1A9> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE1AA> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE1AB> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE1AC> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE1AD> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE1AE> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE1AF> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE1B0> \xF9\xD9 |0

<UE1B1> \xF9\xDA |0

<UE1B2> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE1B3> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE1B4> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE1B5> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE1B6> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE1B7> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE1B8> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE1B9> \xF9\xE2 |0
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<UE1BA> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE1BB> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE1BC> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE1BD> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE1BE> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE1BF> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE1C0> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE1C1> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE1C2> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE1C3> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE1C4> \xF9\xED |0

<UE1C5> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE1C6> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE1C7> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE1C8> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE1C9> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE1CA> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE1CB> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE1CC> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE1CD> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE1CE> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE1CF> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE1D0> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE1D1> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE1D2> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE1D3> \xF9\xFC |0

<UE1D4> \xF9\xFD |0

<UE1D5> \xF9\xFE |0

<UE1D6> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UE1D7> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UE1D8> \xFA\xA3 |0

<UE1D9> \xFA\xA4 |0

<UE1DA>

 \xFA\xA5 |0

<UE1DB> \xFA\xA6 |0

<UE1DC> \xFA\xA7 |0

<UE1DD> \xFA\xA8 |0

<UE1DE> \xFA\xA9 |0

<UE1DF> \xFA\xAA |0

<UE1E0> \xFA\xAB |0

<UE1E1> \xFA\xAC |0

<UE1E2> \xFA\xAD |0

<UE1E3> \xFA\xAE |0

<UE1E4> \xFA\xAF |0

<UE1E5> \xFA\xB0 |0

<UE1E6> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UE1E7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<UE1E8> \xFA\xB3 |0
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<UE1E9> \xFA\xB4 |0

<UE1EA> \xFA\xB5 |0

<UE1EB> \xFA\xB6 |0

<UE1EC> \xFA\xB7 |0

<UE1ED> \xFA\xB8 |0

<UE1EE> \xFA\xB9 |0

<UE1EF> \xFA\xBA |0

<UE1F0> \xFA\xBB |0

<UE1F1> \xFA\xBC |0

<UE1F2> \xFA\xBD |0

<UE1F3> \xFA\xBE |0

<UE1F4> \xFA\xBF |0

<UE1F5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<UE1F6> \xFA\xC1 |0

<UE1F7> \xFA\xC2 |0

<UE1F8> \xFA\xC3 |0

<UE1F9> \xFA\xC4 |0

<UE1FA> \xFA\xC5 |0

<UE1FB> \xFA\xC6 |0

<UE1FC> \xFA\xC7 |0

<UE1FD> \xFA\xC8 |0

<UE1FE> \xFA\xC9 |0

<UE1FF> \xFA\xCA |0

<UE200> \xFA\xCB |0

<UE201> \xFA\xCC |0

<UE202> \xFA\xCD |0

<UE203> \xFA\xCE |0

<UE204> \xFA\xCF |0

<UE205> \xFA\xD0 |0

<UE206> \xFA\xD1 |0

<UE207> \xFA\xD2 |0

<UE208> \xFA\xD3 |0

<UE209> \xFA\xD4 |0

<UE20A> \xFA\xD5 |0

<UE20B> \xFA\xD6 |0

<UE20C>

 \xFA\xD7 |0

<UE20D> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UE20E> \xFA\xD9 |0

<UE20F> \xFA\xDA |0

<UE210> \xFA\xDB |0

<UE211> \xFA\xDC |0

<UE212> \xFA\xDD |0

<UE213> \xFA\xDE |0

<UE214> \xFA\xDF |0

<UE215> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UE216> \xFA\xE1 |0

<UE217> \xFA\xE2 |0
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<UE218> \xFA\xE3 |0

<UE219> \xFA\xE4 |0

<UE21A> \xFA\xE5 |0

<UE21B> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UE21C> \xFA\xE7 |0

<UE21D> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UE21E> \xFA\xE9 |0

<UE21F> \xFA\xEA |0

<UE220> \xFA\xEB |0

<UE221> \xFA\xEC |0

<UE222> \xFA\xED |0

<UE223> \xFA\xEE |0

<UE224> \xFA\xEF |0

<UE225> \xFA\xF0 |0

<UE226> \xFA\xF1 |0

<UE227> \xFA\xF2 |0

<UE228> \xFA\xF3 |0

<UE229> \xFA\xF4 |0

<UE22A> \xFA\xF5 |0

<UE22B> \xFA\xF6 |0

<UE22C> \xFA\xF7 |0

<UE22D> \xFA\xF8 |0

<UE22E> \xFA\xF9 |0

<UE22F> \xFA\xFA |0

<UE230> \xFA\xFB |0

<UE231> \xFA\xFC |0

<UE232> \xFA\xFD |0

<UE233> \xFA\xFE |0

<UE234> \xFB\xA1 |0

<UE235> \xFB\xA2 |0

<UE236> \xFB\xA3 |0

<UE237> \xFB\xA4 |0

<UE238> \xFB\xA5 |0

<UE239> \xFB\xA6 |0

<UE23A> \xFB\xA7 |0

<UE23B> \xFB\xA8 |0

<UE23C> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UE23D> \xFB\xAA |0

<UE23E>

 \xFB\xAB |0

<UE23F> \xFB\xAC |0

<UE240> \xFB\xAD |0

<UE241> \xFB\xAE |0

<UE242> \xFB\xAF |0

<UE243> \xFB\xB0 |0

<UE244> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UE245> \xFB\xB2 |0

<UE246> \xFB\xB3 |0
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<UE247> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UE248> \xFB\xB5 |0

<UE249> \xFB\xB6 |0

<UE24A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UE24B> \xFB\xB8 |0

<UE24C> \xFB\xB9 |0

<UE24D> \xFB\xBA |0

<UE24E> \xFB\xBB |0

<UE24F> \xFB\xBC |0

<UE250> \xFB\xBD |0

<UE251> \xFB\xBE |0

<UE252> \xFB\xBF |0

<UE253> \xFB\xC0 |0

<UE254> \xFB\xC1 |0

<UE255> \xFB\xC2 |0

<UE256> \xFB\xC3 |0

<UE257> \xFB\xC4 |0

<UE258> \xFB\xC5 |0

<UE259> \xFB\xC6 |0

<UE25A> \xFB\xC7 |0

<UE25B> \xFB\xC8 |0

<UE25C> \xFB\xC9 |0

<UE25D> \xFB\xCA |0

<UE25E> \xFB\xCB |0

<UE25F> \xFB\xCC |0

<UE260> \xFB\xCD |0

<UE261> \xFB\xCE |0

<UE262> \xFB\xCF |0

<UE263> \xFB\xD0 |0

<UE264> \xFB\xD1 |0

<UE265> \xFB\xD2 |0

<UE266> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UE267> \xFB\xD4 |0

<UE268> \xFB\xD5 |0

<UE269> \xFB\xD6 |0

<UE26A> \xFB\xD7 |0

<UE26B> \xFB\xD8 |0

<UE26C> \xFB\xD9 |0

<UE26D> \xFB\xDA |0

<UE26E> \xFB\xDB |0

<UE26F> \xFB\xDC |0

<UE270>

 \xFB\xDD |0

<UE271> \xFB\xDE |0

<UE272> \xFB\xDF |0

<UE273> \xFB\xE0 |0

<UE274> \xFB\xE1 |0

<UE275> \xFB\xE2 |0
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<UE276> \xFB\xE3 |0

<UE277> \xFB\xE4 |0

<UE278> \xFB\xE5 |0

<UE279> \xFB\xE6 |0

<UE27A> \xFB\xE7 |0

<UE27B> \xFB\xE8 |0

<UE27C> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UE27D> \xFB\xEA |0

<UE27E> \xFB\xEB |0

<UE27F> \xFB\xEC |0

<UE280> \xFB\xED |0

<UE281> \xFB\xEE |0

<UE282> \xFB\xEF |0

<UE283> \xFB\xF0 |0

<UE284> \xFB\xF1 |0

<UE285> \xFB\xF2 |0

<UE286> \xFB\xF3 |0

<UE287> \xFB\xF4 |0

<UE288> \xFB\xF5 |0

<UE289> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UE28A> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UE28B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<UE28C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UE28D> \xFB\xFA |0

<UE28E> \xFB\xFB |0

<UE28F> \xFB\xFC |0

<UE290> \xFB\xFD |0

<UE291> \xFB\xFE |0

<UE292> \xFC\xA1 |0

<UE293> \xFC\xA2 |0

<UE294> \xFC\xA3 |0

<UE295> \xFC\xA4 |0

<UE296> \xFC\xA5 |0

<UE297> \xFC\xA6 |0

<UE298> \xFC\xA7 |0

<UE299> \xFC\xA8 |0

<UE29A> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UE29B> \xFC\xAA |0

<UE29C> \xFC\xAB |0

<UE29D> \xFC\xAC |0

<UE29E> \xFC\xAD |0

<UE29F> \xFC\xAE |0

<UE2A0> \xFC\xAF |0

<UE2A1> \xFC\xB0 |0

<UE2A2>

 \xFC\xB1 |0

<UE2A3> \xFC\xB2 |0

<UE2A4> \xFC\xB3 |0
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<UE2A5> \xFC\xB4 |0

<UE2A6> \xFC\xB5 |0

<UE2A7> \xFC\xB6 |0

<UE2A8> \xFC\xB7 |0

<UE2A9> \xFC\xB8 |0

<UE2AA> \xFC\xB9 |0

<UE2AB> \xFC\xBA |0

<UE2AC> \xFC\xBB |0

<UE2AD> \xFC\xBC |0

<UE2AE> \xFC\xBD |0

<UE2AF> \xFC\xBE |0

<UE2B0> \xFC\xBF |0

<UE2B1> \xFC\xC0 |0

<UE2B2> \xFC\xC1 |0

<UE2B3> \xFC\xC2 |0

<UE2B4> \xFC\xC3 |0

<UE2B5> \xFC\xC4 |0

<UE2B6> \xFC\xC5 |0

<UE2B7> \xFC\xC6 |0

<UE2B8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<UE2B9> \xFC\xC8 |0

<UE2BA> \xFC\xC9 |0

<UE2BB> \xFC\xCA |0

<UE2BC> \xFC\xCB |0

<UE2BD> \xFC\xCC |0

<UE2BE> \xFC\xCD |0

<UE2BF> \xFC\xCE |0

<UE2C0> \xFC\xCF |0

<UE2C1> \xFC\xD0 |0

<UE2C2> \xFC\xD1 |0

<UE2C3> \xFC\xD2 |0

<UE2C4> \xFC\xD3 |0

<UE2C5> \xFC\xD4 |0

<UE2C6> \xFC\xD5 |0

<UE2C7> \xFC\xD6 |0

<UE2C8> \xFC\xD7 |0

<UE2C9> \xFC\xD8 |0

<UE2CA> \xFC\xD9 |0

<UE2CB> \xFC\xDA |0

<UE2CC> \xFC\xDB |0

<UE2CD> \xFC\xDC |0

<UE2CE> \xFC\xDD |0

<UE2CF> \xFC\xDE |0

<UE2D0> \xFC\xDF |0

<UE2D1> \xFC\xE0 |0

<UE2D2> \xFC\xE1 |0

<UE2D3> \xFC\xE2 |0

<UE2D4>
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 \xFC\xE3 |0

<UE2D5> \xFC\xE4 |0

<UE2D6> \xFC\xE5 |0

<UE2D7> \xFC\xE6 |0

<UE2D8> \xFC\xE7 |0

<UE2D9> \xFC\xE8 |0

<UE2DA> \xFC\xE9 |0

<UE2DB> \xFC\xEA |0

<UE2DC> \xFC\xEB |0

<UE2DD> \xFC\xEC |0

<UE2DE> \xFC\xED |0

<UE2DF> \xFC\xEE |0

<UE2E0> \xFC\xEF |0

<UE2E1> \xFC\xF0 |0

<UE2E2> \xFC\xF1 |0

<UE2E3> \xFC\xF2 |0

<UE2E4> \xFC\xF3 |0

<UE2E5> \xFC\xF4 |0

<UE2E6> \xFC\xF5 |0

<UE2E7> \xFC\xF6 |0

<UE2E8> \xFC\xF7 |0

<UE2E9> \xFC\xF8 |0

<UE2EA> \xFC\xF9 |0

<UE2EB> \xFC\xFA |0

<UE2EC> \xFC\xFB |0

<UE2ED> \xFC\xFC |0

<UE2EE> \xFC\xFD |0

<UE2EF> \xFC\xFE |0

<UE2F0> \xFD\xA1 |0

<UE2F1> \xFD\xA2 |0

<UE2F2> \xFD\xA3 |0

<UE2F3> \xFD\xA4 |0

<UE2F4> \xFD\xA5 |0

<UE2F5> \xFD\xA6 |0

<UE2F6> \xFD\xA7 |0

<UE2F7> \xFD\xA8 |0

<UE2F8> \xFD\xA9 |0

<UE2F9> \xFD\xAA |0

<UE2FA> \xFD\xAB |0

<UE2FB> \xFD\xAC |0

<UE2FC> \xFD\xAD |0

<UE2FD> \xFD\xAE |0

<UE2FE> \xFD\xAF |0

<UE2FF> \xFD\xB0 |0

<UE300> \xFD\xB1 |0

<UE301> \xFD\xB2 |0

<UE302> \xFD\xB3 |0

<UE303> \xFD\xB4 |0
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<UE304> \xFD\xB5 |0

<UE305> \xFD\xB6 |0

<UE306>

 \xFD\xB7 |0

<UE307> \xFD\xB8 |0

<UE308> \xFD\xB9 |0

<UE309> \xFD\xBA |0

<UE30A> \xFD\xBB |0

<UE30B> \xFD\xBC |0

<UE30C> \xFD\xBD |0

<UE30D> \xFD\xBE |0

<UE30E> \xFD\xBF |0

<UE30F> \xFD\xC0 |0

<UE310> \xFD\xC1 |0

<UE311> \xFD\xC2 |0

<UE312> \xFD\xC3 |0

<UE313> \xFD\xC4 |0

<UE314> \xFD\xC5 |0

<UE315> \xFD\xC6 |0

<UE316> \xFD\xC7 |0

<UE317> \xFD\xC8 |0

<UE318> \xFD\xC9 |0

<UE319> \xFD\xCA |0

<UE31A> \xFD\xCB |0

<UE31B> \xFD\xCC |0

<UE31C> \xFD\xCD |0

<UE31D> \xFD\xCE |0

<UE31E> \xFD\xCF |0

<UE31F> \xFD\xD0 |0

<UE320> \xFD\xD1 |0

<UE321> \xFD\xD2 |0

<UE322> \xFD\xD3 |0

<UE323> \xFD\xD4 |0

<UE324> \xFD\xD5 |0

<UE325> \xFD\xD6 |0

<UE326> \xFD\xD7 |0

<UE327> \xFD\xD8 |0

<UE328> \xFD\xD9 |0

<UE329> \xFD\xDA |0

<UE32A> \xFD\xDB |0

<UE32B> \xFD\xDC |0

<UE32C> \xFD\xDD |0

<UE32D> \xFD\xDE |0

<UE32E> \xFD\xDF |0

<UE32F> \xFD\xE0 |0

<UE330> \xFD\xE1 |0

<UE331> \xFD\xE2 |0

<UE332> \xFD\xE3 |0
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<UE333> \xFD\xE4 |0

<UE334> \xFD\xE5 |0

<UE335> \xFD\xE6 |0

<UE336> \xFD\xE7 |0

<UE337> \xFD\xE8 |0

<UE338>

 \xFD\xE9 |0

<UE339> \xFD\xEA |0

<UE33A> \xFD\xEB |0

<UE33B> \xFD\xEC |0

<UE33C> \xFD\xED |0

<UE33D> \xFD\xEE |0

<UE33E> \xFD\xEF |0

<UE33F> \xFD\xF0 |0

<UE340> \xFD\xF1 |0

<UE341> \xFD\xF2 |0

<UE342> \xFD\xF3 |0

<UE343> \xFD\xF4 |0

<UE344> \xFD\xF5 |0

<UE345> \xFD\xF6 |0

<UE346> \xFD\xF7 |0

<UE347> \xFD\xF8 |0

<UE348> \xFD\xF9 |0

<UE349> \xFD\xFA |0

<UE34A> \xFD\xFB |0

<UE34B> \xFD\xFC |0

<UE34C> \xFD\xFD |0

<UE34D> \xFD\xFE |0

<UE34E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE34F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE350> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE351> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE352> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE353> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE354> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE355> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE356> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE357> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE358> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE359> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE35A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE35B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE35C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE35D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE35E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE35F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE360> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE361> \xFE\xB4 |0
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<UE362> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE363> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE364> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE365> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE366> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE367> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE368> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE369> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE36A>

 \xFE\xBD |0

<UE36B> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE36C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE36D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE36E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE36F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE370> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE371> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE372> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE373> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE374> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE375> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE376> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE377> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE378> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE379> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE37A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE37B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE37C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE37D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE37E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE37F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE380> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE381> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE382> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE383> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE384> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE385> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE386> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE387> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE388> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE389> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE38A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE38B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE38C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE38D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE38E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE38F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE390> \xFE\xE3 |0
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<UE391> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE392> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE393> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE394> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE395> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE396> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE397> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE398> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE399> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE39A> \xFE\xED |0

<UE39B> \xFE\xEE |0

<UE39C>

 \xFE\xEF |0

<UE39D> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE39E> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE39F> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE3A0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE3A1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE3A2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE3A3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE3A4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE3A5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE3A6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE3A7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE3A8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE3A9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE3AA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE3AB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UE3AC> \x8F\xF5\xA1 |0

<UE3AD> \x8F\xF5\xA2 |0

<UE3AE> \x8F\xF5\xA3 |0

<UE3AF> \x8F\xF5\xA4 |0

<UE3B0> \x8F\xF5\xA5 |0

<UE3B1> \x8F\xF5\xA6 |0

<UE3B2> \x8F\xF5\xA7 |0

<UE3B3> \x8F\xF5\xA8 |0

<UE3B4> \x8F\xF5\xA9 |0

<UE3B5> \x8F\xF5\xAA |0

<UE3B6> \x8F\xF5\xAB |0

<UE3B7> \x8F\xF5\xAC |0

<UE3B8> \x8F\xF5\xAD |0

<UE3B9> \x8F\xF5\xAE |0

<UE3BA> \x8F\xF5\xAF |0

<UE3BB> \x8F\xF5\xB0 |0

<UE3BC> \x8F\xF5\xB1 |0

<UE3BD> \x8F\xF5\xB2 |0

<UE3BE> \x8F\xF5\xB3 |0

<UE3BF> \x8F\xF5\xB4 |0
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<UE3C0> \x8F\xF5\xB5 |0

<UE3C1> \x8F\xF5\xB6 |0

<UE3C2> \x8F\xF5\xB7 |0

<UE3C3> \x8F\xF5\xB8 |0

<UE3C4> \x8F\xF5\xB9 |0

<UE3C5> \x8F\xF5\xBA |0

<UE3C6> \x8F\xF5\xBB |0

<UE3C7> \x8F\xF5\xBC |0

<UE3C8> \x8F\xF5\xBD

 |0

<UE3C9> \x8F\xF5\xBE |0

<UE3CA> \x8F\xF5\xBF |0

<UE3CB> \x8F\xF5\xC0 |0

<UE3CC> \x8F\xF5\xC1 |0

<UE3CD> \x8F\xF5\xC2 |0

<UE3CE> \x8F\xF5\xC3 |0

<UE3CF> \x8F\xF5\xC4 |0

<UE3D0> \x8F\xF5\xC5 |0

<UE3D1> \x8F\xF5\xC6 |0

<UE3D2> \x8F\xF5\xC7 |0

<UE3D3> \x8F\xF5\xC8 |0

<UE3D4> \x8F\xF5\xC9 |0

<UE3D5> \x8F\xF5\xCA |0

<UE3D6> \x8F\xF5\xCB |0

<UE3D7> \x8F\xF5\xCC |0

<UE3D8> \x8F\xF5\xCD |0

<UE3D9> \x8F\xF5\xCE |0

<UE3DA> \x8F\xF5\xCF |0

<UE3DB> \x8F\xF5\xD0 |0

<UE3DC> \x8F\xF5\xD1 |0

<UE3DD> \x8F\xF5\xD2 |0

<UE3DE> \x8F\xF5\xD3 |0

<UE3DF> \x8F\xF5\xD4 |0

<UE3E0> \x8F\xF5\xD5 |0

<UE3E1> \x8F\xF5\xD6 |0

<UE3E2> \x8F\xF5\xD7 |0

<UE3E3> \x8F\xF5\xD8 |0

<UE3E4> \x8F\xF5\xD9 |0

<UE3E5> \x8F\xF5\xDA |0

<UE3E6> \x8F\xF5\xDB |0

<UE3E7> \x8F\xF5\xDC |0

<UE3E8> \x8F\xF5\xDD |0

<UE3E9> \x8F\xF5\xDE |0

<UE3EA> \x8F\xF5\xDF |0

<UE3EB> \x8F\xF5\xE0 |0

<UE3EC> \x8F\xF5\xE1 |0

<UE3ED> \x8F\xF5\xE2 |0

<UE3EE> \x8F\xF5\xE3 |0
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<UE3EF> \x8F\xF5\xE4 |0

<UE3F0> \x8F\xF5\xE5 |0

<UE3F1> \x8F\xF5\xE6 |0

<UE3F2>

 \x8F\xF5\xE7 |0

<UE3F3> \x8F\xF5\xE8 |0

<UE3F4> \x8F\xF5\xE9 |0

<UE3F5> \x8F\xF5\xEA |0

<UE3F6> \x8F\xF5\xEB |0

<UE3F7> \x8F\xF5\xEC |0

<UE3F8> \x8F\xF5\xED |0

<UE3F9> \x8F\xF5\xEE |0

<UE3FA> \x8F\xF5\xEF |0

<UE3FB> \x8F\xF5\xF0 |0

<UE3FC> \x8F\xF5\xF1 |0

<UE3FD> \x8F\xF5\xF2 |0

<UE3FE> \x8F\xF5\xF3 |0

<UE3FF> \x8F\xF5\xF4 |0

<UE400> \x8F\xF5\xF5 |0

<UE401> \x8F\xF5\xF6 |0

<UE402> \x8F\xF5\xF7 |0

<UE403> \x8F\xF5\xF8 |0

<UE404> \x8F\xF5\xF9 |0

<UE405> \x8F\xF5\xFA |0

<UE406> \x8F\xF5\xFB |0

<UE407> \x8F\xF5\xFC |0

<UE408> \x8F\xF5\xFD |0

<UE409> \x8F\xF5\xFE |0

<UE40A> \x8F\xF6\xA1 |0

<UE40B> \x8F\xF6\xA2 |0

<UE40C> \x8F\xF6\xA3 |0

<UE40D> \x8F\xF6\xA4 |0

<UE40E> \x8F\xF6\xA5 |0

<UE40F> \x8F\xF6\xA6 |0

<UE410> \x8F\xF6\xA7 |0

<UE411> \x8F\xF6\xA8 |0

<UE412> \x8F\xF6\xA9 |0

<UE413> \x8F\xF6\xAA |0

<UE414> \x8F\xF6\xAB |0

<UE415> \x8F\xF6\xAC |0

<UE416> \x8F\xF6\xAD |0

<UE417> \x8F\xF6\xAE |0

<UE418> \x8F\xF6\xAF |0

<UE419> \x8F\xF6\xB0 |0

<UE41A> \x8F\xF6\xB1 |0

<UE41B> \x8F\xF6\xB2

 |0

<UE41C> \x8F\xF6\xB3 |0
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<UE41D> \x8F\xF6\xB4 |0

<UE41E> \x8F\xF6\xB5 |0

<UE41F> \x8F\xF6\xB6 |0

<UE420> \x8F\xF6\xB7 |0

<UE421> \x8F\xF6\xB8 |0

<UE422> \x8F\xF6\xB9 |0

<UE423> \x8F\xF6\xBA |0

<UE424> \x8F\xF6\xBB |0

<UE425> \x8F\xF6\xBC |0

<UE426> \x8F\xF6\xBD |0

<UE427> \x8F\xF6\xBE |0

<UE428> \x8F\xF6\xBF |0

<UE429> \x8F\xF6\xC0 |0

<UE42A> \x8F\xF6\xC1 |0

<UE42B> \x8F\xF6\xC2 |0

<UE42C> \x8F\xF6\xC3 |0

<UE42D> \x8F\xF6\xC4 |0

<UE42E> \x8F\xF6\xC5 |0

<UE42F> \x8F\xF6\xC6 |0

<UE430> \x8F\xF6\xC7 |0

<UE431> \x8F\xF6\xC8 |0

<UE432> \x8F\xF6\xC9 |0

<UE433> \x8F\xF6\xCA |0

<UE434> \x8F\xF6\xCB |0

<UE435> \x8F\xF6\xCC |0

<UE436> \x8F\xF6\xCD |0

<UE437> \x8F\xF6\xCE |0

<UE438> \x8F\xF6\xCF |0

<UE439> \x8F\xF6\xD0 |0

<UE43A> \x8F\xF6\xD1 |0

<UE43B> \x8F\xF6\xD2 |0

<UE43C> \x8F\xF6\xD3 |0

<UE43D> \x8F\xF6\xD4 |0

<UE43E> \x8F\xF6\xD5 |0

<UE43F> \x8F\xF6\xD6 |0

<UE440> \x8F\xF6\xD7 |0

<UE441> \x8F\xF6\xD8 |0

<UE442> \x8F\xF6\xD9 |0

<UE443> \x8F\xF6\xDA |0

<UE444> \x8F\xF6\xDB |0

<UE445> \x8F\xF6\xDC

 |0

<UE446> \x8F\xF6\xDD |0

<UE447> \x8F\xF6\xDE |0

<UE448> \x8F\xF6\xDF |0

<UE449> \x8F\xF6\xE0 |0

<UE44A> \x8F\xF6\xE1 |0

<UE44B> \x8F\xF6\xE2 |0
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<UE44C> \x8F\xF6\xE3 |0

<UE44D> \x8F\xF6\xE4 |0

<UE44E> \x8F\xF6\xE5 |0

<UE44F> \x8F\xF6\xE6 |0

<UE450> \x8F\xF6\xE7 |0

<UE451> \x8F\xF6\xE8 |0

<UE452> \x8F\xF6\xE9 |0

<UE453> \x8F\xF6\xEA |0

<UE454> \x8F\xF6\xEB |0

<UE455> \x8F\xF6\xEC |0

<UE456> \x8F\xF6\xED |0

<UE457> \x8F\xF6\xEE |0

<UE458> \x8F\xF6\xEF |0

<UE459> \x8F\xF6\xF0 |0

<UE45A> \x8F\xF6\xF1 |0

<UE45B> \x8F\xF6\xF2 |0

<UE45C> \x8F\xF6\xF3 |0

<UE45D> \x8F\xF6\xF4 |0

<UE45E> \x8F\xF6\xF5 |0

<UE45F> \x8F\xF6\xF6 |0

<UE460> \x8F\xF6\xF7 |0

<UE461> \x8F\xF6\xF8 |0

<UE462> \x8F\xF6\xF9 |0

<UE463> \x8F\xF6\xFA |0

<UE464> \x8F\xF6\xFB |0

<UE465> \x8F\xF6\xFC |0

<UE466> \x8F\xF6\xFD |0

<UE467> \x8F\xF6\xFE |0

<UE468> \x8F\xF7\xA1 |0

<UE469> \x8F\xF7\xA2 |0

<UE46A> \x8F\xF7\xA3 |0

<UE46B> \x8F\xF7\xA4 |0

<UE46C> \x8F\xF7\xA5 |0

<UE46D> \x8F\xF7\xA6 |0

<UE46E> \x8F\xF7\xA7 |0

<UE46F>

 \x8F\xF7\xA8 |0

<UE470> \x8F\xF7\xA9 |0

<UE471> \x8F\xF7\xAA |0

<UE472> \x8F\xF7\xAB |0

<UE473> \x8F\xF7\xAC |0

<UE474> \x8F\xF7\xAD |0

<UE475> \x8F\xF7\xAE |0

<UE476> \x8F\xF7\xAF |0

<UE477> \x8F\xF7\xB0 |0

<UE478> \x8F\xF7\xB1 |0

<UE479> \x8F\xF7\xB2 |0

<UE47A> \x8F\xF7\xB3 |0
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<UE47B> \x8F\xF7\xB4 |0

<UE47C> \x8F\xF7\xB5 |0

<UE47D> \x8F\xF7\xB6 |0

<UE47E> \x8F\xF7\xB7 |0

<UE47F> \x8F\xF7\xB8 |0

<UE480> \x8F\xF7\xB9 |0

<UE481> \x8F\xF7\xBA |0

<UE482> \x8F\xF7\xBB |0

<UE483> \x8F\xF7\xBC |0

<UE484> \x8F\xF7\xBD |0

<UE485> \x8F\xF7\xBE |0

<UE486> \x8F\xF7\xBF |0

<UE487> \x8F\xF7\xC0 |0

<UE488> \x8F\xF7\xC1 |0

<UE489> \x8F\xF7\xC2 |0

<UE48A> \x8F\xF7\xC3 |0

<UE48B> \x8F\xF7\xC4 |0

<UE48C> \x8F\xF7\xC5 |0

<UE48D> \x8F\xF7\xC6 |0

<UE48E> \x8F\xF7\xC7 |0

<UE48F> \x8F\xF7\xC8 |0

<UE490> \x8F\xF7\xC9 |0

<UE491> \x8F\xF7\xCA |0

<UE492> \x8F\xF7\xCB |0

<UE493> \x8F\xF7\xCC |0

<UE494> \x8F\xF7\xCD |0

<UE495> \x8F\xF7\xCE |0

<UE496> \x8F\xF7\xCF |0

<UE497> \x8F\xF7\xD0 |0

<UE498> \x8F\xF7\xD1

 |0

<UE499> \x8F\xF7\xD2 |0

<UE49A> \x8F\xF7\xD3 |0

<UE49B> \x8F\xF7\xD4 |0

<UE49C> \x8F\xF7\xD5 |0

<UE49D> \x8F\xF7\xD6 |0

<UE49E> \x8F\xF7\xD7 |0

<UE49F> \x8F\xF7\xD8 |0

<UE4A0> \x8F\xF7\xD9 |0

<UE4A1> \x8F\xF7\xDA |0

<UE4A2> \x8F\xF7\xDB |0

<UE4A3> \x8F\xF7\xDC |0

<UE4A4> \x8F\xF7\xDD |0

<UE4A5> \x8F\xF7\xDE |0

<UE4A6> \x8F\xF7\xDF |0

<UE4A7> \x8F\xF7\xE0 |0

<UE4A8> \x8F\xF7\xE1 |0

<UE4A9> \x8F\xF7\xE2 |0
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<UE4AA> \x8F\xF7\xE3 |0

<UE4AB> \x8F\xF7\xE4 |0

<UE4AC> \x8F\xF7\xE5 |0

<UE4AD> \x8F\xF7\xE6 |0

<UE4AE> \x8F\xF7\xE7 |0

<UE4AF> \x8F\xF7\xE8 |0

<UE4B0> \x8F\xF7\xE9 |0

<UE4B1> \x8F\xF7\xEA |0

<UE4B2> \x8F\xF7\xEB |0

<UE4B3> \x8F\xF7\xEC |0

<UE4B4> \x8F\xF7\xED |0

<UE4B5> \x8F\xF7\xEE |0

<UE4B6> \x8F\xF7\xEF |0

<UE4B7> \x8F\xF7\xF0 |0

<UE4B8> \x8F\xF7\xF1 |0

<UE4B9> \x8F\xF7\xF2 |0

<UE4BA> \x8F\xF7\xF3 |0

<UE4BB> \x8F\xF7\xF4 |0

<UE4BC> \x8F\xF7\xF5 |0

<UE4BD> \x8F\xF7\xF6 |0

<UE4BE> \x8F\xF7\xF7 |0

<UE4BF> \x8F\xF7\xF8 |0

<UE4C0> \x8F\xF7\xF9 |0

<UE4C1> \x8F\xF7\xFA |0

<UE4C2> \x8F\xF7\xFB

 |0

<UE4C3> \x8F\xF7\xFC |0

<UE4C4> \x8F\xF7\xFD |0

<UE4C5> \x8F\xF7\xFE |0

<UE4C6> \x8F\xF8\xA1 |0

<UE4C7> \x8F\xF8\xA2 |0

<UE4C8> \x8F\xF8\xA3 |0

<UE4C9> \x8F\xF8\xA4 |0

<UE4CA> \x8F\xF8\xA5 |0

<UE4CB> \x8F\xF8\xA6 |0

<UE4CC> \x8F\xF8\xA7 |0

<UE4CD> \x8F\xF8\xA8 |0

<UE4CE> \x8F\xF8\xA9 |0

<UE4CF> \x8F\xF8\xAA |0

<UE4D0> \x8F\xF8\xAB |0

<UE4D1> \x8F\xF8\xAC |0

<UE4D2> \x8F\xF8\xAD |0

<UE4D3> \x8F\xF8\xAE |0

<UE4D4> \x8F\xF8\xAF |0

<UE4D5> \x8F\xF8\xB0 |0

<UE4D6> \x8F\xF8\xB1 |0

<UE4D7> \x8F\xF8\xB2 |0

<UE4D8> \x8F\xF8\xB3 |0
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<UE4D9> \x8F\xF8\xB4 |0

<UE4DA> \x8F\xF8\xB5 |0

<UE4DB> \x8F\xF8\xB6 |0

<UE4DC> \x8F\xF8\xB7 |0

<UE4DD> \x8F\xF8\xB8 |0

<UE4DE> \x8F\xF8\xB9 |0

<UE4DF> \x8F\xF8\xBA |0

<UE4E0> \x8F\xF8\xBB |0

<UE4E1> \x8F\xF8\xBC |0

<UE4E2> \x8F\xF8\xBD |0

<UE4E3> \x8F\xF8\xBE |0

<UE4E4> \x8F\xF8\xBF |0

<UE4E5> \x8F\xF8\xC0 |0

<UE4E6> \x8F\xF8\xC1 |0

<UE4E7> \x8F\xF8\xC2 |0

<UE4E8> \x8F\xF8\xC3 |0

<UE4E9> \x8F\xF8\xC4 |0

<UE4EA> \x8F\xF8\xC5 |0

<UE4EB> \x8F\xF8\xC6 |0

<UE4EC>

 \x8F\xF8\xC7 |0

<UE4ED> \x8F\xF8\xC8 |0

<UE4EE> \x8F\xF8\xC9 |0

<UE4EF> \x8F\xF8\xCA |0

<UE4F0> \x8F\xF8\xCB |0

<UE4F1> \x8F\xF8\xCC |0

<UE4F2> \x8F\xF8\xCD |0

<UE4F3> \x8F\xF8\xCE |0

<UE4F4> \x8F\xF8\xCF |0

<UE4F5> \x8F\xF8\xD0 |0

<UE4F6> \x8F\xF8\xD1 |0

<UE4F7> \x8F\xF8\xD2 |0

<UE4F8> \x8F\xF8\xD3 |0

<UE4F9> \x8F\xF8\xD4 |0

<UE4FA> \x8F\xF8\xD5 |0

<UE4FB> \x8F\xF8\xD6 |0

<UE4FC> \x8F\xF8\xD7 |0

<UE4FD> \x8F\xF8\xD8 |0

<UE4FE> \x8F\xF8\xD9 |0

<UE4FF> \x8F\xF8\xDA |0

<UE500> \x8F\xF8\xDB |0

<UE501> \x8F\xF8\xDC |0

<UE502> \x8F\xF8\xDD |0

<UE503> \x8F\xF8\xDE |0

<UE504> \x8F\xF8\xDF |0

<UE505> \x8F\xF8\xE0 |0

<UE506> \x8F\xF8\xE1 |0

<UE507> \x8F\xF8\xE2 |0
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<UE508> \x8F\xF8\xE3 |0

<UE509> \x8F\xF8\xE4 |0

<UE50A> \x8F\xF8\xE5 |0

<UE50B> \x8F\xF8\xE6 |0

<UE50C> \x8F\xF8\xE7 |0

<UE50D> \x8F\xF8\xE8 |0

<UE50E> \x8F\xF8\xE9 |0

<UE50F> \x8F\xF8\xEA |0

<UE510> \x8F\xF8\xEB |0

<UE511> \x8F\xF8\xEC |0

<UE512> \x8F\xF8\xED |0

<UE513> \x8F\xF8\xEE |0

<UE514> \x8F\xF8\xEF |0

<UE515> \x8F\xF8\xF0

 |0

<UE516> \x8F\xF8\xF1 |0

<UE517> \x8F\xF8\xF2 |0

<UE518> \x8F\xF8\xF3 |0

<UE519> \x8F\xF8\xF4 |0

<UE51A> \x8F\xF8\xF5 |0

<UE51B> \x8F\xF8\xF6 |0

<UE51C> \x8F\xF8\xF7 |0

<UE51D> \x8F\xF8\xF8 |0

<UE51E> \x8F\xF8\xF9 |0

<UE51F> \x8F\xF8\xFA |0

<UE520> \x8F\xF8\xFB |0

<UE521> \x8F\xF8\xFC |0

<UE522> \x8F\xF8\xFD |0

<UE523> \x8F\xF8\xFE |0

<UE524> \x8F\xF9\xA1 |0

<UE525> \x8F\xF9\xA2 |0

<UE526> \x8F\xF9\xA3 |0

<UE527> \x8F\xF9\xA4 |0

<UE528> \x8F\xF9\xA5 |0

<UE529> \x8F\xF9\xA6 |0

<UE52A> \x8F\xF9\xA7 |0

<UE52B> \x8F\xF9\xA8 |0

<UE52C> \x8F\xF9\xA9 |0

<UE52D> \x8F\xF9\xAA |0

<UE52E> \x8F\xF9\xAB |0

<UE52F> \x8F\xF9\xAC |0

<UE530> \x8F\xF9\xAD |0

<UE531> \x8F\xF9\xAE |0

<UE532> \x8F\xF9\xAF |0

<UE533> \x8F\xF9\xB0 |0

<UE534> \x8F\xF9\xB1 |0

<UE535> \x8F\xF9\xB2 |0

<UE536> \x8F\xF9\xB3 |0
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<UE537> \x8F\xF9\xB4 |0

<UE538> \x8F\xF9\xB5 |0

<UE539> \x8F\xF9\xB6 |0

<UE53A> \x8F\xF9\xB7 |0

<UE53B> \x8F\xF9\xB8 |0

<UE53C> \x8F\xF9\xB9 |0

<UE53D> \x8F\xF9\xBA |0

<UE53E> \x8F\xF9\xBB |0

<UE53F> \x8F\xF9\xBC

 |0

<UE540> \x8F\xF9\xBD |0

<UE541> \x8F\xF9\xBE |0

<UE542> \x8F\xF9\xBF |0

<UE543> \x8F\xF9\xC0 |0

<UE544> \x8F\xF9\xC1 |0

<UE545> \x8F\xF9\xC2 |0

<UE546> \x8F\xF9\xC3 |0

<UE547> \x8F\xF9\xC4 |0

<UE548> \x8F\xF9\xC5 |0

<UE549> \x8F\xF9\xC6 |0

<UE54A> \x8F\xF9\xC7 |0

<UE54B> \x8F\xF9\xC8 |0

<UE54C> \x8F\xF9\xC9 |0

<UE54D> \x8F\xF9\xCA |0

<UE54E> \x8F\xF9\xCB |0

<UE54F> \x8F\xF9\xCC |0

<UE550> \x8F\xF9\xCD |0

<UE551> \x8F\xF9\xCE |0

<UE552> \x8F\xF9\xCF |0

<UE553> \x8F\xF9\xD0 |0

<UE554> \x8F\xF9\xD1 |0

<UE555> \x8F\xF9\xD2 |0

<UE556> \x8F\xF9\xD3 |0

<UE557> \x8F\xF9\xD4 |0

<UE558> \x8F\xF9\xD5 |0

<UE559> \x8F\xF9\xD6 |0

<UE55A> \x8F\xF9\xD7 |0

<UE55B> \x8F\xF9\xD8 |0

<UE55C> \x8F\xF9\xD9 |0

<UE55D> \x8F\xF9\xDA |0

<UE55E> \x8F\xF9\xDB |0

<UE55F> \x8F\xF9\xDC |0

<UE560> \x8F\xF9\xDD |0

<UE561> \x8F\xF9\xDE |0

<UE562> \x8F\xF9\xDF |0

<UE563> \x8F\xF9\xE0 |0

<UE564> \x8F\xF9\xE1 |0

<UE565> \x8F\xF9\xE2 |0
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<UE566> \x8F\xF9\xE3 |0

<UE567> \x8F\xF9\xE4 |0

<UE568> \x8F\xF9\xE5 |0

<UE569>

 \x8F\xF9\xE6 |0

<UE56A> \x8F\xF9\xE7 |0

<UE56B> \x8F\xF9\xE8 |0

<UE56C> \x8F\xF9\xE9 |0

<UE56D> \x8F\xF9\xEA |0

<UE56E> \x8F\xF9\xEB |0

<UE56F> \x8F\xF9\xEC |0

<UE570> \x8F\xF9\xED |0

<UE571> \x8F\xF9\xEE |0

<UE572> \x8F\xF9\xEF |0

<UE573> \x8F\xF9\xF0 |0

<UE574> \x8F\xF9\xF1 |0

<UE575> \x8F\xF9\xF2 |0

<UE576> \x8F\xF9\xF3 |0

<UE577> \x8F\xF9\xF4 |0

<UE578> \x8F\xF9\xF5 |0

<UE579> \x8F\xF9\xF6 |0

<UE57A> \x8F\xF9\xF7 |0

<UE57B> \x8F\xF9\xF8 |0

<UE57C> \x8F\xF9\xF9 |0

<UE57D> \x8F\xF9\xFA |0

<UE57E> \x8F\xF9\xFB |0

<UE57F> \x8F\xF9\xFC |0

<UE580> \x8F\xF9\xFD |0

<UE581> \x8F\xF9\xFE |0

<UE582> \x8F\xFA\xA1 |0

<UE583> \x8F\xFA\xA2 |0

<UE584> \x8F\xFA\xA3 |0

<UE585> \x8F\xFA\xA4 |0

<UE586> \x8F\xFA\xA5 |0

<UE587> \x8F\xFA\xA6 |0

<UE588> \x8F\xFA\xA7 |0

<UE589> \x8F\xFA\xA8 |0

<UE58A> \x8F\xFA\xA9 |0

<UE58B> \x8F\xFA\xAA |0

<UE58C> \x8F\xFA\xAB |0

<UE58D> \x8F\xFA\xAC |0

<UE58E> \x8F\xFA\xAD |0

<UE58F> \x8F\xFA\xAE |0

<UE590> \x8F\xFA\xAF |0

<UE591> \x8F\xFA\xB0 |0

<UE592> \x8F\xFA\xB1

 |0

<UE593> \x8F\xFA\xB2 |0
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<UE594> \x8F\xFA\xB3 |0

<UE595> \x8F\xFA\xB4 |0

<UE596> \x8F\xFA\xB5 |0

<UE597> \x8F\xFA\xB6 |0

<UE598> \x8F\xFA\xB7 |0

<UE599> \x8F\xFA\xB8 |0

<UE59A> \x8F\xFA\xB9 |0

<UE59B> \x8F\xFA\xBA |0

<UE59C> \x8F\xFA\xBB |0

<UE59D> \x8F\xFA\xBC |0

<UE59E> \x8F\xFA\xBD |0

<UE59F> \x8F\xFA\xBE |0

<UE5A0> \x8F\xFA\xBF |0

<UE5A1> \x8F\xFA\xC0 |0

<UE5A2> \x8F\xFA\xC1 |0

<UE5A3> \x8F\xFA\xC2 |0

<UE5A4> \x8F\xFA\xC3 |0

<UE5A5> \x8F\xFA\xC4 |0

<UE5A6> \x8F\xFA\xC5 |0

<UE5A7> \x8F\xFA\xC6 |0

<UE5A8> \x8F\xFA\xC7 |0

<UE5A9> \x8F\xFA\xC8 |0

<UE5AA> \x8F\xFA\xC9 |0

<UE5AB> \x8F\xFA\xCA |0

<UE5AC> \x8F\xFA\xCB |0

<UE5AD> \x8F\xFA\xCC |0

<UE5AE> \x8F\xFA\xCD |0

<UE5AF> \x8F\xFA\xCE |0

<UE5B0> \x8F\xFA\xCF |0

<UE5B1> \x8F\xFA\xD0 |0

<UE5B2> \x8F\xFA\xD1 |0

<UE5B3> \x8F\xFA\xD2 |0

<UE5B4> \x8F\xFA\xD3 |0

<UE5B5> \x8F\xFA\xD4 |0

<UE5B6> \x8F\xFA\xD5 |0

<UE5B7> \x8F\xFA\xD6 |0

<UE5B8> \x8F\xFA\xD7 |0

<UE5B9> \x8F\xFA\xD8 |0

<UE5BA> \x8F\xFA\xD9 |0

<UE5BB> \x8F\xFA\xDA |0

<UE5BC> \x8F\xFA\xDB

 |0

<UE5BD> \x8F\xFA\xDC |0

<UE5BE> \x8F\xFA\xDD |0

<UE5BF> \x8F\xFA\xDE |0

<UE5C0> \x8F\xFA\xDF |0

<UE5C1> \x8F\xFA\xE0 |0

<UE5C2> \x8F\xFA\xE1 |0
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<UE5C3> \x8F\xFA\xE2 |0

<UE5C4> \x8F\xFA\xE3 |0

<UE5C5> \x8F\xFA\xE4 |0

<UE5C6> \x8F\xFA\xE5 |0

<UE5C7> \x8F\xFA\xE6 |0

<UE5C8> \x8F\xFA\xE7 |0

<UE5C9> \x8F\xFA\xE8 |0

<UE5CA> \x8F\xFA\xE9 |0

<UE5CB> \x8F\xFA\xEA |0

<UE5CC> \x8F\xFA\xEB |0

<UE5CD> \x8F\xFA\xEC |0

<UE5CE> \x8F\xFA\xED |0

<UE5CF> \x8F\xFA\xEE |0

<UE5D0> \x8F\xFA\xEF |0

<UE5D1> \x8F\xFA\xF0 |0

<UE5D2> \x8F\xFA\xF1 |0

<UE5D3> \x8F\xFA\xF2 |0

<UE5D4> \x8F\xFA\xF3 |0

<UE5D5> \x8F\xFA\xF4 |0

<UE5D6> \x8F\xFA\xF5 |0

<UE5D7> \x8F\xFA\xF6 |0

<UE5D8> \x8F\xFA\xF7 |0

<UE5D9> \x8F\xFA\xF8 |0

<UE5DA> \x8F\xFA\xF9 |0

<UE5DB> \x8F\xFA\xFA |0

<UE5DC> \x8F\xFA\xFB |0

<UE5DD> \x8F\xFA\xFC |0

<UE5DE> \x8F\xFA\xFD |0

<UE5DF> \x8F\xFA\xFE |0

<UE5E0> \x8F\xFB\xA1 |0

<UE5E1> \x8F\xFB\xA2 |0

<UE5E2> \x8F\xFB\xA3 |0

<UE5E3> \x8F\xFB\xA4 |0

<UE5E4> \x8F\xFB\xA5 |0

<UE5E5> \x8F\xFB\xA6 |0

<UE5E6>

 \x8F\xFB\xA7 |0

<UE5E7> \x8F\xFB\xA8 |0

<UE5E8> \x8F\xFB\xA9 |0

<UE5E9> \x8F\xFB\xAA |0

<UE5EA> \x8F\xFB\xAB |0

<UE5EB> \x8F\xFB\xAC |0

<UE5EC> \x8F\xFB\xAD |0

<UE5ED> \x8F\xFB\xAE |0

<UE5EE> \x8F\xFB\xAF |0

<UE5EF> \x8F\xFB\xB0 |0

<UE5F0> \x8F\xFB\xB1 |0

<UE5F1> \x8F\xFB\xB2 |0
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<UE5F2> \x8F\xFB\xB3 |0

<UE5F3> \x8F\xFB\xB4 |0

<UE5F4> \x8F\xFB\xB5 |0

<UE5F5> \x8F\xFB\xB6 |0

<UE5F6> \x8F\xFB\xB7 |0

<UE5F7> \x8F\xFB\xB8 |0

<UE5F8> \x8F\xFB\xB9 |0

<UE5F9> \x8F\xFB\xBA |0

<UE5FA> \x8F\xFB\xBB |0

<UE5FB> \x8F\xFB\xBC |0

<UE5FC> \x8F\xFB\xBD |0

<UE5FD> \x8F\xFB\xBE |0

<UE5FE> \x8F\xFB\xBF |0

<UE5FF> \x8F\xFB\xC0 |0

<UE600> \x8F\xFB\xC1 |0

<UE601> \x8F\xFB\xC2 |0

<UE602> \x8F\xFB\xC3 |0

<UE603> \x8F\xFB\xC4 |0

<UE604> \x8F\xFB\xC5 |0

<UE605> \x8F\xFB\xC6 |0

<UE606> \x8F\xFB\xC7 |0

<UE607> \x8F\xFB\xC8 |0

<UE608> \x8F\xFB\xC9 |0

<UE609> \x8F\xFB\xCA |0

<UE60A> \x8F\xFB\xCB |0

<UE60B> \x8F\xFB\xCC |0

<UE60C> \x8F\xFB\xCD |0

<UE60D> \x8F\xFB\xCE |0

<UE60E> \x8F\xFB\xCF |0

<UE60F> \x8F\xFB\xD0

 |0

<UE610> \x8F\xFB\xD1 |0

<UE611> \x8F\xFB\xD2 |0

<UE612> \x8F\xFB\xD3 |0

<UE613> \x8F\xFB\xD4 |0

<UE614> \x8F\xFB\xD5 |0

<UE615> \x8F\xFB\xD6 |0

<UE616> \x8F\xFB\xD7 |0

<UE617> \x8F\xFB\xD8 |0

<UE618> \x8F\xFB\xD9 |0

<UE619> \x8F\xFB\xDA |0

<UE61A> \x8F\xFB\xDB |0

<UE61B> \x8F\xFB\xDC |0

<UE61C> \x8F\xFB\xDD |0

<UE61D> \x8F\xFB\xDE |0

<UE61E> \x8F\xFB\xDF |0

<UE61F> \x8F\xFB\xE0 |0

<UE620> \x8F\xFB\xE1 |0
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<UE621> \x8F\xFB\xE2 |0

<UE622> \x8F\xFB\xE3 |0

<UE623> \x8F\xFB\xE4 |0

<UE624> \x8F\xFB\xE5 |0

<UE625> \x8F\xFB\xE6 |0

<UE626> \x8F\xFB\xE7 |0

<UE627> \x8F\xFB\xE8 |0

<UE628> \x8F\xFB\xE9 |0

<UE629> \x8F\xFB\xEA |0

<UE62A> \x8F\xFB\xEB |0

<UE62B> \x8F\xFB\xEC |0

<UE62C> \x8F\xFB\xED |0

<UE62D> \x8F\xFB\xEE |0

<UE62E> \x8F\xFB\xEF |0

<UE62F> \x8F\xFB\xF0 |0

<UE630> \x8F\xFB\xF1 |0

<UE631> \x8F\xFB\xF2 |0

<UE632> \x8F\xFB\xF3 |0

<UE633> \x8F\xFB\xF4 |0

<UE634> \x8F\xFB\xF5 |0

<UE635> \x8F\xFB\xF6 |0

<UE636> \x8F\xFB\xF7 |0

<UE637> \x8F\xFB\xF8 |0

<UE638> \x8F\xFB\xF9 |0

<UE639> \x8F\xFB\xFA

 |0

<UE63A> \x8F\xFB\xFB |0

<UE63B> \x8F\xFB\xFC |0

<UE63C> \x8F\xFB\xFD |0

<UE63D> \x8F\xFB\xFE |0

<UE63E> \x8F\xFC\xA1 |0

<UE63F> \x8F\xFC\xA2 |0

<UE640> \x8F\xFC\xA3 |0

<UE641> \x8F\xFC\xA4 |0

<UE642> \x8F\xFC\xA5 |0

<UE643> \x8F\xFC\xA6 |0

<UE644> \x8F\xFC\xA7 |0

<UE645> \x8F\xFC\xA8 |0

<UE646> \x8F\xFC\xA9 |0

<UE647> \x8F\xFC\xAA |0

<UE648> \x8F\xFC\xAB |0

<UE649> \x8F\xFC\xAC |0

<UE64A> \x8F\xFC\xAD |0

<UE64B> \x8F\xFC\xAE |0

<UE64C> \x8F\xFC\xAF |0

<UE64D> \x8F\xFC\xB0 |0

<UE64E> \x8F\xFC\xB1 |0

<UE64F> \x8F\xFC\xB2 |0
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<UE650> \x8F\xFC\xB3 |0

<UE651> \x8F\xFC\xB4 |0

<UE652> \x8F\xFC\xB5 |0

<UE653> \x8F\xFC\xB6 |0

<UE654> \x8F\xFC\xB7 |0

<UE655> \x8F\xFC\xB8 |0

<UE656> \x8F\xFC\xB9 |0

<UE657> \x8F\xFC\xBA |0

<UE658> \x8F\xFC\xBB |0

<UE659> \x8F\xFC\xBC |0

<UE65A> \x8F\xFC\xBD |0

<UE65B> \x8F\xFC\xBE |0

<UE65C> \x8F\xFC\xBF |0

<UE65D> \x8F\xFC\xC0 |0

<UE65E> \x8F\xFC\xC1 |0

<UE65F> \x8F\xFC\xC2 |0

<UE660> \x8F\xFC\xC3 |0

<UE661> \x8F\xFC\xC4 |0

<UE662> \x8F\xFC\xC5 |0

<UE663>

 \x8F\xFC\xC6 |0

<UE664> \x8F\xFC\xC7 |0

<UE665> \x8F\xFC\xC8 |0

<UE666> \x8F\xFC\xC9 |0

<UE667> \x8F\xFC\xCA |0

<UE668> \x8F\xFC\xCB |0

<UE669> \x8F\xFC\xCC |0

<UE66A> \x8F\xFC\xCD |0

<UE66B> \x8F\xFC\xCE |0

<UE66C> \x8F\xFC\xCF |0

<UE66D> \x8F\xFC\xD0 |0

<UE66E> \x8F\xFC\xD1 |0

<UE66F> \x8F\xFC\xD2 |0

<UE670> \x8F\xFC\xD3 |0

<UE671> \x8F\xFC\xD4 |0

<UE672> \x8F\xFC\xD5 |0

<UE673> \x8F\xFC\xD6 |0

<UE674> \x8F\xFC\xD7 |0

<UE675> \x8F\xFC\xD8 |0

<UE676> \x8F\xFC\xD9 |0

<UE677> \x8F\xFC\xDA |0

<UE678> \x8F\xFC\xDB |0

<UE679> \x8F\xFC\xDC |0

<UE67A> \x8F\xFC\xDD |0

<UE67B> \x8F\xFC\xDE |0

<UE67C> \x8F\xFC\xDF |0

<UE67D> \x8F\xFC\xE0 |0

<UE67E> \x8F\xFC\xE1 |0
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<UE67F> \x8F\xFC\xE2 |0

<UE680> \x8F\xFC\xE3 |0

<UE681> \x8F\xFC\xE4 |0

<UE682> \x8F\xFC\xE5 |0

<UE683> \x8F\xFC\xE6 |0

<UE684> \x8F\xFC\xE7 |0

<UE685> \x8F\xFC\xE8 |0

<UE686> \x8F\xFC\xE9 |0

<UE687> \x8F\xFC\xEA |0

<UE688> \x8F\xFC\xEB |0

<UE689> \x8F\xFC\xEC |0

<UE68A> \x8F\xFC\xED |0

<UE68B> \x8F\xFC\xEE |0

<UE68C> \x8F\xFC\xEF

 |0

<UE68D> \x8F\xFC\xF0 |0

<UE68E> \x8F\xFC\xF1 |0

<UE68F> \x8F\xFC\xF2 |0

<UE690> \x8F\xFC\xF3 |0

<UE691> \x8F\xFC\xF4 |0

<UE692> \x8F\xFC\xF5 |0

<UE693> \x8F\xFC\xF6 |0

<UE694> \x8F\xFC\xF7 |0

<UE695> \x8F\xFC\xF8 |0

<UE696> \x8F\xFC\xF9 |0

<UE697> \x8F\xFC\xFA |0

<UE698> \x8F\xFC\xFB |0

<UE699> \x8F\xFC\xFC |0

<UE69A> \x8F\xFC\xFD |0

<UE69B> \x8F\xFC\xFE |0

<UE69C> \x8F\xFD\xA1 |0

<UE69D> \x8F\xFD\xA2 |0

<UE69E> \x8F\xFD\xA3 |0

<UE69F> \x8F\xFD\xA4 |0

<UE6A0> \x8F\xFD\xA5 |0

<UE6A1> \x8F\xFD\xA6 |0

<UE6A2> \x8F\xFD\xA7 |0

<UE6A3> \x8F\xFD\xA8 |0

<UE6A4> \x8F\xFD\xA9 |0

<UE6A5> \x8F\xFD\xAA |0

<UE6A6> \x8F\xFD\xAB |0

<UE6A7> \x8F\xFD\xAC |0

<UE6A8> \x8F\xFD\xAD |0

<UE6A9> \x8F\xFD\xAE |0

<UE6AA> \x8F\xFD\xAF |0

<UE6AB> \x8F\xFD\xB0 |0

<UE6AC> \x8F\xFD\xB1 |0

<UE6AD> \x8F\xFD\xB2 |0
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<UE6AE> \x8F\xFD\xB3 |0

<UE6AF> \x8F\xFD\xB4 |0

<UE6B0> \x8F\xFD\xB5 |0

<UE6B1> \x8F\xFD\xB6 |0

<UE6B2> \x8F\xFD\xB7 |0

<UE6B3> \x8F\xFD\xB8 |0

<UE6B4> \x8F\xFD\xB9 |0

<UE6B5> \x8F\xFD\xBA |0

<UE6B6> \x8F\xFD\xBB

 |0

<UE6B7> \x8F\xFD\xBC |0

<UE6B8> \x8F\xFD\xBD |0

<UE6B9> \x8F\xFD\xBE |0

<UE6BA> \x8F\xFD\xBF |0

<UE6BB> \x8F\xFD\xC0 |0

<UE6BC> \x8F\xFD\xC1 |0

<UE6BD> \x8F\xFD\xC2 |0

<UE6BE> \x8F\xFD\xC3 |0

<UE6BF> \x8F\xFD\xC4 |0

<UE6C0> \x8F\xFD\xC5 |0

<UE6C1> \x8F\xFD\xC6 |0

<UE6C2> \x8F\xFD\xC7 |0

<UE6C3> \x8F\xFD\xC8 |0

<UE6C4> \x8F\xFD\xC9 |0

<UE6C5> \x8F\xFD\xCA |0

<UE6C6> \x8F\xFD\xCB |0

<UE6C7> \x8F\xFD\xCC |0

<UE6C8> \x8F\xFD\xCD |0

<UE6C9> \x8F\xFD\xCE |0

<UE6CA> \x8F\xFD\xCF |0

<UE6CB> \x8F\xFD\xD0 |0

<UE6CC> \x8F\xFD\xD1 |0

<UE6CD> \x8F\xFD\xD2 |0

<UE6CE> \x8F\xFD\xD3 |0

<UE6CF> \x8F\xFD\xD4 |0

<UE6D0> \x8F\xFD\xD5 |0

<UE6D1> \x8F\xFD\xD6 |0

<UE6D2> \x8F\xFD\xD7 |0

<UE6D3> \x8F\xFD\xD8 |0

<UE6D4> \x8F\xFD\xD9 |0

<UE6D5> \x8F\xFD\xDA |0

<UE6D6> \x8F\xFD\xDB |0

<UE6D7> \x8F\xFD\xDC |0

<UE6D8> \x8F\xFD\xDD |0

<UE6D9> \x8F\xFD\xDE |0

<UE6DA> \x8F\xFD\xDF |0

<UE6DB> \x8F\xFD\xE0 |0

<UE6DC> \x8F\xFD\xE1 |0
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<UE6DD> \x8F\xFD\xE2 |0

<UE6DE> \x8F\xFD\xE3 |0

<UE6DF> \x8F\xFD\xE4 |0

<UE6E0>

 \x8F\xFD\xE5 |0

<UE6E1> \x8F\xFD\xE6 |0

<UE6E2> \x8F\xFD\xE7 |0

<UE6E3> \x8F\xFD\xE8 |0

<UE6E4> \x8F\xFD\xE9 |0

<UE6E5> \x8F\xFD\xEA |0

<UE6E6> \x8F\xFD\xEB |0

<UE6E7> \x8F\xFD\xEC |0

<UE6E8> \x8F\xFD\xED |0

<UE6E9> \x8F\xFD\xEE |0

<UE6EA> \x8F\xFD\xEF |0

<UE6EB> \x8F\xFD\xF0 |0

<UE6EC> \x8F\xFD\xF1 |0

<UE6ED> \x8F\xFD\xF2 |0

<UE6EE> \x8F\xFD\xF3 |0

<UE6EF> \x8F\xFD\xF4 |0

<UE6F0> \x8F\xFD\xF5 |0

<UE6F1> \x8F\xFD\xF6 |0

<UE6F2> \x8F\xFD\xF7 |0

<UE6F3> \x8F\xFD\xF8 |0

<UE6F4> \x8F\xFD\xF9 |0

<UE6F5> \x8F\xFD\xFA |0

<UE6F6> \x8F\xFD\xFB |0

<UE6F7> \x8F\xFD\xFC |0

<UE6F8> \x8F\xFD\xFD |0

<UE6F9> \x8F\xFD\xFE |0

<UE6FA> \x8F\xFE\xA1 |0

<UE6FB> \x8F\xFE\xA2 |0

<UE6FC> \x8F\xFE\xA3 |0

<UE6FD> \x8F\xFE\xA4 |0

<UE6FE> \x8F\xFE\xA5 |0

<UE6FF> \x8F\xFE\xA6 |0

<UE700> \x8F\xFE\xA7 |0

<UE701> \x8F\xFE\xA8 |0

<UE702> \x8F\xFE\xA9 |0

<UE703> \x8F\xFE\xAA |0

<UE704> \x8F\xFE\xAB |0

<UE705> \x8F\xFE\xAC |0

<UE706> \x8F\xFE\xAD |0

<UE707> \x8F\xFE\xAE |0

<UE708> \x8F\xFE\xAF |0

<UE709> \x8F\xFE\xB0

 |0

<UE70A> \x8F\xFE\xB1 |0
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<UE70B> \x8F\xFE\xB2 |0

<UE70C> \x8F\xFE\xB3 |0

<UE70D> \x8F\xFE\xB4 |0

<UE70E> \x8F\xFE\xB5 |0

<UE70F> \x8F\xFE\xB6 |0

<UE710> \x8F\xFE\xB7 |0

<UE711> \x8F\xFE\xB8 |0

<UE712> \x8F\xFE\xB9 |0

<UE713> \x8F\xFE\xBA |0

<UE714> \x8F\xFE\xBB |0

<UE715> \x8F\xFE\xBC |0

<UE716> \x8F\xFE\xBD |0

<UE717> \x8F\xFE\xBE |0

<UE718> \x8F\xFE\xBF |0

<UE719> \x8F\xFE\xC0 |0

<UE71A> \x8F\xFE\xC1 |0

<UE71B> \x8F\xFE\xC2 |0

<UE71C> \x8F\xFE\xC3 |0

<UE71D> \x8F\xFE\xC4 |0

<UE71E> \x8F\xFE\xC5 |0

<UE71F> \x8F\xFE\xC6 |0

<UE720> \x8F\xFE\xC7 |0

<UE721> \x8F\xFE\xC8 |0

<UE722> \x8F\xFE\xC9 |0

<UE723> \x8F\xFE\xCA |0

<UE724> \x8F\xFE\xCB |0

<UE725> \x8F\xFE\xCC |0

<UE726> \x8F\xFE\xCD |0

<UE727> \x8F\xFE\xCE |0

<UE728> \x8F\xFE\xCF |0

<UE729> \x8F\xFE\xD0 |0

<UE72A> \x8F\xFE\xD1 |0

<UE72B> \x8F\xFE\xD2 |0

<UE72C> \x8F\xFE\xD3 |0

<UE72D> \x8F\xFE\xD4 |0

<UE72E> \x8F\xFE\xD5 |0

<UE72F> \x8F\xFE\xD6 |0

<UE730> \x8F\xFE\xD7 |0

<UE731> \x8F\xFE\xD8 |0

<UE732> \x8F\xFE\xD9 |0

<UE733> \x8F\xFE\xDA

 |0

<UE734> \x8F\xFE\xDB |0

<UE735> \x8F\xFE\xDC |0

<UE736> \x8F\xFE\xDD |0

<UE737> \x8F\xFE\xDE |0

<UE738> \x8F\xFE\xDF |0

<UE739> \x8F\xFE\xE0 |0
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<UE73A> \x8F\xFE\xE1 |0

<UE73B> \x8F\xFE\xE2 |0

<UE73C> \x8F\xFE\xE3 |0

<UE73D> \x8F\xFE\xE4 |0

<UE73E> \x8F\xFE\xE5 |0

<UE73F> \x8F\xFE\xE6 |0

<UE740> \x8F\xFE\xE7 |0

<UE741> \x8F\xFE\xE8 |0

<UE742> \x8F\xFE\xE9 |0

<UE743> \x8F\xFE\xEA |0

<UE744> \x8F\xFE\xEB |0

<UE745> \x8F\xFE\xEC |0

<UE746> \x8F\xFE\xED |0

<UE747> \x8F\xFE\xEE |0

<UE748> \x8F\xFE\xEF |0

<UE749> \x8F\xFE\xF0 |0

<UE74A> \x8F\xFE\xF1 |0

<UE74B> \x8F\xFE\xF2 |0

<UE74C> \x8F\xFE\xF3 |0

<UE74D> \x8F\xFE\xF4 |0

<UE74E> \x8F\xFE\xF5 |0

<UE74F> \x8F\xFE\xF6 |0

<UE750> \x8F\xFE\xF7 |0

<UE751> \x8F\xFE\xF8 |0

<UE752> \x8F\xFE\xF9 |0

<UE753> \x8F\xFE\xFA |0

<UE754> \x8F\xFE\xFB |0

<UE755> \x8F\xFE\xFC |0

<UE756> \x8F\xFE\xFD |0

<UE757> \x8F\xFE\xFE |0

<UF86F> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |1

<UF929> \x8F\xF4\xB9 |0

<UF9DC> \x8F\xF4\xEB |0

<UFA0E> \x8F\xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA0F> \x8F\xF4\xAA |0

<UFA10>

 \x8F\xF4\xAB |0

<UFA11> \x8F\xF4\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \x8F\xF4\xB8 |0

<UFA13> \x8F\xF4\xBB |0

<UFA14> \x8F\xF4\xBC |0

<UFA15> \x8F\xF4\xC4 |0

<UFA16> \x8F\xF4\xC5 |0

<UFA17> \x8F\xF4\xC9 |0

<UFA18> \x8F\xF4\xCC |0

<UFA19> \x8F\xF4\xCD |0

<UFA1A> \x8F\xF4\xCE |0

<UFA1B> \x8F\xF4\xCF |0
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<UFA1C> \x8F\xF4\xD1 |0

<UFA1D> \x8F\xF4\xD3 |0

<UFA1E> \x8F\xF4\xD6 |0

<UFA1F> \x8F\xF4\xD8 |0

<UFA20> \x8F\xF4\xDA |0

<UFA21> \x8F\xF4\xDB |0

<UFA22> \x8F\xF4\xDE |0

<UFA23> \x8F\xF4\xE2 |0

<UFA24> \x8F\xF4\xE3 |0

<UFA25> \x8F\xF4\xE4 |0

<UFA26> \x8F\xF4\xE6 |0

<UFA27> \x8F\xF4\xE8 |0

<UFA28> \x8F\xF4\xE9 |0

<UFA29> \x8F\xF4\xEC |0

<UFA2A> \x8F\xF4\xF1 |0

<UFA2B> \x8F\xF4\xF2 |0

<UFA2C> \x8F\xF4\xF3 |0

<UFA2D> \x8F\xF4\xF7 |0

<UFF01> \xA1\xAA |0

<UFF02> \x8F\xF3\xB6 |0

<UFF03> \xA1\xF4 |0

<UFF04> \xA1\xF0 |0

<UFF05> \xA1\xF3 |0

<UFF06> \xA1\xF5 |0

<UFF07> \x8F\xF3\xB5 |0

<UFF08> \xA1\xCA |0

<UFF09> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFF0A> \xA1\xF6 |0

<UFF0B> \xA1\xDC |0

<UFF0C> \xA1\xA4 |0

<UFF0D> \xA1\xDD |1

<UFF0E> \xA1\xA5

 |0

<UFF0F> \xA1\xBF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA1\xA7 |0

<UFF1B> \xA1\xA8 |0

<UFF1C> \xA1\xE3 |0

<UFF1D> \xA1\xE1 |0
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<UFF1E> \xA1\xE4 |0

<UFF1F> \xA1\xA9 |0

<UFF20> \xA1\xF7 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA1\xCE |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xC0 |0

<UFF3D> \xA1\xCF |0

<UFF3E> \xA1\xB0 |0

<UFF3F> \xA1\xB2 |0

<UFF40> \xA1\xAE

 |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0
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<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA1\xD0 |0

<UFF5C> \xA1\xC3 |0

<UFF5D> \xA1\xD1 |0

<UFF5E> \xA1\xC1 |1

<UFF61> \x8E\xA1 |0

<UFF62> \x8E\xA2 |0

<UFF63> \x8E\xA3 |0

<UFF64> \x8E\xA4 |0

<UFF65> \x8E\xA5 |0

<UFF66> \x8E\xA6 |0

<UFF67> \x8E\xA7 |0

<UFF68> \x8E\xA8 |0

<UFF69> \x8E\xA9 |0

<UFF6A> \x8E\xAA |0

<UFF6B> \x8E\xAB |0

<UFF6C> \x8E\xAC |0

<UFF6D> \x8E\xAD |0

<UFF6E> \x8E\xAE |0

<UFF6F> \x8E\xAF |0

<UFF70> \x8E\xB0 |0

<UFF71> \x8E\xB1 |0

<UFF72> \x8E\xB2 |0

<UFF73> \x8E\xB3 |0

<UFF74> \x8E\xB4

 |0

<UFF75> \x8E\xB5 |0

<UFF76> \x8E\xB6 |0

<UFF77> \x8E\xB7 |0

<UFF78> \x8E\xB8 |0

<UFF79> \x8E\xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \x8E\xBA |0

<UFF7B> \x8E\xBB |0

<UFF7C> \x8E\xBC |0

<UFF7D> \x8E\xBD |0
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<UFF7E> \x8E\xBE |0

<UFF7F> \x8E\xBF |0

<UFF80> \x8E\xC0 |0

<UFF81> \x8E\xC1 |0

<UFF82> \x8E\xC2 |0

<UFF83> \x8E\xC3 |0

<UFF84> \x8E\xC4 |0

<UFF85> \x8E\xC5 |0

<UFF86> \x8E\xC6 |0

<UFF87> \x8E\xC7 |0

<UFF88> \x8E\xC8 |0

<UFF89> \x8E\xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \x8E\xCA |0

<UFF8B> \x8E\xCB |0

<UFF8C> \x8E\xCC |0

<UFF8D> \x8E\xCD |0

<UFF8E> \x8E\xCE |0

<UFF8F> \x8E\xCF |0

<UFF90> \x8E\xD0 |0

<UFF91> \x8E\xD1 |0

<UFF92> \x8E\xD2 |0

<UFF93> \x8E\xD3 |0

<UFF94> \x8E\xD4 |0

<UFF95> \x8E\xD5 |0

<UFF96> \x8E\xD6 |0

<UFF97> \x8E\xD7 |0

<UFF98> \x8E\xD8 |0

<UFF99> \x8E\xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \x8E\xDA |0

<UFF9B> \x8E\xDB |0

<UFF9C> \x8E\xDC |0

<UFF9D> \x8E\xDD |0

<UFF9E> \x8E\xDE |0

<UFF9F> \x8E\xDF |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xF1 |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xF2 |0

<UFFE2> \xA2\xCC |0

<UFFE3> \xA1\xB1 |0

<UFFE4> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |1

<UFFE5> \xA1\xEF |0

<UFFE8> \x1A

 |2

<UFFE9> \x1A |2

<UFFEA> \x1A |2

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x1A |2

<UFFED> \x1A |2

<UFFEE> \x1A |2
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END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-33722_P120-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0036B.RPMAP100 and 036B34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-875_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-875_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0
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<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0
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<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0
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<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0
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<U00A0> \x74 |0

<U00A3> \xB0 |0

<U00A6> \xDF |0

<U00A7> \xEB |0

<U00A8> \x70 |0

<U00A9> \xFB |0

<U00AB> \xEE |0

<U00AC> \xEF |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \xDA |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xA0 |0

<U00B7> \xDD |1

<U00BB> \xFE |0

<U00BD> \xDB |0

<U0385> \x80 |0

<U0386> \x71 |0

<U0387> \xDD |0

<U0388> \x72 |0

<U0389> \x73 |0

<U038A> \x75 |0

<U038C> \x76 |0

<U038E> \x77 |0

<U038F> \x78 |0

<U0390> \xCC |0

<U0391> \x41 |0

<U0392> \x42 |0

<U0393> \x43 |0

<U0394> \x44 |0

<U0395> \x45 |0

<U0396> \x46 |0

<U0397>

 \x47 |0

<U0398> \x48 |0

<U0399> \x49 |0

<U039A> \x51 |0

<U039B> \x52 |0

<U039C> \x53 |0

<U039D> \x54 |0

<U039E> \x55 |0

<U039F> \x56 |0

<U03A0> \x57 |0

<U03A1> \x58 |0

<U03A3> \x59 |0

<U03A4> \x62 |0

<U03A5> \x63 |0
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<U03A6> \x64 |0

<U03A7> \x65 |0

<U03A8> \x66 |0

<U03A9> \x67 |0

<U03AA> \x68 |0

<U03AB> \x69 |0

<U03AC> \xB1 |0

<U03AD> \xB2 |0

<U03AE> \xB3 |0

<U03AF> \xB5 |0

<U03B0> \xCD |0

<U03B1> \x8A |0

<U03B2> \x8B |0

<U03B3> \x8C |0

<U03B4> \x8D |0

<U03B5> \x8E |0

<U03B6> \x8F |0

<U03B7> \x9A |0

<U03B8> \x9B |0

<U03B9> \x9C |0

<U03BA> \x9D |0

<U03BB> \x9E |0

<U03BC> \x9F |0

<U03BD> \xAA |0

<U03BE> \xAB |0

<U03BF> \xAC |0

<U03C0> \xAD |0

<U03C1> \xAE |0

<U03C2> \xBA |0

<U03C3> \xAF |0

<U03C4> \xBB |0

<U03C5> \xBC |0

<U03C6> \xBD |0

<U03C7> \xBE |0

<U03C8> \xBF |0

<U03C9> \xCB |0

<U03CA> \xB4 |0

<U03CB> \xB8 |0

<U03CC> \xB6 |0

<U03CD> \xB7 |0

<U03CE> \xB9 |0

<U03D5> \xBD |1

<U2015> \xCF |0

<U2018> \xCE |0

<U2019> \xDE |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1
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<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05>

 \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1
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<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43>

 \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-875_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003AF.RPMAP130 and 03AF34B0.TPMAP120

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-943_P130-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xFC\xFC

<subchar1>                    \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-943_VASCII_VSUB_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-7f, 81-9f:1, a0-df, e0-fc:1

<icu:state>

                   40-7e, 80-fc

 

# build an extension-only (delta) .cnv file

# requires the base .cnv file at runtime

<icu:base>                    "ibm-943_P15A-2003"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032>

 \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0
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<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x7F |2

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0
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<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70

 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7F |2

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U0080> \x7F |2

<U0081> \x7F |2

<U0082> \x7F |2

<U0083> \x7F |2

<U0084> \x7F |2

<U0085> \x7F |2

<U0086> \x7F |2

<U0087> \x7F |2

<U0088> \x7F |2

<U0089> \x7F |2

<U008A> \x7F |2

<U008B> \x7F |2

<U008C> \x7F |2

<U008D> \x7F |2

<U008E> \x7F |2

<U008F> \x7F |2

<U0090> \x7F |2

<U0091> \x7F |2

<U0092> \x7F |2

<U0093> \x7F |2

<U0094> \x7F |2

<U0095> \x7F |2

<U0096> \x7F |2

<U0097> \x7F |2

<U0098> \x7F |2

<U0099> \x7F |2

<U009A> \x7F |2

<U009B> \x7F |2
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<U009C> \x7F |2

<U009D> \x7F |2

<U009E> \x7F |2

<U009F> \x7F |2

<U00A0> \x7F |2

<U00A1> \x7F |2

<U00A2> \x7F |2

<U00A3> \x7F |2

<U00A4> \x7F |2

<U00A5> \x5C |0

<U00A6> \xEE\xFA |3

<U00A6> \xFA\x55 |0

<U00A7> \x81\x98 |0

<U00A8> \x81\x4E |0

<U00A9> \x7F |2

<U00AA> \x7F |2

<U00AB> \x7F |2

<U00AC> \x7F |2

<U00AD>

 \x7F |2

<U00AE> \x7F |2

<U00AF> \x7F |2

<U00B0> \x81\x8B |0

<U00B1> \x81\x7D |0

<U00B2> \x7F |2

<U00B3> \x7F |2

<U00B4> \x81\x4C |0

<U00B5> \x7F |2

<U00B6> \x81\xF7 |0

<U00B7> \x7F |2

<U00B8> \x7F |2

<U00B9> \x7F |2

<U00BA> \x7F |2

<U00BB> \x7F |2

<U00BC> \x7F |2

<U00BD> \x7F |2

<U00BE> \x7F |2

<U00BF> \x7F |2

<U00C0> \x7F |2

<U00C1> \x7F |2

<U00C2> \x7F |2

<U00C3> \x7F |2

<U00C4> \x7F |2

<U00C5> \x7F |2

<U00C6> \x7F |2

<U00C7> \x7F |2

<U00C8> \x7F |2

<U00C9> \x7F |2
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<U00CA> \x7F |2

<U00CB> \x7F |2

<U00CC> \x7F |2

<U00CD> \x7F |2

<U00CE> \x7F |2

<U00CF> \x7F |2

<U00D0> \x7F |2

<U00D1> \x7F |2

<U00D2> \x7F |2

<U00D3> \x7F |2

<U00D4> \x7F |2

<U00D5> \x7F |2

<U00D6> \x7F |2

<U00D7> \x81\x7E |0

<U00D8> \x7F |2

<U00D9> \x7F |2

<U00DA> \x7F |2

<U00DB> \x7F |2

<U00DC> \x7F |2

<U00DD> \x7F |2

<U00DE> \x7F |2

<U00DF> \x7F |2

<U00E0> \x7F |2

<U00E1> \x7F |2

<U00E2> \x7F |2

<U00E3> \x7F |2

<U00E4> \x7F |2

<U00E5> \x7F |2

<U00E6> \x7F |2

<U00E7> \x7F |2

<U00E8> \x7F |2

<U00E9> \x7F |2

<U00EA> \x7F

 |2

<U00EB> \x7F |2

<U00EC> \x7F |2

<U00ED> \x7F |2

<U00EE> \x7F |2

<U00EF> \x7F |2

<U00F0> \x7F |2

<U00F1> \x7F |2

<U00F2> \x7F |2

<U00F3> \x7F |2

<U00F4> \x7F |2

<U00F5> \x7F |2

<U00F6> \x7F |2

<U00F7> \x81\x80 |0

<U00F8> \x7F |2
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<U00F9> \x7F |2

<U00FA> \x7F |2

<U00FB> \x7F |2

<U00FC> \x7F |2

<U00FD> \x7F |2

<U00FE> \x7F |2

<U00FF> \x7F |2

<U0391> \x83\x9F |0

<U0392> \x83\xA0 |0

<U0393> \x83\xA1 |0

<U0394> \x83\xA2 |0

<U0395> \x83\xA3 |0

<U0396> \x83\xA4 |0

<U0397> \x83\xA5 |0

<U0398> \x83\xA6 |0

<U0399> \x83\xA7 |0

<U039A> \x83\xA8 |0

<U039B> \x83\xA9 |0

<U039C> \x83\xAA |0

<U039D> \x83\xAB |0

<U039E> \x83\xAC |0

<U039F> \x83\xAD |0

<U03A0> \x83\xAE |0

<U03A1> \x83\xAF |0

<U03A3> \x83\xB0 |0

<U03A4> \x83\xB1 |0

<U03A5> \x83\xB2 |0

<U03A6> \x83\xB3 |0

<U03A7> \x83\xB4 |0

<U03A8> \x83\xB5 |0

<U03A9> \x83\xB6 |0

<U03B1> \x83\xBF |0

<U03B2> \x83\xC0 |0

<U03B3> \x83\xC1 |0

<U03B4> \x83\xC2 |0

<U03B5> \x83\xC3 |0

<U03B6> \x83\xC4 |0

<U03B7> \x83\xC5 |0

<U03B8> \x83\xC6 |0

<U03B9> \x83\xC7

 |0

<U03BA> \x83\xC8 |0

<U03BB> \x83\xC9 |0

<U03BC> \x83\xCA |0

<U03BD> \x83\xCB |0

<U03BE> \x83\xCC |0

<U03BF> \x83\xCD |0

<U03C0> \x83\xCE |0
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<U03C1> \x83\xCF |0

<U03C3> \x83\xD0 |0

<U03C4> \x83\xD1 |0

<U03C5> \x83\xD2 |0

<U03C6> \x83\xD3 |0

<U03C7> \x83\xD4 |0

<U03C8> \x83\xD5 |0

<U03C9> \x83\xD6 |0

<U0401> \x84\x46 |0

<U0410> \x84\x40 |0

<U0411> \x84\x41 |0

<U0412> \x84\x42 |0

<U0413> \x84\x43 |0

<U0414> \x84\x44 |0

<U0415> \x84\x45 |0

<U0416> \x84\x47 |0

<U0417> \x84\x48 |0

<U0418> \x84\x49 |0

<U0419> \x84\x4A |0

<U041A> \x84\x4B |0

<U041B> \x84\x4C |0

<U041C> \x84\x4D |0

<U041D> \x84\x4E |0

<U041E> \x84\x4F |0

<U041F> \x84\x50 |0

<U0420> \x84\x51 |0

<U0421> \x84\x52 |0

<U0422> \x84\x53 |0

<U0423> \x84\x54 |0

<U0424> \x84\x55 |0

<U0425> \x84\x56 |0

<U0426> \x84\x57 |0

<U0427> \x84\x58 |0

<U0428> \x84\x59 |0

<U0429> \x84\x5A |0

<U042A> \x84\x5B |0

<U042B> \x84\x5C |0

<U042C> \x84\x5D |0

<U042D> \x84\x5E |0

<U042E> \x84\x5F |0

<U042F> \x84\x60 |0

<U0430> \x84\x70 |0

<U0431> \x84\x71

 |0

<U0432> \x84\x72 |0

<U0433> \x84\x73 |0

<U0434> \x84\x74 |0

<U0435> \x84\x75 |0
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<U0436> \x84\x77 |0

<U0437> \x84\x78 |0

<U0438> \x84\x79 |0

<U0439> \x84\x7A |0

<U043A> \x84\x7B |0

<U043B> \x84\x7C |0

<U043C> \x84\x7D |0

<U043D> \x84\x7E |0

<U043E> \x84\x80 |0

<U043F> \x84\x81 |0

<U0440> \x84\x82 |0

<U0441> \x84\x83 |0

<U0442> \x84\x84 |0

<U0443> \x84\x85 |0

<U0444> \x84\x86 |0

<U0445> \x84\x87 |0

<U0446> \x84\x88 |0

<U0447> \x84\x89 |0

<U0448> \x84\x8A |0

<U0449> \x84\x8B |0

<U044A> \x84\x8C |0

<U044B> \x84\x8D |0

<U044C> \x84\x8E |0

<U044D> \x84\x8F |0

<U044E> \x84\x90 |0

<U044F> \x84\x91 |0

<U0451> \x84\x76 |0

<U2010> \x81\x5D |0

<U2014> \x81\x5C |0

<U2015> \x81\x5C |1

<U2016> \x81\x61 |0

<U2018> \x81\x65 |0

<U2019> \x81\x66 |0

<U201C> \x81\x67 |0

<U201D> \x81\x68 |0

<U2020> \x81\xF5 |0

<U2021> \x81\xF6 |0

<U2025> \x81\x64 |0

<U2026> \x81\x63 |0

<U2030> \x81\xF1 |0

<U2032> \x81\x8C |0

<U2033> \x81\x8D |0

<U203B> \x81\xA6 |0

<U203E> \x7E |0

<U2103> \x81\x8E |0

<U2116> \x87\x82

 |3

<U2116> \xFA\x59 |0
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<U2121> \x87\x84 |3

<U2121> \xFA\x5A |0

<U212B> \x81\xF0 |0

<U2160> \x87\x54 |3

<U2160> \xFA\x4A |0

<U2161> \x87\x55 |3

<U2161> \xFA\x4B |0

<U2162> \x87\x56 |3

<U2162> \xFA\x4C |0

<U2163> \x87\x57 |3

<U2163> \xFA\x4D |0

<U2164> \x87\x58 |3

<U2164> \xFA\x4E |0

<U2165> \x87\x59 |3

<U2165> \xFA\x4F |0

<U2166> \x87\x5A |3

<U2166> \xFA\x50 |0

<U2167> \x87\x5B |3

<U2167> \xFA\x51 |0

<U2168> \x87\x5C |3

<U2168> \xFA\x52 |0

<U2169> \x87\x5D |3

<U2169> \xFA\x53 |0

<U2170> \xEE\xEF |3

<U2170> \xFA\x40 |0

<U2171> \xEE\xF0 |3

<U2171> \xFA\x41 |0

<U2172> \xEE\xF1 |3

<U2172> \xFA\x42 |0

<U2173> \xEE\xF2 |3

<U2173> \xFA\x43 |0

<U2174> \xEE\xF3 |3

<U2174> \xFA\x44 |0

<U2175> \xEE\xF4 |3

<U2175> \xFA\x45 |0

<U2176> \xEE\xF5 |3

<U2176> \xFA\x46 |0

<U2177> \xEE\xF6 |3

<U2177> \xFA\x47 |0

<U2178> \xEE\xF7 |3

<U2178> \xFA\x48 |0

<U2179> \xEE\xF8 |3

<U2179> \xFA\x49 |0

<U2190> \x81\xA9 |0

<U2191> \x81\xAA |0

<U2192> \x81\xA8 |0

<U2193> \x81\xAB |0

<U21D2> \x81\xCB |0
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<U21D4> \x81\xCC

 |0

<U2200> \x81\xCD |0

<U2202> \x81\xDD |0

<U2203> \x81\xCE |0

<U2207> \x81\xDE |0

<U2208> \x81\xB8 |0

<U220B> \x81\xB9 |0

<U2211> \x87\x94 |0

<U2212> \x81\x7C |0

<U221A> \x81\xE3 |0

<U221A> \x87\x95 |3

<U221D> \x81\xE5 |0

<U221E> \x81\x87 |0

<U221F> \x87\x98 |0

<U2220> \x81\xDA |0

<U2220> \x87\x97 |3

<U2225> \x81\x61 |1

<U2227> \x81\xC8 |0

<U2228> \x81\xC9 |0

<U2229> \x81\xBF |0

<U2229> \x87\x9B |3

<U222A> \x81\xBE |0

<U222A> \x87\x9C |3

<U222B> \x81\xE7 |0

<U222B> \x87\x92 |3

<U222C> \x81\xE8 |0

<U222E> \x87\x93 |0

<U2234> \x81\x88 |0

<U2235> \x81\xE6 |0

<U2235> \x87\x9A |3

<U2235> \xFA\x5B |3

<U223D> \x81\xE4 |0

<U2252> \x81\xE0 |0

<U2252> \x87\x90 |3

<U2260> \x81\x82 |0

<U2261> \x81\xDF |0

<U2261> \x87\x91 |3

<U2266> \x81\x85 |0

<U2267> \x81\x86 |0

<U226A> \x81\xE1 |0

<U226B> \x81\xE2 |0

<U2282> \x81\xBC |0

<U2283> \x81\xBD |0

<U2286> \x81\xBA |0

<U2287> \x81\xBB |0

<U22A5> \x81\xDB |0

<U22A5> \x87\x96 |3
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<U22BF> \x87\x99 |0

<U2312> \x81\xDC |0

<U2460> \x87\x40 |0

<U2461> \x87\x41

 |0

<U2462> \x87\x42 |0

<U2463> \x87\x43 |0

<U2464> \x87\x44 |0

<U2465> \x87\x45 |0

<U2466> \x87\x46 |0

<U2467> \x87\x47 |0

<U2468> \x87\x48 |0

<U2469> \x87\x49 |0

<U246A> \x87\x4A |0

<U246B> \x87\x4B |0

<U246C> \x87\x4C |0

<U246D> \x87\x4D |0

<U246E> \x87\x4E |0

<U246F> \x87\x4F |0

<U2470> \x87\x50 |0

<U2471> \x87\x51 |0

<U2472> \x87\x52 |0

<U2473> \x87\x53 |0

<U2500> \x84\x9F |0

<U2501> \x84\xAA |0

<U2502> \x84\xA0 |0

<U2503> \x84\xAB |0

<U250C> \x84\xA1 |0

<U250F> \x84\xAC |0

<U2510> \x84\xA2 |0

<U2513> \x84\xAD |0

<U2514> \x84\xA4 |0

<U2517> \x84\xAF |0

<U2518> \x84\xA3 |0

<U251B> \x84\xAE |0

<U251C> \x84\xA5 |0

<U251D> \x84\xBA |0

<U2520> \x84\xB5 |0

<U2523> \x84\xB0 |0

<U2524> \x84\xA7 |0

<U2525> \x84\xBC |0

<U2528> \x84\xB7 |0

<U252B> \x84\xB2 |0

<U252C> \x84\xA6 |0

<U252F> \x84\xB6 |0

<U2530> \x84\xBB |0

<U2533> \x84\xB1 |0

<U2534> \x84\xA8 |0
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<U2537> \x84\xB8 |0

<U2538> \x84\xBD |0

<U253B> \x84\xB3 |0

<U253C> \x84\xA9 |0

<U253F> \x84\xB9 |0

<U2542> \x84\xBE |0

<U254B> \x84\xB4

 |0

<U25A0> \x81\xA1 |0

<U25A1> \x81\xA0 |0

<U25B2> \x81\xA3 |0

<U25B3> \x81\xA2 |0

<U25BC> \x81\xA5 |0

<U25BD> \x81\xA4 |0

<U25C6> \x81\x9F |0

<U25C7> \x81\x9E |0

<U25CB> \x81\x9B |0

<U25CE> \x81\x9D |0

<U25CF> \x81\x9C |0

<U25EF> \x81\xFC |0

<U2605> \x81\x9A |0

<U2606> \x81\x99 |0

<U2640> \x81\x8A |0

<U2642> \x81\x89 |0

<U266A> \x81\xF4 |0

<U266D> \x81\xF3 |0

<U266F> \x81\xF2 |0

<U3000> \x81\x40 |0

<U3001> \x81\x41 |0

<U3002> \x81\x42 |0

<U3003> \x81\x56 |0

<U3005> \x81\x58 |0

<U3006> \x81\x59 |0

<U3007> \x81\x5A |0

<U3008> \x81\x71 |0

<U3009> \x81\x72 |0

<U300A> \x81\x73 |0

<U300B> \x81\x74 |0

<U300C> \x81\x75 |0

<U300D> \x81\x76 |0

<U300E> \x81\x77 |0

<U300F> \x81\x78 |0

<U3010> \x81\x79 |0

<U3011> \x81\x7A |0

<U3012> \x81\xA7 |0

<U3013> \x81\xAC |0

<U3014> \x81\x6B |0

<U3015> \x81\x6C |0
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<U301C> \x81\x60 |0

<U301D> \x87\x80 |0

<U301F> \x87\x81 |0

<U3041> \x82\x9F |0

<U3042> \x82\xA0 |0

<U3043> \x82\xA1 |0

<U3044> \x82\xA2 |0

<U3045> \x82\xA3 |0

<U3046> \x82\xA4 |0

<U3047> \x82\xA5

 |0

<U3048> \x82\xA6 |0

<U3049> \x82\xA7 |0

<U304A> \x82\xA8 |0

<U304B> \x82\xA9 |0

<U304C> \x82\xAA |0

<U304D> \x82\xAB |0

<U304E> \x82\xAC |0

<U304F> \x82\xAD |0

<U3050> \x82\xAE |0

<U3051> \x82\xAF |0

<U3052> \x82\xB0 |0

<U3053> \x82\xB1 |0

<U3054> \x82\xB2 |0

<U3055> \x82\xB3 |0

<U3056> \x82\xB4 |0

<U3057> \x82\xB5 |0

<U3058> \x82\xB6 |0

<U3059> \x82\xB7 |0

<U305A> \x82\xB8 |0

<U305B> \x82\xB9 |0

<U305C> \x82\xBA |0

<U305D> \x82\xBB |0

<U305E> \x82\xBC |0

<U305F> \x82\xBD |0

<U3060> \x82\xBE |0

<U3061> \x82\xBF |0

<U3062> \x82\xC0 |0

<U3063> \x82\xC1 |0

<U3064> \x82\xC2 |0

<U3065> \x82\xC3 |0

<U3066> \x82\xC4 |0

<U3067> \x82\xC5 |0

<U3068> \x82\xC6 |0

<U3069> \x82\xC7 |0

<U306A> \x82\xC8 |0

<U306B> \x82\xC9 |0

<U306C> \x82\xCA |0
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<U306D> \x82\xCB |0

<U306E> \x82\xCC |0

<U306F> \x82\xCD |0

<U3070> \x82\xCE |0

<U3071> \x82\xCF |0

<U3072> \x82\xD0 |0

<U3073> \x82\xD1 |0

<U3074> \x82\xD2 |0

<U3075> \x82\xD3 |0

<U3076> \x82\xD4 |0

<U3077> \x82\xD5 |0

<U3078> \x82\xD6 |0

<U3079> \x82\xD7

 |0

<U307A> \x82\xD8 |0

<U307B> \x82\xD9 |0

<U307C> \x82\xDA |0

<U307D> \x82\xDB |0

<U307E> \x82\xDC |0

<U307F> \x82\xDD |0

<U3080> \x82\xDE |0

<U3081> \x82\xDF |0

<U3082> \x82\xE0 |0

<U3083> \x82\xE1 |0

<U3084> \x82\xE2 |0

<U3085> \x82\xE3 |0

<U3086> \x82\xE4 |0

<U3087> \x82\xE5 |0

<U3088> \x82\xE6 |0

<U3089> \x82\xE7 |0

<U308A> \x82\xE8 |0

<U308B> \x82\xE9 |0

<U308C> \x82\xEA |0

<U308D> \x82\xEB |0

<U308E> \x82\xEC |0

<U308F> \x82\xED |0

<U3090> \x82\xEE |0

<U3091> \x82\xEF |0

<U3092> \x82\xF0 |0

<U3093> \x82\xF1 |0

<U309B> \x81\x4A |0

<U309C> \x81\x4B |0

<U309D> \x81\x54 |0

<U309E> \x81\x55 |0

<U30A1> \x83\x40 |0

<U30A2> \x83\x41 |0

<U30A3> \x83\x42 |0

<U30A4> \x83\x43 |0
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<U30A5> \x83\x44 |0

<U30A6> \x83\x45 |0

<U30A7> \x83\x46 |0

<U30A8> \x83\x47 |0

<U30A9> \x83\x48 |0

<U30AA> \x83\x49 |0

<U30AB> \x83\x4A |0

<U30AC> \x83\x4B |0

<U30AD> \x83\x4C |0

<U30AE> \x83\x4D |0

<U30AF> \x83\x4E |0

<U30B0> \x83\x4F |0

<U30B1> \x83\x50 |0

<U30B2> \x83\x51 |0

<U30B3> \x83\x52 |0

<U30B4> \x83\x53

 |0

<U30B5> \x83\x54 |0

<U30B6> \x83\x55 |0

<U30B7> \x83\x56 |0

<U30B8> \x83\x57 |0

<U30B9> \x83\x58 |0

<U30BA> \x83\x59 |0

<U30BB> \x83\x5A |0

<U30BC> \x83\x5B |0

<U30BD> \x83\x5C |0

<U30BE> \x83\x5D |0

<U30BF> \x83\x5E |0

<U30C0> \x83\x5F |0

<U30C1> \x83\x60 |0

<U30C2> \x83\x61 |0

<U30C3> \x83\x62 |0

<U30C4> \x83\x63 |0

<U30C5> \x83\x64 |0

<U30C6> \x83\x65 |0

<U30C7> \x83\x66 |0

<U30C8> \x83\x67 |0

<U30C9> \x83\x68 |0

<U30CA> \x83\x69 |0

<U30CB> \x83\x6A |0

<U30CC> \x83\x6B |0

<U30CD> \x83\x6C |0

<U30CE> \x83\x6D |0

<U30CF> \x83\x6E |0

<U30D0> \x83\x6F |0

<U30D1> \x83\x70 |0

<U30D2> \x83\x71 |0

<U30D3> \x83\x72 |0
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<U30D4> \x83\x73 |0

<U30D5> \x83\x74 |0

<U30D6> \x83\x75 |0

<U30D7> \x83\x76 |0

<U30D8> \x83\x77 |0

<U30D9> \x83\x78 |0

<U30DA> \x83\x79 |0

<U30DB> \x83\x7A |0

<U30DC> \x83\x7B |0

<U30DD> \x83\x7C |0

<U30DE> \x83\x7D |0

<U30DF> \x83\x7E |0

<U30E0> \x83\x80 |0

<U30E1> \x83\x81 |0

<U30E2> \x83\x82 |0

<U30E3> \x83\x83 |0

<U30E4> \x83\x84 |0

<U30E5> \x83\x85 |0

<U30E6> \x83\x86

 |0

<U30E7> \x83\x87 |0

<U30E8> \x83\x88 |0

<U30E9> \x83\x89 |0

<U30EA> \x83\x8A |0

<U30EB> \x83\x8B |0

<U30EC> \x83\x8C |0

<U30ED> \x83\x8D |0

<U30EE> \x83\x8E |0

<U30EF> \x83\x8F |0

<U30F0> \x83\x90 |0

<U30F1> \x83\x91 |0

<U30F2> \x83\x92 |0

<U30F3> \x83\x93 |0

<U30F4> \x83\x94 |0

<U30F5> \x83\x95 |0

<U30F6> \x83\x96 |0

<U30FB> \x81\x45 |0

<U30FC> \x81\x5B |0

<U30FD> \x81\x52 |0

<U30FE> \x81\x53 |0

<U3231> \x87\x8A |3

<U3231> \xFA\x58 |0

<U3232> \x87\x8B |0

<U3239> \x87\x8C |0

<U32A4> \x87\x85 |0

<U32A5> \x87\x86 |0

<U32A6> \x87\x87 |0

<U32A7> \x87\x88 |0
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<U32A8> \x87\x89 |0

<U3303> \x87\x65 |0

<U330D> \x87\x69 |0

<U3314> \x87\x60 |0

<U3318> \x87\x63 |0

<U3322> \x87\x61 |0

<U3323> \x87\x6B |0

<U3326> \x87\x6A |0

<U3327> \x87\x64 |0

<U332B> \x87\x6C |0

<U3336> \x87\x66 |0

<U333B> \x87\x6E |0

<U3349> \x87\x5F |0

<U334A> \x87\x6D |0

<U334D> \x87\x62 |0

<U3351> \x87\x67 |0

<U3357> \x87\x68 |0

<U337B> \x87\x7E |0

<U337C> \x87\x8F |0

<U337D> \x87\x8E |0

<U337E> \x87\x8D |0

<U338E> \x87\x72

 |0

<U338F> \x87\x73 |0

<U339C> \x87\x6F |0

<U339D> \x87\x70 |0

<U339E> \x87\x71 |0

<U33A1> \x87\x75 |0

<U33C4> \x87\x74 |0

<U33CD> \x87\x83 |0

<U4E00> \x88\xEA |0

<U4E01> \x92\x9A |0

<U4E03> \x8E\xB5 |0

<U4E07> \x96\x9C |0

<U4E08> \x8F\xE4 |0

<U4E09> \x8E\x4F |0

<U4E0A> \x8F\xE3 |0

<U4E0B> \x89\xBA |0

<U4E0D> \x95\x73 |0

<U4E0E> \x97\x5E |0

<U4E10> \x98\xA0 |0

<U4E11> \x89\x4E |0

<U4E14> \x8A\x8E |0

<U4E15> \x98\xA1 |0

<U4E16> \x90\xA2 |0

<U4E17> \x99\xC0 |0

<U4E18> \x8B\x75 |0

<U4E19> \x95\xB8 |0
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<U4E1E> \x8F\xE5 |0

<U4E21> \x97\xBC |0

<U4E26> \x95\xC0 |0

<U4E28> \xED\x4C |3

<U4E28> \xFA\x68 |0

<U4E2A> \x98\xA2 |0

<U4E2D> \x92\x86 |0

<U4E31> \x98\xA3 |0

<U4E32> \x8B\xF8 |0

<U4E36> \x98\xA4 |0

<U4E38> \x8A\xDB |0

<U4E39> \x92\x4F |0

<U4E3B> \x8E\xE5 |0

<U4E3C> \x98\xA5 |0

<U4E3F> \x98\xA6 |0

<U4E42> \x98\xA7 |0

<U4E43> \x94\x54 |0

<U4E45> \x8B\x76 |0

<U4E4B> \x94\x56 |0

<U4E4D> \x93\xE1 |0

<U4E4E> \x8C\xC1 |0

<U4E4F> \x96\x52 |0

<U4E55> \xE5\x68 |0

<U4E56> \x98\xA8 |0

<U4E57> \x8F\xE6

 |0

<U4E58> \x98\xA9 |0

<U4E59> \x89\xB3 |0

<U4E5D> \x8B\xE3 |0

<U4E5E> \x8C\xEE |0

<U4E5F> \x96\xE7 |0

<U4E62> \x9B\xA4 |0

<U4E71> \x97\x90 |0

<U4E73> \x93\xFB |0

<U4E7E> \x8A\xA3 |0

<U4E80> \x8B\x54 |0

<U4E82> \x98\xAA |0

<U4E85> \x98\xAB |0

<U4E86> \x97\xB9 |0

<U4E88> \x97\x5C |0

<U4E89> \x91\x88 |0

<U4E8A> \x98\xAD |0

<U4E8B> \x8E\x96 |0

<U4E8C> \x93\xF1 |0

<U4E8E> \x98\xB0 |0

<U4E91> \x89\x5D |0

<U4E92> \x8C\xDD |0

<U4E94> \x8C\xDC |0
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<U4E95> \x88\xE4 |0

<U4E98> \x98\x6A |0

<U4E99> \x98\x69 |0

<U4E9B> \x8D\xB1 |0

<U4E9C> \x88\x9F |0

<U4E9E> \x98\xB1 |0

<U4E9F> \x98\xB2 |0

<U4EA0> \x98\xB3 |0

<U4EA1> \x96\x53 |0

<U4EA2> \x98\xB4 |0

<U4EA4> \x8C\xF0 |0

<U4EA5> \x88\xE5 |0

<U4EA6> \x96\x92 |0

<U4EA8> \x8B\x9C |0

<U4EAB> \x8B\x9D |0

<U4EAC> \x8B\x9E |0

<U4EAD> \x92\xE0 |0

<U4EAE> \x97\xBA |0

<U4EB0> \x98\xB5 |0

<U4EB3> \x98\xB6 |0

<U4EB6> \x98\xB7 |0

<U4EBA> \x90\x6C |0

<U4EC0> \x8F\x59 |0

<U4EC1> \x90\x6D |0

<U4EC2> \x98\xBC |0

<U4EC4> \x98\xBA |0

<U4EC6> \x98\xBB |0

<U4EC7> \x8B\x77

 |0

<U4ECA> \x8D\xA1 |0

<U4ECB> \x89\xEE |0

<U4ECD> \x98\xB9 |0

<U4ECE> \x98\xB8 |0

<U4ECF> \x95\xA7 |0

<U4ED4> \x8E\x65 |0

<U4ED5> \x8E\x64 |0

<U4ED6> \x91\xBC |0

<U4ED7> \x98\xBD |0

<U4ED8> \x95\x74 |0

<U4ED9> \x90\xE5 |0

<U4EDD> \x81\x57 |0

<U4EDE> \x98\xBE |0

<U4EDF> \x98\xC0 |0

<U4EE1> \xED\x4D |3

<U4EE1> \xFA\x69 |0

<U4EE3> \x91\xE3 |0

<U4EE4> \x97\xDF |0

<U4EE5> \x88\xC8 |0
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<U4EED> \x98\xBF |0

<U4EEE> \x89\xBC |0

<U4EF0> \x8B\xC2 |0

<U4EF2> \x92\x87 |0

<U4EF6> \x8C\x8F |0

<U4EF7> \x98\xC1 |0

<U4EFB> \x94\x43 |0

<U4EFC> \xED\x4E |3

<U4EFC> \xFA\x6A |0

<U4F00> \xED\x4F |3

<U4F00> \xFA\x6B |0

<U4F01> \x8A\xE9 |0

<U4F03> \xED\x50 |3

<U4F03> \xFA\x6C |0

<U4F09> \x98\xC2 |0

<U4F0A> \x88\xC9 |0

<U4F0D> \x8C\xDE |0

<U4F0E> \x8A\xEA |0

<U4F0F> \x95\x9A |0

<U4F10> \x94\xB0 |0

<U4F11> \x8B\x78 |0

<U4F1A> \x89\xEF |0

<U4F1C> \x98\xE5 |0

<U4F1D> \x93\x60 |0

<U4F2F> \x94\x8C |0

<U4F30> \x98\xC4 |0

<U4F34> \x94\xBA |0

<U4F36> \x97\xE0 |0

<U4F38> \x90\x4C |0

<U4F39> \xED\x51 |3

<U4F39> \xFA\x6D

 |0

<U4F3A> \x8E\x66 |0

<U4F3C> \x8E\x97 |0

<U4F3D> \x89\xBE |0

<U4F43> \x92\xCF |0

<U4F46> \x92\x41 |0

<U4F47> \x98\xC8 |0

<U4F4D> \x88\xCA |0

<U4F4E> \x92\xE1 |0

<U4F4F> \x8F\x5A |0

<U4F50> \x8D\xB2 |0

<U4F51> \x97\x43 |0

<U4F53> \x91\xCC |0

<U4F55> \x89\xBD |0

<U4F56> \xED\x52 |3

<U4F56> \xFA\x6E |0

<U4F57> \x98\xC7 |0
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<U4F59> \x97\x5D |0

<U4F5A> \x98\xC3 |0

<U4F5B> \x98\xC5 |0

<U4F5C> \x8D\xEC |0

<U4F5D> \x98\xC6 |0

<U4F5E> \x9B\x43 |0

<U4F69> \x98\xCE |0

<U4F6F> \x98\xD1 |0

<U4F70> \x98\xCF |0

<U4F73> \x89\xC0 |0

<U4F75> \x95\xB9 |0

<U4F76> \x98\xC9 |0

<U4F7B> \x98\xCD |0

<U4F7C> \x8C\xF1 |0

<U4F7F> \x8E\x67 |0

<U4F83> \x8A\xA4 |0

<U4F86> \x98\xD2 |0

<U4F88> \x98\xCA |0

<U4F8A> \xED\x54 |3

<U4F8A> \xFA\x70 |0

<U4F8B> \x97\xE1 |0

<U4F8D> \x8E\x98 |0

<U4F8F> \x98\xCB |0

<U4F91> \x98\xD0 |0

<U4F92> \xED\x53 |3

<U4F92> \xFA\x6F |0

<U4F94> \xED\x56 |3

<U4F94> \xFA\x72 |0

<U4F96> \x98\xD3 |0

<U4F98> \x98\xCC |0

<U4F9A> \xED\x55 |3

<U4F9A> \xFA\x71 |0

<U4F9B> \x8B\x9F |0

<U4F9D> \x88\xCB

 |0

<U4FA0> \x8B\xA0 |0

<U4FA1> \x89\xBF |0

<U4FAB> \x9B\x44 |0

<U4FAD> \x96\x99 |0

<U4FAE> \x95\x8E |0

<U4FAF> \x8C\xF2 |0

<U4FB5> \x90\x4E |0

<U4FB6> \x97\xB5 |0

<U4FBF> \x95\xD6 |0

<U4FC2> \x8C\x57 |0

<U4FC3> \x91\xA3 |0

<U4FC4> \x89\xE2 |0

<U4FC9> \xED\x45 |3
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<U4FC9> \xFA\x61 |0

<U4FCA> \x8F\x72 |0

<U4FCD> \xED\x57 |3

<U4FCD> \xFA\x73 |0

<U4FCE> \x98\xD7 |0

<U4FD0> \x98\xDC |0

<U4FD1> \x98\xDA |0

<U4FD4> \x98\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \x91\xAD |0

<U4FD8> \x98\xD8 |0

<U4FDA> \x98\xDB |0

<U4FDB> \x98\xD9 |0

<U4FDD> \x95\xDB |0

<U4FDF> \x98\xD6 |0

<U4FE0> \x8B\xA0 |1

<U4FE1> \x90\x4D |0

<U4FE3> \x96\x93 |0

<U4FE4> \x98\xDD |0

<U4FE5> \x98\xDE |0

<U4FEE> \x8F\x43 |0

<U4FEF> \x98\xEB |0

<U4FF3> \x94\x6F |0

<U4FF5> \x95\x55 |0

<U4FF6> \x98\xE6 |0

<U4FF8> \x95\xEE |0

<U4FFA> \x89\xB4 |0

<U4FFE> \x98\xEA |0

<U4FFF> \xED\x5A |3

<U4FFF> \xFA\x76 |0

<U5005> \x98\xE4 |0

<U5006> \x98\xED |0

<U5009> \x91\x71 |0

<U500B> \x8C\xC2 |0

<U500D> \x94\x7B |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U5011> \x98\xEC |0

<U5012> \x93\x7C

 |0

<U5014> \x98\xE1 |0

<U5016> \x8C\xF4 |0

<U5019> \x8C\xF3 |0

<U501A> \x98\xDF |0

<U501E> \xED\x5B |3

<U501E> \xFA\x77 |0

<U501F> \x8E\xD8 |0

<U5021> \x98\xE7 |0

<U5022> \xED\x59 |3

<U5022> \xFA\x75 |0
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<U5023> \x95\xED |0

<U5024> \x92\x6C |0

<U5025> \x98\xE3 |0

<U5026> \x8C\x91 |0

<U5028> \x98\xE0 |0

<U5029> \x98\xE8 |0

<U502A> \x98\xE2 |0

<U502B> \x97\xCF |0

<U502C> \x98\xE9 |0

<U502D> \x98\x60 |0

<U5036> \x8B\xE4 |0

<U5039> \x8C\x90 |0

<U5040> \xED\x58 |3

<U5040> \xFA\x74 |0

<U5042> \xED\x5E |3

<U5042> \xFA\x7A |0

<U5043> \x98\xEE |0

<U5046> \xED\x5C |3

<U5046> \xFA\x78 |0

<U5047> \x98\xEF |0

<U5048> \x98\xF3 |0

<U5049> \x88\xCC |0

<U504F> \x95\xCE |0

<U5050> \x98\xF2 |0

<U5055> \x98\xF1 |0

<U5056> \x98\xF5 |0

<U505A> \x98\xF4 |0

<U505C> \x92\xE2 |0

<U5065> \x8C\x92 |0

<U506C> \x98\xF6 |0

<U5070> \xED\x5D |3

<U5070> \xFA\x79 |0

<U5072> \x8E\xC3 |0

<U5074> \x91\xA4 |0

<U5075> \x92\xE3 |0

<U5076> \x8B\xF4 |0

<U5078> \x98\xF7 |0

<U507D> \x8B\x55 |0

<U5080> \x98\xF8 |0

<U5085> \x98\xFA

 |0

<U508D> \x96\x54 |0

<U5091> \x8C\x86 |0

<U5094> \xED\x5F |3

<U5094> \xFA\x7B |0

<U5098> \x8E\x50 |0

<U5099> \x94\xF5 |0

<U509A> \x98\xF9 |0
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<U50AC> \x8D\xC3 |0

<U50AD> \x97\x62 |0

<U50B2> \x98\xFC |0

<U50B3> \x99\x42 |0

<U50B4> \x98\xFB |0

<U50B5> \x8D\xC2 |0

<U50B7> \x8F\x9D |0

<U50BE> \x8C\x58 |0

<U50C2> \x99\x43 |0

<U50C5> \x8B\xCD |0

<U50C9> \x99\x40 |0

<U50CA> \x99\x41 |0

<U50CD> \x93\xAD |0

<U50CF> \x91\x9C |0

<U50D1> \x8B\xA1 |0

<U50D5> \x96\x6C |0

<U50D6> \x99\x44 |0

<U50D8> \xED\x61 |3

<U50D8> \xFA\x7D |0

<U50DA> \x97\xBB |0

<U50DE> \x99\x45 |0

<U50E3> \x99\x48 |0

<U50E5> \x99\x46 |0

<U50E7> \x91\x6D |0

<U50ED> \x99\x47 |0

<U50EE> \x99\x49 |0

<U50F4> \xED\x60 |3

<U50F4> \xFA\x7C |0

<U50F5> \x99\x4B |0

<U50F9> \x99\x4A |0

<U50FB> \x95\xC6 |0

<U5100> \x8B\x56 |0

<U5101> \x99\x4D |0

<U5102> \x99\x4E |0

<U5104> \x89\xAD |0

<U5109> \x99\x4C |0

<U5112> \x8E\xF2 |0

<U5114> \x99\x51 |0

<U5115> \x99\x50 |0

<U5116> \x99\x4F |0

<U5118> \x98\xD4 |0

<U511A> \x99\x52 |0

<U511F> \x8F\x9E

 |0

<U5121> \x99\x53 |0

<U512A> \x97\x44 |0

<U5132> \x96\xD7 |0

<U5137> \x99\x55 |0
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<U513A> \x99\x54 |0

<U513B> \x99\x57 |0

<U513C> \x99\x56 |0

<U513F> \x99\x58 |0

<U5140> \x99\x59 |0

<U5141> \x88\xF2 |0

<U5143> \x8C\xB3 |0

<U5144> \x8C\x5A |0

<U5145> \x8F\x5B |0

<U5146> \x92\x9B |0

<U5147> \x8B\xA2 |0

<U5148> \x90\xE6 |0

<U5149> \x8C\xF5 |0

<U514A> \xED\x62 |3

<U514A> \xFA\x7E |0

<U514B> \x8D\x8E |0

<U514C> \x99\x5B |0

<U514D> \x96\xC6 |0

<U514E> \x93\x65 |0

<U5150> \x8E\x99 |0

<U5152> \x99\x5A |0

<U5154> \x99\x5C |0

<U515A> \x93\x7D |0

<U515C> \x8A\x95 |0

<U5162> \x99\x5D |0

<U5164> \xED\x63 |3

<U5164> \xFA\x80 |0

<U5165> \x93\xFC |0

<U5168> \x91\x53 |0

<U5169> \x99\x5F |0

<U516A> \x99\x60 |0

<U516B> \x94\xAA |0

<U516C> \x8C\xF6 |0

<U516D> \x98\x5A |0

<U516E> \x99\x61 |0

<U5171> \x8B\xA4 |0

<U5175> \x95\xBA |0

<U5176> \x91\xB4 |0

<U5177> \x8B\xEF |0

<U5178> \x93\x54 |0

<U517C> \x8C\x93 |0

<U5180> \x99\x62 |0

<U5182> \x99\x63 |0

<U5185> \x93\xE0 |0

<U5186> \x89\x7E |0

<U5189> \x99\x66

 |0

<U518A> \x8D\xFB |0
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<U518C> \x99\x65 |0

<U518D> \x8D\xC4 |0

<U518F> \x99\x67 |0

<U5190> \xE3\xEC |0

<U5191> \x99\x68 |0

<U5192> \x96\x60 |0

<U5193> \x99\x69 |0

<U5195> \x99\x6A |0

<U5196> \x99\x6B |0

<U5197> \x8F\xE7 |0

<U5199> \x8E\xCA |0

<U519D> \xED\x64 |3

<U519D> \xFA\x81 |0

<U51A0> \x8A\xA5 |0

<U51A2> \x99\x6E |0

<U51A4> \x99\x6C |0

<U51A5> \x96\xBB |0

<U51A6> \x99\x6D |0

<U51A8> \x95\x79 |0

<U51A9> \x99\x6F |0

<U51AA> \x99\x70 |0

<U51AB> \x99\x71 |0

<U51AC> \x93\x7E |0

<U51B0> \x99\x75 |0

<U51B1> \x99\x73 |0

<U51B2> \x99\x74 |0

<U51B3> \x99\x72 |0

<U51B4> \x8D\xE1 |0

<U51B5> \x99\x76 |0

<U51B6> \x96\xE8 |0

<U51B7> \x97\xE2 |0

<U51BD> \x99\x77 |0

<U51BE> \xED\x65 |3

<U51BE> \xFA\x82 |0

<U51C4> \x90\xA6 |0

<U51C5> \x99\x78 |0

<U51C6> \x8F\x79 |0

<U51C9> \x99\x79 |0

<U51CB> \x92\x9C |0

<U51CC> \x97\xBD |0

<U51CD> \x93\x80 |0

<U51D6> \x99\xC3 |0

<U51DB> \x99\x7A |0

<U51DC> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U51DD> \x8B\xC3 |0

<U51E0> \x99\x7B |0

<U51E1> \x96\x7D |0

<U51E6> \x8F\x88 |0
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<U51E7> \x91\xFA

 |0

<U51E9> \x99\x7D |0

<U51EA> \x93\xE2 |0

<U51EC> \xED\x66 |3

<U51EC> \xFA\x83 |0

<U51ED> \x99\x7E |0

<U51F0> \x99\x80 |0

<U51F1> \x8A\x4D |0

<U51F5> \x99\x81 |0

<U51F6> \x8B\xA5 |0

<U51F8> \x93\xCA |0

<U51F9> \x89\x9A |0

<U51FA> \x8F\x6F |0

<U51FD> \x94\x9F |0

<U51FE> \x99\x82 |0

<U5200> \x93\x81 |0

<U5203> \x90\x6E |0

<U5204> \x99\x83 |0

<U5206> \x95\xAA |0

<U5207> \x90\xD8 |0

<U5208> \x8A\xA0 |0

<U520A> \x8A\xA7 |0

<U520B> \x99\x84 |0

<U520E> \x99\x86 |0

<U5211> \x8C\x59 |0

<U5214> \x99\x85 |0

<U5215> \xED\x67 |3

<U5215> \xFA\x84 |0

<U5217> \x97\xF1 |0

<U521D> \x8F\x89 |0

<U5224> \x94\xBB |0

<U5225> \x95\xCA |0

<U5227> \x99\x87 |0

<U5229> \x97\x98 |0

<U522A> \x99\x88 |0

<U522E> \x99\x89 |0

<U5230> \x93\x9E |0

<U5233> \x99\x8A |0

<U5236> \x90\xA7 |0

<U5237> \x8D\xFC |0

<U5238> \x8C\x94 |0

<U5239> \x99\x8B |0

<U523A> \x8E\x68 |0

<U523B> \x8D\x8F |0

<U5243> \x92\xE4 |0

<U5244> \x99\x8D |0

<U5247> \x91\xA5 |0
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<U524A> \x8D\xED |0

<U524B> \x99\x8E |0

<U524C> \x99\x8F |0

<U524D> \x91\x4F

 |0

<U524F> \x99\x8C |0

<U5254> \x99\x91 |0

<U5256> \x96\x55 |0

<U525B> \x8D\x84 |0

<U525D> \x94\x8D |1

<U525E> \x99\x90 |0

<U5263> \x8C\x95 |0

<U5264> \x8D\xDC |0

<U5265> \x94\x8D |0

<U5269> \x99\x94 |0

<U526A> \x99\x92 |0

<U526F> \x95\x9B |0

<U5270> \x8F\xE8 |0

<U5271> \x99\x9B |0

<U5272> \x8A\x84 |0

<U5273> \x99\x95 |0

<U5274> \x99\x93 |0

<U5275> \x91\x6E |0

<U527D> \x99\x97 |0

<U527F> \x99\x96 |0

<U5283> \x8A\x63 |0

<U5287> \x8C\x80 |0

<U5288> \x99\x9C |0

<U5289> \x97\xAB |0

<U528D> \x99\x98 |0

<U5291> \x99\x9D |0

<U5292> \x99\x9A |0

<U5294> \x99\x99 |0

<U529B> \x97\xCD |0

<U529C> \xED\x68 |3

<U529C> \xFA\x85 |0

<U529F> \x8C\xF7 |0

<U52A0> \x89\xC1 |0

<U52A3> \x97\xF2 |0

<U52A6> \xED\x69 |3

<U52A6> \xFA\x86 |0

<U52A9> \x8F\x95 |0

<U52AA> \x93\x77 |0

<U52AB> \x8D\x85 |0

<U52AC> \x99\xA0 |0

<U52AD> \x99\xA1 |0

<U52AF> \xEE\x5B |3

<U52AF> \xFB\x77 |0
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<U52B1> \x97\xE3 |0

<U52B4> \x98\x4A |0

<U52B5> \x99\xA3 |0

<U52B9> \x8C\xF8 |0

<U52BC> \x99\xA2 |0

<U52BE> \x8A\x4E |0

<U52C0> \xED\x6A

 |3

<U52C0> \xFA\x87 |0

<U52C1> \x99\xA4 |0

<U52C3> \x96\x75 |0

<U52C5> \x92\xBA |0

<U52C7> \x97\x45 |0

<U52C9> \x95\xD7 |0

<U52CD> \x99\xA5 |0

<U52D2> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U52D5> \x93\xAE |0

<U52D7> \x99\xA6 |0

<U52D8> \x8A\xA8 |0

<U52D9> \x96\xB1 |0

<U52DB> \xED\x6B |3

<U52DB> \xFA\x88 |0

<U52DD> \x8F\x9F |0

<U52DE> \x99\xA7 |0

<U52DF> \x95\xE5 |0

<U52E0> \x99\xAB |0

<U52E2> \x90\xA8 |0

<U52E3> \x99\xA8 |0

<U52E4> \x8B\xCE |0

<U52E6> \x99\xA9 |0

<U52E7> \x8A\xA9 |0

<U52F2> \x8C\x4D |0

<U52F3> \x99\xAC |0

<U52F5> \x99\xAD |0

<U52F8> \x99\xAE |0

<U52F9> \x99\xAF |0

<U52FA> \x8E\xD9 |0

<U52FE> \x8C\xF9 |0

<U52FF> \x96\xDC |0

<U5300> \xED\x6C |3

<U5300> \xFA\x89 |0

<U5301> \x96\xE6 |0

<U5302> \x93\xF5 |0

<U5305> \x95\xEF |0

<U5306> \x99\xB0 |0

<U5307> \xED\x6D |3

<U5307> \xFA\x8A |0

<U5308> \x99\xB1 |0
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<U530D> \x99\xB3 |0

<U530F> \x99\xB5 |0

<U5310> \x99\xB4 |0

<U5315> \x99\xB6 |0

<U5316> \x89\xBB |0

<U5317> \x96\x6B |0

<U5319> \x8D\xFA |0

<U531A> \x99\xB7 |0

<U531D> \x91\x78 |0

<U5320> \x8F\xA0

 |0

<U5321> \x8B\xA7 |0

<U5323> \x99\xB8 |0

<U5324> \xED\x6E |3

<U5324> \xFA\x8B |0

<U532A> \x94\xD9 |0

<U532F> \x99\xB9 |0

<U5331> \x99\xBA |0

<U5333> \x99\xBB |0

<U5338> \x99\xBC |0

<U5339> \x95\x43 |0

<U533A> \x8B\xE6 |0

<U533B> \x88\xE3 |0

<U533F> \x93\xBD |0

<U5340> \x99\xBD |0

<U5341> \x8F\x5C |0

<U5343> \x90\xE7 |0

<U5345> \x99\xBF |0

<U5346> \x99\xBE |0

<U5347> \x8F\xA1 |0

<U5348> \x8C\xDF |0

<U5349> \x99\xC1 |0

<U534A> \x94\xBC |0

<U534D> \x99\xC2 |0

<U5351> \x94\xDA |0

<U5352> \x91\xB2 |0

<U5353> \x91\xEC |0

<U5354> \x8B\xA6 |0

<U5357> \x93\xEC |0

<U5358> \x92\x50 |0

<U535A> \x94\x8E |0

<U535C> \x96\x6D |0

<U535E> \x99\xC4 |0

<U5360> \x90\xE8 |0

<U5366> \x8C\x54 |0

<U5369> \x99\xC5 |0

<U536E> \x99\xC6 |0

<U536F> \x89\x4B |0
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<U5370> \x88\xF3 |0

<U5371> \x8A\xEB |0

<U5372> \xED\x6F |3

<U5372> \xFA\x8C |0

<U5373> \x91\xA6 |0

<U5374> \x8B\x70 |0

<U5375> \x97\x91 |0

<U5377> \x99\xC9 |0

<U5378> \x89\xB5 |0

<U537B> \x99\xC8 |0

<U537F> \x8B\xA8 |0

<U5382> \x99\xCA |0

<U5384> \x96\xEF

 |0

<U5393> \xED\x70 |3

<U5393> \xFA\x8D |0

<U5396> \x99\xCB |0

<U5398> \x97\xD0 |0

<U539A> \x8C\xFA |0

<U539F> \x8C\xB4 |0

<U53A0> \x99\xCC |0

<U53A5> \x99\xCE |0

<U53A6> \x99\xCD |0

<U53A8> \x90\x7E |0

<U53A9> \x89\x58 |0

<U53AD> \x89\x7D |0

<U53AE> \x99\xCF |0

<U53B0> \x99\xD0 |0

<U53B2> \xED\x71 |3

<U53B2> \xFA\x8E |0

<U53B3> \x8C\xB5 |0

<U53B6> \x99\xD1 |0

<U53BB> \x8B\x8E |0

<U53C2> \x8E\x51 |0

<U53C3> \x99\xD2 |0

<U53C8> \x96\x94 |0

<U53C9> \x8D\xB3 |0

<U53CA> \x8B\x79 |0

<U53CB> \x97\x46 |0

<U53CC> \x91\x6F |0

<U53CD> \x94\xBD |0

<U53CE> \x8E\xFB |0

<U53D4> \x8F\x66 |0

<U53D6> \x8E\xE6 |0

<U53D7> \x8E\xF3 |0

<U53D9> \x8F\x96 |0

<U53DB> \x94\xBE |0

<U53DD> \xED\x72 |3
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<U53DD> \xFA\x8F |0

<U53DF> \x99\xD5 |0

<U53E1> \x89\x62 |0

<U53E2> \x91\x70 |0

<U53E3> \x8C\xFB |0

<U53E4> \x8C\xC3 |0

<U53E5> \x8B\xE5 |0

<U53E8> \x99\xD9 |0

<U53E9> \x92\x40 |0

<U53EA> \x91\xFC |0

<U53EB> \x8B\xA9 |0

<U53EC> \x8F\xA2 |0

<U53ED> \x99\xDA |0

<U53EE> \x99\xD8 |0

<U53EF> \x89\xC2 |0

<U53F0> \x91\xE4

 |0

<U53F1> \x8E\xB6 |0

<U53F2> \x8E\x6A |0

<U53F3> \x89\x45 |0

<U53F6> \x8A\x90 |0

<U53F7> \x8D\x86 |0

<U53F8> \x8E\x69 |0

<U53FA> \x99\xDB |0

<U5401> \x99\xDC |0

<U5403> \x8B\x68 |0

<U5404> \x8A\x65 |0

<U5408> \x8D\x87 |0

<U5409> \x8B\x67 |0

<U540A> \x92\xDD |0

<U540B> \x89\x44 |0

<U540C> \x93\xAF |0

<U540D> \x96\xBC |0

<U540E> \x8D\x40 |0

<U540F> \x97\x99 |0

<U5410> \x93\x66 |0

<U5411> \x8C\xFC |0

<U541B> \x8C\x4E |0

<U541D> \x99\xE5 |0

<U541F> \x8B\xE1 |0

<U5420> \x96\x69 |0

<U5426> \x94\xDB |0

<U5429> \x99\xE4 |0

<U542B> \x8A\xDC |0

<U542C> \x99\xDF |0

<U542D> \x99\xE0 |0

<U542E> \x99\xE2 |0

<U5436> \x99\xE3 |0
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<U5438> \x8B\x7A |0

<U5439> \x90\x81 |0

<U543B> \x95\xAB |0

<U543C> \x99\xE1 |0

<U543D> \x99\xDD |0

<U543E> \x8C\xE1 |0

<U5440> \x99\xDE |0

<U5442> \x98\x43 |0

<U5446> \x95\xF0 |0

<U5448> \x92\xE6 |0

<U5449> \x8C\xE0 |0

<U544A> \x8D\x90 |0

<U544E> \x99\xE6 |0

<U5451> \x93\xDB |0

<U545F> \x99\xEA |0

<U5468> \x8E\xFC |0

<U546A> \x8E\xF4 |0

<U5470> \x99\xED |0

<U5471> \x99\xEB

 |0

<U5473> \x96\xA1 |0

<U5475> \x99\xE8 |0

<U5476> \x99\xF1 |0

<U5477> \x99\xEC |0

<U547B> \x99\xEF |0

<U547C> \x8C\xC4 |0

<U547D> \x96\xBD |0

<U5480> \x99\xF0 |0

<U5484> \x99\xF2 |0

<U5486> \x99\xF4 |0

<U548A> \xED\x75 |3

<U548A> \xFA\x92 |0

<U548B> \x8D\xEE |0

<U548C> \x98\x61 |0

<U548E> \x99\xE9 |0

<U548F> \x99\xE7 |0

<U5490> \x99\xF3 |0

<U5492> \x99\xEE |0

<U549C> \xED\x74 |3

<U549C> \xFA\x91 |0

<U54A2> \x99\xF6 |0

<U54A4> \x9A\x42 |0

<U54A5> \x99\xF8 |0

<U54A8> \x99\xFC |0

<U54A9> \xED\x76 |3

<U54A9> \xFA\x93 |0

<U54AB> \x9A\x40 |0

<U54AC> \x99\xF9 |0
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<U54AF> \x9A\x5D |0

<U54B2> \x8D\xE7 |0

<U54B3> \x8A\x50 |0

<U54B8> \x99\xF7 |0

<U54BC> \x9A\x44 |0

<U54BD> \x88\xF4 |0

<U54BE> \x9A\x43 |0

<U54C0> \x88\xA3 |0

<U54C1> \x95\x69 |0

<U54C2> \x9A\x41 |0

<U54C4> \x99\xFA |0

<U54C7> \x99\xF5 |0

<U54C8> \x99\xFB |0

<U54C9> \x8D\xC6 |0

<U54D8> \x9A\x45 |0

<U54E1> \x88\xF5 |0

<U54E2> \x9A\x4E |0

<U54E5> \x9A\x46 |0

<U54E6> \x9A\x47 |0

<U54E8> \x8F\xA3 |0

<U54E9> \x96\x89 |0

<U54ED> \x9A\x4C

 |0

<U54EE> \x9A\x4B |0

<U54F2> \x93\x4E |0

<U54FA> \x9A\x4D |0

<U54FD> \x9A\x4A |0

<U54FF> \xED\x77 |3

<U54FF> \xFA\x94 |0

<U5504> \x89\x53 |0

<U5506> \x8D\xB4 |0

<U5507> \x90\x4F |0

<U550F> \x9A\x48 |0

<U5510> \x93\x82 |0

<U5514> \x9A\x49 |0

<U5516> \x88\xA0 |0

<U552E> \x9A\x53 |0

<U552F> \x97\x42 |0

<U5531> \x8F\xA5 |0

<U5533> \x9A\x59 |0

<U5538> \x9A\x58 |0

<U5539> \x9A\x4F |0

<U553E> \x91\xC1 |0

<U5540> \x9A\x50 |0

<U5544> \x91\xED |0

<U5545> \x9A\x55 |0

<U5546> \x8F\xA4 |0

<U554C> \x9A\x52 |0
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<U554F> \x96\xE2 |0

<U5553> \x8C\x5B |0

<U5556> \x9A\x56 |0

<U5557> \x9A\x57 |0

<U555C> \x9A\x54 |0

<U555D> \x9A\x5A |0

<U555E> \x88\xA0 |1

<U5563> \x9A\x51 |0

<U557B> \x9A\x60 |0

<U557C> \x9A\x65 |0

<U557E> \x9A\x61 |0

<U5580> \x9A\x5C |0

<U5583> \x9A\x66 |0

<U5584> \x91\x50 |0

<U5586> \xED\x78 |3

<U5586> \xFA\x95 |0

<U5587> \x9A\x68 |0

<U5589> \x8D\x41 |0

<U558A> \x9A\x5E |0

<U558B> \x92\x9D |0

<U5598> \x9A\x62 |0

<U5599> \x9A\x5B |0

<U559A> \x8A\xAB |0

<U559C> \x8A\xEC |0

<U559D> \x8A\x85

 |0

<U559E> \x9A\x63 |0

<U559F> \x9A\x5F |0

<U55A7> \x8C\x96 |0

<U55A8> \x9A\x69 |0

<U55A9> \x9A\x67 |0

<U55AA> \x91\x72 |0

<U55AB> \x8B\x69 |0

<U55AC> \x8B\xAA |0

<U55AE> \x9A\x64 |0

<U55B0> \x8B\xF2 |0

<U55B6> \x89\x63 |0

<U55C4> \x9A\x6D |0

<U55C5> \x9A\x6B |0

<U55C7> \x9A\xA5 |0

<U55D4> \x9A\x70 |0

<U55DA> \x9A\x6A |0

<U55DC> \x9A\x6E |0

<U55DF> \x9A\x6C |0

<U55E3> \x8E\x6B |0

<U55E4> \x9A\x6F |0

<U55F7> \x9A\x72 |0

<U55F9> \x9A\x77 |0
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<U55FD> \x9A\x75 |0

<U55FE> \x9A\x74 |0

<U5606> \x92\x51 |0

<U5609> \x89\xC3 |0

<U5614> \x9A\x71 |0

<U5616> \x9A\x73 |0

<U5617> \x8F\xA6 |0

<U5618> \x89\x52 |0

<U561B> \x9A\x76 |0

<U5629> \x89\xDC |0

<U562F> \x9A\x82 |0

<U5631> \x8F\xFA |0

<U5632> \x9A\x7D |0

<U5634> \x9A\x7B |0

<U5636> \x9A\x7C |0

<U5638> \x9A\x7E |0

<U5642> \x89\x5C |0

<U564C> \x91\x58 |0

<U564E> \x9A\x78 |0

<U5650> \x9A\x79 |0

<U565B> \x8A\x9A |0

<U5664> \x9A\x81 |0

<U5668> \x8A\xED |0

<U566A> \x9A\x84 |0

<U566B> \x9A\x80 |0

<U566C> \x9A\x83 |0

<U5674> \x95\xAC |0

<U5678> \x93\xD3

 |0

<U567A> \x94\xB6 |0

<U5680> \x9A\x86 |0

<U5686> \x9A\x85 |0

<U5687> \x8A\x64 |0

<U568A> \x9A\x87 |0

<U568F> \x9A\x8A |0

<U5694> \x9A\x89 |0

<U5699> \x8A\x9A |1

<U56A0> \x9A\x88 |0

<U56A2> \x94\x58 |0

<U56A5> \x9A\x8B |0

<U56AE> \x9A\x8C |0

<U56B4> \x9A\x8E |0

<U56B6> \x9A\x8D |0

<U56BC> \x9A\x90 |0

<U56C0> \x9A\x93 |0

<U56C1> \x9A\x91 |0

<U56C2> \x9A\x8F |0

<U56C3> \x9A\x92 |0
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<U56C8> \x9A\x94 |0

<U56CA> \x94\x58 |1

<U56CE> \x9A\x95 |0

<U56D1> \x9A\x96 |0

<U56D3> \x9A\x97 |0

<U56D7> \x9A\x98 |0

<U56D8> \x99\x64 |0

<U56DA> \x8E\xFA |0

<U56DB> \x8E\x6C |0

<U56DE> \x89\xF1 |0

<U56E0> \x88\xF6 |0

<U56E3> \x92\x63 |0

<U56EE> \x9A\x99 |0

<U56F0> \x8D\xA2 |0

<U56F2> \x88\xCD |0

<U56F3> \x90\x7D |0

<U56F9> \x9A\x9A |0

<U56FA> \x8C\xC5 |0

<U56FD> \x8D\x91 |0

<U56FF> \x9A\x9C |0

<U5700> \x9A\x9B |0

<U5703> \x95\xDE |0

<U5704> \x9A\x9D |0

<U5708> \x9A\x9F |0

<U5709> \x9A\x9E |0

<U570B> \x9A\xA0 |0

<U570D> \x9A\xA1 |0

<U570F> \x8C\x97 |0

<U5712> \x89\x80 |0

<U5713> \x9A\xA2 |0

<U5716> \x9A\xA4

 |0

<U5718> \x9A\xA3 |0

<U571C> \x9A\xA6 |0

<U571F> \x93\x79 |0

<U5726> \x9A\xA7 |0

<U5727> \x88\xB3 |0

<U5728> \x8D\xDD |0

<U572D> \x8C\x5C |0

<U5730> \x92\x6E |0

<U5737> \x9A\xA8 |0

<U5738> \x9A\xA9 |0

<U573B> \x9A\xAB |0

<U5740> \x9A\xAC |0

<U5742> \x8D\xE2 |0

<U5747> \x8B\xCF |0

<U574A> \x96\x56 |0

<U574E> \x9A\xAA |0
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<U574F> \x9A\xAD |0

<U5750> \x8D\xBF |0

<U5751> \x8D\x42 |0

<U5759> \xED\x79 |3

<U5759> \xFA\x96 |0

<U5761> \x9A\xB1 |0

<U5764> \x8D\xA3 |0

<U5765> \xED\x7A |3

<U5765> \xFA\x97 |0

<U5766> \x92\x52 |0

<U5769> \x9A\xAE |0

<U576A> \x92\xD8 |0

<U577F> \x9A\xB2 |0

<U5782> \x90\x82 |0

<U5788> \x9A\xB0 |0

<U5789> \x9A\xB3 |0

<U578B> \x8C\x5E |0

<U5793> \x9A\xB4 |0

<U57A0> \x9A\xB5 |0

<U57A2> \x8D\x43 |0

<U57A3> \x8A\x5F |0

<U57A4> \x9A\xB7 |0

<U57AA> \x9A\xB8 |0

<U57AC> \xED\x7B |3

<U57AC> \xFA\x98 |0

<U57B0> \x9A\xB9 |0

<U57B3> \x9A\xB6 |0

<U57C0> \x9A\xAF |0

<U57C3> \x9A\xBA |0

<U57C6> \x9A\xBB |0

<U57C7> \xED\x7D |3

<U57C7> \xFA\x9A |0

<U57C8> \xED\x7C |3

<U57C8> \xFA\x99

 |0

<U57CB> \x96\x84 |0

<U57CE> \x8F\xE9 |0

<U57D2> \x9A\xBD |0

<U57D3> \x9A\xBE |0

<U57D4> \x9A\xBC |0

<U57D6> \x9A\xC0 |0

<U57DC> \x94\x57 |0

<U57DF> \x88\xE6 |0

<U57E0> \x95\x75 |0

<U57E3> \x9A\xC1 |0

<U57F4> \x8F\xFB |0

<U57F7> \x8E\xB7 |0

<U57F9> \x94\x7C |0
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<U57FA> \x8A\xEE |0

<U57FC> \x8D\xE9 |0

<U5800> \x96\x78 |0

<U5802> \x93\xB0 |0

<U5805> \x8C\x98 |0

<U5806> \x91\xCD |0

<U580A> \x9A\xBF |0

<U580B> \x9A\xC2 |0

<U5815> \x91\xC2 |0

<U5819> \x9A\xC3 |0

<U581D> \x9A\xC4 |0

<U5821> \x9A\xC6 |0

<U5824> \x92\xE7 |0

<U582A> \x8A\xAC |0

<U582F> \xEA\x9F |0

<U5830> \x89\x81 |0

<U5831> \x95\xF1 |0

<U5834> \x8F\xEA |0

<U5835> \x93\x67 |0

<U583A> \x8D\xE4 |0

<U583D> \x9A\xCC |0

<U5840> \x95\xBB |0

<U5841> \x97\xDB |0

<U584A> \x89\xF2 |0

<U584B> \x9A\xC8 |0

<U5851> \x91\x59 |0

<U5852> \x9A\xCB |0

<U5854> \x93\x83 |0

<U5857> \x93\x68 |0

<U5858> \x93\x84 |0

<U5859> \x94\xB7 |0

<U585A> \x92\xCB |0

<U585E> \x8D\xC7 |0

<U5861> \x93\x55 |1

<U5862> \x9A\xC7 |0

<U5869> \x89\x96 |0

<U586B> \x93\x55

 |0

<U5870> \x9A\xC9 |0

<U5872> \x9A\xC5 |0

<U5875> \x90\x6F |0

<U5879> \x9A\xCD |0

<U587E> \x8F\x6D |0

<U5883> \x8B\xAB |0

<U5885> \x9A\xCE |0

<U5893> \x95\xE6 |0

<U5897> \x91\x9D |0

<U589C> \x92\xC4 |0
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<U589E> \xED\x81 |3

<U589E> \xFA\x9D |0

<U589F> \x9A\xD0 |0

<U58A8> \x96\x6E |0

<U58AB> \x9A\xD1 |0

<U58AE> \x9A\xD6 |0

<U58B2> \xED\x82 |3

<U58B2> \xFA\x9E |0

<U58B3> \x95\xAD |0

<U58B8> \x9A\xD5 |0

<U58B9> \x9A\xCF |0

<U58BA> \x9A\xD2 |0

<U58BB> \x9A\xD4 |0

<U58BE> \x8D\xA4 |0

<U58C1> \x95\xC7 |0

<U58C5> \x9A\xD7 |0

<U58C7> \x92\x64 |0

<U58CA> \x89\xF3 |0

<U58CC> \x8F\xEB |0

<U58D1> \x9A\xD9 |0

<U58D3> \x9A\xD8 |0

<U58D5> \x8D\x88 |0

<U58D7> \x9A\xDA |0

<U58D8> \x9A\xDC |0

<U58D9> \x9A\xDB |0

<U58DC> \x9A\xDE |0

<U58DE> \x9A\xD3 |0

<U58DF> \x9A\xE0 |0

<U58E4> \x9A\xDF |0

<U58E5> \x9A\xDD |0

<U58EB> \x8E\x6D |0

<U58EC> \x90\x70 |0

<U58EE> \x91\x73 |0

<U58EF> \x9A\xE1 |0

<U58F0> \x90\xBA |0

<U58F1> \x88\xEB |0

<U58F2> \x94\x84 |0

<U58F7> \x92\xD9 |0

<U58F9> \x9A\xE3 |0

<U58FA> \x9A\xE2

 |0

<U58FB> \x9A\xE4 |0

<U58FC> \x9A\xE5 |0

<U58FD> \x9A\xE6 |0

<U5902> \x9A\xE7 |0

<U5909> \x95\xCF |0

<U590A> \x9A\xE8 |0

<U590B> \xED\x83 |3
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<U590B> \xFA\x9F |0

<U590F> \x89\xC4 |0

<U5910> \x9A\xE9 |0

<U5915> \x97\x5B |0

<U5916> \x8A\x4F |0

<U5918> \x99\xC7 |0

<U5919> \x8F\x67 |0

<U591A> \x91\xBD |0

<U591B> \x9A\xEA |0

<U591C> \x96\xE9 |0

<U5922> \x96\xB2 |0

<U5925> \x9A\xEC |0

<U5927> \x91\xE5 |0

<U5929> \x93\x56 |0

<U592A> \x91\xBE |0

<U592B> \x95\x76 |0

<U592C> \x9A\xED |0

<U592D> \x9A\xEE |0

<U592E> \x89\x9B |0

<U5931> \x8E\xB8 |0

<U5932> \x9A\xEF |0

<U5937> \x88\xCE |0

<U5938> \x9A\xF0 |0

<U593E> \x9A\xF1 |0

<U5944> \x89\x82 |0

<U5947> \x8A\xEF |0

<U5948> \x93\xDE |0

<U5949> \x95\xF2 |0

<U594E> \x9A\xF5 |0

<U594F> \x91\x74 |0

<U5950> \x9A\xF4 |0

<U5951> \x8C\x5F |0

<U5953> \xED\x84 |3

<U5953> \xFA\xA0 |0

<U5954> \x96\x7A |0

<U5955> \x9A\xF3 |0

<U5957> \x93\x85 |0

<U5958> \x9A\xF7 |0

<U595A> \x9A\xF6 |0

<U595B> \xED\x85 |3

<U595B> \xFA\xA1 |0

<U595D> \xED\x86 |3

<U595D> \xFA\xA2

 |0

<U5960> \x9A\xF9 |0

<U5962> \x9A\xF8 |0

<U5963> \xED\x87 |3

<U5963> \xFA\xA3 |0
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<U5965> \x89\x9C |0

<U5967> \x9A\xFA |0

<U5968> \x8F\xA7 |0

<U5969> \x9A\xFC |0

<U596A> \x92\x44 |0

<U596C> \x9A\xFB |0

<U596E> \x95\xB1 |0

<U5973> \x8F\x97 |0

<U5974> \x93\x7A |0

<U5978> \x9B\x40 |0

<U597D> \x8D\x44 |0

<U5981> \x9B\x41 |0

<U5982> \x94\x40 |0

<U5983> \x94\xDC |0

<U5984> \x96\xCF |0

<U598A> \x94\x44 |0

<U598D> \x9B\x4A |0

<U5993> \x8B\x57 |0

<U5996> \x97\x64 |0

<U5999> \x96\xAD |0

<U599B> \x9B\xAA |0

<U599D> \x9B\x42 |0

<U59A3> \x9B\x45 |0

<U59A4> \xED\x88 |3

<U59A4> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U59A5> \x91\xC3 |0

<U59A8> \x96\x57 |0

<U59AC> \x93\x69 |0

<U59B2> \x9B\x46 |0

<U59B9> \x96\x85 |0

<U59BA> \xED\x89 |3

<U59BA> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U59BB> \x8D\xC8 |0

<U59BE> \x8F\xA8 |0

<U59C6> \x9B\x47 |0

<U59C9> \x8E\x6F |0

<U59CB> \x8E\x6E |0

<U59D0> \x88\xB7 |0

<U59D1> \x8C\xC6 |0

<U59D3> \x90\xA9 |0

<U59D4> \x88\xCF |0

<U59D9> \x9B\x4B |0

<U59DA> \x9B\x4C |0

<U59DC> \x9B\x49 |0

<U59E5> \x89\x57 |0

<U59E6> \x8A\xAD

 |0

<U59E8> \x9B\x48 |0
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<U59EA> \x96\xC3 |0

<U59EB> \x95\x50 |0

<U59F6> \x88\xA6 |0

<U59FB> \x88\xF7 |0

<U59FF> \x8E\x70 |0

<U5A01> \x88\xD0 |0

<U5A03> \x88\xA1 |0

<U5A09> \x9B\x51 |0

<U5A11> \x9B\x4F |0

<U5A18> \x96\xBA |0

<U5A1A> \x9B\x52 |0

<U5A1C> \x9B\x50 |0

<U5A1F> \x9B\x4E |0

<U5A20> \x90\x50 |0

<U5A25> \x9B\x4D |0

<U5A29> \x95\xD8 |0

<U5A2F> \x8C\xE2 |0

<U5A35> \x9B\x56 |0

<U5A36> \x9B\x57 |0

<U5A3C> \x8F\xA9 |0

<U5A40> \x9B\x53 |0

<U5A41> \x98\x4B |0

<U5A46> \x94\x6B |0

<U5A49> \x9B\x55 |0

<U5A5A> \x8D\xA5 |0

<U5A62> \x9B\x58 |0

<U5A66> \x95\x77 |0

<U5A6A> \x9B\x59 |0

<U5A6C> \x9B\x54 |0

<U5A7F> \x96\xB9 |0

<U5A92> \x94\x7D |0

<U5A9A> \x9B\x5A |0

<U5A9B> \x95\x51 |0

<U5ABC> \x9B\x5B |0

<U5ABD> \x9B\x5F |0

<U5ABE> \x9B\x5C |0

<U5AC1> \x89\xC5 |0

<U5AC2> \x9B\x5E |0

<U5AC9> \x8E\xB9 |0

<U5ACB> \x9B\x5D |0

<U5ACC> \x8C\x99 |0

<U5AD0> \x9B\x6B |0

<U5AD6> \x9B\x64 |0

<U5AD7> \x9B\x61 |0

<U5AE1> \x92\x84 |0

<U5AE3> \x9B\x60 |0

<U5AE6> \x9B\x62 |0

<U5AE9> \x9B\x63 |0
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<U5AFA> \x9B\x65

 |0

<U5AFB> \x9B\x66 |0

<U5B09> \x8A\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \x9B\x68 |0

<U5B0C> \x9B\x67 |0

<U5B16> \x9B\x69 |0

<U5B22> \x8F\xEC |0

<U5B2A> \x9B\x6C |0

<U5B2C> \x92\xDA |0

<U5B30> \x89\x64 |0

<U5B32> \x9B\x6A |0

<U5B36> \x9B\x6D |0

<U5B3E> \x9B\x6E |0

<U5B40> \x9B\x71 |0

<U5B43> \x9B\x6F |0

<U5B45> \x9B\x70 |0

<U5B50> \x8E\x71 |0

<U5B51> \x9B\x72 |0

<U5B54> \x8D\x45 |0

<U5B55> \x9B\x73 |0

<U5B56> \xED\x8A |3

<U5B56> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \x8E\x9A |0

<U5B58> \x91\xB6 |0

<U5B5A> \x9B\x74 |0

<U5B5B> \x9B\x75 |0

<U5B5C> \x8E\x79 |0

<U5B5D> \x8D\x46 |0

<U5B5F> \x96\xD0 |0

<U5B63> \x8B\x47 |0

<U5B64> \x8C\xC7 |0

<U5B65> \x9B\x76 |0

<U5B66> \x8A\x77 |0

<U5B69> \x9B\x77 |0

<U5B6B> \x91\xB7 |0

<U5B70> \x9B\x78 |0

<U5B71> \x9B\xA1 |0

<U5B73> \x9B\x79 |0

<U5B75> \x9B\x7A |0

<U5B78> \x9B\x7B |0

<U5B7A> \x9B\x7D |0

<U5B80> \x9B\x7E |0

<U5B83> \x9B\x80 |0

<U5B85> \x91\xEE |0

<U5B87> \x89\x46 |0

<U5B88> \x8E\xE7 |0

<U5B89> \x88\xC0 |0
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<U5B8B> \x91\x76 |0

<U5B8C> \x8A\xAE |0

<U5B8D> \x8E\xB3 |0

<U5B8F> \x8D\x47

 |0

<U5B95> \x93\x86 |0

<U5B97> \x8F\x40 |0

<U5B98> \x8A\xAF |0

<U5B99> \x92\x88 |0

<U5B9A> \x92\xE8 |0

<U5B9B> \x88\xB6 |0

<U5B9C> \x8B\x58 |0

<U5B9D> \x95\xF3 |0

<U5B9F> \x8E\xC0 |0

<U5BA2> \x8B\x71 |0

<U5BA3> \x90\xE9 |0

<U5BA4> \x8E\xBA |0

<U5BA5> \x97\x47 |0

<U5BA6> \x9B\x81 |0

<U5BAE> \x8B\x7B |0

<U5BB0> \x8D\xC9 |0

<U5BB3> \x8A\x51 |0

<U5BB4> \x89\x83 |0

<U5BB5> \x8F\xAA |0

<U5BB6> \x89\xC6 |0

<U5BB8> \x9B\x82 |0

<U5BB9> \x97\x65 |0

<U5BBF> \x8F\x68 |0

<U5BC0> \xED\x8B |3

<U5BC0> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U5BC2> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U5BC3> \x9B\x83 |0

<U5BC4> \x8A\xF1 |0

<U5BC5> \x93\xD0 |0

<U5BC6> \x96\xA7 |0

<U5BC7> \x9B\x84 |0

<U5BC9> \x9B\x85 |0

<U5BCC> \x95\x78 |0

<U5BD0> \x9B\x87 |0

<U5BD2> \x8A\xA6 |0

<U5BD3> \x8B\xF5 |0

<U5BD4> \x9B\x86 |0

<U5BD8> \xED\x8D |3

<U5BD8> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5BDB> \x8A\xB0 |0

<U5BDD> \x90\x51 |0

<U5BDE> \x9B\x8B |0

<U5BDF> \x8E\x40 |0
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<U5BE1> \x89\xC7 |0

<U5BE2> \x9B\x8A |0

<U5BE4> \x9B\x88 |0

<U5BE5> \x9B\x8C |0

<U5BE6> \x9B\x89 |0

<U5BE7> \x94\x4A |0

<U5BE8> \x9E\xCB

 |0

<U5BE9> \x90\x52 |0

<U5BEB> \x9B\x8D |0

<U5BEC> \xED\x8E |3

<U5BEC> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BEE> \x97\xBE |0

<U5BF0> \x9B\x8E |0

<U5BF3> \x9B\x90 |0

<U5BF5> \x92\x9E |0

<U5BF6> \x9B\x8F |0

<U5BF8> \x90\xA1 |0

<U5BFA> \x8E\x9B |0

<U5BFE> \x91\xCE |0

<U5BFF> \x8E\xF5 |0

<U5C01> \x95\x95 |0

<U5C02> \x90\xEA |0

<U5C04> \x8E\xCB |0

<U5C05> \x9B\x91 |0

<U5C06> \x8F\xAB |0

<U5C07> \x9B\x92 |0

<U5C08> \x9B\x93 |0

<U5C09> \x88\xD1 |0

<U5C0A> \x91\xB8 |0

<U5C0B> \x90\x71 |0

<U5C0D> \x9B\x94 |0

<U5C0E> \x93\xB1 |0

<U5C0F> \x8F\xAC |0

<U5C11> \x8F\xAD |0

<U5C13> \x9B\x95 |0

<U5C16> \x90\xEB |0

<U5C1A> \x8F\xAE |0

<U5C1E> \xED\x8F |3

<U5C1E> \xFA\xAB |0

<U5C20> \x9B\x96 |0

<U5C22> \x9B\x97 |0

<U5C24> \x96\xDE |0

<U5C28> \x9B\x98 |0

<U5C2D> \x8B\xC4 |0

<U5C31> \x8F\x41 |0

<U5C38> \x9B\x99 |0

<U5C39> \x9B\x9A |0
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<U5C3A> \x8E\xDA |0

<U5C3B> \x90\x4B |0

<U5C3C> \x93\xF2 |0

<U5C3D> \x90\x73 |0

<U5C3E> \x94\xF6 |0

<U5C3F> \x94\x41 |0

<U5C40> \x8B\xC7 |0

<U5C41> \x9B\x9B |0

<U5C45> \x8B\x8F |0

<U5C46> \x9B\x9C

 |0

<U5C48> \x8B\xFC |0

<U5C4A> \x93\xCD |0

<U5C4B> \x89\xAE |0

<U5C4D> \x8E\x72 |0

<U5C4E> \x9B\x9D |0

<U5C4F> \x9B\xA0 |0

<U5C50> \x9B\x9F |0

<U5C51> \x8B\xFB |0

<U5C53> \x9B\x9E |0

<U5C55> \x93\x57 |0

<U5C5B> \x9B\xA0 |1

<U5C5E> \x91\xAE |0

<U5C60> \x93\x6A |0

<U5C61> \x8E\xC6 |0

<U5C62> \x8E\xC6 |1

<U5C64> \x91\x77 |0

<U5C65> \x97\x9A |0

<U5C6C> \x9B\xA2 |0

<U5C6E> \x9B\xA3 |0

<U5C6F> \x93\xD4 |0

<U5C71> \x8E\x52 |0

<U5C76> \x9B\xA5 |0

<U5C79> \x9B\xA6 |0

<U5C8C> \x9B\xA7 |0

<U5C90> \x8A\xF2 |0

<U5C91> \x9B\xA8 |0

<U5C94> \x9B\xA9 |0

<U5CA1> \x89\xAA |0

<U5CA6> \xED\x90 |3

<U5CA6> \xFA\xAC |0

<U5CA8> \x91\x5A |0

<U5CA9> \x8A\xE2 |0

<U5CAB> \x9B\xAB |0

<U5CAC> \x96\xA6 |0

<U5CB1> \x91\xD0 |0

<U5CB3> \x8A\x78 |0

<U5CB6> \x9B\xAD |0
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<U5CB7> \x9B\xAF |0

<U5CB8> \x8A\xDD |0

<U5CBA> \xED\x91 |3

<U5CBA> \xFA\xAD |0

<U5CBB> \x9B\xAC |0

<U5CBC> \x9B\xAE |0

<U5CBE> \x9B\xB1 |0

<U5CC5> \x9B\xB0 |0

<U5CC7> \x9B\xB2 |0

<U5CD9> \x9B\xB3 |0

<U5CE0> \x93\xBB |0

<U5CE1> \x8B\xAC |0

<U5CE8> \x89\xE3

 |0

<U5CE9> \x9B\xB4 |0

<U5CEA> \x9B\xB9 |0

<U5CED> \x9B\xB7 |0

<U5CEF> \x95\xF5 |0

<U5CF0> \x95\xF4 |0

<U5CF5> \xED\x92 |3

<U5CF5> \xFA\xAE |0

<U5CF6> \x93\x87 |0

<U5CFA> \x9B\xB6 |0

<U5CFB> \x8F\x73 |0

<U5CFD> \x9B\xB5 |0

<U5D07> \x90\x92 |0

<U5D0B> \x9B\xBA |0

<U5D0E> \x8D\xE8 |0

<U5D11> \x9B\xC0 |0

<U5D14> \x9B\xC1 |0

<U5D15> \x9B\xBB |0

<U5D16> \x8A\x52 |0

<U5D17> \x9B\xBC |0

<U5D18> \x9B\xC5 |0

<U5D19> \x9B\xC4 |0

<U5D1A> \x9B\xC3 |0

<U5D1B> \x9B\xBF |0

<U5D1F> \x9B\xBE |0

<U5D22> \x9B\xC2 |0

<U5D27> \xED\x93 |3

<U5D27> \xFA\xAF |0

<U5D29> \x95\xF6 |0

<U5D42> \xED\x96 |3

<U5D42> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U5D4B> \x9B\xC9 |0

<U5D4C> \x9B\xC6 |0

<U5D4E> \x9B\xC8 |0

<U5D50> \x97\x92 |0
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<U5D52> \x9B\xC7 |0

<U5D53> \xED\x94 |3

<U5D53> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \x9B\xBD |0

<U5D69> \x90\x93 |0

<U5D6C> \x9B\xCA |0

<U5D6D> \xED\x97 |3

<U5D6D> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U5D6F> \x8D\xB5 |0

<U5D73> \x9B\xCB |0

<U5D76> \x9B\xCC |0

<U5D82> \x9B\xCF |0

<U5D84> \x9B\xCE |0

<U5D87> \x9B\xCD |0

<U5D8B> \x93\x88 |0

<U5D8C> \x9B\xB8

 |0

<U5D90> \x9B\xD5 |0

<U5D9D> \x9B\xD1 |0

<U5DA2> \x9B\xD0 |0

<U5DAC> \x9B\xD2 |0

<U5DAE> \x9B\xD3 |0

<U5DB7> \x9B\xD6 |0

<U5DB8> \xED\x98 |3

<U5DB8> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U5DB9> \xED\x99 |3

<U5DB9> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U5DBA> \x97\xE4 |0

<U5DBC> \x9B\xD7 |0

<U5DBD> \x9B\xD4 |0

<U5DC9> \x9B\xD8 |0

<U5DCC> \x8A\xDE |0

<U5DCD> \x9B\xD9 |0

<U5DD0> \xED\x9A |3

<U5DD0> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U5DD2> \x9B\xDB |0

<U5DD3> \x9B\xDA |0

<U5DD6> \x9B\xDC |0

<U5DDB> \x9B\xDD |0

<U5DDD> \x90\xEC |0

<U5DDE> \x8F\x42 |0

<U5DE1> \x8F\x84 |0

<U5DE3> \x91\x83 |0

<U5DE5> \x8D\x48 |0

<U5DE6> \x8D\xB6 |0

<U5DE7> \x8D\x49 |0

<U5DE8> \x8B\x90 |0

<U5DEB> \x9B\xDE |0
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<U5DEE> \x8D\xB7 |0

<U5DF1> \x8C\xC8 |0

<U5DF2> \x9B\xDF |0

<U5DF3> \x96\xA4 |0

<U5DF4> \x94\x62 |0

<U5DF5> \x9B\xE0 |0

<U5DF7> \x8D\x4A |0

<U5DFB> \x8A\xAA |0

<U5DFD> \x92\x46 |0

<U5DFE> \x8B\xD0 |0

<U5E02> \x8E\x73 |0

<U5E03> \x95\x7A |0

<U5E06> \x94\xBF |0

<U5E0B> \x9B\xE1 |0

<U5E0C> \x8A\xF3 |0

<U5E11> \x9B\xE4 |0

<U5E16> \x92\x9F |0

<U5E19> \x9B\xE3 |0

<U5E1A> \x9B\xE2

 |0

<U5E1B> \x9B\xE5 |0

<U5E1D> \x92\xE9 |0

<U5E25> \x90\x83 |0

<U5E2B> \x8E\x74 |0

<U5E2D> \x90\xC8 |0

<U5E2F> \x91\xD1 |0

<U5E30> \x8B\x41 |0

<U5E33> \x92\xA0 |0

<U5E36> \x9B\xE6 |0

<U5E37> \x9B\xE7 |0

<U5E38> \x8F\xED |0

<U5E3D> \x96\x58 |0

<U5E40> \x9B\xEA |0

<U5E43> \x9B\xE9 |0

<U5E44> \x9B\xE8 |0

<U5E45> \x95\x9D |0

<U5E47> \x9B\xF1 |0

<U5E4C> \x96\x79 |0

<U5E4E> \x9B\xEB |0

<U5E54> \x9B\xED |0

<U5E55> \x96\x8B |0

<U5E57> \x9B\xEC |0

<U5E5F> \x9B\xEE |0

<U5E61> \x94\xA6 |0

<U5E62> \x9B\xEF |0

<U5E63> \x95\xBC |0

<U5E64> \x9B\xF0 |0

<U5E72> \x8A\xB1 |0
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<U5E73> \x95\xBD |0

<U5E74> \x94\x4E |0

<U5E75> \x9B\xF2 |0

<U5E76> \x9B\xF3 |0

<U5E78> \x8D\x4B |0

<U5E79> \x8A\xB2 |0

<U5E7A> \x9B\xF4 |0

<U5E7B> \x8C\xB6 |0

<U5E7C> \x97\x63 |0

<U5E7D> \x97\x48 |0

<U5E7E> \x8A\xF4 |0

<U5E7F> \x9B\xF6 |0

<U5E81> \x92\xA1 |0

<U5E83> \x8D\x4C |0

<U5E84> \x8F\xAF |0

<U5E87> \x94\xDD |0

<U5E8A> \x8F\xB0 |0

<U5E8F> \x8F\x98 |0

<U5E95> \x92\xEA |0

<U5E96> \x95\xF7 |0

<U5E97> \x93\x58 |0

<U5E9A> \x8D\x4D

 |0

<U5E9C> \x95\x7B |0

<U5EA0> \x9B\xF7 |0

<U5EA6> \x93\x78 |0

<U5EA7> \x8D\xC0 |0

<U5EAB> \x8C\xC9 |0

<U5EAD> \x92\xEB |0

<U5EB5> \x88\xC1 |0

<U5EB6> \x8F\x8E |0

<U5EB7> \x8D\x4E |0

<U5EB8> \x97\x66 |0

<U5EC1> \x9B\xF8 |0

<U5EC2> \x9B\xF9 |0

<U5EC3> \x94\x70 |0

<U5EC8> \x9B\xFA |0

<U5EC9> \x97\xF5 |0

<U5ECA> \x98\x4C |0

<U5ECF> \x9B\xFC |0

<U5ED0> \x9B\xFB |0

<U5ED3> \x8A\x66 |0

<U5ED6> \x9C\x40 |0

<U5EDA> \x9C\x43 |0

<U5EDB> \x9C\x44 |0

<U5EDD> \x9C\x42 |0

<U5EDF> \x95\x5F |0

<U5EE0> \x8F\xB1 |0
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<U5EE1> \x9C\x46 |0

<U5EE2> \x9C\x45 |0

<U5EE3> \x9C\x41 |0

<U5EE8> \x9C\x47 |0

<U5EE9> \x9C\x48 |0

<U5EEC> \x9C\x49 |0

<U5EF0> \x9C\x4C |0

<U5EF1> \x9C\x4A |0

<U5EF3> \x9C\x4B |0

<U5EF4> \x9C\x4D |0

<U5EF6> \x89\x84 |0

<U5EF7> \x92\xEC |0

<U5EF8> \x9C\x4E |0

<U5EFA> \x8C\x9A |0

<U5EFB> \x89\xF4 |0

<U5EFC> \x94\x55 |0

<U5EFE> \x9C\x4F |0

<U5EFF> \x93\xF9 |0

<U5F01> \x95\xD9 |0

<U5F03> \x9C\x50 |0

<U5F04> \x98\x4D |0

<U5F09> \x9C\x51 |0

<U5F0A> \x95\xBE |0

<U5F0B> \x9C\x54 |0

<U5F0C> \x98\x9F

 |0

<U5F0D> \x98\xAF |0

<U5F0F> \x8E\xAE |0

<U5F10> \x93\xF3 |0

<U5F11> \x9C\x55 |0

<U5F13> \x8B\x7C |0

<U5F14> \x92\xA2 |0

<U5F15> \x88\xF8 |0

<U5F16> \x9C\x56 |0

<U5F17> \x95\xA4 |0

<U5F18> \x8D\x4F |0

<U5F1B> \x92\x6F |0

<U5F1F> \x92\xED |0

<U5F21> \xED\x9B |3

<U5F21> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U5F25> \x96\xED |0

<U5F26> \x8C\xB7 |0

<U5F27> \x8C\xCA |0

<U5F29> \x9C\x57 |0

<U5F2D> \x9C\x58 |0

<U5F2F> \x9C\x5E |0

<U5F31> \x8E\xE3 |0

<U5F34> \xED\x9C |3
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<U5F34> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5F35> \x92\xA3 |0

<U5F37> \x8B\xAD |0

<U5F38> \x9C\x59 |0

<U5F3C> \x95\x4A |0

<U5F3E> \x92\x65 |0

<U5F41> \x9C\x5A |0

<U5F45> \xED\x4B |3

<U5F45> \xFA\x67 |0

<U5F48> \x9C\x5B |0

<U5F4A> \x8B\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \x9C\x5C |0

<U5F4E> \x9C\x5D |0

<U5F51> \x9C\x5F |0

<U5F53> \x93\x96 |0

<U5F56> \x9C\x60 |0

<U5F57> \x9C\x61 |0

<U5F59> \x9C\x62 |0

<U5F5C> \x9C\x53 |0

<U5F5D> \x9C\x52 |0

<U5F61> \x9C\x63 |0

<U5F62> \x8C\x60 |0

<U5F66> \x95\x46 |0

<U5F67> \xED\x9D |3

<U5F67> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5F69> \x8D\xCA |0

<U5F6A> \x95\x56 |0

<U5F6B> \x92\xA4

 |0

<U5F6C> \x95\x6A |0

<U5F6D> \x9C\x64 |0

<U5F70> \x8F\xB2 |0

<U5F71> \x89\x65 |0

<U5F73> \x9C\x65 |0

<U5F77> \x9C\x66 |0

<U5F79> \x96\xF0 |0

<U5F7C> \x94\xDE |0

<U5F7F> \x9C\x69 |0

<U5F80> \x89\x9D |0

<U5F81> \x90\xAA |0

<U5F82> \x9C\x68 |0

<U5F83> \x9C\x67 |0

<U5F84> \x8C\x61 |0

<U5F85> \x91\xD2 |0

<U5F87> \x9C\x6D |0

<U5F88> \x9C\x6B |0

<U5F8A> \x9C\x6A |0

<U5F8B> \x97\xA5 |0
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<U5F8C> \x8C\xE3 |0

<U5F90> \x8F\x99 |0

<U5F91> \x9C\x6C |0

<U5F92> \x93\x6B |0

<U5F93> \x8F\x5D |0

<U5F97> \x93\xBE |0

<U5F98> \x9C\x70 |0

<U5F99> \x9C\x6F |0

<U5F9E> \x9C\x6E |0

<U5FA0> \x9C\x71 |0

<U5FA1> \x8C\xE4 |0

<U5FA8> \x9C\x72 |0

<U5FA9> \x95\x9C |0

<U5FAA> \x8F\x7A |0

<U5FAD> \x9C\x73 |0

<U5FAE> \x94\xF7 |0

<U5FB3> \x93\xBF |0

<U5FB4> \x92\xA5 |0

<U5FB7> \xED\x9E |3

<U5FB7> \xFA\xBA |0

<U5FB9> \x93\x4F |0

<U5FBC> \x9C\x74 |0

<U5FBD> \x8B\x4A |0

<U5FC3> \x90\x53 |0

<U5FC5> \x95\x4B |0

<U5FCC> \x8A\xF5 |0

<U5FCD> \x94\x45 |0

<U5FD6> \x9C\x75 |0

<U5FD7> \x8E\x75 |0

<U5FD8> \x96\x59 |0

<U5FD9> \x96\x5A

 |0

<U5FDC> \x89\x9E |0

<U5FDD> \x9C\x7A |0

<U5FDE> \xED\x9F |3

<U5FDE> \xFA\xBB |0

<U5FE0> \x92\x89 |0

<U5FE4> \x9C\x77 |0

<U5FEB> \x89\xF5 |0

<U5FF0> \x9C\xAB |0

<U5FF1> \x9C\x79 |0

<U5FF5> \x94\x4F |0

<U5FF8> \x9C\x78 |0

<U5FFB> \x9C\x76 |0

<U5FFD> \x8D\x9A |0

<U5FFF> \x9C\x7C |0

<U600E> \x9C\x83 |0

<U600F> \x9C\x89 |0
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<U6010> \x9C\x81 |0

<U6012> \x93\x7B |0

<U6015> \x9C\x86 |0

<U6016> \x95\x7C |0

<U6019> \x9C\x80 |0

<U601B> \x9C\x85 |0

<U601C> \x97\xE5 |0

<U601D> \x8E\x76 |0

<U6020> \x91\xD3 |0

<U6021> \x9C\x7D |0

<U6025> \x8B\x7D |0

<U6026> \x9C\x88 |0

<U6027> \x90\xAB |0

<U6028> \x89\x85 |0

<U6029> \x9C\x82 |0

<U602A> \x89\xF6 |0

<U602B> \x9C\x87 |0

<U602F> \x8B\xAF |0

<U6031> \x9C\x84 |0

<U603A> \x9C\x8A |0

<U6041> \x9C\x8C |0

<U6042> \x9C\x96 |0

<U6043> \x9C\x94 |0

<U6046> \x9C\x91 |0

<U604A> \x9C\x90 |0

<U604B> \x97\xF6 |0

<U604D> \x9C\x92 |0

<U6050> \x8B\xB0 |0

<U6052> \x8D\x50 |0

<U6055> \x8F\x9A |0

<U6059> \x9C\x99 |0

<U605A> \x9C\x8B |0

<U605D> \xED\xA0 |3

<U605D> \xFA\xBC

 |0

<U605F> \x9C\x8F |0

<U6060> \x9C\x7E |0

<U6062> \x89\xF8 |0

<U6063> \x9C\x93 |0

<U6064> \x9C\x95 |0

<U6065> \x92\x70 |0

<U6068> \x8D\xA6 |0

<U6069> \x89\xB6 |0

<U606A> \x9C\x8D |0

<U606B> \x9C\x98 |0

<U606C> \x9C\x97 |0

<U606D> \x8B\xB1 |0

<U606F> \x91\xA7 |0
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<U6070> \x8A\x86 |0

<U6075> \x8C\x62 |0

<U6077> \x9C\x8E |0

<U6081> \x9C\x9A |0

<U6083> \x9C\x9D |0

<U6084> \x9C\x9F |0

<U6085> \xED\xA1 |3

<U6085> \xFA\xBD |0

<U6089> \x8E\xBB |0

<U608A> \xED\xA2 |3

<U608A> \xFA\xBE |0

<U608B> \x9C\xA5 |0

<U608C> \x92\xEE |0

<U608D> \x9C\x9B |0

<U6092> \x9C\xA3 |0

<U6094> \x89\xF7 |0

<U6096> \x9C\xA1 |0

<U6097> \x9C\xA2 |0

<U609A> \x9C\x9E |0

<U609B> \x9C\xA0 |0

<U609F> \x8C\xE5 |0

<U60A0> \x97\x49 |0

<U60A3> \x8A\xB3 |0

<U60A6> \x89\x78 |0

<U60A7> \x9C\xA4 |0

<U60A9> \x94\x59 |0

<U60AA> \x88\xAB |0

<U60B2> \x94\xDF |0

<U60B3> \x9C\x7B |0

<U60B4> \x9C\xAA |0

<U60B5> \x9C\xAE |0

<U60B6> \x96\xE3 |0

<U60B8> \x9C\xA7 |0

<U60BC> \x93\x89 |0

<U60BD> \x9C\xAC |0

<U60C5> \x8F\xEE |0

<U60C6> \x9C\xAD

 |0

<U60C7> \x93\xD5 |0

<U60D1> \x98\x66 |0

<U60D3> \x9C\xA9 |0

<U60D5> \xED\xA4 |3

<U60D5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U60D8> \x9C\xAF |0

<U60DA> \x8D\x9B |0

<U60DC> \x90\xC9 |0

<U60DE> \xED\xA3 |3

<U60DE> \xFA\xBF |0
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<U60DF> \x88\xD2 |0

<U60E0> \x9C\xA8 |0

<U60E1> \x9C\xA6 |0

<U60E3> \x91\x79 |0

<U60E7> \x9C\x9C |0

<U60E8> \x8E\x53 |0

<U60F0> \x91\xC4 |0

<U60F1> \x9C\xBB |0

<U60F2> \xED\xA6 |3

<U60F2> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U60F3> \x91\x7A |0

<U60F4> \x9C\xB6 |0

<U60F6> \x9C\xB3 |0

<U60F7> \x9C\xB4 |0

<U60F9> \x8E\xE4 |0

<U60FA> \x9C\xB7 |0

<U60FB> \x9C\xBA |0

<U6100> \x9C\xB5 |0

<U6101> \x8F\x44 |0

<U6103> \x9C\xB8 |0

<U6106> \x9C\xB2 |0

<U6108> \x96\xFA |0

<U6109> \x96\xF9 |0

<U610D> \x9C\xBC |0

<U610E> \x9C\xBD |0

<U610F> \x88\xD3 |0

<U6111> \xED\xA7 |3

<U6111> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U6115> \x9C\xB1 |0

<U611A> \x8B\xF0 |0

<U611B> \x88\xA4 |0

<U611F> \x8A\xB4 |0

<U6120> \xED\xA5 |3

<U6120> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U6121> \x9C\xB9 |0

<U6127> \x9C\xC1 |0

<U6128> \x9C\xC0 |0

<U612C> \x9C\xC5 |0

<U6130> \xED\xA9 |3

<U6130> \xFA\xC5

 |0

<U6134> \x9C\xC6 |0

<U6137> \xED\xA8 |3

<U6137> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U613C> \x9C\xC4 |0

<U613D> \x9C\xC7 |0

<U613E> \x9C\xBF |0

<U613F> \x9C\xC3 |0
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<U6142> \x9C\xC8 |0

<U6144> \x9C\xC9 |0

<U6147> \x9C\xBE |0

<U6148> \x8E\x9C |0

<U614A> \x9C\xC2 |0

<U614B> \x91\xD4 |0

<U614C> \x8D\x51 |0

<U614D> \x9C\xB0 |0

<U614E> \x90\x54 |0

<U6153> \x9C\xD6 |0

<U6155> \x95\xE7 |0

<U6158> \x9C\xCC |0

<U6159> \x9C\xCD |0

<U615A> \x9C\xCE |0

<U615D> \x9C\xD5 |0

<U615F> \x9C\xD4 |0

<U6162> \x96\x9D |0

<U6163> \x8A\xB5 |0

<U6165> \x9C\xD2 |0

<U6167> \x8C\x64 |0

<U6168> \x8A\x53 |0

<U616B> \x9C\xCF |0

<U616E> \x97\xB6 |0

<U616F> \x9C\xD1 |0

<U6170> \x88\xD4 |0

<U6171> \x9C\xD3 |0

<U6173> \x9C\xCA |0

<U6174> \x9C\xD0 |0

<U6175> \x9C\xD7 |0

<U6176> \x8C\x63 |0

<U6177> \x9C\xCB |0

<U617E> \x97\x7C |0

<U6182> \x97\x4A |0

<U6187> \x9C\xDA |0

<U618A> \x9C\xDE |0

<U618E> \x91\x9E |0

<U6190> \x97\xF7 |0

<U6191> \x9C\xDF |0

<U6194> \x9C\xDC |0

<U6196> \x9C\xD9 |0

<U6198> \xED\xAA |3

<U6198> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U6199> \x9C\xD8

 |0

<U619A> \x9C\xDD |0

<U61A4> \x95\xAE |0

<U61A7> \x93\xB2 |0

<U61A9> \x8C\x65 |0
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<U61AB> \x9C\xE0 |0

<U61AC> \x9C\xDB |0

<U61AE> \x9C\xE1 |0

<U61B2> \x8C\x9B |0

<U61B6> \x89\xAF |0

<U61BA> \x9C\xE9 |0

<U61BE> \x8A\xB6 |0

<U61C3> \x9C\xE7 |0

<U61C6> \x9C\xE8 |0

<U61C7> \x8D\xA7 |0

<U61C8> \x9C\xE6 |0

<U61C9> \x9C\xE4 |0

<U61CA> \x9C\xE3 |0

<U61CB> \x9C\xEA |0

<U61CC> \x9C\xE2 |0

<U61CD> \x9C\xEC |0

<U61D0> \x89\xF9 |0

<U61E3> \x9C\xEE |0

<U61E6> \x9C\xED |0

<U61F2> \x92\xA6 |0

<U61F4> \x9C\xF1 |0

<U61F6> \x9C\xEF |0

<U61F7> \x9C\xE5 |0

<U61F8> \x8C\x9C |0

<U61FA> \x9C\xF0 |0

<U61FC> \x9C\xF4 |0

<U61FD> \x9C\xF3 |0

<U61FE> \x9C\xF5 |0

<U61FF> \x9C\xF2 |0

<U6200> \x9C\xF6 |0

<U6208> \x9C\xF7 |0

<U6209> \x9C\xF8 |0

<U620A> \x95\xE8 |0

<U620C> \x9C\xFA |0

<U620D> \x9C\xF9 |0

<U620E> \x8F\x5E |0

<U6210> \x90\xAC |0

<U6211> \x89\xE4 |0

<U6212> \x89\xFA |0

<U6213> \xED\xAB |3

<U6213> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U6214> \x9C\xFB |0

<U6216> \x88\xBD |0

<U621A> \x90\xCA |0

<U621B> \x9C\xFC |0

<U621D> \xE6\xC1

 |0

<U621E> \x9D\x40 |0
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<U621F> \x8C\x81 |0

<U6221> \x9D\x41 |0

<U6226> \x90\xED |0

<U622A> \x9D\x42 |0

<U622E> \x9D\x43 |0

<U622F> \x8B\x59 |0

<U6230> \x9D\x44 |0

<U6232> \x9D\x45 |0

<U6233> \x9D\x46 |0

<U6234> \x91\xD5 |0

<U6238> \x8C\xCB |0

<U623B> \x96\xDF |0

<U623F> \x96\x5B |0

<U6240> \x8F\x8A |0

<U6241> \x9D\x47 |0

<U6247> \x90\xEE |0

<U6248> \xE7\xBB |0

<U6249> \x94\xE0 |0

<U624B> \x8E\xE8 |0

<U624D> \x8D\xCB |0

<U624E> \x9D\x48 |0

<U6253> \x91\xC5 |0

<U6255> \x95\xA5 |0

<U6258> \x91\xEF |0

<U625B> \x9D\x4B |0

<U625E> \x9D\x49 |0

<U6260> \x9D\x4C |0

<U6263> \x9D\x4A |0

<U6268> \x9D\x4D |0

<U626E> \x95\xAF |0

<U6271> \x88\xB5 |0

<U6276> \x95\x7D |0

<U6279> \x94\xE1 |0

<U627C> \x9D\x4E |0

<U627E> \x9D\x51 |0

<U627F> \x8F\xB3 |0

<U6280> \x8B\x5A |0

<U6282> \x9D\x4F |0

<U6283> \x9D\x56 |0

<U6284> \x8F\xB4 |0

<U6289> \x9D\x50 |0

<U628A> \x94\x63 |0

<U6291> \x97\x7D |0

<U6292> \x9D\x52 |0

<U6293> \x9D\x53 |0

<U6294> \x9D\x57 |0

<U6295> \x93\x8A |0

<U6296> \x9D\x54 |0
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<U6297> \x8D\x52

 |0

<U6298> \x90\xDC |0

<U629B> \x9D\x65 |0

<U629C> \x94\xB2 |0

<U629E> \x91\xF0 |0

<U62A6> \xED\xAC |3

<U62A6> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U62AB> \x94\xE2 |0

<U62AC> \x9D\xAB |0

<U62B1> \x95\xF8 |0

<U62B5> \x92\xEF |0

<U62B9> \x96\x95 |0

<U62BB> \x9D\x5A |0

<U62BC> \x89\x9F |0

<U62BD> \x92\x8A |0

<U62C2> \x9D\x63 |0

<U62C5> \x92\x53 |0

<U62C6> \x9D\x5D |0

<U62C7> \x9D\x64 |0

<U62C8> \x9D\x5F |0

<U62C9> \x9D\x66 |0

<U62CA> \x9D\x62 |0

<U62CC> \x9D\x61 |0

<U62CD> \x94\x8F |0

<U62CF> \x9D\x5B |0

<U62D0> \x89\xFB |0

<U62D1> \x9D\x59 |0

<U62D2> \x8B\x91 |0

<U62D3> \x91\xF1 |0

<U62D4> \x9D\x55 |0

<U62D7> \x9D\x58 |0

<U62D8> \x8D\x53 |0

<U62D9> \x90\xD9 |0

<U62DB> \x8F\xB5 |0

<U62DC> \x9D\x60 |0

<U62DD> \x94\x71 |0

<U62E0> \x8B\x92 |0

<U62E1> \x8A\x67 |0

<U62EC> \x8A\x87 |0

<U62ED> \x90\x40 |0

<U62EE> \x9D\x68 |0

<U62EF> \x9D\x6D |0

<U62F1> \x9D\x69 |0

<U62F3> \x8C\x9D |0

<U62F5> \x9D\x6E |0

<U62F6> \x8E\x41 |0

<U62F7> \x8D\x89 |0
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<U62FE> \x8F\x45 |0

<U62FF> \x9D\x5C |0

<U6301> \x8E\x9D |0

<U6302> \x9D\x6B

 |0

<U6307> \x8E\x77 |0

<U6308> \x9D\x6C |0

<U6309> \x88\xC2 |0

<U630C> \x9D\x67 |0

<U6311> \x92\xA7 |0

<U6319> \x8B\x93 |0

<U631F> \x8B\xB2 |0

<U6327> \x9D\x6A |0

<U6328> \x88\xA5 |0

<U632B> \x8D\xC1 |0

<U632F> \x90\x55 |0

<U633A> \x92\xF0 |0

<U633D> \x94\xD2 |0

<U633E> \x9D\x70 |0

<U633F> \x91\x7D |0

<U6349> \x91\xA8 |0

<U634C> \x8E\x4A |0

<U634D> \x9D\x71 |0

<U634F> \x9D\x73 |0

<U6350> \x9D\x6F |0

<U6355> \x95\xDF |0

<U6357> \x92\xBB |0

<U635C> \x91\x7B |0

<U6367> \x95\xF9 |0

<U6368> \x8E\xCC |0

<U6369> \x9D\x80 |0

<U636B> \x9D\x7E |0

<U636E> \x90\x98 |0

<U6372> \x8C\x9E |0

<U6376> \x9D\x78 |0

<U6377> \x8F\xB7 |0

<U637A> \x93\xE6 |0

<U637B> \x94\x50 |0

<U6380> \x9D\x76 |0

<U6383> \x91\x7C |0

<U6388> \x8E\xF6 |0

<U6389> \x9D\x7B |0

<U638C> \x8F\xB6 |0

<U638E> \x9D\x75 |0

<U638F> \x9D\x7A |0

<U6392> \x94\x72 |0

<U6396> \x9D\x74 |0

<U6398> \x8C\x40 |0
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<U639B> \x8A\x7C |0

<U639F> \x9D\x7C |0

<U63A0> \x97\xA9 |0

<U63A1> \x8D\xCC |0

<U63A2> \x92\x54 |0

<U63A3> \x9D\x79 |0

<U63A5> \x90\xDA

 |0

<U63A7> \x8D\x54 |0

<U63A8> \x90\x84 |0

<U63A9> \x89\x86 |0

<U63AA> \x91\x5B |0

<U63AB> \x9D\x77 |0

<U63AC> \x8B\x64 |0

<U63B2> \x8C\x66 |0

<U63B4> \x92\xCD |0

<U63B5> \x9D\x7D |0

<U63BB> \x91\x7E |0

<U63BE> \x9D\x81 |0

<U63C0> \x9D\x83 |0

<U63C3> \x91\xB5 |0

<U63C4> \x9D\x89 |0

<U63C6> \x9D\x84 |0

<U63C9> \x9D\x86 |0

<U63CF> \x95\x60 |0

<U63D0> \x92\xF1 |0

<U63D2> \x9D\x87 |0

<U63D6> \x97\x4B |0

<U63DA> \x97\x67 |0

<U63DB> \x8A\xB7 |0

<U63E1> \x88\xAC |0

<U63E3> \x9D\x85 |0

<U63E9> \x9D\x82 |0

<U63EE> \x8A\xF6 |0

<U63F4> \x89\x87 |0

<U63F5> \xED\xAD |3

<U63F5> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U63F6> \x9D\x88 |0

<U63FA> \x97\x68 |0

<U6406> \x9D\x8C |0

<U640D> \x91\xB9 |0

<U640F> \x9D\x93 |0

<U6413> \x9D\x8D |0

<U6414> \x91\x7E |1

<U6416> \x9D\x8A |0

<U6417> \x9D\x91 |0

<U641C> \x9D\x72 |0

<U6426> \x9D\x8E |0
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<U6428> \x9D\x92 |0

<U642C> \x94\xC0 |0

<U642D> \x93\x8B |0

<U6434> \x9D\x8B |0

<U6436> \x9D\x8F |0

<U643A> \x8C\x67 |0

<U643E> \x8D\xEF |0

<U6442> \x90\xDB |0

<U644E> \x9D\x97 |0

<U6451> \x92\xCD

 |1

<U6458> \x93\x45 |0

<U6460> \xED\xAE |3

<U6460> \xFA\xCA |0

<U6467> \x9D\x94 |0

<U6469> \x96\x80 |0

<U646F> \x9D\x95 |0

<U6476> \x9D\x96 |0

<U6478> \x96\xCC |0

<U647A> \x90\xA0 |0

<U6483> \x8C\x82 |0

<U6488> \x9D\x9D |0

<U6492> \x8E\x54 |0

<U6493> \x9D\x9A |0

<U6495> \x9D\x99 |0

<U649A> \x94\x51 |0

<U649D> \xED\xAF |3

<U649D> \xFA\xCB |0

<U649E> \x93\xB3 |0

<U64A4> \x93\x50 |0

<U64A5> \x9D\x9B |0

<U64A9> \x9D\x9C |0

<U64AB> \x95\x8F |0

<U64AD> \x94\x64 |0

<U64AE> \x8E\x42 |0

<U64B0> \x90\xEF |0

<U64B2> \x96\x6F |0

<U64B9> \x8A\x68 |0

<U64BB> \x9D\xA3 |0

<U64BC> \x9D\x9E |0

<U64C1> \x97\x69 |0

<U64C2> \x9D\xA5 |0

<U64C5> \x9D\xA1 |0

<U64C7> \x9D\xA2 |0

<U64CD> \x91\x80 |0

<U64CE> \xED\xB0 |3

<U64CE> \xFA\xCC |0

<U64D2> \x9D\xA0 |0
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<U64D4> \x9D\x5E |0

<U64D8> \x9D\xA4 |0

<U64DA> \x9D\x9F |0

<U64E0> \x9D\xA9 |0

<U64E1> \x9D\xAA |0

<U64E2> \x93\x46 |0

<U64E3> \x9D\xAC |0

<U64E6> \x8E\x43 |0

<U64E7> \x9D\xA7 |0

<U64EC> \x8B\x5B |0

<U64EF> \x9D\xAD |0

<U64F1> \x9D\xA6 |0

<U64F2> \x9D\xB1

 |0

<U64F4> \x9D\xB0 |0

<U64F6> \x9D\xAF |0

<U64FA> \x9D\xB2 |0

<U64FD> \x9D\xB4 |0

<U64FE> \x8F\xEF |0

<U6500> \x9D\xB3 |0

<U6505> \x9D\xB7 |0

<U6518> \x9D\xB5 |0

<U651C> \x9D\xB6 |0

<U651D> \x9D\x90 |0

<U6522> \x9D\xB7 |1

<U6523> \x9D\xB9 |0

<U6524> \x9D\xB8 |0

<U652A> \x9D\x98 |0

<U652B> \x9D\xBA |0

<U652C> \x9D\xAE |0

<U652F> \x8E\x78 |0

<U6534> \x9D\xBB |0

<U6535> \x9D\xBC |0

<U6536> \x9D\xBE |0

<U6537> \x9D\xBD |0

<U6538> \x9D\xBF |0

<U6539> \x89\xFC |0

<U653B> \x8D\x55 |0

<U653E> \x95\xFA |0

<U653F> \x90\xAD |0

<U6545> \x8C\xCC |0

<U6548> \x9D\xC1 |0

<U654D> \x9D\xC4 |0

<U654E> \xED\xB1 |3

<U654E> \xFA\xCD |0

<U654F> \x95\x71 |0

<U6551> \x8B\x7E |0

<U6555> \x9D\xC3 |0
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<U6556> \x9D\xC2 |0

<U6557> \x94\x73 |0

<U6558> \x9D\xC5 |0

<U6559> \x8B\xB3 |0

<U655D> \x9D\xC7 |0

<U655E> \x9D\xC6 |0

<U6562> \x8A\xB8 |0

<U6563> \x8E\x55 |0

<U6566> \x93\xD6 |0

<U656C> \x8C\x68 |0

<U6570> \x90\x94 |0

<U6572> \x9D\xC8 |0

<U6574> \x90\xAE |0

<U6575> \x93\x47 |0

<U6577> \x95\x7E |0

<U6578> \x9D\xC9

 |0

<U6582> \x9D\xCA |0

<U6583> \x9D\xCB |0

<U6587> \x95\xB6 |0

<U6588> \x9B\x7C |0

<U6589> \x90\xC4 |0

<U658C> \x95\x6B |0

<U658E> \x8D\xD6 |0

<U6590> \x94\xE3 |0

<U6591> \x94\xC1 |0

<U6597> \x93\x6C |0

<U6599> \x97\xBF |0

<U659B> \x9D\xCD |0

<U659C> \x8E\xCE |0

<U659F> \x9D\xCE |0

<U65A1> \x88\xB4 |0

<U65A4> \x8B\xD2 |0

<U65A5> \x90\xCB |0

<U65A7> \x95\x80 |0

<U65AB> \x9D\xCF |0

<U65AC> \x8E\x61 |0

<U65AD> \x92\x66 |0

<U65AF> \x8E\x7A |0

<U65B0> \x90\x56 |0

<U65B7> \x9D\xD0 |0

<U65B9> \x95\xFB |0

<U65BC> \x89\x97 |0

<U65BD> \x8E\x7B |0

<U65C1> \x9D\xD3 |0

<U65C3> \x9D\xD1 |0

<U65C4> \x9D\xD4 |0

<U65C5> \x97\xB7 |0
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<U65C6> \x9D\xD2 |0

<U65CB> \x90\xF9 |0

<U65CC> \x9D\xD5 |0

<U65CF> \x91\xB0 |0

<U65D2> \x9D\xD6 |0

<U65D7> \x8A\xF8 |0

<U65D9> \x9D\xD8 |0

<U65DB> \x9D\xD7 |0

<U65E0> \x9D\xD9 |0

<U65E1> \x9D\xDA |0

<U65E2> \x8A\xF9 |0

<U65E5> \x93\xFA |0

<U65E6> \x92\x55 |0

<U65E7> \x8B\x8C |0

<U65E8> \x8E\x7C |0

<U65E9> \x91\x81 |0

<U65EC> \x8F\x7B |0

<U65ED> \x88\xAE |0

<U65F1> \x9D\xDB

 |0

<U65FA> \x89\xA0 |0

<U65FB> \x9D\xDF |0

<U6600> \xED\xB2 |3

<U6600> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6602> \x8D\x56 |0

<U6603> \x9D\xDE |0

<U6606> \x8D\xA9 |0

<U6607> \x8F\xB8 |0

<U6609> \xED\xB5 |3

<U6609> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U660A> \x9D\xDD |0

<U660C> \x8F\xB9 |0

<U660E> \x96\xBE |0

<U660F> \x8D\xA8 |0

<U6613> \x88\xD5 |0

<U6614> \x90\xCC |0

<U6615> \xED\xB3 |3

<U6615> \xFA\xCF |0

<U661C> \x9D\xE4 |0

<U661E> \xED\xB7 |3

<U661E> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U661F> \x90\xAF |0

<U6620> \x89\x66 |0

<U6624> \xED\xB8 |3

<U6624> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U6625> \x8F\x74 |0

<U6627> \x96\x86 |0

<U6628> \x8D\xF0 |0
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<U662D> \x8F\xBA |0

<U662E> \xED\xB6 |3

<U662E> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U662F> \x90\xA5 |0

<U6631> \xED\x47 |3

<U6631> \xFA\x63 |0

<U6634> \x9D\xE3 |0

<U6635> \x9D\xE1 |0

<U6636> \x9D\xE2 |0

<U663B> \xED\xB4 |3

<U663B> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U663C> \x92\x8B |0

<U663F> \x9E\x45 |0

<U6641> \x9D\xE8 |0

<U6642> \x8E\x9E |0

<U6643> \x8D\x57 |0

<U6644> \x9D\xE6 |0

<U6649> \x9D\xE7 |0

<U664B> \x90\x57 |0

<U664F> \x9D\xE5 |0

<U6652> \x8E\x4E |0

<U6657> \xED\xBA

 |3

<U6657> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U6659> \xED\xBB |3

<U6659> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U665D> \x9D\xEA |0

<U665E> \x9D\xE9 |0

<U665F> \x9D\xEE |0

<U6662> \x9D\xEF |0

<U6664> \x9D\xEB |0

<U6665> \xED\xB9 |3

<U6665> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U6666> \x8A\x41 |0

<U6667> \x9D\xEC |0

<U6668> \x9D\xED |0

<U6669> \x94\xD3 |0

<U666E> \x95\x81 |0

<U666F> \x8C\x69 |0

<U6670> \x9D\xF0 |0

<U6673> \xED\xBD |3

<U6673> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U6674> \x90\xB0 |0

<U6676> \x8F\xBB |0

<U667A> \x92\x71 |0

<U6681> \x8B\xC5 |0

<U6683> \x9D\xF1 |0

<U6684> \x9D\xF5 |0
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<U6687> \x89\xC9 |0

<U6688> \x9D\xF2 |0

<U6689> \x9D\xF4 |0

<U668E> \x9D\xF3 |0

<U6691> \x8F\x8B |0

<U6696> \x92\x67 |0

<U6697> \x88\xC3 |0

<U6698> \x9D\xF6 |0

<U6699> \xED\xBE |3

<U6699> \xFA\xDA |0

<U669D> \x9D\xF7 |0

<U66A0> \xED\xBF |3

<U66A0> \xFA\xDB |0

<U66A2> \x92\xA8 |0

<U66A6> \x97\xEF |0

<U66AB> \x8E\x62 |0

<U66AE> \x95\xE9 |0

<U66B2> \xED\xC0 |3

<U66B2> \xFA\xDC |0

<U66B4> \x96\x5C |0

<U66B8> \x9E\x41 |0

<U66B9> \x9D\xF9 |0

<U66BC> \x9D\xFC |0

<U66BE> \x9D\xFB |0

<U66BF> \xED\xC1

 |3

<U66BF> \xFA\xDD |0

<U66C1> \x9D\xF8 |0

<U66C4> \x9E\x40 |0

<U66C7> \x93\xDC |0

<U66C9> \x9D\xFA |0

<U66D6> \x9E\x42 |0

<U66D9> \x8F\x8C |0

<U66DA> \x9E\x43 |0

<U66DC> \x97\x6A |0

<U66DD> \x94\x98 |0

<U66E0> \x9E\x44 |0

<U66E6> \x9E\x46 |0

<U66E9> \x9E\x47 |0

<U66F0> \x9E\x48 |0

<U66F2> \x8B\xC8 |0

<U66F3> \x89\x67 |0

<U66F4> \x8D\x58 |0

<U66F5> \x9E\x49 |0

<U66F7> \x9E\x4A |0

<U66F8> \x8F\x91 |0

<U66F9> \x91\x82 |0

<U66FA> \xED\xC2 |3
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<U66FA> \xFA\xDE |0

<U66FB> \xED\x4A |3

<U66FB> \xFA\x66 |0

<U66FC> \x99\xD6 |0

<U66FD> \x91\x5D |0

<U66FE> \x91\x5C |0

<U66FF> \x91\xD6 |0

<U6700> \x8D\xC5 |0

<U6703> \x98\xF0 |0

<U6708> \x8C\x8E |0

<U6709> \x97\x4C |0

<U670B> \x95\xFC |0

<U670D> \x95\x9E |0

<U670E> \xED\xC3 |3

<U670E> \xFA\xDF |0

<U670F> \x9E\x4B |0

<U6714> \x8D\xF1 |0

<U6715> \x92\xBD |0

<U6716> \x9E\x4C |0

<U6717> \x98\x4E |0

<U671B> \x96\x5D |0

<U671D> \x92\xA9 |0

<U671E> \x9E\x4D |0

<U671F> \x8A\xFA |0

<U6726> \x9E\x4E |0

<U6727> \x9E\x4F |0

<U6728> \x96\xD8 |0

<U672A> \x96\xA2

 |0

<U672B> \x96\x96 |0

<U672C> \x96\x7B |0

<U672D> \x8E\x44 |0

<U672E> \x9E\x51 |0

<U6731> \x8E\xE9 |0

<U6734> \x96\x70 |0

<U6736> \x9E\x53 |0

<U6737> \x9E\x56 |0

<U6738> \x9E\x55 |0

<U673A> \x8A\xF7 |0

<U673D> \x8B\x80 |0

<U673F> \x9E\x52 |0

<U6741> \x9E\x54 |0

<U6746> \x9E\x57 |0

<U6749> \x90\x99 |0

<U674E> \x97\x9B |0

<U674F> \x88\xC7 |0

<U6750> \x8D\xDE |0

<U6751> \x91\xBA |0
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<U6753> \x8E\xDB |0

<U6756> \x8F\xF1 |0

<U6759> \x9E\x5A |0

<U675C> \x93\x6D |0

<U675E> \x9E\x58 |0

<U675F> \x91\xA9 |0

<U6760> \x9E\x59 |0

<U6761> \x8F\xF0 |0

<U6762> \x96\xDB |0

<U6763> \x9E\x5B |0

<U6764> \x9E\x5C |0

<U6765> \x97\x88 |0

<U6766> \xED\xC5 |3

<U6766> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U676A> \x9E\x61 |0

<U676D> \x8D\x59 |0

<U676F> \x94\x74 |0

<U6770> \x9E\x5E |0

<U6771> \x93\x8C |0

<U6772> \x9D\xDC |0

<U6773> \x9D\xE0 |0

<U6775> \x8B\x6E |0

<U6777> \x94\x66 |0

<U677C> \x9E\x60 |0

<U677E> \x8F\xBC |0

<U677F> \x94\xC2 |0

<U6785> \x9E\x66 |0

<U6787> \x94\xF8 |0

<U6789> \x9E\x5D |0

<U678B> \x9E\x63 |0

<U678C> \x9E\x62

 |0

<U6790> \x90\xCD |0

<U6795> \x96\x8D |0

<U6797> \x97\xD1 |0

<U679A> \x96\x87 |0

<U679C> \x89\xCA |0

<U679D> \x8E\x7D |0

<U67A0> \x98\x67 |0

<U67A1> \x9E\x65 |0

<U67A2> \x90\x95 |0

<U67A6> \x9E\x64 |0

<U67A9> \x9E\x5F |0

<U67AF> \x8C\xCD |0

<U67B3> \x9E\x6B |0

<U67B4> \x9E\x69 |0

<U67B6> \x89\xCB |0

<U67B7> \x9E\x67 |0
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<U67B8> \x9E\x6D |0

<U67B9> \x9E\x73 |0

<U67BB> \xED\xC6 |3

<U67BB> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U67C0> \xED\xC8 |3

<U67C0> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U67C1> \x91\xC6 |0

<U67C4> \x95\xBF |0

<U67C6> \x9E\x75 |0

<U67CA> \x95\x41 |0

<U67CE> \x9E\x74 |0

<U67CF> \x94\x90 |0

<U67D0> \x96\x5E |0

<U67D1> \x8A\xB9 |0

<U67D3> \x90\xF5 |0

<U67D4> \x8F\x5F |0

<U67D8> \x92\xD1 |0

<U67DA> \x97\x4D |0

<U67DD> \x9E\x70 |0

<U67DE> \x9E\x6F |0

<U67E2> \x9E\x71 |0

<U67E4> \x9E\x6E |0

<U67E7> \x9E\x76 |0

<U67E9> \x9E\x6C |0

<U67EC> \x9E\x6A |0

<U67EE> \x9E\x72 |0

<U67EF> \x9E\x68 |0

<U67F1> \x92\x8C |0

<U67F3> \x96\xF6 |0

<U67F4> \x8E\xC4 |0

<U67F5> \x8D\xF2 |0

<U67FB> \x8D\xB8 |0

<U67FE> \x96\x8F |0

<U67FF> \x8A\x60

 |0

<U6801> \xED\xC9 |3

<U6801> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U6802> \x92\xCC |0

<U6803> \x93\xC8 |0

<U6804> \x89\x68 |0

<U6805> \x8D\xF2 |1

<U6813> \x90\xF0 |0

<U6816> \x90\xB2 |0

<U6817> \x8C\x49 |0

<U681E> \x9E\x78 |0

<U6821> \x8D\x5A |0

<U6822> \x8A\x9C |0

<U6829> \x9E\x7A |0
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<U682A> \x8A\x94 |0

<U682B> \x9E\x81 |0

<U6832> \x9E\x7D |0

<U6834> \x90\xF1 |0

<U6838> \x8A\x6A |0

<U6839> \x8D\xAA |0

<U683C> \x8A\x69 |0

<U683D> \x8D\xCD |0

<U6840> \x9E\x7B |0

<U6841> \x8C\x85 |0

<U6842> \x8C\x6A |0

<U6843> \x93\x8D |0

<U6844> \xED\xCA |3

<U6844> \xFA\xE6 |0

<U6846> \x9E\x79 |0

<U6848> \x88\xC4 |0

<U684D> \x9E\x7C |0

<U684E> \x9E\x7E |0

<U6850> \x8B\xCB |0

<U6851> \x8C\x4B |0

<U6852> \xED\xC7 |3

<U6852> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U6853> \x8A\xBA |0

<U6854> \x8B\x6A |0

<U6859> \x9E\x82 |0

<U685C> \x8D\xF7 |0

<U685D> \x96\x91 |0

<U685F> \x8E\x56 |0

<U6863> \x9E\x83 |0

<U6867> \x95\x4F |0

<U6874> \x9E\x8F |0

<U6876> \x89\xB1 |0

<U6877> \x9E\x84 |0

<U687E> \x9E\x95 |0

<U687F> \x9E\x85 |0

<U6881> \x97\xC0 |0

<U6883> \x9E\x8C

 |0

<U6885> \x94\x7E |0

<U688D> \x9E\x94 |0

<U688E> \x9E\x94 |1

<U688F> \x9E\x87 |0

<U6893> \x88\xB2 |0

<U6894> \x9E\x89 |0

<U6897> \x8D\x5B |0

<U689B> \x9E\x8B |0

<U689D> \x9E\x8A |0

<U689F> \x9E\x86 |0
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<U68A0> \x9E\x91 |0

<U68A2> \x8F\xBD |0

<U68A6> \x9A\xEB |0

<U68A7> \x8C\xE6 |0

<U68A8> \x97\x9C |0

<U68AD> \x9E\x88 |0

<U68AF> \x92\xF2 |0

<U68B0> \x8A\x42 |0

<U68B1> \x8D\xAB |0

<U68B3> \x9E\x80 |0

<U68B5> \x9E\x90 |0

<U68B6> \x8A\x81 |0

<U68B9> \x9E\x8E |0

<U68BA> \x9E\x92 |0

<U68BC> \x93\x8E |0

<U68C4> \x8A\xFC |0

<U68C6> \x9E\xB0 |0

<U68C8> \xED\x48 |3

<U68C8> \xFA\x64 |0

<U68C9> \x96\xC7 |0

<U68CA> \x9E\x97 |0

<U68CB> \x8A\xFB |0

<U68CD> \x9E\x9E |0

<U68CF> \xED\xCB |3

<U68CF> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U68D2> \x96\x5F |0

<U68D4> \x9E\x9F |0

<U68D5> \x9E\xA1 |0

<U68D7> \x9E\xA5 |0

<U68D8> \x9E\x99 |0

<U68DA> \x92\x49 |0

<U68DF> \x93\x8F |0

<U68E0> \x9E\xA9 |0

<U68E1> \x9E\x9C |0

<U68E3> \x9E\xA6 |0

<U68E7> \x9E\xA0 |0

<U68EE> \x90\x58 |0

<U68EF> \x9E\xAA |0

<U68F2> \x90\xB1 |0

<U68F9> \x9E\xA8

 |0

<U68FA> \x8A\xBB |0

<U6900> \x98\x6F |0

<U6901> \x9E\x96 |0

<U6904> \x9E\xA4 |0

<U6905> \x88\xD6 |0

<U6908> \x9E\x98 |0

<U690B> \x96\xB8 |0
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<U690C> \x9E\x9D |0

<U690D> \x90\x41 |0

<U690E> \x92\xC5 |0

<U690F> \x9E\x93 |0

<U6912> \x9E\xA3 |0

<U6919> \x90\x9A |0

<U691A> \x9E\xAD |0

<U691B> \x8A\x91 |0

<U691C> \x8C\x9F |0

<U6921> \x9E\xAF |0

<U6922> \x9E\x9A |0

<U6923> \x9E\xAE |0

<U6925> \x9E\xA7 |0

<U6926> \x9E\x9B |0

<U6928> \x9E\xAB |0

<U692A> \x9E\xAC |0

<U6930> \x9E\xBD |0

<U6934> \x93\xCC |0

<U6936> \x9E\xA2 |0

<U6939> \x9E\xB9 |0

<U693D> \x9E\xBB |0

<U693F> \x92\xD6 |0

<U694A> \x97\x6B |0

<U6953> \x95\x96 |0

<U6954> \x9E\xB6 |0

<U6955> \x91\xC8 |0

<U6959> \x9E\xBC |0

<U695A> \x91\x5E |0

<U695C> \x9E\xB3 |0

<U695D> \x9E\xC0 |0

<U695E> \x9E\xBF |0

<U6960> \x93\xED |0

<U6961> \x9E\xBE |0

<U6962> \x93\xE8 |0

<U6968> \xED\xCD |3

<U6968> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U696A> \x9E\xC2 |0

<U696B> \x9E\xB5 |0

<U696D> \x8B\xC6 |0

<U696E> \x9E\xB8 |0

<U696F> \x8F\x7C |0

<U6973> \x94\x80 |0

<U6974> \x9E\xBA

 |0

<U6975> \x8B\xC9 |0

<U6977> \x9E\xB2 |0

<U6978> \x9E\xB4 |0

<U6979> \x9E\xB1 |0
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<U697C> \x98\x4F |0

<U697D> \x8A\x79 |0

<U697E> \x9E\xB7 |0

<U6981> \x9E\xC1 |0

<U6982> \x8A\x54 |0

<U698A> \x8D\xE5 |0

<U698E> \x89\x7C |0

<U6991> \x9E\xD2 |0

<U6994> \x98\x50 |0

<U6995> \x9E\xD5 |0

<U6998> \xED\xCF |3

<U6998> \xFA\xEB |0

<U699B> \x90\x59 |0

<U699C> \x9E\xD4 |0

<U69A0> \x9E\xD3 |0

<U69A7> \x9E\xD0 |0

<U69AE> \x9E\xC4 |0

<U69B1> \x9E\xE1 |0

<U69B2> \x9E\xC3 |0

<U69B4> \x9E\xD6 |0

<U69BB> \x9E\xCE |0

<U69BE> \x9E\xC9 |0

<U69BF> \x9E\xC6 |0

<U69C1> \x9E\xC7 |0

<U69C3> \x9E\xCF |0

<U69C7> \xEA\xA0 |0

<U69CA> \x9E\xCC |0

<U69CB> \x8D\x5C |0

<U69CC> \x92\xC6 |0

<U69CD> \x91\x84 |0

<U69CE> \x9E\xCA |0

<U69D0> \x9E\xC5 |0

<U69D3> \x9E\xC8 |0

<U69D8> \x97\x6C |0

<U69D9> \x96\x8A |0

<U69DD> \x9E\xCD |0

<U69DE> \x9E\xD7 |0

<U69E2> \xED\xD0 |3

<U69E2> \xFA\xEC |0

<U69E7> \x9E\xDF |0

<U69E8> \x9E\xD8 |0

<U69EB> \x9E\xE5 |0

<U69ED> \x9E\xE3 |0

<U69F2> \x9E\xDE |0

<U69F9> \x9E\xDD |0

<U69FB> \x92\xCE

 |0

<U69FD> \x91\x85 |0
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<U69FF> \x9E\xDB |0

<U6A02> \x9E\xD9 |0

<U6A05> \x9E\xE0 |0

<U6A0A> \x9E\xE6 |0

<U6A0B> \x94\xF3 |0

<U6A0C> \x9E\xEC |0

<U6A12> \x9E\xE7 |0

<U6A13> \x9E\xEA |0

<U6A14> \x9E\xE4 |0

<U6A17> \x92\x94 |0

<U6A19> \x95\x57 |0

<U6A1B> \x9E\xDA |0

<U6A1E> \x9E\xE2 |0

<U6A1F> \x8F\xBE |0

<U6A21> \x96\xCD |0

<U6A22> \x9E\xF6 |0

<U6A23> \x9E\xE9 |0

<U6A29> \x8C\xA0 |0

<U6A2A> \x89\xA1 |0

<U6A2B> \x8A\x7E |0

<U6A2E> \x9E\xD1 |0

<U6A30> \xED\xD1 |3

<U6A30> \xFA\xED |0

<U6A35> \x8F\xBF |0

<U6A36> \x9E\xEE |0

<U6A38> \x9E\xF5 |0

<U6A39> \x8E\xF7 |0

<U6A3A> \x8A\x92 |0

<U6A3D> \x92\x4D |0

<U6A44> \x9E\xEB |0

<U6A46> \xED\xD3 |3

<U6A46> \xFA\xEF |0

<U6A47> \x9E\xF0 |0

<U6A48> \x9E\xF4 |0

<U6A4B> \x8B\xB4 |0

<U6A58> \x8B\x6B |0

<U6A59> \x9E\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \x8B\x40 |0

<U6A61> \x93\xC9 |0

<U6A62> \x9E\xF1 |0

<U6A66> \x9E\xF3 |0

<U6A6B> \xED\xD2 |3

<U6A6B> \xFA\xEE |0

<U6A72> \x9E\xED |0

<U6A73> \xED\xD4 |3

<U6A73> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U6A78> \x9E\xEF |0

<U6A7E> \xED\xD5 |3
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<U6A7E> \xFA\xF1

 |0

<U6A7F> \x8A\x80 |0

<U6A80> \x92\x68 |0

<U6A84> \x9E\xFA |0

<U6A8D> \x9E\xF8 |0

<U6A8E> \x8C\xE7 |0

<U6A90> \x9E\xF7 |0

<U6A97> \x9F\x40 |0

<U6A9C> \x9E\x77 |0

<U6AA0> \x9E\xF9 |0

<U6AA2> \x9E\xFB |0

<U6AA3> \x9E\xFC |0

<U6AAA> \x9F\x4B |0

<U6AAC> \x9F\x47 |0

<U6AAE> \x9E\x8D |0

<U6AB3> \x9F\x46 |0

<U6AB8> \x9F\x45 |0

<U6ABB> \x9F\x42 |0

<U6AC1> \x9E\xE8 |0

<U6AC2> \x9F\x44 |0

<U6AC3> \x9F\x43 |0

<U6AD1> \x9F\x49 |0

<U6AD3> \x98\x45 |0

<U6ADA> \x9F\x4C |0

<U6ADB> \x8B\xF9 |0

<U6ADE> \x9F\x48 |0

<U6ADF> \x9F\x4A |0

<U6AE2> \xED\xD6 |3

<U6AE2> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U6AE4> \xED\xD7 |3

<U6AE4> \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6AE8> \x94\xA5 |0

<U6AEA> \x9F\x4D |0

<U6AFA> \x9F\x51 |0

<U6AFB> \x9F\x4E |0

<U6B04> \x97\x93 |0

<U6B05> \x9F\x4F |0

<U6B0A> \x9E\xDC |0

<U6B12> \x9F\x52 |0

<U6B16> \x9F\x53 |0

<U6B1D> \x89\x54 |0

<U6B1F> \x9F\x55 |0

<U6B20> \x8C\x87 |0

<U6B21> \x8E\x9F |0

<U6B23> \x8B\xD3 |0

<U6B27> \x89\xA2 |0

<U6B32> \x97\x7E |0
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<U6B37> \x9F\x57 |0

<U6B38> \x9F\x56 |0

<U6B39> \x9F\x59 |0

<U6B3A> \x8B\x5C

 |0

<U6B3D> \x8B\xD4 |0

<U6B3E> \x8A\xBC |0

<U6B43> \x9F\x5C |0

<U6B47> \x9F\x5B |0

<U6B49> \x9F\x5D |0

<U6B4C> \x89\xCC |0

<U6B4E> \x92\x56 |0

<U6B50> \x9F\x5E |0

<U6B53> \x8A\xBD |0

<U6B54> \x9F\x60 |0

<U6B59> \x9F\x5F |0

<U6B5B> \x9F\x61 |0

<U6B5F> \x9F\x62 |0

<U6B61> \x9F\x63 |0

<U6B62> \x8E\x7E |0

<U6B63> \x90\xB3 |0

<U6B64> \x8D\x9F |0

<U6B66> \x95\x90 |0

<U6B69> \x95\xE0 |0

<U6B6A> \x98\x63 |0

<U6B6F> \x8E\x95 |0

<U6B73> \x8D\xCE |0

<U6B74> \x97\xF0 |0

<U6B78> \x9F\x64 |0

<U6B79> \x9F\x65 |0

<U6B7B> \x8E\x80 |0

<U6B7F> \x9F\x66 |0

<U6B80> \x9F\x67 |0

<U6B83> \x9F\x69 |0

<U6B84> \x9F\x68 |0

<U6B86> \x96\x77 |0

<U6B89> \x8F\x7D |0

<U6B8A> \x8E\xEA |0

<U6B8B> \x8E\x63 |0

<U6B8D> \x9F\x6A |0

<U6B95> \x9F\x6C |0

<U6B96> \x90\x42 |0

<U6B98> \x9F\x6B |0

<U6B9E> \x9F\x6D |0

<U6BA4> \x9F\x6E |0

<U6BAA> \x9F\x6F |0

<U6BAB> \x9F\x70 |0

<U6BAF> \x9F\x71 |0
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<U6BB1> \x9F\x73 |0

<U6BB2> \x9F\x72 |0

<U6BB3> \x9F\x74 |0

<U6BB4> \x89\xA3 |0

<U6BB5> \x92\x69 |0

<U6BB7> \x9F\x75 |0

<U6BBA> \x8E\x45

 |0

<U6BBB> \x8A\x6B |0

<U6BBC> \x9F\x76 |0

<U6BBF> \x93\x61 |0

<U6BC0> \x9A\xCA |0

<U6BC5> \x8B\x42 |0

<U6BC6> \x9F\x77 |0

<U6BCB> \x9F\x78 |0

<U6BCD> \x95\xEA |0

<U6BCE> \x96\x88 |0

<U6BD2> \x93\xC5 |0

<U6BD3> \x9F\x79 |0

<U6BD4> \x94\xE4 |0

<U6BD6> \xED\xD8 |3

<U6BD6> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6BD8> \x94\xF9 |0

<U6BDB> \x96\xD1 |0

<U6BDF> \x9F\x7A |0

<U6BEB> \x9F\x7C |0

<U6BEC> \x9F\x7B |0

<U6BEF> \x9F\x7E |0

<U6BF3> \x9F\x7D |0

<U6C08> \x9F\x81 |0

<U6C0F> \x8E\x81 |0

<U6C11> \x96\xAF |0

<U6C13> \x9F\x82 |0

<U6C14> \x9F\x83 |0

<U6C17> \x8B\x43 |0

<U6C1B> \x9F\x84 |0

<U6C23> \x9F\x86 |0

<U6C24> \x9F\x85 |0

<U6C34> \x90\x85 |0

<U6C37> \x95\x58 |0

<U6C38> \x89\x69 |0

<U6C3E> \x94\xC3 |0

<U6C3F> \xED\xD9 |3

<U6C3F> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U6C40> \x92\xF3 |0

<U6C41> \x8F\x60 |0

<U6C42> \x8B\x81 |0

<U6C4E> \x94\xC4 |0
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<U6C50> \x8E\xAC |0

<U6C55> \x9F\x88 |0

<U6C57> \x8A\xBE |0

<U6C5A> \x89\x98 |0

<U6C5C> \xED\xDA |3

<U6C5C> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U6C5D> \x93\xF0 |0

<U6C5E> \x9F\x87 |0

<U6C5F> \x8D\x5D |0

<U6C60> \x92\x72

 |0

<U6C62> \x9F\x89 |0

<U6C68> \x9F\x91 |0

<U6C6A> \x9F\x8A |0

<U6C6F> \xED\xDC |3

<U6C6F> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U6C70> \x91\xBF |0

<U6C72> \x8B\x82 |0

<U6C73> \x9F\x92 |0

<U6C7A> \x8C\x88 |0

<U6C7D> \x8B\x44 |0

<U6C7E> \x9F\x90 |0

<U6C81> \x9F\x8E |0

<U6C82> \x9F\x8B |0

<U6C83> \x97\x80 |0

<U6C86> \xED\xDB |3

<U6C86> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U6C88> \x92\xBE |0

<U6C8C> \x93\xD7 |0

<U6C8D> \x9F\x8C |0

<U6C90> \x9F\x94 |0

<U6C92> \x9F\x93 |0

<U6C93> \x8C\x42 |0

<U6C96> \x89\xAB |0

<U6C99> \x8D\xB9 |0

<U6C9A> \x9F\x8D |0

<U6C9B> \x9F\x8F |0

<U6CA1> \x96\x76 |0

<U6CA2> \x91\xF2 |0

<U6CAB> \x96\x97 |0

<U6CAE> \x9F\x9C |0

<U6CB1> \x9F\x9D |0

<U6CB3> \x89\xCD |0

<U6CB8> \x95\xA6 |0

<U6CB9> \x96\xFB |0

<U6CBA> \x9F\x9F |0

<U6CBB> \x8E\xA1 |0

<U6CBC> \x8F\xC0 |0
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<U6CBD> \x9F\x98 |0

<U6CBE> \x9F\x9E |0

<U6CBF> \x89\x88 |0

<U6CC1> \x8B\xB5 |0

<U6CC4> \x9F\x95 |0

<U6CC5> \x9F\x9A |0

<U6CC9> \x90\xF2 |0

<U6CCA> \x94\x91 |0

<U6CCC> \x94\xE5 |0

<U6CD3> \x9F\x97 |0

<U6CD5> \x96\x40 |0

<U6CD7> \x9F\x99 |0

<U6CD9> \x9F\xA2

 |0

<U6CDA> \xED\xDD |3

<U6CDA> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U6CDB> \x9F\xA0 |0

<U6CDD> \x9F\x9B |0

<U6CE1> \x96\x41 |0

<U6CE2> \x94\x67 |0

<U6CE3> \x8B\x83 |0

<U6CE5> \x93\x44 |0

<U6CE8> \x92\x8D |0

<U6CEA> \x9F\xA3 |0

<U6CEF> \x9F\xA1 |0

<U6CF0> \x91\xD7 |0

<U6CF1> \x9F\x96 |0

<U6CF3> \x89\x6A |0

<U6D04> \xED\xDE |3

<U6D04> \xFA\xFA |0

<U6D0B> \x97\x6D |0

<U6D0C> \x9F\xAE |0

<U6D12> \x9F\xAD |0

<U6D17> \x90\xF4 |0

<U6D19> \x9F\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \x97\x8C |0

<U6D1E> \x93\xB4 |0

<U6D1F> \x9F\xA4 |0

<U6D25> \x92\xC3 |0

<U6D29> \x89\x6B |0

<U6D2A> \x8D\x5E |0

<U6D2B> \x9F\xA7 |0

<U6D32> \x8F\x46 |0

<U6D33> \x9F\xAC |0

<U6D35> \x9F\xAB |0

<U6D36> \x9F\xA6 |0

<U6D38> \x9F\xA9 |0

<U6D3B> \x8A\x88 |0
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<U6D3D> \x9F\xA8 |0

<U6D3E> \x94\x68 |0

<U6D41> \x97\xAC |0

<U6D44> \x8F\xF2 |0

<U6D45> \x90\xF3 |0

<U6D59> \x9F\xB4 |0

<U6D5A> \x9F\xB2 |0

<U6D5C> \x95\x6C |0

<U6D63> \x9F\xAF |0

<U6D64> \x9F\xB1 |0

<U6D66> \x89\x59 |0

<U6D69> \x8D\x5F |0

<U6D6A> \x98\x51 |0

<U6D6C> \x8A\x5C |0

<U6D6E> \x95\x82 |0

<U6D6F> \xED\xE0

 |3

<U6D6F> \xFA\xFC |0

<U6D74> \x97\x81 |0

<U6D77> \x8A\x43 |0

<U6D78> \x90\x5A |0

<U6D79> \x9F\xB3 |0

<U6D85> \x9F\xB8 |0

<U6D87> \xED\xDF |3

<U6D87> \xFA\xFB |0

<U6D88> \x8F\xC1 |0

<U6D8C> \x97\x4F |0

<U6D8E> \x9F\xB5 |0

<U6D93> \x9F\xB0 |0

<U6D95> \x9F\xB6 |0

<U6D96> \xED\xE1 |3

<U6D96> \xFB\x40 |0

<U6D99> \x97\xDC |0

<U6D9B> \x93\x93 |0

<U6D9C> \x93\xC0 |0

<U6DAC> \xED\xE2 |3

<U6DAC> \xFB\x41 |0

<U6DAF> \x8A\x55 |0

<U6DB2> \x89\x74 |0

<U6DB5> \x9F\xBC |0

<U6DB8> \x9F\xBF |0

<U6DBC> \x97\xC1 |0

<U6DC0> \x97\x84 |0

<U6DC5> \x9F\xC6 |0

<U6DC6> \x9F\xC0 |0

<U6DC7> \x9F\xBD |0

<U6DCB> \x97\xD2 |0

<U6DCC> \x9F\xC3 |0
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<U6DCF> \xED\xE3 |3

<U6DCF> \xFB\x42 |0

<U6DD1> \x8F\x69 |0

<U6DD2> \x9F\xC5 |0

<U6DD5> \x9F\xCA |0

<U6DD8> \x93\x91 |0

<U6DD9> \x9F\xC8 |0

<U6DDE> \x9F\xC2 |0

<U6DE1> \x92\x57 |0

<U6DE4> \x9F\xC9 |0

<U6DE6> \x9F\xBE |0

<U6DE8> \x9F\xC4 |0

<U6DEA> \x9F\xCB |0

<U6DEB> \x88\xFA |0

<U6DEC> \x9F\xC1 |0

<U6DEE> \x9F\xCC |0

<U6DF1> \x90\x5B |0

<U6DF2> \xED\xE5 |3

<U6DF2> \xFB\x44

 |0

<U6DF3> \x8F\x7E |0

<U6DF5> \x95\xA3 |0

<U6DF7> \x8D\xAC |0

<U6DF8> \xED\xE4 |3

<U6DF8> \xFB\x43 |0

<U6DF9> \x9F\xB9 |0

<U6DFA> \x9F\xC7 |0

<U6DFB> \x93\x59 |0

<U6DFC> \xED\xE6 |3

<U6DFC> \xFB\x45 |0

<U6E05> \x90\xB4 |0

<U6E07> \x8A\x89 |0

<U6E08> \x8D\xCF |0

<U6E09> \x8F\xC2 |0

<U6E0A> \x9F\xBB |0

<U6E0B> \x8F\x61 |0

<U6E13> \x8C\x6B |0

<U6E15> \x9F\xBA |0

<U6E19> \x9F\xD0 |0

<U6E1A> \x8F\x8D |0

<U6E1B> \x8C\xB8 |0

<U6E1D> \x9F\xDF |0

<U6E1F> \x9F\xD9 |0

<U6E20> \x8B\x94 |0

<U6E21> \x93\x6E |0

<U6E23> \x9F\xD4 |0

<U6E24> \x9F\xDD |0

<U6E25> \x88\xAD |0
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<U6E26> \x89\x51 |0

<U6E27> \xED\xE9 |3

<U6E27> \xFB\x48 |0

<U6E29> \x89\xB7 |0

<U6E2B> \x9F\xD6 |0

<U6E2C> \x91\xAA |0

<U6E2D> \x9F\xCD |0

<U6E2E> \x9F\xCF |0

<U6E2F> \x8D\x60 |0

<U6E38> \x9F\xE0 |0

<U6E39> \xED\xE7 |3

<U6E39> \xFB\x46 |0

<U6E3A> \x9F\xDB |0

<U6E3C> \xED\xEA |3

<U6E3C> \xFB\x49 |0

<U6E3E> \x9F\xD3 |0

<U6E43> \x9F\xDA |0

<U6E4A> \x96\xA9 |0

<U6E4D> \x9F\xD8 |0

<U6E4E> \x9F\xDC |0

<U6E56> \x8C\xCE |0

<U6E58> \x8F\xC3

 |0

<U6E5B> \x92\x58 |0

<U6E5C> \xED\xE8 |3

<U6E5C> \xFB\x47 |0

<U6E5F> \x9F\xD2 |0

<U6E67> \x97\x4E |0

<U6E6B> \x9F\xD5 |0

<U6E6E> \x9F\xCE |0

<U6E6F> \x93\x92 |0

<U6E72> \x9F\xD1 |0

<U6E76> \x9F\xD7 |0

<U6E7E> \x98\x70 |0

<U6E7F> \x8E\xBC |0

<U6E80> \x96\x9E |0

<U6E82> \x9F\xE1 |0

<U6E8C> \x94\xAC |0

<U6E8F> \x9F\xED |0

<U6E90> \x8C\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \x8F\x80 |0

<U6E98> \x9F\xE3 |0

<U6E9C> \x97\xAD |0

<U6E9D> \x8D\x61 |0

<U6E9F> \x9F\xF0 |0

<U6EA2> \x88\xEC |0

<U6EA5> \x9F\xEE |0

<U6EAA> \x9F\xE2 |0
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<U6EAF> \x9F\xE8 |0

<U6EB2> \x9F\xEA |0

<U6EB6> \x97\x6E |0

<U6EB7> \x9F\xE5 |0

<U6EBA> \x93\x4D |0

<U6EBD> \x9F\xE7 |0

<U6EBF> \xED\xEB |3

<U6EBF> \xFB\x4A |0

<U6EC2> \x9F\xEF |0

<U6EC4> \x9F\xE9 |0

<U6EC5> \x96\xC5 |0

<U6EC9> \x9F\xE4 |0

<U6ECB> \x8E\xA0 |0

<U6ECC> \x9F\xFC |0

<U6ED1> \x8A\x8A |0

<U6ED3> \x9F\xE6 |0

<U6ED4> \x9F\xEB |0

<U6ED5> \x9F\xEC |0

<U6EDD> \x91\xEA |0

<U6EDE> \x91\xD8 |0

<U6EEC> \x9F\xF4 |0

<U6EEF> \x9F\xFA |0

<U6EF2> \x9F\xF8 |0

<U6EF4> \x93\x48 |0

<U6EF7> \xE0\x42

 |0

<U6EF8> \x9F\xF5 |0

<U6EFE> \x9F\xF6 |0

<U6EFF> \x9F\xDE |0

<U6F01> \x8B\x99 |0

<U6F02> \x95\x59 |0

<U6F06> \x8E\xBD |0

<U6F09> \x8D\x97 |0

<U6F0F> \x98\x52 |0

<U6F11> \x9F\xF2 |0

<U6F13> \xE0\x41 |0

<U6F14> \x89\x89 |0

<U6F15> \x91\x86 |0

<U6F20> \x94\x99 |0

<U6F22> \x8A\xBF |0

<U6F23> \x97\xF8 |0

<U6F2B> \x96\x9F |0

<U6F2C> \x92\xD0 |0

<U6F31> \x9F\xF9 |0

<U6F32> \x9F\xFB |0

<U6F38> \x91\x51 |0

<U6F3E> \xE0\x40 |0

<U6F3F> \x9F\xF7 |0
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<U6F41> \x9F\xF1 |0

<U6F45> \x8A\xC1 |0

<U6F51> \x94\xAC |1

<U6F54> \x8C\x89 |0

<U6F58> \xE0\x4E |0

<U6F5B> \xE0\x49 |0

<U6F5C> \x90\xF6 |0

<U6F5F> \x8A\x83 |0

<U6F64> \x8F\x81 |0

<U6F66> \xE0\x52 |0

<U6F6D> \xE0\x4B |0

<U6F6E> \x92\xAA |0

<U6F6F> \xE0\x48 |0

<U6F70> \x92\xD7 |0

<U6F74> \xE0\x6B |0

<U6F78> \xE0\x45 |0

<U6F7A> \xE0\x44 |0

<U6F7C> \xE0\x4D |0

<U6F80> \xE0\x47 |0

<U6F81> \xE0\x46 |0

<U6F82> \xE0\x4C |0

<U6F84> \x90\x9F |0

<U6F86> \xE0\x43 |0

<U6F88> \xED\xEC |3

<U6F88> \xFB\x4B |0

<U6F8E> \xE0\x4F |0

<U6F91> \xE0\x50 |0

<U6F97> \x8A\xC0

 |0

<U6FA1> \xE0\x55 |0

<U6FA3> \xE0\x54 |0

<U6FA4> \xE0\x56 |0

<U6FAA> \xE0\x59 |0

<U6FB1> \x93\x62 |0

<U6FB3> \xE0\x53 |0

<U6FB5> \xED\xED |3

<U6FB5> \xFB\x4C |0

<U6FB9> \xE0\x57 |0

<U6FC0> \x8C\x83 |0

<U6FC1> \x91\xF7 |0

<U6FC2> \xE0\x51 |0

<U6FC3> \x94\x5A |0

<U6FC6> \xE0\x58 |0

<U6FD4> \xE0\x5D |0

<U6FD5> \xE0\x5B |0

<U6FD8> \xE0\x5E |0

<U6FDB> \xE0\x61 |0

<U6FDF> \xE0\x5A |0
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<U6FE0> \x8D\x8A |0

<U6FE1> \x94\x47 |0

<U6FE4> \x9F\xB7 |0

<U6FEB> \x97\x94 |0

<U6FEC> \xE0\x5C |0

<U6FEE> \xE0\x60 |0

<U6FEF> \x91\xF3 |0

<U6FF1> \xE0\x5F |0

<U6FF3> \xE0\x4A |0

<U6FF5> \xED\xEE |3

<U6FF5> \xFB\x4D |0

<U6FF6> \xE8\x89 |0

<U6FFA> \xE0\x64 |0

<U6FFE> \xE0\x68 |0

<U7001> \xE0\x66 |0

<U7005> \xED\xEF |3

<U7005> \xFB\x4E |0

<U7006> \x93\xC0 |1

<U7007> \xED\xF0 |3

<U7007> \xFB\x4F |0

<U7009> \xE0\x62 |0

<U700B> \xE0\x63 |0

<U700F> \xE0\x67 |0

<U7011> \xE0\x65 |0

<U7015> \x95\x6D |0

<U7018> \xE0\x6D |0

<U701A> \xE0\x6A |0

<U701B> \xE0\x69 |0

<U701D> \xE0\x6C |0

<U701E> \x93\xD2 |0

<U701F> \xE0\x6E

 |0

<U7026> \x92\x95 |0

<U7027> \x91\xEB |0

<U7028> \xED\xF1 |3

<U7028> \xFB\x50 |0

<U702C> \x90\xA3 |0

<U7030> \xE0\x6F |0

<U7032> \xE0\x71 |0

<U703E> \xE0\x70 |0

<U704C> \x9F\xF3 |0

<U7051> \xE0\x72 |0

<U7058> \x93\xE5 |0

<U7063> \xE0\x73 |0

<U706B> \x89\xCE |0

<U706F> \x93\x94 |0

<U7070> \x8A\x44 |0

<U7078> \x8B\x84 |0
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<U707C> \x8E\xDC |0

<U707D> \x8D\xD0 |0

<U7085> \xED\xF2 |3

<U7085> \xFB\x51 |0

<U7089> \x98\x46 |0

<U708A> \x90\x86 |0

<U708E> \x89\x8A |0

<U7092> \xE0\x75 |0

<U7099> \xE0\x74 |0

<U70AB> \xED\xF3 |3

<U70AB> \xFB\x52 |0

<U70AC> \xE0\x78 |0

<U70AD> \x92\x59 |0

<U70AE> \xE0\x7B |0

<U70AF> \xE0\x76 |0

<U70B3> \xE0\x7A |0

<U70B8> \xE0\x79 |0

<U70B9> \x93\x5F |0

<U70BA> \x88\xD7 |0

<U70BB> \xED\x46 |3

<U70BB> \xFA\x62 |0

<U70C8> \x97\xF3 |0

<U70CB> \xE0\x7D |0

<U70CF> \x89\x47 |0

<U70D9> \xE0\x80 |0

<U70DD> \xE0\x7E |0

<U70DF> \xE0\x7C |0

<U70F1> \xE0\x77 |0

<U70F9> \x96\x42 |0

<U70FD> \xE0\x82 |0

<U7104> \xED\xF5 |3

<U7104> \xFB\x54 |0

<U7109> \xE0\x81 |0

<U710F> \xED\xF4

 |3

<U710F> \xFB\x53 |0

<U7114> \x89\x8B |0

<U7119> \xE0\x84 |0

<U711A> \x95\xB0 |0

<U711C> \xE0\x83 |0

<U7121> \x96\xB3 |0

<U7126> \x8F\xC5 |0

<U7130> \x89\x8B |1

<U7136> \x91\x52 |0

<U713C> \x8F\xC4 |0

<U7146> \xED\xF7 |3

<U7146> \xFB\x56 |0

<U7147> \xED\xF8 |3
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<U7147> \xFB\x57 |0

<U7149> \x97\xF9 |0

<U714C> \xE0\x8A |0

<U714E> \x90\xF7 |0

<U7155> \xE0\x86 |0

<U7156> \xE0\x8B |0

<U7159> \x89\x8C |0

<U715C> \xED\xF6 |3

<U715C> \xFB\x55 |0

<U7162> \xE0\x89 |0

<U7164> \x94\x81 |0

<U7165> \xE0\x85 |0

<U7166> \xE0\x88 |0

<U7167> \x8F\xC6 |0

<U7169> \x94\xCF |0

<U716C> \xE0\x8C |0

<U716E> \x8E\xCF |0

<U717D> \x90\xF8 |0

<U7184> \xE0\x8F |0

<U7188> \xE0\x87 |0

<U718A> \x8C\x46 |0

<U718F> \xE0\x8D |0

<U7194> \x97\x6F |0

<U7195> \xE0\x90 |0

<U7199> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U719F> \x8F\x6E |0

<U71A8> \xE0\x91 |0

<U71AC> \xE0\x92 |0

<U71B1> \x94\x4D |0

<U71B9> \xE0\x94 |0

<U71BE> \xE0\x95 |0

<U71C1> \xED\xFA |3

<U71C1> \xFB\x59 |0

<U71C3> \x94\x52 |0

<U71C8> \x93\x95 |0

<U71C9> \xE0\x97 |0

<U71CE> \xE0\x99

 |0

<U71D0> \x97\xD3 |0

<U71D2> \xE0\x96 |0

<U71D4> \xE0\x98 |0

<U71D5> \x89\x8D |0

<U71D7> \xE0\x93 |0

<U71DF> \x9A\x7A |0

<U71E0> \xE0\x9A |0

<U71E5> \x91\x87 |0

<U71E6> \x8E\x57 |0

<U71E7> \xE0\x9C |0
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<U71EC> \xE0\x9B |0

<U71ED> \x90\x43 |0

<U71EE> \x99\xD7 |0

<U71F5> \xE0\x9D |0

<U71F9> \xE0\x9F |0

<U71FB> \xE0\x8E |0

<U71FC> \xE0\x9E |0

<U71FE> \xED\xFB |3

<U71FE> \xFB\x5A |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA0 |0

<U7206> \x94\x9A |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U722A> \x92\xDC |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U7235> \x8E\xDD |0

<U7236> \x95\x83 |0

<U723A> \x96\xEA |0

<U723B> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAA |0

<U723D> \x91\x75 |0

<U723E> \x8E\xA2 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAB |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAC |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7247> \x95\xD0 |0

<U7248> \x94\xC5 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xAE |0

<U724C> \x94\x76 |0

<U7252> \x92\xAB |0

<U7258> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7259> \x89\xE5 |0

<U725B> \x8B\x8D |0

<U725D> \x96\xC4 |0

<U725F> \x96\xB4

 |0

<U7261> \x89\xB2 |0

<U7262> \x98\x53 |0

<U7267> \x96\x71 |0

<U7269> \x95\xA8 |0

<U7272> \x90\xB5 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U7279> \x93\xC1 |0
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<U727D> \x8C\xA1 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7280> \x8D\xD2 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U72A0> \x8B\x5D |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72AC> \x8C\xA2 |0

<U72AF> \x94\xC6 |0

<U72B1> \xED\xFC |3

<U72B1> \xFB\x5B |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72B6> \x8F\xF3 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72BE> \xEE\x40 |3

<U72BE> \xFB\x5C |0

<U72C2> \x8B\xB6 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72D0> \x8C\xCF |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72D7> \x8B\xE7 |0

<U72D9> \x91\x5F |0

<U72DB> \x8D\x9D |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72E9> \x8E\xEB |0

<U72EC> \x93\xC6 |0

<U72ED> \x8B\xB7 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72F8> \x92\x4B |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72FC> \x98\x54 |0

<U72FD> \x94\x82 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xC9

 |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U731B> \x96\xD2 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCA |0
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<U731F> \x97\xC2 |0

<U7324> \xEE\x41 |3

<U7324> \xFB\x5D |0

<U7325> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCD |0

<U732A> \x92\x96 |0

<U732B> \x94\x4C |0

<U732E> \x8C\xA3 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7336> \x97\x50 |0

<U7337> \x97\x51 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xCF |0

<U733F> \x89\x8E |0

<U7344> \x8D\x96 |0

<U7345> \x8E\x82 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7363> \x8F\x62 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7372> \x8A\x6C |0

<U7375> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7377> \xEE\x43 |3

<U7377> \xFB\x5F |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDA |0

<U737B> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U7384> \x8C\xBA |0

<U7387> \x97\xA6 |0

<U7389> \x8B\xCA |0

<U738B> \x89\xA4 |0

<U7396> \x8B\xE8 |0

<U73A9> \x8A\xDF |0

<U73B2> \x97\xE6 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDC |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BD> \xEE\x44 |3

<U73BD> \xFB\x60 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73C2> \x89\xCF |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDB |0

<U73C9> \xEE\x45 |3

<U73C9> \xFB\x61

 |0

<U73CA> \x8E\x58 |0
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<U73CD> \x92\xBF |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73D2> \xEE\x48 |3

<U73D2> \xFB\x64 |0

<U73D6> \xEE\x46 |3

<U73D6> \xFB\x62 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73E0> \x8E\xEC |0

<U73E3> \xEE\x47 |3

<U73E3> \xFB\x63 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73EA> \x8C\x5D |0

<U73ED> \x94\xC7 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFC |0

<U73F5> \xEE\x4A |3

<U73F5> \xFB\x66 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U73FE> \x8C\xBB |0

<U7403> \x8B\x85 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U7406> \x97\x9D |0

<U7407> \xEE\x49 |3

<U7407> \xFB\x65 |0

<U7409> \x97\xAE |0

<U7422> \x91\xF4 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7426> \xEE\x4B |3

<U7426> \xFB\x67 |0

<U7429> \xEE\x4D |3

<U7429> \xFB\x69 |0

<U742A> \xEE\x4C |3

<U742A> \xFB\x68 |0

<U742E> \xEE\x4E |3

<U742E> \xFB\x6A |0

<U7432> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7433> \x97\xD4 |0

<U7434> \x8B\xD5 |0

<U7435> \x94\xFA |0

<U7436> \x94\x69 |0

<U743A> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U743F> \xE0\xEB |0

<U7441> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7459> \xE0\xED |0

<U745A> \x8C\xE8 |0

<U745B> \x89\x6C |0

<U745C> \xE0\xEF |0
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<U745E> \x90\x90

 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7460> \x97\xDA |0

<U7462> \xEE\x4F |3

<U7462> \xFB\x6B |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U7464> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U7473> \x8D\xBA |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U7483> \x97\x9E |0

<U7489> \xEE\x50 |3

<U7489> \xFB\x6C |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U749F> \xEE\x51 |3

<U749F> \xFB\x6D |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U74B0> \x8A\xC2 |0

<U74BD> \x8E\xA3 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74DC> \x89\x5A |0

<U74E0> \xE1\x40 |0

<U74E2> \x95\x5A |0

<U74E3> \xE1\x41 |0

<U74E6> \x8A\xA2 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\x42 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\x43 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\x44 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\x46 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\x47 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\x45 |0

<U74F6> \x95\x72 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\x49 |0

<U74F8> \xE1\x48 |0

<U7501> \xEE\x52 |3

<U7501> \xFB\x6E |0

<U7503> \xE1\x4B |0

<U7504> \xE1\x4A |0

<U7505> \xE1\x4C |0
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<U750C> \xE1\x4D |0

<U750D> \xE1\x4F |0

<U750E> \xE1\x4E |0

<U7511> \x8D\x99

 |0

<U7513> \xE1\x51 |0

<U7515> \xE1\x50 |0

<U7518> \x8A\xC3 |0

<U751A> \x90\x72 |0

<U751C> \x93\x5B |0

<U751E> \xE1\x52 |0

<U751F> \x90\xB6 |0

<U7523> \x8E\x59 |0

<U7525> \x89\x99 |0

<U7526> \xE1\x53 |0

<U7528> \x97\x70 |0

<U752B> \x95\xE1 |0

<U752C> \xE1\x54 |0

<U752F> \xED\x8C |3

<U752F> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U7530> \x93\x63 |0

<U7531> \x97\x52 |0

<U7532> \x8D\x62 |0

<U7533> \x90\x5C |0

<U7537> \x92\x6A |0

<U7538> \x99\xB2 |0

<U753A> \x92\xAC |0

<U753B> \x89\xE6 |0

<U753C> \xE1\x55 |0

<U7544> \xE1\x56 |0

<U7546> \xE1\x5B |0

<U7549> \xE1\x59 |0

<U754A> \xE1\x58 |0

<U754B> \x9D\xC0 |0

<U754C> \x8A\x45 |0

<U754D> \xE1\x57 |0

<U754F> \x88\xD8 |0

<U7551> \x94\xA8 |0

<U7554> \x94\xC8 |0

<U7559> \x97\xAF |0

<U755A> \xE1\x5C |0

<U755B> \xE1\x5A |0

<U755C> \x92\x7B |0

<U755D> \x90\xA4 |0

<U7560> \x94\xA9 |0

<U7562> \x95\x4C |0

<U7564> \xE1\x5E |0

<U7565> \x97\xAA |0
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<U7566> \x8C\x6C |0

<U7567> \xE1\x5F |0

<U7569> \xE1\x5D |0

<U756A> \x94\xD4 |0

<U756B> \xE1\x60 |0

<U756D> \xE1\x61 |0

<U756F> \xEE\x53

 |3

<U756F> \xFB\x6F |0

<U7570> \x88\xD9 |0

<U7573> \x8F\xF4 |0

<U7574> \xE1\x66 |0

<U7576> \xE1\x63 |0

<U7577> \x93\xEB |0

<U7578> \xE1\x62 |0

<U757F> \x8B\x45 |0

<U7582> \xE1\x69 |0

<U7586> \xE1\x64 |0

<U7587> \xE1\x65 |0

<U7589> \xE1\x68 |0

<U758A> \xE1\x67 |0

<U758B> \x95\x44 |0

<U758E> \x91\x61 |0

<U758F> \x91\x60 |0

<U7591> \x8B\x5E |0

<U7594> \xE1\x6A |0

<U759A> \xE1\x6B |0

<U759D> \xE1\x6C |0

<U75A3> \xE1\x6E |0

<U75A5> \xE1\x6D |0

<U75AB> \x89\x75 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\x76 |0

<U75B2> \x94\xE6 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\x70 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\x72 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\x74 |0

<U75B9> \x90\x5D |0

<U75BC> \xE1\x75 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\x73 |0

<U75BE> \x8E\xBE |0

<U75C2> \xE1\x6F |0

<U75C3> \xE1\x71 |0

<U75C5> \x95\x61 |0

<U75C7> \x8F\xC7 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\x78 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\x77 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\x79 |0

<U75D4> \x8E\xA4 |0
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<U75D5> \x8D\xAD |0

<U75D8> \x93\x97 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\x7A |0

<U75DB> \x92\xC9 |0

<U75DE> \xE1\x7C |0

<U75E2> \x97\x9F |0

<U75E3> \xE1\x7B |0

<U75E9> \x91\x89 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\x82 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\x84

 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\x85 |0

<U75F4> \x92\x73 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\x83 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\x80 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\x7D |0

<U75FF> \xE1\x7E |0

<U7601> \xE1\x81 |0

<U7609> \xE1\x88 |0

<U760B> \xE1\x86 |0

<U760D> \xE1\x87 |0

<U761F> \xE1\x89 |0

<U7620> \xE1\x8B |0

<U7621> \xE1\x8C |0

<U7622> \xE1\x8D |0

<U7624> \xE1\x8E |0

<U7626> \x91\x89 |1

<U7627> \xE1\x8A |0

<U7630> \xE1\x90 |0

<U7634> \xE1\x8F |0

<U763B> \xE1\x91 |0

<U7642> \x97\xC3 |0

<U7646> \xE1\x94 |0

<U7647> \xE1\x92 |0

<U7648> \xE1\x93 |0

<U764C> \x8A\xE0 |0

<U7652> \x96\xFC |0

<U7656> \x95\xC8 |0

<U7658> \xE1\x96 |0

<U765C> \xE1\x95 |0

<U7661> \xE1\x97 |0

<U7662> \xE1\x98 |0

<U7667> \xE1\x9C |0

<U7668> \xE1\x99 |0

<U7669> \xE1\x9A |0

<U766A> \xE1\x9B |0

<U766C> \xE1\x9D |0

<U7670> \xE1\x9E |0
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<U7672> \xE1\x9F |0

<U7676> \xE1\xA0 |0

<U7678> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U767A> \x94\xAD |0

<U767B> \x93\x6F |0

<U767C> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U767D> \x94\x92 |0

<U767E> \x95\x53 |0

<U7680> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U7682> \xEE\x54 |3

<U7682> \xFB\x70 |0

<U7683> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U7684> \x93\x49

 |0

<U7686> \x8A\x46 |0

<U7687> \x8D\x63 |0

<U7688> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U768B> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U768E> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U7690> \x8E\x48 |0

<U7693> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7696> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U7699> \xE1\xAA |0

<U769A> \xE1\xAB |0

<U769B> \xEE\x57 |3

<U769B> \xFB\x73 |0

<U769C> \xEE\x55 |3

<U769C> \xFB\x71 |0

<U769E> \xEE\x56 |3

<U769E> \xFB\x72 |0

<U76A6> \xEE\x58 |3

<U76A6> \xFB\x74 |0

<U76AE> \x94\xE7 |0

<U76B0> \xE1\xAC |0

<U76B4> \xE1\xAD |0

<U76B7> \xEA\x89 |0

<U76B8> \xE1\xAE |0

<U76B9> \xE1\xAF |0

<U76BA> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U76BF> \x8E\x4D |0

<U76C2> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U76C3> \x94\x75 |0

<U76C6> \x96\x7E |0

<U76C8> \x89\x6D |0

<U76CA> \x89\x76 |0

<U76CD> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U76D2> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U76D6> \xE1\xB3 |0
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<U76D7> \x93\x90 |0

<U76DB> \x90\xB7 |0

<U76DC> \x9F\x58 |0

<U76DE> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U76DF> \x96\xBF |0

<U76E1> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U76E3> \x8A\xC4 |0

<U76E4> \x94\xD5 |0

<U76E5> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U76E7> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U76EA> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U76EE> \x96\xDA |0

<U76F2> \x96\xD3 |0

<U76F4> \x92\xBC |0

<U76F8> \x91\x8A |0

<U76FB> \xE1\xBB

 |0

<U76FE> \x8F\x82 |0

<U7701> \x8F\xC8 |0

<U7704> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7707> \xE1\xBD |0

<U7708> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7709> \x94\xFB |0

<U770B> \x8A\xC5 |0

<U770C> \x8C\xA7 |0

<U771B> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U771E> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U771F> \x90\x5E |0

<U7720> \x96\xB0 |0

<U7724> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7725> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7726> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U7729> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7737> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7738> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U773A> \x92\xAD |0

<U773C> \x8A\xE1 |0

<U7740> \x92\x85 |0

<U7746> \xEE\x5A |3

<U7746> \xFB\x76 |0

<U7747> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U775A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U775B> \xE1\xCB |0

<U7761> \x90\x87 |0

<U7763> \x93\xC2 |0

<U7765> \xE1\xCC |0

<U7766> \x96\x72 |0

<U7768> \xE1\xC9 |0
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<U776B> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7779> \xE1\xCF |0

<U777E> \xE1\xCE |0

<U777F> \xE1\xCD |0

<U778B> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U778E> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U7791> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U779E> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U77A0> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U77A5> \x95\xCB |0

<U77AC> \x8F\x75 |0

<U77AD> \x97\xC4 |0

<U77B0> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U77B3> \x93\xB5 |0

<U77B6> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U77B9> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U77BB> \xE1\xDB |0

<U77BC> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U77BD> \xE1\xDA

 |0

<U77BF> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U77C7> \xE1\xDC |0

<U77CD> \xE1\xDD |0

<U77D7> \xE1\xDE |0

<U77DA> \xE1\xDF |0

<U77DB> \x96\xB5 |0

<U77DC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U77E2> \x96\xEE |0

<U77E3> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U77E5> \x92\x6D |0

<U77E7> \x94\x8A |0

<U77E9> \x8B\xE9 |0

<U77ED> \x92\x5A |0

<U77EE> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U77EF> \x8B\xB8 |0

<U77F3> \x90\xCE |0

<U77FC> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7802> \x8D\xBB |0

<U780C> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U7812> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U7814> \x8C\xA4 |0

<U7815> \x8D\xD3 |0

<U7820> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U7821> \xEE\x5C |3

<U7821> \xFB\x78 |0

<U7825> \x93\x75 |0

<U7826> \x8D\xD4 |0

<U7827> \x8B\x6D |0
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<U7832> \x96\x43 |0

<U7834> \x94\x6A |0

<U783A> \x93\x76 |0

<U783F> \x8D\x7B |0

<U7845> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U784E> \xEE\x5D |3

<U784E> \xFB\x79 |0

<U785D> \x8F\xC9 |0

<U7864> \xEE\x5E |3

<U7864> \xFB\x7A |0

<U786B> \x97\xB0 |0

<U786C> \x8D\x64 |0

<U786F> \x8C\xA5 |0

<U7872> \x94\xA1 |0

<U7874> \xE1\xEB |0

<U787A> \xEE\x5F |3

<U787A> \xFB\x7B |0

<U787C> \xE1\xED |0

<U7881> \x8C\xE9 |0

<U7886> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7887> \x92\xF4 |0

<U788C> \xE1\xEF

 |0

<U788D> \x8A\x56 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7891> \x94\xE8 |0

<U7893> \x89\x4F |0

<U7895> \x8D\xEA |0

<U7897> \x98\x71 |0

<U789A> \xE1\xEE |0

<U78A3> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U78A7> \x95\xC9 |0

<U78A9> \x90\xD7 |0

<U78AA> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U78AF> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U78B5> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U78BA> \x8A\x6D |0

<U78BC> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U78BE> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U78C1> \x8E\xA5 |0

<U78C5> \xE1\xFA |0

<U78C6> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U78CA> \xE1\xFB |0

<U78CB> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U78D0> \x94\xD6 |0

<U78D1> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U78D4> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U78DA> \xE2\x41 |0
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<U78E7> \xE2\x40 |0

<U78E8> \x96\x81 |0

<U78EC> \xE1\xFC |0

<U78EF> \x88\xE9 |0

<U78F4> \xE2\x43 |0

<U78FD> \xE2\x42 |0

<U7901> \x8F\xCA |0

<U7907> \xE2\x44 |0

<U790E> \x91\x62 |0

<U7911> \xE2\x46 |0

<U7912> \xE2\x45 |0

<U7919> \xE2\x47 |0

<U7926> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U792A> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U792B> \xE2\x49 |0

<U792C> \xE2\x48 |0

<U7930> \xEE\x60 |3

<U7930> \xFB\x7C |0

<U793A> \x8E\xA6 |0

<U793C> \x97\xE7 |0

<U793E> \x8E\xD0 |0

<U7940> \xE2\x4A |0

<U7941> \x8C\x56 |0

<U7947> \x8B\x5F |0

<U7948> \x8B\x46

 |0

<U7949> \x8E\x83 |0

<U7950> \x97\x53 |0

<U7953> \xE2\x50 |0

<U7955> \xE2\x4F |0

<U7956> \x91\x63 |0

<U7957> \xE2\x4C |0

<U795A> \xE2\x4E |0

<U795D> \x8F\x6A |0

<U795E> \x90\x5F |0

<U795F> \xE2\x4D |0

<U7960> \xE2\x4B |0

<U7962> \x94\x49 |0

<U7965> \x8F\xCB |0

<U7968> \x95\x5B |0

<U796D> \x8D\xD5 |0

<U7977> \x93\x98 |0

<U797A> \xE2\x51 |0

<U797F> \xE2\x52 |0

<U7980> \xE2\x68 |0

<U7981> \x8B\xD6 |0

<U7984> \x98\x5C |0

<U7985> \x91\x54 |0
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<U798A> \xE2\x53 |0

<U798D> \x89\xD0 |0

<U798E> \x92\xF5 |0

<U798F> \x95\x9F |0

<U7994> \xEE\x64 |3

<U7994> \xFB\x81 |0

<U799B> \xEE\x66 |3

<U799B> \xFB\x83 |0

<U799D> \xE2\x54 |0

<U79A6> \x8B\x9A |0

<U79A7> \xE2\x55 |0

<U79AA> \xE2\x57 |0

<U79AE> \xE2\x58 |0

<U79B0> \x94\x48 |0

<U79B1> \x93\x98 |1

<U79B3> \xE2\x59 |0

<U79B9> \xE2\x5A |0

<U79BA> \xE2\x5B |0

<U79BD> \x8B\xD7 |0

<U79BE> \x89\xD1 |0

<U79BF> \x93\xC3 |0

<U79C0> \x8F\x47 |0

<U79C1> \x8E\x84 |0

<U79C9> \xE2\x5C |0

<U79CB> \x8F\x48 |0

<U79D1> \x89\xC8 |0

<U79D2> \x95\x62 |0

<U79D5> \xE2\x5D

 |0

<U79D8> \x94\xE9 |0

<U79DF> \x91\x64 |0

<U79E1> \xE2\x60 |0

<U79E3> \xE2\x61 |0

<U79E4> \x94\x89 |0

<U79E6> \x90\x60 |0

<U79E7> \xE2\x5E |0

<U79E9> \x92\x81 |0

<U79EC> \xE2\x5F |0

<U79F0> \x8F\xCC |0

<U79FB> \x88\xDA |0

<U7A00> \x8B\x48 |0

<U7A08> \xE2\x62 |0

<U7A0B> \x92\xF6 |0

<U7A0D> \xE2\x63 |0

<U7A0E> \x90\xC5 |0

<U7A14> \x96\xAB |0

<U7A17> \x95\x42 |0

<U7A18> \xE2\x64 |0
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<U7A19> \xE2\x65 |0

<U7A1A> \x92\x74 |0

<U7A1C> \x97\xC5 |0

<U7A1F> \xE2\x67 |0

<U7A20> \xE2\x66 |0

<U7A2E> \x8E\xED |0

<U7A31> \xE2\x69 |0

<U7A32> \x88\xEE |0

<U7A37> \xE2\x6C |0

<U7A3B> \xE2\x6A |0

<U7A3C> \x89\xD2 |0

<U7A3D> \x8C\x6D |0

<U7A3E> \xE2\x6B |0

<U7A3F> \x8D\x65 |0

<U7A40> \x8D\x92 |0

<U7A42> \x95\xE4 |0

<U7A43> \xE2\x6D |0

<U7A46> \x96\x73 |0

<U7A49> \xE2\x6F |0

<U7A4D> \x90\xCF |0

<U7A4E> \x89\x6E |0

<U7A4F> \x89\xB8 |0

<U7A50> \x88\xAA |0

<U7A57> \xE2\x6E |0

<U7A61> \xE2\x70 |0

<U7A62> \xE2\x71 |0

<U7A63> \x8F\xF5 |0

<U7A69> \xE2\x72 |0

<U7A6B> \x8A\x6E |0

<U7A70> \xE2\x74 |0

<U7A74> \x8C\x8A

 |0

<U7A76> \x8B\x86 |0

<U7A79> \xE2\x75 |0

<U7A7A> \x8B\xF3 |0

<U7A7D> \xE2\x76 |0

<U7A7F> \x90\xFA |0

<U7A81> \x93\xCB |0

<U7A83> \x90\xDE |0

<U7A84> \x8D\xF3 |0

<U7A88> \xE2\x77 |0

<U7A92> \x92\x82 |0

<U7A93> \x91\x8B |0

<U7A95> \xE2\x79 |0

<U7A96> \xE2\x7B |0

<U7A97> \xE2\x78 |0

<U7A98> \xE2\x7A |0

<U7A9F> \x8C\x41 |0
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<U7AA9> \xE2\x7C |0

<U7AAA> \x8C\x45 |0

<U7AAE> \x8B\x87 |0

<U7AAF> \x97\x71 |0

<U7AB0> \xE2\x7E |0

<U7AB6> \xE2\x80 |0

<U7ABA> \x89\x4D |0

<U7ABF> \xE2\x83 |0

<U7AC3> \x8A\x96 |0

<U7AC4> \xE2\x82 |0

<U7AC5> \xE2\x81 |0

<U7AC7> \xE2\x85 |0

<U7AC8> \xE2\x7D |0

<U7ACA> \xE2\x86 |0

<U7ACB> \x97\xA7 |0

<U7ACD> \xE2\x87 |0

<U7ACF> \xE2\x88 |0

<U7AD1> \xEE\x67 |3

<U7AD1> \xFB\x84 |0

<U7AD2> \x9A\xF2 |0

<U7AD3> \xE2\x8A |0

<U7AD5> \xE2\x89 |0

<U7AD9> \xE2\x8B |0

<U7ADA> \xE2\x8C |0

<U7ADC> \x97\xB3 |0

<U7ADD> \xE2\x8D |0

<U7ADF> \xE8\xED |0

<U7AE0> \x8F\xCD |0

<U7AE1> \xE2\x8E |0

<U7AE2> \xE2\x8F |0

<U7AE3> \x8F\x76 |0

<U7AE5> \x93\xB6 |0

<U7AE6> \xE2\x90 |0

<U7AE7> \xEE\x68

 |3

<U7AE7> \xFB\x85 |0

<U7AEA> \x92\x47 |0

<U7AEB> \xEE\x6A |3

<U7AEB> \xFB\x87 |0

<U7AED> \xE2\x91 |0

<U7AEF> \x92\x5B |0

<U7AF0> \xE2\x92 |0

<U7AF6> \x8B\xA3 |0

<U7AF8> \x99\x5E |0

<U7AF9> \x92\x7C |0

<U7AFA> \x8E\xB1 |0

<U7AFF> \x8A\xC6 |0

<U7B02> \xE2\x93 |0
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<U7B04> \xE2\xA0 |0

<U7B06> \xE2\x96 |0

<U7B08> \x8B\x88 |0

<U7B0A> \xE2\x95 |0

<U7B0B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7B0F> \xE2\x94 |0

<U7B11> \x8F\xCE |0

<U7B18> \xE2\x98 |0

<U7B19> \xE2\x99 |0

<U7B1B> \x93\x4A |0

<U7B1E> \xE2\x9A |0

<U7B20> \x8A\x7D |0

<U7B25> \x90\x79 |0

<U7B26> \x95\x84 |0

<U7B28> \xE2\x9C |0

<U7B2C> \x91\xE6 |0

<U7B33> \xE2\x97 |0

<U7B35> \xE2\x9B |0

<U7B36> \xE2\x9D |0

<U7B39> \x8D\xF9 |0

<U7B45> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U7B46> \x95\x4D |0

<U7B48> \x94\xA4 |0

<U7B49> \x93\x99 |0

<U7B4B> \x8B\xD8 |0

<U7B4C> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7B4F> \x94\xB3 |0

<U7B50> \xE2\x9E |0

<U7B51> \x92\x7D |0

<U7B52> \x93\x9B |0

<U7B54> \x93\x9A |0

<U7B56> \x8D\xF4 |0

<U7B5D> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7B65> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7B67> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U7B6C> \xE2\xAB

 |0

<U7B6E> \xE2\xAC |0

<U7B70> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7B71> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7B74> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U7B75> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7B7A> \xE2\x9F |0

<U7B86> \x95\xCD |0

<U7B87> \x89\xD3 |0

<U7B8B> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U7B8D> \xE2\xB0 |0
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<U7B8F> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7B92> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7B94> \x94\x93 |0

<U7B95> \x96\xA5 |0

<U7B97> \x8E\x5A |0

<U7B98> \xE2\xAE |0

<U7B99> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7B9A> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7B9C> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7B9D> \xE2\xAD |0

<U7B9E> \xEE\x6B |3

<U7B9E> \xFB\x88 |0

<U7B9F> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7BA1> \x8A\xC7 |0

<U7BAA> \x92\x5C |0

<U7BAD> \x90\xFB |0

<U7BB1> \x94\xA0 |0

<U7BB4> \xE2\xBC |0

<U7BB8> \x94\xA2 |0

<U7BC0> \x90\xDF |0

<U7BC1> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7BC4> \x94\xCD |0

<U7BC6> \xE2\xBD |0

<U7BC7> \x95\xD1 |0

<U7BC9> \x92\x7A |0

<U7BCB> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7BCC> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7BCF> \xE2\xBB |0

<U7BDD> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7BE0> \x8E\xC2 |0

<U7BE4> \x93\xC4 |0

<U7BE5> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U7BE6> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7BE9> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7BED> \x98\x55 |0

<U7BF3> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U7BF6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7BF7> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U7C00> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7C07> \xE2\xC6

 |0

<U7C0D> \xE2\xCB |0

<U7C11> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7C12> \x99\xD3 |0

<U7C13> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7C14> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7C17> \xE2\xCA |0

<U7C1E> \x92\x5C |1
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<U7C1F> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U7C21> \x8A\xC8 |0

<U7C23> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7C27> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7C2A> \xE2\xCF |0

<U7C2B> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7C37> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U7C38> \x94\xF4 |0

<U7C3D> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U7C3E> \x97\xFA |0

<U7C3F> \x95\xEB |0

<U7C40> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U7C43> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U7C4C> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U7C4D> \x90\xD0 |0

<U7C4F> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U7C50> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U7C54> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U7C56> \xE2\xDD |0

<U7C58> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7C5F> \xE2\xDB |0

<U7C60> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7C64> \xE2\xDC |0

<U7C65> \xE2\xDE |0

<U7C6C> \xE2\xDF |0

<U7C73> \x95\xC4 |0

<U7C75> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U7C7E> \x96\xE0 |0

<U7C81> \x8B\xCC |0

<U7C82> \x8C\x48 |0

<U7C83> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U7C89> \x95\xB2 |0

<U7C8B> \x90\x88 |0

<U7C8D> \x96\xAE |0

<U7C90> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U7C92> \x97\xB1 |0

<U7C95> \x94\x94 |0

<U7C97> \x91\x65 |0

<U7C98> \x94\x53 |0

<U7C9B> \x8F\x6C |0

<U7C9F> \x88\xBE |0

<U7CA1> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7CA2> \xE2\xE5

 |0

<U7CA4> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U7CA5> \x8A\x9F |0

<U7CA7> \x8F\xCF |0

<U7CA8> \xE2\xE8 |0
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<U7CAB> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7CAD> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U7CAE> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7CB1> \xE2\xEB |0

<U7CB2> \xE2\xEA |0

<U7CB3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xED |0

<U7CBD> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7CBE> \x90\xB8 |0

<U7CC0> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7CC2> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U7CC5> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U7CCA> \x8C\xD0 |0

<U7CCE> \x91\x57 |0

<U7CD2> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U7CD6> \x93\x9C |0

<U7CD8> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U7CDC> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U7CDE> \x95\xB3 |0

<U7CDF> \x91\x8C |0

<U7CE0> \x8D\x66 |0

<U7CE2> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U7CE7> \x97\xC6 |0

<U7CEF> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U7CF2> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U7CF4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U7CF6> \xE2\xFA |0

<U7CF8> \x8E\x85 |0

<U7CFA> \xE2\xFB |0

<U7CFB> \x8C\x6E |0

<U7CFE> \x8B\x8A |0

<U7D00> \x8B\x49 |0

<U7D02> \xE3\x40 |0

<U7D04> \x96\xF1 |0

<U7D05> \x8D\x67 |0

<U7D06> \xE2\xFC |0

<U7D0A> \xE3\x43 |0

<U7D0B> \x96\xE4 |0

<U7D0D> \x94\x5B |0

<U7D10> \x95\x52 |0

<U7D14> \x8F\x83 |0

<U7D15> \xE3\x42 |0

<U7D17> \x8E\xD1 |0

<U7D18> \x8D\x68 |0

<U7D19> \x8E\x86 |0

<U7D1A> \x8B\x89

 |0

<U7D1B> \x95\xB4 |0
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<U7D1C> \xE3\x41 |0

<U7D20> \x91\x66 |0

<U7D21> \x96\x61 |0

<U7D22> \x8D\xF5 |0

<U7D2B> \x8E\x87 |0

<U7D2C> \x92\xDB |0

<U7D2E> \xE3\x46 |0

<U7D2F> \x97\xDD |0

<U7D30> \x8D\xD7 |0

<U7D32> \xE3\x47 |0

<U7D33> \x90\x61 |0

<U7D35> \xE3\x49 |0

<U7D39> \x8F\xD0 |0

<U7D3A> \x8D\xAE |0

<U7D3F> \xE3\x48 |0

<U7D42> \x8F\x49 |0

<U7D43> \x8C\xBC |0

<U7D44> \x91\x67 |0

<U7D45> \xE3\x44 |0

<U7D46> \xE3\x4A |0

<U7D48> \xEE\x6D |3

<U7D48> \xFB\x8A |0

<U7D4B> \xE3\x45 |0

<U7D4C> \x8C\x6F |0

<U7D4E> \xE3\x4D |0

<U7D4F> \xE3\x51 |0

<U7D50> \x8C\x8B |0

<U7D56> \xE3\x4C |0

<U7D5B> \xE3\x55 |0

<U7D5C> \xEE\x6E |3

<U7D5C> \xFB\x8B |0

<U7D5E> \x8D\x69 |0

<U7D61> \x97\x8D |0

<U7D62> \x88\xBA |0

<U7D63> \xE3\x52 |0

<U7D66> \x8B\x8B |0

<U7D68> \xE3\x4F |0

<U7D6E> \xE3\x50 |0

<U7D71> \x93\x9D |0

<U7D72> \xE3\x4E |0

<U7D73> \xE3\x4B |0

<U7D75> \x8A\x47 |0

<U7D76> \x90\xE2 |0

<U7D79> \x8C\xA6 |0

<U7D7D> \xE3\x57 |0

<U7D89> \xE3\x54 |0

<U7D8F> \xE3\x56 |0

<U7D93> \xE3\x53 |0
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<U7D99> \x8C\x70

 |0

<U7D9A> \x91\xB1 |0

<U7D9B> \xE3\x58 |0

<U7D9C> \x91\x8E |0

<U7D9F> \xE3\x65 |0

<U7DA0> \xEE\x70 |3

<U7DA0> \xFB\x8D |0

<U7DA2> \xE3\x61 |0

<U7DA3> \xE3\x5B |0

<U7DAB> \xE3\x5F |0

<U7DAC> \x8E\xF8 |0

<U7DAD> \x88\xDB |0

<U7DAE> \xE3\x5A |0

<U7DAF> \xE3\x62 |0

<U7DB0> \xE3\x66 |0

<U7DB1> \x8D\x6A |0

<U7DB2> \x96\xD4 |0

<U7DB4> \x92\xD4 |0

<U7DB5> \xE3\x5C |0

<U7DB7> \xEE\x6F |3

<U7DB7> \xFB\x8C |0

<U7DB8> \xE3\x64 |0

<U7DBA> \xE3\x59 |0

<U7DBB> \x92\x5D |0

<U7DBD> \xE3\x5E |0

<U7DBE> \x88\xBB |0

<U7DBF> \x96\xC8 |0

<U7DC7> \xE3\x5D |0

<U7DCA> \x8B\xD9 |0

<U7DCB> \x94\xEA |0

<U7DCF> \x91\x8D |0

<U7DD1> \x97\xCE |0

<U7DD2> \x8F\x8F |0

<U7DD5> \xE3\x8E |0

<U7DD6> \xEE\x71 |3

<U7DD6> \xFB\x8E |0

<U7DD8> \xE3\x67 |0

<U7DDA> \x90\xFC |0

<U7DDC> \xE3\x63 |0

<U7DDD> \xE3\x68 |0

<U7DDE> \xE3\x6A |0

<U7DE0> \x92\xF7 |0

<U7DE1> \xE3\x6D |0

<U7DE4> \xE3\x69 |0

<U7DE8> \x95\xD2 |0

<U7DE9> \x8A\xC9 |0

<U7DEC> \x96\xC9 |0
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<U7DEF> \x88\xDC |0

<U7DF2> \xE3\x6C |0

<U7DF4> \x97\xFB |0

<U7DFB> \xE3\x6B

 |0

<U7E01> \x89\x8F |0

<U7E04> \x93\xEA |0

<U7E05> \xE3\x6E |0

<U7E09> \xE3\x75 |0

<U7E0A> \xE3\x6F |0

<U7E0B> \xE3\x76 |0

<U7E12> \xE3\x72 |0

<U7E1B> \x94\x9B |0

<U7E1E> \x8E\xC8 |0

<U7E1F> \xE3\x74 |0

<U7E21> \xE3\x71 |0

<U7E22> \xE3\x77 |0

<U7E23> \xE3\x70 |0

<U7E26> \x8F\x63 |0

<U7E2B> \x96\x44 |0

<U7E2E> \x8F\x6B |0

<U7E31> \xE3\x73 |0

<U7E32> \xE3\x80 |0

<U7E35> \xE3\x7B |0

<U7E37> \xE3\x7E |0

<U7E39> \xE3\x7C |0

<U7E3A> \xE3\x81 |0

<U7E3B> \xE3\x7A |0

<U7E3D> \xE3\x60 |0

<U7E3E> \x90\xD1 |0

<U7E41> \x94\xC9 |0

<U7E43> \xE3\x7D |0

<U7E46> \xE3\x78 |0

<U7E48> \xE3\x79 |1

<U7E4A> \x91\x40 |0

<U7E4B> \x8C\x71 |0

<U7E4D> \x8F\x4A |0

<U7E52> \xEE\x72 |3

<U7E52> \xFB\x8F |0

<U7E54> \x90\x44 |0

<U7E55> \x91\x55 |0

<U7E56> \xE3\x84 |0

<U7E59> \xE3\x86 |0

<U7E5A> \xE3\x87 |0

<U7E5D> \xE3\x83 |0

<U7E5E> \xE3\x85 |0

<U7E61> \x8F\x4A |1

<U7E66> \xE3\x79 |0
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<U7E67> \xE3\x82 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\x8A |0

<U7E6A> \xE3\x89 |0

<U7E6B> \x8C\x71 |1

<U7E6D> \x96\x9A |0

<U7E70> \x8C\x4A |0

<U7E79> \xE3\x88

 |0

<U7E7B> \xE3\x8C |0

<U7E7C> \xE3\x8B |0

<U7E7D> \xE3\x8F |0

<U7E7F> \xE3\x91 |0

<U7E82> \x8E\x5B |0

<U7E83> \xE3\x8D |0

<U7E88> \xE3\x92 |0

<U7E89> \xE3\x93 |0

<U7E8A> \xED\x40 |3

<U7E8A> \xFA\x5C |0

<U7E8C> \xE3\x94 |0

<U7E8E> \xE3\x9A |0

<U7E8F> \x93\x5A |0

<U7E90> \xE3\x96 |0

<U7E92> \xE3\x95 |0

<U7E93> \xE3\x97 |0

<U7E94> \xE3\x98 |0

<U7E96> \xE3\x99 |0

<U7E9B> \xE3\x9B |0

<U7E9C> \xE3\x9C |0

<U7F36> \x8A\xCA |0

<U7F38> \xE3\x9D |0

<U7F3A> \xE3\x9E |0

<U7F45> \xE3\x9F |0

<U7F47> \xEE\x73 |3

<U7F47> \xFB\x90 |0

<U7F4C> \xE3\xA0 |0

<U7F4D> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U7F4E> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7F51> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U7F54> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7F55> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U7F58> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7F5F> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7F60> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7F67> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7F68> \xE3\xAA |0

<U7F69> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7F6A> \x8D\xDF |0
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<U7F6B> \x8C\x72 |0

<U7F6E> \x92\x75 |0

<U7F70> \x94\xB1 |0

<U7F72> \x8F\x90 |0

<U7F75> \x94\x6C |0

<U7F77> \x94\xEB |0

<U7F78> \xE3\xAD |0

<U7F79> \x9C\xEB |0

<U7F82> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7F83> \xE3\xB0

 |0

<U7F85> \x97\x85 |0

<U7F86> \xE3\xAF |0

<U7F87> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U7F88> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7F8A> \x97\x72 |0

<U7F8C> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7F8E> \x94\xFC |0

<U7F94> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U7F9A> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U7F9D> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U7F9E> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U7FA1> \xEE\x74 |3

<U7FA1> \xFB\x91 |0

<U7FA3> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U7FA4> \x8C\x51 |0

<U7FA8> \x91\x41 |0

<U7FA9> \x8B\x60 |0

<U7FAE> \xE3\xBC |0

<U7FAF> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U7FB2> \xE3\xBA |0

<U7FB6> \xE3\xBD |0

<U7FB8> \xE3\xBE |0

<U7FB9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U7FBD> \x89\x48 |0

<U7FC1> \x89\xA5 |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U7FC6> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U7FCA> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U7FCC> \x97\x82 |0

<U7FD2> \x8F\x4B |0

<U7FD4> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7FD5> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7FE0> \x90\x89 |0

<U7FE1> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7FE6> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7FE9> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FEB> \x8A\xE3 |0
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<U7FF0> \x8A\xCB |0

<U7FF3> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7FF9> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7FFB> \x96\x7C |0

<U7FFC> \x97\x83 |0

<U8000> \x97\x73 |0

<U8001> \x98\x56 |0

<U8003> \x8D\x6C |0

<U8004> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8005> \x8E\xD2 |0

<U8006> \xE3\xCB |0

<U800B> \xE3\xCD |0

<U800C> \x8E\xA7

 |0

<U8010> \x91\xCF |0

<U8012> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8015> \x8D\x6B |0

<U8017> \x96\xD5 |0

<U8018> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8019> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U801C> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U8021> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U8028> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U8033> \x8E\xA8 |0

<U8036> \x96\xEB |0

<U803B> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U803D> \x92\x5E |0

<U803F> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U8046> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U804A> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U8052> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U8056> \x90\xB9 |0

<U8058> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U805A> \xE3\xDA |0

<U805E> \x95\xB7 |0

<U805F> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8061> \x91\x8F |0

<U8062> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8068> \xE3\xDD |0

<U806F> \x97\xFC |0

<U8070> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U8072> \xE3\xDF |0

<U8073> \xE3\xDE |0

<U8074> \x92\xAE |0

<U8076> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U8077> \x90\x45 |0

<U8079> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U807D> \xE3\xE3 |0
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<U807E> \x98\x57 |0

<U807F> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U8084> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U8085> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U8086> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U8087> \x94\xA3 |0

<U8089> \x93\xF7 |0

<U808B> \x98\x5D |0

<U808C> \x94\xA7 |0

<U8093> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U8096> \x8F\xD1 |0

<U8098> \x95\x49 |0

<U809A> \xE3\xEA |0

<U809B> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U809D> \x8A\xCC |0

<U80A1> \x8C\xD2

 |0

<U80A2> \x8E\x88 |0

<U80A5> \x94\xEC |0

<U80A9> \x8C\xA8 |0

<U80AA> \x96\x62 |0

<U80AC> \xE3\xED |0

<U80AD> \xE3\xEB |0

<U80AF> \x8D\x6D |0

<U80B1> \x8D\x6E |0

<U80B2> \x88\xE7 |0

<U80B4> \x8D\xE6 |0

<U80BA> \x94\x78 |0

<U80C3> \x88\xDD |0

<U80C4> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U80C6> \x92\x5F |0

<U80CC> \x94\x77 |0

<U80CE> \x91\xD9 |0

<U80D6> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U80D9> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U80DA> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U80DB> \xE3\xEE |0

<U80DD> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U80DE> \x96\x45 |0

<U80E1> \x8C\xD3 |0

<U80E4> \x88\xFB |0

<U80E5> \xE3\xEF |0

<U80EF> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U80F1> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U80F4> \x93\xB7 |0

<U80F8> \x8B\xB9 |0

<U80FC> \xE4\x45 |0

<U80FD> \x94\x5C |0
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<U8102> \x8E\x89 |0

<U8105> \x8B\xBA |0

<U8106> \x90\xC6 |0

<U8107> \x98\x65 |0

<U8108> \x96\xAC |0

<U8109> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U810A> \x90\xD2 |0

<U811A> \x8B\x72 |0

<U811B> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U8123> \xE3\xFA |0

<U8129> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U812F> \xE3\xFB |0

<U8131> \x92\x45 |0

<U8133> \x94\x5D |0

<U8139> \x92\xAF |0

<U813E> \xE4\x42 |0

<U8141> \xE4\x45 |1

<U8146> \xE4\x41 |0

<U814B> \xE3\xFC

 |0

<U814E> \x90\x74 |0

<U8150> \x95\x85 |0

<U8151> \xE4\x44 |0

<U8153> \xE4\x43 |0

<U8154> \x8D\x6F |0

<U8155> \x98\x72 |0

<U815F> \xE4\x54 |0

<U8165> \xE4\x48 |0

<U8166> \xE4\x49 |0

<U816B> \x8E\xEE |0

<U816E> \xE4\x47 |0

<U8170> \x8D\x98 |0

<U8171> \xE4\x46 |0

<U8174> \xE4\x4A |0

<U8178> \x92\xB0 |0

<U8179> \x95\xA0 |0

<U817A> \x91\x42 |0

<U817F> \x91\xDA |0

<U8180> \xE4\x4E |0

<U8182> \xE4\x4F |0

<U8183> \xE4\x4B |0

<U8188> \xE4\x4C |0

<U818A> \xE4\x4D |0

<U818F> \x8D\x70 |0

<U8193> \xE4\x55 |0

<U8195> \xE4\x51 |0

<U819A> \x95\x86 |0

<U819C> \x96\x8C |0
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<U819D> \x95\x47 |0

<U81A0> \xE4\x50 |0

<U81A3> \xE4\x53 |0

<U81A4> \xE4\x52 |0

<U81A8> \x96\x63 |0

<U81A9> \xE4\x56 |0

<U81B0> \xE4\x57 |0

<U81B3> \x91\x56 |0

<U81B5> \xE4\x58 |0

<U81B8> \xE4\x5A |0

<U81BA> \xE4\x5E |0

<U81BD> \xE4\x5B |0

<U81BE> \xE4\x59 |0

<U81BF> \x94\x5E |0

<U81C0> \xE4\x5C |0

<U81C2> \xE4\x5D |0

<U81C6> \x89\xB0 |0

<U81C8> \xE4\x64 |0

<U81C9> \xE4\x5F |0

<U81CD> \xE4\x60 |0

<U81D1> \xE4\x61 |0

<U81D3> \x91\x9F

 |0

<U81D8> \xE4\x63 |0

<U81D9> \xE4\x62 |0

<U81DA> \xE4\x65 |0

<U81DF> \xE4\x66 |0

<U81E0> \xE4\x67 |0

<U81E3> \x90\x62 |0

<U81E5> \x89\xE7 |0

<U81E7> \xE4\x68 |0

<U81E8> \x97\xD5 |0

<U81EA> \x8E\xA9 |0

<U81ED> \x8F\x4C |0

<U81F3> \x8E\x8A |0

<U81F4> \x92\x76 |0

<U81FA> \xE4\x69 |0

<U81FB> \xE4\x6A |0

<U81FC> \x89\x50 |0

<U81FE> \xE4\x6B |0

<U8201> \xE4\x6C |0

<U8202> \xE4\x6D |0

<U8205> \xE4\x6E |0

<U8207> \xE4\x6F |0

<U8208> \x8B\xBB |0

<U8209> \x9D\xA8 |0

<U820A> \xE4\x70 |0

<U820C> \x90\xE3 |0
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<U820D> \xE4\x71 |0

<U820E> \x8E\xC9 |0

<U8210> \xE4\x72 |0

<U8212> \x98\xAE |0

<U8216> \xE4\x73 |0

<U8217> \x95\xDC |0

<U8218> \x8A\xDA |0

<U821B> \x91\x43 |0

<U821C> \x8F\x77 |0

<U821E> \x95\x91 |0

<U821F> \x8F\x4D |0

<U8229> \xE4\x74 |0

<U822A> \x8D\x71 |0

<U822B> \xE4\x75 |0

<U822C> \x94\xCA |0

<U822E> \xE4\x84 |0

<U8233> \xE4\x77 |0

<U8235> \x91\xC7 |0

<U8236> \x94\x95 |0

<U8237> \x8C\xBD |0

<U8238> \xE4\x76 |0

<U8239> \x91\x44 |0

<U8240> \xE4\x78 |0

<U8247> \x92\xF8 |0

<U8258> \xE4\x7A

 |0

<U8259> \xE4\x79 |0

<U825A> \xE4\x7C |0

<U825D> \xE4\x7B |0

<U825F> \xE4\x7D |0

<U8262> \xE4\x80 |0

<U8264> \xE4\x7E |0

<U8266> \x8A\xCD |0

<U8268> \xE4\x81 |0

<U826A> \xE4\x82 |0

<U826B> \xE4\x83 |0

<U826E> \x8D\xAF |0

<U826F> \x97\xC7 |0

<U8271> \xE4\x85 |0

<U8272> \x90\x46 |0

<U8276> \x89\x90 |0

<U8277> \xE4\x86 |0

<U8278> \xE4\x87 |0

<U827E> \xE4\x88 |0

<U828B> \x88\xF0 |0

<U828D> \xE4\x89 |0

<U8292> \xE4\x8A |0

<U8299> \x95\x87 |0
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<U829D> \x8E\xC5 |0

<U829F> \xE4\x8C |0

<U82A5> \x8A\x48 |0

<U82A6> \x88\xB0 |0

<U82AB> \xE4\x8B |0

<U82AC> \xE4\x8E |0

<U82AD> \x94\x6D |0

<U82AF> \x90\x63 |0

<U82B1> \x89\xD4 |0

<U82B3> \x96\x46 |0

<U82B8> \x8C\x7C |0

<U82B9> \x8B\xDA |0

<U82BB> \xE4\x8D |0

<U82BD> \x89\xE8 |0

<U82C5> \x8A\xA1 |0

<U82D1> \x89\x91 |0

<U82D2> \xE4\x92 |0

<U82D3> \x97\xE8 |0

<U82D4> \x91\xDB |0

<U82D7> \x95\x63 |0

<U82D9> \xE4\x9E |0

<U82DB> \x89\xD5 |0

<U82DC> \xE4\x9C |0

<U82DE> \xE4\x9A |0

<U82DF> \xE4\x91 |0

<U82E1> \xE4\x8F |0

<U82E3> \xE4\x90 |0

<U82E5> \x8E\xE1

 |0

<U82E6> \x8B\xEA |0

<U82E7> \x92\x97 |0

<U82EB> \x93\xCF |0

<U82F1> \x89\x70 |0

<U82F3> \xE4\x94 |0

<U82F4> \xE4\x93 |0

<U82F9> \xE4\x99 |0

<U82FA> \xE4\x95 |0

<U82FB> \xE4\x98 |0

<U8301> \xEE\x76 |3

<U8301> \xFB\x93 |0

<U8302> \x96\xCE |0

<U8303> \xE4\x97 |0

<U8304> \x89\xD6 |0

<U8305> \x8A\x9D |0

<U8306> \xE4\x9B |0

<U8309> \xE4\x9D |0

<U830E> \x8C\x73 |0

<U8316> \xE4\xA1 |0
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<U8317> \xE4\xAA |0

<U8318> \xE4\xAB |0

<U831C> \x88\xA9 |0

<U8323> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U8328> \x88\xEF |0

<U832B> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U832F> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U8331> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U8332> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U8334> \xE4\xA0 |0

<U8335> \xE4\x9F |0

<U8336> \x92\x83 |0

<U8338> \x91\xF9 |0

<U8339> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U8340> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U8345> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U8346> \x8C\x74 |1

<U8349> \x91\x90 |0

<U834A> \x8C\x74 |0

<U834F> \x89\x60 |0

<U8350> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8352> \x8D\x72 |0

<U8358> \x91\x91 |0

<U8362> \xEE\x77 |3

<U8362> \xFB\x94 |0

<U8373> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8375> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U8377> \x89\xD7 |0

<U837B> \x89\xAC |0

<U837C> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U837F> \xEE\x78

 |3

<U837F> \xFB\x95 |0

<U8385> \xE4\xAC |0

<U8387> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U8389> \xE4\xBB |0

<U838A> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U838E> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U8393> \xE4\x96 |0

<U8396> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U839A> \xE4\xAD |0

<U839E> \x8A\xCE |0

<U839F> \xE4\xAF |0

<U83A0> \xE4\xBA |0

<U83A2> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U83A8> \xE4\xBC |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xAE |0

<U83AB> \x94\x9C |0
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<U83B1> \x97\x89 |0

<U83B5> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U83BD> \xE4\xCD |0

<U83C1> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U83C5> \x90\x9B |0

<U83C7> \xEE\x79 |3

<U83C7> \xFB\x96 |0

<U83CA> \x8B\x65 |0

<U83CC> \x8B\xDB |0

<U83CE> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U83D3> \x89\xD9 |0

<U83D6> \x8F\xD2 |0

<U83D8> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U83DC> \x8D\xD8 |0

<U83DF> \x93\x70 |0

<U83E0> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U83E9> \x95\xEC |0

<U83EB> \xE4\xBF |0

<U83EF> \x89\xD8 |0

<U83F0> \x8C\xD4 |0

<U83F1> \x95\x48 |0

<U83F2> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xBD |0

<U83F6> \xEE\x7A |3

<U83F6> \xFB\x97 |0

<U83F7> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U83FB> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U83FD> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U8403> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U8404> \x93\xB8 |0

<U8407> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U840A> \x97\x89 |1

<U840B> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U840C> \x96\x47

 |0

<U840D> \xE4\xCA |0

<U840E> \x88\xDE |0

<U8413> \xE4\xBE |0

<U8420> \xE4\xCC |0

<U8422> \xE4\xCB |0

<U8429> \x94\x8B |0

<U842A> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U842C> \xE4\xDD |0

<U8431> \x8A\x9E |0

<U8435> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U8438> \xE4\xCE |0

<U843C> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U843D> \x97\x8E |0
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<U8446> \xE4\xDC |0

<U8448> \xEE\x7B |3

<U8448> \xFB\x98 |0

<U8449> \x97\x74 |0

<U844E> \x97\xA8 |0

<U8457> \x92\x98 |0

<U845B> \x8A\x8B |0

<U8461> \x95\x92 |0

<U8462> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U8463> \x93\x9F |0

<U8466> \x88\xAF |0

<U8469> \xE4\xDB |0

<U846B> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U846C> \x91\x92 |0

<U846D> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U846E> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U846F> \xE4\xDE |0

<U8471> \x94\x4B |0

<U8475> \x88\xA8 |0

<U8477> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U8479> \xE4\xDF |0

<U847A> \x95\x98 |0

<U8482> \xE4\xDA |0

<U8484> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U848B> \x8F\xD3 |0

<U8490> \x8F\x4E |0

<U8494> \x8E\xAA |0

<U8499> \x96\xD6 |0

<U849C> \x95\x66 |0

<U849F> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U84A1> \xE4\xEE |0

<U84AD> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U84B2> \x8A\x97 |0

<U84B4> \xEE\x7C |3

<U84B4> \xFB\x99 |0

<U84B8> \x8F\xF6 |0

<U84B9> \xE4\xE3

 |0

<U84BB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U84BC> \x91\x93 |0

<U84BF> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U84C1> \xE4\xEB |0

<U84C4> \x92\x7E |0

<U84C6> \xE4\xEC |0

<U84C9> \x97\x75 |0

<U84CA> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U84CB> \x8A\x57 |0

<U84CD> \xE4\xE7 |0
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<U84D0> \xE4\xEA |0

<U84D1> \x96\xAA |0

<U84D6> \xE4\xED |0

<U84D9> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U84DA> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U84DC> \xED\x44 |3

<U84DC> \xFA\x60 |0

<U84EC> \x96\x48 |0

<U84EE> \x98\x40 |0

<U84F4> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U84FC> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U84FF> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U8500> \x8E\xC1 |0

<U8506> \xE4\xCF |0

<U8511> \x95\xCC |0

<U8513> \x96\xA0 |0

<U8514> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U8515> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U8517> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U8518> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U851A> \x89\x55 |0

<U851F> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U8521> \xE4\xEF |0

<U8523> \x8F\xD3 |1

<U8526> \x92\xD3 |0

<U852C> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U852D> \x88\xFC |0

<U8535> \x91\xA0 |0

<U853D> \x95\xC1 |0

<U8540> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U8541> \xE5\x40 |0

<U8543> \x94\xD7 |0

<U8548> \xE4\xFC |0

<U8549> \x8F\xD4 |0

<U854A> \x8E\xC7 |0

<U854B> \xE5\x42 |0

<U854E> \x8B\xBC |0

<U8553> \xEE\x7D |3

<U8553> \xFB\x9A |0

<U8555> \xE5\x43

 |0

<U8557> \x95\x99 |0

<U8558> \xE4\xFB |0

<U8559> \xEE\x7E |3

<U8559> \xFB\x9B |0

<U855A> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U8563> \xE4\xFA |0

<U8568> \x98\x6E |0
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<U8569> \x93\xA0 |0

<U856A> \x95\x93 |0

<U856B> \xEE\x80 |3

<U856B> \xFB\x9C |0

<U856D> \xE5\x4A |0

<U8577> \xE5\x50 |0

<U857E> \xE5\x51 |0

<U8580> \xE5\x44 |0

<U8584> \x94\x96 |0

<U8587> \xE5\x4E |0

<U8588> \xE5\x46 |0

<U858A> \xE5\x48 |0

<U8590> \xE5\x52 |0

<U8591> \xE5\x47 |0

<U8594> \xE5\x4B |0

<U8597> \x89\x92 |0

<U8599> \x93\xE3 |0

<U859B> \xE5\x4C |0

<U859C> \xE5\x4F |0

<U85A4> \xE5\x45 |0

<U85A6> \x91\x45 |0

<U85A8> \xE5\x49 |0

<U85A9> \x8E\x46 |0

<U85AA> \x90\x64 |0

<U85AB> \x8C\x4F |0

<U85AC> \x96\xF2 |0

<U85AE> \x96\xF7 |0

<U85AF> \x8F\x92 |0

<U85B0> \xEE\x82 |3

<U85B0> \xFB\x9E |0

<U85B9> \xE5\x56 |0

<U85BA> \xE5\x54 |0

<U85C1> \x98\x6D |0

<U85C9> \xE5\x53 |0

<U85CD> \x97\x95 |0

<U85CF> \xE5\x55 |0

<U85D0> \xE5\x57 |0

<U85D5> \xE5\x58 |0

<U85DC> \xE5\x5B |0

<U85DD> \xE5\x59 |0

<U85E4> \x93\xA1 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\x5A |0

<U85E9> \x94\xCB

 |0

<U85EA> \xE5\x4D |0

<U85F7> \x8F\x93 |0

<U85F9> \xE5\x5C |0

<U85FA> \xE5\x61 |0
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<U85FB> \x91\x94 |0

<U85FE> \xE5\x60 |0

<U8602> \xE5\x41 |0

<U8606> \xE5\x62 |0

<U8607> \x91\x68 |0

<U860A> \xE5\x5D |0

<U860B> \xE5\x5F |0

<U8613> \xE5\x5E |0

<U8616> \x9F\x50 |0

<U8617> \x9F\x41 |0

<U861A> \xE5\x64 |0

<U8622> \xE5\x63 |0

<U862D> \x97\x96 |0

<U862F> \xE1\xBA |0

<U8630> \xE5\x65 |0

<U863F> \xE5\x66 |0

<U864D> \xE5\x67 |0

<U864E> \x8C\xD5 |0

<U8650> \x8B\x73 |0

<U8654> \xE5\x69 |0

<U8655> \x99\x7C |0

<U865A> \x8B\x95 |0

<U865C> \x97\xB8 |0

<U865E> \x8B\xF1 |0

<U865F> \xE5\x6A |0

<U8667> \xE5\x6B |0

<U866B> \x92\x8E |0

<U8671> \xE5\x6C |0

<U8679> \x93\xF8 |0

<U867B> \x88\xB8 |0

<U868A> \x89\xE1 |0

<U868B> \xE5\x71 |0

<U868C> \xE5\x72 |0

<U8693> \xE5\x6D |0

<U8695> \x8E\x5C |0

<U86A3> \xE5\x6E |0

<U86A4> \x94\x61 |0

<U86A9> \xE5\x6F |0

<U86AA> \xE5\x70 |0

<U86AB> \xE5\x7A |0

<U86AF> \xE5\x74 |0

<U86B0> \xE5\x77 |0

<U86B6> \xE5\x73 |0

<U86C4> \xE5\x75 |0

<U86C6> \xE5\x76 |0

<U86C7> \x8E\xD6

 |0

<U86C9> \xE5\x78 |0
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<U86CB> \x92\x60 |0

<U86CD> \x8C\x75 |0

<U86CE> \x8A\x61 |0

<U86D4> \xE5\x7B |0

<U86D9> \x8A\x5E |0

<U86DB> \xE5\x81 |0

<U86DE> \xE5\x7C |0

<U86DF> \xE5\x80 |0

<U86E4> \x94\xB8 |0

<U86E9> \xE5\x7D |0

<U86EC> \xE5\x7E |0

<U86ED> \x95\x67 |0

<U86EE> \x94\xD8 |0

<U86EF> \xE5\x82 |0

<U86F8> \x91\xFB |0

<U86F9> \xE5\x8C |0

<U86FB> \xE5\x88 |0

<U86FE> \x89\xE9 |0

<U8700> \xE5\x86 |0

<U8702> \x96\x49 |0

<U8703> \xE5\x87 |0

<U8706> \xE5\x84 |0

<U8708> \xE5\x85 |0

<U8709> \xE5\x8A |0

<U870A> \xE5\x8D |0

<U870D> \xE5\x8B |0

<U8711> \xE5\x89 |0

<U8712> \xE5\x83 |0

<U8718> \x92\x77 |0

<U871A> \xE5\x94 |0

<U871C> \x96\xA8 |0

<U8725> \xE5\x92 |0

<U8729> \xE5\x93 |0

<U8734> \xE5\x8E |0

<U8737> \xE5\x90 |0

<U873B> \xE5\x91 |0

<U873F> \xE5\x8F |0

<U8749> \x90\xE4 |0

<U874B> \x98\x58 |0

<U874C> \xE5\x98 |0

<U874E> \xE5\x99 |0

<U8753> \xE5\x9F |0

<U8755> \x90\x49 |0

<U8757> \xE5\x9B |0

<U8759> \xE5\x9E |0

<U875F> \xE5\x96 |0

<U8760> \xE5\x95 |0

<U8763> \xE5\xA0 |0
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<U8766> \x89\xDA

 |0

<U8768> \xE5\x9C |0

<U876A> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U876E> \xE5\x9D |0

<U8774> \xE5\x9A |0

<U8776> \x92\xB1 |0

<U8778> \xE5\x97 |0

<U877F> \x94\x88 |0

<U8782> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U878D> \x97\x5A |0

<U879F> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U87A2> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U87AB> \xE5\xAC |0

<U87AF> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U87B3> \xE5\xAE |0

<U87BA> \x97\x86 |0

<U87BB> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U87BD> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U87C0> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U87C4> \xE5\xAD |0

<U87C6> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U87C7> \xE5\xAF |0

<U87CB> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U87D0> \xE5\xAA |0

<U87D2> \xE5\xBB |0

<U87E0> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U87EC> \x90\xE4 |1

<U87EF> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U87F2> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U87F6> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U87F7> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U87F9> \x8A\x49 |0

<U87FB> \x8B\x61 |0

<U87FE> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U8805> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U8807> \xEE\x85 |3

<U8807> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U880D> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U880E> \xE5\xBA |0

<U880F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8811> \xE5\xBC |0

<U8815> \xE5\xBE |0

<U8816> \xE5\xBD |0

<U881F> \x98\x58 |1

<U8821> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U8822> \xE5\xBF |0

<U8823> \xE5\x79 |0
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<U8827> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U8831> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U8836> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U8839> \xE5\xC3

 |0

<U883B> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U8840> \x8C\x8C |0

<U8842> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U8844> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U8846> \x8F\x4F |0

<U884C> \x8D\x73 |0

<U884D> \x9F\xA5 |0

<U8852> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U8853> \x8F\x70 |0

<U8857> \x8A\x58 |0

<U8859> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U885B> \x89\x71 |0

<U885D> \x8F\xD5 |0

<U885E> \xE5\xCA |0

<U8861> \x8D\x74 |0

<U8862> \xE5\xCB |0

<U8863> \x88\xDF |0

<U8868> \x95\x5C |0

<U886B> \xE5\xCC |0

<U8870> \x90\x8A |0

<U8872> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8875> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U8877> \x92\x8F |0

<U887D> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U887E> \xE5\xCE |0

<U887F> \x8B\xDC |0

<U8881> \xE5\xCD |0

<U8882> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U8888> \x8C\x55 |0

<U888B> \x91\xDC |0

<U888D> \xE5\xDA |0

<U8892> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U8896> \x91\xB3 |0

<U8897> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U8899> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U889E> \xE5\xCF |0

<U88A2> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U88A4> \xE5\xDB |0

<U88AB> \x94\xED |0

<U88AE> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U88B0> \xE5\xDC |0

<U88B1> \xE5\xDE |0

<U88B4> \x8C\xD1 |0
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<U88B5> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U88B7> \x88\xBF |0

<U88BF> \xE5\xDD |0

<U88C1> \x8D\xD9 |0

<U88C2> \x97\xF4 |0

<U88C3> \xE5\xDF |0

<U88C4> \xE5\xE0

 |0

<U88C5> \x91\x95 |0

<U88CF> \x97\xA0 |0

<U88D4> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U88D5> \x97\x54 |0

<U88D8> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U88D9> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U88DC> \x95\xE2 |0

<U88DD> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U88DF> \x8D\xBE |0

<U88E1> \x97\xA1 |0

<U88E8> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U88F2> \xE5\xEA |0

<U88F3> \x8F\xD6 |0

<U88F4> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U88F5> \xEE\x86 |3

<U88F5> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U88F8> \x97\x87 |0

<U88F9> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U88FC> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U88FD> \x90\xBB |0

<U88FE> \x90\x9E |0

<U8902> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U8904> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8907> \x95\xA1 |0

<U890A> \xE5\xED |0

<U890C> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8910> \x8A\x8C |0

<U8912> \x96\x4A |0

<U8913> \xE5\xEE |0

<U891C> \xED\x41 |3

<U891C> \xFA\x5D |0

<U891D> \xE5\xFA |0

<U891E> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8925> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U892A> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U892B> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U8936> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U8938> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U893B> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U8941> \xE5\xF4 |0
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<U8943> \xE5\xEF |0

<U8944> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U894C> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U894D> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8956> \x89\xA6 |0

<U895E> \xE5\xFC |0

<U895F> \x8B\xDD |0

<U8960> \xE5\xFB |0

<U8964> \xE6\x41 |0

<U8966> \xE6\x40

 |0

<U896A> \xE6\x43 |0

<U896D> \xE6\x42 |0

<U896F> \xE6\x44 |0

<U8972> \x8F\x50 |0

<U8974> \xE6\x45 |0

<U8977> \xE6\x46 |0

<U897E> \xE6\x47 |0

<U897F> \x90\xBC |0

<U8981> \x97\x76 |0

<U8983> \xE6\x48 |0

<U8986> \x95\xA2 |0

<U8987> \x94\x65 |0

<U8988> \xE6\x49 |0

<U898A> \xE6\x4A |0

<U898B> \x8C\xA9 |0

<U898F> \x8B\x4B |0

<U8993> \xE6\x4B |0

<U8996> \x8E\x8B |0

<U8997> \x94\x60 |0

<U8998> \xE6\x4C |0

<U899A> \x8A\x6F |0

<U89A1> \xE6\x4D |0

<U89A6> \xE6\x4F |0

<U89A7> \x97\x97 |0

<U89A9> \xE6\x4E |0

<U89AA> \x90\x65 |0

<U89AC> \xE6\x50 |0

<U89AF> \xE6\x51 |0

<U89B2> \xE6\x52 |0

<U89B3> \x8A\xCF |0

<U89BA> \xE6\x53 |0

<U89BD> \xE6\x54 |0

<U89BF> \xE6\x55 |0

<U89C0> \xE6\x56 |0

<U89D2> \x8A\x70 |0

<U89DA> \xE6\x57 |0

<U89DC> \xE6\x58 |0
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<U89DD> \xE6\x59 |0

<U89E3> \x89\xF0 |0

<U89E6> \x90\x47 |0

<U89E7> \xE6\x5A |0

<U89F4> \xE6\x5B |0

<U89F8> \xE6\x5C |0

<U8A00> \x8C\xBE |0

<U8A02> \x92\xF9 |0

<U8A03> \xE6\x5D |0

<U8A08> \x8C\x76 |0

<U8A0A> \x90\x75 |0

<U8A0C> \xE6\x60 |0

<U8A0E> \x93\xA2

 |0

<U8A10> \xE6\x5F |0

<U8A12> \xEE\x87 |3

<U8A12> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U8A13> \x8C\x50 |0

<U8A16> \xE6\x5E |0

<U8A17> \x91\xF5 |0

<U8A18> \x8B\x4C |0

<U8A1B> \xE6\x61 |0

<U8A1D> \xE6\x62 |0

<U8A1F> \x8F\xD7 |0

<U8A23> \x8C\x8D |0

<U8A25> \xE6\x63 |0

<U8A2A> \x96\x4B |0

<U8A2D> \x90\xDD |0

<U8A31> \x8B\x96 |0

<U8A33> \x96\xF3 |0

<U8A34> \x91\x69 |0

<U8A36> \xE6\x64 |0

<U8A37> \xEE\x88 |3

<U8A37> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U8A3A> \x90\x66 |0

<U8A3B> \x92\x90 |0

<U8A3C> \x8F\xD8 |0

<U8A41> \xE6\x65 |0

<U8A46> \xE6\x68 |0

<U8A48> \xE6\x69 |0

<U8A50> \x8D\xBC |0

<U8A51> \x91\xC0 |0

<U8A52> \xE6\x67 |0

<U8A54> \x8F\xD9 |0

<U8A55> \x95\x5D |0

<U8A5B> \xE6\x66 |0

<U8A5E> \x8E\x8C |0

<U8A60> \x89\x72 |0
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<U8A62> \xE6\x6D |0

<U8A63> \x8C\x77 |0

<U8A66> \x8E\x8E |0

<U8A69> \x8E\x8D |0

<U8A6B> \x98\x6C |0

<U8A6C> \xE6\x6C |0

<U8A6D> \xE6\x6B |0

<U8A6E> \x91\x46 |0

<U8A70> \x8B\x6C |0

<U8A71> \x98\x62 |0

<U8A72> \x8A\x59 |0

<U8A73> \x8F\xDA |0

<U8A79> \xEE\x89 |3

<U8A79> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U8A7C> \xE6\x6A |0

<U8A82> \xE6\x6F

 |0

<U8A84> \xE6\x70 |0

<U8A85> \xE6\x6E |0

<U8A87> \x8C\xD6 |0

<U8A89> \x97\x5F |0

<U8A8C> \x8E\x8F |0

<U8A8D> \x94\x46 |0

<U8A91> \xE6\x73 |0

<U8A93> \x90\xBE |0

<U8A95> \x92\x61 |0

<U8A98> \x97\x55 |0

<U8A9A> \xE6\x76 |0

<U8A9E> \x8C\xEA |0

<U8AA0> \x90\xBD |0

<U8AA1> \xE6\x72 |0

<U8AA3> \xE6\x77 |0

<U8AA4> \x8C\xEB |0

<U8AA5> \xE6\x74 |0

<U8AA6> \xE6\x75 |0

<U8AA7> \xEE\x8A |3

<U8AA7> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U8AA8> \xE6\x71 |0

<U8AAC> \x90\xE0 |0

<U8AAD> \x93\xC7 |0

<U8AB0> \x92\x4E |0

<U8AB2> \x89\xDB |0

<U8AB9> \x94\xEE |0

<U8ABC> \x8B\x62 |0

<U8ABE> \xEE\x8B |3

<U8ABE> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U8ABF> \x92\xB2 |0

<U8AC2> \xE6\x7A |0
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<U8AC4> \xE6\x78 |0

<U8AC7> \x92\x6B |0

<U8ACB> \x90\xBF |0

<U8ACC> \x8A\xD0 |0

<U8ACD> \xE6\x79 |0

<U8ACF> \x90\x7A |0

<U8AD2> \x97\xC8 |0

<U8AD6> \x98\x5F |0

<U8ADA> \xE6\x7B |0

<U8ADB> \xE6\x87 |0

<U8ADC> \x92\xB3 |0

<U8ADE> \xE6\x86 |0

<U8ADF> \xEE\x8C |3

<U8ADF> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U8AE0> \xE6\x83 |0

<U8AE1> \xE6\x8B |0

<U8AE2> \xE6\x84 |0

<U8AE4> \xE6\x80 |0

<U8AE6> \x92\xFA

 |0

<U8AE7> \xE6\x7E |0

<U8AEB> \xE6\x7C |0

<U8AED> \x97\x40 |0

<U8AEE> \x8E\x90 |0

<U8AF1> \xE6\x81 |0

<U8AF3> \xE6\x7D |0

<U8AF6> \xEE\x8E |3

<U8AF6> \xFB\xAA |0

<U8AF7> \xE6\x85 |0

<U8AF8> \x8F\x94 |0

<U8AFA> \x8C\xBF |0

<U8AFE> \x91\xF8 |0

<U8B00> \x96\x64 |0

<U8B01> \x89\x79 |0

<U8B02> \x88\xE0 |0

<U8B04> \x93\xA3 |0

<U8B07> \xE6\x89 |0

<U8B0C> \xE6\x88 |0

<U8B0E> \x93\xE4 |0

<U8B10> \xE6\x8D |0

<U8B14> \xE6\x82 |0

<U8B16> \xE6\x8C |0

<U8B17> \xE6\x8E |0

<U8B19> \x8C\xAA |0

<U8B1A> \xE6\x8A |0

<U8B1B> \x8D\x75 |0

<U8B1D> \x8E\xD3 |0

<U8B20> \xE6\x8F |0
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<U8B21> \x97\x77 |0

<U8B26> \xE6\x92 |0

<U8B28> \xE6\x95 |0

<U8B2B> \xE6\x93 |0

<U8B2C> \x95\x54 |0

<U8B33> \xE6\x90 |0

<U8B39> \x8B\xDE |0

<U8B3E> \xE6\x94 |0

<U8B41> \xE6\x96 |0

<U8B49> \xE6\x9A |0

<U8B4C> \xE6\x97 |0

<U8B4E> \xE6\x99 |0

<U8B4F> \xE6\x98 |0

<U8B53> \xEE\x8F |3

<U8B53> \xFB\xAB |0

<U8B56> \xE6\x9B |0

<U8B58> \x8E\xAF |0

<U8B5A> \xE6\x9D |0

<U8B5B> \xE6\x9C |0

<U8B5C> \x95\x88 |0

<U8B5F> \xE6\x9F |0

<U8B66> \x8C\x78

 |0

<U8B6B> \xE6\x9E |0

<U8B6C> \xE6\xA0 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U8B70> \x8B\x63 |0

<U8B71> \xE3\xBF |0

<U8B72> \x8F\xF7 |0

<U8B74> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U8B77> \x8C\xEC |0

<U8B7D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U8B7F> \xEE\x90 |3

<U8B7F> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8B80> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U8B83> \x8E\x5D |0

<U8B8A> \x9D\xCC |0

<U8B8C> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U8B8E> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U8B90> \x8F\x51 |0

<U8B92> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U8B93> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8B96> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8B99> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8B9A> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8C37> \x92\x4A |0

<U8C3A> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8C3F> \xE6\xAE |0
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<U8C41> \xE6\xAD |0

<U8C46> \x93\xA4 |0

<U8C48> \xE6\xAF |0

<U8C4A> \x96\x4C |0

<U8C4C> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U8C4E> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U8C50> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U8C55> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U8C5A> \x93\xD8 |0

<U8C61> \x8F\xDB |0

<U8C62> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U8C6A> \x8D\x8B |0

<U8C6B> \x98\xAC |0

<U8C6C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U8C78> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U8C79> \x95\x5E |0

<U8C7A> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U8C7C> \xE6\xBF |0

<U8C82> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U8C85> \xE6\xBA |0

<U8C89> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U8C8A> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8C8C> \x96\x65 |0

<U8C8D> \xE6\xBC |0

<U8C8E> \xE6\xBD

 |0

<U8C94> \xE6\xBE |0

<U8C98> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U8C9D> \x8A\x4C |0

<U8C9E> \x92\xE5 |0

<U8CA0> \x95\x89 |0

<U8CA1> \x8D\xE0 |0

<U8CA2> \x8D\x76 |0

<U8CA7> \x95\x6E |0

<U8CA8> \x89\xDD |0

<U8CA9> \x94\xCC |0

<U8CAA> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U8CAB> \x8A\xD1 |0

<U8CAC> \x90\xD3 |0

<U8CAD> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U8CAE> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U8CAF> \x92\x99 |0

<U8CB0> \x96\xE1 |0

<U8CB2> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U8CB3> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U8CB4> \x8B\x4D |0

<U8CB6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U8CB7> \x94\x83 |0
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<U8CB8> \x91\xDD |0

<U8CBB> \x94\xEF |0

<U8CBC> \x93\x5C |0

<U8CBD> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U8CBF> \x96\x66 |0

<U8CC0> \x89\xEA |0

<U8CC1> \xE6\xCA |0

<U8CC2> \x98\x47 |0

<U8CC3> \x92\xC0 |0

<U8CC4> \x98\x64 |0

<U8CC7> \x8E\x91 |0

<U8CC8> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U8CCA> \x91\xAF |0

<U8CCD> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8CCE> \x91\x47 |0

<U8CD1> \x93\xF6 |0

<U8CD3> \x95\x6F |0

<U8CDA> \xE6\xCD |0

<U8CDB> \x8E\x5E |0

<U8CDC> \x8E\x92 |0

<U8CDE> \x8F\xDC |0

<U8CE0> \x94\x85 |0

<U8CE2> \x8C\xAB |0

<U8CE3> \xE6\xCC |0

<U8CE4> \xE6\xCB |0

<U8CE6> \x95\x8A |0

<U8CEA> \x8E\xBF |0

<U8CED> \x93\x71

 |0

<U8CF0> \xEE\x91 |3

<U8CF0> \xFB\xAD |0

<U8CF4> \xEE\x92 |3

<U8CF4> \xFB\xAE |0

<U8CFA> \xE6\xCF |0

<U8CFB> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8CFC> \x8D\x77 |0

<U8CFD> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8D04> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8D05> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U8D07> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8D08> \x91\xA1 |0

<U8D0A> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8D0B> \x8A\xE4 |0

<U8D0D> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8D0F> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8D10> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U8D12> \xEE\x93 |3

<U8D12> \xFB\xAF |0
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<U8D13> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U8D14> \xE6\xDB |0

<U8D16> \xE6\xDC |0

<U8D64> \x90\xD4 |0

<U8D66> \x8E\xCD |0

<U8D67> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8D6B> \x8A\x71 |0

<U8D6D> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8D70> \x91\x96 |0

<U8D71> \xE6\xDF |0

<U8D73> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8D74> \x95\x8B |0

<U8D76> \xEE\x94 |3

<U8D76> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U8D77> \x8B\x4E |0

<U8D81> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8D85> \x92\xB4 |0

<U8D8A> \x89\x7A |0

<U8D99> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8DA3> \x8E\xEF |0

<U8DA8> \x90\x96 |0

<U8DB3> \x91\xAB |0

<U8DBA> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U8DBE> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U8DC2> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8DCB> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8DCC> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8DCF> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8DD6> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8DDA> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8DDB> \xE6\xEA

 |0

<U8DDD> \x8B\x97 |0

<U8DDF> \xE6\xEE |0

<U8DE1> \x90\xD5 |0

<U8DE3> \xE6\xEF |0

<U8DE8> \x8C\xD7 |0

<U8DEA> \xE6\xEC |0

<U8DEB> \xE6\xED |0

<U8DEF> \x98\x48 |0

<U8DF3> \x92\xB5 |0

<U8DF5> \x91\x48 |0

<U8DFC> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U8DFF> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U8E08> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U8E09> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U8E0A> \x97\x78 |0

<U8E0F> \x93\xA5 |0
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<U8E10> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U8E1D> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U8E1E> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U8E1F> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U8E2A> \xE7\x48 |0

<U8E30> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8E34> \xE6\xFB |0

<U8E35> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U8E42> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U8E44> \x92\xFB |0

<U8E47> \xE7\x40 |0

<U8E48> \xE7\x44 |0

<U8E49> \xE7\x41 |0

<U8E4A> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8E4C> \xE7\x42 |0

<U8E50> \xE7\x43 |0

<U8E55> \xE7\x4A |0

<U8E59> \xE7\x45 |0

<U8E5F> \x90\xD6 |0

<U8E60> \xE7\x47 |0

<U8E63> \xE7\x49 |0

<U8E64> \xE7\x46 |0

<U8E72> \xE7\x4C |0

<U8E74> \x8F\x52 |0

<U8E76> \xE7\x4B |0

<U8E7C> \xE7\x4D |0

<U8E81> \xE7\x4E |0

<U8E84> \xE7\x51 |0

<U8E85> \xE7\x50 |0

<U8E87> \xE7\x4F |0

<U8E8A> \xE7\x53 |0

<U8E8B> \xE7\x52 |0

<U8E8D> \x96\xF4 |0

<U8E91> \xE7\x55

 |0

<U8E93> \xE7\x54 |0

<U8E94> \xE7\x56 |0

<U8E99> \xE7\x57 |0

<U8EA1> \xE7\x59 |0

<U8EAA> \xE7\x58 |0

<U8EAB> \x90\x67 |0

<U8EAC> \xE7\x5A |0

<U8EAF> \x8B\xEB |0

<U8EB0> \xE7\x5B |0

<U8EB1> \xE7\x5D |0

<U8EBE> \xE7\x5E |0

<U8EC0> \x8B\xEB |1

<U8EC5> \xE7\x5F |0
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<U8EC6> \xE7\x5C |0

<U8EC8> \xE7\x60 |0

<U8ECA> \x8E\xD4 |0

<U8ECB> \xE7\x61 |0

<U8ECC> \x8B\x4F |0

<U8ECD> \x8C\x52 |0

<U8ECF> \xEE\x96 |3

<U8ECF> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U8ED2> \x8C\xAC |0

<U8EDB> \xE7\x62 |0

<U8EDF> \x93\xEE |0

<U8EE2> \x93\x5D |0

<U8EE3> \xE7\x63 |0

<U8EEB> \xE7\x66 |0

<U8EF8> \x8E\xB2 |0

<U8EFB> \xE7\x65 |0

<U8EFC> \xE7\x64 |0

<U8EFD> \x8C\x79 |0

<U8EFE> \xE7\x67 |0

<U8F03> \x8A\x72 |0

<U8F05> \xE7\x69 |0

<U8F09> \x8D\xDA |0

<U8F0A> \xE7\x68 |0

<U8F0C> \xE7\x71 |0

<U8F12> \xE7\x6B |0

<U8F13> \xE7\x6D |0

<U8F14> \x95\xE3 |0

<U8F15> \xE7\x6A |0

<U8F19> \xE7\x6C |0

<U8F1B> \xE7\x70 |0

<U8F1C> \xE7\x6E |0

<U8F1D> \x8B\x50 |0

<U8F1F> \xE7\x6F |0

<U8F26> \xE7\x72 |0

<U8F29> \x94\x79 |0

<U8F2A> \x97\xD6 |0

<U8F2F> \x8F\x53

 |0

<U8F33> \xE7\x73 |0

<U8F38> \x97\x41 |0

<U8F39> \xE7\x75 |0

<U8F3B> \xE7\x74 |0

<U8F3E> \xE7\x78 |0

<U8F3F> \x97\x60 |0

<U8F42> \xE7\x77 |0

<U8F44> \x8A\x8D |0

<U8F45> \xE7\x76 |0

<U8F46> \xE7\x7B |0
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<U8F49> \xE7\x7A |0

<U8F4C> \xE7\x79 |0

<U8F4D> \x93\x51 |0

<U8F4E> \xE7\x7C |0

<U8F57> \xE7\x7D |0

<U8F5C> \xE7\x7E |0

<U8F5F> \x8D\x8C |0

<U8F61> \x8C\x44 |0

<U8F62> \xE7\x80 |0

<U8F63> \xE7\x81 |0

<U8F64> \xE7\x82 |0

<U8F9B> \x90\x68 |0

<U8F9C> \xE7\x83 |0

<U8F9E> \x8E\xAB |0

<U8F9F> \xE7\x84 |0

<U8FA3> \xE7\x85 |0

<U8FA7> \x99\x9F |0

<U8FA8> \x99\x9E |0

<U8FAD> \xE7\x86 |0

<U8FAE> \xE3\x90 |0

<U8FAF> \xE7\x87 |0

<U8FB0> \x92\x43 |0

<U8FB1> \x90\x4A |0

<U8FB2> \x94\x5F |0

<U8FB7> \xE7\x88 |0

<U8FBA> \x95\xD3 |0

<U8FBB> \x92\xD2 |0

<U8FBC> \x8D\x9E |0

<U8FBF> \x92\x48 |0

<U8FC2> \x89\x49 |0

<U8FC4> \x96\x98 |0

<U8FC5> \x90\x76 |0

<U8FCE> \x8C\x7D |0

<U8FD1> \x8B\xDF |0

<U8FD4> \x95\xD4 |0

<U8FDA> \xE7\x89 |0

<U8FE2> \xE7\x8B |0

<U8FE5> \xE7\x8A |0

<U8FE6> \x89\xDE |0

<U8FE9> \x93\xF4

 |0

<U8FEA> \xE7\x8C |0

<U8FEB> \x94\x97 |0

<U8FED> \x93\x52 |0

<U8FEF> \xE7\x8D |0

<U8FF0> \x8F\x71 |0

<U8FF4> \xE7\x8F |0

<U8FF7> \x96\xC0 |0
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<U8FF8> \xE7\x9E |0

<U8FF9> \xE7\x91 |0

<U8FFA> \xE7\x92 |0

<U8FFD> \x92\xC7 |0

<U9000> \x91\xDE |0

<U9001> \x91\x97 |0

<U9003> \x93\xA6 |0

<U9005> \xE7\x90 |0

<U9006> \x8B\x74 |0

<U900B> \xE7\x99 |0

<U900D> \xE7\x96 |0

<U900E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U900F> \x93\xA7 |0

<U9010> \x92\x80 |0

<U9011> \xE7\x93 |0

<U9013> \x92\xFC |0

<U9014> \x93\x72 |0

<U9015> \xE7\x94 |0

<U9016> \xE7\x98 |0

<U9017> \x90\x80 |0

<U9019> \x94\x87 |0

<U901A> \x92\xCA |0

<U901D> \x90\xC0 |0

<U901E> \xE7\x97 |0

<U901F> \x91\xAC |0

<U9020> \x91\xA2 |0

<U9021> \xE7\x95 |0

<U9022> \x88\xA7 |0

<U9023> \x98\x41 |0

<U9027> \xE7\x9A |0

<U902E> \x91\xDF |0

<U9031> \x8F\x54 |0

<U9032> \x90\x69 |0

<U9035> \xE7\x9C |0

<U9036> \xE7\x9B |0

<U9038> \x88\xED |0

<U9039> \xE7\x9D |0

<U903C> \x95\x4E |0

<U903E> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U9041> \x93\xD9 |0

<U9042> \x90\x8B |0

<U9045> \x92\x78 |0

<U9047> \x8B\xF6

 |0

<U9049> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U904A> \x97\x56 |0

<U904B> \x89\x5E |0

<U904D> \x95\xD5 |0
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<U904E> \x89\xDF |0

<U904F> \xE7\x9F |0

<U9050> \xE7\xA0 |0

<U9051> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U9052> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U9053> \x93\xB9 |0

<U9054> \x92\x42 |0

<U9055> \x88\xE1 |0

<U9056> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U9058> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U9059> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U905C> \x91\xBB |0

<U905E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U9060> \x89\x93 |0

<U9061> \x91\x6B |0

<U9063> \x8C\xAD |0

<U9065> \x97\x79 |0

<U9067> \xEE\x99 |3

<U9067> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U9068> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U9069> \x93\x4B |0

<U906D> \x91\x98 |0

<U906E> \x8E\xD5 |0

<U906F> \xE7\xAA |0

<U9072> \xE7\xAD |0

<U9075> \x8F\x85 |0

<U9076> \xE7\xAB |0

<U9077> \x91\x4A |0

<U9078> \x91\x49 |0

<U907A> \x88\xE2 |0

<U907C> \x97\xC9 |0

<U907D> \xE7\xAF |0

<U907F> \x94\xF0 |0

<U9080> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U9081> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U9082> \xE7\xAE |0

<U9083> \xE2\x84 |0

<U9084> \x8A\xD2 |0

<U9087> \xE7\x8E |0

<U9089> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U908A> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U908F> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U9091> \x97\x57 |0

<U90A3> \x93\xDF |0

<U90A6> \x96\x4D |0

<U90A8> \xE7\xB5

 |0

<U90AA> \x8E\xD7 |0
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<U90AF> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U90B1> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U90B5> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U90B8> \x93\x40 |0

<U90C1> \x88\xE8 |0

<U90CA> \x8D\x78 |0

<U90CE> \x98\x59 |0

<U90DB> \xE7\xBC |0

<U90DE> \xEE\x9A |3

<U90DE> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U90E1> \x8C\x53 |0

<U90E2> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U90E4> \xE7\xBA |0

<U90E8> \x95\x94 |0

<U90ED> \x8A\x73 |0

<U90F5> \x97\x58 |0

<U90F7> \x8B\xBD |0

<U90FD> \x93\x73 |0

<U9102> \xE7\xBD |0

<U9112> \xE7\xBE |0

<U9115> \xEE\x9C |3

<U9115> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U9119> \xE7\xBF |0

<U9127> \xEE\x9D |3

<U9127> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U912D> \x93\x41 |0

<U9130> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U9132> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U9149> \x93\xD1 |0

<U914A> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U914B> \x8F\x55 |0

<U914C> \x8E\xDE |0

<U914D> \x94\x7A |0

<U914E> \x92\x91 |0

<U9152> \x8E\xF0 |0

<U9154> \x90\x8C |0

<U9156> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U9158> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U9162> \x90\x7C |0

<U9163> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U9165> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U9169> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U916A> \x97\x8F |0

<U916C> \x8F\x56 |0

<U9172> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U9173> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U9175> \x8D\x79 |0

<U9177> \x8D\x93 |0
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<U9178> \x8E\x5F

 |0

<U9182> \xE7\xCC |0

<U9187> \x8F\x86 |0

<U9189> \xE7\xCB |0

<U918B> \xE7\xCA |0

<U918D> \x91\xE7 |0

<U9190> \x8C\xED |0

<U9192> \x90\xC1 |0

<U9197> \x94\xAE |0

<U919C> \x8F\x58 |0

<U91A2> \xE7\xCD |0

<U91A4> \x8F\xDD |0

<U91AA> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U91AB> \xE7\xCE |0

<U91AC> \x8F\xDD |1

<U91AF> \xE7\xCF |0

<U91B1> \x94\xAE |1

<U91B4> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U91B5> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U91B8> \x8F\xF8 |0

<U91BA> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U91C0> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U91C1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U91C6> \x94\xCE |0

<U91C7> \x8D\xD1 |0

<U91C8> \x8E\xDF |0

<U91C9> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U91CB> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U91CC> \x97\xA2 |0

<U91CD> \x8F\x64 |0

<U91CE> \x96\xEC |0

<U91CF> \x97\xCA |0

<U91D0> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U91D1> \x8B\xE0 |0

<U91D6> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U91D7> \xEE\x9F |3

<U91D7> \xFB\xBB |0

<U91D8> \x93\x42 |0

<U91DA> \xEE\x9E |3

<U91DA> \xFB\xBA |0

<U91DB> \xE7\xDC |0

<U91DC> \x8A\x98 |0

<U91DD> \x90\x6A |0

<U91DE> \xEE\xA0 |3

<U91DE> \xFB\xBC |0

<U91DF> \xE7\xDA |0

<U91E1> \xE7\xDB |0
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<U91E3> \x92\xDE |0

<U91E4> \xEE\xA3 |3

<U91E4> \xFB\xBF |0

<U91E5> \xEE\xA4

 |3

<U91E5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U91E6> \x96\x74 |0

<U91E7> \x8B\xFA |0

<U91ED> \xEE\xA1 |3

<U91ED> \xFB\xBD |0

<U91EE> \xEE\xA2 |3

<U91EE> \xFB\xBE |0

<U91F5> \xE7\xDE |0

<U91F6> \xE7\xDF |0

<U91FC> \xE7\xDD |0

<U91FF> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U9206> \xEE\xA5 |3

<U9206> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U920A> \xEE\xA7 |3

<U920A> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U920D> \x93\xDD |0

<U920E> \x8A\x62 |0

<U9210> \xEE\xA6 |3

<U9210> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U9211> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U9214> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U9215> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U921E> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U9229> \xE8\x6E |0

<U922C> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U9234> \x97\xE9 |0

<U9237> \x8C\xD8 |0

<U9239> \xEE\xAE |3

<U9239> \xFB\xCA |0

<U923A> \xEE\xA8 |3

<U923A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U923C> \xEE\xAA |3

<U923C> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U923F> \xE7\xED |0

<U9240> \xEE\xA9 |3

<U9240> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U9244> \x93\x53 |0

<U9245> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9248> \xE7\xEB |0

<U9249> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U924B> \xE7\xEE |0

<U924E> \xEE\xAB |3

<U924E> \xFB\xC7 |0
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<U9250> \xE7\xEF |0

<U9251> \xEE\xAD |3

<U9251> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U9257> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9259> \xEE\xAC |3

<U9259> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U925A> \xE7\xF4

 |0

<U925B> \x89\x94 |0

<U925E> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U9262> \x94\xAB |0

<U9264> \xE7\xEA |0

<U9266> \x8F\xDE |0

<U9267> \xEE\xAF |3

<U9267> \xFB\xCB |0

<U9271> \x8D\x7A |0

<U9277> \xEE\xB1 |3

<U9277> \xFB\xCD |0

<U9278> \xEE\xB2 |3

<U9278> \xFB\xCE |0

<U927E> \x96\x67 |0

<U9280> \x8B\xE2 |0

<U9283> \x8F\x65 |0

<U9285> \x93\xBA |0

<U9288> \xED\x43 |3

<U9288> \xFA\x5F |0

<U9291> \x91\x4C |0

<U9293> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U9295> \xE7\xEC |0

<U9296> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U9298> \x96\xC1 |0

<U929A> \x92\xB6 |0

<U929B> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U929C> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U92A7> \xEE\xB0 |3

<U92A7> \xFB\xCC |0

<U92AD> \x91\x4B |0

<U92B7> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U92B9> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U92CF> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U92D0> \xEE\xB6 |3

<U92D0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U92D2> \x96\x4E |0

<U92D3> \xEE\xBA |3

<U92D3> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U92D5> \xEE\xB8 |3

<U92D5> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U92D7> \xEE\xB4 |3
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<U92D7> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U92D9> \xEE\xB5 |3

<U92D9> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U92E0> \xEE\xB9 |3

<U92E0> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U92E4> \x8F\x9B |0

<U92E7> \xEE\xB3 |3

<U92E7> \xFB\xCF |0

<U92E9> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U92EA> \x95\xDD

 |0

<U92ED> \x89\x73 |0

<U92F2> \x95\x65 |0

<U92F3> \x92\x92 |0

<U92F8> \x8B\x98 |0

<U92F9> \xED\x49 |3

<U92F9> \xFA\x65 |0

<U92FA> \xE7\xFA |0

<U92FB> \xEE\xBD |3

<U92FB> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U92FC> \x8D\x7C |0

<U92FF> \xEE\xC0 |3

<U92FF> \xFB\xDC |0

<U9302> \xEE\xC2 |3

<U9302> \xFB\xDE |0

<U9306> \x8E\x4B |0

<U930F> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U9310> \x90\x8D |0

<U9318> \x90\x8E |0

<U9319> \xE8\x40 |0

<U931A> \xE8\x42 |0

<U931D> \xEE\xC1 |3

<U931D> \xFB\xDD |0

<U931E> \xEE\xBF |3

<U931E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U9320> \x8F\xF9 |0

<U9321> \xEE\xBC |3

<U9321> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U9322> \xE8\x41 |0

<U9323> \xE8\x43 |0

<U9325> \xEE\xBB |3

<U9325> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U9326> \x8B\xD1 |0

<U9328> \x95\x64 |0

<U932B> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U932C> \x98\x42 |0

<U932E> \xE7\xFC |0

<U932F> \x8D\xF6 |0
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<U9332> \x98\x5E |0

<U9335> \xE8\x45 |0

<U933A> \xE8\x44 |0

<U933B> \xE8\x46 |0

<U9344> \xE7\xFB |0

<U9348> \xED\x42 |3

<U9348> \xFA\x5E |0

<U934B> \x93\xE7 |0

<U934D> \x93\x74 |0

<U9354> \x92\xD5 |0

<U9356> \xE8\x4B |0

<U9357> \xEE\xC4 |3

<U9357> \xFB\xE0

 |0

<U935B> \x92\x62 |0

<U935C> \xE8\x47 |0

<U9360> \xE8\x48 |0

<U936C> \x8C\x4C |0

<U936E> \xE8\x4A |0

<U9370> \xEE\xC3 |3

<U9370> \xFB\xDF |0

<U9375> \x8C\xAE |0

<U937C> \xE8\x49 |0

<U937E> \x8F\xDF |0

<U938C> \x8A\x99 |0

<U9394> \xE8\x4F |0

<U9396> \x8D\xBD |0

<U9397> \x91\x99 |0

<U939A> \x92\xC8 |0

<U93A4> \xEE\xC5 |3

<U93A4> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U93A7> \x8A\x5A |0

<U93AC> \xE8\x4D |0

<U93AD> \xE8\x4E |0

<U93AE> \x92\xC1 |0

<U93B0> \xE8\x4C |0

<U93B9> \xE8\x50 |0

<U93C3> \xE8\x56 |0

<U93C6> \xEE\xC6 |3

<U93C6> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U93C8> \xE8\x59 |0

<U93D0> \xE8\x58 |0

<U93D1> \x93\x4C |0

<U93D6> \xE8\x51 |0

<U93D7> \xE8\x52 |0

<U93D8> \xE8\x55 |0

<U93DD> \xE8\x57 |0

<U93DE> \xEE\xC7 |3
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<U93DE> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U93E1> \x8B\xBE |0

<U93E4> \xE8\x5A |0

<U93E5> \xE8\x54 |0

<U93E8> \xE8\x53 |0

<U93F8> \xEE\xC8 |3

<U93F8> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U9403> \xE8\x5E |0

<U9407> \xE8\x5F |0

<U9410> \xE8\x60 |0

<U9413> \xE8\x5D |0

<U9414> \xE8\x5C |0

<U9418> \x8F\xE0 |0

<U9419> \x93\xA8 |0

<U941A> \xE8\x5B |0

<U9421> \xE8\x64

 |0

<U942B> \xE8\x62 |0

<U9431> \xEE\xC9 |3

<U9431> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9435> \xE8\x63 |0

<U9436> \xE8\x61 |0

<U9438> \x91\xF6 |0

<U943A> \xE8\x65 |0

<U9441> \xE8\x66 |0

<U9444> \xE8\x68 |0

<U9445> \xEE\xCA |3

<U9445> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U9448> \xEE\xCB |3

<U9448> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U9451> \x8A\xD3 |0

<U9452> \xE8\x67 |0

<U9453> \x96\xF8 |0

<U945A> \xE8\x73 |0

<U945B> \xE8\x69 |0

<U945E> \xE8\x6C |0

<U9460> \xE8\x6A |0

<U9462> \xE8\x6B |0

<U946A> \xE8\x6D |0

<U9470> \xE8\x6F |0

<U9475> \xE8\x70 |0

<U9477> \xE8\x71 |0

<U947C> \xE8\x74 |0

<U947D> \xE8\x72 |0

<U947E> \xE8\x75 |0

<U947F> \xE8\x77 |0

<U9481> \xE8\x76 |0

<U9577> \x92\xB7 |0
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<U9580> \x96\xE5 |0

<U9582> \xE8\x78 |0

<U9583> \x91\x4D |0

<U9587> \xE8\x79 |0

<U9589> \x95\xC2 |0

<U958A> \xE8\x7A |0

<U958B> \x8A\x4A |0

<U958F> \x89\x5B |0

<U9591> \x8A\xD5 |0

<U9592> \xEE\xCC |3

<U9592> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U9593> \x8A\xD4 |0

<U9594> \xE8\x7B |0

<U9596> \xE8\x7C |0

<U9598> \xE8\x7D |0

<U9599> \xE8\x7E |0

<U95A0> \xE8\x80 |0

<U95A2> \x8A\xD6 |0

<U95A3> \x8A\x74

 |0

<U95A4> \x8D\x7D |0

<U95A5> \x94\xB4 |0

<U95A7> \xE8\x82 |0

<U95A8> \xE8\x81 |0

<U95AD> \xE8\x83 |0

<U95B2> \x89\x7B |0

<U95B9> \xE8\x86 |0

<U95BB> \xE8\x85 |0

<U95BC> \xE8\x84 |0

<U95BE> \xE8\x87 |0

<U95C3> \xE8\x8A |0

<U95C7> \x88\xC5 |0

<U95CA> \xE8\x88 |0

<U95CC> \xE8\x8C |0

<U95CD> \xE8\x8B |0

<U95D4> \xE8\x8E |0

<U95D5> \xE8\x8D |0

<U95D6> \xE8\x8F |0

<U95D8> \x93\xAC |0

<U95DC> \xE8\x90 |0

<U95E1> \xE8\x91 |0

<U95E2> \xE8\x93 |0

<U95E5> \xE8\x92 |0

<U961C> \x95\x8C |0

<U9621> \xE8\x94 |0

<U9628> \xE8\x95 |0

<U962A> \x8D\xE3 |0

<U962E> \xE8\x96 |0
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<U962F> \xE8\x97 |0

<U9632> \x96\x68 |0

<U963B> \x91\x6A |0

<U963F> \x88\xA2 |0

<U9640> \x91\xC9 |0

<U9642> \xE8\x98 |0

<U9644> \x95\x8D |0

<U964B> \xE8\x9B |0

<U964C> \xE8\x99 |0

<U964D> \x8D\x7E |0

<U964F> \xE8\x9A |0

<U9650> \x8C\xC0 |0

<U965B> \x95\xC3 |0

<U965C> \xE8\x9D |0

<U965D> \xE8\x9F |0

<U965E> \xE8\x9E |0

<U965F> \xE8\xA0 |0

<U9662> \x89\x40 |0

<U9663> \x90\x77 |0

<U9664> \x8F\x9C |0

<U9665> \x8A\xD7 |0

<U9666> \xE8\xA1

 |0

<U966A> \x94\x86 |0

<U966C> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U9670> \x89\x41 |0

<U9672> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U9673> \x92\xC2 |0

<U9675> \x97\xCB |0

<U9676> \x93\xA9 |0

<U9677> \xE8\x9C |0

<U9678> \x97\xA4 |0

<U967A> \x8C\xAF |0

<U967D> \x97\x7A |0

<U9685> \x8B\xF7 |0

<U9686> \x97\xB2 |0

<U9688> \x8C\x47 |0

<U968A> \x91\xE0 |0

<U968B> \xE4\x40 |0

<U968D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U968E> \x8A\x4B |0

<U968F> \x90\x8F |0

<U9694> \x8A\x75 |0

<U9695> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U9697> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9698> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U9699> \x8C\x84 |0

<U969B> \x8D\xDB |0
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<U969C> \x8F\xE1 |0

<U969D> \xEE\xCF |3

<U969D> \xFB\xEB |0

<U96A0> \x89\x42 |0

<U96A3> \x97\xD7 |0

<U96A7> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U96A8> \xE7\xAC |0

<U96AA> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U96AF> \xEE\xD0 |3

<U96AF> \xFB\xEC |0

<U96B0> \xE8\xAC |0

<U96B1> \xE8\xAA |0

<U96B2> \xE8\xAB |0

<U96B4> \xE8\xAD |0

<U96B6> \xE8\xAE |0

<U96B7> \x97\xEA |0

<U96B8> \xE8\xAF |0

<U96B9> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U96BB> \x90\xC7 |0

<U96BC> \x94\xB9 |0

<U96C0> \x90\x9D |0

<U96C1> \x8A\xE5 |0

<U96C4> \x97\x59 |0

<U96C5> \x89\xEB |0

<U96C6> \x8F\x57

 |0

<U96C7> \x8C\xD9 |0

<U96C9> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U96CB> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U96CC> \x8E\x93 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U96CE> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U96D1> \x8E\x47 |0

<U96D5> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U96D6> \xE5\xAB |0

<U96D9> \x99\xD4 |0

<U96DB> \x90\x97 |0

<U96DC> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U96E2> \x97\xA3 |0

<U96E3> \x93\xEF |0

<U96E8> \x89\x4A |0

<U96EA> \x90\xE1 |0

<U96EB> \x8E\xB4 |0

<U96F0> \x95\xB5 |0

<U96F2> \x89\x5F |0

<U96F6> \x97\xEB |0

<U96F7> \x97\x8B |0

<U96F9> \xE8\xB9 |0
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<U96FB> \x93\x64 |0

<U9700> \x8E\xF9 |0

<U9704> \xE8\xBA |0

<U9706> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9707> \x90\x6B |0

<U9708> \xE8\xBC |0

<U970A> \x97\xEC |0

<U970D> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U970E> \xE8\xBE |0

<U970F> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U9711> \xE8\xBF |0

<U9713> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9716> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U9719> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U971C> \x91\x9A |0

<U971E> \x89\xE0 |0

<U9724> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U9727> \x96\xB6 |0

<U972A> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U9730> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U9732> \x98\x49 |0

<U9733> \xEE\xD1 |3

<U9733> \xFB\xED |0

<U9738> \x9E\x50 |0

<U9739> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U973B> \xEE\xD2 |3

<U973B> \xFB\xEE |0

<U973D> \xE8\xC7

 |0

<U973E> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U9742> \xE8\xCC |0

<U9743> \xEE\xD3 |3

<U9743> \xFB\xEF |0

<U9744> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U9746> \xE8\xCA |0

<U9748> \xE8\xCB |0

<U9749> \xE8\xCD |0

<U974D> \xEE\xD4 |3

<U974D> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U974F> \xEE\xD5 |3

<U974F> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U9751> \xEE\xD6 |3

<U9751> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U9752> \x90\xC2 |0

<U9755> \xEE\xD7 |3

<U9755> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U9756> \x96\xF5 |0

<U9759> \x90\xC3 |0
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<U975C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U975E> \x94\xF1 |0

<U9760> \xE8\xCF |0

<U9761> \xEA\x72 |0

<U9762> \x96\xCA |0

<U9764> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U9766> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U9768> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U9769> \x8A\x76 |0

<U976B> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U976D> \x90\x78 |0

<U9771> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U9774> \x8C\x43 |0

<U9779> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U977A> \xE8\xDA |0

<U977C> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U9781> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U9784> \x8A\x93 |0

<U9785> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9786> \xE8\xDB |0

<U978B> \xE8\xDC |0

<U978D> \x88\xC6 |0

<U978F> \xE8\xDD |0

<U9790> \xE8\xDE |0

<U9798> \x8F\xE2 |0

<U979C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U97A0> \x8B\x66 |0

<U97A3> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U97A6> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U97A8> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U97AB> \xE6\x91

 |0

<U97AD> \x95\xDA |0

<U97B3> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U97B4> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U97C3> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U97C6> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U97C8> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U97CB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U97D3> \x8A\xD8 |0

<U97DC> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U97ED> \xE8\xEA |0

<U97EE> \x94\x42 |0

<U97F2> \xE8\xEC |0

<U97F3> \x89\xB9 |0

<U97F5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U97F6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U97FB> \x89\x43 |0
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<U97FF> \x8B\xBF |0

<U9801> \x95\xC5 |0

<U9802> \x92\xB8 |0

<U9803> \x8D\xA0 |0

<U9805> \x8D\x80 |0

<U9806> \x8F\x87 |0

<U9808> \x90\x7B |0

<U980C> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U980F> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U9810> \x97\x61 |0

<U9811> \x8A\xE6 |0

<U9812> \x94\xD0 |0

<U9813> \x93\xDA |0

<U9817> \x90\x9C |0

<U9818> \x97\xCC |0

<U981A> \x8C\x7A |0

<U9821> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U9824> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U982C> \x96\x6A |0

<U982D> \x93\xAA |0

<U9830> \x96\x6A |1

<U9834> \x89\x6F |0

<U9837> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U9838> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U9839> \xE8\xF6 |1

<U983B> \x95\x70 |0

<U983C> \x97\x8A |0

<U983D> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U9846> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U984B> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U984C> \x91\xE8 |0

<U984D> \x8A\x7A |0

<U984E> \x8A\x7B |0

<U984F> \xE8\xF8

 |0

<U9854> \x8A\xE7 |0

<U9855> \x8C\xB0 |0

<U9857> \xEE\xD8 |3

<U9857> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U9858> \x8A\xE8 |0

<U985A> \x93\x5E |1

<U985B> \x93\x5E |0

<U985E> \x97\xDE |0

<U9865> \xEE\xD9 |3

<U9865> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U9867> \x8C\xDA |0

<U986B> \xE8\xFA |0

<U986F> \xE8\xFB |0
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<U9870> \xE8\xFC |0

<U9871> \xE9\x40 |0

<U9873> \xE9\x42 |0

<U9874> \xE9\x41 |0

<U98A8> \x95\x97 |0

<U98AA> \xE9\x43 |0

<U98AF> \xE9\x44 |0

<U98B1> \xE9\x45 |0

<U98B6> \xE9\x46 |0

<U98C3> \xE9\x48 |0

<U98C4> \xE9\x47 |0

<U98C6> \xE9\x49 |0

<U98DB> \x94\xF2 |0

<U98DC> \xE3\xCA |0

<U98DF> \x90\x48 |0

<U98E2> \x8B\x51 |0

<U98E9> \xE9\x4A |0

<U98EB> \xE9\x4B |0

<U98ED> \x99\xAA |0

<U98EE> \x9F\x5A |0

<U98EF> \x94\xD1 |0

<U98F2> \x88\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \x88\xB9 |0

<U98FC> \x8E\x94 |0

<U98FD> \x96\x4F |0

<U98FE> \x8F\xFC |0

<U9903> \xE9\x4C |0

<U9905> \x96\xDD |0

<U9909> \xE9\x4D |0

<U990A> \x97\x7B |0

<U990C> \x89\x61 |0

<U9910> \x8E\x60 |0

<U9912> \xE9\x4E |0

<U9913> \x89\xEC |0

<U9914> \xE9\x4F |0

<U9918> \xE9\x50 |0

<U991D> \xE9\x52

 |0

<U991E> \xE9\x53 |0

<U9920> \xE9\x55 |0

<U9921> \xE9\x51 |0

<U9924> \xE9\x54 |0

<U9927> \xEE\xDC |3

<U9927> \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9928> \x8A\xD9 |0

<U992C> \xE9\x56 |0

<U992E> \xE9\x57 |0

<U993D> \xE9\x58 |0
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<U993E> \xE9\x59 |0

<U9942> \xE9\x5A |0

<U9945> \xE9\x5C |0

<U9949> \xE9\x5B |0

<U994B> \xE9\x5E |0

<U994C> \xE9\x61 |0

<U9950> \xE9\x5D |0

<U9951> \xE9\x5F |0

<U9952> \xE9\x60 |0

<U9955> \xE9\x62 |0

<U9957> \x8B\xC0 |0

<U9996> \x8E\xF1 |0

<U9997> \xE9\x63 |0

<U9998> \xE9\x64 |0

<U9999> \x8D\x81 |0

<U999E> \xEE\xDE |3

<U999E> \xFB\xFA |0

<U99A5> \xE9\x65 |0

<U99A8> \x8A\x5D |0

<U99AC> \x94\x6E |0

<U99AD> \xE9\x66 |0

<U99AE> \xE9\x67 |0

<U99B3> \x92\x79 |0

<U99B4> \x93\xE9 |0

<U99BC> \xE9\x68 |0

<U99C1> \x94\x9D |0

<U99C4> \x91\xCA |0

<U99C5> \x89\x77 |0

<U99C6> \x8B\xEC |0

<U99C8> \x8B\xED |0

<U99D0> \x92\x93 |0

<U99D1> \xE9\x6D |0

<U99D2> \x8B\xEE |0

<U99D5> \x89\xED |0

<U99D8> \xE9\x6C |0

<U99DB> \xE9\x6A |0

<U99DD> \xE9\x6B |0

<U99DF> \xE9\x69 |0

<U99E2> \xE9\x77 |0

<U99ED> \xE9\x6E

 |0

<U99EE> \xE9\x6F |0

<U99F1> \xE9\x70 |0

<U99F2> \xE9\x71 |0

<U99F8> \xE9\x73 |0

<U99FB> \xE9\x72 |0

<U99FF> \x8F\x78 |0

<U9A01> \xE9\x74 |0
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<U9A05> \xE9\x76 |0

<U9A0E> \x8B\x52 |0

<U9A0F> \xE9\x75 |0

<U9A12> \x91\x9B |0

<U9A13> \x8C\xB1 |0

<U9A19> \xE9\x78 |0

<U9A28> \x91\xCB |0

<U9A2B> \xE9\x79 |0

<U9A30> \x93\xAB |0

<U9A37> \xE9\x7A |0

<U9A3E> \xE9\x80 |0

<U9A40> \xE9\x7D |0

<U9A42> \xE9\x7C |0

<U9A43> \xE9\x7E |0

<U9A45> \xE9\x7B |0

<U9A4D> \xE9\x82 |0

<U9A4E> \xEE\xDF |3

<U9A4E> \xFB\xFB |0

<U9A52> \x91\xCB |1

<U9A55> \xE9\x81 |0

<U9A57> \xE9\x84 |0

<U9A5A> \x8B\xC1 |0

<U9A5B> \xE9\x83 |0

<U9A5F> \xE9\x85 |0

<U9A62> \xE9\x86 |0

<U9A64> \xE9\x88 |0

<U9A65> \xE9\x87 |0

<U9A69> \xE9\x89 |0

<U9A6A> \xE9\x8B |0

<U9A6B> \xE9\x8A |0

<U9AA8> \x8D\x9C |0

<U9AAD> \xE9\x8C |0

<U9AB0> \xE9\x8D |0

<U9AB8> \x8A\x5B |0

<U9ABC> \xE9\x8E |0

<U9AC0> \xE9\x8F |0

<U9AC4> \x90\x91 |0

<U9ACF> \xE9\x90 |0

<U9AD1> \xE9\x91 |0

<U9AD3> \xE9\x92 |0

<U9AD4> \xE9\x93 |0

<U9AD8> \x8D\x82 |0

<U9AD9> \xEE\xE0

 |3

<U9AD9> \xFB\xFC |0

<U9ADC> \xEE\xE1 |3

<U9ADC> \xFC\x40 |0

<U9ADE> \xE9\x94 |0
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<U9ADF> \xE9\x95 |0

<U9AE2> \xE9\x96 |0

<U9AE3> \xE9\x97 |0

<U9AE6> \xE9\x98 |0

<U9AEA> \x94\xAF |0

<U9AEB> \xE9\x9A |0

<U9AED> \x95\x45 |0

<U9AEE> \xE9\x9B |0

<U9AEF> \xE9\x99 |0

<U9AF1> \xE9\x9D |0

<U9AF4> \xE9\x9C |0

<U9AF7> \xE9\x9E |0

<U9AFB> \xE9\x9F |0

<U9B06> \xE9\xA0 |0

<U9B18> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U9B1A> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U9B1F> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U9B22> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U9B23> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U9B25> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U9B27> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U9B28> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U9B29> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U9B2A> \xE9\xAA |0

<U9B2E> \xE9\xAB |0

<U9B2F> \xE9\xAC |0

<U9B31> \x9F\x54 |0

<U9B32> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9B3B> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U9B3C> \x8B\x53 |0

<U9B41> \x8A\x40 |0

<U9B42> \x8D\xB0 |0

<U9B43> \xE9\xAF |0

<U9B44> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9B45> \x96\xA3 |0

<U9B4D> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U9B4E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U9B4F> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U9B51> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U9B54> \x96\x82 |0

<U9B58> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U9B5A> \x8B\x9B |0

<U9B6F> \x98\x44 |0

<U9B72> \xEE\xE3 |3

<U9B72> \xFC\x42 |0

<U9B74> \xE9\xB5

 |0

<U9B75> \xEE\xE2 |3
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<U9B75> \xFC\x41 |0

<U9B83> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U9B8E> \x88\xBC |0

<U9B8F> \xEE\xE4 |3

<U9B8F> \xFC\x43 |0

<U9B91> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U9B92> \x95\xA9 |0

<U9B93> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U9B96> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U9B97> \xE9\xBA |0

<U9B9F> \xE9\xBB |0

<U9BA0> \xE9\xBC |0

<U9BA8> \xE9\xBD |0

<U9BAA> \x96\x8E |0

<U9BAB> \x8E\x4C |0

<U9BAD> \x8D\xF8 |0

<U9BAE> \x91\x4E |0

<U9BB1> \xEE\xE5 |3

<U9BB1> \xFC\x44 |0

<U9BB4> \xE9\xBE |0

<U9BB9> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U9BBB> \xEE\xE6 |3

<U9BBB> \xFC\x45 |0

<U9BC0> \xE9\xBF |0

<U9BC6> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U9BC9> \x8C\xEF |0

<U9BCA> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U9BCF> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U9BD1> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U9BD2> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U9BD4> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U9BD6> \x8E\x49 |0

<U9BDB> \x91\xE2 |0

<U9BE1> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9BE2> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U9BE3> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U9BE4> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U9BE8> \x8C\x7E |0

<U9BF0> \xE9\xCE |0

<U9BF1> \xE9\xCD |0

<U9BF2> \xE9\xCC |0

<U9BF5> \x88\xB1 |0

<U9C00> \xEE\xE7 |3

<U9C00> \xFC\x46 |0

<U9C04> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U9C06> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U9C08> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U9C09> \xE9\xD1 |0
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<U9C0A> \xE9\xD7

 |0

<U9C0C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U9C0D> \x8A\x82 |0

<U9C10> \x98\x6B |0

<U9C12> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U9C13> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U9C14> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U9C15> \xE9\xCF |0

<U9C1B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U9C21> \xE9\xDD |0

<U9C24> \xE9\xDC |0

<U9C25> \xE9\xDB |0

<U9C2D> \x95\x68 |0

<U9C2E> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U9C2F> \x88\xF1 |0

<U9C30> \xE9\xDE |0

<U9C32> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U9C39> \x8A\x8F |0

<U9C3A> \xE9\xCB |0

<U9C3B> \x89\x56 |0

<U9C3E> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U9C46> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U9C47> \xE9\xDF |0

<U9C48> \x92\x4C |0

<U9C52> \x96\x90 |0

<U9C57> \x97\xD8 |0

<U9C5A> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U9C60> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U9C67> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U9C76> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U9C78> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U9CE5> \x92\xB9 |0

<U9CE7> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U9CE9> \x94\xB5 |0

<U9CEB> \xE9\xED |0

<U9CEC> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U9CF0> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9CF3> \x96\x50 |0

<U9CF4> \x96\xC2 |0

<U9CF6> \x93\xCE |0

<U9D03> \xE9\xEE |0

<U9D06> \xE9\xEF |0

<U9D07> \x93\xBC |0

<U9D08> \xE9\xEC |0

<U9D09> \xE9\xEB |0

<U9D0E> \x89\xA8 |0

<U9D12> \xE9\xF7 |0
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<U9D15> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U9D1B> \x89\x95 |0

<U9D1F> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U9D23> \xE9\xF3

 |0

<U9D26> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U9D28> \x8A\x9B |0

<U9D2A> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U9D2B> \x8E\xB0 |0

<U9D2C> \x89\xA7 |0

<U9D3B> \x8D\x83 |0

<U9D3E> \xE9\xFA |0

<U9D3F> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U9D41> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U9D44> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U9D46> \xE9\xFB |0

<U9D48> \xE9\xFC |0

<U9D50> \xEA\x44 |0

<U9D51> \xEA\x43 |0

<U9D59> \xEA\x45 |0

<U9D5C> \x89\x4C |0

<U9D5D> \xEA\x40 |0

<U9D5E> \xEA\x41 |0

<U9D60> \x8D\x94 |0

<U9D61> \x96\xB7 |0

<U9D64> \xEA\x42 |0

<U9D6B> \xEE\xE9 |3

<U9D6B> \xFC\x48 |0

<U9D6C> \x96\x51 |0

<U9D6F> \xEA\x4A |0

<U9D70> \xEE\xE8 |3

<U9D70> \xFC\x47 |0

<U9D72> \xEA\x46 |0

<U9D7A> \xEA\x4B |0

<U9D87> \xEA\x48 |0

<U9D89> \xEA\x47 |0

<U9D8F> \x8C\x7B |0

<U9D9A> \xEA\x4C |0

<U9DA4> \xEA\x4D |0

<U9DA9> \xEA\x4E |0

<U9DAB> \xEA\x49 |0

<U9DAF> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U9DB2> \xEA\x4F |0

<U9DB4> \x92\xDF |0

<U9DB8> \xEA\x53 |0

<U9DBA> \xEA\x54 |0

<U9DBB> \xEA\x52 |0

<U9DC1> \xEA\x51 |0
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<U9DC2> \xEA\x57 |0

<U9DC4> \xEA\x50 |0

<U9DC6> \xEA\x55 |0

<U9DCF> \xEA\x56 |0

<U9DD3> \xEA\x59 |0

<U9DD7> \x89\xA8 |1

<U9DD9> \xEA\x58

 |0

<U9DE6> \xEA\x5B |0

<U9DED> \xEA\x5C |0

<U9DEF> \xEA\x5D |0

<U9DF2> \x98\x68 |0

<U9DF8> \xEA\x5A |0

<U9DF9> \x91\xE9 |0

<U9DFA> \x8D\xEB |0

<U9DFD> \xEA\x5E |0

<U9E19> \xEE\xEB |3

<U9E19> \xFC\x4A |0

<U9E1A> \xEA\x5F |0

<U9E1B> \xEA\x60 |0

<U9E1E> \xEA\x61 |0

<U9E75> \xEA\x62 |0

<U9E78> \x8C\xB2 |0

<U9E79> \xEA\x63 |0

<U9E7C> \x8C\xB2 |1

<U9E7D> \xEA\x64 |0

<U9E7F> \x8E\xAD |0

<U9E81> \xEA\x65 |0

<U9E88> \xEA\x66 |0

<U9E8B> \xEA\x67 |0

<U9E8C> \xEA\x68 |0

<U9E91> \xEA\x6B |0

<U9E92> \xEA\x69 |0

<U9E93> \x98\x5B |0

<U9E95> \xEA\x6A |0

<U9E97> \x97\xED |0

<U9E9D> \xEA\x6C |0

<U9E9F> \x97\xD9 |0

<U9EA5> \xEA\x6D |0

<U9EA6> \x94\x9E |0

<U9EA9> \xEA\x6E |0

<U9EAA> \xEA\x70 |0

<U9EAD> \xEA\x71 |0

<U9EB4> \x8D\x8D |1

<U9EB5> \x96\xCB |1

<U9EB8> \xEA\x6F |0

<U9EB9> \x8D\x8D |0

<U9EBA> \x96\xCB |0
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<U9EBB> \x96\x83 |0

<U9EBC> \x9B\xF5 |0

<U9EBE> \x9F\x80 |0

<U9EBF> \x96\x9B |0

<U9EC4> \x89\xA9 |0

<U9ECC> \xEA\x73 |0

<U9ECD> \x8B\x6F |0

<U9ECE> \xEA\x74 |0

<U9ECF> \xEA\x75 |0

<U9ED0> \xEA\x76

 |0

<U9ED1> \xEE\xEC |3

<U9ED1> \xFC\x4B |0

<U9ED2> \x8D\x95 |0

<U9ED4> \xEA\x77 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U9ED9> \x96\xD9 |0

<U9EDB> \x91\xE1 |0

<U9EDC> \xEA\x78 |0

<U9EDD> \xEA\x7A |0

<U9EDE> \xEA\x79 |0

<U9EE0> \xEA\x7B |0

<U9EE5> \xEA\x7C |0

<U9EE8> \xEA\x7D |0

<U9EEF> \xEA\x7E |0

<U9EF4> \xEA\x80 |0

<U9EF6> \xEA\x81 |0

<U9EF7> \xEA\x82 |0

<U9EF9> \xEA\x83 |0

<U9EFB> \xEA\x84 |0

<U9EFC> \xEA\x85 |0

<U9EFD> \xEA\x86 |0

<U9F07> \xEA\x87 |0

<U9F08> \xEA\x88 |0

<U9F0E> \x93\x43 |0

<U9F13> \x8C\xDB |0

<U9F15> \xEA\x8A |0

<U9F20> \x91\x6C |0

<U9F21> \xEA\x8B |0

<U9F2C> \xEA\x8C |0

<U9F3B> \x95\x40 |0

<U9F3E> \xEA\x8D |0

<U9F4A> \xEA\x8E |0

<U9F4B> \xE2\x56 |0

<U9F4E> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U9F4F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U9F52> \xEA\x8F |0

<U9F54> \xEA\x90 |0
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<U9F5F> \xEA\x92 |0

<U9F60> \xEA\x93 |0

<U9F61> \xEA\x94 |0

<U9F62> \x97\xEE |0

<U9F63> \xEA\x91 |0

<U9F66> \xEA\x95 |0

<U9F67> \xEA\x96 |0

<U9F6A> \xEA\x98 |0

<U9F6C> \xEA\x97 |0

<U9F72> \xEA\x9A |0

<U9F76> \xEA\x9B |0

<U9F77> \xEA\x99 |0

<U9F8D> \x97\xB4

 |0

<U9F95> \xEA\x9C |0

<U9F9C> \xEA\x9D |0

<U9F9D> \xE2\x73 |0

<U9FA0> \xEA\x9E |0

<UE000> \xF0\x40 |0

<UE001> \xF0\x41 |0

<UE002> \xF0\x42 |0

<UE003> \xF0\x43 |0

<UE004> \xF0\x44 |0

<UE005> \xF0\x45 |0

<UE006> \xF0\x46 |0

<UE007> \xF0\x47 |0

<UE008> \xF0\x48 |0

<UE009> \xF0\x49 |0

<UE00A> \xF0\x4A |0

<UE00B> \xF0\x4B |0

<UE00C> \xF0\x4C |0

<UE00D> \xF0\x4D |0

<UE00E> \xF0\x4E |0

<UE00F> \xF0\x4F |0

<UE010> \xF0\x50 |0

<UE011> \xF0\x51 |0

<UE012> \xF0\x52 |0

<UE013> \xF0\x53 |0

<UE014> \xF0\x54 |0

<UE015> \xF0\x55 |0

<UE016> \xF0\x56 |0

<UE017> \xF0\x57 |0

<UE018> \xF0\x58 |0

<UE019> \xF0\x59 |0

<UE01A> \xF0\x5A |0

<UE01B> \xF0\x5B |0

<UE01C> \xF0\x5C |0

<UE01D> \xF0\x5D |0
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<UE01E> \xF0\x5E |0

<UE01F> \xF0\x5F |0

<UE020> \xF0\x60 |0

<UE021> \xF0\x61 |0

<UE022> \xF0\x62 |0

<UE023> \xF0\x63 |0

<UE024> \xF0\x64 |0

<UE025> \xF0\x65 |0

<UE026> \xF0\x66 |0

<UE027> \xF0\x67 |0

<UE028> \xF0\x68 |0

<UE029> \xF0\x69 |0

<UE02A> \xF0\x6A |0

<UE02B> \xF0\x6B |0

<UE02C> \xF0\x6C |0

<UE02D> \xF0\x6D

 |0

<UE02E> \xF0\x6E |0

<UE02F> \xF0\x6F |0

<UE030> \xF0\x70 |0

<UE031> \xF0\x71 |0

<UE032> \xF0\x72 |0

<UE033> \xF0\x73 |0

<UE034> \xF0\x74 |0

<UE035> \xF0\x75 |0

<UE036> \xF0\x76 |0

<UE037> \xF0\x77 |0

<UE038> \xF0\x78 |0

<UE039> \xF0\x79 |0

<UE03A> \xF0\x7A |0

<UE03B> \xF0\x7B |0

<UE03C> \xF0\x7C |0

<UE03D> \xF0\x7D |0

<UE03E> \xF0\x7E |0

<UE03F> \xF0\x80 |0

<UE040> \xF0\x81 |0

<UE041> \xF0\x82 |0

<UE042> \xF0\x83 |0

<UE043> \xF0\x84 |0

<UE044> \xF0\x85 |0

<UE045> \xF0\x86 |0

<UE046> \xF0\x87 |0

<UE047> \xF0\x88 |0

<UE048> \xF0\x89 |0

<UE049> \xF0\x8A |0

<UE04A> \xF0\x8B |0

<UE04B> \xF0\x8C |0

<UE04C> \xF0\x8D |0
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<UE04D> \xF0\x8E |0

<UE04E> \xF0\x8F |0

<UE04F> \xF0\x90 |0

<UE050> \xF0\x91 |0

<UE051> \xF0\x92 |0

<UE052> \xF0\x93 |0

<UE053> \xF0\x94 |0

<UE054> \xF0\x95 |0

<UE055> \xF0\x96 |0

<UE056> \xF0\x97 |0

<UE057> \xF0\x98 |0

<UE058> \xF0\x99 |0

<UE059> \xF0\x9A |0

<UE05A> \xF0\x9B |0

<UE05B> \xF0\x9C |0

<UE05C> \xF0\x9D |0

<UE05D> \xF0\x9E |0

<UE05E> \xF0\x9F |0

<UE05F> \xF0\xA0

 |0

<UE060> \xF0\xA1 |0

<UE061> \xF0\xA2 |0

<UE062> \xF0\xA3 |0

<UE063> \xF0\xA4 |0

<UE064> \xF0\xA5 |0

<UE065> \xF0\xA6 |0

<UE066> \xF0\xA7 |0

<UE067> \xF0\xA8 |0

<UE068> \xF0\xA9 |0

<UE069> \xF0\xAA |0

<UE06A> \xF0\xAB |0

<UE06B> \xF0\xAC |0

<UE06C> \xF0\xAD |0

<UE06D> \xF0\xAE |0

<UE06E> \xF0\xAF |0

<UE06F> \xF0\xB0 |0

<UE070> \xF0\xB1 |0

<UE071> \xF0\xB2 |0

<UE072> \xF0\xB3 |0

<UE073> \xF0\xB4 |0

<UE074> \xF0\xB5 |0

<UE075> \xF0\xB6 |0

<UE076> \xF0\xB7 |0

<UE077> \xF0\xB8 |0

<UE078> \xF0\xB9 |0

<UE079> \xF0\xBA |0

<UE07A> \xF0\xBB |0

<UE07B> \xF0\xBC |0
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<UE07C> \xF0\xBD |0

<UE07D> \xF0\xBE |0

<UE07E> \xF0\xBF |0

<UE07F> \xF0\xC0 |0

<UE080> \xF0\xC1 |0

<UE081> \xF0\xC2 |0

<UE082> \xF0\xC3 |0

<UE083> \xF0\xC4 |0

<UE084> \xF0\xC5 |0

<UE085> \xF0\xC6 |0

<UE086> \xF0\xC7 |0

<UE087> \xF0\xC8 |0

<UE088> \xF0\xC9 |0

<UE089> \xF0\xCA |0

<UE08A> \xF0\xCB |0

<UE08B> \xF0\xCC |0

<UE08C> \xF0\xCD |0

<UE08D> \xF0\xCE |0

<UE08E> \xF0\xCF |0

<UE08F> \xF0\xD0 |0

<UE090> \xF0\xD1 |0

<UE091> \xF0\xD2

 |0

<UE092> \xF0\xD3 |0

<UE093> \xF0\xD4 |0

<UE094> \xF0\xD5 |0

<UE095> \xF0\xD6 |0

<UE096> \xF0\xD7 |0

<UE097> \xF0\xD8 |0

<UE098> \xF0\xD9 |0

<UE099> \xF0\xDA |0

<UE09A> \xF0\xDB |0

<UE09B> \xF0\xDC |0

<UE09C> \xF0\xDD |0

<UE09D> \xF0\xDE |0

<UE09E> \xF0\xDF |0

<UE09F> \xF0\xE0 |0

<UE0A0> \xF0\xE1 |0

<UE0A1> \xF0\xE2 |0

<UE0A2> \xF0\xE3 |0

<UE0A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<UE0A4> \xF0\xE5 |0

<UE0A5> \xF0\xE6 |0

<UE0A6> \xF0\xE7 |0

<UE0A7> \xF0\xE8 |0

<UE0A8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<UE0A9> \xF0\xEA |0

<UE0AA> \xF0\xEB |0
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<UE0AB> \xF0\xEC |0

<UE0AC> \xF0\xED |0

<UE0AD> \xF0\xEE |0

<UE0AE> \xF0\xEF |0

<UE0AF> \xF0\xF0 |0

<UE0B0> \xF0\xF1 |0

<UE0B1> \xF0\xF2 |0

<UE0B2> \xF0\xF3 |0

<UE0B3> \xF0\xF4 |0

<UE0B4> \xF0\xF5 |0

<UE0B5> \xF0\xF6 |0

<UE0B6> \xF0\xF7 |0

<UE0B7> \xF0\xF8 |0

<UE0B8> \xF0\xF9 |0

<UE0B9> \xF0\xFA |0

<UE0BA> \xF0\xFB |0

<UE0BB> \xF0\xFC |0

<UE0BC> \xF1\x40 |0

<UE0BD> \xF1\x41 |0

<UE0BE> \xF1\x42 |0

<UE0BF> \xF1\x43 |0

<UE0C0> \xF1\x44 |0

<UE0C1> \xF1\x45 |0

<UE0C2> \xF1\x46 |0

<UE0C3> \xF1\x47

 |0

<UE0C4> \xF1\x48 |0

<UE0C5> \xF1\x49 |0

<UE0C6> \xF1\x4A |0

<UE0C7> \xF1\x4B |0

<UE0C8> \xF1\x4C |0

<UE0C9> \xF1\x4D |0

<UE0CA> \xF1\x4E |0

<UE0CB> \xF1\x4F |0

<UE0CC> \xF1\x50 |0

<UE0CD> \xF1\x51 |0

<UE0CE> \xF1\x52 |0

<UE0CF> \xF1\x53 |0

<UE0D0> \xF1\x54 |0

<UE0D1> \xF1\x55 |0

<UE0D2> \xF1\x56 |0

<UE0D3> \xF1\x57 |0

<UE0D4> \xF1\x58 |0

<UE0D5> \xF1\x59 |0

<UE0D6> \xF1\x5A |0

<UE0D7> \xF1\x5B |0

<UE0D8> \xF1\x5C |0

<UE0D9> \xF1\x5D |0
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<UE0DA> \xF1\x5E |0

<UE0DB> \xF1\x5F |0

<UE0DC> \xF1\x60 |0

<UE0DD> \xF1\x61 |0

<UE0DE> \xF1\x62 |0

<UE0DF> \xF1\x63 |0

<UE0E0> \xF1\x64 |0

<UE0E1> \xF1\x65 |0

<UE0E2> \xF1\x66 |0

<UE0E3> \xF1\x67 |0

<UE0E4> \xF1\x68 |0

<UE0E5> \xF1\x69 |0

<UE0E6> \xF1\x6A |0

<UE0E7> \xF1\x6B |0

<UE0E8> \xF1\x6C |0

<UE0E9> \xF1\x6D |0

<UE0EA> \xF1\x6E |0

<UE0EB> \xF1\x6F |0

<UE0EC> \xF1\x70 |0

<UE0ED> \xF1\x71 |0

<UE0EE> \xF1\x72 |0

<UE0EF> \xF1\x73 |0

<UE0F0> \xF1\x74 |0

<UE0F1> \xF1\x75 |0

<UE0F2> \xF1\x76 |0

<UE0F3> \xF1\x77 |0

<UE0F4> \xF1\x78 |0

<UE0F5> \xF1\x79

 |0

<UE0F6> \xF1\x7A |0

<UE0F7> \xF1\x7B |0

<UE0F8> \xF1\x7C |0

<UE0F9> \xF1\x7D |0

<UE0FA> \xF1\x7E |0

<UE0FB> \xF1\x80 |0

<UE0FC> \xF1\x81 |0

<UE0FD> \xF1\x82 |0

<UE0FE> \xF1\x83 |0

<UE0FF> \xF1\x84 |0

<UE100> \xF1\x85 |0

<UE101> \xF1\x86 |0

<UE102> \xF1\x87 |0

<UE103> \xF1\x88 |0

<UE104> \xF1\x89 |0

<UE105> \xF1\x8A |0

<UE106> \xF1\x8B |0

<UE107> \xF1\x8C |0

<UE108> \xF1\x8D |0
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<UE109> \xF1\x8E |0

<UE10A> \xF1\x8F |0

<UE10B> \xF1\x90 |0

<UE10C> \xF1\x91 |0

<UE10D> \xF1\x92 |0

<UE10E> \xF1\x93 |0

<UE10F> \xF1\x94 |0

<UE110> \xF1\x95 |0

<UE111> \xF1\x96 |0

<UE112> \xF1\x97 |0

<UE113> \xF1\x98 |0

<UE114> \xF1\x99 |0

<UE115> \xF1\x9A |0

<UE116> \xF1\x9B |0

<UE117> \xF1\x9C |0

<UE118> \xF1\x9D |0

<UE119> \xF1\x9E |0

<UE11A> \xF1\x9F |0

<UE11B> \xF1\xA0 |0

<UE11C> \xF1\xA1 |0

<UE11D> \xF1\xA2 |0

<UE11E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<UE11F> \xF1\xA4 |0

<UE120> \xF1\xA5 |0

<UE121> \xF1\xA6 |0

<UE122> \xF1\xA7 |0

<UE123> \xF1\xA8 |0

<UE124> \xF1\xA9 |0

<UE125> \xF1\xAA |0

<UE126> \xF1\xAB |0

<UE127> \xF1\xAC

 |0

<UE128> \xF1\xAD |0

<UE129> \xF1\xAE |0

<UE12A> \xF1\xAF |0

<UE12B> \xF1\xB0 |0

<UE12C> \xF1\xB1 |0

<UE12D> \xF1\xB2 |0

<UE12E> \xF1\xB3 |0

<UE12F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<UE130> \xF1\xB5 |0

<UE131> \xF1\xB6 |0

<UE132> \xF1\xB7 |0

<UE133> \xF1\xB8 |0

<UE134> \xF1\xB9 |0

<UE135> \xF1\xBA |0

<UE136> \xF1\xBB |0

<UE137> \xF1\xBC |0
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<UE138> \xF1\xBD |0

<UE139> \xF1\xBE |0

<UE13A> \xF1\xBF |0

<UE13B> \xF1\xC0 |0

<UE13C> \xF1\xC1 |0

<UE13D> \xF1\xC2 |0

<UE13E> \xF1\xC3 |0

<UE13F> \xF1\xC4 |0

<UE140> \xF1\xC5 |0

<UE141> \xF1\xC6 |0

<UE142> \xF1\xC7 |0

<UE143> \xF1\xC8 |0

<UE144> \xF1\xC9 |0

<UE145> \xF1\xCA |0

<UE146> \xF1\xCB |0

<UE147> \xF1\xCC |0

<UE148> \xF1\xCD |0

<UE149> \xF1\xCE |0

<UE14A> \xF1\xCF |0

<UE14B> \xF1\xD0 |0

<UE14C> \xF1\xD1 |0

<UE14D> \xF1\xD2 |0

<UE14E> \xF1\xD3 |0

<UE14F> \xF1\xD4 |0

<UE150> \xF1\xD5 |0

<UE151> \xF1\xD6 |0

<UE152> \xF1\xD7 |0

<UE153> \xF1\xD8 |0

<UE154> \xF1\xD9 |0

<UE155> \xF1\xDA |0

<UE156> \xF1\xDB |0

<UE157> \xF1\xDC |0

<UE158> \xF1\xDD |0

<UE159> \xF1\xDE

 |0

<UE15A> \xF1\xDF |0

<UE15B> \xF1\xE0 |0

<UE15C> \xF1\xE1 |0

<UE15D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<UE15E> \xF1\xE3 |0

<UE15F> \xF1\xE4 |0

<UE160> \xF1\xE5 |0

<UE161> \xF1\xE6 |0

<UE162> \xF1\xE7 |0

<UE163> \xF1\xE8 |0

<UE164> \xF1\xE9 |0

<UE165> \xF1\xEA |0

<UE166> \xF1\xEB |0
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<UE167> \xF1\xEC |0

<UE168> \xF1\xED |0

<UE169> \xF1\xEE |0

<UE16A> \xF1\xEF |0

<UE16B> \xF1\xF0 |0

<UE16C> \xF1\xF1 |0

<UE16D> \xF1\xF2 |0

<UE16E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<UE16F> \xF1\xF4 |0

<UE170> \xF1\xF5 |0

<UE171> \xF1\xF6 |0

<UE172> \xF1\xF7 |0

<UE173> \xF1\xF8 |0

<UE174> \xF1\xF9 |0

<UE175> \xF1\xFA |0

<UE176> \xF1\xFB |0

<UE177> \xF1\xFC |0

<UE178> \xF2\x40 |0

<UE179> \xF2\x41 |0

<UE17A> \xF2\x42 |0

<UE17B> \xF2\x43 |0

<UE17C> \xF2\x44 |0

<UE17D> \xF2\x45 |0

<UE17E> \xF2\x46 |0

<UE17F> \xF2\x47 |0

<UE180> \xF2\x48 |0

<UE181> \xF2\x49 |0

<UE182> \xF2\x4A |0

<UE183> \xF2\x4B |0

<UE184> \xF2\x4C |0

<UE185> \xF2\x4D |0

<UE186> \xF2\x4E |0

<UE187> \xF2\x4F |0

<UE188> \xF2\x50 |0

<UE189> \xF2\x51 |0

<UE18A> \xF2\x52 |0

<UE18B> \xF2\x53

 |0

<UE18C> \xF2\x54 |0

<UE18D> \xF2\x55 |0

<UE18E> \xF2\x56 |0

<UE18F> \xF2\x57 |0

<UE190> \xF2\x58 |0

<UE191> \xF2\x59 |0

<UE192> \xF2\x5A |0

<UE193> \xF2\x5B |0

<UE194> \xF2\x5C |0

<UE195> \xF2\x5D |0
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<UE196> \xF2\x5E |0

<UE197> \xF2\x5F |0

<UE198> \xF2\x60 |0

<UE199> \xF2\x61 |0

<UE19A> \xF2\x62 |0

<UE19B> \xF2\x63 |0

<UE19C> \xF2\x64 |0

<UE19D> \xF2\x65 |0

<UE19E> \xF2\x66 |0

<UE19F> \xF2\x67 |0

<UE1A0> \xF2\x68 |0

<UE1A1> \xF2\x69 |0

<UE1A2> \xF2\x6A |0

<UE1A3> \xF2\x6B |0

<UE1A4> \xF2\x6C |0

<UE1A5> \xF2\x6D |0

<UE1A6> \xF2\x6E |0

<UE1A7> \xF2\x6F |0

<UE1A8> \xF2\x70 |0

<UE1A9> \xF2\x71 |0

<UE1AA> \xF2\x72 |0

<UE1AB> \xF2\x73 |0

<UE1AC> \xF2\x74 |0

<UE1AD> \xF2\x75 |0

<UE1AE> \xF2\x76 |0

<UE1AF> \xF2\x77 |0

<UE1B0> \xF2\x78 |0

<UE1B1> \xF2\x79 |0

<UE1B2> \xF2\x7A |0

<UE1B3> \xF2\x7B |0

<UE1B4> \xF2\x7C |0

<UE1B5> \xF2\x7D |0

<UE1B6> \xF2\x7E |0

<UE1B7> \xF2\x80 |0

<UE1B8> \xF2\x81 |0

<UE1B9> \xF2\x82 |0

<UE1BA> \xF2\x83 |0

<UE1BB> \xF2\x84 |0

<UE1BC> \xF2\x85 |0

<UE1BD> \xF2\x86

 |0

<UE1BE> \xF2\x87 |0

<UE1BF> \xF2\x88 |0

<UE1C0> \xF2\x89 |0

<UE1C1> \xF2\x8A |0

<UE1C2> \xF2\x8B |0

<UE1C3> \xF2\x8C |0

<UE1C4> \xF2\x8D |0
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<UE1C5> \xF2\x8E |0

<UE1C6> \xF2\x8F |0

<UE1C7> \xF2\x90 |0

<UE1C8> \xF2\x91 |0

<UE1C9> \xF2\x92 |0

<UE1CA> \xF2\x93 |0

<UE1CB> \xF2\x94 |0

<UE1CC> \xF2\x95 |0

<UE1CD> \xF2\x96 |0

<UE1CE> \xF2\x97 |0

<UE1CF> \xF2\x98 |0

<UE1D0> \xF2\x99 |0

<UE1D1> \xF2\x9A |0

<UE1D2> \xF2\x9B |0

<UE1D3> \xF2\x9C |0

<UE1D4> \xF2\x9D |0

<UE1D5> \xF2\x9E |0

<UE1D6> \xF2\x9F |0

<UE1D7> \xF2\xA0 |0

<UE1D8> \xF2\xA1 |0

<UE1D9> \xF2\xA2 |0

<UE1DA> \xF2\xA3 |0

<UE1DB> \xF2\xA4 |0

<UE1DC> \xF2\xA5 |0

<UE1DD> \xF2\xA6 |0

<UE1DE> \xF2\xA7 |0

<UE1DF> \xF2\xA8 |0

<UE1E0> \xF2\xA9 |0

<UE1E1> \xF2\xAA |0

<UE1E2> \xF2\xAB |0

<UE1E3> \xF2\xAC |0

<UE1E4> \xF2\xAD |0

<UE1E5> \xF2\xAE |0

<UE1E6> \xF2\xAF |0

<UE1E7> \xF2\xB0 |0

<UE1E8> \xF2\xB1 |0

<UE1E9> \xF2\xB2 |0

<UE1EA> \xF2\xB3 |0

<UE1EB> \xF2\xB4 |0

<UE1EC> \xF2\xB5 |0

<UE1ED> \xF2\xB6 |0

<UE1EE> \xF2\xB7 |0

<UE1EF> \xF2\xB8

 |0

<UE1F0> \xF2\xB9 |0

<UE1F1> \xF2\xBA |0

<UE1F2> \xF2\xBB |0

<UE1F3> \xF2\xBC |0
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<UE1F4> \xF2\xBD |0

<UE1F5> \xF2\xBE |0

<UE1F6> \xF2\xBF |0

<UE1F7> \xF2\xC0 |0

<UE1F8> \xF2\xC1 |0

<UE1F9> \xF2\xC2 |0

<UE1FA> \xF2\xC3 |0

<UE1FB> \xF2\xC4 |0

<UE1FC> \xF2\xC5 |0

<UE1FD> \xF2\xC6 |0

<UE1FE> \xF2\xC7 |0

<UE1FF> \xF2\xC8 |0

<UE200> \xF2\xC9 |0

<UE201> \xF2\xCA |0

<UE202> \xF2\xCB |0

<UE203> \xF2\xCC |0

<UE204> \xF2\xCD |0

<UE205> \xF2\xCE |0

<UE206> \xF2\xCF |0

<UE207> \xF2\xD0 |0

<UE208> \xF2\xD1 |0

<UE209> \xF2\xD2 |0

<UE20A> \xF2\xD3 |0

<UE20B> \xF2\xD4 |0

<UE20C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<UE20D> \xF2\xD6 |0

<UE20E> \xF2\xD7 |0

<UE20F> \xF2\xD8 |0

<UE210> \xF2\xD9 |0

<UE211> \xF2\xDA |0

<UE212> \xF2\xDB |0

<UE213> \xF2\xDC |0

<UE214> \xF2\xDD |0

<UE215> \xF2\xDE |0

<UE216> \xF2\xDF |0

<UE217> \xF2\xE0 |0

<UE218> \xF2\xE1 |0

<UE219> \xF2\xE2 |0

<UE21A> \xF2\xE3 |0

<UE21B> \xF2\xE4 |0

<UE21C> \xF2\xE5 |0

<UE21D> \xF2\xE6 |0

<UE21E> \xF2\xE7 |0

<UE21F> \xF2\xE8 |0

<UE220> \xF2\xE9 |0

<UE221> \xF2\xEA

 |0

<UE222> \xF2\xEB |0
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<UE223> \xF2\xEC |0

<UE224> \xF2\xED |0

<UE225> \xF2\xEE |0

<UE226> \xF2\xEF |0

<UE227> \xF2\xF0 |0

<UE228> \xF2\xF1 |0

<UE229> \xF2\xF2 |0

<UE22A> \xF2\xF3 |0

<UE22B> \xF2\xF4 |0

<UE22C> \xF2\xF5 |0

<UE22D> \xF2\xF6 |0

<UE22E> \xF2\xF7 |0

<UE22F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<UE230> \xF2\xF9 |0

<UE231> \xF2\xFA |0

<UE232> \xF2\xFB |0

<UE233> \xF2\xFC |0

<UE234> \xF3\x40 |0

<UE235> \xF3\x41 |0

<UE236> \xF3\x42 |0

<UE237> \xF3\x43 |0

<UE238> \xF3\x44 |0

<UE239> \xF3\x45 |0

<UE23A> \xF3\x46 |0

<UE23B> \xF3\x47 |0

<UE23C> \xF3\x48 |0

<UE23D> \xF3\x49 |0

<UE23E> \xF3\x4A |0

<UE23F> \xF3\x4B |0

<UE240> \xF3\x4C |0

<UE241> \xF3\x4D |0

<UE242> \xF3\x4E |0

<UE243> \xF3\x4F |0

<UE244> \xF3\x50 |0

<UE245> \xF3\x51 |0

<UE246> \xF3\x52 |0

<UE247> \xF3\x53 |0

<UE248> \xF3\x54 |0

<UE249> \xF3\x55 |0

<UE24A> \xF3\x56 |0

<UE24B> \xF3\x57 |0

<UE24C> \xF3\x58 |0

<UE24D> \xF3\x59 |0

<UE24E> \xF3\x5A |0

<UE24F> \xF3\x5B |0

<UE250> \xF3\x5C |0

<UE251> \xF3\x5D |0

<UE252> \xF3\x5E |0
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<UE253> \xF3\x5F

 |0

<UE254> \xF3\x60 |0

<UE255> \xF3\x61 |0

<UE256> \xF3\x62 |0

<UE257> \xF3\x63 |0

<UE258> \xF3\x64 |0

<UE259> \xF3\x65 |0

<UE25A> \xF3\x66 |0

<UE25B> \xF3\x67 |0

<UE25C> \xF3\x68 |0

<UE25D> \xF3\x69 |0

<UE25E> \xF3\x6A |0

<UE25F> \xF3\x6B |0

<UE260> \xF3\x6C |0

<UE261> \xF3\x6D |0

<UE262> \xF3\x6E |0

<UE263> \xF3\x6F |0

<UE264> \xF3\x70 |0

<UE265> \xF3\x71 |0

<UE266> \xF3\x72 |0

<UE267> \xF3\x73 |0

<UE268> \xF3\x74 |0

<UE269> \xF3\x75 |0

<UE26A> \xF3\x76 |0

<UE26B> \xF3\x77 |0

<UE26C> \xF3\x78 |0

<UE26D> \xF3\x79 |0

<UE26E> \xF3\x7A |0

<UE26F> \xF3\x7B |0

<UE270> \xF3\x7C |0

<UE271> \xF3\x7D |0

<UE272> \xF3\x7E |0

<UE273> \xF3\x80 |0

<UE274> \xF3\x81 |0

<UE275> \xF3\x82 |0

<UE276> \xF3\x83 |0

<UE277> \xF3\x84 |0

<UE278> \xF3\x85 |0

<UE279> \xF3\x86 |0

<UE27A> \xF3\x87 |0

<UE27B> \xF3\x88 |0

<UE27C> \xF3\x89 |0

<UE27D> \xF3\x8A |0

<UE27E> \xF3\x8B |0

<UE27F> \xF3\x8C |0

<UE280> \xF3\x8D |0

<UE281> \xF3\x8E |0
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<UE282> \xF3\x8F |0

<UE283> \xF3\x90 |0

<UE284> \xF3\x91 |0

<UE285> \xF3\x92

 |0

<UE286> \xF3\x93 |0

<UE287> \xF3\x94 |0

<UE288> \xF3\x95 |0

<UE289> \xF3\x96 |0

<UE28A> \xF3\x97 |0

<UE28B> \xF3\x98 |0

<UE28C> \xF3\x99 |0

<UE28D> \xF3\x9A |0

<UE28E> \xF3\x9B |0

<UE28F> \xF3\x9C |0

<UE290> \xF3\x9D |0

<UE291> \xF3\x9E |0

<UE292> \xF3\x9F |0

<UE293> \xF3\xA0 |0

<UE294> \xF3\xA1 |0

<UE295> \xF3\xA2 |0

<UE296> \xF3\xA3 |0

<UE297> \xF3\xA4 |0

<UE298> \xF3\xA5 |0

<UE299> \xF3\xA6 |0

<UE29A> \xF3\xA7 |0

<UE29B> \xF3\xA8 |0

<UE29C> \xF3\xA9 |0

<UE29D> \xF3\xAA |0

<UE29E> \xF3\xAB |0

<UE29F> \xF3\xAC |0

<UE2A0> \xF3\xAD |0

<UE2A1> \xF3\xAE |0

<UE2A2> \xF3\xAF |0

<UE2A3> \xF3\xB0 |0

<UE2A4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UE2A5> \xF3\xB2 |0

<UE2A6> \xF3\xB3 |0

<UE2A7> \xF3\xB4 |0

<UE2A8> \xF3\xB5 |0

<UE2A9> \xF3\xB6 |0

<UE2AA> \xF3\xB7 |0

<UE2AB> \xF3\xB8 |0

<UE2AC> \xF3\xB9 |0

<UE2AD> \xF3\xBA |0

<UE2AE> \xF3\xBB |0

<UE2AF> \xF3\xBC |0

<UE2B0> \xF3\xBD |0
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<UE2B1> \xF3\xBE |0

<UE2B2> \xF3\xBF |0

<UE2B3> \xF3\xC0 |0

<UE2B4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<UE2B5> \xF3\xC2 |0

<UE2B6> \xF3\xC3 |0

<UE2B7> \xF3\xC4

 |0

<UE2B8> \xF3\xC5 |0

<UE2B9> \xF3\xC6 |0

<UE2BA> \xF3\xC7 |0

<UE2BB> \xF3\xC8 |0

<UE2BC> \xF3\xC9 |0

<UE2BD> \xF3\xCA |0

<UE2BE> \xF3\xCB |0

<UE2BF> \xF3\xCC |0

<UE2C0> \xF3\xCD |0

<UE2C1> \xF3\xCE |0

<UE2C2> \xF3\xCF |0

<UE2C3> \xF3\xD0 |0

<UE2C4> \xF3\xD1 |0

<UE2C5> \xF3\xD2 |0

<UE2C6> \xF3\xD3 |0

<UE2C7> \xF3\xD4 |0

<UE2C8> \xF3\xD5 |0

<UE2C9> \xF3\xD6 |0

<UE2CA> \xF3\xD7 |0

<UE2CB> \xF3\xD8 |0

<UE2CC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<UE2CD> \xF3\xDA |0

<UE2CE> \xF3\xDB |0

<UE2CF> \xF3\xDC |0

<UE2D0> \xF3\xDD |0

<UE2D1> \xF3\xDE |0

<UE2D2> \xF3\xDF |0

<UE2D3> \xF3\xE0 |0

<UE2D4> \xF3\xE1 |0

<UE2D5> \xF3\xE2 |0

<UE2D6> \xF3\xE3 |0

<UE2D7> \xF3\xE4 |0

<UE2D8> \xF3\xE5 |0

<UE2D9> \xF3\xE6 |0

<UE2DA> \xF3\xE7 |0

<UE2DB> \xF3\xE8 |0

<UE2DC> \xF3\xE9 |0

<UE2DD> \xF3\xEA |0

<UE2DE> \xF3\xEB |0

<UE2DF> \xF3\xEC |0
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<UE2E0> \xF3\xED |0

<UE2E1> \xF3\xEE |0

<UE2E2> \xF3\xEF |0

<UE2E3> \xF3\xF0 |0

<UE2E4> \xF3\xF1 |0

<UE2E5> \xF3\xF2 |0

<UE2E6> \xF3\xF3 |0

<UE2E7> \xF3\xF4 |0

<UE2E8> \xF3\xF5 |0

<UE2E9> \xF3\xF6

 |0

<UE2EA> \xF3\xF7 |0

<UE2EB> \xF3\xF8 |0

<UE2EC> \xF3\xF9 |0

<UE2ED> \xF3\xFA |0

<UE2EE> \xF3\xFB |0

<UE2EF> \xF3\xFC |0

<UE2F0> \xF4\x40 |0

<UE2F1> \xF4\x41 |0

<UE2F2> \xF4\x42 |0

<UE2F3> \xF4\x43 |0

<UE2F4> \xF4\x44 |0

<UE2F5> \xF4\x45 |0

<UE2F6> \xF4\x46 |0

<UE2F7> \xF4\x47 |0

<UE2F8> \xF4\x48 |0

<UE2F9> \xF4\x49 |0

<UE2FA> \xF4\x4A |0

<UE2FB> \xF4\x4B |0

<UE2FC> \xF4\x4C |0

<UE2FD> \xF4\x4D |0

<UE2FE> \xF4\x4E |0

<UE2FF> \xF4\x4F |0

<UE300> \xF4\x50 |0

<UE301> \xF4\x51 |0

<UE302> \xF4\x52 |0

<UE303> \xF4\x53 |0

<UE304> \xF4\x54 |0

<UE305> \xF4\x55 |0

<UE306> \xF4\x56 |0

<UE307> \xF4\x57 |0

<UE308> \xF4\x58 |0

<UE309> \xF4\x59 |0

<UE30A> \xF4\x5A |0

<UE30B> \xF4\x5B |0

<UE30C> \xF4\x5C |0

<UE30D> \xF4\x5D |0

<UE30E> \xF4\x5E |0
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<UE30F> \xF4\x5F |0

<UE310> \xF4\x60 |0

<UE311> \xF4\x61 |0

<UE312> \xF4\x62 |0

<UE313> \xF4\x63 |0

<UE314> \xF4\x64 |0

<UE315> \xF4\x65 |0

<UE316> \xF4\x66 |0

<UE317> \xF4\x67 |0

<UE318> \xF4\x68 |0

<UE319> \xF4\x69 |0

<UE31A> \xF4\x6A |0

<UE31B> \xF4\x6B

 |0

<UE31C> \xF4\x6C |0

<UE31D> \xF4\x6D |0

<UE31E> \xF4\x6E |0

<UE31F> \xF4\x6F |0

<UE320> \xF4\x70 |0

<UE321> \xF4\x71 |0

<UE322> \xF4\x72 |0

<UE323> \xF4\x73 |0

<UE324> \xF4\x74 |0

<UE325> \xF4\x75 |0

<UE326> \xF4\x76 |0

<UE327> \xF4\x77 |0

<UE328> \xF4\x78 |0

<UE329> \xF4\x79 |0

<UE32A> \xF4\x7A |0

<UE32B> \xF4\x7B |0

<UE32C> \xF4\x7C |0

<UE32D> \xF4\x7D |0

<UE32E> \xF4\x7E |0

<UE32F> \xF4\x80 |0

<UE330> \xF4\x81 |0

<UE331> \xF4\x82 |0

<UE332> \xF4\x83 |0

<UE333> \xF4\x84 |0

<UE334> \xF4\x85 |0

<UE335> \xF4\x86 |0

<UE336> \xF4\x87 |0

<UE337> \xF4\x88 |0

<UE338> \xF4\x89 |0

<UE339> \xF4\x8A |0

<UE33A> \xF4\x8B |0

<UE33B> \xF4\x8C |0

<UE33C> \xF4\x8D |0

<UE33D> \xF4\x8E |0
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<UE33E> \xF4\x8F |0

<UE33F> \xF4\x90 |0

<UE340> \xF4\x91 |0

<UE341> \xF4\x92 |0

<UE342> \xF4\x93 |0

<UE343> \xF4\x94 |0

<UE344> \xF4\x95 |0

<UE345> \xF4\x96 |0

<UE346> \xF4\x97 |0

<UE347> \xF4\x98 |0

<UE348> \xF4\x99 |0

<UE349> \xF4\x9A |0

<UE34A> \xF4\x9B |0

<UE34B> \xF4\x9C |0

<UE34C> \xF4\x9D |0

<UE34D> \xF4\x9E

 |0

<UE34E> \xF4\x9F |0

<UE34F> \xF4\xA0 |0

<UE350> \xF4\xA1 |0

<UE351> \xF4\xA2 |0

<UE352> \xF4\xA3 |0

<UE353> \xF4\xA4 |0

<UE354> \xF4\xA5 |0

<UE355> \xF4\xA6 |0

<UE356> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UE357> \xF4\xA8 |0

<UE358> \xF4\xA9 |0

<UE359> \xF4\xAA |0

<UE35A> \xF4\xAB |0

<UE35B> \xF4\xAC |0

<UE35C> \xF4\xAD |0

<UE35D> \xF4\xAE |0

<UE35E> \xF4\xAF |0

<UE35F> \xF4\xB0 |0

<UE360> \xF4\xB1 |0

<UE361> \xF4\xB2 |0

<UE362> \xF4\xB3 |0

<UE363> \xF4\xB4 |0

<UE364> \xF4\xB5 |0

<UE365> \xF4\xB6 |0

<UE366> \xF4\xB7 |0

<UE367> \xF4\xB8 |0

<UE368> \xF4\xB9 |0

<UE369> \xF4\xBA |0

<UE36A> \xF4\xBB |0

<UE36B> \xF4\xBC |0

<UE36C> \xF4\xBD |0
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<UE36D> \xF4\xBE |0

<UE36E> \xF4\xBF |0

<UE36F> \xF4\xC0 |0

<UE370> \xF4\xC1 |0

<UE371> \xF4\xC2 |0

<UE372> \xF4\xC3 |0

<UE373> \xF4\xC4 |0

<UE374> \xF4\xC5 |0

<UE375> \xF4\xC6 |0

<UE376> \xF4\xC7 |0

<UE377> \xF4\xC8 |0

<UE378> \xF4\xC9 |0

<UE379> \xF4\xCA |0

<UE37A> \xF4\xCB |0

<UE37B> \xF4\xCC |0

<UE37C> \xF4\xCD |0

<UE37D> \xF4\xCE |0

<UE37E> \xF4\xCF |0

<UE37F> \xF4\xD0

 |0

<UE380> \xF4\xD1 |0

<UE381> \xF4\xD2 |0

<UE382> \xF4\xD3 |0

<UE383> \xF4\xD4 |0

<UE384> \xF4\xD5 |0

<UE385> \xF4\xD6 |0

<UE386> \xF4\xD7 |0

<UE387> \xF4\xD8 |0

<UE388> \xF4\xD9 |0

<UE389> \xF4\xDA |0

<UE38A> \xF4\xDB |0

<UE38B> \xF4\xDC |0

<UE38C> \xF4\xDD |0

<UE38D> \xF4\xDE |0

<UE38E> \xF4\xDF |0

<UE38F> \xF4\xE0 |0

<UE390> \xF4\xE1 |0

<UE391> \xF4\xE2 |0

<UE392> \xF4\xE3 |0

<UE393> \xF4\xE4 |0

<UE394> \xF4\xE5 |0

<UE395> \xF4\xE6 |0

<UE396> \xF4\xE7 |0

<UE397> \xF4\xE8 |0

<UE398> \xF4\xE9 |0

<UE399> \xF4\xEA |0

<UE39A> \xF4\xEB |0

<UE39B> \xF4\xEC |0
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<UE39C> \xF4\xED |0

<UE39D> \xF4\xEE |0

<UE39E> \xF4\xEF |0

<UE39F> \xF4\xF0 |0

<UE3A0> \xF4\xF1 |0

<UE3A1> \xF4\xF2 |0

<UE3A2> \xF4\xF3 |0

<UE3A3> \xF4\xF4 |0

<UE3A4> \xF4\xF5 |0

<UE3A5> \xF4\xF6 |0

<UE3A6> \xF4\xF7 |0

<UE3A7> \xF4\xF8 |0

<UE3A8> \xF4\xF9 |0

<UE3A9> \xF4\xFA |0

<UE3AA> \xF4\xFB |0

<UE3AB> \xF4\xFC |0

<UE3AC> \xF5\x40 |0

<UE3AD> \xF5\x41 |0

<UE3AE> \xF5\x42 |0

<UE3AF> \xF5\x43 |0

<UE3B0> \xF5\x44 |0

<UE3B1> \xF5\x45

 |0

<UE3B2> \xF5\x46 |0

<UE3B3> \xF5\x47 |0

<UE3B4> \xF5\x48 |0

<UE3B5> \xF5\x49 |0

<UE3B6> \xF5\x4A |0

<UE3B7> \xF5\x4B |0

<UE3B8> \xF5\x4C |0

<UE3B9> \xF5\x4D |0

<UE3BA> \xF5\x4E |0

<UE3BB> \xF5\x4F |0

<UE3BC> \xF5\x50 |0

<UE3BD> \xF5\x51 |0

<UE3BE> \xF5\x52 |0

<UE3BF> \xF5\x53 |0

<UE3C0> \xF5\x54 |0

<UE3C1> \xF5\x55 |0

<UE3C2> \xF5\x56 |0

<UE3C3> \xF5\x57 |0

<UE3C4> \xF5\x58 |0

<UE3C5> \xF5\x59 |0

<UE3C6> \xF5\x5A |0

<UE3C7> \xF5\x5B |0

<UE3C8> \xF5\x5C |0

<UE3C9> \xF5\x5D |0

<UE3CA> \xF5\x5E |0
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<UE3CB> \xF5\x5F |0

<UE3CC> \xF5\x60 |0

<UE3CD> \xF5\x61 |0

<UE3CE> \xF5\x62 |0

<UE3CF> \xF5\x63 |0

<UE3D0> \xF5\x64 |0

<UE3D1> \xF5\x65 |0

<UE3D2> \xF5\x66 |0

<UE3D3> \xF5\x67 |0

<UE3D4> \xF5\x68 |0

<UE3D5> \xF5\x69 |0

<UE3D6> \xF5\x6A |0

<UE3D7> \xF5\x6B |0

<UE3D8> \xF5\x6C |0

<UE3D9> \xF5\x6D |0

<UE3DA> \xF5\x6E |0

<UE3DB> \xF5\x6F |0

<UE3DC> \xF5\x70 |0

<UE3DD> \xF5\x71 |0

<UE3DE> \xF5\x72 |0

<UE3DF> \xF5\x73 |0

<UE3E0> \xF5\x74 |0

<UE3E1> \xF5\x75 |0

<UE3E2> \xF5\x76 |0

<UE3E3> \xF5\x77

 |0

<UE3E4> \xF5\x78 |0

<UE3E5> \xF5\x79 |0

<UE3E6> \xF5\x7A |0

<UE3E7> \xF5\x7B |0

<UE3E8> \xF5\x7C |0

<UE3E9> \xF5\x7D |0

<UE3EA> \xF5\x7E |0

<UE3EB> \xF5\x80 |0

<UE3EC> \xF5\x81 |0

<UE3ED> \xF5\x82 |0

<UE3EE> \xF5\x83 |0

<UE3EF> \xF5\x84 |0

<UE3F0> \xF5\x85 |0

<UE3F1> \xF5\x86 |0

<UE3F2> \xF5\x87 |0

<UE3F3> \xF5\x88 |0

<UE3F4> \xF5\x89 |0

<UE3F5> \xF5\x8A |0

<UE3F6> \xF5\x8B |0

<UE3F7> \xF5\x8C |0

<UE3F8> \xF5\x8D |0

<UE3F9> \xF5\x8E |0
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<UE3FA> \xF5\x8F |0

<UE3FB> \xF5\x90 |0

<UE3FC> \xF5\x91 |0

<UE3FD> \xF5\x92 |0

<UE3FE> \xF5\x93 |0

<UE3FF> \xF5\x94 |0

<UE400> \xF5\x95 |0

<UE401> \xF5\x96 |0

<UE402> \xF5\x97 |0

<UE403> \xF5\x98 |0

<UE404> \xF5\x99 |0

<UE405> \xF5\x9A |0

<UE406> \xF5\x9B |0

<UE407> \xF5\x9C |0

<UE408> \xF5\x9D |0

<UE409> \xF5\x9E |0

<UE40A> \xF5\x9F |0

<UE40B> \xF5\xA0 |0

<UE40C> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE40D> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE40E> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE40F> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE410> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE411> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE412> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE413> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE414> \xF5\xA9 |0

<UE415> \xF5\xAA

 |0

<UE416> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE417> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE418> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE419> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE41A> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE41B> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE41C> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE41D> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE41E> \xF5\xB3 |0

<UE41F> \xF5\xB4 |0

<UE420> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE421> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE422> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE423> \xF5\xB8 |0

<UE424> \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE425> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE426> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE427> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE428> \xF5\xBD |0
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<UE429> \xF5\xBE |0

<UE42A> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE42B> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE42C> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE42D> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE42E> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE42F> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE430> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE431> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE432> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE433> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE434> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE435> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE436> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE437> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE438> \xF5\xCD |0

<UE439> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE43A> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE43B> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE43C> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE43D> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE43E> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE43F> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE440> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE441> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE442> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE443> \xF5\xD8 |0

<UE444> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE445> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE446> \xF5\xDB |0

<UE447> \xF5\xDC

 |0

<UE448> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE449> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE44A> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE44B> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE44C> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE44D> \xF5\xE2 |0

<UE44E> \xF5\xE3 |0

<UE44F> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE450> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE451> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE452> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE453> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE454> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE455> \xF5\xEA |0

<UE456> \xF5\xEB |0

<UE457> \xF5\xEC |0
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<UE458> \xF5\xED |0

<UE459> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE45A> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE45B> \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE45C> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE45D> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE45E> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE45F> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE460> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE461> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE462> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE463> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE464> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE465> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE466> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE467> \xF5\xFC |0

<UE468> \xF6\x40 |0

<UE469> \xF6\x41 |0

<UE46A> \xF6\x42 |0

<UE46B> \xF6\x43 |0

<UE46C> \xF6\x44 |0

<UE46D> \xF6\x45 |0

<UE46E> \xF6\x46 |0

<UE46F> \xF6\x47 |0

<UE470> \xF6\x48 |0

<UE471> \xF6\x49 |0

<UE472> \xF6\x4A |0

<UE473> \xF6\x4B |0

<UE474> \xF6\x4C |0

<UE475> \xF6\x4D |0

<UE476> \xF6\x4E |0

<UE477> \xF6\x4F |0

<UE478> \xF6\x50 |0

<UE479> \xF6\x51

 |0

<UE47A> \xF6\x52 |0

<UE47B> \xF6\x53 |0

<UE47C> \xF6\x54 |0

<UE47D> \xF6\x55 |0

<UE47E> \xF6\x56 |0

<UE47F> \xF6\x57 |0

<UE480> \xF6\x58 |0

<UE481> \xF6\x59 |0

<UE482> \xF6\x5A |0

<UE483> \xF6\x5B |0

<UE484> \xF6\x5C |0

<UE485> \xF6\x5D |0

<UE486> \xF6\x5E |0
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<UE487> \xF6\x5F |0

<UE488> \xF6\x60 |0

<UE489> \xF6\x61 |0

<UE48A> \xF6\x62 |0

<UE48B> \xF6\x63 |0

<UE48C> \xF6\x64 |0

<UE48D> \xF6\x65 |0

<UE48E> \xF6\x66 |0

<UE48F> \xF6\x67 |0

<UE490> \xF6\x68 |0

<UE491> \xF6\x69 |0

<UE492> \xF6\x6A |0

<UE493> \xF6\x6B |0

<UE494> \xF6\x6C |0

<UE495> \xF6\x6D |0

<UE496> \xF6\x6E |0

<UE497> \xF6\x6F |0

<UE498> \xF6\x70 |0

<UE499> \xF6\x71 |0

<UE49A> \xF6\x72 |0

<UE49B> \xF6\x73 |0

<UE49C> \xF6\x74 |0

<UE49D> \xF6\x75 |0

<UE49E> \xF6\x76 |0

<UE49F> \xF6\x77 |0

<UE4A0> \xF6\x78 |0

<UE4A1> \xF6\x79 |0

<UE4A2> \xF6\x7A |0

<UE4A3> \xF6\x7B |0

<UE4A4> \xF6\x7C |0

<UE4A5> \xF6\x7D |0

<UE4A6> \xF6\x7E |0

<UE4A7> \xF6\x80 |0

<UE4A8> \xF6\x81 |0

<UE4A9> \xF6\x82 |0

<UE4AA> \xF6\x83 |0

<UE4AB> \xF6\x84

 |0

<UE4AC> \xF6\x85 |0

<UE4AD> \xF6\x86 |0

<UE4AE> \xF6\x87 |0

<UE4AF> \xF6\x88 |0

<UE4B0> \xF6\x89 |0

<UE4B1> \xF6\x8A |0

<UE4B2> \xF6\x8B |0

<UE4B3> \xF6\x8C |0

<UE4B4> \xF6\x8D |0

<UE4B5> \xF6\x8E |0
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<UE4B6> \xF6\x8F |0

<UE4B7> \xF6\x90 |0

<UE4B8> \xF6\x91 |0

<UE4B9> \xF6\x92 |0

<UE4BA> \xF6\x93 |0

<UE4BB> \xF6\x94 |0

<UE4BC> \xF6\x95 |0

<UE4BD> \xF6\x96 |0

<UE4BE> \xF6\x97 |0

<UE4BF> \xF6\x98 |0

<UE4C0> \xF6\x99 |0

<UE4C1> \xF6\x9A |0

<UE4C2> \xF6\x9B |0

<UE4C3> \xF6\x9C |0

<UE4C4> \xF6\x9D |0

<UE4C5> \xF6\x9E |0

<UE4C6> \xF6\x9F |0

<UE4C7> \xF6\xA0 |0

<UE4C8> \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE4C9> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE4CA> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE4CB> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE4CC> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE4CD> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE4CE> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE4CF> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE4D0> \xF6\xA9 |0

<UE4D1> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE4D2> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE4D3> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE4D4> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE4D5> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE4D6> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE4D7> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE4D8> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE4D9> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE4DA> \xF6\xB3 |0

<UE4DB> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE4DC> \xF6\xB5 |0

<UE4DD> \xF6\xB6

 |0

<UE4DE> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE4DF> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE4E0> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE4E1> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE4E2> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE4E3> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE4E4> \xF6\xBD |0
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<UE4E5> \xF6\xBE |0

<UE4E6> \xF6\xBF |0

<UE4E7> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE4E8> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE4E9> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE4EA> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE4EB> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE4EC> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE4ED> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE4EE> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE4EF> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE4F0> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE4F1> \xF6\xCA |0

<UE4F2> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE4F3> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE4F4> \xF6\xCD |0

<UE4F5> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE4F6> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE4F7> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE4F8> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE4F9> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE4FA> \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE4FB> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE4FC> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE4FD> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE4FE> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE4FF> \xF6\xD8 |0

<UE500> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE501> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE502> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE503> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE504> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE505> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE506> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE507> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE508> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE509> \xF6\xE2 |0

<UE50A> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE50B> \xF6\xE4 |0

<UE50C> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE50D> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE50E> \xF6\xE7 |0

<UE50F> \xF6\xE8

 |0

<UE510> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE511> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE512> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE513> \xF6\xEC |0
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<UE514> \xF6\xED |0

<UE515> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE516> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE517> \xF6\xF0 |0

<UE518> \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE519> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE51A> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE51B> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE51C> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE51D> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE51E> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE51F> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE520> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE521> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE522> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE523> \xF6\xFC |0

<UE524> \xF7\x40 |0

<UE525> \xF7\x41 |0

<UE526> \xF7\x42 |0

<UE527> \xF7\x43 |0

<UE528> \xF7\x44 |0

<UE529> \xF7\x45 |0

<UE52A> \xF7\x46 |0

<UE52B> \xF7\x47 |0

<UE52C> \xF7\x48 |0

<UE52D> \xF7\x49 |0

<UE52E> \xF7\x4A |0

<UE52F> \xF7\x4B |0

<UE530> \xF7\x4C |0

<UE531> \xF7\x4D |0

<UE532> \xF7\x4E |0

<UE533> \xF7\x4F |0

<UE534> \xF7\x50 |0

<UE535> \xF7\x51 |0

<UE536> \xF7\x52 |0

<UE537> \xF7\x53 |0

<UE538> \xF7\x54 |0

<UE539> \xF7\x55 |0

<UE53A> \xF7\x56 |0

<UE53B> \xF7\x57 |0

<UE53C> \xF7\x58 |0

<UE53D> \xF7\x59 |0

<UE53E> \xF7\x5A |0

<UE53F> \xF7\x5B |0

<UE540> \xF7\x5C |0

<UE541> \xF7\x5D

 |0

<UE542> \xF7\x5E |0
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<UE543> \xF7\x5F |0

<UE544> \xF7\x60 |0

<UE545> \xF7\x61 |0

<UE546> \xF7\x62 |0

<UE547> \xF7\x63 |0

<UE548> \xF7\x64 |0

<UE549> \xF7\x65 |0

<UE54A> \xF7\x66 |0

<UE54B> \xF7\x67 |0

<UE54C> \xF7\x68 |0

<UE54D> \xF7\x69 |0

<UE54E> \xF7\x6A |0

<UE54F> \xF7\x6B |0

<UE550> \xF7\x6C |0

<UE551> \xF7\x6D |0

<UE552> \xF7\x6E |0

<UE553> \xF7\x6F |0

<UE554> \xF7\x70 |0

<UE555> \xF7\x71 |0

<UE556> \xF7\x72 |0

<UE557> \xF7\x73 |0

<UE558> \xF7\x74 |0

<UE559> \xF7\x75 |0

<UE55A> \xF7\x76 |0

<UE55B> \xF7\x77 |0

<UE55C> \xF7\x78 |0

<UE55D> \xF7\x79 |0

<UE55E> \xF7\x7A |0

<UE55F> \xF7\x7B |0

<UE560> \xF7\x7C |0

<UE561> \xF7\x7D |0

<UE562> \xF7\x7E |0

<UE563> \xF7\x80 |0

<UE564> \xF7\x81 |0

<UE565> \xF7\x82 |0

<UE566> \xF7\x83 |0

<UE567> \xF7\x84 |0

<UE568> \xF7\x85 |0

<UE569> \xF7\x86 |0

<UE56A> \xF7\x87 |0

<UE56B> \xF7\x88 |0

<UE56C> \xF7\x89 |0

<UE56D> \xF7\x8A |0

<UE56E> \xF7\x8B |0

<UE56F> \xF7\x8C |0

<UE570> \xF7\x8D |0

<UE571> \xF7\x8E |0

<UE572> \xF7\x8F |0
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<UE573> \xF7\x90

 |0

<UE574> \xF7\x91 |0

<UE575> \xF7\x92 |0

<UE576> \xF7\x93 |0

<UE577> \xF7\x94 |0

<UE578> \xF7\x95 |0

<UE579> \xF7\x96 |0

<UE57A> \xF7\x97 |0

<UE57B> \xF7\x98 |0

<UE57C> \xF7\x99 |0

<UE57D> \xF7\x9A |0

<UE57E> \xF7\x9B |0

<UE57F> \xF7\x9C |0

<UE580> \xF7\x9D |0

<UE581> \xF7\x9E |0

<UE582> \xF7\x9F |0

<UE583> \xF7\xA0 |0

<UE584> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE585> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE586> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE587> \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE588> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE589> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE58A> \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE58B> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE58C> \xF7\xA9 |0

<UE58D> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE58E> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE58F> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE590> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE591> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE592> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE593> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE594> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE595> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE596> \xF7\xB3 |0

<UE597> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE598> \xF7\xB5 |0

<UE599> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE59A> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE59B> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE59C> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE59D> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE59E> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE59F> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE5A0> \xF7\xBD |0

<UE5A1> \xF7\xBE |0
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<UE5A2> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE5A3> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE5A4> \xF7\xC1 |0

<UE5A5> \xF7\xC2

 |0

<UE5A6> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE5A7> \xF7\xC4 |0

<UE5A8> \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE5A9> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE5AA> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE5AB> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE5AC> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE5AD> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE5AE> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE5AF> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE5B0> \xF7\xCD |0

<UE5B1> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE5B2> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE5B3> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE5B4> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE5B5> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE5B6> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE5B7> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE5B8> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE5B9> \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE5BA> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE5BB> \xF7\xD8 |0

<UE5BC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE5BD> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE5BE> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE5BF> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE5C0> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE5C1> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE5C2> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE5C3> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE5C4> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE5C5> \xF7\xE2 |0

<UE5C6> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE5C7> \xF7\xE4 |0

<UE5C8> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE5C9> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE5CA> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE5CB> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE5CC> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE5CD> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE5CE> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE5CF> \xF7\xEC |0

<UE5D0> \xF7\xED |0
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<UE5D1> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE5D2> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE5D3> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE5D4> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE5D5> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE5D6> \xF7\xF3 |0

<UE5D7> \xF7\xF4

 |0

<UE5D8> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE5D9> \xF7\xF6 |0

<UE5DA> \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE5DB> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE5DC> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE5DD> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE5DE> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE5DF> \xF7\xFC |0

<UE5E0> \xF8\x40 |0

<UE5E1> \xF8\x41 |0

<UE5E2> \xF8\x42 |0

<UE5E3> \xF8\x43 |0

<UE5E4> \xF8\x44 |0

<UE5E5> \xF8\x45 |0

<UE5E6> \xF8\x46 |0

<UE5E7> \xF8\x47 |0

<UE5E8> \xF8\x48 |0

<UE5E9> \xF8\x49 |0

<UE5EA> \xF8\x4A |0

<UE5EB> \xF8\x4B |0

<UE5EC> \xF8\x4C |0

<UE5ED> \xF8\x4D |0

<UE5EE> \xF8\x4E |0

<UE5EF> \xF8\x4F |0

<UE5F0> \xF8\x50 |0

<UE5F1> \xF8\x51 |0

<UE5F2> \xF8\x52 |0

<UE5F3> \xF8\x53 |0

<UE5F4> \xF8\x54 |0

<UE5F5> \xF8\x55 |0

<UE5F6> \xF8\x56 |0

<UE5F7> \xF8\x57 |0

<UE5F8> \xF8\x58 |0

<UE5F9> \xF8\x59 |0

<UE5FA> \xF8\x5A |0

<UE5FB> \xF8\x5B |0

<UE5FC> \xF8\x5C |0

<UE5FD> \xF8\x5D |0

<UE5FE> \xF8\x5E |0

<UE5FF> \xF8\x5F |0
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<UE600> \xF8\x60 |0

<UE601> \xF8\x61 |0

<UE602> \xF8\x62 |0

<UE603> \xF8\x63 |0

<UE604> \xF8\x64 |0

<UE605> \xF8\x65 |0

<UE606> \xF8\x66 |0

<UE607> \xF8\x67 |0

<UE608> \xF8\x68 |0

<UE609> \xF8\x69

 |0

<UE60A> \xF8\x6A |0

<UE60B> \xF8\x6B |0

<UE60C> \xF8\x6C |0

<UE60D> \xF8\x6D |0

<UE60E> \xF8\x6E |0

<UE60F> \xF8\x6F |0

<UE610> \xF8\x70 |0

<UE611> \xF8\x71 |0

<UE612> \xF8\x72 |0

<UE613> \xF8\x73 |0

<UE614> \xF8\x74 |0

<UE615> \xF8\x75 |0

<UE616> \xF8\x76 |0

<UE617> \xF8\x77 |0

<UE618> \xF8\x78 |0

<UE619> \xF8\x79 |0

<UE61A> \xF8\x7A |0

<UE61B> \xF8\x7B |0

<UE61C> \xF8\x7C |0

<UE61D> \xF8\x7D |0

<UE61E> \xF8\x7E |0

<UE61F> \xF8\x80 |0

<UE620> \xF8\x81 |0

<UE621> \xF8\x82 |0

<UE622> \xF8\x83 |0

<UE623> \xF8\x84 |0

<UE624> \xF8\x85 |0

<UE625> \xF8\x86 |0

<UE626> \xF8\x87 |0

<UE627> \xF8\x88 |0

<UE628> \xF8\x89 |0

<UE629> \xF8\x8A |0

<UE62A> \xF8\x8B |0

<UE62B> \xF8\x8C |0

<UE62C> \xF8\x8D |0

<UE62D> \xF8\x8E |0

<UE62E> \xF8\x8F |0
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<UE62F> \xF8\x90 |0

<UE630> \xF8\x91 |0

<UE631> \xF8\x92 |0

<UE632> \xF8\x93 |0

<UE633> \xF8\x94 |0

<UE634> \xF8\x95 |0

<UE635> \xF8\x96 |0

<UE636> \xF8\x97 |0

<UE637> \xF8\x98 |0

<UE638> \xF8\x99 |0

<UE639> \xF8\x9A |0

<UE63A> \xF8\x9B |0

<UE63B> \xF8\x9C

 |0

<UE63C> \xF8\x9D |0

<UE63D> \xF8\x9E |0

<UE63E> \xF8\x9F |0

<UE63F> \xF8\xA0 |0

<UE640> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE641> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE642> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE643> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE644> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE645> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE646> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE647> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE648> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE649> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE64A> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE64B> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE64C> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE64D> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE64E> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE64F> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE650> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE651> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE652> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE653> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE654> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE655> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE656> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE657> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE658> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE659> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE65A> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE65B> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE65C> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE65D> \xF8\xBE |0
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<UE65E> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE65F> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE660> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE661> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE662> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE663> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE664> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE665> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE666> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE667> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE668> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE669> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE66A> \xF8\xCB |0

<UE66B> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE66C> \xF8\xCD |0

<UE66D> \xF8\xCE

 |0

<UE66E> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE66F> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE670> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE671> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE672> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE673> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE674> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE675> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE676> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE677> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE678> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE679> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE67A> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE67B> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE67C> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE67D> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE67E> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE67F> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE680> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE681> \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE682> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE683> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE684> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE685> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE686> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE687> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE688> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE689> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE68A> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE68B> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE68C> \xF8\xED |0
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<UE68D> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE68E> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE68F> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE690> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE691> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE692> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE693> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE694> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE695> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE696> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE697> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE698> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE699> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE69A> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE69B> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE69C> \xF9\x40 |0

<UE69D> \xF9\x41 |0

<UE69E> \xF9\x42 |0

<UE69F> \xF9\x43

 |0

<UE6A0> \xF9\x44 |0

<UE6A1> \xF9\x45 |0

<UE6A2> \xF9\x46 |0

<UE6A3> \xF9\x47 |0

<UE6A4> \xF9\x48 |0

<UE6A5> \xF9\x49 |0

<UE6A6> \xF9\x4A |0

<UE6A7> \xF9\x4B |0

<UE6A8> \xF9\x4C |0

<UE6A9> \xF9\x4D |0

<UE6AA> \xF9\x4E |0

<UE6AB> \xF9\x4F |0

<UE6AC> \xF9\x50 |0

<UE6AD> \xF9\x51 |0

<UE6AE> \xF9\x52 |0

<UE6AF> \xF9\x53 |0

<UE6B0> \xF9\x54 |0

<UE6B1> \xF9\x55 |0

<UE6B2> \xF9\x56 |0

<UE6B3> \xF9\x57 |0

<UE6B4> \xF9\x58 |0

<UE6B5> \xF9\x59 |0

<UE6B6> \xF9\x5A |0

<UE6B7> \xF9\x5B |0

<UE6B8> \xF9\x5C |0

<UE6B9> \xF9\x5D |0

<UE6BA> \xF9\x5E |0

<UE6BB> \xF9\x5F |0
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<UE6BC> \xF9\x60 |0

<UE6BD> \xF9\x61 |0

<UE6BE> \xF9\x62 |0

<UE6BF> \xF9\x63 |0

<UE6C0> \xF9\x64 |0

<UE6C1> \xF9\x65 |0

<UE6C2> \xF9\x66 |0

<UE6C3> \xF9\x67 |0

<UE6C4> \xF9\x68 |0

<UE6C5> \xF9\x69 |0

<UE6C6> \xF9\x6A |0

<UE6C7> \xF9\x6B |0

<UE6C8> \xF9\x6C |0

<UE6C9> \xF9\x6D |0

<UE6CA> \xF9\x6E |0

<UE6CB> \xF9\x6F |0

<UE6CC> \xF9\x70 |0

<UE6CD> \xF9\x71 |0

<UE6CE> \xF9\x72 |0

<UE6CF> \xF9\x73 |0

<UE6D0> \xF9\x74 |0

<UE6D1> \xF9\x75

 |0

<UE6D2> \xF9\x76 |0

<UE6D3> \xF9\x77 |0

<UE6D4> \xF9\x78 |0

<UE6D5> \xF9\x79 |0

<UE6D6> \xF9\x7A |0

<UE6D7> \xF9\x7B |0

<UE6D8> \xF9\x7C |0

<UE6D9> \xF9\x7D |0

<UE6DA> \xF9\x7E |0

<UE6DB> \xF9\x80 |0

<UE6DC> \xF9\x81 |0

<UE6DD> \xF9\x82 |0

<UE6DE> \xF9\x83 |0

<UE6DF> \xF9\x84 |0

<UE6E0> \xF9\x85 |0

<UE6E1> \xF9\x86 |0

<UE6E2> \xF9\x87 |0

<UE6E3> \xF9\x88 |0

<UE6E4> \xF9\x89 |0

<UE6E5> \xF9\x8A |0

<UE6E6> \xF9\x8B |0

<UE6E7> \xF9\x8C |0

<UE6E8> \xF9\x8D |0

<UE6E9> \xF9\x8E |0

<UE6EA> \xF9\x8F |0
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<UE6EB> \xF9\x90 |0

<UE6EC> \xF9\x91 |0

<UE6ED> \xF9\x92 |0

<UE6EE> \xF9\x93 |0

<UE6EF> \xF9\x94 |0

<UE6F0> \xF9\x95 |0

<UE6F1> \xF9\x96 |0

<UE6F2> \xF9\x97 |0

<UE6F3> \xF9\x98 |0

<UE6F4> \xF9\x99 |0

<UE6F5> \xF9\x9A |0

<UE6F6> \xF9\x9B |0

<UE6F7> \xF9\x9C |0

<UE6F8> \xF9\x9D |0

<UE6F9> \xF9\x9E |0

<UE6FA> \xF9\x9F |0

<UE6FB> \xF9\xA0 |0

<UE6FC> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE6FD> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE6FE> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE6FF> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE700> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE701> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE702> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE703> \xF9\xA8

 |0

<UE704> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE705> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE706> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE707> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE708> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE709> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE70A> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE70B> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE70C> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE70D> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE70E> \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE70F> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE710> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE711> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE712> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE713> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE714> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE715> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE716> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE717> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE718> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE719> \xF9\xBE |0
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<UE71A> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE71B> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE71C> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE71D> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE71E> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE71F> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE720> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE721> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE722> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE723> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE724> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE725> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE726> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE727> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE728> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE729> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE72A> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE72B> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE72C> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE72D> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE72E> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE72F> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE730> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE731> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE732> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE733> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE734> \xF9\xD9 |0

<UE735> \xF9\xDA

 |0

<UE736> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE737> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE738> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE739> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE73A> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE73B> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE73C> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE73D> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE73E> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE73F> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE740> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE741> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE742> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE743> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE744> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE745> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE746> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE747> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE748> \xF9\xED |0
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<UE749> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE74A> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE74B> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE74C> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE74D> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE74E> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE74F> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE750> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE751> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE752> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE753> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE754> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE755> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE756> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE757> \xF9\xFC |0

<UF86F> \xFA\x59 |1

<UF929> \xED\xC4 |3

<UF929> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UF9DC> \xEE\xCD |3

<UF9DC> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UFA0E> \xED\x73 |3

<UFA0E> \xFA\x90 |0

<UFA0F> \xED\x7E |3

<UFA0F> \xFA\x9B |0

<UFA10> \xED\x80 |3

<UFA10> \xFA\x9C |0

<UFA11> \xED\x95 |3

<UFA11> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \xED\xBC |3

<UFA12> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UFA13> \xED\xCC

 |3

<UFA13> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UFA14> \xED\xCE |3

<UFA14> \xFA\xEA |0

<UFA15> \xED\xF9 |3

<UFA15> \xFB\x58 |0

<UFA16> \xEE\x42 |3

<UFA16> \xFB\x5E |0

<UFA17> \xEE\x59 |3

<UFA17> \xFB\x75 |0

<UFA18> \xEE\x61 |3

<UFA18> \xFB\x7D |0

<UFA19> \xEE\x62 |3

<UFA19> \xFB\x7E |0

<UFA1A> \xEE\x63 |3

<UFA1A> \xFB\x80 |0

<UFA1B> \xEE\x65 |3
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<UFA1B> \xFB\x82 |0

<UFA1C> \xEE\x69 |3

<UFA1C> \xFB\x86 |0

<UFA1D> \xEE\x6C |3

<UFA1D> \xFB\x89 |0

<UFA1E> \xEE\x75 |3

<UFA1E> \xFB\x92 |0

<UFA1F> \xEE\x81 |3

<UFA1F> \xFB\x9D |0

<UFA20> \xEE\x83 |3

<UFA20> \xFB\x9F |0

<UFA21> \xEE\x84 |3

<UFA21> \xFB\xA0 |0

<UFA22> \xEE\x8D |3

<UFA22> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UFA23> \xEE\x95 |3

<UFA23> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UFA24> \xEE\x97 |3

<UFA24> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UFA25> \xEE\x98 |3

<UFA25> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UFA26> \xEE\x9B |3

<UFA26> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UFA27> \xEE\xB7 |3

<UFA27> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UFA28> \xEE\xBE |3

<UFA28> \xFB\xDA |0

<UFA29> \xEE\xCE |3

<UFA29> \xFB\xEA |0

<UFA2A> \xEE\xDA |3

<UFA2A> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UFA2B> \xEE\xDB |3

<UFA2B> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UFA2C> \xEE\xDD

 |3

<UFA2C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UFA2D> \xEE\xEA |3

<UFA2D> \xFC\x49 |0

<UFF01> \x81\x49 |0

<UFF02> \xEE\xFC |3

<UFF02> \xFA\x57 |0

<UFF03> \x81\x94 |0

<UFF04> \x81\x90 |0

<UFF05> \x81\x93 |0

<UFF06> \x81\x95 |0

<UFF07> \xEE\xFB |3

<UFF07> \xFA\x56 |0

<UFF08> \x81\x69 |0
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<UFF09> \x81\x6A |0

<UFF0A> \x81\x96 |0

<UFF0B> \x81\x7B |0

<UFF0C> \x81\x43 |0

<UFF0D> \x81\x7C |1

<UFF0E> \x81\x44 |0

<UFF0F> \x81\x5E |0

<UFF10> \x82\x4F |0

<UFF11> \x82\x50 |0

<UFF12> \x82\x51 |0

<UFF13> \x82\x52 |0

<UFF14> \x82\x53 |0

<UFF15> \x82\x54 |0

<UFF16> \x82\x55 |0

<UFF17> \x82\x56 |0

<UFF18> \x82\x57 |0

<UFF19> \x82\x58 |0

<UFF1A> \x81\x46 |0

<UFF1B> \x81\x47 |0

<UFF1C> \x81\x83 |0

<UFF1D> \x81\x81 |0

<UFF1E> \x81\x84 |0

<UFF1F> \x81\x48 |0

<UFF20> \x81\x97 |0

<UFF21> \x82\x60 |0

<UFF22> \x82\x61 |0

<UFF23> \x82\x62 |0

<UFF24> \x82\x63 |0

<UFF25> \x82\x64 |0

<UFF26> \x82\x65 |0

<UFF27> \x82\x66 |0

<UFF28> \x82\x67 |0

<UFF29> \x82\x68 |0

<UFF2A> \x82\x69 |0

<UFF2B> \x82\x6A |0

<UFF2C> \x82\x6B |0

<UFF2D> \x82\x6C

 |0

<UFF2E> \x82\x6D |0

<UFF2F> \x82\x6E |0

<UFF30> \x82\x6F |0

<UFF31> \x82\x70 |0

<UFF32> \x82\x71 |0

<UFF33> \x82\x72 |0

<UFF34> \x82\x73 |0

<UFF35> \x82\x74 |0

<UFF36> \x82\x75 |0

<UFF37> \x82\x76 |0
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<UFF38> \x82\x77 |0

<UFF39> \x82\x78 |0

<UFF3A> \x82\x79 |0

<UFF3B> \x81\x6D |0

<UFF3C> \x81\x5F |0

<UFF3D> \x81\x6E |0

<UFF3E> \x81\x4F |0

<UFF3F> \x81\x51 |0

<UFF40> \x81\x4D |0

<UFF41> \x82\x81 |0

<UFF42> \x82\x82 |0

<UFF43> \x82\x83 |0

<UFF44> \x82\x84 |0

<UFF45> \x82\x85 |0

<UFF46> \x82\x86 |0

<UFF47> \x82\x87 |0

<UFF48> \x82\x88 |0

<UFF49> \x82\x89 |0

<UFF4A> \x82\x8A |0

<UFF4B> \x82\x8B |0

<UFF4C> \x82\x8C |0

<UFF4D> \x82\x8D |0

<UFF4E> \x82\x8E |0

<UFF4F> \x82\x8F |0

<UFF50> \x82\x90 |0

<UFF51> \x82\x91 |0

<UFF52> \x82\x92 |0

<UFF53> \x82\x93 |0

<UFF54> \x82\x94 |0

<UFF55> \x82\x95 |0

<UFF56> \x82\x96 |0

<UFF57> \x82\x97 |0

<UFF58> \x82\x98 |0

<UFF59> \x82\x99 |0

<UFF5A> \x82\x9A |0

<UFF5B> \x81\x6F |0

<UFF5C> \x81\x62 |0

<UFF5D> \x81\x70 |0

<UFF5E> \x81\x60 |1

<UFF61> \xA1 |0

<UFF62>

 \xA2 |0

<UFF63> \xA3 |0

<UFF64> \xA4 |0

<UFF65> \xA5 |0

<UFF66> \xA6 |0

<UFF67> \xA7 |0

<UFF68> \xA8 |0
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<UFF69> \xA9 |0

<UFF6A> \xAA |0

<UFF6B> \xAB |0

<UFF6C> \xAC |0

<UFF6D> \xAD |0

<UFF6E> \xAE |0

<UFF6F> \xAF |0

<UFF70> \xB0 |0

<UFF71> \xB1 |0

<UFF72> \xB2 |0

<UFF73> \xB3 |0

<UFF74> \xB4 |0

<UFF75> \xB5 |0

<UFF76> \xB6 |0

<UFF77> \xB7 |0

<UFF78> \xB8 |0

<UFF79> \xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \xBA |0

<UFF7B> \xBB |0

<UFF7C> \xBC |0

<UFF7D> \xBD |0

<UFF7E> \xBE |0

<UFF7F> \xBF |0

<UFF80> \xC0 |0

<UFF81> \xC1 |0

<UFF82> \xC2 |0

<UFF83> \xC3 |0

<UFF84> \xC4 |0

<UFF85> \xC5 |0

<UFF86> \xC6 |0

<UFF87> \xC7 |0

<UFF88> \xC8 |0

<UFF89> \xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \xCA |0

<UFF8B> \xCB |0

<UFF8C> \xCC |0

<UFF8D> \xCD |0

<UFF8E> \xCE |0

<UFF8F> \xCF |0

<UFF90> \xD0 |0

<UFF91> \xD1 |0

<UFF92> \xD2 |0

<UFF93> \xD3 |0

<UFF94> \xD4 |0

<UFF95> \xD5 |0

<UFF96> \xD6 |0

<UFF97> \xD7 |0

<UFF98> \xD8 |0
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<UFF99> \xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \xDA |0

<UFF9B> \xDB |0

<UFF9C> \xDC |0

<UFF9D> \xDD |0

<UFF9E> \xDE |0

<UFF9F> \xDF |0

<UFFE0> \x81\x91

 |0

<UFFE1> \x81\x92 |0

<UFFE2> \x81\xCA |0

<UFFE2> \xEE\xF9 |3

<UFFE2> \xFA\x54 |3

<UFFE3> \x81\x50 |0

<UFFE4> \xFA\x55 |1

<UFFE5> \x81\x8F |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-943_P130-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00361.RPMAP100 and 036134B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-865_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-865_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0
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<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0
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<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0
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<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A4>

 \xAF |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0
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<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00EC> \x8D |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00EE> \x8C |0

<U00EF> \x8B |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FF> \x98 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0
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<U03C3>

 \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20A7> \x9E |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0

<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0
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<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1
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<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1
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<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>
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 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-865_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B031A8.RPMAP100 and 31A844B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-12712_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-12712_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D

 |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0
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<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0
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<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22

 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0
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<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x74 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U05D0> \x41 |0

<U05D1> \x42 |0

<U05D2> \x43 |0

<U05D3> \x44 |0

<U05D4> \x45 |0

<U05D5>

 \x46 |0

<U05D6> \x47 |0

<U05D7> \x48 |0

<U05D8> \x49 |0

<U05D9> \x51 |0

<U05DA> \x52 |0

<U05DB> \x53 |0
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<U05DC> \x54 |0

<U05DD> \x55 |0

<U05DE> \x56 |0

<U05DF> \x57 |0

<U05E0> \x58 |0

<U05E1> \x59 |0

<U05E2> \x62 |0

<U05E3> \x63 |0

<U05E4> \x64 |0

<U05E5> \x65 |0

<U05E6> \x66 |0

<U05E7> \x67 |0

<U05E8> \x68 |0

<U05E9> \x69 |0

<U05EA> \x71 |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2017> \x78 |0

<U2022> \xB3 |0

<U202A> \xFB |0

<U202B> \xFC |0

<U202C> \xDD |0

<U202D> \xDB |0

<U202E> \xDC |0

<U203E> \xBC |0

<U20AA> \x9E |0

<U20AC> \x9C |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1
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<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E

 |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1
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<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C>

 \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-12712_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/sprepfiles.mk

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************
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#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d3

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, 80:1, a1-fd:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U2074> \xA9\xF9 |0

<U207F> \xA9\xFA |0

<U2081> \xA9\xFB |0

<U2082> \xA9\xFC |0

<U2083> \xA9\xFD |0

<U2084> \xA9\xFE |0

<U20A9> \x80\xDC |0

<U2109>

 \xA2\xB5 |0

<U2113> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U2121> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U2122> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2126> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U2153> \xA8\xF7 |0

<U2154> \xA8\xF8 |0

<U215B> \xA8\xFB |0

<U215C> \xA8\xFC |0

<U215D> \xA8\xFD |0

<U215E> \xA8\xFE |0

<U2170> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U2171> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U2172> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U2173> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U2174> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U2175> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U2176> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U2177> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U2178> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U2179> \xA5\xAA |0

<U2194> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2195> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2196> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2197> \xA2\xD6 |0
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<U2198> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2199> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U223C> \xA1\xAD |0

<U246A> \xA8\xF1 |0

<U246B> \xA8\xF2 |0

<U246C> \xA8\xF3 |0

<U246D> \xA8\xF4 |0

<U246E> \xA8\xF5 |0

<U249C> \xA9\xCD |0

<U249D> \xA9\xCE |0

<U249E> \xA9\xCF |0

<U249F> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U24A0> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U24A1> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U24A2> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U24A3> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U24A4> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U24A5> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U24A6> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U24A7> \xA9\xD8 |0

<U24A8> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U24A9> \xA9\xDA |0

<U24AA> \xA9\xDB |0

<U24AB> \xA9\xDC |0

<U24AC> \xA9\xDD |0

<U24AD>

 \xA9\xDE |0

<U24AE> \xA9\xDF |0

<U24AF> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U24B0> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U24B1> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U24B2> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U24B3> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U24B4> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U24B5> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U24D0> \xA8\xCD |0

<U24D1> \xA8\xCE |0

<U24D2> \xA8\xCF |0

<U24D3> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U24D4> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U24D5> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U24D6> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U24D7> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U24D8> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U24D9> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U24DA> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U24DB> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U24DC> \xA8\xD9 |0
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<U24DD> \xA8\xDA |0

<U24DE> \xA8\xDB |0

<U24DF> \xA8\xDC |0

<U24E0> \xA8\xDD |0

<U24E1> \xA8\xDE |0

<U24E2> \xA8\xDF |0

<U24E3> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U24E4> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U24E5> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U24E6> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U24E7> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U24E8> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U24E9> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U2592> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U25A3> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U25A4> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U25A5> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U25A6> \xA2\xCB |0

<U25A7> \xA2\xCA |0

<U25A8> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U25A9> \xA2\xCC |0

<U25B6> \xA2\xBA |0

<U25B7> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U25C0> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U25C1> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U25C8> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U25C9> \xA2\xC1 |1

<U25D0> \xA2\xC4 |0

<U25D1>

 \xA2\xC5 |0

<U260E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U260F> \xA2\xCE |0

<U261C> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U261E> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2660> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2661> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2663> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2664> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2665> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2667> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2668> \xA2\xCD |0

<U2669> \xA2\xDB |0

<U266C> \xA2\xDD |0

<U3131> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3132> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3133> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3134> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3135> \xA4\xA5 |0
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<U3136> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3137> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3138> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3139> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U313A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U313B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U313C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U313D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U313E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U313F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3140> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3141> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3142> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3143> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3144> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3145> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3146> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3147> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3148> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3149> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U314A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U314B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U314C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U314D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U314E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U314F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3150> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3151> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3152> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3153> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3154> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3155>

 \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3156> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3157> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3158> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3159> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U315A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U315B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U315C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U315D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U315E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U315F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3160> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3161> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3162> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3163> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3164> \xA4\xD4 |0
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<U3165> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3166> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3167> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3168> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3169> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U316A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U316B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U316C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U316D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U316E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U316F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3170> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3171> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3172> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3173> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3174> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3175> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3176> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3177> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3178> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3179> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U317A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U317B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U317C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U317D> \xA4\xED |0

<U317E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U317F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3180> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3181> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3182> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3183> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U3184> \xA4\xF4 |0

<U3185> \xA4\xF5 |0

<U3186> \xA4\xF6 |0

<U3187>

 \xA4\xF7 |0

<U3188> \xA4\xF8 |0

<U3189> \xA4\xF9 |0

<U318A> \xA4\xFA |0

<U318B> \xA4\xFB |0

<U318C> \xA4\xFC |0

<U318D> \xA4\xFD |0

<U318E> \xA4\xFE |0

<U3200> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U3201> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U3202> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U3203> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U3204> \xA9\xB5 |0
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<U3205> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U3206> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U3207> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U3208> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U3209> \xA9\xBA |0

<U320A> \xA9\xBB |0

<U320B> \xA9\xBC |0

<U320C> \xA9\xBD |0

<U320D> \xA9\xBE |0

<U320E> \xA9\xBF |0

<U320F> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U3210> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U3211> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U3212> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U3213> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U3214> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U3215> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U3216> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U3217> \xA9\xC8 |0

<U3218> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U3219> \xA9\xCA |0

<U321A> \xA9\xCB |0

<U321B> \xA9\xCC |0

<U321C> \xA2\xDF |0

<U3260> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U3261> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U3262> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U3263> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U3264> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U3265> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U3266> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U3267> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U3268> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U3269> \xA8\xBA |0

<U326A> \xA8\xBB |0

<U326B> \xA8\xBC |0

<U326C> \xA8\xBD |0

<U326D>

 \xA8\xBE |0

<U326E> \xA8\xBF |0

<U326F> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U3270> \xA8\xC1 |0

<U3271> \xA8\xC2 |0

<U3272> \xA8\xC3 |0

<U3273> \xA8\xC4 |0

<U3274> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3275> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3276> \xA8\xC7 |0
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<U3277> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3278> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U3279> \xA8\xCA |0

<U327A> \xA8\xCB |0

<U327B> \xA8\xCC |0

<U327F> \xA2\xDE |0

<U3380> \xA7\xC9 |0

<U3381> \xA7\xCA |0

<U3382> \xA7\xCB |0

<U3383> \xA7\xCC |0

<U3384> \xA7\xCD |0

<U3388> \xA7\xBA |0

<U3389> \xA7\xBB |0

<U338A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U338B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U338C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U338D> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U338E> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U338F> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U3390> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U3391> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U3392> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U3393> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U3394> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U3395> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U3396> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U3397> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U3398> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U3399> \xA7\xAB |0

<U339A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U339B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U339C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U339D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U339E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U339F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U33A0> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U33A1> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U33A2> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U33A3> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U33A4> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U33A5>

 \xA7\xA9 |0

<U33A6> \xA7\xAA |0

<U33A7> \xA7\xBD |0

<U33A8> \xA7\xBE |0

<U33A9> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U33AA> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U33AB> \xA7\xE7 |0
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<U33AC> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U33AD> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U33AE> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U33AF> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U33B0> \xA7\xBF |0

<U33B1> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U33B2> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U33B3> \xA7\xC2 |0

<U33B4> \xA7\xC3 |0

<U33B5> \xA7\xC4 |0

<U33B6> \xA7\xC5 |0

<U33B7> \xA7\xC6 |0

<U33B8> \xA7\xC7 |0

<U33B9> \xA7\xC8 |0

<U33BA> \xA7\xCE |0

<U33BB> \xA7\xCF |0

<U33BC> \xA7\xD0 |0

<U33BD> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U33BE> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U33BF> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U33C0> \xA7\xDA |0

<U33C1> \xA7\xDB |0

<U33C2> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U33C3> \xA7\xEC |0

<U33C4> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U33C5> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U33C6> \xA7\xEF |0

<U33C7> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U33C8> \xA7\xBC |0

<U33C9> \xA7\xED |0

<U33CA> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U33CF> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U33D0> \xA7\xEA |0

<U33D3> \xA7\xEB |0

<U33D6> \xA7\xDF |0

<U33D8> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U33DB> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U33DC> \xA7\xEE |0

<U33DD> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U4E6B> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U4E6D> \xD4\xCC |0

<U4E76> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U4E77> \xDF\xAD |0

<U4E90>

 \xEA\xA7 |0

<U4F0B> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4F48> \xF8\xCF |0

<U4F7A> \xEE\xED |0
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<U4F81> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U4F8A> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U4FC9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U4FD3> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U4FE0> \xFA\xEF |0

<U5002> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U501E> \xCC\xCA |0

<U5027> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U503B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U50FF> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U5167> \xD2\xAE |0

<U51DE> \xFD\xEB |0

<U525D> \xDA\xCE |0

<U52A4> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U52DB> \xFD\xB2 |0

<U52FB> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U5344> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5368> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U537D> \xF1\xED |0

<U5393> \xE4\xED |0

<U5433> \xE7\xEF |0

<U550E> \xD7\xDA |0

<U551C> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U5535> \xE4\xDA |0

<U555E> \xE4\xAF |0

<U5586> \xF4\xCA |0

<U5653> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U56AC> \xDE\xAD |0

<U56CD> \xFD\xEE |0

<U576E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5770> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U5775> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U57C7> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U57C8> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U57F0> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U5808> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U5809> \xEB\xBC |0

<U5827> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U584F> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U5861> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U5864> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U587C> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U58CE> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U596B> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U596D> \xE0\xAB |0

<U59C3> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U59EE>
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 \xF9\xF3 |0

<U59F8> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U5A1B> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U5AA4> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U5AC4> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U5B05> \xFB\xFB |0

<U5B7C> \xE5\xED |0

<U5B96> \xFC\xF3 |0

<U5BAC> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5BC0> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U5BD7> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5BEC> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U5BEF> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U5C19> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5C5B> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U5C62> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5CBA> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CC0> \xE1\xFC |0

<U5CF4> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5D0D> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5DA0> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U5DAA> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U5DB8> \xE7\xAE |0

<U5E3F> \xFD\xAC |0

<U5E77> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U5F5B> \xEC\xAD |0

<U5F67> \xE9\xEE |0

<U6085> \xE6\xED |0

<U60A4> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U60B0> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U6130> \xFC\xCA |0

<U6137> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U6164> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U617D> \xF4\xAA |0

<U6181> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6198> \xFD\xF3 |0

<U6207> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U6231> \xFD\xF4 |0

<U6236> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U633B> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U637F> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U63F7> \xDF\xBA |0

<U6422> \xF2\xCA |0

<U6460> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U64C4> \xD6\xCF |0

<U64CA> \xCC\xAA |0

<U64E5> \xD5\xBA |0

<U6504> \xF7\xCC |0
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<U654E> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U656D> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U657E>

 \xE0\xC0 |0

<U6585> \xFC\xFA |0

<U65E3> \xD0\xFE |0

<U65F4> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U65FC> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U65FD> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U65FF> \xE7\xFA |0

<U6609> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U6610> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6611> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U661E> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U6630> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U663A> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U663B> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6659> \xF1\xDB |0

<U665B> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U6665> \xFC\xB7 |0

<U666B> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U6673> \xE0\xAF |0

<U6678> \xEF\xDD |0

<U6690> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U66A0> \xCD\xBC |0

<U66B2> \xED\xE7 |0

<U66B3> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U66BB> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U66C6> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U66FA> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U677B> \xD2\xEE |0

<U678F> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U6793> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U67BE> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U67F6> \xDE\xDA |0

<U6812> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U682F> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U686D> \xF2\xCD |0

<U68A1> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U68C5> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U68E8> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U6927> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6968> \xEF\xDF |0

<U69A5> \xFC\xCE |0

<U69EA> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U6A11> \xD5\xDA |0

<U6A52> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U6A53> \xE2\xE5 |0
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<U6A6B> \xFC\xF4 |0

<U6A89> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U6AF6> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6B0C> \xED\xEB |0

<U6B72> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U6B77>

 \xD5\xF6 |0

<U6BAE> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U6C6D> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U6C87> \xE6\xCC |0

<U6C95> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U6CC2> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U6D11> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U6D7F> \xF8\xAA |0

<U6D87> \xCC\xDC |0

<U6D8D> \xFC\xFD |0

<U6DC3> \xCF\xEE |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U6DDA> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U6DF8> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U6E36> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U6E3C> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U6E3D> \xEE\xAA |0

<U6E5C> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U6E5E> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U6E73> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6E7A> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U6EAB> \xE8\xAE |0

<U6ECE> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U6F51> \xDA\xFE |0

<U6F57> \xF2\xFC |0

<U6F5A> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U6F7D> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U6F7E> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U6F90> \xE9\xFA |0

<U6F94> \xFB\xCB |0

<U6FAE> \xFC\xE8 |0

<U6FAF> \xF3\xBD |0

<U6FBE> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U6FCA> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U6FDA> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U6FE9> \xFB\xCD |0

<U7005> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U7006> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U701C> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U7028> \xD6\xEE |0

<U702F> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7037> \xEC\xCB |0
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<U7050> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U705D> \xFB\xCE |0

<U7098> \xFD\xDC |0

<U709A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U70A1> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U70A4> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7104> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U710C> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U711E>

 \xD4\xC8 |0

<U7147> \xFD\xC8 |0

<U7150> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7189> \xE9\xFB |0

<U7192> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U71A2> \xDC\xEC |0

<U71BA> \xFD\xF9 |0

<U71C1> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U71FE> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U7200> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U72C0> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U7386> \xED\xB5 |0

<U7394> \xF4\xBD |0

<U7397> \xE9\xDB |0

<U7398> \xD1\xAC |0

<U73A7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U73AD> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U73B9> \xFA\xDD |0

<U73CC> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U73D6> \xCE\xCB |0

<U73DD> \xFD\xB0 |0

<U73E3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U73E4> \xDC\xCA |0

<U73E6> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U73F7> \xD9\xEE |0

<U73F9> \xE0\xFB |0

<U73FD> \xEF\xEA |0

<U7401> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U7407> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7413> \xE8\xCD |0

<U7420> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U7421> \xE2\xDA |0

<U742B> \xDC\xED |0

<U742F> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7438> \xF6\xFD |0

<U7440> \xE9\xDC |0

<U7443> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U7444> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U744B> \xEA\xD4 |0
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<U7462> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U7465> \xE8\xAF |0

<U7468> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U7482> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7489> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U7498> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U749F> \xCC\xDF |0

<U74A1> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U74A3> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U74A5> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U74AA> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U74B2>

 \xE2\xB0 |0

<U74B5> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U74B9> \xE2\xDB |0

<U74BF> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U74C6> \xF2\xEF |0

<U74D8> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U74DA> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U7501> \xDC\xBA |0

<U751B> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U7547> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U7553> \xD3\xCC |0

<U756F> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U7575> \xFB\xFE |0

<U757A> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U764E> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U7664> \xEF\xBB |0

<U774D> \xFA\xE0 |0

<U784F> \xE6\xDA |0

<U78BB> \xFC\xAD |0

<U78CE> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U78F5> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U78FB> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U7916> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7991> \xE9\xDF |0

<U79B1> \xD4\xAA |0

<U79CA> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U7A05> \xE1\xAA |0

<U7A36> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U7AD7> \xD9\xDF |0

<U7B2D> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7B7D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U7BD2> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7C1E> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7D07> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U7D08> \xFC\xBC |0

<U7D6A> \xEC\xDF |0
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<U7D7F> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7D8E> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U7DA0> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U7DD6> \xDF\xFD |0

<U7DE3> \xE6\xDE |0

<U7E15> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7E1D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U7E2F> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U7E52> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U7E61> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7E6B> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U7E98> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U8009> \xCF\xBE |0

<U802D> \xD1\xBE |0

<U812B>

 \xF7\xAD |0

<U8245> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U829A> \xD4\xEC |0

<U82BC> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U82BF> \xED\xA7 |0

<U82FD> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U82FE> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U83C9> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U840A> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U84C0> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U84C2> \xD9\xAC |0

<U851E> \xD7\xAD |0

<U8523> \xED\xF8 |0

<U8525> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U852F> \xF2\xDE |0

<U853F> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U8553> \xE9\xFE |0

<U85CE> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U865B> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U87EC> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U881F> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U88F5> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U8918> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8A75> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U8AAA> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8ABE> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8AEA> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U8AF6> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8CF4> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U8EC0> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8F1E> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8F27> \xDC\xBE |0

<U8F5D> \xE6\xAC |0
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<U8FA6> \xF7\xFD |0

<U8FF2> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U9008> \xFB\xAD |0

<U905D> \xD3\xCF |0

<U90DE> \xD5\xCD |0

<U9115> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U9127> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U91AC> \xED\xFD |0

<U91B1> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U91D7> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U91EA> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U9210> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U9212> \xDF\xBC |0

<U9217> \xEB\xCD |0

<U923A> \xE8\xAD |0

<U9240> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U9265> \xE2\xFC |0

<U92B3>

 \xE7\xE5 |0

<U92B6> \xCF\xCA |0

<U92CC> \xEF\xFB |0

<U9304> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U931E> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U931F> \xD3\xCA |0

<U9321> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U9324> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U9348> \xE7\xCC |0

<U934A> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U93A3> \xFB\xAF |0

<U93DE> \xE9\xCB |0

<U93F6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9404> \xFC\xF5 |0

<U9425> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U9592> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U95B1> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U9751> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9777> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U9800> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U980A> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U9830> \xFA\xFA |0

<U9839> \xF7\xDD |0

<U985A> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U9865> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U98C7> \xF8\xFC |0

<U98E1> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U994D> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U999D> \xF9\xB8 |0

<U99B1> \xF6\xEE |0
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<U99B9> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U99D9> \xDD\xBF |0

<U9A08> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U9A36> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U9AE5> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U9C49> \xDC\xAE |0

<U9DD7> \xCF\xCE |0

<U9EB5> \xD8\xFD |0

<U9EC3> \xFC\xDC |0

<U9F90> \xDB\xC2 |0

<UAC00> \xB0\xA1 |0

<UAC01> \xB0\xA2 |0

<UAC04> \xB0\xA3 |0

<UAC07> \xB0\xA4 |0

<UAC08> \xB0\xA5 |0

<UAC09> \xB0\xA6 |0

<UAC0A> \xB0\xA7 |0

<UAC10> \xB0\xA8 |0

<UAC11> \xB0\xA9 |0

<UAC12> \xB0\xAA |0

<UAC13>

 \xB0\xAB |0

<UAC14> \xB0\xAC |0

<UAC15> \xB0\xAD |0

<UAC16> \xB0\xAE |0

<UAC17> \xB0\xAF |0

<UAC19> \xB0\xB0 |0

<UAC1A> \xB0\xB1 |0

<UAC1B> \xB0\xB2 |0

<UAC1C> \xB0\xB3 |0

<UAC1D> \xB0\xB4 |0

<UAC20> \xB0\xB5 |0

<UAC24> \xB0\xB6 |0

<UAC2C> \xB0\xB7 |0

<UAC2D> \xB0\xB8 |0

<UAC2F> \xB0\xB9 |0

<UAC30> \xB0\xBA |0

<UAC31> \xB0\xBB |0

<UAC38> \xB0\xBC |0

<UAC39> \xB0\xBD |0

<UAC3C> \xB0\xBE |0

<UAC40> \xB0\xBF |0

<UAC4B> \xB0\xC0 |0

<UAC4D> \xB0\xC1 |0

<UAC54> \xB0\xC2 |0

<UAC58> \xB0\xC3 |0

<UAC5C> \xB0\xC4 |0

<UAC70> \xB0\xC5 |0
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<UAC71> \xB0\xC6 |0

<UAC74> \xB0\xC7 |0

<UAC77> \xB0\xC8 |0

<UAC78> \xB0\xC9 |0

<UAC7A> \xB0\xCA |0

<UAC80> \xB0\xCB |0

<UAC81> \xB0\xCC |0

<UAC83> \xB0\xCD |0

<UAC84> \xB0\xCE |0

<UAC85> \xB0\xCF |0

<UAC86> \xB0\xD0 |0

<UAC89> \xB0\xD1 |0

<UAC8A> \xB0\xD2 |0

<UAC8B> \xB0\xD3 |0

<UAC8C> \xB0\xD4 |0

<UAC90> \xB0\xD5 |0

<UAC94> \xB0\xD6 |0

<UAC9C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<UAC9D> \xB0\xD8 |0

<UAC9F> \xB0\xD9 |0

<UACA0> \xB0\xDA |0

<UACA1> \xB0\xDB |0

<UACA8> \xB0\xDC |0

<UACA9>

 \xB0\xDD |0

<UACAA> \xB0\xDE |0

<UACAC> \xB0\xDF |0

<UACAF> \xB0\xE0 |0

<UACB0> \xB0\xE1 |0

<UACB8> \xB0\xE2 |0

<UACB9> \xB0\xE3 |0

<UACBB> \xB0\xE4 |0

<UACBC> \xB0\xE5 |0

<UACBD> \xB0\xE6 |0

<UACC1> \xB0\xE7 |0

<UACC4> \xB0\xE8 |0

<UACC8> \xB0\xE9 |0

<UACCC> \xB0\xEA |0

<UACD5> \xB0\xEB |0

<UACD7> \xB0\xEC |0

<UACE0> \xB0\xED |0

<UACE1> \xB0\xEE |0

<UACE4> \xB0\xEF |0

<UACE7> \xB0\xF0 |0

<UACE8> \xB0\xF1 |0

<UACEA> \xB0\xF2 |0

<UACEC> \xB0\xF3 |0

<UACEF> \xB0\xF4 |0
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<UACF0> \xB0\xF5 |0

<UACF1> \xB0\xF6 |0

<UACF3> \xB0\xF7 |0

<UACF5> \xB0\xF8 |0

<UACF6> \xB0\xF9 |0

<UACFC> \xB0\xFA |0

<UACFD> \xB0\xFB |0

<UAD00> \xB0\xFC |0

<UAD04> \xB0\xFD |0

<UAD06> \xB0\xFE |0

<UAD0C> \xB1\xA1 |0

<UAD0D> \xB1\xA2 |0

<UAD0F> \xB1\xA3 |0

<UAD11> \xB1\xA4 |0

<UAD18> \xB1\xA5 |0

<UAD1C> \xB1\xA6 |0

<UAD20> \xB1\xA7 |0

<UAD29> \xB1\xA8 |0

<UAD2C> \xB1\xA9 |0

<UAD2D> \xB1\xAA |0

<UAD34> \xB1\xAB |0

<UAD35> \xB1\xAC |0

<UAD38> \xB1\xAD |0

<UAD3C> \xB1\xAE |0

<UAD44> \xB1\xAF |0

<UAD45> \xB1\xB0 |0

<UAD47>

 \xB1\xB1 |0

<UAD49> \xB1\xB2 |0

<UAD50> \xB1\xB3 |0

<UAD54> \xB1\xB4 |0

<UAD58> \xB1\xB5 |0

<UAD61> \xB1\xB6 |0

<UAD63> \xB1\xB7 |0

<UAD6C> \xB1\xB8 |0

<UAD6D> \xB1\xB9 |0

<UAD70> \xB1\xBA |0

<UAD73> \xB1\xBB |0

<UAD74> \xB1\xBC |0

<UAD75> \xB1\xBD |0

<UAD76> \xB1\xBE |0

<UAD7B> \xB1\xBF |0

<UAD7C> \xB1\xC0 |0

<UAD7D> \xB1\xC1 |0

<UAD7F> \xB1\xC2 |0

<UAD81> \xB1\xC3 |0

<UAD82> \xB1\xC4 |0

<UAD88> \xB1\xC5 |0
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<UAD89> \xB1\xC6 |0

<UAD8C> \xB1\xC7 |0

<UAD90> \xB1\xC8 |0

<UAD9C> \xB1\xC9 |0

<UAD9D> \xB1\xCA |0

<UADA4> \xB1\xCB |0

<UADB7> \xB1\xCC |0

<UADC0> \xB1\xCD |0

<UADC1> \xB1\xCE |0

<UADC4> \xB1\xCF |0

<UADC8> \xB1\xD0 |0

<UADD0> \xB1\xD1 |0

<UADD1> \xB1\xD2 |0

<UADD3> \xB1\xD3 |0

<UADDC> \xB1\xD4 |0

<UADE0> \xB1\xD5 |0

<UADE4> \xB1\xD6 |0

<UADF8> \xB1\xD7 |0

<UADF9> \xB1\xD8 |0

<UADFC> \xB1\xD9 |0

<UADFF> \xB1\xDA |0

<UAE00> \xB1\xDB |0

<UAE01> \xB1\xDC |0

<UAE08> \xB1\xDD |0

<UAE09> \xB1\xDE |0

<UAE0B> \xB1\xDF |0

<UAE0D> \xB1\xE0 |0

<UAE14> \xB1\xE1 |0

<UAE30> \xB1\xE2 |0

<UAE31>

 \xB1\xE3 |0

<UAE34> \xB1\xE4 |0

<UAE37> \xB1\xE5 |0

<UAE38> \xB1\xE6 |0

<UAE3A> \xB1\xE7 |0

<UAE40> \xB1\xE8 |0

<UAE41> \xB1\xE9 |0

<UAE43> \xB1\xEA |0

<UAE45> \xB1\xEB |0

<UAE46> \xB1\xEC |0

<UAE4A> \xB1\xED |0

<UAE4C> \xB1\xEE |0

<UAE4D> \xB1\xEF |0

<UAE4E> \xB1\xF0 |0

<UAE50> \xB1\xF1 |0

<UAE54> \xB1\xF2 |0

<UAE56> \xB1\xF3 |0

<UAE5C> \xB1\xF4 |0
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<UAE5D> \xB1\xF5 |0

<UAE5F> \xB1\xF6 |0

<UAE60> \xB1\xF7 |0

<UAE61> \xB1\xF8 |0

<UAE65> \xB1\xF9 |0

<UAE68> \xB1\xFA |0

<UAE69> \xB1\xFB |0

<UAE6C> \xB1\xFC |0

<UAE70> \xB1\xFD |0

<UAE78> \xB1\xFE |0

<UAE79> \xB2\xA1 |0

<UAE7B> \xB2\xA2 |0

<UAE7C> \xB2\xA3 |0

<UAE7D> \xB2\xA4 |0

<UAE84> \xB2\xA5 |0

<UAE85> \xB2\xA6 |0

<UAE8C> \xB2\xA7 |0

<UAEBC> \xB2\xA8 |0

<UAEBD> \xB2\xA9 |0

<UAEBE> \xB2\xAA |0

<UAEC0> \xB2\xAB |0

<UAEC4> \xB2\xAC |0

<UAECC> \xB2\xAD |0

<UAECD> \xB2\xAE |0

<UAECF> \xB2\xAF |0

<UAED0> \xB2\xB0 |0

<UAED1> \xB2\xB1 |0

<UAED8> \xB2\xB2 |0

<UAED9> \xB2\xB3 |0

<UAEDC> \xB2\xB4 |0

<UAEE8> \xB2\xB5 |0

<UAEEB> \xB2\xB6 |0

<UAEED>

 \xB2\xB7 |0

<UAEF4> \xB2\xB8 |0

<UAEF8> \xB2\xB9 |0

<UAEFC> \xB2\xBA |0

<UAF07> \xB2\xBB |0

<UAF08> \xB2\xBC |0

<UAF0D> \xB2\xBD |0

<UAF10> \xB2\xBE |0

<UAF2C> \xB2\xBF |0

<UAF2D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<UAF30> \xB2\xC1 |0

<UAF32> \xB2\xC2 |0

<UAF34> \xB2\xC3 |0

<UAF3C> \xB2\xC4 |0

<UAF3D> \xB2\xC5 |0
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<UAF3F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<UAF41> \xB2\xC7 |0

<UAF42> \xB2\xC8 |0

<UAF43> \xB2\xC9 |0

<UAF48> \xB2\xCA |0

<UAF49> \xB2\xCB |0

<UAF50> \xB2\xCC |0

<UAF5C> \xB2\xCD |0

<UAF5D> \xB2\xCE |0

<UAF64> \xB2\xCF |0

<UAF65> \xB2\xD0 |0

<UAF79> \xB2\xD1 |0

<UAF80> \xB2\xD2 |0

<UAF84> \xB2\xD3 |0

<UAF88> \xB2\xD4 |0

<UAF90> \xB2\xD5 |0

<UAF91> \xB2\xD6 |0

<UAF95> \xB2\xD7 |0

<UAF9C> \xB2\xD8 |0

<UAFB8> \xB2\xD9 |0

<UAFB9> \xB2\xDA |0

<UAFBC> \xB2\xDB |0

<UAFC0> \xB2\xDC |0

<UAFC7> \xB2\xDD |0

<UAFC8> \xB2\xDE |0

<UAFC9> \xB2\xDF |0

<UAFCB> \xB2\xE0 |0

<UAFCD> \xB2\xE1 |0

<UAFCE> \xB2\xE2 |0

<UAFD4> \xB2\xE3 |0

<UAFDC> \xB2\xE4 |0

<UAFE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<UAFE9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<UAFF0> \xB2\xE7 |0

<UAFF1> \xB2\xE8 |0

<UAFF4>

 \xB2\xE9 |0

<UAFF8> \xB2\xEA |0

<UB000> \xB2\xEB |0

<UB001> \xB2\xEC |0

<UB004> \xB2\xED |0

<UB00C> \xB2\xEE |0

<UB010> \xB2\xEF |0

<UB014> \xB2\xF0 |0

<UB01C> \xB2\xF1 |0

<UB01D> \xB2\xF2 |0

<UB028> \xB2\xF3 |0

<UB044> \xB2\xF4 |0
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<UB045> \xB2\xF5 |0

<UB048> \xB2\xF6 |0

<UB04A> \xB2\xF7 |0

<UB04C> \xB2\xF8 |0

<UB04E> \xB2\xF9 |0

<UB053> \xB2\xFA |0

<UB054> \xB2\xFB |0

<UB055> \xB2\xFC |0

<UB057> \xB2\xFD |0

<UB059> \xB2\xFE |0

<UB05D> \xB3\xA1 |0

<UB07C> \xB3\xA2 |0

<UB07D> \xB3\xA3 |0

<UB080> \xB3\xA4 |0

<UB084> \xB3\xA5 |0

<UB08C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<UB08D> \xB3\xA7 |0

<UB08F> \xB3\xA8 |0

<UB091> \xB3\xA9 |0

<UB098> \xB3\xAA |0

<UB099> \xB3\xAB |0

<UB09A> \xB3\xAC |0

<UB09C> \xB3\xAD |0

<UB09F> \xB3\xAE |0

<UB0A0> \xB3\xAF |0

<UB0A1> \xB3\xB0 |0

<UB0A2> \xB3\xB1 |0

<UB0A8> \xB3\xB2 |0

<UB0A9> \xB3\xB3 |0

<UB0AB> \xB3\xB4 |0

<UB0AC> \xB3\xB5 |0

<UB0AD> \xB3\xB6 |0

<UB0AE> \xB3\xB7 |0

<UB0AF> \xB3\xB8 |0

<UB0B1> \xB3\xB9 |0

<UB0B3> \xB3\xBA |0

<UB0B4> \xB3\xBB |0

<UB0B5> \xB3\xBC |0

<UB0B8>

 \xB3\xBD |0

<UB0BC> \xB3\xBE |0

<UB0C4> \xB3\xBF |0

<UB0C5> \xB3\xC0 |0

<UB0C7> \xB3\xC1 |0

<UB0C8> \xB3\xC2 |0

<UB0C9> \xB3\xC3 |0

<UB0D0> \xB3\xC4 |0

<UB0D1> \xB3\xC5 |0
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<UB0D4> \xB3\xC6 |0

<UB0D8> \xB3\xC7 |0

<UB0E0> \xB3\xC8 |0

<UB0E5> \xB3\xC9 |0

<UB108> \xB3\xCA |0

<UB109> \xB3\xCB |0

<UB10B> \xB3\xCC |0

<UB10C> \xB3\xCD |0

<UB110> \xB3\xCE |0

<UB112> \xB3\xCF |0

<UB113> \xB3\xD0 |0

<UB118> \xB3\xD1 |0

<UB119> \xB3\xD2 |0

<UB11B> \xB3\xD3 |0

<UB11C> \xB3\xD4 |0

<UB11D> \xB3\xD5 |0

<UB123> \xB3\xD6 |0

<UB124> \xB3\xD7 |0

<UB125> \xB3\xD8 |0

<UB128> \xB3\xD9 |0

<UB12C> \xB3\xDA |0

<UB134> \xB3\xDB |0

<UB135> \xB3\xDC |0

<UB137> \xB3\xDD |0

<UB138> \xB3\xDE |0

<UB139> \xB3\xDF |0

<UB140> \xB3\xE0 |0

<UB141> \xB3\xE1 |0

<UB144> \xB3\xE2 |0

<UB148> \xB3\xE3 |0

<UB150> \xB3\xE4 |0

<UB151> \xB3\xE5 |0

<UB154> \xB3\xE6 |0

<UB155> \xB3\xE7 |0

<UB158> \xB3\xE8 |0

<UB15C> \xB3\xE9 |0

<UB160> \xB3\xEA |0

<UB178> \xB3\xEB |0

<UB179> \xB3\xEC |0

<UB17C> \xB3\xED |0

<UB180> \xB3\xEE |0

<UB182>

 \xB3\xEF |0

<UB188> \xB3\xF0 |0

<UB189> \xB3\xF1 |0

<UB18B> \xB3\xF2 |0

<UB18D> \xB3\xF3 |0

<UB192> \xB3\xF4 |0
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<UB193> \xB3\xF5 |0

<UB194> \xB3\xF6 |0

<UB198> \xB3\xF7 |0

<UB19C> \xB3\xF8 |0

<UB1A8> \xB3\xF9 |0

<UB1CC> \xB3\xFA |0

<UB1D0> \xB3\xFB |0

<UB1D4> \xB3\xFC |0

<UB1DC> \xB3\xFD |0

<UB1DD> \xB3\xFE |0

<UB1DF> \xB4\xA1 |0

<UB1E8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<UB1E9> \xB4\xA3 |0

<UB1EC> \xB4\xA4 |0

<UB1F0> \xB4\xA5 |0

<UB1F9> \xB4\xA6 |0

<UB1FB> \xB4\xA7 |0

<UB1FD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<UB204> \xB4\xA9 |0

<UB205> \xB4\xAA |0

<UB208> \xB4\xAB |0

<UB20B> \xB4\xAC |0

<UB20C> \xB4\xAD |0

<UB214> \xB4\xAE |0

<UB215> \xB4\xAF |0

<UB217> \xB4\xB0 |0

<UB219> \xB4\xB1 |0

<UB220> \xB4\xB2 |0

<UB234> \xB4\xB3 |0

<UB23C> \xB4\xB4 |0

<UB258> \xB4\xB5 |0

<UB25C> \xB4\xB6 |0

<UB260> \xB4\xB7 |0

<UB268> \xB4\xB8 |0

<UB269> \xB4\xB9 |0

<UB274> \xB4\xBA |0

<UB275> \xB4\xBB |0

<UB27C> \xB4\xBC |0

<UB284> \xB4\xBD |0

<UB285> \xB4\xBE |0

<UB289> \xB4\xBF |0

<UB290> \xB4\xC0 |0

<UB291> \xB4\xC1 |0

<UB294> \xB4\xC2 |0

<UB298>

 \xB4\xC3 |0

<UB299> \xB4\xC4 |0

<UB29A> \xB4\xC5 |0
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<UB2A0> \xB4\xC6 |0

<UB2A1> \xB4\xC7 |0

<UB2A3> \xB4\xC8 |0

<UB2A5> \xB4\xC9 |0

<UB2A6> \xB4\xCA |0

<UB2AA> \xB4\xCB |0

<UB2AC> \xB4\xCC |0

<UB2B0> \xB4\xCD |0

<UB2B4> \xB4\xCE |0

<UB2C8> \xB4\xCF |0

<UB2C9> \xB4\xD0 |0

<UB2CC> \xB4\xD1 |0

<UB2D0> \xB4\xD2 |0

<UB2D2> \xB4\xD3 |0

<UB2D8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<UB2D9> \xB4\xD5 |0

<UB2DB> \xB4\xD6 |0

<UB2DD> \xB4\xD7 |0

<UB2E2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<UB2E4> \xB4\xD9 |0

<UB2E5> \xB4\xDA |0

<UB2E6> \xB4\xDB |0

<UB2E8> \xB4\xDC |0

<UB2EB> \xB4\xDD |0

<UB2EC> \xB4\xDE |0

<UB2ED> \xB4\xDF |0

<UB2EE> \xB4\xE0 |0

<UB2EF> \xB4\xE1 |0

<UB2F3> \xB4\xE2 |0

<UB2F4> \xB4\xE3 |0

<UB2F5> \xB4\xE4 |0

<UB2F7> \xB4\xE5 |0

<UB2F8> \xB4\xE6 |0

<UB2F9> \xB4\xE7 |0

<UB2FA> \xB4\xE8 |0

<UB2FB> \xB4\xE9 |0

<UB2FF> \xB4\xEA |0

<UB300> \xB4\xEB |0

<UB301> \xB4\xEC |0

<UB304> \xB4\xED |0

<UB308> \xB4\xEE |0

<UB310> \xB4\xEF |0

<UB311> \xB4\xF0 |0

<UB313> \xB4\xF1 |0

<UB314> \xB4\xF2 |0

<UB315> \xB4\xF3 |0

<UB31C> \xB4\xF4 |0

<UB354>
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 \xB4\xF5 |0

<UB355> \xB4\xF6 |0

<UB356> \xB4\xF7 |0

<UB358> \xB4\xF8 |0

<UB35B> \xB4\xF9 |0

<UB35C> \xB4\xFA |0

<UB35E> \xB4\xFB |0

<UB35F> \xB4\xFC |0

<UB364> \xB4\xFD |0

<UB365> \xB4\xFE |0

<UB367> \xB5\xA1 |0

<UB369> \xB5\xA2 |0

<UB36B> \xB5\xA3 |0

<UB36E> \xB5\xA4 |0

<UB370> \xB5\xA5 |0

<UB371> \xB5\xA6 |0

<UB374> \xB5\xA7 |0

<UB378> \xB5\xA8 |0

<UB380> \xB5\xA9 |0

<UB381> \xB5\xAA |0

<UB383> \xB5\xAB |0

<UB384> \xB5\xAC |0

<UB385> \xB5\xAD |0

<UB38C> \xB5\xAE |0

<UB390> \xB5\xAF |0

<UB394> \xB5\xB0 |0

<UB3A0> \xB5\xB1 |0

<UB3A1> \xB5\xB2 |0

<UB3A8> \xB5\xB3 |0

<UB3AC> \xB5\xB4 |0

<UB3C4> \xB5\xB5 |0

<UB3C5> \xB5\xB6 |0

<UB3C8> \xB5\xB7 |0

<UB3CB> \xB5\xB8 |0

<UB3CC> \xB5\xB9 |0

<UB3CE> \xB5\xBA |0

<UB3D0> \xB5\xBB |0

<UB3D4> \xB5\xBC |0

<UB3D5> \xB5\xBD |0

<UB3D7> \xB5\xBE |0

<UB3D9> \xB5\xBF |0

<UB3DB> \xB5\xC0 |0

<UB3DD> \xB5\xC1 |0

<UB3E0> \xB5\xC2 |0

<UB3E4> \xB5\xC3 |0

<UB3E8> \xB5\xC4 |0

<UB3FC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<UB410> \xB5\xC6 |0
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<UB418> \xB5\xC7 |0

<UB41C> \xB5\xC8 |0

<UB420>

 \xB5\xC9 |0

<UB428> \xB5\xCA |0

<UB429> \xB5\xCB |0

<UB42B> \xB5\xCC |0

<UB434> \xB5\xCD |0

<UB450> \xB5\xCE |0

<UB451> \xB5\xCF |0

<UB454> \xB5\xD0 |0

<UB458> \xB5\xD1 |0

<UB460> \xB5\xD2 |0

<UB461> \xB5\xD3 |0

<UB463> \xB5\xD4 |0

<UB465> \xB5\xD5 |0

<UB46C> \xB5\xD6 |0

<UB480> \xB5\xD7 |0

<UB488> \xB5\xD8 |0

<UB49D> \xB5\xD9 |0

<UB4A4> \xB5\xDA |0

<UB4A8> \xB5\xDB |0

<UB4AC> \xB5\xDC |0

<UB4B5> \xB5\xDD |0

<UB4B7> \xB5\xDE |0

<UB4B9> \xB5\xDF |0

<UB4C0> \xB5\xE0 |0

<UB4C4> \xB5\xE1 |0

<UB4C8> \xB5\xE2 |0

<UB4D0> \xB5\xE3 |0

<UB4D5> \xB5\xE4 |0

<UB4DC> \xB5\xE5 |0

<UB4DD> \xB5\xE6 |0

<UB4E0> \xB5\xE7 |0

<UB4E3> \xB5\xE8 |0

<UB4E4> \xB5\xE9 |0

<UB4E6> \xB5\xEA |0

<UB4EC> \xB5\xEB |0

<UB4ED> \xB5\xEC |0

<UB4EF> \xB5\xED |0

<UB4F1> \xB5\xEE |0

<UB4F8> \xB5\xEF |0

<UB514> \xB5\xF0 |0

<UB515> \xB5\xF1 |0

<UB518> \xB5\xF2 |0

<UB51B> \xB5\xF3 |0

<UB51C> \xB5\xF4 |0

<UB524> \xB5\xF5 |0
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<UB525> \xB5\xF6 |0

<UB527> \xB5\xF7 |0

<UB528> \xB5\xF8 |0

<UB529> \xB5\xF9 |0

<UB52A> \xB5\xFA |0

<UB530>

 \xB5\xFB |0

<UB531> \xB5\xFC |0

<UB534> \xB5\xFD |0

<UB538> \xB5\xFE |0

<UB540> \xB6\xA1 |0

<UB541> \xB6\xA2 |0

<UB543> \xB6\xA3 |0

<UB544> \xB6\xA4 |0

<UB545> \xB6\xA5 |0

<UB54B> \xB6\xA6 |0

<UB54C> \xB6\xA7 |0

<UB54D> \xB6\xA8 |0

<UB550> \xB6\xA9 |0

<UB554> \xB6\xAA |0

<UB55C> \xB6\xAB |0

<UB55D> \xB6\xAC |0

<UB55F> \xB6\xAD |0

<UB560> \xB6\xAE |0

<UB561> \xB6\xAF |0

<UB5A0> \xB6\xB0 |0

<UB5A1> \xB6\xB1 |0

<UB5A4> \xB6\xB2 |0

<UB5A8> \xB6\xB3 |0

<UB5AA> \xB6\xB4 |0

<UB5AB> \xB6\xB5 |0

<UB5B0> \xB6\xB6 |0

<UB5B1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<UB5B3> \xB6\xB8 |0

<UB5B4> \xB6\xB9 |0

<UB5B5> \xB6\xBA |0

<UB5BB> \xB6\xBB |0

<UB5BC> \xB6\xBC |0

<UB5BD> \xB6\xBD |0

<UB5C0> \xB6\xBE |0

<UB5C4> \xB6\xBF |0

<UB5CC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<UB5CD> \xB6\xC1 |0

<UB5CF> \xB6\xC2 |0

<UB5D0> \xB6\xC3 |0

<UB5D1> \xB6\xC4 |0

<UB5D8> \xB6\xC5 |0

<UB5EC> \xB6\xC6 |0
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<UB610> \xB6\xC7 |0

<UB611> \xB6\xC8 |0

<UB614> \xB6\xC9 |0

<UB618> \xB6\xCA |0

<UB625> \xB6\xCB |0

<UB62C> \xB6\xCC |0

<UB634> \xB6\xCD |0

<UB648> \xB6\xCE |0

<UB664>

 \xB6\xCF |0

<UB668> \xB6\xD0 |0

<UB69C> \xB6\xD1 |0

<UB69D> \xB6\xD2 |0

<UB6A0> \xB6\xD3 |0

<UB6A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<UB6AB> \xB6\xD5 |0

<UB6AC> \xB6\xD6 |0

<UB6B1> \xB6\xD7 |0

<UB6D4> \xB6\xD8 |0

<UB6F0> \xB6\xD9 |0

<UB6F4> \xB6\xDA |0

<UB6F8> \xB6\xDB |0

<UB700> \xB6\xDC |0

<UB701> \xB6\xDD |0

<UB705> \xB6\xDE |0

<UB728> \xB6\xDF |0

<UB729> \xB6\xE0 |0

<UB72C> \xB6\xE1 |0

<UB72F> \xB6\xE2 |0

<UB730> \xB6\xE3 |0

<UB738> \xB6\xE4 |0

<UB739> \xB6\xE5 |0

<UB73B> \xB6\xE6 |0

<UB744> \xB6\xE7 |0

<UB748> \xB6\xE8 |0

<UB74C> \xB6\xE9 |0

<UB754> \xB6\xEA |0

<UB755> \xB6\xEB |0

<UB760> \xB6\xEC |0

<UB764> \xB6\xED |0

<UB768> \xB6\xEE |0

<UB770> \xB6\xEF |0

<UB771> \xB6\xF0 |0

<UB773> \xB6\xF1 |0

<UB775> \xB6\xF2 |0

<UB77C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<UB77D> \xB6\xF4 |0

<UB780> \xB6\xF5 |0
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<UB784> \xB6\xF6 |0

<UB78C> \xB6\xF7 |0

<UB78D> \xB6\xF8 |0

<UB78F> \xB6\xF9 |0

<UB790> \xB6\xFA |0

<UB791> \xB6\xFB |0

<UB792> \xB6\xFC |0

<UB796> \xB6\xFD |0

<UB797> \xB6\xFE |0

<UB798> \xB7\xA1 |0

<UB799> \xB7\xA2 |0

<UB79C>

 \xB7\xA3 |0

<UB7A0> \xB7\xA4 |0

<UB7A8> \xB7\xA5 |0

<UB7A9> \xB7\xA6 |0

<UB7AB> \xB7\xA7 |0

<UB7AC> \xB7\xA8 |0

<UB7AD> \xB7\xA9 |0

<UB7B4> \xB7\xAA |0

<UB7B5> \xB7\xAB |0

<UB7B8> \xB7\xAC |0

<UB7C7> \xB7\xAD |0

<UB7C9> \xB7\xAE |0

<UB7EC> \xB7\xAF |0

<UB7ED> \xB7\xB0 |0

<UB7F0> \xB7\xB1 |0

<UB7F4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<UB7FC> \xB7\xB3 |0

<UB7FD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<UB7FF> \xB7\xB5 |0

<UB800> \xB7\xB6 |0

<UB801> \xB7\xB7 |0

<UB807> \xB7\xB8 |0

<UB808> \xB7\xB9 |0

<UB809> \xB7\xBA |0

<UB80C> \xB7\xBB |0

<UB810> \xB7\xBC |0

<UB818> \xB7\xBD |0

<UB819> \xB7\xBE |0

<UB81B> \xB7\xBF |0

<UB81D> \xB7\xC0 |0

<UB824> \xB7\xC1 |0

<UB825> \xB7\xC2 |0

<UB828> \xB7\xC3 |0

<UB82C> \xB7\xC4 |0

<UB834> \xB7\xC5 |0

<UB835> \xB7\xC6 |0
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<UB837> \xB7\xC7 |0

<UB838> \xB7\xC8 |0

<UB839> \xB7\xC9 |0

<UB840> \xB7\xCA |0

<UB844> \xB7\xCB |0

<UB851> \xB7\xCC |0

<UB853> \xB7\xCD |0

<UB85C> \xB7\xCE |0

<UB85D> \xB7\xCF |0

<UB860> \xB7\xD0 |0

<UB864> \xB7\xD1 |0

<UB86C> \xB7\xD2 |0

<UB86D> \xB7\xD3 |0

<UB86F> \xB7\xD4 |0

<UB871>

 \xB7\xD5 |0

<UB878> \xB7\xD6 |0

<UB87C> \xB7\xD7 |0

<UB88D> \xB7\xD8 |0

<UB8A8> \xB7\xD9 |0

<UB8B0> \xB7\xDA |0

<UB8B4> \xB7\xDB |0

<UB8B8> \xB7\xDC |0

<UB8C0> \xB7\xDD |0

<UB8C1> \xB7\xDE |0

<UB8C3> \xB7\xDF |0

<UB8C5> \xB7\xE0 |0

<UB8CC> \xB7\xE1 |0

<UB8D0> \xB7\xE2 |0

<UB8D4> \xB7\xE3 |0

<UB8DD> \xB7\xE4 |0

<UB8DF> \xB7\xE5 |0

<UB8E1> \xB7\xE6 |0

<UB8E8> \xB7\xE7 |0

<UB8E9> \xB7\xE8 |0

<UB8EC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<UB8F0> \xB7\xEA |0

<UB8F8> \xB7\xEB |0

<UB8F9> \xB7\xEC |0

<UB8FB> \xB7\xED |0

<UB8FD> \xB7\xEE |0

<UB904> \xB7\xEF |0

<UB918> \xB7\xF0 |0

<UB920> \xB7\xF1 |0

<UB93C> \xB7\xF2 |0

<UB93D> \xB7\xF3 |0

<UB940> \xB7\xF4 |0

<UB944> \xB7\xF5 |0
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<UB94C> \xB7\xF6 |0

<UB94F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<UB951> \xB7\xF8 |0

<UB958> \xB7\xF9 |0

<UB959> \xB7\xFA |0

<UB95C> \xB7\xFB |0

<UB960> \xB7\xFC |0

<UB968> \xB7\xFD |0

<UB969> \xB7\xFE |0

<UB96B> \xB8\xA1 |0

<UB96D> \xB8\xA2 |0

<UB974> \xB8\xA3 |0

<UB975> \xB8\xA4 |0

<UB978> \xB8\xA5 |0

<UB97C> \xB8\xA6 |0

<UB984> \xB8\xA7 |0

<UB985> \xB8\xA8 |0

<UB987>

 \xB8\xA9 |0

<UB989> \xB8\xAA |0

<UB98A> \xB8\xAB |0

<UB98D> \xB8\xAC |0

<UB98E> \xB8\xAD |0

<UB9AC> \xB8\xAE |0

<UB9AD> \xB8\xAF |0

<UB9B0> \xB8\xB0 |0

<UB9B4> \xB8\xB1 |0

<UB9BC> \xB8\xB2 |0

<UB9BD> \xB8\xB3 |0

<UB9BF> \xB8\xB4 |0

<UB9C1> \xB8\xB5 |0

<UB9C8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<UB9C9> \xB8\xB7 |0

<UB9CC> \xB8\xB8 |0

<UB9CE> \xB8\xB9 |0

<UB9CF> \xB8\xBA |0

<UB9D0> \xB8\xBB |0

<UB9D1> \xB8\xBC |0

<UB9D2> \xB8\xBD |0

<UB9D8> \xB8\xBE |0

<UB9D9> \xB8\xBF |0

<UB9DB> \xB8\xC0 |0

<UB9DD> \xB8\xC1 |0

<UB9DE> \xB8\xC2 |0

<UB9E1> \xB8\xC3 |0

<UB9E3> \xB8\xC4 |0

<UB9E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<UB9E5> \xB8\xC6 |0
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<UB9E8> \xB8\xC7 |0

<UB9EC> \xB8\xC8 |0

<UB9F4> \xB8\xC9 |0

<UB9F5> \xB8\xCA |0

<UB9F7> \xB8\xCB |0

<UB9F8> \xB8\xCC |0

<UB9F9> \xB8\xCD |0

<UB9FA> \xB8\xCE |0

<UBA00> \xB8\xCF |0

<UBA01> \xB8\xD0 |0

<UBA08> \xB8\xD1 |0

<UBA15> \xB8\xD2 |0

<UBA38> \xB8\xD3 |0

<UBA39> \xB8\xD4 |0

<UBA3C> \xB8\xD5 |0

<UBA40> \xB8\xD6 |0

<UBA42> \xB8\xD7 |0

<UBA48> \xB8\xD8 |0

<UBA49> \xB8\xD9 |0

<UBA4B> \xB8\xDA |0

<UBA4D>

 \xB8\xDB |0

<UBA4E> \xB8\xDC |0

<UBA53> \xB8\xDD |0

<UBA54> \xB8\xDE |0

<UBA55> \xB8\xDF |0

<UBA58> \xB8\xE0 |0

<UBA5C> \xB8\xE1 |0

<UBA64> \xB8\xE2 |0

<UBA65> \xB8\xE3 |0

<UBA67> \xB8\xE4 |0

<UBA68> \xB8\xE5 |0

<UBA69> \xB8\xE6 |0

<UBA70> \xB8\xE7 |0

<UBA71> \xB8\xE8 |0

<UBA74> \xB8\xE9 |0

<UBA78> \xB8\xEA |0

<UBA83> \xB8\xEB |0

<UBA84> \xB8\xEC |0

<UBA85> \xB8\xED |0

<UBA87> \xB8\xEE |0

<UBA8C> \xB8\xEF |0

<UBAA8> \xB8\xF0 |0

<UBAA9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<UBAAB> \xB8\xF2 |0

<UBAAC> \xB8\xF3 |0

<UBAB0> \xB8\xF4 |0

<UBAB2> \xB8\xF5 |0
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<UBAB8> \xB8\xF6 |0

<UBAB9> \xB8\xF7 |0

<UBABB> \xB8\xF8 |0

<UBABD> \xB8\xF9 |0

<UBAC4> \xB8\xFA |0

<UBAC8> \xB8\xFB |0

<UBAD8> \xB8\xFC |0

<UBAD9> \xB8\xFD |0

<UBAFC> \xB8\xFE |0

<UBB00> \xB9\xA1 |0

<UBB04> \xB9\xA2 |0

<UBB0D> \xB9\xA3 |0

<UBB0F> \xB9\xA4 |0

<UBB11> \xB9\xA5 |0

<UBB18> \xB9\xA6 |0

<UBB1C> \xB9\xA7 |0

<UBB20> \xB9\xA8 |0

<UBB29> \xB9\xA9 |0

<UBB2B> \xB9\xAA |0

<UBB34> \xB9\xAB |0

<UBB35> \xB9\xAC |0

<UBB36> \xB9\xAD |0

<UBB38> \xB9\xAE |0

<UBB3B>

 \xB9\xAF |0

<UBB3C> \xB9\xB0 |0

<UBB3D> \xB9\xB1 |0

<UBB3E> \xB9\xB2 |0

<UBB44> \xB9\xB3 |0

<UBB45> \xB9\xB4 |0

<UBB47> \xB9\xB5 |0

<UBB49> \xB9\xB6 |0

<UBB4D> \xB9\xB7 |0

<UBB4F> \xB9\xB8 |0

<UBB50> \xB9\xB9 |0

<UBB54> \xB9\xBA |0

<UBB58> \xB9\xBB |0

<UBB61> \xB9\xBC |0

<UBB63> \xB9\xBD |0

<UBB6C> \xB9\xBE |0

<UBB88> \xB9\xBF |0

<UBB8C> \xB9\xC0 |0

<UBB90> \xB9\xC1 |0

<UBBA4> \xB9\xC2 |0

<UBBA8> \xB9\xC3 |0

<UBBAC> \xB9\xC4 |0

<UBBB4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<UBBB7> \xB9\xC6 |0
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<UBBC0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<UBBC4> \xB9\xC8 |0

<UBBC8> \xB9\xC9 |0

<UBBD0> \xB9\xCA |0

<UBBD3> \xB9\xCB |0

<UBBF8> \xB9\xCC |0

<UBBF9> \xB9\xCD |0

<UBBFC> \xB9\xCE |0

<UBBFF> \xB9\xCF |0

<UBC00> \xB9\xD0 |0

<UBC02> \xB9\xD1 |0

<UBC08> \xB9\xD2 |0

<UBC09> \xB9\xD3 |0

<UBC0B> \xB9\xD4 |0

<UBC0C> \xB9\xD5 |0

<UBC0D> \xB9\xD6 |0

<UBC0F> \xB9\xD7 |0

<UBC11> \xB9\xD8 |0

<UBC14> \xB9\xD9 |0

<UBC15> \xB9\xDA |0

<UBC16> \xB9\xDB |0

<UBC17> \xB9\xDC |0

<UBC18> \xB9\xDD |0

<UBC1B> \xB9\xDE |0

<UBC1C> \xB9\xDF |0

<UBC1D> \xB9\xE0 |0

<UBC1E>

 \xB9\xE1 |0

<UBC1F> \xB9\xE2 |0

<UBC24> \xB9\xE3 |0

<UBC25> \xB9\xE4 |0

<UBC27> \xB9\xE5 |0

<UBC29> \xB9\xE6 |0

<UBC2D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<UBC30> \xB9\xE8 |0

<UBC31> \xB9\xE9 |0

<UBC34> \xB9\xEA |0

<UBC38> \xB9\xEB |0

<UBC40> \xB9\xEC |0

<UBC41> \xB9\xED |0

<UBC43> \xB9\xEE |0

<UBC44> \xB9\xEF |0

<UBC45> \xB9\xF0 |0

<UBC49> \xB9\xF1 |0

<UBC4C> \xB9\xF2 |0

<UBC4D> \xB9\xF3 |0

<UBC50> \xB9\xF4 |0

<UBC5D> \xB9\xF5 |0
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<UBC84> \xB9\xF6 |0

<UBC85> \xB9\xF7 |0

<UBC88> \xB9\xF8 |0

<UBC8B> \xB9\xF9 |0

<UBC8C> \xB9\xFA |0

<UBC8E> \xB9\xFB |0

<UBC94> \xB9\xFC |0

<UBC95> \xB9\xFD |0

<UBC97> \xB9\xFE |0

<UBC99> \xBA\xA1 |0

<UBC9A> \xBA\xA2 |0

<UBCA0> \xBA\xA3 |0

<UBCA1> \xBA\xA4 |0

<UBCA4> \xBA\xA5 |0

<UBCA7> \xBA\xA6 |0

<UBCA8> \xBA\xA7 |0

<UBCB0> \xBA\xA8 |0

<UBCB1> \xBA\xA9 |0

<UBCB3> \xBA\xAA |0

<UBCB4> \xBA\xAB |0

<UBCB5> \xBA\xAC |0

<UBCBC> \xBA\xAD |0

<UBCBD> \xBA\xAE |0

<UBCC0> \xBA\xAF |0

<UBCC4> \xBA\xB0 |0

<UBCCD> \xBA\xB1 |0

<UBCCF> \xBA\xB2 |0

<UBCD0> \xBA\xB3 |0

<UBCD1> \xBA\xB4 |0

<UBCD5>

 \xBA\xB5 |0

<UBCD8> \xBA\xB6 |0

<UBCDC> \xBA\xB7 |0

<UBCF4> \xBA\xB8 |0

<UBCF5> \xBA\xB9 |0

<UBCF6> \xBA\xBA |0

<UBCF8> \xBA\xBB |0

<UBCFC> \xBA\xBC |0

<UBD04> \xBA\xBD |0

<UBD05> \xBA\xBE |0

<UBD07> \xBA\xBF |0

<UBD09> \xBA\xC0 |0

<UBD10> \xBA\xC1 |0

<UBD14> \xBA\xC2 |0

<UBD24> \xBA\xC3 |0

<UBD2C> \xBA\xC4 |0

<UBD40> \xBA\xC5 |0

<UBD48> \xBA\xC6 |0
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<UBD49> \xBA\xC7 |0

<UBD4C> \xBA\xC8 |0

<UBD50> \xBA\xC9 |0

<UBD58> \xBA\xCA |0

<UBD59> \xBA\xCB |0

<UBD64> \xBA\xCC |0

<UBD68> \xBA\xCD |0

<UBD80> \xBA\xCE |0

<UBD81> \xBA\xCF |0

<UBD84> \xBA\xD0 |0

<UBD87> \xBA\xD1 |0

<UBD88> \xBA\xD2 |0

<UBD89> \xBA\xD3 |0

<UBD8A> \xBA\xD4 |0

<UBD90> \xBA\xD5 |0

<UBD91> \xBA\xD6 |0

<UBD93> \xBA\xD7 |0

<UBD95> \xBA\xD8 |0

<UBD99> \xBA\xD9 |0

<UBD9A> \xBA\xDA |0

<UBD9C> \xBA\xDB |0

<UBDA4> \xBA\xDC |0

<UBDB0> \xBA\xDD |0

<UBDB8> \xBA\xDE |0

<UBDD4> \xBA\xDF |0

<UBDD5> \xBA\xE0 |0

<UBDD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<UBDDC> \xBA\xE2 |0

<UBDE9> \xBA\xE3 |0

<UBDF0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<UBDF4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<UBDF8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<UBE00>

 \xBA\xE7 |0

<UBE03> \xBA\xE8 |0

<UBE05> \xBA\xE9 |0

<UBE0C> \xBA\xEA |0

<UBE0D> \xBA\xEB |0

<UBE10> \xBA\xEC |0

<UBE14> \xBA\xED |0

<UBE1C> \xBA\xEE |0

<UBE1D> \xBA\xEF |0

<UBE1F> \xBA\xF0 |0

<UBE44> \xBA\xF1 |0

<UBE45> \xBA\xF2 |0

<UBE48> \xBA\xF3 |0

<UBE4C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<UBE4E> \xBA\xF5 |0
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<UBE54> \xBA\xF6 |0

<UBE55> \xBA\xF7 |0

<UBE57> \xBA\xF8 |0

<UBE59> \xBA\xF9 |0

<UBE5A> \xBA\xFA |0

<UBE5B> \xBA\xFB |0

<UBE60> \xBA\xFC |0

<UBE61> \xBA\xFD |0

<UBE64> \xBA\xFE |0

<UBE68> \xBB\xA1 |0

<UBE6A> \xBB\xA2 |0

<UBE70> \xBB\xA3 |0

<UBE71> \xBB\xA4 |0

<UBE73> \xBB\xA5 |0

<UBE74> \xBB\xA6 |0

<UBE75> \xBB\xA7 |0

<UBE7B> \xBB\xA8 |0

<UBE7C> \xBB\xA9 |0

<UBE7D> \xBB\xAA |0

<UBE80> \xBB\xAB |0

<UBE84> \xBB\xAC |0

<UBE8C> \xBB\xAD |0

<UBE8D> \xBB\xAE |0

<UBE8F> \xBB\xAF |0

<UBE90> \xBB\xB0 |0

<UBE91> \xBB\xB1 |0

<UBE98> \xBB\xB2 |0

<UBE99> \xBB\xB3 |0

<UBEA8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<UBED0> \xBB\xB5 |0

<UBED1> \xBB\xB6 |0

<UBED4> \xBB\xB7 |0

<UBED7> \xBB\xB8 |0

<UBED8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<UBEE0> \xBB\xBA |0

<UBEE3>

 \xBB\xBB |0

<UBEE4> \xBB\xBC |0

<UBEE5> \xBB\xBD |0

<UBEEC> \xBB\xBE |0

<UBF01> \xBB\xBF |0

<UBF08> \xBB\xC0 |0

<UBF09> \xBB\xC1 |0

<UBF18> \xBB\xC2 |0

<UBF19> \xBB\xC3 |0

<UBF1B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<UBF1C> \xBB\xC5 |0

<UBF1D> \xBB\xC6 |0
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<UBF40> \xBB\xC7 |0

<UBF41> \xBB\xC8 |0

<UBF44> \xBB\xC9 |0

<UBF48> \xBB\xCA |0

<UBF50> \xBB\xCB |0

<UBF51> \xBB\xCC |0

<UBF55> \xBB\xCD |0

<UBF94> \xBB\xCE |0

<UBFB0> \xBB\xCF |0

<UBFC5> \xBB\xD0 |0

<UBFCC> \xBB\xD1 |0

<UBFCD> \xBB\xD2 |0

<UBFD0> \xBB\xD3 |0

<UBFD4> \xBB\xD4 |0

<UBFDC> \xBB\xD5 |0

<UBFDF> \xBB\xD6 |0

<UBFE1> \xBB\xD7 |0

<UC03C> \xBB\xD8 |0

<UC051> \xBB\xD9 |0

<UC058> \xBB\xDA |0

<UC05C> \xBB\xDB |0

<UC060> \xBB\xDC |0

<UC068> \xBB\xDD |0

<UC069> \xBB\xDE |0

<UC090> \xBB\xDF |0

<UC091> \xBB\xE0 |0

<UC094> \xBB\xE1 |0

<UC098> \xBB\xE2 |0

<UC0A0> \xBB\xE3 |0

<UC0A1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<UC0A3> \xBB\xE5 |0

<UC0A5> \xBB\xE6 |0

<UC0AC> \xBB\xE7 |0

<UC0AD> \xBB\xE8 |0

<UC0AF> \xBB\xE9 |0

<UC0B0> \xBB\xEA |0

<UC0B3> \xBB\xEB |0

<UC0B4> \xBB\xEC |0

<UC0B5>

 \xBB\xED |0

<UC0B6> \xBB\xEE |0

<UC0BC> \xBB\xEF |0

<UC0BD> \xBB\xF0 |0

<UC0BF> \xBB\xF1 |0

<UC0C0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<UC0C1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<UC0C5> \xBB\xF4 |0

<UC0C8> \xBB\xF5 |0
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<UC0C9> \xBB\xF6 |0

<UC0CC> \xBB\xF7 |0

<UC0D0> \xBB\xF8 |0

<UC0D8> \xBB\xF9 |0

<UC0D9> \xBB\xFA |0

<UC0DB> \xBB\xFB |0

<UC0DC> \xBB\xFC |0

<UC0DD> \xBB\xFD |0

<UC0E4> \xBB\xFE |0

<UC0E5> \xBC\xA1 |0

<UC0E8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<UC0EC> \xBC\xA3 |0

<UC0F4> \xBC\xA4 |0

<UC0F5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<UC0F7> \xBC\xA6 |0

<UC0F9> \xBC\xA7 |0

<UC100> \xBC\xA8 |0

<UC104> \xBC\xA9 |0

<UC108> \xBC\xAA |0

<UC110> \xBC\xAB |0

<UC115> \xBC\xAC |0

<UC11C> \xBC\xAD |0

<UC11D> \xBC\xAE |0

<UC11E> \xBC\xAF |0

<UC11F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<UC120> \xBC\xB1 |0

<UC123> \xBC\xB2 |0

<UC124> \xBC\xB3 |0

<UC126> \xBC\xB4 |0

<UC127> \xBC\xB5 |0

<UC12C> \xBC\xB6 |0

<UC12D> \xBC\xB7 |0

<UC12F> \xBC\xB8 |0

<UC130> \xBC\xB9 |0

<UC131> \xBC\xBA |0

<UC136> \xBC\xBB |0

<UC138> \xBC\xBC |0

<UC139> \xBC\xBD |0

<UC13C> \xBC\xBE |0

<UC140> \xBC\xBF |0

<UC148> \xBC\xC0 |0

<UC149>

 \xBC\xC1 |0

<UC14B> \xBC\xC2 |0

<UC14C> \xBC\xC3 |0

<UC14D> \xBC\xC4 |0

<UC154> \xBC\xC5 |0

<UC155> \xBC\xC6 |0
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<UC158> \xBC\xC7 |0

<UC15C> \xBC\xC8 |0

<UC164> \xBC\xC9 |0

<UC165> \xBC\xCA |0

<UC167> \xBC\xCB |0

<UC168> \xBC\xCC |0

<UC169> \xBC\xCD |0

<UC170> \xBC\xCE |0

<UC174> \xBC\xCF |0

<UC178> \xBC\xD0 |0

<UC185> \xBC\xD1 |0

<UC18C> \xBC\xD2 |0

<UC18D> \xBC\xD3 |0

<UC18E> \xBC\xD4 |0

<UC190> \xBC\xD5 |0

<UC194> \xBC\xD6 |0

<UC196> \xBC\xD7 |0

<UC19C> \xBC\xD8 |0

<UC19D> \xBC\xD9 |0

<UC19F> \xBC\xDA |0

<UC1A1> \xBC\xDB |0

<UC1A5> \xBC\xDC |0

<UC1A8> \xBC\xDD |0

<UC1A9> \xBC\xDE |0

<UC1AC> \xBC\xDF |0

<UC1B0> \xBC\xE0 |0

<UC1BD> \xBC\xE1 |0

<UC1C4> \xBC\xE2 |0

<UC1C8> \xBC\xE3 |0

<UC1CC> \xBC\xE4 |0

<UC1D4> \xBC\xE5 |0

<UC1D7> \xBC\xE6 |0

<UC1D8> \xBC\xE7 |0

<UC1E0> \xBC\xE8 |0

<UC1E4> \xBC\xE9 |0

<UC1E8> \xBC\xEA |0

<UC1F0> \xBC\xEB |0

<UC1F1> \xBC\xEC |0

<UC1F3> \xBC\xED |0

<UC1FC> \xBC\xEE |0

<UC1FD> \xBC\xEF |0

<UC200> \xBC\xF0 |0

<UC204> \xBC\xF1 |0

<UC20C> \xBC\xF2 |0

<UC20D>

 \xBC\xF3 |0

<UC20F> \xBC\xF4 |0

<UC211> \xBC\xF5 |0
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<UC218> \xBC\xF6 |0

<UC219> \xBC\xF7 |0

<UC21C> \xBC\xF8 |0

<UC21F> \xBC\xF9 |0

<UC220> \xBC\xFA |0

<UC228> \xBC\xFB |0

<UC229> \xBC\xFC |0

<UC22B> \xBC\xFD |0

<UC22D> \xBC\xFE |0

<UC22F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<UC231> \xBD\xA2 |0

<UC232> \xBD\xA3 |0

<UC234> \xBD\xA4 |0

<UC248> \xBD\xA5 |0

<UC250> \xBD\xA6 |0

<UC251> \xBD\xA7 |0

<UC254> \xBD\xA8 |0

<UC258> \xBD\xA9 |0

<UC260> \xBD\xAA |0

<UC265> \xBD\xAB |0

<UC26C> \xBD\xAC |0

<UC26D> \xBD\xAD |0

<UC270> \xBD\xAE |0

<UC274> \xBD\xAF |0

<UC27C> \xBD\xB0 |0

<UC27D> \xBD\xB1 |0

<UC27F> \xBD\xB2 |0

<UC281> \xBD\xB3 |0

<UC288> \xBD\xB4 |0

<UC289> \xBD\xB5 |0

<UC290> \xBD\xB6 |0

<UC298> \xBD\xB7 |0

<UC29B> \xBD\xB8 |0

<UC29D> \xBD\xB9 |0

<UC2A4> \xBD\xBA |0

<UC2A5> \xBD\xBB |0

<UC2A8> \xBD\xBC |0

<UC2AC> \xBD\xBD |0

<UC2AD> \xBD\xBE |0

<UC2B4> \xBD\xBF |0

<UC2B5> \xBD\xC0 |0

<UC2B7> \xBD\xC1 |0

<UC2B9> \xBD\xC2 |0

<UC2DC> \xBD\xC3 |0

<UC2DD> \xBD\xC4 |0

<UC2E0> \xBD\xC5 |0

<UC2E3> \xBD\xC6 |0

<UC2E4>
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 \xBD\xC7 |0

<UC2EB> \xBD\xC8 |0

<UC2EC> \xBD\xC9 |0

<UC2ED> \xBD\xCA |0

<UC2EF> \xBD\xCB |0

<UC2F1> \xBD\xCC |0

<UC2F6> \xBD\xCD |0

<UC2F8> \xBD\xCE |0

<UC2F9> \xBD\xCF |0

<UC2FB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<UC2FC> \xBD\xD1 |0

<UC300> \xBD\xD2 |0

<UC308> \xBD\xD3 |0

<UC309> \xBD\xD4 |0

<UC30C> \xBD\xD5 |0

<UC30D> \xBD\xD6 |0

<UC313> \xBD\xD7 |0

<UC314> \xBD\xD8 |0

<UC315> \xBD\xD9 |0

<UC318> \xBD\xDA |0

<UC31C> \xBD\xDB |0

<UC324> \xBD\xDC |0

<UC325> \xBD\xDD |0

<UC328> \xBD\xDE |0

<UC329> \xBD\xDF |0

<UC345> \xBD\xE0 |0

<UC368> \xBD\xE1 |0

<UC369> \xBD\xE2 |0

<UC36C> \xBD\xE3 |0

<UC370> \xBD\xE4 |0

<UC372> \xBD\xE5 |0

<UC378> \xBD\xE6 |0

<UC379> \xBD\xE7 |0

<UC37C> \xBD\xE8 |0

<UC37D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<UC384> \xBD\xEA |0

<UC388> \xBD\xEB |0

<UC38C> \xBD\xEC |0

<UC3C0> \xBD\xED |0

<UC3D8> \xBD\xEE |0

<UC3D9> \xBD\xEF |0

<UC3DC> \xBD\xF0 |0

<UC3DF> \xBD\xF1 |0

<UC3E0> \xBD\xF2 |0

<UC3E2> \xBD\xF3 |0

<UC3E8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<UC3E9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<UC3ED> \xBD\xF6 |0
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<UC3F4> \xBD\xF7 |0

<UC3F5> \xBD\xF8 |0

<UC3F8>

 \xBD\xF9 |0

<UC408> \xBD\xFA |0

<UC410> \xBD\xFB |0

<UC424> \xBD\xFC |0

<UC42C> \xBD\xFD |0

<UC430> \xBD\xFE |0

<UC434> \xBE\xA1 |0

<UC43C> \xBE\xA2 |0

<UC43D> \xBE\xA3 |0

<UC448> \xBE\xA4 |0

<UC464> \xBE\xA5 |0

<UC465> \xBE\xA6 |0

<UC468> \xBE\xA7 |0

<UC46C> \xBE\xA8 |0

<UC474> \xBE\xA9 |0

<UC475> \xBE\xAA |0

<UC479> \xBE\xAB |0

<UC480> \xBE\xAC |0

<UC494> \xBE\xAD |0

<UC49C> \xBE\xAE |0

<UC4B8> \xBE\xAF |0

<UC4BC> \xBE\xB0 |0

<UC4E9> \xBE\xB1 |0

<UC4F0> \xBE\xB2 |0

<UC4F1> \xBE\xB3 |0

<UC4F4> \xBE\xB4 |0

<UC4F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<UC4FA> \xBE\xB6 |0

<UC4FF> \xBE\xB7 |0

<UC500> \xBE\xB8 |0

<UC501> \xBE\xB9 |0

<UC50C> \xBE\xBA |0

<UC510> \xBE\xBB |0

<UC514> \xBE\xBC |0

<UC51C> \xBE\xBD |0

<UC528> \xBE\xBE |0

<UC529> \xBE\xBF |0

<UC52C> \xBE\xC0 |0

<UC530> \xBE\xC1 |0

<UC538> \xBE\xC2 |0

<UC539> \xBE\xC3 |0

<UC53B> \xBE\xC4 |0

<UC53D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<UC544> \xBE\xC6 |0

<UC545> \xBE\xC7 |0
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<UC548> \xBE\xC8 |0

<UC549> \xBE\xC9 |0

<UC54A> \xBE\xCA |0

<UC54C> \xBE\xCB |0

<UC54D> \xBE\xCC |0

<UC54E>

 \xBE\xCD |0

<UC553> \xBE\xCE |0

<UC554> \xBE\xCF |0

<UC555> \xBE\xD0 |0

<UC557> \xBE\xD1 |0

<UC558> \xBE\xD2 |0

<UC559> \xBE\xD3 |0

<UC55D> \xBE\xD4 |0

<UC55E> \xBE\xD5 |0

<UC560> \xBE\xD6 |0

<UC561> \xBE\xD7 |0

<UC564> \xBE\xD8 |0

<UC568> \xBE\xD9 |0

<UC570> \xBE\xDA |0

<UC571> \xBE\xDB |0

<UC573> \xBE\xDC |0

<UC574> \xBE\xDD |0

<UC575> \xBE\xDE |0

<UC57C> \xBE\xDF |0

<UC57D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<UC580> \xBE\xE1 |0

<UC584> \xBE\xE2 |0

<UC587> \xBE\xE3 |0

<UC58C> \xBE\xE4 |0

<UC58D> \xBE\xE5 |0

<UC58F> \xBE\xE6 |0

<UC591> \xBE\xE7 |0

<UC595> \xBE\xE8 |0

<UC597> \xBE\xE9 |0

<UC598> \xBE\xEA |0

<UC59C> \xBE\xEB |0

<UC5A0> \xBE\xEC |0

<UC5A9> \xBE\xED |0

<UC5B4> \xBE\xEE |0

<UC5B5> \xBE\xEF |0

<UC5B8> \xBE\xF0 |0

<UC5B9> \xBE\xF1 |0

<UC5BB> \xBE\xF2 |0

<UC5BC> \xBE\xF3 |0

<UC5BD> \xBE\xF4 |0

<UC5BE> \xBE\xF5 |0

<UC5C4> \xBE\xF6 |0
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<UC5C5> \xBE\xF7 |0

<UC5C6> \xBE\xF8 |0

<UC5C7> \xBE\xF9 |0

<UC5C8> \xBE\xFA |0

<UC5C9> \xBE\xFB |0

<UC5CA> \xBE\xFC |0

<UC5CC> \xBE\xFD |0

<UC5CE> \xBE\xFE |0

<UC5D0>

 \xBF\xA1 |0

<UC5D1> \xBF\xA2 |0

<UC5D4> \xBF\xA3 |0

<UC5D8> \xBF\xA4 |0

<UC5E0> \xBF\xA5 |0

<UC5E1> \xBF\xA6 |0

<UC5E3> \xBF\xA7 |0

<UC5E5> \xBF\xA8 |0

<UC5EC> \xBF\xA9 |0

<UC5ED> \xBF\xAA |0

<UC5EE> \xBF\xAB |0

<UC5F0> \xBF\xAC |0

<UC5F4> \xBF\xAD |0

<UC5F6> \xBF\xAE |0

<UC5F7> \xBF\xAF |0

<UC5FC> \xBF\xB0 |0

<UC5FD> \xBF\xB1 |0

<UC5FE> \xBF\xB2 |0

<UC5FF> \xBF\xB3 |0

<UC600> \xBF\xB4 |0

<UC601> \xBF\xB5 |0

<UC605> \xBF\xB6 |0

<UC606> \xBF\xB7 |0

<UC607> \xBF\xB8 |0

<UC608> \xBF\xB9 |0

<UC60C> \xBF\xBA |0

<UC610> \xBF\xBB |0

<UC618> \xBF\xBC |0

<UC619> \xBF\xBD |0

<UC61B> \xBF\xBE |0

<UC61C> \xBF\xBF |0

<UC624> \xBF\xC0 |0

<UC625> \xBF\xC1 |0

<UC628> \xBF\xC2 |0

<UC62C> \xBF\xC3 |0

<UC62D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<UC62E> \xBF\xC5 |0

<UC630> \xBF\xC6 |0

<UC633> \xBF\xC7 |0
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<UC634> \xBF\xC8 |0

<UC635> \xBF\xC9 |0

<UC637> \xBF\xCA |0

<UC639> \xBF\xCB |0

<UC63B> \xBF\xCC |0

<UC640> \xBF\xCD |0

<UC641> \xBF\xCE |0

<UC644> \xBF\xCF |0

<UC648> \xBF\xD0 |0

<UC650> \xBF\xD1 |0

<UC651> \xBF\xD2 |0

<UC653>

 \xBF\xD3 |0

<UC654> \xBF\xD4 |0

<UC655> \xBF\xD5 |0

<UC65C> \xBF\xD6 |0

<UC65D> \xBF\xD7 |0

<UC660> \xBF\xD8 |0

<UC66C> \xBF\xD9 |0

<UC66F> \xBF\xDA |0

<UC671> \xBF\xDB |0

<UC678> \xBF\xDC |0

<UC679> \xBF\xDD |0

<UC67C> \xBF\xDE |0

<UC680> \xBF\xDF |0

<UC688> \xBF\xE0 |0

<UC689> \xBF\xE1 |0

<UC68B> \xBF\xE2 |0

<UC68D> \xBF\xE3 |0

<UC694> \xBF\xE4 |0

<UC695> \xBF\xE5 |0

<UC698> \xBF\xE6 |0

<UC69C> \xBF\xE7 |0

<UC6A4> \xBF\xE8 |0

<UC6A5> \xBF\xE9 |0

<UC6A7> \xBF\xEA |0

<UC6A9> \xBF\xEB |0

<UC6B0> \xBF\xEC |0

<UC6B1> \xBF\xED |0

<UC6B4> \xBF\xEE |0

<UC6B8> \xBF\xEF |0

<UC6B9> \xBF\xF0 |0

<UC6BA> \xBF\xF1 |0

<UC6C0> \xBF\xF2 |0

<UC6C1> \xBF\xF3 |0

<UC6C3> \xBF\xF4 |0

<UC6C5> \xBF\xF5 |0

<UC6CC> \xBF\xF6 |0
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<UC6CD> \xBF\xF7 |0

<UC6D0> \xBF\xF8 |0

<UC6D4> \xBF\xF9 |0

<UC6DC> \xBF\xFA |0

<UC6DD> \xBF\xFB |0

<UC6E0> \xBF\xFC |0

<UC6E1> \xBF\xFD |0

<UC6E8> \xBF\xFE |0

<UC6E9> \xC0\xA1 |0

<UC6EC> \xC0\xA2 |0

<UC6F0> \xC0\xA3 |0

<UC6F8> \xC0\xA4 |0

<UC6F9> \xC0\xA5 |0

<UC6FD> \xC0\xA6 |0

<UC704>

 \xC0\xA7 |0

<UC705> \xC0\xA8 |0

<UC708> \xC0\xA9 |0

<UC70C> \xC0\xAA |0

<UC714> \xC0\xAB |0

<UC715> \xC0\xAC |0

<UC717> \xC0\xAD |0

<UC719> \xC0\xAE |0

<UC720> \xC0\xAF |0

<UC721> \xC0\xB0 |0

<UC724> \xC0\xB1 |0

<UC728> \xC0\xB2 |0

<UC730> \xC0\xB3 |0

<UC731> \xC0\xB4 |0

<UC733> \xC0\xB5 |0

<UC735> \xC0\xB6 |0

<UC737> \xC0\xB7 |0

<UC73C> \xC0\xB8 |0

<UC73D> \xC0\xB9 |0

<UC740> \xC0\xBA |0

<UC744> \xC0\xBB |0

<UC74A> \xC0\xBC |0

<UC74C> \xC0\xBD |0

<UC74D> \xC0\xBE |0

<UC74F> \xC0\xBF |0

<UC751> \xC0\xC0 |0

<UC752> \xC0\xC1 |0

<UC753> \xC0\xC2 |0

<UC754> \xC0\xC3 |0

<UC755> \xC0\xC4 |0

<UC756> \xC0\xC5 |0

<UC757> \xC0\xC6 |0

<UC758> \xC0\xC7 |0
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<UC75C> \xC0\xC8 |0

<UC760> \xC0\xC9 |0

<UC768> \xC0\xCA |0

<UC76B> \xC0\xCB |0

<UC774> \xC0\xCC |0

<UC775> \xC0\xCD |0

<UC778> \xC0\xCE |0

<UC77C> \xC0\xCF |0

<UC77D> \xC0\xD0 |0

<UC77E> \xC0\xD1 |0

<UC783> \xC0\xD2 |0

<UC784> \xC0\xD3 |0

<UC785> \xC0\xD4 |0

<UC787> \xC0\xD5 |0

<UC788> \xC0\xD6 |0

<UC789> \xC0\xD7 |0

<UC78A> \xC0\xD8 |0

<UC78E>

 \xC0\xD9 |0

<UC790> \xC0\xDA |0

<UC791> \xC0\xDB |0

<UC794> \xC0\xDC |0

<UC796> \xC0\xDD |0

<UC797> \xC0\xDE |0

<UC798> \xC0\xDF |0

<UC79A> \xC0\xE0 |0

<UC7A0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<UC7A1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<UC7A3> \xC0\xE3 |0

<UC7A4> \xC0\xE4 |0

<UC7A5> \xC0\xE5 |0

<UC7A6> \xC0\xE6 |0

<UC7AC> \xC0\xE7 |0

<UC7AD> \xC0\xE8 |0

<UC7B0> \xC0\xE9 |0

<UC7B4> \xC0\xEA |0

<UC7BC> \xC0\xEB |0

<UC7BD> \xC0\xEC |0

<UC7BF> \xC0\xED |0

<UC7C0> \xC0\xEE |0

<UC7C1> \xC0\xEF |0

<UC7C8> \xC0\xF0 |0

<UC7C9> \xC0\xF1 |0

<UC7CC> \xC0\xF2 |0

<UC7CE> \xC0\xF3 |0

<UC7D0> \xC0\xF4 |0

<UC7D8> \xC0\xF5 |0

<UC7DD> \xC0\xF6 |0
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<UC7E4> \xC0\xF7 |0

<UC7E8> \xC0\xF8 |0

<UC7EC> \xC0\xF9 |0

<UC800> \xC0\xFA |0

<UC801> \xC0\xFB |0

<UC804> \xC0\xFC |0

<UC808> \xC0\xFD |0

<UC80A> \xC0\xFE |0

<UC810> \xC1\xA1 |0

<UC811> \xC1\xA2 |0

<UC813> \xC1\xA3 |0

<UC815> \xC1\xA4 |0

<UC816> \xC1\xA5 |0

<UC81C> \xC1\xA6 |0

<UC81D> \xC1\xA7 |0

<UC820> \xC1\xA8 |0

<UC824> \xC1\xA9 |0

<UC82C> \xC1\xAA |0

<UC82D> \xC1\xAB |0

<UC82F> \xC1\xAC |0

<UC831>

 \xC1\xAD |0

<UC838> \xC1\xAE |0

<UC83C> \xC1\xAF |0

<UC840> \xC1\xB0 |0

<UC848> \xC1\xB1 |0

<UC849> \xC1\xB2 |0

<UC84C> \xC1\xB3 |0

<UC84D> \xC1\xB4 |0

<UC854> \xC1\xB5 |0

<UC870> \xC1\xB6 |0

<UC871> \xC1\xB7 |0

<UC874> \xC1\xB8 |0

<UC878> \xC1\xB9 |0

<UC87A> \xC1\xBA |0

<UC880> \xC1\xBB |0

<UC881> \xC1\xBC |0

<UC883> \xC1\xBD |0

<UC885> \xC1\xBE |0

<UC886> \xC1\xBF |0

<UC887> \xC1\xC0 |0

<UC88B> \xC1\xC1 |0

<UC88C> \xC1\xC2 |0

<UC88D> \xC1\xC3 |0

<UC894> \xC1\xC4 |0

<UC89D> \xC1\xC5 |0

<UC89F> \xC1\xC6 |0

<UC8A1> \xC1\xC7 |0
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<UC8A8> \xC1\xC8 |0

<UC8BC> \xC1\xC9 |0

<UC8BD> \xC1\xCA |0

<UC8C4> \xC1\xCB |0

<UC8C8> \xC1\xCC |0

<UC8CC> \xC1\xCD |0

<UC8D4> \xC1\xCE |0

<UC8D5> \xC1\xCF |0

<UC8D7> \xC1\xD0 |0

<UC8D9> \xC1\xD1 |0

<UC8E0> \xC1\xD2 |0

<UC8E1> \xC1\xD3 |0

<UC8E4> \xC1\xD4 |0

<UC8F5> \xC1\xD5 |0

<UC8FC> \xC1\xD6 |0

<UC8FD> \xC1\xD7 |0

<UC900> \xC1\xD8 |0

<UC904> \xC1\xD9 |0

<UC905> \xC1\xDA |0

<UC906> \xC1\xDB |0

<UC90C> \xC1\xDC |0

<UC90D> \xC1\xDD |0

<UC90F> \xC1\xDE |0

<UC911>

 \xC1\xDF |0

<UC918> \xC1\xE0 |0

<UC92C> \xC1\xE1 |0

<UC934> \xC1\xE2 |0

<UC950> \xC1\xE3 |0

<UC951> \xC1\xE4 |0

<UC954> \xC1\xE5 |0

<UC958> \xC1\xE6 |0

<UC960> \xC1\xE7 |0

<UC961> \xC1\xE8 |0

<UC963> \xC1\xE9 |0

<UC96C> \xC1\xEA |0

<UC970> \xC1\xEB |0

<UC974> \xC1\xEC |0

<UC97C> \xC1\xED |0

<UC988> \xC1\xEE |0

<UC989> \xC1\xEF |0

<UC98C> \xC1\xF0 |0

<UC990> \xC1\xF1 |0

<UC998> \xC1\xF2 |0

<UC999> \xC1\xF3 |0

<UC99B> \xC1\xF4 |0

<UC99D> \xC1\xF5 |0

<UC9C0> \xC1\xF6 |0
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<UC9C1> \xC1\xF7 |0

<UC9C4> \xC1\xF8 |0

<UC9C7> \xC1\xF9 |0

<UC9C8> \xC1\xFA |0

<UC9CA> \xC1\xFB |0

<UC9D0> \xC1\xFC |0

<UC9D1> \xC1\xFD |0

<UC9D3> \xC1\xFE |0

<UC9D5> \xC2\xA1 |0

<UC9D6> \xC2\xA2 |0

<UC9D9> \xC2\xA3 |0

<UC9DA> \xC2\xA4 |0

<UC9DC> \xC2\xA5 |0

<UC9DD> \xC2\xA6 |0

<UC9E0> \xC2\xA7 |0

<UC9E2> \xC2\xA8 |0

<UC9E4> \xC2\xA9 |0

<UC9E7> \xC2\xAA |0

<UC9EC> \xC2\xAB |0

<UC9ED> \xC2\xAC |0

<UC9EF> \xC2\xAD |0

<UC9F0> \xC2\xAE |0

<UC9F1> \xC2\xAF |0

<UC9F8> \xC2\xB0 |0

<UC9F9> \xC2\xB1 |0

<UC9FC> \xC2\xB2 |0

<UCA00>

 \xC2\xB3 |0

<UCA08> \xC2\xB4 |0

<UCA09> \xC2\xB5 |0

<UCA0B> \xC2\xB6 |0

<UCA0C> \xC2\xB7 |0

<UCA0D> \xC2\xB8 |0

<UCA14> \xC2\xB9 |0

<UCA18> \xC2\xBA |0

<UCA29> \xC2\xBB |0

<UCA4C> \xC2\xBC |0

<UCA4D> \xC2\xBD |0

<UCA50> \xC2\xBE |0

<UCA54> \xC2\xBF |0

<UCA5C> \xC2\xC0 |0

<UCA5D> \xC2\xC1 |0

<UCA5F> \xC2\xC2 |0

<UCA60> \xC2\xC3 |0

<UCA61> \xC2\xC4 |0

<UCA68> \xC2\xC5 |0

<UCA7D> \xC2\xC6 |0

<UCA84> \xC2\xC7 |0
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<UCA98> \xC2\xC8 |0

<UCABC> \xC2\xC9 |0

<UCABD> \xC2\xCA |0

<UCAC0> \xC2\xCB |0

<UCAC4> \xC2\xCC |0

<UCACC> \xC2\xCD |0

<UCACD> \xC2\xCE |0

<UCACF> \xC2\xCF |0

<UCAD1> \xC2\xD0 |0

<UCAD3> \xC2\xD1 |0

<UCAD8> \xC2\xD2 |0

<UCAD9> \xC2\xD3 |0

<UCAE0> \xC2\xD4 |0

<UCAEC> \xC2\xD5 |0

<UCAF4> \xC2\xD6 |0

<UCB08> \xC2\xD7 |0

<UCB10> \xC2\xD8 |0

<UCB14> \xC2\xD9 |0

<UCB18> \xC2\xDA |0

<UCB20> \xC2\xDB |0

<UCB21> \xC2\xDC |0

<UCB41> \xC2\xDD |0

<UCB48> \xC2\xDE |0

<UCB49> \xC2\xDF |0

<UCB4C> \xC2\xE0 |0

<UCB50> \xC2\xE1 |0

<UCB58> \xC2\xE2 |0

<UCB59> \xC2\xE3 |0

<UCB5D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<UCB64>

 \xC2\xE5 |0

<UCB78> \xC2\xE6 |0

<UCB79> \xC2\xE7 |0

<UCB9C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<UCBB8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<UCBD4> \xC2\xEA |0

<UCBE4> \xC2\xEB |0

<UCBE7> \xC2\xEC |0

<UCBE9> \xC2\xED |0

<UCC0C> \xC2\xEE |0

<UCC0D> \xC2\xEF |0

<UCC10> \xC2\xF0 |0

<UCC14> \xC2\xF1 |0

<UCC1C> \xC2\xF2 |0

<UCC1D> \xC2\xF3 |0

<UCC21> \xC2\xF4 |0

<UCC22> \xC2\xF5 |0

<UCC27> \xC2\xF6 |0
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<UCC28> \xC2\xF7 |0

<UCC29> \xC2\xF8 |0

<UCC2C> \xC2\xF9 |0

<UCC2E> \xC2\xFA |0

<UCC30> \xC2\xFB |0

<UCC38> \xC2\xFC |0

<UCC39> \xC2\xFD |0

<UCC3B> \xC2\xFE |0

<UCC3C> \xC3\xA1 |0

<UCC3D> \xC3\xA2 |0

<UCC3E> \xC3\xA3 |0

<UCC44> \xC3\xA4 |0

<UCC45> \xC3\xA5 |0

<UCC48> \xC3\xA6 |0

<UCC4C> \xC3\xA7 |0

<UCC54> \xC3\xA8 |0

<UCC55> \xC3\xA9 |0

<UCC57> \xC3\xAA |0

<UCC58> \xC3\xAB |0

<UCC59> \xC3\xAC |0

<UCC60> \xC3\xAD |0

<UCC64> \xC3\xAE |0

<UCC66> \xC3\xAF |0

<UCC68> \xC3\xB0 |0

<UCC70> \xC3\xB1 |0

<UCC75> \xC3\xB2 |0

<UCC98> \xC3\xB3 |0

<UCC99> \xC3\xB4 |0

<UCC9C> \xC3\xB5 |0

<UCCA0> \xC3\xB6 |0

<UCCA8> \xC3\xB7 |0

<UCCA9> \xC3\xB8 |0

<UCCAB>

 \xC3\xB9 |0

<UCCAC> \xC3\xBA |0

<UCCAD> \xC3\xBB |0

<UCCB4> \xC3\xBC |0

<UCCB5> \xC3\xBD |0

<UCCB8> \xC3\xBE |0

<UCCBC> \xC3\xBF |0

<UCCC4> \xC3\xC0 |0

<UCCC5> \xC3\xC1 |0

<UCCC7> \xC3\xC2 |0

<UCCC9> \xC3\xC3 |0

<UCCD0> \xC3\xC4 |0

<UCCD4> \xC3\xC5 |0

<UCCE4> \xC3\xC6 |0

<UCCEC> \xC3\xC7 |0
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<UCCF0> \xC3\xC8 |0

<UCD01> \xC3\xC9 |0

<UCD08> \xC3\xCA |0

<UCD09> \xC3\xCB |0

<UCD0C> \xC3\xCC |0

<UCD10> \xC3\xCD |0

<UCD18> \xC3\xCE |0

<UCD19> \xC3\xCF |0

<UCD1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<UCD1D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<UCD24> \xC3\xD2 |0

<UCD28> \xC3\xD3 |0

<UCD2C> \xC3\xD4 |0

<UCD39> \xC3\xD5 |0

<UCD5C> \xC3\xD6 |0

<UCD60> \xC3\xD7 |0

<UCD64> \xC3\xD8 |0

<UCD6C> \xC3\xD9 |0

<UCD6D> \xC3\xDA |0

<UCD6F> \xC3\xDB |0

<UCD71> \xC3\xDC |0

<UCD78> \xC3\xDD |0

<UCD88> \xC3\xDE |0

<UCD94> \xC3\xDF |0

<UCD95> \xC3\xE0 |0

<UCD98> \xC3\xE1 |0

<UCD9C> \xC3\xE2 |0

<UCDA4> \xC3\xE3 |0

<UCDA5> \xC3\xE4 |0

<UCDA7> \xC3\xE5 |0

<UCDA9> \xC3\xE6 |0

<UCDB0> \xC3\xE7 |0

<UCDC4> \xC3\xE8 |0

<UCDCC> \xC3\xE9 |0

<UCDD0> \xC3\xEA |0

<UCDE8>

 \xC3\xEB |0

<UCDEC> \xC3\xEC |0

<UCDF0> \xC3\xED |0

<UCDF8> \xC3\xEE |0

<UCDF9> \xC3\xEF |0

<UCDFB> \xC3\xF0 |0

<UCDFD> \xC3\xF1 |0

<UCE04> \xC3\xF2 |0

<UCE08> \xC3\xF3 |0

<UCE0C> \xC3\xF4 |0

<UCE14> \xC3\xF5 |0

<UCE19> \xC3\xF6 |0
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<UCE20> \xC3\xF7 |0

<UCE21> \xC3\xF8 |0

<UCE24> \xC3\xF9 |0

<UCE28> \xC3\xFA |0

<UCE30> \xC3\xFB |0

<UCE31> \xC3\xFC |0

<UCE33> \xC3\xFD |0

<UCE35> \xC3\xFE |0

<UCE58> \xC4\xA1 |0

<UCE59> \xC4\xA2 |0

<UCE5C> \xC4\xA3 |0

<UCE5F> \xC4\xA4 |0

<UCE60> \xC4\xA5 |0

<UCE61> \xC4\xA6 |0

<UCE68> \xC4\xA7 |0

<UCE69> \xC4\xA8 |0

<UCE6B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<UCE6D> \xC4\xAA |0

<UCE74> \xC4\xAB |0

<UCE75> \xC4\xAC |0

<UCE78> \xC4\xAD |0

<UCE7C> \xC4\xAE |0

<UCE84> \xC4\xAF |0

<UCE85> \xC4\xB0 |0

<UCE87> \xC4\xB1 |0

<UCE89> \xC4\xB2 |0

<UCE90> \xC4\xB3 |0

<UCE91> \xC4\xB4 |0

<UCE94> \xC4\xB5 |0

<UCE98> \xC4\xB6 |0

<UCEA0> \xC4\xB7 |0

<UCEA1> \xC4\xB8 |0

<UCEA3> \xC4\xB9 |0

<UCEA4> \xC4\xBA |0

<UCEA5> \xC4\xBB |0

<UCEAC> \xC4\xBC |0

<UCEAD> \xC4\xBD |0

<UCEC1> \xC4\xBE |0

<UCEE4>

 \xC4\xBF |0

<UCEE5> \xC4\xC0 |0

<UCEE8> \xC4\xC1 |0

<UCEEB> \xC4\xC2 |0

<UCEEC> \xC4\xC3 |0

<UCEF4> \xC4\xC4 |0

<UCEF5> \xC4\xC5 |0

<UCEF7> \xC4\xC6 |0

<UCEF8> \xC4\xC7 |0
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<UCEF9> \xC4\xC8 |0

<UCF00> \xC4\xC9 |0

<UCF01> \xC4\xCA |0

<UCF04> \xC4\xCB |0

<UCF08> \xC4\xCC |0

<UCF10> \xC4\xCD |0

<UCF11> \xC4\xCE |0

<UCF13> \xC4\xCF |0

<UCF15> \xC4\xD0 |0

<UCF1C> \xC4\xD1 |0

<UCF20> \xC4\xD2 |0

<UCF24> \xC4\xD3 |0

<UCF2C> \xC4\xD4 |0

<UCF2D> \xC4\xD5 |0

<UCF2F> \xC4\xD6 |0

<UCF30> \xC4\xD7 |0

<UCF31> \xC4\xD8 |0

<UCF38> \xC4\xD9 |0

<UCF54> \xC4\xDA |0

<UCF55> \xC4\xDB |0

<UCF58> \xC4\xDC |0

<UCF5C> \xC4\xDD |0

<UCF64> \xC4\xDE |0

<UCF65> \xC4\xDF |0

<UCF67> \xC4\xE0 |0

<UCF69> \xC4\xE1 |0

<UCF70> \xC4\xE2 |0

<UCF71> \xC4\xE3 |0

<UCF74> \xC4\xE4 |0

<UCF78> \xC4\xE5 |0

<UCF80> \xC4\xE6 |0

<UCF85> \xC4\xE7 |0

<UCF8C> \xC4\xE8 |0

<UCFA1> \xC4\xE9 |0

<UCFA8> \xC4\xEA |0

<UCFB0> \xC4\xEB |0

<UCFC4> \xC4\xEC |0

<UCFE0> \xC4\xED |0

<UCFE1> \xC4\xEE |0

<UCFE4> \xC4\xEF |0

<UCFE8> \xC4\xF0 |0

<UCFF0>

 \xC4\xF1 |0

<UCFF1> \xC4\xF2 |0

<UCFF3> \xC4\xF3 |0

<UCFF5> \xC4\xF4 |0

<UCFFC> \xC4\xF5 |0

<UD000> \xC4\xF6 |0
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<UD004> \xC4\xF7 |0

<UD011> \xC4\xF8 |0

<UD018> \xC4\xF9 |0

<UD02D> \xC4\xFA |0

<UD034> \xC4\xFB |0

<UD035> \xC4\xFC |0

<UD038> \xC4\xFD |0

<UD03C> \xC4\xFE |0

<UD044> \xC5\xA1 |0

<UD045> \xC5\xA2 |0

<UD047> \xC5\xA3 |0

<UD049> \xC5\xA4 |0

<UD050> \xC5\xA5 |0

<UD054> \xC5\xA6 |0

<UD058> \xC5\xA7 |0

<UD060> \xC5\xA8 |0

<UD06C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<UD06D> \xC5\xAA |0

<UD070> \xC5\xAB |0

<UD074> \xC5\xAC |0

<UD07C> \xC5\xAD |0

<UD07D> \xC5\xAE |0

<UD081> \xC5\xAF |0

<UD0A4> \xC5\xB0 |0

<UD0A5> \xC5\xB1 |0

<UD0A8> \xC5\xB2 |0

<UD0AC> \xC5\xB3 |0

<UD0B4> \xC5\xB4 |0

<UD0B5> \xC5\xB5 |0

<UD0B7> \xC5\xB6 |0

<UD0B9> \xC5\xB7 |0

<UD0C0> \xC5\xB8 |0

<UD0C1> \xC5\xB9 |0

<UD0C4> \xC5\xBA |0

<UD0C8> \xC5\xBB |0

<UD0C9> \xC5\xBC |0

<UD0D0> \xC5\xBD |0

<UD0D1> \xC5\xBE |0

<UD0D3> \xC5\xBF |0

<UD0D4> \xC5\xC0 |0

<UD0D5> \xC5\xC1 |0

<UD0DC> \xC5\xC2 |0

<UD0DD> \xC5\xC3 |0

<UD0E0> \xC5\xC4 |0

<UD0E4>

 \xC5\xC5 |0

<UD0EC> \xC5\xC6 |0

<UD0ED> \xC5\xC7 |0
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<UD0EF> \xC5\xC8 |0

<UD0F0> \xC5\xC9 |0

<UD0F1> \xC5\xCA |0

<UD0F8> \xC5\xCB |0

<UD10D> \xC5\xCC |0

<UD130> \xC5\xCD |0

<UD131> \xC5\xCE |0

<UD134> \xC5\xCF |0

<UD138> \xC5\xD0 |0

<UD13A> \xC5\xD1 |0

<UD140> \xC5\xD2 |0

<UD141> \xC5\xD3 |0

<UD143> \xC5\xD4 |0

<UD144> \xC5\xD5 |0

<UD145> \xC5\xD6 |0

<UD14C> \xC5\xD7 |0

<UD14D> \xC5\xD8 |0

<UD150> \xC5\xD9 |0

<UD154> \xC5\xDA |0

<UD15C> \xC5\xDB |0

<UD15D> \xC5\xDC |0

<UD15F> \xC5\xDD |0

<UD161> \xC5\xDE |0

<UD168> \xC5\xDF |0

<UD16C> \xC5\xE0 |0

<UD17C> \xC5\xE1 |0

<UD184> \xC5\xE2 |0

<UD188> \xC5\xE3 |0

<UD1A0> \xC5\xE4 |0

<UD1A1> \xC5\xE5 |0

<UD1A4> \xC5\xE6 |0

<UD1A8> \xC5\xE7 |0

<UD1B0> \xC5\xE8 |0

<UD1B1> \xC5\xE9 |0

<UD1B3> \xC5\xEA |0

<UD1B5> \xC5\xEB |0

<UD1BA> \xC5\xEC |0

<UD1BC> \xC5\xED |0

<UD1C0> \xC5\xEE |0

<UD1D8> \xC5\xEF |0

<UD1F4> \xC5\xF0 |0

<UD1F8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<UD207> \xC5\xF2 |0

<UD209> \xC5\xF3 |0

<UD210> \xC5\xF4 |0

<UD22C> \xC5\xF5 |0

<UD22D> \xC5\xF6 |0

<UD230>
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 \xC5\xF7 |0

<UD234> \xC5\xF8 |0

<UD23C> \xC5\xF9 |0

<UD23D> \xC5\xFA |0

<UD23F> \xC5\xFB |0

<UD241> \xC5\xFC |0

<UD248> \xC5\xFD |0

<UD25C> \xC5\xFE |0

<UD264> \xC6\xA1 |0

<UD280> \xC6\xA2 |0

<UD281> \xC6\xA3 |0

<UD284> \xC6\xA4 |0

<UD288> \xC6\xA5 |0

<UD290> \xC6\xA6 |0

<UD291> \xC6\xA7 |0

<UD295> \xC6\xA8 |0

<UD29C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<UD2A0> \xC6\xAA |0

<UD2A4> \xC6\xAB |0

<UD2AC> \xC6\xAC |0

<UD2B1> \xC6\xAD |0

<UD2B8> \xC6\xAE |0

<UD2B9> \xC6\xAF |0

<UD2BC> \xC6\xB0 |0

<UD2BF> \xC6\xB1 |0

<UD2C0> \xC6\xB2 |0

<UD2C2> \xC6\xB3 |0

<UD2C8> \xC6\xB4 |0

<UD2C9> \xC6\xB5 |0

<UD2CB> \xC6\xB6 |0

<UD2D4> \xC6\xB7 |0

<UD2D8> \xC6\xB8 |0

<UD2DC> \xC6\xB9 |0

<UD2E4> \xC6\xBA |0

<UD2E5> \xC6\xBB |0

<UD2F0> \xC6\xBC |0

<UD2F1> \xC6\xBD |0

<UD2F4> \xC6\xBE |0

<UD2F8> \xC6\xBF |0

<UD300> \xC6\xC0 |0

<UD301> \xC6\xC1 |0

<UD303> \xC6\xC2 |0

<UD305> \xC6\xC3 |0

<UD30C> \xC6\xC4 |0

<UD30D> \xC6\xC5 |0

<UD30E> \xC6\xC6 |0

<UD310> \xC6\xC7 |0

<UD314> \xC6\xC8 |0
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<UD316> \xC6\xC9 |0

<UD31C> \xC6\xCA |0

<UD31D>

 \xC6\xCB |0

<UD31F> \xC6\xCC |0

<UD320> \xC6\xCD |0

<UD321> \xC6\xCE |0

<UD325> \xC6\xCF |0

<UD328> \xC6\xD0 |0

<UD329> \xC6\xD1 |0

<UD32C> \xC6\xD2 |0

<UD330> \xC6\xD3 |0

<UD338> \xC6\xD4 |0

<UD339> \xC6\xD5 |0

<UD33B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<UD33C> \xC6\xD7 |0

<UD33D> \xC6\xD8 |0

<UD344> \xC6\xD9 |0

<UD345> \xC6\xDA |0

<UD37C> \xC6\xDB |0

<UD37D> \xC6\xDC |0

<UD380> \xC6\xDD |0

<UD384> \xC6\xDE |0

<UD38C> \xC6\xDF |0

<UD38D> \xC6\xE0 |0

<UD38F> \xC6\xE1 |0

<UD390> \xC6\xE2 |0

<UD391> \xC6\xE3 |0

<UD398> \xC6\xE4 |0

<UD399> \xC6\xE5 |0

<UD39C> \xC6\xE6 |0

<UD3A0> \xC6\xE7 |0

<UD3A8> \xC6\xE8 |0

<UD3A9> \xC6\xE9 |0

<UD3AB> \xC6\xEA |0

<UD3AD> \xC6\xEB |0

<UD3B4> \xC6\xEC |0

<UD3B8> \xC6\xED |0

<UD3BC> \xC6\xEE |0

<UD3C4> \xC6\xEF |0

<UD3C5> \xC6\xF0 |0

<UD3C8> \xC6\xF1 |0

<UD3C9> \xC6\xF2 |0

<UD3D0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<UD3D8> \xC6\xF4 |0

<UD3E1> \xC6\xF5 |0

<UD3E3> \xC6\xF6 |0

<UD3EC> \xC6\xF7 |0
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<UD3ED> \xC6\xF8 |0

<UD3F0> \xC6\xF9 |0

<UD3F4> \xC6\xFA |0

<UD3FC> \xC6\xFB |0

<UD3FD> \xC6\xFC |0

<UD3FF>

 \xC6\xFD |0

<UD401> \xC6\xFE |0

<UD408> \xC7\xA1 |0

<UD41D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<UD440> \xC7\xA3 |0

<UD444> \xC7\xA4 |0

<UD45C> \xC7\xA5 |0

<UD460> \xC7\xA6 |0

<UD464> \xC7\xA7 |0

<UD46D> \xC7\xA8 |0

<UD46F> \xC7\xA9 |0

<UD478> \xC7\xAA |0

<UD479> \xC7\xAB |0

<UD47C> \xC7\xAC |0

<UD47F> \xC7\xAD |0

<UD480> \xC7\xAE |0

<UD482> \xC7\xAF |0

<UD488> \xC7\xB0 |0

<UD489> \xC7\xB1 |0

<UD48B> \xC7\xB2 |0

<UD48D> \xC7\xB3 |0

<UD494> \xC7\xB4 |0

<UD4A9> \xC7\xB5 |0

<UD4CC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<UD4D0> \xC7\xB7 |0

<UD4D4> \xC7\xB8 |0

<UD4DC> \xC7\xB9 |0

<UD4DF> \xC7\xBA |0

<UD4E8> \xC7\xBB |0

<UD4EC> \xC7\xBC |0

<UD4F0> \xC7\xBD |0

<UD4F8> \xC7\xBE |0

<UD4FB> \xC7\xBF |0

<UD4FD> \xC7\xC0 |0

<UD504> \xC7\xC1 |0

<UD508> \xC7\xC2 |0

<UD50C> \xC7\xC3 |0

<UD514> \xC7\xC4 |0

<UD515> \xC7\xC5 |0

<UD517> \xC7\xC6 |0

<UD53C> \xC7\xC7 |0

<UD53D> \xC7\xC8 |0
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<UD540> \xC7\xC9 |0

<UD544> \xC7\xCA |0

<UD54C> \xC7\xCB |0

<UD54D> \xC7\xCC |0

<UD54F> \xC7\xCD |0

<UD551> \xC7\xCE |0

<UD558> \xC7\xCF |0

<UD559> \xC7\xD0 |0

<UD55C>

 \xC7\xD1 |0

<UD560> \xC7\xD2 |0

<UD565> \xC7\xD3 |0

<UD568> \xC7\xD4 |0

<UD569> \xC7\xD5 |0

<UD56B> \xC7\xD6 |0

<UD56D> \xC7\xD7 |0

<UD574> \xC7\xD8 |0

<UD575> \xC7\xD9 |0

<UD578> \xC7\xDA |0

<UD57C> \xC7\xDB |0

<UD584> \xC7\xDC |0

<UD585> \xC7\xDD |0

<UD587> \xC7\xDE |0

<UD588> \xC7\xDF |0

<UD589> \xC7\xE0 |0

<UD590> \xC7\xE1 |0

<UD5A5> \xC7\xE2 |0

<UD5C8> \xC7\xE3 |0

<UD5C9> \xC7\xE4 |0

<UD5CC> \xC7\xE5 |0

<UD5D0> \xC7\xE6 |0

<UD5D2> \xC7\xE7 |0

<UD5D8> \xC7\xE8 |0

<UD5D9> \xC7\xE9 |0

<UD5DB> \xC7\xEA |0

<UD5DD> \xC7\xEB |0

<UD5E4> \xC7\xEC |0

<UD5E5> \xC7\xED |0

<UD5E8> \xC7\xEE |0

<UD5EC> \xC7\xEF |0

<UD5F4> \xC7\xF0 |0

<UD5F5> \xC7\xF1 |0

<UD5F7> \xC7\xF2 |0

<UD5F9> \xC7\xF3 |0

<UD600> \xC7\xF4 |0

<UD601> \xC7\xF5 |0

<UD604> \xC7\xF6 |0

<UD608> \xC7\xF7 |0
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<UD610> \xC7\xF8 |0

<UD611> \xC7\xF9 |0

<UD613> \xC7\xFA |0

<UD614> \xC7\xFB |0

<UD615> \xC7\xFC |0

<UD61C> \xC7\xFD |0

<UD620> \xC7\xFE |0

<UD624> \xC8\xA1 |0

<UD62D> \xC8\xA2 |0

<UD638> \xC8\xA3 |0

<UD639> \xC8\xA4 |0

<UD63C>

 \xC8\xA5 |0

<UD640> \xC8\xA6 |0

<UD645> \xC8\xA7 |0

<UD648> \xC8\xA8 |0

<UD649> \xC8\xA9 |0

<UD64B> \xC8\xAA |0

<UD64D> \xC8\xAB |0

<UD651> \xC8\xAC |0

<UD654> \xC8\xAD |0

<UD655> \xC8\xAE |0

<UD658> \xC8\xAF |0

<UD65C> \xC8\xB0 |0

<UD667> \xC8\xB1 |0

<UD669> \xC8\xB2 |0

<UD670> \xC8\xB3 |0

<UD671> \xC8\xB4 |0

<UD674> \xC8\xB5 |0

<UD683> \xC8\xB6 |0

<UD685> \xC8\xB7 |0

<UD68C> \xC8\xB8 |0

<UD68D> \xC8\xB9 |0

<UD690> \xC8\xBA |0

<UD694> \xC8\xBB |0

<UD69D> \xC8\xBC |0

<UD69F> \xC8\xBD |0

<UD6A1> \xC8\xBE |0

<UD6A8> \xC8\xBF |0

<UD6AC> \xC8\xC0 |0

<UD6B0> \xC8\xC1 |0

<UD6B9> \xC8\xC2 |0

<UD6BB> \xC8\xC3 |0

<UD6C4> \xC8\xC4 |0

<UD6C5> \xC8\xC5 |0

<UD6C8> \xC8\xC6 |0

<UD6CC> \xC8\xC7 |0

<UD6D1> \xC8\xC8 |0
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<UD6D4> \xC8\xC9 |0

<UD6D7> \xC8\xCA |0

<UD6D9> \xC8\xCB |0

<UD6E0> \xC8\xCC |0

<UD6E4> \xC8\xCD |0

<UD6E8> \xC8\xCE |0

<UD6F0> \xC8\xCF |0

<UD6F5> \xC8\xD0 |0

<UD6FC> \xC8\xD1 |0

<UD6FD> \xC8\xD2 |0

<UD700> \xC8\xD3 |0

<UD704> \xC8\xD4 |0

<UD711> \xC8\xD5 |0

<UD718> \xC8\xD6 |0

<UD719>

 \xC8\xD7 |0

<UD71C> \xC8\xD8 |0

<UD720> \xC8\xD9 |0

<UD728> \xC8\xDA |0

<UD729> \xC8\xDB |0

<UD72B> \xC8\xDC |0

<UD72D> \xC8\xDD |0

<UD734> \xC8\xDE |0

<UD735> \xC8\xDF |0

<UD738> \xC8\xE0 |0

<UD73C> \xC8\xE1 |0

<UD744> \xC8\xE2 |0

<UD747> \xC8\xE3 |0

<UD749> \xC8\xE4 |0

<UD750> \xC8\xE5 |0

<UD751> \xC8\xE6 |0

<UD754> \xC8\xE7 |0

<UD756> \xC8\xE8 |0

<UD757> \xC8\xE9 |0

<UD758> \xC8\xEA |0

<UD759> \xC8\xEB |0

<UD760> \xC8\xEC |0

<UD761> \xC8\xED |0

<UD763> \xC8\xEE |0

<UD765> \xC8\xEF |0

<UD769> \xC8\xF0 |0

<UD76C> \xC8\xF1 |0

<UD770> \xC8\xF2 |0

<UD774> \xC8\xF3 |0

<UD77C> \xC8\xF4 |0

<UD77D> \xC8\xF5 |0

<UD781> \xC8\xF6 |0

<UD788> \xC8\xF7 |0
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<UD789> \xC8\xF8 |0

<UD78C> \xC8\xF9 |0

<UD790> \xC8\xFA |0

<UD798> \xC8\xFB |0

<UD799> \xC8\xFC |0

<UD79B> \xC8\xFD |0

<UD79D> \xC8\xFE |0

<UF900> \xCB\xD0 |0

<UF901> \xCB\xD6 |0

<UF902> \xCB\xE7 |0

<UF903> \xCD\xCF |0

<UF904> \xCD\xE8 |0

<UF905> \xCE\xAD |0

<UF906> \xCF\xFB |0

<UF907> \xD0\xA2 |0

<UF908> \xD0\xB8 |0

<UF909> \xD0\xD0 |0

<UF90A>

 \xD0\xDD |0

<UF90B> \xD1\xD4 |0

<UF90C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<UF90D> \xD1\xD8 |0

<UF90E> \xD1\xDB |0

<UF90F> \xD1\xDC |0

<UF910> \xD1\xDD |0

<UF911> \xD1\xDE |0

<UF912> \xD1\xDF |0

<UF913> \xD1\xE0 |0

<UF914> \xD1\xE2 |0

<UF915> \xD1\xE3 |0

<UF916> \xD1\xE4 |0

<UF917> \xD1\xE5 |0

<UF918> \xD1\xE6 |0

<UF919> \xD1\xE8 |0

<UF91A> \xD1\xE9 |0

<UF91B> \xD1\xEA |0

<UF91C> \xD1\xEB |0

<UF91D> \xD1\xED |0

<UF91E> \xD1\xEF |0

<UF91F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<UF920> \xD1\xF2 |0

<UF921> \xD1\xF6 |0

<UF922> \xD1\xFA |0

<UF923> \xD1\xFC |0

<UF924> \xD1\xFD |0

<UF925> \xD1\xFE |0

<UF926> \xD2\xA2 |0

<UF927> \xD2\xA3 |0
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<UF928> \xD2\xA7 |0

<UF929> \xD2\xA8 |0

<UF92A> \xD2\xA9 |0

<UF92B> \xD2\xAA |0

<UF92C> \xD2\xAB |0

<UF92D> \xD2\xAD |0

<UF92E> \xD2\xB2 |0

<UF92F> \xD2\xBE |0

<UF930> \xD2\xC2 |0

<UF931> \xD2\xC3 |0

<UF932> \xD2\xC4 |0

<UF933> \xD2\xC6 |0

<UF934> \xD2\xC7 |0

<UF935> \xD2\xC8 |0

<UF936> \xD2\xC9 |0

<UF937> \xD2\xCA |0

<UF938> \xD2\xCB |0

<UF939> \xD2\xCD |0

<UF93A> \xD2\xCE |0

<UF93B> \xD2\xCF |0

<UF93C>

 \xD2\xD0 |0

<UF93D> \xD2\xD1 |0

<UF93E> \xD2\xD2 |0

<UF93F> \xD2\xD3 |0

<UF940> \xD2\xD4 |0

<UF941> \xD2\xD5 |0

<UF942> \xD2\xD6 |0

<UF943> \xD2\xD7 |0

<UF944> \xD2\xD9 |0

<UF945> \xD2\xDA |0

<UF946> \xD2\xDE |0

<UF947> \xD2\xDF |0

<UF948> \xD2\xE1 |0

<UF949> \xD2\xE2 |0

<UF94A> \xD2\xE4 |0

<UF94B> \xD2\xE5 |0

<UF94C> \xD2\xE6 |0

<UF94D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<UF94E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<UF94F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<UF950> \xD2\xEA |0

<UF951> \xD2\xEB |0

<UF952> \xD2\xF0 |0

<UF953> \xD2\xF1 |0

<UF954> \xD2\xF2 |0

<UF955> \xD2\xF3 |0

<UF956> \xD2\xF4 |0
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<UF957> \xD2\xF5 |0

<UF958> \xD2\xF7 |0

<UF959> \xD2\xF8 |0

<UF95A> \xD4\xE6 |0

<UF95B> \xD4\xFC |0

<UF95C> \xD5\xA5 |0

<UF95D> \xD5\xAB |0

<UF95E> \xD5\xAE |0

<UF95F> \xD6\xB8 |0

<UF960> \xD6\xCD |0

<UF961> \xD7\xCB |0

<UF962> \xD7\xE4 |0

<UF963> \xDB\xC5 |0

<UF964> \xDB\xE4 |0

<UF965> \xDC\xA5 |0

<UF966> \xDD\xA5 |0

<UF967> \xDD\xD5 |0

<UF968> \xDD\xF4 |0

<UF969> \xDE\xFC |0

<UF96A> \xDE\xFE |0

<UF96B> \xDF\xB3 |0

<UF96C> \xDF\xE1 |0

<UF96D> \xDF\xE8 |0

<UF96E>

 \xE0\xF1 |0

<UF96F> \xE1\xAD |0

<UF970> \xE1\xED |0

<UF971> \xE3\xF5 |0

<UF972> \xE4\xA1 |0

<UF973> \xE4\xA9 |0

<UF974> \xE5\xAE |0

<UF975> \xE5\xB1 |0

<UF976> \xE5\xB2 |0

<UF977> \xE5\xB9 |0

<UF978> \xE5\xBB |0

<UF979> \xE5\xBC |0

<UF97A> \xE5\xC4 |0

<UF97B> \xE5\xCE |0

<UF97C> \xE5\xD0 |0

<UF97D> \xE5\xD2 |0

<UF97E> \xE5\xD6 |0

<UF97F> \xE5\xFA |0

<UF980> \xE5\xFB |0

<UF981> \xE5\xFC |0

<UF982> \xE5\xFE |0

<UF983> \xE6\xA1 |0

<UF984> \xE6\xA4 |0

<UF985> \xE6\xA7 |0
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<UF986> \xE6\xAD |0

<UF987> \xE6\xAF |0

<UF988> \xE6\xB0 |0

<UF989> \xE6\xB1 |0

<UF98A> \xE6\xB3 |0

<UF98B> \xE6\xB7 |0

<UF98C> \xE6\xB8 |0

<UF98D> \xE6\xBC |0

<UF98E> \xE6\xC4 |0

<UF98F> \xE6\xC6 |0

<UF990> \xE6\xC7 |0

<UF991> \xE6\xCA |0

<UF992> \xE6\xD2 |0

<UF993> \xE6\xD6 |0

<UF994> \xE6\xD9 |0

<UF995> \xE6\xDC |0

<UF996> \xE6\xDF |0

<UF997> \xE6\xE1 |0

<UF998> \xE6\xE4 |0

<UF999> \xE6\xE5 |0

<UF99A> \xE6\xE6 |0

<UF99B> \xE6\xE8 |0

<UF99C> \xE6\xEA |0

<UF99D> \xE6\xEB |0

<UF99E> \xE6\xEC |0

<UF99F> \xE6\xEF |0

<UF9A0>

 \xE6\xF1 |0

<UF9A1> \xE6\xF2 |0

<UF9A2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<UF9A3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<UF9A4> \xE6\xF7 |0

<UF9A5> \xE6\xF9 |0

<UF9A6> \xE7\xA1 |0

<UF9A7> \xE7\xA6 |0

<UF9A8> \xE7\xA9 |0

<UF9A9> \xE7\xAA |0

<UF9AA> \xE7\xAC |0

<UF9AB> \xE7\xAD |0

<UF9AC> \xE7\xB0 |0

<UF9AD> \xE7\xBF |0

<UF9AE> \xE7\xC1 |0

<UF9AF> \xE7\xC6 |0

<UF9B0> \xE7\xC7 |0

<UF9B1> \xE7\xCB |0

<UF9B2> \xE7\xCD |0

<UF9B3> \xE7\xCF |0

<UF9B4> \xE7\xD0 |0
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<UF9B5> \xE7\xD3 |0

<UF9B6> \xE7\xDF |0

<UF9B7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<UF9B8> \xE7\xE6 |0

<UF9B9> \xE7\xF7 |0

<UF9BA> \xE8\xE7 |0

<UF9BB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<UF9BC> \xE8\xF0 |0

<UF9BD> \xE8\xF1 |0

<UF9BE> \xE8\xF7 |0

<UF9BF> \xE8\xF9 |0

<UF9C0> \xE8\xFB |0

<UF9C1> \xE8\xFE |0

<UF9C2> \xE9\xA7 |0

<UF9C3> \xE9\xAC |0

<UF9C4> \xE9\xCC |0

<UF9C5> \xE9\xF7 |0

<UF9C6> \xEA\xC1 |0

<UF9C7> \xEA\xE5 |0

<UF9C8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<UF9C9> \xEA\xF7 |0

<UF9CA> \xEA\xFC |0

<UF9CB> \xEA\xFE |0

<UF9CC> \xEB\xA4 |0

<UF9CD> \xEB\xA7 |0

<UF9CE> \xEB\xA9 |0

<UF9CF> \xEB\xAA |0

<UF9D0> \xEB\xBA |0

<UF9D1> \xEB\xBB |0

<UF9D2>

 \xEB\xBD |0

<UF9D3> \xEB\xC1 |0

<UF9D4> \xEB\xC2 |0

<UF9D5> \xEB\xC6 |0

<UF9D6> \xEB\xC7 |0

<UF9D7> \xEB\xCC |0

<UF9D8> \xEB\xCF |0

<UF9D9> \xEB\xD0 |0

<UF9DA> \xEB\xD1 |0

<UF9DB> \xEB\xD2 |0

<UF9DC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<UF9DD> \xEC\xA6 |0

<UF9DE> \xEC\xA7 |0

<UF9DF> \xEC\xAA |0

<UF9E0> \xEC\xAF |0

<UF9E1> \xEC\xB0 |0

<UF9E2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<UF9E3> \xEC\xB2 |0
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<UF9E4> \xEC\xB5 |0

<UF9E5> \xEC\xB8 |0

<UF9E6> \xEC\xBA |0

<UF9E7> \xEC\xC0 |0

<UF9E8> \xEC\xC1 |0

<UF9E9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<UF9EA> \xEC\xC6 |0

<UF9EB> \xEC\xC9 |0

<UF9EC> \xEC\xCA |0

<UF9ED> \xEC\xD5 |0

<UF9EE> \xEC\xDD |0

<UF9EF> \xEC\xDE |0

<UF9F0> \xEC\xE1 |0

<UF9F1> \xEC\xE4 |0

<UF9F2> \xEC\xE7 |0

<UF9F3> \xEC\xE8 |0

<UF9F4> \xEC\xF7 |0

<UF9F5> \xEC\xF8 |0

<UF9F6> \xEC\xFA |0

<UF9F7> \xED\xA1 |0

<UF9F8> \xED\xA2 |0

<UF9F9> \xED\xA3 |0

<UF9FA> \xED\xEE |0

<UF9FB> \xEE\xDB |0

<UF9FC> \xF2\xBD |0

<UF9FD> \xF2\xFA |0

<UF9FE> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UF9FF> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA00> \xF4\xEE |0

<UFA01> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UFA02> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UFA03> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UFA04>

 \xF7\xC8 |0

<UFA05> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UFA06> \xF8\xDB |0

<UFA07> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UFA08> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UFA09> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UFA0A> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UFA0B> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UFFE2> \xA1\xFE |0

<UFFE6> \xA3\xDC |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d3.ucm
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

## pkgdataMakefile.in for ICU data

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## Copyright (c) 2008-2012, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Source directory information

srcdir = @srcdir@

top_srcdir = @top_srcdir@

 

# So that you have $(top_builddir)/config.status

top_builddir = ..

 

## All the flags and other definitions are included here.

include $(top_builddir)/icudefs.mk

 

OUTPUTFILE=icupkg.inc

MIDDLE_SO_TARGET=

PKGDATA_TRAILING_SPACE=" "

 

all : clean

	@echo GENCCODE_ASSEMBLY_TYPE=$(GENCCODE_ASSEMBLY) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo SO=$(SO) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo SOBJ=$(SOBJ) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo A=$(A) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo LIBPREFIX=$(LIBPREFIX)$(STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo LIB_EXT_ORDER=$(FINAL_SO_TARGET) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo COMPILE="$(COMPILE.c)" >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo

 LIBFLAGS="-I$(top_srcdir)/common -I$(top_builddir)/common $(SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS)

$(SHAREDLIBCFLAGS)" >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo GENLIB="$(SHLIB.c)" >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo LDICUDTFLAGS=$(LDFLAGSICUDT) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo LD_SONAME=$(LD_SONAME) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo RPATH_FLAGS=$(RPATH_FLAGS) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo BIR_LDFLAGS=$(BIR_LDFLAGS) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo AR=$(AR) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo ARFLAGS=$(ARFLAGS) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo RANLIB=$(RANLIB) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

	@echo INSTALL_CMD=$(INSTALL) >> $(OUTPUTFILE)

 

clean :

	$(RMV) $(OUTPUTFILE)

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/pkgdataMakefile.in
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00391.RPMAP100 and 039144B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-913_P100-2000"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-913_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0
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<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0
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<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0
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<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0
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<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D9> \xD9

 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0
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<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0108> \xC6 |0

<U0109> \xE6 |0

<U010A> \xC5 |0

<U010B> \xE5 |0

<U011C> \xD8 |0

<U011D> \xF8 |0

<U011E> \xAB |0

<U011F> \xBB |0

<U0120> \xD5 |0

<U0121> \xF5 |0

<U0124> \xA6 |0

<U0125> \xB6 |0

<U0126> \xA1 |0

<U0127> \xB1 |0

<U0130> \xA9 |0

<U0131> \xB9 |0

<U0134> \xAC |0

<U0135> \xBC |0

<U015C> \xDE |0

<U015D> \xFE |0

<U015E> \xAA |0

<U015F> \xBA |0

<U016C> \xDD |0

<U016D> \xFD |0

<U017B> \xAF |0

<U017C> \xBF |0

<U02D8> \xA2 |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08>

 \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1
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<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1
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<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66

 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-913_P100-2000.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00392.RPMAP100 and 039234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-914_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-914_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0
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<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0
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<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0
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<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6

 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC0 |0

<U0101> \xE0 |0

<U0104> \xA1 |0

<U0105> \xB1 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0

<U0112> \xAA |0

<U0113> \xBA |0

<U0116> \xCC |0

<U0117> \xEC |0

<U0118> \xCA |0
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<U0119> \xEA |0

<U0122> \xAB |0

<U0123> \xBB |0

<U0128> \xA5 |0

<U0129> \xB5 |0

<U012A> \xCF |0

<U012B> \xEF |0

<U012E> \xC7 |0

<U012F> \xE7 |0

<U0136> \xD3 |0

<U0137> \xF3 |0

<U0138> \xA2 |0

<U013B> \xA6 |0

<U013C> \xB6 |0

<U0145> \xD1 |0

<U0146> \xF1 |0

<U014A> \xBD |0

<U014B> \xBF |0

<U014C> \xD2 |0

<U014D> \xF2 |0

<U0156> \xA3 |0

<U0157> \xB3 |0

<U0160> \xA9 |0

<U0161> \xB9 |0

<U0166> \xAC |0

<U0167> \xBC |0

<U0168> \xDD |0

<U0169> \xFD |0

<U016A> \xDE |0

<U016B> \xFE |0

<U0172> \xD9 |0

<U0173> \xF9 |0

<U017D> \xAE |0

<U017E> \xBE |0

<U02C7> \xB7 |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<U02DB> \xB2 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1
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<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1
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<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F

 |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-914_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00482.RPMAP100 and 048244B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1154_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1154_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0
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<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0
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<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00AD> \x73 |0

<U0401> \x63 |0

<U0402> \x59 |0

<U0403> \x62 |0

<U0404> \x64 |0

<U0405> \x65 |0

<U0406> \x66 |0

<U0407> \x67 |0

<U0408> \x68 |0

<U0409> \x69 |0

<U040A> \x70 |0
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<U040B> \x71 |0

<U040C> \x72 |0

<U040E> \x74 |0

<U040F> \x75 |0

<U0410> \xB9 |0

<U0411> \xBA |0

<U0412> \xED |0

<U0413> \xBF |0

<U0414> \xBC |0

<U0415> \xBD |0

<U0416> \xEC |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xCB |0

<U0419> \xCC |0

<U041A> \xCD |0

<U041B> \xCE |0

<U041C> \xCF |0

<U041D> \xDA |0

<U041E> \xDB |0

<U041F> \xDC |0

<U0420> \xDE |0

<U0421>

 \xDF |0

<U0422> \xEA |0

<U0423> \xEB |0

<U0424> \xBE |0

<U0425> \xCA |0

<U0426> \xBB |0

<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \x57 |0

<U042B> \xEF |0

<U042C> \xEE |0

<U042D> \xFC |0

<U042E> \xB8 |0

<U042F> \xDD |0

<U0430> \x77 |0

<U0431> \x78 |0

<U0432> \xAF |0

<U0433> \x8D |0

<U0434> \x8A |0

<U0435> \x8B |0

<U0436> \xAE |0

<U0437> \xB2 |0

<U0438> \x8F |0

<U0439> \x90 |0

<U043A> \x9A |0
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<U043B> \x9B |0

<U043C> \x9C |0

<U043D> \x9D |0

<U043E> \x9E |0

<U043F> \x9F |0

<U0440> \xAA |0

<U0441> \xAB |0

<U0442> \xAC |0

<U0443> \xAD |0

<U0444> \x8C |0

<U0445> \x8E |0

<U0446> \x80 |0

<U0447> \xB6 |0

<U0448> \xB3 |0

<U0449> \xB5 |0

<U044A> \xB7 |0

<U044B> \xB1 |0

<U044C> \xB0 |0

<U044D> \xB4 |0

<U044E> \x76 |0

<U044F> \xA0 |0

<U0451> \x44 |0

<U0452> \x42 |0

<U0453> \x43 |0

<U0454> \x45 |0

<U0455> \x46 |0

<U0456> \x47 |0

<U0457> \x48 |0

<U0458> \x49 |0

<U0459> \x51 |0

<U045A> \x52 |0

<U045B> \x53 |0

<U045C> \x54 |0

<U045E> \x55 |0

<U045F> \x56 |0

<U20AC> \xE1 |0

<U2116> \x58 |0

<UFF01>

 \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1
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<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1
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<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1154_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *
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# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0035E.RPMAP100 and 035E34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-862_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-862_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0
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<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0
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<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0
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<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \x9B |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A5> \x9D |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0

<U03C3> \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U05D0> \x80 |0

<U05D1> \x81 |0
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<U05D2> \x82 |0

<U05D3> \x83 |0

<U05D4> \x84 |0

<U05D5> \x85 |0

<U05D6> \x86 |0

<U05D7> \x87 |0

<U05D8> \x88 |0

<U05D9> \x89 |0

<U05DA> \x8A |0

<U05DB> \x8B |0

<U05DC> \x8C |0

<U05DD> \x8D |0

<U05DE> \x8E |0

<U05DF> \x8F |0

<U05E0> \x90 |0

<U05E1> \x91 |0

<U05E2> \x92 |0

<U05E3> \x93 |0

<U05E4> \x94 |0

<U05E5> \x95 |0

<U05E6> \x96 |0

<U05E7> \x97 |0

<U05E8>

 \x98 |0

<U05E9> \x99 |0

<U05EA> \x9A |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20A7> \x9E |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0
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<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0
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<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1
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<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1
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<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-862_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: az_Upper.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013, Apple Inc.; Unicode, Inc.; and others. All Rights Reserved.

i;

::Any-Upper();
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/az_Upper.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00449.RPMAP100 and 044934B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1097_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1097_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D

 |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0
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<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>
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 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0
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<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23

 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A4> \x4A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0
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<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U060C> \x42 |0

<U061B> \x6A |0

<U061F> \xE1 |0

<U0621> \x51 |1

<U0622> \x44 |1

<U0623> \x52 |1

<U0624> \x55 |1

<U0627> \x47 |1

<U0628> \x57 |1

<U062A> \x63 |1

<U062B> \x65 |1

<U062C> \x67 |1

<U062D> \x71 |1

<U062E> \x73 |1

<U062F> \x75 |1

<U0630> \x76 |1

<U0631> \x77 |1

<U0632> \x78 |1

<U0633> \x8C |1

<U0634> \x8E |1

<U0635> \x90 |1

<U0636> \x9B |1

<U0639> \xAA |1

<U063A> \xAE |1

<U0640> \xEA |0

<U0641> \xB2 |1

<U0642> \xB4 |1

<U0644>

 \xBC |1

<U0645> \xBE |1

<U0646> \xCC |1

<U0647> \xCF |1

<U0648> \xCE |1

<U064B> \x43 |0

<U0660> \xEB |1

<U0661> \xEC |1

<U0662> \xED |1

<U0663> \xEE |1

<U0664> \xEF |1

<U0665> \xFA |1

<U0666> \xFB |1

<U0667> \xFC |1

<U0668> \xFD |1

<U0669> \xFE |1

<U066A> \x6C |1
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<U066B> \x6B |1

<U066C> \x4B |1

<U066D> \x5C |1

<U06F0> \xEB |0

<U06F1> \xEC |0

<U06F2> \xED |0

<U06F3> \xEE |0

<U06F4> \xEF |0

<U06F5> \xFA |0

<U06F6> \xFB |0

<U06F7> \xFC |0

<U06F8> \xFD |0

<U06F9> \xFE |0

<UF8F9> \x54 |0

<UF8FA> \x46 |0

<UF8FB> \x49 |0

<UFB56> \x59 |0

<UFB58> \x62 |0

<UFB7A> \x69 |0

<UFB7C> \x70 |0

<UFB8A> \x80 |0

<UFB8E> \xB6 |0

<UFB92> \xB8 |0

<UFB94> \xB9 |0

<UFBA4> \xDC |0

<UFBFC> \xDD |0

<UFBFD> \xDE |0

<UFBFE> \xDF |0

<UFE80> \x51 |0

<UFE81> \x44 |0

<UFE82> \x45 |0

<UFE83> \x52 |0

<UFE84> \x53 |0

<UFE85> \x55 |0

<UFE86> \x55 |1

<UFE8B> \x56 |0

<UFE8C> \x56 |1

<UFE8D> \x47 |0

<UFE8E> \x48 |0

<UFE8F> \x57 |0

<UFE90> \x57 |1

<UFE91> \x58 |0

<UFE92> \x58 |1

<UFE95> \x63 |0

<UFE96> \x63 |1

<UFE97> \x64

 |0

<UFE98> \x64 |1
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<UFE99> \x65 |0

<UFE9A> \x65 |1

<UFE9B> \x66 |0

<UFE9C> \x66 |1

<UFE9D> \x67 |0

<UFE9E> \x67 |1

<UFE9F> \x68 |0

<UFEA0> \x68 |1

<UFEA1> \x71 |0

<UFEA2> \x71 |1

<UFEA3> \x72 |0

<UFEA4> \x72 |1

<UFEA5> \x73 |0

<UFEA6> \x73 |1

<UFEA7> \x74 |0

<UFEA8> \x74 |1

<UFEA9> \x75 |0

<UFEAA> \x75 |1

<UFEAB> \x76 |0

<UFEAC> \x76 |1

<UFEAD> \x77 |0

<UFEAE> \x77 |1

<UFEAF> \x78 |0

<UFEB0> \x78 |1

<UFEB1> \x8C |0

<UFEB2> \x8C |1

<UFEB3> \x8D |0

<UFEB4> \x8D |1

<UFEB5> \x8E |0

<UFEB6> \x8E |1

<UFEB7> \x8F |0

<UFEB8> \x8F |1

<UFEB9> \x90 |0

<UFEBA> \x90 |1

<UFEBB> \x9A |0

<UFEBC> \x9A |1

<UFEBD> \x9B |0

<UFEBE> \x9B |1

<UFEBF> \x9C |0

<UFEC0> \x9C |1

<UFEC1> \x9D |0

<UFEC2> \x9D |1

<UFEC3> \x9E |0

<UFEC4> \x9E |1

<UFEC5> \x9F |0

<UFEC6> \x9F |1

<UFEC7> \xA0 |0

<UFEC8> \xA0 |1
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<UFEC9> \xAA |0

<UFECA> \xAB |0

<UFECB> \xAC |0

<UFECC> \xAD |0

<UFECD> \xAE |0

<UFECE> \xAF |0

<UFECF> \xB0 |0

<UFED0> \xB1 |0

<UFED1> \xB2 |0

<UFED2> \xB2 |1

<UFED3> \xB3 |0

<UFED4> \xB3 |1

<UFED5> \xB4 |0

<UFED6>

 \xB4 |1

<UFED7> \xB5 |0

<UFED8> \xB5 |1

<UFEDB> \xB7 |0

<UFEDC> \xB7 |1

<UFEDD> \xBC |0

<UFEDE> \xBC |1

<UFEDF> \xBD |0

<UFEE0> \xBD |1

<UFEE1> \xBE |0

<UFEE2> \xBE |1

<UFEE3> \xCB |0

<UFEE4> \xCB |1

<UFEE5> \xCC |0

<UFEE6> \xCC |1

<UFEE7> \xCD |0

<UFEE8> \xCD |1

<UFEE9> \xCF |0

<UFEEA> \xCF |1

<UFEEB> \xDA |0

<UFEEC> \xDB |0

<UFEED> \xCE |0

<UFEEE> \xCE |1

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1
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<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8

 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1
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<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1097_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line.txt
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#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when

#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This corresponds to CSS line-break=strict (BCP47 -u-lb-strict).

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like NS.

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];

$AP

 = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BA = [:LineBreak =  Break_After:];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];

$EX = [:LineBreak =  Exclamation:];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

$ID = [:LineBreak =  Ideographic:];

$IN = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL = [:LineBreak =  JL:];
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$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];

$JT = [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak

 =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

# NS includes CJ for CSS strict line breaking.

$NS = [[:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:] $CJ];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:];

$PO = [:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:];

$PR = [:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:];

$QU = [:LineBreak =  Quotation:];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];

$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW = [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ = [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the expressions,

# give them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned

 = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];

 

# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.

 

$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),
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#                               SA  (Dictionary chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL  (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM

  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs

$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs

 

#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW      = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA

$HY $NS $IN $NU $PR $PO $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#

$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};

 

#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?

  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];
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$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];

^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM not covered by the above needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.

^$CM+;

 

#

# LB 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+

         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.

#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;
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# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.

#

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#

# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces

#        Note subtle interaction with "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding

 the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+
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 $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $HY $NS $ALPlus

$HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

$SP $IS $CM* $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.

 

[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];

$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM $NU];

 

$CAN_CM $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

($CL | $CP) $CM*

 $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17

$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#

$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x
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$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added as a Finnish tailoring, now promoted to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

 

^$CM+ ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't break after Hebrew + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA) $CM* [^$CB]?;

 

# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY

 and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM*    $IN;

^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 23a
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#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

($PR | $PO) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO);

^$CM+ ($PR | $PO);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

(($PR | $PO) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PO))?;

 

# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#

$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break it)

($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between alphabetics

#

($ALPlus

 | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;

 

# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.
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#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS

$IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN

$ZWJ {eof}];

# note: the preceding

 rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00474.RPMAP100 and 047444B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1140_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1140_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0
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<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0
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<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0
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<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0
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<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0
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<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0
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<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1
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<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E>

 \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1
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<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1140_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003B5.RPMAP110 and 03B534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-949_P110-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xAF\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-949_VASCII_VSUB_VPUA"
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<icu:state>                   0-84, 8f-fe:1

<icu:state>

                   40-7e, 80-fe

 

# build an extension-only (delta) .cnv file

# requires the base .cnv file at runtime

<icu:base>                    "ibm-949_P11A-1999"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0
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<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033>

 \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0
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<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x82 |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71

 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U0080> \x7F |2

<U0081> \x7F |2

<U0082> \x7F |2

<U0083> \x7F |2

<U0084> \x7F |2
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<U0085> \x7F |2

<U0086> \x7F |2

<U0087> \x7F |2

<U0088> \x7F |2

<U0089> \x7F |2

<U008A> \x7F |2

<U008B> \x7F |2

<U008C> \x7F |2

<U008D> \x7F |2

<U008E> \x7F |2

<U008F> \x7F |2

<U0090> \x7F |2

<U0091> \x7F |2

<U0092> \x7F |2

<U0093> \x7F |2

<U0094> \x7F |2

<U0095> \x7F |2

<U0096> \x7F |2

<U0097> \x7F |2

<U0098> \x7F |2

<U0099> \x7F |2

<U009A> \x7F |2

<U009B> \x7F |2

<U009C> \x7F |2

<U009D> \x7F |2

<U009E> \x7F |2

<U009F> \x7F |2

<U00A0> \x7F |2

<U00A1> \xA2\xAE |0

<U00A2> \x80 |0

<U00A3> \x7F |2

<U00A4> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U00A5> \x7F |2

<U00A6> \x84 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xA7 |0

<U00A9> \x7F |2

<U00AA> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U00AB> \x7F |2

<U00AC> \x81 |0

<U00AD> \xA1\xA9 |1

<U00AE> \x7F

 |2

<U00AF> \x7F |2

<U00B0> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xBE |0

<U00B2> \xA9\xF7 |0

<U00B3> \xA9\xF8 |0
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<U00B4> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U00B5> \x7F |2

<U00B6> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U00B7> \xA1\xA4 |1

<U00B8> \xA2\xAC |0

<U00B9> \xA9\xF6 |0

<U00BA> \xA8\xAC |0

<U00BB> \x7F |2

<U00BC> \xA8\xF9 |0

<U00BD> \xA8\xF6 |0

<U00BE> \xA8\xFA |0

<U00BF> \xA2\xAF |0

<U00C0> \x7F |2

<U00C1> \x7F |2

<U00C2> \x7F |2

<U00C3> \x7F |2

<U00C4> \x7F |2

<U00C5> \x7F |2

<U00C6> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U00C7> \x7F |2

<U00C8> \x7F |2

<U00C9> \x7F |2

<U00CA> \x7F |2

<U00CB> \x7F |2

<U00CC> \x7F |2

<U00CD> \x7F |2

<U00CE> \x7F |2

<U00CF> \x7F |2

<U00D0> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U00D1> \x7F |2

<U00D2> \x7F |2

<U00D3> \x7F |2

<U00D4> \x7F |2

<U00D5> \x7F |2

<U00D6> \x7F |2

<U00D7> \xA1\xBF |0

<U00D8> \xA8\xAA |0

<U00D9> \x7F |2

<U00DA> \x7F |2

<U00DB> \x7F |2

<U00DC> \x7F |2

<U00DD> \x7F |2

<U00DE> \xA8\xAD |0

<U00DF> \xA9\xAC |0

<U00E0> \x7F |2

<U00E1> \x7F |2

<U00E2> \x7F |2

<U00E3> \x7F |2
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<U00E4> \x7F |2

<U00E5> \x7F |2

<U00E6> \xA9\xA1 |0

<U00E7> \x7F |2

<U00E8>

 \x7F |2

<U00E9> \x7F |2

<U00EA> \x7F |2

<U00EB> \x7F |2

<U00EC> \x7F |2

<U00ED> \x7F |2

<U00EE> \x7F |2

<U00EF> \x7F |2

<U00F0> \xA9\xA3 |0

<U00F1> \x7F |2

<U00F2> \x7F |2

<U00F3> \x7F |2

<U00F4> \x7F |2

<U00F5> \x7F |2

<U00F6> \x7F |2

<U00F7> \xA1\xC0 |0

<U00F8> \xA9\xAA |0

<U00F9> \x7F |2

<U00FA> \x7F |2

<U00FB> \x7F |2

<U00FC> \x7F |2

<U00FD> \x7F |2

<U00FE> \xA9\xAD |0

<U00FF> \x7F |2

<U0111> \xA9\xA2 |0

<U0126> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U0127> \xA9\xA4 |0

<U0131> \xA9\xA5 |0

<U0132> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U0133> \xA9\xA6 |0

<U0138> \xA9\xA7 |0

<U013F> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U0140> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U0141> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U0142> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U0149> \xA9\xB0 |0

<U014A> \xA8\xAF |0

<U014B> \xA9\xAF |0

<U0152> \xA8\xAB |0

<U0153> \xA9\xAB |0

<U0166> \xA8\xAE |0

<U0167> \xA9\xAE |0

<U01C2> \x9A\xA6 |0
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<U02BA> \x9A\xAB |0

<U02C7> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U02D0> \xA2\xB0 |0

<U02D8> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U02D9> \xA2\xAB |0

<U02DA> \xA2\xAA |0

<U02DB> \xA2\xAD |0

<U02DC> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U02DD> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U0391> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U0392> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U0393>

 \xA5\xC3 |0

<U0394> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U0395> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U0396> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U0397> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U0398> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U0399> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U039A> \xA5\xCA |0

<U039B> \xA5\xCB |0

<U039C> \xA5\xCC |0

<U039D> \xA5\xCD |0

<U039E> \xA5\xCE |0

<U039F> \xA5\xCF |0

<U03A0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U03A4> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U03A5> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U03A6> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U03A7> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U03A8> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U03A9> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U03B1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U03BB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U03BC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U03BD> \xA5\xED |0

<U03BE> \xA5\xEE |0
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<U03BF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U03C0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U03C3> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U03C4> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U03C5> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U03C6> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U03C7> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U03C8> \xA5\xF7 |0

<U03C9> \xA5\xF8 |0

<U0401> \xAC\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xAC\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xAC\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xAC\xA3 |0

<U0413>

 \xAC\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xAC\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xAC\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xAC\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xAC\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xAC\xAA |0

<U0419> \xAC\xAB |0

<U041A> \xAC\xAC |0

<U041B> \xAC\xAD |0

<U041C> \xAC\xAE |0

<U041D> \xAC\xAF |0

<U041E> \xAC\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xAC\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xAC\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xAC\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xAC\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xAC\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xAC\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xAC\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xAC\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xAC\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xAC\xBA |0

<U0429> \xAC\xBB |0

<U042A> \xAC\xBC |0

<U042B> \xAC\xBD |0

<U042C> \xAC\xBE |0

<U042D> \xAC\xBF |0

<U042E> \xAC\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xAC\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xAC\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xAC\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xAC\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xAC\xD4 |0
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<U0434> \xAC\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xAC\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xAC\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xAC\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xAC\xDA |0

<U0439> \xAC\xDB |0

<U043A> \xAC\xDC |0

<U043B> \xAC\xDD |0

<U043C> \xAC\xDE |0

<U043D> \xAC\xDF |0

<U043E> \xAC\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xAC\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xAC\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xAC\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xAC\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xAC\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xAC\xE6 |0

<U0445>

 \xAC\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xAC\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xAC\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xAC\xEA |0

<U0449> \xAC\xEB |0

<U044A> \xAC\xEC |0

<U044B> \xAC\xED |0

<U044C> \xAC\xEE |0

<U044D> \xAC\xEF |0

<U044E> \xAC\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xAC\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xAC\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xA9 |0

<U2014> \xA1\xAA |0

<U2015> \xA1\xAA |1

<U2018> \xA1\xAE |0

<U2019> \xA1\xAF |0

<U201C> \xA1\xB0 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xB1 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U2025> \xA1\xA5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2033> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U203B> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \x83 |0
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<U2074> \xA9\xF9 |0

<U207F> \xA9\xFA |0

<U2081> \xA9\xFB |0

<U2082> \xA9\xFC |0

<U2083> \xA9\xFD |0

<U2084> \xA9\xFE |0

<U20A9> \x5C |0

<U2103> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2109> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U2113> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U2116> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2121> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U2122> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2126> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U212A> \x9A\xA9 |0

<U212B> \xA1\xCA |0

<U2153> \xA8\xF7 |0

<U2154> \xA8\xF8 |0

<U215B> \xA8\xFB |0

<U215C> \xA8\xFC |0

<U215D> \xA8\xFD

 |0

<U215E> \xA8\xFE |0

<U2160> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U2161> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U2162> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U2163> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U2164> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U2165> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U2166> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U2167> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U2168> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U2169> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U2170> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U2171> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U2172> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U2173> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U2174> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U2175> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U2176> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U2177> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U2178> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U2179> \xA5\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2191> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2192> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U2193> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U2194> \xA1\xEA |0
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<U2195> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2196> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2197> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2198> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2199> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U2200> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U2202> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2203> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U2207> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U2208> \xA1\xF4 |0

<U220B> \xA1\xF5 |0

<U220F> \xA2\xB3 |0

<U2211> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U221A> \xA1\xEE |0

<U221D> \xA1\xF0 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2220> \xA1\xD0 |0

<U2225> \xA1\xAB |0

<U2227> \xA1\xFC |0

<U2228> \xA1\xFD |0

<U2229> \xA1\xFB |0

<U222A>

 \xA1\xFA |0

<U222B> \xA1\xF2 |0

<U222C> \xA1\xF3 |0

<U222E> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2235> \xA1\xF1 |0

<U223C> \xA1\xAD |1

<U223D> \xA1\xEF |0

<U2252> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U2261> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2265> \xA1\xC3 |0

<U2266> \x9A\xA7 |0

<U2267> \x9A\xA8 |0

<U226A> \xA1\xEC |0

<U226B> \xA1\xED |0

<U2282> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U2283> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2286> \xA1\xF6 |0

<U2287> \xA1\xF7 |0

<U2299> \xA2\xC1 |1

<U22A5> \xA1\xD1 |0
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<U2312> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U2460> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U2461> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U2462> \xA8\xE9 |0

<U2463> \xA8\xEA |0

<U2464> \xA8\xEB |0

<U2465> \xA8\xEC |0

<U2466> \xA8\xED |0

<U2467> \xA8\xEE |0

<U2468> \xA8\xEF |0

<U2469> \xA8\xF0 |0

<U246A> \xA8\xF1 |0

<U246B> \xA8\xF2 |0

<U246C> \xA8\xF3 |0

<U246D> \xA8\xF4 |0

<U246E> \xA8\xF5 |0

<U2474> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2475> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2476> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2477> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2478> \xA9\xEB |0

<U2479> \xA9\xEC |0

<U247A> \xA9\xED |0

<U247B> \xA9\xEE |0

<U247C> \xA9\xEF |0

<U247D> \xA9\xF0 |0

<U247E> \xA9\xF1 |0

<U247F>

 \xA9\xF2 |0

<U2480> \xA9\xF3 |0

<U2481> \xA9\xF4 |0

<U2482> \xA9\xF5 |0

<U249C> \xA9\xCD |0

<U249D> \xA9\xCE |0

<U249E> \xA9\xCF |0

<U249F> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U24A0> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U24A1> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U24A2> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U24A3> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U24A4> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U24A5> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U24A6> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U24A7> \xA9\xD8 |0

<U24A8> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U24A9> \xA9\xDA |0

<U24AA> \xA9\xDB |0

<U24AB> \xA9\xDC |0
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<U24AC> \xA9\xDD |0

<U24AD> \xA9\xDE |0

<U24AE> \xA9\xDF |0

<U24AF> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U24B0> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U24B1> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U24B2> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U24B3> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U24B4> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U24B5> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U24D0> \xA8\xCD |0

<U24D1> \xA8\xCE |0

<U24D2> \xA8\xCF |0

<U24D3> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U24D4> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U24D5> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U24D6> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U24D7> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U24D8> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U24D9> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U24DA> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U24DB> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U24DC> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U24DD> \xA8\xDA |0

<U24DE> \xA8\xDB |0

<U24DF> \xA8\xDC |0

<U24E0> \xA8\xDD |0

<U24E1> \xA8\xDE |0

<U24E2> \xA8\xDF |0

<U24E3> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U24E4>

 \xA8\xE1 |0

<U24E5> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U24E6> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U24E7> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U24E8> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U24E9> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U2500> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA6\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA6\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U250D> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U250E> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U250F> \xA6\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U2511> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U2512> \xA6\xC1 |0
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<U2513> \xA6\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U2515> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U2516> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U2517> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U2519> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U251A> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U251B> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA6\xBC |0

<U251E> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U251F> \xA6\xCA |0

<U2520> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U2521> \xA6\xCB |0

<U2522> \xA6\xCC |0

<U2523> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA6\xBE |0

<U2526> \xA6\xCD |0

<U2527> \xA6\xCE |0

<U2528> \xA6\xB9 |0

<U2529> \xA6\xCF |0

<U252A> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U252B> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U252D> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U252F> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA6\xBD |0

<U2531> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U2532> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U2533> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U2534>

 \xA6\xAA |0

<U2535> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U2536> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U2537> \xA6\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA6\xBF |0

<U2539> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U253A> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U253B> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA6\xAB |0

<U253D> \xA6\xD9 |0

<U253E> \xA6\xDA |0

<U253F> \xA6\xBB |0

<U2540> \xA6\xDB |0

<U2541> \xA6\xDC |0
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<U2542> \xA6\xC0 |0

<U2543> \xA6\xDD |0

<U2544> \xA6\xDE |0

<U2545> \xA6\xDF |0

<U2546> \xA6\xE0 |0

<U2547> \xA6\xE1 |0

<U2548> \xA6\xE2 |0

<U2549> \xA6\xE3 |0

<U254A> \xA6\xE4 |0

<U254B> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U2592> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U25A0> \xA1\xE1 |0

<U25A1> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U25A3> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U25A4> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U25A5> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U25A6> \xA2\xCB |0

<U25A7> \xA2\xCA |0

<U25A8> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U25A9> \xA2\xCC |0

<U25B2> \xA1\xE3 |0

<U25B3> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U25B6> \xA2\xBA |0

<U25B7> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U25BC> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U25BD> \xA1\xE4 |0

<U25C0> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U25C1> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25C6> \xA1\xDF |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xDE |0

<U25C8> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U25C9> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xDB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xDD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xDC |0

<U25D0>

 \xA2\xC4 |0

<U25D1> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U2605> \xA1\xDA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U260E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U260F> \xA2\xCE |0

<U261C> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U261E> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U263C> \x0F |1
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<U2640> \xA1\xCF |0

<U2642> \xA1\xCE |0

<U2660> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2661> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2663> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2664> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2665> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2667> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2668> \xA2\xCD |0

<U2669> \xA2\xDB |0

<U266A> \xA2\xDC |0

<U266B> \x0E |1

<U266C> \xA2\xDD |0

<U266D> \xA2\xDA |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xA8 |0

<U3008> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xBA |0

<U300F> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3010> \xA1\xBC |0

<U3011> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3013> \xA1\xEB |0

<U3014> \xA1\xB2 |0

<U3015> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U301C> \xA1\xAD |0

<U3041> \xAA\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xAA\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xAA\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xAA\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xAA\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xAA\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xAA\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xAA\xA8 |0

<U3049>

 \xAA\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xAA\xAA |0

<U304B> \xAA\xAB |0

<U304C> \xAA\xAC |0

<U304D> \xAA\xAD |0

<U304E> \xAA\xAE |0

<U304F> \xAA\xAF |0
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<U3050> \xAA\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xAA\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xAA\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xAA\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xAA\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xAA\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xAA\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xAA\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xAA\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xAA\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xAA\xBA |0

<U305B> \xAA\xBB |0

<U305C> \xAA\xBC |0

<U305D> \xAA\xBD |0

<U305E> \xAA\xBE |0

<U305F> \xAA\xBF |0

<U3060> \xAA\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xAA\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xAA\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xAA\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xAA\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xAA\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xAA\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xAA\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xAA\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xAA\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xAA\xCA |0

<U306B> \xAA\xCB |0

<U306C> \xAA\xCC |0

<U306D> \xAA\xCD |0

<U306E> \xAA\xCE |0

<U306F> \xAA\xCF |0

<U3070> \xAA\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xAA\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xAA\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xAA\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xAA\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xAA\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xAA\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xAA\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xAA\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xAA\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xAA\xDA |0

<U307B>

 \xAA\xDB |0

<U307C> \xAA\xDC |0

<U307D> \xAA\xDD |0

<U307E> \xAA\xDE |0
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<U307F> \xAA\xDF |0

<U3080> \xAA\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xAA\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xAA\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xAA\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xAA\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xAA\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xAA\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xAA\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xAA\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xAA\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xAA\xEA |0

<U308B> \xAA\xEB |0

<U308C> \xAA\xEC |0

<U308D> \xAA\xED |0

<U308E> \xAA\xEE |0

<U308F> \xAA\xEF |0

<U3090> \xAA\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xAA\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xAA\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xAA\xF3 |0

<U30A1> \xAB\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xAB\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xAB\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xAB\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xAB\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xAB\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xAB\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xAB\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xAB\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xAB\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xAB\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xAB\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xAB\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xAB\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xAB\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xAB\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xAB\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xAB\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xAB\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xAB\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xAB\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xAB\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xAB\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xAB\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xAB\xB9 |0

<U30BA>
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 \xAB\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xAB\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xAB\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xAB\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xAB\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xAB\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xAB\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xAB\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xAB\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xAB\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xAB\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xAB\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xAB\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xAB\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xAB\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xAB\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xAB\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xAB\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xAB\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xAB\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xAB\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xAB\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xAB\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xAB\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xAB\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xAB\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xAB\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xAB\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xAB\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xAB\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xAB\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xAB\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xAB\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xAB\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xAB\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xAB\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xAB\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xAB\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xAB\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xAB\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xAB\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xAB\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xAB\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xAB\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xAB\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xAB\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xAB\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xAB\xE9 |0
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<U30EA> \xAB\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xAB\xEB |0

<U30EC>

 \xAB\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xAB\xED |0

<U30EE> \xAB\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xAB\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xAB\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xAB\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xAB\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xAB\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xAB\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xAB\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xAB\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA4 |0

<U3131> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3132> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3133> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3134> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3135> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3136> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3137> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3138> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3139> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U313A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U313B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U313C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U313D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U313E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U313F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3140> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3141> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3142> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3143> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3144> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3145> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3146> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3147> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3148> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3149> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U314A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U314B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U314C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U314D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U314E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U314F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3150> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3151> \xA4\xC1 |0
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<U3152> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3153> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3154> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3155> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3156> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3157>

 \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3158> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3159> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U315A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U315B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U315C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U315D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U315E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U315F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3160> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3161> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3162> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3163> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3164> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3165> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3166> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3167> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3168> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3169> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U316A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U316B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U316C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U316D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U316E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U316F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3170> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3171> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3172> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3173> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3174> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3175> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3176> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3177> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3178> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3179> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U317A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U317B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U317C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U317D> \xA4\xED |0

<U317E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U317F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3180> \xA4\xF0 |0
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<U3181> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3182> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3183> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U3184> \xA4\xF4 |0

<U3185> \xA4\xF5 |0

<U3186> \xA4\xF6 |0

<U3187> \xA4\xF7 |0

<U3188> \xA4\xF8 |0

<U3189>

 \xA4\xF9 |0

<U318A> \xA4\xFA |0

<U318B> \xA4\xFB |0

<U318C> \xA4\xFC |0

<U318D> \xA4\xFD |0

<U318E> \xA4\xFE |0

<U3200> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U3201> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U3202> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U3203> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U3204> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U3205> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U3206> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U3207> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U3208> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U3209> \xA9\xBA |0

<U320A> \xA9\xBB |0

<U320B> \xA9\xBC |0

<U320C> \xA9\xBD |0

<U320D> \xA9\xBE |0

<U320E> \xA9\xBF |0

<U320F> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U3210> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U3211> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U3212> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U3213> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U3214> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U3215> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U3216> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U3217> \xA9\xC8 |0

<U3218> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U3219> \xA9\xCA |0

<U321A> \xA9\xCB |0

<U321B> \xA9\xCC |0

<U321C> \xA2\xDF |0

<U3260> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U3261> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U3262> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U3263> \xA8\xB4 |0
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<U3264> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U3265> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U3266> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U3267> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U3268> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U3269> \xA8\xBA |0

<U326A> \xA8\xBB |0

<U326B> \xA8\xBC |0

<U326C> \xA8\xBD |0

<U326D> \xA8\xBE |0

<U326E> \xA8\xBF |0

<U326F>

 \xA8\xC0 |0

<U3270> \xA8\xC1 |0

<U3271> \xA8\xC2 |0

<U3272> \xA8\xC3 |0

<U3273> \xA8\xC4 |0

<U3274> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3275> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3276> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3277> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3278> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U3279> \xA8\xCA |0

<U327A> \xA8\xCB |0

<U327B> \xA8\xCC |0

<U327F> \xA2\xDE |0

<U3380> \xA7\xC9 |0

<U3381> \xA7\xCA |0

<U3382> \xA7\xCB |0

<U3383> \xA7\xCC |0

<U3384> \xA7\xCD |0

<U3388> \xA7\xBA |0

<U3389> \xA7\xBB |0

<U338A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U338B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U338C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U338D> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U338E> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U338F> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U3390> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U3391> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U3392> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U3393> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U3394> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U3395> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U3396> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U3397> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U3398> \xA7\xA5 |0
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<U3399> \xA7\xAB |0

<U339A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U339B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U339C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U339D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U339E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U339F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U33A0> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U33A1> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U33A2> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U33A3> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U33A4> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U33A5> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U33A6> \xA7\xAA |0

<U33A7>

 \xA7\xBD |0

<U33A8> \xA7\xBE |0

<U33A9> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U33AA> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U33AB> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U33AC> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U33AD> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U33AE> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U33AF> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U33B0> \xA7\xBF |0

<U33B1> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U33B2> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U33B3> \xA7\xC2 |0

<U33B4> \xA7\xC3 |0

<U33B5> \xA7\xC4 |0

<U33B6> \xA7\xC5 |0

<U33B7> \xA7\xC6 |0

<U33B8> \xA7\xC7 |0

<U33B9> \xA7\xC8 |0

<U33BA> \xA7\xCE |0

<U33BB> \xA7\xCF |0

<U33BC> \xA7\xD0 |0

<U33BD> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U33BE> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U33BF> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U33C0> \xA7\xDA |0

<U33C1> \xA7\xDB |0

<U33C2> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U33C3> \xA7\xEC |0

<U33C4> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U33C5> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U33C6> \xA7\xEF |0

<U33C7> \xA2\xE1 |0
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<U33C8> \xA7\xBC |0

<U33C9> \xA7\xED |0

<U33CA> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U33CF> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U33D0> \xA7\xEA |0

<U33D3> \xA7\xEB |0

<U33D6> \xA7\xDF |0

<U33D8> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U33DB> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U33DC> \xA7\xEE |0

<U33DD> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U4E00> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U4E01> \xEF\xCB |0

<U4E03> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U4E07> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U4E08> \xED\xDB |0

<U4E09> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U4E0A>

 \xDF\xBE |0

<U4E0B> \xF9\xBB |0

<U4E0D> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U4E11> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U4E14> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U4E15> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U4E16> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U4E18> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U4E19> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U4E1E> \xE3\xAA |0

<U4E2D> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U4E30> \x9B\xD8 |0

<U4E32> \xCD\xFA |0

<U4E38> \xFC\xAF |0

<U4E39> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U4E3B> \xF1\xAB |0

<U4E42> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U4E43> \xD2\xAC |0

<U4E45> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U4E4B> \xF1\xFD |0

<U4E4D> \xDE\xBF |0

<U4E4E> \xFB\xBA |0

<U4E4F> \xF9\xB9 |0

<U4E56> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U4E58> \xE3\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U4E5D> \xCE\xFA |0

<U4E5E> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U4E5F> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U4E6B> \xCA\xE1 |0
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<U4E6D> \xD4\xCC |0

<U4E73> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U4E76> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U4E77> \xDF\xAD |0

<U4E7E> \xCB\xEB |0

<U4E82> \xD5\xAF |0

<U4E86> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U4E88> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U4E8B> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U4E8C> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U4E8E> \xE9\xCD |0

<U4E90> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U4E91> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U4E92> \xFB\xBB |0

<U4E94> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U4E95> \xEF\xCC |0

<U4E98> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U4E9B> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U4E9E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U4EA1> \xD8\xCC |0

<U4EA2>

 \xF9\xF1 |0

<U4EA4> \xCE\xDF |0

<U4EA5> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U4EA6> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U4EA8> \xFA\xFB |0

<U4EAB> \xFA\xBD |0

<U4EAC> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U4EAD> \xEF\xCD |0

<U4EAE> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U4EB6> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U4EBA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U4EC0> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U4EC1> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U4EC4> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U4EC6> \x9B\xDA |0

<U4EC7> \xCE\xFB |0

<U4ECA> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4ECB> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4ECD> \xED\xA4 |0

<U4ED4> \xED\xA8 |0

<U4ED5> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U4ED6> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U4ED7> \xED\xDC |0

<U4ED8> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U4ED9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U4EDD> \xD4\xCE |0

<U4EDE> \x9C\xF4 |0
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<U4EDF> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U4EE3> \xD3\xDB |0

<U4EE4> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U4EE5> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U4EF0> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U4EF2> \xF1\xEA |0

<U4EF6> \xCB\xEC |0

<U4EF7> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U4EFB> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U4F01> \xD0\xEA |0

<U4F09> \xF9\xF2 |0

<U4F0A> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U4F0B> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4F0D> \xE7\xEA |0

<U4F0E> \xD0\xEB |0

<U4F0F> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U4F10> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U4F11> \xFD\xCC |0

<U4F2F> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U4F34> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U4F36> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F38> \xE3\xDF |0

<U4F3A> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U4F3C>

 \xDE\xC4 |0

<U4F3D> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U4F43> \xEE\xEC |0

<U4F46> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U4F47> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U4F48> \xF8\xCF |0

<U4F4D> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U4F4E> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U4F4F> \xF1\xAC |0

<U4F50> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U4F51> \xE9\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xF9\xBC |0

<U4F59> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U4F5A> \xEC\xEA |0

<U4F5B> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U4F5C> \xED\xC2 |0

<U4F5D> \x9A\xC5 |0

<U4F5E> \x9A\xDA |0

<U4F69> \xF8\xA5 |0

<U4F6F> \xE5\xBA |0

<U4F70> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U4F73> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U4F76> \xD1\xCD |0

<U4F7A> \xEE\xED |0
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<U4F7E> \xEC\xEB |0

<U4F7F> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U4F81> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U4F83> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U4F84> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U4F86> \xD5\xCE |0

<U4F88> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U4F8A> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U4F8B> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U4F8D> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U4F8F> \xF1\xAD |0

<U4F91> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U4F96> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U4F98> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U4F9B> \xCD\xEA |0

<U4F9D> \xEB\xEE |0

<U4FAE> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FAF> \xFD\xA5 |0

<U4FB5> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U4FB6> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U4FBF> \xF8\xB5 |0

<U4FC2> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U4FC3> \xF5\xB5 |0

<U4FC4> \xE4\xAD |0

<U4FC9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U4FCA> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U4FCE>

 \xF0\xBB |0

<U4FD1> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U4FD3> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U4FD4> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U4FDA> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U4FDB> \x9B\xBE |0

<U4FDD> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U4FDF> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U4FE0> \xFA\xEF |0

<U4FE1> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U4FEE> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U4FEF> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U4FF1> \xCE\xFC |0

<U4FF3> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U4FF5> \xF8\xF1 |0

<U4FF8> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U4FFA> \xE5\xEF |0

<U5002> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U5006> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5009> \xF3\xDA |0
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<U500B> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U500D> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U5011> \xD9\xFA |0

<U5012> \xD3\xEE |0

<U5016> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5019> \xFD\xA6 |0

<U501A> \xEB\xEF |0

<U501C> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U501E> \xCC\xCA |0

<U501F> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U5021> \xF3\xDB |0

<U5023> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U5024> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U5026> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U5027> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U5028> \xCB\xDA |0

<U502A> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U502B> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U502C> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U502D> \xE8\xDE |0

<U503B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U5043> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U5047> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U5048> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U5049> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U504F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<U5055> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U505A> \xF1\xAE |0

<U505C> \xEF\xCE |0

<U5065>

 \xCB\xED |0

<U5070> \x9C\xAA |0

<U5074> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U5075> \xEF\xCF |0

<U5076> \xE9\xCF |0

<U5078> \xF7\xDE |0

<U5080> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U5085> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U508D> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U5091> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U5098> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U5099> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U50AC> \xF5\xCA |0

<U50AD> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U50B2> \xE7\xEC |0

<U50B3> \xEE\xEE |0

<U50B4> \x9A\xC6 |0

<U50B5> \xF3\xF0 |0
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<U50B7> \xDF\xBF |0

<U50BE> \xCC\xCB |0

<U50C2> \x9B\xA9 |0

<U50C5> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U50C9> \xF4\xD2 |0

<U50CA> \xE0\xBA |0

<U50CF> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U50D1> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U50D5> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U50D6> \xFD\xEA |0

<U50DA> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U50DE> \xEA\xCA |0

<U50E5> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U50E7> \xE3\xAC |0

<U50ED> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U50F9> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U50FB> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U50FF> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U5100> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U5101> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U5104> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U5106> \xCC\xCC |0

<U5109> \xCB\xFB |0

<U5112> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U511F> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5121> \xD6\xED |0

<U512A> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U5132> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U5137> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U513C> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U5140> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U5141>

 \xEB\xC3 |0

<U5143> \xEA\xAA |0

<U5144> \xFA\xFC |0

<U5145> \xF5\xF6 |0

<U5146> \xF0\xBC |0

<U5147> \xFD\xD4 |0

<U5148> \xE0\xBB |0

<U5149> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U514B> \xD0\xBA |0

<U514C> \xF7\xBA |0

<U514D> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U514E> \xF7\xCD |0

<U5152> \xE4\xAE |0

<U515A> \x9A\xE2 |0

<U515C> \xD4\xDF |0
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<U5162> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U5165> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5167> \xD2\xAE |0

<U5168> \xEE\xEF |0

<U5169> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U516A> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U516B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<U516C> \xCD\xEB |0

<U516D> \xD7\xBF |0

<U516E> \xFB\xB1 |0

<U5171> \xCD\xEC |0

<U5175> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U5176> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5177> \xCE\xFD |0

<U5178> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U517C> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U5180> \xD0\xED |0

<U5186> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U518A> \xF3\xFC |0

<U518D> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U5192> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U5195> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U5197> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U51A0> \xCE\xAE |0

<U51A5> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U51AA> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U51AC> \xD4\xCF |0

<U51B2> \x9D\xE0 |0

<U51B6> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U51B7> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U51BD> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U51C4> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U51C6> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U51C9> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U51CB> \xF0\xBD |0

<U51CC>

 \xD7\xD0 |0

<U51CD> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U51DB> \x9B\xAC |0

<U51DC> \xD7\xCF |0

<U51DD> \xEB\xEA |0

<U51DE> \xFD\xEB |0

<U51E1> \xDB\xED |0

<U51F0> \xFC\xC5 |0

<U51F1> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U51F6> \xFD\xD5 |0

<U51F8> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U51F9> \xE8\xEA |0
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<U51FA> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U51FD> \xF9\xDE |0

<U5200> \xD3\xEF |0

<U5203> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U5206> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U5207> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U5208> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U520A> \xCA\xCA |0

<U520E> \xD9\xFB |0

<U5211> \xFA\xFD |0

<U5217> \xD6\xAA |0

<U521D> \xF4\xF8 |0

<U5224> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U5225> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5229> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U522A> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U522E> \xCE\xBE |0

<U5230> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U5231> \x9D\xC3 |0

<U5236> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U5237> \xE1\xEC |0

<U5238> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U5239> \xF3\xCB |0

<U523A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U523B> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5243> \xF4\xEF |0

<U5247> \xF6\xCE |0

<U524A> \xDE\xFB |0

<U524B> \xD0\xBB |0

<U524C> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U524D> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U5254> \xF4\xA8 |0

<U5256> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U525B> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U525D> \xDA\xCE |0

<U5261> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U5269> \xED\xA5 |0

<U526A> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U526F>

 \xDC\xF9 |0

<U5272> \xF9\xDC |0

<U5275> \xF3\xDC |0

<U527D> \xF8\xF2 |0

<U527F> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U5283> \xFC\xF1 |0

<U5287> \xD0\xBC |0

<U5288> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U5289> \xD7\xB1 |0
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<U528D> \xCB\xFC |0

<U5291> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U5292> \xCB\xFD |0

<U529B> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U529F> \xCD\xED |0

<U52A0> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U52A3> \xD6\xAB |0

<U52A4> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U52A9> \xF0\xBE |0

<U52AA> \xD2\xBD |0

<U52AB> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U52C1> \xCC\xCD |0

<U52C3> \xDA\xFA |0

<U52C5> \xF6\xCF |0

<U52C7> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U52C9> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U52CD> \xCC\xCE |0

<U52D2> \xD7\xCD |0

<U52D5> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U52D6> \xE9\xED |0

<U52D8> \xCA\xEB |0

<U52D9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U52DB> \xFD\xB2 |0

<U52DD> \xE3\xAD |0

<U52DE> \xD6\xCC |0

<U52DF> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U52E2> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U52E3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U52E4> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U52F3> \xFD\xB3 |0

<U52F5> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U52F8> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U52FA> \xED\xC3 |0

<U52FB> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U52FE> \xCE\xFE |0

<U52FF> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U5305> \xF8\xD0 |0

<U5308> \xFD\xD6 |0

<U530D> \xF8\xD1 |0

<U530F> \xF8\xD2 |0

<U5310>

 \xDC\xD3 |0

<U5315> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U5316> \xFB\xF9 |0

<U5317> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U5319> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U5320> \xED\xDD |0
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<U5321> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U5323> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U532A> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U532F> \xFC\xDD |0

<U5339> \xF9\xAF |0

<U533F> \xD2\xFB |0

<U5340> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U5341> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U5343> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U5344> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5347> \xE3\xAE |0

<U5348> \xE7\xED |0

<U5349> \xFD\xC1 |0

<U534A> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U534D> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U5351> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U5352> \xF0\xEF |0

<U5353> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U5354> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U5357> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U535A> \xDA\xCF |0

<U535C> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U535E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5360> \xEF\xBF |0

<U5366> \xCE\xCF |0

<U5368> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U536F> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U5370> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U5371> \xEA\xCB |0

<U5374> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5375> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5377> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U537D> \xF1\xED |0

<U537F> \xCC\xCF |0

<U5384> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U5393> \xE4\xED |0

<U5398> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U539A> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U539F> \xEA\xAB |0

<U53A0> \xF6\xB2 |0

<U53A5> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U53A6> \xF9\xBD |0

<U53AD> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U53BB> \xCB\xDB |0

<U53C3>

 \xF3\xD1 |0

<U53C8> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U53C9> \xF3\xA9 |0
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<U53CA> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U53CB> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U53CD> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U53D4> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U53D6> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U53D7> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U53DB> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U53DF> \x9C\xB1 |0

<U53E1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U53E2> \xF5\xBF |0

<U53E3> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U53E4> \xCD\xAF |0

<U53E5> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U53E9> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U53EA> \xF1\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U53EC> \xE1\xAF |0

<U53ED> \xF8\xA3 |0

<U53EF> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U53F0> \xF7\xBB |0

<U53F1> \xF2\xEA |0

<U53F2> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U53F3> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U53F8> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U5401> \x9C\xE4 |0

<U5403> \xFD\xDE |0

<U5404> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5408> \xF9\xEA |0

<U5409> \xD1\xCE |0

<U540A> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U540C> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U540D> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U540E> \xFD\xA8 |0

<U540F> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5410> \xF7\xCE |0

<U5411> \xFA\xBE |0

<U541B> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U541D> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U541F> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U5420> \xF8\xC5 |0

<U5426> \xDC\xFA |0

<U5429> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U542B> \xF9\xDF |0

<U5433> \xE7\xEF |0

<U5438> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U5439> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U543B> \xD9\xFC |0

<U543C>
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 \xFD\xA9 |0

<U543E> \xE7\xEE |0

<U5442> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5448> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U544A> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U5451> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U5468> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U546A> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U5471> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U5473> \xDA\xAB |0

<U5475> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U547B> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U547C> \xFB\xBC |0

<U547D> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U5480> \xEE\xBA |0

<U5484> \x9A\xE6 |0

<U5486> \xF8\xD3 |0

<U548C> \xFB\xFA |0

<U548E> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5490> \xDC\xFB |0

<U54A4> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U54A8> \xED\xAA |0

<U54AB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U54B3> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U54B8> \xF9\xE0 |0

<U54BD> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U54C0> \xE4\xEE |0

<U54C1> \xF9\xA1 |0

<U54C4> \xFB\xEF |0

<U54C8> \xF9\xEB |0

<U54C9> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U54E1> \xEA\xAC |0

<U54E5> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xF4\xFA |0

<U54ED> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U54EE> \xFC\xF6 |0

<U54F2> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U54FA> \xF8\xD4 |0

<U54FD> \x9A\xB3 |0

<U5504> \xF8\xA6 |0

<U5506> \xDE\xCA |0

<U5507> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U550E> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5510> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U551C> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U552F> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U5531> \xF3\xDD |0
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<U5535> \xE4\xDA |0

<U553E> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U5544>

 \xF6\xF2 |0

<U5546> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U554F> \xD9\xFD |0

<U5553> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U5556> \xD3\xBA |0

<U555E> \xE4\xAF |0

<U5563> \xF9\xE1 |0

<U557B> \x9C\xB9 |0

<U557C> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U5580> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U5583> \x9A\xD7 |0

<U5584> \xE0\xBC |0

<U5586> \xF4\xCA |0

<U5587> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5589> \xFD\xAA |0

<U558A> \xF9\xE2 |0

<U5598> \xF4\xB7 |0

<U5599> \xFD\xC2 |0

<U559A> \xFC\xB0 |0

<U559C> \xFD\xEC |0

<U559D> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U55A7> \xFD\xBD |0

<U55A9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U55AA> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U55AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U55AC> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U55C5> \xFD\xAB |0

<U55C7> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U55D4> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U55DA> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U55DC> \xD0\xEE |0

<U55DF> \xF3\xAA |0

<U55E3> \xDE\xCB |0

<U55E4> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U55FD> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U55FE> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U5606> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U5609> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U5614> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U5617> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U562F> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5632> \xF0\xBF |0

<U5634> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U5636> \xE3\xB6 |0
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<U5653> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U5668> \xD0\xEF |0

<U566A> \x9D\xB2 |0

<U566B> \xFD\xED |0

<U566C> \x9B\xFE |0

<U5674>

 \xDD\xC4 |0

<U5686> \xFC\xF7 |0

<U56A5> \xE6\xBF |0

<U56AC> \xDE\xAD |0

<U56AE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U56B4> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U56BC> \xED\xC4 |0

<U56C0> \x9D\xA7 |0

<U56C2> \x9E\xA7 |0

<U56CA> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U56CD> \xFD\xEE |0

<U56D1> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U56DA> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U56DB> \xDE\xCC |0

<U56DE> \xFC\xDE |0

<U56E0> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U56F0> \xCD\xDD |0

<U56F9> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U56FA> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U56FF> \x9C\xE9 |0

<U5703> \xF8\xD5 |0

<U5704> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U5708> \xCF\xEA |0

<U570B> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U570D> \xEA\xCC |0

<U5712> \xEA\xAE |0

<U5713> \xEA\xAD |0

<U5716> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U5718> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U571C> \x9E\xA2 |0

<U571F> \xF7\xCF |0

<U5728> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U572D> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U5730> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U573B> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5740> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U5742> \xF7\xF8 |0

<U5747> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U574A> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U574D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U574E> \xCA\xEC |0

<U5750> \xF1\xA6 |0
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<U5751> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U5761> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U5764> \xCD\xDE |0

<U5766> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U576A> \xF8\xC0 |0

<U576E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5770> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U5775> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U577C>

 \xF6\xF3 |0

<U5782> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U5788> \xD3\xDC |0

<U578B> \xFA\xFE |0

<U578C> \x9A\xE7 |0

<U5793> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U57A0> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U57A2> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U57A3> \xEA\xAF |0

<U57C3> \xE4\xEF |0

<U57C7> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U57C8> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U57CB> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U57CE> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U57D3> \x9A\xEF |0

<U57DF> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U57E0> \xDC\xFC |0

<U57F0> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U57F4> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U57F7> \xF2\xFB |0

<U57F9> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U57FA> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U57FC> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U5800> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5802> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U5805> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U5806> \xF7\xD8 |0

<U5808> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U5809> \xEB\xBC |0

<U580A> \xE4\xBE |0

<U581E> \xF4\xDC |0

<U5821> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U5824> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U5827> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U582A> \xCA\xED |0

<U582F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U5830> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U5831> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U5834> \xED\xDE |0
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<U5835> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U583A> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U584A> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U584B> \xE7\xAB |0

<U584F> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U5851> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5854> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U5857> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U5858> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U585A> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U585E> \xDF\xDD |0

<U5861>

 \xEE\xF3 |0

<U5862> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U5864> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U5869> \x9C\xD7 |0

<U5875> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U5879> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U587C> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U587E> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5883> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U5885> \xDF\xEA |0

<U5889> \xE9\xBA |0

<U5893> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U589C> \xF5\xCD |0

<U589E> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U589F> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U58A8> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U58A9> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U58AE> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U58B3> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U58BA> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U58BB> \xED\xDF |0

<U58BE> \xCA\xCB |0

<U58C1> \xDB\xFA |0

<U58C5> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U58C7> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U58CE> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U58D1> \xF9\xC9 |0

<U58D3> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U58D5> \xFB\xBD |0

<U58D8> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U58D9> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U58DE> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U58E4> \xE5\xBD |0

<U58EB> \xDE\xCD |0

<U58EC> \xEC\xF3 |0
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<U58EF> \xED\xE0 |0

<U58F9> \xEC\xEC |0

<U58FA> \xFB\xBE |0

<U58FB> \xDF\xEB |0

<U58FD> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U590F> \xF9\xBE |0

<U5914> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5915> \xE0\xAA |0

<U5916> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U5919> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U591A> \xD2\xFD |0

<U591C> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U5922> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5927> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5929>

 \xF4\xB8 |0

<U592A> \xF7\xBC |0

<U592B> \xDC\xFD |0

<U592D> \xE8\xEC |0

<U592E> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U5931> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U5937> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U593E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U5944> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5947> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5948> \xD2\xAF |0

<U5949> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U594E> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U594F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U5950> \xFC\xB1 |0

<U5951> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U5954> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U5955> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U5957> \xF7\xDF |0

<U595A> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U5960> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U5962> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5967> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U596A> \xF7\xAC |0

<U596B> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U596C> \xED\xE1 |0

<U596D> \xE0\xAB |0

<U596E> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U5973> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U5974> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5978> \xCA\xCC |0

<U597D> \xFB\xBF |0

<U5982> \xE5\xFD |0
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<U5983> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U5984> \xD8\xCD |0

<U598A> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U5993> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5996> \xE8\xED |0

<U5997> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U5999> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U59A3> \x9B\xE5 |0

<U59A5> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U59A8> \xDB\xAA |0

<U59AC> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U59B9> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U59BB> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U59BE> \xF4\xDD |0

<U59C3> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U59C6> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U59C9> \xED\xAB |0

<U59CB>

 \xE3\xB7 |0

<U59D0> \xEE\xBB |0

<U59D1> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U59D2> \x9B\xF2 |0

<U59D3> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U59D4> \xEA\xCD |0

<U59D9> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U59DA> \xE8\xEE |0

<U59DC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U59DD> \xF1\xAF |0

<U59E6> \xCA\xCD |0

<U59E8> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xF2\xEB |0

<U59EC> \xFD\xEF |0

<U59EE> \xF9\xF3 |0

<U59F8> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U59FB> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U59FF> \xED\xAC |0

<U5A01> \xEA\xCE |0

<U5A03> \xE8\xDF |0

<U5A11> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5A18> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U5A1B> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U5A1C> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U5A1F> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U5A20> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U5A25> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U5A29> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U5A36> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U5A3C> \xF3\xDE |0
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<U5A41> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5A46> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U5A49> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U5A5A> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U5A62> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U5A66> \xDC\xFE |0

<U5A7F> \x9C\xA1 |0

<U5A92> \xD8\xDA |0

<U5A93> \x9E\xA5 |0

<U5A9A> \xDA\xAC |0

<U5A9B> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U5AA4> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U5ABC> \x9C\xDE |0

<U5ABD> \x9B\xB5 |0

<U5ABE> \x9A\xC7 |0

<U5AC1> \xCA\xAA |0

<U5AC2> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U5AC4> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U5AC9> \xF2\xEC |0

<U5ACC> \xFA\xEE |0

<U5AD7>

 \x9A\xC8 |0

<U5AE1> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U5AE6> \xF9\xF4 |0

<U5AE9> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5B05> \xFB\xFB |0

<U5B09> \xFD\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \xE0\xBD |0

<U5B0C> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U5B16> \xF8\xC6 |0

<U5B2A> \xDE\xAE |0

<U5B30> \x9C\xD9 |0

<U5B40> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5B43> \xE5\xBE |0

<U5B50> \xED\xAD |0

<U5B51> \xFA\xEA |0

<U5B54> \xCD\xEE |0

<U5B55> \xED\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \xED\xAE |0

<U5B58> \xF0\xED |0

<U5B5A> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U5B5C> \xED\xAF |0

<U5B5D> \xFC\xF8 |0

<U5B5F> \xD8\xEB |0

<U5B63> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U5B64> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U5B65> \x9A\xDC |0

<U5B69> \xFA\xA9 |0
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<U5B6B> \xE1\xDD |0

<U5B70> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5B71> \xED\xCF |0

<U5B75> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U5B78> \xF9\xCA |0

<U5B7A> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U5B7C> \xE5\xED |0

<U5B85> \xD3\xEB |0

<U5B87> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U5B88> \xE1\xFA |0

<U5B89> \xE4\xCC |0

<U5B8B> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5B8C> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U5B8F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U5B93> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U5B95> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U5B96> \xFC\xF3 |0

<U5B97> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U5B98> \xCE\xAF |0

<U5B99> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U5B9A> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U5B9B> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U5B9C> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U5BA2>

 \xCB\xD4 |0

<U5BA3> \xE0\xBE |0

<U5BA4> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U5BA5> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U5BA6> \xFC\xB2 |0

<U5BAC> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5BAE> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U5BB0> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U5BB3> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BB4> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5BB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5BB6> \xCA\xAB |0

<U5BB8> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U5BB9> \xE9\xBB |0

<U5BBF> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U5BC0> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U5BC2> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U5BC3> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U5BC4> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U5BC5> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U5BC6> \xDA\xCB |0

<U5BC7> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U5BCC> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U5BD0> \xD8\xDB |0
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<U5BD2> \xF9\xCE |0

<U5BD3> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U5BD4> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U5BD7> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5BDE> \xD8\xAC |0

<U5BDF> \xF3\xCC |0

<U5BE1> \xCD\xFB |0

<U5BE2> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U5BE4> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U5BE5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U5BE6> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U5BE7> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5BE8> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U5BE9> \xE3\xFB |0

<U5BEB> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U5BEC> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U5BEE> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U5BEF> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U5BF5> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U5BF6> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U5BF8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U5BFA> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U5C01> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U5C04> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U5C07> \xED\xE2 |0

<U5C08> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U5C09>

 \xEA\xCF |0

<U5C0A> \xF0\xEE |0

<U5C0B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U5C0D> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5C0E> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U5C0F> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5C11> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5C16> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U5C19> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5C20> \x9C\xA5 |0

<U5C24> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U5C28> \xDB\xAB |0

<U5C31> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U5C38> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U5C39> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U5C3A> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U5C3B> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U5C3C> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U5C3E> \xDA\xAD |0

<U5C3F> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U5C40> \xCF\xD1 |0
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<U5C45> \xCB\xDC |0

<U5C46> \xCC\xFA |0

<U5C48> \xCF\xDD |0

<U5C4B> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U5C4D> \xE3\xBB |0

<U5C4E> \xE3\xBA |0

<U5C51> \xE0\xDA |0

<U5C55> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U5C5B> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U5C60> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U5C62> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5C64> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U5C65> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5C6C> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5C6F> \xD4\xEA |0

<U5C71> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U5C79> \xFD\xDF |0

<U5C8C> \x9A\xD1 |0

<U5C90> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U5C91> \xED\xD4 |0

<U5CA1> \xCB\xAA |0

<U5CA6> \x9B\xB4 |0

<U5CA9> \xE4\xDB |0

<U5CAB> \xE1\xFB |0

<U5CAC> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U5CB1> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U5CB3> \xE4\xBF |0

<U5CB5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U5CB7> \xDA\xBE |0

<U5CB8>

 \xE4\xCD |0

<U5CBA> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CBE> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U5CC0> \xE1\xFC |0

<U5CD9> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U5CE0> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5CE8> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U5CED> \x9D\xCE |0

<U5CEF> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U5CF0> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U5CF4> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5CF6> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U5CFB> \xF1\xDA |0

<U5CFD> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U5D07> \xE2\xFD |0

<U5D0D> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5D0E> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5D11> \xCD\xDF |0
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<U5D14> \xF5\xCB |0

<U5D16> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U5D17> \xCB\xAB |0

<U5D19> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \xE2\xFE |0

<U5D29> \xDD\xDA |0

<U5D4B> \xDA\xAE |0

<U5D4C> \xCA\xEE |0

<U5D50> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5D52> \x9C\xC3 |0

<U5D69> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U5D6C> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U5D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U5D82> \x9C\xFD |0

<U5D87> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U5D8B> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5DA0> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U5DA2> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U5DAA> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U5DB8> \xE7\xAE |0

<U5DBA> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5DBC> \xDF\xEC |0

<U5DBD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U5DCD> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U5DD2> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U5DD3> \x9D\xA8 |0

<U5DD6> \xE4\xDC |0

<U5DDD> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U5DDE> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U5DE1> \xE2\xDE |0

<U5DE2> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U5DE5>

 \xCD\xEF |0

<U5DE6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U5DE7> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U5DE8> \xCB\xDD |0

<U5DEB> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U5DEE> \xF3\xAC |0

<U5DF1> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U5DF2> \xEC\xAB |0

<U5DF3> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U5DF4> \xF7\xE9 |0

<U5DF5> \x9D\xE3 |0

<U5DF7> \xF9\xF5 |0

<U5DF9> \x9A\xCF |0

<U5DFD> \xE1\xDE |0

<U5DFE> \xCB\xEE |0
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<U5E02> \xE3\xBC |0

<U5E03> \xF8\xD6 |0

<U5E06> \xDB\xEE |0

<U5E0C> \xFD\xF1 |0

<U5E11> \xF7\xB6 |0

<U5E16> \xF4\xDE |0

<U5E19> \xF2\xED |0

<U5E1B> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U5E1D> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U5E25> \xE1\xFD |0

<U5E2B> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U5E2D> \xE0\xAC |0

<U5E33> \xED\xE3 |0

<U5E36> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5E37> \x9C\xEA |0

<U5E38> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U5E3D> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U5E3F> \xFD\xAC |0

<U5E40> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U5E43> \x9C\xE7 |0

<U5E44> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U5E45> \xF8\xEB |0

<U5E47> \xDB\xAC |0

<U5E4C> \xFC\xC6 |0

<U5E55> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5E5F> \xF6\xBA |0

<U5E61> \xDB\xDF |0

<U5E62> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U5E63> \xF8\xC7 |0

<U5E71> \x9A\xEE |0

<U5E72> \xCA\xCE |0

<U5E73> \xF8\xC1 |0

<U5E74> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U5E77> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U5E78> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5E79>

 \xCA\xCF |0

<U5E7B> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U5E7C> \xEA\xEA |0

<U5E7D> \xEA\xEB |0

<U5E7E> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5E84> \xED\xE4 |0

<U5E87> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U5E8A> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U5E8F> \xDF\xED |0

<U5E95> \xEE\xBC |0

<U5E96> \x9D\xEC |0

<U5E97> \xEF\xC1 |0
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<U5E9A> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5E9C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U5EA0> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5EA6> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U5EA7> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U5EAB> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5EAD> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U5EB5> \xE4\xDD |0

<U5EB6> \xDF\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xCB\xAC |0

<U5EB8> \xE9\xBC |0

<U5EBE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U5EC2> \xDF\xCB |0

<U5EC8> \xF9\xBF |0

<U5EC9> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5ECA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5ED0> \xCF\xAA |0

<U5ED3> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U5ED6> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5EDA> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U5EDB> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U5EDF> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5EE0> \xF3\xDF |0

<U5EE2> \xF8\xC8 |0

<U5EE3> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U5EE8> \x9D\xF8 |0

<U5EE9> \x9B\xAD |0

<U5EEC> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5EF3> \xF4\xE6 |0

<U5EF6> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U5EF7> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U5EFA> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5EFB> \xFC\xDF |0

<U5F01> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U5F04> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5F0A> \xF8\xC9 |0

<U5F0F> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U5F11> \xE3\xBD |0

<U5F13>

 \xCF\xE1 |0

<U5F14> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U5F15> \xEC\xDA |0

<U5F17> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U5F18> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U5F1B> \xEC\xAC |0

<U5F1F> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U5F26> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U5F27> \xFB\xC1 |0
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<U5F29> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5F31> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U5F35> \xED\xE5 |0

<U5F3A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U5F3C> \xF9\xB0 |0

<U5F46> \x9B\xD3 |0

<U5F48> \xF7\xA5 |0

<U5F4A> \xCB\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \xDA\xAF |0

<U5F4E> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U5F56> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U5F57> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U5F59> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U5F5B> \xEC\xAD |0

<U5F62> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U5F66> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F67> \xE9\xEE |0

<U5F69> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U5F6A> \xF8\xF3 |0

<U5F6B> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U5F6C> \xDE\xAF |0

<U5F6D> \xF8\xB0 |0

<U5F70> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U5F71> \xE7\xAF |0

<U5F77> \xDB\xAD |0

<U5F79> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5F7C> \xF9\xA8 |0

<U5F7F> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U5F80> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U5F81> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U5F85> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5F87> \xE2\xDF |0

<U5F8A> \xFC\xE0 |0

<U5F8B> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F8C> \xFD\xAD |0

<U5F90> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5F91> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U5F92> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U5F97> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U5F98> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U5F99> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U5F9E>

 \xF0\xF4 |0

<U5FA0> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5FA1> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U5FA8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<U5FA9> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U5FAA> \xE2\xE0 |0
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<U5FAE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U5FB4> \x9D\xE4 |0

<U5FB5> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U5FB7> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5FB9> \xF4\xCB |0

<U5FBD> \xFD\xC5 |0

<U5FC3> \xE3\xFD |0

<U5FC5> \xF9\xB1 |0

<U5FCC> \xD0\xFB |0

<U5FCD> \xEC\xDB |0

<U5FD6> \xF5\xBC |0

<U5FD7> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U5FD8> \xD8\xCE |0

<U5FD9> \xD8\xCF |0

<U5FE0> \xF5\xF7 |0

<U5FEB> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U5FF1> \x9D\xE6 |0

<U5FF5> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5FFB> \x9E\xAA |0

<U5FFD> \xFB\xEC |0

<U5FFF> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U600F> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U6012> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U6016> \xF8\xD7 |0

<U601B> \x9A\xDF |0

<U601C> \xD6\xBB |0

<U601D> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6020> \xF7\xBD |0

<U6021> \xEC\xAE |0

<U6025> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U6027> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U6028> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U602A> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U602F> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U6031> \x9D\xD5 |0

<U6033> \x9E\xA6 |0

<U6041> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U6042> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U6043> \xE3\xBE |0

<U604D> \xFC\xC8 |0

<U6050> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U6052> \xF9\xF6 |0

<U6055> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U6059> \xE5\xBF |0

<U605A>

 \x9C\xD1 |0

<U605D> \xCE\xBF |0

<U6062> \xFC\xE1 |0
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<U6063> \xED\xB0 |0

<U6064> \xFD\xD1 |0

<U6065> \xF6\xBB |0

<U6068> \xF9\xCF |0

<U6069> \xEB\xDA |0

<U606A> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U606C> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U606D> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U606F> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U6070> \xFD\xE6 |0

<U6085> \xE6\xED |0

<U6089> \xE3\xFA |0

<U608C> \xF0\xAA |0

<U608D> \xF9\xD0 |0

<U6094> \xFC\xE2 |0

<U6096> \xF8\xA7 |0

<U609A> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U609B> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U609F> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U60A0> \xEA\xED |0

<U60A3> \xFC\xB4 |0

<U60A4> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U60A7> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B0> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U60B2> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U60B3> \xD3\xED |0

<U60B4> \xF5\xFC |0

<U60B5> \x9D\xC4 |0

<U60B6> \xDA\xBF |0

<U60B8> \xCC\xFB |0

<U60BC> \xD3\xFA |0

<U60BD> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U60C5> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U60C7> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U60D1> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U60DA> \xFB\xED |0

<U60DC> \xE0\xAD |0

<U60DF> \xEA\xEE |0

<U60E0> \xFB\xB3 |0

<U60E1> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U60F0> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U60F1> \xD2\xDD |0

<U60F3> \xDF\xCC |0

<U60F6> \xFC\xC9 |0

<U60F9> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U60FA> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U60FB> \xF6\xB3 |0

<U6101>
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 \xE1\xFE |0

<U6103> \x9C\xA6 |0

<U6106> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6108> \xEA\xEF |0

<U6109> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U610D> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U610E> \xF8\xB4 |0

<U610F> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U6115> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U611A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U611B> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U611F> \xCA\xEF |0

<U6127> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U6130> \xFC\xCA |0

<U6134> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U6137> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U613C> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U613E> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U613F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U6142> \xE9\xBD |0

<U6144> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U6147> \xEB\xDB |0

<U6148> \xED\xB1 |0

<U614A> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U614B> \xF7\xBE |0

<U614C> \xFC\xCB |0

<U6153> \xF8\xF4 |0

<U6155> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6158> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U6159> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U615A> \x9D\xC2 |0

<U615D> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U615F> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U6162> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6163> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U6164> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U6167> \xFB\xB4 |0

<U6168> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U616B> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U616E> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U6170> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U6176> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U6177> \xCB\xAF |0

<U617D> \xF4\xAA |0

<U617E> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6181> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6182> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U618A> \xDD\xE9 |0
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<U618E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U6190> \xD5\xFB |0

<U6191>

 \xDE\xBB |0

<U6194> \xF4\xFB |0

<U6198> \xFD\xF3 |0

<U6199> \xFD\xF2 |0

<U619A> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U61A4> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U61A7> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U61A9> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U61AB> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U61AC> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U61AE> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U61B2> \xFA\xCA |0

<U61B6> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U61BA> \xD3\xBC |0

<U61BE> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U61C3> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U61C7> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U61C8> \xFA\xAB |0

<U61C9> \xEB\xEB |0

<U61CA> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U61CB> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U61E6> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U61F2> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U61F6> \xD4\xFB |0

<U61F7> \xFC\xE3 |0

<U61F8> \xFA\xD8 |0

<U61FA> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U61FC> \xCF\xAB |0

<U61FD> \x9E\xA3 |0

<U61FF> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U6200> \xD5\xFC |0

<U6207> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U6208> \xCD\xFC |0

<U620A> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U620C> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U620D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U620E> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U6210> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U6211> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U6212> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6216> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U621A> \xF4\xAB |0

<U621E> \x9C\xC1 |0

<U621F> \xD0\xBD |0

<U6221> \xCA\xF1 |0
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<U622A> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U622E> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U6230> \xEE\xFA |0

<U6231> \xFD\xF4 |0

<U6234> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U6236>

 \xFB\xC2 |0

<U623E> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U623F> \xDB\xAE |0

<U6240> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U6241> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U6243> \x9A\xB4 |0

<U6247> \xE0\xBF |0

<U6248> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U6249> \xDD\xEA |0

<U624B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U624D> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U6253> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U6258> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U626E> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6271> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U6276> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6279> \xDD\xEB |0

<U627C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U627F> \xE3\xAF |0

<U6280> \xD0\xFC |0

<U6284> \xF4\xFC |0

<U6289> \xCC\xBC |0

<U628A> \xF7\xEA |0

<U6291> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U6292> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U6295> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U6297> \xF9\xF7 |0

<U6298> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U629B> \xF8\xD8 |0

<U62AB> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U62B1> \xF8\xD9 |0

<U62B5> \xEE\xBD |0

<U62B9> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U62BC> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U62BD> \xF5\xCE |0

<U62C2> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U62C6> \x9D\xE7 |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U62C8> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U62C9> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U62CD> \xDA\xD0 |0
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<U62CF> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U62D0> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U62D2> \xCB\xDE |0

<U62D3> \xF4\xAC |0

<U62D4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U62D6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U62D7> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U62D8> \xCF\xAC |0

<U62D9>

 \xF0\xF0 |0

<U62DB> \xF4\xFD |0

<U62DC> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U62ED> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U62EE> \xD1\xCF |0

<U62EF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U62F1> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U62F3> \xCF\xEB |0

<U62F7> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U62FE> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD1\xDA |0

<U6301> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U6307> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U6308> \x9C\xAC |0

<U6309> \xE4\xCE |0

<U6311> \xD3\xFB |0

<U632B> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U632F> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U6339> \x9C\xF1 |0

<U633A> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U633B> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U633D> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U633E> \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6349> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U634C> \xF8\xA4 |0

<U634F> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U6350> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U6355> \xF8\xDA |0

<U6367> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6368> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U636E> \xCB\xDF |0

<U6372> \xCF\xEC |0

<U6377> \xF4\xDF |0

<U637A> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U637B> \xD2\xBA |0

<U637F> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U6383> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U6388> \xE2\xA3 |0
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<U6389> \xD3\xFC |0

<U638C> \xED\xE6 |0

<U6392> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U6396> \xE4\xFA |0

<U6398> \xCF\xDE |0

<U639B> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U63A0> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U63A1> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U63A2> \xF7\xAE |0

<U63A5> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U63A7> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U63A8>

 \xF5\xCF |0

<U63A9> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U63AA> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U63AC> \x9A\xCD |0

<U63C0> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U63C4> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U63C6> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U63CF> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63D0> \xF0\xAB |0

<U63D6> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U63DA> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U63DB> \xFC\xB5 |0

<U63E1> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U63ED> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U63EE> \xFD\xC6 |0

<U63F4> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U63F6> \xE5\xAA |0

<U63F7> \xDF\xBA |0

<U640D> \xE1\xDF |0

<U640F> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U6414> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U6416> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U6417> \xD3\xFD |0

<U641C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U6422> \xF2\xCA |0

<U642C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U642D> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U643A> \xFD\xCD |0

<U643E> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U6458> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U6460> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U6467> \x9D\xD7 |0

<U6469> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U646F> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U6478> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6479> \xD9\xB9 |0
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<U647A> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U6488> \xD6\xCE |0

<U6491> \xF7\xCB |0

<U6492> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6493> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U649A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U649E> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U64A4> \xF4\xCC |0

<U64A5> \xDA\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U64AD> \xF7\xEB |0

<U64AE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U64B0> \xF3\xBC |0

<U64B2> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U64BB>

 \xD3\xB5 |0

<U64C1> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U64C4> \xD6\xCF |0

<U64C5> \xF4\xBA |0

<U64C7> \xF7\xC9 |0

<U64CA> \xCC\xAA |0

<U64CD> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U64CE> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U64D2> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U64D4> \xD3\xBD |0

<U64D8> \xDB\xFB |0

<U64DA> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U64E1> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U64E2> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U64E5> \xD5\xBA |0

<U64E6> \xF3\xCD |0

<U64E7> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U64EC> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U64EF> \x9B\xED |0

<U64F1> \x9A\xAD |0

<U64F2> \xF4\xAD |0

<U64F4> \xFC\xAA |0

<U64FA> \xF7\xEC |0

<U64FE> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6504> \xF7\xCC |0

<U6518> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U651D> \xE0\xEE |0

<U6523> \xD5\xFD |0

<U652A> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U652B> \xFC\xAB |0

<U652C> \xD5\xBB |0

<U652F> \xF2\xA8 |0
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<U6536> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U6537> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U6538> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U6539> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U653B> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U653E> \xDB\xAF |0

<U653F> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U6545> \xCD\xBA |0

<U6548> \xFC\xF9 |0

<U654D> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U654E> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U654F> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U6551> \xCF\xAD |0

<U6554> \x9C\xD0 |0

<U6556> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U6557> \xF8\xA8 |0

<U655E> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U6562>

 \xCA\xF2 |0

<U6563> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6566> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U656C> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U656D> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U6572> \xCD\xBB |0

<U6574> \xEF\xDA |0

<U6575> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U6577> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6578> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U657E> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U6582> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U6583> \xF8\xCA |0

<U6585> \xFC\xFA |0

<U6587> \xD9\xFE |0

<U658C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6590> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6591> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6597> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U6599> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U659B> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U659C> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U659F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U65A1> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U65A4> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U65A5> \xF4\xAE |0

<U65A7> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U65AB> \xED\xC5 |0

<U65AC> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U65AF> \xDE\xD9 |0
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<U65B0> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U65B7> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U65B9> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U65BC> \xE5\xDA |0

<U65BD> \xE3\xBF |0

<U65C1> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U65C5> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U65CB> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U65CC> \xEF\xDB |0

<U65CF> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U65D2> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U65D7> \xD0\xFD |0

<U65E0> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U65E3> \xD0\xFE |0

<U65E5> \xEC\xED |0

<U65E6> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U65E8> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U65E9> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U65EC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U65ED> \xE9\xEF |0

<U65F1>

 \xF9\xD1 |0

<U65F4> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U65FA> \xE8\xDA |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U65FC> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U65FD> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U65FF> \xE7\xFA |0

<U6606> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6607> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U6609> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U660A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U660C> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U660E> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U660F> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U6610> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6611> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U6613> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U6614> \xE0\xAE |0

<U6615> \xFD\xDA |0

<U661E> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U661F> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U6620> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U6624> \x9A\xF9 |0

<U6625> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U6627> \xD8\xDC |0

<U6628> \xED\xC6 |0

<U662D> \xE1\xB9 |0
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<U662F> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U6630> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U6631> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U6634> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6636> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U663A> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U663B> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6641> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U6642> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U6643> \xFC\xCC |0

<U6644> \xFC\xCD |0

<U6649> \xF2\xCB |0

<U664B> \xF2\xCC |0

<U664F> \xE4\xCF |0

<U6659> \xF1\xDB |0

<U665B> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U665D> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U665E> \xFD\xF5 |0

<U665F> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U6662> \x9D\xAE |0

<U6664> \xE7\xFB |0

<U6665> \xFC\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xFC\xE4 |0

<U6667>

 \xFB\xC5 |0

<U6668> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U6669> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U666B> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U666C> \x9C\xB3 |0

<U666E> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U666F> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U6673> \xE0\xAF |0

<U6674> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U6676> \xEF\xDC |0

<U6677> \xCF\xFC |0

<U6678> \xEF\xDD |0

<U667A> \xF2\xAA |0

<U6684> \xFD\xBE |0

<U6687> \xCA\xAC |0

<U6688> \xFD\xBB |0

<U6689> \xFD\xC7 |0

<U668E> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U6690> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U6691> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U6696> \xD1\xEC |0

<U6697> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6698> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U669D> \xD9\xA6 |0
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<U66A0> \xCD\xBC |0

<U66A2> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U66AB> \xED\xD5 |0

<U66AE> \xD9\xBA |0

<U66B2> \xED\xE7 |0

<U66B3> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U66B4> \xF8\xEC |0

<U66B9> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U66BB> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U66BE> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U66C4> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U66C6> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U66C7> \xD3\xBE |0

<U66C9> \xFC\xFB |0

<U66D6> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U66D9> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U66DC> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U66DD> \xF8\xED |0

<U66E0> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U66E6> \xFD\xF6 |0

<U66E9> \x9A\xD8 |0

<U66F0> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U66F2> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U66F3> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U66F4> \xCC\xDA |0

<U66F7> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U66F8>

 \xDF\xF6 |0

<U66F9> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U66FA> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U66FC> \xD8\xBA |0

<U66FE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U66FF> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U6700> \xF5\xCC |0

<U6703> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U6708> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U6709> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U670B> \xDD\xDB |0

<U670D> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6714> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6715> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U6717> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U671B> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U671D> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U671E> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U671F> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U6726> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6727> \xD6\xE8 |0
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<U6728> \xD9\xCA |0

<U672A> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U672B> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U672C> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U672D> \xF3\xCE |0

<U672E> \xF5\xF4 |0

<U6731> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U6734> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U6736> \xF6\xEA |0

<U673A> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U673D> \xFD\xAE |0

<U6746> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U6749> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U674E> \xD7\xDD |0

<U674F> \xFA\xBA |0

<U6750> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U6751> \xF5\xBD |0

<U6753> \xF8\xF5 |0

<U6756> \xED\xE8 |0

<U675C> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U675E> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U675F> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U676D> \xF9\xF8 |0

<U676F> \xDB\xCA |0

<U6770> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U6771> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U6772> \x9A\xBA |0

<U6773> \xD9\xDC |0

<U6775> \xEE\xBE |0

<U6777>

 \xF7\xED |0

<U677B> \xD2\xEE |0

<U677E> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U677F> \xF7\xF9 |0

<U6787> \xDD\xED |0

<U6789> \xE8\xDB |0

<U678B> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U678F> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U6790> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U6793> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U6795> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U6797> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U679A> \xD8\xDD |0

<U679C> \xCD\xFD |0

<U679D> \xF2\xAB |0

<U67AF> \xCD\xBD |0

<U67B0> \xF8\xC2 |0

<U67B3> \xF2\xAC |0
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<U67B6> \xCA\xAD |0

<U67B7> \xCA\xAE |0

<U67B8> \xCF\xAE |0

<U67BE> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U67C4> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U67CF> \xDB\xDA |0

<U67D0> \xD9\xBB |0

<U67D1> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U67D2> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U67D3> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U67D4> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U67DA> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U67DD> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U67DE> \x9C\xFA |0

<U67E2> \x9D\xA3 |0

<U67E9> \xCF\xAF |0

<U67EC> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xCA\xAF |0

<U67F0> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U67F1> \xF1\xBA |0

<U67F3> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U67F4> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U67F5> \xF3\xFD |0

<U67F6> \xDE\xDA |0

<U67FB> \xDE\xDB |0

<U67FE> \xEF\xDE |0

<U6812> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U6813> \xEE\xFB |0

<U6816> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U6817> \xD7\xCA |0

<U6821> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U6822> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A>

 \xF1\xBB |0

<U682E> \x9C\xF2 |0

<U682F> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U6831> \x9A\xBD |0

<U6838> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U6839> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U683C> \xCC\xAB |0

<U683D> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U6840> \xCB\xFA |0

<U6841> \xF9\xF9 |0

<U6842> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6843> \xD3\xFE |0

<U6848> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U684E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U6850> \xD4\xD5 |0
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<U6851> \xDF\xCD |0

<U6853> \xFC\xB8 |0

<U6854> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U686D> \xF2\xCD |0

<U6876> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U687F> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U6881> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U6883> \x9D\xAD |0

<U6885> \xD8\xDE |0

<U688F> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U6893> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U6894> \xF6\xBC |0

<U6897> \xCC\xDB |0

<U689D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U689F> \xFC\xFC |0

<U68A1> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U68A2> \xF4\xFE |0

<U68A7> \xE7\xFC |0

<U68A8> \xD7\xDE |0

<U68AD> \xDE\xDC |0

<U68AF> \xF0\xAC |0

<U68B0> \xCC\xFE |0

<U68B1> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U68B3> \xE1\xBA |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xEF |0

<U68B6> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U68C4> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U68C5> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U68C9> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U68CB> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U68CD> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U68D2> \xDC\xEA |0

<U68D5> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U68D7> \xF0\xCA |0

<U68D8> \xD0\xBE |0

<U68DA>

 \xDD\xDC |0

<U68DF> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U68E0> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U68E7> \xED\xD0 |0

<U68E8> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U68EE> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U68F2> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U68F9> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U68FA> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U6900> \xE8\xCA |0

<U6904> \x9D\xAC |0

<U6905> \xEB\xF5 |0
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<U690D> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U690E> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U6912> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U6927> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6930> \xE5\xAB |0

<U693D> \xE6\xCB |0

<U693F> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U6942> \x9B\xF4 |0

<U694A> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U6953> \xF9\xA3 |0

<U6954> \xE0\xDB |0

<U6955> \xF6\xEB |0

<U6957> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U6959> \xD9\xEA |0

<U695A> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U695E> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U6960> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U6961> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U6962> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U6963> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U6968> \xEF\xDF |0

<U696B> \xF1\xEF |0

<U696D> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U696E> \xEE\xBF |0

<U696F> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6975> \xD0\xBF |0

<U6977> \xFA\xAC |0

<U6978> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U6979> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U6994> \x9A\xF0 |0

<U6995> \xE9\xBE |0

<U699B> \xF2\xCE |0

<U699C> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U69A5> \xFC\xCE |0

<U69A7> \xDD\xEE |0

<U69AE> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U69B4> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U69BB> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U69C1>

 \xCD\xBE |0

<U69C3> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U69CA> \x9B\xF7 |0

<U69CB> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U69CC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<U69CD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U69CE> \x9B\xF5 |0

<U69D0> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U69D3> \x9A\xBE |0
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<U69E8> \xCE\xAA |0

<U69EA> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U69FB> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U69FD> \xF0\xCB |0

<U69FF> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U6A02> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6A05> \x9D\xB9 |0

<U6A0A> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U6A11> \xD5\xDA |0

<U6A13> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U6A17> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U6A19> \xF8\xF6 |0

<U6A1E> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U6A1F> \xED\xE9 |0

<U6A21> \xD9\xBC |0

<U6A23> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U6A35> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U6A38> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U6A39> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U6A3A> \xFB\xFC |0

<U6A3D> \xF1\xDC |0

<U6A44> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U6A47> \x9D\xE1 |0

<U6A48> \xE8\xFA |0

<U6A4B> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U6A50> \x9D\xE8 |0

<U6A52> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U6A53> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U6A58> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U6A59> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U6A61> \xDF\xCE |0

<U6A6B> \xFC\xF4 |0

<U6A80> \xD3\xAA |0

<U6A84> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6A89> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U6A8D> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U6A8E> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U6A97> \xDB\xFC |0

<U6A9C> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U6AA0> \x9A\xB5 |0

<U6AA2>

 \xCB\xFE |0

<U6AA3> \xED\xEA |0

<U6AB3> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6ABB> \xF9\xE3 |0

<U6ABC> \x9C\xEE |0

<U6AC2> \xD4\xA2 |0
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<U6AC3> \xCF\xF6 |0

<U6AD3> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U6ADA> \xD5\xEA |0

<U6ADB> \xF1\xEE |0

<U6ADF> \x9A\xF7 |0

<U6AF6> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6AFB> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6B02> \x9B\xC7 |0

<U6B04> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U6B0A> \xCF\xED |0

<U6B0C> \xED\xEB |0

<U6B12> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U6B16> \xD5\xBC |0

<U6B20> \xFD\xE2 |0

<U6B21> \xF3\xAD |0

<U6B23> \xFD\xDB |0

<U6B32> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U6B38> \x9C\xC7 |0

<U6B3A> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U6B3D> \xFD\xE3 |0

<U6B3E> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U6B43> \x9B\xF9 |0

<U6B46> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U6B47> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6B4C> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U6B4E> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U6B50> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6B5F> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U6B61> \xFC\xB6 |0

<U6B62> \xF2\xAD |0

<U6B63> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U6B64> \xF3\xAE |0

<U6B65> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U6B66> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6B6A> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U6B72> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U6B77> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U6B78> \xCF\xFD |0

<U6B7B> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6B7F> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U6B83> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6B84> \xF2\xCF |0

<U6B86> \xF7\xBF |0

<U6B89> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6B8A>

 \xE2\xA8 |0

<U6B96> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U6B98> \xED\xD1 |0
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<U6B9E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U6BA4> \x9B\xFC |0

<U6BAE> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6BB2> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U6BB5> \xD3\xAB |0

<U6BB7> \xEB\xDC |0

<U6BBA> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6BBC> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U6BBF> \xEE\xFC |0

<U6BC1> \xFD\xC3 |0

<U6BC5> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U6BC6> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6BCB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U6BCD> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6BCF> \xD8\xDF |0

<U6BD2> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U6BD3> \xEB\xBE |0

<U6BD4> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6BD6> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6BD7> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6BD8> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6BDB> \xD9\xBE |0

<U6BEB> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U6BEC> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6C05> \x9D\xC5 |0

<U6C08> \xEE\xFD |0

<U6C0F> \xE4\xAB |0

<U6C11> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6C13> \xD8\xEC |0

<U6C23> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U6C34> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U6C37> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6C38> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U6C3E> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U6C40> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U6C41> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U6C42> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U6C4E> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U6C50> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U6C55> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6C57> \xF9\xD2 |0

<U6C5A> \xE7\xFD |0

<U6C5D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U6C5E> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U6C5F> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U6C60> \xF2\xAE |0

<U6C68>
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 \xCD\xE7 |0

<U6C6A> \xE8\xDC |0

<U6C6D> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U6C70> \xF7\xC0 |0

<U6C72> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U6C74> \x9B\xCF |0

<U6C76> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U6C7A> \xCC\xBD |0

<U6C7D> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6C81> \xE3\xFE |0

<U6C82> \xD1\xAA |0

<U6C83> \xE8\xAA |0

<U6C85> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U6C86> \xF9\xFA |0

<U6C87> \xE6\xCC |0

<U6C88> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U6C8C> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U6C90> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6C92> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U6C93> \xD3\xCB |0

<U6C94> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U6C95> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U6C96> \xF5\xF8 |0

<U6C98> \x9B\xE7 |0

<U6C99> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6C9A> \xF2\xAF |0

<U6C9B> \xF8\xA9 |0

<U6CAB> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6CAE> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U6CB3> \xF9\xC1 |0

<U6CB8> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6CB9> \xEA\xFA |0

<U6CBB> \xF6\xBD |0

<U6CBC> \xE1\xBB |0

<U6CBD> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6CBE> \xF4\xD4 |0

<U6CBF> \xE6\xCD |0

<U6CC1> \xFC\xCF |0

<U6CC2> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U6CC4> \xE0\xDC |0

<U6CC9> \xF4\xBB |0

<U6CCA> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U6CCC> \xF9\xB2 |0

<U6CD3> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U6CD5> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6CD7> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6CDB> \xDB\xF2 |0
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<U6CE0> \x9A\xFA |0

<U6CE1> \xF8\xDC |0

<U6CE2>

 \xF7\xEE |0

<U6CE3> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U6CE5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U6CE8> \xF1\xBC |0

<U6CEB> \xFA\xDA |0

<U6CEE> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6CEF> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U6CF0> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U6CF3> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U6D0B> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U6D0C> \xD6\xAC |0

<U6D11> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U6D17> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U6D19> \xE2\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U6D1E> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U6D25> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U6D27> \xEA\xFB |0

<U6D29> \xE0\xDD |0

<U6D2A> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U6D32> \xF1\xBD |0

<U6D35> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U6D36> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6D38> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U6D39> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U6D3B> \xFC\xC0 |0

<U6D3D> \xFD\xE7 |0

<U6D3E> \xF7\xEF |0

<U6D41> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U6D59> \xEF\xBA |0

<U6D5A> \xF1\xDD |0

<U6D5C> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D63> \xE8\xCB |0

<U6D66> \xF8\xDD |0

<U6D69> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U6D6A> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U6D6C> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6D6E> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6D74> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U6D77> \xFA\xAD |0

<U6D78> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U6D79> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6D7F> \xF8\xAA |0

<U6D85> \xE6\xEE |0

<U6D87> \xCC\xDC |0
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<U6D88> \xE1\xBC |0

<U6D89> \xE0\xEF |0

<U6D8C> \xE9\xBF |0

<U6D8D> \xFC\xFD |0

<U6D8E> \xE6\xCE |0

<U6D91>

 \xE1\xD7 |0

<U6D93> \xE6\xCF |0

<U6D95> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U6DAF> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U6DB2> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6DB5> \xF9\xE4 |0

<U6DBC> \x9A\xF1 |0

<U6DC0> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U6DC3> \xCF\xEE |0

<U6DC4> \xF6\xBE |0

<U6DC5> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U6DC6> \xFC\xFE |0

<U6DC7> \xD1\xAB |0

<U6DCB> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U6DD1> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U6DD8> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U6DD9> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U6DDA> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U6DDE> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U6DE1> \xD3\xBF |0

<U6DE8> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U6DEA> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U6DEB> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U6DEE> \xFC\xE7 |0

<U6DF1> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6DF3> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U6DF5> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U6DF7> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U6DF8> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U6DF9> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U6DFA> \xF4\xBC |0

<U6DFB> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U6E17> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6E19> \xFC\xB9 |0

<U6E1A> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U6E1B> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6E1F> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U6E20> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U6E21> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6E24> \xDA\xFD |0
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<U6E25> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U6E26> \xE8\xBE |0

<U6E2B> \xE0\xDE |0

<U6E2C> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U6E2D> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U6E2F> \xF9\xFB |0

<U6E32> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U6E34> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U6E36>

 \xE7\xB7 |0

<U6E38> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6E3A> \xD9\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U6E3D> \xEE\xAA |0

<U6E3E> \xFB\xE9 |0

<U6E43> \xDB\xCB |0

<U6E44> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6E4A> \xF1\xBE |0

<U6E4D> \xD3\xAC |0

<U6E56> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U6E58> \xDF\xCF |0

<U6E5B> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U6E5C> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U6E5E> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U6E5F> \xFC\xD0 |0

<U6E67> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U6E6B> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U6E6E> \xEC\xDC |0

<U6E6F> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U6E72> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U6E73> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6E7A> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U6E90> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \xF1\xDE |0

<U6E9C> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U6E9D> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U6E9F> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6EA2> \xEC\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6EAA> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U6EAB> \xE8\xAE |0

<U6EAF> \xE1\xBD |0

<U6EB1> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U6EB2> \x9C\xB4 |0

<U6EB6> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U6EBA> \xD2\xFC |0

<U6EC2> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6EC4> \xF3\xE7 |0
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<U6EC5> \xD8\xFE |0

<U6EC9> \xFC\xD1 |0

<U6ECB> \xED\xB2 |0

<U6ECC> \xF4\xAF |0

<U6ECE> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U6ED1> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U6ED3> \xEE\xAB |0

<U6ED4> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U6ED5> \x9A\xEA |0

<U6EEF> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U6EF4> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U6EF8>

 \xFB\xCA |0

<U6EFE> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U6EFF> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6F01> \xE5\xDB |0

<U6F02> \xF8\xF7 |0

<U6F06> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U6F09> \x9B\xA2 |0

<U6F0C> \x9A\xD0 |0

<U6F0F> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U6F11> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U6F13> \x9B\xAF |0

<U6F14> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U6F15> \xF0\xCC |0

<U6F20> \xD8\xAE |0

<U6F22> \xF9\xD3 |0

<U6F23> \xD5\xFE |0

<U6F2B> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6F2C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U6F31> \xE2\xAB |0

<U6F32> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U6F38> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U6F3F> \xED\xEC |0

<U6F41> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U6F51> \xDA\xFE |0

<U6F54> \xCC\xBE |0

<U6F57> \xF2\xFC |0

<U6F58> \xDA\xEB |0

<U6F5A> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U6F5B> \xED\xD6 |0

<U6F5C> \x9C\xFB |0

<U6F5E> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U6F5F> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U6F62> \xFC\xD2 |0

<U6F64> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U6F66> \x9A\xFD |0

<U6F6D> \xD3\xC1 |0
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<U6F6E> \xF0\xCD |0

<U6F70> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U6F7A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U6F7C> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U6F7D> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U6F7E> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6F84> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U6F88> \xF4\xCD |0

<U6F8D> \xF1\xBF |0

<U6F8E> \xF8\xB1 |0

<U6F90> \xE9\xFA |0

<U6F94> \xFB\xCB |0

<U6F97> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U6FA3>

 \xF9\xD4 |0

<U6FA4> \xF7\xCA |0

<U6FA7> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U6FAE> \xFC\xE8 |0

<U6FAF> \xF3\xBD |0

<U6FB1> \xEE\xFE |0

<U6FB3> \xE7\xFE |0

<U6FB9> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U6FBE> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U6FC0> \xCC\xAD |0

<U6FC1> \xF6\xFA |0

<U6FC2> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U6FCA> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U6FD5> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U6FDA> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U6FDB> \x9B\xC1 |0

<U6FDF> \xF0\xAD |0

<U6FE0> \xFB\xCC |0

<U6FE1> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6FE4> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U6FE9> \xFB\xCD |0

<U6FEB> \xD5\xBD |0

<U6FEC> \xF1\xDF |0

<U6FEF> \xF6\xFB |0

<U6FF1> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6FFA> \x9D\xC9 |0

<U6FFE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U7001> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7005> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U7006> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U7009> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U700B> \xE4\xA3 |0
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<U700F> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U7011> \xF8\xEE |0

<U7015> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U7018> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U701A> \xF9\xD5 |0

<U701B> \xE7\xBA |0

<U701C> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U701D> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U701E> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U701F> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7023> \xFA\xAE |0

<U7027> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U7028> \xD6\xEE |0

<U702F> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7030> \x9B\xC3 |0

<U7037> \xEC\xCB |0

<U703E> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U704C>

 \xCE\xB4 |0

<U7050> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U7051> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7058> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U705D> \xFB\xCE |0

<U7063> \xD8\xBD |0

<U706B> \xFB\xFD |0

<U706F> \x9A\xEB |0

<U7070> \xFC\xE9 |0

<U7078> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U707C> \xED\xC7 |0

<U707D> \xEE\xAC |0

<U7085> \xCC\xDD |0

<U708A> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U708E> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7092> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U7095> \x9D\xF7 |0

<U7098> \xFD\xDC |0

<U7099> \xED\xB3 |0

<U709A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U70A1> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U70A4> \xE1\xBF |0

<U70AB> \xFA\xDB |0

<U70AC> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U70AD> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U70AE> \x9D\xED |0

<U70AF> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U70B3> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U70B7> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U70B8> \xED\xC8 |0
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<U70B9> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U70C8> \xD6\xAD |0

<U70CB> \xFD\xCE |0

<U70CF> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U70D8> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U70D9> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U70DD> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U70DF> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U70F1> \xCC\xDE |0

<U70F9> \xF8\xB2 |0

<U70FD> \xDC\xEB |0

<U7104> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U7109> \xE5\xEA |0

<U710C> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U7119> \xDB\xCC |0

<U711A> \xDD\xCD |0

<U711E> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U7121> \xD9\xED |0

<U7126> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U7130> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7136>

 \xE6\xD4 |0

<U7147> \xFD\xC8 |0

<U7149> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U714A> \xFD\xBF |0

<U714C> \xFC\xD3 |0

<U714E> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U7150> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7156> \xD1\xEE |0

<U7159> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U715C> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U715E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U7164> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U7165> \xFC\xBA |0

<U7166> \xFD\xAF |0

<U7167> \xF0\xCE |0

<U7169> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U716C> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U716E> \xED\xB4 |0

<U717D> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U7184> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7189> \xE9\xFB |0

<U718A> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U718F> \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7192> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U7194> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U7199> \xFD\xF7 |0

<U719F> \xE2\xD9 |0
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<U71A2> \xDC\xEC |0

<U71A8> \x9C\xE5 |0

<U71AC> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U71B1> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U71B2> \x9A\xB6 |0

<U71B9> \xFD\xF8 |0

<U71BA> \xFD\xF9 |0

<U71BE> \xF6\xBF |0

<U71C1> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U71C3> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U71C8> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U71C9> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U71CE> \xD6\xFA |0

<U71D0> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U71D2> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U71D4> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U71D5> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U71DF> \xE7\xBD |0

<U71E5> \xF0\xCF |0

<U71E6> \xF3\xBE |0

<U71E7> \xE2\xAC |0

<U71ED> \xF5\xB7 |0

<U71EE> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U71F9>

 \x9C\xA8 |0

<U71FB> \xFD\xB8 |0

<U71FC> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U71FE> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U71FF> \xE8\xFC |0

<U7200> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U7206> \xF8\xEF |0

<U7210> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U721B> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U722A> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U722C> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U722D> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U7230> \xEA\xBA |0

<U7232> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U7235> \xED\xC9 |0

<U7236> \xDD\xAB |0

<U723A> \xE5\xAC |0

<U723B> \xFD\xA1 |0

<U723D> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U723E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U7240> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U7246> \xED\xED |0

<U7247> \xF8\xB8 |0

<U7248> \xF7\xFA |0
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<U724C> \xF8\xAB |0

<U7252> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7254> \x9B\xC8 |0

<U7258> \xD4\xBA |0

<U7259> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U725B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U725D> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U725F> \xD9\xBF |0

<U7261> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U7262> \xD6\xEF |0

<U7267> \xD9\xCC |0

<U7269> \xDA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7279> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U727D> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7280> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U7281> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U7296> \x9A\xED |0

<U72A2> \xD4\xBB |0

<U72A7> \xFD\xFA |0

<U72AC> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U72AF> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U72C0> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U72C2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U72C4> \xEE\xDA |0

<U72CE> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U72D0>

 \xFB\xCF |0

<U72D7> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U72D9> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xCE\xEA |0

<U72E9> \xE2\xAD |0

<U72F8> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U72F9> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U72FC> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U72FD> \xF8\xAC |0

<U730A> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7316> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U731B> \xD8\xED |0

<U731C> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U731D> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7325> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xFA |0

<U732A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U732B> \xD9\xDE |0

<U7334> \x9E\xA8 |0

<U7336> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U7337> \xEB\xA3 |0
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<U733E> \xFC\xC2 |0

<U733F> \xEA\xBB |0

<U7344> \xE8\xAB |0

<U7345> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U7350> \xED\xEF |0

<U7352> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U7357> \xCF\xF1 |0

<U7368> \xD4\xBC |0

<U736A> \xFC\xEA |0

<U7370> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7372> \xFC\xF2 |0

<U7375> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U7378> \xE2\xAE |0

<U737A> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U737B> \xFA\xCC |0

<U7384> \xFA\xDC |0

<U7386> \xED\xB5 |0

<U7387> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7389> \xE8\xAC |0

<U738B> \xE8\xDD |0

<U738E> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U7394> \xF4\xBD |0

<U7396> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7397> \xE9\xDB |0

<U7398> \xD1\xAC |0

<U739F> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U73A7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U73A9> \xE8\xCC |0

<U73AD> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U73B2>

 \xD6\xBC |0

<U73B3> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U73B9> \xFA\xDD |0

<U73C0> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U73C2> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U73C9> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U73CA> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U73CC> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U73CD> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U73CF> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U73D6> \xCE\xCB |0

<U73D9> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U73DD> \xFD\xB0 |0

<U73DE> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U73E0> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U73E2> \x9C\xEF |0

<U73E3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U73E4> \xDC\xCA |0
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<U73E5> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U73E6> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U73E9> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U73EA> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U73ED> \xDA\xEC |0

<U73F7> \xD9\xEE |0

<U73F9> \xE0\xFB |0

<U73FD> \xEF\xEA |0

<U73FE> \xFA\xDE |0

<U7401> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U7403> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U7405> \xD5\xCA |0

<U7406> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U7407> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7409> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U7413> \xE8\xCD |0

<U741B> \xF6\xDA |0

<U7420> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U7421> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7422> \xF6\xFC |0

<U7425> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U7426> \xD1\xAD |0

<U7428> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U742A> \xD1\xAE |0

<U742B> \xDC\xED |0

<U742C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U742E> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U742F> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7430> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7433> \xD7\xFB |0

<U7434> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U7435> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U7436>

 \xF7\xF1 |0

<U7438> \xF6\xFD |0

<U743A> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U743F> \xFB\xEA |0

<U7440> \xE9\xDC |0

<U7441> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U7443> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U7444> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U7445> \x9D\xAF |0

<U744B> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U7455> \xF9\xC2 |0

<U7457> \xEA\xBC |0

<U7459> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U745A> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U745B> \xE7\xC0 |0
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<U745C> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U745E> \xDF\xFA |0

<U745F> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7460> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U7462> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U7463> \x9C\xB0 |0

<U7464> \xE8\xFD |0

<U7465> \xE8\xAF |0

<U7468> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U7469> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U746A> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U746F> \xD5\xCB |0

<U747E> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U7482> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7483> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U7487> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U7489> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U748B> \xED\xF0 |0

<U7498> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U749C> \xFC\xD4 |0

<U749E> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U749F> \xCC\xDF |0

<U74A1> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U74A3> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U74A5> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U74A7> \xDB\xFD |0

<U74A8> \xF3\xBF |0

<U74AA> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U74B0> \xFC\xBB |0

<U74B2> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U74B5> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U74B9> \xE2\xDB |0

<U74BD> \xDF\xDE |0

<U74BF> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U74C6> \xF2\xEF |0

<U74CA>

 \xCC\xE1 |0

<U74CF> \xD6\xEA |0

<U74D4> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U74D8> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U74DA> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U74DC> \xCD\xFE |0

<U74E0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U74E2> \xF8\xF8 |0

<U74E3> \xF7\xFB |0

<U74E6> \xE8\xBF |0

<U74EE> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74F7> \xED\xB6 |0
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<U7501> \xDC\xBA |0

<U7503> \x9D\xD9 |0

<U7504> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U750C> \x9A\xCA |0

<U7511> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U7515> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U7518> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U751A> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U751B> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U751F> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7523> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U7525> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U7528> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U752B> \xDC\xCB |0

<U752C> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U7530> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U7531> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U7532> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U7533> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7537> \xD1\xFB |0

<U7538> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U753A> \xEF\xEB |0

<U7547> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U754A> \x9A\xB7 |0

<U754C> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U754F> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U7551> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U7553> \xD3\xCC |0

<U7554> \xDA\xED |0

<U7559> \xD7\xBA |0

<U755B> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U755C> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U755D> \xD9\xEF |0

<U7562> \xF9\xB4 |0

<U7565> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U7566> \xFD\xCF |0

<U756A> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U756F>

 \xF1\xE1 |0

<U7570> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U7575> \xFB\xFE |0

<U7576> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U7578> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U757A> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U757F> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U7586> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U7587> \xF1\xC2 |0
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<U758A> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U758B> \xF9\xB5 |0

<U758E> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U758F> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7591> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U759D> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U75A5> \xCB\xCA |0

<U75AB> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U75B1> \xF8\xDE |0

<U75B2> \xF9\xAA |0

<U75B3> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U75B5> \xED\xB7 |0

<U75B8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75B9> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U75BC> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U75BD> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U75BE> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U75C2> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U75C5> \xDC\xBB |0

<U75C7> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U75CD> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U75D2> \xE5\xCA |0

<U75D4> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U75D5> \xFD\xDD |0

<U75D8> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U75D9> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U75DB> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U75E2> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U75E3> \x9D\xC0 |0

<U75F0> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U75F2> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U75F3> \x9B\xB3 |0

<U75F4> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U75FA> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U75FC> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U7600> \xE5\xDC |0

<U760D> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7619> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U761F> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U7620> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U7621> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7622>

 \xDA\xEE |0

<U7624> \xD7\xBB |0

<U7626> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7627> \x9D\xF4 |0

<U7634> \x9C\xFE |0

<U763B> \xD7\xAA |0
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<U7642> \xD6\xFB |0

<U764C> \xE4\xDF |0

<U764E> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U7652> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U7656> \xDB\xFE |0

<U7658> \x9A\xF3 |0

<U7661> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U7664> \xEF\xBB |0

<U7669> \xD4\xFD |0

<U766C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U7670> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U7672> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U7678> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U767B> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U767C> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U767D> \xDB\xDC |0

<U767E> \xDB\xDD |0

<U7681> \x9D\xB3 |0

<U7684> \xEE\xDC |0

<U7686> \xCB\xCB |0

<U7687> \xFC\xD5 |0

<U768E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U7690> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U7693> \xFB\xD3 |0

<U769A> \x9C\xC8 |0

<U769E> \x9D\xFC |0

<U76AE> \xF9\xAB |0

<U76BA> \xF5\xD4 |0

<U76BF> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U76C2> \xE9\xDD |0

<U76C3> \xDB\xCD |0

<U76C6> \xDD\xCE |0

<U76C8> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U76CA> \xEC\xCC |0

<U76D2> \xF9\xEC |0

<U76D6> \xCB\xCC |0

<U76DB> \xE0\xFC |0

<U76DC> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U76DE> \xED\xD3 |0

<U76DF> \xD8\xEF |0

<U76E1> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U76E3> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U76E4> \xDA\xEF |0

<U76E5> \x9A\xC2 |0

<U76E7>

 \xD6\xD4 |0

<U76EE> \xD9\xCD |0

<U76F2> \xD8\xEE |0
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<U76F4> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U76F8> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U76FC> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U76FE> \xE2\xEA |0

<U7701> \xE0\xFD |0

<U7704> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U7708> \xF7\xAF |0

<U7709> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U770B> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U771B> \x9B\xBB |0

<U771E> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U7720> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U7725> \x9C\xF5 |0

<U7729> \xFA\xDF |0

<U7737> \xCF\xEF |0

<U7738> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U773A> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U773C> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7740> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U774D> \xFA\xE0 |0

<U775B> \xEF\xEC |0

<U7761> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7763> \xD4\xBD |0

<U7765> \x9B\xE8 |0

<U7766> \xD9\xCE |0

<U7768> \x9C\xDA |0

<U776B> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U7779> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U777E> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U777F> \xE7\xDA |0

<U778B> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U7791> \xD9\xAA |0

<U779E> \xD8\xBE |0

<U77A5> \xDC\xAD |0

<U77AC> \xE2\xEB |0

<U77AD> \xD6\xFC |0

<U77B0> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U77B3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U77BB> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U77BC> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U77BD> \x9A\xBB |0

<U77BF> \xCF\xBA |0

<U77C7> \x9B\xC2 |0

<U77D7> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U77DB> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U77DC> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U77E2> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U77E3>
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 \xEB\xF8 |0

<U77E5> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U77E7> \x9C\xBC |0

<U77E9> \xCF\xBB |0

<U77ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U77EE> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U77EF> \xCE\xEC |0

<U77F3> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7802> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U780C> \x9D\xCC |0

<U7812> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U7825> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U7826> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U7827> \xF6\xDB |0

<U782C> \xD7\xFE |0

<U7832> \xF8\xDF |0

<U7834> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U7845> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U784F> \xE6\xDA |0

<U785D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U786B> \xD7\xBC |0

<U786C> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U786F> \xE6\xDB |0

<U787C> \xDD\xDD |0

<U7881> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U7887> \xEF\xED |0

<U788C> \xD6\xDE |0

<U788D> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEF |0

<U7891> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U7893> \x9A\xE4 |0

<U7897> \xE8\xCF |0

<U78A3> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U78A7> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U78A9> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U78BA> \xFC\xAC |0

<U78BB> \xFC\xAD |0

<U78BC> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U78C1> \xED\xB8 |0

<U78C5> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U78CA> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U78CB> \xF3\xAF |0

<U78CE> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U78D0> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U78DA> \x9D\xA9 |0

<U78E8> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U78EC> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U78EF> \xD1\xB4 |0
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<U78F5> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U78FB> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U7901>

 \xF5\xA7 |0

<U790E> \xF5\xA8 |0

<U7916> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7919> \x9C\xC9 |0

<U792A> \xD5\xEC |0

<U792B> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U792C> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U793A> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U793E> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U7940> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U7941> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U7947> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U7948> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U7949> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U7950> \xE9\xDE |0

<U7956> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U7957> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U795A> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U795B> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U795C> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U795D> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U795E> \xE3\xEA |0

<U795F> \x9C\xB5 |0

<U7960> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U7965> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U7968> \xF8\xF9 |0

<U796D> \xF0\xAE |0

<U797A> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U797F> \xD6\xDF |0

<U7981> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U798D> \xFC\xA1 |0

<U798E> \xEF\xEE |0

<U798F> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U7991> \xE9\xDF |0

<U79A6> \xE5\xDD |0

<U79A7> \xFD\xFB |0

<U79AA> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U79AE> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U79B1> \xD4\xAA |0

<U79B3> \xE5\xCC |0

<U79B9> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U79BB> \x9B\xB0 |0

<U79BD> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U79BE> \xFC\xA2 |0

<U79BF> \xD4\xBE |0
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<U79C0> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U79C1> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U79C9> \xDC\xBC |0

<U79CA> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U79CB> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U79D1>

 \xCE\xA1 |0

<U79D2> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U79D5> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U79D8> \xDD\xFA |0

<U79DF> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U79E4> \xF6\xDF |0

<U79E6> \xF2\xDA |0

<U79E7> \xE4\xEB |0

<U79E9> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U79FB> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U7A00> \xFD\xFC |0

<U7A05> \xE1\xAA |0

<U7A08> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U7A0B> \xEF\xEF |0

<U7A0D> \xF5\xAA |0

<U7A14> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U7A17> \xF8\xAD |0

<U7A19> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U7A1A> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U7A1C> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U7A1F> \xF9\xA2 |0

<U7A20> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U7A2E> \xF0\xFA |0

<U7A31> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U7A36> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U7A37> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U7A3B> \xD4\xAB |0

<U7A3C> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U7A3D> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U7A3F> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U7A40> \xCD\xDA |0

<U7A46> \xD9\xCF |0

<U7A49> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U7A4D> \xEE\xDD |0

<U7A4E> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7A57> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7A61> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7A62> \xE7\xDB |0

<U7A69> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U7A6B> \xFC\xAE |0

<U7A70> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7A74> \xFA\xEB |0
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<U7A76> \xCF\xBC |0

<U7A79> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U7A7A> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U7A7D> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U7A7F> \xF4\xBE |0

<U7A81> \xD4\xCD |0

<U7A83> \x9D\xAB |0

<U7A84> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U7A88>

 \xE9\xA1 |0

<U7A92> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U7A93> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U7A98> \xCF\xD7 |0

<U7A9F> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7AA9> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U7AAA> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U7AAE> \xCF\xE3 |0

<U7AAF> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U7ABA> \xD0\xAA |0

<U7ABF> \x9B\xAB |0

<U7AC4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U7AC5> \xD0\xAB |0

<U7AC7> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U7AC8> \x9D\xB4 |0

<U7ACA> \xEF\xBC |0

<U7ACB> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U7AD7> \xD9\xDF |0

<U7AD9> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U7ADD> \xDC\xBD |0

<U7ADF> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U7AE0> \xED\xF1 |0

<U7AE3> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U7AE5> \xD4\xDB |0

<U7AEA> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7AED> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7AEF> \xD3\xAE |0

<U7AF6> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7AF9> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U7AFA> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U7AFF> \xCA\xDA |0

<U7B08> \x9A\xD2 |0

<U7B0A> \x9D\xB5 |0

<U7B0F> \xFB\xEE |0

<U7B11> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7B19> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7B1B> \xEE\xDE |0

<U7B1E> \xF7\xC2 |0
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<U7B20> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U7B25> \x9B\xF6 |0

<U7B26> \xDD\xAC |0

<U7B2C> \xF0\xAF |0

<U7B2D> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7B39> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7B46> \xF9\xB6 |0

<U7B49> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U7B4B> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U7B4C> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7B4F>

 \xDB\xEA |0

<U7B50> \xCE\xCC |0

<U7B51> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U7B52> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U7B54> \xD3\xCD |0

<U7B56> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7B60> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U7B6C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U7B6E> \xDF\xFB |0

<U7B75> \xE6\xDD |0

<U7B7D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U7B87> \xCB\xCD |0

<U7B8B> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U7B8F> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7B92> \x9D\xDA |0

<U7B94> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U7B95> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U7B97> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U7B9A> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U7B9C> \x9A\xBF |0

<U7B9D> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U7BA1> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U7BAD> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U7BB1> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U7BB4> \xED\xD7 |0

<U7BB8> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U7BC0> \xEF\xBD |0

<U7BC1> \xFC\xD6 |0

<U7BC4> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U7BC6> \xEF\xAA |0

<U7BC7> \xF8\xB9 |0

<U7BC9> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U7BCB> \x9D\xFA |0

<U7BCC> \x9E\xA9 |0

<U7BD2> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7BDB> \x9C\xCD |0
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<U7BE0> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7BE4> \xD4\xBF |0

<U7BE6> \x9B\xE9 |0

<U7BE9> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U7C00> \x9D\xC6 |0

<U7C07> \xF0\xEA |0

<U7C12> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U7C1E> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7C21> \xCA\xDB |0

<U7C27> \xFC\xD7 |0

<U7C2A> \xED\xD8 |0

<U7C2B> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7C37> \x9D\xCA |0

<U7C3D> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7C3E>

 \xD6\xB3 |0

<U7C3F> \xDD\xAD |0

<U7C43> \xD5\xBE |0

<U7C4C> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U7C4D> \xEE\xDF |0

<U7C5F> \x9B\xA5 |0

<U7C60> \xD6\xEB |0

<U7C64> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7C65> \x9C\xCE |0

<U7C6C> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U7C73> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U7C83> \xDD\xFB |0

<U7C89> \xDD\xCF |0

<U7C92> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U7C95> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U7C97> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U7C98> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U7C9F> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U7CA2> \x9C\xF6 |0

<U7CA5> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U7CA7> \xED\xF2 |0

<U7CAE> \xD5\xDB |0

<U7CB1> \xD5\xDC |0

<U7CB2> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7CB3> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7CBE> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U7CCA> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U7CD6> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U7CDC> \x9B\xC4 |0

<U7CDE> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U7CDF> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U7CE0> \xCB\xB3 |0
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<U7CE7> \xD5\xDD |0

<U7CEF> \x9A\xD6 |0

<U7CF4> \x9D\xA6 |0

<U7CF6> \x9D\xB6 |0

<U7CFB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U7CFE> \xD0\xAC |0

<U7D00> \xD1\xBA |0

<U7D02> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U7D04> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D05> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U7D06> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7D07> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U7D08> \xFC\xBC |0

<U7D0A> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U7D0B> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U7D0D> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U7D10> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7D14>

 \xE2\xED |0

<U7D17> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U7D18> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7D19> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U7D1A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U7D1B> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U7D20> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U7D21> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U7D22> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7D2B> \xED\xB9 |0

<U7D2C> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U7D2E> \xF3\xCF |0

<U7D2F> \xD7\xAB |0

<U7D30> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7D33> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7D35> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U7D39> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U7D3A> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7D42> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7D43> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U7D44> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7D45> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U7D46> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U7D50> \xCC\xBF |0

<U7D5B> \x9D\xB7 |0

<U7D5E> \xCE\xED |0

<U7D61> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U7D62> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U7D66> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7D68> \xEB\xD6 |0
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<U7D6A> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7D6E> \xDF\xFC |0

<U7D71> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U7D72> \xDE\xEA |0

<U7D73> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U7D76> \xEF\xBE |0

<U7D79> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7D7F> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7D83> \x9D\xCF |0

<U7D8E> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U7D8F> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U7D9C> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7DA0> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U7DA2> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U7DAC> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7DAD> \xEB\xAB |0

<U7DB1> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U7DB2> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U7DB4> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7DB5>

 \xF3\xF7 |0

<U7DB8> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U7DBA> \xD1\xBB |0

<U7DBB> \xF7\xAA |0

<U7DBD> \xED\xCA |0

<U7DBE> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U7DBF> \xD8\xFA |0

<U7DC7> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U7DCA> \xD1\xCC |0

<U7DCB> \xDD\xFC |0

<U7DD6> \xDF\xFD |0

<U7DD8> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U7DDA> \xE0\xCA |0

<U7DDD> \xF2\xFD |0

<U7DDE> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U7DE0> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U7DE1> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U7DE3> \xE6\xDE |0

<U7DE6> \x9C\xBB |0

<U7DE8> \xF8\xBA |0

<U7DE9> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U7DEC> \xD8\xFB |0

<U7DEF> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U7DF4> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U7DFB> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U7E09> \xF2\xDB |0

<U7E0A> \xE4\xFC |0
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<U7E15> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7E1B> \xDA\xDA |0

<U7E1D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U7E1E> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U7E1F> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U7E21> \xEE\xAD |0

<U7E23> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U7E2B> \xDC\xEE |0

<U7E2E> \xF5\xEA |0

<U7E2F> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U7E31> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7E37> \xD7\xAC |0

<U7E3D> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U7E3E> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U7E41> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U7E43> \xDD\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U7E47> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U7E52> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U7E54> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U7E55> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7E5E> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U7E61> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7E69>

 \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7E6A> \xFC\xEB |0

<U7E6B> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U7E6D> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7E70> \xF0\xDB |0

<U7E79> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7E7C> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U7E82> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U7E8F> \xEF\xAB |0

<U7E93> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7E94> \x9D\xA2 |0

<U7E96> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U7E98> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U7E9B> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U7E9C> \xD5\xBF |0

<U7F36> \xDD\xAE |0

<U7F38> \xF9\xFC |0

<U7F3A> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U7F4C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U7F54> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U7F55> \xF9\xD6 |0

<U7F58> \x9B\xDB |0
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<U7F6A> \xF1\xAA |0

<U7F6B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7F6E> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U7F70> \xDB\xEB |0

<U7F72> \xDF\xFE |0

<U7F75> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U7F77> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U7F79> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U7F85> \xD4\xFE |0

<U7F88> \xD1\xBC |0

<U7F8A> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7F8C> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7F8E> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U7F94> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U7F98> \x9C\xCF |0

<U7F9A> \xD6\xBE |0

<U7F9E> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U7FA8> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7FA9> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U7FAF> \x9A\xAE |0

<U7FB2> \xFD\xFD |0

<U7FB8> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U7FB9> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U7FBD> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U7FC1> \xE8\xBA |0

<U7FC5>

 \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FCA> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7FCC> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7FCE> \xD6\xBF |0

<U7FD2> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7FD4> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7FD5> \xFD\xE8 |0

<U7FDF> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U7FE0> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U7FE1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U7FE6> \x9D\xAA |0

<U7FE9> \xF8\xBB |0

<U7FEB> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U7FF0> \xF9\xD7 |0

<U7FF3> \x9C\xDB |0

<U7FF9> \xCE\xEE |0

<U7FFB> \x9B\xCD |0

<U7FFC> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8000> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8001> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U8003> \xCD\xC5 |0
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<U8004> \x9B\xBF |0

<U8005> \xED\xBA |0

<U8006> \xD1\xBD |0

<U8009> \xCF\xBE |0

<U800C> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8010> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U8014> \x9C\xF7 |0

<U8015> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U8017> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U8018> \xE9\xFC |0

<U802D> \xD1\xBE |0

<U8033> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8036> \xE5\xAD |0

<U803D> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U803F> \xCC\xEA |0

<U8043> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U8046> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U804A> \xD6\xFD |0

<U8056> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U8058> \xDE\xBD |0

<U805A> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U805E> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U806F> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8070> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8072> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U8073> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U8077> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U807D> \xF4\xE9 |0

<U807E> \xD6\xEC |0

<U807F>

 \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8084> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8085> \xE2\xDC |0

<U8086> \xDE\xEB |0

<U8087> \xF0\xDC |0

<U8089> \xEB\xBF |0

<U808B> \xD7\xCE |0

<U808C> \xD1\xBF |0

<U8096> \xF5\xAB |0

<U8098> \x9D\xBC |0

<U809A> \x9A\xE8 |0

<U809B> \xF9\xFD |0

<U809D> \xCA\xDC |0

<U80A1> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U80A2> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U80A5> \xDD\xFE |0

<U80A9> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U80AA> \xDB\xB8 |0
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<U80AF> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U80B1> \xCE\xDD |0

<U80B2> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U80B4> \xFD\xA2 |0

<U80BA> \xF8\xCB |0

<U80C3> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U80C4> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U80CC> \xDB\xCE |0

<U80CE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U80D6> \x9B\xC9 |0

<U80DA> \xDB\xCF |0

<U80DB> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U80DE> \xF8\xE0 |0

<U80E1> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U80E4> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E5> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U80F1> \xCE\xCD |0

<U80F4> \xD4\xDC |0

<U80F8> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U80FD> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U8102> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U8105> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U8106> \xF6\xAA |0

<U8107> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U8108> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U8109> \x9B\xBD |0

<U810A> \xF4\xB1 |0

<U8118> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U811A> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U811B> \xCC\xEB |0

<U8123> \xE2\xEE |0

<U8129> \xE2\xBB |0

<U812B>

 \xF7\xAD |0

<U812F> \xF8\xE1 |0

<U8139> \xF3\xEC |0

<U813E> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U814B> \xE4\xFD |0

<U814E> \xE3\xEC |0

<U8150> \xDD\xAF |0

<U8151> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U8153> \x9B\xEA |0

<U8154> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U8155> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U8165> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U8166> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U816B> \xF0\xFE |0

<U8170> \xE9\xA6 |0
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<U8171> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U8178> \xED\xF3 |0

<U8179> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U817A> \xE0\xCD |0

<U817F> \xF7\xDA |0

<U8180> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U8182> \x9A\xF4 |0

<U8188> \xCC\xAE |0

<U818A> \xDA\xDB |0

<U818F> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U819A> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U819C> \xD8\xAF |0

<U819D> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U81A0> \xCE\xEF |0

<U81A3> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U81A8> \xF8\xB3 |0

<U81B3> \xE0\xCE |0

<U81B5> \xF5\xFD |0

<U81BA> \xEB\xEC |0

<U81BD> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U81BE> \xFC\xEC |0

<U81BF> \xD2\xDB |0

<U81C0> \xD4\xEB |0

<U81C2> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U81C6> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U81CD> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U81D8> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U81D9> \x9C\xD4 |0

<U81DF> \xED\xF4 |0

<U81E3> \xE3\xED |0

<U81E5> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U81E7> \xED\xF5 |0

<U81E8> \xD7\xFC |0

<U81EA> \xED\xBB |0

<U81ED> \xF6\xAB |0

<U81F3>

 \xF2\xB8 |0

<U81F4> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U81FA> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U81FB> \xF2\xDD |0

<U81FC> \xCF\xBF |0

<U81FE> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8202> \x9C\xE2 |0

<U8205> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8207> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8208> \xFD\xE9 |0

<U820A> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U820C> \xE0\xDF |0
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<U820D> \xDE\xEC |0

<U8212> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U8216> \x9D\xEE |0

<U821B> \xF4\xBF |0

<U821C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U821E> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U8221> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U822A> \xF9\xFE |0

<U822B> \xDB\xBA |0

<U822C> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U8233> \x9D\xDF |0

<U8235> \xF6\xEC |0

<U8236> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8237> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U8239> \xE0\xCF |0

<U8240> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U8245> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8247> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U8258> \x9C\xAD |0

<U8259> \xF3\xED |0

<U8264> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8266> \xF9\xE6 |0

<U826B> \x9A\xFE |0

<U826E> \xCA\xDD |0

<U826F> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8271> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8272> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U8276> \xE6\xFD |0

<U8278> \xF5\xAC |0

<U827E> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U828B> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U828D> \xED\xCB |0

<U828E> \xCF\xE4 |0

<U8292> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8299> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U829A> \xD4\xEC |0

<U829D> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U829F>

 \xDF\xB7 |0

<U82A5> \xCB\xCE |0

<U82A6> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U82A9> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U82AC> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U82AD> \xF7\xF4 |0

<U82AE> \xE7\xDC |0

<U82AF> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U82B1> \xFC\xA3 |0
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<U82B3> \xDB\xBB |0

<U82B7> \xF2\xBA |0

<U82B8> \xE9\xFD |0

<U82B9> \xD0\xCA |0

<U82BB> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U82BC> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U82BD> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U82BF> \xED\xA7 |0

<U82D1> \xEA\xBD |0

<U82D2> \xE6\xFE |0

<U82D3> \x9A\xFB |0

<U82D4> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U82D5> \xF5\xAD |0

<U82D7> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U82DB> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U82DE> \xF8\xE2 |0

<U82DF> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U82E1> \xEC\xBE |0

<U82E5> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U82E6> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U82E7> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U82F1> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U82FA> \x9B\xBC |0

<U82FB> \x9B\xDC |0

<U82FD> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U82FE> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U8301> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8302> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U8303> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U8304> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U8305> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U8309> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U8317> \xD9\xAB |0

<U8328> \xED\xBC |0

<U832B> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U832F> \xDC\xDA |0

<U8331> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8334> \xFC\xED |0

<U8335> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8336> \xD2\xFE |0

<U8338> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U8339>

 \xE6\xAA |0

<U8340> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U8347> \xFA\xBB |0

<U8349> \xF5\xAE |0

<U834A> \xFB\xAA |0

<U834F> \xEC\xFB |0
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<U8351> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8352> \xFC\xD8 |0

<U8373> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U8377> \xF9\xC3 |0

<U837B> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U8389> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U838A> \xED\xF6 |0

<U838E> \xDE\xED |0

<U8396> \xCC\xEC |0

<U8398> \xE3\xEE |0

<U839E> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U83A2> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U83AB> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U83BD> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U83C1> \xF4\xEA |0

<U83C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U83C9> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U83CA> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U83CC> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U83D3> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U83D6> \xF3\xEE |0

<U83DC> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U83DF> \x9A\xE5 |0

<U83E9> \xDC\xCC |0

<U83EB> \xD0\xCB |0

<U83EF> \xFC\xA4 |0

<U83F0> \xCD\xCA |0

<U83F1> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U83F2> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U83F9> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U83FD> \xE2\xDD |0

<U8403> \xF5\xFE |0

<U8404> \xD4\xAC |0

<U840A> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U840C> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U840D> \xF8\xC3 |0

<U840E> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8429> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U842C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U8431> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U8438> \xEB\xAD |0

<U843C>

 \x9C\xBE |0

<U843D> \xD5\xAA |0

<U8449> \xE7\xA8 |0
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<U8451> \x9B\xD9 |0

<U8457> \xEE\xCA |0

<U845B> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U8461> \xF8\xE3 |0

<U8463> \xD4\xDD |0

<U8466> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U846B> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xED\xF7 |0

<U846F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8471> \x9D\xD6 |0

<U8475> \xD0\xAD |0

<U847A> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U8490> \xE2\xBD |0

<U8494> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U8499> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U849C> \xDF\xAA |0

<U84A1> \xDB\xBC |0

<U84B2> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U84B8> \xF1\xFA |0

<U84B9> \x9A\xB2 |0

<U84BB> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U84BC> \xF3\xEF |0

<U84BF> \xFB\xDA |0

<U84C0> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U84C2> \xD9\xAC |0

<U84C4> \xF5\xEB |0

<U84C6> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U84C9> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U84CB> \xCB\xCF |0

<U84CD> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U84D1> \xDE\xEE |0

<U84D6> \x9D\xF2 |0

<U84DA> \xE2\xBE |0

<U84EC> \xDC\xEF |0

<U84EE> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U84F4> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U84FC> \xD6\xFE |0

<U8511> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U8513> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U8514> \xDC\xDB |0

<U8517> \xED\xBD |0

<U8518> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U851A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U851E> \xD7\xAD |0

<U851F> \x9D\xBB |0

<U8521> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U8523> \xED\xF8 |0

<U8525>
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 \xF5\xC7 |0

<U852C> \xE1\xCA |0

<U852D> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U852F> \xF2\xDE |0

<U853D> \xF8\xCC |0

<U853F> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U8541> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U8543> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U8549> \xF5\xAF |0

<U854B> \x9C\xDC |0

<U854E> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U8553> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8558> \x9C\xE1 |0

<U8559> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U8561> \x9B\xE1 |0

<U8563> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U8564> \x9C\xEB |0

<U8568> \xCF\xF2 |0

<U8569> \xF7\xB9 |0

<U856A> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U856D> \xE1\xCB |0

<U857E> \x9B\xA6 |0

<U8580> \x9C\xDF |0

<U8584> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8587> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U858F> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8591> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U8594> \xED\xF9 |0

<U859B> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U85A6> \xF4\xC0 |0

<U85A8> \xFD\xBC |0

<U85A9> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U85AA> \xE3\xEF |0

<U85AF> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U85B0> \xFD\xB9 |0

<U85BA> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U85C1> \xCD\xCB |0

<U85C9> \xED\xBE |0

<U85CD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U85CE> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U85CF> \xED\xFA |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U85DC> \xD5\xED |0

<U85DD> \xE7\xDD |0

<U85E4> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U85E9> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U85EA> \xE2\xBF |0
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<U85F7> \xEE\xCB |0

<U85FA> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U85FB>

 \xF0\xDD |0

<U85FF> \xCE\xAB |0

<U8602> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8606> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U8607> \xE1\xCC |0

<U860A> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U860B> \x9B\xEE |0

<U8616> \xE5\xEE |0

<U8617> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U862D> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U863F> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U864E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U8650> \xF9\xCB |0

<U8654> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U8655> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U865B> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U865C> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U865E> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U865F> \xFB\xDC |0

<U8667> \xFD\xD0 |0

<U8671> \x9C\xB8 |0

<U8679> \xFB\xF6 |0

<U868A> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U868C> \xDB\xBD |0

<U8693> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8695> \x9C\xFC |0

<U86A3> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U86A4> \xF0\xDE |0

<U86A9> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U86AA> \x9A\xE9 |0

<U86C6> \x9D\xA4 |0

<U86C7> \xDE\xEF |0

<U86C9> \x9A\xFC |0

<U86CB> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U86D4> \xFC\xEE |0

<U86D9> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U86DB> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U86DF> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U86E4> \xF9\xED |0

<U86ED> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U86F9> \x9C\xE3 |0

<U86FE> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U8700> \xF5\xB9 |0

<U8702> \xDC\xF0 |0
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<U8703> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U8708> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8709> \x9B\xDD |0

<U8718> \xF2\xBB |0

<U871A> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U871C>

 \xDA\xCC |0

<U8734> \x9D\xC7 |0

<U873B> \x9D\xCB |0

<U873F> \x9C\xE6 |0

<U874C> \x9A\xC0 |0

<U874E> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U8755> \xE3\xDA |0

<U8757> \xFC\xD9 |0

<U8759> \x9D\xEB |0

<U875F> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8760> \x9B\xD7 |0

<U8766> \xF9\xC4 |0

<U8768> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U8774> \xFB\xDD |0

<U8776> \xEF\xCA |0

<U8778> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8782> \xD5\xCC |0

<U878D> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U879F> \xD9\xAD |0

<U87A2> \xFB\xAB |0

<U87AD> \x9B\xB1 |0

<U87B3> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U87BA> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U87C0> \x9C\xAF |0

<U87C4> \xF6\xDE |0

<U87C7> \x9B\xB6 |0

<U87E0> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U87EC> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U87EF> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U87F2> \xF5\xF9 |0

<U87F7> \x9A\xE3 |0

<U87F9> \xFA\xAF |0

<U87FB> \xEB\xFC |0

<U87FE> \xE0\xEA |0

<U8805> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U8815> \x9C\xD5 |0

<U881F> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U8821> \x9A\xF5 |0

<U8822> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U8823> \xD5\xEE |0

<U8831> \xCD\xCC |0

<U8836> \xED\xD9 |0
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<U883B> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U8840> \xFA\xEC |0

<U8846> \xF1\xEB |0

<U884C> \xFA\xBC |0

<U884D> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8852> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U8853> \xE2\xFA |0

<U8857> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8859>

 \xE4\xB7 |0

<U885B> \xEA\xDB |0

<U885D> \xF5\xFA |0

<U885E> \x9C\xE8 |0

<U8861> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8862> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8863> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8868> \xF8\xFA |0

<U886B> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U8870> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U8872> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U8877> \xF5\xFB |0

<U887E> \xD0\xDA |0

<U887F> \xD0\xDB |0

<U8881> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8882> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U8888> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U888B> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U888D> \xF8\xE5 |0

<U8892> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U8896> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U8897> \xF2\xDF |0

<U889E> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U88AB> \xF9\xAC |0

<U88B4> \xCD\xCD |0

<U88C1> \xEE\xAE |0

<U88C2> \xD6\xAE |0

<U88C5> \x9D\xA1 |0

<U88CF> \xD7\xEA |0

<U88D4> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U88D5> \xEB\xAE |0

<U88D9> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U88DC> \xDC\xCD |0

<U88DD> \xED\xFB |0

<U88DF> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U88E1> \xD7\xEB |0

<U88E8> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U88F3> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U88F4> \xDB\xD0 |0
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<U88F5> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U88F8> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U88FD> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U8907> \xDC\xDC |0

<U8910> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U8912> \xF8\xE6 |0

<U8913> \xDC\xCE |0

<U8918> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8919> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U8925> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U892A> \xF7\xDB |0

<U8936>

 \xE3\xA8 |0

<U8938> \xD7\xAE |0

<U893B> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U8941> \xCB\xBA |0

<U8944> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U895F> \xD0\xDC |0

<U8964> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U896A> \xD8\xCA |0

<U8972> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U897F> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U8981> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8983> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U8986> \xDC\xDD |0

<U8987> \xF8\xAE |0

<U898B> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U898F> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8993> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U8996> \xE3\xCA |0

<U89A1> \xCC\xAF |0

<U89A9> \xD4\xAD |0

<U89AA> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U89AF> \x9A\xCB |0

<U89B2> \xD0\xCC |0

<U89BA> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U89BD> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U89C0> \xCE\xBA |0

<U89D2> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U89DC> \x9C\xF8 |0

<U89E3> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U89F4> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U89F8> \xF5\xBA |0

<U8A00> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8A02> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U8A03> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U8A08> \xCD\xAA |0

<U8A0A> \xE3\xF2 |0
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<U8A0C> \xFB\xF7 |0

<U8A0E> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U8A13> \xFD\xBA |0

<U8A16> \xFD\xE1 |0

<U8A17> \xF6\xFE |0

<U8A18> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U8A1B> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U8A1D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8A1F> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U8A23> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U8A25> \xD2\xED |0

<U8A2A> \xDB\xBE |0

<U8A2D> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U8A31> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U8A34>

 \xE1\xCD |0

<U8A36> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U8A3A> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8A3B> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U8A3C> \x9D\xBF |0

<U8A41> \x9A\xBC |0

<U8A50> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U8A54> \xF0\xDF |0

<U8A55> \xF8\xC4 |0

<U8A5B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U8A5E> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U8A60> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U8A62> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U8A63> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U8A66> \xE3\xCB |0

<U8A69> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8A6D> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U8A6E> \xEF\xAC |0

<U8A70> \xFD\xFE |0

<U8A71> \xFC\xA5 |0

<U8A72> \xFA\xB1 |0

<U8A73> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U8A75> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U8A79> \xF4\xDA |0

<U8A84> \x9B\xA7 |0

<U8A85> \xF1\xCA |0

<U8A87> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U8A8C> \xF2\xBC |0

<U8A8D> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8A93> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U8A95> \xF7\xAB |0

<U8A98> \xEB\xAF |0

<U8A9E> \xE5\xDE |0
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<U8AA0> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U8AA1> \xCD\xAB |0

<U8AA3> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U8AA4> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8AA5> \xCD\xCE |0

<U8AA6> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U8AA8> \xFC\xEF |0

<U8AAA> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8AB0> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U8AB2> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U8AB9> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8ABC> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8ABE> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8ABF> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U8AC2> \xF4\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U8AC7> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U8ACB>

 \xF4\xEB |0

<U8ACD> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U8ACF> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U8AD2> \xD5\xDF |0

<U8AD6> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U8ADC> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xE3\xCD |0

<U8AE6> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8AE7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U8AEA> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U8AEB> \xCA\xDF |0

<U8AED> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U8AEE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8AF1> \xFD\xC9 |0

<U8AF3> \x9C\xC4 |0

<U8AF6> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8AF7> \xF9\xA4 |0

<U8AF8> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U8AFA> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8AFE> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U8B00> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U8B01> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U8B02> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8B04> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U8B0E> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8B10> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8B14> \xF9\xCC |0

<U8B16> \xE1\xDA |0

<U8B17> \xDB\xBF |0
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<U8B19> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U8B1A> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8B1B> \xCB\xBB |0

<U8B1D> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U8B20> \xE9\xAA |0

<U8B28> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U8B2B> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U8B2C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U8B33> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U8B39> \xD0\xCD |0

<U8B3E> \x9B\xB7 |0

<U8B41> \xFC\xA6 |0

<U8B49> \xF1\xFB |0

<U8B4E> \xFD\xD2 |0

<U8B4F> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U8B58> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8B5A> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U8B5C> \xDC\xCF |0

<U8B66> \xCC\xED |0

<U8B6C> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8B6F>

 \xE6\xBB |0

<U8B70> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B74> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U8B77> \xFB\xDE |0

<U8B7D> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U8B80> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U8B8A> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U8B8C> \x9C\xD6 |0

<U8B90> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U8B92> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U8B93> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8B96> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U8B9A> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U8C37> \xCD\xDB |0

<U8C3F> \xCD\xAC |0

<U8C41> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U8C46> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U8C48> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U8C4A> \xF9\xA5 |0

<U8C4C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U8C55> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8C5A> \xD4\xCA |0

<U8C61> \xDF\xDA |0

<U8C6A> \xFB\xDF |0

<U8C6B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U8C6C> \x9D\xA5 |0

<U8C79> \xF8\xFB |0
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<U8C7A> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8C82> \xF5\xB0 |0

<U8C8A> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U8C8C> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U8C9D> \xF8\xAF |0

<U8C9E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U8CA0> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U8CA1> \xEE\xAF |0

<U8CA2> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U8CA7> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U8CA8> \xFC\xA7 |0

<U8CA9> \xF7\xFC |0

<U8CAA> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U8CAB> \xCE\xBB |0

<U8CAC> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U8CAF> \xEE\xCD |0

<U8CB0> \xE1\xAE |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U8CB4> \xCF\xFE |0

<U8CB6> \xF8\xBF |0

<U8CB7> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U8CB8> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U8CBB> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8CBC>

 \xF4\xE4 |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8CBF> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8CC0> \xF9\xC5 |0

<U8CC1> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8CC2> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U8CC3> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8CC4> \xFC\xF0 |0

<U8CC7> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8CC8> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U8CCA> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U8CD1> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U8CD3> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U8CDA> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U8CDC> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U8CDE> \xDF\xDB |0

<U8CE0> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U8CE2> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U8CE3> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U8CE4> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U8CE6> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U8CEA> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U8CED> \xD4\xAE |0

<U8CF4> \xD6\xF3 |0
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<U8CFB> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U8CFC> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CFD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8D04> \xF2\xBE |0

<U8D05> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U8D07> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8D08> \xF1\xFC |0

<U8D0A> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U8D0B> \x9C\xBF |0

<U8D0D> \xE0\xEB |0

<U8D13> \xED\xFC |0

<U8D16> \xE1\xDB |0

<U8D64> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U8D66> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U8D6B> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U8D6D> \x9C\xF9 |0

<U8D70> \xF1\xCB |0

<U8D73> \xD0\xAF |0

<U8D74> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U8D77> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U8D85> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U8D8A> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8D99> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U8DA3> \xF6\xAC |0

<U8DA8> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8DB3> \xF0\xEB |0

<U8DBA>

 \xDD\xBA |0

<U8DBE> \xF2\xBF |0

<U8DC6> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U8DCB> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U8DCC> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U8DCF> \xCA\xBA |0

<U8DDB> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U8DDD> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U8DE1> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U8DE3> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U8DE8> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8DEA> \x9A\xCE |0

<U8DEF> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U8DF3> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8E0A> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U8E0F> \xD3\xCE |0

<U8E10> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U8E1E> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U8E2A> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U8E30> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U8E35> \xF1\xA2 |0
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<U8E36> \x9D\xB0 |0

<U8E42> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U8E44> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U8E47> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U8E48> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U8E49> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U8E4A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<U8E55> \x9D\xF3 |0

<U8E59> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E5F> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U8E60> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U8E64> \x9D\xBA |0

<U8E74> \xF5\xED |0

<U8E76> \xCF\xF3 |0

<U8E81> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U8E85> \x9D\xD3 |0

<U8E87> \xEE\xCE |0

<U8E8A> \xF1\xCC |0

<U8E8D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U8E91> \x9D\xC8 |0

<U8EAA> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U8EAB> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U8EAC> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U8EC0> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8ECA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U8ECB> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U8ECC> \xCF\xF9 |0

<U8ECD> \xCF\xDA |0

<U8ED2> \xFA\xCD |0

<U8EDF>

 \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8EEB> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8EF8> \xF5\xEE |0

<U8EFB> \xCA\xBB |0

<U8EFE> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8F03> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U8F05> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U8F09> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U8F12> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U8F13> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U8F14> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U8F15> \xCC\xEE |0

<U8F1B> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U8F1C> \xF6\xCA |0

<U8F1D> \xFD\xCA |0

<U8F1E> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8F1F> \xF4\xCF |0

<U8F26> \xD6\xA6 |0
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<U8F27> \xDC\xBE |0

<U8F29> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U8F2A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U8F2F> \xF2\xFE |0

<U8F33> \xF1\xCD |0

<U8F38> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U8F39> \xDC\xDE |0

<U8F3B> \xDC\xDF |0

<U8F3E> \xEF\xAD |0

<U8F3F> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8F44> \xF9\xDD |0

<U8F45> \xEA\xBF |0

<U8F46> \x9B\xA4 |0

<U8F49> \xEF\xAE |0

<U8F4D> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U8F4E> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8F5D> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8F5F> \xCE\xDE |0

<U8F61> \x9B\xEB |0

<U8F62> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U8F64> \x9B\xA1 |0

<U8F9B> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U8F9C> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U8F9F> \x9B\xCE |0

<U8FA3> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U8FA6> \xF7\xFD |0

<U8FA8> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U8FAD> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U8FAE> \x9B\xD0 |0

<U8FAF> \xDC\xAA |0

<U8FB0> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U8FB1> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U8FB2>

 \xD2\xDC |0

<U8FC2> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8FC4> \x9E\xAB |0

<U8FC5> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U8FCE> \xE7\xCA |0

<U8FD1> \xD0\xCE |0

<U8FD4> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U8FE6> \xCA\xBC |0

<U8FEA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U8FEB> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8FED> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U8FF0> \xE2\xFB |0

<U8FF2> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U8FF7> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8FF8> \x9B\xD4 |0
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<U8FF9> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U8FFA> \x9A\xD9 |0

<U8FFD> \xF5\xDA |0

<U9000> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9001> \xE1\xEA |0

<U9002> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U9003> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U9005> \xFD\xB1 |0

<U9006> \xE6\xBD |0

<U9008> \xFB\xAD |0

<U900B> \xF8\xE7 |0

<U900D> \xE1\xCE |0

<U900F> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U9010> \xF5\xEF |0

<U9011> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9014> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U9015> \xCC\xEF |0

<U9017> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U9019> \xEE\xCF |0

<U901A> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U901D> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U901E> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U901F> \xE1\xDC |0

<U9020> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U9021> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9022> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U9023> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U902E> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U9031> \xF1\xCE |0

<U9032> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9035> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U9038> \xEC\xEF |0

<U903C> \xF9\xBA |0

<U903E> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U9041> \xD4\xED |0

<U9042>

 \xE2\xC4 |0

<U9047> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U904A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U904B> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U904D> \xF8\xBC |0

<U904E> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U904F> \x9C\xC2 |0

<U9050> \xF9\xC6 |0

<U9051> \xFC\xDA |0

<U9053> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U9054> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U9055> \xEA\xDE |0
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<U9059> \xE9\xAB |0

<U905C> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U905D> \xD3\xCF |0

<U905E> \xF4\xF6 |0

<U9060> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U9061> \xE1\xCF |0

<U9063> \xCC\xBA |0

<U9068> \x9C\xDD |0

<U9069> \xEE\xEA |0

<U906D> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U906E> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U906F> \xD4\xEE |0

<U9072> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9075> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9077> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U9078> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U907A> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U907C> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U907D> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U907F> \xF9\xAD |0

<U9080> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9081> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U9082> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U9083> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9084> \xFC\xBD |0

<U9087> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U9088> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U908A> \xDC\xAB |0

<U908F> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U9091> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U9095> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9099> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U90A2> \xFB\xAE |0

<U90A3> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U90A8> \xF5\xBE |0

<U90AA> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U90AF> \xCA\xFB |0

<U90B0>

 \xF7\xC6 |0

<U90B1> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U90B5> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U90B8> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U90C1> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U90CA> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U90DE> \xD5\xCD |0

<U90E1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U90E8> \xDD\xBB |0
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<U90ED> \xCE\xAC |0

<U90F5> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U90FD> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U9102> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U9112> \xF5\xDB |0

<U9115> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U9119> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U9127> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U912D> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9132> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U9149> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U914A> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U914B> \xF5\xDC |0

<U914C> \xED\xCC |0

<U914D> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U914E> \xF1\xCF |0

<U9152> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U9162> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U9163> \x9A\xAF |0

<U9169> \xD9\xAE |0

<U916A> \xD5\xAC |0

<U916C> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9175> \xFD\xA3 |0

<U9177> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9178> \xDF\xAB |0

<U9187> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U9189> \xF6\xAD |0

<U918B> \xF5\xB3 |0

<U918D> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U9190> \x9D\xFD |0

<U9192> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U919C> \xF5\xDD |0

<U91AB> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U91AC> \xED\xFD |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0

<U91AF> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U91B1> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U91B4> \xD6\xCA |0

<U91B5> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U91C0> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U91C7> \xF3\xFA |0

<U91C9>

 \xEB\xB8 |0

<U91CB> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U91CC> \xD7\xEC |0

<U91CD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U91CE> \xE5\xAF |0

<U91CF> \xD5\xE1 |0
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<U91D0> \xD7\xED |0

<U91D1> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U91D7> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U91D8> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U91DC> \xDD\xBC |0

<U91DD> \xF6\xDC |0

<U91E3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U91E7> \xF4\xC4 |0

<U91EA> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U91F5> \xF3\xFB |0

<U920D> \xD4\xEF |0

<U9210> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U9211> \xF7\xFE |0

<U9212> \xDF\xBC |0

<U9214> \x9D\xD0 |0

<U9217> \xEB\xCD |0

<U921E> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U9234> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U923A> \xE8\xAD |0

<U923F> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9240> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U9245> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U9249> \xFA\xE8 |0

<U924B> \x9D\xEF |0

<U9257> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U925B> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U925E> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U9262> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U9264> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9265> \xE2\xFC |0

<U9266> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9278> \x9A\xC4 |0

<U927E> \x9B\xC0 |0

<U9280> \xEB\xDE |0

<U9283> \xF5\xC8 |0

<U9285> \xD4\xDE |0

<U9291> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U9293> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9296> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U9298> \xD9\xAF |0

<U929C> \xF9\xE7 |0

<U92B3> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U92B6> \xCF\xCA |0

<U92B7> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U92B9>

 \xE2\xC8 |0

<U92CC> \xEF\xFB |0

<U92CF> \xFA\xF9 |0
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<U92D2> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U92E4> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U92EA> \xF8\xE8 |0

<U92F8> \xCB\xEA |0

<U92FC> \xCB\xBC |0

<U9304> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U9310> \xF5\xDE |0

<U9318> \xF5\xDF |0

<U931A> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U931E> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U931F> \xD3\xCA |0

<U9320> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9321> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U9322> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U9324> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U9326> \xD0\xDE |0

<U9328> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U932B> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U932E> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U932F> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9348> \xE7\xCC |0

<U934A> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U934B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U934D> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U9354> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U935B> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U9364> \x9B\xFA |0

<U936E> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U9375> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U937C> \xF6\xDD |0

<U937E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U938C> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U9394> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9396> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U939A> \xF5\xE0 |0

<U93A3> \xFB\xAF |0

<U93A7> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U93AC> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U93AD> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U93B0> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U93C3> \xF0\xEC |0

<U93D1> \xEE\xEB |0

<U93DD> \x9B\xB8 |0

<U93DE> \xE9\xCB |0

<U93E1> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U93E4> \xD7\xAF |0

<U93F6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9404>
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 \xFC\xF5 |0

<U9418> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U9419> \x9A\xEC |0

<U9425> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U9435> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U9438> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9444> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U944A> \x9E\xA1 |0

<U9451> \xCA\xFC |0

<U9452> \xCA\xFD |0

<U945B> \xCE\xCE |0

<U9460> \x9B\xF8 |0

<U9462> \x9A\xF6 |0

<U947D> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U947F> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9577> \xED\xFE |0

<U9580> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U9583> \xE0\xEC |0

<U9589> \xF8\xCD |0

<U958B> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U958F> \xEB\xCE |0

<U9591> \xF9\xD8 |0

<U9592> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U9593> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U9594> \xDA\xCA |0

<U9598> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U95A3> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U95A4> \xF9\xEE |0

<U95A5> \xDB\xEC |0

<U95A8> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U95A9> \x9B\xC5 |0

<U95AD> \xD5\xEF |0

<U95B1> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U95BB> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U95BC> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U95C7> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U95CA> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U95D4> \xF9\xEF |0

<U95D5> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U95D6> \xF7\xE6 |0

<U95DC> \xCE\xBC |0

<U95E1> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U95E2> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U95E5> \x9A\xE0 |0

<U961C> \xDD\xBD |0

<U9621> \xF4\xC6 |0

<U9628> \x9C\xCB |0
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<U962A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<U962E> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U9632>

 \xDB\xC1 |0

<U963B> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U963F> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U9640> \xF6\xED |0

<U9642> \xF9\xAE |0

<U9644> \xDD\xBE |0

<U964B> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U964C> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U964D> \xCB\xBD |0

<U9650> \xF9\xDA |0

<U965B> \xF8\xCE |0

<U965C> \xF9\xF0 |0

<U965D> \xE0\xED |0

<U965E> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U965F> \xF4\xB3 |0

<U9662> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U9663> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9664> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U966A> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U9670> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U9673> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9675> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U9676> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U9677> \xF9\xE8 |0

<U9678> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U967D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U9685> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9686> \xD7\xCC |0

<U968A> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U968B> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U968D> \xFC\xDB |0

<U968E> \xCD\xAD |0

<U9694> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U9695> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U9698> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U9699> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U969B> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U969C> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U96A3> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U96A7> \xE2\xCA |0

<U96A8> \xE2\xCB |0

<U96AA> \xFA\xCF |0

<U96B1> \xEB\xDF |0

<U96B7> \xD6\xCB |0

<U96BB> \xF4\xB4 |0
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<U96BC> \x9D\xBD |0

<U96C0> \xED\xCD |0

<U96C1> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U96C4> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U96C5> \xE4\xBA |0

<U96C6>

 \xF3\xA2 |0

<U96C7> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U96C9> \xF6\xCB |0

<U96CB> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U96CC> \xED\xC1 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xBC |0

<U96CE> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U96D6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U96D9> \xE4\xAA |0

<U96DB> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U96DC> \xED\xDA |0

<U96DE> \x9A\xB9 |0

<U96E2> \xD7\xEE |0

<U96E3> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xE9\xEB |0

<U96E9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U96EA> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U96EF> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U96F0> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U96F2> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U96F6> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U96F7> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U96F9> \xDA\xDF |0

<U96FB> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U9700> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9704> \x9C\xAE |0

<U9706> \xEF\xFD |0

<U9707> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U970D> \x9A\xC1 |0

<U970E> \x9B\xFB |0

<U9711> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9713> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9716> \xD7\xFD |0

<U9719> \xE7\xCE |0

<U971C> \xDF\xDC |0

<U971E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<U9727> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U9730> \xDF\xAC |0

<U9732> \xD6\xDA |0

<U9739> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U973D> \xF0\xB8 |0
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<U9742> \xD5\xFA |0

<U9744> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U9746> \x9D\xCD |0

<U9748> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U9749> \x9C\xCA |0

<U9751> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9756> \xEF\xFE |0

<U975C> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U975E>

 \xDE\xAA |0

<U9761> \xDA\xBC |0

<U9762> \xD8\xFC |0

<U9769> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U976D> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U9774> \xFC\xA8 |0

<U9777> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U977A> \xD8\xCB |0

<U977C> \x9A\xDE |0

<U9784> \x9D\xF0 |0

<U9785> \x9C\xC6 |0

<U978B> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U978D> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U978F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U9798> \x9D\xD1 |0

<U97A0> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U97A6> \x9D\xDB |0

<U97A8> \xCA\xEA |0

<U97AB> \xCF\xD4 |0

<U97AD> \xF8\xBD |0

<U97C3> \x9A\xE1 |0

<U97C6> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U97CB> \xEA\xDF |0

<U97D3> \xF9\xDB |0

<U97DC> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U97F3> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U97F6> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U97FB> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U9800> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U9801> \xFA\xED |0

<U9802> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9803> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U9805> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U9806> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U9808> \xE2\xCE |0

<U980A> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U980C> \xE1\xEB |0

<U9810> \xE7\xE8 |0
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<U9811> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9812> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U9813> \xD4\xCB |0

<U9817> \xF7\xF6 |0

<U9818> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U9821> \x9E\xAC |0

<U9823> \x9C\xF3 |0

<U982B> \x9B\xDE |0

<U982D> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U9830> \xFA\xFA |0

<U9838> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U9839>

 \xF7\xDD |0

<U983B> \xDE\xBA |0

<U9846> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U984C> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U984D> \xE4\xFE |0

<U984E> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U9854> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U9858> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U985A> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U985E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U9867> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U986B> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U986F> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U9870> \x9B\xF0 |0

<U98A8> \xF9\xA6 |0

<U98AF> \xDF\xBD |0

<U98B1> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U98B6> \x9A\xCC |0

<U98C4> \xF8\xFD |0

<U98C7> \xF8\xFC |0

<U98DB> \xDE\xAB |0

<U98DC> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U98DF> \xE3\xDD |0

<U98E1> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U98E2> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U98ED> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U98EE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U98EF> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U98FC> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U98FD> \xF8\xE9 |0

<U98FE> \xE3\xDE |0

<U9903> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U9909> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U990A> \xE5\xD7 |0
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<U990C> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U9910> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9913> \xE4\xBB |0

<U9918> \xE6\xAE |0

<U991E> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9920> \xDC\xBF |0

<U9928> \xCE\xBD |0

<U9945> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U9949> \xD0\xCF |0

<U994B> \xCF\xFA |0

<U994C> \xF3\xCA |0

<U994D> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U9951> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U9952> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9954>

 \xE8\xBD |0

<U9957> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U995C> \x9C\xD8 |0

<U9996> \xE2\xCF |0

<U9999> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U999D> \xF9\xB8 |0

<U99A5> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U99A8> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U99AC> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U99AD> \xE5\xDF |0

<U99AE> \xF9\xA7 |0

<U99B1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U99B3> \xF6\xCC |0

<U99B4> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U99B9> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U99C1> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U99C4> \x9D\xE9 |0

<U99D0> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99D1> \xD2\xCC |0

<U99D2> \xCF\xCB |0

<U99D5> \xCA\xBD |0

<U99D9> \xDD\xBF |0

<U99DD> \xF6\xEF |0

<U99DF> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U99E2> \x9B\xD2 |0

<U99ED> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U99F1> \xD5\xAD |0

<U99FF> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A01> \xDE\xBE |0

<U9A08> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U9A0E> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U9A0F> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U9A19> \xF8\xBE |0
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<U9A2B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U9A30> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U9A36> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U9A37> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U9A40> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U9A43> \xF8\xFE |0

<U9A45> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9A4D> \xFD\xA4 |0

<U9A55> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U9A57> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U9A5A> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U9A5B> \xE6\xBE |0

<U9A5F> \xF6\xAE |0

<U9A62> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U9A65> \xD1\xCA |0

<U9A69> \xFC\xBE |0

<U9A6A> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U9AA8>

 \xCD\xE9 |0

<U9AB8> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U9ABC> \x9A\xB1 |0

<U9AC0> \x9B\xEC |0

<U9ACF> \x9B\xAA |0

<U9AD1> \x9D\xD4 |0

<U9AD3> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U9AD4> \xF4\xF7 |0

<U9AD8> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9AE3> \x9B\xCA |0

<U9AE5> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U9AEE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U9AF4> \x9B\xE3 |0

<U9B18> \x9B\xB9 |0

<U9B1A> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U9B1F> \x9E\xA4 |0

<U9B22> \x9B\xF1 |0

<U9B23> \x9A\xF8 |0

<U9B27> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U9B2A> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U9B31> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U9B3B> \x9C\xED |0

<U9B3C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U9B41> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9B42> \xFB\xEB |0

<U9B43> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U9B44> \xDB\xDE |0

<U9B45> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U9B4D> \x9B\xBA |0

<U9B4E> \x9A\xF2 |0
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<U9B4F> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U9B51> \x9B\xB2 |0

<U9B54> \xD8\xAA |0

<U9B5A> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9B6F> \xD6\xDB |0

<U9B74> \x9B\xCB |0

<U9B8E> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9B91> \xF8\xEA |0

<U9B92> \x9B\xDF |0

<U9B9F> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U9BAB> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U9BAE> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U9BC9> \xD7\xEF |0

<U9BD6> \xF4\xED |0

<U9BDB> \x9D\xB8 |0

<U9BE4> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U9BE8> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U9C0D> \xF5\xE3 |0

<U9C10> \xE4\xCA |0

<U9C12> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U9C13>

 \x9B\xFD |0

<U9C15> \xF9\xC8 |0

<U9C25> \xFC\xBF |0

<U9C2D> \x9A\xD4 |0

<U9C2E> \x9C\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9C3B> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U9C47> \xCB\xBE |0

<U9C49> \xDC\xAE |0

<U9C57> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U9CE5> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U9CE7> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U9CE9> \xCF\xCD |0

<U9CF3> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U9CF4> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U9CF6> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9D07> \x9B\xD5 |0

<U9D08> \x9C\xC0 |0

<U9D09> \xE4\xBC |0

<U9D1B> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U9D26> \xE4\xEC |0

<U9D28> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U9D3B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9D44> \x9D\xE5 |0

<U9D51> \xCC\xBB |0

<U9D5D> \xE4\xBD |0

<U9D60> \xCD\xDC |0
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<U9D61> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U9D6C> \xDD\xDF |0

<U9D72> \xED\xCE |0

<U9D89> \x9C\xB7 |0

<U9DA9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U9DAF> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U9DB4> \xF9\xCD |0

<U9DBB> \x9D\xFE |0

<U9DC4> \xCD\xAE |0

<U9DD7> \xCF\xCE |0

<U9DF2> \xF6\xAF |0

<U9DF3> \x9D\xF6 |0

<U9DF8> \xFD\xD3 |0

<U9DF9> \xEB\xED |0

<U9DFA> \xD6\xDC |0

<U9E1A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U9E1B> \x9A\xC3 |0

<U9E1E> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U9E75> \xD6\xDD |0

<U9E79> \xF9\xE9 |0

<U9E7D> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U9E7F> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U9E81> \x9D\xDC |0

<U9E92>

 \xD1\xCB |0

<U9E93> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U9E97> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9E9D> \xDE\xFA |0

<U9E9F> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U9EA4> \x9D\xDD |0

<U9EA5> \xD8\xEA |0

<U9EB4> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U9EB5> \xD8\xFD |0

<U9EBB> \xD8\xAB |0

<U9EBE> \xFD\xCB |0

<U9EC3> \xFC\xDC |0

<U9ECD> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U9ECE> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9ED1> \xFD\xD9 |0

<U9ED4> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U9ED8> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U9EDB> \xD3\xEA |0

<U9EDC> \xF5\xF5 |0

<U9EDD> \x9C\xEC |0

<U9EDE> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9EE8> \xD3\xDA |0

<U9EEF> \x9C\xC5 |0

<U9EF4> \xDA\xBD |0
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<U9EFB> \x9B\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \x9B\xD6 |0

<U9F07> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U9F08> \xDC\xAF |0

<U9F0E> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U9F13> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9F20> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U9F3B> \xDE\xAC |0

<U9F4A> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9F4B> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U9F4E> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9F52> \xF6\xCD |0

<U9F5F> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U9F61> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U9F66> \x9C\xF0 |0

<U9F67> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9F6C> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U9F77> \xE4\xCB |0

<U9F8D> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U9F90> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U9F95> \xCA\xFE |0

<U9F9C> \xCF\xCF |0

<UAC00> \xB0\xA1 |0

<UAC01> \xB0\xA2 |0

<UAC02> \x9E\xAD |0

<UAC04>

 \xB0\xA3 |0

<UAC07> \xB0\xA4 |0

<UAC08> \xB0\xA5 |0

<UAC09> \xB0\xA6 |0

<UAC0A> \xB0\xA7 |0

<UAC0B> \x9E\xAE |0

<UAC10> \xB0\xA8 |0

<UAC11> \xB0\xA9 |0

<UAC12> \xB0\xAA |0

<UAC13> \xB0\xAB |0

<UAC14> \xB0\xAC |0

<UAC15> \xB0\xAD |0

<UAC16> \xB0\xAE |0

<UAC17> \xB0\xAF |0

<UAC19> \xB0\xB0 |0

<UAC1A> \xB0\xB1 |0

<UAC1B> \xB0\xB2 |0

<UAC1C> \xB0\xB3 |0

<UAC1D> \xB0\xB4 |0

<UAC20> \xB0\xB5 |0

<UAC24> \xB0\xB6 |0
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<UAC2C> \xB0\xB7 |0

<UAC2D> \xB0\xB8 |0

<UAC2F> \xB0\xB9 |0

<UAC30> \xB0\xBA |0

<UAC31> \xB0\xBB |0

<UAC38> \xB0\xBC |0

<UAC39> \xB0\xBD |0

<UAC3C> \xB0\xBE |0

<UAC40> \xB0\xBF |0

<UAC4B> \xB0\xC0 |0

<UAC4D> \xB0\xC1 |0

<UAC54> \xB0\xC2 |0

<UAC58> \xB0\xC3 |0

<UAC5C> \xB0\xC4 |0

<UAC70> \xB0\xC5 |0

<UAC71> \xB0\xC6 |0

<UAC74> \xB0\xC7 |0

<UAC77> \xB0\xC8 |0

<UAC78> \xB0\xC9 |0

<UAC79> \x9E\xAF |0

<UAC7A> \xB0\xCA |0

<UAC80> \xB0\xCB |0

<UAC81> \xB0\xCC |0

<UAC83> \xB0\xCD |0

<UAC84> \xB0\xCE |0

<UAC85> \xB0\xCF |0

<UAC86> \xB0\xD0 |0

<UAC87> \x9E\xB0 |0

<UAC89> \xB0\xD1 |0

<UAC8A>

 \xB0\xD2 |0

<UAC8B> \xB0\xD3 |0

<UAC8C> \xB0\xD4 |0

<UAC90> \xB0\xD5 |0

<UAC93> \x9E\xB1 |0

<UAC94> \xB0\xD6 |0

<UAC9C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<UAC9D> \xB0\xD8 |0

<UAC9F> \xB0\xD9 |0

<UACA0> \xB0\xDA |0

<UACA1> \xB0\xDB |0

<UACA8> \xB0\xDC |0

<UACA9> \xB0\xDD |0

<UACAA> \xB0\xDE |0

<UACAC> \xB0\xDF |0

<UACAF> \xB0\xE0 |0

<UACB0> \xB0\xE1 |0

<UACB8> \xB0\xE2 |0
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<UACB9> \xB0\xE3 |0

<UACBB> \xB0\xE4 |0

<UACBC> \xB0\xE5 |0

<UACBD> \xB0\xE6 |0

<UACC1> \xB0\xE7 |0

<UACC4> \xB0\xE8 |0

<UACC8> \xB0\xE9 |0

<UACCC> \xB0\xEA |0

<UACD5> \xB0\xEB |0

<UACD7> \xB0\xEC |0

<UACE0> \xB0\xED |0

<UACE1> \xB0\xEE |0

<UACE4> \xB0\xEF |0

<UACE7> \xB0\xF0 |0

<UACE8> \xB0\xF1 |0

<UACE9> \x9E\xB2 |0

<UACEA> \xB0\xF2 |0

<UACEC> \xB0\xF3 |0

<UACEF> \xB0\xF4 |0

<UACF0> \xB0\xF5 |0

<UACF1> \xB0\xF6 |0

<UACF3> \xB0\xF7 |0

<UACF5> \xB0\xF8 |0

<UACF6> \xB0\xF9 |0

<UACFA> \x9E\xB3 |0

<UACFC> \xB0\xFA |0

<UACFD> \xB0\xFB |0

<UAD00> \xB0\xFC |0

<UAD04> \xB0\xFD |0

<UAD06> \xB0\xFE |0

<UAD0C> \xB1\xA1 |0

<UAD0D> \xB1\xA2 |0

<UAD0F>

 \xB1\xA3 |0

<UAD11> \xB1\xA4 |0

<UAD18> \xB1\xA5 |0

<UAD19> \x9E\xB4 |0

<UAD1C> \xB1\xA6 |0

<UAD20> \xB1\xA7 |0

<UAD28> \x9E\xB5 |0

<UAD29> \xB1\xA8 |0

<UAD2B> \x9E\xB6 |0

<UAD2C> \xB1\xA9 |0

<UAD2D> \xB1\xAA |0

<UAD34> \xB1\xAB |0

<UAD35> \xB1\xAC |0

<UAD38> \xB1\xAD |0

<UAD3C> \xB1\xAE |0
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<UAD44> \xB1\xAF |0

<UAD45> \xB1\xB0 |0

<UAD47> \xB1\xB1 |0

<UAD49> \xB1\xB2 |0

<UAD50> \xB1\xB3 |0

<UAD54> \xB1\xB4 |0

<UAD58> \xB1\xB5 |0

<UAD61> \xB1\xB6 |0

<UAD63> \xB1\xB7 |0

<UAD6C> \xB1\xB8 |0

<UAD6D> \xB1\xB9 |0

<UAD70> \xB1\xBA |0

<UAD73> \xB1\xBB |0

<UAD74> \xB1\xBC |0

<UAD75> \xB1\xBD |0

<UAD76> \xB1\xBE |0

<UAD7B> \xB1\xBF |0

<UAD7C> \xB1\xC0 |0

<UAD7D> \xB1\xC1 |0

<UAD7F> \xB1\xC2 |0

<UAD81> \xB1\xC3 |0

<UAD82> \xB1\xC4 |0

<UAD88> \xB1\xC5 |0

<UAD89> \xB1\xC6 |0

<UAD8C> \xB1\xC7 |0

<UAD90> \xB1\xC8 |0

<UAD9B> \x9E\xB7 |0

<UAD9C> \xB1\xC9 |0

<UAD9D> \xB1\xCA |0

<UADA4> \xB1\xCB |0

<UADB7> \xB1\xCC |0

<UADC0> \xB1\xCD |0

<UADC1> \xB1\xCE |0

<UADC4> \xB1\xCF |0

<UADC8> \xB1\xD0 |0

<UADD0>

 \xB1\xD1 |0

<UADD1> \xB1\xD2 |0

<UADD3> \xB1\xD3 |0

<UADD5> \x9E\xB8 |0

<UADDC> \xB1\xD4 |0

<UADE0> \xB1\xD5 |0

<UADE4> \xB1\xD6 |0

<UADEC> \x9E\xB9 |0

<UADF8> \xB1\xD7 |0

<UADF9> \xB1\xD8 |0

<UADFC> \xB1\xD9 |0

<UADFF> \xB1\xDA |0
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<UAE00> \xB1\xDB |0

<UAE01> \xB1\xDC |0

<UAE02> \x9E\xBA |0

<UAE08> \xB1\xDD |0

<UAE09> \xB1\xDE |0

<UAE0B> \xB1\xDF |0

<UAE0D> \xB1\xE0 |0

<UAE0F> \x9E\xBB |0

<UAE11> \x9E\xBC |0

<UAE14> \xB1\xE1 |0

<UAE27> \x9E\xBD |0

<UAE30> \xB1\xE2 |0

<UAE31> \xB1\xE3 |0

<UAE34> \xB1\xE4 |0

<UAE37> \xB1\xE5 |0

<UAE38> \xB1\xE6 |0

<UAE3A> \xB1\xE7 |0

<UAE3C> \x9E\xBE |0

<UAE40> \xB1\xE8 |0

<UAE41> \xB1\xE9 |0

<UAE43> \xB1\xEA |0

<UAE44> \x9E\xBF |0

<UAE45> \xB1\xEB |0

<UAE46> \xB1\xEC |0

<UAE49> \x9E\xC0 |0

<UAE4A> \xB1\xED |0

<UAE4C> \xB1\xEE |0

<UAE4D> \xB1\xEF |0

<UAE4E> \xB1\xF0 |0

<UAE50> \xB1\xF1 |0

<UAE54> \xB1\xF2 |0

<UAE56> \xB1\xF3 |0

<UAE5C> \xB1\xF4 |0

<UAE5D> \xB1\xF5 |0

<UAE5F> \xB1\xF6 |0

<UAE60> \xB1\xF7 |0

<UAE61> \xB1\xF8 |0

<UAE62> \x9E\xC1 |0

<UAE65>

 \xB1\xF9 |0

<UAE68> \xB1\xFA |0

<UAE69> \xB1\xFB |0

<UAE6C> \xB1\xFC |0

<UAE70> \xB1\xFD |0

<UAE78> \xB1\xFE |0

<UAE79> \xB2\xA1 |0

<UAE7B> \xB2\xA2 |0

<UAE7C> \xB2\xA3 |0
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<UAE7D> \xB2\xA4 |0

<UAE84> \xB2\xA5 |0

<UAE85> \xB2\xA6 |0

<UAE8C> \xB2\xA7 |0

<UAEA0> \x9E\xC2 |0

<UAEBC> \xB2\xA8 |0

<UAEBD> \xB2\xA9 |0

<UAEBE> \xB2\xAA |0

<UAEC0> \xB2\xAB |0

<UAEC4> \xB2\xAC |0

<UAECC> \xB2\xAD |0

<UAECD> \xB2\xAE |0

<UAECF> \xB2\xAF |0

<UAED0> \xB2\xB0 |0

<UAED1> \xB2\xB1 |0

<UAED8> \xB2\xB2 |0

<UAED9> \xB2\xB3 |0

<UAEDC> \xB2\xB4 |0

<UAEE8> \xB2\xB5 |0

<UAEEB> \xB2\xB6 |0

<UAEED> \xB2\xB7 |0

<UAEF4> \xB2\xB8 |0

<UAEF8> \xB2\xB9 |0

<UAEFC> \xB2\xBA |0

<UAF04> \x9E\xC3 |0

<UAF07> \xB2\xBB |0

<UAF08> \xB2\xBC |0

<UAF0D> \xB2\xBD |0

<UAF10> \xB2\xBE |0

<UAF2C> \xB2\xBF |0

<UAF2D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<UAF30> \xB2\xC1 |0

<UAF32> \xB2\xC2 |0

<UAF33> \x9E\xC4 |0

<UAF34> \xB2\xC3 |0

<UAF3C> \xB2\xC4 |0

<UAF3D> \xB2\xC5 |0

<UAF3F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<UAF41> \xB2\xC7 |0

<UAF42> \xB2\xC8 |0

<UAF43> \xB2\xC9 |0

<UAF48>

 \xB2\xCA |0

<UAF49> \xB2\xCB |0

<UAF4C> \x9E\xC5 |0

<UAF50> \xB2\xCC |0

<UAF58> \x9E\xC6 |0

<UAF5B> \x9E\xC7 |0
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<UAF5C> \xB2\xCD |0

<UAF5D> \xB2\xCE |0

<UAF64> \xB2\xCF |0

<UAF65> \xB2\xD0 |0

<UAF68> \x9E\xC8 |0

<UAF79> \xB2\xD1 |0

<UAF80> \xB2\xD2 |0

<UAF84> \xB2\xD3 |0

<UAF88> \xB2\xD4 |0

<UAF90> \xB2\xD5 |0

<UAF91> \xB2\xD6 |0

<UAF93> \x9E\xC9 |0

<UAF95> \xB2\xD7 |0

<UAF9C> \xB2\xD8 |0

<UAFB2> \x9E\xCA |0

<UAFB8> \xB2\xD9 |0

<UAFB9> \xB2\xDA |0

<UAFBC> \xB2\xDB |0

<UAFBF> \x9E\xCB |0

<UAFC0> \xB2\xDC |0

<UAFC7> \xB2\xDD |0

<UAFC8> \xB2\xDE |0

<UAFC9> \xB2\xDF |0

<UAFCB> \xB2\xE0 |0

<UAFCD> \xB2\xE1 |0

<UAFCE> \xB2\xE2 |0

<UAFD4> \xB2\xE3 |0

<UAFD8> \x9E\xCC |0

<UAFDC> \xB2\xE4 |0

<UAFE7> \x9E\xCD |0

<UAFE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<UAFE9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<UAFF0> \xB2\xE7 |0

<UAFF1> \xB2\xE8 |0

<UAFF4> \xB2\xE9 |0

<UAFF8> \xB2\xEA |0

<UB000> \xB2\xEB |0

<UB001> \xB2\xEC |0

<UB004> \xB2\xED |0

<UB00C> \xB2\xEE |0

<UB00D> \x9E\xCE |0

<UB010> \xB2\xEF |0

<UB014> \xB2\xF0 |0

<UB01C> \xB2\xF1 |0

<UB01D>

 \xB2\xF2 |0

<UB021> \x9E\xCF |0

<UB028> \xB2\xF3 |0
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<UB044> \xB2\xF4 |0

<UB045> \xB2\xF5 |0

<UB048> \xB2\xF6 |0

<UB04A> \xB2\xF7 |0

<UB04C> \xB2\xF8 |0

<UB04E> \xB2\xF9 |0

<UB053> \xB2\xFA |0

<UB054> \xB2\xFB |0

<UB055> \xB2\xFC |0

<UB057> \xB2\xFD |0

<UB059> \xB2\xFE |0

<UB05D> \xB3\xA1 |0

<UB060> \x9E\xD0 |0

<UB07C> \xB3\xA2 |0

<UB07D> \xB3\xA3 |0

<UB080> \xB3\xA4 |0

<UB084> \xB3\xA5 |0

<UB08C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<UB08D> \xB3\xA7 |0

<UB08F> \xB3\xA8 |0

<UB090> \x9E\xD1 |0

<UB091> \xB3\xA9 |0

<UB098> \xB3\xAA |0

<UB099> \xB3\xAB |0

<UB09A> \xB3\xAC |0

<UB09C> \xB3\xAD |0

<UB09F> \xB3\xAE |0

<UB0A0> \xB3\xAF |0

<UB0A1> \xB3\xB0 |0

<UB0A2> \xB3\xB1 |0

<UB0A8> \xB3\xB2 |0

<UB0A9> \xB3\xB3 |0

<UB0AB> \xB3\xB4 |0

<UB0AC> \xB3\xB5 |0

<UB0AD> \xB3\xB6 |0

<UB0AE> \xB3\xB7 |0

<UB0AF> \xB3\xB8 |0

<UB0B1> \xB3\xB9 |0

<UB0B3> \xB3\xBA |0

<UB0B4> \xB3\xBB |0

<UB0B5> \xB3\xBC |0

<UB0B8> \xB3\xBD |0

<UB0BB> \x9E\xD2 |0

<UB0BC> \xB3\xBE |0

<UB0C4> \xB3\xBF |0

<UB0C5> \xB3\xC0 |0

<UB0C7> \xB3\xC1 |0

<UB0C8>
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 \xB3\xC2 |0

<UB0C9> \xB3\xC3 |0

<UB0D0> \xB3\xC4 |0

<UB0D1> \xB3\xC5 |0

<UB0D4> \xB3\xC6 |0

<UB0D8> \xB3\xC7 |0

<UB0E0> \xB3\xC8 |0

<UB0E5> \xB3\xC9 |0

<UB0EC> \x9E\xD3 |0

<UB108> \xB3\xCA |0

<UB109> \xB3\xCB |0

<UB10B> \xB3\xCC |0

<UB10C> \xB3\xCD |0

<UB10F> \x9E\xD4 |0

<UB110> \xB3\xCE |0

<UB112> \xB3\xCF |0

<UB113> \xB3\xD0 |0

<UB118> \xB3\xD1 |0

<UB119> \xB3\xD2 |0

<UB11B> \xB3\xD3 |0

<UB11C> \xB3\xD4 |0

<UB11D> \xB3\xD5 |0

<UB11E> \x9E\xD5 |0

<UB123> \xB3\xD6 |0

<UB124> \xB3\xD7 |0

<UB125> \xB3\xD8 |0

<UB128> \xB3\xD9 |0

<UB12C> \xB3\xDA |0

<UB134> \xB3\xDB |0

<UB135> \xB3\xDC |0

<UB137> \xB3\xDD |0

<UB138> \xB3\xDE |0

<UB139> \xB3\xDF |0

<UB140> \xB3\xE0 |0

<UB141> \xB3\xE1 |0

<UB144> \xB3\xE2 |0

<UB147> \x9E\xD6 |0

<UB148> \xB3\xE3 |0

<UB150> \xB3\xE4 |0

<UB151> \xB3\xE5 |0

<UB153> \x9E\xD7 |0

<UB154> \xB3\xE6 |0

<UB155> \xB3\xE7 |0

<UB158> \xB3\xE8 |0

<UB159> \x9E\xD8 |0

<UB15C> \xB3\xE9 |0

<UB160> \xB3\xEA |0

<UB16F> \x9E\xD9 |0
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<UB178> \xB3\xEB |0

<UB179> \xB3\xEC |0

<UB17A>

 \x9E\xDA |0

<UB17C> \xB3\xED |0

<UB180> \xB3\xEE |0

<UB182> \xB3\xEF |0

<UB188> \xB3\xF0 |0

<UB189> \xB3\xF1 |0

<UB18B> \xB3\xF2 |0

<UB18D> \xB3\xF3 |0

<UB192> \xB3\xF4 |0

<UB193> \xB3\xF5 |0

<UB194> \xB3\xF6 |0

<UB198> \xB3\xF7 |0

<UB19C> \xB3\xF8 |0

<UB1A7> \x9E\xDB |0

<UB1A8> \xB3\xF9 |0

<UB1B0> \x9E\xDC |0

<UB1CC> \xB3\xFA |0

<UB1D0> \xB3\xFB |0

<UB1D4> \xB3\xFC |0

<UB1DC> \xB3\xFD |0

<UB1DD> \xB3\xFE |0

<UB1DF> \xB4\xA1 |0

<UB1E8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<UB1E9> \xB4\xA3 |0

<UB1EC> \xB4\xA4 |0

<UB1F0> \xB4\xA5 |0

<UB1F9> \xB4\xA6 |0

<UB1FB> \xB4\xA7 |0

<UB1FD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<UB204> \xB4\xA9 |0

<UB205> \xB4\xAA |0

<UB208> \xB4\xAB |0

<UB20B> \xB4\xAC |0

<UB20C> \xB4\xAD |0

<UB214> \xB4\xAE |0

<UB215> \xB4\xAF |0

<UB217> \xB4\xB0 |0

<UB219> \xB4\xB1 |0

<UB220> \xB4\xB2 |0

<UB233> \x9E\xDD |0

<UB234> \xB4\xB3 |0

<UB23C> \xB4\xB4 |0

<UB258> \xB4\xB5 |0

<UB25C> \xB4\xB6 |0

<UB260> \xB4\xB7 |0
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<UB268> \xB4\xB8 |0

<UB269> \xB4\xB9 |0

<UB274> \xB4\xBA |0

<UB275> \xB4\xBB |0

<UB27C> \xB4\xBC |0

<UB284>

 \xB4\xBD |0

<UB285> \xB4\xBE |0

<UB289> \xB4\xBF |0

<UB290> \xB4\xC0 |0

<UB291> \xB4\xC1 |0

<UB294> \xB4\xC2 |0

<UB298> \xB4\xC3 |0

<UB299> \xB4\xC4 |0

<UB29A> \xB4\xC5 |0

<UB2A0> \xB4\xC6 |0

<UB2A1> \xB4\xC7 |0

<UB2A3> \xB4\xC8 |0

<UB2A5> \xB4\xC9 |0

<UB2A6> \xB4\xCA |0

<UB2A7> \x9E\xDE |0

<UB2AA> \xB4\xCB |0

<UB2AC> \xB4\xCC |0

<UB2B0> \xB4\xCD |0

<UB2B4> \xB4\xCE |0

<UB2C1> \x9E\xDF |0

<UB2C8> \xB4\xCF |0

<UB2C9> \xB4\xD0 |0

<UB2CC> \xB4\xD1 |0

<UB2D0> \xB4\xD2 |0

<UB2D1> \x9E\xE0 |0

<UB2D2> \xB4\xD3 |0

<UB2D8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<UB2D9> \xB4\xD5 |0

<UB2DB> \xB4\xD6 |0

<UB2DD> \xB4\xD7 |0

<UB2E0> \x9E\xE1 |0

<UB2E2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<UB2E4> \xB4\xD9 |0

<UB2E5> \xB4\xDA |0

<UB2E6> \xB4\xDB |0

<UB2E8> \xB4\xDC |0

<UB2EB> \xB4\xDD |0

<UB2EC> \xB4\xDE |0

<UB2ED> \xB4\xDF |0

<UB2EE> \xB4\xE0 |0

<UB2EF> \xB4\xE1 |0

<UB2F3> \xB4\xE2 |0
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<UB2F4> \xB4\xE3 |0

<UB2F5> \xB4\xE4 |0

<UB2F7> \xB4\xE5 |0

<UB2F8> \xB4\xE6 |0

<UB2F9> \xB4\xE7 |0

<UB2FA> \xB4\xE8 |0

<UB2FB> \xB4\xE9 |0

<UB2FF> \xB4\xEA |0

<UB300>

 \xB4\xEB |0

<UB301> \xB4\xEC |0

<UB304> \xB4\xED |0

<UB308> \xB4\xEE |0

<UB310> \xB4\xEF |0

<UB311> \xB4\xF0 |0

<UB313> \xB4\xF1 |0

<UB314> \xB4\xF2 |0

<UB315> \xB4\xF3 |0

<UB31C> \xB4\xF4 |0

<UB331> \x9E\xE2 |0

<UB338> \x9E\xE3 |0

<UB354> \xB4\xF5 |0

<UB355> \xB4\xF6 |0

<UB356> \xB4\xF7 |0

<UB358> \xB4\xF8 |0

<UB35B> \xB4\xF9 |0

<UB35C> \xB4\xFA |0

<UB35E> \xB4\xFB |0

<UB35F> \xB4\xFC |0

<UB364> \xB4\xFD |0

<UB365> \xB4\xFE |0

<UB367> \xB5\xA1 |0

<UB368> \x9E\xE4 |0

<UB369> \xB5\xA2 |0

<UB36A> \x9E\xE5 |0

<UB36B> \xB5\xA3 |0

<UB36E> \xB5\xA4 |0

<UB370> \xB5\xA5 |0

<UB371> \xB5\xA6 |0

<UB374> \xB5\xA7 |0

<UB378> \xB5\xA8 |0

<UB380> \xB5\xA9 |0

<UB381> \xB5\xAA |0

<UB383> \xB5\xAB |0

<UB384> \xB5\xAC |0

<UB385> \xB5\xAD |0

<UB38C> \xB5\xAE |0

<UB390> \xB5\xAF |0
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<UB394> \xB5\xB0 |0

<UB39C> \x9E\xE6 |0

<UB3A0> \xB5\xB1 |0

<UB3A1> \xB5\xB2 |0

<UB3A8> \xB5\xB3 |0

<UB3AC> \xB5\xB4 |0

<UB3C4> \xB5\xB5 |0

<UB3C5> \xB5\xB6 |0

<UB3C8> \xB5\xB7 |0

<UB3CB> \xB5\xB8 |0

<UB3CC> \xB5\xB9 |0

<UB3CE>

 \xB5\xBA |0

<UB3D0> \xB5\xBB |0

<UB3D3> \x9E\xE7 |0

<UB3D4> \xB5\xBC |0

<UB3D5> \xB5\xBD |0

<UB3D7> \xB5\xBE |0

<UB3D9> \xB5\xBF |0

<UB3DB> \xB5\xC0 |0

<UB3DD> \xB5\xC1 |0

<UB3E0> \xB5\xC2 |0

<UB3E4> \xB5\xC3 |0

<UB3E8> \xB5\xC4 |0

<UB3FC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<UB400> \x9E\xE8 |0

<UB40F> \x9E\xE9 |0

<UB410> \xB5\xC6 |0

<UB418> \xB5\xC7 |0

<UB41C> \xB5\xC8 |0

<UB420> \xB5\xC9 |0

<UB428> \xB5\xCA |0

<UB429> \xB5\xCB |0

<UB42B> \xB5\xCC |0

<UB42C> \x9E\xEA |0

<UB434> \xB5\xCD |0

<UB450> \xB5\xCE |0

<UB451> \xB5\xCF |0

<UB454> \xB5\xD0 |0

<UB457> \x9E\xEB |0

<UB458> \xB5\xD1 |0

<UB460> \xB5\xD2 |0

<UB461> \xB5\xD3 |0

<UB463> \xB5\xD4 |0

<UB465> \xB5\xD5 |0

<UB46C> \xB5\xD6 |0

<UB47F> \x9E\xEC |0

<UB480> \xB5\xD7 |0
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<UB488> \xB5\xD8 |0

<UB49D> \xB5\xD9 |0

<UB4A4> \xB5\xDA |0

<UB4A8> \xB5\xDB |0

<UB4AC> \xB5\xDC |0

<UB4B4> \x9E\xED |0

<UB4B5> \xB5\xDD |0

<UB4B7> \xB5\xDE |0

<UB4B9> \xB5\xDF |0

<UB4C0> \xB5\xE0 |0

<UB4C1> \x9E\xEE |0

<UB4C4> \xB5\xE1 |0

<UB4C8> \xB5\xE2 |0

<UB4D0> \xB5\xE3 |0

<UB4D5>

 \xB5\xE4 |0

<UB4DC> \xB5\xE5 |0

<UB4DD> \xB5\xE6 |0

<UB4E0> \xB5\xE7 |0

<UB4E3> \xB5\xE8 |0

<UB4E4> \xB5\xE9 |0

<UB4E6> \xB5\xEA |0

<UB4E7> \x9E\xEF |0

<UB4EC> \xB5\xEB |0

<UB4ED> \xB5\xEC |0

<UB4EF> \xB5\xED |0

<UB4F1> \xB5\xEE |0

<UB4F8> \xB5\xEF |0

<UB514> \xB5\xF0 |0

<UB515> \xB5\xF1 |0

<UB518> \xB5\xF2 |0

<UB51B> \xB5\xF3 |0

<UB51C> \xB5\xF4 |0

<UB524> \xB5\xF5 |0

<UB525> \xB5\xF6 |0

<UB527> \xB5\xF7 |0

<UB528> \xB5\xF8 |0

<UB529> \xB5\xF9 |0

<UB52A> \xB5\xFA |0

<UB52E> \x9E\xF0 |0

<UB530> \xB5\xFB |0

<UB531> \xB5\xFC |0

<UB532> \x9E\xF1 |0

<UB534> \xB5\xFD |0

<UB537> \x9E\xF2 |0

<UB538> \xB5\xFE |0

<UB53F> \x9E\xF3 |0

<UB540> \xB6\xA1 |0
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<UB541> \xB6\xA2 |0

<UB543> \xB6\xA3 |0

<UB544> \xB6\xA4 |0

<UB545> \xB6\xA5 |0

<UB54B> \xB6\xA6 |0

<UB54C> \xB6\xA7 |0

<UB54D> \xB6\xA8 |0

<UB550> \xB6\xA9 |0

<UB554> \xB6\xAA |0

<UB55C> \xB6\xAB |0

<UB55D> \xB6\xAC |0

<UB55F> \xB6\xAD |0

<UB560> \xB6\xAE |0

<UB561> \xB6\xAF |0

<UB568> \x9E\xF4 |0

<UB584> \x9E\xF5 |0

<UB5A0> \xB6\xB0 |0

<UB5A1>

 \xB6\xB1 |0

<UB5A4> \xB6\xB2 |0

<UB5A8> \xB6\xB3 |0

<UB5AA> \xB6\xB4 |0

<UB5AB> \xB6\xB5 |0

<UB5B0> \xB6\xB6 |0

<UB5B1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<UB5B3> \xB6\xB8 |0

<UB5B4> \xB6\xB9 |0

<UB5B5> \xB6\xBA |0

<UB5BB> \xB6\xBB |0

<UB5BC> \xB6\xBC |0

<UB5BD> \xB6\xBD |0

<UB5C0> \xB6\xBE |0

<UB5C4> \xB6\xBF |0

<UB5CC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<UB5CD> \xB6\xC1 |0

<UB5CF> \xB6\xC2 |0

<UB5D0> \xB6\xC3 |0

<UB5D1> \xB6\xC4 |0

<UB5D8> \xB6\xC5 |0

<UB5EC> \xB6\xC6 |0

<UB5F4> \x9E\xF6 |0

<UB610> \xB6\xC7 |0

<UB611> \xB6\xC8 |0

<UB614> \xB6\xC9 |0

<UB618> \xB6\xCA |0

<UB625> \xB6\xCB |0

<UB62C> \xB6\xCC |0

<UB634> \xB6\xCD |0
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<UB648> \xB6\xCE |0

<UB664> \xB6\xCF |0

<UB668> \xB6\xD0 |0

<UB680> \x9E\xF7 |0

<UB69C> \xB6\xD1 |0

<UB69D> \xB6\xD2 |0

<UB6A0> \xB6\xD3 |0

<UB6A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<UB6AB> \xB6\xD5 |0

<UB6AC> \xB6\xD6 |0

<UB6B1> \xB6\xD7 |0

<UB6B8> \x9E\xF8 |0

<UB6D4> \xB6\xD8 |0

<UB6F0> \xB6\xD9 |0

<UB6F4> \xB6\xDA |0

<UB6F8> \xB6\xDB |0

<UB700> \xB6\xDC |0

<UB701> \xB6\xDD |0

<UB705> \xB6\xDE |0

<UB70C> \x9E\xF9 |0

<UB728>

 \xB6\xDF |0

<UB729> \xB6\xE0 |0

<UB72C> \xB6\xE1 |0

<UB72F> \xB6\xE2 |0

<UB730> \xB6\xE3 |0

<UB738> \xB6\xE4 |0

<UB739> \xB6\xE5 |0

<UB73B> \xB6\xE6 |0

<UB744> \xB6\xE7 |0

<UB748> \xB6\xE8 |0

<UB74C> \xB6\xE9 |0

<UB754> \xB6\xEA |0

<UB755> \xB6\xEB |0

<UB760> \xB6\xEC |0

<UB764> \xB6\xED |0

<UB768> \xB6\xEE |0

<UB770> \xB6\xEF |0

<UB771> \xB6\xF0 |0

<UB773> \xB6\xF1 |0

<UB775> \xB6\xF2 |0

<UB77C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<UB77D> \xB6\xF4 |0

<UB780> \xB6\xF5 |0

<UB784> \xB6\xF6 |0

<UB78C> \xB6\xF7 |0

<UB78D> \xB6\xF8 |0

<UB78F> \xB6\xF9 |0
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<UB790> \xB6\xFA |0

<UB791> \xB6\xFB |0

<UB792> \xB6\xFC |0

<UB796> \xB6\xFD |0

<UB797> \xB6\xFE |0

<UB798> \xB7\xA1 |0

<UB799> \xB7\xA2 |0

<UB79C> \xB7\xA3 |0

<UB7A0> \xB7\xA4 |0

<UB7A8> \xB7\xA5 |0

<UB7A9> \xB7\xA6 |0

<UB7AB> \xB7\xA7 |0

<UB7AC> \xB7\xA8 |0

<UB7AD> \xB7\xA9 |0

<UB7B4> \xB7\xAA |0

<UB7B5> \xB7\xAB |0

<UB7B8> \xB7\xAC |0

<UB7C7> \xB7\xAD |0

<UB7C9> \xB7\xAE |0

<UB7D0> \x9E\xFA |0

<UB7EC> \xB7\xAF |0

<UB7ED> \xB7\xB0 |0

<UB7F0> \xB7\xB1 |0

<UB7F4>

 \xB7\xB2 |0

<UB7FC> \xB7\xB3 |0

<UB7FD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<UB7FF> \xB7\xB5 |0

<UB800> \xB7\xB6 |0

<UB801> \xB7\xB7 |0

<UB807> \xB7\xB8 |0

<UB808> \xB7\xB9 |0

<UB809> \xB7\xBA |0

<UB80C> \xB7\xBB |0

<UB80F> \x9E\xFB |0

<UB810> \xB7\xBC |0

<UB818> \xB7\xBD |0

<UB819> \xB7\xBE |0

<UB81B> \xB7\xBF |0

<UB81D> \xB7\xC0 |0

<UB824> \xB7\xC1 |0

<UB825> \xB7\xC2 |0

<UB828> \xB7\xC3 |0

<UB82C> \xB7\xC4 |0

<UB834> \xB7\xC5 |0

<UB835> \xB7\xC6 |0

<UB837> \xB7\xC7 |0

<UB838> \xB7\xC8 |0
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<UB839> \xB7\xC9 |0

<UB840> \xB7\xCA |0

<UB844> \xB7\xCB |0

<UB851> \xB7\xCC |0

<UB853> \xB7\xCD |0

<UB85C> \xB7\xCE |0

<UB85D> \xB7\xCF |0

<UB860> \xB7\xD0 |0

<UB864> \xB7\xD1 |0

<UB86C> \xB7\xD2 |0

<UB86D> \xB7\xD3 |0

<UB86F> \xB7\xD4 |0

<UB871> \xB7\xD5 |0

<UB878> \xB7\xD6 |0

<UB87C> \xB7\xD7 |0

<UB88D> \xB7\xD8 |0

<UB894> \x9E\xFC |0

<UB8A8> \xB7\xD9 |0

<UB8B0> \xB7\xDA |0

<UB8B4> \xB7\xDB |0

<UB8B8> \xB7\xDC |0

<UB8C0> \xB7\xDD |0

<UB8C1> \xB7\xDE |0

<UB8C3> \xB7\xDF |0

<UB8C5> \xB7\xE0 |0

<UB8CC> \xB7\xE1 |0

<UB8D0>

 \xB7\xE2 |0

<UB8D4> \xB7\xE3 |0

<UB8DC> \x9E\xFD |0

<UB8DD> \xB7\xE4 |0

<UB8DF> \xB7\xE5 |0

<UB8E1> \xB7\xE6 |0

<UB8E8> \xB7\xE7 |0

<UB8E9> \xB7\xE8 |0

<UB8EC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<UB8F0> \xB7\xEA |0

<UB8F8> \xB7\xEB |0

<UB8F9> \xB7\xEC |0

<UB8FB> \xB7\xED |0

<UB8FD> \xB7\xEE |0

<UB904> \xB7\xEF |0

<UB917> \x9E\xFE |0

<UB918> \xB7\xF0 |0

<UB920> \xB7\xF1 |0

<UB93C> \xB7\xF2 |0

<UB93D> \xB7\xF3 |0

<UB940> \xB7\xF4 |0
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<UB944> \xB7\xF5 |0

<UB94C> \xB7\xF6 |0

<UB94F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<UB951> \xB7\xF8 |0

<UB958> \xB7\xF9 |0

<UB959> \xB7\xFA |0

<UB95C> \xB7\xFB |0

<UB960> \xB7\xFC |0

<UB968> \xB7\xFD |0

<UB969> \xB7\xFE |0

<UB96B> \xB8\xA1 |0

<UB96D> \xB8\xA2 |0

<UB974> \xB8\xA3 |0

<UB975> \xB8\xA4 |0

<UB978> \xB8\xA5 |0

<UB97C> \xB8\xA6 |0

<UB984> \xB8\xA7 |0

<UB985> \xB8\xA8 |0

<UB987> \xB8\xA9 |0

<UB989> \xB8\xAA |0

<UB98A> \xB8\xAB |0

<UB98D> \xB8\xAC |0

<UB98E> \xB8\xAD |0

<UB990> \x9F\xA1 |0

<UB9AC> \xB8\xAE |0

<UB9AD> \xB8\xAF |0

<UB9B0> \xB8\xB0 |0

<UB9B4> \xB8\xB1 |0

<UB9BC> \xB8\xB2 |0

<UB9BD>

 \xB8\xB3 |0

<UB9BF> \xB8\xB4 |0

<UB9C1> \xB8\xB5 |0

<UB9C8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<UB9C9> \xB8\xB7 |0

<UB9CC> \xB8\xB8 |0

<UB9CE> \xB8\xB9 |0

<UB9CF> \xB8\xBA |0

<UB9D0> \xB8\xBB |0

<UB9D1> \xB8\xBC |0

<UB9D2> \xB8\xBD |0

<UB9D8> \xB8\xBE |0

<UB9D9> \xB8\xBF |0

<UB9DB> \xB8\xC0 |0

<UB9DD> \xB8\xC1 |0

<UB9DE> \xB8\xC2 |0

<UB9DF> \x9F\xA2 |0

<UB9E1> \xB8\xC3 |0
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<UB9E3> \xB8\xC4 |0

<UB9E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<UB9E5> \xB8\xC6 |0

<UB9E8> \xB8\xC7 |0

<UB9EC> \xB8\xC8 |0

<UB9F4> \xB8\xC9 |0

<UB9F5> \xB8\xCA |0

<UB9F7> \xB8\xCB |0

<UB9F8> \xB8\xCC |0

<UB9F9> \xB8\xCD |0

<UB9FA> \xB8\xCE |0

<UB9FB> \x9F\xA3 |0

<UBA00> \xB8\xCF |0

<UBA01> \xB8\xD0 |0

<UBA08> \xB8\xD1 |0

<UBA15> \xB8\xD2 |0

<UBA1C> \x9F\xA4 |0

<UBA38> \xB8\xD3 |0

<UBA39> \xB8\xD4 |0

<UBA3C> \xB8\xD5 |0

<UBA40> \xB8\xD6 |0

<UBA42> \xB8\xD7 |0

<UBA48> \xB8\xD8 |0

<UBA49> \xB8\xD9 |0

<UBA4B> \xB8\xDA |0

<UBA4D> \xB8\xDB |0

<UBA4E> \xB8\xDC |0

<UBA53> \xB8\xDD |0

<UBA54> \xB8\xDE |0

<UBA55> \xB8\xDF |0

<UBA58> \xB8\xE0 |0

<UBA5C> \xB8\xE1 |0

<UBA64>

 \xB8\xE2 |0

<UBA65> \xB8\xE3 |0

<UBA67> \xB8\xE4 |0

<UBA68> \xB8\xE5 |0

<UBA69> \xB8\xE6 |0

<UBA6B> \x9F\xA5 |0

<UBA6D> \x9F\xA6 |0

<UBA70> \xB8\xE7 |0

<UBA71> \xB8\xE8 |0

<UBA74> \xB8\xE9 |0

<UBA78> \xB8\xEA |0

<UBA80> \x9F\xA7 |0

<UBA83> \xB8\xEB |0

<UBA84> \xB8\xEC |0

<UBA85> \xB8\xED |0
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<UBA87> \xB8\xEE |0

<UBA8C> \xB8\xEF |0

<UBAA8> \xB8\xF0 |0

<UBAA9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<UBAAB> \xB8\xF2 |0

<UBAAC> \xB8\xF3 |0

<UBAAF> \x9F\xA8 |0

<UBAB0> \xB8\xF4 |0

<UBAB2> \xB8\xF5 |0

<UBAB8> \xB8\xF6 |0

<UBAB9> \xB8\xF7 |0

<UBABB> \xB8\xF8 |0

<UBABD> \xB8\xF9 |0

<UBAC3> \x9F\xA9 |0

<UBAC4> \xB8\xFA |0

<UBAC8> \xB8\xFB |0

<UBAD8> \xB8\xFC |0

<UBAD9> \xB8\xFD |0

<UBAE0> \x9F\xAA |0

<UBAFC> \xB8\xFE |0

<UBB00> \xB9\xA1 |0

<UBB04> \xB9\xA2 |0

<UBB0D> \xB9\xA3 |0

<UBB0F> \xB9\xA4 |0

<UBB11> \xB9\xA5 |0

<UBB18> \xB9\xA6 |0

<UBB1C> \xB9\xA7 |0

<UBB20> \xB9\xA8 |0

<UBB29> \xB9\xA9 |0

<UBB2B> \xB9\xAA |0

<UBB34> \xB9\xAB |0

<UBB35> \xB9\xAC |0

<UBB36> \xB9\xAD |0

<UBB38> \xB9\xAE |0

<UBB3B> \xB9\xAF |0

<UBB3C>

 \xB9\xB0 |0

<UBB3D> \xB9\xB1 |0

<UBB3E> \xB9\xB2 |0

<UBB44> \xB9\xB3 |0

<UBB45> \xB9\xB4 |0

<UBB47> \xB9\xB5 |0

<UBB49> \xB9\xB6 |0

<UBB4D> \xB9\xB7 |0

<UBB4F> \xB9\xB8 |0

<UBB50> \xB9\xB9 |0

<UBB54> \xB9\xBA |0

<UBB58> \xB9\xBB |0
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<UBB61> \xB9\xBC |0

<UBB63> \xB9\xBD |0

<UBB6C> \xB9\xBE |0

<UBB88> \xB9\xBF |0

<UBB8C> \xB9\xC0 |0

<UBB90> \xB9\xC1 |0

<UBBA4> \xB9\xC2 |0

<UBBA8> \xB9\xC3 |0

<UBBAC> \xB9\xC4 |0

<UBBB4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<UBBB7> \xB9\xC6 |0

<UBBC0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<UBBC1> \x9F\xAB |0

<UBBC4> \xB9\xC8 |0

<UBBC8> \xB9\xC9 |0

<UBBD0> \xB9\xCA |0

<UBBD3> \xB9\xCB |0

<UBBD5> \x9F\xAC |0

<UBBDC> \x9F\xAD |0

<UBBE0> \x9F\xAE |0

<UBBF8> \xB9\xCC |0

<UBBF9> \xB9\xCD |0

<UBBFC> \xB9\xCE |0

<UBBFF> \xB9\xCF |0

<UBC00> \xB9\xD0 |0

<UBC02> \xB9\xD1 |0

<UBC08> \xB9\xD2 |0

<UBC09> \xB9\xD3 |0

<UBC0B> \xB9\xD4 |0

<UBC0C> \xB9\xD5 |0

<UBC0D> \xB9\xD6 |0

<UBC0E> \x9F\xAF |0

<UBC0F> \xB9\xD7 |0

<UBC11> \xB9\xD8 |0

<UBC14> \xB9\xD9 |0

<UBC15> \xB9\xDA |0

<UBC16> \xB9\xDB |0

<UBC17> \xB9\xDC |0

<UBC18>

 \xB9\xDD |0

<UBC1B> \xB9\xDE |0

<UBC1C> \xB9\xDF |0

<UBC1D> \xB9\xE0 |0

<UBC1E> \xB9\xE1 |0

<UBC1F> \xB9\xE2 |0

<UBC24> \xB9\xE3 |0

<UBC25> \xB9\xE4 |0

<UBC27> \xB9\xE5 |0
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<UBC28> \x9F\xB0 |0

<UBC29> \xB9\xE6 |0

<UBC2D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<UBC30> \xB9\xE8 |0

<UBC31> \xB9\xE9 |0

<UBC34> \xB9\xEA |0

<UBC37> \x9F\xB1 |0

<UBC38> \xB9\xEB |0

<UBC40> \xB9\xEC |0

<UBC41> \xB9\xED |0

<UBC43> \xB9\xEE |0

<UBC44> \xB9\xEF |0

<UBC45> \xB9\xF0 |0

<UBC49> \xB9\xF1 |0

<UBC4C> \xB9\xF2 |0

<UBC4D> \xB9\xF3 |0

<UBC50> \xB9\xF4 |0

<UBC5C> \x9F\xB2 |0

<UBC5D> \xB9\xF5 |0

<UBC68> \x9F\xB3 |0

<UBC84> \xB9\xF6 |0

<UBC85> \xB9\xF7 |0

<UBC88> \xB9\xF8 |0

<UBC8B> \xB9\xF9 |0

<UBC8C> \xB9\xFA |0

<UBC8E> \xB9\xFB |0

<UBC94> \xB9\xFC |0

<UBC95> \xB9\xFD |0

<UBC97> \xB9\xFE |0

<UBC98> \x9F\xB4 |0

<UBC99> \xBA\xA1 |0

<UBC9A> \xBA\xA2 |0

<UBC9C> \x9F\xB5 |0

<UBCA0> \xBA\xA3 |0

<UBCA1> \xBA\xA4 |0

<UBCA4> \xBA\xA5 |0

<UBCA7> \xBA\xA6 |0

<UBCA8> \xBA\xA7 |0

<UBCB0> \xBA\xA8 |0

<UBCB1> \xBA\xA9 |0

<UBCB3> \xBA\xAA |0

<UBCB4>

 \xBA\xAB |0

<UBCB5> \xBA\xAC |0

<UBCB9> \x9F\xB6 |0

<UBCBC> \xBA\xAD |0

<UBCBD> \xBA\xAE |0

<UBCC0> \xBA\xAF |0
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<UBCC4> \xBA\xB0 |0

<UBCCC> \x9F\xB7 |0

<UBCCD> \xBA\xB1 |0

<UBCCF> \xBA\xB2 |0

<UBCD0> \xBA\xB3 |0

<UBCD1> \xBA\xB4 |0

<UBCD2> \x9F\xB8 |0

<UBCD3> \x9F\xB9 |0

<UBCD4> \x9F\xBA |0

<UBCD5> \xBA\xB5 |0

<UBCD8> \xBA\xB6 |0

<UBCDC> \xBA\xB7 |0

<UBCF4> \xBA\xB8 |0

<UBCF5> \xBA\xB9 |0

<UBCF6> \xBA\xBA |0

<UBCF8> \xBA\xBB |0

<UBCFC> \xBA\xBC |0

<UBD04> \xBA\xBD |0

<UBD05> \xBA\xBE |0

<UBD07> \xBA\xBF |0

<UBD09> \xBA\xC0 |0

<UBD10> \xBA\xC1 |0

<UBD14> \xBA\xC2 |0

<UBD23> \x9F\xBB |0

<UBD24> \xBA\xC3 |0

<UBD2C> \xBA\xC4 |0

<UBD40> \xBA\xC5 |0

<UBD48> \xBA\xC6 |0

<UBD49> \xBA\xC7 |0

<UBD4C> \xBA\xC8 |0

<UBD50> \xBA\xC9 |0

<UBD58> \xBA\xCA |0

<UBD59> \xBA\xCB |0

<UBD64> \xBA\xCC |0

<UBD68> \xBA\xCD |0

<UBD80> \xBA\xCE |0

<UBD81> \xBA\xCF |0

<UBD84> \xBA\xD0 |0

<UBD87> \xBA\xD1 |0

<UBD88> \xBA\xD2 |0

<UBD89> \xBA\xD3 |0

<UBD8A> \xBA\xD4 |0

<UBD90> \xBA\xD5 |0

<UBD91> \xBA\xD6 |0

<UBD93>

 \xBA\xD7 |0

<UBD95> \xBA\xD8 |0

<UBD97> \x9F\xBC |0
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<UBD99> \xBA\xD9 |0

<UBD9A> \xBA\xDA |0

<UBD9C> \xBA\xDB |0

<UBDA4> \xBA\xDC |0

<UBDB0> \xBA\xDD |0

<UBDB4> \x9F\xBD |0

<UBDB8> \xBA\xDE |0

<UBDD4> \xBA\xDF |0

<UBDD5> \xBA\xE0 |0

<UBDD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<UBDDC> \xBA\xE2 |0

<UBDE9> \xBA\xE3 |0

<UBDF0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<UBDF4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<UBDF8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<UBE00> \xBA\xE7 |0

<UBE03> \xBA\xE8 |0

<UBE05> \xBA\xE9 |0

<UBE0C> \xBA\xEA |0

<UBE0D> \xBA\xEB |0

<UBE10> \xBA\xEC |0

<UBE14> \xBA\xED |0

<UBE18> \x9F\xBE |0

<UBE1C> \xBA\xEE |0

<UBE1D> \xBA\xEF |0

<UBE1F> \xBA\xF0 |0

<UBE21> \x9F\xBF |0

<UBE28> \x9F\xC0 |0

<UBE44> \xBA\xF1 |0

<UBE45> \xBA\xF2 |0

<UBE48> \xBA\xF3 |0

<UBE4B> \x9F\xC1 |0

<UBE4C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<UBE4E> \xBA\xF5 |0

<UBE54> \xBA\xF6 |0

<UBE55> \xBA\xF7 |0

<UBE57> \xBA\xF8 |0

<UBE59> \xBA\xF9 |0

<UBE5A> \xBA\xFA |0

<UBE5B> \xBA\xFB |0

<UBE60> \xBA\xFC |0

<UBE61> \xBA\xFD |0

<UBE64> \xBA\xFE |0

<UBE68> \xBB\xA1 |0

<UBE6A> \xBB\xA2 |0

<UBE70> \xBB\xA3 |0

<UBE71> \xBB\xA4 |0

<UBE73>
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 \xBB\xA5 |0

<UBE74> \xBB\xA6 |0

<UBE75> \xBB\xA7 |0

<UBE7B> \xBB\xA8 |0

<UBE7C> \xBB\xA9 |0

<UBE7D> \xBB\xAA |0

<UBE80> \xBB\xAB |0

<UBE84> \xBB\xAC |0

<UBE8C> \xBB\xAD |0

<UBE8D> \xBB\xAE |0

<UBE8F> \xBB\xAF |0

<UBE90> \xBB\xB0 |0

<UBE91> \xBB\xB1 |0

<UBE98> \xBB\xB2 |0

<UBE99> \xBB\xB3 |0

<UBE9C> \x9F\xC2 |0

<UBEA8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<UBEB4> \x9F\xC3 |0

<UBED0> \xBB\xB5 |0

<UBED1> \xBB\xB6 |0

<UBED4> \xBB\xB7 |0

<UBED7> \xBB\xB8 |0

<UBED8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<UBEE0> \xBB\xBA |0

<UBEE3> \xBB\xBB |0

<UBEE4> \xBB\xBC |0

<UBEE5> \xBB\xBD |0

<UBEEC> \xBB\xBE |0

<UBEED> \x9F\xC4 |0

<UBEF0> \x9F\xC5 |0

<UBEF4> \x9F\xC6 |0

<UBEFF> \x9F\xC7 |0

<UBF01> \xBB\xBF |0

<UBF08> \xBB\xC0 |0

<UBF09> \xBB\xC1 |0

<UBF18> \xBB\xC2 |0

<UBF19> \xBB\xC3 |0

<UBF1B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<UBF1C> \xBB\xC5 |0

<UBF1D> \xBB\xC6 |0

<UBF24> \x9F\xC8 |0

<UBF40> \xBB\xC7 |0

<UBF41> \xBB\xC8 |0

<UBF44> \xBB\xC9 |0

<UBF48> \xBB\xCA |0

<UBF50> \xBB\xCB |0

<UBF51> \xBB\xCC |0

<UBF55> \xBB\xCD |0
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<UBF5C> \x9F\xC9 |0

<UBF78> \x9F\xCA |0

<UBF94>

 \xBB\xCE |0

<UBFB0> \xBB\xCF |0

<UBFC0> \x9F\xCB |0

<UBFC5> \xBB\xD0 |0

<UBFCC> \xBB\xD1 |0

<UBFCD> \xBB\xD2 |0

<UBFD0> \xBB\xD3 |0

<UBFD4> \xBB\xD4 |0

<UBFD5> \x9F\xCC |0

<UBFDC> \xBB\xD5 |0

<UBFDD> \x9F\xCD |0

<UBFDF> \xBB\xD6 |0

<UBFE1> \xBB\xD7 |0

<UBFE8> \x9F\xCE |0

<UC004> \x9F\xCF |0

<UC020> \x9F\xD0 |0

<UC03C> \xBB\xD8 |0

<UC051> \xBB\xD9 |0

<UC058> \xBB\xDA |0

<UC059> \x9F\xD1 |0

<UC05C> \xBB\xDB |0

<UC060> \xBB\xDC |0

<UC068> \xBB\xDD |0

<UC069> \xBB\xDE |0

<UC074> \x9F\xD2 |0

<UC090> \xBB\xDF |0

<UC091> \xBB\xE0 |0

<UC094> \xBB\xE1 |0

<UC098> \xBB\xE2 |0

<UC0A0> \xBB\xE3 |0

<UC0A1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<UC0A3> \xBB\xE5 |0

<UC0A5> \xBB\xE6 |0

<UC0AC> \xBB\xE7 |0

<UC0AD> \xBB\xE8 |0

<UC0AE> \x9F\xD3 |0

<UC0AF> \xBB\xE9 |0

<UC0B0> \xBB\xEA |0

<UC0B3> \xBB\xEB |0

<UC0B4> \xBB\xEC |0

<UC0B5> \xBB\xED |0

<UC0B6> \xBB\xEE |0

<UC0B7> \x9F\xD4 |0

<UC0BB> \x9F\xD5 |0

<UC0BC> \xBB\xEF |0
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<UC0BD> \xBB\xF0 |0

<UC0BF> \xBB\xF1 |0

<UC0C0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<UC0C1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<UC0C3> \x9F\xD6 |0

<UC0C5>

 \xBB\xF4 |0

<UC0C7> \x9F\xD7 |0

<UC0C8> \xBB\xF5 |0

<UC0C9> \xBB\xF6 |0

<UC0CC> \xBB\xF7 |0

<UC0CF> \x9F\xD8 |0

<UC0D0> \xBB\xF8 |0

<UC0D8> \xBB\xF9 |0

<UC0D9> \xBB\xFA |0

<UC0DB> \xBB\xFB |0

<UC0DC> \xBB\xFC |0

<UC0DD> \xBB\xFD |0

<UC0E4> \xBB\xFE |0

<UC0E5> \xBC\xA1 |0

<UC0E8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<UC0EC> \xBC\xA3 |0

<UC0F4> \xBC\xA4 |0

<UC0F5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<UC0F7> \xBC\xA6 |0

<UC0F9> \xBC\xA7 |0

<UC100> \xBC\xA8 |0

<UC104> \xBC\xA9 |0

<UC108> \xBC\xAA |0

<UC110> \xBC\xAB |0

<UC115> \xBC\xAC |0

<UC11C> \xBC\xAD |0

<UC11D> \xBC\xAE |0

<UC11E> \xBC\xAF |0

<UC11F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<UC120> \xBC\xB1 |0

<UC123> \xBC\xB2 |0

<UC124> \xBC\xB3 |0

<UC125> \x9F\xD9 |0

<UC126> \xBC\xB4 |0

<UC127> \xBC\xB5 |0

<UC12C> \xBC\xB6 |0

<UC12D> \xBC\xB7 |0

<UC12F> \xBC\xB8 |0

<UC130> \xBC\xB9 |0

<UC131> \xBC\xBA |0

<UC136> \xBC\xBB |0

<UC138> \xBC\xBC |0
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<UC139> \xBC\xBD |0

<UC13C> \xBC\xBE |0

<UC13F> \x9F\xDA |0

<UC140> \xBC\xBF |0

<UC148> \xBC\xC0 |0

<UC149> \xBC\xC1 |0

<UC14B> \xBC\xC2 |0

<UC14C> \xBC\xC3 |0

<UC14D>

 \xBC\xC4 |0

<UC151> \x9F\xDB |0

<UC154> \xBC\xC5 |0

<UC155> \xBC\xC6 |0

<UC157> \x9F\xDC |0

<UC158> \xBC\xC7 |0

<UC15C> \xBC\xC8 |0

<UC164> \xBC\xC9 |0

<UC165> \xBC\xCA |0

<UC167> \xBC\xCB |0

<UC168> \xBC\xCC |0

<UC169> \xBC\xCD |0

<UC170> \xBC\xCE |0

<UC174> \xBC\xCF |0

<UC178> \xBC\xD0 |0

<UC185> \xBC\xD1 |0

<UC18C> \xBC\xD2 |0

<UC18D> \xBC\xD3 |0

<UC18E> \xBC\xD4 |0

<UC190> \xBC\xD5 |0

<UC193> \x9F\xDD |0

<UC194> \xBC\xD6 |0

<UC196> \xBC\xD7 |0

<UC19C> \xBC\xD8 |0

<UC19D> \xBC\xD9 |0

<UC19F> \xBC\xDA |0

<UC1A1> \xBC\xDB |0

<UC1A5> \xBC\xDC |0

<UC1A8> \xBC\xDD |0

<UC1A9> \xBC\xDE |0

<UC1AC> \xBC\xDF |0

<UC1B0> \xBC\xE0 |0

<UC1BB> \x9F\xDE |0

<UC1BD> \xBC\xE1 |0

<UC1C4> \xBC\xE2 |0

<UC1C8> \xBC\xE3 |0

<UC1CC> \xBC\xE4 |0

<UC1D4> \xBC\xE5 |0

<UC1D7> \xBC\xE6 |0
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<UC1D8> \xBC\xE7 |0

<UC1E0> \xBC\xE8 |0

<UC1E4> \xBC\xE9 |0

<UC1E8> \xBC\xEA |0

<UC1F0> \xBC\xEB |0

<UC1F1> \xBC\xEC |0

<UC1F3> \xBC\xED |0

<UC1FC> \xBC\xEE |0

<UC1FD> \xBC\xEF |0

<UC200> \xBC\xF0 |0

<UC204> \xBC\xF1 |0

<UC20C>

 \xBC\xF2 |0

<UC20D> \xBC\xF3 |0

<UC20F> \xBC\xF4 |0

<UC211> \xBC\xF5 |0

<UC218> \xBC\xF6 |0

<UC219> \xBC\xF7 |0

<UC21C> \xBC\xF8 |0

<UC21F> \xBC\xF9 |0

<UC220> \xBC\xFA |0

<UC228> \xBC\xFB |0

<UC229> \xBC\xFC |0

<UC22B> \xBC\xFD |0

<UC22D> \xBC\xFE |0

<UC22F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<UC231> \xBD\xA2 |0

<UC232> \xBD\xA3 |0

<UC234> \xBD\xA4 |0

<UC248> \xBD\xA5 |0

<UC250> \xBD\xA6 |0

<UC251> \xBD\xA7 |0

<UC254> \xBD\xA8 |0

<UC258> \xBD\xA9 |0

<UC260> \xBD\xAA |0

<UC265> \xBD\xAB |0

<UC26C> \xBD\xAC |0

<UC26D> \xBD\xAD |0

<UC270> \xBD\xAE |0

<UC274> \xBD\xAF |0

<UC27C> \xBD\xB0 |0

<UC27D> \xBD\xB1 |0

<UC27F> \xBD\xB2 |0

<UC281> \xBD\xB3 |0

<UC288> \xBD\xB4 |0

<UC289> \xBD\xB5 |0

<UC28C> \x9F\xDF |0

<UC290> \xBD\xB6 |0
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<UC298> \xBD\xB7 |0

<UC29B> \xBD\xB8 |0

<UC29D> \xBD\xB9 |0

<UC2A4> \xBD\xBA |0

<UC2A5> \xBD\xBB |0

<UC2A8> \xBD\xBC |0

<UC2AC> \xBD\xBD |0

<UC2AD> \xBD\xBE |0

<UC2B3> \x9F\xE0 |0

<UC2B4> \xBD\xBF |0

<UC2B5> \xBD\xC0 |0

<UC2B7> \xBD\xC1 |0

<UC2B9> \xBD\xC2 |0

<UC2C0> \x9F\xE1 |0

<UC2DC>

 \xBD\xC3 |0

<UC2DD> \xBD\xC4 |0

<UC2E0> \xBD\xC5 |0

<UC2E3> \xBD\xC6 |0

<UC2E4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<UC2E6> \x9F\xE2 |0

<UC2EB> \xBD\xC8 |0

<UC2EC> \xBD\xC9 |0

<UC2ED> \xBD\xCA |0

<UC2EF> \xBD\xCB |0

<UC2F1> \xBD\xCC |0

<UC2F6> \xBD\xCD |0

<UC2F8> \xBD\xCE |0

<UC2F9> \xBD\xCF |0

<UC2FB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<UC2FC> \xBD\xD1 |0

<UC300> \xBD\xD2 |0

<UC302> \x9F\xE3 |0

<UC308> \xBD\xD3 |0

<UC309> \xBD\xD4 |0

<UC30B> \x9F\xE4 |0

<UC30C> \xBD\xD5 |0

<UC30D> \xBD\xD6 |0

<UC313> \xBD\xD7 |0

<UC314> \xBD\xD8 |0

<UC315> \xBD\xD9 |0

<UC318> \xBD\xDA |0

<UC31C> \xBD\xDB |0

<UC324> \xBD\xDC |0

<UC325> \xBD\xDD |0

<UC327> \x9F\xE5 |0

<UC328> \xBD\xDE |0

<UC329> \xBD\xDF |0
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<UC330> \x9F\xE6 |0

<UC343> \x9F\xE7 |0

<UC345> \xBD\xE0 |0

<UC34C> \x9F\xE8 |0

<UC368> \xBD\xE1 |0

<UC369> \xBD\xE2 |0

<UC36C> \xBD\xE3 |0

<UC370> \xBD\xE4 |0

<UC372> \xBD\xE5 |0

<UC378> \xBD\xE6 |0

<UC379> \xBD\xE7 |0

<UC37B> \x9F\xE9 |0

<UC37C> \xBD\xE8 |0

<UC37D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<UC384> \xBD\xEA |0

<UC385> \x9F\xEA |0

<UC388> \xBD\xEB |0

<UC38C>

 \xBD\xEC |0

<UC399> \x9F\xEB |0

<UC3A0> \x9F\xEC |0

<UC3BC> \x9F\xED |0

<UC3C0> \xBD\xED |0

<UC3D8> \xBD\xEE |0

<UC3D9> \xBD\xEF |0

<UC3DC> \xBD\xF0 |0

<UC3DF> \xBD\xF1 |0

<UC3E0> \xBD\xF2 |0

<UC3E2> \xBD\xF3 |0

<UC3E8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<UC3E9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<UC3ED> \xBD\xF6 |0

<UC3F4> \xBD\xF7 |0

<UC3F5> \xBD\xF8 |0

<UC3F8> \xBD\xF9 |0

<UC3FC> \x9F\xEE |0

<UC408> \xBD\xFA |0

<UC410> \xBD\xFB |0

<UC424> \xBD\xFC |0

<UC42C> \xBD\xFD |0

<UC430> \xBD\xFE |0

<UC434> \xBE\xA1 |0

<UC43C> \xBE\xA2 |0

<UC43D> \xBE\xA3 |0

<UC43F> \x9F\xEF |0

<UC448> \xBE\xA4 |0

<UC464> \xBE\xA5 |0

<UC465> \xBE\xA6 |0
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<UC468> \xBE\xA7 |0

<UC46C> \xBE\xA8 |0

<UC474> \xBE\xA9 |0

<UC475> \xBE\xAA |0

<UC477> \x9F\xF0 |0

<UC479> \xBE\xAB |0

<UC480> \xBE\xAC |0

<UC493> \x9F\xF1 |0

<UC494> \xBE\xAD |0

<UC49C> \xBE\xAE |0

<UC4B8> \xBE\xAF |0

<UC4BC> \xBE\xB0 |0

<UC4D3> \x9F\xF2 |0

<UC4D4> \x9F\xF3 |0

<UC4E9> \xBE\xB1 |0

<UC4F0> \xBE\xB2 |0

<UC4F1> \xBE\xB3 |0

<UC4F4> \xBE\xB4 |0

<UC4F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<UC4FA> \xBE\xB6 |0

<UC4FF>

 \xBE\xB7 |0

<UC500> \xBE\xB8 |0

<UC501> \xBE\xB9 |0

<UC50C> \xBE\xBA |0

<UC510> \xBE\xBB |0

<UC514> \xBE\xBC |0

<UC51C> \xBE\xBD |0

<UC528> \xBE\xBE |0

<UC529> \xBE\xBF |0

<UC52C> \xBE\xC0 |0

<UC530> \xBE\xC1 |0

<UC538> \xBE\xC2 |0

<UC539> \xBE\xC3 |0

<UC53B> \xBE\xC4 |0

<UC53C> \x9F\xF4 |0

<UC53D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<UC53F> \x9F\xF5 |0

<UC544> \xBE\xC6 |0

<UC545> \xBE\xC7 |0

<UC548> \xBE\xC8 |0

<UC549> \xBE\xC9 |0

<UC54A> \xBE\xCA |0

<UC54C> \xBE\xCB |0

<UC54D> \xBE\xCC |0

<UC54E> \xBE\xCD |0

<UC54F> \x9F\xF6 |0

<UC553> \xBE\xCE |0
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<UC554> \xBE\xCF |0

<UC555> \xBE\xD0 |0

<UC557> \xBE\xD1 |0

<UC558> \xBE\xD2 |0

<UC559> \xBE\xD3 |0

<UC55D> \xBE\xD4 |0

<UC55E> \xBE\xD5 |0

<UC55F> \x9F\xF7 |0

<UC560> \xBE\xD6 |0

<UC561> \xBE\xD7 |0

<UC564> \xBE\xD8 |0

<UC568> \xBE\xD9 |0

<UC570> \xBE\xDA |0

<UC571> \xBE\xDB |0

<UC573> \xBE\xDC |0

<UC574> \xBE\xDD |0

<UC575> \xBE\xDE |0

<UC57C> \xBE\xDF |0

<UC57D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<UC580> \xBE\xE1 |0

<UC584> \xBE\xE2 |0

<UC587> \xBE\xE3 |0

<UC58C> \xBE\xE4 |0

<UC58D>

 \xBE\xE5 |0

<UC58F> \xBE\xE6 |0

<UC590> \x9F\xF8 |0

<UC591> \xBE\xE7 |0

<UC595> \xBE\xE8 |0

<UC597> \xBE\xE9 |0

<UC598> \xBE\xEA |0

<UC59C> \xBE\xEB |0

<UC5A0> \xBE\xEC |0

<UC5A9> \xBE\xED |0

<UC5AB> \x9F\xF9 |0

<UC5B4> \xBE\xEE |0

<UC5B5> \xBE\xEF |0

<UC5B6> \x9F\xFA |0

<UC5B8> \xBE\xF0 |0

<UC5B9> \xBE\xF1 |0

<UC5BB> \xBE\xF2 |0

<UC5BC> \xBE\xF3 |0

<UC5BD> \xBE\xF4 |0

<UC5BE> \xBE\xF5 |0

<UC5C4> \xBE\xF6 |0

<UC5C5> \xBE\xF7 |0

<UC5C6> \xBE\xF8 |0

<UC5C7> \xBE\xF9 |0
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<UC5C8> \xBE\xFA |0

<UC5C9> \xBE\xFB |0

<UC5CA> \xBE\xFC |0

<UC5CC> \xBE\xFD |0

<UC5CE> \xBE\xFE |0

<UC5D0> \xBF\xA1 |0

<UC5D1> \xBF\xA2 |0

<UC5D4> \xBF\xA3 |0

<UC5D8> \xBF\xA4 |0

<UC5E0> \xBF\xA5 |0

<UC5E1> \xBF\xA6 |0

<UC5E3> \xBF\xA7 |0

<UC5E5> \xBF\xA8 |0

<UC5EC> \xBF\xA9 |0

<UC5ED> \xBF\xAA |0

<UC5EE> \xBF\xAB |0

<UC5F0> \xBF\xAC |0

<UC5F1> \x9F\xFB |0

<UC5F3> \x9F\xFC |0

<UC5F4> \xBF\xAD |0

<UC5F6> \xBF\xAE |0

<UC5F7> \xBF\xAF |0

<UC5FC> \xBF\xB0 |0

<UC5FD> \xBF\xB1 |0

<UC5FE> \xBF\xB2 |0

<UC5FF> \xBF\xB3 |0

<UC600>

 \xBF\xB4 |0

<UC601> \xBF\xB5 |0

<UC605> \xBF\xB6 |0

<UC606> \xBF\xB7 |0

<UC607> \xBF\xB8 |0

<UC608> \xBF\xB9 |0

<UC60C> \xBF\xBA |0

<UC610> \xBF\xBB |0

<UC618> \xBF\xBC |0

<UC619> \xBF\xBD |0

<UC61B> \xBF\xBE |0

<UC61C> \xBF\xBF |0

<UC61D> \x9F\xFD |0

<UC624> \xBF\xC0 |0

<UC625> \xBF\xC1 |0

<UC628> \xBF\xC2 |0

<UC62B> \x9F\xFE |0

<UC62C> \xBF\xC3 |0

<UC62D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<UC62E> \xBF\xC5 |0

<UC630> \xBF\xC6 |0
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<UC633> \xBF\xC7 |0

<UC634> \xBF\xC8 |0

<UC635> \xBF\xC9 |0

<UC637> \xBF\xCA |0

<UC639> \xBF\xCB |0

<UC63A> \xA0\xA1 |0

<UC63B> \xBF\xCC |0

<UC640> \xBF\xCD |0

<UC641> \xBF\xCE |0

<UC644> \xBF\xCF |0

<UC648> \xBF\xD0 |0

<UC650> \xBF\xD1 |0

<UC651> \xBF\xD2 |0

<UC653> \xBF\xD3 |0

<UC654> \xBF\xD4 |0

<UC655> \xBF\xD5 |0

<UC65C> \xBF\xD6 |0

<UC65D> \xBF\xD7 |0

<UC660> \xBF\xD8 |0

<UC66C> \xBF\xD9 |0

<UC66F> \xBF\xDA |0

<UC671> \xBF\xDB |0

<UC678> \xBF\xDC |0

<UC679> \xBF\xDD |0

<UC67C> \xBF\xDE |0

<UC680> \xBF\xDF |0

<UC688> \xBF\xE0 |0

<UC689> \xBF\xE1 |0

<UC68B> \xBF\xE2 |0

<UC68D>

 \xBF\xE3 |0

<UC694> \xBF\xE4 |0

<UC695> \xBF\xE5 |0

<UC698> \xBF\xE6 |0

<UC69C> \xBF\xE7 |0

<UC6A4> \xBF\xE8 |0

<UC6A5> \xBF\xE9 |0

<UC6A7> \xBF\xEA |0

<UC6A9> \xBF\xEB |0

<UC6B0> \xBF\xEC |0

<UC6B1> \xBF\xED |0

<UC6B4> \xBF\xEE |0

<UC6B7> \xA0\xA2 |0

<UC6B8> \xBF\xEF |0

<UC6B9> \xBF\xF0 |0

<UC6BA> \xBF\xF1 |0

<UC6C0> \xBF\xF2 |0

<UC6C1> \xBF\xF3 |0
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<UC6C3> \xBF\xF4 |0

<UC6C5> \xBF\xF5 |0

<UC6CC> \xBF\xF6 |0

<UC6CD> \xBF\xF7 |0

<UC6D0> \xBF\xF8 |0

<UC6D4> \xBF\xF9 |0

<UC6DC> \xBF\xFA |0

<UC6DD> \xBF\xFB |0

<UC6DF> \xA0\xA3 |0

<UC6E0> \xBF\xFC |0

<UC6E1> \xBF\xFD |0

<UC6E8> \xBF\xFE |0

<UC6E9> \xC0\xA1 |0

<UC6EC> \xC0\xA2 |0

<UC6F0> \xC0\xA3 |0

<UC6F8> \xC0\xA4 |0

<UC6F9> \xC0\xA5 |0

<UC6FD> \xC0\xA6 |0

<UC704> \xC0\xA7 |0

<UC705> \xC0\xA8 |0

<UC708> \xC0\xA9 |0

<UC70B> \xA0\xA4 |0

<UC70C> \xC0\xAA |0

<UC714> \xC0\xAB |0

<UC715> \xC0\xAC |0

<UC717> \xC0\xAD |0

<UC719> \xC0\xAE |0

<UC720> \xC0\xAF |0

<UC721> \xC0\xB0 |0

<UC724> \xC0\xB1 |0

<UC728> \xC0\xB2 |0

<UC730> \xC0\xB3 |0

<UC731>

 \xC0\xB4 |0

<UC733> \xC0\xB5 |0

<UC735> \xC0\xB6 |0

<UC736> \xA0\xA5 |0

<UC737> \xC0\xB7 |0

<UC73C> \xC0\xB8 |0

<UC73D> \xC0\xB9 |0

<UC740> \xC0\xBA |0

<UC744> \xC0\xBB |0

<UC74A> \xC0\xBC |0

<UC74C> \xC0\xBD |0

<UC74D> \xC0\xBE |0

<UC74F> \xC0\xBF |0

<UC751> \xC0\xC0 |0

<UC752> \xC0\xC1 |0
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<UC753> \xC0\xC2 |0

<UC754> \xC0\xC3 |0

<UC755> \xC0\xC4 |0

<UC756> \xC0\xC5 |0

<UC757> \xC0\xC6 |0

<UC758> \xC0\xC7 |0

<UC75C> \xC0\xC8 |0

<UC760> \xC0\xC9 |0

<UC768> \xC0\xCA |0

<UC76B> \xC0\xCB |0

<UC774> \xC0\xCC |0

<UC775> \xC0\xCD |0

<UC778> \xC0\xCE |0

<UC77B> \xA0\xA6 |0

<UC77C> \xC0\xCF |0

<UC77D> \xC0\xD0 |0

<UC77E> \xC0\xD1 |0

<UC783> \xC0\xD2 |0

<UC784> \xC0\xD3 |0

<UC785> \xC0\xD4 |0

<UC787> \xC0\xD5 |0

<UC788> \xC0\xD6 |0

<UC789> \xC0\xD7 |0

<UC78A> \xC0\xD8 |0

<UC78E> \xC0\xD9 |0

<UC790> \xC0\xDA |0

<UC791> \xC0\xDB |0

<UC794> \xC0\xDC |0

<UC796> \xC0\xDD |0

<UC797> \xC0\xDE |0

<UC798> \xC0\xDF |0

<UC79A> \xC0\xE0 |0

<UC7A0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<UC7A1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<UC7A3> \xC0\xE3 |0

<UC7A4>

 \xC0\xE4 |0

<UC7A5> \xC0\xE5 |0

<UC7A6> \xC0\xE6 |0

<UC7A7> \xA0\xA7 |0

<UC7AA> \xA0\xA8 |0

<UC7AC> \xC0\xE7 |0

<UC7AD> \xC0\xE8 |0

<UC7B0> \xC0\xE9 |0

<UC7B4> \xC0\xEA |0

<UC7BC> \xC0\xEB |0

<UC7BD> \xC0\xEC |0

<UC7BF> \xC0\xED |0
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<UC7C0> \xC0\xEE |0

<UC7C1> \xC0\xEF |0

<UC7C8> \xC0\xF0 |0

<UC7C9> \xC0\xF1 |0

<UC7CC> \xC0\xF2 |0

<UC7CE> \xC0\xF3 |0

<UC7D0> \xC0\xF4 |0

<UC7D8> \xC0\xF5 |0

<UC7DD> \xC0\xF6 |0

<UC7E4> \xC0\xF7 |0

<UC7E8> \xC0\xF8 |0

<UC7EC> \xC0\xF9 |0

<UC800> \xC0\xFA |0

<UC801> \xC0\xFB |0

<UC804> \xC0\xFC |0

<UC807> \xA0\xA9 |0

<UC808> \xC0\xFD |0

<UC80A> \xC0\xFE |0

<UC810> \xC1\xA1 |0

<UC811> \xC1\xA2 |0

<UC813> \xC1\xA3 |0

<UC814> \xA0\xAA |0

<UC815> \xC1\xA4 |0

<UC816> \xC1\xA5 |0

<UC81B> \xA0\xAB |0

<UC81C> \xC1\xA6 |0

<UC81D> \xC1\xA7 |0

<UC820> \xC1\xA8 |0

<UC824> \xC1\xA9 |0

<UC82C> \xC1\xAA |0

<UC82D> \xC1\xAB |0

<UC82F> \xC1\xAC |0

<UC831> \xC1\xAD |0

<UC838> \xC1\xAE |0

<UC839> \xA0\xAC |0

<UC83C> \xC1\xAF |0

<UC840> \xC1\xB0 |0

<UC848> \xC1\xB1 |0

<UC849>

 \xC1\xB2 |0

<UC84B> \xA0\xAD |0

<UC84C> \xC1\xB3 |0

<UC84D> \xC1\xB4 |0

<UC854> \xC1\xB5 |0

<UC870> \xC1\xB6 |0

<UC871> \xC1\xB7 |0

<UC874> \xC1\xB8 |0

<UC878> \xC1\xB9 |0
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<UC87A> \xC1\xBA |0

<UC880> \xC1\xBB |0

<UC881> \xC1\xBC |0

<UC883> \xC1\xBD |0

<UC885> \xC1\xBE |0

<UC886> \xC1\xBF |0

<UC887> \xC1\xC0 |0

<UC88B> \xC1\xC1 |0

<UC88C> \xC1\xC2 |0

<UC88D> \xC1\xC3 |0

<UC890> \xA0\xAE |0

<UC894> \xC1\xC4 |0

<UC89C> \xA0\xAF |0

<UC89D> \xC1\xC5 |0

<UC89F> \xC1\xC6 |0

<UC8A0> \xA0\xB0 |0

<UC8A1> \xC1\xC7 |0

<UC8A8> \xC1\xC8 |0

<UC8AC> \xA0\xB1 |0

<UC8B0> \xA0\xB2 |0

<UC8B8> \xA0\xB3 |0

<UC8BC> \xC1\xC9 |0

<UC8BD> \xC1\xCA |0

<UC8C4> \xC1\xCB |0

<UC8C8> \xC1\xCC |0

<UC8CC> \xC1\xCD |0

<UC8D4> \xC1\xCE |0

<UC8D5> \xC1\xCF |0

<UC8D7> \xC1\xD0 |0

<UC8D9> \xC1\xD1 |0

<UC8E0> \xC1\xD2 |0

<UC8E1> \xC1\xD3 |0

<UC8E4> \xC1\xD4 |0

<UC8E8> \xA0\xB4 |0

<UC8F0> \xA0\xB5 |0

<UC8F1> \xA0\xB6 |0

<UC8F5> \xC1\xD5 |0

<UC8FC> \xC1\xD6 |0

<UC8FD> \xC1\xD7 |0

<UC900> \xC1\xD8 |0

<UC904> \xC1\xD9 |0

<UC905>

 \xC1\xDA |0

<UC906> \xC1\xDB |0

<UC90C> \xC1\xDC |0

<UC90D> \xC1\xDD |0

<UC90F> \xC1\xDE |0

<UC911> \xC1\xDF |0
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<UC918> \xC1\xE0 |0

<UC92B> \xA0\xB7 |0

<UC92C> \xC1\xE1 |0

<UC934> \xC1\xE2 |0

<UC950> \xC1\xE3 |0

<UC951> \xC1\xE4 |0

<UC954> \xC1\xE5 |0

<UC958> \xC1\xE6 |0

<UC960> \xC1\xE7 |0

<UC961> \xC1\xE8 |0

<UC963> \xC1\xE9 |0

<UC96C> \xC1\xEA |0

<UC96D> \xA0\xB8 |0

<UC970> \xC1\xEB |0

<UC974> \xC1\xEC |0

<UC97C> \xC1\xED |0

<UC988> \xC1\xEE |0

<UC989> \xC1\xEF |0

<UC98C> \xC1\xF0 |0

<UC990> \xC1\xF1 |0

<UC998> \xC1\xF2 |0

<UC999> \xC1\xF3 |0

<UC99B> \xC1\xF4 |0

<UC99D> \xC1\xF5 |0

<UC9A4> \xA0\xB9 |0

<UC9C0> \xC1\xF6 |0

<UC9C1> \xC1\xF7 |0

<UC9C4> \xC1\xF8 |0

<UC9C7> \xC1\xF9 |0

<UC9C8> \xC1\xFA |0

<UC9CA> \xC1\xFB |0

<UC9D0> \xC1\xFC |0

<UC9D1> \xC1\xFD |0

<UC9D3> \xC1\xFE |0

<UC9D4> \xA0\xBA |0

<UC9D5> \xC2\xA1 |0

<UC9D6> \xC2\xA2 |0

<UC9D9> \xC2\xA3 |0

<UC9DA> \xC2\xA4 |0

<UC9DC> \xC2\xA5 |0

<UC9DD> \xC2\xA6 |0

<UC9E0> \xC2\xA7 |0

<UC9E2> \xC2\xA8 |0

<UC9E4> \xC2\xA9 |0

<UC9E7>

 \xC2\xAA |0

<UC9EC> \xC2\xAB |0

<UC9ED> \xC2\xAC |0
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<UC9EF> \xC2\xAD |0

<UC9F0> \xC2\xAE |0

<UC9F1> \xC2\xAF |0

<UC9F8> \xC2\xB0 |0

<UC9F9> \xC2\xB1 |0

<UC9FC> \xC2\xB2 |0

<UCA00> \xC2\xB3 |0

<UCA08> \xC2\xB4 |0

<UCA09> \xC2\xB5 |0

<UCA0B> \xC2\xB6 |0

<UCA0C> \xC2\xB7 |0

<UCA0D> \xC2\xB8 |0

<UCA14> \xC2\xB9 |0

<UCA18> \xC2\xBA |0

<UCA29> \xC2\xBB |0

<UCA30> \xA0\xBB |0

<UCA4C> \xC2\xBC |0

<UCA4D> \xC2\xBD |0

<UCA50> \xC2\xBE |0

<UCA54> \xC2\xBF |0

<UCA57> \xA0\xBC |0

<UCA5C> \xC2\xC0 |0

<UCA5D> \xC2\xC1 |0

<UCA5F> \xC2\xC2 |0

<UCA60> \xC2\xC3 |0

<UCA61> \xC2\xC4 |0

<UCA68> \xC2\xC5 |0

<UCA70> \xA0\xBD |0

<UCA7D> \xC2\xC6 |0

<UCA84> \xC2\xC7 |0

<UCA97> \xA0\xBE |0

<UCA98> \xC2\xC8 |0

<UCAA0> \xA0\xBF |0

<UCABC> \xC2\xC9 |0

<UCABD> \xC2\xCA |0

<UCAC0> \xC2\xCB |0

<UCAC4> \xC2\xCC |0

<UCACC> \xC2\xCD |0

<UCACD> \xC2\xCE |0

<UCACF> \xC2\xCF |0

<UCAD1> \xC2\xD0 |0

<UCAD2> \xA0\xC0 |0

<UCAD3> \xC2\xD1 |0

<UCAD8> \xC2\xD2 |0

<UCAD9> \xC2\xD3 |0

<UCAE0> \xC2\xD4 |0

<UCAEC> \xC2\xD5 |0

<UCAF4>
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 \xC2\xD6 |0

<UCB08> \xC2\xD7 |0

<UCB10> \xC2\xD8 |0

<UCB14> \xC2\xD9 |0

<UCB18> \xC2\xDA |0

<UCB20> \xC2\xDB |0

<UCB21> \xC2\xDC |0

<UCB2C> \xA0\xC1 |0

<UCB41> \xC2\xDD |0

<UCB48> \xC2\xDE |0

<UCB49> \xC2\xDF |0

<UCB4C> \xC2\xE0 |0

<UCB50> \xC2\xE1 |0

<UCB58> \xC2\xE2 |0

<UCB59> \xC2\xE3 |0

<UCB5D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<UCB64> \xC2\xE5 |0

<UCB78> \xC2\xE6 |0

<UCB79> \xC2\xE7 |0

<UCB80> \xA0\xC2 |0

<UCB9C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<UCBB8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<UCBD4> \xC2\xEA |0

<UCBE4> \xC2\xEB |0

<UCBE5> \xA0\xC3 |0

<UCBE7> \xC2\xEC |0

<UCBE9> \xC2\xED |0

<UCBF0> \xA0\xC4 |0

<UCC0C> \xC2\xEE |0

<UCC0D> \xC2\xEF |0

<UCC10> \xC2\xF0 |0

<UCC14> \xC2\xF1 |0

<UCC1C> \xC2\xF2 |0

<UCC1D> \xC2\xF3 |0

<UCC1F> \xA0\xC5 |0

<UCC21> \xC2\xF4 |0

<UCC22> \xC2\xF5 |0

<UCC26> \xA0\xC6 |0

<UCC27> \xC2\xF6 |0

<UCC28> \xC2\xF7 |0

<UCC29> \xC2\xF8 |0

<UCC2C> \xC2\xF9 |0

<UCC2E> \xC2\xFA |0

<UCC2F> \xA0\xC7 |0

<UCC30> \xC2\xFB |0

<UCC38> \xC2\xFC |0

<UCC39> \xC2\xFD |0

<UCC3B> \xC2\xFE |0
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<UCC3C> \xC3\xA1 |0

<UCC3D> \xC3\xA2 |0

<UCC3E>

 \xC3\xA3 |0

<UCC3F> \xA0\xC8 |0

<UCC42> \xA0\xC9 |0

<UCC44> \xC3\xA4 |0

<UCC45> \xC3\xA5 |0

<UCC48> \xC3\xA6 |0

<UCC4C> \xC3\xA7 |0

<UCC54> \xC3\xA8 |0

<UCC55> \xC3\xA9 |0

<UCC57> \xC3\xAA |0

<UCC58> \xC3\xAB |0

<UCC59> \xC3\xAC |0

<UCC60> \xC3\xAD |0

<UCC64> \xC3\xAE |0

<UCC66> \xC3\xAF |0

<UCC68> \xC3\xB0 |0

<UCC70> \xC3\xB1 |0

<UCC71> \xA0\xCA |0

<UCC75> \xC3\xB2 |0

<UCC7C> \xA0\xCB |0

<UCC98> \xC3\xB3 |0

<UCC99> \xC3\xB4 |0

<UCC9C> \xC3\xB5 |0

<UCCA0> \xC3\xB6 |0

<UCCA8> \xC3\xB7 |0

<UCCA9> \xC3\xB8 |0

<UCCAB> \xC3\xB9 |0

<UCCAC> \xC3\xBA |0

<UCCAD> \xC3\xBB |0

<UCCB4> \xC3\xBC |0

<UCCB5> \xC3\xBD |0

<UCCB8> \xC3\xBE |0

<UCCBC> \xC3\xBF |0

<UCCC4> \xC3\xC0 |0

<UCCC5> \xC3\xC1 |0

<UCCC7> \xC3\xC2 |0

<UCCC9> \xC3\xC3 |0

<UCCD0> \xC3\xC4 |0

<UCCD4> \xC3\xC5 |0

<UCCE3> \xA0\xCC |0

<UCCE4> \xC3\xC6 |0

<UCCE5> \xA0\xCD |0

<UCCEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<UCCF0> \xC3\xC8 |0

<UCD01> \xC3\xC9 |0
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<UCD08> \xC3\xCA |0

<UCD09> \xC3\xCB |0

<UCD0C> \xC3\xCC |0

<UCD10> \xC3\xCD |0

<UCD18> \xC3\xCE |0

<UCD19>

 \xC3\xCF |0

<UCD1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<UCD1D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<UCD24> \xC3\xD2 |0

<UCD28> \xC3\xD3 |0

<UCD2C> \xC3\xD4 |0

<UCD39> \xC3\xD5 |0

<UCD40> \xA0\xCE |0

<UCD5C> \xC3\xD6 |0

<UCD60> \xC3\xD7 |0

<UCD64> \xC3\xD8 |0

<UCD6C> \xC3\xD9 |0

<UCD6D> \xC3\xDA |0

<UCD6F> \xC3\xDB |0

<UCD71> \xC3\xDC |0

<UCD78> \xC3\xDD |0

<UCD88> \xC3\xDE |0

<UCD94> \xC3\xDF |0

<UCD95> \xC3\xE0 |0

<UCD98> \xC3\xE1 |0

<UCD9C> \xC3\xE2 |0

<UCDA4> \xC3\xE3 |0

<UCDA5> \xC3\xE4 |0

<UCDA7> \xC3\xE5 |0

<UCDA9> \xC3\xE6 |0

<UCDB0> \xC3\xE7 |0

<UCDC3> \xA0\xCF |0

<UCDC4> \xC3\xE8 |0

<UCDCC> \xC3\xE9 |0

<UCDD0> \xC3\xEA |0

<UCDE8> \xC3\xEB |0

<UCDEC> \xC3\xEC |0

<UCDF0> \xC3\xED |0

<UCDF8> \xC3\xEE |0

<UCDF9> \xC3\xEF |0

<UCDFB> \xC3\xF0 |0

<UCDFD> \xC3\xF1 |0

<UCE04> \xC3\xF2 |0

<UCE08> \xC3\xF3 |0

<UCE0C> \xC3\xF4 |0

<UCE14> \xC3\xF5 |0

<UCE19> \xC3\xF6 |0
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<UCE20> \xC3\xF7 |0

<UCE21> \xC3\xF8 |0

<UCE24> \xC3\xF9 |0

<UCE28> \xC3\xFA |0

<UCE30> \xC3\xFB |0

<UCE31> \xC3\xFC |0

<UCE33> \xC3\xFD |0

<UCE35> \xC3\xFE |0

<UCE3C>

 \xA0\xD0 |0

<UCE58> \xC4\xA1 |0

<UCE59> \xC4\xA2 |0

<UCE5C> \xC4\xA3 |0

<UCE5F> \xC4\xA4 |0

<UCE60> \xC4\xA5 |0

<UCE61> \xC4\xA6 |0

<UCE68> \xC4\xA7 |0

<UCE69> \xC4\xA8 |0

<UCE6B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<UCE6D> \xC4\xAA |0

<UCE74> \xC4\xAB |0

<UCE75> \xC4\xAC |0

<UCE78> \xC4\xAD |0

<UCE7B> \xA0\xD1 |0

<UCE7C> \xC4\xAE |0

<UCE84> \xC4\xAF |0

<UCE85> \xC4\xB0 |0

<UCE87> \xC4\xB1 |0

<UCE89> \xC4\xB2 |0

<UCE90> \xC4\xB3 |0

<UCE91> \xC4\xB4 |0

<UCE94> \xC4\xB5 |0

<UCE97> \xA0\xD2 |0

<UCE98> \xC4\xB6 |0

<UCEA0> \xC4\xB7 |0

<UCEA1> \xC4\xB8 |0

<UCEA3> \xC4\xB9 |0

<UCEA4> \xC4\xBA |0

<UCEA5> \xC4\xBB |0

<UCEA9> \xA0\xD3 |0

<UCEAC> \xC4\xBC |0

<UCEAD> \xC4\xBD |0

<UCEC1> \xC4\xBE |0

<UCEC8> \xA0\xD4 |0

<UCEE4> \xC4\xBF |0

<UCEE5> \xC4\xC0 |0

<UCEE8> \xC4\xC1 |0

<UCEEB> \xC4\xC2 |0
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<UCEEC> \xC4\xC3 |0

<UCEF4> \xC4\xC4 |0

<UCEF5> \xC4\xC5 |0

<UCEF7> \xC4\xC6 |0

<UCEF8> \xC4\xC7 |0

<UCEF9> \xC4\xC8 |0

<UCEFD> \xA0\xD5 |0

<UCF00> \xC4\xC9 |0

<UCF01> \xC4\xCA |0

<UCF04> \xC4\xCB |0

<UCF08> \xC4\xCC |0

<UCF10>

 \xC4\xCD |0

<UCF11> \xC4\xCE |0

<UCF13> \xC4\xCF |0

<UCF15> \xC4\xD0 |0

<UCF19> \xA0\xD6 |0

<UCF1C> \xC4\xD1 |0

<UCF20> \xC4\xD2 |0

<UCF24> \xC4\xD3 |0

<UCF2C> \xC4\xD4 |0

<UCF2D> \xC4\xD5 |0

<UCF2F> \xC4\xD6 |0

<UCF30> \xC4\xD7 |0

<UCF31> \xC4\xD8 |0

<UCF38> \xC4\xD9 |0

<UCF54> \xC4\xDA |0

<UCF55> \xC4\xDB |0

<UCF58> \xC4\xDC |0

<UCF5C> \xC4\xDD |0

<UCF64> \xC4\xDE |0

<UCF65> \xC4\xDF |0

<UCF67> \xC4\xE0 |0

<UCF69> \xC4\xE1 |0

<UCF70> \xC4\xE2 |0

<UCF71> \xC4\xE3 |0

<UCF74> \xC4\xE4 |0

<UCF78> \xC4\xE5 |0

<UCF80> \xC4\xE6 |0

<UCF85> \xC4\xE7 |0

<UCF8C> \xC4\xE8 |0

<UCF8D> \xA0\xD7 |0

<UCF90> \xA0\xD8 |0

<UCF9F> \xA0\xD9 |0

<UCFA1> \xC4\xE9 |0

<UCFA8> \xC4\xEA |0

<UCFAC> \xA0\xDA |0

<UCFB0> \xC4\xEB |0
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<UCFBD> \xA0\xDB |0

<UCFC4> \xC4\xEC |0

<UCFE0> \xC4\xED |0

<UCFE1> \xC4\xEE |0

<UCFE4> \xC4\xEF |0

<UCFE8> \xC4\xF0 |0

<UCFF0> \xC4\xF1 |0

<UCFF1> \xC4\xF2 |0

<UCFF3> \xC4\xF3 |0

<UCFF5> \xC4\xF4 |0

<UCFFC> \xC4\xF5 |0

<UD000> \xC4\xF6 |0

<UD004> \xC4\xF7 |0

<UD011> \xC4\xF8 |0

<UD018>

 \xC4\xF9 |0

<UD02D> \xC4\xFA |0

<UD034> \xC4\xFB |0

<UD035> \xC4\xFC |0

<UD038> \xC4\xFD |0

<UD03C> \xC4\xFE |0

<UD044> \xC5\xA1 |0

<UD045> \xC5\xA2 |0

<UD047> \xC5\xA3 |0

<UD049> \xC5\xA4 |0

<UD050> \xC5\xA5 |0

<UD054> \xC5\xA6 |0

<UD058> \xC5\xA7 |0

<UD060> \xC5\xA8 |0

<UD06C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<UD06D> \xC5\xAA |0

<UD070> \xC5\xAB |0

<UD074> \xC5\xAC |0

<UD07C> \xC5\xAD |0

<UD07D> \xC5\xAE |0

<UD081> \xC5\xAF |0

<UD088> \xA0\xDC |0

<UD0A4> \xC5\xB0 |0

<UD0A5> \xC5\xB1 |0

<UD0A8> \xC5\xB2 |0

<UD0AC> \xC5\xB3 |0

<UD0B4> \xC5\xB4 |0

<UD0B5> \xC5\xB5 |0

<UD0B7> \xC5\xB6 |0

<UD0B9> \xC5\xB7 |0

<UD0C0> \xC5\xB8 |0

<UD0C1> \xC5\xB9 |0

<UD0C4> \xC5\xBA |0
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<UD0C8> \xC5\xBB |0

<UD0C9> \xC5\xBC |0

<UD0D0> \xC5\xBD |0

<UD0D1> \xC5\xBE |0

<UD0D3> \xC5\xBF |0

<UD0D4> \xC5\xC0 |0

<UD0D5> \xC5\xC1 |0

<UD0DC> \xC5\xC2 |0

<UD0DD> \xC5\xC3 |0

<UD0E0> \xC5\xC4 |0

<UD0E4> \xC5\xC5 |0

<UD0EC> \xC5\xC6 |0

<UD0ED> \xC5\xC7 |0

<UD0EF> \xC5\xC8 |0

<UD0F0> \xC5\xC9 |0

<UD0F1> \xC5\xCA |0

<UD0F8> \xC5\xCB |0

<UD10D>

 \xC5\xCC |0

<UD114> \xA0\xDD |0

<UD130> \xC5\xCD |0

<UD131> \xC5\xCE |0

<UD134> \xC5\xCF |0

<UD138> \xC5\xD0 |0

<UD13A> \xC5\xD1 |0

<UD140> \xC5\xD2 |0

<UD141> \xC5\xD3 |0

<UD143> \xC5\xD4 |0

<UD144> \xC5\xD5 |0

<UD145> \xC5\xD6 |0

<UD14C> \xC5\xD7 |0

<UD14D> \xC5\xD8 |0

<UD150> \xC5\xD9 |0

<UD154> \xC5\xDA |0

<UD15C> \xC5\xDB |0

<UD15D> \xC5\xDC |0

<UD15F> \xC5\xDD |0

<UD160> \xA0\xDE |0

<UD161> \xC5\xDE |0

<UD168> \xC5\xDF |0

<UD169> \xA0\xDF |0

<UD16C> \xC5\xE0 |0

<UD17C> \xC5\xE1 |0

<UD184> \xC5\xE2 |0

<UD188> \xC5\xE3 |0

<UD1A0> \xC5\xE4 |0

<UD1A1> \xC5\xE5 |0

<UD1A4> \xC5\xE6 |0
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<UD1A8> \xC5\xE7 |0

<UD1B0> \xC5\xE8 |0

<UD1B1> \xC5\xE9 |0

<UD1B3> \xC5\xEA |0

<UD1B5> \xC5\xEB |0

<UD1BA> \xC5\xEC |0

<UD1BC> \xC5\xED |0

<UD1C0> \xC5\xEE |0

<UD1D8> \xC5\xEF |0

<UD1F4> \xC5\xF0 |0

<UD1F8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<UD207> \xC5\xF2 |0

<UD209> \xC5\xF3 |0

<UD210> \xC5\xF4 |0

<UD22C> \xC5\xF5 |0

<UD22D> \xC5\xF6 |0

<UD230> \xC5\xF7 |0

<UD234> \xC5\xF8 |0

<UD23C> \xC5\xF9 |0

<UD23D> \xC5\xFA |0

<UD23F>

 \xC5\xFB |0

<UD241> \xC5\xFC |0

<UD248> \xC5\xFD |0

<UD25C> \xC5\xFE |0

<UD264> \xC6\xA1 |0

<UD277> \xA0\xE0 |0

<UD280> \xC6\xA2 |0

<UD281> \xC6\xA3 |0

<UD284> \xC6\xA4 |0

<UD288> \xC6\xA5 |0

<UD290> \xC6\xA6 |0

<UD291> \xC6\xA7 |0

<UD293> \xA0\xE1 |0

<UD295> \xC6\xA8 |0

<UD29C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<UD2A0> \xC6\xAA |0

<UD2A4> \xC6\xAB |0

<UD2AC> \xC6\xAC |0

<UD2B1> \xC6\xAD |0

<UD2B8> \xC6\xAE |0

<UD2B9> \xC6\xAF |0

<UD2BC> \xC6\xB0 |0

<UD2BF> \xC6\xB1 |0

<UD2C0> \xC6\xB2 |0

<UD2C2> \xC6\xB3 |0

<UD2C8> \xC6\xB4 |0

<UD2C9> \xC6\xB5 |0
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<UD2CB> \xC6\xB6 |0

<UD2CD> \xA0\xE2 |0

<UD2D4> \xC6\xB7 |0

<UD2D8> \xC6\xB8 |0

<UD2DC> \xC6\xB9 |0

<UD2E4> \xC6\xBA |0

<UD2E5> \xC6\xBB |0

<UD2E7> \xA0\xE3 |0

<UD2F0> \xC6\xBC |0

<UD2F1> \xC6\xBD |0

<UD2F4> \xC6\xBE |0

<UD2F8> \xC6\xBF |0

<UD300> \xC6\xC0 |0

<UD301> \xC6\xC1 |0

<UD303> \xC6\xC2 |0

<UD305> \xC6\xC3 |0

<UD30A> \xA0\xE4 |0

<UD30C> \xC6\xC4 |0

<UD30D> \xC6\xC5 |0

<UD30E> \xC6\xC6 |0

<UD310> \xC6\xC7 |0

<UD314> \xC6\xC8 |0

<UD316> \xC6\xC9 |0

<UD31C>

 \xC6\xCA |0

<UD31D> \xC6\xCB |0

<UD31F> \xC6\xCC |0

<UD320> \xC6\xCD |0

<UD321> \xC6\xCE |0

<UD325> \xC6\xCF |0

<UD326> \xA0\xE5 |0

<UD328> \xC6\xD0 |0

<UD329> \xC6\xD1 |0

<UD32C> \xC6\xD2 |0

<UD330> \xC6\xD3 |0

<UD338> \xC6\xD4 |0

<UD339> \xC6\xD5 |0

<UD33B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<UD33C> \xC6\xD7 |0

<UD33D> \xC6\xD8 |0

<UD344> \xC6\xD9 |0

<UD345> \xC6\xDA |0

<UD359> \xA0\xE6 |0

<UD360> \xA0\xE7 |0

<UD37C> \xC6\xDB |0

<UD37D> \xC6\xDC |0

<UD380> \xC6\xDD |0

<UD384> \xC6\xDE |0
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<UD38C> \xC6\xDF |0

<UD38D> \xC6\xE0 |0

<UD38F> \xC6\xE1 |0

<UD390> \xC6\xE2 |0

<UD391> \xC6\xE3 |0

<UD398> \xC6\xE4 |0

<UD399> \xC6\xE5 |0

<UD39C> \xC6\xE6 |0

<UD3A0> \xC6\xE7 |0

<UD3A8> \xC6\xE8 |0

<UD3A9> \xC6\xE9 |0

<UD3AB> \xC6\xEA |0

<UD3AD> \xC6\xEB |0

<UD3B2> \xA0\xE8 |0

<UD3B4> \xC6\xEC |0

<UD3B5> \xA0\xE9 |0

<UD3B8> \xC6\xED |0

<UD3BC> \xC6\xEE |0

<UD3C4> \xC6\xEF |0

<UD3C5> \xC6\xF0 |0

<UD3C7> \xA0\xEA |0

<UD3C8> \xC6\xF1 |0

<UD3C9> \xC6\xF2 |0

<UD3D0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<UD3D8> \xC6\xF4 |0

<UD3E1> \xC6\xF5 |0

<UD3E3>

 \xC6\xF6 |0

<UD3EC> \xC6\xF7 |0

<UD3ED> \xC6\xF8 |0

<UD3F0> \xC6\xF9 |0

<UD3F4> \xC6\xFA |0

<UD3FC> \xC6\xFB |0

<UD3FD> \xC6\xFC |0

<UD3FF> \xC6\xFD |0

<UD401> \xC6\xFE |0

<UD408> \xC7\xA1 |0

<UD41D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<UD424> \xA0\xEB |0

<UD440> \xC7\xA3 |0

<UD444> \xC7\xA4 |0

<UD45C> \xC7\xA5 |0

<UD460> \xC7\xA6 |0

<UD464> \xC7\xA7 |0

<UD46D> \xC7\xA8 |0

<UD46F> \xC7\xA9 |0

<UD478> \xC7\xAA |0

<UD479> \xC7\xAB |0
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<UD47C> \xC7\xAC |0

<UD47F> \xC7\xAD |0

<UD480> \xC7\xAE |0

<UD482> \xC7\xAF |0

<UD488> \xC7\xB0 |0

<UD489> \xC7\xB1 |0

<UD48B> \xC7\xB2 |0

<UD48D> \xC7\xB3 |0

<UD494> \xC7\xB4 |0

<UD4A9> \xC7\xB5 |0

<UD4B0> \xA0\xEC |0

<UD4CC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<UD4D0> \xC7\xB7 |0

<UD4D4> \xC7\xB8 |0

<UD4DC> \xC7\xB9 |0

<UD4DF> \xC7\xBA |0

<UD4E8> \xC7\xBB |0

<UD4E9> \xA0\xED |0

<UD4EC> \xC7\xBC |0

<UD4F0> \xC7\xBD |0

<UD4F8> \xC7\xBE |0

<UD4FB> \xC7\xBF |0

<UD4FD> \xC7\xC0 |0

<UD504> \xC7\xC1 |0

<UD505> \xA0\xEE |0

<UD508> \xC7\xC2 |0

<UD50C> \xC7\xC3 |0

<UD510> \xA0\xEF |0

<UD514> \xC7\xC4 |0

<UD515>

 \xC7\xC5 |0

<UD517> \xC7\xC6 |0

<UD519> \xA0\xF0 |0

<UD520> \xA0\xF1 |0

<UD524> \xA0\xF2 |0

<UD53C> \xC7\xC7 |0

<UD53D> \xC7\xC8 |0

<UD540> \xC7\xC9 |0

<UD544> \xC7\xCA |0

<UD54C> \xC7\xCB |0

<UD54D> \xC7\xCC |0

<UD54F> \xC7\xCD |0

<UD551> \xC7\xCE |0

<UD558> \xC7\xCF |0

<UD559> \xC7\xD0 |0

<UD55C> \xC7\xD1 |0

<UD55F> \xA0\xF3 |0

<UD560> \xC7\xD2 |0
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<UD561> \xA0\xF4 |0

<UD565> \xC7\xD3 |0

<UD568> \xC7\xD4 |0

<UD569> \xC7\xD5 |0

<UD56B> \xC7\xD6 |0

<UD56C> \xA0\xF5 |0

<UD56D> \xC7\xD7 |0

<UD571> \xA0\xF6 |0

<UD574> \xC7\xD8 |0

<UD575> \xC7\xD9 |0

<UD578> \xC7\xDA |0

<UD57C> \xC7\xDB |0

<UD584> \xC7\xDC |0

<UD585> \xC7\xDD |0

<UD587> \xC7\xDE |0

<UD588> \xC7\xDF |0

<UD589> \xC7\xE0 |0

<UD590> \xC7\xE1 |0

<UD5A5> \xC7\xE2 |0

<UD5AC> \xA0\xF7 |0

<UD5C8> \xC7\xE3 |0

<UD5C9> \xC7\xE4 |0

<UD5CC> \xC7\xE5 |0

<UD5CF> \xA0\xF8 |0

<UD5D0> \xC7\xE6 |0

<UD5D2> \xC7\xE7 |0

<UD5D8> \xC7\xE8 |0

<UD5D9> \xC7\xE9 |0

<UD5DB> \xC7\xEA |0

<UD5DD> \xC7\xEB |0

<UD5E4> \xC7\xEC |0

<UD5E5> \xC7\xED |0

<UD5E8>

 \xC7\xEE |0

<UD5EC> \xC7\xEF |0

<UD5F4> \xC7\xF0 |0

<UD5F5> \xC7\xF1 |0

<UD5F7> \xC7\xF2 |0

<UD5F9> \xC7\xF3 |0

<UD600> \xC7\xF4 |0

<UD601> \xC7\xF5 |0

<UD604> \xC7\xF6 |0

<UD608> \xC7\xF7 |0

<UD610> \xC7\xF8 |0

<UD611> \xC7\xF9 |0

<UD613> \xC7\xFA |0

<UD614> \xC7\xFB |0

<UD615> \xC7\xFC |0
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<UD61C> \xC7\xFD |0

<UD620> \xC7\xFE |0

<UD624> \xC8\xA1 |0

<UD62C> \xA0\xF9 |0

<UD62D> \xC8\xA2 |0

<UD638> \xC8\xA3 |0

<UD639> \xC8\xA4 |0

<UD63C> \xC8\xA5 |0

<UD640> \xC8\xA6 |0

<UD645> \xC8\xA7 |0

<UD648> \xC8\xA8 |0

<UD649> \xC8\xA9 |0

<UD64B> \xC8\xAA |0

<UD64D> \xC8\xAB |0

<UD651> \xC8\xAC |0

<UD654> \xC8\xAD |0

<UD655> \xC8\xAE |0

<UD658> \xC8\xAF |0

<UD65C> \xC8\xB0 |0

<UD667> \xC8\xB1 |0

<UD669> \xC8\xB2 |0

<UD670> \xC8\xB3 |0

<UD671> \xC8\xB4 |0

<UD674> \xC8\xB5 |0

<UD683> \xC8\xB6 |0

<UD685> \xC8\xB7 |0

<UD68C> \xC8\xB8 |0

<UD68D> \xC8\xB9 |0

<UD690> \xC8\xBA |0

<UD694> \xC8\xBB |0

<UD69D> \xC8\xBC |0

<UD69F> \xC8\xBD |0

<UD6A1> \xC8\xBE |0

<UD6A8> \xC8\xBF |0

<UD6A9> \xA0\xFA |0

<UD6AC>

 \xC8\xC0 |0

<UD6B0> \xC8\xC1 |0

<UD6B8> \xA0\xFB |0

<UD6B9> \xC8\xC2 |0

<UD6BB> \xC8\xC3 |0

<UD6C4> \xC8\xC4 |0

<UD6C5> \xC8\xC5 |0

<UD6C8> \xC8\xC6 |0

<UD6CC> \xC8\xC7 |0

<UD6D1> \xC8\xC8 |0

<UD6D4> \xC8\xC9 |0

<UD6D5> \xA0\xFC |0
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<UD6D7> \xC8\xCA |0

<UD6D9> \xC8\xCB |0

<UD6E0> \xC8\xCC |0

<UD6E4> \xC8\xCD |0

<UD6E8> \xC8\xCE |0

<UD6F0> \xC8\xCF |0

<UD6F5> \xC8\xD0 |0

<UD6FC> \xC8\xD1 |0

<UD6FD> \xC8\xD2 |0

<UD700> \xC8\xD3 |0

<UD704> \xC8\xD4 |0

<UD70C> \xA0\xFD |0

<UD711> \xC8\xD5 |0

<UD718> \xC8\xD6 |0

<UD719> \xC8\xD7 |0

<UD71C> \xC8\xD8 |0

<UD720> \xC8\xD9 |0

<UD728> \xC8\xDA |0

<UD729> \xC8\xDB |0

<UD72B> \xC8\xDC |0

<UD72D> \xC8\xDD |0

<UD734> \xC8\xDE |0

<UD735> \xC8\xDF |0

<UD738> \xC8\xE0 |0

<UD73C> \xC8\xE1 |0

<UD744> \xC8\xE2 |0

<UD747> \xC8\xE3 |0

<UD749> \xC8\xE4 |0

<UD750> \xC8\xE5 |0

<UD751> \xC8\xE6 |0

<UD754> \xC8\xE7 |0

<UD756> \xC8\xE8 |0

<UD757> \xC8\xE9 |0

<UD758> \xC8\xEA |0

<UD759> \xC8\xEB |0

<UD760> \xC8\xEC |0

<UD761> \xC8\xED |0

<UD763> \xC8\xEE |0

<UD765>

 \xC8\xEF |0

<UD769> \xC8\xF0 |0

<UD76C> \xC8\xF1 |0

<UD76D> \xA0\xFE |0

<UD770> \xC8\xF2 |0

<UD774> \xC8\xF3 |0

<UD77C> \xC8\xF4 |0

<UD77D> \xC8\xF5 |0

<UD781> \xC8\xF6 |0
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<UD788> \xC8\xF7 |0

<UD789> \xC8\xF8 |0

<UD78C> \xC8\xF9 |0

<UD790> \xC8\xFA |0

<UD798> \xC8\xFB |0

<UD799> \xC8\xFC |0

<UD79B> \xC8\xFD |0

<UD79D> \xC8\xFE |0

<UE000> \xC9\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xC9\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xC9\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xC9\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xC9\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xC9\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xC9\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xC9\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xC9\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xC9\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xC9\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xC9\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xC9\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xC9\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xC9\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xC9\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xC9\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xC9\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xC9\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xC9\xB4 |0

<UE014> \xC9\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xC9\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xC9\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xC9\xB8 |0

<UE018> \xC9\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xC9\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xC9\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xC9\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xC9\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xC9\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xC9\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xC9\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xC9\xC1 |0

<UE021>

 \xC9\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xC9\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xC9\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xC9\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xC9\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xC9\xC7 |0
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<UE027> \xC9\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xC9\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xC9\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xC9\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xC9\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xC9\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xC9\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xC9\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xC9\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xC9\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xC9\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xC9\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xC9\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xC9\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xC9\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xC9\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xC9\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xC9\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xC9\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xC9\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xC9\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xC9\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xC9\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xC9\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xC9\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xC9\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xC9\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xC9\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xC9\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xC9\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xC9\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xC9\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xC9\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xC9\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xC9\xEA |0

<UE04A> \xC9\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xC9\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xC9\xED |0

<UE04D> \xC9\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xC9\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xC9\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xC9\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xC9\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xC9\xF3 |0

<UE053>

 \xC9\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xC9\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xC9\xF6 |0
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<UE056> \xC9\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xC9\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xC9\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xC9\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xC9\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xC9\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xC9\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xC9\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE068> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE069> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE078> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE079> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE07B> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE07C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE085>
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 \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE088> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE089> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE08B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE098> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE099> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xFE\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE0AA> \xFE\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xFE\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE0AE> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xFE\xF7 |0
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<UE0B5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE0B7>

 \xFE\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UE0BC> \x8F\xA1 |0

<UE0BD> \x8F\xA2 |0

<UE0BE> \x8F\xA3 |0

<UE0BF> \x8F\xA4 |0

<UE0C0> \x8F\xA5 |0

<UE0C1> \x8F\xA6 |0

<UE0C2> \x8F\xA7 |0

<UE0C3> \x8F\xA8 |0

<UE0C4> \x8F\xA9 |0

<UE0C5> \x8F\xAA |0

<UE0C6> \x8F\xAB |0

<UE0C7> \x8F\xAC |0

<UE0C8> \x8F\xAD |0

<UE0C9> \x8F\xAE |0

<UE0CA> \x8F\xAF |0

<UE0CB> \x8F\xB0 |0

<UE0CC> \x8F\xB1 |0

<UE0CD> \x8F\xB2 |0

<UE0CE> \x8F\xB3 |0

<UE0CF> \x8F\xB4 |0

<UE0D0> \x8F\xB5 |0

<UE0D1> \x8F\xB6 |0

<UE0D2> \x8F\xB7 |0

<UE0D3> \x8F\xB8 |0

<UE0D4> \x8F\xB9 |0

<UE0D5> \x8F\xBA |0

<UE0D6> \x8F\xBB |0

<UE0D7> \x8F\xBC |0

<UE0D8> \x8F\xBD |0

<UE0D9> \x8F\xBE |0

<UE0DA> \x8F\xBF |0

<UE0DB> \x8F\xC0 |0

<UE0DC> \x8F\xC1 |0

<UE0DD> \x8F\xC2 |0

<UE0DE> \x8F\xC3 |0

<UE0DF> \x8F\xC4 |0

<UE0E0> \x8F\xC5 |0

<UE0E1> \x8F\xC6 |0

<UE0E2> \x8F\xC7 |0

<UE0E3> \x8F\xC8 |0
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<UE0E4> \x8F\xC9 |0

<UE0E5> \x8F\xCA |0

<UE0E6> \x8F\xCB |0

<UE0E7> \x8F\xCC |0

<UE0E8> \x8F\xCD |0

<UE0E9>

 \x8F\xCE |0

<UE0EA> \x8F\xCF |0

<UE0EB> \x8F\xD0 |0

<UE0EC> \x8F\xD1 |0

<UE0ED> \x8F\xD2 |0

<UE0EE> \x8F\xD3 |0

<UE0EF> \x8F\xD4 |0

<UE0F0> \x8F\xD5 |0

<UE0F1> \x8F\xD6 |0

<UE0F2> \x8F\xD7 |0

<UE0F3> \x8F\xD8 |0

<UE0F4> \x8F\xD9 |0

<UE0F5> \x8F\xDA |0

<UE0F6> \x8F\xDB |0

<UE0F7> \x8F\xDC |0

<UE0F8> \x8F\xDD |0

<UE0F9> \x8F\xDE |0

<UE0FA> \x8F\xDF |0

<UE0FB> \x8F\xE0 |0

<UE0FC> \x8F\xE1 |0

<UE0FD> \x8F\xE2 |0

<UE0FE> \x8F\xE3 |0

<UE0FF> \x8F\xE4 |0

<UE100> \x8F\xE5 |0

<UE101> \x8F\xE6 |0

<UE102> \x8F\xE7 |0

<UE103> \x8F\xE8 |0

<UE104> \x8F\xE9 |0

<UE105> \x8F\xEA |0

<UE106> \x8F\xEB |0

<UE107> \x8F\xEC |0

<UE108> \x8F\xED |0

<UE109> \x8F\xEE |0

<UE10A> \x8F\xEF |0

<UE10B> \x8F\xF0 |0

<UE10C> \x8F\xF1 |0

<UE10D> \x8F\xF2 |0

<UE10E> \x8F\xF3 |0

<UE10F> \x8F\xF4 |0

<UE110> \x8F\xF5 |0

<UE111> \x8F\xF6 |0

<UE112> \x8F\xF7 |0
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<UE113> \x8F\xF8 |0

<UE114> \x8F\xF9 |0

<UE115> \x8F\xFA |0

<UE116> \x8F\xFB |0

<UE117> \x8F\xFC |0

<UE118> \x8F\xFD |0

<UE119> \x8F\xFE |0

<UE11A> \x90\xA1 |0

<UE11B>

 \x90\xA2 |0

<UE11C> \x90\xA3 |0

<UE11D> \x90\xA4 |0

<UE11E> \x90\xA5 |0

<UE11F> \x90\xA6 |0

<UE120> \x90\xA7 |0

<UE121> \x90\xA8 |0

<UE122> \x90\xA9 |0

<UE123> \x90\xAA |0

<UE124> \x90\xAB |0

<UE125> \x90\xAC |0

<UE126> \x90\xAD |0

<UE127> \x90\xAE |0

<UE128> \x90\xAF |0

<UE129> \x90\xB0 |0

<UE12A> \x90\xB1 |0

<UE12B> \x90\xB2 |0

<UE12C> \x90\xB3 |0

<UE12D> \x90\xB4 |0

<UE12E> \x90\xB5 |0

<UE12F> \x90\xB6 |0

<UE130> \x90\xB7 |0

<UE131> \x90\xB8 |0

<UE132> \x90\xB9 |0

<UE133> \x90\xBA |0

<UE134> \x90\xBB |0

<UE135> \x90\xBC |0

<UE136> \x90\xBD |0

<UE137> \x90\xBE |0

<UE138> \x90\xBF |0

<UE139> \x90\xC0 |0

<UE13A> \x90\xC1 |0

<UE13B> \x90\xC2 |0

<UE13C> \x90\xC3 |0

<UE13D> \x90\xC4 |0

<UE13E> \x90\xC5 |0

<UE13F> \x90\xC6 |0

<UE140> \x90\xC7 |0

<UE141> \x90\xC8 |0
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<UE142> \x90\xC9 |0

<UE143> \x90\xCA |0

<UE144> \x90\xCB |0

<UE145> \x90\xCC |0

<UE146> \x90\xCD |0

<UE147> \x90\xCE |0

<UE148> \x90\xCF |0

<UE149> \x90\xD0 |0

<UE14A> \x90\xD1 |0

<UE14B> \x90\xD2 |0

<UE14C> \x90\xD3 |0

<UE14D>

 \x90\xD4 |0

<UE14E> \x90\xD5 |0

<UE14F> \x90\xD6 |0

<UE150> \x90\xD7 |0

<UE151> \x90\xD8 |0

<UE152> \x90\xD9 |0

<UE153> \x90\xDA |0

<UE154> \x90\xDB |0

<UE155> \x90\xDC |0

<UE156> \x90\xDD |0

<UE157> \x90\xDE |0

<UE158> \x90\xDF |0

<UE159> \x90\xE0 |0

<UE15A> \x90\xE1 |0

<UE15B> \x90\xE2 |0

<UE15C> \x90\xE3 |0

<UE15D> \x90\xE4 |0

<UE15E> \x90\xE5 |0

<UE15F> \x90\xE6 |0

<UE160> \x90\xE7 |0

<UE161> \x90\xE8 |0

<UE162> \x90\xE9 |0

<UE163> \x90\xEA |0

<UE164> \x90\xEB |0

<UE165> \x90\xEC |0

<UE166> \x90\xED |0

<UE167> \x90\xEE |0

<UE168> \x90\xEF |0

<UE169> \x90\xF0 |0

<UE16A> \x90\xF1 |0

<UE16B> \x90\xF2 |0

<UE16C> \x90\xF3 |0

<UE16D> \x90\xF4 |0

<UE16E> \x90\xF5 |0

<UE16F> \x90\xF6 |0

<UE170> \x90\xF7 |0
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<UE171> \x90\xF8 |0

<UE172> \x90\xF9 |0

<UE173> \x90\xFA |0

<UE174> \x90\xFB |0

<UE175> \x90\xFC |0

<UE176> \x90\xFD |0

<UE177> \x90\xFE |0

<UE178> \x91\xA1 |0

<UE179> \x91\xA2 |0

<UE17A> \x91\xA3 |0

<UE17B> \x91\xA4 |0

<UE17C> \x91\xA5 |0

<UE17D> \x91\xA6 |0

<UE17E> \x91\xA7 |0

<UE17F>

 \x91\xA8 |0

<UE180> \x91\xA9 |0

<UE181> \x91\xAA |0

<UE182> \x91\xAB |0

<UE183> \x91\xAC |0

<UE184> \x91\xAD |0

<UE185> \x91\xAE |0

<UE186> \x91\xAF |0

<UE187> \x91\xB0 |0

<UE188> \x91\xB1 |0

<UE189> \x91\xB2 |0

<UE18A> \x91\xB3 |0

<UE18B> \x91\xB4 |0

<UE18C> \x91\xB5 |0

<UE18D> \x91\xB6 |0

<UE18E> \x91\xB7 |0

<UE18F> \x91\xB8 |0

<UE190> \x91\xB9 |0

<UE191> \x91\xBA |0

<UE192> \x91\xBB |0

<UE193> \x91\xBC |0

<UE194> \x91\xBD |0

<UE195> \x91\xBE |0

<UE196> \x91\xBF |0

<UE197> \x91\xC0 |0

<UE198> \x91\xC1 |0

<UE199> \x91\xC2 |0

<UE19A> \x91\xC3 |0

<UE19B> \x91\xC4 |0

<UE19C> \x91\xC5 |0

<UE19D> \x91\xC6 |0

<UE19E> \x91\xC7 |0

<UE19F> \x91\xC8 |0
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<UE1A0> \x91\xC9 |0

<UE1A1> \x91\xCA |0

<UE1A2> \x91\xCB |0

<UE1A3> \x91\xCC |0

<UE1A4> \x91\xCD |0

<UE1A5> \x91\xCE |0

<UE1A6> \x91\xCF |0

<UE1A7> \x91\xD0 |0

<UE1A8> \x91\xD1 |0

<UE1A9> \x91\xD2 |0

<UE1AA> \x91\xD3 |0

<UE1AB> \x91\xD4 |0

<UE1AC> \x91\xD5 |0

<UE1AD> \x91\xD6 |0

<UE1AE> \x91\xD7 |0

<UE1AF> \x91\xD8 |0

<UE1B0> \x91\xD9 |0

<UE1B1>

 \x91\xDA |0

<UE1B2> \x91\xDB |0

<UE1B3> \x91\xDC |0

<UE1B4> \x91\xDD |0

<UE1B5> \x91\xDE |0

<UE1B6> \x91\xDF |0

<UE1B7> \x91\xE0 |0

<UE1B8> \x91\xE1 |0

<UE1B9> \x91\xE2 |0

<UE1BA> \x91\xE3 |0

<UE1BB> \x91\xE4 |0

<UE1BC> \x91\xE5 |0

<UE1BD> \x91\xE6 |0

<UE1BE> \x91\xE7 |0

<UE1BF> \x91\xE8 |0

<UE1C0> \x91\xE9 |0

<UE1C1> \x91\xEA |0

<UE1C2> \x91\xEB |0

<UE1C3> \x91\xEC |0

<UE1C4> \x91\xED |0

<UE1C5> \x91\xEE |0

<UE1C6> \x91\xEF |0

<UE1C7> \x91\xF0 |0

<UE1C8> \x91\xF1 |0

<UE1C9> \x91\xF2 |0

<UE1CA> \x91\xF3 |0

<UE1CB> \x91\xF4 |0

<UE1CC> \x91\xF5 |0

<UE1CD> \x91\xF6 |0

<UE1CE> \x91\xF7 |0
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<UE1CF> \x91\xF8 |0

<UE1D0> \x91\xF9 |0

<UE1D1> \x91\xFA |0

<UE1D2> \x91\xFB |0

<UE1D3> \x91\xFC |0

<UE1D4> \x91\xFD |0

<UE1D5> \x91\xFE |0

<UE1D6> \x92\xA1 |0

<UE1D7> \x92\xA2 |0

<UE1D8> \x92\xA3 |0

<UE1D9> \x92\xA4 |0

<UE1DA> \x92\xA5 |0

<UE1DB> \x92\xA6 |0

<UE1DC> \x92\xA7 |0

<UE1DD> \x92\xA8 |0

<UE1DE> \x92\xA9 |0

<UE1DF> \x92\xAA |0

<UE1E0> \x92\xAB |0

<UE1E1> \x92\xAC |0

<UE1E2> \x92\xAD |0

<UE1E3>

 \x92\xAE |0

<UE1E4> \x92\xAF |0

<UE1E5> \x92\xB0 |0

<UE1E6> \x92\xB1 |0

<UE1E7> \x92\xB2 |0

<UE1E8> \x92\xB3 |0

<UE1E9> \x92\xB4 |0

<UE1EA> \x92\xB5 |0

<UE1EB> \x92\xB6 |0

<UE1EC> \x92\xB7 |0

<UE1ED> \x92\xB8 |0

<UE1EE> \x92\xB9 |0

<UE1EF> \x92\xBA |0

<UE1F0> \x92\xBB |0

<UE1F1> \x92\xBC |0

<UE1F2> \x92\xBD |0

<UE1F3> \x92\xBE |0

<UE1F4> \x92\xBF |0

<UE1F5> \x92\xC0 |0

<UE1F6> \x92\xC1 |0

<UE1F7> \x92\xC2 |0

<UE1F8> \x92\xC3 |0

<UE1F9> \x92\xC4 |0

<UE1FA> \x92\xC5 |0

<UE1FB> \x92\xC6 |0

<UE1FC> \x92\xC7 |0

<UE1FD> \x92\xC8 |0
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<UE1FE> \x92\xC9 |0

<UE1FF> \x92\xCA |0

<UE200> \x92\xCB |0

<UE201> \x92\xCC |0

<UE202> \x92\xCD |0

<UE203> \x92\xCE |0

<UE204> \x92\xCF |0

<UE205> \x92\xD0 |0

<UE206> \x92\xD1 |0

<UE207> \x92\xD2 |0

<UE208> \x92\xD3 |0

<UE209> \x92\xD4 |0

<UE20A> \x92\xD5 |0

<UE20B> \x92\xD6 |0

<UE20C> \x92\xD7 |0

<UE20D> \x92\xD8 |0

<UE20E> \x92\xD9 |0

<UE20F> \x92\xDA |0

<UE210> \x92\xDB |0

<UE211> \x92\xDC |0

<UE212> \x92\xDD |0

<UE213> \x92\xDE |0

<UE214> \x92\xDF |0

<UE215>

 \x92\xE0 |0

<UE216> \x92\xE1 |0

<UE217> \x92\xE2 |0

<UE218> \x92\xE3 |0

<UE219> \x92\xE4 |0

<UE21A> \x92\xE5 |0

<UE21B> \x92\xE6 |0

<UE21C> \x92\xE7 |0

<UE21D> \x92\xE8 |0

<UE21E> \x92\xE9 |0

<UE21F> \x92\xEA |0

<UE220> \x92\xEB |0

<UE221> \x92\xEC |0

<UE222> \x92\xED |0

<UE223> \x92\xEE |0

<UE224> \x92\xEF |0

<UE225> \x92\xF0 |0

<UE226> \x92\xF1 |0

<UE227> \x92\xF2 |0

<UE228> \x92\xF3 |0

<UE229> \x92\xF4 |0

<UE22A> \x92\xF5 |0

<UE22B> \x92\xF6 |0

<UE22C> \x92\xF7 |0
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<UE22D> \x92\xF8 |0

<UE22E> \x92\xF9 |0

<UE22F> \x92\xFA |0

<UE230> \x92\xFB |0

<UE231> \x92\xFC |0

<UE232> \x92\xFD |0

<UE233> \x92\xFE |0

<UE234> \x93\xA1 |0

<UE235> \x93\xA2 |0

<UE236> \x93\xA3 |0

<UE237> \x93\xA4 |0

<UE238> \x93\xA5 |0

<UE239> \x93\xA6 |0

<UE23A> \x93\xA7 |0

<UE23B> \x93\xA8 |0

<UE23C> \x93\xA9 |0

<UE23D> \x93\xAA |0

<UE23E> \x93\xAB |0

<UE23F> \x93\xAC |0

<UE240> \x93\xAD |0

<UE241> \x93\xAE |0

<UE242> \x93\xAF |0

<UE243> \x93\xB0 |0

<UE244> \x93\xB1 |0

<UE245> \x93\xB2 |0

<UE246> \x93\xB3 |0

<UE247>

 \x93\xB4 |0

<UE248> \x93\xB5 |0

<UE249> \x93\xB6 |0

<UE24A> \x93\xB7 |0

<UE24B> \x93\xB8 |0

<UE24C> \x93\xB9 |0

<UE24D> \x93\xBA |0

<UE24E> \x93\xBB |0

<UE24F> \x93\xBC |0

<UE250> \x93\xBD |0

<UE251> \x93\xBE |0

<UE252> \x93\xBF |0

<UE253> \x93\xC0 |0

<UE254> \x93\xC1 |0

<UE255> \x93\xC2 |0

<UE256> \x93\xC3 |0

<UE257> \x93\xC4 |0

<UE258> \x93\xC5 |0

<UE259> \x93\xC6 |0

<UE25A> \x93\xC7 |0

<UE25B> \x93\xC8 |0
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<UE25C> \x93\xC9 |0

<UE25D> \x93\xCA |0

<UE25E> \x93\xCB |0

<UE25F> \x93\xCC |0

<UE260> \x93\xCD |0

<UE261> \x93\xCE |0

<UE262> \x93\xCF |0

<UE263> \x93\xD0 |0

<UE264> \x93\xD1 |0

<UE265> \x93\xD2 |0

<UE266> \x93\xD3 |0

<UE267> \x93\xD4 |0

<UE268> \x93\xD5 |0

<UE269> \x93\xD6 |0

<UE26A> \x93\xD7 |0

<UE26B> \x93\xD8 |0

<UE26C> \x93\xD9 |0

<UE26D> \x93\xDA |0

<UE26E> \x93\xDB |0

<UE26F> \x93\xDC |0

<UE270> \x93\xDD |0

<UE271> \x93\xDE |0

<UE272> \x93\xDF |0

<UE273> \x93\xE0 |0

<UE274> \x93\xE1 |0

<UE275> \x93\xE2 |0

<UE276> \x93\xE3 |0

<UE277> \x93\xE4 |0

<UE278> \x93\xE5 |0

<UE279>

 \x93\xE6 |0

<UE27A> \x93\xE7 |0

<UE27B> \x93\xE8 |0

<UE27C> \x93\xE9 |0

<UE27D> \x93\xEA |0

<UE27E> \x93\xEB |0

<UE27F> \x93\xEC |0

<UE280> \x93\xED |0

<UE281> \x93\xEE |0

<UE282> \x93\xEF |0

<UE283> \x93\xF0 |0

<UE284> \x93\xF1 |0

<UE285> \x93\xF2 |0

<UE286> \x93\xF3 |0

<UE287> \x93\xF4 |0

<UE288> \x93\xF5 |0

<UE289> \x93\xF6 |0

<UE28A> \x93\xF7 |0
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<UE28B> \x93\xF8 |0

<UE28C> \x93\xF9 |0

<UE28D> \x93\xFA |0

<UE28E> \x93\xFB |0

<UE28F> \x93\xFC |0

<UE290> \x93\xFD |0

<UE291> \x93\xFE |0

<UE292> \x94\xA1 |0

<UE293> \x94\xA2 |0

<UE294> \x94\xA3 |0

<UE295> \x94\xA4 |0

<UE296> \x94\xA5 |0

<UE297> \x94\xA6 |0

<UE298> \x94\xA7 |0

<UE299> \x94\xA8 |0

<UE29A> \x94\xA9 |0

<UE29B> \x94\xAA |0

<UE29C> \x94\xAB |0

<UE29D> \x94\xAC |0

<UE29E> \x94\xAD |0

<UE29F> \x94\xAE |0

<UE2A0> \x94\xAF |0

<UE2A1> \x94\xB0 |0

<UE2A2> \x94\xB1 |0

<UE2A3> \x94\xB2 |0

<UE2A4> \x94\xB3 |0

<UE2A5> \x94\xB4 |0

<UE2A6> \x94\xB5 |0

<UE2A7> \x94\xB6 |0

<UE2A8> \x94\xB7 |0

<UE2A9> \x94\xB8 |0

<UE2AA> \x94\xB9 |0

<UE2AB>

 \x94\xBA |0

<UE2AC> \x94\xBB |0

<UE2AD> \x94\xBC |0

<UE2AE> \x94\xBD |0

<UE2AF> \x94\xBE |0

<UE2B0> \x94\xBF |0

<UE2B1> \x94\xC0 |0

<UE2B2> \x94\xC1 |0

<UE2B3> \x94\xC2 |0

<UE2B4> \x94\xC3 |0

<UE2B5> \x94\xC4 |0

<UE2B6> \x94\xC5 |0

<UE2B7> \x94\xC6 |0

<UE2B8> \x94\xC7 |0

<UE2B9> \x94\xC8 |0
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<UE2BA> \x94\xC9 |0

<UE2BB> \x94\xCA |0

<UE2BC> \x94\xCB |0

<UE2BD> \x94\xCC |0

<UE2BE> \x94\xCD |0

<UE2BF> \x94\xCE |0

<UE2C0> \x94\xCF |0

<UE2C1> \x94\xD0 |0

<UE2C2> \x94\xD1 |0

<UE2C3> \x94\xD2 |0

<UE2C4> \x94\xD3 |0

<UE2C5> \x94\xD4 |0

<UE2C6> \x94\xD5 |0

<UE2C7> \x94\xD6 |0

<UE2C8> \x94\xD7 |0

<UE2C9> \x94\xD8 |0

<UE2CA> \x94\xD9 |0

<UE2CB> \x94\xDA |0

<UE2CC> \x94\xDB |0

<UE2CD> \x94\xDC |0

<UE2CE> \x94\xDD |0

<UE2CF> \x94\xDE |0

<UE2D0> \x94\xDF |0

<UE2D1> \x94\xE0 |0

<UE2D2> \x94\xE1 |0

<UE2D3> \x94\xE2 |0

<UE2D4> \x94\xE3 |0

<UE2D5> \x94\xE4 |0

<UE2D6> \x94\xE5 |0

<UE2D7> \x94\xE6 |0

<UE2D8> \x94\xE7 |0

<UE2D9> \x94\xE8 |0

<UE2DA> \x94\xE9 |0

<UE2DB> \x94\xEA |0

<UE2DC> \x94\xEB |0

<UE2DD>

 \x94\xEC |0

<UE2DE> \x94\xED |0

<UE2DF> \x94\xEE |0

<UE2E0> \x94\xEF |0

<UE2E1> \x94\xF0 |0

<UE2E2> \x94\xF1 |0

<UE2E3> \x94\xF2 |0

<UE2E4> \x94\xF3 |0

<UE2E5> \x94\xF4 |0

<UE2E6> \x94\xF5 |0

<UE2E7> \x94\xF6 |0

<UE2E8> \x94\xF7 |0
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<UE2E9> \x94\xF8 |0

<UE2EA> \x94\xF9 |0

<UE2EB> \x94\xFA |0

<UE2EC> \x94\xFB |0

<UE2ED> \x94\xFC |0

<UE2EE> \x94\xFD |0

<UE2EF> \x94\xFE |0

<UE2F0> \x95\xA1 |0

<UE2F1> \x95\xA2 |0

<UE2F2> \x95\xA3 |0

<UE2F3> \x95\xA4 |0

<UE2F4> \x95\xA5 |0

<UE2F5> \x95\xA6 |0

<UE2F6> \x95\xA7 |0

<UE2F7> \x95\xA8 |0

<UE2F8> \x95\xA9 |0

<UE2F9> \x95\xAA |0

<UE2FA> \x95\xAB |0

<UE2FB> \x95\xAC |0

<UE2FC> \x95\xAD |0

<UE2FD> \x95\xAE |0

<UE2FE> \x95\xAF |0

<UE2FF> \x95\xB0 |0

<UE300> \x95\xB1 |0

<UE301> \x95\xB2 |0

<UE302> \x95\xB3 |0

<UE303> \x95\xB4 |0

<UE304> \x95\xB5 |0

<UE305> \x95\xB6 |0

<UE306> \x95\xB7 |0

<UE307> \x95\xB8 |0

<UE308> \x95\xB9 |0

<UE309> \x95\xBA |0

<UE30A> \x95\xBB |0

<UE30B> \x95\xBC |0

<UE30C> \x95\xBD |0

<UE30D> \x95\xBE |0

<UE30E> \x95\xBF |0

<UE30F>

 \x95\xC0 |0

<UE310> \x95\xC1 |0

<UE311> \x95\xC2 |0

<UE312> \x95\xC3 |0

<UE313> \x95\xC4 |0

<UE314> \x95\xC5 |0

<UE315> \x95\xC6 |0

<UE316> \x95\xC7 |0

<UE317> \x95\xC8 |0
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<UE318> \x95\xC9 |0

<UE319> \x95\xCA |0

<UE31A> \x95\xCB |0

<UE31B> \x95\xCC |0

<UE31C> \x95\xCD |0

<UE31D> \x95\xCE |0

<UE31E> \x95\xCF |0

<UE31F> \x95\xD0 |0

<UE320> \x95\xD1 |0

<UE321> \x95\xD2 |0

<UE322> \x95\xD3 |0

<UE323> \x95\xD4 |0

<UE324> \x95\xD5 |0

<UE325> \x95\xD6 |0

<UE326> \x95\xD7 |0

<UE327> \x95\xD8 |0

<UE328> \x95\xD9 |0

<UE329> \x95\xDA |0

<UE32A> \x95\xDB |0

<UE32B> \x95\xDC |0

<UE32C> \x95\xDD |0

<UE32D> \x95\xDE |0

<UE32E> \x95\xDF |0

<UE32F> \x95\xE0 |0

<UE330> \x95\xE1 |0

<UE331> \x95\xE2 |0

<UE332> \x95\xE3 |0

<UE333> \x95\xE4 |0

<UE334> \x95\xE5 |0

<UE335> \x95\xE6 |0

<UE336> \x95\xE7 |0

<UE337> \x95\xE8 |0

<UE338> \x95\xE9 |0

<UE339> \x95\xEA |0

<UE33A> \x95\xEB |0

<UE33B> \x95\xEC |0

<UE33C> \x95\xED |0

<UE33D> \x95\xEE |0

<UE33E> \x95\xEF |0

<UE33F> \x95\xF0 |0

<UE340> \x95\xF1 |0

<UE341>

 \x95\xF2 |0

<UE342> \x95\xF3 |0

<UE343> \x95\xF4 |0

<UE344> \x95\xF5 |0

<UE345> \x95\xF6 |0

<UE346> \x95\xF7 |0
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<UE347> \x95\xF8 |0

<UE348> \x95\xF9 |0

<UE349> \x95\xFA |0

<UE34A> \x95\xFB |0

<UE34B> \x95\xFC |0

<UE34C> \x95\xFD |0

<UE34D> \x95\xFE |0

<UE34E> \x96\xA1 |0

<UE34F> \x96\xA2 |0

<UE350> \x96\xA3 |0

<UE351> \x96\xA4 |0

<UE352> \x96\xA5 |0

<UE353> \x96\xA6 |0

<UE354> \x96\xA7 |0

<UE355> \x96\xA8 |0

<UE356> \x96\xA9 |0

<UE357> \x96\xAA |0

<UE358> \x96\xAB |0

<UE359> \x96\xAC |0

<UE35A> \x96\xAD |0

<UE35B> \x96\xAE |0

<UE35C> \x96\xAF |0

<UE35D> \x96\xB0 |0

<UE35E> \x96\xB1 |0

<UE35F> \x96\xB2 |0

<UE360> \x96\xB3 |0

<UE361> \x96\xB4 |0

<UE362> \x96\xB5 |0

<UE363> \x96\xB6 |0

<UE364> \x96\xB7 |0

<UE365> \x96\xB8 |0

<UE366> \x96\xB9 |0

<UE367> \x96\xBA |0

<UE368> \x96\xBB |0

<UE369> \x96\xBC |0

<UE36A> \x96\xBD |0

<UE36B> \x96\xBE |0

<UE36C> \x96\xBF |0

<UE36D> \x96\xC0 |0

<UE36E> \x96\xC1 |0

<UE36F> \x96\xC2 |0

<UE370> \x96\xC3 |0

<UE371> \x96\xC4 |0

<UE372> \x96\xC5 |0

<UE373>

 \x96\xC6 |0

<UE374> \x96\xC7 |0

<UE375> \x96\xC8 |0
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<UE376> \x96\xC9 |0

<UE377> \x96\xCA |0

<UE378> \x96\xCB |0

<UE379> \x96\xCC |0

<UE37A> \x96\xCD |0

<UE37B> \x96\xCE |0

<UE37C> \x96\xCF |0

<UE37D> \x96\xD0 |0

<UE37E> \x96\xD1 |0

<UE37F> \x96\xD2 |0

<UE380> \x96\xD3 |0

<UE381> \x96\xD4 |0

<UE382> \x96\xD5 |0

<UE383> \x96\xD6 |0

<UE384> \x96\xD7 |0

<UE385> \x96\xD8 |0

<UE386> \x96\xD9 |0

<UE387> \x96\xDA |0

<UE388> \x96\xDB |0

<UE389> \x96\xDC |0

<UE38A> \x96\xDD |0

<UE38B> \x96\xDE |0

<UE38C> \x96\xDF |0

<UE38D> \x96\xE0 |0

<UE38E> \x96\xE1 |0

<UE38F> \x96\xE2 |0

<UE390> \x96\xE3 |0

<UE391> \x96\xE4 |0

<UE392> \x96\xE5 |0

<UE393> \x96\xE6 |0

<UE394> \x96\xE7 |0

<UE395> \x96\xE8 |0

<UE396> \x96\xE9 |0

<UE397> \x96\xEA |0

<UE398> \x96\xEB |0

<UE399> \x96\xEC |0

<UE39A> \x96\xED |0

<UE39B> \x96\xEE |0

<UE39C> \x96\xEF |0

<UE39D> \x96\xF0 |0

<UE39E> \x96\xF1 |0

<UE39F> \x96\xF2 |0

<UE3A0> \x96\xF3 |0

<UE3A1> \x96\xF4 |0

<UE3A2> \x96\xF5 |0

<UE3A3> \x96\xF6 |0

<UE3A4> \x96\xF7 |0

<UE3A5>
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 \x96\xF8 |0

<UE3A6> \x96\xF9 |0

<UE3A7> \x96\xFA |0

<UE3A8> \x96\xFB |0

<UE3A9> \x96\xFC |0

<UE3AA> \x96\xFD |0

<UE3AB> \x96\xFE |0

<UE3AC> \x97\xA1 |0

<UE3AD> \x97\xA2 |0

<UE3AE> \x97\xA3 |0

<UE3AF> \x97\xA4 |0

<UE3B0> \x97\xA5 |0

<UE3B1> \x97\xA6 |0

<UE3B2> \x97\xA7 |0

<UE3B3> \x97\xA8 |0

<UE3B4> \x97\xA9 |0

<UE3B5> \x97\xAA |0

<UE3B6> \x97\xAB |0

<UE3B7> \x97\xAC |0

<UE3B8> \x97\xAD |0

<UE3B9> \x97\xAE |0

<UE3BA> \x97\xAF |0

<UE3BB> \x97\xB0 |0

<UE3BC> \x97\xB1 |0

<UE3BD> \x97\xB2 |0

<UE3BE> \x97\xB3 |0

<UE3BF> \x97\xB4 |0

<UE3C0> \x97\xB5 |0

<UE3C1> \x97\xB6 |0

<UE3C2> \x97\xB7 |0

<UE3C3> \x97\xB8 |0

<UE3C4> \x97\xB9 |0

<UE3C5> \x97\xBA |0

<UE3C6> \x97\xBB |0

<UE3C7> \x97\xBC |0

<UE3C8> \x97\xBD |0

<UE3C9> \x97\xBE |0

<UE3CA> \x97\xBF |0

<UE3CB> \x97\xC0 |0

<UE3CC> \x97\xC1 |0

<UE3CD> \x97\xC2 |0

<UE3CE> \x97\xC3 |0

<UE3CF> \x97\xC4 |0

<UE3D0> \x97\xC5 |0

<UE3D1> \x97\xC6 |0

<UE3D2> \x97\xC7 |0

<UE3D3> \x97\xC8 |0

<UE3D4> \x97\xC9 |0
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<UE3D5> \x97\xCA |0

<UE3D6> \x97\xCB |0

<UE3D7>

 \x97\xCC |0

<UE3D8> \x97\xCD |0

<UE3D9> \x97\xCE |0

<UE3DA> \x97\xCF |0

<UE3DB> \x97\xD0 |0

<UE3DC> \x97\xD1 |0

<UE3DD> \x97\xD2 |0

<UE3DE> \x97\xD3 |0

<UE3DF> \x97\xD4 |0

<UE3E0> \x97\xD5 |0

<UE3E1> \x97\xD6 |0

<UE3E2> \x97\xD7 |0

<UE3E3> \x97\xD8 |0

<UE3E4> \x97\xD9 |0

<UE3E5> \x97\xDA |0

<UE3E6> \x97\xDB |0

<UE3E7> \x97\xDC |0

<UE3E8> \x97\xDD |0

<UE3E9> \x97\xDE |0

<UE3EA> \x97\xDF |0

<UE3EB> \x97\xE0 |0

<UE3EC> \x97\xE1 |0

<UE3ED> \x97\xE2 |0

<UE3EE> \x97\xE3 |0

<UE3EF> \x97\xE4 |0

<UE3F0> \x97\xE5 |0

<UE3F1> \x97\xE6 |0

<UE3F2> \x97\xE7 |0

<UE3F3> \x97\xE8 |0

<UE3F4> \x97\xE9 |0

<UE3F5> \x97\xEA |0

<UE3F6> \x97\xEB |0

<UE3F7> \x97\xEC |0

<UE3F8> \x97\xED |0

<UE3F9> \x97\xEE |0

<UE3FA> \x97\xEF |0

<UE3FB> \x97\xF0 |0

<UE3FC> \x97\xF1 |0

<UE3FD> \x97\xF2 |0

<UE3FE> \x97\xF3 |0

<UE3FF> \x97\xF4 |0

<UE400> \x97\xF5 |0

<UE401> \x97\xF6 |0

<UE402> \x97\xF7 |0

<UE403> \x97\xF8 |0
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<UE404> \x97\xF9 |0

<UE405> \x97\xFA |0

<UE406> \x97\xFB |0

<UE407> \x97\xFC |0

<UE408> \x97\xFD |0

<UE409>

 \x97\xFE |0

<UE40A> \x98\xA1 |0

<UE40B> \x98\xA2 |0

<UE40C> \x98\xA3 |0

<UE40D> \x98\xA4 |0

<UE40E> \x98\xA5 |0

<UE40F> \x98\xA6 |0

<UE410> \x98\xA7 |0

<UE411> \x98\xA8 |0

<UE412> \x98\xA9 |0

<UE413> \x98\xAA |0

<UE414> \x98\xAB |0

<UE415> \x98\xAC |0

<UE416> \x98\xAD |0

<UE417> \x98\xAE |0

<UE418> \x98\xAF |0

<UE419> \x98\xB0 |0

<UE41A> \x98\xB1 |0

<UE41B> \x98\xB2 |0

<UE41C> \x98\xB3 |0

<UE41D> \x98\xB4 |0

<UE41E> \x98\xB5 |0

<UE41F> \x98\xB6 |0

<UE420> \x98\xB7 |0

<UE421> \x98\xB8 |0

<UE422> \x98\xB9 |0

<UE423> \x98\xBA |0

<UE424> \x98\xBB |0

<UE425> \x98\xBC |0

<UE426> \x98\xBD |0

<UE427> \x98\xBE |0

<UE428> \x98\xBF |0

<UE429> \x98\xC0 |0

<UE42A> \x98\xC1 |0

<UE42B> \x98\xC2 |0

<UE42C> \x98\xC3 |0

<UE42D> \x98\xC4 |0

<UE42E> \x98\xC5 |0

<UE42F> \x98\xC6 |0

<UE430> \x98\xC7 |0

<UE431> \x98\xC8 |0

<UE432> \x98\xC9 |0
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<UE433> \x98\xCA |0

<UE434> \x98\xCB |0

<UE435> \x98\xCC |0

<UE436> \x98\xCD |0

<UE437> \x98\xCE |0

<UE438> \x98\xCF |0

<UE439> \x98\xD0 |0

<UE43A> \x98\xD1 |0

<UE43B>

 \x98\xD2 |0

<UE43C> \x98\xD3 |0

<UE43D> \x98\xD4 |0

<UE43E> \x98\xD5 |0

<UE43F> \x98\xD6 |0

<UE440> \x98\xD7 |0

<UE441> \x98\xD8 |0

<UE442> \x98\xD9 |0

<UE443> \x98\xDA |0

<UE444> \x98\xDB |0

<UE445> \x98\xDC |0

<UE446> \x98\xDD |0

<UE447> \x98\xDE |0

<UE448> \x98\xDF |0

<UE449> \x98\xE0 |0

<UE44A> \x98\xE1 |0

<UE44B> \x98\xE2 |0

<UE44C> \x98\xE3 |0

<UE44D> \x98\xE4 |0

<UE44E> \x98\xE5 |0

<UE44F> \x98\xE6 |0

<UE450> \x98\xE7 |0

<UE451> \x98\xE8 |0

<UE452> \x98\xE9 |0

<UE453> \x98\xEA |0

<UE454> \x98\xEB |0

<UE455> \x98\xEC |0

<UE456> \x98\xED |0

<UE457> \x98\xEE |0

<UE458> \x98\xEF |0

<UE459> \x98\xF0 |0

<UE45A> \x98\xF1 |0

<UE45B> \x98\xF2 |0

<UE45C> \x98\xF3 |0

<UE45D> \x98\xF4 |0

<UE45E> \x98\xF5 |0

<UE45F> \x98\xF6 |0

<UE460> \x98\xF7 |0

<UE461> \x98\xF8 |0
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<UE462> \x98\xF9 |0

<UE463> \x98\xFA |0

<UE464> \x98\xFB |0

<UE465> \x98\xFC |0

<UE466> \x98\xFD |0

<UE467> \x98\xFE |0

<UE468> \x99\xA1 |0

<UE469> \x99\xA2 |0

<UE46A> \x99\xA3 |0

<UE46B> \x99\xA4 |0

<UE46C> \x99\xA5 |0

<UE46D>

 \x99\xA6 |0

<UE46E> \x99\xA7 |0

<UE46F> \x99\xA8 |0

<UE470> \x99\xA9 |0

<UE471> \x99\xAA |0

<UE472> \x99\xAB |0

<UE473> \x99\xAC |0

<UE474> \x99\xAD |0

<UE475> \x99\xAE |0

<UE476> \x99\xAF |0

<UE477> \x99\xB0 |0

<UE478> \x99\xB1 |0

<UE479> \x99\xB2 |0

<UE47A> \x99\xB3 |0

<UE47B> \x99\xB4 |0

<UE47C> \x99\xB5 |0

<UE47D> \x99\xB6 |0

<UE47E> \x99\xB7 |0

<UE47F> \x99\xB8 |0

<UE480> \x99\xB9 |0

<UE481> \x99\xBA |0

<UE482> \x99\xBB |0

<UE483> \x99\xBC |0

<UE484> \x99\xBD |0

<UE485> \x99\xBE |0

<UE486> \x99\xBF |0

<UE487> \x99\xC0 |0

<UE488> \x99\xC1 |0

<UE489> \x99\xC2 |0

<UE48A> \x99\xC3 |0

<UE48B> \x99\xC4 |0

<UE48C> \x99\xC5 |0

<UE48D> \x99\xC6 |0

<UE48E> \x99\xC7 |0

<UE48F> \x99\xC8 |0

<UE490> \x99\xC9 |0
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<UE491> \x99\xCA |0

<UE492> \x99\xCB |0

<UE493> \x99\xCC |0

<UE494> \x99\xCD |0

<UE495> \x99\xCE |0

<UE496> \x99\xCF |0

<UE497> \x99\xD0 |0

<UE498> \x99\xD1 |0

<UE499> \x99\xD2 |0

<UE49A> \x99\xD3 |0

<UE49B> \x99\xD4 |0

<UE49C> \x99\xD5 |0

<UE49D> \x99\xD6 |0

<UE49E> \x99\xD7 |0

<UE49F>

 \x99\xD8 |0

<UE4A0> \x99\xD9 |0

<UE4A1> \x99\xDA |0

<UE4A2> \x99\xDB |0

<UE4A3> \x99\xDC |0

<UE4A4> \x99\xDD |0

<UE4A5> \x99\xDE |0

<UE4A6> \x99\xDF |0

<UE4A7> \x99\xE0 |0

<UE4A8> \x99\xE1 |0

<UE4A9> \x99\xE2 |0

<UE4AA> \x99\xE3 |0

<UE4AB> \x99\xE4 |0

<UE4AC> \x99\xE5 |0

<UE4AD> \x99\xE6 |0

<UE4AE> \x99\xE7 |0

<UE4AF> \x99\xE8 |0

<UE4B0> \x99\xE9 |0

<UE4B1> \x99\xEA |0

<UE4B2> \x99\xEB |0

<UE4B3> \x99\xEC |0

<UE4B4> \x99\xED |0

<UE4B5> \x99\xEE |0

<UE4B6> \x99\xEF |0

<UE4B7> \x99\xF0 |0

<UE4B8> \x99\xF1 |0

<UE4B9> \x99\xF2 |0

<UE4BA> \x99\xF3 |0

<UE4BB> \x99\xF4 |0

<UE4BC> \x99\xF5 |0

<UE4BD> \x99\xF6 |0

<UE4BE> \x99\xF7 |0

<UE4BF> \x99\xF8 |0
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<UE4C0> \x99\xF9 |0

<UE4C1> \x99\xFA |0

<UE4C2> \x99\xFB |0

<UE4C3> \x99\xFC |0

<UE4C4> \x99\xFD |0

<UE4C5> \x99\xFE |0

<UE4C6> \x9A\xA1 |0

<UE4C7> \x9A\xA2 |0

<UE4C8> \x9A\xA3 |0

<UE4C9> \x9A\xA4 |0

<UE4CA> \x9A\xA5 |0

<UF843> \x9A\xAC |0

<UF844> \x9A\xB0 |0

<UF845> \x9A\xB8 |0

<UF846> \x9A\xC9 |0

<UF847> \x9A\xD3 |0

<UF848> \x9A\xD5 |0

<UF849>

 \x9A\xDB |0

<UF84A> \x9A\xDD |0

<UF84B> \x9B\xA3 |0

<UF84C> \x9B\xA8 |0

<UF84D> \x9B\xAE |0

<UF84E> \x9B\xC6 |0

<UF84F> \x9B\xCC |0

<UF850> \x9B\xD1 |0

<UF851> \x9B\xE0 |0

<UF852> \x9B\xE2 |0

<UF853> \x9B\xE6 |0

<UF854> \x9B\xEF |0

<UF855> \x9B\xF3 |0

<UF856> \x9C\xA2 |0

<UF857> \x9C\xA3 |0

<UF858> \x9C\xA4 |0

<UF859> \x9C\xA7 |0

<UF85A> \x9C\xA9 |0

<UF85B> \x9C\xAB |0

<UF85C> \x9C\xB2 |0

<UF85D> \x9C\xB6 |0

<UF85E> \x9C\xBA |0

<UF85F> \x9C\xBD |0

<UF860> \x9C\xCC |0

<UF861> \x9C\xD2 |0

<UF862> \x9C\xD3 |0

<UF863> \x9D\xB1 |0

<UF864> \x9D\xBE |0

<UF865> \x9D\xC1 |0

<UF866> \x9D\xD2 |0
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<UF867> \x9D\xD8 |0

<UF868> \x9D\xDE |0

<UF869> \x9D\xE2 |0

<UF86A> \x9D\xEA |0

<UF86B> \x9D\xF1 |0

<UF86C> \x9D\xF5 |0

<UF86D> \x9D\xF9 |0

<UF86E> \x9D\xFB |0

<UF900> \xCB\xD0 |0

<UF901> \xCB\xD6 |0

<UF902> \xCB\xE7 |0

<UF903> \xCD\xCF |0

<UF904> \xCD\xE8 |0

<UF905> \xCE\xAD |0

<UF906> \xCF\xFB |0

<UF907> \xD0\xA2 |0

<UF908> \xD0\xB8 |0

<UF909> \xD0\xD0 |0

<UF90A> \xD0\xDD |0

<UF90B> \xD1\xD4 |0

<UF90C>

 \xD1\xD5 |0

<UF90D> \xD1\xD8 |0

<UF90E> \xD1\xDB |0

<UF90F> \xD1\xDC |0

<UF910> \xD1\xDD |0

<UF911> \xD1\xDE |0

<UF912> \xD1\xDF |0

<UF913> \xD1\xE0 |0

<UF914> \xD1\xE2 |0

<UF915> \xD1\xE3 |0

<UF916> \xD1\xE4 |0

<UF917> \xD1\xE5 |0

<UF918> \xD1\xE6 |0

<UF919> \xD1\xE8 |0

<UF91A> \xD1\xE9 |0

<UF91B> \xD1\xEA |0

<UF91C> \xD1\xEB |0

<UF91D> \xD1\xED |0

<UF91E> \xD1\xEF |0

<UF91F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<UF920> \xD1\xF2 |0

<UF921> \xD1\xF6 |0

<UF922> \xD1\xFA |0

<UF923> \xD1\xFC |0

<UF924> \xD1\xFD |0

<UF925> \xD1\xFE |0

<UF926> \xD2\xA2 |0
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<UF927> \xD2\xA3 |0

<UF928> \xD2\xA7 |0

<UF929> \xD2\xA8 |0

<UF92A> \xD2\xA9 |0

<UF92B> \xD2\xAA |0

<UF92C> \xD2\xAB |0

<UF92D> \xD2\xAD |0

<UF92E> \xD2\xB2 |0

<UF92F> \xD2\xBE |0

<UF930> \xD2\xC2 |0

<UF931> \xD2\xC3 |0

<UF932> \xD2\xC4 |0

<UF933> \xD2\xC6 |0

<UF934> \xD2\xC7 |0

<UF935> \xD2\xC8 |0

<UF936> \xD2\xC9 |0

<UF937> \xD2\xCA |0

<UF938> \xD2\xCB |0

<UF939> \xD2\xCD |0

<UF93A> \xD2\xCE |0

<UF93B> \xD2\xCF |0

<UF93C> \xD2\xD0 |0

<UF93D> \xD2\xD1 |0

<UF93E>

 \xD2\xD2 |0

<UF93F> \xD2\xD3 |0

<UF940> \xD2\xD4 |0

<UF941> \xD2\xD5 |0

<UF942> \xD2\xD6 |0

<UF943> \xD2\xD7 |0

<UF944> \xD2\xD9 |0

<UF945> \xD2\xDA |0

<UF946> \xD2\xDE |0

<UF947> \xD2\xDF |0

<UF948> \xD2\xE1 |0

<UF949> \xD2\xE2 |0

<UF94A> \xD2\xE4 |0

<UF94B> \xD2\xE5 |0

<UF94C> \xD2\xE6 |0

<UF94D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<UF94E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<UF94F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<UF950> \xD2\xEA |0

<UF951> \xD2\xEB |0

<UF952> \xD2\xF0 |0

<UF953> \xD2\xF1 |0

<UF954> \xD2\xF2 |0

<UF955> \xD2\xF3 |0
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<UF956> \xD2\xF4 |0

<UF957> \xD2\xF5 |0

<UF958> \xD2\xF7 |0

<UF959> \xD2\xF8 |0

<UF95A> \xD4\xE6 |0

<UF95B> \xD4\xFC |0

<UF95C> \xD5\xA5 |0

<UF95D> \xD5\xAB |0

<UF95E> \xD5\xAE |0

<UF95F> \xD6\xB8 |0

<UF960> \xD6\xCD |0

<UF961> \xD7\xCB |0

<UF962> \xD7\xE4 |0

<UF963> \xDB\xC5 |0

<UF964> \xDB\xE4 |0

<UF965> \xDC\xA5 |0

<UF966> \xDD\xA5 |0

<UF967> \xDD\xD5 |0

<UF968> \xDD\xF4 |0

<UF969> \xDE\xFC |0

<UF96A> \xDE\xFE |0

<UF96B> \xDF\xB3 |0

<UF96C> \xDF\xE1 |0

<UF96D> \xDF\xE8 |0

<UF96E> \xE0\xF1 |0

<UF96F> \xE1\xAD |0

<UF970>

 \xE1\xED |0

<UF971> \xE3\xF5 |0

<UF972> \xE4\xA1 |0

<UF973> \xE4\xA9 |0

<UF974> \xE5\xAE |0

<UF975> \xE5\xB1 |0

<UF976> \xE5\xB2 |0

<UF977> \xE5\xB9 |0

<UF978> \xE5\xBB |0

<UF979> \xE5\xBC |0

<UF97A> \xE5\xC4 |0

<UF97B> \xE5\xCE |0

<UF97C> \xE5\xD0 |0

<UF97D> \xE5\xD2 |0

<UF97E> \xE5\xD6 |0

<UF97F> \xE5\xFA |0

<UF980> \xE5\xFB |0

<UF981> \xE5\xFC |0

<UF982> \xE5\xFE |0

<UF983> \xE6\xA1 |0

<UF984> \xE6\xA4 |0
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<UF985> \xE6\xA7 |0

<UF986> \xE6\xAD |0

<UF987> \xE6\xAF |0

<UF988> \xE6\xB0 |0

<UF989> \xE6\xB1 |0

<UF98A> \xE6\xB3 |0

<UF98B> \xE6\xB7 |0

<UF98C> \xE6\xB8 |0

<UF98D> \xE6\xBC |0

<UF98E> \xE6\xC4 |0

<UF98F> \xE6\xC6 |0

<UF990> \xE6\xC7 |0

<UF991> \xE6\xCA |0

<UF992> \xE6\xD2 |0

<UF993> \xE6\xD6 |0

<UF994> \xE6\xD9 |0

<UF995> \xE6\xDC |0

<UF996> \xE6\xDF |0

<UF997> \xE6\xE1 |0

<UF998> \xE6\xE4 |0

<UF999> \xE6\xE5 |0

<UF99A> \xE6\xE6 |0

<UF99B> \xE6\xE8 |0

<UF99C> \xE6\xEA |0

<UF99D> \xE6\xEB |0

<UF99E> \xE6\xEC |0

<UF99F> \xE6\xEF |0

<UF9A0> \xE6\xF1 |0

<UF9A1> \xE6\xF2 |0

<UF9A2>

 \xE6\xF5 |0

<UF9A3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<UF9A4> \xE6\xF7 |0

<UF9A5> \xE6\xF9 |0

<UF9A6> \xE7\xA1 |0

<UF9A7> \xE7\xA6 |0

<UF9A8> \xE7\xA9 |0

<UF9A9> \xE7\xAA |0

<UF9AA> \xE7\xAC |0

<UF9AB> \xE7\xAD |0

<UF9AC> \xE7\xB0 |0

<UF9AD> \xE7\xBF |0

<UF9AE> \xE7\xC1 |0

<UF9AF> \xE7\xC6 |0

<UF9B0> \xE7\xC7 |0

<UF9B1> \xE7\xCB |0

<UF9B2> \xE7\xCD |0

<UF9B3> \xE7\xCF |0
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<UF9B4> \xE7\xD0 |0

<UF9B5> \xE7\xD3 |0

<UF9B6> \xE7\xDF |0

<UF9B7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<UF9B8> \xE7\xE6 |0

<UF9B9> \xE7\xF7 |0

<UF9BA> \xE8\xE7 |0

<UF9BB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<UF9BC> \xE8\xF0 |0

<UF9BD> \xE8\xF1 |0

<UF9BE> \xE8\xF7 |0

<UF9BF> \xE8\xF9 |0

<UF9C0> \xE8\xFB |0

<UF9C1> \xE8\xFE |0

<UF9C2> \xE9\xA7 |0

<UF9C3> \xE9\xAC |0

<UF9C4> \xE9\xCC |0

<UF9C5> \xE9\xF7 |0

<UF9C6> \xEA\xC1 |0

<UF9C7> \xEA\xE5 |0

<UF9C8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<UF9C9> \xEA\xF7 |0

<UF9CA> \xEA\xFC |0

<UF9CB> \xEA\xFE |0

<UF9CC> \xEB\xA4 |0

<UF9CD> \xEB\xA7 |0

<UF9CE> \xEB\xA9 |0

<UF9CF> \xEB\xAA |0

<UF9D0> \xEB\xBA |0

<UF9D1> \xEB\xBB |0

<UF9D2> \xEB\xBD |0

<UF9D3> \xEB\xC1 |0

<UF9D4>

 \xEB\xC2 |0

<UF9D5> \xEB\xC6 |0

<UF9D6> \xEB\xC7 |0

<UF9D7> \xEB\xCC |0

<UF9D8> \xEB\xCF |0

<UF9D9> \xEB\xD0 |0

<UF9DA> \xEB\xD1 |0

<UF9DB> \xEB\xD2 |0

<UF9DC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<UF9DD> \xEC\xA6 |0

<UF9DE> \xEC\xA7 |0

<UF9DF> \xEC\xAA |0

<UF9E0> \xEC\xAF |0

<UF9E1> \xEC\xB0 |0

<UF9E2> \xEC\xB1 |0
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<UF9E3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<UF9E4> \xEC\xB5 |0

<UF9E5> \xEC\xB8 |0

<UF9E6> \xEC\xBA |0

<UF9E7> \xEC\xC0 |0

<UF9E8> \xEC\xC1 |0

<UF9E9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<UF9EA> \xEC\xC6 |0

<UF9EB> \xEC\xC9 |0

<UF9EC> \xEC\xCA |0

<UF9ED> \xEC\xD5 |0

<UF9EE> \xEC\xDD |0

<UF9EF> \xEC\xDE |0

<UF9F0> \xEC\xE1 |0

<UF9F1> \xEC\xE4 |0

<UF9F2> \xEC\xE7 |0

<UF9F3> \xEC\xE8 |0

<UF9F4> \xEC\xF7 |0

<UF9F5> \xEC\xF8 |0

<UF9F6> \xEC\xFA |0

<UF9F7> \xED\xA1 |0

<UF9F8> \xED\xA2 |0

<UF9F9> \xED\xA3 |0

<UF9FA> \xED\xEE |0

<UF9FB> \xEE\xDB |0

<UF9FC> \xF2\xBD |0

<UF9FD> \xF2\xFA |0

<UF9FE> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UF9FF> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA00> \xF4\xEE |0

<UFA01> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UFA02> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UFA03> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UFA04> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UFA05> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UFA06>

 \xF8\xDB |0

<UFA07> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UFA08> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UFA09> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UFA0A> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UFA0B> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UFF01> \xA3\xA1 |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF03> \xA3\xA3 |0

<UFF04> \xA3\xA4 |0

<UFF05> \xA3\xA5 |0

<UFF06> \xA3\xA6 |0
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<UFF07> \xA3\xA7 |0

<UFF08> \xA3\xA8 |0

<UFF09> \xA3\xA9 |0

<UFF0A> \xA3\xAA |0

<UFF0B> \xA3\xAB |0

<UFF0C> \xA3\xAC |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF0E> \xA3\xAE |0

<UFF0F> \xA3\xAF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA3\xBA |0

<UFF1B> \xA3\xBB |0

<UFF1C> \xA3\xBC |0

<UFF1D> \xA3\xBD |0

<UFF1E> \xA3\xBE |0

<UFF1F> \xA3\xBF |0

<UFF20> \xA3\xC0 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D>

 \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0
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<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA3\xDB |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xAC |0

<UFF3D> \xA3\xDD |0

<UFF3E> \xA3\xDE |0

<UFF3F> \xA3\xDF |0

<UFF40> \xA3\xE0 |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA3\xFB |0

<UFF5C> \xA3\xFC |0

<UFF5D> \xA3\xFD |0

<UFF5E> \xA2\xA6 |1

<UFFA0>

 \x7F |2

<UFFA1> \x7F |2

<UFFA2> \x7F |2

<UFFA3> \x7F |2

<UFFA4> \x7F |2

<UFFA5> \x7F |2
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<UFFA6> \x7F |2

<UFFA7> \x7F |2

<UFFA8> \x7F |2

<UFFA9> \x7F |2

<UFFAA> \x7F |2

<UFFAB> \x7F |2

<UFFAC> \x7F |2

<UFFAD> \x7F |2

<UFFAE> \x7F |2

<UFFAF> \x7F |2

<UFFB0> \x7F |2

<UFFB1> \x7F |2

<UFFB2> \x7F |2

<UFFB3> \x7F |2

<UFFB4> \x7F |2

<UFFB5> \x7F |2

<UFFB6> \x7F |2

<UFFB7> \x7F |2

<UFFB8> \x7F |2

<UFFB9> \x7F |2

<UFFBA> \x7F |2

<UFFBB> \x7F |2

<UFFBC> \x7F |2

<UFFBD> \x7F |2

<UFFBE> \x7F |2

<UFFC2> \x7F |2

<UFFC3> \x7F |2

<UFFC4> \x7F |2

<UFFC5> \x7F |2

<UFFC6> \x7F |2

<UFFC7> \x7F |2

<UFFCA> \x7F |2

<UFFCB> \x7F |2

<UFFCC> \x7F |2

<UFFCD> \x7F |2

<UFFCE> \x7F |2

<UFFCF> \x7F |2

<UFFD2> \x7F |2

<UFFD3> \x7F |2

<UFFD4> \x7F |2

<UFFD5> \x7F |2

<UFFD6> \x7F |2

<UFFD7> \x7F |2

<UFFDA> \x7F |2

<UFFDB> \x7F |2

<UFFDC> \x7F |2

<UFFE0> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xCC |0
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<UFFE2> \xA1\xFE |0

<UFFE3> \xA3\xFE |0

<UFFE4> \x9A\xAA |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xCD |0

<UFFE6> \xA3\xDC |0

<UFFE8> \x05 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B

 |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-949_P110-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// ***************************************************************************

// Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

// *

// *   Copyright (C) 2004-2006, International Business Machines

// *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

// *

// ***************************************************************************

//

 

el{

 

   TransliterateLATIN {

       "UNGEGN",

       "::Greek-Latin/UNGEGN;"

   }

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/el.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)
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# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3920res.txt --A1 --B1 --C12 --

C21 --C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

@normalize;;

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED
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06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED
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0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED
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0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED
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0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ;

 UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED
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12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED
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2072..2073;

 ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED
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4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED
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1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP
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200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2

 

00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED

2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED

2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED

205F; ; PROHIBITED

3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED
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007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from 

     Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF;

 ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED
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206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3920res.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/icupkg.inc.in

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 1999-2016, International Business Machines

# Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

#

# file name: nfkc_scf.txt

#

# machine-generated by ICU preparseucd.py

#

# This file contains the Unicode NFKC_SCF mappings,

# extracted from the UCD file DerivedNormalizationProps.txt,

# and reformatted into syntax for the gennorm2 Normalizer2 data generator tool.

# Use this file as the third gennorm2 input file after nfc.txt and nfkc.txt.

 

* Unicode 15.1.0

 

# Each of these maps to itself.

0130-

1F80..1F87-

1F90..1F97-

1FA0..1FA7-

1FB2..1FB4-

1FB7-

1FC2..1FC4-

1FC7-

1FF2..1FF4-

1FF7-
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0041>0061

0042>0062

0043>0063

0044>0064

0045>0065

0046>0066

0047>0067

0048>0068

0049>0069

004A>006A

004B>006B

004C>006C

004D>006D

004E>006E

004F>006F

0050>0070

0051>0071

0052>0072

0053>0073

0054>0074

0055>0075

0056>0076

0057>0077

0058>0078

0059>0079

005A>007A

00A0>0020

00A8>0020

 0308

00AA>0061

00AD>

00AF>0020 0304

00B2>0032

00B3>0033

00B4>0020 0301

00B5>03BC

00B8>0020 0327

00B9>0031

00BA>006F

00BC>0031 2044 0034

00BD>0031 2044 0032

00BE>0033 2044 0034

00C0>00E0

00C1>00E1

00C2>00E2

00C3>00E3

00C4>00E4
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00C5>00E5

00C6>00E6

00C7>00E7

00C8>00E8

00C9>00E9

00CA>00EA

00CB>00EB

00CC>00EC

00CD>00ED

00CE>00EE

00CF>00EF

00D0>00F0

00D1>00F1

00D2>00F2

00D3>00F3

00D4>00F4

00D5>00F5

00D6>00F6

00D8>00F8

00D9>00F9

00DA>00FA

00DB>00FB

00DC>00FC

00DD>00FD

00DE>00FE

0100>0101

0102>0103

0104>0105

0106>0107

0108>0109

010A>010B

010C>010D

010E>010F

0110>0111

0112>0113

0114>0115

0116>0117

0118>0119

011A>011B

011C>011D

011E>011F

0120>0121

0122>0123

0124>0125

0126>0127

0128>0129

012A>012B

012C>012D
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012E>012F

0132..0133>0069 006A

0134>0135

0136>0137

0139>013A

013B>013C

013D>013E

013F..0140>006C 00B7

0141>0142

0143>0144

0145>0146

0147>0148

0149>02BC 006E

014A>014B

014C>014D

014E>014F

0150>0151

0152>0153

0154>0155

0156>0157

0158>0159

015A>015B

015C>015D

015E>015F

0160>0161

0162>0163

0164>0165

0166>0167

0168>0169

016A>016B

016C>016D

016E>016F

0170>0171

0172>0173

0174>0175

0176>0177

0178>00FF

0179>017A

017B>017C

017D>017E

017F>0073

0181>0253

0182>0183

0184>0185

0186>0254

0187>0188

0189>0256

018A>0257
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018B>018C

018E>01DD

018F>0259

0190>025B

0191>0192

0193>0260

0194>0263

0196>0269

0197>0268

0198>0199

019C>026F

019D>0272

019F>0275

01A0>01A1

01A2>01A3

01A4>01A5

01A6>0280

01A7>01A8

01A9>0283

01AC>01AD

01AE>0288

01AF>01B0

01B1>028A

01B2>028B

01B3>01B4

01B5>01B6

01B7>0292

01B8>01B9

01BC>01BD

01C4..01C6>0064

 017E

01C7..01C9>006C 006A

01CA..01CC>006E 006A

01CD>01CE

01CF>01D0

01D1>01D2

01D3>01D4

01D5>01D6

01D7>01D8

01D9>01DA

01DB>01DC

01DE>01DF

01E0>01E1

01E2>01E3

01E4>01E5

01E6>01E7

01E8>01E9

01EA>01EB
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01EC>01ED

01EE>01EF

01F1..01F3>0064 007A

01F4>01F5

01F6>0195

01F7>01BF

01F8>01F9

01FA>01FB

01FC>01FD

01FE>01FF

0200>0201

0202>0203

0204>0205

0206>0207

0208>0209

020A>020B

020C>020D

020E>020F

0210>0211

0212>0213

0214>0215

0216>0217

0218>0219

021A>021B

021C>021D

021E>021F

0220>019E

0222>0223

0224>0225

0226>0227

0228>0229

022A>022B

022C>022D

022E>022F

0230>0231

0232>0233

023A>2C65

023B>023C

023D>019A

023E>2C66

0241>0242

0243>0180

0244>0289

0245>028C

0246>0247

0248>0249

024A>024B

024C>024D
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024E>024F

02B0>0068

02B1>0266

02B2>006A

02B3>0072

02B4>0279

02B5>027B

02B6>0281

02B7>0077

02B8>0079

02D8>0020

 0306

02D9>0020 0307

02DA>0020 030A

02DB>0020 0328

02DC>0020 0303

02DD>0020 030B

02E0>0263

02E1>006C

02E2>0073

02E3>0078

02E4>0295

0340>0300

0341>0301

0343>0313

0344>0308 0301

0345>03B9

034F>

0370>0371

0372>0373

0374>02B9

0376>0377

037A>0020 03B9

037E>003B

037F>03F3

0384>0020 0301

0385>0020 0308 0301

0386>03AC

0387>00B7

0388>03AD

0389>03AE

038A>03AF

038C>03CC

038E>03CD

038F>03CE

0391>03B1

0392>03B2

0393>03B3
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0394>03B4

0395>03B5

0396>03B6

0397>03B7

0398>03B8

0399>03B9

039A>03BA

039B>03BB

039C>03BC

039D>03BD

039E>03BE

039F>03BF

03A0>03C0

03A1>03C1

03A3>03C3

03A4>03C4

03A5>03C5

03A6>03C6

03A7>03C7

03A8>03C8

03A9>03C9

03AA>03CA

03AB>03CB

03C2>03C3

03CF>03D7

03D0>03B2

03D1>03B8

03D2>03C5

03D3>03CD

03D4>03CB

03D5>03C6

03D6>03C0

03D8>03D9

03DA>03DB

03DC>03DD

03DE>03DF

03E0>03E1

03E2>03E3

03E4>03E5

03E6>03E7

03E8>03E9

03EA>03EB

03EC>03ED

03EE>03EF

03F0>03BA

03F1>03C1

03F2>03C3

03F4>03B8
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03F5>03B5

03F7>03F8

03F9>03C3

03FA>03FB

03FD>037B

03FE>037C

03FF>037D

0400>0450

0401>0451

0402>0452

0403>0453

0404>0454

0405>0455

0406>0456

0407>0457

0408>0458

0409>0459

040A>045A

040B>045B

040C>045C

040D>045D

040E>045E

040F>045F

0410>0430

0411>0431

0412>0432

0413>0433

0414>0434

0415>0435

0416>0436

0417>0437

0418>0438

0419>0439

041A>043A

041B>043B

041C>043C

041D>043D

041E>043E

041F>043F

0420>0440

0421>0441

0422>0442

0423>0443

0424>0444

0425>0445

0426>0446

0427>0447

0428>0448
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0429>0449

042A>044A

042B>044B

042C>044C

042D>044D

042E>044E

042F>044F

0460>0461

0462>0463

0464>0465

0466>0467

0468>0469

046A>046B

046C>046D

046E>046F

0470>0471

0472>0473

0474>0475

0476>0477

0478>0479

047A>047B

047C>047D

047E>047F

0480>0481

048A>048B

048C>048D

048E>048F

0490>0491

0492>0493

0494>0495

0496>0497

0498>0499

049A>049B

049C>049D

049E>049F

04A0>04A1

04A2>04A3

04A4>04A5

04A6>04A7

04A8>04A9

04AA>04AB

04AC>04AD

04AE>04AF

04B0>04B1

04B2>04B3

04B4>04B5

04B6>04B7

04B8>04B9
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04BA>04BB

04BC>04BD

04BE>04BF

04C0>04CF

04C1>04C2

04C3>04C4

04C5>04C6

04C7>04C8

04C9>04CA

04CB>04CC

04CD>04CE

04D0>04D1

04D2>04D3

04D4>04D5

04D6>04D7

04D8>04D9

04DA>04DB

04DC>04DD

04DE>04DF

04E0>04E1

04E2>04E3

04E4>04E5

04E6>04E7

04E8>04E9

04EA>04EB

04EC>04ED

04EE>04EF

04F0>04F1

04F2>04F3

04F4>04F5

04F6>04F7

04F8>04F9

04FA>04FB

04FC>04FD

04FE>04FF

0500>0501

0502>0503

0504>0505

0506>0507

0508>0509

050A>050B

050C>050D

050E>050F

0510>0511

0512>0513

0514>0515

0516>0517

0518>0519
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051A>051B

051C>051D

051E>051F

0520>0521

0522>0523

0524>0525

0526>0527

0528>0529

052A>052B

052C>052D

052E>052F

0531>0561

0532>0562

0533>0563

0534>0564

0535>0565

0536>0566

0537>0567

0538>0568

0539>0569

053A>056A

053B>056B

053C>056C

053D>056D

053E>056E

053F>056F

0540>0570

0541>0571

0542>0572

0543>0573

0544>0574

0545>0575

0546>0576

0547>0577

0548>0578

0549>0579

054A>057A

054B>057B

054C>057C

054D>057D

054E>057E

054F>057F

0550>0580

0551>0581

0552>0582

0553>0583

0554>0584

0555>0585
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0556>0586

0587>0565

 0582

061C>

0675>0627 0674

0676>0648 0674

0677>06C7 0674

0678>064A 0674

0958>0915 093C

0959>0916 093C

095A>0917 093C

095B>091C 093C

095C>0921 093C

095D>0922 093C

095E>092B 093C

095F>092F 093C

09DC>09A1 09BC

09DD>09A2 09BC

09DF>09AF 09BC

0A33>0A32 0A3C

0A36>0A38 0A3C

0A59>0A16 0A3C

0A5A>0A17 0A3C

0A5B>0A1C 0A3C

0A5E>0A2B 0A3C

0B5C>0B21 0B3C

0B5D>0B22 0B3C

0E33>0E4D 0E32

0EB3>0ECD 0EB2

0EDC>0EAB 0E99

0EDD>0EAB 0EA1

0F0C>0F0B

0F43>0F42 0FB7

0F4D>0F4C 0FB7

0F52>0F51 0FB7

0F57>0F56 0FB7

0F5C>0F5B 0FB7

0F69>0F40 0FB5

0F73>0F71 0F72

0F75>0F71 0F74

0F76>0FB2 0F80

0F77>0FB2 0F71 0F80

0F78>0FB3 0F80

0F79>0FB3 0F71 0F80

0F81>0F71 0F80

0F93>0F92 0FB7

0F9D>0F9C 0FB7

0FA2>0FA1 0FB7
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0FA7>0FA6 0FB7

0FAC>0FAB 0FB7

0FB9>0F90 0FB5

10A0>2D00

10A1>2D01

10A2>2D02

10A3>2D03

10A4>2D04

10A5>2D05

10A6>2D06

10A7>2D07

10A8>2D08

10A9>2D09

10AA>2D0A

10AB>2D0B

10AC>2D0C

10AD>2D0D

10AE>2D0E

10AF>2D0F

10B0>2D10

10B1>2D11

10B2>2D12

10B3>2D13

10B4>2D14

10B5>2D15

10B6>2D16

10B7>2D17

10B8>2D18

10B9>2D19

10BA>2D1A

10BB>2D1B

10BC>2D1C

10BD>2D1D

10BE>2D1E

10BF>2D1F

10C0>2D20

10C1>2D21

10C2>2D22

10C3>2D23

10C4>2D24

10C5>2D25

10C7>2D27

10CD>2D2D

10FC>10DC

115F..1160>

13F8>13F0

13F9>13F1

13FA>13F2
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13FB>13F3

13FC>13F4

13FD>13F5

17B4..17B5>

180B..180F>

1C80>0432

1C81>0434

1C82>043E

1C83>0441

1C84..1C85>0442

1C86>044A

1C87>0463

1C88>A64B

1C90>10D0

1C91>10D1

1C92>10D2

1C93>10D3

1C94>10D4

1C95>10D5

1C96>10D6

1C97>10D7

1C98>10D8

1C99>10D9

1C9A>10DA

1C9B>10DB

1C9C>10DC

1C9D>10DD

1C9E>10DE

1C9F>10DF

1CA0>10E0

1CA1>10E1

1CA2>10E2

1CA3>10E3

1CA4>10E4

1CA5>10E5

1CA6>10E6

1CA7>10E7

1CA8>10E8

1CA9>10E9

1CAA>10EA

1CAB>10EB

1CAC>10EC

1CAD>10ED

1CAE>10EE

1CAF>10EF

1CB0>10F0

1CB1>10F1

1CB2>10F2
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1CB3>10F3

1CB4>10F4

1CB5>10F5

1CB6>10F6

1CB7>10F7

1CB8>10F8

1CB9>10F9

1CBA>10FA

1CBD>10FD

1CBE>10FE

1CBF>10FF

1D2C>0061

1D2D>00E6

1D2E>0062

1D30>0064

1D31>0065

1D32>01DD

1D33>0067

1D34>0068

1D35>0069

1D36>006A

1D37>006B

1D38>006C

1D39>006D

1D3A>006E

1D3C>006F

1D3D>0223

1D3E>0070

1D3F>0072

1D40>0074

1D41>0075

1D42>0077

1D43>0061

1D44>0250

1D45>0251

1D46>1D02

1D47>0062

1D48>0064

1D49>0065

1D4A>0259

1D4B>025B

1D4C>025C

1D4D>0067

1D4F>006B

1D50>006D

1D51>014B

1D52>006F

1D53>0254
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1D54>1D16

1D55>1D17

1D56>0070

1D57>0074

1D58>0075

1D59>1D1D

1D5A>026F

1D5B>0076

1D5C>1D25

1D5D>03B2

1D5E>03B3

1D5F>03B4

1D60>03C6

1D61>03C7

1D62>0069

1D63>0072

1D64>0075

1D65>0076

1D66>03B2

1D67>03B3

1D68>03C1

1D69>03C6

1D6A>03C7

1D78>043D

1D9B>0252

1D9C>0063

1D9D>0255

1D9E>00F0

1D9F>025C

1DA0>0066

1DA1>025F

1DA2>0261

1DA3>0265

1DA4>0268

1DA5>0269

1DA6>026A

1DA7>1D7B

1DA8>029D

1DA9>026D

1DAA>1D85

1DAB>029F

1DAC>0271

1DAD>0270

1DAE>0272

1DAF>0273

1DB0>0274

1DB1>0275

1DB2>0278
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1DB3>0282

1DB4>0283

1DB5>01AB

1DB6>0289

1DB7>028A

1DB8>1D1C

1DB9>028B

1DBA>028C

1DBB>007A

1DBC>0290

1DBD>0291

1DBE>0292

1DBF>03B8

1E00>1E01

1E02>1E03

1E04>1E05

1E06>1E07

1E08>1E09

1E0A>1E0B

1E0C>1E0D

1E0E>1E0F

1E10>1E11

1E12>1E13

1E14>1E15

1E16>1E17

1E18>1E19

1E1A>1E1B

1E1C>1E1D

1E1E>1E1F

1E20>1E21

1E22>1E23

1E24>1E25

1E26>1E27

1E28>1E29

1E2A>1E2B

1E2C>1E2D

1E2E>1E2F

1E30>1E31

1E32>1E33

1E34>1E35

1E36>1E37

1E38>1E39

1E3A>1E3B

1E3C>1E3D

1E3E>1E3F

1E40>1E41

1E42>1E43

1E44>1E45
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1E46>1E47

1E48>1E49

1E4A>1E4B

1E4C>1E4D

1E4E>1E4F

1E50>1E51

1E52>1E53

1E54>1E55

1E56>1E57

1E58>1E59

1E5A>1E5B

1E5C>1E5D

1E5E>1E5F

1E60>1E61

1E62>1E63

1E64>1E65

1E66>1E67

1E68>1E69

1E6A>1E6B

1E6C>1E6D

1E6E>1E6F

1E70>1E71

1E72>1E73

1E74>1E75

1E76>1E77

1E78>1E79

1E7A>1E7B

1E7C>1E7D

1E7E>1E7F

1E80>1E81

1E82>1E83

1E84>1E85

1E86>1E87

1E88>1E89

1E8A>1E8B

1E8C>1E8D

1E8E>1E8F

1E90>1E91

1E92>1E93

1E94>1E95

1E9A>0061

 02BE

1E9B>1E61

1E9E>00DF

1EA0>1EA1

1EA2>1EA3

1EA4>1EA5

1EA6>1EA7
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1EA8>1EA9

1EAA>1EAB

1EAC>1EAD

1EAE>1EAF

1EB0>1EB1

1EB2>1EB3

1EB4>1EB5

1EB6>1EB7

1EB8>1EB9

1EBA>1EBB

1EBC>1EBD

1EBE>1EBF

1EC0>1EC1

1EC2>1EC3

1EC4>1EC5

1EC6>1EC7

1EC8>1EC9

1ECA>1ECB

1ECC>1ECD

1ECE>1ECF

1ED0>1ED1

1ED2>1ED3

1ED4>1ED5

1ED6>1ED7

1ED8>1ED9

1EDA>1EDB

1EDC>1EDD

1EDE>1EDF

1EE0>1EE1

1EE2>1EE3

1EE4>1EE5

1EE6>1EE7

1EE8>1EE9

1EEA>1EEB

1EEC>1EED

1EEE>1EEF

1EF0>1EF1

1EF2>1EF3

1EF4>1EF5

1EF6>1EF7

1EF8>1EF9

1EFA>1EFB

1EFC>1EFD

1EFE>1EFF

1F08>1F00

1F09>1F01

1F0A>1F02

1F0B>1F03
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1F0C>1F04

1F0D>1F05

1F0E>1F06

1F0F>1F07

1F18>1F10

1F19>1F11

1F1A>1F12

1F1B>1F13

1F1C>1F14

1F1D>1F15

1F28>1F20

1F29>1F21

1F2A>1F22

1F2B>1F23

1F2C>1F24

1F2D>1F25

1F2E>1F26

1F2F>1F27

1F38>1F30

1F39>1F31

1F3A>1F32

1F3B>1F33

1F3C>1F34

1F3D>1F35

1F3E>1F36

1F3F>1F37

1F48>1F40

1F49>1F41

1F4A>1F42

1F4B>1F43

1F4C>1F44

1F4D>1F45

1F59>1F51

1F5B>1F53

1F5D>1F55

1F5F>1F57

1F68>1F60

1F69>1F61

1F6A>1F62

1F6B>1F63

1F6C>1F64

1F6D>1F65

1F6E>1F66

1F6F>1F67

1F71>03AC

1F73>03AD

1F75>03AE

1F77>03AF
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1F79>03CC

1F7B>03CD

1F7D>03CE

1F88>1F80

1F89>1F81

1F8A>1F82

1F8B>1F83

1F8C>1F84

1F8D>1F85

1F8E>1F86

1F8F>1F87

1F98>1F90

1F99>1F91

1F9A>1F92

1F9B>1F93

1F9C>1F94

1F9D>1F95

1F9E>1F96

1F9F>1F97

1FA8>1FA0

1FA9>1FA1

1FAA>1FA2

1FAB>1FA3

1FAC>1FA4

1FAD>1FA5

1FAE>1FA6

1FAF>1FA7

1FB8>1FB0

1FB9>1FB1

1FBA>1F70

1FBB>03AC

1FBC>1FB3

1FBD>0020

 0313

1FBE>03B9

1FBF>0020 0313

1FC0>0020 0342

1FC1>0020 0308 0342

1FC8>1F72

1FC9>03AD

1FCA>1F74

1FCB>03AE

1FCC>1FC3

1FCD>0020 0313 0300

1FCE>0020 0313 0301

1FCF>0020 0313 0342

1FD3>0390

1FD8>1FD0
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1FD9>1FD1

1FDA>1F76

1FDB>03AF

1FDD>0020 0314 0300

1FDE>0020 0314 0301

1FDF>0020 0314 0342

1FE3>03B0

1FE8>1FE0

1FE9>1FE1

1FEA>1F7A

1FEB>03CD

1FEC>1FE5

1FED>0020 0308 0300

1FEE>0020 0308 0301

1FEF>0060

1FF8>1F78

1FF9>03CC

1FFA>1F7C

1FFB>03CE

1FFC>1FF3

1FFD>0020 0301

1FFE>0020 0314

2000..200A>0020

200B..200F>

2011>2010

2017>0020 0333

2024>002E

2025>002E 002E

2026>002E 002E 002E

202A..202E>

202F>0020

2033>2032 2032

2034>2032 2032 2032

2036>2035 2035

2037>2035 2035 2035

203C>0021 0021

203E>0020 0305

2047>003F 003F

2048>003F 0021

2049>0021 003F

2057>2032 2032 2032 2032

205F>0020

2060..206F>

2070>0030

2071>0069

2074>0034

2075>0035

2076>0036
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2077>0037

2078>0038

2079>0039

207A>002B

207B>2212

207C>003D

207D>0028

207E>0029

207F>006E

2080>0030

2081>0031

2082>0032

2083>0033

2084>0034

2085>0035

2086>0036

2087>0037

2088>0038

2089>0039

208A>002B

208B>2212

208C>003D

208D>0028

208E>0029

2090>0061

2091>0065

2092>006F

2093>0078

2094>0259

2095>0068

2096>006B

2097>006C

2098>006D

2099>006E

209A>0070

209B>0073

209C>0074

20A8>0072

 0073

2100>0061 002F 0063

2101>0061 002F 0073

2102>0063

2103>00B0 0063

2105>0063 002F 006F

2106>0063 002F 0075

2107>025B

2109>00B0 0066

210A>0067
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210B..210E>0068

210F>0127

2110..2111>0069

2112..2113>006C

2115>006E

2116>006E 006F

2119>0070

211A>0071

211B..211D>0072

2120>0073 006D

2121>0074 0065 006C

2122>0074 006D

2124>007A

2126>03C9

2128>007A

212A>006B

212B>00E5

212C>0062

212D>0063

212F..2130>0065

2131>0066

2132>214E

2133>006D

2134>006F

2135>05D0

2136>05D1

2137>05D2

2138>05D3

2139>0069

213B>0066 0061 0078

213C>03C0

213D..213E>03B3

213F>03C0

2140>2211

2145..2146>0064

2147>0065

2148>0069

2149>006A

2150>0031 2044 0037

2151>0031 2044 0039

2152>0031 2044 0031 0030

2153>0031 2044 0033

2154>0032

 2044 0033

2155>0031 2044 0035

2156>0032 2044 0035

2157>0033 2044 0035

2158>0034 2044 0035
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2159>0031 2044 0036

215A>0035 2044 0036

215B>0031 2044 0038

215C>0033 2044 0038

215D>0035 2044 0038

215E>0037 2044 0038

215F>0031 2044

2160>0069

2161>0069 0069

2162>0069 0069 0069

2163>0069 0076

2164>0076

2165>0076 0069

2166>0076 0069 0069

2167>0076 0069 0069 0069

2168>0069 0078

2169>0078

216A>0078 0069

216B>0078 0069 0069

216C>006C

216D>0063

216E>0064

216F>006D

2170>0069

2171>0069 0069

2172>0069 0069 0069

2173>0069 0076

2174>0076

2175>0076 0069

2176>0076 0069 0069

2177>0076 0069 0069 0069

2178>0069 0078

2179>0078

217A>0078 0069

217B>0078 0069 0069

217C>006C

217D>0063

217E>0064

217F>006D

2183>2184

2189>0030 2044 0033

222C>222B 222B

222D>222B 222B 222B

222F>222E 222E

2230>222E 222E 222E

2329>3008

232A>3009

2460>0031
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2461>0032

2462>0033

2463>0034

2464>0035

2465>0036

2466>0037

2467>0038

2468>0039

2469>0031 0030

246A>0031 0031

246B>0031 0032

246C>0031 0033

246D>0031 0034

246E>0031 0035

246F>0031 0036

2470>0031

 0037

2471>0031 0038

2472>0031 0039

2473>0032 0030

2474>0028 0031 0029

2475>0028 0032 0029

2476>0028 0033 0029

2477>0028 0034 0029

2478>0028 0035 0029

2479>0028 0036 0029

247A>0028 0037 0029

247B>0028 0038 0029

247C>0028 0039 0029

247D>0028 0031 0030 0029

247E>0028 0031 0031 0029

247F>0028 0031 0032 0029

2480>0028 0031 0033 0029

2481>0028 0031 0034 0029

2482>0028 0031 0035 0029

2483>0028 0031 0036 0029

2484>0028 0031 0037 0029

2485>0028 0031 0038 0029

2486>0028 0031 0039 0029

2487>0028 0032 0030 0029

2488>0031 002E

2489>0032 002E

248A>0033 002E

248B>0034 002E

248C>0035 002E

248D>0036 002E

248E>0037 002E

248F>0038 002E
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2490>0039 002E

2491>0031 0030 002E

2492>0031 0031 002E

2493>0031 0032 002E

2494>0031 0033 002E

2495>0031 0034 002E

2496>0031 0035 002E

2497>0031 0036 002E

2498>0031 0037 002E

2499>0031 0038 002E

249A>0031 0039 002E

249B>0032 0030 002E

249C>0028 0061 0029

249D>0028 0062 0029

249E>0028 0063 0029

249F>0028 0064 0029

24A0>0028 0065 0029

24A1>0028 0066 0029

24A2>0028

 0067 0029

24A3>0028 0068 0029

24A4>0028 0069 0029

24A5>0028 006A 0029

24A6>0028 006B 0029

24A7>0028 006C 0029

24A8>0028 006D 0029

24A9>0028 006E 0029

24AA>0028 006F 0029

24AB>0028 0070 0029

24AC>0028 0071 0029

24AD>0028 0072 0029

24AE>0028 0073 0029

24AF>0028 0074 0029

24B0>0028 0075 0029

24B1>0028 0076 0029

24B2>0028 0077 0029

24B3>0028 0078 0029

24B4>0028 0079 0029

24B5>0028 007A 0029

24B6>0061

24B7>0062

24B8>0063

24B9>0064

24BA>0065

24BB>0066

24BC>0067

24BD>0068

24BE>0069
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24BF>006A

24C0>006B

24C1>006C

24C2>006D

24C3>006E

24C4>006F

24C5>0070

24C6>0071

24C7>0072

24C8>0073

24C9>0074

24CA>0075

24CB>0076

24CC>0077

24CD>0078

24CE>0079

24CF>007A

24D0>0061

24D1>0062

24D2>0063

24D3>0064

24D4>0065

24D5>0066

24D6>0067

24D7>0068

24D8>0069

24D9>006A

24DA>006B

24DB>006C

24DC>006D

24DD>006E

24DE>006F

24DF>0070

24E0>0071

24E1>0072

24E2>0073

24E3>0074

24E4>0075

24E5>0076

24E6>0077

24E7>0078

24E8>0079

24E9>007A

24EA>0030

2A0C>222B 222B 222B 222B

2A74>003A 003A 003D

2A75>003D 003D

2A76>003D 003D 003D
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2ADC>2ADD

 0338

2C00>2C30

2C01>2C31

2C02>2C32

2C03>2C33

2C04>2C34

2C05>2C35

2C06>2C36

2C07>2C37

2C08>2C38

2C09>2C39

2C0A>2C3A

2C0B>2C3B

2C0C>2C3C

2C0D>2C3D

2C0E>2C3E

2C0F>2C3F

2C10>2C40

2C11>2C41

2C12>2C42

2C13>2C43

2C14>2C44

2C15>2C45

2C16>2C46

2C17>2C47

2C18>2C48

2C19>2C49

2C1A>2C4A

2C1B>2C4B

2C1C>2C4C

2C1D>2C4D

2C1E>2C4E

2C1F>2C4F

2C20>2C50

2C21>2C51

2C22>2C52

2C23>2C53

2C24>2C54

2C25>2C55

2C26>2C56

2C27>2C57

2C28>2C58

2C29>2C59

2C2A>2C5A

2C2B>2C5B

2C2C>2C5C

2C2D>2C5D
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2C2E>2C5E

2C2F>2C5F

2C60>2C61

2C62>026B

2C63>1D7D

2C64>027D

2C67>2C68

2C69>2C6A

2C6B>2C6C

2C6D>0251

2C6E>0271

2C6F>0250

2C70>0252

2C72>2C73

2C75>2C76

2C7C>006A

2C7D>0076

2C7E>023F

2C7F>0240

2C80>2C81

2C82>2C83

2C84>2C85

2C86>2C87

2C88>2C89

2C8A>2C8B

2C8C>2C8D

2C8E>2C8F

2C90>2C91

2C92>2C93

2C94>2C95

2C96>2C97

2C98>2C99

2C9A>2C9B

2C9C>2C9D

2C9E>2C9F

2CA0>2CA1

2CA2>2CA3

2CA4>2CA5

2CA6>2CA7

2CA8>2CA9

2CAA>2CAB

2CAC>2CAD

2CAE>2CAF

2CB0>2CB1

2CB2>2CB3

2CB4>2CB5

2CB6>2CB7

2CB8>2CB9
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2CBA>2CBB

2CBC>2CBD

2CBE>2CBF

2CC0>2CC1

2CC2>2CC3

2CC4>2CC5

2CC6>2CC7

2CC8>2CC9

2CCA>2CCB

2CCC>2CCD

2CCE>2CCF

2CD0>2CD1

2CD2>2CD3

2CD4>2CD5

2CD6>2CD7

2CD8>2CD9

2CDA>2CDB

2CDC>2CDD

2CDE>2CDF

2CE0>2CE1

2CE2>2CE3

2CEB>2CEC

2CED>2CEE

2CF2>2CF3

2D6F>2D61

2E9F>6BCD

2EF3>9F9F

2F00>4E00

2F01>4E28

2F02>4E36

2F03>4E3F

2F04>4E59

2F05>4E85

2F06>4E8C

2F07>4EA0

2F08>4EBA

2F09>513F

2F0A>5165

2F0B>516B

2F0C>5182

2F0D>5196

2F0E>51AB

2F0F>51E0

2F10>51F5

2F11>5200

2F12>529B

2F13>52F9

2F14>5315
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2F15>531A

2F16>5338

2F17>5341

2F18>535C

2F19>5369

2F1A>5382

2F1B>53B6

2F1C>53C8

2F1D>53E3

2F1E>56D7

2F1F>571F

2F20>58EB

2F21>5902

2F22>590A

2F23>5915

2F24>5927

2F25>5973

2F26>5B50

2F27>5B80

2F28>5BF8

2F29>5C0F

2F2A>5C22

2F2B>5C38

2F2C>5C6E

2F2D>5C71

2F2E>5DDB

2F2F>5DE5

2F30>5DF1

2F31>5DFE

2F32>5E72

2F33>5E7A

2F34>5E7F

2F35>5EF4

2F36>5EFE

2F37>5F0B

2F38>5F13

2F39>5F50

2F3A>5F61

2F3B>5F73

2F3C>5FC3

2F3D>6208

2F3E>6236

2F3F>624B

2F40>652F

2F41>6534

2F42>6587

2F43>6597

2F44>65A4
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2F45>65B9

2F46>65E0

2F47>65E5

2F48>66F0

2F49>6708

2F4A>6728

2F4B>6B20

2F4C>6B62

2F4D>6B79

2F4E>6BB3

2F4F>6BCB

2F50>6BD4

2F51>6BDB

2F52>6C0F

2F53>6C14

2F54>6C34

2F55>706B

2F56>722A

2F57>7236

2F58>723B

2F59>723F

2F5A>7247

2F5B>7259

2F5C>725B

2F5D>72AC

2F5E>7384

2F5F>7389

2F60>74DC

2F61>74E6

2F62>7518

2F63>751F

2F64>7528

2F65>7530

2F66>758B

2F67>7592

2F68>7676

2F69>767D

2F6A>76AE

2F6B>76BF

2F6C>76EE

2F6D>77DB

2F6E>77E2

2F6F>77F3

2F70>793A

2F71>79B8

2F72>79BE

2F73>7A74

2F74>7ACB
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2F75>7AF9

2F76>7C73

2F77>7CF8

2F78>7F36

2F79>7F51

2F7A>7F8A

2F7B>7FBD

2F7C>8001

2F7D>800C

2F7E>8012

2F7F>8033

2F80>807F

2F81>8089

2F82>81E3

2F83>81EA

2F84>81F3

2F85>81FC

2F86>820C

2F87>821B

2F88>821F

2F89>826E

2F8A>8272

2F8B>8278

2F8C>864D

2F8D>866B

2F8E>8840

2F8F>884C

2F90>8863

2F91>897E

2F92>898B

2F93>89D2

2F94>8A00

2F95>8C37

2F96>8C46

2F97>8C55

2F98>8C78

2F99>8C9D

2F9A>8D64

2F9B>8D70

2F9C>8DB3

2F9D>8EAB

2F9E>8ECA

2F9F>8F9B

2FA0>8FB0

2FA1>8FB5

2FA2>9091

2FA3>9149

2FA4>91C6
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2FA5>91CC

2FA6>91D1

2FA7>9577

2FA8>9580

2FA9>961C

2FAA>96B6

2FAB>96B9

2FAC>96E8

2FAD>9751

2FAE>975E

2FAF>9762

2FB0>9769

2FB1>97CB

2FB2>97ED

2FB3>97F3

2FB4>9801

2FB5>98A8

2FB6>98DB

2FB7>98DF

2FB8>9996

2FB9>9999

2FBA>99AC

2FBB>9AA8

2FBC>9AD8

2FBD>9ADF

2FBE>9B25

2FBF>9B2F

2FC0>9B32

2FC1>9B3C

2FC2>9B5A

2FC3>9CE5

2FC4>9E75

2FC5>9E7F

2FC6>9EA5

2FC7>9EBB

2FC8>9EC3

2FC9>9ECD

2FCA>9ED1

2FCB>9EF9

2FCC>9EFD

2FCD>9F0E

2FCE>9F13

2FCF>9F20

2FD0>9F3B

2FD1>9F4A

2FD2>9F52

2FD3>9F8D

2FD4>9F9C
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2FD5>9FA0

3000>0020

3036>3012

3038>5341

3039>5344

303A>5345

309B>0020

 3099

309C>0020 309A

309F>3088 308A

30FF>30B3 30C8

3131>1100

3132>1101

3133>11AA

3134>1102

3135>11AC

3136>11AD

3137>1103

3138>1104

3139>1105

313A>11B0

313B>11B1

313C>11B2

313D>11B3

313E>11B4

313F>11B5

3140>111A

3141>1106

3142>1107

3143>1108

3144>1121

3145>1109

3146>110A

3147>110B

3148>110C

3149>110D

314A>110E

314B>110F

314C>1110

314D>1111

314E>1112

314F>1161

3150>1162

3151>1163

3152>1164

3153>1165

3154>1166

3155>1167
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3156>1168

3157>1169

3158>116A

3159>116B

315A>116C

315B>116D

315C>116E

315D>116F

315E>1170

315F>1171

3160>1172

3161>1173

3162>1174

3163>1175

3164>

3165>1114

3166>1115

3167>11C7

3168>11C8

3169>11CC

316A>11CE

316B>11D3

316C>11D7

316D>11D9

316E>111C

316F>11DD

3170>11DF

3171>111D

3172>111E

3173>1120

3174>1122

3175>1123

3176>1127

3177>1129

3178>112B

3179>112C

317A>112D

317B>112E

317C>112F

317D>1132

317E>1136

317F>1140

3180>1147

3181>114C

3182>11F1

3183>11F2

3184>1157

3185>1158
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3186>1159

3187>1184

3188>1185

3189>1188

318A>1191

318B>1192

318C>1194

318D>119E

318E>11A1

3192>4E00

3193>4E8C

3194>4E09

3195>56DB

3196>4E0A

3197>4E2D

3198>4E0B

3199>7532

319A>4E59

319B>4E19

319C>4E01

319D>5929

319E>5730

319F>4EBA

3200>0028

 1100 0029

3201>0028 1102 0029

3202>0028 1103 0029

3203>0028 1105 0029

3204>0028 1106 0029

3205>0028 1107 0029

3206>0028 1109 0029

3207>0028 110B 0029

3208>0028 110C 0029

3209>0028 110E 0029

320A>0028 110F 0029

320B>0028 1110 0029

320C>0028 1111 0029

320D>0028 1112 0029

320E>0028 AC00 0029

320F>0028 B098 0029

3210>0028 B2E4 0029

3211>0028 B77C 0029

3212>0028 B9C8 0029

3213>0028 BC14 0029

3214>0028 C0AC 0029

3215>0028 C544 0029

3216>0028
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 C790 0029

3217>0028 CC28 0029

3218>0028 CE74 0029

3219>0028 D0C0 0029

321A>0028 D30C 0029

321B>0028 D558 0029

321C>0028 C8FC 0029

321D>0028 C624 C804 0029

321E>0028 C624 D6C4 0029

3220>0028 4E00 0029

3221>0028 4E8C 0029

3222>0028 4E09 0029

3223>0028 56DB 0029

3224>0028 4E94 0029

3225>0028 516D 0029

3226>0028 4E03 0029

3227>0028 516B 0029

3228>0028 4E5D 0029

3229>0028 5341 0029

322A>0028 6708 0029

322B>0028 706B 0029

322C>0028 6C34 0029

322D>0028 6728 0029

322E>0028 91D1 0029

322F>0028 571F 0029

3230>0028 65E5 0029

3231>0028 682A 0029

3232>0028 6709 0029

3233>0028 793E 0029

3234>0028 540D 0029

3235>0028 7279 0029

3236>0028 8CA1 0029

3237>0028 795D 0029

3238>0028 52B4 0029

3239>0028 4EE3 0029

323A>0028 547C 0029

323B>0028 5B66 0029

323C>0028 76E3 0029

323D>0028 4F01 0029

323E>0028 8CC7 0029

323F>0028 5354 0029

3240>0028 796D 0029

3241>0028 4F11 0029

3242>0028 81EA 0029

3243>0028 81F3 0029

3244>554F

3245>5E7C

3246>6587
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3247>7B8F

3250>0070 0074 0065

3251>0032 0031

3252>0032 0032

3253>0032

 0033

3254>0032 0034

3255>0032 0035

3256>0032 0036

3257>0032 0037

3258>0032 0038

3259>0032 0039

325A>0033 0030

325B>0033 0031

325C>0033 0032

325D>0033 0033

325E>0033 0034

325F>0033 0035

3260>1100

3261>1102

3262>1103

3263>1105

3264>1106

3265>1107

3266>1109

3267>110B

3268>110C

3269>110E

326A>110F

326B>1110

326C>1111

326D>1112

326E>AC00

326F>B098

3270>B2E4

3271>B77C

3272>B9C8

3273>BC14

3274>C0AC

3275>C544

3276>C790

3277>CC28

3278>CE74

3279>D0C0

327A>D30C

327B>D558

327C>CC38 ACE0

327D>C8FC C758
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327E>C6B0

3280>4E00

3281>4E8C

3282>4E09

3283>56DB

3284>4E94

3285>516D

3286>4E03

3287>516B

3288>4E5D

3289>5341

328A>6708

328B>706B

328C>6C34

328D>6728

328E>91D1

328F>571F

3290>65E5

3291>682A

3292>6709

3293>793E

3294>540D

3295>7279

3296>8CA1

3297>795D

3298>52B4

3299>79D8

329A>7537

329B>5973

329C>9069

329D>512A

329E>5370

329F>6CE8

32A0>9805

32A1>4F11

32A2>5199

32A3>6B63

32A4>4E0A

32A5>4E2D

32A6>4E0B

32A7>5DE6

32A8>53F3

32A9>533B

32AA>5B97

32AB>5B66

32AC>76E3

32AD>4F01

32AE>8CC7
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32AF>5354

32B0>591C

32B1>0033

 0036

32B2>0033 0037

32B3>0033 0038

32B4>0033 0039

32B5>0034 0030

32B6>0034 0031

32B7>0034 0032

32B8>0034 0033

32B9>0034 0034

32BA>0034 0035

32BB>0034 0036

32BC>0034 0037

32BD>0034 0038

32BE>0034 0039

32BF>0035 0030

32C0>0031 6708

32C1>0032 6708

32C2>0033 6708

32C3>0034 6708

32C4>0035 6708

32C5>0036 6708

32C6>0037 6708

32C7>0038 6708

32C8>0039 6708

32C9>0031 0030 6708

32CA>0031 0031 6708

32CB>0031 0032 6708

32CC>0068 0067

32CD>0065 0072 0067

32CE>0065 0076

32CF>006C 0074 0064

32D0>30A2

32D1>30A4

32D2>30A6

32D3>30A8

32D4>30AA

32D5>30AB

32D6>30AD

32D7>30AF

32D8>30B1

32D9>30B3

32DA>30B5

32DB>30B7

32DC>30B9

32DD>30BB
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32DE>30BD

32DF>30BF

32E0>30C1

32E1>30C4

32E2>30C6

32E3>30C8

32E4>30CA

32E5>30CB

32E6>30CC

32E7>30CD

32E8>30CE

32E9>30CF

32EA>30D2

32EB>30D5

32EC>30D8

32ED>30DB

32EE>30DE

32EF>30DF

32F0>30E0

32F1>30E1

32F2>30E2

32F3>30E4

32F4>30E6

32F5>30E8

32F6>30E9

32F7>30EA

32F8>30EB

32F9>30EC

32FA>30ED

32FB>30EF

32FC>30F0

32FD>30F1

32FE>30F2

32FF>4EE4 548C

3300>30A2 30D1 30FC 30C8

3301>30A2

 30EB 30D5 30A1

3302>30A2 30F3 30DA 30A2

3303>30A2 30FC 30EB

3304>30A4 30CB 30F3 30B0

3305>30A4 30F3 30C1

3306>30A6 30A9 30F3

3307>30A8 30B9 30AF 30FC 30C9

3308>30A8 30FC 30AB 30FC

3309>30AA 30F3 30B9

330A>30AA 30FC 30E0

330B>30AB 30A4 30EA

330C>30AB 30E9 30C3 30C8
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330D>30AB 30ED 30EA 30FC

330E>30AC 30ED 30F3

330F>30AC 30F3 30DE

3310>30AE 30AC

3311>30AE 30CB 30FC

3312>30AD 30E5 30EA 30FC

3313>30AE 30EB 30C0 30FC

3314>30AD 30ED

3315>30AD 30ED 30B0 30E9 30E0

3316>30AD 30ED 30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB

3317>30AD 30ED 30EF 30C3 30C8

3318>30B0 30E9 30E0

3319>30B0 30E9 30E0 30C8 30F3

331A>30AF 30EB 30BC 30A4 30ED

331B>30AF 30ED 30FC 30CD

331C>30B1 30FC 30B9

331D>30B3 30EB 30CA

331E>30B3 30FC 30DD

331F>30B5 30A4 30AF 30EB

3320>30B5 30F3 30C1 30FC 30E0

3321>30B7 30EA 30F3 30B0

3322>30BB 30F3 30C1

3323>30BB 30F3 30C8

3324>30C0 30FC 30B9

3325>30C7 30B7

3326>30C9 30EB

3327>30C8 30F3

3328>30CA 30CE

3329>30CE 30C3 30C8

332A>30CF 30A4 30C4

332B>30D1 30FC 30BB 30F3 30C8

332C>30D1 30FC 30C4

332D>30D0 30FC

 30EC 30EB

332E>30D4 30A2 30B9 30C8 30EB

332F>30D4 30AF 30EB

3330>30D4 30B3

3331>30D3 30EB

3332>30D5 30A1 30E9 30C3 30C9

3333>30D5 30A3 30FC 30C8

3334>30D6 30C3 30B7 30A7 30EB

3335>30D5 30E9 30F3

3336>30D8 30AF 30BF 30FC 30EB

3337>30DA 30BD

3338>30DA 30CB 30D2

3339>30D8 30EB 30C4

333A>30DA 30F3 30B9

333B>30DA 30FC 30B8
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333C>30D9 30FC 30BF

333D>30DD 30A4 30F3 30C8

333E>30DC 30EB 30C8

333F>30DB 30F3

3340>30DD 30F3 30C9

3341>30DB 30FC 30EB

3342>30DB 30FC 30F3

3343>30DE 30A4 30AF 30ED

3344>30DE 30A4 30EB

3345>30DE 30C3 30CF

3346>30DE 30EB 30AF

3347>30DE 30F3 30B7 30E7 30F3

3348>30DF 30AF 30ED 30F3

3349>30DF 30EA

334A>30DF 30EA 30D0 30FC 30EB

334B>30E1 30AC

334C>30E1 30AC 30C8 30F3

334D>30E1 30FC 30C8 30EB

334E>30E4 30FC 30C9

334F>30E4 30FC 30EB

3350>30E6 30A2 30F3

3351>30EA 30C3 30C8 30EB

3352>30EA 30E9

3353>30EB 30D4 30FC

3354>30EB 30FC 30D6 30EB

3355>30EC 30E0

3356>30EC 30F3 30C8 30B2 30F3

3357>30EF 30C3 30C8

3358>0030 70B9

3359>0031 70B9

335A>0032 70B9

335B>0033 70B9

335C>0034 70B9

335D>0035

 70B9

335E>0036 70B9

335F>0037 70B9

3360>0038 70B9

3361>0039 70B9

3362>0031 0030 70B9

3363>0031 0031 70B9

3364>0031 0032 70B9

3365>0031 0033 70B9

3366>0031 0034 70B9

3367>0031 0035 70B9

3368>0031 0036 70B9

3369>0031 0037 70B9

336A>0031 0038 70B9
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336B>0031 0039 70B9

336C>0032 0030 70B9

336D>0032 0031 70B9

336E>0032 0032 70B9

336F>0032 0033 70B9

3370>0032 0034 70B9

3371>0068 0070 0061

3372>0064 0061

3373>0061 0075

3374>0062 0061 0072

3375>006F 0076

3376>0070 0063

3377>0064 006D

3378>0064 006D 0032

3379>0064 006D 0033

337A>0069 0075

337B>5E73 6210

337C>662D 548C

337D>5927 6B63

337E>660E 6CBB

337F>682A 5F0F 4F1A 793E

3380>0070 0061

3381>006E 0061

3382>03BC 0061

3383>006D 0061

3384>006B 0061

3385>006B 0062

3386>006D 0062

3387>0067 0062

3388>0063 0061 006C

3389>006B 0063 0061 006C

338A>0070 0066

338B>006E 0066

338C>03BC 0066

338D>03BC 0067

338E>006D 0067

338F>006B 0067

3390>0068 007A

3391>006B 0068 007A

3392>006D 0068 007A

3393>0067 0068 007A

3394>0074 0068 007A

3395>03BC 006C

3396>006D

 006C

3397>0064 006C

3398>006B 006C

3399>0066 006D
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339A>006E 006D

339B>03BC 006D

339C>006D 006D

339D>0063 006D

339E>006B 006D

339F>006D 006D 0032

33A0>0063 006D 0032

33A1>006D 0032

33A2>006B 006D 0032

33A3>006D 006D 0033

33A4>0063 006D 0033

33A5>006D 0033

33A6>006B 006D 0033

33A7>006D 2215 0073

33A8>006D 2215 0073 0032

33A9>0070 0061

33AA>006B 0070 0061

33AB>006D 0070 0061

33AC>0067 0070 0061

33AD>0072 0061 0064

33AE>0072 0061 0064 2215 0073

33AF>0072 0061 0064 2215 0073 0032

33B0>0070 0073

33B1>006E 0073

33B2>03BC 0073

33B3>006D 0073

33B4>0070 0076

33B5>006E 0076

33B6>03BC 0076

33B7>006D 0076

33B8>006B 0076

33B9>006D 0076

33BA>0070 0077

33BB>006E 0077

33BC>03BC 0077

33BD>006D 0077

33BE>006B 0077

33BF>006D 0077

33C0>006B 03C9

33C1>006D 03C9

33C2>0061 002E 006D 002E

33C3>0062 0071

33C4>0063 0063

33C5>0063 0064

33C6>0063 2215 006B 0067

33C7>0063 006F 002E

33C8>0064 0062

33C9>0067 0079
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33CA>0068 0061

33CB>0068 0070

33CC>0069 006E

33CD>006B 006B

33CE>006B 006D

33CF>006B 0074

33D0>006C 006D

33D1>006C

 006E

33D2>006C 006F 0067

33D3>006C 0078

33D4>006D 0062

33D5>006D 0069 006C

33D6>006D 006F 006C

33D7>0070 0068

33D8>0070 002E 006D 002E

33D9>0070 0070 006D

33DA>0070 0072

33DB>0073 0072

33DC>0073 0076

33DD>0077 0062

33DE>0076 2215 006D

33DF>0061 2215 006D

33E0>0031 65E5

33E1>0032 65E5

33E2>0033 65E5

33E3>0034 65E5

33E4>0035 65E5

33E5>0036 65E5

33E6>0037 65E5

33E7>0038 65E5

33E8>0039 65E5

33E9>0031 0030 65E5

33EA>0031 0031 65E5

33EB>0031 0032 65E5

33EC>0031 0033 65E5

33ED>0031 0034 65E5

33EE>0031 0035 65E5

33EF>0031 0036 65E5

33F0>0031 0037 65E5

33F1>0031 0038 65E5

33F2>0031 0039 65E5

33F3>0032 0030 65E5

33F4>0032 0031 65E5

33F5>0032 0032 65E5

33F6>0032 0033 65E5

33F7>0032 0034 65E5

33F8>0032 0035 65E5
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33F9>0032 0036 65E5

33FA>0032 0037 65E5

33FB>0032 0038 65E5

33FC>0032 0039 65E5

33FD>0033 0030 65E5

33FE>0033 0031 65E5

33FF>0067 0061 006C

A640>A641

A642>A643

A644>A645

A646>A647

A648>A649

A64A>A64B

A64C>A64D

A64E>A64F

A650>A651

A652>A653

A654>A655

A656>A657

A658>A659

A65A>A65B

A65C>A65D

A65E>A65F

A660>A661

A662>A663

A664>A665

A666>A667

A668>A669

A66A>A66B

A66C>A66D

A680>A681

A682>A683

A684>A685

A686>A687

A688>A689

A68A>A68B

A68C>A68D

A68E>A68F

A690>A691

A692>A693

A694>A695

A696>A697

A698>A699

A69A>A69B

A69C>044A

A69D>044C

A722>A723

A724>A725
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A726>A727

A728>A729

A72A>A72B

A72C>A72D

A72E>A72F

A732>A733

A734>A735

A736>A737

A738>A739

A73A>A73B

A73C>A73D

A73E>A73F

A740>A741

A742>A743

A744>A745

A746>A747

A748>A749

A74A>A74B

A74C>A74D

A74E>A74F

A750>A751

A752>A753

A754>A755

A756>A757

A758>A759

A75A>A75B

A75C>A75D

A75E>A75F

A760>A761

A762>A763

A764>A765

A766>A767

A768>A769

A76A>A76B

A76C>A76D

A76E>A76F

A770>A76F

A779>A77A

A77B>A77C

A77D>1D79

A77E>A77F

A780>A781

A782>A783

A784>A785

A786>A787

A78B>A78C

A78D>0265

A790>A791
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A792>A793

A796>A797

A798>A799

A79A>A79B

A79C>A79D

A79E>A79F

A7A0>A7A1

A7A2>A7A3

A7A4>A7A5

A7A6>A7A7

A7A8>A7A9

A7AA>0266

A7AB>025C

A7AC>0261

A7AD>026C

A7AE>026A

A7B0>029E

A7B1>0287

A7B2>029D

A7B3>AB53

A7B4>A7B5

A7B6>A7B7

A7B8>A7B9

A7BA>A7BB

A7BC>A7BD

A7BE>A7BF

A7C0>A7C1

A7C2>A7C3

A7C4>A794

A7C5>0282

A7C6>1D8E

A7C7>A7C8

A7C9>A7CA

A7D0>A7D1

A7D6>A7D7

A7D8>A7D9

A7F2>0063

A7F3>0066

A7F4>0071

A7F5>A7F6

A7F8>0127

A7F9>0153

AB5C>A727

AB5D>AB37

AB5E>026B

AB5F>AB52

AB69>028D

AB70>13A0
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AB71>13A1

AB72>13A2

AB73>13A3

AB74>13A4

AB75>13A5

AB76>13A6

AB77>13A7

AB78>13A8

AB79>13A9

AB7A>13AA

AB7B>13AB

AB7C>13AC

AB7D>13AD

AB7E>13AE

AB7F>13AF

AB80>13B0

AB81>13B1

AB82>13B2

AB83>13B3

AB84>13B4

AB85>13B5

AB86>13B6

AB87>13B7

AB88>13B8

AB89>13B9

AB8A>13BA

AB8B>13BB

AB8C>13BC

AB8D>13BD

AB8E>13BE

AB8F>13BF

AB90>13C0

AB91>13C1

AB92>13C2

AB93>13C3

AB94>13C4

AB95>13C5

AB96>13C6

AB97>13C7

AB98>13C8

AB99>13C9

AB9A>13CA

AB9B>13CB

AB9C>13CC

AB9D>13CD

AB9E>13CE

AB9F>13CF

ABA0>13D0
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ABA1>13D1

ABA2>13D2

ABA3>13D3

ABA4>13D4

ABA5>13D5

ABA6>13D6

ABA7>13D7

ABA8>13D8

ABA9>13D9

ABAA>13DA

ABAB>13DB

ABAC>13DC

ABAD>13DD

ABAE>13DE

ABAF>13DF

ABB0>13E0

ABB1>13E1

ABB2>13E2

ABB3>13E3

ABB4>13E4

ABB5>13E5

ABB6>13E6

ABB7>13E7

ABB8>13E8

ABB9>13E9

ABBA>13EA

ABBB>13EB

ABBC>13EC

ABBD>13ED

ABBE>13EE

ABBF>13EF

F900>8C48

F901>66F4

F902>8ECA

F903>8CC8

F904>6ED1

F905>4E32

F906>53E5

F907..F908>9F9C

F909>5951

F90A>91D1

F90B>5587

F90C>5948

F90D>61F6

F90E>7669

F90F>7F85

F910>863F

F911>87BA
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F912>88F8

F913>908F

F914>6A02

F915>6D1B

F916>70D9

F917>73DE

F918>843D

F919>916A

F91A>99F1

F91B>4E82

F91C>5375

F91D>6B04

F91E>721B

F91F>862D

F920>9E1E

F921>5D50

F922>6FEB

F923>85CD

F924>8964

F925>62C9

F926>81D8

F927>881F

F928>5ECA

F929>6717

F92A>6D6A

F92B>72FC

F92C>90CE

F92D>4F86

F92E>51B7

F92F>52DE

F930>64C4

F931>6AD3

F932>7210

F933>76E7

F934>8001

F935>8606

F936>865C

F937>8DEF

F938>9732

F939>9B6F

F93A>9DFA

F93B>788C

F93C>797F

F93D>7DA0

F93E>83C9

F93F>9304

F940>9E7F

F941>8AD6
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F942>58DF

F943>5F04

F944>7C60

F945>807E

F946>7262

F947>78CA

F948>8CC2

F949>96F7

F94A>58D8

F94B>5C62

F94C>6A13

F94D>6DDA

F94E>6F0F

F94F>7D2F

F950>7E37

F951>964B

F952>52D2

F953>808B

F954>51DC

F955>51CC

F956>7A1C

F957>7DBE

F958>83F1

F959>9675

F95A>8B80

F95B>62CF

F95C>6A02

F95D>8AFE

F95E>4E39

F95F>5BE7

F960>6012

F961>7387

F962>7570

F963>5317

F964>78FB

F965>4FBF

F966>5FA9

F967>4E0D

F968>6CCC

F969>6578

F96A>7D22

F96B>53C3

F96C>585E

F96D>7701

F96E>8449

F96F>8AAA

F970>6BBA

F971>8FB0
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F972>6C88

F973>62FE

F974>82E5

F975>63A0

F976>7565

F977>4EAE

F978>5169

F979>51C9

F97A>6881

F97B>7CE7

F97C>826F

F97D>8AD2

F97E>91CF

F97F>52F5

F980>5442

F981>5973

F982>5EEC

F983>65C5

F984>6FFE

F985>792A

F986>95AD

F987>9A6A

F988>9E97

F989>9ECE

F98A>529B

F98B>66C6

F98C>6B77

F98D>8F62

F98E>5E74

F98F>6190

F990>6200

F991>649A

F992>6F23

F993>7149

F994>7489

F995>79CA

F996>7DF4

F997>806F

F998>8F26

F999>84EE

F99A>9023

F99B>934A

F99C>5217

F99D>52A3

F99E>54BD

F99F>70C8

F9A0>88C2

F9A1>8AAA
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F9A2>5EC9

F9A3>5FF5

F9A4>637B

F9A5>6BAE

F9A6>7C3E

F9A7>7375

F9A8>4EE4

F9A9>56F9

F9AA>5BE7

F9AB>5DBA

F9AC>601C

F9AD>73B2

F9AE>7469

F9AF>7F9A

F9B0>8046

F9B1>9234

F9B2>96F6

F9B3>9748

F9B4>9818

F9B5>4F8B

F9B6>79AE

F9B7>91B4

F9B8>96B8

F9B9>60E1

F9BA>4E86

F9BB>50DA

F9BC>5BEE

F9BD>5C3F

F9BE>6599

F9BF>6A02

F9C0>71CE

F9C1>7642

F9C2>84FC

F9C3>907C

F9C4>9F8D

F9C5>6688

F9C6>962E

F9C7>5289

F9C8>677B

F9C9>67F3

F9CA>6D41

F9CB>6E9C

F9CC>7409

F9CD>7559

F9CE>786B

F9CF>7D10

F9D0>985E

F9D1>516D
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F9D2>622E

F9D3>9678

F9D4>502B

F9D5>5D19

F9D6>6DEA

F9D7>8F2A

F9D8>5F8B

F9D9>6144

F9DA>6817

F9DB>7387

F9DC>9686

F9DD>5229

F9DE>540F

F9DF>5C65

F9E0>6613

F9E1>674E

F9E2>68A8

F9E3>6CE5

F9E4>7406

F9E5>75E2

F9E6>7F79

F9E7>88CF

F9E8>88E1

F9E9>91CC

F9EA>96E2

F9EB>533F

F9EC>6EBA

F9ED>541D

F9EE>71D0

F9EF>7498

F9F0>85FA

F9F1>96A3

F9F2>9C57

F9F3>9E9F

F9F4>6797

F9F5>6DCB

F9F6>81E8

F9F7>7ACB

F9F8>7B20

F9F9>7C92

F9FA>72C0

F9FB>7099

F9FC>8B58

F9FD>4EC0

F9FE>8336

F9FF>523A

FA00>5207

FA01>5EA6
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FA02>62D3

FA03>7CD6

FA04>5B85

FA05>6D1E

FA06>66B4

FA07>8F3B

FA08>884C

FA09>964D

FA0A>898B

FA0B>5ED3

FA0C>5140

FA0D>55C0

FA10>585A

FA12>6674

FA15>51DE

FA16>732A

FA17>76CA

FA18>793C

FA19>795E

FA1A>7965

FA1B>798F

FA1C>9756

FA1D>7CBE

FA1E>7FBD

FA20>8612

FA22>8AF8

FA25>9038

FA26>90FD

FA2A>98EF

FA2B>98FC

FA2C>9928

FA2D>9DB4

FA2E>90DE

FA2F>96B7

FA30>4FAE

FA31>50E7

FA32>514D

FA33>52C9

FA34>52E4

FA35>5351

FA36>559D

FA37>5606

FA38>5668

FA39>5840

FA3A>58A8

FA3B>5C64

FA3C>5C6E

FA3D>6094
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FA3E>6168

FA3F>618E

FA40>61F2

FA41>654F

FA42>65E2

FA43>6691

FA44>6885

FA45>6D77

FA46>6E1A

FA47>6F22

FA48>716E

FA49>722B

FA4A>7422

FA4B>7891

FA4C>793E

FA4D>7949

FA4E>7948

FA4F>7950

FA50>7956

FA51>795D

FA52>798D

FA53>798E

FA54>7A40

FA55>7A81

FA56>7BC0

FA57>7DF4

FA58>7E09

FA59>7E41

FA5A>7F72

FA5B>8005

FA5C>81ED

FA5D..FA5E>8279

FA5F>8457

FA60>8910

FA61>8996

FA62>8B01

FA63>8B39

FA64>8CD3

FA65>8D08

FA66>8FB6

FA67>9038

FA68>96E3

FA69>97FF

FA6A>983B

FA6B>6075

FA6C>242EE

FA6D>8218

FA70>4E26
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FA71>51B5

FA72>5168

FA73>4F80

FA74>5145

FA75>5180

FA76>52C7

FA77>52FA

FA78>559D

FA79>5555

FA7A>5599

FA7B>55E2

FA7C>585A

FA7D>58B3

FA7E>5944

FA7F>5954

FA80>5A62

FA81>5B28

FA82>5ED2

FA83>5ED9

FA84>5F69

FA85>5FAD

FA86>60D8

FA87>614E

FA88>6108

FA89>618E

FA8A>6160

FA8B>61F2

FA8C>6234

FA8D>63C4

FA8E>641C

FA8F>6452

FA90>6556

FA91>6674

FA92>6717

FA93>671B

FA94>6756

FA95>6B79

FA96>6BBA

FA97>6D41

FA98>6EDB

FA99>6ECB

FA9A>6F22

FA9B>701E

FA9C>716E

FA9D>77A7

FA9E>7235

FA9F>72AF

FAA0>732A
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FAA1>7471

FAA2>7506

FAA3>753B

FAA4>761D

FAA5>761F

FAA6>76CA

FAA7>76DB

FAA8>76F4

FAA9>774A

FAAA>7740

FAAB>78CC

FAAC>7AB1

FAAD>7BC0

FAAE>7C7B

FAAF>7D5B

FAB0>7DF4

FAB1>7F3E

FAB2>8005

FAB3>8352

FAB4>83EF

FAB5>8779

FAB6>8941

FAB7>8986

FAB8>8996

FAB9>8ABF

FABA>8AF8

FABB>8ACB

FABC>8B01

FABD>8AFE

FABE>8AED

FABF>8B39

FAC0>8B8A

FAC1>8D08

FAC2>8F38

FAC3>9072

FAC4>9199

FAC5>9276

FAC6>967C

FAC7>96E3

FAC8>9756

FAC9>97DB

FACA>97FF

FACB>980B

FACC>983B

FACD>9B12

FACE>9F9C

FACF>2284A

FAD0>22844
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FAD1>233D5

FAD2>3B9D

FAD3>4018

FAD4>4039

FAD5>25249

FAD6>25CD0

FAD7>27ED3

FAD8>9F43

FAD9>9F8E

FB00>0066

 0066

FB01>0066 0069

FB02>0066 006C

FB03>0066 0066 0069

FB04>0066 0066 006C

FB05..FB06>0073 0074

FB13>0574 0576

FB14>0574 0565

FB15>0574 056B

FB16>057E 0576

FB17>0574 056D

FB1D>05D9 05B4

FB1F>05F2 05B7

FB20>05E2

FB21>05D0

FB22>05D3

FB23>05D4

FB24>05DB

FB25>05DC

FB26>05DD

FB27>05E8

FB28>05EA

FB29>002B

FB2A>05E9 05C1

FB2B>05E9 05C2

FB2C>05E9 05BC 05C1

FB2D>05E9 05BC 05C2

FB2E>05D0

 05B7

FB2F>05D0 05B8

FB30>05D0 05BC

FB31>05D1 05BC

FB32>05D2 05BC

FB33>05D3 05BC

FB34>05D4 05BC

FB35>05D5 05BC

FB36>05D6 05BC

FB38>05D8 05BC
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FB39>05D9 05BC

FB3A>05DA 05BC

FB3B>05DB 05BC

FB3C>05DC 05BC

FB3E>05DE 05BC

FB40>05E0 05BC

FB41>05E1 05BC

FB43>05E3 05BC

FB44>05E4 05BC

FB46>05E6 05BC

FB47>05E7 05BC

FB48>05E8 05BC

FB49>05E9 05BC

FB4A>05EA 05BC

FB4B>05D5 05B9

FB4C>05D1 05BF

FB4D>05DB 05BF

FB4E>05E4 05BF

FB4F>05D0 05DC

FB50..FB51>0671

FB52..FB55>067B

FB56..FB59>067E

FB5A..FB5D>0680

FB5E..FB61>067A

FB62..FB65>067F

FB66..FB69>0679

FB6A..FB6D>06A4

FB6E..FB71>06A6

FB72..FB75>0684

FB76..FB79>0683

FB7A..FB7D>0686

FB7E..FB81>0687

FB82..FB83>068D

FB84..FB85>068C

FB86..FB87>068E

FB88..FB89>0688

FB8A..FB8B>0698

FB8C..FB8D>0691

FB8E..FB91>06A9

FB92..FB95>06AF

FB96..FB99>06B3

FB9A..FB9D>06B1

FB9E..FB9F>06BA

FBA0..FBA3>06BB

FBA4..FBA5>06C0

FBA6..FBA9>06C1

FBAA..FBAD>06BE

FBAE..FBAF>06D2
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FBB0..FBB1>06D3

FBD3..FBD6>06AD

FBD7..FBD8>06C7

FBD9..FBDA>06C6

FBDB..FBDC>06C8

FBDD>06C7 0674

FBDE..FBDF>06CB

FBE0..FBE1>06C5

FBE2..FBE3>06C9

FBE4..FBE7>06D0

FBE8..FBE9>0649

FBEA..FBEB>0626

 0627

FBEC..FBED>0626 06D5

FBEE..FBEF>0626 0648

FBF0..FBF1>0626 06C7

FBF2..FBF3>0626 06C6

FBF4..FBF5>0626 06C8

FBF6..FBF8>0626 06D0

FBF9..FBFB>0626 0649

FBFC..FBFF>06CC

FC00>0626 062C

FC01>0626 062D

FC02>0626 0645

FC03>0626 0649

FC04>0626 064A

FC05>0628 062C

FC06>0628 062D

FC07>0628 062E

FC08>0628 0645

FC09>0628 0649

FC0A>0628 064A

FC0B>062A 062C

FC0C>062A 062D

FC0D>062A 062E

FC0E>062A 0645

FC0F>062A 0649

FC10>062A 064A

FC11>062B 062C

FC12>062B 0645

FC13>062B 0649

FC14>062B 064A

FC15>062C 062D

FC16>062C 0645

FC17>062D 062C

FC18>062D 0645

FC19>062E 062C

FC1A>062E 062D
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FC1B>062E 0645

FC1C>0633 062C

FC1D>0633 062D

FC1E>0633 062E

FC1F>0633 0645

FC20>0635 062D

FC21>0635 0645

FC22>0636 062C

FC23>0636 062D

FC24>0636 062E

FC25>0636 0645

FC26>0637 062D

FC27>0637 0645

FC28>0638 0645

FC29>0639 062C

FC2A>0639 0645

FC2B>063A 062C

FC2C>063A 0645

FC2D>0641 062C

FC2E>0641 062D

FC2F>0641 062E

FC30>0641 0645

FC31>0641

 0649

FC32>0641 064A

FC33>0642 062D

FC34>0642 0645

FC35>0642 0649

FC36>0642 064A

FC37>0643 0627

FC38>0643 062C

FC39>0643 062D

FC3A>0643 062E

FC3B>0643 0644

FC3C>0643 0645

FC3D>0643 0649

FC3E>0643 064A

FC3F>0644 062C

FC40>0644 062D

FC41>0644 062E

FC42>0644 0645

FC43>0644 0649

FC44>0644 064A

FC45>0645 062C

FC46>0645 062D

FC47>0645 062E

FC48>0645 0645

FC49>0645 0649
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FC4A>0645 064A

FC4B>0646 062C

FC4C>0646 062D

FC4D>0646 062E

FC4E>0646 0645

FC4F>0646 0649

FC50>0646 064A

FC51>0647 062C

FC52>0647 0645

FC53>0647 0649

FC54>0647 064A

FC55>064A 062C

FC56>064A 062D

FC57>064A 062E

FC58>064A 0645

FC59>064A 0649

FC5A>064A 064A

FC5B>0630 0670

FC5C>0631 0670

FC5D>0649 0670

FC5E>0020 064C 0651

FC5F>0020 064D 0651

FC60>0020 064E 0651

FC61>0020 064F 0651

FC62>0020 0650 0651

FC63>0020 0651 0670

FC64>0626 0631

FC65>0626 0632

FC66>0626 0645

FC67>0626 0646

FC68>0626 0649

FC69>0626 064A

FC6A>0628 0631

FC6B>0628 0632

FC6C>0628 0645

FC6D>0628 0646

FC6E>0628 0649

FC6F>0628 064A

FC70>062A 0631

FC71>062A 0632

FC72>062A

 0645

FC73>062A 0646

FC74>062A 0649

FC75>062A 064A

FC76>062B 0631

FC77>062B 0632

FC78>062B 0645
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FC79>062B 0646

FC7A>062B 0649

FC7B>062B 064A

FC7C>0641 0649

FC7D>0641 064A

FC7E>0642 0649

FC7F>0642 064A

FC80>0643 0627

FC81>0643 0644

FC82>0643 0645

FC83>0643 0649

FC84>0643 064A

FC85>0644 0645

FC86>0644 0649

FC87>0644 064A

FC88>0645 0627

FC89>0645 0645

FC8A>0646 0631

FC8B>0646 0632

FC8C>0646 0645

FC8D>0646 0646

FC8E>0646 0649

FC8F>0646 064A

FC90>0649 0670

FC91>064A 0631

FC92>064A 0632

FC93>064A 0645

FC94>064A 0646

FC95>064A 0649

FC96>064A 064A

FC97>0626 062C

FC98>0626 062D

FC99>0626 062E

FC9A>0626 0645

FC9B>0626 0647

FC9C>0628 062C

FC9D>0628 062D

FC9E>0628 062E

FC9F>0628 0645

FCA0>0628 0647

FCA1>062A 062C

FCA2>062A 062D

FCA3>062A 062E

FCA4>062A 0645

FCA5>062A 0647

FCA6>062B 0645

FCA7>062C 062D

FCA8>062C 0645
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FCA9>062D 062C

FCAA>062D 0645

FCAB>062E 062C

FCAC>062E 0645

FCAD>0633 062C

FCAE>0633 062D

FCAF>0633 062E

FCB0>0633 0645

FCB1>0635 062D

FCB2>0635 062E

FCB3>0635 0645

FCB4>0636

 062C

FCB5>0636 062D

FCB6>0636 062E

FCB7>0636 0645

FCB8>0637 062D

FCB9>0638 0645

FCBA>0639 062C

FCBB>0639 0645

FCBC>063A 062C

FCBD>063A 0645

FCBE>0641 062C

FCBF>0641 062D

FCC0>0641 062E

FCC1>0641 0645

FCC2>0642 062D

FCC3>0642 0645

FCC4>0643 062C

FCC5>0643 062D

FCC6>0643 062E

FCC7>0643 0644

FCC8>0643 0645

FCC9>0644 062C

FCCA>0644 062D

FCCB>0644 062E

FCCC>0644 0645

FCCD>0644 0647

FCCE>0645 062C

FCCF>0645 062D

FCD0>0645 062E

FCD1>0645 0645

FCD2>0646 062C

FCD3>0646 062D

FCD4>0646 062E

FCD5>0646 0645

FCD6>0646 0647

FCD7>0647 062C
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FCD8>0647 0645

FCD9>0647 0670

FCDA>064A 062C

FCDB>064A 062D

FCDC>064A 062E

FCDD>064A 0645

FCDE>064A 0647

FCDF>0626 0645

FCE0>0626 0647

FCE1>0628 0645

FCE2>0628 0647

FCE3>062A 0645

FCE4>062A 0647

FCE5>062B 0645

FCE6>062B 0647

FCE7>0633 0645

FCE8>0633 0647

FCE9>0634 0645

FCEA>0634 0647

FCEB>0643 0644

FCEC>0643 0645

FCED>0644 0645

FCEE>0646 0645

FCEF>0646 0647

FCF0>064A 0645

FCF1>064A 0647

FCF2>0640 064E 0651

FCF3>0640 064F 0651

FCF4>0640 0650 0651

FCF5>0637 0649

FCF6>0637

 064A

FCF7>0639 0649

FCF8>0639 064A

FCF9>063A 0649

FCFA>063A 064A

FCFB>0633 0649

FCFC>0633 064A

FCFD>0634 0649

FCFE>0634 064A

FCFF>062D 0649

FD00>062D 064A

FD01>062C 0649

FD02>062C 064A

FD03>062E 0649

FD04>062E 064A

FD05>0635 0649

FD06>0635 064A
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FD07>0636 0649

FD08>0636 064A

FD09>0634 062C

FD0A>0634 062D

FD0B>0634 062E

FD0C>0634 0645

FD0D>0634 0631

FD0E>0633 0631

FD0F>0635 0631

FD10>0636 0631

FD11>0637 0649

FD12>0637 064A

FD13>0639 0649

FD14>0639 064A

FD15>063A 0649

FD16>063A 064A

FD17>0633 0649

FD18>0633 064A

FD19>0634 0649

FD1A>0634 064A

FD1B>062D 0649

FD1C>062D 064A

FD1D>062C 0649

FD1E>062C 064A

FD1F>062E 0649

FD20>062E 064A

FD21>0635 0649

FD22>0635 064A

FD23>0636 0649

FD24>0636 064A

FD25>0634 062C

FD26>0634 062D

FD27>0634 062E

FD28>0634 0645

FD29>0634 0631

FD2A>0633 0631

FD2B>0635 0631

FD2C>0636 0631

FD2D>0634 062C

FD2E>0634 062D

FD2F>0634 062E

FD30>0634 0645

FD31>0633 0647

FD32>0634 0647

FD33>0637 0645

FD34>0633 062C

FD35>0633 062D

FD36>0633 062E
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FD37>0634 062C

FD38>0634 062D

FD39>0634

 062E

FD3A>0637 0645

FD3B>0638 0645

FD3C..FD3D>0627 064B

FD50>062A 062C 0645

FD51..FD52>062A 062D 062C

FD53>062A 062D 0645

FD54>062A 062E 0645

FD55>062A 0645 062C

FD56>062A 0645 062D

FD57>062A 0645 062E

FD58..FD59>062C 0645 062D

FD5A>062D 0645 064A

FD5B>062D 0645 0649

FD5C>0633 062D 062C

FD5D>0633 062C 062D

FD5E>0633 062C 0649

FD5F..FD60>0633 0645 062D

FD61>0633 0645 062C

FD62..FD63>0633 0645 0645

FD64..FD65>0635 062D 062D

FD66>0635 0645 0645

FD67..FD68>0634 062D 0645

FD69>0634 062C 064A

FD6A..FD6B>0634 0645 062E

FD6C..FD6D>0634 0645 0645

FD6E>0636 062D 0649

FD6F..FD70>0636 062E 0645

FD71..FD72>0637 0645 062D

FD73>0637 0645 0645

FD74>0637 0645 064A

FD75>0639 062C 0645

FD76..FD77>0639 0645 0645

FD78>0639 0645 0649

FD79>063A 0645 0645

FD7A>063A 0645 064A

FD7B>063A 0645 0649

FD7C..FD7D>0641 062E 0645

FD7E>0642 0645 062D

FD7F>0642 0645 0645

FD80>0644 062D 0645

FD81>0644 062D 064A

FD82>0644 062D 0649

FD83..FD84>0644 062C 062C

FD85..FD86>0644 062E 0645
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FD87..FD88>0644 0645 062D

FD89>0645

 062D 062C

FD8A>0645 062D 0645

FD8B>0645 062D 064A

FD8C>0645 062C 062D

FD8D>0645 062C 0645

FD8E>0645 062E 062C

FD8F>0645 062E 0645

FD92>0645 062C 062E

FD93>0647 0645 062C

FD94>0647 0645 0645

FD95>0646 062D 0645

FD96>0646 062D 0649

FD97..FD98>0646 062C 0645

FD99>0646 062C 0649

FD9A>0646 0645 064A

FD9B>0646 0645 0649

FD9C..FD9D>064A 0645 0645

FD9E>0628 062E 064A

FD9F>062A 062C 064A

FDA0>062A 062C 0649

FDA1>062A 062E 064A

FDA2>062A 062E 0649

FDA3>062A 0645 064A

FDA4>062A 0645 0649

FDA5>062C 0645 064A

FDA6>062C 062D 0649

FDA7>062C 0645 0649

FDA8>0633 062E 0649

FDA9>0635 062D 064A

FDAA>0634 062D 064A

FDAB>0636 062D 064A

FDAC>0644 062C 064A

FDAD>0644 0645 064A

FDAE>064A 062D 064A

FDAF>064A 062C 064A

FDB0>064A 0645 064A

FDB1>0645 0645 064A

FDB2>0642 0645 064A

FDB3>0646 062D 064A

FDB4>0642 0645 062D

FDB5>0644 062D 0645

FDB6>0639 0645 064A

FDB7>0643 0645 064A

FDB8>0646 062C 062D

FDB9>0645 062E 064A

FDBA>0644 062C 0645
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FDBB>0643 0645 0645

FDBC>0644 062C 0645

FDBD>0646 062C 062D

FDBE>062C 062D

 064A

FDBF>062D 062C 064A

FDC0>0645 062C 064A

FDC1>0641 0645 064A

FDC2>0628 062D 064A

FDC3>0643 0645 0645

FDC4>0639 062C 0645

FDC5>0635 0645 0645

FDC6>0633 062E 064A

FDC7>0646 062C 064A

FDF0>0635 0644 06D2

FDF1>0642 0644 06D2

FDF2>0627 0644 0644 0647

FDF3>0627 0643 0628 0631

FDF4>0645 062D 0645 062F

FDF5>0635 0644 0639 0645

FDF6>0631 0633 0648 0644

FDF7>0639 0644 064A 0647

FDF8>0648 0633 0644 0645

FDF9>0635 0644 0649

FDFA>0635 0644 0649 0020 0627 0644 0644 0647 0020 0639 0644 064A 0647 0020 0648 0633 0644 0645

FDFB>062C 0644 0020 062C 0644 0627 0644 0647

FDFC>0631 06CC 0627 0644

FE00..FE0F>

FE10>002C

FE11>3001

FE12>3002

FE13>003A

FE14>003B

FE15>0021

FE16>003F

FE17>3016

FE18>3017

FE19>002E 002E 002E

FE30>002E 002E

FE31>2014

FE32>2013

FE33..FE34>005F

FE35>0028

FE36>0029

FE37>007B

FE38>007D

FE39>3014

FE3A>3015
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FE3B>3010

FE3C>3011

FE3D>300A

FE3E>300B

FE3F>3008

FE40>3009

FE41>300C

FE42>300D

FE43>300E

FE44>300F

FE47>005B

FE48>005D

FE49..FE4C>0020 0305

FE4D..FE4F>005F

FE50>002C

FE51>3001

FE52>002E

FE54>003B

FE55>003A

FE56>003F

FE57>0021

FE58>2014

FE59>0028

FE5A>0029

FE5B>007B

FE5C>007D

FE5D>3014

FE5E>3015

FE5F>0023

FE60>0026

FE61>002A

FE62>002B

FE63>002D

FE64>003C

FE65>003E

FE66>003D

FE68>005C

FE69>0024

FE6A>0025

FE6B>0040

FE70>0020

 064B

FE71>0640 064B

FE72>0020 064C

FE74>0020 064D

FE76>0020 064E

FE77>0640 064E

FE78>0020 064F
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FE79>0640 064F

FE7A>0020 0650

FE7B>0640 0650

FE7C>0020 0651

FE7D>0640 0651

FE7E>0020 0652

FE7F>0640 0652

FE80>0621

FE81..FE82>0622

FE83..FE84>0623

FE85..FE86>0624

FE87..FE88>0625

FE89..FE8C>0626

FE8D..FE8E>0627

FE8F..FE92>0628

FE93..FE94>0629

FE95..FE98>062A

FE99..FE9C>062B

FE9D..FEA0>062C

FEA1..FEA4>062D

FEA5..FEA8>062E

FEA9..FEAA>062F

FEAB..FEAC>0630

FEAD..FEAE>0631

FEAF..FEB0>0632

FEB1..FEB4>0633

FEB5..FEB8>0634

FEB9..FEBC>0635

FEBD..FEC0>0636

FEC1..FEC4>0637

FEC5..FEC8>0638

FEC9..FECC>0639

FECD..FED0>063A

FED1..FED4>0641

FED5..FED8>0642

FED9..FEDC>0643

FEDD..FEE0>0644

FEE1..FEE4>0645

FEE5..FEE8>0646

FEE9..FEEC>0647

FEED..FEEE>0648

FEEF..FEF0>0649

FEF1..FEF4>064A

FEF5..FEF6>0644

 0622

FEF7..FEF8>0644 0623

FEF9..FEFA>0644 0625

FEFB..FEFC>0644 0627
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FEFF>

FF01>0021

FF02>0022

FF03>0023

FF04>0024

FF05>0025

FF06>0026

FF07>0027

FF08>0028

FF09>0029

FF0A>002A

FF0B>002B

FF0C>002C

FF0D>002D

FF0E>002E

FF0F>002F

FF10>0030

FF11>0031

FF12>0032

FF13>0033

FF14>0034

FF15>0035

FF16>0036

FF17>0037

FF18>0038

FF19>0039

FF1A>003A

FF1B>003B

FF1C>003C

FF1D>003D

FF1E>003E

FF1F>003F

FF20>0040

FF21>0061

FF22>0062

FF23>0063

FF24>0064

FF25>0065

FF26>0066

FF27>0067

FF28>0068

FF29>0069

FF2A>006A

FF2B>006B

FF2C>006C

FF2D>006D

FF2E>006E

FF2F>006F
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FF30>0070

FF31>0071

FF32>0072

FF33>0073

FF34>0074

FF35>0075

FF36>0076

FF37>0077

FF38>0078

FF39>0079

FF3A>007A

FF3B>005B

FF3C>005C

FF3D>005D

FF3E>005E

FF3F>005F

FF40>0060

FF41>0061

FF42>0062

FF43>0063

FF44>0064

FF45>0065

FF46>0066

FF47>0067

FF48>0068

FF49>0069

FF4A>006A

FF4B>006B

FF4C>006C

FF4D>006D

FF4E>006E

FF4F>006F

FF50>0070

FF51>0071

FF52>0072

FF53>0073

FF54>0074

FF55>0075

FF56>0076

FF57>0077

FF58>0078

FF59>0079

FF5A>007A

FF5B>007B

FF5C>007C

FF5D>007D

FF5E>007E

FF5F>2985
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FF60>2986

FF61>3002

FF62>300C

FF63>300D

FF64>3001

FF65>30FB

FF66>30F2

FF67>30A1

FF68>30A3

FF69>30A5

FF6A>30A7

FF6B>30A9

FF6C>30E3

FF6D>30E5

FF6E>30E7

FF6F>30C3

FF70>30FC

FF71>30A2

FF72>30A4

FF73>30A6

FF74>30A8

FF75>30AA

FF76>30AB

FF77>30AD

FF78>30AF

FF79>30B1

FF7A>30B3

FF7B>30B5

FF7C>30B7

FF7D>30B9

FF7E>30BB

FF7F>30BD

FF80>30BF

FF81>30C1

FF82>30C4

FF83>30C6

FF84>30C8

FF85>30CA

FF86>30CB

FF87>30CC

FF88>30CD

FF89>30CE

FF8A>30CF

FF8B>30D2

FF8C>30D5

FF8D>30D8

FF8E>30DB

FF8F>30DE
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FF90>30DF

FF91>30E0

FF92>30E1

FF93>30E2

FF94>30E4

FF95>30E6

FF96>30E8

FF97>30E9

FF98>30EA

FF99>30EB

FF9A>30EC

FF9B>30ED

FF9C>30EF

FF9D>30F3

FF9E>3099

FF9F>309A

FFA0>

FFA1>1100

FFA2>1101

FFA3>11AA

FFA4>1102

FFA5>11AC

FFA6>11AD

FFA7>1103

FFA8>1104

FFA9>1105

FFAA>11B0

FFAB>11B1

FFAC>11B2

FFAD>11B3

FFAE>11B4

FFAF>11B5

FFB0>111A

FFB1>1106

FFB2>1107

FFB3>1108

FFB4>1121

FFB5>1109

FFB6>110A

FFB7>110B

FFB8>110C

FFB9>110D

FFBA>110E

FFBB>110F

FFBC>1110

FFBD>1111

FFBE>1112

FFC2>1161
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FFC3>1162

FFC4>1163

FFC5>1164

FFC6>1165

FFC7>1166

FFCA>1167

FFCB>1168

FFCC>1169

FFCD>116A

FFCE>116B

FFCF>116C

FFD2>116D

FFD3>116E

FFD4>116F

FFD5>1170

FFD6>1171

FFD7>1172

FFDA>1173

FFDB>1174

FFDC>1175

FFE0>00A2

FFE1>00A3

FFE2>00AC

FFE3>0020

 0304

FFE4>00A6

FFE5>00A5

FFE6>20A9

FFE8>2502

FFE9>2190

FFEA>2191

FFEB>2192

FFEC>2193

FFED>25A0

FFEE>25CB

FFF0..FFF8>

10400>10428

10401>10429

10402>1042A

10403>1042B

10404>1042C

10405>1042D

10406>1042E

10407>1042F

10408>10430

10409>10431

1040A>10432

1040B>10433
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1040C>10434

1040D>10435

1040E>10436

1040F>10437

10410>10438

10411>10439

10412>1043A

10413>1043B

10414>1043C

10415>1043D

10416>1043E

10417>1043F

10418>10440

10419>10441

1041A>10442

1041B>10443

1041C>10444

1041D>10445

1041E>10446

1041F>10447

10420>10448

10421>10449

10422>1044A

10423>1044B

10424>1044C

10425>1044D

10426>1044E

10427>1044F

104B0>104D8

104B1>104D9

104B2>104DA

104B3>104DB

104B4>104DC

104B5>104DD

104B6>104DE

104B7>104DF

104B8>104E0

104B9>104E1

104BA>104E2

104BB>104E3

104BC>104E4

104BD>104E5

104BE>104E6

104BF>104E7

104C0>104E8

104C1>104E9

104C2>104EA

104C3>104EB
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104C4>104EC

104C5>104ED

104C6>104EE

104C7>104EF

104C8>104F0

104C9>104F1

104CA>104F2

104CB>104F3

104CC>104F4

104CD>104F5

104CE>104F6

104CF>104F7

104D0>104F8

104D1>104F9

104D2>104FA

104D3>104FB

10570>10597

10571>10598

10572>10599

10573>1059A

10574>1059B

10575>1059C

10576>1059D

10577>1059E

10578>1059F

10579>105A0

1057A>105A1

1057C>105A3

1057D>105A4

1057E>105A5

1057F>105A6

10580>105A7

10581>105A8

10582>105A9

10583>105AA

10584>105AB

10585>105AC

10586>105AD

10587>105AE

10588>105AF

10589>105B0

1058A>105B1

1058C>105B3

1058D>105B4

1058E>105B5

1058F>105B6

10590>105B7

10591>105B8
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10592>105B9

10594>105BB

10595>105BC

10781>02D0

10782>02D1

10783>00E6

10784>0299

10785>0253

10787>02A3

10788>AB66

10789>02A5

1078A>02A4

1078B>0256

1078C>0257

1078D>1D91

1078E>0258

1078F>025E

10790>02A9

10791>0264

10792>0262

10793>0260

10794>029B

10795>0127

10796>029C

10797>0267

10798>0284

10799>02AA

1079A>02AB

1079B>026C

1079C>1DF04

1079D>A78E

1079E>026E

1079F>1DF05

107A0>028E

107A1>1DF06

107A2>00F8

107A3>0276

107A4>0277

107A5>0071

107A6>027A

107A7>1DF08

107A8>027D

107A9>027E

107AA>0280

107AB>02A8

107AC>02A6

107AD>AB67

107AE>02A7
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107AF>0288

107B0>2C71

107B2>028F

107B3>02A1

107B4>02A2

107B5>0298

107B6>01C0

107B7>01C1

107B8>01C2

107B9>1DF0A

107BA>1DF1E

10C80>10CC0

10C81>10CC1

10C82>10CC2

10C83>10CC3

10C84>10CC4

10C85>10CC5

10C86>10CC6

10C87>10CC7

10C88>10CC8

10C89>10CC9

10C8A>10CCA

10C8B>10CCB

10C8C>10CCC

10C8D>10CCD

10C8E>10CCE

10C8F>10CCF

10C90>10CD0

10C91>10CD1

10C92>10CD2

10C93>10CD3

10C94>10CD4

10C95>10CD5

10C96>10CD6

10C97>10CD7

10C98>10CD8

10C99>10CD9

10C9A>10CDA

10C9B>10CDB

10C9C>10CDC

10C9D>10CDD

10C9E>10CDE

10C9F>10CDF

10CA0>10CE0

10CA1>10CE1

10CA2>10CE2

10CA3>10CE3

10CA4>10CE4
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10CA5>10CE5

10CA6>10CE6

10CA7>10CE7

10CA8>10CE8

10CA9>10CE9

10CAA>10CEA

10CAB>10CEB

10CAC>10CEC

10CAD>10CED

10CAE>10CEE

10CAF>10CEF

10CB0>10CF0

10CB1>10CF1

10CB2>10CF2

118A0>118C0

118A1>118C1

118A2>118C2

118A3>118C3

118A4>118C4

118A5>118C5

118A6>118C6

118A7>118C7

118A8>118C8

118A9>118C9

118AA>118CA

118AB>118CB

118AC>118CC

118AD>118CD

118AE>118CE

118AF>118CF

118B0>118D0

118B1>118D1

118B2>118D2

118B3>118D3

118B4>118D4

118B5>118D5

118B6>118D6

118B7>118D7

118B8>118D8

118B9>118D9

118BA>118DA

118BB>118DB

118BC>118DC

118BD>118DD

118BE>118DE

118BF>118DF

16E40>16E60

16E41>16E61
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16E42>16E62

16E43>16E63

16E44>16E64

16E45>16E65

16E46>16E66

16E47>16E67

16E48>16E68

16E49>16E69

16E4A>16E6A

16E4B>16E6B

16E4C>16E6C

16E4D>16E6D

16E4E>16E6E

16E4F>16E6F

16E50>16E70

16E51>16E71

16E52>16E72

16E53>16E73

16E54>16E74

16E55>16E75

16E56>16E76

16E57>16E77

16E58>16E78

16E59>16E79

16E5A>16E7A

16E5B>16E7B

16E5C>16E7C

16E5D>16E7D

16E5E>16E7E

16E5F>16E7F

1BCA0..1BCA3>

1D15E>1D157

 1D165

1D15F>1D158 1D165

1D160>1D158 1D165 1D16E

1D161>1D158 1D165 1D16F

1D162>1D158 1D165 1D170

1D163>1D158 1D165 1D171

1D164>1D158 1D165 1D172

1D173..1D17A>

1D1BB>1D1B9 1D165

1D1BC>1D1BA 1D165

1D1BD>1D1B9 1D165 1D16E

1D1BE>1D1BA 1D165 1D16E

1D1BF>1D1B9 1D165 1D16F

1D1C0>1D1BA

 1D165 1D16F

1D400>0061
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1D401>0062

1D402>0063

1D403>0064

1D404>0065

1D405>0066

1D406>0067

1D407>0068

1D408>0069

1D409>006A

1D40A>006B

1D40B>006C

1D40C>006D

1D40D>006E

1D40E>006F

1D40F>0070

1D410>0071

1D411>0072

1D412>0073

1D413>0074

1D414>0075

1D415>0076

1D416>0077

1D417>0078

1D418>0079

1D419>007A

1D41A>0061

1D41B>0062

1D41C>0063

1D41D>0064

1D41E>0065

1D41F>0066

1D420>0067

1D421>0068

1D422>0069

1D423>006A

1D424>006B

1D425>006C

1D426>006D

1D427>006E

1D428>006F

1D429>0070

1D42A>0071

1D42B>0072

1D42C>0073

1D42D>0074

1D42E>0075

1D42F>0076

1D430>0077
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1D431>0078

1D432>0079

1D433>007A

1D434>0061

1D435>0062

1D436>0063

1D437>0064

1D438>0065

1D439>0066

1D43A>0067

1D43B>0068

1D43C>0069

1D43D>006A

1D43E>006B

1D43F>006C

1D440>006D

1D441>006E

1D442>006F

1D443>0070

1D444>0071

1D445>0072

1D446>0073

1D447>0074

1D448>0075

1D449>0076

1D44A>0077

1D44B>0078

1D44C>0079

1D44D>007A

1D44E>0061

1D44F>0062

1D450>0063

1D451>0064

1D452>0065

1D453>0066

1D454>0067

1D456>0069

1D457>006A

1D458>006B

1D459>006C

1D45A>006D

1D45B>006E

1D45C>006F

1D45D>0070

1D45E>0071

1D45F>0072

1D460>0073

1D461>0074
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1D462>0075

1D463>0076

1D464>0077

1D465>0078

1D466>0079

1D467>007A

1D468>0061

1D469>0062

1D46A>0063

1D46B>0064

1D46C>0065

1D46D>0066

1D46E>0067

1D46F>0068

1D470>0069

1D471>006A

1D472>006B

1D473>006C

1D474>006D

1D475>006E

1D476>006F

1D477>0070

1D478>0071

1D479>0072

1D47A>0073

1D47B>0074

1D47C>0075

1D47D>0076

1D47E>0077

1D47F>0078

1D480>0079

1D481>007A

1D482>0061

1D483>0062

1D484>0063

1D485>0064

1D486>0065

1D487>0066

1D488>0067

1D489>0068

1D48A>0069

1D48B>006A

1D48C>006B

1D48D>006C

1D48E>006D

1D48F>006E

1D490>006F

1D491>0070
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1D492>0071

1D493>0072

1D494>0073

1D495>0074

1D496>0075

1D497>0076

1D498>0077

1D499>0078

1D49A>0079

1D49B>007A

1D49C>0061

1D49E>0063

1D49F>0064

1D4A2>0067

1D4A5>006A

1D4A6>006B

1D4A9>006E

1D4AA>006F

1D4AB>0070

1D4AC>0071

1D4AE>0073

1D4AF>0074

1D4B0>0075

1D4B1>0076

1D4B2>0077

1D4B3>0078

1D4B4>0079

1D4B5>007A

1D4B6>0061

1D4B7>0062

1D4B8>0063

1D4B9>0064

1D4BB>0066

1D4BD>0068

1D4BE>0069

1D4BF>006A

1D4C0>006B

1D4C1>006C

1D4C2>006D

1D4C3>006E

1D4C5>0070

1D4C6>0071

1D4C7>0072

1D4C8>0073

1D4C9>0074

1D4CA>0075

1D4CB>0076

1D4CC>0077
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1D4CD>0078

1D4CE>0079

1D4CF>007A

1D4D0>0061

1D4D1>0062

1D4D2>0063

1D4D3>0064

1D4D4>0065

1D4D5>0066

1D4D6>0067

1D4D7>0068

1D4D8>0069

1D4D9>006A

1D4DA>006B

1D4DB>006C

1D4DC>006D

1D4DD>006E

1D4DE>006F

1D4DF>0070

1D4E0>0071

1D4E1>0072

1D4E2>0073

1D4E3>0074

1D4E4>0075

1D4E5>0076

1D4E6>0077

1D4E7>0078

1D4E8>0079

1D4E9>007A

1D4EA>0061

1D4EB>0062

1D4EC>0063

1D4ED>0064

1D4EE>0065

1D4EF>0066

1D4F0>0067

1D4F1>0068

1D4F2>0069

1D4F3>006A

1D4F4>006B

1D4F5>006C

1D4F6>006D

1D4F7>006E

1D4F8>006F

1D4F9>0070

1D4FA>0071

1D4FB>0072

1D4FC>0073
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1D4FD>0074

1D4FE>0075

1D4FF>0076

1D500>0077

1D501>0078

1D502>0079

1D503>007A

1D504>0061

1D505>0062

1D507>0064

1D508>0065

1D509>0066

1D50A>0067

1D50D>006A

1D50E>006B

1D50F>006C

1D510>006D

1D511>006E

1D512>006F

1D513>0070

1D514>0071

1D516>0073

1D517>0074

1D518>0075

1D519>0076

1D51A>0077

1D51B>0078

1D51C>0079

1D51E>0061

1D51F>0062

1D520>0063

1D521>0064

1D522>0065

1D523>0066

1D524>0067

1D525>0068

1D526>0069

1D527>006A

1D528>006B

1D529>006C

1D52A>006D

1D52B>006E

1D52C>006F

1D52D>0070

1D52E>0071

1D52F>0072

1D530>0073

1D531>0074
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1D532>0075

1D533>0076

1D534>0077

1D535>0078

1D536>0079

1D537>007A

1D538>0061

1D539>0062

1D53B>0064

1D53C>0065

1D53D>0066

1D53E>0067

1D540>0069

1D541>006A

1D542>006B

1D543>006C

1D544>006D

1D546>006F

1D54A>0073

1D54B>0074

1D54C>0075

1D54D>0076

1D54E>0077

1D54F>0078

1D550>0079

1D552>0061

1D553>0062

1D554>0063

1D555>0064

1D556>0065

1D557>0066

1D558>0067

1D559>0068

1D55A>0069

1D55B>006A

1D55C>006B

1D55D>006C

1D55E>006D

1D55F>006E

1D560>006F

1D561>0070

1D562>0071

1D563>0072

1D564>0073

1D565>0074

1D566>0075

1D567>0076

1D568>0077
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1D569>0078

1D56A>0079

1D56B>007A

1D56C>0061

1D56D>0062

1D56E>0063

1D56F>0064

1D570>0065

1D571>0066

1D572>0067

1D573>0068

1D574>0069

1D575>006A

1D576>006B

1D577>006C

1D578>006D

1D579>006E

1D57A>006F

1D57B>0070

1D57C>0071

1D57D>0072

1D57E>0073

1D57F>0074

1D580>0075

1D581>0076

1D582>0077

1D583>0078

1D584>0079

1D585>007A

1D586>0061

1D587>0062

1D588>0063

1D589>0064

1D58A>0065

1D58B>0066

1D58C>0067

1D58D>0068

1D58E>0069

1D58F>006A

1D590>006B

1D591>006C

1D592>006D

1D593>006E

1D594>006F

1D595>0070

1D596>0071

1D597>0072

1D598>0073
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1D599>0074

1D59A>0075

1D59B>0076

1D59C>0077

1D59D>0078

1D59E>0079

1D59F>007A

1D5A0>0061

1D5A1>0062

1D5A2>0063

1D5A3>0064

1D5A4>0065

1D5A5>0066

1D5A6>0067

1D5A7>0068

1D5A8>0069

1D5A9>006A

1D5AA>006B

1D5AB>006C

1D5AC>006D

1D5AD>006E

1D5AE>006F

1D5AF>0070

1D5B0>0071

1D5B1>0072

1D5B2>0073

1D5B3>0074

1D5B4>0075

1D5B5>0076

1D5B6>0077

1D5B7>0078

1D5B8>0079

1D5B9>007A

1D5BA>0061

1D5BB>0062

1D5BC>0063

1D5BD>0064

1D5BE>0065

1D5BF>0066

1D5C0>0067

1D5C1>0068

1D5C2>0069

1D5C3>006A

1D5C4>006B

1D5C5>006C

1D5C6>006D

1D5C7>006E

1D5C8>006F
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1D5C9>0070

1D5CA>0071

1D5CB>0072

1D5CC>0073

1D5CD>0074

1D5CE>0075

1D5CF>0076

1D5D0>0077

1D5D1>0078

1D5D2>0079

1D5D3>007A

1D5D4>0061

1D5D5>0062

1D5D6>0063

1D5D7>0064

1D5D8>0065

1D5D9>0066

1D5DA>0067

1D5DB>0068

1D5DC>0069

1D5DD>006A

1D5DE>006B

1D5DF>006C

1D5E0>006D

1D5E1>006E

1D5E2>006F

1D5E3>0070

1D5E4>0071

1D5E5>0072

1D5E6>0073

1D5E7>0074

1D5E8>0075

1D5E9>0076

1D5EA>0077

1D5EB>0078

1D5EC>0079

1D5ED>007A

1D5EE>0061

1D5EF>0062

1D5F0>0063

1D5F1>0064

1D5F2>0065

1D5F3>0066

1D5F4>0067

1D5F5>0068

1D5F6>0069

1D5F7>006A

1D5F8>006B
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1D5F9>006C

1D5FA>006D

1D5FB>006E

1D5FC>006F

1D5FD>0070

1D5FE>0071

1D5FF>0072

1D600>0073

1D601>0074

1D602>0075

1D603>0076

1D604>0077

1D605>0078

1D606>0079

1D607>007A

1D608>0061

1D609>0062

1D60A>0063

1D60B>0064

1D60C>0065

1D60D>0066

1D60E>0067

1D60F>0068

1D610>0069

1D611>006A

1D612>006B

1D613>006C

1D614>006D

1D615>006E

1D616>006F

1D617>0070

1D618>0071

1D619>0072

1D61A>0073

1D61B>0074

1D61C>0075

1D61D>0076

1D61E>0077

1D61F>0078

1D620>0079

1D621>007A

1D622>0061

1D623>0062

1D624>0063

1D625>0064

1D626>0065

1D627>0066

1D628>0067
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1D629>0068

1D62A>0069

1D62B>006A

1D62C>006B

1D62D>006C

1D62E>006D

1D62F>006E

1D630>006F

1D631>0070

1D632>0071

1D633>0072

1D634>0073

1D635>0074

1D636>0075

1D637>0076

1D638>0077

1D639>0078

1D63A>0079

1D63B>007A

1D63C>0061

1D63D>0062

1D63E>0063

1D63F>0064

1D640>0065

1D641>0066

1D642>0067

1D643>0068

1D644>0069

1D645>006A

1D646>006B

1D647>006C

1D648>006D

1D649>006E

1D64A>006F

1D64B>0070

1D64C>0071

1D64D>0072

1D64E>0073

1D64F>0074

1D650>0075

1D651>0076

1D652>0077

1D653>0078

1D654>0079

1D655>007A

1D656>0061

1D657>0062

1D658>0063
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1D659>0064

1D65A>0065

1D65B>0066

1D65C>0067

1D65D>0068

1D65E>0069

1D65F>006A

1D660>006B

1D661>006C

1D662>006D

1D663>006E

1D664>006F

1D665>0070

1D666>0071

1D667>0072

1D668>0073

1D669>0074

1D66A>0075

1D66B>0076

1D66C>0077

1D66D>0078

1D66E>0079

1D66F>007A

1D670>0061

1D671>0062

1D672>0063

1D673>0064

1D674>0065

1D675>0066

1D676>0067

1D677>0068

1D678>0069

1D679>006A

1D67A>006B

1D67B>006C

1D67C>006D

1D67D>006E

1D67E>006F

1D67F>0070

1D680>0071

1D681>0072

1D682>0073

1D683>0074

1D684>0075

1D685>0076

1D686>0077

1D687>0078

1D688>0079
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1D689>007A

1D68A>0061

1D68B>0062

1D68C>0063

1D68D>0064

1D68E>0065

1D68F>0066

1D690>0067

1D691>0068

1D692>0069

1D693>006A

1D694>006B

1D695>006C

1D696>006D

1D697>006E

1D698>006F

1D699>0070

1D69A>0071

1D69B>0072

1D69C>0073

1D69D>0074

1D69E>0075

1D69F>0076

1D6A0>0077

1D6A1>0078

1D6A2>0079

1D6A3>007A

1D6A4>0131

1D6A5>0237

1D6A8>03B1

1D6A9>03B2

1D6AA>03B3

1D6AB>03B4

1D6AC>03B5

1D6AD>03B6

1D6AE>03B7

1D6AF>03B8

1D6B0>03B9

1D6B1>03BA

1D6B2>03BB

1D6B3>03BC

1D6B4>03BD

1D6B5>03BE

1D6B6>03BF

1D6B7>03C0

1D6B8>03C1

1D6B9>03B8

1D6BA>03C3
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1D6BB>03C4

1D6BC>03C5

1D6BD>03C6

1D6BE>03C7

1D6BF>03C8

1D6C0>03C9

1D6C1>2207

1D6C2>03B1

1D6C3>03B2

1D6C4>03B3

1D6C5>03B4

1D6C6>03B5

1D6C7>03B6

1D6C8>03B7

1D6C9>03B8

1D6CA>03B9

1D6CB>03BA

1D6CC>03BB

1D6CD>03BC

1D6CE>03BD

1D6CF>03BE

1D6D0>03BF

1D6D1>03C0

1D6D2>03C1

1D6D3..1D6D4>03C3

1D6D5>03C4

1D6D6>03C5

1D6D7>03C6

1D6D8>03C7

1D6D9>03C8

1D6DA>03C9

1D6DB>2202

1D6DC>03B5

1D6DD>03B8

1D6DE>03BA

1D6DF>03C6

1D6E0>03C1

1D6E1>03C0

1D6E2>03B1

1D6E3>03B2

1D6E4>03B3

1D6E5>03B4

1D6E6>03B5

1D6E7>03B6

1D6E8>03B7

1D6E9>03B8

1D6EA>03B9

1D6EB>03BA
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1D6EC>03BB

1D6ED>03BC

1D6EE>03BD

1D6EF>03BE

1D6F0>03BF

1D6F1>03C0

1D6F2>03C1

1D6F3>03B8

1D6F4>03C3

1D6F5>03C4

1D6F6>03C5

1D6F7>03C6

1D6F8>03C7

1D6F9>03C8

1D6FA>03C9

1D6FB>2207

1D6FC>03B1

1D6FD>03B2

1D6FE>03B3

1D6FF>03B4

1D700>03B5

1D701>03B6

1D702>03B7

1D703>03B8

1D704>03B9

1D705>03BA

1D706>03BB

1D707>03BC

1D708>03BD

1D709>03BE

1D70A>03BF

1D70B>03C0

1D70C>03C1

1D70D..1D70E>03C3

1D70F>03C4

1D710>03C5

1D711>03C6

1D712>03C7

1D713>03C8

1D714>03C9

1D715>2202

1D716>03B5

1D717>03B8

1D718>03BA

1D719>03C6

1D71A>03C1

1D71B>03C0

1D71C>03B1
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1D71D>03B2

1D71E>03B3

1D71F>03B4

1D720>03B5

1D721>03B6

1D722>03B7

1D723>03B8

1D724>03B9

1D725>03BA

1D726>03BB

1D727>03BC

1D728>03BD

1D729>03BE

1D72A>03BF

1D72B>03C0

1D72C>03C1

1D72D>03B8

1D72E>03C3

1D72F>03C4

1D730>03C5

1D731>03C6

1D732>03C7

1D733>03C8

1D734>03C9

1D735>2207

1D736>03B1

1D737>03B2

1D738>03B3

1D739>03B4

1D73A>03B5

1D73B>03B6

1D73C>03B7

1D73D>03B8

1D73E>03B9

1D73F>03BA

1D740>03BB

1D741>03BC

1D742>03BD

1D743>03BE

1D744>03BF

1D745>03C0

1D746>03C1

1D747..1D748>03C3

1D749>03C4

1D74A>03C5

1D74B>03C6

1D74C>03C7

1D74D>03C8
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1D74E>03C9

1D74F>2202

1D750>03B5

1D751>03B8

1D752>03BA

1D753>03C6

1D754>03C1

1D755>03C0

1D756>03B1

1D757>03B2

1D758>03B3

1D759>03B4

1D75A>03B5

1D75B>03B6

1D75C>03B7

1D75D>03B8

1D75E>03B9

1D75F>03BA

1D760>03BB

1D761>03BC

1D762>03BD

1D763>03BE

1D764>03BF

1D765>03C0

1D766>03C1

1D767>03B8

1D768>03C3

1D769>03C4

1D76A>03C5

1D76B>03C6

1D76C>03C7

1D76D>03C8

1D76E>03C9

1D76F>2207

1D770>03B1

1D771>03B2

1D772>03B3

1D773>03B4

1D774>03B5

1D775>03B6

1D776>03B7

1D777>03B8

1D778>03B9

1D779>03BA

1D77A>03BB

1D77B>03BC

1D77C>03BD

1D77D>03BE
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1D77E>03BF

1D77F>03C0

1D780>03C1

1D781..1D782>03C3

1D783>03C4

1D784>03C5

1D785>03C6

1D786>03C7

1D787>03C8

1D788>03C9

1D789>2202

1D78A>03B5

1D78B>03B8

1D78C>03BA

1D78D>03C6

1D78E>03C1

1D78F>03C0

1D790>03B1

1D791>03B2

1D792>03B3

1D793>03B4

1D794>03B5

1D795>03B6

1D796>03B7

1D797>03B8

1D798>03B9

1D799>03BA

1D79A>03BB

1D79B>03BC

1D79C>03BD

1D79D>03BE

1D79E>03BF

1D79F>03C0

1D7A0>03C1

1D7A1>03B8

1D7A2>03C3

1D7A3>03C4

1D7A4>03C5

1D7A5>03C6

1D7A6>03C7

1D7A7>03C8

1D7A8>03C9

1D7A9>2207

1D7AA>03B1

1D7AB>03B2

1D7AC>03B3

1D7AD>03B4

1D7AE>03B5
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1D7AF>03B6

1D7B0>03B7

1D7B1>03B8

1D7B2>03B9

1D7B3>03BA

1D7B4>03BB

1D7B5>03BC

1D7B6>03BD

1D7B7>03BE

1D7B8>03BF

1D7B9>03C0

1D7BA>03C1

1D7BB..1D7BC>03C3

1D7BD>03C4

1D7BE>03C5

1D7BF>03C6

1D7C0>03C7

1D7C1>03C8

1D7C2>03C9

1D7C3>2202

1D7C4>03B5

1D7C5>03B8

1D7C6>03BA

1D7C7>03C6

1D7C8>03C1

1D7C9>03C0

1D7CA..1D7CB>03DD

1D7CE>0030

1D7CF>0031

1D7D0>0032

1D7D1>0033

1D7D2>0034

1D7D3>0035

1D7D4>0036

1D7D5>0037

1D7D6>0038

1D7D7>0039

1D7D8>0030

1D7D9>0031

1D7DA>0032

1D7DB>0033

1D7DC>0034

1D7DD>0035

1D7DE>0036

1D7DF>0037

1D7E0>0038

1D7E1>0039

1D7E2>0030
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1D7E3>0031

1D7E4>0032

1D7E5>0033

1D7E6>0034

1D7E7>0035

1D7E8>0036

1D7E9>0037

1D7EA>0038

1D7EB>0039

1D7EC>0030

1D7ED>0031

1D7EE>0032

1D7EF>0033

1D7F0>0034

1D7F1>0035

1D7F2>0036

1D7F3>0037

1D7F4>0038

1D7F5>0039

1D7F6>0030

1D7F7>0031

1D7F8>0032

1D7F9>0033

1D7FA>0034

1D7FB>0035

1D7FC>0036

1D7FD>0037

1D7FE>0038

1D7FF>0039

1E030>0430

1E031>0431

1E032>0432

1E033>0433

1E034>0434

1E035>0435

1E036>0436

1E037>0437

1E038>0438

1E039>043A

1E03A>043B

1E03B>043C

1E03C>043E

1E03D>043F

1E03E>0440

1E03F>0441

1E040>0442

1E041>0443

1E042>0444
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1E043>0445

1E044>0446

1E045>0447

1E046>0448

1E047>044B

1E048>044D

1E049>044E

1E04A>A689

1E04B>04D9

1E04C>0456

1E04D>0458

1E04E>04E9

1E04F>04AF

1E050>04CF

1E051>0430

1E052>0431

1E053>0432

1E054>0433

1E055>0434

1E056>0435

1E057>0436

1E058>0437

1E059>0438

1E05A>043A

1E05B>043B

1E05C>043E

1E05D>043F

1E05E>0441

1E05F>0443

1E060>0444

1E061>0445

1E062>0446

1E063>0447

1E064>0448

1E065>044A

1E066>044B

1E067>0491

1E068>0456

1E069>0455

1E06A>045F

1E06B>04AB

1E06C>A651

1E06D>04B1

1E900>1E922

1E901>1E923

1E902>1E924

1E903>1E925

1E904>1E926
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1E905>1E927

1E906>1E928

1E907>1E929

1E908>1E92A

1E909>1E92B

1E90A>1E92C

1E90B>1E92D

1E90C>1E92E

1E90D>1E92F

1E90E>1E930

1E90F>1E931

1E910>1E932

1E911>1E933

1E912>1E934

1E913>1E935

1E914>1E936

1E915>1E937

1E916>1E938

1E917>1E939

1E918>1E93A

1E919>1E93B

1E91A>1E93C

1E91B>1E93D

1E91C>1E93E

1E91D>1E93F

1E91E>1E940

1E91F>1E941

1E920>1E942

1E921>1E943

1EE00>0627

1EE01>0628

1EE02>062C

1EE03>062F

1EE05>0648

1EE06>0632

1EE07>062D

1EE08>0637

1EE09>064A

1EE0A>0643

1EE0B>0644

1EE0C>0645

1EE0D>0646

1EE0E>0633

1EE0F>0639

1EE10>0641

1EE11>0635

1EE12>0642

1EE13>0631
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1EE14>0634

1EE15>062A

1EE16>062B

1EE17>062E

1EE18>0630

1EE19>0636

1EE1A>0638

1EE1B>063A

1EE1C>066E

1EE1D>06BA

1EE1E>06A1

1EE1F>066F

1EE21>0628

1EE22>062C

1EE24>0647

1EE27>062D

1EE29>064A

1EE2A>0643

1EE2B>0644

1EE2C>0645

1EE2D>0646

1EE2E>0633

1EE2F>0639

1EE30>0641

1EE31>0635

1EE32>0642

1EE34>0634

1EE35>062A

1EE36>062B

1EE37>062E

1EE39>0636

1EE3B>063A

1EE42>062C

1EE47>062D

1EE49>064A

1EE4B>0644

1EE4D>0646

1EE4E>0633

1EE4F>0639

1EE51>0635

1EE52>0642

1EE54>0634

1EE57>062E

1EE59>0636

1EE5B>063A

1EE5D>06BA

1EE5F>066F

1EE61>0628
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1EE62>062C

1EE64>0647

1EE67>062D

1EE68>0637

1EE69>064A

1EE6A>0643

1EE6C>0645

1EE6D>0646

1EE6E>0633

1EE6F>0639

1EE70>0641

1EE71>0635

1EE72>0642

1EE74>0634

1EE75>062A

1EE76>062B

1EE77>062E

1EE79>0636

1EE7A>0638

1EE7B>063A

1EE7C>066E

1EE7E>06A1

1EE80>0627

1EE81>0628

1EE82>062C

1EE83>062F

1EE84>0647

1EE85>0648

1EE86>0632

1EE87>062D

1EE88>0637

1EE89>064A

1EE8B>0644

1EE8C>0645

1EE8D>0646

1EE8E>0633

1EE8F>0639

1EE90>0641

1EE91>0635

1EE92>0642

1EE93>0631

1EE94>0634

1EE95>062A

1EE96>062B

1EE97>062E

1EE98>0630

1EE99>0636

1EE9A>0638
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1EE9B>063A

1EEA1>0628

1EEA2>062C

1EEA3>062F

1EEA5>0648

1EEA6>0632

1EEA7>062D

1EEA8>0637

1EEA9>064A

1EEAB>0644

1EEAC>0645

1EEAD>0646

1EEAE>0633

1EEAF>0639

1EEB0>0641

1EEB1>0635

1EEB2>0642

1EEB3>0631

1EEB4>0634

1EEB5>062A

1EEB6>062B

1EEB7>062E

1EEB8>0630

1EEB9>0636

1EEBA>0638

1EEBB>063A

1F100>0030

 002E

1F101>0030 002C

1F102>0031 002C

1F103>0032 002C

1F104>0033 002C

1F105>0034 002C

1F106>0035 002C

1F107>0036 002C

1F108>0037 002C

1F109>0038 002C

1F10A>0039 002C

1F110>0028 0061 0029

1F111>0028 0062 0029

1F112>0028 0063 0029

1F113>0028 0064 0029

1F114>0028 0065 0029

1F115>0028 0066 0029

1F116>0028 0067 0029

1F117>0028 0068 0029

1F118>0028 0069 0029

1F119>0028 006A 0029
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1F11A>0028 006B 0029

1F11B>0028

 006C 0029

1F11C>0028 006D 0029

1F11D>0028 006E 0029

1F11E>0028 006F 0029

1F11F>0028 0070 0029

1F120>0028 0071 0029

1F121>0028 0072 0029

1F122>0028 0073 0029

1F123>0028 0074 0029

1F124>0028 0075 0029

1F125>0028 0076 0029

1F126>0028 0077 0029

1F127>0028 0078 0029

1F128>0028 0079 0029

1F129>0028 007A 0029

1F12A>3014 0073 3015

1F12B>0063

1F12C>0072

1F12D>0063 0064

1F12E>0077 007A

1F130>0061

1F131>0062

1F132>0063

1F133>0064

1F134>0065

1F135>0066

1F136>0067

1F137>0068

1F138>0069

1F139>006A

1F13A>006B

1F13B>006C

1F13C>006D

1F13D>006E

1F13E>006F

1F13F>0070

1F140>0071

1F141>0072

1F142>0073

1F143>0074

1F144>0075

1F145>0076

1F146>0077

1F147>0078

1F148>0079

1F149>007A
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1F14A>0068 0076

1F14B>006D 0076

1F14C>0073 0064

1F14D>0073 0073

1F14E>0070 0070 0076

1F14F>0077 0063

1F16A>006D 0063

1F16B>006D 0064

1F16C>006D 0072

1F190>0064 006A

1F200>307B 304B

1F201>30B3 30B3

1F202>30B5

1F210>624B

1F211>5B57

1F212>53CC

1F213>30C7

1F214>4E8C

1F215>591A

1F216>89E3

1F217>5929

1F218>4EA4

1F219>6620

1F21A>7121

1F21B>6599

1F21C>524D

1F21D>5F8C

1F21E>518D

1F21F>65B0

1F220>521D

1F221>7D42

1F222>751F

1F223>8CA9

1F224>58F0

1F225>5439

1F226>6F14

1F227>6295

1F228>6355

1F229>4E00

1F22A>4E09

1F22B>904A

1F22C>5DE6

1F22D>4E2D

1F22E>53F3

1F22F>6307

1F230>8D70

1F231>6253

1F232>7981
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1F233>7A7A

1F234>5408

1F235>6E80

1F236>6709

1F237>6708

1F238>7533

1F239>5272

1F23A>55B6

1F23B>914D

1F240>3014

 672C 3015

1F241>3014 4E09 3015

1F242>3014 4E8C 3015

1F243>3014 5B89 3015

1F244>3014 70B9 3015

1F245>3014 6253 3015

1F246>3014 76D7 3015

1F247>3014 52DD 3015

1F248>3014 6557 3015

1F250>5F97

1F251>53EF

1FBF0>0030

1FBF1>0031

1FBF2>0032

1FBF3>0033

1FBF4>0034

1FBF5>0035

1FBF6>0036

1FBF7>0037

1FBF8>0038

1FBF9>0039

2F800>4E3D

2F801>4E38

2F802>4E41

2F803>20122

2F804>4F60

2F805>4FAE

2F806>4FBB

2F807>5002

2F808>507A

2F809>5099

2F80A>50E7

2F80B>50CF

2F80C>349E

2F80D>2063A

2F80E>514D

2F80F>5154

2F810>5164
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2F811>5177

2F812>2051C

2F813>34B9

2F814>5167

2F815>518D

2F816>2054B

2F817>5197

2F818>51A4

2F819>4ECC

2F81A>51AC

2F81B>51B5

2F81C>291DF

2F81D>51F5

2F81E>5203

2F81F>34DF

2F820>523B

2F821>5246

2F822>5272

2F823>5277

2F824>3515

2F825>52C7

2F826>52C9

2F827>52E4

2F828>52FA

2F829>5305

2F82A>5306

2F82B>5317

2F82C>5349

2F82D>5351

2F82E>535A

2F82F>5373

2F830>537D

2F831..2F833>537F

2F834>20A2C

2F835>7070

2F836>53CA

2F837>53DF

2F838>20B63

2F839>53EB

2F83A>53F1

2F83B>5406

2F83C>549E

2F83D>5438

2F83E>5448

2F83F>5468

2F840>54A2

2F841>54F6

2F842>5510
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2F843>5553

2F844>5563

2F845..2F846>5584

2F847>5599

2F848>55AB

2F849>55B3

2F84A>55C2

2F84B>5716

2F84C>5606

2F84D>5717

2F84E>5651

2F84F>5674

2F850>5207

2F851>58EE

2F852>57CE

2F853>57F4

2F854>580D

2F855>578B

2F856>5832

2F857>5831

2F858>58AC

2F859>214E4

2F85A>58F2

2F85B>58F7

2F85C>5906

2F85D>591A

2F85E>5922

2F85F>5962

2F860>216A8

2F861>216EA

2F862>59EC

2F863>5A1B

2F864>5A27

2F865>59D8

2F866>5A66

2F867>36EE

2F868>36FC

2F869>5B08

2F86A..2F86B>5B3E

2F86C>219C8

2F86D>5BC3

2F86E>5BD8

2F86F>5BE7

2F870>5BF3

2F871>21B18

2F872>5BFF

2F873>5C06

2F874>5F53
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2F875>5C22

2F876>3781

2F877>5C60

2F878>5C6E

2F879>5CC0

2F87A>5C8D

2F87B>21DE4

2F87C>5D43

2F87D>21DE6

2F87E>5D6E

2F87F>5D6B

2F880>5D7C

2F881>5DE1

2F882>5DE2

2F883>382F

2F884>5DFD

2F885>5E28

2F886>5E3D

2F887>5E69

2F888>3862

2F889>22183

2F88A>387C

2F88B>5EB0

2F88C>5EB3

2F88D>5EB6

2F88E>5ECA

2F88F>2A392

2F890>5EFE

2F891..2F892>22331

2F893>8201

2F894..2F895>5F22

2F896>38C7

2F897>232B8

2F898>261DA

2F899>5F62

2F89A>5F6B

2F89B>38E3

2F89C>5F9A

2F89D>5FCD

2F89E>5FD7

2F89F>5FF9

2F8A0>6081

2F8A1>393A

2F8A2>391C

2F8A3>6094

2F8A4>226D4

2F8A5>60C7

2F8A6>6148
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2F8A7>614C

2F8A8>614E

2F8A9>614C

2F8AA>617A

2F8AB>618E

2F8AC>61B2

2F8AD>61A4

2F8AE>61AF

2F8AF>61DE

2F8B0>61F2

2F8B1>61F6

2F8B2>6210

2F8B3>621B

2F8B4>625D

2F8B5>62B1

2F8B6>62D4

2F8B7>6350

2F8B8>22B0C

2F8B9>633D

2F8BA>62FC

2F8BB>6368

2F8BC>6383

2F8BD>63E4

2F8BE>22BF1

2F8BF>6422

2F8C0>63C5

2F8C1>63A9

2F8C2>3A2E

2F8C3>6469

2F8C4>647E

2F8C5>649D

2F8C6>6477

2F8C7>3A6C

2F8C8>654F

2F8C9>656C

2F8CA>2300A

2F8CB>65E3

2F8CC>66F8

2F8CD>6649

2F8CE>3B19

2F8CF>6691

2F8D0>3B08

2F8D1>3AE4

2F8D2>5192

2F8D3>5195

2F8D4>6700

2F8D5>669C

2F8D6>80AD
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2F8D7>43D9

2F8D8>6717

2F8D9>671B

2F8DA>6721

2F8DB>675E

2F8DC>6753

2F8DD>233C3

2F8DE>3B49

2F8DF>67FA

2F8E0>6785

2F8E1>6852

2F8E2>6885

2F8E3>2346D

2F8E4>688E

2F8E5>681F

2F8E6>6914

2F8E7>3B9D

2F8E8>6942

2F8E9>69A3

2F8EA>69EA

2F8EB>6AA8

2F8EC>236A3

2F8ED>6ADB

2F8EE>3C18

2F8EF>6B21

2F8F0>238A7

2F8F1>6B54

2F8F2>3C4E

2F8F3>6B72

2F8F4>6B9F

2F8F5>6BBA

2F8F6>6BBB

2F8F7>23A8D

2F8F8>21D0B

2F8F9>23AFA

2F8FA>6C4E

2F8FB>23CBC

2F8FC>6CBF

2F8FD>6CCD

2F8FE>6C67

2F8FF>6D16

2F900>6D3E

2F901>6D77

2F902>6D41

2F903>6D69

2F904>6D78

2F905>6D85

2F906>23D1E
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2F907>6D34

2F908>6E2F

2F909>6E6E

2F90A>3D33

2F90B>6ECB

2F90C>6EC7

2F90D>23ED1

2F90E>6DF9

2F90F>6F6E

2F910>23F5E

2F911>23F8E

2F912>6FC6

2F913>7039

2F914>701E

2F915>701B

2F916>3D96

2F917>704A

2F918>707D

2F919>7077

2F91A>70AD

2F91B>20525

2F91C>7145

2F91D>24263

2F91E>719C

2F91F>243AB

2F920>7228

2F921>7235

2F922>7250

2F923>24608

2F924>7280

2F925>7295

2F926>24735

2F927>24814

2F928>737A

2F929>738B

2F92A>3EAC

2F92B>73A5

2F92C..2F92D>3EB8

2F92E>7447

2F92F>745C

2F930>7471

2F931>7485

2F932>74CA

2F933>3F1B

2F934>7524

2F935>24C36

2F936>753E

2F937>24C92
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2F938>7570

2F939>2219F

2F93A>7610

2F93B>24FA1

2F93C>24FB8

2F93D>25044

2F93E>3FFC

2F93F>4008

2F940>76F4

2F941>250F3

2F942>250F2

2F943>25119

2F944>25133

2F945>771E

2F946..2F947>771F

2F948>774A

2F949>4039

2F94A>778B

2F94B>4046

2F94C>4096

2F94D>2541D

2F94E>784E

2F94F>788C

2F950>78CC

2F951>40E3

2F952>25626

2F953>7956

2F954>2569A

2F955>256C5

2F956>798F

2F957>79EB

2F958>412F

2F959>7A40

2F95A>7A4A

2F95B>7A4F

2F95C>2597C

2F95D..2F95E>25AA7

2F95F>7AEE

2F960>4202

2F961>25BAB

2F962>7BC6

2F963>7BC9

2F964>4227

2F965>25C80

2F966>7CD2

2F967>42A0

2F968>7CE8

2F969>7CE3
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2F96A>7D00

2F96B>25F86

2F96C>7D63

2F96D>4301

2F96E>7DC7

2F96F>7E02

2F970>7E45

2F971>4334

2F972>26228

2F973>26247

2F974>4359

2F975>262D9

2F976>7F7A

2F977>2633E

2F978>7F95

2F979>7FFA

2F97A>8005

2F97B>264DA

2F97C>26523

2F97D>8060

2F97E>265A8

2F97F>8070

2F980>2335F

2F981>43D5

2F982>80B2

2F983>8103

2F984>440B

2F985>813E

2F986>5AB5

2F987>267A7

2F988>267B5

2F989>23393

2F98A>2339C

2F98B>8201

2F98C>8204

2F98D>8F9E

2F98E>446B

2F98F>8291

2F990>828B

2F991>829D

2F992>52B3

2F993>82B1

2F994>82B3

2F995>82BD

2F996>82E6

2F997>26B3C

2F998>82E5

2F999>831D
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2F99A>8363

2F99B>83AD

2F99C>8323

2F99D>83BD

2F99E>83E7

2F99F>8457

2F9A0>8353

2F9A1>83CA

2F9A2>83CC

2F9A3>83DC

2F9A4>26C36

2F9A5>26D6B

2F9A6>26CD5

2F9A7>452B

2F9A8>84F1

2F9A9>84F3

2F9AA>8516

2F9AB>273CA

2F9AC>8564

2F9AD>26F2C

2F9AE>455D

2F9AF>4561

2F9B0>26FB1

2F9B1>270D2

2F9B2>456B

2F9B3>8650

2F9B4>865C

2F9B5>8667

2F9B6>8669

2F9B7>86A9

2F9B8>8688

2F9B9>870E

2F9BA>86E2

2F9BB>8779

2F9BC>8728

2F9BD>876B

2F9BE>8786

2F9BF>45D7

2F9C0>87E1

2F9C1>8801

2F9C2>45F9

2F9C3>8860

2F9C4>8863

2F9C5>27667

2F9C6>88D7

2F9C7>88DE

2F9C8>4635

2F9C9>88FA
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2F9CA>34BB

2F9CB>278AE

2F9CC>27966

2F9CD>46BE

2F9CE>46C7

2F9CF>8AA0

2F9D0>8AED

2F9D1>8B8A

2F9D2>8C55

2F9D3>27CA8

2F9D4>8CAB

2F9D5>8CC1

2F9D6>8D1B

2F9D7>8D77

2F9D8>27F2F

2F9D9>20804

2F9DA>8DCB

2F9DB>8DBC

2F9DC>8DF0

2F9DD>208DE

2F9DE>8ED4

2F9DF>8F38

2F9E0>285D2

2F9E1>285ED

2F9E2>9094

2F9E3>90F1

2F9E4>9111

2F9E5>2872E

2F9E6>911B

2F9E7>9238

2F9E8>92D7

2F9E9>92D8

2F9EA>927C

2F9EB>93F9

2F9EC>9415

2F9ED>28BFA

2F9EE>958B

2F9EF>4995

2F9F0>95B7

2F9F1>28D77

2F9F2>49E6

2F9F3>96C3

2F9F4>5DB2

2F9F5>9723

2F9F6>29145

2F9F7>2921A

2F9F8>4A6E

2F9F9>4A76
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2F9FA>97E0

2F9FB>2940A

2F9FC>4AB2

2F9FD>29496

2F9FE..2F9FF>980B

2FA00>9829

2FA01>295B6

2FA02>98E2

2FA03>4B33

2FA04>9929

2FA05>99A7

2FA06>99C2

2FA07>99FE

2FA08>4BCE

2FA09>29B30

2FA0A>9B12

2FA0B>9C40

2FA0C>9CFD

2FA0D>4CCE

2FA0E>4CED

2FA0F>9D67

2FA10>2A0CE

2FA11>4CF8

2FA12>2A105

2FA13>2A20E

2FA14>2A291

2FA15>9EBB

2FA16>4D56

2FA17>9EF9

2FA18>9EFE

2FA19>9F05

2FA1A>9F0F

2FA1B>9F16

2FA1C>9F3B

2FA1D>2A600

E0000..E0FFF>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/unidata/norm2/nfkc_scf.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.
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# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E3.RPMAP100 and 04E334B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1251_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1251_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0
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<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0
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<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0
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<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4>

 \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U0401> \xA8 |0

<U0402> \x80 |0

<U0403> \x81 |0

<U0404> \xAA |0

<U0405> \xBD |0

<U0406> \xB2 |0

<U0407> \xAF |0

<U0408> \xA3 |0

<U0409> \x8A |0

<U040A> \x8C |0

<U040B> \x8E |0

<U040C> \x8D |0

<U040E> \xA1 |0

<U040F> \x8F |0

<U0410> \xC0 |0

<U0411> \xC1 |0

<U0412> \xC2 |0

<U0413> \xC3 |0

<U0414> \xC4 |0

<U0415> \xC5 |0

<U0416> \xC6 |0

<U0417> \xC7 |0

<U0418> \xC8 |0

<U0419> \xC9 |0

<U041A> \xCA |0

<U041B> \xCB |0

<U041C> \xCC |0

<U041D> \xCD |0
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<U041E> \xCE |0

<U041F> \xCF |0

<U0420> \xD0 |0

<U0421> \xD1 |0

<U0422> \xD2 |0

<U0423> \xD3 |0

<U0424> \xD4 |0

<U0425> \xD5 |0

<U0426> \xD6 |0

<U0427> \xD7 |0

<U0428> \xD8 |0

<U0429> \xD9 |0

<U042A> \xDA |0

<U042B> \xDB |0

<U042C> \xDC |0

<U042D> \xDD |0

<U042E> \xDE |0

<U042F> \xDF |0

<U0430> \xE0 |0

<U0431> \xE1 |0

<U0432>

 \xE2 |0

<U0433> \xE3 |0

<U0434> \xE4 |0

<U0435> \xE5 |0

<U0436> \xE6 |0

<U0437> \xE7 |0

<U0438> \xE8 |0

<U0439> \xE9 |0

<U043A> \xEA |0

<U043B> \xEB |0

<U043C> \xEC |0

<U043D> \xED |0

<U043E> \xEE |0

<U043F> \xEF |0

<U0440> \xF0 |0

<U0441> \xF1 |0

<U0442> \xF2 |0

<U0443> \xF3 |0

<U0444> \xF4 |0

<U0445> \xF5 |0

<U0446> \xF6 |0

<U0447> \xF7 |0

<U0448> \xF8 |0

<U0449> \xF9 |0

<U044A> \xFA |0

<U044B> \xFB |0

<U044C> \xFC |0
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<U044D> \xFD |0

<U044E> \xFE |0

<U044F> \xFF |0

<U0451> \xB8 |0

<U0452> \x90 |0

<U0453> \x83 |0

<U0454> \xBA |0

<U0455> \xBE |0

<U0456> \xB3 |0

<U0457> \xBF |0

<U0458> \xBC |0

<U0459> \x9A |0

<U045A> \x9C |0

<U045B> \x9E |0

<U045C> \x9D |0

<U045E> \xA2 |0

<U045F> \x9F |0

<U0490> \xA5 |0

<U0491> \xB4 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U2116> \xB9 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1
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<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1
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<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1251_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E2.RPMAP100 and 04E234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1250_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1250_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0
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<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0
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<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |3

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0088>

 \x88 |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00D0> \xD0 |1

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0
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<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U0102> \xC3 |0

<U0103> \xE3 |0

<U0104> \xA5 |0

<U0105> \xB9 |0

<U0106> \xC6 |0

<U0107> \xE6 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U010E> \xCF |0

<U010F>

 \xEF |0

<U0110> \xD0 |0

<U0111> \xF0 |0

<U0118> \xCA |0

<U0119> \xEA |0

<U011A> \xCC |0

<U011B> \xEC |0

<U0139> \xC5 |0

<U013A> \xE5 |0

<U013D> \xBC |0

<U013E> \xBE |0

<U0141> \xA3 |0

<U0142> \xB3 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0147> \xD2 |0

<U0148> \xF2 |0

<U0150> \xD5 |0

<U0151> \xF5 |0

<U0154> \xC0 |0

<U0155> \xE0 |0

<U0158> \xD8 |0

<U0159> \xF8 |0

<U015A> \x8C |0

<U015B> \x9C |0

<U015E> \xAA |0
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<U015F> \xBA |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0162> \xDE |0

<U0163> \xFE |0

<U0164> \x8D |0

<U0165> \x9D |0

<U016E> \xD9 |0

<U016F> \xF9 |0

<U0170> \xDB |0

<U0171> \xFB |0

<U0179> \x8F |0

<U017A> \x9F |0

<U017B> \xAF |0

<U017C> \xBF |0

<U017D> \x8E |0

<U017E> \x9E |0

<U02C7> \xA1 |0

<U02D8> \xA2 |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<U02DB> \xB2 |0

<U02DD> \xBD |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC>

 \x80 |1

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1
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<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1
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<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D>

 \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1250_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html
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# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00363.RPMAP100 and 036344B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-867_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-867_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0
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<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0
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<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0
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<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \x9B |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A5>

 \x9D |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0

<U03C3> \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U05D0> \x80 |0

<U05D1> \x81 |0

<U05D2> \x82 |0

<U05D3> \x83 |0

<U05D4> \x84 |0

<U05D5> \x85 |0

<U05D6> \x86 |0

<U05D7> \x87 |0

<U05D8> \x88 |0

<U05D9> \x89 |0

<U05DA> \x8A |0
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<U05DB> \x8B |0

<U05DC> \x8C |0

<U05DD> \x8D |0

<U05DE> \x8E |0

<U05DF> \x8F |0

<U05E0> \x90 |0

<U05E1> \x91 |0

<U05E2> \x92 |0

<U05E3> \x93 |0

<U05E4> \x94 |0

<U05E5> \x95 |0

<U05E6> \x96 |0

<U05E7> \x97 |0

<U05E8> \x98 |0

<U05E9> \x99 |0

<U05EA> \x9A |0

<U200E> \xA0 |0

<U200F> \xA1 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U202A> \xA2 |0

<U202B> \xA3 |0

<U202C> \xA6 |0

<U202D> \xA4 |0

<U202E> \xA5 |0

<U203C>

 \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20AA> \x9F |0

<U20AC> \xAD |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0

<U2320> \xF4 |0
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<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C>

 \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0
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<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1
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<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22>

 \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1
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<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA>

 \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-867_P100-1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00417.RPMAP100 and 041734B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1047_P100-1995"
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<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1047_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0
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<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0
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<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xAD |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBD |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>
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 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBB |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xB0 |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0
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<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1>

 \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xBA |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0
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<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E>

 \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1
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<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xAD |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBD |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1
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<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1047_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: Hans_Hant.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (c) 2005-2007,2010 Apple Inc., Unicode Inc.,

# and others. All Rights Reserved.
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# For terms of use, see http://unicode.org/copyright.html#Exhibit1

# Convert between simplified and traditional Chinese

# UTRANS_FORWARD is from simplified to traditional

$SCDigit = [] ;

$TCDigit = [] ;

#

# complex mappings for which there is no easy solution

# so we arbitrarily pick one

#

# does not handle the surnames  or 

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

# Multiliple TC to SC

#

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

$SCDigit

 {   ;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

#

;

;

;

;

;
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;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

$SCDigit {   ;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

#

  appears in the most compounds

#  is next

# then 

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

#

$SCDigit {   ;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

 } $SCDigit  ;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

$SCDigit

 {   ;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#
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;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;
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;

#

;

 # surname

#

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;
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;

#

;

;

;

# also governs 

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

#

$SCDigit

 {  }   ;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

#

 variants

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;
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;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;
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;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

# exceptions to converting 

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

# standard conversions for 
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

#

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;
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;
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;
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#
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

 first form is more common

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#  is more common

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

#

;

;
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;
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;

#

;
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;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

;

;

;

#

;

;

#

;

 # ju3liu3

; # gui4

#

;

;

;

;

; # reading

 xian1

; # reading qian4

#

# separate readings for po1 or po4 from pu2

;

; # po1dao1

; # po4xiao1

;

;

# begin edits

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;
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;

;

;
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;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

; # train, drill

;

;
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; # chain
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; # defaults
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;

;

;

;

;
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;
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;

;

 # surname

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;
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;

;

#

#

 one-to-one mappings

#

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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# Preserve  for traditional in some cases

;

}[];

;
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;

#

  is a surname in hans and hant

#  /  meaning Shenyang

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;	 #  meaning liquid

;

; #  meaning sink

;

;

;
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;
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/Hans_Hant.txt
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0035C.RPMAP100 and 035C34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-860_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-860_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0
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<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0
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<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0
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<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A2> \x9B |0

<U00A3>

 \x9C |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AA> \xA6 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BA> \xA7 |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C0> \x91 |0

<U00C1> \x86 |0

<U00C2> \x8F |0

<U00C3> \x8E |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C8> \x92 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CA> \x89 |0

<U00CC> \x98 |0

<U00CD> \x8B |0

<U00D1> \xA5 |0

<U00D2> \xA9 |0

<U00D3> \x9F |0

<U00D4> \x8C |0

<U00D5> \x99 |0

<U00D9> \x9D |0

<U00DA> \x96 |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0
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<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E3> \x84 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EC> \x8D |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00F1> \xA4 |0

<U00F2> \x95 |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F5> \x94 |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F9> \x97 |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0>

 \xE3 |0

<U03C3> \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20A7> \x9E |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1
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<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0
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<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1
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<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1
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<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-860_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#* and others.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/makedata.mak

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B014E8.RPMAP100 and 14E844B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5352_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5352_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0
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<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0
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<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0
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<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A>

 \x9A |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0
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<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U060C> \xA1 |0

<U061B> \xBA |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |0

<U0622> \xC2 |0

<U0623> \xC3 |0

<U0624> \xC4 |0

<U0625> \xC5 |0

<U0626> \xC6 |0

<U0627> \xC7 |0

<U0628> \xC8 |0

<U0629> \xC9 |0

<U062A> \xCA |0

<U062B>

 \xCB |0

<U062C> \xCC |0

<U062D> \xCD |0

<U062E> \xCE |0

<U062F> \xCF |0

<U0630> \xD0 |0

<U0631> \xD1 |0

<U0632> \xD2 |0

<U0633> \xD3 |0

<U0634> \xD4 |0

<U0635> \xD5 |0

<U0636> \xD6 |0

<U0637> \xD8 |0

<U0638> \xD9 |0

<U0639> \xDA |0

<U063A> \xDB |0

<U0640> \xDC |0

<U0641> \xDD |0

<U0642> \xDE |0

<U0643> \xDF |0

<U0644> \xE1 |0
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<U0645> \xE3 |0

<U0646> \xE4 |0

<U0647> \xE5 |0

<U0648> \xE6 |0

<U0649> \xEC |0

<U064A> \xED |0

<U064B> \xF0 |0

<U064C> \xF1 |0

<U064D> \xF2 |0

<U064E> \xF3 |0

<U064F> \xF5 |0

<U0650> \xF6 |0

<U0651> \xF8 |0

<U0652> \xFA |0

<U0660> \x30 |1

<U0661> \x31 |1

<U0662> \x32 |1

<U0663> \x33 |1

<U0664> \x34 |1

<U0665> \x35 |1

<U0666> \x36 |1

<U0667> \x37 |1

<U0668> \x38 |1

<U0669> \x39 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U067E> \x81 |0

<U0686> \x8D |0

<U0698> \x8E |0

<U06AF> \x90 |0

<U06F0> \x30 |1

<U06F1> \x31 |1

<U06F2> \x32 |1

<U06F3> \x33 |1

<U06F4> \x34 |1

<U06F5> \x35 |1

<U06F6> \x36 |1

<U06F7> \x37 |1

<U06F8> \x38 |1

<U06F9> \x39 |1

<U200C> \x9D |0

<U200D> \x9E |0

<U200E>

 \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0
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<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFB56> \x81 |1

<UFB58> \x81 |1

<UFB7A> \x8D |1

<UFB7C> \x8D |1

<UFB8A> \x8E |1

<UFB92> \x90 |1

<UFB94> \x90 |1

<UFE70> \xF0 |1

<UFE71> \xF0 |1

<UFE72> \xF1 |1

<UFE74> \xF2 |1

<UFE76> \xF3 |1

<UFE77> \xF3 |1

<UFE78> \xF5 |1

<UFE79> \xF5 |1

<UFE7A> \xF6 |1

<UFE7B> \xF6 |1

<UFE7C> \xF8 |1

<UFE7D> \xF8 |1

<UFE7E> \xFA |1

<UFE7F> \xFA |1

<UFE80> \xC1 |1

<UFE81> \xC2 |1

<UFE82> \xC2 |1

<UFE83> \xC3 |1

<UFE84> \xC3 |1

<UFE85> \xC4 |1

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC5 |1

<UFE88> \xC5 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |1

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1
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<UFE8D> \xC7 |1

<UFE8E> \xC7 |1

<UFE8F> \xC8 |1

<UFE90> \xC8 |1

<UFE91> \xC8 |1

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |1

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xCA |1

<UFE96>

 \xCA |1

<UFE97> \xCA |1

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xCB |1

<UFE9A> \xCB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |1

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xCC |1

<UFE9E> \xCC |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |1

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xCD |1

<UFEA2> \xCD |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |1

<UFEA4> \xCD |1

<UFEA5> \xCE |1

<UFEA6> \xCE |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |1

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |1

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |1

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |1

<UFEAE> \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |1

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xD3 |1

<UFEB2> \xD3 |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |1

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xD4 |1

<UFEB6> \xD4 |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |1

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xD5 |1

<UFEBA> \xD5 |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |1
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<UFEBC> \xD5 |1

<UFEBD> \xD6 |1

<UFEBE> \xD6 |1

<UFEBF> \xD6 |1

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1> \xD8 |1

<UFEC2> \xD8 |1

<UFEC3> \xD8 |1

<UFEC4> \xD8 |1

<UFEC5> \xD9 |1

<UFEC6> \xD9 |1

<UFEC7> \xD9 |1

<UFEC8> \xD9 |1

<UFEC9> \xDA |1

<UFECA> \xDA |1

<UFECB> \xDA |1

<UFECC> \xDA |1

<UFECD> \xDB |1

<UFECE> \xDB |1

<UFECF> \xDB |1

<UFED0> \xDB |1

<UFED1> \xDD |1

<UFED2> \xDD |1

<UFED3> \xDD |1

<UFED4> \xDD |1

<UFED5>

 \xDE |1

<UFED6> \xDE |1

<UFED7> \xDE |1

<UFED8> \xDE |1

<UFED9> \xDF |1

<UFEDA> \xDF |1

<UFEDB> \xDF |1

<UFEDC> \xDF |1

<UFEDD> \xE1 |1

<UFEDE> \xE1 |1

<UFEDF> \xE1 |1

<UFEE0> \xE1 |1

<UFEE1> \xE3 |1

<UFEE2> \xE3 |1

<UFEE3> \xE3 |1

<UFEE4> \xE3 |1

<UFEE5> \xE4 |1

<UFEE6> \xE4 |1

<UFEE7> \xE4 |1

<UFEE8> \xE4 |1

<UFEE9> \xE5 |1

<UFEEA> \xE5 |1
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<UFEEB> \xE5 |1

<UFEEC> \xE5 |1

<UFEED> \xE6 |1

<UFEEE> \xE6 |1

<UFEEF> \xEC |1

<UFEF0> \xEC |1

<UFEF1> \xED |1

<UFEF2> \xED |1

<UFEF3> \xED |1

<UFEF4> \xED |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1
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<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1
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<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5352_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003AE.RPMAP12A and 03AE34B0.TPMAP12A

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-942_P12A-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xFC\xFC

<subchar1>                    \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-942_VSUB_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-80, 81-9f:1, a0-df, e0-fc:1,

 fd-ff

<icu:state>                   40-7e, 80-fc

 

# build an extension-only (delta) .cnv file

# requires the base .cnv file at runtime

<icu:base>                    "ibm-943_P15A-2003"

 

CHARMAP
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<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0
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<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032>

 \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005C> \xFE |3

<U005D> \x5D |0
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<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F

 |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007E> \xFF |3

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U0080> \x7F |2

<U0081> \x7F |2

<U0082> \x7F |2

<U0083> \x7F |2

<U0084> \x7F |2

<U0085> \x7F |2

<U0086> \x7F |2

<U0087> \x7F |2

<U0088> \x7F |2

<U0089> \x7F |2

<U008A> \x7F |2

<U008B> \x7F |2
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<U008C> \x7F |2

<U008D> \x7F |2

<U008E> \x7F |2

<U008F> \x7F |2

<U0090> \x7F |2

<U0091> \x7F |2

<U0092> \x7F |2

<U0093> \x7F |2

<U0094> \x7F |2

<U0095> \x7F |2

<U0096> \x7F |2

<U0097> \x7F |2

<U0098> \x7F |2

<U0099> \x7F |2

<U009A> \x7F |2

<U009B> \x7F |2

<U009C> \x7F |2

<U009D> \x7F |2

<U009E> \x7F |2

<U009F> \x7F |2

<U00A0> \x7F |2

<U00A1> \x7F |2

<U00A2> \x80 |0

<U00A3> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \x7F |2

<U00A5> \x5C |1

<U00A6> \xFA\x55 |1

<U00A7> \x81\x98 |0

<U00A8> \x81\x4E |0

<U00A9> \x7F |2

<U00AA> \x7F |2

<U00AB> \x7F |2

<U00AC> \xFD

 |0

<U00AD> \x7F |2

<U00AE> \x7F |2

<U00AF> \x7F |2

<U00B0> \x81\x8B |0

<U00B1> \x81\x7D |0

<U00B2> \x7F |2

<U00B3> \x7F |2

<U00B4> \x81\x4C |0

<U00B5> \x7F |2

<U00B6> \x81\xF7 |0

<U00B7> \x7F |2

<U00B8> \x7F |2

<U00B9> \x7F |2

<U00BA> \x7F |2
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<U00BB> \x7F |2

<U00BC> \x7F |2

<U00BD> \x7F |2

<U00BE> \x7F |2

<U00BF> \x7F |2

<U00C0> \x7F |2

<U00C1> \x7F |2

<U00C2> \x7F |2

<U00C3> \x7F |2

<U00C4> \x7F |2

<U00C5> \x7F |2

<U00C6> \x7F |2

<U00C7> \x7F |2

<U00C8> \x7F |2

<U00C9> \x7F |2

<U00CA> \x7F |2

<U00CB> \x7F |2

<U00CC> \x7F |2

<U00CD> \x7F |2

<U00CE> \x7F |2

<U00CF> \x7F |2

<U00D0> \x7F |2

<U00D1> \x7F |2

<U00D2> \x7F |2

<U00D3> \x7F |2

<U00D4> \x7F |2

<U00D5> \x7F |2

<U00D6> \x7F |2

<U00D7> \x81\x7E |0

<U00D8> \x7F |2

<U00D9> \x7F |2

<U00DA> \x7F |2

<U00DB> \x7F |2

<U00DC> \x7F |2

<U00DD> \x7F |2

<U00DE> \x7F |2

<U00DF> \x7F |2

<U00E0> \x7F |2

<U00E1> \x7F |2

<U00E2> \x7F |2

<U00E3> \x7F |2

<U00E4> \x7F |2

<U00E5> \x7F |2

<U00E6> \x7F |2

<U00E7> \x7F |2

<U00E8> \x7F |2

<U00E9> \x7F
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 |2

<U00EA> \x7F |2

<U00EB> \x7F |2

<U00EC> \x7F |2

<U00ED> \x7F |2

<U00EE> \x7F |2

<U00EF> \x7F |2

<U00F0> \x7F |2

<U00F1> \x7F |2

<U00F2> \x7F |2

<U00F3> \x7F |2

<U00F4> \x7F |2

<U00F5> \x7F |2

<U00F6> \x7F |2

<U00F7> \x81\x80 |0

<U00F8> \x7F |2

<U00F9> \x7F |2

<U00FA> \x7F |2

<U00FB> \x7F |2

<U00FC> \x7F |2

<U00FD> \x7F |2

<U00FE> \x7F |2

<U00FF> \x7F |2

<U0391> \x83\x9F |0

<U0392> \x83\xA0 |0

<U0393> \x83\xA1 |0

<U0394> \x83\xA2 |0

<U0395> \x83\xA3 |0

<U0396> \x83\xA4 |0

<U0397> \x83\xA5 |0

<U0398> \x83\xA6 |0

<U0399> \x83\xA7 |0

<U039A> \x83\xA8 |0

<U039B> \x83\xA9 |0

<U039C> \x83\xAA |0

<U039D> \x83\xAB |0

<U039E> \x83\xAC |0

<U039F> \x83\xAD |0

<U03A0> \x83\xAE |0

<U03A1> \x83\xAF |0

<U03A3> \x83\xB0 |0

<U03A4> \x83\xB1 |0

<U03A5> \x83\xB2 |0

<U03A6> \x83\xB3 |0

<U03A7> \x83\xB4 |0

<U03A8> \x83\xB5 |0

<U03A9> \x83\xB6 |0

<U03B1> \x83\xBF |0
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<U03B2> \x83\xC0 |0

<U03B3> \x83\xC1 |0

<U03B4> \x83\xC2 |0

<U03B5> \x83\xC3 |0

<U03B6> \x83\xC4 |0

<U03B7> \x83\xC5 |0

<U03B8> \x83\xC6 |0

<U03B9>

 \x83\xC7 |0

<U03BA> \x83\xC8 |0

<U03BB> \x83\xC9 |0

<U03BC> \x83\xCA |0

<U03BD> \x83\xCB |0

<U03BE> \x83\xCC |0

<U03BF> \x83\xCD |0

<U03C0> \x83\xCE |0

<U03C1> \x83\xCF |0

<U03C3> \x83\xD0 |0

<U03C4> \x83\xD1 |0

<U03C5> \x83\xD2 |0

<U03C6> \x83\xD3 |0

<U03C7> \x83\xD4 |0

<U03C8> \x83\xD5 |0

<U03C9> \x83\xD6 |0

<U0401> \x84\x46 |0

<U0410> \x84\x40 |0

<U0411> \x84\x41 |0

<U0412> \x84\x42 |0

<U0413> \x84\x43 |0

<U0414> \x84\x44 |0

<U0415> \x84\x45 |0

<U0416> \x84\x47 |0

<U0417> \x84\x48 |0

<U0418> \x84\x49 |0

<U0419> \x84\x4A |0

<U041A> \x84\x4B |0

<U041B> \x84\x4C |0

<U041C> \x84\x4D |0

<U041D> \x84\x4E |0

<U041E> \x84\x4F |0

<U041F> \x84\x50 |0

<U0420> \x84\x51 |0

<U0421> \x84\x52 |0

<U0422> \x84\x53 |0

<U0423> \x84\x54 |0

<U0424> \x84\x55 |0

<U0425> \x84\x56 |0

<U0426> \x84\x57 |0
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<U0427> \x84\x58 |0

<U0428> \x84\x59 |0

<U0429> \x84\x5A |0

<U042A> \x84\x5B |0

<U042B> \x84\x5C |0

<U042C> \x84\x5D |0

<U042D> \x84\x5E |0

<U042E> \x84\x5F |0

<U042F> \x84\x60 |0

<U0430> \x84\x70 |0

<U0431>

 \x84\x71 |0

<U0432> \x84\x72 |0

<U0433> \x84\x73 |0

<U0434> \x84\x74 |0

<U0435> \x84\x75 |0

<U0436> \x84\x77 |0

<U0437> \x84\x78 |0

<U0438> \x84\x79 |0

<U0439> \x84\x7A |0

<U043A> \x84\x7B |0

<U043B> \x84\x7C |0

<U043C> \x84\x7D |0

<U043D> \x84\x7E |0

<U043E> \x84\x80 |0

<U043F> \x84\x81 |0

<U0440> \x84\x82 |0

<U0441> \x84\x83 |0

<U0442> \x84\x84 |0

<U0443> \x84\x85 |0

<U0444> \x84\x86 |0

<U0445> \x84\x87 |0

<U0446> \x84\x88 |0

<U0447> \x84\x89 |0

<U0448> \x84\x8A |0

<U0449> \x84\x8B |0

<U044A> \x84\x8C |0

<U044B> \x84\x8D |0

<U044C> \x84\x8E |0

<U044D> \x84\x8F |0

<U044E> \x84\x90 |0

<U044F> \x84\x91 |0

<U0451> \x84\x76 |0

<U2010> \x81\x5D |0

<U2014> \x81\x5C |1

<U2015> \x81\x5C |0

<U2016> \x81\x61 |1

<U2018> \x81\x65 |0
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<U2019> \x81\x66 |0

<U201C> \x81\x67 |0

<U201D> \x81\x68 |0

<U2020> \x81\xF5 |0

<U2021> \x81\xF6 |0

<U2025> \x81\x64 |0

<U2026> \x81\x63 |0

<U2030> \x81\xF1 |0

<U2032> \x81\x8C |0

<U2033> \x81\x8D |0

<U203B> \x81\xA6 |0

<U203E> \x7E |1

<U2103> \x81\x8E |0

<U2116>

 \xFA\x59 |0

<U2121> \xFA\x5A |0

<U212B> \x81\xF0 |0

<U2160> \xFA\x4A |0

<U2161> \xFA\x4B |0

<U2162> \xFA\x4C |0

<U2163> \xFA\x4D |0

<U2164> \xFA\x4E |0

<U2165> \xFA\x4F |0

<U2166> \xFA\x50 |0

<U2167> \xFA\x51 |0

<U2168> \xFA\x52 |0

<U2169> \xFA\x53 |0

<U2170> \xFA\x40 |0

<U2171> \xFA\x41 |0

<U2172> \xFA\x42 |0

<U2173> \xFA\x43 |0

<U2174> \xFA\x44 |0

<U2175> \xFA\x45 |0

<U2176> \xFA\x46 |0

<U2177> \xFA\x47 |0

<U2178> \xFA\x48 |0

<U2179> \xFA\x49 |0

<U2190> \x81\xA9 |0

<U2191> \x81\xAA |0

<U2192> \x81\xA8 |0

<U2193> \x81\xAB |0

<U21D2> \x81\xCB |0

<U21D4> \x81\xCC |0

<U2200> \x81\xCD |0

<U2202> \x81\xDD |0

<U2203> \x81\xCE |0

<U2207> \x81\xDE |0

<U2208> \x81\xB8 |0
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<U220B> \x81\xB9 |0

<U2212> \x81\x7C |1

<U221A> \x81\xE3 |0

<U221D> \x81\xE5 |0

<U221E> \x81\x87 |0

<U2220> \x81\xDA |0

<U2225> \x81\x61 |0

<U2227> \x81\xC8 |0

<U2228> \x81\xC9 |0

<U2229> \x81\xBF |0

<U222A> \x81\xBE |0

<U222B> \x81\xE7 |0

<U222C> \x81\xE8 |0

<U2234> \x81\x88 |0

<U2235> \xFA\x5B |0

<U223D> \x81\xE4 |0

<U2252>

 \x81\xE0 |0

<U2260> \x81\x82 |0

<U2261> \x81\xDF |0

<U2266> \x81\x85 |0

<U2267> \x81\x86 |0

<U226A> \x81\xE1 |0

<U226B> \x81\xE2 |0

<U2282> \x81\xBC |0

<U2283> \x81\xBD |0

<U2286> \x81\xBA |0

<U2287> \x81\xBB |0

<U22A5> \x81\xDB |0

<U2312> \x81\xDC |0

<U2500> \x84\x9F |0

<U2501> \x84\xAA |0

<U2502> \x84\xA0 |0

<U2503> \x84\xAB |0

<U250C> \x84\xA1 |0

<U250F> \x84\xAC |0

<U2510> \x84\xA2 |0

<U2513> \x84\xAD |0

<U2514> \x84\xA4 |0

<U2517> \x84\xAF |0

<U2518> \x84\xA3 |0

<U251B> \x84\xAE |0

<U251C> \x84\xA5 |0

<U251D> \x84\xBA |0

<U2520> \x84\xB5 |0

<U2523> \x84\xB0 |0

<U2524> \x84\xA7 |0

<U2525> \x84\xBC |0
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<U2528> \x84\xB7 |0

<U252B> \x84\xB2 |0

<U252C> \x84\xA6 |0

<U252F> \x84\xB6 |0

<U2530> \x84\xBB |0

<U2533> \x84\xB1 |0

<U2534> \x84\xA8 |0

<U2537> \x84\xB8 |0

<U2538> \x84\xBD |0

<U253B> \x84\xB3 |0

<U253C> \x84\xA9 |0

<U253F> \x84\xB9 |0

<U2542> \x84\xBE |0

<U254B> \x84\xB4 |0

<U25A0> \x81\xA1 |0

<U25A1> \x81\xA0 |0

<U25B2> \x81\xA3 |0

<U25B3> \x81\xA2 |0

<U25BC> \x81\xA5 |0

<U25BD>

 \x81\xA4 |0

<U25C6> \x81\x9F |0

<U25C7> \x81\x9E |0

<U25CB> \x81\x9B |0

<U25CE> \x81\x9D |0

<U25CF> \x81\x9C |0

<U25EF> \x81\xFC |0

<U2605> \x81\x9A |0

<U2606> \x81\x99 |0

<U2640> \x81\x8A |0

<U2642> \x81\x89 |0

<U266A> \x81\xF4 |0

<U266D> \x81\xF3 |0

<U266F> \x81\xF2 |0

<U3000> \x81\x40 |0

<U3001> \x81\x41 |0

<U3002> \x81\x42 |0

<U3003> \x81\x56 |0

<U3005> \x81\x58 |0

<U3006> \x81\x59 |0

<U3007> \x81\x5A |0

<U3008> \x81\x71 |0

<U3009> \x81\x72 |0

<U300A> \x81\x73 |0

<U300B> \x81\x74 |0

<U300C> \x81\x75 |0

<U300D> \x81\x76 |0

<U300E> \x81\x77 |0
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<U300F> \x81\x78 |0

<U3010> \x81\x79 |0

<U3011> \x81\x7A |0

<U3012> \x81\xA7 |0

<U3013> \x81\xAC |0

<U3014> \x81\x6B |0

<U3015> \x81\x6C |0

<U301C> \x81\x60 |1

<U3041> \x82\x9F |0

<U3042> \x82\xA0 |0

<U3043> \x82\xA1 |0

<U3044> \x82\xA2 |0

<U3045> \x82\xA3 |0

<U3046> \x82\xA4 |0

<U3047> \x82\xA5 |0

<U3048> \x82\xA6 |0

<U3049> \x82\xA7 |0

<U304A> \x82\xA8 |0

<U304B> \x82\xA9 |0

<U304C> \x82\xAA |0

<U304D> \x82\xAB |0

<U304E> \x82\xAC |0

<U304F>

 \x82\xAD |0

<U3050> \x82\xAE |0

<U3051> \x82\xAF |0

<U3052> \x82\xB0 |0

<U3053> \x82\xB1 |0

<U3054> \x82\xB2 |0

<U3055> \x82\xB3 |0

<U3056> \x82\xB4 |0

<U3057> \x82\xB5 |0

<U3058> \x82\xB6 |0

<U3059> \x82\xB7 |0

<U305A> \x82\xB8 |0

<U305B> \x82\xB9 |0

<U305C> \x82\xBA |0

<U305D> \x82\xBB |0

<U305E> \x82\xBC |0

<U305F> \x82\xBD |0

<U3060> \x82\xBE |0

<U3061> \x82\xBF |0

<U3062> \x82\xC0 |0

<U3063> \x82\xC1 |0

<U3064> \x82\xC2 |0

<U3065> \x82\xC3 |0

<U3066> \x82\xC4 |0

<U3067> \x82\xC5 |0
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<U3068> \x82\xC6 |0

<U3069> \x82\xC7 |0

<U306A> \x82\xC8 |0

<U306B> \x82\xC9 |0

<U306C> \x82\xCA |0

<U306D> \x82\xCB |0

<U306E> \x82\xCC |0

<U306F> \x82\xCD |0

<U3070> \x82\xCE |0

<U3071> \x82\xCF |0

<U3072> \x82\xD0 |0

<U3073> \x82\xD1 |0

<U3074> \x82\xD2 |0

<U3075> \x82\xD3 |0

<U3076> \x82\xD4 |0

<U3077> \x82\xD5 |0

<U3078> \x82\xD6 |0

<U3079> \x82\xD7 |0

<U307A> \x82\xD8 |0

<U307B> \x82\xD9 |0

<U307C> \x82\xDA |0

<U307D> \x82\xDB |0

<U307E> \x82\xDC |0

<U307F> \x82\xDD |0

<U3080> \x82\xDE |0

<U3081>

 \x82\xDF |0

<U3082> \x82\xE0 |0

<U3083> \x82\xE1 |0

<U3084> \x82\xE2 |0

<U3085> \x82\xE3 |0

<U3086> \x82\xE4 |0

<U3087> \x82\xE5 |0

<U3088> \x82\xE6 |0

<U3089> \x82\xE7 |0

<U308A> \x82\xE8 |0

<U308B> \x82\xE9 |0

<U308C> \x82\xEA |0

<U308D> \x82\xEB |0

<U308E> \x82\xEC |0

<U308F> \x82\xED |0

<U3090> \x82\xEE |0

<U3091> \x82\xEF |0

<U3092> \x82\xF0 |0

<U3093> \x82\xF1 |0

<U309B> \x81\x4A |0

<U309C> \x81\x4B |0

<U309D> \x81\x54 |0
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<U309E> \x81\x55 |0

<U30A1> \x83\x40 |0

<U30A2> \x83\x41 |0

<U30A3> \x83\x42 |0

<U30A4> \x83\x43 |0

<U30A5> \x83\x44 |0

<U30A6> \x83\x45 |0

<U30A7> \x83\x46 |0

<U30A8> \x83\x47 |0

<U30A9> \x83\x48 |0

<U30AA> \x83\x49 |0

<U30AB> \x83\x4A |0

<U30AC> \x83\x4B |0

<U30AD> \x83\x4C |0

<U30AE> \x83\x4D |0

<U30AF> \x83\x4E |0

<U30B0> \x83\x4F |0

<U30B1> \x83\x50 |0

<U30B2> \x83\x51 |0

<U30B3> \x83\x52 |0

<U30B4> \x83\x53 |0

<U30B5> \x83\x54 |0

<U30B6> \x83\x55 |0

<U30B7> \x83\x56 |0

<U30B8> \x83\x57 |0

<U30B9> \x83\x58 |0

<U30BA> \x83\x59 |0

<U30BB> \x83\x5A |0

<U30BC>

 \x83\x5B |0

<U30BD> \x83\x5C |0

<U30BE> \x83\x5D |0

<U30BF> \x83\x5E |0

<U30C0> \x83\x5F |0

<U30C1> \x83\x60 |0

<U30C2> \x83\x61 |0

<U30C3> \x83\x62 |0

<U30C4> \x83\x63 |0

<U30C5> \x83\x64 |0

<U30C6> \x83\x65 |0

<U30C7> \x83\x66 |0

<U30C8> \x83\x67 |0

<U30C9> \x83\x68 |0

<U30CA> \x83\x69 |0

<U30CB> \x83\x6A |0

<U30CC> \x83\x6B |0

<U30CD> \x83\x6C |0

<U30CE> \x83\x6D |0
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<U30CF> \x83\x6E |0

<U30D0> \x83\x6F |0

<U30D1> \x83\x70 |0

<U30D2> \x83\x71 |0

<U30D3> \x83\x72 |0

<U30D4> \x83\x73 |0

<U30D5> \x83\x74 |0

<U30D6> \x83\x75 |0

<U30D7> \x83\x76 |0

<U30D8> \x83\x77 |0

<U30D9> \x83\x78 |0

<U30DA> \x83\x79 |0

<U30DB> \x83\x7A |0

<U30DC> \x83\x7B |0

<U30DD> \x83\x7C |0

<U30DE> \x83\x7D |0

<U30DF> \x83\x7E |0

<U30E0> \x83\x80 |0

<U30E1> \x83\x81 |0

<U30E2> \x83\x82 |0

<U30E3> \x83\x83 |0

<U30E4> \x83\x84 |0

<U30E5> \x83\x85 |0

<U30E6> \x83\x86 |0

<U30E7> \x83\x87 |0

<U30E8> \x83\x88 |0

<U30E9> \x83\x89 |0

<U30EA> \x83\x8A |0

<U30EB> \x83\x8B |0

<U30EC> \x83\x8C |0

<U30ED> \x83\x8D |0

<U30EE>

 \x83\x8E |0

<U30EF> \x83\x8F |0

<U30F0> \x83\x90 |0

<U30F1> \x83\x91 |0

<U30F2> \x83\x92 |0

<U30F3> \x83\x93 |0

<U30F4> \x83\x94 |0

<U30F5> \x83\x95 |0

<U30F6> \x83\x96 |0

<U30FB> \x81\x45 |0

<U30FC> \x81\x5B |0

<U30FD> \x81\x52 |0

<U30FE> \x81\x53 |0

<U3231> \xFA\x58 |0

<U4E00> \x88\xEA |0

<U4E01> \x92\x9A |0
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<U4E03> \x8E\xB5 |0

<U4E07> \x96\x9C |0

<U4E08> \x8F\xE4 |0

<U4E09> \x8E\x4F |0

<U4E0A> \x8F\xE3 |0

<U4E0B> \x89\xBA |0

<U4E0D> \x95\x73 |0

<U4E0E> \x97\x5E |0

<U4E10> \x98\xA0 |0

<U4E11> \x89\x4E |0

<U4E14> \x8A\x8E |0

<U4E15> \x98\xA1 |0

<U4E16> \x90\xA2 |0

<U4E17> \x99\xC0 |0

<U4E18> \x8B\x75 |0

<U4E19> \x95\xB8 |0

<U4E1E> \x8F\xE5 |0

<U4E21> \x97\xBC |0

<U4E26> \x95\xC0 |0

<U4E28> \xFA\x68 |0

<U4E2A> \x98\xA2 |0

<U4E2D> \x92\x86 |0

<U4E31> \x98\xA3 |0

<U4E32> \x8B\xF8 |0

<U4E36> \x98\xA4 |0

<U4E38> \x8A\xDB |0

<U4E39> \x92\x4F |0

<U4E3B> \x8E\xE5 |0

<U4E3C> \x98\xA5 |0

<U4E3F> \x98\xA6 |0

<U4E42> \x98\xA7 |0

<U4E43> \x94\x54 |0

<U4E45> \x8B\x76 |0

<U4E4B> \x94\x56 |0

<U4E4D>

 \x93\xE1 |0

<U4E4E> \x8C\xC1 |0

<U4E4F> \x96\x52 |0

<U4E55> \xE5\x68 |0

<U4E56> \x98\xA8 |0

<U4E57> \x8F\xE6 |0

<U4E58> \x98\xA9 |0

<U4E59> \x89\xB3 |0

<U4E5D> \x8B\xE3 |0

<U4E5E> \x8C\xEE |0

<U4E5F> \x96\xE7 |0

<U4E62> \x9B\xA4 |0

<U4E71> \x97\x90 |0
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<U4E73> \x93\xFB |0

<U4E7E> \x8A\xA3 |0

<U4E80> \x8B\x54 |0

<U4E82> \x98\xAA |0

<U4E85> \x98\xAB |0

<U4E86> \x97\xB9 |0

<U4E88> \x97\x5C |0

<U4E89> \x91\x88 |0

<U4E8A> \x98\xAD |0

<U4E8B> \x8E\x96 |0

<U4E8C> \x93\xF1 |0

<U4E8E> \x98\xB0 |0

<U4E91> \x89\x5D |0

<U4E92> \x8C\xDD |0

<U4E94> \x8C\xDC |0

<U4E95> \x88\xE4 |0

<U4E98> \x98\x6A |0

<U4E99> \x98\x69 |0

<U4E9B> \x8D\xB1 |0

<U4E9C> \x88\x9F |0

<U4E9E> \x98\xB1 |0

<U4E9F> \x98\xB2 |0

<U4EA0> \x98\xB3 |0

<U4EA1> \x96\x53 |0

<U4EA2> \x98\xB4 |0

<U4EA4> \x8C\xF0 |0

<U4EA5> \x88\xE5 |0

<U4EA6> \x96\x92 |0

<U4EA8> \x8B\x9C |0

<U4EAB> \x8B\x9D |0

<U4EAC> \x8B\x9E |0

<U4EAD> \x92\xE0 |0

<U4EAE> \x97\xBA |0

<U4EB0> \x98\xB5 |0

<U4EB3> \x98\xB6 |0

<U4EB6> \x98\xB7 |0

<U4EBA> \x90\x6C |0

<U4EC0>

 \x8F\x59 |0

<U4EC1> \x90\x6D |0

<U4EC2> \x98\xBC |0

<U4EC4> \x98\xBA |0

<U4EC6> \x98\xBB |0

<U4EC7> \x8B\x77 |0

<U4ECA> \x8D\xA1 |0

<U4ECB> \x89\xEE |0

<U4ECD> \x98\xB9 |0

<U4ECE> \x98\xB8 |0
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<U4ECF> \x95\xA7 |0

<U4ED4> \x8E\x65 |0

<U4ED5> \x8E\x64 |0

<U4ED6> \x91\xBC |0

<U4ED7> \x98\xBD |0

<U4ED8> \x95\x74 |0

<U4ED9> \x90\xE5 |0

<U4EDD> \x81\x57 |0

<U4EDE> \x98\xBE |0

<U4EDF> \x98\xC0 |0

<U4EE1> \xFA\x69 |0

<U4EE3> \x91\xE3 |0

<U4EE4> \x97\xDF |0

<U4EE5> \x88\xC8 |0

<U4EED> \x98\xBF |0

<U4EEE> \x89\xBC |0

<U4EF0> \x8B\xC2 |0

<U4EF2> \x92\x87 |0

<U4EF6> \x8C\x8F |0

<U4EF7> \x98\xC1 |0

<U4EFB> \x94\x43 |0

<U4EFC> \xFA\x6A |0

<U4F00> \xFA\x6B |0

<U4F01> \x8A\xE9 |0

<U4F03> \xFA\x6C |0

<U4F09> \x98\xC2 |0

<U4F0A> \x88\xC9 |0

<U4F0D> \x8C\xDE |0

<U4F0E> \x8A\xEA |0

<U4F0F> \x95\x9A |0

<U4F10> \x94\xB0 |0

<U4F11> \x8B\x78 |0

<U4F1A> \x89\xEF |0

<U4F1C> \x98\xE5 |0

<U4F1D> \x93\x60 |0

<U4F2F> \x94\x8C |0

<U4F30> \x98\xC4 |0

<U4F34> \x94\xBA |0

<U4F36> \x97\xE0 |0

<U4F38> \x90\x4C |0

<U4F39>

 \xFA\x6D |0

<U4F3A> \x8E\x66 |0

<U4F3C> \x8E\x97 |0

<U4F3D> \x89\xBE |0

<U4F43> \x92\xCF |0

<U4F46> \x92\x41 |0

<U4F47> \x98\xC8 |0
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<U4F4D> \x88\xCA |0

<U4F4E> \x92\xE1 |0

<U4F4F> \x8F\x5A |0

<U4F50> \x8D\xB2 |0

<U4F51> \x97\x43 |0

<U4F53> \x91\xCC |0

<U4F55> \x89\xBD |0

<U4F56> \xFA\x6E |0

<U4F57> \x98\xC7 |0

<U4F59> \x97\x5D |0

<U4F5A> \x98\xC3 |0

<U4F5B> \x98\xC5 |0

<U4F5C> \x8D\xEC |0

<U4F5D> \x98\xC6 |0

<U4F5E> \x9B\x43 |0

<U4F69> \x98\xCE |0

<U4F6F> \x98\xD1 |0

<U4F70> \x98\xCF |0

<U4F73> \x89\xC0 |0

<U4F75> \x95\xB9 |0

<U4F76> \x98\xC9 |0

<U4F7B> \x98\xCD |0

<U4F7C> \x8C\xF1 |0

<U4F7F> \x8E\x67 |0

<U4F83> \x8A\xA4 |0

<U4F86> \x98\xD2 |0

<U4F88> \x98\xCA |0

<U4F8A> \xFA\x70 |0

<U4F8B> \x97\xE1 |0

<U4F8D> \x8E\x98 |0

<U4F8F> \x98\xCB |0

<U4F91> \x98\xD0 |0

<U4F92> \xFA\x6F |0

<U4F94> \xFA\x72 |0

<U4F96> \x98\xD3 |0

<U4F98> \x98\xCC |0

<U4F9A> \xFA\x71 |0

<U4F9B> \x8B\x9F |0

<U4F9D> \x88\xCB |0

<U4FA0> \x8B\xA0 |0

<U4FA1> \x89\xBF |0

<U4FAB> \x9B\x44 |0

<U4FAD> \x98\xD4 |0

<U4FAE>

 \x95\x8E |0

<U4FAF> \x8C\xF2 |0

<U4FB5> \x90\x4E |0

<U4FB6> \x97\xB5 |0
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<U4FBF> \x95\xD6 |0

<U4FC2> \x8C\x57 |0

<U4FC3> \x91\xA3 |0

<U4FC4> \x89\xE2 |0

<U4FC9> \xFA\x61 |0

<U4FCA> \x8F\x72 |0

<U4FCD> \xFA\x73 |0

<U4FCE> \x98\xD7 |0

<U4FD0> \x98\xDC |0

<U4FD1> \x98\xDA |0

<U4FD4> \x98\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \x91\xAD |0

<U4FD8> \x98\xD8 |0

<U4FDA> \x98\xDB |0

<U4FDB> \x98\xD9 |0

<U4FDD> \x95\xDB |0

<U4FDF> \x98\xD6 |0

<U4FE0> \x8B\xA0 |1

<U4FE1> \x90\x4D |0

<U4FE3> \x96\x93 |0

<U4FE4> \x98\xDD |0

<U4FE5> \x98\xDE |0

<U4FEE> \x8F\x43 |0

<U4FEF> \x98\xEB |0

<U4FF3> \x94\x6F |0

<U4FF5> \x95\x55 |0

<U4FF6> \x98\xE6 |0

<U4FF8> \x95\xEE |0

<U4FFA> \x89\xB4 |0

<U4FFE> \x98\xEA |0

<U4FFF> \xFA\x76 |0

<U5005> \x98\xE4 |0

<U5006> \x98\xED |0

<U5009> \x91\x71 |0

<U500B> \x8C\xC2 |0

<U500D> \x94\x7B |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U5011> \x98\xEC |0

<U5012> \x93\x7C |0

<U5014> \x98\xE1 |0

<U5016> \x8C\xF4 |0

<U5019> \x8C\xF3 |0

<U501A> \x98\xDF |0

<U501E> \xFA\x77 |0

<U501F> \x8E\xD8 |0

<U5021> \x98\xE7 |0

<U5022>
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 \xFA\x75 |0

<U5023> \x95\xED |0

<U5024> \x92\x6C |0

<U5025> \x98\xE3 |0

<U5026> \x8C\x91 |0

<U5028> \x98\xE0 |0

<U5029> \x98\xE8 |0

<U502A> \x98\xE2 |0

<U502B> \x97\xCF |0

<U502C> \x98\xE9 |0

<U502D> \x98\x60 |0

<U5036> \x8B\xE4 |0

<U5039> \x8C\x90 |0

<U5040> \xFA\x74 |0

<U5042> \xFA\x7A |0

<U5043> \x98\xEE |0

<U5046> \xFA\x78 |0

<U5047> \x98\xEF |0

<U5048> \x98\xF3 |0

<U5049> \x88\xCC |0

<U504F> \x95\xCE |0

<U5050> \x98\xF2 |0

<U5055> \x98\xF1 |0

<U5056> \x98\xF5 |0

<U505A> \x98\xF4 |0

<U505C> \x92\xE2 |0

<U5065> \x8C\x92 |0

<U506C> \x98\xF6 |0

<U5070> \xFA\x79 |0

<U5072> \x8E\xC3 |0

<U5074> \x91\xA4 |0

<U5075> \x92\xE3 |0

<U5076> \x8B\xF4 |0

<U5078> \x98\xF7 |0

<U507D> \x8B\x55 |0

<U5080> \x98\xF8 |0

<U5085> \x98\xFA |0

<U508D> \x96\x54 |0

<U5091> \x8C\x86 |0

<U5094> \xFA\x7B |0

<U5098> \x8E\x50 |0

<U5099> \x94\xF5 |0

<U509A> \x98\xF9 |0

<U50AC> \x8D\xC3 |0

<U50AD> \x97\x62 |0

<U50B2> \x98\xFC |0

<U50B3> \x99\x42 |0

<U50B4> \x98\xFB |0
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<U50B5> \x8D\xC2 |0

<U50B7> \x8F\x9D |0

<U50BE>

 \x8C\x58 |0

<U50C2> \x99\x43 |0

<U50C5> \x8B\xCD |0

<U50C9> \x99\x40 |0

<U50CA> \x99\x41 |0

<U50CD> \x93\xAD |0

<U50CF> \x91\x9C |0

<U50D1> \x8B\xA1 |0

<U50D5> \x96\x6C |0

<U50D6> \x99\x44 |0

<U50D8> \xFA\x7D |0

<U50DA> \x97\xBB |0

<U50DE> \x99\x45 |0

<U50E3> \x99\x48 |0

<U50E5> \x99\x46 |0

<U50E7> \x91\x6D |0

<U50ED> \x99\x47 |0

<U50EE> \x99\x49 |0

<U50F4> \xFA\x7C |0

<U50F5> \x99\x4B |0

<U50F9> \x99\x4A |0

<U50FB> \x95\xC6 |0

<U5100> \x8B\x56 |0

<U5101> \x99\x4D |0

<U5102> \x99\x4E |0

<U5104> \x89\xAD |0

<U5109> \x99\x4C |0

<U5112> \x8E\xF2 |0

<U5114> \x99\x51 |0

<U5115> \x99\x50 |0

<U5116> \x99\x4F |0

<U5118> \x96\x99 |0

<U511A> \x99\x52 |0

<U511F> \x8F\x9E |0

<U5121> \x99\x53 |0

<U512A> \x97\x44 |0

<U5132> \x96\xD7 |0

<U5137> \x99\x55 |0

<U513A> \x99\x54 |0

<U513B> \x99\x57 |0

<U513C> \x99\x56 |0

<U513F> \x99\x58 |0

<U5140> \x99\x59 |0

<U5141> \x88\xF2 |0

<U5143> \x8C\xB3 |0
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<U5144> \x8C\x5A |0

<U5145> \x8F\x5B |0

<U5146> \x92\x9B |0

<U5147> \x8B\xA2 |0

<U5148> \x90\xE6 |0

<U5149>

 \x8C\xF5 |0

<U514A> \xFA\x7E |0

<U514B> \x8D\x8E |0

<U514C> \x99\x5B |0

<U514D> \x96\xC6 |0

<U514E> \x93\x65 |0

<U5150> \x8E\x99 |0

<U5152> \x99\x5A |0

<U5154> \x99\x5C |0

<U515A> \x93\x7D |0

<U515C> \x8A\x95 |0

<U5162> \x99\x5D |0

<U5164> \xFA\x80 |0

<U5165> \x93\xFC |0

<U5168> \x91\x53 |0

<U5169> \x99\x5F |0

<U516A> \x99\x60 |0

<U516B> \x94\xAA |0

<U516C> \x8C\xF6 |0

<U516D> \x98\x5A |0

<U516E> \x99\x61 |0

<U5171> \x8B\xA4 |0

<U5175> \x95\xBA |0

<U5176> \x91\xB4 |0

<U5177> \x8B\xEF |0

<U5178> \x93\x54 |0

<U517C> \x8C\x93 |0

<U5180> \x99\x62 |0

<U5182> \x99\x63 |0

<U5185> \x93\xE0 |0

<U5186> \x89\x7E |0

<U5189> \x99\x66 |0

<U518A> \x8D\xFB |0

<U518C> \x99\x65 |0

<U518D> \x8D\xC4 |0

<U518F> \x99\x67 |0

<U5190> \xE3\xEC |0

<U5191> \x99\x68 |0

<U5192> \x96\x60 |0

<U5193> \x99\x69 |0

<U5195> \x99\x6A |0

<U5196> \x99\x6B |0
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<U5197> \x8F\xE7 |0

<U5199> \x8E\xCA |0

<U519D> \xFA\x81 |0

<U51A0> \x8A\xA5 |0

<U51A2> \x99\x6E |0

<U51A4> \x99\x6C |0

<U51A5> \x96\xBB |0

<U51A6> \x99\x6D |0

<U51A8>

 \x95\x79 |0

<U51A9> \x99\x6F |0

<U51AA> \x99\x70 |0

<U51AB> \x99\x71 |0

<U51AC> \x93\x7E |0

<U51B0> \x99\x75 |0

<U51B1> \x99\x73 |0

<U51B2> \x99\x74 |0

<U51B3> \x99\x72 |0

<U51B4> \x8D\xE1 |0

<U51B5> \x99\x76 |0

<U51B6> \x96\xE8 |0

<U51B7> \x97\xE2 |0

<U51BD> \x99\x77 |0

<U51BE> \xFA\x82 |0

<U51C4> \x90\xA6 |0

<U51C5> \x99\x78 |0

<U51C6> \x8F\x79 |0

<U51C9> \x99\x79 |0

<U51CB> \x92\x9C |0

<U51CC> \x97\xBD |0

<U51CD> \x93\x80 |0

<U51D6> \x99\xC3 |0

<U51DB> \x99\x7A |0

<U51DC> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U51DD> \x8B\xC3 |0

<U51E0> \x99\x7B |0

<U51E1> \x96\x7D |0

<U51E6> \x8F\x88 |0

<U51E7> \x91\xFA |0

<U51E9> \x99\x7D |0

<U51EA> \x93\xE2 |0

<U51EC> \xFA\x83 |0

<U51ED> \x99\x7E |0

<U51F0> \x99\x80 |0

<U51F1> \x8A\x4D |0

<U51F5> \x99\x81 |0

<U51F6> \x8B\xA5 |0

<U51F8> \x93\xCA |0
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<U51F9> \x89\x9A |0

<U51FA> \x8F\x6F |0

<U51FD> \x94\x9F |0

<U51FE> \x99\x82 |0

<U5200> \x93\x81 |0

<U5203> \x90\x6E |0

<U5204> \x99\x83 |0

<U5206> \x95\xAA |0

<U5207> \x90\xD8 |0

<U5208> \x8A\xA0 |0

<U520A> \x8A\xA7 |0

<U520B>

 \x99\x84 |0

<U520E> \x99\x86 |0

<U5211> \x8C\x59 |0

<U5214> \x99\x85 |0

<U5215> \xFA\x84 |0

<U5217> \x97\xF1 |0

<U521D> \x8F\x89 |0

<U5224> \x94\xBB |0

<U5225> \x95\xCA |0

<U5227> \x99\x87 |0

<U5229> \x97\x98 |0

<U522A> \x99\x88 |0

<U522E> \x99\x89 |0

<U5230> \x93\x9E |0

<U5233> \x99\x8A |0

<U5236> \x90\xA7 |0

<U5237> \x8D\xFC |0

<U5238> \x8C\x94 |0

<U5239> \x99\x8B |0

<U523A> \x8E\x68 |0

<U523B> \x8D\x8F |0

<U5243> \x92\xE4 |0

<U5244> \x99\x8D |0

<U5247> \x91\xA5 |0

<U524A> \x8D\xED |0

<U524B> \x99\x8E |0

<U524C> \x99\x8F |0

<U524D> \x91\x4F |0

<U524F> \x99\x8C |0

<U5254> \x99\x91 |0

<U5256> \x96\x55 |0

<U525B> \x8D\x84 |0

<U525D> \x94\x8D |1

<U525E> \x99\x90 |0

<U5263> \x8C\x95 |0

<U5264> \x8D\xDC |0
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<U5265> \x94\x8D |0

<U5269> \x99\x94 |0

<U526A> \x99\x92 |0

<U526F> \x95\x9B |0

<U5270> \x8F\xE8 |0

<U5271> \x99\x9B |0

<U5272> \x8A\x84 |0

<U5273> \x99\x95 |0

<U5274> \x99\x93 |0

<U5275> \x91\x6E |0

<U527D> \x99\x97 |0

<U527F> \x99\x96 |0

<U5283> \x8A\x63 |0

<U5287> \x8C\x80 |0

<U5288>

 \x99\x9C |0

<U5289> \x97\xAB |0

<U528D> \x99\x98 |0

<U5291> \x99\x9D |0

<U5292> \x99\x9A |0

<U5294> \x99\x99 |0

<U529B> \x97\xCD |0

<U529C> \xFA\x85 |0

<U529F> \x8C\xF7 |0

<U52A0> \x89\xC1 |0

<U52A3> \x97\xF2 |0

<U52A6> \xFA\x86 |0

<U52A9> \x8F\x95 |0

<U52AA> \x93\x77 |0

<U52AB> \x8D\x85 |0

<U52AC> \x99\xA0 |0

<U52AD> \x99\xA1 |0

<U52AF> \xFB\x77 |0

<U52B1> \x97\xE3 |0

<U52B4> \x98\x4A |0

<U52B5> \x99\xA3 |0

<U52B9> \x8C\xF8 |0

<U52BC> \x99\xA2 |0

<U52BE> \x8A\x4E |0

<U52C0> \xFA\x87 |0

<U52C1> \x99\xA4 |0

<U52C3> \x96\x75 |0

<U52C5> \x92\xBA |0

<U52C7> \x97\x45 |0

<U52C9> \x95\xD7 |0

<U52CD> \x99\xA5 |0

<U52D2> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U52D5> \x93\xAE |0
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<U52D7> \x99\xA6 |0

<U52D8> \x8A\xA8 |0

<U52D9> \x96\xB1 |0

<U52DB> \xFA\x88 |0

<U52DD> \x8F\x9F |0

<U52DE> \x99\xA7 |0

<U52DF> \x95\xE5 |0

<U52E0> \x99\xAB |0

<U52E2> \x90\xA8 |0

<U52E3> \x99\xA8 |0

<U52E4> \x8B\xCE |0

<U52E6> \x99\xA9 |0

<U52E7> \x8A\xA9 |0

<U52F2> \x8C\x4D |0

<U52F3> \x99\xAC |0

<U52F5> \x99\xAD |0

<U52F8> \x99\xAE |0

<U52F9>

 \x99\xAF |0

<U52FA> \x8E\xD9 |0

<U52FE> \x8C\xF9 |0

<U52FF> \x96\xDC |0

<U5300> \xFA\x89 |0

<U5301> \x96\xE6 |0

<U5302> \x93\xF5 |0

<U5305> \x95\xEF |0

<U5306> \x99\xB0 |0

<U5307> \xFA\x8A |0

<U5308> \x99\xB1 |0

<U530D> \x99\xB3 |0

<U530F> \x99\xB5 |0

<U5310> \x99\xB4 |0

<U5315> \x99\xB6 |0

<U5316> \x89\xBB |0

<U5317> \x96\x6B |0

<U5319> \x8D\xFA |0

<U531A> \x99\xB7 |0

<U531D> \x91\x78 |0

<U5320> \x8F\xA0 |0

<U5321> \x8B\xA7 |0

<U5323> \x99\xB8 |0

<U5324> \xFA\x8B |0

<U532A> \x94\xD9 |0

<U532F> \x99\xB9 |0

<U5331> \x99\xBA |0

<U5333> \x99\xBB |0

<U5338> \x99\xBC |0

<U5339> \x95\x43 |0
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<U533A> \x8B\xE6 |0

<U533B> \x88\xE3 |0

<U533F> \x93\xBD |0

<U5340> \x99\xBD |0

<U5341> \x8F\x5C |0

<U5343> \x90\xE7 |0

<U5345> \x99\xBF |0

<U5346> \x99\xBE |0

<U5347> \x8F\xA1 |0

<U5348> \x8C\xDF |0

<U5349> \x99\xC1 |0

<U534A> \x94\xBC |0

<U534D> \x99\xC2 |0

<U5351> \x94\xDA |0

<U5352> \x91\xB2 |0

<U5353> \x91\xEC |0

<U5354> \x8B\xA6 |0

<U5357> \x93\xEC |0

<U5358> \x92\x50 |0

<U535A> \x94\x8E |0

<U535C>

 \x96\x6D |0

<U535E> \x99\xC4 |0

<U5360> \x90\xE8 |0

<U5366> \x8C\x54 |0

<U5369> \x99\xC5 |0

<U536E> \x99\xC6 |0

<U536F> \x89\x4B |0

<U5370> \x88\xF3 |0

<U5371> \x8A\xEB |0

<U5372> \xFA\x8C |0

<U5373> \x91\xA6 |0

<U5374> \x8B\x70 |0

<U5375> \x97\x91 |0

<U5377> \x99\xC9 |0

<U5378> \x89\xB5 |0

<U537B> \x99\xC8 |0

<U537F> \x8B\xA8 |0

<U5382> \x99\xCA |0

<U5384> \x96\xEF |0

<U5393> \xFA\x8D |0

<U5396> \x99\xCB |0

<U5398> \x97\xD0 |0

<U539A> \x8C\xFA |0

<U539F> \x8C\xB4 |0

<U53A0> \x99\xCC |0

<U53A5> \x99\xCE |0

<U53A6> \x99\xCD |0
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<U53A8> \x90\x7E |0

<U53A9> \x89\x58 |0

<U53AD> \x89\x7D |0

<U53AE> \x99\xCF |0

<U53B0> \x99\xD0 |0

<U53B2> \xFA\x8E |0

<U53B3> \x8C\xB5 |0

<U53B6> \x99\xD1 |0

<U53BB> \x8B\x8E |0

<U53C2> \x8E\x51 |0

<U53C3> \x99\xD2 |0

<U53C8> \x96\x94 |0

<U53C9> \x8D\xB3 |0

<U53CA> \x8B\x79 |0

<U53CB> \x97\x46 |0

<U53CC> \x91\x6F |0

<U53CD> \x94\xBD |0

<U53CE> \x8E\xFB |0

<U53D4> \x8F\x66 |0

<U53D6> \x8E\xE6 |0

<U53D7> \x8E\xF3 |0

<U53D9> \x8F\x96 |0

<U53DB> \x94\xBE |0

<U53DD>

 \xFA\x8F |0

<U53DF> \x99\xD5 |0

<U53E1> \x89\x62 |0

<U53E2> \x91\x70 |0

<U53E3> \x8C\xFB |0

<U53E4> \x8C\xC3 |0

<U53E5> \x8B\xE5 |0

<U53E8> \x99\xD9 |0

<U53E9> \x92\x40 |0

<U53EA> \x91\xFC |0

<U53EB> \x8B\xA9 |0

<U53EC> \x8F\xA2 |0

<U53ED> \x99\xDA |0

<U53EE> \x99\xD8 |0

<U53EF> \x89\xC2 |0

<U53F0> \x91\xE4 |0

<U53F1> \x8E\xB6 |0

<U53F2> \x8E\x6A |0

<U53F3> \x89\x45 |0

<U53F6> \x8A\x90 |0

<U53F7> \x8D\x86 |0

<U53F8> \x8E\x69 |0

<U53FA> \x99\xDB |0

<U5401> \x99\xDC |0
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<U5403> \x8B\x68 |0

<U5404> \x8A\x65 |0

<U5408> \x8D\x87 |0

<U5409> \x8B\x67 |0

<U540A> \x92\xDD |0

<U540B> \x89\x44 |0

<U540C> \x93\xAF |0

<U540D> \x96\xBC |0

<U540E> \x8D\x40 |0

<U540F> \x97\x99 |0

<U5410> \x93\x66 |0

<U5411> \x8C\xFC |0

<U541B> \x8C\x4E |0

<U541D> \x99\xE5 |0

<U541F> \x8B\xE1 |0

<U5420> \x96\x69 |0

<U5426> \x94\xDB |0

<U5429> \x99\xE4 |0

<U542B> \x8A\xDC |0

<U542C> \x99\xDF |0

<U542D> \x99\xE0 |0

<U542E> \x99\xE2 |0

<U5436> \x99\xE3 |0

<U5438> \x8B\x7A |0

<U5439> \x90\x81 |0

<U543B> \x95\xAB |0

<U543C>

 \x99\xE1 |0

<U543D> \x99\xDD |0

<U543E> \x8C\xE1 |0

<U5440> \x99\xDE |0

<U5442> \x98\x43 |0

<U5446> \x95\xF0 |0

<U5448> \x92\xE6 |0

<U5449> \x8C\xE0 |0

<U544A> \x8D\x90 |0

<U544E> \x99\xE6 |0

<U5451> \x93\xDB |0

<U545F> \x99\xEA |0

<U5468> \x8E\xFC |0

<U546A> \x8E\xF4 |0

<U5470> \x99\xED |0

<U5471> \x99\xEB |0

<U5473> \x96\xA1 |0

<U5475> \x99\xE8 |0

<U5476> \x99\xF1 |0

<U5477> \x99\xEC |0

<U547B> \x99\xEF |0
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<U547C> \x8C\xC4 |0

<U547D> \x96\xBD |0

<U5480> \x99\xF0 |0

<U5484> \x99\xF2 |0

<U5486> \x99\xF4 |0

<U548A> \xFA\x92 |0

<U548B> \x8D\xEE |0

<U548C> \x98\x61 |0

<U548E> \x99\xE9 |0

<U548F> \x99\xE7 |0

<U5490> \x99\xF3 |0

<U5492> \x99\xEE |0

<U549C> \xFA\x91 |0

<U54A2> \x99\xF6 |0

<U54A4> \x9A\x42 |0

<U54A5> \x99\xF8 |0

<U54A8> \x99\xFC |0

<U54A9> \xFA\x93 |0

<U54AB> \x9A\x40 |0

<U54AC> \x99\xF9 |0

<U54AF> \x9A\x5D |0

<U54B2> \x8D\xE7 |0

<U54B3> \x8A\x50 |0

<U54B8> \x99\xF7 |0

<U54BC> \x9A\x44 |0

<U54BD> \x88\xF4 |0

<U54BE> \x9A\x43 |0

<U54C0> \x88\xA3 |0

<U54C1> \x95\x69 |0

<U54C2>

 \x9A\x41 |0

<U54C4> \x99\xFA |0

<U54C7> \x99\xF5 |0

<U54C8> \x99\xFB |0

<U54C9> \x8D\xC6 |0

<U54D8> \x9A\x45 |0

<U54E1> \x88\xF5 |0

<U54E2> \x9A\x4E |0

<U54E5> \x9A\x46 |0

<U54E6> \x9A\x47 |0

<U54E8> \x8F\xA3 |0

<U54E9> \x96\x89 |0

<U54ED> \x9A\x4C |0

<U54EE> \x9A\x4B |0

<U54F2> \x93\x4E |0

<U54FA> \x9A\x4D |0

<U54FD> \x9A\x4A |0

<U54FF> \xFA\x94 |0
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<U5504> \x89\x53 |0

<U5506> \x8D\xB4 |0

<U5507> \x90\x4F |0

<U550F> \x9A\x48 |0

<U5510> \x93\x82 |0

<U5514> \x9A\x49 |0

<U5516> \x88\xA0 |0

<U552E> \x9A\x53 |0

<U552F> \x97\x42 |0

<U5531> \x8F\xA5 |0

<U5533> \x9A\x59 |0

<U5538> \x9A\x58 |0

<U5539> \x9A\x4F |0

<U553E> \x91\xC1 |0

<U5540> \x9A\x50 |0

<U5544> \x91\xED |0

<U5545> \x9A\x55 |0

<U5546> \x8F\xA4 |0

<U554C> \x9A\x52 |0

<U554F> \x96\xE2 |0

<U5553> \x8C\x5B |0

<U5556> \x9A\x56 |0

<U5557> \x9A\x57 |0

<U555C> \x9A\x54 |0

<U555D> \x9A\x5A |0

<U555E> \x88\xA0 |1

<U5563> \x9A\x51 |0

<U557B> \x9A\x60 |0

<U557C> \x9A\x65 |0

<U557E> \x9A\x61 |0

<U5580> \x9A\x5C |0

<U5583> \x9A\x66 |0

<U5584>

 \x91\x50 |0

<U5586> \xFA\x95 |0

<U5587> \x9A\x68 |0

<U5589> \x8D\x41 |0

<U558A> \x9A\x5E |0

<U558B> \x92\x9D |0

<U5598> \x9A\x62 |0

<U5599> \x9A\x5B |0

<U559A> \x8A\xAB |0

<U559C> \x8A\xEC |0

<U559D> \x8A\x85 |0

<U559E> \x9A\x63 |0

<U559F> \x9A\x5F |0

<U55A7> \x8C\x96 |0

<U55A8> \x9A\x69 |0
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<U55A9> \x9A\x67 |0

<U55AA> \x91\x72 |0

<U55AB> \x8B\x69 |0

<U55AC> \x8B\xAA |0

<U55AE> \x9A\x64 |0

<U55B0> \x8B\xF2 |0

<U55B6> \x89\x63 |0

<U55C4> \x9A\x6D |0

<U55C5> \x9A\x6B |0

<U55C7> \x9A\xA5 |0

<U55D4> \x9A\x70 |0

<U55DA> \x9A\x6A |0

<U55DC> \x9A\x6E |0

<U55DF> \x9A\x6C |0

<U55E3> \x8E\x6B |0

<U55E4> \x9A\x6F |0

<U55F7> \x9A\x72 |0

<U55F9> \x9A\x77 |0

<U55FD> \x9A\x75 |0

<U55FE> \x9A\x74 |0

<U5606> \x92\x51 |0

<U5609> \x89\xC3 |0

<U5614> \x9A\x71 |0

<U5616> \x9A\x73 |0

<U5617> \x8F\xA6 |0

<U5618> \x89\x52 |0

<U561B> \x9A\x76 |0

<U5629> \x89\xDC |0

<U562F> \x9A\x82 |0

<U5631> \x8F\xFA |0

<U5632> \x9A\x7D |0

<U5634> \x9A\x7B |0

<U5636> \x9A\x7C |0

<U5638> \x9A\x7E |0

<U5642> \x89\x5C |0

<U564C>

 \x91\x58 |0

<U564E> \x9A\x78 |0

<U5650> \x9A\x79 |0

<U565B> \x8A\x9A |0

<U5664> \x9A\x81 |0

<U5668> \x8A\xED |0

<U566A> \x9A\x84 |0

<U566B> \x9A\x80 |0

<U566C> \x9A\x83 |0

<U5674> \x95\xAC |0

<U5678> \x93\xD3 |0

<U567A> \x94\xB6 |0
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<U5680> \x9A\x86 |0

<U5686> \x9A\x85 |0

<U5687> \x8A\x64 |0

<U568A> \x9A\x87 |0

<U568F> \x9A\x8A |0

<U5694> \x9A\x89 |0

<U5699> \x8A\x9A |1

<U56A0> \x9A\x88 |0

<U56A2> \x94\x58 |0

<U56A5> \x9A\x8B |0

<U56AE> \x9A\x8C |0

<U56B4> \x9A\x8E |0

<U56B6> \x9A\x8D |0

<U56BC> \x9A\x90 |0

<U56C0> \x9A\x93 |0

<U56C1> \x9A\x91 |0

<U56C2> \x9A\x8F |0

<U56C3> \x9A\x92 |0

<U56C8> \x9A\x94 |0

<U56CA> \x94\x58 |1

<U56CE> \x9A\x95 |0

<U56D1> \x9A\x96 |0

<U56D3> \x9A\x97 |0

<U56D7> \x9A\x98 |0

<U56D8> \x99\x64 |0

<U56DA> \x8E\xFA |0

<U56DB> \x8E\x6C |0

<U56DE> \x89\xF1 |0

<U56E0> \x88\xF6 |0

<U56E3> \x92\x63 |0

<U56EE> \x9A\x99 |0

<U56F0> \x8D\xA2 |0

<U56F2> \x88\xCD |0

<U56F3> \x90\x7D |0

<U56F9> \x9A\x9A |0

<U56FA> \x8C\xC5 |0

<U56FD> \x8D\x91 |0

<U56FF> \x9A\x9C |0

<U5700>

 \x9A\x9B |0

<U5703> \x95\xDE |0

<U5704> \x9A\x9D |0

<U5708> \x9A\x9F |0

<U5709> \x9A\x9E |0

<U570B> \x9A\xA0 |0

<U570D> \x9A\xA1 |0

<U570F> \x8C\x97 |0

<U5712> \x89\x80 |0
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<U5713> \x9A\xA2 |0

<U5716> \x9A\xA4 |0

<U5718> \x9A\xA3 |0

<U571C> \x9A\xA6 |0

<U571F> \x93\x79 |0

<U5726> \x9A\xA7 |0

<U5727> \x88\xB3 |0

<U5728> \x8D\xDD |0

<U572D> \x8C\x5C |0

<U5730> \x92\x6E |0

<U5737> \x9A\xA8 |0

<U5738> \x9A\xA9 |0

<U573B> \x9A\xAB |0

<U5740> \x9A\xAC |0

<U5742> \x8D\xE2 |0

<U5747> \x8B\xCF |0

<U574A> \x96\x56 |0

<U574E> \x9A\xAA |0

<U574F> \x9A\xAD |0

<U5750> \x8D\xBF |0

<U5751> \x8D\x42 |0

<U5759> \xFA\x96 |0

<U5761> \x9A\xB1 |0

<U5764> \x8D\xA3 |0

<U5765> \xFA\x97 |0

<U5766> \x92\x52 |0

<U5769> \x9A\xAE |0

<U576A> \x92\xD8 |0

<U577F> \x9A\xB2 |0

<U5782> \x90\x82 |0

<U5788> \x9A\xB0 |0

<U5789> \x9A\xB3 |0

<U578B> \x8C\x5E |0

<U5793> \x9A\xB4 |0

<U57A0> \x9A\xB5 |0

<U57A2> \x8D\x43 |0

<U57A3> \x8A\x5F |0

<U57A4> \x9A\xB7 |0

<U57AA> \x9A\xB8 |0

<U57AC> \xFA\x98 |0

<U57B0> \x9A\xB9 |0

<U57B3>

 \x9A\xB6 |0

<U57C0> \x9A\xAF |0

<U57C3> \x9A\xBA |0

<U57C6> \x9A\xBB |0

<U57C7> \xFA\x9A |0

<U57C8> \xFA\x99 |0
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<U57CB> \x96\x84 |0

<U57CE> \x8F\xE9 |0

<U57D2> \x9A\xBD |0

<U57D3> \x9A\xBE |0

<U57D4> \x9A\xBC |0

<U57D6> \x9A\xC0 |0

<U57DC> \x94\x57 |0

<U57DF> \x88\xE6 |0

<U57E0> \x95\x75 |0

<U57E3> \x9A\xC1 |0

<U57F4> \x8F\xFB |0

<U57F7> \x8E\xB7 |0

<U57F9> \x94\x7C |0

<U57FA> \x8A\xEE |0

<U57FC> \x8D\xE9 |0

<U5800> \x96\x78 |0

<U5802> \x93\xB0 |0

<U5805> \x8C\x98 |0

<U5806> \x91\xCD |0

<U580A> \x9A\xBF |0

<U580B> \x9A\xC2 |0

<U5815> \x91\xC2 |0

<U5819> \x9A\xC3 |0

<U581D> \x9A\xC4 |0

<U5821> \x9A\xC6 |0

<U5824> \x92\xE7 |0

<U582A> \x8A\xAC |0

<U582F> \x8B\xC4 |0

<U5830> \x89\x81 |0

<U5831> \x95\xF1 |0

<U5834> \x8F\xEA |0

<U5835> \x93\x67 |0

<U583A> \x8D\xE4 |0

<U583D> \x9A\xCC |0

<U5840> \x95\xBB |0

<U5841> \x97\xDB |0

<U584A> \x89\xF2 |0

<U584B> \x9A\xC8 |0

<U5851> \x91\x59 |0

<U5852> \x9A\xCB |0

<U5854> \x93\x83 |0

<U5857> \x93\x68 |0

<U5858> \x93\x84 |0

<U5859> \x94\xB7 |0

<U585A>

 \x92\xCB |0

<U585E> \x8D\xC7 |0

<U5861> \x93\x55 |1
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<U5862> \x9A\xC7 |0

<U5869> \x89\x96 |0

<U586B> \x93\x55 |0

<U5870> \x9A\xC9 |0

<U5872> \x9A\xC5 |0

<U5875> \x90\x6F |0

<U5879> \x9A\xCD |0

<U587E> \x8F\x6D |0

<U5883> \x8B\xAB |0

<U5885> \x9A\xCE |0

<U5893> \x95\xE6 |0

<U5897> \x91\x9D |0

<U589C> \x92\xC4 |0

<U589E> \xFA\x9D |0

<U589F> \x9A\xD0 |0

<U58A8> \x96\x6E |0

<U58AB> \x9A\xD1 |0

<U58AE> \x9A\xD6 |0

<U58B2> \xFA\x9E |0

<U58B3> \x95\xAD |0

<U58B8> \x9A\xD5 |0

<U58B9> \x9A\xCF |0

<U58BA> \x9A\xD2 |0

<U58BB> \x9A\xD4 |0

<U58BE> \x8D\xA4 |0

<U58C1> \x95\xC7 |0

<U58C5> \x9A\xD7 |0

<U58C7> \x92\x64 |0

<U58CA> \x89\xF3 |0

<U58CC> \x8F\xEB |0

<U58D1> \x9A\xD9 |0

<U58D3> \x9A\xD8 |0

<U58D5> \x8D\x88 |0

<U58D7> \x9A\xDA |0

<U58D8> \x9A\xDC |0

<U58D9> \x9A\xDB |0

<U58DC> \x9A\xDE |0

<U58DE> \x9A\xD3 |0

<U58DF> \x9A\xE0 |0

<U58E4> \x9A\xDF |0

<U58E5> \x9A\xDD |0

<U58EB> \x8E\x6D |0

<U58EC> \x90\x70 |0

<U58EE> \x91\x73 |0

<U58EF> \x9A\xE1 |0

<U58F0> \x90\xBA |0

<U58F1> \x88\xEB |0

<U58F2>
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 \x94\x84 |0

<U58F7> \x9A\xE2 |0

<U58F9> \x9A\xE3 |0

<U58FA> \x92\xD9 |0

<U58FB> \x9A\xE4 |0

<U58FC> \x9A\xE5 |0

<U58FD> \x9A\xE6 |0

<U5902> \x9A\xE7 |0

<U5909> \x95\xCF |0

<U590A> \x9A\xE8 |0

<U590B> \xFA\x9F |0

<U590F> \x89\xC4 |0

<U5910> \x9A\xE9 |0

<U5915> \x97\x5B |0

<U5916> \x8A\x4F |0

<U5918> \x99\xC7 |0

<U5919> \x8F\x67 |0

<U591A> \x91\xBD |0

<U591B> \x9A\xEA |0

<U591C> \x96\xE9 |0

<U5922> \x96\xB2 |0

<U5925> \x9A\xEC |0

<U5927> \x91\xE5 |0

<U5929> \x93\x56 |0

<U592A> \x91\xBE |0

<U592B> \x95\x76 |0

<U592C> \x9A\xED |0

<U592D> \x9A\xEE |0

<U592E> \x89\x9B |0

<U5931> \x8E\xB8 |0

<U5932> \x9A\xEF |0

<U5937> \x88\xCE |0

<U5938> \x9A\xF0 |0

<U593E> \x9A\xF1 |0

<U5944> \x89\x82 |0

<U5947> \x8A\xEF |0

<U5948> \x93\xDE |0

<U5949> \x95\xF2 |0

<U594E> \x9A\xF5 |0

<U594F> \x91\x74 |0

<U5950> \x9A\xF4 |0

<U5951> \x8C\x5F |0

<U5953> \xFA\xA0 |0

<U5954> \x96\x7A |0

<U5955> \x9A\xF3 |0

<U5957> \x93\x85 |0

<U5958> \x9A\xF7 |0

<U595A> \x9A\xF6 |0
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<U595B> \xFA\xA1 |0

<U595D> \xFA\xA2 |0

<U5960>

 \x9A\xF9 |0

<U5962> \x9A\xF8 |0

<U5963> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U5965> \x89\x9C |0

<U5967> \x9A\xFA |0

<U5968> \x8F\xA7 |0

<U5969> \x9A\xFC |0

<U596A> \x92\x44 |0

<U596C> \x9A\xFB |0

<U596E> \x95\xB1 |0

<U5973> \x8F\x97 |0

<U5974> \x93\x7A |0

<U5978> \x9B\x40 |0

<U597D> \x8D\x44 |0

<U5981> \x9B\x41 |0

<U5982> \x94\x40 |0

<U5983> \x94\xDC |0

<U5984> \x96\xCF |0

<U598A> \x94\x44 |0

<U598D> \x9B\x4A |0

<U5993> \x8B\x57 |0

<U5996> \x97\x64 |0

<U5999> \x96\xAD |0

<U599B> \x9B\xAA |0

<U599D> \x9B\x42 |0

<U59A3> \x9B\x45 |0

<U59A4> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U59A5> \x91\xC3 |0

<U59A8> \x96\x57 |0

<U59AC> \x93\x69 |0

<U59B2> \x9B\x46 |0

<U59B9> \x96\x85 |0

<U59BA> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U59BB> \x8D\xC8 |0

<U59BE> \x8F\xA8 |0

<U59C6> \x9B\x47 |0

<U59C9> \x8E\x6F |0

<U59CB> \x8E\x6E |0

<U59D0> \x88\xB7 |0

<U59D1> \x8C\xC6 |0

<U59D3> \x90\xA9 |0

<U59D4> \x88\xCF |0

<U59D9> \x9B\x4B |0

<U59DA> \x9B\x4C |0

<U59DC> \x9B\x49 |0
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<U59E5> \x89\x57 |0

<U59E6> \x8A\xAD |0

<U59E8> \x9B\x48 |0

<U59EA> \x96\xC3 |0

<U59EB> \x95\x50 |0

<U59F6>

 \x88\xA6 |0

<U59FB> \x88\xF7 |0

<U59FF> \x8E\x70 |0

<U5A01> \x88\xD0 |0

<U5A03> \x88\xA1 |0

<U5A09> \x9B\x51 |0

<U5A11> \x9B\x4F |0

<U5A18> \x96\xBA |0

<U5A1A> \x9B\x52 |0

<U5A1C> \x9B\x50 |0

<U5A1F> \x9B\x4E |0

<U5A20> \x90\x50 |0

<U5A25> \x9B\x4D |0

<U5A29> \x95\xD8 |0

<U5A2F> \x8C\xE2 |0

<U5A35> \x9B\x56 |0

<U5A36> \x9B\x57 |0

<U5A3C> \x8F\xA9 |0

<U5A40> \x9B\x53 |0

<U5A41> \x98\x4B |0

<U5A46> \x94\x6B |0

<U5A49> \x9B\x55 |0

<U5A5A> \x8D\xA5 |0

<U5A62> \x9B\x58 |0

<U5A66> \x95\x77 |0

<U5A6A> \x9B\x59 |0

<U5A6C> \x9B\x54 |0

<U5A7F> \x96\xB9 |0

<U5A92> \x94\x7D |0

<U5A9A> \x9B\x5A |0

<U5A9B> \x95\x51 |0

<U5ABC> \x9B\x5B |0

<U5ABD> \x9B\x5F |0

<U5ABE> \x9B\x5C |0

<U5AC1> \x89\xC5 |0

<U5AC2> \x9B\x5E |0

<U5AC9> \x8E\xB9 |0

<U5ACB> \x9B\x5D |0

<U5ACC> \x8C\x99 |0

<U5AD0> \x9B\x6B |0

<U5AD6> \x9B\x64 |0

<U5AD7> \x9B\x61 |0
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<U5AE1> \x92\x84 |0

<U5AE3> \x9B\x60 |0

<U5AE6> \x9B\x62 |0

<U5AE9> \x9B\x63 |0

<U5AFA> \x9B\x65 |0

<U5AFB> \x9B\x66 |0

<U5B09> \x8A\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \x9B\x68 |0

<U5B0C>

 \x9B\x67 |0

<U5B16> \x9B\x69 |0

<U5B22> \x8F\xEC |0

<U5B2A> \x9B\x6C |0

<U5B2C> \x92\xDA |0

<U5B30> \x89\x64 |0

<U5B32> \x9B\x6A |0

<U5B36> \x9B\x6D |0

<U5B3E> \x9B\x6E |0

<U5B40> \x9B\x71 |0

<U5B43> \x9B\x6F |0

<U5B45> \x9B\x70 |0

<U5B50> \x8E\x71 |0

<U5B51> \x9B\x72 |0

<U5B54> \x8D\x45 |0

<U5B55> \x9B\x73 |0

<U5B56> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \x8E\x9A |0

<U5B58> \x91\xB6 |0

<U5B5A> \x9B\x74 |0

<U5B5B> \x9B\x75 |0

<U5B5C> \x8E\x79 |0

<U5B5D> \x8D\x46 |0

<U5B5F> \x96\xD0 |0

<U5B63> \x8B\x47 |0

<U5B64> \x8C\xC7 |0

<U5B65> \x9B\x76 |0

<U5B66> \x8A\x77 |0

<U5B69> \x9B\x77 |0

<U5B6B> \x91\xB7 |0

<U5B70> \x9B\x78 |0

<U5B71> \x9B\xA1 |0

<U5B73> \x9B\x79 |0

<U5B75> \x9B\x7A |0

<U5B78> \x9B\x7B |0

<U5B7A> \x9B\x7D |0

<U5B80> \x9B\x7E |0

<U5B83> \x9B\x80 |0

<U5B85> \x91\xEE |0
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<U5B87> \x89\x46 |0

<U5B88> \x8E\xE7 |0

<U5B89> \x88\xC0 |0

<U5B8B> \x91\x76 |0

<U5B8C> \x8A\xAE |0

<U5B8D> \x8E\xB3 |0

<U5B8F> \x8D\x47 |0

<U5B95> \x93\x86 |0

<U5B97> \x8F\x40 |0

<U5B98> \x8A\xAF |0

<U5B99> \x92\x88 |0

<U5B9A>

 \x92\xE8 |0

<U5B9B> \x88\xB6 |0

<U5B9C> \x8B\x58 |0

<U5B9D> \x95\xF3 |0

<U5B9F> \x8E\xC0 |0

<U5BA2> \x8B\x71 |0

<U5BA3> \x90\xE9 |0

<U5BA4> \x8E\xBA |0

<U5BA5> \x97\x47 |0

<U5BA6> \x9B\x81 |0

<U5BAE> \x8B\x7B |0

<U5BB0> \x8D\xC9 |0

<U5BB3> \x8A\x51 |0

<U5BB4> \x89\x83 |0

<U5BB5> \x8F\xAA |0

<U5BB6> \x89\xC6 |0

<U5BB8> \x9B\x82 |0

<U5BB9> \x97\x65 |0

<U5BBF> \x8F\x68 |0

<U5BC0> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U5BC2> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U5BC3> \x9B\x83 |0

<U5BC4> \x8A\xF1 |0

<U5BC5> \x93\xD0 |0

<U5BC6> \x96\xA7 |0

<U5BC7> \x9B\x84 |0

<U5BC9> \x9B\x85 |0

<U5BCC> \x95\x78 |0

<U5BD0> \x9B\x87 |0

<U5BD2> \x8A\xA6 |0

<U5BD3> \x8B\xF5 |0

<U5BD4> \x9B\x86 |0

<U5BD8> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5BDB> \x8A\xB0 |0

<U5BDD> \x90\x51 |0

<U5BDE> \x9B\x8B |0
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<U5BDF> \x8E\x40 |0

<U5BE1> \x89\xC7 |0

<U5BE2> \x9B\x8A |0

<U5BE4> \x9B\x88 |0

<U5BE5> \x9B\x8C |0

<U5BE6> \x9B\x89 |0

<U5BE7> \x94\x4A |0

<U5BE8> \x9E\xCB |0

<U5BE9> \x90\x52 |0

<U5BEB> \x9B\x8D |0

<U5BEC> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BEE> \x97\xBE |0

<U5BF0> \x9B\x8E |0

<U5BF3> \x9B\x90 |0

<U5BF5>

 \x92\x9E |0

<U5BF6> \x9B\x8F |0

<U5BF8> \x90\xA1 |0

<U5BFA> \x8E\x9B |0

<U5BFE> \x91\xCE |0

<U5BFF> \x8E\xF5 |0

<U5C01> \x95\x95 |0

<U5C02> \x90\xEA |0

<U5C04> \x8E\xCB |0

<U5C05> \x9B\x91 |0

<U5C06> \x8F\xAB |0

<U5C07> \x9B\x92 |0

<U5C08> \x9B\x93 |0

<U5C09> \x88\xD1 |0

<U5C0A> \x91\xB8 |0

<U5C0B> \x90\x71 |0

<U5C0D> \x9B\x94 |0

<U5C0E> \x93\xB1 |0

<U5C0F> \x8F\xAC |0

<U5C11> \x8F\xAD |0

<U5C13> \x9B\x95 |0

<U5C16> \x90\xEB |0

<U5C1A> \x8F\xAE |0

<U5C1E> \xFA\xAB |0

<U5C20> \x9B\x96 |0

<U5C22> \x9B\x97 |0

<U5C24> \x96\xDE |0

<U5C28> \x9B\x98 |0

<U5C2D> \xEA\x9F |0

<U5C31> \x8F\x41 |0

<U5C38> \x9B\x99 |0

<U5C39> \x9B\x9A |0

<U5C3A> \x8E\xDA |0
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<U5C3B> \x90\x4B |0

<U5C3C> \x93\xF2 |0

<U5C3D> \x90\x73 |0

<U5C3E> \x94\xF6 |0

<U5C3F> \x94\x41 |0

<U5C40> \x8B\xC7 |0

<U5C41> \x9B\x9B |0

<U5C45> \x8B\x8F |0

<U5C46> \x9B\x9C |0

<U5C48> \x8B\xFC |0

<U5C4A> \x93\xCD |0

<U5C4B> \x89\xAE |0

<U5C4D> \x8E\x72 |0

<U5C4E> \x9B\x9D |0

<U5C4F> \x9B\xA0 |0

<U5C50> \x9B\x9F |0

<U5C51> \x8B\xFB |0

<U5C53>

 \x9B\x9E |0

<U5C55> \x93\x57 |0

<U5C5B> \x9B\xA0 |1

<U5C5E> \x91\xAE |0

<U5C60> \x93\x6A |0

<U5C61> \x8E\xC6 |0

<U5C62> \x8E\xC6 |1

<U5C64> \x91\x77 |0

<U5C65> \x97\x9A |0

<U5C6C> \x9B\xA2 |0

<U5C6E> \x9B\xA3 |0

<U5C6F> \x93\xD4 |0

<U5C71> \x8E\x52 |0

<U5C76> \x9B\xA5 |0

<U5C79> \x9B\xA6 |0

<U5C8C> \x9B\xA7 |0

<U5C90> \x8A\xF2 |0

<U5C91> \x9B\xA8 |0

<U5C94> \x9B\xA9 |0

<U5CA1> \x89\xAA |0

<U5CA6> \xFA\xAC |0

<U5CA8> \x91\x5A |0

<U5CA9> \x8A\xE2 |0

<U5CAB> \x9B\xAB |0

<U5CAC> \x96\xA6 |0

<U5CB1> \x91\xD0 |0

<U5CB3> \x8A\x78 |0

<U5CB6> \x9B\xAD |0

<U5CB7> \x9B\xAF |0

<U5CB8> \x8A\xDD |0
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<U5CBA> \xFA\xAD |0

<U5CBB> \x9B\xAC |0

<U5CBC> \x9B\xAE |0

<U5CBE> \x9B\xB1 |0

<U5CC5> \x9B\xB0 |0

<U5CC7> \x9B\xB2 |0

<U5CD9> \x9B\xB3 |0

<U5CE0> \x93\xBB |0

<U5CE1> \x8B\xAC |0

<U5CE8> \x89\xE3 |0

<U5CE9> \x9B\xB4 |0

<U5CEA> \x9B\xB9 |0

<U5CED> \x9B\xB7 |0

<U5CEF> \x95\xF5 |0

<U5CF0> \x95\xF4 |0

<U5CF5> \xFA\xAE |0

<U5CF6> \x93\x87 |0

<U5CFA> \x9B\xB6 |0

<U5CFB> \x8F\x73 |0

<U5CFD> \x9B\xB5 |0

<U5D07>

 \x90\x92 |0

<U5D0B> \x9B\xBA |0

<U5D0E> \x8D\xE8 |0

<U5D11> \x9B\xC0 |0

<U5D14> \x9B\xC1 |0

<U5D15> \x9B\xBB |0

<U5D16> \x8A\x52 |0

<U5D17> \x9B\xBC |0

<U5D18> \x9B\xC5 |0

<U5D19> \x9B\xC4 |0

<U5D1A> \x9B\xC3 |0

<U5D1B> \x9B\xBF |0

<U5D1F> \x9B\xBE |0

<U5D22> \x9B\xC2 |0

<U5D27> \xFA\xAF |0

<U5D29> \x95\xF6 |0

<U5D42> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U5D4B> \x9B\xC9 |0

<U5D4C> \x9B\xC6 |0

<U5D4E> \x9B\xC8 |0

<U5D50> \x97\x92 |0

<U5D52> \x9B\xC7 |0

<U5D53> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \x9B\xBD |0

<U5D69> \x90\x93 |0

<U5D6C> \x9B\xCA |0

<U5D6D> \xFA\xB3 |0
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<U5D6F> \x8D\xB5 |0

<U5D73> \x9B\xCB |0

<U5D76> \x9B\xCC |0

<U5D82> \x9B\xCF |0

<U5D84> \x9B\xCE |0

<U5D87> \x9B\xCD |0

<U5D8B> \x93\x88 |0

<U5D8C> \x9B\xB8 |0

<U5D90> \x9B\xD5 |0

<U5D9D> \x9B\xD1 |0

<U5DA2> \x9B\xD0 |0

<U5DAC> \x9B\xD2 |0

<U5DAE> \x9B\xD3 |0

<U5DB7> \x9B\xD6 |0

<U5DB8> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U5DB9> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U5DBA> \x97\xE4 |0

<U5DBC> \x9B\xD7 |0

<U5DBD> \x9B\xD4 |0

<U5DC9> \x9B\xD8 |0

<U5DCC> \x8A\xDE |0

<U5DCD> \x9B\xD9 |0

<U5DD0> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U5DD2>

 \x9B\xDB |0

<U5DD3> \x9B\xDA |0

<U5DD6> \x9B\xDC |0

<U5DDB> \x9B\xDD |0

<U5DDD> \x90\xEC |0

<U5DDE> \x8F\x42 |0

<U5DE1> \x8F\x84 |0

<U5DE3> \x91\x83 |0

<U5DE5> \x8D\x48 |0

<U5DE6> \x8D\xB6 |0

<U5DE7> \x8D\x49 |0

<U5DE8> \x8B\x90 |0

<U5DEB> \x9B\xDE |0

<U5DEE> \x8D\xB7 |0

<U5DF1> \x8C\xC8 |0

<U5DF2> \x9B\xDF |0

<U5DF3> \x96\xA4 |0

<U5DF4> \x94\x62 |0

<U5DF5> \x9B\xE0 |0

<U5DF7> \x8D\x4A |0

<U5DFB> \x8A\xAA |0

<U5DFD> \x92\x46 |0

<U5DFE> \x8B\xD0 |0

<U5E02> \x8E\x73 |0
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<U5E03> \x95\x7A |0

<U5E06> \x94\xBF |0

<U5E0B> \x9B\xE1 |0

<U5E0C> \x8A\xF3 |0

<U5E11> \x9B\xE4 |0

<U5E16> \x92\x9F |0

<U5E19> \x9B\xE3 |0

<U5E1A> \x9B\xE2 |0

<U5E1B> \x9B\xE5 |0

<U5E1D> \x92\xE9 |0

<U5E25> \x90\x83 |0

<U5E2B> \x8E\x74 |0

<U5E2D> \x90\xC8 |0

<U5E2F> \x91\xD1 |0

<U5E30> \x8B\x41 |0

<U5E33> \x92\xA0 |0

<U5E36> \x9B\xE6 |0

<U5E37> \x9B\xE7 |0

<U5E38> \x8F\xED |0

<U5E3D> \x96\x58 |0

<U5E40> \x9B\xEA |0

<U5E43> \x9B\xE9 |0

<U5E44> \x9B\xE8 |0

<U5E45> \x95\x9D |0

<U5E47> \x9B\xF1 |0

<U5E4C> \x96\x79 |0

<U5E4E>

 \x9B\xEB |0

<U5E54> \x9B\xED |0

<U5E55> \x96\x8B |0

<U5E57> \x9B\xEC |0

<U5E5F> \x9B\xEE |0

<U5E61> \x94\xA6 |0

<U5E62> \x9B\xEF |0

<U5E63> \x95\xBC |0

<U5E64> \x9B\xF0 |0

<U5E72> \x8A\xB1 |0

<U5E73> \x95\xBD |0

<U5E74> \x94\x4E |0

<U5E75> \x9B\xF2 |0

<U5E76> \x9B\xF3 |0

<U5E78> \x8D\x4B |0

<U5E79> \x8A\xB2 |0

<U5E7A> \x9B\xF4 |0

<U5E7B> \x8C\xB6 |0

<U5E7C> \x97\x63 |0

<U5E7D> \x97\x48 |0

<U5E7E> \x8A\xF4 |0
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<U5E7F> \x9B\xF6 |0

<U5E81> \x92\xA1 |0

<U5E83> \x8D\x4C |0

<U5E84> \x8F\xAF |0

<U5E87> \x94\xDD |0

<U5E8A> \x8F\xB0 |0

<U5E8F> \x8F\x98 |0

<U5E95> \x92\xEA |0

<U5E96> \x95\xF7 |0

<U5E97> \x93\x58 |0

<U5E9A> \x8D\x4D |0

<U5E9C> \x95\x7B |0

<U5EA0> \x9B\xF7 |0

<U5EA6> \x93\x78 |0

<U5EA7> \x8D\xC0 |0

<U5EAB> \x8C\xC9 |0

<U5EAD> \x92\xEB |0

<U5EB5> \x88\xC1 |0

<U5EB6> \x8F\x8E |0

<U5EB7> \x8D\x4E |0

<U5EB8> \x97\x66 |0

<U5EC1> \x9B\xF8 |0

<U5EC2> \x9B\xF9 |0

<U5EC3> \x94\x70 |0

<U5EC8> \x9B\xFA |0

<U5EC9> \x97\xF5 |0

<U5ECA> \x98\x4C |0

<U5ECF> \x9B\xFC |0

<U5ED0> \x9B\xFB |0

<U5ED3>

 \x8A\x66 |0

<U5ED6> \x9C\x40 |0

<U5EDA> \x9C\x43 |0

<U5EDB> \x9C\x44 |0

<U5EDD> \x9C\x42 |0

<U5EDF> \x95\x5F |0

<U5EE0> \x8F\xB1 |0

<U5EE1> \x9C\x46 |0

<U5EE2> \x9C\x45 |0

<U5EE3> \x9C\x41 |0

<U5EE8> \x9C\x47 |0

<U5EE9> \x9C\x48 |0

<U5EEC> \x9C\x49 |0

<U5EF0> \x9C\x4C |0

<U5EF1> \x9C\x4A |0

<U5EF3> \x9C\x4B |0

<U5EF4> \x9C\x4D |0

<U5EF6> \x89\x84 |0
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<U5EF7> \x92\xEC |0

<U5EF8> \x9C\x4E |0

<U5EFA> \x8C\x9A |0

<U5EFB> \x89\xF4 |0

<U5EFC> \x94\x55 |0

<U5EFE> \x9C\x4F |0

<U5EFF> \x93\xF9 |0

<U5F01> \x95\xD9 |0

<U5F03> \x9C\x50 |0

<U5F04> \x98\x4D |0

<U5F09> \x9C\x51 |0

<U5F0A> \x95\xBE |0

<U5F0B> \x9C\x54 |0

<U5F0C> \x98\x9F |0

<U5F0D> \x98\xAF |0

<U5F0F> \x8E\xAE |0

<U5F10> \x93\xF3 |0

<U5F11> \x9C\x55 |0

<U5F13> \x8B\x7C |0

<U5F14> \x92\xA2 |0

<U5F15> \x88\xF8 |0

<U5F16> \x9C\x56 |0

<U5F17> \x95\xA4 |0

<U5F18> \x8D\x4F |0

<U5F1B> \x92\x6F |0

<U5F1F> \x92\xED |0

<U5F21> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U5F25> \x96\xED |0

<U5F26> \x8C\xB7 |0

<U5F27> \x8C\xCA |0

<U5F29> \x9C\x57 |0

<U5F2D> \x9C\x58 |0

<U5F2F>

 \x9C\x5E |0

<U5F31> \x8E\xE3 |0

<U5F34> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5F35> \x92\xA3 |0

<U5F37> \x8B\xAD |0

<U5F38> \x9C\x59 |0

<U5F3C> \x95\x4A |0

<U5F3E> \x92\x65 |0

<U5F41> \x9C\x5A |0

<U5F45> \xFA\x67 |0

<U5F48> \x9C\x5B |0

<U5F4A> \x8B\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \x9C\x5C |0

<U5F4E> \x9C\x5D |0

<U5F51> \x9C\x5F |0
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<U5F53> \x93\x96 |0

<U5F56> \x9C\x60 |0

<U5F57> \x9C\x61 |0

<U5F59> \x9C\x62 |0

<U5F5C> \x9C\x53 |0

<U5F5D> \x9C\x52 |0

<U5F61> \x9C\x63 |0

<U5F62> \x8C\x60 |0

<U5F66> \x95\x46 |0

<U5F67> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5F69> \x8D\xCA |0

<U5F6A> \x95\x56 |0

<U5F6B> \x92\xA4 |0

<U5F6C> \x95\x6A |0

<U5F6D> \x9C\x64 |0

<U5F70> \x8F\xB2 |0

<U5F71> \x89\x65 |0

<U5F73> \x9C\x65 |0

<U5F77> \x9C\x66 |0

<U5F79> \x96\xF0 |0

<U5F7C> \x94\xDE |0

<U5F7F> \x9C\x69 |0

<U5F80> \x89\x9D |0

<U5F81> \x90\xAA |0

<U5F82> \x9C\x68 |0

<U5F83> \x9C\x67 |0

<U5F84> \x8C\x61 |0

<U5F85> \x91\xD2 |0

<U5F87> \x9C\x6D |0

<U5F88> \x9C\x6B |0

<U5F8A> \x9C\x6A |0

<U5F8B> \x97\xA5 |0

<U5F8C> \x8C\xE3 |0

<U5F90> \x8F\x99 |0

<U5F91> \x9C\x6C |0

<U5F92>

 \x93\x6B |0

<U5F93> \x8F\x5D |0

<U5F97> \x93\xBE |0

<U5F98> \x9C\x70 |0

<U5F99> \x9C\x6F |0

<U5F9E> \x9C\x6E |0

<U5FA0> \x9C\x71 |0

<U5FA1> \x8C\xE4 |0

<U5FA8> \x9C\x72 |0

<U5FA9> \x95\x9C |0

<U5FAA> \x8F\x7A |0

<U5FAD> \x9C\x73 |0
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<U5FAE> \x94\xF7 |0

<U5FB3> \x93\xBF |0

<U5FB4> \x92\xA5 |0

<U5FB7> \xFA\xBA |0

<U5FB9> \x93\x4F |0

<U5FBC> \x9C\x74 |0

<U5FBD> \x8B\x4A |0

<U5FC3> \x90\x53 |0

<U5FC5> \x95\x4B |0

<U5FCC> \x8A\xF5 |0

<U5FCD> \x94\x45 |0

<U5FD6> \x9C\x75 |0

<U5FD7> \x8E\x75 |0

<U5FD8> \x96\x59 |0

<U5FD9> \x96\x5A |0

<U5FDC> \x89\x9E |0

<U5FDD> \x9C\x7A |0

<U5FDE> \xFA\xBB |0

<U5FE0> \x92\x89 |0

<U5FE4> \x9C\x77 |0

<U5FEB> \x89\xF5 |0

<U5FF0> \x9C\xAB |0

<U5FF1> \x9C\x79 |0

<U5FF5> \x94\x4F |0

<U5FF8> \x9C\x78 |0

<U5FFB> \x9C\x76 |0

<U5FFD> \x8D\x9A |0

<U5FFF> \x9C\x7C |0

<U600E> \x9C\x83 |0

<U600F> \x9C\x89 |0

<U6010> \x9C\x81 |0

<U6012> \x93\x7B |0

<U6015> \x9C\x86 |0

<U6016> \x95\x7C |0

<U6019> \x9C\x80 |0

<U601B> \x9C\x85 |0

<U601C> \x97\xE5 |0

<U601D> \x8E\x76 |0

<U6020>

 \x91\xD3 |0

<U6021> \x9C\x7D |0

<U6025> \x8B\x7D |0

<U6026> \x9C\x88 |0

<U6027> \x90\xAB |0

<U6028> \x89\x85 |0

<U6029> \x9C\x82 |0

<U602A> \x89\xF6 |0

<U602B> \x9C\x87 |0
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<U602F> \x8B\xAF |0

<U6031> \x9C\x84 |0

<U603A> \x9C\x8A |0

<U6041> \x9C\x8C |0

<U6042> \x9C\x96 |0

<U6043> \x9C\x94 |0

<U6046> \x9C\x91 |0

<U604A> \x9C\x90 |0

<U604B> \x97\xF6 |0

<U604D> \x9C\x92 |0

<U6050> \x8B\xB0 |0

<U6052> \x8D\x50 |0

<U6055> \x8F\x9A |0

<U6059> \x9C\x99 |0

<U605A> \x9C\x8B |0

<U605D> \xFA\xBC |0

<U605F> \x9C\x8F |0

<U6060> \x9C\x7E |0

<U6062> \x89\xF8 |0

<U6063> \x9C\x93 |0

<U6064> \x9C\x95 |0

<U6065> \x92\x70 |0

<U6068> \x8D\xA6 |0

<U6069> \x89\xB6 |0

<U606A> \x9C\x8D |0

<U606B> \x9C\x98 |0

<U606C> \x9C\x97 |0

<U606D> \x8B\xB1 |0

<U606F> \x91\xA7 |0

<U6070> \x8A\x86 |0

<U6075> \x8C\x62 |0

<U6077> \x9C\x8E |0

<U6081> \x9C\x9A |0

<U6083> \x9C\x9D |0

<U6084> \x9C\x9F |0

<U6085> \xFA\xBD |0

<U6089> \x8E\xBB |0

<U608A> \xFA\xBE |0

<U608B> \x9C\xA5 |0

<U608C> \x92\xEE |0

<U608D> \x9C\x9B |0

<U6092>

 \x9C\xA3 |0

<U6094> \x89\xF7 |0

<U6096> \x9C\xA1 |0

<U6097> \x9C\xA2 |0

<U609A> \x9C\x9E |0

<U609B> \x9C\xA0 |0
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<U609F> \x8C\xE5 |0

<U60A0> \x97\x49 |0

<U60A3> \x8A\xB3 |0

<U60A6> \x89\x78 |0

<U60A7> \x9C\xA4 |0

<U60A9> \x94\x59 |0

<U60AA> \x88\xAB |0

<U60B2> \x94\xDF |0

<U60B3> \x9C\x7B |0

<U60B4> \x9C\xAA |0

<U60B5> \x9C\xAE |0

<U60B6> \x96\xE3 |0

<U60B8> \x9C\xA7 |0

<U60BC> \x93\x89 |0

<U60BD> \x9C\xAC |0

<U60C5> \x8F\xEE |0

<U60C6> \x9C\xAD |0

<U60C7> \x93\xD5 |0

<U60D1> \x98\x66 |0

<U60D3> \x9C\xA9 |0

<U60D5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U60D8> \x9C\xAF |0

<U60DA> \x8D\x9B |0

<U60DC> \x90\xC9 |0

<U60DE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U60DF> \x88\xD2 |0

<U60E0> \x9C\xA8 |0

<U60E1> \x9C\xA6 |0

<U60E3> \x91\x79 |0

<U60E7> \x9C\x9C |0

<U60E8> \x8E\x53 |0

<U60F0> \x91\xC4 |0

<U60F1> \x9C\xBB |0

<U60F2> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U60F3> \x91\x7A |0

<U60F4> \x9C\xB6 |0

<U60F6> \x9C\xB3 |0

<U60F7> \x9C\xB4 |0

<U60F9> \x8E\xE4 |0

<U60FA> \x9C\xB7 |0

<U60FB> \x9C\xBA |0

<U6100> \x9C\xB5 |0

<U6101> \x8F\x44 |0

<U6103> \x9C\xB8 |0

<U6106>

 \x9C\xB2 |0

<U6108> \x96\xFA |0

<U6109> \x96\xF9 |0
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<U610D> \x9C\xBC |0

<U610E> \x9C\xBD |0

<U610F> \x88\xD3 |0

<U6111> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U6115> \x9C\xB1 |0

<U611A> \x8B\xF0 |0

<U611B> \x88\xA4 |0

<U611F> \x8A\xB4 |0

<U6120> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U6121> \x9C\xB9 |0

<U6127> \x9C\xC1 |0

<U6128> \x9C\xC0 |0

<U612C> \x9C\xC5 |0

<U6130> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U6134> \x9C\xC6 |0

<U6137> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U613C> \x9C\xC4 |0

<U613D> \x9C\xC7 |0

<U613E> \x9C\xBF |0

<U613F> \x9C\xC3 |0

<U6142> \x9C\xC8 |0

<U6144> \x9C\xC9 |0

<U6147> \x9C\xBE |0

<U6148> \x8E\x9C |0

<U614A> \x9C\xC2 |0

<U614B> \x91\xD4 |0

<U614C> \x8D\x51 |0

<U614D> \x9C\xB0 |0

<U614E> \x90\x54 |0

<U6153> \x9C\xD6 |0

<U6155> \x95\xE7 |0

<U6158> \x9C\xCC |0

<U6159> \x9C\xCD |0

<U615A> \x9C\xCE |0

<U615D> \x9C\xD5 |0

<U615F> \x9C\xD4 |0

<U6162> \x96\x9D |0

<U6163> \x8A\xB5 |0

<U6165> \x9C\xD2 |0

<U6167> \x8C\x64 |0

<U6168> \x8A\x53 |0

<U616B> \x9C\xCF |0

<U616E> \x97\xB6 |0

<U616F> \x9C\xD1 |0

<U6170> \x88\xD4 |0

<U6171> \x9C\xD3 |0

<U6173> \x9C\xCA |0

<U6174>
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 \x9C\xD0 |0

<U6175> \x9C\xD7 |0

<U6176> \x8C\x63 |0

<U6177> \x9C\xCB |0

<U617E> \x97\x7C |0

<U6182> \x97\x4A |0

<U6187> \x9C\xDA |0

<U618A> \x9C\xDE |0

<U618E> \x91\x9E |0

<U6190> \x97\xF7 |0

<U6191> \x9C\xDF |0

<U6194> \x9C\xDC |0

<U6196> \x9C\xD9 |0

<U6198> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U6199> \x9C\xD8 |0

<U619A> \x9C\xDD |0

<U61A4> \x95\xAE |0

<U61A7> \x93\xB2 |0

<U61A9> \x8C\x65 |0

<U61AB> \x9C\xE0 |0

<U61AC> \x9C\xDB |0

<U61AE> \x9C\xE1 |0

<U61B2> \x8C\x9B |0

<U61B6> \x89\xAF |0

<U61BA> \x9C\xE9 |0

<U61BE> \x8A\xB6 |0

<U61C3> \x9C\xE7 |0

<U61C6> \x9C\xE8 |0

<U61C7> \x8D\xA7 |0

<U61C8> \x9C\xE6 |0

<U61C9> \x9C\xE4 |0

<U61CA> \x9C\xE3 |0

<U61CB> \x9C\xEA |0

<U61CC> \x9C\xE2 |0

<U61CD> \x9C\xEC |0

<U61D0> \x89\xF9 |0

<U61E3> \x9C\xEE |0

<U61E6> \x9C\xED |0

<U61F2> \x92\xA6 |0

<U61F4> \x9C\xF1 |0

<U61F6> \x9C\xEF |0

<U61F7> \x9C\xE5 |0

<U61F8> \x8C\x9C |0

<U61FA> \x9C\xF0 |0

<U61FC> \x9C\xF4 |0

<U61FD> \x9C\xF3 |0

<U61FE> \x9C\xF5 |0

<U61FF> \x9C\xF2 |0
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<U6200> \x9C\xF6 |0

<U6208> \x9C\xF7 |0

<U6209>

 \x9C\xF8 |0

<U620A> \x95\xE8 |0

<U620C> \x9C\xFA |0

<U620D> \x9C\xF9 |0

<U620E> \x8F\x5E |0

<U6210> \x90\xAC |0

<U6211> \x89\xE4 |0

<U6212> \x89\xFA |0

<U6213> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U6214> \x9C\xFB |0

<U6216> \x88\xBD |0

<U621A> \x90\xCA |0

<U621B> \x9C\xFC |0

<U621D> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U621E> \x9D\x40 |0

<U621F> \x8C\x81 |0

<U6221> \x9D\x41 |0

<U6226> \x90\xED |0

<U622A> \x9D\x42 |0

<U622E> \x9D\x43 |0

<U622F> \x8B\x59 |0

<U6230> \x9D\x44 |0

<U6232> \x9D\x45 |0

<U6233> \x9D\x46 |0

<U6234> \x91\xD5 |0

<U6238> \x8C\xCB |0

<U623B> \x96\xDF |0

<U623F> \x96\x5B |0

<U6240> \x8F\x8A |0

<U6241> \x9D\x47 |0

<U6247> \x90\xEE |0

<U6248> \xE7\xBB |0

<U6249> \x94\xE0 |0

<U624B> \x8E\xE8 |0

<U624D> \x8D\xCB |0

<U624E> \x9D\x48 |0

<U6253> \x91\xC5 |0

<U6255> \x95\xA5 |0

<U6258> \x91\xEF |0

<U625B> \x9D\x4B |0

<U625E> \x9D\x49 |0

<U6260> \x9D\x4C |0

<U6263> \x9D\x4A |0

<U6268> \x9D\x4D |0

<U626E> \x95\xAF |0
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<U6271> \x88\xB5 |0

<U6276> \x95\x7D |0

<U6279> \x94\xE1 |0

<U627C> \x9D\x4E |0

<U627E> \x9D\x51 |0

<U627F>

 \x8F\xB3 |0

<U6280> \x8B\x5A |0

<U6282> \x9D\x4F |0

<U6283> \x9D\x56 |0

<U6284> \x8F\xB4 |0

<U6289> \x9D\x50 |0

<U628A> \x94\x63 |0

<U6291> \x97\x7D |0

<U6292> \x9D\x52 |0

<U6293> \x9D\x53 |0

<U6294> \x9D\x57 |0

<U6295> \x93\x8A |0

<U6296> \x9D\x54 |0

<U6297> \x8D\x52 |0

<U6298> \x90\xDC |0

<U629B> \x9D\x65 |0

<U629C> \x94\xB2 |0

<U629E> \x91\xF0 |0

<U62A6> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U62AB> \x94\xE2 |0

<U62AC> \x9D\xAB |0

<U62B1> \x95\xF8 |0

<U62B5> \x92\xEF |0

<U62B9> \x96\x95 |0

<U62BB> \x9D\x5A |0

<U62BC> \x89\x9F |0

<U62BD> \x92\x8A |0

<U62C2> \x9D\x63 |0

<U62C5> \x92\x53 |0

<U62C6> \x9D\x5D |0

<U62C7> \x9D\x64 |0

<U62C8> \x9D\x5F |0

<U62C9> \x9D\x66 |0

<U62CA> \x9D\x62 |0

<U62CC> \x9D\x61 |0

<U62CD> \x94\x8F |0

<U62CF> \x9D\x5B |0

<U62D0> \x89\xFB |0

<U62D1> \x9D\x59 |0

<U62D2> \x8B\x91 |0

<U62D3> \x91\xF1 |0

<U62D4> \x9D\x55 |0
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<U62D7> \x9D\x58 |0

<U62D8> \x8D\x53 |0

<U62D9> \x90\xD9 |0

<U62DB> \x8F\xB5 |0

<U62DC> \x9D\x60 |0

<U62DD> \x94\x71 |0

<U62E0> \x8B\x92 |0

<U62E1> \x8A\x67 |0

<U62EC>

 \x8A\x87 |0

<U62ED> \x90\x40 |0

<U62EE> \x9D\x68 |0

<U62EF> \x9D\x6D |0

<U62F1> \x9D\x69 |0

<U62F3> \x8C\x9D |0

<U62F5> \x9D\x6E |0

<U62F6> \x8E\x41 |0

<U62F7> \x8D\x89 |0

<U62FE> \x8F\x45 |0

<U62FF> \x9D\x5C |0

<U6301> \x8E\x9D |0

<U6302> \x9D\x6B |0

<U6307> \x8E\x77 |0

<U6308> \x9D\x6C |0

<U6309> \x88\xC2 |0

<U630C> \x9D\x67 |0

<U6311> \x92\xA7 |0

<U6319> \x8B\x93 |0

<U631F> \x8B\xB2 |0

<U6327> \x9D\x6A |0

<U6328> \x88\xA5 |0

<U632B> \x8D\xC1 |0

<U632F> \x90\x55 |0

<U633A> \x92\xF0 |0

<U633D> \x94\xD2 |0

<U633E> \x9D\x70 |0

<U633F> \x91\x7D |0

<U6349> \x91\xA8 |0

<U634C> \x8E\x4A |0

<U634D> \x9D\x71 |0

<U634F> \x9D\x73 |0

<U6350> \x9D\x6F |0

<U6355> \x95\xDF |0

<U6357> \x92\xBB |0

<U635C> \x91\x7B |0

<U6367> \x95\xF9 |0

<U6368> \x8E\xCC |0

<U6369> \x9D\x80 |0
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<U636B> \x9D\x7E |0

<U636E> \x90\x98 |0

<U6372> \x8C\x9E |0

<U6376> \x9D\x78 |0

<U6377> \x8F\xB7 |0

<U637A> \x93\xE6 |0

<U637B> \x94\x50 |0

<U6380> \x9D\x76 |0

<U6383> \x91\x7C |0

<U6388> \x8E\xF6 |0

<U6389> \x9D\x7B |0

<U638C>

 \x8F\xB6 |0

<U638E> \x9D\x75 |0

<U638F> \x9D\x7A |0

<U6392> \x94\x72 |0

<U6396> \x9D\x74 |0

<U6398> \x8C\x40 |0

<U639B> \x8A\x7C |0

<U639F> \x9D\x7C |0

<U63A0> \x97\xA9 |0

<U63A1> \x8D\xCC |0

<U63A2> \x92\x54 |0

<U63A3> \x9D\x79 |0

<U63A5> \x90\xDA |0

<U63A7> \x8D\x54 |0

<U63A8> \x90\x84 |0

<U63A9> \x89\x86 |0

<U63AA> \x91\x5B |0

<U63AB> \x9D\x77 |0

<U63AC> \x8B\x64 |0

<U63B2> \x8C\x66 |0

<U63B4> \x92\xCD |0

<U63B5> \x9D\x7D |0

<U63BB> \x91\x7E |0

<U63BE> \x9D\x81 |0

<U63C0> \x9D\x83 |0

<U63C3> \x91\xB5 |0

<U63C4> \x9D\x89 |0

<U63C6> \x9D\x84 |0

<U63C9> \x9D\x86 |0

<U63CF> \x95\x60 |0

<U63D0> \x92\xF1 |0

<U63D2> \x9D\x87 |0

<U63D6> \x97\x4B |0

<U63DA> \x97\x67 |0

<U63DB> \x8A\xB7 |0

<U63E1> \x88\xAC |0
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<U63E3> \x9D\x85 |0

<U63E9> \x9D\x82 |0

<U63EE> \x8A\xF6 |0

<U63F4> \x89\x87 |0

<U63F5> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U63F6> \x9D\x88 |0

<U63FA> \x97\x68 |0

<U6406> \x9D\x8C |0

<U640D> \x91\xB9 |0

<U640F> \x9D\x93 |0

<U6413> \x9D\x8D |0

<U6414> \x91\x7E |1

<U6416> \x9D\x8A |0

<U6417> \x9D\x91 |0

<U641C>

 \x9D\x72 |0

<U6426> \x9D\x8E |0

<U6428> \x9D\x92 |0

<U642C> \x94\xC0 |0

<U642D> \x93\x8B |0

<U6434> \x9D\x8B |0

<U6436> \x9D\x8F |0

<U643A> \x8C\x67 |0

<U643E> \x8D\xEF |0

<U6442> \x90\xDB |0

<U644E> \x9D\x97 |0

<U6451> \x92\xCD |1

<U6458> \x93\x45 |0

<U6460> \xFA\xCA |0

<U6467> \x9D\x94 |0

<U6469> \x96\x80 |0

<U646F> \x9D\x95 |0

<U6476> \x9D\x96 |0

<U6478> \x96\xCC |0

<U647A> \x90\xA0 |0

<U6483> \x8C\x82 |0

<U6488> \x9D\x9D |0

<U6492> \x8E\x54 |0

<U6493> \x9D\x9A |0

<U6495> \x9D\x99 |0

<U649A> \x94\x51 |0

<U649D> \xFA\xCB |0

<U649E> \x93\xB3 |0

<U64A4> \x93\x50 |0

<U64A5> \x9D\x9B |0

<U64A9> \x9D\x9C |0

<U64AB> \x95\x8F |0

<U64AD> \x94\x64 |0
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<U64AE> \x8E\x42 |0

<U64B0> \x90\xEF |0

<U64B2> \x96\x6F |0

<U64B9> \x9D\x98 |0

<U64BB> \x9D\xA3 |0

<U64BC> \x9D\x9E |0

<U64C1> \x97\x69 |0

<U64C2> \x9D\xA5 |0

<U64C5> \x9D\xA1 |0

<U64C7> \x9D\xA2 |0

<U64CD> \x91\x80 |0

<U64CE> \xFA\xCC |0

<U64D2> \x9D\xA0 |0

<U64D4> \x9D\x5E |0

<U64D8> \x9D\xA4 |0

<U64DA> \x9D\x9F |0

<U64E0> \x9D\xA9 |0

<U64E1>

 \x9D\xAA |0

<U64E2> \x93\x46 |0

<U64E3> \x9D\xAC |0

<U64E6> \x8E\x43 |0

<U64E7> \x9D\xA7 |0

<U64EC> \x8B\x5B |0

<U64EF> \x9D\xAD |0

<U64F1> \x9D\xA6 |0

<U64F2> \x9D\xB1 |0

<U64F4> \x9D\xB0 |0

<U64F6> \x9D\xAF |0

<U64FA> \x9D\xB2 |0

<U64FD> \x9D\xB4 |0

<U64FE> \x8F\xEF |0

<U6500> \x9D\xB3 |0

<U6505> \x9D\xB7 |0

<U6518> \x9D\xB5 |0

<U651C> \x9D\xB6 |0

<U651D> \x9D\x90 |0

<U6522> \x9D\xB7 |1

<U6523> \x9D\xB9 |0

<U6524> \x9D\xB8 |0

<U652A> \x8A\x68 |0

<U652B> \x9D\xBA |0

<U652C> \x9D\xAE |0

<U652F> \x8E\x78 |0

<U6534> \x9D\xBB |0

<U6535> \x9D\xBC |0

<U6536> \x9D\xBE |0

<U6537> \x9D\xBD |0
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<U6538> \x9D\xBF |0

<U6539> \x89\xFC |0

<U653B> \x8D\x55 |0

<U653E> \x95\xFA |0

<U653F> \x90\xAD |0

<U6545> \x8C\xCC |0

<U6548> \x9D\xC1 |0

<U654D> \x9D\xC4 |0

<U654E> \xFA\xCD |0

<U654F> \x95\x71 |0

<U6551> \x8B\x7E |0

<U6555> \x9D\xC3 |0

<U6556> \x9D\xC2 |0

<U6557> \x94\x73 |0

<U6558> \x9D\xC5 |0

<U6559> \x8B\xB3 |0

<U655D> \x9D\xC7 |0

<U655E> \x9D\xC6 |0

<U6562> \x8A\xB8 |0

<U6563> \x8E\x55 |0

<U6566>

 \x93\xD6 |0

<U656C> \x8C\x68 |0

<U6570> \x90\x94 |0

<U6572> \x9D\xC8 |0

<U6574> \x90\xAE |0

<U6575> \x93\x47 |0

<U6577> \x95\x7E |0

<U6578> \x9D\xC9 |0

<U6582> \x9D\xCA |0

<U6583> \x9D\xCB |0

<U6587> \x95\xB6 |0

<U6588> \x9B\x7C |0

<U6589> \x90\xC4 |0

<U658C> \x95\x6B |0

<U658E> \x8D\xD6 |0

<U6590> \x94\xE3 |0

<U6591> \x94\xC1 |0

<U6597> \x93\x6C |0

<U6599> \x97\xBF |0

<U659B> \x9D\xCD |0

<U659C> \x8E\xCE |0

<U659F> \x9D\xCE |0

<U65A1> \x88\xB4 |0

<U65A4> \x8B\xD2 |0

<U65A5> \x90\xCB |0

<U65A7> \x95\x80 |0

<U65AB> \x9D\xCF |0
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<U65AC> \x8E\x61 |0

<U65AD> \x92\x66 |0

<U65AF> \x8E\x7A |0

<U65B0> \x90\x56 |0

<U65B7> \x9D\xD0 |0

<U65B9> \x95\xFB |0

<U65BC> \x89\x97 |0

<U65BD> \x8E\x7B |0

<U65C1> \x9D\xD3 |0

<U65C3> \x9D\xD1 |0

<U65C4> \x9D\xD4 |0

<U65C5> \x97\xB7 |0

<U65C6> \x9D\xD2 |0

<U65CB> \x90\xF9 |0

<U65CC> \x9D\xD5 |0

<U65CF> \x91\xB0 |0

<U65D2> \x9D\xD6 |0

<U65D7> \x8A\xF8 |0

<U65D9> \x9D\xD8 |0

<U65DB> \x9D\xD7 |0

<U65E0> \x9D\xD9 |0

<U65E1> \x9D\xDA |0

<U65E2> \x8A\xF9 |0

<U65E5>

 \x93\xFA |0

<U65E6> \x92\x55 |0

<U65E7> \x8B\x8C |0

<U65E8> \x8E\x7C |0

<U65E9> \x91\x81 |0

<U65EC> \x8F\x7B |0

<U65ED> \x88\xAE |0

<U65F1> \x9D\xDB |0

<U65FA> \x89\xA0 |0

<U65FB> \x9D\xDF |0

<U6600> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6602> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U6603> \x9D\xDE |0

<U6606> \x8D\xA9 |0

<U6607> \x8F\xB8 |0

<U6609> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U660A> \x9D\xDD |0

<U660C> \x8F\xB9 |0

<U660E> \x96\xBE |0

<U660F> \x8D\xA8 |0

<U6613> \x88\xD5 |0

<U6614> \x90\xCC |0

<U6615> \xFA\xCF |0

<U661C> \x9D\xE4 |0
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<U661E> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U661F> \x90\xAF |0

<U6620> \x89\x66 |0

<U6624> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U6625> \x8F\x74 |0

<U6627> \x96\x86 |0

<U6628> \x8D\xF0 |0

<U662D> \x8F\xBA |0

<U662E> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U662F> \x90\xA5 |0

<U6631> \xFA\x63 |0

<U6634> \x9D\xE3 |0

<U6635> \x9D\xE1 |0

<U6636> \x9D\xE2 |0

<U663B> \x8D\x56 |0

<U663C> \x92\x8B |0

<U663F> \x9E\x45 |0

<U6641> \x9D\xE8 |0

<U6642> \x8E\x9E |0

<U6643> \x8D\x57 |0

<U6644> \x9D\xE6 |0

<U6649> \x9D\xE7 |0

<U664B> \x90\x57 |0

<U664F> \x9D\xE5 |0

<U6652> \x8E\x4E |0

<U6657> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U6659>

 \xFA\xD7 |0

<U665D> \x9D\xEA |0

<U665E> \x9D\xE9 |0

<U665F> \x9D\xEE |0

<U6662> \x9D\xEF |0

<U6664> \x9D\xEB |0

<U6665> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U6666> \x8A\x41 |0

<U6667> \x9D\xEC |0

<U6668> \x9D\xED |0

<U6669> \x94\xD3 |0

<U666E> \x95\x81 |0

<U666F> \x8C\x69 |0

<U6670> \x9D\xF0 |0

<U6673> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U6674> \x90\xB0 |0

<U6676> \x8F\xBB |0

<U667A> \x92\x71 |0

<U6681> \x8B\xC5 |0

<U6683> \x9D\xF1 |0

<U6684> \x9D\xF5 |0
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<U6687> \x89\xC9 |0

<U6688> \x9D\xF2 |0

<U6689> \x9D\xF4 |0

<U668E> \x9D\xF3 |0

<U6691> \x8F\x8B |0

<U6696> \x92\x67 |0

<U6697> \x88\xC3 |0

<U6698> \x9D\xF6 |0

<U6699> \xFA\xDA |0

<U669D> \x9D\xF7 |0

<U66A0> \xFA\xDB |0

<U66A2> \x92\xA8 |0

<U66A6> \x97\xEF |0

<U66AB> \x8E\x62 |0

<U66AE> \x95\xE9 |0

<U66B2> \xFA\xDC |0

<U66B4> \x96\x5C |0

<U66B8> \x9E\x41 |0

<U66B9> \x9D\xF9 |0

<U66BC> \x9D\xFC |0

<U66BE> \x9D\xFB |0

<U66BF> \xFA\xDD |0

<U66C1> \x9D\xF8 |0

<U66C4> \x9E\x40 |0

<U66C7> \x93\xDC |0

<U66C9> \x9D\xFA |0

<U66D6> \x9E\x42 |0

<U66D9> \x8F\x8C |0

<U66DA> \x9E\x43 |0

<U66DC>

 \x97\x6A |0

<U66DD> \x94\x98 |0

<U66E0> \x9E\x44 |0

<U66E6> \x9E\x46 |0

<U66E9> \x9E\x47 |0

<U66F0> \x9E\x48 |0

<U66F2> \x8B\xC8 |0

<U66F3> \x89\x67 |0

<U66F4> \x8D\x58 |0

<U66F5> \x9E\x49 |0

<U66F7> \x9E\x4A |0

<U66F8> \x8F\x91 |0

<U66F9> \x91\x82 |0

<U66FA> \xFA\xDE |0

<U66FB> \xFA\x66 |0

<U66FC> \x99\xD6 |0

<U66FD> \x91\x5D |0

<U66FE> \x91\x5C |0
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<U66FF> \x91\xD6 |0

<U6700> \x8D\xC5 |0

<U6703> \x98\xF0 |0

<U6708> \x8C\x8E |0

<U6709> \x97\x4C |0

<U670B> \x95\xFC |0

<U670D> \x95\x9E |0

<U670E> \xFA\xDF |0

<U670F> \x9E\x4B |0

<U6714> \x8D\xF1 |0

<U6715> \x92\xBD |0

<U6716> \x9E\x4C |0

<U6717> \x98\x4E |0

<U671B> \x96\x5D |0

<U671D> \x92\xA9 |0

<U671E> \x9E\x4D |0

<U671F> \x8A\xFA |0

<U6726> \x9E\x4E |0

<U6727> \x9E\x4F |0

<U6728> \x96\xD8 |0

<U672A> \x96\xA2 |0

<U672B> \x96\x96 |0

<U672C> \x96\x7B |0

<U672D> \x8E\x44 |0

<U672E> \x9E\x51 |0

<U6731> \x8E\xE9 |0

<U6734> \x96\x70 |0

<U6736> \x9E\x53 |0

<U6737> \x9E\x56 |0

<U6738> \x9E\x55 |0

<U673A> \x8A\xF7 |0

<U673D> \x8B\x80 |0

<U673F>

 \x9E\x52 |0

<U6741> \x9E\x54 |0

<U6746> \x9E\x57 |0

<U6749> \x90\x99 |0

<U674E> \x97\x9B |0

<U674F> \x88\xC7 |0

<U6750> \x8D\xDE |0

<U6751> \x91\xBA |0

<U6753> \x8E\xDB |0

<U6756> \x8F\xF1 |0

<U6759> \x9E\x5A |0

<U675C> \x93\x6D |0

<U675E> \x9E\x58 |0

<U675F> \x91\xA9 |0

<U6760> \x9E\x59 |0
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<U6761> \x8F\xF0 |0

<U6762> \x96\xDB |0

<U6763> \x9E\x5B |0

<U6764> \x9E\x5C |0

<U6765> \x97\x88 |0

<U6766> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U676A> \x9E\x61 |0

<U676D> \x8D\x59 |0

<U676F> \x94\x74 |0

<U6770> \x9E\x5E |0

<U6771> \x93\x8C |0

<U6772> \x9D\xDC |0

<U6773> \x9D\xE0 |0

<U6775> \x8B\x6E |0

<U6777> \x94\x66 |0

<U677C> \x9E\x60 |0

<U677E> \x8F\xBC |0

<U677F> \x94\xC2 |0

<U6785> \x9E\x66 |0

<U6787> \x94\xF8 |0

<U6789> \x9E\x5D |0

<U678B> \x9E\x63 |0

<U678C> \x9E\x62 |0

<U6790> \x90\xCD |0

<U6795> \x96\x8D |0

<U6797> \x97\xD1 |0

<U679A> \x96\x87 |0

<U679C> \x89\xCA |0

<U679D> \x8E\x7D |0

<U67A0> \x98\x67 |0

<U67A1> \x9E\x65 |0

<U67A2> \x90\x95 |0

<U67A6> \x9E\x64 |0

<U67A9> \x9E\x5F |0

<U67AF> \x8C\xCD |0

<U67B3>

 \x9E\x6B |0

<U67B4> \x9E\x69 |0

<U67B6> \x89\xCB |0

<U67B7> \x9E\x67 |0

<U67B8> \x9E\x6D |0

<U67B9> \x9E\x73 |0

<U67BB> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U67C0> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U67C1> \x91\xC6 |0

<U67C4> \x95\xBF |0

<U67C6> \x9E\x75 |0

<U67CA> \x95\x41 |0
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<U67CE> \x9E\x74 |0

<U67CF> \x94\x90 |0

<U67D0> \x96\x5E |0

<U67D1> \x8A\xB9 |0

<U67D3> \x90\xF5 |0

<U67D4> \x8F\x5F |0

<U67D8> \x92\xD1 |0

<U67DA> \x97\x4D |0

<U67DD> \x9E\x70 |0

<U67DE> \x9E\x6F |0

<U67E2> \x9E\x71 |0

<U67E4> \x9E\x6E |0

<U67E7> \x9E\x76 |0

<U67E9> \x9E\x6C |0

<U67EC> \x9E\x6A |0

<U67EE> \x9E\x72 |0

<U67EF> \x9E\x68 |0

<U67F1> \x92\x8C |0

<U67F3> \x96\xF6 |0

<U67F4> \x8E\xC4 |0

<U67F5> \x8D\xF2 |0

<U67FB> \x8D\xB8 |0

<U67FE> \x96\x8F |0

<U67FF> \x8A\x60 |0

<U6801> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U6802> \x92\xCC |0

<U6803> \x93\xC8 |0

<U6804> \x89\x68 |0

<U6805> \x8D\xF2 |1

<U6813> \x90\xF0 |0

<U6816> \x90\xB2 |0

<U6817> \x8C\x49 |0

<U681E> \x9E\x78 |0

<U6821> \x8D\x5A |0

<U6822> \x8A\x9C |0

<U6829> \x9E\x7A |0

<U682A> \x8A\x94 |0

<U682B> \x9E\x81 |0

<U6832>

 \x9E\x7D |0

<U6834> \x90\xF1 |0

<U6838> \x8A\x6A |0

<U6839> \x8D\xAA |0

<U683C> \x8A\x69 |0

<U683D> \x8D\xCD |0

<U6840> \x9E\x7B |0

<U6841> \x8C\x85 |0

<U6842> \x8C\x6A |0
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<U6843> \x93\x8D |0

<U6844> \xFA\xE6 |0

<U6846> \x9E\x79 |0

<U6848> \x88\xC4 |0

<U684D> \x9E\x7C |0

<U684E> \x9E\x7E |0

<U6850> \x8B\xCB |0

<U6851> \x8C\x4B |0

<U6852> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U6853> \x8A\xBA |0

<U6854> \x8B\x6A |0

<U6859> \x9E\x82 |0

<U685C> \x8D\xF7 |0

<U685D> \x96\x91 |0

<U685F> \x8E\x56 |0

<U6863> \x9E\x83 |0

<U6867> \x9E\x77 |0

<U6874> \x9E\x8F |0

<U6876> \x89\xB1 |0

<U6877> \x9E\x84 |0

<U687E> \x9E\x95 |0

<U687F> \x9E\x85 |0

<U6881> \x97\xC0 |0

<U6883> \x9E\x8C |0

<U6885> \x94\x7E |0

<U688D> \x9E\x94 |0

<U688E> \x9E\x94 |1

<U688F> \x9E\x87 |0

<U6893> \x88\xB2 |0

<U6894> \x9E\x89 |0

<U6897> \x8D\x5B |0

<U689B> \x9E\x8B |0

<U689D> \x9E\x8A |0

<U689F> \x9E\x86 |0

<U68A0> \x9E\x91 |0

<U68A2> \x8F\xBD |0

<U68A6> \x9A\xEB |0

<U68A7> \x8C\xE6 |0

<U68A8> \x97\x9C |0

<U68AD> \x9E\x88 |0

<U68AF> \x92\xF2 |0

<U68B0>

 \x8A\x42 |0

<U68B1> \x8D\xAB |0

<U68B3> \x9E\x80 |0

<U68B5> \x9E\x90 |0

<U68B6> \x8A\x81 |0

<U68B9> \x9E\x8E |0
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<U68BA> \x9E\x92 |0

<U68BC> \x9E\x8D |0

<U68C4> \x8A\xFC |0

<U68C6> \x9E\xB0 |0

<U68C8> \xFA\x64 |0

<U68C9> \x96\xC7 |0

<U68CA> \x9E\x97 |0

<U68CB> \x8A\xFB |0

<U68CD> \x9E\x9E |0

<U68CF> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U68D2> \x96\x5F |0

<U68D4> \x9E\x9F |0

<U68D5> \x9E\xA1 |0

<U68D7> \x9E\xA5 |0

<U68D8> \x9E\x99 |0

<U68DA> \x92\x49 |0

<U68DF> \x93\x8F |0

<U68E0> \x9E\xA9 |0

<U68E1> \x9E\x9C |0

<U68E3> \x9E\xA6 |0

<U68E7> \x9E\xA0 |0

<U68EE> \x90\x58 |0

<U68EF> \x9E\xAA |0

<U68F2> \x90\xB1 |0

<U68F9> \x9E\xA8 |0

<U68FA> \x8A\xBB |0

<U6900> \x98\x6F |0

<U6901> \x9E\x96 |0

<U6904> \x9E\xA4 |0

<U6905> \x88\xD6 |0

<U6908> \x9E\x98 |0

<U690B> \x96\xB8 |0

<U690C> \x9E\x9D |0

<U690D> \x90\x41 |0

<U690E> \x92\xC5 |0

<U690F> \x9E\x93 |0

<U6912> \x9E\xA3 |0

<U6919> \x90\x9A |0

<U691A> \x9E\xAD |0

<U691B> \x8A\x91 |0

<U691C> \x8C\x9F |0

<U6921> \x9E\xAF |0

<U6922> \x9E\x9A |0

<U6923> \x9E\xAE |0

<U6925>

 \x9E\xA7 |0

<U6926> \x9E\x9B |0

<U6928> \x9E\xAB |0
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<U692A> \x9E\xAC |0

<U6930> \x9E\xBD |0

<U6934> \x93\xCC |0

<U6936> \x9E\xA2 |0

<U6939> \x9E\xB9 |0

<U693D> \x9E\xBB |0

<U693F> \x92\xD6 |0

<U694A> \x97\x6B |0

<U6953> \x95\x96 |0

<U6954> \x9E\xB6 |0

<U6955> \x91\xC8 |0

<U6959> \x9E\xBC |0

<U695A> \x91\x5E |0

<U695C> \x9E\xB3 |0

<U695D> \x9E\xC0 |0

<U695E> \x9E\xBF |0

<U6960> \x93\xED |0

<U6961> \x9E\xBE |0

<U6962> \x93\xE8 |0

<U6968> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U696A> \x9E\xC2 |0

<U696B> \x9E\xB5 |0

<U696D> \x8B\xC6 |0

<U696E> \x9E\xB8 |0

<U696F> \x8F\x7C |0

<U6973> \x94\x80 |0

<U6974> \x9E\xBA |0

<U6975> \x8B\xC9 |0

<U6977> \x9E\xB2 |0

<U6978> \x9E\xB4 |0

<U6979> \x9E\xB1 |0

<U697C> \x98\x4F |0

<U697D> \x8A\x79 |0

<U697E> \x9E\xB7 |0

<U6981> \x9E\xC1 |0

<U6982> \x8A\x54 |0

<U698A> \x8D\xE5 |0

<U698E> \x89\x7C |0

<U6991> \x9E\xD2 |0

<U6994> \x98\x50 |0

<U6995> \x9E\xD5 |0

<U6998> \xFA\xEB |0

<U699B> \x90\x59 |0

<U699C> \x9E\xD4 |0

<U69A0> \x9E\xD3 |0

<U69A7> \x9E\xD0 |0

<U69AE> \x9E\xC4 |0

<U69B1>
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 \x9E\xE1 |0

<U69B2> \x9E\xC3 |0

<U69B4> \x9E\xD6 |0

<U69BB> \x9E\xCE |0

<U69BE> \x9E\xC9 |0

<U69BF> \x9E\xC6 |0

<U69C1> \x9E\xC7 |0

<U69C3> \x9E\xCF |0

<U69C7> \x96\x8A |0

<U69CA> \x9E\xCC |0

<U69CB> \x8D\x5C |0

<U69CC> \x92\xC6 |0

<U69CD> \x91\x84 |0

<U69CE> \x9E\xCA |0

<U69D0> \x9E\xC5 |0

<U69D3> \x9E\xC8 |0

<U69D8> \x97\x6C |0

<U69D9> \xEA\xA0 |0

<U69DD> \x9E\xCD |0

<U69DE> \x9E\xD7 |0

<U69E2> \xFA\xEC |0

<U69E7> \x9E\xDF |0

<U69E8> \x9E\xD8 |0

<U69EB> \x9E\xE5 |0

<U69ED> \x9E\xE3 |0

<U69F2> \x9E\xDE |0

<U69F9> \x9E\xDD |0

<U69FB> \x92\xCE |0

<U69FD> \x91\x85 |0

<U69FF> \x9E\xDB |0

<U6A02> \x9E\xD9 |0

<U6A05> \x9E\xE0 |0

<U6A0A> \x9E\xE6 |0

<U6A0B> \x94\xF3 |0

<U6A0C> \x9E\xEC |0

<U6A12> \x9E\xE7 |0

<U6A13> \x9E\xEA |0

<U6A14> \x9E\xE4 |0

<U6A17> \x92\x94 |0

<U6A19> \x95\x57 |0

<U6A1B> \x9E\xDA |0

<U6A1E> \x9E\xE2 |0

<U6A1F> \x8F\xBE |0

<U6A21> \x96\xCD |0

<U6A22> \x9E\xF6 |0

<U6A23> \x9E\xE9 |0

<U6A29> \x8C\xA0 |0

<U6A2A> \x89\xA1 |0
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<U6A2B> \x8A\x7E |0

<U6A2E> \x9E\xD1 |0

<U6A30>

 \xFA\xED |0

<U6A35> \x8F\xBF |0

<U6A36> \x9E\xEE |0

<U6A38> \x9E\xF5 |0

<U6A39> \x8E\xF7 |0

<U6A3A> \x8A\x92 |0

<U6A3D> \x92\x4D |0

<U6A44> \x9E\xEB |0

<U6A46> \xFA\xEF |0

<U6A47> \x9E\xF0 |0

<U6A48> \x9E\xF4 |0

<U6A4B> \x8B\xB4 |0

<U6A58> \x8B\x6B |0

<U6A59> \x9E\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \x8B\x40 |0

<U6A61> \x93\xC9 |0

<U6A62> \x9E\xF1 |0

<U6A66> \x9E\xF3 |0

<U6A6B> \xFA\xEE |0

<U6A72> \x9E\xED |0

<U6A73> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U6A78> \x9E\xEF |0

<U6A7E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U6A7F> \x8A\x80 |0

<U6A80> \x92\x68 |0

<U6A84> \x9E\xFA |0

<U6A8D> \x9E\xF8 |0

<U6A8E> \x8C\xE7 |0

<U6A90> \x9E\xF7 |0

<U6A97> \x9F\x40 |0

<U6A9C> \x95\x4F |0

<U6AA0> \x9E\xF9 |0

<U6AA2> \x9E\xFB |0

<U6AA3> \x9E\xFC |0

<U6AAA> \x9F\x4B |0

<U6AAC> \x9F\x47 |0

<U6AAE> \x93\x8E |0

<U6AB3> \x9F\x46 |0

<U6AB8> \x9F\x45 |0

<U6ABB> \x9F\x42 |0

<U6AC1> \x9E\xE8 |0

<U6AC2> \x9F\x44 |0

<U6AC3> \x9F\x43 |0

<U6AD1> \x9F\x49 |0

<U6AD3> \x98\x45 |0
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<U6ADA> \x9F\x4C |0

<U6ADB> \x8B\xF9 |0

<U6ADE> \x9F\x48 |0

<U6ADF> \x9F\x4A |0

<U6AE2> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U6AE4>

 \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6AE8> \x94\xA5 |0

<U6AEA> \x9F\x4D |0

<U6AFA> \x9F\x51 |0

<U6AFB> \x9F\x4E |0

<U6B04> \x97\x93 |0

<U6B05> \x9F\x4F |0

<U6B0A> \x9E\xDC |0

<U6B12> \x9F\x52 |0

<U6B16> \x9F\x53 |0

<U6B1D> \x89\x54 |0

<U6B1F> \x9F\x55 |0

<U6B20> \x8C\x87 |0

<U6B21> \x8E\x9F |0

<U6B23> \x8B\xD3 |0

<U6B27> \x89\xA2 |0

<U6B32> \x97\x7E |0

<U6B37> \x9F\x57 |0

<U6B38> \x9F\x56 |0

<U6B39> \x9F\x59 |0

<U6B3A> \x8B\x5C |0

<U6B3D> \x8B\xD4 |0

<U6B3E> \x8A\xBC |0

<U6B43> \x9F\x5C |0

<U6B47> \x9F\x5B |0

<U6B49> \x9F\x5D |0

<U6B4C> \x89\xCC |0

<U6B4E> \x92\x56 |0

<U6B50> \x9F\x5E |0

<U6B53> \x8A\xBD |0

<U6B54> \x9F\x60 |0

<U6B59> \x9F\x5F |0

<U6B5B> \x9F\x61 |0

<U6B5F> \x9F\x62 |0

<U6B61> \x9F\x63 |0

<U6B62> \x8E\x7E |0

<U6B63> \x90\xB3 |0

<U6B64> \x8D\x9F |0

<U6B66> \x95\x90 |0

<U6B69> \x95\xE0 |0

<U6B6A> \x98\x63 |0

<U6B6F> \x8E\x95 |0
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<U6B73> \x8D\xCE |0

<U6B74> \x97\xF0 |0

<U6B78> \x9F\x64 |0

<U6B79> \x9F\x65 |0

<U6B7B> \x8E\x80 |0

<U6B7F> \x9F\x66 |0

<U6B80> \x9F\x67 |0

<U6B83> \x9F\x69 |0

<U6B84>

 \x9F\x68 |0

<U6B86> \x96\x77 |0

<U6B89> \x8F\x7D |0

<U6B8A> \x8E\xEA |0

<U6B8B> \x8E\x63 |0

<U6B8D> \x9F\x6A |0

<U6B95> \x9F\x6C |0

<U6B96> \x90\x42 |0

<U6B98> \x9F\x6B |0

<U6B9E> \x9F\x6D |0

<U6BA4> \x9F\x6E |0

<U6BAA> \x9F\x6F |0

<U6BAB> \x9F\x70 |0

<U6BAF> \x9F\x71 |0

<U6BB1> \x9F\x73 |0

<U6BB2> \x9F\x72 |0

<U6BB3> \x9F\x74 |0

<U6BB4> \x89\xA3 |0

<U6BB5> \x92\x69 |0

<U6BB7> \x9F\x75 |0

<U6BBA> \x8E\x45 |0

<U6BBB> \x8A\x6B |0

<U6BBC> \x9F\x76 |0

<U6BBF> \x93\x61 |0

<U6BC0> \x9A\xCA |0

<U6BC5> \x8B\x42 |0

<U6BC6> \x9F\x77 |0

<U6BCB> \x9F\x78 |0

<U6BCD> \x95\xEA |0

<U6BCE> \x96\x88 |0

<U6BD2> \x93\xC5 |0

<U6BD3> \x9F\x79 |0

<U6BD4> \x94\xE4 |0

<U6BD6> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6BD8> \x94\xF9 |0

<U6BDB> \x96\xD1 |0

<U6BDF> \x9F\x7A |0

<U6BEB> \x9F\x7C |0

<U6BEC> \x9F\x7B |0
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<U6BEF> \x9F\x7E |0

<U6BF3> \x9F\x7D |0

<U6C08> \x9F\x81 |0

<U6C0F> \x8E\x81 |0

<U6C11> \x96\xAF |0

<U6C13> \x9F\x82 |0

<U6C14> \x9F\x83 |0

<U6C17> \x8B\x43 |0

<U6C1B> \x9F\x84 |0

<U6C23> \x9F\x86 |0

<U6C24> \x9F\x85 |0

<U6C34>

 \x90\x85 |0

<U6C37> \x95\x58 |0

<U6C38> \x89\x69 |0

<U6C3E> \x94\xC3 |0

<U6C3F> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U6C40> \x92\xF3 |0

<U6C41> \x8F\x60 |0

<U6C42> \x8B\x81 |0

<U6C4E> \x94\xC4 |0

<U6C50> \x8E\xAC |0

<U6C55> \x9F\x88 |0

<U6C57> \x8A\xBE |0

<U6C5A> \x89\x98 |0

<U6C5C> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U6C5D> \x93\xF0 |0

<U6C5E> \x9F\x87 |0

<U6C5F> \x8D\x5D |0

<U6C60> \x92\x72 |0

<U6C62> \x9F\x89 |0

<U6C68> \x9F\x91 |0

<U6C6A> \x9F\x8A |0

<U6C6F> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U6C70> \x91\xBF |0

<U6C72> \x8B\x82 |0

<U6C73> \x9F\x92 |0

<U6C7A> \x8C\x88 |0

<U6C7D> \x8B\x44 |0

<U6C7E> \x9F\x90 |0

<U6C81> \x9F\x8E |0

<U6C82> \x9F\x8B |0

<U6C83> \x97\x80 |0

<U6C86> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U6C88> \x92\xBE |0

<U6C8C> \x93\xD7 |0

<U6C8D> \x9F\x8C |0

<U6C90> \x9F\x94 |0
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<U6C92> \x9F\x93 |0

<U6C93> \x8C\x42 |0

<U6C96> \x89\xAB |0

<U6C99> \x8D\xB9 |0

<U6C9A> \x9F\x8D |0

<U6C9B> \x9F\x8F |0

<U6CA1> \x96\x76 |0

<U6CA2> \x91\xF2 |0

<U6CAB> \x96\x97 |0

<U6CAE> \x9F\x9C |0

<U6CB1> \x9F\x9D |0

<U6CB3> \x89\xCD |0

<U6CB8> \x95\xA6 |0

<U6CB9> \x96\xFB |0

<U6CBA>

 \x9F\x9F |0

<U6CBB> \x8E\xA1 |0

<U6CBC> \x8F\xC0 |0

<U6CBD> \x9F\x98 |0

<U6CBE> \x9F\x9E |0

<U6CBF> \x89\x88 |0

<U6CC1> \x8B\xB5 |0

<U6CC4> \x9F\x95 |0

<U6CC5> \x9F\x9A |0

<U6CC9> \x90\xF2 |0

<U6CCA> \x94\x91 |0

<U6CCC> \x94\xE5 |0

<U6CD3> \x9F\x97 |0

<U6CD5> \x96\x40 |0

<U6CD7> \x9F\x99 |0

<U6CD9> \x9F\xA2 |0

<U6CDA> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U6CDB> \x9F\xA0 |0

<U6CDD> \x9F\x9B |0

<U6CE1> \x96\x41 |0

<U6CE2> \x94\x67 |0

<U6CE3> \x8B\x83 |0

<U6CE5> \x93\x44 |0

<U6CE8> \x92\x8D |0

<U6CEA> \x9F\xA3 |0

<U6CEF> \x9F\xA1 |0

<U6CF0> \x91\xD7 |0

<U6CF1> \x9F\x96 |0

<U6CF3> \x89\x6A |0

<U6D04> \xFA\xFA |0

<U6D0B> \x97\x6D |0

<U6D0C> \x9F\xAE |0

<U6D12> \x9F\xAD |0
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<U6D17> \x90\xF4 |0

<U6D19> \x9F\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \x97\x8C |0

<U6D1E> \x93\xB4 |0

<U6D1F> \x9F\xA4 |0

<U6D25> \x92\xC3 |0

<U6D29> \x89\x6B |0

<U6D2A> \x8D\x5E |0

<U6D2B> \x9F\xA7 |0

<U6D32> \x8F\x46 |0

<U6D33> \x9F\xAC |0

<U6D35> \x9F\xAB |0

<U6D36> \x9F\xA6 |0

<U6D38> \x9F\xA9 |0

<U6D3B> \x8A\x88 |0

<U6D3D> \x9F\xA8 |0

<U6D3E> \x94\x68 |0

<U6D41>

 \x97\xAC |0

<U6D44> \x8F\xF2 |0

<U6D45> \x90\xF3 |0

<U6D59> \x9F\xB4 |0

<U6D5A> \x9F\xB2 |0

<U6D5C> \x95\x6C |0

<U6D63> \x9F\xAF |0

<U6D64> \x9F\xB1 |0

<U6D66> \x89\x59 |0

<U6D69> \x8D\x5F |0

<U6D6A> \x98\x51 |0

<U6D6C> \x8A\x5C |0

<U6D6E> \x95\x82 |0

<U6D6F> \xFA\xFC |0

<U6D74> \x97\x81 |0

<U6D77> \x8A\x43 |0

<U6D78> \x90\x5A |0

<U6D79> \x9F\xB3 |0

<U6D85> \x9F\xB8 |0

<U6D87> \xFA\xFB |0

<U6D88> \x8F\xC1 |0

<U6D8C> \x97\x4F |0

<U6D8E> \x9F\xB5 |0

<U6D93> \x9F\xB0 |0

<U6D95> \x9F\xB6 |0

<U6D96> \xFB\x40 |0

<U6D99> \x97\xDC |0

<U6D9B> \x9F\xB7 |0

<U6D9C> \x93\xC0 |0

<U6DAC> \xFB\x41 |0
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<U6DAF> \x8A\x55 |0

<U6DB2> \x89\x74 |0

<U6DB5> \x9F\xBC |0

<U6DB8> \x9F\xBF |0

<U6DBC> \x97\xC1 |0

<U6DC0> \x97\x84 |0

<U6DC5> \x9F\xC6 |0

<U6DC6> \x9F\xC0 |0

<U6DC7> \x9F\xBD |0

<U6DCB> \x97\xD2 |0

<U6DCC> \x9F\xC3 |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\x42 |0

<U6DD1> \x8F\x69 |0

<U6DD2> \x9F\xC5 |0

<U6DD5> \x9F\xCA |0

<U6DD8> \x93\x91 |0

<U6DD9> \x9F\xC8 |0

<U6DDE> \x9F\xC2 |0

<U6DE1> \x92\x57 |0

<U6DE4> \x9F\xC9 |0

<U6DE6>

 \x9F\xBE |0

<U6DE8> \x9F\xC4 |0

<U6DEA> \x9F\xCB |0

<U6DEB> \x88\xFA |0

<U6DEC> \x9F\xC1 |0

<U6DEE> \x9F\xCC |0

<U6DF1> \x90\x5B |0

<U6DF2> \xFB\x44 |0

<U6DF3> \x8F\x7E |0

<U6DF5> \x95\xA3 |0

<U6DF7> \x8D\xAC |0

<U6DF8> \xFB\x43 |0

<U6DF9> \x9F\xB9 |0

<U6DFA> \x9F\xC7 |0

<U6DFB> \x93\x59 |0

<U6DFC> \xFB\x45 |0

<U6E05> \x90\xB4 |0

<U6E07> \x8A\x89 |0

<U6E08> \x8D\xCF |0

<U6E09> \x8F\xC2 |0

<U6E0A> \x9F\xBB |0

<U6E0B> \x8F\x61 |0

<U6E13> \x8C\x6B |0

<U6E15> \x9F\xBA |0

<U6E19> \x9F\xD0 |0

<U6E1A> \x8F\x8D |0

<U6E1B> \x8C\xB8 |0
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<U6E1D> \x9F\xDF |0

<U6E1F> \x9F\xD9 |0

<U6E20> \x8B\x94 |0

<U6E21> \x93\x6E |0

<U6E23> \x9F\xD4 |0

<U6E24> \x9F\xDD |0

<U6E25> \x88\xAD |0

<U6E26> \x89\x51 |0

<U6E27> \xFB\x48 |0

<U6E29> \x89\xB7 |0

<U6E2B> \x9F\xD6 |0

<U6E2C> \x91\xAA |0

<U6E2D> \x9F\xCD |0

<U6E2E> \x9F\xCF |0

<U6E2F> \x8D\x60 |0

<U6E38> \x9F\xE0 |0

<U6E39> \xFB\x46 |0

<U6E3A> \x9F\xDB |0

<U6E3C> \xFB\x49 |0

<U6E3E> \x9F\xD3 |0

<U6E43> \x9F\xDA |0

<U6E4A> \x96\xA9 |0

<U6E4D> \x9F\xD8 |0

<U6E4E>

 \x9F\xDC |0

<U6E56> \x8C\xCE |0

<U6E58> \x8F\xC3 |0

<U6E5B> \x92\x58 |0

<U6E5C> \xFB\x47 |0

<U6E5F> \x9F\xD2 |0

<U6E67> \x97\x4E |0

<U6E6B> \x9F\xD5 |0

<U6E6E> \x9F\xCE |0

<U6E6F> \x93\x92 |0

<U6E72> \x9F\xD1 |0

<U6E76> \x9F\xD7 |0

<U6E7E> \x98\x70 |0

<U6E7F> \x8E\xBC |0

<U6E80> \x96\x9E |0

<U6E82> \x9F\xE1 |0

<U6E8C> \x94\xAC |0

<U6E8F> \x9F\xED |0

<U6E90> \x8C\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \x8F\x80 |0

<U6E98> \x9F\xE3 |0

<U6E9C> \x97\xAD |0

<U6E9D> \x8D\x61 |0

<U6E9F> \x9F\xF0 |0
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<U6EA2> \x88\xEC |0

<U6EA5> \x9F\xEE |0

<U6EAA> \x9F\xE2 |0

<U6EAF> \x9F\xE8 |0

<U6EB2> \x9F\xEA |0

<U6EB6> \x97\x6E |0

<U6EB7> \x9F\xE5 |0

<U6EBA> \x93\x4D |0

<U6EBD> \x9F\xE7 |0

<U6EBF> \xFB\x4A |0

<U6EC2> \x9F\xEF |0

<U6EC4> \x9F\xE9 |0

<U6EC5> \x96\xC5 |0

<U6EC9> \x9F\xE4 |0

<U6ECB> \x8E\xA0 |0

<U6ECC> \x9F\xFC |0

<U6ED1> \x8A\x8A |0

<U6ED3> \x9F\xE6 |0

<U6ED4> \x9F\xEB |0

<U6ED5> \x9F\xEC |0

<U6EDD> \x91\xEA |0

<U6EDE> \x91\xD8 |0

<U6EEC> \x9F\xF4 |0

<U6EEF> \x9F\xFA |0

<U6EF2> \x9F\xF8 |0

<U6EF4> \x93\x48 |0

<U6EF7>

 \xE0\x42 |0

<U6EF8> \x9F\xF5 |0

<U6EFE> \x9F\xF6 |0

<U6EFF> \x9F\xDE |0

<U6F01> \x8B\x99 |0

<U6F02> \x95\x59 |0

<U6F06> \x8E\xBD |0

<U6F09> \x8D\x97 |0

<U6F0F> \x98\x52 |0

<U6F11> \x9F\xF2 |0

<U6F13> \xE0\x41 |0

<U6F14> \x89\x89 |0

<U6F15> \x91\x86 |0

<U6F20> \x94\x99 |0

<U6F22> \x8A\xBF |0

<U6F23> \x97\xF8 |0

<U6F2B> \x96\x9F |0

<U6F2C> \x92\xD0 |0

<U6F31> \x9F\xF9 |0

<U6F32> \x9F\xFB |0

<U6F38> \x91\x51 |0
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<U6F3E> \xE0\x40 |0

<U6F3F> \x9F\xF7 |0

<U6F41> \x9F\xF1 |0

<U6F45> \x9F\xF3 |0

<U6F51> \x94\xAC |1

<U6F54> \x8C\x89 |0

<U6F58> \xE0\x4E |0

<U6F5B> \xE0\x49 |0

<U6F5C> \x90\xF6 |0

<U6F5F> \x8A\x83 |0

<U6F64> \x8F\x81 |0

<U6F66> \xE0\x52 |0

<U6F6D> \xE0\x4B |0

<U6F6E> \x92\xAA |0

<U6F6F> \xE0\x48 |0

<U6F70> \x92\xD7 |0

<U6F74> \xE0\x6B |0

<U6F78> \xE0\x45 |0

<U6F7A> \xE0\x44 |0

<U6F7C> \xE0\x4D |0

<U6F80> \xE0\x47 |0

<U6F81> \xE0\x46 |0

<U6F82> \xE0\x4C |0

<U6F84> \x90\x9F |0

<U6F86> \xE0\x43 |0

<U6F88> \xFB\x4B |0

<U6F8E> \xE0\x4F |0

<U6F91> \xE0\x50 |0

<U6F97> \x8A\xC0 |0

<U6FA1>

 \xE0\x55 |0

<U6FA3> \xE0\x54 |0

<U6FA4> \xE0\x56 |0

<U6FAA> \xE0\x59 |0

<U6FB1> \x93\x62 |0

<U6FB3> \xE0\x53 |0

<U6FB5> \xFB\x4C |0

<U6FB9> \xE0\x57 |0

<U6FC0> \x8C\x83 |0

<U6FC1> \x91\xF7 |0

<U6FC2> \xE0\x51 |0

<U6FC3> \x94\x5A |0

<U6FC6> \xE0\x58 |0

<U6FD4> \xE0\x5D |0

<U6FD5> \xE0\x5B |0

<U6FD8> \xE0\x5E |0

<U6FDB> \xE0\x61 |0

<U6FDF> \xE0\x5A |0
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<U6FE0> \x8D\x8A |0

<U6FE1> \x94\x47 |0

<U6FE4> \x93\x93 |0

<U6FEB> \x97\x94 |0

<U6FEC> \xE0\x5C |0

<U6FEE> \xE0\x60 |0

<U6FEF> \x91\xF3 |0

<U6FF1> \xE0\x5F |0

<U6FF3> \xE0\x4A |0

<U6FF5> \xFB\x4D |0

<U6FF6> \xE8\x89 |0

<U6FFA> \xE0\x64 |0

<U6FFE> \xE0\x68 |0

<U7001> \xE0\x66 |0

<U7005> \xFB\x4E |0

<U7006> \x93\xC0 |1

<U7007> \xFB\x4F |0

<U7009> \xE0\x62 |0

<U700B> \xE0\x63 |0

<U700F> \xE0\x67 |0

<U7011> \xE0\x65 |0

<U7015> \x95\x6D |0

<U7018> \xE0\x6D |0

<U701A> \xE0\x6A |0

<U701B> \xE0\x69 |0

<U701D> \xE0\x6C |0

<U701E> \x93\xD2 |0

<U701F> \xE0\x6E |0

<U7026> \x92\x95 |0

<U7027> \x91\xEB |0

<U7028> \xFB\x50 |0

<U702C> \x90\xA3 |0

<U7030>

 \xE0\x6F |0

<U7032> \xE0\x71 |0

<U703E> \xE0\x70 |0

<U704C> \x8A\xC1 |0

<U7051> \xE0\x72 |0

<U7058> \x93\xE5 |0

<U7063> \xE0\x73 |0

<U706B> \x89\xCE |0

<U706F> \x93\x94 |0

<U7070> \x8A\x44 |0

<U7078> \x8B\x84 |0

<U707C> \x8E\xDC |0

<U707D> \x8D\xD0 |0

<U7085> \xFB\x51 |0

<U7089> \x98\x46 |0
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<U708A> \x90\x86 |0

<U708E> \x89\x8A |0

<U7092> \xE0\x75 |0

<U7099> \xE0\x74 |0

<U70AB> \xFB\x52 |0

<U70AC> \xE0\x78 |0

<U70AD> \x92\x59 |0

<U70AE> \xE0\x7B |0

<U70AF> \xE0\x76 |0

<U70B3> \xE0\x7A |0

<U70B8> \xE0\x79 |0

<U70B9> \x93\x5F |0

<U70BA> \x88\xD7 |0

<U70BB> \xFA\x62 |0

<U70C8> \x97\xF3 |0

<U70CB> \xE0\x7D |0

<U70CF> \x89\x47 |0

<U70D9> \xE0\x80 |0

<U70DD> \xE0\x7E |0

<U70DF> \xE0\x7C |0

<U70F1> \xE0\x77 |0

<U70F9> \x96\x42 |0

<U70FD> \xE0\x82 |0

<U7104> \xFB\x54 |0

<U7109> \xE0\x81 |0

<U710F> \xFB\x53 |0

<U7114> \x89\x8B |0

<U7119> \xE0\x84 |0

<U711A> \x95\xB0 |0

<U711C> \xE0\x83 |0

<U7121> \x96\xB3 |0

<U7126> \x8F\xC5 |0

<U7130> \x89\x8B |1

<U7136> \x91\x52 |0

<U713C> \x8F\xC4 |0

<U7146>

 \xFB\x56 |0

<U7147> \xFB\x57 |0

<U7149> \x97\xF9 |0

<U714C> \xE0\x8A |0

<U714E> \x90\xF7 |0

<U7155> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U7156> \xE0\x8B |0

<U7159> \x89\x8C |0

<U715C> \xFB\x55 |0

<U7162> \xE0\x89 |0

<U7164> \x94\x81 |0

<U7165> \xE0\x85 |0
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<U7166> \xE0\x88 |0

<U7167> \x8F\xC6 |0

<U7169> \x94\xCF |0

<U716C> \xE0\x8C |0

<U716E> \x8E\xCF |0

<U717D> \x90\xF8 |0

<U7184> \xE0\x8F |0

<U7188> \xE0\x87 |0

<U718A> \x8C\x46 |0

<U718F> \xE0\x8D |0

<U7194> \x97\x6F |0

<U7195> \xE0\x90 |0

<U7199> \xE0\x86 |0

<U719F> \x8F\x6E |0

<U71A8> \xE0\x91 |0

<U71AC> \xE0\x92 |0

<U71B1> \x94\x4D |0

<U71B9> \xE0\x94 |0

<U71BE> \xE0\x95 |0

<U71C1> \xFB\x59 |0

<U71C3> \x94\x52 |0

<U71C8> \x93\x95 |0

<U71C9> \xE0\x97 |0

<U71CE> \xE0\x99 |0

<U71D0> \x97\xD3 |0

<U71D2> \xE0\x96 |0

<U71D4> \xE0\x98 |0

<U71D5> \x89\x8D |0

<U71D7> \xE0\x93 |0

<U71DF> \x9A\x7A |0

<U71E0> \xE0\x9A |0

<U71E5> \x91\x87 |0

<U71E6> \x8E\x57 |0

<U71E7> \xE0\x9C |0

<U71EC> \xE0\x9B |0

<U71ED> \x90\x43 |0

<U71EE> \x99\xD7 |0

<U71F5> \xE0\x9D |0

<U71F9>

 \xE0\x9F |0

<U71FB> \xE0\x8E |0

<U71FC> \xE0\x9E |0

<U71FE> \xFB\x5A |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA0 |0

<U7206> \x94\x9A |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA3 |0
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<U7228> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U722A> \x92\xDC |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U7235> \x8E\xDD |0

<U7236> \x95\x83 |0

<U723A> \x96\xEA |0

<U723B> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAA |0

<U723D> \x91\x75 |0

<U723E> \x8E\xA2 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAB |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAC |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7247> \x95\xD0 |0

<U7248> \x94\xC5 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xAE |0

<U724C> \x94\x76 |0

<U7252> \x92\xAB |0

<U7258> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7259> \x89\xE5 |0

<U725B> \x8B\x8D |0

<U725D> \x96\xC4 |0

<U725F> \x96\xB4 |0

<U7261> \x89\xB2 |0

<U7262> \x98\x53 |0

<U7267> \x96\x71 |0

<U7269> \x95\xA8 |0

<U7272> \x90\xB5 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U7279> \x93\xC1 |0

<U727D> \x8C\xA1 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7280> \x8D\xD2 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U72A0>

 \x8B\x5D |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72AC> \x8C\xA2 |0

<U72AF> \x94\xC6 |0

<U72B1> \xFB\x5B |0
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<U72B2> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72B6> \x8F\xF3 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72BE> \xFB\x5C |0

<U72C2> \x8B\xB6 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72D0> \x8C\xCF |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72D7> \x8B\xE7 |0

<U72D9> \x91\x5F |0

<U72DB> \x8D\x9D |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72E9> \x8E\xEB |0

<U72EC> \x93\xC6 |0

<U72ED> \x8B\xB7 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72F8> \x92\x4B |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72FC> \x98\x54 |0

<U72FD> \x94\x82 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U731B> \x96\xD2 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731F> \x97\xC2 |0

<U7324> \xFB\x5D |0

<U7325> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCD |0

<U732A> \x92\x96 |0

<U732B> \x94\x4C |0

<U732E> \x8C\xA3 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7336> \x97\x50 |0

<U7337> \x97\x51 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xCF |0

<U733F> \x89\x8E |0

<U7344>

 \x8D\x96 |0

<U7345> \x8E\x82 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD0 |0
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<U734F> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7363> \x8F\x62 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7372> \x8A\x6C |0

<U7375> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7377> \xFB\x5F |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDA |0

<U737B> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U7384> \x8C\xBA |0

<U7387> \x97\xA6 |0

<U7389> \x8B\xCA |0

<U738B> \x89\xA4 |0

<U7396> \x8B\xE8 |0

<U73A9> \x8A\xDF |0

<U73B2> \x97\xE6 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDC |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BD> \xFB\x60 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73C2> \x89\xCF |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDB |0

<U73C9> \xFB\x61 |0

<U73CA> \x8E\x58 |0

<U73CD> \x92\xBF |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73D2> \xFB\x64 |0

<U73D6> \xFB\x62 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73E0> \x8E\xEC |0

<U73E3> \xFB\x63 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73EA> \x8C\x5D |0

<U73ED> \x94\xC7 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFC |0

<U73F5> \xFB\x66 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U73FE> \x8C\xBB |0

<U7403> \x8B\x85 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U7406> \x97\x9D |0

<U7407> \xFB\x65 |0

<U7409> \x97\xAE |0

<U7422>
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 \x91\xF4 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7426> \xFB\x67 |0

<U7429> \xFB\x69 |0

<U742A> \xFB\x68 |0

<U742E> \xFB\x6A |0

<U7432> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7433> \x97\xD4 |0

<U7434> \x8B\xD5 |0

<U7435> \x94\xFA |0

<U7436> \x94\x69 |0

<U743A> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U743F> \xE0\xEB |0

<U7441> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7459> \xE0\xED |0

<U745A> \x8C\xE8 |0

<U745B> \x89\x6C |0

<U745C> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745E> \x90\x90 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7460> \x97\xDA |0

<U7462> \xFB\x6B |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U7464> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U7473> \x8D\xBA |0

<U7476> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U7483> \x97\x9E |0

<U7489> \xFB\x6C |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U749F> \xFB\x6D |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U74B0> \x8A\xC2 |0

<U74BD> \x8E\xA3 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74DC> \x89\x5A |0

<U74E0> \xE1\x40 |0

<U74E2> \x95\x5A |0

<U74E3> \xE1\x41 |0
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<U74E6> \x8A\xA2 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\x42 |0

<U74E9>

 \xE1\x43 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\x44 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\x46 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\x47 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\x45 |0

<U74F6> \x95\x72 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\x49 |0

<U74F8> \xE1\x48 |0

<U7501> \xFB\x6E |0

<U7503> \xE1\x4B |0

<U7504> \xE1\x4A |0

<U7505> \xE1\x4C |0

<U750C> \xE1\x4D |0

<U750D> \xE1\x4F |0

<U750E> \xE1\x4E |0

<U7511> \x8D\x99 |0

<U7513> \xE1\x51 |0

<U7515> \xE1\x50 |0

<U7518> \x8A\xC3 |0

<U751A> \x90\x72 |0

<U751C> \x93\x5B |0

<U751E> \xE1\x52 |0

<U751F> \x90\xB6 |0

<U7523> \x8E\x59 |0

<U7525> \x89\x99 |0

<U7526> \xE1\x53 |0

<U7528> \x97\x70 |0

<U752B> \x95\xE1 |0

<U752C> \xE1\x54 |0

<U752F> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U7530> \x93\x63 |0

<U7531> \x97\x52 |0

<U7532> \x8D\x62 |0

<U7533> \x90\x5C |0

<U7537> \x92\x6A |0

<U7538> \x99\xB2 |0

<U753A> \x92\xAC |0

<U753B> \x89\xE6 |0

<U753C> \xE1\x55 |0

<U7544> \xE1\x56 |0

<U7546> \xE1\x5B |0

<U7549> \xE1\x59 |0

<U754A> \xE1\x58 |0

<U754B> \x9D\xC0 |0

<U754C> \x8A\x45 |0
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<U754D> \xE1\x57 |0

<U754F> \x88\xD8 |0

<U7551> \x94\xA8 |0

<U7554> \x94\xC8 |0

<U7559> \x97\xAF |0

<U755A>

 \xE1\x5C |0

<U755B> \xE1\x5A |0

<U755C> \x92\x7B |0

<U755D> \x90\xA4 |0

<U7560> \x94\xA9 |0

<U7562> \x95\x4C |0

<U7564> \xE1\x5E |0

<U7565> \x97\xAA |0

<U7566> \x8C\x6C |0

<U7567> \xE1\x5F |0

<U7569> \xE1\x5D |0

<U756A> \x94\xD4 |0

<U756B> \xE1\x60 |0

<U756D> \xE1\x61 |0

<U756F> \xFB\x6F |0

<U7570> \x88\xD9 |0

<U7573> \x8F\xF4 |0

<U7574> \xE1\x66 |0

<U7576> \xE1\x63 |0

<U7577> \x93\xEB |0

<U7578> \xE1\x62 |0

<U757F> \x8B\x45 |0

<U7582> \xE1\x69 |0

<U7586> \xE1\x64 |0

<U7587> \xE1\x65 |0

<U7589> \xE1\x68 |0

<U758A> \xE1\x67 |0

<U758B> \x95\x44 |0

<U758E> \x91\x61 |0

<U758F> \x91\x60 |0

<U7591> \x8B\x5E |0

<U7594> \xE1\x6A |0

<U759A> \xE1\x6B |0

<U759D> \xE1\x6C |0

<U75A3> \xE1\x6E |0

<U75A5> \xE1\x6D |0

<U75AB> \x89\x75 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\x76 |0

<U75B2> \x94\xE6 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\x70 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\x72 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\x74 |0
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<U75B9> \x90\x5D |0

<U75BC> \xE1\x75 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\x73 |0

<U75BE> \x8E\xBE |0

<U75C2> \xE1\x6F |0

<U75C3> \xE1\x71 |0

<U75C5> \x95\x61 |0

<U75C7> \x8F\xC7 |0

<U75CA>

 \xE1\x78 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\x77 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\x79 |0

<U75D4> \x8E\xA4 |0

<U75D5> \x8D\xAD |0

<U75D8> \x93\x97 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\x7A |0

<U75DB> \x92\xC9 |0

<U75DE> \xE1\x7C |0

<U75E2> \x97\x9F |0

<U75E3> \xE1\x7B |0

<U75E9> \x91\x89 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\x82 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\x84 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\x85 |0

<U75F4> \x92\x73 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\x83 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\x80 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\x7D |0

<U75FF> \xE1\x7E |0

<U7601> \xE1\x81 |0

<U7609> \xE1\x88 |0

<U760B> \xE1\x86 |0

<U760D> \xE1\x87 |0

<U761F> \xE1\x89 |0

<U7620> \xE1\x8B |0

<U7621> \xE1\x8C |0

<U7622> \xE1\x8D |0

<U7624> \xE1\x8E |0

<U7626> \x91\x89 |1

<U7627> \xE1\x8A |0

<U7630> \xE1\x90 |0

<U7634> \xE1\x8F |0

<U763B> \xE1\x91 |0

<U7642> \x97\xC3 |0

<U7646> \xE1\x94 |0

<U7647> \xE1\x92 |0

<U7648> \xE1\x93 |0

<U764C> \x8A\xE0 |0
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<U7652> \x96\xFC |0

<U7656> \x95\xC8 |0

<U7658> \xE1\x96 |0

<U765C> \xE1\x95 |0

<U7661> \xE1\x97 |0

<U7662> \xE1\x98 |0

<U7667> \xE1\x9C |0

<U7668> \xE1\x99 |0

<U7669> \xE1\x9A |0

<U766A> \xE1\x9B |0

<U766C> \xE1\x9D |0

<U7670>

 \xE1\x9E |0

<U7672> \xE1\x9F |0

<U7676> \xE1\xA0 |0

<U7678> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U767A> \x94\xAD |0

<U767B> \x93\x6F |0

<U767C> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U767D> \x94\x92 |0

<U767E> \x95\x53 |0

<U7680> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U7682> \xFB\x70 |0

<U7683> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U7684> \x93\x49 |0

<U7686> \x8A\x46 |0

<U7687> \x8D\x63 |0

<U7688> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U768B> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U768E> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U7690> \x8E\x48 |0

<U7693> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7696> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U7699> \xE1\xAA |0

<U769A> \xE1\xAB |0

<U769B> \xFB\x73 |0

<U769C> \xFB\x71 |0

<U769E> \xFB\x72 |0

<U76A6> \xFB\x74 |0

<U76AE> \x94\xE7 |0

<U76B0> \xE1\xAC |0

<U76B4> \xE1\xAD |0

<U76B7> \xEA\x89 |0

<U76B8> \xE1\xAE |0

<U76B9> \xE1\xAF |0

<U76BA> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U76BF> \x8E\x4D |0

<U76C2> \xE1\xB1 |0
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<U76C3> \x94\x75 |0

<U76C6> \x96\x7E |0

<U76C8> \x89\x6D |0

<U76CA> \x89\x76 |0

<U76CD> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U76D2> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U76D6> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U76D7> \x93\x90 |0

<U76DB> \x90\xB7 |0

<U76DC> \x9F\x58 |0

<U76DE> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U76DF> \x96\xBF |0

<U76E1> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U76E3> \x8A\xC4 |0

<U76E4>

 \x94\xD5 |0

<U76E5> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U76E7> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U76EA> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U76EE> \x96\xDA |0

<U76F2> \x96\xD3 |0

<U76F4> \x92\xBC |0

<U76F8> \x91\x8A |0

<U76FB> \xE1\xBB |0

<U76FE> \x8F\x82 |0

<U7701> \x8F\xC8 |0

<U7704> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7707> \xE1\xBD |0

<U7708> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7709> \x94\xFB |0

<U770B> \x8A\xC5 |0

<U770C> \x8C\xA7 |0

<U771B> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U771E> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U771F> \x90\x5E |0

<U7720> \x96\xB0 |0

<U7724> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7725> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7726> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U7729> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7737> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7738> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U773A> \x92\xAD |0

<U773C> \x8A\xE1 |0

<U7740> \x92\x85 |0

<U7746> \xFB\x76 |0

<U7747> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U775A> \xE1\xC8 |0
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<U775B> \xE1\xCB |0

<U7761> \x90\x87 |0

<U7763> \x93\xC2 |0

<U7765> \xE1\xCC |0

<U7766> \x96\x72 |0

<U7768> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U776B> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7779> \xE1\xCF |0

<U777E> \xE1\xCE |0

<U777F> \xE1\xCD |0

<U778B> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U778E> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U7791> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U779E> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U77A0> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U77A5> \x95\xCB |0

<U77AC> \x8F\x75 |0

<U77AD>

 \x97\xC4 |0

<U77B0> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U77B3> \x93\xB5 |0

<U77B6> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U77B9> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U77BB> \xE1\xDB |0

<U77BC> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U77BD> \xE1\xDA |0

<U77BF> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U77C7> \xE1\xDC |0

<U77CD> \xE1\xDD |0

<U77D7> \xE1\xDE |0

<U77DA> \xE1\xDF |0

<U77DB> \x96\xB5 |0

<U77DC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U77E2> \x96\xEE |0

<U77E3> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U77E5> \x92\x6D |0

<U77E7> \x94\x8A |0

<U77E9> \x8B\xE9 |0

<U77ED> \x92\x5A |0

<U77EE> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U77EF> \x8B\xB8 |0

<U77F3> \x90\xCE |0

<U77FC> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7802> \x8D\xBB |0

<U780C> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U7812> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U7814> \x8C\xA4 |0

<U7815> \x8D\xD3 |0
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<U7820> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U7821> \xFB\x78 |0

<U7825> \x93\x75 |0

<U7826> \x8D\xD4 |0

<U7827> \x8B\x6D |0

<U7832> \x96\x43 |0

<U7834> \x94\x6A |0

<U783A> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U783F> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U7845> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U784E> \xFB\x79 |0

<U785D> \x8F\xC9 |0

<U7864> \xFB\x7A |0

<U786B> \x97\xB0 |0

<U786C> \x8D\x64 |0

<U786F> \x8C\xA5 |0

<U7872> \x94\xA1 |0

<U7874> \xE1\xEB |0

<U787A> \xFB\x7B |0

<U787C> \xE1\xED |0

<U7881>

 \x8C\xE9 |0

<U7886> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7887> \x92\xF4 |0

<U788C> \xE1\xEF |0

<U788D> \x8A\x56 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7891> \x94\xE8 |0

<U7893> \x89\x4F |0

<U7895> \x8D\xEA |0

<U7897> \x98\x71 |0

<U789A> \xE1\xEE |0

<U78A3> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U78A7> \x95\xC9 |0

<U78A9> \x90\xD7 |0

<U78AA> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U78AF> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U78B5> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U78BA> \x8A\x6D |0

<U78BC> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U78BE> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U78C1> \x8E\xA5 |0

<U78C5> \xE1\xFA |0

<U78C6> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U78CA> \xE1\xFB |0

<U78CB> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U78D0> \x94\xD6 |0

<U78D1> \xE1\xF4 |0
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<U78D4> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U78DA> \xE2\x41 |0

<U78E7> \xE2\x40 |0

<U78E8> \x96\x81 |0

<U78EC> \xE1\xFC |0

<U78EF> \x88\xE9 |0

<U78F4> \xE2\x43 |0

<U78FD> \xE2\x42 |0

<U7901> \x8F\xCA |0

<U7907> \xE2\x44 |0

<U790E> \x91\x62 |0

<U7911> \xE2\x46 |0

<U7912> \xE2\x45 |0

<U7919> \xE2\x47 |0

<U7926> \x8D\x7B |0

<U792A> \x93\x76 |0

<U792B> \xE2\x49 |0

<U792C> \xE2\x48 |0

<U7930> \xFB\x7C |0

<U793A> \x8E\xA6 |0

<U793C> \x97\xE7 |0

<U793E> \x8E\xD0 |0

<U7940> \xE2\x4A |0

<U7941>

 \x8C\x56 |0

<U7947> \x8B\x5F |0

<U7948> \x8B\x46 |0

<U7949> \x8E\x83 |0

<U7950> \x97\x53 |0

<U7953> \xE2\x50 |0

<U7955> \xE2\x4F |0

<U7956> \x91\x63 |0

<U7957> \xE2\x4C |0

<U795A> \xE2\x4E |0

<U795D> \x8F\x6A |0

<U795E> \x90\x5F |0

<U795F> \xE2\x4D |0

<U7960> \xE2\x4B |0

<U7962> \x94\x49 |0

<U7965> \x8F\xCB |0

<U7968> \x95\x5B |0

<U796D> \x8D\xD5 |0

<U7977> \x93\x98 |0

<U797A> \xE2\x51 |0

<U797F> \xE2\x52 |0

<U7980> \xE2\x68 |0

<U7981> \x8B\xD6 |0

<U7984> \x98\x5C |0
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<U7985> \x91\x54 |0

<U798A> \xE2\x53 |0

<U798D> \x89\xD0 |0

<U798E> \x92\xF5 |0

<U798F> \x95\x9F |0

<U7994> \xFB\x81 |0

<U799B> \xFB\x83 |0

<U799D> \xE2\x54 |0

<U79A6> \x8B\x9A |0

<U79A7> \xE2\x55 |0

<U79AA> \xE2\x57 |0

<U79AE> \xE2\x58 |0

<U79B0> \x94\x48 |0

<U79B1> \x93\x98 |1

<U79B3> \xE2\x59 |0

<U79B9> \xE2\x5A |0

<U79BA> \xE2\x5B |0

<U79BD> \x8B\xD7 |0

<U79BE> \x89\xD1 |0

<U79BF> \x93\xC3 |0

<U79C0> \x8F\x47 |0

<U79C1> \x8E\x84 |0

<U79C9> \xE2\x5C |0

<U79CB> \x8F\x48 |0

<U79D1> \x89\xC8 |0

<U79D2> \x95\x62 |0

<U79D5>

 \xE2\x5D |0

<U79D8> \x94\xE9 |0

<U79DF> \x91\x64 |0

<U79E1> \xE2\x60 |0

<U79E3> \xE2\x61 |0

<U79E4> \x94\x89 |0

<U79E6> \x90\x60 |0

<U79E7> \xE2\x5E |0

<U79E9> \x92\x81 |0

<U79EC> \xE2\x5F |0

<U79F0> \x8F\xCC |0

<U79FB> \x88\xDA |0

<U7A00> \x8B\x48 |0

<U7A08> \xE2\x62 |0

<U7A0B> \x92\xF6 |0

<U7A0D> \xE2\x63 |0

<U7A0E> \x90\xC5 |0

<U7A14> \x96\xAB |0

<U7A17> \x95\x42 |0

<U7A18> \xE2\x64 |0

<U7A19> \xE2\x65 |0
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<U7A1A> \x92\x74 |0

<U7A1C> \x97\xC5 |0

<U7A1F> \xE2\x67 |0

<U7A20> \xE2\x66 |0

<U7A2E> \x8E\xED |0

<U7A31> \xE2\x69 |0

<U7A32> \x88\xEE |0

<U7A37> \xE2\x6C |0

<U7A3B> \xE2\x6A |0

<U7A3C> \x89\xD2 |0

<U7A3D> \x8C\x6D |0

<U7A3E> \xE2\x6B |0

<U7A3F> \x8D\x65 |0

<U7A40> \x8D\x92 |0

<U7A42> \x95\xE4 |0

<U7A43> \xE2\x6D |0

<U7A46> \x96\x73 |0

<U7A49> \xE2\x6F |0

<U7A4D> \x90\xCF |0

<U7A4E> \x89\x6E |0

<U7A4F> \x89\xB8 |0

<U7A50> \x88\xAA |0

<U7A57> \xE2\x6E |0

<U7A61> \xE2\x70 |0

<U7A62> \xE2\x71 |0

<U7A63> \x8F\xF5 |0

<U7A69> \xE2\x72 |0

<U7A6B> \x8A\x6E |0

<U7A70> \xE2\x74 |0

<U7A74>

 \x8C\x8A |0

<U7A76> \x8B\x86 |0

<U7A79> \xE2\x75 |0

<U7A7A> \x8B\xF3 |0

<U7A7D> \xE2\x76 |0

<U7A7F> \x90\xFA |0

<U7A81> \x93\xCB |0

<U7A83> \x90\xDE |0

<U7A84> \x8D\xF3 |0

<U7A88> \xE2\x77 |0

<U7A92> \x92\x82 |0

<U7A93> \x91\x8B |0

<U7A95> \xE2\x79 |0

<U7A96> \xE2\x7B |0

<U7A97> \xE2\x78 |0

<U7A98> \xE2\x7A |0

<U7A9F> \x8C\x41 |0

<U7AA9> \xE2\x7C |0
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<U7AAA> \x8C\x45 |0

<U7AAE> \x8B\x87 |0

<U7AAF> \x97\x71 |0

<U7AB0> \xE2\x7E |0

<U7AB6> \xE2\x80 |0

<U7ABA> \x89\x4D |0

<U7ABF> \xE2\x83 |0

<U7AC3> \xE2\x7D |0

<U7AC4> \xE2\x82 |0

<U7AC5> \xE2\x81 |0

<U7AC7> \xE2\x85 |0

<U7AC8> \x8A\x96 |0

<U7ACA> \xE2\x86 |0

<U7ACB> \x97\xA7 |0

<U7ACD> \xE2\x87 |0

<U7ACF> \xE2\x88 |0

<U7AD1> \xFB\x84 |0

<U7AD2> \x9A\xF2 |0

<U7AD3> \xE2\x8A |0

<U7AD5> \xE2\x89 |0

<U7AD9> \xE2\x8B |0

<U7ADA> \xE2\x8C |0

<U7ADC> \x97\xB3 |0

<U7ADD> \xE2\x8D |0

<U7ADF> \xE8\xED |0

<U7AE0> \x8F\xCD |0

<U7AE1> \xE2\x8E |0

<U7AE2> \xE2\x8F |0

<U7AE3> \x8F\x76 |0

<U7AE5> \x93\xB6 |0

<U7AE6> \xE2\x90 |0

<U7AE7> \xFB\x85 |0

<U7AEA>

 \x92\x47 |0

<U7AEB> \xFB\x87 |0

<U7AED> \xE2\x91 |0

<U7AEF> \x92\x5B |0

<U7AF0> \xE2\x92 |0

<U7AF6> \x8B\xA3 |0

<U7AF8> \x99\x5E |0

<U7AF9> \x92\x7C |0

<U7AFA> \x8E\xB1 |0

<U7AFF> \x8A\xC6 |0

<U7B02> \xE2\x93 |0

<U7B04> \xE2\xA0 |0

<U7B06> \xE2\x96 |0

<U7B08> \x8B\x88 |0

<U7B0A> \xE2\x95 |0
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<U7B0B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7B0F> \xE2\x94 |0

<U7B11> \x8F\xCE |0

<U7B18> \xE2\x98 |0

<U7B19> \xE2\x99 |0

<U7B1B> \x93\x4A |0

<U7B1E> \xE2\x9A |0

<U7B20> \x8A\x7D |0

<U7B25> \x90\x79 |0

<U7B26> \x95\x84 |0

<U7B28> \xE2\x9C |0

<U7B2C> \x91\xE6 |0

<U7B33> \xE2\x97 |0

<U7B35> \xE2\x9B |0

<U7B36> \xE2\x9D |0

<U7B39> \x8D\xF9 |0

<U7B45> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U7B46> \x95\x4D |0

<U7B48> \x94\xA4 |0

<U7B49> \x93\x99 |0

<U7B4B> \x8B\xD8 |0

<U7B4C> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7B4F> \x94\xB3 |0

<U7B50> \xE2\x9E |0

<U7B51> \x92\x7D |0

<U7B52> \x93\x9B |0

<U7B54> \x93\x9A |0

<U7B56> \x8D\xF4 |0

<U7B5D> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7B65> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7B67> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U7B6C> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7B6E> \xE2\xAC |0

<U7B70> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7B71>

 \xE2\xAA |0

<U7B74> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U7B75> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7B7A> \xE2\x9F |0

<U7B86> \x95\xCD |0

<U7B87> \x89\xD3 |0

<U7B8B> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U7B8D> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U7B8F> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7B92> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7B94> \x94\x93 |0

<U7B95> \x96\xA5 |0
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<U7B97> \x8E\x5A |0

<U7B98> \xE2\xAE |0

<U7B99> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7B9A> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7B9C> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7B9D> \xE2\xAD |0

<U7B9E> \xFB\x88 |0

<U7B9F> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7BA1> \x8A\xC7 |0

<U7BAA> \x92\x5C |0

<U7BAD> \x90\xFB |0

<U7BB1> \x94\xA0 |0

<U7BB4> \xE2\xBC |0

<U7BB8> \x94\xA2 |0

<U7BC0> \x90\xDF |0

<U7BC1> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7BC4> \x94\xCD |0

<U7BC6> \xE2\xBD |0

<U7BC7> \x95\xD1 |0

<U7BC9> \x92\x7A |0

<U7BCB> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7BCC> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7BCF> \xE2\xBB |0

<U7BDD> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7BE0> \x8E\xC2 |0

<U7BE4> \x93\xC4 |0

<U7BE5> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U7BE6> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7BE9> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7BED> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7BF3> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U7BF6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7BF7> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U7C00> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7C07> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U7C0D> \xE2\xCB |0

<U7C11> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7C12> \x99\xD3 |0

<U7C13>

 \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7C14> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7C17> \xE2\xCA |0

<U7C1E> \x92\x5C |1

<U7C1F> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U7C21> \x8A\xC8 |0

<U7C23> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7C27> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7C2A> \xE2\xCF |0
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<U7C2B> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7C37> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U7C38> \x94\xF4 |0

<U7C3D> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U7C3E> \x97\xFA |0

<U7C3F> \x95\xEB |0

<U7C40> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U7C43> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U7C4C> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U7C4D> \x90\xD0 |0

<U7C4F> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U7C50> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U7C54> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U7C56> \xE2\xDD |0

<U7C58> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7C5F> \xE2\xDB |0

<U7C60> \x98\x55 |0

<U7C64> \xE2\xDC |0

<U7C65> \xE2\xDE |0

<U7C6C> \xE2\xDF |0

<U7C73> \x95\xC4 |0

<U7C75> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U7C7E> \x96\xE0 |0

<U7C81> \x8B\xCC |0

<U7C82> \x8C\x48 |0

<U7C83> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U7C89> \x95\xB2 |0

<U7C8B> \x90\x88 |0

<U7C8D> \x96\xAE |0

<U7C90> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U7C92> \x97\xB1 |0

<U7C95> \x94\x94 |0

<U7C97> \x91\x65 |0

<U7C98> \x94\x53 |0

<U7C9B> \x8F\x6C |0

<U7C9F> \x88\xBE |0

<U7CA1> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7CA2> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7CA4> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U7CA5> \x8A\x9F |0

<U7CA7> \x8F\xCF |0

<U7CA8>

 \xE2\xE8 |0

<U7CAB> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7CAD> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U7CAE> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7CB1> \xE2\xEB |0

<U7CB2> \xE2\xEA |0
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<U7CB3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xED |0

<U7CBD> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7CBE> \x90\xB8 |0

<U7CC0> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7CC2> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U7CC5> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U7CCA> \x8C\xD0 |0

<U7CCE> \x91\x57 |0

<U7CD2> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U7CD6> \x93\x9C |0

<U7CD8> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U7CDC> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U7CDE> \x95\xB3 |0

<U7CDF> \x91\x8C |0

<U7CE0> \x8D\x66 |0

<U7CE2> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U7CE7> \x97\xC6 |0

<U7CEF> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U7CF2> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U7CF4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U7CF6> \xE2\xFA |0

<U7CF8> \x8E\x85 |0

<U7CFA> \xE2\xFB |0

<U7CFB> \x8C\x6E |0

<U7CFE> \x8B\x8A |0

<U7D00> \x8B\x49 |0

<U7D02> \xE3\x40 |0

<U7D04> \x96\xF1 |0

<U7D05> \x8D\x67 |0

<U7D06> \xE2\xFC |0

<U7D0A> \xE3\x43 |0

<U7D0B> \x96\xE4 |0

<U7D0D> \x94\x5B |0

<U7D10> \x95\x52 |0

<U7D14> \x8F\x83 |0

<U7D15> \xE3\x42 |0

<U7D17> \x8E\xD1 |0

<U7D18> \x8D\x68 |0

<U7D19> \x8E\x86 |0

<U7D1A> \x8B\x89 |0

<U7D1B> \x95\xB4 |0

<U7D1C> \xE3\x41 |0

<U7D20> \x91\x66 |0

<U7D21>

 \x96\x61 |0

<U7D22> \x8D\xF5 |0

<U7D2B> \x8E\x87 |0
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<U7D2C> \x92\xDB |0

<U7D2E> \xE3\x46 |0

<U7D2F> \x97\xDD |0

<U7D30> \x8D\xD7 |0

<U7D32> \xE3\x47 |0

<U7D33> \x90\x61 |0

<U7D35> \xE3\x49 |0

<U7D39> \x8F\xD0 |0

<U7D3A> \x8D\xAE |0

<U7D3F> \xE3\x48 |0

<U7D42> \x8F\x49 |0

<U7D43> \x8C\xBC |0

<U7D44> \x91\x67 |0

<U7D45> \xE3\x44 |0

<U7D46> \xE3\x4A |0

<U7D48> \xFB\x8A |0

<U7D4B> \xE3\x45 |0

<U7D4C> \x8C\x6F |0

<U7D4E> \xE3\x4D |0

<U7D4F> \xE3\x51 |0

<U7D50> \x8C\x8B |0

<U7D56> \xE3\x4C |0

<U7D5B> \xE3\x55 |0

<U7D5C> \xFB\x8B |0

<U7D5E> \x8D\x69 |0

<U7D61> \x97\x8D |0

<U7D62> \x88\xBA |0

<U7D63> \xE3\x52 |0

<U7D66> \x8B\x8B |0

<U7D68> \xE3\x4F |0

<U7D6E> \xE3\x50 |0

<U7D71> \x93\x9D |0

<U7D72> \xE3\x4E |0

<U7D73> \xE3\x4B |0

<U7D75> \x8A\x47 |0

<U7D76> \x90\xE2 |0

<U7D79> \x8C\xA6 |0

<U7D7D> \xE3\x57 |0

<U7D89> \xE3\x54 |0

<U7D8F> \xE3\x56 |0

<U7D93> \xE3\x53 |0

<U7D99> \x8C\x70 |0

<U7D9A> \x91\xB1 |0

<U7D9B> \xE3\x58 |0

<U7D9C> \x91\x8E |0

<U7D9F> \xE3\x65 |0

<U7DA0> \xFB\x8D |0

<U7DA2>
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 \xE3\x61 |0

<U7DA3> \xE3\x5B |0

<U7DAB> \xE3\x5F |0

<U7DAC> \x8E\xF8 |0

<U7DAD> \x88\xDB |0

<U7DAE> \xE3\x5A |0

<U7DAF> \xE3\x62 |0

<U7DB0> \xE3\x66 |0

<U7DB1> \x8D\x6A |0

<U7DB2> \x96\xD4 |0

<U7DB4> \x92\xD4 |0

<U7DB5> \xE3\x5C |0

<U7DB7> \xFB\x8C |0

<U7DB8> \xE3\x64 |0

<U7DBA> \xE3\x59 |0

<U7DBB> \x92\x5D |0

<U7DBD> \xE3\x5E |0

<U7DBE> \x88\xBB |0

<U7DBF> \x96\xC8 |0

<U7DC7> \xE3\x5D |0

<U7DCA> \x8B\xD9 |0

<U7DCB> \x94\xEA |0

<U7DCF> \x91\x8D |0

<U7DD1> \x97\xCE |0

<U7DD2> \x8F\x8F |0

<U7DD5> \xE3\x8E |0

<U7DD6> \xFB\x8E |0

<U7DD8> \xE3\x67 |0

<U7DDA> \x90\xFC |0

<U7DDC> \xE3\x63 |0

<U7DDD> \xE3\x68 |0

<U7DDE> \xE3\x6A |0

<U7DE0> \x92\xF7 |0

<U7DE1> \xE3\x6D |0

<U7DE4> \xE3\x69 |0

<U7DE8> \x95\xD2 |0

<U7DE9> \x8A\xC9 |0

<U7DEC> \x96\xC9 |0

<U7DEF> \x88\xDC |0

<U7DF2> \xE3\x6C |0

<U7DF4> \x97\xFB |0

<U7DFB> \xE3\x6B |0

<U7E01> \x89\x8F |0

<U7E04> \x93\xEA |0

<U7E05> \xE3\x6E |0

<U7E09> \xE3\x75 |0

<U7E0A> \xE3\x6F |0

<U7E0B> \xE3\x76 |0
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<U7E12> \xE3\x72 |0

<U7E1B> \x94\x9B |0

<U7E1E>

 \x8E\xC8 |0

<U7E1F> \xE3\x74 |0

<U7E21> \xE3\x71 |0

<U7E22> \xE3\x77 |0

<U7E23> \xE3\x70 |0

<U7E26> \x8F\x63 |0

<U7E2B> \x96\x44 |0

<U7E2E> \x8F\x6B |0

<U7E31> \xE3\x73 |0

<U7E32> \xE3\x80 |0

<U7E35> \xE3\x7B |0

<U7E37> \xE3\x7E |0

<U7E39> \xE3\x7C |0

<U7E3A> \xE3\x81 |0

<U7E3B> \xE3\x7A |0

<U7E3D> \xE3\x60 |0

<U7E3E> \x90\xD1 |0

<U7E41> \x94\xC9 |0

<U7E43> \xE3\x7D |0

<U7E46> \xE3\x78 |0

<U7E48> \xE3\x79 |1

<U7E4A> \x91\x40 |0

<U7E4B> \x8C\x71 |0

<U7E4D> \x8F\x4A |0

<U7E52> \xFB\x8F |0

<U7E54> \x90\x44 |0

<U7E55> \x91\x55 |0

<U7E56> \xE3\x84 |0

<U7E59> \xE3\x86 |0

<U7E5A> \xE3\x87 |0

<U7E5D> \xE3\x83 |0

<U7E5E> \xE3\x85 |0

<U7E61> \x8F\x4A |1

<U7E66> \xE3\x79 |0

<U7E67> \xE3\x82 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\x8A |0

<U7E6A> \xE3\x89 |0

<U7E6B> \x8C\x71 |1

<U7E6D> \x96\x9A |0

<U7E70> \x8C\x4A |0

<U7E79> \xE3\x88 |0

<U7E7B> \xE3\x8C |0

<U7E7C> \xE3\x8B |0

<U7E7D> \xE3\x8F |0

<U7E7F> \xE3\x91 |0
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<U7E82> \x8E\x5B |0

<U7E83> \xE3\x8D |0

<U7E88> \xE3\x92 |0

<U7E89> \xE3\x93 |0

<U7E8A> \xFA\x5C |0

<U7E8C>

 \xE3\x94 |0

<U7E8E> \xE3\x9A |0

<U7E8F> \x93\x5A |0

<U7E90> \xE3\x96 |0

<U7E92> \xE3\x95 |0

<U7E93> \xE3\x97 |0

<U7E94> \xE3\x98 |0

<U7E96> \xE3\x99 |0

<U7E9B> \xE3\x9B |0

<U7E9C> \xE3\x9C |0

<U7F36> \x8A\xCA |0

<U7F38> \xE3\x9D |0

<U7F3A> \xE3\x9E |0

<U7F45> \xE3\x9F |0

<U7F47> \xFB\x90 |0

<U7F4C> \xE3\xA0 |0

<U7F4D> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U7F4E> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7F51> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U7F54> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7F55> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U7F58> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7F5F> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7F60> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7F67> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7F68> \xE3\xAA |0

<U7F69> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7F6A> \x8D\xDF |0

<U7F6B> \x8C\x72 |0

<U7F6E> \x92\x75 |0

<U7F70> \x94\xB1 |0

<U7F72> \x8F\x90 |0

<U7F75> \x94\x6C |0

<U7F77> \x94\xEB |0

<U7F78> \xE3\xAD |0

<U7F79> \x9C\xEB |0

<U7F82> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7F83> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7F85> \x97\x85 |0

<U7F86> \xE3\xAF |0

<U7F87> \xE3\xB2 |0
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<U7F88> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7F8A> \x97\x72 |0

<U7F8C> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7F8E> \x94\xFC |0

<U7F94> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U7F9A> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U7F9D> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U7F9E> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U7FA1>

 \xFB\x91 |0

<U7FA3> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U7FA4> \x8C\x51 |0

<U7FA8> \x91\x41 |0

<U7FA9> \x8B\x60 |0

<U7FAE> \xE3\xBC |0

<U7FAF> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U7FB2> \xE3\xBA |0

<U7FB6> \xE3\xBD |0

<U7FB8> \xE3\xBE |0

<U7FB9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U7FBD> \x89\x48 |0

<U7FC1> \x89\xA5 |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U7FC6> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U7FCA> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U7FCC> \x97\x82 |0

<U7FD2> \x8F\x4B |0

<U7FD4> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7FD5> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7FE0> \x90\x89 |0

<U7FE1> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7FE6> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7FE9> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FEB> \x8A\xE3 |0

<U7FF0> \x8A\xCB |0

<U7FF3> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7FF9> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7FFB> \x96\x7C |0

<U7FFC> \x97\x83 |0

<U8000> \x97\x73 |0

<U8001> \x98\x56 |0

<U8003> \x8D\x6C |0

<U8004> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8005> \x8E\xD2 |0

<U8006> \xE3\xCB |0

<U800B> \xE3\xCD |0

<U800C> \x8E\xA7 |0

<U8010> \x91\xCF |0
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<U8012> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8015> \x8D\x6B |0

<U8017> \x96\xD5 |0

<U8018> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8019> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U801C> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U8021> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U8028> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U8033> \x8E\xA8 |0

<U8036> \x96\xEB |0

<U803B> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U803D>

 \x92\x5E |0

<U803F> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U8046> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U804A> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U8052> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U8056> \x90\xB9 |0

<U8058> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U805A> \xE3\xDA |0

<U805E> \x95\xB7 |0

<U805F> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8061> \x91\x8F |0

<U8062> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8068> \xE3\xDD |0

<U806F> \x97\xFC |0

<U8070> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U8072> \xE3\xDF |0

<U8073> \xE3\xDE |0

<U8074> \x92\xAE |0

<U8076> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U8077> \x90\x45 |0

<U8079> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U807D> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U807E> \x98\x57 |0

<U807F> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U8084> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U8085> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U8086> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U8087> \x94\xA3 |0

<U8089> \x93\xF7 |0

<U808B> \x98\x5D |0

<U808C> \x94\xA7 |0

<U8093> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U8096> \x8F\xD1 |0

<U8098> \x95\x49 |0

<U809A> \xE3\xEA |0

<U809B> \xE3\xE8 |0
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<U809D> \x8A\xCC |0

<U80A1> \x8C\xD2 |0

<U80A2> \x8E\x88 |0

<U80A5> \x94\xEC |0

<U80A9> \x8C\xA8 |0

<U80AA> \x96\x62 |0

<U80AC> \xE3\xED |0

<U80AD> \xE3\xEB |0

<U80AF> \x8D\x6D |0

<U80B1> \x8D\x6E |0

<U80B2> \x88\xE7 |0

<U80B4> \x8D\xE6 |0

<U80BA> \x94\x78 |0

<U80C3> \x88\xDD |0

<U80C4>

 \xE3\xF2 |0

<U80C6> \x92\x5F |0

<U80CC> \x94\x77 |0

<U80CE> \x91\xD9 |0

<U80D6> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U80D9> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U80DA> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U80DB> \xE3\xEE |0

<U80DD> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U80DE> \x96\x45 |0

<U80E1> \x8C\xD3 |0

<U80E4> \x88\xFB |0

<U80E5> \xE3\xEF |0

<U80EF> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U80F1> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U80F4> \x93\xB7 |0

<U80F8> \x8B\xB9 |0

<U80FC> \xE4\x45 |0

<U80FD> \x94\x5C |0

<U8102> \x8E\x89 |0

<U8105> \x8B\xBA |0

<U8106> \x90\xC6 |0

<U8107> \x98\x65 |0

<U8108> \x96\xAC |0

<U8109> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U810A> \x90\xD2 |0

<U811A> \x8B\x72 |0

<U811B> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U8123> \xE3\xFA |0

<U8129> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U812F> \xE3\xFB |0

<U8131> \x92\x45 |0

<U8133> \x94\x5D |0
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<U8139> \x92\xAF |0

<U813E> \xE4\x42 |0

<U8141> \xE4\x45 |1

<U8146> \xE4\x41 |0

<U814B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U814E> \x90\x74 |0

<U8150> \x95\x85 |0

<U8151> \xE4\x44 |0

<U8153> \xE4\x43 |0

<U8154> \x8D\x6F |0

<U8155> \x98\x72 |0

<U815F> \xE4\x54 |0

<U8165> \xE4\x48 |0

<U8166> \xE4\x49 |0

<U816B> \x8E\xEE |0

<U816E> \xE4\x47 |0

<U8170> \x8D\x98 |0

<U8171>

 \xE4\x46 |0

<U8174> \xE4\x4A |0

<U8178> \x92\xB0 |0

<U8179> \x95\xA0 |0

<U817A> \x91\x42 |0

<U817F> \x91\xDA |0

<U8180> \xE4\x4E |0

<U8182> \xE4\x4F |0

<U8183> \xE4\x4B |0

<U8188> \xE4\x4C |0

<U818A> \xE4\x4D |0

<U818F> \x8D\x70 |0

<U8193> \xE4\x55 |0

<U8195> \xE4\x51 |0

<U819A> \x95\x86 |0

<U819C> \x96\x8C |0

<U819D> \x95\x47 |0

<U81A0> \xE4\x50 |0

<U81A3> \xE4\x53 |0

<U81A4> \xE4\x52 |0

<U81A8> \x96\x63 |0

<U81A9> \xE4\x56 |0

<U81B0> \xE4\x57 |0

<U81B3> \x91\x56 |0

<U81B5> \xE4\x58 |0

<U81B8> \xE4\x5A |0

<U81BA> \xE4\x5E |0

<U81BD> \xE4\x5B |0

<U81BE> \xE4\x59 |0

<U81BF> \x94\x5E |0
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<U81C0> \xE4\x5C |0

<U81C2> \xE4\x5D |0

<U81C6> \x89\xB0 |0

<U81C8> \xE4\x64 |0

<U81C9> \xE4\x5F |0

<U81CD> \xE4\x60 |0

<U81D1> \xE4\x61 |0

<U81D3> \x91\x9F |0

<U81D8> \xE4\x63 |0

<U81D9> \xE4\x62 |0

<U81DA> \xE4\x65 |0

<U81DF> \xE4\x66 |0

<U81E0> \xE4\x67 |0

<U81E3> \x90\x62 |0

<U81E5> \x89\xE7 |0

<U81E7> \xE4\x68 |0

<U81E8> \x97\xD5 |0

<U81EA> \x8E\xA9 |0

<U81ED> \x8F\x4C |0

<U81F3> \x8E\x8A |0

<U81F4>

 \x92\x76 |0

<U81FA> \xE4\x69 |0

<U81FB> \xE4\x6A |0

<U81FC> \x89\x50 |0

<U81FE> \xE4\x6B |0

<U8201> \xE4\x6C |0

<U8202> \xE4\x6D |0

<U8205> \xE4\x6E |0

<U8207> \xE4\x6F |0

<U8208> \x8B\xBB |0

<U8209> \x9D\xA8 |0

<U820A> \xE4\x70 |0

<U820C> \x90\xE3 |0

<U820D> \xE4\x71 |0

<U820E> \x8E\xC9 |0

<U8210> \xE4\x72 |0

<U8212> \x98\xAE |0

<U8216> \xE4\x73 |0

<U8217> \x95\xDC |0

<U8218> \x8A\xDA |0

<U821B> \x91\x43 |0

<U821C> \x8F\x77 |0

<U821E> \x95\x91 |0

<U821F> \x8F\x4D |0

<U8229> \xE4\x74 |0

<U822A> \x8D\x71 |0

<U822B> \xE4\x75 |0
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<U822C> \x94\xCA |0

<U822E> \xE4\x84 |0

<U8233> \xE4\x77 |0

<U8235> \x91\xC7 |0

<U8236> \x94\x95 |0

<U8237> \x8C\xBD |0

<U8238> \xE4\x76 |0

<U8239> \x91\x44 |0

<U8240> \xE4\x78 |0

<U8247> \x92\xF8 |0

<U8258> \xE4\x7A |0

<U8259> \xE4\x79 |0

<U825A> \xE4\x7C |0

<U825D> \xE4\x7B |0

<U825F> \xE4\x7D |0

<U8262> \xE4\x80 |0

<U8264> \xE4\x7E |0

<U8266> \x8A\xCD |0

<U8268> \xE4\x81 |0

<U826A> \xE4\x82 |0

<U826B> \xE4\x83 |0

<U826E> \x8D\xAF |0

<U826F> \x97\xC7 |0

<U8271>

 \xE4\x85 |0

<U8272> \x90\x46 |0

<U8276> \x89\x90 |0

<U8277> \xE4\x86 |0

<U8278> \xE4\x87 |0

<U827E> \xE4\x88 |0

<U828B> \x88\xF0 |0

<U828D> \xE4\x89 |0

<U8292> \xE4\x8A |0

<U8299> \x95\x87 |0

<U829D> \x8E\xC5 |0

<U829F> \xE4\x8C |0

<U82A5> \x8A\x48 |0

<U82A6> \x88\xB0 |0

<U82AB> \xE4\x8B |0

<U82AC> \xE4\x8E |0

<U82AD> \x94\x6D |0

<U82AF> \x90\x63 |0

<U82B1> \x89\xD4 |0

<U82B3> \x96\x46 |0

<U82B8> \x8C\x7C |0

<U82B9> \x8B\xDA |0

<U82BB> \xE4\x8D |0

<U82BD> \x89\xE8 |0
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<U82C5> \x8A\xA1 |0

<U82D1> \x89\x91 |0

<U82D2> \xE4\x92 |0

<U82D3> \x97\xE8 |0

<U82D4> \x91\xDB |0

<U82D7> \x95\x63 |0

<U82D9> \xE4\x9E |0

<U82DB> \x89\xD5 |0

<U82DC> \xE4\x9C |0

<U82DE> \xE4\x9A |0

<U82DF> \xE4\x91 |0

<U82E1> \xE4\x8F |0

<U82E3> \xE4\x90 |0

<U82E5> \x8E\xE1 |0

<U82E6> \x8B\xEA |0

<U82E7> \x92\x97 |0

<U82EB> \x93\xCF |0

<U82F1> \x89\x70 |0

<U82F3> \xE4\x94 |0

<U82F4> \xE4\x93 |0

<U82F9> \xE4\x99 |0

<U82FA> \xE4\x95 |0

<U82FB> \xE4\x98 |0

<U8301> \xFB\x93 |0

<U8302> \x96\xCE |0

<U8303> \xE4\x97 |0

<U8304>

 \x89\xD6 |0

<U8305> \x8A\x9D |0

<U8306> \xE4\x9B |0

<U8309> \xE4\x9D |0

<U830E> \x8C\x73 |0

<U8316> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U8317> \xE4\xAA |0

<U8318> \xE4\xAB |0

<U831C> \x88\xA9 |0

<U8323> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U8328> \x88\xEF |0

<U832B> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U832F> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U8331> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U8332> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U8334> \xE4\xA0 |0

<U8335> \xE4\x9F |0

<U8336> \x92\x83 |0

<U8338> \x91\xF9 |0

<U8339> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U8340> \xE4\xA4 |0
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<U8345> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U8346> \x8C\x74 |1

<U8349> \x91\x90 |0

<U834A> \x8C\x74 |0

<U834F> \x89\x60 |0

<U8350> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8352> \x8D\x72 |0

<U8358> \x91\x91 |0

<U8362> \xFB\x94 |0

<U8373> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8375> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U8377> \x89\xD7 |0

<U837B> \x89\xAC |0

<U837C> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U837F> \xFB\x95 |0

<U8385> \xE4\xAC |0

<U8387> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U8389> \xE4\xBB |0

<U838A> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U838E> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U8393> \xE4\x96 |0

<U8396> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U839A> \xE4\xAD |0

<U839E> \x8A\xCE |0

<U839F> \xE4\xAF |0

<U83A0> \xE4\xBA |0

<U83A2> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U83A8> \xE4\xBC |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xAE |0

<U83AB>

 \x94\x9C |0

<U83B1> \x97\x89 |0

<U83B5> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U83BD> \xE4\xCD |0

<U83C1> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U83C5> \x90\x9B |0

<U83C7> \xFB\x96 |0

<U83CA> \x8B\x65 |0

<U83CC> \x8B\xDB |0

<U83CE> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U83D3> \x89\xD9 |0

<U83D6> \x8F\xD2 |0

<U83D8> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U83DC> \x8D\xD8 |0

<U83DF> \x93\x70 |0

<U83E0> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U83E9> \x95\xEC |0

<U83EB> \xE4\xBF |0
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<U83EF> \x89\xD8 |0

<U83F0> \x8C\xD4 |0

<U83F1> \x95\x48 |0

<U83F2> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xBD |0

<U83F6> \xFB\x97 |0

<U83F7> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U83FB> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U83FD> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U8403> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U8404> \x93\xB8 |0

<U8407> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U840A> \x97\x89 |1

<U840B> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U840C> \x96\x47 |0

<U840D> \xE4\xCA |0

<U840E> \x88\xDE |0

<U8413> \xE4\xBE |0

<U8420> \xE4\xCC |0

<U8422> \xE4\xCB |0

<U8429> \x94\x8B |0

<U842A> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U842C> \xE4\xDD |0

<U8431> \x8A\x9E |0

<U8435> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U8438> \xE4\xCE |0

<U843C> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U843D> \x97\x8E |0

<U8446> \xE4\xDC |0

<U8448> \xFB\x98 |0

<U8449> \x97\x74 |0

<U844E> \x97\xA8 |0

<U8457>

 \x92\x98 |0

<U845B> \x8A\x8B |0

<U8461> \x95\x92 |0

<U8462> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U8463> \x93\x9F |0

<U8466> \x88\xAF |0

<U8469> \xE4\xDB |0

<U846B> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U846C> \x91\x92 |0

<U846D> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U846E> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U846F> \xE4\xDE |0

<U8471> \x94\x4B |0

<U8475> \x88\xA8 |0

<U8477> \xE4\xD6 |0
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<U8479> \xE4\xDF |0

<U847A> \x95\x98 |0

<U8482> \xE4\xDA |0

<U8484> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U848B> \x8F\xD3 |0

<U8490> \x8F\x4E |0

<U8494> \x8E\xAA |0

<U8499> \x96\xD6 |0

<U849C> \x95\x66 |0

<U849F> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U84A1> \xE4\xEE |0

<U84AD> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U84B2> \x8A\x97 |0

<U84B4> \xFB\x99 |0

<U84B8> \x8F\xF6 |0

<U84B9> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U84BB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U84BC> \x91\x93 |0

<U84BF> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U84C1> \xE4\xEB |0

<U84C4> \x92\x7E |0

<U84C6> \xE4\xEC |0

<U84C9> \x97\x75 |0

<U84CA> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U84CB> \x8A\x57 |0

<U84CD> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U84D0> \xE4\xEA |0

<U84D1> \x96\xAA |0

<U84D6> \xE4\xED |0

<U84D9> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U84DA> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U84DC> \xFA\x60 |0

<U84EC> \x96\x48 |0

<U84EE> \x98\x40 |0

<U84F4> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U84FC>

 \xE4\xF8 |0

<U84FF> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U8500> \x8E\xC1 |0

<U8506> \xE4\xCF |0

<U8511> \x95\xCC |0

<U8513> \x96\xA0 |0

<U8514> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U8515> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U8517> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U8518> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U851A> \x89\x55 |0

<U851F> \xE4\xF5 |0
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<U8521> \xE4\xEF |0

<U8523> \x8F\xD3 |1

<U8526> \x92\xD3 |0

<U852C> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U852D> \x88\xFC |0

<U8535> \x91\xA0 |0

<U853D> \x95\xC1 |0

<U8540> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U8541> \xE5\x40 |0

<U8543> \x94\xD7 |0

<U8548> \xE4\xFC |0

<U8549> \x8F\xD4 |0

<U854A> \xE5\x41 |0

<U854B> \xE5\x42 |0

<U854E> \x8B\xBC |0

<U8553> \xFB\x9A |0

<U8555> \xE5\x43 |0

<U8557> \x95\x99 |0

<U8558> \xE4\xFB |0

<U8559> \xFB\x9B |0

<U855A> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U8563> \xE4\xFA |0

<U8568> \x98\x6E |0

<U8569> \x93\xA0 |0

<U856A> \x95\x93 |0

<U856B> \xFB\x9C |0

<U856D> \xE5\x4A |0

<U8577> \xE5\x50 |0

<U857E> \xE5\x51 |0

<U8580> \xE5\x44 |0

<U8584> \x94\x96 |0

<U8587> \xE5\x4E |0

<U8588> \xE5\x46 |0

<U858A> \xE5\x48 |0

<U8590> \xE5\x52 |0

<U8591> \xE5\x47 |0

<U8594> \xE5\x4B |0

<U8597> \x89\x92 |0

<U8599>

 \x93\xE3 |0

<U859B> \xE5\x4C |0

<U859C> \xE5\x4F |0

<U85A4> \xE5\x45 |0

<U85A6> \x91\x45 |0

<U85A8> \xE5\x49 |0

<U85A9> \x8E\x46 |0

<U85AA> \x90\x64 |0

<U85AB> \x8C\x4F |0
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<U85AC> \x96\xF2 |0

<U85AE> \xE5\x4D |0

<U85AF> \x8F\x92 |0

<U85B0> \xFB\x9E |0

<U85B9> \xE5\x56 |0

<U85BA> \xE5\x54 |0

<U85C1> \x98\x6D |0

<U85C9> \xE5\x53 |0

<U85CD> \x97\x95 |0

<U85CF> \xE5\x55 |0

<U85D0> \xE5\x57 |0

<U85D5> \xE5\x58 |0

<U85DC> \xE5\x5B |0

<U85DD> \xE5\x59 |0

<U85E4> \x93\xA1 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\x5A |0

<U85E9> \x94\xCB |0

<U85EA> \x96\xF7 |0

<U85F7> \x8F\x93 |0

<U85F9> \xE5\x5C |0

<U85FA> \xE5\x61 |0

<U85FB> \x91\x94 |0

<U85FE> \xE5\x60 |0

<U8602> \x8E\xC7 |0

<U8606> \xE5\x62 |0

<U8607> \x91\x68 |0

<U860A> \xE5\x5D |0

<U860B> \xE5\x5F |0

<U8613> \xE5\x5E |0

<U8616> \x9F\x50 |0

<U8617> \x9F\x41 |0

<U861A> \xE5\x64 |0

<U8622> \xE5\x63 |0

<U862D> \x97\x96 |0

<U862F> \xE1\xBA |0

<U8630> \xE5\x65 |0

<U863F> \xE5\x66 |0

<U864D> \xE5\x67 |0

<U864E> \x8C\xD5 |0

<U8650> \x8B\x73 |0

<U8654> \xE5\x69 |0

<U8655>

 \x99\x7C |0

<U865A> \x8B\x95 |0

<U865C> \x97\xB8 |0

<U865E> \x8B\xF1 |0

<U865F> \xE5\x6A |0

<U8667> \xE5\x6B |0
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<U866B> \x92\x8E |0

<U8671> \xE5\x6C |0

<U8679> \x93\xF8 |0

<U867B> \x88\xB8 |0

<U868A> \x89\xE1 |0

<U868B> \xE5\x71 |0

<U868C> \xE5\x72 |0

<U8693> \xE5\x6D |0

<U8695> \x8E\x5C |0

<U86A3> \xE5\x6E |0

<U86A4> \x94\x61 |0

<U86A9> \xE5\x6F |0

<U86AA> \xE5\x70 |0

<U86AB> \xE5\x7A |0

<U86AF> \xE5\x74 |0

<U86B0> \xE5\x77 |0

<U86B6> \xE5\x73 |0

<U86C4> \xE5\x75 |0

<U86C6> \xE5\x76 |0

<U86C7> \x8E\xD6 |0

<U86C9> \xE5\x78 |0

<U86CB> \x92\x60 |0

<U86CD> \x8C\x75 |0

<U86CE> \xE5\x79 |0

<U86D4> \xE5\x7B |0

<U86D9> \x8A\x5E |0

<U86DB> \xE5\x81 |0

<U86DE> \xE5\x7C |0

<U86DF> \xE5\x80 |0

<U86E4> \x94\xB8 |0

<U86E9> \xE5\x7D |0

<U86EC> \xE5\x7E |0

<U86ED> \x95\x67 |0

<U86EE> \x94\xD8 |0

<U86EF> \xE5\x82 |0

<U86F8> \x91\xFB |0

<U86F9> \xE5\x8C |0

<U86FB> \xE5\x88 |0

<U86FE> \x89\xE9 |0

<U8700> \xE5\x86 |0

<U8702> \x96\x49 |0

<U8703> \xE5\x87 |0

<U8706> \xE5\x84 |0

<U8708> \xE5\x85 |0

<U8709>

 \xE5\x8A |0

<U870A> \xE5\x8D |0

<U870D> \xE5\x8B |0
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<U8711> \xE5\x89 |0

<U8712> \xE5\x83 |0

<U8718> \x92\x77 |0

<U871A> \xE5\x94 |0

<U871C> \x96\xA8 |0

<U8725> \xE5\x92 |0

<U8729> \xE5\x93 |0

<U8734> \xE5\x8E |0

<U8737> \xE5\x90 |0

<U873B> \xE5\x91 |0

<U873F> \xE5\x8F |0

<U8749> \x90\xE4 |0

<U874B> \x98\x58 |0

<U874C> \xE5\x98 |0

<U874E> \xE5\x99 |0

<U8753> \xE5\x9F |0

<U8755> \x90\x49 |0

<U8757> \xE5\x9B |0

<U8759> \xE5\x9E |0

<U875F> \xE5\x96 |0

<U8760> \xE5\x95 |0

<U8763> \xE5\xA0 |0

<U8766> \x89\xDA |0

<U8768> \xE5\x9C |0

<U876A> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U876E> \xE5\x9D |0

<U8774> \xE5\x9A |0

<U8776> \x92\xB1 |0

<U8778> \xE5\x97 |0

<U877F> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U8782> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U878D> \x97\x5A |0

<U879F> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U87A2> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U87AB> \xE5\xAC |0

<U87AF> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U87B3> \xE5\xAE |0

<U87BA> \x97\x86 |0

<U87BB> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U87BD> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U87C0> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U87C4> \xE5\xAD |0

<U87C6> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U87C7> \xE5\xAF |0

<U87CB> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U87D0> \xE5\xAA |0

<U87D2> \xE5\xBB |0

<U87E0>
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 \xE5\xB4 |0

<U87EC> \x90\xE4 |1

<U87EF> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U87F2> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U87F6> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U87F7> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U87F9> \x8A\x49 |0

<U87FB> \x8B\x61 |0

<U87FE> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U8805> \x94\x88 |0

<U8807> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U880D> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U880E> \xE5\xBA |0

<U880F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8811> \xE5\xBC |0

<U8815> \xE5\xBE |0

<U8816> \xE5\xBD |0

<U881F> \x98\x58 |1

<U8821> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U8822> \xE5\xBF |0

<U8823> \x8A\x61 |0

<U8827> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U8831> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U8836> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U8839> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U883B> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U8840> \x8C\x8C |0

<U8842> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U8844> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U8846> \x8F\x4F |0

<U884C> \x8D\x73 |0

<U884D> \x9F\xA5 |0

<U8852> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U8853> \x8F\x70 |0

<U8857> \x8A\x58 |0

<U8859> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U885B> \x89\x71 |0

<U885D> \x8F\xD5 |0

<U885E> \xE5\xCA |0

<U8861> \x8D\x74 |0

<U8862> \xE5\xCB |0

<U8863> \x88\xDF |0

<U8868> \x95\x5C |0

<U886B> \xE5\xCC |0

<U8870> \x90\x8A |0

<U8872> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8875> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U8877> \x92\x8F |0
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<U887D> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U887E> \xE5\xCE |0

<U887F>

 \x8B\xDC |0

<U8881> \xE5\xCD |0

<U8882> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U8888> \x8C\x55 |0

<U888B> \x91\xDC |0

<U888D> \xE5\xDA |0

<U8892> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U8896> \x91\xB3 |0

<U8897> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U8899> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U889E> \xE5\xCF |0

<U88A2> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U88A4> \xE5\xDB |0

<U88AB> \x94\xED |0

<U88AE> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U88B0> \xE5\xDC |0

<U88B1> \xE5\xDE |0

<U88B4> \x8C\xD1 |0

<U88B5> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U88B7> \x88\xBF |0

<U88BF> \xE5\xDD |0

<U88C1> \x8D\xD9 |0

<U88C2> \x97\xF4 |0

<U88C3> \xE5\xDF |0

<U88C4> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U88C5> \x91\x95 |0

<U88CF> \x97\xA0 |0

<U88D4> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U88D5> \x97\x54 |0

<U88D8> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U88D9> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U88DC> \x95\xE2 |0

<U88DD> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U88DF> \x8D\xBE |0

<U88E1> \x97\xA1 |0

<U88E8> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U88F2> \xE5\xEA |0

<U88F3> \x8F\xD6 |0

<U88F4> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U88F5> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U88F8> \x97\x87 |0

<U88F9> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U88FC> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U88FD> \x90\xBB |0

<U88FE> \x90\x9E |0
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<U8902> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U8904> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8907> \x95\xA1 |0

<U890A> \xE5\xED |0

<U890C> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8910>

 \x8A\x8C |0

<U8912> \x96\x4A |0

<U8913> \xE5\xEE |0

<U891C> \xFA\x5D |0

<U891D> \xE5\xFA |0

<U891E> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8925> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U892A> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U892B> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U8936> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U8938> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U893B> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U8941> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U8943> \xE5\xEF |0

<U8944> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U894C> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U894D> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8956> \x89\xA6 |0

<U895E> \xE5\xFC |0

<U895F> \x8B\xDD |0

<U8960> \xE5\xFB |0

<U8964> \xE6\x41 |0

<U8966> \xE6\x40 |0

<U896A> \xE6\x43 |0

<U896D> \xE6\x42 |0

<U896F> \xE6\x44 |0

<U8972> \x8F\x50 |0

<U8974> \xE6\x45 |0

<U8977> \xE6\x46 |0

<U897E> \xE6\x47 |0

<U897F> \x90\xBC |0

<U8981> \x97\x76 |0

<U8983> \xE6\x48 |0

<U8986> \x95\xA2 |0

<U8987> \x94\x65 |0

<U8988> \xE6\x49 |0

<U898A> \xE6\x4A |0

<U898B> \x8C\xA9 |0

<U898F> \x8B\x4B |0

<U8993> \xE6\x4B |0

<U8996> \x8E\x8B |0

<U8997> \x94\x60 |0
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<U8998> \xE6\x4C |0

<U899A> \x8A\x6F |0

<U89A1> \xE6\x4D |0

<U89A6> \xE6\x4F |0

<U89A7> \x97\x97 |0

<U89A9> \xE6\x4E |0

<U89AA> \x90\x65 |0

<U89AC> \xE6\x50 |0

<U89AF>

 \xE6\x51 |0

<U89B2> \xE6\x52 |0

<U89B3> \x8A\xCF |0

<U89BA> \xE6\x53 |0

<U89BD> \xE6\x54 |0

<U89BF> \xE6\x55 |0

<U89C0> \xE6\x56 |0

<U89D2> \x8A\x70 |0

<U89DA> \xE6\x57 |0

<U89DC> \xE6\x58 |0

<U89DD> \xE6\x59 |0

<U89E3> \x89\xF0 |0

<U89E6> \x90\x47 |0

<U89E7> \xE6\x5A |0

<U89F4> \xE6\x5B |0

<U89F8> \xE6\x5C |0

<U8A00> \x8C\xBE |0

<U8A02> \x92\xF9 |0

<U8A03> \xE6\x5D |0

<U8A08> \x8C\x76 |0

<U8A0A> \x90\x75 |0

<U8A0C> \xE6\x60 |0

<U8A0E> \x93\xA2 |0

<U8A10> \xE6\x5F |0

<U8A12> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U8A13> \x8C\x50 |0

<U8A16> \xE6\x5E |0

<U8A17> \x91\xF5 |0

<U8A18> \x8B\x4C |0

<U8A1B> \xE6\x61 |0

<U8A1D> \xE6\x62 |0

<U8A1F> \x8F\xD7 |0

<U8A23> \x8C\x8D |0

<U8A25> \xE6\x63 |0

<U8A2A> \x96\x4B |0

<U8A2D> \x90\xDD |0

<U8A31> \x8B\x96 |0

<U8A33> \x96\xF3 |0

<U8A34> \x91\x69 |0
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<U8A36> \xE6\x64 |0

<U8A37> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U8A3A> \x90\x66 |0

<U8A3B> \x92\x90 |0

<U8A3C> \x8F\xD8 |0

<U8A41> \xE6\x65 |0

<U8A46> \xE6\x68 |0

<U8A48> \xE6\x69 |0

<U8A50> \x8D\xBC |0

<U8A51> \x91\xC0 |0

<U8A52> \xE6\x67 |0

<U8A54>

 \x8F\xD9 |0

<U8A55> \x95\x5D |0

<U8A5B> \xE6\x66 |0

<U8A5E> \x8E\x8C |0

<U8A60> \x89\x72 |0

<U8A62> \xE6\x6D |0

<U8A63> \x8C\x77 |0

<U8A66> \x8E\x8E |0

<U8A69> \x8E\x8D |0

<U8A6B> \x98\x6C |0

<U8A6C> \xE6\x6C |0

<U8A6D> \xE6\x6B |0

<U8A6E> \x91\x46 |0

<U8A70> \x8B\x6C |0

<U8A71> \x98\x62 |0

<U8A72> \x8A\x59 |0

<U8A73> \x8F\xDA |0

<U8A79> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U8A7C> \xE6\x6A |0

<U8A82> \xE6\x6F |0

<U8A84> \xE6\x70 |0

<U8A85> \xE6\x6E |0

<U8A87> \x8C\xD6 |0

<U8A89> \x97\x5F |0

<U8A8C> \x8E\x8F |0

<U8A8D> \x94\x46 |0

<U8A91> \xE6\x73 |0

<U8A93> \x90\xBE |0

<U8A95> \x92\x61 |0

<U8A98> \x97\x55 |0

<U8A9A> \xE6\x76 |0

<U8A9E> \x8C\xEA |0

<U8AA0> \x90\xBD |0

<U8AA1> \xE6\x72 |0

<U8AA3> \xE6\x77 |0

<U8AA4> \x8C\xEB |0
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<U8AA5> \xE6\x74 |0

<U8AA6> \xE6\x75 |0

<U8AA7> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U8AA8> \xE6\x71 |0

<U8AAC> \x90\xE0 |0

<U8AAD> \x93\xC7 |0

<U8AB0> \x92\x4E |0

<U8AB2> \x89\xDB |0

<U8AB9> \x94\xEE |0

<U8ABC> \x8B\x62 |0

<U8ABE> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U8ABF> \x92\xB2 |0

<U8AC2> \xE6\x7A |0

<U8AC4> \xE6\x78 |0

<U8AC7>

 \x92\x6B |0

<U8ACB> \x90\xBF |0

<U8ACC> \xE6\x7C |0

<U8ACD> \xE6\x79 |0

<U8ACF> \x90\x7A |0

<U8AD2> \x97\xC8 |0

<U8AD6> \x98\x5F |0

<U8ADA> \xE6\x7B |0

<U8ADB> \xE6\x87 |0

<U8ADC> \x92\xB3 |0

<U8ADE> \xE6\x86 |0

<U8ADF> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U8AE0> \xE6\x83 |0

<U8AE1> \xE6\x8B |0

<U8AE2> \xE6\x84 |0

<U8AE4> \xE6\x80 |0

<U8AE6> \x92\xFA |0

<U8AE7> \xE6\x7E |0

<U8AEB> \x8A\xD0 |0

<U8AED> \x97\x40 |0

<U8AEE> \x8E\x90 |0

<U8AF1> \xE6\x81 |0

<U8AF3> \xE6\x7D |0

<U8AF6> \xFB\xAA |0

<U8AF7> \xE6\x85 |0

<U8AF8> \x8F\x94 |0

<U8AFA> \x8C\xBF |0

<U8AFE> \x91\xF8 |0

<U8B00> \x96\x64 |0

<U8B01> \x89\x79 |0

<U8B02> \x88\xE0 |0

<U8B04> \x93\xA3 |0

<U8B07> \xE6\x89 |0
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<U8B0C> \xE6\x88 |0

<U8B0E> \x93\xE4 |0

<U8B10> \xE6\x8D |0

<U8B14> \xE6\x82 |0

<U8B16> \xE6\x8C |0

<U8B17> \xE6\x8E |0

<U8B19> \x8C\xAA |0

<U8B1A> \xE6\x8A |0

<U8B1B> \x8D\x75 |0

<U8B1D> \x8E\xD3 |0

<U8B20> \xE6\x8F |0

<U8B21> \x97\x77 |0

<U8B26> \xE6\x92 |0

<U8B28> \xE6\x95 |0

<U8B2B> \xE6\x93 |0

<U8B2C> \x95\x54 |0

<U8B33> \xE6\x90 |0

<U8B39>

 \x8B\xDE |0

<U8B3E> \xE6\x94 |0

<U8B41> \xE6\x96 |0

<U8B49> \xE6\x9A |0

<U8B4C> \xE6\x97 |0

<U8B4E> \xE6\x99 |0

<U8B4F> \xE6\x98 |0

<U8B53> \xFB\xAB |0

<U8B56> \xE6\x9B |0

<U8B58> \x8E\xAF |0

<U8B5A> \xE6\x9D |0

<U8B5B> \xE6\x9C |0

<U8B5C> \x95\x88 |0

<U8B5F> \xE6\x9F |0

<U8B66> \x8C\x78 |0

<U8B6B> \xE6\x9E |0

<U8B6C> \xE6\xA0 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U8B70> \x8B\x63 |0

<U8B71> \xE3\xBF |0

<U8B72> \x8F\xF7 |0

<U8B74> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U8B77> \x8C\xEC |0

<U8B7D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U8B7F> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8B80> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U8B83> \x8E\x5D |0

<U8B8A> \x9D\xCC |0

<U8B8C> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U8B8E> \xE6\xA6 |0
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<U8B90> \x8F\x51 |0

<U8B92> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U8B93> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8B96> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8B99> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8B9A> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8C37> \x92\x4A |0

<U8C3A> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8C3F> \xE6\xAE |0

<U8C41> \xE6\xAD |0

<U8C46> \x93\xA4 |0

<U8C48> \xE6\xAF |0

<U8C4A> \x96\x4C |0

<U8C4C> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U8C4E> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U8C50> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U8C55> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U8C5A> \x93\xD8 |0

<U8C61> \x8F\xDB |0

<U8C62> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U8C6A>

 \x8D\x8B |0

<U8C6B> \x98\xAC |0

<U8C6C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U8C78> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U8C79> \x95\x5E |0

<U8C7A> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U8C7C> \xE6\xBF |0

<U8C82> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U8C85> \xE6\xBA |0

<U8C89> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U8C8A> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8C8C> \x96\x65 |0

<U8C8D> \xE6\xBC |0

<U8C8E> \xE6\xBD |0

<U8C94> \xE6\xBE |0

<U8C98> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U8C9D> \x8A\x4C |0

<U8C9E> \x92\xE5 |0

<U8CA0> \x95\x89 |0

<U8CA1> \x8D\xE0 |0

<U8CA2> \x8D\x76 |0

<U8CA7> \x95\x6E |0

<U8CA8> \x89\xDD |0

<U8CA9> \x94\xCC |0

<U8CAA> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U8CAB> \x8A\xD1 |0

<U8CAC> \x90\xD3 |0
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<U8CAD> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U8CAE> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U8CAF> \x92\x99 |0

<U8CB0> \x96\xE1 |0

<U8CB2> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U8CB3> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U8CB4> \x8B\x4D |0

<U8CB6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U8CB7> \x94\x83 |0

<U8CB8> \x91\xDD |0

<U8CBB> \x94\xEF |0

<U8CBC> \x93\x5C |0

<U8CBD> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U8CBF> \x96\x66 |0

<U8CC0> \x89\xEA |0

<U8CC1> \xE6\xCA |0

<U8CC2> \x98\x47 |0

<U8CC3> \x92\xC0 |0

<U8CC4> \x98\x64 |0

<U8CC7> \x8E\x91 |0

<U8CC8> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U8CCA> \x91\xAF |0

<U8CCD> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8CCE>

 \xE6\xCB |0

<U8CD1> \x93\xF6 |0

<U8CD3> \x95\x6F |0

<U8CDA> \xE6\xCD |0

<U8CDB> \x8E\x5E |0

<U8CDC> \x8E\x92 |0

<U8CDE> \x8F\xDC |0

<U8CE0> \x94\x85 |0

<U8CE2> \x8C\xAB |0

<U8CE3> \xE6\xCC |0

<U8CE4> \x91\x47 |0

<U8CE6> \x95\x8A |0

<U8CEA> \x8E\xBF |0

<U8CED> \x93\x71 |0

<U8CF0> \xFB\xAD |0

<U8CF4> \xFB\xAE |0

<U8CFA> \xE6\xCF |0

<U8CFB> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8CFC> \x8D\x77 |0

<U8CFD> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8D04> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8D05> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U8D07> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8D08> \x91\xA1 |0
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<U8D0A> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8D0B> \x8A\xE4 |0

<U8D0D> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8D0F> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8D10> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U8D12> \xFB\xAF |0

<U8D13> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U8D14> \xE6\xDB |0

<U8D16> \xE6\xDC |0

<U8D64> \x90\xD4 |0

<U8D66> \x8E\xCD |0

<U8D67> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8D6B> \x8A\x71 |0

<U8D6D> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8D70> \x91\x96 |0

<U8D71> \xE6\xDF |0

<U8D73> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8D74> \x95\x8B |0

<U8D76> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U8D77> \x8B\x4E |0

<U8D81> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8D85> \x92\xB4 |0

<U8D8A> \x89\x7A |0

<U8D99> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8DA3> \x8E\xEF |0

<U8DA8> \x90\x96 |0

<U8DB3>

 \x91\xAB |0

<U8DBA> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U8DBE> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U8DC2> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8DCB> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8DCC> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8DCF> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8DD6> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8DDA> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8DDB> \xE6\xEA |0

<U8DDD> \x8B\x97 |0

<U8DDF> \xE6\xEE |0

<U8DE1> \x90\xD5 |0

<U8DE3> \xE6\xEF |0

<U8DE8> \x8C\xD7 |0

<U8DEA> \xE6\xEC |0

<U8DEB> \xE6\xED |0

<U8DEF> \x98\x48 |0

<U8DF3> \x92\xB5 |0

<U8DF5> \x91\x48 |0

<U8DFC> \xE6\xF0 |0
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<U8DFF> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U8E08> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U8E09> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U8E0A> \x97\x78 |0

<U8E0F> \x93\xA5 |0

<U8E10> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U8E1D> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U8E1E> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U8E1F> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U8E2A> \xE7\x48 |0

<U8E30> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8E34> \xE6\xFB |0

<U8E35> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U8E42> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U8E44> \x92\xFB |0

<U8E47> \xE7\x40 |0

<U8E48> \xE7\x44 |0

<U8E49> \xE7\x41 |0

<U8E4A> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8E4C> \xE7\x42 |0

<U8E50> \xE7\x43 |0

<U8E55> \xE7\x4A |0

<U8E59> \xE7\x45 |0

<U8E5F> \x90\xD6 |0

<U8E60> \xE7\x47 |0

<U8E63> \xE7\x49 |0

<U8E64> \xE7\x46 |0

<U8E72> \xE7\x4C |0

<U8E74> \x8F\x52 |0

<U8E76>

 \xE7\x4B |0

<U8E7C> \xE7\x4D |0

<U8E81> \xE7\x4E |0

<U8E84> \xE7\x51 |0

<U8E85> \xE7\x50 |0

<U8E87> \xE7\x4F |0

<U8E8A> \xE7\x53 |0

<U8E8B> \xE7\x52 |0

<U8E8D> \x96\xF4 |0

<U8E91> \xE7\x55 |0

<U8E93> \xE7\x54 |0

<U8E94> \xE7\x56 |0

<U8E99> \xE7\x57 |0

<U8EA1> \xE7\x59 |0

<U8EAA> \xE7\x58 |0

<U8EAB> \x90\x67 |0

<U8EAC> \xE7\x5A |0

<U8EAF> \x8B\xEB |0
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<U8EB0> \xE7\x5B |0

<U8EB1> \xE7\x5D |0

<U8EBE> \xE7\x5E |0

<U8EC0> \x8B\xEB |1

<U8EC5> \xE7\x5F |0

<U8EC6> \xE7\x5C |0

<U8EC8> \xE7\x60 |0

<U8ECA> \x8E\xD4 |0

<U8ECB> \xE7\x61 |0

<U8ECC> \x8B\x4F |0

<U8ECD> \x8C\x52 |0

<U8ECF> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U8ED2> \x8C\xAC |0

<U8EDB> \xE7\x62 |0

<U8EDF> \x93\xEE |0

<U8EE2> \x93\x5D |0

<U8EE3> \xE7\x63 |0

<U8EEB> \xE7\x66 |0

<U8EF8> \x8E\xB2 |0

<U8EFB> \xE7\x65 |0

<U8EFC> \xE7\x64 |0

<U8EFD> \x8C\x79 |0

<U8EFE> \xE7\x67 |0

<U8F03> \x8A\x72 |0

<U8F05> \xE7\x69 |0

<U8F09> \x8D\xDA |0

<U8F0A> \xE7\x68 |0

<U8F0C> \xE7\x71 |0

<U8F12> \xE7\x6B |0

<U8F13> \xE7\x6D |0

<U8F14> \x95\xE3 |0

<U8F15> \xE7\x6A |0

<U8F19>

 \xE7\x6C |0

<U8F1B> \xE7\x70 |0

<U8F1C> \xE7\x6E |0

<U8F1D> \x8B\x50 |0

<U8F1F> \xE7\x6F |0

<U8F26> \xE7\x72 |0

<U8F29> \x94\x79 |0

<U8F2A> \x97\xD6 |0

<U8F2F> \x8F\x53 |0

<U8F33> \xE7\x73 |0

<U8F38> \x97\x41 |0

<U8F39> \xE7\x75 |0

<U8F3B> \xE7\x74 |0

<U8F3E> \xE7\x78 |0

<U8F3F> \x97\x60 |0
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<U8F42> \xE7\x77 |0

<U8F44> \x8A\x8D |0

<U8F45> \xE7\x76 |0

<U8F46> \xE7\x7B |0

<U8F49> \xE7\x7A |0

<U8F4C> \xE7\x79 |0

<U8F4D> \x93\x51 |0

<U8F4E> \xE7\x7C |0

<U8F57> \xE7\x7D |0

<U8F5C> \xE7\x7E |0

<U8F5F> \x8D\x8C |0

<U8F61> \x8C\x44 |0

<U8F62> \xE7\x80 |0

<U8F63> \xE7\x81 |0

<U8F64> \xE7\x82 |0

<U8F9B> \x90\x68 |0

<U8F9C> \xE7\x83 |0

<U8F9E> \x8E\xAB |0

<U8F9F> \xE7\x84 |0

<U8FA3> \xE7\x85 |0

<U8FA7> \x99\x9F |0

<U8FA8> \x99\x9E |0

<U8FAD> \xE7\x86 |0

<U8FAE> \xE3\x90 |0

<U8FAF> \xE7\x87 |0

<U8FB0> \x92\x43 |0

<U8FB1> \x90\x4A |0

<U8FB2> \x94\x5F |0

<U8FB7> \xE7\x88 |0

<U8FBA> \x95\xD3 |0

<U8FBB> \x92\xD2 |0

<U8FBC> \x8D\x9E |0

<U8FBF> \x92\x48 |0

<U8FC2> \x89\x49 |0

<U8FC4> \x96\x98 |0

<U8FC5>

 \x90\x76 |0

<U8FCE> \x8C\x7D |0

<U8FD1> \x8B\xDF |0

<U8FD4> \x95\xD4 |0

<U8FDA> \xE7\x89 |0

<U8FE2> \xE7\x8B |0

<U8FE5> \xE7\x8A |0

<U8FE6> \x89\xDE |0

<U8FE9> \xE7\x8E |0

<U8FEA> \xE7\x8C |0

<U8FEB> \x94\x97 |0

<U8FED> \x93\x52 |0
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<U8FEF> \xE7\x8D |0

<U8FF0> \x8F\x71 |0

<U8FF4> \xE7\x8F |0

<U8FF7> \x96\xC0 |0

<U8FF8> \xE7\x9E |0

<U8FF9> \xE7\x91 |0

<U8FFA> \xE7\x92 |0

<U8FFD> \x92\xC7 |0

<U9000> \x91\xDE |0

<U9001> \x91\x97 |0

<U9003> \x93\xA6 |0

<U9005> \xE7\x90 |0

<U9006> \x8B\x74 |0

<U900B> \xE7\x99 |0

<U900D> \xE7\x96 |0

<U900E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U900F> \x93\xA7 |0

<U9010> \x92\x80 |0

<U9011> \xE7\x93 |0

<U9013> \x92\xFC |0

<U9014> \x93\x72 |0

<U9015> \xE7\x94 |0

<U9016> \xE7\x98 |0

<U9017> \x90\x80 |0

<U9019> \x94\x87 |0

<U901A> \x92\xCA |0

<U901D> \x90\xC0 |0

<U901E> \xE7\x97 |0

<U901F> \x91\xAC |0

<U9020> \x91\xA2 |0

<U9021> \xE7\x95 |0

<U9022> \x88\xA7 |0

<U9023> \x98\x41 |0

<U9027> \xE7\x9A |0

<U902E> \x91\xDF |0

<U9031> \x8F\x54 |0

<U9032> \x90\x69 |0

<U9035> \xE7\x9C |0

<U9036>

 \xE7\x9B |0

<U9038> \x88\xED |0

<U9039> \xE7\x9D |0

<U903C> \x95\x4E |0

<U903E> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U9041> \x93\xD9 |0

<U9042> \x90\x8B |0

<U9045> \x92\x78 |0

<U9047> \x8B\xF6 |0
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<U9049> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U904A> \x97\x56 |0

<U904B> \x89\x5E |0

<U904D> \x95\xD5 |0

<U904E> \x89\xDF |0

<U904F> \xE7\x9F |0

<U9050> \xE7\xA0 |0

<U9051> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U9052> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U9053> \x93\xB9 |0

<U9054> \x92\x42 |0

<U9055> \x88\xE1 |0

<U9056> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U9058> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U9059> \x97\x79 |0

<U905C> \x91\xBB |0

<U905E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U9060> \x89\x93 |0

<U9061> \x91\x6B |0

<U9063> \x8C\xAD |0

<U9065> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U9067> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U9068> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U9069> \x93\x4B |0

<U906D> \x91\x98 |0

<U906E> \x8E\xD5 |0

<U906F> \xE7\xAA |0

<U9072> \xE7\xAD |0

<U9075> \x8F\x85 |0

<U9076> \xE7\xAB |0

<U9077> \x91\x4A |0

<U9078> \x91\x49 |0

<U907A> \x88\xE2 |0

<U907C> \x97\xC9 |0

<U907D> \xE7\xAF |0

<U907F> \x94\xF0 |0

<U9080> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U9081> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U9082> \xE7\xAE |0

<U9083> \xE2\x84 |0

<U9084> \x8A\xD2 |0

<U9087>

 \x93\xF4 |0

<U9089> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U908A> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U908F> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U9091> \x97\x57 |0

<U90A3> \x93\xDF |0
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<U90A6> \x96\x4D |0

<U90A8> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U90AA> \x8E\xD7 |0

<U90AF> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U90B1> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U90B5> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U90B8> \x93\x40 |0

<U90C1> \x88\xE8 |0

<U90CA> \x8D\x78 |0

<U90CE> \x98\x59 |0

<U90DB> \xE7\xBC |0

<U90DE> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U90E1> \x8C\x53 |0

<U90E2> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U90E4> \xE7\xBA |0

<U90E8> \x95\x94 |0

<U90ED> \x8A\x73 |0

<U90F5> \x97\x58 |0

<U90F7> \x8B\xBD |0

<U90FD> \x93\x73 |0

<U9102> \xE7\xBD |0

<U9112> \xE7\xBE |0

<U9115> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U9119> \xE7\xBF |0

<U9127> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U912D> \x93\x41 |0

<U9130> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U9132> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U9149> \x93\xD1 |0

<U914A> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U914B> \x8F\x55 |0

<U914C> \x8E\xDE |0

<U914D> \x94\x7A |0

<U914E> \x92\x91 |0

<U9152> \x8E\xF0 |0

<U9154> \x90\x8C |0

<U9156> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U9158> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U9162> \x90\x7C |0

<U9163> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U9165> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U9169> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U916A> \x97\x8F |0

<U916C> \x8F\x56 |0

<U9172>

 \xE7\xC9 |0

<U9173> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U9175> \x8D\x79 |0
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<U9177> \x8D\x93 |0

<U9178> \x8E\x5F |0

<U9182> \xE7\xCC |0

<U9187> \x8F\x86 |0

<U9189> \xE7\xCB |0

<U918B> \xE7\xCA |0

<U918D> \x91\xE7 |0

<U9190> \x8C\xED |0

<U9192> \x90\xC1 |0

<U9197> \x94\xAE |0

<U919C> \x8F\x58 |0

<U91A2> \xE7\xCD |0

<U91A4> \x8F\xDD |0

<U91AA> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U91AB> \xE7\xCE |0

<U91AC> \x8F\xDD |1

<U91AF> \xE7\xCF |0

<U91B1> \x94\xAE |1

<U91B4> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U91B5> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U91B8> \x8F\xF8 |0

<U91BA> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U91C0> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U91C1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U91C6> \x94\xCE |0

<U91C7> \x8D\xD1 |0

<U91C8> \x8E\xDF |0

<U91C9> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U91CB> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U91CC> \x97\xA2 |0

<U91CD> \x8F\x64 |0

<U91CE> \x96\xEC |0

<U91CF> \x97\xCA |0

<U91D0> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U91D1> \x8B\xE0 |0

<U91D6> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U91D7> \xFB\xBB |0

<U91D8> \x93\x42 |0

<U91DA> \xFB\xBA |0

<U91DB> \xE7\xDC |0

<U91DC> \x8A\x98 |0

<U91DD> \x90\x6A |0

<U91DE> \xFB\xBC |0

<U91DF> \xE7\xDA |0

<U91E1> \xE7\xDB |0

<U91E3> \x92\xDE |0

<U91E4> \xFB\xBF |0

<U91E5>
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 \xFB\xC0 |0

<U91E6> \x96\x74 |0

<U91E7> \x8B\xFA |0

<U91ED> \xFB\xBD |0

<U91EE> \xFB\xBE |0

<U91F5> \xE7\xDE |0

<U91F6> \xE7\xDF |0

<U91FC> \xE7\xDD |0

<U91FF> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U9206> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U920A> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U920D> \x93\xDD |0

<U920E> \x8A\x62 |0

<U9210> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U9211> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U9214> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U9215> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U921E> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U9229> \xE8\x6E |0

<U922C> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U9234> \x97\xE9 |0

<U9237> \x8C\xD8 |0

<U9239> \xFB\xCA |0

<U923A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U923C> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U923F> \xE7\xED |0

<U9240> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U9244> \x93\x53 |0

<U9245> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9248> \xE7\xEB |0

<U9249> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U924B> \xE7\xEE |0

<U924E> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U9250> \xE7\xEF |0

<U9251> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U9257> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9259> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U925A> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U925B> \x89\x94 |0

<U925E> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U9262> \x94\xAB |0

<U9264> \xE7\xEA |0

<U9266> \x8F\xDE |0

<U9267> \xFB\xCB |0

<U9271> \x8D\x7A |0

<U9277> \xFB\xCD |0

<U9278> \xFB\xCE |0

<U927E> \x96\x67 |0
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<U9280> \x8B\xE2 |0

<U9283> \x8F\x65 |0

<U9285>

 \x93\xBA |0

<U9288> \xFA\x5F |0

<U9291> \x91\x4C |0

<U9293> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U9295> \xE7\xEC |0

<U9296> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U9298> \x96\xC1 |0

<U929A> \x92\xB6 |0

<U929B> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U929C> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U92A7> \xFB\xCC |0

<U92AD> \x91\x4B |0

<U92B7> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U92B9> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U92CF> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U92D0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U92D2> \x96\x4E |0

<U92D3> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U92D5> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U92D7> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U92D9> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U92E0> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U92E4> \x8F\x9B |0

<U92E7> \xFB\xCF |0

<U92E9> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U92EA> \x95\xDD |0

<U92ED> \x89\x73 |0

<U92F2> \x95\x65 |0

<U92F3> \x92\x92 |0

<U92F8> \x8B\x98 |0

<U92F9> \xFA\x65 |0

<U92FA> \xE7\xFA |0

<U92FB> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U92FC> \x8D\x7C |0

<U92FF> \xFB\xDC |0

<U9302> \xFB\xDE |0

<U9306> \x8E\x4B |0

<U930F> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U9310> \x90\x8D |0

<U9318> \x90\x8E |0

<U9319> \xE8\x40 |0

<U931A> \xE8\x42 |0

<U931D> \xFB\xDD |0

<U931E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U9320> \x8F\xF9 |0
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<U9321> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U9322> \xE8\x41 |0

<U9323> \xE8\x43 |0

<U9325> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U9326> \x8B\xD1 |0

<U9328>

 \x95\x64 |0

<U932B> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U932C> \x98\x42 |0

<U932E> \xE7\xFC |0

<U932F> \x8D\xF6 |0

<U9332> \x98\x5E |0

<U9335> \xE8\x45 |0

<U933A> \xE8\x44 |0

<U933B> \xE8\x46 |0

<U9344> \xE7\xFB |0

<U9348> \xFA\x5E |0

<U934B> \x93\xE7 |0

<U934D> \x93\x74 |0

<U9354> \x92\xD5 |0

<U9356> \xE8\x4B |0

<U9357> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U935B> \x92\x62 |0

<U935C> \xE8\x47 |0

<U9360> \xE8\x48 |0

<U936C> \x8C\x4C |0

<U936E> \xE8\x4A |0

<U9370> \xFB\xDF |0

<U9375> \x8C\xAE |0

<U937C> \xE8\x49 |0

<U937E> \x8F\xDF |0

<U938C> \x8A\x99 |0

<U9394> \xE8\x4F |0

<U9396> \x8D\xBD |0

<U9397> \x91\x99 |0

<U939A> \x92\xC8 |0

<U93A4> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U93A7> \x8A\x5A |0

<U93AC> \xE8\x4D |0

<U93AD> \xE8\x4E |0

<U93AE> \x92\xC1 |0

<U93B0> \xE8\x4C |0

<U93B9> \xE8\x50 |0

<U93C3> \xE8\x56 |0

<U93C6> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U93C8> \xE8\x59 |0

<U93D0> \xE8\x58 |0

<U93D1> \x93\x4C |0
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<U93D6> \xE8\x51 |0

<U93D7> \xE8\x52 |0

<U93D8> \xE8\x55 |0

<U93DD> \xE8\x57 |0

<U93DE> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U93E1> \x8B\xBE |0

<U93E4> \xE8\x5A |0

<U93E5> \xE8\x54 |0

<U93E8>

 \xE8\x53 |0

<U93F8> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U9403> \xE8\x5E |0

<U9407> \xE8\x5F |0

<U9410> \xE8\x60 |0

<U9413> \xE8\x5D |0

<U9414> \xE8\x5C |0

<U9418> \x8F\xE0 |0

<U9419> \x93\xA8 |0

<U941A> \xE8\x5B |0

<U9421> \xE8\x64 |0

<U942B> \xE8\x62 |0

<U9431> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9435> \xE8\x63 |0

<U9436> \xE8\x61 |0

<U9438> \x91\xF6 |0

<U943A> \xE8\x65 |0

<U9441> \xE8\x66 |0

<U9444> \xE8\x68 |0

<U9445> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U9448> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U9451> \x8A\xD3 |0

<U9452> \xE8\x67 |0

<U9453> \x96\xF8 |0

<U945A> \xE8\x73 |0

<U945B> \xE8\x69 |0

<U945E> \xE8\x6C |0

<U9460> \xE8\x6A |0

<U9462> \xE8\x6B |0

<U946A> \xE8\x6D |0

<U9470> \xE8\x6F |0

<U9475> \xE8\x70 |0

<U9477> \xE8\x71 |0

<U947C> \xE8\x74 |0

<U947D> \xE8\x72 |0

<U947E> \xE8\x75 |0

<U947F> \xE8\x77 |0

<U9481> \xE8\x76 |0

<U9577> \x92\xB7 |0
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<U9580> \x96\xE5 |0

<U9582> \xE8\x78 |0

<U9583> \x91\x4D |0

<U9587> \xE8\x79 |0

<U9589> \x95\xC2 |0

<U958A> \xE8\x7A |0

<U958B> \x8A\x4A |0

<U958F> \x89\x5B |0

<U9591> \x8A\xD5 |0

<U9592> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U9593> \x8A\xD4 |0

<U9594>

 \xE8\x7B |0

<U9596> \xE8\x7C |0

<U9598> \xE8\x7D |0

<U9599> \xE8\x7E |0

<U95A0> \xE8\x80 |0

<U95A2> \x8A\xD6 |0

<U95A3> \x8A\x74 |0

<U95A4> \x8D\x7D |0

<U95A5> \x94\xB4 |0

<U95A7> \xE8\x82 |0

<U95A8> \xE8\x81 |0

<U95AD> \xE8\x83 |0

<U95B2> \x89\x7B |0

<U95B9> \xE8\x86 |0

<U95BB> \xE8\x85 |0

<U95BC> \xE8\x84 |0

<U95BE> \xE8\x87 |0

<U95C3> \xE8\x8A |0

<U95C7> \x88\xC5 |0

<U95CA> \xE8\x88 |0

<U95CC> \xE8\x8C |0

<U95CD> \xE8\x8B |0

<U95D4> \xE8\x8E |0

<U95D5> \xE8\x8D |0

<U95D6> \xE8\x8F |0

<U95D8> \x93\xAC |0

<U95DC> \xE8\x90 |0

<U95E1> \xE8\x91 |0

<U95E2> \xE8\x93 |0

<U95E5> \xE8\x92 |0

<U961C> \x95\x8C |0

<U9621> \xE8\x94 |0

<U9628> \xE8\x95 |0

<U962A> \x8D\xE3 |0

<U962E> \xE8\x96 |0

<U962F> \xE8\x97 |0
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<U9632> \x96\x68 |0

<U963B> \x91\x6A |0

<U963F> \x88\xA2 |0

<U9640> \x91\xC9 |0

<U9642> \xE8\x98 |0

<U9644> \x95\x8D |0

<U964B> \xE8\x9B |0

<U964C> \xE8\x99 |0

<U964D> \x8D\x7E |0

<U964F> \xE8\x9A |0

<U9650> \x8C\xC0 |0

<U965B> \x95\xC3 |0

<U965C> \xE8\x9D |0

<U965D> \xE8\x9F |0

<U965E>

 \xE8\x9E |0

<U965F> \xE8\xA0 |0

<U9662> \x89\x40 |0

<U9663> \x90\x77 |0

<U9664> \x8F\x9C |0

<U9665> \x8A\xD7 |0

<U9666> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U966A> \x94\x86 |0

<U966C> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U9670> \x89\x41 |0

<U9672> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U9673> \x92\xC2 |0

<U9675> \x97\xCB |0

<U9676> \x93\xA9 |0

<U9677> \xE8\x9C |0

<U9678> \x97\xA4 |0

<U967A> \x8C\xAF |0

<U967D> \x97\x7A |0

<U9685> \x8B\xF7 |0

<U9686> \x97\xB2 |0

<U9688> \x8C\x47 |0

<U968A> \x91\xE0 |0

<U968B> \xE4\x40 |0

<U968D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U968E> \x8A\x4B |0

<U968F> \x90\x8F |0

<U9694> \x8A\x75 |0

<U9695> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U9697> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9698> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U9699> \x8C\x84 |0

<U969B> \x8D\xDB |0

<U969C> \x8F\xE1 |0
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<U969D> \xFB\xEB |0

<U96A0> \x89\x42 |0

<U96A3> \x97\xD7 |0

<U96A7> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U96A8> \xE7\xAC |0

<U96AA> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U96AF> \xFB\xEC |0

<U96B0> \xE8\xAC |0

<U96B1> \xE8\xAA |0

<U96B2> \xE8\xAB |0

<U96B4> \xE8\xAD |0

<U96B6> \xE8\xAE |0

<U96B7> \x97\xEA |0

<U96B8> \xE8\xAF |0

<U96B9> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U96BB> \x90\xC7 |0

<U96BC> \x94\xB9 |0

<U96C0>

 \x90\x9D |0

<U96C1> \x8A\xE5 |0

<U96C4> \x97\x59 |0

<U96C5> \x89\xEB |0

<U96C6> \x8F\x57 |0

<U96C7> \x8C\xD9 |0

<U96C9> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U96CB> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U96CC> \x8E\x93 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U96CE> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U96D1> \x8E\x47 |0

<U96D5> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U96D6> \xE5\xAB |0

<U96D9> \x99\xD4 |0

<U96DB> \x90\x97 |0

<U96DC> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U96E2> \x97\xA3 |0

<U96E3> \x93\xEF |0

<U96E8> \x89\x4A |0

<U96EA> \x90\xE1 |0

<U96EB> \x8E\xB4 |0

<U96F0> \x95\xB5 |0

<U96F2> \x89\x5F |0

<U96F6> \x97\xEB |0

<U96F7> \x97\x8B |0

<U96F9> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U96FB> \x93\x64 |0

<U9700> \x8E\xF9 |0

<U9704> \xE8\xBA |0
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<U9706> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9707> \x90\x6B |0

<U9708> \xE8\xBC |0

<U970A> \x97\xEC |0

<U970D> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U970E> \xE8\xBE |0

<U970F> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U9711> \xE8\xBF |0

<U9713> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9716> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U9719> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U971C> \x91\x9A |0

<U971E> \x89\xE0 |0

<U9724> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U9727> \x96\xB6 |0

<U972A> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U9730> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U9732> \x98\x49 |0

<U9733> \xFB\xED |0

<U9738> \x9E\x50 |0

<U9739>

 \xE8\xC6 |0

<U973B> \xFB\xEE |0

<U973D> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U973E> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U9742> \xE8\xCC |0

<U9743> \xFB\xEF |0

<U9744> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U9746> \xE8\xCA |0

<U9748> \xE8\xCB |0

<U9749> \xE8\xCD |0

<U974D> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U974F> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U9751> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U9752> \x90\xC2 |0

<U9755> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U9756> \x96\xF5 |0

<U9759> \x90\xC3 |0

<U975C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U975E> \x94\xF1 |0

<U9760> \xE8\xCF |0

<U9761> \xEA\x72 |0

<U9762> \x96\xCA |0

<U9764> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U9766> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U9768> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U9769> \x8A\x76 |0

<U976B> \xE8\xD4 |0
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<U976D> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U9771> \x90\x78 |0

<U9774> \x8C\x43 |0

<U9779> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U977A> \xE8\xDA |0

<U977C> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U9781> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U9784> \x8A\x93 |0

<U9785> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9786> \xE8\xDB |0

<U978B> \xE8\xDC |0

<U978D> \x88\xC6 |0

<U978F> \xE8\xDD |0

<U9790> \xE8\xDE |0

<U9798> \x8F\xE2 |0

<U979C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U97A0> \x8B\x66 |0

<U97A3> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U97A6> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U97A8> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U97AB> \xE6\x91 |0

<U97AD> \x95\xDA |0

<U97B3> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U97B4>

 \xE8\xE4 |0

<U97C3> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U97C6> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U97C8> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U97CB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U97D3> \x8A\xD8 |0

<U97DC> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U97ED> \xE8\xEA |0

<U97EE> \x94\x42 |0

<U97F2> \xE8\xEC |0

<U97F3> \x89\xB9 |0

<U97F5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U97F6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U97FB> \x89\x43 |0

<U97FF> \x8B\xBF |0

<U9801> \x95\xC5 |0

<U9802> \x92\xB8 |0

<U9803> \x8D\xA0 |0

<U9805> \x8D\x80 |0

<U9806> \x8F\x87 |0

<U9808> \x90\x7B |0

<U980C> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U980F> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U9810> \x97\x61 |0
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<U9811> \x8A\xE6 |0

<U9812> \x94\xD0 |0

<U9813> \x93\xDA |0

<U9817> \x90\x9C |0

<U9818> \x97\xCC |0

<U981A> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U9821> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U9824> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U982C> \x96\x6A |0

<U982D> \x93\xAA |0

<U9830> \x96\x6A |1

<U9834> \x89\x6F |0

<U9837> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U9838> \x8C\x7A |0

<U9839> \xE8\xF6 |1

<U983B> \x95\x70 |0

<U983C> \x97\x8A |0

<U983D> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U9846> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U984B> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U984C> \x91\xE8 |0

<U984D> \x8A\x7A |0

<U984E> \x8A\x7B |0

<U984F> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U9854> \x8A\xE7 |0

<U9855> \x8C\xB0 |0

<U9857>

 \xFB\xF4 |0

<U9858> \x8A\xE8 |0

<U985A> \x93\x5E |1

<U985B> \x93\x5E |0

<U985E> \x97\xDE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U9867> \x8C\xDA |0

<U986B> \xE8\xFA |0

<U986F> \xE8\xFB |0

<U9870> \xE8\xFC |0

<U9871> \xE9\x40 |0

<U9873> \xE9\x42 |0

<U9874> \xE9\x41 |0

<U98A8> \x95\x97 |0

<U98AA> \xE9\x43 |0

<U98AF> \xE9\x44 |0

<U98B1> \xE9\x45 |0

<U98B6> \xE9\x46 |0

<U98C3> \xE9\x48 |0

<U98C4> \xE9\x47 |0

<U98C6> \xE9\x49 |0
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<U98DB> \x94\xF2 |0

<U98DC> \xE3\xCA |0

<U98DF> \x90\x48 |0

<U98E2> \x8B\x51 |0

<U98E9> \xE9\x4A |0

<U98EB> \xE9\x4B |0

<U98ED> \x99\xAA |0

<U98EE> \x9F\x5A |0

<U98EF> \x94\xD1 |0

<U98F2> \x88\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \x88\xB9 |0

<U98FC> \x8E\x94 |0

<U98FD> \x96\x4F |0

<U98FE> \x8F\xFC |0

<U9903> \xE9\x4C |0

<U9905> \x96\xDD |0

<U9909> \xE9\x4D |0

<U990A> \x97\x7B |0

<U990C> \x89\x61 |0

<U9910> \x8E\x60 |0

<U9912> \xE9\x4E |0

<U9913> \x89\xEC |0

<U9914> \xE9\x4F |0

<U9918> \xE9\x50 |0

<U991D> \xE9\x52 |0

<U991E> \xE9\x53 |0

<U9920> \xE9\x55 |0

<U9921> \xE9\x51 |0

<U9924> \xE9\x54 |0

<U9927>

 \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9928> \x8A\xD9 |0

<U992C> \xE9\x56 |0

<U992E> \xE9\x57 |0

<U993D> \xE9\x58 |0

<U993E> \xE9\x59 |0

<U9942> \xE9\x5A |0

<U9945> \xE9\x5C |0

<U9949> \xE9\x5B |0

<U994B> \xE9\x5E |0

<U994C> \xE9\x61 |0

<U9950> \xE9\x5D |0

<U9951> \xE9\x5F |0

<U9952> \xE9\x60 |0

<U9955> \xE9\x62 |0

<U9957> \x8B\xC0 |0

<U9996> \x8E\xF1 |0

<U9997> \xE9\x63 |0
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<U9998> \xE9\x64 |0

<U9999> \x8D\x81 |0

<U999E> \xFB\xFA |0

<U99A5> \xE9\x65 |0

<U99A8> \x8A\x5D |0

<U99AC> \x94\x6E |0

<U99AD> \xE9\x66 |0

<U99AE> \xE9\x67 |0

<U99B3> \x92\x79 |0

<U99B4> \x93\xE9 |0

<U99BC> \xE9\x68 |0

<U99C1> \x94\x9D |0

<U99C4> \x91\xCA |0

<U99C5> \x89\x77 |0

<U99C6> \x8B\xEC |0

<U99C8> \x8B\xED |0

<U99D0> \x92\x93 |0

<U99D1> \xE9\x6D |0

<U99D2> \x8B\xEE |0

<U99D5> \x89\xED |0

<U99D8> \xE9\x6C |0

<U99DB> \xE9\x6A |0

<U99DD> \xE9\x6B |0

<U99DF> \xE9\x69 |0

<U99E2> \xE9\x77 |0

<U99ED> \xE9\x6E |0

<U99EE> \xE9\x6F |0

<U99F1> \xE9\x70 |0

<U99F2> \xE9\x71 |0

<U99F8> \xE9\x73 |0

<U99FB> \xE9\x72 |0

<U99FF> \x8F\x78 |0

<U9A01>

 \xE9\x74 |0

<U9A05> \xE9\x76 |0

<U9A0E> \x8B\x52 |0

<U9A0F> \xE9\x75 |0

<U9A12> \x91\x9B |0

<U9A13> \x8C\xB1 |0

<U9A19> \xE9\x78 |0

<U9A28> \x91\xCB |0

<U9A2B> \xE9\x79 |0

<U9A30> \x93\xAB |0

<U9A37> \xE9\x7A |0

<U9A3E> \xE9\x80 |0

<U9A40> \xE9\x7D |0

<U9A42> \xE9\x7C |0

<U9A43> \xE9\x7E |0
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<U9A45> \xE9\x7B |0

<U9A4D> \xE9\x82 |0

<U9A4E> \xFB\xFB |0

<U9A52> \x91\xCB |1

<U9A55> \xE9\x81 |0

<U9A57> \xE9\x84 |0

<U9A5A> \x8B\xC1 |0

<U9A5B> \xE9\x83 |0

<U9A5F> \xE9\x85 |0

<U9A62> \xE9\x86 |0

<U9A64> \xE9\x88 |0

<U9A65> \xE9\x87 |0

<U9A69> \xE9\x89 |0

<U9A6A> \xE9\x8B |0

<U9A6B> \xE9\x8A |0

<U9AA8> \x8D\x9C |0

<U9AAD> \xE9\x8C |0

<U9AB0> \xE9\x8D |0

<U9AB8> \x8A\x5B |0

<U9ABC> \xE9\x8E |0

<U9AC0> \xE9\x8F |0

<U9AC4> \x90\x91 |0

<U9ACF> \xE9\x90 |0

<U9AD1> \xE9\x91 |0

<U9AD3> \xE9\x92 |0

<U9AD4> \xE9\x93 |0

<U9AD8> \x8D\x82 |0

<U9AD9> \xFB\xFC |0

<U9ADC> \xFC\x40 |0

<U9ADE> \xE9\x94 |0

<U9ADF> \xE9\x95 |0

<U9AE2> \xE9\x96 |0

<U9AE3> \xE9\x97 |0

<U9AE6> \xE9\x98 |0

<U9AEA> \x94\xAF |0

<U9AEB>

 \xE9\x9A |0

<U9AED> \x95\x45 |0

<U9AEE> \xE9\x9B |0

<U9AEF> \xE9\x99 |0

<U9AF1> \xE9\x9D |0

<U9AF4> \xE9\x9C |0

<U9AF7> \xE9\x9E |0

<U9AFB> \xE9\x9F |0

<U9B06> \xE9\xA0 |0

<U9B18> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U9B1A> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U9B1F> \xE9\xA3 |0
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<U9B22> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U9B23> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U9B25> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U9B27> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U9B28> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U9B29> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U9B2A> \xE9\xAA |0

<U9B2E> \xE9\xAB |0

<U9B2F> \xE9\xAC |0

<U9B31> \x9F\x54 |0

<U9B32> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9B3B> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U9B3C> \x8B\x53 |0

<U9B41> \x8A\x40 |0

<U9B42> \x8D\xB0 |0

<U9B43> \xE9\xAF |0

<U9B44> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9B45> \x96\xA3 |0

<U9B4D> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U9B4E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U9B4F> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U9B51> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U9B54> \x96\x82 |0

<U9B58> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U9B5A> \x8B\x9B |0

<U9B6F> \x98\x44 |0

<U9B72> \xFC\x42 |0

<U9B74> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U9B75> \xFC\x41 |0

<U9B83> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U9B8E> \x88\xBC |0

<U9B8F> \xFC\x43 |0

<U9B91> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U9B92> \x95\xA9 |0

<U9B93> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U9B96> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U9B97> \xE9\xBA |0

<U9B9F> \xE9\xBB |0

<U9BA0>

 \xE9\xBC |0

<U9BA8> \xE9\xBD |0

<U9BAA> \x96\x8E |0

<U9BAB> \x8E\x4C |0

<U9BAD> \x8D\xF8 |0

<U9BAE> \x91\x4E |0

<U9BB1> \xFC\x44 |0

<U9BB4> \xE9\xBE |0

<U9BB9> \xE9\xC1 |0
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<U9BBB> \xFC\x45 |0

<U9BC0> \xE9\xBF |0

<U9BC6> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U9BC9> \x8C\xEF |0

<U9BCA> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U9BCF> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U9BD1> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U9BD2> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U9BD4> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U9BD6> \x8E\x49 |0

<U9BDB> \x91\xE2 |0

<U9BE1> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9BE2> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U9BE3> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U9BE4> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U9BE8> \x8C\x7E |0

<U9BF0> \xE9\xCE |0

<U9BF1> \xE9\xCD |0

<U9BF2> \xE9\xCC |0

<U9BF5> \xE9\xCB |0

<U9C00> \xFC\x46 |0

<U9C04> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U9C06> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U9C08> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U9C09> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U9C0A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U9C0C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U9C0D> \x8A\x82 |0

<U9C10> \x98\x6B |0

<U9C12> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U9C13> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U9C14> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U9C15> \xE9\xCF |0

<U9C1B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U9C21> \xE9\xDD |0

<U9C24> \xE9\xDC |0

<U9C25> \xE9\xDB |0

<U9C2D> \x95\x68 |0

<U9C2E> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U9C2F> \x88\xF1 |0

<U9C30> \xE9\xDE |0

<U9C32>

 \xE9\xE0 |0

<U9C39> \x8A\x8F |0

<U9C3A> \x88\xB1 |0

<U9C3B> \x89\x56 |0

<U9C3E> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U9C46> \xE9\xE1 |0
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<U9C47> \xE9\xDF |0

<U9C48> \x92\x4C |0

<U9C52> \x96\x90 |0

<U9C57> \x97\xD8 |0

<U9C5A> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U9C60> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U9C67> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U9C76> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U9C78> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U9CE5> \x92\xB9 |0

<U9CE7> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U9CE9> \x94\xB5 |0

<U9CEB> \xE9\xED |0

<U9CEC> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U9CF0> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9CF3> \x96\x50 |0

<U9CF4> \x96\xC2 |0

<U9CF6> \x93\xCE |0

<U9D03> \xE9\xEE |0

<U9D06> \xE9\xEF |0

<U9D07> \x93\xBC |0

<U9D08> \xE9\xEC |0

<U9D09> \xE9\xEB |0

<U9D0E> \x89\xA8 |0

<U9D12> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U9D15> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U9D1B> \x89\x95 |0

<U9D1F> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U9D23> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U9D26> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U9D28> \x8A\x9B |0

<U9D2A> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U9D2B> \x8E\xB0 |0

<U9D2C> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U9D3B> \x8D\x83 |0

<U9D3E> \xE9\xFA |0

<U9D3F> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U9D41> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U9D44> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U9D46> \xE9\xFB |0

<U9D48> \xE9\xFC |0

<U9D50> \xEA\x44 |0

<U9D51> \xEA\x43 |0

<U9D59> \xEA\x45 |0

<U9D5C>

 \x89\x4C |0

<U9D5D> \xEA\x40 |0

<U9D5E> \xEA\x41 |0
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<U9D60> \x8D\x94 |0

<U9D61> \x96\xB7 |0

<U9D64> \xEA\x42 |0

<U9D6B> \xFC\x48 |0

<U9D6C> \x96\x51 |0

<U9D6F> \xEA\x4A |0

<U9D70> \xFC\x47 |0

<U9D72> \xEA\x46 |0

<U9D7A> \xEA\x4B |0

<U9D87> \xEA\x48 |0

<U9D89> \xEA\x47 |0

<U9D8F> \x8C\x7B |0

<U9D9A> \xEA\x4C |0

<U9DA4> \xEA\x4D |0

<U9DA9> \xEA\x4E |0

<U9DAB> \xEA\x49 |0

<U9DAF> \x89\xA7 |0

<U9DB2> \xEA\x4F |0

<U9DB4> \x92\xDF |0

<U9DB8> \xEA\x53 |0

<U9DBA> \xEA\x54 |0

<U9DBB> \xEA\x52 |0

<U9DC1> \xEA\x51 |0

<U9DC2> \xEA\x57 |0

<U9DC4> \xEA\x50 |0

<U9DC6> \xEA\x55 |0

<U9DCF> \xEA\x56 |0

<U9DD3> \xEA\x59 |0

<U9DD7> \x89\xA8 |1

<U9DD9> \xEA\x58 |0

<U9DE6> \xEA\x5B |0

<U9DED> \xEA\x5C |0

<U9DEF> \xEA\x5D |0

<U9DF2> \x98\x68 |0

<U9DF8> \xEA\x5A |0

<U9DF9> \x91\xE9 |0

<U9DFA> \x8D\xEB |0

<U9DFD> \xEA\x5E |0

<U9E19> \xFC\x4A |0

<U9E1A> \xEA\x5F |0

<U9E1B> \xEA\x60 |0

<U9E1E> \xEA\x61 |0

<U9E75> \xEA\x62 |0

<U9E78> \x8C\xB2 |0

<U9E79> \xEA\x63 |0

<U9E7C> \x8C\xB2 |1

<U9E7D> \xEA\x64 |0

<U9E7F>
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 \x8E\xAD |0

<U9E81> \xEA\x65 |0

<U9E88> \xEA\x66 |0

<U9E8B> \xEA\x67 |0

<U9E8C> \xEA\x68 |0

<U9E91> \xEA\x6B |0

<U9E92> \xEA\x69 |0

<U9E93> \x98\x5B |0

<U9E95> \xEA\x6A |0

<U9E97> \x97\xED |0

<U9E9D> \xEA\x6C |0

<U9E9F> \x97\xD9 |0

<U9EA5> \xEA\x6D |0

<U9EA6> \x94\x9E |0

<U9EA9> \xEA\x6E |0

<U9EAA> \xEA\x70 |0

<U9EAD> \xEA\x71 |0

<U9EB4> \x8D\x8D |1

<U9EB5> \x96\xCB |1

<U9EB8> \xEA\x6F |0

<U9EB9> \x8D\x8D |0

<U9EBA> \x96\xCB |0

<U9EBB> \x96\x83 |0

<U9EBC> \x9B\xF5 |0

<U9EBE> \x9F\x80 |0

<U9EBF> \x96\x9B |0

<U9EC4> \x89\xA9 |0

<U9ECC> \xEA\x73 |0

<U9ECD> \x8B\x6F |0

<U9ECE> \xEA\x74 |0

<U9ECF> \xEA\x75 |0

<U9ED0> \xEA\x76 |0

<U9ED1> \xFC\x4B |0

<U9ED2> \x8D\x95 |0

<U9ED4> \xEA\x77 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U9ED9> \x96\xD9 |0

<U9EDB> \x91\xE1 |0

<U9EDC> \xEA\x78 |0

<U9EDD> \xEA\x7A |0

<U9EDE> \xEA\x79 |0

<U9EE0> \xEA\x7B |0

<U9EE5> \xEA\x7C |0

<U9EE8> \xEA\x7D |0

<U9EEF> \xEA\x7E |0

<U9EF4> \xEA\x80 |0

<U9EF6> \xEA\x81 |0

<U9EF7> \xEA\x82 |0
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<U9EF9> \xEA\x83 |0

<U9EFB> \xEA\x84 |0

<U9EFC>

 \xEA\x85 |0

<U9EFD> \xEA\x86 |0

<U9F07> \xEA\x87 |0

<U9F08> \xEA\x88 |0

<U9F0E> \x93\x43 |0

<U9F13> \x8C\xDB |0

<U9F15> \xEA\x8A |0

<U9F20> \x91\x6C |0

<U9F21> \xEA\x8B |0

<U9F2C> \xEA\x8C |0

<U9F3B> \x95\x40 |0

<U9F3E> \xEA\x8D |0

<U9F4A> \xEA\x8E |0

<U9F4B> \xE2\x56 |0

<U9F4E> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U9F4F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U9F52> \xEA\x8F |0

<U9F54> \xEA\x90 |0

<U9F5F> \xEA\x92 |0

<U9F60> \xEA\x93 |0

<U9F61> \xEA\x94 |0

<U9F62> \x97\xEE |0

<U9F63> \xEA\x91 |0

<U9F66> \xEA\x95 |0

<U9F67> \xEA\x96 |0

<U9F6A> \xEA\x98 |0

<U9F6C> \xEA\x97 |0

<U9F72> \xEA\x9A |0

<U9F76> \xEA\x9B |0

<U9F77> \xEA\x99 |0

<U9F8D> \x97\xB4 |0

<U9F95> \xEA\x9C |0

<U9F9C> \xEA\x9D |0

<U9F9D> \xE2\x73 |0

<U9FA0> \xEA\x9E |0

<UE000> \xF0\x40 |0

<UE001> \xF0\x41 |0

<UE002> \xF0\x42 |0

<UE003> \xF0\x43 |0

<UE004> \xF0\x44 |0

<UE005> \xF0\x45 |0

<UE006> \xF0\x46 |0

<UE007> \xF0\x47 |0

<UE008> \xF0\x48 |0

<UE009> \xF0\x49 |0
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<UE00A> \xF0\x4A |0

<UE00B> \xF0\x4B |0

<UE00C> \xF0\x4C |0

<UE00D> \xF0\x4D |0

<UE00E> \xF0\x4E |0

<UE00F>

 \xF0\x4F |0

<UE010> \xF0\x50 |0

<UE011> \xF0\x51 |0

<UE012> \xF0\x52 |0

<UE013> \xF0\x53 |0

<UE014> \xF0\x54 |0

<UE015> \xF0\x55 |0

<UE016> \xF0\x56 |0

<UE017> \xF0\x57 |0

<UE018> \xF0\x58 |0

<UE019> \xF0\x59 |0

<UE01A> \xF0\x5A |0

<UE01B> \xF0\x5B |0

<UE01C> \xF0\x5C |0

<UE01D> \xF0\x5D |0

<UE01E> \xF0\x5E |0

<UE01F> \xF0\x5F |0

<UE020> \xF0\x60 |0

<UE021> \xF0\x61 |0

<UE022> \xF0\x62 |0

<UE023> \xF0\x63 |0

<UE024> \xF0\x64 |0

<UE025> \xF0\x65 |0

<UE026> \xF0\x66 |0

<UE027> \xF0\x67 |0

<UE028> \xF0\x68 |0

<UE029> \xF0\x69 |0

<UE02A> \xF0\x6A |0

<UE02B> \xF0\x6B |0

<UE02C> \xF0\x6C |0

<UE02D> \xF0\x6D |0

<UE02E> \xF0\x6E |0

<UE02F> \xF0\x6F |0

<UE030> \xF0\x70 |0

<UE031> \xF0\x71 |0

<UE032> \xF0\x72 |0

<UE033> \xF0\x73 |0

<UE034> \xF0\x74 |0

<UE035> \xF0\x75 |0

<UE036> \xF0\x76 |0

<UE037> \xF0\x77 |0

<UE038> \xF0\x78 |0
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<UE039> \xF0\x79 |0

<UE03A> \xF0\x7A |0

<UE03B> \xF0\x7B |0

<UE03C> \xF0\x7C |0

<UE03D> \xF0\x7D |0

<UE03E> \xF0\x7E |0

<UE03F> \xF0\x80 |0

<UE040> \xF0\x81 |0

<UE041>

 \xF0\x82 |0

<UE042> \xF0\x83 |0

<UE043> \xF0\x84 |0

<UE044> \xF0\x85 |0

<UE045> \xF0\x86 |0

<UE046> \xF0\x87 |0

<UE047> \xF0\x88 |0

<UE048> \xF0\x89 |0

<UE049> \xF0\x8A |0

<UE04A> \xF0\x8B |0

<UE04B> \xF0\x8C |0

<UE04C> \xF0\x8D |0

<UE04D> \xF0\x8E |0

<UE04E> \xF0\x8F |0

<UE04F> \xF0\x90 |0

<UE050> \xF0\x91 |0

<UE051> \xF0\x92 |0

<UE052> \xF0\x93 |0

<UE053> \xF0\x94 |0

<UE054> \xF0\x95 |0

<UE055> \xF0\x96 |0

<UE056> \xF0\x97 |0

<UE057> \xF0\x98 |0

<UE058> \xF0\x99 |0

<UE059> \xF0\x9A |0

<UE05A> \xF0\x9B |0

<UE05B> \xF0\x9C |0

<UE05C> \xF0\x9D |0

<UE05D> \xF0\x9E |0

<UE05E> \xF0\x9F |0

<UE05F> \xF0\xA0 |0

<UE060> \xF0\xA1 |0

<UE061> \xF0\xA2 |0

<UE062> \xF0\xA3 |0

<UE063> \xF0\xA4 |0

<UE064> \xF0\xA5 |0

<UE065> \xF0\xA6 |0

<UE066> \xF0\xA7 |0

<UE067> \xF0\xA8 |0
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<UE068> \xF0\xA9 |0

<UE069> \xF0\xAA |0

<UE06A> \xF0\xAB |0

<UE06B> \xF0\xAC |0

<UE06C> \xF0\xAD |0

<UE06D> \xF0\xAE |0

<UE06E> \xF0\xAF |0

<UE06F> \xF0\xB0 |0

<UE070> \xF0\xB1 |0

<UE071> \xF0\xB2 |0

<UE072> \xF0\xB3 |0

<UE073>

 \xF0\xB4 |0

<UE074> \xF0\xB5 |0

<UE075> \xF0\xB6 |0

<UE076> \xF0\xB7 |0

<UE077> \xF0\xB8 |0

<UE078> \xF0\xB9 |0

<UE079> \xF0\xBA |0

<UE07A> \xF0\xBB |0

<UE07B> \xF0\xBC |0

<UE07C> \xF0\xBD |0

<UE07D> \xF0\xBE |0

<UE07E> \xF0\xBF |0

<UE07F> \xF0\xC0 |0

<UE080> \xF0\xC1 |0

<UE081> \xF0\xC2 |0

<UE082> \xF0\xC3 |0

<UE083> \xF0\xC4 |0

<UE084> \xF0\xC5 |0

<UE085> \xF0\xC6 |0

<UE086> \xF0\xC7 |0

<UE087> \xF0\xC8 |0

<UE088> \xF0\xC9 |0

<UE089> \xF0\xCA |0

<UE08A> \xF0\xCB |0

<UE08B> \xF0\xCC |0

<UE08C> \xF0\xCD |0

<UE08D> \xF0\xCE |0

<UE08E> \xF0\xCF |0

<UE08F> \xF0\xD0 |0

<UE090> \xF0\xD1 |0

<UE091> \xF0\xD2 |0

<UE092> \xF0\xD3 |0

<UE093> \xF0\xD4 |0

<UE094> \xF0\xD5 |0

<UE095> \xF0\xD6 |0

<UE096> \xF0\xD7 |0
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<UE097> \xF0\xD8 |0

<UE098> \xF0\xD9 |0

<UE099> \xF0\xDA |0

<UE09A> \xF0\xDB |0

<UE09B> \xF0\xDC |0

<UE09C> \xF0\xDD |0

<UE09D> \xF0\xDE |0

<UE09E> \xF0\xDF |0

<UE09F> \xF0\xE0 |0

<UE0A0> \xF0\xE1 |0

<UE0A1> \xF0\xE2 |0

<UE0A2> \xF0\xE3 |0

<UE0A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<UE0A4> \xF0\xE5 |0

<UE0A5>

 \xF0\xE6 |0

<UE0A6> \xF0\xE7 |0

<UE0A7> \xF0\xE8 |0

<UE0A8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<UE0A9> \xF0\xEA |0

<UE0AA> \xF0\xEB |0

<UE0AB> \xF0\xEC |0

<UE0AC> \xF0\xED |0

<UE0AD> \xF0\xEE |0

<UE0AE> \xF0\xEF |0

<UE0AF> \xF0\xF0 |0

<UE0B0> \xF0\xF1 |0

<UE0B1> \xF0\xF2 |0

<UE0B2> \xF0\xF3 |0

<UE0B3> \xF0\xF4 |0

<UE0B4> \xF0\xF5 |0

<UE0B5> \xF0\xF6 |0

<UE0B6> \xF0\xF7 |0

<UE0B7> \xF0\xF8 |0

<UE0B8> \xF0\xF9 |0

<UE0B9> \xF0\xFA |0

<UE0BA> \xF0\xFB |0

<UE0BB> \xF0\xFC |0

<UE0BC> \xF1\x40 |0

<UE0BD> \xF1\x41 |0

<UE0BE> \xF1\x42 |0

<UE0BF> \xF1\x43 |0

<UE0C0> \xF1\x44 |0

<UE0C1> \xF1\x45 |0

<UE0C2> \xF1\x46 |0

<UE0C3> \xF1\x47 |0

<UE0C4> \xF1\x48 |0

<UE0C5> \xF1\x49 |0
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<UE0C6> \xF1\x4A |0

<UE0C7> \xF1\x4B |0

<UE0C8> \xF1\x4C |0

<UE0C9> \xF1\x4D |0

<UE0CA> \xF1\x4E |0

<UE0CB> \xF1\x4F |0

<UE0CC> \xF1\x50 |0

<UE0CD> \xF1\x51 |0

<UE0CE> \xF1\x52 |0

<UE0CF> \xF1\x53 |0

<UE0D0> \xF1\x54 |0

<UE0D1> \xF1\x55 |0

<UE0D2> \xF1\x56 |0

<UE0D3> \xF1\x57 |0

<UE0D4> \xF1\x58 |0

<UE0D5> \xF1\x59 |0

<UE0D6> \xF1\x5A |0

<UE0D7>

 \xF1\x5B |0

<UE0D8> \xF1\x5C |0

<UE0D9> \xF1\x5D |0

<UE0DA> \xF1\x5E |0

<UE0DB> \xF1\x5F |0

<UE0DC> \xF1\x60 |0

<UE0DD> \xF1\x61 |0

<UE0DE> \xF1\x62 |0

<UE0DF> \xF1\x63 |0

<UE0E0> \xF1\x64 |0

<UE0E1> \xF1\x65 |0

<UE0E2> \xF1\x66 |0

<UE0E3> \xF1\x67 |0

<UE0E4> \xF1\x68 |0

<UE0E5> \xF1\x69 |0

<UE0E6> \xF1\x6A |0

<UE0E7> \xF1\x6B |0

<UE0E8> \xF1\x6C |0

<UE0E9> \xF1\x6D |0

<UE0EA> \xF1\x6E |0

<UE0EB> \xF1\x6F |0

<UE0EC> \xF1\x70 |0

<UE0ED> \xF1\x71 |0

<UE0EE> \xF1\x72 |0

<UE0EF> \xF1\x73 |0

<UE0F0> \xF1\x74 |0

<UE0F1> \xF1\x75 |0

<UE0F2> \xF1\x76 |0

<UE0F3> \xF1\x77 |0

<UE0F4> \xF1\x78 |0
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<UE0F5> \xF1\x79 |0

<UE0F6> \xF1\x7A |0

<UE0F7> \xF1\x7B |0

<UE0F8> \xF1\x7C |0

<UE0F9> \xF1\x7D |0

<UE0FA> \xF1\x7E |0

<UE0FB> \xF1\x80 |0

<UE0FC> \xF1\x81 |0

<UE0FD> \xF1\x82 |0

<UE0FE> \xF1\x83 |0

<UE0FF> \xF1\x84 |0

<UE100> \xF1\x85 |0

<UE101> \xF1\x86 |0

<UE102> \xF1\x87 |0

<UE103> \xF1\x88 |0

<UE104> \xF1\x89 |0

<UE105> \xF1\x8A |0

<UE106> \xF1\x8B |0

<UE107> \xF1\x8C |0

<UE108> \xF1\x8D |0

<UE109>

 \xF1\x8E |0

<UE10A> \xF1\x8F |0

<UE10B> \xF1\x90 |0

<UE10C> \xF1\x91 |0

<UE10D> \xF1\x92 |0

<UE10E> \xF1\x93 |0

<UE10F> \xF1\x94 |0

<UE110> \xF1\x95 |0

<UE111> \xF1\x96 |0

<UE112> \xF1\x97 |0

<UE113> \xF1\x98 |0

<UE114> \xF1\x99 |0

<UE115> \xF1\x9A |0

<UE116> \xF1\x9B |0

<UE117> \xF1\x9C |0

<UE118> \xF1\x9D |0

<UE119> \xF1\x9E |0

<UE11A> \xF1\x9F |0

<UE11B> \xF1\xA0 |0

<UE11C> \xF1\xA1 |0

<UE11D> \xF1\xA2 |0

<UE11E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<UE11F> \xF1\xA4 |0

<UE120> \xF1\xA5 |0

<UE121> \xF1\xA6 |0

<UE122> \xF1\xA7 |0

<UE123> \xF1\xA8 |0
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<UE124> \xF1\xA9 |0

<UE125> \xF1\xAA |0

<UE126> \xF1\xAB |0

<UE127> \xF1\xAC |0

<UE128> \xF1\xAD |0

<UE129> \xF1\xAE |0

<UE12A> \xF1\xAF |0

<UE12B> \xF1\xB0 |0

<UE12C> \xF1\xB1 |0

<UE12D> \xF1\xB2 |0

<UE12E> \xF1\xB3 |0

<UE12F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<UE130> \xF1\xB5 |0

<UE131> \xF1\xB6 |0

<UE132> \xF1\xB7 |0

<UE133> \xF1\xB8 |0

<UE134> \xF1\xB9 |0

<UE135> \xF1\xBA |0

<UE136> \xF1\xBB |0

<UE137> \xF1\xBC |0

<UE138> \xF1\xBD |0

<UE139> \xF1\xBE |0

<UE13A> \xF1\xBF |0

<UE13B>

 \xF1\xC0 |0

<UE13C> \xF1\xC1 |0

<UE13D> \xF1\xC2 |0

<UE13E> \xF1\xC3 |0

<UE13F> \xF1\xC4 |0

<UE140> \xF1\xC5 |0

<UE141> \xF1\xC6 |0

<UE142> \xF1\xC7 |0

<UE143> \xF1\xC8 |0

<UE144> \xF1\xC9 |0

<UE145> \xF1\xCA |0

<UE146> \xF1\xCB |0

<UE147> \xF1\xCC |0

<UE148> \xF1\xCD |0

<UE149> \xF1\xCE |0

<UE14A> \xF1\xCF |0

<UE14B> \xF1\xD0 |0

<UE14C> \xF1\xD1 |0

<UE14D> \xF1\xD2 |0

<UE14E> \xF1\xD3 |0

<UE14F> \xF1\xD4 |0

<UE150> \xF1\xD5 |0

<UE151> \xF1\xD6 |0

<UE152> \xF1\xD7 |0
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<UE153> \xF1\xD8 |0

<UE154> \xF1\xD9 |0

<UE155> \xF1\xDA |0

<UE156> \xF1\xDB |0

<UE157> \xF1\xDC |0

<UE158> \xF1\xDD |0

<UE159> \xF1\xDE |0

<UE15A> \xF1\xDF |0

<UE15B> \xF1\xE0 |0

<UE15C> \xF1\xE1 |0

<UE15D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<UE15E> \xF1\xE3 |0

<UE15F> \xF1\xE4 |0

<UE160> \xF1\xE5 |0

<UE161> \xF1\xE6 |0

<UE162> \xF1\xE7 |0

<UE163> \xF1\xE8 |0

<UE164> \xF1\xE9 |0

<UE165> \xF1\xEA |0

<UE166> \xF1\xEB |0

<UE167> \xF1\xEC |0

<UE168> \xF1\xED |0

<UE169> \xF1\xEE |0

<UE16A> \xF1\xEF |0

<UE16B> \xF1\xF0 |0

<UE16C> \xF1\xF1 |0

<UE16D>

 \xF1\xF2 |0

<UE16E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<UE16F> \xF1\xF4 |0

<UE170> \xF1\xF5 |0

<UE171> \xF1\xF6 |0

<UE172> \xF1\xF7 |0

<UE173> \xF1\xF8 |0

<UE174> \xF1\xF9 |0

<UE175> \xF1\xFA |0

<UE176> \xF1\xFB |0

<UE177> \xF1\xFC |0

<UE178> \xF2\x40 |0

<UE179> \xF2\x41 |0

<UE17A> \xF2\x42 |0

<UE17B> \xF2\x43 |0

<UE17C> \xF2\x44 |0

<UE17D> \xF2\x45 |0

<UE17E> \xF2\x46 |0

<UE17F> \xF2\x47 |0

<UE180> \xF2\x48 |0

<UE181> \xF2\x49 |0
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<UE182> \xF2\x4A |0

<UE183> \xF2\x4B |0

<UE184> \xF2\x4C |0

<UE185> \xF2\x4D |0

<UE186> \xF2\x4E |0

<UE187> \xF2\x4F |0

<UE188> \xF2\x50 |0

<UE189> \xF2\x51 |0

<UE18A> \xF2\x52 |0

<UE18B> \xF2\x53 |0

<UE18C> \xF2\x54 |0

<UE18D> \xF2\x55 |0

<UE18E> \xF2\x56 |0

<UE18F> \xF2\x57 |0

<UE190> \xF2\x58 |0

<UE191> \xF2\x59 |0

<UE192> \xF2\x5A |0

<UE193> \xF2\x5B |0

<UE194> \xF2\x5C |0

<UE195> \xF2\x5D |0

<UE196> \xF2\x5E |0

<UE197> \xF2\x5F |0

<UE198> \xF2\x60 |0

<UE199> \xF2\x61 |0

<UE19A> \xF2\x62 |0

<UE19B> \xF2\x63 |0

<UE19C> \xF2\x64 |0

<UE19D> \xF2\x65 |0

<UE19E> \xF2\x66 |0

<UE19F>

 \xF2\x67 |0

<UE1A0> \xF2\x68 |0

<UE1A1> \xF2\x69 |0

<UE1A2> \xF2\x6A |0

<UE1A3> \xF2\x6B |0

<UE1A4> \xF2\x6C |0

<UE1A5> \xF2\x6D |0

<UE1A6> \xF2\x6E |0

<UE1A7> \xF2\x6F |0

<UE1A8> \xF2\x70 |0

<UE1A9> \xF2\x71 |0

<UE1AA> \xF2\x72 |0

<UE1AB> \xF2\x73 |0

<UE1AC> \xF2\x74 |0

<UE1AD> \xF2\x75 |0

<UE1AE> \xF2\x76 |0

<UE1AF> \xF2\x77 |0

<UE1B0> \xF2\x78 |0
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<UE1B1> \xF2\x79 |0

<UE1B2> \xF2\x7A |0

<UE1B3> \xF2\x7B |0

<UE1B4> \xF2\x7C |0

<UE1B5> \xF2\x7D |0

<UE1B6> \xF2\x7E |0

<UE1B7> \xF2\x80 |0

<UE1B8> \xF2\x81 |0

<UE1B9> \xF2\x82 |0

<UE1BA> \xF2\x83 |0

<UE1BB> \xF2\x84 |0

<UE1BC> \xF2\x85 |0

<UE1BD> \xF2\x86 |0

<UE1BE> \xF2\x87 |0

<UE1BF> \xF2\x88 |0

<UE1C0> \xF2\x89 |0

<UE1C1> \xF2\x8A |0

<UE1C2> \xF2\x8B |0

<UE1C3> \xF2\x8C |0

<UE1C4> \xF2\x8D |0

<UE1C5> \xF2\x8E |0

<UE1C6> \xF2\x8F |0

<UE1C7> \xF2\x90 |0

<UE1C8> \xF2\x91 |0

<UE1C9> \xF2\x92 |0

<UE1CA> \xF2\x93 |0

<UE1CB> \xF2\x94 |0

<UE1CC> \xF2\x95 |0

<UE1CD> \xF2\x96 |0

<UE1CE> \xF2\x97 |0

<UE1CF> \xF2\x98 |0

<UE1D0> \xF2\x99 |0

<UE1D1>

 \xF2\x9A |0

<UE1D2> \xF2\x9B |0

<UE1D3> \xF2\x9C |0

<UE1D4> \xF2\x9D |0

<UE1D5> \xF2\x9E |0

<UE1D6> \xF2\x9F |0

<UE1D7> \xF2\xA0 |0

<UE1D8> \xF2\xA1 |0

<UE1D9> \xF2\xA2 |0

<UE1DA> \xF2\xA3 |0

<UE1DB> \xF2\xA4 |0

<UE1DC> \xF2\xA5 |0

<UE1DD> \xF2\xA6 |0

<UE1DE> \xF2\xA7 |0

<UE1DF> \xF2\xA8 |0
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<UE1E0> \xF2\xA9 |0

<UE1E1> \xF2\xAA |0

<UE1E2> \xF2\xAB |0

<UE1E3> \xF2\xAC |0

<UE1E4> \xF2\xAD |0

<UE1E5> \xF2\xAE |0

<UE1E6> \xF2\xAF |0

<UE1E7> \xF2\xB0 |0

<UE1E8> \xF2\xB1 |0

<UE1E9> \xF2\xB2 |0

<UE1EA> \xF2\xB3 |0

<UE1EB> \xF2\xB4 |0

<UE1EC> \xF2\xB5 |0

<UE1ED> \xF2\xB6 |0

<UE1EE> \xF2\xB7 |0

<UE1EF> \xF2\xB8 |0

<UE1F0> \xF2\xB9 |0

<UE1F1> \xF2\xBA |0

<UE1F2> \xF2\xBB |0

<UE1F3> \xF2\xBC |0

<UE1F4> \xF2\xBD |0

<UE1F5> \xF2\xBE |0

<UE1F6> \xF2\xBF |0

<UE1F7> \xF2\xC0 |0

<UE1F8> \xF2\xC1 |0

<UE1F9> \xF2\xC2 |0

<UE1FA> \xF2\xC3 |0

<UE1FB> \xF2\xC4 |0

<UE1FC> \xF2\xC5 |0

<UE1FD> \xF2\xC6 |0

<UE1FE> \xF2\xC7 |0

<UE1FF> \xF2\xC8 |0

<UE200> \xF2\xC9 |0

<UE201> \xF2\xCA |0

<UE202> \xF2\xCB |0

<UE203>

 \xF2\xCC |0

<UE204> \xF2\xCD |0

<UE205> \xF2\xCE |0

<UE206> \xF2\xCF |0

<UE207> \xF2\xD0 |0

<UE208> \xF2\xD1 |0

<UE209> \xF2\xD2 |0

<UE20A> \xF2\xD3 |0

<UE20B> \xF2\xD4 |0

<UE20C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<UE20D> \xF2\xD6 |0

<UE20E> \xF2\xD7 |0
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<UE20F> \xF2\xD8 |0

<UE210> \xF2\xD9 |0

<UE211> \xF2\xDA |0

<UE212> \xF2\xDB |0

<UE213> \xF2\xDC |0

<UE214> \xF2\xDD |0

<UE215> \xF2\xDE |0

<UE216> \xF2\xDF |0

<UE217> \xF2\xE0 |0

<UE218> \xF2\xE1 |0

<UE219> \xF2\xE2 |0

<UE21A> \xF2\xE3 |0

<UE21B> \xF2\xE4 |0

<UE21C> \xF2\xE5 |0

<UE21D> \xF2\xE6 |0

<UE21E> \xF2\xE7 |0

<UE21F> \xF2\xE8 |0

<UE220> \xF2\xE9 |0

<UE221> \xF2\xEA |0

<UE222> \xF2\xEB |0

<UE223> \xF2\xEC |0

<UE224> \xF2\xED |0

<UE225> \xF2\xEE |0

<UE226> \xF2\xEF |0

<UE227> \xF2\xF0 |0

<UE228> \xF2\xF1 |0

<UE229> \xF2\xF2 |0

<UE22A> \xF2\xF3 |0

<UE22B> \xF2\xF4 |0

<UE22C> \xF2\xF5 |0

<UE22D> \xF2\xF6 |0

<UE22E> \xF2\xF7 |0

<UE22F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<UE230> \xF2\xF9 |0

<UE231> \xF2\xFA |0

<UE232> \xF2\xFB |0

<UE233> \xF2\xFC |0

<UE234> \xF3\x40 |0

<UE235>

 \xF3\x41 |0

<UE236> \xF3\x42 |0

<UE237> \xF3\x43 |0

<UE238> \xF3\x44 |0

<UE239> \xF3\x45 |0

<UE23A> \xF3\x46 |0

<UE23B> \xF3\x47 |0

<UE23C> \xF3\x48 |0

<UE23D> \xF3\x49 |0
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<UE23E> \xF3\x4A |0

<UE23F> \xF3\x4B |0

<UE240> \xF3\x4C |0

<UE241> \xF3\x4D |0

<UE242> \xF3\x4E |0

<UE243> \xF3\x4F |0

<UE244> \xF3\x50 |0

<UE245> \xF3\x51 |0

<UE246> \xF3\x52 |0

<UE247> \xF3\x53 |0

<UE248> \xF3\x54 |0

<UE249> \xF3\x55 |0

<UE24A> \xF3\x56 |0

<UE24B> \xF3\x57 |0

<UE24C> \xF3\x58 |0

<UE24D> \xF3\x59 |0

<UE24E> \xF3\x5A |0

<UE24F> \xF3\x5B |0

<UE250> \xF3\x5C |0

<UE251> \xF3\x5D |0

<UE252> \xF3\x5E |0

<UE253> \xF3\x5F |0

<UE254> \xF3\x60 |0

<UE255> \xF3\x61 |0

<UE256> \xF3\x62 |0

<UE257> \xF3\x63 |0

<UE258> \xF3\x64 |0

<UE259> \xF3\x65 |0

<UE25A> \xF3\x66 |0

<UE25B> \xF3\x67 |0

<UE25C> \xF3\x68 |0

<UE25D> \xF3\x69 |0

<UE25E> \xF3\x6A |0

<UE25F> \xF3\x6B |0

<UE260> \xF3\x6C |0

<UE261> \xF3\x6D |0

<UE262> \xF3\x6E |0

<UE263> \xF3\x6F |0

<UE264> \xF3\x70 |0

<UE265> \xF3\x71 |0

<UE266> \xF3\x72 |0

<UE267>

 \xF3\x73 |0

<UE268> \xF3\x74 |0

<UE269> \xF3\x75 |0

<UE26A> \xF3\x76 |0

<UE26B> \xF3\x77 |0

<UE26C> \xF3\x78 |0
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<UE26D> \xF3\x79 |0

<UE26E> \xF3\x7A |0

<UE26F> \xF3\x7B |0

<UE270> \xF3\x7C |0

<UE271> \xF3\x7D |0

<UE272> \xF3\x7E |0

<UE273> \xF3\x80 |0

<UE274> \xF3\x81 |0

<UE275> \xF3\x82 |0

<UE276> \xF3\x83 |0

<UE277> \xF3\x84 |0

<UE278> \xF3\x85 |0

<UE279> \xF3\x86 |0

<UE27A> \xF3\x87 |0

<UE27B> \xF3\x88 |0

<UE27C> \xF3\x89 |0

<UE27D> \xF3\x8A |0

<UE27E> \xF3\x8B |0

<UE27F> \xF3\x8C |0

<UE280> \xF3\x8D |0

<UE281> \xF3\x8E |0

<UE282> \xF3\x8F |0

<UE283> \xF3\x90 |0

<UE284> \xF3\x91 |0

<UE285> \xF3\x92 |0

<UE286> \xF3\x93 |0

<UE287> \xF3\x94 |0

<UE288> \xF3\x95 |0

<UE289> \xF3\x96 |0

<UE28A> \xF3\x97 |0

<UE28B> \xF3\x98 |0

<UE28C> \xF3\x99 |0

<UE28D> \xF3\x9A |0

<UE28E> \xF3\x9B |0

<UE28F> \xF3\x9C |0

<UE290> \xF3\x9D |0

<UE291> \xF3\x9E |0

<UE292> \xF3\x9F |0

<UE293> \xF3\xA0 |0

<UE294> \xF3\xA1 |0

<UE295> \xF3\xA2 |0

<UE296> \xF3\xA3 |0

<UE297> \xF3\xA4 |0

<UE298> \xF3\xA5 |0

<UE299>

 \xF3\xA6 |0

<UE29A> \xF3\xA7 |0

<UE29B> \xF3\xA8 |0
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<UE29C> \xF3\xA9 |0

<UE29D> \xF3\xAA |0

<UE29E> \xF3\xAB |0

<UE29F> \xF3\xAC |0

<UE2A0> \xF3\xAD |0

<UE2A1> \xF3\xAE |0

<UE2A2> \xF3\xAF |0

<UE2A3> \xF3\xB0 |0

<UE2A4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UE2A5> \xF3\xB2 |0

<UE2A6> \xF3\xB3 |0

<UE2A7> \xF3\xB4 |0

<UE2A8> \xF3\xB5 |0

<UE2A9> \xF3\xB6 |0

<UE2AA> \xF3\xB7 |0

<UE2AB> \xF3\xB8 |0

<UE2AC> \xF3\xB9 |0

<UE2AD> \xF3\xBA |0

<UE2AE> \xF3\xBB |0

<UE2AF> \xF3\xBC |0

<UE2B0> \xF3\xBD |0

<UE2B1> \xF3\xBE |0

<UE2B2> \xF3\xBF |0

<UE2B3> \xF3\xC0 |0

<UE2B4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<UE2B5> \xF3\xC2 |0

<UE2B6> \xF3\xC3 |0

<UE2B7> \xF3\xC4 |0

<UE2B8> \xF3\xC5 |0

<UE2B9> \xF3\xC6 |0

<UE2BA> \xF3\xC7 |0

<UE2BB> \xF3\xC8 |0

<UE2BC> \xF3\xC9 |0

<UE2BD> \xF3\xCA |0

<UE2BE> \xF3\xCB |0

<UE2BF> \xF3\xCC |0

<UE2C0> \xF3\xCD |0

<UE2C1> \xF3\xCE |0

<UE2C2> \xF3\xCF |0

<UE2C3> \xF3\xD0 |0

<UE2C4> \xF3\xD1 |0

<UE2C5> \xF3\xD2 |0

<UE2C6> \xF3\xD3 |0

<UE2C7> \xF3\xD4 |0

<UE2C8> \xF3\xD5 |0

<UE2C9> \xF3\xD6 |0

<UE2CA> \xF3\xD7 |0

<UE2CB>
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 \xF3\xD8 |0

<UE2CC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<UE2CD> \xF3\xDA |0

<UE2CE> \xF3\xDB |0

<UE2CF> \xF3\xDC |0

<UE2D0> \xF3\xDD |0

<UE2D1> \xF3\xDE |0

<UE2D2> \xF3\xDF |0

<UE2D3> \xF3\xE0 |0

<UE2D4> \xF3\xE1 |0

<UE2D5> \xF3\xE2 |0

<UE2D6> \xF3\xE3 |0

<UE2D7> \xF3\xE4 |0

<UE2D8> \xF3\xE5 |0

<UE2D9> \xF3\xE6 |0

<UE2DA> \xF3\xE7 |0

<UE2DB> \xF3\xE8 |0

<UE2DC> \xF3\xE9 |0

<UE2DD> \xF3\xEA |0

<UE2DE> \xF3\xEB |0

<UE2DF> \xF3\xEC |0

<UE2E0> \xF3\xED |0

<UE2E1> \xF3\xEE |0

<UE2E2> \xF3\xEF |0

<UE2E3> \xF3\xF0 |0

<UE2E4> \xF3\xF1 |0

<UE2E5> \xF3\xF2 |0

<UE2E6> \xF3\xF3 |0

<UE2E7> \xF3\xF4 |0

<UE2E8> \xF3\xF5 |0

<UE2E9> \xF3\xF6 |0

<UE2EA> \xF3\xF7 |0

<UE2EB> \xF3\xF8 |0

<UE2EC> \xF3\xF9 |0

<UE2ED> \xF3\xFA |0

<UE2EE> \xF3\xFB |0

<UE2EF> \xF3\xFC |0

<UE2F0> \xF4\x40 |0

<UE2F1> \xF4\x41 |0

<UE2F2> \xF4\x42 |0

<UE2F3> \xF4\x43 |0

<UE2F4> \xF4\x44 |0

<UE2F5> \xF4\x45 |0

<UE2F6> \xF4\x46 |0

<UE2F7> \xF4\x47 |0

<UE2F8> \xF4\x48 |0

<UE2F9> \xF4\x49 |0

<UE2FA> \xF4\x4A |0
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<UE2FB> \xF4\x4B |0

<UE2FC> \xF4\x4C |0

<UE2FD>

 \xF4\x4D |0

<UE2FE> \xF4\x4E |0

<UE2FF> \xF4\x4F |0

<UE300> \xF4\x50 |0

<UE301> \xF4\x51 |0

<UE302> \xF4\x52 |0

<UE303> \xF4\x53 |0

<UE304> \xF4\x54 |0

<UE305> \xF4\x55 |0

<UE306> \xF4\x56 |0

<UE307> \xF4\x57 |0

<UE308> \xF4\x58 |0

<UE309> \xF4\x59 |0

<UE30A> \xF4\x5A |0

<UE30B> \xF4\x5B |0

<UE30C> \xF4\x5C |0

<UE30D> \xF4\x5D |0

<UE30E> \xF4\x5E |0

<UE30F> \xF4\x5F |0

<UE310> \xF4\x60 |0

<UE311> \xF4\x61 |0

<UE312> \xF4\x62 |0

<UE313> \xF4\x63 |0

<UE314> \xF4\x64 |0

<UE315> \xF4\x65 |0

<UE316> \xF4\x66 |0

<UE317> \xF4\x67 |0

<UE318> \xF4\x68 |0

<UE319> \xF4\x69 |0

<UE31A> \xF4\x6A |0

<UE31B> \xF4\x6B |0

<UE31C> \xF4\x6C |0

<UE31D> \xF4\x6D |0

<UE31E> \xF4\x6E |0

<UE31F> \xF4\x6F |0

<UE320> \xF4\x70 |0

<UE321> \xF4\x71 |0

<UE322> \xF4\x72 |0

<UE323> \xF4\x73 |0

<UE324> \xF4\x74 |0

<UE325> \xF4\x75 |0

<UE326> \xF4\x76 |0

<UE327> \xF4\x77 |0

<UE328> \xF4\x78 |0

<UE329> \xF4\x79 |0
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<UE32A> \xF4\x7A |0

<UE32B> \xF4\x7B |0

<UE32C> \xF4\x7C |0

<UE32D> \xF4\x7D |0

<UE32E> \xF4\x7E |0

<UE32F>

 \xF4\x80 |0

<UE330> \xF4\x81 |0

<UE331> \xF4\x82 |0

<UE332> \xF4\x83 |0

<UE333> \xF4\x84 |0

<UE334> \xF4\x85 |0

<UE335> \xF4\x86 |0

<UE336> \xF4\x87 |0

<UE337> \xF4\x88 |0

<UE338> \xF4\x89 |0

<UE339> \xF4\x8A |0

<UE33A> \xF4\x8B |0

<UE33B> \xF4\x8C |0

<UE33C> \xF4\x8D |0

<UE33D> \xF4\x8E |0

<UE33E> \xF4\x8F |0

<UE33F> \xF4\x90 |0

<UE340> \xF4\x91 |0

<UE341> \xF4\x92 |0

<UE342> \xF4\x93 |0

<UE343> \xF4\x94 |0

<UE344> \xF4\x95 |0

<UE345> \xF4\x96 |0

<UE346> \xF4\x97 |0

<UE347> \xF4\x98 |0

<UE348> \xF4\x99 |0

<UE349> \xF4\x9A |0

<UE34A> \xF4\x9B |0

<UE34B> \xF4\x9C |0

<UE34C> \xF4\x9D |0

<UE34D> \xF4\x9E |0

<UE34E> \xF4\x9F |0

<UE34F> \xF4\xA0 |0

<UE350> \xF4\xA1 |0

<UE351> \xF4\xA2 |0

<UE352> \xF4\xA3 |0

<UE353> \xF4\xA4 |0

<UE354> \xF4\xA5 |0

<UE355> \xF4\xA6 |0

<UE356> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UE357> \xF4\xA8 |0

<UE358> \xF4\xA9 |0
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<UE359> \xF4\xAA |0

<UE35A> \xF4\xAB |0

<UE35B> \xF4\xAC |0

<UE35C> \xF4\xAD |0

<UE35D> \xF4\xAE |0

<UE35E> \xF4\xAF |0

<UE35F> \xF4\xB0 |0

<UE360> \xF4\xB1 |0

<UE361>

 \xF4\xB2 |0

<UE362> \xF4\xB3 |0

<UE363> \xF4\xB4 |0

<UE364> \xF4\xB5 |0

<UE365> \xF4\xB6 |0

<UE366> \xF4\xB7 |0

<UE367> \xF4\xB8 |0

<UE368> \xF4\xB9 |0

<UE369> \xF4\xBA |0

<UE36A> \xF4\xBB |0

<UE36B> \xF4\xBC |0

<UE36C> \xF4\xBD |0

<UE36D> \xF4\xBE |0

<UE36E> \xF4\xBF |0

<UE36F> \xF4\xC0 |0

<UE370> \xF4\xC1 |0

<UE371> \xF4\xC2 |0

<UE372> \xF4\xC3 |0

<UE373> \xF4\xC4 |0

<UE374> \xF4\xC5 |0

<UE375> \xF4\xC6 |0

<UE376> \xF4\xC7 |0

<UE377> \xF4\xC8 |0

<UE378> \xF4\xC9 |0

<UE379> \xF4\xCA |0

<UE37A> \xF4\xCB |0

<UE37B> \xF4\xCC |0

<UE37C> \xF4\xCD |0

<UE37D> \xF4\xCE |0

<UE37E> \xF4\xCF |0

<UE37F> \xF4\xD0 |0

<UE380> \xF4\xD1 |0

<UE381> \xF4\xD2 |0

<UE382> \xF4\xD3 |0

<UE383> \xF4\xD4 |0

<UE384> \xF4\xD5 |0

<UE385> \xF4\xD6 |0

<UE386> \xF4\xD7 |0

<UE387> \xF4\xD8 |0
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<UE388> \xF4\xD9 |0

<UE389> \xF4\xDA |0

<UE38A> \xF4\xDB |0

<UE38B> \xF4\xDC |0

<UE38C> \xF4\xDD |0

<UE38D> \xF4\xDE |0

<UE38E> \xF4\xDF |0

<UE38F> \xF4\xE0 |0

<UE390> \xF4\xE1 |0

<UE391> \xF4\xE2 |0

<UE392> \xF4\xE3 |0

<UE393>

 \xF4\xE4 |0

<UE394> \xF4\xE5 |0

<UE395> \xF4\xE6 |0

<UE396> \xF4\xE7 |0

<UE397> \xF4\xE8 |0

<UE398> \xF4\xE9 |0

<UE399> \xF4\xEA |0

<UE39A> \xF4\xEB |0

<UE39B> \xF4\xEC |0

<UE39C> \xF4\xED |0

<UE39D> \xF4\xEE |0

<UE39E> \xF4\xEF |0

<UE39F> \xF4\xF0 |0

<UE3A0> \xF4\xF1 |0

<UE3A1> \xF4\xF2 |0

<UE3A2> \xF4\xF3 |0

<UE3A3> \xF4\xF4 |0

<UE3A4> \xF4\xF5 |0

<UE3A5> \xF4\xF6 |0

<UE3A6> \xF4\xF7 |0

<UE3A7> \xF4\xF8 |0

<UE3A8> \xF4\xF9 |0

<UE3A9> \xF4\xFA |0

<UE3AA> \xF4\xFB |0

<UE3AB> \xF4\xFC |0

<UE3AC> \xF5\x40 |0

<UE3AD> \xF5\x41 |0

<UE3AE> \xF5\x42 |0

<UE3AF> \xF5\x43 |0

<UE3B0> \xF5\x44 |0

<UE3B1> \xF5\x45 |0

<UE3B2> \xF5\x46 |0

<UE3B3> \xF5\x47 |0

<UE3B4> \xF5\x48 |0

<UE3B5> \xF5\x49 |0

<UE3B6> \xF5\x4A |0
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<UE3B7> \xF5\x4B |0

<UE3B8> \xF5\x4C |0

<UE3B9> \xF5\x4D |0

<UE3BA> \xF5\x4E |0

<UE3BB> \xF5\x4F |0

<UE3BC> \xF5\x50 |0

<UE3BD> \xF5\x51 |0

<UE3BE> \xF5\x52 |0

<UE3BF> \xF5\x53 |0

<UE3C0> \xF5\x54 |0

<UE3C1> \xF5\x55 |0

<UE3C2> \xF5\x56 |0

<UE3C3> \xF5\x57 |0

<UE3C4> \xF5\x58 |0

<UE3C5>

 \xF5\x59 |0

<UE3C6> \xF5\x5A |0

<UE3C7> \xF5\x5B |0

<UE3C8> \xF5\x5C |0

<UE3C9> \xF5\x5D |0

<UE3CA> \xF5\x5E |0

<UE3CB> \xF5\x5F |0

<UE3CC> \xF5\x60 |0

<UE3CD> \xF5\x61 |0

<UE3CE> \xF5\x62 |0

<UE3CF> \xF5\x63 |0

<UE3D0> \xF5\x64 |0

<UE3D1> \xF5\x65 |0

<UE3D2> \xF5\x66 |0

<UE3D3> \xF5\x67 |0

<UE3D4> \xF5\x68 |0

<UE3D5> \xF5\x69 |0

<UE3D6> \xF5\x6A |0

<UE3D7> \xF5\x6B |0

<UE3D8> \xF5\x6C |0

<UE3D9> \xF5\x6D |0

<UE3DA> \xF5\x6E |0

<UE3DB> \xF5\x6F |0

<UE3DC> \xF5\x70 |0

<UE3DD> \xF5\x71 |0

<UE3DE> \xF5\x72 |0

<UE3DF> \xF5\x73 |0

<UE3E0> \xF5\x74 |0

<UE3E1> \xF5\x75 |0

<UE3E2> \xF5\x76 |0

<UE3E3> \xF5\x77 |0

<UE3E4> \xF5\x78 |0

<UE3E5> \xF5\x79 |0
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<UE3E6> \xF5\x7A |0

<UE3E7> \xF5\x7B |0

<UE3E8> \xF5\x7C |0

<UE3E9> \xF5\x7D |0

<UE3EA> \xF5\x7E |0

<UE3EB> \xF5\x80 |0

<UE3EC> \xF5\x81 |0

<UE3ED> \xF5\x82 |0

<UE3EE> \xF5\x83 |0

<UE3EF> \xF5\x84 |0

<UE3F0> \xF5\x85 |0

<UE3F1> \xF5\x86 |0

<UE3F2> \xF5\x87 |0

<UE3F3> \xF5\x88 |0

<UE3F4> \xF5\x89 |0

<UE3F5> \xF5\x8A |0

<UE3F6> \xF5\x8B |0

<UE3F7>

 \xF5\x8C |0

<UE3F8> \xF5\x8D |0

<UE3F9> \xF5\x8E |0

<UE3FA> \xF5\x8F |0

<UE3FB> \xF5\x90 |0

<UE3FC> \xF5\x91 |0

<UE3FD> \xF5\x92 |0

<UE3FE> \xF5\x93 |0

<UE3FF> \xF5\x94 |0

<UE400> \xF5\x95 |0

<UE401> \xF5\x96 |0

<UE402> \xF5\x97 |0

<UE403> \xF5\x98 |0

<UE404> \xF5\x99 |0

<UE405> \xF5\x9A |0

<UE406> \xF5\x9B |0

<UE407> \xF5\x9C |0

<UE408> \xF5\x9D |0

<UE409> \xF5\x9E |0

<UE40A> \xF5\x9F |0

<UE40B> \xF5\xA0 |0

<UE40C> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE40D> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE40E> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE40F> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE410> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE411> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE412> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE413> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE414> \xF5\xA9 |0
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<UE415> \xF5\xAA |0

<UE416> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE417> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE418> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE419> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE41A> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE41B> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE41C> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE41D> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE41E> \xF5\xB3 |0

<UE41F> \xF5\xB4 |0

<UE420> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE421> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE422> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE423> \xF5\xB8 |0

<UE424> \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE425> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE426> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE427> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE428> \xF5\xBD |0

<UE429>

 \xF5\xBE |0

<UE42A> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE42B> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE42C> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE42D> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE42E> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE42F> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE430> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE431> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE432> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE433> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE434> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE435> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE436> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE437> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE438> \xF5\xCD |0

<UE439> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE43A> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE43B> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE43C> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE43D> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE43E> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE43F> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE440> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE441> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE442> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE443> \xF5\xD8 |0
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<UE444> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE445> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE446> \xF5\xDB |0

<UE447> \xF5\xDC |0

<UE448> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE449> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE44A> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE44B> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE44C> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE44D> \xF5\xE2 |0

<UE44E> \xF5\xE3 |0

<UE44F> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE450> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE451> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE452> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE453> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE454> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE455> \xF5\xEA |0

<UE456> \xF5\xEB |0

<UE457> \xF5\xEC |0

<UE458> \xF5\xED |0

<UE459> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE45A> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE45B>

 \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE45C> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE45D> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE45E> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE45F> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE460> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE461> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE462> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE463> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE464> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE465> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE466> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE467> \xF5\xFC |0

<UE468> \xF6\x40 |0

<UE469> \xF6\x41 |0

<UE46A> \xF6\x42 |0

<UE46B> \xF6\x43 |0

<UE46C> \xF6\x44 |0

<UE46D> \xF6\x45 |0

<UE46E> \xF6\x46 |0

<UE46F> \xF6\x47 |0

<UE470> \xF6\x48 |0

<UE471> \xF6\x49 |0

<UE472> \xF6\x4A |0
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<UE473> \xF6\x4B |0

<UE474> \xF6\x4C |0

<UE475> \xF6\x4D |0

<UE476> \xF6\x4E |0

<UE477> \xF6\x4F |0

<UE478> \xF6\x50 |0

<UE479> \xF6\x51 |0

<UE47A> \xF6\x52 |0

<UE47B> \xF6\x53 |0

<UE47C> \xF6\x54 |0

<UE47D> \xF6\x55 |0

<UE47E> \xF6\x56 |0

<UE47F> \xF6\x57 |0

<UE480> \xF6\x58 |0

<UE481> \xF6\x59 |0

<UE482> \xF6\x5A |0

<UE483> \xF6\x5B |0

<UE484> \xF6\x5C |0

<UE485> \xF6\x5D |0

<UE486> \xF6\x5E |0

<UE487> \xF6\x5F |0

<UE488> \xF6\x60 |0

<UE489> \xF6\x61 |0

<UE48A> \xF6\x62 |0

<UE48B> \xF6\x63 |0

<UE48C> \xF6\x64 |0

<UE48D>

 \xF6\x65 |0

<UE48E> \xF6\x66 |0

<UE48F> \xF6\x67 |0

<UE490> \xF6\x68 |0

<UE491> \xF6\x69 |0

<UE492> \xF6\x6A |0

<UE493> \xF6\x6B |0

<UE494> \xF6\x6C |0

<UE495> \xF6\x6D |0

<UE496> \xF6\x6E |0

<UE497> \xF6\x6F |0

<UE498> \xF6\x70 |0

<UE499> \xF6\x71 |0

<UE49A> \xF6\x72 |0

<UE49B> \xF6\x73 |0

<UE49C> \xF6\x74 |0

<UE49D> \xF6\x75 |0

<UE49E> \xF6\x76 |0

<UE49F> \xF6\x77 |0

<UE4A0> \xF6\x78 |0

<UE4A1> \xF6\x79 |0
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<UE4A2> \xF6\x7A |0

<UE4A3> \xF6\x7B |0

<UE4A4> \xF6\x7C |0

<UE4A5> \xF6\x7D |0

<UE4A6> \xF6\x7E |0

<UE4A7> \xF6\x80 |0

<UE4A8> \xF6\x81 |0

<UE4A9> \xF6\x82 |0

<UE4AA> \xF6\x83 |0

<UE4AB> \xF6\x84 |0

<UE4AC> \xF6\x85 |0

<UE4AD> \xF6\x86 |0

<UE4AE> \xF6\x87 |0

<UE4AF> \xF6\x88 |0

<UE4B0> \xF6\x89 |0

<UE4B1> \xF6\x8A |0

<UE4B2> \xF6\x8B |0

<UE4B3> \xF6\x8C |0

<UE4B4> \xF6\x8D |0

<UE4B5> \xF6\x8E |0

<UE4B6> \xF6\x8F |0

<UE4B7> \xF6\x90 |0

<UE4B8> \xF6\x91 |0

<UE4B9> \xF6\x92 |0

<UE4BA> \xF6\x93 |0

<UE4BB> \xF6\x94 |0

<UE4BC> \xF6\x95 |0

<UE4BD> \xF6\x96 |0

<UE4BE> \xF6\x97 |0

<UE4BF>

 \xF6\x98 |0

<UE4C0> \xF6\x99 |0

<UE4C1> \xF6\x9A |0

<UE4C2> \xF6\x9B |0

<UE4C3> \xF6\x9C |0

<UE4C4> \xF6\x9D |0

<UE4C5> \xF6\x9E |0

<UE4C6> \xF6\x9F |0

<UE4C7> \xF6\xA0 |0

<UE4C8> \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE4C9> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE4CA> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE4CB> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE4CC> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE4CD> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE4CE> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE4CF> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE4D0> \xF6\xA9 |0
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<UE4D1> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE4D2> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE4D3> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE4D4> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE4D5> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE4D6> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE4D7> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE4D8> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE4D9> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE4DA> \xF6\xB3 |0

<UE4DB> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE4DC> \xF6\xB5 |0

<UE4DD> \xF6\xB6 |0

<UE4DE> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE4DF> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE4E0> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE4E1> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE4E2> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE4E3> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE4E4> \xF6\xBD |0

<UE4E5> \xF6\xBE |0

<UE4E6> \xF6\xBF |0

<UE4E7> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE4E8> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE4E9> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE4EA> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE4EB> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE4EC> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE4ED> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE4EE> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE4EF> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE4F0> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE4F1>

 \xF6\xCA |0

<UE4F2> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE4F3> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE4F4> \xF6\xCD |0

<UE4F5> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE4F6> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE4F7> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE4F8> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE4F9> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE4FA> \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE4FB> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE4FC> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE4FD> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE4FE> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE4FF> \xF6\xD8 |0
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<UE500> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE501> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE502> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE503> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE504> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE505> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE506> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE507> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE508> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE509> \xF6\xE2 |0

<UE50A> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE50B> \xF6\xE4 |0

<UE50C> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE50D> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE50E> \xF6\xE7 |0

<UE50F> \xF6\xE8 |0

<UE510> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE511> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE512> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE513> \xF6\xEC |0

<UE514> \xF6\xED |0

<UE515> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE516> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE517> \xF6\xF0 |0

<UE518> \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE519> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE51A> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE51B> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE51C> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE51D> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE51E> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE51F> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE520> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE521> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE522> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE523>

 \xF6\xFC |0

<UE524> \xF7\x40 |0

<UE525> \xF7\x41 |0

<UE526> \xF7\x42 |0

<UE527> \xF7\x43 |0

<UE528> \xF7\x44 |0

<UE529> \xF7\x45 |0

<UE52A> \xF7\x46 |0

<UE52B> \xF7\x47 |0

<UE52C> \xF7\x48 |0

<UE52D> \xF7\x49 |0

<UE52E> \xF7\x4A |0
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<UE52F> \xF7\x4B |0

<UE530> \xF7\x4C |0

<UE531> \xF7\x4D |0

<UE532> \xF7\x4E |0

<UE533> \xF7\x4F |0

<UE534> \xF7\x50 |0

<UE535> \xF7\x51 |0

<UE536> \xF7\x52 |0

<UE537> \xF7\x53 |0

<UE538> \xF7\x54 |0

<UE539> \xF7\x55 |0

<UE53A> \xF7\x56 |0

<UE53B> \xF7\x57 |0

<UE53C> \xF7\x58 |0

<UE53D> \xF7\x59 |0

<UE53E> \xF7\x5A |0

<UE53F> \xF7\x5B |0

<UE540> \xF7\x5C |0

<UE541> \xF7\x5D |0

<UE542> \xF7\x5E |0

<UE543> \xF7\x5F |0

<UE544> \xF7\x60 |0

<UE545> \xF7\x61 |0

<UE546> \xF7\x62 |0

<UE547> \xF7\x63 |0

<UE548> \xF7\x64 |0

<UE549> \xF7\x65 |0

<UE54A> \xF7\x66 |0

<UE54B> \xF7\x67 |0

<UE54C> \xF7\x68 |0

<UE54D> \xF7\x69 |0

<UE54E> \xF7\x6A |0

<UE54F> \xF7\x6B |0

<UE550> \xF7\x6C |0

<UE551> \xF7\x6D |0

<UE552> \xF7\x6E |0

<UE553> \xF7\x6F |0

<UE554> \xF7\x70 |0

<UE555>

 \xF7\x71 |0

<UE556> \xF7\x72 |0

<UE557> \xF7\x73 |0

<UE558> \xF7\x74 |0

<UE559> \xF7\x75 |0

<UE55A> \xF7\x76 |0

<UE55B> \xF7\x77 |0

<UE55C> \xF7\x78 |0

<UE55D> \xF7\x79 |0
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<UE55E> \xF7\x7A |0

<UE55F> \xF7\x7B |0

<UE560> \xF7\x7C |0

<UE561> \xF7\x7D |0

<UE562> \xF7\x7E |0

<UE563> \xF7\x80 |0

<UE564> \xF7\x81 |0

<UE565> \xF7\x82 |0

<UE566> \xF7\x83 |0

<UE567> \xF7\x84 |0

<UE568> \xF7\x85 |0

<UE569> \xF7\x86 |0

<UE56A> \xF7\x87 |0

<UE56B> \xF7\x88 |0

<UE56C> \xF7\x89 |0

<UE56D> \xF7\x8A |0

<UE56E> \xF7\x8B |0

<UE56F> \xF7\x8C |0

<UE570> \xF7\x8D |0

<UE571> \xF7\x8E |0

<UE572> \xF7\x8F |0

<UE573> \xF7\x90 |0

<UE574> \xF7\x91 |0

<UE575> \xF7\x92 |0

<UE576> \xF7\x93 |0

<UE577> \xF7\x94 |0

<UE578> \xF7\x95 |0

<UE579> \xF7\x96 |0

<UE57A> \xF7\x97 |0

<UE57B> \xF7\x98 |0

<UE57C> \xF7\x99 |0

<UE57D> \xF7\x9A |0

<UE57E> \xF7\x9B |0

<UE57F> \xF7\x9C |0

<UE580> \xF7\x9D |0

<UE581> \xF7\x9E |0

<UE582> \xF7\x9F |0

<UE583> \xF7\xA0 |0

<UE584> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE585> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE586> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE587>

 \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE588> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE589> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE58A> \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE58B> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE58C> \xF7\xA9 |0
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<UE58D> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE58E> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE58F> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE590> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE591> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE592> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE593> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE594> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE595> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE596> \xF7\xB3 |0

<UE597> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE598> \xF7\xB5 |0

<UE599> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE59A> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE59B> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE59C> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE59D> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE59E> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE59F> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE5A0> \xF7\xBD |0

<UE5A1> \xF7\xBE |0

<UE5A2> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE5A3> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE5A4> \xF7\xC1 |0

<UE5A5> \xF7\xC2 |0

<UE5A6> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE5A7> \xF7\xC4 |0

<UE5A8> \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE5A9> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE5AA> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE5AB> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE5AC> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE5AD> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE5AE> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE5AF> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE5B0> \xF7\xCD |0

<UE5B1> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE5B2> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE5B3> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE5B4> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE5B5> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE5B6> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE5B7> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE5B8> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE5B9>

 \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE5BA> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE5BB> \xF7\xD8 |0
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<UE5BC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE5BD> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE5BE> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE5BF> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE5C0> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE5C1> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE5C2> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE5C3> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE5C4> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE5C5> \xF7\xE2 |0

<UE5C6> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE5C7> \xF7\xE4 |0

<UE5C8> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE5C9> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE5CA> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE5CB> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE5CC> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE5CD> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE5CE> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE5CF> \xF7\xEC |0

<UE5D0> \xF7\xED |0

<UE5D1> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE5D2> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE5D3> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE5D4> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE5D5> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE5D6> \xF7\xF3 |0

<UE5D7> \xF7\xF4 |0

<UE5D8> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE5D9> \xF7\xF6 |0

<UE5DA> \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE5DB> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE5DC> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE5DD> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE5DE> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE5DF> \xF7\xFC |0

<UE5E0> \xF8\x40 |0

<UE5E1> \xF8\x41 |0

<UE5E2> \xF8\x42 |0

<UE5E3> \xF8\x43 |0

<UE5E4> \xF8\x44 |0

<UE5E5> \xF8\x45 |0

<UE5E6> \xF8\x46 |0

<UE5E7> \xF8\x47 |0

<UE5E8> \xF8\x48 |0

<UE5E9> \xF8\x49 |0

<UE5EA> \xF8\x4A |0

<UE5EB>
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 \xF8\x4B |0

<UE5EC> \xF8\x4C |0

<UE5ED> \xF8\x4D |0

<UE5EE> \xF8\x4E |0

<UE5EF> \xF8\x4F |0

<UE5F0> \xF8\x50 |0

<UE5F1> \xF8\x51 |0

<UE5F2> \xF8\x52 |0

<UE5F3> \xF8\x53 |0

<UE5F4> \xF8\x54 |0

<UE5F5> \xF8\x55 |0

<UE5F6> \xF8\x56 |0

<UE5F7> \xF8\x57 |0

<UE5F8> \xF8\x58 |0

<UE5F9> \xF8\x59 |0

<UE5FA> \xF8\x5A |0

<UE5FB> \xF8\x5B |0

<UE5FC> \xF8\x5C |0

<UE5FD> \xF8\x5D |0

<UE5FE> \xF8\x5E |0

<UE5FF> \xF8\x5F |0

<UE600> \xF8\x60 |0

<UE601> \xF8\x61 |0

<UE602> \xF8\x62 |0

<UE603> \xF8\x63 |0

<UE604> \xF8\x64 |0

<UE605> \xF8\x65 |0

<UE606> \xF8\x66 |0

<UE607> \xF8\x67 |0

<UE608> \xF8\x68 |0

<UE609> \xF8\x69 |0

<UE60A> \xF8\x6A |0

<UE60B> \xF8\x6B |0

<UE60C> \xF8\x6C |0

<UE60D> \xF8\x6D |0

<UE60E> \xF8\x6E |0

<UE60F> \xF8\x6F |0

<UE610> \xF8\x70 |0

<UE611> \xF8\x71 |0

<UE612> \xF8\x72 |0

<UE613> \xF8\x73 |0

<UE614> \xF8\x74 |0

<UE615> \xF8\x75 |0

<UE616> \xF8\x76 |0

<UE617> \xF8\x77 |0

<UE618> \xF8\x78 |0

<UE619> \xF8\x79 |0

<UE61A> \xF8\x7A |0
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<UE61B> \xF8\x7B |0

<UE61C> \xF8\x7C |0

<UE61D>

 \xF8\x7D |0

<UE61E> \xF8\x7E |0

<UE61F> \xF8\x80 |0

<UE620> \xF8\x81 |0

<UE621> \xF8\x82 |0

<UE622> \xF8\x83 |0

<UE623> \xF8\x84 |0

<UE624> \xF8\x85 |0

<UE625> \xF8\x86 |0

<UE626> \xF8\x87 |0

<UE627> \xF8\x88 |0

<UE628> \xF8\x89 |0

<UE629> \xF8\x8A |0

<UE62A> \xF8\x8B |0

<UE62B> \xF8\x8C |0

<UE62C> \xF8\x8D |0

<UE62D> \xF8\x8E |0

<UE62E> \xF8\x8F |0

<UE62F> \xF8\x90 |0

<UE630> \xF8\x91 |0

<UE631> \xF8\x92 |0

<UE632> \xF8\x93 |0

<UE633> \xF8\x94 |0

<UE634> \xF8\x95 |0

<UE635> \xF8\x96 |0

<UE636> \xF8\x97 |0

<UE637> \xF8\x98 |0

<UE638> \xF8\x99 |0

<UE639> \xF8\x9A |0

<UE63A> \xF8\x9B |0

<UE63B> \xF8\x9C |0

<UE63C> \xF8\x9D |0

<UE63D> \xF8\x9E |0

<UE63E> \xF8\x9F |0

<UE63F> \xF8\xA0 |0

<UE640> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE641> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE642> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE643> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE644> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE645> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE646> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE647> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE648> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE649> \xF8\xAA |0
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<UE64A> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE64B> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE64C> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE64D> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE64E> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE64F>

 \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE650> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE651> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE652> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE653> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE654> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE655> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE656> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE657> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE658> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE659> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE65A> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE65B> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE65C> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE65D> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE65E> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE65F> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE660> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE661> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE662> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE663> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE664> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE665> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE666> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE667> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE668> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE669> \xF8\xCA |0

<UE66A> \xF8\xCB |0

<UE66B> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE66C> \xF8\xCD |0

<UE66D> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE66E> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE66F> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE670> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE671> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE672> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE673> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE674> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE675> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE676> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE677> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE678> \xF8\xD9 |0
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<UE679> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE67A> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE67B> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE67C> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE67D> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE67E> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE67F> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE680> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE681>

 \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE682> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE683> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE684> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE685> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE686> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE687> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE688> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE689> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE68A> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE68B> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE68C> \xF8\xED |0

<UE68D> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE68E> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE68F> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE690> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE691> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE692> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE693> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE694> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE695> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE696> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE697> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE698> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE699> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE69A> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE69B> \xF8\xFC |0

<UE69C> \xF9\x40 |0

<UE69D> \xF9\x41 |0

<UE69E> \xF9\x42 |0

<UE69F> \xF9\x43 |0

<UE6A0> \xF9\x44 |0

<UE6A1> \xF9\x45 |0

<UE6A2> \xF9\x46 |0

<UE6A3> \xF9\x47 |0

<UE6A4> \xF9\x48 |0

<UE6A5> \xF9\x49 |0

<UE6A6> \xF9\x4A |0

<UE6A7> \xF9\x4B |0
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<UE6A8> \xF9\x4C |0

<UE6A9> \xF9\x4D |0

<UE6AA> \xF9\x4E |0

<UE6AB> \xF9\x4F |0

<UE6AC> \xF9\x50 |0

<UE6AD> \xF9\x51 |0

<UE6AE> \xF9\x52 |0

<UE6AF> \xF9\x53 |0

<UE6B0> \xF9\x54 |0

<UE6B1> \xF9\x55 |0

<UE6B2> \xF9\x56 |0

<UE6B3>

 \xF9\x57 |0

<UE6B4> \xF9\x58 |0

<UE6B5> \xF9\x59 |0

<UE6B6> \xF9\x5A |0

<UE6B7> \xF9\x5B |0

<UE6B8> \xF9\x5C |0

<UE6B9> \xF9\x5D |0

<UE6BA> \xF9\x5E |0

<UE6BB> \xF9\x5F |0

<UE6BC> \xF9\x60 |0

<UE6BD> \xF9\x61 |0

<UE6BE> \xF9\x62 |0

<UE6BF> \xF9\x63 |0

<UE6C0> \xF9\x64 |0

<UE6C1> \xF9\x65 |0

<UE6C2> \xF9\x66 |0

<UE6C3> \xF9\x67 |0

<UE6C4> \xF9\x68 |0

<UE6C5> \xF9\x69 |0

<UE6C6> \xF9\x6A |0

<UE6C7> \xF9\x6B |0

<UE6C8> \xF9\x6C |0

<UE6C9> \xF9\x6D |0

<UE6CA> \xF9\x6E |0

<UE6CB> \xF9\x6F |0

<UE6CC> \xF9\x70 |0

<UE6CD> \xF9\x71 |0

<UE6CE> \xF9\x72 |0

<UE6CF> \xF9\x73 |0

<UE6D0> \xF9\x74 |0

<UE6D1> \xF9\x75 |0

<UE6D2> \xF9\x76 |0

<UE6D3> \xF9\x77 |0

<UE6D4> \xF9\x78 |0

<UE6D5> \xF9\x79 |0

<UE6D6> \xF9\x7A |0
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<UE6D7> \xF9\x7B |0

<UE6D8> \xF9\x7C |0

<UE6D9> \xF9\x7D |0

<UE6DA> \xF9\x7E |0

<UE6DB> \xF9\x80 |0

<UE6DC> \xF9\x81 |0

<UE6DD> \xF9\x82 |0

<UE6DE> \xF9\x83 |0

<UE6DF> \xF9\x84 |0

<UE6E0> \xF9\x85 |0

<UE6E1> \xF9\x86 |0

<UE6E2> \xF9\x87 |0

<UE6E3> \xF9\x88 |0

<UE6E4> \xF9\x89 |0

<UE6E5>

 \xF9\x8A |0

<UE6E6> \xF9\x8B |0

<UE6E7> \xF9\x8C |0

<UE6E8> \xF9\x8D |0

<UE6E9> \xF9\x8E |0

<UE6EA> \xF9\x8F |0

<UE6EB> \xF9\x90 |0

<UE6EC> \xF9\x91 |0

<UE6ED> \xF9\x92 |0

<UE6EE> \xF9\x93 |0

<UE6EF> \xF9\x94 |0

<UE6F0> \xF9\x95 |0

<UE6F1> \xF9\x96 |0

<UE6F2> \xF9\x97 |0

<UE6F3> \xF9\x98 |0

<UE6F4> \xF9\x99 |0

<UE6F5> \xF9\x9A |0

<UE6F6> \xF9\x9B |0

<UE6F7> \xF9\x9C |0

<UE6F8> \xF9\x9D |0

<UE6F9> \xF9\x9E |0

<UE6FA> \xF9\x9F |0

<UE6FB> \xF9\xA0 |0

<UE6FC> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE6FD> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE6FE> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE6FF> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE700> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE701> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE702> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE703> \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE704> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE705> \xF9\xAA |0
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<UE706> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE707> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE708> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE709> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE70A> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE70B> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE70C> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE70D> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE70E> \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE70F> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE710> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE711> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE712> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE713> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE714> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE715> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE716> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE717>

 \xF9\xBC |0

<UE718> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE719> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE71A> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE71B> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE71C> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE71D> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE71E> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE71F> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE720> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE721> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE722> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE723> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE724> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE725> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE726> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE727> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE728> \xF9\xCD |0

<UE729> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE72A> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE72B> \xF9\xD0 |0

<UE72C> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE72D> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE72E> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE72F> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE730> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE731> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE732> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE733> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE734> \xF9\xD9 |0
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<UE735> \xF9\xDA |0

<UE736> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE737> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE738> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE739> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE73A> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE73B> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE73C> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE73D> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE73E> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE73F> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE740> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE741> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE742> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE743> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE744> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE745> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE746> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE747> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE748> \xF9\xED |0

<UE749>

 \xF9\xEE |0

<UE74A> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE74B> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE74C> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE74D> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE74E> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE74F> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE750> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE751> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE752> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE753> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE754> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE755> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE756> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE757> \xF9\xFC |0

<UF86F> \xFA\x59 |1

<UF929> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UF9DC> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UFA0E> \xFA\x90 |0

<UFA0F> \xFA\x9B |0

<UFA10> \xFA\x9C |0

<UFA11> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UFA13> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UFA14> \xFA\xEA |0

<UFA15> \xFB\x58 |0

<UFA16> \xFB\x5E |0
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<UFA17> \xFB\x75 |0

<UFA18> \xFB\x7D |0

<UFA19> \xFB\x7E |0

<UFA1A> \xFB\x80 |0

<UFA1B> \xFB\x82 |0

<UFA1C> \xFB\x86 |0

<UFA1D> \xFB\x89 |0

<UFA1E> \xFB\x92 |0

<UFA1F> \xFB\x9D |0

<UFA20> \xFB\x9F |0

<UFA21> \xFB\xA0 |0

<UFA22> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UFA23> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UFA24> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UFA25> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UFA26> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UFA27> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UFA28> \xFB\xDA |0

<UFA29> \xFB\xEA |0

<UFA2A> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UFA2B> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UFA2C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UFA2D> \xFC\x49 |0

<UFF01>

 \x81\x49 |0

<UFF02> \xFA\x57 |0

<UFF03> \x81\x94 |0

<UFF04> \x81\x90 |0

<UFF05> \x81\x93 |0

<UFF06> \x81\x95 |0

<UFF07> \xFA\x56 |0

<UFF08> \x81\x69 |0

<UFF09> \x81\x6A |0

<UFF0A> \x81\x96 |0

<UFF0B> \x81\x7B |0

<UFF0C> \x81\x43 |0

<UFF0D> \x81\x7C |0

<UFF0E> \x81\x44 |0

<UFF0F> \x81\x5E |0

<UFF10> \x82\x4F |0

<UFF11> \x82\x50 |0

<UFF12> \x82\x51 |0

<UFF13> \x82\x52 |0

<UFF14> \x82\x53 |0

<UFF15> \x82\x54 |0

<UFF16> \x82\x55 |0

<UFF17> \x82\x56 |0

<UFF18> \x82\x57 |0
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<UFF19> \x82\x58 |0

<UFF1A> \x81\x46 |0

<UFF1B> \x81\x47 |0

<UFF1C> \x81\x83 |0

<UFF1D> \x81\x81 |0

<UFF1E> \x81\x84 |0

<UFF1F> \x81\x48 |0

<UFF20> \x81\x97 |0

<UFF21> \x82\x60 |0

<UFF22> \x82\x61 |0

<UFF23> \x82\x62 |0

<UFF24> \x82\x63 |0

<UFF25> \x82\x64 |0

<UFF26> \x82\x65 |0

<UFF27> \x82\x66 |0

<UFF28> \x82\x67 |0

<UFF29> \x82\x68 |0

<UFF2A> \x82\x69 |0

<UFF2B> \x82\x6A |0

<UFF2C> \x82\x6B |0

<UFF2D> \x82\x6C |0

<UFF2E> \x82\x6D |0

<UFF2F> \x82\x6E |0

<UFF30> \x82\x6F |0

<UFF31> \x82\x70 |0

<UFF32> \x82\x71 |0

<UFF33>

 \x82\x72 |0

<UFF34> \x82\x73 |0

<UFF35> \x82\x74 |0

<UFF36> \x82\x75 |0

<UFF37> \x82\x76 |0

<UFF38> \x82\x77 |0

<UFF39> \x82\x78 |0

<UFF3A> \x82\x79 |0

<UFF3B> \x81\x6D |0

<UFF3C> \x81\x5F |0

<UFF3D> \x81\x6E |0

<UFF3E> \x81\x4F |0

<UFF3F> \x81\x51 |0

<UFF40> \x81\x4D |0

<UFF41> \x82\x81 |0

<UFF42> \x82\x82 |0

<UFF43> \x82\x83 |0

<UFF44> \x82\x84 |0

<UFF45> \x82\x85 |0

<UFF46> \x82\x86 |0

<UFF47> \x82\x87 |0
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<UFF48> \x82\x88 |0

<UFF49> \x82\x89 |0

<UFF4A> \x82\x8A |0

<UFF4B> \x82\x8B |0

<UFF4C> \x82\x8C |0

<UFF4D> \x82\x8D |0

<UFF4E> \x82\x8E |0

<UFF4F> \x82\x8F |0

<UFF50> \x82\x90 |0

<UFF51> \x82\x91 |0

<UFF52> \x82\x92 |0

<UFF53> \x82\x93 |0

<UFF54> \x82\x94 |0

<UFF55> \x82\x95 |0

<UFF56> \x82\x96 |0

<UFF57> \x82\x97 |0

<UFF58> \x82\x98 |0

<UFF59> \x82\x99 |0

<UFF5A> \x82\x9A |0

<UFF5B> \x81\x6F |0

<UFF5C> \x81\x62 |0

<UFF5D> \x81\x70 |0

<UFF5E> \x81\x60 |0

<UFF61> \xA1 |0

<UFF62> \xA2 |0

<UFF63> \xA3 |0

<UFF64> \xA4 |0

<UFF65> \xA5 |0

<UFF66> \xA6 |0

<UFF67> \xA7 |0

<UFF68> \xA8

 |0

<UFF69> \xA9 |0

<UFF6A> \xAA |0

<UFF6B> \xAB |0

<UFF6C> \xAC |0

<UFF6D> \xAD |0

<UFF6E> \xAE |0

<UFF6F> \xAF |0

<UFF70> \xB0 |0

<UFF71> \xB1 |0

<UFF72> \xB2 |0

<UFF73> \xB3 |0

<UFF74> \xB4 |0

<UFF75> \xB5 |0

<UFF76> \xB6 |0

<UFF77> \xB7 |0

<UFF78> \xB8 |0
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<UFF79> \xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \xBA |0

<UFF7B> \xBB |0

<UFF7C> \xBC |0

<UFF7D> \xBD |0

<UFF7E> \xBE |0

<UFF7F> \xBF |0

<UFF80> \xC0 |0

<UFF81> \xC1 |0

<UFF82> \xC2 |0

<UFF83> \xC3 |0

<UFF84> \xC4 |0

<UFF85> \xC5 |0

<UFF86> \xC6 |0

<UFF87> \xC7 |0

<UFF88> \xC8 |0

<UFF89> \xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \xCA |0

<UFF8B> \xCB |0

<UFF8C> \xCC |0

<UFF8D> \xCD |0

<UFF8E> \xCE |0

<UFF8F> \xCF |0

<UFF90> \xD0 |0

<UFF91> \xD1 |0

<UFF92> \xD2 |0

<UFF93> \xD3 |0

<UFF94> \xD4 |0

<UFF95> \xD5 |0

<UFF96> \xD6 |0

<UFF97> \xD7 |0

<UFF98> \xD8 |0

<UFF99> \xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \xDA |0

<UFF9B> \xDB |0

<UFF9C> \xDC |0

<UFF9D> \xDD |0

<UFF9E> \xDE |0

<UFF9F> \xDF |0

<UFFE0> \x81\x91 |0

<UFFE1> \x81\x92 |0

<UFFE2> \xFA\x54 |0

<UFFE3> \x81\x50 |0

<UFFE4> \xFA\x55 |0

<UFFE5> \x81\x8F

 |0

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-942_P12A-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0046A.RPMAP100 and 046A34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1130_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1130_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0
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<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0
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<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0
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<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5>

 \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0
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<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0102> \x66 |0

<U0103> \x46 |0

<U0110> \xAC |0

<U0111> \x8C |0

<U0152> \x9D |0

<U0153> \xBD |0

<U0178> \xBE |0

<U01A0> \xEF |0

<U01A1> \xCF |0

<U01AF> \xED |0

<U01B0> \xCD |0

<U0300> \x8E |0

<U0301> \xAE |0

<U0303> \x58 |0

<U0309> \x8D |0

<U0323> \xAD |0

<U20AB> \x78 |0

<UFF01>
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 \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1
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<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1130_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3530mixp.txt --A1 --B1 --C12 -

-C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

@normalize;;

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984;

 ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED
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0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED
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1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED
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1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073;

 ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED
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3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED
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FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED
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E0002..E001F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2

 

00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED

2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED
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2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED

205F; ; PROHIBITED

3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D;

 ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ;

 PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED
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202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3530mixp.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-s1

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U011E> \xD0 |0

<U011F> \xF0 |0

<U0130> \xDD |0

<U0131> \xFD |0

<U0218> \xAA |1

<U0219> \xBA |1

<U021A> \xDE |1
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<U021B> \xFE |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

s1.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00477.RPMAP100 and 047744B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1143_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1143_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0
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<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x63 |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xEC |0
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<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB5 |0

<U005C> \x71 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x51 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0
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<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x43 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0
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<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \xCC |0

<U00A7> \x4A |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x7B |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \xE0 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0
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<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7C |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \xC0 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x79 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \x6A |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0
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<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x5A |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x63 |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xEC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1
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<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB5 |1

<UFF3C> \x71 |1

<UFF3D> \x9F |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x51 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x43 |1
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<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1143_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2006, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Aug  1 2006)

# from source files 54B0236B.RXMAP100 and 236B54B0.TXMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-9067_X100-2005"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-9067_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0
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<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0
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<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0
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<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0
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<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x74 |0

<U00A3> \xB0 |0

<U00A6> \xDF |0

<U00A7> \xEB |0

<U00A8> \x70 |0

<U00A9> \xFB |0

<U00AB> \xEE |0

<U00AC> \xEF |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \xDA |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xA0 |0

<U00B7> \xDD |1

<U00BB> \xFE |0

<U00BD> \xDB |0

<U037A> \xEC |0

<U0385> \x80 |0

<U0386> \x71 |0

<U0387> \xDD |0

<U0388> \x72 |0

<U0389> \x73 |0

<U038A> \x75 |0

<U038C> \x76 |0

<U038E> \x77 |0

<U038F> \x78 |0

<U0390> \xCC |0

<U0391> \x41 |0

<U0392> \x42 |0

<U0393> \x43 |0

<U0394> \x44 |0

<U0395> \x45 |0

<U0396>

 \x46 |0

<U0397> \x47 |0

<U0398> \x48 |0

<U0399> \x49 |0

<U039A> \x51 |0

<U039B> \x52 |0

<U039C> \x53 |0

<U039D> \x54 |0

<U039E> \x55 |0

<U039F> \x56 |0

<U03A0> \x57 |0
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<U03A1> \x58 |0

<U03A3> \x59 |0

<U03A4> \x62 |0

<U03A5> \x63 |0

<U03A6> \x64 |0

<U03A7> \x65 |0

<U03A8> \x66 |0

<U03A9> \x67 |0

<U03AA> \x68 |0

<U03AB> \x69 |0

<U03AC> \xB1 |0

<U03AD> \xB2 |0

<U03AE> \xB3 |0

<U03AF> \xB5 |0

<U03B0> \xCD |0

<U03B1> \x8A |0

<U03B2> \x8B |0

<U03B3> \x8C |0

<U03B4> \x8D |0

<U03B5> \x8E |0

<U03B6> \x8F |0

<U03B7> \x9A |0

<U03B8> \x9B |0

<U03B9> \x9C |0

<U03BA> \x9D |0

<U03BB> \x9E |0

<U03BC> \x9F |0

<U03BD> \xAA |0

<U03BE> \xAB |0

<U03BF> \xAC |0

<U03C0> \xAD |0

<U03C1> \xAE |0

<U03C2> \xBA |0

<U03C3> \xAF |0

<U03C4> \xBB |0

<U03C5> \xBC |0

<U03C6> \xBD |0

<U03C7> \xBE |0

<U03C8> \xBF |0

<U03C9> \xCB |0

<U03CA> \xB4 |0

<U03CB> \xB8 |0

<U03CC> \xB6 |0

<U03CD> \xB7 |0

<U03CE> \xB9 |0

<U03D5> \xBD |1

<U2015> \xCF |0

<U2018> \xCE |0
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<U2019> \xDE |0

<U20AC> \xFC |0

<U20AF> \xE1 |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02>

 \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1
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<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40>

 \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1
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<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-9067_X100-

2005.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B004E5.RPMAP100 and 04E534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1253_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1253_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0
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<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0
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<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0
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<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U008A>

 \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0
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<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U0384> \xB4 |0

<U0385> \xA1 |0

<U0386> \xA2 |0

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394> \xC4 |0

<U0395> \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0

<U0397> \xC7 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0

<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A3>

 \xD3 |0

<U03A4> \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0

<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0
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<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0

<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0

<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0

<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U03D5> \xF6 |1

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2015> \xAF |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0
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<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02>

 \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1
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<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40>

 \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1
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<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1253_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00364.RPMAP100 and 036434B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-868_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-868_VSUB_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05

 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0
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<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0
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<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0
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<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00AB> \xAE

 |0

<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U060C> \x8A |0

<U061B> \x8B |0

<U061F> \x8C |0

<U0621> \xF2 |1

<U0622> \x8D |1

<U0624> \xEB |1

<U0627> \x8E |1

<U0628> \x91 |1

<U0629> \x95 |1

<U062A> \x96 |1

<U062B> \x9A |1

<U062C> \x9C |1

<U062D> \xA0 |1

<U062E> \xA2 |1

<U062F> \xA4 |1

<U0630> \xA6 |1

<U0631> \xA7 |1

<U0632> \xA9 |1

<U0633> \xAB |1

<U0634> \xAD |1

<U0635> \xB6 |1

<U0636> \xB8 |1

<U0637> \xBE |1
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<U0638> \xC6 |1

<U0639> \xC7 |1

<U063A> \xD2 |1

<U0641> \xD6 |1

<U0642> \xD8 |1

<U0644> \xE3 |1

<U0645> \xE6 |1

<U0646> \xE9 |1

<U0648> \xEC |1

<U0651> \xFB |1

<U0660> \x80 |1

<U0661> \x81 |1

<U0662> \x82 |1

<U0663> \x83 |1

<U0664> \x84 |1

<U0665> \x85 |1

<U0666> \x86 |1

<U0668> \x88 |1

<U0669> \x89 |1

<U066A> \x25 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U066D> \x2A |1

<U06F0> \x80 |0

<U06F1> \x81 |0

<U06F2> \x82 |0

<U06F3> \x83 |0

<U06F4> \x84 |0

<U06F5> \x85 |0

<U06F6> \x86 |0

<U06F7> \x87 |0

<U06F8> \x88 |0

<U06F9> \x89 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191>

 \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0
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<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UF8FB> \x90 |0

<UFB56> \x93 |0

<UFB58> \x94 |0
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<UFB66> \x98 |0

<UFB68> \x99 |0

<UFB7A> \x9E |0

<UFB7C> \x9F

 |0

<UFB88> \xA5 |0

<UFB8A> \xAA |0

<UFB8C> \xA8 |0

<UFB8E> \xDE |0

<UFB92> \xE1 |0

<UFB94> \xE2 |0

<UFB9E> \xE8 |0

<UFBA6> \xED |0

<UFBA8> \xEE |0

<UFBA9> \xEF |0

<UFBAA> \xF1 |0

<UFBAE> \xFA |0

<UFBB0> \xF9 |0

<UFBFC> \xF6 |0

<UFBFD> \xF7 |0

<UFBFE> \xF8 |0

<UFE7C> \xFB |0

<UFE7D> \xFC |0

<UFE80> \xF2 |0

<UFE81> \x8D |0

<UFE85> \xEB |0

<UFE86> \xEB |1

<UFE89> \xF3 |0

<UFE8A> \xF4 |0

<UFE8B> \xF5 |0

<UFE8C> \xF5 |1

<UFE8D> \x8E |0

<UFE8E> \x8F |0

<UFE8F> \x91 |0

<UFE90> \x91 |1

<UFE91> \x92 |0

<UFE92> \x92 |1

<UFE93> \x95 |0

<UFE94> \x95 |1

<UFE95> \x96 |0

<UFE96> \x96 |1

<UFE97> \x97 |0

<UFE98> \x97 |1

<UFE99> \x9A |0

<UFE9A> \x9A |1

<UFE9B> \x9B |0

<UFE9C> \x9B |1

<UFE9D> \x9C |0
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<UFE9E> \x9C |1

<UFE9F> \x9D |0

<UFEA0> \x9D |1

<UFEA1> \xA0 |0

<UFEA2> \xA0 |1

<UFEA3> \xA1 |0

<UFEA4> \xA1 |1

<UFEA5> \xA2 |0

<UFEA6> \xA2 |1

<UFEA7> \xA3 |0

<UFEA8> \xA3 |1

<UFEA9> \xA4 |0

<UFEAA> \xA4 |1

<UFEAB> \xA6 |0

<UFEAC> \xA6 |1

<UFEAD> \xA7 |0

<UFEAE> \xA7 |1

<UFEAF> \xA9 |0

<UFEB0> \xA9 |1

<UFEB1>

 \xAB |0

<UFEB2> \xAB |1

<UFEB3> \xAC |0

<UFEB4> \xAC |1

<UFEB5> \xAD |0

<UFEB6> \xAD |1

<UFEB7> \xB5 |0

<UFEB8> \xB5 |1

<UFEB9> \xB6 |0

<UFEBA> \xB6 |1

<UFEBB> \xB7 |0

<UFEBC> \xB7 |1

<UFEBD> \xB8 |0

<UFEBE> \xB8 |1

<UFEBF> \xBD |0

<UFEC0> \xBD |1

<UFEC1> \xBE |1

<UFEC2> \xBE |1

<UFEC3> \xBE |0

<UFEC4> \xBE |1

<UFEC5> \xC6 |1

<UFEC6> \xC6 |1

<UFEC7> \xC6 |0

<UFEC8> \xC6 |1

<UFEC9> \xC7 |0

<UFECA> \xCF |0

<UFECB> \xD0 |0

<UFECC> \xD1 |0
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<UFECD> \xD2 |0

<UFECE> \xD3 |0

<UFECF> \xD4 |0

<UFED0> \xD5 |0

<UFED1> \xD6 |0

<UFED2> \xD6 |1

<UFED3> \xD7 |0

<UFED4> \xD7 |1

<UFED5> \xD8 |0

<UFED6> \xD8 |1

<UFED7> \xDD |0

<UFED8> \xDD |1

<UFEDB> \xE0 |0

<UFEDC> \xE0 |1

<UFEDD> \xE3 |0

<UFEDE> \xE3 |1

<UFEDF> \xE4 |0

<UFEE0> \xE5 |0

<UFEE1> \xE6 |0

<UFEE2> \xE6 |1

<UFEE3> \xE7 |0

<UFEE4> \xE7 |1

<UFEE5> \xE9 |0

<UFEE6> \xE9 |1

<UFEE7> \xEA |0

<UFEE8> \xEA |1

<UFEED> \xEC |0

<UFEEE> \xEC |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27

 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1
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<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1
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<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46>

 \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-868_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *
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# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0046B.RPMAP100 and 046B34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1131_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1131_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0
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<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0
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<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0
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<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xFB |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00B6>

 \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U0401> \xF0 |0

<U0404> \xF2 |0

<U0406> \xF8 |0

<U0407> \xF4 |0

<U040E> \xF6 |0

<U0410> \x80 |0

<U0411> \x81 |0

<U0412> \x82 |0

<U0413> \x83 |0

<U0414> \x84 |0

<U0415> \x85 |0

<U0416> \x86 |0

<U0417> \x87 |0

<U0418> \x88 |0

<U0419> \x89 |0

<U041A> \x8A |0

<U041B> \x8B |0

<U041C> \x8C |0

<U041D> \x8D |0

<U041E> \x8E |0

<U041F> \x8F |0

<U0420> \x90 |0

<U0421> \x91 |0

<U0422> \x92 |0

<U0423> \x93 |0

<U0424> \x94 |0

<U0425> \x95 |0

<U0426> \x96 |0

<U0427> \x97 |0

<U0428> \x98 |0

<U0429> \x99 |0

<U042A> \x9A |0

<U042B> \x9B |0

<U042C> \x9C |0

<U042D> \x9D |0

<U042E> \x9E |0

<U042F> \x9F |0

<U0430> \xA0 |0

<U0431> \xA1 |0

<U0432> \xA2 |0

<U0433> \xA3 |0
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<U0434> \xA4 |0

<U0435> \xA5 |0

<U0436> \xA6 |0

<U0437> \xA7 |0

<U0438> \xA8 |0

<U0439> \xA9 |0

<U043A> \xAA |0

<U043B> \xAB |0

<U043C> \xAC |0

<U043D> \xAD |0

<U043E> \xAE |0

<U043F> \xAF |0

<U0440> \xE0 |0

<U0441> \xE1 |0

<U0442> \xE2 |0

<U0443> \xE3 |0

<U0444> \xE4 |0

<U0445> \xE5 |0

<U0446> \xE6 |0

<U0447>

 \xE7 |0

<U0448> \xE8 |0

<U0449> \xE9 |0

<U044A> \xEA |0

<U044B> \xEB |0

<U044C> \xEC |0

<U044D> \xED |0

<U044E> \xEE |0

<U044F> \xEF |0

<U0451> \xF1 |0

<U0454> \xF3 |0

<U0456> \xF9 |0

<U0457> \xF5 |0

<U045E> \xF7 |0

<U0490> \xFC |0

<U0491> \xFD |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xFE |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2
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<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568>

 \xD0 |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0
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<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1
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<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1
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<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1131_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00441.RPMAP100 and 044134B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1089_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1
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<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1089_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0
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<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0
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<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0
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<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U060C> \xAC |0

<U061B> \xBB |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |0

<U0622> \xC2 |0

<U0623> \xC3 |0

<U0624> \xC4 |0

<U0625> \xC5 |0

<U0626> \xC6 |0

<U0627> \xC7 |0

<U0628> \xC8 |0

<U0629> \xC9 |0

<U062A> \xCA |0

<U062B> \xCB |0

<U062C> \xCC |0

<U062D> \xCD |0

<U062E> \xCE |0

<U062F> \xCF |0

<U0630> \xD0 |0
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<U0631> \xD1 |0

<U0632> \xD2 |0

<U0633> \xD3 |0

<U0634> \xD4 |0

<U0635> \xD5 |0

<U0636> \xD6 |0

<U0637> \xD7 |0

<U0638> \xD8 |0

<U0639> \xD9 |0

<U063A> \xDA |0

<U0640> \xE0 |0

<U0641>

 \xE1 |0

<U0642> \xE2 |0

<U0643> \xE3 |0

<U0644> \xE4 |0

<U0645> \xE5 |0

<U0646> \xE6 |0

<U0647> \xE7 |0

<U0648> \xE8 |0

<U0649> \xE9 |0

<U064A> \xEA |0

<U064B> \xEB |0

<U064C> \xEC |0

<U064D> \xED |0

<U064E> \xEE |0

<U064F> \xEF |0

<U0650> \xF0 |0

<U0651> \xF1 |0

<U0652> \xF2 |0

<U0660> \x30 |1

<U0661> \x31 |1

<U0662> \x32 |1

<U0663> \x33 |1

<U0664> \x34 |1

<U0665> \x35 |1

<U0666> \x36 |1

<U0667> \x37 |1

<U0668> \x38 |1

<U0669> \x39 |1

<U066A> \x25 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U066D> \x2A |1

<UFE70> \xEB |1

<UFE71> \xEB |1

<UFE72> \xEC |1

<UFE74> \xED |1
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<UFE76> \xEE |1

<UFE77> \xEE |1

<UFE78> \xEF |1

<UFE79> \xEF |1

<UFE7A> \xF0 |1

<UFE7B> \xF0 |1

<UFE7C> \xF1 |1

<UFE7D> \xF1 |1

<UFE7E> \xF2 |1

<UFE7F> \xF2 |1

<UFE80> \xC1 |1

<UFE81> \xC2 |1

<UFE82> \xC2 |1

<UFE83> \xC3 |1

<UFE84> \xC3 |1

<UFE85> \xC4 |1

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC5 |1

<UFE88> \xC5 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |1

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1

<UFE8D> \xC7 |1

<UFE8E> \xC7 |1

<UFE8F> \xC8 |1

<UFE90> \xC8 |1

<UFE91>

 \xC8 |1

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |1

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xCA |1

<UFE96> \xCA |1

<UFE97> \xCA |1

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xCB |1

<UFE9A> \xCB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |1

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xCC |1

<UFE9E> \xCC |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |1

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xCD |1

<UFEA2> \xCD |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |1

<UFEA4> \xCD |1
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<UFEA5> \xCE |1

<UFEA6> \xCE |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |1

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |1

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |1

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |1

<UFEAE> \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |1

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xD3 |1

<UFEB2> \xD3 |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |1

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xD4 |1

<UFEB6> \xD4 |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |1

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xD5 |1

<UFEBA> \xD5 |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |1

<UFEBC> \xD5 |1

<UFEBD> \xD6 |1

<UFEBE> \xD6 |1

<UFEBF> \xD6 |1

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1> \xD7 |1

<UFEC2> \xD7 |1

<UFEC3> \xD7 |1

<UFEC4> \xD7 |1

<UFEC5> \xD8 |1

<UFEC6> \xD8 |1

<UFEC7> \xD8 |1

<UFEC8> \xD8 |1

<UFEC9> \xD9 |1

<UFECA> \xD9 |1

<UFECB> \xD9 |1

<UFECC> \xD9 |1

<UFECD> \xDA |1

<UFECE> \xDA |1

<UFECF>

 \xDA |1

<UFED0> \xDA |1

<UFED1> \xE1 |1

<UFED2> \xE1 |1

<UFED3> \xE1 |1
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<UFED4> \xE1 |1

<UFED5> \xE2 |1

<UFED6> \xE2 |1

<UFED7> \xE2 |1

<UFED8> \xE2 |1

<UFED9> \xE3 |1

<UFEDA> \xE3 |1

<UFEDB> \xE3 |1

<UFEDC> \xE3 |1

<UFEDD> \xE4 |1

<UFEDE> \xE4 |1

<UFEDF> \xE4 |1

<UFEE0> \xE4 |1

<UFEE1> \xE5 |1

<UFEE2> \xE5 |1

<UFEE3> \xE5 |1

<UFEE4> \xE5 |1

<UFEE5> \xE6 |1

<UFEE6> \xE6 |1

<UFEE7> \xE6 |1

<UFEE8> \xE6 |1

<UFEE9> \xE7 |1

<UFEEA> \xE7 |1

<UFEEB> \xE7 |1

<UFEEC> \xE7 |1

<UFEED> \xE8 |1

<UFEEE> \xE8 |1

<UFEEF> \xE9 |1

<UFEF0> \xE9 |1

<UFEF1> \xEA |1

<UFEF2> \xEA |1

<UFEF3> \xEA |1

<UFEF4> \xEA |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1
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<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A>

 \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1
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<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58>

 \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1089_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************
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#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0035D.RPMAP100 and 035D34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-861_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-861_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0
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<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0
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<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0
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<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A1> \xAD |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A7>

 \x15 |1

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BF> \xA8 |0

<U00C1> \xA4 |0

<U00C4> \x8E |0

<U00C5> \x8F |0

<U00C6> \x92 |0

<U00C7> \x80 |0

<U00C9> \x90 |0

<U00CD> \xA5 |0

<U00D0> \x8B |0

<U00D3> \xA6 |0

<U00D6> \x99 |0

<U00D8> \x9D |0

<U00DA> \xA7 |0

<U00DC> \x9A |0

<U00DD> \x97 |0

<U00DE> \x8D |0

<U00DF> \xE1 |0

<U00E0> \x85 |0

<U00E1> \xA0 |0

<U00E2> \x83 |0

<U00E4> \x84 |0

<U00E5> \x86 |0

<U00E6> \x91 |0

<U00E7> \x87 |0

<U00E8> \x8A |0

<U00E9> \x82 |0

<U00EA> \x88 |0

<U00EB> \x89 |0

<U00ED> \xA1 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F3> \xA2 |0

<U00F4> \x93 |0

<U00F6> \x94 |0
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<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U00F8> \x9B |0

<U00FA> \xA3 |0

<U00FB> \x96 |0

<U00FC> \x81 |0

<U00FD> \x98 |0

<U00FE> \x95 |0

<U0192> \x9F |0

<U0393> \xE2 |0

<U0398> \xE9 |0

<U03A3> \xE4 |0

<U03A6> \xE8 |0

<U03A9> \xEA |0

<U03B1> \xE0 |0

<U03B4> \xEB |0

<U03B5> \xEE |0

<U03BC> \xE6 |0

<U03C0> \xE3 |0

<U03C3>

 \xE5 |0

<U03C4> \xE7 |0

<U03C6> \xED |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U20A7> \x9E |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221E> \xEC |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2229> \xEF |0

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2261> \xF0 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2310> \xA9 |0

<U2320> \xF4 |0

<U2321> \xF5 |0

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0
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<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0
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<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1
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<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1
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<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-861_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on May  9 2007)

# from source files 34B083BA.RPMAP12A and 83BA34B0.TPMAP12A

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-2004_U2"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  3

<mb_cur_min>                  1
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<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xF4\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-33722_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-8d, 8e:2, 8f:3, 90-9f,

 a1-fe:1

<icu:state>                   a1-fe

<icu:state>                   a1-e4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe:1, a1:4, a3-af:4, b6:4, d6:4, da-db:4, ed-f2:4

<icu:state>                   a1-fe.u

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0
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<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031>

 \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0
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<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70

 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0
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<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A2> \x8E\xE0 |0

<U00A3> \x8E\xE1 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xAF |0

<U00AC> \x8E\xE2 |0

<U00B0> \xA1\xEB |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xDE |0

<U00B4> \xA1\xAD |0

<U00B6> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U00D7> \xA1\xDF |0

<U00F7> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U0391> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U0392> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U0393> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U0394> \xA6\xA4

 |0

<U0395> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U0396> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U0397> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U0398> \xA6\xA8 |0
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<U0399> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U039A> \xA6\xAA |0

<U039B> \xA6\xAB |0

<U039C> \xA6\xAC |0

<U039D> \xA6\xAD |0

<U039E> \xA6\xAE |0

<U039F> \xA6\xAF |0

<U03A0> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U03A1> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U03A3> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U03A4> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U03A5> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U03A6> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U03A7> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U03A8> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U03A9> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U03B1> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U03B2> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U03B3> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U03B4> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U03B5> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U03B6> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U03B7> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U03B8> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U03B9> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U03BA> \xA6\xCA |0

<U03BB> \xA6\xCB |0

<U03BC> \xA6\xCC |0

<U03BD> \xA6\xCD |0

<U03BE> \xA6\xCE |0

<U03BF> \xA6\xCF |0

<U03C0> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U03C1> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U03C3> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U03C4> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U03C5> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U03C6> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U03C7> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U03C8> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U03C9> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U0401> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xA7\xA5

 |0

<U0415> \xA7\xA6 |0
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<U0416> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xA7\xAA |0

<U0419> \xA7\xAB |0

<U041A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U041B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U041C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U041D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U041E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xA7\xBA |0

<U0429> \xA7\xBB |0

<U042A> \xA7\xBC |0

<U042B> \xA7\xBD |0

<U042C> \xA7\xBE |0

<U042D> \xA7\xBF |0

<U042E> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xA7\xDA |0

<U0439> \xA7\xDB |0

<U043A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U043B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U043C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U043D> \xA7\xDF |0

<U043E> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xA7\xE7 |0
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<U0446> \xA7\xE8

 |0

<U0447> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xA7\xEA |0

<U0449> \xA7\xEB |0

<U044A> \xA7\xEC |0

<U044B> \xA7\xED |0

<U044C> \xA7\xEE |0

<U044D> \xA7\xEF |0

<U044E> \xA7\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xA7\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xBE |0

<U2018> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U2019> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U201C> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xF7 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xF8 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xEC |0

<U2033> \xA1\xED |0

<U203B> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U2103> \xA1\xEE |0

<U2116> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |0

<U2121> \x8F\xF3\xB9 |0

<U212B> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2160> \x8F\xF3\xAB |0

<U2161> \x8F\xF3\xAC |0

<U2162> \x8F\xF3\xAD |0

<U2163> \x8F\xF3\xAE |0

<U2164> \x8F\xF3\xAF |0

<U2165> \x8F\xF3\xB0 |0

<U2166> \x8F\xF3\xB1 |0

<U2167> \x8F\xF3\xB2 |0

<U2168> \x8F\xF3\xB3 |0

<U2169> \x8F\xF3\xB4 |0

<U2170> \x8F\xF3\xA1 |0

<U2171> \x8F\xF3\xA2 |0

<U2172> \x8F\xF3\xA3 |0

<U2173> \x8F\xF3\xA4 |0

<U2174> \x8F\xF3\xA5 |0

<U2175> \x8F\xF3\xA6 |0

<U2176> \x8F\xF3\xA7 |0

<U2177> \x8F\xF3\xA8 |0

<U2178> \x8F\xF3\xA9
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 |0

<U2179> \x8F\xF3\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA2\xAB |0

<U2191> \xA2\xAC |0

<U2192> \xA2\xAA |0

<U2193> \xA2\xAD |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xCD |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xCE |0

<U2200> \xA2\xCF |0

<U2202> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2203> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U2207> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2208> \xA2\xBA |0

<U220B> \xA2\xBB |0

<U221A> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U221D> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2220> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2227> \xA2\xCA |0

<U2228> \xA2\xCB |0

<U2229> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U222A> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U222B> \xA2\xE9 |0

<U222C> \xA2\xEA |0

<U2234> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2235> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U223D> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U2252> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U2261> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2266> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U2267> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U226A> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U226B> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U2282> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2283> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2286> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2287> \xA2\xBD |0

<U22A5> \xA2\xDD |0

<U2312> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2500> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA8\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA8\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U250F> \xA8\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U2513> \xA8\xAF |0
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<U2514> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U2517> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U2518>

 \xA8\xA5 |0

<U251B> \xA8\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA8\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA8\xBC |0

<U2520> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U2523> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA8\xBE |0

<U2528> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U252B> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U252F> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA8\xBD |0

<U2533> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA8\xAA |0

<U2537> \xA8\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA8\xBF |0

<U253B> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA8\xAB |0

<U253F> \xA8\xBB |0

<U2542> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U254B> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U25A0> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U25A1> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U25B2> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U25B3> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U25BC> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U25BD> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U25C6> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xFE |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xFB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xFD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xFC |0

<U25EF> \xA2\xFE |0

<U2605> \xA1\xFA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2640> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2642> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U266A> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U266D> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U266F> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xB7 |0
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<U3005> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U3006> \xA1\xBA |0

<U3007> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3008> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U300A>

 \xA1\xD4 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U300F> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U3010> \xA1\xDA |0

<U3011> \xA1\xDB |0

<U3012> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U3013> \xA2\xAE |0

<U3014> \xA1\xCC |0

<U3015> \xA1\xCD |0

<U3041> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U304B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U304C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U304D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U304E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U304F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3050> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U305B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U305C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U305D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U305E> \xA4\xBE |0
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<U305F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3060> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3067>

 \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U306B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U306C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U306D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U306E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U306F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3070> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U307B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U307C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U307D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U307E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U307F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3080> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U308B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U308C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U308D> \xA4\xED |0
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<U308E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U308F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3090> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U309B> \xA1\xAB |0

<U309C> \xA1\xAC |0

<U309D> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U309E> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U30A1> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U30A2>

 \xA5\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xA5\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xA5\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xA5\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xA5\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xA5\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xA5\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xA5\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xA5\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xA5\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xA5\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xA5\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xA5\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xA5\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xA5\xC5 |0
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<U30C6> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xA5\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xA5\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xA5\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xA5\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xA5\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xA5\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U30D4>

 \xA5\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xA5\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xA5\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xA5\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xA5\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xA5\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xA5\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xA5\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xA5\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xA5\xED |0

<U30EE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xA5\xF4 |0
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<U30F5> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U30FC> \xA1\xBC |0

<U30FD> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U30FE> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3231> \x8F\xF3\xB7 |0

<U4E00> \xB0\xEC |0

<U4E01> \xC3\xFA |0

<U4E03> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U4E07> \xCB\xFC |0

<U4E08> \xBE\xE6 |0

<U4E09> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U4E0A> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U4E0B> \xB2\xBC |0

<U4E0D> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U4E0E> \xCD\xBF |0

<U4E10>

 \xD0\xA2 |0

<U4E11> \xB1\xAF |0

<U4E14> \xB3\xEE |0

<U4E15> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U4E16> \xC0\xA4 |0

<U4E17> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U4E18> \xB5\xD6 |0

<U4E19> \xCA\xBA |0

<U4E1E> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U4E21> \xCE\xBE |0

<U4E26> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U4E28> \x8F\xB0\xA9 |0

<U4E2A> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U4E2D> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U4E31> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U4E32> \xB6\xFA |0

<U4E36> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U4E38> \xB4\xDD |0

<U4E39> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U4E3B> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U4E3C> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U4E3F> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U4E42> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U4E43> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U4E45> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U4E4B> \xC7\xB7 |0

<U4E4D> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U4E4E> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U4E4F> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U4E55> \xE9\xC9 |0
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<U4E56> \xD0\xAA |0

<U4E57> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U4E58> \xD0\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U4E5D> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U4E5E> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U4E5F> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U4E62> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U4E71> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U4E73> \xC6\xFD |0

<U4E7E> \xB4\xA5 |0

<U4E80> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U4E82> \xD0\xAC |0

<U4E85> \xD0\xAD |0

<U4E86> \xCE\xBB |0

<U4E88> \xCD\xBD |0

<U4E89> \xC1\xE8 |0

<U4E8A> \xD0\xAF |0

<U4E8B> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U4E8C> \xC6\xF3

 |0

<U4E8E> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U4E91> \xB1\xBE |0

<U4E92> \xB8\xDF |0

<U4E94> \xB8\xDE |0

<U4E95> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U4E98> \xCF\xCB |0

<U4E99> \xCF\xCA |0

<U4E9B> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U4E9C> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U4E9E> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U4E9F> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U4EA0> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U4EA1> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U4EA2> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U4EA4> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U4EA5> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U4EA6> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U4EA8> \xB5\xFC |0

<U4EAB> \xB5\xFD |0

<U4EAC> \xB5\xFE |0

<U4EAD> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U4EAE> \xCE\xBC |0

<U4EB0> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U4EB3> \xD0\xB8 |0

<U4EB6> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U4EBA> \xBF\xCD |0

<U4EC0> \xBD\xBA |0
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<U4EC1> \xBF\xCE |0

<U4EC2> \xD0\xBE |0

<U4EC4> \xD0\xBC |0

<U4EC6> \xD0\xBD |0

<U4EC7> \xB5\xD8 |0

<U4ECA> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U4ECB> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U4ECD> \xD0\xBB |0

<U4ECE> \xD0\xBA |0

<U4ECF> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U4ED4> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U4ED5> \xBB\xC5 |0

<U4ED6> \xC2\xBE |0

<U4ED7> \xD0\xBF |0

<U4ED8> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U4ED9> \xC0\xE7 |0

<U4EDD> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U4EDE> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U4EDF> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U4EE1> \x8F\xB0\xC8 |0

<U4EE3> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U4EE4> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U4EE5> \xB0\xCA

 |0

<U4EED> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U4EEE> \xB2\xBE |0

<U4EF0> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U4EF2> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U4EF6> \xB7\xEF |0

<U4EF7> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U4EFB> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U4EFC> \x8F\xF4\xA2 |0

<U4F00> \x8F\xB0\xD2 |0

<U4F01> \xB4\xEB |0

<U4F03> \x8F\xB0\xD4 |0

<U4F09> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U4F0A> \xB0\xCB |0

<U4F0D> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U4F0E> \xB4\xEC |0

<U4F0F> \xC9\xFA |0

<U4F10> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U4F11> \xB5\xD9 |0

<U4F1A> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U4F1C> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U4F1D> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U4F2F> \xC7\xEC |0

<U4F30> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U4F34> \xC8\xBC |0
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<U4F36> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U4F38> \xBF\xAD |0

<U4F39> \x8F\xB0\xE3 |0

<U4F3A> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U4F3C> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U4F3D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U4F43> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U4F46> \xC3\xA2 |0

<U4F47> \xD0\xCA |0

<U4F4D> \xB0\xCC |0

<U4F4E> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F4F> \xBD\xBB |0

<U4F50> \xBA\xB4 |0

<U4F51> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U4F53> \xC2\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xB2\xBF |0

<U4F56> \x8F\xB0\xEE |0

<U4F57> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U4F59> \xCD\xBE |0

<U4F5A> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U4F5B> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U4F5C> \xBA\xEE |0

<U4F5D> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U4F5E> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U4F69> \xD0\xD0

 |0

<U4F6F> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U4F70> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4F73> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U4F75> \xCA\xBB |0

<U4F76> \xD0\xCB |0

<U4F7B> \xD0\xCF |0

<U4F7C> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U4F7F> \xBB\xC8 |0

<U4F83> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U4F86> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U4F88> \xD0\xCC |0

<U4F8A> \x8F\xB1\xA3 |0

<U4F8B> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U4F8D> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U4F8F> \xD0\xCD |0

<U4F91> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U4F92> \x8F\xB1\xA7 |0

<U4F94> \x8F\xB1\xA9 |0

<U4F96> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U4F98> \xD0\xCE |0

<U4F9A> \x8F\xB1\xAC |0

<U4F9B> \xB6\xA1 |0
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<U4F9D> \xB0\xCD |0

<U4FA0> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U4FA1> \xB2\xC1 |0

<U4FAB> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U4FAD> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U4FAE> \xC9\xEE |0

<U4FAF> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U4FB5> \xBF\xAF |0

<U4FB6> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U4FBF> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U4FC2> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U4FC3> \xC2\xA5 |0

<U4FC4> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U4FC9> \x8F\xB1\xBB |0

<U4FCA> \xBD\xD3 |0

<U4FCD> \x8F\xB1\xBE |0

<U4FCE> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U4FD0> \xD0\xDE |0

<U4FD1> \xD0\xDC |0

<U4FD4> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U4FD7> \xC2\xAF |0

<U4FD8> \xD0\xDA |0

<U4FDA> \xD0\xDD |0

<U4FDB> \xD0\xDB |0

<U4FDD> \xCA\xDD |0

<U4FDF> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U4FE0>

 \xB6\xA2 |1

<U4FE1> \xBF\xAE |0

<U4FE3> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U4FE4> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4FE5> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U4FEE> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U4FEF> \xD0\xED |0

<U4FF3> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U4FF5> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U4FF6> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U4FF8> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U4FFA> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U4FFE> \xD0\xEC |0

<U4FFF> \x8F\xB1\xC8 |0

<U5005> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U5006> \xD0\xEF |0

<U5009> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U500B> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U500D> \xC7\xDC |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U5011> \xD0\xEE |0
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<U5012> \xC5\xDD |0

<U5014> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U5016> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U5019> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U501A> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U501E> \x8F\xB1\xD7 |0

<U501F> \xBC\xDA |0

<U5021> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U5022> \x8F\xB1\xD8 |0

<U5023> \xCA\xEF |0

<U5024> \xC3\xCD |0

<U5025> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U5026> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U5028> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U5029> \xD0\xEA |0

<U502A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U502B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U502C> \xD0\xEB |0

<U502D> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U5036> \xB6\xE6 |0

<U5039> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U5040> \x8F\xB1\xDF |0

<U5042> \x8F\xB1\xE1 |0

<U5043> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5046> \x8F\xB1\xE3 |0

<U5047> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U5048> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5049> \xB0\xCE |0

<U504F>

 \xCA\xD0 |0

<U5050> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5055> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5056> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U505A> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U505C> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U5065> \xB7\xF2 |0

<U506C> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5070> \x8F\xB1\xF4 |0

<U5072> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5074> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5075> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U5076> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U5078> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U507D> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U5080> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5085> \xD0\xFC |0

<U508D> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U5091> \xB7\xE6 |0
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<U5094> \x8F\xB2\xA3 |0

<U5098> \xBB\xB1 |0

<U5099> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U509A> \xD0\xFB |0

<U50AC> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U50AD> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U50B2> \xD0\xFE |0

<U50B3> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U50B4> \xD0\xFD |0

<U50B5> \xBA\xC4 |0

<U50B7> \xBD\xFD |0

<U50BE> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U50C2> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U50C5> \xB6\xCF |0

<U50C9> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U50CA> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U50CD> \xC6\xAF |0

<U50CF> \xC1\xFC |0

<U50D1> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U50D5> \xCB\xCD |0

<U50D6> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U50D8> \x8F\xB2\xBB |0

<U50DA> \xCE\xBD |0

<U50DE> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U50E3> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U50E5> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U50E7> \xC1\xCE |0

<U50ED> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U50EE> \xD1\xAA |0

<U50F4> \x8F\xF4\xA3 |0

<U50F5>

 \xD1\xAC |0

<U50F9> \xD1\xAB |0

<U50FB> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U5100> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U5101> \xD1\xAE |0

<U5102> \xD1\xAF |0

<U5104> \xB2\xAF |0

<U5109> \xD1\xAD |0

<U5112> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U5114> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U5115> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U5116> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5118> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U511A> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U511F> \xBD\xFE |0

<U5121> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U512A> \xCD\xA5 |0
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<U5132> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U5137> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U513B> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U513C> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U513F> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U5140> \xD1\xBA |0

<U5141> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U5143> \xB8\xB5 |0

<U5144> \xB7\xBB |0

<U5145> \xBD\xBC |0

<U5146> \xC3\xFB |0

<U5147> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U5148> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U5149> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U514A> \x8F\xB2\xE6 |0

<U514B> \xB9\xEE |0

<U514C> \xD1\xBC |0

<U514D> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U514E> \xC5\xC6 |0

<U5150> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U5152> \xD1\xBB |0

<U5154> \xD1\xBD |0

<U515A> \xC5\xDE |0

<U515C> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U5162> \xD1\xBE |0

<U5164> \x8F\xB2\xED |0

<U5165> \xC6\xFE |0

<U5168> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U5169> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U516A> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U516B> \xC8\xAC |0

<U516C> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U516D>

 \xCF\xBB |0

<U516E> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U5171> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U5175> \xCA\xBC |0

<U5176> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U5177> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U5178> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U517C> \xB7\xF3 |0

<U5180> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U5182> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U5185> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U5186> \xB1\xDF |0

<U5189> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U518A> \xBA\xFD |0
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<U518C> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U518D> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U518F> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U5190> \xE6\xEE |0

<U5191> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U5192> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U5193> \xD1\xCA |0

<U5195> \xD1\xCB |0

<U5196> \xD1\xCC |0

<U5197> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U5199> \xBC\xCC |0

<U519D> \x8F\xB2\xF5 |0

<U51A0> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U51A2> \xD1\xCF |0

<U51A4> \xD1\xCD |0

<U51A5> \xCC\xBD |0

<U51A6> \xD1\xCE |0

<U51A8> \xC9\xDA |0

<U51A9> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U51AA> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U51AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U51AC> \xC5\xDF |0

<U51B0> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U51B1> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U51B2> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U51B3> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U51B4> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U51B5> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U51B6> \xCC\xEA |0

<U51B7> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U51BD> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U51BE> \x8F\xB2\xFC |0

<U51C4> \xC0\xA8 |0

<U51C5> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U51C6> \xBD\xDA |0

<U51C9> \xD1\xDA

 |0

<U51CB> \xC3\xFC |0

<U51CC> \xCE\xBF |0

<U51CD> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U51D6> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U51DB> \xD1\xDB |0

<U51DC> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U51DD> \xB6\xC5 |0

<U51E0> \xD1\xDC |0

<U51E1> \xCB\xDE |0

<U51E6> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U51E7> \xC2\xFC |0
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<U51E9> \xD1\xDE |0

<U51EA> \xC6\xE4 |0

<U51EC> \x8F\xF4\xA4 |0

<U51ED> \xD1\xDF |0

<U51F0> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U51F1> \xB3\xAE |0

<U51F5> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U51F6> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U51F8> \xC6\xCC |0

<U51F9> \xB1\xFA |0

<U51FA> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U51FD> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U51FE> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U5200> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U5203> \xBF\xCF |0

<U5204> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U5206> \xCA\xAC |0

<U5207> \xC0\xDA |0

<U5208> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U520A> \xB4\xA9 |0

<U520B> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U520E> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U5211> \xB7\xBA |0

<U5214> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U5215> \x8F\xB3\xB5 |0

<U5217> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U521D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<U5224> \xC8\xBD |0

<U5225> \xCA\xCC |0

<U5227> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U5229> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U522A> \xD1\xE8 |0

<U522E> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U5230> \xC5\xFE |0

<U5233> \xD1\xEA |0

<U5236> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U5237> \xBA\xFE |0

<U5238> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U5239>

 \xD1\xEB |0

<U523A> \xBB\xC9 |0

<U523B> \xB9\xEF |0

<U5243> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U5244> \xD1\xED |0

<U5247> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U524A> \xBA\xEF |0

<U524B> \xD1\xEE |0

<U524C> \xD1\xEF |0
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<U524D> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U524F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U5254> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U5256> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U525B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U525D> \xC7\xED |1

<U525E> \xD1\xF0 |0

<U5263> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U5264> \xBA\xDE |0

<U5265> \xC7\xED |0

<U5269> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U526A> \xD1\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xC9\xFB |0

<U5270> \xBE\xEA |0

<U5271> \xD1\xFB |0

<U5272> \xB3\xE4 |0

<U5273> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U5274> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U5275> \xC1\xCF |0

<U527D> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U527F> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U5283> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U5287> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U5288> \xD1\xFC |0

<U5289> \xCE\xAD |0

<U528D> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U5291> \xD1\xFD |0

<U5292> \xD1\xFA |0

<U5294> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U529B> \xCE\xCF |0

<U529C> \x8F\xB3\xD8 |0

<U529F> \xB8\xF9 |0

<U52A0> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U52A3> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U52A6> \x8F\xB3\xDB |0

<U52A9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U52AA> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U52AB> \xB9\xE5 |0

<U52AC> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U52AD> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U52AF> \x8F\xB3\xDD

 |0

<U52B1> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U52B4> \xCF\xAB |0

<U52B5> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U52B9> \xB8\xFA |0

<U52BC> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xB3\xAF |0
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<U52C0> \x8F\xB3\xE5 |0

<U52C1> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U52C3> \xCB\xD6 |0

<U52C5> \xC4\xBC |0

<U52C7> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U52C9> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U52CD> \xD2\xA7 |0

<U52D2> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U52D5> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U52D7> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U52D8> \xB4\xAA |0

<U52D9> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U52DB> \x8F\xB3\xEE |0

<U52DD> \xBE\xA1 |0

<U52DE> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U52DF> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U52E0> \xD2\xAD |0

<U52E2> \xC0\xAA |0

<U52E3> \xD2\xAA |0

<U52E4> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U52E6> \xD2\xAB |0

<U52E7> \xB4\xAB |0

<U52F2> \xB7\xAE |0

<U52F3> \xD2\xAE |0

<U52F5> \xD2\xAF |0

<U52F8> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U52F9> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U52FA> \xBC\xDB |0

<U52FE> \xB8\xFB |0

<U52FF> \xCC\xDE |0

<U5300> \x8F\xB3\xFB |0

<U5301> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U5302> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U5305> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U5306> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U5307> \x8F\xF4\xA5 |0

<U5308> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U530D> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U530F> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5310> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U5315> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U5316> \xB2\xBD |0

<U5317> \xCB\xCC

 |0

<U5319> \xBA\xFC |0

<U531A> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U531D> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U5320> \xBE\xA2 |0
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<U5321> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U5323> \xD2\xBA |0

<U5324> \x8F\xF4\xA6 |0

<U532A> \xC8\xDB |0

<U532F> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5331> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5333> \xD2\xBD |0

<U5338> \xD2\xBE |0

<U5339> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U533A> \xB6\xE8 |0

<U533B> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U533F> \xC6\xBF |0

<U5340> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5341> \xBD\xBD |0

<U5343> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U5345> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U5346> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5347> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U5348> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U5349> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U534A> \xC8\xBE |0

<U534D> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U5351> \xC8\xDC |0

<U5352> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U5353> \xC2\xEE |0

<U5354> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U5357> \xC6\xEE |0

<U5358> \xC3\xB1 |0

<U535A> \xC7\xEE |0

<U535C> \xCB\xCE |0

<U535E> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U5360> \xC0\xEA |0

<U5366> \xB7\xB5 |0

<U5369> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U536E> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U536F> \xB1\xAC |0

<U5370> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U5371> \xB4\xED |0

<U5372> \x8F\xB4\xC0 |0

<U5373> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U5374> \xB5\xD1 |0

<U5375> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U5377> \xD2\xCB |0

<U5378> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U537B> \xD2\xCA |0

<U537F>

 \xB6\xAA |0

<U5382> \xD2\xCC |0
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<U5384> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U5393> \x8F\xB4\xC7 |0

<U5396> \xD2\xCD |0

<U5398> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U539A> \xB8\xFC |0

<U539F> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U53A0> \xD2\xCE |0

<U53A5> \xD2\xD0 |0

<U53A6> \xD2\xCF |0

<U53A8> \xBF\xDF |0

<U53A9> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U53AD> \xB1\xDE |0

<U53AE> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U53B0> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U53B2> \x8F\xB4\xD0 |0

<U53B3> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U53B6> \xD2\xD3 |0

<U53BB> \xB5\xEE |0

<U53C2> \xBB\xB2 |0

<U53C3> \xD2\xD4 |0

<U53C8> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U53C9> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U53CA> \xB5\xDA |0

<U53CB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U53CC> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U53CD> \xC8\xBF |0

<U53CE> \xBC\xFD |0

<U53D4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<U53D6> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U53D7> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U53D9> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U53DB> \xC8\xC0 |0

<U53DD> \x8F\xB4\xDE |0

<U53DF> \xD2\xD7 |0

<U53E1> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U53E2> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U53E3> \xB8\xFD |0

<U53E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U53E5> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U53E8> \xD2\xDB |0

<U53E9> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U53EA> \xC2\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xB6\xAB |0

<U53EC> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U53ED> \xD2\xDC |0

<U53EE> \xD2\xDA |0

<U53EF> \xB2\xC4 |0

<U53F0> \xC2\xE6
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 |0

<U53F1> \xBC\xB8 |0

<U53F2> \xBB\xCB |0

<U53F3> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U53F6> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U53F7> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U53F8> \xBB\xCA |0

<U53FA> \xD2\xDD |0

<U5401> \xD2\xDE |0

<U5403> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U5404> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U5408> \xB9\xE7 |0

<U5409> \xB5\xC8 |0

<U540A> \xC4\xDF |0

<U540B> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U540C> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U540D> \xCC\xBE |0

<U540E> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U540F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U5410> \xC5\xC7 |0

<U5411> \xB8\xFE |0

<U541B> \xB7\xAF |0

<U541D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U541F> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U5420> \xCB\xCA |0

<U5426> \xC8\xDD |0

<U5429> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U542B> \xB4\xDE |0

<U542C> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U542D> \xD2\xE2 |0

<U542E> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5436> \xD2\xE5 |0

<U5438> \xB5\xDB |0

<U5439> \xBF\xE1 |0

<U543B> \xCA\xAD |0

<U543C> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U543D> \xD2\xDF |0

<U543E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U5440> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U5442> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5446> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U5448> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U5449> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U544A> \xB9\xF0 |0

<U544E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U5451> \xC6\xDD |0

<U545F> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5468> \xBC\xFE |0
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<U546A> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U5470> \xD2\xEF |0

<U5471> \xD2\xED

 |0

<U5473> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U5475> \xD2\xEA |0

<U5476> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U5477> \xD2\xEE |0

<U547B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U547C> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U547D> \xCC\xBF |0

<U5480> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U5484> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U5486> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U548A> \x8F\xF4\xA8 |0

<U548B> \xBA\xF0 |0

<U548C> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U548E> \xD2\xEB |0

<U548F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U5490> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U5492> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U549C> \x8F\xB5\xAA |0

<U54A2> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U54A4> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U54A5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U54A8> \xD2\xFE |0

<U54A9> \x8F\xB5\xAF |0

<U54AB> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xD2\xFB |0

<U54AF> \xD3\xBE |0

<U54B2> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U54B3> \xB3\xB1 |0

<U54B8> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U54BC> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U54BD> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U54BE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U54C0> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54C1> \xC9\xCA |0

<U54C2> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U54C4> \xD2\xFC |0

<U54C7> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U54C8> \xD2\xFD |0

<U54C9> \xBA\xC8 |0

<U54D8> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U54E1> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U54E2> \xD3\xAF |0

<U54E5> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U54E6> \xD3\xA8 |0
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<U54E8> \xBE\xA5 |0

<U54E9> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U54ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U54EE> \xD3\xAC |0

<U54F2> \xC5\xAF |0

<U54FA>

 \xD3\xAE |0

<U54FD> \xD3\xAB |0

<U54FF> \x8F\xB5\xC4 |0

<U5504> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U5506> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U5507> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U550F> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U5510> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U5514> \xD3\xAA |0

<U5516> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U552E> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U552F> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U5531> \xBE\xA7 |0

<U5533> \xD3\xBA |0

<U5538> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U5539> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U553E> \xC2\xC3 |0

<U5540> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U5544> \xC2\xEF |0

<U5545> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U5546> \xBE\xA6 |0

<U554C> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U554F> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U5553> \xB7\xBC |0

<U5556> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U5557> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U555C> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U555D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U555E> \xB0\xA2 |1

<U5563> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U557B> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U557C> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U557E> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U5580> \xD3\xBD |0

<U5583> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5584> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5586> \x8F\xB5\xE8 |0

<U5587> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U5589> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U558A> \xD3\xBF |0

<U558B> \xC3\xFD |0

<U5598> \xD3\xC3 |0
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<U5599> \xD3\xBC |0

<U559A> \xB4\xAD |0

<U559C> \xB4\xEE |0

<U559D> \xB3\xE5 |0

<U559E> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U559F> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U55A7> \xB7\xF6 |0

<U55A8> \xD3\xCA

 |0

<U55A9> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U55AA> \xC1\xD3 |0

<U55AB> \xB5\xCA |0

<U55AC> \xB6\xAC |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U55B0> \xB6\xF4 |0

<U55B6> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U55C4> \xD3\xCE |0

<U55C5> \xD3\xCC |0

<U55C7> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U55D4> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U55DA> \xD3\xCB |0

<U55DC> \xD3\xCF |0

<U55DF> \xD3\xCD |0

<U55E3> \xBB\xCC |0

<U55E4> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U55F7> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U55F9> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U55FD> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U55FE> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U5606> \xC3\xB2 |0

<U5609> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U5614> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U5616> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U5617> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U5618> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U561B> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U5629> \xB2\xDE |0

<U562F> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5631> \xBE\xFC |0

<U5632> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5634> \xD3\xDC |0

<U5636> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5638> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5642> \xB1\xBD |0

<U564C> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U564E> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U5650> \xD3\xDA |0

<U565B> \xB3\xFA |0
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<U5664> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5668> \xB4\xEF |0

<U566A> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U566B> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U566C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U5674> \xCA\xAE |0

<U5678> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U567A> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U5680> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U5686> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U5687> \xB3\xC5

 |0

<U568A> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U568F> \xD3\xEA |0

<U5694> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U5699> \xB3\xFA |1

<U56A0> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U56A2> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U56A5> \xD3\xEB |0

<U56AE> \xD3\xEC |0

<U56B4> \xD3\xEE |0

<U56B6> \xD3\xED |0

<U56BC> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U56C0> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U56C1> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U56C2> \xD3\xEF |0

<U56C3> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U56C8> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U56CA> \xC7\xB9 |1

<U56CE> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U56D1> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U56D3> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U56D7> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U56D8> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U56DA> \xBC\xFC |0

<U56DB> \xBB\xCD |0

<U56DE> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U56E0> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U56E3> \xC3\xC4 |0

<U56EE> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U56F0> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U56F2> \xB0\xCF |0

<U56F3> \xBF\xDE |0

<U56F9> \xD3\xFA |0

<U56FA> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U56FD> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U56FF> \xD3\xFC |0

<U5700> \xD3\xFB |0
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<U5703> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U5704> \xD3\xFD |0

<U5708> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U5709> \xD3\xFE |0

<U570B> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U570D> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U570F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<U5712> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U5713> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U5716> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U5718> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U571C> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U571F> \xC5\xDA |0

<U5726> \xD4\xA9

 |0

<U5727> \xB0\xB5 |0

<U5728> \xBA\xDF |0

<U572D> \xB7\xBD |0

<U5730> \xC3\xCF |0

<U5737> \xD4\xAA |0

<U5738> \xD4\xAB |0

<U573B> \xD4\xAD |0

<U5740> \xD4\xAE |0

<U5742> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U5747> \xB6\xD1 |0

<U574A> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U574E> \xD4\xAC |0

<U574F> \xD4\xAF |0

<U5750> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U5751> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U5759> \x8F\xF4\xA9 |0

<U5761> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U5764> \xBA\xA5 |0

<U5765> \x8F\xB7\xC2 |0

<U5766> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U5769> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U576A> \xC4\xDA |0

<U577F> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U5782> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5788> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U5789> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U578B> \xB7\xBF |0

<U5793> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U57A0> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U57A2> \xB9\xA4 |0

<U57A3> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U57A4> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U57AA> \xD4\xBA |0
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<U57AC> \x8F\xB7\xE4 |0

<U57B0> \xD4\xBB |0

<U57B3> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U57C0> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U57C3> \xD4\xBC |0

<U57C6> \xD4\xBD |0

<U57C7> \x8F\xB7\xE7 |0

<U57C8> \x8F\xB7\xE8 |0

<U57CB> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U57CE> \xBE\xEB |0

<U57D2> \xD4\xBF |0

<U57D3> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U57D4> \xD4\xBE |0

<U57D6> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U57DC> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U57DF> \xB0\xE8

 |0

<U57E0> \xC9\xD6 |0

<U57E3> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U57F4> \xBE\xFD |0

<U57F7> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U57F9> \xC7\xDD |0

<U57FA> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U57FC> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5800> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U5802> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U5805> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U5806> \xC2\xCF |0

<U580A> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U580B> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U5815> \xC2\xC4 |0

<U5819> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U581D> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U5821> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5824> \xC4\xE9 |0

<U582A> \xB4\xAE |0

<U582F> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U5830> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U5831> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U5834> \xBE\xEC |0

<U5835> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U583A> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U583D> \xD4\xCE |0

<U5840> \xCA\xBD |0

<U5841> \xCE\xDD |0

<U584A> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U584B> \xD4\xCA |0

<U5851> \xC1\xBA |0
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<U5852> \xD4\xCD |0

<U5854> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U5857> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U5858> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U5859> \xC8\xB9 |0

<U585A> \xC4\xCD |0

<U585E> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U5861> \xC5\xB6 |1

<U5862> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U5869> \xB1\xF6 |0

<U586B> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U5870> \xD4\xCB |0

<U5872> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U5875> \xBF\xD0 |0

<U5879> \xD4\xCF |0

<U587E> \xBD\xCE |0

<U5883> \xB6\xAD |0

<U5885> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U5893> \xCA\xE8

 |0

<U5897> \xC1\xFD |0

<U589C> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U589E> \x8F\xF4\xAC |0

<U589F> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U58A8> \xCB\xCF |0

<U58AB> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U58AE> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U58B2> \x8F\xB8\xCE |0

<U58B3> \xCA\xAF |0

<U58B8> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U58B9> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U58BA> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U58BB> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U58BE> \xBA\xA6 |0

<U58C1> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U58C5> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U58C7> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U58CA> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U58CC> \xBE\xED |0

<U58D1> \xD4\xDB |0

<U58D3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U58D5> \xB9\xE8 |0

<U58D7> \xD4\xDC |0

<U58D8> \xD4\xDE |0

<U58D9> \xD4\xDD |0

<U58DC> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U58DE> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD4\xE2 |0
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<U58E4> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U58E5> \xD4\xDF |0

<U58EB> \xBB\xCE |0

<U58EC> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U58EE> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U58EF> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U58F0> \xC0\xBC |0

<U58F1> \xB0\xED |0

<U58F2> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U58F7> \xC4\xDB |0

<U58F9> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U58FA> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U58FB> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U58FC> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U58FD> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U5902> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U5909> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U590A> \xD4\xEA |0

<U590B> \x8F\xB8\xE1 |0

<U590F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U5910> \xD4\xEB |0

<U5915>

 \xCD\xBC |0

<U5916> \xB3\xB0 |0

<U5918> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U5919> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U591A> \xC2\xBF |0

<U591B> \xD4\xEC |0

<U591C> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5922> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U5925> \xD4\xEE |0

<U5927> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U5929> \xC5\xB7 |0

<U592A> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U592B> \xC9\xD7 |0

<U592C> \xD4\xEF |0

<U592D> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U592E> \xB1\xFB |0

<U5931> \xBC\xBA |0

<U5932> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5937> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U5938> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U593E> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U5944> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U5947> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U5948> \xC6\xE0 |0

<U5949> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U594E> \xD4\xF7 |0
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<U594F> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U5950> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U5951> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U5953> \x8F\xB8\xF5 |0

<U5954> \xCB\xDB |0

<U5955> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U5957> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U5958> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U595A> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U595B> \x8F\xB8\xF7 |0

<U595D> \x8F\xB8\xF8 |0

<U5960> \xD4\xFB |0

<U5962> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5963> \x8F\xB8\xFC |0

<U5965> \xB1\xFC |0

<U5967> \xD4\xFC |0

<U5968> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U5969> \xD4\xFE |0

<U596A> \xC3\xA5 |0

<U596C> \xD4\xFD |0

<U596E> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U5973> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U5974> \xC5\xDB |0

<U5978>

 \xD5\xA1 |0

<U597D> \xB9\xA5 |0

<U5981> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U5982> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U5983> \xC8\xDE |0

<U5984> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U598A> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U598D> \xD5\xAB |0

<U5993> \xB5\xB8 |0

<U5996> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U5999> \xCC\xAF |0

<U599B> \xD6\xAC |0

<U599D> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U59A3> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U59A4> \x8F\xB9\xAF |0

<U59A5> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U59A8> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U59AC> \xC5\xCA |0

<U59B2> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U59B9> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U59BA> \x8F\xB9\xB7 |0

<U59BB> \xBA\xCA |0

<U59BE> \xBE\xAA |0

<U59C6> \xD5\xA8 |0
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<U59C9> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U59CB> \xBB\xCF |0

<U59D0> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U59D1> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U59D3> \xC0\xAB |0

<U59D4> \xB0\xD1 |0

<U59D9> \xD5\xAC |0

<U59DA> \xD5\xAD |0

<U59DC> \xD5\xAA |0

<U59E5> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U59E6> \xB4\xAF |0

<U59E8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U59EB> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U59F6> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U59FB> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U59FF> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U5A01> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U5A03> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U5A09> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U5A11> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5A18> \xCC\xBC |0

<U5A1A> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U5A1C> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U5A1F> \xD5\xAF |0

<U5A20> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U5A25>

 \xD5\xAE |0

<U5A29> \xCA\xDA |0

<U5A2F> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U5A35> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U5A36> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5A3C> \xBE\xAB |0

<U5A40> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U5A41> \xCF\xAC |0

<U5A46> \xC7\xCC |0

<U5A49> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U5A5A> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U5A62> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5A66> \xC9\xD8 |0

<U5A6A> \xD5\xBA |0

<U5A6C> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U5A7F> \xCC\xBB |0

<U5A92> \xC7\xDE |0

<U5A9A> \xD5\xBB |0

<U5A9B> \xC9\xB2 |0

<U5ABC> \xD5\xBC |0

<U5ABD> \xD5\xC0 |0
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<U5ABE> \xD5\xBD |0

<U5AC1> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U5AC2> \xD5\xBF |0

<U5AC9> \xBC\xBB |0

<U5ACB> \xD5\xBE |0

<U5ACC> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5AD0> \xD5\xCC |0

<U5AD6> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5AD7> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U5AE1> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U5AE3> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U5AE6> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U5AE9> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U5AFA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5AFB> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U5B09> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U5B0B> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U5B0C> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U5B16> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5B22> \xBE\xEE |0

<U5B2A> \xD5\xCD |0

<U5B2C> \xC4\xDC |0

<U5B30> \xB1\xC5 |0

<U5B32> \xD5\xCB |0

<U5B36> \xD5\xCE |0

<U5B3E> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5B40> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U5B43> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5B45> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U5B50>

 \xBB\xD2 |0

<U5B51> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U5B54> \xB9\xA6 |0

<U5B55> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U5B56> \x8F\xBA\xBE |0

<U5B57> \xBB\xFA |0

<U5B58> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U5B5A> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U5B5B> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5B5C> \xBB\xDA |0

<U5B5D> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U5B5F> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5B63> \xB5\xA8 |0

<U5B64> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U5B65> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U5B66> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U5B69> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U5B6B> \xC2\xB9 |0
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<U5B70> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U5B71> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U5B73> \xD5\xDA |0

<U5B75> \xD5\xDB |0

<U5B78> \xD5\xDC |0

<U5B7A> \xD5\xDE |0

<U5B80> \xD5\xDF |0

<U5B83> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U5B85> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U5B87> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U5B88> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5B89> \xB0\xC2 |0

<U5B8B> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U5B8C> \xB4\xB0 |0

<U5B8D> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5B8F> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U5B95> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U5B97> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U5B98> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5B99> \xC3\xE8 |0

<U5B9A> \xC4\xEA |0

<U5B9B> \xB0\xB8 |0

<U5B9C> \xB5\xB9 |0

<U5B9D> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U5B9F> \xBC\xC2 |0

<U5BA2> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U5BA3> \xC0\xEB |0

<U5BA4> \xBC\xBC |0

<U5BA5> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U5BA6> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U5BAE> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5BB0> \xBA\xCB

 |0

<U5BB3> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5BB4> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U5BB5> \xBE\xAC |0

<U5BB6> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U5BB8> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U5BB9> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U5BBF> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U5BC0> \x8F\xBA\xDB |0

<U5BC2> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U5BC3> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U5BC4> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U5BC5> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U5BC6> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U5BC7> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U5BC9> \xD5\xE5 |0
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<U5BCC> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U5BD0> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U5BD2> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5BD3> \xB6\xF7 |0

<U5BD4> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5BD8> \x8F\xBA\xE1 |0

<U5BDB> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U5BDD> \xBF\xB2 |0

<U5BDE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U5BDF> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5BE1> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U5BE2> \xD5\xEA |0

<U5BE4> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U5BE5> \xD5\xEC |0

<U5BE6> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U5BE7> \xC7\xAB |0

<U5BE8> \xDC\xCD |0

<U5BE9> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U5BEB> \xD5\xED |0

<U5BEC> \x8F\xF4\xAE |0

<U5BEE> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U5BF0> \xD5\xEE |0

<U5BF3> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U5BF5> \xC3\xFE |0

<U5BF6> \xD5\xEF |0

<U5BF8> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U5BFA> \xBB\xFB |0

<U5BFE> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U5BFF> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U5C01> \xC9\xF5 |0

<U5C02> \xC0\xEC |0

<U5C04> \xBC\xCD |0

<U5C05> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U5C06> \xBE\xAD |0

<U5C07>

 \xD5\xF2 |0

<U5C08> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U5C09> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U5C0A> \xC2\xBA |0

<U5C0B> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U5C0D> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U5C0E> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U5C0F> \xBE\xAE |0

<U5C11> \xBE\xAF |0

<U5C13> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U5C16> \xC0\xED |0

<U5C1A> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U5C1E> \x8F\xBA\xEB |0
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<U5C20> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U5C22> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U5C24> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U5C28> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U5C2D> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U5C31> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U5C38> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U5C39> \xD5\xFA |0

<U5C3A> \xBC\xDC |0

<U5C3B> \xBF\xAC |0

<U5C3C> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5C3D> \xBF\xD4 |0

<U5C3E> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U5C3F> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U5C40> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U5C41> \xD5\xFB |0

<U5C45> \xB5\xEF |0

<U5C46> \xD5\xFC |0

<U5C48> \xB6\xFE |0

<U5C4A> \xC6\xCF |0

<U5C4B> \xB2\xB0 |0

<U5C4D> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U5C4E> \xD5\xFD |0

<U5C4F> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U5C50> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5C51> \xB6\xFD |0

<U5C53> \xD5\xFE |0

<U5C55> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U5C5B> \xD6\xA2 |1

<U5C5E> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U5C60> \xC5\xCB |0

<U5C61> \xBC\xC8 |0

<U5C62> \xBC\xC8 |1

<U5C64> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U5C65> \xCD\xFA |0

<U5C6C> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U5C6E> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U5C6F>

 \xC6\xD6 |0

<U5C71> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U5C76> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U5C79> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5C8C> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U5C90> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5C91> \xD6\xAA |0

<U5C94> \xD6\xAB |0

<U5CA1> \xB2\xAC |0

<U5CA6> \x8F\xBB\xB3 |0
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<U5CA8> \xC1\xBB |0

<U5CA9> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U5CAB> \xD6\xAD |0

<U5CAC> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U5CB1> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U5CB3> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U5CB6> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5CB7> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U5CB8> \xB4\xDF |0

<U5CBA> \x8F\xBB\xB8 |0

<U5CBB> \xD6\xAE |0

<U5CBC> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U5CBE> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U5CC5> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U5CC7> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U5CD9> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U5CE0> \xC6\xBD |0

<U5CE1> \xB6\xAE |0

<U5CE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U5CE9> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U5CEA> \xD6\xBB |0

<U5CED> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CEF> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U5CF0> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U5CF5> \x8F\xF4\xAF |0

<U5CF6> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U5CFA> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U5CFB> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U5CFD> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U5D07> \xBF\xF2 |0

<U5D0B> \xD6\xBC |0

<U5D0E> \xBA\xEA |0

<U5D11> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U5D14> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U5D15> \xD6\xBD |0

<U5D16> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5D17> \xD6\xBE |0

<U5D18> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U5D19> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U5D1A>

 \xD6\xC5 |0

<U5D1B> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U5D1F> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U5D22> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \x8F\xBB\xCA |0

<U5D29> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U5D42> \x8F\xBB\xD0 |0

<U5D4B> \xD6\xCB |0
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<U5D4C> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U5D4E> \xD6\xCA |0

<U5D50> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U5D52> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U5D53> \x8F\xF4\xB0 |0

<U5D5C> \xD6\xBF |0

<U5D69> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U5D6C> \xD6\xCC |0

<U5D6D> \x8F\xBB\xDE |0

<U5D6F> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U5D73> \xD6\xCD |0

<U5D76> \xD6\xCE |0

<U5D82> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U5D84> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U5D87> \xD6\xCF |0

<U5D8B> \xC5\xE8 |0

<U5D8C> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5D90> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U5DA2> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U5DAC> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U5DAE> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U5DB7> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U5DB8> \x8F\xBB\xF4 |0

<U5DB9> \x8F\xBB\xF5 |0

<U5DBA> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U5DBC> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U5DBD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U5DC9> \xD6\xDA |0

<U5DCC> \xB4\xE0 |0

<U5DCD> \xD6\xDB |0

<U5DD0> \x8F\xBB\xF9 |0

<U5DD2> \xD6\xDD |0

<U5DD3> \xD6\xDC |0

<U5DD6> \xD6\xDE |0

<U5DDB> \xD6\xDF |0

<U5DDD> \xC0\xEE |0

<U5DDE> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U5DE1> \xBD\xE4 |0

<U5DE3> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U5DE5> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U5DE6>

 \xBA\xB8 |0

<U5DE7> \xB9\xAA |0

<U5DE8> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U5DEB> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U5DEE> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U5DF1> \xB8\xCA |0
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<U5DF2> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U5DF3> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U5DF4> \xC7\xC3 |0

<U5DF5> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U5DF7> \xB9\xAB |0

<U5DFB> \xB4\xAC |0

<U5DFD> \xC3\xA7 |0

<U5DFE> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5E02> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U5E03> \xC9\xDB |0

<U5E06> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U5E0B> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U5E0C> \xB4\xF5 |0

<U5E11> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U5E16> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U5E19> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U5E1A> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U5E1B> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5E1D> \xC4\xEB |0

<U5E25> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U5E2B> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5E2D> \xC0\xCA |0

<U5E2F> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U5E30> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U5E33> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U5E36> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U5E37> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U5E38> \xBE\xEF |0

<U5E3D> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U5E40> \xD6\xEC |0

<U5E43> \xD6\xEB |0

<U5E44> \xD6\xEA |0

<U5E45> \xC9\xFD |0

<U5E47> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U5E4C> \xCB\xDA |0

<U5E4E> \xD6\xED |0

<U5E54> \xD6\xEF |0

<U5E55> \xCB\xEB |0

<U5E57> \xD6\xEE |0

<U5E5F> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U5E61> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U5E62> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U5E63> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5E64> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U5E72>

 \xB4\xB3 |0

<U5E73> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5E74> \xC7\xAF |0
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<U5E75> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U5E76> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U5E78> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5E79> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5E7A> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U5E7B> \xB8\xB8 |0

<U5E7C> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U5E7D> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U5E7E> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U5E7F> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5E81> \xC4\xA3 |0

<U5E83> \xB9\xAD |0

<U5E84> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U5E87> \xC8\xDF |0

<U5E8A> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U5E8F> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U5E95> \xC4\xEC |0

<U5E96> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U5E97> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U5E9A> \xB9\xAE |0

<U5E9C> \xC9\xDC |0

<U5EA0> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U5EA6> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U5EA7> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U5EAB> \xB8\xCB |0

<U5EAD> \xC4\xED |0

<U5EB5> \xB0\xC3 |0

<U5EB6> \xBD\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xB9\xAF |0

<U5EB8> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U5EC1> \xD6\xFA |0

<U5EC2> \xD6\xFB |0

<U5EC3> \xC7\xD1 |0

<U5EC8> \xD6\xFC |0

<U5EC9> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U5ECA> \xCF\xAD |0

<U5ECF> \xD6\xFE |0

<U5ED0> \xD6\xFD |0

<U5ED3> \xB3\xC7 |0

<U5ED6> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U5EDA> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U5EDB> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5EDD> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U5EDF> \xC9\xC0 |0

<U5EE0> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U5EE1> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U5EE2> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5EE3>
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 \xD7\xA2 |0

<U5EE8> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U5EE9> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U5EEC> \xD7\xAA |0

<U5EF0> \xD7\xAD |0

<U5EF1> \xD7\xAB |0

<U5EF3> \xD7\xAC |0

<U5EF4> \xD7\xAE |0

<U5EF6> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U5EF7> \xC4\xEE |0

<U5EF8> \xD7\xAF |0

<U5EFA> \xB7\xFA |0

<U5EFB> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U5EFC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U5EFE> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U5EFF> \xC6\xFB |0

<U5F01> \xCA\xDB |0

<U5F03> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5F04> \xCF\xAE |0

<U5F09> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U5F0A> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5F0B> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U5F0C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U5F0D> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U5F0F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<U5F10> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U5F11> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U5F13> \xB5\xDD |0

<U5F14> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U5F15> \xB0\xFA |0

<U5F16> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U5F17> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U5F18> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U5F1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U5F1F> \xC4\xEF |0

<U5F21> \x8F\xBC\xE4 |0

<U5F25> \xCC\xEF |0

<U5F26> \xB8\xB9 |0

<U5F27> \xB8\xCC |0

<U5F29> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U5F2D> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U5F2F> \xD7\xBF |0

<U5F31> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U5F34> \x8F\xBC\xED |0

<U5F35> \xC4\xA5 |0

<U5F37> \xB6\xAF |0

<U5F38> \xD7\xBA |0

<U5F3C> \xC9\xAB |0
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<U5F3E> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U5F41> \xD7\xBB

 |0

<U5F45> \x8F\xBC\xF4 |0

<U5F48> \xD7\xBC |0

<U5F4A> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U5F4C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U5F4E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U5F51> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U5F53> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U5F56> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U5F57> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U5F59> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U5F5C> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U5F5D> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U5F61> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5F62> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U5F66> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U5F67> \x8F\xBC\xFE |0

<U5F69> \xBA\xCC |0

<U5F6A> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U5F6B> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U5F6C> \xC9\xCB |0

<U5F6D> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U5F70> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U5F71> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U5F73> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U5F77> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U5F79> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U5F7C> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U5F7F> \xD7\xCA |0

<U5F80> \xB1\xFD |0

<U5F81> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5F82> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U5F83> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F84> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U5F85> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U5F87> \xD7\xCE |0

<U5F88> \xD7\xCC |0

<U5F8A> \xD7\xCB |0

<U5F8B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U5F8C> \xB8\xE5 |0

<U5F90> \xBD\xF9 |0

<U5F91> \xD7\xCD |0

<U5F92> \xC5\xCC |0

<U5F93> \xBD\xBE |0

<U5F97> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U5F98> \xD7\xD1 |0
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<U5F99> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U5F9E> \xD7\xCF |0

<U5FA0> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U5FA1> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U5FA8>

 \xD7\xD3 |0

<U5FA9> \xC9\xFC |0

<U5FAA> \xBD\xDB |0

<U5FAD> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U5FAE> \xC8\xF9 |0

<U5FB3> \xC6\xC1 |0

<U5FB4> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U5FB7> \x8F\xF4\xB2 |0

<U5FB9> \xC5\xB0 |0

<U5FBC> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U5FBD> \xB5\xAB |0

<U5FC3> \xBF\xB4 |0

<U5FC5> \xC9\xAC |0

<U5FCC> \xB4\xF7 |0

<U5FCD> \xC7\xA6 |0

<U5FD6> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U5FD7> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U5FD8> \xCB\xBA |0

<U5FD9> \xCB\xBB |0

<U5FDC> \xB1\xFE |0

<U5FDD> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5FDE> \x8F\xBD\xC2 |0

<U5FE0> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U5FE4> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U5FEB> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U5FF0> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5FF1> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5FF5> \xC7\xB0 |0

<U5FF8> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5FFB> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U5FFD> \xB9\xFA |0

<U5FFF> \xD7\xDD |0

<U600E> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U600F> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U6010> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U6012> \xC5\xDC |0

<U6015> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U6016> \xC9\xDD |0

<U6019> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U601B> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U601C> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U601D> \xBB\xD7 |0

<U6020> \xC2\xD5 |0
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<U6021> \xD7\xDE |0

<U6025> \xB5\xDE |0

<U6026> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U6027> \xC0\xAD |0

<U6028> \xB1\xE5 |0

<U6029> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U602A> \xB2\xF8

 |0

<U602B> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U602F> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U6031> \xD7\xE4 |0

<U603A> \xD7\xEA |0

<U6041> \xD7\xEC |0

<U6042> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U6043> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U6046> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U604A> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U604B> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U604D> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U6050> \xB6\xB2 |0

<U6052> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U6055> \xBD\xFA |0

<U6059> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U605A> \xD7\xEB |0

<U605D> \x8F\xBD\xE7 |0

<U605F> \xD7\xEF |0

<U6060> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6062> \xB2\xFA |0

<U6063> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U6064> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U6065> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U6068> \xBA\xA8 |0

<U6069> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U606A> \xD7\xED |0

<U606B> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U606C> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U606D> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U606F> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U6070> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U6075> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U6077> \xD7\xEE |0

<U6081> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6083> \xD7\xFD |0

<U6084> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U6085> \x8F\xF4\xB3 |0

<U6089> \xBC\xBD |0

<U608A> \x8F\xBD\xF0 |0

<U608B> \xD8\xA7 |0
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<U608C> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U608D> \xD7\xFB |0

<U6092> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U6094> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U6096> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U6097> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U609A> \xD7\xFE |0

<U609B> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U609F> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U60A0>

 \xCD\xAA |0

<U60A3> \xB4\xB5 |0

<U60A6> \xB1\xD9 |0

<U60A7> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U60A9> \xC7\xBA |0

<U60AA> \xB0\xAD |0

<U60B2> \xC8\xE1 |0

<U60B3> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B4> \xD8\xAC |0

<U60B5> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U60B6> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U60B8> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U60BC> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U60BD> \xD8\xAE |0

<U60C5> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U60C6> \xD8\xAF |0

<U60C7> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U60D1> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U60D3> \xD8\xAB |0

<U60D5> \x8F\xBE\xAC |0

<U60D8> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U60DA> \xB9\xFB |0

<U60DC> \xC0\xCB |0

<U60DE> \x8F\xBE\xB0 |0

<U60DF> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U60E0> \xD8\xAA |0

<U60E1> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U60E3> \xC1\xDA |0

<U60E7> \xD7\xFC |0

<U60E8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U60F0> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U60F1> \xD8\xBD |0

<U60F2> \x8F\xBE\xB3 |0

<U60F3> \xC1\xDB |0

<U60F4> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U60F6> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U60F7> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U60F9> \xBC\xE6 |0
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<U60FA> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U60FB> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6100> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6101> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6103> \xD8\xBA |0

<U6106> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U6108> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6109> \xCC\xFB |0

<U610D> \xD8\xBE |0

<U610E> \xD8\xBF |0

<U610F> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U6111> \x8F\xBE\xBD

 |0

<U6115> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U611A> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U611B> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U611F> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U6120> \x8F\xF4\xB4 |0

<U6121> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6127> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U6128> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U612C> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U6130> \x8F\xBE\xC9 |0

<U6134> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6137> \x8F\xBE\xCD |0

<U613C> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U613D> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U613E> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U613F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U6142> \xD8\xCA |0

<U6144> \xD8\xCB |0

<U6147> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U6148> \xBB\xFC |0

<U614A> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U614B> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U614C> \xB9\xB2 |0

<U614D> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U614E> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U6153> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U6155> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U6158> \xD8\xCE |0

<U6159> \xD8\xCF |0

<U615A> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U615D> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U615F> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U6162> \xCB\xFD |0

<U6163> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U6165> \xD8\xD4 |0
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<U6167> \xB7\xC5 |0

<U6168> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U616B> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U616E> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U616F> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U6170> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U6171> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U6173> \xD8\xCC |0

<U6174> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U6175> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U6176> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U6177> \xD8\xCD |0

<U617E> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6182> \xCD\xAB

 |0

<U6187> \xD8\xDC |0

<U618A> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U618E> \xC1\xFE |0

<U6190> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U6191> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U6194> \xD8\xDE |0

<U6196> \xD8\xDB |0

<U6198> \x8F\xBE\xE4 |0

<U6199> \xD8\xDA |0

<U619A> \xD8\xDF |0

<U61A4> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U61A7> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U61A9> \xB7\xC6 |0

<U61AB> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U61AC> \xD8\xDD |0

<U61AE> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U61B2> \xB7\xFB |0

<U61B6> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U61BA> \xD8\xEB |0

<U61BE> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U61C3> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U61C6> \xD8\xEA |0

<U61C7> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61C8> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U61C9> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U61CA> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U61CB> \xD8\xEC |0

<U61CC> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U61CD> \xD8\xEE |0

<U61D0> \xB2\xFB |0

<U61E3> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U61E6> \xD8\xEF |0

<U61F2> \xC4\xA8 |0
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<U61F4> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U61F6> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U61F7> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U61F8> \xB7\xFC |0

<U61FA> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U61FC> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U61FD> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U61FE> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U61FF> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U6200> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U6208> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U6209> \xD8\xFA |0

<U620A> \xCA\xEA |0

<U620C> \xD8\xFC |0

<U620D> \xD8\xFB |0

<U620E> \xBD\xBF |0

<U6210> \xC0\xAE

 |0

<U6211> \xB2\xE6 |0

<U6212> \xB2\xFC |0

<U6213> \x8F\xBF\xA8 |0

<U6214> \xD8\xFD |0

<U6216> \xB0\xBF |0

<U621A> \xC0\xCC |0

<U621B> \xD8\xFE |0

<U621D> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U621E> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U621F> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U6221> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U6226> \xC0\xEF |0

<U622A> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U622E> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U622F> \xB5\xBA |0

<U6230> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U6232> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U6233> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6234> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U6238> \xB8\xCD |0

<U623B> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U623F> \xCB\xBC |0

<U6240> \xBD\xEA |0

<U6241> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6247> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U6248> \xEE\xBD |0

<U6249> \xC8\xE2 |0

<U624B> \xBC\xEA |0

<U624D> \xBA\xCD |0

<U624E> \xD9\xA9 |0
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<U6253> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U6255> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U6258> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U625B> \xD9\xAC |0

<U625E> \xD9\xAA |0

<U6260> \xD9\xAD |0

<U6263> \xD9\xAB |0

<U6268> \xD9\xAE |0

<U626E> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U6271> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U6276> \xC9\xDE |0

<U6279> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U627C> \xD9\xAF |0

<U627E> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U627F> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U6280> \xB5\xBB |0

<U6282> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U6283> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6284> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U6289>

 \xD9\xB1 |0

<U628A> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6291> \xCD\xDE |0

<U6292> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U6293> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U6294> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6295> \xC5\xEA |0

<U6296> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U6297> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U6298> \xC0\xDE |0

<U629B> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U629C> \xC8\xB4 |0

<U629E> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U62A6> \x8F\xBF\xC9 |0

<U62AB> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U62AC> \xDA\xAD |0

<U62B1> \xCA\xFA |0

<U62B5> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U62B9> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U62BB> \xD9\xBB |0

<U62BC> \xB2\xA1 |0

<U62BD> \xC3\xEA |0

<U62C2> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U62C5> \xC3\xB4 |0

<U62C6> \xD9\xBE |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U62C8> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U62C9> \xD9\xC7 |0
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<U62CA> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U62CD> \xC7\xEF |0

<U62CF> \xD9\xBC |0

<U62D0> \xB2\xFD |0

<U62D1> \xD9\xBA |0

<U62D2> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U62D3> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U62D4> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U62D7> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U62D8> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U62D9> \xC0\xDB |0

<U62DB> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U62DC> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U62DD> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U62E0> \xB5\xF2 |0

<U62E1> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U62ED> \xBF\xA1 |0

<U62EE> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U62EF> \xD9\xCE |0

<U62F1> \xD9\xCA |0

<U62F3>

 \xB7\xFD |0

<U62F5> \xD9\xCF |0

<U62F6> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U62F7> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U62FE> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6301> \xBB\xFD |0

<U6302> \xD9\xCC |0

<U6307> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U6308> \xD9\xCD |0

<U6309> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U630C> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U6311> \xC4\xA9 |0

<U6319> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U631F> \xB6\xB4 |0

<U6327> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6328> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U632B> \xBA\xC3 |0

<U632F> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U633A> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U633D> \xC8\xD4 |0

<U633E> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U633F> \xC1\xDE |0

<U6349> \xC2\xAA |0

<U634C> \xBB\xAB |0
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<U634D> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U634F> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6350> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U6355> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U6357> \xC4\xBD |0

<U635C> \xC1\xDC |0

<U6367> \xCA\xFB |0

<U6368> \xBC\xCE |0

<U6369> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U636B> \xD9\xDF |0

<U636E> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U6372> \xB7\xFE |0

<U6376> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U6377> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U637A> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U637B> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6380> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U6383> \xC1\xDD |0

<U6388> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U6389> \xD9\xDC |0

<U638C> \xBE\xB8 |0

<U638E> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U638F> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6392> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6396> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U6398>

 \xB7\xA1 |0

<U639B> \xB3\xDD |0

<U639F> \xD9\xDD |0

<U63A0> \xCE\xAB |0

<U63A1> \xBA\xCE |0

<U63A2> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U63A3> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63A5> \xC0\xDC |0

<U63A7> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U63A8> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U63A9> \xB1\xE6 |0

<U63AA> \xC1\xBC |0

<U63AB> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U63AC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U63B2> \xB7\xC7 |0

<U63B4> \xC4\xCF |0

<U63B5> \xD9\xDE |0

<U63BB> \xC1\xDF |0

<U63BE> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U63C0> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U63C3> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U63C4> \xD9\xE9 |0
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<U63C6> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U63C9> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U63CF> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U63D0> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U63D2> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U63D6> \xCD\xAC |0

<U63DA> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U63DB> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U63E1> \xB0\xAE |0

<U63E3> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U63E9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U63EE> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U63F4> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U63F5> \x8F\xC0\xC4 |0

<U63F6> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U63FA> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U6406> \xD9\xEC |0

<U640D> \xC2\xBB |0

<U640F> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U6413> \xD9\xED |0

<U6414> \xC1\xDF |1

<U6416> \xD9\xEA |0

<U6417> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U641C> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U6426> \xD9\xEE |0

<U6428> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U642C> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U642D> \xC5\xEB |0

<U6434>

 \xD9\xEB |0

<U6436> \xD9\xEF |0

<U643A> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U643E> \xBA\xF1 |0

<U6442> \xC0\xDD |0

<U644E> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U6451> \xC4\xCF |1

<U6458> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U6460> \x8F\xC0\xE4 |0

<U6467> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U6469> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U646F> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U6476> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U6478> \xCC\xCE |0

<U647A> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U6483> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U6488> \xD9\xFD |0

<U6492> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U6493> \xD9\xFA |0
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<U6495> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U649A> \xC7\xB2 |0

<U649D> \x8F\xC0\xF4 |0

<U649E> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U64A4> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U64A5> \xD9\xFB |0

<U64A9> \xD9\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xC9\xEF |0

<U64AD> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U64AE> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U64B0> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U64B2> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U64B9> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U64BB> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U64BC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U64C1> \xCD\xCA |0

<U64C2> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U64C5> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U64C7> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U64CD> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U64CE> \x8F\xC1\xA6 |0

<U64D2> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U64D4> \xD9\xBF |0

<U64D8> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U64DA> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U64E0> \xDA\xAB |0

<U64E1> \xDA\xAC |0

<U64E2> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U64E3> \xDA\xAE |0

<U64E6> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U64E7>

 \xDA\xA9 |0

<U64EC> \xB5\xBC |0

<U64EF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U64F1> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U64F2> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U64F4> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U64F6> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U64FA> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U64FD> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U64FE> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6505> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U6518> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U651C> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U651D> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U6522> \xDA\xB9 |1

<U6523> \xDA\xBB |0
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<U6524> \xDA\xBA |0

<U652A> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U652B> \xDA\xBC |0

<U652C> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U652F> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6534> \xDA\xBD |0

<U6535> \xDA\xBE |0

<U6536> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U6537> \xDA\xBF |0

<U6538> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U6539> \xB2\xFE |0

<U653B> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U653E> \xCA\xFC |0

<U653F> \xC0\xAF |0

<U6545> \xB8\xCE |0

<U6548> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U654D> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U654E> \x8F\xF4\xB5 |0

<U654F> \xC9\xD2 |0

<U6551> \xB5\xDF |0

<U6555> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6556> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U6557> \xC7\xD4 |0

<U6558> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U6559> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U655D> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U655E> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U6562> \xB4\xBA |0

<U6563> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6566> \xC6\xD8 |0

<U656C> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U6570> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U6572> \xDA\xCA |0

<U6574>

 \xC0\xB0 |0

<U6575> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6577> \xC9\xDF |0

<U6578> \xDA\xCB |0

<U6582> \xDA\xCC |0

<U6583> \xDA\xCD |0

<U6587> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U6588> \xD5\xDD |0

<U6589> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U658C> \xC9\xCC |0

<U658E> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U6590> \xC8\xE5 |0

<U6591> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U6597> \xC5\xCD |0
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<U6599> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U659B> \xDA\xCF |0

<U659C> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U659F> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U65A1> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U65A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U65A5> \xC0\xCD |0

<U65A7> \xC9\xE0 |0

<U65AB> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U65AC> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U65AD> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U65AF> \xBB\xDB |0

<U65B0> \xBF\xB7 |0

<U65B7> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U65B9> \xCA\xFD |0

<U65BC> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U65BD> \xBB\xDC |0

<U65C1> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U65C3> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U65C4> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U65C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U65C6> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U65CB> \xC0\xFB |0

<U65CC> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U65CF> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U65D2> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U65D7> \xB4\xFA |0

<U65D9> \xDA\xDA |0

<U65DB> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U65E0> \xDA\xDB |0

<U65E1> \xDA\xDC |0

<U65E2> \xB4\xFB |0

<U65E5> \xC6\xFC |0

<U65E6> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U65E7> \xB5\xEC |0

<U65E8> \xBB\xDD |0

<U65E9>

 \xC1\xE1 |0

<U65EC> \xBD\xDC |0

<U65ED> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U65F1> \xDA\xDD |0

<U65FA> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U6600> \x8F\xC1\xF5 |0

<U6602> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U6603> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U6606> \xBA\xAB |0

<U6607> \xBE\xBA |0
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<U6609> \x8F\xC1\xF8 |0

<U660A> \xDA\xDF |0

<U660C> \xBE\xBB |0

<U660E> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U660F> \xBA\xAA |0

<U6613> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U6614> \xC0\xCE |0

<U6615> \x8F\xC1\xFC |0

<U661C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U661E> \x8F\xC2\xA1 |0

<U661F> \xC0\xB1 |0

<U6620> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U6624> \x8F\xC2\xA5 |0

<U6625> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U6627> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U6628> \xBA\xF2 |0

<U662D> \xBE\xBC |0

<U662E> \x8F\xC2\xAB |0

<U662F> \xC0\xA7 |0

<U6631> \x8F\xC2\xAD |0

<U6634> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U6635> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U6636> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U663B> \x8F\xF4\xB6 |0

<U663C> \xC3\xEB |0

<U663F> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U6641> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6642> \xBB\xFE |0

<U6643> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U6644> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6649> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U664B> \xBF\xB8 |0

<U664F> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6652> \xBB\xAF |0

<U6657> \x8F\xC2\xB8 |0

<U6659> \x8F\xC2\xBA |0

<U665D> \xDA\xEC |0

<U665E>

 \xDA\xEB |0

<U665F> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U6662> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U6664> \xDA\xED |0

<U6665> \x8F\xF4\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U6667> \xDA\xEE |0

<U6668> \xDA\xEF |0

<U6669> \xC8\xD5 |0

<U666E> \xC9\xE1 |0
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<U666F> \xB7\xCA |0

<U6670> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U6673> \x8F\xC2\xC4 |0

<U6674> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U6676> \xBE\xBD |0

<U667A> \xC3\xD2 |0

<U6681> \xB6\xC7 |0

<U6683> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U6684> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U6687> \xB2\xCB |0

<U6688> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U6689> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U668E> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U6691> \xBD\xEB |0

<U6696> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U6697> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U6698> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U6699> \x8F\xC2\xD2 |0

<U669D> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U66A0> \x8F\xC2\xD7 |0

<U66A2> \xC4\xAA |0

<U66A6> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U66AB> \xBB\xC3 |0

<U66AE> \xCA\xEB |0

<U66B2> \x8F\xC2\xDB |0

<U66B4> \xCB\xBD |0

<U66B8> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U66B9> \xDA\xFB |0

<U66BC> \xDA\xFE |0

<U66BE> \xDA\xFD |0

<U66BF> \x8F\xC2\xDE |0

<U66C1> \xDA\xFA |0

<U66C4> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U66C7> \xC6\xDE |0

<U66C9> \xDA\xFC |0

<U66D6> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U66D9> \xBD\xEC |0

<U66DA> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U66DC> \xCD\xCB |0

<U66DD>

 \xC7\xF8 |0

<U66E0> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U66E6> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U66E9> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U66F0> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U66F2> \xB6\xCA |0

<U66F3> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U66F4> \xB9\xB9 |0
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<U66F5> \xDB\xAA |0

<U66F7> \xDB\xAB |0

<U66F8> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U66F9> \xC1\xE2 |0

<U66FA> \x8F\xC2\xED |0

<U66FB> \x8F\xC2\xBF |0

<U66FC> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U66FD> \xC1\xBE |0

<U66FE> \xC1\xBD |0

<U66FF> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U6700> \xBA\xC7 |0

<U6703> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U6708> \xB7\xEE |0

<U6709> \xCD\xAD |0

<U670B> \xCA\xFE |0

<U670D> \xC9\xFE |0

<U670E> \x8F\xC2\xF0 |0

<U670F> \xDB\xAC |0

<U6714> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U6715> \xC4\xBF |0

<U6716> \xDB\xAD |0

<U6717> \xCF\xAF |0

<U671B> \xCB\xBE |0

<U671D> \xC4\xAB |0

<U671E> \xDB\xAE |0

<U671F> \xB4\xFC |0

<U6726> \xDB\xAF |0

<U6727> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U6728> \xCC\xDA |0

<U672A> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U672B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U672C> \xCB\xDC |0

<U672D> \xBB\xA5 |0

<U672E> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U6731> \xBC\xEB |0

<U6734> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U6736> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U6737> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U6738> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U673A> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U673D> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U673F>

 \xDB\xB3 |0

<U6741> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6746> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U6749> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U674E> \xCD\xFB |0

<U674F> \xB0\xC9 |0
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<U6750> \xBA\xE0 |0

<U6751> \xC2\xBC |0

<U6753> \xBC\xDD |0

<U6756> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U6759> \xDB\xBB |0

<U675C> \xC5\xCE |0

<U675E> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U675F> \xC2\xAB |0

<U6760> \xDB\xBA |0

<U6761> \xBE\xF2 |0

<U6762> \xCC\xDD |0

<U6763> \xDB\xBC |0

<U6764> \xDB\xBD |0

<U6765> \xCD\xE8 |0

<U6766> \x8F\xC3\xA1 |0

<U676A> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U676D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U676F> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U6770> \xDB\xBF |0

<U6771> \xC5\xEC |0

<U6772> \xDA\xDE |0

<U6773> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U6775> \xB5\xCF |0

<U6777> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U677C> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U677E> \xBE\xBE |0

<U677F> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U6785> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U6787> \xC8\xFA |0

<U6789> \xDB\xBE |0

<U678B> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U678C> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U6790> \xC0\xCF |0

<U6795> \xCB\xED |0

<U6797> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U679A> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U679C> \xB2\xCC |0

<U679D> \xBB\xDE |0

<U67A0> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U67A1> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U67A2> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U67A6> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U67A9> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U67AF> \xB8\xCF |0

<U67B3>

 \xDB\xCC |0

<U67B4> \xDB\xCA |0

<U67B6> \xB2\xCD |0
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<U67B7> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U67B8> \xDB\xCE |0

<U67B9> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U67BB> \x8F\xC3\xB5 |0

<U67C0> \x8F\xC3\xB9 |0

<U67C1> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U67C4> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U67C6> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U67CA> \xC9\xA2 |0

<U67CE> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U67CF> \xC7\xF0 |0

<U67D0> \xCB\xBF |0

<U67D1> \xB4\xBB |0

<U67D3> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U67D4> \xBD\xC0 |0

<U67D8> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U67DA> \xCD\xAE |0

<U67DD> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U67DE> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U67E2> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U67E4> \xDB\xCF |0

<U67E7> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U67E9> \xDB\xCD |0

<U67EC> \xDB\xCB |0

<U67EE> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U67F1> \xC3\xEC |0

<U67F3> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U67F4> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U67F5> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U67FB> \xBA\xBA |0

<U67FE> \xCB\xEF |0

<U67FF> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6801> \x8F\xF4\xBA |0

<U6802> \xC4\xCE |0

<U6803> \xC6\xCA |0

<U6804> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U6805> \xBA\xF4 |1

<U6813> \xC0\xF2 |0

<U6816> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U6817> \xB7\xAA |0

<U681E> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U6821> \xB9\xBB |0

<U6822> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6829> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U682B> \xDB\xE1
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 |0

<U6832> \xDB\xDE |0

<U6834> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U6838> \xB3\xCB |0

<U6839> \xBA\xAC |0

<U683C> \xB3\xCA |0

<U683D> \xBA\xCF |0

<U6840> \xDB\xDC |0

<U6841> \xB7\xE5 |0

<U6842> \xB7\xCB |0

<U6843> \xC5\xED |0

<U6844> \x8F\xC3\xD8 |0

<U6846> \xDB\xDA |0

<U6848> \xB0\xC6 |0

<U684D> \xDB\xDD |0

<U684E> \xDB\xDF |0

<U6850> \xB6\xCD |0

<U6851> \xB7\xAC |0

<U6852> \x8F\xC3\xC9 |0

<U6853> \xB4\xBC |0

<U6854> \xB5\xCB |0

<U6859> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U685C> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U685D> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U685F> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U6863> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U6867> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U6874> \xDB\xEF |0

<U6876> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U6877> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U687E> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U687F> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U6881> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U6883> \xDB\xEC |0

<U6885> \xC7\xDF |0

<U688D> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U688E> \xDB\xF4 |1

<U688F> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U6893> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U6894> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U6897> \xB9\xBC |0

<U689B> \xDB\xEB |0

<U689D> \xDB\xEA |0

<U689F> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U68A0> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U68A2> \xBE\xBF |0

<U68A6> \xD4\xED |0

<U68A7> \xB8\xE8 |0
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<U68A8> \xCD\xFC |0

<U68AD> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U68AF>

 \xC4\xF4 |0

<U68B0> \xB3\xA3 |0

<U68B1> \xBA\xAD |0

<U68B3> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U68B6> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U68B9> \xDB\xEE |0

<U68BA> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U68BC> \xC5\xEE |0

<U68C4> \xB4\xFE |0

<U68C6> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U68C8> \x8F\xC3\xFC |0

<U68C9> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U68CA> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U68CB> \xB4\xFD |0

<U68CD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U68CF> \x8F\xC3\xFE |0

<U68D2> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U68D4> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U68D5> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U68D7> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U68D8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U68DA> \xC3\xAA |0

<U68DF> \xC5\xEF |0

<U68E0> \xDC\xAB |0

<U68E1> \xDB\xFC |0

<U68E3> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U68E7> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U68EE> \xBF\xB9 |0

<U68EF> \xDC\xAC |0

<U68F2> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U68F9> \xDC\xAA |0

<U68FA> \xB4\xBD |0

<U6900> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U6901> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6904> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U6905> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U6908> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U690B> \xCC\xBA |0

<U690C> \xDB\xFD |0

<U690D> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U690E> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U690F> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U6912> \xDC\xA5 |0

<U6919> \xBF\xFA |0
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<U691A> \xDC\xAF |0

<U691B> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U691C> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U6921> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U6922> \xDB\xFA

 |0

<U6923> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U6925> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U6926> \xDB\xFB |0

<U6928> \xDC\xAD |0

<U692A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U6930> \xDC\xBF |0

<U6934> \xC6\xCE |0

<U6936> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U6939> \xDC\xBB |0

<U693D> \xDC\xBD |0

<U693F> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U694A> \xCD\xCC |0

<U6953> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U6954> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U6955> \xC2\xCA |0

<U6959> \xDC\xBE |0

<U695A> \xC1\xBF |0

<U695C> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U695D> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U695E> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U6960> \xC6\xEF |0

<U6961> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U6962> \xC6\xEA |0

<U6968> \x8F\xC4\xCC |0

<U696A> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U696B> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U696D> \xB6\xC8 |0

<U696E> \xDC\xBA |0

<U696F> \xBD\xDD |0

<U6973> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U6974> \xDC\xBC |0

<U6975> \xB6\xCB |0

<U6977> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U6978> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U6979> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U697C> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U697D> \xB3\xDA |0

<U697E> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U6981> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U6982> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U698A> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U698E> \xB1\xDD |0
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<U6991> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U6994> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6995> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6998> \x8F\xC4\xD9 |0

<U699B> \xBF\xBA |0

<U699C> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U69A0> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U69A7>

 \xDC\xD2 |0

<U69AE> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U69B1> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U69B2> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U69B4> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U69BB> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U69BE> \xDC\xCB |0

<U69BF> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U69C1> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U69C3> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U69C7> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U69CA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U69CB> \xB9\xBD |0

<U69CC> \xC4\xC8 |0

<U69CD> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U69CE> \xDC\xCC |0

<U69D0> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U69D3> \xDC\xCA |0

<U69D8> \xCD\xCD |0

<U69D9> \xCB\xEA |0

<U69DD> \xDC\xCF |0

<U69DE> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U69E2> \x8F\xC4\xEA |0

<U69E7> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U69E8> \xDC\xDA |0

<U69EB> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U69ED> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U69F2> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U69F9> \xDC\xDF |0

<U69FB> \xC4\xD0 |0

<U69FD> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U69FF> \xDC\xDD |0

<U6A02> \xDC\xDB |0

<U6A05> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U6A0A> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U6A0B> \xC8\xF5 |0

<U6A0C> \xDC\xEE |0

<U6A12> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6A13> \xDC\xEC |0

<U6A14> \xDC\xE6 |0
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<U6A17> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U6A19> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U6A1B> \xDC\xDC |0

<U6A1E> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U6A1F> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U6A21> \xCC\xCF |0

<U6A22> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U6A23> \xDC\xEB |0

<U6A29> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6A2A> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U6A2B>

 \xB3\xDF |0

<U6A2E> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U6A30> \x8F\xC4\xFD |0

<U6A35> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U6A36> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U6A38> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U6A39> \xBC\xF9 |0

<U6A3A> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U6A3D> \xC3\xAE |0

<U6A44> \xDC\xED |0

<U6A46> \x8F\xC5\xA7 |0

<U6A47> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U6A48> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U6A4B> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6A58> \xB5\xCC |0

<U6A59> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U6A5F> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U6A61> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6A62> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U6A66> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U6A6B> \x8F\xF4\xBD |0

<U6A72> \xDC\xEF |0

<U6A73> \x8F\xC5\xB5 |0

<U6A78> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U6A7E> \x8F\xC5\xB6 |0

<U6A7F> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U6A80> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U6A84> \xDC\xFC |0

<U6A8D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U6A8E> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6A90> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U6A97> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U6A9C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U6AA0> \xDC\xFB |0

<U6AA2> \xDC\xFD |0

<U6AA3> \xDC\xFE |0

<U6AAA> \xDD\xAC |0
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<U6AAC> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U6AAE> \xDB\xED |0

<U6AB3> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6AB8> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6ABB> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U6AC1> \xDC\xEA |0

<U6AC2> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U6AC3> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U6AD1> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6AD3> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U6ADA> \xDD\xAD |0

<U6ADB> \xB6\xFB |0

<U6ADE>

 \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6ADF> \xDD\xAB |0

<U6AE2> \x8F\xF4\xBE |0

<U6AE4> \x8F\xC5\xD5 |0

<U6AE8> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U6AEA> \xDD\xAE |0

<U6AFA> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U6AFB> \xDD\xAF |0

<U6B04> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U6B05> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U6B0A> \xDC\xDE |0

<U6B12> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U6B16> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U6B1D> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U6B1F> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U6B20> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U6B21> \xBC\xA1 |0

<U6B23> \xB6\xD5 |0

<U6B27> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U6B32> \xCD\xDF |0

<U6B37> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U6B38> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U6B39> \xDD\xBA |0

<U6B3A> \xB5\xBD |0

<U6B3D> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U6B3E> \xB4\xBE |0

<U6B43> \xDD\xBD |0

<U6B47> \xDD\xBC |0

<U6B49> \xDD\xBE |0

<U6B4C> \xB2\xCE |0

<U6B4E> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U6B50> \xDD\xBF |0

<U6B53> \xB4\xBF |0

<U6B54> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U6B59> \xDD\xC0 |0
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<U6B5B> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U6B5F> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U6B61> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U6B62> \xBB\xDF |0

<U6B63> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U6B64> \xBA\xA1 |0

<U6B66> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U6B69> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6B6A> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U6B6F> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U6B73> \xBA\xD0 |0

<U6B74> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U6B78> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U6B79> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U6B7B> \xBB\xE0

 |0

<U6B7F> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U6B80> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U6B83> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6B84> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U6B86> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U6B89> \xBD\xDE |0

<U6B8A> \xBC\xEC |0

<U6B8B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<U6B8D> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6B95> \xDD\xCD |0

<U6B96> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6B98> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6B9E> \xDD\xCE |0

<U6BA4> \xDD\xCF |0

<U6BAA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U6BAB> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U6BB1> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U6BB2> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U6BB3> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U6BB4> \xB2\xA5 |0

<U6BB5> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6BB7> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U6BBA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6BBB> \xB3\xCC |0

<U6BBC> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U6BBF> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6BC0> \xD4\xCC |0

<U6BC5> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U6BC6> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U6BCB> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U6BCD> \xCA\xEC |0
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<U6BCE> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U6BD2> \xC6\xC7 |0

<U6BD3> \xDD\xDA |0

<U6BD4> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U6BD6> \x8F\xC6\xB8 |0

<U6BD8> \xC8\xFB |0

<U6BDB> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U6BDF> \xDD\xDB |0

<U6BEB> \xDD\xDD |0

<U6BEC> \xDD\xDC |0

<U6BEF> \xDD\xDF |0

<U6BF3> \xDD\xDE |0

<U6C08> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U6C0F> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U6C11> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U6C13> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U6C14> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U6C17> \xB5\xA4

 |0

<U6C1B> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U6C23> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U6C24> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U6C34> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U6C37> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U6C38> \xB1\xCA |0

<U6C3E> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6C3F> \x8F\xC6\xD7 |0

<U6C40> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U6C41> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U6C42> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6C4E> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U6C50> \xBC\xAE |0

<U6C55> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U6C57> \xB4\xC0 |0

<U6C5A> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U6C5C> \x8F\xC6\xE0 |0

<U6C5D> \xC6\xF2 |0

<U6C5E> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U6C5F> \xB9\xBE |0

<U6C60> \xC3\xD3 |0

<U6C62> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U6C68> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6C6A> \xDD\xEA |0

<U6C6F> \x8F\xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C70> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U6C72> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U6C73> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6C7A> \xB7\xE8 |0
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<U6C7D> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6C81> \xDD\xEE |0

<U6C82> \xDD\xEB |0

<U6C83> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6C86> \x8F\xC6\xEA |0

<U6C88> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U6C8C> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U6C8D> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6C90> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U6C92> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6C93> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U6C96> \xB2\xAD |0

<U6C99> \xBA\xBB |0

<U6C9A> \xDD\xED |0

<U6C9B> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6CA1> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U6CA2> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U6CAB> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U6CAE> \xDD\xFC

 |0

<U6CB1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U6CB3> \xB2\xCF |0

<U6CB8> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U6CB9> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6CBA> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U6CBB> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U6CBC> \xBE\xC2 |0

<U6CBD> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U6CBE> \xDD\xFE |0

<U6CBF> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U6CC1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U6CC4> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U6CC5> \xDD\xFA |0

<U6CC9> \xC0\xF4 |0

<U6CCA> \xC7\xF1 |0

<U6CCC> \xC8\xE7 |0

<U6CD3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U6CD5> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U6CD7> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U6CD9> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U6CDA> \x8F\xC7\xA1 |0

<U6CDB> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U6CDD> \xDD\xFB |0

<U6CE1> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U6CE2> \xC7\xC8 |0

<U6CE3> \xB5\xE3 |0

<U6CE5> \xC5\xA5 |0
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<U6CE8> \xC3\xED |0

<U6CEA> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U6CEF> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U6CF0> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CF1> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U6CF3> \xB1\xCB |0

<U6D04> \x8F\xC7\xAB |0

<U6D0B> \xCD\xCE |0

<U6D0C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6D12> \xDE\xAF |0

<U6D17> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U6D19> \xDE\xAC |0

<U6D1B> \xCD\xEC |0

<U6D1E> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U6D1F> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U6D25> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U6D29> \xB1\xCC |0

<U6D2A> \xB9\xBF |0

<U6D2B> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U6D32> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6D33> \xDE\xAE |0

<U6D35> \xDE\xAD |0

<U6D36>

 \xDE\xA8 |0

<U6D38> \xDE\xAB |0

<U6D3B> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U6D3D> \xDE\xAA |0

<U6D3E> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U6D41> \xCE\xAE |0

<U6D44> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U6D45> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U6D59> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U6D5A> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6D5C> \xC9\xCD |0

<U6D63> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6D64> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D66> \xB1\xBA |0

<U6D69> \xB9\xC0 |0

<U6D6A> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6D6C> \xB3\xBD |0

<U6D6E> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U6D6F> \x8F\xC7\xC3 |0

<U6D74> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U6D77> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U6D78> \xBF\xBB |0

<U6D79> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U6D85> \xDE\xBA |0

<U6D87> \x8F\xC7\xC7 |0
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<U6D88> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U6D8C> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U6D8E> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U6D93> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6D95> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U6D96> \x8F\xC7\xCB |0

<U6D99> \xCE\xDE |0

<U6D9B> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U6D9C> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U6DAC> \x8F\xC7\xCF |0

<U6DAF> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6DB2> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U6DB5> \xDE\xBE |0

<U6DB8> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U6DBC> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U6DC0> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U6DC5> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U6DC6> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U6DC7> \xDE\xBF |0

<U6DCB> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U6DCC> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U6DCF> \x8F\xC7\xD9 |0

<U6DD1> \xBD\xCA |0

<U6DD2> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U6DD5>

 \xDE\xCC |0

<U6DD8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<U6DD9> \xDE\xCA |0

<U6DDE> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U6DE1> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U6DE4> \xDE\xCB |0

<U6DE6> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U6DE8> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U6DEA> \xDE\xCD |0

<U6DEB> \xB0\xFC |0

<U6DEC> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U6DEE> \xDE\xCE |0

<U6DF1> \xBF\xBC |0

<U6DF2> \x8F\xF4\xC0 |0

<U6DF3> \xBD\xDF |0

<U6DF5> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U6DF7> \xBA\xAE |0

<U6DF8> \x8F\xF4\xBF |0

<U6DF9> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6DFA> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U6DFB> \xC5\xBA |0

<U6DFC> \x8F\xC7\xE6 |0

<U6E05> \xC0\xB6 |0
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<U6E07> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U6E08> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U6E09> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U6E0A> \xDE\xBD |0

<U6E0B> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U6E13> \xB7\xCC |0

<U6E15> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6E19> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U6E1A> \xBD\xED |0

<U6E1B> \xB8\xBA |0

<U6E1D> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U6E1F> \xDE\xDB |0

<U6E20> \xB5\xF4 |0

<U6E21> \xC5\xCF |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6E24> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6E25> \xB0\xAF |0

<U6E26> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U6E27> \x8F\xC7\xEB |0

<U6E29> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U6E2B> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U6E2C> \xC2\xAC |0

<U6E2D> \xDE\xCF |0

<U6E2E> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U6E2F> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U6E38> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U6E39> \x8F\xC7\xEE

 |0

<U6E3A> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \x8F\xC7\xF0 |0

<U6E3E> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U6E43> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6E4A> \xCC\xAB |0

<U6E4D> \xDE\xDA |0

<U6E4E> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6E56> \xB8\xD0 |0

<U6E58> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U6E5B> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U6E5C> \x8F\xC7\xFC |0

<U6E5F> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U6E67> \xCD\xAF |0

<U6E6B> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U6E6E> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U6E6F> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U6E72> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U6E76> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U6E7E> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U6E7F> \xBC\xBE |0
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<U6E80> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6E82> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U6E8C> \xC8\xAE |0

<U6E8F> \xDE\xEF |0

<U6E90> \xB8\xBB |0

<U6E96> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6E98> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U6E9C> \xCE\xAF |0

<U6E9D> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U6E9F> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U6EA2> \xB0\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6EAA> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U6EAF> \xDE\xEA |0

<U6EB2> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6EB6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U6EB7> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U6EBA> \xC5\xAE |0

<U6EBD> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U6EBF> \x8F\xC8\xB1 |0

<U6EC2> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U6EC4> \xDE\xEB |0

<U6EC5> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U6EC9> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U6ECB> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U6ECC> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6ED1> \xB3\xEA |0

<U6ED3> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U6ED4> \xDE\xED

 |0

<U6ED5> \xDE\xEE |0

<U6EDD> \xC2\xEC |0

<U6EDE> \xC2\xDA |0

<U6EEC> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U6EEF> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6EF2> \xDE\xFA |0

<U6EF4> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U6EF7> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U6EF8> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6EFE> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U6EFF> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6F01> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U6F02> \xC9\xBA |0

<U6F06> \xBC\xBF |0

<U6F09> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U6F0F> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6F11> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6F13> \xDF\xA2 |0
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<U6F14> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U6F15> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U6F20> \xC7\xF9 |0

<U6F22> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U6F23> \xCE\xFA |0

<U6F2B> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U6F2C> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U6F31> \xDE\xFB |0

<U6F32> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6F38> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U6F3E> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U6F3F> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U6F41> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6F45> \xB4\xC3 |0

<U6F51> \xC8\xAE |1

<U6F54> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U6F58> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6F5B> \xDF\xAA |0

<U6F5C> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U6F5F> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U6F64> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U6F66> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U6F6D> \xDF\xAC |0

<U6F6E> \xC4\xAC |0

<U6F6F> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U6F70> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U6F74> \xDF\xCC |0

<U6F78> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U6F7A> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6F7C> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6F80> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xA7

 |0

<U6F82> \xDF\xAD |0

<U6F84> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U6F86> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6F88> \x8F\xC8\xE5 |0

<U6F8E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U6F91> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U6F97> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U6FA1> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6FA3> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U6FA4> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U6FAA> \xDF\xBA |0

<U6FB1> \xC5\xC3 |0

<U6FB3> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U6FB5> \x8F\xC8\xF8 |0

<U6FB9> \xDF\xB8 |0
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<U6FC0> \xB7\xE3 |0

<U6FC1> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U6FC2> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xC7\xBB |0

<U6FC6> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U6FD4> \xDF\xBE |0

<U6FD5> \xDF\xBC |0

<U6FD8> \xDF\xBF |0

<U6FDB> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U6FDF> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6FE0> \xB9\xEA |0

<U6FE1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U6FE4> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U6FEB> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U6FEC> \xDF\xBD |0

<U6FEE> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U6FEF> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U6FF1> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U6FF3> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6FF5> \x8F\xC9\xA6 |0

<U6FF6> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U6FFA> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U6FFE> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U7001> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U7005> \x8F\xC9\xAB |0

<U7006> \xC6\xC2 |1

<U7007> \x8F\xC9\xAD |0

<U7009> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U700B> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U700F> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U7011> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U7015> \xC9\xCE |0

<U7018> \xDF\xCE |0

<U701A> \xDF\xCB

 |0

<U701B> \xDF\xCA |0

<U701D> \xDF\xCD |0

<U701E> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U701F> \xDF\xCF |0

<U7026> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U7027> \xC2\xED |0

<U7028> \x8F\xF4\xC2 |0

<U702C> \xC0\xA5 |0

<U7030> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U7032> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U703E> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U704C> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U7051> \xDF\xD3 |0
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<U7058> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U7063> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U706B> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U706F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U7070> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U7078> \xB5\xE4 |0

<U707C> \xBC\xDE |0

<U707D> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U7085> \x8F\xC9\xCA |0

<U7089> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U708A> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U708E> \xB1\xEA |0

<U7092> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7099> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U70AB> \x8F\xC9\xD3 |0

<U70AC> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U70AD> \xC3\xBA |0

<U70AE> \xDF\xDC |0

<U70AF> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U70B3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U70B8> \xDF\xDA |0

<U70B9> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U70BA> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U70BB> \x8F\xF4\xA1 |0

<U70C8> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U70CB> \xDF\xDE |0

<U70CF> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U70D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U70DD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U70DF> \xDF\xDD |0

<U70F1> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U70F9> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U70FD> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7104> \x8F\xC9\xE3 |0

<U7109> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U710F> \x8F\xC9\xE9

 |0

<U7114> \xB1\xEB |0

<U7119> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U711A> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U711C> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7121> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7126> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U7130> \xB1\xEB |1

<U7136> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U713C> \xBE\xC6 |0

<U7146> \x8F\xC9\xF4 |0

<U7147> \x8F\xC9\xF5 |0
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<U7149> \xCE\xFB |0

<U714C> \xDF\xEA |0

<U714E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7155> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7156> \xDF\xEB |0

<U7159> \xB1\xEC |0

<U715C> \x8F\xC9\xFC |0

<U7162> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7164> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U7165> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7166> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U7167> \xBE\xC8 |0

<U7169> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U716C> \xDF\xEC |0

<U716E> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U717D> \xC0\xFA |0

<U7184> \xDF\xEF |0

<U7188> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U718A> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U718F> \xDF\xED |0

<U7194> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U7195> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U7199> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U719F> \xBD\xCF |0

<U71A8> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U71AC> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U71B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U71B9> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U71BE> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U71C1> \x8F\xCA\xB3 |0

<U71C3> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U71C8> \xC5\xF5 |0

<U71C9> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U71CE> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U71D0> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U71D2> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U71D4> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U71D5> \xB1\xED

 |0

<U71D7> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U71DF> \xD3\xDB |0

<U71E0> \xDF\xFA |0

<U71E5> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U71E6> \xBB\xB8 |0

<U71E7> \xDF\xFC |0

<U71EC> \xDF\xFB |0

<U71ED> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U71EE> \xD2\xD9 |0
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<U71F5> \xDF\xFD |0

<U71F9> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U71FB> \xDF\xEE |0

<U71FC> \xDF\xFE |0

<U71FE> \x8F\xCA\xBD |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U7206> \xC7\xFA |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722A> \xC4\xDE |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xAA |0

<U7235> \xBC\xDF |0

<U7236> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U723A> \xCC\xEC |0

<U723B> \xE0\xAB |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAC |0

<U723D> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U723E> \xBC\xA4 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAE |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7247> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U7248> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U724C> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U7252> \xC4\xAD |0

<U7258> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7259> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U725B> \xB5\xED |0

<U725D> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U725F> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7261> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U7262> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U7267> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U7269> \xCA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xC0\xB7

 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7279> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U727D> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7280> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB5 |0
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<U7282> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U72A0> \xB5\xBE |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72AC> \xB8\xA4 |0

<U72AF> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U72B1> \x8F\xCA\xEF |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72B6> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72BE> \x8F\xCA\xF1 |0

<U72C2> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72D0> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72D7> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U72D9> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U72DB> \xB9\xFD |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E9> \xBC\xED |0

<U72EC> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U72ED> \xB6\xB9 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U72F8> \xC3\xAC |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U72FC> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U72FD> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731B> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCC |0

<U731F> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U7324> \x8F\xCB\xAE |0

<U7325>

 \xE0\xD0 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCF |0

<U732A> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U732B> \xC7\xAD |0
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<U732E> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCD |0

<U7336> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U7337> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U733F> \xB1\xEE |0

<U7344> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U7345> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U7363> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7372> \xB3\xCD |0

<U7375> \xE0\xDA |0

<U7377> \x8F\xCB\xCA |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDC |0

<U737B> \xE0\xDB |0

<U7384> \xB8\xBC |0

<U7387> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U7389> \xB6\xCC |0

<U738B> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U7396> \xB6\xEA |0

<U73A9> \xB4\xE1 |0

<U73B2> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73BD> \x8F\xCB\xE6 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73C2> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73C9> \x8F\xCB\xEA |0

<U73CA> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U73CD> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73D2> \x8F\xCB\xEE |0

<U73D6> \x8F\xCB\xF0 |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U73E0> \xBC\xEE |0

<U73E3> \x8F\xCB\xF4 |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE2

 |0

<U73EA> \xB7\xBE |0

<U73ED> \xC8\xC9 |0
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<U73EE> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFE |0

<U73F5> \x8F\xCB\xF9 |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U73FE> \xB8\xBD |0

<U7403> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7406> \xCD\xFD |0

<U7407> \x8F\xCC\xA5 |0

<U7409> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U7422> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7426> \x8F\xCC\xAB |0

<U7429> \x8F\xCC\xAD |0

<U742A> \x8F\xCC\xAE |0

<U742E> \x8F\xCC\xB2 |0

<U7432> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7433> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U7434> \xB6\xD7 |0

<U7435> \xC8\xFC |0

<U7436> \xC7\xCA |0

<U743A> \xE0\xEB |0

<U743F> \xE0\xED |0

<U7441> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7459> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745A> \xB8\xEA |0

<U745B> \xB1\xCD |0

<U745C> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U745E> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7460> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7462> \x8F\xCC\xC2 |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7464> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U7473> \xBA\xBC |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U7483> \xCD\xFE |0

<U7489> \x8F\xCC\xD0 |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U749F>
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 \x8F\xCC\xD9 |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74B0> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U74BD> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFC |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFD |0

<U74DC> \xB1\xBB |0

<U74E0> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U74E2> \xC9\xBB |0

<U74E3> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U74E6> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U74F6> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\xAA |0

<U74F8> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7501> \x8F\xF4\xC6 |0

<U7503> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7504> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7505> \xE1\xAD |0

<U750C> \xE1\xAE |0

<U750D> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U750E> \xE1\xAF |0

<U7511> \xB9\xF9 |0

<U7513> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U7515> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U7518> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U751A> \xBF\xD3 |0

<U751C> \xC5\xBC |0

<U751E> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U751F> \xC0\xB8 |0

<U7523> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7525> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U7528> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U752B> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U752C> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U752F> \x8F\xCD\xAA |0

<U7530> \xC5\xC4 |0

<U7531> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7532> \xB9\xC3 |0

<U7533> \xBF\xBD |0
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<U7537> \xC3\xCB |0

<U7538> \xD2\xB4

 |0

<U753A> \xC4\xAE |0

<U753B> \xB2\xE8 |0

<U753C> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U7544> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U7546> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7549> \xE1\xBA |0

<U754A> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U754B> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U754C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U754D> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U754F> \xB0\xDA |0

<U7551> \xC8\xAA |0

<U7554> \xC8\xCA |0

<U7559> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U755A> \xE1\xBD |0

<U755B> \xE1\xBB |0

<U755C> \xC3\xDC |0

<U755D> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U7560> \xC8\xAB |0

<U7562> \xC9\xAD |0

<U7564> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7565> \xCE\xAC |0

<U7566> \xB7\xCD |0

<U7567> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7569> \xE1\xBE |0

<U756A> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U756B> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U756D> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U756F> \x8F\xCD\xBB |0

<U7570> \xB0\xDB |0

<U7573> \xBE\xF6 |0

<U7574> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7576> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U7577> \xC6\xED |0

<U7578> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U757F> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U7582> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7586> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7587> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7589> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U758A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U758B> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U758E> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U758F> \xC1\xC1 |0

<U7591> \xB5\xBF |0
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<U7594> \xE1\xCB |0

<U759A> \xE1\xCC |0

<U759D> \xE1\xCD |0

<U75A3> \xE1\xCF |0

<U75A5>

 \xE1\xCE |0

<U75AB> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U75B2> \xC8\xE8 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U75B9> \xBF\xBE |0

<U75BC> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U75BE> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U75C2> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U75C3> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U75C5> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U75C7> \xBE\xC9 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\xDA |0

<U75D4> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U75D5> \xBA\xAF |0

<U75D8> \xC5\xF7 |0

<U75D9> \xE1\xDB |0

<U75DB> \xC4\xCB |0

<U75DE> \xE1\xDD |0

<U75E2> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U75E3> \xE1\xDC |0

<U75E9> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U75F4> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\xDE |0

<U75FF> \xE1\xDF |0

<U7601> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U7609> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U760B> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U760D> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U761F> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U7620> \xE1\xEB |0

<U7621> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7622> \xE1\xED |0
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<U7624> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7626> \xC1\xE9 |1

<U7627> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7630> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U7634> \xE1\xEF |0

<U763B> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U7642> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U7646>

 \xE1\xF4 |0

<U7647> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U7648> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U764C> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U7652> \xCC\xFE |0

<U7656> \xCA\xCA |0

<U7658> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U765C> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U7661> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U7662> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U7667> \xE1\xFC |0

<U7668> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U7669> \xE1\xFA |0

<U766A> \xE1\xFB |0

<U766C> \xE1\xFD |0

<U7670> \xE1\xFE |0

<U7672> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7676> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7678> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U767A> \xC8\xAF |0

<U767B> \xC5\xD0 |0

<U767C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U767D> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U767E> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7680> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7682> \x8F\xF4\xC7 |0

<U7683> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7684> \xC5\xAA |0

<U7686> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U7687> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U7688> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U768B> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U768E> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7690> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U7693> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7696> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7699> \xE2\xAC |0

<U769A> \xE2\xAD |0

<U769B> \x8F\xCE\xBA |0

<U769C> \x8F\xCE\xBB |0
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<U769E> \x8F\xF4\xC8 |0

<U76A6> \x8F\xCE\xC3 |0

<U76AE> \xC8\xE9 |0

<U76B0> \xE2\xAE |0

<U76B4> \xE2\xAF |0

<U76B7> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U76B8> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U76B9> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U76BA> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U76BF>

 \xBB\xAE |0

<U76C2> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U76C3> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U76C6> \xCB\xDF |0

<U76C8> \xB1\xCE |0

<U76CA> \xB1\xD7 |0

<U76CD> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U76D2> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U76D6> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U76D7> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U76DB> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U76DC> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U76DE> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U76DF> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U76E1> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U76E3> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U76E4> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U76E5> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U76E7> \xE2\xBA |0

<U76EA> \xE2\xBB |0

<U76EE> \xCC\xDC |0

<U76F2> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U76F4> \xC4\xBE |0

<U76F8> \xC1\xEA |0

<U76FB> \xE2\xBD |0

<U76FE> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U7701> \xBE\xCA |0

<U7704> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7707> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7708> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7709> \xC8\xFD |0

<U770B> \xB4\xC7 |0

<U770C> \xB8\xA9 |0

<U771B> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U771E> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U771F> \xBF\xBF |0

<U7720> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7724> \xE2\xC2 |0
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<U7725> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7726> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7729> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7737> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7738> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U773A> \xC4\xAF |0

<U773C> \xB4\xE3 |0

<U7740> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7746> \x8F\xCE\xF2 |0

<U7747> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U775A> \xE2\xCA |0

<U775B> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7761>

 \xBF\xE7 |0

<U7763> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U7765> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7766> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U7768> \xE2\xCB |0

<U776B> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7779> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U777E> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U777F> \xE2\xCF |0

<U778B> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U778E> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7791> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U779E> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U77A0> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U77A5> \xCA\xCD |0

<U77AC> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U77AD> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U77B0> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U77B3> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U77B6> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U77B9> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U77BB> \xE2\xDD |0

<U77BC> \xE2\xDB |0

<U77BD> \xE2\xDC |0

<U77BF> \xE2\xDA |0

<U77C7> \xE2\xDE |0

<U77CD> \xE2\xDF |0

<U77D7> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U77DA> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U77DB> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U77DC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U77E2> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U77E3> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U77E5> \xC3\xCE |0

<U77E7> \xC7\xEA |0
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<U77E9> \xB6\xEB |0

<U77ED> \xC3\xBB |0

<U77EE> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U77EF> \xB6\xBA |0

<U77F3> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U77FC> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7802> \xBA\xBD |0

<U780C> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7812> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7814> \xB8\xA6 |0

<U7815> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U7820> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7821> \x8F\xCF\xD5 |0

<U7825> \xC5\xD6 |0

<U7826> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U7827>

 \xB5\xCE |0

<U7832> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U7834> \xC7\xCB |0

<U783A> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U783F> \xB9\xDC |0

<U7845> \xE2\xEB |0

<U784E> \x8F\xCF\xE2 |0

<U785D> \xBE\xCB |0

<U7864> \x8F\xCF\xE9 |0

<U786B> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U786C> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U786F> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U7872> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U7874> \xE2\xED |0

<U787A> \x8F\xCF\xED |0

<U787C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7881> \xB8\xEB |0

<U7886> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7887> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U788C> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U788D> \xB3\xB7 |0

<U788E> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7891> \xC8\xEA |0

<U7893> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U7895> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7897> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U789A> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U78A3> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U78A7> \xCA\xCB |0

<U78A9> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U78AA> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U78AF> \xE2\xF5 |0
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<U78B5> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U78BA> \xB3\xCE |0

<U78BC> \xE2\xFB |0

<U78BE> \xE2\xFA |0

<U78C1> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U78C5> \xE2\xFC |0

<U78C6> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U78CA> \xE2\xFD |0

<U78CB> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U78D0> \xC8\xD8 |0

<U78D1> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U78D4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U78DA> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U78E7> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U78E8> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U78EC> \xE2\xFE |0

<U78EF> \xB0\xEB |0

<U78F4>

 \xE3\xA4 |0

<U78FD> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7901> \xBE\xCC |0

<U7907> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U790E> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U7911> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7912> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7919> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7926> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U792A> \xE2\xEA |0

<U792B> \xE3\xAA |0

<U792C> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U7930> \x8F\xF4\xCB |0

<U793A> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U793C> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U793E> \xBC\xD2 |0

<U7940> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7941> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U7947> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U7948> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U7949> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U7950> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U7953> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7955> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7956> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U7957> \xE3\xAD |0

<U795A> \xE3\xAF |0

<U795D> \xBD\xCB |0

<U795E> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U795F> \xE3\xAE |0
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<U7960> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7962> \xC7\xAA |0

<U7965> \xBE\xCD |0

<U7968> \xC9\xBC |0

<U796D> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U7977> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U797A> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U797F> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7980> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7981> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U7984> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7985> \xC1\xB5 |0

<U798A> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U798D> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U798E> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U798F> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U7994> \x8F\xD0\xE5 |0

<U799B> \x8F\xD0\xE9 |0

<U799D> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U79A6> \xB5\xFA

 |0

<U79A7> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U79AA> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U79AE> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U79B0> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U79B1> \xC5\xF8 |1

<U79B3> \xE3\xBA |0

<U79B9> \xE3\xBB |0

<U79BA> \xE3\xBC |0

<U79BD> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U79BE> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U79BF> \xC6\xC5 |0

<U79C0> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U79C1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U79C9> \xE3\xBD |0

<U79CB> \xBD\xA9 |0

<U79D1> \xB2\xCA |0

<U79D2> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U79D5> \xE3\xBE |0

<U79D8> \xC8\xEB |0

<U79DF> \xC1\xC5 |0

<U79E1> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U79E3> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U79E4> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U79E6> \xBF\xC1 |0

<U79E7> \xE3\xBF |0

<U79E9> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U79EC> \xE3\xC0 |0
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<U79F0> \xBE\xCE |0

<U79FB> \xB0\xDC |0

<U7A00> \xB5\xA9 |0

<U7A08> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7A0B> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U7A0D> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7A0E> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U7A14> \xCC\xAD |0

<U7A17> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U7A18> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7A19> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7A1A> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U7A1C> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U7A1F> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7A20> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7A2E> \xBC\xEF |0

<U7A31> \xE3\xCA |0

<U7A32> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U7A37> \xE3\xCD |0

<U7A3B> \xE3\xCB |0

<U7A3C> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U7A3D> \xB7\xCE |0

<U7A3E> \xE3\xCC

 |0

<U7A3F> \xB9\xC6 |0

<U7A40> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U7A42> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7A43> \xE3\xCE |0

<U7A46> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U7A49> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U7A4D> \xC0\xD1 |0

<U7A4E> \xB1\xCF |0

<U7A4F> \xB2\xBA |0

<U7A50> \xB0\xAC |0

<U7A57> \xE3\xCF |0

<U7A61> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U7A62> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U7A63> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U7A69> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U7A6B> \xB3\xCF |0

<U7A70> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U7A74> \xB7\xEA |0

<U7A76> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U7A79> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U7A7A> \xB6\xF5 |0

<U7A7D> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U7A7F> \xC0\xFC |0

<U7A81> \xC6\xCD |0
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<U7A83> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7A84> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U7A88> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7A92> \xC3\xE2 |0

<U7A93> \xC1\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xE3\xDA |0

<U7A96> \xE3\xDC |0

<U7A97> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7A98> \xE3\xDB |0

<U7A9F> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U7AA9> \xE3\xDD |0

<U7AAA> \xB7\xA6 |0

<U7AAE> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U7AAF> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U7AB0> \xE3\xDF |0

<U7AB6> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U7ABA> \xB1\xAE |0

<U7ABF> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U7AC3> \xB3\xF6 |0

<U7AC4> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U7AC5> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U7AC7> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U7AC8> \xE3\xDE |0

<U7ACA> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U7ACB> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U7ACD> \xE3\xE7

 |0

<U7ACF> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U7AD1> \x8F\xD1\xE8 |0

<U7AD2> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U7AD3> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7AD5> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7AD9> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7ADA> \xE3\xEC |0

<U7ADC> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7ADD> \xE3\xED |0

<U7ADF> \xF0\xEF |0

<U7AE0> \xBE\xCF |0

<U7AE1> \xE3\xEE |0

<U7AE2> \xE3\xEF |0

<U7AE3> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U7AE5> \xC6\xB8 |0

<U7AE6> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U7AE7> \x8F\xF4\xD0 |0

<U7AEA> \xC3\xA8 |0

<U7AEB> \x8F\xD1\xEC |0

<U7AED> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U7AEF> \xC3\xBC |0
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<U7AF0> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U7AF6> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U7AF8> \xD1\xBF |0

<U7AF9> \xC3\xDD |0

<U7AFA> \xBC\xB3 |0

<U7AFF> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U7B02> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U7B04> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U7B06> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U7B08> \xB5\xE8 |0

<U7B0A> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U7B0B> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U7B0F> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U7B11> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U7B18> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U7B19> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U7B1B> \xC5\xAB |0

<U7B1E> \xE3\xFA |0

<U7B20> \xB3\xDE |0

<U7B25> \xBF\xDA |0

<U7B26> \xC9\xE4 |0

<U7B28> \xE3\xFC |0

<U7B2C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U7B33> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U7B35> \xE3\xFB |0

<U7B36> \xE3\xFD |0

<U7B39> \xBA\xFB |0

<U7B45> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U7B46>

 \xC9\xAE |0

<U7B48> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U7B49> \xC5\xF9 |0

<U7B4B> \xB6\xDA |0

<U7B4C> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U7B4D> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U7B4F> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U7B50> \xE3\xFE |0

<U7B51> \xC3\xDE |0

<U7B52> \xC5\xFB |0

<U7B54> \xC5\xFA |0

<U7B56> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U7B5D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U7B65> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U7B67> \xE4\xAA |0

<U7B6C> \xE4\xAD |0

<U7B6E> \xE4\xAE |0

<U7B70> \xE4\xAB |0

<U7B71> \xE4\xAC |0
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<U7B74> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U7B75> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U7B7A> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U7B86> \xCA\xCF |0

<U7B87> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U7B8B> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U7B8D> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U7B8F> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U7B92> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U7B94> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U7B95> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U7B97> \xBB\xBB |0

<U7B98> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U7B99> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U7B9A> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U7B9C> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U7B9D> \xE4\xAF |0

<U7B9E> \x8F\xD2\xBB |0

<U7B9F> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U7BA1> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U7BAA> \xC3\xBD |0

<U7BAD> \xC0\xFD |0

<U7BB1> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U7BB4> \xE4\xBE |0

<U7BB8> \xC8\xA4 |0

<U7BC0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U7BC1> \xE4\xBB |0

<U7BC4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U7BC6> \xE4\xBF |0

<U7BC7> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U7BC9> \xC3\xDB |0

<U7BCB>

 \xE4\xBA |0

<U7BCC> \xE4\xBC |0

<U7BCF> \xE4\xBD |0

<U7BDD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U7BE0> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U7BE4> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U7BE5> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U7BE6> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U7BE9> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U7BED> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U7BF3> \xE4\xCA |0

<U7BF6> \xE4\xCE |0

<U7BF7> \xE4\xCB |0

<U7C00> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U7C07> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U7C0D> \xE4\xCD |0
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<U7C11> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U7C12> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U7C13> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U7C14> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U7C17> \xE4\xCC |0

<U7C1E> \xC3\xBD |1

<U7C1F> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U7C21> \xB4\xCA |0

<U7C23> \xE4\xCF |0

<U7C27> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U7C2A> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7C2B> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U7C37> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U7C38> \xC8\xF6 |0

<U7C3D> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U7C3E> \xCE\xFC |0

<U7C3F> \xCA\xED |0

<U7C40> \xE4\xDA |0

<U7C43> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U7C4C> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U7C4D> \xC0\xD2 |0

<U7C4F> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U7C50> \xE4\xDB |0

<U7C54> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U7C56> \xE4\xDF |0

<U7C58> \xE4\xDC |0

<U7C5F> \xE4\xDD |0

<U7C60> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U7C64> \xE4\xDE |0

<U7C65> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U7C6C> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U7C73> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U7C75> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U7C7E> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U7C81>

 \xB6\xCE |0

<U7C82> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U7C83> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U7C89> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U7C8B> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U7C8D> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U7C90> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U7C92> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7C95> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U7C97> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7C98> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U7C9B> \xBD\xCD |0

<U7C9F> \xB0\xC0 |0
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<U7CA1> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U7CA2> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U7CA4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U7CA5> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7CA7> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U7CA8> \xE4\xEA |0

<U7CAB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U7CAD> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U7CAE> \xE4\xEE |0

<U7CB1> \xE4\xED |0

<U7CB2> \xE4\xEC |0

<U7CB3> \xE4\xEB |0

<U7CB9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U7CBD> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U7CBE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7CC0> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U7CC2> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U7CC5> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U7CCA> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U7CCE> \xC1\xB8 |0

<U7CD2> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U7CD6> \xC5\xFC |0

<U7CD8> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U7CDC> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U7CDE> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U7CDF> \xC1\xEC |0

<U7CE0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U7CE2> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U7CE7> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7CEF> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U7CF2> \xE4\xFA |0

<U7CF4> \xE4\xFB |0

<U7CF6> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7CF8> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U7CFA> \xE4\xFD |0

<U7CFB> \xB7\xCF |0

<U7CFE> \xB5\xEA |0

<U7D00>

 \xB5\xAA |0

<U7D02> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U7D04> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U7D05> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U7D06> \xE4\xFE |0

<U7D0A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U7D0B> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7D0D> \xC7\xBC |0

<U7D10> \xC9\xB3 |0

<U7D14> \xBD\xE3 |0
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<U7D15> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U7D17> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U7D18> \xB9\xC9 |0

<U7D19> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U7D1A> \xB5\xE9 |0

<U7D1B> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U7D1C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7D20> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U7D21> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U7D22> \xBA\xF7 |0

<U7D2B> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U7D2C> \xC4\xDD |0

<U7D2E> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U7D2F> \xCE\xDF |0

<U7D30> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U7D32> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U7D33> \xBF\xC2 |0

<U7D35> \xE5\xAA |0

<U7D39> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U7D3A> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U7D3F> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U7D42> \xBD\xAA |0

<U7D43> \xB8\xBE |0

<U7D44> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U7D45> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U7D46> \xE5\xAB |0

<U7D48> \x8F\xD3\xE1 |0

<U7D4B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U7D4C> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U7D4E> \xE5\xAE |0

<U7D4F> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U7D50> \xB7\xEB |0

<U7D56> \xE5\xAD |0

<U7D5B> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U7D5C> \x8F\xD3\xE8 |0

<U7D5E> \xB9\xCA |0

<U7D61> \xCD\xED |0

<U7D62> \xB0\xBC |0

<U7D63> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D66> \xB5\xEB

 |0

<U7D68> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U7D6E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U7D71> \xC5\xFD |0

<U7D72> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7D73> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7D75> \xB3\xA8 |0

<U7D76> \xC0\xE4 |0
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<U7D79> \xB8\xA8 |0

<U7D7D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7D89> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U7D8F> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U7D99> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U7D9A> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U7D9B> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U7D9C> \xC1\xEE |0

<U7D9F> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U7DA0> \x8F\xF4\xD4 |0

<U7DA2> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U7DA3> \xE5\xBC |0

<U7DAB> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U7DAC> \xBC\xFA |0

<U7DAD> \xB0\xDD |0

<U7DAE> \xE5\xBB |0

<U7DAF> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U7DB0> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U7DB1> \xB9\xCB |0

<U7DB2> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U7DB4> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U7DB5> \xE5\xBD |0

<U7DB7> \x8F\xD4\xA7 |0

<U7DB8> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U7DBA> \xE5\xBA |0

<U7DBB> \xC3\xBE |0

<U7DBD> \xE5\xBF |0

<U7DBE> \xB0\xBD |0

<U7DBF> \xCC\xCA |0

<U7DC7> \xE5\xBE |0

<U7DCA> \xB6\xDB |0

<U7DCB> \xC8\xEC |0

<U7DCF> \xC1\xED |0

<U7DD1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U7DD2> \xBD\xEF |0

<U7DD5> \xE5\xEE |0

<U7DD6> \x8F\xF4\xD5 |0

<U7DD8> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7DDA> \xC0\xFE |0

<U7DDC> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U7DDD> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U7DDE>

 \xE5\xCB |0

<U7DE0> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U7DE1> \xE5\xCE |0

<U7DE4> \xE5\xCA |0

<U7DE8> \xCA\xD4 |0
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<U7DE9> \xB4\xCB |0

<U7DEC> \xCC\xCB |0

<U7DEF> \xB0\xDE |0

<U7DF2> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7DF4> \xCE\xFD |0

<U7DFB> \xE5\xCC |0

<U7E01> \xB1\xEF |0

<U7E04> \xC6\xEC |0

<U7E05> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7E09> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U7E0A> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U7E0B> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U7E12> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U7E1B> \xC7\xFB |0

<U7E1E> \xBC\xCA |0

<U7E1F> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U7E21> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U7E22> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U7E23> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U7E26> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U7E2B> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U7E2E> \xBD\xCC |0

<U7E31> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U7E32> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U7E35> \xE5\xDC |0

<U7E37> \xE5\xDF |0

<U7E39> \xE5\xDD |0

<U7E3A> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U7E3B> \xE5\xDB |0

<U7E3D> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U7E3E> \xC0\xD3 |0

<U7E41> \xC8\xCB |0

<U7E43> \xE5\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U7E48> \xE5\xDA |1

<U7E4A> \xC1\xA1 |0

<U7E4B> \xB7\xD2 |0

<U7E4D> \xBD\xAB |0

<U7E52> \x8F\xD4\xD4 |0

<U7E54> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U7E55> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U7E56> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U7E59> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U7E5A> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U7E5D> \xE5\xE3

 |0

<U7E5E> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U7E61> \xBD\xAB |1
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<U7E66> \xE5\xDA |0

<U7E67> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U7E69> \xE5\xEA |0

<U7E6A> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U7E6B> \xB7\xD2 |1

<U7E6D> \xCB\xFA |0

<U7E70> \xB7\xAB |0

<U7E79> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U7E7B> \xE5\xEC |0

<U7E7C> \xE5\xEB |0

<U7E7D> \xE5\xEF |0

<U7E7F> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7E82> \xBB\xBC |0

<U7E83> \xE5\xED |0

<U7E88> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U7E89> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U7E8A> \x8F\xD4\xE3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U7E8E> \xE5\xFA |0

<U7E8F> \xC5\xBB |0

<U7E90> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U7E92> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U7E93> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U7E94> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U7E96> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U7E9B> \xE5\xFB |0

<U7E9C> \xE5\xFC |0

<U7F36> \xB4\xCC |0

<U7F38> \xE5\xFD |0

<U7F3A> \xE5\xFE |0

<U7F45> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U7F47> \x8F\xD4\xF2 |0

<U7F4C> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U7F4D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U7F4E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U7F50> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U7F51> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7F54> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U7F55> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U7F58> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U7F5F> \xE6\xAA |0

<U7F60> \xE6\xAB |0

<U7F67> \xE6\xAE |0

<U7F68> \xE6\xAC |0

<U7F69> \xE6\xAD |0

<U7F6A> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U7F6B> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U7F6E>
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 \xC3\xD6 |0

<U7F70> \xC8\xB3 |0

<U7F72> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U7F75> \xC7\xCD |0

<U7F77> \xC8\xED |0

<U7F78> \xE6\xAF |0

<U7F79> \xD8\xED |0

<U7F82> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U7F83> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U7F85> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U7F86> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U7F87> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U7F88> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U7F8A> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U7F8C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U7F8E> \xC8\xFE |0

<U7F94> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U7F9A> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U7F9D> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U7F9E> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U7FA1> \x8F\xD5\xAE |0

<U7FA3> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<U7FA8> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U7FA9> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U7FAE> \xE6\xBE |0

<U7FAF> \xE6\xBB |0

<U7FB2> \xE6\xBC |0

<U7FB6> \xE6\xBF |0

<U7FB8> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U7FB9> \xE6\xBD |0

<U7FBD> \xB1\xA9 |0

<U7FC1> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U7FC5> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U7FC6> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U7FCA> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U7FCC> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U7FD2> \xBD\xAC |0

<U7FD4> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U7FD5> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U7FE0> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U7FE1> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U7FE6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U7FE9> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U7FEB> \xB4\xE5 |0

<U7FF0> \xB4\xCD |0

<U7FF3> \xE6\xCA |0

<U7FF9> \xE6\xCB |0
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<U7FFB> \xCB\xDD |0

<U7FFC> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U8000>

 \xCD\xD4 |0

<U8001> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U8003> \xB9\xCD |0

<U8004> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8005> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U8006> \xE6\xCD |0

<U800B> \xE6\xCF |0

<U800C> \xBC\xA9 |0

<U8010> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U8012> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8015> \xB9\xCC |0

<U8017> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U8018> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8019> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U801C> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8021> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8028> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8033> \xBC\xAA |0

<U8036> \xCC\xED |0

<U803B> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U803D> \xC3\xBF |0

<U803F> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8046> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U804A> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U8052> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8056> \xC0\xBB |0

<U8058> \xE6\xDB |0

<U805A> \xE6\xDC |0

<U805E> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U805F> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8061> \xC1\xEF |0

<U8062> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8068> \xE6\xDF |0

<U806F> \xCE\xFE |0

<U8070> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8072> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8073> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8074> \xC4\xB0 |0

<U8076> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8077> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U8079> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U807D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U807E> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U807F> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8084> \xE6\xE7 |0
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<U8085> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8086> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8087> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U8089> \xC6\xF9 |0

<U808B> \xCF\xBE |0

<U808C>

 \xC8\xA9 |0

<U8093> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8096> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U8098> \xC9\xAA |0

<U809A> \xE6\xEC |0

<U809B> \xE6\xEA |0

<U809D> \xB4\xCE |0

<U80A1> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U80A2> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U80A5> \xC8\xEE |0

<U80A9> \xB8\xAA |0

<U80AA> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U80AC> \xE6\xEF |0

<U80AD> \xE6\xED |0

<U80AF> \xB9\xCE |0

<U80B1> \xB9\xCF |0

<U80B2> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U80B4> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U80BA> \xC7\xD9 |0

<U80C3> \xB0\xDF |0

<U80C4> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U80C6> \xC3\xC0 |0

<U80CC> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U80CE> \xC2\xDB |0

<U80D6> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U80D9> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U80DA> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U80DB> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U80DD> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U80DE> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U80E1> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U80E4> \xB0\xFD |0

<U80E5> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U80EF> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U80F1> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U80F4> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U80F8> \xB6\xBB |0

<U80FC> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U80FD> \xC7\xBD |0

<U8102> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U8105> \xB6\xBC |0

<U8106> \xC0\xC8 |0
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<U8107> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8108> \xCC\xAE |0

<U8109> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U810A> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U811A> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U811B> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8123> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8129> \xE6\xFB |0

<U812F>

 \xE6\xFD |0

<U8131> \xC3\xA6 |0

<U8133> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8139> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U813E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U8141> \xE7\xA6 |1

<U8146> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U814B> \xE6\xFE |0

<U814E> \xBF\xD5 |0

<U8150> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U8151> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U8153> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U8154> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U8155> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U815F> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U8165> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U8166> \xE7\xAA |0

<U816B> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U816E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8170> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U8171> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U8174> \xE7\xAB |0

<U8178> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U8179> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U817A> \xC1\xA3 |0

<U817F> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8180> \xE7\xAF |0

<U8182> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U8183> \xE7\xAC |0

<U8188> \xE7\xAD |0

<U818A> \xE7\xAE |0

<U818F> \xB9\xD1 |0

<U8193> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U8195> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U819A> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U819C> \xCB\xEC |0

<U819D> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U81A0> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U81A3> \xE7\xB4 |0
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<U81A4> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U81A8> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U81A9> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U81B0> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U81B3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U81B5> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U81B8> \xE7\xBB |0

<U81BA> \xE7\xBF |0

<U81BD> \xE7\xBC |0

<U81BE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U81BF> \xC7\xBF |0

<U81C0>

 \xE7\xBD |0

<U81C2> \xE7\xBE |0

<U81C6> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U81C8> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U81C9> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U81CD> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U81D1> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U81D3> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U81D8> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U81D9> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U81DA> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U81DF> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U81E0> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U81E3> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U81E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U81E7> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U81E8> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U81EA> \xBC\xAB |0

<U81ED> \xBD\xAD |0

<U81F3> \xBB\xEA |0

<U81F4> \xC3\xD7 |0

<U81FA> \xE7\xCA |0

<U81FB> \xE7\xCB |0

<U81FC> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U81FE> \xE7\xCC |0

<U8201> \xE7\xCD |0

<U8202> \xE7\xCE |0

<U8205> \xE7\xCF |0

<U8207> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U8208> \xB6\xBD |0

<U8209> \xDA\xAA |0

<U820A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U820C> \xC0\xE5 |0

<U820D> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U820E> \xBC\xCB |0

<U8210> \xE7\xD3 |0
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<U8212> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U8216> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U8217> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8218> \xB4\xDC |0

<U821B> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U821C> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U821E> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xBD\xAE |0

<U8229> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U822A> \xB9\xD2 |0

<U822B> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U822C> \xC8\xCC |0

<U822E> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U8233> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U8235>

 \xC2\xC9 |0

<U8236> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U8237> \xB8\xBF |0

<U8238> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U8239> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U8240> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U8247> \xC4\xFA |0

<U8258> \xE7\xDB |0

<U8259> \xE7\xDA |0

<U825A> \xE7\xDD |0

<U825D> \xE7\xDC |0

<U825F> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8262> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U8264> \xE7\xDF |0

<U8266> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8268> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U826A> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U826B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U826E> \xBA\xB1 |0

<U826F> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U8271> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U8272> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U8276> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U8277> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U8278> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U827E> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U828B> \xB0\xF2 |0

<U828D> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U8292> \xE7\xEA |0

<U8299> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U829D> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U829F> \xE7\xEC |0

<U82A5> \xB3\xA9 |0
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<U82A6> \xB0\xB2 |0

<U82AB> \xE7\xEB |0

<U82AC> \xE7\xEE |0

<U82AD> \xC7\xCE |0

<U82AF> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U82B1> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U82B3> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U82B8> \xB7\xDD |0

<U82B9> \xB6\xDC |0

<U82BB> \xE7\xED |0

<U82BD> \xB2\xEA |0

<U82C5> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U82D1> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U82D2> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U82D3> \xCE\xEA |0

<U82D4> \xC2\xDD |0

<U82D7> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U82D9>

 \xE7\xFE |0

<U82DB> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U82DC> \xE7\xFC |0

<U82DE> \xE7\xFA |0

<U82DF> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U82E1> \xE7\xEF |0

<U82E3> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U82E5> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U82E6> \xB6\xEC |0

<U82E7> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U82EB> \xC6\xD1 |0

<U82F1> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U82F3> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U82F4> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U82F9> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U82FA> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U82FB> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U8301> \x8F\xD7\xDE |0

<U8302> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U8303> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U8304> \xB2\xD8 |0

<U8305> \xB3\xFD |0

<U8306> \xE7\xFB |0

<U8309> \xE7\xFD |0

<U830E> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U8316> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U8317> \xE8\xAC |0

<U8318> \xE8\xAD |0

<U831C> \xB0\xAB |0

<U8323> \xE8\xB4 |0
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<U8328> \xB0\xF1 |0

<U832B> \xE8\xAB |0

<U832F> \xE8\xAA |0

<U8331> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8332> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U8334> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U8335> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U8336> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U8338> \xC2\xFB |0

<U8339> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U8340> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8345> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U8346> \xB7\xD5 |1

<U8349> \xC1\xF0 |0

<U834A> \xB7\xD5 |0

<U834F> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U8350> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U8352> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U8358> \xC1\xF1 |0

<U8362> \x8F\xF4\xD7

 |0

<U8373> \xE8\xBA |0

<U8375> \xE8\xBB |0

<U8377> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U837B> \xB2\xAE |0

<U837C> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U837F> \x8F\xD8\xA2 |0

<U8385> \xE8\xAE |0

<U8387> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U8389> \xE8\xBD |0

<U838A> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U838E> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8393> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U8396> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U839A> \xE8\xAF |0

<U839E> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U839F> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U83A0> \xE8\xBC |0

<U83A2> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U83A8> \xE8\xBE |0

<U83AA> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U83AB> \xC7\xFC |0

<U83B1> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U83B5> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U83BD> \xE8\xCF |0

<U83C1> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U83C5> \xBF\xFB |0

<U83C7> \x8F\xD8\xB7 |0
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<U83CA> \xB5\xC6 |0

<U83CC> \xB6\xDD |0

<U83CE> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U83D3> \xB2\xDB |0

<U83D6> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U83D8> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U83DC> \xBA\xDA |0

<U83DF> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U83E0> \xE8\xCA |0

<U83E9> \xCA\xEE |0

<U83EB> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U83EF> \xB2\xDA |0

<U83F0> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U83F1> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U83F2> \xE8\xCB |0

<U83F4> \xE8\xBF |0

<U83F6> \x8F\xD8\xC1 |0

<U83F7> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U83FB> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U83FD> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U8403> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8404> \xC6\xBA |0

<U8407>

 \xE8\xC9 |0

<U840A> \xCD\xE9 |1

<U840B> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U840C> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U840D> \xE8\xCC |0

<U840E> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U8413> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U8420> \xE8\xCE |0

<U8422> \xE8\xCD |0

<U8429> \xC7\xEB |0

<U842A> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U842C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U8431> \xB3\xFE |0

<U8435> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U8438> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U843C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U843D> \xCD\xEE |0

<U8446> \xE8\xDE |0

<U8448> \x8F\xD8\xD1 |0

<U8449> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U844E> \xCE\xAA |0

<U8457> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U845B> \xB3\xEB |0

<U8461> \xC9\xF2 |0

<U8462> \xE8\xE4 |0
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<U8463> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U8466> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U8469> \xE8\xDD |0

<U846B> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U846D> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U846E> \xE8\xDB |0

<U846F> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U8471> \xC7\xAC |0

<U8475> \xB0\xAA |0

<U8477> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U8479> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U847A> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U8482> \xE8\xDC |0

<U8484> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U848B> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U8490> \xBD\xAF |0

<U8494> \xBC\xAC |0

<U8499> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U849C> \xC9\xC7 |0

<U849F> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U84A1> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U84AD> \xE8\xDA |0

<U84B2> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U84B4> \x8F\xD8\xF4

 |0

<U84B8> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U84B9> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U84BB> \xE8\xEA |0

<U84BC> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U84BF> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U84C1> \xE8\xED |0

<U84C4> \xC3\xDF |0

<U84C6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U84C9> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U84CA> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U84CB> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U84CD> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U84D0> \xE8\xEC |0

<U84D1> \xCC\xAC |0

<U84D6> \xE8\xEF |0

<U84D9> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U84DA> \xE8\xEB |0

<U84DC> \x8F\xD9\xA1 |0

<U84EC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U84EE> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U84F4> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U84FC> \xE8\xFA |0
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<U84FF> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U8500> \xBC\xC3 |0

<U8506> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U8511> \xCA\xCE |0

<U8513> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U8514> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U8515> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U8517> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U8518> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U851A> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U851F> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U8521> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U8523> \xBE\xD5 |1

<U8526> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U852C> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U852D> \xB0\xFE |0

<U8535> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U853D> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U8540> \xE8\xFB |0

<U8541> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U8543> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U8548> \xE8\xFE |0

<U8549> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U854A> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U854B> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U854E> \xB6\xBE |0

<U8553> \x8F\xD9\xC6 |0

<U8555>

 \xE9\xA4 |0

<U8557> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U8558> \xE8\xFD |0

<U8559> \x8F\xD9\xC8 |0

<U855A> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U8563> \xE8\xFC |0

<U8568> \xCF\xCF |0

<U8569> \xC6\xA2 |0

<U856A> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U856B> \x8F\xD9\xD1 |0

<U856D> \xE9\xAB |0

<U8577> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U857E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U8580> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8584> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U8587> \xE9\xAF |0

<U8588> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U858A> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8590> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U8591> \xE9\xA8 |0
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<U8594> \xE9\xAC |0

<U8597> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U8599> \xC6\xE5 |0

<U859B> \xE9\xAD |0

<U859C> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U85A4> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U85A6> \xC1\xA6 |0

<U85A8> \xE9\xAA |0

<U85A9> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U85AA> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U85AB> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U85AC> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U85AE> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U85AF> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U85B0> \x8F\xF4\xD9 |0

<U85B9> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U85BA> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U85C1> \xCF\xCE |0

<U85C9> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U85CD> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U85CF> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U85D0> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U85DC> \xE9\xBC |0

<U85DD> \xE9\xBA |0

<U85E4> \xC6\xA3 |0

<U85E5> \xE9\xBB |0

<U85E9> \xC8\xCD |0

<U85EA> \xE9\xAE |0

<U85F7> \xBD\xF3

 |0

<U85F9> \xE9\xBD |0

<U85FA> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U85FB> \xC1\xF4 |0

<U85FE> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U8602> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U8606> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U8607> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U860A> \xE9\xBE |0

<U860B> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U8613> \xE9\xBF |0

<U8616> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U8617> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U8622> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U862D> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U862F> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8630> \xE9\xC6 |0
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<U863F> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U864D> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U864E> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U8650> \xB5\xD4 |0

<U8654> \xE9\xCA |0

<U8655> \xD1\xDD |0

<U865A> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U865C> \xCE\xBA |0

<U865E> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U865F> \xE9\xCB |0

<U8667> \xE9\xCC |0

<U866B> \xC3\xEE |0

<U8671> \xE9\xCD |0

<U8679> \xC6\xFA |0

<U867B> \xB0\xBA |0

<U868A> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U868B> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U868C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U8693> \xE9\xCE |0

<U8695> \xBB\xBD |0

<U86A3> \xE9\xCF |0

<U86A4> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U86A9> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U86AA> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U86AB> \xE9\xDB |0

<U86AF> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U86B0> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U86B6> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U86C4> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U86C6> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U86C7> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U86C9> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U86CB> \xC3\xC1

 |0

<U86CD> \xB7\xD6 |0

<U86CE> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U86D4> \xE9\xDC |0

<U86D9> \xB3\xBF |0

<U86DB> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U86DE> \xE9\xDD |0

<U86DF> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U86E4> \xC8\xBA |0

<U86E9> \xE9\xDE |0

<U86EC> \xE9\xDF |0

<U86ED> \xC9\xC8 |0

<U86EE> \xC8\xDA |0

<U86EF> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U86F8> \xC2\xFD |0
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<U86F9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U86FB> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U86FE> \xB2\xEB |0

<U8700> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8702> \xCB\xAA |0

<U8703> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U8706> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U8708> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U8709> \xE9\xEA |0

<U870A> \xE9\xED |0

<U870D> \xE9\xEB |0

<U8711> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U8712> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U8718> \xC3\xD8 |0

<U871A> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U871C> \xCC\xAA |0

<U8725> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8729> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8734> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8737> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U873B> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U873F> \xE9\xEF |0

<U8749> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U874B> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U874C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U874E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8753> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U8755> \xBF\xAA |0

<U8757> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8759> \xE9\xFE |0

<U875F> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U8760> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U8763> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8766> \xB2\xDC |0

<U8768> \xE9\xFC |0

<U876A> \xEA\xA3

 |0

<U876E> \xE9\xFD |0

<U8774> \xE9\xFA |0

<U8776> \xC4\xB3 |0

<U8778> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U877F> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U8782> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U878D> \xCD\xBB |0

<U879F> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U87A2> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U87AB> \xEA\xAE |0

<U87AF> \xEA\xA8 |0
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<U87B3> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U87BA> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U87BB> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U87BD> \xEA\xAA |0

<U87C0> \xEA\xAB |0

<U87C4> \xEA\xAF |0

<U87C6> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U87C7> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U87CB> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U87D0> \xEA\xAC |0

<U87D2> \xEA\xBD |0

<U87E0> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U87EC> \xC0\xE6 |1

<U87EF> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U87F2> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U87F6> \xEA\xBA |0

<U87F7> \xEA\xBB |0

<U87F9> \xB3\xAA |0

<U87FB> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U87FE> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U8805> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U8807> \x8F\xF4\xDC |0

<U880D> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U880E> \xEA\xBC |0

<U880F> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U8811> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8815> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U8816> \xEA\xBF |0

<U881F> \xCF\xB9 |1

<U8821> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U8822> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U8823> \xE9\xDA |0

<U8827> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8831> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U8836> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U8839> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U883B> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U8840> \xB7\xEC |0

<U8842> \xEA\xC9

 |0

<U8844> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U8846> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U884C> \xB9\xD4 |0

<U884D> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8852> \xEA\xCA |0

<U8853> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U8857> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U8859> \xEA\xCB |0
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<U885B> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U885D> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U885E> \xEA\xCC |0

<U8861> \xB9\xD5 |0

<U8862> \xEA\xCD |0

<U8863> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U8868> \xC9\xBD |0

<U886B> \xEA\xCE |0

<U8870> \xBF\xEA |0

<U8872> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U8875> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U8877> \xC3\xEF |0

<U887D> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U887E> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U887F> \xB6\xDE |0

<U8881> \xEA\xCF |0

<U8882> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U8888> \xB7\xB6 |0

<U888B> \xC2\xDE |0

<U888D> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8892> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U8896> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U8897> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8899> \xEA\xDA |0

<U889E> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U88A2> \xEA\xDB |0

<U88A4> \xEA\xDD |0

<U88AB> \xC8\xEF |0

<U88AE> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U88B0> \xEA\xDE |0

<U88B1> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U88B4> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U88B5> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U88B7> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U88BF> \xEA\xDF |0

<U88C1> \xBA\xDB |0

<U88C2> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U88C3> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U88C4> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U88C5> \xC1\xF5 |0

<U88CF> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U88D4> \xEA\xE3

 |0

<U88D5> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U88D8> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U88D9> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U88DC> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U88DD> \xEA\xE6 |0
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<U88DF> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U88E1> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U88E8> \xEA\xEB |0

<U88F2> \xEA\xEC |0

<U88F3> \xBE\xD8 |0

<U88F4> \xEA\xEA |0

<U88F5> \x8F\xDC\xD3 |0

<U88F8> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U88F9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U88FC> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U88FD> \xC0\xBD |0

<U88FE> \xBF\xFE |0

<U8902> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U8904> \xEA\xED |0

<U8907> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U890A> \xEA\xEF |0

<U890C> \xEA\xEE |0

<U8910> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8912> \xCB\xAB |0

<U8913> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U891C> \x8F\xDC\xDF |0

<U891D> \xEA\xFC |0

<U891E> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U8925> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U892A> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U892B> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U8936> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U8938> \xEA\xFA |0

<U893B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U8941> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U8943> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U8944> \xEA\xF7 |0

<U894C> \xEA\xFB |0

<U894D> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U8956> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U895E> \xEA\xFE |0

<U895F> \xB6\xDF |0

<U8960> \xEA\xFD |0

<U8964> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U8966> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U896A> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U896D> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U896F> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U8972> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U8974>

 \xEB\xA6 |0

<U8977> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U897E> \xEB\xA8 |0
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<U897F> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8981> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U8983> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U8986> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U8987> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U8988> \xEB\xAA |0

<U898A> \xEB\xAB |0

<U898B> \xB8\xAB |0

<U898F> \xB5\xAC |0

<U8993> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8996> \xBB\xEB |0

<U8997> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U8998> \xEB\xAD |0

<U899A> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U89A1> \xEB\xAE |0

<U89A6> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U89A7> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U89A9> \xEB\xAF |0

<U89AA> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U89AC> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U89AF> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U89B2> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U89B3> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U89BA> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U89BD> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U89BF> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U89C0> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U89D2> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U89DA> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U89DC> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U89DD> \xEB\xBA |0

<U89E3> \xB2\xF2 |0

<U89E6> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U89E7> \xEB\xBB |0

<U89F4> \xEB\xBC |0

<U89F8> \xEB\xBD |0

<U8A00> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U8A02> \xC4\xFB |0

<U8A03> \xEB\xBE |0

<U8A08> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U8A0A> \xBF\xD6 |0

<U8A0C> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U8A0E> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U8A10> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U8A12> \x8F\xDD\xC8 |0

<U8A13> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U8A16> \xEB\xBF |0

<U8A17>
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 \xC2\xF7 |0

<U8A18> \xB5\xAD |0

<U8A1B> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U8A1D> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U8A1F> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U8A23> \xB7\xED |0

<U8A25> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U8A2A> \xCB\xAC |0

<U8A2D> \xC0\xDF |0

<U8A31> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U8A33> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U8A34> \xC1\xCA |0

<U8A36> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U8A37> \x8F\xDD\xD4 |0

<U8A3A> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U8A3B> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U8A3C> \xBE\xDA |0

<U8A41> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U8A46> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U8A48> \xEB\xCA |0

<U8A50> \xBA\xBE |0

<U8A51> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U8A52> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U8A54> \xBE\xDB |0

<U8A55> \xC9\xBE |0

<U8A5B> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U8A5E> \xBB\xEC |0

<U8A60> \xB1\xD3 |0

<U8A62> \xEB\xCE |0

<U8A63> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U8A66> \xBB\xEE |0

<U8A69> \xBB\xED |0

<U8A6B> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8A6C> \xEB\xCD |0

<U8A6D> \xEB\xCC |0

<U8A6E> \xC1\xA7 |0

<U8A70> \xB5\xCD |0

<U8A71> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8A72> \xB3\xBA |0

<U8A73> \xBE\xDC |0

<U8A79> \x8F\xDD\xEA |0

<U8A7C> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8A82> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U8A84> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U8A85> \xEB\xCF |0

<U8A87> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U8A89> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U8A8C> \xBB\xEF |0
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<U8A8D> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U8A91> \xEB\xD4

 |0

<U8A93> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U8A95> \xC3\xC2 |0

<U8A98> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U8A9A> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U8A9E> \xB8\xEC |0

<U8AA0> \xC0\xBF |0

<U8AA1> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8AA3> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U8AA4> \xB8\xED |0

<U8AA5> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U8AA6> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U8AA7> \x8F\xDD\xFA |0

<U8AA8> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U8AAC> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U8AAD> \xC6\xC9 |0

<U8AB0> \xC3\xAF |0

<U8AB2> \xB2\xDD |0

<U8AB9> \xC8\xF0 |0

<U8ABC> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U8ABE> \x8F\xDE\xA4 |0

<U8ABF> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U8AC2> \xEB\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U8AC7> \xC3\xCC |0

<U8ACB> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U8ACC> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U8ACD> \xEB\xDA |0

<U8ACF> \xBF\xDB |0

<U8AD2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U8AD6> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8ADA> \xEB\xDC |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8ADC> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U8ADE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U8ADF> \x8F\xDE\xB0 |0

<U8AE0> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8AE2> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U8AE4> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U8AE6> \xC4\xFC |0

<U8AE7> \xEB\xDF |0

<U8AEB> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8AED> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U8AEE> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U8AF1> \xEB\xE1 |0
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<U8AF3> \xEB\xDE |0

<U8AF6> \x8F\xDE\xB5 |0

<U8AF7> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8AF8> \xBD\xF4

 |0

<U8AFA> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U8AFE> \xC2\xFA |0

<U8B00> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U8B01> \xB1\xDA |0

<U8B02> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U8B04> \xC6\xA5 |0

<U8B07> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U8B0C> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U8B0E> \xC6\xE6 |0

<U8B10> \xEB\xED |0

<U8B14> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U8B16> \xEB\xEC |0

<U8B17> \xEB\xEE |0

<U8B19> \xB8\xAC |0

<U8B1A> \xEB\xEA |0

<U8B1B> \xB9\xD6 |0

<U8B1D> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U8B20> \xEB\xEF |0

<U8B21> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U8B26> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8B28> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U8B2B> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U8B2C> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U8B33> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U8B39> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U8B3E> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U8B41> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U8B49> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8B4C> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8B4E> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U8B4F> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U8B53> \x8F\xDE\xCB |0

<U8B56> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8B58> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U8B5A> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8B5B> \xEB\xFC |0

<U8B5C> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8B5F> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B66> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U8B6B> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8B6C> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U8B6F> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U8B70> \xB5\xC4 |0
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<U8B71> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U8B72> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U8B74> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U8B77> \xB8\xEE |0

<U8B7D> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U8B7F> \x8F\xF4\xDF |0

<U8B80>

 \xEC\xA6 |0

<U8B83> \xBB\xBE |0

<U8B8A> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8B8C> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U8B8E> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8B92> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U8B93> \xEC\xAA |0

<U8B96> \xEC\xAB |0

<U8B99> \xEC\xAC |0

<U8B9A> \xEC\xAD |0

<U8C37> \xC3\xAB |0

<U8C3A> \xEC\xAE |0

<U8C3F> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U8C41> \xEC\xAF |0

<U8C46> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U8C48> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U8C4A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C4C> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8C4E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U8C50> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U8C55> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U8C5A> \xC6\xDA |0

<U8C61> \xBE\xDD |0

<U8C62> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U8C6A> \xB9\xEB |0

<U8C6B> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8C6C> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U8C78> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U8C79> \xC9\xBF |0

<U8C7A> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U8C7C> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U8C82> \xEC\xBA |0

<U8C85> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8C89> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8C8A> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8C8C> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U8C8D> \xEC\xBE |0

<U8C8E> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8C94> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U8C98> \xEC\xC2 |0
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<U8C9D> \xB3\xAD |0

<U8C9E> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U8CA0> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U8CA1> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U8CA2> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U8CA7> \xC9\xCF |0

<U8CA8> \xB2\xDF |0

<U8CA9> \xC8\xCE |0

<U8CAA> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U8CAB>

 \xB4\xD3 |0

<U8CAC> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U8CAD> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U8CAE> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U8CAF> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U8CB0> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U8CB2> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U8CB4> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8CB6> \xEC\xCA |0

<U8CB7> \xC7\xE3 |0

<U8CB8> \xC2\xDF |0

<U8CBB> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U8CBC> \xC5\xBD |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U8CBF> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U8CC0> \xB2\xEC |0

<U8CC1> \xEC\xCC |0

<U8CC2> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U8CC3> \xC4\xC2 |0

<U8CC4> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CC7> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U8CC8> \xEC\xCB |0

<U8CCA> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U8CCD> \xEC\xDC |0

<U8CCE> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U8CD1> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U8CD3> \xC9\xD0 |0

<U8CDA> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8CDB> \xBB\xBF |0

<U8CDC> \xBB\xF2 |0

<U8CDE> \xBE\xDE |0

<U8CE0> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U8CE2> \xB8\xAD |0

<U8CE3> \xEC\xCE |0

<U8CE4> \xEC\xCD |0

<U8CE6> \xC9\xEA |0

<U8CEA> \xBC\xC1 |0
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<U8CED> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U8CF0> \x8F\xDF\xB9 |0

<U8CF4> \x8F\xF4\xE0 |0

<U8CFA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U8CFB> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U8CFC> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U8CFD> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8D04> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U8D05> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U8D07> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U8D08> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U8D0A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U8D0B>

 \xB4\xE6 |0

<U8D0D> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U8D0F> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U8D10> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U8D12> \x8F\xDF\xC3 |0

<U8D13> \xEC\xDB |0

<U8D14> \xEC\xDD |0

<U8D16> \xEC\xDE |0

<U8D64> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U8D66> \xBC\xCF |0

<U8D67> \xEC\xDF |0

<U8D6B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U8D6D> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8D70> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U8D71> \xEC\xE1 |0

<U8D73> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8D74> \xC9\xEB |0

<U8D76> \x8F\xF4\xE1 |0

<U8D77> \xB5\xAF |0

<U8D81> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8D85> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U8D8A> \xB1\xDB |0

<U8D99> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U8DA3> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U8DA8> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U8DB3> \xC2\xAD |0

<U8DBA> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U8DBE> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U8DC2> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U8DCB> \xEC\xED |0

<U8DCC> \xEC\xEB |0

<U8DCF> \xEC\xE8 |0

<U8DD6> \xEC\xEA |0

<U8DDA> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U8DDB> \xEC\xEC |0
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<U8DDD> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8DDF> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U8DE1> \xC0\xD7 |0

<U8DE3> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U8DE8> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U8DEA> \xEC\xEE |0

<U8DEB> \xEC\xEF |0

<U8DEF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U8DF3> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U8DF5> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U8DFC> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U8DFF> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U8E08> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U8E09> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U8E0A> \xCD\xD9

 |0

<U8E0F> \xC6\xA7 |0

<U8E10> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U8E1D> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U8E1E> \xEC\xF7 |0

<U8E1F> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U8E2A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U8E30> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8E34> \xEC\xFD |0

<U8E35> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8E42> \xEC\xFA |0

<U8E44> \xC4\xFD |0

<U8E47> \xED\xA1 |0

<U8E48> \xED\xA5 |0

<U8E49> \xED\xA2 |0

<U8E4A> \xEC\xFE |0

<U8E4C> \xED\xA3 |0

<U8E50> \xED\xA4 |0

<U8E55> \xED\xAB |0

<U8E59> \xED\xA6 |0

<U8E5F> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U8E60> \xED\xA8 |0

<U8E63> \xED\xAA |0

<U8E64> \xED\xA7 |0

<U8E72> \xED\xAD |0

<U8E74> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U8E76> \xED\xAC |0

<U8E7C> \xED\xAE |0

<U8E81> \xED\xAF |0

<U8E84> \xED\xB2 |0

<U8E85> \xED\xB1 |0

<U8E87> \xED\xB0 |0

<U8E8A> \xED\xB4 |0
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<U8E8B> \xED\xB3 |0

<U8E8D> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U8E91> \xED\xB6 |0

<U8E93> \xED\xB5 |0

<U8E94> \xED\xB7 |0

<U8E99> \xED\xB8 |0

<U8EA1> \xED\xBA |0

<U8EAA> \xED\xB9 |0

<U8EAB> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U8EAC> \xED\xBB |0

<U8EAF> \xB6\xED |0

<U8EB0> \xED\xBC |0

<U8EB1> \xED\xBE |0

<U8EBE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8EC0> \xB6\xED |1

<U8EC5> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8EC6> \xED\xBD |0

<U8EC8> \xED\xC1

 |0

<U8ECA> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8ECB> \xED\xC2 |0

<U8ECC> \xB5\xB0 |0

<U8ECD> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U8ECF> \x8F\xE0\xD9 |0

<U8ED2> \xB8\xAE |0

<U8EDB> \xED\xC3 |0

<U8EDF> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U8EE2> \xC5\xBE |0

<U8EE3> \xED\xC4 |0

<U8EEB> \xED\xC7 |0

<U8EF8> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U8EFB> \xED\xC6 |0

<U8EFC> \xED\xC5 |0

<U8EFD> \xB7\xDA |0

<U8EFE> \xED\xC8 |0

<U8F03> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U8F05> \xED\xCA |0

<U8F09> \xBA\xDC |0

<U8F0A> \xED\xC9 |0

<U8F0C> \xED\xD2 |0

<U8F12> \xED\xCC |0

<U8F13> \xED\xCE |0

<U8F14> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U8F15> \xED\xCB |0

<U8F19> \xED\xCD |0

<U8F1B> \xED\xD1 |0

<U8F1C> \xED\xCF |0

<U8F1D> \xB5\xB1 |0
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<U8F1F> \xED\xD0 |0

<U8F26> \xED\xD3 |0

<U8F29> \xC7\xDA |0

<U8F2A> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U8F2F> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U8F33> \xED\xD4 |0

<U8F38> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U8F39> \xED\xD6 |0

<U8F3B> \xED\xD5 |0

<U8F3E> \xED\xD9 |0

<U8F3F> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U8F42> \xED\xD8 |0

<U8F44> \xB3\xED |0

<U8F45> \xED\xD7 |0

<U8F46> \xED\xDC |0

<U8F49> \xED\xDB |0

<U8F4C> \xED\xDA |0

<U8F4D> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U8F4E> \xED\xDD |0

<U8F57> \xED\xDE |0

<U8F5C>

 \xED\xDF |0

<U8F5F> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F61> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U8F62> \xED\xE0 |0

<U8F63> \xED\xE1 |0

<U8F64> \xED\xE2 |0

<U8F9B> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U8F9C> \xED\xE3 |0

<U8F9E> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F9F> \xED\xE4 |0

<U8FA3> \xED\xE5 |0

<U8FA7> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U8FA8> \xD1\xFE |0

<U8FAD> \xED\xE6 |0

<U8FAE> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8FAF> \xED\xE7 |0

<U8FB0> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U8FB1> \xBF\xAB |0

<U8FB2> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U8FB7> \xED\xE8 |0

<U8FBA> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U8FBB> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8FBC> \xB9\xFE |0

<U8FBF> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U8FC2> \xB1\xAA |0

<U8FC4> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U8FC5> \xBF\xD7 |0
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<U8FCE> \xB7\xDE |0

<U8FD1> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U8FD4> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U8FDA> \xED\xE9 |0

<U8FE2> \xED\xEB |0

<U8FE5> \xED\xEA |0

<U8FE6> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U8FE9> \xC6\xF6 |0

<U8FEA> \xED\xEC |0

<U8FEB> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8FED> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U8FEF> \xED\xED |0

<U8FF0> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U8FF4> \xED\xEF |0

<U8FF7> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U8FF8> \xED\xFE |0

<U8FF9> \xED\xF1 |0

<U8FFA> \xED\xF2 |0

<U8FFD> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U9000> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9001> \xC1\xF7 |0

<U9003> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U9005> \xED\xF0 |0

<U9006>

 \xB5\xD5 |0

<U900B> \xED\xF9 |0

<U900D> \xED\xF6 |0

<U900E> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U900F> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U9010> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U9011> \xED\xF3 |0

<U9013> \xC4\xFE |0

<U9014> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U9015> \xED\xF4 |0

<U9016> \xED\xF8 |0

<U9017> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U9019> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U901A> \xC4\xCC |0

<U901D> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U901E> \xED\xF7 |0

<U901F> \xC2\xAE |0

<U9020> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9021> \xED\xF5 |0

<U9022> \xB0\xA9 |0

<U9023> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U9027> \xED\xFA |0

<U902E> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U9031> \xBD\xB5 |0
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<U9032> \xBF\xCA |0

<U9035> \xED\xFC |0

<U9036> \xED\xFB |0

<U9038> \xB0\xEF |0

<U9039> \xED\xFD |0

<U903C> \xC9\xAF |0

<U903E> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U9041> \xC6\xDB |0

<U9042> \xBF\xEB |0

<U9045> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U9047> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U9049> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U904A> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U904B> \xB1\xBF |0

<U904D> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U904E> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U904F> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U9050> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U9051> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U9052> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U9053> \xC6\xBB |0

<U9054> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U9055> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U9056> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U9058> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U9059> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U905C>

 \xC2\xBD |0

<U905E> \xEE\xAA |0

<U9060> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U9061> \xC1\xCC |0

<U9063> \xB8\xAF |0

<U9065> \xCD\xDA |0

<U9067> \x8F\xE1\xE2 |0

<U9068> \xEE\xAB |0

<U9069> \xC5\xAC |0

<U906D> \xC1\xF8 |0

<U906E> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U906F> \xEE\xAC |0

<U9072> \xEE\xAF |0

<U9075> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U9076> \xEE\xAD |0

<U9077> \xC1\xAB |0

<U9078> \xC1\xAA |0

<U907A> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U907C> \xCE\xCB |0

<U907D> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U907F> \xC8\xF2 |0
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<U9080> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U9081> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9082> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U9083> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U9084> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U9087> \xED\xEE |0

<U9089> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U908A> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U908F> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U9091> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U90A3> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xCB\xAE |0

<U90A8> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U90AA> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U90AF> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U90B1> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U90B5> \xEE\xBA |0

<U90B8> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U90C1> \xB0\xEA |0

<U90CA> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U90CE> \xCF\xBA |0

<U90DB> \xEE\xBE |0

<U90DE> \x8F\xF4\xE5 |0

<U90E1> \xB7\xB4 |0

<U90E2> \xEE\xBB |0

<U90E4> \xEE\xBC |0

<U90E8> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U90ED> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U90F5> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U90F7>

 \xB6\xBF |0

<U90FD> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U9102> \xEE\xBF |0

<U9112> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U9115> \x8F\xF4\xE7 |0

<U9119> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U9127> \x8F\xE2\xC7 |0

<U912D> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U9130> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U9132> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U9149> \xC6\xD3 |0

<U914A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U914B> \xBD\xB6 |0

<U914C> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U914D> \xC7\xDB |0

<U914E> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U9152> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U9154> \xBF\xEC |0
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<U9156> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U9158> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9162> \xBF\xDD |0

<U9163> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U9165> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U9169> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U916A> \xCD\xEF |0

<U916C> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U9172> \xEE\xCB |0

<U9173> \xEE\xCA |0

<U9175> \xB9\xDA |0

<U9177> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U9178> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U9182> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9187> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U9189> \xEE\xCD |0

<U918B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U918D> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U9190> \xB8\xEF |0

<U9192> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U9197> \xC8\xB0 |0

<U919C> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U91A2> \xEE\xCF |0

<U91A4> \xBE\xDF |0

<U91AA> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U91AB> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U91AC> \xBE\xDF |1

<U91AF> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U91B1> \xC8\xB0 |1

<U91B4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U91B5> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U91B8> \xBE\xFA

 |0

<U91BA> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U91C0> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U91C1> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U91C6> \xC8\xD0 |0

<U91C7> \xBA\xD3 |0

<U91C8> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U91C9> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U91CB> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U91CC> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U91CD> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U91CE> \xCC\xEE |0

<U91CF> \xCE\xCC |0

<U91D0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U91D1> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U91D6> \xEE\xDB |0
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<U91D7> \x8F\xE3\xA6 |0

<U91D8> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U91DA> \x8F\xE3\xA8 |0

<U91DB> \xEE\xDE |0

<U91DC> \xB3\xF8 |0

<U91DD> \xBF\xCB |0

<U91DE> \x8F\xE3\xA9 |0

<U91DF> \xEE\xDC |0

<U91E1> \xEE\xDD |0

<U91E3> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U91E4> \x8F\xE3\xAA |0

<U91E5> \x8F\xE3\xAB |0

<U91E6> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U91E7> \xB6\xFC |0

<U91ED> \x8F\xE3\xAF |0

<U91EE> \x8F\xE3\xB0 |0

<U91F5> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U91F6> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U91FC> \xEE\xDF |0

<U91FF> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U9206> \x8F\xE3\xBC |0

<U920A> \x8F\xE3\xBF |0

<U920D> \xC6\xDF |0

<U920E> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U9210> \x8F\xE3\xC1 |0

<U9211> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U9214> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U9215> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U921E> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U9229> \xEF\xCF |0

<U922C> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U9234> \xCE\xEB |0

<U9237> \xB8\xDA

 |0

<U9239> \x8F\xE3\xD4 |0

<U923A> \x8F\xE3\xD5 |0

<U923C> \x8F\xE3\xD6 |0

<U923F> \xEE\xEF |0

<U9240> \x8F\xE3\xD8 |0

<U9244> \xC5\xB4 |0

<U9245> \xEE\xEA |0

<U9248> \xEE\xED |0

<U9249> \xEE\xEB |0

<U924B> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U924E> \x8F\xE3\xDF |0

<U9250> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U9251> \x8F\xE3\xE1 |0

<U9257> \xEE\xE9 |0
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<U9259> \x8F\xE3\xE3 |0

<U925A> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U925B> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U925E> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U9262> \xC8\xAD |0

<U9264> \xEE\xEC |0

<U9266> \xBE\xE0 |0

<U9267> \x8F\xE3\xE9 |0

<U9271> \xB9\xDB |0

<U9277> \x8F\xE3\xF1 |0

<U9278> \x8F\xE3\xF2 |0

<U927E> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U9280> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U9283> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U9285> \xC6\xBC |0

<U9288> \x8F\xE3\xF8 |0

<U9291> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9293> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U9295> \xEE\xEE |0

<U9296> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U9298> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U929A> \xC4\xB8 |0

<U929B> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U929C> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U92A7> \x8F\xE4\xA6 |0

<U92AD> \xC1\xAC |0

<U92B7> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U92B9> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U92CF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U92D0> \x8F\xE4\xBE |0

<U92D2> \xCB\xAF |0

<U92D3> \x8F\xE4\xBF |0

<U92D5> \x8F\xE4\xC0

 |0

<U92D7> \x8F\xE4\xC1 |0

<U92D9> \x8F\xE4\xC3 |0

<U92E0> \x8F\xE4\xC7 |0

<U92E4> \xBD\xFB |0

<U92E7> \x8F\xE4\xCB |0

<U92E9> \xEE\xFA |0

<U92EA> \xCA\xDF |0

<U92ED> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U92F2> \xC9\xC6 |0

<U92F3> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U92F8> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U92F9> \x8F\xE4\xD0 |0

<U92FA> \xEE\xFC |0

<U92FB> \x8F\xE4\xD1 |0
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<U92FC> \xB9\xDD |0

<U92FF> \x8F\xE4\xD2 |0

<U9302> \x8F\xE4\xD4 |0

<U9306> \xBB\xAC |0

<U930F> \xEE\xFB |0

<U9310> \xBF\xED |0

<U9318> \xBF\xEE |0

<U9319> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U931A> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U931D> \x8F\xE4\xDB |0

<U931E> \x8F\xE4\xDC |0

<U9320> \xBE\xFB |0

<U9321> \x8F\xE4\xDE |0

<U9322> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U9323> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U9325> \x8F\xE4\xE0 |0

<U9326> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9328> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U932B> \xBC\xE2 |0

<U932C> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U932E> \xEE\xFE |0

<U932F> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U9332> \xCF\xBF |0

<U9335> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U933A> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U933B> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U9344> \xEE\xFD |0

<U9348> \x8F\xE4\xE9 |0

<U934B> \xC6\xE9 |0

<U934D> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U9354> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U9356> \xEF\xAC |0

<U9357> \x8F\xE4\xEF

 |0

<U935B> \xC3\xC3 |0

<U935C> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U9360> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U936C> \xB7\xAD |0

<U936E> \xEF\xAB |0

<U9370> \x8F\xE4\xFA |0

<U9375> \xB8\xB0 |0

<U937C> \xEF\xAA |0

<U937E> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U938C> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U9394> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9396> \xBA\xBF |0

<U9397> \xC1\xF9 |0

<U939A> \xC4\xCA |0
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<U93A4> \x8F\xE5\xB3 |0

<U93A7> \xB3\xBB |0

<U93AC> \xEF\xAE |0

<U93AD> \xEF\xAF |0

<U93AE> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U93B0> \xEF\xAD |0

<U93B9> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U93C3> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U93C6> \x8F\xE5\xBF |0

<U93C8> \xEF\xBA |0

<U93D0> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U93D1> \xC5\xAD |0

<U93D6> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U93D7> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U93D8> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U93DD> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U93DE> \x8F\xE5\xC9 |0

<U93E1> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U93E4> \xEF\xBB |0

<U93E5> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U93E8> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U93F8> \x8F\xE5\xD0 |0

<U9403> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9407> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9410> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U9413> \xEF\xBE |0

<U9414> \xEF\xBD |0

<U9418> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9419> \xC6\xAA |0

<U941A> \xEF\xBC |0

<U9421> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U9431> \x8F\xE5\xE2 |0

<U9435> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U9436> \xEF\xC2

 |0

<U9438> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U943A> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9441> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9444> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U9445> \x8F\xE5\xEA |0

<U9448> \x8F\xE5\xEB |0

<U9451> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U9452> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9453> \xCC\xFA |0

<U945A> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U945B> \xEF\xCA |0

<U945E> \xEF\xCD |0
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<U9460> \xEF\xCB |0

<U9462> \xEF\xCC |0

<U946A> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9470> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9475> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9477> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U947C> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U947D> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U947E> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U947F> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9481> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9577> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U9580> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U9582> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9583> \xC1\xAE |0

<U9587> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9589> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U958A> \xEF\xDB |0

<U958B> \xB3\xAB |0

<U958F> \xB1\xBC |0

<U9591> \xB4\xD7 |0

<U9592> \x8F\xF4\xEA |0

<U9593> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U9594> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9596> \xEF\xDD |0

<U9598> \xEF\xDE |0

<U9599> \xEF\xDF |0

<U95A0> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U95A2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U95A3> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U95A4> \xB9\xDE |0

<U95A5> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U95A7> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U95A8> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U95AD> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U95B2> \xB1\xDC |0

<U95B9> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U95BB>

 \xEF\xE5 |0

<U95BC> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U95BE> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U95C3> \xEF\xEA |0

<U95C7> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U95CA> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U95CC> \xEF\xEC |0

<U95CD> \xEF\xEB |0

<U95D4> \xEF\xEE |0

<U95D5> \xEF\xED |0
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<U95D6> \xEF\xEF |0

<U95D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U95DC> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U95E1> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U95E2> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U95E5> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U961C> \xC9\xEC |0

<U9621> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U9628> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U962A> \xBA\xE5 |0

<U962E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U962F> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9632> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U963B> \xC1\xCB |0

<U963F> \xB0\xA4 |0

<U9640> \xC2\xCB |0

<U9642> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U9644> \xC9\xED |0

<U964B> \xEF\xFB |0

<U964C> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U964D> \xB9\xDF |0

<U964F> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9650> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U965B> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U965C> \xEF\xFD |0

<U965D> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U965E> \xEF\xFE |0

<U965F> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9662> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U9663> \xBF\xD8 |0

<U9664> \xBD\xFC |0

<U9665> \xB4\xD9 |0

<U9666> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U966A> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U966C> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U9670> \xB1\xA2 |0

<U9672> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U9673> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U9675> \xCE\xCD |0

<U9676> \xC6\xAB |0

<U9677>

 \xEF\xFC |0

<U9678> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U967A> \xB8\xB1 |0

<U967D> \xCD\xDB |0

<U9685> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U9686> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U9688> \xB7\xA8 |0
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<U968A> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U968B> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U968D> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U968E> \xB3\xAC |0

<U968F> \xBF\xEF |0

<U9694> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U9695> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U9697> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U9698> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U9699> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U969B> \xBA\xDD |0

<U969C> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U969D> \x8F\xE6\xE8 |0

<U96A0> \xB1\xA3 |0

<U96A3> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U96A7> \xF0\xAB |0

<U96A8> \xEE\xAE |0

<U96AA> \xF0\xAA |0

<U96AF> \x8F\xE6\xEF |0

<U96B0> \xF0\xAE |0

<U96B1> \xF0\xAC |0

<U96B2> \xF0\xAD |0

<U96B4> \xF0\xAF |0

<U96B6> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U96B7> \xCE\xEC |0

<U96B8> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U96B9> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U96BB> \xC0\xC9 |0

<U96BC> \xC8\xBB |0

<U96C0> \xBF\xFD |0

<U96C1> \xB4\xE7 |0

<U96C4> \xCD\xBA |0

<U96C5> \xB2\xED |0

<U96C6> \xBD\xB8 |0

<U96C7> \xB8\xDB |0

<U96C9> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U96CB> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U96CC> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U96CD> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U96CE> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U96D1> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xBA |0

<U96D6> \xEA\xAD

 |0

<U96D9> \xD2\xD6 |0

<U96DB> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U96DC> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U96E2> \xCE\xA5 |0
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<U96E3> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xB1\xAB |0

<U96EA> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U96EB> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U96F0> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U96F2> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U96F6> \xCE\xED |0

<U96F7> \xCD\xEB |0

<U96F9> \xF0\xBB |0

<U96FB> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U9700> \xBC\xFB |0

<U9704> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9706> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9707> \xBF\xCC |0

<U9708> \xF0\xBE |0

<U970A> \xCE\xEE |0

<U970D> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U970E> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U970F> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9711> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9713> \xF0\xBF |0

<U9716> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9719> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U971C> \xC1\xFA |0

<U971E> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U9724> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9727> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U972A> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9730> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9732> \xCF\xAA |0

<U9733> \x8F\xE7\xAC |0

<U9738> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U9739> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U973B> \x8F\xF4\xED |0

<U973D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U973E> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9742> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9743> \x8F\xE7\xAE |0

<U9744> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9746> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9748> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9749> \xF0\xCF |0

<U974D> \x8F\xF4\xEE |0

<U974F> \x8F\xE7\xB1 |0

<U9751> \x8F\xF4\xEF

 |0

<U9752> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U9755> \x8F\xE7\xB2 |0
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<U9756> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U9759> \xC0\xC5 |0

<U975C> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U975E> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U9760> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9761> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U9762> \xCC\xCC |0

<U9764> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9766> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9768> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U9769> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U976B> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U976D> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U9771> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9774> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U9779> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U977A> \xF0\xDC |0

<U977C> \xF0\xDA |0

<U9781> \xF0\xDB |0

<U9784> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U9785> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U9786> \xF0\xDD |0

<U978B> \xF0\xDE |0

<U978D> \xB0\xC8 |0

<U978F> \xF0\xDF |0

<U9790> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U9798> \xBE\xE4 |0

<U979C> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U97A0> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U97A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U97A6> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U97A8> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U97AB> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U97AD> \xCA\xDC |0

<U97B3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U97B4> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U97C3> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U97C6> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U97C8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U97CB> \xF0\xEA |0

<U97D3> \xB4\xDA |0

<U97DC> \xF0\xEB |0

<U97ED> \xF0\xEC |0

<U97EE> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U97F2> \xF0\xEE |0

<U97F3> \xB2\xBB |0

<U97F5> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U97F6>
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 \xF0\xF0 |0

<U97FB> \xB1\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U9801> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U9802> \xC4\xBA |0

<U9803> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U9805> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U9806> \xBD\xE7 |0

<U9808> \xBF\xDC |0

<U980C> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U980F> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U9810> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U9811> \xB4\xE8 |0

<U9812> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U9813> \xC6\xDC |0

<U9817> \xBF\xFC |0

<U9818> \xCE\xCE |0

<U981A> \xB7\xDB |0

<U9821> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U9824> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U982C> \xCB\xCB |0

<U982D> \xC6\xAC |0

<U9830> \xCB\xCB |1

<U9834> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U9837> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U9838> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U9839> \xF0\xF8 |1

<U983B> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U983C> \xCD\xEA |0

<U983D> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U9846> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U984B> \xF0\xFB |0

<U984C> \xC2\xEA |0

<U984D> \xB3\xDB |0

<U984E> \xB3\xDC |0

<U984F> \xF0\xFA |0

<U9854> \xB4\xE9 |0

<U9855> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U9857> \x8F\xE8\xB1 |0

<U9858> \xB4\xEA |0

<U985A> \xC5\xBF |1

<U985B> \xC5\xBF |0

<U985E> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U9865> \x8F\xE8\xB6 |0

<U9867> \xB8\xDC |0

<U986B> \xF0\xFC |0

<U986F> \xF0\xFD |0

<U9870> \xF0\xFE |0
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<U9871> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U9873> \xF1\xA3

 |0

<U9874> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U98A8> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U98AA> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U98AF> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U98B1> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U98B6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U98C3> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U98C4> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U98C6> \xF1\xAA |0

<U98DB> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U98DC> \xE6\xCC |0

<U98DF> \xBF\xA9 |0

<U98E2> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U98E9> \xF1\xAB |0

<U98EB> \xF1\xAC |0

<U98ED> \xD2\xAC |0

<U98EE> \xDD\xBB |0

<U98EF> \xC8\xD3 |0

<U98F2> \xB0\xFB |0

<U98F4> \xB0\xBB |0

<U98FC> \xBB\xF4 |0

<U98FD> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U98FE> \xBE\xFE |0

<U9903> \xF1\xAD |0

<U9905> \xCC\xDF |0

<U9909> \xF1\xAE |0

<U990A> \xCD\xDC |0

<U990C> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U9910> \xBB\xC1 |0

<U9912> \xF1\xAF |0

<U9913> \xB2\xEE |0

<U9914> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U9918> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U991D> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U991E> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U9920> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U9921> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U9924> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U9927> \x8F\xE8\xDD |0

<U9928> \xB4\xDB |0

<U992C> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U992E> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U993D> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U993E> \xF1\xBA |0

<U9942> \xF1\xBB |0
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<U9945> \xF1\xBD |0

<U9949> \xF1\xBC |0

<U994B> \xF1\xBF |0

<U994C> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U9950> \xF1\xBE

 |0

<U9951> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U9952> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U9955> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U9957> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U9996> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U9997> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U9998> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U9999> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U999E> \x8F\xF4\xF4 |0

<U99A5> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U99A8> \xB3\xBE |0

<U99AC> \xC7\xCF |0

<U99AD> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U99AE> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U99B3> \xC3\xDA |0

<U99B4> \xC6\xEB |0

<U99BC> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U99C1> \xC7\xFD |0

<U99C4> \xC2\xCC |0

<U99C5> \xB1\xD8 |0

<U99C6> \xB6\xEE |0

<U99C8> \xB6\xEF |0

<U99D0> \xC3\xF3 |0

<U99D1> \xF1\xCE |0

<U99D2> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U99D5> \xB2\xEF |0

<U99D8> \xF1\xCD |0

<U99DB> \xF1\xCB |0

<U99DD> \xF1\xCC |0

<U99DF> \xF1\xCA |0

<U99E2> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U99ED> \xF1\xCF |0

<U99EE> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U99F1> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U99F2> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99F8> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U99FB> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U99FF> \xBD\xD9 |0

<U9A01> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U9A05> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U9A0E> \xB5\xB3 |0

<U9A0F> \xF1\xD6 |0
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<U9A12> \xC1\xFB |0

<U9A13> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U9A19> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U9A28> \xC2\xCD |0

<U9A2B> \xF1\xDA |0

<U9A30> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A37> \xF1\xDB |0

<U9A3E>

 \xF1\xE0 |0

<U9A40> \xF1\xDE |0

<U9A42> \xF1\xDD |0

<U9A43> \xF1\xDF |0

<U9A45> \xF1\xDC |0

<U9A4D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U9A4E> \x8F\xE9\xD1 |0

<U9A52> \xC2\xCD |1

<U9A55> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U9A57> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9A5A> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U9A5B> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U9A5F> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9A62> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U9A64> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U9A65> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A69> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U9A6A> \xF1\xEB |0

<U9A6B> \xF1\xEA |0

<U9AA8> \xB9\xFC |0

<U9AAD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U9AB0> \xF1\xED |0

<U9AB8> \xB3\xBC |0

<U9ABC> \xF1\xEE |0

<U9AC0> \xF1\xEF |0

<U9AC4> \xBF\xF1 |0

<U9ACF> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U9AD1> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U9AD3> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U9AD4> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U9AD8> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U9AD9> \x8F\xF4\xF5 |0

<U9ADC> \x8F\xE9\xED |0

<U9ADE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U9ADF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U9AE2> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U9AE3> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U9AE6> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U9AEA> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U9AEB> \xF1\xFA |0
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<U9AED> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U9AEE> \xF1\xFB |0

<U9AEF> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U9AF1> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9AF4> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9AF7> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9AFB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U9B06> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U9B18> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U9B1A> \xF2\xA4

 |0

<U9B1F> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9B22> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U9B23> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U9B25> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U9B27> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U9B28> \xF2\xAA |0

<U9B29> \xF2\xAB |0

<U9B2A> \xF2\xAC |0

<U9B2E> \xF2\xAD |0

<U9B2F> \xF2\xAE |0

<U9B31> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U9B32> \xF2\xAF |0

<U9B3B> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U9B3C> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U9B41> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U9B42> \xBA\xB2 |0

<U9B43> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U9B44> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U9B45> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U9B4D> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U9B4E> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U9B4F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U9B51> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U9B54> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U9B58> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U9B5A> \xB5\xFB |0

<U9B6F> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U9B72> \x8F\xF4\xF6 |0

<U9B74> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U9B75> \x8F\xEA\xCD |0

<U9B83> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U9B8E> \xB0\xBE |0

<U9B8F> \x8F\xEA\xDB |0

<U9B91> \xF2\xBA |0

<U9B92> \xCA\xAB |0

<U9B93> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U9B96> \xF2\xBB |0
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<U9B97> \xF2\xBC |0

<U9B9F> \xF2\xBD |0

<U9BA0> \xF2\xBE |0

<U9BA8> \xF2\xBF |0

<U9BAA> \xCB\xEE |0

<U9BAB> \xBB\xAD |0

<U9BAD> \xBA\xFA |0

<U9BAE> \xC1\xAF |0

<U9BB1> \x8F\xEA\xE6 |0

<U9BB4> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9BB9> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U9BBB> \x8F\xEA\xEA

 |0

<U9BC0> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U9BC6> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U9BC9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U9BCA> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U9BCF> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U9BD1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U9BD2> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U9BD4> \xF2\xCB |0

<U9BD6> \xBB\xAA |0

<U9BDB> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U9BE1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U9BE2> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U9BE3> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U9BE4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U9BE8> \xB7\xDF |0

<U9BF0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U9BF1> \xF2\xCF |0

<U9BF2> \xF2\xCE |0

<U9BF5> \xB0\xB3 |0

<U9C00> \x8F\xEB\xA5 |0

<U9C04> \xF2\xDA |0

<U9C06> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U9C08> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U9C09> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U9C0A> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U9C0C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U9C0D> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U9C10> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9C12> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U9C13> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U9C14> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U9C15> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U9C1B> \xF2\xDC |0

<U9C21> \xF2\xDF |0

<U9C24> \xF2\xDE |0
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<U9C25> \xF2\xDD |0

<U9C2D> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U9C2E> \xF2\xDB |0

<U9C2F> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U9C30> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U9C39> \xB3\xEF |0

<U9C3A> \xF2\xCD |0

<U9C3B> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U9C3E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9C46> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U9C47> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U9C48> \xC3\xAD |0

<U9C52> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U9C57> \xCE\xDA

 |0

<U9C5A> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U9C60> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9C67> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9C76> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9C78> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U9CE5> \xC4\xBB |0

<U9CE7> \xF2\xEA |0

<U9CE9> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U9CEB> \xF2\xEF |0

<U9CEC> \xF2\xEB |0

<U9CF0> \xF2\xEC |0

<U9CF3> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U9CF4> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U9CF6> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U9D03> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U9D06> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U9D07> \xC6\xBE |0

<U9D08> \xF2\xEE |0

<U9D09> \xF2\xED |0

<U9D0E> \xB2\xAA |0

<U9D12> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U9D15> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U9D1B> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U9D1F> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U9D23> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U9D26> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U9D28> \xB3\xFB |0

<U9D2A> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U9D2B> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U9D2C> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U9D3B> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U9D3E> \xF2\xFC |0
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<U9D3F> \xF2\xFB |0

<U9D41> \xF2\xFA |0

<U9D44> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U9D46> \xF2\xFD |0

<U9D48> \xF2\xFE |0

<U9D50> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U9D51> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U9D59> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U9D5C> \xB1\xAD |0

<U9D5D> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9D5E> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U9D60> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U9D61> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U9D64> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U9D6B> \x8F\xEB\xFA |0

<U9D6C> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U9D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U9D70>

 \x8F\xEB\xFB |0

<U9D72> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U9D7A> \xF3\xAC |0

<U9D87> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U9D89> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U9D8F> \xB7\xDC |0

<U9D9A> \xF3\xAD |0

<U9DA4> \xF3\xAE |0

<U9DA9> \xF3\xAF |0

<U9DAB> \xF3\xAA |0

<U9DAF> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U9DB2> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U9DB4> \xC4\xE1 |0

<U9DB8> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U9DBA> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U9DBB> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U9DC1> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U9DC2> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U9DC4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U9DC6> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U9DCF> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U9DD3> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9DD7> \xB2\xAA |1

<U9DD9> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9DE6> \xF3\xBC |0

<U9DED> \xF3\xBD |0

<U9DEF> \xF3\xBE |0

<U9DF2> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9DF8> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9DF9> \xC2\xEB |0
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<U9DFA> \xBA\xED |0

<U9DFD> \xF3\xBF |0

<U9E19> \x8F\xEC\xD6 |0

<U9E1A> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U9E1B> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U9E1E> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U9E75> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U9E78> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U9E79> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U9E7C> \xB8\xB4 |1

<U9E7D> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U9E7F> \xBC\xAF |0

<U9E81> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U9E88> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U9E8B> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U9E8C> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9E91> \xF3\xCC |0

<U9E92> \xF3\xCA |0

<U9E93> \xCF\xBC |0

<U9E95> \xF3\xCB |0

<U9E97>

 \xCE\xEF |0

<U9E9D> \xF3\xCD |0

<U9E9F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U9EA5> \xF3\xCE |0

<U9EA6> \xC7\xFE |0

<U9EA9> \xF3\xCF |0

<U9EAA> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U9EAD> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U9EB4> \xB9\xED |1

<U9EB5> \xCC\xCD |1

<U9EB8> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U9EB9> \xB9\xED |0

<U9EBA> \xCC\xCD |0

<U9EBB> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U9EBC> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U9EBE> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U9EBF> \xCB\xFB |0

<U9EC4> \xB2\xAB |0

<U9ECC> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U9ECD> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U9ECE> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U9ECF> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U9ED0> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U9ED1> \x8F\xF4\xF8 |0

<U9ED2> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U9ED4> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD4 |0
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<U9ED9> \xCC\xDB |0

<U9EDB> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U9EDC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U9EDD> \xF3\xDB |0

<U9EDE> \xF3\xDA |0

<U9EE0> \xF3\xDC |0

<U9EE5> \xF3\xDD |0

<U9EE8> \xF3\xDE |0

<U9EEF> \xF3\xDF |0

<U9EF4> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U9EF6> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U9EF7> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U9EF9> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U9EFB> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U9EFD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U9F07> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U9F08> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U9F0E> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U9F13> \xB8\xDD |0

<U9F15> \xF3\xEA |0

<U9F20> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9F21> \xF3\xEB

 |0

<U9F2C> \xF3\xEC |0

<U9F3B> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U9F3E> \xF3\xED |0

<U9F4A> \xF3\xEE |0

<U9F4B> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U9F4E> \xEC\xDA |0

<U9F4F> \xF0\xED |0

<U9F52> \xF3\xEF |0

<U9F54> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U9F5F> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U9F60> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U9F61> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U9F62> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U9F63> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U9F66> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U9F67> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U9F6C> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U9F72> \xF3\xFA |0

<U9F76> \xF3\xFB |0

<U9F77> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U9F8D> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U9F95> \xF3\xFC |0

<U9F9C> \xF3\xFD |0
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<U9F9D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U9FA0> \xF3\xFE |0

<UE000> \xF5\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xF5\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xF5\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xF5\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xF5\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xF5\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xF5\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xF5\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xF5\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xF5\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xF5\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xF5\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xF5\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xF5\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xF5\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xF5\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xF5\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xF5\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xF5\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xF5\xB4 |0

<UE014> \xF5\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xF5\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xF5\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xF5\xB8

 |0

<UE018> \xF5\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xF5\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xF5\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xF5\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xF5\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xF5\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xF5\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xF5\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xF5\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xF5\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xF5\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xF5\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xF5\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xF5\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xF5\xC7 |0

<UE027> \xF5\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xF5\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xF5\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xF5\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xF5\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xF5\xCD |0
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<UE02D> \xF5\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xF5\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xF5\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xF5\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xF5\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xF5\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xF5\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xF5\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xF5\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xF5\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xF5\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xF5\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xF5\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xF5\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xF5\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xF5\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xF5\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xF5\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xF5\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xF5\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xF5\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xF5\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xF5\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xF5\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xF5\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xF5\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xF5\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xF5\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xF5\xEA

 |0

<UE04A> \xF5\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xF5\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xF5\xED |0

<UE04D> \xF5\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xF5\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xF5\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xF5\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xF5\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xF5\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xF5\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xF5\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xF5\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xF5\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xF5\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xF5\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xF5\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xF5\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xF5\xFC |0
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<UE05C> \xF5\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xF5\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xF6\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xF6\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xF6\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xF6\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xF6\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xF6\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xF6\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xF6\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xF6\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xF6\xAA |0

<UE068> \xF6\xAB |0

<UE069> \xF6\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xF6\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xF6\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xF6\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xF6\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xF6\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xF6\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xF6\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xF6\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xF6\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xF6\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xF6\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xF6\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xF6\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xF6\xBA |0

<UE078> \xF6\xBB |0

<UE079> \xF6\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xF6\xBD |0

<UE07B> \xF6\xBE

 |0

<UE07C> \xF6\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xF6\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xF6\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xF6\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xF6\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xF6\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xF6\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xF6\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xF6\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xF6\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xF6\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xF6\xCA |0

<UE088> \xF6\xCB |0

<UE089> \xF6\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xF6\xCD |0
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<UE08B> \xF6\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xF6\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xF6\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xF6\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xF6\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xF6\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xF6\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xF6\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xF6\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xF6\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xF6\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xF6\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xF6\xDA |0

<UE098> \xF6\xDB |0

<UE099> \xF6\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xF6\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xF6\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xF6\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xF6\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xF6\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xF6\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xF6\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xF6\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xF6\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xF6\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xF6\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xF6\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xF6\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xF6\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xF6\xEC |0

<UE0AA> \xF6\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xF6\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xF6\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xF6\xF0

 |0

<UE0AE> \xF6\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xF6\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xF6\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xF6\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xF6\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xF6\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xF6\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xF6\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xF6\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xF6\xFC |0
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<UE0BA> \xF6\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xF6\xFE |0

<UE0BC> \xF7\xA1 |0

<UE0BD> \xF7\xA2 |0

<UE0BE> \xF7\xA3 |0

<UE0BF> \xF7\xA4 |0

<UE0C0> \xF7\xA5 |0

<UE0C1> \xF7\xA6 |0

<UE0C2> \xF7\xA7 |0

<UE0C3> \xF7\xA8 |0

<UE0C4> \xF7\xA9 |0

<UE0C5> \xF7\xAA |0

<UE0C6> \xF7\xAB |0

<UE0C7> \xF7\xAC |0

<UE0C8> \xF7\xAD |0

<UE0C9> \xF7\xAE |0

<UE0CA> \xF7\xAF |0

<UE0CB> \xF7\xB0 |0

<UE0CC> \xF7\xB1 |0

<UE0CD> \xF7\xB2 |0

<UE0CE> \xF7\xB3 |0

<UE0CF> \xF7\xB4 |0

<UE0D0> \xF7\xB5 |0

<UE0D1> \xF7\xB6 |0

<UE0D2> \xF7\xB7 |0

<UE0D3> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UE0D4> \xF7\xB9 |0

<UE0D5> \xF7\xBA |0

<UE0D6> \xF7\xBB |0

<UE0D7> \xF7\xBC |0

<UE0D8> \xF7\xBD |0

<UE0D9> \xF7\xBE |0

<UE0DA> \xF7\xBF |0

<UE0DB> \xF7\xC0 |0

<UE0DC> \xF7\xC1 |0

<UE0DD> \xF7\xC2 |0

<UE0DE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<UE0DF> \xF7\xC4

 |0

<UE0E0> \xF7\xC5 |0

<UE0E1> \xF7\xC6 |0

<UE0E2> \xF7\xC7 |0

<UE0E3> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UE0E4> \xF7\xC9 |0

<UE0E5> \xF7\xCA |0

<UE0E6> \xF7\xCB |0

<UE0E7> \xF7\xCC |0

<UE0E8> \xF7\xCD |0
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<UE0E9> \xF7\xCE |0

<UE0EA> \xF7\xCF |0

<UE0EB> \xF7\xD0 |0

<UE0EC> \xF7\xD1 |0

<UE0ED> \xF7\xD2 |0

<UE0EE> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UE0EF> \xF7\xD4 |0

<UE0F0> \xF7\xD5 |0

<UE0F1> \xF7\xD6 |0

<UE0F2> \xF7\xD7 |0

<UE0F3> \xF7\xD8 |0

<UE0F4> \xF7\xD9 |0

<UE0F5> \xF7\xDA |0

<UE0F6> \xF7\xDB |0

<UE0F7> \xF7\xDC |0

<UE0F8> \xF7\xDD |0

<UE0F9> \xF7\xDE |0

<UE0FA> \xF7\xDF |0

<UE0FB> \xF7\xE0 |0

<UE0FC> \xF7\xE1 |0

<UE0FD> \xF7\xE2 |0

<UE0FE> \xF7\xE3 |0

<UE0FF> \xF7\xE4 |0

<UE100> \xF7\xE5 |0

<UE101> \xF7\xE6 |0

<UE102> \xF7\xE7 |0

<UE103> \xF7\xE8 |0

<UE104> \xF7\xE9 |0

<UE105> \xF7\xEA |0

<UE106> \xF7\xEB |0

<UE107> \xF7\xEC |0

<UE108> \xF7\xED |0

<UE109> \xF7\xEE |0

<UE10A> \xF7\xEF |0

<UE10B> \xF7\xF0 |0

<UE10C> \xF7\xF1 |0

<UE10D> \xF7\xF2 |0

<UE10E> \xF7\xF3 |0

<UE10F> \xF7\xF4 |0

<UE110> \xF7\xF5 |0

<UE111> \xF7\xF6

 |0

<UE112> \xF7\xF7 |0

<UE113> \xF7\xF8 |0

<UE114> \xF7\xF9 |0

<UE115> \xF7\xFA |0

<UE116> \xF7\xFB |0

<UE117> \xF7\xFC |0
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<UE118> \xF7\xFD |0

<UE119> \xF7\xFE |0

<UE11A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<UE11B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<UE11C> \xF8\xA3 |0

<UE11D> \xF8\xA4 |0

<UE11E> \xF8\xA5 |0

<UE11F> \xF8\xA6 |0

<UE120> \xF8\xA7 |0

<UE121> \xF8\xA8 |0

<UE122> \xF8\xA9 |0

<UE123> \xF8\xAA |0

<UE124> \xF8\xAB |0

<UE125> \xF8\xAC |0

<UE126> \xF8\xAD |0

<UE127> \xF8\xAE |0

<UE128> \xF8\xAF |0

<UE129> \xF8\xB0 |0

<UE12A> \xF8\xB1 |0

<UE12B> \xF8\xB2 |0

<UE12C> \xF8\xB3 |0

<UE12D> \xF8\xB4 |0

<UE12E> \xF8\xB5 |0

<UE12F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<UE130> \xF8\xB7 |0

<UE131> \xF8\xB8 |0

<UE132> \xF8\xB9 |0

<UE133> \xF8\xBA |0

<UE134> \xF8\xBB |0

<UE135> \xF8\xBC |0

<UE136> \xF8\xBD |0

<UE137> \xF8\xBE |0

<UE138> \xF8\xBF |0

<UE139> \xF8\xC0 |0

<UE13A> \xF8\xC1 |0

<UE13B> \xF8\xC2 |0

<UE13C> \xF8\xC3 |0

<UE13D> \xF8\xC4 |0

<UE13E> \xF8\xC5 |0

<UE13F> \xF8\xC6 |0

<UE140> \xF8\xC7 |0

<UE141> \xF8\xC8 |0

<UE142> \xF8\xC9 |0

<UE143> \xF8\xCA

 |0

<UE144> \xF8\xCB |0

<UE145> \xF8\xCC |0

<UE146> \xF8\xCD |0
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<UE147> \xF8\xCE |0

<UE148> \xF8\xCF |0

<UE149> \xF8\xD0 |0

<UE14A> \xF8\xD1 |0

<UE14B> \xF8\xD2 |0

<UE14C> \xF8\xD3 |0

<UE14D> \xF8\xD4 |0

<UE14E> \xF8\xD5 |0

<UE14F> \xF8\xD6 |0

<UE150> \xF8\xD7 |0

<UE151> \xF8\xD8 |0

<UE152> \xF8\xD9 |0

<UE153> \xF8\xDA |0

<UE154> \xF8\xDB |0

<UE155> \xF8\xDC |0

<UE156> \xF8\xDD |0

<UE157> \xF8\xDE |0

<UE158> \xF8\xDF |0

<UE159> \xF8\xE0 |0

<UE15A> \xF8\xE1 |0

<UE15B> \xF8\xE2 |0

<UE15C> \xF8\xE3 |0

<UE15D> \xF8\xE4 |0

<UE15E> \xF8\xE5 |0

<UE15F> \xF8\xE6 |0

<UE160> \xF8\xE7 |0

<UE161> \xF8\xE8 |0

<UE162> \xF8\xE9 |0

<UE163> \xF8\xEA |0

<UE164> \xF8\xEB |0

<UE165> \xF8\xEC |0

<UE166> \xF8\xED |0

<UE167> \xF8\xEE |0

<UE168> \xF8\xEF |0

<UE169> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UE16A> \xF8\xF1 |0

<UE16B> \xF8\xF2 |0

<UE16C> \xF8\xF3 |0

<UE16D> \xF8\xF4 |0

<UE16E> \xF8\xF5 |0

<UE16F> \xF8\xF6 |0

<UE170> \xF8\xF7 |0

<UE171> \xF8\xF8 |0

<UE172> \xF8\xF9 |0

<UE173> \xF8\xFA |0

<UE174> \xF8\xFB |0

<UE175> \xF8\xFC
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 |0

<UE176> \xF8\xFD |0

<UE177> \xF8\xFE |0

<UE178> \xF9\xA1 |0

<UE179> \xF9\xA2 |0

<UE17A> \xF9\xA3 |0

<UE17B> \xF9\xA4 |0

<UE17C> \xF9\xA5 |0

<UE17D> \xF9\xA6 |0

<UE17E> \xF9\xA7 |0

<UE17F> \xF9\xA8 |0

<UE180> \xF9\xA9 |0

<UE181> \xF9\xAA |0

<UE182> \xF9\xAB |0

<UE183> \xF9\xAC |0

<UE184> \xF9\xAD |0

<UE185> \xF9\xAE |0

<UE186> \xF9\xAF |0

<UE187> \xF9\xB0 |0

<UE188> \xF9\xB1 |0

<UE189> \xF9\xB2 |0

<UE18A> \xF9\xB3 |0

<UE18B> \xF9\xB4 |0

<UE18C> \xF9\xB5 |0

<UE18D> \xF9\xB6 |0

<UE18E> \xF9\xB7 |0

<UE18F> \xF9\xB8 |0

<UE190> \xF9\xB9 |0

<UE191> \xF9\xBA |0

<UE192> \xF9\xBB |0

<UE193> \xF9\xBC |0

<UE194> \xF9\xBD |0

<UE195> \xF9\xBE |0

<UE196> \xF9\xBF |0

<UE197> \xF9\xC0 |0

<UE198> \xF9\xC1 |0

<UE199> \xF9\xC2 |0

<UE19A> \xF9\xC3 |0

<UE19B> \xF9\xC4 |0

<UE19C> \xF9\xC5 |0

<UE19D> \xF9\xC6 |0

<UE19E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<UE19F> \xF9\xC8 |0

<UE1A0> \xF9\xC9 |0

<UE1A1> \xF9\xCA |0

<UE1A2> \xF9\xCB |0

<UE1A3> \xF9\xCC |0

<UE1A4> \xF9\xCD |0
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<UE1A5> \xF9\xCE |0

<UE1A6> \xF9\xCF |0

<UE1A7> \xF9\xD0

 |0

<UE1A8> \xF9\xD1 |0

<UE1A9> \xF9\xD2 |0

<UE1AA> \xF9\xD3 |0

<UE1AB> \xF9\xD4 |0

<UE1AC> \xF9\xD5 |0

<UE1AD> \xF9\xD6 |0

<UE1AE> \xF9\xD7 |0

<UE1AF> \xF9\xD8 |0

<UE1B0> \xF9\xD9 |0

<UE1B1> \xF9\xDA |0

<UE1B2> \xF9\xDB |0

<UE1B3> \xF9\xDC |0

<UE1B4> \xF9\xDD |0

<UE1B5> \xF9\xDE |0

<UE1B6> \xF9\xDF |0

<UE1B7> \xF9\xE0 |0

<UE1B8> \xF9\xE1 |0

<UE1B9> \xF9\xE2 |0

<UE1BA> \xF9\xE3 |0

<UE1BB> \xF9\xE4 |0

<UE1BC> \xF9\xE5 |0

<UE1BD> \xF9\xE6 |0

<UE1BE> \xF9\xE7 |0

<UE1BF> \xF9\xE8 |0

<UE1C0> \xF9\xE9 |0

<UE1C1> \xF9\xEA |0

<UE1C2> \xF9\xEB |0

<UE1C3> \xF9\xEC |0

<UE1C4> \xF9\xED |0

<UE1C5> \xF9\xEE |0

<UE1C6> \xF9\xEF |0

<UE1C7> \xF9\xF0 |0

<UE1C8> \xF9\xF1 |0

<UE1C9> \xF9\xF2 |0

<UE1CA> \xF9\xF3 |0

<UE1CB> \xF9\xF4 |0

<UE1CC> \xF9\xF5 |0

<UE1CD> \xF9\xF6 |0

<UE1CE> \xF9\xF7 |0

<UE1CF> \xF9\xF8 |0

<UE1D0> \xF9\xF9 |0

<UE1D1> \xF9\xFA |0

<UE1D2> \xF9\xFB |0

<UE1D3> \xF9\xFC |0
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<UE1D4> \xF9\xFD |0

<UE1D5> \xF9\xFE |0

<UE1D6> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UE1D7> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UE1D8> \xFA\xA3 |0

<UE1D9> \xFA\xA4

 |0

<UE1DA> \xFA\xA5 |0

<UE1DB> \xFA\xA6 |0

<UE1DC> \xFA\xA7 |0

<UE1DD> \xFA\xA8 |0

<UE1DE> \xFA\xA9 |0

<UE1DF> \xFA\xAA |0

<UE1E0> \xFA\xAB |0

<UE1E1> \xFA\xAC |0

<UE1E2> \xFA\xAD |0

<UE1E3> \xFA\xAE |0

<UE1E4> \xFA\xAF |0

<UE1E5> \xFA\xB0 |0

<UE1E6> \xFA\xB1 |0

<UE1E7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<UE1E8> \xFA\xB3 |0

<UE1E9> \xFA\xB4 |0

<UE1EA> \xFA\xB5 |0

<UE1EB> \xFA\xB6 |0

<UE1EC> \xFA\xB7 |0

<UE1ED> \xFA\xB8 |0

<UE1EE> \xFA\xB9 |0

<UE1EF> \xFA\xBA |0

<UE1F0> \xFA\xBB |0

<UE1F1> \xFA\xBC |0

<UE1F2> \xFA\xBD |0

<UE1F3> \xFA\xBE |0

<UE1F4> \xFA\xBF |0

<UE1F5> \xFA\xC0 |0

<UE1F6> \xFA\xC1 |0

<UE1F7> \xFA\xC2 |0

<UE1F8> \xFA\xC3 |0

<UE1F9> \xFA\xC4 |0

<UE1FA> \xFA\xC5 |0

<UE1FB> \xFA\xC6 |0

<UE1FC> \xFA\xC7 |0

<UE1FD> \xFA\xC8 |0

<UE1FE> \xFA\xC9 |0

<UE1FF> \xFA\xCA |0

<UE200> \xFA\xCB |0

<UE201> \xFA\xCC |0

<UE202> \xFA\xCD |0
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<UE203> \xFA\xCE |0

<UE204> \xFA\xCF |0

<UE205> \xFA\xD0 |0

<UE206> \xFA\xD1 |0

<UE207> \xFA\xD2 |0

<UE208> \xFA\xD3 |0

<UE209> \xFA\xD4 |0

<UE20A> \xFA\xD5 |0

<UE20B> \xFA\xD6

 |0

<UE20C> \xFA\xD7 |0

<UE20D> \xFA\xD8 |0

<UE20E> \xFA\xD9 |0

<UE20F> \xFA\xDA |0

<UE210> \xFA\xDB |0

<UE211> \xFA\xDC |0

<UE212> \xFA\xDD |0

<UE213> \xFA\xDE |0

<UE214> \xFA\xDF |0

<UE215> \xFA\xE0 |0

<UE216> \xFA\xE1 |0

<UE217> \xFA\xE2 |0

<UE218> \xFA\xE3 |0

<UE219> \xFA\xE4 |0

<UE21A> \xFA\xE5 |0

<UE21B> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UE21C> \xFA\xE7 |0

<UE21D> \xFA\xE8 |0

<UE21E> \xFA\xE9 |0

<UE21F> \xFA\xEA |0

<UE220> \xFA\xEB |0

<UE221> \xFA\xEC |0

<UE222> \xFA\xED |0

<UE223> \xFA\xEE |0

<UE224> \xFA\xEF |0

<UE225> \xFA\xF0 |0

<UE226> \xFA\xF1 |0

<UE227> \xFA\xF2 |0

<UE228> \xFA\xF3 |0

<UE229> \xFA\xF4 |0

<UE22A> \xFA\xF5 |0

<UE22B> \xFA\xF6 |0

<UE22C> \xFA\xF7 |0

<UE22D> \xFA\xF8 |0

<UE22E> \xFA\xF9 |0

<UE22F> \xFA\xFA |0

<UE230> \xFA\xFB |0

<UE231> \xFA\xFC |0
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<UE232> \xFA\xFD |0

<UE233> \xFA\xFE |0

<UE234> \xFB\xA1 |0

<UE235> \xFB\xA2 |0

<UE236> \xFB\xA3 |0

<UE237> \xFB\xA4 |0

<UE238> \xFB\xA5 |0

<UE239> \xFB\xA6 |0

<UE23A> \xFB\xA7 |0

<UE23B> \xFB\xA8 |0

<UE23C> \xFB\xA9 |0

<UE23D> \xFB\xAA

 |0

<UE23E> \xFB\xAB |0

<UE23F> \xFB\xAC |0

<UE240> \xFB\xAD |0

<UE241> \xFB\xAE |0

<UE242> \xFB\xAF |0

<UE243> \xFB\xB0 |0

<UE244> \xFB\xB1 |0

<UE245> \xFB\xB2 |0

<UE246> \xFB\xB3 |0

<UE247> \xFB\xB4 |0

<UE248> \xFB\xB5 |0

<UE249> \xFB\xB6 |0

<UE24A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<UE24B> \xFB\xB8 |0

<UE24C> \xFB\xB9 |0

<UE24D> \xFB\xBA |0

<UE24E> \xFB\xBB |0

<UE24F> \xFB\xBC |0

<UE250> \xFB\xBD |0

<UE251> \xFB\xBE |0

<UE252> \xFB\xBF |0

<UE253> \xFB\xC0 |0

<UE254> \xFB\xC1 |0

<UE255> \xFB\xC2 |0

<UE256> \xFB\xC3 |0

<UE257> \xFB\xC4 |0

<UE258> \xFB\xC5 |0

<UE259> \xFB\xC6 |0

<UE25A> \xFB\xC7 |0

<UE25B> \xFB\xC8 |0

<UE25C> \xFB\xC9 |0

<UE25D> \xFB\xCA |0

<UE25E> \xFB\xCB |0

<UE25F> \xFB\xCC |0

<UE260> \xFB\xCD |0
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<UE261> \xFB\xCE |0

<UE262> \xFB\xCF |0

<UE263> \xFB\xD0 |0

<UE264> \xFB\xD1 |0

<UE265> \xFB\xD2 |0

<UE266> \xFB\xD3 |0

<UE267> \xFB\xD4 |0

<UE268> \xFB\xD5 |0

<UE269> \xFB\xD6 |0

<UE26A> \xFB\xD7 |0

<UE26B> \xFB\xD8 |0

<UE26C> \xFB\xD9 |0

<UE26D> \xFB\xDA |0

<UE26E> \xFB\xDB |0

<UE26F> \xFB\xDC

 |0

<UE270> \xFB\xDD |0

<UE271> \xFB\xDE |0

<UE272> \xFB\xDF |0

<UE273> \xFB\xE0 |0

<UE274> \xFB\xE1 |0

<UE275> \xFB\xE2 |0

<UE276> \xFB\xE3 |0

<UE277> \xFB\xE4 |0

<UE278> \xFB\xE5 |0

<UE279> \xFB\xE6 |0

<UE27A> \xFB\xE7 |0

<UE27B> \xFB\xE8 |0

<UE27C> \xFB\xE9 |0

<UE27D> \xFB\xEA |0

<UE27E> \xFB\xEB |0

<UE27F> \xFB\xEC |0

<UE280> \xFB\xED |0

<UE281> \xFB\xEE |0

<UE282> \xFB\xEF |0

<UE283> \xFB\xF0 |0

<UE284> \xFB\xF1 |0

<UE285> \xFB\xF2 |0

<UE286> \xFB\xF3 |0

<UE287> \xFB\xF4 |0

<UE288> \xFB\xF5 |0

<UE289> \xFB\xF6 |0

<UE28A> \xFB\xF7 |0

<UE28B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<UE28C> \xFB\xF9 |0

<UE28D> \xFB\xFA |0

<UE28E> \xFB\xFB |0

<UE28F> \xFB\xFC |0
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<UE290> \xFB\xFD |0

<UE291> \xFB\xFE |0

<UE292> \xFC\xA1 |0

<UE293> \xFC\xA2 |0

<UE294> \xFC\xA3 |0

<UE295> \xFC\xA4 |0

<UE296> \xFC\xA5 |0

<UE297> \xFC\xA6 |0

<UE298> \xFC\xA7 |0

<UE299> \xFC\xA8 |0

<UE29A> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UE29B> \xFC\xAA |0

<UE29C> \xFC\xAB |0

<UE29D> \xFC\xAC |0

<UE29E> \xFC\xAD |0

<UE29F> \xFC\xAE |0

<UE2A0> \xFC\xAF |0

<UE2A1> \xFC\xB0

 |0

<UE2A2> \xFC\xB1 |0

<UE2A3> \xFC\xB2 |0

<UE2A4> \xFC\xB3 |0

<UE2A5> \xFC\xB4 |0

<UE2A6> \xFC\xB5 |0

<UE2A7> \xFC\xB6 |0

<UE2A8> \xFC\xB7 |0

<UE2A9> \xFC\xB8 |0

<UE2AA> \xFC\xB9 |0

<UE2AB> \xFC\xBA |0

<UE2AC> \xFC\xBB |0

<UE2AD> \xFC\xBC |0

<UE2AE> \xFC\xBD |0

<UE2AF> \xFC\xBE |0

<UE2B0> \xFC\xBF |0

<UE2B1> \xFC\xC0 |0

<UE2B2> \xFC\xC1 |0

<UE2B3> \xFC\xC2 |0

<UE2B4> \xFC\xC3 |0

<UE2B5> \xFC\xC4 |0

<UE2B6> \xFC\xC5 |0

<UE2B7> \xFC\xC6 |0

<UE2B8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<UE2B9> \xFC\xC8 |0

<UE2BA> \xFC\xC9 |0

<UE2BB> \xFC\xCA |0

<UE2BC> \xFC\xCB |0

<UE2BD> \xFC\xCC |0

<UE2BE> \xFC\xCD |0
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<UE2BF> \xFC\xCE |0

<UE2C0> \xFC\xCF |0

<UE2C1> \xFC\xD0 |0

<UE2C2> \xFC\xD1 |0

<UE2C3> \xFC\xD2 |0

<UE2C4> \xFC\xD3 |0

<UE2C5> \xFC\xD4 |0

<UE2C6> \xFC\xD5 |0

<UE2C7> \xFC\xD6 |0

<UE2C8> \xFC\xD7 |0

<UE2C9> \xFC\xD8 |0

<UE2CA> \xFC\xD9 |0

<UE2CB> \xFC\xDA |0

<UE2CC> \xFC\xDB |0

<UE2CD> \xFC\xDC |0

<UE2CE> \xFC\xDD |0

<UE2CF> \xFC\xDE |0

<UE2D0> \xFC\xDF |0

<UE2D1> \xFC\xE0 |0

<UE2D2> \xFC\xE1 |0

<UE2D3> \xFC\xE2

 |0

<UE2D4> \xFC\xE3 |0

<UE2D5> \xFC\xE4 |0

<UE2D6> \xFC\xE5 |0

<UE2D7> \xFC\xE6 |0

<UE2D8> \xFC\xE7 |0

<UE2D9> \xFC\xE8 |0

<UE2DA> \xFC\xE9 |0

<UE2DB> \xFC\xEA |0

<UE2DC> \xFC\xEB |0

<UE2DD> \xFC\xEC |0

<UE2DE> \xFC\xED |0

<UE2DF> \xFC\xEE |0

<UE2E0> \xFC\xEF |0

<UE2E1> \xFC\xF0 |0

<UE2E2> \xFC\xF1 |0

<UE2E3> \xFC\xF2 |0

<UE2E4> \xFC\xF3 |0

<UE2E5> \xFC\xF4 |0

<UE2E6> \xFC\xF5 |0

<UE2E7> \xFC\xF6 |0

<UE2E8> \xFC\xF7 |0

<UE2E9> \xFC\xF8 |0

<UE2EA> \xFC\xF9 |0

<UE2EB> \xFC\xFA |0

<UE2EC> \xFC\xFB |0

<UE2ED> \xFC\xFC |0
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<UE2EE> \xFC\xFD |0

<UE2EF> \xFC\xFE |0

<UE2F0> \xFD\xA1 |0

<UE2F1> \xFD\xA2 |0

<UE2F2> \xFD\xA3 |0

<UE2F3> \xFD\xA4 |0

<UE2F4> \xFD\xA5 |0

<UE2F5> \xFD\xA6 |0

<UE2F6> \xFD\xA7 |0

<UE2F7> \xFD\xA8 |0

<UE2F8> \xFD\xA9 |0

<UE2F9> \xFD\xAA |0

<UE2FA> \xFD\xAB |0

<UE2FB> \xFD\xAC |0

<UE2FC> \xFD\xAD |0

<UE2FD> \xFD\xAE |0

<UE2FE> \xFD\xAF |0

<UE2FF> \xFD\xB0 |0

<UE300> \xFD\xB1 |0

<UE301> \xFD\xB2 |0

<UE302> \xFD\xB3 |0

<UE303> \xFD\xB4 |0

<UE304> \xFD\xB5 |0

<UE305> \xFD\xB6

 |0

<UE306> \xFD\xB7 |0

<UE307> \xFD\xB8 |0

<UE308> \xFD\xB9 |0

<UE309> \xFD\xBA |0

<UE30A> \xFD\xBB |0

<UE30B> \xFD\xBC |0

<UE30C> \xFD\xBD |0

<UE30D> \xFD\xBE |0

<UE30E> \xFD\xBF |0

<UE30F> \xFD\xC0 |0

<UE310> \xFD\xC1 |0

<UE311> \xFD\xC2 |0

<UE312> \xFD\xC3 |0

<UE313> \xFD\xC4 |0

<UE314> \xFD\xC5 |0

<UE315> \xFD\xC6 |0

<UE316> \xFD\xC7 |0

<UE317> \xFD\xC8 |0

<UE318> \xFD\xC9 |0

<UE319> \xFD\xCA |0

<UE31A> \xFD\xCB |0

<UE31B> \xFD\xCC |0

<UE31C> \xFD\xCD |0
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<UE31D> \xFD\xCE |0

<UE31E> \xFD\xCF |0

<UE31F> \xFD\xD0 |0

<UE320> \xFD\xD1 |0

<UE321> \xFD\xD2 |0

<UE322> \xFD\xD3 |0

<UE323> \xFD\xD4 |0

<UE324> \xFD\xD5 |0

<UE325> \xFD\xD6 |0

<UE326> \xFD\xD7 |0

<UE327> \xFD\xD8 |0

<UE328> \xFD\xD9 |0

<UE329> \xFD\xDA |0

<UE32A> \xFD\xDB |0

<UE32B> \xFD\xDC |0

<UE32C> \xFD\xDD |0

<UE32D> \xFD\xDE |0

<UE32E> \xFD\xDF |0

<UE32F> \xFD\xE0 |0

<UE330> \xFD\xE1 |0

<UE331> \xFD\xE2 |0

<UE332> \xFD\xE3 |0

<UE333> \xFD\xE4 |0

<UE334> \xFD\xE5 |0

<UE335> \xFD\xE6 |0

<UE336> \xFD\xE7 |0

<UE337> \xFD\xE8

 |0

<UE338> \xFD\xE9 |0

<UE339> \xFD\xEA |0

<UE33A> \xFD\xEB |0

<UE33B> \xFD\xEC |0

<UE33C> \xFD\xED |0

<UE33D> \xFD\xEE |0

<UE33E> \xFD\xEF |0

<UE33F> \xFD\xF0 |0

<UE340> \xFD\xF1 |0

<UE341> \xFD\xF2 |0

<UE342> \xFD\xF3 |0

<UE343> \xFD\xF4 |0

<UE344> \xFD\xF5 |0

<UE345> \xFD\xF6 |0

<UE346> \xFD\xF7 |0

<UE347> \xFD\xF8 |0

<UE348> \xFD\xF9 |0

<UE349> \xFD\xFA |0

<UE34A> \xFD\xFB |0

<UE34B> \xFD\xFC |0
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<UE34C> \xFD\xFD |0

<UE34D> \xFD\xFE |0

<UE34E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE34F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE350> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE351> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE352> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE353> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE354> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE355> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE356> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE357> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE358> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE359> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE35A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE35B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE35C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE35D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE35E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE35F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE360> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE361> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE362> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE363> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE364> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE365> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE366> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE367> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE368> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE369> \xFE\xBC

 |0

<UE36A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE36B> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE36C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE36D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE36E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE36F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE370> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE371> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE372> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE373> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE374> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE375> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE376> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE377> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE378> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE379> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE37A> \xFE\xCD |0
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<UE37B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE37C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE37D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE37E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE37F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE380> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE381> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE382> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE383> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE384> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE385> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE386> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE387> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE388> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE389> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE38A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE38B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE38C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE38D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE38E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE38F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE390> \xFE\xE3 |0

<UE391> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE392> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE393> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE394> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE395> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE396> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE397> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE398> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE399> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE39A> \xFE\xED |0

<UE39B> \xFE\xEE

 |0

<UE39C> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE39D> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE39E> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE39F> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE3A0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE3A1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE3A2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE3A3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE3A4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE3A5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE3A6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE3A7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE3A8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE3A9> \xFE\xFC |0
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<UE3AA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE3AB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UE3AC> \x8F\xF5\xA1 |0

<UE3AD> \x8F\xF5\xA2 |0

<UE3AE> \x8F\xF5\xA3 |0

<UE3AF> \x8F\xF5\xA4 |0

<UE3B0> \x8F\xF5\xA5 |0

<UE3B1> \x8F\xF5\xA6 |0

<UE3B2> \x8F\xF5\xA7 |0

<UE3B3> \x8F\xF5\xA8 |0

<UE3B4> \x8F\xF5\xA9 |0

<UE3B5> \x8F\xF5\xAA |0

<UE3B6> \x8F\xF5\xAB |0

<UE3B7> \x8F\xF5\xAC |0

<UE3B8> \x8F\xF5\xAD |0

<UE3B9> \x8F\xF5\xAE |0

<UE3BA> \x8F\xF5\xAF |0

<UE3BB> \x8F\xF5\xB0 |0

<UE3BC> \x8F\xF5\xB1 |0

<UE3BD> \x8F\xF5\xB2 |0

<UE3BE> \x8F\xF5\xB3 |0

<UE3BF> \x8F\xF5\xB4 |0

<UE3C0> \x8F\xF5\xB5 |0

<UE3C1> \x8F\xF5\xB6 |0

<UE3C2> \x8F\xF5\xB7 |0

<UE3C3> \x8F\xF5\xB8 |0

<UE3C4> \x8F\xF5\xB9 |0

<UE3C5> \x8F\xF5\xBA |0

<UE3C6> \x8F\xF5\xBB |0

<UE3C7> \x8F\xF5\xBC |0

<UE3C8>

 \x8F\xF5\xBD |0

<UE3C9> \x8F\xF5\xBE |0

<UE3CA> \x8F\xF5\xBF |0

<UE3CB> \x8F\xF5\xC0 |0

<UE3CC> \x8F\xF5\xC1 |0

<UE3CD> \x8F\xF5\xC2 |0

<UE3CE> \x8F\xF5\xC3 |0

<UE3CF> \x8F\xF5\xC4 |0

<UE3D0> \x8F\xF5\xC5 |0

<UE3D1> \x8F\xF5\xC6 |0

<UE3D2> \x8F\xF5\xC7 |0

<UE3D3> \x8F\xF5\xC8 |0

<UE3D4> \x8F\xF5\xC9 |0

<UE3D5> \x8F\xF5\xCA |0

<UE3D6> \x8F\xF5\xCB |0

<UE3D7> \x8F\xF5\xCC |0

<UE3D8> \x8F\xF5\xCD |0
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<UE3D9> \x8F\xF5\xCE |0

<UE3DA> \x8F\xF5\xCF |0

<UE3DB> \x8F\xF5\xD0 |0

<UE3DC> \x8F\xF5\xD1 |0

<UE3DD> \x8F\xF5\xD2 |0

<UE3DE> \x8F\xF5\xD3 |0

<UE3DF> \x8F\xF5\xD4 |0

<UE3E0> \x8F\xF5\xD5 |0

<UE3E1> \x8F\xF5\xD6 |0

<UE3E2> \x8F\xF5\xD7 |0

<UE3E3> \x8F\xF5\xD8 |0

<UE3E4> \x8F\xF5\xD9 |0

<UE3E5> \x8F\xF5\xDA |0

<UE3E6> \x8F\xF5\xDB |0

<UE3E7> \x8F\xF5\xDC |0

<UE3E8> \x8F\xF5\xDD |0

<UE3E9> \x8F\xF5\xDE |0

<UE3EA> \x8F\xF5\xDF |0

<UE3EB> \x8F\xF5\xE0 |0

<UE3EC> \x8F\xF5\xE1 |0

<UE3ED> \x8F\xF5\xE2 |0

<UE3EE> \x8F\xF5\xE3 |0

<UE3EF> \x8F\xF5\xE4 |0

<UE3F0> \x8F\xF5\xE5 |0

<UE3F1> \x8F\xF5\xE6

 |0

<UE3F2> \x8F\xF5\xE7 |0

<UE3F3> \x8F\xF5\xE8 |0

<UE3F4> \x8F\xF5\xE9 |0

<UE3F5> \x8F\xF5\xEA |0

<UE3F6> \x8F\xF5\xEB |0

<UE3F7> \x8F\xF5\xEC |0

<UE3F8> \x8F\xF5\xED |0

<UE3F9> \x8F\xF5\xEE |0

<UE3FA> \x8F\xF5\xEF |0

<UE3FB> \x8F\xF5\xF0 |0

<UE3FC> \x8F\xF5\xF1 |0

<UE3FD> \x8F\xF5\xF2 |0

<UE3FE> \x8F\xF5\xF3 |0

<UE3FF> \x8F\xF5\xF4 |0

<UE400> \x8F\xF5\xF5 |0

<UE401> \x8F\xF5\xF6 |0

<UE402> \x8F\xF5\xF7 |0

<UE403> \x8F\xF5\xF8 |0

<UE404> \x8F\xF5\xF9 |0

<UE405> \x8F\xF5\xFA |0

<UE406> \x8F\xF5\xFB |0

<UE407> \x8F\xF5\xFC |0
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<UE408> \x8F\xF5\xFD |0

<UE409> \x8F\xF5\xFE |0

<UE40A> \x8F\xF6\xA1 |0

<UE40B> \x8F\xF6\xA2 |0

<UE40C> \x8F\xF6\xA3 |0

<UE40D> \x8F\xF6\xA4 |0

<UE40E> \x8F\xF6\xA5 |0

<UE40F> \x8F\xF6\xA6 |0

<UE410> \x8F\xF6\xA7 |0

<UE411> \x8F\xF6\xA8 |0

<UE412> \x8F\xF6\xA9 |0

<UE413> \x8F\xF6\xAA |0

<UE414> \x8F\xF6\xAB |0

<UE415> \x8F\xF6\xAC |0

<UE416> \x8F\xF6\xAD |0

<UE417> \x8F\xF6\xAE |0

<UE418> \x8F\xF6\xAF |0

<UE419> \x8F\xF6\xB0 |0

<UE41A> \x8F\xF6\xB1 |0

<UE41B> \x8F\xF6\xB2

 |0

<UE41C> \x8F\xF6\xB3 |0

<UE41D> \x8F\xF6\xB4 |0

<UE41E> \x8F\xF6\xB5 |0

<UE41F> \x8F\xF6\xB6 |0

<UE420> \x8F\xF6\xB7 |0

<UE421> \x8F\xF6\xB8 |0

<UE422> \x8F\xF6\xB9 |0

<UE423> \x8F\xF6\xBA |0

<UE424> \x8F\xF6\xBB |0

<UE425> \x8F\xF6\xBC |0

<UE426> \x8F\xF6\xBD |0

<UE427> \x8F\xF6\xBE |0

<UE428> \x8F\xF6\xBF |0

<UE429> \x8F\xF6\xC0 |0

<UE42A> \x8F\xF6\xC1 |0

<UE42B> \x8F\xF6\xC2 |0

<UE42C> \x8F\xF6\xC3 |0

<UE42D> \x8F\xF6\xC4 |0

<UE42E> \x8F\xF6\xC5 |0

<UE42F> \x8F\xF6\xC6 |0

<UE430> \x8F\xF6\xC7 |0

<UE431> \x8F\xF6\xC8 |0

<UE432> \x8F\xF6\xC9 |0

<UE433> \x8F\xF6\xCA |0

<UE434> \x8F\xF6\xCB |0

<UE435> \x8F\xF6\xCC |0

<UE436> \x8F\xF6\xCD |0
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<UE437> \x8F\xF6\xCE |0

<UE438> \x8F\xF6\xCF |0

<UE439> \x8F\xF6\xD0 |0

<UE43A> \x8F\xF6\xD1 |0

<UE43B> \x8F\xF6\xD2 |0

<UE43C> \x8F\xF6\xD3 |0

<UE43D> \x8F\xF6\xD4 |0

<UE43E> \x8F\xF6\xD5 |0

<UE43F> \x8F\xF6\xD6 |0

<UE440> \x8F\xF6\xD7 |0

<UE441> \x8F\xF6\xD8 |0

<UE442> \x8F\xF6\xD9 |0

<UE443> \x8F\xF6\xDA |0

<UE444> \x8F\xF6\xDB |0

<UE445>

 \x8F\xF6\xDC |0

<UE446> \x8F\xF6\xDD |0

<UE447> \x8F\xF6\xDE |0

<UE448> \x8F\xF6\xDF |0

<UE449> \x8F\xF6\xE0 |0

<UE44A> \x8F\xF6\xE1 |0

<UE44B> \x8F\xF6\xE2 |0

<UE44C> \x8F\xF6\xE3 |0

<UE44D> \x8F\xF6\xE4 |0

<UE44E> \x8F\xF6\xE5 |0

<UE44F> \x8F\xF6\xE6 |0

<UE450> \x8F\xF6\xE7 |0

<UE451> \x8F\xF6\xE8 |0

<UE452> \x8F\xF6\xE9 |0

<UE453> \x8F\xF6\xEA |0

<UE454> \x8F\xF6\xEB |0

<UE455> \x8F\xF6\xEC |0

<UE456> \x8F\xF6\xED |0

<UE457> \x8F\xF6\xEE |0

<UE458> \x8F\xF6\xEF |0

<UE459> \x8F\xF6\xF0 |0

<UE45A> \x8F\xF6\xF1 |0

<UE45B> \x8F\xF6\xF2 |0

<UE45C> \x8F\xF6\xF3 |0

<UE45D> \x8F\xF6\xF4 |0

<UE45E> \x8F\xF6\xF5 |0

<UE45F> \x8F\xF6\xF6 |0

<UE460> \x8F\xF6\xF7 |0

<UE461> \x8F\xF6\xF8 |0

<UE462> \x8F\xF6\xF9 |0

<UE463> \x8F\xF6\xFA |0

<UE464> \x8F\xF6\xFB |0

<UE465> \x8F\xF6\xFC |0
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<UE466> \x8F\xF6\xFD |0

<UE467> \x8F\xF6\xFE |0

<UE468> \x8F\xF7\xA1 |0

<UE469> \x8F\xF7\xA2 |0

<UE46A> \x8F\xF7\xA3 |0

<UE46B> \x8F\xF7\xA4 |0

<UE46C> \x8F\xF7\xA5 |0

<UE46D> \x8F\xF7\xA6 |0

<UE46E> \x8F\xF7\xA7

 |0

<UE46F> \x8F\xF7\xA8 |0

<UE470> \x8F\xF7\xA9 |0

<UE471> \x8F\xF7\xAA |0

<UE472> \x8F\xF7\xAB |0

<UE473> \x8F\xF7\xAC |0

<UE474> \x8F\xF7\xAD |0

<UE475> \x8F\xF7\xAE |0

<UE476> \x8F\xF7\xAF |0

<UE477> \x8F\xF7\xB0 |0

<UE478> \x8F\xF7\xB1 |0

<UE479> \x8F\xF7\xB2 |0

<UE47A> \x8F\xF7\xB3 |0

<UE47B> \x8F\xF7\xB4 |0

<UE47C> \x8F\xF7\xB5 |0

<UE47D> \x8F\xF7\xB6 |0

<UE47E> \x8F\xF7\xB7 |0

<UE47F> \x8F\xF7\xB8 |0

<UE480> \x8F\xF7\xB9 |0

<UE481> \x8F\xF7\xBA |0

<UE482> \x8F\xF7\xBB |0

<UE483> \x8F\xF7\xBC |0

<UE484> \x8F\xF7\xBD |0

<UE485> \x8F\xF7\xBE |0

<UE486> \x8F\xF7\xBF |0

<UE487> \x8F\xF7\xC0 |0

<UE488> \x8F\xF7\xC1 |0

<UE489> \x8F\xF7\xC2 |0

<UE48A> \x8F\xF7\xC3 |0

<UE48B> \x8F\xF7\xC4 |0

<UE48C> \x8F\xF7\xC5 |0

<UE48D> \x8F\xF7\xC6 |0

<UE48E> \x8F\xF7\xC7 |0

<UE48F> \x8F\xF7\xC8 |0

<UE490> \x8F\xF7\xC9 |0

<UE491> \x8F\xF7\xCA |0

<UE492> \x8F\xF7\xCB |0

<UE493> \x8F\xF7\xCC |0

<UE494> \x8F\xF7\xCD |0
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<UE495> \x8F\xF7\xCE |0

<UE496> \x8F\xF7\xCF |0

<UE497> \x8F\xF7\xD0 |0

<UE498> \x8F\xF7\xD1

 |0

<UE499> \x8F\xF7\xD2 |0

<UE49A> \x8F\xF7\xD3 |0

<UE49B> \x8F\xF7\xD4 |0

<UE49C> \x8F\xF7\xD5 |0

<UE49D> \x8F\xF7\xD6 |0

<UE49E> \x8F\xF7\xD7 |0

<UE49F> \x8F\xF7\xD8 |0

<UE4A0> \x8F\xF7\xD9 |0

<UE4A1> \x8F\xF7\xDA |0

<UE4A2> \x8F\xF7\xDB |0

<UE4A3> \x8F\xF7\xDC |0

<UE4A4> \x8F\xF7\xDD |0

<UE4A5> \x8F\xF7\xDE |0

<UE4A6> \x8F\xF7\xDF |0

<UE4A7> \x8F\xF7\xE0 |0

<UE4A8> \x8F\xF7\xE1 |0

<UE4A9> \x8F\xF7\xE2 |0

<UE4AA> \x8F\xF7\xE3 |0

<UE4AB> \x8F\xF7\xE4 |0

<UE4AC> \x8F\xF7\xE5 |0

<UE4AD> \x8F\xF7\xE6 |0

<UE4AE> \x8F\xF7\xE7 |0

<UE4AF> \x8F\xF7\xE8 |0

<UE4B0> \x8F\xF7\xE9 |0

<UE4B1> \x8F\xF7\xEA |0

<UE4B2> \x8F\xF7\xEB |0

<UE4B3> \x8F\xF7\xEC |0

<UE4B4> \x8F\xF7\xED |0

<UE4B5> \x8F\xF7\xEE |0

<UE4B6> \x8F\xF7\xEF |0

<UE4B7> \x8F\xF7\xF0 |0

<UE4B8> \x8F\xF7\xF1 |0

<UE4B9> \x8F\xF7\xF2 |0

<UE4BA> \x8F\xF7\xF3 |0

<UE4BB> \x8F\xF7\xF4 |0

<UE4BC> \x8F\xF7\xF5 |0

<UE4BD> \x8F\xF7\xF6 |0

<UE4BE> \x8F\xF7\xF7 |0

<UE4BF> \x8F\xF7\xF8 |0

<UE4C0> \x8F\xF7\xF9 |0

<UE4C1> \x8F\xF7\xFA |0

<UE4C2>
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 \x8F\xF7\xFB |0

<UE4C3> \x8F\xF7\xFC |0

<UE4C4> \x8F\xF7\xFD |0

<UE4C5> \x8F\xF7\xFE |0

<UE4C6> \x8F\xF8\xA1 |0

<UE4C7> \x8F\xF8\xA2 |0

<UE4C8> \x8F\xF8\xA3 |0

<UE4C9> \x8F\xF8\xA4 |0

<UE4CA> \x8F\xF8\xA5 |0

<UE4CB> \x8F\xF8\xA6 |0

<UE4CC> \x8F\xF8\xA7 |0

<UE4CD> \x8F\xF8\xA8 |0

<UE4CE> \x8F\xF8\xA9 |0

<UE4CF> \x8F\xF8\xAA |0

<UE4D0> \x8F\xF8\xAB |0

<UE4D1> \x8F\xF8\xAC |0

<UE4D2> \x8F\xF8\xAD |0

<UE4D3> \x8F\xF8\xAE |0

<UE4D4> \x8F\xF8\xAF |0

<UE4D5> \x8F\xF8\xB0 |0

<UE4D6> \x8F\xF8\xB1 |0

<UE4D7> \x8F\xF8\xB2 |0

<UE4D8> \x8F\xF8\xB3 |0

<UE4D9> \x8F\xF8\xB4 |0

<UE4DA> \x8F\xF8\xB5 |0

<UE4DB> \x8F\xF8\xB6 |0

<UE4DC> \x8F\xF8\xB7 |0

<UE4DD> \x8F\xF8\xB8 |0

<UE4DE> \x8F\xF8\xB9 |0

<UE4DF> \x8F\xF8\xBA |0

<UE4E0> \x8F\xF8\xBB |0

<UE4E1> \x8F\xF8\xBC |0

<UE4E2> \x8F\xF8\xBD |0

<UE4E3> \x8F\xF8\xBE |0

<UE4E4> \x8F\xF8\xBF |0

<UE4E5> \x8F\xF8\xC0 |0

<UE4E6> \x8F\xF8\xC1 |0

<UE4E7> \x8F\xF8\xC2 |0

<UE4E8> \x8F\xF8\xC3 |0

<UE4E9> \x8F\xF8\xC4 |0

<UE4EA> \x8F\xF8\xC5 |0

<UE4EB> \x8F\xF8\xC6

 |0

<UE4EC> \x8F\xF8\xC7 |0

<UE4ED> \x8F\xF8\xC8 |0

<UE4EE> \x8F\xF8\xC9 |0

<UE4EF> \x8F\xF8\xCA |0

<UE4F0> \x8F\xF8\xCB |0
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<UE4F1> \x8F\xF8\xCC |0

<UE4F2> \x8F\xF8\xCD |0

<UE4F3> \x8F\xF8\xCE |0

<UE4F4> \x8F\xF8\xCF |0

<UE4F5> \x8F\xF8\xD0 |0

<UE4F6> \x8F\xF8\xD1 |0

<UE4F7> \x8F\xF8\xD2 |0

<UE4F8> \x8F\xF8\xD3 |0

<UE4F9> \x8F\xF8\xD4 |0

<UE4FA> \x8F\xF8\xD5 |0

<UE4FB> \x8F\xF8\xD6 |0

<UE4FC> \x8F\xF8\xD7 |0

<UE4FD> \x8F\xF8\xD8 |0

<UE4FE> \x8F\xF8\xD9 |0

<UE4FF> \x8F\xF8\xDA |0

<UE500> \x8F\xF8\xDB |0

<UE501> \x8F\xF8\xDC |0

<UE502> \x8F\xF8\xDD |0

<UE503> \x8F\xF8\xDE |0

<UE504> \x8F\xF8\xDF |0

<UE505> \x8F\xF8\xE0 |0

<UE506> \x8F\xF8\xE1 |0

<UE507> \x8F\xF8\xE2 |0

<UE508> \x8F\xF8\xE3 |0

<UE509> \x8F\xF8\xE4 |0

<UE50A> \x8F\xF8\xE5 |0

<UE50B> \x8F\xF8\xE6 |0

<UE50C> \x8F\xF8\xE7 |0

<UE50D> \x8F\xF8\xE8 |0

<UE50E> \x8F\xF8\xE9 |0

<UE50F> \x8F\xF8\xEA |0

<UE510> \x8F\xF8\xEB |0

<UE511> \x8F\xF8\xEC |0

<UE512> \x8F\xF8\xED |0

<UE513> \x8F\xF8\xEE |0

<UE514> \x8F\xF8\xEF |0

<UE515> \x8F\xF8\xF0

 |0

<UE516> \x8F\xF8\xF1 |0

<UE517> \x8F\xF8\xF2 |0

<UE518> \x8F\xF8\xF3 |0

<UE519> \x8F\xF8\xF4 |0

<UE51A> \x8F\xF8\xF5 |0

<UE51B> \x8F\xF8\xF6 |0

<UE51C> \x8F\xF8\xF7 |0

<UE51D> \x8F\xF8\xF8 |0

<UE51E> \x8F\xF8\xF9 |0

<UE51F> \x8F\xF8\xFA |0
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<UE520> \x8F\xF8\xFB |0

<UE521> \x8F\xF8\xFC |0

<UE522> \x8F\xF8\xFD |0

<UE523> \x8F\xF8\xFE |0

<UE524> \x8F\xF9\xA1 |0

<UE525> \x8F\xF9\xA2 |0

<UE526> \x8F\xF9\xA3 |0

<UE527> \x8F\xF9\xA4 |0

<UE528> \x8F\xF9\xA5 |0

<UE529> \x8F\xF9\xA6 |0

<UE52A> \x8F\xF9\xA7 |0

<UE52B> \x8F\xF9\xA8 |0

<UE52C> \x8F\xF9\xA9 |0

<UE52D> \x8F\xF9\xAA |0

<UE52E> \x8F\xF9\xAB |0

<UE52F> \x8F\xF9\xAC |0

<UE530> \x8F\xF9\xAD |0

<UE531> \x8F\xF9\xAE |0

<UE532> \x8F\xF9\xAF |0

<UE533> \x8F\xF9\xB0 |0

<UE534> \x8F\xF9\xB1 |0

<UE535> \x8F\xF9\xB2 |0

<UE536> \x8F\xF9\xB3 |0

<UE537> \x8F\xF9\xB4 |0

<UE538> \x8F\xF9\xB5 |0

<UE539> \x8F\xF9\xB6 |0

<UE53A> \x8F\xF9\xB7 |0

<UE53B> \x8F\xF9\xB8 |0

<UE53C> \x8F\xF9\xB9 |0

<UE53D> \x8F\xF9\xBA |0

<UE53E> \x8F\xF9\xBB |0

<UE53F>

 \x8F\xF9\xBC |0

<UE540> \x8F\xF9\xBD |0

<UE541> \x8F\xF9\xBE |0

<UE542> \x8F\xF9\xBF |0

<UE543> \x8F\xF9\xC0 |0

<UE544> \x8F\xF9\xC1 |0

<UE545> \x8F\xF9\xC2 |0

<UE546> \x8F\xF9\xC3 |0

<UE547> \x8F\xF9\xC4 |0

<UE548> \x8F\xF9\xC5 |0

<UE549> \x8F\xF9\xC6 |0

<UE54A> \x8F\xF9\xC7 |0

<UE54B> \x8F\xF9\xC8 |0

<UE54C> \x8F\xF9\xC9 |0

<UE54D> \x8F\xF9\xCA |0

<UE54E> \x8F\xF9\xCB |0
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<UE54F> \x8F\xF9\xCC |0

<UE550> \x8F\xF9\xCD |0

<UE551> \x8F\xF9\xCE |0

<UE552> \x8F\xF9\xCF |0

<UE553> \x8F\xF9\xD0 |0

<UE554> \x8F\xF9\xD1 |0

<UE555> \x8F\xF9\xD2 |0

<UE556> \x8F\xF9\xD3 |0

<UE557> \x8F\xF9\xD4 |0

<UE558> \x8F\xF9\xD5 |0

<UE559> \x8F\xF9\xD6 |0

<UE55A> \x8F\xF9\xD7 |0

<UE55B> \x8F\xF9\xD8 |0

<UE55C> \x8F\xF9\xD9 |0

<UE55D> \x8F\xF9\xDA |0

<UE55E> \x8F\xF9\xDB |0

<UE55F> \x8F\xF9\xDC |0

<UE560> \x8F\xF9\xDD |0

<UE561> \x8F\xF9\xDE |0

<UE562> \x8F\xF9\xDF |0

<UE563> \x8F\xF9\xE0 |0

<UE564> \x8F\xF9\xE1 |0

<UE565> \x8F\xF9\xE2 |0

<UE566> \x8F\xF9\xE3 |0

<UE567> \x8F\xF9\xE4 |0

<UE568> \x8F\xF9\xE5

 |0

<UE569> \x8F\xF9\xE6 |0

<UE56A> \x8F\xF9\xE7 |0

<UE56B> \x8F\xF9\xE8 |0

<UE56C> \x8F\xF9\xE9 |0

<UE56D> \x8F\xF9\xEA |0

<UE56E> \x8F\xF9\xEB |0

<UE56F> \x8F\xF9\xEC |0

<UE570> \x8F\xF9\xED |0

<UE571> \x8F\xF9\xEE |0

<UE572> \x8F\xF9\xEF |0

<UE573> \x8F\xF9\xF0 |0

<UE574> \x8F\xF9\xF1 |0

<UE575> \x8F\xF9\xF2 |0

<UE576> \x8F\xF9\xF3 |0

<UE577> \x8F\xF9\xF4 |0

<UE578> \x8F\xF9\xF5 |0

<UE579> \x8F\xF9\xF6 |0

<UE57A> \x8F\xF9\xF7 |0

<UE57B> \x8F\xF9\xF8 |0

<UE57C> \x8F\xF9\xF9 |0

<UE57D> \x8F\xF9\xFA |0
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<UE57E> \x8F\xF9\xFB |0

<UE57F> \x8F\xF9\xFC |0

<UE580> \x8F\xF9\xFD |0

<UE581> \x8F\xF9\xFE |0

<UE582> \x8F\xFA\xA1 |0

<UE583> \x8F\xFA\xA2 |0

<UE584> \x8F\xFA\xA3 |0

<UE585> \x8F\xFA\xA4 |0

<UE586> \x8F\xFA\xA5 |0

<UE587> \x8F\xFA\xA6 |0

<UE588> \x8F\xFA\xA7 |0

<UE589> \x8F\xFA\xA8 |0

<UE58A> \x8F\xFA\xA9 |0

<UE58B> \x8F\xFA\xAA |0

<UE58C> \x8F\xFA\xAB |0

<UE58D> \x8F\xFA\xAC |0

<UE58E> \x8F\xFA\xAD |0

<UE58F> \x8F\xFA\xAE |0

<UE590> \x8F\xFA\xAF |0

<UE591> \x8F\xFA\xB0 |0

<UE592> \x8F\xFA\xB1

 |0

<UE593> \x8F\xFA\xB2 |0

<UE594> \x8F\xFA\xB3 |0

<UE595> \x8F\xFA\xB4 |0

<UE596> \x8F\xFA\xB5 |0

<UE597> \x8F\xFA\xB6 |0

<UE598> \x8F\xFA\xB7 |0

<UE599> \x8F\xFA\xB8 |0

<UE59A> \x8F\xFA\xB9 |0

<UE59B> \x8F\xFA\xBA |0

<UE59C> \x8F\xFA\xBB |0

<UE59D> \x8F\xFA\xBC |0

<UE59E> \x8F\xFA\xBD |0

<UE59F> \x8F\xFA\xBE |0

<UE5A0> \x8F\xFA\xBF |0

<UE5A1> \x8F\xFA\xC0 |0

<UE5A2> \x8F\xFA\xC1 |0

<UE5A3> \x8F\xFA\xC2 |0

<UE5A4> \x8F\xFA\xC3 |0

<UE5A5> \x8F\xFA\xC4 |0

<UE5A6> \x8F\xFA\xC5 |0

<UE5A7> \x8F\xFA\xC6 |0

<UE5A8> \x8F\xFA\xC7 |0

<UE5A9> \x8F\xFA\xC8 |0

<UE5AA> \x8F\xFA\xC9 |0

<UE5AB> \x8F\xFA\xCA |0

<UE5AC> \x8F\xFA\xCB |0
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<UE5AD> \x8F\xFA\xCC |0

<UE5AE> \x8F\xFA\xCD |0

<UE5AF> \x8F\xFA\xCE |0

<UE5B0> \x8F\xFA\xCF |0

<UE5B1> \x8F\xFA\xD0 |0

<UE5B2> \x8F\xFA\xD1 |0

<UE5B3> \x8F\xFA\xD2 |0

<UE5B4> \x8F\xFA\xD3 |0

<UE5B5> \x8F\xFA\xD4 |0

<UE5B6> \x8F\xFA\xD5 |0

<UE5B7> \x8F\xFA\xD6 |0

<UE5B8> \x8F\xFA\xD7 |0

<UE5B9> \x8F\xFA\xD8 |0

<UE5BA> \x8F\xFA\xD9 |0

<UE5BB> \x8F\xFA\xDA |0

<UE5BC>

 \x8F\xFA\xDB |0

<UE5BD> \x8F\xFA\xDC |0

<UE5BE> \x8F\xFA\xDD |0

<UE5BF> \x8F\xFA\xDE |0

<UE5C0> \x8F\xFA\xDF |0

<UE5C1> \x8F\xFA\xE0 |0

<UE5C2> \x8F\xFA\xE1 |0

<UE5C3> \x8F\xFA\xE2 |0

<UE5C4> \x8F\xFA\xE3 |0

<UE5C5> \x8F\xFA\xE4 |0

<UE5C6> \x8F\xFA\xE5 |0

<UE5C7> \x8F\xFA\xE6 |0

<UE5C8> \x8F\xFA\xE7 |0

<UE5C9> \x8F\xFA\xE8 |0

<UE5CA> \x8F\xFA\xE9 |0

<UE5CB> \x8F\xFA\xEA |0

<UE5CC> \x8F\xFA\xEB |0

<UE5CD> \x8F\xFA\xEC |0

<UE5CE> \x8F\xFA\xED |0

<UE5CF> \x8F\xFA\xEE |0

<UE5D0> \x8F\xFA\xEF |0

<UE5D1> \x8F\xFA\xF0 |0

<UE5D2> \x8F\xFA\xF1 |0

<UE5D3> \x8F\xFA\xF2 |0

<UE5D4> \x8F\xFA\xF3 |0

<UE5D5> \x8F\xFA\xF4 |0

<UE5D6> \x8F\xFA\xF5 |0

<UE5D7> \x8F\xFA\xF6 |0

<UE5D8> \x8F\xFA\xF7 |0

<UE5D9> \x8F\xFA\xF8 |0

<UE5DA> \x8F\xFA\xF9 |0

<UE5DB> \x8F\xFA\xFA |0
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<UE5DC> \x8F\xFA\xFB |0

<UE5DD> \x8F\xFA\xFC |0

<UE5DE> \x8F\xFA\xFD |0

<UE5DF> \x8F\xFA\xFE |0

<UE5E0> \x8F\xFB\xA1 |0

<UE5E1> \x8F\xFB\xA2 |0

<UE5E2> \x8F\xFB\xA3 |0

<UE5E3> \x8F\xFB\xA4 |0

<UE5E4> \x8F\xFB\xA5 |0

<UE5E5> \x8F\xFB\xA6

 |0

<UE5E6> \x8F\xFB\xA7 |0

<UE5E7> \x8F\xFB\xA8 |0

<UE5E8> \x8F\xFB\xA9 |0

<UE5E9> \x8F\xFB\xAA |0

<UE5EA> \x8F\xFB\xAB |0

<UE5EB> \x8F\xFB\xAC |0

<UE5EC> \x8F\xFB\xAD |0

<UE5ED> \x8F\xFB\xAE |0

<UE5EE> \x8F\xFB\xAF |0

<UE5EF> \x8F\xFB\xB0 |0

<UE5F0> \x8F\xFB\xB1 |0

<UE5F1> \x8F\xFB\xB2 |0

<UE5F2> \x8F\xFB\xB3 |0

<UE5F3> \x8F\xFB\xB4 |0

<UE5F4> \x8F\xFB\xB5 |0

<UE5F5> \x8F\xFB\xB6 |0

<UE5F6> \x8F\xFB\xB7 |0

<UE5F7> \x8F\xFB\xB8 |0

<UE5F8> \x8F\xFB\xB9 |0

<UE5F9> \x8F\xFB\xBA |0

<UE5FA> \x8F\xFB\xBB |0

<UE5FB> \x8F\xFB\xBC |0

<UE5FC> \x8F\xFB\xBD |0

<UE5FD> \x8F\xFB\xBE |0

<UE5FE> \x8F\xFB\xBF |0

<UE5FF> \x8F\xFB\xC0 |0

<UE600> \x8F\xFB\xC1 |0

<UE601> \x8F\xFB\xC2 |0

<UE602> \x8F\xFB\xC3 |0

<UE603> \x8F\xFB\xC4 |0

<UE604> \x8F\xFB\xC5 |0

<UE605> \x8F\xFB\xC6 |0

<UE606> \x8F\xFB\xC7 |0

<UE607> \x8F\xFB\xC8 |0

<UE608> \x8F\xFB\xC9 |0

<UE609> \x8F\xFB\xCA |0

<UE60A> \x8F\xFB\xCB |0
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<UE60B> \x8F\xFB\xCC |0

<UE60C> \x8F\xFB\xCD |0

<UE60D> \x8F\xFB\xCE |0

<UE60E> \x8F\xFB\xCF |0

<UE60F> \x8F\xFB\xD0

 |0

<UE610> \x8F\xFB\xD1 |0

<UE611> \x8F\xFB\xD2 |0

<UE612> \x8F\xFB\xD3 |0

<UE613> \x8F\xFB\xD4 |0

<UE614> \x8F\xFB\xD5 |0

<UE615> \x8F\xFB\xD6 |0

<UE616> \x8F\xFB\xD7 |0

<UE617> \x8F\xFB\xD8 |0

<UE618> \x8F\xFB\xD9 |0

<UE619> \x8F\xFB\xDA |0

<UE61A> \x8F\xFB\xDB |0

<UE61B> \x8F\xFB\xDC |0

<UE61C> \x8F\xFB\xDD |0

<UE61D> \x8F\xFB\xDE |0

<UE61E> \x8F\xFB\xDF |0

<UE61F> \x8F\xFB\xE0 |0

<UE620> \x8F\xFB\xE1 |0

<UE621> \x8F\xFB\xE2 |0

<UE622> \x8F\xFB\xE3 |0

<UE623> \x8F\xFB\xE4 |0

<UE624> \x8F\xFB\xE5 |0

<UE625> \x8F\xFB\xE6 |0

<UE626> \x8F\xFB\xE7 |0

<UE627> \x8F\xFB\xE8 |0

<UE628> \x8F\xFB\xE9 |0

<UE629> \x8F\xFB\xEA |0

<UE62A> \x8F\xFB\xEB |0

<UE62B> \x8F\xFB\xEC |0

<UE62C> \x8F\xFB\xED |0

<UE62D> \x8F\xFB\xEE |0

<UE62E> \x8F\xFB\xEF |0

<UE62F> \x8F\xFB\xF0 |0

<UE630> \x8F\xFB\xF1 |0

<UE631> \x8F\xFB\xF2 |0

<UE632> \x8F\xFB\xF3 |0

<UE633> \x8F\xFB\xF4 |0

<UE634> \x8F\xFB\xF5 |0

<UE635> \x8F\xFB\xF6 |0

<UE636> \x8F\xFB\xF7 |0

<UE637> \x8F\xFB\xF8 |0

<UE638> \x8F\xFB\xF9 |0

<UE639>
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 \x8F\xFB\xFA |0

<UE63A> \x8F\xFB\xFB |0

<UE63B> \x8F\xFB\xFC |0

<UE63C> \x8F\xFB\xFD |0

<UE63D> \x8F\xFB\xFE |0

<UE63E> \x8F\xFC\xA1 |0

<UE63F> \x8F\xFC\xA2 |0

<UE640> \x8F\xFC\xA3 |0

<UE641> \x8F\xFC\xA4 |0

<UE642> \x8F\xFC\xA5 |0

<UE643> \x8F\xFC\xA6 |0

<UE644> \x8F\xFC\xA7 |0

<UE645> \x8F\xFC\xA8 |0

<UE646> \x8F\xFC\xA9 |0

<UE647> \x8F\xFC\xAA |0

<UE648> \x8F\xFC\xAB |0

<UE649> \x8F\xFC\xAC |0

<UE64A> \x8F\xFC\xAD |0

<UE64B> \x8F\xFC\xAE |0

<UE64C> \x8F\xFC\xAF |0

<UE64D> \x8F\xFC\xB0 |0

<UE64E> \x8F\xFC\xB1 |0

<UE64F> \x8F\xFC\xB2 |0

<UE650> \x8F\xFC\xB3 |0

<UE651> \x8F\xFC\xB4 |0

<UE652> \x8F\xFC\xB5 |0

<UE653> \x8F\xFC\xB6 |0

<UE654> \x8F\xFC\xB7 |0

<UE655> \x8F\xFC\xB8 |0

<UE656> \x8F\xFC\xB9 |0

<UE657> \x8F\xFC\xBA |0

<UE658> \x8F\xFC\xBB |0

<UE659> \x8F\xFC\xBC |0

<UE65A> \x8F\xFC\xBD |0

<UE65B> \x8F\xFC\xBE |0

<UE65C> \x8F\xFC\xBF |0

<UE65D> \x8F\xFC\xC0 |0

<UE65E> \x8F\xFC\xC1 |0

<UE65F> \x8F\xFC\xC2 |0

<UE660> \x8F\xFC\xC3 |0

<UE661> \x8F\xFC\xC4 |0

<UE662> \x8F\xFC\xC5

 |0

<UE663> \x8F\xFC\xC6 |0

<UE664> \x8F\xFC\xC7 |0

<UE665> \x8F\xFC\xC8 |0

<UE666> \x8F\xFC\xC9 |0

<UE667> \x8F\xFC\xCA |0
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<UE668> \x8F\xFC\xCB |0

<UE669> \x8F\xFC\xCC |0

<UE66A> \x8F\xFC\xCD |0

<UE66B> \x8F\xFC\xCE |0

<UE66C> \x8F\xFC\xCF |0

<UE66D> \x8F\xFC\xD0 |0

<UE66E> \x8F\xFC\xD1 |0

<UE66F> \x8F\xFC\xD2 |0

<UE670> \x8F\xFC\xD3 |0

<UE671> \x8F\xFC\xD4 |0

<UE672> \x8F\xFC\xD5 |0

<UE673> \x8F\xFC\xD6 |0

<UE674> \x8F\xFC\xD7 |0

<UE675> \x8F\xFC\xD8 |0

<UE676> \x8F\xFC\xD9 |0

<UE677> \x8F\xFC\xDA |0

<UE678> \x8F\xFC\xDB |0

<UE679> \x8F\xFC\xDC |0

<UE67A> \x8F\xFC\xDD |0

<UE67B> \x8F\xFC\xDE |0

<UE67C> \x8F\xFC\xDF |0

<UE67D> \x8F\xFC\xE0 |0

<UE67E> \x8F\xFC\xE1 |0

<UE67F> \x8F\xFC\xE2 |0

<UE680> \x8F\xFC\xE3 |0

<UE681> \x8F\xFC\xE4 |0

<UE682> \x8F\xFC\xE5 |0

<UE683> \x8F\xFC\xE6 |0

<UE684> \x8F\xFC\xE7 |0

<UE685> \x8F\xFC\xE8 |0

<UE686> \x8F\xFC\xE9 |0

<UE687> \x8F\xFC\xEA |0

<UE688> \x8F\xFC\xEB |0

<UE689> \x8F\xFC\xEC |0

<UE68A> \x8F\xFC\xED |0

<UE68B> \x8F\xFC\xEE |0

<UE68C> \x8F\xFC\xEF

 |0

<UE68D> \x8F\xFC\xF0 |0

<UE68E> \x8F\xFC\xF1 |0

<UE68F> \x8F\xFC\xF2 |0

<UE690> \x8F\xFC\xF3 |0

<UE691> \x8F\xFC\xF4 |0

<UE692> \x8F\xFC\xF5 |0

<UE693> \x8F\xFC\xF6 |0

<UE694> \x8F\xFC\xF7 |0

<UE695> \x8F\xFC\xF8 |0

<UE696> \x8F\xFC\xF9 |0
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<UE697> \x8F\xFC\xFA |0

<UE698> \x8F\xFC\xFB |0

<UE699> \x8F\xFC\xFC |0

<UE69A> \x8F\xFC\xFD |0

<UE69B> \x8F\xFC\xFE |0

<UE69C> \x8F\xFD\xA1 |0

<UE69D> \x8F\xFD\xA2 |0

<UE69E> \x8F\xFD\xA3 |0

<UE69F> \x8F\xFD\xA4 |0

<UE6A0> \x8F\xFD\xA5 |0

<UE6A1> \x8F\xFD\xA6 |0

<UE6A2> \x8F\xFD\xA7 |0

<UE6A3> \x8F\xFD\xA8 |0

<UE6A4> \x8F\xFD\xA9 |0

<UE6A5> \x8F\xFD\xAA |0

<UE6A6> \x8F\xFD\xAB |0

<UE6A7> \x8F\xFD\xAC |0

<UE6A8> \x8F\xFD\xAD |0

<UE6A9> \x8F\xFD\xAE |0

<UE6AA> \x8F\xFD\xAF |0

<UE6AB> \x8F\xFD\xB0 |0

<UE6AC> \x8F\xFD\xB1 |0

<UE6AD> \x8F\xFD\xB2 |0

<UE6AE> \x8F\xFD\xB3 |0

<UE6AF> \x8F\xFD\xB4 |0

<UE6B0> \x8F\xFD\xB5 |0

<UE6B1> \x8F\xFD\xB6 |0

<UE6B2> \x8F\xFD\xB7 |0

<UE6B3> \x8F\xFD\xB8 |0

<UE6B4> \x8F\xFD\xB9 |0

<UE6B5> \x8F\xFD\xBA |0

<UE6B6>

 \x8F\xFD\xBB |0

<UE6B7> \x8F\xFD\xBC |0

<UE6B8> \x8F\xFD\xBD |0

<UE6B9> \x8F\xFD\xBE |0

<UE6BA> \x8F\xFD\xBF |0

<UE6BB> \x8F\xFD\xC0 |0

<UE6BC> \x8F\xFD\xC1 |0

<UE6BD> \x8F\xFD\xC2 |0

<UE6BE> \x8F\xFD\xC3 |0

<UE6BF> \x8F\xFD\xC4 |0

<UE6C0> \x8F\xFD\xC5 |0

<UE6C1> \x8F\xFD\xC6 |0

<UE6C2> \x8F\xFD\xC7 |0

<UE6C3> \x8F\xFD\xC8 |0

<UE6C4> \x8F\xFD\xC9 |0

<UE6C5> \x8F\xFD\xCA |0
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<UE6C6> \x8F\xFD\xCB |0

<UE6C7> \x8F\xFD\xCC |0

<UE6C8> \x8F\xFD\xCD |0

<UE6C9> \x8F\xFD\xCE |0

<UE6CA> \x8F\xFD\xCF |0

<UE6CB> \x8F\xFD\xD0 |0

<UE6CC> \x8F\xFD\xD1 |0

<UE6CD> \x8F\xFD\xD2 |0

<UE6CE> \x8F\xFD\xD3 |0

<UE6CF> \x8F\xFD\xD4 |0

<UE6D0> \x8F\xFD\xD5 |0

<UE6D1> \x8F\xFD\xD6 |0

<UE6D2> \x8F\xFD\xD7 |0

<UE6D3> \x8F\xFD\xD8 |0

<UE6D4> \x8F\xFD\xD9 |0

<UE6D5> \x8F\xFD\xDA |0

<UE6D6> \x8F\xFD\xDB |0

<UE6D7> \x8F\xFD\xDC |0

<UE6D8> \x8F\xFD\xDD |0

<UE6D9> \x8F\xFD\xDE |0

<UE6DA> \x8F\xFD\xDF |0

<UE6DB> \x8F\xFD\xE0 |0

<UE6DC> \x8F\xFD\xE1 |0

<UE6DD> \x8F\xFD\xE2 |0

<UE6DE> \x8F\xFD\xE3 |0

<UE6DF> \x8F\xFD\xE4

 |0

<UE6E0> \x8F\xFD\xE5 |0

<UE6E1> \x8F\xFD\xE6 |0

<UE6E2> \x8F\xFD\xE7 |0

<UE6E3> \x8F\xFD\xE8 |0

<UE6E4> \x8F\xFD\xE9 |0

<UE6E5> \x8F\xFD\xEA |0

<UE6E6> \x8F\xFD\xEB |0

<UE6E7> \x8F\xFD\xEC |0

<UE6E8> \x8F\xFD\xED |0

<UE6E9> \x8F\xFD\xEE |0

<UE6EA> \x8F\xFD\xEF |0

<UE6EB> \x8F\xFD\xF0 |0

<UE6EC> \x8F\xFD\xF1 |0

<UE6ED> \x8F\xFD\xF2 |0

<UE6EE> \x8F\xFD\xF3 |0

<UE6EF> \x8F\xFD\xF4 |0

<UE6F0> \x8F\xFD\xF5 |0

<UE6F1> \x8F\xFD\xF6 |0

<UE6F2> \x8F\xFD\xF7 |0

<UE6F3> \x8F\xFD\xF8 |0

<UE6F4> \x8F\xFD\xF9 |0
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<UE6F5> \x8F\xFD\xFA |0

<UE6F6> \x8F\xFD\xFB |0

<UE6F7> \x8F\xFD\xFC |0

<UE6F8> \x8F\xFD\xFD |0

<UE6F9> \x8F\xFD\xFE |0

<UE6FA> \x8F\xFE\xA1 |0

<UE6FB> \x8F\xFE\xA2 |0

<UE6FC> \x8F\xFE\xA3 |0

<UE6FD> \x8F\xFE\xA4 |0

<UE6FE> \x8F\xFE\xA5 |0

<UE6FF> \x8F\xFE\xA6 |0

<UE700> \x8F\xFE\xA7 |0

<UE701> \x8F\xFE\xA8 |0

<UE702> \x8F\xFE\xA9 |0

<UE703> \x8F\xFE\xAA |0

<UE704> \x8F\xFE\xAB |0

<UE705> \x8F\xFE\xAC |0

<UE706> \x8F\xFE\xAD |0

<UE707> \x8F\xFE\xAE |0

<UE708> \x8F\xFE\xAF |0

<UE709> \x8F\xFE\xB0

 |0

<UE70A> \x8F\xFE\xB1 |0

<UE70B> \x8F\xFE\xB2 |0

<UE70C> \x8F\xFE\xB3 |0

<UE70D> \x8F\xFE\xB4 |0

<UE70E> \x8F\xFE\xB5 |0

<UE70F> \x8F\xFE\xB6 |0

<UE710> \x8F\xFE\xB7 |0

<UE711> \x8F\xFE\xB8 |0

<UE712> \x8F\xFE\xB9 |0

<UE713> \x8F\xFE\xBA |0

<UE714> \x8F\xFE\xBB |0

<UE715> \x8F\xFE\xBC |0

<UE716> \x8F\xFE\xBD |0

<UE717> \x8F\xFE\xBE |0

<UE718> \x8F\xFE\xBF |0

<UE719> \x8F\xFE\xC0 |0

<UE71A> \x8F\xFE\xC1 |0

<UE71B> \x8F\xFE\xC2 |0

<UE71C> \x8F\xFE\xC3 |0

<UE71D> \x8F\xFE\xC4 |0

<UE71E> \x8F\xFE\xC5 |0

<UE71F> \x8F\xFE\xC6 |0

<UE720> \x8F\xFE\xC7 |0

<UE721> \x8F\xFE\xC8 |0

<UE722> \x8F\xFE\xC9 |0

<UE723> \x8F\xFE\xCA |0
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<UE724> \x8F\xFE\xCB |0

<UE725> \x8F\xFE\xCC |0

<UE726> \x8F\xFE\xCD |0

<UE727> \x8F\xFE\xCE |0

<UE728> \x8F\xFE\xCF |0

<UE729> \x8F\xFE\xD0 |0

<UE72A> \x8F\xFE\xD1 |0

<UE72B> \x8F\xFE\xD2 |0

<UE72C> \x8F\xFE\xD3 |0

<UE72D> \x8F\xFE\xD4 |0

<UE72E> \x8F\xFE\xD5 |0

<UE72F> \x8F\xFE\xD6 |0

<UE730> \x8F\xFE\xD7 |0

<UE731> \x8F\xFE\xD8 |0

<UE732> \x8F\xFE\xD9 |0

<UE733>

 \x8F\xFE\xDA |0

<UE734> \x8F\xFE\xDB |0

<UE735> \x8F\xFE\xDC |0

<UE736> \x8F\xFE\xDD |0

<UE737> \x8F\xFE\xDE |0

<UE738> \x8F\xFE\xDF |0

<UE739> \x8F\xFE\xE0 |0

<UE73A> \x8F\xFE\xE1 |0

<UE73B> \x8F\xFE\xE2 |0

<UE73C> \x8F\xFE\xE3 |0

<UE73D> \x8F\xFE\xE4 |0

<UE73E> \x8F\xFE\xE5 |0

<UE73F> \x8F\xFE\xE6 |0

<UE740> \x8F\xFE\xE7 |0

<UE741> \x8F\xFE\xE8 |0

<UE742> \x8F\xFE\xE9 |0

<UE743> \x8F\xFE\xEA |0

<UE744> \x8F\xFE\xEB |0

<UE745> \x8F\xFE\xEC |0

<UE746> \x8F\xFE\xED |0

<UE747> \x8F\xFE\xEE |0

<UE748> \x8F\xFE\xEF |0

<UE749> \x8F\xFE\xF0 |0

<UE74A> \x8F\xFE\xF1 |0

<UE74B> \x8F\xFE\xF2 |0

<UE74C> \x8F\xFE\xF3 |0

<UE74D> \x8F\xFE\xF4 |0

<UE74E> \x8F\xFE\xF5 |0

<UE74F> \x8F\xFE\xF6 |0

<UE750> \x8F\xFE\xF7 |0

<UE751> \x8F\xFE\xF8 |0

<UE752> \x8F\xFE\xF9 |0
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<UE753> \x8F\xFE\xFA |0

<UE754> \x8F\xFE\xFB |0

<UE755> \x8F\xFE\xFC |0

<UE756> \x8F\xFE\xFD |0

<UE757> \x8F\xFE\xFE |0

<UF86F> \x8F\xF3\xB8 |1

<UF929> \x8F\xF4\xB9 |0

<UF9DC> \x8F\xF4\xEB |0

<UFA0E> \x8F\xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA0F> \x8F\xF4\xAA

 |0

<UFA10> \x8F\xF4\xAB |0

<UFA11> \x8F\xF4\xB1 |0

<UFA12> \x8F\xF4\xB8 |0

<UFA13> \x8F\xF4\xBB |0

<UFA14> \x8F\xF4\xBC |0

<UFA15> \x8F\xF4\xC4 |0

<UFA16> \x8F\xF4\xC5 |0

<UFA17> \x8F\xF4\xC9 |0

<UFA18> \x8F\xF4\xCC |0

<UFA19> \x8F\xF4\xCD |0

<UFA1A> \x8F\xF4\xCE |0

<UFA1B> \x8F\xF4\xCF |0

<UFA1C> \x8F\xF4\xD1 |0

<UFA1D> \x8F\xF4\xD3 |0

<UFA1E> \x8F\xF4\xD6 |0

<UFA1F> \x8F\xF4\xD8 |0

<UFA20> \x8F\xF4\xDA |0

<UFA21> \x8F\xF4\xDB |0

<UFA22> \x8F\xF4\xDE |0

<UFA23> \x8F\xF4\xE2 |0

<UFA24> \x8F\xF4\xE3 |0

<UFA25> \x8F\xF4\xE4 |0

<UFA26> \x8F\xF4\xE6 |0

<UFA27> \x8F\xF4\xE8 |0

<UFA28> \x8F\xF4\xE9 |0

<UFA29> \x8F\xF4\xEC |0

<UFA2A> \x8F\xF4\xF1 |0

<UFA2B> \x8F\xF4\xF2 |0

<UFA2C> \x8F\xF4\xF3 |0

<UFA2D> \x8F\xF4\xF7 |0

<UFF01> \xA1\xAA |0

<UFF02> \x8F\xF3\xB6 |0

<UFF03> \xA1\xF4 |0

<UFF04> \xA1\xF0 |0

<UFF05> \xA1\xF3 |0

<UFF06> \xA1\xF5 |0

<UFF07> \x8F\xF3\xB5 |0
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<UFF08> \xA1\xCA |0

<UFF09> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFF0A> \xA1\xF6 |0

<UFF0B> \xA1\xDC |0

<UFF0C> \xA1\xA4 |0

<UFF0E> \xA1\xA5 |0

<UFF0F>

 \xA1\xBF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA1\xA7 |0

<UFF1B> \xA1\xA8 |0

<UFF1C> \xA1\xE3 |0

<UFF1D> \xA1\xE1 |0

<UFF1E> \xA1\xE4 |0

<UFF1F> \xA1\xA9 |0

<UFF20> \xA1\xF7 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0
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<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA1\xCE |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xC0 |0

<UFF3D> \xA1\xCF |0

<UFF3E> \xA1\xB0 |0

<UFF3F> \xA1\xB2 |0

<UFF40> \xA1\xAE |0

<UFF41>

 \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA1\xD0 |0

<UFF5C> \xA1\xC3 |0

<UFF5D> \xA1\xD1 |0

<UFF61> \x8E\xA1 |0

<UFF62> \x8E\xA2 |0

<UFF63> \x8E\xA3 |0

<UFF64> \x8E\xA4 |0

<UFF65> \x8E\xA5 |0

<UFF66> \x8E\xA6 |0

<UFF67> \x8E\xA7 |0

<UFF68> \x8E\xA8 |0

<UFF69> \x8E\xA9 |0
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<UFF6A> \x8E\xAA |0

<UFF6B> \x8E\xAB |0

<UFF6C> \x8E\xAC |0

<UFF6D> \x8E\xAD |0

<UFF6E> \x8E\xAE |0

<UFF6F> \x8E\xAF |0

<UFF70> \x8E\xB0 |0

<UFF71> \x8E\xB1 |0

<UFF72> \x8E\xB2 |0

<UFF73> \x8E\xB3 |0

<UFF74> \x8E\xB4 |0

<UFF75> \x8E\xB5 |0

<UFF76>

 \x8E\xB6 |0

<UFF77> \x8E\xB7 |0

<UFF78> \x8E\xB8 |0

<UFF79> \x8E\xB9 |0

<UFF7A> \x8E\xBA |0

<UFF7B> \x8E\xBB |0

<UFF7C> \x8E\xBC |0

<UFF7D> \x8E\xBD |0

<UFF7E> \x8E\xBE |0

<UFF7F> \x8E\xBF |0

<UFF80> \x8E\xC0 |0

<UFF81> \x8E\xC1 |0

<UFF82> \x8E\xC2 |0

<UFF83> \x8E\xC3 |0

<UFF84> \x8E\xC4 |0

<UFF85> \x8E\xC5 |0

<UFF86> \x8E\xC6 |0

<UFF87> \x8E\xC7 |0

<UFF88> \x8E\xC8 |0

<UFF89> \x8E\xC9 |0

<UFF8A> \x8E\xCA |0

<UFF8B> \x8E\xCB |0

<UFF8C> \x8E\xCC |0

<UFF8D> \x8E\xCD |0

<UFF8E> \x8E\xCE |0

<UFF8F> \x8E\xCF |0

<UFF90> \x8E\xD0 |0

<UFF91> \x8E\xD1 |0

<UFF92> \x8E\xD2 |0

<UFF93> \x8E\xD3 |0

<UFF94> \x8E\xD4 |0

<UFF95> \x8E\xD5 |0

<UFF96> \x8E\xD6 |0

<UFF97> \x8E\xD7 |0

<UFF98> \x8E\xD8 |0
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<UFF99> \x8E\xD9 |0

<UFF9A> \x8E\xDA |0

<UFF9B> \x8E\xDB |0

<UFF9C> \x8E\xDC |0

<UFF9D> \x8E\xDD |0

<UFF9E> \x8E\xDE |0

<UFF9F> \x8E\xDF |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xF1 |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xF2 |0

<UFFE2> \xA2\xCC |0

<UFFE3> \xA1\xB1 |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xEF |0

END CHARMAP

 

CHARMAP

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005C> \x8E\xE3 |3

<U007E> \x7E

 |0

<U007E> \x8E\xE4 |3

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A1> \x1A |2

<U00A4> \x1A |2

<U00A5> \x5C |1

<U00A6> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |1

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AA> \x1A |2

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AD> \x1A |2

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B2> \x1A |2

<U00B3> \x1A |2

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B7> \x1A |2

<U00B8> \x1A |2

<U00B9> \x1A |2

<U00BA> \x1A |2

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00BC> \x1A |2

<U00BD> \x1A |2

<U00BE> \x1A |2

<U00BF> \x1A |2

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1> \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2
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<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C6> \x1A |2

<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D0> \x1A |2

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2

<U00D6> \x1A |2

<U00D8> \x1A |2

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD> \x1A |2

<U00DE> \x1A |2

<U00DF> \x1A |2

<U00E0> \x1A |2

<U00E1> \x1A |2

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4>

 \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E6> \x1A |2

<U00E7> \x1A |2

<U00E8> \x1A |2

<U00E9> \x1A |2

<U00EA> \x1A |2

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \x1A |2

<U00ED> \x1A |2

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F0> \x1A |2

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \x1A |2
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<U00F3> \x1A |2

<U00F4> \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2

<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F8> \x1A |2

<U00F9> \x1A |2

<U00FA> \x1A |2

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \x1A |2

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FE> \x1A |2

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U2014> \xA1\xBD |1

<U2015> \xA1\xBD |0

<U2016> \xA1\xC2 |1

<U203E> \x7E |1

<U2195> \x1A |2

<U21B5> \x1A |2

<U2212> \xA1\xDD |1

<U2225> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2550> \x1A |2

<U2551> \x1A |2

<U2554> \x1A |2

<U2557> \x1A |2

<U255A> \x1A |2

<U255D> \x1A |2

<U2560> \x1A |2

<U2563> \x1A |2

<U2566> \x1A |2

<U2569> \x1A |2

<U256C> \x1A |2

<U2591> \x1A |2

<U2593> \x1A |2

<U263C> \x1A |2

<U301C> \xA1\xC1 |1

<U303F> \x1A |2

<UFF0D> \xA1\xDD |0

<UFF5E> \xA1\xC1 |0

<UFFE4> \x8F\xA2\xC3 |0

<UFFE8> \x1A |2

<UFFE9> \x1A |2

<UFFEA> \x1A |2

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x1A |2

<UFFED> \x1A |2

<UFFEE>

 \x1A |2

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-33722_P12A_P12A-

2004_U2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3530csci.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 --

C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --check-bidi

###################

 

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ;

 UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED
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0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED
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0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED
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0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED
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124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED
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1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED
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3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED
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FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED
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E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

#

 Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3530csci.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 --

C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --check-bidi

###################

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.2 from RFC 3454

 

0041; 0061; MAP

0042; 0062; MAP

0043; 0063; MAP
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0044; 0064; MAP

0045; 0065; MAP

0046; 0066; MAP

0047; 0067; MAP

0048; 0068; MAP

0049; 0069; MAP

004A; 006A; MAP

004B; 006B; MAP

004C; 006C; MAP

004D; 006D; MAP

004E; 006E;

 MAP

004F; 006F; MAP

0050; 0070; MAP

0051; 0071; MAP

0052; 0072; MAP

0053; 0073; MAP

0054; 0074; MAP

0055; 0075; MAP

0056; 0076; MAP

0057; 0077; MAP

0058; 0078; MAP

0059; 0079; MAP

005A; 007A; MAP

00B5; 03BC; MAP

00C0; 00E0; MAP

00C1; 00E1; MAP

00C2; 00E2; MAP

00C3; 00E3; MAP

00C4; 00E4; MAP

00C5; 00E5; MAP

00C6; 00E6; MAP

00C7; 00E7; MAP

00C8; 00E8; MAP

00C9; 00E9; MAP

00CA; 00EA; MAP

00CB; 00EB; MAP

00CC; 00EC; MAP

00CD; 00ED; MAP

00CE; 00EE; MAP

00CF; 00EF; MAP

00D0; 00F0; MAP

00D1; 00F1; MAP

00D2; 00F2; MAP

00D3; 00F3; MAP

00D4; 00F4; MAP

00D5; 00F5; MAP

00D6; 00F6; MAP
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00D8; 00F8; MAP

00D9; 00F9; MAP

00DA; 00FA; MAP

00DB; 00FB; MAP

00DC; 00FC; MAP

00DD; 00FD; MAP

00DE; 00FE; MAP

00DF; 0073 0073; MAP

0100; 0101; MAP

0102; 0103; MAP

0104; 0105; MAP

0106; 0107; MAP

0108; 0109; MAP

010A; 010B; MAP

010C; 010D; MAP

010E; 010F; MAP

0110; 0111; MAP

0112; 0113; MAP

0114; 0115; MAP

0116; 0117; MAP

0118; 0119; MAP

011A; 011B; MAP

011C; 011D; MAP

011E; 011F; MAP

0120; 0121; MAP

0122; 0123; MAP

0124;

 0125; MAP

0126; 0127; MAP

0128; 0129; MAP

012A; 012B; MAP

012C; 012D; MAP

012E; 012F; MAP

0130; 0069 0307; MAP

0132; 0133; MAP

0134; 0135; MAP

0136; 0137; MAP

0139; 013A; MAP

013B; 013C; MAP

013D; 013E; MAP

013F; 0140; MAP

0141; 0142; MAP

0143; 0144; MAP

0145; 0146; MAP

0147; 0148; MAP

0149; 02BC 006E; MAP

014A; 014B; MAP

014C; 014D; MAP
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014E; 014F; MAP

0150; 0151; MAP

0152; 0153; MAP

0154; 0155; MAP

0156; 0157; MAP

0158; 0159; MAP

015A; 015B; MAP

015C; 015D; MAP

015E; 015F; MAP

0160; 0161; MAP

0162; 0163; MAP

0164; 0165; MAP

0166; 0167; MAP

0168; 0169; MAP

016A; 016B; MAP

016C; 016D; MAP

016E; 016F; MAP

0170; 0171; MAP

0172; 0173; MAP

0174; 0175; MAP

0176; 0177; MAP

0178; 00FF; MAP

0179; 017A; MAP

017B; 017C; MAP

017D; 017E; MAP

017F; 0073; MAP

0181; 0253; MAP

0182; 0183; MAP

0184; 0185; MAP

0186; 0254; MAP

0187; 0188; MAP

0189; 0256; MAP

018A; 0257; MAP

018B; 018C; MAP

018E; 01DD; MAP

018F; 0259; MAP

0190; 025B; MAP

0191; 0192; MAP

0193; 0260; MAP

0194; 0263; MAP

0196; 0269;

 MAP

0197; 0268; MAP

0198; 0199; MAP

019C; 026F; MAP

019D; 0272; MAP

019F; 0275; MAP

01A0; 01A1; MAP
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01A2; 01A3; MAP

01A4; 01A5; MAP

01A6; 0280; MAP

01A7; 01A8; MAP

01A9; 0283; MAP

01AC; 01AD; MAP

01AE; 0288; MAP

01AF; 01B0; MAP

01B1; 028A; MAP

01B2; 028B; MAP

01B3; 01B4; MAP

01B5; 01B6; MAP

01B7; 0292; MAP

01B8; 01B9; MAP

01BC; 01BD; MAP

01C4; 01C6; MAP

01C5; 01C6; MAP

01C7; 01C9; MAP

01C8; 01C9; MAP

01CA; 01CC; MAP

01CB; 01CC; MAP

01CD; 01CE; MAP

01CF; 01D0; MAP

01D1; 01D2; MAP

01D3; 01D4; MAP

01D5; 01D6; MAP

01D7; 01D8; MAP

01D9; 01DA; MAP

01DB; 01DC; MAP

01DE; 01DF; MAP

01E0; 01E1; MAP

01E2; 01E3; MAP

01E4; 01E5; MAP

01E6; 01E7; MAP

01E8; 01E9; MAP

01EA; 01EB; MAP

01EC; 01ED; MAP

01EE; 01EF; MAP

01F0; 006A 030C; MAP

01F1; 01F3; MAP

01F2; 01F3; MAP

01F4; 01F5; MAP

01F6; 0195; MAP

01F7; 01BF; MAP

01F8; 01F9; MAP

01FA; 01FB; MAP

01FC; 01FD; MAP

01FE; 01FF; MAP
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0200; 0201; MAP

0202; 0203; MAP

0204; 0205; MAP

0206; 0207; MAP

0208; 0209; MAP

020A; 020B; MAP

020C; 020D; MAP

020E; 020F; MAP

0210;

 0211; MAP

0212; 0213; MAP

0214; 0215; MAP

0216; 0217; MAP

0218; 0219; MAP

021A; 021B; MAP

021C; 021D; MAP

021E; 021F; MAP

0220; 019E; MAP

0222; 0223; MAP

0224; 0225; MAP

0226; 0227; MAP

0228; 0229; MAP

022A; 022B; MAP

022C; 022D; MAP

022E; 022F; MAP

0230; 0231; MAP

0232; 0233; MAP

0345; 03B9; MAP

037A; 0020 03B9; MAP

0386; 03AC; MAP

0388; 03AD; MAP

0389; 03AE; MAP

038A; 03AF; MAP

038C; 03CC; MAP

038E; 03CD; MAP

038F; 03CE; MAP

0390; 03B9 0308 0301; MAP

0391; 03B1; MAP

0392; 03B2; MAP

0393; 03B3; MAP

0394; 03B4; MAP

0395; 03B5; MAP

0396; 03B6; MAP

0397; 03B7; MAP

0398; 03B8; MAP

0399; 03B9; MAP

039A; 03BA; MAP

039B; 03BB; MAP
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039C; 03BC; MAP

039D; 03BD; MAP

039E; 03BE; MAP

039F; 03BF; MAP

03A0; 03C0; MAP

03A1; 03C1; MAP

03A3; 03C3; MAP

03A4; 03C4; MAP

03A5; 03C5; MAP

03A6; 03C6; MAP

03A7; 03C7; MAP

03A8; 03C8; MAP

03A9; 03C9; MAP

03AA; 03CA; MAP

03AB; 03CB; MAP

03B0; 03C5 0308 0301; MAP

03C2; 03C3; MAP

03D0; 03B2; MAP

03D1; 03B8; MAP

03D2; 03C5; MAP

03D3; 03CD; MAP

03D4; 03CB; MAP

03D5;

 03C6; MAP

03D6; 03C0; MAP

03D8; 03D9; MAP

03DA; 03DB; MAP

03DC; 03DD; MAP

03DE; 03DF; MAP

03E0; 03E1; MAP

03E2; 03E3; MAP

03E4; 03E5; MAP

03E6; 03E7; MAP

03E8; 03E9; MAP

03EA; 03EB; MAP

03EC; 03ED; MAP

03EE; 03EF; MAP

03F0; 03BA; MAP

03F1; 03C1; MAP

03F2; 03C3; MAP

03F4; 03B8; MAP

03F5; 03B5; MAP

0400; 0450; MAP

0401; 0451; MAP

0402; 0452; MAP

0403; 0453; MAP

0404; 0454; MAP

0405; 0455; MAP
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0406; 0456; MAP

0407; 0457; MAP

0408; 0458; MAP

0409; 0459; MAP

040A; 045A; MAP

040B; 045B; MAP

040C; 045C; MAP

040D; 045D; MAP

040E; 045E; MAP

040F; 045F; MAP

0410; 0430; MAP

0411; 0431; MAP

0412; 0432; MAP

0413; 0433; MAP

0414; 0434; MAP

0415; 0435; MAP

0416; 0436; MAP

0417; 0437; MAP

0418; 0438; MAP

0419; 0439; MAP

041A; 043A; MAP

041B; 043B; MAP

041C; 043C; MAP

041D; 043D; MAP

041E; 043E; MAP

041F; 043F; MAP

0420; 0440; MAP

0421; 0441; MAP

0422; 0442; MAP

0423; 0443; MAP

0424; 0444; MAP

0425; 0445; MAP

0426; 0446; MAP

0427; 0447; MAP

0428; 0448; MAP

0429; 0449; MAP

042A; 044A; MAP

042B;

 044B; MAP

042C; 044C; MAP

042D; 044D; MAP

042E; 044E; MAP

042F; 044F; MAP

0460; 0461; MAP

0462; 0463; MAP

0464; 0465; MAP

0466; 0467; MAP

0468; 0469; MAP
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046A; 046B; MAP

046C; 046D; MAP

046E; 046F; MAP

0470; 0471; MAP

0472; 0473; MAP

0474; 0475; MAP

0476; 0477; MAP

0478; 0479; MAP

047A; 047B; MAP

047C; 047D; MAP

047E; 047F; MAP

0480; 0481; MAP

048A; 048B; MAP

048C; 048D; MAP

048E; 048F; MAP

0490; 0491; MAP

0492; 0493; MAP

0494; 0495; MAP

0496; 0497; MAP

0498; 0499; MAP

049A; 049B; MAP

049C; 049D; MAP

049E; 049F; MAP

04A0; 04A1; MAP

04A2; 04A3; MAP

04A4; 04A5; MAP

04A6; 04A7; MAP

04A8; 04A9; MAP

04AA; 04AB; MAP

04AC; 04AD; MAP

04AE; 04AF; MAP

04B0; 04B1; MAP

04B2; 04B3; MAP

04B4; 04B5; MAP

04B6; 04B7; MAP

04B8; 04B9; MAP

04BA; 04BB; MAP

04BC; 04BD; MAP

04BE; 04BF; MAP

04C1; 04C2; MAP

04C3; 04C4; MAP

04C5; 04C6; MAP

04C7; 04C8; MAP

04C9; 04CA; MAP

04CB; 04CC; MAP

04CD; 04CE; MAP

04D0; 04D1; MAP

04D2; 04D3; MAP
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04D4; 04D5; MAP

04D6; 04D7; MAP

04D8; 04D9; MAP

04DA; 04DB; MAP

04DC; 04DD; MAP

04DE;

 04DF; MAP

04E0; 04E1; MAP

04E2; 04E3; MAP

04E4; 04E5; MAP

04E6; 04E7; MAP

04E8; 04E9; MAP

04EA; 04EB; MAP

04EC; 04ED; MAP

04EE; 04EF; MAP

04F0; 04F1; MAP

04F2; 04F3; MAP

04F4; 04F5; MAP

04F8; 04F9; MAP

0500; 0501; MAP

0502; 0503; MAP

0504; 0505; MAP

0506; 0507; MAP

0508; 0509; MAP

050A; 050B; MAP

050C; 050D; MAP

050E; 050F; MAP

0531; 0561; MAP

0532; 0562; MAP

0533; 0563; MAP

0534; 0564; MAP

0535; 0565; MAP

0536; 0566; MAP

0537; 0567; MAP

0538; 0568; MAP

0539; 0569; MAP

053A; 056A; MAP

053B; 056B; MAP

053C; 056C; MAP

053D; 056D; MAP

053E; 056E; MAP

053F; 056F; MAP

0540; 0570; MAP

0541; 0571; MAP

0542; 0572; MAP

0543; 0573; MAP

0544; 0574; MAP

0545; 0575; MAP
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0546; 0576; MAP

0547; 0577; MAP

0548; 0578; MAP

0549; 0579; MAP

054A; 057A; MAP

054B; 057B; MAP

054C; 057C; MAP

054D; 057D; MAP

054E; 057E; MAP

054F; 057F; MAP

0550; 0580; MAP

0551; 0581; MAP

0552; 0582; MAP

0553; 0583; MAP

0554; 0584; MAP

0555; 0585; MAP

0556; 0586; MAP

0587; 0565 0582; MAP

1E00; 1E01; MAP

1E02; 1E03; MAP

1E04;

 1E05; MAP

1E06; 1E07; MAP

1E08; 1E09; MAP

1E0A; 1E0B; MAP

1E0C; 1E0D; MAP

1E0E; 1E0F; MAP

1E10; 1E11; MAP

1E12; 1E13; MAP

1E14; 1E15; MAP

1E16; 1E17; MAP

1E18; 1E19; MAP

1E1A; 1E1B; MAP

1E1C; 1E1D; MAP

1E1E; 1E1F; MAP

1E20; 1E21; MAP

1E22; 1E23; MAP

1E24; 1E25; MAP

1E26; 1E27; MAP

1E28; 1E29; MAP

1E2A; 1E2B; MAP

1E2C; 1E2D; MAP

1E2E; 1E2F; MAP

1E30; 1E31; MAP

1E32; 1E33; MAP

1E34; 1E35; MAP

1E36; 1E37; MAP

1E38; 1E39; MAP
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33C3; 0062 0071; MAP
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 0064 0062; MAP

33C9; 0067 0079; MAP

33CB; 0068 0070; MAP
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33DA; 0070 0072; MAP
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FF2C; FF4C; MAP

FF2D; FF4D; MAP

FF2E; FF4E; MAP

FF2F; FF4F; MAP

FF30; FF50; MAP

FF31; FF51; MAP

FF32; FF52; MAP

FF33; FF53; MAP

FF34; FF54; MAP

FF35; FF55; MAP

FF36; FF56; MAP

FF37; FF57; MAP

FF38; FF58; MAP

FF39; FF59; MAP

FF3A; FF5A; MAP

10400; 10428; MAP

10401; 10429; MAP

10402; 1042A; MAP

10403; 1042B; MAP

10404; 1042C; MAP

10405; 1042D; MAP

10406;

 1042E; MAP

10407; 1042F; MAP
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1040F; 10437; MAP

10410; 10438; MAP

10411; 10439; MAP

10412; 1043A; MAP

10413; 1043B; MAP

10414; 1043C; MAP
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10416; 1043E; MAP
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10418; 10440; MAP
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1041F; 10447; MAP

10420; 10448; MAP

10421; 10449; MAP

10422; 1044A; MAP

10423; 1044B; MAP

10424; 1044C; MAP

10425; 1044D; MAP

1D400; 0061; MAP

1D401; 0062; MAP

1D402; 0063; MAP

1D403; 0064; MAP

1D404; 0065; MAP

1D405; 0066; MAP

1D406; 0067; MAP

1D407; 0068; MAP

1D408; 0069; MAP
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1D413; 0074; MAP
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1D47A; 0073; MAP
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1D47B; 0074; MAP

1D47C; 0075; MAP

1D47D; 0076; MAP

1D47E; 0077; MAP

1D47F; 0078; MAP

1D480; 0079; MAP

1D481; 007A; MAP

1D49C; 0061; MAP

1D49E; 0063; MAP

1D49F; 0064; MAP

1D4A2; 0067; MAP

1D4A5; 006A; MAP
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 MAP

1D4A9; 006E; MAP
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1D4AC; 0071; MAP

1D4AE; 0073; MAP

1D4AF; 0074; MAP

1D4B0; 0075; MAP

1D4B1; 0076; MAP

1D4B2; 0077; MAP

1D4B3; 0078; MAP
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1D5D7; 0064; MAP

1D5D8; 0065; MAP

1D5D9; 0066; MAP

1D5DA; 0067; MAP

1D5DB; 0068; MAP

1D5DC; 0069; MAP

1D5DD; 006A; MAP

1D5DE; 006B; MAP

1D5DF; 006C; MAP

1D5E0; 006D; MAP

1D5E1; 006E; MAP

1D5E2; 006F; MAP

1D5E3; 0070; MAP

1D5E4; 0071; MAP

1D5E5; 0072; MAP

1D5E6; 0073; MAP

1D5E7; 0074; MAP

1D5E8; 0075; MAP

1D5E9; 0076; MAP

1D5EA; 0077; MAP

1D5EB; 0078; MAP

1D5EC; 0079; MAP

1D5ED; 007A; MAP

1D608; 0061; MAP

1D609; 0062; MAP

1D60A; 0063; MAP

1D60B; 0064; MAP

1D60C; 0065; MAP

1D60D; 0066; MAP

1D60E; 0067; MAP

1D60F; 0068; MAP

1D610; 0069; MAP

1D611; 006A; MAP

1D612; 006B; MAP

1D613; 006C; MAP

1D614; 006D; MAP

1D615; 006E; MAP

1D616; 006F; MAP

1D617; 0070; MAP

1D618; 0071; MAP

1D619; 0072; MAP

1D61A; 0073; MAP

1D61B; 0074; MAP
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1D61C;

 0075; MAP

1D61D; 0076; MAP

1D61E; 0077; MAP

1D61F; 0078; MAP

1D620; 0079; MAP

1D621; 007A; MAP

1D63C; 0061; MAP

1D63D; 0062; MAP

1D63E; 0063; MAP

1D63F; 0064; MAP

1D640; 0065; MAP

1D641; 0066; MAP

1D642; 0067; MAP

1D643; 0068; MAP

1D644; 0069; MAP

1D645; 006A; MAP

1D646; 006B; MAP

1D647; 006C; MAP

1D648; 006D; MAP

1D649; 006E; MAP

1D64A; 006F; MAP

1D64B; 0070; MAP

1D64C; 0071; MAP

1D64D; 0072; MAP

1D64E; 0073; MAP

1D64F; 0074; MAP

1D650; 0075; MAP

1D651; 0076; MAP

1D652; 0077; MAP

1D653; 0078; MAP

1D654; 0079; MAP

1D655; 007A; MAP

1D670; 0061; MAP

1D671; 0062; MAP

1D672; 0063; MAP

1D673; 0064; MAP

1D674; 0065; MAP

1D675; 0066; MAP

1D676; 0067; MAP

1D677; 0068; MAP

1D678; 0069; MAP

1D679; 006A; MAP

1D67A; 006B; MAP

1D67B; 006C; MAP

1D67C; 006D; MAP

1D67D; 006E; MAP

1D67E; 006F; MAP
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1D67F; 0070; MAP

1D680; 0071; MAP

1D681; 0072; MAP

1D682; 0073; MAP

1D683; 0074; MAP

1D684; 0075; MAP

1D685; 0076; MAP

1D686; 0077; MAP

1D687; 0078; MAP

1D688; 0079; MAP

1D689; 007A; MAP

1D6A8; 03B1; MAP

1D6A9;

 03B2; MAP

1D6AA; 03B3; MAP

1D6AB; 03B4; MAP

1D6AC; 03B5; MAP

1D6AD; 03B6; MAP

1D6AE; 03B7; MAP

1D6AF; 03B8; MAP

1D6B0; 03B9; MAP

1D6B1; 03BA; MAP

1D6B2; 03BB; MAP

1D6B3; 03BC; MAP

1D6B4; 03BD; MAP

1D6B5; 03BE; MAP

1D6B6; 03BF; MAP

1D6B7; 03C0; MAP

1D6B8; 03C1; MAP

1D6B9; 03B8; MAP

1D6BA; 03C3; MAP

1D6BB; 03C4; MAP

1D6BC; 03C5; MAP

1D6BD; 03C6; MAP

1D6BE; 03C7; MAP

1D6BF; 03C8; MAP

1D6C0; 03C9; MAP

1D6D3; 03C3; MAP

1D6E2; 03B1; MAP

1D6E3; 03B2; MAP

1D6E4; 03B3; MAP

1D6E5; 03B4; MAP

1D6E6; 03B5; MAP

1D6E7; 03B6; MAP

1D6E8; 03B7; MAP

1D6E9; 03B8; MAP

1D6EA; 03B9; MAP

1D6EB; 03BA; MAP
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1D6EC; 03BB; MAP

1D6ED; 03BC; MAP

1D6EE; 03BD; MAP

1D6EF; 03BE; MAP

1D6F0; 03BF; MAP

1D6F1; 03C0; MAP

1D6F2; 03C1; MAP

1D6F3; 03B8; MAP

1D6F4; 03C3; MAP

1D6F5; 03C4; MAP

1D6F6; 03C5; MAP

1D6F7; 03C6; MAP

1D6F8; 03C7; MAP

1D6F9; 03C8; MAP

1D6FA; 03C9; MAP

1D70D; 03C3; MAP

1D71C; 03B1; MAP

1D71D; 03B2; MAP

1D71E; 03B3; MAP

1D71F; 03B4; MAP

1D720; 03B5; MAP

1D721; 03B6; MAP

1D722; 03B7; MAP

1D723; 03B8; MAP

1D724;

 03B9; MAP

1D725; 03BA; MAP

1D726; 03BB; MAP

1D727; 03BC; MAP

1D728; 03BD; MAP

1D729; 03BE; MAP

1D72A; 03BF; MAP

1D72B; 03C0; MAP

1D72C; 03C1; MAP

1D72D; 03B8; MAP

1D72E; 03C3; MAP

1D72F; 03C4; MAP

1D730; 03C5; MAP

1D731; 03C6; MAP

1D732; 03C7; MAP

1D733; 03C8; MAP

1D734; 03C9; MAP

1D747; 03C3; MAP

1D756; 03B1; MAP

1D757; 03B2; MAP

1D758; 03B3; MAP

1D759; 03B4; MAP

1D75A; 03B5; MAP
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1D75B; 03B6; MAP

1D75C; 03B7; MAP

1D75D; 03B8; MAP

1D75E; 03B9; MAP

1D75F; 03BA; MAP

1D760; 03BB; MAP

1D761; 03BC; MAP

1D762; 03BD; MAP

1D763; 03BE; MAP

1D764; 03BF; MAP

1D765; 03C0; MAP

1D766; 03C1; MAP

1D767; 03B8; MAP

1D768; 03C3; MAP

1D769; 03C4; MAP

1D76A; 03C5; MAP

1D76B; 03C6; MAP

1D76C; 03C7; MAP

1D76D; 03C8; MAP

1D76E; 03C9; MAP

1D781; 03C3; MAP

1D790; 03B1; MAP

1D791; 03B2; MAP

1D792; 03B3; MAP

1D793; 03B4; MAP

1D794; 03B5; MAP

1D795; 03B6; MAP

1D796; 03B7; MAP

1D797; 03B8; MAP

1D798; 03B9; MAP

1D799; 03BA; MAP

1D79A; 03BB; MAP

1D79B; 03BC; MAP

1D79C; 03BD; MAP

1D79D; 03BE; MAP

1D79E; 03BF;

 MAP

1D79F; 03C0; MAP

1D7A0; 03C1; MAP

1D7A1; 03B8; MAP

1D7A2; 03C3; MAP

1D7A3; 03C4; MAP

1D7A4; 03C5; MAP

1D7A5; 03C6; MAP

1D7A6; 03C7; MAP

1D7A7; 03C8; MAP

1D7A8; 03C9; MAP

1D7BB; 03C3; MAP
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# Total code points 1371

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code

 points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED
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# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3530csci.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************
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#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00486.RPMAP100 and 048644B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1158_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1158_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0
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<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0
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<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x4A |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x5A |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x6A |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0
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<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00AD> \x73 |0

<U0401> \x63 |0

<U0402> \x59 |0

<U0404> \x64 |0

<U0405> \x65 |0

<U0406> \x66 |0

<U0407> \x67 |0

<U0408> \x68 |0

<U0409> \x69 |0

<U040A> \x70 |0

<U040B> \x71 |0

<U040C> \x72 |0

<U040E> \x74 |0

<U040F> \x75 |0
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<U0410> \xB9 |0

<U0411> \xBA |0

<U0412> \xED |0

<U0413> \xBF |0

<U0414> \xBC |0

<U0415> \xBD |0

<U0416> \xEC |0

<U0417> \xFA |0

<U0418> \xCB |0

<U0419> \xCC |0

<U041A> \xCD |0

<U041B> \xCE |0

<U041C> \xCF |0

<U041D> \xDA |0

<U041E> \xDB |0

<U041F> \xDC |0

<U0420> \xDE |0

<U0421> \xDF |0

<U0422>

 \xEA |0

<U0423> \xEB |0

<U0424> \xBE |0

<U0425> \xCA |0

<U0426> \xBB |0

<U0427> \xFE |0

<U0428> \xFB |0

<U0429> \xFD |0

<U042A> \x57 |0

<U042B> \xEF |0

<U042C> \xEE |0

<U042D> \xFC |0

<U042E> \xB8 |0

<U042F> \xDD |0

<U0430> \x77 |0

<U0431> \x78 |0

<U0432> \xAF |0

<U0433> \x8D |0

<U0434> \x8A |0

<U0435> \x8B |0

<U0436> \xAE |0

<U0437> \xB2 |0

<U0438> \x8F |0

<U0439> \x90 |0

<U043A> \x9A |0

<U043B> \x9B |0

<U043C> \x9C |0

<U043D> \x9D |0

<U043E> \x9E |0
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<U043F> \x9F |0

<U0440> \xAA |0

<U0441> \xAB |0

<U0442> \xAC |0

<U0443> \xAD |0

<U0444> \x8C |0

<U0445> \x8E |0

<U0446> \x80 |0

<U0447> \xB6 |0

<U0448> \xB3 |0

<U0449> \xB5 |0

<U044A> \xB7 |0

<U044B> \xB1 |0

<U044C> \xB0 |0

<U044D> \xB4 |0

<U044E> \x76 |0

<U044F> \xA0 |0

<U0451> \x44 |0

<U0452> \x42 |0

<U0454> \x45 |0

<U0455> \x46 |0

<U0456> \x47 |0

<U0457> \x48 |0

<U0458> \x49 |0

<U0459> \x51 |0

<U045A> \x52 |0

<U045B> \x53 |0

<U045C> \x54 |0

<U045E> \x55 |0

<U045F> \x56 |0

<U0490> \x62 |0

<U0491> \x43 |0

<U20AC> \xE1 |0

<U2116> \x58 |0

<UFF01>

 \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1
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<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x4A |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x5A |1
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<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x6A |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1158_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *
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# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00476.RPMAP100 and 047644B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1142_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1142_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0
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<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x4A |0

<U0024> \x67 |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x80 |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0
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<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x9E |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \x9F |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x9C |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x47 |0

<U007E> \xDC |0
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<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x70 |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0
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<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x5B |0

<U00C6> \x7B |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x7C |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0
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<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \xD0 |0

<U00E6> \xC0 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x6A |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xA1 |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x5A |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x4A |1

<UFF04> \x67 |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1
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<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x80 |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x9E |1
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<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \x9F |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x9C |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x47 |1

<UFF5E> \xDC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1142_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines
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# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B01403.RPMAP100 and 140344B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5123_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5123_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0
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<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0
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<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xAD |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBD |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0
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<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U203E> \xA0 |0

<U20AC> \xE1 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1
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<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C>

 \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1
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<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xAD |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBD |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B>

 \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

<UFF61> \x42 |0

<UFF62> \x43 |0

<UFF63> \x44 |0

<UFF64> \x45 |0

<UFF65> \x46 |0

<UFF66> \x47 |0
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<UFF67> \x48 |0

<UFF68> \x49 |0

<UFF69> \x51 |0

<UFF6A> \x52 |0

<UFF6B> \x53 |0

<UFF6C> \x54 |0

<UFF6D> \x55 |0

<UFF6E> \x56 |0

<UFF6F> \x57 |0

<UFF70> \x58 |0

<UFF71> \x59 |0

<UFF72> \x62 |0

<UFF73> \x63 |0

<UFF74> \x64 |0

<UFF75> \x65 |0

<UFF76> \x66 |0

<UFF77> \x67 |0

<UFF78> \x68 |0

<UFF79> \x69 |0

<UFF7A> \x70 |0

<UFF7B> \x71 |0

<UFF7C> \x72 |0

<UFF7D> \x73 |0

<UFF7E> \x74 |0

<UFF7F> \x75 |0

<UFF80> \x76 |0

<UFF81> \x77 |0

<UFF82> \x78 |0

<UFF83> \x8A |0

<UFF84> \x8B |0

<UFF85> \x8C |0

<UFF86> \x8D |0

<UFF87> \x8E |0

<UFF88> \x8F |0

<UFF89> \x9A |0

<UFF8A> \x9B |0

<UFF8B> \x9C |0

<UFF8C> \x9D |0

<UFF8D> \x9E |0

<UFF8E> \x9F |0

<UFF8F> \xAA |0

<UFF90> \xAB |0

<UFF91> \xAC |0

<UFF92> \xAE |0

<UFF93> \xAF |0

<UFF94> \xB3 |0

<UFF95> \xB4 |0

<UFF96> \xB5 |0
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<UFF97> \xB6 |0

<UFF98> \xB7 |0

<UFF99> \xB8 |0

<UFF9A> \xB9 |0

<UFF9B>

 \xBA |0

<UFF9C> \xBB |0

<UFF9D> \xBC |0

<UFF9E> \xBE |0

<UFF9F> \xBF |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5123_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00393.RPMAP100 and 039334B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-915_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-915_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0
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<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0
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<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0
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<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0
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<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A7> \xFD |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U0401> \xA1 |0

<U0402> \xA2 |0

<U0403> \xA3 |0

<U0404> \xA4 |0

<U0405> \xA5 |0

<U0406> \xA6 |0

<U0407> \xA7 |0

<U0408> \xA8 |0

<U0409> \xA9 |0

<U040A> \xAA |0

<U040B> \xAB |0

<U040C> \xAC |0

<U040E> \xAE |0

<U040F> \xAF |0

<U0410> \xB0 |0

<U0411> \xB1 |0

<U0412> \xB2 |0

<U0413> \xB3 |0

<U0414> \xB4 |0

<U0415> \xB5 |0

<U0416> \xB6 |0

<U0417> \xB7 |0

<U0418> \xB8 |0

<U0419> \xB9 |0

<U041A> \xBA |0

<U041B> \xBB |0

<U041C> \xBC |0

<U041D> \xBD |0

<U041E> \xBE |0

<U041F> \xBF |0

<U0420> \xC0

 |0

<U0421> \xC1 |0

<U0422> \xC2 |0

<U0423> \xC3 |0
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<U0424> \xC4 |0

<U0425> \xC5 |0

<U0426> \xC6 |0

<U0427> \xC7 |0

<U0428> \xC8 |0

<U0429> \xC9 |0

<U042A> \xCA |0

<U042B> \xCB |0

<U042C> \xCC |0

<U042D> \xCD |0

<U042E> \xCE |0

<U042F> \xCF |0

<U0430> \xD0 |0

<U0431> \xD1 |0

<U0432> \xD2 |0

<U0433> \xD3 |0

<U0434> \xD4 |0

<U0435> \xD5 |0

<U0436> \xD6 |0

<U0437> \xD7 |0

<U0438> \xD8 |0

<U0439> \xD9 |0

<U043A> \xDA |0

<U043B> \xDB |0

<U043C> \xDC |0

<U043D> \xDD |0

<U043E> \xDE |0

<U043F> \xDF |0

<U0440> \xE0 |0

<U0441> \xE1 |0

<U0442> \xE2 |0

<U0443> \xE3 |0

<U0444> \xE4 |0

<U0445> \xE5 |0

<U0446> \xE6 |0

<U0447> \xE7 |0

<U0448> \xE8 |0

<U0449> \xE9 |0

<U044A> \xEA |0

<U044B> \xEB |0

<U044C> \xEC |0

<U044D> \xED |0

<U044E> \xEE |0

<U044F> \xEF |0

<U0451> \xF1 |0

<U0452> \xF2 |0

<U0453> \xF3 |0

<U0454> \xF4 |0
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<U0455> \xF5 |0

<U0456> \xF6 |0

<U0457> \xF7 |0

<U0458> \xF8 |0

<U0459> \xF9 |0

<U045A> \xFA |0

<U045B> \xFB |0

<U045C> \xFC |0

<U045E> \xFE |0

<U045F> \xFF |0

<U2116> \xF0 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1
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<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F

 |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1
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<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-915_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2013, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B00483.RPMAP100 and 048344B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1155_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1155_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0
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<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \xFC |0

<U0023> \xEC |0

<U0024> \xAD |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0
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<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xAE |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \x68 |0

<U005C> \xDC |0

<U005D> \xAC |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x8D |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0
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<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x48 |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x8C |0

<U007E> \xCC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0
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<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x8E |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |1

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0
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<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x4A |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x7B |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \x7F |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \xC0 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xA1 |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0
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<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xE0 |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U011E> \x5A |0

<U011F> \xD0 |0

<U0130> \x5B |0

<U0131> \x79 |0

<U015E> \x7C |0

<U015F> \x6A |0

<U20AC> \x9F |0

<U20BA>

 \x9A |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \xFC |1

<UFF03> \xEC |1

<UFF04> \xAD |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xAE |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1
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<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \x68 |1

<UFF3C> \xDC |1

<UFF3D> \xAC |1

<UFF3E>

 \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x8D |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1
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<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x48 |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x8C |1

<UFF5E> \xCC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1155_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line_normal.txt

#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when

#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This tailors the line break behavior to correspond to CSS

#         line-break=normal (BCP47 -u-lb-normal) as defined for languages other than

#         Chinese & Japanese.

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like ID.

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI
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 = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];

$AP = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BA = [:LineBreak =  Break_After:];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];

$EX = [:LineBreak =  Exclamation:];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

# CSS Normal tailoring: CJ resolves to ID

$ID = [[:LineBreak =  Ideographic:] $CJ];

$IN

 = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL = [:LineBreak =  JL:];

$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];

$JT = [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

$NS = [:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:];

$PO = [:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:];

$PR = [:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:];

$QU = [:LineBreak =  Quotation:];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];
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$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW = [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ = [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the expressions,

# give

 them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];

 

# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.

 

$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),

#                               SA  (Dictionary chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL  (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus

 = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs
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$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs

 

#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW      = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA

$HY $NS $IN $NU $PR $PO $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#

$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks

 = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};

 

#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];

^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM not covered by the above needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.
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^$CM+;

 

#

# LB

 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.

#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;

 

 

 

 

# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.

#

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#
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# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces

#        Note subtle interaction with

 "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU]

 $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $HY $NS $ALPlus

$HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

$SP $IS $CM* $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.
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[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];

$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM $NU];

 

$CAN_CM

 $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

($CL | $CP) $CM* $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17

$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#

$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x

$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added as a Finnish tailoring, now promoted to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);
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^$CM+ ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't break after Hebrew

 + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA) $CM* [^$CB]?;

 

# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM*    $IN;

^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 23a

#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

($PR | $PO) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO);

^$CM+ ($PR | $PO);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

(($PR | $PO) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PO))?;

 

# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#
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$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break it)

($JL | $JV

 | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between alphabetics

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;

 

# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.

#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS

$IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $HY $NS $IN $CM]];

$RI $CM*

 $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN $ZWJ

{eof}];

# note: the preceding rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line_normal.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#________________________________________________________________________

#

# (C) COPYRIGHT International Business Machines Corp. 2000-2003

#     All Rights Reserved

#

#________________________________________________________________________

#

#       Name:    Unicode to ISO-IR-165 table

#       Date:    Wed 30 Aug,2000

#       Author:  Raghuram Viswanadha, IBM

#

#       General notes:

#       This table contains the data on how Unicode characters map into

#       P.R.China standards.  This table was originally based on "CJKXRef.text"

#       by John H. Jenkins <John_Jenkins@taligent.com> and Uni2GB.txt by

#       Koichi Yasuoka <yasuoka@kudpc.kyoto-u.ac.jp>.

#

<code_set_name>         "ISO-IR-165"

<char_name_mask>        "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>            2

<mb_cur_min>            2

<uconv_class>   

        "MBCS"

<subchar>               \x7e\x7e

<icu:state>             0-20:2, 21-7e:1, 7f-ff:2

<icu:state>             21-7e

<icu:state>

#

CHARMAP

#

#

#ISO 10646      ISO-IR-165

#_________      _________

 

<U0021> \x2A\x21 |0

<U0022> \x2A\x22 |0

<U0023> \x2A\x23 |0

<U0024> \x21\x67 |0

<U0025> \x2A\x25 |0

<U0026> \x2A\x26 |0

<U0027> \x2A\x27 |0

<U0028> \x2A\x28 |0
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<U0029> \x2A\x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A\x2A |0

<U002B> \x2A\x2B |0

<U002C> \x2A\x2C |0

<U002D> \x2A\x2D |0

<U002E> \x2A\x2E |0

<U002F> \x2A\x2F |0

<U0030> \x2A\x30 |0

<U0031> \x2A\x31 |0

<U0032> \x2A\x32 |0

<U0033> \x2A\x33 |0

<U0034> \x2A\x34 |0

<U0035> \x2A\x35 |0

<U0036> \x2A\x36 |0

<U0037> \x2A\x37 |0

<U0038> \x2A\x38 |0

<U0039> \x2A\x39 |0

<U003A> \x2A\x3A |0

<U003B> \x2A\x3B |0

<U003C> \x2A\x3C |0

<U003D> \x2A\x3D |0

<U003E> \x2A\x3E |0

<U003F> \x2A\x3F |0

<U0040> \x2A\x40 |0

<U0041> \x2A\x41 |0

<U0042> \x2A\x42 |0

<U0043> \x2A\x43 |0

<U0044> \x2A\x44 |0

<U0045> \x2A\x45 |0

<U0046> \x2A\x46 |0

<U0047> \x2A\x47 |0

<U0048> \x2A\x48

 |0

<U0049> \x2A\x49 |0

<U004A> \x2A\x4A |0

<U004B> \x2A\x4B |0

<U004C> \x2A\x4C |0

<U004D> \x2A\x4D |0

<U004E> \x2A\x4E |0

<U004F> \x2A\x4F |0

<U0050> \x2A\x50 |0

<U0051> \x2A\x51 |0

<U0052> \x2A\x52 |0

<U0053> \x2A\x53 |0

<U0054> \x2A\x54 |0

<U0055> \x2A\x55 |0

<U0056> \x2A\x56 |0

<U0057> \x2A\x57 |0
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<U0058> \x2A\x58 |0

<U0059> \x2A\x59 |0

<U005A> \x2A\x5A |0

<U005B> \x2A\x5B |0

<U005C> \x2A\x5C |0

<U005D> \x2A\x5D |0

<U005E> \x2A\x5E |0

<U005F> \x2A\x5F |0

<U0060> \x2A\x60 |0

<U0061> \x2A\x61 |0

<U0062> \x2A\x62 |0

<U0063> \x2A\x63 |0

<U0064> \x2A\x64 |0

<U0065> \x2A\x65 |0

<U0066> \x2A\x66 |0

<U0067> \x2B\x40 |0

<U0068> \x2A\x68 |0

<U0069> \x2A\x69 |0

<U006A> \x2A\x6A |0

<U006B> \x2A\x6B |0

<U006C> \x2A\x6C |0

<U006D> \x2A\x6D |0

<U006E> \x2A\x6E |0

<U006F> \x2A\x6F |0

<U0070> \x2A\x70 |0

<U0071> \x2A\x71 |0

<U0072> \x2A\x72 |0

<U0073> \x2A\x73 |0

<U0074> \x2A\x74 |0

<U0075> \x2A\x75 |0

<U0076> \x2A\x76 |0

<U0077> \x2A\x77 |0

<U0078> \x2A\x78 |0

<U0079> \x2A\x79 |0

<U007A> \x2A\x7A

 |0

<U007B> \x2A\x7B |0

<U007C> \x2A\x7C |0

<U007D> \x2A\x7D |0

<U007E> \x21\x2B |0

<U00A2> \x21\x69 |0

<U00A3> \x21\x6A |0

<U00A4> \x21\x68 |0

<U00A5> \x2A\x24 |0

<U00A7> \x21\x6C |0

<U00A8> \x21\x27 |0

<U00B0> \x21\x63 |0

<U00B1> \x21\x40 |0
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<U00D7> \x21\x41 |0

<U00E0> \x28\x24 |0

<U00E1> \x28\x22 |0

<U00E8> \x28\x28 |0

<U00E9> \x28\x26 |0

<U00EA> \x28\x3A |0

<U00EC> \x28\x2C |0

<U00ED> \x28\x2A |0

<U00F2> \x28\x30 |0

<U00F3> \x28\x2E |0

<U00F7> \x21\x42 |0

<U00F9> \x28\x34 |0

<U00FA> \x28\x32 |0

<U00FC> \x28\x39 |0

<U0101> \x28\x21 |0

<U0113> \x28\x25 |0

<U011B> \x28\x27 |0

<U012B> \x28\x29 |0

<U0144> \x28\x3D |0

<U0148> \x28\x3E |0

<U014D> \x28\x2D |0

<U016B> \x28\x31 |0

<U01CE> \x28\x23 |0

<U01D0> \x28\x2B |0

<U01D2> \x28\x2F |0

<U01D4> \x28\x33 |0

<U01D6> \x28\x35 |0

<U01D8> \x28\x36 |0

<U01DA> \x28\x37 |0

<U01DC> \x28\x38 |0

<U0251> \x28\x3B |0

<U0261> \x23\x67 |0

<U02C7> \x21\x26 |0

<U02C9> \x21\x25 |0

<U0391> \x26\x21 |0

<U0392> \x26\x22 |0

<U0393> \x26\x23 |0

<U0394> \x26\x24

 |0

<U0395> \x26\x25 |0

<U0396> \x26\x26 |0

<U0397> \x26\x27 |0

<U0398> \x26\x28 |0

<U0399> \x26\x29 |0

<U039A> \x26\x2A |0

<U039B> \x26\x2B |0

<U039C> \x26\x2C |0

<U039D> \x26\x2D |0
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<U039E> \x26\x2E |0

<U039F> \x26\x2F |0

<U03A0> \x26\x30 |0

<U03A1> \x26\x31 |0

<U03A3> \x26\x32 |0

<U03A4> \x26\x33 |0

<U03A5> \x26\x34 |0

<U03A6> \x26\x35 |0

<U03A7> \x26\x36 |0

<U03A8> \x26\x37 |0

<U03A9> \x26\x38 |0

<U03B1> \x26\x41 |0

<U03B2> \x26\x42 |0

<U03B3> \x26\x43 |0

<U03B4> \x26\x44 |0

<U03B5> \x26\x45 |0

<U03B6> \x26\x46 |0

<U03B7> \x26\x47 |0

<U03B8> \x26\x48 |0

<U03B9> \x26\x49 |0

<U03BA> \x26\x4A |0

<U03BB> \x26\x4B |0

<U03BC> \x26\x4C |0

<U03BD> \x26\x4D |0

<U03BE> \x26\x4E |0

<U03BF> \x26\x4F |0

<U03C0> \x26\x50 |0

<U03C1> \x26\x51 |0

<U03C3> \x26\x52 |0

<U03C4> \x26\x53 |0

<U03C5> \x26\x54 |0

<U03C6> \x26\x55 |0

<U03C7> \x26\x56 |0

<U03C8> \x26\x57 |0

<U03C9> \x26\x58 |0

<U0401> \x27\x27 |0

<U0410> \x27\x21 |0

<U0411> \x27\x22 |0

<U0412> \x27\x23 |0

<U0413> \x27\x24 |0

<U0414> \x27\x25

 |0

<U0415> \x27\x26 |0

<U0416> \x27\x28 |0

<U0417> \x27\x29 |0

<U0418> \x27\x2A |0

<U0419> \x27\x2B |0

<U041A> \x27\x2C |0
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<U041B> \x27\x2D |0

<U041C> \x27\x2E |0

<U041D> \x27\x2F |0

<U041E> \x27\x30 |0

<U041F> \x27\x31 |0

<U0420> \x27\x32 |0

<U0421> \x27\x33 |0

<U0422> \x27\x34 |0

<U0423> \x27\x35 |0

<U0424> \x27\x36 |0

<U0425> \x27\x37 |0

<U0426> \x27\x38 |0

<U0427> \x27\x39 |0

<U0428> \x27\x3A |0

<U0429> \x27\x3B |0

<U042A> \x27\x3C |0

<U042B> \x27\x3D |0

<U042C> \x27\x3E |0

<U042D> \x27\x3F |0

<U042E> \x27\x40 |0

<U042F> \x27\x41 |0

<U0430> \x27\x51 |0

<U0431> \x27\x52 |0

<U0432> \x27\x53 |0

<U0433> \x27\x54 |0

<U0434> \x27\x55 |0

<U0435> \x27\x56 |0

<U0436> \x27\x58 |0

<U0437> \x27\x59 |0

<U0438> \x27\x5A |0

<U0439> \x27\x5B |0

<U043A> \x27\x5C |0

<U043B> \x27\x5D |0

<U043C> \x27\x5E |0

<U043D> \x27\x5F |0

<U043E> \x27\x60 |0

<U043F> \x27\x61 |0

<U0440> \x27\x62 |0

<U0441> \x27\x63 |0

<U0442> \x27\x64 |0

<U0443> \x27\x65 |0

<U0444> \x27\x66 |0

<U0445> \x27\x67 |0

<U0446> \x27\x68

 |0

<U0447> \x27\x69 |0

<U0448> \x27\x6A |0

<U0449> \x27\x6B |0
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<U044A> \x27\x6C |0

<U044B> \x27\x6D |0

<U044C> \x27\x6E |0

<U044D> \x27\x6F |0

<U044E> \x27\x70 |0

<U044F> \x27\x71 |0

<U0451> \x27\x57 |0

<U1E3F> \x28\x3C |0

<U2015> \x21\x2A |0

<U2016> \x21\x2C |0

<U2018> \x21\x2E |0

<U2019> \x21\x2F |0

<U201C> \x21\x30 |0

<U201D> \x21\x31 |0

<U2026> \x21\x2D |0

<U2030> \x21\x6B |0

<U2032> \x21\x64 |0

<U2033> \x21\x65 |0

<U203B> \x21\x79 |0

<U203E> \x2A\x7E |0

<U2103> \x21\x66 |0

<U2116> \x21\x6D |0

<U2160> \x22\x71 |0

<U2161> \x22\x72 |0

<U2162> \x22\x73 |0

<U2163> \x22\x74 |0

<U2164> \x22\x75 |0

<U2165> \x22\x76 |0

<U2166> \x22\x77 |0

<U2167> \x22\x78 |0

<U2168> \x22\x79 |0

<U2169> \x22\x7A |0

<U216A> \x22\x7B |0

<U216B> \x22\x7C |0

<U2190> \x21\x7B |0

<U2191> \x21\x7C |0

<U2192> \x21\x7A |0

<U2193> \x21\x7D |0

<U2208> \x21\x4A |0

<U220F> \x21\x47 |0

<U2211> \x21\x46 |0

<U221A> \x21\x4C |0

<U221D> \x21\x58 |0

<U221E> \x21\x5E |0

<U2220> \x21\x4F |0

<U2225> \x21\x4E |0

<U2227> \x21\x44
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 |0

<U2228> \x21\x45 |0

<U2229> \x21\x49 |0

<U222A> \x21\x48 |0

<U222B> \x21\x52 |0

<U222E> \x21\x53 |0

<U2234> \x21\x60 |0

<U2235> \x21\x5F |0

<U2236> \x21\x43 |0

<U2237> \x21\x4B |0

<U223D> \x21\x57 |0

<U2248> \x21\x56 |0

<U224C> \x21\x55 |0

<U2260> \x21\x59 |0

<U2261> \x21\x54 |0

<U2264> \x21\x5C |0

<U2265> \x21\x5D |0

<U226E> \x21\x5A |0

<U226F> \x21\x5B |0

<U2299> \x21\x51 |0

<U22A5> \x21\x4D |0

<U2312> \x21\x50 |0

<U2460> \x22\x59 |0

<U2461> \x22\x5A |0

<U2462> \x22\x5B |0

<U2463> \x22\x5C |0

<U2464> \x22\x5D |0

<U2465> \x22\x5E |0

<U2466> \x22\x5F |0

<U2467> \x22\x60 |0

<U2468> \x22\x61 |0

<U2469> \x22\x62 |0

<U2474> \x22\x45 |0

<U2475> \x22\x46 |0

<U2476> \x22\x47 |0

<U2477> \x22\x48 |0

<U2478> \x22\x49 |0

<U2479> \x22\x4A |0

<U247A> \x22\x4B |0

<U247B> \x22\x4C |0

<U247C> \x22\x4D |0

<U247D> \x22\x4E |0

<U247E> \x22\x4F |0

<U247F> \x22\x50 |0

<U2480> \x22\x51 |0

<U2481> \x22\x52 |0

<U2482> \x22\x53 |0

<U2483> \x22\x54 |0
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<U2484> \x22\x55 |0

<U2485> \x22\x56 |0

<U2486> \x22\x57

 |0

<U2487> \x22\x58 |0

<U2488> \x22\x31 |0

<U2489> \x22\x32 |0

<U248A> \x22\x33 |0

<U248B> \x22\x34 |0

<U248C> \x22\x35 |0

<U248D> \x22\x36 |0

<U248E> \x22\x37 |0

<U248F> \x22\x38 |0

<U2490> \x22\x39 |0

<U2491> \x22\x3A |0

<U2492> \x22\x3B |0

<U2493> \x22\x3C |0

<U2494> \x22\x3D |0

<U2495> \x22\x3E |0

<U2496> \x22\x3F |0

<U2497> \x22\x40 |0

<U2498> \x22\x41 |0

<U2499> \x22\x42 |0

<U249A> \x22\x43 |0

<U249B> \x22\x44 |0

<U2500> \x29\x24 |0

<U2501> \x29\x25 |0

<U2502> \x29\x26 |0

<U2503> \x29\x27 |0

<U2504> \x29\x28 |0

<U2505> \x29\x29 |0

<U2506> \x29\x2A |0

<U2507> \x29\x2B |0

<U2508> \x29\x2C |0

<U2509> \x29\x2D |0

<U250A> \x29\x2E |0

<U250B> \x29\x2F |0

<U250C> \x29\x30 |0

<U250D> \x29\x31 |0

<U250E> \x29\x32 |0

<U250F> \x29\x33 |0

<U2510> \x29\x34 |0

<U2511> \x29\x35 |0

<U2512> \x29\x36 |0

<U2513> \x29\x37 |0

<U2514> \x29\x38 |0

<U2515> \x29\x39 |0

<U2516> \x29\x3A |0
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<U2517> \x29\x3B |0

<U2518> \x29\x3C |0

<U2519> \x29\x3D |0

<U251A> \x29\x3E |0

<U251B> \x29\x3F |0

<U251C> \x29\x40

 |0

<U251D> \x29\x41 |0

<U251E> \x29\x42 |0

<U251F> \x29\x43 |0

<U2520> \x29\x44 |0

<U2521> \x29\x45 |0

<U2522> \x29\x46 |0

<U2523> \x29\x47 |0

<U2524> \x29\x48 |0

<U2525> \x29\x49 |0

<U2526> \x29\x4A |0

<U2527> \x29\x4B |0

<U2528> \x29\x4C |0

<U2529> \x29\x4D |0

<U252A> \x29\x4E |0

<U252B> \x29\x4F |0

<U252C> \x29\x50 |0

<U252D> \x29\x51 |0

<U252E> \x29\x52 |0

<U252F> \x29\x53 |0

<U2530> \x29\x54 |0

<U2531> \x29\x55 |0

<U2532> \x29\x56 |0

<U2533> \x29\x57 |0

<U2534> \x29\x58 |0

<U2535> \x29\x59 |0

<U2536> \x29\x5A |0

<U2537> \x29\x5B |0

<U2538> \x29\x5C |0

<U2539> \x29\x5D |0

<U253A> \x29\x5E |0

<U253B> \x29\x5F |0

<U253C> \x29\x60 |0

<U253D> \x29\x61 |0

<U253E> \x29\x62 |0

<U253F> \x29\x63 |0

<U2540> \x29\x64 |0

<U2541> \x29\x65 |0

<U2542> \x29\x66 |0

<U2543> \x29\x67 |0

<U2544> \x29\x68 |0

<U2545> \x29\x69 |0
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<U2546> \x29\x6A |0

<U2547> \x29\x6B |0

<U2548> \x29\x6C |0

<U2549> \x29\x6D |0

<U254A> \x29\x6E |0

<U254B> \x29\x6F |0

<U25A0> \x21\x76 |0

<U25A1> \x21\x75 |0

<U25B2> \x21\x78

 |0

<U25B3> \x21\x77 |0

<U25C6> \x21\x74 |0

<U25C7> \x21\x73 |0

<U25CB> \x21\x70 |0

<U25CE> \x21\x72 |0

<U25CF> \x21\x71 |0

<U2605> \x21\x6F |0

<U2606> \x21\x6E |0

<U2640> \x21\x62 |0

<U2642> \x21\x61 |0

<U3000> \x21\x21 |0

<U3001> \x21\x22 |0

<U3002> \x21\x23 |0

<U3003> \x21\x28 |0

<U3005> \x21\x29 |0

<U3008> \x21\x34 |0

<U3009> \x21\x35 |0

<U300A> \x21\x36 |0

<U300B> \x21\x37 |0

<U300C> \x21\x38 |0

<U300D> \x21\x39 |0

<U300E> \x21\x3A |0

<U300F> \x21\x3B |0

<U3010> \x21\x3E |0

<U3011> \x21\x3F |0

<U3013> \x21\x7E |0

<U3014> \x21\x32 |0

<U3015> \x21\x33 |0

<U3016> \x21\x3C |0

<U3017> \x21\x3D |0

<U3037> \x2F\x65 |0

<U3041> \x24\x21 |0

<U3042> \x24\x22 |0

<U3043> \x24\x23 |0

<U3044> \x24\x24 |0

<U3045> \x24\x25 |0

<U3046> \x24\x26 |0

<U3047> \x24\x27 |0
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<U3048> \x24\x28 |0

<U3049> \x24\x29 |0

<U304A> \x24\x2A |0

<U304B> \x24\x2B |0

<U304C> \x24\x2C |0

<U304D> \x24\x2D |0

<U304E> \x24\x2E |0

<U304F> \x24\x2F |0

<U3050> \x24\x30 |0

<U3051> \x24\x31 |0

<U3052> \x24\x32 |0

<U3053> \x24\x33

 |0

<U3054> \x24\x34 |0

<U3055> \x24\x35 |0

<U3056> \x24\x36 |0

<U3057> \x24\x37 |0

<U3058> \x24\x38 |0

<U3059> \x24\x39 |0

<U305A> \x24\x3A |0

<U305B> \x24\x3B |0

<U305C> \x24\x3C |0

<U305D> \x24\x3D |0

<U305E> \x24\x3E |0

<U305F> \x24\x3F |0

<U3060> \x24\x40 |0

<U3061> \x24\x41 |0

<U3062> \x24\x42 |0

<U3063> \x24\x43 |0

<U3064> \x24\x44 |0

<U3065> \x24\x45 |0

<U3066> \x24\x46 |0

<U3067> \x24\x47 |0

<U3068> \x24\x48 |0

<U3069> \x24\x49 |0

<U306A> \x24\x4A |0

<U306B> \x24\x4B |0

<U306C> \x24\x4C |0

<U306D> \x24\x4D |0

<U306E> \x24\x4E |0

<U306F> \x24\x4F |0

<U3070> \x24\x50 |0

<U3071> \x24\x51 |0

<U3072> \x24\x52 |0

<U3073> \x24\x53 |0

<U3074> \x24\x54 |0

<U3075> \x24\x55 |0

<U3076> \x24\x56 |0
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<U3077> \x24\x57 |0

<U3078> \x24\x58 |0

<U3079> \x24\x59 |0

<U307A> \x24\x5A |0

<U307B> \x24\x5B |0

<U307C> \x24\x5C |0

<U307D> \x24\x5D |0

<U307E> \x24\x5E |0

<U307F> \x24\x5F |0

<U3080> \x24\x60 |0

<U3081> \x24\x61 |0

<U3082> \x24\x62 |0

<U3083> \x24\x63 |0

<U3084> \x24\x64 |0

<U3085> \x24\x65

 |0

<U3086> \x24\x66 |0

<U3087> \x24\x67 |0

<U3088> \x24\x68 |0

<U3089> \x24\x69 |0

<U308A> \x24\x6A |0

<U308B> \x24\x6B |0

<U308C> \x24\x6C |0

<U308D> \x24\x6D |0

<U308E> \x24\x6E |0

<U308F> \x24\x6F |0

<U3090> \x24\x70 |0

<U3091> \x24\x71 |0

<U3092> \x24\x72 |0

<U3093> \x24\x73 |0

<U30A1> \x25\x21 |0

<U30A2> \x25\x22 |0

<U30A3> \x25\x23 |0

<U30A4> \x25\x24 |0

<U30A5> \x25\x25 |0

<U30A6> \x25\x26 |0

<U30A7> \x25\x27 |0

<U30A8> \x25\x28 |0

<U30A9> \x25\x29 |0

<U30AA> \x25\x2A |0

<U30AB> \x25\x2B |0

<U30AC> \x25\x2C |0

<U30AD> \x25\x2D |0

<U30AE> \x25\x2E |0

<U30AF> \x25\x2F |0

<U30B0> \x25\x30 |0

<U30B1> \x25\x31 |0

<U30B2> \x25\x32 |0
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<U30B3> \x25\x33 |0

<U30B4> \x25\x34 |0

<U30B5> \x25\x35 |0

<U30B6> \x25\x36 |0

<U30B7> \x25\x37 |0

<U30B8> \x25\x38 |0

<U30B9> \x25\x39 |0

<U30BA> \x25\x3A |0

<U30BB> \x25\x3B |0

<U30BC> \x25\x3C |0

<U30BD> \x25\x3D |0

<U30BE> \x25\x3E |0

<U30BF> \x25\x3F |0

<U30C0> \x25\x40 |0

<U30C1> \x25\x41 |0

<U30C2> \x25\x42 |0

<U30C3> \x25\x43 |0

<U30C4> \x25\x44

 |0

<U30C5> \x25\x45 |0

<U30C6> \x25\x46 |0

<U30C7> \x25\x47 |0

<U30C8> \x25\x48 |0

<U30C9> \x25\x49 |0

<U30CA> \x25\x4A |0

<U30CB> \x25\x4B |0

<U30CC> \x25\x4C |0

<U30CD> \x25\x4D |0

<U30CE> \x25\x4E |0

<U30CF> \x25\x4F |0

<U30D0> \x25\x50 |0

<U30D1> \x25\x51 |0

<U30D2> \x25\x52 |0

<U30D3> \x25\x53 |0

<U30D4> \x25\x54 |0

<U30D5> \x25\x55 |0

<U30D6> \x25\x56 |0

<U30D7> \x25\x57 |0

<U30D8> \x25\x58 |0

<U30D9> \x25\x59 |0

<U30DA> \x25\x5A |0

<U30DB> \x25\x5B |0

<U30DC> \x25\x5C |0

<U30DD> \x25\x5D |0

<U30DE> \x25\x5E |0

<U30DF> \x25\x5F |0

<U30E0> \x25\x60 |0

<U30E1> \x25\x61 |0
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<U30E2> \x25\x62 |0

<U30E3> \x25\x63 |0

<U30E4> \x25\x64 |0

<U30E5> \x25\x65 |0

<U30E6> \x25\x66 |0

<U30E7> \x25\x67 |0

<U30E8> \x25\x68 |0

<U30E9> \x25\x69 |0

<U30EA> \x25\x6A |0

<U30EB> \x25\x6B |0

<U30EC> \x25\x6C |0

<U30ED> \x25\x6D |0

<U30EE> \x25\x6E |0

<U30EF> \x25\x6F |0

<U30F0> \x25\x70 |0

<U30F1> \x25\x71 |0

<U30F2> \x25\x72 |0

<U30F3> \x25\x73 |0

<U30F4> \x25\x74 |0

<U30F5> \x25\x75 |0

<U30F6> \x25\x76

 |0

<U30FB> \x21\x24 |0

<U3105> \x28\x45 |0

<U3106> \x28\x46 |0

<U3107> \x28\x47 |0

<U3108> \x28\x48 |0

<U3109> \x28\x49 |0

<U310A> \x28\x4A |0

<U310B> \x28\x4B |0

<U310C> \x28\x4C |0

<U310D> \x28\x4D |0

<U310E> \x28\x4E |0

<U310F> \x28\x4F |0

<U3110> \x28\x50 |0

<U3111> \x28\x51 |0

<U3112> \x28\x52 |0

<U3113> \x28\x53 |0

<U3114> \x28\x54 |0

<U3115> \x28\x55 |0

<U3116> \x28\x56 |0

<U3117> \x28\x57 |0

<U3118> \x28\x58 |0

<U3119> \x28\x59 |0

<U311A> \x28\x5A |0

<U311B> \x28\x5B |0

<U311C> \x28\x5C |0

<U311D> \x28\x5D |0
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<U311E> \x28\x5E |0

<U311F> \x28\x5F |0

<U3120> \x28\x60 |0

<U3121> \x28\x61 |0

<U3122> \x28\x62 |0

<U3123> \x28\x63 |0

<U3124> \x28\x64 |0

<U3125> \x28\x65 |0

<U3126> \x28\x66 |0

<U3127> \x28\x67 |0

<U3128> \x28\x68 |0

<U3129> \x28\x69 |0

<U3220> \x22\x65 |0

<U3221> \x22\x66 |0

<U3222> \x22\x67 |0

<U3223> \x22\x68 |0

<U3224> \x22\x69 |0

<U3225> \x22\x6A |0

<U3226> \x22\x6B |0

<U3227> \x22\x6C |0

<U3228> \x22\x6D |0

<U3229> \x22\x6E |0

<U32C0> \x2F\x21 |0

<U32C1> \x2F\x22

 |0

<U32C2> \x2F\x23 |0

<U32C3> \x2F\x24 |0

<U32C4> \x2F\x25 |0

<U32C5> \x2F\x26 |0

<U32C6> \x2F\x27 |0

<U32C7> \x2F\x28 |0

<U32C8> \x2F\x29 |0

<U32C9> \x2F\x2A |0

<U32CA> \x2F\x2B |0

<U32CB> \x2F\x2C |0

<U3358> \x2F\x4C |0

<U3359> \x2F\x4D |0

<U335A> \x2F\x4E |0

<U335B> \x2F\x4F |0

<U335C> \x2F\x50 |0

<U335D> \x2F\x51 |0

<U335E> \x2F\x52 |0

<U335F> \x2F\x53 |0

<U3360> \x2F\x54 |0

<U3361> \x2F\x55 |0

<U3362> \x2F\x56 |0

<U3363> \x2F\x57 |0

<U3364> \x2F\x58 |0
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<U3365> \x2F\x59 |0

<U3366> \x2F\x5A |0

<U3367> \x2F\x5B |0

<U3368> \x2F\x5C |0

<U3369> \x2F\x5D |0

<U336A> \x2F\x5E |0

<U336B> \x2F\x5F |0

<U336C> \x2F\x60 |0

<U336D> \x2F\x61 |0

<U336E> \x2F\x62 |0

<U336F> \x2F\x63 |0

<U3370> \x2F\x64 |0

<U33E0> \x2F\x2D |0

<U33E1> \x2F\x2E |0

<U33E2> \x2F\x2F |0

<U33E3> \x2F\x30 |0

<U33E4> \x2F\x31 |0

<U33E5> \x2F\x32 |0

<U33E6> \x2F\x33 |0

<U33E7> \x2F\x34 |0

<U33E8> \x2F\x35 |0

<U33E9> \x2F\x36 |0

<U33EA> \x2F\x37 |0

<U33EB> \x2F\x38 |0

<U33EC> \x2F\x39 |0

<U33ED> \x2F\x3A |0

<U33EE> \x2F\x3B

 |0

<U33EF> \x2F\x3C |0

<U33F0> \x2F\x3D |0

<U33F1> \x2F\x3E |0

<U33F2> \x2F\x3F |0

<U33F3> \x2F\x40 |0

<U33F4> \x2F\x41 |0

<U33F5> \x2F\x42 |0

<U33F6> \x2F\x43 |0

<U33F7> \x2F\x44 |0

<U33F8> \x2F\x45 |0

<U33F9> \x2F\x46 |0

<U33FA> \x2F\x47 |0

<U33FB> \x2F\x48 |0

<U33FC> \x2F\x49 |0

<U33FD> \x2F\x4A |0

<U33FE> \x2F\x4B |0

<U4E00> \x52\x3B |0

<U4E01> \x36\x21 |0

<U4E03> \x46\x5F |0

<U4E07> \x4D\x72 |0
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<U4E08> \x55\x49 |0

<U4E09> \x48\x7D |0

<U4E0A> \x49\x4F |0

<U4E0B> \x4F\x42 |0

<U4E0C> \x58\x22 |0

<U4E0D> \x32\x3B |0

<U4E0E> \x53\x6B |0

<U4E0F> \x7A\x21 |0

<U4E10> \x58\x24 |0

<U4E11> \x33\x73 |0

<U4E13> \x57\x28 |0

<U4E14> \x47\x52 |0

<U4E15> \x58\x27 |0

<U4E16> \x4A\x40 |0

<U4E18> \x47\x70 |0

<U4E19> \x31\x7B |0

<U4E1A> \x52\x35 |0

<U4E1B> \x34\x54 |0

<U4E1C> \x36\x2B |0

<U4E1D> \x4B\x3F |0

<U4E1E> \x58\x29 |0

<U4E22> \x36\x2A |0

<U4E24> \x41\x3D |0

<U4E25> \x51\x4F |0

<U4E26> \x2C\x76 |0

<U4E27> \x49\x25 |0

<U4E28> \x58\x2D |0

<U4E2A> \x38\x76 |0

<U4E2B> \x51\x3E |0

<U4E2C> \x63\x5C

 |0

<U4E2D> \x56\x50 |0

<U4E30> \x37\x61 |0

<U4E32> \x34\x2E |0

<U4E34> \x41\x59 |0

<U4E36> \x58\x3C |0

<U4E38> \x4D\x68 |0

<U4E39> \x35\x24 |0

<U4E3A> \x4E\x2A |0

<U4E3B> \x56\x77 |0

<U4E3D> \x40\x76 |0

<U4E3E> \x3E\x59 |0

<U4E3F> \x58\x2F |0

<U4E42> \x7A\x23 |0

<U4E43> \x44\x4B |0

<U4E45> \x3E\x43 |0

<U4E47> \x58\x31 |0

<U4E48> \x43\x34 |0
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<U4E49> \x52\x65 |0

<U4E4B> \x56\x2E |0

<U4E4C> \x4E\x5A |0

<U4E4D> \x55\x27 |0

<U4E4E> \x3A\x75 |0

<U4E4F> \x37\x26 |0

<U4E50> \x40\x56 |0

<U4E52> \x46\x39 |0

<U4E53> \x45\x52 |0

<U4E54> \x47\x47 |0

<U4E56> \x39\x54 |0

<U4E58> \x33\x4B |0

<U4E59> \x52\x52 |0

<U4E5C> \x58\x3F |0

<U4E5D> \x3E\x45 |0

<U4E5E> \x46\x72 |0

<U4E5F> \x52\x32 |0

<U4E60> \x4F\x30 |0

<U4E61> \x4F\x67 |0

<U4E66> \x4A\x69 |0

<U4E69> \x58\x40 |0

<U4E70> \x42\x72 |0

<U4E71> \x42\x52 |0

<U4E73> \x48\x69 |0

<U4E7E> \x47\x2C |0

<U4E85> \x2F\x7C |0

<U4E86> \x41\x4B |0

<U4E88> \x53\x68 |0

<U4E89> \x55\x79 |0

<U4E8B> \x4A\x42 |0

<U4E8C> \x36\x7E |0

<U4E8D> \x58\x21 |0

<U4E8E> \x53\x5A

 |0

<U4E8F> \x3F\x77 |0

<U4E91> \x54\x46 |0

<U4E92> \x3B\x25 |0

<U4E93> \x58\x41 |0

<U4E94> \x4E\x65 |0

<U4E95> \x3E\x2E |0

<U4E98> \x58\x28 |0

<U4E9A> \x51\x47 |0

<U4E9B> \x50\x29 |0

<U4E9F> \x58\x3D |0

<U4EA0> \x59\x6F |0

<U4EA1> \x4D\x76 |0

<U4EA2> \x3F\x3A |0

<U4EA4> \x3D\x3B |0
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<U4EA5> \x3A\x25 |0

<U4EA6> \x52\x60 |0

<U4EA7> \x32\x7A |0

<U4EA8> \x3A\x60 |0

<U4EA9> \x44\x36 |0

<U4EAB> \x4F\x6D |0

<U4EAC> \x3E\x29 |0

<U4EAD> \x4D\x24 |0

<U4EAE> \x41\x41 |0

<U4EB2> \x47\x57 |0

<U4EB3> \x59\x71 |0

<U4EB5> \x59\x74 |0

<U4EB6> \x7A\x38 |0

<U4EB8> \x2C\x22 |0

<U4EBA> \x48\x4B |0

<U4EBB> \x58\x69 |0

<U4EBF> \x52\x5A |0

<U4EC0> \x4A\x32 |0

<U4EC1> \x48\x4A |0

<U4EC2> \x58\x6C |0

<U4EC3> \x58\x6A |0

<U4EC4> \x58\x46 |0

<U4EC5> \x3D\x76 |0

<U4EC6> \x46\x4D |0

<U4EC7> \x33\x70 |0

<U4EC9> \x58\x6B |0

<U4ECA> \x3D\x71 |0

<U4ECB> \x3D\x69 |0

<U4ECD> \x48\x54 |0

<U4ECE> \x34\x53 |0

<U4ED1> \x42\x58 |0

<U4ED3> \x32\x56 |0

<U4ED4> \x57\x50 |0

<U4ED5> \x4A\x4B |0

<U4ED6> \x4B\x7B |0

<U4ED7> \x55\x4C

 |0

<U4ED8> \x38\x36 |0

<U4ED9> \x4F\x49 |0

<U4EDD> \x59\x5A |0

<U4EDE> \x58\x70 |0

<U4EDF> \x47\x2A |0

<U4EE1> \x58\x6E |0

<U4EE3> \x34\x7A |0

<U4EE4> \x41\x6E |0

<U4EE5> \x52\x54 |0

<U4EE8> \x58\x6D |0

<U4EEA> \x52\x47 |0
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<U4EEB> \x58\x6F |0

<U4EEC> \x43\x47 |0

<U4EF0> \x51\x76 |0

<U4EF2> \x56\x59 |0

<U4EF3> \x58\x72 |0

<U4EF5> \x58\x75 |0

<U4EF6> \x3C\x7E |0

<U4EF7> \x3C\x5B |0

<U4EFB> \x48\x4E |0

<U4EFD> \x37\x5D |0

<U4EFF> \x37\x42 |0

<U4F01> \x46\x73 |0

<U4F03> \x7A\x2E |0

<U4F09> \x58\x78 |0

<U4F0A> \x52\x41 |0

<U4F0B> \x7A\x2C |0

<U4F0D> \x4E\x69 |0

<U4F0E> \x3C\x3F |0

<U4F0F> \x37\x7C |0

<U4F10> \x37\x25 |0

<U4F11> \x50\x5D |0

<U4F15> \x2E\x23 |0

<U4F17> \x56\x5A |0

<U4F18> \x53\x45 |0

<U4F19> \x3B\x6F |0

<U4F1A> \x3B\x61 |0

<U4F1B> \x58\x71 |0

<U4F1E> \x49\x21 |0

<U4F1F> \x4E\x30 |0

<U4F20> \x34\x2B |0

<U4F21> \x2E\x24 |0

<U4F22> \x58\x73 |0

<U4F23> \x7A\x2D |0

<U4F24> \x49\x4B |0

<U4F25> \x58\x76 |0

<U4F26> \x42\x57 |0

<U4F27> \x58\x77 |0

<U4F2A> \x4E\x31 |0

<U4F2B> \x58\x79

 |0

<U4F2F> \x32\x2E |0

<U4F30> \x39\x40 |0

<U4F32> \x59\x23 |0

<U4F34> \x30\x69 |0

<U4F36> \x41\x66 |0

<U4F38> \x49\x6C |0

<U4F3A> \x4B\x45 |0

<U4F3B> \x2E\x25 |0
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<U4F3C> \x4B\x46 |0

<U4F3D> \x59\x24 |0

<U4F3E> \x2C\x23 |0

<U4F43> \x35\x68 |0

<U4F46> \x35\x2B |0

<U4F4D> \x4E\x3B |0

<U4F4E> \x35\x4D |0

<U4F4F> \x57\x21 |0

<U4F50> \x57\x74 |0

<U4F51> \x53\x53 |0

<U4F53> \x4C\x65 |0

<U4F55> \x3A\x4E |0

<U4F57> \x59\x22 |0

<U4F58> \x59\x5C |0

<U4F59> \x53\x60 |0

<U4F5A> \x58\x7D |0

<U4F5B> \x37\x70 |0

<U4F5C> \x57\x77 |0

<U4F5D> \x58\x7E |0

<U4F5E> \x58\x7A |0

<U4F5F> \x59\x21 |0

<U4F60> \x44\x63 |0

<U4F61> \x7A\x2F |0

<U4F63> \x53\x36 |0

<U4F64> \x58\x74 |0

<U4F65> \x59\x5D |0

<U4F67> \x58\x7B |0

<U4F69> \x45\x65 |0

<U4F6B> \x7A\x31 |0

<U4F6C> \x40\x50 |0

<U4F6F> \x51\x70 |0

<U4F70> \x30\x5B |0

<U4F73> \x3C\x51 |0

<U4F74> \x59\x26 |0

<U4F76> \x59\x25 |0

<U4F7A> \x7A\x30 |0

<U4F7B> \x59\x2C |0

<U4F7C> \x59\x2E |0

<U4F7E> \x59\x2B |0

<U4F7F> \x4A\x39 |0

<U4F83> \x59\x29 |0

<U4F84> \x56\x36

 |0

<U4F88> \x33\x5E |0

<U4F89> \x59\x28 |0

<U4F8B> \x40\x7D |0

<U4F8D> \x4A\x4C |0

<U4F8F> \x59\x2A |0
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<U4F91> \x59\x27 |0

<U4F94> \x59\x30 |0

<U4F97> \x36\x31 |0

<U4F9B> \x39\x29 |0

<U4F9D> \x52\x40 |0

<U4FA0> \x4F\x40 |0

<U4FA2> \x2E\x26 |0

<U4FA3> \x42\x42 |0

<U4FA5> \x3D\x44 |0

<U4FA6> \x55\x6C |0

<U4FA7> \x32\x60 |0

<U4FA8> \x47\x48 |0

<U4FA9> \x3F\x6B |0

<U4FAA> \x59\x2D |0

<U4FAC> \x59\x2F |0

<U4FAE> \x4E\x6A |0

<U4FAF> \x3A\x6E |0

<U4FB4> \x7A\x3E |0

<U4FB5> \x47\x56 |0

<U4FBF> \x31\x63 |0

<U4FC3> \x34\x59 |0

<U4FC4> \x36\x6D |0

<U4FC5> \x59\x34 |0

<U4FCA> \x3F\x21 |0

<U4FCE> \x59\x5E |0

<U4FCF> \x47\x4E |0

<U4FD0> \x40\x7E |0

<U4FD1> \x59\x38 |0

<U4FD7> \x4B\x57 |0

<U4FD8> \x37\x7D |0

<U4FDA> \x59\x35 |0

<U4FDC> \x59\x37 |0

<U4FDD> \x31\x23 |0

<U4FDE> \x53\x61 |0

<U4FDF> \x59\x39 |0

<U4FE1> \x50\x45 |0

<U4FE3> \x59\x36 |0

<U4FE6> \x59\x31 |0

<U4FE8> \x59\x32 |0

<U4FE9> \x41\x29 |0

<U4FEA> \x59\x33 |0

<U4FEB> \x7A\x32 |0

<U4FED> \x3C\x73 |0

<U4FEE> \x50\x5E |0

<U4FEF> \x38\x29

 |0

<U4FF1> \x3E\x63 |0

<U4FF3> \x59\x3D |0
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<U4FF5> \x7A\x33 |0

<U4FF6> \x7A\x36 |0

<U4FF8> \x59\x3A |0

<U4FFA> \x30\x33 |0

<U4FFE> \x59\x42 |0

<U500C> \x59\x44 |0

<U500D> \x31\x36 |0

<U500F> \x59\x3F |0

<U5012> \x35\x39 |0

<U5014> \x3E\x73 |0

<U5018> \x4C\x48 |0

<U5019> \x3A\x72 |0

<U501A> \x52\x50 |0

<U501C> \x59\x43 |0

<U501E> \x2C\x24 |0

<U501F> \x3D\x68 |0

<U5021> \x33\x2B |0

<U5022> \x7A\x35 |0

<U5025> \x59\x45 |0

<U5026> \x3E\x6B |0

<U5028> \x59\x46 |0

<U5029> \x59\x3B |0

<U502A> \x44\x5F |0

<U502C> \x59\x3E |0

<U502D> \x59\x41 |0

<U502E> \x59\x40 |0

<U5034> \x7A\x34 |0

<U503A> \x55\x2E |0

<U503C> \x56\x35 |0

<U503E> \x47\x63 |0

<U5043> \x59\x48 |0

<U5047> \x3C\x59 |0

<U5048> \x59\x4A |0

<U504C> \x59\x3C |0

<U504E> \x59\x4B |0

<U504F> \x46\x2B |0

<U5055> \x59\x49 |0

<U505A> \x57\x76 |0

<U505C> \x4D\x23 |0

<U5065> \x3D\x21 |0

<U506C> \x59\x4C |0

<U5072> \x7A\x37 |0

<U5076> \x45\x3C |0

<U5077> \x4D\x35 |0

<U507B> \x59\x4D |0

<U507E> \x59\x47 |0

<U507F> \x33\x25 |0

<U5080> \x3F\x7E
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 |0

<U5085> \x38\x35 |0

<U5088> \x40\x7C |0

<U508D> \x30\x78 |0

<U5091> \x2C\x79 |0

<U5092> \x2E\x28 |0

<U50A3> \x34\x76 |0

<U50A4> \x2E\x27 |0

<U50A5> \x59\x4E |0

<U50A7> \x59\x4F |0

<U50A8> \x34\x22 |0

<U50A9> \x59\x50 |0

<U50AC> \x34\x5F |0

<U50B2> \x30\x41 |0

<U50BA> \x59\x51 |0

<U50BB> \x49\x35 |0

<U50C7> \x2C\x25 |0

<U50CD> \x2C\x7A |0

<U50CF> \x4F\x71 |0

<U50D6> \x59\x52 |0

<U50DA> \x41\x45 |0

<U50E6> \x59\x56 |0

<U50E7> \x49\x2E |0

<U50EC> \x59\x55 |0

<U50ED> \x59\x54 |0

<U50EE> \x59\x57 |0

<U50F0> \x7A\x2B |0

<U50F3> \x4B\x5B |0

<U50F5> \x3D\x29 |0

<U50FB> \x46\x27 |0

<U5106> \x59\x53 |0

<U5107> \x59\x58 |0

<U510B> \x59\x59 |0

<U5112> \x48\x65 |0

<U5121> \x40\x5C |0

<U513F> \x36\x79 |0

<U5140> \x58\x23 |0

<U5141> \x54\x4A |0

<U5143> \x54\x2A |0

<U5144> \x50\x56 |0

<U5145> \x33\x64 |0

<U5146> \x55\x57 |0

<U5148> \x4F\x48 |0

<U5149> \x39\x62 |0

<U514B> \x3F\x4B |0

<U514D> \x43\x62 |0

<U5151> \x36\x52 |0

<U5154> \x4D\x43 |0
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<U5155> \x59\x6E |0

<U5156> \x59\x70 |0

<U515A> \x35\x33

 |0

<U515C> \x36\x35 |0

<U5162> \x3E\x24 |0

<U5165> \x48\x6B |0

<U5168> \x48\x2B |0

<U516B> \x30\x4B |0

<U516C> \x39\x2B |0

<U516D> \x41\x79 |0

<U516E> \x59\x62 |0

<U5170> \x40\x3C |0

<U5171> \x39\x32 |0

<U5173> \x39\x58 |0

<U5174> \x50\x4B |0

<U5175> \x31\x78 |0

<U5176> \x46\x64 |0

<U5177> \x3E\x5F |0

<U5178> \x35\x64 |0

<U5179> \x57\x48 |0

<U517B> \x51\x78 |0

<U517C> \x3C\x66 |0

<U517D> \x4A\x5E |0

<U5180> \x3C\x3D |0

<U5181> \x59\x66 |0

<U5182> \x58\x67 |0

<U5185> \x44\x5A |0

<U5187> \x7A\x29 |0

<U5188> \x38\x54 |0

<U5189> \x48\x3D |0

<U518C> \x32\x61 |0

<U518D> \x54\x59 |0

<U518F> \x7A\x2A |0

<U5192> \x43\x30 |0

<U5195> \x43\x61 |0

<U5196> \x5A\x22 |0

<U5197> \x48\x5F |0

<U5199> \x50\x34 |0

<U519B> \x3E\x7C |0

<U519C> \x45\x29 |0

<U51A0> \x39\x5A |0

<U51A2> \x5A\x23 |0

<U51A4> \x54\x29 |0

<U51A5> \x5A\x24 |0

<U51A8> \x2E\x2B |0

<U51AB> \x59\x7B |0

<U51AC> \x36\x2C |0
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<U51AE> \x7A\x39 |0

<U51AF> \x37\x6B |0

<U51B0> \x31\x79 |0

<U51B1> \x59\x7C |0

<U51B2> \x33\x65 |0

<U51B3> \x3E\x76

 |0

<U51B5> \x3F\x76 |0

<U51B6> \x52\x31 |0

<U51B7> \x40\x64 |0

<U51BB> \x36\x33 |0

<U51BC> \x59\x7E |0

<U51BD> \x59\x7D |0

<U51C0> \x3E\x3B |0

<U51C3> \x2E\x2A |0

<U51C4> \x46\x60 |0

<U51C6> \x57\x3C |0

<U51C7> \x5A\x21 |0

<U51C9> \x41\x39 |0

<U51CB> \x35\x72 |0

<U51CC> \x41\x68 |0

<U51CF> \x3C\x75 |0

<U51D1> \x34\x55 |0

<U51DB> \x41\x5D |0

<U51DD> \x44\x7D |0

<U51E0> \x3C\x38 |0

<U51E1> \x37\x32 |0

<U51E4> \x37\x6F |0

<U51EB> \x59\x6C |0

<U51ED> \x46\x3E |0

<U51EF> \x3F\x2D |0

<U51F0> \x3B\x4B |0

<U51F3> \x35\x4A |0

<U51F5> \x5B\x49 |0

<U51F6> \x50\x57 |0

<U51F8> \x4D\x39 |0

<U51F9> \x30\x3C |0

<U51FA> \x33\x76 |0

<U51FB> \x3B\x77 |0

<U51FC> \x5B\x4A |0

<U51FD> \x3A\x2F |0

<U51FF> \x54\x64 |0

<U5200> \x35\x36 |0

<U5201> \x35\x73 |0

<U5202> \x58\x56 |0

<U5203> \x48\x50 |0

<U5206> \x37\x56 |0

<U5207> \x47\x50 |0
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<U5208> \x58\x57 |0

<U520A> \x3F\x2F |0

<U520D> \x5B\x3B |0

<U520E> \x58\x58 |0

<U5211> \x50\x4C |0

<U5212> \x3B\x2E |0

<U5216> \x6B\x3E |0

<U5217> \x41\x50 |0

<U5218> \x41\x75

 |0

<U5219> \x54\x72 |0

<U521A> \x38\x55 |0

<U521B> \x34\x34 |0

<U521D> \x33\x75 |0

<U5220> \x49\x3E |0

<U5224> \x45\x50 |0

<U5228> \x45\x59 |0

<U5229> \x40\x7B |0

<U522B> \x31\x70 |0

<U522C> \x7A\x3C |0

<U522D> \x58\x59 |0

<U522E> \x39\x4E |0

<U5230> \x35\x3D |0

<U5232> \x7A\x3D |0

<U5233> \x58\x5A |0

<U5236> \x56\x46 |0

<U5237> \x4B\x22 |0

<U5238> \x48\x2F |0

<U5239> \x49\x32 |0

<U523A> \x34\x4C |0

<U523B> \x3F\x4C |0

<U523D> \x39\x74 |0

<U523F> \x58\x5B |0

<U5240> \x58\x5C |0

<U5241> \x36\x67 |0

<U5242> \x3C\x41 |0

<U5243> \x4C\x6A |0

<U5245> \x7E\x5B |0

<U524A> \x4F\x77 |0

<U524C> \x58\x5D |0

<U524D> \x47\x30 |0

<U5250> \x39\x50 |0

<U5251> \x3D\x23 |0

<U5254> \x4C\x5E |0

<U5256> \x46\x4A |0

<U525C> \x58\x60 |0

<U525E> \x58\x5E |0

<U5261> \x58\x5F |0
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<U5265> \x30\x7E |0

<U5267> \x3E\x67 |0

<U5269> \x4A\x23 |0

<U526A> \x3C\x74 |0

<U526F> \x38\x31 |0

<U5272> \x38\x6E |0

<U527A> \x7C\x38 |0

<U527D> \x58\x62 |0

<U527F> \x3D\x4B |0

<U5281> \x58\x64 |0

<U5282> \x58\x63 |0

<U5288> \x45\x7C

 |0

<U5290> \x58\x65 |0

<U5293> \x58\x66 |0

<U5298> \x7A\x3F |0

<U529B> \x41\x26 |0

<U529D> \x48\x30 |0

<U529E> \x30\x6C |0

<U529F> \x39\x26 |0

<U52A0> \x3C\x53 |0

<U52A1> \x4E\x71 |0

<U52A2> \x5B\x3D |0

<U52A3> \x41\x53 |0

<U52A8> \x36\x2F |0

<U52A9> \x56\x7A |0

<U52AA> \x45\x2C |0

<U52AB> \x3D\x59 |0

<U52AC> \x5B\x3E |0

<U52AD> \x5B\x3F |0

<U52B1> \x40\x78 |0

<U52B2> \x3E\x22 |0

<U52B3> \x40\x4D |0

<U52B9> \x2C\x7B |0

<U52BB> \x7A\x40 |0

<U52BC> \x7A\x41 |0

<U52BE> \x5B\x40 |0

<U52BF> \x4A\x46 |0

<U52C3> \x32\x2A |0

<U52C7> \x53\x42 |0

<U52C9> \x43\x63 |0

<U52CB> \x51\x2B |0

<U52CD> \x7A\x42 |0

<U52D0> \x5B\x42 |0

<U52D2> \x40\x55 |0

<U52D6> \x5B\x43 |0

<U52D8> \x3F\x31 |0

<U52DA> \x7A\x43 |0
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<U52DF> \x44\x3C |0

<U52E4> \x47\x5A |0

<U52F0> \x5B\x44 |0

<U52F3> \x2D\x53 |0

<U52F7> \x7A\x44 |0

<U52F9> \x59\x68 |0

<U52FA> \x49\x57 |0

<U52FE> \x39\x34 |0

<U52FF> \x4E\x70 |0

<U5300> \x54\x48 |0

<U5305> \x30\x7C |0

<U5306> \x34\x52 |0

<U5308> \x50\x59 |0

<U530A> \x2E\x29 |0

<U530D> \x59\x69

 |0

<U530F> \x5E\x4B |0

<U5310> \x59\x6B |0

<U5315> \x58\x30 |0

<U5316> \x3B\x2F |0

<U5317> \x31\x31 |0

<U5319> \x33\x57 |0

<U531A> \x58\x4E |0

<U531C> \x7A\x28 |0

<U531D> \x54\x51 |0

<U5320> \x3D\x33 |0

<U5321> \x3F\x6F |0

<U5323> \x4F\x3B |0

<U5326> \x58\x50 |0

<U532A> \x37\x4B |0

<U532E> \x58\x51 |0

<U5339> \x46\x25 |0

<U533A> \x47\x78 |0

<U533B> \x52\x3D |0

<U533E> \x58\x52 |0

<U533F> \x44\x64 |0

<U5341> \x4A\x2E |0

<U5343> \x47\x27 |0

<U5345> \x58\x26 |0

<U5347> \x49\x7D |0

<U5348> \x4E\x67 |0

<U5349> \x3B\x5C |0

<U534A> \x30\x6B |0

<U534E> \x3B\x2A |0

<U534F> \x50\x2D |0

<U5351> \x31\x30 |0

<U5352> \x57\x64 |0

<U5353> \x57\x3F |0
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<U5355> \x35\x25 |0

<U5356> \x42\x74 |0

<U5357> \x44\x4F |0

<U535A> \x32\x29 |0

<U535C> \x32\x37 |0

<U535E> \x31\x65 |0

<U535F> \x5F\x32 |0

<U5360> \x55\x3C |0

<U5361> \x3F\x28 |0

<U5362> \x42\x2C |0

<U5363> \x58\x55 |0

<U5364> \x42\x31 |0

<U5366> \x58\x54 |0

<U5367> \x4E\x54 |0

<U5369> \x5A\x60 |0

<U536B> \x4E\x40 |0

<U536E> \x58\x34 |0

<U536F> \x43\x2E

 |0

<U5370> \x53\x21 |0

<U5371> \x4E\x23 |0

<U5373> \x3C\x34 |0

<U5374> \x48\x34 |0

<U5375> \x42\x51 |0

<U5377> \x3E\x6D |0

<U5378> \x50\x36 |0

<U537A> \x5A\x61 |0

<U537F> \x47\x64 |0

<U5382> \x33\x27 |0

<U5384> \x36\x72 |0

<U5385> \x4C\x7C |0

<U5386> \x40\x7A |0

<U5389> \x40\x77 |0

<U538B> \x51\x39 |0

<U538C> \x51\x61 |0

<U538D> \x58\x47 |0

<U5390> \x2E\x21 |0

<U5395> \x32\x5E |0

<U5398> \x40\x65 |0

<U539A> \x3A\x71 |0

<U539D> \x58\x48 |0

<U539F> \x54\x2D |0

<U53A2> \x4F\x61 |0

<U53A3> \x58\x49 |0

<U53A5> \x58\x4A |0

<U53A6> \x4F\x43 |0

<U53A8> \x33\x78 |0

<U53A9> \x3E\x47 |0
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<U53AE> \x58\x4B |0

<U53B6> \x5B\x4C |0

<U53BB> \x48\x25 |0

<U53BE> \x2C\x21 |0

<U53BF> \x4F\x58 |0

<U53C1> \x48\x7E |0

<U53C2> \x32\x4E |0

<U53C6> \x7A\x45 |0

<U53C7> \x7A\x46 |0

<U53C8> \x53\x56 |0

<U53C9> \x32\x66 |0

<U53CA> \x3C\x30 |0

<U53CB> \x53\x51 |0

<U53CC> \x4B\x2B |0

<U53CD> \x37\x34 |0

<U53D1> \x37\x22 |0

<U53D4> \x4A\x65 |0

<U53D6> \x48\x21 |0

<U53D7> \x4A\x5C |0

<U53D8> \x31\x64 |0

<U53D9> \x50\x70

 |0

<U53DB> \x45\x51 |0

<U53DF> \x5B\x45 |0

<U53E0> \x35\x7E |0

<U53E3> \x3F\x5A |0

<U53E4> \x39\x45 |0

<U53E5> \x3E\x64 |0

<U53E6> \x41\x6D |0

<U53E8> \x5F\x36 |0

<U53E9> \x5F\x35 |0

<U53EA> \x56\x3B |0

<U53EB> \x3D\x50 |0

<U53EC> \x55\x59 |0

<U53ED> \x30\x48 |0

<U53EE> \x36\x23 |0

<U53EF> \x3F\x49 |0

<U53F0> \x4C\x28 |0

<U53F1> \x5F\x33 |0

<U53F2> \x4A\x37 |0

<U53F3> \x53\x52 |0

<U53F5> \x58\x4F |0

<U53F6> \x52\x36 |0

<U53F7> \x3A\x45 |0

<U53F8> \x4B\x3E |0

<U53F9> \x4C\x3E |0

<U53FB> \x5F\x37 |0

<U53FC> \x35\x70 |0
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<U53FD> \x5F\x34 |0

<U5401> \x53\x75 |0

<U5403> \x33\x54 |0

<U5404> \x38\x77 |0

<U5406> \x5F\x3A |0

<U5408> \x3A\x4F |0

<U5409> \x3C\x2A |0

<U540A> \x35\x75 |0

<U540C> \x4D\x2C |0

<U540D> \x43\x7B |0

<U540E> \x3A\x73 |0

<U540F> \x40\x74 |0

<U5410> \x4D\x42 |0

<U5411> \x4F\x72 |0

<U5412> \x5F\x38 |0

<U5413> \x4F\x45 |0

<U5415> \x42\x40 |0

<U5416> \x5F\x39 |0

<U5417> \x42\x70 |0

<U541B> \x3E\x7D |0

<U541D> \x41\x5F |0

<U541E> \x4D\x4C |0

<U541F> \x52\x77 |0

<U5420> \x37\x4D

 |0

<U5421> \x5F\x41 |0

<U5423> \x5F\x44 |0

<U5426> \x37\x71 |0

<U5427> \x30\x49 |0

<U5428> \x36\x56 |0

<U5429> \x37\x54 |0

<U542B> \x3A\x2C |0

<U542C> \x4C\x7D |0

<U542D> \x3F\x54 |0

<U542E> \x4B\x31 |0

<U542F> \x46\x74 |0

<U5431> \x56\x28 |0

<U5432> \x5F\x45 |0

<U5434> \x4E\x62 |0

<U5435> \x33\x33 |0

<U5438> \x4E\x7C |0

<U5439> \x34\x35 |0

<U543B> \x4E\x47 |0

<U543C> \x3A\x70 |0

<U543E> \x4E\x61 |0

<U5440> \x51\x3D |0

<U5443> \x5F\x40 |0

<U5446> \x34\x74 |0
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<U5448> \x33\x4A |0

<U544A> \x38\x66 |0

<U544B> \x5F\x3B |0

<U5450> \x44\x45 |0

<U5452> \x5F\x3C |0

<U5453> \x5F\x3D |0

<U5454> \x5F\x3E |0

<U5455> \x45\x3B |0

<U5456> \x5F\x3F |0

<U5457> \x5F\x42 |0

<U5458> \x54\x31 |0

<U5459> \x5F\x43 |0

<U545B> \x47\x3A |0

<U545C> \x4E\x58 |0

<U5462> \x44\x58 |0

<U5464> \x5F\x4A |0

<U5466> \x5F\x4F |0

<U5468> \x56\x5C |0

<U5471> \x5F\x49 |0

<U5472> \x5F\x5A |0

<U5473> \x4E\x36 |0

<U5475> \x3A\x47 |0

<U5476> \x5F\x4E |0

<U5477> \x5F\x48 |0

<U5478> \x45\x5E |0

<U547B> \x49\x6B |0

<U547C> \x3A\x74

 |0

<U547D> \x43\x7C |0

<U5480> \x3E\x57 |0

<U5482> \x5F\x46 |0

<U5484> \x5F\x4D |0

<U5486> \x45\x58 |0

<U548B> \x55\x26 |0

<U548C> \x3A\x4D |0

<U548E> \x3E\x4C |0

<U548F> \x53\x3D |0

<U5490> \x38\x40 |0

<U5492> \x56\x64 |0

<U5494> \x5F\x47 |0

<U5495> \x39\x3E |0

<U5496> \x3F\x27 |0

<U5499> \x41\x7C |0

<U549A> \x5F\x4B |0

<U549B> \x5F\x4C |0

<U549D> \x5F\x50 |0

<U54A3> \x5F\x5B |0

<U54A4> \x5F\x65 |0
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<U54A5> \x7A\x60 |0

<U54A6> \x5F\x57 |0

<U54A7> \x5F\x56 |0

<U54A8> \x57\x49 |0

<U54A9> \x5F\x63 |0

<U54AA> \x5F\x64 |0

<U54AB> \x65\x6B |0

<U54AC> \x52\x27 |0

<U54AD> \x5F\x52 |0

<U54AF> \x3F\x29 |0

<U54B1> \x54\x5B |0

<U54B3> \x3F\x48 |0

<U54B4> \x5F\x54 |0

<U54B8> \x4F\x4C |0

<U54BB> \x5F\x5D |0

<U54BD> \x51\x4A |0

<U54BF> \x5F\x5E |0

<U54C0> \x30\x27 |0

<U54C1> \x46\x37 |0

<U54C2> \x5F\x53 |0

<U54C4> \x3A\x65 |0

<U54C6> \x36\x5F |0

<U54C7> \x4D\x5B |0

<U54C8> \x39\x7E |0

<U54C9> \x54\x55 |0

<U54CC> \x5F\x5F |0

<U54CD> \x4F\x6C |0

<U54CE> \x30\x25 |0

<U54CF> \x5F\x67 |0

<U54D0> \x5F\x51

 |0

<U54D1> \x51\x46 |0

<U54D2> \x5F\x55 |0

<U54D3> \x5F\x58 |0

<U54D4> \x5F\x59 |0

<U54D5> \x5F\x5C |0

<U54D7> \x3B\x29 |0

<U54D9> \x5F\x60 |0

<U54DA> \x5F\x61 |0

<U54DC> \x5F\x62 |0

<U54DD> \x5F\x66 |0

<U54DE> \x5F\x68 |0

<U54DF> \x53\x34 |0

<U54E5> \x38\x67 |0

<U54E6> \x45\x36 |0

<U54E7> \x5F\x6A |0

<U54E8> \x49\x5A |0

<U54E9> \x41\x28 |0
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<U54EA> \x44\x44 |0

<U54ED> \x3F\x5E |0

<U54EE> \x4F\x78 |0

<U54F2> \x55\x5C |0

<U54F3> \x5F\x6E |0

<U54FA> \x32\x38 |0

<U54FC> \x3A\x5F |0

<U54FD> \x5F\x6C |0

<U54FF> \x5B\x41 |0

<U5501> \x51\x64 |0

<U5506> \x4B\x74 |0

<U5507> \x34\x3D |0

<U5509> \x30\x26 |0

<U550F> \x5F\x71 |0

<U5510> \x4C\x46 |0

<U5511> \x5F\x72 |0

<U5514> \x5F\x6D |0

<U551B> \x5F\x69 |0

<U551D> \x7A\x61 |0

<U5520> \x5F\x6B |0

<U5522> \x5F\x6F |0

<U5523> \x5F\x70 |0

<U5524> \x3B\x3D |0

<U5527> \x5F\x73 |0

<U552A> \x5F\x74 |0

<U552C> \x3B\x23 |0

<U552E> \x4A\x5B |0

<U552F> \x4E\x28 |0

<U5530> \x60\x27 |0

<U5531> \x33\x2A |0

<U5533> \x60\x26 |0

<U5536> \x7A\x62 |0

<U5537> \x60\x21

 |0

<U553C> \x5F\x7E |0

<U553E> \x4D\x59 |0

<U553F> \x5F\x7C |0

<U5541> \x5F\x7A |0

<U5543> \x3F\x50 |0

<U5544> \x57\x44 |0

<U5546> \x49\x4C |0

<U5549> \x5F\x78 |0

<U554A> \x30\x21 |0

<U554D> \x7A\x64 |0

<U5550> \x5F\x7D |0

<U5555> \x5F\x7B |0

<U5556> \x60\x22 |0

<U5557> \x2C\x7D |0
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<U555C> \x60\x28 |0

<U5561> \x37\x48 |0

<U5564> \x46\x21 |0

<U5565> \x49\x36 |0

<U5566> \x40\x32 |0

<U5567> \x5F\x75 |0

<U556A> \x45\x3E |0

<U556C> \x58\x44 |0

<U556D> \x5F\x79 |0

<U556E> \x44\x76 |0

<U556F> \x7A\x63 |0

<U5570> \x2F\x7D |0

<U5574> \x2C\x38 |0

<U5575> \x60\x23 |0

<U5576> \x60\x24 |0

<U5577> \x60\x25 |0

<U5578> \x50\x25 |0

<U557B> \x60\x34 |0

<U557C> \x4C\x64 |0

<U557E> \x60\x31 |0

<U5580> \x3F\x26 |0

<U5581> \x60\x2F |0

<U5582> \x4E\x39 |0

<U5583> \x60\x2B |0

<U5584> \x49\x46 |0

<U5586> \x2D\x5E |0

<U5587> \x40\x2E |0

<U5588> \x60\x2E |0

<U5589> \x3A\x6D |0

<U558A> \x3A\x30 |0

<U558B> \x60\x29 |0

<U558F> \x5F\x76 |0

<U5591> \x60\x33 |0

<U5594> \x60\x38 |0

<U5598> \x34\x2D |0

<U5599> \x60\x39

 |0

<U559C> \x4F\x32 |0

<U559D> \x3A\x48 |0

<U559F> \x60\x30 |0

<U55A4> \x2C\x39 |0

<U55A7> \x50\x7A |0

<U55B1> \x60\x2C |0

<U55B3> \x54\x7B |0

<U55B5> \x5F\x77 |0

<U55B7> \x45\x67 |0

<U55B9> \x60\x2D |0

<U55BB> \x53\x77 |0
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<U55BD> \x60\x36 |0

<U55BE> \x60\x37 |0

<U55C4> \x60\x44 |0

<U55C5> \x50\x61 |0

<U55C9> \x60\x3C |0

<U55CC> \x60\x49 |0

<U55CD> \x60\x4A |0

<U55D1> \x60\x3E |0

<U55D2> \x60\x2A |0

<U55D3> \x49\x24 |0

<U55D4> \x60\x41 |0

<U55D6> \x60\x32 |0

<U55DC> \x4A\x48 |0

<U55DD> \x60\x43 |0

<U55DF> \x60\x35 |0

<U55E1> \x4E\x4B |0

<U55E3> \x4B\x43 |0

<U55E4> \x60\x4D |0

<U55E5> \x60\x46 |0

<U55E6> \x60\x42 |0

<U55E8> \x60\x4B |0

<U55EA> \x60\x3A |0

<U55EB> \x60\x3F |0

<U55EC> \x60\x40 |0

<U55EF> \x60\x45 |0

<U55F2> \x60\x47 |0

<U55F3> \x60\x48 |0

<U55F5> \x60\x4C |0

<U55F7> \x60\x3B |0

<U55FD> \x4B\x54 |0

<U55FE> \x60\x55 |0

<U5600> \x60\x56 |0

<U5601> \x60\x52 |0

<U5608> \x60\x50 |0

<U5609> \x3C\x4E |0

<U560C> \x60\x51 |0

<U560E> \x38\x42 |0

<U560F> \x58\x45 |0

<U5618> \x50\x6A

 |0

<U561B> \x42\x6F |0

<U561E> \x60\x4F |0

<U561F> \x60\x3D |0

<U5623> \x60\x54 |0

<U5624> \x60\x53 |0

<U5627> \x60\x57 |0

<U562C> \x60\x5C |0

<U562D> \x60\x58 |0
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<U5631> \x56\x76 |0

<U5632> \x33\x30 |0

<U5634> \x57\x6C |0

<U5636> \x4B\x3B |0

<U5639> \x60\x5A |0

<U563B> \x4E\x7B |0

<U563F> \x3A\x59 |0

<U5640> \x2C\x3A |0

<U564C> \x60\x61 |0

<U564D> \x60\x5D |0

<U564E> \x52\x2D |0

<U5654> \x60\x62 |0

<U5657> \x60\x5B |0

<U5658> \x60\x59 |0

<U5659> \x60\x5F |0

<U565C> \x60\x60 |0

<U5662> \x60\x5E |0

<U5664> \x60\x64 |0

<U5668> \x46\x77 |0

<U5669> \x58\x2C |0

<U566A> \x54\x6B |0

<U566B> \x60\x66 |0

<U566C> \x4A\x49 |0

<U5671> \x60\x65 |0

<U5676> \x38\x41 |0

<U567B> \x60\x67 |0

<U567C> \x60\x68 |0

<U5684> \x2C\x3B |0

<U5685> \x60\x69 |0

<U5686> \x60\x63 |0

<U568E> \x3A\x3F |0

<U568F> \x4C\x67 |0

<U5693> \x60\x6A |0

<U569A> \x7A\x65 |0

<U569C> \x7A\x66 |0

<U56A3> \x4F\x79 |0

<U56AD> \x7A\x5B |0

<U56AF> \x60\x6B |0

<U56B7> \x48\x42 |0

<U56BC> \x3D\x40 |0

<U56CA> \x44\x52 |0

<U56D4> \x60\x6C

 |0

<U56D7> \x60\x6D |0

<U56DA> \x47\x74 |0

<U56DB> \x4B\x44 |0

<U56DD> \x60\x6E |0

<U56DE> \x3B\x58 |0
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<U56DF> \x58\x36 |0

<U56E0> \x52\x72 |0

<U56E1> \x60\x6F |0

<U56E2> \x4D\x45 |0

<U56E4> \x36\x5A |0

<U56EB> \x60\x71 |0

<U56ED> \x54\x30 |0

<U56F0> \x40\x27 |0

<U56F1> \x34\x51 |0

<U56F4> \x4E\x27 |0

<U56F5> \x60\x70 |0

<U56F7> \x7A\x67 |0

<U56F9> \x60\x72 |0

<U56FA> \x39\x4C |0

<U56FD> \x39\x7A |0

<U56FE> \x4D\x3C |0

<U56FF> \x60\x73 |0

<U5703> \x46\x54 |0

<U5704> \x60\x74 |0

<U5706> \x54\x32 |0

<U5708> \x48\x26 |0

<U5709> \x60\x76 |0

<U570A> \x60\x75 |0

<U5710> \x7A\x68 |0

<U5719> \x7A\x69 |0

<U571C> \x60\x77 |0

<U571F> \x4D\x41 |0

<U5723> \x4A\x25 |0

<U5728> \x54\x5A |0

<U5729> \x5B\x57 |0

<U572A> \x5B\x59 |0

<U572C> \x5B\x58 |0

<U572D> \x39\x67 |0

<U572E> \x5B\x5C |0

<U572F> \x5B\x5D |0

<U5730> \x35\x58 |0

<U5733> \x5B\x5A |0

<U5739> \x5B\x5B |0

<U573A> \x33\x21 |0

<U573B> \x5B\x5F |0

<U573E> \x3B\x78 |0

<U5740> \x56\x37 |0

<U5742> \x5B\x60 |0

<U5747> \x3E\x79 |0

<U574A> \x37\x3B

 |0

<U574C> \x5B\x50 |0

<U574D> \x4C\x2E |0
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<U574E> \x3F\x32 |0

<U574F> \x3B\x35 |0

<U5750> \x57\x78 |0

<U5751> \x3F\x53 |0

<U5757> \x3F\x69 |0

<U575A> \x3C\x61 |0

<U575B> \x4C\x33 |0

<U575C> \x5B\x5E |0

<U575D> \x30\x53 |0

<U575E> \x4E\x6B |0

<U575F> \x37\x58 |0

<U5760> \x57\x39 |0

<U5761> \x46\x42 |0

<U5764> \x40\x24 |0

<U5766> \x4C\x39 |0

<U5768> \x5B\x67 |0

<U5769> \x5B\x61 |0

<U576A> \x46\x3A |0

<U576B> \x5B\x63 |0

<U576C> \x7A\x48 |0

<U576D> \x5B\x68 |0

<U576F> \x45\x77 |0

<U5770> \x7A\x47 |0

<U5773> \x5B\x6A |0

<U5776> \x5B\x69 |0

<U5777> \x3F\x40 |0

<U577B> \x5B\x66 |0

<U577C> \x5B\x65 |0

<U577F> \x2D\x5D |0

<U5782> \x34\x39 |0

<U5783> \x40\x2C |0

<U5784> \x42\x22 |0

<U5785> \x5B\x62 |0

<U5786> \x5B\x64 |0

<U5787> \x2E\x2D |0

<U578B> \x50\x4D |0

<U578C> \x5B\x6D |0

<U5792> \x40\x5D |0

<U5793> \x5B\x72 |0

<U5795> \x2E\x2F |0

<U579A> \x2E\x2E |0

<U579B> \x36\x62 |0

<U579E> \x7A\x4B |0

<U579F> \x7A\x4A |0

<U57A0> \x5B\x73 |0

<U57A1> \x5B\x52 |0

<U57A2> \x39\x38 |0

<U57A3> \x54\x2B
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 |0

<U57A4> \x5B\x6C |0

<U57A6> \x3F\x51 |0

<U57A7> \x5B\x70 |0

<U57A9> \x5B\x51 |0

<U57AB> \x35\x66 |0

<U57AD> \x5B\x6B |0

<U57AE> \x3F\x65 |0

<U57B1> \x7A\x49 |0

<U57B2> \x5B\x6E |0

<U57B4> \x5B\x71 |0

<U57B8> \x5B\x79 |0

<U57BE> \x7A\x4C |0

<U57C2> \x39\x21 |0

<U57C3> \x30\x23 |0

<U57CB> \x42\x71 |0

<U57CC> \x7A\x4D |0

<U57CE> \x33\x47 |0

<U57CF> \x5B\x6F |0

<U57D2> \x5B\x78 |0

<U57D4> \x46\x52 |0

<U57D5> \x5B\x74 |0

<U57D8> \x5B\x75 |0

<U57D9> \x5B\x77 |0

<U57DA> \x5B\x76 |0

<U57DD> \x5B\x7E |0

<U57DF> \x53\x72 |0

<U57E0> \x32\x3A |0

<U57E4> \x5B\x7D |0

<U57EB> \x2E\x30 |0

<U57ED> \x5C\x24 |0

<U57EF> \x5B\x7B |0

<U57F4> \x5B\x7A |0

<U57F5> \x7A\x50 |0

<U57F8> \x5B\x7C |0

<U57F9> \x45\x60 |0

<U57FA> \x3B\x79 |0

<U57FD> \x5C\x23 |0

<U5800> \x5C\x25 |0

<U5802> \x4C\x43 |0

<U5803> \x2F\x69 |0

<U5806> \x36\x51 |0

<U5807> \x5D\x40 |0

<U5809> \x7A\x51 |0

<U580B> \x5C\x21 |0

<U580C> \x7A\x4F |0

<U580D> \x5C\x22 |0

<U580E> \x7A\x4E |0
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<U5811> \x47\x35 |0

<U5815> \x36\x69 |0

<U5819> \x5C\x27

 |0

<U581E> \x5C\x26 |0

<U5820> \x5C\x29 |0

<U5821> \x31\x24 |0

<U5824> \x35\x4C |0

<U582A> \x3F\x30 |0

<U5830> \x51\x5F |0

<U5835> \x36\x42 |0

<U583C> \x7A\x52 |0

<U583D> \x7A\x56 |0

<U5842> \x2F\x68 |0

<U5843> \x7A\x53 |0

<U5844> \x5C\x28 |0

<U5845> \x7A\x54 |0

<U5846> \x7A\x55 |0

<U5848> \x2C\x31 |0

<U584C> \x4B\x7A |0

<U584D> \x6B\x73 |0

<U5851> \x4B\x5C |0

<U5853> \x7A\x57 |0

<U5854> \x4B\x7E |0

<U5858> \x4C\x41 |0

<U585A> \x2E\x32 |0

<U585D> \x2E\x31 |0

<U585E> \x48\x7B |0

<U5865> \x5C\x2A |0

<U586B> \x4C\x6E |0

<U586C> \x5C\x2B |0

<U5871> \x2E\x33 |0

<U587E> \x5B\x53 |0

<U5880> \x5C\x2F |0

<U5881> \x5C\x2C |0

<U5883> \x3E\x33 |0

<U5884> \x7A\x59 |0

<U5885> \x4A\x7B |0

<U5888> \x7A\x58 |0

<U5889> \x5C\x2D |0

<U5892> \x49\x4A |0

<U5893> \x44\x39 |0

<U5895> \x2E\x34 |0

<U5899> \x47\x3D |0

<U589A> \x5C\x2E |0

<U589E> \x54\x76 |0

<U589F> \x50\x66 |0

<U58A8> \x44\x2B |0
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<U58A9> \x36\x55 |0

<U58BC> \x5B\x54 |0

<U58C1> \x31\x5A |0

<U58C5> \x5B\x55 |0

<U58D1> \x5B\x56 |0

<U58D5> \x3A\x3E

 |0

<U58E4> \x48\x40 |0

<U58EB> \x4A\x3F |0

<U58EC> \x48\x49 |0

<U58EE> \x57\x33 |0

<U58F0> \x49\x79 |0

<U58F3> \x3F\x47 |0

<U58F6> \x3A\x78 |0

<U58F8> \x7A\x5A |0

<U58F9> \x52\x3C |0

<U5902> \x62\x3A |0

<U5904> \x34\x26 |0

<U5906> \x7B\x26 |0

<U5907> \x31\x38 |0

<U590D> \x38\x34 |0

<U590F> \x4F\x44 |0

<U5910> \x7A\x3A |0

<U5914> \x59\x67 |0

<U5915> \x4F\x26 |0

<U5916> \x4D\x62 |0

<U5919> \x59\x6D |0

<U591A> \x36\x60 |0

<U591C> \x52\x39 |0

<U591F> \x39\x3B |0

<U5924> \x62\x39 |0

<U5925> \x62\x37 |0

<U5927> \x34\x73 |0

<U5929> \x4C\x6C |0

<U592A> \x4C\x2B |0

<U592B> \x37\x72 |0

<U592C> \x7A\x25 |0

<U592D> \x58\x32 |0

<U592E> \x51\x6B |0

<U592F> \x3A\x3B |0

<U5931> \x4A\x27 |0

<U5934> \x4D\x37 |0

<U5937> \x52\x44 |0

<U5938> \x3F\x64 |0

<U5939> \x3C\x50 |0

<U593A> \x36\x61 |0

<U593C> \x5E\x45 |0

<U5940> \x7A\x5C |0
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<U5941> \x5E\x46 |0

<U5942> \x5B\x3C |0

<U5944> \x51\x59 |0

<U5947> \x46\x66 |0

<U5948> \x44\x4E |0

<U5949> \x37\x6E |0

<U594B> \x37\x5C |0

<U594E> \x3F\x7C |0

<U594F> \x57\x60

 |0

<U5951> \x46\x75 |0

<U5953> \x7A\x5D |0

<U5954> \x31\x3C |0

<U5955> \x5E\x48 |0

<U5956> \x3D\x31 |0

<U5957> \x4C\x57 |0

<U5958> \x5E\x4A |0

<U595A> \x5E\x49 |0

<U5960> \x35\x6C |0

<U5962> \x49\x5D |0

<U5965> \x30\x42 |0

<U596D> \x7A\x5E |0

<U5973> \x45\x2E |0

<U5974> \x45\x2B |0

<U5976> \x44\x4C |0

<U5978> \x3C\x69 |0

<U5979> \x4B\x7D |0

<U597D> \x3A\x43 |0

<U5981> \x65\x79 |0

<U5982> \x48\x67 |0

<U5983> \x65\x7A |0

<U5984> \x4D\x7D |0

<U5986> \x57\x31 |0

<U5987> \x38\x3E |0

<U5988> \x42\x68 |0

<U598A> \x48\x51 |0

<U598D> \x65\x7B |0

<U5992> \x36\x4A |0

<U5993> \x3C\x4B |0

<U5996> \x51\x7D |0

<U5997> \x66\x21 |0

<U5999> \x43\x6E |0

<U599E> \x66\x24 |0

<U59A3> \x65\x7E |0

<U59A4> \x66\x25 |0

<U59A5> \x4D\x57 |0

<U59A8> \x37\x41 |0

<U59A9> \x65\x7C |0
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<U59AA> \x65\x7D |0

<U59AB> \x66\x23 |0

<U59AE> \x44\x5D |0

<U59AF> \x66\x28 |0

<U59B2> \x66\x27 |0

<U59B3> \x2D\x66 |0

<U59B9> \x43\x43 |0

<U59BB> \x46\x5E |0

<U59BE> \x66\x2A |0

<U59C6> \x44\x37 |0

<U59CA> \x66\x22 |0

<U59CB> \x4A\x3C

 |0

<U59D0> \x3D\x63 |0

<U59D1> \x39\x43 |0

<U59D2> \x66\x26 |0

<U59D3> \x50\x55 |0

<U59D4> \x4E\x2F |0

<U59D7> \x66\x29 |0

<U59D8> \x66\x30 |0

<U59DA> \x52\x26 |0

<U59DC> \x3D\x2A |0

<U59DD> \x66\x2D |0

<U59DE> \x2C\x3F |0

<U59E3> \x66\x2F |0

<U59E5> \x40\x51 |0

<U59E8> \x52\x4C |0

<U59EC> \x3C\x27 |0

<U59EE> \x7B\x36 |0

<U59F9> \x66\x31 |0

<U59FB> \x52\x76 |0

<U59FD> \x2C\x40 |0

<U59FF> \x57\x4B |0

<U5A01> \x4D\x7E |0

<U5A03> \x4D\x5E |0

<U5A04> \x42\x26 |0

<U5A05> \x66\x2B |0

<U5A06> \x66\x2C |0

<U5A07> \x3D\x3F |0

<U5A08> \x66\x2E |0

<U5A09> \x66\x33 |0

<U5A0C> \x66\x32 |0

<U5A11> \x66\x36 |0

<U5A12> \x2E\x3E |0

<U5A13> \x66\x38 |0

<U5A18> \x44\x6F |0

<U5A1C> \x44\x48 |0

<U5A1F> \x3E\x6A |0
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<U5A20> \x49\x6F |0

<U5A23> \x66\x37 |0

<U5A25> \x36\x70 |0

<U5A29> \x43\x64 |0

<U5A31> \x53\x69 |0

<U5A32> \x66\x34 |0

<U5A34> \x66\x35 |0

<U5A36> \x48\x22 |0

<U5A3C> \x66\x3D |0

<U5A40> \x66\x39 |0

<U5A46> \x46\x45 |0

<U5A49> \x4D\x71 |0

<U5A4A> \x66\x3B |0

<U5A55> \x66\x3C |0

<U5A5A> \x3B\x69

 |0

<U5A5E> \x2C\x41 |0

<U5A62> \x66\x3E |0

<U5A65> \x2E\x3F |0

<U5A67> \x66\x3A |0

<U5A6A> \x40\x37 |0

<U5A73> \x7B\x39 |0

<U5A74> \x53\x24 |0

<U5A75> \x66\x3F |0

<U5A76> \x49\x74 |0

<U5A77> \x66\x43 |0

<U5A7A> \x66\x44 |0

<U5A7C> \x7B\x37 |0

<U5A7F> \x50\x76 |0

<U5A84> \x2E\x40 |0

<U5A92> \x43\x3D |0

<U5A96> \x7B\x38 |0

<U5A9A> \x43\x44 |0

<U5A9B> \x66\x42 |0

<U5A9E> \x7B\x3A |0

<U5AAA> \x66\x41 |0

<U5AAD> \x7B\x3B |0

<U5AAE> \x2D\x67 |0

<U5AB2> \x66\x47 |0

<U5AB3> \x4F\x31 |0

<U5AB5> \x6B\x74 |0

<U5AB8> \x66\x4A |0

<U5ABE> \x66\x45 |0

<U5AC1> \x3C\x5E |0

<U5AC2> \x49\x29 |0

<U5AC4> \x2E\x41 |0

<U5AC9> \x3C\x35 |0

<U5ACC> \x4F\x53 |0
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<U5AD2> \x66\x48 |0

<U5AD4> \x66\x49 |0

<U5AD6> \x66\x4E |0

<U5AD8> \x66\x50 |0

<U5ADA> \x7B\x3C |0

<U5ADC> \x66\x51 |0

<U5AE0> \x66\x4B |0

<U5AE1> \x35\x55 |0

<U5AE3> \x66\x4C |0

<U5AE6> \x66\x4F |0

<U5AE9> \x44\x5B |0

<U5AEA> \x7B\x3D |0

<U5AEB> \x66\x46 |0

<U5AF1> \x66\x4D |0

<U5B09> \x66\x52 |0

<U5B16> \x66\x54 |0

<U5B17> \x66\x53 |0

<U5B1B> \x7B\x3E

 |0

<U5B32> \x66\x55 |0

<U5B34> \x59\x78 |0

<U5B37> \x66\x56 |0

<U5B40> \x66\x57 |0

<U5B43> \x7E\x59 |0

<U5B50> \x57\x53 |0

<U5B51> \x66\x5D |0

<U5B53> \x66\x5E |0

<U5B54> \x3F\x57 |0

<U5B55> \x54\x50 |0

<U5B56> \x7B\x3F |0

<U5B57> \x57\x56 |0

<U5B58> \x34\x66 |0

<U5B59> \x4B\x6F |0

<U5B5A> \x66\x5A |0

<U5B5B> \x58\x43 |0

<U5B5C> \x57\x4E |0

<U5B5D> \x50\x22 |0

<U5B5F> \x43\x4F |0

<U5B62> \x66\x5F |0

<U5B63> \x3C\x3E |0

<U5B64> \x39\x42 |0

<U5B65> \x66\x5B |0

<U5B66> \x51\x27 |0

<U5B69> \x3A\x22 |0

<U5B6A> \x42\x4F |0

<U5B6C> \x58\x2B |0

<U5B70> \x4A\x6B |0

<U5B71> \x65\x6E |0
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<U5B73> \x66\x5C |0

<U5B75> \x37\x75 |0

<U5B7A> \x48\x66 |0

<U5B7D> \x44\x75 |0

<U5B80> \x65\x32 |0

<U5B81> \x44\x7E |0

<U5B83> \x4B\x7C |0

<U5B84> \x65\x33 |0

<U5B85> \x55\x2C |0

<U5B87> \x53\x6E |0

<U5B88> \x4A\x58 |0

<U5B89> \x30\x32 |0

<U5B8B> \x4B\x4E |0

<U5B8C> \x4D\x6A |0

<U5B8F> \x3A\x6A |0

<U5B93> \x65\x35 |0

<U5B95> \x65\x34 |0

<U5B97> \x57\x5A |0

<U5B98> \x39\x59 |0

<U5B99> \x56\x66 |0

<U5B9A> \x36\x28

 |0

<U5B9B> \x4D\x70 |0

<U5B9C> \x52\x4B |0

<U5B9D> \x31\x26 |0

<U5B9E> \x4A\x35 |0

<U5BA0> \x33\x68 |0

<U5BA1> \x49\x73 |0

<U5BA2> \x3F\x4D |0

<U5BA3> \x50\x7B |0

<U5BA4> \x4A\x52 |0

<U5BA5> \x65\x36 |0

<U5BA6> \x3B\x42 |0

<U5BA7> \x7B\x33 |0

<U5BAA> \x4F\x5C |0

<U5BAB> \x39\x2C |0

<U5BAC> \x7B\x32 |0

<U5BB0> \x54\x57 |0

<U5BB3> \x3A\x26 |0

<U5BB4> \x51\x67 |0

<U5BB5> \x4F\x7C |0

<U5BB6> \x3C\x52 |0

<U5BB8> \x65\x37 |0

<U5BB9> \x48\x5D |0

<U5BBD> \x3F\x6D |0

<U5BBE> \x31\x76 |0

<U5BBF> \x4B\x5E |0

<U5BC2> \x3C\x45 |0
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<U5BC4> \x3C\x44 |0

<U5BC5> \x52\x7A |0

<U5BC6> \x43\x5C |0

<U5BC7> \x3F\x5C |0

<U5BCC> \x38\x3B |0

<U5BD0> \x43\x42 |0

<U5BD2> \x3A\x2E |0

<U5BD3> \x54\x22 |0

<U5BDD> \x47\x5E |0

<U5BDE> \x44\x2F |0

<U5BDF> \x32\x6C |0

<U5BE1> \x39\x51 |0

<U5BE4> \x65\x3B |0

<U5BE5> \x41\x48 |0

<U5BE8> \x55\x2F |0

<U5BEE> \x65\x3C |0

<U5BF0> \x65\x3E |0

<U5BF8> \x34\x67 |0

<U5BF9> \x36\x54 |0

<U5BFA> \x4B\x42 |0

<U5BFB> \x51\x30 |0

<U5BFC> \x35\x3C |0

<U5BFF> \x4A\x59 |0

<U5C01> \x37\x62

 |0

<U5C04> \x49\x64 |0

<U5C05> \x2D\x61 |0

<U5C06> \x3D\x2B |0

<U5C09> \x4E\x3E |0

<U5C0A> \x57\x70 |0

<U5C0F> \x50\x21 |0

<U5C11> \x49\x59 |0

<U5C14> \x36\x7B |0

<U5C15> \x66\x58 |0

<U5C16> \x3C\x62 |0

<U5C18> \x33\x3E |0

<U5C1A> \x49\x50 |0

<U5C1C> \x66\x59 |0

<U5C1D> \x33\x22 |0

<U5C22> \x5E\x4C |0

<U5C24> \x53\x48 |0

<U5C25> \x5E\x4D |0

<U5C27> \x52\x22 |0

<U5C2A> \x7A\x5F |0

<U5C2C> \x5E\x4E |0

<U5C30> \x2E\x35 |0

<U5C31> \x3E\x4D |0

<U5C34> \x5E\x4F |0
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<U5C38> \x4A\x2C |0

<U5C39> \x52\x7C |0

<U5C3A> \x33\x5F |0

<U5C3B> \x65\x6A |0

<U5C3C> \x44\x61 |0

<U5C3D> \x3E\x21 |0

<U5C3E> \x4E\x32 |0

<U5C3F> \x44\x72 |0

<U5C40> \x3E\x56 |0

<U5C41> \x46\x28 |0

<U5C42> \x32\x63 |0

<U5C45> \x3E\x53 |0

<U5C48> \x47\x7C |0

<U5C49> \x4C\x6B |0

<U5C4A> \x3D\x6C |0

<U5C4B> \x4E\x5D |0

<U5C4E> \x4A\x3A |0

<U5C4F> \x46\x41 |0

<U5C50> \x65\x6C |0

<U5C51> \x50\x3C |0

<U5C55> \x55\x39 |0

<U5C59> \x65\x6D |0

<U5C5D> \x7B\x34 |0

<U5C5E> \x4A\x74 |0

<U5C60> \x4D\x40 |0

<U5C61> \x42\x45 |0

<U5C63> \x65\x6F

 |0

<U5C65> \x42\x44 |0

<U5C66> \x65\x70 |0

<U5C6E> \x65\x78 |0

<U5C6F> \x4D\x4D |0

<U5C71> \x49\x3D |0

<U5C72> \x2E\x39 |0

<U5C74> \x7A\x6E |0

<U5C79> \x52\x59 |0

<U5C7A> \x61\x28 |0

<U5C7C> \x7A\x6F |0

<U5C7F> \x53\x6C |0

<U5C81> \x4B\x6A |0

<U5C82> \x46\x71 |0

<U5C88> \x61\x2C |0

<U5C8C> \x61\x27 |0

<U5C8D> \x61\x29 |0

<U5C90> \x61\x2A |0

<U5C91> \x61\x2F |0

<U5C94> \x32\x6D |0

<U5C96> \x61\x2B |0
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<U5C97> \x38\x5A |0

<U5C98> \x61\x2D |0

<U5C99> \x61\x2E |0

<U5C9A> \x61\x30 |0

<U5C9B> \x35\x3A |0

<U5C9C> \x61\x31 |0

<U5C9E> \x7A\x71 |0

<U5CA2> \x61\x33 |0

<U5CA3> \x61\x38 |0

<U5CA8> \x7A\x70 |0

<U5CA9> \x51\x52 |0

<U5CAB> \x61\x36 |0

<U5CAC> \x61\x35 |0

<U5CAD> \x41\x6B |0

<U5CB1> \x61\x37 |0

<U5CB3> \x54\x40 |0

<U5CB5> \x61\x32 |0

<U5CB7> \x61\x3A |0

<U5CB8> \x30\x36 |0

<U5CBD> \x61\x34 |0

<U5CBF> \x3F\x79 |0

<U5CC1> \x61\x39 |0

<U5CC3> \x7A\x72 |0

<U5CC4> \x61\x3B |0

<U5CC7> \x2E\x3A |0

<U5CCB> \x61\x3E |0

<U5CD2> \x61\x3C |0

<U5CD3> \x7A\x73 |0

<U5CD9> \x56\x45 |0

<U5CE1> \x4F\x3F

 |0

<U5CE3> \x7A\x74 |0

<U5CE4> \x61\x3D |0

<U5CE5> \x61\x3F |0

<U5CE6> \x42\x4D |0

<U5CE7> \x7A\x75 |0

<U5CE8> \x36\x6B |0

<U5CEA> \x53\x78 |0

<U5CED> \x47\x4D |0

<U5CF0> \x37\x65 |0

<U5CF1> \x7C\x2E |0

<U5CFB> \x3E\x7E |0

<U5CFF> \x7A\x76 |0

<U5D00> \x7A\x78 |0

<U5D02> \x61\x40 |0

<U5D03> \x61\x41 |0

<U5D04> \x7A\x77 |0

<U5D05> \x2F\x70 |0
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<U5D06> \x61\x47 |0

<U5D07> \x33\x67 |0

<U5D0C> \x7A\x7A |0

<U5D0E> \x46\x69 |0

<U5D11> \x2D\x63 |0

<U5D14> \x34\x5E |0

<U5D16> \x51\x42 |0

<U5D19> \x2D\x64 |0

<U5D1A> \x7A\x79 |0

<U5D1B> \x61\x48 |0

<U5D1E> \x61\x46 |0

<U5D1F> \x2C\x3C |0

<U5D24> \x61\x45 |0

<U5D26> \x61\x43 |0

<U5D27> \x61\x42 |0

<U5D29> \x31\x40 |0

<U5D2D> \x55\x38 |0

<U5D2E> \x61\x44 |0

<U5D34> \x61\x4B |0

<U5D3D> \x61\x4C |0

<U5D3E> \x61\x4A |0

<U5D47> \x6F\x7A |0

<U5D4A> \x61\x53 |0

<U5D4B> \x61\x52 |0

<U5D4C> \x47\x36 |0

<U5D4E> \x7A\x7B |0

<U5D58> \x61\x49 |0

<U5D5A> \x7A\x7C |0

<U5D5B> \x61\x4E |0

<U5D5D> \x61\x50 |0

<U5D69> \x61\x54 |0

<U5D6B> \x61\x51 |0

<U5D6C> \x61\x4D

 |0

<U5D6F> \x61\x4F |0

<U5D74> \x61\x55 |0

<U5D82> \x61\x56 |0

<U5D85> \x7A\x7D |0

<U5D92> \x7B\x21 |0

<U5D93> \x7A\x7E |0

<U5D99> \x61\x57 |0

<U5D9D> \x61\x58 |0

<U5DB7> \x61\x5A |0

<U5DC2> \x7B\x22 |0

<U5DC5> \x61\x5B |0

<U5DC9> \x7B\x23 |0

<U5DCD> \x4E\x21 |0

<U5DD6> \x2D\x65 |0
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<U5DDB> \x67\x5D |0

<U5DDD> \x34\x28 |0

<U5DDE> \x56\x5D |0

<U5DE1> \x51\x32 |0

<U5DE2> \x33\x32 |0

<U5DE5> \x39\x24 |0

<U5DE6> \x57\x73 |0

<U5DE7> \x47\x49 |0

<U5DE8> \x3E\x5E |0

<U5DE9> \x39\x2E |0

<U5DEB> \x4E\x57 |0

<U5DEE> \x32\x6E |0

<U5DEF> \x5B\x4F |0

<U5DF1> \x3C\x3A |0

<U5DF2> \x52\x51 |0

<U5DF3> \x4B\x48 |0

<U5DF4> \x30\x4D |0

<U5DF7> \x4F\x6F |0

<U5DFD> \x59\x63 |0

<U5DFE> \x3D\x6D |0

<U5E01> \x31\x52 |0

<U5E02> \x4A\x50 |0

<U5E03> \x32\x3C |0

<U5E05> \x4B\x27 |0

<U5E06> \x37\x2B |0

<U5E08> \x4A\x26 |0

<U5E0B> \x2D\x62 |0

<U5E0C> \x4F\x23 |0

<U5E0F> \x60\x78 |0

<U5E10> \x55\x4A |0

<U5E11> \x60\x7B |0

<U5E14> \x60\x7A |0

<U5E15> \x45\x41 |0

<U5E16> \x4C\x7B |0

<U5E17> \x7A\x6A |0

<U5E18> \x41\x31

 |0

<U5E19> \x60\x79 |0

<U5E1A> \x56\x63 |0

<U5E1B> \x32\x2F |0

<U5E1C> \x56\x44 |0

<U5E1D> \x35\x5B |0

<U5E21> \x7A\x6B |0

<U5E26> \x34\x78 |0

<U5E27> \x56\x21 |0

<U5E28> \x7A\x6C |0

<U5E2D> \x4F\x2F |0

<U5E2E> \x30\x6F |0
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<U5E31> \x60\x7C |0

<U5E37> \x61\x21 |0

<U5E38> \x33\x23 |0

<U5E3B> \x60\x7D |0

<U5E3C> \x60\x7E |0

<U5E3D> \x43\x31 |0

<U5E42> \x43\x5D |0

<U5E44> \x61\x22 |0

<U5E45> \x37\x79 |0

<U5E4C> \x3B\x4F |0

<U5E54> \x61\x23 |0

<U5E55> \x44\x3B |0

<U5E5B> \x61\x24 |0

<U5E5E> \x61\x25 |0

<U5E61> \x61\x26 |0

<U5E62> \x34\x31 |0

<U5E6A> \x7A\x6D |0

<U5E72> \x38\x49 |0

<U5E73> \x46\x3D |0

<U5E74> \x44\x6A |0

<U5E76> \x32\x22 |0

<U5E78> \x50\x52 |0

<U5E7A> \x67\x5B |0

<U5E7B> \x3B\x43 |0

<U5E7C> \x53\x57 |0

<U5E7D> \x53\x44 |0

<U5E7F> \x39\x63 |0

<U5E80> \x62\x4F |0

<U5E84> \x57\x2F |0

<U5E86> \x47\x6C |0

<U5E87> \x31\x53 |0

<U5E8A> \x34\x32 |0

<U5E8B> \x62\x51 |0

<U5E8F> \x50\x72 |0

<U5E90> \x42\x2E |0

<U5E91> \x62\x50 |0

<U5E93> \x3F\x62 |0

<U5E94> \x53\x26 |0

<U5E95> \x35\x57

 |0

<U5E96> \x62\x52 |0

<U5E97> \x35\x6A |0

<U5E99> \x43\x6D |0

<U5E9A> \x38\x7D |0

<U5E9C> \x38\x2E |0

<U5E9E> \x45\x53 |0

<U5E9F> \x37\x4F |0

<U5EA0> \x62\x54 |0
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<U5EA4> \x2C\x2F |0

<U5EA5> \x62\x53 |0

<U5EA6> \x36\x48 |0

<U5EA7> \x57\x79 |0

<U5EAD> \x4D\x25 |0

<U5EB3> \x62\x58 |0

<U5EB5> \x62\x56 |0

<U5EB6> \x4A\x7C |0

<U5EB7> \x3F\x35 |0

<U5EB8> \x53\x39 |0

<U5EB9> \x62\x55 |0

<U5EBC> \x7B\x2A |0

<U5EBE> \x62\x57 |0

<U5EC8> \x2D\x5B |0

<U5EC9> \x41\x2E |0

<U5ECA> \x40\x48 |0

<U5ECB> \x7B\x2B |0

<U5ED1> \x62\x5B |0

<U5ED2> \x62\x5A |0

<U5ED3> \x40\x2A |0

<U5ED6> \x41\x4E |0

<U5EDB> \x62\x5C |0

<U5EE8> \x62\x5D |0

<U5EEA> \x62\x5E |0

<U5EF4> \x5B\x48 |0

<U5EF6> \x51\x53 |0

<U5EF7> \x4D\x22 |0

<U5EFA> \x3D\x28 |0

<U5EFE> \x5E\x43 |0

<U5EFF> \x58\x25 |0

<U5F00> \x3F\x2A |0

<U5F01> \x5B\x4D |0

<U5F02> \x52\x6C |0

<U5F03> \x46\x7A |0

<U5F04> \x45\x2A |0

<U5F07> \x2C\x34 |0

<U5F08> \x5E\x44 |0

<U5F0A> \x31\x57 |0

<U5F0B> \x5F\x2E |0

<U5F0C> \x2E\x36 |0

<U5F0D> \x2E\x37 |0

<U5F0E> \x2E\x38

 |0

<U5F0F> \x4A\x3D |0

<U5F11> \x5F\x31 |0

<U5F13> \x39\x2D |0

<U5F15> \x52\x7D |0

<U5F17> \x38\x25 |0
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<U5F18> \x3A\x6B |0

<U5F1B> \x33\x5A |0

<U5F1F> \x35\x5C |0

<U5F20> \x55\x45 |0

<U5F22> \x7B\x35 |0

<U5F25> \x43\x56 |0

<U5F26> \x4F\x52 |0

<U5F27> \x3B\x21 |0

<U5F29> \x65\x73 |0

<U5F2A> \x65\x72 |0

<U5F2D> \x65\x74 |0

<U5F2F> \x4D\x64 |0

<U5F31> \x48\x75 |0

<U5F39> \x35\x2F |0

<U5F3A> \x47\x3F |0

<U5F3C> \x65\x76 |0

<U5F40> \x6C\x30 |0

<U5F50> \x65\x66 |0

<U5F52> \x39\x69 |0

<U5F53> \x35\x31 |0

<U5F55> \x42\x3C |0

<U5F56> \x65\x68 |0

<U5F57> \x65\x67 |0

<U5F58> \x65\x69 |0

<U5F5D> \x52\x4D |0

<U5F5F> \x2E\x3D |0

<U5F61> \x61\x6A |0

<U5F62> \x50\x4E |0

<U5F64> \x4D\x2E |0

<U5F66> \x51\x65 |0

<U5F67> \x7C\x32 |0

<U5F68> \x2E\x3C |0

<U5F69> \x32\x4A |0

<U5F6A> \x31\x6B |0

<U5F6C> \x31\x72 |0

<U5F6D> \x45\x6D |0

<U5F70> \x55\x43 |0

<U5F71> \x53\x30 |0

<U5F73> \x61\x5C |0

<U5F77> \x61\x5D |0

<U5F79> \x52\x5B |0

<U5F7B> \x33\x39 |0

<U5F7C> \x31\x4B |0

<U5F80> \x4D\x79 |0

<U5F81> \x55\x77

 |0

<U5F82> \x61\x5E |0

<U5F84> \x3E\x36 |0
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<U5F85> \x34\x7D |0

<U5F87> \x61\x5F |0

<U5F88> \x3A\x5C |0

<U5F89> \x61\x60 |0

<U5F8A> \x3B\x32 |0

<U5F8B> \x42\x49 |0

<U5F8C> \x61\x61 |0

<U5F90> \x50\x6C |0

<U5F92> \x4D\x3D |0

<U5F95> \x61\x62 |0

<U5F97> \x35\x43 |0

<U5F98> \x45\x47 |0

<U5F99> \x61\x63 |0

<U5F9C> \x61\x64 |0

<U5FA1> \x53\x79 |0

<U5FA8> \x61\x65 |0

<U5FAA> \x51\x2D |0

<U5FAC> \x2E\x3B |0

<U5FAD> \x61\x66 |0

<U5FAE> \x4E\x22 |0

<U5FAF> \x7B\x25 |0

<U5FB5> \x61\x67 |0

<U5FB7> \x35\x42 |0

<U5FBC> \x61\x68 |0

<U5FBD> \x3B\x55 |0

<U5FC3> \x50\x44 |0

<U5FC4> \x62\x60 |0

<U5FC5> \x31\x58 |0

<U5FC6> \x52\x64 |0

<U5FC9> \x62\x61 |0

<U5FCC> \x3C\x49 |0

<U5FCD> \x48\x4C |0

<U5FCF> \x62\x63 |0

<U5FD0> \x6C\x7E |0

<U5FD1> \x6C\x7D |0

<U5FD2> \x5F\x2F |0

<U5FD6> \x62\x62 |0

<U5FD7> \x56\x3E |0

<U5FD8> \x4D\x7C |0

<U5FD9> \x43\x26 |0

<U5FDD> \x63\x43 |0

<U5FE0> \x56\x52 |0

<U5FE1> \x62\x67 |0

<U5FE4> \x62\x68 |0

<U5FE7> \x53\x47 |0

<U5FEA> \x62\x6C |0

<U5FEB> \x3F\x6C |0

<U5FED> \x62\x6D
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 |0

<U5FEE> \x62\x65 |0

<U5FF1> \x33\x40 |0

<U5FF5> \x44\x6E |0

<U5FF8> \x62\x6E |0

<U5FFB> \x50\x43 |0

<U5FFD> \x3A\x76 |0

<U5FFE> \x62\x69 |0

<U5FFF> \x37\x5E |0

<U6000> \x3B\x33 |0

<U6001> \x4C\x2C |0

<U6002> \x4B\x4B |0

<U6003> \x62\x64 |0

<U6004> \x62\x66 |0

<U6005> \x62\x6A |0

<U6006> \x62\x6B |0

<U600A> \x62\x77 |0

<U600D> \x62\x74 |0

<U600E> \x54\x75 |0

<U600F> \x62\x73 |0

<U6012> \x45\x2D |0

<U6014> \x55\x7A |0

<U6015> \x45\x42 |0

<U6016> \x32\x40 |0

<U6017> \x7C\x65 |0

<U6019> \x62\x6F |0

<U601B> \x62\x72 |0

<U601C> \x41\x2F |0

<U601D> \x4B\x3C |0

<U6020> \x35\x21 |0

<U6021> \x62\x79 |0

<U6025> \x3C\x31 |0

<U6026> \x62\x71 |0

<U6027> \x50\x54 |0

<U6028> \x54\x39 |0

<U6029> \x62\x75 |0

<U602A> \x39\x56 |0

<U602B> \x62\x76 |0

<U602F> \x47\x53 |0

<U6035> \x62\x70 |0

<U603B> \x57\x5C |0

<U603C> \x6D\x21 |0

<U603F> \x62\x78 |0

<U6041> \x6D\x25 |0

<U6042> \x62\x7E |0

<U6043> \x4A\x51 |0

<U604B> \x41\x35 |0

<U604D> \x3B\x50 |0
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<U6050> \x3F\x56 |0

<U6052> \x3A\x63 |0

<U6055> \x4B\x21

 |0

<U6059> \x6D\x26 |0

<U605A> \x6D\x23 |0

<U605D> \x6D\x22 |0

<U6062> \x3B\x56 |0

<U6063> \x6D\x27 |0

<U6064> \x50\x74 |0

<U6067> \x6D\x24 |0

<U6068> \x3A\x5E |0

<U6069> \x36\x77 |0

<U606A> \x63\x21 |0

<U606B> \x36\x32 |0

<U606C> \x4C\x71 |0

<U606D> \x39\x27 |0

<U606F> \x4F\x22 |0

<U6070> \x47\x21 |0

<U6073> \x3F\x52 |0

<U6076> \x36\x71 |0

<U6078> \x62\x7A |0

<U6079> \x62\x7B |0

<U607A> \x62\x7D |0

<U607B> \x62\x7C |0

<U607C> \x44\x55 |0

<U607D> \x63\x22 |0

<U607F> \x53\x41 |0

<U6083> \x63\x27 |0

<U6084> \x47\x44 |0

<U6089> \x4F\x24 |0

<U608C> \x63\x29 |0

<U608D> \x3A\x37 |0

<U6092> \x63\x28 |0

<U6094> \x3B\x5A |0

<U6096> \x63\x23 |0

<U609A> \x63\x24 |0

<U609B> \x63\x2A |0

<U609D> \x63\x26 |0

<U609F> \x4E\x72 |0

<U60A0> \x53\x46 |0

<U60A3> \x3B\x3C |0

<U60A6> \x54\x43 |0

<U60A8> \x44\x7A |0

<U60AB> \x6D\x28 |0

<U60AC> \x50\x7C |0

<U60AD> \x63\x25 |0

<U60AE> \x2D\x5A |0
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<U60AF> \x43\x75 |0

<U60B0> \x7C\x68 |0

<U60B1> \x63\x2D |0

<U60B2> \x31\x2F |0

<U60B4> \x63\x32 |0

<U60B8> \x3C\x42

 |0

<U60BB> \x63\x2C |0

<U60BC> \x35\x3F |0

<U60C5> \x47\x69 |0

<U60C6> \x63\x30 |0

<U60C7> \x7C\x66 |0

<U60CA> \x3E\x2A |0

<U60CB> \x4D\x6F |0

<U60D1> \x3B\x73 |0

<U60D3> \x7C\x67 |0

<U60D5> \x4C\x68 |0

<U60D8> \x63\x2F |0

<U60D9> \x7C\x69 |0

<U60DA> \x63\x31 |0

<U60DC> \x4F\x27 |0

<U60DD> \x63\x2E |0

<U60DF> \x4E\x29 |0

<U60E0> \x3B\x5D |0

<U60E6> \x35\x6B |0

<U60E7> \x3E\x65 |0

<U60E8> \x32\x52 |0

<U60E9> \x33\x4D |0

<U60EB> \x31\x39 |0

<U60EC> \x63\x2B |0

<U60ED> \x32\x51 |0

<U60EE> \x35\x2C |0

<U60EF> \x39\x5F |0

<U60F0> \x36\x68 |0

<U60F3> \x4F\x6B |0

<U60F4> \x63\x37 |0

<U60F6> \x3B\x4C |0

<U60F9> \x48\x47 |0

<U60FA> \x50\x4A |0

<U6100> \x63\x38 |0

<U6101> \x33\x6E |0

<U6106> \x6D\x29 |0

<U6108> \x53\x7A |0

<U6109> \x53\x64 |0

<U610D> \x6D\x2A |0

<U610E> \x63\x39 |0

<U610F> \x52\x62 |0

<U6114> \x7C\x6A |0
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<U6115> \x63\x35 |0

<U611A> \x53\x5E |0

<U611F> \x38\x50 |0

<U6120> \x63\x33 |0

<U6123> \x63\x36 |0

<U6124> \x37\x5F |0

<U6126> \x63\x34 |0

<U6127> \x40\x22 |0

<U612B> \x63\x3A

 |0

<U613F> \x54\x38 |0

<U6148> \x34\x48 |0

<U614A> \x63\x3B |0

<U614C> \x3B\x45 |0

<U614E> \x49\x77 |0

<U6151> \x49\x65 |0

<U6153> \x2E\x5A |0

<U6155> \x44\x3D |0

<U615D> \x6D\x2B |0

<U6162> \x42\x7D |0

<U6165> \x2C\x2E |0

<U6167> \x3B\x5B |0

<U6168> \x3F\x2E |0

<U6170> \x4E\x3F |0

<U6175> \x63\x3C |0

<U6177> \x3F\x36 |0

<U618B> \x31\x6F |0

<U618E> \x54\x77 |0

<U6194> \x63\x3E |0

<U619D> \x6D\x2D |0

<U61A7> \x63\x3F |0

<U61A8> \x3A\x29 |0

<U61A9> \x6D\x2C |0

<U61AC> \x63\x3D |0

<U61B7> \x63\x40 |0

<U61BE> \x3A\x36 |0

<U61C2> \x36\x2E |0

<U61C8> \x50\x38 |0

<U61CA> \x30\x43 |0

<U61CB> \x6D\x2E |0

<U61D1> \x6D\x2F |0

<U61D2> \x40\x41 |0

<U61D4> \x63\x41 |0

<U61E6> \x45\x33 |0

<U61F5> \x63\x42 |0

<U61FF> \x5C\x32 |0

<U6206> \x6D\x30 |0

<U6208> \x38\x6A |0
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<U620A> \x4E\x6C |0

<U620B> \x6A\x27 |0

<U620C> \x50\x67 |0

<U620D> \x4A\x79 |0

<U620E> \x48\x56 |0

<U620F> \x4F\x37 |0

<U6210> \x33\x49 |0

<U6211> \x4E\x52 |0

<U6212> \x3D\x64 |0

<U6215> \x63\x5E |0

<U6216> \x3B\x72 |0

<U6217> \x6A\x28

 |0

<U6218> \x55\x3D |0

<U621A> \x46\x5D |0

<U621B> \x6A\x29 |0

<U621F> \x6A\x2A |0

<U6221> \x6A\x2C |0

<U6222> \x6A\x2B |0

<U6224> \x6A\x2E |0

<U6225> \x6A\x2D |0

<U622A> \x3D\x58 |0

<U622C> \x6A\x2F |0

<U622E> \x42\x3E |0

<U6233> \x34\x41 |0

<U6234> \x34\x77 |0

<U6237> \x3B\x27 |0

<U623D> \x6C\x66 |0

<U623E> \x6C\x65 |0

<U623F> \x37\x3F |0

<U6240> \x4B\x79 |0

<U6241> \x31\x62 |0

<U6243> \x6C\x67 |0

<U6245> \x2C\x47 |0

<U6246> \x7C\x64 |0

<U6247> \x49\x48 |0

<U6248> \x6C\x68 |0

<U6249> \x6C\x69 |0

<U624A> \x2C\x48 |0

<U624B> \x4A\x56 |0

<U624C> \x5E\x50 |0

<U624D> \x32\x45 |0

<U624E> \x54\x7A |0

<U6251> \x46\x4B |0

<U6252> \x30\x47 |0

<U6253> \x34\x72 |0

<U6254> \x48\x53 |0

<U6258> \x4D\x50 |0
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<U625B> \x3F\x38 |0

<U6260> \x7C\x48 |0

<U6261> \x7C\x47 |0

<U6263> \x3F\x5B |0

<U6266> \x47\x24 |0

<U6267> \x56\x34 |0

<U6269> \x40\x29 |0

<U626A> \x5E\x51 |0

<U626B> \x49\x28 |0

<U626C> \x51\x6F |0

<U626D> \x45\x24 |0

<U626E> \x30\x67 |0

<U626F> \x33\x36 |0

<U6270> \x48\x45 |0

<U6273> \x30\x62

 |0

<U6276> \x37\x76 |0

<U6279> \x45\x7A |0

<U627C> \x36\x73 |0

<U627E> \x55\x52 |0

<U627F> \x33\x50 |0

<U6280> \x3C\x3C |0

<U6283> \x7C\x49 |0

<U6284> \x33\x2D |0

<U6289> \x3E\x71 |0

<U628A> \x30\x51 |0

<U6291> \x52\x56 |0

<U6292> \x4A\x63 |0

<U6293> \x57\x25 |0

<U6294> \x2C\x35 |0

<U6295> \x4D\x36 |0

<U6296> \x36\x36 |0

<U6297> \x3F\x39 |0

<U6298> \x55\x5B |0

<U629A> \x38\x27 |0

<U629B> \x45\x57 |0

<U629F> \x5E\x52 |0

<U62A0> \x3F\x59 |0

<U62A1> \x42\x55 |0

<U62A2> \x47\x40 |0

<U62A4> \x3B\x24 |0

<U62A5> \x31\x28 |0

<U62A8> \x45\x6A |0

<U62AB> \x45\x7B |0

<U62AC> \x4C\x27 |0

<U62B1> \x31\x27 |0

<U62B5> \x35\x56 |0

<U62B9> \x44\x28 |0
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<U62BB> \x5E\x53 |0

<U62BC> \x51\x3A |0

<U62BD> \x33\x69 |0

<U62BF> \x43\x72 |0

<U62C2> \x37\x77 |0

<U62C3> \x7C\x4B |0

<U62C4> \x56\x74 |0

<U62C5> \x35\x23 |0

<U62C6> \x32\x70 |0

<U62C7> \x44\x34 |0

<U62C8> \x44\x69 |0

<U62C9> \x40\x2D |0

<U62CA> \x5E\x54 |0

<U62CC> \x30\x68 |0

<U62CD> \x45\x44 |0

<U62CE> \x41\x60 |0

<U62D0> \x39\x55 |0

<U62D2> \x3E\x5C

 |0

<U62D3> \x4D\x58 |0

<U62D4> \x30\x4E |0

<U62D6> \x4D\x4F |0

<U62D7> \x5E\x56 |0

<U62D8> \x3E\x50 |0

<U62D9> \x57\x3E |0

<U62DA> \x5E\x55 |0

<U62DB> \x55\x50 |0

<U62DC> \x30\x5D |0

<U62DF> \x44\x62 |0

<U62E2> \x42\x23 |0

<U62E3> \x3C\x70 |0

<U62E4> \x7C\x4A |0

<U62E5> \x53\x35 |0

<U62E6> \x40\x39 |0

<U62E7> \x45\x21 |0

<U62E8> \x32\x26 |0

<U62E9> \x54\x71 |0

<U62EC> \x40\x28 |0

<U62ED> \x4A\x43 |0

<U62EE> \x5E\x57 |0

<U62EF> \x55\x7C |0

<U62F1> \x39\x30 |0

<U62F3> \x48\x2D |0

<U62F4> \x4B\x29 |0

<U62F6> \x5E\x59 |0

<U62F7> \x3F\x3D |0

<U62FC> \x46\x34 |0

<U62FD> \x57\x27 |0
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<U62FE> \x4A\x30 |0

<U62FF> \x44\x43 |0

<U6301> \x33\x56 |0

<U6302> \x39\x52 |0

<U6307> \x56\x38 |0

<U6308> \x6A\x7C |0

<U6309> \x30\x34 |0

<U630E> \x3F\x66 |0

<U6311> \x4C\x74 |0

<U6316> \x4D\x5A |0

<U631A> \x56\x3F |0

<U631B> \x42\x4E |0

<U631C> \x7C\x4C |0

<U631D> \x4E\x4E |0

<U631E> \x4C\x22 |0

<U631F> \x50\x2E |0

<U6320> \x44\x53 |0

<U6321> \x35\x32 |0

<U6322> \x5E\x58 |0

<U6323> \x55\x75 |0

<U6324> \x3C\x37

 |0

<U6325> \x3B\x53 |0

<U6326> \x7C\x4D |0

<U6328> \x30\x24 |0

<U632A> \x45\x32 |0

<U632B> \x34\x6C |0

<U632F> \x55\x71 |0

<U6332> \x6A\x7D |0

<U6339> \x5E\x5A |0

<U633A> \x4D\x26 |0

<U633C> \x2F\x6F |0

<U633D> \x4D\x6C |0

<U6342> \x4E\x66 |0

<U6343> \x5E\x5C |0

<U6345> \x4D\x31 |0

<U6346> \x40\x26 |0

<U6349> \x57\x3D |0

<U634B> \x5E\x5B |0

<U634C> \x30\x46 |0

<U634D> \x3A\x34 |0

<U634E> \x49\x53 |0

<U634F> \x44\x73 |0

<U6350> \x3E\x68 |0

<U6355> \x32\x36 |0

<U635E> \x40\x4C |0

<U635F> \x4B\x70 |0

<U6361> \x3C\x71 |0
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<U6362> \x3B\x3B |0

<U6363> \x35\x37 |0

<U6367> \x45\x75 |0

<U6369> \x5E\x66 |0

<U636D> \x5E\x63 |0

<U636E> \x3E\x5D |0

<U6371> \x5E\x5F |0

<U6376> \x34\x37 |0

<U6377> \x3D\x5D |0

<U637A> \x5E\x60 |0

<U637B> \x44\x6D |0

<U6380> \x4F\x46 |0

<U6382> \x35\x60 |0

<U6387> \x36\x5E |0

<U6388> \x4A\x5A |0

<U6389> \x35\x74 |0

<U638A> \x5E\x65 |0

<U638C> \x55\x46 |0

<U638E> \x5E\x61 |0

<U638F> \x4C\x4D |0

<U6390> \x46\x7E |0

<U6392> \x45\x45 |0

<U6396> \x52\x34 |0

<U6398> \x3E\x72

 |0

<U63A0> \x42\x53 |0

<U63A2> \x4C\x3D |0

<U63A3> \x33\x38 |0

<U63A5> \x3D\x53 |0

<U63A7> \x3F\x58 |0

<U63A8> \x4D\x46 |0

<U63A9> \x51\x5A |0

<U63AA> \x34\x6B |0

<U63AC> \x5E\x64 |0

<U63AD> \x5E\x5D |0

<U63AE> \x5E\x67 |0

<U63AF> \x7C\x4E |0

<U63B0> \x6A\x7E |0

<U63B1> \x7C\x46 |0

<U63B3> \x42\x30 |0

<U63B4> \x5E\x62 |0

<U63B7> \x56\x40 |0

<U63B8> \x35\x27 |0

<U63BA> \x32\x74 |0

<U63BC> \x5E\x68 |0

<U63BE> \x5E\x72 |0

<U63C4> \x5E\x6D |0

<U63C6> \x5E\x71 |0
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<U63C9> \x48\x60 |0

<U63CD> \x57\x61 |0

<U63CE> \x5E\x6F |0

<U63CF> \x43\x68 |0

<U63D0> \x4C\x61 |0

<U63D2> \x32\x65 |0

<U63D6> \x52\x3E |0

<U63DE> \x5E\x6E |0

<U63E0> \x5E\x6B |0

<U63E1> \x4E\x55 |0

<U63E3> \x34\x27 |0

<U63E9> \x3F\x2B |0

<U63EA> \x3E\x3E |0

<U63ED> \x3D\x52 |0

<U63F2> \x5E\x69 |0

<U63F4> \x54\x2E |0

<U63F6> \x5E\x5E |0

<U63F8> \x5E\x6A |0

<U63FD> \x40\x3F |0

<U63FE> \x7C\x4F |0

<U63FF> \x5E\x6C |0

<U6400> \x32\x73 |0

<U6401> \x38\x69 |0

<U6402> \x42\x27 |0

<U6405> \x3D\x41 |0

<U640B> \x5E\x75 |0

<U640C> \x5E\x78

 |0

<U640F> \x32\x2B |0

<U6410> \x34\x24 |0

<U6412> \x7C\x51 |0

<U6413> \x34\x6A |0

<U6414> \x49\x26 |0

<U641B> \x5E\x76 |0

<U641C> \x4B\x51 |0

<U641E> \x38\x63 |0

<U6420> \x5E\x77 |0

<U6421> \x5E\x7A |0

<U6422> \x7C\x50 |0

<U6426> \x5E\x79 |0

<U6427> \x2E\x51 |0

<U642A> \x4C\x42 |0

<U642C> \x30\x61 |0

<U642D> \x34\x6E |0

<U6434> \x65\x3A |0

<U643A> \x50\x2F |0

<U643D> \x32\x6B |0

<U643F> \x6B\x21 |0
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<U6441> \x5E\x74 |0

<U6444> \x49\x63 |0

<U6445> \x5E\x73 |0

<U6446> \x30\x5A |0

<U6447> \x52\x21 |0

<U6448> \x31\x77 |0

<U644A> \x4C\x2F |0

<U6452> \x5E\x70 |0

<U6454> \x4B\x24 |0

<U6458> \x55\x2A |0

<U645E> \x5E\x7B |0

<U6467> \x34\x5D |0

<U6469> \x44\x26 |0

<U646D> \x5E\x7D |0

<U6477> \x2E\x52 |0

<U6478> \x43\x7E |0

<U6479> \x44\x21 |0

<U647A> \x5F\x21 |0

<U647D> \x2C\x36 |0

<U6482> \x41\x4C |0

<U6484> \x5E\x7C |0

<U6485> \x3E\x6F |0

<U6487> \x46\x32 |0

<U6491> \x33\x45 |0

<U6492> \x48\x76 |0

<U6495> \x4B\x3A |0

<U6496> \x5E\x7E |0

<U6499> \x5F\x24 |0

<U649E> \x57\x32 |0

<U64A4> \x33\x37

 |0

<U64A9> \x41\x43 |0

<U64AC> \x47\x4B |0

<U64AD> \x32\x25 |0

<U64AE> \x34\x69 |0

<U64B0> \x57\x2B |0

<U64B5> \x44\x6C |0

<U64B7> \x5F\x22 |0

<U64B8> \x5F\x23 |0

<U64BA> \x5F\x25 |0

<U64BC> \x3A\x33 |0

<U64C0> \x5F\x26 |0

<U64C2> \x40\x5E |0

<U64C5> \x49\x43 |0

<U64CD> \x32\x59 |0

<U64CE> \x47\x66 |0

<U64D0> \x5F\x27 |0

<U64D2> \x47\x5C |0
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<U64D7> \x5F\x28 |0

<U64D8> \x6B\x22 |0

<U64DE> \x4B\x53 |0

<U64E2> \x5F\x2A |0

<U64E4> \x5F\x29 |0

<U64E6> \x32\x41 |0

<U64ED> \x7C\x52 |0

<U6500> \x45\x4A |0

<U6509> \x5F\x2B |0

<U6512> \x54\x5C |0

<U6518> \x48\x41 |0

<U6525> \x5F\x2C |0

<U652B> \x3E\x70 |0

<U652E> \x5F\x2D |0

<U652F> \x56\x27 |0

<U6534> \x6A\x37 |0

<U6535> \x6B\x36 |0

<U6536> \x4A\x55 |0

<U6538> \x58\x7C |0

<U6539> \x38\x44 |0

<U653B> \x39\x25 |0

<U653E> \x37\x45 |0

<U653F> \x55\x7E |0

<U6545> \x39\x4A |0

<U6548> \x50\x27 |0

<U6549> \x74\x4D |0

<U654C> \x35\x50 |0

<U654F> \x43\x74 |0

<U6551> \x3E\x48 |0

<U6555> \x6B\x37 |0

<U6556> \x30\x3D |0

<U6559> \x3D\x4C |0

<U655B> \x41\x32

 |0

<U655C> \x7C\x36 |0

<U655D> \x31\x56 |0

<U655E> \x33\x28 |0

<U6562> \x38\x52 |0

<U6563> \x49\x22 |0

<U6566> \x36\x58 |0

<U6569> \x7C\x37 |0

<U656B> \x6B\x38 |0

<U656C> \x3E\x34 |0

<U6570> \x4A\x7D |0

<U6572> \x47\x43 |0

<U6574> \x55\x7B |0

<U6577> \x37\x73 |0

<U6587> \x4E\x44 |0
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<U658B> \x55\x2B |0

<U658C> \x31\x73 |0

<U658F> \x2D\x69 |0

<U6590> \x6C\x33 |0

<U6591> \x30\x5F |0

<U6593> \x6C\x35 |0

<U6597> \x36\x37 |0

<U6599> \x41\x4F |0

<U659B> \x75\x7A |0

<U659C> \x50\x31 |0

<U659D> \x7C\x63 |0

<U659F> \x55\x65 |0

<U65A1> \x4E\x53 |0

<U65A2> \x2D\x4E |0

<U65A4> \x3D\x6F |0

<U65A5> \x33\x62 |0

<U65A7> \x38\x2B |0

<U65A8> \x7B\x27 |0

<U65A9> \x55\x36 |0

<U65AB> \x6D\x3D |0

<U65AD> \x36\x4F |0

<U65AF> \x4B\x39 |0

<U65B0> \x50\x42 |0

<U65B9> \x37\x3D |0

<U65BC> \x6C\x36 |0

<U65BD> \x4A\x29 |0

<U65C1> \x45\x54 |0

<U65C2> \x2D\x7E |0

<U65C3> \x6C\x39 |0

<U65C4> \x6C\x38 |0

<U65C5> \x42\x43 |0

<U65C6> \x6C\x37 |0

<U65CB> \x50\x7D |0

<U65CC> \x6C\x3A |0

<U65CE> \x6C\x3B |0

<U65CF> \x57\x65

 |0

<U65D2> \x6C\x3C |0

<U65D6> \x6C\x3D |0

<U65D7> \x46\x6C |0

<U65E0> \x4E\x5E |0

<U65E2> \x3C\x48 |0

<U65E5> \x48\x55 |0

<U65E6> \x35\x29 |0

<U65E7> \x3E\x49 |0

<U65E8> \x56\x3C |0

<U65E9> \x54\x67 |0

<U65EC> \x51\x2E |0
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<U65ED> \x50\x71 |0

<U65EE> \x6A\x38 |0

<U65EF> \x6A\x39 |0

<U65F0> \x6A\x3A |0

<U65F1> \x3A\x35 |0

<U65F6> \x4A\x31 |0

<U65F7> \x3F\x75 |0

<U65F8> \x7C\x39 |0

<U65FA> \x4D\x7A |0

<U65FB> \x7C\x3A |0

<U6600> \x6A\x40 |0

<U6602> \x30\x3A |0

<U6603> \x6A\x3E |0

<U6606> \x40\x25 |0

<U6607> \x2D\x70 |0

<U6609> \x7C\x3B |0

<U660A> \x6A\x3B |0

<U660C> \x32\x7D |0

<U660E> \x43\x77 |0

<U660F> \x3B\x68 |0

<U6613> \x52\x57 |0

<U6614> \x4E\x74 |0

<U6615> \x6A\x3F |0

<U6619> \x6A\x3C |0

<U661D> \x6A\x43 |0

<U661F> \x50\x47 |0

<U6620> \x53\x33 |0

<U6625> \x34\x3A |0

<U6627> \x43\x41 |0

<U6628> \x57\x72 |0

<U662D> \x55\x51 |0

<U662F> \x4A\x47 |0

<U6631> \x6A\x45 |0

<U6634> \x6A\x44 |0

<U6635> \x6A\x47 |0

<U6636> \x6A\x46 |0

<U663C> \x56\x67 |0

<U663D> \x7C\x3C |0

<U663E> \x4F\x54

 |0

<U6641> \x6A\x4B |0

<U6643> \x3B\x4E |0

<U664B> \x3D\x7A |0

<U664C> \x49\x4E |0

<U664F> \x6A\x4C |0

<U6652> \x49\x39 |0

<U6653> \x4F\x7E |0

<U6654> \x6A\x4A |0
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<U6655> \x54\x4E |0

<U6656> \x6A\x4D |0

<U6657> \x6A\x4F |0

<U665A> \x4D\x6D |0

<U665E> \x7C\x3E |0

<U665F> \x6A\x49 |0

<U6661> \x6A\x4E |0

<U6662> \x7C\x3D |0

<U6664> \x4E\x6E |0

<U6666> \x3B\x5E |0

<U6667> \x2E\x4D |0

<U6668> \x33\x3F |0

<U666C> \x7C\x3F |0

<U666E> \x46\x55 |0

<U666F> \x3E\x30 |0

<U6670> \x4E\x7A |0

<U6673> \x2D\x72 |0

<U6674> \x47\x67 |0

<U6676> \x3E\x27 |0

<U6677> \x6A\x50 |0

<U667A> \x56\x47 |0

<U667E> \x41\x40 |0

<U6682> \x54\x5D |0

<U6684> \x6A\x51 |0

<U6687> \x4F\x3E |0

<U668B> \x7C\x41 |0

<U668C> \x6A\x52 |0

<U668D> \x7C\x40 |0

<U668E> \x2D\x71 |0

<U6691> \x4A\x6E |0

<U6696> \x45\x2F |0

<U6697> \x30\x35 |0

<U669D> \x6A\x54 |0

<U66A7> \x6A\x53 |0

<U66A8> \x74\x5F |0

<U66AE> \x44\x3A |0

<U66B4> \x31\x29 |0

<U66B9> \x65\x5F |0

<U66BE> \x6A\x55 |0

<U66D9> \x4A\x6F |0

<U66DB> \x6A\x56 |0

<U66DC> \x6A\x57

 |0

<U66DD> \x46\x58 |0

<U66E6> \x6A\x58 |0

<U66E9> \x6A\x59 |0

<U66F0> \x54\x3B |0

<U66F2> \x47\x7A |0
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<U66F3> \x52\x37 |0

<U66F4> \x38\x7C |0

<U66F7> \x6A\x42 |0

<U66F9> \x32\x5C |0

<U66FC> \x42\x7C |0

<U66FE> \x54\x78 |0

<U66FF> \x4C\x66 |0

<U6700> \x57\x6E |0

<U6708> \x54\x42 |0

<U6709> \x53\x50 |0

<U670A> \x6B\x43 |0

<U670B> \x45\x73 |0

<U670D> \x37\x7E |0

<U6710> \x6B\x54 |0

<U6713> \x7C\x53 |0

<U6714> \x4B\x37 |0

<U6715> \x6B\x5E |0

<U6717> \x40\x4A |0

<U6718> \x7C\x54 |0

<U671B> \x4D\x7B |0

<U671D> \x33\x2F |0

<U671F> \x46\x5A |0

<U6726> \x6B\x7C |0

<U6728> \x44\x3E |0

<U672A> \x4E\x34 |0

<U672B> \x44\x29 |0

<U672C> \x31\x3E |0

<U672D> \x54\x7D |0

<U672F> \x4A\x75 |0

<U6731> \x56\x6C |0

<U6734> \x46\x53 |0

<U6735> \x36\x64 |0

<U673A> \x3B\x7A |0

<U673D> \x50\x60 |0

<U673F> \x7A\x22 |0

<U6740> \x49\x31 |0

<U6742> \x54\x53 |0

<U6743> \x48\x28 |0

<U6745> \x7B\x63 |0

<U6746> \x38\x4B |0

<U6748> \x68\x3E |0

<U6749> \x49\x3C |0

<U674C> \x68\x3B |0

<U674E> \x40\x6E |0

<U674F> \x50\x53

 |0

<U6750> \x32\x44 |0

<U6751> \x34\x65 |0
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<U6753> \x68\x3C |0

<U6756> \x55\x48 |0

<U675C> \x36\x45 |0

<U675E> \x68\x3D |0

<U675F> \x4A\x78 |0

<U6760> \x38\x5C |0

<U6761> \x4C\x75 |0

<U6765> \x40\x34 |0

<U6767> \x2C\x4F |0

<U6768> \x51\x6E |0

<U6769> \x68\x3F |0

<U676A> \x68\x42 |0

<U676D> \x3A\x3C |0

<U676F> \x31\x2D |0

<U6770> \x3D\x5C |0

<U6772> \x6A\x3D |0

<U6773> \x68\x43 |0

<U6775> \x68\x46 |0

<U6777> \x68\x4B |0

<U677B> \x7B\x65 |0

<U677C> \x68\x4C |0

<U677E> \x4B\x49 |0

<U677F> \x30\x65 |0

<U6781> \x3C\x2B |0

<U6784> \x39\x39 |0

<U6787> \x68\x41 |0

<U6789> \x4D\x77 |0

<U678B> \x68\x4A |0

<U6790> \x4E\x76 |0

<U6795> \x55\x6D |0

<U6797> \x41\x56 |0

<U6798> \x68\x44 |0

<U6799> \x2E\x48 |0

<U679A> \x43\x36 |0

<U679C> \x39\x7B |0

<U679D> \x56\x26 |0

<U679E> \x68\x48 |0

<U679F> \x7B\x64 |0

<U67A2> \x4A\x60 |0

<U67A3> \x54\x66 |0

<U67A5> \x68\x40 |0

<U67A7> \x68\x45 |0

<U67A8> \x68\x47 |0

<U67AA> \x47\x39 |0

<U67AB> \x37\x63 |0

<U67AD> \x68\x49 |0

<U67AF> \x3F\x5D |0

<U67B0> \x68\x52
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 |0

<U67B3> \x68\x57 |0

<U67B5> \x68\x55 |0

<U67B6> \x3C\x5C |0

<U67B7> \x3C\x4F |0

<U67B8> \x68\x5B |0

<U67C1> \x68\x5E |0

<U67C3> \x68\x5A |0

<U67C4> \x31\x7A |0

<U67C8> \x7B\x66 |0

<U67CF> \x30\x58 |0

<U67D0> \x44\x33 |0

<U67D1> \x38\x4C |0

<U67D2> \x46\x62 |0

<U67D3> \x48\x3E |0

<U67D4> \x48\x61 |0

<U67D8> \x68\x4F |0

<U67D9> \x68\x54 |0

<U67DA> \x68\x56 |0

<U67DC> \x39\x71 |0

<U67DD> \x68\x58 |0

<U67DE> \x57\x75 |0

<U67E0> \x44\x7B |0

<U67E2> \x68\x5C |0

<U67E5> \x32\x69 |0

<U67E9> \x68\x51 |0

<U67EC> \x3C\x6D |0

<U67EE> \x7B\x67 |0

<U67EF> \x3F\x42 |0

<U67F0> \x68\x4D |0

<U67F1> \x56\x79 |0

<U67F3> \x41\x78 |0

<U67F4> \x32\x71 |0

<U67FD> \x68\x5F |0

<U67FF> \x4A\x41 |0

<U6800> \x68\x59 |0

<U6805> \x55\x24 |0

<U6807> \x31\x6A |0

<U6808> \x55\x3B |0

<U6809> \x68\x4E |0

<U680A> \x68\x50 |0

<U680B> \x36\x30 |0

<U680C> \x68\x53 |0

<U680E> \x68\x5D |0

<U680F> \x40\x38 |0

<U6811> \x4A\x77 |0

<U6812> \x7B\x6A |0

<U6813> \x4B\x28 |0
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<U6816> \x46\x5C |0

<U6817> \x40\x75 |0

<U681D> \x68\x69

 |0

<U681F> \x7B\x6B |0

<U6821> \x50\x23 |0

<U6829> \x68\x72 |0

<U682A> \x56\x6A |0

<U6832> \x68\x60 |0

<U6833> \x68\x61 |0

<U6837> \x51\x79 |0

<U6838> \x3A\x4B |0

<U6839> \x38\x79 |0

<U683C> \x38\x71 |0

<U683D> \x54\x54 |0

<U683E> \x68\x6F |0

<U6840> \x68\x6E |0

<U6841> \x68\x6C |0

<U6842> \x39\x70 |0

<U6843> \x4C\x52 |0

<U6844> \x68\x66 |0

<U6845> \x4E\x26 |0

<U6846> \x3F\x72 |0

<U6848> \x30\x38 |0

<U6849> \x68\x71 |0

<U684A> \x68\x70 |0

<U684B> \x7B\x68 |0

<U684C> \x57\x40 |0

<U684E> \x68\x64 |0

<U6850> \x4D\x29 |0

<U6851> \x49\x23 |0

<U6853> \x3B\x38 |0

<U6854> \x3D\x5B |0

<U6855> \x68\x6A |0

<U6860> \x68\x62 |0

<U6861> \x68\x63 |0

<U6862> \x68\x65 |0

<U6863> \x35\x35 |0

<U6864> \x68\x67 |0

<U6865> \x47\x45 |0

<U6866> \x68\x6B |0

<U6867> \x68\x6D |0

<U6868> \x3D\x30 |0

<U6869> \x57\x2E |0

<U686A> \x7B\x6C |0

<U686B> \x68\x78 |0

<U686C> \x2E\x49 |0

<U686F> \x7B\x6F |0
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<U6874> \x68\x75 |0

<U6876> \x4D\x30 |0

<U6877> \x68\x76 |0

<U6881> \x41\x3A |0

<U6883> \x68\x68 |0

<U6885> \x43\x37

 |0

<U6886> \x30\x70 |0

<U688F> \x68\x74 |0

<U6893> \x68\x77 |0

<U6897> \x39\x23 |0

<U68A0> \x7B\x69 |0

<U68A2> \x49\x52 |0

<U68A6> \x43\x4E |0

<U68A7> \x4E\x60 |0

<U68A8> \x40\x66 |0

<U68AD> \x4B\x73 |0

<U68AF> \x4C\x5D |0

<U68B0> \x50\x35 |0

<U68B1> \x7B\x70 |0

<U68B3> \x4A\x61 |0

<U68B5> \x68\x73 |0

<U68BC> \x7B\x6D |0

<U68BF> \x2D\x6F |0

<U68C0> \x3C\x6C |0

<U68C1> \x7B\x71 |0

<U68C2> \x68\x79 |0

<U68C9> \x43\x5E |0

<U68CB> \x46\x65 |0

<U68CD> \x39\x77 |0

<U68D0> \x7E\x79 |0

<U68D1> \x7B\x74 |0

<U68D2> \x30\x74 |0

<U68D3> \x7B\x76 |0

<U68D5> \x57\x58 |0

<U68D8> \x3C\x2C |0

<U68DA> \x45\x6F |0

<U68E0> \x4C\x44 |0

<U68E3> \x69\x26 |0

<U68E8> \x7B\x79 |0

<U68EB> \x7B\x72 |0

<U68EC> \x7B\x77 |0

<U68EE> \x49\x2D |0

<U68F0> \x69\x22 |0

<U68F1> \x40\x62 |0

<U68F5> \x3F\x43 |0

<U68F8> \x2E\x4A |0

<U68F9> \x68\x7E |0
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<U68FA> \x39\x57 |0

<U68FB> \x7B\x6E |0

<U68FC> \x68\x7B |0

<U6901> \x69\x24 |0

<U6905> \x52\x4E |0

<U690B> \x69\x23 |0

<U690D> \x56\x32 |0

<U690E> \x57\x35 |0

<U6910> \x69\x27

 |0

<U6911> \x7B\x75 |0

<U6912> \x3D\x37 |0

<U6913> \x7B\x73 |0

<U691D> \x2D\x6D |0

<U691F> \x68\x7C |0

<U6920> \x68\x7D |0

<U6924> \x69\x21 |0

<U692B> \x7B\x78 |0

<U692D> \x4D\x56 |0

<U6930> \x52\x2C |0

<U6934> \x69\x32 |0

<U6935> \x7C\x22 |0

<U6939> \x69\x29 |0

<U693D> \x34\x2A |0

<U693F> \x34\x3B |0

<U6940> \x7B\x7C |0

<U6942> \x69\x2B |0

<U6954> \x50\x28 |0

<U6957> \x69\x25 |0

<U6959> \x7C\x23 |0

<U695A> \x33\x7E |0

<U695D> \x69\x2C |0

<U695E> \x40\x63 |0

<U695F> \x7B\x7E |0

<U6960> \x69\x2A |0

<U6962> \x7C\x21 |0

<U6963> \x69\x39 |0

<U6966> \x69\x38 |0

<U6969> \x7B\x7B |0

<U696B> \x69\x2E |0

<U696E> \x68\x7A |0

<U696F> \x7B\x7D |0

<U6971> \x69\x28 |0

<U6977> \x3F\x2C |0

<U6978> \x69\x31 |0

<U6979> \x69\x3A |0

<U697C> \x42\x25 |0

<U6980> \x69\x2F |0
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<U6982> \x38\x45 |0

<U6983> \x7D\x52 |0

<U6984> \x69\x2D |0

<U6986> \x53\x5C |0

<U6987> \x69\x34 |0

<U6988> \x69\x35 |0

<U6989> \x69\x37 |0

<U698D> \x69\x47 |0

<U6994> \x40\x46 |0

<U6995> \x69\x45 |0

<U6996> \x7C\x5A |0

<U6998> \x69\x30

 |0

<U699B> \x69\x3B |0

<U699C> \x30\x71 |0

<U69A7> \x69\x3C |0

<U69A8> \x55\x25 |0

<U69AB> \x69\x3E |0

<U69AD> \x69\x3F |0

<U69B1> \x69\x41 |0

<U69B4> \x41\x71 |0

<U69B7> \x48\x36 |0

<U69BB> \x69\x3D |0

<U69BC> \x7C\x24 |0

<U69BE> \x7B\x7A |0

<U69C1> \x69\x42 |0

<U69C5> \x7C\x25 |0

<U69CA> \x69\x43 |0

<U69CC> \x69\x33 |0

<U69CE> \x69\x36 |0

<U69D0> \x3B\x31 |0

<U69D4> \x69\x40 |0

<U69DA> \x7C\x26 |0

<U69DB> \x3C\x77 |0

<U69DC> \x7C\x27 |0

<U69DF> \x69\x44 |0

<U69E0> \x69\x46 |0

<U69E5> \x7C\x29 |0

<U69ED> \x69\x4A |0

<U69F2> \x69\x4E |0

<U69FD> \x32\x5B |0

<U69FE> \x2E\x4B |0

<U69FF> \x69\x48 |0

<U6A0A> \x37\x2E |0

<U6A0B> \x7C\x28 |0

<U6A11> \x2D\x6E |0

<U6A17> \x69\x4B |0

<U6A18> \x69\x4C |0
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<U6A1F> \x55\x41 |0

<U6A21> \x44\x23 |0

<U6A28> \x69\x58 |0

<U6A2A> \x3A\x61 |0

<U6A2F> \x69\x49 |0

<U6A31> \x53\x23 |0

<U6A35> \x69\x54 |0

<U6A3D> \x69\x57 |0

<U6A3E> \x69\x50 |0

<U6A44> \x69\x4F |0

<U6A47> \x47\x41 |0

<U6A50> \x69\x52 |0

<U6A58> \x69\x59 |0

<U6A59> \x33\x48 |0

<U6A5B> \x69\x53

 |0

<U6A61> \x4F\x70 |0

<U6A65> \x69\x4D |0

<U6A66> \x7C\x2A |0

<U6A71> \x33\x77 |0

<U6A79> \x69\x56 |0

<U6A7C> \x69\x5A |0

<U6A80> \x4C\x34 |0

<U6A84> \x4F\x2D |0

<U6A8E> \x69\x55 |0

<U6A90> \x69\x5C |0

<U6A91> \x69\x5B |0

<U6A96> \x7C\x2B |0

<U6A97> \x69\x5E |0

<U6AA0> \x69\x51 |0

<U6AA9> \x69\x5D |0

<U6AAB> \x69\x5F |0

<U6AAC> \x43\x4A |0

<U6AB4> \x7C\x2C |0

<U6AB5> \x2C\x50 |0

<U6B20> \x47\x37 |0

<U6B21> \x34\x4E |0

<U6B22> \x3B\x36 |0

<U6B23> \x50\x40 |0

<U6B24> \x6C\x23 |0

<U6B27> \x45\x37 |0

<U6B32> \x53\x7B |0

<U6B37> \x6C\x24 |0

<U6B38> \x2C\x5A |0

<U6B39> \x6C\x25 |0

<U6B3A> \x46\x5B |0

<U6B3E> \x3F\x6E |0

<U6B43> \x6C\x26 |0
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<U6B46> \x6C\x27 |0

<U6B47> \x50\x2A |0

<U6B49> \x47\x38 |0

<U6B4C> \x38\x68 |0

<U6B54> \x2E\x55 |0

<U6B59> \x6C\x28 |0

<U6B62> \x56\x39 |0

<U6B63> \x55\x7D |0

<U6B64> \x34\x4B |0

<U6B65> \x32\x3D |0

<U6B66> \x4E\x64 |0

<U6B67> \x46\x67 |0

<U6B6A> \x4D\x61 |0

<U6B79> \x34\x75 |0

<U6B7B> \x4B\x40 |0

<U6B7C> \x3C\x5F |0

<U6B81> \x69\x62 |0

<U6B82> \x69\x63

 |0

<U6B83> \x51\x6A |0

<U6B84> \x69\x65 |0

<U6B86> \x34\x79 |0

<U6B87> \x69\x64 |0

<U6B89> \x51\x33 |0

<U6B8A> \x4A\x62 |0

<U6B8B> \x32\x50 |0

<U6B8D> \x69\x68 |0

<U6B92> \x69\x66 |0

<U6B93> \x69\x67 |0

<U6B95> \x7C\x31 |0

<U6B96> \x56\x33 |0

<U6B9A> \x69\x69 |0

<U6B9B> \x69\x6A |0

<U6BA1> \x69\x6B |0

<U6BA3> \x2C\x52 |0

<U6BAA> \x69\x6C |0

<U6BB3> \x6C\x2F |0

<U6BB4> \x45\x39 |0

<U6BB5> \x36\x4E |0

<U6BB7> \x52\x73 |0

<U6BBF> \x35\x6E |0

<U6BC1> \x3B\x59 |0

<U6BC2> \x6C\x31 |0

<U6BC5> \x52\x63 |0

<U6BCB> \x4E\x63 |0

<U6BCD> \x44\x38 |0

<U6BCF> \x43\x3F |0

<U6BD2> \x36\x3E |0
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<U6BD3> \x58\x39 |0

<U6BD4> \x31\x48 |0

<U6BD5> \x31\x4F |0

<U6BD6> \x31\x51 |0

<U6BD7> \x45\x7E |0

<U6BD9> \x31\x50 |0

<U6BDA> \x7A\x3B |0

<U6BDB> \x43\x2B |0

<U6BE1> \x55\x31 |0

<U6BEA> \x6B\x24 |0

<U6BEB> \x3A\x41 |0

<U6BEF> \x4C\x3A |0

<U6BF3> \x6B\x25 |0

<U6BF5> \x6B\x27 |0

<U6BF9> \x6B\x28 |0

<U6BFD> \x6B\x26 |0

<U6C05> \x6B\x29 |0

<U6C06> \x6B\x2B |0

<U6C07> \x6B\x2A |0

<U6C0D> \x6B\x2C |0

<U6C0F> \x4A\x4F

 |0

<U6C10> \x58\x35 |0

<U6C11> \x43\x71 |0

<U6C13> \x43\x25 |0

<U6C14> \x46\x78 |0

<U6C15> \x6B\x2D |0

<U6C16> \x44\x4A |0

<U6C18> \x6B\x2E |0

<U6C19> \x6B\x2F |0

<U6C1A> \x6B\x30 |0

<U6C1B> \x37\x55 |0

<U6C1D> \x2E\x53 |0

<U6C1F> \x37\x7A |0

<U6C21> \x6B\x31 |0

<U6C22> \x47\x62 |0

<U6C24> \x6B\x33 |0

<U6C25> \x2D\x73 |0

<U6C26> \x3A\x24 |0

<U6C27> \x51\x75 |0

<U6C28> \x30\x31 |0

<U6C29> \x6B\x32 |0

<U6C2A> \x6B\x34 |0

<U6C2E> \x35\x2A |0

<U6C2F> \x42\x48 |0

<U6C30> \x47\x68 |0

<U6C32> \x6B\x35 |0

<U6C34> \x4B\x2E |0
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<U6C35> \x63\x5F |0

<U6C38> \x53\x40 |0

<U6C3D> \x59\x5B |0

<U6C3E> \x2F\x6A |0

<U6C3F> \x7C\x6B |0

<U6C40> \x4D\x21 |0

<U6C41> \x56\x2D |0

<U6C42> \x47\x73 |0

<U6C46> \x59\x60 |0

<U6C47> \x3B\x63 |0

<U6C49> \x3A\x3A |0

<U6C4A> \x63\x62 |0

<U6C50> \x4F\x2B |0

<U6C54> \x63\x60 |0

<U6C55> \x49\x47 |0

<U6C57> \x3A\x39 |0

<U6C5B> \x51\x34 |0

<U6C5C> \x63\x61 |0

<U6C5D> \x48\x6A |0

<U6C5E> \x39\x2F |0

<U6C5F> \x3D\x2D |0

<U6C60> \x33\x58 |0

<U6C61> \x4E\x5B |0

<U6C64> \x4C\x40

 |0

<U6C67> \x7C\x6C |0

<U6C68> \x63\x68 |0

<U6C69> \x63\x69 |0

<U6C6A> \x4D\x74 |0

<U6C6D> \x7C\x6F |0

<U6C70> \x4C\x2D |0

<U6C72> \x3C\x33 |0

<U6C74> \x63\x6A |0

<U6C76> \x63\x6B |0

<U6C79> \x50\x5A |0

<U6C7D> \x46\x7B |0

<U6C7E> \x37\x5A |0

<U6C81> \x47\x5F |0

<U6C82> \x52\x4A |0

<U6C83> \x4E\x56 |0

<U6C84> \x7C\x6D |0

<U6C85> \x63\x64 |0

<U6C86> \x63\x6C |0

<U6C87> \x2E\x5B |0

<U6C88> \x49\x72 |0

<U6C89> \x33\x41 |0

<U6C8C> \x63\x67 |0

<U6C8F> \x46\x63 |0
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<U6C90> \x63\x65 |0

<U6C93> \x6D\x33 |0

<U6C94> \x63\x66 |0

<U6C96> \x2D\x54 |0

<U6C98> \x2C\x27 |0

<U6C99> \x49\x33 |0

<U6C9A> \x7C\x6E |0

<U6C9B> \x45\x66 |0

<U6C9F> \x39\x35 |0

<U6CA1> \x43\x3B |0

<U6CA3> \x63\x63 |0

<U6CA4> \x45\x3D |0

<U6CA5> \x41\x24 |0

<U6CA6> \x42\x59 |0

<U6CA7> \x32\x57 |0

<U6CA8> \x7C\x70 |0

<U6CA9> \x63\x6D |0

<U6CAA> \x3B\x26 |0

<U6CAB> \x44\x2D |0

<U6CAD> \x63\x70 |0

<U6CAE> \x3E\x5A |0

<U6CB1> \x63\x7B |0

<U6CB2> \x63\x75 |0

<U6CB3> \x3A\x53 |0

<U6CB5> \x7C\x72 |0

<U6CB8> \x37\x50 |0

<U6CB9> \x53\x4D

 |0

<U6CBB> \x56\x4E |0

<U6CBC> \x55\x53 |0

<U6CBD> \x39\x41 |0

<U6CBE> \x55\x34 |0

<U6CBF> \x51\x58 |0

<U6CC3> \x2C\x29 |0

<U6CC4> \x50\x39 |0

<U6CC5> \x47\x76 |0

<U6CC6> \x7C\x71 |0

<U6CC9> \x48\x2A |0

<U6CCA> \x32\x34 |0

<U6CCC> \x43\x5A |0

<U6CD0> \x63\x6E |0

<U6CD3> \x63\x7C |0

<U6CD4> \x63\x6F |0

<U6CD5> \x37\x28 |0

<U6CD6> \x63\x77 |0

<U6CD7> \x63\x74 |0

<U6CDB> \x37\x3A |0

<U6CDC> \x2C\x28 |0
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<U6CDE> \x45\x22 |0

<U6CE0> \x63\x76 |0

<U6CE1> \x45\x5D |0

<U6CE2> \x32\x28 |0

<U6CE3> \x46\x7C |0

<U6CE5> \x44\x60 |0

<U6CE8> \x57\x22 |0

<U6CEA> \x40\x61 |0

<U6CEB> \x63\x79 |0

<U6CEE> \x63\x7A |0

<U6CEF> \x63\x7D |0

<U6CF0> \x4C\x29 |0

<U6CF1> \x63\x73 |0

<U6CF3> \x53\x3E |0

<U6CF5> \x31\x43 |0

<U6CF6> \x6D\x34 |0

<U6CF7> \x63\x71 |0

<U6CF8> \x63\x72 |0

<U6CFA> \x63\x78 |0

<U6CFB> \x50\x3A |0

<U6CFC> \x46\x43 |0

<U6CFD> \x54\x73 |0

<U6CFE> \x63\x7E |0

<U6D01> \x3D\x60 |0

<U6D04> \x64\x27 |0

<U6D07> \x64\x26 |0

<U6D0B> \x51\x73 |0

<U6D0C> \x64\x23 |0

<U6D0E> \x64\x29 |0

<U6D11> \x7C\x75

 |0

<U6D12> \x48\x77 |0

<U6D17> \x4F\x34 |0

<U6D19> \x64\x28 |0

<U6D1A> \x64\x2E |0

<U6D1B> \x42\x65 |0

<U6D1E> \x36\x34 |0

<U6D25> \x3D\x72 |0

<U6D27> \x64\x22 |0

<U6D28> \x7C\x77 |0

<U6D29> \x2F\x6B |0

<U6D2A> \x3A\x69 |0

<U6D2B> \x64\x2A |0

<U6D2E> \x64\x2C |0

<U6D31> \x36\x7D |0

<U6D32> \x56\x5E |0

<U6D33> \x64\x32 |0

<U6D34> \x7C\x79 |0
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<U6D35> \x64\x2D |0

<U6D38> \x7C\x74 |0

<U6D39> \x64\x21 |0

<U6D3A> \x7C\x76 |0

<U6D3B> \x3B\x6E |0

<U6D3C> \x4D\x5D |0

<U6D3D> \x47\x22 |0

<U6D3E> \x45\x49 |0

<U6D41> \x41\x77 |0

<U6D43> \x64\x24 |0

<U6D44> \x2D\x55 |0

<U6D45> \x47\x33 |0

<U6D46> \x3D\x2C |0

<U6D47> \x3D\x3D |0

<U6D48> \x64\x25 |0

<U6D49> \x7C\x73 |0

<U6D4A> \x57\x47 |0

<U6D4B> \x32\x62 |0

<U6D4D> \x64\x2B |0

<U6D4E> \x3C\x43 |0

<U6D4F> \x64\x2F |0

<U6D50> \x7C\x78 |0

<U6D51> \x3B\x6B |0

<U6D52> \x64\x30 |0

<U6D53> \x45\x28 |0

<U6D54> \x64\x31 |0

<U6D55> \x7C\x7A |0

<U6D59> \x55\x63 |0

<U6D5A> \x3F\x23 |0

<U6D5B> \x7C\x7E |0

<U6D5C> \x64\x3A |0

<U6D5E> \x64\x37 |0

<U6D60> \x64\x3B

 |0

<U6D61> \x7C\x7B |0

<U6D63> \x64\x3D |0

<U6D64> \x7D\x21 |0

<U6D65> \x7C\x7D |0

<U6D66> \x46\x56 |0

<U6D69> \x3A\x46 |0

<U6D6A> \x40\x4B |0

<U6D6E> \x38\x21 |0

<U6D6F> \x64\x34 |0

<U6D74> \x54\x21 |0

<U6D77> \x3A\x23 |0

<U6D78> \x3D\x7E |0

<U6D7C> \x64\x3C |0

<U6D82> \x4D\x3F |0
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<U6D85> \x44\x79 |0

<U6D88> \x4F\x7B |0

<U6D89> \x49\x66 |0

<U6D8C> \x53\x3F |0

<U6D8E> \x4F\x51 |0

<U6D91> \x64\x33 |0

<U6D93> \x64\x38 |0

<U6D94> \x64\x39 |0

<U6D95> \x4C\x69 |0

<U6D9B> \x4C\x4E |0

<U6D9D> \x40\x54 |0

<U6D9E> \x64\x35 |0

<U6D9F> \x41\x30 |0

<U6DA0> \x64\x36 |0

<U6DA1> \x4E\x50 |0

<U6DA2> \x7C\x7C |0

<U6DA3> \x3B\x41 |0

<U6DA4> \x35\x53 |0

<U6DA6> \x48\x73 |0

<U6DA7> \x3D\x27 |0

<U6DA8> \x55\x47 |0

<U6DA9> \x49\x2C |0

<U6DAA> \x38\x22 |0

<U6DAB> \x64\x4A |0

<U6DAD> \x2E\x5C |0

<U6DAE> \x64\x4C |0

<U6DAF> \x51\x44 |0

<U6DB2> \x52\x3A |0

<U6DB4> \x7D\x22 |0

<U6DB5> \x3A\x2D |0

<U6DB8> \x3A\x54 |0

<U6DBF> \x64\x43 |0

<U6DC0> \x35\x6D |0

<U6DC4> \x57\x4D |0

<U6DC5> \x64\x40 |0

<U6DC6> \x4F\x7D

 |0

<U6DC7> \x64\x3F |0

<U6DCB> \x41\x5C |0

<U6DCC> \x4C\x4A |0

<U6DD1> \x4A\x67 |0

<U6DD6> \x44\x57 |0

<U6DD8> \x4C\x54 |0

<U6DD9> \x64\x48 |0

<U6DDD> \x64\x47 |0

<U6DDE> \x64\x41 |0

<U6DE0> \x64\x44 |0

<U6DE1> \x35\x2D |0
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<U6DE4> \x53\x59 |0

<U6DE6> \x64\x46 |0

<U6DEB> \x52\x79 |0

<U6DEC> \x34\x63 |0

<U6DEE> \x3B\x34 |0

<U6DF1> \x49\x6E |0

<U6DF3> \x34\x3E |0

<U6DF7> \x3B\x6C |0

<U6DF9> \x51\x4D |0

<U6DFB> \x4C\x6D |0

<U6DFC> \x6D\x35 |0

<U6E05> \x47\x65 |0

<U6E0A> \x54\x28 |0

<U6E0C> \x64\x4B |0

<U6E0D> \x57\x55 |0

<U6E0E> \x64\x42 |0

<U6E10> \x3D\x25 |0

<U6E11> \x64\x45 |0

<U6E14> \x53\x66 |0

<U6E16> \x64\x49 |0

<U6E17> \x49\x78 |0

<U6E1A> \x64\x3E |0

<U6E1B> \x2D\x56 |0

<U6E1D> \x53\x65 |0

<U6E20> \x47\x7E |0

<U6E21> \x36\x49 |0

<U6E23> \x54\x7C |0

<U6E24> \x32\x33 |0

<U6E25> \x64\x57 |0

<U6E29> \x4E\x42 |0

<U6E2B> \x64\x4D |0

<U6E2D> \x4E\x3C |0

<U6E2F> \x38\x5B |0

<U6E32> \x64\x56 |0

<U6E34> \x3F\x4A |0

<U6E38> \x53\x4E |0

<U6E3A> \x43\x6C |0

<U6E43> \x45\x48 |0

<U6E44> \x64\x58

 |0

<U6E4D> \x4D\x44 |0

<U6E4E> \x64\x4F |0

<U6E53> \x64\x54 |0

<U6E54> \x64\x55 |0

<U6E56> \x3A\x7E |0

<U6E58> \x4F\x66 |0

<U6E5B> \x55\x3F |0

<U6E5C> \x7D\x24 |0
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<U6E5D> \x2C\x2A |0

<U6E5F> \x64\x52 |0

<U6E67> \x2D\x57 |0

<U6E6B> \x64\x50 |0

<U6E6E> \x64\x4E |0

<U6E72> \x7D\x25 |0

<U6E7E> \x4D\x65 |0

<U6E7F> \x4A\x2A |0

<U6E81> \x2E\x5D |0

<U6E83> \x40\x23 |0

<U6E85> \x3D\x26 |0

<U6E86> \x64\x53 |0

<U6E87> \x7D\x27 |0

<U6E89> \x38\x48 |0

<U6E8E> \x7D\x28 |0

<U6E8F> \x64\x67 |0

<U6E90> \x54\x34 |0

<U6E98> \x64\x5B |0

<U6E9A> \x7D\x23 |0

<U6E9C> \x41\x6F |0

<U6E9F> \x64\x69 |0

<U6EA0> \x7D\x26 |0

<U6EA2> \x52\x67 |0

<U6EA5> \x64\x5F |0

<U6EA6> \x2C\x2B |0

<U6EA7> \x64\x60 |0

<U6EAA> \x4F\x2A |0

<U6EAF> \x4B\x5D |0

<U6EB1> \x64\x5A |0

<U6EB2> \x64\x51 |0

<U6EB4> \x64\x65 |0

<U6EB5> \x2E\x5E |0

<U6EB6> \x48\x5C |0

<U6EB7> \x64\x63 |0

<U6EBA> \x44\x67 |0

<U6EBB> \x64\x62 |0

<U6EBD> \x64\x61 |0

<U6EC1> \x33\x7C |0

<U6EC2> \x64\x68 |0

<U6EC3> \x7D\x2A |0

<U6EC7> \x35\x61 |0

<U6EC9> \x7D\x29

 |0

<U6ECB> \x57\x4C |0

<U6ECF> \x64\x66 |0

<U6ED1> \x3B\x2C |0

<U6ED3> \x57\x52 |0

<U6ED4> \x4C\x4F |0
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<U6ED5> \x6B\x78 |0

<U6ED7> \x64\x64 |0

<U6ED8> \x7D\x2C |0

<U6EDA> \x39\x76 |0

<U6EDE> \x56\x4D |0

<U6EDF> \x64\x59 |0

<U6EE0> \x64\x5C |0

<U6EE1> \x42\x7A |0

<U6EE2> \x64\x5E |0

<U6EE4> \x42\x4B |0

<U6EE5> \x40\x44 |0

<U6EE6> \x42\x50 |0

<U6EE7> \x2F\x6C |0

<U6EE8> \x31\x75 |0

<U6EE9> \x4C\x32 |0

<U6EEA> \x7D\x2D |0

<U6EEB> \x2C\x2C |0

<U6EF4> \x35\x4E |0

<U6EF9> \x64\x6F |0

<U6F02> \x46\x2F |0

<U6F06> \x46\x61 |0

<U6F09> \x64\x75 |0

<U6F0F> \x42\x29 |0

<U6F13> \x40\x6C |0

<U6F14> \x51\x5D |0

<U6F15> \x64\x6E |0

<U6F20> \x44\x2E |0

<U6F24> \x64\x6D |0

<U6F29> \x64\x76 |0

<U6F2A> \x64\x74 |0

<U6F2B> \x42\x7E |0

<U6F2D> \x64\x5D |0

<U6F2F> \x64\x70 |0

<U6F31> \x4A\x7E |0

<U6F33> \x55\x44 |0

<U6F36> \x64\x71 |0

<U6F37> \x7D\x2B |0

<U6F3E> \x51\x7A |0

<U6F46> \x64\x6B |0

<U6F47> \x64\x6C |0

<U6F4B> \x64\x72 |0

<U6F4D> \x4E\x2B |0

<U6F56> \x7D\x2E |0

<U6F58> \x45\x4B |0

<U6F5C> \x47\x31

 |0

<U6F5E> \x42\x3A |0

<U6F5F> \x7D\x30 |0
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<U6F62> \x64\x6A |0

<U6F66> \x41\x4A |0

<U6F6D> \x4C\x36 |0

<U6F6E> \x33\x31 |0

<U6F72> \x64\x7B |0

<U6F74> \x64\x73 |0

<U6F75> \x7D\x2F |0

<U6F78> \x64\x7A |0

<U6F7A> \x64\x7D |0

<U6F7C> \x64\x7C |0

<U6F82> \x2D\x58 |0

<U6F84> \x33\x4E |0

<U6F88> \x33\x3A |0

<U6F89> \x64\x77 |0

<U6F8C> \x64\x79 |0

<U6F8D> \x64\x78 |0

<U6F8E> \x45\x6C |0

<U6F94> \x2E\x5F |0

<U6F9B> \x2E\x60 |0

<U6F9C> \x40\x3D |0

<U6FA1> \x54\x68 |0

<U6FA5> \x2C\x2D |0

<U6FA7> \x65\x22 |0

<U6FB3> \x30\x44 |0

<U6FB4> \x7D\x31 |0

<U6FB6> \x65\x24 |0

<U6FB9> \x65\x23 |0

<U6FBC> \x7D\x32 |0

<U6FC0> \x3C\x24 |0

<U6FC2> \x65\x25 |0

<U6FC9> \x65\x21 |0

<U6FD1> \x64\x7E |0

<U6FD2> \x31\x74 |0

<U6FDE> \x65\x28 |0

<U6FE0> \x65\x29 |0

<U6FE1> \x65\x26 |0

<U6FEC> \x2D\x59 |0

<U6FEE> \x65\x27 |0

<U6FEF> \x65\x2A |0

<U700C> \x7D\x35 |0

<U700D> \x7D\x34 |0

<U7011> \x46\x59 |0

<U7014> \x7D\x33 |0

<U701A> \x65\x2B |0

<U701B> \x65\x2D |0

<U7023> \x65\x2C |0

<U7035> \x65\x2F |0

<U7039> \x65\x2E
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 |0

<U703C> \x7D\x36 |0

<U704C> \x39\x60 |0

<U704F> \x65\x30 |0

<U705E> \x65\x31 |0

<U706B> \x3B\x70 |0

<U706C> \x6C\x61 |0

<U706D> \x43\x70 |0

<U706F> \x35\x46 |0

<U7070> \x3B\x52 |0

<U7075> \x41\x69 |0

<U7076> \x54\x6E |0

<U7078> \x3E\x44 |0

<U707A> \x2E\x57 |0

<U707C> \x57\x46 |0

<U707E> \x54\x56 |0

<U707F> \x32\x53 |0

<U7080> \x6C\x3E |0

<U7085> \x6A\x41 |0

<U7089> \x42\x2F |0

<U708A> \x34\x36 |0

<U708E> \x51\x57 |0

<U7092> \x33\x34 |0

<U7094> \x48\x32 |0

<U7095> \x3F\x3B |0

<U7096> \x6C\x40 |0

<U7098> \x7C\x5B |0

<U7099> \x56\x4B |0

<U709C> \x6C\x3F |0

<U709D> \x6C\x41 |0

<U709E> \x2D\x6A |0

<U70AB> \x6C\x45 |0

<U70AC> \x3E\x66 |0

<U70AD> \x4C\x3F |0

<U70AE> \x45\x5A |0

<U70AF> \x3E\x3C |0

<U70B1> \x6C\x46 |0

<U70B3> \x31\x7E |0

<U70B7> \x6C\x44 |0

<U70B8> \x55\x28 |0

<U70B9> \x35\x63 |0

<U70BB> \x6C\x42 |0

<U70BC> \x41\x36 |0

<U70BD> \x33\x63 |0

<U70C0> \x6C\x43 |0

<U70C1> \x4B\x38 |0

<U70C2> \x40\x43 |0

<U70C3> \x4C\x7E |0
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<U70C8> \x41\x52 |0

<U70CA> \x6C\x48 |0

<U70D8> \x3A\x66

 |0

<U70D9> \x40\x53 |0

<U70DB> \x56\x72 |0

<U70DC> \x7C\x5C |0

<U70DD> \x7C\x62 |0

<U70DF> \x51\x4C |0

<U70E4> \x3F\x3E |0

<U70E6> \x37\x33 |0

<U70E7> \x49\x55 |0

<U70E8> \x6C\x47 |0

<U70E9> \x3B\x62 |0

<U70EB> \x4C\x4C |0

<U70EC> \x3D\x7D |0

<U70ED> \x48\x48 |0

<U70EF> \x4F\x29 |0

<U70F1> \x2E\x58 |0

<U70F7> \x4D\x69 |0

<U70F9> \x45\x6B |0

<U70FA> \x7C\x5D |0

<U70FD> \x37\x69 |0

<U7109> \x51\x49 |0

<U710A> \x3A\x38 |0

<U710C> \x7C\x5E |0

<U7110> \x6C\x49 |0

<U7113> \x6C\x4A |0

<U7115> \x3B\x40 |0

<U7116> \x6C\x4B |0

<U7118> \x6C\x62 |0

<U7119> \x31\x3A |0

<U711A> \x37\x59 |0

<U711C> \x7C\x5F |0

<U7120> \x2E\x59 |0

<U7126> \x3D\x39 |0

<U712E> \x2F\x74 |0

<U712F> \x6C\x4C |0

<U7130> \x51\x66 |0

<U7131> \x6C\x4D |0

<U7136> \x48\x3B |0

<U7145> \x6C\x51 |0

<U714A> \x6C\x53 |0

<U714C> \x3B\x4D |0

<U714E> \x3C\x65 |0

<U715C> \x6C\x4F |0

<U715E> \x49\x37 |0

<U7164> \x43\x3A |0
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<U7166> \x6C\x63 |0

<U7167> \x55\x55 |0

<U7168> \x6C\x50 |0

<U716E> \x56\x73 |0

<U7172> \x6C\x52 |0

<U7173> \x6C\x4E

 |0

<U7178> \x6C\x54 |0

<U717A> \x6C\x55 |0

<U717D> \x49\x3F |0

<U7184> \x4F\x28 |0

<U718A> \x50\x5C |0

<U718F> \x51\x2C |0

<U7194> \x48\x5B |0

<U7198> \x6C\x56 |0

<U7199> \x4E\x75 |0

<U719F> \x4A\x6C |0

<U71A0> \x6C\x5A |0

<U71A8> \x6C\x59 |0

<U71AC> \x30\x3E |0

<U71B3> \x6C\x57 |0

<U71B5> \x6C\x58 |0

<U71B9> \x6C\x64 |0

<U71C3> \x48\x3C |0

<U71CA> \x2C\x51 |0

<U71CB> \x7C\x60 |0

<U71CE> \x41\x47 |0

<U71CF> \x2C\x46 |0

<U71D4> \x6C\x5C |0

<U71D5> \x51\x60 |0

<U71E0> \x6C\x5B |0

<U71E5> \x54\x6F |0

<U71E7> \x6C\x5D |0

<U71EE> \x5B\x46 |0

<U71F9> \x6C\x5E |0

<U71FF> \x2D\x6C |0

<U7206> \x31\x2C |0

<U721D> \x6C\x5F |0

<U721F> \x7C\x61 |0

<U7228> \x6C\x60 |0

<U722A> \x57\x26 |0

<U722C> \x45\x40 |0

<U7230> \x6B\x3C |0

<U7231> \x30\x2E |0

<U7235> \x3E\x74 |0

<U7236> \x38\x38 |0

<U7237> \x52\x2F |0

<U7238> \x30\x56 |0
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<U7239> \x35\x79 |0

<U723B> \x58\x33 |0

<U723D> \x4B\x2C |0

<U723F> \x63\x5D |0

<U7241> \x7B\x28 |0

<U7242> \x7B\x29 |0

<U7247> \x46\x2C |0

<U7248> \x30\x66 |0

<U724C> \x45\x46

 |0

<U724D> \x6B\x39 |0

<U7252> \x6B\x3A |0

<U7256> \x6B\x3B |0

<U7259> \x51\x40 |0

<U725A> \x2C\x37 |0

<U725B> \x45\x23 |0

<U725D> \x6A\x72 |0

<U725F> \x44\x32 |0

<U7261> \x44\x35 |0

<U7262> \x40\x4E |0

<U7263> \x7C\x44 |0

<U7266> \x6A\x73 |0

<U7267> \x44\x41 |0

<U7269> \x4E\x6F |0

<U726E> \x6A\x70 |0

<U726F> \x6A\x74 |0

<U7272> \x49\x7C |0

<U7275> \x47\x23 |0

<U7277> \x7C\x45 |0

<U7279> \x4C\x58 |0

<U727A> \x4E\x7E |0

<U727E> \x6A\x75 |0

<U727F> \x6A\x76 |0

<U7280> \x4F\x2C |0

<U7281> \x40\x67 |0

<U7284> \x6A\x77 |0

<U7287> \x2F\x73 |0

<U728A> \x36\x3F |0

<U728B> \x6A\x78 |0

<U728D> \x6A\x79 |0

<U728F> \x6A\x7A |0

<U7292> \x6A\x7B |0

<U729F> \x6A\x71 |0

<U72A8> \x2C\x57 |0

<U72AC> \x48\x2E |0

<U72AD> \x61\x6B |0

<U72AF> \x37\x38 |0

<U72B0> \x61\x6C |0
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<U72B4> \x61\x6D |0

<U72B6> \x57\x34 |0

<U72B7> \x61\x6E |0

<U72B8> \x61\x6F |0

<U72B9> \x53\x4C |0

<U72C1> \x61\x71 |0

<U72C2> \x3F\x71 |0

<U72C3> \x61\x70 |0

<U72C4> \x35\x52 |0

<U72C8> \x31\x37 |0

<U72C9> \x2C\x3D |0

<U72CD> \x61\x73

 |0

<U72CE> \x61\x72 |0

<U72D0> \x3A\x7C |0

<U72D2> \x61\x74 |0

<U72D7> \x39\x37 |0

<U72D9> \x3E\x51 |0

<U72DD> \x7C\x2D |0

<U72DE> \x44\x7C |0

<U72E0> \x3A\x5D |0

<U72E1> \x3D\x46 |0

<U72E2> \x2E\x4C |0

<U72E8> \x61\x75 |0

<U72E9> \x61\x77 |0

<U72EC> \x36\x40 |0

<U72ED> \x4F\x41 |0

<U72EE> \x4A\x28 |0

<U72EF> \x61\x76 |0

<U72F0> \x55\x78 |0

<U72F1> \x53\x7C |0

<U72F2> \x61\x78 |0

<U72F3> \x61\x7C |0

<U72F4> \x61\x79 |0

<U72F7> \x61\x7A |0

<U72F8> \x40\x6A |0

<U72FA> \x61\x7E |0

<U72FB> \x62\x21 |0

<U72FC> \x40\x47 |0

<U7301> \x61\x7B |0

<U7303> \x61\x7D |0

<U7306> \x7E\x7A |0

<U730A> \x62\x25 |0

<U730E> \x41\x54 |0

<U7313> \x62\x23 |0

<U7314> \x7C\x2F |0

<U7315> \x62\x28 |0

<U7316> \x32\x7E |0
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<U7317> \x62\x22 |0

<U731B> \x43\x4D |0

<U731C> \x32\x42 |0

<U731D> \x62\x27 |0

<U731E> \x62\x26 |0

<U7321> \x62\x24 |0

<U7322> \x62\x29 |0

<U7325> \x62\x2B |0

<U7329> \x50\x49 |0

<U732A> \x56\x6D |0

<U732B> \x43\x28 |0

<U732C> \x62\x2C |0

<U732E> \x4F\x57 |0

<U7331> \x62\x2E |0

<U7334> \x3A\x6F

 |0

<U7337> \x69\x60 |0

<U7338> \x62\x2D |0

<U7339> \x62\x2A |0

<U733A> \x7C\x30 |0

<U733E> \x3B\x2B |0

<U733F> \x54\x33 |0

<U734D> \x62\x30 |0

<U7350> \x62\x2F |0

<U7352> \x69\x61 |0

<U7357> \x62\x31 |0

<U7360> \x62\x32 |0

<U736C> \x62\x33 |0

<U736D> \x4C\x21 |0

<U736F> \x62\x34 |0

<U737E> \x62\x35 |0

<U7384> \x50\x7E |0

<U7387> \x42\x4A |0

<U7389> \x53\x71 |0

<U738B> \x4D\x75 |0

<U738E> \x67\x60 |0

<U7391> \x67\x61 |0

<U7394> \x2E\x42 |0

<U7395> \x7B\x47 |0

<U7396> \x3E\x41 |0

<U7399> \x7B\x48 |0

<U739A> \x2C\x4A |0

<U739B> \x42\x6A |0

<U739F> \x67\x64 |0

<U73A0> \x7B\x49 |0

<U73A2> \x67\x63 |0

<U73A5> \x7B\x4B |0

<U73A6> \x7B\x4C |0
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<U73A9> \x4D\x66 |0

<U73AB> \x43\x35 |0

<U73AE> \x67\x62 |0

<U73AF> \x3B\x37 |0

<U73B0> \x4F\x56 |0

<U73B1> \x7B\x4A |0

<U73B2> \x41\x61 |0

<U73B3> \x67\x69 |0

<U73B7> \x67\x68 |0

<U73BA> \x67\x74 |0

<U73BB> \x32\x23 |0

<U73C0> \x67\x6A |0

<U73C2> \x67\x66 |0

<U73C8> \x67\x6C |0

<U73C9> \x67\x6B |0

<U73CA> \x49\x3A |0

<U73CD> \x55\x64 |0

<U73CF> \x67\x65

 |0

<U73D0> \x37\x29 |0

<U73D1> \x67\x67 |0

<U73D6> \x7B\x4D |0

<U73D9> \x67\x6E |0

<U73DE> \x67\x73 |0

<U73E0> \x56\x69 |0

<U73E3> \x7B\x50 |0

<U73E5> \x67\x6D |0

<U73E7> \x67\x72 |0

<U73E9> \x67\x71 |0

<U73EA> \x2E\x43 |0

<U73ED> \x30\x60 |0

<U73EE> \x2E\x44 |0

<U73F0> \x7B\x4E |0

<U73F2> \x67\x75 |0

<U73F6> \x7B\x54 |0

<U73FA> \x7B\x55 |0

<U73FD> \x7B\x4F |0

<U7403> \x47\x72 |0

<U7405> \x40\x45 |0

<U7406> \x40\x6D |0

<U7407> \x7B\x53 |0

<U7409> \x41\x70 |0

<U740A> \x67\x70 |0

<U740E> \x7B\x52 |0

<U740F> \x67\x76 |0

<U7410> \x4B\x76 |0

<U7415> \x2E\x46 |0

<U741A> \x68\x22 |0
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<U741B> \x68\x21 |0

<U7422> \x57\x41 |0

<U7424> \x7B\x51 |0

<U7425> \x67\x7A |0

<U7426> \x67\x79 |0

<U7428> \x67\x7B |0

<U742A> \x67\x77 |0

<U742B> \x2C\x4B |0

<U742C> \x67\x7E |0

<U742E> \x67\x7D |0

<U742F> \x7B\x57 |0

<U7430> \x67\x7C |0

<U7432> \x7B\x56 |0

<U7433> \x41\x55 |0

<U7434> \x47\x59 |0

<U7435> \x45\x7D |0

<U7436> \x45\x43 |0

<U7437> \x2E\x45 |0

<U743C> \x47\x6D |0

<U7441> \x68\x23 |0

<U7442> \x7B\x59

 |0

<U7444> \x7B\x58 |0

<U7454> \x2E\x47 |0

<U7455> \x68\x26 |0

<U7457> \x68\x25 |0

<U7459> \x68\x27 |0

<U745A> \x3A\x77 |0

<U745B> \x67\x78 |0

<U745C> \x68\x24 |0

<U745E> \x48\x70 |0

<U745F> \x49\x2A |0

<U7462> \x7B\x5C |0

<U746D> \x68\x29 |0

<U7470> \x39\x65 |0

<U7471> \x7B\x5A |0

<U7476> \x51\x7E |0

<U7477> \x68\x28 |0

<U7478> \x7B\x5B |0

<U747E> \x68\x2A |0

<U7480> \x68\x2D |0

<U7481> \x68\x2E |0

<U7483> \x41\x27 |0

<U7486> \x7B\x5D |0

<U7487> \x68\x2F |0

<U7488> \x2C\x4C |0

<U748B> \x68\x30 |0

<U748E> \x68\x2C |0
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<U7490> \x68\x34 |0

<U7498> \x7B\x60 |0

<U749C> \x68\x2B |0

<U749E> \x68\x31 |0

<U749F> \x7B\x5E |0

<U74A0> \x7B\x5F |0

<U74A7> \x68\x35 |0

<U74A8> \x68\x32 |0

<U74A9> \x68\x33 |0

<U74AA> \x2C\x4D |0

<U74B2> \x7B\x61 |0

<U74BA> \x68\x37 |0

<U74D2> \x68\x36 |0

<U74D8> \x2C\x4E |0

<U74DC> \x39\x4F |0

<U74DE> \x70\x2C |0

<U74E0> \x70\x2D |0

<U74E2> \x46\x30 |0

<U74E3> \x30\x6A |0

<U74E4> \x48\x3F |0

<U74E6> \x4D\x5F |0

<U74EE> \x4E\x4D |0

<U74EF> \x6A\x31 |0

<U74F4> \x6A\x32

 |0

<U74F6> \x46\x3F |0

<U74F7> \x34\x49 |0

<U74FB> \x7C\x34 |0

<U74FF> \x6A\x33 |0

<U7503> \x7C\x35 |0

<U7504> \x55\x67 |0

<U750D> \x5D\x79 |0

<U750F> \x6A\x34 |0

<U7511> \x6A\x35 |0

<U7513> \x6A\x36 |0

<U7518> \x38\x4A |0

<U7519> \x5F\x30 |0

<U751A> \x49\x75 |0

<U751C> \x4C\x70 |0

<U751F> \x49\x7A |0

<U7521> \x7D\x57 |0

<U7525> \x49\x7B |0

<U7526> \x2C\x75 |0

<U7528> \x53\x43 |0

<U7529> \x4B\x26 |0

<U752A> \x7A\x24 |0

<U752B> \x38\x26 |0

<U752C> \x70\x2E |0
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<U752D> \x31\x42 |0

<U752F> \x65\x38 |0

<U7530> \x4C\x6F |0

<U7531> \x53\x49 |0

<U7532> \x3C\x57 |0

<U7533> \x49\x6A |0

<U7535> \x35\x67 |0

<U7537> \x44\x50 |0

<U7538> \x35\x69 |0

<U753A> \x6E\x2E |0

<U753B> \x3B\x2D |0

<U753E> \x67\x5E |0

<U7540> \x6E\x2F |0

<U7545> \x33\x29 |0

<U7548> \x6E\x32 |0

<U754B> \x6E\x31 |0

<U754C> \x3D\x67 |0

<U754E> \x6E\x30 |0

<U754F> \x4E\x37 |0

<U7551> \x2D\x6B |0

<U7554> \x45\x4F |0

<U7559> \x41\x74 |0

<U755A> \x5B\x4E |0

<U755B> \x6E\x33 |0

<U755C> \x50\x73 |0

<U7564> \x7D\x50 |0

<U7565> \x42\x54

 |0

<U7566> \x46\x68 |0

<U756A> \x37\x2C |0

<U756C> \x2F\x77 |0

<U756F> \x7D\x51 |0

<U7572> \x6E\x34 |0

<U7574> \x33\x6B |0

<U7578> \x3B\x7B |0

<U7579> \x6E\x35 |0

<U757F> \x67\x5C |0

<U7583> \x6E\x36 |0

<U7586> \x3D\x2E |0

<U758B> \x71\x62 |0

<U758F> \x4A\x68 |0

<U7591> \x52\x49 |0

<U7592> \x70\x5A |0

<U7594> \x70\x5B |0

<U7596> \x70\x5C |0

<U7597> \x41\x46 |0

<U7599> \x38\x6D |0

<U759A> \x3E\x4E |0
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<U759D> \x70\x5E |0

<U759F> \x45\x31 |0

<U75A0> \x70\x5D |0

<U75A1> \x51\x71 |0

<U75A2> \x7D\x6B |0

<U75A3> \x70\x60 |0

<U75A4> \x30\x4C |0

<U75A5> \x3D\x6A |0

<U75AB> \x52\x5F |0

<U75AC> \x70\x5F |0

<U75AE> \x34\x2F |0

<U75AF> \x37\x68 |0

<U75B0> \x70\x66 |0

<U75B1> \x70\x65 |0

<U75B2> \x46\x23 |0

<U75B3> \x70\x61 |0

<U75B4> \x70\x62 |0

<U75B5> \x34\x43 |0

<U75B8> \x70\x63 |0

<U75B9> \x55\x6E |0

<U75BC> \x4C\x5B |0

<U75BD> \x3E\x52 |0

<U75BE> \x3C\x32 |0

<U75C2> \x70\x68 |0

<U75C3> \x70\x67 |0

<U75C4> \x70\x64 |0

<U75C5> \x32\x21 |0

<U75C7> \x56\x22 |0

<U75C8> \x53\x38 |0

<U75C9> \x3E\x37

 |0

<U75CA> \x48\x2C |0

<U75CD> \x70\x6A |0

<U75D2> \x51\x77 |0

<U75D4> \x56\x4C |0

<U75D5> \x3A\x5B |0

<U75D6> \x70\x69 |0

<U75D8> \x36\x3B |0

<U75DB> \x4D\x34 |0

<U75DE> \x46\x26 |0

<U75E0> \x2E\x6A |0

<U75E2> \x41\x21 |0

<U75E3> \x70\x6B |0

<U75E4> \x70\x6E |0

<U75E6> \x70\x6D |0

<U75E7> \x70\x70 |0

<U75E8> \x70\x6C |0

<U75EA> \x3B\x3E |0
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<U75EB> \x70\x6F |0

<U75F0> \x4C\x35 |0

<U75F1> \x70\x72 |0

<U75F3> \x2F\x78 |0

<U75F4> \x33\x55 |0

<U75F9> \x31\x54 |0

<U75FC> \x70\x73 |0

<U75FF> \x70\x74 |0

<U7600> \x70\x76 |0

<U7601> \x34\x61 |0

<U7603> \x70\x71 |0

<U7604> \x7D\x6C |0

<U7605> \x70\x77 |0

<U7608> \x7D\x6D |0

<U760A> \x70\x7A |0

<U760C> \x70\x78 |0

<U7610> \x70\x75 |0

<U7615> \x70\x7D |0

<U7617> \x70\x79 |0

<U7618> \x70\x7C |0

<U7619> \x70\x7E |0

<U761B> \x71\x21 |0

<U761D> \x7D\x6E |0

<U761F> \x4E\x41 |0

<U7620> \x71\x24 |0

<U7622> \x71\x23 |0

<U7624> \x41\x76 |0

<U7625> \x70\x7B |0

<U7626> \x4A\x5D |0

<U7629> \x34\x71 |0

<U762A> \x31\x71 |0

<U762B> \x4C\x31 |0

<U762D> \x71\x26

 |0

<U7630> \x71\x27 |0

<U7633> \x71\x2C |0

<U7634> \x55\x4E |0

<U7635> \x71\x29 |0

<U7638> \x48\x33 |0

<U763C> \x71\x22 |0

<U763E> \x71\x2B |0

<U763F> \x71\x28 |0

<U7640> \x71\x25 |0

<U7643> \x71\x2A |0

<U764C> \x30\x29 |0

<U764D> \x71\x2D |0

<U7652> \x2D\x74 |0

<U7654> \x71\x2F |0
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<U7656> \x71\x31 |0

<U765C> \x71\x30 |0

<U765E> \x71\x2E |0

<U7663> \x51\x22 |0

<U766B> \x71\x32 |0

<U766F> \x71\x33 |0

<U7676> \x2E\x6C |0

<U7678> \x39\x6F |0

<U767B> \x35\x47 |0

<U767D> \x30\x57 |0

<U767E> \x30\x59 |0

<U767F> \x7D\x5A |0

<U7682> \x54\x6D |0

<U7684> \x35\x44 |0

<U7686> \x3D\x54 |0

<U7687> \x3B\x4A |0

<U7688> \x70\x27 |0

<U768B> \x38\x5E |0

<U768E> \x70\x28 |0

<U7691> \x30\x28 |0

<U7693> \x70\x29 |0

<U7696> \x4D\x6E |0

<U7699> \x70\x2A |0

<U769E> \x7D\x5B |0

<U76A4> \x70\x2B |0

<U76AE> \x46\x24 |0

<U76B1> \x56\x65 |0

<U76B2> \x71\x64 |0

<U76B4> \x71\x65 |0

<U76BF> \x43\x73 |0

<U76C2> \x53\x5B |0

<U76C5> \x56\x51 |0

<U76C6> \x45\x68 |0

<U76C8> \x53\x2F |0

<U76CA> \x52\x66 |0

<U76CD> \x6E\x41

 |0

<U76CE> \x30\x3B |0

<U76CF> \x55\x35 |0

<U76D0> \x51\x4E |0

<U76D1> \x3C\x60 |0

<U76D2> \x3A\x50 |0

<U76D4> \x3F\x78 |0

<U76D6> \x38\x47 |0

<U76D7> \x35\x41 |0

<U76D8> \x45\x4C |0

<U76DB> \x4A\x22 |0

<U76DD> \x7D\x54 |0
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<U76DF> \x43\x4B |0

<U76E5> \x6E\x42 |0

<U76E6> \x7D\x55 |0

<U76EA> \x2D\x76 |0

<U76EC> \x7D\x56 |0

<U76EE> \x44\x3F |0

<U76EF> \x36\x22 |0

<U76F1> \x6D\x6C |0

<U76F2> \x43\x24 |0

<U76F4> \x56\x31 |0

<U76F8> \x4F\x60 |0

<U76F9> \x6D\x6F |0

<U76FB> \x7D\x4A |0

<U76FC> \x45\x4E |0

<U76FE> \x36\x5C |0

<U7701> \x4A\x21 |0

<U7704> \x6D\x6D |0

<U7707> \x6D\x70 |0

<U7708> \x6D\x71 |0

<U7709> \x43\x3C |0

<U770A> \x2C\x5F |0

<U770B> \x3F\x34 |0

<U770D> \x6D\x6E |0

<U7719> \x6D\x74 |0

<U771A> \x6D\x72 |0

<U771B> \x7D\x4B |0

<U771F> \x55\x66 |0

<U7720> \x43\x5F |0

<U7722> \x6D\x73 |0

<U7726> \x6D\x76 |0

<U7728> \x55\x23 |0

<U7729> \x51\x23 |0

<U772C> \x7D\x4C |0

<U772D> \x6D\x75 |0

<U772F> \x43\x50 |0

<U7735> \x6D\x77 |0

<U7736> \x3F\x74 |0

<U7737> \x3E\x6C |0

<U7738> \x6D\x78

 |0

<U773A> \x4C\x77 |0

<U773C> \x51\x5B |0

<U7740> \x57\x45 |0

<U7741> \x55\x76 |0

<U7743> \x6D\x7C |0

<U7747> \x6D\x7B |0

<U7750> \x6D\x79 |0

<U7751> \x6D\x7A |0
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<U775A> \x6D\x7D |0

<U775B> \x3E\x26 |0

<U7761> \x4B\x2F |0

<U7762> \x6E\x21 |0

<U7763> \x36\x3D |0

<U7765> \x6E\x22 |0

<U7766> \x44\x40 |0

<U7768> \x6D\x7E |0

<U776B> \x3D\x5E |0

<U776C> \x32\x47 |0

<U7779> \x36\x43 |0

<U777D> \x6E\x25 |0

<U777E> \x58\x3A |0

<U777F> \x6E\x23 |0

<U7780> \x6E\x26 |0

<U7784> \x43\x69 |0

<U7785> \x33\x72 |0

<U7786> \x7D\x4D |0

<U778B> \x2D\x75 |0

<U778C> \x6E\x27 |0

<U778D> \x6E\x24 |0

<U778E> \x4F\x39 |0

<U7791> \x6E\x28 |0

<U7792> \x42\x77 |0

<U779F> \x6E\x29 |0

<U77A0> \x6E\x2A |0

<U77A2> \x5E\x2B |0

<U77A5> \x46\x33 |0

<U77A7> \x47\x46 |0

<U77A9> \x56\x75 |0

<U77AA> \x35\x49 |0

<U77AB> \x7D\x4E |0

<U77AC> \x4B\x32 |0

<U77AD> \x7D\x4F |0

<U77B0> \x6E\x2B |0

<U77B3> \x4D\x2B |0

<U77B5> \x6E\x2C |0

<U77BB> \x55\x30 |0

<U77BD> \x6E\x2D |0

<U77BF> \x76\x44 |0

<U77CD> \x5B\x47 |0

<U77D7> \x34\x23

 |0

<U77DB> \x43\x2C |0

<U77DC> \x71\x66 |0

<U77DE> \x7D\x75 |0

<U77E2> \x4A\x38 |0

<U77E3> \x52\x53 |0
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<U77E5> \x56\x2A |0

<U77E7> \x6F\x72 |0

<U77E9> \x3E\x58 |0

<U77EB> \x3D\x43 |0

<U77EC> \x6F\x73 |0

<U77ED> \x36\x4C |0

<U77EE> \x30\x2B |0

<U77F3> \x4A\x2F |0

<U77F6> \x6D\x36 |0

<U77F8> \x6D\x37 |0

<U77FB> \x7D\x40 |0

<U77FC> \x7D\x3F |0

<U77FD> \x4E\x79 |0

<U77FE> \x37\x2F |0

<U77FF> \x3F\x73 |0

<U7800> \x6D\x38 |0

<U7801> \x42\x6B |0

<U7802> \x49\x30 |0

<U7806> \x2E\x63 |0

<U7809> \x6D\x39 |0

<U780C> \x46\x76 |0

<U780D> \x3F\x33 |0

<U7811> \x6D\x3C |0

<U7812> \x45\x78 |0

<U7814> \x51\x50 |0

<U7816> \x57\x29 |0

<U7817> \x6D\x3A |0

<U7818> \x6D\x3B |0

<U781A> \x51\x62 |0

<U781C> \x6D\x3F |0

<U781D> \x6D\x40 |0

<U781F> \x6D\x44 |0

<U7820> \x7D\x42 |0

<U7822> \x7D\x41 |0

<U7823> \x6D\x48 |0

<U7825> \x6D\x46 |0

<U7826> \x6D\x4E |0

<U7827> \x55\x68 |0

<U7829> \x6D\x49 |0

<U782C> \x6D\x47 |0

<U782D> \x6D\x3E |0

<U7830> \x45\x69 |0

<U7834> \x46\x46 |0

<U7837> \x49\x69 |0

<U7838> \x54\x52

 |0

<U7839> \x6D\x41 |0

<U783A> \x6D\x42 |0
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<U783B> \x6D\x43 |0

<U783C> \x6D\x45 |0

<U783E> \x40\x79 |0

<U7840> \x34\x21 |0

<U7841> \x7D\x43 |0

<U7845> \x39\x68 |0

<U7847> \x6D\x50 |0

<U784C> \x6D\x51 |0

<U784E> \x6D\x4A |0

<U7850> \x6D\x4F |0

<U7852> \x4E\x78 |0

<U7855> \x4B\x36 |0

<U7856> \x6D\x4C |0

<U7857> \x6D\x4D |0

<U7859> \x2E\x64 |0

<U785A> \x7D\x44 |0

<U785D> \x4F\x75 |0

<U786A> \x6D\x52 |0

<U786B> \x41\x72 |0

<U786C> \x53\x32 |0

<U786D> \x6D\x4B |0

<U786E> \x48\x37 |0

<U7875> \x7D\x45 |0

<U7877> \x3C\x6F |0

<U787C> \x45\x70 |0

<U7887> \x6D\x56 |0

<U7889> \x35\x6F |0

<U788C> \x42\x35 |0

<U788D> \x30\x2D |0

<U788E> \x4B\x69 |0

<U7891> \x31\x2E |0

<U7893> \x6D\x54 |0

<U7894> \x2E\x65 |0

<U7897> \x4D\x6B |0

<U7898> \x35\x62 |0

<U789A> \x6D\x55 |0

<U789B> \x6D\x53 |0

<U789C> \x6D\x57 |0

<U789F> \x35\x7A |0

<U78A1> \x6D\x58 |0

<U78A3> \x6D\x59 |0

<U78A5> \x6D\x5C |0

<U78A7> \x31\x4C |0

<U78B0> \x45\x76 |0

<U78B1> \x3C\x6E |0

<U78B2> \x6D\x5A |0

<U78B3> \x4C\x3C |0

<U78B4> \x32\x6A
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 |0

<U78B6> \x7D\x46 |0

<U78B9> \x6D\x5B |0

<U78BE> \x44\x6B |0

<U78C1> \x34\x45 |0

<U78C5> \x30\x75 |0

<U78C9> \x6D\x5F |0

<U78CA> \x40\x5A |0

<U78CB> \x34\x68 |0

<U78D0> \x45\x4D |0

<U78D4> \x6D\x5D |0

<U78D5> \x3F\x44 |0

<U78D9> \x6D\x5E |0

<U78DC> \x2E\x66 |0

<U78E1> \x7D\x47 |0

<U78E8> \x44\x25 |0

<U78EC> \x6D\x60 |0

<U78F2> \x6D\x61 |0

<U78F4> \x6D\x63 |0

<U78F7> \x41\x57 |0

<U78FA> \x3B\x47 |0

<U7901> \x3D\x38 |0

<U7903> \x2E\x67 |0

<U7905> \x6D\x62 |0

<U7913> \x6D\x64 |0

<U791E> \x6D\x66 |0

<U7924> \x6D\x65 |0

<U7933> \x7D\x48 |0

<U7934> \x6D\x67 |0

<U793A> \x4A\x3E |0

<U793B> \x6C\x6A |0

<U793C> \x40\x71 |0

<U793D> \x2E\x61 |0

<U793E> \x49\x67 |0

<U7940> \x6C\x6B |0

<U7941> \x46\x6E |0

<U7943> \x7D\x37 |0

<U7946> \x6C\x6C |0

<U7947> \x7D\x38 |0

<U7948> \x46\x6D |0

<U7949> \x6C\x6D |0

<U794A> \x7D\x39 |0

<U794E> \x2E\x62 |0

<U7950> \x7D\x3A |0

<U7953> \x6C\x70 |0

<U7956> \x57\x66 |0

<U7957> \x6C\x73 |0

<U795A> \x6C\x71 |0
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<U795B> \x6C\x6E |0

<U795C> \x6C\x6F |0

<U795D> \x57\x23

 |0

<U795E> \x49\x71 |0

<U795F> \x4B\x6E |0

<U7960> \x6C\x74 |0

<U7962> \x6C\x72 |0

<U7965> \x4F\x69 |0

<U7967> \x6C\x76 |0

<U7968> \x46\x31 |0

<U796D> \x3C\x40 |0

<U796F> \x6C\x75 |0

<U7972> \x7D\x3B |0

<U7977> \x35\x3B |0

<U7978> \x3B\x76 |0

<U797A> \x6C\x77 |0

<U797C> \x2C\x49 |0

<U7980> \x59\x77 |0

<U7981> \x3D\x7B |0

<U7984> \x42\x3B |0

<U7985> \x6C\x78 |0

<U798A> \x6C\x79 |0

<U798F> \x38\x23 |0

<U7998> \x7D\x3C |0

<U799A> \x6C\x7A |0

<U79A0> \x7D\x3D |0

<U79A4> \x7D\x3E |0

<U79A7> \x6C\x7B |0

<U79B3> \x6C\x7C |0

<U79B8> \x2E\x22 |0

<U79B9> \x53\x6D |0

<U79BA> \x58\x2E |0

<U79BB> \x40\x6B |0

<U79BD> \x47\x5D |0

<U79BE> \x3A\x4C |0

<U79C0> \x50\x63 |0

<U79C1> \x4B\x3D |0

<U79C3> \x4D\x3A |0

<U79C6> \x38\x51 |0

<U79C9> \x31\x7C |0

<U79CB> \x47\x6F |0

<U79CD> \x56\x56 |0

<U79D1> \x3F\x46 |0

<U79D2> \x43\x6B |0

<U79D5> \x6F\x75 |0

<U79D8> \x43\x58 |0

<U79DF> \x57\x62 |0
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<U79E3> \x6F\x77 |0

<U79E4> \x33\x53 |0

<U79E6> \x47\x58 |0

<U79E7> \x51\x6D |0

<U79E9> \x56\x48 |0

<U79EB> \x6F\x78

 |0

<U79ED> \x6F\x76 |0

<U79EF> \x3B\x7D |0

<U79F0> \x33\x46 |0

<U79F8> \x3D\x55 |0

<U79FB> \x52\x46 |0

<U79FD> \x3B\x60 |0

<U79FE> \x7D\x58 |0

<U7A00> \x4F\x21 |0

<U7A02> \x6F\x7C |0

<U7A03> \x6F\x7B |0

<U7A06> \x6F\x79 |0

<U7A0B> \x33\x4C |0

<U7A0D> \x49\x54 |0

<U7A0E> \x4B\x30 |0

<U7A14> \x6F\x7E |0

<U7A16> \x2E\x68 |0

<U7A17> \x30\x5E |0

<U7A1A> \x56\x49 |0

<U7A1E> \x6F\x7D |0

<U7A20> \x33\x6D |0

<U7A23> \x76\x55 |0

<U7A33> \x4E\x48 |0

<U7A37> \x70\x22 |0

<U7A39> \x70\x21 |0

<U7A3B> \x35\x3E |0

<U7A3C> \x3C\x5A |0

<U7A3D> \x3B\x7C |0

<U7A3F> \x38\x65 |0

<U7A44> \x7D\x59 |0

<U7A46> \x44\x42 |0

<U7A51> \x70\x23 |0

<U7A57> \x4B\x6B |0

<U7A5E> \x2E\x69 |0

<U7A70> \x70\x26 |0

<U7A74> \x51\x28 |0

<U7A76> \x3E\x3F |0

<U7A77> \x47\x6E |0

<U7A78> \x71\x36 |0

<U7A79> \x71\x37 |0

<U7A7A> \x3F\x55 |0

<U7A7F> \x34\x29 |0
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<U7A80> \x71\x38 |0

<U7A81> \x4D\x3B |0

<U7A83> \x47\x54 |0

<U7A84> \x55\x2D |0

<U7A85> \x7D\x70 |0

<U7A86> \x71\x39 |0

<U7A88> \x71\x3A |0

<U7A8D> \x47\x4F |0

<U7A8E> \x7D\x71

 |0

<U7A91> \x52\x24 |0

<U7A92> \x56\x4F |0

<U7A95> \x71\x3B |0

<U7A96> \x3D\x51 |0

<U7A97> \x34\x30 |0

<U7A98> \x3E\x3D |0

<U7A9C> \x34\x5C |0

<U7A9D> \x4E\x51 |0

<U7A9F> \x3F\x5F |0

<U7AA0> \x71\x3D |0

<U7AA3> \x7D\x72 |0

<U7AA5> \x3F\x7A |0

<U7AA6> \x71\x3C |0

<U7AA8> \x71\x3F |0

<U7AAC> \x71\x3E |0

<U7AAD> \x71\x40 |0

<U7AB3> \x71\x41 |0

<U7AB8> \x7D\x73 |0

<U7ABE> \x7D\x74 |0

<U7ABF> \x41\x7E |0

<U7ACB> \x41\x22 |0

<U7AD1> \x7D\x6F |0

<U7AD6> \x4A\x7A |0

<U7AD9> \x55\x3E |0

<U7ADC> \x2E\x6B |0

<U7ADE> \x3E\x3A |0

<U7ADF> \x3E\x39 |0

<U7AE0> \x55\x42 |0

<U7AE3> \x3F\x22 |0

<U7AE5> \x4D\x2F |0

<U7AE6> \x71\x35 |0

<U7AED> \x3D\x5F |0

<U7AEF> \x36\x4B |0

<U7AF9> \x56\x71 |0

<U7AFA> \x73\x43 |0

<U7AFD> \x73\x44 |0

<U7AFF> \x38\x4D |0

<U7B03> \x73\x46 |0
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<U7B04> \x73\x47 |0

<U7B06> \x30\x4A |0

<U7B08> \x73\x45 |0

<U7B0A> \x73\x49 |0

<U7B0B> \x4B\x71 |0

<U7B0F> \x73\x4B |0

<U7B11> \x50\x26 |0

<U7B14> \x31\x4A |0

<U7B15> \x73\x48 |0

<U7B19> \x73\x4F |0

<U7B1B> \x35\x51 |0

<U7B1E> \x73\x57

 |0

<U7B20> \x73\x52 |0

<U7B24> \x73\x54 |0

<U7B25> \x73\x53 |0

<U7B26> \x37\x7B |0

<U7B28> \x31\x3F |0

<U7B2A> \x73\x4E |0

<U7B2B> \x73\x4A |0

<U7B2C> \x35\x5A |0

<U7B2E> \x73\x50 |0

<U7B31> \x73\x51 |0

<U7B33> \x73\x55 |0

<U7B38> \x73\x4D |0

<U7B3A> \x3C\x63 |0

<U7B3C> \x41\x7D |0

<U7B3E> \x73\x56 |0

<U7B45> \x73\x5A |0

<U7B47> \x73\x4C |0

<U7B49> \x35\x48 |0

<U7B4A> \x7E\x25 |0

<U7B4B> \x3D\x6E |0

<U7B4C> \x73\x5C |0

<U7B4E> \x7E\x26 |0

<U7B4F> \x37\x24 |0

<U7B50> \x3F\x70 |0

<U7B51> \x56\x7E |0

<U7B52> \x4D\x32 |0

<U7B54> \x34\x70 |0

<U7B56> \x32\x5F |0

<U7B58> \x73\x58 |0

<U7B5A> \x73\x59 |0

<U7B5B> \x49\x38 |0

<U7B5C> \x2C\x69 |0

<U7B5D> \x73\x5D |0

<U7B60> \x73\x5E |0

<U7B62> \x73\x61 |0
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<U7B6E> \x73\x5F |0

<U7B71> \x73\x63 |0

<U7B72> \x73\x62 |0

<U7B75> \x73\x5B |0

<U7B77> \x3F\x6A |0

<U7B79> \x33\x6F |0

<U7B7B> \x73\x60 |0

<U7B7E> \x47\x29 |0

<U7B7F> \x7E\x27 |0

<U7B80> \x3C\x72 |0

<U7B85> \x73\x6B |0

<U7B87> \x2D\x7A |0

<U7B8D> \x39\x3F |0

<U7B90> \x73\x64 |0

<U7B93> \x7E\x28

 |0

<U7B94> \x32\x2D |0

<U7B95> \x3B\x7E |0

<U7B97> \x4B\x63 |0

<U7B9C> \x73\x6D |0

<U7B9D> \x73\x69 |0

<U7BA1> \x39\x5C |0

<U7BA2> \x73\x6E |0

<U7BA6> \x73\x65 |0

<U7BA7> \x73\x66 |0

<U7BA8> \x73\x6A |0

<U7BA9> \x42\x61 |0

<U7BAA> \x73\x6C |0

<U7BAB> \x73\x6F |0

<U7BAC> \x73\x68 |0

<U7BAD> \x3C\x7D |0

<U7BB1> \x4F\x64 |0

<U7BB4> \x73\x70 |0

<U7BB8> \x73\x67 |0

<U7BC1> \x73\x72 |0

<U7BC6> \x57\x2D |0

<U7BC7> \x46\x2A |0

<U7BCC> \x73\x73 |0

<U7BD1> \x73\x71 |0

<U7BD3> \x42\x28 |0

<U7BD9> \x38\x5D |0

<U7BDA> \x73\x75 |0

<U7BDD> \x73\x74 |0

<U7BE1> \x34\x5B |0

<U7BE5> \x73\x76 |0

<U7BE6> \x73\x77 |0

<U7BEA> \x73\x78 |0

<U7BEE> \x40\x3A |0
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<U7BEF> \x7E\x29 |0

<U7BF0> \x7E\x2B |0

<U7BF1> \x40\x69 |0

<U7BF2> \x2E\x6E |0

<U7BF7> \x45\x71 |0

<U7BFC> \x73\x7B |0

<U7BFE> \x73\x7A |0

<U7C03> \x7E\x2D |0

<U7C07> \x34\x58 |0

<U7C09> \x7E\x2A |0

<U7C0B> \x73\x7E |0

<U7C0C> \x73\x79 |0

<U7C0F> \x73\x7C |0

<U7C15> \x7E\x2C |0

<U7C16> \x73\x7D |0

<U7C1F> \x74\x21 |0

<U7C20> \x7E\x2E |0

<U7C26> \x74\x23

 |0

<U7C27> \x3B\x49 |0

<U7C2A> \x74\x22 |0

<U7C30> \x2E\x6F |0

<U7C38> \x74\x24 |0

<U7C3F> \x32\x3E |0

<U7C40> \x74\x26 |0

<U7C41> \x74\x25 |0

<U7C4D> \x3C\x2E |0

<U7C50> \x2D\x7B |0

<U7C5D> \x2E\x70 |0

<U7C73> \x43\x57 |0

<U7C74> \x59\x61 |0

<U7C7B> \x40\x60 |0

<U7C7C> \x74\x4C |0

<U7C7D> \x57\x51 |0

<U7C89> \x37\x5B |0

<U7C91> \x74\x4E |0

<U7C92> \x41\x23 |0

<U7C95> \x46\x49 |0

<U7C97> \x34\x56 |0

<U7C98> \x55\x33 |0

<U7C9C> \x74\x50 |0

<U7C9D> \x74\x4F |0

<U7C9E> \x74\x51 |0

<U7C9F> \x4B\x5A |0

<U7CA2> \x74\x52 |0

<U7CA4> \x54\x41 |0

<U7CA5> \x56\x60 |0

<U7CA6> \x2F\x7B |0
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<U7CAA> \x37\x60 |0

<U7CAC> \x2E\x72 |0

<U7CAE> \x41\x38 |0

<U7CB1> \x41\x3B |0

<U7CB2> \x74\x53 |0

<U7CB3> \x3E\x2C |0

<U7CB9> \x34\x62 |0

<U7CBC> \x74\x54 |0

<U7CBD> \x74\x55 |0

<U7CBE> \x3E\x2B |0

<U7CC1> \x74\x56 |0

<U7CC5> \x74\x5B |0

<U7CC7> \x74\x57 |0

<U7CC8> \x74\x5A |0

<U7CCA> \x3A\x7D |0

<U7CCC> \x74\x58 |0

<U7CCD> \x74\x59 |0

<U7CD5> \x38\x62 |0

<U7CD6> \x4C\x47 |0

<U7CD7> \x74\x5C |0

<U7CD9> \x32\x5A

 |0

<U7CDC> \x43\x53 |0

<U7CDF> \x54\x63 |0

<U7CE0> \x3F\x37 |0

<U7CE8> \x74\x5D |0

<U7CEF> \x45\x34 |0

<U7CF5> \x2C\x33 |0

<U7CF8> \x74\x69 |0

<U7CFB> \x4F\x35 |0

<U7D0A> \x4E\x49 |0

<U7D20> \x4B\x58 |0

<U7D22> \x4B\x77 |0

<U7D27> \x3D\x74 |0

<U7D2B> \x57\x4F |0

<U7D2F> \x40\x5B |0

<U7D6E> \x50\x75 |0

<U7D77> \x74\x6A |0

<U7DA6> \x74\x6B |0

<U7DAE> \x74\x6C |0

<U7E3B> \x77\x63 |0

<U7E41> \x37\x31 |0

<U7E44> \x2C\x6C |0

<U7E47> \x74\x6D |0

<U7E82> \x57\x6B |0

<U7E9B> \x74\x6E |0

<U7E9F> \x66\x79 |0

<U7EA0> \x3E\x40 |0
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<U7EA1> \x66\x7A |0

<U7EA2> \x3A\x6C |0

<U7EA3> \x66\x7B |0

<U7EA4> \x4F\x4B |0

<U7EA5> \x66\x7C |0

<U7EA6> \x54\x3C |0

<U7EA7> \x3C\x36 |0

<U7EA8> \x66\x7D |0

<U7EA9> \x66\x7E |0

<U7EAA> \x3C\x4D |0

<U7EAB> \x48\x52 |0

<U7EAC> \x4E\x33 |0

<U7EAD> \x67\x21 |0

<U7EAE> \x7E\x54 |0

<U7EAF> \x34\x3F |0

<U7EB0> \x67\x22 |0

<U7EB1> \x49\x34 |0

<U7EB2> \x38\x59 |0

<U7EB3> \x44\x49 |0

<U7EB4> \x7E\x55 |0

<U7EB5> \x57\x5D |0

<U7EB6> \x42\x5A |0

<U7EB7> \x37\x57 |0

<U7EB8> \x56\x3D

 |0

<U7EB9> \x4E\x46 |0

<U7EBA> \x37\x44 |0

<U7EBB> \x2C\x42 |0

<U7EBC> \x7E\x56 |0

<U7EBD> \x45\x26 |0

<U7EBE> \x67\x23 |0

<U7EBF> \x4F\x5F |0

<U7EC0> \x67\x24 |0

<U7EC1> \x67\x25 |0

<U7EC2> \x67\x26 |0

<U7EC3> \x41\x37 |0

<U7EC4> \x57\x69 |0

<U7EC5> \x49\x70 |0

<U7EC6> \x4F\x38 |0

<U7EC7> \x56\x2F |0

<U7EC8> \x56\x55 |0

<U7EC9> \x67\x27 |0

<U7ECA> \x30\x6D |0

<U7ECB> \x67\x28 |0

<U7ECC> \x67\x29 |0

<U7ECD> \x49\x5C |0

<U7ECE> \x52\x6F |0

<U7ECF> \x3E\x2D |0
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<U7ED0> \x67\x2A |0

<U7ED1> \x30\x73 |0

<U7ED2> \x48\x5E |0

<U7ED3> \x3D\x61 |0

<U7ED4> \x67\x2B |0

<U7ED5> \x48\x46 |0

<U7ED6> \x7E\x57 |0

<U7ED7> \x67\x2C |0

<U7ED8> \x3B\x66 |0

<U7ED9> \x38\x78 |0

<U7EDA> \x51\x24 |0

<U7EDB> \x67\x2D |0

<U7EDC> \x42\x67 |0

<U7EDD> \x3E\x78 |0

<U7EDE> \x3D\x4A |0

<U7EDF> \x4D\x33 |0

<U7EE0> \x67\x2E |0

<U7EE1> \x67\x2F |0

<U7EE2> \x3E\x6E |0

<U7EE3> \x50\x65 |0

<U7EE4> \x2C\x43 |0

<U7EE5> \x4B\x67 |0

<U7EE6> \x4C\x50 |0

<U7EE7> \x3C\x4C |0

<U7EE8> \x67\x30 |0

<U7EE9> \x3C\x28 |0

<U7EEA> \x50\x77

 |0

<U7EEB> \x67\x31 |0

<U7EEC> \x2F\x72 |0

<U7EED> \x50\x78 |0

<U7EEE> \x67\x32 |0

<U7EEF> \x67\x33 |0

<U7EF0> \x34\x42 |0

<U7EF1> \x67\x34 |0

<U7EF2> \x67\x35 |0

<U7EF3> \x49\x7E |0

<U7EF4> \x4E\x2C |0

<U7EF5> \x43\x60 |0

<U7EF6> \x67\x37 |0

<U7EF7> \x31\x41 |0

<U7EF8> \x33\x71 |0

<U7EF9> \x2C\x44 |0

<U7EFA> \x67\x38 |0

<U7EFB> \x67\x39 |0

<U7EFC> \x57\x5B |0

<U7EFD> \x55\x40 |0

<U7EFE> \x67\x3A |0
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<U7EFF> \x42\x4C |0

<U7F00> \x57\x3A |0

<U7F01> \x67\x3B |0

<U7F02> \x67\x3C |0

<U7F03> \x67\x3D |0

<U7F04> \x3C\x6A |0

<U7F05> \x43\x65 |0

<U7F06> \x40\x42 |0

<U7F07> \x67\x3E |0

<U7F08> \x67\x3F |0

<U7F09> \x3C\x29 |0

<U7F0A> \x7E\x58 |0

<U7F0B> \x67\x40 |0

<U7F0C> \x67\x41 |0

<U7F0D> \x67\x36 |0

<U7F0E> \x36\x50 |0

<U7F0F> \x67\x42 |0

<U7F10> \x2F\x71 |0

<U7F11> \x67\x43 |0

<U7F12> \x67\x44 |0

<U7F13> \x3B\x3A |0

<U7F14> \x35\x5E |0

<U7F15> \x42\x46 |0

<U7F16> \x31\x60 |0

<U7F17> \x67\x45 |0

<U7F18> \x54\x35 |0

<U7F19> \x67\x46 |0

<U7F1A> \x38\x3F |0

<U7F1B> \x67\x48 |0

<U7F1C> \x67\x47

 |0

<U7F1D> \x37\x6C |0

<U7F1E> \x2E\x77 |0

<U7F1F> \x67\x49 |0

<U7F20> \x32\x78 |0

<U7F21> \x67\x4A |0

<U7F22> \x67\x4B |0

<U7F23> \x67\x4C |0

<U7F24> \x67\x4D |0

<U7F25> \x67\x4E |0

<U7F26> \x67\x4F |0

<U7F27> \x67\x50 |0

<U7F28> \x53\x27 |0

<U7F29> \x4B\x75 |0

<U7F2A> \x67\x51 |0

<U7F2B> \x67\x52 |0

<U7F2C> \x67\x53 |0

<U7F2D> \x67\x54 |0
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<U7F2E> \x49\x49 |0

<U7F2F> \x67\x55 |0

<U7F30> \x67\x56 |0

<U7F31> \x67\x57 |0

<U7F32> \x67\x58 |0

<U7F33> \x67\x59 |0

<U7F34> \x3D\x49 |0

<U7F35> \x67\x5A |0

<U7F36> \x73\x3E |0

<U7F38> \x38\x57 |0

<U7F3A> \x48\x31 |0

<U7F42> \x73\x3F |0

<U7F44> \x73\x40 |0

<U7F45> \x73\x41 |0

<U7F4D> \x7E\x24 |0

<U7F50> \x39\x5E |0

<U7F51> \x4D\x78 |0

<U7F54> \x58\x68 |0

<U7F55> \x3A\x31 |0

<U7F57> \x42\x5E |0

<U7F58> \x6E\x37 |0

<U7F5A> \x37\x23 |0

<U7F5F> \x6E\x39 |0

<U7F61> \x6E\x38 |0

<U7F62> \x30\x55 |0

<U7F68> \x6E\x3B |0

<U7F69> \x55\x56 |0

<U7F6A> \x57\x6F |0

<U7F6E> \x56\x43 |0

<U7F71> \x6E\x3D |0

<U7F72> \x4A\x70 |0

<U7F74> \x6E\x3C |0

<U7F79> \x6E\x3E

 |0

<U7F7D> \x7D\x53 |0

<U7F7E> \x6E\x40 |0

<U7F81> \x6E\x3F |0

<U7F8A> \x51\x72 |0

<U7F8C> \x47\x3C |0

<U7F8E> \x43\x40 |0

<U7F91> \x7E\x36 |0

<U7F94> \x38\x61 |0

<U7F9A> \x41\x67 |0

<U7F9D> \x74\x46 |0

<U7F9E> \x50\x5F |0

<U7F9F> \x74\x47 |0

<U7FA1> \x4F\x5B |0

<U7FA4> \x48\x3A |0
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<U7FA7> \x74\x48 |0

<U7FAF> \x74\x49 |0

<U7FB0> \x74\x4A |0

<U7FB2> \x74\x4B |0

<U7FB8> \x59\x7A |0

<U7FB9> \x38\x7E |0

<U7FBC> \x65\x71 |0

<U7FBD> \x53\x70 |0

<U7FBF> \x74\x60 |0

<U7FC0> \x2E\x76 |0

<U7FC1> \x4E\x4C |0

<U7FC5> \x33\x61 |0

<U7FCA> \x71\x34 |0

<U7FCC> \x52\x6E |0

<U7FCE> \x74\x61 |0

<U7FD4> \x4F\x68 |0

<U7FD5> \x74\x62 |0

<U7FD8> \x47\x4C |0

<U7FD9> \x2C\x6A |0

<U7FDA> \x7E\x53 |0

<U7FDF> \x35\x54 |0

<U7FE0> \x34\x64 |0

<U7FE1> \x74\x64 |0

<U7FE5> \x74\x63 |0

<U7FE6> \x74\x65 |0

<U7FE9> \x74\x66 |0

<U7FEE> \x74\x67 |0

<U7FEF> \x2C\x6B |0

<U7FF0> \x3A\x32 |0

<U7FF1> \x30\x3F |0

<U7FF3> \x74\x68 |0

<U7FFB> \x37\x2D |0

<U7FFC> \x52\x6D |0

<U8000> \x52\x2B |0

<U8001> \x40\x4F |0

<U8003> \x3F\x3C

 |0

<U8004> \x6B\x23 |0

<U8005> \x55\x5F |0

<U8006> \x6A\x48 |0

<U800B> \x71\x73 |0

<U800C> \x36\x78 |0

<U800D> \x4B\x23 |0

<U8010> \x44\x4D |0

<U8012> \x71\x67 |0

<U8014> \x71\x68 |0

<U8015> \x38\x7B |0

<U8016> \x71\x69 |0
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<U8017> \x3A\x44 |0

<U8018> \x54\x45 |0

<U8019> \x30\x52 |0

<U801C> \x71\x6A |0

<U8020> \x71\x6B |0

<U8022> \x71\x6C |0

<U8025> \x71\x6D |0

<U8026> \x71\x6E |0

<U8027> \x71\x6F |0

<U8028> \x71\x71 |0

<U8029> \x71\x70 |0

<U802A> \x45\x55 |0

<U8030> \x7D\x76 |0

<U8031> \x71\x72 |0

<U8033> \x36\x7A |0

<U8035> \x71\x74 |0

<U8036> \x52\x2E |0

<U8037> \x5E\x47 |0

<U8038> \x4B\x4A |0

<U803B> \x33\x5C |0

<U803D> \x35\x22 |0

<U803F> \x39\x22 |0

<U8042> \x44\x74 |0

<U8043> \x71\x75 |0

<U8046> \x71\x76 |0

<U804A> \x41\x44 |0

<U804B> \x41\x7B |0

<U804C> \x56\x30 |0

<U804D> \x71\x77 |0

<U8052> \x71\x78 |0

<U8054> \x41\x2A |0

<U8058> \x46\x38 |0

<U805A> \x3E\x5B |0

<U8069> \x71\x79 |0

<U806A> \x34\x4F |0

<U8071> \x71\x7A |0

<U807F> \x6D\x32 |0

<U8080> \x6D\x31 |0

<U8083> \x4B\x60

 |0

<U8084> \x52\x5E |0

<U8086> \x4B\x41 |0

<U8087> \x55\x58 |0

<U8089> \x48\x62 |0

<U808B> \x40\x5F |0

<U808C> \x3C\x21 |0

<U8093> \x6B\x41 |0

<U8096> \x50\x24 |0
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<U8098> \x56\x62 |0

<U809A> \x36\x47 |0

<U809B> \x38\x58 |0

<U809C> \x6B\x40 |0

<U809D> \x38\x4E |0

<U809F> \x6B\x3F |0

<U80A0> \x33\x26 |0

<U80A1> \x39\x49 |0

<U80A2> \x56\x2B |0

<U80A4> \x37\x74 |0

<U80A5> \x37\x4A |0

<U80A9> \x3C\x67 |0

<U80AA> \x37\x3E |0

<U80AB> \x6B\x46 |0

<U80AD> \x6B\x47 |0

<U80AE> \x30\x39 |0

<U80AF> \x3F\x4F |0

<U80B1> \x6B\x45 |0

<U80B2> \x53\x7D |0

<U80B4> \x6B\x48 |0

<U80B7> \x6B\x49 |0

<U80BA> \x37\x4E |0

<U80BC> \x6B\x42 |0

<U80BD> \x6B\x44 |0

<U80BE> \x49\x76 |0

<U80BF> \x56\x57 |0

<U80C0> \x55\x4D |0

<U80C1> \x50\x32 |0

<U80C2> \x6B\x4F |0

<U80C3> \x4E\x38 |0

<U80C4> \x6B\x50 |0

<U80C6> \x35\x28 |0

<U80CC> \x31\x33 |0

<U80CD> \x6B\x52 |0

<U80CE> \x4C\x25 |0

<U80D4> \x7E\x23 |0

<U80D6> \x45\x56 |0

<U80D7> \x6B\x53 |0

<U80D9> \x6B\x51 |0

<U80DA> \x45\x5F |0

<U80DB> \x6B\x4E |0

<U80DC> \x4A\x24

 |0

<U80DD> \x6B\x55 |0

<U80DE> \x30\x7B |0

<U80E1> \x3A\x7A |0

<U80E4> \x58\x37 |0

<U80E5> \x71\x63 |0
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<U80E7> \x6B\x4A |0

<U80E8> \x6B\x4B |0

<U80E9> \x6B\x4C |0

<U80EA> \x6B\x4D |0

<U80EB> \x6B\x56 |0

<U80EC> \x66\x40 |0

<U80ED> \x6B\x59 |0

<U80EF> \x3F\x68 |0

<U80F0> \x52\x48 |0

<U80F1> \x6B\x57 |0

<U80F2> \x6B\x5C |0

<U80F3> \x38\x6C |0

<U80F4> \x6B\x58 |0

<U80F6> \x3D\x3A |0

<U80F8> \x50\x58 |0

<U80FA> \x30\x37 |0

<U80FC> \x6B\x5D |0

<U80FD> \x44\x5C |0

<U80FE> \x7C\x33 |0

<U8102> \x56\x2C |0

<U8106> \x34\x60 |0

<U8109> \x42\x76 |0

<U810A> \x3C\x39 |0

<U810D> \x6B\x5A |0

<U810E> \x6B\x5B |0

<U810F> \x54\x60 |0

<U8110> \x46\x6A |0

<U8111> \x44\x54 |0

<U8112> \x6B\x5F |0

<U8113> \x45\x27 |0

<U8114> \x59\x75 |0

<U8116> \x32\x31 |0

<U8118> \x6B\x64 |0

<U811A> \x3D\x45 |0

<U811E> \x6B\x62 |0

<U8129> \x2C\x78 |0

<U812C> \x6B\x63 |0

<U812F> \x38\x2C |0

<U8131> \x4D\x51 |0

<U8132> \x6B\x65 |0

<U8136> \x6B\x61 |0

<U8138> \x41\x33 |0

<U813E> \x46\x22 |0

<U813F> \x2E\x54 |0

<U8146> \x4C\x73

 |0

<U8148> \x6B\x66 |0

<U814A> \x40\x30 |0
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<U814B> \x52\x38 |0

<U814C> \x6B\x67 |0

<U8150> \x38\x2F |0

<U8151> \x38\x2D |0

<U8152> \x2C\x59 |0

<U8153> \x6B\x68 |0

<U8154> \x47\x3B |0

<U8155> \x4D\x73 |0

<U8158> \x7C\x55 |0

<U8159> \x6B\x6A |0

<U815A> \x6B\x6B |0

<U8160> \x6B\x6D |0

<U8165> \x50\x48 |0

<U8167> \x6B\x72 |0

<U8169> \x6B\x6E |0

<U816D> \x6B\x71 |0

<U816E> \x48\x79 |0

<U8170> \x51\x7C |0

<U8171> \x6B\x6C |0

<U8174> \x6B\x69 |0

<U8179> \x38\x39 |0

<U817A> \x4F\x59 |0

<U817B> \x44\x65 |0

<U817C> \x6B\x6F |0

<U817D> \x6B\x70 |0

<U817E> \x4C\x5A |0

<U817F> \x4D\x48 |0

<U8180> \x30\x72 |0

<U8182> \x6B\x76 |0

<U8188> \x6B\x75 |0

<U818A> \x32\x32 |0

<U818F> \x38\x60 |0

<U8191> \x6B\x77 |0

<U8198> \x31\x6C |0

<U819B> \x4C\x45 |0

<U819C> \x44\x24 |0

<U819D> \x4F\x25 |0

<U81A3> \x6B\x79 |0

<U81A6> \x6C\x22 |0

<U81A8> \x45\x72 |0

<U81AA> \x6B\x7A |0

<U81B3> \x49\x45 |0

<U81BA> \x62\x5F |0

<U81BB> \x6B\x7E |0

<U81C0> \x4D\x4E |0

<U81C1> \x6C\x21 |0

<U81C2> \x31\x5B |0

<U81C3> \x53\x37
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 |0

<U81C6> \x52\x5C |0

<U81CA> \x6B\x7D |0

<U81CC> \x6B\x7B |0

<U81D1> \x7C\x56 |0

<U81E3> \x33\x3C |0

<U81E7> \x6A\x30 |0

<U81EA> \x57\x54 |0

<U81EC> \x74\x2B |0

<U81ED> \x33\x74 |0

<U81F3> \x56\x41 |0

<U81F4> \x56\x42 |0

<U81FB> \x55\x69 |0

<U81FC> \x3E\x4A |0

<U81FE> \x74\x27 |0

<U8200> \x52\x28 |0

<U8201> \x74\x28 |0

<U8202> \x74\x29 |0

<U8204> \x74\x2A |0

<U8205> \x3E\x4B |0

<U8206> \x53\x5F |0

<U820C> \x49\x60 |0

<U820D> \x49\x61 |0

<U8210> \x73\x42 |0

<U8212> \x4A\x66 |0

<U8214> \x4C\x72 |0

<U8216> \x2F\x76 |0

<U8218> \x2F\x75 |0

<U821B> \x62\x36 |0

<U821C> \x4B\x34 |0

<U821E> \x4E\x68 |0

<U821F> \x56\x5B |0

<U8221> \x74\x2D |0

<U8222> \x74\x2E |0

<U8223> \x74\x2F |0

<U8228> \x74\x32 |0

<U822A> \x3A\x3D |0

<U822B> \x74\x33 |0

<U822C> \x30\x63 |0

<U822D> \x74\x30 |0

<U822F> \x74\x31 |0

<U8230> \x3D\x22 |0

<U8231> \x32\x55 |0

<U8233> \x74\x36 |0

<U8234> \x74\x37 |0

<U8235> \x36\x66 |0

<U8236> \x32\x30 |0

<U8237> \x4F\x4F |0
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<U8238> \x74\x34 |0

<U8239> \x34\x2C |0

<U823A> \x7E\x2F

 |0

<U823B> \x74\x35 |0

<U823E> \x74\x38 |0

<U8244> \x74\x39 |0

<U8247> \x4D\x27 |0

<U8249> \x74\x3A |0

<U824B> \x74\x3B |0

<U824F> \x74\x3C |0

<U8258> \x4B\x52 |0

<U825A> \x74\x3D |0

<U825F> \x74\x3E |0

<U8268> \x74\x3F |0

<U826E> \x74\x5E |0

<U826F> \x41\x3C |0

<U8270> \x3C\x68 |0

<U8272> \x49\x2B |0

<U8273> \x51\x5E |0

<U8274> \x65\x75 |0

<U8278> \x2E\x73 |0

<U8279> \x5C\x33 |0

<U827A> \x52\x55 |0

<U827D> \x5C\x34 |0

<U827E> \x30\x2C |0

<U827F> \x5C\x35 |0

<U8282> \x3D\x5A |0

<U8283> \x7E\x37 |0

<U8284> \x5C\x39 |0

<U8288> \x58\x42 |0

<U828A> \x5C\x37 |0

<U828B> \x53\x73 |0

<U828D> \x49\x56 |0

<U828E> \x5C\x3A |0

<U828F> \x5C\x36 |0

<U8291> \x5C\x3B |0

<U8292> \x43\x22 |0

<U8297> \x5C\x3C |0

<U8298> \x5C\x45 |0

<U8299> \x5C\x3D |0

<U829C> \x4E\x5F |0

<U829D> \x56\x25 |0

<U829F> \x5C\x4F |0

<U82A1> \x5C\x4D |0

<U82A4> \x5C\x52 |0

<U82A5> \x3D\x66 |0

<U82A6> \x42\x2B |0
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<U82A7> \x7E\x39 |0

<U82A8> \x5C\x38 |0

<U82A9> \x5C\x4B |0

<U82AA> \x5C\x4E |0

<U82AB> \x5C\x3E |0

<U82AC> \x37\x52

 |0

<U82AD> \x30\x45 |0

<U82AE> \x5C\x47 |0

<U82AF> \x50\x3E |0

<U82B0> \x5C\x41 |0

<U82B1> \x3B\x28 |0

<U82B3> \x37\x3C |0

<U82B4> \x5C\x4C |0

<U82B7> \x5C\x46 |0

<U82B8> \x5C\x3F |0

<U82B9> \x47\x5B |0

<U82BC> \x7E\x38 |0

<U82BD> \x51\x3F |0

<U82BE> \x5C\x40 |0

<U82C1> \x5C\x4A |0

<U82C4> \x5C\x50 |0

<U82C7> \x4E\x2D |0

<U82C8> \x5C\x42 |0

<U82CA> \x5C\x43 |0

<U82CB> \x5C\x48 |0

<U82CC> \x5C\x49 |0

<U82CD> \x32\x54 |0

<U82CE> \x5C\x51 |0

<U82CF> \x4B\x55 |0

<U82D1> \x54\x37 |0

<U82D2> \x5C\x5B |0

<U82D3> \x5C\x5F |0

<U82D4> \x4C\x26 |0

<U82D5> \x5C\x66 |0

<U82D7> \x43\x67 |0

<U82D8> \x5C\x5C |0

<U82DB> \x3F\x41 |0

<U82DC> \x5C\x59 |0

<U82DE> \x30\x7A |0

<U82DF> \x39\x36 |0

<U82E0> \x5C\x65 |0

<U82E1> \x5C\x53 |0

<U82E3> \x5C\x44 |0

<U82E4> \x5C\x56 |0

<U82E5> \x48\x74 |0

<U82E6> \x3F\x60 |0

<U82EB> \x49\x3B |0
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<U82EF> \x31\x3D |0

<U82F1> \x53\x22 |0

<U82F4> \x5C\x5A |0

<U82F7> \x5C\x55 |0

<U82F9> \x46\x3B |0

<U82FB> \x5C\x5E |0

<U82FE> \x7E\x3B |0

<U8300> \x7E\x3C |0

<U8301> \x57\x42

 |0

<U8302> \x43\x2F |0

<U8303> \x37\x36 |0

<U8304> \x47\x51 |0

<U8305> \x43\x29 |0

<U8306> \x5C\x62 |0

<U8307> \x5C\x58 |0

<U8308> \x5C\x6B |0

<U8309> \x5C\x54 |0

<U830C> \x5C\x5D |0

<U830E> \x3E\x25 |0

<U830F> \x5C\x57 |0

<U8311> \x5C\x60 |0

<U8313> \x7E\x3A |0

<U8314> \x5C\x63 |0

<U8315> \x5C\x64 |0

<U8317> \x5C\x78 |0

<U831A> \x5C\x61 |0

<U831B> \x5D\x22 |0

<U831C> \x5C\x67 |0

<U831D> \x7E\x40 |0

<U8327> \x3C\x6B |0

<U8328> \x34\x44 |0

<U832B> \x43\x23 |0

<U832C> \x32\x67 |0

<U832D> \x5C\x7A |0

<U832F> \x5C\x72 |0

<U8331> \x5C\x6F |0

<U8333> \x5C\x7C |0

<U8334> \x5C\x6E |0

<U8335> \x52\x70 |0

<U8336> \x32\x68 |0

<U8338> \x48\x57 |0

<U8339> \x48\x63 |0

<U833A> \x5C\x7B |0

<U833C> \x5C\x6D |0

<U8340> \x5C\x77 |0

<U8343> \x5C\x75 |0

<U8344> \x7E\x3F |0
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<U8345> \x7E\x3E |0

<U8346> \x3E\x23 |0

<U8347> \x5C\x74 |0

<U8349> \x32\x5D |0

<U834F> \x5C\x73 |0

<U8350> \x3C\x76 |0

<U8351> \x5C\x68 |0

<U8352> \x3B\x44 |0

<U8354> \x40\x73 |0

<U835A> \x3C\x54 |0

<U835B> \x5C\x69 |0

<U835C> \x5C\x6A

 |0

<U835D> \x7E\x3D |0

<U835E> \x5C\x71 |0

<U835F> \x5C\x76 |0

<U8360> \x5C\x79 |0

<U8361> \x35\x34 |0

<U8363> \x48\x59 |0

<U8364> \x3B\x67 |0

<U8365> \x5C\x7E |0

<U8366> \x5C\x7D |0

<U8367> \x53\x2B |0

<U8368> \x5D\x21 |0

<U8369> \x5D\x23 |0

<U836A> \x5D\x25 |0

<U836B> \x52\x71 |0

<U836C> \x5D\x24 |0

<U836D> \x5D\x26 |0

<U836E> \x5D\x27 |0

<U836F> \x52\x29 |0

<U8377> \x3A\x49 |0

<U8378> \x5D\x29 |0

<U837B> \x5D\x36 |0

<U837C> \x5D\x31 |0

<U837D> \x5D\x34 |0

<U8385> \x5D\x30 |0

<U8386> \x46\x4E |0

<U8389> \x40\x72 |0

<U838E> \x49\x2F |0

<U8392> \x5C\x6C |0

<U8393> \x5D\x2E |0

<U8398> \x5D\x37 |0

<U8399> \x7E\x42 |0

<U839B> \x5C\x70 |0

<U839C> \x5D\x2F |0

<U839E> \x5D\x38 |0

<U83A0> \x5D\x2C |0
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<U83A6> \x7E\x41 |0

<U83A8> \x5D\x39 |0

<U83A9> \x5D\x33 |0

<U83AA> \x5D\x2D |0

<U83AB> \x44\x2A |0

<U83B0> \x5D\x28 |0

<U83B1> \x40\x33 |0

<U83B2> \x41\x2B |0

<U83B3> \x5D\x2A |0

<U83B4> \x5D\x2B |0

<U83B6> \x5D\x32 |0

<U83B7> \x3B\x71 |0

<U83B8> \x5D\x35 |0

<U83B9> \x53\x28 |0

<U83BA> \x5D\x3A

 |0

<U83BC> \x5D\x3B |0

<U83BD> \x43\x27 |0

<U83C0> \x5D\x52 |0

<U83C1> \x5D\x3C |0

<U83C5> \x5D\x51 |0

<U83C7> \x39\x3D |0

<U83CA> \x3E\x55 |0

<U83CC> \x3E\x7A |0

<U83CF> \x3A\x4A |0

<U83D1> \x2E\x74 |0

<U83D4> \x5D\x4A |0

<U83D6> \x5D\x45 |0

<U83D8> \x5D\x3F |0

<U83DC> \x32\x4B |0

<U83DD> \x5D\x43 |0

<U83DF> \x5D\x4B |0

<U83E0> \x32\x24 |0

<U83E1> \x5D\x55 |0

<U83E5> \x5D\x3E |0

<U83E9> \x46\x50 |0

<U83EA> \x5D\x50 |0

<U83F0> \x5D\x54 |0

<U83F1> \x41\x62 |0

<U83F2> \x37\x46 |0

<U83F8> \x5D\x4E |0

<U83F9> \x5D\x4F |0

<U83FC> \x7E\x45 |0

<U83FD> \x5D\x44 |0

<U83FE> \x7E\x43 |0

<U8401> \x5D\x3D |0

<U8403> \x5D\x4D |0

<U8404> \x4C\x51 |0
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<U8406> \x5D\x49 |0

<U840B> \x5D\x42 |0

<U840C> \x43\x48 |0

<U840D> \x46\x3C |0

<U840E> \x4E\x2E |0

<U840F> \x5D\x4C |0

<U8411> \x5D\x48 |0

<U8418> \x5D\x41 |0

<U841A> \x7E\x44 |0

<U841C> \x5D\x46 |0

<U841D> \x42\x5C |0

<U8424> \x53\x29 |0

<U8425> \x53\x2A |0

<U8426> \x5D\x53 |0

<U8427> \x4F\x74 |0

<U8428> \x48\x78 |0

<U8429> \x7E\x46 |0

<U8431> \x5D\x66

 |0

<U8438> \x5D\x47 |0

<U8439> \x7E\x47 |0

<U843C> \x5D\x60 |0

<U843D> \x42\x64 |0

<U8446> \x5D\x61 |0

<U8451> \x5D\x57 |0

<U8453> \x2C\x32 |0

<U8457> \x56\x78 |0

<U8459> \x5D\x59 |0

<U845A> \x5D\x58 |0

<U845B> \x38\x70 |0

<U845C> \x5D\x56 |0

<U8460> \x2D\x60 |0

<U8461> \x46\x4F |0

<U8463> \x36\x2D |0

<U8469> \x5D\x62 |0

<U846B> \x3A\x79 |0

<U846C> \x54\x61 |0

<U846D> \x5D\x67 |0

<U8471> \x34\x50 |0

<U8473> \x5D\x5A |0

<U8475> \x3F\x7B |0

<U8476> \x5D\x63 |0

<U8478> \x5D\x5F |0

<U847A> \x5D\x5D |0

<U8482> \x35\x59 |0

<U8487> \x5D\x5B |0

<U8488> \x5D\x5C |0

<U8489> \x5D\x5E |0
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<U848B> \x3D\x2F |0

<U848C> \x5D\x64 |0

<U848E> \x5D\x65 |0

<U8497> \x5D\x75 |0

<U8499> \x43\x49 |0

<U849C> \x4B\x62 |0

<U849E> \x2D\x5F |0

<U849F> \x7E\x4A |0

<U84A1> \x5D\x72 |0

<U84A8> \x7E\x48 |0

<U84AF> \x58\x61 |0

<U84B2> \x46\x51 |0

<U84B4> \x5D\x74 |0

<U84B8> \x55\x74 |0

<U84B9> \x5D\x73 |0

<U84BA> \x5D\x70 |0

<U84BD> \x5D\x6C |0

<U84BF> \x5D\x6F |0

<U84C1> \x5D\x68 |0

<U84C2> \x7E\x4B |0

<U84C4> \x50\x6E

 |0

<U84C6> \x2F\x6E |0

<U84C9> \x48\x58 |0

<U84CA> \x5D\x6E |0

<U84CD> \x5D\x69 |0

<U84CF> \x7E\x49 |0

<U84D0> \x5D\x6A |0

<U84D1> \x4B\x72 |0

<U84D3> \x5D\x6D |0

<U84D6> \x31\x4D |0

<U84DD> \x40\x36 |0

<U84DF> \x3C\x3B |0

<U84E0> \x5D\x71 |0

<U84E3> \x5D\x77 |0

<U84E5> \x5D\x76 |0

<U84E6> \x5D\x6B |0

<U84EA> \x2E\x75 |0

<U84EC> \x45\x6E |0

<U84F0> \x5D\x7B |0

<U84F7> \x7E\x4C |0

<U84FC> \x5E\x24 |0

<U84FF> \x5E\x23 |0

<U850C> \x5D\x78 |0

<U8511> \x43\x6F |0

<U8513> \x42\x7B |0

<U8517> \x55\x61 |0

<U851A> \x4E\x35 |0
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<U851F> \x5D\x7D |0

<U8521> \x32\x4C |0

<U852B> \x44\x68 |0

<U852C> \x4A\x5F |0

<U8534> \x2F\x6D |0

<U8537> \x47\x3E |0

<U8538> \x5D\x7A |0

<U8539> \x5D\x7C |0

<U853A> \x5D\x7E |0

<U853B> \x5E\x22 |0

<U853C> \x30\x2A |0

<U853D> \x31\x4E |0

<U8543> \x5E\x2C |0

<U8548> \x5E\x26 |0

<U8549> \x3D\x36 |0

<U854A> \x48\x6F |0

<U8556> \x5E\x21 |0

<U8559> \x5E\x25 |0

<U855E> \x5E\x29 |0

<U8564> \x5E\x28 |0

<U8568> \x5E\x27 |0

<U8570> \x7E\x4D |0

<U8572> \x5E\x2D |0

<U8574> \x54\x4C

 |0

<U8579> \x5E\x33 |0

<U857A> \x5E\x2A |0

<U857B> \x5E\x2E |0

<U857E> \x40\x59 |0

<U8584> \x31\x21 |0

<U8585> \x5E\x36 |0

<U8587> \x5E\x31 |0

<U858F> \x5E\x32 |0

<U859B> \x51\x26 |0

<U859C> \x5E\x35 |0

<U85A2> \x7E\x4F |0

<U85A4> \x5E\x2F |0

<U85A8> \x5E\x30 |0

<U85AA> \x50\x3D |0

<U85AE> \x5E\x34 |0

<U85AF> \x4A\x6D |0

<U85B0> \x5E\x39 |0

<U85B3> \x7E\x4E |0

<U85B7> \x5E\x38 |0

<U85B8> \x7E\x51 |0

<U85B9> \x5E\x37 |0

<U85C1> \x5E\x3B |0

<U85C9> \x3D\x65 |0
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<U85CF> \x32\x58 |0

<U85D0> \x43\x6A |0

<U85D3> \x5E\x3A |0

<U85D5> \x45\x3A |0

<U85DC> \x5E\x3C |0

<U85E0> \x7E\x52 |0

<U85E4> \x4C\x59 |0

<U85E9> \x37\x2A |0

<U85FB> \x54\x65 |0

<U85FF> \x5E\x3D |0

<U8605> \x5E\x3F |0

<U8611> \x44\x22 |0

<U8616> \x5E\x41 |0

<U8627> \x5E\x3E |0

<U8629> \x5E\x40 |0

<U8638> \x55\x3A |0

<U863C> \x5E\x42 |0

<U864D> \x72\x2E |0

<U864E> \x3B\x22 |0

<U864F> \x42\x32 |0

<U8650> \x45\x30 |0

<U8651> \x42\x47 |0

<U8652> \x7A\x27 |0

<U8654> \x72\x2F |0

<U865A> \x50\x69 |0

<U865E> \x53\x5D |0

<U8662> \x6B\x3D

 |0

<U866B> \x33\x66 |0

<U866C> \x72\x30 |0

<U866E> \x72\x31 |0

<U8671> \x4A\x2D |0

<U8679> \x3A\x67 |0

<U867A> \x72\x33 |0

<U867B> \x72\x35 |0

<U867C> \x72\x34 |0

<U867D> \x4B\x64 |0

<U867E> \x4F\x3A |0

<U867F> \x72\x32 |0

<U8680> \x4A\x34 |0

<U8681> \x52\x4F |0

<U8682> \x42\x6C |0

<U8683> \x7D\x7B |0

<U868A> \x4E\x43 |0

<U868B> \x72\x38 |0

<U868C> \x30\x76 |0

<U868D> \x72\x37 |0

<U8693> \x72\x3E |0
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<U8695> \x32\x4F |0

<U869C> \x51\x41 |0

<U869D> \x72\x3A |0

<U86A3> \x72\x3C |0

<U86A4> \x54\x69 |0

<U86A7> \x72\x3B |0

<U86A8> \x72\x36 |0

<U86A9> \x72\x3F |0

<U86AA> \x72\x3D |0

<U86AC> \x72\x39 |0

<U86AF> \x72\x47 |0

<U86B0> \x72\x44 |0

<U86B1> \x72\x46 |0

<U86B4> \x72\x4A |0

<U86B5> \x72\x42 |0

<U86B6> \x72\x40 |0

<U86BA> \x72\x45 |0

<U86C0> \x56\x7B |0

<U86C4> \x72\x41 |0

<U86C6> \x47\x79 |0

<U86C7> \x49\x5F |0

<U86C9> \x72\x48 |0

<U86CA> \x39\x46 |0

<U86CB> \x35\x30 |0

<U86CE> \x72\x43 |0

<U86CF> \x72\x49 |0

<U86D0> \x72\x50 |0

<U86D1> \x72\x56 |0

<U86D4> \x3B\x57 |0

<U86D8> \x72\x55

 |0

<U86D9> \x4D\x5C |0

<U86DB> \x56\x6B |0

<U86DE> \x72\x52 |0

<U86DF> \x72\x54 |0

<U86E4> \x38\x72 |0

<U86E9> \x72\x4B |0

<U86ED> \x72\x4E |0

<U86EE> \x42\x79 |0

<U86F0> \x55\x5D |0

<U86F1> \x72\x4C |0

<U86F2> \x72\x4D |0

<U86F3> \x72\x4F |0

<U86F4> \x72\x53 |0

<U86F8> \x72\x59 |0

<U86F9> \x53\x3C |0

<U86FE> \x36\x6A |0

<U8700> \x4A\x71 |0
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<U8702> \x37\x64 |0

<U8703> \x72\x57 |0

<U8705> \x7D\x7C |0

<U8707> \x72\x58 |0

<U8708> \x72\x5A |0

<U8709> \x72\x5D |0

<U870A> \x72\x5B |0

<U870D> \x72\x5C |0

<U870E> \x2C\x68 |0

<U8712> \x51\x51 |0

<U8713> \x72\x51 |0

<U8715> \x4D\x49 |0

<U8717> \x4E\x4F |0

<U8718> \x56\x29 |0

<U871A> \x72\x63 |0

<U871C> \x43\x5B |0

<U871E> \x72\x60 |0

<U8721> \x40\x2F |0

<U8722> \x72\x6C |0

<U8723> \x72\x5E |0

<U8725> \x72\x61 |0

<U8729> \x72\x68 |0

<U872E> \x72\x62 |0

<U8731> \x72\x67 |0

<U8734> \x72\x66 |0

<U8737> \x72\x69 |0

<U873B> \x72\x5F |0

<U873E> \x72\x64 |0

<U873F> \x72\x6A |0

<U8747> \x53\x2C |0

<U8748> \x72\x65 |0

<U8749> \x32\x75 |0

<U874C> \x72\x72

 |0

<U874E> \x50\x2B |0

<U8753> \x72\x75 |0

<U8757> \x3B\x48 |0

<U8758> \x7D\x7D |0

<U8759> \x72\x79 |0

<U8760> \x72\x70 |0

<U8763> \x72\x76 |0

<U8764> \x72\x78 |0

<U8765> \x72\x7A |0

<U876E> \x72\x73 |0

<U8770> \x72\x71 |0

<U8774> \x3A\x7B |0

<U8776> \x35\x7B |0

<U877B> \x72\x6F |0
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<U877C> \x72\x77 |0

<U877D> \x72\x6D |0

<U877E> \x72\x6E |0

<U8780> \x2D\x78 |0

<U8782> \x72\x6B |0

<U8783> \x73\x26 |0

<U8785> \x73\x23 |0

<U8788> \x73\x22 |0

<U878B> \x72\x74 |0

<U878D> \x48\x5A |0

<U8793> \x72\x7B |0

<U8797> \x73\x25 |0

<U879F> \x43\x78 |0

<U87A3> \x2C\x58 |0

<U87A8> \x72\x7D |0

<U87AB> \x73\x27 |0

<U87AC> \x73\x29 |0

<U87AD> \x73\x24 |0

<U87AF> \x72\x7C |0

<U87B3> \x73\x2B |0

<U87B5> \x73\x2A |0

<U87BA> \x42\x5D |0

<U87BD> \x73\x2E |0

<U87C0> \x73\x30 |0

<U87C6> \x73\x21 |0

<U87CA> \x73\x31 |0

<U87CB> \x73\x2C |0

<U87CF> \x7D\x7E |0

<U87D1> \x73\x2F |0

<U87D2> \x72\x7E |0

<U87D3> \x73\x2D |0

<U87DB> \x73\x32 |0

<U87E0> \x73\x34 |0

<U87E2> \x7E\x21 |0

<U87E5> \x73\x28 |0

<U87EA> \x73\x33

 |0

<U87EE> \x73\x35 |0

<U87F9> \x50\x37 |0

<U87FE> \x73\x38 |0

<U8803> \x59\x79 |0

<U880A> \x73\x39 |0

<U880B> \x7E\x22 |0

<U8813> \x73\x37 |0

<U8815> \x48\x64 |0

<U8816> \x73\x36 |0

<U881B> \x73\x3A |0

<U8821> \x73\x3B |0
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<U8822> \x34\x40 |0

<U882D> \x2D\x79 |0

<U8832> \x6E\x43 |0

<U8839> \x73\x3C |0

<U883C> \x73\x3D |0

<U8840> \x51\x2A |0

<U8844> \x74\x2C |0

<U8845> \x50\x46 |0

<U884C> \x50\x50 |0

<U884D> \x51\x5C |0

<U8852> \x7B\x24 |0

<U8854> \x4F\x4E |0

<U8857> \x3D\x56 |0

<U8859> \x51\x43 |0

<U8861> \x3A\x62 |0

<U8862> \x61\x69 |0

<U8863> \x52\x42 |0

<U8864> \x71\x42 |0

<U8865> \x32\x39 |0

<U8868> \x31\x6D |0

<U8869> \x71\x43 |0

<U886B> \x49\x40 |0

<U886C> \x33\x44 |0

<U886E> \x59\x72 |0

<U8870> \x4B\x25 |0

<U8872> \x71\x44 |0

<U8877> \x56\x54 |0

<U887D> \x71\x45 |0

<U887E> \x74\x40 |0

<U887F> \x71\x46 |0

<U8881> \x54\x2C |0

<U8882> \x71\x47 |0

<U8884> \x30\x40 |0

<U8885> \x74\x41 |0

<U8886> \x7E\x30 |0

<U8888> \x74\x42 |0

<U888B> \x34\x7C |0

<U888D> \x45\x5B |0

<U8892> \x4C\x3B

 |0

<U8896> \x50\x64 |0

<U8897> \x2C\x5C |0

<U889C> \x4D\x60 |0

<U88A2> \x71\x48 |0

<U88A4> \x59\x73 |0

<U88AA> \x7E\x31 |0

<U88AB> \x31\x3B |0

<U88AD> \x4F\x2E |0
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<U88AF> \x2C\x5D |0

<U88B1> \x38\x24 |0

<U88B7> \x71\x4A |0

<U88BC> \x71\x4B |0

<U88C0> \x7E\x32 |0

<U88C1> \x32\x43 |0

<U88C2> \x41\x51 |0

<U88C5> \x57\x30 |0

<U88C6> \x71\x49 |0

<U88C8> \x7E\x33 |0

<U88C9> \x71\x4C |0

<U88CE> \x71\x4E |0

<U88D2> \x59\x76 |0

<U88D4> \x52\x61 |0

<U88D5> \x54\x23 |0

<U88D8> \x74\x43 |0

<U88D9> \x48\x39 |0

<U88DF> \x74\x44 |0

<U88E2> \x71\x4D |0

<U88E3> \x71\x4F |0

<U88E4> \x3F\x63 |0

<U88E5> \x71\x50 |0

<U88E8> \x71\x54 |0

<U88F0> \x71\x56 |0

<U88F1> \x71\x51 |0

<U88F3> \x49\x51 |0

<U88F4> \x45\x61 |0

<U88F8> \x42\x63 |0

<U88F9> \x39\x7C |0

<U88FC> \x71\x53 |0

<U88FE> \x71\x55 |0

<U8902> \x39\x53 |0

<U890A> \x71\x5B |0

<U8910> \x3A\x56 |0

<U8912> \x30\x7D |0

<U8913> \x71\x59 |0

<U8919> \x71\x58 |0

<U891A> \x71\x52 |0

<U891B> \x71\x5A |0

<U8921> \x71\x57 |0

<U8925> \x48\x6C |0

<U8926> \x7E\x34

 |0

<U892A> \x4D\x4A |0

<U892B> \x71\x5D |0

<U8930> \x65\x3D |0

<U8934> \x71\x5C |0

<U8936> \x71\x5E |0
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<U8941> \x71\x5F |0

<U8944> \x4F\x65 |0

<U8955> \x2C\x5E |0

<U895E> \x74\x45 |0

<U895F> \x3D\x73 |0

<U8966> \x71\x60 |0

<U8976> \x7E\x35 |0

<U897B> \x71\x61 |0

<U897F> \x4E\x77 |0

<U8980> \x2F\x7A |0

<U8981> \x52\x2A |0

<U8983> \x71\x7B |0

<U8986> \x38\x32 |0

<U89C1> \x3C\x7B |0

<U89C2> \x39\x5B |0

<U89C3> \x2E\x4F |0

<U89C4> \x39\x66 |0

<U89C5> \x43\x59 |0

<U89C6> \x4A\x53 |0

<U89C7> \x6A\x68 |0

<U89C8> \x40\x40 |0

<U89C9> \x3E\x75 |0

<U89CA> \x6A\x69 |0

<U89CB> \x6A\x6A |0

<U89CC> \x6A\x6B |0

<U89CD> \x2E\x50 |0

<U89CE> \x6A\x6C |0

<U89CF> \x6A\x6D |0

<U89D0> \x6A\x6E |0

<U89D1> \x6A\x6F |0

<U89D2> \x3D\x47 |0

<U89D4> \x2C\x7C |0

<U89D6> \x75\x7B |0

<U89DA> \x75\x7D |0

<U89DC> \x75\x7E |0

<U89DE> \x75\x7C |0

<U89E3> \x3D\x62 |0

<U89E5> \x76\x21 |0

<U89E6> \x34\x25 |0

<U89EB> \x76\x22 |0

<U89EF> \x76\x23 |0

<U89F1> \x7E\x71 |0

<U89F3> \x6C\x32 |0

<U8A00> \x51\x54 |0

<U8A07> \x59\x6A

 |0

<U8A1A> \x7B\x2E |0

<U8A3E> \x76\x24 |0
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<U8A48> \x6E\x3A |0

<U8A5F> \x7D\x49 |0

<U8A79> \x55\x32 |0

<U8A89> \x53\x7E |0

<U8A8A> \x4C\x5C |0

<U8A93> \x4A\x44 |0

<U8B07> \x65\x40 |0

<U8B26> \x76\x25 |0

<U8B66> \x3E\x2F |0

<U8B6C> \x46\x29 |0

<U8BA0> \x5A\x25 |0

<U8BA1> \x3C\x46 |0

<U8BA2> \x36\x29 |0

<U8BA3> \x38\x3C |0

<U8BA4> \x48\x4F |0

<U8BA5> \x3C\x25 |0

<U8BA6> \x5A\x26 |0

<U8BA7> \x5A\x27 |0

<U8BA8> \x4C\x56 |0

<U8BA9> \x48\x43 |0

<U8BAA> \x5A\x28 |0

<U8BAB> \x46\x7D |0

<U8BAC> \x2C\x77 |0

<U8BAD> \x51\x35 |0

<U8BAE> \x52\x69 |0

<U8BAF> \x51\x36 |0

<U8BB0> \x3C\x47 |0

<U8BB1> \x7E\x72 |0

<U8BB2> \x3D\x32 |0

<U8BB3> \x3B\x64 |0

<U8BB4> \x5A\x29 |0

<U8BB5> \x5A\x2A |0

<U8BB6> \x51\x48 |0

<U8BB7> \x5A\x2B |0

<U8BB8> \x50\x6D |0

<U8BB9> \x36\x6F |0

<U8BBA> \x42\x5B |0

<U8BBB> \x7E\x73 |0

<U8BBC> \x4B\x4F |0

<U8BBD> \x37\x6D |0

<U8BBE> \x49\x68 |0

<U8BBF> \x37\x43 |0

<U8BC0> \x3E\x77 |0

<U8BC1> \x56\x24 |0

<U8BC2> \x5A\x2C |0

<U8BC3> \x5A\x2D |0

<U8BC4> \x46\x40 |0

<U8BC5> \x57\x67
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 |0

<U8BC6> \x4A\x36 |0

<U8BC7> \x7E\x74 |0

<U8BC8> \x55\x29 |0

<U8BC9> \x4B\x5F |0

<U8BCA> \x55\x6F |0

<U8BCB> \x5A\x2E |0

<U8BCC> \x56\x5F |0

<U8BCD> \x34\x4A |0

<U8BCE> \x5A\x30 |0

<U8BCF> \x5A\x2F |0

<U8BD1> \x52\x6B |0

<U8BD2> \x5A\x31 |0

<U8BD3> \x5A\x32 |0

<U8BD4> \x5A\x33 |0

<U8BD5> \x4A\x54 |0

<U8BD6> \x5A\x34 |0

<U8BD7> \x4A\x2B |0

<U8BD8> \x5A\x35 |0

<U8BD9> \x5A\x36 |0

<U8BDA> \x33\x4F |0

<U8BDB> \x56\x6F |0

<U8BDC> \x5A\x37 |0

<U8BDD> \x3B\x30 |0

<U8BDE> \x35\x2E |0

<U8BDF> \x5A\x38 |0

<U8BE0> \x5A\x39 |0

<U8BE1> \x39\x6E |0

<U8BE2> \x51\x2F |0

<U8BE3> \x52\x68 |0

<U8BE4> \x5A\x3A |0

<U8BE5> \x38\x43 |0

<U8BE6> \x4F\x6A |0

<U8BE7> \x32\x6F |0

<U8BE8> \x5A\x3B |0

<U8BE9> \x5A\x3C |0

<U8BEA> \x7E\x75 |0

<U8BEB> \x3D\x6B |0

<U8BEC> \x4E\x5C |0

<U8BED> \x53\x6F |0

<U8BEE> \x5A\x3D |0

<U8BEF> \x4E\x73 |0

<U8BF0> \x5A\x3E |0

<U8BF1> \x53\x55 |0

<U8BF2> \x3B\x65 |0

<U8BF3> \x5A\x3F |0

<U8BF4> \x4B\x35 |0

<U8BF5> \x4B\x50 |0
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<U8BF6> \x5A\x40 |0

<U8BF7> \x47\x6B |0

<U8BF8> \x56\x6E

 |0

<U8BF9> \x5A\x41 |0

<U8BFA> \x45\x35 |0

<U8BFB> \x36\x41 |0

<U8BFC> \x5A\x42 |0

<U8BFD> \x37\x4C |0

<U8BFE> \x3F\x4E |0

<U8BFF> \x5A\x43 |0

<U8C00> \x5A\x44 |0

<U8C01> \x4B\x2D |0

<U8C02> \x5A\x45 |0

<U8C03> \x35\x77 |0

<U8C04> \x5A\x46 |0

<U8C05> \x41\x42 |0

<U8C06> \x57\x3B |0

<U8C07> \x5A\x47 |0

<U8C08> \x4C\x38 |0

<U8C09> \x7E\x76 |0

<U8C0A> \x52\x6A |0

<U8C0B> \x44\x31 |0

<U8C0C> \x5A\x48 |0

<U8C0D> \x35\x7D |0

<U8C0E> \x3B\x51 |0

<U8C0F> \x5A\x49 |0

<U8C10> \x50\x33 |0

<U8C11> \x5A\x4A |0

<U8C12> \x5A\x4B |0

<U8C13> \x4E\x3D |0

<U8C14> \x5A\x4C |0

<U8C15> \x5A\x4D |0

<U8C16> \x5A\x4E |0

<U8C17> \x32\x77 |0

<U8C18> \x5A\x51 |0

<U8C19> \x5A\x4F |0

<U8C1A> \x51\x68 |0

<U8C1B> \x5A\x50 |0

<U8C1C> \x43\x55 |0

<U8C1D> \x5A\x52 |0

<U8C1E> \x7E\x77 |0

<U8C1F> \x5A\x53 |0

<U8C20> \x5A\x54 |0

<U8C21> \x5A\x55 |0

<U8C22> \x50\x3B |0

<U8C23> \x52\x25 |0

<U8C24> \x30\x79 |0
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<U8C25> \x5A\x56 |0

<U8C26> \x47\x2B |0

<U8C27> \x5A\x57 |0

<U8C28> \x3D\x77 |0

<U8C29> \x43\x21 |0

<U8C2A> \x5A\x58

 |0

<U8C2B> \x5A\x59 |0

<U8C2C> \x43\x7D |0

<U8C2D> \x4C\x37 |0

<U8C2E> \x5A\x5A |0

<U8C2F> \x5A\x5B |0

<U8C30> \x40\x3E |0

<U8C31> \x46\x57 |0

<U8C32> \x5A\x5C |0

<U8C33> \x5A\x5D |0

<U8C34> \x47\x34 |0

<U8C35> \x5A\x5E |0

<U8C36> \x5A\x5F |0

<U8C37> \x39\x48 |0

<U8C41> \x3B\x6D |0

<U8C46> \x36\x39 |0

<U8C47> \x74\x78 |0

<U8C49> \x74\x79 |0

<U8C4C> \x4D\x63 |0

<U8C55> \x75\x39 |0

<U8C5A> \x6B\x60 |0

<U8C61> \x4F\x73 |0

<U8C62> \x3B\x3F |0

<U8C68> \x7E\x5C |0

<U8C6A> \x3A\x40 |0

<U8C6B> \x54\x25 |0

<U8C6D> \x7E\x5E |0

<U8C6E> \x7E\x5D |0

<U8C73> \x61\x59 |0

<U8C78> \x75\x74 |0

<U8C79> \x31\x2A |0

<U8C7A> \x32\x72 |0

<U8C82> \x75\x75 |0

<U8C85> \x75\x77 |0

<U8C86> \x7E\x70 |0

<U8C89> \x3A\x51 |0

<U8C8A> \x75\x76 |0

<U8C8C> \x43\x32 |0

<U8C94> \x75\x79 |0

<U8C98> \x75\x78 |0

<U8D1D> \x31\x34 |0

<U8D1E> \x55\x6A |0
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<U8D1F> \x38\x3A |0

<U8D20> \x2E\x2C |0

<U8D21> \x39\x31 |0

<U8D22> \x32\x46 |0

<U8D23> \x54\x70 |0

<U8D24> \x4F\x4D |0

<U8D25> \x30\x5C |0

<U8D26> \x55\x4B |0

<U8D27> \x3B\x75

 |0

<U8D28> \x56\x4A |0

<U8D29> \x37\x37 |0

<U8D2A> \x4C\x30 |0

<U8D2B> \x46\x36 |0

<U8D2C> \x31\x61 |0

<U8D2D> \x39\x3A |0

<U8D2E> \x56\x7C |0

<U8D2F> \x39\x61 |0

<U8D30> \x37\x21 |0

<U8D31> \x3C\x7A |0

<U8D32> \x6A\x5A |0

<U8D33> \x6A\x5B |0

<U8D34> \x4C\x79 |0

<U8D35> \x39\x73 |0

<U8D36> \x6A\x5C |0

<U8D37> \x34\x7B |0

<U8D38> \x43\x33 |0

<U8D39> \x37\x51 |0

<U8D3A> \x3A\x58 |0

<U8D3B> \x6A\x5D |0

<U8D3C> \x54\x74 |0

<U8D3D> \x6A\x5E |0

<U8D3E> \x3C\x56 |0

<U8D3F> \x3B\x5F |0

<U8D40> \x6A\x5F |0

<U8D41> \x41\x5E |0

<U8D42> \x42\x38 |0

<U8D43> \x54\x5F |0

<U8D44> \x57\x4A |0

<U8D45> \x6A\x60 |0

<U8D46> \x6A\x61 |0

<U8D47> \x6A\x64 |0

<U8D48> \x6A\x62 |0

<U8D49> \x6A\x63 |0

<U8D4A> \x49\x5E |0

<U8D4B> \x38\x33 |0

<U8D4C> \x36\x44 |0

<U8D4D> \x6A\x65 |0
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<U8D4E> \x4A\x6A |0

<U8D4F> \x49\x4D |0

<U8D50> \x34\x4D |0

<U8D51> \x7C\x42 |0

<U8D52> \x2E\x4E |0

<U8D53> \x62\x59 |0

<U8D54> \x45\x62 |0

<U8D55> \x6A\x66 |0

<U8D56> \x40\x35 |0

<U8D57> \x7C\x43 |0

<U8D58> \x57\x38 |0

<U8D59> \x6A\x67

 |0

<U8D5A> \x57\x2C |0

<U8D5B> \x48\x7C |0

<U8D5C> \x58\x53 |0

<U8D5D> \x58\x4D |0

<U8D5E> \x54\x5E |0

<U8D5F> \x2C\x55 |0

<U8D60> \x54\x79 |0

<U8D61> \x49\x44 |0

<U8D62> \x53\x2E |0

<U8D63> \x38\x53 |0

<U8D64> \x33\x60 |0

<U8D66> \x49\x62 |0

<U8D67> \x74\x76 |0

<U8D6A> \x7E\x5A |0

<U8D6B> \x3A\x55 |0

<U8D6D> \x74\x77 |0

<U8D70> \x57\x5F |0

<U8D73> \x74\x71 |0

<U8D74> \x38\x30 |0

<U8D75> \x55\x54 |0

<U8D76> \x38\x4F |0

<U8D77> \x46\x70 |0

<U8D81> \x33\x43 |0

<U8D84> \x74\x72 |0

<U8D85> \x33\x2C |0

<U8D8A> \x54\x3D |0

<U8D8B> \x47\x77 |0

<U8D91> \x74\x74 |0

<U8D94> \x74\x73 |0

<U8D9F> \x4C\x4B |0

<U8DA3> \x48\x24 |0

<U8DB1> \x74\x75 |0

<U8DB3> \x57\x63 |0

<U8DB4> \x45\x3F |0

<U8DB5> \x75\x40 |0
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<U8DB8> \x75\x3B |0

<U8DBA> \x75\x43 |0

<U8DBC> \x75\x42 |0

<U8DBE> \x56\x3A |0

<U8DBF> \x75\x41 |0

<U8DC3> \x54\x3E |0

<U8DC4> \x75\x44 |0

<U8DC6> \x75\x4C |0

<U8DCB> \x30\x4F |0

<U8DCC> \x35\x78 |0

<U8DCE> \x75\x49 |0

<U8DCF> \x75\x4A |0

<U8DD1> \x45\x5C |0

<U8DD6> \x75\x45 |0

<U8DD7> \x75\x46

 |0

<U8DDA> \x75\x47 |0

<U8DDB> \x75\x4B |0

<U8DDD> \x3E\x60 |0

<U8DDE> \x75\x48 |0

<U8DDF> \x38\x7A |0

<U8DE3> \x75\x50 |0

<U8DE4> \x75\x53 |0

<U8DE8> \x3F\x67 |0

<U8DEA> \x39\x72 |0

<U8DEB> \x75\x3C |0

<U8DEC> \x75\x4D |0

<U8DEF> \x42\x37 |0

<U8DF3> \x4C\x78 |0

<U8DF5> \x3C\x79 |0

<U8DF7> \x75\x4E |0

<U8DF8> \x75\x4F |0

<U8DF9> \x75\x51 |0

<U8DFA> \x36\x65 |0

<U8DFB> \x75\x52 |0

<U8DFD> \x75\x55 |0

<U8E05> \x75\x3D |0

<U8E09> \x75\x54 |0

<U8E0A> \x53\x3B |0

<U8E0C> \x33\x6C |0

<U8E0F> \x4C\x24 |0

<U8E14> \x75\x56 |0

<U8E16> \x7E\x5F |0

<U8E1D> \x75\x57 |0

<U8E1E> \x3E\x61 |0

<U8E1F> \x75\x58 |0

<U8E21> \x2E\x78 |0

<U8E22> \x4C\x5F |0
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<U8E23> \x75\x5B |0

<U8E26> \x7E\x60 |0

<U8E27> \x7E\x61 |0

<U8E29> \x32\x48 |0

<U8E2A> \x57\x59 |0

<U8E2C> \x75\x59 |0

<U8E2E> \x75\x5A |0

<U8E2F> \x75\x5C |0

<U8E31> \x75\x62 |0

<U8E35> \x75\x60 |0

<U8E36> \x2C\x6E |0

<U8E39> \x75\x5F |0

<U8E3A> \x75\x5D |0

<U8E3D> \x75\x61 |0

<U8E40> \x75\x5E |0

<U8E41> \x75\x64 |0

<U8E42> \x75\x65 |0

<U8E44> \x4C\x63

 |0

<U8E45> \x2C\x6D |0

<U8E47> \x65\x3F |0

<U8E48> \x35\x38 |0

<U8E49> \x75\x63 |0

<U8E4A> \x75\x68 |0

<U8E4B> \x4C\x23 |0

<U8E50> \x7E\x62 |0

<U8E51> \x75\x66 |0

<U8E52> \x75\x67 |0

<U8E53> \x2E\x79 |0

<U8E59> \x75\x3E |0

<U8E5C> \x2C\x70 |0

<U8E62> \x2C\x6F |0

<U8E66> \x31\x44 |0

<U8E69> \x75\x3F |0

<U8E6C> \x35\x45 |0

<U8E6D> \x32\x64 |0

<U8E6F> \x75\x6C |0

<U8E70> \x75\x69 |0

<U8E72> \x36\x57 |0

<U8E74> \x75\x6D |0

<U8E76> \x75\x6A |0

<U8E7C> \x75\x6B |0

<U8E7F> \x34\x5A |0

<U8E81> \x54\x6A |0

<U8E85> \x75\x6E |0

<U8E87> \x33\x79 |0

<U8E8F> \x75\x6F |0

<U8E90> \x75\x71 |0
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<U8E94> \x75\x70 |0

<U8E9C> \x75\x72 |0

<U8E9E> \x75\x73 |0

<U8EAB> \x49\x6D |0

<U8EAC> \x39\x2A |0

<U8EAD> \x2D\x7C |0

<U8EAF> \x47\x7B |0

<U8EB2> \x36\x63 |0

<U8EBA> \x4C\x49 |0

<U8ECE> \x6A\x26 |0

<U8F66> \x33\x35 |0

<U8F67> \x54\x7E |0

<U8F68> \x39\x6C |0

<U8F69> \x50\x79 |0

<U8F6B> \x69\x6D |0

<U8F6C> \x57\x2A |0

<U8F6D> \x69\x6E |0

<U8F6E> \x42\x56 |0

<U8F6F> \x48\x6D |0

<U8F70> \x3A\x64 |0

<U8F71> \x69\x6F

 |0

<U8F72> \x69\x70 |0

<U8F73> \x69\x71 |0

<U8F74> \x56\x61 |0

<U8F75> \x69\x72 |0

<U8F76> \x69\x73 |0

<U8F77> \x69\x75 |0

<U8F78> \x69\x74 |0

<U8F79> \x69\x76 |0

<U8F7A> \x69\x77 |0

<U8F7B> \x47\x61 |0

<U8F7C> \x69\x78 |0

<U8F7D> \x54\x58 |0

<U8F7E> \x69\x79 |0

<U8F7F> \x3D\x4E |0

<U8F80> \x2C\x53 |0

<U8F81> \x69\x7A |0

<U8F82> \x69\x7B |0

<U8F83> \x3D\x4F |0

<U8F84> \x69\x7C |0

<U8F85> \x38\x28 |0

<U8F86> \x41\x3E |0

<U8F87> \x69\x7D |0

<U8F88> \x31\x32 |0

<U8F89> \x3B\x54 |0

<U8F8A> \x39\x75 |0

<U8F8B> \x69\x7E |0
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<U8F8D> \x6A\x21 |0

<U8F8E> \x6A\x22 |0

<U8F8F> \x6A\x23 |0

<U8F90> \x37\x78 |0

<U8F91> \x3C\x2D |0

<U8F92> \x2C\x54 |0

<U8F93> \x4A\x64 |0

<U8F94> \x60\x4E |0

<U8F95> \x54\x2F |0

<U8F96> \x4F\x3D |0

<U8F97> \x55\x37 |0

<U8F98> \x6A\x24 |0

<U8F99> \x55\x5E |0

<U8F9A> \x6A\x25 |0

<U8F9B> \x50\x41 |0

<U8F9C> \x39\x3C |0

<U8F9E> \x34\x47 |0

<U8F9F> \x31\x59 |0

<U8FA3> \x40\x31 |0

<U8FA8> \x31\x66 |0

<U8FA9> \x31\x67 |0

<U8FAB> \x31\x68 |0

<U8FB0> \x33\x3D |0

<U8FB1> \x48\x68

 |0

<U8FB5> \x7E\x6E |0

<U8FB6> \x65\x41 |0

<U8FB9> \x31\x5F |0

<U8FBD> \x41\x49 |0

<U8FBE> \x34\x6F |0

<U8FC1> \x47\x28 |0

<U8FC2> \x53\x58 |0

<U8FC4> \x46\x79 |0

<U8FC5> \x51\x38 |0

<U8FC7> \x39\x7D |0

<U8FC8> \x42\x75 |0

<U8FCE> \x53\x2D |0

<U8FD0> \x54\x4B |0

<U8FD1> \x3D\x7C |0

<U8FD3> \x65\x42 |0

<U8FD4> \x37\x35 |0

<U8FD5> \x65\x43 |0

<U8FD8> \x3B\x39 |0

<U8FD9> \x55\x62 |0

<U8FDB> \x3D\x78 |0

<U8FDC> \x54\x36 |0

<U8FDD> \x4E\x25 |0

<U8FDE> \x41\x2C |0
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<U8FDF> \x33\x59 |0

<U8FE2> \x4C\x76 |0

<U8FE4> \x65\x46 |0

<U8FE5> \x65\x44 |0

<U8FE6> \x65\x48 |0

<U8FE8> \x65\x4A |0

<U8FE9> \x65\x47 |0

<U8FEA> \x35\x4F |0

<U8FEB> \x46\x48 |0

<U8FED> \x35\x7C |0

<U8FEE> \x65\x45 |0

<U8FF0> \x4A\x76 |0

<U8FF3> \x65\x49 |0

<U8FF7> \x43\x54 |0

<U8FF8> \x31\x45 |0

<U8FF9> \x3C\x23 |0

<U8FFA> \x2D\x5C |0

<U8FFD> \x57\x37 |0

<U9000> \x4D\x4B |0

<U9001> \x4B\x4D |0

<U9002> \x4A\x4A |0

<U9003> \x4C\x53 |0

<U9004> \x65\x4C |0

<U9005> \x65\x4B |0

<U9006> \x44\x66 |0

<U9009> \x51\x21 |0

<U900A> \x51\x37

 |0

<U900B> \x65\x4D |0

<U900D> \x65\x50 |0

<U900F> \x4D\x38 |0

<U9010> \x56\x70 |0

<U9011> \x65\x4F |0

<U9012> \x35\x5D |0

<U9014> \x4D\x3E |0

<U9016> \x65\x51 |0

<U9017> \x36\x3A |0

<U901A> \x4D\x28 |0

<U901B> \x39\x64 |0

<U901D> \x4A\x45 |0

<U901E> \x33\x51 |0

<U901F> \x4B\x59 |0

<U9020> \x54\x6C |0

<U9021> \x65\x52 |0

<U9022> \x37\x6A |0

<U9026> \x65\x4E |0

<U902D> \x65\x55 |0

<U902E> \x34\x7E |0
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<U902F> \x65\x56 |0

<U9035> \x65\x53 |0

<U9036> \x65\x54 |0

<U9038> \x52\x5D |0

<U903B> \x42\x5F |0

<U903C> \x31\x46 |0

<U903E> \x53\x62 |0

<U9041> \x36\x5D |0

<U9042> \x4B\x6C |0

<U9044> \x65\x57 |0

<U9047> \x53\x76 |0

<U904D> \x31\x69 |0

<U904F> \x36\x74 |0

<U9050> \x65\x5A |0

<U9051> \x65\x58 |0

<U9052> \x65\x59 |0

<U9053> \x35\x40 |0

<U9057> \x52\x45 |0

<U9058> \x65\x5C |0

<U905B> \x65\x5E |0

<U9062> \x65\x5D |0

<U9063> \x47\x32 |0

<U9065> \x52\x23 |0

<U9068> \x65\x5B |0

<U906D> \x54\x62 |0

<U906E> \x55\x5A |0

<U9074> \x65\x60 |0

<U9075> \x57\x71 |0

<U907D> \x65\x61 |0

<U907F> \x31\x5C

 |0

<U9080> \x51\x7B |0

<U9082> \x65\x62 |0

<U9083> \x65\x64 |0

<U9088> \x65\x63 |0

<U908B> \x65\x65 |0

<U9091> \x52\x58 |0

<U9093> \x35\x4B |0

<U9095> \x67\x5F |0

<U9097> \x5A\x75 |0

<U9098> \x7E\x63 |0

<U9099> \x5A\x78 |0

<U909B> \x5A\x76 |0

<U909D> \x5A\x77 |0

<U90A0> \x7E\x64 |0

<U90A1> \x5A\x7A |0

<U90A2> \x50\x4F |0

<U90A3> \x44\x47 |0
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<U90A6> \x30\x6E |0

<U90A8> \x2F\x66 |0

<U90AA> \x50\x30 |0

<U90AC> \x5A\x79 |0

<U90AE> \x53\x4A |0

<U90AF> \x3A\x2A |0

<U90B0> \x5B\x22 |0

<U90B1> \x47\x71 |0

<U90B3> \x5A\x7C |0

<U90B4> \x5A\x7B |0

<U90B5> \x49\x5B |0

<U90B6> \x5A\x7D |0

<U90B8> \x5B\x21 |0

<U90B9> \x57\x5E |0

<U90BA> \x5A\x7E |0

<U90BB> \x41\x5A |0

<U90BD> \x7E\x65 |0

<U90BE> \x5B\x25 |0

<U90C1> \x53\x74 |0

<U90C3> \x7E\x67 |0

<U90C4> \x5B\x27 |0

<U90C5> \x5B\x24 |0

<U90C7> \x5B\x28 |0

<U90C8> \x7E\x66 |0

<U90CA> \x3D\x3C |0

<U90CE> \x40\x49 |0

<U90CF> \x5B\x23 |0

<U90D0> \x5B\x26 |0

<U90D1> \x56\x23 |0

<U90D3> \x5B\x29 |0

<U90D7> \x5B\x2D |0

<U90DA> \x7E\x68 |0

<U90DB> \x5B\x2E

 |0

<U90DC> \x5B\x2C |0

<U90DD> \x3A\x42 |0

<U90E1> \x3F\x24 |0

<U90E2> \x5B\x2B |0

<U90E4> \x7E\x6F |0

<U90E6> \x5B\x2A |0

<U90E7> \x54\x47 |0

<U90E8> \x32\x3F |0

<U90EB> \x5B\x2F |0

<U90ED> \x39\x79 |0

<U90EF> \x5B\x30 |0

<U90F4> \x33\x3B |0

<U90F8> \x35\x26 |0

<U90FD> \x36\x3C |0
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<U90FE> \x5B\x31 |0

<U90FF> \x7E\x69 |0

<U9102> \x36\x75 |0

<U9104> \x5B\x32 |0

<U910C> \x7E\x6B |0

<U9118> \x2C\x26 |0

<U9119> \x31\x49 |0

<U911A> \x7E\x6A |0

<U911C> \x2D\x50 |0

<U911E> \x5B\x34 |0

<U9120> \x7E\x6C |0

<U9122> \x5B\x33 |0

<U9123> \x5B\x35 |0

<U912F> \x5B\x37 |0

<U9131> \x5B\x36 |0

<U9139> \x5B\x38 |0

<U9142> \x7E\x6D |0

<U9143> \x5B\x39 |0

<U9146> \x5B\x3A |0

<U9149> \x53\x4F |0

<U914A> \x74\x7A |0

<U914B> \x47\x75 |0

<U914C> \x57\x43 |0

<U914D> \x45\x64 |0

<U914E> \x74\x7C |0

<U914F> \x74\x7D |0

<U9150> \x74\x7B |0

<U9152> \x3E\x46 |0

<U9157> \x50\x6F |0

<U915A> \x37\x53 |0

<U915D> \x54\x4D |0

<U915E> \x4C\x2A |0

<U9161> \x75\x22 |0

<U9162> \x75\x21 |0

<U9163> \x3A\x28 |0

<U9164> \x74\x7E

 |0

<U9165> \x4B\x56 |0

<U9169> \x75\x24 |0

<U916A> \x40\x52 |0

<U916C> \x33\x6A |0

<U916E> \x4D\x2A |0

<U916F> \x75\x25 |0

<U9170> \x75\x23 |0

<U9171> \x3D\x34 |0

<U9172> \x75\x28 |0

<U9174> \x75\x29 |0

<U9175> \x3D\x4D |0
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<U9176> \x43\x38 |0

<U9177> \x3F\x61 |0

<U9178> \x4B\x61 |0

<U9179> \x75\x2A |0

<U917D> \x75\x26 |0

<U917E> \x75\x27 |0

<U917F> \x44\x70 |0

<U9185> \x75\x2C |0

<U9187> \x34\x3C |0

<U9189> \x57\x6D |0

<U918B> \x34\x57 |0

<U918C> \x75\x2B |0

<U918D> \x75\x2E |0

<U9190> \x75\x2D |0

<U9191> \x75\x2F |0

<U9192> \x50\x51 |0

<U919A> \x43\x51 |0

<U919B> \x48\x29 |0

<U91A2> \x75\x30 |0

<U91A3> \x75\x31 |0

<U91AA> \x75\x32 |0

<U91AD> \x75\x33 |0

<U91AE> \x75\x34 |0

<U91AF> \x75\x35 |0

<U91B4> \x75\x37 |0

<U91B5> \x75\x36 |0

<U91BA> \x75\x38 |0

<U91C6> \x2F\x7E |0

<U91C7> \x32\x49 |0

<U91C9> \x53\x54 |0

<U91CA> \x4A\x4D |0

<U91CC> \x40\x6F |0

<U91CD> \x56\x58 |0

<U91CE> \x52\x30 |0

<U91CF> \x41\x3F |0

<U91D1> \x3D\x70 |0

<U91DC> \x38\x2A |0

<U9274> \x3C\x78 |0

<U928E> \x76\x46

 |0

<U92AE> \x76\x47 |0

<U92C6> \x7E\x7D |0

<U92C8> \x76\x48 |0

<U933E> \x76\x49 |0

<U936A> \x76\x4A |0

<U938F> \x76\x4C |0

<U93CA> \x76\x4B |0

<U93D6> \x77\x69 |0
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<U943E> \x76\x4D |0

<U946B> \x76\x4E |0

<U9485> \x6E\x44 |0

<U9486> \x6E\x45 |0

<U9487> \x6E\x46 |0

<U9488> \x55\x6B |0

<U9489> \x36\x24 |0

<U948A> \x6E\x48 |0

<U948B> \x6E\x47 |0

<U948C> \x6E\x49 |0

<U948D> \x6E\x4A |0

<U948E> \x47\x25 |0

<U948F> \x6E\x4B |0

<U9490> \x6E\x4C |0

<U9491> \x7E\x7E |0

<U9492> \x37\x30 |0

<U9493> \x35\x76 |0

<U9494> \x6E\x4D |0

<U9495> \x6E\x4F |0

<U9496> \x2D\x21 |0

<U9497> \x6E\x4E |0

<U9498> \x2D\x22 |0

<U9499> \x38\x46 |0

<U949A> \x6E\x50 |0

<U949B> \x6E\x51 |0

<U949C> \x6E\x52 |0

<U949D> \x36\x5B |0

<U949E> \x33\x2E |0

<U949F> \x56\x53 |0

<U94A0> \x44\x46 |0

<U94A1> \x31\x35 |0

<U94A2> \x38\x56 |0

<U94A3> \x6E\x53 |0

<U94A4> \x6E\x54 |0

<U94A5> \x54\x3F |0

<U94A6> \x47\x55 |0

<U94A7> \x3E\x7B |0

<U94A8> \x4E\x59 |0

<U94A9> \x39\x33 |0

<U94AA> \x6E\x56 |0

<U94AB> \x6E\x55 |0

<U94AC> \x6E\x58

 |0

<U94AD> \x6E\x57 |0

<U94AE> \x45\x25 |0

<U94AF> \x6E\x59 |0

<U94B0> \x6E\x5A |0

<U94B1> \x47\x2E |0
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<U94B2> \x6E\x5B |0

<U94B3> \x47\x2F |0

<U94B4> \x6E\x5C |0

<U94B5> \x32\x27 |0

<U94B6> \x6E\x5D |0

<U94B7> \x6E\x5E |0

<U94B8> \x6E\x5F |0

<U94B9> \x6E\x60 |0

<U94BA> \x6E\x61 |0

<U94BB> \x57\x6A |0

<U94BC> \x6E\x62 |0

<U94BD> \x6E\x63 |0

<U94BE> \x3C\x58 |0

<U94BF> \x6E\x64 |0

<U94C0> \x53\x4B |0

<U94C1> \x4C\x7A |0

<U94C2> \x32\x2C |0

<U94C3> \x41\x65 |0

<U94C4> \x6E\x65 |0

<U94C5> \x47\x26 |0

<U94C6> \x43\x2D |0

<U94C7> \x2C\x7E |0

<U94C8> \x6E\x66 |0

<U94C9> \x6E\x67 |0

<U94CA> \x6E\x68 |0

<U94CB> \x6E\x69 |0

<U94CC> \x6E\x6A |0

<U94CD> \x6E\x6B |0

<U94CE> \x6E\x6C |0

<U94CF> \x2D\x23 |0

<U94D0> \x6E\x6D |0

<U94D1> \x6E\x6E |0

<U94D2> \x6E\x6F |0

<U94D3> \x2D\x24 |0

<U94D4> \x2D\x25 |0

<U94D5> \x6E\x70 |0

<U94D6> \x6E\x71 |0

<U94D7> \x6E\x72 |0

<U94D8> \x6E\x74 |0

<U94D9> \x6E\x73 |0

<U94DA> \x2C\x60 |0

<U94DB> \x6E\x75 |0

<U94DC> \x4D\x2D |0

<U94DD> \x42\x41 |0

<U94DE> \x6E\x76

 |0

<U94DF> \x6E\x77 |0

<U94E0> \x6E\x78 |0
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<U94E1> \x55\x21 |0

<U94E2> \x6E\x79 |0

<U94E3> \x4F\x33 |0

<U94E4> \x6E\x7A |0

<U94E5> \x6E\x7B |0

<U94E6> \x2D\x26 |0

<U94E7> \x6E\x7C |0

<U94E8> \x6E\x7D |0

<U94E9> \x6F\x21 |0

<U94EA> \x6E\x7E |0

<U94EB> \x6F\x22 |0

<U94EC> \x38\x75 |0

<U94ED> \x43\x7A |0

<U94EE> \x6F\x23 |0

<U94EF> \x6F\x24 |0

<U94F0> \x3D\x42 |0

<U94F1> \x52\x3F |0

<U94F2> \x32\x79 |0

<U94F3> \x6F\x25 |0

<U94F4> \x6F\x26 |0

<U94F5> \x6F\x27 |0

<U94F6> \x52\x78 |0

<U94F7> \x6F\x28 |0

<U94F8> \x56\x7D |0

<U94F9> \x6F\x29 |0

<U94FA> \x46\x4C |0

<U94FB> \x2E\x7C |0

<U94FC> \x6F\x2A |0

<U94FD> \x6F\x2B |0

<U94FE> \x41\x34 |0

<U94FF> \x6F\x2C |0

<U9500> \x4F\x7A |0

<U9501> \x4B\x78 |0

<U9502> \x6F\x2E |0

<U9503> \x6F\x2D |0

<U9504> \x33\x7A |0

<U9505> \x39\x78 |0

<U9506> \x6F\x2F |0

<U9507> \x6F\x30 |0

<U9508> \x50\x62 |0

<U9509> \x6F\x31 |0

<U950A> \x6F\x32 |0

<U950B> \x37\x66 |0

<U950C> \x50\x3F |0

<U950D> \x6F\x33 |0

<U950E> \x6F\x34 |0

<U950F> \x6F\x35 |0

<U9510> \x48\x71
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 |0

<U9511> \x4C\x60 |0

<U9512> \x6F\x36 |0

<U9513> \x6F\x37 |0

<U9514> \x6F\x38 |0

<U9515> \x6F\x39 |0

<U9516> \x6F\x3A |0

<U9517> \x55\x60 |0

<U9518> \x6F\x3B |0

<U9519> \x34\x6D |0

<U951A> \x43\x2A |0

<U951B> \x6F\x3C |0

<U951C> \x2D\x28 |0

<U951D> \x6F\x3D |0

<U951E> \x6F\x3E |0

<U951F> \x6F\x3F |0

<U9520> \x2D\x29 |0

<U9521> \x4E\x7D |0

<U9522> \x6F\x40 |0

<U9523> \x42\x60 |0

<U9524> \x34\x38 |0

<U9525> \x57\x36 |0

<U9526> \x3D\x75 |0

<U9527> \x2D\x2A |0

<U9528> \x4F\x47 |0

<U9529> \x6F\x43 |0

<U952A> \x6F\x41 |0

<U952B> \x6F\x42 |0

<U952C> \x6F\x44 |0

<U952D> \x36\x27 |0

<U952E> \x3C\x7C |0

<U952F> \x3E\x62 |0

<U9530> \x43\x4C |0

<U9531> \x6F\x45 |0

<U9532> \x6F\x46 |0

<U9533> \x2D\x27 |0

<U9534> \x6F\x47 |0

<U9535> \x6F\x4F |0

<U9536> \x6F\x48 |0

<U9537> \x6F\x49 |0

<U9538> \x6F\x4A |0

<U9539> \x47\x42 |0

<U953A> \x6F\x71 |0

<U953B> \x36\x4D |0

<U953C> \x6F\x4B |0

<U953D> \x2D\x2B |0

<U953E> \x6F\x4C |0

<U953F> \x6F\x4D |0
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<U9540> \x36\x46 |0

<U9541> \x43\x3E |0

<U9542> \x6F\x4E

 |0

<U9543> \x2D\x2C |0

<U9544> \x6F\x50 |0

<U9545> \x6F\x51 |0

<U9546> \x6F\x52 |0

<U9547> \x55\x72 |0

<U9549> \x6F\x53 |0

<U954A> \x44\x77 |0

<U954C> \x6F\x54 |0

<U954D> \x44\x78 |0

<U954E> \x6F\x55 |0

<U954F> \x6F\x56 |0

<U9550> \x38\x64 |0

<U9551> \x30\x77 |0

<U9552> \x6F\x57 |0

<U9553> \x6F\x58 |0

<U9554> \x6F\x59 |0

<U9556> \x6F\x5A |0

<U9557> \x6F\x5B |0

<U9558> \x6F\x5C |0

<U9559> \x6F\x5D |0

<U955A> \x2C\x61 |0

<U955B> \x6F\x5E |0

<U955C> \x3E\x35 |0

<U955D> \x6F\x61 |0

<U955E> \x6F\x5F |0

<U955F> \x6F\x60 |0

<U9560> \x2C\x62 |0

<U9561> \x6F\x62 |0

<U9562> \x6F\x63 |0

<U9563> \x41\x4D |0

<U9564> \x6F\x64 |0

<U9565> \x6F\x65 |0

<U9566> \x6F\x66 |0

<U9567> \x6F\x67 |0

<U9568> \x6F\x68 |0

<U9569> \x6F\x69 |0

<U956A> \x6F\x6A |0

<U956B> \x6F\x6B |0

<U956C> \x6F\x6C |0

<U956D> \x40\x58 |0

<U956E> \x2D\x2D |0

<U956F> \x6F\x6D |0

<U9570> \x41\x2D |0

<U9571> \x6F\x6E |0
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<U9572> \x6F\x6F |0

<U9573> \x6F\x70 |0

<U9574> \x2D\x2E |0

<U9575> \x2D\x7D |0

<U9576> \x4F\x62 |0

<U957F> \x33\x24

 |0

<U95E8> \x43\x45 |0

<U95E9> \x63\x45 |0

<U95EA> \x49\x41 |0

<U95EB> \x63\x46 |0

<U95EC> \x7B\x2C |0

<U95ED> \x31\x55 |0

<U95EE> \x4E\x4A |0

<U95EF> \x34\x33 |0

<U95F0> \x48\x72 |0

<U95F1> \x63\x47 |0

<U95F2> \x4F\x50 |0

<U95F3> \x63\x48 |0

<U95F4> \x3C\x64 |0

<U95F5> \x63\x49 |0

<U95F6> \x63\x4A |0

<U95F7> \x43\x46 |0

<U95F8> \x55\x22 |0

<U95F9> \x44\x56 |0

<U95FA> \x39\x6B |0

<U95FB> \x4E\x45 |0

<U95FC> \x63\x4B |0

<U95FD> \x43\x76 |0

<U95FE> \x63\x4C |0

<U95FF> \x7B\x2D |0

<U9600> \x37\x27 |0

<U9601> \x38\x73 |0

<U9602> \x3A\x52 |0

<U9603> \x63\x4D |0

<U9604> \x63\x4E |0

<U9605> \x54\x44 |0

<U9606> \x63\x4F |0

<U9607> \x7B\x2F |0

<U9608> \x63\x50 |0

<U9609> \x51\x4B |0

<U960A> \x63\x51 |0

<U960B> \x63\x52 |0

<U960C> \x63\x53 |0

<U960D> \x63\x54 |0

<U960E> \x51\x56 |0

<U960F> \x63\x55 |0

<U9610> \x32\x7B |0
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<U9611> \x40\x3B |0

<U9612> \x63\x56 |0

<U9613> \x7B\x30 |0

<U9614> \x40\x2B |0

<U9615> \x63\x57 |0

<U9616> \x63\x58 |0

<U9617> \x63\x59 |0

<U9618> \x2C\x30 |0

<U9619> \x63\x5A

 |0

<U961A> \x63\x5B |0

<U961B> \x7B\x31 |0

<U961C> \x38\x37 |0

<U961D> \x5A\x62 |0

<U961F> \x36\x53 |0

<U9621> \x5A\x64 |0

<U9622> \x5A\x63 |0

<U962A> \x5A\x66 |0

<U962E> \x48\x6E |0

<U9631> \x5A\x65 |0

<U9632> \x37\x40 |0

<U9633> \x51\x74 |0

<U9634> \x52\x75 |0

<U9635> \x55\x73 |0

<U9636> \x3D\x57 |0

<U963B> \x57\x68 |0

<U963C> \x5A\x68 |0

<U963D> \x5A\x67 |0

<U963F> \x30\x22 |0

<U9640> \x4D\x53 |0

<U9642> \x5A\x69 |0

<U9644> \x38\x3D |0

<U9645> \x3C\x4A |0

<U9646> \x42\x3D |0

<U9647> \x42\x24 |0

<U9648> \x33\x42 |0

<U9649> \x5A\x6A |0

<U964B> \x42\x2A |0

<U964C> \x44\x30 |0

<U964D> \x3D\x35 |0

<U9650> \x4F\x5E |0

<U9654> \x5A\x6B |0

<U9655> \x49\x42 |0

<U965B> \x31\x5D |0

<U965E> \x2F\x67 |0

<U965F> \x5A\x6C |0

<U9661> \x36\x38 |0

<U9662> \x54\x3A |0
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<U9664> \x33\x7D |0

<U9667> \x5A\x6D |0

<U9668> \x54\x49 |0

<U9669> \x4F\x55 |0

<U966A> \x45\x63 |0

<U966C> \x5A\x6E |0

<U9672> \x5A\x6F |0

<U9674> \x5A\x70 |0

<U9675> \x41\x6A |0

<U9676> \x4C\x55 |0

<U9677> \x4F\x5D |0

<U9685> \x53\x67

 |0

<U9686> \x42\x21 |0

<U9688> \x5A\x71 |0

<U968B> \x4B\x65 |0

<U968D> \x5A\x72 |0

<U968F> \x4B\x66 |0

<U9690> \x52\x7E |0

<U9694> \x38\x74 |0

<U9697> \x5A\x73 |0

<U9698> \x30\x2F |0

<U9699> \x4F\x36 |0

<U969C> \x55\x4F |0

<U96A7> \x4B\x6D |0

<U96B0> \x5A\x74 |0

<U96B3> \x63\x44 |0

<U96B6> \x41\x25 |0

<U96B9> \x76\x3F |0

<U96BC> \x76\x40 |0

<U96BD> \x76\x41 |0

<U96BE> \x44\x51 |0

<U96C0> \x48\x38 |0

<U96C1> \x51\x63 |0

<U96C4> \x50\x5B |0

<U96C5> \x51\x45 |0

<U96C6> \x3C\x2F |0

<U96C7> \x39\x4D |0

<U96C9> \x6F\x74 |0

<U96CC> \x34\x46 |0

<U96CD> \x53\x3A |0

<U96CE> \x76\x42 |0

<U96CF> \x33\x7B |0

<U96D2> \x76\x43 |0

<U96D5> \x35\x71 |0

<U96D8> \x7E\x50 |0

<U96E0> \x76\x45 |0

<U96E8> \x53\x6A |0
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<U96E9> \x76\x27 |0

<U96EA> \x51\x29 |0

<U96EF> \x76\x29 |0

<U96F3> \x76\x28 |0

<U96F6> \x41\x63 |0

<U96F7> \x40\x57 |0

<U96F9> \x31\x22 |0

<U96FE> \x4E\x6D |0

<U9700> \x50\x68 |0

<U9701> \x76\x2B |0

<U9702> \x7E\x78 |0

<U9704> \x4F\x76 |0

<U9706> \x76\x2A |0

<U9707> \x55\x70 |0

<U9708> \x76\x2C

 |0

<U9709> \x43\x39 |0

<U970D> \x3B\x74 |0

<U970E> \x76\x2E |0

<U970F> \x76\x2D |0

<U9713> \x44\x5E |0

<U9716> \x41\x58 |0

<U971C> \x4B\x2A |0

<U971E> \x4F\x3C |0

<U972A> \x76\x2F |0

<U972D> \x76\x30 |0

<U9730> \x76\x31 |0

<U9732> \x42\x36 |0

<U9738> \x30\x54 |0

<U9739> \x45\x79 |0

<U973E> \x76\x32 |0

<U9752> \x47\x60 |0

<U9753> \x76\x26 |0

<U9754> \x2E\x7A |0

<U9756> \x3E\x38 |0

<U9759> \x3E\x32 |0

<U975B> \x35\x65 |0

<U975E> \x37\x47 |0

<U9760> \x3F\x3F |0

<U9761> \x43\x52 |0

<U9762> \x43\x66 |0

<U9765> \x58\x4C |0

<U9769> \x38\x6F |0

<U9770> \x2D\x3E |0

<U9773> \x3D\x79 |0

<U9774> \x51\x25 |0

<U9776> \x30\x50 |0

<U9778> \x2C\x71 |0
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<U977A> \x2D\x3F |0

<U977C> \x77\x30 |0

<U9785> \x77\x31 |0

<U978B> \x50\x2C |0

<U978D> \x30\x30 |0

<U9791> \x77\x32 |0

<U9792> \x77\x33 |0

<U9794> \x77\x34 |0

<U9798> \x47\x4A |0

<U97A0> \x3E\x4F |0

<U97A1> \x2D\x40 |0

<U97A3> \x77\x37 |0

<U97A8> \x2D\x42 |0

<U97AB> \x77\x36 |0

<U97AD> \x31\x5E |0

<U97AE> \x2D\x41 |0

<U97AF> \x77\x35 |0

<U97B2> \x77\x38

 |0

<U97B4> \x77\x39 |0

<U97E6> \x4E\x24 |0

<U97E7> \x48\x4D |0

<U97E8> \x7B\x62 |0

<U97E9> \x3A\x2B |0

<U97EA> \x68\x38 |0

<U97EB> \x68\x39 |0

<U97EC> \x68\x3A |0

<U97ED> \x3E\x42 |0

<U97F3> \x52\x74 |0

<U97F5> \x54\x4F |0

<U97F6> \x49\x58 |0

<U9875> \x52\x33 |0

<U9876> \x36\x25 |0

<U9877> \x47\x6A |0

<U9878> \x71\x7C |0

<U9879> \x4F\x6E |0

<U987A> \x4B\x33 |0

<U987B> \x50\x6B |0

<U987C> \x67\x6F |0

<U987D> \x4D\x67 |0

<U987E> \x39\x4B |0

<U987F> \x36\x59 |0

<U9880> \x71\x7D |0

<U9881> \x30\x64 |0

<U9882> \x4B\x4C |0

<U9883> \x71\x7E |0

<U9884> \x54\x24 |0

<U9885> \x42\x2D |0
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<U9886> \x41\x6C |0

<U9887> \x46\x44 |0

<U9888> \x3E\x31 |0

<U9889> \x72\x21 |0

<U988A> \x3C\x55 |0

<U988B> \x7D\x77 |0

<U988C> \x72\x22 |0

<U988D> \x72\x23 |0

<U988E> \x7D\x78 |0

<U988F> \x72\x24 |0

<U9890> \x52\x43 |0

<U9891> \x46\x35 |0

<U9892> \x2E\x6D |0

<U9893> \x4D\x47 |0

<U9894> \x72\x25 |0

<U9895> \x2D\x77 |0

<U9896> \x53\x31 |0

<U9897> \x3F\x45 |0

<U9898> \x4C\x62 |0

<U9899> \x7D\x79 |0

<U989A> \x72\x26

 |0

<U989B> \x72\x27 |0

<U989C> \x51\x55 |0

<U989D> \x36\x6E |0

<U989E> \x72\x28 |0

<U989F> \x72\x29 |0

<U98A0> \x35\x5F |0

<U98A1> \x72\x2A |0

<U98A2> \x72\x2B |0

<U98A3> \x7D\x7A |0

<U98A4> \x32\x7C |0

<U98A5> \x72\x2C |0

<U98A6> \x72\x2D |0

<U98A7> \x48\x27 |0

<U98CE> \x37\x67 |0

<U98CF> \x7C\x57 |0

<U98D0> \x2C\x5B |0

<U98D1> \x6C\x29 |0

<U98D2> \x6C\x2A |0

<U98D3> \x6C\x2B |0

<U98D4> \x7C\x58 |0

<U98D5> \x6C\x2C |0

<U98D6> \x2E\x56 |0

<U98D7> \x7C\x59 |0

<U98D8> \x46\x2E |0

<U98D9> \x6C\x2D |0

<U98DA> \x6C\x2E |0
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<U98DE> \x37\x49 |0

<U98DF> \x4A\x33 |0

<U98E7> \x62\x38 |0

<U98E8> \x77\x4F |0

<U990D> \x77\x50 |0

<U9910> \x32\x4D |0

<U992E> \x77\x51 |0

<U9954> \x77\x53 |0

<U9955> \x77\x52 |0

<U9963> \x62\x3B |0

<U9964> \x2D\x43 |0

<U9965> \x3C\x22 |0

<U9966> \x2D\x44 |0

<U9967> \x62\x3C |0

<U9968> \x62\x3D |0

<U9969> \x62\x3E |0

<U996A> \x62\x3F |0

<U996B> \x62\x40 |0

<U996C> \x62\x41 |0

<U996D> \x37\x39 |0

<U996E> \x52\x7B |0

<U996F> \x3D\x24 |0

<U9970> \x4A\x4E |0

<U9971> \x31\x25

 |0

<U9972> \x4B\x47 |0

<U9974> \x62\x42 |0

<U9975> \x36\x7C |0

<U9976> \x48\x44 |0

<U9977> \x62\x43 |0

<U9978> \x2D\x45 |0

<U9979> \x2D\x46 |0

<U997A> \x3D\x48 |0

<U997B> \x2D\x47 |0

<U997C> \x31\x7D |0

<U997D> \x62\x44 |0

<U997E> \x2D\x48 |0

<U997F> \x36\x76 |0

<U9980> \x62\x45 |0

<U9981> \x44\x59 |0

<U9982> \x2D\x49 |0

<U9983> \x2D\x4A |0

<U9984> \x62\x46 |0

<U9985> \x4F\x5A |0

<U9986> \x39\x5D |0

<U9987> \x62\x47 |0

<U9988> \x40\x21 |0

<U998A> \x62\x48 |0
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<U998B> \x32\x76 |0

<U998C> \x2C\x3E |0

<U998D> \x62\x49 |0

<U998E> \x2D\x4B |0

<U998F> \x41\x73 |0

<U9990> \x62\x4A |0

<U9991> \x62\x4B |0

<U9992> \x42\x78 |0

<U9993> \x62\x4C |0

<U9994> \x62\x4D |0

<U9995> \x62\x4E |0

<U9996> \x4A\x57 |0

<U9997> \x58\x38 |0

<U9998> \x59\x65 |0

<U9999> \x4F\x63 |0

<U99A5> \x70\x25 |0

<U99A8> \x5C\x30 |0

<U9A6C> \x42\x6D |0

<U9A6D> \x54\x26 |0

<U9A6E> \x4D\x54 |0

<U9A6F> \x51\x31 |0

<U9A70> \x33\x5B |0

<U9A71> \x47\x7D |0

<U9A72> \x7B\x40 |0

<U9A73> \x32\x35 |0

<U9A74> \x42\x3F |0

<U9A75> \x66\x60

 |0

<U9A76> \x4A\x3B |0

<U9A77> \x66\x61 |0

<U9A78> \x66\x62 |0

<U9A79> \x3E\x54 |0

<U9A7A> \x66\x63 |0

<U9A7B> \x57\x24 |0

<U9A7C> \x4D\x55 |0

<U9A7D> \x66\x65 |0

<U9A7E> \x3C\x5D |0

<U9A7F> \x66\x64 |0

<U9A80> \x66\x66 |0

<U9A81> \x66\x67 |0

<U9A82> \x42\x6E |0

<U9A83> \x7B\x41 |0

<U9A84> \x3D\x3E |0

<U9A85> \x66\x68 |0

<U9A86> \x42\x66 |0

<U9A87> \x3A\x27 |0

<U9A88> \x66\x69 |0

<U9A89> \x7B\x42 |0
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<U9A8A> \x66\x6A |0

<U9A8B> \x33\x52 |0

<U9A8C> \x51\x69 |0

<U9A8D> \x7B\x43 |0

<U9A8E> \x7B\x44 |0

<U9A8F> \x3F\x25 |0

<U9A90> \x66\x6B |0

<U9A91> \x46\x6F |0

<U9A92> \x66\x6C |0

<U9A93> \x66\x6D |0

<U9A94> \x2D\x68 |0

<U9A95> \x7B\x45 |0

<U9A96> \x66\x6E |0

<U9A97> \x46\x2D |0

<U9A98> \x66\x6F |0

<U9A99> \x2C\x45 |0

<U9A9A> \x49\x27 |0

<U9A9B> \x66\x70 |0

<U9A9C> \x66\x71 |0

<U9A9D> \x66\x72 |0

<U9A9E> \x65\x39 |0

<U9A9F> \x66\x73 |0

<U9AA0> \x66\x74 |0

<U9AA1> \x42\x62 |0

<U9AA2> \x66\x75 |0

<U9AA3> \x66\x76 |0

<U9AA4> \x56\x68 |0

<U9AA5> \x66\x77 |0

<U9AA6> \x7B\x46 |0

<U9AA7> \x66\x78

 |0

<U9AA8> \x39\x47 |0

<U9AB0> \x77\x3B |0

<U9AB1> \x77\x3A |0

<U9AB6> \x77\x3E |0

<U9AB7> \x77\x3C |0

<U9AB8> \x3A\x21 |0

<U9ABA> \x77\x3F |0

<U9ABC> \x77\x40 |0

<U9AC0> \x77\x42 |0

<U9AC1> \x77\x41 |0

<U9AC2> \x77\x44 |0

<U9AC5> \x77\x43 |0

<U9ACB> \x77\x45 |0

<U9ACC> \x77\x46 |0

<U9AD1> \x77\x47 |0

<U9AD3> \x4B\x68 |0

<U9AD8> \x38\x5F |0
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<U9ADF> \x77\x54 |0

<U9AE1> \x77\x55 |0

<U9AE6> \x77\x56 |0

<U9AEB> \x77\x58 |0

<U9AED> \x77\x5A |0

<U9AEF> \x77\x57 |0

<U9AF9> \x77\x5B |0

<U9AFB> \x77\x59 |0

<U9B03> \x57\x57 |0

<U9B08> \x77\x5C |0

<U9B0F> \x77\x5D |0

<U9B10> \x2D\x4C |0

<U9B13> \x77\x5E |0

<U9B18> \x2D\x4D |0

<U9B1F> \x77\x5F |0

<U9B23> \x77\x60 |0

<U9B25> \x2F\x79 |0

<U9B2F> \x5B\x4B |0

<U9B32> \x58\x2A |0

<U9B36> \x2C\x56 |0

<U9B3B> \x65\x77 |0

<U9B3C> \x39\x6D |0

<U9B41> \x3F\x7D |0

<U9B42> \x3B\x6A |0

<U9B43> \x77\x49 |0

<U9B44> \x46\x47 |0

<U9B45> \x77\x48 |0

<U9B46> \x2C\x72 |0

<U9B47> \x77\x4A |0

<U9B48> \x77\x4C |0

<U9B49> \x77\x4B |0

<U9B4D> \x77\x4D |0

<U9B4F> \x4E\x3A

 |0

<U9B51> \x77\x4E |0

<U9B54> \x44\x27 |0

<U9C7C> \x53\x63 |0

<U9C7F> \x76\x4F |0

<U9C80> \x2D\x2F |0

<U9C81> \x42\x33 |0

<U9C82> \x76\x50 |0

<U9C84> \x2D\x30 |0

<U9C85> \x76\x51 |0

<U9C86> \x76\x52 |0

<U9C87> \x76\x53 |0

<U9C88> \x76\x54 |0

<U9C8A> \x2D\x31 |0

<U9C8B> \x76\x56 |0
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<U9C8D> \x31\x2B |0

<U9C8E> \x76\x57 |0

<U9C90> \x76\x58 |0

<U9C91> \x76\x59 |0

<U9C92> \x76\x5A |0

<U9C93> \x2D\x32 |0

<U9C94> \x76\x5B |0

<U9C95> \x76\x5C |0

<U9C96> \x2D\x33 |0

<U9C97> \x2D\x34 |0

<U9C98> \x2D\x35 |0

<U9C99> \x2D\x36 |0

<U9C9A> \x76\x5D |0

<U9C9B> \x76\x5E |0

<U9C9C> \x4F\x4A |0

<U9C9D> \x2E\x71 |0

<U9C9E> \x76\x5F |0

<U9C9F> \x76\x60 |0

<U9CA0> \x76\x61 |0

<U9CA1> \x76\x62 |0

<U9CA2> \x76\x63 |0

<U9CA3> \x76\x64 |0

<U9CA4> \x40\x70 |0

<U9CA5> \x76\x65 |0

<U9CA6> \x76\x66 |0

<U9CA7> \x76\x67 |0

<U9CA8> \x76\x68 |0

<U9CA9> \x76\x69 |0

<U9CAB> \x76\x6A |0

<U9CAD> \x76\x6B |0

<U9CAE> \x76\x6C |0

<U9CB0> \x76\x6D |0

<U9CB1> \x76\x6E |0

<U9CB2> \x76\x6F |0

<U9CB3> \x76\x70 |0

<U9CB4> \x76\x71

 |0

<U9CB5> \x76\x72 |0

<U9CB6> \x76\x73 |0

<U9CB7> \x76\x74 |0

<U9CB8> \x3E\x28 |0

<U9CBA> \x76\x75 |0

<U9CBB> \x76\x76 |0

<U9CBC> \x76\x77 |0

<U9CBD> \x76\x78 |0

<U9CBF> \x2D\x37 |0

<U9CC0> \x2D\x38 |0

<U9CC1> \x2D\x39 |0
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<U9CC3> \x48\x7A |0

<U9CC4> \x76\x79 |0

<U9CC5> \x76\x7A |0

<U9CC6> \x76\x7B |0

<U9CC7> \x76\x7C |0

<U9CCA> \x76\x7D |0

<U9CCB> \x76\x7E |0

<U9CCC> \x77\x21 |0

<U9CCD> \x77\x22 |0

<U9CCE> \x77\x23 |0

<U9CCF> \x77\x24 |0

<U9CD0> \x77\x25 |0

<U9CD2> \x2D\x3A |0

<U9CD3> \x77\x26 |0

<U9CD4> \x77\x27 |0

<U9CD5> \x77\x28 |0

<U9CD6> \x31\x6E |0

<U9CD7> \x77\x29 |0

<U9CD8> \x77\x2A |0

<U9CD9> \x77\x2B |0

<U9CDB> \x2D\x3B |0

<U9CDC> \x77\x2C |0

<U9CDD> \x77\x2D |0

<U9CDE> \x41\x5B |0

<U9CDF> \x77\x2E |0

<U9CE0> \x2D\x3C |0

<U9CE2> \x77\x2F |0

<U9CE3> \x2D\x3D |0

<U9E1F> \x44\x71 |0

<U9E20> \x70\x2F |0

<U9E21> \x3C\x26 |0

<U9E22> \x70\x30 |0

<U9E23> \x43\x79 |0

<U9E24> \x2C\x63 |0

<U9E25> \x45\x38 |0

<U9E26> \x51\x3B |0

<U9E27> \x7D\x5C |0

<U9E28> \x70\x31 |0

<U9E29> \x70\x32

 |0

<U9E2A> \x70\x33 |0

<U9E2B> \x70\x34 |0

<U9E2C> \x70\x35 |0

<U9E2D> \x51\x3C |0

<U9E2E> \x7D\x5D |0

<U9E2F> \x51\x6C |0

<U9E30> \x7D\x5E |0

<U9E31> \x70\x37 |0
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<U9E32> \x70\x36 |0

<U9E33> \x54\x27 |0

<U9E34> \x7D\x5F |0

<U9E35> \x4D\x52 |0

<U9E36> \x70\x38 |0

<U9E37> \x70\x3A |0

<U9E38> \x70\x39 |0

<U9E39> \x70\x3B |0

<U9E3A> \x70\x3C |0

<U9E3D> \x38\x6B |0

<U9E3E> \x70\x3D |0

<U9E3F> \x3A\x68 |0

<U9E40> \x2C\x64 |0

<U9E41> \x70\x3E |0

<U9E42> \x70\x3F |0

<U9E43> \x3E\x69 |0

<U9E44> \x70\x40 |0

<U9E45> \x36\x6C |0

<U9E46> \x70\x41 |0

<U9E47> \x70\x42 |0

<U9E48> \x70\x43 |0

<U9E49> \x70\x44 |0

<U9E4A> \x48\x35 |0

<U9E4B> \x70\x45 |0

<U9E4C> \x70\x46 |0

<U9E4D> \x7D\x60 |0

<U9E4E> \x70\x47 |0

<U9E4F> \x45\x74 |0

<U9E50> \x2C\x65 |0

<U9E51> \x70\x48 |0

<U9E52> \x7D\x61 |0

<U9E53> \x7D\x62 |0

<U9E54> \x7D\x63 |0

<U9E55> \x70\x49 |0

<U9E56> \x7D\x64 |0

<U9E57> \x70\x4A |0

<U9E58> \x77\x3D |0

<U9E59> \x7D\x65 |0

<U9E5A> \x70\x4B |0

<U9E5B> \x70\x4C |0

<U9E5C> \x70\x4D |0

<U9E5D> \x2C\x66

 |0

<U9E5E> \x70\x4E |0

<U9E60> \x2C\x67 |0

<U9E61> \x7D\x66 |0

<U9E62> \x7D\x67 |0

<U9E63> \x70\x4F |0
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<U9E64> \x3A\x57 |0

<U9E65> \x7D\x68 |0

<U9E66> \x70\x50 |0

<U9E67> \x70\x51 |0

<U9E68> \x70\x52 |0

<U9E69> \x70\x53 |0

<U9E6A> \x70\x54 |0

<U9E6B> \x70\x55 |0

<U9E6C> \x70\x56 |0

<U9E6D> \x70\x58 |0

<U9E6F> \x7D\x69 |0

<U9E70> \x53\x25 |0

<U9E71> \x70\x57 |0

<U9E73> \x70\x59 |0

<U9E74> \x7D\x6A |0

<U9E7E> \x75\x3A |0

<U9E7F> \x42\x39 |0

<U9E80> \x2D\x4F |0

<U9E82> \x77\x64 |0

<U9E87> \x77\x65 |0

<U9E88> \x77\x66 |0

<U9E8B> \x77\x67 |0

<U9E91> \x2D\x51 |0

<U9E92> \x77\x68 |0

<U9E93> \x42\x34 |0

<U9E9D> \x77\x6A |0

<U9E9F> \x77\x6B |0

<U9EA6> \x42\x73 |0

<U9EB4> \x74\x70 |0

<U9EB8> \x74\x6F |0

<U9EBB> \x42\x69 |0

<U9EBD> \x77\x61 |0

<U9EBE> \x77\x62 |0

<U9EC4> \x3B\x46 |0

<U9EC9> \x59\x64 |0

<U9ECD> \x4A\x72 |0

<U9ECE> \x40\x68 |0

<U9ECF> \x70\x24 |0

<U9ED1> \x3A\x5A |0

<U9ED4> \x47\x2D |0

<U9ED8> \x44\x2C |0

<U9EDB> \x77\x6C |0

<U9EDC> \x77\x6D |0

<U9EDD> \x77\x6E |0

<U9EDF> \x77\x70

 |0

<U9EE0> \x77\x6F |0

<U9EE1> \x7A\x26 |0
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<U9EE2> \x77\x71 |0

<U9EE5> \x77\x74 |0

<U9EE7> \x77\x73 |0

<U9EE9> \x77\x72 |0

<U9EEA> \x77\x75 |0

<U9EEF> \x77\x76 |0

<U9EF9> \x6D\x69 |0

<U9EFB> \x6D\x6A |0

<U9EFC> \x6D\x6B |0

<U9EFE> \x76\x3C |0

<U9F0B> \x76\x3D |0

<U9F0C> \x2E\x7B |0

<U9F0D> \x76\x3E |0

<U9F0E> \x36\x26 |0

<U9F10> \x58\x3E |0

<U9F12> \x2D\x52 |0

<U9F13> \x39\x44 |0

<U9F17> \x58\x3B |0

<U9F19> \x5C\x31 |0

<U9F20> \x4A\x73 |0

<U9F22> \x77\x77 |0

<U9F2B> \x2C\x73 |0

<U9F2C> \x77\x78 |0

<U9F2F> \x77\x79 |0

<U9F37> \x77\x7B |0

<U9F39> \x77\x7A |0

<U9F3B> \x31\x47 |0

<U9F3D> \x77\x7C |0

<U9F3E> \x77\x7D |0

<U9F41> \x2C\x74 |0

<U9F44> \x77\x7E |0

<U9F50> \x46\x6B |0

<U9F51> \x6C\x34 |0

<U9F7F> \x33\x5D |0

<U9F80> \x76\x33 |0

<U9F81> \x7E\x7B |0

<U9F82> \x7E\x7C |0

<U9F83> \x76\x34 |0

<U9F84> \x41\x64 |0

<U9F85> \x76\x35 |0

<U9F86> \x76\x36 |0

<U9F87> \x76\x37 |0

<U9F88> \x76\x38 |0

<U9F89> \x76\x39 |0

<U9F8A> \x76\x3A |0

<U9F8B> \x48\x23 |0

<U9F8C> \x76\x3B |0

<U9F99> \x41\x7A
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 |0

<U9F9A> \x39\x28 |0

<U9F9B> \x6D\x68 |0

<U9F9F> \x39\x6A |0

<U9FA0> \x59\x5F |0

<UFF01> \x23\x21 |0

<UFF02> \x23\x22 |0

<UFF03> \x23\x23 |0

<UFF05> \x23\x25 |0

<UFF06> \x23\x26 |0

<UFF07> \x23\x27 |0

<UFF08> \x23\x28 |0

<UFF09> \x23\x29 |0

<UFF0A> \x23\x2A |0

<UFF0B> \x23\x2B |0

<UFF0C> \x23\x2C |0

<UFF0D> \x23\x2D |0

<UFF0E> \x23\x2E |0

<UFF0F> \x23\x2F |0

<UFF10> \x23\x30 |0

<UFF11> \x23\x31 |0

<UFF12> \x23\x32 |0

<UFF13> \x23\x33 |0

<UFF14> \x23\x34 |0

<UFF15> \x23\x35 |0

<UFF16> \x23\x36 |0

<UFF17> \x23\x37 |0

<UFF18> \x23\x38 |0

<UFF19> \x23\x39 |0

<UFF1A> \x23\x3A |0

<UFF1B> \x23\x3B |0

<UFF1C> \x23\x3C |0

<UFF1D> \x23\x3D |0

<UFF1E> \x23\x3E |0

<UFF1F> \x23\x3F |0

<UFF20> \x23\x40 |0

<UFF21> \x23\x41 |0

<UFF22> \x23\x42 |0

<UFF23> \x23\x43 |0

<UFF24> \x23\x44 |0

<UFF25> \x23\x45 |0

<UFF26> \x23\x46 |0

<UFF27> \x23\x47 |0

<UFF28> \x23\x48 |0

<UFF29> \x23\x49 |0

<UFF2A> \x23\x4A |0

<UFF2B> \x23\x4B |0

<UFF2C> \x23\x4C |0
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<UFF2D> \x23\x4D |0

<UFF2E> \x23\x4E |0

<UFF2F> \x23\x4F

 |0

<UFF30> \x23\x50 |0

<UFF31> \x23\x51 |0

<UFF32> \x23\x52 |0

<UFF33> \x23\x53 |0

<UFF34> \x23\x54 |0

<UFF35> \x23\x55 |0

<UFF36> \x23\x56 |0

<UFF37> \x23\x57 |0

<UFF38> \x23\x58 |0

<UFF39> \x23\x59 |0

<UFF3A> \x23\x5A |0

<UFF3B> \x23\x5B |0

<UFF3C> \x23\x5C |0

<UFF3D> \x23\x5D |0

<UFF3E> \x23\x5E |0

<UFF3F> \x23\x5F |0

<UFF40> \x23\x60 |0

<UFF41> \x23\x61 |0

<UFF42> \x23\x62 |0

<UFF43> \x23\x63 |0

<UFF44> \x23\x64 |0

<UFF45> \x23\x65 |0

<UFF46> \x23\x66 |0

<UFF47> \x28\x40 |0

<UFF48> \x23\x68 |0

<UFF49> \x23\x69 |0

<UFF4A> \x23\x6A |0

<UFF4B> \x23\x6B |0

<UFF4C> \x23\x6C |0

<UFF4D> \x23\x6D |0

<UFF4E> \x23\x6E |0

<UFF4F> \x23\x6F |0

<UFF50> \x23\x70 |0

<UFF51> \x23\x71 |0

<UFF52> \x23\x72 |0

<UFF53> \x23\x73 |0

<UFF54> \x23\x74 |0

<UFF55> \x23\x75 |0

<UFF56> \x23\x76 |0

<UFF57> \x23\x77 |0

<UFF58> \x23\x78 |0

<UFF59> \x23\x79 |0

<UFF5A> \x23\x7A |0

<UFF5B> \x23\x7B |0
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<UFF5C> \x23\x7C |0

<UFF5D> \x23\x7D |0

<UFFE3> \x23\x7E |0

<UFFE5> \x23\x24 |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/iso-ir-165.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created on Dec 03 13:49 Pacific Standard Time 2002

#

# File created by genmucm tool.

# from windows 2000 using IMultiLanguage 5.50.4522.1800

#

# Table Version : 1.0

# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse

 fallback Unicode scaler value

#

# Encoding description: Thai (Windows)

# Encoding name: windows-874

#

<code_set_name>               "windows-874-2000"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information

#<icu:alias>                  "windows-874_VPUA"

 

#
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CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023>

 \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0
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<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0
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<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062>

 \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0
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<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U0E01> \xA1 |0

<U0E02> \xA2 |0

<U0E03> \xA3 |0

<U0E04> \xA4 |0

<U0E05> \xA5 |0

<U0E06> \xA6 |0

<U0E07>

 \xA7 |0

<U0E08> \xA8 |0

<U0E09> \xA9 |0

<U0E0A> \xAA |0

<U0E0B> \xAB |0

<U0E0C> \xAC |0

<U0E0D> \xAD |0

<U0E0E> \xAE |0

<U0E0F> \xAF |0

<U0E10> \xB0 |0

<U0E11> \xB1 |0

<U0E12> \xB2 |0

<U0E13> \xB3 |0

<U0E14> \xB4 |0

<U0E15> \xB5 |0

<U0E16> \xB6 |0

<U0E17> \xB7 |0

<U0E18> \xB8 |0

<U0E19> \xB9 |0

<U0E1A> \xBA |0

<U0E1B> \xBB |0

<U0E1C> \xBC |0

<U0E1D> \xBD |0

<U0E1E> \xBE |0

<U0E1F> \xBF |0

<U0E20> \xC0 |0

<U0E21> \xC1 |0

<U0E22> \xC2 |0
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<U0E23> \xC3 |0

<U0E24> \xC4 |0

<U0E25> \xC5 |0

<U0E26> \xC6 |0

<U0E27> \xC7 |0

<U0E28> \xC8 |0

<U0E29> \xC9 |0

<U0E2A> \xCA |0

<U0E2B> \xCB |0

<U0E2C> \xCC |0

<U0E2D> \xCD |0

<U0E2E> \xCE |0

<U0E2F> \xCF |0

<U0E30> \xD0 |0

<U0E31> \xD1 |0

<U0E32> \xD2 |0

<U0E33> \xD3 |0

<U0E34> \xD4 |0

<U0E35> \xD5 |0

<U0E36> \xD6 |0

<U0E37> \xD7 |0

<U0E38> \xD8 |0

<U0E39> \xD9 |0

<U0E3A> \xDA |0

<U0E3F> \xDF |0

<U0E40> \xE0 |0

<U0E41> \xE1 |0

<U0E42> \xE2 |0

<U0E43> \xE3 |0

<U0E44> \xE4 |0

<U0E45> \xE5 |0

<U0E46> \xE6 |0

<U0E47> \xE7 |0

<U0E48> \xE8 |0

<U0E49> \xE9 |0

<U0E4A>

 \xEA |0

<U0E4B> \xEB |0

<U0E4C> \xEC |0

<U0E4D> \xED |0

<U0E4E> \xEE |0

<U0E4F> \xEF |0

<U0E50> \xF0 |0

<U0E51> \xF1 |0

<U0E52> \xF2 |0

<U0E53> \xF3 |0

<U0E54> \xF4 |0

<U0E55> \xF5 |0
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<U0E56> \xF6 |0

<U0E57> \xF7 |0

<U0E58> \xF8 |0

<U0E59> \xF9 |0

<U0E5A> \xFA |0

<U0E5B> \xFB |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |1

<U2500> \xC4 |1

<U2502> \xB3 |1

<U250C> \xDA |1

<U2510> \xBF |1

<U2514> \xC0 |1

<U2518> \xD9 |1

<U2550> \xCD |1

<U2551> \xBA |1

<U2554> \xC9 |1

<U2557> \xBB |1

<U255A> \xC8 |1

<U255D> \xBC |1

<U2584> \xDC |1

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1
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<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642>

 \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UF8C1> \xDB |0

<UF8C2> \xDC |0

<UF8C3> \xDD |0

<UF8C4> \xDE |0

<UF8C5> \xFC |0

<UF8C6> \xFD |0

<UF8C7> \xFE |0

<UF8C8> \xFF |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1
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<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32>

 \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1
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<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/windows-874-2000.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: lt_Upper.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013, Apple Inc.; Unicode, Inc.; and others. All Rights Reserved.

# Remove \u0307 following soft-dotteds (i, j, and the like), with possible intervening non-230 marks.

::NFD();

[:Soft_Dotted:] [^[:ccc=Not_Reordered:][:ccc=Above:]]* { \u0307  ;

::Any-Upper();

::NFC();

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/lt_Upper.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *
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# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00398.RPMAP100 and 039834B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-920_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-920_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0
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<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0
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<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0
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<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0
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<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1

 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0
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<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U011E> \xD0 |0

<U011F> \xF0 |0

<U0130> \xDD |0

<U0131> \xFD |0

<U015E> \xDE |0

<U015F> \xFE |0

<U203E>

 \xAF |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1
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<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1
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<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E

 |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-920_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.
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# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0039A.RPMAP100 and 039A34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-922_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-922_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0
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<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0
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<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0
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<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0
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<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1

 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9> \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0
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<U00DD> \xDD |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2017>

 \x97 |1

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xAF |1

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |2

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1
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<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2264> \x9F |1

<U2265> \x8E |1

<U2500> \x94 |1

<U2502> \x83 |1

<U250C> \x86 |1

<U2510> \x8F |1

<U2514> \x90 |1

<U2518> \x85 |1

<U251C> \x93 |1

<U2524> \x84 |1

<U252C> \x92 |1

<U2534> \x91 |1

<U253C> \x95 |1

<U2550> \x9D |1

<U2551> \x8A |1

<U2554> \x99 |1

<U2557> \x8B |1

<U255A> \x98 |1

<U255D> \x8C |1

<U2560> \x9C |1

<U2563> \x89 |1

<U2566> \x9B |1

<U2569> \x9A |1

<U256C> \x9E |1

<U2580> \x8D |1

<U2584> \x88 |1

<U2588> \x87 |1

<U2591> \x80 |1

<U2592> \x81 |1

<U2593> \x82 |1

<U25A0> \x96 |1

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1
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<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21

 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1
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<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40>

 \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1
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<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \x83 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |2

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \x96 |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-922_P100-1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0048A.RPMAP100 and 048A44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1162_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1162_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0
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<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084>

 \x84 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0
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<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U0E01> \xA1 |0

<U0E02> \xA2 |0

<U0E03> \xA3 |0

<U0E04> \xA4 |0

<U0E05> \xA5 |0

<U0E06> \xA6 |0

<U0E07> \xA7 |0

<U0E08> \xA8 |0

<U0E09> \xA9 |0

<U0E0A> \xAA |0

<U0E0B> \xAB |0

<U0E0C> \xAC |0

<U0E0D> \xAD |0

<U0E0E> \xAE |0

<U0E0F> \xAF |0

<U0E10> \xB0 |0

<U0E11> \xB1 |0

<U0E12> \xB2 |0

<U0E13> \xB3 |0

<U0E14> \xB4 |0

<U0E15> \xB5 |0

<U0E16> \xB6 |0

<U0E17> \xB7 |0

<U0E18> \xB8 |0

<U0E19> \xB9 |0

<U0E1A> \xBA |0

<U0E1B> \xBB |0

<U0E1C> \xBC |0

<U0E1D> \xBD |0

<U0E1E> \xBE |0

<U0E1F> \xBF |0

<U0E20> \xC0 |0

<U0E21> \xC1 |0

<U0E22> \xC2 |0

<U0E23> \xC3 |0

<U0E24> \xC4 |0

<U0E25> \xC5 |0

<U0E26> \xC6 |0

<U0E27> \xC7 |0

<U0E28> \xC8 |0

<U0E29> \xC9 |0

<U0E2A>

 \xCA |0

<U0E2B> \xCB |0

<U0E2C> \xCC |0

<U0E2D> \xCD |0

<U0E2E> \xCE |0
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<U0E2F> \xCF |0

<U0E30> \xD0 |0

<U0E31> \xD1 |0

<U0E32> \xD2 |0

<U0E33> \xD3 |0

<U0E34> \xD4 |0

<U0E35> \xD5 |0

<U0E36> \xD6 |0

<U0E37> \xD7 |0

<U0E38> \xD8 |0

<U0E39> \xD9 |0

<U0E3A> \xDA |0

<U0E3F> \xDF |0

<U0E40> \xE0 |0

<U0E41> \xE1 |0

<U0E42> \xE2 |0

<U0E43> \xE3 |0

<U0E44> \xE4 |0

<U0E45> \xE5 |0

<U0E46> \xE6 |0

<U0E47> \xE7 |0

<U0E48> \xE8 |0

<U0E49> \xE9 |0

<U0E4A> \xEA |0

<U0E4B> \xEB |0

<U0E4C> \xEC |0

<U0E4D> \xED |0

<U0E4E> \xEE |0

<U0E4F> \xEF |0

<U0E50> \xF0 |0

<U0E51> \xF1 |0

<U0E52> \xF2 |0

<U0E53> \xF3 |0

<U0E54> \xF4 |0

<U0E55> \xF5 |0

<U0E56> \xF6 |0

<U0E57> \xF7 |0

<U0E58> \xF8 |0

<U0E59> \xF9 |0

<U0E5A> \xFA |0

<U0E5B> \xFB |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0
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<U2026> \x85 |0

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09>

 \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1
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<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47>

 \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1
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<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1162_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00465.RPMAP100 and 046534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1125_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1125_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0
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<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0
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<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0
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<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xFD |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00B1>

 \xFB |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00F7> \xFA |0

<U0401> \xF0 |0

<U0404> \xF4 |0

<U0406> \xF6 |0

<U0407> \xF8 |0

<U0410> \x80 |0

<U0411> \x81 |0

<U0412> \x82 |0

<U0413> \x83 |0

<U0414> \x84 |0

<U0415> \x85 |0

<U0416> \x86 |0

<U0417> \x87 |0

<U0418> \x88 |0

<U0419> \x89 |0

<U041A> \x8A |0

<U041B> \x8B |0

<U041C> \x8C |0

<U041D> \x8D |0

<U041E> \x8E |0

<U041F> \x8F |0

<U0420> \x90 |0

<U0421> \x91 |0

<U0422> \x92 |0

<U0423> \x93 |0
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<U0424> \x94 |0

<U0425> \x95 |0

<U0426> \x96 |0

<U0427> \x97 |0

<U0428> \x98 |0

<U0429> \x99 |0

<U042A> \x9A |0

<U042B> \x9B |0

<U042C> \x9C |0

<U042D> \x9D |0

<U042E> \x9E |0

<U042F> \x9F |0

<U0430> \xA0 |0

<U0431> \xA1 |0

<U0432> \xA2 |0

<U0433> \xA3 |0

<U0434> \xA4 |0

<U0435> \xA5 |0

<U0436> \xA6 |0

<U0437> \xA7 |0

<U0438> \xA8 |0

<U0439> \xA9 |0

<U043A> \xAA |0

<U043B> \xAB |0

<U043C> \xAC |0

<U043D> \xAD |0

<U043E> \xAE |0

<U043F> \xAF |0

<U0440> \xE0 |0

<U0441> \xE1 |0

<U0442> \xE2 |0

<U0443> \xE3 |0

<U0444> \xE4 |0

<U0445> \xE5 |0

<U0446> \xE6 |0

<U0447>

 \xE7 |0

<U0448> \xE8 |0

<U0449> \xE9 |0

<U044A> \xEA |0

<U044B> \xEB |0

<U044C> \xEC |0

<U044D> \xED |0

<U044E> \xEE |0

<U044F> \xEF |0

<U0451> \xF1 |0

<U0454> \xF5 |0

<U0456> \xF7 |0
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<U0457> \xF9 |0

<U0490> \xF2 |0

<U0491> \xF3 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2116> \xFC |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0
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<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>

 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1
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<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1
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<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1125_P100-

1997.ucm
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00399.RPMAP100 and 039934B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-921_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-921_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0
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<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44

 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0
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<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0
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<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0
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<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xAF |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xA8 |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF

 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xBF |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xB8 |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC2 |0

<U0101> \xE2 |0

<U0104> \xC0 |0

<U0105> \xE0 |0

<U0106> \xC3 |0

<U0107> \xE3 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0
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<U0112> \xC7 |0

<U0113> \xE7 |0

<U0116> \xCB |0

<U0117> \xEB |0

<U0118> \xC6 |0

<U0119> \xE6 |0

<U0122> \xCC |0

<U0123> \xEC |0

<U012A> \xCE |0

<U012B> \xEE |0

<U012E> \xC1 |0

<U012F> \xE1 |0

<U0136> \xCD |0

<U0137> \xED |0

<U013B> \xCF |0

<U013C> \xEF |0

<U0141> \xD9 |0

<U0142> \xF9 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0145> \xD2 |0

<U0146> \xF2 |0

<U014C> \xD4 |0

<U014D> \xF4 |0

<U0156> \xAA |0

<U0157> \xBA |0

<U015A> \xDA |0

<U015B> \xFA |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U016A> \xDB |0

<U016B> \xFB |0

<U0172> \xD8 |0

<U0173> \xF8 |0

<U0179> \xCA |0

<U017A> \xEA |0

<U017B> \xDD |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U2019> \xFF |0

<U201C> \xB4 |0

<U201D> \xA1 |0

<U201E> \xA5 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1
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<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1
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<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F

 |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-921_P100-1995.ucm
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d5

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-fc:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U2013> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U2035> \xA1\xEB |0

<U2105> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U2215> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U221F> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U22BF> \xA2\xCA |0

<U2400> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U2401> \xC2\xA2

 |0

<U2402> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U2403> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U2404> \xC2\xA5 |0

<U2405> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U2406> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U2407> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U2408> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U2409> \xC2\xAA |0

<U240A> \xC2\xAB |0

<U240B> \xC2\xAC |0

<U240C> \xC2\xAD |0

<U240D> \xC2\xAE |0

<U240E> \xC2\xAF |0

<U240F> \xC2\xB0 |0
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<U2410> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U2411> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U2412> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U2413> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U2414> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U2415> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U2416> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U2417> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U2418> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U2419> \xC2\xBA |0

<U241A> \xC2\xBB |0

<U241B> \xC2\xBC |0

<U241C> \xC2\xBD |0

<U241D> \xC2\xBE |0

<U241E> \xC2\xBF |0

<U241F> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U2421> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U2550> \xA3\xC4 |0

<U255E> \xA3\xC5 |0

<U2561> \xA3\xC7 |0

<U256A> \xA3\xC6 |0

<U256D> \xA3\xC0 |0

<U256E> \xA3\xC1 |0

<U256F> \xA3\xC3 |0

<U2570> \xA3\xC2 |0

<U2571> \xA3\xCC |0

<U2572> \xA3\xCD |0

<U2573> \xA3\xCE |0

<U2581> \xA3\xA4 |0

<U2582> \xA3\xA5 |0

<U2583> \xA3\xA6 |0

<U2584> \xA3\xA7 |0

<U2585> \xA3\xA8 |0

<U2586> \xA3\xA9 |0

<U2587> \xA3\xAA |0

<U2588> \xA3\xAB

 |0

<U2589> \xA3\xB2 |0

<U258A> \xA3\xB1 |0

<U258B> \xA3\xB0 |0

<U258C> \xA3\xAF |0

<U258D> \xA3\xAE |0

<U258E> \xA3\xAD |0

<U258F> \xA3\xAC |0

<U2594> \xA3\xB8 |0

<U2595> \xA3\xBB |0

<U25E2> \xA3\xC8 |0

<U25E3> \xA3\xC9 |0
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<U25E4> \xA3\xCB |0

<U25E5> \xA3\xCA |0

<U2609> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2641> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U301D> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U301E> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U3021> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3022> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3023> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3024> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3025> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U3026> \xA4\xBA |0

<U3027> \xA4\xBB |0

<U3028> \xA4\xBC |0

<U3029> \xA4\xBD |0

<U32A3> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U33CE> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U33D1> \xA2\xCC |0

<U33D2> \xA2\xCB |0

<U33D5> \xA2\xEF |0

<U506F> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U507A> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U5105> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U5159> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U515B> \xA2\xFA |0

<U515D> \xA2\xFC |0

<U515E> \xA2\xFB |0

<U5161> \xA2\xFD |0

<U5163> \xA2\xFE |0

<U524E> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U555F> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U55E7> \xA3\xA1 |0

<U562E> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U5665> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U5679> \xF0\xBD |0

<U5690> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U56EA> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U586D> \xE3\xDA |0

<U587D> \xE8\xBF

 |0

<U5920> \xD9\xDC |0

<U59C5> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U5B24> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U5C37> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U5C58> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U5C5D> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U5DD4> \xFB\xDD |0

<U5EC4> \xDF\xA3 |0
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<U5F12> \xE3\xEF |0

<U5F46> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U5F5E> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U5F65> \xD0\xFD |0

<U6286> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U62CB> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U64A2> \xED\xAC |0

<U6506> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U6757> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6818> \xD6\xAF |0

<U69A3> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U6A94> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U6AE5> \xF8\xBC |0

<U6B5C> \xF3\xFC |0

<U6C2B> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U6CAC> \xCE\xDD |0

<U6D8A> \xD6\xCA |0

<U6E69> \xE0\xCC |0

<U6EBC> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6F60> \xED\xDC |0

<U6FB4> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U71F4> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U73A8> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U740D> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U74D6> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U7522> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U7787> \xED\xF7 |0

<U77D3> \xFA\xFA |0

<U787F> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U7A4B> \xF1\xDC |0

<U7CB5> \xE5\xED |0

<U7CF0> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U7D55> \xE1\xBA |0

<U7E34> \xF4\xEE |0

<U7E48> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U7F48> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U8173> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U81E2> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U893D> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U896C> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U89FC> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U8A68> \xE6\xEC

 |0

<U8CD2> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U8DE6> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U8E2B> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U9109> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U923D> \xE7\xC2 |0
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<U92AC> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U93A2> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U93B3> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U9464> \xFC\xCD |0

<U97F9> \xF7\xEB |0

<U98B3> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U98BC> \xF9\xCE |0

<U993F> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U9F5C> \xFB\xD4 |0

<UFE30> \xA1\xAB |0

<UFE31> \xA1\xB6 |0

<UFE32> \xA1\xB8 |0

<UFE35> \xA1\xC0 |0

<UFE36> \xA1\xC1 |0

<UFE37> \xA1\xC4 |0

<UFE38> \xA1\xC5 |0

<UFE39> \xA1\xC8 |0

<UFE3A> \xA1\xC9 |0

<UFE3B> \xA1\xCC |0

<UFE3C> \xA1\xCD |0

<UFE3D> \xA1\xD0 |0

<UFE3E> \xA1\xD1 |0

<UFE3F> \xA1\xD4 |0

<UFE40> \xA1\xD5 |0

<UFE41> \xA1\xD8 |0

<UFE42> \xA1\xD9 |0

<UFE43> \xA1\xDC |0

<UFE44> \xA1\xDD |0

<UFE49> \xA2\xA7 |0

<UFE4A> \xA2\xA8 |0

<UFE4B> \xA2\xAB |0

<UFE4C> \xA2\xAC |0

<UFE4D> \xA2\xA9 |0

<UFE4E> \xA2\xAA |0

<UFE50> \xA1\xAE |0

<UFE51> \xA1\xAF |0

<UFE52> \xA1\xB0 |0

<UFE54> \xA1\xB2 |0

<UFE55> \xA1\xB3 |0

<UFE56> \xA1\xB4 |0

<UFE57> \xA1\xB5 |0

<UFE59> \xA1\xDE |0

<UFE5A> \xA1\xDF |0

<UFE5B> \xA1\xE0 |0

<UFE5C> \xA1\xE1

 |0

<UFE5D> \xA1\xE2 |0

<UFE5E> \xA1\xE3 |0
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<UFE5F> \xA2\xAD |0

<UFE60> \xA2\xAE |0

<UFE61> \xA2\xAF |0

<UFE62> \xA2\xBF |0

<UFE63> \xA2\xC0 |0

<UFE64> \xA2\xC1 |0

<UFE65> \xA2\xC3 |0

<UFE66> \xA2\xC2 |0

<UFE68> \xA2\xE2 |0

<UFE69> \xA2\xEC |0

<UFE6A> \xA2\xED |0

<UFE6B> \xA2\xEE |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d5.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on May  9 2007)

# from source files 54B0232D.RXMAP110 and 232D54B0.TXMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-9005_X110-2007"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-9005_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>
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 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0
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<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0
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<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0
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<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |1

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U037A> \xAA |0

<U0384> \xB4 |0

<U0385> \xB5 |0

<U0386> \xB6 |0

<U0387> \xB7 |1

<U0388> \xB8 |0

<U0389> \xB9 |0

<U038A> \xBA |0

<U038C> \xBC |0

<U038E> \xBE |0

<U038F> \xBF |0

<U0390> \xC0 |0

<U0391> \xC1 |0

<U0392> \xC2 |0

<U0393> \xC3 |0

<U0394> \xC4 |0

<U0395>

 \xC5 |0

<U0396> \xC6 |0
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<U0397> \xC7 |0

<U0398> \xC8 |0

<U0399> \xC9 |0

<U039A> \xCA |0

<U039B> \xCB |0

<U039C> \xCC |0

<U039D> \xCD |0

<U039E> \xCE |0

<U039F> \xCF |0

<U03A0> \xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xD3 |0

<U03A4> \xD4 |0

<U03A5> \xD5 |0

<U03A6> \xD6 |0

<U03A7> \xD7 |0

<U03A8> \xD8 |0

<U03A9> \xD9 |0

<U03AA> \xDA |0

<U03AB> \xDB |0

<U03AC> \xDC |0

<U03AD> \xDD |0

<U03AE> \xDE |0

<U03AF> \xDF |0

<U03B0> \xE0 |0

<U03B1> \xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xEA |0

<U03BB> \xEB |0

<U03BC> \xEC |0

<U03BD> \xED |0

<U03BE> \xEE |0

<U03BF> \xEF |0

<U03C0> \xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xF1 |0

<U03C2> \xF2 |0

<U03C3> \xF3 |0

<U03C4> \xF4 |0

<U03C5> \xF5 |0

<U03C6> \xF6 |0

<U03C7> \xF7 |0
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<U03C8> \xF8 |0

<U03C9> \xF9 |0

<U03CA> \xFA |0

<U03CB> \xFB |0

<U03CC> \xFC |0

<U03CD> \xFD |0

<U03CE> \xFE |0

<U03D5> \xF6 |1

<U2015> \xAF |0

<U2018> \xA1 |0

<U2019> \xA2 |0

<U20AC> \xA4 |0

<U20AF> \xA5 |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1
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<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1
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<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-9005_X110-

2007.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00471.RPMAP100 and 047134B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1137_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1137_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0
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<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0
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<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xAD |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBD |0

<U005E> \x5F |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0
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<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0
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<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U0901> \x42 |0

<U0902> \x43 |0

<U0903> \x44 |0

<U0905> \x45 |0

<U0906> \x46 |0

<U0907> \x47 |0

<U0908> \x48 |0

<U0909> \x49 |0

<U090A> \x4A |0

<U090B> \x51 |0

<U090C> \x52 |0

<U090D> \x53 |0

<U090E> \x54 |0

<U090F> \x55 |0

<U0910> \x56 |0

<U0911> \x57 |0

<U0912> \x58 |0

<U0913> \x59 |0

<U0914> \x62 |0

<U0915> \x63 |0

<U0916> \x64 |0

<U0917> \x65 |0

<U0918> \x66 |0

<U0919> \x67 |0

<U091A> \x68 |0

<U091B> \x69 |0

<U091C> \x6A |0

<U091D> \x70 |0

<U091E> \x71 |0

<U091F> \x72 |0

<U0920> \x73 |0

<U0921> \x74 |0

<U0922>
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 \x75 |0

<U0923> \x76 |0

<U0924> \x77 |0

<U0925> \x78 |0

<U0926> \x80 |0

<U0927> \x8A |0

<U0928> \x8B |0

<U092A> \x8C |0

<U092B> \x8D |0

<U092C> \x8E |0

<U092D> \x8F |0

<U092E> \x90 |0

<U092F> \x9A |0

<U0930> \x9B |0

<U0932> \x9C |0

<U0933> \x9D |0

<U0935> \x9E |0

<U0936> \x9F |0

<U0937> \xAA |0

<U0938> \xAB |0

<U0939> \xAC |0

<U093C> \xAE |0

<U093D> \xAF |0

<U093E> \xB0 |0

<U093F> \xB1 |0

<U0940> \xB2 |0

<U0941> \xB3 |0

<U0942> \xB4 |0

<U0943> \xB5 |0

<U0944> \xB6 |0

<U0945> \xB7 |0

<U0946> \xB8 |0

<U0947> \xB9 |0

<U0948> \xBA |0

<U0949> \xBB |0

<U094A> \xBC |0

<U094B> \xBE |0

<U094C> \xBF |0

<U094D> \xCA |0

<U0950> \xCB |0

<U0951> \xCC |0

<U0952> \xCD |0

<U0960> \xDA |0

<U0961> \xDB |0

<U0962> \xDC |0

<U0963> \xDD |0

<U0964> \xDE |0

<U0965> \xDF |0
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<U0966> \xEA |0

<U0967> \xEB |0

<U0968> \xEC |0

<U0969> \xED |0

<U096A> \xEE |0

<U096B> \xEF |0

<U096C> \xFA |0

<U096D> \xFB |0

<U096E> \xFC |0

<U096F> \xFD |0

<U0970> \xFE |0

<U200C> \xA0 |0

<U200D> \xE1 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03>

 \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1
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<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xAD |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBD |1

<UFF3E> \x5F |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41>

 \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1
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<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1137_P100-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B041A4.RXMAP110 and 41A444B0.TXMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-16804_X110-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-16804_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D
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 |0

<U0006> \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0
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<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0
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<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A

 |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0
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<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00D7> \xE0 |0

<U00F7> \xA1 |0

<U060C> \x79 |0

<U061B> \xC0 |0

<U061F> \xD0 |0

<U0621> \x46 |0

<U0622> \x47 |0

<U0623> \x49 |0

<U0624> \x52 |0

<U0625> \x56 |1

<U0626> \x55 |0

<U0627> \x56 |0

<U0628> \x58 |0

<U0629> \x62 |0

<U062A> \x63 |0

<U062B> \x65 |0

<U062C> \x67 |0

<U062D> \x69 |0

<U062E> \x71 |0

<U062F> \x73 |0

<U0630> \x74 |0

<U0631> \x75 |0

<U0632> \x76 |0

<U0633> \x77 |0

<U0634> \x80 |0

<U0635> \x8B |0

<U0636> \x8D |0

<U0637> \x8F |0

<U0638> \x90 |0

<U0639> \x9A |0

<U063A> \x9E |0

<U0640> \x44 |0

<U0641> \xAB |0

<U0642> \xAD |0

<U0643> \xAF |0

<U0644> \xB1 |0

<U0645>
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 \xBB |0

<U0646> \xBD |0

<U0647> \xBF |0

<U0648> \xCF |0

<U0649> \xDA |0

<U064A> \xDC |0

<U0651> \x42 |0

<U0660> \xDF |0

<U0661> \xEA |0

<U0662> \xEB |0

<U0663> \xED |0

<U0664> \xEE |0

<U0665> \xEF |0

<U0666> \xFB |0

<U0667> \xFC |0

<U0668> \xFD |0

<U0669> \xFE |0

<U066A> \x6C |1

<U066B> \x6B |1

<U066C> \x4B |1

<U066D> \x5C |1

<U2007> \xE1 |0

<U200B> \x45 |0

<U20AC> \xFA |0

<UFE7C> \x42 |1

<UFE7D> \x43 |0

<UFE80> \x46 |1

<UFE81> \x47 |1

<UFE82> \x48 |0

<UFE83> \x49 |1

<UFE84> \x51 |0

<UFE85> \x52 |1

<UFE86> \x52 |1

<UFE87> \x56 |1

<UFE88> \x57 |1

<UFE8B> \x55 |1

<UFE8C> \x55 |1

<UFE8D> \x56 |1

<UFE8E> \x57 |0

<UFE8F> \x58 |1

<UFE90> \x58 |1

<UFE91> \x59 |0

<UFE92> \x59 |1

<UFE93> \x62 |1

<UFE94> \x62 |1

<UFE95> \x63 |1

<UFE96> \x63 |1

<UFE97> \x64 |0
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<UFE98> \x64 |1

<UFE99> \x65 |1

<UFE9A> \x65 |1

<UFE9B> \x66 |0

<UFE9C> \x66 |1

<UFE9D> \x67 |1

<UFE9E> \x67 |1

<UFE9F> \x68 |0

<UFEA0> \x68 |1

<UFEA1> \x69 |1

<UFEA2> \x69 |1

<UFEA3> \x70 |0

<UFEA4> \x70 |1

<UFEA5> \x71 |1

<UFEA6> \x71

 |1

<UFEA7> \x72 |0

<UFEA8> \x72 |1

<UFEA9> \x73 |1

<UFEAA> \x73 |1

<UFEAB> \x74 |1

<UFEAC> \x74 |1

<UFEAD> \x75 |1

<UFEAE> \x75 |1

<UFEAF> \x76 |1

<UFEB0> \x76 |1

<UFEB1> \x77 |1

<UFEB2> \x77 |1

<UFEB3> \x78 |0

<UFEB4> \x78 |1

<UFEB5> \x80 |1

<UFEB6> \x80 |1

<UFEB7> \x8A |0

<UFEB8> \x8A |1

<UFEB9> \x8B |1

<UFEBA> \x8B |1

<UFEBB> \x8C |0

<UFEBC> \x8C |1

<UFEBD> \x8D |1

<UFEBE> \x8D |1

<UFEBF> \x8E |0

<UFEC0> \x8E |1

<UFEC1> \x8F |1

<UFEC2> \x8F |1

<UFEC3> \x8F |1

<UFEC4> \x8F |1

<UFEC5> \x90 |1

<UFEC6> \x90 |1
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<UFEC7> \x90 |1

<UFEC8> \x90 |1

<UFEC9> \x9A |1

<UFECA> \x9B |0

<UFECB> \x9C |0

<UFECC> \x9D |0

<UFECD> \x9E |1

<UFECE> \x9F |0

<UFECF> \xA0 |0

<UFED0> \xAA |0

<UFED1> \xAB |1

<UFED2> \xAB |1

<UFED3> \xAC |0

<UFED4> \xAC |1

<UFED5> \xAD |1

<UFED6> \xAD |1

<UFED7> \xAE |0

<UFED8> \xAE |1

<UFED9> \xAF |1

<UFEDA> \xAF |1

<UFEDB> \xB0 |0

<UFEDC> \xB0 |1

<UFEDD> \xB1 |1

<UFEDE> \xB1 |1

<UFEDF> \xBA |0

<UFEE0> \xBA |1

<UFEE1> \xBB |1

<UFEE2> \xBB |1

<UFEE3> \xBC |0

<UFEE4> \xBC |1

<UFEE5>

 \xBD |1

<UFEE6> \xBD |1

<UFEE7> \xBE |0

<UFEE8> \xBE |1

<UFEE9> \xBF |1

<UFEEA> \xBF |1

<UFEEB> \xCB |0

<UFEEC> \xCD |0

<UFEED> \xCF |1

<UFEEE> \xCF |1

<UFEEF> \xDA |1

<UFEF0> \xDB |0

<UFEF1> \xDC |1

<UFEF2> \xDD |0

<UFEF3> \xDE |0

<UFEF4> \xDE |1

<UFEF5> \xB2 |0
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<UFEF6> \xB3 |0

<UFEF7> \xB4 |0

<UFEF8> \xB5 |0

<UFEF9> \xB8 |1

<UFEFA> \xB9 |1

<UFEFB> \xB8 |0

<UFEFC> \xB9 |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7

 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1
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<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-16804_X110-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00458.RPMAP100 and 045834B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1112_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1112_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0
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<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0
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<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0
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<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DF>

 \x59 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U0100> \xAC |0

<U0101> \x8C |0

<U0104> \x64 |0

<U0105> \x44 |0

<U0106> \xFB |0
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<U0107> \xDB |0

<U010C> \x74 |0

<U010D> \x54 |0

<U0112> \x68 |0

<U0113> \x48 |0

<U0116> \x73 |0

<U0117> \x53 |0

<U0118> \x72 |0

<U0119> \x52 |0

<U0122> \x78 |0

<U0123> \x58 |0

<U012A> \x76 |0

<U012B> \xB2 |0

<U012E> \x65 |0

<U012F> \x45 |0

<U0136> \xBD |0

<U0137> \x9D |0

<U013B> \x77 |0

<U013C> \xBE |0

<U0141> \xFD |0

<U0142> \xDD |0

<U0143> \xAE |0

<U0144> \x8E |0

<U0145> \xED |0

<U0146> \xCD |0

<U014C> \xEB |0

<U014D> \xCB |0

<U0156> \x9A |0

<U0157> \x9B |0

<U015A> \xFE |0

<U015B> \xDE |0

<U0160> \x62 |0

<U0161> \x42 |0

<U016A> \x66 |0

<U016B> \x46 |0

<U0172> \x75 |0

<U0173> \x55 |0

<U0179> \xBC |0

<U017A> \xAB |0

<U017B> \xAD |0

<U017C> \x8D |0

<U017D> \x69 |0

<U017E> \x49 |0

<U2019> \xDF |0

<U201C> \x57 |0

<U201D> \xAA |0

<U201E> \x56 |0

<UFF01>
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 \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1
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<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F>

 \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1112_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d2

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-f7:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U2010> \xA1\xBE |0

<U2014> \xA1\xBD |0

<U2016> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2018> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U2019> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U201C> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xF7

 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xF8 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xEC |0

<U2033> \xA1\xED |0

<U203B> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U2103> \xA1\xEE |0

<U212B> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2190> \xA2\xAB |0
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<U2191> \xA2\xAC |0

<U2192> \xA2\xAA |0

<U2193> \xA2\xAD |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xCD |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xCE |0

<U2200> \xA2\xCF |0

<U2202> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2203> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U2207> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2208> \xA2\xBA |0

<U220B> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2212> \xA1\xDD |0

<U221A> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U221D> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2220> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2227> \xA2\xCA |0

<U2228> \xA2\xCB |0

<U2229> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U222A> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U222B> \xA2\xE9 |0

<U222C> \xA2\xEA |0

<U2234> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2235> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U223D> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U2252> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U2261> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2266> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U2267> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U226A> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U226B> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U2282> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2283> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2286> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2287> \xA2\xBD |0

<U22A5> \xA2\xDD |0

<U2312> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2500> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA8\xAC

 |0

<U2502> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA8\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U250F> \xA8\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U2513> \xA8\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA8\xA6 |0
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<U2517> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA8\xA5 |0

<U251B> \xA8\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA8\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA8\xBC |0

<U2520> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U2523> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA8\xBE |0

<U2528> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U252B> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U252F> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA8\xBD |0

<U2533> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA8\xAA |0

<U2537> \xA8\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA8\xBF |0

<U253B> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA8\xAB |0

<U253F> \xA8\xBB |0

<U2542> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U254B> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U25A0> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U25A1> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U25B2> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U25B3> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U25BC> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U25BD> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U25C6> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xFE |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xFB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xFD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xFC |0

<U25EF> \xA2\xFE |0

<U2605> \xA1\xFA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2640> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2642> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U266A> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U266D> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U266F> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1

 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U3005> \xA1\xB9 |0
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<U3006> \xA1\xBA |0

<U3007> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3008> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U300F> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U3010> \xA1\xDA |0

<U3011> \xA1\xDB |0

<U3012> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U3013> \xA2\xAE |0

<U3014> \xA1\xCC |0

<U3015> \xA1\xCD |0

<U301C> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U3041> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U304B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U304C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U304D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U304E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U304F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3050> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U305B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U305C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U305D> \xA4\xBD

 |0

<U305E> \xA4\xBE |0
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<U305F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3060> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U306B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U306C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U306D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U306E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U306F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3070> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U307B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U307C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U307D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U307E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U307F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3080> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U308B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U308C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U308D> \xA4\xED |0

<U308E> \xA4\xEE |0
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<U308F> \xA4\xEF

 |0

<U3090> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U309B> \xA1\xAB |0

<U309C> \xA1\xAC |0

<U309D> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U309E> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U30A1> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xA5\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xA5\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xA5\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xA5\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xA5\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xA5\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xA5\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xA5\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xA5\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xA5\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xA5\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xA5\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xA5\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xA5\xC6 |0
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<U30C7> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xA5\xCA

 |0

<U30CB> \xA5\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xA5\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xA5\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xA5\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xA5\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xA5\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xA5\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xA5\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xA5\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xA5\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xA5\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xA5\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xA5\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xA5\xED |0

<U30EE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xA5\xF5 |0
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<U30F6> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U30FC> \xA1\xBC |0

<U30FD> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U30FE> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U4E00> \xB0\xEC |0

<U4E01> \xC3\xFA

 |0

<U4E03> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U4E07> \xCB\xFC |0

<U4E08> \xBE\xE6 |0

<U4E09> \xBB\xB0 |0

<U4E0A> \xBE\xE5 |0

<U4E0B> \xB2\xBC |0

<U4E0D> \xC9\xD4 |0

<U4E0E> \xCD\xBF |0

<U4E10> \xD0\xA2 |0

<U4E11> \xB1\xAF |0

<U4E14> \xB3\xEE |0

<U4E15> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U4E16> \xC0\xA4 |0

<U4E17> \xD2\xC2 |0

<U4E18> \xB5\xD6 |0

<U4E19> \xCA\xBA |0

<U4E1E> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U4E21> \xCE\xBE |0

<U4E26> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U4E2A> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U4E2D> \xC3\xE6 |0

<U4E31> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U4E32> \xB6\xFA |0

<U4E36> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U4E38> \xB4\xDD |0

<U4E39> \xC3\xB0 |0

<U4E3B> \xBC\xE7 |0

<U4E3C> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U4E3F> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U4E42> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U4E43> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U4E45> \xB5\xD7 |0

<U4E4B> \xC7\xB7 |0

<U4E4D> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U4E4E> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U4E4F> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U4E55> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U4E56> \xD0\xAA |0

<U4E57> \xBE\xE8 |0

<U4E58> \xD0\xAB |0
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<U4E59> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U4E5D> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U4E5E> \xB8\xF0 |0

<U4E5F> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U4E62> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U4E71> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U4E73> \xC6\xFD |0

<U4E7E> \xB4\xA5 |0

<U4E80> \xB5\xB5 |0

<U4E82> \xD0\xAC

 |0

<U4E85> \xD0\xAD |0

<U4E86> \xCE\xBB |0

<U4E88> \xCD\xBD |0

<U4E89> \xC1\xE8 |0

<U4E8A> \xD0\xAF |0

<U4E8B> \xBB\xF6 |0

<U4E8C> \xC6\xF3 |0

<U4E8E> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U4E91> \xB1\xBE |0

<U4E92> \xB8\xDF |0

<U4E94> \xB8\xDE |0

<U4E95> \xB0\xE6 |0

<U4E98> \xCF\xCB |0

<U4E99> \xCF\xCA |0

<U4E9B> \xBA\xB3 |0

<U4E9C> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U4E9E> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U4E9F> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U4EA0> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U4EA1> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U4EA2> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U4EA4> \xB8\xF2 |0

<U4EA5> \xB0\xE7 |0

<U4EA6> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U4EA8> \xB5\xFC |0

<U4EAB> \xB5\xFD |0

<U4EAC> \xB5\xFE |0

<U4EAD> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U4EAE> \xCE\xBC |0

<U4EB0> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U4EB3> \xD0\xB8 |0

<U4EB6> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U4EBA> \xBF\xCD |0

<U4EC0> \xBD\xBA |0

<U4EC1> \xBF\xCE |0

<U4EC2> \xD0\xBE |0

<U4EC4> \xD0\xBC |0
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<U4EC6> \xD0\xBD |0

<U4EC7> \xB5\xD8 |0

<U4ECA> \xBA\xA3 |0

<U4ECB> \xB2\xF0 |0

<U4ECD> \xD0\xBB |0

<U4ECE> \xD0\xBA |0

<U4ECF> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U4ED4> \xBB\xC6 |0

<U4ED5> \xBB\xC5 |0

<U4ED6> \xC2\xBE |0

<U4ED7> \xD0\xBF |0

<U4ED8> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U4ED9> \xC0\xE7

 |0

<U4EDD> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U4EDE> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U4EDF> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U4EE3> \xC2\xE5 |0

<U4EE4> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U4EE5> \xB0\xCA |0

<U4EED> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U4EEE> \xB2\xBE |0

<U4EF0> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U4EF2> \xC3\xE7 |0

<U4EF6> \xB7\xEF |0

<U4EF7> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U4EFB> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U4F01> \xB4\xEB |0

<U4F09> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U4F0A> \xB0\xCB |0

<U4F0D> \xB8\xE0 |0

<U4F0E> \xB4\xEC |0

<U4F0F> \xC9\xFA |0

<U4F10> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U4F11> \xB5\xD9 |0

<U4F1A> \xB2\xF1 |0

<U4F1C> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U4F1D> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U4F2F> \xC7\xEC |0

<U4F30> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U4F34> \xC8\xBC |0

<U4F36> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U4F38> \xBF\xAD |0

<U4F3A> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U4F3C> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U4F3D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<U4F43> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U4F46> \xC3\xA2 |0
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<U4F47> \xD0\xCA |0

<U4F4D> \xB0\xCC |0

<U4F4E> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F4F> \xBD\xBB |0

<U4F50> \xBA\xB4 |0

<U4F51> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U4F53> \xC2\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xB2\xBF |0

<U4F57> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U4F59> \xCD\xBE |0

<U4F5A> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U4F5B> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U4F5C> \xBA\xEE |0

<U4F5D> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U4F5E> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U4F69> \xD0\xD0

 |0

<U4F6F> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U4F70> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4F73> \xB2\xC2 |0

<U4F75> \xCA\xBB |0

<U4F76> \xD0\xCB |0

<U4F7B> \xD0\xCF |0

<U4F7C> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U4F7F> \xBB\xC8 |0

<U4F83> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U4F86> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U4F88> \xD0\xCC |0

<U4F8B> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U4F8D> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U4F8F> \xD0\xCD |0

<U4F91> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U4F96> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U4F98> \xD0\xCE |0

<U4F9B> \xB6\xA1 |0

<U4F9D> \xB0\xCD |0

<U4FA0> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U4FA1> \xB2\xC1 |0

<U4FAB> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U4FAD> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U4FAE> \xC9\xEE |0

<U4FAF> \xB8\xF4 |0

<U4FB5> \xBF\xAF |0

<U4FB6> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U4FBF> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U4FC2> \xB7\xB8 |0

<U4FC3> \xC2\xA5 |0

<U4FC4> \xB2\xE4 |0
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<U4FCA> \xBD\xD3 |0

<U4FCE> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U4FD0> \xD0\xDE |0

<U4FD1> \xD0\xDC |0

<U4FD4> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U4FD7> \xC2\xAF |0

<U4FD8> \xD0\xDA |0

<U4FDA> \xD0\xDD |0

<U4FDB> \xD0\xDB |0

<U4FDD> \xCA\xDD |0

<U4FDF> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U4FE1> \xBF\xAE |0

<U4FE3> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U4FE4> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4FE5> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U4FEE> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U4FEF> \xD0\xED |0

<U4FF3> \xC7\xD0 |0

<U4FF5> \xC9\xB6

 |0

<U4FF6> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U4FF8> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U4FFA> \xB2\xB6 |0

<U4FFE> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5005> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U5006> \xD0\xEF |0

<U5009> \xC1\xD2 |0

<U500B> \xB8\xC4 |0

<U500D> \xC7\xDC |0

<U500F> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U5011> \xD0\xEE |0

<U5012> \xC5\xDD |0

<U5014> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U5016> \xB8\xF6 |0

<U5019> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U501A> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U501F> \xBC\xDA |0

<U5021> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U5023> \xCA\xEF |0

<U5024> \xC3\xCD |0

<U5025> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U5026> \xB7\xF1 |0

<U5028> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U5029> \xD0\xEA |0

<U502A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U502B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U502C> \xD0\xEB |0

<U502D> \xCF\xC1 |0
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<U5036> \xB6\xE6 |0

<U5039> \xB7\xF0 |0

<U5043> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5047> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U5048> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5049> \xB0\xCE |0

<U504F> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U5050> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5055> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5056> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U505A> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U505C> \xC4\xE4 |0

<U5065> \xB7\xF2 |0

<U506C> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5072> \xBC\xC5 |0

<U5074> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5075> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U5076> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U5078> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U507D> \xB5\xB6 |0

<U5080> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5085> \xD0\xFC

 |0

<U508D> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U5091> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U5098> \xBB\xB1 |0

<U5099> \xC8\xF7 |0

<U509A> \xD0\xFB |0

<U50AC> \xBA\xC5 |0

<U50AD> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U50B2> \xD0\xFE |0

<U50B3> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U50B4> \xD0\xFD |0

<U50B5> \xBA\xC4 |0

<U50B7> \xBD\xFD |0

<U50BE> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U50C2> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U50C5> \xB6\xCF |0

<U50C9> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U50CA> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U50CD> \xC6\xAF |0

<U50CF> \xC1\xFC |0

<U50D1> \xB6\xA3 |0

<U50D5> \xCB\xCD |0

<U50D6> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U50DA> \xCE\xBD |0

<U50DE> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U50E3> \xD1\xA9 |0
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<U50E5> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U50E7> \xC1\xCE |0

<U50ED> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U50EE> \xD1\xAA |0

<U50F5> \xD1\xAC |0

<U50F9> \xD1\xAB |0

<U50FB> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U5100> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U5101> \xD1\xAE |0

<U5102> \xD1\xAF |0

<U5104> \xB2\xAF |0

<U5109> \xD1\xAD |0

<U5112> \xBC\xF4 |0

<U5114> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U5115> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U5116> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5118> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U511A> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U511F> \xBD\xFE |0

<U5121> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U512A> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U5132> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U5137> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U513B> \xD1\xB8

 |0

<U513C> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U513F> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U5140> \xD1\xBA |0

<U5141> \xB0\xF4 |0

<U5143> \xB8\xB5 |0

<U5144> \xB7\xBB |0

<U5145> \xBD\xBC |0

<U5146> \xC3\xFB |0

<U5147> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U5148> \xC0\xE8 |0

<U5149> \xB8\xF7 |0

<U514B> \xB9\xEE |0

<U514C> \xD1\xBC |0

<U514D> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U514E> \xC5\xC6 |0

<U5150> \xBB\xF9 |0

<U5152> \xD1\xBB |0

<U5154> \xD1\xBD |0

<U515A> \xC5\xDE |0

<U515C> \xB3\xF5 |0

<U5162> \xD1\xBE |0

<U5165> \xC6\xFE |0
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<U5168> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U5169> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U516A> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U516B> \xC8\xAC |0

<U516C> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U516D> \xCF\xBB |0

<U516E> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U5171> \xB6\xA6 |0

<U5175> \xCA\xBC |0

<U5176> \xC2\xB6 |0

<U5177> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U5178> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U517C> \xB7\xF3 |0

<U5180> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U5182> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U5185> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U5186> \xB1\xDF |0

<U5189> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U518A> \xBA\xFD |0

<U518C> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U518D> \xBA\xC6 |0

<U518F> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U5190> \xE6\xEE |0

<U5191> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U5192> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U5193> \xD1\xCA |0

<U5195> \xD1\xCB |0

<U5196> \xD1\xCC

 |0

<U5197> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U5199> \xBC\xCC |0

<U51A0> \xB4\xA7 |0

<U51A2> \xD1\xCF |0

<U51A4> \xD1\xCD |0

<U51A5> \xCC\xBD |0

<U51A6> \xD1\xCE |0

<U51A8> \xC9\xDA |0

<U51A9> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U51AA> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U51AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U51AC> \xC5\xDF |0

<U51B0> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U51B1> \xD1\xD4 |0

<U51B2> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U51B3> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U51B4> \xBA\xE3 |0

<U51B5> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U51B6> \xCC\xEA |0
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<U51B7> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U51BD> \xD1\xD8 |0

<U51C4> \xC0\xA8 |0

<U51C5> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U51C6> \xBD\xDA |0

<U51C9> \xD1\xDA |0

<U51CB> \xC3\xFC |0

<U51CC> \xCE\xBF |0

<U51CD> \xC5\xE0 |0

<U51D6> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U51DB> \xD1\xDB |0

<U51DC> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U51DD> \xB6\xC5 |0

<U51E0> \xD1\xDC |0

<U51E1> \xCB\xDE |0

<U51E6> \xBD\xE8 |0

<U51E7> \xC2\xFC |0

<U51E9> \xD1\xDE |0

<U51EA> \xC6\xE4 |0

<U51ED> \xD1\xDF |0

<U51F0> \xD1\xE0 |0

<U51F1> \xB3\xAE |0

<U51F5> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U51F6> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U51F8> \xC6\xCC |0

<U51F9> \xB1\xFA |0

<U51FA> \xBD\xD0 |0

<U51FD> \xC8\xA1 |0

<U51FE> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U5200> \xC5\xE1 |0

<U5203> \xBF\xCF

 |0

<U5204> \xD1\xE3 |0

<U5206> \xCA\xAC |0

<U5207> \xC0\xDA |0

<U5208> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U520A> \xB4\xA9 |0

<U520B> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U520E> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U5211> \xB7\xBA |0

<U5214> \xD1\xE5 |0

<U5217> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U521D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<U5224> \xC8\xBD |0

<U5225> \xCA\xCC |0

<U5227> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U5229> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U522A> \xD1\xE8 |0
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<U522E> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U5230> \xC5\xFE |0

<U5233> \xD1\xEA |0

<U5236> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U5237> \xBA\xFE |0

<U5238> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U5239> \xD1\xEB |0

<U523A> \xBB\xC9 |0

<U523B> \xB9\xEF |0

<U5243> \xC4\xE6 |0

<U5244> \xD1\xED |0

<U5247> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U524A> \xBA\xEF |0

<U524B> \xD1\xEE |0

<U524C> \xD1\xEF |0

<U524D> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U524F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U5254> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U5256> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U525B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U525E> \xD1\xF0 |0

<U5263> \xB7\xF5 |0

<U5264> \xBA\xDE |0

<U5265> \xC7\xED |0

<U5269> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U526A> \xD1\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xC9\xFB |0

<U5270> \xBE\xEA |0

<U5271> \xD1\xFB |0

<U5272> \xB3\xE4 |0

<U5273> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U5274> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U5275> \xC1\xCF |0

<U527D> \xD1\xF7

 |0

<U527F> \xD1\xF6 |0

<U5283> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U5287> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U5288> \xD1\xFC |0

<U5289> \xCE\xAD |0

<U528D> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U5291> \xD1\xFD |0

<U5292> \xD1\xFA |0

<U5294> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U529B> \xCE\xCF |0

<U529F> \xB8\xF9 |0

<U52A0> \xB2\xC3 |0

<U52A3> \xCE\xF4 |0
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<U52A9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U52AA> \xC5\xD8 |0

<U52AB> \xB9\xE5 |0

<U52AC> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U52AD> \xD2\xA3 |0

<U52B1> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U52B4> \xCF\xAB |0

<U52B5> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U52B9> \xB8\xFA |0

<U52BC> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xB3\xAF |0

<U52C1> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U52C3> \xCB\xD6 |0

<U52C5> \xC4\xBC |0

<U52C7> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U52C9> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U52CD> \xD2\xA7 |0

<U52D2> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U52D5> \xC6\xB0 |0

<U52D7> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U52D8> \xB4\xAA |0

<U52D9> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U52DD> \xBE\xA1 |0

<U52DE> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U52DF> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U52E0> \xD2\xAD |0

<U52E2> \xC0\xAA |0

<U52E3> \xD2\xAA |0

<U52E4> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U52E6> \xD2\xAB |0

<U52E7> \xB4\xAB |0

<U52F2> \xB7\xAE |0

<U52F3> \xD2\xAE |0

<U52F5> \xD2\xAF |0

<U52F8> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U52F9> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U52FA> \xBC\xDB

 |0

<U52FE> \xB8\xFB |0

<U52FF> \xCC\xDE |0

<U5301> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U5302> \xC6\xF7 |0

<U5305> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U5306> \xD2\xB2 |0

<U5308> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U530D> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U530F> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5310> \xD2\xB6 |0
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<U5315> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U5316> \xB2\xBD |0

<U5317> \xCB\xCC |0

<U5319> \xBA\xFC |0

<U531A> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U531D> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U5320> \xBE\xA2 |0

<U5321> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U5323> \xD2\xBA |0

<U532A> \xC8\xDB |0

<U532F> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5331> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5333> \xD2\xBD |0

<U5338> \xD2\xBE |0

<U5339> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U533A> \xB6\xE8 |0

<U533B> \xB0\xE5 |0

<U533F> \xC6\xBF |0

<U5340> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5341> \xBD\xBD |0

<U5343> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U5345> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U5346> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5347> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U5348> \xB8\xE1 |0

<U5349> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U534A> \xC8\xBE |0

<U534D> \xD2\xC4 |0

<U5351> \xC8\xDC |0

<U5352> \xC2\xB4 |0

<U5353> \xC2\xEE |0

<U5354> \xB6\xA8 |0

<U5357> \xC6\xEE |0

<U5358> \xC3\xB1 |0

<U535A> \xC7\xEE |0

<U535C> \xCB\xCE |0

<U535E> \xD2\xC6 |0

<U5360> \xC0\xEA |0

<U5366> \xB7\xB5 |0

<U5369> \xD2\xC7

 |0

<U536E> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U536F> \xB1\xAC |0

<U5370> \xB0\xF5 |0

<U5371> \xB4\xED |0

<U5373> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U5374> \xB5\xD1 |0

<U5375> \xCD\xF1 |0
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<U5377> \xD2\xCB |0

<U5378> \xB2\xB7 |0

<U537B> \xD2\xCA |0

<U537F> \xB6\xAA |0

<U5382> \xD2\xCC |0

<U5384> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U5396> \xD2\xCD |0

<U5398> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U539A> \xB8\xFC |0

<U539F> \xB8\xB6 |0

<U53A0> \xD2\xCE |0

<U53A5> \xD2\xD0 |0

<U53A6> \xD2\xCF |0

<U53A8> \xBF\xDF |0

<U53A9> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U53AD> \xB1\xDE |0

<U53AE> \xD2\xD1 |0

<U53B0> \xD2\xD2 |0

<U53B3> \xB8\xB7 |0

<U53B6> \xD2\xD3 |0

<U53BB> \xB5\xEE |0

<U53C2> \xBB\xB2 |0

<U53C3> \xD2\xD4 |0

<U53C8> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U53C9> \xBA\xB5 |0

<U53CA> \xB5\xDA |0

<U53CB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U53CC> \xC1\xD0 |0

<U53CD> \xC8\xBF |0

<U53CE> \xBC\xFD |0

<U53D4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<U53D6> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U53D7> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U53D9> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U53DB> \xC8\xC0 |0

<U53DF> \xD2\xD7 |0

<U53E1> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U53E2> \xC1\xD1 |0

<U53E3> \xB8\xFD |0

<U53E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<U53E5> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U53E8> \xD2\xDB |0

<U53E9> \xC3\xA1

 |0

<U53EA> \xC2\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xB6\xAB |0

<U53EC> \xBE\xA4 |0

<U53ED> \xD2\xDC |0
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<U53EE> \xD2\xDA |0

<U53EF> \xB2\xC4 |0

<U53F0> \xC2\xE6 |0

<U53F1> \xBC\xB8 |0

<U53F2> \xBB\xCB |0

<U53F3> \xB1\xA6 |0

<U53F6> \xB3\xF0 |0

<U53F7> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U53F8> \xBB\xCA |0

<U53FA> \xD2\xDD |0

<U5401> \xD2\xDE |0

<U5403> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U5404> \xB3\xC6 |0

<U5408> \xB9\xE7 |0

<U5409> \xB5\xC8 |0

<U540A> \xC4\xDF |0

<U540B> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U540C> \xC6\xB1 |0

<U540D> \xCC\xBE |0

<U540E> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U540F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U5410> \xC5\xC7 |0

<U5411> \xB8\xFE |0

<U541B> \xB7\xAF |0

<U541D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<U541F> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U5420> \xCB\xCA |0

<U5426> \xC8\xDD |0

<U5429> \xD2\xE6 |0

<U542B> \xB4\xDE |0

<U542C> \xD2\xE1 |0

<U542D> \xD2\xE2 |0

<U542E> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5436> \xD2\xE5 |0

<U5438> \xB5\xDB |0

<U5439> \xBF\xE1 |0

<U543B> \xCA\xAD |0

<U543C> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U543D> \xD2\xDF |0

<U543E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U5440> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U5442> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5446> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U5448> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U5449> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U544A> \xB9\xF0

 |0

<U544E> \xD2\xE8 |0
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<U5451> \xC6\xDD |0

<U545F> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5468> \xBC\xFE |0

<U546A> \xBC\xF6 |0

<U5470> \xD2\xEF |0

<U5471> \xD2\xED |0

<U5473> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U5475> \xD2\xEA |0

<U5476> \xD2\xF3 |0

<U5477> \xD2\xEE |0

<U547B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U547C> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U547D> \xCC\xBF |0

<U5480> \xD2\xF2 |0

<U5484> \xD2\xF4 |0

<U5486> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U548B> \xBA\xF0 |0

<U548C> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U548E> \xD2\xEB |0

<U548F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U5490> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U5492> \xD2\xF0 |0

<U54A2> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U54A4> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U54A5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U54A8> \xD2\xFE |0

<U54AB> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xD2\xFB |0

<U54AF> \xD3\xBE |0

<U54B2> \xBA\xE9 |0

<U54B3> \xB3\xB1 |0

<U54B8> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U54BC> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U54BD> \xB0\xF6 |0

<U54BE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U54C0> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54C1> \xC9\xCA |0

<U54C2> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U54C4> \xD2\xFC |0

<U54C7> \xD2\xF7 |0

<U54C8> \xD2\xFD |0

<U54C9> \xBA\xC8 |0

<U54D8> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U54E1> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U54E2> \xD3\xAF |0

<U54E5> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U54E6> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xBE\xA5 |0
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<U54E9> \xCB\xE9

 |0

<U54ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U54EE> \xD3\xAC |0

<U54F2> \xC5\xAF |0

<U54FA> \xD3\xAE |0

<U54FD> \xD3\xAB |0

<U5504> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U5506> \xBA\xB6 |0

<U5507> \xBF\xB0 |0

<U550F> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U5510> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U5514> \xD3\xAA |0

<U5516> \xB0\xA2 |0

<U552E> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U552F> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U5531> \xBE\xA7 |0

<U5533> \xD3\xBA |0

<U5538> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U5539> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U553E> \xC2\xC3 |0

<U5540> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U5544> \xC2\xEF |0

<U5545> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U5546> \xBE\xA6 |0

<U554C> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U554F> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U5553> \xB7\xBC |0

<U5556> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U5557> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U555C> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U555D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U5563> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U557B> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U557C> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U557E> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U5580> \xD3\xBD |0

<U5583> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5584> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5587> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U5589> \xB9\xA2 |0

<U558A> \xD3\xBF |0

<U558B> \xC3\xFD |0

<U5598> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U5599> \xD3\xBC |0

<U559A> \xB4\xAD |0

<U559C> \xB4\xEE |0

<U559D> \xB3\xE5 |0
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<U559E> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U559F> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U55A7> \xB7\xF6 |0

<U55A8> \xD3\xCA

 |0

<U55A9> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U55AA> \xC1\xD3 |0

<U55AB> \xB5\xCA |0

<U55AC> \xB6\xAC |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U55B0> \xB6\xF4 |0

<U55B6> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U55C4> \xD3\xCE |0

<U55C5> \xD3\xCC |0

<U55C7> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U55D4> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U55DA> \xD3\xCB |0

<U55DC> \xD3\xCF |0

<U55DF> \xD3\xCD |0

<U55E3> \xBB\xCC |0

<U55E4> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U55F7> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U55F9> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U55FD> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U55FE> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U5606> \xC3\xB2 |0

<U5609> \xB2\xC5 |0

<U5614> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U5616> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U5617> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U5618> \xB1\xB3 |0

<U561B> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U5629> \xB2\xDE |0

<U562F> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5631> \xBE\xFC |0

<U5632> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5634> \xD3\xDC |0

<U5636> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5638> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5642> \xB1\xBD |0

<U564C> \xC1\xB9 |0

<U564E> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U5650> \xD3\xDA |0

<U565B> \xB3\xFA |0

<U5664> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5668> \xB4\xEF |0

<U566A> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U566B> \xD3\xE0 |0
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<U566C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U5674> \xCA\xAE |0

<U5678> \xC6\xD5 |0

<U567A> \xC8\xB8 |0

<U5680> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U5686> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U5687> \xB3\xC5

 |0

<U568A> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U568F> \xD3\xEA |0

<U5694> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U56A0> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U56A2> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U56A5> \xD3\xEB |0

<U56AE> \xD3\xEC |0

<U56B4> \xD3\xEE |0

<U56B6> \xD3\xED |0

<U56BC> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U56C0> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U56C1> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U56C2> \xD3\xEF |0

<U56C3> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U56C8> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U56CE> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U56D1> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U56D3> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U56D7> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U56D8> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U56DA> \xBC\xFC |0

<U56DB> \xBB\xCD |0

<U56DE> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U56E0> \xB0\xF8 |0

<U56E3> \xC3\xC4 |0

<U56EE> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U56F0> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U56F2> \xB0\xCF |0

<U56F3> \xBF\xDE |0

<U56F9> \xD3\xFA |0

<U56FA> \xB8\xC7 |0

<U56FD> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U56FF> \xD3\xFC |0

<U5700> \xD3\xFB |0

<U5703> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U5704> \xD3\xFD |0

<U5708> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U5709> \xD3\xFE |0

<U570B> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U570D> \xD4\xA3 |0
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<U570F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<U5712> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U5713> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U5716> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U5718> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U571C> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U571F> \xC5\xDA |0

<U5726> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U5727> \xB0\xB5 |0

<U5728> \xBA\xDF

 |0

<U572D> \xB7\xBD |0

<U5730> \xC3\xCF |0

<U5737> \xD4\xAA |0

<U5738> \xD4\xAB |0

<U573B> \xD4\xAD |0

<U5740> \xD4\xAE |0

<U5742> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U5747> \xB6\xD1 |0

<U574A> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U574E> \xD4\xAC |0

<U574F> \xD4\xAF |0

<U5750> \xBA\xC1 |0

<U5751> \xB9\xA3 |0

<U5761> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U5764> \xBA\xA5 |0

<U5766> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U5769> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U576A> \xC4\xDA |0

<U577F> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U5782> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5788> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U5789> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U578B> \xB7\xBF |0

<U5793> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U57A0> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U57A2> \xB9\xA4 |0

<U57A3> \xB3\xC0 |0

<U57A4> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U57AA> \xD4\xBA |0

<U57B0> \xD4\xBB |0

<U57B3> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U57C0> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U57C3> \xD4\xBC |0

<U57C6> \xD4\xBD |0

<U57CB> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U57CE> \xBE\xEB |0

<U57D2> \xD4\xBF |0
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<U57D3> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U57D4> \xD4\xBE |0

<U57D6> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U57DC> \xC7\xB8 |0

<U57DF> \xB0\xE8 |0

<U57E0> \xC9\xD6 |0

<U57E3> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U57F4> \xBE\xFD |0

<U57F7> \xBC\xB9 |0

<U57F9> \xC7\xDD |0

<U57FA> \xB4\xF0 |0

<U57FC> \xBA\xEB |0

<U5800> \xCB\xD9

 |0

<U5802> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U5805> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U5806> \xC2\xCF |0

<U580A> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U580B> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U5815> \xC2\xC4 |0

<U5819> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U581D> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U5821> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5824> \xC4\xE9 |0

<U582A> \xB4\xAE |0

<U582F> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U5830> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U5831> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U5834> \xBE\xEC |0

<U5835> \xC5\xC8 |0

<U583A> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U583D> \xD4\xCE |0

<U5840> \xCA\xBD |0

<U5841> \xCE\xDD |0

<U584A> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U584B> \xD4\xCA |0

<U5851> \xC1\xBA |0

<U5852> \xD4\xCD |0

<U5854> \xC5\xE3 |0

<U5857> \xC5\xC9 |0

<U5858> \xC5\xE4 |0

<U5859> \xC8\xB9 |0

<U585A> \xC4\xCD |0

<U585E> \xBA\xC9 |0

<U5862> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U5869> \xB1\xF6 |0

<U586B> \xC5\xB6 |0

<U5870> \xD4\xCB |0
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<U5872> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U5875> \xBF\xD0 |0

<U5879> \xD4\xCF |0

<U587E> \xBD\xCE |0

<U5883> \xB6\xAD |0

<U5885> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U5893> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U5897> \xC1\xFD |0

<U589C> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U589F> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U58A8> \xCB\xCF |0

<U58AB> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U58AE> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U58B3> \xCA\xAF |0

<U58B8> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U58B9> \xD4\xD1

 |0

<U58BA> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U58BB> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U58BE> \xBA\xA6 |0

<U58C1> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U58C5> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U58C7> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U58CA> \xB2\xF5 |0

<U58CC> \xBE\xED |0

<U58D1> \xD4\xDB |0

<U58D3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U58D5> \xB9\xE8 |0

<U58D7> \xD4\xDC |0

<U58D8> \xD4\xDE |0

<U58D9> \xD4\xDD |0

<U58DC> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U58DE> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U58E4> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U58E5> \xD4\xDF |0

<U58EB> \xBB\xCE |0

<U58EC> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U58EE> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U58EF> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U58F0> \xC0\xBC |0

<U58F1> \xB0\xED |0

<U58F2> \xC7\xE4 |0

<U58F7> \xC4\xDB |0

<U58F9> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U58FA> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U58FB> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U58FC> \xD4\xE7 |0
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<U58FD> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U5902> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U5909> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U590A> \xD4\xEA |0

<U590F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U5910> \xD4\xEB |0

<U5915> \xCD\xBC |0

<U5916> \xB3\xB0 |0

<U5918> \xD2\xC9 |0

<U5919> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U591A> \xC2\xBF |0

<U591B> \xD4\xEC |0

<U591C> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5922> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U5925> \xD4\xEE |0

<U5927> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U5929> \xC5\xB7 |0

<U592A> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U592B> \xC9\xD7

 |0

<U592C> \xD4\xEF |0

<U592D> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U592E> \xB1\xFB |0

<U5931> \xBC\xBA |0

<U5932> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5937> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U5938> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U593E> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U5944> \xB1\xE2 |0

<U5947> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U5948> \xC6\xE0 |0

<U5949> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U594E> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U594F> \xC1\xD5 |0

<U5950> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U5951> \xB7\xC0 |0

<U5954> \xCB\xDB |0

<U5955> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U5957> \xC5\xE5 |0

<U5958> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U595A> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U5960> \xD4\xFB |0

<U5962> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5965> \xB1\xFC |0

<U5967> \xD4\xFC |0

<U5968> \xBE\xA9 |0

<U5969> \xD4\xFE |0

<U596A> \xC3\xA5 |0
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<U596C> \xD4\xFD |0

<U596E> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U5973> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U5974> \xC5\xDB |0

<U5978> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U597D> \xB9\xA5 |0

<U5981> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U5982> \xC7\xA1 |0

<U5983> \xC8\xDE |0

<U5984> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U598A> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U598D> \xD5\xAB |0

<U5993> \xB5\xB8 |0

<U5996> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U5999> \xCC\xAF |0

<U599B> \xD6\xAC |0

<U599D> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U59A3> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U59A5> \xC2\xC5 |0

<U59A8> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U59AC> \xC5\xCA |0

<U59B2> \xD5\xA7

 |0

<U59B9> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U59BB> \xBA\xCA |0

<U59BE> \xBE\xAA |0

<U59C6> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U59C9> \xBB\xD0 |0

<U59CB> \xBB\xCF |0

<U59D0> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U59D1> \xB8\xC8 |0

<U59D3> \xC0\xAB |0

<U59D4> \xB0\xD1 |0

<U59D9> \xD5\xAC |0

<U59DA> \xD5\xAD |0

<U59DC> \xD5\xAA |0

<U59E5> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U59E6> \xB4\xAF |0

<U59E8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U59EB> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U59F6> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U59FB> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U59FF> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U5A01> \xB0\xD2 |0

<U5A03> \xB0\xA3 |0

<U5A09> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U5A11> \xD5\xB0 |0
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<U5A18> \xCC\xBC |0

<U5A1A> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U5A1C> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U5A1F> \xD5\xAF |0

<U5A20> \xBF\xB1 |0

<U5A25> \xD5\xAE |0

<U5A29> \xCA\xDA |0

<U5A2F> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U5A35> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U5A36> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5A3C> \xBE\xAB |0

<U5A40> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U5A41> \xCF\xAC |0

<U5A46> \xC7\xCC |0

<U5A49> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U5A5A> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U5A62> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5A66> \xC9\xD8 |0

<U5A6A> \xD5\xBA |0

<U5A6C> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U5A7F> \xCC\xBB |0

<U5A92> \xC7\xDE |0

<U5A9A> \xD5\xBB |0

<U5A9B> \xC9\xB2 |0

<U5ABC> \xD5\xBC

 |0

<U5ABD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U5ABE> \xD5\xBD |0

<U5AC1> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U5AC2> \xD5\xBF |0

<U5AC9> \xBC\xBB |0

<U5ACB> \xD5\xBE |0

<U5ACC> \xB7\xF9 |0

<U5AD0> \xD5\xCC |0

<U5AD6> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5AD7> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U5AE1> \xC3\xE4 |0

<U5AE3> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U5AE6> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U5AE9> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U5AFA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5AFB> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U5B09> \xB4\xF2 |0

<U5B0B> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U5B0C> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U5B16> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5B22> \xBE\xEE |0

<U5B2A> \xD5\xCD |0
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<U5B2C> \xC4\xDC |0

<U5B30> \xB1\xC5 |0

<U5B32> \xD5\xCB |0

<U5B36> \xD5\xCE |0

<U5B3E> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5B40> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U5B43> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5B45> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U5B50> \xBB\xD2 |0

<U5B51> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U5B54> \xB9\xA6 |0

<U5B55> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U5B57> \xBB\xFA |0

<U5B58> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U5B5A> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U5B5B> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5B5C> \xBB\xDA |0

<U5B5D> \xB9\xA7 |0

<U5B5F> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5B63> \xB5\xA8 |0

<U5B64> \xB8\xC9 |0

<U5B65> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U5B66> \xB3\xD8 |0

<U5B69> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U5B6B> \xC2\xB9 |0

<U5B70> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U5B71> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U5B73> \xD5\xDA

 |0

<U5B75> \xD5\xDB |0

<U5B78> \xD5\xDC |0

<U5B7A> \xD5\xDE |0

<U5B80> \xD5\xDF |0

<U5B83> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U5B85> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U5B87> \xB1\xA7 |0

<U5B88> \xBC\xE9 |0

<U5B89> \xB0\xC2 |0

<U5B8B> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U5B8C> \xB4\xB0 |0

<U5B8D> \xBC\xB5 |0

<U5B8F> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U5B95> \xC5\xE6 |0

<U5B97> \xBD\xA1 |0

<U5B98> \xB4\xB1 |0

<U5B99> \xC3\xE8 |0

<U5B9A> \xC4\xEA |0

<U5B9B> \xB0\xB8 |0
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<U5B9C> \xB5\xB9 |0

<U5B9D> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U5B9F> \xBC\xC2 |0

<U5BA2> \xB5\xD2 |0

<U5BA3> \xC0\xEB |0

<U5BA4> \xBC\xBC |0

<U5BA5> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U5BA6> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U5BAE> \xB5\xDC |0

<U5BB0> \xBA\xCB |0

<U5BB3> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5BB4> \xB1\xE3 |0

<U5BB5> \xBE\xAC |0

<U5BB6> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U5BB8> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U5BB9> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U5BBF> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U5BC2> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U5BC3> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U5BC4> \xB4\xF3 |0

<U5BC5> \xC6\xD2 |0

<U5BC6> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U5BC7> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U5BC9> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5BCC> \xC9\xD9 |0

<U5BD0> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U5BD2> \xB4\xA8 |0

<U5BD3> \xB6\xF7 |0

<U5BD4> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5BDB> \xB4\xB2 |0

<U5BDD> \xBF\xB2

 |0

<U5BDE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U5BDF> \xBB\xA1 |0

<U5BE1> \xB2\xC9 |0

<U5BE2> \xD5\xEA |0

<U5BE4> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U5BE5> \xD5\xEC |0

<U5BE6> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U5BE7> \xC7\xAB |0

<U5BE8> \xDC\xCD |0

<U5BE9> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U5BEB> \xD5\xED |0

<U5BEE> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U5BF0> \xD5\xEE |0

<U5BF3> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U5BF5> \xC3\xFE |0

<U5BF6> \xD5\xEF |0
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<U5BF8> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U5BFA> \xBB\xFB |0

<U5BFE> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U5BFF> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U5C01> \xC9\xF5 |0

<U5C02> \xC0\xEC |0

<U5C04> \xBC\xCD |0

<U5C05> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U5C06> \xBE\xAD |0

<U5C07> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U5C08> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U5C09> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U5C0A> \xC2\xBA |0

<U5C0B> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U5C0D> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U5C0E> \xC6\xB3 |0

<U5C0F> \xBE\xAE |0

<U5C11> \xBE\xAF |0

<U5C13> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U5C16> \xC0\xED |0

<U5C1A> \xBE\xB0 |0

<U5C20> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U5C22> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U5C24> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U5C28> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U5C2D> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U5C31> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U5C38> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U5C39> \xD5\xFA |0

<U5C3A> \xBC\xDC |0

<U5C3B> \xBF\xAC |0

<U5C3C> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5C3D> \xBF\xD4 |0

<U5C3E> \xC8\xF8

 |0

<U5C3F> \xC7\xA2 |0

<U5C40> \xB6\xC9 |0

<U5C41> \xD5\xFB |0

<U5C45> \xB5\xEF |0

<U5C46> \xD5\xFC |0

<U5C48> \xB6\xFE |0

<U5C4A> \xC6\xCF |0

<U5C4B> \xB2\xB0 |0

<U5C4D> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U5C4E> \xD5\xFD |0

<U5C4F> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U5C50> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5C51> \xB6\xFD |0
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<U5C53> \xD5\xFE |0

<U5C55> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U5C5E> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U5C60> \xC5\xCB |0

<U5C61> \xBC\xC8 |0

<U5C64> \xC1\xD8 |0

<U5C65> \xCD\xFA |0

<U5C6C> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U5C6E> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U5C6F> \xC6\xD6 |0

<U5C71> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U5C76> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U5C79> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5C8C> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U5C90> \xB4\xF4 |0

<U5C91> \xD6\xAA |0

<U5C94> \xD6\xAB |0

<U5CA1> \xB2\xAC |0

<U5CA8> \xC1\xBB |0

<U5CA9> \xB4\xE4 |0

<U5CAB> \xD6\xAD |0

<U5CAC> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U5CB1> \xC2\xD2 |0

<U5CB3> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U5CB6> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5CB7> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U5CB8> \xB4\xDF |0

<U5CBB> \xD6\xAE |0

<U5CBC> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U5CBE> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U5CC5> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U5CC7> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U5CD9> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U5CE0> \xC6\xBD |0

<U5CE1> \xB6\xAE |0

<U5CE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<U5CE9> \xD6\xB6

 |0

<U5CEA> \xD6\xBB |0

<U5CED> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CEF> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U5CF0> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U5CF6> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U5CFA> \xD6\xB8 |0

<U5CFB> \xBD\xD4 |0

<U5CFD> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U5D07> \xBF\xF2 |0

<U5D0B> \xD6\xBC |0
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<U5D0E> \xBA\xEA |0

<U5D11> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U5D14> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U5D15> \xD6\xBD |0

<U5D16> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5D17> \xD6\xBE |0

<U5D18> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U5D19> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U5D1A> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U5D1B> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U5D1F> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U5D22> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5D29> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U5D4B> \xD6\xCB |0

<U5D4C> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U5D4E> \xD6\xCA |0

<U5D50> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U5D52> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U5D5C> \xD6\xBF |0

<U5D69> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U5D6C> \xD6\xCC |0

<U5D6F> \xBA\xB7 |0

<U5D73> \xD6\xCD |0

<U5D76> \xD6\xCE |0

<U5D82> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U5D84> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U5D87> \xD6\xCF |0

<U5D8B> \xC5\xE8 |0

<U5D8C> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5D90> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U5DA2> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U5DAC> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U5DAE> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U5DB7> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U5DBA> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U5DBC> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U5DBD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U5DC9> \xD6\xDA |0

<U5DCC> \xB4\xE0

 |0

<U5DCD> \xD6\xDB |0

<U5DD2> \xD6\xDD |0

<U5DD3> \xD6\xDC |0

<U5DD6> \xD6\xDE |0

<U5DDB> \xD6\xDF |0

<U5DDD> \xC0\xEE |0

<U5DDE> \xBD\xA3 |0
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<U5DE1> \xBD\xE4 |0

<U5DE3> \xC1\xE3 |0

<U5DE5> \xB9\xA9 |0

<U5DE6> \xBA\xB8 |0

<U5DE7> \xB9\xAA |0

<U5DE8> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U5DEB> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U5DEE> \xBA\xB9 |0

<U5DF1> \xB8\xCA |0

<U5DF2> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U5DF3> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U5DF4> \xC7\xC3 |0

<U5DF5> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U5DF7> \xB9\xAB |0

<U5DFB> \xB4\xAC |0

<U5DFD> \xC3\xA7 |0

<U5DFE> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5E02> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U5E03> \xC9\xDB |0

<U5E06> \xC8\xC1 |0

<U5E0B> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U5E0C> \xB4\xF5 |0

<U5E11> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U5E16> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U5E19> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U5E1A> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U5E1B> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5E1D> \xC4\xEB |0

<U5E25> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U5E2B> \xBB\xD5 |0

<U5E2D> \xC0\xCA |0

<U5E2F> \xC2\xD3 |0

<U5E30> \xB5\xA2 |0

<U5E33> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U5E36> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U5E37> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U5E38> \xBE\xEF |0

<U5E3D> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U5E40> \xD6\xEC |0

<U5E43> \xD6\xEB |0

<U5E44> \xD6\xEA |0

<U5E45> \xC9\xFD |0

<U5E47> \xD6\xF3

 |0

<U5E4C> \xCB\xDA |0

<U5E4E> \xD6\xED |0

<U5E54> \xD6\xEF |0

<U5E55> \xCB\xEB |0
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<U5E57> \xD6\xEE |0

<U5E5F> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U5E61> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U5E62> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U5E63> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5E64> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U5E72> \xB4\xB3 |0

<U5E73> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5E74> \xC7\xAF |0

<U5E75> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U5E76> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U5E78> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5E79> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5E7A> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U5E7B> \xB8\xB8 |0

<U5E7C> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U5E7D> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U5E7E> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U5E7F> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5E81> \xC4\xA3 |0

<U5E83> \xB9\xAD |0

<U5E84> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U5E87> \xC8\xDF |0

<U5E8A> \xBE\xB2 |0

<U5E8F> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U5E95> \xC4\xEC |0

<U5E96> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U5E97> \xC5\xB9 |0

<U5E9A> \xB9\xAE |0

<U5E9C> \xC9\xDC |0

<U5EA0> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U5EA6> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U5EA7> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U5EAB> \xB8\xCB |0

<U5EAD> \xC4\xED |0

<U5EB5> \xB0\xC3 |0

<U5EB6> \xBD\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xB9\xAF |0

<U5EB8> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U5EC1> \xD6\xFA |0

<U5EC2> \xD6\xFB |0

<U5EC3> \xC7\xD1 |0

<U5EC8> \xD6\xFC |0

<U5EC9> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U5ECA> \xCF\xAD |0

<U5ECF> \xD6\xFE

 |0

<U5ED0> \xD6\xFD |0
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<U5ED3> \xB3\xC7 |0

<U5ED6> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U5EDA> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U5EDB> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5EDD> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U5EDF> \xC9\xC0 |0

<U5EE0> \xBE\xB3 |0

<U5EE1> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U5EE2> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5EE3> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U5EE8> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U5EE9> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U5EEC> \xD7\xAA |0

<U5EF0> \xD7\xAD |0

<U5EF1> \xD7\xAB |0

<U5EF3> \xD7\xAC |0

<U5EF4> \xD7\xAE |0

<U5EF6> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U5EF7> \xC4\xEE |0

<U5EF8> \xD7\xAF |0

<U5EFA> \xB7\xFA |0

<U5EFB> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U5EFC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<U5EFE> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U5EFF> \xC6\xFB |0

<U5F01> \xCA\xDB |0

<U5F03> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5F04> \xCF\xAE |0

<U5F09> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U5F0A> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5F0B> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U5F0C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U5F0D> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U5F0F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<U5F10> \xC6\xF5 |0

<U5F11> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U5F13> \xB5\xDD |0

<U5F14> \xC4\xA4 |0

<U5F15> \xB0\xFA |0

<U5F16> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U5F17> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U5F18> \xB9\xB0 |0

<U5F1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U5F1F> \xC4\xEF |0

<U5F25> \xCC\xEF |0

<U5F26> \xB8\xB9 |0

<U5F27> \xB8\xCC |0

<U5F29> \xD7\xB8 |0
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<U5F2D> \xD7\xB9

 |0

<U5F2F> \xD7\xBF |0

<U5F31> \xBC\xE5 |0

<U5F35> \xC4\xA5 |0

<U5F37> \xB6\xAF |0

<U5F38> \xD7\xBA |0

<U5F3C> \xC9\xAB |0

<U5F3E> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U5F41> \xD7\xBB |0

<U5F48> \xD7\xBC |0

<U5F4A> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U5F4C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U5F4E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U5F51> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U5F53> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U5F56> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U5F57> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U5F59> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U5F5C> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U5F5D> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U5F61> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5F62> \xB7\xC1 |0

<U5F66> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U5F69> \xBA\xCC |0

<U5F6A> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U5F6B> \xC4\xA6 |0

<U5F6C> \xC9\xCB |0

<U5F6D> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U5F70> \xBE\xB4 |0

<U5F71> \xB1\xC6 |0

<U5F73> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U5F77> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U5F79> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U5F7C> \xC8\xE0 |0

<U5F7F> \xD7\xCA |0

<U5F80> \xB1\xFD |0

<U5F81> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5F82> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U5F83> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F84> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U5F85> \xC2\xD4 |0

<U5F87> \xD7\xCE |0

<U5F88> \xD7\xCC |0

<U5F8A> \xD7\xCB |0

<U5F8B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U5F8C> \xB8\xE5 |0

<U5F90> \xBD\xF9 |0
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<U5F91> \xD7\xCD |0

<U5F92> \xC5\xCC |0

<U5F93> \xBD\xBE |0

<U5F97> \xC6\xC0

 |0

<U5F98> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U5F99> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U5F9E> \xD7\xCF |0

<U5FA0> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U5FA1> \xB8\xE6 |0

<U5FA8> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U5FA9> \xC9\xFC |0

<U5FAA> \xBD\xDB |0

<U5FAD> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U5FAE> \xC8\xF9 |0

<U5FB3> \xC6\xC1 |0

<U5FB4> \xC4\xA7 |0

<U5FB9> \xC5\xB0 |0

<U5FBC> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U5FBD> \xB5\xAB |0

<U5FC3> \xBF\xB4 |0

<U5FC5> \xC9\xAC |0

<U5FCC> \xB4\xF7 |0

<U5FCD> \xC7\xA6 |0

<U5FD6> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U5FD7> \xBB\xD6 |0

<U5FD8> \xCB\xBA |0

<U5FD9> \xCB\xBB |0

<U5FDC> \xB1\xFE |0

<U5FDD> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5FE0> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U5FE4> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U5FEB> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U5FF0> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5FF1> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5FF5> \xC7\xB0 |0

<U5FF8> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5FFB> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U5FFD> \xB9\xFA |0

<U5FFF> \xD7\xDD |0

<U600E> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U600F> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U6010> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U6012> \xC5\xDC |0

<U6015> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U6016> \xC9\xDD |0

<U6019> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U601B> \xD7\xE5 |0
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<U601C> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U601D> \xBB\xD7 |0

<U6020> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U6021> \xD7\xDE |0

<U6025> \xB5\xDE |0

<U6026> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U6027> \xC0\xAD

 |0

<U6028> \xB1\xE5 |0

<U6029> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U602A> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U602B> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U602F> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U6031> \xD7\xE4 |0

<U603A> \xD7\xEA |0

<U6041> \xD7\xEC |0

<U6042> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U6043> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U6046> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U604A> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U604B> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U604D> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U6050> \xB6\xB2 |0

<U6052> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U6055> \xBD\xFA |0

<U6059> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U605A> \xD7\xEB |0

<U605F> \xD7\xEF |0

<U6060> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6062> \xB2\xFA |0

<U6063> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U6064> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U6065> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U6068> \xBA\xA8 |0

<U6069> \xB2\xB8 |0

<U606A> \xD7\xED |0

<U606B> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U606C> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U606D> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U606F> \xC2\xA9 |0

<U6070> \xB3\xE6 |0

<U6075> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U6077> \xD7\xEE |0

<U6081> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6083> \xD7\xFD |0

<U6084> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U6089> \xBC\xBD |0

<U608B> \xD8\xA7 |0
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<U608C> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U608D> \xD7\xFB |0

<U6092> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U6094> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U6096> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U6097> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U609A> \xD7\xFE |0

<U609B> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U609F> \xB8\xE7 |0

<U60A0> \xCD\xAA

 |0

<U60A3> \xB4\xB5 |0

<U60A6> \xB1\xD9 |0

<U60A7> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U60A9> \xC7\xBA |0

<U60AA> \xB0\xAD |0

<U60B2> \xC8\xE1 |0

<U60B3> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B4> \xD8\xAC |0

<U60B5> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U60B6> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U60B8> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U60BC> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U60BD> \xD8\xAE |0

<U60C5> \xBE\xF0 |0

<U60C6> \xD8\xAF |0

<U60C7> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U60D1> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U60D3> \xD8\xAB |0

<U60D8> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U60DA> \xB9\xFB |0

<U60DC> \xC0\xCB |0

<U60DF> \xB0\xD4 |0

<U60E0> \xD8\xAA |0

<U60E1> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U60E3> \xC1\xDA |0

<U60E7> \xD7\xFC |0

<U60E8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<U60F0> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U60F1> \xD8\xBD |0

<U60F3> \xC1\xDB |0

<U60F4> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U60F6> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U60F7> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U60F9> \xBC\xE6 |0

<U60FA> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U60FB> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6100> \xD8\xB7 |0
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<U6101> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6103> \xD8\xBA |0

<U6106> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U6108> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6109> \xCC\xFB |0

<U610D> \xD8\xBE |0

<U610E> \xD8\xBF |0

<U610F> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U6115> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U611A> \xB6\xF2 |0

<U611B> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U611F> \xB4\xB6 |0

<U6121> \xD8\xBB

 |0

<U6127> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U6128> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U612C> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U6134> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U613C> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U613D> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U613E> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U613F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U6142> \xD8\xCA |0

<U6144> \xD8\xCB |0

<U6147> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U6148> \xBB\xFC |0

<U614A> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U614B> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U614C> \xB9\xB2 |0

<U614D> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U614E> \xBF\xB5 |0

<U6153> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U6155> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U6158> \xD8\xCE |0

<U6159> \xD8\xCF |0

<U615A> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U615D> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U615F> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U6162> \xCB\xFD |0

<U6163> \xB4\xB7 |0

<U6165> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U6167> \xB7\xC5 |0

<U6168> \xB3\xB4 |0

<U616B> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U616E> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U616F> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U6170> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U6171> \xD8\xD5 |0
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<U6173> \xD8\xCC |0

<U6174> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U6175> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U6176> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U6177> \xD8\xCD |0

<U617E> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6182> \xCD\xAB |0

<U6187> \xD8\xDC |0

<U618A> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U618E> \xC1\xFE |0

<U6190> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U6191> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U6194> \xD8\xDE |0

<U6196> \xD8\xDB |0

<U6199> \xD8\xDA |0

<U619A> \xD8\xDF

 |0

<U61A4> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U61A7> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U61A9> \xB7\xC6 |0

<U61AB> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U61AC> \xD8\xDD |0

<U61AE> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U61B2> \xB7\xFB |0

<U61B6> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U61BA> \xD8\xEB |0

<U61BE> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U61C3> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U61C6> \xD8\xEA |0

<U61C7> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61C8> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U61C9> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U61CA> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U61CB> \xD8\xEC |0

<U61CC> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U61CD> \xD8\xEE |0

<U61D0> \xB2\xFB |0

<U61E3> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U61E6> \xD8\xEF |0

<U61F2> \xC4\xA8 |0

<U61F4> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U61F6> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U61F7> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U61F8> \xB7\xFC |0

<U61FA> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U61FC> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U61FD> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U61FE> \xD8\xF7 |0
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<U61FF> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U6200> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U6208> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U6209> \xD8\xFA |0

<U620A> \xCA\xEA |0

<U620C> \xD8\xFC |0

<U620D> \xD8\xFB |0

<U620E> \xBD\xBF |0

<U6210> \xC0\xAE |0

<U6211> \xB2\xE6 |0

<U6212> \xB2\xFC |0

<U6214> \xD8\xFD |0

<U6216> \xB0\xBF |0

<U621A> \xC0\xCC |0

<U621B> \xD8\xFE |0

<U621D> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U621E> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U621F> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U6221> \xD9\xA2

 |0

<U6226> \xC0\xEF |0

<U622A> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U622E> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U622F> \xB5\xBA |0

<U6230> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U6232> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U6233> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6234> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U6238> \xB8\xCD |0

<U623B> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U623F> \xCB\xBC |0

<U6240> \xBD\xEA |0

<U6241> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6247> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U6248> \xEE\xBD |0

<U6249> \xC8\xE2 |0

<U624B> \xBC\xEA |0

<U624D> \xBA\xCD |0

<U624E> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U6253> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U6255> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U6258> \xC2\xF1 |0

<U625B> \xD9\xAC |0

<U625E> \xD9\xAA |0

<U6260> \xD9\xAD |0

<U6263> \xD9\xAB |0

<U6268> \xD9\xAE |0

<U626E> \xCA\xB1 |0
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<U6271> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U6276> \xC9\xDE |0

<U6279> \xC8\xE3 |0

<U627C> \xD9\xAF |0

<U627E> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U627F> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U6280> \xB5\xBB |0

<U6282> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U6283> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6284> \xBE\xB6 |0

<U6289> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U628A> \xC7\xC4 |0

<U6291> \xCD\xDE |0

<U6292> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U6293> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U6294> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6295> \xC5\xEA |0

<U6296> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U6297> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U6298> \xC0\xDE |0

<U629B> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U629C> \xC8\xB4

 |0

<U629E> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U62AB> \xC8\xE4 |0

<U62AC> \xDA\xAD |0

<U62B1> \xCA\xFA |0

<U62B5> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U62B9> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U62BB> \xD9\xBB |0

<U62BC> \xB2\xA1 |0

<U62BD> \xC3\xEA |0

<U62C2> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U62C5> \xC3\xB4 |0

<U62C6> \xD9\xBE |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U62C8> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U62C9> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U62CA> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U62CD> \xC7\xEF |0

<U62CF> \xD9\xBC |0

<U62D0> \xB2\xFD |0

<U62D1> \xD9\xBA |0

<U62D2> \xB5\xF1 |0

<U62D3> \xC2\xF3 |0

<U62D4> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U62D7> \xD9\xB9 |0
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<U62D8> \xB9\xB4 |0

<U62D9> \xC0\xDB |0

<U62DB> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U62DC> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U62DD> \xC7\xD2 |0

<U62E0> \xB5\xF2 |0

<U62E1> \xB3\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xB3\xE7 |0

<U62ED> \xBF\xA1 |0

<U62EE> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U62EF> \xD9\xCE |0

<U62F1> \xD9\xCA |0

<U62F3> \xB7\xFD |0

<U62F5> \xD9\xCF |0

<U62F6> \xBB\xA2 |0

<U62F7> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U62FE> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6301> \xBB\xFD |0

<U6302> \xD9\xCC |0

<U6307> \xBB\xD8 |0

<U6308> \xD9\xCD |0

<U6309> \xB0\xC4 |0

<U630C> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U6311> \xC4\xA9

 |0

<U6319> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U631F> \xB6\xB4 |0

<U6327> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6328> \xB0\xA7 |0

<U632B> \xBA\xC3 |0

<U632F> \xBF\xB6 |0

<U633A> \xC4\xF2 |0

<U633D> \xC8\xD4 |0

<U633E> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U633F> \xC1\xDE |0

<U6349> \xC2\xAA |0

<U634C> \xBB\xAB |0

<U634D> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U634F> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6350> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U6355> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U6357> \xC4\xBD |0

<U635C> \xC1\xDC |0

<U6367> \xCA\xFB |0

<U6368> \xBC\xCE |0

<U6369> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U636B> \xD9\xDF |0
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<U636E> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U6372> \xB7\xFE |0

<U6376> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U6377> \xBE\xB9 |0

<U637A> \xC6\xE8 |0

<U637B> \xC7\xB1 |0

<U6380> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U6383> \xC1\xDD |0

<U6388> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U6389> \xD9\xDC |0

<U638C> \xBE\xB8 |0

<U638E> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U638F> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6392> \xC7\xD3 |0

<U6396> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U6398> \xB7\xA1 |0

<U639B> \xB3\xDD |0

<U639F> \xD9\xDD |0

<U63A0> \xCE\xAB |0

<U63A1> \xBA\xCE |0

<U63A2> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U63A3> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63A5> \xC0\xDC |0

<U63A7> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U63A8> \xBF\xE4 |0

<U63A9> \xB1\xE6 |0

<U63AA> \xC1\xBC |0

<U63AB> \xD9\xD8

 |0

<U63AC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U63B2> \xB7\xC7 |0

<U63B4> \xC4\xCF |0

<U63B5> \xD9\xDE |0

<U63BB> \xC1\xDF |0

<U63BE> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U63C0> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U63C3> \xC2\xB7 |0

<U63C4> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U63C6> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U63C9> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U63CF> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U63D0> \xC4\xF3 |0

<U63D2> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U63D6> \xCD\xAC |0

<U63DA> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U63DB> \xB4\xB9 |0

<U63E1> \xB0\xAE |0

<U63E3> \xD9\xE5 |0
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<U63E9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U63EE> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U63F4> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U63F6> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U63FA> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U6406> \xD9\xEC |0

<U640D> \xC2\xBB |0

<U640F> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U6413> \xD9\xED |0

<U6416> \xD9\xEA |0

<U6417> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U641C> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U6426> \xD9\xEE |0

<U6428> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U642C> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U642D> \xC5\xEB |0

<U6434> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6436> \xD9\xEF |0

<U643A> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U643E> \xBA\xF1 |0

<U6442> \xC0\xDD |0

<U644E> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U6458> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U6467> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U6469> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U646F> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U6476> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U6478> \xCC\xCE |0

<U647A> \xC0\xA2 |0

<U6483> \xB7\xE2 |0

<U6488> \xD9\xFD

 |0

<U6492> \xBB\xB5 |0

<U6493> \xD9\xFA |0

<U6495> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U649A> \xC7\xB2 |0

<U649E> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U64A4> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U64A5> \xD9\xFB |0

<U64A9> \xD9\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xC9\xEF |0

<U64AD> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U64AE> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U64B0> \xC0\xF1 |0

<U64B2> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U64B9> \xB3\xC9 |0

<U64BB> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U64BC> \xD9\xFE |0
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<U64C1> \xCD\xCA |0

<U64C2> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U64C5> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U64C7> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U64CD> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U64D2> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U64D4> \xD9\xBF |0

<U64D8> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U64DA> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U64E0> \xDA\xAB |0

<U64E1> \xDA\xAC |0

<U64E2> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U64E3> \xDA\xAE |0

<U64E6> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U64E7> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U64EC> \xB5\xBC |0

<U64EF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U64F1> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U64F2> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U64F4> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U64F6> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U64FA> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U64FD> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U64FE> \xBE\xF1 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6505> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U6518> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U651C> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U651D> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U6523> \xDA\xBB |0

<U6524> \xDA\xBA |0

<U652A> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U652B> \xDA\xBC |0

<U652C> \xDA\xB0

 |0

<U652F> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6534> \xDA\xBD |0

<U6535> \xDA\xBE |0

<U6536> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U6537> \xDA\xBF |0

<U6538> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U6539> \xB2\xFE |0

<U653B> \xB9\xB6 |0

<U653E> \xCA\xFC |0

<U653F> \xC0\xAF |0

<U6545> \xB8\xCE |0

<U6548> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U654D> \xDA\xC6 |0
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<U654F> \xC9\xD2 |0

<U6551> \xB5\xDF |0

<U6555> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6556> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U6557> \xC7\xD4 |0

<U6558> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U6559> \xB6\xB5 |0

<U655D> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U655E> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U6562> \xB4\xBA |0

<U6563> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6566> \xC6\xD8 |0

<U656C> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U6570> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U6572> \xDA\xCA |0

<U6574> \xC0\xB0 |0

<U6575> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6577> \xC9\xDF |0

<U6578> \xDA\xCB |0

<U6582> \xDA\xCC |0

<U6583> \xDA\xCD |0

<U6587> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U6588> \xD5\xDD |0

<U6589> \xC0\xC6 |0

<U658C> \xC9\xCC |0

<U658E> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U6590> \xC8\xE5 |0

<U6591> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U6597> \xC5\xCD |0

<U6599> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U659B> \xDA\xCF |0

<U659C> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U659F> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U65A1> \xB0\xB6 |0

<U65A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U65A5> \xC0\xCD |0

<U65A7> \xC9\xE0

 |0

<U65AB> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U65AC> \xBB\xC2 |0

<U65AD> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U65AF> \xBB\xDB |0

<U65B0> \xBF\xB7 |0

<U65B7> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U65B9> \xCA\xFD |0

<U65BC> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U65BD> \xBB\xDC |0

<U65C1> \xDA\xD5 |0
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<U65C3> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U65C4> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U65C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U65C6> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U65CB> \xC0\xFB |0

<U65CC> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U65CF> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U65D2> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U65D7> \xB4\xFA |0

<U65D9> \xDA\xDA |0

<U65DB> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U65E0> \xDA\xDB |0

<U65E1> \xDA\xDC |0

<U65E2> \xB4\xFB |0

<U65E5> \xC6\xFC |0

<U65E6> \xC3\xB6 |0

<U65E7> \xB5\xEC |0

<U65E8> \xBB\xDD |0

<U65E9> \xC1\xE1 |0

<U65EC> \xBD\xDC |0

<U65ED> \xB0\xB0 |0

<U65F1> \xDA\xDD |0

<U65FA> \xB2\xA2 |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U6602> \xB9\xB7 |0

<U6603> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U6606> \xBA\xAB |0

<U6607> \xBE\xBA |0

<U660A> \xDA\xDF |0

<U660C> \xBE\xBB |0

<U660E> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U660F> \xBA\xAA |0

<U6613> \xB0\xD7 |0

<U6614> \xC0\xCE |0

<U661C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U661F> \xC0\xB1 |0

<U6620> \xB1\xC7 |0

<U6625> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U6627> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U6628> \xBA\xF2

 |0

<U662D> \xBE\xBC |0

<U662F> \xC0\xA7 |0

<U6634> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U6635> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U6636> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U663C> \xC3\xEB |0

<U663F> \xDB\xA6 |0
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<U6641> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6642> \xBB\xFE |0

<U6643> \xB9\xB8 |0

<U6644> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6649> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U664B> \xBF\xB8 |0

<U664F> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6652> \xBB\xAF |0

<U665D> \xDA\xEC |0

<U665E> \xDA\xEB |0

<U665F> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U6662> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U6664> \xDA\xED |0

<U6666> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U6667> \xDA\xEE |0

<U6668> \xDA\xEF |0

<U6669> \xC8\xD5 |0

<U666E> \xC9\xE1 |0

<U666F> \xB7\xCA |0

<U6670> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U6674> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U6676> \xBE\xBD |0

<U667A> \xC3\xD2 |0

<U6681> \xB6\xC7 |0

<U6683> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U6684> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U6687> \xB2\xCB |0

<U6688> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U6689> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U668E> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U6691> \xBD\xEB |0

<U6696> \xC3\xC8 |0

<U6697> \xB0\xC5 |0

<U6698> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U669D> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U66A2> \xC4\xAA |0

<U66A6> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U66AB> \xBB\xC3 |0

<U66AE> \xCA\xEB |0

<U66B4> \xCB\xBD |0

<U66B8> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U66B9> \xDA\xFB |0

<U66BC> \xDA\xFE

 |0

<U66BE> \xDA\xFD |0

<U66C1> \xDA\xFA |0

<U66C4> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U66C7> \xC6\xDE |0
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<U66C9> \xDA\xFC |0

<U66D6> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U66D9> \xBD\xEC |0

<U66DA> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U66DC> \xCD\xCB |0

<U66DD> \xC7\xF8 |0

<U66E0> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U66E6> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U66E9> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U66F0> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U66F2> \xB6\xCA |0

<U66F3> \xB1\xC8 |0

<U66F4> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U66F5> \xDB\xAA |0

<U66F7> \xDB\xAB |0

<U66F8> \xBD\xF1 |0

<U66F9> \xC1\xE2 |0

<U66FC> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U66FD> \xC1\xBE |0

<U66FE> \xC1\xBD |0

<U66FF> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U6700> \xBA\xC7 |0

<U6703> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U6708> \xB7\xEE |0

<U6709> \xCD\xAD |0

<U670B> \xCA\xFE |0

<U670D> \xC9\xFE |0

<U670F> \xDB\xAC |0

<U6714> \xBA\xF3 |0

<U6715> \xC4\xBF |0

<U6716> \xDB\xAD |0

<U6717> \xCF\xAF |0

<U671B> \xCB\xBE |0

<U671D> \xC4\xAB |0

<U671E> \xDB\xAE |0

<U671F> \xB4\xFC |0

<U6726> \xDB\xAF |0

<U6727> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U6728> \xCC\xDA |0

<U672A> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U672B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U672C> \xCB\xDC |0

<U672D> \xBB\xA5 |0

<U672E> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U6731> \xBC\xEB |0

<U6734> \xCB\xD1

 |0

<U6736> \xDB\xB4 |0
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<U6737> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U6738> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U673A> \xB4\xF9 |0

<U673D> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U673F> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U6741> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6746> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U6749> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U674E> \xCD\xFB |0

<U674F> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U6750> \xBA\xE0 |0

<U6751> \xC2\xBC |0

<U6753> \xBC\xDD |0

<U6756> \xBE\xF3 |0

<U6759> \xDB\xBB |0

<U675C> \xC5\xCE |0

<U675E> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U675F> \xC2\xAB |0

<U6760> \xDB\xBA |0

<U6761> \xBE\xF2 |0

<U6762> \xCC\xDD |0

<U6763> \xDB\xBC |0

<U6764> \xDB\xBD |0

<U6765> \xCD\xE8 |0

<U676A> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U676D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U676F> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U6770> \xDB\xBF |0

<U6771> \xC5\xEC |0

<U6772> \xDA\xDE |0

<U6773> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U6775> \xB5\xCF |0

<U6777> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U677C> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U677E> \xBE\xBE |0

<U677F> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U6785> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U6787> \xC8\xFA |0

<U6789> \xDB\xBE |0

<U678B> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U678C> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U6790> \xC0\xCF |0

<U6795> \xCB\xED |0

<U6797> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U679A> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U679C> \xB2\xCC |0

<U679D> \xBB\xDE |0

<U67A0> \xCF\xC8 |0
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<U67A1> \xDB\xC6

 |0

<U67A2> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U67A6> \xDB\xC5 |0

<U67A9> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U67AF> \xB8\xCF |0

<U67B3> \xDB\xCC |0

<U67B4> \xDB\xCA |0

<U67B6> \xB2\xCD |0

<U67B7> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U67B8> \xDB\xCE |0

<U67B9> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U67C1> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U67C4> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U67C6> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U67CA> \xC9\xA2 |0

<U67CE> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U67CF> \xC7\xF0 |0

<U67D0> \xCB\xBF |0

<U67D1> \xB4\xBB |0

<U67D3> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U67D4> \xBD\xC0 |0

<U67D8> \xC4\xD3 |0

<U67DA> \xCD\xAE |0

<U67DD> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U67DE> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U67E2> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U67E4> \xDB\xCF |0

<U67E7> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U67E9> \xDB\xCD |0

<U67EC> \xDB\xCB |0

<U67EE> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U67F1> \xC3\xEC |0

<U67F3> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U67F4> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U67F5> \xBA\xF4 |0

<U67FB> \xBA\xBA |0

<U67FE> \xCB\xEF |0

<U67FF> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6802> \xC4\xCE |0

<U6803> \xC6\xCA |0

<U6804> \xB1\xC9 |0

<U6813> \xC0\xF2 |0

<U6816> \xC0\xB4 |0

<U6817> \xB7\xAA |0

<U681E> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U6821> \xB9\xBB |0
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<U6822> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6829> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xB3\xF4 |0

<U682B> \xDB\xE1

 |0

<U6832> \xDB\xDE |0

<U6834> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U6838> \xB3\xCB |0

<U6839> \xBA\xAC |0

<U683C> \xB3\xCA |0

<U683D> \xBA\xCF |0

<U6840> \xDB\xDC |0

<U6841> \xB7\xE5 |0

<U6842> \xB7\xCB |0

<U6843> \xC5\xED |0

<U6846> \xDB\xDA |0

<U6848> \xB0\xC6 |0

<U684D> \xDB\xDD |0

<U684E> \xDB\xDF |0

<U6850> \xB6\xCD |0

<U6851> \xB7\xAC |0

<U6853> \xB4\xBC |0

<U6854> \xB5\xCB |0

<U6859> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U685C> \xBA\xF9 |0

<U685D> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U685F> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U6863> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U6867> \xC9\xB0 |0

<U6874> \xDB\xEF |0

<U6876> \xB2\xB3 |0

<U6877> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U687E> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U687F> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U6881> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U6883> \xDB\xEC |0

<U6885> \xC7\xDF |0

<U688D> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U688F> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U6893> \xB0\xB4 |0

<U6894> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U6897> \xB9\xBC |0

<U689B> \xDB\xEB |0

<U689D> \xDB\xEA |0

<U689F> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U68A0> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U68A2> \xBE\xBF |0

<U68A6> \xD4\xED |0
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<U68A7> \xB8\xE8 |0

<U68A8> \xCD\xFC |0

<U68AD> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U68AF> \xC4\xF4 |0

<U68B0> \xB3\xA3 |0

<U68B1> \xBA\xAD |0

<U68B3> \xDB\xE0

 |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U68B6> \xB3\xE1 |0

<U68B9> \xDB\xEE |0

<U68BA> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U68BC> \xC5\xEE |0

<U68C4> \xB4\xFE |0

<U68C6> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U68C9> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U68CA> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U68CB> \xB4\xFD |0

<U68CD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U68D2> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U68D4> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U68D5> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U68D7> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U68D8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U68DA> \xC3\xAA |0

<U68DF> \xC5\xEF |0

<U68E0> \xDC\xAB |0

<U68E1> \xDB\xFC |0

<U68E3> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U68E7> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U68EE> \xBF\xB9 |0

<U68EF> \xDC\xAC |0

<U68F2> \xC0\xB3 |0

<U68F9> \xDC\xAA |0

<U68FA> \xB4\xBD |0

<U6900> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U6901> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6904> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U6905> \xB0\xD8 |0

<U6908> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U690B> \xCC\xBA |0

<U690C> \xDB\xFD |0

<U690D> \xBF\xA2 |0

<U690E> \xC4\xC7 |0

<U690F> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U6912> \xDC\xA5 |0

<U6919> \xBF\xFA |0

<U691A> \xDC\xAF |0
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<U691B> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U691C> \xB8\xA1 |0

<U6921> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U6922> \xDB\xFA |0

<U6923> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U6925> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U6926> \xDB\xFB |0

<U6928> \xDC\xAD |0

<U692A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U6930> \xDC\xBF

 |0

<U6934> \xC6\xCE |0

<U6936> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U6939> \xDC\xBB |0

<U693D> \xDC\xBD |0

<U693F> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U694A> \xCD\xCC |0

<U6953> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U6954> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U6955> \xC2\xCA |0

<U6959> \xDC\xBE |0

<U695A> \xC1\xBF |0

<U695C> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U695D> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U695E> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U6960> \xC6\xEF |0

<U6961> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U6962> \xC6\xEA |0

<U696A> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U696B> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U696D> \xB6\xC8 |0

<U696E> \xDC\xBA |0

<U696F> \xBD\xDD |0

<U6973> \xC7\xE0 |0

<U6974> \xDC\xBC |0

<U6975> \xB6\xCB |0

<U6977> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U6978> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U6979> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U697C> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U697D> \xB3\xDA |0

<U697E> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U6981> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U6982> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U698A> \xBA\xE7 |0

<U698E> \xB1\xDD |0

<U6991> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U6994> \xCF\xB1 |0
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<U6995> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U699B> \xBF\xBA |0

<U699C> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U69A0> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U69A7> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U69AE> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U69B1> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U69B2> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U69B4> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U69BB> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U69BE> \xDC\xCB |0

<U69BF> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U69C1> \xDC\xC9

 |0

<U69C3> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U69C7> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U69CA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U69CB> \xB9\xBD |0

<U69CC> \xC4\xC8 |0

<U69CD> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U69CE> \xDC\xCC |0

<U69D0> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U69D3> \xDC\xCA |0

<U69D8> \xCD\xCD |0

<U69D9> \xCB\xEA |0

<U69DD> \xDC\xCF |0

<U69DE> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U69E7> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U69E8> \xDC\xDA |0

<U69EB> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U69ED> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U69F2> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U69F9> \xDC\xDF |0

<U69FB> \xC4\xD0 |0

<U69FD> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U69FF> \xDC\xDD |0

<U6A02> \xDC\xDB |0

<U6A05> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U6A0A> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U6A0B> \xC8\xF5 |0

<U6A0C> \xDC\xEE |0

<U6A12> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6A13> \xDC\xEC |0

<U6A14> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U6A17> \xC3\xF4 |0

<U6A19> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U6A1B> \xDC\xDC |0

<U6A1E> \xDC\xE4 |0
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<U6A1F> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U6A21> \xCC\xCF |0

<U6A22> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U6A23> \xDC\xEB |0

<U6A29> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6A2A> \xB2\xA3 |0

<U6A2B> \xB3\xDF |0

<U6A2E> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U6A35> \xBE\xC1 |0

<U6A36> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U6A38> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U6A39> \xBC\xF9 |0

<U6A3A> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U6A3D> \xC3\xAE |0

<U6A44> \xDC\xED |0

<U6A47> \xDC\xF2

 |0

<U6A48> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U6A4B> \xB6\xB6 |0

<U6A58> \xB5\xCC |0

<U6A59> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U6A5F> \xB5\xA1 |0

<U6A61> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6A62> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U6A66> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U6A72> \xDC\xEF |0

<U6A78> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U6A7F> \xB3\xE0 |0

<U6A80> \xC3\xC9 |0

<U6A84> \xDC\xFC |0

<U6A8D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U6A8E> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6A90> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U6A97> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U6A9C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U6AA0> \xDC\xFB |0

<U6AA2> \xDC\xFD |0

<U6AA3> \xDC\xFE |0

<U6AAA> \xDD\xAC |0

<U6AAC> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U6AAE> \xDB\xED |0

<U6AB3> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6AB8> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6ABB> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U6AC1> \xDC\xEA |0

<U6AC2> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U6AC3> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U6AD1> \xDD\xAA |0
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<U6AD3> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U6ADA> \xDD\xAD |0

<U6ADB> \xB6\xFB |0

<U6ADE> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6ADF> \xDD\xAB |0

<U6AE8> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U6AEA> \xDD\xAE |0

<U6AFA> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U6AFB> \xDD\xAF |0

<U6B04> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U6B05> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U6B0A> \xDC\xDE |0

<U6B12> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U6B16> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U6B1D> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U6B1F> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U6B20> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U6B21> \xBC\xA1 |0

<U6B23> \xB6\xD5

 |0

<U6B27> \xB2\xA4 |0

<U6B32> \xCD\xDF |0

<U6B37> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U6B38> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U6B39> \xDD\xBA |0

<U6B3A> \xB5\xBD |0

<U6B3D> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U6B3E> \xB4\xBE |0

<U6B43> \xDD\xBD |0

<U6B47> \xDD\xBC |0

<U6B49> \xDD\xBE |0

<U6B4C> \xB2\xCE |0

<U6B4E> \xC3\xB7 |0

<U6B50> \xDD\xBF |0

<U6B53> \xB4\xBF |0

<U6B54> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U6B59> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U6B5B> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U6B5F> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U6B61> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U6B62> \xBB\xDF |0

<U6B63> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U6B64> \xBA\xA1 |0

<U6B66> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U6B69> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U6B6A> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U6B6F> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U6B73> \xBA\xD0 |0
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<U6B74> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U6B78> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U6B79> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U6B7B> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U6B7F> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U6B80> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U6B83> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6B84> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U6B86> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U6B89> \xBD\xDE |0

<U6B8A> \xBC\xEC |0

<U6B8B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<U6B8D> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6B95> \xDD\xCD |0

<U6B96> \xBF\xA3 |0

<U6B98> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6B9E> \xDD\xCE |0

<U6BA4> \xDD\xCF |0

<U6BAA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U6BAB> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U6BB1> \xDD\xD4

 |0

<U6BB2> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U6BB3> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U6BB4> \xB2\xA5 |0

<U6BB5> \xC3\xCA |0

<U6BB7> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U6BBA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6BBB> \xB3\xCC |0

<U6BBC> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U6BBF> \xC5\xC2 |0

<U6BC0> \xD4\xCC |0

<U6BC5> \xB5\xA3 |0

<U6BC6> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U6BCB> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U6BCD> \xCA\xEC |0

<U6BCE> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U6BD2> \xC6\xC7 |0

<U6BD3> \xDD\xDA |0

<U6BD4> \xC8\xE6 |0

<U6BD8> \xC8\xFB |0

<U6BDB> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U6BDF> \xDD\xDB |0

<U6BEB> \xDD\xDD |0

<U6BEC> \xDD\xDC |0

<U6BEF> \xDD\xDF |0

<U6BF3> \xDD\xDE |0
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<U6C08> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U6C0F> \xBB\xE1 |0

<U6C11> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U6C13> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U6C14> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U6C17> \xB5\xA4 |0

<U6C1B> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U6C23> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U6C24> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U6C34> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U6C37> \xC9\xB9 |0

<U6C38> \xB1\xCA |0

<U6C3E> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6C40> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U6C41> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U6C42> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6C4E> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U6C50> \xBC\xAE |0

<U6C55> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U6C57> \xB4\xC0 |0

<U6C5A> \xB1\xF8 |0

<U6C5D> \xC6\xF2 |0

<U6C5E> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U6C5F> \xB9\xBE |0

<U6C60> \xC3\xD3

 |0

<U6C62> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U6C68> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6C6A> \xDD\xEA |0

<U6C70> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U6C72> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U6C73> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6C7A> \xB7\xE8 |0

<U6C7D> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6C81> \xDD\xEE |0

<U6C82> \xDD\xEB |0

<U6C83> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6C88> \xC4\xC0 |0

<U6C8C> \xC6\xD9 |0

<U6C8D> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6C90> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U6C92> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6C93> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U6C96> \xB2\xAD |0

<U6C99> \xBA\xBB |0

<U6C9A> \xDD\xED |0

<U6C9B> \xDD\xEF |0
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<U6CA1> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U6CA2> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U6CAB> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U6CAE> \xDD\xFC |0

<U6CB1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U6CB3> \xB2\xCF |0

<U6CB8> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U6CB9> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6CBA> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U6CBB> \xBC\xA3 |0

<U6CBC> \xBE\xC2 |0

<U6CBD> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U6CBE> \xDD\xFE |0

<U6CBF> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U6CC1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<U6CC4> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U6CC5> \xDD\xFA |0

<U6CC9> \xC0\xF4 |0

<U6CCA> \xC7\xF1 |0

<U6CCC> \xC8\xE7 |0

<U6CD3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U6CD5> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U6CD7> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U6CD9> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U6CDB> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U6CDD> \xDD\xFB |0

<U6CE1> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U6CE2> \xC7\xC8

 |0

<U6CE3> \xB5\xE3 |0

<U6CE5> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U6CE8> \xC3\xED |0

<U6CEA> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U6CEF> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U6CF0> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CF1> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U6CF3> \xB1\xCB |0

<U6D0B> \xCD\xCE |0

<U6D0C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6D12> \xDE\xAF |0

<U6D17> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U6D19> \xDE\xAC |0

<U6D1B> \xCD\xEC |0

<U6D1E> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U6D1F> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U6D25> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U6D29> \xB1\xCC |0

<U6D2A> \xB9\xBF |0
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<U6D2B> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U6D32> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6D33> \xDE\xAE |0

<U6D35> \xDE\xAD |0

<U6D36> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U6D38> \xDE\xAB |0

<U6D3B> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U6D3D> \xDE\xAA |0

<U6D3E> \xC7\xC9 |0

<U6D41> \xCE\xAE |0

<U6D44> \xBE\xF4 |0

<U6D45> \xC0\xF5 |0

<U6D59> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U6D5A> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6D5C> \xC9\xCD |0

<U6D63> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6D64> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D66> \xB1\xBA |0

<U6D69> \xB9\xC0 |0

<U6D6A> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6D6C> \xB3\xBD |0

<U6D6E> \xC9\xE2 |0

<U6D74> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U6D77> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U6D78> \xBF\xBB |0

<U6D79> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U6D85> \xDE\xBA |0

<U6D88> \xBE\xC3 |0

<U6D8C> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U6D8E> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U6D93> \xDE\xB2

 |0

<U6D95> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U6D99> \xCE\xDE |0

<U6D9B> \xC5\xF3 |0

<U6D9C> \xC6\xC2 |0

<U6DAF> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6DB2> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U6DB5> \xDE\xBE |0

<U6DB8> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U6DBC> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U6DC0> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U6DC5> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U6DC6> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U6DC7> \xDE\xBF |0

<U6DCB> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U6DCC> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U6DD1> \xBD\xCA |0
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<U6DD2> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U6DD5> \xDE\xCC |0

<U6DD8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<U6DD9> \xDE\xCA |0

<U6DDE> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U6DE1> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U6DE4> \xDE\xCB |0

<U6DE6> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U6DE8> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U6DEA> \xDE\xCD |0

<U6DEB> \xB0\xFC |0

<U6DEC> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U6DEE> \xDE\xCE |0

<U6DF1> \xBF\xBC |0

<U6DF3> \xBD\xDF |0

<U6DF5> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U6DF7> \xBA\xAE |0

<U6DF9> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6DFA> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U6DFB> \xC5\xBA |0

<U6E05> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U6E07> \xB3\xE9 |0

<U6E08> \xBA\xD1 |0

<U6E09> \xBE\xC4 |0

<U6E0A> \xDE\xBD |0

<U6E0B> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U6E13> \xB7\xCC |0

<U6E15> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6E19> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U6E1A> \xBD\xED |0

<U6E1B> \xB8\xBA |0

<U6E1D> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U6E1F> \xDE\xDB |0

<U6E20> \xB5\xF4

 |0

<U6E21> \xC5\xCF |0

<U6E23> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6E24> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6E25> \xB0\xAF |0

<U6E26> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U6E29> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U6E2B> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U6E2C> \xC2\xAC |0

<U6E2D> \xDE\xCF |0

<U6E2E> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U6E2F> \xB9\xC1 |0

<U6E38> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U6E3A> \xDE\xDD |0
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<U6E3E> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U6E43> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6E4A> \xCC\xAB |0

<U6E4D> \xDE\xDA |0

<U6E4E> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6E56> \xB8\xD0 |0

<U6E58> \xBE\xC5 |0

<U6E5B> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U6E5F> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U6E67> \xCD\xAF |0

<U6E6B> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U6E6E> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U6E6F> \xC5\xF2 |0

<U6E72> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U6E76> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U6E7E> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U6E7F> \xBC\xBE |0

<U6E80> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6E82> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U6E8C> \xC8\xAE |0

<U6E8F> \xDE\xEF |0

<U6E90> \xB8\xBB |0

<U6E96> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6E98> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U6E9C> \xCE\xAF |0

<U6E9D> \xB9\xC2 |0

<U6E9F> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U6EA2> \xB0\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6EAA> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U6EAF> \xDE\xEA |0

<U6EB2> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6EB6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U6EB7> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U6EBA> \xC5\xAE |0

<U6EBD> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U6EC2> \xDE\xF1

 |0

<U6EC4> \xDE\xEB |0

<U6EC5> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U6EC9> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U6ECB> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U6ECC> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6ED1> \xB3\xEA |0

<U6ED3> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U6ED4> \xDE\xED |0

<U6ED5> \xDE\xEE |0

<U6EDD> \xC2\xEC |0
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<U6EDE> \xC2\xDA |0

<U6EEC> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U6EEF> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6EF2> \xDE\xFA |0

<U6EF4> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U6EF7> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U6EF8> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6EFE> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U6EFF> \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6F01> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U6F02> \xC9\xBA |0

<U6F06> \xBC\xBF |0

<U6F09> \xB9\xF7 |0

<U6F0F> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6F11> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6F13> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U6F14> \xB1\xE9 |0

<U6F15> \xC1\xE6 |0

<U6F20> \xC7\xF9 |0

<U6F22> \xB4\xC1 |0

<U6F23> \xCE\xFA |0

<U6F2B> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U6F2C> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U6F31> \xDE\xFB |0

<U6F32> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6F38> \xC1\xB2 |0

<U6F3E> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U6F3F> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U6F41> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6F45> \xB4\xC3 |0

<U6F54> \xB7\xE9 |0

<U6F58> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6F5B> \xDF\xAA |0

<U6F5C> \xC0\xF8 |0

<U6F5F> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U6F64> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U6F66> \xDF\xB3 |0

<U6F6D> \xDF\xAC |0

<U6F6E> \xC4\xAC |0

<U6F6F> \xDF\xA9

 |0

<U6F70> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U6F74> \xDF\xCC |0

<U6F78> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U6F7A> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6F7C> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6F80> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xA7 |0
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<U6F82> \xDF\xAD |0

<U6F84> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U6F86> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6F8E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U6F91> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U6F97> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U6FA1> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6FA3> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U6FA4> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U6FAA> \xDF\xBA |0

<U6FB1> \xC5\xC3 |0

<U6FB3> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U6FB9> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U6FC0> \xB7\xE3 |0

<U6FC1> \xC2\xF9 |0

<U6FC2> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xC7\xBB |0

<U6FC6> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U6FD4> \xDF\xBE |0

<U6FD5> \xDF\xBC |0

<U6FD8> \xDF\xBF |0

<U6FDB> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U6FDF> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6FE0> \xB9\xEA |0

<U6FE1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U6FE4> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U6FEB> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U6FEC> \xDF\xBD |0

<U6FEE> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U6FEF> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U6FF1> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U6FF3> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6FF6> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U6FFA> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U6FFE> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U7001> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U7009> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U700B> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U700F> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U7011> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U7015> \xC9\xCE |0

<U7018> \xDF\xCE |0

<U701A> \xDF\xCB

 |0

<U701B> \xDF\xCA |0

<U701D> \xDF\xCD |0

<U701E> \xC6\xD4 |0

<U701F> \xDF\xCF |0
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<U7026> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U7027> \xC2\xED |0

<U702C> \xC0\xA5 |0

<U7030> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U7032> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U703E> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U704C> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U7051> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U7058> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U7063> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U706B> \xB2\xD0 |0

<U706F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U7070> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U7078> \xB5\xE4 |0

<U707C> \xBC\xDE |0

<U707D> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U7089> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U708A> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U708E> \xB1\xEA |0

<U7092> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7099> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U70AC> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U70AD> \xC3\xBA |0

<U70AE> \xDF\xDC |0

<U70AF> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U70B3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U70B8> \xDF\xDA |0

<U70B9> \xC5\xC0 |0

<U70BA> \xB0\xD9 |0

<U70C8> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U70CB> \xDF\xDE |0

<U70CF> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U70D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U70DD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U70DF> \xDF\xDD |0

<U70F1> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U70F9> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U70FD> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7109> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U7114> \xB1\xEB |0

<U7119> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U711A> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U711C> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7121> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7126> \xBE\xC7 |0

<U7136> \xC1\xB3

 |0

<U713C> \xBE\xC6 |0
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<U7149> \xCE\xFB |0

<U714C> \xDF\xEA |0

<U714E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7155> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7156> \xDF\xEB |0

<U7159> \xB1\xEC |0

<U7162> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7164> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U7165> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7166> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U7167> \xBE\xC8 |0

<U7169> \xC8\xD1 |0

<U716C> \xDF\xEC |0

<U716E> \xBC\xD1 |0

<U717D> \xC0\xFA |0

<U7184> \xDF\xEF |0

<U7188> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U718A> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U718F> \xDF\xED |0

<U7194> \xCD\xD0 |0

<U7195> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U7199> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U719F> \xBD\xCF |0

<U71A8> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U71AC> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U71B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U71B9> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U71BE> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U71C3> \xC7\xB3 |0

<U71C8> \xC5\xF5 |0

<U71C9> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U71CE> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U71D0> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U71D2> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U71D4> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U71D5> \xB1\xED |0

<U71D7> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U71DF> \xD3\xDB |0

<U71E0> \xDF\xFA |0

<U71E5> \xC1\xE7 |0

<U71E6> \xBB\xB8 |0

<U71E7> \xDF\xFC |0

<U71EC> \xDF\xFB |0

<U71ED> \xBF\xA4 |0

<U71EE> \xD2\xD9 |0

<U71F5> \xDF\xFD |0

<U71F9> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U71FB> \xDF\xEE |0
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<U71FC> \xDF\xFE

 |0

<U71FF> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U7206> \xC7\xFA |0

<U720D> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U7210> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U721B> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U7228> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U722A> \xC4\xDE |0

<U722C> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U722D> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U7230> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U7232> \xE0\xAA |0

<U7235> \xBC\xDF |0

<U7236> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U723A> \xCC\xEC |0

<U723B> \xE0\xAB |0

<U723C> \xE0\xAC |0

<U723D> \xC1\xD6 |0

<U723E> \xBC\xA4 |0

<U723F> \xE0\xAD |0

<U7240> \xE0\xAE |0

<U7246> \xE0\xAF |0

<U7247> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U7248> \xC8\xC7 |0

<U724B> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U724C> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U7252> \xC4\xAD |0

<U7258> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U7259> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U725B> \xB5\xED |0

<U725D> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U725F> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7261> \xB2\xB4 |0

<U7262> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U7267> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U7269> \xCA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xC0\xB7 |0

<U7274> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U7279> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U727D> \xB8\xA3 |0

<U727E> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U7280> \xBA\xD4 |0

<U7281> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U7282> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7287> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U7292> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U7296> \xE0\xB8 |0
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<U72A0> \xB5\xBE |0

<U72A2> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U72A7> \xE0\xBA |0

<U72AC> \xB8\xA4

 |0

<U72AF> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U72B2> \xE0\xBC |0

<U72B6> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U72B9> \xE0\xBB |0

<U72C2> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U72C3> \xE0\xBD |0

<U72C4> \xE0\xBF |0

<U72C6> \xE0\xBE |0

<U72CE> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U72D0> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U72D2> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U72D7> \xB6\xE9 |0

<U72D9> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U72DB> \xB9\xFD |0

<U72E0> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U72E2> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U72E9> \xBC\xED |0

<U72EC> \xC6\xC8 |0

<U72ED> \xB6\xB9 |0

<U72F7> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U72F8> \xC3\xAC |0

<U72F9> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U72FC> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U72FD> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U730A> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U7316> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7317> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U731B> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U731C> \xE0\xCA |0

<U731D> \xE0\xCC |0

<U731F> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U7325> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xCF |0

<U732A> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U732B> \xC7\xAD |0

<U732E> \xB8\xA5 |0

<U732F> \xE0\xCE |0

<U7334> \xE0\xCD |0

<U7336> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U7337> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U733E> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U733F> \xB1\xEE |0
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<U7344> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U7345> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U734E> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U734F> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U7357> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U7363> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U7368> \xE0\xD7

 |0

<U736A> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U7370> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U7372> \xB3\xCD |0

<U7375> \xE0\xDA |0

<U7378> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U737A> \xE0\xDC |0

<U737B> \xE0\xDB |0

<U7384> \xB8\xBC |0

<U7387> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U7389> \xB6\xCC |0

<U738B> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U7396> \xB6\xEA |0

<U73A9> \xB4\xE1 |0

<U73B2> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U73B3> \xE0\xDE |0

<U73BB> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U73C0> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U73C2> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U73C8> \xE0\xDD |0

<U73CA> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U73CD> \xC4\xC1 |0

<U73CE> \xE0\xDF |0

<U73DE> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U73E0> \xBC\xEE |0

<U73E5> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U73EA> \xB7\xBE |0

<U73ED> \xC8\xC9 |0

<U73EE> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U73F1> \xE0\xFE |0

<U73F8> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U73FE> \xB8\xBD |0

<U7403> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U7405> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U7406> \xCD\xFD |0

<U7409> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U7422> \xC2\xF6 |0

<U7425> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U7432> \xE0\xEA |0

<U7433> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U7434> \xB6\xD7 |0
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<U7435> \xC8\xFC |0

<U7436> \xC7\xCA |0

<U743A> \xE0\xEB |0

<U743F> \xE0\xED |0

<U7441> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U7455> \xE0\xEC |0

<U7459> \xE0\xEF |0

<U745A> \xB8\xEA |0

<U745B> \xB1\xCD |0

<U745C> \xE0\xF1

 |0

<U745E> \xBF\xF0 |0

<U745F> \xE0\xEE |0

<U7460> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7463> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U7464> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U7469> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U746A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U746F> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U7470> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U7473> \xBA\xBC |0

<U7476> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U747E> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U7483> \xCD\xFE |0

<U748B> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U749E> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U74A2> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U74A7> \xE0\xFA |0

<U74B0> \xB4\xC4 |0

<U74BD> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U74CA> \xE0\xFB |0

<U74CF> \xE0\xFC |0

<U74D4> \xE0\xFD |0

<U74DC> \xB1\xBB |0

<U74E0> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U74E2> \xC9\xBB |0

<U74E3> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U74E6> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U74E7> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U74E9> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U74EE> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U74F0> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U74F1> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U74F2> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U74F6> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U74F7> \xE1\xAA |0

<U74F8> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U7503> \xE1\xAC |0
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<U7504> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7505> \xE1\xAD |0

<U750C> \xE1\xAE |0

<U750D> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U750E> \xE1\xAF |0

<U7511> \xB9\xF9 |0

<U7513> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U7515> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U7518> \xB4\xC5 |0

<U751A> \xBF\xD3 |0

<U751C> \xC5\xBC |0

<U751E> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U751F> \xC0\xB8

 |0

<U7523> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7525> \xB1\xF9 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U7528> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U752B> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U752C> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U7530> \xC5\xC4 |0

<U7531> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7532> \xB9\xC3 |0

<U7533> \xBF\xBD |0

<U7537> \xC3\xCB |0

<U7538> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U753A> \xC4\xAE |0

<U753B> \xB2\xE8 |0

<U753C> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U7544> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U7546> \xE1\xBC |0

<U7549> \xE1\xBA |0

<U754A> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U754B> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U754C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<U754D> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U754F> \xB0\xDA |0

<U7551> \xC8\xAA |0

<U7554> \xC8\xCA |0

<U7559> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U755A> \xE1\xBD |0

<U755B> \xE1\xBB |0

<U755C> \xC3\xDC |0

<U755D> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U7560> \xC8\xAB |0

<U7562> \xC9\xAD |0

<U7564> \xE1\xBF |0

<U7565> \xCE\xAC |0
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<U7566> \xB7\xCD |0

<U7567> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U7569> \xE1\xBE |0

<U756A> \xC8\xD6 |0

<U756B> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U756D> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7570> \xB0\xDB |0

<U7573> \xBE\xF6 |0

<U7574> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7576> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U7577> \xC6\xED |0

<U7578> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U757F> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U7582> \xE1\xCA |0

<U7586> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7587> \xE1\xC6

 |0

<U7589> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U758A> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U758B> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U758E> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U758F> \xC1\xC1 |0

<U7591> \xB5\xBF |0

<U7594> \xE1\xCB |0

<U759A> \xE1\xCC |0

<U759D> \xE1\xCD |0

<U75A3> \xE1\xCF |0

<U75A5> \xE1\xCE |0

<U75AB> \xB1\xD6 |0

<U75B1> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U75B2> \xC8\xE8 |0

<U75B3> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U75B5> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U75B8> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U75B9> \xBF\xBE |0

<U75BC> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U75BD> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U75BE> \xBC\xC0 |0

<U75C2> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U75C3> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U75C5> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U75C7> \xBE\xC9 |0

<U75CA> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U75CD> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U75D2> \xE1\xDA |0

<U75D4> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U75D5> \xBA\xAF |0

<U75D8> \xC5\xF7 |0
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<U75D9> \xE1\xDB |0

<U75DB> \xC4\xCB |0

<U75DE> \xE1\xDD |0

<U75E2> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U75E3> \xE1\xDC |0

<U75E9> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U75F0> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U75F2> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U75F3> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U75F4> \xC3\xD4 |0

<U75FA> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U75FC> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U75FE> \xE1\xDE |0

<U75FF> \xE1\xDF |0

<U7601> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U7609> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U760B> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U760D> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U761F> \xE1\xE9

 |0

<U7620> \xE1\xEB |0

<U7621> \xE1\xEC |0

<U7622> \xE1\xED |0

<U7624> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7627> \xE1\xEA |0

<U7630> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U7634> \xE1\xEF |0

<U763B> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U7642> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U7646> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U7647> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U7648> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U764C> \xB4\xE2 |0

<U7652> \xCC\xFE |0

<U7656> \xCA\xCA |0

<U7658> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U765C> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U7661> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U7662> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U7667> \xE1\xFC |0

<U7668> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U7669> \xE1\xFA |0

<U766A> \xE1\xFB |0

<U766C> \xE1\xFD |0

<U7670> \xE1\xFE |0

<U7672> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7676> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U7678> \xE2\xA3 |0
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<U767A> \xC8\xAF |0

<U767B> \xC5\xD0 |0

<U767C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U767D> \xC7\xF2 |0

<U767E> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7680> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U7683> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7684> \xC5\xAA |0

<U7686> \xB3\xA7 |0

<U7687> \xB9\xC4 |0

<U7688> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U768B> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U768E> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U7690> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U7693> \xE2\xAB |0

<U7696> \xE2\xAA |0

<U7699> \xE2\xAC |0

<U769A> \xE2\xAD |0

<U76AE> \xC8\xE9 |0

<U76B0> \xE2\xAE |0

<U76B4> \xE2\xAF |0

<U76B7> \xF3\xE9

 |0

<U76B8> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U76B9> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U76BA> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U76BF> \xBB\xAE |0

<U76C2> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U76C3> \xC7\xD6 |0

<U76C6> \xCB\xDF |0

<U76C8> \xB1\xCE |0

<U76CA> \xB1\xD7 |0

<U76CD> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U76D2> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U76D6> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U76D7> \xC5\xF0 |0

<U76DB> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U76DC> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U76DE> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U76DF> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U76E1> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U76E3> \xB4\xC6 |0

<U76E4> \xC8\xD7 |0

<U76E5> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U76E7> \xE2\xBA |0

<U76EA> \xE2\xBB |0

<U76EE> \xCC\xDC |0

<U76F2> \xCC\xD5 |0
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<U76F4> \xC4\xBE |0

<U76F8> \xC1\xEA |0

<U76FB> \xE2\xBD |0

<U76FE> \xBD\xE2 |0

<U7701> \xBE\xCA |0

<U7704> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U7707> \xE2\xBF |0

<U7708> \xE2\xBE |0

<U7709> \xC8\xFD |0

<U770B> \xB4\xC7 |0

<U770C> \xB8\xA9 |0

<U771B> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U771E> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U771F> \xBF\xBF |0

<U7720> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7724> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U7725> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U7726> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U7729> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U7737> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U7738> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U773A> \xC4\xAF |0

<U773C> \xB4\xE3 |0

<U7740> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7747> \xE2\xC9

 |0

<U775A> \xE2\xCA |0

<U775B> \xE2\xCD |0

<U7761> \xBF\xE7 |0

<U7763> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U7765> \xE2\xCE |0

<U7766> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U7768> \xE2\xCB |0

<U776B> \xE2\xCC |0

<U7779> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U777E> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U777F> \xE2\xCF |0

<U778B> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U778E> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U7791> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U779E> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U77A0> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U77A5> \xCA\xCD |0

<U77AC> \xBD\xD6 |0

<U77AD> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U77B0> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U77B3> \xC6\xB7 |0

<U77B6> \xE2\xD8 |0
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<U77B9> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U77BB> \xE2\xDD |0

<U77BC> \xE2\xDB |0

<U77BD> \xE2\xDC |0

<U77BF> \xE2\xDA |0

<U77C7> \xE2\xDE |0

<U77CD> \xE2\xDF |0

<U77D7> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U77DA> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U77DB> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U77DC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U77E2> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U77E3> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U77E5> \xC3\xCE |0

<U77E7> \xC7\xEA |0

<U77E9> \xB6\xEB |0

<U77ED> \xC3\xBB |0

<U77EE> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U77EF> \xB6\xBA |0

<U77F3> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U77FC> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U7802> \xBA\xBD |0

<U780C> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U7812> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U7814> \xB8\xA6 |0

<U7815> \xBA\xD5 |0

<U7820> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U7825> \xC5\xD6

 |0

<U7826> \xBA\xD6 |0

<U7827> \xB5\xCE |0

<U7832> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U7834> \xC7\xCB |0

<U783A> \xC5\xD7 |0

<U783F> \xB9\xDC |0

<U7845> \xE2\xEB |0

<U785D> \xBE\xCB |0

<U786B> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U786C> \xB9\xC5 |0

<U786F> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U7872> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U7874> \xE2\xED |0

<U787C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U7881> \xB8\xEB |0

<U7886> \xE2\xEE |0

<U7887> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U788C> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U788D> \xB3\xB7 |0
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<U788E> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7891> \xC8\xEA |0

<U7893> \xB1\xB0 |0

<U7895> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7897> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U789A> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U78A3> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U78A7> \xCA\xCB |0

<U78A9> \xC0\xD9 |0

<U78AA> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U78AF> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U78B5> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U78BA> \xB3\xCE |0

<U78BC> \xE2\xFB |0

<U78BE> \xE2\xFA |0

<U78C1> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U78C5> \xE2\xFC |0

<U78C6> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U78CA> \xE2\xFD |0

<U78CB> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U78D0> \xC8\xD8 |0

<U78D1> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U78D4> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U78DA> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U78E7> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U78E8> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U78EC> \xE2\xFE |0

<U78EF> \xB0\xEB |0

<U78F4> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U78FD> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U7901> \xBE\xCC

 |0

<U7907> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U790E> \xC1\xC3 |0

<U7911> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7912> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U7919> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U7926> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U792A> \xE2\xEA |0

<U792B> \xE3\xAA |0

<U792C> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U793A> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U793C> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U793E> \xBC\xD2 |0

<U7940> \xE3\xAB |0

<U7941> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U7947> \xB5\xC0 |0

<U7948> \xB5\xA7 |0
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<U7949> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U7950> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U7953> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7955> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U7956> \xC1\xC4 |0

<U7957> \xE3\xAD |0

<U795A> \xE3\xAF |0

<U795D> \xBD\xCB |0

<U795E> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U795F> \xE3\xAE |0

<U7960> \xE3\xAC |0

<U7962> \xC7\xAA |0

<U7965> \xBE\xCD |0

<U7968> \xC9\xBC |0

<U796D> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U7977> \xC5\xF8 |0

<U797A> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U797F> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U7980> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U7981> \xB6\xD8 |0

<U7984> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7985> \xC1\xB5 |0

<U798A> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U798D> \xB2\xD2 |0

<U798E> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U798F> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U799D> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U79A6> \xB5\xFA |0

<U79A7> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U79AA> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U79AE> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U79B0> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U79B3> \xE3\xBA |0

<U79B9> \xE3\xBB

 |0

<U79BA> \xE3\xBC |0

<U79BD> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U79BE> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U79BF> \xC6\xC5 |0

<U79C0> \xBD\xA8 |0

<U79C1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U79C9> \xE3\xBD |0

<U79CB> \xBD\xA9 |0

<U79D1> \xB2\xCA |0

<U79D2> \xC9\xC3 |0

<U79D5> \xE3\xBE |0

<U79D8> \xC8\xEB |0

<U79DF> \xC1\xC5 |0
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<U79E1> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U79E3> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U79E4> \xC7\xE9 |0

<U79E6> \xBF\xC1 |0

<U79E7> \xE3\xBF |0

<U79E9> \xC3\xE1 |0

<U79EC> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U79F0> \xBE\xCE |0

<U79FB> \xB0\xDC |0

<U7A00> \xB5\xA9 |0

<U7A08> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U7A0B> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U7A0D> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U7A0E> \xC0\xC7 |0

<U7A14> \xCC\xAD |0

<U7A17> \xC9\xA3 |0

<U7A18> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U7A19> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U7A1A> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U7A1C> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U7A1F> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U7A20> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7A2E> \xBC\xEF |0

<U7A31> \xE3\xCA |0

<U7A32> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U7A37> \xE3\xCD |0

<U7A3B> \xE3\xCB |0

<U7A3C> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U7A3D> \xB7\xCE |0

<U7A3E> \xE3\xCC |0

<U7A3F> \xB9\xC6 |0

<U7A40> \xB9\xF2 |0

<U7A42> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7A43> \xE3\xCE |0

<U7A46> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U7A49> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U7A4D> \xC0\xD1

 |0

<U7A4E> \xB1\xCF |0

<U7A4F> \xB2\xBA |0

<U7A50> \xB0\xAC |0

<U7A57> \xE3\xCF |0

<U7A61> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U7A62> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U7A63> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U7A69> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U7A6B> \xB3\xCF |0

<U7A70> \xE3\xD5 |0
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<U7A74> \xB7\xEA |0

<U7A76> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U7A79> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U7A7A> \xB6\xF5 |0

<U7A7D> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U7A7F> \xC0\xFC |0

<U7A81> \xC6\xCD |0

<U7A83> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7A84> \xBA\xF5 |0

<U7A88> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7A92> \xC3\xE2 |0

<U7A93> \xC1\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xE3\xDA |0

<U7A96> \xE3\xDC |0

<U7A97> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7A98> \xE3\xDB |0

<U7A9F> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U7AA9> \xE3\xDD |0

<U7AAA> \xB7\xA6 |0

<U7AAE> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U7AAF> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U7AB0> \xE3\xDF |0

<U7AB6> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U7ABA> \xB1\xAE |0

<U7ABF> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U7AC3> \xB3\xF6 |0

<U7AC4> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U7AC5> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U7AC7> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U7AC8> \xE3\xDE |0

<U7ACA> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U7ACB> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U7ACD> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U7ACF> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U7AD2> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U7AD3> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7AD5> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7AD9> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7ADA> \xE3\xEC |0

<U7ADC> \xCE\xB5

 |0

<U7ADD> \xE3\xED |0

<U7ADF> \xF0\xEF |0

<U7AE0> \xBE\xCF |0

<U7AE1> \xE3\xEE |0

<U7AE2> \xE3\xEF |0

<U7AE3> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U7AE5> \xC6\xB8 |0
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<U7AE6> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U7AEA> \xC3\xA8 |0

<U7AED> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U7AEF> \xC3\xBC |0

<U7AF0> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U7AF6> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U7AF8> \xD1\xBF |0

<U7AF9> \xC3\xDD |0

<U7AFA> \xBC\xB3 |0

<U7AFF> \xB4\xC8 |0

<U7B02> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U7B04> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U7B06> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U7B08> \xB5\xE8 |0

<U7B0A> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U7B0B> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U7B0F> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U7B11> \xBE\xD0 |0

<U7B18> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U7B19> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U7B1B> \xC5\xAB |0

<U7B1E> \xE3\xFA |0

<U7B20> \xB3\xDE |0

<U7B25> \xBF\xDA |0

<U7B26> \xC9\xE4 |0

<U7B28> \xE3\xFC |0

<U7B2C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U7B33> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U7B35> \xE3\xFB |0

<U7B36> \xE3\xFD |0

<U7B39> \xBA\xFB |0

<U7B45> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U7B46> \xC9\xAE |0

<U7B48> \xC8\xA6 |0

<U7B49> \xC5\xF9 |0

<U7B4B> \xB6\xDA |0

<U7B4C> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U7B4D> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U7B4F> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U7B50> \xE3\xFE |0

<U7B51> \xC3\xDE |0

<U7B52> \xC5\xFB |0

<U7B54> \xC5\xFA

 |0

<U7B56> \xBA\xF6 |0

<U7B5D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U7B65> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U7B67> \xE4\xAA |0
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<U7B6C> \xE4\xAD |0

<U7B6E> \xE4\xAE |0

<U7B70> \xE4\xAB |0

<U7B71> \xE4\xAC |0

<U7B74> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U7B75> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U7B7A> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U7B86> \xCA\xCF |0

<U7B87> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U7B8B> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U7B8D> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U7B8F> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U7B92> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U7B94> \xC7\xF3 |0

<U7B95> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U7B97> \xBB\xBB |0

<U7B98> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U7B99> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U7B9A> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U7B9C> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U7B9D> \xE4\xAF |0

<U7B9F> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U7BA1> \xB4\xC9 |0

<U7BAA> \xC3\xBD |0

<U7BAD> \xC0\xFD |0

<U7BB1> \xC8\xA2 |0

<U7BB4> \xE4\xBE |0

<U7BB8> \xC8\xA4 |0

<U7BC0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<U7BC1> \xE4\xBB |0

<U7BC4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U7BC6> \xE4\xBF |0

<U7BC7> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U7BC9> \xC3\xDB |0

<U7BCB> \xE4\xBA |0

<U7BCC> \xE4\xBC |0

<U7BCF> \xE4\xBD |0

<U7BDD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U7BE0> \xBC\xC4 |0

<U7BE4> \xC6\xC6 |0

<U7BE5> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U7BE6> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U7BE9> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U7BED> \xCF\xB6 |0

<U7BF3> \xE4\xCA |0

<U7BF6> \xE4\xCE

 |0

<U7BF7> \xE4\xCB |0
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<U7C00> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U7C07> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U7C0D> \xE4\xCD |0

<U7C11> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U7C12> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U7C13> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U7C14> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U7C17> \xE4\xCC |0

<U7C1F> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U7C21> \xB4\xCA |0

<U7C23> \xE4\xCF |0

<U7C27> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U7C2A> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7C2B> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U7C37> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U7C38> \xC8\xF6 |0

<U7C3D> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U7C3E> \xCE\xFC |0

<U7C3F> \xCA\xED |0

<U7C40> \xE4\xDA |0

<U7C43> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U7C4C> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U7C4D> \xC0\xD2 |0

<U7C4F> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U7C50> \xE4\xDB |0

<U7C54> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U7C56> \xE4\xDF |0

<U7C58> \xE4\xDC |0

<U7C5F> \xE4\xDD |0

<U7C60> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U7C64> \xE4\xDE |0

<U7C65> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U7C6C> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U7C73> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U7C75> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U7C7E> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U7C81> \xB6\xCE |0

<U7C82> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U7C83> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U7C89> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U7C8B> \xBF\xE8 |0

<U7C8D> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U7C90> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U7C92> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7C95> \xC7\xF4 |0

<U7C97> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7C98> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U7C9B> \xBD\xCD |0
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<U7C9F> \xB0\xC0

 |0

<U7CA1> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U7CA2> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U7CA4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U7CA5> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7CA7> \xBE\xD1 |0

<U7CA8> \xE4\xEA |0

<U7CAB> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U7CAD> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U7CAE> \xE4\xEE |0

<U7CB1> \xE4\xED |0

<U7CB2> \xE4\xEC |0

<U7CB3> \xE4\xEB |0

<U7CB9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U7CBD> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U7CBE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7CC0> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U7CC2> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U7CC5> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U7CCA> \xB8\xD2 |0

<U7CCE> \xC1\xB8 |0

<U7CD2> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U7CD6> \xC5\xFC |0

<U7CD8> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U7CDC> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U7CDE> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U7CDF> \xC1\xEC |0

<U7CE0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<U7CE2> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U7CE7> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7CEF> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U7CF2> \xE4\xFA |0

<U7CF4> \xE4\xFB |0

<U7CF6> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7CF8> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U7CFA> \xE4\xFD |0

<U7CFB> \xB7\xCF |0

<U7CFE> \xB5\xEA |0

<U7D00> \xB5\xAA |0

<U7D02> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U7D04> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U7D05> \xB9\xC8 |0

<U7D06> \xE4\xFE |0

<U7D0A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U7D0B> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7D0D> \xC7\xBC |0

<U7D10> \xC9\xB3 |0
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<U7D14> \xBD\xE3 |0

<U7D15> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U7D17> \xBC\xD3 |0

<U7D18> \xB9\xC9

 |0

<U7D19> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U7D1A> \xB5\xE9 |0

<U7D1B> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U7D1C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7D20> \xC1\xC7 |0

<U7D21> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U7D22> \xBA\xF7 |0

<U7D2B> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U7D2C> \xC4\xDD |0

<U7D2E> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U7D2F> \xCE\xDF |0

<U7D30> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U7D32> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U7D33> \xBF\xC2 |0

<U7D35> \xE5\xAA |0

<U7D39> \xBE\xD2 |0

<U7D3A> \xBA\xB0 |0

<U7D3F> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U7D42> \xBD\xAA |0

<U7D43> \xB8\xBE |0

<U7D44> \xC1\xC8 |0

<U7D45> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U7D46> \xE5\xAB |0

<U7D4B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U7D4C> \xB7\xD0 |0

<U7D4E> \xE5\xAE |0

<U7D4F> \xE5\xB2 |0

<U7D50> \xB7\xEB |0

<U7D56> \xE5\xAD |0

<U7D5B> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U7D5E> \xB9\xCA |0

<U7D61> \xCD\xED |0

<U7D62> \xB0\xBC |0

<U7D63> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D66> \xB5\xEB |0

<U7D68> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U7D6E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U7D71> \xC5\xFD |0

<U7D72> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7D73> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7D75> \xB3\xA8 |0

<U7D76> \xC0\xE4 |0

<U7D79> \xB8\xA8 |0
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<U7D7D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7D89> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U7D8F> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U7D99> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U7D9A> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U7D9B> \xE5\xB9

 |0

<U7D9C> \xC1\xEE |0

<U7D9F> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U7DA2> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U7DA3> \xE5\xBC |0

<U7DAB> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U7DAC> \xBC\xFA |0

<U7DAD> \xB0\xDD |0

<U7DAE> \xE5\xBB |0

<U7DAF> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U7DB0> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U7DB1> \xB9\xCB |0

<U7DB2> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U7DB4> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U7DB5> \xE5\xBD |0

<U7DB8> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U7DBA> \xE5\xBA |0

<U7DBB> \xC3\xBE |0

<U7DBD> \xE5\xBF |0

<U7DBE> \xB0\xBD |0

<U7DBF> \xCC\xCA |0

<U7DC7> \xE5\xBE |0

<U7DCA> \xB6\xDB |0

<U7DCB> \xC8\xEC |0

<U7DCF> \xC1\xED |0

<U7DD1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U7DD2> \xBD\xEF |0

<U7DD5> \xE5\xEE |0

<U7DD8> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7DDA> \xC0\xFE |0

<U7DDC> \xE5\xC4 |0

<U7DDD> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U7DDE> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7DE0> \xC4\xF9 |0

<U7DE1> \xE5\xCE |0

<U7DE4> \xE5\xCA |0

<U7DE8> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U7DE9> \xB4\xCB |0

<U7DEC> \xCC\xCB |0

<U7DEF> \xB0\xDE |0

<U7DF2> \xE5\xCD |0
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<U7DF4> \xCE\xFD |0

<U7DFB> \xE5\xCC |0

<U7E01> \xB1\xEF |0

<U7E04> \xC6\xEC |0

<U7E05> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7E09> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U7E0A> \xE5\xD0 |0

<U7E0B> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U7E12> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U7E1B> \xC7\xFB

 |0

<U7E1E> \xBC\xCA |0

<U7E1F> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U7E21> \xE5\xD2 |0

<U7E22> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U7E23> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U7E26> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U7E2B> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U7E2E> \xBD\xCC |0

<U7E31> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U7E32> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U7E35> \xE5\xDC |0

<U7E37> \xE5\xDF |0

<U7E39> \xE5\xDD |0

<U7E3A> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U7E3B> \xE5\xDB |0

<U7E3D> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U7E3E> \xC0\xD3 |0

<U7E41> \xC8\xCB |0

<U7E43> \xE5\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U7E4A> \xC1\xA1 |0

<U7E4B> \xB7\xD2 |0

<U7E4D> \xBD\xAB |0

<U7E54> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U7E55> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U7E56> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U7E59> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U7E5A> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U7E5D> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U7E5E> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U7E66> \xE5\xDA |0

<U7E67> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U7E69> \xE5\xEA |0

<U7E6A> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U7E6D> \xCB\xFA |0

<U7E70> \xB7\xAB |0

<U7E79> \xE5\xE8 |0
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<U7E7B> \xE5\xEC |0

<U7E7C> \xE5\xEB |0

<U7E7D> \xE5\xEF |0

<U7E7F> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7E82> \xBB\xBC |0

<U7E83> \xE5\xED |0

<U7E88> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U7E89> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U7E8E> \xE5\xFA |0

<U7E8F> \xC5\xBB |0

<U7E90> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U7E92> \xE5\xF5

 |0

<U7E93> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U7E94> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U7E96> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U7E9B> \xE5\xFB |0

<U7E9C> \xE5\xFC |0

<U7F36> \xB4\xCC |0

<U7F38> \xE5\xFD |0

<U7F3A> \xE5\xFE |0

<U7F45> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U7F4C> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U7F4D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U7F4E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U7F50> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U7F51> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7F54> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U7F55> \xE6\xA7 |0

<U7F58> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U7F5F> \xE6\xAA |0

<U7F60> \xE6\xAB |0

<U7F67> \xE6\xAE |0

<U7F68> \xE6\xAC |0

<U7F69> \xE6\xAD |0

<U7F6A> \xBA\xE1 |0

<U7F6B> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U7F6E> \xC3\xD6 |0

<U7F70> \xC8\xB3 |0

<U7F72> \xBD\xF0 |0

<U7F75> \xC7\xCD |0

<U7F77> \xC8\xED |0

<U7F78> \xE6\xAF |0

<U7F79> \xD8\xED |0

<U7F82> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U7F83> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U7F85> \xCD\xE5 |0
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<U7F86> \xE6\xB1 |0

<U7F87> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U7F88> \xE6\xB3 |0

<U7F8A> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U7F8C> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U7F8E> \xC8\xFE |0

<U7F94> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U7F9A> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U7F9D> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U7F9E> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U7FA3> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<U7FA8> \xC1\xA2 |0

<U7FA9> \xB5\xC1 |0

<U7FAE> \xE6\xBE |0

<U7FAF> \xE6\xBB

 |0

<U7FB2> \xE6\xBC |0

<U7FB6> \xE6\xBF |0

<U7FB8> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U7FB9> \xE6\xBD |0

<U7FBD> \xB1\xA9 |0

<U7FC1> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U7FC5> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U7FC6> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U7FCA> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U7FCC> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U7FD2> \xBD\xAC |0

<U7FD4> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U7FD5> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U7FE0> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U7FE1> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U7FE6> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U7FE9> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U7FEB> \xB4\xE5 |0

<U7FF0> \xB4\xCD |0

<U7FF3> \xE6\xCA |0

<U7FF9> \xE6\xCB |0

<U7FFB> \xCB\xDD |0

<U7FFC> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U8000> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U8001> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U8003> \xB9\xCD |0

<U8004> \xE6\xCE |0

<U8005> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U8006> \xE6\xCD |0

<U800B> \xE6\xCF |0

<U800C> \xBC\xA9 |0
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<U8010> \xC2\xD1 |0

<U8012> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U8015> \xB9\xCC |0

<U8017> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U8018> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U8019> \xE6\xD2 |0

<U801C> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U8021> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U8028> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U8033> \xBC\xAA |0

<U8036> \xCC\xED |0

<U803B> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U803D> \xC3\xBF |0

<U803F> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U8046> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U804A> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U8052> \xE6\xDA |0

<U8056> \xC0\xBB |0

<U8058> \xE6\xDB

 |0

<U805A> \xE6\xDC |0

<U805E> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U805F> \xE6\xDD |0

<U8061> \xC1\xEF |0

<U8062> \xE6\xDE |0

<U8068> \xE6\xDF |0

<U806F> \xCE\xFE |0

<U8070> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8072> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U8073> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U8074> \xC4\xB0 |0

<U8076> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8077> \xBF\xA6 |0

<U8079> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U807D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U807E> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U807F> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U8084> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U8085> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U8086> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U8087> \xC8\xA5 |0

<U8089> \xC6\xF9 |0

<U808B> \xCF\xBE |0

<U808C> \xC8\xA9 |0

<U8093> \xE6\xEB |0

<U8096> \xBE\xD3 |0

<U8098> \xC9\xAA |0

<U809A> \xE6\xEC |0
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<U809B> \xE6\xEA |0

<U809D> \xB4\xCE |0

<U80A1> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U80A2> \xBB\xE8 |0

<U80A5> \xC8\xEE |0

<U80A9> \xB8\xAA |0

<U80AA> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U80AC> \xE6\xEF |0

<U80AD> \xE6\xED |0

<U80AF> \xB9\xCE |0

<U80B1> \xB9\xCF |0

<U80B2> \xB0\xE9 |0

<U80B4> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U80BA> \xC7\xD9 |0

<U80C3> \xB0\xDF |0

<U80C4> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U80C6> \xC3\xC0 |0

<U80CC> \xC7\xD8 |0

<U80CE> \xC2\xDB |0

<U80D6> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U80D9> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U80DA> \xE6\xF5

 |0

<U80DB> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U80DD> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U80DE> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U80E1> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U80E4> \xB0\xFD |0

<U80E5> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U80EF> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U80F1> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U80F4> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U80F8> \xB6\xBB |0

<U80FC> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U80FD> \xC7\xBD |0

<U8102> \xBB\xE9 |0

<U8105> \xB6\xBC |0

<U8106> \xC0\xC8 |0

<U8107> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8108> \xCC\xAE |0

<U8109> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U810A> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U811A> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U811B> \xE6\xFA |0

<U8123> \xE6\xFC |0

<U8129> \xE6\xFB |0

<U812F> \xE6\xFD |0

<U8131> \xC3\xA6 |0
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<U8133> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8139> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U813E> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U8146> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U814B> \xE6\xFE |0

<U814E> \xBF\xD5 |0

<U8150> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U8151> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U8153> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U8154> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U8155> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U815F> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U8165> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U8166> \xE7\xAA |0

<U816B> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U816E> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8170> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U8171> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U8174> \xE7\xAB |0

<U8178> \xC4\xB2 |0

<U8179> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U817A> \xC1\xA3 |0

<U817F> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8180> \xE7\xAF |0

<U8182> \xE7\xB0

 |0

<U8183> \xE7\xAC |0

<U8188> \xE7\xAD |0

<U818A> \xE7\xAE |0

<U818F> \xB9\xD1 |0

<U8193> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U8195> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U819A> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U819C> \xCB\xEC |0

<U819D> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U81A0> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U81A3> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U81A4> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U81A8> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U81A9> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U81B0> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U81B3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U81B5> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U81B8> \xE7\xBB |0

<U81BA> \xE7\xBF |0

<U81BD> \xE7\xBC |0

<U81BE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U81BF> \xC7\xBF |0
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<U81C0> \xE7\xBD |0

<U81C2> \xE7\xBE |0

<U81C6> \xB2\xB2 |0

<U81C8> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U81C9> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U81CD> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U81D1> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U81D3> \xC2\xA1 |0

<U81D8> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U81D9> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U81DA> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U81DF> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U81E0> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U81E3> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U81E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U81E7> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U81E8> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U81EA> \xBC\xAB |0

<U81ED> \xBD\xAD |0

<U81F3> \xBB\xEA |0

<U81F4> \xC3\xD7 |0

<U81FA> \xE7\xCA |0

<U81FB> \xE7\xCB |0

<U81FC> \xB1\xB1 |0

<U81FE> \xE7\xCC |0

<U8201> \xE7\xCD |0

<U8202> \xE7\xCE |0

<U8205> \xE7\xCF

 |0

<U8207> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U8208> \xB6\xBD |0

<U8209> \xDA\xAA |0

<U820A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U820C> \xC0\xE5 |0

<U820D> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U820E> \xBC\xCB |0

<U8210> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U8212> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U8216> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U8217> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8218> \xB4\xDC |0

<U821B> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U821C> \xBD\xD8 |0

<U821E> \xC9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xBD\xAE |0

<U8229> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U822A> \xB9\xD2 |0

<U822B> \xE7\xD6 |0
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<U822C> \xC8\xCC |0

<U822E> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U8233> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U8235> \xC2\xC9 |0

<U8236> \xC7\xF5 |0

<U8237> \xB8\xBF |0

<U8238> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U8239> \xC1\xA5 |0

<U8240> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U8247> \xC4\xFA |0

<U8258> \xE7\xDB |0

<U8259> \xE7\xDA |0

<U825A> \xE7\xDD |0

<U825D> \xE7\xDC |0

<U825F> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8262> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U8264> \xE7\xDF |0

<U8266> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8268> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U826A> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U826B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U826E> \xBA\xB1 |0

<U826F> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U8271> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U8272> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U8276> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U8277> \xE7\xE6 |0

<U8278> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U827E> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U828B> \xB0\xF2 |0

<U828D> \xE7\xE9

 |0

<U8292> \xE7\xEA |0

<U8299> \xC9\xE7 |0

<U829D> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U829F> \xE7\xEC |0

<U82A5> \xB3\xA9 |0

<U82A6> \xB0\xB2 |0

<U82AB> \xE7\xEB |0

<U82AC> \xE7\xEE |0

<U82AD> \xC7\xCE |0

<U82AF> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U82B1> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U82B3> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U82B8> \xB7\xDD |0

<U82B9> \xB6\xDC |0

<U82BB> \xE7\xED |0

<U82BD> \xB2\xEA |0
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<U82C5> \xB4\xA3 |0

<U82D1> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U82D2> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U82D3> \xCE\xEA |0

<U82D4> \xC2\xDD |0

<U82D7> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U82D9> \xE7\xFE |0

<U82DB> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U82DC> \xE7\xFC |0

<U82DE> \xE7\xFA |0

<U82DF> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U82E1> \xE7\xEF |0

<U82E3> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U82E5> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U82E6> \xB6\xEC |0

<U82E7> \xC3\xF7 |0

<U82EB> \xC6\xD1 |0

<U82F1> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U82F3> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U82F4> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U82F9> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U82FA> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U82FB> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U8302> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U8303> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U8304> \xB2\xD8 |0

<U8305> \xB3\xFD |0

<U8306> \xE7\xFB |0

<U8309> \xE7\xFD |0

<U830E> \xB7\xD4 |0

<U8316> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U8317> \xE8\xAC |0

<U8318> \xE8\xAD |0

<U831C> \xB0\xAB

 |0

<U8323> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U8328> \xB0\xF1 |0

<U832B> \xE8\xAB |0

<U832F> \xE8\xAA |0

<U8331> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8332> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U8334> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U8335> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U8336> \xC3\xE3 |0

<U8338> \xC2\xFB |0

<U8339> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U8340> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8345> \xE8\xA9 |0
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<U8349> \xC1\xF0 |0

<U834A> \xB7\xD5 |0

<U834F> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U8350> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U8352> \xB9\xD3 |0

<U8358> \xC1\xF1 |0

<U8373> \xE8\xBA |0

<U8375> \xE8\xBB |0

<U8377> \xB2\xD9 |0

<U837B> \xB2\xAE |0

<U837C> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U8385> \xE8\xAE |0

<U8387> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U8389> \xE8\xBD |0

<U838A> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U838E> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U8393> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U8396> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U839A> \xE8\xAF |0

<U839E> \xB4\xD0 |0

<U839F> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U83A0> \xE8\xBC |0

<U83A2> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U83A8> \xE8\xBE |0

<U83AA> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U83AB> \xC7\xFC |0

<U83B1> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U83B5> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U83BD> \xE8\xCF |0

<U83C1> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U83C5> \xBF\xFB |0

<U83CA> \xB5\xC6 |0

<U83CC> \xB6\xDD |0

<U83CE> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U83D3> \xB2\xDB |0

<U83D6> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U83D8> \xE8\xC5

 |0

<U83DC> \xBA\xDA |0

<U83DF> \xC5\xD1 |0

<U83E0> \xE8\xCA |0

<U83E9> \xCA\xEE |0

<U83EB> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U83EF> \xB2\xDA |0

<U83F0> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U83F1> \xC9\xA9 |0

<U83F2> \xE8\xCB |0

<U83F4> \xE8\xBF |0
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<U83F7> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U83FB> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U83FD> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U8403> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8404> \xC6\xBA |0

<U8407> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U840B> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U840C> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U840D> \xE8\xCC |0

<U840E> \xB0\xE0 |0

<U8413> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U8420> \xE8\xCE |0

<U8422> \xE8\xCD |0

<U8429> \xC7\xEB |0

<U842A> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U842C> \xE8\xDF |0

<U8431> \xB3\xFE |0

<U8435> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U8438> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U843C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U843D> \xCD\xEE |0

<U8446> \xE8\xDE |0

<U8449> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U844E> \xCE\xAA |0

<U8457> \xC3\xF8 |0

<U845B> \xB3\xEB |0

<U8461> \xC9\xF2 |0

<U8462> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U8463> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U8466> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U8469> \xE8\xDD |0

<U846B> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xC1\xF2 |0

<U846D> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U846E> \xE8\xDB |0

<U846F> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U8471> \xC7\xAC |0

<U8475> \xB0\xAA |0

<U8477> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U8479> \xE8\xE1

 |0

<U847A> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U8482> \xE8\xDC |0

<U8484> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U848B> \xBE\xD5 |0

<U8490> \xBD\xAF |0

<U8494> \xBC\xAC |0

<U8499> \xCC\xD8 |0
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<U849C> \xC9\xC7 |0

<U849F> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U84A1> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U84AD> \xE8\xDA |0

<U84B2> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U84B8> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U84B9> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U84BB> \xE8\xEA |0

<U84BC> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U84BF> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U84C1> \xE8\xED |0

<U84C4> \xC3\xDF |0

<U84C6> \xE8\xEE |0

<U84C9> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U84CA> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U84CB> \xB3\xB8 |0

<U84CD> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U84D0> \xE8\xEC |0

<U84D1> \xCC\xAC |0

<U84D6> \xE8\xEF |0

<U84D9> \xE8\xE8 |0

<U84DA> \xE8\xEB |0

<U84EC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U84EE> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U84F4> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U84FC> \xE8\xFA |0

<U84FF> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U8500> \xBC\xC3 |0

<U8506> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U8511> \xCA\xCE |0

<U8513> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U8514> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U8515> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U8517> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U8518> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U851A> \xB1\xB6 |0

<U851F> \xE8\xF7 |0

<U8521> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U8526> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U852C> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U852D> \xB0\xFE |0

<U8535> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U853D> \xCA\xC3

 |0

<U8540> \xE8\xFB |0

<U8541> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U8543> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U8548> \xE8\xFE |0
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<U8549> \xBE\xD6 |0

<U854A> \xBC\xC9 |0

<U854B> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U854E> \xB6\xBE |0

<U8555> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U8557> \xC9\xF9 |0

<U8558> \xE8\xFD |0

<U855A> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U8563> \xE8\xFC |0

<U8568> \xCF\xCF |0

<U8569> \xC6\xA2 |0

<U856A> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U856D> \xE9\xAB |0

<U8577> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U857E> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U8580> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8584> \xC7\xF6 |0

<U8587> \xE9\xAF |0

<U8588> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U858A> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8590> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U8591> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U8594> \xE9\xAC |0

<U8597> \xB1\xF2 |0

<U8599> \xC6\xE5 |0

<U859B> \xE9\xAD |0

<U859C> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U85A4> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U85A6> \xC1\xA6 |0

<U85A8> \xE9\xAA |0

<U85A9> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U85AA> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U85AB> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U85AC> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U85AE> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U85AF> \xBD\xF2 |0

<U85B9> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U85BA> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U85C1> \xCF\xCE |0

<U85C9> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U85CD> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U85CF> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U85D0> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U85DC> \xE9\xBC |0

<U85DD> \xE9\xBA

 |0

<U85E4> \xC6\xA3 |0
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<U85E5> \xE9\xBB |0

<U85E9> \xC8\xCD |0

<U85EA> \xE9\xAE |0

<U85F7> \xBD\xF3 |0

<U85F9> \xE9\xBD |0

<U85FA> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U85FB> \xC1\xF4 |0

<U85FE> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U8602> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U8606> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U8607> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U860A> \xE9\xBE |0

<U860B> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U8613> \xE9\xBF |0

<U8616> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U8617> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U8622> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U862D> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U862F> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8630> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U863F> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U864D> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U864E> \xB8\xD7 |0

<U8650> \xB5\xD4 |0

<U8654> \xE9\xCA |0

<U8655> \xD1\xDD |0

<U865A> \xB5\xF5 |0

<U865C> \xCE\xBA |0

<U865E> \xB6\xF3 |0

<U865F> \xE9\xCB |0

<U8667> \xE9\xCC |0

<U866B> \xC3\xEE |0

<U8671> \xE9\xCD |0

<U8679> \xC6\xFA |0

<U867B> \xB0\xBA |0

<U868A> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U868B> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U868C> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U8693> \xE9\xCE |0

<U8695> \xBB\xBD |0

<U86A3> \xE9\xCF |0

<U86A4> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U86A9> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U86AA> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U86AB> \xE9\xDB |0

<U86AF> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U86B0> \xE9\xD8 |0
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<U86B6> \xE9\xD4

 |0

<U86C4> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U86C6> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U86C7> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U86C9> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U86CB> \xC3\xC1 |0

<U86CD> \xB7\xD6 |0

<U86CE> \xB3\xC2 |0

<U86D4> \xE9\xDC |0

<U86D9> \xB3\xBF |0

<U86DB> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U86DE> \xE9\xDD |0

<U86DF> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U86E4> \xC8\xBA |0

<U86E9> \xE9\xDE |0

<U86EC> \xE9\xDF |0

<U86ED> \xC9\xC8 |0

<U86EE> \xC8\xDA |0

<U86EF> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U86F8> \xC2\xFD |0

<U86F9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U86FB> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U86FE> \xB2\xEB |0

<U8700> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8702> \xCB\xAA |0

<U8703> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U8706> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U8708> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U8709> \xE9\xEA |0

<U870A> \xE9\xED |0

<U870D> \xE9\xEB |0

<U8711> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U8712> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U8718> \xC3\xD8 |0

<U871A> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U871C> \xCC\xAA |0

<U8725> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8729> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8734> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8737> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U873B> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U873F> \xE9\xEF |0

<U8749> \xC0\xE6 |0

<U874B> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U874C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U874E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8753> \xEA\xA1 |0
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<U8755> \xBF\xAA |0

<U8757> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8759> \xE9\xFE |0

<U875F> \xE9\xF6

 |0

<U8760> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U8763> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8766> \xB2\xDC |0

<U8768> \xE9\xFC |0

<U876A> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U876E> \xE9\xFD |0

<U8774> \xE9\xFA |0

<U8776> \xC4\xB3 |0

<U8778> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U877F> \xC7\xE8 |0

<U8782> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U878D> \xCD\xBB |0

<U879F> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U87A2> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U87AB> \xEA\xAE |0

<U87AF> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U87B3> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U87BA> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U87BB> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U87BD> \xEA\xAA |0

<U87C0> \xEA\xAB |0

<U87C4> \xEA\xAF |0

<U87C6> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U87C7> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U87CB> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U87D0> \xEA\xAC |0

<U87D2> \xEA\xBD |0

<U87E0> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U87EF> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U87F2> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U87F6> \xEA\xBA |0

<U87F7> \xEA\xBB |0

<U87F9> \xB3\xAA |0

<U87FB> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U87FE> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U8805> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U880D> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U880E> \xEA\xBC |0

<U880F> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U8811> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8815> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U8816> \xEA\xBF |0

<U8821> \xEA\xC2 |0
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<U8822> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U8823> \xE9\xDA |0

<U8827> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8831> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U8836> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U8839> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U883B> \xEA\xC7

 |0

<U8840> \xB7\xEC |0

<U8842> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U8844> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U8846> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U884C> \xB9\xD4 |0

<U884D> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8852> \xEA\xCA |0

<U8853> \xBD\xD1 |0

<U8857> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U8859> \xEA\xCB |0

<U885B> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U885D> \xBE\xD7 |0

<U885E> \xEA\xCC |0

<U8861> \xB9\xD5 |0

<U8862> \xEA\xCD |0

<U8863> \xB0\xE1 |0

<U8868> \xC9\xBD |0

<U886B> \xEA\xCE |0

<U8870> \xBF\xEA |0

<U8872> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U8875> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U8877> \xC3\xEF |0

<U887D> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U887E> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U887F> \xB6\xDE |0

<U8881> \xEA\xCF |0

<U8882> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U8888> \xB7\xB6 |0

<U888B> \xC2\xDE |0

<U888D> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8892> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U8896> \xC2\xB5 |0

<U8897> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8899> \xEA\xDA |0

<U889E> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U88A2> \xEA\xDB |0

<U88A4> \xEA\xDD |0

<U88AB> \xC8\xEF |0

<U88AE> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U88B0> \xEA\xDE |0
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<U88B1> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U88B4> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U88B5> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U88B7> \xB0\xC1 |0

<U88BF> \xEA\xDF |0

<U88C1> \xBA\xDB |0

<U88C2> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U88C3> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U88C4> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U88C5> \xC1\xF5

 |0

<U88CF> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U88D4> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U88D5> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U88D8> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U88D9> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U88DC> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U88DD> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U88DF> \xBA\xC0 |0

<U88E1> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U88E8> \xEA\xEB |0

<U88F2> \xEA\xEC |0

<U88F3> \xBE\xD8 |0

<U88F4> \xEA\xEA |0

<U88F8> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U88F9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U88FC> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U88FD> \xC0\xBD |0

<U88FE> \xBF\xFE |0

<U8902> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U8904> \xEA\xED |0

<U8907> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U890A> \xEA\xEF |0

<U890C> \xEA\xEE |0

<U8910> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8912> \xCB\xAB |0

<U8913> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U891D> \xEA\xFC |0

<U891E> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U8925> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U892A> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U892B> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U8936> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U8938> \xEA\xFA |0

<U893B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U8941> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U8943> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U8944> \xEA\xF7 |0
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<U894C> \xEA\xFB |0

<U894D> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U8956> \xB2\xA8 |0

<U895E> \xEA\xFE |0

<U895F> \xB6\xDF |0

<U8960> \xEA\xFD |0

<U8964> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U8966> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U896A> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U896D> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U896F> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U8972> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U8974> \xEB\xA6

 |0

<U8977> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U897E> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U897F> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8981> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U8983> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U8986> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U8987> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U8988> \xEB\xAA |0

<U898A> \xEB\xAB |0

<U898B> \xB8\xAB |0

<U898F> \xB5\xAC |0

<U8993> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8996> \xBB\xEB |0

<U8997> \xC7\xC1 |0

<U8998> \xEB\xAD |0

<U899A> \xB3\xD0 |0

<U89A1> \xEB\xAE |0

<U89A6> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U89A7> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U89A9> \xEB\xAF |0

<U89AA> \xBF\xC6 |0

<U89AC> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U89AF> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U89B2> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U89B3> \xB4\xD1 |0

<U89BA> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U89BD> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U89BF> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U89C0> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U89D2> \xB3\xD1 |0

<U89DA> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U89DC> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U89DD> \xEB\xBA |0

<U89E3> \xB2\xF2 |0
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<U89E6> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U89E7> \xEB\xBB |0

<U89F4> \xEB\xBC |0

<U89F8> \xEB\xBD |0

<U8A00> \xB8\xC0 |0

<U8A02> \xC4\xFB |0

<U8A03> \xEB\xBE |0

<U8A08> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U8A0A> \xBF\xD6 |0

<U8A0C> \xEB\xC1 |0

<U8A0E> \xC6\xA4 |0

<U8A10> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U8A13> \xB7\xB1 |0

<U8A16> \xEB\xBF |0

<U8A17> \xC2\xF7 |0

<U8A18> \xB5\xAD

 |0

<U8A1B> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U8A1D> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U8A1F> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U8A23> \xB7\xED |0

<U8A25> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U8A2A> \xCB\xAC |0

<U8A2D> \xC0\xDF |0

<U8A31> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U8A33> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U8A34> \xC1\xCA |0

<U8A36> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U8A3A> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U8A3B> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U8A3C> \xBE\xDA |0

<U8A41> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U8A46> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U8A48> \xEB\xCA |0

<U8A50> \xBA\xBE |0

<U8A51> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U8A52> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U8A54> \xBE\xDB |0

<U8A55> \xC9\xBE |0

<U8A5B> \xEB\xC7 |0

<U8A5E> \xBB\xEC |0

<U8A60> \xB1\xD3 |0

<U8A62> \xEB\xCE |0

<U8A63> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U8A66> \xBB\xEE |0

<U8A69> \xBB\xED |0

<U8A6B> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8A6C> \xEB\xCD |0
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<U8A6D> \xEB\xCC |0

<U8A6E> \xC1\xA7 |0

<U8A70> \xB5\xCD |0

<U8A71> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8A72> \xB3\xBA |0

<U8A73> \xBE\xDC |0

<U8A7C> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8A82> \xEB\xD0 |0

<U8A84> \xEB\xD1 |0

<U8A85> \xEB\xCF |0

<U8A87> \xB8\xD8 |0

<U8A89> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U8A8C> \xBB\xEF |0

<U8A8D> \xC7\xA7 |0

<U8A91> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U8A93> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U8A95> \xC3\xC2 |0

<U8A98> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U8A9A> \xEB\xD7

 |0

<U8A9E> \xB8\xEC |0

<U8AA0> \xC0\xBF |0

<U8AA1> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8AA3> \xEB\xD8 |0

<U8AA4> \xB8\xED |0

<U8AA5> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U8AA6> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U8AA8> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U8AAC> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U8AAD> \xC6\xC9 |0

<U8AB0> \xC3\xAF |0

<U8AB2> \xB2\xDD |0

<U8AB9> \xC8\xF0 |0

<U8ABC> \xB5\xC3 |0

<U8ABF> \xC4\xB4 |0

<U8AC2> \xEB\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U8AC7> \xC3\xCC |0

<U8ACB> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U8ACC> \xB4\xD2 |0

<U8ACD> \xEB\xDA |0

<U8ACF> \xBF\xDB |0

<U8AD2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U8AD6> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8ADA> \xEB\xDC |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8ADC> \xC4\xB5 |0

<U8ADE> \xEB\xE6 |0
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<U8AE0> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8AE2> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U8AE4> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U8AE6> \xC4\xFC |0

<U8AE7> \xEB\xDF |0

<U8AEB> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8AED> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U8AEE> \xBB\xF0 |0

<U8AF1> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8AF3> \xEB\xDE |0

<U8AF7> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8AF8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U8AFA> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U8AFE> \xC2\xFA |0

<U8B00> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U8B01> \xB1\xDA |0

<U8B02> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U8B04> \xC6\xA5 |0

<U8B07> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U8B0C> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U8B0E> \xC6\xE6

 |0

<U8B10> \xEB\xED |0

<U8B14> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U8B16> \xEB\xEC |0

<U8B17> \xEB\xEE |0

<U8B19> \xB8\xAC |0

<U8B1A> \xEB\xEA |0

<U8B1B> \xB9\xD6 |0

<U8B1D> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U8B20> \xEB\xEF |0

<U8B21> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U8B26> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8B28> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U8B2B> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U8B2C> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U8B33> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U8B39> \xB6\xE0 |0

<U8B3E> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U8B41> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U8B49> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8B4C> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8B4E> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U8B4F> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U8B56> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8B58> \xBC\xB1 |0

<U8B5A> \xEB\xFD |0
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<U8B5B> \xEB\xFC |0

<U8B5C> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8B5F> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B66> \xB7\xD9 |0

<U8B6B> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8B6C> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U8B6F> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U8B70> \xB5\xC4 |0

<U8B71> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U8B72> \xBE\xF9 |0

<U8B74> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U8B77> \xB8\xEE |0

<U8B7D> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U8B80> \xEC\xA6 |0

<U8B83> \xBB\xBE |0

<U8B8A> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8B8C> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U8B8E> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8B92> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U8B93> \xEC\xAA |0

<U8B96> \xEC\xAB |0

<U8B99> \xEC\xAC |0

<U8B9A> \xEC\xAD |0

<U8C37> \xC3\xAB

 |0

<U8C3A> \xEC\xAE |0

<U8C3F> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U8C41> \xEC\xAF |0

<U8C46> \xC6\xA6 |0

<U8C48> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U8C4A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C4C> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8C4E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U8C50> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U8C55> \xEC\xB5 |0

<U8C5A> \xC6\xDA |0

<U8C61> \xBE\xDD |0

<U8C62> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U8C6A> \xB9\xEB |0

<U8C6B> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8C6C> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U8C78> \xEC\xB8 |0

<U8C79> \xC9\xBF |0

<U8C7A> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U8C7C> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U8C82> \xEC\xBA |0

<U8C85> \xEC\xBC |0
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<U8C89> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8C8A> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8C8C> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U8C8D> \xEC\xBE |0

<U8C8E> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8C94> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U8C98> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8C9D> \xB3\xAD |0

<U8C9E> \xC4\xE7 |0

<U8CA0> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U8CA1> \xBA\xE2 |0

<U8CA2> \xB9\xD7 |0

<U8CA7> \xC9\xCF |0

<U8CA8> \xB2\xDF |0

<U8CA9> \xC8\xCE |0

<U8CAA> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U8CAB> \xB4\xD3 |0

<U8CAC> \xC0\xD5 |0

<U8CAD> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U8CAE> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U8CAF> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U8CB0> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U8CB2> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U8CB4> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8CB6> \xEC\xCA |0

<U8CB7> \xC7\xE3 |0

<U8CB8> \xC2\xDF

 |0

<U8CBB> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U8CBC> \xC5\xBD |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U8CBF> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U8CC0> \xB2\xEC |0

<U8CC1> \xEC\xCC |0

<U8CC2> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U8CC3> \xC4\xC2 |0

<U8CC4> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CC7> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U8CC8> \xEC\xCB |0

<U8CCA> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U8CCD> \xEC\xDC |0

<U8CCE> \xC1\xA8 |0

<U8CD1> \xC6\xF8 |0

<U8CD3> \xC9\xD0 |0

<U8CDA> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8CDB> \xBB\xBF |0

<U8CDC> \xBB\xF2 |0
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<U8CDE> \xBE\xDE |0

<U8CE0> \xC7\xE5 |0

<U8CE2> \xB8\xAD |0

<U8CE3> \xEC\xCE |0

<U8CE4> \xEC\xCD |0

<U8CE6> \xC9\xEA |0

<U8CEA> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U8CED> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U8CFA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U8CFB> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U8CFC> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U8CFD> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8D04> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U8D05> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U8D07> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U8D08> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U8D0A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U8D0B> \xB4\xE6 |0

<U8D0D> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U8D0F> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U8D10> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U8D13> \xEC\xDB |0

<U8D14> \xEC\xDD |0

<U8D16> \xEC\xDE |0

<U8D64> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U8D66> \xBC\xCF |0

<U8D67> \xEC\xDF |0

<U8D6B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U8D6D> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8D70> \xC1\xF6 |0

<U8D71> \xEC\xE1

 |0

<U8D73> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8D74> \xC9\xEB |0

<U8D77> \xB5\xAF |0

<U8D81> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8D85> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U8D8A> \xB1\xDB |0

<U8D99> \xEC\xE4 |0

<U8DA3> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U8DA8> \xBF\xF6 |0

<U8DB3> \xC2\xAD |0

<U8DBA> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U8DBE> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U8DC2> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U8DCB> \xEC\xED |0

<U8DCC> \xEC\xEB |0

<U8DCF> \xEC\xE8 |0
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<U8DD6> \xEC\xEA |0

<U8DDA> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U8DDB> \xEC\xEC |0

<U8DDD> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8DDF> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U8DE1> \xC0\xD7 |0

<U8DE3> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U8DE8> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U8DEA> \xEC\xEE |0

<U8DEB> \xEC\xEF |0

<U8DEF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U8DF3> \xC4\xB7 |0

<U8DF5> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U8DFC> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U8DFF> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U8E08> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U8E09> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U8E0A> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U8E0F> \xC6\xA7 |0

<U8E10> \xEC\xF8 |0

<U8E1D> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U8E1E> \xEC\xF7 |0

<U8E1F> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U8E2A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U8E30> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8E34> \xEC\xFD |0

<U8E35> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8E42> \xEC\xFA |0

<U8E44> \xC4\xFD |0

<U8E47> \xED\xA1 |0

<U8E48> \xED\xA5 |0

<U8E49> \xED\xA2 |0

<U8E4A> \xEC\xFE |0

<U8E4C> \xED\xA3

 |0

<U8E50> \xED\xA4 |0

<U8E55> \xED\xAB |0

<U8E59> \xED\xA6 |0

<U8E5F> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U8E60> \xED\xA8 |0

<U8E63> \xED\xAA |0

<U8E64> \xED\xA7 |0

<U8E72> \xED\xAD |0

<U8E74> \xBD\xB3 |0

<U8E76> \xED\xAC |0

<U8E7C> \xED\xAE |0

<U8E81> \xED\xAF |0

<U8E84> \xED\xB2 |0
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<U8E85> \xED\xB1 |0

<U8E87> \xED\xB0 |0

<U8E8A> \xED\xB4 |0

<U8E8B> \xED\xB3 |0

<U8E8D> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U8E91> \xED\xB6 |0

<U8E93> \xED\xB5 |0

<U8E94> \xED\xB7 |0

<U8E99> \xED\xB8 |0

<U8EA1> \xED\xBA |0

<U8EAA> \xED\xB9 |0

<U8EAB> \xBF\xC8 |0

<U8EAC> \xED\xBB |0

<U8EAF> \xB6\xED |0

<U8EB0> \xED\xBC |0

<U8EB1> \xED\xBE |0

<U8EBE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8EC5> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8EC6> \xED\xBD |0

<U8EC8> \xED\xC1 |0

<U8ECA> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8ECB> \xED\xC2 |0

<U8ECC> \xB5\xB0 |0

<U8ECD> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U8ED2> \xB8\xAE |0

<U8EDB> \xED\xC3 |0

<U8EDF> \xC6\xF0 |0

<U8EE2> \xC5\xBE |0

<U8EE3> \xED\xC4 |0

<U8EEB> \xED\xC7 |0

<U8EF8> \xBC\xB4 |0

<U8EFB> \xED\xC6 |0

<U8EFC> \xED\xC5 |0

<U8EFD> \xB7\xDA |0

<U8EFE> \xED\xC8 |0

<U8F03> \xB3\xD3 |0

<U8F05> \xED\xCA

 |0

<U8F09> \xBA\xDC |0

<U8F0A> \xED\xC9 |0

<U8F0C> \xED\xD2 |0

<U8F12> \xED\xCC |0

<U8F13> \xED\xCE |0

<U8F14> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U8F15> \xED\xCB |0

<U8F19> \xED\xCD |0

<U8F1B> \xED\xD1 |0

<U8F1C> \xED\xCF |0
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<U8F1D> \xB5\xB1 |0

<U8F1F> \xED\xD0 |0

<U8F26> \xED\xD3 |0

<U8F29> \xC7\xDA |0

<U8F2A> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U8F2F> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U8F33> \xED\xD4 |0

<U8F38> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U8F39> \xED\xD6 |0

<U8F3B> \xED\xD5 |0

<U8F3E> \xED\xD9 |0

<U8F3F> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U8F42> \xED\xD8 |0

<U8F44> \xB3\xED |0

<U8F45> \xED\xD7 |0

<U8F46> \xED\xDC |0

<U8F49> \xED\xDB |0

<U8F4C> \xED\xDA |0

<U8F4D> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U8F4E> \xED\xDD |0

<U8F57> \xED\xDE |0

<U8F5C> \xED\xDF |0

<U8F5F> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F61> \xB7\xA5 |0

<U8F62> \xED\xE0 |0

<U8F63> \xED\xE1 |0

<U8F64> \xED\xE2 |0

<U8F9B> \xBF\xC9 |0

<U8F9C> \xED\xE3 |0

<U8F9E> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F9F> \xED\xE4 |0

<U8FA3> \xED\xE5 |0

<U8FA7> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U8FA8> \xD1\xFE |0

<U8FAD> \xED\xE6 |0

<U8FAE> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U8FAF> \xED\xE7 |0

<U8FB0> \xC3\xA4 |0

<U8FB1> \xBF\xAB |0

<U8FB2> \xC7\xC0

 |0

<U8FB7> \xED\xE8 |0

<U8FBA> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U8FBB> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8FBC> \xB9\xFE |0

<U8FBF> \xC3\xA9 |0

<U8FC2> \xB1\xAA |0

<U8FC4> \xCB\xF8 |0
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<U8FC5> \xBF\xD7 |0

<U8FCE> \xB7\xDE |0

<U8FD1> \xB6\xE1 |0

<U8FD4> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U8FDA> \xED\xE9 |0

<U8FE2> \xED\xEB |0

<U8FE5> \xED\xEA |0

<U8FE6> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U8FE9> \xC6\xF6 |0

<U8FEA> \xED\xEC |0

<U8FEB> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8FED> \xC5\xB3 |0

<U8FEF> \xED\xED |0

<U8FF0> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U8FF4> \xED\xEF |0

<U8FF7> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U8FF8> \xED\xFE |0

<U8FF9> \xED\xF1 |0

<U8FFA> \xED\xF2 |0

<U8FFD> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U9000> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9001> \xC1\xF7 |0

<U9003> \xC6\xA8 |0

<U9005> \xED\xF0 |0

<U9006> \xB5\xD5 |0

<U900B> \xED\xF9 |0

<U900D> \xED\xF6 |0

<U900E> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U900F> \xC6\xA9 |0

<U9010> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U9011> \xED\xF3 |0

<U9013> \xC4\xFE |0

<U9014> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U9015> \xED\xF4 |0

<U9016> \xED\xF8 |0

<U9017> \xBF\xE0 |0

<U9019> \xC7\xE7 |0

<U901A> \xC4\xCC |0

<U901D> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U901E> \xED\xF7 |0

<U901F> \xC2\xAE |0

<U9020> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9021> \xED\xF5

 |0

<U9022> \xB0\xA9 |0

<U9023> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U9027> \xED\xFA |0

<U902E> \xC2\xE1 |0
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<U9031> \xBD\xB5 |0

<U9032> \xBF\xCA |0

<U9035> \xED\xFC |0

<U9036> \xED\xFB |0

<U9038> \xB0\xEF |0

<U9039> \xED\xFD |0

<U903C> \xC9\xAF |0

<U903E> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U9041> \xC6\xDB |0

<U9042> \xBF\xEB |0

<U9045> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U9047> \xB6\xF8 |0

<U9049> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U904A> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U904B> \xB1\xBF |0

<U904D> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U904E> \xB2\xE1 |0

<U904F> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U9050> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U9051> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U9052> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U9053> \xC6\xBB |0

<U9054> \xC3\xA3 |0

<U9055> \xB0\xE3 |0

<U9056> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U9058> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U9059> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U905C> \xC2\xBD |0

<U905E> \xEE\xAA |0

<U9060> \xB1\xF3 |0

<U9061> \xC1\xCC |0

<U9063> \xB8\xAF |0

<U9065> \xCD\xDA |0

<U9068> \xEE\xAB |0

<U9069> \xC5\xAC |0

<U906D> \xC1\xF8 |0

<U906E> \xBC\xD7 |0

<U906F> \xEE\xAC |0

<U9072> \xEE\xAF |0

<U9075> \xBD\xE5 |0

<U9076> \xEE\xAD |0

<U9077> \xC1\xAB |0

<U9078> \xC1\xAA |0

<U907A> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U907C> \xCE\xCB |0

<U907D> \xEE\xB1

 |0

<U907F> \xC8\xF2 |0
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<U9080> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U9081> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9082> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U9083> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U9084> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U9087> \xED\xEE |0

<U9089> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U908A> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U908F> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U9091> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U90A3> \xC6\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xCB\xAE |0

<U90A8> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U90AA> \xBC\xD9 |0

<U90AF> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U90B1> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U90B5> \xEE\xBA |0

<U90B8> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U90C1> \xB0\xEA |0

<U90CA> \xB9\xD9 |0

<U90CE> \xCF\xBA |0

<U90DB> \xEE\xBE |0

<U90E1> \xB7\xB4 |0

<U90E2> \xEE\xBB |0

<U90E4> \xEE\xBC |0

<U90E8> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U90ED> \xB3\xD4 |0

<U90F5> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U90F7> \xB6\xBF |0

<U90FD> \xC5\xD4 |0

<U9102> \xEE\xBF |0

<U9112> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U9119> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U912D> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U9130> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U9132> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U9149> \xC6\xD3 |0

<U914A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U914B> \xBD\xB6 |0

<U914C> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U914D> \xC7\xDB |0

<U914E> \xC3\xF1 |0

<U9152> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U9154> \xBF\xEC |0

<U9156> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U9158> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9162> \xBF\xDD |0

<U9163> \xEE\xC7 |0
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<U9165> \xEE\xC8

 |0

<U9169> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U916A> \xCD\xEF |0

<U916C> \xBD\xB7 |0

<U9172> \xEE\xCB |0

<U9173> \xEE\xCA |0

<U9175> \xB9\xDA |0

<U9177> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U9178> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U9182> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9187> \xBD\xE6 |0

<U9189> \xEE\xCD |0

<U918B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U918D> \xC2\xE9 |0

<U9190> \xB8\xEF |0

<U9192> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U9197> \xC8\xB0 |0

<U919C> \xBD\xB9 |0

<U91A2> \xEE\xCF |0

<U91A4> \xBE\xDF |0

<U91AA> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U91AB> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U91AF> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U91B4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U91B5> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U91B8> \xBE\xFA |0

<U91BA> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U91C0> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U91C1> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U91C6> \xC8\xD0 |0

<U91C7> \xBA\xD3 |0

<U91C8> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U91C9> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U91CB> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U91CC> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U91CD> \xBD\xC5 |0

<U91CE> \xCC\xEE |0

<U91CF> \xCE\xCC |0

<U91D0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U91D1> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U91D6> \xEE\xDB |0

<U91D8> \xC5\xA3 |0

<U91DB> \xEE\xDE |0

<U91DC> \xB3\xF8 |0

<U91DD> \xBF\xCB |0

<U91DF> \xEE\xDC |0

<U91E1> \xEE\xDD |0
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<U91E3> \xC4\xE0 |0

<U91E6> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U91E7> \xB6\xFC |0

<U91F5> \xEE\xE0

 |0

<U91F6> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U91FC> \xEE\xDF |0

<U91FF> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U920D> \xC6\xDF |0

<U920E> \xB3\xC3 |0

<U9211> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U9214> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U9215> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U921E> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U9229> \xEF\xCF |0

<U922C> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U9234> \xCE\xEB |0

<U9237> \xB8\xDA |0

<U923F> \xEE\xEF |0

<U9244> \xC5\xB4 |0

<U9245> \xEE\xEA |0

<U9248> \xEE\xED |0

<U9249> \xEE\xEB |0

<U924B> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U9250> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U9257> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U925A> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U925B> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U925E> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U9262> \xC8\xAD |0

<U9264> \xEE\xEC |0

<U9266> \xBE\xE0 |0

<U9271> \xB9\xDB |0

<U927E> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U9280> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U9283> \xBD\xC6 |0

<U9285> \xC6\xBC |0

<U9291> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9293> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U9295> \xEE\xEE |0

<U9296> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U9298> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U929A> \xC4\xB8 |0

<U929B> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U929C> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U92AD> \xC1\xAC |0

<U92B7> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U92B9> \xEE\xF8 |0
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<U92CF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U92D2> \xCB\xAF |0

<U92E4> \xBD\xFB |0

<U92E9> \xEE\xFA |0

<U92EA> \xCA\xDF |0

<U92ED> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U92F2> \xC9\xC6

 |0

<U92F3> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U92F8> \xB5\xF8 |0

<U92FA> \xEE\xFC |0

<U92FC> \xB9\xDD |0

<U9306> \xBB\xAC |0

<U930F> \xEE\xFB |0

<U9310> \xBF\xED |0

<U9318> \xBF\xEE |0

<U9319> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U931A> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U9320> \xBE\xFB |0

<U9322> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U9323> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U9326> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9328> \xC9\xC5 |0

<U932B> \xBC\xE2 |0

<U932C> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U932E> \xEE\xFE |0

<U932F> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U9332> \xCF\xBF |0

<U9335> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U933A> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U933B> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U9344> \xEE\xFD |0

<U934B> \xC6\xE9 |0

<U934D> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U9354> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U9356> \xEF\xAC |0

<U935B> \xC3\xC3 |0

<U935C> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U9360> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U936C> \xB7\xAD |0

<U936E> \xEF\xAB |0

<U9375> \xB8\xB0 |0

<U937C> \xEF\xAA |0

<U937E> \xBE\xE1 |0

<U938C> \xB3\xF9 |0

<U9394> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9396> \xBA\xBF |0

<U9397> \xC1\xF9 |0
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<U939A> \xC4\xCA |0

<U93A7> \xB3\xBB |0

<U93AC> \xEF\xAE |0

<U93AD> \xEF\xAF |0

<U93AE> \xC4\xC3 |0

<U93B0> \xEF\xAD |0

<U93B9> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U93C3> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U93C8> \xEF\xBA |0

<U93D0> \xEF\xB9

 |0

<U93D1> \xC5\xAD |0

<U93D6> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U93D7> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U93D8> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U93DD> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U93E1> \xB6\xC0 |0

<U93E4> \xEF\xBB |0

<U93E5> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U93E8> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U9403> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9407> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9410> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U9413> \xEF\xBE |0

<U9414> \xEF\xBD |0

<U9418> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9419> \xC6\xAA |0

<U941A> \xEF\xBC |0

<U9421> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U9435> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U9436> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U9438> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U943A> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9441> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9444> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U9451> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U9452> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9453> \xCC\xFA |0

<U945A> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U945B> \xEF\xCA |0

<U945E> \xEF\xCD |0

<U9460> \xEF\xCB |0

<U9462> \xEF\xCC |0

<U946A> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9470> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9475> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9477> \xEF\xD2 |0
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<U947C> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U947D> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U947E> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U947F> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9481> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9577> \xC4\xB9 |0

<U9580> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U9582> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9583> \xC1\xAE |0

<U9587> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9589> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U958A> \xEF\xDB |0

<U958B> \xB3\xAB

 |0

<U958F> \xB1\xBC |0

<U9591> \xB4\xD7 |0

<U9593> \xB4\xD6 |0

<U9594> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9596> \xEF\xDD |0

<U9598> \xEF\xDE |0

<U9599> \xEF\xDF |0

<U95A0> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U95A2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<U95A3> \xB3\xD5 |0

<U95A4> \xB9\xDE |0

<U95A5> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U95A7> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U95A8> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U95AD> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U95B2> \xB1\xDC |0

<U95B9> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U95BB> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U95BC> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U95BE> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U95C3> \xEF\xEA |0

<U95C7> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U95CA> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U95CC> \xEF\xEC |0

<U95CD> \xEF\xEB |0

<U95D4> \xEF\xEE |0

<U95D5> \xEF\xED |0

<U95D6> \xEF\xEF |0

<U95D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U95DC> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U95E1> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U95E2> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U95E5> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U961C> \xC9\xEC |0
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<U9621> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U9628> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U962A> \xBA\xE5 |0

<U962E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U962F> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9632> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U963B> \xC1\xCB |0

<U963F> \xB0\xA4 |0

<U9640> \xC2\xCB |0

<U9642> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U9644> \xC9\xED |0

<U964B> \xEF\xFB |0

<U964C> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U964D> \xB9\xDF |0

<U964F> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9650> \xB8\xC2

 |0

<U965B> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U965C> \xEF\xFD |0

<U965D> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U965E> \xEF\xFE |0

<U965F> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9662> \xB1\xA1 |0

<U9663> \xBF\xD8 |0

<U9664> \xBD\xFC |0

<U9665> \xB4\xD9 |0

<U9666> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U966A> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U966C> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U9670> \xB1\xA2 |0

<U9672> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U9673> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U9675> \xCE\xCD |0

<U9676> \xC6\xAB |0

<U9677> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9678> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U967A> \xB8\xB1 |0

<U967D> \xCD\xDB |0

<U9685> \xB6\xF9 |0

<U9686> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U9688> \xB7\xA8 |0

<U968A> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U968B> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U968D> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U968E> \xB3\xAC |0

<U968F> \xBF\xEF |0

<U9694> \xB3\xD6 |0

<U9695> \xF0\xA8 |0
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<U9697> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U9698> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U9699> \xB7\xE4 |0

<U969B> \xBA\xDD |0

<U969C> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U96A0> \xB1\xA3 |0

<U96A3> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U96A7> \xF0\xAB |0

<U96A8> \xEE\xAE |0

<U96AA> \xF0\xAA |0

<U96B0> \xF0\xAE |0

<U96B1> \xF0\xAC |0

<U96B2> \xF0\xAD |0

<U96B4> \xF0\xAF |0

<U96B6> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U96B7> \xCE\xEC |0

<U96B8> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U96B9> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U96BB> \xC0\xC9

 |0

<U96BC> \xC8\xBB |0

<U96C0> \xBF\xFD |0

<U96C1> \xB4\xE7 |0

<U96C4> \xCD\xBA |0

<U96C5> \xB2\xED |0

<U96C6> \xBD\xB8 |0

<U96C7> \xB8\xDB |0

<U96C9> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U96CB> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U96CC> \xBB\xF3 |0

<U96CD> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U96CE> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U96D1> \xBB\xA8 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xBA |0

<U96D6> \xEA\xAD |0

<U96D9> \xD2\xD6 |0

<U96DB> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U96DC> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U96E2> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U96E3> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xB1\xAB |0

<U96EA> \xC0\xE3 |0

<U96EB> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U96F0> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U96F2> \xB1\xC0 |0

<U96F6> \xCE\xED |0

<U96F7> \xCD\xEB |0

<U96F9> \xF0\xBB |0
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<U96FB> \xC5\xC5 |0

<U9700> \xBC\xFB |0

<U9704> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9706> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9707> \xBF\xCC |0

<U9708> \xF0\xBE |0

<U970A> \xCE\xEE |0

<U970D> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U970E> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U970F> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9711> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9713> \xF0\xBF |0

<U9716> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9719> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U971C> \xC1\xFA |0

<U971E> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U9724> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9727> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U972A> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9730> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9732> \xCF\xAA |0

<U9738> \xDB\xB1

 |0

<U9739> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U973D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U973E> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9742> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9744> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9746> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9748> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9749> \xF0\xCF |0

<U9752> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U9756> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U9759> \xC0\xC5 |0

<U975C> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U975E> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U9760> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9761> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U9762> \xCC\xCC |0

<U9764> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9766> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9768> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U9769> \xB3\xD7 |0

<U976B> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U976D> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U9771> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9774> \xB7\xA4 |0

<U9779> \xF0\xD8 |0
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<U977A> \xF0\xDC |0

<U977C> \xF0\xDA |0

<U9781> \xF0\xDB |0

<U9784> \xB3\xF3 |0

<U9785> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U9786> \xF0\xDD |0

<U978B> \xF0\xDE |0

<U978D> \xB0\xC8 |0

<U978F> \xF0\xDF |0

<U9790> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U9798> \xBE\xE4 |0

<U979C> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U97A0> \xB5\xC7 |0

<U97A3> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U97A6> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U97A8> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U97AB> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U97AD> \xCA\xDC |0

<U97B3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U97B4> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U97C3> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U97C6> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U97C8> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U97CB> \xF0\xEA |0

<U97D3> \xB4\xDA

 |0

<U97DC> \xF0\xEB |0

<U97ED> \xF0\xEC |0

<U97EE> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U97F2> \xF0\xEE |0

<U97F3> \xB2\xBB |0

<U97F5> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U97F6> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U97FB> \xB1\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U9801> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U9802> \xC4\xBA |0

<U9803> \xBA\xA2 |0

<U9805> \xB9\xE0 |0

<U9806> \xBD\xE7 |0

<U9808> \xBF\xDC |0

<U980C> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U980F> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U9810> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U9811> \xB4\xE8 |0

<U9812> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U9813> \xC6\xDC |0

<U9817> \xBF\xFC |0
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<U9818> \xCE\xCE |0

<U981A> \xB7\xDB |0

<U9821> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U9824> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U982C> \xCB\xCB |0

<U982D> \xC6\xAC |0

<U9834> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U9837> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U9838> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U983B> \xC9\xD1 |0

<U983C> \xCD\xEA |0

<U983D> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U9846> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U984B> \xF0\xFB |0

<U984C> \xC2\xEA |0

<U984D> \xB3\xDB |0

<U984E> \xB3\xDC |0

<U984F> \xF0\xFA |0

<U9854> \xB4\xE9 |0

<U9855> \xB8\xB2 |0

<U9858> \xB4\xEA |0

<U985B> \xC5\xBF |0

<U985E> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U9867> \xB8\xDC |0

<U986B> \xF0\xFC |0

<U986F> \xF0\xFD |0

<U9870> \xF0\xFE |0

<U9871> \xF1\xA1

 |0

<U9873> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U9874> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U98A8> \xC9\xF7 |0

<U98AA> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U98AF> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U98B1> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U98B6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U98C3> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U98C4> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U98C6> \xF1\xAA |0

<U98DB> \xC8\xF4 |0

<U98DC> \xE6\xCC |0

<U98DF> \xBF\xA9 |0

<U98E2> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U98E9> \xF1\xAB |0

<U98EB> \xF1\xAC |0

<U98ED> \xD2\xAC |0

<U98EE> \xDD\xBB |0

<U98EF> \xC8\xD3 |0
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<U98F2> \xB0\xFB |0

<U98F4> \xB0\xBB |0

<U98FC> \xBB\xF4 |0

<U98FD> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U98FE> \xBE\xFE |0

<U9903> \xF1\xAD |0

<U9905> \xCC\xDF |0

<U9909> \xF1\xAE |0

<U990A> \xCD\xDC |0

<U990C> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U9910> \xBB\xC1 |0

<U9912> \xF1\xAF |0

<U9913> \xB2\xEE |0

<U9914> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U9918> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U991D> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U991E> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U9920> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U9921> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U9924> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U9928> \xB4\xDB |0

<U992C> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U992E> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U993D> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U993E> \xF1\xBA |0

<U9942> \xF1\xBB |0

<U9945> \xF1\xBD |0

<U9949> \xF1\xBC |0

<U994B> \xF1\xBF |0

<U994C> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U9950> \xF1\xBE

 |0

<U9951> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U9952> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U9955> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U9957> \xB6\xC2 |0

<U9996> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U9997> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U9998> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U9999> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U99A5> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U99A8> \xB3\xBE |0

<U99AC> \xC7\xCF |0

<U99AD> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U99AE> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U99B3> \xC3\xDA |0

<U99B4> \xC6\xEB |0

<U99BC> \xF1\xC9 |0
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<U99C1> \xC7\xFD |0

<U99C4> \xC2\xCC |0

<U99C5> \xB1\xD8 |0

<U99C6> \xB6\xEE |0

<U99C8> \xB6\xEF |0

<U99D0> \xC3\xF3 |0

<U99D1> \xF1\xCE |0

<U99D2> \xB6\xF0 |0

<U99D5> \xB2\xEF |0

<U99D8> \xF1\xCD |0

<U99DB> \xF1\xCB |0

<U99DD> \xF1\xCC |0

<U99DF> \xF1\xCA |0

<U99E2> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U99ED> \xF1\xCF |0

<U99EE> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U99F1> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U99F2> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99F8> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U99FB> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U99FF> \xBD\xD9 |0

<U9A01> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U9A05> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U9A0E> \xB5\xB3 |0

<U9A0F> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U9A12> \xC1\xFB |0

<U9A13> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U9A19> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U9A28> \xC2\xCD |0

<U9A2B> \xF1\xDA |0

<U9A30> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A37> \xF1\xDB |0

<U9A3E> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U9A40> \xF1\xDE

 |0

<U9A42> \xF1\xDD |0

<U9A43> \xF1\xDF |0

<U9A45> \xF1\xDC |0

<U9A4D> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U9A55> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U9A57> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9A5A> \xB6\xC3 |0

<U9A5B> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U9A5F> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9A62> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U9A64> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U9A65> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A69> \xF1\xE9 |0
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<U9A6A> \xF1\xEB |0

<U9A6B> \xF1\xEA |0

<U9AA8> \xB9\xFC |0

<U9AAD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U9AB0> \xF1\xED |0

<U9AB8> \xB3\xBC |0

<U9ABC> \xF1\xEE |0

<U9AC0> \xF1\xEF |0

<U9AC4> \xBF\xF1 |0

<U9ACF> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U9AD1> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U9AD3> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U9AD4> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U9AD8> \xB9\xE2 |0

<U9ADE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U9ADF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U9AE2> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U9AE3> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U9AE6> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U9AEA> \xC8\xB1 |0

<U9AEB> \xF1\xFA |0

<U9AED> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U9AEE> \xF1\xFB |0

<U9AEF> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U9AF1> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9AF4> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9AF7> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9AFB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U9B06> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U9B18> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U9B1A> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U9B1F> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9B22> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U9B23> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U9B25> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U9B27> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U9B28> \xF2\xAA

 |0

<U9B29> \xF2\xAB |0

<U9B2A> \xF2\xAC |0

<U9B2E> \xF2\xAD |0

<U9B2F> \xF2\xAE |0

<U9B31> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U9B32> \xF2\xAF |0

<U9B3B> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U9B3C> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U9B41> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U9B42> \xBA\xB2 |0
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<U9B43> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U9B44> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U9B45> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U9B4D> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U9B4E> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U9B4F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U9B51> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U9B54> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U9B58> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U9B5A> \xB5\xFB |0

<U9B6F> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U9B74> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U9B83> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U9B8E> \xB0\xBE |0

<U9B91> \xF2\xBA |0

<U9B92> \xCA\xAB |0

<U9B93> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U9B96> \xF2\xBB |0

<U9B97> \xF2\xBC |0

<U9B9F> \xF2\xBD |0

<U9BA0> \xF2\xBE |0

<U9BA8> \xF2\xBF |0

<U9BAA> \xCB\xEE |0

<U9BAB> \xBB\xAD |0

<U9BAD> \xBA\xFA |0

<U9BAE> \xC1\xAF |0

<U9BB4> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9BB9> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U9BC0> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U9BC6> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U9BC9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<U9BCA> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U9BCF> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U9BD1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U9BD2> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U9BD4> \xF2\xCB |0

<U9BD6> \xBB\xAA |0

<U9BDB> \xC2\xE4 |0

<U9BE1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U9BE2> \xF2\xC9

 |0

<U9BE3> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U9BE4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U9BE8> \xB7\xDF |0

<U9BF0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U9BF1> \xF2\xCF |0

<U9BF2> \xF2\xCE |0

<U9BF5> \xB0\xB3 |0
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<U9C04> \xF2\xDA |0

<U9C06> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U9C08> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U9C09> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U9C0A> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U9C0C> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U9C0D> \xB3\xE2 |0

<U9C10> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9C12> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U9C13> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U9C14> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U9C15> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U9C1B> \xF2\xDC |0

<U9C21> \xF2\xDF |0

<U9C24> \xF2\xDE |0

<U9C25> \xF2\xDD |0

<U9C2D> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U9C2E> \xF2\xDB |0

<U9C2F> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U9C30> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U9C39> \xB3\xEF |0

<U9C3A> \xF2\xCD |0

<U9C3B> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U9C3E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9C46> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U9C47> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U9C48> \xC3\xAD |0

<U9C52> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U9C57> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9C5A> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U9C60> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9C67> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9C76> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9C78> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U9CE5> \xC4\xBB |0

<U9CE7> \xF2\xEA |0

<U9CE9> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U9CEB> \xF2\xEF |0

<U9CEC> \xF2\xEB |0

<U9CF0> \xF2\xEC |0

<U9CF3> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U9CF4> \xCC\xC4

 |0

<U9CF6> \xC6\xD0 |0

<U9D03> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U9D06> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U9D07> \xC6\xBE |0
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<U9D08> \xF2\xEE |0

<U9D09> \xF2\xED |0

<U9D0E> \xB2\xAA |0

<U9D12> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U9D15> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U9D1B> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U9D1F> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U9D23> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U9D26> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U9D28> \xB3\xFB |0

<U9D2A> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U9D2B> \xBC\xB2 |0

<U9D2C> \xB2\xA9 |0

<U9D3B> \xB9\xE3 |0

<U9D3E> \xF2\xFC |0

<U9D3F> \xF2\xFB |0

<U9D41> \xF2\xFA |0

<U9D44> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U9D46> \xF2\xFD |0

<U9D48> \xF2\xFE |0

<U9D50> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U9D51> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U9D59> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U9D5C> \xB1\xAD |0

<U9D5D> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9D5E> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U9D60> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U9D61> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U9D64> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U9D6C> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U9D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U9D72> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U9D7A> \xF3\xAC |0

<U9D87> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U9D89> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U9D8F> \xB7\xDC |0

<U9D9A> \xF3\xAD |0

<U9DA4> \xF3\xAE |0

<U9DA9> \xF3\xAF |0

<U9DAB> \xF3\xAA |0

<U9DAF> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U9DB2> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U9DB4> \xC4\xE1 |0

<U9DB8> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U9DBA> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U9DBB> \xF3\xB3

 |0

<U9DC1> \xF3\xB2 |0
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<U9DC2> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U9DC4> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U9DC6> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U9DCF> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U9DD3> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9DD9> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9DE6> \xF3\xBC |0

<U9DED> \xF3\xBD |0

<U9DEF> \xF3\xBE |0

<U9DF2> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9DF8> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9DF9> \xC2\xEB |0

<U9DFA> \xBA\xED |0

<U9DFD> \xF3\xBF |0

<U9E1A> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U9E1B> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U9E1E> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U9E75> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U9E78> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U9E79> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U9E7D> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U9E7F> \xBC\xAF |0

<U9E81> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U9E88> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U9E8B> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U9E8C> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9E91> \xF3\xCC |0

<U9E92> \xF3\xCA |0

<U9E93> \xCF\xBC |0

<U9E95> \xF3\xCB |0

<U9E97> \xCE\xEF |0

<U9E9D> \xF3\xCD |0

<U9E9F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U9EA5> \xF3\xCE |0

<U9EA6> \xC7\xFE |0

<U9EA9> \xF3\xCF |0

<U9EAA> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U9EAD> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U9EB8> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U9EB9> \xB9\xED |0

<U9EBA> \xCC\xCD |0

<U9EBB> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U9EBC> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U9EBE> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U9EBF> \xCB\xFB |0

<U9EC4> \xB2\xAB |0

<U9ECC> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U9ECD> \xB5\xD0 |0
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<U9ECE> \xF3\xD5

 |0

<U9ECF> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U9ED0> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U9ED2> \xB9\xF5 |0

<U9ED4> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U9ED8> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U9ED9> \xCC\xDB |0

<U9EDB> \xC2\xE3 |0

<U9EDC> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U9EDD> \xF3\xDB |0

<U9EDE> \xF3\xDA |0

<U9EE0> \xF3\xDC |0

<U9EE5> \xF3\xDD |0

<U9EE8> \xF3\xDE |0

<U9EEF> \xF3\xDF |0

<U9EF4> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U9EF6> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U9EF7> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U9EF9> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U9EFB> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U9EFD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U9F07> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U9F08> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U9F0E> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U9F13> \xB8\xDD |0

<U9F15> \xF3\xEA |0

<U9F20> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9F21> \xF3\xEB |0

<U9F2C> \xF3\xEC |0

<U9F3B> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U9F3E> \xF3\xED |0

<U9F4A> \xF3\xEE |0

<U9F4B> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U9F4E> \xEC\xDA |0

<U9F4F> \xF0\xED |0

<U9F52> \xF3\xEF |0

<U9F54> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U9F5F> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U9F60> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U9F61> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U9F62> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U9F63> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U9F66> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U9F67> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U9F6C> \xF3\xF7 |0
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<U9F72> \xF3\xFA |0

<U9F76> \xF3\xFB |0

<U9F77> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U9F8D> \xCE\xB6

 |0

<U9F95> \xF3\xFC |0

<U9F9C> \xF3\xFD |0

<U9F9D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U9FA0> \xF3\xFE |0

<UFF01> \xA1\xAA |0

<UFF03> \xA1\xF4 |0

<UFF04> \xA1\xF0 |0

<UFF05> \xA1\xF3 |0

<UFF06> \xA1\xF5 |0

<UFF08> \xA1\xCA |0

<UFF09> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFF0A> \xA1\xF6 |0

<UFF0B> \xA1\xDC |0

<UFF0C> \xA1\xA4 |0

<UFF0E> \xA1\xA5 |0

<UFF0F> \xA1\xBF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA1\xA7 |0

<UFF1B> \xA1\xA8 |0

<UFF1C> \xA1\xE3 |0

<UFF1D> \xA1\xE1 |0

<UFF1E> \xA1\xE4 |0

<UFF1F> \xA1\xA9 |0

<UFF20> \xA1\xF7 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0
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<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1

 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA1\xCE |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xC0 |0

<UFF3D> \xA1\xCF |0

<UFF3E> \xA1\xB0 |0

<UFF3F> \xA1\xB2 |0

<UFF40> \xA1\xAE |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0
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<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA1\xD0 |0

<UFF5C> \xA1\xC3 |0

<UFF5D> \xA1\xD1 |0

<UFFE3> \xA1\xB1 |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xEF |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003B5.RPMAP11A and 03B534B0.TPMAP10A

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-949_P11A-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xAF\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-949_VSUB_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-84, 8f-fe:1

<icu:state>    

               40-7e, 80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0
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<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0
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<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C>

 \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B

 |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A1> \xA2\xAE |0

<U00A2> \x80 |0

<U00A4> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U00A6> \x84 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xA7 |0

<U00AA> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U00AC> \x81 |0

<U00AD> \xA1\xA9 |1

<U00B0> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xBE |0

<U00B2> \xA9\xF7 |0

<U00B3> \xA9\xF8 |0

<U00B4> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U00B6> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U00B7> \xA1\xA4 |1

<U00B8> \xA2\xAC |0

<U00B9> \xA9\xF6 |0

<U00BA> \xA8\xAC |0

<U00BC> \xA8\xF9 |0

<U00BD> \xA8\xF6 |0

<U00BE> \xA8\xFA |0

<U00BF> \xA2\xAF |0
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<U00C6> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U00D0> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U00D7> \xA1\xBF |0

<U00D8> \xA8\xAA |0

<U00DE> \xA8\xAD |0

<U00DF> \xA9\xAC |0

<U00E6> \xA9\xA1 |0

<U00F0> \xA9\xA3 |0

<U00F7> \xA1\xC0 |0

<U00F8> \xA9\xAA |0

<U00FE> \xA9\xAD |0

<U0111> \xA9\xA2 |0

<U0126> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U0127> \xA9\xA4 |0

<U0131> \xA9\xA5 |0

<U0132> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U0133> \xA9\xA6 |0

<U0138> \xA9\xA7 |0

<U013F> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U0140> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U0141> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U0142> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U0149> \xA9\xB0 |0

<U014A> \xA8\xAF |0

<U014B>

 \xA9\xAF |0

<U0152> \xA8\xAB |0

<U0153> \xA9\xAB |0

<U0166> \xA8\xAE |0

<U0167> \xA9\xAE |0

<U01C2> \x9A\xA6 |0

<U02BA> \x9A\xAB |0

<U02C7> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U02D0> \xA2\xB0 |0

<U02D8> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U02D9> \xA2\xAB |0

<U02DA> \xA2\xAA |0

<U02DB> \xA2\xAD |0

<U02DC> \xA2\xA6 |0

<U02DD> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U0391> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U0392> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U0393> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U0394> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U0395> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U0396> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U0397> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U0398> \xA5\xC8 |0
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<U0399> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U039A> \xA5\xCA |0

<U039B> \xA5\xCB |0

<U039C> \xA5\xCC |0

<U039D> \xA5\xCD |0

<U039E> \xA5\xCE |0

<U039F> \xA5\xCF |0

<U03A0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U03A4> \xA5\xD3 |0

<U03A5> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U03A6> \xA5\xD5 |0

<U03A7> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U03A8> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U03A9> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U03B1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U03BB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U03BC>

 \xA5\xEC |0

<U03BD> \xA5\xED |0

<U03BE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U03BF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U03C0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U03C3> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U03C4> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U03C5> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U03C6> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U03C7> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U03C8> \xA5\xF7 |0

<U03C9> \xA5\xF8 |0

<U0401> \xAC\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xAC\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xAC\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xAC\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xAC\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xAC\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xAC\xA6 |0
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<U0416> \xAC\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xAC\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xAC\xAA |0

<U0419> \xAC\xAB |0

<U041A> \xAC\xAC |0

<U041B> \xAC\xAD |0

<U041C> \xAC\xAE |0

<U041D> \xAC\xAF |0

<U041E> \xAC\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xAC\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xAC\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xAC\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xAC\xB4 |0

<U0423> \xAC\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xAC\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xAC\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xAC\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xAC\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xAC\xBA |0

<U0429> \xAC\xBB |0

<U042A> \xAC\xBC |0

<U042B> \xAC\xBD |0

<U042C> \xAC\xBE |0

<U042D> \xAC\xBF |0

<U042E> \xAC\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xAC\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xAC\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xAC\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xAC\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xAC\xD4 |0

<U0434>

 \xAC\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xAC\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xAC\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xAC\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xAC\xDA |0

<U0439> \xAC\xDB |0

<U043A> \xAC\xDC |0

<U043B> \xAC\xDD |0

<U043C> \xAC\xDE |0

<U043D> \xAC\xDF |0

<U043E> \xAC\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xAC\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xAC\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xAC\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xAC\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xAC\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xAC\xE6 |0
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<U0445> \xAC\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xAC\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xAC\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xAC\xEA |0

<U0449> \xAC\xEB |0

<U044A> \xAC\xEC |0

<U044B> \xAC\xED |0

<U044C> \xAC\xEE |0

<U044D> \xAC\xEF |0

<U044E> \xAC\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xAC\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xAC\xD7 |0

<U2010> \xA1\xA9 |0

<U2014> \xA1\xAA |0

<U2015> \xA1\xAA |1

<U2018> \xA1\xAE |0

<U2019> \xA1\xAF |0

<U201C> \xA1\xB0 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xB1 |0

<U2020> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xA5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2033> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U203B> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U203E> \x83 |0

<U2074> \xA9\xF9 |0

<U207F> \xA9\xFA |0

<U2081> \xA9\xFB |0

<U2082> \xA9\xFC |0

<U2083> \xA9\xFD |0

<U2084>

 \xA9\xFE |0

<U2103> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2109> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U2113> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U2116> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2121> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U2122> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2126> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U212A> \x9A\xA9 |0

<U212B> \xA1\xCA |0

<U2153> \xA8\xF7 |0

<U2154> \xA8\xF8 |0

<U215B> \xA8\xFB |0

<U215C> \xA8\xFC |0
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<U215D> \xA8\xFD |0

<U215E> \xA8\xFE |0

<U2160> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U2161> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U2162> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U2163> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U2164> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U2165> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U2166> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U2167> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U2168> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U2169> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U2170> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U2171> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U2172> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U2173> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U2174> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U2175> \xA5\xA6 |0

<U2176> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U2177> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U2178> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U2179> \xA5\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2191> \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2192> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U2193> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U2194> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2195> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2196> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2197> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2198> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2199> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U2200> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U2202> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2203>

 \xA2\xA4 |0

<U2207> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U2208> \xA1\xF4 |0

<U220B> \xA1\xF5 |0

<U220F> \xA2\xB3 |0

<U2211> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U221A> \xA1\xEE |0

<U221D> \xA1\xF0 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2220> \xA1\xD0 |0

<U2225> \xA1\xAB |0
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<U2227> \xA1\xFC |0

<U2228> \xA1\xFD |0

<U2229> \xA1\xFB |0

<U222A> \xA1\xFA |0

<U222B> \xA1\xF2 |0

<U222C> \xA1\xF3 |0

<U222E> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2235> \xA1\xF1 |0

<U223C> \xA1\xAD |1

<U223D> \xA1\xEF |0

<U2252> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U2261> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2265> \xA1\xC3 |0

<U2266> \x9A\xA7 |0

<U2267> \x9A\xA8 |0

<U226A> \xA1\xEC |0

<U226B> \xA1\xED |0

<U2282> \xA1\xF8 |0

<U2283> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2286> \xA1\xF6 |0

<U2287> \xA1\xF7 |0

<U2299> \xA2\xC1 |1

<U22A5> \xA1\xD1 |0

<U2312> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U2460> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U2461> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U2462> \xA8\xE9 |0

<U2463> \xA8\xEA |0

<U2464> \xA8\xEB |0

<U2465> \xA8\xEC |0

<U2466> \xA8\xED |0

<U2467> \xA8\xEE |0

<U2468> \xA8\xEF |0

<U2469> \xA8\xF0 |0

<U246A> \xA8\xF1 |0

<U246B> \xA8\xF2 |0

<U246C>

 \xA8\xF3 |0

<U246D> \xA8\xF4 |0

<U246E> \xA8\xF5 |0

<U2474> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2475> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2476> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2477> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2478> \xA9\xEB |0
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<U2479> \xA9\xEC |0

<U247A> \xA9\xED |0

<U247B> \xA9\xEE |0

<U247C> \xA9\xEF |0

<U247D> \xA9\xF0 |0

<U247E> \xA9\xF1 |0

<U247F> \xA9\xF2 |0

<U2480> \xA9\xF3 |0

<U2481> \xA9\xF4 |0

<U2482> \xA9\xF5 |0

<U249C> \xA9\xCD |0

<U249D> \xA9\xCE |0

<U249E> \xA9\xCF |0

<U249F> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U24A0> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U24A1> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U24A2> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U24A3> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U24A4> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U24A5> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U24A6> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U24A7> \xA9\xD8 |0

<U24A8> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U24A9> \xA9\xDA |0

<U24AA> \xA9\xDB |0

<U24AB> \xA9\xDC |0

<U24AC> \xA9\xDD |0

<U24AD> \xA9\xDE |0

<U24AE> \xA9\xDF |0

<U24AF> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U24B0> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U24B1> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U24B2> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U24B3> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U24B4> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U24B5> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U24D0> \xA8\xCD |0

<U24D1> \xA8\xCE |0

<U24D2> \xA8\xCF |0

<U24D3> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U24D4> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U24D5> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U24D6>

 \xA8\xD3 |0

<U24D7> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U24D8> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U24D9> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U24DA> \xA8\xD7 |0
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<U24DB> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U24DC> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U24DD> \xA8\xDA |0

<U24DE> \xA8\xDB |0

<U24DF> \xA8\xDC |0

<U24E0> \xA8\xDD |0

<U24E1> \xA8\xDE |0

<U24E2> \xA8\xDF |0

<U24E3> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U24E4> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U24E5> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U24E6> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U24E7> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U24E8> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U24E9> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U2500> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA6\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA6\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U250D> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U250E> \xA6\xC7 |0

<U250F> \xA6\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U2511> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U2512> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U2513> \xA6\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U2515> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U2516> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U2517> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U2519> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U251A> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U251B> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U251D> \xA6\xBC |0

<U251E> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U251F> \xA6\xCA |0

<U2520> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U2521> \xA6\xCB |0

<U2522> \xA6\xCC |0

<U2523> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA6\xBE |0

<U2526>

 \xA6\xCD |0

<U2527> \xA6\xCE |0
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<U2528> \xA6\xB9 |0

<U2529> \xA6\xCF |0

<U252A> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U252B> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U252D> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U252F> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA6\xBD |0

<U2531> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U2532> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U2533> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA6\xAA |0

<U2535> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U2536> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U2537> \xA6\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA6\xBF |0

<U2539> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U253A> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U253B> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA6\xAB |0

<U253D> \xA6\xD9 |0

<U253E> \xA6\xDA |0

<U253F> \xA6\xBB |0

<U2540> \xA6\xDB |0

<U2541> \xA6\xDC |0

<U2542> \xA6\xC0 |0

<U2543> \xA6\xDD |0

<U2544> \xA6\xDE |0

<U2545> \xA6\xDF |0

<U2546> \xA6\xE0 |0

<U2547> \xA6\xE1 |0

<U2548> \xA6\xE2 |0

<U2549> \xA6\xE3 |0

<U254A> \xA6\xE4 |0

<U254B> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U2592> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U25A0> \xA1\xE1 |0

<U25A1> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U25A3> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U25A4> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U25A5> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U25A6> \xA2\xCB |0

<U25A7> \xA2\xCA |0

<U25A8> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U25A9> \xA2\xCC |0

<U25B2> \xA1\xE3 |0

<U25B3> \xA1\xE2 |0
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<U25B6>

 \xA2\xBA |0

<U25B7> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U25BC> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U25BD> \xA1\xE4 |0

<U25C0> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U25C1> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U25C6> \xA1\xDF |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xDE |0

<U25C8> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U25C9> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xDB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xDD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xDC |0

<U25D0> \xA2\xC4 |0

<U25D1> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U2605> \xA1\xDA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U260E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U260F> \xA2\xCE |0

<U261C> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U261E> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2640> \xA1\xCF |0

<U2642> \xA1\xCE |0

<U2660> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2661> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2663> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2664> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2665> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2667> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2668> \xA2\xCD |0

<U2669> \xA2\xDB |0

<U266A> \xA2\xDC |0

<U266C> \xA2\xDD |0

<U266D> \xA2\xDA |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xA8 |0

<U3008> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U300C> \xA1\xB8 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xBA |0

<U300F> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3010> \xA1\xBC |0
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<U3011> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3013> \xA1\xEB |0

<U3014> \xA1\xB2 |0

<U3015>

 \xA1\xB3 |0

<U301C> \xA1\xAD |0

<U3041> \xAA\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xAA\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xAA\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xAA\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xAA\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xAA\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xAA\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xAA\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xAA\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xAA\xAA |0

<U304B> \xAA\xAB |0

<U304C> \xAA\xAC |0

<U304D> \xAA\xAD |0

<U304E> \xAA\xAE |0

<U304F> \xAA\xAF |0

<U3050> \xAA\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xAA\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xAA\xB2 |0

<U3053> \xAA\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xAA\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xAA\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xAA\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xAA\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xAA\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xAA\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xAA\xBA |0

<U305B> \xAA\xBB |0

<U305C> \xAA\xBC |0

<U305D> \xAA\xBD |0

<U305E> \xAA\xBE |0

<U305F> \xAA\xBF |0

<U3060> \xAA\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xAA\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xAA\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xAA\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xAA\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xAA\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xAA\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xAA\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xAA\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xAA\xC9 |0

<U306A> \xAA\xCA |0
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<U306B> \xAA\xCB |0

<U306C> \xAA\xCC |0

<U306D> \xAA\xCD |0

<U306E> \xAA\xCE |0

<U306F> \xAA\xCF |0

<U3070> \xAA\xD0 |0

<U3071>

 \xAA\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xAA\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xAA\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xAA\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xAA\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xAA\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xAA\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xAA\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xAA\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xAA\xDA |0

<U307B> \xAA\xDB |0

<U307C> \xAA\xDC |0

<U307D> \xAA\xDD |0

<U307E> \xAA\xDE |0

<U307F> \xAA\xDF |0

<U3080> \xAA\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xAA\xE1 |0

<U3082> \xAA\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xAA\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xAA\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xAA\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xAA\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xAA\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xAA\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xAA\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xAA\xEA |0

<U308B> \xAA\xEB |0

<U308C> \xAA\xEC |0

<U308D> \xAA\xED |0

<U308E> \xAA\xEE |0

<U308F> \xAA\xEF |0

<U3090> \xAA\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xAA\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xAA\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xAA\xF3 |0

<U30A1> \xAB\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xAB\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xAB\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xAB\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xAB\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xAB\xA6 |0
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<U30A7> \xAB\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xAB\xA8 |0

<U30A9> \xAB\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xAB\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xAB\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xAB\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xAB\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xAB\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xAB\xAF |0

<U30B0>

 \xAB\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xAB\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xAB\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xAB\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xAB\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xAB\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xAB\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xAB\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xAB\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xAB\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xAB\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xAB\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xAB\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xAB\xBD |0

<U30BE> \xAB\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xAB\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xAB\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xAB\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xAB\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xAB\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xAB\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xAB\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xAB\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xAB\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xAB\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xAB\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xAB\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xAB\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xAB\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xAB\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xAB\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xAB\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xAB\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xAB\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xAB\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xAB\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xAB\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xAB\xD5 |0
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<U30D6> \xAB\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xAB\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xAB\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xAB\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xAB\xDA |0

<U30DB> \xAB\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xAB\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xAB\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xAB\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xAB\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xAB\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xAB\xE1 |0

<U30E2>

 \xAB\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xAB\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xAB\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xAB\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xAB\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xAB\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xAB\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xAB\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xAB\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xAB\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xAB\xEC |0

<U30ED> \xAB\xED |0

<U30EE> \xAB\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xAB\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xAB\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xAB\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xAB\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xAB\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xAB\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xAB\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xAB\xF6 |0

<U30FB> \xA1\xA4 |0

<U3131> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3132> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3133> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3134> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3135> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3136> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3137> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3138> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3139> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U313A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U313B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U313C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U313D> \xA4\xAD |0
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<U313E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U313F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3140> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3141> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3142> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3143> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3144> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3145> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3146> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3147> \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3148> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3149> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U314A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U314B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U314C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U314D>

 \xA4\xBD |0

<U314E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U314F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3150> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3151> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3152> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3153> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3154> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3155> \xA4\xC5 |0

<U3156> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3157> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3158> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3159> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U315A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U315B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U315C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U315D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U315E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U315F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3160> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3161> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3162> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3163> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3164> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3165> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3166> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3167> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3168> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3169> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U316A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U316B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U316C> \xA4\xDC |0
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<U316D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U316E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U316F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3170> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3171> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3172> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3173> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3174> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3175> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3176> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3177> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3178> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3179> \xA4\xE9 |0

<U317A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U317B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U317C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U317D> \xA4\xED |0

<U317E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U317F>

 \xA4\xEF |0

<U3180> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3181> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3182> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3183> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U3184> \xA4\xF4 |0

<U3185> \xA4\xF5 |0

<U3186> \xA4\xF6 |0

<U3187> \xA4\xF7 |0

<U3188> \xA4\xF8 |0

<U3189> \xA4\xF9 |0

<U318A> \xA4\xFA |0

<U318B> \xA4\xFB |0

<U318C> \xA4\xFC |0

<U318D> \xA4\xFD |0

<U318E> \xA4\xFE |0

<U3200> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U3201> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U3202> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U3203> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U3204> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U3205> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U3206> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U3207> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U3208> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U3209> \xA9\xBA |0

<U320A> \xA9\xBB |0

<U320B> \xA9\xBC |0

<U320C> \xA9\xBD |0
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<U320D> \xA9\xBE |0

<U320E> \xA9\xBF |0

<U320F> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U3210> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U3211> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U3212> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U3213> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U3214> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U3215> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U3216> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U3217> \xA9\xC8 |0

<U3218> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U3219> \xA9\xCA |0

<U321A> \xA9\xCB |0

<U321B> \xA9\xCC |0

<U321C> \xA2\xDF |0

<U3260> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U3261> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U3262> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U3263> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U3264> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U3265>

 \xA8\xB6 |0

<U3266> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U3267> \xA8\xB8 |0

<U3268> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U3269> \xA8\xBA |0

<U326A> \xA8\xBB |0

<U326B> \xA8\xBC |0

<U326C> \xA8\xBD |0

<U326D> \xA8\xBE |0

<U326E> \xA8\xBF |0

<U326F> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U3270> \xA8\xC1 |0

<U3271> \xA8\xC2 |0

<U3272> \xA8\xC3 |0

<U3273> \xA8\xC4 |0

<U3274> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3275> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3276> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3277> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3278> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U3279> \xA8\xCA |0

<U327A> \xA8\xCB |0

<U327B> \xA8\xCC |0

<U327F> \xA2\xDE |0

<U3380> \xA7\xC9 |0

<U3381> \xA7\xCA |0
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<U3382> \xA7\xCB |0

<U3383> \xA7\xCC |0

<U3384> \xA7\xCD |0

<U3388> \xA7\xBA |0

<U3389> \xA7\xBB |0

<U338A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U338B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U338C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U338D> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U338E> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U338F> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U3390> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U3391> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U3392> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U3393> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U3394> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U3395> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U3396> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U3397> \xA7\xA3 |0

<U3398> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U3399> \xA7\xAB |0

<U339A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U339B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U339C> \xA7\xAE |0

<U339D>

 \xA7\xAF |0

<U339E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U339F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U33A0> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U33A1> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U33A2> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U33A3> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U33A4> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U33A5> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U33A6> \xA7\xAA |0

<U33A7> \xA7\xBD |0

<U33A8> \xA7\xBE |0

<U33A9> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U33AA> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U33AB> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U33AC> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U33AD> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U33AE> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U33AF> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U33B0> \xA7\xBF |0

<U33B1> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U33B2> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U33B3> \xA7\xC2 |0
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<U33B4> \xA7\xC3 |0

<U33B5> \xA7\xC4 |0

<U33B6> \xA7\xC5 |0

<U33B7> \xA7\xC6 |0

<U33B8> \xA7\xC7 |0

<U33B9> \xA7\xC8 |0

<U33BA> \xA7\xCE |0

<U33BB> \xA7\xCF |0

<U33BC> \xA7\xD0 |0

<U33BD> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U33BE> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U33BF> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U33C0> \xA7\xDA |0

<U33C1> \xA7\xDB |0

<U33C2> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U33C3> \xA7\xEC |0

<U33C4> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U33C5> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U33C6> \xA7\xEF |0

<U33C7> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U33C8> \xA7\xBC |0

<U33C9> \xA7\xED |0

<U33CA> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U33CF> \xA7\xB9 |0

<U33D0> \xA7\xEA |0

<U33D3> \xA7\xEB |0

<U33D6> \xA7\xDF |0

<U33D8>

 \xA2\xE4 |0

<U33DB> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U33DC> \xA7\xEE |0

<U33DD> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U4E00> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U4E01> \xEF\xCB |0

<U4E03> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U4E07> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U4E08> \xED\xDB |0

<U4E09> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U4E0A> \xDF\xBE |0

<U4E0B> \xF9\xBB |0

<U4E0D> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U4E11> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U4E14> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U4E15> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U4E16> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U4E18> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U4E19> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U4E1E> \xE3\xAA |0
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<U4E2D> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U4E30> \x9B\xD8 |0

<U4E32> \xCD\xFA |0

<U4E38> \xFC\xAF |0

<U4E39> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U4E3B> \xF1\xAB |0

<U4E42> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U4E43> \xD2\xAC |0

<U4E45> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U4E4B> \xF1\xFD |0

<U4E4D> \xDE\xBF |0

<U4E4E> \xFB\xBA |0

<U4E4F> \xF9\xB9 |0

<U4E56> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U4E58> \xE3\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U4E5D> \xCE\xFA |0

<U4E5E> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U4E5F> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U4E6B> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U4E6D> \xD4\xCC |0

<U4E73> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U4E76> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U4E77> \xDF\xAD |0

<U4E7E> \xCB\xEB |0

<U4E82> \xD5\xAF |0

<U4E86> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U4E88> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U4E8B> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U4E8C> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U4E8E>

 \xE9\xCD |0

<U4E90> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U4E91> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U4E92> \xFB\xBB |0

<U4E94> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U4E95> \xEF\xCC |0

<U4E98> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U4E9B> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U4E9E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U4EA1> \xD8\xCC |0

<U4EA2> \xF9\xF1 |0

<U4EA4> \xCE\xDF |0

<U4EA5> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U4EA6> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U4EA8> \xFA\xFB |0

<U4EAB> \xFA\xBD |0

<U4EAC> \xCC\xC8 |0
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<U4EAD> \xEF\xCD |0

<U4EAE> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U4EB6> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U4EBA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U4EC0> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U4EC1> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U4EC4> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U4EC6> \x9B\xDA |0

<U4EC7> \xCE\xFB |0

<U4ECA> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4ECB> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4ECD> \xED\xA4 |0

<U4ED4> \xED\xA8 |0

<U4ED5> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U4ED6> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U4ED7> \xED\xDC |0

<U4ED8> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U4ED9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U4EDD> \xD4\xCE |0

<U4EDE> \x9C\xF4 |0

<U4EDF> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U4EE3> \xD3\xDB |0

<U4EE4> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U4EE5> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U4EF0> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U4EF2> \xF1\xEA |0

<U4EF6> \xCB\xEC |0

<U4EF7> \xCB\xC0 |0

<U4EFB> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U4F01> \xD0\xEA |0

<U4F09> \xF9\xF2 |0

<U4F0A> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U4F0B> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4F0D>

 \xE7\xEA |0

<U4F0E> \xD0\xEB |0

<U4F0F> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U4F10> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U4F11> \xFD\xCC |0

<U4F2F> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U4F34> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U4F36> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F38> \xE3\xDF |0

<U4F3A> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U4F3C> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U4F3D> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U4F43> \xEE\xEC |0

<U4F46> \xD3\xA3 |0
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<U4F47> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U4F48> \xF8\xCF |0

<U4F4D> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U4F4E> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U4F4F> \xF1\xAC |0

<U4F50> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U4F51> \xE9\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xF9\xBC |0

<U4F59> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U4F5A> \xEC\xEA |0

<U4F5B> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U4F5C> \xED\xC2 |0

<U4F5D> \x9A\xC5 |0

<U4F5E> \x9A\xDA |0

<U4F69> \xF8\xA5 |0

<U4F6F> \xE5\xBA |0

<U4F70> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U4F73> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U4F76> \xD1\xCD |0

<U4F7A> \xEE\xED |0

<U4F7E> \xEC\xEB |0

<U4F7F> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U4F81> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U4F83> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U4F84> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U4F86> \xD5\xCE |0

<U4F88> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U4F8A> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U4F8B> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U4F8D> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U4F8F> \xF1\xAD |0

<U4F91> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U4F96> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U4F98> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U4F9B> \xCD\xEA |0

<U4F9D> \xEB\xEE |0

<U4FAE>

 \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FAF> \xFD\xA5 |0

<U4FB5> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U4FB6> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U4FBF> \xF8\xB5 |0

<U4FC2> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U4FC3> \xF5\xB5 |0

<U4FC4> \xE4\xAD |0

<U4FC9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U4FCA> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U4FCE> \xF0\xBB |0
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<U4FD1> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U4FD3> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U4FD4> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U4FDA> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U4FDB> \x9B\xBE |0

<U4FDD> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U4FDF> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U4FE0> \xFA\xEF |0

<U4FE1> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U4FEE> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U4FEF> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U4FF1> \xCE\xFC |0

<U4FF3> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U4FF5> \xF8\xF1 |0

<U4FF8> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U4FFA> \xE5\xEF |0

<U5002> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U5006> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5009> \xF3\xDA |0

<U500B> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U500D> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U5011> \xD9\xFA |0

<U5012> \xD3\xEE |0

<U5016> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5019> \xFD\xA6 |0

<U501A> \xEB\xEF |0

<U501C> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U501E> \xCC\xCA |0

<U501F> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U5021> \xF3\xDB |0

<U5023> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U5024> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U5026> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U5027> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U5028> \xCB\xDA |0

<U502A> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U502B> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U502C> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U502D>

 \xE8\xDE |0

<U503B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U5043> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U5047> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U5048> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U5049> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U504F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<U5055> \xFA\xA5 |0
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<U505A> \xF1\xAE |0

<U505C> \xEF\xCE |0

<U5065> \xCB\xED |0

<U5070> \x9C\xAA |0

<U5074> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U5075> \xEF\xCF |0

<U5076> \xE9\xCF |0

<U5078> \xF7\xDE |0

<U5080> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U5085> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U508D> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U5091> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U5098> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U5099> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U50AC> \xF5\xCA |0

<U50AD> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U50B2> \xE7\xEC |0

<U50B3> \xEE\xEE |0

<U50B4> \x9A\xC6 |0

<U50B5> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U50B7> \xDF\xBF |0

<U50BE> \xCC\xCB |0

<U50C2> \x9B\xA9 |0

<U50C5> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U50C9> \xF4\xD2 |0

<U50CA> \xE0\xBA |0

<U50CF> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U50D1> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U50D5> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U50D6> \xFD\xEA |0

<U50DA> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U50DE> \xEA\xCA |0

<U50E5> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U50E7> \xE3\xAC |0

<U50ED> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U50F9> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U50FB> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U50FF> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U5100> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U5101> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U5104> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U5106> \xCC\xCC |0

<U5109>

 \xCB\xFB |0

<U5112> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U511F> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5121> \xD6\xED |0

<U512A> \xE9\xD0 |0
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<U5132> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U5137> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U513C> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U5140> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U5141> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U5143> \xEA\xAA |0

<U5144> \xFA\xFC |0

<U5145> \xF5\xF6 |0

<U5146> \xF0\xBC |0

<U5147> \xFD\xD4 |0

<U5148> \xE0\xBB |0

<U5149> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U514B> \xD0\xBA |0

<U514C> \xF7\xBA |0

<U514D> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U514E> \xF7\xCD |0

<U5152> \xE4\xAE |0

<U515A> \x9A\xE2 |0

<U515C> \xD4\xDF |0

<U5162> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U5165> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5167> \xD2\xAE |0

<U5168> \xEE\xEF |0

<U5169> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U516A> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U516B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<U516C> \xCD\xEB |0

<U516D> \xD7\xBF |0

<U516E> \xFB\xB1 |0

<U5171> \xCD\xEC |0

<U5175> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U5176> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5177> \xCE\xFD |0

<U5178> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U517C> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U5180> \xD0\xED |0

<U5186> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U518A> \xF3\xFC |0

<U518D> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U5192> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U5195> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U5197> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U51A0> \xCE\xAE |0

<U51A5> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U51AA>

 \xD8\xF1 |0

<U51AC> \xD4\xCF |0
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<U51B2> \x9D\xE0 |0

<U51B6> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U51B7> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U51BD> \xD6\xA9 |0

<U51C4> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U51C6> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U51C9> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U51CB> \xF0\xBD |0

<U51CC> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U51CD> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U51DB> \x9B\xAC |0

<U51DC> \xD7\xCF |0

<U51DD> \xEB\xEA |0

<U51DE> \xFD\xEB |0

<U51E1> \xDB\xED |0

<U51F0> \xFC\xC5 |0

<U51F1> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U51F6> \xFD\xD5 |0

<U51F8> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U51F9> \xE8\xEA |0

<U51FA> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U51FD> \xF9\xDE |0

<U5200> \xD3\xEF |0

<U5203> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U5206> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U5207> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U5208> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U520A> \xCA\xCA |0

<U520E> \xD9\xFB |0

<U5211> \xFA\xFD |0

<U5217> \xD6\xAA |0

<U521D> \xF4\xF8 |0

<U5224> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U5225> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5229> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U522A> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U522E> \xCE\xBE |0

<U5230> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U5231> \x9D\xC3 |0

<U5236> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U5237> \xE1\xEC |0

<U5238> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U5239> \xF3\xCB |0

<U523A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U523B> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5243> \xF4\xEF |0

<U5247> \xF6\xCE |0

<U524A> \xDE\xFB |0
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<U524B>

 \xD0\xBB |0

<U524C> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U524D> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U5254> \xF4\xA8 |0

<U5256> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U525B> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U525D> \xDA\xCE |0

<U5261> \xE0\xE6 |0

<U5269> \xED\xA5 |0

<U526A> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U5272> \xF9\xDC |0

<U5275> \xF3\xDC |0

<U527D> \xF8\xF2 |0

<U527F> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U5283> \xFC\xF1 |0

<U5287> \xD0\xBC |0

<U5288> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U5289> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U528D> \xCB\xFC |0

<U5291> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U5292> \xCB\xFD |0

<U529B> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U529F> \xCD\xED |0

<U52A0> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U52A3> \xD6\xAB |0

<U52A4> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U52A9> \xF0\xBE |0

<U52AA> \xD2\xBD |0

<U52AB> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U52C1> \xCC\xCD |0

<U52C3> \xDA\xFA |0

<U52C5> \xF6\xCF |0

<U52C7> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U52C9> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U52CD> \xCC\xCE |0

<U52D2> \xD7\xCD |0

<U52D5> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U52D6> \xE9\xED |0

<U52D8> \xCA\xEB |0

<U52D9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U52DB> \xFD\xB2 |0

<U52DD> \xE3\xAD |0

<U52DE> \xD6\xCC |0

<U52DF> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U52E2> \xE1\xA7 |0
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<U52E3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U52E4> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U52F3> \xFD\xB3 |0

<U52F5>

 \xD5\xE4 |0

<U52F8> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U52FA> \xED\xC3 |0

<U52FB> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U52FE> \xCE\xFE |0

<U52FF> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U5305> \xF8\xD0 |0

<U5308> \xFD\xD6 |0

<U530D> \xF8\xD1 |0

<U530F> \xF8\xD2 |0

<U5310> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U5315> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U5316> \xFB\xF9 |0

<U5317> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U5319> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U5320> \xED\xDD |0

<U5321> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U5323> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U532A> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U532F> \xFC\xDD |0

<U5339> \xF9\xAF |0

<U533F> \xD2\xFB |0

<U5340> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U5341> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U5343> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U5344> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5347> \xE3\xAE |0

<U5348> \xE7\xED |0

<U5349> \xFD\xC1 |0

<U534A> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U534D> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U5351> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U5352> \xF0\xEF |0

<U5353> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U5354> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U5357> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U535A> \xDA\xCF |0

<U535C> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U535E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5360> \xEF\xBF |0

<U5366> \xCE\xCF |0

<U5368> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U536F> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U5370> \xEC\xD4 |0
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<U5371> \xEA\xCB |0

<U5374> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5375> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5377> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U537D> \xF1\xED |0

<U537F> \xCC\xCF |0

<U5384>

 \xE4\xF8 |0

<U5393> \xE4\xED |0

<U5398> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U539A> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U539F> \xEA\xAB |0

<U53A0> \xF6\xB2 |0

<U53A5> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U53A6> \xF9\xBD |0

<U53AD> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U53BB> \xCB\xDB |0

<U53C3> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U53C8> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U53C9> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U53CA> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U53CB> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U53CD> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U53D4> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U53D6> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U53D7> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U53DB> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U53DF> \x9C\xB1 |0

<U53E1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U53E2> \xF5\xBF |0

<U53E3> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U53E4> \xCD\xAF |0

<U53E5> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U53E9> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U53EA> \xF1\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U53EC> \xE1\xAF |0

<U53ED> \xF8\xA3 |0

<U53EF> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U53F0> \xF7\xBB |0

<U53F1> \xF2\xEA |0

<U53F2> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U53F3> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U53F8> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U5401> \x9C\xE4 |0

<U5403> \xFD\xDE |0

<U5404> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5408> \xF9\xEA |0
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<U5409> \xD1\xCE |0

<U540A> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U540C> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U540D> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U540E> \xFD\xA8 |0

<U540F> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5410> \xF7\xCE |0

<U5411> \xFA\xBE |0

<U541B> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U541D>

 \xD7\xF0 |0

<U541F> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U5420> \xF8\xC5 |0

<U5426> \xDC\xFA |0

<U5429> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U542B> \xF9\xDF |0

<U5433> \xE7\xEF |0

<U5438> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U5439> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U543B> \xD9\xFC |0

<U543C> \xFD\xA9 |0

<U543E> \xE7\xEE |0

<U5442> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5448> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U544A> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U5451> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U5468> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U546A> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U5471> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U5473> \xDA\xAB |0

<U5475> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U547B> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U547C> \xFB\xBC |0

<U547D> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U5480> \xEE\xBA |0

<U5484> \x9A\xE6 |0

<U5486> \xF8\xD3 |0

<U548C> \xFB\xFA |0

<U548E> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5490> \xDC\xFB |0

<U54A4> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U54A8> \xED\xAA |0

<U54AB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U54B3> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U54B8> \xF9\xE0 |0

<U54BD> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U54C0> \xE4\xEE |0
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<U54C1> \xF9\xA1 |0

<U54C4> \xFB\xEF |0

<U54C8> \xF9\xEB |0

<U54C9> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U54E1> \xEA\xAC |0

<U54E5> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xF4\xFA |0

<U54ED> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U54EE> \xFC\xF6 |0

<U54F2> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U54FA> \xF8\xD4 |0

<U54FD> \x9A\xB3 |0

<U5504>

 \xF8\xA6 |0

<U5506> \xDE\xCA |0

<U5507> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U550E> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5510> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U551C> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U552F> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U5531> \xF3\xDD |0

<U5535> \xE4\xDA |0

<U553E> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U5544> \xF6\xF2 |0

<U5546> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U554F> \xD9\xFD |0

<U5553> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U5556> \xD3\xBA |0

<U555E> \xE4\xAF |0

<U5563> \xF9\xE1 |0

<U557B> \x9C\xB9 |0

<U557C> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U5580> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U5583> \x9A\xD7 |0

<U5584> \xE0\xBC |0

<U5586> \xF4\xCA |0

<U5587> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5589> \xFD\xAA |0

<U558A> \xF9\xE2 |0

<U5598> \xF4\xB7 |0

<U5599> \xFD\xC2 |0

<U559A> \xFC\xB0 |0

<U559C> \xFD\xEC |0

<U559D> \xCA\xE2 |0

<U55A7> \xFD\xBD |0

<U55A9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U55AA> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U55AB> \xD1\xD2 |0
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<U55AC> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U55C5> \xFD\xAB |0

<U55C7> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U55D4> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U55DA> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U55DC> \xD0\xEE |0

<U55DF> \xF3\xAA |0

<U55E3> \xDE\xCB |0

<U55E4> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U55FD> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U55FE> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U5606> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U5609> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U5614> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U5617>

 \xDF\xC4 |0

<U562F> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5632> \xF0\xBF |0

<U5634> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U5636> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U5653> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U5668> \xD0\xEF |0

<U566A> \x9D\xB2 |0

<U566B> \xFD\xED |0

<U566C> \x9B\xFE |0

<U5674> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U5686> \xFC\xF7 |0

<U56A5> \xE6\xBF |0

<U56AC> \xDE\xAD |0

<U56AE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U56B4> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U56BC> \xED\xC4 |0

<U56C0> \x9D\xA7 |0

<U56C2> \x9E\xA7 |0

<U56CA> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U56CD> \xFD\xEE |0

<U56D1> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U56DA> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U56DB> \xDE\xCC |0

<U56DE> \xFC\xDE |0

<U56E0> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U56F0> \xCD\xDD |0

<U56F9> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U56FA> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U56FF> \x9C\xE9 |0

<U5703> \xF8\xD5 |0

<U5704> \xE5\xD8 |0
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<U5708> \xCF\xEA |0

<U570B> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U570D> \xEA\xCC |0

<U5712> \xEA\xAE |0

<U5713> \xEA\xAD |0

<U5716> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U5718> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U571C> \x9E\xA2 |0

<U571F> \xF7\xCF |0

<U5728> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U572D> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U5730> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U573B> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5740> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U5742> \xF7\xF8 |0

<U5747> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U574A> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U574D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U574E>

 \xCA\xEC |0

<U5750> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U5751> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U5761> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U5764> \xCD\xDE |0

<U5766> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U576A> \xF8\xC0 |0

<U576E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5770> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U5775> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U577C> \xF6\xF3 |0

<U5782> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U5788> \xD3\xDC |0

<U578B> \xFA\xFE |0

<U578C> \x9A\xE7 |0

<U5793> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U57A0> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U57A2> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U57A3> \xEA\xAF |0

<U57C3> \xE4\xEF |0

<U57C7> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U57C8> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U57CB> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U57CE> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U57D3> \x9A\xEF |0

<U57DF> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U57E0> \xDC\xFC |0

<U57F0> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U57F4> \xE3\xD0 |0
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<U57F7> \xF2\xFB |0

<U57F9> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U57FA> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U57FC> \xD0\xF2 |0

<U5800> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5802> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U5805> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U5806> \xF7\xD8 |0

<U5808> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U5809> \xEB\xBC |0

<U580A> \xE4\xBE |0

<U581E> \xF4\xDC |0

<U5821> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U5824> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U5827> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U582A> \xCA\xED |0

<U582F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U5830> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U5831> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U5834> \xED\xDE |0

<U5835> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U583A>

 \xCC\xF7 |0

<U584A> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U584B> \xE7\xAB |0

<U584F> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U5851> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5854> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U5857> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U5858> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U585A> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U585E> \xDF\xDD |0

<U5861> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U5862> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U5864> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U5869> \x9C\xD7 |0

<U5875> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U5879> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U587C> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U587E> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5883> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U5885> \xDF\xEA |0

<U5889> \xE9\xBA |0

<U5893> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U589C> \xF5\xCD |0

<U589E> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U589F> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U58A8> \xD9\xF8 |0
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<U58A9> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U58AE> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U58B3> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U58BA> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U58BB> \xED\xDF |0

<U58BE> \xCA\xCB |0

<U58C1> \xDB\xFA |0

<U58C5> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U58C7> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U58CE> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U58D1> \xF9\xC9 |0

<U58D3> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U58D5> \xFB\xBD |0

<U58D8> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U58D9> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U58DE> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U58E4> \xE5\xBD |0

<U58EB> \xDE\xCD |0

<U58EC> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U58EF> \xED\xE0 |0

<U58F9> \xEC\xEC |0

<U58FA> \xFB\xBE |0

<U58FB> \xDF\xEB |0

<U58FD>

 \xE1\xF8 |0

<U590F> \xF9\xBE |0

<U5914> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5915> \xE0\xAA |0

<U5916> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U5919> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U591A> \xD2\xFD |0

<U591C> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U5922> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5927> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5929> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U592A> \xF7\xBC |0

<U592B> \xDC\xFD |0

<U592D> \xE8\xEC |0

<U592E> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U5931> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U5937> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U593E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U5944> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5947> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5948> \xD2\xAF |0

<U5949> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U594E> \xD0\xA5 |0
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<U594F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U5950> \xFC\xB1 |0

<U5951> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U5954> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U5955> \xFA\xD1 |0

<U5957> \xF7\xDF |0

<U595A> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U5960> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U5962> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5967> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U596A> \xF7\xAC |0

<U596B> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U596C> \xED\xE1 |0

<U596D> \xE0\xAB |0

<U596E> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U5973> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U5974> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5978> \xCA\xCC |0

<U597D> \xFB\xBF |0

<U5982> \xE5\xFD |0

<U5983> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U5984> \xD8\xCD |0

<U598A> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U5993> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5996> \xE8\xED |0

<U5997> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U5999> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U59A3>

 \x9B\xE5 |0

<U59A5> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U59A8> \xDB\xAA |0

<U59AC> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U59B9> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U59BB> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U59BE> \xF4\xDD |0

<U59C3> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U59C6> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U59C9> \xED\xAB |0

<U59CB> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U59D0> \xEE\xBB |0

<U59D1> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U59D2> \x9B\xF2 |0

<U59D3> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U59D4> \xEA\xCD |0

<U59D9> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U59DA> \xE8\xEE |0

<U59DC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U59DD> \xF1\xAF |0
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<U59E6> \xCA\xCD |0

<U59E8> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xF2\xEB |0

<U59EC> \xFD\xEF |0

<U59EE> \xF9\xF3 |0

<U59F8> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U59FB> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U59FF> \xED\xAC |0

<U5A01> \xEA\xCE |0

<U5A03> \xE8\xDF |0

<U5A11> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5A18> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U5A1B> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U5A1C> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U5A1F> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U5A20> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U5A25> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U5A29> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U5A36> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U5A3C> \xF3\xDE |0

<U5A41> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5A46> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U5A49> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U5A5A> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U5A62> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U5A66> \xDC\xFE |0

<U5A7F> \x9C\xA1 |0

<U5A92> \xD8\xDA |0

<U5A93> \x9E\xA5 |0

<U5A9A> \xDA\xAC |0

<U5A9B>

 \xEA\xB0 |0

<U5AA4> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U5ABC> \x9C\xDE |0

<U5ABD> \x9B\xB5 |0

<U5ABE> \x9A\xC7 |0

<U5AC1> \xCA\xAA |0

<U5AC2> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U5AC4> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U5AC9> \xF2\xEC |0

<U5ACC> \xFA\xEE |0

<U5AD7> \x9A\xC8 |0

<U5AE1> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U5AE6> \xF9\xF4 |0

<U5AE9> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5B05> \xFB\xFB |0

<U5B09> \xFD\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \xE0\xBD |0
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<U5B0C> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U5B16> \xF8\xC6 |0

<U5B2A> \xDE\xAE |0

<U5B30> \x9C\xD9 |0

<U5B40> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5B43> \xE5\xBE |0

<U5B50> \xED\xAD |0

<U5B51> \xFA\xEA |0

<U5B54> \xCD\xEE |0

<U5B55> \xED\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \xED\xAE |0

<U5B58> \xF0\xED |0

<U5B5A> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U5B5C> \xED\xAF |0

<U5B5D> \xFC\xF8 |0

<U5B5F> \xD8\xEB |0

<U5B63> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U5B64> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U5B65> \x9A\xDC |0

<U5B69> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5B6B> \xE1\xDD |0

<U5B70> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5B71> \xED\xCF |0

<U5B75> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U5B78> \xF9\xCA |0

<U5B7A> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U5B7C> \xE5\xED |0

<U5B85> \xD3\xEB |0

<U5B87> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U5B88> \xE1\xFA |0

<U5B89> \xE4\xCC |0

<U5B8B> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5B8C> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U5B8F>

 \xCE\xDB |0

<U5B93> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U5B95> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U5B96> \xFC\xF3 |0

<U5B97> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U5B98> \xCE\xAF |0

<U5B99> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U5B9A> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U5B9B> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U5B9C> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U5BA2> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U5BA3> \xE0\xBE |0

<U5BA4> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U5BA5> \xEA\xE9 |0
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<U5BA6> \xFC\xB2 |0

<U5BAC> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5BAE> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U5BB0> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U5BB3> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BB4> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5BB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5BB6> \xCA\xAB |0

<U5BB8> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U5BB9> \xE9\xBB |0

<U5BBF> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U5BC0> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U5BC2> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U5BC3> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U5BC4> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U5BC5> \xEC\xD9 |0

<U5BC6> \xDA\xCB |0

<U5BC7> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U5BCC> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U5BD0> \xD8\xDB |0

<U5BD2> \xF9\xCE |0

<U5BD3> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U5BD4> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U5BD7> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5BDE> \xD8\xAC |0

<U5BDF> \xF3\xCC |0

<U5BE1> \xCD\xFB |0

<U5BE2> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U5BE4> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U5BE5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U5BE6> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U5BE7> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5BE8> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U5BE9> \xE3\xFB |0

<U5BEB> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U5BEC> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U5BEE>

 \xD6\xF7 |0

<U5BEF> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U5BF5> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U5BF6> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U5BF8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U5BFA> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U5C01> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U5C04> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U5C07> \xED\xE2 |0

<U5C08> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U5C09> \xEA\xCF |0
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<U5C0A> \xF0\xEE |0

<U5C0B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U5C0D> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5C0E> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U5C0F> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5C11> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5C16> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U5C19> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5C20> \x9C\xA5 |0

<U5C24> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U5C28> \xDB\xAB |0

<U5C31> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U5C38> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U5C39> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U5C3A> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U5C3B> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U5C3C> \xD2\xF9 |0

<U5C3E> \xDA\xAD |0

<U5C3F> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U5C40> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U5C45> \xCB\xDC |0

<U5C46> \xCC\xFA |0

<U5C48> \xCF\xDD |0

<U5C4B> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U5C4D> \xE3\xBB |0

<U5C4E> \xE3\xBA |0

<U5C51> \xE0\xDA |0

<U5C55> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U5C5B> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U5C60> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U5C62> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5C64> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U5C65> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5C6C> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5C6F> \xD4\xEA |0

<U5C71> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U5C79> \xFD\xDF |0

<U5C8C> \x9A\xD1 |0

<U5C90> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U5C91>

 \xED\xD4 |0

<U5CA1> \xCB\xAA |0

<U5CA6> \x9B\xB4 |0

<U5CA9> \xE4\xDB |0

<U5CAB> \xE1\xFB |0

<U5CAC> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U5CB1> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U5CB3> \xE4\xBF |0
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<U5CB5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U5CB7> \xDA\xBE |0

<U5CB8> \xE4\xCD |0

<U5CBA> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CBE> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U5CC0> \xE1\xFC |0

<U5CD9> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U5CE0> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5CE8> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U5CED> \x9D\xCE |0

<U5CEF> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U5CF0> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U5CF4> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5CF6> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U5CFB> \xF1\xDA |0

<U5CFD> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U5D07> \xE2\xFD |0

<U5D0D> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5D0E> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5D11> \xCD\xDF |0

<U5D14> \xF5\xCB |0

<U5D16> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U5D17> \xCB\xAB |0

<U5D19> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \xE2\xFE |0

<U5D29> \xDD\xDA |0

<U5D4B> \xDA\xAE |0

<U5D4C> \xCA\xEE |0

<U5D50> \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5D52> \x9C\xC3 |0

<U5D69> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U5D6C> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U5D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U5D82> \x9C\xFD |0

<U5D87> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U5D8B> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5DA0> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U5DA2> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U5DAA> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U5DB8> \xE7\xAE |0

<U5DBA> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5DBC>

 \xDF\xEC |0

<U5DBD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U5DCD> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U5DD2> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U5DD3> \x9D\xA8 |0
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<U5DD6> \xE4\xDC |0

<U5DDD> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U5DDE> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U5DE1> \xE2\xDE |0

<U5DE2> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U5DE5> \xCD\xEF |0

<U5DE6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U5DE7> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U5DE8> \xCB\xDD |0

<U5DEB> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U5DEE> \xF3\xAC |0

<U5DF1> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U5DF2> \xEC\xAB |0

<U5DF3> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U5DF4> \xF7\xE9 |0

<U5DF5> \x9D\xE3 |0

<U5DF7> \xF9\xF5 |0

<U5DF9> \x9A\xCF |0

<U5DFD> \xE1\xDE |0

<U5DFE> \xCB\xEE |0

<U5E02> \xE3\xBC |0

<U5E03> \xF8\xD6 |0

<U5E06> \xDB\xEE |0

<U5E0C> \xFD\xF1 |0

<U5E11> \xF7\xB6 |0

<U5E16> \xF4\xDE |0

<U5E19> \xF2\xED |0

<U5E1B> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U5E1D> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U5E25> \xE1\xFD |0

<U5E2B> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U5E2D> \xE0\xAC |0

<U5E33> \xED\xE3 |0

<U5E36> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5E37> \x9C\xEA |0

<U5E38> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U5E3D> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U5E3F> \xFD\xAC |0

<U5E40> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U5E43> \x9C\xE7 |0

<U5E44> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U5E45> \xF8\xEB |0

<U5E47> \xDB\xAC |0

<U5E4C> \xFC\xC6 |0

<U5E55> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5E5F>

 \xF6\xBA |0

<U5E61> \xDB\xDF |0
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<U5E62> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U5E63> \xF8\xC7 |0

<U5E71> \x9A\xEE |0

<U5E72> \xCA\xCE |0

<U5E73> \xF8\xC1 |0

<U5E74> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U5E77> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U5E78> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5E79> \xCA\xCF |0

<U5E7B> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U5E7C> \xEA\xEA |0

<U5E7D> \xEA\xEB |0

<U5E7E> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5E84> \xED\xE4 |0

<U5E87> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U5E8A> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U5E8F> \xDF\xED |0

<U5E95> \xEE\xBC |0

<U5E96> \x9D\xEC |0

<U5E97> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U5E9A> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5E9C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U5EA0> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5EA6> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U5EA7> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U5EAB> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5EAD> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U5EB5> \xE4\xDD |0

<U5EB6> \xDF\xEE |0

<U5EB7> \xCB\xAC |0

<U5EB8> \xE9\xBC |0

<U5EBE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U5EC2> \xDF\xCB |0

<U5EC8> \xF9\xBF |0

<U5EC9> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5ECA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5ED0> \xCF\xAA |0

<U5ED3> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U5ED6> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5EDA> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U5EDB> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U5EDF> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5EE0> \xF3\xDF |0

<U5EE2> \xF8\xC8 |0

<U5EE3> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U5EE8> \x9D\xF8 |0

<U5EE9> \x9B\xAD |0

<U5EEC> \xD5\xE6 |0
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<U5EF3>

 \xF4\xE6 |0

<U5EF6> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U5EF7> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U5EFA> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5EFB> \xFC\xDF |0

<U5F01> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U5F04> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5F0A> \xF8\xC9 |0

<U5F0F> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U5F11> \xE3\xBD |0

<U5F13> \xCF\xE1 |0

<U5F14> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U5F15> \xEC\xDA |0

<U5F17> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U5F18> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U5F1B> \xEC\xAC |0

<U5F1F> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U5F26> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U5F27> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U5F29> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5F31> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U5F35> \xED\xE5 |0

<U5F3A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U5F3C> \xF9\xB0 |0

<U5F46> \x9B\xD3 |0

<U5F48> \xF7\xA5 |0

<U5F4A> \xCB\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \xDA\xAF |0

<U5F4E> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U5F56> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U5F57> \xFB\xB2 |0

<U5F59> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U5F5B> \xEC\xAD |0

<U5F62> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U5F66> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F67> \xE9\xEE |0

<U5F69> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U5F6A> \xF8\xF3 |0

<U5F6B> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U5F6C> \xDE\xAF |0

<U5F6D> \xF8\xB0 |0

<U5F70> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U5F71> \xE7\xAF |0

<U5F77> \xDB\xAD |0

<U5F79> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5F7C> \xF9\xA8 |0

<U5F7F> \xDD\xD8 |0
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<U5F80> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U5F81> \xEF\xD6 |0

<U5F85> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5F87>

 \xE2\xDF |0

<U5F8A> \xFC\xE0 |0

<U5F8B> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F8C> \xFD\xAD |0

<U5F90> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5F91> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U5F92> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U5F97> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U5F98> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U5F99> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U5F9E> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U5FA0> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5FA1> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U5FA8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<U5FA9> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U5FAA> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U5FAE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U5FB4> \x9D\xE4 |0

<U5FB5> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U5FB7> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5FB9> \xF4\xCB |0

<U5FBD> \xFD\xC5 |0

<U5FC3> \xE3\xFD |0

<U5FC5> \xF9\xB1 |0

<U5FCC> \xD0\xFB |0

<U5FCD> \xEC\xDB |0

<U5FD6> \xF5\xBC |0

<U5FD7> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U5FD8> \xD8\xCE |0

<U5FD9> \xD8\xCF |0

<U5FE0> \xF5\xF7 |0

<U5FEB> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U5FF1> \x9D\xE6 |0

<U5FF5> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5FFB> \x9E\xAA |0

<U5FFD> \xFB\xEC |0

<U5FFF> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U600F> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U6012> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U6016> \xF8\xD7 |0

<U601B> \x9A\xDF |0

<U601C> \xD6\xBB |0

<U601D> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6020> \xF7\xBD |0
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<U6021> \xEC\xAE |0

<U6025> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U6027> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U6028> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U602A> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U602F> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U6031>

 \x9D\xD5 |0

<U6033> \x9E\xA6 |0

<U6041> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U6042> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U6043> \xE3\xBE |0

<U604D> \xFC\xC8 |0

<U6050> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U6052> \xF9\xF6 |0

<U6055> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U6059> \xE5\xBF |0

<U605A> \x9C\xD1 |0

<U605D> \xCE\xBF |0

<U6062> \xFC\xE1 |0

<U6063> \xED\xB0 |0

<U6064> \xFD\xD1 |0

<U6065> \xF6\xBB |0

<U6068> \xF9\xCF |0

<U6069> \xEB\xDA |0

<U606A> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U606C> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U606D> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U606F> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U6070> \xFD\xE6 |0

<U6085> \xE6\xED |0

<U6089> \xE3\xFA |0

<U608C> \xF0\xAA |0

<U608D> \xF9\xD0 |0

<U6094> \xFC\xE2 |0

<U6096> \xF8\xA7 |0

<U609A> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U609B> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U609F> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U60A0> \xEA\xED |0

<U60A3> \xFC\xB4 |0

<U60A4> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U60A7> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B0> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U60B2> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U60B3> \xD3\xED |0

<U60B4> \xF5\xFC |0

<U60B5> \x9D\xC4 |0
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<U60B6> \xDA\xBF |0

<U60B8> \xCC\xFB |0

<U60BC> \xD3\xFA |0

<U60BD> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U60C5> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U60C7> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U60D1> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U60DA> \xFB\xED |0

<U60DC> \xE0\xAD |0

<U60DF>

 \xEA\xEE |0

<U60E0> \xFB\xB3 |0

<U60E1> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U60F0> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U60F1> \xD2\xDD |0

<U60F3> \xDF\xCC |0

<U60F6> \xFC\xC9 |0

<U60F9> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U60FA> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U60FB> \xF6\xB3 |0

<U6101> \xE1\xFE |0

<U6103> \x9C\xA6 |0

<U6106> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6108> \xEA\xEF |0

<U6109> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U610D> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U610E> \xF8\xB4 |0

<U610F> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U6115> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U611A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U611B> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U611F> \xCA\xEF |0

<U6127> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U6130> \xFC\xCA |0

<U6134> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U6137> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U613C> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U613E> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U613F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U6142> \xE9\xBD |0

<U6144> \xD7\xC9 |0

<U6147> \xEB\xDB |0

<U6148> \xED\xB1 |0

<U614A> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U614B> \xF7\xBE |0

<U614C> \xFC\xCB |0

<U6153> \xF8\xF4 |0

<U6155> \xD9\xB7 |0
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<U6158> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U6159> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U615A> \x9D\xC2 |0

<U615D> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U615F> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U6162> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6163> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U6164> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U6167> \xFB\xB4 |0

<U6168> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U616B> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U616E> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U6170>

 \xEA\xD0 |0

<U6176> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U6177> \xCB\xAF |0

<U617D> \xF4\xAA |0

<U617E> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6181> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6182> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U618A> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U618E> \xF1\xF3 |0

<U6190> \xD5\xFB |0

<U6191> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6194> \xF4\xFB |0

<U6198> \xFD\xF3 |0

<U6199> \xFD\xF2 |0

<U619A> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U61A4> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U61A7> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U61A9> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U61AB> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U61AC> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U61AE> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U61B2> \xFA\xCA |0

<U61B6> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U61BA> \xD3\xBC |0

<U61BE> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U61C3> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U61C7> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U61C8> \xFA\xAB |0

<U61C9> \xEB\xEB |0

<U61CA> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U61CB> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U61E6> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U61F2> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U61F6> \xD4\xFB |0

<U61F7> \xFC\xE3 |0
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<U61F8> \xFA\xD8 |0

<U61FA> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U61FC> \xCF\xAB |0

<U61FD> \x9E\xA3 |0

<U61FF> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U6200> \xD5\xFC |0

<U6207> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U6208> \xCD\xFC |0

<U620A> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U620C> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U620D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U620E> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U6210> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U6211> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U6212> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6216>

 \xFB\xE4 |0

<U621A> \xF4\xAB |0

<U621E> \x9C\xC1 |0

<U621F> \xD0\xBD |0

<U6221> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U622A> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U622E> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U6230> \xEE\xFA |0

<U6231> \xFD\xF4 |0

<U6234> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U6236> \xFB\xC2 |0

<U623E> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U623F> \xDB\xAE |0

<U6240> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U6241> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U6243> \x9A\xB4 |0

<U6247> \xE0\xBF |0

<U6248> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U6249> \xDD\xEA |0

<U624B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U624D> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U6253> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U6258> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U626E> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6271> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U6276> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6279> \xDD\xEB |0

<U627C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U627F> \xE3\xAF |0

<U6280> \xD0\xFC |0

<U6284> \xF4\xFC |0

<U6289> \xCC\xBC |0
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<U628A> \xF7\xEA |0

<U6291> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U6292> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U6295> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U6297> \xF9\xF7 |0

<U6298> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U629B> \xF8\xD8 |0

<U62AB> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U62B1> \xF8\xD9 |0

<U62B5> \xEE\xBD |0

<U62B9> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U62BC> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U62BD> \xF5\xCE |0

<U62C2> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U62C6> \x9D\xE7 |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U62C8> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U62C9> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U62CC>

 \xDA\xE5 |0

<U62CD> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U62CF> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U62D0> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U62D2> \xCB\xDE |0

<U62D3> \xF4\xAC |0

<U62D4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U62D6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U62D7> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U62D8> \xCF\xAC |0

<U62D9> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U62DB> \xF4\xFD |0

<U62DC> \xDB\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U62ED> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U62EE> \xD1\xCF |0

<U62EF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U62F1> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U62F3> \xCF\xEB |0

<U62F7> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U62FE> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD1\xDA |0

<U6301> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U6307> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U6308> \x9C\xAC |0

<U6309> \xE4\xCE |0

<U6311> \xD3\xFB |0

<U632B> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U632F> \xF2\xC9 |0
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<U6339> \x9C\xF1 |0

<U633A> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U633B> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U633D> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U633E> \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6349> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U634C> \xF8\xA4 |0

<U634F> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U6350> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U6355> \xF8\xDA |0

<U6367> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6368> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U636E> \xCB\xDF |0

<U6372> \xCF\xEC |0

<U6377> \xF4\xDF |0

<U637A> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U637B> \xD2\xBA |0

<U637F> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U6383> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U6388> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U6389> \xD3\xFC |0

<U638C>

 \xED\xE6 |0

<U6392> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U6396> \xE4\xFA |0

<U6398> \xCF\xDE |0

<U639B> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U63A0> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U63A1> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U63A2> \xF7\xAE |0

<U63A5> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U63A7> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U63A8> \xF5\xCF |0

<U63A9> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U63AA> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U63AC> \x9A\xCD |0

<U63C0> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U63C4> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U63C6> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U63CF> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63D0> \xF0\xAB |0

<U63D6> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U63DA> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U63DB> \xFC\xB5 |0

<U63E1> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U63ED> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U63EE> \xFD\xC6 |0

<U63F4> \xEA\xB5 |0
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<U63F6> \xE5\xAA |0

<U63F7> \xDF\xBA |0

<U640D> \xE1\xDF |0

<U640F> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U6414> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U6416> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U6417> \xD3\xFD |0

<U641C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U6422> \xF2\xCA |0

<U642C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U642D> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U643A> \xFD\xCD |0

<U643E> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U6458> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U6460> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U6467> \x9D\xD7 |0

<U6469> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U646F> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U6478> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6479> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U647A> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U6488> \xD6\xCE |0

<U6491> \xF7\xCB |0

<U6492> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6493>

 \xE8\xF5 |0

<U649A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U649E> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U64A4> \xF4\xCC |0

<U64A5> \xDA\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U64AD> \xF7\xEB |0

<U64AE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U64B0> \xF3\xBC |0

<U64B2> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U64BB> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U64C1> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U64C4> \xD6\xCF |0

<U64C5> \xF4\xBA |0

<U64C7> \xF7\xC9 |0

<U64CA> \xCC\xAA |0

<U64CD> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U64CE> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U64D2> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U64D4> \xD3\xBD |0

<U64D8> \xDB\xFB |0

<U64DA> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U64E1> \xD3\xE4 |0
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<U64E2> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U64E5> \xD5\xBA |0

<U64E6> \xF3\xCD |0

<U64E7> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U64EC> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U64EF> \x9B\xED |0

<U64F1> \x9A\xAD |0

<U64F2> \xF4\xAD |0

<U64F4> \xFC\xAA |0

<U64FA> \xF7\xEC |0

<U64FE> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6504> \xF7\xCC |0

<U6518> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U651D> \xE0\xEE |0

<U6523> \xD5\xFD |0

<U652A> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U652B> \xFC\xAB |0

<U652C> \xD5\xBB |0

<U652F> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U6536> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U6537> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U6538> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U6539> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U653B> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U653E> \xDB\xAF |0

<U653F> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U6545>

 \xCD\xBA |0

<U6548> \xFC\xF9 |0

<U654D> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U654E> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U654F> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U6551> \xCF\xAD |0

<U6554> \x9C\xD0 |0

<U6556> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U6557> \xF8\xA8 |0

<U655E> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U6562> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U6563> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6566> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U656C> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U656D> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U6572> \xCD\xBB |0

<U6574> \xEF\xDA |0

<U6575> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U6577> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6578> \xE2\xA6 |0
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<U657E> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U6582> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U6583> \xF8\xCA |0

<U6585> \xFC\xFA |0

<U6587> \xD9\xFE |0

<U658C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6590> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6591> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6597> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U6599> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U659B> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U659C> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U659F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U65A1> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U65A4> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U65A5> \xF4\xAE |0

<U65A7> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U65AB> \xED\xC5 |0

<U65AC> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U65AF> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U65B0> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U65B7> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U65B9> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U65BC> \xE5\xDA |0

<U65BD> \xE3\xBF |0

<U65C1> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U65C5> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U65CB> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U65CC> \xEF\xDB |0

<U65CF> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U65D2>

 \xD7\xB2 |0

<U65D7> \xD0\xFD |0

<U65E0> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U65E3> \xD0\xFE |0

<U65E5> \xEC\xED |0

<U65E6> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U65E8> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U65E9> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U65EC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U65ED> \xE9\xEF |0

<U65F1> \xF9\xD1 |0

<U65F4> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U65FA> \xE8\xDA |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U65FC> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U65FD> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U65FF> \xE7\xFA |0
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<U6606> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6607> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U6609> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U660A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U660C> \xF3\xE3 |0

<U660E> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U660F> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U6610> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6611> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U6613> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U6614> \xE0\xAE |0

<U6615> \xFD\xDA |0

<U661E> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U661F> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U6620> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U6624> \x9A\xF9 |0

<U6625> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U6627> \xD8\xDC |0

<U6628> \xED\xC6 |0

<U662D> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U662F> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U6630> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U6631> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U6634> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6636> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U663A> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U663B> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6641> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U6642> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U6643> \xFC\xCC |0

<U6644> \xFC\xCD |0

<U6649> \xF2\xCB |0

<U664B> \xF2\xCC |0

<U664F>

 \xE4\xCF |0

<U6659> \xF1\xDB |0

<U665B> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U665D> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U665E> \xFD\xF5 |0

<U665F> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U6662> \x9D\xAE |0

<U6664> \xE7\xFB |0

<U6665> \xFC\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xFC\xE4 |0

<U6667> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U6668> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U6669> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U666B> \xF6\xF8 |0
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<U666C> \x9C\xB3 |0

<U666E> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U666F> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U6673> \xE0\xAF |0

<U6674> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U6676> \xEF\xDC |0

<U6677> \xCF\xFC |0

<U6678> \xEF\xDD |0

<U667A> \xF2\xAA |0

<U6684> \xFD\xBE |0

<U6687> \xCA\xAC |0

<U6688> \xFD\xBB |0

<U6689> \xFD\xC7 |0

<U668E> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U6690> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U6691> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U6696> \xD1\xEC |0

<U6697> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6698> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U669D> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U66A0> \xCD\xBC |0

<U66A2> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U66AB> \xED\xD5 |0

<U66AE> \xD9\xBA |0

<U66B2> \xED\xE7 |0

<U66B3> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U66B4> \xF8\xEC |0

<U66B9> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U66BB> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U66BE> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U66C4> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U66C6> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U66C7> \xD3\xBE |0

<U66C9> \xFC\xFB |0

<U66D6> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U66D9> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U66DC>

 \xE8\xF8 |0

<U66DD> \xF8\xED |0

<U66E0> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U66E6> \xFD\xF6 |0

<U66E9> \x9A\xD8 |0

<U66F0> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U66F2> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U66F3> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U66F4> \xCC\xDA |0

<U66F7> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U66F8> \xDF\xF6 |0
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<U66F9> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U66FA> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U66FC> \xD8\xBA |0

<U66FE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U66FF> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U6700> \xF5\xCC |0

<U6703> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U6708> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U6709> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U670B> \xDD\xDB |0

<U670D> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6714> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6715> \xF2\xF9 |0

<U6717> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U671B> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U671D> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U671E> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U671F> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U6726> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6727> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U6728> \xD9\xCA |0

<U672A> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U672B> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U672C> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U672D> \xF3\xCE |0

<U672E> \xF5\xF4 |0

<U6731> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U6734> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U6736> \xF6\xEA |0

<U673A> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U673D> \xFD\xAE |0

<U6746> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U6749> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U674E> \xD7\xDD |0

<U674F> \xFA\xBA |0

<U6750> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U6751> \xF5\xBD |0

<U6753> \xF8\xF5 |0

<U6756> \xED\xE8 |0

<U675C>

 \xD4\xE1 |0

<U675E> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U675F> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U676D> \xF9\xF8 |0

<U676F> \xDB\xCA |0

<U6770> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U6771> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U6772> \x9A\xBA |0
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<U6773> \xD9\xDC |0

<U6775> \xEE\xBE |0

<U6777> \xF7\xED |0

<U677B> \xD2\xEE |0

<U677E> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U677F> \xF7\xF9 |0

<U6787> \xDD\xED |0

<U6789> \xE8\xDB |0

<U678B> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U678F> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U6790> \xE0\xB0 |0

<U6793> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U6795> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U6797> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U679A> \xD8\xDD |0

<U679C> \xCD\xFD |0

<U679D> \xF2\xAB |0

<U67AF> \xCD\xBD |0

<U67B0> \xF8\xC2 |0

<U67B3> \xF2\xAC |0

<U67B6> \xCA\xAD |0

<U67B7> \xCA\xAE |0

<U67B8> \xCF\xAE |0

<U67BE> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U67C4> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U67CF> \xDB\xDA |0

<U67D0> \xD9\xBB |0

<U67D1> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U67D2> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U67D3> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U67D4> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U67DA> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U67DD> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U67DE> \x9C\xFA |0

<U67E2> \x9D\xA3 |0

<U67E9> \xCF\xAF |0

<U67EC> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xCA\xAF |0

<U67F0> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U67F1> \xF1\xBA |0

<U67F3> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U67F4> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U67F5>

 \xF3\xFD |0

<U67F6> \xDE\xDA |0

<U67FB> \xDE\xDB |0

<U67FE> \xEF\xDE |0

<U6812> \xE2\xE3 |0
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<U6813> \xEE\xFB |0

<U6816> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U6817> \xD7\xCA |0

<U6821> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U6822> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xF1\xBB |0

<U682E> \x9C\xF2 |0

<U682F> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U6831> \x9A\xBD |0

<U6838> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U6839> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U683C> \xCC\xAB |0

<U683D> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U6840> \xCB\xFA |0

<U6841> \xF9\xF9 |0

<U6842> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6843> \xD3\xFE |0

<U6848> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U684E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U6850> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U6851> \xDF\xCD |0

<U6853> \xFC\xB8 |0

<U6854> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U686D> \xF2\xCD |0

<U6876> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U687F> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U6881> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U6883> \x9D\xAD |0

<U6885> \xD8\xDE |0

<U688F> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U6893> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U6894> \xF6\xBC |0

<U6897> \xCC\xDB |0

<U689D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U689F> \xFC\xFC |0

<U68A1> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U68A2> \xF4\xFE |0

<U68A7> \xE7\xFC |0

<U68A8> \xD7\xDE |0

<U68AD> \xDE\xDC |0

<U68AF> \xF0\xAC |0

<U68B0> \xCC\xFE |0

<U68B1> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U68B3> \xE1\xBA |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xEF |0

<U68B6>

 \xDA\xB2 |0

<U68C4> \xD1\xA5 |0
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<U68C5> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U68C9> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U68CB> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U68CD> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U68D2> \xDC\xEA |0

<U68D5> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U68D7> \xF0\xCA |0

<U68D8> \xD0\xBE |0

<U68DA> \xDD\xDC |0

<U68DF> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U68E0> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U68E7> \xED\xD0 |0

<U68E8> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U68EE> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U68F2> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U68F9> \xD4\xA1 |0

<U68FA> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U6900> \xE8\xCA |0

<U6904> \x9D\xAC |0

<U6905> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U690D> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U690E> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U6912> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U6927> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6930> \xE5\xAB |0

<U693D> \xE6\xCB |0

<U693F> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U6942> \x9B\xF4 |0

<U694A> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U6953> \xF9\xA3 |0

<U6954> \xE0\xDB |0

<U6955> \xF6\xEB |0

<U6957> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U6959> \xD9\xEA |0

<U695A> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U695E> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U6960> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U6961> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U6962> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U6963> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U6968> \xEF\xDF |0

<U696B> \xF1\xEF |0

<U696D> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U696E> \xEE\xBF |0

<U696F> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6975> \xD0\xBF |0

<U6977> \xFA\xAC |0

<U6978> \xF5\xD1 |0
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<U6979>

 \xE7\xB3 |0

<U6994> \x9A\xF0 |0

<U6995> \xE9\xBE |0

<U699B> \xF2\xCE |0

<U699C> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U69A5> \xFC\xCE |0

<U69A7> \xDD\xEE |0

<U69AE> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U69B4> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U69BB> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U69C1> \xCD\xBE |0

<U69C3> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U69CA> \x9B\xF7 |0

<U69CB> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U69CC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<U69CD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U69CE> \x9B\xF5 |0

<U69D0> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U69D3> \x9A\xBE |0

<U69E8> \xCE\xAA |0

<U69EA> \xCB\xC8 |0

<U69FB> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U69FD> \xF0\xCB |0

<U69FF> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U6A02> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6A05> \x9D\xB9 |0

<U6A0A> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U6A11> \xD5\xDA |0

<U6A13> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U6A17> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U6A19> \xF8\xF6 |0

<U6A1E> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U6A1F> \xED\xE9 |0

<U6A21> \xD9\xBC |0

<U6A23> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U6A35> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U6A38> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U6A39> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U6A3A> \xFB\xFC |0

<U6A3D> \xF1\xDC |0

<U6A44> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U6A47> \x9D\xE1 |0

<U6A48> \xE8\xFA |0

<U6A4B> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U6A50> \x9D\xE8 |0

<U6A52> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U6A53> \xE2\xE5 |0
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<U6A58> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U6A59> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U6A61>

 \xDF\xCE |0

<U6A6B> \xFC\xF4 |0

<U6A80> \xD3\xAA |0

<U6A84> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6A89> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U6A8D> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U6A8E> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U6A97> \xDB\xFC |0

<U6A9C> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U6AA0> \x9A\xB5 |0

<U6AA2> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6AA3> \xED\xEA |0

<U6AB3> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6ABB> \xF9\xE3 |0

<U6ABC> \x9C\xEE |0

<U6AC2> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U6AC3> \xCF\xF6 |0

<U6AD3> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U6ADA> \xD5\xEA |0

<U6ADB> \xF1\xEE |0

<U6ADF> \x9A\xF7 |0

<U6AF6> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6AFB> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6B02> \x9B\xC7 |0

<U6B04> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U6B0A> \xCF\xED |0

<U6B0C> \xED\xEB |0

<U6B12> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U6B16> \xD5\xBC |0

<U6B20> \xFD\xE2 |0

<U6B21> \xF3\xAD |0

<U6B23> \xFD\xDB |0

<U6B32> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U6B38> \x9C\xC7 |0

<U6B3A> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U6B3D> \xFD\xE3 |0

<U6B3E> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U6B43> \x9B\xF9 |0

<U6B46> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U6B47> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6B4C> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U6B4E> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U6B50> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6B5F> \xE6\xA2 |0
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<U6B61> \xFC\xB6 |0

<U6B62> \xF2\xAD |0

<U6B63> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U6B64> \xF3\xAE |0

<U6B65> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U6B66> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6B6A>

 \xE8\xE0 |0

<U6B72> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U6B77> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U6B78> \xCF\xFD |0

<U6B7B> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6B7F> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U6B83> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6B84> \xF2\xCF |0

<U6B86> \xF7\xBF |0

<U6B89> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6B8A> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U6B96> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U6B98> \xED\xD1 |0

<U6B9E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U6BA4> \x9B\xFC |0

<U6BAE> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6BB2> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U6BB5> \xD3\xAB |0

<U6BB7> \xEB\xDC |0

<U6BBA> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6BBC> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U6BBF> \xEE\xFC |0

<U6BC1> \xFD\xC3 |0

<U6BC5> \xEB\xF6 |0

<U6BC6> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6BCB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U6BCD> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6BCF> \xD8\xDF |0

<U6BD2> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U6BD3> \xEB\xBE |0

<U6BD4> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6BD6> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6BD7> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6BD8> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6BDB> \xD9\xBE |0

<U6BEB> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U6BEC> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6C05> \x9D\xC5 |0

<U6C08> \xEE\xFD |0

<U6C0F> \xE4\xAB |0
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<U6C11> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6C13> \xD8\xEC |0

<U6C23> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U6C34> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U6C37> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6C38> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U6C3E> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U6C40> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U6C41> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U6C42>

 \xCF\xB4 |0

<U6C4E> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U6C50> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U6C55> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6C57> \xF9\xD2 |0

<U6C5A> \xE7\xFD |0

<U6C5D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U6C5E> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U6C5F> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U6C60> \xF2\xAE |0

<U6C68> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U6C6A> \xE8\xDC |0

<U6C6D> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U6C70> \xF7\xC0 |0

<U6C72> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U6C74> \x9B\xCF |0

<U6C76> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U6C7A> \xCC\xBD |0

<U6C7D> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6C81> \xE3\xFE |0

<U6C82> \xD1\xAA |0

<U6C83> \xE8\xAA |0

<U6C85> \xEA\xB6 |0

<U6C86> \xF9\xFA |0

<U6C87> \xE6\xCC |0

<U6C88> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U6C8C> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U6C90> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6C92> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U6C93> \xD3\xCB |0

<U6C94> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U6C95> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U6C96> \xF5\xF8 |0

<U6C98> \x9B\xE7 |0

<U6C99> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6C9A> \xF2\xAF |0

<U6C9B> \xF8\xA9 |0
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<U6CAB> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6CAE> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U6CB3> \xF9\xC1 |0

<U6CB8> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6CB9> \xEA\xFA |0

<U6CBB> \xF6\xBD |0

<U6CBC> \xE1\xBB |0

<U6CBD> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6CBE> \xF4\xD4 |0

<U6CBF> \xE6\xCD |0

<U6CC1> \xFC\xCF |0

<U6CC2> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U6CC4>

 \xE0\xDC |0

<U6CC9> \xF4\xBB |0

<U6CCA> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U6CCC> \xF9\xB2 |0

<U6CD3> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U6CD5> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6CD7> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6CDB> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U6CE0> \x9A\xFA |0

<U6CE1> \xF8\xDC |0

<U6CE2> \xF7\xEE |0

<U6CE3> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U6CE5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U6CE8> \xF1\xBC |0

<U6CEB> \xFA\xDA |0

<U6CEE> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6CEF> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U6CF0> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U6CF3> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U6D0B> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U6D0C> \xD6\xAC |0

<U6D11> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U6D17> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U6D19> \xE2\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U6D1E> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U6D25> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U6D27> \xEA\xFB |0

<U6D29> \xE0\xDD |0

<U6D2A> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U6D32> \xF1\xBD |0

<U6D35> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U6D36> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6D38> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U6D39> \xEA\xB7 |0
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<U6D3B> \xFC\xC0 |0

<U6D3D> \xFD\xE7 |0

<U6D3E> \xF7\xEF |0

<U6D41> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U6D59> \xEF\xBA |0

<U6D5A> \xF1\xDD |0

<U6D5C> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D63> \xE8\xCB |0

<U6D66> \xF8\xDD |0

<U6D69> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U6D6A> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U6D6C> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6D6E> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6D74> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U6D77> \xFA\xAD |0

<U6D78>

 \xF6\xD9 |0

<U6D79> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6D7F> \xF8\xAA |0

<U6D85> \xE6\xEE |0

<U6D87> \xCC\xDC |0

<U6D88> \xE1\xBC |0

<U6D89> \xE0\xEF |0

<U6D8C> \xE9\xBF |0

<U6D8D> \xFC\xFD |0

<U6D8E> \xE6\xCE |0

<U6D91> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U6D93> \xE6\xCF |0

<U6D95> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U6DAF> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U6DB2> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6DB5> \xF9\xE4 |0

<U6DBC> \x9A\xF1 |0

<U6DC0> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U6DC3> \xCF\xEE |0

<U6DC4> \xF6\xBE |0

<U6DC5> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U6DC6> \xFC\xFE |0

<U6DC7> \xD1\xAB |0

<U6DCB> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U6DD1> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U6DD8> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U6DD9> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U6DDA> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U6DDE> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U6DE1> \xD3\xBF |0

<U6DE8> \xEF\xE4 |0
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<U6DEA> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U6DEB> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U6DEE> \xFC\xE7 |0

<U6DF1> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6DF3> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U6DF5> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U6DF7> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U6DF8> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U6DF9> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U6DFA> \xF4\xBC |0

<U6DFB> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U6E17> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6E19> \xFC\xB9 |0

<U6E1A> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U6E1B> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6E1F> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U6E20> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U6E21> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U6E23>

 \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6E24> \xDA\xFD |0

<U6E25> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U6E26> \xE8\xBE |0

<U6E2B> \xE0\xDE |0

<U6E2C> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U6E2D> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U6E2F> \xF9\xFB |0

<U6E32> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U6E34> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U6E36> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U6E38> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6E3A> \xD9\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U6E3D> \xEE\xAA |0

<U6E3E> \xFB\xE9 |0

<U6E43> \xDB\xCB |0

<U6E44> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U6E4A> \xF1\xBE |0

<U6E4D> \xD3\xAC |0

<U6E56> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U6E58> \xDF\xCF |0

<U6E5B> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U6E5C> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U6E5E> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U6E5F> \xFC\xD0 |0

<U6E67> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U6E6B> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U6E6E> \xEC\xDC |0
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<U6E6F> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U6E72> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U6E73> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6E7A> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U6E90> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \xF1\xDE |0

<U6E9C> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U6E9D> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U6E9F> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6EA2> \xEC\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6EAA> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U6EAB> \xE8\xAE |0

<U6EAF> \xE1\xBD |0

<U6EB1> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U6EB2> \x9C\xB4 |0

<U6EB6> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U6EBA> \xD2\xFC |0

<U6EC2> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6EC4> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U6EC5> \xD8\xFE |0

<U6EC9>

 \xFC\xD1 |0

<U6ECB> \xED\xB2 |0

<U6ECC> \xF4\xAF |0

<U6ECE> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U6ED1> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U6ED3> \xEE\xAB |0

<U6ED4> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U6ED5> \x9A\xEA |0

<U6EEF> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U6EF4> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U6EF8> \xFB\xCA |0

<U6EFE> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U6EFF> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6F01> \xE5\xDB |0

<U6F02> \xF8\xF7 |0

<U6F06> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U6F09> \x9B\xA2 |0

<U6F0C> \x9A\xD0 |0

<U6F0F> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U6F11> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U6F13> \x9B\xAF |0

<U6F14> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U6F15> \xF0\xCC |0

<U6F20> \xD8\xAE |0

<U6F22> \xF9\xD3 |0

<U6F23> \xD5\xFE |0
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<U6F2B> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6F2C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U6F31> \xE2\xAB |0

<U6F32> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U6F38> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U6F3F> \xED\xEC |0

<U6F41> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U6F51> \xDA\xFE |0

<U6F54> \xCC\xBE |0

<U6F57> \xF2\xFC |0

<U6F58> \xDA\xEB |0

<U6F5A> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U6F5B> \xED\xD6 |0

<U6F5C> \x9C\xFB |0

<U6F5E> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U6F5F> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U6F62> \xFC\xD2 |0

<U6F64> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U6F66> \x9A\xFD |0

<U6F6D> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U6F6E> \xF0\xCD |0

<U6F70> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U6F7A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U6F7C> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U6F7D>

 \xDC\xC9 |0

<U6F7E> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6F84> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U6F88> \xF4\xCD |0

<U6F8D> \xF1\xBF |0

<U6F8E> \xF8\xB1 |0

<U6F90> \xE9\xFA |0

<U6F94> \xFB\xCB |0

<U6F97> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U6FA3> \xF9\xD4 |0

<U6FA4> \xF7\xCA |0

<U6FA7> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U6FAE> \xFC\xE8 |0

<U6FAF> \xF3\xBD |0

<U6FB1> \xEE\xFE |0

<U6FB3> \xE7\xFE |0

<U6FB9> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U6FBE> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U6FC0> \xCC\xAD |0

<U6FC1> \xF6\xFA |0

<U6FC2> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xD2\xD8 |0
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<U6FCA> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U6FD5> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U6FDA> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U6FDB> \x9B\xC1 |0

<U6FDF> \xF0\xAD |0

<U6FE0> \xFB\xCC |0

<U6FE1> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6FE4> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U6FE9> \xFB\xCD |0

<U6FEB> \xD5\xBD |0

<U6FEC> \xF1\xDF |0

<U6FEF> \xF6\xFB |0

<U6FF1> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6FFA> \x9D\xC9 |0

<U6FFE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U7001> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7005> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U7006> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U7009> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U700B> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U700F> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U7011> \xF8\xEE |0

<U7015> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U7018> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U701A> \xF9\xD5 |0

<U701B> \xE7\xBA |0

<U701C> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U701D>

 \xD5\xF7 |0

<U701E> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U701F> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7023> \xFA\xAE |0

<U7027> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U7028> \xD6\xEE |0

<U702F> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7030> \x9B\xC3 |0

<U7037> \xEC\xCB |0

<U703E> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U704C> \xCE\xB4 |0

<U7050> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U7051> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7058> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U705D> \xFB\xCE |0

<U7063> \xD8\xBD |0

<U706B> \xFB\xFD |0

<U706F> \x9A\xEB |0

<U7070> \xFC\xE9 |0

<U7078> \xCF\xB6 |0
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<U707C> \xED\xC7 |0

<U707D> \xEE\xAC |0

<U7085> \xCC\xDD |0

<U708A> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U708E> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7092> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U7095> \x9D\xF7 |0

<U7098> \xFD\xDC |0

<U7099> \xED\xB3 |0

<U709A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U70A1> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U70A4> \xE1\xBF |0

<U70AB> \xFA\xDB |0

<U70AC> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U70AD> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U70AE> \x9D\xED |0

<U70AF> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U70B3> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U70B7> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U70B8> \xED\xC8 |0

<U70B9> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U70C8> \xD6\xAD |0

<U70CB> \xFD\xCE |0

<U70CF> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U70D8> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U70D9> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U70DD> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U70DF> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U70F1> \xCC\xDE |0

<U70F9> \xF8\xB2 |0

<U70FD>

 \xDC\xEB |0

<U7104> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U7109> \xE5\xEA |0

<U710C> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U7119> \xDB\xCC |0

<U711A> \xDD\xCD |0

<U711E> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U7121> \xD9\xED |0

<U7126> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U7130> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7136> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U7147> \xFD\xC8 |0

<U7149> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U714A> \xFD\xBF |0

<U714C> \xFC\xD3 |0

<U714E> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U7150> \xE7\xBC |0
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<U7156> \xD1\xEE |0

<U7159> \xE6\xD5 |0

<U715C> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U715E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U7164> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U7165> \xFC\xBA |0

<U7166> \xFD\xAF |0

<U7167> \xF0\xCE |0

<U7169> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U716C> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U716E> \xED\xB4 |0

<U717D> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U7184> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7189> \xE9\xFB |0

<U718A> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U718F> \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7192> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U7194> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U7199> \xFD\xF7 |0

<U719F> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U71A2> \xDC\xEC |0

<U71A8> \x9C\xE5 |0

<U71AC> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U71B1> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U71B2> \x9A\xB6 |0

<U71B9> \xFD\xF8 |0

<U71BA> \xFD\xF9 |0

<U71BE> \xF6\xBF |0

<U71C1> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U71C3> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U71C8> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U71C9> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U71CE> \xD6\xFA |0

<U71D0>

 \xD7\xF2 |0

<U71D2> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U71D4> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U71D5> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U71DF> \xE7\xBD |0

<U71E5> \xF0\xCF |0

<U71E6> \xF3\xBE |0

<U71E7> \xE2\xAC |0

<U71ED> \xF5\xB7 |0

<U71EE> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U71F9> \x9C\xA8 |0

<U71FB> \xFD\xB8 |0

<U71FC> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U71FE> \xD4\xA7 |0
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<U71FF> \xE8\xFC |0

<U7200> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U7206> \xF8\xEF |0

<U7210> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U721B> \xD5\xB4 |0

<U722A> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U722C> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U722D> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U7230> \xEA\xBA |0

<U7232> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U7235> \xED\xC9 |0

<U7236> \xDD\xAB |0

<U723A> \xE5\xAC |0

<U723B> \xFD\xA1 |0

<U723D> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U723E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U7240> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U7246> \xED\xED |0

<U7247> \xF8\xB8 |0

<U7248> \xF7\xFA |0

<U724C> \xF8\xAB |0

<U7252> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7254> \x9B\xC8 |0

<U7258> \xD4\xBA |0

<U7259> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U725B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U725D> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U725F> \xD9\xBF |0

<U7261> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U7262> \xD6\xEF |0

<U7267> \xD9\xCC |0

<U7269> \xDA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7279> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U727D> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7280> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U7281>

 \xD7\xE0 |0

<U7296> \x9A\xED |0

<U72A2> \xD4\xBB |0

<U72A7> \xFD\xFA |0

<U72AC> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U72AF> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U72C0> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U72C2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U72C4> \xEE\xDA |0

<U72CE> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U72D0> \xFB\xCF |0
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<U72D7> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U72D9> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xCE\xEA |0

<U72E9> \xE2\xAD |0

<U72F8> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U72F9> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U72FC> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U72FD> \xF8\xAC |0

<U730A> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7316> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U731B> \xD8\xED |0

<U731C> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U731D> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7325> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xFA |0

<U732A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U732B> \xD9\xDE |0

<U7334> \x9E\xA8 |0

<U7336> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U7337> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U733E> \xFC\xC2 |0

<U733F> \xEA\xBB |0

<U7344> \xE8\xAB |0

<U7345> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U7350> \xED\xEF |0

<U7352> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U7357> \xCF\xF1 |0

<U7368> \xD4\xBC |0

<U736A> \xFC\xEA |0

<U7370> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7372> \xFC\xF2 |0

<U7375> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U7378> \xE2\xAE |0

<U737A> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U737B> \xFA\xCC |0

<U7384> \xFA\xDC |0

<U7386> \xED\xB5 |0

<U7387> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7389> \xE8\xAC |0

<U738B>

 \xE8\xDD |0

<U738E> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U7394> \xF4\xBD |0

<U7396> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7397> \xE9\xDB |0

<U7398> \xD1\xAC |0

<U739F> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U73A7> \xEB\xC9 |0
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<U73A9> \xE8\xCC |0

<U73AD> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U73B2> \xD6\xBC |0

<U73B3> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U73B9> \xFA\xDD |0

<U73C0> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U73C2> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U73C9> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U73CA> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U73CC> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U73CD> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U73CF> \xCA\xC4 |0

<U73D6> \xCE\xCB |0

<U73D9> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U73DD> \xFD\xB0 |0

<U73DE> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U73E0> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U73E2> \x9C\xEF |0

<U73E3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U73E4> \xDC\xCA |0

<U73E5> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U73E6> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U73E9> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U73EA> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U73ED> \xDA\xEC |0

<U73F7> \xD9\xEE |0

<U73F9> \xE0\xFB |0

<U73FD> \xEF\xEA |0

<U73FE> \xFA\xDE |0

<U7401> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U7403> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U7405> \xD5\xCA |0

<U7406> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U7407> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7409> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U7413> \xE8\xCD |0

<U741B> \xF6\xDA |0

<U7420> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U7421> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7422> \xF6\xFC |0

<U7425> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U7426> \xD1\xAD |0

<U7428>

 \xCD\xE4 |0

<U742A> \xD1\xAE |0

<U742B> \xDC\xED |0

<U742C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U742E> \xF0\xF9 |0
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<U742F> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7430> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7433> \xD7\xFB |0

<U7434> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U7435> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U7436> \xF7\xF1 |0

<U7438> \xF6\xFD |0

<U743A> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U743F> \xFB\xEA |0

<U7440> \xE9\xDC |0

<U7441> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U7443> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U7444> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U7445> \x9D\xAF |0

<U744B> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U7455> \xF9\xC2 |0

<U7457> \xEA\xBC |0

<U7459> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U745A> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U745B> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U745C> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U745E> \xDF\xFA |0

<U745F> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7460> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U7462> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U7463> \x9C\xB0 |0

<U7464> \xE8\xFD |0

<U7465> \xE8\xAF |0

<U7468> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U7469> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U746A> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U746F> \xD5\xCB |0

<U747E> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U7482> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7483> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U7487> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U7489> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U748B> \xED\xF0 |0

<U7498> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U749C> \xFC\xD4 |0

<U749E> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U749F> \xCC\xDF |0

<U74A1> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U74A3> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U74A5> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U74A7>

 \xDB\xFD |0

<U74A8> \xF3\xBF |0
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<U74AA> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U74B0> \xFC\xBB |0

<U74B2> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U74B5> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U74B9> \xE2\xDB |0

<U74BD> \xDF\xDE |0

<U74BF> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U74C6> \xF2\xEF |0

<U74CA> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U74CF> \xD6\xEA |0

<U74D4> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U74D8> \xCE\xB6 |0

<U74DA> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U74DC> \xCD\xFE |0

<U74E0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U74E2> \xF8\xF8 |0

<U74E3> \xF7\xFB |0

<U74E6> \xE8\xBF |0

<U74EE> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74F7> \xED\xB6 |0

<U7501> \xDC\xBA |0

<U7503> \x9D\xD9 |0

<U7504> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U750C> \x9A\xCA |0

<U7511> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U7515> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U7518> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U751A> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U751B> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U751F> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7523> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U7525> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U7528> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U752B> \xDC\xCB |0

<U752C> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U7530> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U7531> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U7532> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U7533> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7537> \xD1\xFB |0

<U7538> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U753A> \xEF\xEB |0

<U7547> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U754A> \x9A\xB7 |0

<U754C> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U754F> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U7551> \xEF\xA5 |0
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<U7553>

 \xD3\xCC |0

<U7554> \xDA\xED |0

<U7559> \xD7\xBA |0

<U755B> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U755C> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U755D> \xD9\xEF |0

<U7562> \xF9\xB4 |0

<U7565> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U7566> \xFD\xCF |0

<U756A> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U756F> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U7570> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U7575> \xFB\xFE |0

<U7576> \xD3\xD7 |0

<U7578> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U757A> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U757F> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U7586> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U7587> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U758A> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U758B> \xF9\xB5 |0

<U758E> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U758F> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7591> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U759D> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U75A5> \xCB\xCA |0

<U75AB> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U75B1> \xF8\xDE |0

<U75B2> \xF9\xAA |0

<U75B3> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U75B5> \xED\xB7 |0

<U75B8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75B9> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U75BC> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U75BD> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U75BE> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U75C2> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U75C5> \xDC\xBB |0

<U75C7> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U75CD> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U75D2> \xE5\xCA |0

<U75D4> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U75D5> \xFD\xDD |0

<U75D8> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U75D9> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U75DB> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U75E2> \xD7\xE5 |0
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<U75E3> \x9D\xC0 |0

<U75F0> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U75F2> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U75F3>

 \x9B\xB3 |0

<U75F4> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U75FA> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U75FC> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U7600> \xE5\xDC |0

<U760D> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7619> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U761F> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U7620> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U7621> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7622> \xDA\xEE |0

<U7624> \xD7\xBB |0

<U7626> \xE2\xB1 |0

<U7627> \x9D\xF4 |0

<U7634> \x9C\xFE |0

<U763B> \xD7\xAA |0

<U7642> \xD6\xFB |0

<U764C> \xE4\xDF |0

<U764E> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U7652> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U7656> \xDB\xFE |0

<U7658> \x9A\xF3 |0

<U7661> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U7664> \xEF\xBB |0

<U7669> \xD4\xFD |0

<U766C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U7670> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U7672> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U7678> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U767B> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U767C> \xDB\xA1 |0

<U767D> \xDB\xDC |0

<U767E> \xDB\xDD |0

<U7681> \x9D\xB3 |0

<U7684> \xEE\xDC |0

<U7686> \xCB\xCB |0

<U7687> \xFC\xD5 |0

<U768E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U7690> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U7693> \xFB\xD3 |0

<U769A> \x9C\xC8 |0

<U769E> \x9D\xFC |0

<U76AE> \xF9\xAB |0

<U76BA> \xF5\xD4 |0
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<U76BF> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U76C2> \xE9\xDD |0

<U76C3> \xDB\xCD |0

<U76C6> \xDD\xCE |0

<U76C8> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U76CA> \xEC\xCC |0

<U76D2>

 \xF9\xEC |0

<U76D6> \xCB\xCC |0

<U76DB> \xE0\xFC |0

<U76DC> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U76DE> \xED\xD3 |0

<U76DF> \xD8\xEF |0

<U76E1> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U76E3> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U76E4> \xDA\xEF |0

<U76E5> \x9A\xC2 |0

<U76E7> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U76EE> \xD9\xCD |0

<U76F2> \xD8\xEE |0

<U76F4> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U76F8> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U76FC> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U76FE> \xE2\xEA |0

<U7701> \xE0\xFD |0

<U7704> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U7708> \xF7\xAF |0

<U7709> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U770B> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U771B> \x9B\xBB |0

<U771E> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U7720> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U7725> \x9C\xF5 |0

<U7729> \xFA\xDF |0

<U7737> \xCF\xEF |0

<U7738> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U773A> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U773C> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7740> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U774D> \xFA\xE0 |0

<U775B> \xEF\xEC |0

<U7761> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7763> \xD4\xBD |0

<U7765> \x9B\xE8 |0

<U7766> \xD9\xCE |0

<U7768> \x9C\xDA |0

<U776B> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U7779> \xD4\xA9 |0
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<U777E> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U777F> \xE7\xDA |0

<U778B> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U7791> \xD9\xAA |0

<U779E> \xD8\xBE |0

<U77A5> \xDC\xAD |0

<U77AC> \xE2\xEB |0

<U77AD> \xD6\xFC |0

<U77B0> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U77B3>

 \xD4\xDA |0

<U77BB> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U77BC> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U77BD> \x9A\xBB |0

<U77BF> \xCF\xBA |0

<U77C7> \x9B\xC2 |0

<U77D7> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U77DB> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U77DC> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U77E2> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U77E3> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U77E5> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U77E7> \x9C\xBC |0

<U77E9> \xCF\xBB |0

<U77ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U77EE> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U77EF> \xCE\xEC |0

<U77F3> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7802> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U780C> \x9D\xCC |0

<U7812> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U7825> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U7826> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U7827> \xF6\xDB |0

<U782C> \xD7\xFE |0

<U7832> \xF8\xDF |0

<U7834> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U7845> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U784F> \xE6\xDA |0

<U785D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U786B> \xD7\xBC |0

<U786C> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U786F> \xE6\xDB |0

<U787C> \xDD\xDD |0

<U7881> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U7887> \xEF\xED |0

<U788C> \xD6\xDE |0

<U788D> \xE4\xF4 |0
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<U788E> \xE1\xEF |0

<U7891> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U7893> \x9A\xE4 |0

<U7897> \xE8\xCF |0

<U78A3> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U78A7> \xDC\xA1 |0

<U78A9> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U78BA> \xFC\xAC |0

<U78BB> \xFC\xAD |0

<U78BC> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U78C1> \xED\xB8 |0

<U78C5> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U78CA>

 \xD6\xF0 |0

<U78CB> \xF3\xAF |0

<U78CE> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U78D0> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U78DA> \x9D\xA9 |0

<U78E8> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U78EC> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U78EF> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U78F5> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U78FB> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U7901> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U790E> \xF5\xA8 |0

<U7916> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U7919> \x9C\xC9 |0

<U792A> \xD5\xEC |0

<U792B> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U792C> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U793A> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U793E> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U7940> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U7941> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U7947> \xD1\xB6 |0

<U7948> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U7949> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U7950> \xE9\xDE |0

<U7956> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U7957> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U795A> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U795B> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U795C> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U795D> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U795E> \xE3\xEA |0

<U795F> \x9C\xB5 |0

<U7960> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U7965> \xDF\xD4 |0
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<U7968> \xF8\xF9 |0

<U796D> \xF0\xAE |0

<U797A> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U797F> \xD6\xDF |0

<U7981> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U798D> \xFC\xA1 |0

<U798E> \xEF\xEE |0

<U798F> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U7991> \xE9\xDF |0

<U79A6> \xE5\xDD |0

<U79A7> \xFD\xFB |0

<U79AA> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U79AE> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U79B1> \xD4\xAA |0

<U79B3> \xE5\xCC |0

<U79B9>

 \xE9\xE0 |0

<U79BB> \x9B\xB0 |0

<U79BD> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U79BE> \xFC\xA2 |0

<U79BF> \xD4\xBE |0

<U79C0> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U79C1> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U79C9> \xDC\xBC |0

<U79CA> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U79CB> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U79D1> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U79D2> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U79D5> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U79D8> \xDD\xFA |0

<U79DF> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U79E4> \xF6\xDF |0

<U79E6> \xF2\xDA |0

<U79E7> \xE4\xEB |0

<U79E9> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U79FB> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U7A00> \xFD\xFC |0

<U7A05> \xE1\xAA |0

<U7A08> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U7A0B> \xEF\xEF |0

<U7A0D> \xF5\xAA |0

<U7A14> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U7A17> \xF8\xAD |0

<U7A19> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U7A1A> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U7A1C> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U7A1F> \xF9\xA2 |0

<U7A20> \xF0\xD6 |0
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<U7A2E> \xF0\xFA |0

<U7A31> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U7A36> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U7A37> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U7A3B> \xD4\xAB |0

<U7A3C> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U7A3D> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U7A3F> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U7A40> \xCD\xDA |0

<U7A46> \xD9\xCF |0

<U7A49> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U7A4D> \xEE\xDD |0

<U7A4E> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7A57> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7A61> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7A62> \xE7\xDB |0

<U7A69> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U7A6B> \xFC\xAE |0

<U7A70>

 \xE5\xCD |0

<U7A74> \xFA\xEB |0

<U7A76> \xCF\xBC |0

<U7A79> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U7A7A> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U7A7D> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U7A7F> \xF4\xBE |0

<U7A81> \xD4\xCD |0

<U7A83> \x9D\xAB |0

<U7A84> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U7A88> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U7A92> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U7A93> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U7A98> \xCF\xD7 |0

<U7A9F> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7AA9> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U7AAA> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U7AAE> \xCF\xE3 |0

<U7AAF> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U7ABA> \xD0\xAA |0

<U7ABF> \x9B\xAB |0

<U7AC4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U7AC5> \xD0\xAB |0

<U7AC7> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U7AC8> \x9D\xB4 |0

<U7ACA> \xEF\xBC |0

<U7ACB> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U7AD7> \xD9\xDF |0
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<U7AD9> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U7ADD> \xDC\xBD |0

<U7ADF> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U7AE0> \xED\xF1 |0

<U7AE3> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U7AE5> \xD4\xDB |0

<U7AEA> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7AED> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7AEF> \xD3\xAE |0

<U7AF6> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7AF9> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U7AFA> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U7AFF> \xCA\xDA |0

<U7B08> \x9A\xD2 |0

<U7B0A> \x9D\xB5 |0

<U7B0F> \xFB\xEE |0

<U7B11> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7B19> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7B1B> \xEE\xDE |0

<U7B1E> \xF7\xC2 |0

<U7B20> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U7B25>

 \x9B\xF6 |0

<U7B26> \xDD\xAC |0

<U7B2C> \xF0\xAF |0

<U7B2D> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7B39> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7B46> \xF9\xB6 |0

<U7B49> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U7B4B> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U7B4C> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7B4F> \xDB\xEA |0

<U7B50> \xCE\xCC |0

<U7B51> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U7B52> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U7B54> \xD3\xCD |0

<U7B56> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7B60> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U7B6C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U7B6E> \xDF\xFB |0

<U7B75> \xE6\xDD |0

<U7B7D> \xE8\xA4 |0

<U7B87> \xCB\xCD |0

<U7B8B> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U7B8F> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7B92> \x9D\xDA |0

<U7B94> \xDA\xD8 |0
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<U7B95> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U7B97> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U7B9A> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U7B9C> \x9A\xBF |0

<U7B9D> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U7BA1> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U7BAD> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U7BB1> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U7BB4> \xED\xD7 |0

<U7BB8> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U7BC0> \xEF\xBD |0

<U7BC1> \xFC\xD6 |0

<U7BC4> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U7BC6> \xEF\xAA |0

<U7BC7> \xF8\xB9 |0

<U7BC9> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U7BCB> \x9D\xFA |0

<U7BCC> \x9E\xA9 |0

<U7BD2> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7BDB> \x9C\xCD |0

<U7BE0> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7BE4> \xD4\xBF |0

<U7BE6> \x9B\xE9 |0

<U7BE9> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U7C00>

 \x9D\xC6 |0

<U7C07> \xF0\xEA |0

<U7C12> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U7C1E> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7C21> \xCA\xDB |0

<U7C27> \xFC\xD7 |0

<U7C2A> \xED\xD8 |0

<U7C2B> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7C37> \x9D\xCA |0

<U7C3D> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7C3E> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U7C3F> \xDD\xAD |0

<U7C43> \xD5\xBE |0

<U7C4C> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U7C4D> \xEE\xDF |0

<U7C5F> \x9B\xA5 |0

<U7C60> \xD6\xEB |0

<U7C64> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7C65> \x9C\xCE |0

<U7C6C> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U7C73> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U7C83> \xDD\xFB |0

<U7C89> \xDD\xCF |0
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<U7C92> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U7C95> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U7C97> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U7C98> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U7C9F> \xE1\xD8 |0

<U7CA2> \x9C\xF6 |0

<U7CA5> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U7CA7> \xED\xF2 |0

<U7CAE> \xD5\xDB |0

<U7CB1> \xD5\xDC |0

<U7CB2> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7CB3> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7CBE> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U7CCA> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U7CD6> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U7CDC> \x9B\xC4 |0

<U7CDE> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U7CDF> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U7CE0> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U7CE7> \xD5\xDD |0

<U7CEF> \x9A\xD6 |0

<U7CF4> \x9D\xA6 |0

<U7CF6> \x9D\xB6 |0

<U7CFB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U7CFE> \xD0\xAC |0

<U7D00> \xD1\xBA |0

<U7D02>

 \xF1\xC4 |0

<U7D04> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D05> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U7D06> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7D07> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U7D08> \xFC\xBC |0

<U7D0A> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U7D0B> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U7D0D> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U7D10> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7D14> \xE2\xED |0

<U7D17> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U7D18> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7D19> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U7D1A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U7D1B> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U7D20> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U7D21> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U7D22> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7D2B> \xED\xB9 |0
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<U7D2C> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U7D2E> \xF3\xCF |0

<U7D2F> \xD7\xAB |0

<U7D30> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7D33> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7D35> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U7D39> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U7D3A> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7D42> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7D43> \xFA\xE1 |0

<U7D44> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7D45> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U7D46> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U7D50> \xCC\xBF |0

<U7D5B> \x9D\xB7 |0

<U7D5E> \xCE\xED |0

<U7D61> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U7D62> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U7D66> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7D68> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U7D6A> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7D6E> \xDF\xFC |0

<U7D71> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U7D72> \xDE\xEA |0

<U7D73> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U7D76> \xEF\xBE |0

<U7D79> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7D7F> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7D83> \x9D\xCF |0

<U7D8E> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U7D8F>

 \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U7D9C> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7DA0> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U7DA2> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U7DAC> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7DAD> \xEB\xAB |0

<U7DB1> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U7DB2> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U7DB4> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7DB5> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U7DB8> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U7DBA> \xD1\xBB |0

<U7DBB> \xF7\xAA |0

<U7DBD> \xED\xCA |0

<U7DBE> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U7DBF> \xD8\xFA |0
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<U7DC7> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U7DCA> \xD1\xCC |0

<U7DCB> \xDD\xFC |0

<U7DD6> \xDF\xFD |0

<U7DD8> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U7DDA> \xE0\xCA |0

<U7DDD> \xF2\xFD |0

<U7DDE> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U7DE0> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U7DE1> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U7DE3> \xE6\xDE |0

<U7DE6> \x9C\xBB |0

<U7DE8> \xF8\xBA |0

<U7DE9> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U7DEC> \xD8\xFB |0

<U7DEF> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U7DF4> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U7DFB> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U7E09> \xF2\xDB |0

<U7E0A> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7E15> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7E1B> \xDA\xDA |0

<U7E1D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U7E1E> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U7E1F> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U7E21> \xEE\xAD |0

<U7E23> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U7E2B> \xDC\xEE |0

<U7E2E> \xF5\xEA |0

<U7E2F> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U7E31> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7E37> \xD7\xAC |0

<U7E3D> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U7E3E>

 \xEE\xE0 |0

<U7E41> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U7E43> \xDD\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U7E47> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U7E52> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U7E54> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U7E55> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7E5E> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U7E61> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7E6A> \xFC\xEB |0

<U7E6B> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U7E6D> \xCC\xB6 |0
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<U7E70> \xF0\xDB |0

<U7E79> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7E7C> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U7E82> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U7E8F> \xEF\xAB |0

<U7E93> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7E94> \x9D\xA2 |0

<U7E96> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U7E98> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U7E9B> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U7E9C> \xD5\xBF |0

<U7F36> \xDD\xAE |0

<U7F38> \xF9\xFC |0

<U7F3A> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U7F4C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U7F54> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U7F55> \xF9\xD6 |0

<U7F58> \x9B\xDB |0

<U7F6A> \xF1\xAA |0

<U7F6B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7F6E> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U7F70> \xDB\xEB |0

<U7F72> \xDF\xFE |0

<U7F75> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U7F77> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U7F79> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U7F85> \xD4\xFE |0

<U7F88> \xD1\xBC |0

<U7F8A> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7F8C> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7F8E> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U7F94> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U7F98> \x9C\xCF |0

<U7F9A> \xD6\xBE |0

<U7F9E>

 \xE2\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U7FA8> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7FA9> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U7FAF> \x9A\xAE |0

<U7FB2> \xFD\xFD |0

<U7FB8> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U7FB9> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U7FBD> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U7FC1> \xE8\xBA |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC7 |0
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<U7FCA> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7FCC> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7FCE> \xD6\xBF |0

<U7FD2> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7FD4> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7FD5> \xFD\xE8 |0

<U7FDF> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U7FE0> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U7FE1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U7FE6> \x9D\xAA |0

<U7FE9> \xF8\xBB |0

<U7FEB> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U7FF0> \xF9\xD7 |0

<U7FF3> \x9C\xDB |0

<U7FF9> \xCE\xEE |0

<U7FFB> \x9B\xCD |0

<U7FFC> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8000> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8001> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U8003> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U8004> \x9B\xBF |0

<U8005> \xED\xBA |0

<U8006> \xD1\xBD |0

<U8009> \xCF\xBE |0

<U800C> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8010> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U8014> \x9C\xF7 |0

<U8015> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U8017> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U8018> \xE9\xFC |0

<U802D> \xD1\xBE |0

<U8033> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8036> \xE5\xAD |0

<U803D> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U803F> \xCC\xEA |0

<U8043> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U8046> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U804A> \xD6\xFD |0

<U8056> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U8058>

 \xDE\xBD |0

<U805A> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U805E> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U806F> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8070> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8072> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U8073> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U8077> \xF2\xC5 |0
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<U807D> \xF4\xE9 |0

<U807E> \xD6\xEC |0

<U807F> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8084> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8085> \xE2\xDC |0

<U8086> \xDE\xEB |0

<U8087> \xF0\xDC |0

<U8089> \xEB\xBF |0

<U808B> \xD7\xCE |0

<U808C> \xD1\xBF |0

<U8096> \xF5\xAB |0

<U8098> \x9D\xBC |0

<U809A> \x9A\xE8 |0

<U809B> \xF9\xFD |0

<U809D> \xCA\xDC |0

<U80A1> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U80A2> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U80A5> \xDD\xFE |0

<U80A9> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U80AA> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U80AF> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U80B1> \xCE\xDD |0

<U80B2> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U80B4> \xFD\xA2 |0

<U80BA> \xF8\xCB |0

<U80C3> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U80C4> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U80CC> \xDB\xCE |0

<U80CE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U80D6> \x9B\xC9 |0

<U80DA> \xDB\xCF |0

<U80DB> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U80DE> \xF8\xE0 |0

<U80E1> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U80E4> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E5> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U80F1> \xCE\xCD |0

<U80F4> \xD4\xDC |0

<U80F8> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U80FD> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U8102> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U8105> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U8106>

 \xF6\xAA |0

<U8107> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U8108> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U8109> \x9B\xBD |0

<U810A> \xF4\xB1 |0
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<U8118> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U811A> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U811B> \xCC\xEB |0

<U8123> \xE2\xEE |0

<U8129> \xE2\xBB |0

<U812B> \xF7\xAD |0

<U812F> \xF8\xE1 |0

<U8139> \xF3\xEC |0

<U813E> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U814B> \xE4\xFD |0

<U814E> \xE3\xEC |0

<U8150> \xDD\xAF |0

<U8151> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U8153> \x9B\xEA |0

<U8154> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U8155> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U8165> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U8166> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U816B> \xF0\xFE |0

<U8170> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U8171> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U8178> \xED\xF3 |0

<U8179> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U817A> \xE0\xCD |0

<U817F> \xF7\xDA |0

<U8180> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U8182> \x9A\xF4 |0

<U8188> \xCC\xAE |0

<U818A> \xDA\xDB |0

<U818F> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U819A> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U819C> \xD8\xAF |0

<U819D> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U81A0> \xCE\xEF |0

<U81A3> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U81A8> \xF8\xB3 |0

<U81B3> \xE0\xCE |0

<U81B5> \xF5\xFD |0

<U81BA> \xEB\xEC |0

<U81BD> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U81BE> \xFC\xEC |0

<U81BF> \xD2\xDB |0

<U81C0> \xD4\xEB |0

<U81C2> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U81C6> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U81CD>

 \xF0\xB0 |0

<U81D8> \xD5\xC4 |0
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<U81D9> \x9C\xD4 |0

<U81DF> \xED\xF4 |0

<U81E3> \xE3\xED |0

<U81E5> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U81E7> \xED\xF5 |0

<U81E8> \xD7\xFC |0

<U81EA> \xED\xBB |0

<U81ED> \xF6\xAB |0

<U81F3> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U81F4> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U81FA> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U81FB> \xF2\xDD |0

<U81FC> \xCF\xBF |0

<U81FE> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8202> \x9C\xE2 |0

<U8205> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8207> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8208> \xFD\xE9 |0

<U820A> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U820C> \xE0\xDF |0

<U820D> \xDE\xEC |0

<U8212> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U8216> \x9D\xEE |0

<U821B> \xF4\xBF |0

<U821C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U821E> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U8221> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U822A> \xF9\xFE |0

<U822B> \xDB\xBA |0

<U822C> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U8233> \x9D\xDF |0

<U8235> \xF6\xEC |0

<U8236> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8237> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U8239> \xE0\xCF |0

<U8240> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U8245> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8247> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U8258> \x9C\xAD |0

<U8259> \xF3\xED |0

<U8264> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8266> \xF9\xE6 |0

<U826B> \x9A\xFE |0

<U826E> \xCA\xDD |0

<U826F> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8271> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8272> \xDF\xE4 |0
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<U8276>

 \xE6\xFD |0

<U8278> \xF5\xAC |0

<U827E> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U828B> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U828D> \xED\xCB |0

<U828E> \xCF\xE4 |0

<U8292> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8299> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U829A> \xD4\xEC |0

<U829D> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U829F> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U82A5> \xCB\xCE |0

<U82A6> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U82A9> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U82AC> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U82AD> \xF7\xF4 |0

<U82AE> \xE7\xDC |0

<U82AF> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U82B1> \xFC\xA3 |0

<U82B3> \xDB\xBB |0

<U82B7> \xF2\xBA |0

<U82B8> \xE9\xFD |0

<U82B9> \xD0\xCA |0

<U82BB> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U82BC> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U82BD> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U82BF> \xED\xA7 |0

<U82D1> \xEA\xBD |0

<U82D2> \xE6\xFE |0

<U82D3> \x9A\xFB |0

<U82D4> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U82D5> \xF5\xAD |0

<U82D7> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U82DB> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U82DE> \xF8\xE2 |0

<U82DF> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U82E1> \xEC\xBE |0

<U82E5> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U82E6> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U82E7> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U82F1> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U82FA> \x9B\xBC |0

<U82FB> \x9B\xDC |0

<U82FD> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U82FE> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U8301> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8302> \xD9\xF2 |0
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<U8303> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U8304> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U8305> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U8309>

 \xD8\xC9 |0

<U8317> \xD9\xAB |0

<U8328> \xED\xBC |0

<U832B> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U832F> \xDC\xDA |0

<U8331> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8334> \xFC\xED |0

<U8335> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8336> \xD2\xFE |0

<U8338> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U8339> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8340> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U8347> \xFA\xBB |0

<U8349> \xF5\xAE |0

<U834A> \xFB\xAA |0

<U834F> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8351> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8352> \xFC\xD8 |0

<U8373> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U8377> \xF9\xC3 |0

<U837B> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U8389> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U838A> \xED\xF6 |0

<U838E> \xDE\xED |0

<U8396> \xCC\xEC |0

<U8398> \xE3\xEE |0

<U839E> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U83A2> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U83AB> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U83BD> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U83C1> \xF4\xEA |0

<U83C5> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U83C9> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U83CA> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U83CC> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U83D3> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U83D6> \xF3\xEE |0

<U83DC> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U83DF> \x9A\xE5 |0

<U83E9> \xDC\xCC |0

<U83EB> \xD0\xCB |0

<U83EF> \xFC\xA4 |0
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<U83F0> \xCD\xCA |0

<U83F1> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U83F2> \xDE\xA3 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U83F9> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U83FD> \xE2\xDD |0

<U8403>

 \xF5\xFE |0

<U8404> \xD4\xAC |0

<U840A> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U840C> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U840D> \xF8\xC3 |0

<U840E> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8429> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U842C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U8431> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U8438> \xEB\xAD |0

<U843C> \x9C\xBE |0

<U843D> \xD5\xAA |0

<U8449> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8451> \x9B\xD9 |0

<U8457> \xEE\xCA |0

<U845B> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U8461> \xF8\xE3 |0

<U8463> \xD4\xDD |0

<U8466> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U846B> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xED\xF7 |0

<U846F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8471> \x9D\xD6 |0

<U8475> \xD0\xAD |0

<U847A> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U8490> \xE2\xBD |0

<U8494> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U8499> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U849C> \xDF\xAA |0

<U84A1> \xDB\xBC |0

<U84B2> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U84B8> \xF1\xFA |0

<U84B9> \x9A\xB2 |0

<U84BB> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U84BC> \xF3\xEF |0

<U84BF> \xFB\xDA |0

<U84C0> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U84C2> \xD9\xAC |0

<U84C4> \xF5\xEB |0

<U84C6> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U84C9> \xE9\xC8 |0
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<U84CB> \xCB\xCF |0

<U84CD> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U84D1> \xDE\xEE |0

<U84D6> \x9D\xF2 |0

<U84DA> \xE2\xBE |0

<U84EC> \xDC\xEF |0

<U84EE> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U84F4> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U84FC> \xD6\xFE |0

<U8511>

 \xD9\xA1 |0

<U8513> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U8514> \xDC\xDB |0

<U8517> \xED\xBD |0

<U8518> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U851A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U851E> \xD7\xAD |0

<U851F> \x9D\xBB |0

<U8521> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U8523> \xED\xF8 |0

<U8525> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U852C> \xE1\xCA |0

<U852D> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U852F> \xF2\xDE |0

<U853D> \xF8\xCC |0

<U853F> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U8541> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U8543> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U8549> \xF5\xAF |0

<U854B> \x9C\xDC |0

<U854E> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U8553> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8558> \x9C\xE1 |0

<U8559> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U8561> \x9B\xE1 |0

<U8563> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U8564> \x9C\xEB |0

<U8568> \xCF\xF2 |0

<U8569> \xF7\xB9 |0

<U856A> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U856D> \xE1\xCB |0

<U857E> \x9B\xA6 |0

<U8580> \x9C\xDF |0

<U8584> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8587> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U858F> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8591> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U8594> \xED\xF9 |0
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<U859B> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U85A6> \xF4\xC0 |0

<U85A8> \xFD\xBC |0

<U85A9> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U85AA> \xE3\xEF |0

<U85AF> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U85B0> \xFD\xB9 |0

<U85BA> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U85C1> \xCD\xCB |0

<U85C9> \xED\xBE |0

<U85CD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U85CE> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U85CF>

 \xED\xFA |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U85DC> \xD5\xED |0

<U85DD> \xE7\xDD |0

<U85E4> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U85E9> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U85EA> \xE2\xBF |0

<U85F7> \xEE\xCB |0

<U85FA> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U85FB> \xF0\xDD |0

<U85FF> \xCE\xAB |0

<U8602> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8606> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U8607> \xE1\xCC |0

<U860A> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U860B> \x9B\xEE |0

<U8616> \xE5\xEE |0

<U8617> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U862D> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U863F> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U864E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U8650> \xF9\xCB |0

<U8654> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U8655> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U865B> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U865C> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U865E> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U865F> \xFB\xDC |0

<U8667> \xFD\xD0 |0

<U8671> \x9C\xB8 |0

<U8679> \xFB\xF6 |0

<U868A> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U868C> \xDB\xBD |0
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<U8693> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U8695> \x9C\xFC |0

<U86A3> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U86A4> \xF0\xDE |0

<U86A9> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U86AA> \x9A\xE9 |0

<U86C6> \x9D\xA4 |0

<U86C7> \xDE\xEF |0

<U86C9> \x9A\xFC |0

<U86CB> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U86D4> \xFC\xEE |0

<U86D9> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U86DB> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U86DF> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U86E4> \xF9\xED |0

<U86ED>

 \xF2\xF4 |0

<U86F9> \x9C\xE3 |0

<U86FE> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U8700> \xF5\xB9 |0

<U8702> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U8703> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U8708> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8709> \x9B\xDD |0

<U8718> \xF2\xBB |0

<U871A> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U871C> \xDA\xCC |0

<U8734> \x9D\xC7 |0

<U873B> \x9D\xCB |0

<U873F> \x9C\xE6 |0

<U874C> \x9A\xC0 |0

<U874E> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U8755> \xE3\xDA |0

<U8757> \xFC\xD9 |0

<U8759> \x9D\xEB |0

<U875F> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8760> \x9B\xD7 |0

<U8766> \xF9\xC4 |0

<U8768> \xE3\xA4 |0

<U8774> \xFB\xDD |0

<U8776> \xEF\xCA |0

<U8778> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8782> \xD5\xCC |0

<U878D> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U879F> \xD9\xAD |0

<U87A2> \xFB\xAB |0

<U87AD> \x9B\xB1 |0

<U87B3> \xD3\xD9 |0
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<U87BA> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U87C0> \x9C\xAF |0

<U87C4> \xF6\xDE |0

<U87C7> \x9B\xB6 |0

<U87E0> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U87EC> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U87EF> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U87F2> \xF5\xF9 |0

<U87F7> \x9A\xE3 |0

<U87F9> \xFA\xAF |0

<U87FB> \xEB\xFC |0

<U87FE> \xE0\xEA |0

<U8805> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U8815> \x9C\xD5 |0

<U881F> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U8821> \x9A\xF5 |0

<U8822> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U8823> \xD5\xEE |0

<U8831>

 \xCD\xCC |0

<U8836> \xED\xD9 |0

<U883B> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U8840> \xFA\xEC |0

<U8846> \xF1\xEB |0

<U884C> \xFA\xBC |0

<U884D> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8852> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U8853> \xE2\xFA |0

<U8857> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8859> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U885B> \xEA\xDB |0

<U885D> \xF5\xFA |0

<U885E> \x9C\xE8 |0

<U8861> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8862> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8863> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8868> \xF8\xFA |0

<U886B> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U8870> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U8872> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U8877> \xF5\xFB |0

<U887E> \xD0\xDA |0

<U887F> \xD0\xDB |0

<U8881> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8882> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U8888> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U888B> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U888D> \xF8\xE5 |0
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<U8892> \xD3\xB2 |0

<U8896> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U8897> \xF2\xDF |0

<U889E> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U88AB> \xF9\xAC |0

<U88B4> \xCD\xCD |0

<U88C1> \xEE\xAE |0

<U88C2> \xD6\xAE |0

<U88C5> \x9D\xA1 |0

<U88CF> \xD7\xEA |0

<U88D4> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U88D5> \xEB\xAE |0

<U88D9> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U88DC> \xDC\xCD |0

<U88DD> \xED\xFB |0

<U88DF> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U88E1> \xD7\xEB |0

<U88E8> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U88F3> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U88F4> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U88F5> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U88F8>

 \xD5\xA3 |0

<U88FD> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U8907> \xDC\xDC |0

<U8910> \xCA\xE8 |0

<U8912> \xF8\xE6 |0

<U8913> \xDC\xCE |0

<U8918> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8919> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U8925> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U892A> \xF7\xDB |0

<U8936> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U8938> \xD7\xAE |0

<U893B> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U8941> \xCB\xBA |0

<U8944> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U895F> \xD0\xDC |0

<U8964> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U896A> \xD8\xCA |0

<U8972> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U897F> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U8981> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8983> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U8986> \xDC\xDD |0

<U8987> \xF8\xAE |0

<U898B> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U898F> \xD0\xAE |0
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<U8993> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U8996> \xE3\xCA |0

<U89A1> \xCC\xAF |0

<U89A9> \xD4\xAD |0

<U89AA> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U89AF> \x9A\xCB |0

<U89B2> \xD0\xCC |0

<U89BA> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U89BD> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U89C0> \xCE\xBA |0

<U89D2> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U89DC> \x9C\xF8 |0

<U89E3> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U89F4> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U89F8> \xF5\xBA |0

<U8A00> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8A02> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U8A03> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U8A08> \xCD\xAA |0

<U8A0A> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U8A0C> \xFB\xF7 |0

<U8A0E> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U8A13> \xFD\xBA |0

<U8A16> \xFD\xE1 |0

<U8A17>

 \xF6\xFE |0

<U8A18> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U8A1B> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U8A1D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8A1F> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U8A23> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U8A25> \xD2\xED |0

<U8A2A> \xDB\xBE |0

<U8A2D> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U8A31> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U8A34> \xE1\xCD |0

<U8A36> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U8A3A> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8A3B> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U8A3C> \x9D\xBF |0

<U8A41> \x9A\xBC |0

<U8A50> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U8A54> \xF0\xDF |0

<U8A55> \xF8\xC4 |0

<U8A5B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U8A5E> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U8A60> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U8A62> \xE2\xF3 |0
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<U8A63> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U8A66> \xE3\xCB |0

<U8A69> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8A6D> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U8A6E> \xEF\xAC |0

<U8A70> \xFD\xFE |0

<U8A71> \xFC\xA5 |0

<U8A72> \xFA\xB1 |0

<U8A73> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U8A75> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U8A79> \xF4\xDA |0

<U8A84> \x9B\xA7 |0

<U8A85> \xF1\xCA |0

<U8A87> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U8A8C> \xF2\xBC |0

<U8A8D> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8A93> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U8A95> \xF7\xAB |0

<U8A98> \xEB\xAF |0

<U8A9E> \xE5\xDE |0

<U8AA0> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U8AA1> \xCD\xAB |0

<U8AA3> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U8AA4> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8AA5> \xCD\xCE |0

<U8AA6> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U8AA8> \xFC\xEF |0

<U8AAA>

 \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8AB0> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U8AB2> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U8AB9> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8ABC> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8ABE> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8ABF> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U8AC2> \xF4\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U8AC7> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U8ACB> \xF4\xEB |0

<U8ACD> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U8ACF> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U8AD2> \xD5\xDF |0

<U8AD6> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U8ADC> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xE3\xCD |0

<U8AE6> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8AE7> \xFA\xB2 |0
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<U8AEA> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U8AEB> \xCA\xDF |0

<U8AED> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U8AEE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8AF1> \xFD\xC9 |0

<U8AF3> \x9C\xC4 |0

<U8AF6> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8AF7> \xF9\xA4 |0

<U8AF8> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U8AFA> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8AFE> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U8B00> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U8B01> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U8B02> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8B04> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U8B0E> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8B10> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8B14> \xF9\xCC |0

<U8B16> \xE1\xDA |0

<U8B17> \xDB\xBF |0

<U8B19> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U8B1A> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8B1B> \xCB\xBB |0

<U8B1D> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U8B20> \xE9\xAA |0

<U8B28> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U8B2B> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U8B2C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U8B33> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U8B39> \xD0\xCD |0

<U8B3E>

 \x9B\xB7 |0

<U8B41> \xFC\xA6 |0

<U8B49> \xF1\xFB |0

<U8B4E> \xFD\xD2 |0

<U8B4F> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U8B58> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8B5A> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U8B5C> \xDC\xCF |0

<U8B66> \xCC\xED |0

<U8B6C> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8B70> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B74> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U8B77> \xFB\xDE |0

<U8B7D> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U8B80> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U8B8A> \xDC\xA8 |0
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<U8B8C> \x9C\xD6 |0

<U8B90> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U8B92> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U8B93> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8B96> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U8B9A> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U8C37> \xCD\xDB |0

<U8C3F> \xCD\xAC |0

<U8C41> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U8C46> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U8C48> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U8C4A> \xF9\xA5 |0

<U8C4C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U8C55> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8C5A> \xD4\xCA |0

<U8C61> \xDF\xDA |0

<U8C6A> \xFB\xDF |0

<U8C6B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U8C6C> \x9D\xA5 |0

<U8C79> \xF8\xFB |0

<U8C7A> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8C82> \xF5\xB0 |0

<U8C8A> \xD8\xE7 |0

<U8C8C> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U8C9D> \xF8\xAF |0

<U8C9E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U8CA0> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U8CA1> \xEE\xAF |0

<U8CA2> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U8CA7> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U8CA8> \xFC\xA7 |0

<U8CA9> \xF7\xFC |0

<U8CAA> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U8CAB>

 \xCE\xBB |0

<U8CAC> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U8CAF> \xEE\xCD |0

<U8CB0> \xE1\xAE |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U8CB4> \xCF\xFE |0

<U8CB6> \xF8\xBF |0

<U8CB7> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U8CB8> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U8CBB> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8CBC> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8CBF> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8CC0> \xF9\xC5 |0
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<U8CC1> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8CC2> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U8CC3> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8CC4> \xFC\xF0 |0

<U8CC7> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8CC8> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U8CCA> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U8CD1> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U8CD3> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U8CDA> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U8CDC> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U8CDE> \xDF\xDB |0

<U8CE0> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U8CE2> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U8CE3> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U8CE4> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U8CE6> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U8CEA> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U8CED> \xD4\xAE |0

<U8CF4> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U8CFB> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U8CFC> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CFD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8D04> \xF2\xBE |0

<U8D05> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U8D07> \xEB\xCB |0

<U8D08> \xF1\xFC |0

<U8D0A> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U8D0B> \x9C\xBF |0

<U8D0D> \xE0\xEB |0

<U8D13> \xED\xFC |0

<U8D16> \xE1\xDB |0

<U8D64> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U8D66> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U8D6B> \xFA\xD3 |0

<U8D6D> \x9C\xF9 |0

<U8D70>

 \xF1\xCB |0

<U8D73> \xD0\xAF |0

<U8D74> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U8D77> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U8D85> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U8D8A> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8D99> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U8DA3> \xF6\xAC |0

<U8DA8> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8DB3> \xF0\xEB |0

<U8DBA> \xDD\xBA |0
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<U8DBE> \xF2\xBF |0

<U8DC6> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U8DCB> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U8DCC> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U8DCF> \xCA\xBA |0

<U8DDB> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U8DDD> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U8DE1> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U8DE3> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U8DE8> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8DEA> \x9A\xCE |0

<U8DEF> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U8DF3> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8E0A> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U8E0F> \xD3\xCE |0

<U8E10> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U8E1E> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U8E2A> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U8E30> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U8E35> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U8E36> \x9D\xB0 |0

<U8E42> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U8E44> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U8E47> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U8E48> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U8E49> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U8E4A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<U8E55> \x9D\xF3 |0

<U8E59> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E5F> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U8E60> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U8E64> \x9D\xBA |0

<U8E74> \xF5\xED |0

<U8E76> \xCF\xF3 |0

<U8E81> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U8E85> \x9D\xD3 |0

<U8E87> \xEE\xCE |0

<U8E8A> \xF1\xCC |0

<U8E8D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U8E91>

 \x9D\xC8 |0

<U8EAA> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U8EAB> \xE3\xF3 |0

<U8EAC> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U8EC0> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8ECA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U8ECB> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U8ECC> \xCF\xF9 |0
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<U8ECD> \xCF\xDA |0

<U8ED2> \xFA\xCD |0

<U8EDF> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8EEB> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8EF8> \xF5\xEE |0

<U8EFB> \xCA\xBB |0

<U8EFE> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8F03> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U8F05> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U8F09> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U8F12> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U8F13> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U8F14> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U8F15> \xCC\xEE |0

<U8F1B> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U8F1C> \xF6\xCA |0

<U8F1D> \xFD\xCA |0

<U8F1E> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8F1F> \xF4\xCF |0

<U8F26> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U8F27> \xDC\xBE |0

<U8F29> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U8F2A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U8F2F> \xF2\xFE |0

<U8F33> \xF1\xCD |0

<U8F38> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U8F39> \xDC\xDE |0

<U8F3B> \xDC\xDF |0

<U8F3E> \xEF\xAD |0

<U8F3F> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8F44> \xF9\xDD |0

<U8F45> \xEA\xBF |0

<U8F46> \x9B\xA4 |0

<U8F49> \xEF\xAE |0

<U8F4D> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U8F4E> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8F5D> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8F5F> \xCE\xDE |0

<U8F61> \x9B\xEB |0

<U8F62> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U8F64> \x9B\xA1 |0

<U8F9B> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U8F9C>

 \xCD\xD0 |0

<U8F9F> \x9B\xCE |0

<U8FA3> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U8FA6> \xF7\xFD |0

<U8FA8> \xDC\xA9 |0
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<U8FAD> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U8FAE> \x9B\xD0 |0

<U8FAF> \xDC\xAA |0

<U8FB0> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U8FB1> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U8FB2> \xD2\xDC |0

<U8FC2> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8FC4> \x9E\xAB |0

<U8FC5> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U8FCE> \xE7\xCA |0

<U8FD1> \xD0\xCE |0

<U8FD4> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U8FE6> \xCA\xBC |0

<U8FEA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U8FEB> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8FED> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U8FF0> \xE2\xFB |0

<U8FF2> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U8FF7> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8FF8> \x9B\xD4 |0

<U8FF9> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U8FFA> \x9A\xD9 |0

<U8FFD> \xF5\xDA |0

<U9000> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9001> \xE1\xEA |0

<U9002> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U9003> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U9005> \xFD\xB1 |0

<U9006> \xE6\xBD |0

<U9008> \xFB\xAD |0

<U900B> \xF8\xE7 |0

<U900D> \xE1\xCE |0

<U900F> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U9010> \xF5\xEF |0

<U9011> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9014> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U9015> \xCC\xEF |0

<U9017> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U9019> \xEE\xCF |0

<U901A> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U901D> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U901E> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U901F> \xE1\xDC |0

<U9020> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U9021> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9022>

 \xDC\xF1 |0

<U9023> \xD6\xA7 |0
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<U902E> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U9031> \xF1\xCE |0

<U9032> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9035> \xD0\xB0 |0

<U9038> \xEC\xEF |0

<U903C> \xF9\xBA |0

<U903E> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U9041> \xD4\xED |0

<U9042> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U9047> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U904A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U904B> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U904D> \xF8\xBC |0

<U904E> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U904F> \x9C\xC2 |0

<U9050> \xF9\xC6 |0

<U9051> \xFC\xDA |0

<U9053> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U9054> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U9055> \xEA\xDE |0

<U9059> \xE9\xAB |0

<U905C> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U905D> \xD3\xCF |0

<U905E> \xF4\xF6 |0

<U9060> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U9061> \xE1\xCF |0

<U9063> \xCC\xBA |0

<U9068> \x9C\xDD |0

<U9069> \xEE\xEA |0

<U906D> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U906E> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U906F> \xD4\xEE |0

<U9072> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9075> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9077> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U9078> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U907A> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U907C> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U907D> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U907F> \xF9\xAD |0

<U9080> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9081> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U9082> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U9083> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9084> \xFC\xBD |0

<U9087> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U9088> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U908A> \xDC\xAB |0
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<U908F>

 \xD5\xA4 |0

<U9091> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U9095> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9099> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U90A2> \xFB\xAE |0

<U90A3> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U90A8> \xF5\xBE |0

<U90AA> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U90AF> \xCA\xFB |0

<U90B0> \xF7\xC6 |0

<U90B1> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U90B5> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U90B8> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U90C1> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U90CA> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U90DE> \xD5\xCD |0

<U90E1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U90E8> \xDD\xBB |0

<U90ED> \xCE\xAC |0

<U90F5> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U90FD> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U9102> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U9112> \xF5\xDB |0

<U9115> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U9119> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U9127> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U912D> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9132> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U9149> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U914A> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U914B> \xF5\xDC |0

<U914C> \xED\xCC |0

<U914D> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U914E> \xF1\xCF |0

<U9152> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U9162> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U9163> \x9A\xAF |0

<U9169> \xD9\xAE |0

<U916A> \xD5\xAC |0

<U916C> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9175> \xFD\xA3 |0

<U9177> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9178> \xDF\xAB |0

<U9187> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U9189> \xF6\xAD |0

<U918B> \xF5\xB3 |0
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<U918D> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U9190> \x9D\xFD |0

<U9192> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U919C>

 \xF5\xDD |0

<U91AB> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U91AC> \xED\xFD |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0

<U91AF> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U91B1> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U91B4> \xD6\xCA |0

<U91B5> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U91C0> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U91C7> \xF3\xFA |0

<U91C9> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U91CB> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U91CC> \xD7\xEC |0

<U91CD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U91CE> \xE5\xAF |0

<U91CF> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U91D0> \xD7\xED |0

<U91D1> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U91D7> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U91D8> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U91DC> \xDD\xBC |0

<U91DD> \xF6\xDC |0

<U91E3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U91E7> \xF4\xC4 |0

<U91EA> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U91F5> \xF3\xFB |0

<U920D> \xD4\xEF |0

<U9210> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U9211> \xF7\xFE |0

<U9212> \xDF\xBC |0

<U9214> \x9D\xD0 |0

<U9217> \xEB\xCD |0

<U921E> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U9234> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U923A> \xE8\xAD |0

<U923F> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9240> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U9245> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U9249> \xFA\xE8 |0

<U924B> \x9D\xEF |0

<U9257> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U925B> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U925E> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U9262> \xDB\xA4 |0
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<U9264> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9265> \xE2\xFC |0

<U9266> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9278> \x9A\xC4 |0

<U927E> \x9B\xC0 |0

<U9280> \xEB\xDE |0

<U9283>

 \xF5\xC8 |0

<U9285> \xD4\xDE |0

<U9291> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U9293> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9296> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U9298> \xD9\xAF |0

<U929C> \xF9\xE7 |0

<U92B3> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U92B6> \xCF\xCA |0

<U92B7> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U92B9> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U92CC> \xEF\xFB |0

<U92CF> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U92D2> \xDC\xF2 |0

<U92E4> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U92EA> \xF8\xE8 |0

<U92F8> \xCB\xEA |0

<U92FC> \xCB\xBC |0

<U9304> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U9310> \xF5\xDE |0

<U9318> \xF5\xDF |0

<U931A> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U931E> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U931F> \xD3\xCA |0

<U9320> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9321> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U9322> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U9324> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U9326> \xD0\xDE |0

<U9328> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U932B> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U932E> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U932F> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9348> \xE7\xCC |0

<U934A> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U934B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U934D> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U9354> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U935B> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U9364> \x9B\xFA |0

<U936E> \xEB\xB9 |0
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<U9375> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U937C> \xF6\xDD |0

<U937E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U938C> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U9394> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9396> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U939A> \xF5\xE0 |0

<U93A3> \xFB\xAF |0

<U93A7> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U93AC>

 \xFB\xE0 |0

<U93AD> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U93B0> \xEC\xF0 |0

<U93C3> \xF0\xEC |0

<U93D1> \xEE\xEB |0

<U93DD> \x9B\xB8 |0

<U93DE> \xE9\xCB |0

<U93E1> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U93E4> \xD7\xAF |0

<U93F6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9404> \xFC\xF5 |0

<U9418> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U9419> \x9A\xEC |0

<U9425> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U9435> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U9438> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9444> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U944A> \x9E\xA1 |0

<U9451> \xCA\xFC |0

<U9452> \xCA\xFD |0

<U945B> \xCE\xCE |0

<U9460> \x9B\xF8 |0

<U9462> \x9A\xF6 |0

<U947D> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U947F> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9577> \xED\xFE |0

<U9580> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U9583> \xE0\xEC |0

<U9589> \xF8\xCD |0

<U958B> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U958F> \xEB\xCE |0

<U9591> \xF9\xD8 |0

<U9592> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U9593> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U9594> \xDA\xCA |0

<U9598> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U95A3> \xCA\xC8 |0
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<U95A4> \xF9\xEE |0

<U95A5> \xDB\xEC |0

<U95A8> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U95A9> \x9B\xC5 |0

<U95AD> \xD5\xEF |0

<U95B1> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U95BB> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U95BC> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U95C7> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U95CA> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U95D4> \xF9\xEF |0

<U95D5> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U95D6>

 \xF7\xE6 |0

<U95DC> \xCE\xBC |0

<U95E1> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U95E2> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U95E5> \x9A\xE0 |0

<U961C> \xDD\xBD |0

<U9621> \xF4\xC6 |0

<U9628> \x9C\xCB |0

<U962A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<U962E> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U9632> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U963B> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U963F> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U9640> \xF6\xED |0

<U9642> \xF9\xAE |0

<U9644> \xDD\xBE |0

<U964B> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U964C> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U964D> \xCB\xBD |0

<U9650> \xF9\xDA |0

<U965B> \xF8\xCE |0

<U965C> \xF9\xF0 |0

<U965D> \xE0\xED |0

<U965E> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U965F> \xF4\xB3 |0

<U9662> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U9663> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9664> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U966A> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U9670> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U9673> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9675> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U9676> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U9677> \xF9\xE8 |0

<U9678> \xD7\xC1 |0
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<U967D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U9685> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9686> \xD7\xCC |0

<U968A> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U968B> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U968D> \xFC\xDB |0

<U968E> \xCD\xAD |0

<U9694> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U9695> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U9698> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U9699> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U969B> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U969C> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U96A3> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U96A7> \xE2\xCA |0

<U96A8>

 \xE2\xCB |0

<U96AA> \xFA\xCF |0

<U96B1> \xEB\xDF |0

<U96B7> \xD6\xCB |0

<U96BB> \xF4\xB4 |0

<U96BC> \x9D\xBD |0

<U96C0> \xED\xCD |0

<U96C1> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U96C4> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U96C5> \xE4\xBA |0

<U96C6> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U96C7> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U96C9> \xF6\xCB |0

<U96CB> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U96CC> \xED\xC1 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xBC |0

<U96CE> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U96D6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U96D9> \xE4\xAA |0

<U96DB> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U96DC> \xED\xDA |0

<U96DE> \x9A\xB9 |0

<U96E2> \xD7\xEE |0

<U96E3> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xE9\xEB |0

<U96E9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U96EA> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U96EF> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U96F0> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U96F2> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U96F6> \xD6\xC3 |0
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<U96F7> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U96F9> \xDA\xDF |0

<U96FB> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U9700> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9704> \x9C\xAE |0

<U9706> \xEF\xFD |0

<U9707> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U970D> \x9A\xC1 |0

<U970E> \x9B\xFB |0

<U9711> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9713> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9716> \xD7\xFD |0

<U9719> \xE7\xCE |0

<U971C> \xDF\xDC |0

<U971E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<U9727> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U9730> \xDF\xAC |0

<U9732> \xD6\xDA |0

<U9739>

 \xDC\xA4 |0

<U973D> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U9742> \xD5\xFA |0

<U9744> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U9746> \x9D\xCD |0

<U9748> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U9749> \x9C\xCA |0

<U9751> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9756> \xEF\xFE |0

<U975C> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U975E> \xDE\xAA |0

<U9761> \xDA\xBC |0

<U9762> \xD8\xFC |0

<U9769> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U976D> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U9774> \xFC\xA8 |0

<U9777> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U977A> \xD8\xCB |0

<U977C> \x9A\xDE |0

<U9784> \x9D\xF0 |0

<U9785> \x9C\xC6 |0

<U978B> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U978D> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U978F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U9798> \x9D\xD1 |0

<U97A0> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U97A6> \x9D\xDB |0

<U97A8> \xCA\xEA |0

<U97AB> \xCF\xD4 |0
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<U97AD> \xF8\xBD |0

<U97C3> \x9A\xE1 |0

<U97C6> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U97CB> \xEA\xDF |0

<U97D3> \xF9\xDB |0

<U97DC> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U97F3> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U97F6> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U97FB> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U9800> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U9801> \xFA\xED |0

<U9802> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9803> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U9805> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U9806> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U9808> \xE2\xCE |0

<U980A> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U980C> \xE1\xEB |0

<U9810> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9811> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9812>

 \xDA\xF8 |0

<U9813> \xD4\xCB |0

<U9817> \xF7\xF6 |0

<U9818> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U9821> \x9E\xAC |0

<U9823> \x9C\xF3 |0

<U982B> \x9B\xDE |0

<U982D> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U9830> \xFA\xFA |0

<U9838> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U9839> \xF7\xDD |0

<U983B> \xDE\xBA |0

<U9846> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U984C> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U984D> \xE4\xFE |0

<U984E> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U9854> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U9858> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U985A> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U985E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U9867> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U986B> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U986F> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U9870> \x9B\xF0 |0

<U98A8> \xF9\xA6 |0
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<U98AF> \xDF\xBD |0

<U98B1> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U98B6> \x9A\xCC |0

<U98C4> \xF8\xFD |0

<U98C7> \xF8\xFC |0

<U98DB> \xDE\xAB |0

<U98DC> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U98DF> \xE3\xDD |0

<U98E1> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U98E2> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U98ED> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U98EE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U98EF> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U98FC> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U98FD> \xF8\xE9 |0

<U98FE> \xE3\xDE |0

<U9903> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U9909> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U990A> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U990C> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U9910> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9913> \xE4\xBB |0

<U9918> \xE6\xAE |0

<U991E>

 \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9920> \xDC\xBF |0

<U9928> \xCE\xBD |0

<U9945> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U9949> \xD0\xCF |0

<U994B> \xCF\xFA |0

<U994C> \xF3\xCA |0

<U994D> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U9951> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U9952> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9954> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9957> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U995C> \x9C\xD8 |0

<U9996> \xE2\xCF |0

<U9999> \xFA\xC5 |0

<U999D> \xF9\xB8 |0

<U99A5> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U99A8> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U99AC> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U99AD> \xE5\xDF |0

<U99AE> \xF9\xA7 |0

<U99B1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U99B3> \xF6\xCC |0
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<U99B4> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U99B9> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U99C1> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U99C4> \x9D\xE9 |0

<U99D0> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99D1> \xD2\xCC |0

<U99D2> \xCF\xCB |0

<U99D5> \xCA\xBD |0

<U99D9> \xDD\xBF |0

<U99DD> \xF6\xEF |0

<U99DF> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U99E2> \x9B\xD2 |0

<U99ED> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U99F1> \xD5\xAD |0

<U99FF> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A01> \xDE\xBE |0

<U9A08> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U9A0E> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U9A0F> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U9A19> \xF8\xBE |0

<U9A2B> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U9A30> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U9A36> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U9A37> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U9A40> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U9A43> \xF8\xFE |0

<U9A45> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9A4D>

 \xFD\xA4 |0

<U9A55> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U9A57> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U9A5A> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U9A5B> \xE6\xBE |0

<U9A5F> \xF6\xAE |0

<U9A62> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U9A65> \xD1\xCA |0

<U9A69> \xFC\xBE |0

<U9A6A> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U9AA8> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U9AB8> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U9ABC> \x9A\xB1 |0

<U9AC0> \x9B\xEC |0

<U9ACF> \x9B\xAA |0

<U9AD1> \x9D\xD4 |0

<U9AD3> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U9AD4> \xF4\xF7 |0

<U9AD8> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9AE3> \x9B\xCA |0
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<U9AE5> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U9AEE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U9AF4> \x9B\xE3 |0

<U9B18> \x9B\xB9 |0

<U9B1A> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U9B1F> \x9E\xA4 |0

<U9B22> \x9B\xF1 |0

<U9B23> \x9A\xF8 |0

<U9B27> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U9B2A> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U9B31> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U9B3B> \x9C\xED |0

<U9B3C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U9B41> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9B42> \xFB\xEB |0

<U9B43> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U9B44> \xDB\xDE |0

<U9B45> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U9B4D> \x9B\xBA |0

<U9B4E> \x9A\xF2 |0

<U9B4F> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U9B51> \x9B\xB2 |0

<U9B54> \xD8\xAA |0

<U9B5A> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9B6F> \xD6\xDB |0

<U9B74> \x9B\xCB |0

<U9B8E> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9B91> \xF8\xEA |0

<U9B92> \x9B\xDF |0

<U9B9F> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U9BAB>

 \xCE\xF7 |0

<U9BAE> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U9BC9> \xD7\xEF |0

<U9BD6> \xF4\xED |0

<U9BDB> \x9D\xB8 |0

<U9BE4> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U9BE8> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U9C0D> \xF5\xE3 |0

<U9C10> \xE4\xCA |0

<U9C12> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U9C13> \x9B\xFD |0

<U9C15> \xF9\xC8 |0

<U9C25> \xFC\xBF |0

<U9C2D> \x9A\xD4 |0

<U9C2E> \x9C\xE0 |0

<U9C32> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9C3B> \xD8\xC4 |0
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<U9C47> \xCB\xBE |0

<U9C49> \xDC\xAE |0

<U9C57> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U9CE5> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U9CE7> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U9CE9> \xCF\xCD |0

<U9CF3> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U9CF4> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U9CF6> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9D07> \x9B\xD5 |0

<U9D08> \x9C\xC0 |0

<U9D09> \xE4\xBC |0

<U9D1B> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U9D26> \xE4\xEC |0

<U9D28> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U9D3B> \xFB\xF8 |0

<U9D44> \x9D\xE5 |0

<U9D51> \xCC\xBB |0

<U9D5D> \xE4\xBD |0

<U9D60> \xCD\xDC |0

<U9D61> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U9D6C> \xDD\xDF |0

<U9D72> \xED\xCE |0

<U9D89> \x9C\xB7 |0

<U9DA9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U9DAF> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U9DB4> \xF9\xCD |0

<U9DBB> \x9D\xFE |0

<U9DC4> \xCD\xAE |0

<U9DD7> \xCF\xCE |0

<U9DF2> \xF6\xAF |0

<U9DF3> \x9D\xF6 |0

<U9DF8> \xFD\xD3 |0

<U9DF9>

 \xEB\xED |0

<U9DFA> \xD6\xDC |0

<U9E1A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U9E1B> \x9A\xC3 |0

<U9E1E> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U9E75> \xD6\xDD |0

<U9E79> \xF9\xE9 |0

<U9E7D> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U9E7F> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U9E81> \x9D\xDC |0

<U9E92> \xD1\xCB |0

<U9E93> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U9E97> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9E9D> \xDE\xFA |0
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<U9E9F> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U9EA4> \x9D\xDD |0

<U9EA5> \xD8\xEA |0

<U9EB4> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U9EB5> \xD8\xFD |0

<U9EBB> \xD8\xAB |0

<U9EBE> \xFD\xCB |0

<U9EC3> \xFC\xDC |0

<U9ECD> \xE0\xA8 |0

<U9ECE> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9ED1> \xFD\xD9 |0

<U9ED4> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U9ED8> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U9EDB> \xD3\xEA |0

<U9EDC> \xF5\xF5 |0

<U9EDD> \x9C\xEC |0

<U9EDE> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9EE8> \xD3\xDA |0

<U9EEF> \x9C\xC5 |0

<U9EF4> \xDA\xBD |0

<U9EFB> \x9B\xE4 |0

<U9EFC> \x9B\xD6 |0

<U9F07> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U9F08> \xDC\xAF |0

<U9F0E> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U9F13> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9F20> \xE0\xA9 |0

<U9F3B> \xDE\xAC |0

<U9F4A> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9F4B> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U9F4E> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9F52> \xF6\xCD |0

<U9F5F> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U9F61> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U9F66> \x9C\xF0 |0

<U9F67> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U9F6A>

 \xF3\xBB |0

<U9F6C> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U9F77> \xE4\xCB |0

<U9F8D> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U9F90> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U9F95> \xCA\xFE |0

<U9F9C> \xCF\xCF |0

<UAC00> \xB0\xA1 |0

<UAC01> \xB0\xA2 |0

<UAC02> \x9E\xAD |0

<UAC04> \xB0\xA3 |0
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<UAC07> \xB0\xA4 |0

<UAC08> \xB0\xA5 |0

<UAC09> \xB0\xA6 |0

<UAC0A> \xB0\xA7 |0

<UAC0B> \x9E\xAE |0

<UAC10> \xB0\xA8 |0

<UAC11> \xB0\xA9 |0

<UAC12> \xB0\xAA |0

<UAC13> \xB0\xAB |0

<UAC14> \xB0\xAC |0

<UAC15> \xB0\xAD |0

<UAC16> \xB0\xAE |0

<UAC17> \xB0\xAF |0

<UAC19> \xB0\xB0 |0

<UAC1A> \xB0\xB1 |0

<UAC1B> \xB0\xB2 |0

<UAC1C> \xB0\xB3 |0

<UAC1D> \xB0\xB4 |0

<UAC20> \xB0\xB5 |0

<UAC24> \xB0\xB6 |0

<UAC2C> \xB0\xB7 |0

<UAC2D> \xB0\xB8 |0

<UAC2F> \xB0\xB9 |0

<UAC30> \xB0\xBA |0

<UAC31> \xB0\xBB |0

<UAC38> \xB0\xBC |0

<UAC39> \xB0\xBD |0

<UAC3C> \xB0\xBE |0

<UAC40> \xB0\xBF |0

<UAC4B> \xB0\xC0 |0

<UAC4D> \xB0\xC1 |0

<UAC54> \xB0\xC2 |0

<UAC58> \xB0\xC3 |0

<UAC5C> \xB0\xC4 |0

<UAC70> \xB0\xC5 |0

<UAC71> \xB0\xC6 |0

<UAC74> \xB0\xC7 |0

<UAC77> \xB0\xC8 |0

<UAC78> \xB0\xC9 |0

<UAC79>

 \x9E\xAF |0

<UAC7A> \xB0\xCA |0

<UAC80> \xB0\xCB |0

<UAC81> \xB0\xCC |0

<UAC83> \xB0\xCD |0

<UAC84> \xB0\xCE |0

<UAC85> \xB0\xCF |0

<UAC86> \xB0\xD0 |0
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<UAC87> \x9E\xB0 |0

<UAC89> \xB0\xD1 |0

<UAC8A> \xB0\xD2 |0

<UAC8B> \xB0\xD3 |0

<UAC8C> \xB0\xD4 |0

<UAC90> \xB0\xD5 |0

<UAC93> \x9E\xB1 |0

<UAC94> \xB0\xD6 |0

<UAC9C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<UAC9D> \xB0\xD8 |0

<UAC9F> \xB0\xD9 |0

<UACA0> \xB0\xDA |0

<UACA1> \xB0\xDB |0

<UACA8> \xB0\xDC |0

<UACA9> \xB0\xDD |0

<UACAA> \xB0\xDE |0

<UACAC> \xB0\xDF |0

<UACAF> \xB0\xE0 |0

<UACB0> \xB0\xE1 |0

<UACB8> \xB0\xE2 |0

<UACB9> \xB0\xE3 |0

<UACBB> \xB0\xE4 |0

<UACBC> \xB0\xE5 |0

<UACBD> \xB0\xE6 |0

<UACC1> \xB0\xE7 |0

<UACC4> \xB0\xE8 |0

<UACC8> \xB0\xE9 |0

<UACCC> \xB0\xEA |0

<UACD5> \xB0\xEB |0

<UACD7> \xB0\xEC |0

<UACE0> \xB0\xED |0

<UACE1> \xB0\xEE |0

<UACE4> \xB0\xEF |0

<UACE7> \xB0\xF0 |0

<UACE8> \xB0\xF1 |0

<UACE9> \x9E\xB2 |0

<UACEA> \xB0\xF2 |0

<UACEC> \xB0\xF3 |0

<UACEF> \xB0\xF4 |0

<UACF0> \xB0\xF5 |0

<UACF1> \xB0\xF6 |0

<UACF3> \xB0\xF7 |0

<UACF5>

 \xB0\xF8 |0

<UACF6> \xB0\xF9 |0

<UACFA> \x9E\xB3 |0

<UACFC> \xB0\xFA |0

<UACFD> \xB0\xFB |0
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<UAD00> \xB0\xFC |0

<UAD04> \xB0\xFD |0

<UAD06> \xB0\xFE |0

<UAD0C> \xB1\xA1 |0

<UAD0D> \xB1\xA2 |0

<UAD0F> \xB1\xA3 |0

<UAD11> \xB1\xA4 |0

<UAD18> \xB1\xA5 |0

<UAD19> \x9E\xB4 |0

<UAD1C> \xB1\xA6 |0

<UAD20> \xB1\xA7 |0

<UAD28> \x9E\xB5 |0

<UAD29> \xB1\xA8 |0

<UAD2B> \x9E\xB6 |0

<UAD2C> \xB1\xA9 |0

<UAD2D> \xB1\xAA |0

<UAD34> \xB1\xAB |0

<UAD35> \xB1\xAC |0

<UAD38> \xB1\xAD |0

<UAD3C> \xB1\xAE |0

<UAD44> \xB1\xAF |0

<UAD45> \xB1\xB0 |0

<UAD47> \xB1\xB1 |0

<UAD49> \xB1\xB2 |0

<UAD50> \xB1\xB3 |0

<UAD54> \xB1\xB4 |0

<UAD58> \xB1\xB5 |0

<UAD61> \xB1\xB6 |0

<UAD63> \xB1\xB7 |0

<UAD6C> \xB1\xB8 |0

<UAD6D> \xB1\xB9 |0

<UAD70> \xB1\xBA |0

<UAD73> \xB1\xBB |0

<UAD74> \xB1\xBC |0

<UAD75> \xB1\xBD |0

<UAD76> \xB1\xBE |0

<UAD7B> \xB1\xBF |0

<UAD7C> \xB1\xC0 |0

<UAD7D> \xB1\xC1 |0

<UAD7F> \xB1\xC2 |0

<UAD81> \xB1\xC3 |0

<UAD82> \xB1\xC4 |0

<UAD88> \xB1\xC5 |0

<UAD89> \xB1\xC6 |0

<UAD8C> \xB1\xC7 |0

<UAD90>

 \xB1\xC8 |0

<UAD9B> \x9E\xB7 |0
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<UAD9C> \xB1\xC9 |0

<UAD9D> \xB1\xCA |0

<UADA4> \xB1\xCB |0

<UADB7> \xB1\xCC |0

<UADC0> \xB1\xCD |0

<UADC1> \xB1\xCE |0

<UADC4> \xB1\xCF |0

<UADC8> \xB1\xD0 |0

<UADD0> \xB1\xD1 |0

<UADD1> \xB1\xD2 |0

<UADD3> \xB1\xD3 |0

<UADD5> \x9E\xB8 |0

<UADDC> \xB1\xD4 |0

<UADE0> \xB1\xD5 |0

<UADE4> \xB1\xD6 |0

<UADEC> \x9E\xB9 |0

<UADF8> \xB1\xD7 |0

<UADF9> \xB1\xD8 |0

<UADFC> \xB1\xD9 |0

<UADFF> \xB1\xDA |0

<UAE00> \xB1\xDB |0

<UAE01> \xB1\xDC |0

<UAE02> \x9E\xBA |0

<UAE08> \xB1\xDD |0

<UAE09> \xB1\xDE |0

<UAE0B> \xB1\xDF |0

<UAE0D> \xB1\xE0 |0

<UAE0F> \x9E\xBB |0

<UAE11> \x9E\xBC |0

<UAE14> \xB1\xE1 |0

<UAE27> \x9E\xBD |0

<UAE30> \xB1\xE2 |0

<UAE31> \xB1\xE3 |0

<UAE34> \xB1\xE4 |0

<UAE37> \xB1\xE5 |0

<UAE38> \xB1\xE6 |0

<UAE3A> \xB1\xE7 |0

<UAE3C> \x9E\xBE |0

<UAE40> \xB1\xE8 |0

<UAE41> \xB1\xE9 |0

<UAE43> \xB1\xEA |0

<UAE44> \x9E\xBF |0

<UAE45> \xB1\xEB |0

<UAE46> \xB1\xEC |0

<UAE49> \x9E\xC0 |0

<UAE4A> \xB1\xED |0

<UAE4C> \xB1\xEE |0

<UAE4D> \xB1\xEF |0
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<UAE4E>

 \xB1\xF0 |0

<UAE50> \xB1\xF1 |0

<UAE54> \xB1\xF2 |0

<UAE56> \xB1\xF3 |0

<UAE5C> \xB1\xF4 |0

<UAE5D> \xB1\xF5 |0

<UAE5F> \xB1\xF6 |0

<UAE60> \xB1\xF7 |0

<UAE61> \xB1\xF8 |0

<UAE62> \x9E\xC1 |0

<UAE65> \xB1\xF9 |0

<UAE68> \xB1\xFA |0

<UAE69> \xB1\xFB |0

<UAE6C> \xB1\xFC |0

<UAE70> \xB1\xFD |0

<UAE78> \xB1\xFE |0

<UAE79> \xB2\xA1 |0

<UAE7B> \xB2\xA2 |0

<UAE7C> \xB2\xA3 |0

<UAE7D> \xB2\xA4 |0

<UAE84> \xB2\xA5 |0

<UAE85> \xB2\xA6 |0

<UAE8C> \xB2\xA7 |0

<UAEA0> \x9E\xC2 |0

<UAEBC> \xB2\xA8 |0

<UAEBD> \xB2\xA9 |0

<UAEBE> \xB2\xAA |0

<UAEC0> \xB2\xAB |0

<UAEC4> \xB2\xAC |0

<UAECC> \xB2\xAD |0

<UAECD> \xB2\xAE |0

<UAECF> \xB2\xAF |0

<UAED0> \xB2\xB0 |0

<UAED1> \xB2\xB1 |0

<UAED8> \xB2\xB2 |0

<UAED9> \xB2\xB3 |0

<UAEDC> \xB2\xB4 |0

<UAEE8> \xB2\xB5 |0

<UAEEB> \xB2\xB6 |0

<UAEED> \xB2\xB7 |0

<UAEF4> \xB2\xB8 |0

<UAEF8> \xB2\xB9 |0

<UAEFC> \xB2\xBA |0

<UAF04> \x9E\xC3 |0

<UAF07> \xB2\xBB |0

<UAF08> \xB2\xBC |0

<UAF0D> \xB2\xBD |0
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<UAF10> \xB2\xBE |0

<UAF2C> \xB2\xBF |0

<UAF2D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<UAF30>

 \xB2\xC1 |0

<UAF32> \xB2\xC2 |0

<UAF33> \x9E\xC4 |0

<UAF34> \xB2\xC3 |0

<UAF3C> \xB2\xC4 |0

<UAF3D> \xB2\xC5 |0

<UAF3F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<UAF41> \xB2\xC7 |0

<UAF42> \xB2\xC8 |0

<UAF43> \xB2\xC9 |0

<UAF48> \xB2\xCA |0

<UAF49> \xB2\xCB |0

<UAF4C> \x9E\xC5 |0

<UAF50> \xB2\xCC |0

<UAF58> \x9E\xC6 |0

<UAF5B> \x9E\xC7 |0

<UAF5C> \xB2\xCD |0

<UAF5D> \xB2\xCE |0

<UAF64> \xB2\xCF |0

<UAF65> \xB2\xD0 |0

<UAF68> \x9E\xC8 |0

<UAF79> \xB2\xD1 |0

<UAF80> \xB2\xD2 |0

<UAF84> \xB2\xD3 |0

<UAF88> \xB2\xD4 |0

<UAF90> \xB2\xD5 |0

<UAF91> \xB2\xD6 |0

<UAF93> \x9E\xC9 |0

<UAF95> \xB2\xD7 |0

<UAF9C> \xB2\xD8 |0

<UAFB2> \x9E\xCA |0

<UAFB8> \xB2\xD9 |0

<UAFB9> \xB2\xDA |0

<UAFBC> \xB2\xDB |0

<UAFBF> \x9E\xCB |0

<UAFC0> \xB2\xDC |0

<UAFC7> \xB2\xDD |0

<UAFC8> \xB2\xDE |0

<UAFC9> \xB2\xDF |0

<UAFCB> \xB2\xE0 |0

<UAFCD> \xB2\xE1 |0

<UAFCE> \xB2\xE2 |0

<UAFD4> \xB2\xE3 |0

<UAFD8> \x9E\xCC |0
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<UAFDC> \xB2\xE4 |0

<UAFE7> \x9E\xCD |0

<UAFE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<UAFE9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<UAFF0> \xB2\xE7 |0

<UAFF1> \xB2\xE8 |0

<UAFF4>

 \xB2\xE9 |0

<UAFF8> \xB2\xEA |0

<UB000> \xB2\xEB |0

<UB001> \xB2\xEC |0

<UB004> \xB2\xED |0

<UB00C> \xB2\xEE |0

<UB00D> \x9E\xCE |0

<UB010> \xB2\xEF |0

<UB014> \xB2\xF0 |0

<UB01C> \xB2\xF1 |0

<UB01D> \xB2\xF2 |0

<UB021> \x9E\xCF |0

<UB028> \xB2\xF3 |0

<UB044> \xB2\xF4 |0

<UB045> \xB2\xF5 |0

<UB048> \xB2\xF6 |0

<UB04A> \xB2\xF7 |0

<UB04C> \xB2\xF8 |0

<UB04E> \xB2\xF9 |0

<UB053> \xB2\xFA |0

<UB054> \xB2\xFB |0

<UB055> \xB2\xFC |0

<UB057> \xB2\xFD |0

<UB059> \xB2\xFE |0

<UB05D> \xB3\xA1 |0

<UB060> \x9E\xD0 |0

<UB07C> \xB3\xA2 |0

<UB07D> \xB3\xA3 |0

<UB080> \xB3\xA4 |0

<UB084> \xB3\xA5 |0

<UB08C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<UB08D> \xB3\xA7 |0

<UB08F> \xB3\xA8 |0

<UB090> \x9E\xD1 |0

<UB091> \xB3\xA9 |0

<UB098> \xB3\xAA |0

<UB099> \xB3\xAB |0

<UB09A> \xB3\xAC |0

<UB09C> \xB3\xAD |0

<UB09F> \xB3\xAE |0

<UB0A0> \xB3\xAF |0
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<UB0A1> \xB3\xB0 |0

<UB0A2> \xB3\xB1 |0

<UB0A8> \xB3\xB2 |0

<UB0A9> \xB3\xB3 |0

<UB0AB> \xB3\xB4 |0

<UB0AC> \xB3\xB5 |0

<UB0AD> \xB3\xB6 |0

<UB0AE> \xB3\xB7 |0

<UB0AF> \xB3\xB8 |0

<UB0B1>

 \xB3\xB9 |0

<UB0B3> \xB3\xBA |0

<UB0B4> \xB3\xBB |0

<UB0B5> \xB3\xBC |0

<UB0B8> \xB3\xBD |0

<UB0BB> \x9E\xD2 |0

<UB0BC> \xB3\xBE |0

<UB0C4> \xB3\xBF |0

<UB0C5> \xB3\xC0 |0

<UB0C7> \xB3\xC1 |0

<UB0C8> \xB3\xC2 |0

<UB0C9> \xB3\xC3 |0

<UB0D0> \xB3\xC4 |0

<UB0D1> \xB3\xC5 |0

<UB0D4> \xB3\xC6 |0

<UB0D8> \xB3\xC7 |0

<UB0E0> \xB3\xC8 |0

<UB0E5> \xB3\xC9 |0

<UB0EC> \x9E\xD3 |0

<UB108> \xB3\xCA |0

<UB109> \xB3\xCB |0

<UB10B> \xB3\xCC |0

<UB10C> \xB3\xCD |0

<UB10F> \x9E\xD4 |0

<UB110> \xB3\xCE |0

<UB112> \xB3\xCF |0

<UB113> \xB3\xD0 |0

<UB118> \xB3\xD1 |0

<UB119> \xB3\xD2 |0

<UB11B> \xB3\xD3 |0

<UB11C> \xB3\xD4 |0

<UB11D> \xB3\xD5 |0

<UB11E> \x9E\xD5 |0

<UB123> \xB3\xD6 |0

<UB124> \xB3\xD7 |0

<UB125> \xB3\xD8 |0

<UB128> \xB3\xD9 |0

<UB12C> \xB3\xDA |0
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<UB134> \xB3\xDB |0

<UB135> \xB3\xDC |0

<UB137> \xB3\xDD |0

<UB138> \xB3\xDE |0

<UB139> \xB3\xDF |0

<UB140> \xB3\xE0 |0

<UB141> \xB3\xE1 |0

<UB144> \xB3\xE2 |0

<UB147> \x9E\xD6 |0

<UB148> \xB3\xE3 |0

<UB150> \xB3\xE4 |0

<UB151> \xB3\xE5 |0

<UB153>

 \x9E\xD7 |0

<UB154> \xB3\xE6 |0

<UB155> \xB3\xE7 |0

<UB158> \xB3\xE8 |0

<UB159> \x9E\xD8 |0

<UB15C> \xB3\xE9 |0

<UB160> \xB3\xEA |0

<UB16F> \x9E\xD9 |0

<UB178> \xB3\xEB |0

<UB179> \xB3\xEC |0

<UB17A> \x9E\xDA |0

<UB17C> \xB3\xED |0

<UB180> \xB3\xEE |0

<UB182> \xB3\xEF |0

<UB188> \xB3\xF0 |0

<UB189> \xB3\xF1 |0

<UB18B> \xB3\xF2 |0

<UB18D> \xB3\xF3 |0

<UB192> \xB3\xF4 |0

<UB193> \xB3\xF5 |0

<UB194> \xB3\xF6 |0

<UB198> \xB3\xF7 |0

<UB19C> \xB3\xF8 |0

<UB1A7> \x9E\xDB |0

<UB1A8> \xB3\xF9 |0

<UB1B0> \x9E\xDC |0

<UB1CC> \xB3\xFA |0

<UB1D0> \xB3\xFB |0

<UB1D4> \xB3\xFC |0

<UB1DC> \xB3\xFD |0

<UB1DD> \xB3\xFE |0

<UB1DF> \xB4\xA1 |0

<UB1E8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<UB1E9> \xB4\xA3 |0

<UB1EC> \xB4\xA4 |0
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<UB1F0> \xB4\xA5 |0

<UB1F9> \xB4\xA6 |0

<UB1FB> \xB4\xA7 |0

<UB1FD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<UB204> \xB4\xA9 |0

<UB205> \xB4\xAA |0

<UB208> \xB4\xAB |0

<UB20B> \xB4\xAC |0

<UB20C> \xB4\xAD |0

<UB214> \xB4\xAE |0

<UB215> \xB4\xAF |0

<UB217> \xB4\xB0 |0

<UB219> \xB4\xB1 |0

<UB220> \xB4\xB2 |0

<UB233> \x9E\xDD |0

<UB234>

 \xB4\xB3 |0

<UB23C> \xB4\xB4 |0

<UB258> \xB4\xB5 |0

<UB25C> \xB4\xB6 |0

<UB260> \xB4\xB7 |0

<UB268> \xB4\xB8 |0

<UB269> \xB4\xB9 |0

<UB274> \xB4\xBA |0

<UB275> \xB4\xBB |0

<UB27C> \xB4\xBC |0

<UB284> \xB4\xBD |0

<UB285> \xB4\xBE |0

<UB289> \xB4\xBF |0

<UB290> \xB4\xC0 |0

<UB291> \xB4\xC1 |0

<UB294> \xB4\xC2 |0

<UB298> \xB4\xC3 |0

<UB299> \xB4\xC4 |0

<UB29A> \xB4\xC5 |0

<UB2A0> \xB4\xC6 |0

<UB2A1> \xB4\xC7 |0

<UB2A3> \xB4\xC8 |0

<UB2A5> \xB4\xC9 |0

<UB2A6> \xB4\xCA |0

<UB2A7> \x9E\xDE |0

<UB2AA> \xB4\xCB |0

<UB2AC> \xB4\xCC |0

<UB2B0> \xB4\xCD |0

<UB2B4> \xB4\xCE |0

<UB2C1> \x9E\xDF |0

<UB2C8> \xB4\xCF |0

<UB2C9> \xB4\xD0 |0
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<UB2CC> \xB4\xD1 |0

<UB2D0> \xB4\xD2 |0

<UB2D1> \x9E\xE0 |0

<UB2D2> \xB4\xD3 |0

<UB2D8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<UB2D9> \xB4\xD5 |0

<UB2DB> \xB4\xD6 |0

<UB2DD> \xB4\xD7 |0

<UB2E0> \x9E\xE1 |0

<UB2E2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<UB2E4> \xB4\xD9 |0

<UB2E5> \xB4\xDA |0

<UB2E6> \xB4\xDB |0

<UB2E8> \xB4\xDC |0

<UB2EB> \xB4\xDD |0

<UB2EC> \xB4\xDE |0

<UB2ED> \xB4\xDF |0

<UB2EE> \xB4\xE0 |0

<UB2EF>

 \xB4\xE1 |0

<UB2F3> \xB4\xE2 |0

<UB2F4> \xB4\xE3 |0

<UB2F5> \xB4\xE4 |0

<UB2F7> \xB4\xE5 |0

<UB2F8> \xB4\xE6 |0

<UB2F9> \xB4\xE7 |0

<UB2FA> \xB4\xE8 |0

<UB2FB> \xB4\xE9 |0

<UB2FF> \xB4\xEA |0

<UB300> \xB4\xEB |0

<UB301> \xB4\xEC |0

<UB304> \xB4\xED |0

<UB308> \xB4\xEE |0

<UB310> \xB4\xEF |0

<UB311> \xB4\xF0 |0

<UB313> \xB4\xF1 |0

<UB314> \xB4\xF2 |0

<UB315> \xB4\xF3 |0

<UB31C> \xB4\xF4 |0

<UB331> \x9E\xE2 |0

<UB338> \x9E\xE3 |0

<UB354> \xB4\xF5 |0

<UB355> \xB4\xF6 |0

<UB356> \xB4\xF7 |0

<UB358> \xB4\xF8 |0

<UB35B> \xB4\xF9 |0

<UB35C> \xB4\xFA |0

<UB35E> \xB4\xFB |0
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<UB35F> \xB4\xFC |0

<UB364> \xB4\xFD |0

<UB365> \xB4\xFE |0

<UB367> \xB5\xA1 |0

<UB368> \x9E\xE4 |0

<UB369> \xB5\xA2 |0

<UB36A> \x9E\xE5 |0

<UB36B> \xB5\xA3 |0

<UB36E> \xB5\xA4 |0

<UB370> \xB5\xA5 |0

<UB371> \xB5\xA6 |0

<UB374> \xB5\xA7 |0

<UB378> \xB5\xA8 |0

<UB380> \xB5\xA9 |0

<UB381> \xB5\xAA |0

<UB383> \xB5\xAB |0

<UB384> \xB5\xAC |0

<UB385> \xB5\xAD |0

<UB38C> \xB5\xAE |0

<UB390> \xB5\xAF |0

<UB394> \xB5\xB0 |0

<UB39C>

 \x9E\xE6 |0

<UB3A0> \xB5\xB1 |0

<UB3A1> \xB5\xB2 |0

<UB3A8> \xB5\xB3 |0

<UB3AC> \xB5\xB4 |0

<UB3C4> \xB5\xB5 |0

<UB3C5> \xB5\xB6 |0

<UB3C8> \xB5\xB7 |0

<UB3CB> \xB5\xB8 |0

<UB3CC> \xB5\xB9 |0

<UB3CE> \xB5\xBA |0

<UB3D0> \xB5\xBB |0

<UB3D3> \x9E\xE7 |0

<UB3D4> \xB5\xBC |0

<UB3D5> \xB5\xBD |0

<UB3D7> \xB5\xBE |0

<UB3D9> \xB5\xBF |0

<UB3DB> \xB5\xC0 |0

<UB3DD> \xB5\xC1 |0

<UB3E0> \xB5\xC2 |0

<UB3E4> \xB5\xC3 |0

<UB3E8> \xB5\xC4 |0

<UB3FC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<UB400> \x9E\xE8 |0

<UB40F> \x9E\xE9 |0

<UB410> \xB5\xC6 |0
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<UB418> \xB5\xC7 |0

<UB41C> \xB5\xC8 |0

<UB420> \xB5\xC9 |0

<UB428> \xB5\xCA |0

<UB429> \xB5\xCB |0

<UB42B> \xB5\xCC |0

<UB42C> \x9E\xEA |0

<UB434> \xB5\xCD |0

<UB450> \xB5\xCE |0

<UB451> \xB5\xCF |0

<UB454> \xB5\xD0 |0

<UB457> \x9E\xEB |0

<UB458> \xB5\xD1 |0

<UB460> \xB5\xD2 |0

<UB461> \xB5\xD3 |0

<UB463> \xB5\xD4 |0

<UB465> \xB5\xD5 |0

<UB46C> \xB5\xD6 |0

<UB47F> \x9E\xEC |0

<UB480> \xB5\xD7 |0

<UB488> \xB5\xD8 |0

<UB49D> \xB5\xD9 |0

<UB4A4> \xB5\xDA |0

<UB4A8> \xB5\xDB |0

<UB4AC>

 \xB5\xDC |0

<UB4B4> \x9E\xED |0

<UB4B5> \xB5\xDD |0

<UB4B7> \xB5\xDE |0

<UB4B9> \xB5\xDF |0

<UB4C0> \xB5\xE0 |0

<UB4C1> \x9E\xEE |0

<UB4C4> \xB5\xE1 |0

<UB4C8> \xB5\xE2 |0

<UB4D0> \xB5\xE3 |0

<UB4D5> \xB5\xE4 |0

<UB4DC> \xB5\xE5 |0

<UB4DD> \xB5\xE6 |0

<UB4E0> \xB5\xE7 |0

<UB4E3> \xB5\xE8 |0

<UB4E4> \xB5\xE9 |0

<UB4E6> \xB5\xEA |0

<UB4E7> \x9E\xEF |0

<UB4EC> \xB5\xEB |0

<UB4ED> \xB5\xEC |0

<UB4EF> \xB5\xED |0

<UB4F1> \xB5\xEE |0

<UB4F8> \xB5\xEF |0
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<UB514> \xB5\xF0 |0

<UB515> \xB5\xF1 |0

<UB518> \xB5\xF2 |0

<UB51B> \xB5\xF3 |0

<UB51C> \xB5\xF4 |0

<UB524> \xB5\xF5 |0

<UB525> \xB5\xF6 |0

<UB527> \xB5\xF7 |0

<UB528> \xB5\xF8 |0

<UB529> \xB5\xF9 |0

<UB52A> \xB5\xFA |0

<UB52E> \x9E\xF0 |0

<UB530> \xB5\xFB |0

<UB531> \xB5\xFC |0

<UB532> \x9E\xF1 |0

<UB534> \xB5\xFD |0

<UB537> \x9E\xF2 |0

<UB538> \xB5\xFE |0

<UB53F> \x9E\xF3 |0

<UB540> \xB6\xA1 |0

<UB541> \xB6\xA2 |0

<UB543> \xB6\xA3 |0

<UB544> \xB6\xA4 |0

<UB545> \xB6\xA5 |0

<UB54B> \xB6\xA6 |0

<UB54C> \xB6\xA7 |0

<UB54D> \xB6\xA8 |0

<UB550>

 \xB6\xA9 |0

<UB554> \xB6\xAA |0

<UB55C> \xB6\xAB |0

<UB55D> \xB6\xAC |0

<UB55F> \xB6\xAD |0

<UB560> \xB6\xAE |0

<UB561> \xB6\xAF |0

<UB568> \x9E\xF4 |0

<UB584> \x9E\xF5 |0

<UB5A0> \xB6\xB0 |0

<UB5A1> \xB6\xB1 |0

<UB5A4> \xB6\xB2 |0

<UB5A8> \xB6\xB3 |0

<UB5AA> \xB6\xB4 |0

<UB5AB> \xB6\xB5 |0

<UB5B0> \xB6\xB6 |0

<UB5B1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<UB5B3> \xB6\xB8 |0

<UB5B4> \xB6\xB9 |0

<UB5B5> \xB6\xBA |0
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<UB5BB> \xB6\xBB |0

<UB5BC> \xB6\xBC |0

<UB5BD> \xB6\xBD |0

<UB5C0> \xB6\xBE |0

<UB5C4> \xB6\xBF |0

<UB5CC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<UB5CD> \xB6\xC1 |0

<UB5CF> \xB6\xC2 |0

<UB5D0> \xB6\xC3 |0

<UB5D1> \xB6\xC4 |0

<UB5D8> \xB6\xC5 |0

<UB5EC> \xB6\xC6 |0

<UB5F4> \x9E\xF6 |0

<UB610> \xB6\xC7 |0

<UB611> \xB6\xC8 |0

<UB614> \xB6\xC9 |0

<UB618> \xB6\xCA |0

<UB625> \xB6\xCB |0

<UB62C> \xB6\xCC |0

<UB634> \xB6\xCD |0

<UB648> \xB6\xCE |0

<UB664> \xB6\xCF |0

<UB668> \xB6\xD0 |0

<UB680> \x9E\xF7 |0

<UB69C> \xB6\xD1 |0

<UB69D> \xB6\xD2 |0

<UB6A0> \xB6\xD3 |0

<UB6A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<UB6AB> \xB6\xD5 |0

<UB6AC> \xB6\xD6 |0

<UB6B1>

 \xB6\xD7 |0

<UB6B8> \x9E\xF8 |0

<UB6D4> \xB6\xD8 |0

<UB6F0> \xB6\xD9 |0

<UB6F4> \xB6\xDA |0

<UB6F8> \xB6\xDB |0

<UB700> \xB6\xDC |0

<UB701> \xB6\xDD |0

<UB705> \xB6\xDE |0

<UB70C> \x9E\xF9 |0

<UB728> \xB6\xDF |0

<UB729> \xB6\xE0 |0

<UB72C> \xB6\xE1 |0

<UB72F> \xB6\xE2 |0

<UB730> \xB6\xE3 |0

<UB738> \xB6\xE4 |0

<UB739> \xB6\xE5 |0
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<UB73B> \xB6\xE6 |0

<UB744> \xB6\xE7 |0

<UB748> \xB6\xE8 |0

<UB74C> \xB6\xE9 |0

<UB754> \xB6\xEA |0

<UB755> \xB6\xEB |0

<UB760> \xB6\xEC |0

<UB764> \xB6\xED |0

<UB768> \xB6\xEE |0

<UB770> \xB6\xEF |0

<UB771> \xB6\xF0 |0

<UB773> \xB6\xF1 |0

<UB775> \xB6\xF2 |0

<UB77C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<UB77D> \xB6\xF4 |0

<UB780> \xB6\xF5 |0

<UB784> \xB6\xF6 |0

<UB78C> \xB6\xF7 |0

<UB78D> \xB6\xF8 |0

<UB78F> \xB6\xF9 |0

<UB790> \xB6\xFA |0

<UB791> \xB6\xFB |0

<UB792> \xB6\xFC |0

<UB796> \xB6\xFD |0

<UB797> \xB6\xFE |0

<UB798> \xB7\xA1 |0

<UB799> \xB7\xA2 |0

<UB79C> \xB7\xA3 |0

<UB7A0> \xB7\xA4 |0

<UB7A8> \xB7\xA5 |0

<UB7A9> \xB7\xA6 |0

<UB7AB> \xB7\xA7 |0

<UB7AC> \xB7\xA8 |0

<UB7AD>

 \xB7\xA9 |0

<UB7B4> \xB7\xAA |0

<UB7B5> \xB7\xAB |0

<UB7B8> \xB7\xAC |0

<UB7C7> \xB7\xAD |0

<UB7C9> \xB7\xAE |0

<UB7D0> \x9E\xFA |0

<UB7EC> \xB7\xAF |0

<UB7ED> \xB7\xB0 |0

<UB7F0> \xB7\xB1 |0

<UB7F4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<UB7FC> \xB7\xB3 |0

<UB7FD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<UB7FF> \xB7\xB5 |0
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<UB800> \xB7\xB6 |0

<UB801> \xB7\xB7 |0

<UB807> \xB7\xB8 |0

<UB808> \xB7\xB9 |0

<UB809> \xB7\xBA |0

<UB80C> \xB7\xBB |0

<UB80F> \x9E\xFB |0

<UB810> \xB7\xBC |0

<UB818> \xB7\xBD |0

<UB819> \xB7\xBE |0

<UB81B> \xB7\xBF |0

<UB81D> \xB7\xC0 |0

<UB824> \xB7\xC1 |0

<UB825> \xB7\xC2 |0

<UB828> \xB7\xC3 |0

<UB82C> \xB7\xC4 |0

<UB834> \xB7\xC5 |0

<UB835> \xB7\xC6 |0

<UB837> \xB7\xC7 |0

<UB838> \xB7\xC8 |0

<UB839> \xB7\xC9 |0

<UB840> \xB7\xCA |0

<UB844> \xB7\xCB |0

<UB851> \xB7\xCC |0

<UB853> \xB7\xCD |0

<UB85C> \xB7\xCE |0

<UB85D> \xB7\xCF |0

<UB860> \xB7\xD0 |0

<UB864> \xB7\xD1 |0

<UB86C> \xB7\xD2 |0

<UB86D> \xB7\xD3 |0

<UB86F> \xB7\xD4 |0

<UB871> \xB7\xD5 |0

<UB878> \xB7\xD6 |0

<UB87C> \xB7\xD7 |0

<UB88D> \xB7\xD8 |0

<UB894>

 \x9E\xFC |0

<UB8A8> \xB7\xD9 |0

<UB8B0> \xB7\xDA |0

<UB8B4> \xB7\xDB |0

<UB8B8> \xB7\xDC |0

<UB8C0> \xB7\xDD |0

<UB8C1> \xB7\xDE |0

<UB8C3> \xB7\xDF |0

<UB8C5> \xB7\xE0 |0

<UB8CC> \xB7\xE1 |0

<UB8D0> \xB7\xE2 |0
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<UB8D4> \xB7\xE3 |0

<UB8DC> \x9E\xFD |0

<UB8DD> \xB7\xE4 |0

<UB8DF> \xB7\xE5 |0

<UB8E1> \xB7\xE6 |0

<UB8E8> \xB7\xE7 |0

<UB8E9> \xB7\xE8 |0

<UB8EC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<UB8F0> \xB7\xEA |0

<UB8F8> \xB7\xEB |0

<UB8F9> \xB7\xEC |0

<UB8FB> \xB7\xED |0

<UB8FD> \xB7\xEE |0

<UB904> \xB7\xEF |0

<UB917> \x9E\xFE |0

<UB918> \xB7\xF0 |0

<UB920> \xB7\xF1 |0

<UB93C> \xB7\xF2 |0

<UB93D> \xB7\xF3 |0

<UB940> \xB7\xF4 |0

<UB944> \xB7\xF5 |0

<UB94C> \xB7\xF6 |0

<UB94F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<UB951> \xB7\xF8 |0

<UB958> \xB7\xF9 |0

<UB959> \xB7\xFA |0

<UB95C> \xB7\xFB |0

<UB960> \xB7\xFC |0

<UB968> \xB7\xFD |0

<UB969> \xB7\xFE |0

<UB96B> \xB8\xA1 |0

<UB96D> \xB8\xA2 |0

<UB974> \xB8\xA3 |0

<UB975> \xB8\xA4 |0

<UB978> \xB8\xA5 |0

<UB97C> \xB8\xA6 |0

<UB984> \xB8\xA7 |0

<UB985> \xB8\xA8 |0

<UB987> \xB8\xA9 |0

<UB989>

 \xB8\xAA |0

<UB98A> \xB8\xAB |0

<UB98D> \xB8\xAC |0

<UB98E> \xB8\xAD |0

<UB990> \x9F\xA1 |0

<UB9AC> \xB8\xAE |0

<UB9AD> \xB8\xAF |0

<UB9B0> \xB8\xB0 |0
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<UB9B4> \xB8\xB1 |0

<UB9BC> \xB8\xB2 |0

<UB9BD> \xB8\xB3 |0

<UB9BF> \xB8\xB4 |0

<UB9C1> \xB8\xB5 |0

<UB9C8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<UB9C9> \xB8\xB7 |0

<UB9CC> \xB8\xB8 |0

<UB9CE> \xB8\xB9 |0

<UB9CF> \xB8\xBA |0

<UB9D0> \xB8\xBB |0

<UB9D1> \xB8\xBC |0

<UB9D2> \xB8\xBD |0

<UB9D8> \xB8\xBE |0

<UB9D9> \xB8\xBF |0

<UB9DB> \xB8\xC0 |0

<UB9DD> \xB8\xC1 |0

<UB9DE> \xB8\xC2 |0

<UB9DF> \x9F\xA2 |0

<UB9E1> \xB8\xC3 |0

<UB9E3> \xB8\xC4 |0

<UB9E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<UB9E5> \xB8\xC6 |0

<UB9E8> \xB8\xC7 |0

<UB9EC> \xB8\xC8 |0

<UB9F4> \xB8\xC9 |0

<UB9F5> \xB8\xCA |0

<UB9F7> \xB8\xCB |0

<UB9F8> \xB8\xCC |0

<UB9F9> \xB8\xCD |0

<UB9FA> \xB8\xCE |0

<UB9FB> \x9F\xA3 |0

<UBA00> \xB8\xCF |0

<UBA01> \xB8\xD0 |0

<UBA08> \xB8\xD1 |0

<UBA15> \xB8\xD2 |0

<UBA1C> \x9F\xA4 |0

<UBA38> \xB8\xD3 |0

<UBA39> \xB8\xD4 |0

<UBA3C> \xB8\xD5 |0

<UBA40> \xB8\xD6 |0

<UBA42> \xB8\xD7 |0

<UBA48>

 \xB8\xD8 |0

<UBA49> \xB8\xD9 |0

<UBA4B> \xB8\xDA |0

<UBA4D> \xB8\xDB |0

<UBA4E> \xB8\xDC |0
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<UBA53> \xB8\xDD |0

<UBA54> \xB8\xDE |0

<UBA55> \xB8\xDF |0

<UBA58> \xB8\xE0 |0

<UBA5C> \xB8\xE1 |0

<UBA64> \xB8\xE2 |0

<UBA65> \xB8\xE3 |0

<UBA67> \xB8\xE4 |0

<UBA68> \xB8\xE5 |0

<UBA69> \xB8\xE6 |0

<UBA6B> \x9F\xA5 |0

<UBA6D> \x9F\xA6 |0

<UBA70> \xB8\xE7 |0

<UBA71> \xB8\xE8 |0

<UBA74> \xB8\xE9 |0

<UBA78> \xB8\xEA |0

<UBA80> \x9F\xA7 |0

<UBA83> \xB8\xEB |0

<UBA84> \xB8\xEC |0

<UBA85> \xB8\xED |0

<UBA87> \xB8\xEE |0

<UBA8C> \xB8\xEF |0

<UBAA8> \xB8\xF0 |0

<UBAA9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<UBAAB> \xB8\xF2 |0

<UBAAC> \xB8\xF3 |0

<UBAAF> \x9F\xA8 |0

<UBAB0> \xB8\xF4 |0

<UBAB2> \xB8\xF5 |0

<UBAB8> \xB8\xF6 |0

<UBAB9> \xB8\xF7 |0

<UBABB> \xB8\xF8 |0

<UBABD> \xB8\xF9 |0

<UBAC3> \x9F\xA9 |0

<UBAC4> \xB8\xFA |0

<UBAC8> \xB8\xFB |0

<UBAD8> \xB8\xFC |0

<UBAD9> \xB8\xFD |0

<UBAE0> \x9F\xAA |0

<UBAFC> \xB8\xFE |0

<UBB00> \xB9\xA1 |0

<UBB04> \xB9\xA2 |0

<UBB0D> \xB9\xA3 |0

<UBB0F> \xB9\xA4 |0

<UBB11> \xB9\xA5 |0

<UBB18>

 \xB9\xA6 |0

<UBB1C> \xB9\xA7 |0
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<UBB20> \xB9\xA8 |0

<UBB29> \xB9\xA9 |0

<UBB2B> \xB9\xAA |0

<UBB34> \xB9\xAB |0

<UBB35> \xB9\xAC |0

<UBB36> \xB9\xAD |0

<UBB38> \xB9\xAE |0

<UBB3B> \xB9\xAF |0

<UBB3C> \xB9\xB0 |0

<UBB3D> \xB9\xB1 |0

<UBB3E> \xB9\xB2 |0

<UBB44> \xB9\xB3 |0

<UBB45> \xB9\xB4 |0

<UBB47> \xB9\xB5 |0

<UBB49> \xB9\xB6 |0

<UBB4D> \xB9\xB7 |0

<UBB4F> \xB9\xB8 |0

<UBB50> \xB9\xB9 |0

<UBB54> \xB9\xBA |0

<UBB58> \xB9\xBB |0

<UBB61> \xB9\xBC |0

<UBB63> \xB9\xBD |0

<UBB6C> \xB9\xBE |0

<UBB88> \xB9\xBF |0

<UBB8C> \xB9\xC0 |0

<UBB90> \xB9\xC1 |0

<UBBA4> \xB9\xC2 |0

<UBBA8> \xB9\xC3 |0

<UBBAC> \xB9\xC4 |0

<UBBB4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<UBBB7> \xB9\xC6 |0

<UBBC0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<UBBC1> \x9F\xAB |0

<UBBC4> \xB9\xC8 |0

<UBBC8> \xB9\xC9 |0

<UBBD0> \xB9\xCA |0

<UBBD3> \xB9\xCB |0

<UBBD5> \x9F\xAC |0

<UBBDC> \x9F\xAD |0

<UBBE0> \x9F\xAE |0

<UBBF8> \xB9\xCC |0

<UBBF9> \xB9\xCD |0

<UBBFC> \xB9\xCE |0

<UBBFF> \xB9\xCF |0

<UBC00> \xB9\xD0 |0

<UBC02> \xB9\xD1 |0

<UBC08> \xB9\xD2 |0

<UBC09> \xB9\xD3 |0
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<UBC0B>

 \xB9\xD4 |0

<UBC0C> \xB9\xD5 |0

<UBC0D> \xB9\xD6 |0

<UBC0E> \x9F\xAF |0

<UBC0F> \xB9\xD7 |0

<UBC11> \xB9\xD8 |0

<UBC14> \xB9\xD9 |0

<UBC15> \xB9\xDA |0

<UBC16> \xB9\xDB |0

<UBC17> \xB9\xDC |0

<UBC18> \xB9\xDD |0

<UBC1B> \xB9\xDE |0

<UBC1C> \xB9\xDF |0

<UBC1D> \xB9\xE0 |0

<UBC1E> \xB9\xE1 |0

<UBC1F> \xB9\xE2 |0

<UBC24> \xB9\xE3 |0

<UBC25> \xB9\xE4 |0

<UBC27> \xB9\xE5 |0

<UBC28> \x9F\xB0 |0

<UBC29> \xB9\xE6 |0

<UBC2D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<UBC30> \xB9\xE8 |0

<UBC31> \xB9\xE9 |0

<UBC34> \xB9\xEA |0

<UBC37> \x9F\xB1 |0

<UBC38> \xB9\xEB |0

<UBC40> \xB9\xEC |0

<UBC41> \xB9\xED |0

<UBC43> \xB9\xEE |0

<UBC44> \xB9\xEF |0

<UBC45> \xB9\xF0 |0

<UBC49> \xB9\xF1 |0

<UBC4C> \xB9\xF2 |0

<UBC4D> \xB9\xF3 |0

<UBC50> \xB9\xF4 |0

<UBC5C> \x9F\xB2 |0

<UBC5D> \xB9\xF5 |0

<UBC68> \x9F\xB3 |0

<UBC84> \xB9\xF6 |0

<UBC85> \xB9\xF7 |0

<UBC88> \xB9\xF8 |0

<UBC8B> \xB9\xF9 |0

<UBC8C> \xB9\xFA |0

<UBC8E> \xB9\xFB |0

<UBC94> \xB9\xFC |0

<UBC95> \xB9\xFD |0
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<UBC97> \xB9\xFE |0

<UBC98> \x9F\xB4 |0

<UBC99> \xBA\xA1 |0

<UBC9A>

 \xBA\xA2 |0

<UBC9C> \x9F\xB5 |0

<UBCA0> \xBA\xA3 |0

<UBCA1> \xBA\xA4 |0

<UBCA4> \xBA\xA5 |0

<UBCA7> \xBA\xA6 |0

<UBCA8> \xBA\xA7 |0

<UBCB0> \xBA\xA8 |0

<UBCB1> \xBA\xA9 |0

<UBCB3> \xBA\xAA |0

<UBCB4> \xBA\xAB |0

<UBCB5> \xBA\xAC |0

<UBCB9> \x9F\xB6 |0

<UBCBC> \xBA\xAD |0

<UBCBD> \xBA\xAE |0

<UBCC0> \xBA\xAF |0

<UBCC4> \xBA\xB0 |0

<UBCCC> \x9F\xB7 |0

<UBCCD> \xBA\xB1 |0

<UBCCF> \xBA\xB2 |0

<UBCD0> \xBA\xB3 |0

<UBCD1> \xBA\xB4 |0

<UBCD2> \x9F\xB8 |0

<UBCD3> \x9F\xB9 |0

<UBCD4> \x9F\xBA |0

<UBCD5> \xBA\xB5 |0

<UBCD8> \xBA\xB6 |0

<UBCDC> \xBA\xB7 |0

<UBCF4> \xBA\xB8 |0

<UBCF5> \xBA\xB9 |0

<UBCF6> \xBA\xBA |0

<UBCF8> \xBA\xBB |0

<UBCFC> \xBA\xBC |0

<UBD04> \xBA\xBD |0

<UBD05> \xBA\xBE |0

<UBD07> \xBA\xBF |0

<UBD09> \xBA\xC0 |0

<UBD10> \xBA\xC1 |0

<UBD14> \xBA\xC2 |0

<UBD23> \x9F\xBB |0

<UBD24> \xBA\xC3 |0

<UBD2C> \xBA\xC4 |0

<UBD40> \xBA\xC5 |0

<UBD48> \xBA\xC6 |0
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<UBD49> \xBA\xC7 |0

<UBD4C> \xBA\xC8 |0

<UBD50> \xBA\xC9 |0

<UBD58> \xBA\xCA |0

<UBD59> \xBA\xCB |0

<UBD64> \xBA\xCC |0

<UBD68>

 \xBA\xCD |0

<UBD80> \xBA\xCE |0

<UBD81> \xBA\xCF |0

<UBD84> \xBA\xD0 |0

<UBD87> \xBA\xD1 |0

<UBD88> \xBA\xD2 |0

<UBD89> \xBA\xD3 |0

<UBD8A> \xBA\xD4 |0

<UBD90> \xBA\xD5 |0

<UBD91> \xBA\xD6 |0

<UBD93> \xBA\xD7 |0

<UBD95> \xBA\xD8 |0

<UBD97> \x9F\xBC |0

<UBD99> \xBA\xD9 |0

<UBD9A> \xBA\xDA |0

<UBD9C> \xBA\xDB |0

<UBDA4> \xBA\xDC |0

<UBDB0> \xBA\xDD |0

<UBDB4> \x9F\xBD |0

<UBDB8> \xBA\xDE |0

<UBDD4> \xBA\xDF |0

<UBDD5> \xBA\xE0 |0

<UBDD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<UBDDC> \xBA\xE2 |0

<UBDE9> \xBA\xE3 |0

<UBDF0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<UBDF4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<UBDF8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<UBE00> \xBA\xE7 |0

<UBE03> \xBA\xE8 |0

<UBE05> \xBA\xE9 |0

<UBE0C> \xBA\xEA |0

<UBE0D> \xBA\xEB |0

<UBE10> \xBA\xEC |0

<UBE14> \xBA\xED |0

<UBE18> \x9F\xBE |0

<UBE1C> \xBA\xEE |0

<UBE1D> \xBA\xEF |0

<UBE1F> \xBA\xF0 |0

<UBE21> \x9F\xBF |0

<UBE28> \x9F\xC0 |0
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<UBE44> \xBA\xF1 |0

<UBE45> \xBA\xF2 |0

<UBE48> \xBA\xF3 |0

<UBE4B> \x9F\xC1 |0

<UBE4C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<UBE4E> \xBA\xF5 |0

<UBE54> \xBA\xF6 |0

<UBE55> \xBA\xF7 |0

<UBE57> \xBA\xF8 |0

<UBE59>

 \xBA\xF9 |0

<UBE5A> \xBA\xFA |0

<UBE5B> \xBA\xFB |0

<UBE60> \xBA\xFC |0

<UBE61> \xBA\xFD |0

<UBE64> \xBA\xFE |0

<UBE68> \xBB\xA1 |0

<UBE6A> \xBB\xA2 |0

<UBE70> \xBB\xA3 |0

<UBE71> \xBB\xA4 |0

<UBE73> \xBB\xA5 |0

<UBE74> \xBB\xA6 |0

<UBE75> \xBB\xA7 |0

<UBE7B> \xBB\xA8 |0

<UBE7C> \xBB\xA9 |0

<UBE7D> \xBB\xAA |0

<UBE80> \xBB\xAB |0

<UBE84> \xBB\xAC |0

<UBE8C> \xBB\xAD |0

<UBE8D> \xBB\xAE |0

<UBE8F> \xBB\xAF |0

<UBE90> \xBB\xB0 |0

<UBE91> \xBB\xB1 |0

<UBE98> \xBB\xB2 |0

<UBE99> \xBB\xB3 |0

<UBE9C> \x9F\xC2 |0

<UBEA8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<UBEB4> \x9F\xC3 |0

<UBED0> \xBB\xB5 |0

<UBED1> \xBB\xB6 |0

<UBED4> \xBB\xB7 |0

<UBED7> \xBB\xB8 |0

<UBED8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<UBEE0> \xBB\xBA |0

<UBEE3> \xBB\xBB |0

<UBEE4> \xBB\xBC |0

<UBEE5> \xBB\xBD |0

<UBEEC> \xBB\xBE |0
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<UBEED> \x9F\xC4 |0

<UBEF0> \x9F\xC5 |0

<UBEF4> \x9F\xC6 |0

<UBEFF> \x9F\xC7 |0

<UBF01> \xBB\xBF |0

<UBF08> \xBB\xC0 |0

<UBF09> \xBB\xC1 |0

<UBF18> \xBB\xC2 |0

<UBF19> \xBB\xC3 |0

<UBF1B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<UBF1C> \xBB\xC5 |0

<UBF1D> \xBB\xC6 |0

<UBF24>

 \x9F\xC8 |0

<UBF40> \xBB\xC7 |0

<UBF41> \xBB\xC8 |0

<UBF44> \xBB\xC9 |0

<UBF48> \xBB\xCA |0

<UBF50> \xBB\xCB |0

<UBF51> \xBB\xCC |0

<UBF55> \xBB\xCD |0

<UBF5C> \x9F\xC9 |0

<UBF78> \x9F\xCA |0

<UBF94> \xBB\xCE |0

<UBFB0> \xBB\xCF |0

<UBFC0> \x9F\xCB |0

<UBFC5> \xBB\xD0 |0

<UBFCC> \xBB\xD1 |0

<UBFCD> \xBB\xD2 |0

<UBFD0> \xBB\xD3 |0

<UBFD4> \xBB\xD4 |0

<UBFD5> \x9F\xCC |0

<UBFDC> \xBB\xD5 |0

<UBFDD> \x9F\xCD |0

<UBFDF> \xBB\xD6 |0

<UBFE1> \xBB\xD7 |0

<UBFE8> \x9F\xCE |0

<UC004> \x9F\xCF |0

<UC020> \x9F\xD0 |0

<UC03C> \xBB\xD8 |0

<UC051> \xBB\xD9 |0

<UC058> \xBB\xDA |0

<UC059> \x9F\xD1 |0

<UC05C> \xBB\xDB |0

<UC060> \xBB\xDC |0

<UC068> \xBB\xDD |0

<UC069> \xBB\xDE |0

<UC074> \x9F\xD2 |0
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<UC090> \xBB\xDF |0

<UC091> \xBB\xE0 |0

<UC094> \xBB\xE1 |0

<UC098> \xBB\xE2 |0

<UC0A0> \xBB\xE3 |0

<UC0A1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<UC0A3> \xBB\xE5 |0

<UC0A5> \xBB\xE6 |0

<UC0AC> \xBB\xE7 |0

<UC0AD> \xBB\xE8 |0

<UC0AE> \x9F\xD3 |0

<UC0AF> \xBB\xE9 |0

<UC0B0> \xBB\xEA |0

<UC0B3> \xBB\xEB |0

<UC0B4> \xBB\xEC |0

<UC0B5>

 \xBB\xED |0

<UC0B6> \xBB\xEE |0

<UC0B7> \x9F\xD4 |0

<UC0BB> \x9F\xD5 |0

<UC0BC> \xBB\xEF |0

<UC0BD> \xBB\xF0 |0

<UC0BF> \xBB\xF1 |0

<UC0C0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<UC0C1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<UC0C3> \x9F\xD6 |0

<UC0C5> \xBB\xF4 |0

<UC0C7> \x9F\xD7 |0

<UC0C8> \xBB\xF5 |0

<UC0C9> \xBB\xF6 |0

<UC0CC> \xBB\xF7 |0

<UC0CF> \x9F\xD8 |0

<UC0D0> \xBB\xF8 |0

<UC0D8> \xBB\xF9 |0

<UC0D9> \xBB\xFA |0

<UC0DB> \xBB\xFB |0

<UC0DC> \xBB\xFC |0

<UC0DD> \xBB\xFD |0

<UC0E4> \xBB\xFE |0

<UC0E5> \xBC\xA1 |0

<UC0E8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<UC0EC> \xBC\xA3 |0

<UC0F4> \xBC\xA4 |0

<UC0F5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<UC0F7> \xBC\xA6 |0

<UC0F9> \xBC\xA7 |0

<UC100> \xBC\xA8 |0

<UC104> \xBC\xA9 |0
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<UC108> \xBC\xAA |0

<UC110> \xBC\xAB |0

<UC115> \xBC\xAC |0

<UC11C> \xBC\xAD |0

<UC11D> \xBC\xAE |0

<UC11E> \xBC\xAF |0

<UC11F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<UC120> \xBC\xB1 |0

<UC123> \xBC\xB2 |0

<UC124> \xBC\xB3 |0

<UC125> \x9F\xD9 |0

<UC126> \xBC\xB4 |0

<UC127> \xBC\xB5 |0

<UC12C> \xBC\xB6 |0

<UC12D> \xBC\xB7 |0

<UC12F> \xBC\xB8 |0

<UC130> \xBC\xB9 |0

<UC131> \xBC\xBA |0

<UC136>

 \xBC\xBB |0

<UC138> \xBC\xBC |0

<UC139> \xBC\xBD |0

<UC13C> \xBC\xBE |0

<UC13F> \x9F\xDA |0

<UC140> \xBC\xBF |0

<UC148> \xBC\xC0 |0

<UC149> \xBC\xC1 |0

<UC14B> \xBC\xC2 |0

<UC14C> \xBC\xC3 |0

<UC14D> \xBC\xC4 |0

<UC151> \x9F\xDB |0

<UC154> \xBC\xC5 |0

<UC155> \xBC\xC6 |0

<UC157> \x9F\xDC |0

<UC158> \xBC\xC7 |0

<UC15C> \xBC\xC8 |0

<UC164> \xBC\xC9 |0

<UC165> \xBC\xCA |0

<UC167> \xBC\xCB |0

<UC168> \xBC\xCC |0

<UC169> \xBC\xCD |0

<UC170> \xBC\xCE |0

<UC174> \xBC\xCF |0

<UC178> \xBC\xD0 |0

<UC185> \xBC\xD1 |0

<UC18C> \xBC\xD2 |0

<UC18D> \xBC\xD3 |0

<UC18E> \xBC\xD4 |0
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<UC190> \xBC\xD5 |0

<UC193> \x9F\xDD |0

<UC194> \xBC\xD6 |0

<UC196> \xBC\xD7 |0

<UC19C> \xBC\xD8 |0

<UC19D> \xBC\xD9 |0

<UC19F> \xBC\xDA |0

<UC1A1> \xBC\xDB |0

<UC1A5> \xBC\xDC |0

<UC1A8> \xBC\xDD |0

<UC1A9> \xBC\xDE |0

<UC1AC> \xBC\xDF |0

<UC1B0> \xBC\xE0 |0

<UC1BB> \x9F\xDE |0

<UC1BD> \xBC\xE1 |0

<UC1C4> \xBC\xE2 |0

<UC1C8> \xBC\xE3 |0

<UC1CC> \xBC\xE4 |0

<UC1D4> \xBC\xE5 |0

<UC1D7> \xBC\xE6 |0

<UC1D8> \xBC\xE7 |0

<UC1E0>

 \xBC\xE8 |0

<UC1E4> \xBC\xE9 |0

<UC1E8> \xBC\xEA |0

<UC1F0> \xBC\xEB |0

<UC1F1> \xBC\xEC |0

<UC1F3> \xBC\xED |0

<UC1FC> \xBC\xEE |0

<UC1FD> \xBC\xEF |0

<UC200> \xBC\xF0 |0

<UC204> \xBC\xF1 |0

<UC20C> \xBC\xF2 |0

<UC20D> \xBC\xF3 |0

<UC20F> \xBC\xF4 |0

<UC211> \xBC\xF5 |0

<UC218> \xBC\xF6 |0

<UC219> \xBC\xF7 |0

<UC21C> \xBC\xF8 |0

<UC21F> \xBC\xF9 |0

<UC220> \xBC\xFA |0

<UC228> \xBC\xFB |0

<UC229> \xBC\xFC |0

<UC22B> \xBC\xFD |0

<UC22D> \xBC\xFE |0

<UC22F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<UC231> \xBD\xA2 |0

<UC232> \xBD\xA3 |0
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<UC234> \xBD\xA4 |0

<UC248> \xBD\xA5 |0

<UC250> \xBD\xA6 |0

<UC251> \xBD\xA7 |0

<UC254> \xBD\xA8 |0

<UC258> \xBD\xA9 |0

<UC260> \xBD\xAA |0

<UC265> \xBD\xAB |0

<UC26C> \xBD\xAC |0

<UC26D> \xBD\xAD |0

<UC270> \xBD\xAE |0

<UC274> \xBD\xAF |0

<UC27C> \xBD\xB0 |0

<UC27D> \xBD\xB1 |0

<UC27F> \xBD\xB2 |0

<UC281> \xBD\xB3 |0

<UC288> \xBD\xB4 |0

<UC289> \xBD\xB5 |0

<UC28C> \x9F\xDF |0

<UC290> \xBD\xB6 |0

<UC298> \xBD\xB7 |0

<UC29B> \xBD\xB8 |0

<UC29D> \xBD\xB9 |0

<UC2A4> \xBD\xBA |0

<UC2A5>

 \xBD\xBB |0

<UC2A8> \xBD\xBC |0

<UC2AC> \xBD\xBD |0

<UC2AD> \xBD\xBE |0

<UC2B3> \x9F\xE0 |0

<UC2B4> \xBD\xBF |0

<UC2B5> \xBD\xC0 |0

<UC2B7> \xBD\xC1 |0

<UC2B9> \xBD\xC2 |0

<UC2C0> \x9F\xE1 |0

<UC2DC> \xBD\xC3 |0

<UC2DD> \xBD\xC4 |0

<UC2E0> \xBD\xC5 |0

<UC2E3> \xBD\xC6 |0

<UC2E4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<UC2E6> \x9F\xE2 |0

<UC2EB> \xBD\xC8 |0

<UC2EC> \xBD\xC9 |0

<UC2ED> \xBD\xCA |0

<UC2EF> \xBD\xCB |0

<UC2F1> \xBD\xCC |0

<UC2F6> \xBD\xCD |0

<UC2F8> \xBD\xCE |0
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<UC2F9> \xBD\xCF |0

<UC2FB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<UC2FC> \xBD\xD1 |0

<UC300> \xBD\xD2 |0

<UC302> \x9F\xE3 |0

<UC308> \xBD\xD3 |0

<UC309> \xBD\xD4 |0

<UC30B> \x9F\xE4 |0

<UC30C> \xBD\xD5 |0

<UC30D> \xBD\xD6 |0

<UC313> \xBD\xD7 |0

<UC314> \xBD\xD8 |0

<UC315> \xBD\xD9 |0

<UC318> \xBD\xDA |0

<UC31C> \xBD\xDB |0

<UC324> \xBD\xDC |0

<UC325> \xBD\xDD |0

<UC327> \x9F\xE5 |0

<UC328> \xBD\xDE |0

<UC329> \xBD\xDF |0

<UC330> \x9F\xE6 |0

<UC343> \x9F\xE7 |0

<UC345> \xBD\xE0 |0

<UC34C> \x9F\xE8 |0

<UC368> \xBD\xE1 |0

<UC369> \xBD\xE2 |0

<UC36C> \xBD\xE3 |0

<UC370>

 \xBD\xE4 |0

<UC372> \xBD\xE5 |0

<UC378> \xBD\xE6 |0

<UC379> \xBD\xE7 |0

<UC37B> \x9F\xE9 |0

<UC37C> \xBD\xE8 |0

<UC37D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<UC384> \xBD\xEA |0

<UC385> \x9F\xEA |0

<UC388> \xBD\xEB |0

<UC38C> \xBD\xEC |0

<UC399> \x9F\xEB |0

<UC3A0> \x9F\xEC |0

<UC3BC> \x9F\xED |0

<UC3C0> \xBD\xED |0

<UC3D8> \xBD\xEE |0

<UC3D9> \xBD\xEF |0

<UC3DC> \xBD\xF0 |0

<UC3DF> \xBD\xF1 |0

<UC3E0> \xBD\xF2 |0
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<UC3E2> \xBD\xF3 |0

<UC3E8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<UC3E9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<UC3ED> \xBD\xF6 |0

<UC3F4> \xBD\xF7 |0

<UC3F5> \xBD\xF8 |0

<UC3F8> \xBD\xF9 |0

<UC3FC> \x9F\xEE |0

<UC408> \xBD\xFA |0

<UC410> \xBD\xFB |0

<UC424> \xBD\xFC |0

<UC42C> \xBD\xFD |0

<UC430> \xBD\xFE |0

<UC434> \xBE\xA1 |0

<UC43C> \xBE\xA2 |0

<UC43D> \xBE\xA3 |0

<UC43F> \x9F\xEF |0

<UC448> \xBE\xA4 |0

<UC464> \xBE\xA5 |0

<UC465> \xBE\xA6 |0

<UC468> \xBE\xA7 |0

<UC46C> \xBE\xA8 |0

<UC474> \xBE\xA9 |0

<UC475> \xBE\xAA |0

<UC477> \x9F\xF0 |0

<UC479> \xBE\xAB |0

<UC480> \xBE\xAC |0

<UC493> \x9F\xF1 |0

<UC494> \xBE\xAD |0

<UC49C> \xBE\xAE |0

<UC4B8>

 \xBE\xAF |0

<UC4BC> \xBE\xB0 |0

<UC4D3> \x9F\xF2 |0

<UC4D4> \x9F\xF3 |0

<UC4E9> \xBE\xB1 |0

<UC4F0> \xBE\xB2 |0

<UC4F1> \xBE\xB3 |0

<UC4F4> \xBE\xB4 |0

<UC4F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<UC4FA> \xBE\xB6 |0

<UC4FF> \xBE\xB7 |0

<UC500> \xBE\xB8 |0

<UC501> \xBE\xB9 |0

<UC50C> \xBE\xBA |0

<UC510> \xBE\xBB |0

<UC514> \xBE\xBC |0

<UC51C> \xBE\xBD |0
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<UC528> \xBE\xBE |0

<UC529> \xBE\xBF |0

<UC52C> \xBE\xC0 |0

<UC530> \xBE\xC1 |0

<UC538> \xBE\xC2 |0

<UC539> \xBE\xC3 |0

<UC53B> \xBE\xC4 |0

<UC53C> \x9F\xF4 |0

<UC53D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<UC53F> \x9F\xF5 |0

<UC544> \xBE\xC6 |0

<UC545> \xBE\xC7 |0

<UC548> \xBE\xC8 |0

<UC549> \xBE\xC9 |0

<UC54A> \xBE\xCA |0

<UC54C> \xBE\xCB |0

<UC54D> \xBE\xCC |0

<UC54E> \xBE\xCD |0

<UC54F> \x9F\xF6 |0

<UC553> \xBE\xCE |0

<UC554> \xBE\xCF |0

<UC555> \xBE\xD0 |0

<UC557> \xBE\xD1 |0

<UC558> \xBE\xD2 |0

<UC559> \xBE\xD3 |0

<UC55D> \xBE\xD4 |0

<UC55E> \xBE\xD5 |0

<UC55F> \x9F\xF7 |0

<UC560> \xBE\xD6 |0

<UC561> \xBE\xD7 |0

<UC564> \xBE\xD8 |0

<UC568> \xBE\xD9 |0

<UC570> \xBE\xDA |0

<UC571>

 \xBE\xDB |0

<UC573> \xBE\xDC |0

<UC574> \xBE\xDD |0

<UC575> \xBE\xDE |0

<UC57C> \xBE\xDF |0

<UC57D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<UC580> \xBE\xE1 |0

<UC584> \xBE\xE2 |0

<UC587> \xBE\xE3 |0

<UC58C> \xBE\xE4 |0

<UC58D> \xBE\xE5 |0

<UC58F> \xBE\xE6 |0

<UC590> \x9F\xF8 |0

<UC591> \xBE\xE7 |0
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<UC595> \xBE\xE8 |0

<UC597> \xBE\xE9 |0

<UC598> \xBE\xEA |0

<UC59C> \xBE\xEB |0

<UC5A0> \xBE\xEC |0

<UC5A9> \xBE\xED |0

<UC5AB> \x9F\xF9 |0

<UC5B4> \xBE\xEE |0

<UC5B5> \xBE\xEF |0

<UC5B6> \x9F\xFA |0

<UC5B8> \xBE\xF0 |0

<UC5B9> \xBE\xF1 |0

<UC5BB> \xBE\xF2 |0

<UC5BC> \xBE\xF3 |0

<UC5BD> \xBE\xF4 |0

<UC5BE> \xBE\xF5 |0

<UC5C4> \xBE\xF6 |0

<UC5C5> \xBE\xF7 |0

<UC5C6> \xBE\xF8 |0

<UC5C7> \xBE\xF9 |0

<UC5C8> \xBE\xFA |0

<UC5C9> \xBE\xFB |0

<UC5CA> \xBE\xFC |0

<UC5CC> \xBE\xFD |0

<UC5CE> \xBE\xFE |0

<UC5D0> \xBF\xA1 |0

<UC5D1> \xBF\xA2 |0

<UC5D4> \xBF\xA3 |0

<UC5D8> \xBF\xA4 |0

<UC5E0> \xBF\xA5 |0

<UC5E1> \xBF\xA6 |0

<UC5E3> \xBF\xA7 |0

<UC5E5> \xBF\xA8 |0

<UC5EC> \xBF\xA9 |0

<UC5ED> \xBF\xAA |0

<UC5EE> \xBF\xAB |0

<UC5F0>

 \xBF\xAC |0

<UC5F1> \x9F\xFB |0

<UC5F3> \x9F\xFC |0

<UC5F4> \xBF\xAD |0

<UC5F6> \xBF\xAE |0

<UC5F7> \xBF\xAF |0

<UC5FC> \xBF\xB0 |0

<UC5FD> \xBF\xB1 |0

<UC5FE> \xBF\xB2 |0

<UC5FF> \xBF\xB3 |0

<UC600> \xBF\xB4 |0
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<UC601> \xBF\xB5 |0

<UC605> \xBF\xB6 |0

<UC606> \xBF\xB7 |0

<UC607> \xBF\xB8 |0

<UC608> \xBF\xB9 |0

<UC60C> \xBF\xBA |0

<UC610> \xBF\xBB |0

<UC618> \xBF\xBC |0

<UC619> \xBF\xBD |0

<UC61B> \xBF\xBE |0

<UC61C> \xBF\xBF |0

<UC61D> \x9F\xFD |0

<UC624> \xBF\xC0 |0

<UC625> \xBF\xC1 |0

<UC628> \xBF\xC2 |0

<UC62B> \x9F\xFE |0

<UC62C> \xBF\xC3 |0

<UC62D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<UC62E> \xBF\xC5 |0

<UC630> \xBF\xC6 |0

<UC633> \xBF\xC7 |0

<UC634> \xBF\xC8 |0

<UC635> \xBF\xC9 |0

<UC637> \xBF\xCA |0

<UC639> \xBF\xCB |0

<UC63A> \xA0\xA1 |0

<UC63B> \xBF\xCC |0

<UC640> \xBF\xCD |0

<UC641> \xBF\xCE |0

<UC644> \xBF\xCF |0

<UC648> \xBF\xD0 |0

<UC650> \xBF\xD1 |0

<UC651> \xBF\xD2 |0

<UC653> \xBF\xD3 |0

<UC654> \xBF\xD4 |0

<UC655> \xBF\xD5 |0

<UC65C> \xBF\xD6 |0

<UC65D> \xBF\xD7 |0

<UC660> \xBF\xD8 |0

<UC66C>

 \xBF\xD9 |0

<UC66F> \xBF\xDA |0

<UC671> \xBF\xDB |0

<UC678> \xBF\xDC |0

<UC679> \xBF\xDD |0

<UC67C> \xBF\xDE |0

<UC680> \xBF\xDF |0

<UC688> \xBF\xE0 |0
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<UC689> \xBF\xE1 |0

<UC68B> \xBF\xE2 |0

<UC68D> \xBF\xE3 |0

<UC694> \xBF\xE4 |0

<UC695> \xBF\xE5 |0

<UC698> \xBF\xE6 |0

<UC69C> \xBF\xE7 |0

<UC6A4> \xBF\xE8 |0

<UC6A5> \xBF\xE9 |0

<UC6A7> \xBF\xEA |0

<UC6A9> \xBF\xEB |0

<UC6B0> \xBF\xEC |0

<UC6B1> \xBF\xED |0

<UC6B4> \xBF\xEE |0

<UC6B7> \xA0\xA2 |0

<UC6B8> \xBF\xEF |0

<UC6B9> \xBF\xF0 |0

<UC6BA> \xBF\xF1 |0

<UC6C0> \xBF\xF2 |0

<UC6C1> \xBF\xF3 |0

<UC6C3> \xBF\xF4 |0

<UC6C5> \xBF\xF5 |0

<UC6CC> \xBF\xF6 |0

<UC6CD> \xBF\xF7 |0

<UC6D0> \xBF\xF8 |0

<UC6D4> \xBF\xF9 |0

<UC6DC> \xBF\xFA |0

<UC6DD> \xBF\xFB |0

<UC6DF> \xA0\xA3 |0

<UC6E0> \xBF\xFC |0

<UC6E1> \xBF\xFD |0

<UC6E8> \xBF\xFE |0

<UC6E9> \xC0\xA1 |0

<UC6EC> \xC0\xA2 |0

<UC6F0> \xC0\xA3 |0

<UC6F8> \xC0\xA4 |0

<UC6F9> \xC0\xA5 |0

<UC6FD> \xC0\xA6 |0

<UC704> \xC0\xA7 |0

<UC705> \xC0\xA8 |0

<UC708> \xC0\xA9 |0

<UC70B> \xA0\xA4 |0

<UC70C>

 \xC0\xAA |0

<UC714> \xC0\xAB |0

<UC715> \xC0\xAC |0

<UC717> \xC0\xAD |0

<UC719> \xC0\xAE |0
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<UC720> \xC0\xAF |0

<UC721> \xC0\xB0 |0

<UC724> \xC0\xB1 |0

<UC728> \xC0\xB2 |0

<UC730> \xC0\xB3 |0

<UC731> \xC0\xB4 |0

<UC733> \xC0\xB5 |0

<UC735> \xC0\xB6 |0

<UC736> \xA0\xA5 |0

<UC737> \xC0\xB7 |0

<UC73C> \xC0\xB8 |0

<UC73D> \xC0\xB9 |0

<UC740> \xC0\xBA |0

<UC744> \xC0\xBB |0

<UC74A> \xC0\xBC |0

<UC74C> \xC0\xBD |0

<UC74D> \xC0\xBE |0

<UC74F> \xC0\xBF |0

<UC751> \xC0\xC0 |0

<UC752> \xC0\xC1 |0

<UC753> \xC0\xC2 |0

<UC754> \xC0\xC3 |0

<UC755> \xC0\xC4 |0

<UC756> \xC0\xC5 |0

<UC757> \xC0\xC6 |0

<UC758> \xC0\xC7 |0

<UC75C> \xC0\xC8 |0

<UC760> \xC0\xC9 |0

<UC768> \xC0\xCA |0

<UC76B> \xC0\xCB |0

<UC774> \xC0\xCC |0

<UC775> \xC0\xCD |0

<UC778> \xC0\xCE |0

<UC77B> \xA0\xA6 |0

<UC77C> \xC0\xCF |0

<UC77D> \xC0\xD0 |0

<UC77E> \xC0\xD1 |0

<UC783> \xC0\xD2 |0

<UC784> \xC0\xD3 |0

<UC785> \xC0\xD4 |0

<UC787> \xC0\xD5 |0

<UC788> \xC0\xD6 |0

<UC789> \xC0\xD7 |0

<UC78A> \xC0\xD8 |0

<UC78E> \xC0\xD9 |0

<UC790>

 \xC0\xDA |0

<UC791> \xC0\xDB |0
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<UC794> \xC0\xDC |0

<UC796> \xC0\xDD |0

<UC797> \xC0\xDE |0

<UC798> \xC0\xDF |0

<UC79A> \xC0\xE0 |0

<UC7A0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<UC7A1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<UC7A3> \xC0\xE3 |0

<UC7A4> \xC0\xE4 |0

<UC7A5> \xC0\xE5 |0

<UC7A6> \xC0\xE6 |0

<UC7A7> \xA0\xA7 |0

<UC7AA> \xA0\xA8 |0

<UC7AC> \xC0\xE7 |0

<UC7AD> \xC0\xE8 |0

<UC7B0> \xC0\xE9 |0

<UC7B4> \xC0\xEA |0

<UC7BC> \xC0\xEB |0

<UC7BD> \xC0\xEC |0

<UC7BF> \xC0\xED |0

<UC7C0> \xC0\xEE |0

<UC7C1> \xC0\xEF |0

<UC7C8> \xC0\xF0 |0

<UC7C9> \xC0\xF1 |0

<UC7CC> \xC0\xF2 |0

<UC7CE> \xC0\xF3 |0

<UC7D0> \xC0\xF4 |0

<UC7D8> \xC0\xF5 |0

<UC7DD> \xC0\xF6 |0

<UC7E4> \xC0\xF7 |0

<UC7E8> \xC0\xF8 |0

<UC7EC> \xC0\xF9 |0

<UC800> \xC0\xFA |0

<UC801> \xC0\xFB |0

<UC804> \xC0\xFC |0

<UC807> \xA0\xA9 |0

<UC808> \xC0\xFD |0

<UC80A> \xC0\xFE |0

<UC810> \xC1\xA1 |0

<UC811> \xC1\xA2 |0

<UC813> \xC1\xA3 |0

<UC814> \xA0\xAA |0

<UC815> \xC1\xA4 |0

<UC816> \xC1\xA5 |0

<UC81B> \xA0\xAB |0

<UC81C> \xC1\xA6 |0

<UC81D> \xC1\xA7 |0

<UC820> \xC1\xA8 |0
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<UC824>

 \xC1\xA9 |0

<UC82C> \xC1\xAA |0

<UC82D> \xC1\xAB |0

<UC82F> \xC1\xAC |0

<UC831> \xC1\xAD |0

<UC838> \xC1\xAE |0

<UC839> \xA0\xAC |0

<UC83C> \xC1\xAF |0

<UC840> \xC1\xB0 |0

<UC848> \xC1\xB1 |0

<UC849> \xC1\xB2 |0

<UC84B> \xA0\xAD |0

<UC84C> \xC1\xB3 |0

<UC84D> \xC1\xB4 |0

<UC854> \xC1\xB5 |0

<UC870> \xC1\xB6 |0

<UC871> \xC1\xB7 |0

<UC874> \xC1\xB8 |0

<UC878> \xC1\xB9 |0

<UC87A> \xC1\xBA |0

<UC880> \xC1\xBB |0

<UC881> \xC1\xBC |0

<UC883> \xC1\xBD |0

<UC885> \xC1\xBE |0

<UC886> \xC1\xBF |0

<UC887> \xC1\xC0 |0

<UC88B> \xC1\xC1 |0

<UC88C> \xC1\xC2 |0

<UC88D> \xC1\xC3 |0

<UC890> \xA0\xAE |0

<UC894> \xC1\xC4 |0

<UC89C> \xA0\xAF |0

<UC89D> \xC1\xC5 |0

<UC89F> \xC1\xC6 |0

<UC8A0> \xA0\xB0 |0

<UC8A1> \xC1\xC7 |0

<UC8A8> \xC1\xC8 |0

<UC8AC> \xA0\xB1 |0

<UC8B0> \xA0\xB2 |0

<UC8B8> \xA0\xB3 |0

<UC8BC> \xC1\xC9 |0

<UC8BD> \xC1\xCA |0

<UC8C4> \xC1\xCB |0

<UC8C8> \xC1\xCC |0

<UC8CC> \xC1\xCD |0

<UC8D4> \xC1\xCE |0

<UC8D5> \xC1\xCF |0
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<UC8D7> \xC1\xD0 |0

<UC8D9> \xC1\xD1 |0

<UC8E0> \xC1\xD2 |0

<UC8E1>

 \xC1\xD3 |0

<UC8E4> \xC1\xD4 |0

<UC8E8> \xA0\xB4 |0

<UC8F0> \xA0\xB5 |0

<UC8F1> \xA0\xB6 |0

<UC8F5> \xC1\xD5 |0

<UC8FC> \xC1\xD6 |0

<UC8FD> \xC1\xD7 |0

<UC900> \xC1\xD8 |0

<UC904> \xC1\xD9 |0

<UC905> \xC1\xDA |0

<UC906> \xC1\xDB |0

<UC90C> \xC1\xDC |0

<UC90D> \xC1\xDD |0

<UC90F> \xC1\xDE |0

<UC911> \xC1\xDF |0

<UC918> \xC1\xE0 |0

<UC92B> \xA0\xB7 |0

<UC92C> \xC1\xE1 |0

<UC934> \xC1\xE2 |0

<UC950> \xC1\xE3 |0

<UC951> \xC1\xE4 |0

<UC954> \xC1\xE5 |0

<UC958> \xC1\xE6 |0

<UC960> \xC1\xE7 |0

<UC961> \xC1\xE8 |0

<UC963> \xC1\xE9 |0

<UC96C> \xC1\xEA |0

<UC96D> \xA0\xB8 |0

<UC970> \xC1\xEB |0

<UC974> \xC1\xEC |0

<UC97C> \xC1\xED |0

<UC988> \xC1\xEE |0

<UC989> \xC1\xEF |0

<UC98C> \xC1\xF0 |0

<UC990> \xC1\xF1 |0

<UC998> \xC1\xF2 |0

<UC999> \xC1\xF3 |0

<UC99B> \xC1\xF4 |0

<UC99D> \xC1\xF5 |0

<UC9A4> \xA0\xB9 |0

<UC9C0> \xC1\xF6 |0

<UC9C1> \xC1\xF7 |0

<UC9C4> \xC1\xF8 |0
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<UC9C7> \xC1\xF9 |0

<UC9C8> \xC1\xFA |0

<UC9CA> \xC1\xFB |0

<UC9D0> \xC1\xFC |0

<UC9D1> \xC1\xFD |0

<UC9D3> \xC1\xFE |0

<UC9D4>

 \xA0\xBA |0

<UC9D5> \xC2\xA1 |0

<UC9D6> \xC2\xA2 |0

<UC9D9> \xC2\xA3 |0

<UC9DA> \xC2\xA4 |0

<UC9DC> \xC2\xA5 |0

<UC9DD> \xC2\xA6 |0

<UC9E0> \xC2\xA7 |0

<UC9E2> \xC2\xA8 |0

<UC9E4> \xC2\xA9 |0

<UC9E7> \xC2\xAA |0

<UC9EC> \xC2\xAB |0

<UC9ED> \xC2\xAC |0

<UC9EF> \xC2\xAD |0

<UC9F0> \xC2\xAE |0

<UC9F1> \xC2\xAF |0

<UC9F8> \xC2\xB0 |0

<UC9F9> \xC2\xB1 |0

<UC9FC> \xC2\xB2 |0

<UCA00> \xC2\xB3 |0

<UCA08> \xC2\xB4 |0

<UCA09> \xC2\xB5 |0

<UCA0B> \xC2\xB6 |0

<UCA0C> \xC2\xB7 |0

<UCA0D> \xC2\xB8 |0

<UCA14> \xC2\xB9 |0

<UCA18> \xC2\xBA |0

<UCA29> \xC2\xBB |0

<UCA30> \xA0\xBB |0

<UCA4C> \xC2\xBC |0

<UCA4D> \xC2\xBD |0

<UCA50> \xC2\xBE |0

<UCA54> \xC2\xBF |0

<UCA57> \xA0\xBC |0

<UCA5C> \xC2\xC0 |0

<UCA5D> \xC2\xC1 |0

<UCA5F> \xC2\xC2 |0

<UCA60> \xC2\xC3 |0

<UCA61> \xC2\xC4 |0

<UCA68> \xC2\xC5 |0

<UCA70> \xA0\xBD |0
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<UCA7D> \xC2\xC6 |0

<UCA84> \xC2\xC7 |0

<UCA97> \xA0\xBE |0

<UCA98> \xC2\xC8 |0

<UCAA0> \xA0\xBF |0

<UCABC> \xC2\xC9 |0

<UCABD> \xC2\xCA |0

<UCAC0> \xC2\xCB |0

<UCAC4> \xC2\xCC |0

<UCACC>

 \xC2\xCD |0

<UCACD> \xC2\xCE |0

<UCACF> \xC2\xCF |0

<UCAD1> \xC2\xD0 |0

<UCAD2> \xA0\xC0 |0

<UCAD3> \xC2\xD1 |0

<UCAD8> \xC2\xD2 |0

<UCAD9> \xC2\xD3 |0

<UCAE0> \xC2\xD4 |0

<UCAEC> \xC2\xD5 |0

<UCAF4> \xC2\xD6 |0

<UCB08> \xC2\xD7 |0

<UCB10> \xC2\xD8 |0

<UCB14> \xC2\xD9 |0

<UCB18> \xC2\xDA |0

<UCB20> \xC2\xDB |0

<UCB21> \xC2\xDC |0

<UCB2C> \xA0\xC1 |0

<UCB41> \xC2\xDD |0

<UCB48> \xC2\xDE |0

<UCB49> \xC2\xDF |0

<UCB4C> \xC2\xE0 |0

<UCB50> \xC2\xE1 |0

<UCB58> \xC2\xE2 |0

<UCB59> \xC2\xE3 |0

<UCB5D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<UCB64> \xC2\xE5 |0

<UCB78> \xC2\xE6 |0

<UCB79> \xC2\xE7 |0

<UCB80> \xA0\xC2 |0

<UCB9C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<UCBB8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<UCBD4> \xC2\xEA |0

<UCBE4> \xC2\xEB |0

<UCBE5> \xA0\xC3 |0

<UCBE7> \xC2\xEC |0

<UCBE9> \xC2\xED |0

<UCBF0> \xA0\xC4 |0
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<UCC0C> \xC2\xEE |0

<UCC0D> \xC2\xEF |0

<UCC10> \xC2\xF0 |0

<UCC14> \xC2\xF1 |0

<UCC1C> \xC2\xF2 |0

<UCC1D> \xC2\xF3 |0

<UCC1F> \xA0\xC5 |0

<UCC21> \xC2\xF4 |0

<UCC22> \xC2\xF5 |0

<UCC26> \xA0\xC6 |0

<UCC27> \xC2\xF6 |0

<UCC28> \xC2\xF7 |0

<UCC29>

 \xC2\xF8 |0

<UCC2C> \xC2\xF9 |0

<UCC2E> \xC2\xFA |0

<UCC2F> \xA0\xC7 |0

<UCC30> \xC2\xFB |0

<UCC38> \xC2\xFC |0

<UCC39> \xC2\xFD |0

<UCC3B> \xC2\xFE |0

<UCC3C> \xC3\xA1 |0

<UCC3D> \xC3\xA2 |0

<UCC3E> \xC3\xA3 |0

<UCC3F> \xA0\xC8 |0

<UCC42> \xA0\xC9 |0

<UCC44> \xC3\xA4 |0

<UCC45> \xC3\xA5 |0

<UCC48> \xC3\xA6 |0

<UCC4C> \xC3\xA7 |0

<UCC54> \xC3\xA8 |0

<UCC55> \xC3\xA9 |0

<UCC57> \xC3\xAA |0

<UCC58> \xC3\xAB |0

<UCC59> \xC3\xAC |0

<UCC60> \xC3\xAD |0

<UCC64> \xC3\xAE |0

<UCC66> \xC3\xAF |0

<UCC68> \xC3\xB0 |0

<UCC70> \xC3\xB1 |0

<UCC71> \xA0\xCA |0

<UCC75> \xC3\xB2 |0

<UCC7C> \xA0\xCB |0

<UCC98> \xC3\xB3 |0

<UCC99> \xC3\xB4 |0

<UCC9C> \xC3\xB5 |0

<UCCA0> \xC3\xB6 |0

<UCCA8> \xC3\xB7 |0
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<UCCA9> \xC3\xB8 |0

<UCCAB> \xC3\xB9 |0

<UCCAC> \xC3\xBA |0

<UCCAD> \xC3\xBB |0

<UCCB4> \xC3\xBC |0

<UCCB5> \xC3\xBD |0

<UCCB8> \xC3\xBE |0

<UCCBC> \xC3\xBF |0

<UCCC4> \xC3\xC0 |0

<UCCC5> \xC3\xC1 |0

<UCCC7> \xC3\xC2 |0

<UCCC9> \xC3\xC3 |0

<UCCD0> \xC3\xC4 |0

<UCCD4> \xC3\xC5 |0

<UCCE3> \xA0\xCC |0

<UCCE4>

 \xC3\xC6 |0

<UCCE5> \xA0\xCD |0

<UCCEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<UCCF0> \xC3\xC8 |0

<UCD01> \xC3\xC9 |0

<UCD08> \xC3\xCA |0

<UCD09> \xC3\xCB |0

<UCD0C> \xC3\xCC |0

<UCD10> \xC3\xCD |0

<UCD18> \xC3\xCE |0

<UCD19> \xC3\xCF |0

<UCD1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<UCD1D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<UCD24> \xC3\xD2 |0

<UCD28> \xC3\xD3 |0

<UCD2C> \xC3\xD4 |0

<UCD39> \xC3\xD5 |0

<UCD40> \xA0\xCE |0

<UCD5C> \xC3\xD6 |0

<UCD60> \xC3\xD7 |0

<UCD64> \xC3\xD8 |0

<UCD6C> \xC3\xD9 |0

<UCD6D> \xC3\xDA |0

<UCD6F> \xC3\xDB |0

<UCD71> \xC3\xDC |0

<UCD78> \xC3\xDD |0

<UCD88> \xC3\xDE |0

<UCD94> \xC3\xDF |0

<UCD95> \xC3\xE0 |0

<UCD98> \xC3\xE1 |0

<UCD9C> \xC3\xE2 |0

<UCDA4> \xC3\xE3 |0
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<UCDA5> \xC3\xE4 |0

<UCDA7> \xC3\xE5 |0

<UCDA9> \xC3\xE6 |0

<UCDB0> \xC3\xE7 |0

<UCDC3> \xA0\xCF |0

<UCDC4> \xC3\xE8 |0

<UCDCC> \xC3\xE9 |0

<UCDD0> \xC3\xEA |0

<UCDE8> \xC3\xEB |0

<UCDEC> \xC3\xEC |0

<UCDF0> \xC3\xED |0

<UCDF8> \xC3\xEE |0

<UCDF9> \xC3\xEF |0

<UCDFB> \xC3\xF0 |0

<UCDFD> \xC3\xF1 |0

<UCE04> \xC3\xF2 |0

<UCE08> \xC3\xF3 |0

<UCE0C> \xC3\xF4 |0

<UCE14>

 \xC3\xF5 |0

<UCE19> \xC3\xF6 |0

<UCE20> \xC3\xF7 |0

<UCE21> \xC3\xF8 |0

<UCE24> \xC3\xF9 |0

<UCE28> \xC3\xFA |0

<UCE30> \xC3\xFB |0

<UCE31> \xC3\xFC |0

<UCE33> \xC3\xFD |0

<UCE35> \xC3\xFE |0

<UCE3C> \xA0\xD0 |0

<UCE58> \xC4\xA1 |0

<UCE59> \xC4\xA2 |0

<UCE5C> \xC4\xA3 |0

<UCE5F> \xC4\xA4 |0

<UCE60> \xC4\xA5 |0

<UCE61> \xC4\xA6 |0

<UCE68> \xC4\xA7 |0

<UCE69> \xC4\xA8 |0

<UCE6B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<UCE6D> \xC4\xAA |0

<UCE74> \xC4\xAB |0

<UCE75> \xC4\xAC |0

<UCE78> \xC4\xAD |0

<UCE7B> \xA0\xD1 |0

<UCE7C> \xC4\xAE |0

<UCE84> \xC4\xAF |0

<UCE85> \xC4\xB0 |0

<UCE87> \xC4\xB1 |0
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<UCE89> \xC4\xB2 |0

<UCE90> \xC4\xB3 |0

<UCE91> \xC4\xB4 |0

<UCE94> \xC4\xB5 |0

<UCE97> \xA0\xD2 |0

<UCE98> \xC4\xB6 |0

<UCEA0> \xC4\xB7 |0

<UCEA1> \xC4\xB8 |0

<UCEA3> \xC4\xB9 |0

<UCEA4> \xC4\xBA |0

<UCEA5> \xC4\xBB |0

<UCEA9> \xA0\xD3 |0

<UCEAC> \xC4\xBC |0

<UCEAD> \xC4\xBD |0

<UCEC1> \xC4\xBE |0

<UCEC8> \xA0\xD4 |0

<UCEE4> \xC4\xBF |0

<UCEE5> \xC4\xC0 |0

<UCEE8> \xC4\xC1 |0

<UCEEB> \xC4\xC2 |0

<UCEEC> \xC4\xC3 |0

<UCEF4>

 \xC4\xC4 |0

<UCEF5> \xC4\xC5 |0

<UCEF7> \xC4\xC6 |0

<UCEF8> \xC4\xC7 |0

<UCEF9> \xC4\xC8 |0

<UCEFD> \xA0\xD5 |0

<UCF00> \xC4\xC9 |0

<UCF01> \xC4\xCA |0

<UCF04> \xC4\xCB |0

<UCF08> \xC4\xCC |0

<UCF10> \xC4\xCD |0

<UCF11> \xC4\xCE |0

<UCF13> \xC4\xCF |0

<UCF15> \xC4\xD0 |0

<UCF19> \xA0\xD6 |0

<UCF1C> \xC4\xD1 |0

<UCF20> \xC4\xD2 |0

<UCF24> \xC4\xD3 |0

<UCF2C> \xC4\xD4 |0

<UCF2D> \xC4\xD5 |0

<UCF2F> \xC4\xD6 |0

<UCF30> \xC4\xD7 |0

<UCF31> \xC4\xD8 |0

<UCF38> \xC4\xD9 |0

<UCF54> \xC4\xDA |0

<UCF55> \xC4\xDB |0
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<UCF58> \xC4\xDC |0

<UCF5C> \xC4\xDD |0

<UCF64> \xC4\xDE |0

<UCF65> \xC4\xDF |0

<UCF67> \xC4\xE0 |0

<UCF69> \xC4\xE1 |0

<UCF70> \xC4\xE2 |0

<UCF71> \xC4\xE3 |0

<UCF74> \xC4\xE4 |0

<UCF78> \xC4\xE5 |0

<UCF80> \xC4\xE6 |0

<UCF85> \xC4\xE7 |0

<UCF8C> \xC4\xE8 |0

<UCF8D> \xA0\xD7 |0

<UCF90> \xA0\xD8 |0

<UCF9F> \xA0\xD9 |0

<UCFA1> \xC4\xE9 |0

<UCFA8> \xC4\xEA |0

<UCFAC> \xA0\xDA |0

<UCFB0> \xC4\xEB |0

<UCFBD> \xA0\xDB |0

<UCFC4> \xC4\xEC |0

<UCFE0> \xC4\xED |0

<UCFE1> \xC4\xEE |0

<UCFE4>

 \xC4\xEF |0

<UCFE8> \xC4\xF0 |0

<UCFF0> \xC4\xF1 |0

<UCFF1> \xC4\xF2 |0

<UCFF3> \xC4\xF3 |0

<UCFF5> \xC4\xF4 |0

<UCFFC> \xC4\xF5 |0

<UD000> \xC4\xF6 |0

<UD004> \xC4\xF7 |0

<UD011> \xC4\xF8 |0

<UD018> \xC4\xF9 |0

<UD02D> \xC4\xFA |0

<UD034> \xC4\xFB |0

<UD035> \xC4\xFC |0

<UD038> \xC4\xFD |0

<UD03C> \xC4\xFE |0

<UD044> \xC5\xA1 |0

<UD045> \xC5\xA2 |0

<UD047> \xC5\xA3 |0

<UD049> \xC5\xA4 |0

<UD050> \xC5\xA5 |0

<UD054> \xC5\xA6 |0

<UD058> \xC5\xA7 |0
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<UD060> \xC5\xA8 |0

<UD06C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<UD06D> \xC5\xAA |0

<UD070> \xC5\xAB |0

<UD074> \xC5\xAC |0

<UD07C> \xC5\xAD |0

<UD07D> \xC5\xAE |0

<UD081> \xC5\xAF |0

<UD088> \xA0\xDC |0

<UD0A4> \xC5\xB0 |0

<UD0A5> \xC5\xB1 |0

<UD0A8> \xC5\xB2 |0

<UD0AC> \xC5\xB3 |0

<UD0B4> \xC5\xB4 |0

<UD0B5> \xC5\xB5 |0

<UD0B7> \xC5\xB6 |0

<UD0B9> \xC5\xB7 |0

<UD0C0> \xC5\xB8 |0

<UD0C1> \xC5\xB9 |0

<UD0C4> \xC5\xBA |0

<UD0C8> \xC5\xBB |0

<UD0C9> \xC5\xBC |0

<UD0D0> \xC5\xBD |0

<UD0D1> \xC5\xBE |0

<UD0D3> \xC5\xBF |0

<UD0D4> \xC5\xC0 |0

<UD0D5> \xC5\xC1 |0

<UD0DC>

 \xC5\xC2 |0

<UD0DD> \xC5\xC3 |0

<UD0E0> \xC5\xC4 |0

<UD0E4> \xC5\xC5 |0

<UD0EC> \xC5\xC6 |0

<UD0ED> \xC5\xC7 |0

<UD0EF> \xC5\xC8 |0

<UD0F0> \xC5\xC9 |0

<UD0F1> \xC5\xCA |0

<UD0F8> \xC5\xCB |0

<UD10D> \xC5\xCC |0

<UD114> \xA0\xDD |0

<UD130> \xC5\xCD |0

<UD131> \xC5\xCE |0

<UD134> \xC5\xCF |0

<UD138> \xC5\xD0 |0

<UD13A> \xC5\xD1 |0

<UD140> \xC5\xD2 |0

<UD141> \xC5\xD3 |0

<UD143> \xC5\xD4 |0
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<UD144> \xC5\xD5 |0

<UD145> \xC5\xD6 |0

<UD14C> \xC5\xD7 |0

<UD14D> \xC5\xD8 |0

<UD150> \xC5\xD9 |0

<UD154> \xC5\xDA |0

<UD15C> \xC5\xDB |0

<UD15D> \xC5\xDC |0

<UD15F> \xC5\xDD |0

<UD160> \xA0\xDE |0

<UD161> \xC5\xDE |0

<UD168> \xC5\xDF |0

<UD169> \xA0\xDF |0

<UD16C> \xC5\xE0 |0

<UD17C> \xC5\xE1 |0

<UD184> \xC5\xE2 |0

<UD188> \xC5\xE3 |0

<UD1A0> \xC5\xE4 |0

<UD1A1> \xC5\xE5 |0

<UD1A4> \xC5\xE6 |0

<UD1A8> \xC5\xE7 |0

<UD1B0> \xC5\xE8 |0

<UD1B1> \xC5\xE9 |0

<UD1B3> \xC5\xEA |0

<UD1B5> \xC5\xEB |0

<UD1BA> \xC5\xEC |0

<UD1BC> \xC5\xED |0

<UD1C0> \xC5\xEE |0

<UD1D8> \xC5\xEF |0

<UD1F4> \xC5\xF0 |0

<UD1F8>

 \xC5\xF1 |0

<UD207> \xC5\xF2 |0

<UD209> \xC5\xF3 |0

<UD210> \xC5\xF4 |0

<UD22C> \xC5\xF5 |0

<UD22D> \xC5\xF6 |0

<UD230> \xC5\xF7 |0

<UD234> \xC5\xF8 |0

<UD23C> \xC5\xF9 |0

<UD23D> \xC5\xFA |0

<UD23F> \xC5\xFB |0

<UD241> \xC5\xFC |0

<UD248> \xC5\xFD |0

<UD25C> \xC5\xFE |0

<UD264> \xC6\xA1 |0

<UD277> \xA0\xE0 |0

<UD280> \xC6\xA2 |0
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<UD281> \xC6\xA3 |0

<UD284> \xC6\xA4 |0

<UD288> \xC6\xA5 |0

<UD290> \xC6\xA6 |0

<UD291> \xC6\xA7 |0

<UD293> \xA0\xE1 |0

<UD295> \xC6\xA8 |0

<UD29C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<UD2A0> \xC6\xAA |0

<UD2A4> \xC6\xAB |0

<UD2AC> \xC6\xAC |0

<UD2B1> \xC6\xAD |0

<UD2B8> \xC6\xAE |0

<UD2B9> \xC6\xAF |0

<UD2BC> \xC6\xB0 |0

<UD2BF> \xC6\xB1 |0

<UD2C0> \xC6\xB2 |0

<UD2C2> \xC6\xB3 |0

<UD2C8> \xC6\xB4 |0

<UD2C9> \xC6\xB5 |0

<UD2CB> \xC6\xB6 |0

<UD2CD> \xA0\xE2 |0

<UD2D4> \xC6\xB7 |0

<UD2D8> \xC6\xB8 |0

<UD2DC> \xC6\xB9 |0

<UD2E4> \xC6\xBA |0

<UD2E5> \xC6\xBB |0

<UD2E7> \xA0\xE3 |0

<UD2F0> \xC6\xBC |0

<UD2F1> \xC6\xBD |0

<UD2F4> \xC6\xBE |0

<UD2F8> \xC6\xBF |0

<UD300> \xC6\xC0 |0

<UD301>

 \xC6\xC1 |0

<UD303> \xC6\xC2 |0

<UD305> \xC6\xC3 |0

<UD30A> \xA0\xE4 |0

<UD30C> \xC6\xC4 |0

<UD30D> \xC6\xC5 |0

<UD30E> \xC6\xC6 |0

<UD310> \xC6\xC7 |0

<UD314> \xC6\xC8 |0

<UD316> \xC6\xC9 |0

<UD31C> \xC6\xCA |0

<UD31D> \xC6\xCB |0

<UD31F> \xC6\xCC |0

<UD320> \xC6\xCD |0
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<UD321> \xC6\xCE |0

<UD325> \xC6\xCF |0

<UD326> \xA0\xE5 |0

<UD328> \xC6\xD0 |0

<UD329> \xC6\xD1 |0

<UD32C> \xC6\xD2 |0

<UD330> \xC6\xD3 |0

<UD338> \xC6\xD4 |0

<UD339> \xC6\xD5 |0

<UD33B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<UD33C> \xC6\xD7 |0

<UD33D> \xC6\xD8 |0

<UD344> \xC6\xD9 |0

<UD345> \xC6\xDA |0

<UD359> \xA0\xE6 |0

<UD360> \xA0\xE7 |0

<UD37C> \xC6\xDB |0

<UD37D> \xC6\xDC |0

<UD380> \xC6\xDD |0

<UD384> \xC6\xDE |0

<UD38C> \xC6\xDF |0

<UD38D> \xC6\xE0 |0

<UD38F> \xC6\xE1 |0

<UD390> \xC6\xE2 |0

<UD391> \xC6\xE3 |0

<UD398> \xC6\xE4 |0

<UD399> \xC6\xE5 |0

<UD39C> \xC6\xE6 |0

<UD3A0> \xC6\xE7 |0

<UD3A8> \xC6\xE8 |0

<UD3A9> \xC6\xE9 |0

<UD3AB> \xC6\xEA |0

<UD3AD> \xC6\xEB |0

<UD3B2> \xA0\xE8 |0

<UD3B4> \xC6\xEC |0

<UD3B5> \xA0\xE9 |0

<UD3B8>

 \xC6\xED |0

<UD3BC> \xC6\xEE |0

<UD3C4> \xC6\xEF |0

<UD3C5> \xC6\xF0 |0

<UD3C7> \xA0\xEA |0

<UD3C8> \xC6\xF1 |0

<UD3C9> \xC6\xF2 |0

<UD3D0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<UD3D8> \xC6\xF4 |0

<UD3E1> \xC6\xF5 |0

<UD3E3> \xC6\xF6 |0
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<UD3EC> \xC6\xF7 |0

<UD3ED> \xC6\xF8 |0

<UD3F0> \xC6\xF9 |0

<UD3F4> \xC6\xFA |0

<UD3FC> \xC6\xFB |0

<UD3FD> \xC6\xFC |0

<UD3FF> \xC6\xFD |0

<UD401> \xC6\xFE |0

<UD408> \xC7\xA1 |0

<UD41D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<UD424> \xA0\xEB |0

<UD440> \xC7\xA3 |0

<UD444> \xC7\xA4 |0

<UD45C> \xC7\xA5 |0

<UD460> \xC7\xA6 |0

<UD464> \xC7\xA7 |0

<UD46D> \xC7\xA8 |0

<UD46F> \xC7\xA9 |0

<UD478> \xC7\xAA |0

<UD479> \xC7\xAB |0

<UD47C> \xC7\xAC |0

<UD47F> \xC7\xAD |0

<UD480> \xC7\xAE |0

<UD482> \xC7\xAF |0

<UD488> \xC7\xB0 |0

<UD489> \xC7\xB1 |0

<UD48B> \xC7\xB2 |0

<UD48D> \xC7\xB3 |0

<UD494> \xC7\xB4 |0

<UD4A9> \xC7\xB5 |0

<UD4B0> \xA0\xEC |0

<UD4CC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<UD4D0> \xC7\xB7 |0

<UD4D4> \xC7\xB8 |0

<UD4DC> \xC7\xB9 |0

<UD4DF> \xC7\xBA |0

<UD4E8> \xC7\xBB |0

<UD4E9> \xA0\xED |0

<UD4EC> \xC7\xBC |0

<UD4F0>

 \xC7\xBD |0

<UD4F8> \xC7\xBE |0

<UD4FB> \xC7\xBF |0

<UD4FD> \xC7\xC0 |0

<UD504> \xC7\xC1 |0

<UD505> \xA0\xEE |0

<UD508> \xC7\xC2 |0

<UD50C> \xC7\xC3 |0
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<UD510> \xA0\xEF |0

<UD514> \xC7\xC4 |0

<UD515> \xC7\xC5 |0

<UD517> \xC7\xC6 |0

<UD519> \xA0\xF0 |0

<UD520> \xA0\xF1 |0

<UD524> \xA0\xF2 |0

<UD53C> \xC7\xC7 |0

<UD53D> \xC7\xC8 |0

<UD540> \xC7\xC9 |0

<UD544> \xC7\xCA |0

<UD54C> \xC7\xCB |0

<UD54D> \xC7\xCC |0

<UD54F> \xC7\xCD |0

<UD551> \xC7\xCE |0

<UD558> \xC7\xCF |0

<UD559> \xC7\xD0 |0

<UD55C> \xC7\xD1 |0

<UD55F> \xA0\xF3 |0

<UD560> \xC7\xD2 |0

<UD561> \xA0\xF4 |0

<UD565> \xC7\xD3 |0

<UD568> \xC7\xD4 |0

<UD569> \xC7\xD5 |0

<UD56B> \xC7\xD6 |0

<UD56C> \xA0\xF5 |0

<UD56D> \xC7\xD7 |0

<UD571> \xA0\xF6 |0

<UD574> \xC7\xD8 |0

<UD575> \xC7\xD9 |0

<UD578> \xC7\xDA |0

<UD57C> \xC7\xDB |0

<UD584> \xC7\xDC |0

<UD585> \xC7\xDD |0

<UD587> \xC7\xDE |0

<UD588> \xC7\xDF |0

<UD589> \xC7\xE0 |0

<UD590> \xC7\xE1 |0

<UD5A5> \xC7\xE2 |0

<UD5AC> \xA0\xF7 |0

<UD5C8> \xC7\xE3 |0

<UD5C9> \xC7\xE4 |0

<UD5CC>

 \xC7\xE5 |0

<UD5CF> \xA0\xF8 |0

<UD5D0> \xC7\xE6 |0

<UD5D2> \xC7\xE7 |0

<UD5D8> \xC7\xE8 |0
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<UD5D9> \xC7\xE9 |0

<UD5DB> \xC7\xEA |0

<UD5DD> \xC7\xEB |0

<UD5E4> \xC7\xEC |0

<UD5E5> \xC7\xED |0

<UD5E8> \xC7\xEE |0

<UD5EC> \xC7\xEF |0

<UD5F4> \xC7\xF0 |0

<UD5F5> \xC7\xF1 |0

<UD5F7> \xC7\xF2 |0

<UD5F9> \xC7\xF3 |0

<UD600> \xC7\xF4 |0

<UD601> \xC7\xF5 |0

<UD604> \xC7\xF6 |0

<UD608> \xC7\xF7 |0

<UD610> \xC7\xF8 |0

<UD611> \xC7\xF9 |0

<UD613> \xC7\xFA |0

<UD614> \xC7\xFB |0

<UD615> \xC7\xFC |0

<UD61C> \xC7\xFD |0

<UD620> \xC7\xFE |0

<UD624> \xC8\xA1 |0

<UD62C> \xA0\xF9 |0

<UD62D> \xC8\xA2 |0

<UD638> \xC8\xA3 |0

<UD639> \xC8\xA4 |0

<UD63C> \xC8\xA5 |0

<UD640> \xC8\xA6 |0

<UD645> \xC8\xA7 |0

<UD648> \xC8\xA8 |0

<UD649> \xC8\xA9 |0

<UD64B> \xC8\xAA |0

<UD64D> \xC8\xAB |0

<UD651> \xC8\xAC |0

<UD654> \xC8\xAD |0

<UD655> \xC8\xAE |0

<UD658> \xC8\xAF |0

<UD65C> \xC8\xB0 |0

<UD667> \xC8\xB1 |0

<UD669> \xC8\xB2 |0

<UD670> \xC8\xB3 |0

<UD671> \xC8\xB4 |0

<UD674> \xC8\xB5 |0

<UD683> \xC8\xB6 |0

<UD685>

 \xC8\xB7 |0

<UD68C> \xC8\xB8 |0
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<UD68D> \xC8\xB9 |0

<UD690> \xC8\xBA |0

<UD694> \xC8\xBB |0

<UD69D> \xC8\xBC |0

<UD69F> \xC8\xBD |0

<UD6A1> \xC8\xBE |0

<UD6A8> \xC8\xBF |0

<UD6A9> \xA0\xFA |0

<UD6AC> \xC8\xC0 |0

<UD6B0> \xC8\xC1 |0

<UD6B8> \xA0\xFB |0

<UD6B9> \xC8\xC2 |0

<UD6BB> \xC8\xC3 |0

<UD6C4> \xC8\xC4 |0

<UD6C5> \xC8\xC5 |0

<UD6C8> \xC8\xC6 |0

<UD6CC> \xC8\xC7 |0

<UD6D1> \xC8\xC8 |0

<UD6D4> \xC8\xC9 |0

<UD6D5> \xA0\xFC |0

<UD6D7> \xC8\xCA |0

<UD6D9> \xC8\xCB |0

<UD6E0> \xC8\xCC |0

<UD6E4> \xC8\xCD |0

<UD6E8> \xC8\xCE |0

<UD6F0> \xC8\xCF |0

<UD6F5> \xC8\xD0 |0

<UD6FC> \xC8\xD1 |0

<UD6FD> \xC8\xD2 |0

<UD700> \xC8\xD3 |0

<UD704> \xC8\xD4 |0

<UD70C> \xA0\xFD |0

<UD711> \xC8\xD5 |0

<UD718> \xC8\xD6 |0

<UD719> \xC8\xD7 |0

<UD71C> \xC8\xD8 |0

<UD720> \xC8\xD9 |0

<UD728> \xC8\xDA |0

<UD729> \xC8\xDB |0

<UD72B> \xC8\xDC |0

<UD72D> \xC8\xDD |0

<UD734> \xC8\xDE |0

<UD735> \xC8\xDF |0

<UD738> \xC8\xE0 |0

<UD73C> \xC8\xE1 |0

<UD744> \xC8\xE2 |0

<UD747> \xC8\xE3 |0

<UD749> \xC8\xE4 |0
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<UD750>

 \xC8\xE5 |0

<UD751> \xC8\xE6 |0

<UD754> \xC8\xE7 |0

<UD756> \xC8\xE8 |0

<UD757> \xC8\xE9 |0

<UD758> \xC8\xEA |0

<UD759> \xC8\xEB |0

<UD760> \xC8\xEC |0

<UD761> \xC8\xED |0

<UD763> \xC8\xEE |0

<UD765> \xC8\xEF |0

<UD769> \xC8\xF0 |0

<UD76C> \xC8\xF1 |0

<UD76D> \xA0\xFE |0

<UD770> \xC8\xF2 |0

<UD774> \xC8\xF3 |0

<UD77C> \xC8\xF4 |0

<UD77D> \xC8\xF5 |0

<UD781> \xC8\xF6 |0

<UD788> \xC8\xF7 |0

<UD789> \xC8\xF8 |0

<UD78C> \xC8\xF9 |0

<UD790> \xC8\xFA |0

<UD798> \xC8\xFB |0

<UD799> \xC8\xFC |0

<UD79B> \xC8\xFD |0

<UD79D> \xC8\xFE |0

<UE000> \xC9\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xC9\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xC9\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xC9\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xC9\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xC9\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xC9\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xC9\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xC9\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xC9\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xC9\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xC9\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xC9\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xC9\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xC9\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xC9\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xC9\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xC9\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xC9\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xC9\xB4 |0
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<UE014> \xC9\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xC9\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xC9\xB7 |0

<UE017>

 \xC9\xB8 |0

<UE018> \xC9\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xC9\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xC9\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xC9\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xC9\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xC9\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xC9\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xC9\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xC9\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xC9\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xC9\xC3 |0

<UE023> \xC9\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xC9\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xC9\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xC9\xC7 |0

<UE027> \xC9\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xC9\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xC9\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xC9\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xC9\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xC9\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xC9\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xC9\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xC9\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xC9\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xC9\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xC9\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xC9\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xC9\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xC9\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xC9\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xC9\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xC9\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xC9\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xC9\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xC9\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xC9\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xC9\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xC9\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xC9\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xC9\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xC9\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xC9\xE3 |0
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<UE043> \xC9\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xC9\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xC9\xE6 |0

<UE046> \xC9\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xC9\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xC9\xE9 |0

<UE049>

 \xC9\xEA |0

<UE04A> \xC9\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xC9\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xC9\xED |0

<UE04D> \xC9\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xC9\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xC9\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xC9\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xC9\xF2 |0

<UE052> \xC9\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xC9\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xC9\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xC9\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xC9\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xC9\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xC9\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xC9\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xC9\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xC9\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xC9\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xC9\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE068> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE069> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xFE\xB4 |0
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<UE072> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE078> \xFE\xBB |0

<UE079> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE07B>

 \xFE\xBE |0

<UE07C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xFE\xC3 |0

<UE081> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE088> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE089> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE08B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE098> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE099> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xFE\xE3 |0
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<UE0A1> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE0AA> \xFE\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xFE\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE0AD>

 \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE0AE> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xFE\xF2 |0

<UE0B0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UE0BC> \x8F\xA1 |0

<UE0BD> \x8F\xA2 |0

<UE0BE> \x8F\xA3 |0

<UE0BF> \x8F\xA4 |0

<UE0C0> \x8F\xA5 |0

<UE0C1> \x8F\xA6 |0

<UE0C2> \x8F\xA7 |0

<UE0C3> \x8F\xA8 |0

<UE0C4> \x8F\xA9 |0

<UE0C5> \x8F\xAA |0

<UE0C6> \x8F\xAB |0

<UE0C7> \x8F\xAC |0

<UE0C8> \x8F\xAD |0

<UE0C9> \x8F\xAE |0

<UE0CA> \x8F\xAF |0

<UE0CB> \x8F\xB0 |0

<UE0CC> \x8F\xB1 |0

<UE0CD> \x8F\xB2 |0

<UE0CE> \x8F\xB3 |0

<UE0CF> \x8F\xB4 |0
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<UE0D0> \x8F\xB5 |0

<UE0D1> \x8F\xB6 |0

<UE0D2> \x8F\xB7 |0

<UE0D3> \x8F\xB8 |0

<UE0D4> \x8F\xB9 |0

<UE0D5> \x8F\xBA |0

<UE0D6> \x8F\xBB |0

<UE0D7> \x8F\xBC |0

<UE0D8> \x8F\xBD |0

<UE0D9> \x8F\xBE |0

<UE0DA> \x8F\xBF |0

<UE0DB> \x8F\xC0 |0

<UE0DC> \x8F\xC1 |0

<UE0DD> \x8F\xC2 |0

<UE0DE> \x8F\xC3 |0

<UE0DF>

 \x8F\xC4 |0

<UE0E0> \x8F\xC5 |0

<UE0E1> \x8F\xC6 |0

<UE0E2> \x8F\xC7 |0

<UE0E3> \x8F\xC8 |0

<UE0E4> \x8F\xC9 |0

<UE0E5> \x8F\xCA |0

<UE0E6> \x8F\xCB |0

<UE0E7> \x8F\xCC |0

<UE0E8> \x8F\xCD |0

<UE0E9> \x8F\xCE |0

<UE0EA> \x8F\xCF |0

<UE0EB> \x8F\xD0 |0

<UE0EC> \x8F\xD1 |0

<UE0ED> \x8F\xD2 |0

<UE0EE> \x8F\xD3 |0

<UE0EF> \x8F\xD4 |0

<UE0F0> \x8F\xD5 |0

<UE0F1> \x8F\xD6 |0

<UE0F2> \x8F\xD7 |0

<UE0F3> \x8F\xD8 |0

<UE0F4> \x8F\xD9 |0

<UE0F5> \x8F\xDA |0

<UE0F6> \x8F\xDB |0

<UE0F7> \x8F\xDC |0

<UE0F8> \x8F\xDD |0

<UE0F9> \x8F\xDE |0

<UE0FA> \x8F\xDF |0

<UE0FB> \x8F\xE0 |0

<UE0FC> \x8F\xE1 |0

<UE0FD> \x8F\xE2 |0

<UE0FE> \x8F\xE3 |0
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<UE0FF> \x8F\xE4 |0

<UE100> \x8F\xE5 |0

<UE101> \x8F\xE6 |0

<UE102> \x8F\xE7 |0

<UE103> \x8F\xE8 |0

<UE104> \x8F\xE9 |0

<UE105> \x8F\xEA |0

<UE106> \x8F\xEB |0

<UE107> \x8F\xEC |0

<UE108> \x8F\xED |0

<UE109> \x8F\xEE |0

<UE10A> \x8F\xEF |0

<UE10B> \x8F\xF0 |0

<UE10C> \x8F\xF1 |0

<UE10D> \x8F\xF2 |0

<UE10E> \x8F\xF3 |0

<UE10F> \x8F\xF4 |0

<UE110> \x8F\xF5 |0

<UE111>

 \x8F\xF6 |0

<UE112> \x8F\xF7 |0

<UE113> \x8F\xF8 |0

<UE114> \x8F\xF9 |0

<UE115> \x8F\xFA |0

<UE116> \x8F\xFB |0

<UE117> \x8F\xFC |0

<UE118> \x8F\xFD |0

<UE119> \x8F\xFE |0

<UE11A> \x90\xA1 |0

<UE11B> \x90\xA2 |0

<UE11C> \x90\xA3 |0

<UE11D> \x90\xA4 |0

<UE11E> \x90\xA5 |0

<UE11F> \x90\xA6 |0

<UE120> \x90\xA7 |0

<UE121> \x90\xA8 |0

<UE122> \x90\xA9 |0

<UE123> \x90\xAA |0

<UE124> \x90\xAB |0

<UE125> \x90\xAC |0

<UE126> \x90\xAD |0

<UE127> \x90\xAE |0

<UE128> \x90\xAF |0

<UE129> \x90\xB0 |0

<UE12A> \x90\xB1 |0

<UE12B> \x90\xB2 |0

<UE12C> \x90\xB3 |0

<UE12D> \x90\xB4 |0
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<UE12E> \x90\xB5 |0

<UE12F> \x90\xB6 |0

<UE130> \x90\xB7 |0

<UE131> \x90\xB8 |0

<UE132> \x90\xB9 |0

<UE133> \x90\xBA |0

<UE134> \x90\xBB |0

<UE135> \x90\xBC |0

<UE136> \x90\xBD |0

<UE137> \x90\xBE |0

<UE138> \x90\xBF |0

<UE139> \x90\xC0 |0

<UE13A> \x90\xC1 |0

<UE13B> \x90\xC2 |0

<UE13C> \x90\xC3 |0

<UE13D> \x90\xC4 |0

<UE13E> \x90\xC5 |0

<UE13F> \x90\xC6 |0

<UE140> \x90\xC7 |0

<UE141> \x90\xC8 |0

<UE142> \x90\xC9 |0

<UE143>

 \x90\xCA |0

<UE144> \x90\xCB |0

<UE145> \x90\xCC |0

<UE146> \x90\xCD |0

<UE147> \x90\xCE |0

<UE148> \x90\xCF |0

<UE149> \x90\xD0 |0

<UE14A> \x90\xD1 |0

<UE14B> \x90\xD2 |0

<UE14C> \x90\xD3 |0

<UE14D> \x90\xD4 |0

<UE14E> \x90\xD5 |0

<UE14F> \x90\xD6 |0

<UE150> \x90\xD7 |0

<UE151> \x90\xD8 |0

<UE152> \x90\xD9 |0

<UE153> \x90\xDA |0

<UE154> \x90\xDB |0

<UE155> \x90\xDC |0

<UE156> \x90\xDD |0

<UE157> \x90\xDE |0

<UE158> \x90\xDF |0

<UE159> \x90\xE0 |0

<UE15A> \x90\xE1 |0

<UE15B> \x90\xE2 |0

<UE15C> \x90\xE3 |0
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<UE15D> \x90\xE4 |0

<UE15E> \x90\xE5 |0

<UE15F> \x90\xE6 |0

<UE160> \x90\xE7 |0

<UE161> \x90\xE8 |0

<UE162> \x90\xE9 |0

<UE163> \x90\xEA |0

<UE164> \x90\xEB |0

<UE165> \x90\xEC |0

<UE166> \x90\xED |0

<UE167> \x90\xEE |0

<UE168> \x90\xEF |0

<UE169> \x90\xF0 |0

<UE16A> \x90\xF1 |0

<UE16B> \x90\xF2 |0

<UE16C> \x90\xF3 |0

<UE16D> \x90\xF4 |0

<UE16E> \x90\xF5 |0

<UE16F> \x90\xF6 |0

<UE170> \x90\xF7 |0

<UE171> \x90\xF8 |0

<UE172> \x90\xF9 |0

<UE173> \x90\xFA |0

<UE174> \x90\xFB |0

<UE175>

 \x90\xFC |0

<UE176> \x90\xFD |0

<UE177> \x90\xFE |0

<UE178> \x91\xA1 |0

<UE179> \x91\xA2 |0

<UE17A> \x91\xA3 |0

<UE17B> \x91\xA4 |0

<UE17C> \x91\xA5 |0

<UE17D> \x91\xA6 |0

<UE17E> \x91\xA7 |0

<UE17F> \x91\xA8 |0

<UE180> \x91\xA9 |0

<UE181> \x91\xAA |0

<UE182> \x91\xAB |0

<UE183> \x91\xAC |0

<UE184> \x91\xAD |0

<UE185> \x91\xAE |0

<UE186> \x91\xAF |0

<UE187> \x91\xB0 |0

<UE188> \x91\xB1 |0

<UE189> \x91\xB2 |0

<UE18A> \x91\xB3 |0

<UE18B> \x91\xB4 |0
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<UE18C> \x91\xB5 |0

<UE18D> \x91\xB6 |0

<UE18E> \x91\xB7 |0

<UE18F> \x91\xB8 |0

<UE190> \x91\xB9 |0

<UE191> \x91\xBA |0

<UE192> \x91\xBB |0

<UE193> \x91\xBC |0

<UE194> \x91\xBD |0

<UE195> \x91\xBE |0

<UE196> \x91\xBF |0

<UE197> \x91\xC0 |0

<UE198> \x91\xC1 |0

<UE199> \x91\xC2 |0

<UE19A> \x91\xC3 |0

<UE19B> \x91\xC4 |0

<UE19C> \x91\xC5 |0

<UE19D> \x91\xC6 |0

<UE19E> \x91\xC7 |0

<UE19F> \x91\xC8 |0

<UE1A0> \x91\xC9 |0

<UE1A1> \x91\xCA |0

<UE1A2> \x91\xCB |0

<UE1A3> \x91\xCC |0

<UE1A4> \x91\xCD |0

<UE1A5> \x91\xCE |0

<UE1A6> \x91\xCF |0

<UE1A7>

 \x91\xD0 |0

<UE1A8> \x91\xD1 |0

<UE1A9> \x91\xD2 |0

<UE1AA> \x91\xD3 |0

<UE1AB> \x91\xD4 |0

<UE1AC> \x91\xD5 |0

<UE1AD> \x91\xD6 |0

<UE1AE> \x91\xD7 |0

<UE1AF> \x91\xD8 |0

<UE1B0> \x91\xD9 |0

<UE1B1> \x91\xDA |0

<UE1B2> \x91\xDB |0

<UE1B3> \x91\xDC |0

<UE1B4> \x91\xDD |0

<UE1B5> \x91\xDE |0

<UE1B6> \x91\xDF |0

<UE1B7> \x91\xE0 |0

<UE1B8> \x91\xE1 |0

<UE1B9> \x91\xE2 |0

<UE1BA> \x91\xE3 |0
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<UE1BB> \x91\xE4 |0

<UE1BC> \x91\xE5 |0

<UE1BD> \x91\xE6 |0

<UE1BE> \x91\xE7 |0

<UE1BF> \x91\xE8 |0

<UE1C0> \x91\xE9 |0

<UE1C1> \x91\xEA |0

<UE1C2> \x91\xEB |0

<UE1C3> \x91\xEC |0

<UE1C4> \x91\xED |0

<UE1C5> \x91\xEE |0

<UE1C6> \x91\xEF |0

<UE1C7> \x91\xF0 |0

<UE1C8> \x91\xF1 |0

<UE1C9> \x91\xF2 |0

<UE1CA> \x91\xF3 |0

<UE1CB> \x91\xF4 |0

<UE1CC> \x91\xF5 |0

<UE1CD> \x91\xF6 |0

<UE1CE> \x91\xF7 |0

<UE1CF> \x91\xF8 |0

<UE1D0> \x91\xF9 |0

<UE1D1> \x91\xFA |0

<UE1D2> \x91\xFB |0

<UE1D3> \x91\xFC |0

<UE1D4> \x91\xFD |0

<UE1D5> \x91\xFE |0

<UE1D6> \x92\xA1 |0

<UE1D7> \x92\xA2 |0

<UE1D8> \x92\xA3 |0

<UE1D9>

 \x92\xA4 |0

<UE1DA> \x92\xA5 |0

<UE1DB> \x92\xA6 |0

<UE1DC> \x92\xA7 |0

<UE1DD> \x92\xA8 |0

<UE1DE> \x92\xA9 |0

<UE1DF> \x92\xAA |0

<UE1E0> \x92\xAB |0

<UE1E1> \x92\xAC |0

<UE1E2> \x92\xAD |0

<UE1E3> \x92\xAE |0

<UE1E4> \x92\xAF |0

<UE1E5> \x92\xB0 |0

<UE1E6> \x92\xB1 |0

<UE1E7> \x92\xB2 |0

<UE1E8> \x92\xB3 |0

<UE1E9> \x92\xB4 |0
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<UE1EA> \x92\xB5 |0

<UE1EB> \x92\xB6 |0

<UE1EC> \x92\xB7 |0

<UE1ED> \x92\xB8 |0

<UE1EE> \x92\xB9 |0

<UE1EF> \x92\xBA |0

<UE1F0> \x92\xBB |0

<UE1F1> \x92\xBC |0

<UE1F2> \x92\xBD |0

<UE1F3> \x92\xBE |0

<UE1F4> \x92\xBF |0

<UE1F5> \x92\xC0 |0

<UE1F6> \x92\xC1 |0

<UE1F7> \x92\xC2 |0

<UE1F8> \x92\xC3 |0

<UE1F9> \x92\xC4 |0

<UE1FA> \x92\xC5 |0

<UE1FB> \x92\xC6 |0

<UE1FC> \x92\xC7 |0

<UE1FD> \x92\xC8 |0

<UE1FE> \x92\xC9 |0

<UE1FF> \x92\xCA |0

<UE200> \x92\xCB |0

<UE201> \x92\xCC |0

<UE202> \x92\xCD |0

<UE203> \x92\xCE |0

<UE204> \x92\xCF |0

<UE205> \x92\xD0 |0

<UE206> \x92\xD1 |0

<UE207> \x92\xD2 |0

<UE208> \x92\xD3 |0

<UE209> \x92\xD4 |0

<UE20A> \x92\xD5 |0

<UE20B>

 \x92\xD6 |0

<UE20C> \x92\xD7 |0

<UE20D> \x92\xD8 |0

<UE20E> \x92\xD9 |0

<UE20F> \x92\xDA |0

<UE210> \x92\xDB |0

<UE211> \x92\xDC |0

<UE212> \x92\xDD |0

<UE213> \x92\xDE |0

<UE214> \x92\xDF |0

<UE215> \x92\xE0 |0

<UE216> \x92\xE1 |0

<UE217> \x92\xE2 |0

<UE218> \x92\xE3 |0
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<UE219> \x92\xE4 |0

<UE21A> \x92\xE5 |0

<UE21B> \x92\xE6 |0

<UE21C> \x92\xE7 |0

<UE21D> \x92\xE8 |0

<UE21E> \x92\xE9 |0

<UE21F> \x92\xEA |0

<UE220> \x92\xEB |0

<UE221> \x92\xEC |0

<UE222> \x92\xED |0

<UE223> \x92\xEE |0

<UE224> \x92\xEF |0

<UE225> \x92\xF0 |0

<UE226> \x92\xF1 |0

<UE227> \x92\xF2 |0

<UE228> \x92\xF3 |0

<UE229> \x92\xF4 |0

<UE22A> \x92\xF5 |0

<UE22B> \x92\xF6 |0

<UE22C> \x92\xF7 |0

<UE22D> \x92\xF8 |0

<UE22E> \x92\xF9 |0

<UE22F> \x92\xFA |0

<UE230> \x92\xFB |0

<UE231> \x92\xFC |0

<UE232> \x92\xFD |0

<UE233> \x92\xFE |0

<UE234> \x93\xA1 |0

<UE235> \x93\xA2 |0

<UE236> \x93\xA3 |0

<UE237> \x93\xA4 |0

<UE238> \x93\xA5 |0

<UE239> \x93\xA6 |0

<UE23A> \x93\xA7 |0

<UE23B> \x93\xA8 |0

<UE23C> \x93\xA9 |0

<UE23D>

 \x93\xAA |0

<UE23E> \x93\xAB |0

<UE23F> \x93\xAC |0

<UE240> \x93\xAD |0

<UE241> \x93\xAE |0

<UE242> \x93\xAF |0

<UE243> \x93\xB0 |0

<UE244> \x93\xB1 |0

<UE245> \x93\xB2 |0

<UE246> \x93\xB3 |0

<UE247> \x93\xB4 |0
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<UE248> \x93\xB5 |0

<UE249> \x93\xB6 |0

<UE24A> \x93\xB7 |0

<UE24B> \x93\xB8 |0

<UE24C> \x93\xB9 |0

<UE24D> \x93\xBA |0

<UE24E> \x93\xBB |0

<UE24F> \x93\xBC |0

<UE250> \x93\xBD |0

<UE251> \x93\xBE |0

<UE252> \x93\xBF |0

<UE253> \x93\xC0 |0

<UE254> \x93\xC1 |0

<UE255> \x93\xC2 |0

<UE256> \x93\xC3 |0

<UE257> \x93\xC4 |0

<UE258> \x93\xC5 |0

<UE259> \x93\xC6 |0

<UE25A> \x93\xC7 |0

<UE25B> \x93\xC8 |0

<UE25C> \x93\xC9 |0

<UE25D> \x93\xCA |0

<UE25E> \x93\xCB |0

<UE25F> \x93\xCC |0

<UE260> \x93\xCD |0

<UE261> \x93\xCE |0

<UE262> \x93\xCF |0

<UE263> \x93\xD0 |0

<UE264> \x93\xD1 |0

<UE265> \x93\xD2 |0

<UE266> \x93\xD3 |0

<UE267> \x93\xD4 |0

<UE268> \x93\xD5 |0

<UE269> \x93\xD6 |0

<UE26A> \x93\xD7 |0

<UE26B> \x93\xD8 |0

<UE26C> \x93\xD9 |0

<UE26D> \x93\xDA |0

<UE26E> \x93\xDB |0

<UE26F>

 \x93\xDC |0

<UE270> \x93\xDD |0

<UE271> \x93\xDE |0

<UE272> \x93\xDF |0

<UE273> \x93\xE0 |0

<UE274> \x93\xE1 |0

<UE275> \x93\xE2 |0

<UE276> \x93\xE3 |0
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<UE277> \x93\xE4 |0

<UE278> \x93\xE5 |0

<UE279> \x93\xE6 |0

<UE27A> \x93\xE7 |0

<UE27B> \x93\xE8 |0

<UE27C> \x93\xE9 |0

<UE27D> \x93\xEA |0

<UE27E> \x93\xEB |0

<UE27F> \x93\xEC |0

<UE280> \x93\xED |0

<UE281> \x93\xEE |0

<UE282> \x93\xEF |0

<UE283> \x93\xF0 |0

<UE284> \x93\xF1 |0

<UE285> \x93\xF2 |0

<UE286> \x93\xF3 |0

<UE287> \x93\xF4 |0

<UE288> \x93\xF5 |0

<UE289> \x93\xF6 |0

<UE28A> \x93\xF7 |0

<UE28B> \x93\xF8 |0

<UE28C> \x93\xF9 |0

<UE28D> \x93\xFA |0

<UE28E> \x93\xFB |0

<UE28F> \x93\xFC |0

<UE290> \x93\xFD |0

<UE291> \x93\xFE |0

<UE292> \x94\xA1 |0

<UE293> \x94\xA2 |0

<UE294> \x94\xA3 |0

<UE295> \x94\xA4 |0

<UE296> \x94\xA5 |0

<UE297> \x94\xA6 |0

<UE298> \x94\xA7 |0

<UE299> \x94\xA8 |0

<UE29A> \x94\xA9 |0

<UE29B> \x94\xAA |0

<UE29C> \x94\xAB |0

<UE29D> \x94\xAC |0

<UE29E> \x94\xAD |0

<UE29F> \x94\xAE |0

<UE2A0> \x94\xAF |0

<UE2A1>

 \x94\xB0 |0

<UE2A2> \x94\xB1 |0

<UE2A3> \x94\xB2 |0

<UE2A4> \x94\xB3 |0

<UE2A5> \x94\xB4 |0
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<UE2A6> \x94\xB5 |0

<UE2A7> \x94\xB6 |0

<UE2A8> \x94\xB7 |0

<UE2A9> \x94\xB8 |0

<UE2AA> \x94\xB9 |0

<UE2AB> \x94\xBA |0

<UE2AC> \x94\xBB |0

<UE2AD> \x94\xBC |0

<UE2AE> \x94\xBD |0

<UE2AF> \x94\xBE |0

<UE2B0> \x94\xBF |0

<UE2B1> \x94\xC0 |0

<UE2B2> \x94\xC1 |0

<UE2B3> \x94\xC2 |0

<UE2B4> \x94\xC3 |0

<UE2B5> \x94\xC4 |0

<UE2B6> \x94\xC5 |0

<UE2B7> \x94\xC6 |0

<UE2B8> \x94\xC7 |0

<UE2B9> \x94\xC8 |0

<UE2BA> \x94\xC9 |0

<UE2BB> \x94\xCA |0

<UE2BC> \x94\xCB |0

<UE2BD> \x94\xCC |0

<UE2BE> \x94\xCD |0

<UE2BF> \x94\xCE |0

<UE2C0> \x94\xCF |0

<UE2C1> \x94\xD0 |0

<UE2C2> \x94\xD1 |0

<UE2C3> \x94\xD2 |0

<UE2C4> \x94\xD3 |0

<UE2C5> \x94\xD4 |0

<UE2C6> \x94\xD5 |0

<UE2C7> \x94\xD6 |0

<UE2C8> \x94\xD7 |0

<UE2C9> \x94\xD8 |0

<UE2CA> \x94\xD9 |0

<UE2CB> \x94\xDA |0

<UE2CC> \x94\xDB |0

<UE2CD> \x94\xDC |0

<UE2CE> \x94\xDD |0

<UE2CF> \x94\xDE |0

<UE2D0> \x94\xDF |0

<UE2D1> \x94\xE0 |0

<UE2D2> \x94\xE1 |0

<UE2D3>

 \x94\xE2 |0

<UE2D4> \x94\xE3 |0
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<UE2D5> \x94\xE4 |0

<UE2D6> \x94\xE5 |0

<UE2D7> \x94\xE6 |0

<UE2D8> \x94\xE7 |0

<UE2D9> \x94\xE8 |0

<UE2DA> \x94\xE9 |0

<UE2DB> \x94\xEA |0

<UE2DC> \x94\xEB |0

<UE2DD> \x94\xEC |0

<UE2DE> \x94\xED |0

<UE2DF> \x94\xEE |0

<UE2E0> \x94\xEF |0

<UE2E1> \x94\xF0 |0

<UE2E2> \x94\xF1 |0

<UE2E3> \x94\xF2 |0

<UE2E4> \x94\xF3 |0

<UE2E5> \x94\xF4 |0

<UE2E6> \x94\xF5 |0

<UE2E7> \x94\xF6 |0

<UE2E8> \x94\xF7 |0

<UE2E9> \x94\xF8 |0

<UE2EA> \x94\xF9 |0

<UE2EB> \x94\xFA |0

<UE2EC> \x94\xFB |0

<UE2ED> \x94\xFC |0

<UE2EE> \x94\xFD |0

<UE2EF> \x94\xFE |0

<UE2F0> \x95\xA1 |0

<UE2F1> \x95\xA2 |0

<UE2F2> \x95\xA3 |0

<UE2F3> \x95\xA4 |0

<UE2F4> \x95\xA5 |0

<UE2F5> \x95\xA6 |0

<UE2F6> \x95\xA7 |0

<UE2F7> \x95\xA8 |0

<UE2F8> \x95\xA9 |0

<UE2F9> \x95\xAA |0

<UE2FA> \x95\xAB |0

<UE2FB> \x95\xAC |0

<UE2FC> \x95\xAD |0

<UE2FD> \x95\xAE |0

<UE2FE> \x95\xAF |0

<UE2FF> \x95\xB0 |0

<UE300> \x95\xB1 |0

<UE301> \x95\xB2 |0

<UE302> \x95\xB3 |0

<UE303> \x95\xB4 |0

<UE304> \x95\xB5 |0
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<UE305>

 \x95\xB6 |0

<UE306> \x95\xB7 |0

<UE307> \x95\xB8 |0

<UE308> \x95\xB9 |0

<UE309> \x95\xBA |0

<UE30A> \x95\xBB |0

<UE30B> \x95\xBC |0

<UE30C> \x95\xBD |0

<UE30D> \x95\xBE |0

<UE30E> \x95\xBF |0

<UE30F> \x95\xC0 |0

<UE310> \x95\xC1 |0

<UE311> \x95\xC2 |0

<UE312> \x95\xC3 |0

<UE313> \x95\xC4 |0

<UE314> \x95\xC5 |0

<UE315> \x95\xC6 |0

<UE316> \x95\xC7 |0

<UE317> \x95\xC8 |0

<UE318> \x95\xC9 |0

<UE319> \x95\xCA |0

<UE31A> \x95\xCB |0

<UE31B> \x95\xCC |0

<UE31C> \x95\xCD |0

<UE31D> \x95\xCE |0

<UE31E> \x95\xCF |0

<UE31F> \x95\xD0 |0

<UE320> \x95\xD1 |0

<UE321> \x95\xD2 |0

<UE322> \x95\xD3 |0

<UE323> \x95\xD4 |0

<UE324> \x95\xD5 |0

<UE325> \x95\xD6 |0

<UE326> \x95\xD7 |0

<UE327> \x95\xD8 |0

<UE328> \x95\xD9 |0

<UE329> \x95\xDA |0

<UE32A> \x95\xDB |0

<UE32B> \x95\xDC |0

<UE32C> \x95\xDD |0

<UE32D> \x95\xDE |0

<UE32E> \x95\xDF |0

<UE32F> \x95\xE0 |0

<UE330> \x95\xE1 |0

<UE331> \x95\xE2 |0

<UE332> \x95\xE3 |0

<UE333> \x95\xE4 |0
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<UE334> \x95\xE5 |0

<UE335> \x95\xE6 |0

<UE336> \x95\xE7 |0

<UE337>

 \x95\xE8 |0

<UE338> \x95\xE9 |0

<UE339> \x95\xEA |0

<UE33A> \x95\xEB |0

<UE33B> \x95\xEC |0

<UE33C> \x95\xED |0

<UE33D> \x95\xEE |0

<UE33E> \x95\xEF |0

<UE33F> \x95\xF0 |0

<UE340> \x95\xF1 |0

<UE341> \x95\xF2 |0

<UE342> \x95\xF3 |0

<UE343> \x95\xF4 |0

<UE344> \x95\xF5 |0

<UE345> \x95\xF6 |0

<UE346> \x95\xF7 |0

<UE347> \x95\xF8 |0

<UE348> \x95\xF9 |0

<UE349> \x95\xFA |0

<UE34A> \x95\xFB |0

<UE34B> \x95\xFC |0

<UE34C> \x95\xFD |0

<UE34D> \x95\xFE |0

<UE34E> \x96\xA1 |0

<UE34F> \x96\xA2 |0

<UE350> \x96\xA3 |0

<UE351> \x96\xA4 |0

<UE352> \x96\xA5 |0

<UE353> \x96\xA6 |0

<UE354> \x96\xA7 |0

<UE355> \x96\xA8 |0

<UE356> \x96\xA9 |0

<UE357> \x96\xAA |0

<UE358> \x96\xAB |0

<UE359> \x96\xAC |0

<UE35A> \x96\xAD |0

<UE35B> \x96\xAE |0

<UE35C> \x96\xAF |0

<UE35D> \x96\xB0 |0

<UE35E> \x96\xB1 |0

<UE35F> \x96\xB2 |0

<UE360> \x96\xB3 |0

<UE361> \x96\xB4 |0

<UE362> \x96\xB5 |0
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<UE363> \x96\xB6 |0

<UE364> \x96\xB7 |0

<UE365> \x96\xB8 |0

<UE366> \x96\xB9 |0

<UE367> \x96\xBA |0

<UE368> \x96\xBB |0

<UE369>

 \x96\xBC |0

<UE36A> \x96\xBD |0

<UE36B> \x96\xBE |0

<UE36C> \x96\xBF |0

<UE36D> \x96\xC0 |0

<UE36E> \x96\xC1 |0

<UE36F> \x96\xC2 |0

<UE370> \x96\xC3 |0

<UE371> \x96\xC4 |0

<UE372> \x96\xC5 |0

<UE373> \x96\xC6 |0

<UE374> \x96\xC7 |0

<UE375> \x96\xC8 |0

<UE376> \x96\xC9 |0

<UE377> \x96\xCA |0

<UE378> \x96\xCB |0

<UE379> \x96\xCC |0

<UE37A> \x96\xCD |0

<UE37B> \x96\xCE |0

<UE37C> \x96\xCF |0

<UE37D> \x96\xD0 |0

<UE37E> \x96\xD1 |0

<UE37F> \x96\xD2 |0

<UE380> \x96\xD3 |0

<UE381> \x96\xD4 |0

<UE382> \x96\xD5 |0

<UE383> \x96\xD6 |0

<UE384> \x96\xD7 |0

<UE385> \x96\xD8 |0

<UE386> \x96\xD9 |0

<UE387> \x96\xDA |0

<UE388> \x96\xDB |0

<UE389> \x96\xDC |0

<UE38A> \x96\xDD |0

<UE38B> \x96\xDE |0

<UE38C> \x96\xDF |0

<UE38D> \x96\xE0 |0

<UE38E> \x96\xE1 |0

<UE38F> \x96\xE2 |0

<UE390> \x96\xE3 |0

<UE391> \x96\xE4 |0
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<UE392> \x96\xE5 |0

<UE393> \x96\xE6 |0

<UE394> \x96\xE7 |0

<UE395> \x96\xE8 |0

<UE396> \x96\xE9 |0

<UE397> \x96\xEA |0

<UE398> \x96\xEB |0

<UE399> \x96\xEC |0

<UE39A> \x96\xED |0

<UE39B>

 \x96\xEE |0

<UE39C> \x96\xEF |0

<UE39D> \x96\xF0 |0

<UE39E> \x96\xF1 |0

<UE39F> \x96\xF2 |0

<UE3A0> \x96\xF3 |0

<UE3A1> \x96\xF4 |0

<UE3A2> \x96\xF5 |0

<UE3A3> \x96\xF6 |0

<UE3A4> \x96\xF7 |0

<UE3A5> \x96\xF8 |0

<UE3A6> \x96\xF9 |0

<UE3A7> \x96\xFA |0

<UE3A8> \x96\xFB |0

<UE3A9> \x96\xFC |0

<UE3AA> \x96\xFD |0

<UE3AB> \x96\xFE |0

<UE3AC> \x97\xA1 |0

<UE3AD> \x97\xA2 |0

<UE3AE> \x97\xA3 |0

<UE3AF> \x97\xA4 |0

<UE3B0> \x97\xA5 |0

<UE3B1> \x97\xA6 |0

<UE3B2> \x97\xA7 |0

<UE3B3> \x97\xA8 |0

<UE3B4> \x97\xA9 |0

<UE3B5> \x97\xAA |0

<UE3B6> \x97\xAB |0

<UE3B7> \x97\xAC |0

<UE3B8> \x97\xAD |0

<UE3B9> \x97\xAE |0

<UE3BA> \x97\xAF |0

<UE3BB> \x97\xB0 |0

<UE3BC> \x97\xB1 |0

<UE3BD> \x97\xB2 |0

<UE3BE> \x97\xB3 |0

<UE3BF> \x97\xB4 |0

<UE3C0> \x97\xB5 |0
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<UE3C1> \x97\xB6 |0

<UE3C2> \x97\xB7 |0

<UE3C3> \x97\xB8 |0

<UE3C4> \x97\xB9 |0

<UE3C5> \x97\xBA |0

<UE3C6> \x97\xBB |0

<UE3C7> \x97\xBC |0

<UE3C8> \x97\xBD |0

<UE3C9> \x97\xBE |0

<UE3CA> \x97\xBF |0

<UE3CB> \x97\xC0 |0

<UE3CC> \x97\xC1 |0

<UE3CD>

 \x97\xC2 |0

<UE3CE> \x97\xC3 |0

<UE3CF> \x97\xC4 |0

<UE3D0> \x97\xC5 |0

<UE3D1> \x97\xC6 |0

<UE3D2> \x97\xC7 |0

<UE3D3> \x97\xC8 |0

<UE3D4> \x97\xC9 |0

<UE3D5> \x97\xCA |0

<UE3D6> \x97\xCB |0

<UE3D7> \x97\xCC |0

<UE3D8> \x97\xCD |0

<UE3D9> \x97\xCE |0

<UE3DA> \x97\xCF |0

<UE3DB> \x97\xD0 |0

<UE3DC> \x97\xD1 |0

<UE3DD> \x97\xD2 |0

<UE3DE> \x97\xD3 |0

<UE3DF> \x97\xD4 |0

<UE3E0> \x97\xD5 |0

<UE3E1> \x97\xD6 |0

<UE3E2> \x97\xD7 |0

<UE3E3> \x97\xD8 |0

<UE3E4> \x97\xD9 |0

<UE3E5> \x97\xDA |0

<UE3E6> \x97\xDB |0

<UE3E7> \x97\xDC |0

<UE3E8> \x97\xDD |0

<UE3E9> \x97\xDE |0

<UE3EA> \x97\xDF |0

<UE3EB> \x97\xE0 |0

<UE3EC> \x97\xE1 |0

<UE3ED> \x97\xE2 |0

<UE3EE> \x97\xE3 |0

<UE3EF> \x97\xE4 |0
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<UE3F0> \x97\xE5 |0

<UE3F1> \x97\xE6 |0

<UE3F2> \x97\xE7 |0

<UE3F3> \x97\xE8 |0

<UE3F4> \x97\xE9 |0

<UE3F5> \x97\xEA |0

<UE3F6> \x97\xEB |0

<UE3F7> \x97\xEC |0

<UE3F8> \x97\xED |0

<UE3F9> \x97\xEE |0

<UE3FA> \x97\xEF |0

<UE3FB> \x97\xF0 |0

<UE3FC> \x97\xF1 |0

<UE3FD> \x97\xF2 |0

<UE3FE> \x97\xF3 |0

<UE3FF>

 \x97\xF4 |0

<UE400> \x97\xF5 |0

<UE401> \x97\xF6 |0

<UE402> \x97\xF7 |0

<UE403> \x97\xF8 |0

<UE404> \x97\xF9 |0

<UE405> \x97\xFA |0

<UE406> \x97\xFB |0

<UE407> \x97\xFC |0

<UE408> \x97\xFD |0

<UE409> \x97\xFE |0

<UE40A> \x98\xA1 |0

<UE40B> \x98\xA2 |0

<UE40C> \x98\xA3 |0

<UE40D> \x98\xA4 |0

<UE40E> \x98\xA5 |0

<UE40F> \x98\xA6 |0

<UE410> \x98\xA7 |0

<UE411> \x98\xA8 |0

<UE412> \x98\xA9 |0

<UE413> \x98\xAA |0

<UE414> \x98\xAB |0

<UE415> \x98\xAC |0

<UE416> \x98\xAD |0

<UE417> \x98\xAE |0

<UE418> \x98\xAF |0

<UE419> \x98\xB0 |0

<UE41A> \x98\xB1 |0

<UE41B> \x98\xB2 |0

<UE41C> \x98\xB3 |0

<UE41D> \x98\xB4 |0

<UE41E> \x98\xB5 |0
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<UE41F> \x98\xB6 |0

<UE420> \x98\xB7 |0

<UE421> \x98\xB8 |0

<UE422> \x98\xB9 |0

<UE423> \x98\xBA |0

<UE424> \x98\xBB |0

<UE425> \x98\xBC |0

<UE426> \x98\xBD |0

<UE427> \x98\xBE |0

<UE428> \x98\xBF |0

<UE429> \x98\xC0 |0

<UE42A> \x98\xC1 |0

<UE42B> \x98\xC2 |0

<UE42C> \x98\xC3 |0

<UE42D> \x98\xC4 |0

<UE42E> \x98\xC5 |0

<UE42F> \x98\xC6 |0

<UE430> \x98\xC7 |0

<UE431>

 \x98\xC8 |0

<UE432> \x98\xC9 |0

<UE433> \x98\xCA |0

<UE434> \x98\xCB |0

<UE435> \x98\xCC |0

<UE436> \x98\xCD |0

<UE437> \x98\xCE |0

<UE438> \x98\xCF |0

<UE439> \x98\xD0 |0

<UE43A> \x98\xD1 |0

<UE43B> \x98\xD2 |0

<UE43C> \x98\xD3 |0

<UE43D> \x98\xD4 |0

<UE43E> \x98\xD5 |0

<UE43F> \x98\xD6 |0

<UE440> \x98\xD7 |0

<UE441> \x98\xD8 |0

<UE442> \x98\xD9 |0

<UE443> \x98\xDA |0

<UE444> \x98\xDB |0

<UE445> \x98\xDC |0

<UE446> \x98\xDD |0

<UE447> \x98\xDE |0

<UE448> \x98\xDF |0

<UE449> \x98\xE0 |0

<UE44A> \x98\xE1 |0

<UE44B> \x98\xE2 |0

<UE44C> \x98\xE3 |0

<UE44D> \x98\xE4 |0
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<UE44E> \x98\xE5 |0

<UE44F> \x98\xE6 |0

<UE450> \x98\xE7 |0

<UE451> \x98\xE8 |0

<UE452> \x98\xE9 |0

<UE453> \x98\xEA |0

<UE454> \x98\xEB |0

<UE455> \x98\xEC |0

<UE456> \x98\xED |0

<UE457> \x98\xEE |0

<UE458> \x98\xEF |0

<UE459> \x98\xF0 |0

<UE45A> \x98\xF1 |0

<UE45B> \x98\xF2 |0

<UE45C> \x98\xF3 |0

<UE45D> \x98\xF4 |0

<UE45E> \x98\xF5 |0

<UE45F> \x98\xF6 |0

<UE460> \x98\xF7 |0

<UE461> \x98\xF8 |0

<UE462> \x98\xF9 |0

<UE463>

 \x98\xFA |0

<UE464> \x98\xFB |0

<UE465> \x98\xFC |0

<UE466> \x98\xFD |0

<UE467> \x98\xFE |0

<UE468> \x99\xA1 |0

<UE469> \x99\xA2 |0

<UE46A> \x99\xA3 |0

<UE46B> \x99\xA4 |0

<UE46C> \x99\xA5 |0

<UE46D> \x99\xA6 |0

<UE46E> \x99\xA7 |0

<UE46F> \x99\xA8 |0

<UE470> \x99\xA9 |0

<UE471> \x99\xAA |0

<UE472> \x99\xAB |0

<UE473> \x99\xAC |0

<UE474> \x99\xAD |0

<UE475> \x99\xAE |0

<UE476> \x99\xAF |0

<UE477> \x99\xB0 |0

<UE478> \x99\xB1 |0

<UE479> \x99\xB2 |0

<UE47A> \x99\xB3 |0

<UE47B> \x99\xB4 |0

<UE47C> \x99\xB5 |0
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<UE47D> \x99\xB6 |0

<UE47E> \x99\xB7 |0

<UE47F> \x99\xB8 |0

<UE480> \x99\xB9 |0

<UE481> \x99\xBA |0

<UE482> \x99\xBB |0

<UE483> \x99\xBC |0

<UE484> \x99\xBD |0

<UE485> \x99\xBE |0

<UE486> \x99\xBF |0

<UE487> \x99\xC0 |0

<UE488> \x99\xC1 |0

<UE489> \x99\xC2 |0

<UE48A> \x99\xC3 |0

<UE48B> \x99\xC4 |0

<UE48C> \x99\xC5 |0

<UE48D> \x99\xC6 |0

<UE48E> \x99\xC7 |0

<UE48F> \x99\xC8 |0

<UE490> \x99\xC9 |0

<UE491> \x99\xCA |0

<UE492> \x99\xCB |0

<UE493> \x99\xCC |0

<UE494> \x99\xCD |0

<UE495>

 \x99\xCE |0

<UE496> \x99\xCF |0

<UE497> \x99\xD0 |0

<UE498> \x99\xD1 |0

<UE499> \x99\xD2 |0

<UE49A> \x99\xD3 |0

<UE49B> \x99\xD4 |0

<UE49C> \x99\xD5 |0

<UE49D> \x99\xD6 |0

<UE49E> \x99\xD7 |0

<UE49F> \x99\xD8 |0

<UE4A0> \x99\xD9 |0

<UE4A1> \x99\xDA |0

<UE4A2> \x99\xDB |0

<UE4A3> \x99\xDC |0

<UE4A4> \x99\xDD |0

<UE4A5> \x99\xDE |0

<UE4A6> \x99\xDF |0

<UE4A7> \x99\xE0 |0

<UE4A8> \x99\xE1 |0

<UE4A9> \x99\xE2 |0

<UE4AA> \x99\xE3 |0

<UE4AB> \x99\xE4 |0
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<UE4AC> \x99\xE5 |0

<UE4AD> \x99\xE6 |0

<UE4AE> \x99\xE7 |0

<UE4AF> \x99\xE8 |0

<UE4B0> \x99\xE9 |0

<UE4B1> \x99\xEA |0

<UE4B2> \x99\xEB |0

<UE4B3> \x99\xEC |0

<UE4B4> \x99\xED |0

<UE4B5> \x99\xEE |0

<UE4B6> \x99\xEF |0

<UE4B7> \x99\xF0 |0

<UE4B8> \x99\xF1 |0

<UE4B9> \x99\xF2 |0

<UE4BA> \x99\xF3 |0

<UE4BB> \x99\xF4 |0

<UE4BC> \x99\xF5 |0

<UE4BD> \x99\xF6 |0

<UE4BE> \x99\xF7 |0

<UE4BF> \x99\xF8 |0

<UE4C0> \x99\xF9 |0

<UE4C1> \x99\xFA |0

<UE4C2> \x99\xFB |0

<UE4C3> \x99\xFC |0

<UE4C4> \x99\xFD |0

<UE4C5> \x99\xFE |0

<UE4C6> \x9A\xA1 |0

<UE4C7>

 \x9A\xA2 |0

<UE4C8> \x9A\xA3 |0

<UE4C9> \x9A\xA4 |0

<UE4CA> \x9A\xA5 |0

<UF843> \x9A\xAC |0

<UF844> \x9A\xB0 |0

<UF845> \x9A\xB8 |0

<UF846> \x9A\xC9 |0

<UF847> \x9A\xD3 |0

<UF848> \x9A\xD5 |0

<UF849> \x9A\xDB |0

<UF84A> \x9A\xDD |0

<UF84B> \x9B\xA3 |0

<UF84C> \x9B\xA8 |0

<UF84D> \x9B\xAE |0

<UF84E> \x9B\xC6 |0

<UF84F> \x9B\xCC |0

<UF850> \x9B\xD1 |0

<UF851> \x9B\xE0 |0

<UF852> \x9B\xE2 |0
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<UF853> \x9B\xE6 |0

<UF854> \x9B\xEF |0

<UF855> \x9B\xF3 |0

<UF856> \x9C\xA2 |0

<UF857> \x9C\xA3 |0

<UF858> \x9C\xA4 |0

<UF859> \x9C\xA7 |0

<UF85A> \x9C\xA9 |0

<UF85B> \x9C\xAB |0

<UF85C> \x9C\xB2 |0

<UF85D> \x9C\xB6 |0

<UF85E> \x9C\xBA |0

<UF85F> \x9C\xBD |0

<UF860> \x9C\xCC |0

<UF861> \x9C\xD2 |0

<UF862> \x9C\xD3 |0

<UF863> \x9D\xB1 |0

<UF864> \x9D\xBE |0

<UF865> \x9D\xC1 |0

<UF866> \x9D\xD2 |0

<UF867> \x9D\xD8 |0

<UF868> \x9D\xDE |0

<UF869> \x9D\xE2 |0

<UF86A> \x9D\xEA |0

<UF86B> \x9D\xF1 |0

<UF86C> \x9D\xF5 |0

<UF86D> \x9D\xF9 |0

<UF86E> \x9D\xFB |0

<UF900> \xCB\xD0 |0

<UF901> \xCB\xD6 |0

<UF902>

 \xCB\xE7 |0

<UF903> \xCD\xCF |0

<UF904> \xCD\xE8 |0

<UF905> \xCE\xAD |0

<UF906> \xCF\xFB |0

<UF907> \xD0\xA2 |0

<UF908> \xD0\xB8 |0

<UF909> \xD0\xD0 |0

<UF90A> \xD0\xDD |0

<UF90B> \xD1\xD4 |0

<UF90C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<UF90D> \xD1\xD8 |0

<UF90E> \xD1\xDB |0

<UF90F> \xD1\xDC |0

<UF910> \xD1\xDD |0

<UF911> \xD1\xDE |0

<UF912> \xD1\xDF |0
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<UF913> \xD1\xE0 |0

<UF914> \xD1\xE2 |0

<UF915> \xD1\xE3 |0

<UF916> \xD1\xE4 |0

<UF917> \xD1\xE5 |0

<UF918> \xD1\xE6 |0

<UF919> \xD1\xE8 |0

<UF91A> \xD1\xE9 |0

<UF91B> \xD1\xEA |0

<UF91C> \xD1\xEB |0

<UF91D> \xD1\xED |0

<UF91E> \xD1\xEF |0

<UF91F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<UF920> \xD1\xF2 |0

<UF921> \xD1\xF6 |0

<UF922> \xD1\xFA |0

<UF923> \xD1\xFC |0

<UF924> \xD1\xFD |0

<UF925> \xD1\xFE |0

<UF926> \xD2\xA2 |0

<UF927> \xD2\xA3 |0

<UF928> \xD2\xA7 |0

<UF929> \xD2\xA8 |0

<UF92A> \xD2\xA9 |0

<UF92B> \xD2\xAA |0

<UF92C> \xD2\xAB |0

<UF92D> \xD2\xAD |0

<UF92E> \xD2\xB2 |0

<UF92F> \xD2\xBE |0

<UF930> \xD2\xC2 |0

<UF931> \xD2\xC3 |0

<UF932> \xD2\xC4 |0

<UF933> \xD2\xC6 |0

<UF934>

 \xD2\xC7 |0

<UF935> \xD2\xC8 |0

<UF936> \xD2\xC9 |0

<UF937> \xD2\xCA |0

<UF938> \xD2\xCB |0

<UF939> \xD2\xCD |0

<UF93A> \xD2\xCE |0

<UF93B> \xD2\xCF |0

<UF93C> \xD2\xD0 |0

<UF93D> \xD2\xD1 |0

<UF93E> \xD2\xD2 |0

<UF93F> \xD2\xD3 |0

<UF940> \xD2\xD4 |0

<UF941> \xD2\xD5 |0
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<UF942> \xD2\xD6 |0

<UF943> \xD2\xD7 |0

<UF944> \xD2\xD9 |0

<UF945> \xD2\xDA |0

<UF946> \xD2\xDE |0

<UF947> \xD2\xDF |0

<UF948> \xD2\xE1 |0

<UF949> \xD2\xE2 |0

<UF94A> \xD2\xE4 |0

<UF94B> \xD2\xE5 |0

<UF94C> \xD2\xE6 |0

<UF94D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<UF94E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<UF94F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<UF950> \xD2\xEA |0

<UF951> \xD2\xEB |0

<UF952> \xD2\xF0 |0

<UF953> \xD2\xF1 |0

<UF954> \xD2\xF2 |0

<UF955> \xD2\xF3 |0

<UF956> \xD2\xF4 |0

<UF957> \xD2\xF5 |0

<UF958> \xD2\xF7 |0

<UF959> \xD2\xF8 |0

<UF95A> \xD4\xE6 |0

<UF95B> \xD4\xFC |0

<UF95C> \xD5\xA5 |0

<UF95D> \xD5\xAB |0

<UF95E> \xD5\xAE |0

<UF95F> \xD6\xB8 |0

<UF960> \xD6\xCD |0

<UF961> \xD7\xCB |0

<UF962> \xD7\xE4 |0

<UF963> \xDB\xC5 |0

<UF964> \xDB\xE4 |0

<UF965> \xDC\xA5 |0

<UF966>

 \xDD\xA5 |0

<UF967> \xDD\xD5 |0

<UF968> \xDD\xF4 |0

<UF969> \xDE\xFC |0

<UF96A> \xDE\xFE |0

<UF96B> \xDF\xB3 |0

<UF96C> \xDF\xE1 |0

<UF96D> \xDF\xE8 |0

<UF96E> \xE0\xF1 |0

<UF96F> \xE1\xAD |0

<UF970> \xE1\xED |0
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<UF971> \xE3\xF5 |0

<UF972> \xE4\xA1 |0

<UF973> \xE4\xA9 |0

<UF974> \xE5\xAE |0

<UF975> \xE5\xB1 |0

<UF976> \xE5\xB2 |0

<UF977> \xE5\xB9 |0

<UF978> \xE5\xBB |0

<UF979> \xE5\xBC |0

<UF97A> \xE5\xC4 |0

<UF97B> \xE5\xCE |0

<UF97C> \xE5\xD0 |0

<UF97D> \xE5\xD2 |0

<UF97E> \xE5\xD6 |0

<UF97F> \xE5\xFA |0

<UF980> \xE5\xFB |0

<UF981> \xE5\xFC |0

<UF982> \xE5\xFE |0

<UF983> \xE6\xA1 |0

<UF984> \xE6\xA4 |0

<UF985> \xE6\xA7 |0

<UF986> \xE6\xAD |0

<UF987> \xE6\xAF |0

<UF988> \xE6\xB0 |0

<UF989> \xE6\xB1 |0

<UF98A> \xE6\xB3 |0

<UF98B> \xE6\xB7 |0

<UF98C> \xE6\xB8 |0

<UF98D> \xE6\xBC |0

<UF98E> \xE6\xC4 |0

<UF98F> \xE6\xC6 |0

<UF990> \xE6\xC7 |0

<UF991> \xE6\xCA |0

<UF992> \xE6\xD2 |0

<UF993> \xE6\xD6 |0

<UF994> \xE6\xD9 |0

<UF995> \xE6\xDC |0

<UF996> \xE6\xDF |0

<UF997> \xE6\xE1 |0

<UF998>

 \xE6\xE4 |0

<UF999> \xE6\xE5 |0

<UF99A> \xE6\xE6 |0

<UF99B> \xE6\xE8 |0

<UF99C> \xE6\xEA |0

<UF99D> \xE6\xEB |0

<UF99E> \xE6\xEC |0

<UF99F> \xE6\xEF |0
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<UF9A0> \xE6\xF1 |0

<UF9A1> \xE6\xF2 |0

<UF9A2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<UF9A3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<UF9A4> \xE6\xF7 |0

<UF9A5> \xE6\xF9 |0

<UF9A6> \xE7\xA1 |0

<UF9A7> \xE7\xA6 |0

<UF9A8> \xE7\xA9 |0

<UF9A9> \xE7\xAA |0

<UF9AA> \xE7\xAC |0

<UF9AB> \xE7\xAD |0

<UF9AC> \xE7\xB0 |0

<UF9AD> \xE7\xBF |0

<UF9AE> \xE7\xC1 |0

<UF9AF> \xE7\xC6 |0

<UF9B0> \xE7\xC7 |0

<UF9B1> \xE7\xCB |0

<UF9B2> \xE7\xCD |0

<UF9B3> \xE7\xCF |0

<UF9B4> \xE7\xD0 |0

<UF9B5> \xE7\xD3 |0

<UF9B6> \xE7\xDF |0

<UF9B7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<UF9B8> \xE7\xE6 |0

<UF9B9> \xE7\xF7 |0

<UF9BA> \xE8\xE7 |0

<UF9BB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<UF9BC> \xE8\xF0 |0

<UF9BD> \xE8\xF1 |0

<UF9BE> \xE8\xF7 |0

<UF9BF> \xE8\xF9 |0

<UF9C0> \xE8\xFB |0

<UF9C1> \xE8\xFE |0

<UF9C2> \xE9\xA7 |0

<UF9C3> \xE9\xAC |0

<UF9C4> \xE9\xCC |0

<UF9C5> \xE9\xF7 |0

<UF9C6> \xEA\xC1 |0

<UF9C7> \xEA\xE5 |0

<UF9C8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<UF9C9> \xEA\xF7 |0

<UF9CA>

 \xEA\xFC |0

<UF9CB> \xEA\xFE |0

<UF9CC> \xEB\xA4 |0

<UF9CD> \xEB\xA7 |0

<UF9CE> \xEB\xA9 |0
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<UF9CF> \xEB\xAA |0

<UF9D0> \xEB\xBA |0

<UF9D1> \xEB\xBB |0

<UF9D2> \xEB\xBD |0

<UF9D3> \xEB\xC1 |0

<UF9D4> \xEB\xC2 |0

<UF9D5> \xEB\xC6 |0

<UF9D6> \xEB\xC7 |0

<UF9D7> \xEB\xCC |0

<UF9D8> \xEB\xCF |0

<UF9D9> \xEB\xD0 |0

<UF9DA> \xEB\xD1 |0

<UF9DB> \xEB\xD2 |0

<UF9DC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<UF9DD> \xEC\xA6 |0

<UF9DE> \xEC\xA7 |0

<UF9DF> \xEC\xAA |0

<UF9E0> \xEC\xAF |0

<UF9E1> \xEC\xB0 |0

<UF9E2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<UF9E3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<UF9E4> \xEC\xB5 |0

<UF9E5> \xEC\xB8 |0

<UF9E6> \xEC\xBA |0

<UF9E7> \xEC\xC0 |0

<UF9E8> \xEC\xC1 |0

<UF9E9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<UF9EA> \xEC\xC6 |0

<UF9EB> \xEC\xC9 |0

<UF9EC> \xEC\xCA |0

<UF9ED> \xEC\xD5 |0

<UF9EE> \xEC\xDD |0

<UF9EF> \xEC\xDE |0

<UF9F0> \xEC\xE1 |0

<UF9F1> \xEC\xE4 |0

<UF9F2> \xEC\xE7 |0

<UF9F3> \xEC\xE8 |0

<UF9F4> \xEC\xF7 |0

<UF9F5> \xEC\xF8 |0

<UF9F6> \xEC\xFA |0

<UF9F7> \xED\xA1 |0

<UF9F8> \xED\xA2 |0

<UF9F9> \xED\xA3 |0

<UF9FA> \xED\xEE |0

<UF9FB> \xEE\xDB |0

<UF9FC>

 \xF2\xBD |0

<UF9FD> \xF2\xFA |0
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<UF9FE> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UF9FF> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA00> \xF4\xEE |0

<UFA01> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UFA02> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UFA03> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UFA04> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UFA05> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UFA06> \xF8\xDB |0

<UFA07> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UFA08> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UFA09> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UFA0A> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UFA0B> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UFF01> \xA3\xA1 |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF03> \xA3\xA3 |0

<UFF04> \xA3\xA4 |0

<UFF05> \xA3\xA5 |0

<UFF06> \xA3\xA6 |0

<UFF07> \xA3\xA7 |0

<UFF08> \xA3\xA8 |0

<UFF09> \xA3\xA9 |0

<UFF0A> \xA3\xAA |0

<UFF0B> \xA3\xAB |0

<UFF0C> \xA3\xAC |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF0E> \xA3\xAE |0

<UFF0F> \xA3\xAF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA3\xBA |0

<UFF1B> \xA3\xBB |0

<UFF1C> \xA3\xBC |0

<UFF1D> \xA3\xBD |0

<UFF1E> \xA3\xBE |0

<UFF1F> \xA3\xBF |0

<UFF20> \xA3\xC0 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0
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<UFF23>

 \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0

<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA3\xDB |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xAC |0

<UFF3D> \xA3\xDD |0

<UFF3E> \xA3\xDE |0

<UFF3F> \xA3\xDF |0

<UFF40> \xA3\xE0 |0

<UFF41> \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0
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<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55>

 \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA3\xFB |0

<UFF5C> \xA3\xFC |0

<UFF5D> \xA3\xFD |0

<UFF5E> \xA2\xA6 |1

<UFFE0> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xCC |0

<UFFE2> \xA1\xFE |0

<UFFE3> \xA3\xFE |0

<UFFE4> \x9A\xAA |0

<UFFE5> \xA1\xCD |0

<UFFE6> \xA3\xDC |0

END CHARMAP

 

CHARMAP

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005C> \x82 |3

<U0080> \x7F |2

<U0081> \x7F |2

<U0082> \x7F |2

<U0083> \x7F |2

<U0084> \x7F |2

<U0085> \x7F |2

<U0086> \x7F |2

<U0087> \x7F |2

<U0088> \x7F |2

<U0089> \x7F |2

<U008A> \x7F |2

<U008B> \x7F |2

<U008C> \x7F |2

<U008D> \x7F |2

<U008E> \x7F |2

<U008F> \x7F |2

<U0090> \x7F |2

<U0091> \x7F |2

<U0092> \x7F |2

<U0093> \x7F |2

<U0094> \x7F |2

<U0095> \x7F |2
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<U0096> \x7F |2

<U0097> \x7F |2

<U0098> \x7F |2

<U0099> \x7F |2

<U009A> \x7F |2

<U009B> \x7F |2

<U009C> \x7F |2

<U009D> \x7F |2

<U009E> \x7F |2

<U009F> \x7F |2

<U00A0> \x7F |2

<U00A3> \x7F |2

<U00A5> \x7F |2

<U00A9> \x7F |2

<U00AB> \x7F |2

<U00AE> \x7F |2

<U00AF>

 \x7F |2

<U00B5> \x7F |2

<U00BB> \x7F |2

<U00C0> \x7F |2

<U00C1> \x7F |2

<U00C2> \x7F |2

<U00C3> \x7F |2

<U00C4> \x7F |2

<U00C5> \x7F |2

<U00C7> \x7F |2

<U00C8> \x7F |2

<U00C9> \x7F |2

<U00CA> \x7F |2

<U00CB> \x7F |2

<U00CC> \x7F |2

<U00CD> \x7F |2

<U00CE> \x7F |2

<U00CF> \x7F |2

<U00D1> \x7F |2

<U00D2> \x7F |2

<U00D3> \x7F |2

<U00D4> \x7F |2

<U00D5> \x7F |2

<U00D6> \x7F |2

<U00D9> \x7F |2

<U00DA> \x7F |2

<U00DB> \x7F |2

<U00DC> \x7F |2

<U00DD> \x7F |2

<U00E0> \x7F |2

<U00E1> \x7F |2
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<U00E2> \x7F |2

<U00E3> \x7F |2

<U00E4> \x7F |2

<U00E5> \x7F |2

<U00E7> \x7F |2

<U00E8> \x7F |2

<U00E9> \x7F |2

<U00EA> \x7F |2

<U00EB> \x7F |2

<U00EC> \x7F |2

<U00ED> \x7F |2

<U00EE> \x7F |2

<U00EF> \x7F |2

<U00F1> \x7F |2

<U00F2> \x7F |2

<U00F3> \x7F |2

<U00F4> \x7F |2

<U00F5> \x7F |2

<U00F6> \x7F |2

<U00F9> \x7F |2

<U00FA> \x7F |2

<U00FB> \x7F |2

<U00FC> \x7F |2

<U00FD> \x7F |2

<U00FF> \x7F |2

<U20A9> \x5C |1

<UFFA0> \x7F |2

<UFFA1> \x7F |2

<UFFA2> \x7F |2

<UFFA3> \x7F |2

<UFFA4> \x7F |2

<UFFA5> \x7F |2

<UFFA6>

 \x7F |2

<UFFA7> \x7F |2

<UFFA8> \x7F |2

<UFFA9> \x7F |2

<UFFAA> \x7F |2

<UFFAB> \x7F |2

<UFFAC> \x7F |2

<UFFAD> \x7F |2

<UFFAE> \x7F |2

<UFFAF> \x7F |2

<UFFB0> \x7F |2

<UFFB1> \x7F |2

<UFFB2> \x7F |2

<UFFB3> \x7F |2

<UFFB4> \x7F |2
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<UFFB5> \x7F |2

<UFFB6> \x7F |2

<UFFB7> \x7F |2

<UFFB8> \x7F |2

<UFFB9> \x7F |2

<UFFBA> \x7F |2

<UFFBB> \x7F |2

<UFFBC> \x7F |2

<UFFBD> \x7F |2

<UFFBE> \x7F |2

<UFFC2> \x7F |2

<UFFC3> \x7F |2

<UFFC4> \x7F |2

<UFFC5> \x7F |2

<UFFC6> \x7F |2

<UFFC7> \x7F |2

<UFFCA> \x7F |2

<UFFCB> \x7F |2

<UFFCC> \x7F |2

<UFFCD> \x7F |2

<UFFCE> \x7F |2

<UFFCF> \x7F |2

<UFFD2> \x7F |2

<UFFD3> \x7F |2

<UFFD4> \x7F |2

<UFFD5> \x7F |2

<UFFD6> \x7F |2

<UFFD7> \x7F |2

<UFFDA> \x7F |2

<UFFDB> \x7F |2

<UFFDC> \x7F |2

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-949_P11A-

1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)
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# from source files 44B01323.RPMAP100 and 132344B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-4899_P100-1998"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-4899_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0
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<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x4A |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4 |0

<U0045>

 \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0
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<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083> \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \x5B |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U05D0> \x50 |0

<U05D1> \x81 |0

<U05D2> \x82 |0
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<U05D3> \x83 |0

<U05D4>

 \x84 |0

<U05D5> \x85 |0

<U05D6> \x86 |0

<U05D7> \x87 |0

<U05D8> \x88 |0

<U05D9> \x89 |0

<U05DA> \x91 |0

<U05DB> \x92 |0

<U05DC> \x93 |0

<U05DD> \x94 |0

<U05DE> \x95 |0

<U05DF> \x96 |0

<U05E0> \x97 |0

<U05E1> \x98 |0

<U05E2> \x99 |0

<U05E3> \xA2 |0

<U05E4> \xA3 |0

<U05E5> \xA4 |0

<U05E6> \xA5 |0

<U05E7> \xA6 |0

<U05E8> \xA7 |0

<U05E9> \xA8 |0

<U05EA> \xA9 |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U202A> \xFB |0

<U202B> \xFC |0

<U202C> \xDD |0

<U202D> \xDB |0

<U202E> \xDC |0

<U20AA> \x9E |0

<U20AC> \x9C |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x4A |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1
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<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20>

 \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

END CHARMAP
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-4899_P100-

1998.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00362.RPMAP100 and 036234B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-866_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-866_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0
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<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0
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<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A4> \xFD |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00B0>

 \xF8 |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U0401> \xF0 |0

<U0404> \xF2 |0

<U0407> \xF4 |0

<U040E> \xF6 |0

<U0410> \x80 |0

<U0411> \x81 |0

<U0412> \x82 |0

<U0413> \x83 |0

<U0414> \x84 |0

<U0415> \x85 |0

<U0416> \x86 |0

<U0417> \x87 |0

<U0418> \x88 |0

<U0419> \x89 |0

<U041A> \x8A |0

<U041B> \x8B |0

<U041C> \x8C |0

<U041D> \x8D |0

<U041E> \x8E |0

<U041F> \x8F |0

<U0420> \x90 |0

<U0421> \x91 |0

<U0422> \x92 |0

<U0423> \x93 |0

<U0424> \x94 |0

<U0425> \x95 |0

<U0426> \x96 |0

<U0427> \x97 |0
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<U0428> \x98 |0

<U0429> \x99 |0

<U042A> \x9A |0

<U042B> \x9B |0

<U042C> \x9C |0

<U042D> \x9D |0

<U042E> \x9E |0

<U042F> \x9F |0

<U0430> \xA0 |0

<U0431> \xA1 |0

<U0432> \xA2 |0

<U0433> \xA3 |0

<U0434> \xA4 |0

<U0435> \xA5 |0

<U0436> \xA6 |0

<U0437> \xA7 |0

<U0438> \xA8 |0

<U0439> \xA9 |0

<U043A> \xAA |0

<U043B> \xAB |0

<U043C> \xAC |0

<U043D> \xAD |0

<U043E> \xAE |0

<U043F> \xAF |0

<U0440> \xE0 |0

<U0441> \xE1 |0

<U0442> \xE2 |0

<U0443> \xE3 |0

<U0444> \xE4 |0

<U0445> \xE5 |0

<U0446> \xE6 |0

<U0447>

 \xE7 |0

<U0448> \xE8 |0

<U0449> \xE9 |0

<U044A> \xEA |0

<U044B> \xEB |0

<U044C> \xEC |0

<U044D> \xED |0

<U044E> \xEE |0

<U044F> \xEF |0

<U0451> \xF1 |0

<U0454> \xF3 |0

<U0457> \xF5 |0

<U045E> \xF7 |0

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U2116> \xFC |0
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<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568> \xD0 |0

<U2569>
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 \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1
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<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F>

 \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1
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<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E>

 \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-866_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************
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# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-s3

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U060C> \xAC |0

<U061B> \xBB |0

<U061F> \xBF |0

<U0621> \xC1 |0

<U0622> \xC2 |0

<U0623> \xC3 |0

<U0624> \xC4 |0

<U0625> \xC5 |0

<U0626> \xC6 |0

<U0627> \xC7 |0

<U0628> \xC8 |0

<U0629> \xC9 |0

<U062A> \xCA |0

<U062B> \xCB |0

<U062C> \xCC |0

<U062D> \xCD |0

<U062E> \xCE |0

<U062F> \xCF |0

<U0630>

 \xD0 |0

<U0631> \xD1 |0

<U0632> \xD2 |0

<U0633> \xD3 |0

<U0634> \xD4 |0

<U0635> \xD5 |0

<U0636> \xD6 |0

<U0637> \xD7 |0

<U0638> \xD8 |0

<U0639> \xD9 |0

<U063A> \xDA |0

<U0640> \xE0 |0

<U0641> \xE1 |0

<U0642> \xE2 |0
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<U0643> \xE3 |0

<U0644> \xE4 |0

<U0645> \xE5 |0

<U0646> \xE6 |0

<U0647> \xE7 |0

<U0648> \xE8 |0

<U0649> \xE9 |0

<U064A> \xEA |0

<U064B> \xEB |0

<U064C> \xEC |0

<U064D> \xED |0

<U064E> \xEE |0

<U064F> \xEF |0

<U0650> \xF0 |0

<U0651> \xF1 |0

<U0652> \xF2 |0

<U0660> \xB0 |0

<U0661> \xB1 |0

<U0662> \xB2 |0

<U0663> \xB3 |0

<U0664> \xB4 |0

<U0665> \xB5 |0

<U0666> \xB6 |0

<U0667> \xB7 |0

<U0668> \xB8 |0

<U0669> \xB9 |0

<U066A> \xA5 |0

<U066B> \xAC |1

<U066C> \xAE |0

<U066D> \xAA |0

<U200B> \xA0 |1

<UFE70> \xEB |1

<UFE71> \xEB |1

<UFE72> \xEC |1

<UFE74> \xED |1

<UFE76> \xEE |1

<UFE77> \xEE |1

<UFE78> \xEF |1

<UFE79> \xEF |1

<UFE7A> \xF0 |1

<UFE7B> \xF0 |1

<UFE7C> \xF1 |1

<UFE7D> \xF1 |1

<UFE7E> \xF2 |1

<UFE7F> \xF2 |1

<UFE80> \xC1 |1

<UFE81> \xC2 |1

<UFE82> \xC2 |1
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<UFE83> \xC3

 |1

<UFE84> \xC3 |1

<UFE85> \xC4 |1

<UFE86> \xC4 |1

<UFE87> \xC5 |1

<UFE88> \xC5 |1

<UFE89> \xC6 |1

<UFE8A> \xC6 |1

<UFE8B> \xC6 |1

<UFE8C> \xC6 |1

<UFE8D> \xC7 |1

<UFE8E> \xC7 |1

<UFE8F> \xC8 |1

<UFE90> \xC8 |1

<UFE91> \xC8 |1

<UFE92> \xC8 |1

<UFE93> \xC9 |1

<UFE94> \xC9 |1

<UFE95> \xCA |1

<UFE96> \xCA |1

<UFE97> \xCA |1

<UFE98> \xCA |1

<UFE99> \xCB |1

<UFE9A> \xCB |1

<UFE9B> \xCB |1

<UFE9C> \xCB |1

<UFE9D> \xCC |1

<UFE9E> \xCC |1

<UFE9F> \xCC |1

<UFEA0> \xCC |1

<UFEA1> \xCD |1

<UFEA2> \xCD |1

<UFEA3> \xCD |1

<UFEA4> \xCD |1

<UFEA5> \xCE |1

<UFEA6> \xCE |1

<UFEA7> \xCE |1

<UFEA8> \xCE |1

<UFEA9> \xCF |1

<UFEAA> \xCF |1

<UFEAB> \xD0 |1

<UFEAC> \xD0 |1

<UFEAD> \xD1 |1

<UFEAE> \xD1 |1

<UFEAF> \xD2 |1

<UFEB0> \xD2 |1

<UFEB1> \xD3 |1
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<UFEB2> \xD3 |1

<UFEB3> \xD3 |1

<UFEB4> \xD3 |1

<UFEB5> \xD4 |1

<UFEB6> \xD4 |1

<UFEB7> \xD4 |1

<UFEB8> \xD4 |1

<UFEB9> \xD5 |1

<UFEBA> \xD5 |1

<UFEBB> \xD5 |1

<UFEBC> \xD5 |1

<UFEBD> \xD6 |1

<UFEBE> \xD6 |1

<UFEBF> \xD6 |1

<UFEC0> \xD6 |1

<UFEC1> \xD7 |1

<UFEC2>

 \xD7 |1

<UFEC3> \xD7 |1

<UFEC4> \xD7 |1

<UFEC5> \xD8 |1

<UFEC6> \xD8 |1

<UFEC7> \xD8 |1

<UFEC8> \xD8 |1

<UFEC9> \xD9 |1

<UFECA> \xD9 |1

<UFECB> \xD9 |1

<UFECC> \xD9 |1

<UFECD> \xDA |1

<UFECE> \xDA |1

<UFECF> \xDA |1

<UFED0> \xDA |1

<UFED1> \xE1 |1

<UFED2> \xE1 |1

<UFED3> \xE1 |1

<UFED4> \xE1 |1

<UFED5> \xE2 |1

<UFED6> \xE2 |1

<UFED7> \xE2 |1

<UFED8> \xE2 |1

<UFED9> \xE3 |1

<UFEDA> \xE3 |1

<UFEDB> \xE3 |1

<UFEDC> \xE3 |1

<UFEDD> \xE4 |1

<UFEDE> \xE4 |1

<UFEDF> \xE4 |1

<UFEE0> \xE4 |1
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<UFEE1> \xE5 |1

<UFEE2> \xE5 |1

<UFEE3> \xE5 |1

<UFEE4> \xE5 |1

<UFEE5> \xE6 |1

<UFEE6> \xE6 |1

<UFEE7> \xE6 |1

<UFEE8> \xE6 |1

<UFEE9> \xE7 |1

<UFEEA> \xE7 |1

<UFEEB> \xE7 |1

<UFEEC> \xE7 |1

<UFEED> \xE8 |1

<UFEEE> \xE8 |1

<UFEEF> \xE9 |1

<UFEF0> \xE9 |1

<UFEF1> \xEA |1

<UFEF2> \xEA |1

<UFEF3> \xEA |1

<UFEF4> \xEA |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

s3.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2015, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.
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# This table contains code points from

 Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221; ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED

05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ;

 UNASSIGNED

0971..0980; ; UNASSIGNED
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0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B04; ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED
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0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED

0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED
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0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED

0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED
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0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED

128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1311; ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED
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169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069;

 ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073; ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED
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2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED

3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A; ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED
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FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF;

 ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427; ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED
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1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F; ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.1 from RFC 3454

 

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200B; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP
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FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C; ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 27

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc3920node.txt --A1 --B1 --B2 -

C11 --C12 --C21 --C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 -xmpp-node --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

# This table contains code points from Table B.2 from RFC 3454

 

0041; 0061; MAP

0042; 0062; MAP

0043; 0063; MAP

0044; 0064; MAP

0045; 0065; MAP

0046; 0066; MAP

0047; 0067; MAP

0048;

 0068; MAP

0049; 0069; MAP

004A; 006A; MAP

004B; 006B; MAP

004C; 006C; MAP

004D; 006D; MAP

004E; 006E; MAP

004F; 006F; MAP

0050; 0070; MAP

0051; 0071; MAP

0052; 0072; MAP

0053; 0073; MAP

0054; 0074; MAP

0055; 0075; MAP

0056; 0076; MAP

0057; 0077; MAP

0058; 0078; MAP

0059; 0079; MAP

005A; 007A; MAP

00B5; 03BC; MAP

00C0; 00E0; MAP
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00C1; 00E1; MAP

00C2; 00E2; MAP

00C3; 00E3; MAP

00C4; 00E4; MAP

00C5; 00E5; MAP

00C6; 00E6; MAP

00C7; 00E7; MAP

00C8; 00E8; MAP

00C9; 00E9; MAP

00CA; 00EA; MAP

00CB; 00EB; MAP

00CC; 00EC; MAP

00CD; 00ED; MAP

00CE; 00EE; MAP

00CF; 00EF; MAP

00D0; 00F0; MAP

00D1; 00F1; MAP

00D2; 00F2; MAP

00D3; 00F3; MAP

00D4; 00F4; MAP

00D5; 00F5; MAP

00D6; 00F6; MAP

00D8; 00F8; MAP

00D9; 00F9; MAP

00DA; 00FA; MAP

00DB; 00FB; MAP

00DC; 00FC; MAP

00DD; 00FD; MAP

00DE; 00FE; MAP

00DF; 0073 0073; MAP

0100; 0101; MAP

0102; 0103; MAP

0104; 0105; MAP

0106; 0107; MAP

0108; 0109; MAP

010A; 010B; MAP

010C; 010D; MAP

010E; 010F; MAP

0110; 0111; MAP

0112; 0113; MAP

0114; 0115; MAP

0116;

 0117; MAP

0118; 0119; MAP

011A; 011B; MAP

011C; 011D; MAP

011E; 011F; MAP

0120; 0121; MAP
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0122; 0123; MAP

0124; 0125; MAP

0126; 0127; MAP

0128; 0129; MAP

012A; 012B; MAP

012C; 012D; MAP

012E; 012F; MAP

0130; 0069 0307; MAP

0132; 0133; MAP

0134; 0135; MAP

0136; 0137; MAP

0139; 013A; MAP

013B; 013C; MAP

013D; 013E; MAP

013F; 0140; MAP

0141; 0142; MAP

0143; 0144; MAP

0145; 0146; MAP

0147; 0148; MAP

0149; 02BC 006E; MAP

014A; 014B; MAP

014C; 014D; MAP

014E; 014F; MAP

0150; 0151; MAP

0152; 0153; MAP

0154; 0155; MAP

0156; 0157; MAP

0158; 0159; MAP

015A; 015B; MAP

015C; 015D; MAP

015E; 015F; MAP

0160; 0161; MAP

0162; 0163; MAP

0164; 0165; MAP

0166; 0167; MAP

0168; 0169; MAP

016A; 016B; MAP

016C; 016D; MAP

016E; 016F; MAP

0170; 0171; MAP

0172; 0173; MAP

0174; 0175; MAP

0176; 0177; MAP

0178; 00FF; MAP

0179; 017A; MAP

017B; 017C; MAP

017D; 017E; MAP

017F; 0073; MAP
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0181; 0253; MAP

0182; 0183; MAP

0184; 0185; MAP

0186; 0254; MAP

0187; 0188; MAP

0189; 0256; MAP

018A; 0257; MAP

018B; 018C; MAP

018E;

 01DD; MAP

018F; 0259; MAP

0190; 025B; MAP

0191; 0192; MAP

0193; 0260; MAP

0194; 0263; MAP

0196; 0269; MAP

0197; 0268; MAP

0198; 0199; MAP

019C; 026F; MAP

019D; 0272; MAP

019F; 0275; MAP

01A0; 01A1; MAP

01A2; 01A3; MAP

01A4; 01A5; MAP

01A6; 0280; MAP

01A7; 01A8; MAP

01A9; 0283; MAP

01AC; 01AD; MAP

01AE; 0288; MAP

01AF; 01B0; MAP

01B1; 028A; MAP

01B2; 028B; MAP

01B3; 01B4; MAP

01B5; 01B6; MAP

01B7; 0292; MAP

01B8; 01B9; MAP

01BC; 01BD; MAP

01C4; 01C6; MAP

01C5; 01C6; MAP

01C7; 01C9; MAP

01C8; 01C9; MAP

01CA; 01CC; MAP

01CB; 01CC; MAP

01CD; 01CE; MAP

01CF; 01D0; MAP

01D1; 01D2; MAP

01D3; 01D4; MAP

01D5; 01D6; MAP
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01D7; 01D8; MAP

01D9; 01DA; MAP

01DB; 01DC; MAP

01DE; 01DF; MAP

01E0; 01E1; MAP

01E2; 01E3; MAP

01E4; 01E5; MAP

01E6; 01E7; MAP

01E8; 01E9; MAP

01EA; 01EB; MAP

01EC; 01ED; MAP

01EE; 01EF; MAP

01F0; 006A 030C; MAP

01F1; 01F3; MAP

01F2; 01F3; MAP

01F4; 01F5; MAP

01F6; 0195; MAP

01F7; 01BF; MAP

01F8; 01F9; MAP

01FA; 01FB; MAP

01FC; 01FD; MAP

01FE; 01FF; MAP

0200; 0201; MAP

0202;

 0203; MAP

0204; 0205; MAP

0206; 0207; MAP

0208; 0209; MAP

020A; 020B; MAP

020C; 020D; MAP

020E; 020F; MAP

0210; 0211; MAP

0212; 0213; MAP

0214; 0215; MAP
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022E; 022F; MAP

0230; 0231; MAP
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0232; 0233; MAP

0345; 03B9; MAP

037A; 0020 03B9; MAP

0386; 03AC; MAP

0388; 03AD; MAP

0389; 03AE; MAP

038A; 03AF; MAP

038C; 03CC; MAP

038E; 03CD; MAP

038F; 03CE; MAP

0390; 03B9 0308 0301; MAP

0391; 03B1; MAP

0392; 03B2; MAP

0393; 03B3; MAP

0394; 03B4; MAP

0395; 03B5; MAP

0396; 03B6; MAP

0397; 03B7; MAP

0398; 03B8; MAP

0399; 03B9; MAP

039A; 03BA; MAP

039B; 03BB; MAP

039C; 03BC; MAP

039D; 03BD; MAP

039E; 03BE; MAP

039F; 03BF; MAP

03A0; 03C0; MAP

03A1; 03C1; MAP

03A3; 03C3; MAP

03A4; 03C4; MAP

03A5; 03C5; MAP

03A6; 03C6; MAP

03A7; 03C7; MAP

03A8; 03C8; MAP

03A9; 03C9; MAP

03AA; 03CA; MAP

03AB; 03CB; MAP

03B0; 03C5 0308

 0301; MAP

03C2; 03C3; MAP

03D0; 03B2; MAP

03D1; 03B8; MAP

03D2; 03C5; MAP

03D3; 03CD; MAP

03D4; 03CB; MAP

03D5; 03C6; MAP

03D6; 03C0; MAP

03D8; 03D9; MAP
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03DA; 03DB; MAP

03DC; 03DD; MAP

03DE; 03DF; MAP

03E0; 03E1; MAP

03E2; 03E3; MAP

03E4; 03E5; MAP

03E6; 03E7; MAP

03E8; 03E9; MAP

03EA; 03EB; MAP

03EC; 03ED; MAP

03EE; 03EF; MAP

03F0; 03BA; MAP

03F1; 03C1; MAP

03F2; 03C3; MAP

03F4; 03B8; MAP

03F5; 03B5; MAP

0400; 0450; MAP

0401; 0451; MAP

0402; 0452; MAP

0403; 0453; MAP

0404; 0454; MAP

0405; 0455; MAP

0406; 0456; MAP

0407; 0457; MAP

0408; 0458; MAP

0409; 0459; MAP

040A; 045A; MAP

040B; 045B; MAP

040C; 045C; MAP

040D; 045D; MAP

040E; 045E; MAP

040F; 045F; MAP

0410; 0430; MAP

0411; 0431; MAP

0412; 0432; MAP

0413; 0433; MAP

0414; 0434; MAP

0415; 0435; MAP

0416; 0436; MAP

0417; 0437; MAP

0418; 0438; MAP

0419; 0439; MAP

041A; 043A; MAP

041B; 043B; MAP

041C; 043C; MAP

041D; 043D; MAP

041E; 043E; MAP

041F; 043F; MAP
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0420; 0440; MAP

0421; 0441; MAP

0422; 0442; MAP

0423; 0443; MAP

0424; 0444;

 MAP

0425; 0445; MAP

0426; 0446; MAP

0427; 0447; MAP

0428; 0448; MAP

0429; 0449; MAP

042A; 044A; MAP

042B; 044B; MAP

042C; 044C; MAP

042D; 044D; MAP

042E; 044E; MAP

042F; 044F; MAP

0460; 0461; MAP

0462; 0463; MAP

0464; 0465; MAP

0466; 0467; MAP

0468; 0469; MAP

046A; 046B; MAP

046C; 046D; MAP

046E; 046F; MAP

0470; 0471; MAP

0472; 0473; MAP

0474; 0475; MAP

0476; 0477; MAP

0478; 0479; MAP

047A; 047B; MAP

047C; 047D; MAP

047E; 047F; MAP

0480; 0481; MAP

048A; 048B; MAP

048C; 048D; MAP

048E; 048F; MAP

0490; 0491; MAP

0492; 0493; MAP

0494; 0495; MAP

0496; 0497; MAP

0498; 0499; MAP

049A; 049B; MAP

049C; 049D; MAP

049E; 049F; MAP

04A0; 04A1; MAP

04A2; 04A3; MAP

04A4; 04A5; MAP
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04A6; 04A7; MAP

04A8; 04A9; MAP

04AA; 04AB; MAP

04AC; 04AD; MAP

04AE; 04AF; MAP

04B0; 04B1; MAP

04B2; 04B3; MAP

04B4; 04B5; MAP

04B6; 04B7; MAP

04B8; 04B9; MAP

04BA; 04BB; MAP

04BC; 04BD; MAP

04BE; 04BF; MAP

04C1; 04C2; MAP

04C3; 04C4; MAP

04C5; 04C6; MAP

04C7; 04C8; MAP

04C9; 04CA; MAP

04CB; 04CC; MAP

04CD; 04CE; MAP

04D0;

 04D1; MAP

04D2; 04D3; MAP

04D4; 04D5; MAP

04D6; 04D7; MAP

04D8; 04D9; MAP

04DA; 04DB; MAP

04DC; 04DD; MAP

04DE; 04DF; MAP

04E0; 04E1; MAP

04E2; 04E3; MAP

04E4; 04E5; MAP

04E6; 04E7; MAP

04E8; 04E9; MAP

04EA; 04EB; MAP

04EC; 04ED; MAP

04EE; 04EF; MAP

04F0; 04F1; MAP

04F2; 04F3; MAP

04F4; 04F5; MAP

04F8; 04F9; MAP

0500; 0501; MAP

0502; 0503; MAP

0504; 0505; MAP

0506; 0507; MAP

0508; 0509; MAP

050A; 050B; MAP

050C; 050D; MAP
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050E; 050F; MAP

0531; 0561; MAP

0532; 0562; MAP

0533; 0563; MAP

0534; 0564; MAP

0535; 0565; MAP

0536; 0566; MAP

0537; 0567; MAP

0538; 0568; MAP

0539; 0569; MAP

053A; 056A; MAP

053B; 056B; MAP

053C; 056C; MAP

053D; 056D; MAP

053E; 056E; MAP

053F; 056F; MAP

0540; 0570; MAP

0541; 0571; MAP

0542; 0572; MAP

0543; 0573; MAP

0544; 0574; MAP

0545; 0575; MAP

0546; 0576; MAP

0547; 0577; MAP

0548; 0578; MAP

0549; 0579; MAP

054A; 057A; MAP

054B; 057B; MAP

054C; 057C; MAP

054D; 057D; MAP

054E; 057E; MAP

054F; 057F; MAP

0550; 0580; MAP

0551; 0581; MAP

0552; 0582; MAP

0553; 0583;

 MAP

0554; 0584; MAP

0555; 0585; MAP

0556; 0586; MAP

0587; 0565 0582; MAP

1E00; 1E01; MAP

1E02; 1E03; MAP

1E04; 1E05; MAP

1E06; 1E07; MAP

1E08; 1E09; MAP

1E0A; 1E0B; MAP

1E0C; 1E0D; MAP
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1E0E; 1E0F; MAP

1E10; 1E11; MAP

1E12; 1E13; MAP

1E14; 1E15; MAP

1E16; 1E17; MAP

1E18; 1E19; MAP

1E1A; 1E1B; MAP

1E1C; 1E1D; MAP

1E1E; 1E1F; MAP

1E20; 1E21; MAP

1E22; 1E23; MAP

1E24; 1E25; MAP

1E26; 1E27; MAP

1E28; 1E29; MAP

1E2A; 1E2B; MAP

1E2C; 1E2D; MAP

1E2E; 1E2F; MAP

1E30; 1E31; MAP

1E32; 1E33; MAP

1E34; 1E35; MAP

1E36; 1E37; MAP

1E38; 1E39; MAP

1E3A; 1E3B; MAP

1E3C; 1E3D; MAP

1E3E; 1E3F; MAP

1E40; 1E41; MAP

1E42; 1E43; MAP

1E44; 1E45; MAP

1E46; 1E47; MAP

1E48; 1E49; MAP

1E4A; 1E4B; MAP

1E4C; 1E4D; MAP

1E4E; 1E4F; MAP

1E50; 1E51; MAP

1E52; 1E53; MAP

1E54; 1E55; MAP

1E56; 1E57; MAP

1E58; 1E59; MAP

1E5A; 1E5B; MAP

1E5C; 1E5D; MAP

1E5E; 1E5F; MAP

1E60; 1E61; MAP

1E62; 1E63; MAP

1E64; 1E65; MAP

1E66; 1E67; MAP

1E68; 1E69; MAP

1E6A; 1E6B; MAP

1E6C; 1E6D; MAP
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1E6E; 1E6F; MAP

1E70; 1E71; MAP

1E72; 1E73; MAP

1E74;

 1E75; MAP

1E76; 1E77; MAP

1E78; 1E79; MAP

1E7A; 1E7B; MAP

1E7C; 1E7D; MAP

1E7E; 1E7F; MAP

1E80; 1E81; MAP

1E82; 1E83; MAP

1E84; 1E85; MAP

1E86; 1E87; MAP

1E88; 1E89; MAP

1E8A; 1E8B; MAP

1E8C; 1E8D; MAP

1E8E; 1E8F; MAP

1E90; 1E91; MAP

1E92; 1E93; MAP

1E94; 1E95; MAP

1E96; 0068 0331; MAP

1E97; 0074 0308; MAP

1E98; 0077 030A; MAP

1E99; 0079 030A; MAP

1E9A; 0061 02BE; MAP

1E9B; 1E61; MAP

1EA0; 1EA1; MAP

1EA2; 1EA3; MAP

1EA4; 1EA5; MAP

1EA6; 1EA7; MAP

1EA8; 1EA9; MAP

1EAA; 1EAB; MAP

1EAC; 1EAD; MAP

1EAE; 1EAF; MAP

1EB0; 1EB1; MAP

1EB2; 1EB3; MAP

1EB4; 1EB5; MAP

1EB6; 1EB7; MAP

1EB8; 1EB9; MAP

1EBA; 1EBB; MAP

1EBC; 1EBD; MAP

1EBE; 1EBF; MAP

1EC0; 1EC1; MAP

1EC2; 1EC3; MAP

1EC4; 1EC5; MAP

1EC6; 1EC7; MAP

1EC8; 1EC9; MAP
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1ECA; 1ECB; MAP

1ECC; 1ECD; MAP

1ECE; 1ECF; MAP

1ED0; 1ED1; MAP

1ED2; 1ED3; MAP

1ED4; 1ED5; MAP

1ED6; 1ED7; MAP

1ED8; 1ED9; MAP

1EDA; 1EDB; MAP

1EDC; 1EDD; MAP

1EDE; 1EDF; MAP

1EE0; 1EE1; MAP

1EE2; 1EE3; MAP

1EE4; 1EE5; MAP

1EE6; 1EE7; MAP

1EE8; 1EE9; MAP

1EEA; 1EEB; MAP

1EEC;

 1EED; MAP

1EEE; 1EEF; MAP

1EF0; 1EF1; MAP

1EF2; 1EF3; MAP

1EF4; 1EF5; MAP

1EF6; 1EF7; MAP

1EF8; 1EF9; MAP

1F08; 1F00; MAP

1F09; 1F01; MAP

1F0A; 1F02; MAP

1F0B; 1F03; MAP

1F0C; 1F04; MAP

1F0D; 1F05; MAP

1F0E; 1F06; MAP

1F0F; 1F07; MAP

1F18; 1F10; MAP

1F19; 1F11; MAP

1F1A; 1F12; MAP

1F1B; 1F13; MAP

1F1C; 1F14; MAP

1F1D; 1F15; MAP

1F28; 1F20; MAP

1F29; 1F21; MAP

1F2A; 1F22; MAP

1F2B; 1F23; MAP

1F2C; 1F24; MAP

1F2D; 1F25; MAP

1F2E; 1F26; MAP

1F2F; 1F27; MAP

1F38; 1F30; MAP
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1F39; 1F31; MAP

1F3A; 1F32; MAP

1F3B; 1F33; MAP

1F3C; 1F34; MAP

1F3D; 1F35; MAP

1F3E; 1F36; MAP

1F3F; 1F37; MAP

1F48; 1F40; MAP

1F49; 1F41; MAP

1F4A; 1F42; MAP

1F4B; 1F43; MAP

1F4C; 1F44; MAP

1F4D; 1F45; MAP

1F50; 03C5 0313; MAP

1F52; 03C5 0313 0300; MAP

1F54; 03C5 0313 0301; MAP

1F56; 03C5 0313 0342; MAP

1F59; 1F51; MAP

1F5B; 1F53; MAP

1F5D; 1F55; MAP

1F5F; 1F57; MAP

1F68; 1F60; MAP

1F69; 1F61; MAP

1F6A; 1F62; MAP

1F6B; 1F63; MAP

1F6C; 1F64; MAP

1F6D; 1F65; MAP

1F6E; 1F66; MAP

1F6F; 1F67; MAP

1F80; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F81;

 1F01 03B9; MAP

1F82; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F83; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F84; 1F04 03B9; MAP

1F85; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F86; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F87; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F88; 1F00 03B9; MAP

1F89; 1F01 03B9; MAP

1F8A; 1F02 03B9; MAP

1F8B; 1F03 03B9; MAP

1F8C; 1F04 03B9; MAP

1F8D; 1F05 03B9; MAP

1F8E; 1F06 03B9; MAP

1F8F; 1F07 03B9; MAP

1F90; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F91; 1F21 03B9; MAP
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1F92; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F93; 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F94; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F95; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F96; 1F26 03B9; MAP

1F97; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1F98; 1F20 03B9; MAP

1F99; 1F21 03B9; MAP

1F9A; 1F22 03B9; MAP

1F9B; 1F23 03B9; MAP

1F9C; 1F24 03B9; MAP

1F9D; 1F25 03B9; MAP

1F9E; 1F26 03B9; MAP

1F9F; 1F27 03B9; MAP

1FA0; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA1; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FA2; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FA3; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FA4; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FA5; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FA6; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FA7; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FA8; 1F60 03B9; MAP

1FA9; 1F61 03B9; MAP

1FAA; 1F62 03B9; MAP

1FAB; 1F63 03B9; MAP

1FAC; 1F64 03B9; MAP

1FAD; 1F65 03B9; MAP

1FAE; 1F66 03B9; MAP

1FAF; 1F67 03B9; MAP

1FB2; 1F70

 03B9; MAP

1FB3; 03B1 03B9; MAP

1FB4; 03AC 03B9; MAP

1FB6; 03B1 0342; MAP

1FB7; 03B1 0342 03B9; MAP

1FB8; 1FB0; MAP

1FB9; 1FB1; MAP

1FBA; 1F70; MAP

1FBB; 1F71; MAP

1FBC; 03B1 03B9; MAP

1FBE; 03B9; MAP

1FC2; 1F74 03B9; MAP

1FC3; 03B7 03B9; MAP

1FC4; 03AE 03B9; MAP

1FC6; 03B7 0342; MAP

1FC7; 03B7 0342 03B9; MAP

1FC8; 1F72; MAP
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1FC9; 1F73; MAP

1FCA; 1F74; MAP

1FCB; 1F75; MAP

1FCC; 03B7 03B9; MAP

1FD2; 03B9 0308 0300; MAP

1FD3; 03B9 0308 0301; MAP

1FD6; 03B9 0342; MAP

1FD7; 03B9 0308 0342; MAP

1FD8; 1FD0; MAP

1FD9; 1FD1; MAP

1FDA; 1F76; MAP

1FDB; 1F77; MAP

1FE2; 03C5 0308 0300; MAP

1FE3; 03C5 0308 0301; MAP

1FE4; 03C1 0313; MAP

1FE6; 03C5 0342; MAP

1FE7; 03C5 0308 0342; MAP

1FE8; 1FE0; MAP

1FE9; 1FE1; MAP

1FEA; 1F7A; MAP

1FEB; 1F7B; MAP

1FEC; 1FE5; MAP

1FF2; 1F7C 03B9; MAP

1FF3; 03C9 03B9; MAP

1FF4; 03CE 03B9; MAP

1FF6; 03C9 0342; MAP

1FF7; 03C9 0342 03B9; MAP

1FF8; 1F78; MAP

1FF9; 1F79; MAP

1FFA; 1F7C; MAP

1FFB; 1F7D; MAP

1FFC; 03C9 03B9; MAP

20A8; 0072 0073; MAP

2102; 0063; MAP

2103; 00B0

 0063; MAP

2107; 025B; MAP

2109; 00B0 0066; MAP

210B; 0068; MAP

210C; 0068; MAP

210D; 0068; MAP

2110; 0069; MAP

2111; 0069; MAP

2112; 006C; MAP

2115; 006E; MAP

2116; 006E 006F; MAP

2119; 0070; MAP

211A; 0071; MAP
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211B; 0072; MAP

211C; 0072; MAP

211D; 0072; MAP

2120; 0073 006D; MAP

2121; 0074 0065 006C; MAP

2122; 0074 006D; MAP

2124; 007A; MAP

2126; 03C9; MAP

2128; 007A; MAP

212A; 006B; MAP

212B; 00E5; MAP

212C; 0062; MAP

212D; 0063; MAP

2130; 0065; MAP

2131; 0066; MAP

2133; 006D; MAP

213E; 03B3; MAP

213F; 03C0; MAP

2145; 0064; MAP

2160; 2170; MAP

2161; 2171; MAP

2162; 2172; MAP

2163; 2173; MAP

2164; 2174; MAP

2165; 2175; MAP

2166; 2176; MAP

2167; 2177; MAP

2168; 2178; MAP

2169; 2179; MAP

216A; 217A; MAP

216B; 217B; MAP

216C; 217C; MAP

216D; 217D; MAP

216E; 217E; MAP

216F; 217F; MAP

24B6; 24D0; MAP

24B7; 24D1; MAP

24B8; 24D2; MAP

24B9; 24D3; MAP

24BA; 24D4; MAP

24BB; 24D5; MAP

24BC; 24D6; MAP

24BD; 24D7; MAP

24BE; 24D8; MAP

24BF; 24D9; MAP

24C0; 24DA; MAP

24C1; 24DB; MAP

24C2; 24DC; MAP
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24C3;

 24DD; MAP

24C4; 24DE; MAP

24C5; 24DF; MAP

24C6; 24E0; MAP

24C7; 24E1; MAP

24C8; 24E2; MAP

24C9; 24E3; MAP

24CA; 24E4; MAP

24CB; 24E5; MAP

24CC; 24E6; MAP

24CD; 24E7; MAP

24CE; 24E8; MAP

24CF; 24E9; MAP

3371; 0068 0070 0061; MAP

3373; 0061 0075; MAP

3375; 006F 0076; MAP

3380; 0070 0061; MAP

3381; 006E 0061; MAP

3382; 03BC 0061; MAP

3383; 006D 0061; MAP

3384; 006B 0061; MAP

3385; 006B 0062; MAP

3386; 006D 0062; MAP

3387; 0067 0062; MAP

338A; 0070 0066; MAP

338B; 006E 0066; MAP

338C; 03BC 0066; MAP

3390; 0068 007A; MAP

3391; 006B 0068 007A; MAP

3392; 006D 0068 007A; MAP

3393; 0067 0068 007A; MAP

3394; 0074 0068 007A; MAP

33A9; 0070 0061; MAP

33AA; 006B 0070 0061; MAP

33AB; 006D 0070 0061; MAP

33AC; 0067 0070 0061; MAP

33B4; 0070 0076; MAP

33B5; 006E 0076; MAP

33B6; 03BC 0076; MAP

33B7; 006D 0076; MAP

33B8; 006B 0076; MAP

33B9; 006D 0076; MAP

33BA; 0070 0077; MAP

33BB; 006E 0077; MAP

33BC; 03BC 0077; MAP

33BD; 006D 0077; MAP

33BE; 006B 0077; MAP
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33BF; 006D 0077; MAP

33C0; 006B 03C9;

 MAP

33C1; 006D 03C9; MAP

33C3; 0062 0071; MAP

33C6; 0063 2215 006B 0067; MAP

33C7; 0063 006F 002E; MAP

33C8; 0064 0062; MAP

33C9; 0067 0079; MAP

33CB; 0068 0070; MAP

33CD; 006B 006B; MAP

33CE; 006B 006D; MAP

33D7; 0070 0068; MAP

33D9; 0070 0070 006D; MAP

33DA; 0070 0072; MAP

33DC; 0073 0076; MAP

33DD; 0077 0062; MAP

FB00; 0066 0066; MAP

FB01; 0066 0069; MAP

FB02; 0066 006C; MAP

FB03; 0066 0066 0069; MAP

FB04; 0066 0066 006C; MAP

FB05; 0073 0074; MAP

FB06; 0073 0074; MAP

FB13; 0574 0576; MAP

FB14; 0574 0565; MAP

FB15; 0574 056B; MAP

FB16; 057E 0576; MAP

FB17; 0574 056D; MAP

FF21; FF41; MAP

FF22; FF42; MAP

FF23; FF43; MAP

FF24; FF44; MAP

FF25; FF45; MAP

FF26; FF46; MAP

FF27; FF47; MAP

FF28; FF48; MAP

FF29; FF49; MAP

FF2A; FF4A; MAP

FF2B; FF4B; MAP

FF2C; FF4C; MAP

FF2D; FF4D; MAP

FF2E; FF4E; MAP

FF2F; FF4F; MAP

FF30; FF50; MAP

FF31; FF51; MAP

FF32; FF52; MAP

FF33; FF53; MAP
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FF34; FF54; MAP

FF35; FF55; MAP

FF36; FF56; MAP

FF37; FF57; MAP

FF38; FF58; MAP

FF39; FF59; MAP

FF3A; FF5A; MAP

10400;

 10428; MAP

10401; 10429; MAP

10402; 1042A; MAP

10403; 1042B; MAP

10404; 1042C; MAP

10405; 1042D; MAP

10406; 1042E; MAP

10407; 1042F; MAP

10408; 10430; MAP

10409; 10431; MAP

1040A; 10432; MAP

1040B; 10433; MAP

1040C; 10434; MAP

1040D; 10435; MAP

1040E; 10436; MAP

1040F; 10437; MAP

10410; 10438; MAP

10411; 10439; MAP

10412; 1043A; MAP

10413; 1043B; MAP

10414; 1043C; MAP

10415; 1043D; MAP

10416; 1043E; MAP

10417; 1043F; MAP

10418; 10440; MAP

10419; 10441; MAP

1041A; 10442; MAP

1041B; 10443; MAP

1041C; 10444; MAP

1041D; 10445; MAP

1041E; 10446; MAP

1041F; 10447; MAP

10420; 10448; MAP

10421; 10449; MAP

10422; 1044A; MAP

10423; 1044B; MAP

10424; 1044C; MAP

10425; 1044D; MAP

1D400; 0061; MAP

1D401; 0062; MAP
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1D402; 0063; MAP

1D403; 0064; MAP

1D404; 0065; MAP

1D405; 0066; MAP

1D406; 0067; MAP

1D407; 0068; MAP

1D408; 0069; MAP

1D409; 006A; MAP

1D40A; 006B; MAP

1D40B; 006C; MAP

1D40C; 006D; MAP

1D40D; 006E; MAP

1D40E; 006F; MAP

1D40F; 0070; MAP

1D410; 0071; MAP

1D411; 0072; MAP

1D412; 0073;

 MAP

1D413; 0074; MAP

1D414; 0075; MAP

1D415; 0076; MAP

1D416; 0077; MAP

1D417; 0078; MAP

1D418; 0079; MAP

1D419; 007A; MAP

1D434; 0061; MAP

1D435; 0062; MAP

1D436; 0063; MAP

1D437; 0064; MAP

1D438; 0065; MAP

1D439; 0066; MAP

1D43A; 0067; MAP

1D43B; 0068; MAP

1D43C; 0069; MAP

1D43D; 006A; MAP

1D43E; 006B; MAP

1D43F; 006C; MAP

1D440; 006D; MAP

1D441; 006E; MAP

1D442; 006F; MAP

1D443; 0070; MAP

1D444; 0071; MAP

1D445; 0072; MAP

1D446; 0073; MAP

1D447; 0074; MAP

1D448; 0075; MAP

1D449; 0076; MAP

1D44A; 0077; MAP
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1D44B; 0078; MAP

1D44C; 0079; MAP

1D44D; 007A; MAP

1D468; 0061; MAP

1D469; 0062; MAP

1D46A; 0063; MAP

1D46B; 0064; MAP

1D46C; 0065; MAP

1D46D; 0066; MAP

1D46E; 0067; MAP

1D46F; 0068; MAP

1D470; 0069; MAP

1D471; 006A; MAP

1D472; 006B; MAP

1D473; 006C; MAP

1D474; 006D; MAP

1D475; 006E; MAP

1D476; 006F; MAP

1D477; 0070; MAP

1D478; 0071; MAP

1D479; 0072; MAP

1D47A; 0073; MAP

1D47B; 0074; MAP

1D47C; 0075; MAP

1D47D; 0076; MAP

1D47E; 0077; MAP

1D47F; 0078; MAP

1D480; 0079; MAP

1D481; 007A;

 MAP

1D49C; 0061; MAP

1D49E; 0063; MAP

1D49F; 0064; MAP

1D4A2; 0067; MAP

1D4A5; 006A; MAP

1D4A6; 006B; MAP

1D4A9; 006E; MAP

1D4AA; 006F; MAP

1D4AB; 0070; MAP

1D4AC; 0071; MAP

1D4AE; 0073; MAP

1D4AF; 0074; MAP

1D4B0; 0075; MAP

1D4B1; 0076; MAP

1D4B2; 0077; MAP

1D4B3; 0078; MAP

1D4B4; 0079; MAP

1D4B5; 007A; MAP
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1D4D0; 0061; MAP

1D4D1; 0062; MAP

1D4D2; 0063; MAP

1D4D3; 0064; MAP

1D4D4; 0065; MAP

1D4D5; 0066; MAP

1D4D6; 0067; MAP

1D4D7; 0068; MAP

1D4D8; 0069; MAP

1D4D9; 006A; MAP

1D4DA; 006B; MAP

1D4DB; 006C; MAP

1D4DC; 006D; MAP

1D4DD; 006E; MAP

1D4DE; 006F; MAP

1D4DF; 0070; MAP

1D4E0; 0071; MAP

1D4E1; 0072; MAP

1D4E2; 0073; MAP

1D4E3; 0074; MAP

1D4E4; 0075; MAP

1D4E5; 0076; MAP

1D4E6; 0077; MAP

1D4E7; 0078; MAP

1D4E8; 0079; MAP

1D4E9; 007A; MAP

1D504; 0061; MAP

1D505; 0062; MAP

1D507; 0064; MAP

1D508; 0065; MAP

1D509; 0066; MAP

1D50A; 0067; MAP

1D50D; 006A; MAP

1D50E; 006B; MAP

1D50F; 006C; MAP

1D510; 006D; MAP

1D511; 006E; MAP

1D512; 006F; MAP

1D513; 0070; MAP

1D514; 0071; MAP

1D516;

 0073; MAP

1D517; 0074; MAP

1D518; 0075; MAP

1D519; 0076; MAP

1D51A; 0077; MAP

1D51B; 0078; MAP

1D51C; 0079; MAP
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1D538; 0061; MAP

1D539; 0062; MAP

1D53B; 0064; MAP

1D53C; 0065; MAP

1D53D; 0066; MAP

1D53E; 0067; MAP

1D540; 0069; MAP

1D541; 006A; MAP

1D542; 006B; MAP

1D543; 006C; MAP

1D544; 006D; MAP

1D546; 006F; MAP

1D54A; 0073; MAP

1D54B; 0074; MAP

1D54C; 0075; MAP

1D54D; 0076; MAP

1D54E; 0077; MAP

1D54F; 0078; MAP

1D550; 0079; MAP

1D56C; 0061; MAP

1D56D; 0062; MAP

1D56E; 0063; MAP

1D56F; 0064; MAP

1D570; 0065; MAP

1D571; 0066; MAP

1D572; 0067; MAP

1D573; 0068; MAP

1D574; 0069; MAP

1D575; 006A; MAP

1D576; 006B; MAP

1D577; 006C; MAP

1D578; 006D; MAP

1D579; 006E; MAP

1D57A; 006F; MAP

1D57B; 0070; MAP

1D57C; 0071; MAP

1D57D; 0072; MAP

1D57E; 0073; MAP

1D57F; 0074; MAP

1D580; 0075; MAP

1D581; 0076; MAP

1D582; 0077; MAP

1D583; 0078; MAP

1D584; 0079; MAP

1D585; 007A; MAP

1D5A0; 0061; MAP

1D5A1; 0062; MAP

1D5A2; 0063; MAP
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1D5A3; 0064; MAP

1D5A4; 0065; MAP

1D5A5; 0066; MAP

1D5A6; 0067; MAP

1D5A7;

 0068; MAP

1D5A8; 0069; MAP

1D5A9; 006A; MAP

1D5AA; 006B; MAP

1D5AB; 006C; MAP

1D5AC; 006D; MAP

1D5AD; 006E; MAP

1D5AE; 006F; MAP

1D5AF; 0070; MAP

1D5B0; 0071; MAP

1D5B1; 0072; MAP

1D5B2; 0073; MAP

1D5B3; 0074; MAP

1D5B4; 0075; MAP

1D5B5; 0076; MAP

1D5B6; 0077; MAP

1D5B7; 0078; MAP

1D5B8; 0079; MAP

1D5B9; 007A; MAP

1D5D4; 0061; MAP

1D5D5; 0062; MAP

1D5D6; 0063; MAP

1D5D7; 0064; MAP

1D5D8; 0065; MAP

1D5D9; 0066; MAP

1D5DA; 0067; MAP

1D5DB; 0068; MAP

1D5DC; 0069; MAP

1D5DD; 006A; MAP

1D5DE; 006B; MAP

1D5DF; 006C; MAP

1D5E0; 006D; MAP

1D5E1; 006E; MAP

1D5E2; 006F; MAP

1D5E3; 0070; MAP

1D5E4; 0071; MAP

1D5E5; 0072; MAP

1D5E6; 0073; MAP

1D5E7; 0074; MAP

1D5E8; 0075; MAP

1D5E9; 0076; MAP

1D5EA; 0077; MAP

1D5EB; 0078; MAP
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1D5EC; 0079; MAP

1D5ED; 007A; MAP

1D608; 0061; MAP

1D609; 0062; MAP

1D60A; 0063; MAP

1D60B; 0064; MAP

1D60C; 0065; MAP

1D60D; 0066; MAP

1D60E; 0067; MAP

1D60F; 0068; MAP

1D610; 0069; MAP

1D611; 006A; MAP

1D612; 006B; MAP

1D613; 006C; MAP

1D614; 006D; MAP

1D615; 006E; MAP

1D616;

 006F; MAP

1D617; 0070; MAP

1D618; 0071; MAP

1D619; 0072; MAP

1D61A; 0073; MAP

1D61B; 0074; MAP

1D61C; 0075; MAP

1D61D; 0076; MAP

1D61E; 0077; MAP

1D61F; 0078; MAP

1D620; 0079; MAP

1D621; 007A; MAP

1D63C; 0061; MAP

1D63D; 0062; MAP

1D63E; 0063; MAP

1D63F; 0064; MAP

1D640; 0065; MAP

1D641; 0066; MAP

1D642; 0067; MAP

1D643; 0068; MAP

1D644; 0069; MAP

1D645; 006A; MAP

1D646; 006B; MAP

1D647; 006C; MAP

1D648; 006D; MAP

1D649; 006E; MAP

1D64A; 006F; MAP

1D64B; 0070; MAP

1D64C; 0071; MAP

1D64D; 0072; MAP

1D64E; 0073; MAP
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1D64F; 0074; MAP

1D650; 0075; MAP

1D651; 0076; MAP

1D652; 0077; MAP

1D653; 0078; MAP

1D654; 0079; MAP

1D655; 007A; MAP

1D670; 0061; MAP

1D671; 0062; MAP

1D672; 0063; MAP

1D673; 0064; MAP

1D674; 0065; MAP

1D675; 0066; MAP

1D676; 0067; MAP

1D677; 0068; MAP

1D678; 0069; MAP

1D679; 006A; MAP

1D67A; 006B; MAP

1D67B; 006C; MAP

1D67C; 006D; MAP

1D67D; 006E; MAP

1D67E; 006F; MAP

1D67F; 0070; MAP

1D680; 0071; MAP

1D681; 0072; MAP

1D682; 0073; MAP

1D683; 0074; MAP

1D684; 0075; MAP

1D685;

 0076; MAP

1D686; 0077; MAP

1D687; 0078; MAP

1D688; 0079; MAP

1D689; 007A; MAP

1D6A8; 03B1; MAP

1D6A9; 03B2; MAP

1D6AA; 03B3; MAP

1D6AB; 03B4; MAP

1D6AC; 03B5; MAP

1D6AD; 03B6; MAP

1D6AE; 03B7; MAP

1D6AF; 03B8; MAP

1D6B0; 03B9; MAP

1D6B1; 03BA; MAP

1D6B2; 03BB; MAP

1D6B3; 03BC; MAP

1D6B4; 03BD; MAP

1D6B5; 03BE; MAP
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1D6B6; 03BF; MAP

1D6B7; 03C0; MAP

1D6B8; 03C1; MAP

1D6B9; 03B8; MAP

1D6BA; 03C3; MAP

1D6BB; 03C4; MAP

1D6BC; 03C5; MAP

1D6BD; 03C6; MAP

1D6BE; 03C7; MAP

1D6BF; 03C8; MAP

1D6C0; 03C9; MAP

1D6D3; 03C3; MAP

1D6E2; 03B1; MAP

1D6E3; 03B2; MAP

1D6E4; 03B3; MAP

1D6E5; 03B4; MAP

1D6E6; 03B5; MAP

1D6E7; 03B6; MAP

1D6E8; 03B7; MAP

1D6E9; 03B8; MAP

1D6EA; 03B9; MAP

1D6EB; 03BA; MAP

1D6EC; 03BB; MAP

1D6ED; 03BC; MAP

1D6EE; 03BD; MAP

1D6EF; 03BE; MAP

1D6F0; 03BF; MAP

1D6F1; 03C0; MAP

1D6F2; 03C1; MAP

1D6F3; 03B8; MAP

1D6F4; 03C3; MAP

1D6F5; 03C4; MAP

1D6F6; 03C5; MAP

1D6F7; 03C6; MAP

1D6F8; 03C7; MAP

1D6F9; 03C8; MAP

1D6FA; 03C9; MAP

1D70D; 03C3; MAP

1D71C; 03B1; MAP

1D71D; 03B2;

 MAP

1D71E; 03B3; MAP

1D71F; 03B4; MAP

1D720; 03B5; MAP

1D721; 03B6; MAP

1D722; 03B7; MAP

1D723; 03B8; MAP

1D724; 03B9; MAP
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1D725; 03BA; MAP

1D726; 03BB; MAP

1D727; 03BC; MAP

1D728; 03BD; MAP

1D729; 03BE; MAP

1D72A; 03BF; MAP

1D72B; 03C0; MAP

1D72C; 03C1; MAP

1D72D; 03B8; MAP

1D72E; 03C3; MAP

1D72F; 03C4; MAP

1D730; 03C5; MAP

1D731; 03C6; MAP

1D732; 03C7; MAP

1D733; 03C8; MAP

1D734; 03C9; MAP

1D747; 03C3; MAP

1D756; 03B1; MAP

1D757; 03B2; MAP

1D758; 03B3; MAP

1D759; 03B4; MAP

1D75A; 03B5; MAP

1D75B; 03B6; MAP

1D75C; 03B7; MAP

1D75D; 03B8; MAP

1D75E; 03B9; MAP

1D75F; 03BA; MAP

1D760; 03BB; MAP

1D761; 03BC; MAP

1D762; 03BD; MAP

1D763; 03BE; MAP

1D764; 03BF; MAP

1D765; 03C0; MAP

1D766; 03C1; MAP

1D767; 03B8; MAP

1D768; 03C3; MAP

1D769; 03C4; MAP

1D76A; 03C5; MAP

1D76B; 03C6; MAP

1D76C; 03C7; MAP

1D76D; 03C8; MAP

1D76E; 03C9; MAP

1D781; 03C3; MAP

1D790; 03B1; MAP

1D791; 03B2; MAP

1D792; 03B3; MAP

1D793; 03B4; MAP

1D794; 03B5; MAP
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1D795; 03B6; MAP

1D796; 03B7; MAP

1D797; 03B8; MAP

1D798; 03B9;

 MAP

1D799; 03BA; MAP

1D79A; 03BB; MAP

1D79B; 03BC; MAP

1D79C; 03BD; MAP

1D79D; 03BE; MAP

1D79E; 03BF; MAP

1D79F; 03C0; MAP

1D7A0; 03C1; MAP

1D7A1; 03B8; MAP

1D7A2; 03C3; MAP

1D7A3; 03C4; MAP

1D7A4; 03C5; MAP

1D7A5; 03C6; MAP

1D7A6; 03C7; MAP

1D7A7; 03C8; MAP

1D7A8; 03C9; MAP

1D7BB; 03C3; MAP

 

# Total code points 1371

 

# code points from      Table C.1.1

 

0020; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2

 

00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED

2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED

2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED
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205F; ; PROHIBITED

3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED

007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E;

 ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30

 

# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF; ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED
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3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from 

     Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5

 

# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED
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202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

# Additional prohibitions from XMPP Nodeprep profile (rfc3920.txt)

 

0022; ; PROHIBITED

0026; ; PROHIBITED

0027; ; PROHIBITED

002F; ; PROHIBITED

003A; ; PROHIBITED

003C; ; PROHIBITED

003E; ; PROHIBITED

0040; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points

 8

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc3920node.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B01394.RPMAP100 and 139434B0.TPMAP100
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#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-5012_P100-1999"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-5012_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0
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<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0
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<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0
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<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0
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<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00D7> \xAA |0

<U00F7> \xBA |0

<U05D0> \xE0 |0

<U05D1> \xE1 |0

<U05D2> \xE2 |0

<U05D3>

 \xE3 |0

<U05D4> \xE4 |0

<U05D5> \xE5 |0

<U05D6> \xE6 |0

<U05D7> \xE7 |0

<U05D8> \xE8 |0

<U05D9> \xE9 |0

<U05DA> \xEA |0

<U05DB> \xEB |0

<U05DC> \xEC |0

<U05DD> \xED |0

<U05DE> \xEE |0

<U05DF> \xEF |0

<U05E0> \xF0 |0

<U05E1> \xF1 |0

<U05E2> \xF2 |0

<U05E3> \xF3 |0

<U05E4> \xF4 |0

<U05E5> \xF5 |0

<U05E6> \xF6 |0

<U05E7> \xF7 |0

<U05E8> \xF8 |0

<U05E9> \xF9 |0

<U05EA> \xFA |0

<U200E> \xFD |0

<U200F> \xFE |0

<U2017> \xDF |0

<U2022> \xB7 |1

<U203E> \xAF |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1
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<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23>

 \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1
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<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-5012_P100-
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1999.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016  International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  file:  line_cj.txt

#

#         Line Breaking Rules

#         Implement default line breaking as defined by

#         Unicode Standard Annex #14 (https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr14/)

#         for Unicode 14.0, with the following modification:

#

#         Boundaries between hyphens and following letters are suppressed when

#         there is a boundary preceding the hyphen. See rule 20.9

#

#         This corresponds to CSS line-break=strict (BCP47 -u-lb-strict).

#         It sets characters of class CJ to behave like NS.

#         It allows breaking before 201C and after 201D, for zh_Hans, zh_Hant, and ja.

 

#

#  Character Classes defined by TR 14.

#

 

!!chain;

!!quoted_literals_only;

 

$AI

 = [:LineBreak =  Ambiguous:];

$AK = [:LineBreak =  Aksara:];

$AL = [:LineBreak =  Alphabetic:];

$AP = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Prebase:];

$AS = [:LineBreak =  Aksara_Start:];

$BA = [:LineBreak =  Break_After:];

$HH = [\u2010];     # \u2010 is HYPHEN, default line break is BA.

$BB = [:LineBreak =  Break_Before:];

$BK = [:LineBreak =  Mandatory_Break:];

$B2 = [:LineBreak =  Break_Both:];

$CB = [:LineBreak =  Contingent_Break:];

$CJ = [:LineBreak =  Conditional_Japanese_Starter:];

$CL = [[:LineBreak =  Close_Punctuation:] \u201d];

# $CM = [:LineBreak =  Combining_Mark:];

$CP = [:LineBreak =  Close_Parenthesis:];

$CR = [:LineBreak =  Carriage_Return:];

$EB = [:LineBreak =  EB:];

$EM = [:LineBreak =  EM:];
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$EX = [:LineBreak =  Exclamation:];

$GL = [:LineBreak =  Glue:];

$HL = [:LineBreak =  Hebrew_Letter:];

$HY = [:LineBreak =  Hyphen:];

$H2 = [:LineBreak =  H2:];

$H3 = [:LineBreak =  H3:];

$ID = [:LineBreak =  Ideographic:];

$IN = [:LineBreak =  Inseperable:];

$IS = [:LineBreak =  Infix_Numeric:];

$JL

 = [:LineBreak =  JL:];

$JV = [:LineBreak =  JV:];

$JT = [:LineBreak =  JT:];

$LF = [:LineBreak =  Line_Feed:];

$NL = [:LineBreak =  Next_Line:];

# NS includes CJ for CSS strict line breaking.

$NS = [[:LineBreak =  Nonstarter:] $CJ];

$NU = [:LineBreak =  Numeric:];

$OP = [[:LineBreak =  Open_Punctuation:] \u201c];

$PO = [:LineBreak =  Postfix_Numeric:];

$PR = [:LineBreak =  Prefix_Numeric:];

$QU = [[:LineBreak =  Quotation:] - [\u201c\u201d]];

$RI = [:LineBreak =  Regional_Indicator:];

$SA = [:LineBreak =  Complex_Context:];

$SG = [:LineBreak =  Surrogate:];

$SP = [:LineBreak =  Space:];

$SY = [:LineBreak =  Break_Symbols:];

$VF = [:LineBreak =  Virama_Final:];

$VI = [:LineBreak =  Virama:];

$WJ = [:LineBreak =  Word_Joiner:];

$XX = [:LineBreak =  Unknown:];

$ZW = [:LineBreak =  ZWSpace:];

$ZWJ = [:LineBreak = ZWJ:];

 

# OP30 and CP30 are variants of OP and CP that appear in-line in rule LB30 from UAX 14,

# without a formal name. Because ICU rules require multiple uses of the

 expressions,

# give them a single definition with a name

 

$OP30 = [$OP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

$CP30 = [$CP - [\p{ea=F}\p{ea=W}\p{ea=H}]];

 

$ExtPictUnassigned = [\p{Extended_Pictographic} & \p{Cn}];

 

# By LB9, a ZWJ also behaves as a CM. Including it in the definition of CM avoids having to explicitly

#         list it in the numerous rules that use CM.

# By LB1, SA characters with general categor of Mn or Mc also resolve to CM.
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$CM = [[:LineBreak = Combining_Mark:] $ZWJ [$SA & [[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

$CMX = [[$CM] - [$ZWJ]];

 

#   Dictionary character set, for triggering language-based break engines. Currently

#   limited to LineBreak=Complex_Context (SA).

 

$dictionary = [$SA];

 

#

#  Rule LB1.  By default, treat AI  (characters with ambiguous east Asian width),

#                               SA  (Dictionary chars, excluding Mn and Mc)

#                               SG  (Unpaired Surrogates)

#                               XX  (Unknown, unassigned)

#                         as $AL 

 (Alphabetic)

#

$ALPlus = [$AL $AI $SG $XX [$SA-[[:Mn:][:Mc:]]]];

 

 

## -------------------------------------------------

 

#

# CAN_CM  is the set of characters that may combine with CM combining chars.

#         Note that Linebreak UAX 14's concept of a combining char and the rules

#         for what they can combine with are _very_ different from the rest of Unicode.

#

#         Note that $CM itself is left out of this set.  If CM is needed as a base

#         it must be listed separately in the rule.

#

$CAN_CM  = [^$SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can   take CMs

$CANT_CM = [ $SP $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $CM];       # Bases that can't take CMs

 

#

# AL_FOLLOW  set of chars that can unconditionally follow an AL

#            Needed in rules where stand-alone $CM s are treated as AL.

#

$AL_FOLLOW      = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW $SP $CL $CP $EX $HL $IS $SY $WJ $GL $OP30 $QU $BA

$HY $NS $IN $NU $PR $PO $ALPlus];

 

 

#

#  Rule LB 4, 5    Mandatory (Hard) breaks.

#

$LB4Breaks    = [$BK $CR

 $LF $NL];

$LB4NonBreaks = [^$BK $CR $LF $NL $CM];

$CR $LF {100};
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#

#  LB 6    Do not break before hard line breaks.

#

$LB4NonBreaks?  $LB4Breaks {100};    # LB 5  do not break before hard breaks.

$CAN_CM $CM*    $LB4Breaks {100};

^$CM+           $LB4Breaks {100};

 

# LB 7         x SP

#              x ZW

$LB4NonBreaks [$SP $ZW];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [$SP $ZW];

^$CM+         [$SP $ZW];

 

#

# LB 8         Break after zero width space

#              ZW SP* ÷

#

$LB8Breaks    = [$LB4Breaks $ZW];

$LB8NonBreaks = [[$LB4NonBreaks] - [$ZW]];

$ZW $SP* / [^$SP $ZW $LB4Breaks];

 

# LB 8a        ZWJ x            Do not break Emoji ZWJ sequences.

#

$ZWJ [^$CM];

 

# LB 9     Combining marks.      X   $CM needs to behave like X, where X is not $SP, $BK $CR $LF $NL

#                                $CM not covered by the above needs to behave like $AL

#                                See definition of $CAN_CM.

 

$CAN_CM $CM+;                   #  Stick together any combining sequences that don't match other rules.

^$CM+;

 

#

#

 LB 11  Do not break before or after WORD JOINER & related characters.

#

$CAN_CM $CM*  $WJ;

$LB8NonBreaks $WJ;

^$CM+         $WJ;

 

$WJ $CM* .;

 

#

# LB 12  Do not break after NBSP and related characters.

#         GL  x

#

$GL $CM* .;
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#

# LB 12a  Do not break before NBSP and related characters ...

#            [^SP BA HY] x GL

#

[[$LB8NonBreaks] - [$SP $BA $HY]] $CM* $GL;

^$CM+ $GL;

 

 

 

 

# LB 13   Don't break before ']' or '!' or '/', even after spaces.

#

$LB8NonBreaks $CL;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CL;

^$CM+         $CL;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $CP;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $CP;

^$CM+         $CP;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $EX;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $EX;

^$CM+         $EX;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

$LB8NonBreaks $SY;

$CAN_CM $CM*  $SY;

^$CM+         $SY;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

#

# LB 14  Do not break after OP, even after spaces

#        Note subtle

 interaction with "SP IS /" rules in LB14a.

#        This rule consumes the SP, chaining happens on the IS, effectivley overriding the  SP IS rules,

#        which is the desired behavior.

#

$OP $CM* $SP* .;

 

$OP $CM* $SP+ $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;    # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

                                  # by rule 8, CM following a SP is stand-alone.

 

 

# LB 15a

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

($OP $CM* $SP+ | [$OP $QU $GL] $CM*) ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;
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# LB 15b

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW

{eof}];

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* [$SP $GL $WJ $CL $QU $CP $EX $IS $SY $BK $CR $LF $NL $ZW {eof}];

 

# Messy interaction: manually chain between LB 15b and LB 15a on Pf Pi.

$LB8NonBreaks

 [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$LB8NonBreaks [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

$CAN_CM $CM*  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ .;

^$CM+  [\p{Pf} & $QU] $CM* ([\p{Pi} & $QU] $CM* $SP*)+ $SP $CM+ $AL_FOLLOW?;

 

 

# LB 15c Force a break before start of a number with a leading decimal pt, e.g. " .23"

#        Note: would be simpler to express as "$SP / $IS $CM* $NU;", but ICU rules have limitations.

#        See issue ICU-20303

 

 

$CanFollowIS = [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $GL $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $QU $BA $HY $NS $ALPlus

$HL $IN];

$SP $IS           / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

$SP $IS $CM* $CMX / [^ $CanFollowIS $NU $CM];

 

#

# LB 15d Do not break before numeric separators (IS), even after spaces.

 

[$LB8NonBreaks - $SP] $IS;

$SP $IS $CM* [$CanFollowIS {eof}];

$SP $IS $CM* $ZWJ [^$CM

 $NU];

 

$CAN_CM $CM*  $IS;

^$CM+         $IS;              # by rule 10, stand-alone CM behaves as AL

 

 

# LB 16

($CL | $CP) $CM* $SP* $NS;

 

# LB 17

$B2 $CM* $SP* $B2;

 

#

# LB 18  Break after spaces.

#
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$LB18NonBreaks = [$LB8NonBreaks - [$SP]];

$LB18Breaks    = [$LB8Breaks $SP];

 

 

# LB 19

#         x QU

$LB18NonBreaks $CM* $QU;

^$CM+               $QU;

 

#         QU  x

$QU $CM* .;

 

# LB 20

#        <break>  $CB

#        $CB   <break>

#

$LB20NonBreaks = [$LB18NonBreaks - $CB];

 

# LB 20.09    Don't break between Hyphens and Letters when there is a break preceding the hyphen.

#             Originally added as a Finnish tailoring, now promoted to default ICU behavior.

#             Note: this is not default UAX-14 behaviour. See issue ICU-8151.

#

^($HY | $HH) $CM* $ALPlus;

 

# LB 21        x   (BA | HY | NS)

#           BB x

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM* ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

 

^$CM+ ($BA | $HY | $NS);

 

$BB $CM* [^$CB];                                  #  $BB  x

$BB $CM* $LB20NonBreaks;

 

# LB 21a Don't

 break after Hebrew + Hyphen

#   HL (HY | BA) x

#

$HL $CM* ($HY | $BA) $CM* [^$CB]?;

 

# LB 21b (forward) Don't break between SY and HL

# (break between HL and SY already disallowed by LB 13 above)

$SY $CM* $HL;

 

# LB 22  Do not break before ellipses

#

$LB20NonBreaks $CM*    $IN;
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^$CM+ $IN;

 

 

# LB 23

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* $NU;

^$CM+  $NU;       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

$NU $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 23a

#

$PR $CM* ($ID | $EB | $EM);

($ID | $EB | $EM) $CM*  $PO;

 

 

#

# LB 24

#

($PR | $PO) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($PR | $PO);

^$CM+ ($PR | $PO);       # Rule 10, any otherwise unattached CM behaves as AL

 

#

# LB 25   Numbers.

#

(($PR | $PO) $CM*)? (($OP | $HY) $CM*)? ($IS $CM*)? $NU ($CM* ($NU | $SY | $IS))*

   ($CM* ($CL | $CP))? ($CM* ($PR | $PO))?;

 

# LB 26  Do not break a Korean syllable

#

$JL $CM* ($JL | $JV | $H2 | $H3);

($JV | $H2) $CM* ($JV | $JT);

($JT | $H3) $CM* $JT;

 

# LB 27  Treat korean Syllable Block the same as ID  (don't break

 it)

($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3) $CM* $PO;

$PR $CM* ($JL | $JV | $JT | $H2 | $H3);

 

 

# LB 28   Do not break between alphabetics

#

($ALPlus | $HL) $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

^$CM+ ($ALPlus | $HL);      # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL

 

#LB 28a  Do not break Orthographic syllables

($AP $CM*)? ($AS | $AK | [] ) ($CM* $VI $CM* ($AK | [] ))* ($CM* $VI | (($CM* ($AS | $AK | [] ) )? $CM*

$VF))?;
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# LB 29

$IS $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL);

 

# LB 30

($ALPlus | $HL | $NU) $CM* $OP30;

^$CM+ $OP30;         # The $CM+ is from rule 10, an unattached CM is treated as AL.

$CP30 $CM* ($ALPlus | $HL | $NU);

 

# LB 30a  Do not break between regional indicators. Break after pairs of them.

#         Tricky interaction with LB8a: ZWJ x .   together with ZWJ acting like a CM.

$RI $CM* $RI                 / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS

$IN $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$CM-$ZWJ] / [[^$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU

$BA $HY $NS $IN

 $CM]];

$RI $CM* $RI $CM* [$BK $CR $LF $NL $SP $ZW $WJ $CL $CP $EX $IS $SY $GL $QU $BA $HY $NS $IN

$ZWJ {eof}];

# note: the preceding rule includes {eof} rather than having the last [set] term qualified with '?'

#       because of the chain-out behavior difference. The rule must chain out only from the [set characters],

#       not from the preceding $RI or $CM, which it would be able to do if the set were optional.

 

# LB30b Do not break between an emoji base (or potential emoji) and an emoji modifier.

$EB $CM* $EM;

$ExtPictUnassigned $CM* $EM;

 

# LB 31 Break everywhere else.

#       Match a single code point if no other rule applies.

.;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/brkitr/rules/line_cj.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 International Business Machines Corporation and others. All rights reserved.

 

See comments on https://unicode-org.atlassian.net/browse/ICU-10750 - this file is needed to emit break iterator rules

properly.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/xml/brkitr/pt.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.
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# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

#####################################################################

# Copyright (c) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

# others. All Rights Reserved.

#####################################################################

 

###################

# This file was generated from RFC 3454 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3454.txt)

# Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

###################

 

###################

# WARNING: This table is generated by filterRFC3454.pl tool with

# options: --sourcedir=. --destdir=out --src-filename=rfc3454.txt --dest-filename=rfc4013.txt --A1 --sasl --C12 --

C21 --C22 --C3 --C4 --C5 --C6 --C7 --C8 --C9 --normalize --check-bidi

###################

 

@normalize;;

@check-bidi;;

 

# This table contains code points from Table A.1 from RFC 3454

 

0221;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0234..024F; ; UNASSIGNED

02AE..02AF; ; UNASSIGNED

02EF..02FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0350..035F; ; UNASSIGNED

0370..0373; ; UNASSIGNED

0376..0379; ; UNASSIGNED

037B..037D; ; UNASSIGNED

037F..0383; ; UNASSIGNED

038B; ; UNASSIGNED

038D; ; UNASSIGNED

03A2; ; UNASSIGNED

03CF; ; UNASSIGNED

03F7..03FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0487; ; UNASSIGNED

04CF; ; UNASSIGNED

04F6..04F7; ; UNASSIGNED

04FA..04FF; ; UNASSIGNED

0510..0530; ; UNASSIGNED

0557..0558; ; UNASSIGNED

0560; ; UNASSIGNED

0588; ; UNASSIGNED

058B..0590; ; UNASSIGNED

05A2; ; UNASSIGNED

05BA; ; UNASSIGNED
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05C5..05CF; ; UNASSIGNED

05EB..05EF; ; UNASSIGNED

05F5..060B; ; UNASSIGNED

060D..061A; ; UNASSIGNED

061C..061E; ; UNASSIGNED

0620; ; UNASSIGNED

063B..063F; ; UNASSIGNED

0656..065F; ; UNASSIGNED

06EE..06EF; ; UNASSIGNED

06FF; ; UNASSIGNED

070E; ; UNASSIGNED

072D..072F; ; UNASSIGNED

074B..077F; ; UNASSIGNED

07B2..0900; ; UNASSIGNED

0904; ; UNASSIGNED

093A..093B; ; UNASSIGNED

094E..094F; ; UNASSIGNED

0955..0957; ; UNASSIGNED

0971..0980;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0984; ; UNASSIGNED

098D..098E; ; UNASSIGNED

0991..0992; ; UNASSIGNED

09A9; ; UNASSIGNED

09B1; ; UNASSIGNED

09B3..09B5; ; UNASSIGNED

09BA..09BB; ; UNASSIGNED

09BD; ; UNASSIGNED

09C5..09C6; ; UNASSIGNED

09C9..09CA; ; UNASSIGNED

09CE..09D6; ; UNASSIGNED

09D8..09DB; ; UNASSIGNED

09DE; ; UNASSIGNED

09E4..09E5; ; UNASSIGNED

09FB..0A01; ; UNASSIGNED

0A03..0A04; ; UNASSIGNED

0A0B..0A0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A11..0A12; ; UNASSIGNED

0A29; ; UNASSIGNED

0A31; ; UNASSIGNED

0A34; ; UNASSIGNED

0A37; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3A..0A3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0A3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0A43..0A46; ; UNASSIGNED

0A49..0A4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0A4E..0A58; ; UNASSIGNED

0A5D; ; UNASSIGNED
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0A5F..0A65; ; UNASSIGNED

0A75..0A80; ; UNASSIGNED

0A84; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0A8E; ; UNASSIGNED

0A92; ; UNASSIGNED

0AA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB1; ; UNASSIGNED

0AB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0ABA..0ABB; ; UNASSIGNED

0AC6; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACA; ; UNASSIGNED

0ACE..0ACF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AD1..0ADF; ; UNASSIGNED

0AE1..0AE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0AF0..0B00; ; UNASSIGNED

0B04;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0B0D..0B0E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B11..0B12; ; UNASSIGNED

0B29; ; UNASSIGNED

0B31; ; UNASSIGNED

0B34..0B35; ; UNASSIGNED

0B3A..0B3B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B44..0B46; ; UNASSIGNED

0B49..0B4A; ; UNASSIGNED

0B4E..0B55; ; UNASSIGNED

0B58..0B5B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B5E; ; UNASSIGNED

0B62..0B65; ; UNASSIGNED

0B71..0B81; ; UNASSIGNED

0B84; ; UNASSIGNED

0B8B..0B8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0B91; ; UNASSIGNED

0B96..0B98; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9B; ; UNASSIGNED

0B9D; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA0..0BA2; ; UNASSIGNED

0BA5..0BA7; ; UNASSIGNED

0BAB..0BAD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BB6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BBA..0BBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC3..0BC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0BC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0BCE..0BD6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BD8..0BE6; ; UNASSIGNED

0BF3..0C00; ; UNASSIGNED

0C04; ; UNASSIGNED
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0C0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C11; ; UNASSIGNED

0C29; ; UNASSIGNED

0C34; ; UNASSIGNED

0C3A..0C3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C45; ; UNASSIGNED

0C49; ; UNASSIGNED

0C4E..0C54; ; UNASSIGNED

0C57..0C5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0C62..0C65; ; UNASSIGNED

0C70..0C81; ; UNASSIGNED

0C84; ; UNASSIGNED

0C8D; ; UNASSIGNED

0C91; ; UNASSIGNED

0CA9;

 ; UNASSIGNED

0CB4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CBA..0CBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0CCE..0CD4; ; UNASSIGNED

0CD7..0CDD; ; UNASSIGNED

0CDF; ; UNASSIGNED

0CE2..0CE5; ; UNASSIGNED

0CF0..0D01; ; UNASSIGNED

0D04; ; UNASSIGNED

0D0D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D11; ; UNASSIGNED

0D29; ; UNASSIGNED

0D3A..0D3D; ; UNASSIGNED

0D44..0D45; ; UNASSIGNED

0D49; ; UNASSIGNED

0D4E..0D56; ; UNASSIGNED

0D58..0D5F; ; UNASSIGNED

0D62..0D65; ; UNASSIGNED

0D70..0D81; ; UNASSIGNED

0D84; ; UNASSIGNED

0D97..0D99; ; UNASSIGNED

0DB2; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBC; ; UNASSIGNED

0DBE..0DBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0DC7..0DC9; ; UNASSIGNED

0DCB..0DCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD5; ; UNASSIGNED

0DD7; ; UNASSIGNED

0DE0..0DF1; ; UNASSIGNED

0DF5..0E00; ; UNASSIGNED

0E3B..0E3E; ; UNASSIGNED
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0E5C..0E80; ; UNASSIGNED

0E83; ; UNASSIGNED

0E85..0E86; ; UNASSIGNED

0E89; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8B..0E8C; ; UNASSIGNED

0E8E..0E93; ; UNASSIGNED

0E98; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA0; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA4; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA6; ; UNASSIGNED

0EA8..0EA9; ; UNASSIGNED

0EAC; ; UNASSIGNED

0EBA; ;

 UNASSIGNED

0EBE..0EBF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC5; ; UNASSIGNED

0EC7; ; UNASSIGNED

0ECE..0ECF; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDA..0EDB; ; UNASSIGNED

0EDE..0EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

0F48; ; UNASSIGNED

0F6B..0F70; ; UNASSIGNED

0F8C..0F8F; ; UNASSIGNED

0F98; ; UNASSIGNED

0FBD; ; UNASSIGNED

0FCD..0FCE; ; UNASSIGNED

0FD0..0FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1022; ; UNASSIGNED

1028; ; UNASSIGNED

102B; ; UNASSIGNED

1033..1035; ; UNASSIGNED

103A..103F; ; UNASSIGNED

105A..109F; ; UNASSIGNED

10C6..10CF; ; UNASSIGNED

10F9..10FA; ; UNASSIGNED

10FC..10FF; ; UNASSIGNED

115A..115E; ; UNASSIGNED

11A3..11A7; ; UNASSIGNED

11FA..11FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1207; ; UNASSIGNED

1247; ; UNASSIGNED

1249; ; UNASSIGNED

124E..124F; ; UNASSIGNED

1257; ; UNASSIGNED

1259; ; UNASSIGNED

125E..125F; ; UNASSIGNED

1287; ; UNASSIGNED

1289; ; UNASSIGNED
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128E..128F; ; UNASSIGNED

12AF; ; UNASSIGNED

12B1; ; UNASSIGNED

12B6..12B7; ; UNASSIGNED

12BF; ; UNASSIGNED

12C1; ; UNASSIGNED

12C6..12C7; ; UNASSIGNED

12CF; ; UNASSIGNED

12D7; ; UNASSIGNED

12EF; ; UNASSIGNED

130F; ; UNASSIGNED

1311;

 ; UNASSIGNED

1316..1317; ; UNASSIGNED

131F; ; UNASSIGNED

1347; ; UNASSIGNED

135B..1360; ; UNASSIGNED

137D..139F; ; UNASSIGNED

13F5..1400; ; UNASSIGNED

1677..167F; ; UNASSIGNED

169D..169F; ; UNASSIGNED

16F1..16FF; ; UNASSIGNED

170D; ; UNASSIGNED

1715..171F; ; UNASSIGNED

1737..173F; ; UNASSIGNED

1754..175F; ; UNASSIGNED

176D; ; UNASSIGNED

1771; ; UNASSIGNED

1774..177F; ; UNASSIGNED

17DD..17DF; ; UNASSIGNED

17EA..17FF; ; UNASSIGNED

180F; ; UNASSIGNED

181A..181F; ; UNASSIGNED

1878..187F; ; UNASSIGNED

18AA..1DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1E9C..1E9F; ; UNASSIGNED

1EFA..1EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1F16..1F17; ; UNASSIGNED

1F1E..1F1F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F46..1F47; ; UNASSIGNED

1F4E..1F4F; ; UNASSIGNED

1F58; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5A; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5C; ; UNASSIGNED

1F5E; ; UNASSIGNED

1F7E..1F7F; ; UNASSIGNED

1FB5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FC5; ; UNASSIGNED
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1FD4..1FD5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FDC; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF0..1FF1; ; UNASSIGNED

1FF5; ; UNASSIGNED

1FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2053..2056; ; UNASSIGNED

2058..205E; ; UNASSIGNED

2064..2069; ; UNASSIGNED

2072..2073;

 ; UNASSIGNED

208F..209F; ; UNASSIGNED

20B2..20CF; ; UNASSIGNED

20EB..20FF; ; UNASSIGNED

213B..213C; ; UNASSIGNED

214C..2152; ; UNASSIGNED

2184..218F; ; UNASSIGNED

23CF..23FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2427..243F; ; UNASSIGNED

244B..245F; ; UNASSIGNED

24FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2614..2615; ; UNASSIGNED

2618; ; UNASSIGNED

267E..267F; ; UNASSIGNED

268A..2700; ; UNASSIGNED

2705; ; UNASSIGNED

270A..270B; ; UNASSIGNED

2728; ; UNASSIGNED

274C; ; UNASSIGNED

274E; ; UNASSIGNED

2753..2755; ; UNASSIGNED

2757; ; UNASSIGNED

275F..2760; ; UNASSIGNED

2795..2797; ; UNASSIGNED

27B0; ; UNASSIGNED

27BF..27CF; ; UNASSIGNED

27EC..27EF; ; UNASSIGNED

2B00..2E7F; ; UNASSIGNED

2E9A; ; UNASSIGNED

2EF4..2EFF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FD6..2FEF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FFC..2FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

3040; ; UNASSIGNED

3097..3098; ; UNASSIGNED

3100..3104; ; UNASSIGNED

312D..3130; ; UNASSIGNED

318F; ; UNASSIGNED

31B8..31EF; ; UNASSIGNED

321D..321F; ; UNASSIGNED
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3244..3250; ; UNASSIGNED

327C..327E; ; UNASSIGNED

32CC..32CF; ; UNASSIGNED

32FF; ; UNASSIGNED

3377..337A;

 ; UNASSIGNED

33DE..33DF; ; UNASSIGNED

33FF; ; UNASSIGNED

4DB6..4DFF; ; UNASSIGNED

9FA6..9FFF; ; UNASSIGNED

A48D..A48F; ; UNASSIGNED

A4C7..ABFF; ; UNASSIGNED

D7A4..D7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

FA2E..FA2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FA6B..FAFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FB07..FB12; ; UNASSIGNED

FB18..FB1C; ; UNASSIGNED

FB37; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3D; ; UNASSIGNED

FB3F; ; UNASSIGNED

FB42; ; UNASSIGNED

FB45; ; UNASSIGNED

FBB2..FBD2; ; UNASSIGNED

FD40..FD4F; ; UNASSIGNED

FD90..FD91; ; UNASSIGNED

FDC8..FDCF; ; UNASSIGNED

FDFD..FDFF; ; UNASSIGNED

FE10..FE1F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE24..FE2F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE47..FE48; ; UNASSIGNED

FE53; ; UNASSIGNED

FE67; ; UNASSIGNED

FE6C..FE6F; ; UNASSIGNED

FE75; ; UNASSIGNED

FEFD..FEFE; ; UNASSIGNED

FF00; ; UNASSIGNED

FFBF..FFC1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFC8..FFC9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD0..FFD1; ; UNASSIGNED

FFD8..FFD9; ; UNASSIGNED

FFDD..FFDF; ; UNASSIGNED

FFE7; ; UNASSIGNED

FFEF..FFF8; ; UNASSIGNED

10000..102FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1031F; ; UNASSIGNED

10324..1032F; ; UNASSIGNED

1034B..103FF; ; UNASSIGNED

10426..10427;
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 ; UNASSIGNED

1044E..1CFFF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D0F6..1D0FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D127..1D129; ; UNASSIGNED

1D1DE..1D3FF; ; UNASSIGNED

1D455; ; UNASSIGNED

1D49D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A0..1D4A1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A3..1D4A4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4A7..1D4A8; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4AD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BA; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4BC; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C1; ; UNASSIGNED

1D4C4; ; UNASSIGNED

1D506; ; UNASSIGNED

1D50B..1D50C; ; UNASSIGNED

1D515; ; UNASSIGNED

1D51D; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53A; ; UNASSIGNED

1D53F; ; UNASSIGNED

1D545; ; UNASSIGNED

1D547..1D549; ; UNASSIGNED

1D551; ; UNASSIGNED

1D6A4..1D6A7; ; UNASSIGNED

1D7CA..1D7CD; ; UNASSIGNED

1D800..1FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

2A6D7..2F7FF; ; UNASSIGNED

2FA1E..2FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

30000..3FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

40000..4FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

50000..5FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

60000..6FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

70000..7FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

80000..8FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

90000..9FFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

A0000..AFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

B0000..BFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

C0000..CFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

D0000..DFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

E0000; ; UNASSIGNED

E0002..E001F;

 ; UNASSIGNED

E0080..EFFFD; ; UNASSIGNED

 

# Total code points 3653

 

# code points from      Table C.1.2
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00A0; ; PROHIBITED

1680; ; PROHIBITED

2000; ; PROHIBITED

2001; ; PROHIBITED

2002; ; PROHIBITED

2003; ; PROHIBITED

2004; ; PROHIBITED

2005; ; PROHIBITED

2006; ; PROHIBITED

2007; ; PROHIBITED

2008; ; PROHIBITED

2009; ; PROHIBITED

200A; ; PROHIBITED

200B; ; PROHIBITED

202F; ; PROHIBITED

205F; ; PROHIBITED

3000; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 17

 

# code points from      Table C.2.1

 

0000..001F; ; PROHIBITED

007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.2.2

 

0080..009F; ; PROHIBITED

06DD; ; PROHIBITED

070F; ; PROHIBITED

180E; ; PROHIBITED

200C; ; PROHIBITED

200D; ; PROHIBITED

2028; ; PROHIBITED

2029; ; PROHIBITED

2060; ; PROHIBITED

2061; ; PROHIBITED

2062; ; PROHIBITED

2063; ; PROHIBITED

206A..206F; ; PROHIBITED

FEFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFF9..FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

1D173..1D17A; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 30
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# code points from      Table C.3

 

E000..F8FF;

 ; PROHIBITED

F0000..FFFFD; ; PROHIBITED

100000..10FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 2051

 

# code points from      Table C.4

 

FDD0..FDEF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFE..FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

1FFFE..1FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

2FFFE..2FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

3FFFE..3FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

4FFFE..4FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

5FFFE..5FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

6FFFE..6FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

7FFFE..7FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

8FFFE..8FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

9FFFE..9FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

AFFFE..AFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

BFFFE..BFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

CFFFE..CFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

DFFFE..DFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

EFFFE..EFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

FFFFE..FFFFF; ; PROHIBITED

10FFFE..10FFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 18

 

# code points from      Table C.5

 

D800..DFFF; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 0

 

# code points from      Table C.6

 

FFF9; ; PROHIBITED

FFFA; ; PROHIBITED

FFFB; ; PROHIBITED

FFFC; ; PROHIBITED

FFFD; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 5
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# code points from      Table C.7

 

2FF0..2FFB; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 1

 

# code points from      Table

 C.8

 

0340; ; PROHIBITED

0341; ; PROHIBITED

200E; ; PROHIBITED

200F; ; PROHIBITED

202A; ; PROHIBITED

202B; ; PROHIBITED

202C; ; PROHIBITED

202D; ; PROHIBITED

202E; ; PROHIBITED

206A; ; PROHIBITED

206B; ; PROHIBITED

206C; ; PROHIBITED

206D; ; PROHIBITED

206E; ; PROHIBITED

206F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 15

 

# code points from      Table C.9

 

E0001; ; PROHIBITED

E0020..E007F; ; PROHIBITED

 

# Total code points 82

 

# Map table for SASL profile (rfc4013.txt)

 

00A0; 0020; MAP

1680; 0020; MAP

2000; 0020; MAP

2001; 0020; MAP

2002; 0020; MAP

2003; 0020; MAP

2004; 0020; MAP

2005; 0020; MAP

2006; 0020; MAP

2007; 0020; MAP

2008; 0020; MAP
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2009; 0020; MAP

200A; 0020; MAP

200B; 0020; MAP

202F; 0020; MAP

205F; 0020; MAP

3000; 0020; MAP

00AD; ; MAP

034F; ; MAP

1806; ; MAP

180B; ; MAP

180C; ; MAP

180D; ; MAP

200C; ; MAP

200D; ; MAP

2060; ; MAP

FE00; ; MAP

FE01; ; MAP

FE02; ; MAP

FE03; ; MAP

FE04; ; MAP

FE05; ; MAP

FE06; ; MAP

FE07; ; MAP

FE08; ; MAP

FE09; ; MAP

FE0A; ; MAP

FE0B; ; MAP

FE0C;

 ; MAP

FE0D; ; MAP

FE0E; ; MAP

FE0F; ; MAP

FEFF; ; MAP

 

# Total code points 43

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/sprep/rfc4013.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2001-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************
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#

# File created on Feb 20 19:59 PST 2003

#

# File created by genmucm tool.

# from macos 10.2 using TECCreateConverter

#

# Table Version : 1.0

# The 1st column is the Unicode scalar value.

# The 2nd column is the codepage byte sequence.

# The 3rd column is the fallback indicator.

# The fallback indicator can have one of the following values:

#   |0 for exact 1-1 roundtrip mapping

#   |1 for the best fallback codepage byte sequence.

#   |2 for the substitution character

#   |3 for the best reverse fallback Unicode scaler value

#

#

 Encoding description:

# Encoding name: macintosh

#

<code_set_name>               "macos-0_2-10.2"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

# Suggested ICU specific alias information

#<icu:alias>                  "macos-0_2_VPUA"

 

#

CHARMAP

#

#UNICODE 0_2

#_______ _________

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0
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<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24

 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0
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<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063>

 \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0
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<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U00A0> \xCA |0

<U00A1> \xC1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A5> \xB4 |0

<U00A6> \x7C |1

<U00A7> \xA4 |0

<U00A8> \xAC |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xBB |0

<U00AB> \xC7 |0

<U00AC> \xC2 |0

<U00AD> \x2D |1

<U00AE> \xA8 |0

<U00AF> \xF8 |0

<U00B0> \xA1 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \x32 |1

<U00B3> \x33 |1

<U00B4> \xAB |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xA6 |0

<U00B7> \xE1 |0

<U00B8> \xFC |0

<U00B9> \x31 |1

<U00BA> \xBC |0

<U00BB> \xC8 |0

<U00BF> \xC0 |0
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<U00C0> \xCB |0

<U00C1> \xE7 |0

<U00C2> \xE5 |0

<U00C3> \xCC |0

<U00C4> \x80 |0

<U00C5> \x81

 |0

<U00C6> \xAE |0

<U00C7> \x82 |0

<U00C8> \xE9 |0

<U00C9> \x83 |0

<U00CA> \xE6 |0

<U00CB> \xE8 |0

<U00CC> \xED |0

<U00CD> \xEA |0

<U00CE> \xEB |0

<U00CF> \xEC |0

<U00D1> \x84 |0

<U00D2> \xF1 |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEF |0

<U00D5> \xCD |0

<U00D6> \x85 |0

<U00D7> \x2A |1

<U00D8> \xAF |0

<U00D9> \xF4 |0

<U00DA> \xF2 |0

<U00DB> \xF3 |0

<U00DC> \x86 |0

<U00DF> \xA7 |0

<U00E0> \x88 |0

<U00E1> \x87 |0

<U00E2> \x89 |0

<U00E3> \x8B |0

<U00E4> \x8A |0

<U00E5> \x8C |0

<U00E6> \xBE |0

<U00E7> \x8D |0

<U00E8> \x8F |0

<U00E9> \x8E |0

<U00EA> \x90 |0

<U00EB> \x91 |0

<U00EC> \x93 |0

<U00ED> \x92 |0

<U00EE> \x94 |0

<U00EF> \x95 |0

<U00F1> \x96 |0

<U00F2> \x98 |0
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<U00F3> \x97 |0

<U00F4> \x99 |0

<U00F5> \x9B |0

<U00F6> \x9A |0

<U00F7> \xD6 |0

<U00F8> \xBF |0

<U00F9> \x9D |0

<U00FA> \x9C |0

<U00FB> \x9E |0

<U00FC> \x9F |0

<U00FF> \xD8 |0

<U0131> \xF5 |0

<U0152> \xCE |0

<U0153> \xCF |0

<U0178> \xD9 |0

<U0192> \xC4 |0

<U02BB> \xD4 |1

<U02BC> \xD5 |1

<U02C6> \xF6 |0

<U02C7> \xFF |0

<U02CA> \xAB |1

<U02CB>

 \x60 |1

<U02D8> \xF9 |0

<U02D9> \xFA |0

<U02DA> \xFB |0

<U02DB> \xFE |0

<U02DC> \xF7 |0

<U02DD> \xFD |0

<U0300> \x60 |1

<U0301> \xAB |1

<U0302> \xF6 |1

<U0303> \xF7 |1

<U0304> \xF8 |1

<U0306> \xF9 |1

<U0307> \xFA |1

<U0308> \xAC |1

<U030A> \xFB |1

<U030B> \xFD |1

<U030C> \xFF |1

<U0327> \xFC |1

<U0328> \xFE |1

<U0338> \x2F |1

<U03A9> \xBD |0

<U03C0> \xB9 |0

<U2000> \x20 |1

<U2001> \x20 |1

<U2002> \x20 |1
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<U2003> \x20 |1

<U2004> \x20 |1

<U2005> \x20 |1

<U2006> \x20 |1

<U2007> \x20 |1

<U2008> \x20 |1

<U2009> \x20 |1

<U2010> \x2D |1

<U2011> \x2D |1

<U2012> \xD0 |1

<U2013> \xD0 |0

<U2014> \xD1 |0

<U2015> \xD1 |1

<U2018> \xD4 |0

<U2019> \xD5 |0

<U201A> \xE2 |0

<U201C> \xD2 |0

<U201D> \xD3 |0

<U201E> \xE3 |0

<U2020> \xA0 |0

<U2021> \xE0 |0

<U2022> \xA5 |0

<U2026> \xC9 |0

<U2028> \x0D |1

<U2029> \x0D |1

<U2030> \xE4 |0

<U2039> \xDC |0

<U203A> \xDD |0

<U2044> \xDA |0

<U20AC> \xDB |0

<U2122> \xAA |0

<U2126> \xBD |1

<U2202> \xB6 |0

<U2206> \xC6 |0

<U220F> \xB8 |0

<U2211> \xB7 |0

<U2212> \x2D

 |1

<U2215> \x2F |1

<U2217> \x2A |1

<U221A> \xC3 |0

<U221E> \xB0 |0

<U222B> \xBA |0

<U2236> \x3A |1

<U223C> \x7E |1

<U2248> \xC5 |0

<U2260> \xAD |0

<U2264> \xB2 |0
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<U2265> \xB3 |0

<U22C5> \xE1 |1

<U25CA> \xD7 |0

<UF8FF> \xF0 |0

<UFB01> \xDE |0

<UFB02> \xDF |0

#

END CHARMAP

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/macos-0_2-10.2.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B003EE.RPMAP100 and 03EE34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1006_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1006_VPUA"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0
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<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0
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<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083>

 \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0
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<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U060C> \xAB |0

<U061B> \xAC |0

<U061F> \xAE |0

<U0621> \xF5 |1

<U0622> \xAF |1

<U0624> \xEF |1

<U0627> \xB0 |1

<U0628> \xB3 |1

<U0629> \xB7 |1

<U062A> \xB8 |1

<U062B> \xBC |1

<U062C> \xBE |1

<U062D> \xC2 |1

<U062E> \xC4 |1

<U062F> \xC6 |1

<U0630> \xC8 |1

<U0631> \xC9 |1

<U0632> \xCB |1

<U0633> \xCD |1

<U0634> \xCF |1

<U0635> \xD1 |1

<U0636> \xD3 |1

<U0637> \xD5 |1

<U0638> \xD6 |1

<U0639> \xD7 |1

<U063A> \xDB |1

<U0641> \xDF |1

<U0642> \xE1 |1

<U0644> \xE7 |1

<U0645> \xEA |1

<U0646> \xED |1

<U0648>

 \xF0 |1

<U0651> \xFE |1

<U0660> \xA1 |1

<U0661> \xA2 |1

<U0662> \xA3 |1

<U0663> \xA4 |1

<U0664> \xA5 |1
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<U0665> \xA6 |1

<U0666> \xA7 |1

<U0668> \xA9 |1

<U0669> \xAA |1

<U066A> \x25 |1

<U066B> \x2C |1

<U066C> \x2E |1

<U066D> \x2A |1

<U06F0> \xA1 |0

<U06F1> \xA2 |0

<U06F2> \xA3 |0

<U06F3> \xA4 |0

<U06F4> \xA5 |0

<U06F5> \xA6 |0

<U06F6> \xA7 |0

<U06F7> \xA8 |0

<U06F8> \xA9 |0

<U06F9> \xAA |0

<UF8FB> \xB2 |0

<UFB56> \xB5 |0

<UFB58> \xB6 |0

<UFB66> \xBA |0

<UFB68> \xBB |0

<UFB7A> \xC0 |0

<UFB7C> \xC1 |0

<UFB88> \xC7 |0

<UFB8A> \xCC |0

<UFB8C> \xCA |0

<UFB8E> \xE3 |0

<UFB92> \xE5 |0

<UFB94> \xE6 |0

<UFB9E> \xEC |0

<UFBA6> \xF1 |0

<UFBA8> \xF2 |0

<UFBA9> \xF3 |0

<UFBAA> \xF4 |0

<UFBAE> \xFD |0

<UFBB0> \xFC |0

<UFBFC> \xF9 |0

<UFBFD> \xFA |0

<UFBFE> \xFB |0

<UFE7C> \xFE |0

<UFE7D> \xFF |0

<UFE80> \xF5 |0

<UFE81> \xAF |0

<UFE85> \xEF |0

<UFE86> \xEF |1

<UFE89> \xF6 |0
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<UFE8A> \xF7 |0

<UFE8B> \xF8 |0

<UFE8C> \xF8 |1

<UFE8D> \xB0 |0

<UFE8E> \xB1 |0

<UFE8F> \xB3 |0

<UFE90> \xB3 |1

<UFE91> \xB4 |0

<UFE92>

 \xB4 |1

<UFE93> \xB7 |0

<UFE94> \xB7 |1

<UFE95> \xB8 |0

<UFE96> \xB8 |1

<UFE97> \xB9 |0

<UFE98> \xB9 |1

<UFE99> \xBC |0

<UFE9A> \xBC |1

<UFE9B> \xBD |0

<UFE9C> \xBD |1

<UFE9D> \xBE |0

<UFE9E> \xBE |1

<UFE9F> \xBF |0

<UFEA0> \xBF |1

<UFEA1> \xC2 |0

<UFEA2> \xC2 |1

<UFEA3> \xC3 |0

<UFEA4> \xC3 |1

<UFEA5> \xC4 |0

<UFEA6> \xC4 |1

<UFEA7> \xC5 |0

<UFEA8> \xC5 |1

<UFEA9> \xC6 |0

<UFEAA> \xC6 |1

<UFEAB> \xC8 |0

<UFEAC> \xC8 |1

<UFEAD> \xC9 |0

<UFEAE> \xC9 |1

<UFEAF> \xCB |0

<UFEB0> \xCB |1

<UFEB1> \xCD |0

<UFEB2> \xCD |1

<UFEB3> \xCE |0

<UFEB4> \xCE |1

<UFEB5> \xCF |0

<UFEB6> \xCF |1

<UFEB7> \xD0 |0

<UFEB8> \xD0 |1
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<UFEB9> \xD1 |0

<UFEBA> \xD1 |1

<UFEBB> \xD2 |0

<UFEBC> \xD2 |1

<UFEBD> \xD3 |0

<UFEBE> \xD3 |1

<UFEBF> \xD4 |0

<UFEC0> \xD4 |1

<UFEC1> \xD5 |1

<UFEC2> \xD5 |1

<UFEC3> \xD5 |0

<UFEC4> \xD5 |1

<UFEC5> \xD6 |1

<UFEC6> \xD6 |1

<UFEC7> \xD6 |0

<UFEC8> \xD6 |1

<UFEC9> \xD7 |0

<UFECA> \xD8 |0

<UFECB> \xD9 |0

<UFECC> \xDA |0

<UFECD> \xDB |0

<UFECE> \xDC |0

<UFECF> \xDD |0

<UFED0>

 \xDE |0

<UFED1> \xDF |0

<UFED2> \xDF |1

<UFED3> \xE0 |0

<UFED4> \xE0 |1

<UFED5> \xE1 |0

<UFED6> \xE1 |1

<UFED7> \xE2 |0

<UFED8> \xE2 |1

<UFEDB> \xE4 |0

<UFEDC> \xE4 |1

<UFEDD> \xE7 |0

<UFEDE> \xE7 |1

<UFEDF> \xE8 |0

<UFEE0> \xE9 |0

<UFEE1> \xEA |0

<UFEE2> \xEA |1

<UFEE3> \xEB |0

<UFEE4> \xEB |1

<UFEE5> \xED |0

<UFEE6> \xED |1

<UFEE7> \xEE |0

<UFEE8> \xEE |1

<UFEED> \xF0 |0
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<UFEEE> \xF0 |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27>

 \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1
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<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1
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END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1006_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (C) 2000-2012, International Business Machines Corporation and others.

# All Rights Reserved.

 

# ICU codepage data for GB 18030-2022

 

# This data file was originally generated from the mapping tables

# published with the original (year 2000) GB18030 standard.

# It has been updated for the 2005 version of GB18030 (ICU-8274 & ICU-8427)

# and for the 2022 version (ICU-22357).

# ICU-22420 then made minor mapping changes for GBK and web data/WHATWG compatibility.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/gb18030-2022.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00025.RPMAP100 and 002534B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-37_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-37_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0
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<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0
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<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044> \xC4

 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xBA |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xB0 |0

<U005F> \x6D |0
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<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xA1 |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0
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<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \x4A |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A4> \x9F |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0
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<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65

 |0

<U00C2> \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0
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<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U0110>

 \xAC |1

<U203E> \xBC |1

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1
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<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xBA |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB

 |1

<UFF3E> \xB0 |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1
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<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xA1 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-37_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B0041B.RPMAP100 and 041B34B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1051_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1051_STD"

 

CHARMAP
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<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002D> \xF6 |3
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<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043>

 \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0
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<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0060> \xA9 |3

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081>

 \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0
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<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E> \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A1> \xB8 |0

<U00A2> \xBF |0

<U00A3> \xAF |3

<U00A3> \xBB |0

<U00A4> \xBA |0

<U00A5> \xBC |0

<U00A7> \xBD |0

<U00A8> \xAB |0

<U00AA> \xF9 |0

<U00AB> \xFB |0

<U00B1> \xFE |0

<U00B4> \xA8 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B7> \xF2 |0

<U00BA> \xFA |0

<U00BB> \xFD |0

<U00BC> \xF7 |0

<U00BD> \xF8 |0

<U00BE> \xF5 |0

<U00BF> \xB9 |0

<U00C0> \xA1 |0

<U00C1> \xE0 |0

<U00C2> \xA2 |0

<U00C3> \xE1 |0

<U00C4> \xD8 |0

<U00C5> \xD0 |0

<U00C6> \xD3 |0
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<U00C7> \xB4 |0

<U00C8> \xA3 |0

<U00C9> \xDC |0

<U00CA> \xA4 |0

<U00CB>

 \xA5 |0

<U00CC> \xE6 |0

<U00CD> \xE5 |0

<U00CE> \xA6 |0

<U00CF> \xA7 |0

<U00D0> \xE3 |0

<U00D1> \xB6 |0

<U00D2> \xE8 |0

<U00D3> \xE7 |0

<U00D4> \xDF |0

<U00D5> \xE9 |0

<U00D6> \xDA |0

<U00D8> \xD2 |0

<U00D9> \xAD |0

<U00DA> \xED |0

<U00DB> \xAE |0

<U00DC> \xDB |0

<U00DD> \xB1 |0

<U00DE> \xF0 |0

<U00DF> \xDE |0

<U00E0> \xC8 |0

<U00E1> \xC4 |0

<U00E2> \xC0 |0

<U00E3> \xE2 |0

<U00E4> \xCC |0

<U00E5> \xD4 |0

<U00E6> \xD7 |0

<U00E7> \xB5 |0

<U00E8> \xC9 |0

<U00E9> \xC5 |0

<U00EA> \xC1 |0

<U00EB> \xCD |0

<U00EC> \xD9 |0

<U00ED> \xD5 |0

<U00EE> \xD1 |0

<U00EF> \xDD |0

<U00F0> \xE4 |0

<U00F1> \xB7 |0

<U00F2> \xCA |0

<U00F3> \xC6 |0

<U00F4> \xC2 |0

<U00F5> \xEA |0

<U00F6> \xCE |0
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<U00F8> \xD6 |0

<U00F9> \xCB |0

<U00FA> \xC7 |0

<U00FB> \xC3 |0

<U00FC> \xCF |0

<U00FD> \xB2 |0

<U00FE> \xF1 |0

<U00FF> \xEF |0

<U0110> \xE3 |1

<U0160> \xEB |0

<U0161> \xEC |0

<U0178> \xEE |0

<U0192> \xBE |0

<U02C6> \xAA |0

<U02DA> \xB3 |0

<U02DC> \xAC |0

<U03BC> \xF3 |0

<U203E> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \x7F |1

<U25A0> \xFC |0

<UFF01>

 \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1
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<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F>

 \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1
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<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFED> \xFC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1051_P100-

1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B00358.RPMAP100 and 035834B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-856_P100-1995"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-856_VSUB"
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CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0
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<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0
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<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A2> \xBD |0

<U00A3> \x9C |0

<U00A4>

 \xCF |0

<U00A5> \xBE |0

<U00A6> \xDD |0

<U00A7> \xF5 |0

<U00A8> \xF9 |0

<U00A9> \xB8 |0

<U00AB> \xAE |0

<U00AC> \xAA |0
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<U00AD> \xF0 |0

<U00AE> \xA9 |0

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1> \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B3> \xFC |0

<U00B4> \xEF |0

<U00B5> \xE6 |0

<U00B6> \xF4 |0

<U00B8> \xF7 |0

<U00B9> \xFB |0

<U00BB> \xAF |0

<U00BC> \xAC |0

<U00BD> \xAB |0

<U00BE> \xF3 |0

<U00D7> \x9E |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U05D0> \x80 |0

<U05D1> \x81 |0

<U05D2> \x82 |0

<U05D3> \x83 |0

<U05D4> \x84 |0

<U05D5> \x85 |0

<U05D6> \x86 |0

<U05D7> \x87 |0

<U05D8> \x88 |0

<U05D9> \x89 |0

<U05DA> \x8A |0

<U05DB> \x8B |0

<U05DC> \x8C |0

<U05DD> \x8D |0

<U05DE> \x8E |0

<U05DF> \x8F |0

<U05E0> \x90 |0

<U05E1> \x91 |0

<U05E2> \x92 |0

<U05E3> \x93 |0

<U05E4> \x94 |0

<U05E5> \x95 |0

<U05E6> \x96 |0

<U05E7> \x97 |0

<U05E8> \x98 |0

<U05E9> \x99 |0

<U05EA> \x9A |0

<U2017> \xF2 |0

<U2022> \xFA |0

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U203E> \xEE |0
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<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1

<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8>

 \x17 |1

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1
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<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266B> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D>

 \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1
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<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B>

 \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1
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<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-856_P100-1995.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2007, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on May  9 2007)

# from source files 34B003CA.RPMAP110 and 03CA34B0.TPMAP110

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-970_P110_P110-2006_U2"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

<subchar>                     \xAF\xFE

<subchar1>                    \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-970_VPUA"

 

<icu:state>                   0-9f, a1-fe:1

<icu:state> 
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                  a1-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0
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<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C>

 \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0
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<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B>

 \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0082> \x82 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0084> \x84 |0

<U0085> \x85 |0

<U0086> \x86 |0

<U0087> \x87 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U0089> \x89 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0
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<U008B> \x8B |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U0091> \x91 |0

<U0092> \x92 |0

<U0093> \x93 |0

<U0094> \x94 |0

<U0095> \x95 |0

<U0096> \x96 |0

<U0097> \x97 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U0099> \x99 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009B> \x9B |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A1> \xA2\xAE |0

<U00A4> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U00A7> \xA1\xD7 |0

<U00A8> \xA1\xA7 |0

<U00AA> \xA8\xA3 |0

<U00B0> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U00B1> \xA1\xBE |0

<U00B2> \xA9\xF7 |0

<U00B3> \xA9\xF8 |0

<U00B4> \xA2\xA5 |0

<U00B6> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U00B8> \xA2\xAC |0

<U00B9> \xA9\xF6 |0

<U00BA> \xA8\xAC |0

<U00BC> \xA8\xF9 |0

<U00BD> \xA8\xF6 |0

<U00BE> \xA8\xFA |0

<U00BF> \xA2\xAF |0

<U00C6> \xA8\xA1 |0

<U00D0> \xA8\xA2 |0

<U00D7> \xA1\xBF |0

<U00D8> \xA8\xAA |0

<U00DE>

 \xA8\xAD |0

<U00DF> \xA9\xAC |0

<U00E6> \xA9\xA1 |0

<U00F0> \xA9\xA3 |0

<U00F7> \xA1\xC0 |0

<U00F8> \xA9\xAA |0
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<U00FE> \xA9\xAD |0

<U0111> \xA9\xA2 |0

<U0126> \xA8\xA4 |0

<U0127> \xA9\xA4 |0

<U0131> \xA9\xA5 |0

<U0132> \xA8\xA6 |0

<U0133> \xA9\xA6 |0

<U0138> \xA9\xA7 |0

<U013F> \xA8\xA8 |0

<U0140> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U0141> \xA8\xA9 |0

<U0142> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U0149> \xA9\xB0 |0

<U014A> \xA8\xAF |0

<U014B> \xA9\xAF |0

<U0152> \xA8\xAB |0

<U0153> \xA9\xAB |0

<U0166> \xA8\xAE |0

<U0167> \xA9\xAE |0

<U02C7> \xA2\xA7 |0

<U02D0> \xA2\xB0 |0

<U02D8> \xA2\xA8 |0

<U02D9> \xA2\xAB |0

<U02DA> \xA2\xAA |0

<U02DB> \xA2\xAD |0

<U02DD> \xA2\xA9 |0

<U0391> \xA5\xC1 |0

<U0392> \xA5\xC2 |0

<U0393> \xA5\xC3 |0

<U0394> \xA5\xC4 |0

<U0395> \xA5\xC5 |0

<U0396> \xA5\xC6 |0

<U0397> \xA5\xC7 |0

<U0398> \xA5\xC8 |0

<U0399> \xA5\xC9 |0

<U039A> \xA5\xCA |0

<U039B> \xA5\xCB |0

<U039C> \xA5\xCC |0

<U039D> \xA5\xCD |0

<U039E> \xA5\xCE |0

<U039F> \xA5\xCF |0

<U03A0> \xA5\xD0 |0

<U03A1> \xA5\xD1 |0

<U03A3> \xA5\xD2 |0

<U03A4>

 \xA5\xD3 |0

<U03A5> \xA5\xD4 |0

<U03A6> \xA5\xD5 |0
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<U03A7> \xA5\xD6 |0

<U03A8> \xA5\xD7 |0

<U03A9> \xA5\xD8 |0

<U03B1> \xA5\xE1 |0

<U03B2> \xA5\xE2 |0

<U03B3> \xA5\xE3 |0

<U03B4> \xA5\xE4 |0

<U03B5> \xA5\xE5 |0

<U03B6> \xA5\xE6 |0

<U03B7> \xA5\xE7 |0

<U03B8> \xA5\xE8 |0

<U03B9> \xA5\xE9 |0

<U03BA> \xA5\xEA |0

<U03BB> \xA5\xEB |0

<U03BC> \xA5\xEC |0

<U03BD> \xA5\xED |0

<U03BE> \xA5\xEE |0

<U03BF> \xA5\xEF |0

<U03C0> \xA5\xF0 |0

<U03C1> \xA5\xF1 |0

<U03C3> \xA5\xF2 |0

<U03C4> \xA5\xF3 |0

<U03C5> \xA5\xF4 |0

<U03C6> \xA5\xF5 |0

<U03C7> \xA5\xF6 |0

<U03C8> \xA5\xF7 |0

<U03C9> \xA5\xF8 |0

<U0401> \xAC\xA7 |0

<U0410> \xAC\xA1 |0

<U0411> \xAC\xA2 |0

<U0412> \xAC\xA3 |0

<U0413> \xAC\xA4 |0

<U0414> \xAC\xA5 |0

<U0415> \xAC\xA6 |0

<U0416> \xAC\xA8 |0

<U0417> \xAC\xA9 |0

<U0418> \xAC\xAA |0

<U0419> \xAC\xAB |0

<U041A> \xAC\xAC |0

<U041B> \xAC\xAD |0

<U041C> \xAC\xAE |0

<U041D> \xAC\xAF |0

<U041E> \xAC\xB0 |0

<U041F> \xAC\xB1 |0

<U0420> \xAC\xB2 |0

<U0421> \xAC\xB3 |0

<U0422> \xAC\xB4 |0

<U0423>
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 \xAC\xB5 |0

<U0424> \xAC\xB6 |0

<U0425> \xAC\xB7 |0

<U0426> \xAC\xB8 |0

<U0427> \xAC\xB9 |0

<U0428> \xAC\xBA |0

<U0429> \xAC\xBB |0

<U042A> \xAC\xBC |0

<U042B> \xAC\xBD |0

<U042C> \xAC\xBE |0

<U042D> \xAC\xBF |0

<U042E> \xAC\xC0 |0

<U042F> \xAC\xC1 |0

<U0430> \xAC\xD1 |0

<U0431> \xAC\xD2 |0

<U0432> \xAC\xD3 |0

<U0433> \xAC\xD4 |0

<U0434> \xAC\xD5 |0

<U0435> \xAC\xD6 |0

<U0436> \xAC\xD8 |0

<U0437> \xAC\xD9 |0

<U0438> \xAC\xDA |0

<U0439> \xAC\xDB |0

<U043A> \xAC\xDC |0

<U043B> \xAC\xDD |0

<U043C> \xAC\xDE |0

<U043D> \xAC\xDF |0

<U043E> \xAC\xE0 |0

<U043F> \xAC\xE1 |0

<U0440> \xAC\xE2 |0

<U0441> \xAC\xE3 |0

<U0442> \xAC\xE4 |0

<U0443> \xAC\xE5 |0

<U0444> \xAC\xE6 |0

<U0445> \xAC\xE7 |0

<U0446> \xAC\xE8 |0

<U0447> \xAC\xE9 |0

<U0448> \xAC\xEA |0

<U0449> \xAC\xEB |0

<U044A> \xAC\xEC |0

<U044B> \xAC\xED |0

<U044C> \xAC\xEE |0

<U044D> \xAC\xEF |0

<U044E> \xAC\xF0 |0

<U044F> \xAC\xF1 |0

<U0451> \xAC\xD7 |0

<U2018> \xA1\xAE |0

<U2019> \xA1\xAF |0
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<U201C> \xA1\xB0 |0

<U201D> \xA1\xB1 |0

<U2020>

 \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2021> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2025> \xA1\xA5 |0

<U2026> \xA1\xA6 |0

<U2030> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U2032> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2033> \xA1\xC8 |0

<U203B> \xA1\xD8 |0

<U2074> \xA9\xF9 |0

<U207F> \xA9\xFA |0

<U2081> \xA9\xFB |0

<U2082> \xA9\xFC |0

<U2083> \xA9\xFD |0

<U2084> \xA9\xFE |0

<U20A9> \xA3\xDC |1

<U2103> \xA1\xC9 |0

<U2109> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U2113> \xA7\xA4 |0

<U2116> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2121> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U2122> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2126> \xA7\xD9 |0

<U212B> \xA1\xCA |0

<U2153> \xA8\xF7 |0

<U2154> \xA8\xF8 |0

<U215B> \xA8\xFB |0

<U215C> \xA8\xFC |0

<U215D> \xA8\xFD |0

<U215E> \xA8\xFE |0

<U2160> \xA5\xB0 |0

<U2161> \xA5\xB1 |0

<U2162> \xA5\xB2 |0

<U2163> \xA5\xB3 |0

<U2164> \xA5\xB4 |0

<U2165> \xA5\xB5 |0

<U2166> \xA5\xB6 |0

<U2167> \xA5\xB7 |0

<U2168> \xA5\xB8 |0

<U2169> \xA5\xB9 |0

<U2170> \xA5\xA1 |0

<U2171> \xA5\xA2 |0

<U2172> \xA5\xA3 |0

<U2173> \xA5\xA4 |0

<U2174> \xA5\xA5 |0

<U2175> \xA5\xA6 |0
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<U2176> \xA5\xA7 |0

<U2177> \xA5\xA8 |0

<U2178> \xA5\xA9 |0

<U2179> \xA5\xAA |0

<U2190> \xA1\xE7 |0

<U2191>

 \xA1\xE8 |0

<U2192> \xA1\xE6 |0

<U2193> \xA1\xE9 |0

<U2194> \xA1\xEA |0

<U2195> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2196> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2197> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2198> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2199> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U21D2> \xA2\xA1 |0

<U21D4> \xA2\xA2 |0

<U2200> \xA2\xA3 |0

<U2202> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2203> \xA2\xA4 |0

<U2207> \xA1\xD4 |0

<U2208> \xA1\xF4 |0

<U220B> \xA1\xF5 |0

<U220F> \xA2\xB3 |0

<U2211> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U221A> \xA1\xEE |0

<U221D> \xA1\xF0 |0

<U221E> \xA1\xC4 |0

<U2220> \xA1\xD0 |0

<U2225> \xA1\xAB |0

<U2227> \xA1\xFC |0

<U2228> \xA1\xFD |0

<U2229> \xA1\xFB |0

<U222A> \xA1\xFA |0

<U222B> \xA1\xF2 |0

<U222C> \xA1\xF3 |0

<U222E> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2234> \xA1\xC5 |0

<U2235> \xA1\xF1 |0

<U223D> \xA1\xEF |0

<U2252> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U2260> \xA1\xC1 |0

<U2261> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xC2 |0

<U2265> \xA1\xC3 |0

<U226A> \xA1\xEC |0

<U226B> \xA1\xED |0

<U2282> \xA1\xF8 |0
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<U2283> \xA1\xF9 |0

<U2286> \xA1\xF6 |0

<U2287> \xA1\xF7 |0

<U22A5> \xA1\xD1 |0

<U2312> \xA1\xD2 |0

<U2460> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U2461> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U2462> \xA8\xE9 |0

<U2463>

 \xA8\xEA |0

<U2464> \xA8\xEB |0

<U2465> \xA8\xEC |0

<U2466> \xA8\xED |0

<U2467> \xA8\xEE |0

<U2468> \xA8\xEF |0

<U2469> \xA8\xF0 |0

<U246A> \xA8\xF1 |0

<U246B> \xA8\xF2 |0

<U246C> \xA8\xF3 |0

<U246D> \xA8\xF4 |0

<U246E> \xA8\xF5 |0

<U2474> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2475> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2476> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2477> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2478> \xA9\xEB |0

<U2479> \xA9\xEC |0

<U247A> \xA9\xED |0

<U247B> \xA9\xEE |0

<U247C> \xA9\xEF |0

<U247D> \xA9\xF0 |0

<U247E> \xA9\xF1 |0

<U247F> \xA9\xF2 |0

<U2480> \xA9\xF3 |0

<U2481> \xA9\xF4 |0

<U2482> \xA9\xF5 |0

<U249C> \xA9\xCD |0

<U249D> \xA9\xCE |0

<U249E> \xA9\xCF |0

<U249F> \xA9\xD0 |0

<U24A0> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U24A1> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U24A2> \xA9\xD3 |0

<U24A3> \xA9\xD4 |0

<U24A4> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U24A5> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U24A6> \xA9\xD7 |0

<U24A7> \xA9\xD8 |0
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<U24A8> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U24A9> \xA9\xDA |0

<U24AA> \xA9\xDB |0

<U24AB> \xA9\xDC |0

<U24AC> \xA9\xDD |0

<U24AD> \xA9\xDE |0

<U24AE> \xA9\xDF |0

<U24AF> \xA9\xE0 |0

<U24B0> \xA9\xE1 |0

<U24B1> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U24B2> \xA9\xE3 |0

<U24B3>

 \xA9\xE4 |0

<U24B4> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U24B5> \xA9\xE6 |0

<U24D0> \xA8\xCD |0

<U24D1> \xA8\xCE |0

<U24D2> \xA8\xCF |0

<U24D3> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U24D4> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U24D5> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U24D6> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U24D7> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U24D8> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U24D9> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U24DA> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U24DB> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U24DC> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U24DD> \xA8\xDA |0

<U24DE> \xA8\xDB |0

<U24DF> \xA8\xDC |0

<U24E0> \xA8\xDD |0

<U24E1> \xA8\xDE |0

<U24E2> \xA8\xDF |0

<U24E3> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U24E4> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U24E5> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U24E6> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U24E7> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U24E8> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U24E9> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U2500> \xA6\xA1 |0

<U2501> \xA6\xAC |0

<U2502> \xA6\xA2 |0

<U2503> \xA6\xAD |0

<U250C> \xA6\xA3 |0

<U250D> \xA6\xC8 |0

<U250E> \xA6\xC7 |0
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<U250F> \xA6\xAE |0

<U2510> \xA6\xA4 |0

<U2511> \xA6\xC2 |0

<U2512> \xA6\xC1 |0

<U2513> \xA6\xAF |0

<U2514> \xA6\xA6 |0

<U2515> \xA6\xC6 |0

<U2516> \xA6\xC5 |0

<U2517> \xA6\xB1 |0

<U2518> \xA6\xA5 |0

<U2519> \xA6\xC4 |0

<U251A> \xA6\xC3 |0

<U251B> \xA6\xB0 |0

<U251C> \xA6\xA7 |0

<U251D>

 \xA6\xBC |0

<U251E> \xA6\xC9 |0

<U251F> \xA6\xCA |0

<U2520> \xA6\xB7 |0

<U2521> \xA6\xCB |0

<U2522> \xA6\xCC |0

<U2523> \xA6\xB2 |0

<U2524> \xA6\xA9 |0

<U2525> \xA6\xBE |0

<U2526> \xA6\xCD |0

<U2527> \xA6\xCE |0

<U2528> \xA6\xB9 |0

<U2529> \xA6\xCF |0

<U252A> \xA6\xD0 |0

<U252B> \xA6\xB4 |0

<U252C> \xA6\xA8 |0

<U252D> \xA6\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA6\xD2 |0

<U252F> \xA6\xB8 |0

<U2530> \xA6\xBD |0

<U2531> \xA6\xD3 |0

<U2532> \xA6\xD4 |0

<U2533> \xA6\xB3 |0

<U2534> \xA6\xAA |0

<U2535> \xA6\xD5 |0

<U2536> \xA6\xD6 |0

<U2537> \xA6\xBA |0

<U2538> \xA6\xBF |0

<U2539> \xA6\xD7 |0

<U253A> \xA6\xD8 |0

<U253B> \xA6\xB5 |0

<U253C> \xA6\xAB |0

<U253D> \xA6\xD9 |0
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<U253E> \xA6\xDA |0

<U253F> \xA6\xBB |0

<U2540> \xA6\xDB |0

<U2541> \xA6\xDC |0

<U2542> \xA6\xC0 |0

<U2543> \xA6\xDD |0

<U2544> \xA6\xDE |0

<U2545> \xA6\xDF |0

<U2546> \xA6\xE0 |0

<U2547> \xA6\xE1 |0

<U2548> \xA6\xE2 |0

<U2549> \xA6\xE3 |0

<U254A> \xA6\xE4 |0

<U254B> \xA6\xB6 |0

<U2592> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U25A0> \xA1\xE1 |0

<U25A1> \xA1\xE0 |0

<U25A3>

 \xA2\xC3 |0

<U25A4> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U25A5> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U25A6> \xA2\xCB |0

<U25A7> \xA2\xCA |0

<U25A8> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U25A9> \xA2\xCC |0

<U25B2> \xA1\xE3 |0

<U25B3> \xA1\xE2 |0

<U25B6> \xA2\xBA |0

<U25B7> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U25BC> \xA1\xE5 |0

<U25BD> \xA1\xE4 |0

<U25C0> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U25C1> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U25C6> \xA1\xDF |0

<U25C7> \xA1\xDE |0

<U25C8> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U25CB> \xA1\xDB |0

<U25CE> \xA1\xDD |0

<U25CF> \xA1\xDC |0

<U25D0> \xA2\xC4 |0

<U25D1> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U2605> \xA1\xDA |0

<U2606> \xA1\xD9 |0

<U260E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U260F> \xA2\xCE |0

<U261C> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U261E> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2640> \xA1\xCF |0
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<U2642> \xA1\xCE |0

<U2660> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2661> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2663> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2664> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2665> \xA2\xBE |0

<U2667> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2668> \xA2\xCD |0

<U2669> \xA2\xDB |0

<U266A> \xA2\xDC |0

<U266C> \xA2\xDD |0

<U266D> \xA2\xDA |0

<U3000> \xA1\xA1 |0

<U3001> \xA1\xA2 |0

<U3002> \xA1\xA3 |0

<U3003> \xA1\xA8 |0

<U3008> \xA1\xB4 |0

<U3009> \xA1\xB5 |0

<U300A> \xA1\xB6 |0

<U300B> \xA1\xB7 |0

<U300C>

 \xA1\xB8 |0

<U300D> \xA1\xB9 |0

<U300E> \xA1\xBA |0

<U300F> \xA1\xBB |0

<U3010> \xA1\xBC |0

<U3011> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3013> \xA1\xEB |0

<U3014> \xA1\xB2 |0

<U3015> \xA1\xB3 |0

<U3041> \xAA\xA1 |0

<U3042> \xAA\xA2 |0

<U3043> \xAA\xA3 |0

<U3044> \xAA\xA4 |0

<U3045> \xAA\xA5 |0

<U3046> \xAA\xA6 |0

<U3047> \xAA\xA7 |0

<U3048> \xAA\xA8 |0

<U3049> \xAA\xA9 |0

<U304A> \xAA\xAA |0

<U304B> \xAA\xAB |0

<U304C> \xAA\xAC |0

<U304D> \xAA\xAD |0

<U304E> \xAA\xAE |0

<U304F> \xAA\xAF |0

<U3050> \xAA\xB0 |0

<U3051> \xAA\xB1 |0

<U3052> \xAA\xB2 |0
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<U3053> \xAA\xB3 |0

<U3054> \xAA\xB4 |0

<U3055> \xAA\xB5 |0

<U3056> \xAA\xB6 |0

<U3057> \xAA\xB7 |0

<U3058> \xAA\xB8 |0

<U3059> \xAA\xB9 |0

<U305A> \xAA\xBA |0

<U305B> \xAA\xBB |0

<U305C> \xAA\xBC |0

<U305D> \xAA\xBD |0

<U305E> \xAA\xBE |0

<U305F> \xAA\xBF |0

<U3060> \xAA\xC0 |0

<U3061> \xAA\xC1 |0

<U3062> \xAA\xC2 |0

<U3063> \xAA\xC3 |0

<U3064> \xAA\xC4 |0

<U3065> \xAA\xC5 |0

<U3066> \xAA\xC6 |0

<U3067> \xAA\xC7 |0

<U3068> \xAA\xC8 |0

<U3069> \xAA\xC9 |0

<U306A>

 \xAA\xCA |0

<U306B> \xAA\xCB |0

<U306C> \xAA\xCC |0

<U306D> \xAA\xCD |0

<U306E> \xAA\xCE |0

<U306F> \xAA\xCF |0

<U3070> \xAA\xD0 |0

<U3071> \xAA\xD1 |0

<U3072> \xAA\xD2 |0

<U3073> \xAA\xD3 |0

<U3074> \xAA\xD4 |0

<U3075> \xAA\xD5 |0

<U3076> \xAA\xD6 |0

<U3077> \xAA\xD7 |0

<U3078> \xAA\xD8 |0

<U3079> \xAA\xD9 |0

<U307A> \xAA\xDA |0

<U307B> \xAA\xDB |0

<U307C> \xAA\xDC |0

<U307D> \xAA\xDD |0

<U307E> \xAA\xDE |0

<U307F> \xAA\xDF |0

<U3080> \xAA\xE0 |0

<U3081> \xAA\xE1 |0
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<U3082> \xAA\xE2 |0

<U3083> \xAA\xE3 |0

<U3084> \xAA\xE4 |0

<U3085> \xAA\xE5 |0

<U3086> \xAA\xE6 |0

<U3087> \xAA\xE7 |0

<U3088> \xAA\xE8 |0

<U3089> \xAA\xE9 |0

<U308A> \xAA\xEA |0

<U308B> \xAA\xEB |0

<U308C> \xAA\xEC |0

<U308D> \xAA\xED |0

<U308E> \xAA\xEE |0

<U308F> \xAA\xEF |0

<U3090> \xAA\xF0 |0

<U3091> \xAA\xF1 |0

<U3092> \xAA\xF2 |0

<U3093> \xAA\xF3 |0

<U30A1> \xAB\xA1 |0

<U30A2> \xAB\xA2 |0

<U30A3> \xAB\xA3 |0

<U30A4> \xAB\xA4 |0

<U30A5> \xAB\xA5 |0

<U30A6> \xAB\xA6 |0

<U30A7> \xAB\xA7 |0

<U30A8> \xAB\xA8 |0

<U30A9>

 \xAB\xA9 |0

<U30AA> \xAB\xAA |0

<U30AB> \xAB\xAB |0

<U30AC> \xAB\xAC |0

<U30AD> \xAB\xAD |0

<U30AE> \xAB\xAE |0

<U30AF> \xAB\xAF |0

<U30B0> \xAB\xB0 |0

<U30B1> \xAB\xB1 |0

<U30B2> \xAB\xB2 |0

<U30B3> \xAB\xB3 |0

<U30B4> \xAB\xB4 |0

<U30B5> \xAB\xB5 |0

<U30B6> \xAB\xB6 |0

<U30B7> \xAB\xB7 |0

<U30B8> \xAB\xB8 |0

<U30B9> \xAB\xB9 |0

<U30BA> \xAB\xBA |0

<U30BB> \xAB\xBB |0

<U30BC> \xAB\xBC |0

<U30BD> \xAB\xBD |0
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<U30BE> \xAB\xBE |0

<U30BF> \xAB\xBF |0

<U30C0> \xAB\xC0 |0

<U30C1> \xAB\xC1 |0

<U30C2> \xAB\xC2 |0

<U30C3> \xAB\xC3 |0

<U30C4> \xAB\xC4 |0

<U30C5> \xAB\xC5 |0

<U30C6> \xAB\xC6 |0

<U30C7> \xAB\xC7 |0

<U30C8> \xAB\xC8 |0

<U30C9> \xAB\xC9 |0

<U30CA> \xAB\xCA |0

<U30CB> \xAB\xCB |0

<U30CC> \xAB\xCC |0

<U30CD> \xAB\xCD |0

<U30CE> \xAB\xCE |0

<U30CF> \xAB\xCF |0

<U30D0> \xAB\xD0 |0

<U30D1> \xAB\xD1 |0

<U30D2> \xAB\xD2 |0

<U30D3> \xAB\xD3 |0

<U30D4> \xAB\xD4 |0

<U30D5> \xAB\xD5 |0

<U30D6> \xAB\xD6 |0

<U30D7> \xAB\xD7 |0

<U30D8> \xAB\xD8 |0

<U30D9> \xAB\xD9 |0

<U30DA> \xAB\xDA |0

<U30DB>

 \xAB\xDB |0

<U30DC> \xAB\xDC |0

<U30DD> \xAB\xDD |0

<U30DE> \xAB\xDE |0

<U30DF> \xAB\xDF |0

<U30E0> \xAB\xE0 |0

<U30E1> \xAB\xE1 |0

<U30E2> \xAB\xE2 |0

<U30E3> \xAB\xE3 |0

<U30E4> \xAB\xE4 |0

<U30E5> \xAB\xE5 |0

<U30E6> \xAB\xE6 |0

<U30E7> \xAB\xE7 |0

<U30E8> \xAB\xE8 |0

<U30E9> \xAB\xE9 |0

<U30EA> \xAB\xEA |0

<U30EB> \xAB\xEB |0

<U30EC> \xAB\xEC |0
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<U30ED> \xAB\xED |0

<U30EE> \xAB\xEE |0

<U30EF> \xAB\xEF |0

<U30F0> \xAB\xF0 |0

<U30F1> \xAB\xF1 |0

<U30F2> \xAB\xF2 |0

<U30F3> \xAB\xF3 |0

<U30F4> \xAB\xF4 |0

<U30F5> \xAB\xF5 |0

<U30F6> \xAB\xF6 |0

<U3131> \xA4\xA1 |0

<U3132> \xA4\xA2 |0

<U3133> \xA4\xA3 |0

<U3134> \xA4\xA4 |0

<U3135> \xA4\xA5 |0

<U3136> \xA4\xA6 |0

<U3137> \xA4\xA7 |0

<U3138> \xA4\xA8 |0

<U3139> \xA4\xA9 |0

<U313A> \xA4\xAA |0

<U313B> \xA4\xAB |0

<U313C> \xA4\xAC |0

<U313D> \xA4\xAD |0

<U313E> \xA4\xAE |0

<U313F> \xA4\xAF |0

<U3140> \xA4\xB0 |0

<U3141> \xA4\xB1 |0

<U3142> \xA4\xB2 |0

<U3143> \xA4\xB3 |0

<U3144> \xA4\xB4 |0

<U3145> \xA4\xB5 |0

<U3146> \xA4\xB6 |0

<U3147>

 \xA4\xB7 |0

<U3148> \xA4\xB8 |0

<U3149> \xA4\xB9 |0

<U314A> \xA4\xBA |0

<U314B> \xA4\xBB |0

<U314C> \xA4\xBC |0

<U314D> \xA4\xBD |0

<U314E> \xA4\xBE |0

<U314F> \xA4\xBF |0

<U3150> \xA4\xC0 |0

<U3151> \xA4\xC1 |0

<U3152> \xA4\xC2 |0

<U3153> \xA4\xC3 |0

<U3154> \xA4\xC4 |0

<U3155> \xA4\xC5 |0
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<U3156> \xA4\xC6 |0

<U3157> \xA4\xC7 |0

<U3158> \xA4\xC8 |0

<U3159> \xA4\xC9 |0

<U315A> \xA4\xCA |0

<U315B> \xA4\xCB |0

<U315C> \xA4\xCC |0

<U315D> \xA4\xCD |0

<U315E> \xA4\xCE |0

<U315F> \xA4\xCF |0

<U3160> \xA4\xD0 |0

<U3161> \xA4\xD1 |0

<U3162> \xA4\xD2 |0

<U3163> \xA4\xD3 |0

<U3164> \xA4\xD4 |0

<U3165> \xA4\xD5 |0

<U3166> \xA4\xD6 |0

<U3167> \xA4\xD7 |0

<U3168> \xA4\xD8 |0

<U3169> \xA4\xD9 |0

<U316A> \xA4\xDA |0

<U316B> \xA4\xDB |0

<U316C> \xA4\xDC |0

<U316D> \xA4\xDD |0

<U316E> \xA4\xDE |0

<U316F> \xA4\xDF |0

<U3170> \xA4\xE0 |0

<U3171> \xA4\xE1 |0

<U3172> \xA4\xE2 |0

<U3173> \xA4\xE3 |0

<U3174> \xA4\xE4 |0

<U3175> \xA4\xE5 |0

<U3176> \xA4\xE6 |0

<U3177> \xA4\xE7 |0

<U3178> \xA4\xE8 |0

<U3179>

 \xA4\xE9 |0

<U317A> \xA4\xEA |0

<U317B> \xA4\xEB |0

<U317C> \xA4\xEC |0

<U317D> \xA4\xED |0

<U317E> \xA4\xEE |0

<U317F> \xA4\xEF |0

<U3180> \xA4\xF0 |0

<U3181> \xA4\xF1 |0

<U3182> \xA4\xF2 |0

<U3183> \xA4\xF3 |0

<U3184> \xA4\xF4 |0
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<U3185> \xA4\xF5 |0

<U3186> \xA4\xF6 |0

<U3187> \xA4\xF7 |0

<U3188> \xA4\xF8 |0

<U3189> \xA4\xF9 |0

<U318A> \xA4\xFA |0

<U318B> \xA4\xFB |0

<U318C> \xA4\xFC |0

<U318D> \xA4\xFD |0

<U318E> \xA4\xFE |0

<U3200> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U3201> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U3202> \xA9\xB3 |0

<U3203> \xA9\xB4 |0

<U3204> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U3205> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U3206> \xA9\xB7 |0

<U3207> \xA9\xB8 |0

<U3208> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U3209> \xA9\xBA |0

<U320A> \xA9\xBB |0

<U320B> \xA9\xBC |0

<U320C> \xA9\xBD |0

<U320D> \xA9\xBE |0

<U320E> \xA9\xBF |0

<U320F> \xA9\xC0 |0

<U3210> \xA9\xC1 |0

<U3211> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U3212> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U3213> \xA9\xC4 |0

<U3214> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U3215> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U3216> \xA9\xC7 |0

<U3217> \xA9\xC8 |0

<U3218> \xA9\xC9 |0

<U3219> \xA9\xCA |0

<U321A> \xA9\xCB |0

<U321B> \xA9\xCC |0

<U321C>

 \xA2\xDF |0

<U3260> \xA8\xB1 |0

<U3261> \xA8\xB2 |0

<U3262> \xA8\xB3 |0

<U3263> \xA8\xB4 |0

<U3264> \xA8\xB5 |0

<U3265> \xA8\xB6 |0

<U3266> \xA8\xB7 |0

<U3267> \xA8\xB8 |0
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<U3268> \xA8\xB9 |0

<U3269> \xA8\xBA |0

<U326A> \xA8\xBB |0

<U326B> \xA8\xBC |0

<U326C> \xA8\xBD |0

<U326D> \xA8\xBE |0

<U326E> \xA8\xBF |0

<U326F> \xA8\xC0 |0

<U3270> \xA8\xC1 |0

<U3271> \xA8\xC2 |0

<U3272> \xA8\xC3 |0

<U3273> \xA8\xC4 |0

<U3274> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3275> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3276> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3277> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3278> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U3279> \xA8\xCA |0

<U327A> \xA8\xCB |0

<U327B> \xA8\xCC |0

<U327F> \xA2\xDE |0

<U3380> \xA7\xC9 |0

<U3381> \xA7\xCA |0

<U3382> \xA7\xCB |0

<U3383> \xA7\xCC |0

<U3384> \xA7\xCD |0

<U3388> \xA7\xBA |0

<U3389> \xA7\xBB |0

<U338A> \xA7\xDC |0

<U338B> \xA7\xDD |0

<U338C> \xA7\xDE |0

<U338D> \xA7\xB6 |0

<U338E> \xA7\xB7 |0

<U338F> \xA7\xB8 |0

<U3390> \xA7\xD4 |0

<U3391> \xA7\xD5 |0

<U3392> \xA7\xD6 |0

<U3393> \xA7\xD7 |0

<U3394> \xA7\xD8 |0

<U3395> \xA7\xA1 |0

<U3396> \xA7\xA2 |0

<U3397>

 \xA7\xA3 |0

<U3398> \xA7\xA5 |0

<U3399> \xA7\xAB |0

<U339A> \xA7\xAC |0

<U339B> \xA7\xAD |0

<U339C> \xA7\xAE |0
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<U339D> \xA7\xAF |0

<U339E> \xA7\xB0 |0

<U339F> \xA7\xB1 |0

<U33A0> \xA7\xB2 |0

<U33A1> \xA7\xB3 |0

<U33A2> \xA7\xB4 |0

<U33A3> \xA7\xA7 |0

<U33A4> \xA7\xA8 |0

<U33A5> \xA7\xA9 |0

<U33A6> \xA7\xAA |0

<U33A7> \xA7\xBD |0

<U33A8> \xA7\xBE |0

<U33A9> \xA7\xE5 |0

<U33AA> \xA7\xE6 |0

<U33AB> \xA7\xE7 |0

<U33AC> \xA7\xE8 |0

<U33AD> \xA7\xE1 |0

<U33AE> \xA7\xE2 |0

<U33AF> \xA7\xE3 |0

<U33B0> \xA7\xBF |0

<U33B1> \xA7\xC0 |0

<U33B2> \xA7\xC1 |0

<U33B3> \xA7\xC2 |0

<U33B4> \xA7\xC3 |0

<U33B5> \xA7\xC4 |0

<U33B6> \xA7\xC5 |0

<U33B7> \xA7\xC6 |0

<U33B8> \xA7\xC7 |0

<U33B9> \xA7\xC8 |0

<U33BA> \xA7\xCE |0

<U33BB> \xA7\xCF |0

<U33BC> \xA7\xD0 |0

<U33BD> \xA7\xD1 |0

<U33BE> \xA7\xD2 |0

<U33BF> \xA7\xD3 |0

<U33C0> \xA7\xDA |0

<U33C1> \xA7\xDB |0

<U33C2> \xA2\xE3 |0

<U33C3> \xA7\xEC |0

<U33C4> \xA7\xA6 |0

<U33C5> \xA7\xE0 |0

<U33C6> \xA7\xEF |0

<U33C7> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U33C8> \xA7\xBC |0

<U33C9>

 \xA7\xED |0

<U33CA> \xA7\xB5 |0

<U33CF> \xA7\xB9 |0
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<U33D0> \xA7\xEA |0

<U33D3> \xA7\xEB |0

<U33D6> \xA7\xDF |0

<U33D8> \xA2\xE4 |0

<U33DB> \xA7\xE4 |0

<U33DC> \xA7\xEE |0

<U33DD> \xA7\xE9 |0

<U4E00> \xEC\xE9 |0

<U4E01> \xEF\xCB |0

<U4E03> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U4E07> \xD8\xB2 |0

<U4E08> \xED\xDB |0

<U4E09> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U4E0A> \xDF\xBE |0

<U4E0B> \xF9\xBB |0

<U4E0D> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U4E11> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U4E14> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U4E15> \xDD\xE0 |0

<U4E16> \xE1\xA6 |0

<U4E18> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U4E19> \xDC\xB0 |0

<U4E1E> \xE3\xAA |0

<U4E2D> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U4E32> \xCD\xFA |0

<U4E38> \xFC\xAF |0

<U4E39> \xD3\xA1 |0

<U4E3B> \xF1\xAB |0

<U4E42> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U4E43> \xD2\xAC |0

<U4E45> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U4E4B> \xF1\xFD |0

<U4E4D> \xDE\xBF |0

<U4E4E> \xFB\xBA |0

<U4E4F> \xF9\xB9 |0

<U4E56> \xCE\xD2 |0

<U4E58> \xE3\xAB |0

<U4E59> \xEB\xE0 |0

<U4E5D> \xCE\xFA |0

<U4E5E> \xCB\xF7 |0

<U4E5F> \xE5\xA5 |0

<U4E6B> \xCA\xE1 |0

<U4E6D> \xD4\xCC |0

<U4E73> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U4E76> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U4E77> \xDF\xAD |0

<U4E7E> \xCB\xEB |0

<U4E82>
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 \xD5\xAF |0

<U4E86> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U4E88> \xE5\xF8 |0

<U4E8B> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U4E8C> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U4E8E> \xE9\xCD |0

<U4E90> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U4E91> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U4E92> \xFB\xBB |0

<U4E94> \xE7\xE9 |0

<U4E95> \xEF\xCC |0

<U4E98> \xD0\xE6 |0

<U4E9B> \xDE\xC1 |0

<U4E9E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U4EA1> \xD8\xCC |0

<U4EA2> \xF9\xF1 |0

<U4EA4> \xCE\xDF |0

<U4EA5> \xFA\xA4 |0

<U4EA6> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U4EA8> \xFA\xFB |0

<U4EAB> \xFA\xBD |0

<U4EAC> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U4EAD> \xEF\xCD |0

<U4EAE> \xD5\xD5 |0

<U4EB6> \xD3\xA2 |0

<U4EBA> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U4EC0> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U4EC1> \xEC\xD2 |0

<U4EC4> \xF6\xB1 |0

<U4EC7> \xCE\xFB |0

<U4ECA> \xD0\xD1 |0

<U4ECB> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4ECD> \xED\xA4 |0

<U4ED4> \xED\xA8 |0

<U4ED5> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U4ED6> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U4ED7> \xED\xDC |0

<U4ED8> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U4ED9> \xE0\xB9 |0

<U4EDD> \xD4\xCE |0

<U4EDF> \xF4\xB5 |0

<U4EE3> \xD3\xDB |0

<U4EE4> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U4EE5> \xEC\xA4 |0

<U4EF0> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U4EF2> \xF1\xEA |0

<U4EF6> \xCB\xEC |0

<U4EF7> \xCB\xC0 |0
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<U4EFB> \xEC\xF2 |0

<U4F01> \xD0\xEA |0

<U4F09>

 \xF9\xF2 |0

<U4F0A> \xEC\xA5 |0

<U4F0B> \xD0\xDF |0

<U4F0D> \xE7\xEA |0

<U4F0E> \xD0\xEB |0

<U4F0F> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U4F10> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U4F11> \xFD\xCC |0

<U4F2F> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U4F34> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U4F36> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F38> \xE3\xDF |0

<U4F3A> \xDE\xC3 |0

<U4F3C> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U4F3D> \xCA\xA1 |0

<U4F43> \xEE\xEC |0

<U4F46> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U4F47> \xEE\xB7 |0

<U4F48> \xF8\xCF |0

<U4F4D> \xEA\xC8 |0

<U4F4E> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U4F4F> \xF1\xAC |0

<U4F50> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U4F51> \xE9\xCE |0

<U4F55> \xF9\xBC |0

<U4F59> \xE5\xF9 |0

<U4F5A> \xEC\xEA |0

<U4F5B> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U4F5C> \xED\xC2 |0

<U4F69> \xF8\xA5 |0

<U4F6F> \xE5\xBA |0

<U4F70> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U4F73> \xCA\xA2 |0

<U4F76> \xD1\xCD |0

<U4F7A> \xEE\xED |0

<U4F7E> \xEC\xEB |0

<U4F7F> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U4F81> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U4F83> \xCA\xC9 |0

<U4F84> \xF2\xE9 |0

<U4F86> \xD5\xCE |0

<U4F88> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U4F8A> \xCE\xC2 |0

<U4F8B> \xD6\xC7 |0

<U4F8D> \xE3\xB4 |0
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<U4F8F> \xF1\xAD |0

<U4F91> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U4F96> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U4F98> \xF3\xA7 |0

<U4F9B> \xCD\xEA |0

<U4F9D>

 \xEB\xEE |0

<U4FAE> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FAF> \xFD\xA5 |0

<U4FB5> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U4FB6> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U4FBF> \xF8\xB5 |0

<U4FC2> \xCC\xF5 |0

<U4FC3> \xF5\xB5 |0

<U4FC4> \xE4\xAD |0

<U4FC9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U4FCA> \xF1\xD5 |0

<U4FCE> \xF0\xBB |0

<U4FD1> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U4FD3> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U4FD4> \xFA\xD5 |0

<U4FD7> \xE1\xD4 |0

<U4FDA> \xD7\xD6 |0

<U4FDD> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U4FDF> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U4FE0> \xFA\xEF |0

<U4FE1> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U4FEE> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U4FEF> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U4FF1> \xCE\xFC |0

<U4FF3> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U4FF5> \xF8\xF1 |0

<U4FF8> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U4FFA> \xE5\xEF |0

<U5002> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U5006> \xD5\xD6 |0

<U5009> \xF3\xDA |0

<U500B> \xCB\xC1 |0

<U500D> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U5011> \xD9\xFA |0

<U5012> \xD3\xEE |0

<U5016> \xFA\xB8 |0

<U5019> \xFD\xA6 |0

<U501A> \xEB\xEF |0

<U501C> \xF4\xA6 |0

<U501E> \xCC\xCA |0

<U501F> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U5021> \xF3\xDB |0
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<U5023> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U5024> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U5026> \xCF\xE6 |0

<U5027> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U5028> \xCB\xDA |0

<U502A> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U502B> \xD7\xC3 |0

<U502C> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U502D>

 \xE8\xDE |0

<U503B> \xE5\xA6 |0

<U5043> \xE5\xE7 |0

<U5047> \xCA\xA3 |0

<U5048> \xCC\xA7 |0

<U5049> \xEA\xC9 |0

<U504F> \xF8\xB6 |0

<U5055> \xFA\xA5 |0

<U505A> \xF1\xAE |0

<U505C> \xEF\xCE |0

<U5065> \xCB\xED |0

<U5074> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U5075> \xEF\xCF |0

<U5076> \xE9\xCF |0

<U5078> \xF7\xDE |0

<U5080> \xCE\xD3 |0

<U5085> \xDC\xF7 |0

<U508D> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U5091> \xCB\xF8 |0

<U5098> \xDF\xA1 |0

<U5099> \xDD\xE1 |0

<U50AC> \xF5\xCA |0

<U50AD> \xE9\xB6 |0

<U50B2> \xE7\xEC |0

<U50B3> \xEE\xEE |0

<U50B5> \xF3\xF0 |0

<U50B7> \xDF\xBF |0

<U50BE> \xCC\xCB |0

<U50C5> \xD0\xC1 |0

<U50C9> \xF4\xD2 |0

<U50CA> \xE0\xBA |0

<U50CF> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U50D1> \xCE\xE0 |0

<U50D5> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U50D6> \xFD\xEA |0

<U50DA> \xD6\xF6 |0

<U50DE> \xEA\xCA |0

<U50E5> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U50E7> \xE3\xAC |0
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<U50ED> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U50F9> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U50FB> \xDB\xF8 |0

<U50FF> \xDE\xC7 |0

<U5100> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U5101> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U5104> \xE5\xE2 |0

<U5106> \xCC\xCC |0

<U5109> \xCB\xFB |0

<U5112> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U511F> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5121>

 \xD6\xED |0

<U512A> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U5132> \xEE\xB9 |0

<U5137> \xD5\xE3 |0

<U513A> \xD1\xD3 |0

<U513C> \xE5\xF0 |0

<U5140> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U5141> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U5143> \xEA\xAA |0

<U5144> \xFA\xFC |0

<U5145> \xF5\xF6 |0

<U5146> \xF0\xBC |0

<U5147> \xFD\xD4 |0

<U5148> \xE0\xBB |0

<U5149> \xCE\xC3 |0

<U514B> \xD0\xBA |0

<U514C> \xF7\xBA |0

<U514D> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U514E> \xF7\xCD |0

<U5152> \xE4\xAE |0

<U515C> \xD4\xDF |0

<U5162> \xD0\xE7 |0

<U5165> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5167> \xD2\xAE |0

<U5168> \xEE\xEF |0

<U5169> \xD5\xD7 |0

<U516A> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U516B> \xF8\xA2 |0

<U516C> \xCD\xEB |0

<U516D> \xD7\xBF |0

<U516E> \xFB\xB1 |0

<U5171> \xCD\xEC |0

<U5175> \xDC\xB2 |0

<U5176> \xD0\xEC |0

<U5177> \xCE\xFD |0

<U5178> \xEE\xF0 |0
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<U517C> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U5180> \xD0\xED |0

<U5186> \xE5\xF7 |0

<U518A> \xF3\xFC |0

<U518D> \xEE\xA2 |0

<U5192> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U5195> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U5197> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U51A0> \xCE\xAE |0

<U51A5> \xD9\xA2 |0

<U51AA> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U51AC> \xD4\xCF |0

<U51B6> \xE5\xA7 |0

<U51B7> \xD5\xD2 |0

<U51BD>

 \xD6\xA9 |0

<U51C4> \xF4\xA2 |0

<U51C6> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U51C9> \xD5\xD8 |0

<U51CB> \xF0\xBD |0

<U51CC> \xD7\xD0 |0

<U51CD> \xD4\xD0 |0

<U51DC> \xD7\xCF |0

<U51DD> \xEB\xEA |0

<U51DE> \xFD\xEB |0

<U51E1> \xDB\xED |0

<U51F0> \xFC\xC5 |0

<U51F1> \xCB\xC2 |0

<U51F6> \xFD\xD5 |0

<U51F8> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U51F9> \xE8\xEA |0

<U51FA> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U51FD> \xF9\xDE |0

<U5200> \xD3\xEF |0

<U5203> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U5206> \xDD\xC2 |0

<U5207> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U5208> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U520A> \xCA\xCA |0

<U520E> \xD9\xFB |0

<U5211> \xFA\xFD |0

<U5217> \xD6\xAA |0

<U521D> \xF4\xF8 |0

<U5224> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U5225> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5229> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U522A> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U522E> \xCE\xBE |0
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<U5230> \xD3\xF0 |0

<U5236> \xF0\xA4 |0

<U5237> \xE1\xEC |0

<U5238> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U5239> \xF3\xCB |0

<U523A> \xED\xA9 |0

<U523B> \xCA\xBE |0

<U5243> \xF4\xEF |0

<U5247> \xF6\xCE |0

<U524A> \xDE\xFB |0

<U524B> \xD0\xBB |0

<U524C> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U524D> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U5254> \xF4\xA8 |0

<U5256> \xDC\xF8 |0

<U525B> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U525D> \xDA\xCE |0

<U5261>

 \xE0\xE6 |0

<U5269> \xED\xA5 |0

<U526A> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U526F> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U5272> \xF9\xDC |0

<U5275> \xF3\xDC |0

<U527D> \xF8\xF2 |0

<U527F> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U5283> \xFC\xF1 |0

<U5287> \xD0\xBC |0

<U5288> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U5289> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U528D> \xCB\xFC |0

<U5291> \xF0\xA5 |0

<U5292> \xCB\xFD |0

<U529B> \xD5\xF4 |0

<U529F> \xCD\xED |0

<U52A0> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U52A3> \xD6\xAB |0

<U52A4> \xD0\xC2 |0

<U52A9> \xF0\xBE |0

<U52AA> \xD2\xBD |0

<U52AB> \xCC\xA4 |0

<U52BE> \xFA\xB6 |0

<U52C1> \xCC\xCD |0

<U52C3> \xDA\xFA |0

<U52C5> \xF6\xCF |0

<U52C7> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U52C9> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U52CD> \xCC\xCE |0
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<U52D2> \xD7\xCD |0

<U52D5> \xD4\xD1 |0

<U52D6> \xE9\xED |0

<U52D8> \xCA\xEB |0

<U52D9> \xD9\xE2 |0

<U52DB> \xFD\xB2 |0

<U52DD> \xE3\xAD |0

<U52DE> \xD6\xCC |0

<U52DF> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U52E2> \xE1\xA7 |0

<U52E3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U52E4> \xD0\xC3 |0

<U52F3> \xFD\xB3 |0

<U52F5> \xD5\xE4 |0

<U52F8> \xCF\xE8 |0

<U52FA> \xED\xC3 |0

<U52FB> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U52FE> \xCE\xFE |0

<U52FF> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U5305> \xF8\xD0 |0

<U5308>

 \xFD\xD6 |0

<U530D> \xF8\xD1 |0

<U530F> \xF8\xD2 |0

<U5310> \xDC\xD3 |0

<U5315> \xDD\xE2 |0

<U5316> \xFB\xF9 |0

<U5317> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U5319> \xE3\xB5 |0

<U5320> \xED\xDD |0

<U5321> \xCE\xC4 |0

<U5323> \xCB\xA1 |0

<U532A> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U532F> \xFC\xDD |0

<U5339> \xF9\xAF |0

<U533F> \xD2\xFB |0

<U5340> \xCF\xA1 |0

<U5341> \xE4\xA8 |0

<U5343> \xF4\xB6 |0

<U5344> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5347> \xE3\xAE |0

<U5348> \xE7\xED |0

<U5349> \xFD\xC1 |0

<U534A> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U534D> \xD8\xB3 |0

<U5351> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U5352> \xF0\xEF |0

<U5353> \xF6\xF1 |0
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<U5354> \xFA\xF0 |0

<U5357> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U535A> \xDA\xCF |0

<U535C> \xDC\xD4 |0

<U535E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5360> \xEF\xBF |0

<U5366> \xCE\xCF |0

<U5368> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U536F> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U5370> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U5371> \xEA\xCB |0

<U5374> \xCA\xBF |0

<U5375> \xD5\xB0 |0

<U5377> \xCF\xE9 |0

<U537D> \xF1\xED |0

<U537F> \xCC\xCF |0

<U5384> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U5393> \xE4\xED |0

<U5398> \xD7\xD8 |0

<U539A> \xFD\xA7 |0

<U539F> \xEA\xAB |0

<U53A0> \xF6\xB2 |0

<U53A5> \xCF\xF0 |0

<U53A6>

 \xF9\xBD |0

<U53AD> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U53BB> \xCB\xDB |0

<U53C3> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U53C8> \xE9\xD1 |0

<U53C9> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U53CA> \xD0\xE0 |0

<U53CB> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U53CD> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U53D4> \xE2\xD2 |0

<U53D6> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U53D7> \xE1\xF4 |0

<U53DB> \xDA\xE4 |0

<U53E1> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U53E2> \xF5\xBF |0

<U53E3> \xCF\xA2 |0

<U53E4> \xCD\xAF |0

<U53E5> \xCF\xA3 |0

<U53E9> \xCD\xB0 |0

<U53EA> \xF1\xFE |0

<U53EB> \xD0\xA3 |0

<U53EC> \xE1\xAF |0

<U53ED> \xF8\xA3 |0

<U53EF> \xCA\xA6 |0
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<U53F0> \xF7\xBB |0

<U53F1> \xF2\xEA |0

<U53F2> \xDE\xC8 |0

<U53F3> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U53F8> \xDE\xC9 |0

<U5403> \xFD\xDE |0

<U5404> \xCA\xC0 |0

<U5408> \xF9\xEA |0

<U5409> \xD1\xCE |0

<U540A> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U540C> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U540D> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U540E> \xFD\xA8 |0

<U540F> \xD7\xD9 |0

<U5410> \xF7\xCE |0

<U5411> \xFA\xBE |0

<U541B> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U541D> \xD7\xF0 |0

<U541F> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U5420> \xF8\xC5 |0

<U5426> \xDC\xFA |0

<U5429> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U542B> \xF9\xDF |0

<U5433> \xE7\xEF |0

<U5438> \xFD\xE5 |0

<U5439> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U543B>

 \xD9\xFC |0

<U543C> \xFD\xA9 |0

<U543E> \xE7\xEE |0

<U5442> \xD5\xE5 |0

<U5448> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U544A> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U5451> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U5468> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U546A> \xF1\xB1 |0

<U5471> \xCD\xB2 |0

<U5473> \xDA\xAB |0

<U5475> \xCA\xA7 |0

<U547B> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U547C> \xFB\xBC |0

<U547D> \xD9\xA4 |0

<U5480> \xEE\xBA |0

<U5486> \xF8\xD3 |0

<U548C> \xFB\xFA |0

<U548E> \xCF\xA4 |0

<U5490> \xDC\xFB |0

<U54A4> \xF6\xE3 |0
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<U54A8> \xED\xAA |0

<U54AB> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U54AC> \xCE\xE1 |0

<U54B3> \xFA\xA6 |0

<U54B8> \xF9\xE0 |0

<U54BD> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U54C0> \xE4\xEE |0

<U54C1> \xF9\xA1 |0

<U54C4> \xFB\xEF |0

<U54C8> \xF9\xEB |0

<U54C9> \xEE\xA3 |0

<U54E1> \xEA\xAC |0

<U54E5> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U54E8> \xF4\xFA |0

<U54ED> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U54EE> \xFC\xF6 |0

<U54F2> \xF4\xC9 |0

<U54FA> \xF8\xD4 |0

<U5504> \xF8\xA6 |0

<U5506> \xDE\xCA |0

<U5507> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U550E> \xD7\xDA |0

<U5510> \xD3\xD0 |0

<U551C> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U552F> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U5531> \xF3\xDD |0

<U5535> \xE4\xDA |0

<U553E> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U5544> \xF6\xF2 |0

<U5546>

 \xDF\xC2 |0

<U554F> \xD9\xFD |0

<U5553> \xCC\xF6 |0

<U5556> \xD3\xBA |0

<U555E> \xE4\xAF |0

<U5563> \xF9\xE1 |0

<U557C> \xF0\xA6 |0

<U5580> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U5584> \xE0\xBC |0

<U5586> \xF4\xCA |0

<U5587> \xD4\xFA |0

<U5589> \xFD\xAA |0

<U558A> \xF9\xE2 |0

<U5598> \xF4\xB7 |0

<U5599> \xFD\xC2 |0

<U559A> \xFC\xB0 |0

<U559C> \xFD\xEC |0

<U559D> \xCA\xE2 |0
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<U55A7> \xFD\xBD |0

<U55A9> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U55AA> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U55AB> \xD1\xD2 |0

<U55AC> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U55AE> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U55C5> \xFD\xAB |0

<U55C7> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U55D4> \xF2\xC7 |0

<U55DA> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U55DC> \xD0\xEE |0

<U55DF> \xF3\xAA |0

<U55E3> \xDE\xCB |0

<U55E4> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U55FD> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U55FE> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U5606> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U5609> \xCA\xA9 |0

<U5614> \xCF\xA5 |0

<U5617> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U562F> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5632> \xF0\xBF |0

<U5634> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U5636> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U5653> \xFA\xC6 |0

<U5668> \xD0\xEF |0

<U566B> \xFD\xED |0

<U5674> \xDD\xC4 |0

<U5686> \xFC\xF7 |0

<U56A5> \xE6\xBF |0

<U56AC> \xDE\xAD |0

<U56AE> \xFA\xBF |0

<U56B4>

 \xE5\xF1 |0

<U56BC> \xED\xC4 |0

<U56CA> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U56CD> \xFD\xEE |0

<U56D1> \xF5\xB6 |0

<U56DA> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U56DB> \xDE\xCC |0

<U56DE> \xFC\xDE |0

<U56E0> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U56F0> \xCD\xDD |0

<U56F9> \xD6\xB7 |0

<U56FA> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U5703> \xF8\xD5 |0

<U5704> \xE5\xD8 |0

<U5708> \xCF\xEA |0
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<U570B> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U570D> \xEA\xCC |0

<U5712> \xEA\xAE |0

<U5713> \xEA\xAD |0

<U5716> \xD3\xF1 |0

<U5718> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U571F> \xF7\xCF |0

<U5728> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U572D> \xD0\xA4 |0

<U5730> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U573B> \xD0\xF0 |0

<U5740> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U5742> \xF7\xF8 |0

<U5747> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U574A> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U574D> \xD3\xBB |0

<U574E> \xCA\xEC |0

<U5750> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U5751> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U5761> \xF7\xE7 |0

<U5764> \xCD\xDE |0

<U5766> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U576A> \xF8\xC0 |0

<U576E> \xD3\xDD |0

<U5770> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U5775> \xCF\xA6 |0

<U577C> \xF6\xF3 |0

<U5782> \xE1\xF7 |0

<U5788> \xD3\xDC |0

<U578B> \xFA\xFE |0

<U5793> \xFA\xA7 |0

<U57A0> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U57A2> \xCF\xA7 |0

<U57A3> \xEA\xAF |0

<U57C3> \xE4\xEF |0

<U57C7>

 \xE9\xB9 |0

<U57C8> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U57CB> \xD8\xD8 |0

<U57CE> \xE0\xF2 |0

<U57DF> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U57E0> \xDC\xFC |0

<U57F0> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U57F4> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U57F7> \xF2\xFB |0

<U57F9> \xDB\xC6 |0

<U57FA> \xD0\xF1 |0

<U57FC> \xD0\xF2 |0
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<U5800> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5802> \xD3\xD1 |0

<U5805> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U5806> \xF7\xD8 |0

<U5808> \xCB\xA8 |0

<U5809> \xEB\xBC |0

<U580A> \xE4\xBE |0

<U581E> \xF4\xDC |0

<U5821> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U5824> \xF0\xA7 |0

<U5827> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U582A> \xCA\xED |0

<U582F> \xE8\xEB |0

<U5830> \xE5\xE8 |0

<U5831> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U5834> \xED\xDE |0

<U5835> \xD3\xF2 |0

<U583A> \xCC\xF7 |0

<U584A> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U584B> \xE7\xAB |0

<U584F> \xCB\xC3 |0

<U5851> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5854> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U5857> \xD3\xF3 |0

<U5858> \xD3\xD2 |0

<U585A> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U585E> \xDF\xDD |0

<U5861> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U5862> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U5864> \xFD\xB4 |0

<U5875> \xF2\xC8 |0

<U5879> \xF3\xD2 |0

<U587C> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U587E> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5883> \xCC\xD1 |0

<U5885> \xDF\xEA |0

<U5889> \xE9\xBA |0

<U5893> \xD9\xD7 |0

<U589C>

 \xF5\xCD |0

<U589E> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U589F> \xFA\xC7 |0

<U58A8> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U58A9> \xD4\xC2 |0

<U58AE> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U58B3> \xDD\xC5 |0

<U58BA> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U58BB> \xED\xDF |0
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<U58BE> \xCA\xCB |0

<U58C1> \xDB\xFA |0

<U58C5> \xE8\xB5 |0

<U58C7> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U58CE> \xFD\xB5 |0

<U58D1> \xF9\xC9 |0

<U58D3> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U58D5> \xFB\xBD |0

<U58D8> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U58D9> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U58DE> \xCE\xD5 |0

<U58DF> \xD6\xE6 |0

<U58E4> \xE5\xBD |0

<U58EB> \xDE\xCD |0

<U58EC> \xEC\xF3 |0

<U58EF> \xED\xE0 |0

<U58F9> \xEC\xEC |0

<U58FA> \xFB\xBE |0

<U58FB> \xDF\xEB |0

<U58FD> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U590F> \xF9\xBE |0

<U5914> \xD0\xF3 |0

<U5915> \xE0\xAA |0

<U5916> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U5919> \xE2\xD4 |0

<U591A> \xD2\xFD |0

<U591C> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U5922> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5927> \xD3\xDE |0

<U5929> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U592A> \xF7\xBC |0

<U592B> \xDC\xFD |0

<U592D> \xE8\xEC |0

<U592E> \xE4\xE7 |0

<U5931> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U5937> \xEC\xA8 |0

<U593E> \xFA\xF1 |0

<U5944> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5947> \xD0\xF4 |0

<U5948> \xD2\xAF |0

<U5949> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U594E>

 \xD0\xA5 |0

<U594F> \xF1\xB4 |0

<U5950> \xFC\xB1 |0

<U5951> \xCC\xF8 |0

<U5954> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U5955> \xFA\xD1 |0
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<U5957> \xF7\xDF |0

<U595A> \xFA\xA8 |0

<U5960> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U5962> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5967> \xE7\xF3 |0

<U596A> \xF7\xAC |0

<U596B> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U596C> \xED\xE1 |0

<U596D> \xE0\xAB |0

<U596E> \xDD\xC7 |0

<U5973> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U5974> \xD2\xBF |0

<U5978> \xCA\xCC |0

<U597D> \xFB\xBF |0

<U5982> \xE5\xFD |0

<U5983> \xDD\xE5 |0

<U5984> \xD8\xCD |0

<U598A> \xEC\xF4 |0

<U5993> \xD0\xF5 |0

<U5996> \xE8\xED |0

<U5997> \xD0\xD2 |0

<U5999> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U59A5> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U59A8> \xDB\xAA |0

<U59AC> \xF7\xE0 |0

<U59B9> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U59BB> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U59BE> \xF4\xDD |0

<U59C3> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U59C6> \xD9\xB5 |0

<U59C9> \xED\xAB |0

<U59CB> \xE3\xB7 |0

<U59D0> \xEE\xBB |0

<U59D1> \xCD\xB4 |0

<U59D3> \xE0\xF3 |0

<U59D4> \xEA\xCD |0

<U59D9> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U59DA> \xE8\xEE |0

<U59DC> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U59DD> \xF1\xAF |0

<U59E6> \xCA\xCD |0

<U59E8> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U59EA> \xF2\xEB |0

<U59EC> \xFD\xEF |0

<U59EE>

 \xF9\xF3 |0

<U59F8> \xE6\xC1 |0

<U59FB> \xEC\xD8 |0
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<U59FF> \xED\xAC |0

<U5A01> \xEA\xCE |0

<U5A03> \xE8\xDF |0

<U5A11> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5A18> \xD2\xA6 |0

<U5A1B> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U5A1C> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U5A1F> \xE6\xC2 |0

<U5A20> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U5A25> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U5A29> \xD8\xB4 |0

<U5A36> \xF6\xA5 |0

<U5A3C> \xF3\xDE |0

<U5A41> \xD7\xA5 |0

<U5A46> \xF7\xE8 |0

<U5A49> \xE8\xC6 |0

<U5A5A> \xFB\xE6 |0

<U5A62> \xDD\xE6 |0

<U5A66> \xDC\xFE |0

<U5A92> \xD8\xDA |0

<U5A9A> \xDA\xAC |0

<U5A9B> \xEA\xB0 |0

<U5AA4> \xE3\xB8 |0

<U5AC1> \xCA\xAA |0

<U5AC2> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U5AC4> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U5AC9> \xF2\xEC |0

<U5ACC> \xFA\xEE |0

<U5AE1> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U5AE6> \xF9\xF4 |0

<U5AE9> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5B05> \xFB\xFB |0

<U5B09> \xFD\xF0 |0

<U5B0B> \xE0\xBD |0

<U5B0C> \xCE\xE3 |0

<U5B16> \xF8\xC6 |0

<U5B2A> \xDE\xAE |0

<U5B40> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5B43> \xE5\xBE |0

<U5B50> \xED\xAD |0

<U5B51> \xFA\xEA |0

<U5B54> \xCD\xEE |0

<U5B55> \xED\xA6 |0

<U5B57> \xED\xAE |0

<U5B58> \xF0\xED |0

<U5B5A> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U5B5C> \xED\xAF |0

<U5B5D>
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 \xFC\xF8 |0

<U5B5F> \xD8\xEB |0

<U5B63> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U5B64> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U5B69> \xFA\xA9 |0

<U5B6B> \xE1\xDD |0

<U5B70> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5B71> \xED\xCF |0

<U5B75> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U5B78> \xF9\xCA |0

<U5B7A> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U5B7C> \xE5\xED |0

<U5B85> \xD3\xEB |0

<U5B87> \xE9\xD4 |0

<U5B88> \xE1\xFA |0

<U5B89> \xE4\xCC |0

<U5B8B> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5B8C> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U5B8F> \xCE\xDB |0

<U5B93> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U5B95> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U5B96> \xFC\xF3 |0

<U5B97> \xF0\xF3 |0

<U5B98> \xCE\xAF |0

<U5B99> \xF1\xB5 |0

<U5B9A> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U5B9B> \xE8\xC8 |0

<U5B9C> \xEB\xF1 |0

<U5BA2> \xCB\xD4 |0

<U5BA3> \xE0\xBE |0

<U5BA4> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U5BA5> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U5BA6> \xFC\xB2 |0

<U5BAC> \xE0\xF4 |0

<U5BAE> \xCF\xE0 |0

<U5BB0> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U5BB3> \xFA\xAA |0

<U5BB4> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5BB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5BB6> \xCA\xAB |0

<U5BB8> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U5BB9> \xE9\xBB |0

<U5BBF> \xE2\xD6 |0

<U5BC0> \xF3\xF2 |0

<U5BC2> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U5BC3> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U5BC4> \xD0\xF6 |0

<U5BC5> \xEC\xD9 |0
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<U5BC6> \xDA\xCB |0

<U5BC7> \xCF\xA8 |0

<U5BCC>

 \xDD\xA3 |0

<U5BD0> \xD8\xDB |0

<U5BD2> \xF9\xCE |0

<U5BD3> \xE9\xD5 |0

<U5BD4> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U5BD7> \xD2\xBC |0

<U5BDE> \xD8\xAC |0

<U5BDF> \xF3\xCC |0

<U5BE1> \xCD\xFB |0

<U5BE2> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U5BE4> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U5BE5> \xE8\xEF |0

<U5BE6> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U5BE7> \xD2\xBB |0

<U5BE8> \xF3\xF3 |0

<U5BE9> \xE3\xFB |0

<U5BEB> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U5BEC> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U5BEE> \xD6\xF7 |0

<U5BEF> \xF1\xD9 |0

<U5BF5> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U5BF6> \xDC\xC4 |0

<U5BF8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U5BFA> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U5C01> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U5C04> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U5C07> \xED\xE2 |0

<U5C08> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U5C09> \xEA\xCF |0

<U5C0A> \xF0\xEE |0

<U5C0B> \xE3\xFC |0

<U5C0D> \xD3\xDF |0

<U5C0E> \xD3\xF4 |0

<U5C0F> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5C11> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5C16> \xF4\xD3 |0

<U5C19> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5C24> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U5C28> \xDB\xAB |0

<U5C31> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U5C38> \xE3\xB9 |0

<U5C39> \xEB\xC5 |0

<U5C3A> \xF4\xA9 |0

<U5C3B> \xCD\xB6 |0

<U5C3C> \xD2\xF9 |0
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<U5C3E> \xDA\xAD |0

<U5C3F> \xD2\xE3 |0

<U5C40> \xCF\xD1 |0

<U5C45> \xCB\xDC |0

<U5C46> \xCC\xFA |0

<U5C48>

 \xCF\xDD |0

<U5C4B> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U5C4D> \xE3\xBB |0

<U5C4E> \xE3\xBA |0

<U5C51> \xE0\xDA |0

<U5C55> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U5C5B> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U5C60> \xD3\xF5 |0

<U5C62> \xD7\xA6 |0

<U5C64> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U5C65> \xD7\xDB |0

<U5C6C> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5C6F> \xD4\xEA |0

<U5C71> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U5C79> \xFD\xDF |0

<U5C90> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U5C91> \xED\xD4 |0

<U5CA1> \xCB\xAA |0

<U5CA9> \xE4\xDB |0

<U5CAB> \xE1\xFB |0

<U5CAC> \xCB\xA2 |0

<U5CB1> \xD3\xE0 |0

<U5CB3> \xE4\xBF |0

<U5CB5> \xFB\xC0 |0

<U5CB7> \xDA\xBE |0

<U5CB8> \xE4\xCD |0

<U5CBA> \xD6\xB9 |0

<U5CBE> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U5CC0> \xE1\xFC |0

<U5CD9> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U5CE0> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5CE8> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U5CEF> \xDC\xE7 |0

<U5CF0> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U5CF4> \xFA\xD6 |0

<U5CF6> \xD3\xF6 |0

<U5CFB> \xF1\xDA |0

<U5CFD> \xFA\xF2 |0

<U5D07> \xE2\xFD |0

<U5D0D> \xD5\xCF |0

<U5D0E> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U5D11> \xCD\xDF |0
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<U5D14> \xF5\xCB |0

<U5D16> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U5D17> \xCB\xAB |0

<U5D19> \xD7\xC4 |0

<U5D27> \xE2\xFE |0

<U5D29> \xDD\xDA |0

<U5D4B> \xDA\xAE |0

<U5D4C> \xCA\xEE |0

<U5D50>

 \xD5\xB9 |0

<U5D69> \xE3\xA1 |0

<U5D6C> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U5D6F> \xF3\xAB |0

<U5D87> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U5D8B> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U5D9D> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U5DA0> \xCE\xE4 |0

<U5DA2> \xE8\xF2 |0

<U5DAA> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U5DB8> \xE7\xAE |0

<U5DBA> \xD6\xBA |0

<U5DBC> \xDF\xEC |0

<U5DBD> \xE4\xC0 |0

<U5DCD> \xE8\xE4 |0

<U5DD2> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U5DD6> \xE4\xDC |0

<U5DDD> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U5DDE> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U5DE1> \xE2\xDE |0

<U5DE2> \xE1\xB5 |0

<U5DE5> \xCD\xEF |0

<U5DE6> \xF1\xA7 |0

<U5DE7> \xCE\xE5 |0

<U5DE8> \xCB\xDD |0

<U5DEB> \xD9\xE3 |0

<U5DEE> \xF3\xAC |0

<U5DF1> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U5DF2> \xEC\xAB |0

<U5DF3> \xDE\xD3 |0

<U5DF4> \xF7\xE9 |0

<U5DF7> \xF9\xF5 |0

<U5DFD> \xE1\xDE |0

<U5DFE> \xCB\xEE |0

<U5E02> \xE3\xBC |0

<U5E03> \xF8\xD6 |0

<U5E06> \xDB\xEE |0

<U5E0C> \xFD\xF1 |0

<U5E11> \xF7\xB6 |0
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<U5E16> \xF4\xDE |0

<U5E19> \xF2\xED |0

<U5E1B> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U5E1D> \xF0\xA8 |0

<U5E25> \xE1\xFD |0

<U5E2B> \xDE\xD4 |0

<U5E2D> \xE0\xAC |0

<U5E33> \xED\xE3 |0

<U5E36> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U5E38> \xDF\xC8 |0

<U5E3D> \xD9\xB6 |0

<U5E3F>

 \xFD\xAC |0

<U5E40> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U5E44> \xE4\xC1 |0

<U5E45> \xF8\xEB |0

<U5E47> \xDB\xAC |0

<U5E4C> \xFC\xC6 |0

<U5E55> \xD8\xAD |0

<U5E5F> \xF6\xBA |0

<U5E61> \xDB\xDF |0

<U5E62> \xD3\xD3 |0

<U5E63> \xF8\xC7 |0

<U5E72> \xCA\xCE |0

<U5E73> \xF8\xC1 |0

<U5E74> \xD2\xB4 |0

<U5E77> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U5E78> \xFA\xB9 |0

<U5E79> \xCA\xCF |0

<U5E7B> \xFC\xB3 |0

<U5E7C> \xEA\xEA |0

<U5E7D> \xEA\xEB |0

<U5E7E> \xD0\xFA |0

<U5E84> \xED\xE4 |0

<U5E87> \xDD\xE7 |0

<U5E8A> \xDF\xC9 |0

<U5E8F> \xDF\xED |0

<U5E95> \xEE\xBC |0

<U5E97> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U5E9A> \xCC\xD2 |0

<U5E9C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U5EA0> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5EA6> \xD3\xF8 |0

<U5EA7> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U5EAB> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5EAD> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U5EB5> \xE4\xDD |0

<U5EB6> \xDF\xEE |0
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<U5EB7> \xCB\xAC |0

<U5EB8> \xE9\xBC |0

<U5EBE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U5EC2> \xDF\xCB |0

<U5EC8> \xF9\xBF |0

<U5EC9> \xD6\xAF |0

<U5ECA> \xD5\xC6 |0

<U5ED0> \xCF\xAA |0

<U5ED3> \xCE\xA9 |0

<U5ED6> \xD6\xF8 |0

<U5EDA> \xF1\xB7 |0

<U5EDB> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U5EDF> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5EE0> \xF3\xDF |0

<U5EE2>

 \xF8\xC8 |0

<U5EE3> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U5EEC> \xD5\xE6 |0

<U5EF3> \xF4\xE6 |0

<U5EF6> \xE6\xC5 |0

<U5EF7> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U5EFA> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5EFB> \xFC\xDF |0

<U5F01> \xDC\xA7 |0

<U5F04> \xD6\xE7 |0

<U5F0A> \xF8\xC9 |0

<U5F0F> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U5F11> \xE3\xBD |0

<U5F13> \xCF\xE1 |0

<U5F14> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U5F15> \xEC\xDA |0

<U5F17> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U5F18> \xFB\xF0 |0

<U5F1B> \xEC\xAC |0

<U5F1F> \xF0\xA9 |0

<U5F26> \xFA\xD7 |0

<U5F27> \xFB\xC1 |0

<U5F29> \xD2\xC0 |0

<U5F31> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U5F35> \xED\xE5 |0

<U5F3A> \xCB\xAD |0

<U5F3C> \xF9\xB0 |0

<U5F48> \xF7\xA5 |0

<U5F4A> \xCB\xAE |0

<U5F4C> \xDA\xAF |0

<U5F4E> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U5F56> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U5F57> \xFB\xB2 |0
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<U5F59> \xFD\xC4 |0

<U5F5B> \xEC\xAD |0

<U5F62> \xFB\xA1 |0

<U5F66> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F67> \xE9\xEE |0

<U5F69> \xF3\xF4 |0

<U5F6A> \xF8\xF3 |0

<U5F6B> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U5F6C> \xDE\xAF |0

<U5F6D> \xF8\xB0 |0

<U5F70> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U5F71> \xE7\xAF |0

<U5F77> \xDB\xAD |0

<U5F79> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5F7C> \xF9\xA8 |0

<U5F7F> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U5F80> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U5F81>

 \xEF\xD6 |0

<U5F85> \xD3\xE2 |0

<U5F87> \xE2\xDF |0

<U5F8A> \xFC\xE0 |0

<U5F8B> \xD7\xC8 |0

<U5F8C> \xFD\xAD |0

<U5F90> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5F91> \xCC\xD3 |0

<U5F92> \xD3\xF9 |0

<U5F97> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U5F98> \xDB\xC7 |0

<U5F99> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U5F9E> \xF0\xF4 |0

<U5FA0> \xD5\xD0 |0

<U5FA1> \xE5\xD9 |0

<U5FA8> \xFC\xC7 |0

<U5FA9> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U5FAA> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U5FAE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U5FB5> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U5FB7> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5FB9> \xF4\xCB |0

<U5FBD> \xFD\xC5 |0

<U5FC3> \xE3\xFD |0

<U5FC5> \xF9\xB1 |0

<U5FCC> \xD0\xFB |0

<U5FCD> \xEC\xDB |0

<U5FD6> \xF5\xBC |0

<U5FD7> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U5FD8> \xD8\xCE |0
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<U5FD9> \xD8\xCF |0

<U5FE0> \xF5\xF7 |0

<U5FEB> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U5FF5> \xD2\xB7 |0

<U5FFD> \xFB\xEC |0

<U5FFF> \xDD\xC8 |0

<U600F> \xE4\xE8 |0

<U6012> \xD2\xC1 |0

<U6016> \xF8\xD7 |0

<U601C> \xD6\xBB |0

<U601D> \xDE\xD6 |0

<U6020> \xF7\xBD |0

<U6021> \xEC\xAE |0

<U6025> \xD0\xE1 |0

<U6027> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U6028> \xEA\xB3 |0

<U602A> \xCE\xD6 |0

<U602F> \xCC\xA5 |0

<U6041> \xEC\xF6 |0

<U6042> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U6043>

 \xE3\xBE |0

<U604D> \xFC\xC8 |0

<U6050> \xCD\xF0 |0

<U6052> \xF9\xF6 |0

<U6055> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U6059> \xE5\xBF |0

<U605D> \xCE\xBF |0

<U6062> \xFC\xE1 |0

<U6063> \xED\xB0 |0

<U6064> \xFD\xD1 |0

<U6065> \xF6\xBB |0

<U6068> \xF9\xCF |0

<U6069> \xEB\xDA |0

<U606A> \xCA\xC1 |0

<U606C> \xD2\xB8 |0

<U606D> \xCD\xF1 |0

<U606F> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U6070> \xFD\xE6 |0

<U6085> \xE6\xED |0

<U6089> \xE3\xFA |0

<U608C> \xF0\xAA |0

<U608D> \xF9\xD0 |0

<U6094> \xFC\xE2 |0

<U6096> \xF8\xA7 |0

<U609A> \xE1\xE5 |0

<U609B> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U609F> \xE7\xF6 |0
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<U60A0> \xEA\xED |0

<U60A3> \xFC\xB4 |0

<U60A4> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U60A7> \xD7\xDC |0

<U60B0> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U60B2> \xDD\xE8 |0

<U60B3> \xD3\xED |0

<U60B4> \xF5\xFC |0

<U60B6> \xDA\xBF |0

<U60B8> \xCC\xFB |0

<U60BC> \xD3\xFA |0

<U60BD> \xF4\xA4 |0

<U60C5> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U60C7> \xD4\xC3 |0

<U60D1> \xFB\xE3 |0

<U60DA> \xFB\xED |0

<U60DC> \xE0\xAD |0

<U60DF> \xEA\xEE |0

<U60E0> \xFB\xB3 |0

<U60E1> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U60F0> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U60F1> \xD2\xDD |0

<U60F3> \xDF\xCC |0

<U60F6>

 \xFC\xC9 |0

<U60F9> \xE5\xA9 |0

<U60FA> \xE0\xF6 |0

<U60FB> \xF6\xB3 |0

<U6101> \xE1\xFE |0

<U6106> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6108> \xEA\xEF |0

<U6109> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U610D> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U610E> \xF8\xB4 |0

<U610F> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U6115> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U611A> \xE9\xD7 |0

<U611B> \xE4\xF1 |0

<U611F> \xCA\xEF |0

<U6127> \xCE\xD7 |0

<U6130> \xFC\xCA |0

<U6134> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U6137> \xCB\xC4 |0

<U613C> \xE3\xE5 |0

<U613E> \xCB\xC5 |0

<U613F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U6142> \xE9\xBD |0

<U6144> \xD7\xC9 |0
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<U6147> \xEB\xDB |0

<U6148> \xED\xB1 |0

<U614A> \xCC\xC3 |0

<U614B> \xF7\xBE |0

<U614C> \xFC\xCB |0

<U6153> \xF8\xF4 |0

<U6155> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U6158> \xF3\xD3 |0

<U6159> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U615D> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U615F> \xF7\xD1 |0

<U6162> \xD8\xB7 |0

<U6163> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U6164> \xCA\xC2 |0

<U6167> \xFB\xB4 |0

<U6168> \xCB\xC6 |0

<U616B> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U616E> \xD5\xE7 |0

<U6170> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U6176> \xCC\xD4 |0

<U6177> \xCB\xAF |0

<U617D> \xF4\xAA |0

<U617E> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6181> \xF5\xC3 |0

<U6182> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U618A> \xDD\xE9 |0

<U618E>

 \xF1\xF3 |0

<U6190> \xD5\xFB |0

<U6191> \xDE\xBB |0

<U6194> \xF4\xFB |0

<U6198> \xFD\xF3 |0

<U6199> \xFD\xF2 |0

<U619A> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U61A4> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U61A7> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U61A9> \xCC\xA8 |0

<U61AB> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U61AC> \xCC\xD5 |0

<U61AE> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U61B2> \xFA\xCA |0

<U61B6> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U61BA> \xD3\xBC |0

<U61BE> \xCA\xF0 |0

<U61C3> \xD0\xC4 |0

<U61C7> \xCA\xD0 |0

<U61C8> \xFA\xAB |0

<U61C9> \xEB\xEB |0
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<U61CA> \xE7\xF8 |0

<U61CB> \xD9\xE5 |0

<U61E6> \xD1\xD7 |0

<U61F2> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U61F6> \xD4\xFB |0

<U61F7> \xFC\xE3 |0

<U61F8> \xFA\xD8 |0

<U61FA> \xF3\xD5 |0

<U61FC> \xCF\xAB |0

<U61FF> \xEB\xF3 |0

<U6200> \xD5\xFC |0

<U6207> \xD3\xD4 |0

<U6208> \xCD\xFC |0

<U620A> \xD9\xE6 |0

<U620C> \xE2\xF9 |0

<U620D> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U620E> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U6210> \xE0\xF7 |0

<U6211> \xE4\xB2 |0

<U6212> \xCC\xFC |0

<U6216> \xFB\xE4 |0

<U621A> \xF4\xAB |0

<U621F> \xD0\xBD |0

<U6221> \xCA\xF1 |0

<U622A> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U622E> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U6230> \xEE\xFA |0

<U6231> \xFD\xF4 |0

<U6234> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U6236>

 \xFB\xC2 |0

<U623E> \xD5\xE8 |0

<U623F> \xDB\xAE |0

<U6240> \xE1\xB6 |0

<U6241> \xF8\xB7 |0

<U6247> \xE0\xBF |0

<U6248> \xFB\xC3 |0

<U6249> \xDD\xEA |0

<U624B> \xE2\xA2 |0

<U624D> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U6253> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U6258> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U626E> \xDD\xCA |0

<U6271> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U6276> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U6279> \xDD\xEB |0

<U627C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U627F> \xE3\xAF |0
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<U6280> \xD0\xFC |0

<U6284> \xF4\xFC |0

<U6289> \xCC\xBC |0

<U628A> \xF7\xEA |0

<U6291> \xE5\xE4 |0

<U6292> \xDF\xF1 |0

<U6295> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U6297> \xF9\xF7 |0

<U6298> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U629B> \xF8\xD8 |0

<U62AB> \xF9\xA9 |0

<U62B1> \xF8\xD9 |0

<U62B5> \xEE\xBD |0

<U62B9> \xD8\xC6 |0

<U62BC> \xE4\xE3 |0

<U62BD> \xF5\xCE |0

<U62C2> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U62C7> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U62C8> \xD2\xB9 |0

<U62C9> \xD5\xC3 |0

<U62CC> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U62CD> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U62CF> \xD1\xD9 |0

<U62D0> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U62D2> \xCB\xDE |0

<U62D3> \xF4\xAC |0

<U62D4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U62D6> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U62D7> \xE8\xF3 |0

<U62D8> \xCF\xAC |0

<U62D9> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U62DB> \xF4\xFD |0

<U62DC>

 \xDB\xC8 |0

<U62EC> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U62ED> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U62EE> \xD1\xCF |0

<U62EF> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U62F1> \xCD\xF2 |0

<U62F3> \xCF\xEB |0

<U62F7> \xCD\xB8 |0

<U62FE> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U62FF> \xD1\xDA |0

<U6301> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U6307> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U6309> \xE4\xCE |0

<U6311> \xD3\xFB |0

<U632B> \xF1\xA9 |0
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<U632F> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U633A> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U633B> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U633D> \xD8\xB8 |0

<U633E> \xFA\xF3 |0

<U6349> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U634C> \xF8\xA4 |0

<U634F> \xD1\xF3 |0

<U6350> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U6355> \xF8\xDA |0

<U6367> \xDC\xE9 |0

<U6368> \xDE\xD7 |0

<U636E> \xCB\xDF |0

<U6372> \xCF\xEC |0

<U6377> \xF4\xDF |0

<U637A> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U637B> \xD2\xBA |0

<U637F> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U6383> \xE1\xB7 |0

<U6388> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U6389> \xD3\xFC |0

<U638C> \xED\xE6 |0

<U6392> \xDB\xC9 |0

<U6396> \xE4\xFA |0

<U6398> \xCF\xDE |0

<U639B> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U63A0> \xD5\xD3 |0

<U63A1> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U63A2> \xF7\xAE |0

<U63A5> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U63A7> \xCD\xF3 |0

<U63A8> \xF5\xCF |0

<U63A9> \xE5\xF3 |0

<U63AA> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U63C0> \xCA\xD1 |0

<U63C4>

 \xEA\xF1 |0

<U63C6> \xD0\xA6 |0

<U63CF> \xD9\xDA |0

<U63D0> \xF0\xAB |0

<U63D6> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U63DA> \xE5\xC0 |0

<U63DB> \xFC\xB5 |0

<U63E1> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U63ED> \xCC\xA9 |0

<U63EE> \xFD\xC6 |0

<U63F4> \xEA\xB5 |0

<U63F6> \xE5\xAA |0
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<U63F7> \xDF\xBA |0

<U640D> \xE1\xDF |0

<U640F> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U6414> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U6416> \xE8\xF4 |0

<U6417> \xD3\xFD |0

<U641C> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U6422> \xF2\xCA |0

<U642C> \xDA\xE6 |0

<U642D> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U643A> \xFD\xCD |0

<U643E> \xF3\xB6 |0

<U6458> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U6460> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U6469> \xD8\xA4 |0

<U646F> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U6478> \xD9\xB8 |0

<U6479> \xD9\xB9 |0

<U647A> \xEF\xC9 |0

<U6488> \xD6\xCE |0

<U6491> \xF7\xCB |0

<U6492> \xDF\xAE |0

<U6493> \xE8\xF5 |0

<U649A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U649E> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U64A4> \xF4\xCC |0

<U64A5> \xDA\xFC |0

<U64AB> \xD9\xE8 |0

<U64AD> \xF7\xEB |0

<U64AE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U64B0> \xF3\xBC |0

<U64B2> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U64BB> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U64C1> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U64C4> \xD6\xCF |0

<U64C5> \xF4\xBA |0

<U64C7> \xF7\xC9 |0

<U64CA> \xCC\xAA |0

<U64CD>

 \xF0\xC3 |0

<U64CE> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U64D2> \xD0\xD3 |0

<U64D4> \xD3\xBD |0

<U64D8> \xDB\xFB |0

<U64DA> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U64E1> \xD3\xE4 |0

<U64E2> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U64E5> \xD5\xBA |0
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<U64E6> \xF3\xCD |0

<U64E7> \xCB\xE1 |0

<U64EC> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U64F2> \xF4\xAD |0

<U64F4> \xFC\xAA |0

<U64FA> \xF7\xEC |0

<U64FE> \xE8\xF6 |0

<U6500> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U6504> \xF7\xCC |0

<U6518> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U651D> \xE0\xEE |0

<U6523> \xD5\xFD |0

<U652A> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U652B> \xFC\xAB |0

<U652C> \xD5\xBB |0

<U652F> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U6536> \xE2\xA5 |0

<U6537> \xCD\xB9 |0

<U6538> \xEA\xF2 |0

<U6539> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U653B> \xCD\xF4 |0

<U653E> \xDB\xAF |0

<U653F> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U6545> \xCD\xBA |0

<U6548> \xFC\xF9 |0

<U654D> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U654E> \xCE\xE7 |0

<U654F> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U6551> \xCF\xAD |0

<U6556> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U6557> \xF8\xA8 |0

<U655E> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U6562> \xCA\xF2 |0

<U6563> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U6566> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U656C> \xCC\xD7 |0

<U656D> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U6572> \xCD\xBB |0

<U6574> \xEF\xDA |0

<U6575> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U6577> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U6578>

 \xE2\xA6 |0

<U657E> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U6582> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U6583> \xF8\xCA |0

<U6585> \xFC\xFA |0

<U6587> \xD9\xFE |0
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<U658C> \xDE\xB0 |0

<U6590> \xDD\xEC |0

<U6591> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U6597> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U6599> \xD6\xF9 |0

<U659B> \xCD\xD7 |0

<U659C> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U659F> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U65A1> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U65A4> \xD0\xC5 |0

<U65A5> \xF4\xAE |0

<U65A7> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U65AB> \xED\xC5 |0

<U65AC> \xF3\xD6 |0

<U65AF> \xDE\xD9 |0

<U65B0> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U65B7> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U65B9> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U65BC> \xE5\xDA |0

<U65BD> \xE3\xBF |0

<U65C1> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U65C5> \xD5\xE9 |0

<U65CB> \xE0\xC1 |0

<U65CC> \xEF\xDB |0

<U65CF> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U65D2> \xD7\xB2 |0

<U65D7> \xD0\xFD |0

<U65E0> \xD9\xE9 |0

<U65E3> \xD0\xFE |0

<U65E5> \xEC\xED |0

<U65E6> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U65E8> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U65E9> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U65EC> \xE2\xE2 |0

<U65ED> \xE9\xEF |0

<U65F1> \xF9\xD1 |0

<U65F4> \xE9\xD9 |0

<U65FA> \xE8\xDA |0

<U65FB> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U65FC> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U65FD> \xD4\xC5 |0

<U65FF> \xE7\xFA |0

<U6606> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U6607> \xE3\xB0 |0

<U6609>

 \xDB\xB2 |0

<U660A> \xFB\xC4 |0

<U660C> \xF3\xE3 |0
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<U660E> \xD9\xA5 |0

<U660F> \xFB\xE7 |0

<U6610> \xDD\xCB |0

<U6611> \xD0\xD4 |0

<U6613> \xE6\xB6 |0

<U6614> \xE0\xAE |0

<U6615> \xFD\xDA |0

<U661E> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U661F> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U6620> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U6625> \xF5\xF0 |0

<U6627> \xD8\xDC |0

<U6628> \xED\xC6 |0

<U662D> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U662F> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U6630> \xF9\xC0 |0

<U6631> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U6634> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6636> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U663A> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U663B> \xE4\xE9 |0

<U6641> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U6642> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U6643> \xFC\xCC |0

<U6644> \xFC\xCD |0

<U6649> \xF2\xCB |0

<U664B> \xF2\xCC |0

<U664F> \xE4\xCF |0

<U6659> \xF1\xDB |0

<U665B> \xFA\xD9 |0

<U665D> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U665E> \xFD\xF5 |0

<U665F> \xE0\xF9 |0

<U6664> \xE7\xFB |0

<U6665> \xFC\xB7 |0

<U6666> \xFC\xE4 |0

<U6667> \xFB\xC5 |0

<U6668> \xE3\xE7 |0

<U6669> \xD8\xB9 |0

<U666B> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U666E> \xDC\xC5 |0

<U666F> \xCC\xD8 |0

<U6673> \xE0\xAF |0

<U6674> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U6676> \xEF\xDC |0

<U6677> \xCF\xFC |0

<U6678> \xEF\xDD |0

<U667A>
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 \xF2\xAA |0

<U6684> \xFD\xBE |0

<U6687> \xCA\xAC |0

<U6688> \xFD\xBB |0

<U6689> \xFD\xC7 |0

<U668E> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U6690> \xEA\xD1 |0

<U6691> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U6696> \xD1\xEC |0

<U6697> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6698> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U669D> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U66A0> \xCD\xBC |0

<U66A2> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U66AB> \xED\xD5 |0

<U66AE> \xD9\xBA |0

<U66B2> \xED\xE7 |0

<U66B3> \xFB\xB5 |0

<U66B4> \xF8\xEC |0

<U66B9> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U66BB> \xCC\xD9 |0

<U66BE> \xD4\xC6 |0

<U66C4> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U66C6> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U66C7> \xD3\xBE |0

<U66C9> \xFC\xFB |0

<U66D6> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U66D9> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U66DC> \xE8\xF8 |0

<U66DD> \xF8\xED |0

<U66E0> \xCE\xC7 |0

<U66E6> \xFD\xF6 |0

<U66F0> \xE8\xD8 |0

<U66F2> \xCD\xD8 |0

<U66F3> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U66F4> \xCC\xDA |0

<U66F7> \xCA\xE3 |0

<U66F8> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U66F9> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U66FA> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U66FC> \xD8\xBA |0

<U66FE> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U66FF> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U6700> \xF5\xCC |0

<U6703> \xFC\xE5 |0

<U6708> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U6709> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U670B> \xDD\xDB |0
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<U670D> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U6714> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6715>

 \xF2\xF9 |0

<U6717> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U671B> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U671D> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U671E> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U671F> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U6726> \xD9\xD4 |0

<U6727> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U6728> \xD9\xCA |0

<U672A> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U672B> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U672C> \xDC\xE2 |0

<U672D> \xF3\xCE |0

<U672E> \xF5\xF4 |0

<U6731> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U6734> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U6736> \xF6\xEA |0

<U673A> \xCF\xF5 |0

<U673D> \xFD\xAE |0

<U6746> \xCA\xD2 |0

<U6749> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U674E> \xD7\xDD |0

<U674F> \xFA\xBA |0

<U6750> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U6751> \xF5\xBD |0

<U6753> \xF8\xF5 |0

<U6756> \xED\xE8 |0

<U675C> \xD4\xE1 |0

<U675E> \xD1\xA3 |0

<U675F> \xE1\xD6 |0

<U676D> \xF9\xF8 |0

<U676F> \xDB\xCA |0

<U6770> \xCB\xF9 |0

<U6771> \xD4\xD4 |0

<U6773> \xD9\xDC |0

<U6775> \xEE\xBE |0

<U6777> \xF7\xED |0

<U677B> \xD2\xEE |0

<U677E> \xE1\xE6 |0

<U677F> \xF7\xF9 |0

<U6787> \xDD\xED |0

<U6789> \xE8\xDB |0

<U678B> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U678F> \xD1\xF7 |0

<U6790> \xE0\xB0 |0
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<U6793> \xD4\xE2 |0

<U6795> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U6797> \xD7\xF9 |0

<U679A> \xD8\xDD |0

<U679C> \xCD\xFD |0

<U679D>

 \xF2\xAB |0

<U67AF> \xCD\xBD |0

<U67B0> \xF8\xC2 |0

<U67B3> \xF2\xAC |0

<U67B6> \xCA\xAD |0

<U67B7> \xCA\xAE |0

<U67B8> \xCF\xAE |0

<U67BE> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U67C4> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U67CF> \xDB\xDA |0

<U67D0> \xD9\xBB |0

<U67D1> \xCA\xF3 |0

<U67D2> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U67D3> \xE6\xF8 |0

<U67D4> \xEA\xF5 |0

<U67DA> \xEA\xF6 |0

<U67DD> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U67E9> \xCF\xAF |0

<U67EC> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U67EF> \xCA\xAF |0

<U67F0> \xD2\xB0 |0

<U67F1> \xF1\xBA |0

<U67F3> \xD7\xB3 |0

<U67F4> \xE3\xC3 |0

<U67F5> \xF3\xFD |0

<U67F6> \xDE\xDA |0

<U67FB> \xDE\xDB |0

<U67FE> \xEF\xDE |0

<U6812> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U6813> \xEE\xFB |0

<U6816> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U6817> \xD7\xCA |0

<U6821> \xCE\xE8 |0

<U6822> \xDB\xDB |0

<U682A> \xF1\xBB |0

<U682F> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U6838> \xFA\xB7 |0

<U6839> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U683C> \xCC\xAB |0

<U683D> \xEE\xA8 |0

<U6840> \xCB\xFA |0

<U6841> \xF9\xF9 |0
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<U6842> \xCC\xFD |0

<U6843> \xD3\xFE |0

<U6848> \xE4\xD0 |0

<U684E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U6850> \xD4\xD5 |0

<U6851> \xDF\xCD |0

<U6853> \xFC\xB8 |0

<U6854> \xD1\xD0 |0

<U686D>

 \xF2\xCD |0

<U6876> \xF7\xD2 |0

<U687F> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U6881> \xD5\xD9 |0

<U6885> \xD8\xDE |0

<U688F> \xCD\xD9 |0

<U6893> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U6894> \xF6\xBC |0

<U6897> \xCC\xDB |0

<U689D> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U689F> \xFC\xFC |0

<U68A1> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U68A2> \xF4\xFE |0

<U68A7> \xE7\xFC |0

<U68A8> \xD7\xDE |0

<U68AD> \xDE\xDC |0

<U68AF> \xF0\xAC |0

<U68B0> \xCC\xFE |0

<U68B1> \xCD\xE1 |0

<U68B3> \xE1\xBA |0

<U68B5> \xDB\xEF |0

<U68B6> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U68C4> \xD1\xA5 |0

<U68C5> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U68C9> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U68CB> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U68CD> \xCD\xE2 |0

<U68D2> \xDC\xEA |0

<U68D5> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U68D7> \xF0\xCA |0

<U68D8> \xD0\xBE |0

<U68DA> \xDD\xDC |0

<U68DF> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U68E0> \xD3\xD6 |0

<U68E7> \xED\xD0 |0

<U68E8> \xCD\xA1 |0

<U68EE> \xDF\xB5 |0

<U68F2> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U68F9> \xD4\xA1 |0
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<U68FA> \xCE\xB2 |0

<U6900> \xE8\xCA |0

<U6905> \xEB\xF5 |0

<U690D> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U690E> \xF5\xD0 |0

<U6912> \xF5\xA1 |0

<U6927> \xD9\xA7 |0

<U6930> \xE5\xAB |0

<U693D> \xE6\xCB |0

<U693F> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U694A> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U6953>

 \xF9\xA3 |0

<U6954> \xE0\xDB |0

<U6955> \xF6\xEB |0

<U6957> \xCB\xF1 |0

<U6959> \xD9\xEA |0

<U695A> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U695E> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U6960> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U6961> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U6962> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U6963> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U6968> \xEF\xDF |0

<U696B> \xF1\xEF |0

<U696D> \xE5\xF6 |0

<U696E> \xEE\xBF |0

<U696F> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6975> \xD0\xBF |0

<U6977> \xFA\xAC |0

<U6978> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U6979> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U6995> \xE9\xBE |0

<U699B> \xF2\xCE |0

<U699C> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U69A5> \xFC\xCE |0

<U69A7> \xDD\xEE |0

<U69AE> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U69B4> \xD7\xB4 |0

<U69BB> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U69C1> \xCD\xBE |0

<U69C3> \xDA\xE9 |0

<U69CB> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U69CC> \xF7\xD9 |0

<U69CD> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U69D0> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U69E8> \xCE\xAA |0

<U69EA> \xCB\xC8 |0
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<U69FB> \xD0\xA7 |0

<U69FD> \xF0\xCB |0

<U69FF> \xD0\xC7 |0

<U6A02> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6A0A> \xDB\xE0 |0

<U6A11> \xD5\xDA |0

<U6A13> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U6A17> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U6A19> \xF8\xF6 |0

<U6A1E> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U6A1F> \xED\xE9 |0

<U6A21> \xD9\xBC |0

<U6A23> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U6A35> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U6A38>

 \xDA\xD4 |0

<U6A39> \xE2\xA7 |0

<U6A3A> \xFB\xFC |0

<U6A3D> \xF1\xDC |0

<U6A44> \xCA\xF4 |0

<U6A48> \xE8\xFA |0

<U6A4B> \xCE\xE9 |0

<U6A52> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U6A53> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U6A58> \xD0\xB9 |0

<U6A59> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U6A5F> \xD1\xA6 |0

<U6A61> \xDF\xCE |0

<U6A6B> \xFC\xF4 |0

<U6A80> \xD3\xAA |0

<U6A84> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6A89> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U6A8D> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U6A8E> \xD0\xD5 |0

<U6A97> \xDB\xFC |0

<U6A9C> \xFC\xE6 |0

<U6AA2> \xCB\xFE |0

<U6AA3> \xED\xEA |0

<U6AB3> \xDE\xB1 |0

<U6ABB> \xF9\xE3 |0

<U6AC2> \xD4\xA2 |0

<U6AC3> \xCF\xF6 |0

<U6AD3> \xD6\xD0 |0

<U6ADA> \xD5\xEA |0

<U6ADB> \xF1\xEE |0

<U6AF6> \xFA\xCB |0

<U6AFB> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6B04> \xD5\xB1 |0
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<U6B0A> \xCF\xED |0

<U6B0C> \xED\xEB |0

<U6B12> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U6B16> \xD5\xBC |0

<U6B20> \xFD\xE2 |0

<U6B21> \xF3\xAD |0

<U6B23> \xFD\xDB |0

<U6B32> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U6B3A> \xD1\xA7 |0

<U6B3D> \xFD\xE3 |0

<U6B3E> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U6B46> \xFD\xE4 |0

<U6B47> \xFA\xCE |0

<U6B4C> \xCA\xB0 |0

<U6B4E> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U6B50> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U6B5F> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U6B61>

 \xFC\xB6 |0

<U6B62> \xF2\xAD |0

<U6B63> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U6B64> \xF3\xAE |0

<U6B65> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U6B66> \xD9\xEB |0

<U6B6A> \xE8\xE0 |0

<U6B72> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U6B77> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U6B78> \xCF\xFD |0

<U6B7B> \xDE\xDD |0

<U6B7F> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U6B83> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6B84> \xF2\xCF |0

<U6B86> \xF7\xBF |0

<U6B89> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6B8A> \xE2\xA8 |0

<U6B96> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U6B98> \xED\xD1 |0

<U6B9E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U6BAE> \xD6\xB1 |0

<U6BAF> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U6BB2> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U6BB5> \xD3\xAB |0

<U6BB7> \xEB\xDC |0

<U6BBA> \xDF\xAF |0

<U6BBC> \xCA\xC3 |0

<U6BBF> \xEE\xFC |0

<U6BC1> \xFD\xC3 |0

<U6BC5> \xEB\xF6 |0
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<U6BC6> \xCF\xB2 |0

<U6BCB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U6BCD> \xD9\xBD |0

<U6BCF> \xD8\xDF |0

<U6BD2> \xD4\xB8 |0

<U6BD3> \xEB\xBE |0

<U6BD4> \xDD\xEF |0

<U6BD6> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U6BD7> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U6BD8> \xDD\xF2 |0

<U6BDB> \xD9\xBE |0

<U6BEB> \xFB\xC6 |0

<U6BEC> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U6C08> \xEE\xFD |0

<U6C0F> \xE4\xAB |0

<U6C11> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U6C13> \xD8\xEC |0

<U6C23> \xD1\xA8 |0

<U6C34> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U6C37> \xDE\xBC |0

<U6C38>

 \xE7\xB5 |0

<U6C3E> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U6C40> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U6C41> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U6C42> \xCF\xB4 |0

<U6C4E> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U6C50> \xE0\xB1 |0

<U6C55> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U6C57> \xF9\xD2 |0

<U6C5A> \xE7\xFD |0

<U6C5D> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U6C5E> \xFB\xF1 |0

<U6C5F> \xCB\xB0 |0

<U6C60> \xF2\xAE |0

<U6C68> \xCD\xE7 |0

<U6C6A> \xE8\xDC |0

<U6C6D> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U6C70> \xF7\xC0 |0

<U6C72> \xD0\xE3 |0

<U6C76> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U6C7A> \xCC\xBD |0

<U6C7D> \xD1\xA9 |0

<U6C7E> \xDD\xCC |0

<U6C81> \xE3\xFE |0

<U6C82> \xD1\xAA |0

<U6C83> \xE8\xAA |0

<U6C85> \xEA\xB6 |0
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<U6C86> \xF9\xFA |0

<U6C87> \xE6\xCC |0

<U6C88> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U6C8C> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U6C90> \xD9\xCB |0

<U6C92> \xD9\xD2 |0

<U6C93> \xD3\xCB |0

<U6C94> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U6C95> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U6C96> \xF5\xF8 |0

<U6C99> \xDE\xDE |0

<U6C9A> \xF2\xAF |0

<U6C9B> \xF8\xA9 |0

<U6CAB> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U6CAE> \xEE\xC1 |0

<U6CB3> \xF9\xC1 |0

<U6CB8> \xDD\xF3 |0

<U6CB9> \xEA\xFA |0

<U6CBB> \xF6\xBD |0

<U6CBC> \xE1\xBB |0

<U6CBD> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6CBE> \xF4\xD4 |0

<U6CBF> \xE6\xCD |0

<U6CC1>

 \xFC\xCF |0

<U6CC2> \xFB\xA2 |0

<U6CC4> \xE0\xDC |0

<U6CC9> \xF4\xBB |0

<U6CCA> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U6CCC> \xF9\xB2 |0

<U6CD3> \xFB\xF2 |0

<U6CD5> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U6CD7> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6CDB> \xDB\xF2 |0

<U6CE1> \xF8\xDC |0

<U6CE2> \xF7\xEE |0

<U6CE3> \xEB\xE8 |0

<U6CE5> \xD2\xFA |0

<U6CE8> \xF1\xBC |0

<U6CEB> \xFA\xDA |0

<U6CEE> \xDA\xEA |0

<U6CEF> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U6CF0> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U6CF3> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U6D0B> \xE5\xC7 |0

<U6D0C> \xD6\xAC |0

<U6D11> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U6D17> \xE1\xA9 |0
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<U6D19> \xE2\xAA |0

<U6D1B> \xD5\xA6 |0

<U6D1E> \xD4\xD7 |0

<U6D25> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U6D27> \xEA\xFB |0

<U6D29> \xE0\xDD |0

<U6D2A> \xFB\xF3 |0

<U6D32> \xF1\xBD |0

<U6D35> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U6D36> \xFD\xD7 |0

<U6D38> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U6D39> \xEA\xB7 |0

<U6D3B> \xFC\xC0 |0

<U6D3D> \xFD\xE7 |0

<U6D3E> \xF7\xEF |0

<U6D41> \xD7\xB5 |0

<U6D59> \xEF\xBA |0

<U6D5A> \xF1\xDD |0

<U6D5C> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U6D63> \xE8\xCB |0

<U6D66> \xF8\xDD |0

<U6D69> \xFB\xC7 |0

<U6D6A> \xD5\xC8 |0

<U6D6C> \xD7\xDF |0

<U6D6E> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U6D74> \xE9\xB1 |0

<U6D77>

 \xFA\xAD |0

<U6D78> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U6D79> \xFA\xF4 |0

<U6D7F> \xF8\xAA |0

<U6D85> \xE6\xEE |0

<U6D87> \xCC\xDC |0

<U6D88> \xE1\xBC |0

<U6D89> \xE0\xEF |0

<U6D8C> \xE9\xBF |0

<U6D8D> \xFC\xFD |0

<U6D8E> \xE6\xCE |0

<U6D91> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U6D93> \xE6\xCF |0

<U6D95> \xF4\xF1 |0

<U6DAF> \xE4\xF3 |0

<U6DB2> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6DB5> \xF9\xE4 |0

<U6DC0> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U6DC3> \xCF\xEE |0

<U6DC4> \xF6\xBE |0

<U6DC5> \xE0\xB2 |0
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<U6DC6> \xFC\xFE |0

<U6DC7> \xD1\xAB |0

<U6DCB> \xD7\xFA |0

<U6DCF> \xFB\xC8 |0

<U6DD1> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U6DD8> \xD4\xA3 |0

<U6DD9> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U6DDA> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U6DDE> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U6DE1> \xD3\xBF |0

<U6DE8> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U6DEA> \xD7\xC5 |0

<U6DEB> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U6DEE> \xFC\xE7 |0

<U6DF1> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6DF3> \xE2\xE8 |0

<U6DF5> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U6DF7> \xFB\xE8 |0

<U6DF8> \xF4\xE8 |0

<U6DF9> \xE5\xF4 |0

<U6DFA> \xF4\xBC |0

<U6DFB> \xF4\xD5 |0

<U6E17> \xDF\xB6 |0

<U6E19> \xFC\xB9 |0

<U6E1A> \xEE\xC2 |0

<U6E1B> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6E1F> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U6E20> \xCB\xE2 |0

<U6E21> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U6E23>

 \xDE\xE0 |0

<U6E24> \xDA\xFD |0

<U6E25> \xE4\xC6 |0

<U6E26> \xE8\xBE |0

<U6E2B> \xE0\xDE |0

<U6E2C> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U6E2D> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U6E2F> \xF9\xFB |0

<U6E32> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U6E34> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U6E36> \xE7\xB7 |0

<U6E38> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6E3A> \xD9\xDD |0

<U6E3C> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U6E3D> \xEE\xAA |0

<U6E3E> \xFB\xE9 |0

<U6E43> \xDB\xCB |0

<U6E44> \xDA\xB5 |0
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<U6E4A> \xF1\xBE |0

<U6E4D> \xD3\xAC |0

<U6E56> \xFB\xC9 |0

<U6E58> \xDF\xCF |0

<U6E5B> \xD3\xC0 |0

<U6E5C> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U6E5E> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U6E5F> \xFC\xD0 |0

<U6E67> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U6E6B> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U6E6E> \xEC\xDC |0

<U6E6F> \xF7\xB7 |0

<U6E72> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U6E73> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U6E7A> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U6E90> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U6E96> \xF1\xDE |0

<U6E9C> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U6E9D> \xCF\xB5 |0

<U6E9F> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U6EA2> \xEC\xEE |0

<U6EA5> \xDD\xAA |0

<U6EAA> \xCD\xA2 |0

<U6EAB> \xE8\xAE |0

<U6EAF> \xE1\xBD |0

<U6EB1> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U6EB6> \xE9\xC1 |0

<U6EBA> \xD2\xFC |0

<U6EC2> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U6EC4> \xF3\xE7 |0

<U6EC5> \xD8\xFE |0

<U6EC9> \xFC\xD1 |0

<U6ECB>

 \xED\xB2 |0

<U6ECC> \xF4\xAF |0

<U6ECE> \xFB\xA3 |0

<U6ED1> \xFC\xC1 |0

<U6ED3> \xEE\xAB |0

<U6ED4> \xD4\xA5 |0

<U6EEF> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U6EF4> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U6EF8> \xFB\xCA |0

<U6EFE> \xCD\xE3 |0

<U6EFF> \xD8\xBB |0

<U6F01> \xE5\xDB |0

<U6F02> \xF8\xF7 |0

<U6F06> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U6F0F> \xD7\xA9 |0
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<U6F11> \xCB\xC9 |0

<U6F14> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U6F15> \xF0\xCC |0

<U6F20> \xD8\xAE |0

<U6F22> \xF9\xD3 |0

<U6F23> \xD5\xFE |0

<U6F2B> \xD8\xBC |0

<U6F2C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U6F31> \xE2\xAB |0

<U6F32> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U6F38> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U6F3F> \xED\xEC |0

<U6F41> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U6F51> \xDA\xFE |0

<U6F54> \xCC\xBE |0

<U6F57> \xF2\xFC |0

<U6F58> \xDA\xEB |0

<U6F5A> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U6F5B> \xED\xD6 |0

<U6F5E> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U6F5F> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U6F62> \xFC\xD2 |0

<U6F64> \xEB\xC8 |0

<U6F6D> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U6F6E> \xF0\xCD |0

<U6F70> \xCF\xF7 |0

<U6F7A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U6F7C> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U6F7D> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U6F7E> \xD7\xF1 |0

<U6F81> \xDF\xBB |0

<U6F84> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U6F88> \xF4\xCD |0

<U6F8D> \xF1\xBF |0

<U6F8E> \xF8\xB1 |0

<U6F90>

 \xE9\xFA |0

<U6F94> \xFB\xCB |0

<U6F97> \xCA\xD5 |0

<U6FA3> \xF9\xD4 |0

<U6FA4> \xF7\xCA |0

<U6FA7> \xD6\xC8 |0

<U6FAE> \xFC\xE8 |0

<U6FAF> \xF3\xBD |0

<U6FB1> \xEE\xFE |0

<U6FB3> \xE7\xFE |0

<U6FB9> \xD3\xC2 |0

<U6FBE> \xD3\xB6 |0
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<U6FC0> \xCC\xAD |0

<U6FC1> \xF6\xFA |0

<U6FC2> \xD6\xB2 |0

<U6FC3> \xD2\xD8 |0

<U6FCA> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U6FD5> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U6FDA> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U6FDF> \xF0\xAD |0

<U6FE0> \xFB\xCC |0

<U6FE1> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6FE4> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U6FE9> \xFB\xCD |0

<U6FEB> \xD5\xBD |0

<U6FEC> \xF1\xDF |0

<U6FEF> \xF6\xFB |0

<U6FF1> \xDE\xB4 |0

<U6FFE> \xD5\xEB |0

<U7001> \xE5\xC8 |0

<U7005> \xFB\xA4 |0

<U7006> \xD4\xB9 |0

<U7009> \xDE\xE1 |0

<U700B> \xE4\xA3 |0

<U700F> \xD7\xB7 |0

<U7011> \xF8\xEE |0

<U7015> \xDE\xB5 |0

<U7018> \xD6\xD2 |0

<U701A> \xF9\xD5 |0

<U701B> \xE7\xBA |0

<U701C> \xEB\xD5 |0

<U701D> \xD5\xF7 |0

<U701E> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U701F> \xE1\xBE |0

<U7023> \xFA\xAE |0

<U7027> \xD6\xE9 |0

<U7028> \xD6\xEE |0

<U702F> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7037> \xEC\xCB |0

<U703E> \xD5\xB3 |0

<U704C>

 \xCE\xB4 |0

<U7050> \xFB\xA5 |0

<U7051> \xE1\xEE |0

<U7058> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U705D> \xFB\xCE |0

<U7063> \xD8\xBD |0

<U706B> \xFB\xFD |0

<U7070> \xFC\xE9 |0

<U7078> \xCF\xB6 |0
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<U707C> \xED\xC7 |0

<U707D> \xEE\xAC |0

<U7085> \xCC\xDD |0

<U708A> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U708E> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7092> \xF5\xA4 |0

<U7098> \xFD\xDC |0

<U7099> \xED\xB3 |0

<U709A> \xCE\xC9 |0

<U70A1> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U70A4> \xE1\xBF |0

<U70AB> \xFA\xDB |0

<U70AC> \xCB\xE3 |0

<U70AD> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U70AF> \xFB\xA6 |0

<U70B3> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U70B7> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U70B8> \xED\xC8 |0

<U70B9> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U70C8> \xD6\xAD |0

<U70CB> \xFD\xCE |0

<U70CF> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U70D8> \xFB\xF4 |0

<U70D9> \xD5\xA7 |0

<U70DD> \xF1\xF6 |0

<U70DF> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U70F1> \xCC\xDE |0

<U70F9> \xF8\xB2 |0

<U70FD> \xDC\xEB |0

<U7104> \xFD\xB6 |0

<U7109> \xE5\xEA |0

<U710C> \xF1\xE0 |0

<U7119> \xDB\xCC |0

<U711A> \xDD\xCD |0

<U711E> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U7121> \xD9\xED |0

<U7126> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U7130> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7136> \xE6\xD4 |0

<U7147> \xFD\xC8 |0

<U7149> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U714A>

 \xFD\xBF |0

<U714C> \xFC\xD3 |0

<U714E> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U7150> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7156> \xD1\xEE |0

<U7159> \xE6\xD5 |0
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<U715C> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U715E> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U7164> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U7165> \xFC\xBA |0

<U7166> \xFD\xAF |0

<U7167> \xF0\xCE |0

<U7169> \xDB\xE1 |0

<U716C> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U716E> \xED\xB4 |0

<U717D> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U7184> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U7189> \xE9\xFB |0

<U718A> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U718F> \xFD\xB7 |0

<U7192> \xFB\xA7 |0

<U7194> \xE9\xC2 |0

<U7199> \xFD\xF7 |0

<U719F> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U71A2> \xDC\xEC |0

<U71AC> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U71B1> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U71B9> \xFD\xF8 |0

<U71BA> \xFD\xF9 |0

<U71BE> \xF6\xBF |0

<U71C1> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U71C3> \xE6\xD7 |0

<U71C8> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U71C9> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U71CE> \xD6\xFA |0

<U71D0> \xD7\xF2 |0

<U71D2> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U71D4> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U71D5> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U71DF> \xE7\xBD |0

<U71E5> \xF0\xCF |0

<U71E6> \xF3\xBE |0

<U71E7> \xE2\xAC |0

<U71ED> \xF5\xB7 |0

<U71EE> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U71FB> \xFD\xB8 |0

<U71FC> \xE3\xE8 |0

<U71FE> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U71FF> \xE8\xFC |0

<U7200> \xFA\xD2 |0

<U7206>

 \xF8\xEF |0

<U7210> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U721B> \xD5\xB4 |0
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<U722A> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U722C> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U722D> \xEE\xB3 |0

<U7230> \xEA\xBA |0

<U7232> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U7235> \xED\xC9 |0

<U7236> \xDD\xAB |0

<U723A> \xE5\xAC |0

<U723B> \xFD\xA1 |0

<U723D> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U723E> \xEC\xB3 |0

<U7240> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U7246> \xED\xED |0

<U7247> \xF8\xB8 |0

<U7248> \xF7\xFA |0

<U724C> \xF8\xAB |0

<U7252> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7258> \xD4\xBA |0

<U7259> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U725B> \xE9\xDA |0

<U725D> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U725F> \xD9\xBF |0

<U7261> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U7262> \xD6\xEF |0

<U7267> \xD9\xCC |0

<U7269> \xDA\xAA |0

<U7272> \xDF\xE5 |0

<U7279> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U727D> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U7280> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U7281> \xD7\xE0 |0

<U72A2> \xD4\xBB |0

<U72A7> \xFD\xFA |0

<U72AC> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U72AF> \xDB\xF3 |0

<U72C0> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U72C2> \xCE\xCA |0

<U72C4> \xEE\xDA |0

<U72CE> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U72D0> \xFB\xCF |0

<U72D7> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U72D9> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U72E1> \xCE\xEA |0

<U72E9> \xE2\xAD |0

<U72F8> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U72F9> \xFA\xF5 |0

<U72FC> \xD5\xC9 |0

<U72FD>
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 \xF8\xAC |0

<U730A> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7316> \xF3\xE9 |0

<U731B> \xD8\xED |0

<U731C> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U731D> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7325> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U7329> \xE0\xFA |0

<U732A> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U732B> \xD9\xDE |0

<U7336> \xEB\xA2 |0

<U7337> \xEB\xA3 |0

<U733E> \xFC\xC2 |0

<U733F> \xEA\xBB |0

<U7344> \xE8\xAB |0

<U7345> \xDE\xE2 |0

<U7350> \xED\xEF |0

<U7352> \xE8\xA3 |0

<U7357> \xCF\xF1 |0

<U7368> \xD4\xBC |0

<U736A> \xFC\xEA |0

<U7370> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7372> \xFC\xF2 |0

<U7375> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U7378> \xE2\xAE |0

<U737A> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U737B> \xFA\xCC |0

<U7384> \xFA\xDC |0

<U7386> \xED\xB5 |0

<U7387> \xE1\xE3 |0

<U7389> \xE8\xAC |0

<U738B> \xE8\xDD |0

<U738E> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U7394> \xF4\xBD |0

<U7396> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7397> \xE9\xDB |0

<U7398> \xD1\xAC |0

<U739F> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U73A7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U73A9> \xE8\xCC |0

<U73AD> \xDE\xB7 |0

<U73B2> \xD6\xBC |0

<U73B3> \xD3\xE5 |0

<U73B9> \xFA\xDD |0

<U73C0> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U73C2> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U73C9> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U73CA> \xDF\xA6 |0
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<U73CC> \xF9\xB3 |0

<U73CD> \xF2\xD2 |0

<U73CF>

 \xCA\xC4 |0

<U73D6> \xCE\xCB |0

<U73D9> \xCD\xF5 |0

<U73DD> \xFD\xB0 |0

<U73DE> \xD5\xA8 |0

<U73E0> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U73E3> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U73E4> \xDC\xCA |0

<U73E5> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U73E6> \xFA\xC0 |0

<U73E9> \xFB\xA8 |0

<U73EA> \xD0\xA8 |0

<U73ED> \xDA\xEC |0

<U73F7> \xD9\xEE |0

<U73F9> \xE0\xFB |0

<U73FD> \xEF\xEA |0

<U73FE> \xFA\xDE |0

<U7401> \xE0\xC4 |0

<U7403> \xCF\xB9 |0

<U7405> \xD5\xCA |0

<U7406> \xD7\xE2 |0

<U7407> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7409> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U7413> \xE8\xCD |0

<U741B> \xF6\xDA |0

<U7420> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U7421> \xE2\xDA |0

<U7422> \xF6\xFC |0

<U7425> \xFB\xD0 |0

<U7426> \xD1\xAD |0

<U7428> \xCD\xE4 |0

<U742A> \xD1\xAE |0

<U742B> \xDC\xED |0

<U742C> \xE8\xCE |0

<U742E> \xF0\xF9 |0

<U742F> \xCE\xB5 |0

<U7430> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7433> \xD7\xFB |0

<U7434> \xD0\xD6 |0

<U7435> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U7436> \xF7\xF1 |0

<U7438> \xF6\xFD |0

<U743A> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U743F> \xFB\xEA |0

<U7440> \xE9\xDC |0
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<U7441> \xD9\xC1 |0

<U7443> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U7444> \xE0\xC5 |0

<U744B> \xEA\xD4 |0

<U7455> \xF9\xC2 |0

<U7457>

 \xEA\xBC |0

<U7459> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U745A> \xFB\xD1 |0

<U745B> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U745C> \xEB\xA5 |0

<U745E> \xDF\xFA |0

<U745F> \xE3\xA2 |0

<U7460> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U7462> \xE9\xC3 |0

<U7464> \xE8\xFD |0

<U7465> \xE8\xAF |0

<U7468> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U7469> \xFB\xA9 |0

<U746A> \xD8\xA5 |0

<U746F> \xD5\xCB |0

<U747E> \xD0\xC8 |0

<U7482> \xD1\xAF |0

<U7483> \xD7\xE3 |0

<U7487> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U7489> \xD6\xA2 |0

<U748B> \xED\xF0 |0

<U7498> \xD7\xF3 |0

<U749C> \xFC\xD4 |0

<U749E> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U749F> \xCC\xDF |0

<U74A1> \xF2\xD4 |0

<U74A3> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U74A5> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U74A7> \xDB\xFD |0

<U74A8> \xF3\xBF |0

<U74AA> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U74B0> \xFC\xBB |0

<U74B2> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U74B5> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U74B9> \xE2\xDB |0

<U74BD> \xDF\xDE |0

<U74BF> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U74C6> \xF2\xEF |0

<U74CA> \xCC\xE1 |0

<U74CF> \xD6\xEA |0

<U74D4> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U74D8> \xCE\xB6 |0
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<U74DA> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U74DC> \xCD\xFE |0

<U74E0> \xFB\xD2 |0

<U74E2> \xF8\xF8 |0

<U74E3> \xF7\xFB |0

<U74E6> \xE8\xBF |0

<U74EE> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74F7> \xED\xB6 |0

<U7501>

 \xDC\xBA |0

<U7504> \xCC\xB4 |0

<U7511> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U7515> \xE8\xB8 |0

<U7518> \xCA\xF6 |0

<U751A> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U751B> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U751F> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U7523> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U7525> \xDF\xE7 |0

<U7526> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U7528> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U752B> \xDC\xCB |0

<U752C> \xE9\xC5 |0

<U7530> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U7531> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U7532> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U7533> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U7537> \xD1\xFB |0

<U7538> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U753A> \xEF\xEB |0

<U7547> \xD0\xB4 |0

<U754C> \xCD\xA3 |0

<U754F> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U7551> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U7553> \xD3\xCC |0

<U7554> \xDA\xED |0

<U7559> \xD7\xBA |0

<U755B> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U755C> \xF5\xE5 |0

<U755D> \xD9\xEF |0

<U7562> \xF9\xB4 |0

<U7565> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U7566> \xFD\xCF |0

<U756A> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U756F> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U7570> \xEC\xB6 |0

<U7575> \xFB\xFE |0

<U7576> \xD3\xD7 |0
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<U7578> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U757A> \xCB\xB1 |0

<U757F> \xD1\xB2 |0

<U7586> \xCB\xB2 |0

<U7587> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U758A> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U758B> \xF9\xB5 |0

<U758E> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U758F> \xE1\xC2 |0

<U7591> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U759D> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U75A5>

 \xCB\xCA |0

<U75AB> \xE6\xB9 |0

<U75B1> \xF8\xDE |0

<U75B2> \xF9\xAA |0

<U75B3> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U75B5> \xED\xB7 |0

<U75B8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75B9> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U75BC> \xD4\xD9 |0

<U75BD> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U75BE> \xF2\xF0 |0

<U75C2> \xCA\xB2 |0

<U75C5> \xDC\xBB |0

<U75C7> \xF1\xF8 |0

<U75CD> \xEC\xB7 |0

<U75D2> \xE5\xCA |0

<U75D4> \xF6\xC0 |0

<U75D5> \xFD\xDD |0

<U75D8> \xD4\xE3 |0

<U75D9> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U75DB> \xF7\xD4 |0

<U75E2> \xD7\xE5 |0

<U75F0> \xD3\xC3 |0

<U75F2> \xD8\xA6 |0

<U75F4> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U75FA> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U75FC> \xCD\xC0 |0

<U7600> \xE5\xDC |0

<U760D> \xE5\xCB |0

<U7619> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U761F> \xE8\xB0 |0

<U7620> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U7621> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7622> \xDA\xEE |0

<U7624> \xD7\xBB |0

<U7626> \xE2\xB1 |0
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<U763B> \xD7\xAA |0

<U7642> \xD6\xFB |0

<U764C> \xE4\xDF |0

<U764E> \xCA\xD6 |0

<U7652> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U7656> \xDB\xFE |0

<U7661> \xF6\xC2 |0

<U7664> \xEF\xBB |0

<U7669> \xD4\xFD |0

<U766C> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U7670> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U7672> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U7678> \xCD\xA4 |0

<U767B> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U767C>

 \xDB\xA1 |0

<U767D> \xDB\xDC |0

<U767E> \xDB\xDD |0

<U7684> \xEE\xDC |0

<U7686> \xCB\xCB |0

<U7687> \xFC\xD5 |0

<U768E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U7690> \xCD\xC1 |0

<U7693> \xFB\xD3 |0

<U76AE> \xF9\xAB |0

<U76BA> \xF5\xD4 |0

<U76BF> \xD9\xA9 |0

<U76C2> \xE9\xDD |0

<U76C3> \xDB\xCD |0

<U76C6> \xDD\xCE |0

<U76C8> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U76CA> \xEC\xCC |0

<U76D2> \xF9\xEC |0

<U76D6> \xCB\xCC |0

<U76DB> \xE0\xFC |0

<U76DC> \xD4\xA8 |0

<U76DE> \xED\xD3 |0

<U76DF> \xD8\xEF |0

<U76E1> \xF2\xD7 |0

<U76E3> \xCA\xF8 |0

<U76E4> \xDA\xEF |0

<U76E7> \xD6\xD4 |0

<U76EE> \xD9\xCD |0

<U76F2> \xD8\xEE |0

<U76F4> \xF2\xC1 |0

<U76F8> \xDF\xD3 |0

<U76FC> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U76FE> \xE2\xEA |0
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<U7701> \xE0\xFD |0

<U7704> \xD8\xF8 |0

<U7708> \xF7\xAF |0

<U7709> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U770B> \xCA\xD7 |0

<U771E> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U7720> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U7729> \xFA\xDF |0

<U7737> \xCF\xEF |0

<U7738> \xD9\xC2 |0

<U773A> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U773C> \xE4\xD1 |0

<U7740> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U774D> \xFA\xE0 |0

<U775B> \xEF\xEC |0

<U7761> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U7763> \xD4\xBD |0

<U7766>

 \xD9\xCE |0

<U776B> \xF4\xE2 |0

<U7779> \xD4\xA9 |0

<U777E> \xCD\xC2 |0

<U777F> \xE7\xDA |0

<U778B> \xF2\xD9 |0

<U7791> \xD9\xAA |0

<U779E> \xD8\xBE |0

<U77A5> \xDC\xAD |0

<U77AC> \xE2\xEB |0

<U77AD> \xD6\xFC |0

<U77B0> \xCA\xF9 |0

<U77B3> \xD4\xDA |0

<U77BB> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U77BC> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U77BF> \xCF\xBA |0

<U77D7> \xF5\xB8 |0

<U77DB> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U77DC> \xD0\xE8 |0

<U77E2> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U77E3> \xEB\xF8 |0

<U77E5> \xF2\xB1 |0

<U77E9> \xCF\xBB |0

<U77ED> \xD3\xAD |0

<U77EE> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U77EF> \xCE\xEC |0

<U77F3> \xE0\xB4 |0

<U7802> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U7812> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U7825> \xF2\xB2 |0
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<U7826> \xF3\xF6 |0

<U7827> \xF6\xDB |0

<U782C> \xD7\xFE |0

<U7832> \xF8\xDF |0

<U7834> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U7845> \xD0\xA9 |0

<U784F> \xE6\xDA |0

<U785D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U786B> \xD7\xBC |0

<U786C> \xCC\xE3 |0

<U786F> \xE6\xDB |0

<U787C> \xDD\xDD |0

<U7881> \xD1\xB3 |0

<U7887> \xEF\xED |0

<U788C> \xD6\xDE |0

<U788D> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U788E> \xE1\xEF |0

<U7891> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U7897> \xE8\xCF |0

<U78A3> \xCA\xE5 |0

<U78A7>

 \xDC\xA1 |0

<U78A9> \xE0\xB5 |0

<U78BA> \xFC\xAC |0

<U78BB> \xFC\xAD |0

<U78BC> \xD8\xA7 |0

<U78C1> \xED\xB8 |0

<U78C5> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U78CA> \xD6\xF0 |0

<U78CB> \xF3\xAF |0

<U78CE> \xCD\xA5 |0

<U78D0> \xDA\xF1 |0

<U78E8> \xD8\xA8 |0

<U78EC> \xCC\xE4 |0

<U78EF> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U78F5> \xCA\xD8 |0

<U78FB> \xDA\xF2 |0

<U7901> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U790E> \xF5\xA8 |0

<U7916> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U792A> \xD5\xEC |0

<U792B> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U792C> \xDA\xF3 |0

<U793A> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U793E> \xDE\xE4 |0

<U7940> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U7941> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U7947> \xD1\xB6 |0
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<U7948> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U7949> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U7950> \xE9\xDE |0

<U7956> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U7957> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U795A> \xF0\xD4 |0

<U795B> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U795C> \xFB\xD4 |0

<U795D> \xF5\xE6 |0

<U795E> \xE3\xEA |0

<U7960> \xDE\xE6 |0

<U7965> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U7968> \xF8\xF9 |0

<U796D> \xF0\xAE |0

<U797A> \xD1\xB8 |0

<U797F> \xD6\xDF |0

<U7981> \xD0\xD7 |0

<U798D> \xFC\xA1 |0

<U798E> \xEF\xEE |0

<U798F> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U7991> \xE9\xDF |0

<U79A6> \xE5\xDD |0

<U79A7> \xFD\xFB |0

<U79AA>

 \xE0\xC9 |0

<U79AE> \xD6\xC9 |0

<U79B1> \xD4\xAA |0

<U79B3> \xE5\xCC |0

<U79B9> \xE9\xE0 |0

<U79BD> \xD0\xD8 |0

<U79BE> \xFC\xA2 |0

<U79BF> \xD4\xBE |0

<U79C0> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U79C1> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U79C9> \xDC\xBC |0

<U79CA> \xD2\xB6 |0

<U79CB> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U79D1> \xCE\xA1 |0

<U79D2> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U79D5> \xDD\xF9 |0

<U79D8> \xDD\xFA |0

<U79DF> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U79E4> \xF6\xDF |0

<U79E6> \xF2\xDA |0

<U79E7> \xE4\xEB |0

<U79E9> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U79FB> \xEC\xB9 |0

<U7A00> \xFD\xFC |0
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<U7A05> \xE1\xAA |0

<U7A08> \xCA\xD9 |0

<U7A0B> \xEF\xEF |0

<U7A0D> \xF5\xAA |0

<U7A14> \xEC\xF9 |0

<U7A17> \xF8\xAD |0

<U7A19> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U7A1A> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U7A1C> \xD7\xD2 |0

<U7A1F> \xF9\xA2 |0

<U7A20> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U7A2E> \xF0\xFA |0

<U7A31> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U7A36> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U7A37> \xF2\xC3 |0

<U7A3B> \xD4\xAB |0

<U7A3C> \xCA\xB3 |0

<U7A3D> \xCD\xA6 |0

<U7A3F> \xCD\xC3 |0

<U7A40> \xCD\xDA |0

<U7A46> \xD9\xCF |0

<U7A49> \xF6\xC4 |0

<U7A4D> \xEE\xDD |0

<U7A4E> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7A57> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U7A61> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U7A62>

 \xE7\xDB |0

<U7A69> \xE8\xB1 |0

<U7A6B> \xFC\xAE |0

<U7A70> \xE5\xCD |0

<U7A74> \xFA\xEB |0

<U7A76> \xCF\xBC |0

<U7A79> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U7A7A> \xCD\xF6 |0

<U7A7D> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U7A7F> \xF4\xBE |0

<U7A81> \xD4\xCD |0

<U7A84> \xF3\xB8 |0

<U7A88> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U7A92> \xF2\xF2 |0

<U7A93> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7A95> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U7A98> \xCF\xD7 |0

<U7A9F> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7AA9> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U7AAA> \xE8\xC1 |0

<U7AAE> \xCF\xE3 |0
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<U7AAF> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U7ABA> \xD0\xAA |0

<U7AC4> \xF3\xC1 |0

<U7AC5> \xD0\xAB |0

<U7AC7> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U7ACA> \xEF\xBC |0

<U7ACB> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U7AD7> \xD9\xDF |0

<U7AD9> \xF3\xD7 |0

<U7ADD> \xDC\xBD |0

<U7ADF> \xCC\xE5 |0

<U7AE0> \xED\xF1 |0

<U7AE3> \xF1\xE2 |0

<U7AE5> \xD4\xDB |0

<U7AEA> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U7AED> \xCA\xE6 |0

<U7AEF> \xD3\xAE |0

<U7AF6> \xCC\xE6 |0

<U7AF9> \xF1\xD3 |0

<U7AFA> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U7AFF> \xCA\xDA |0

<U7B0F> \xFB\xEE |0

<U7B11> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U7B19> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U7B1B> \xEE\xDE |0

<U7B1E> \xF7\xC2 |0

<U7B20> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U7B26> \xDD\xAC |0

<U7B2C> \xF0\xAF |0

<U7B2D>

 \xD6\xBD |0

<U7B39> \xE1\xAB |0

<U7B46> \xF9\xB6 |0

<U7B49> \xD4\xF5 |0

<U7B4B> \xD0\xC9 |0

<U7B4C> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U7B4D> \xE2\xEC |0

<U7B4F> \xDB\xEA |0

<U7B50> \xCE\xCC |0

<U7B51> \xF5\xE8 |0

<U7B52> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U7B54> \xD3\xCD |0

<U7B56> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7B60> \xD0\xB5 |0

<U7B6C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U7B6E> \xDF\xFB |0

<U7B75> \xE6\xDD |0

<U7B7D> \xE8\xA4 |0
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<U7B87> \xCB\xCD |0

<U7B8B> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U7B8F> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7B94> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U7B95> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U7B97> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U7B9A> \xF3\xB0 |0

<U7B9D> \xCC\xC4 |0

<U7BA1> \xCE\xB7 |0

<U7BAD> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U7BB1> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U7BB4> \xED\xD7 |0

<U7BB8> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U7BC0> \xEF\xBD |0

<U7BC1> \xFC\xD6 |0

<U7BC4> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U7BC6> \xEF\xAA |0

<U7BC7> \xF8\xB9 |0

<U7BC9> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U7BD2> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U7BE0> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U7BE4> \xD4\xBF |0

<U7BE9> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U7C07> \xF0\xEA |0

<U7C12> \xF3\xC2 |0

<U7C1E> \xD3\xAF |0

<U7C21> \xCA\xDB |0

<U7C27> \xFC\xD7 |0

<U7C2A> \xED\xD8 |0

<U7C2B> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U7C3D> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7C3E> \xD6\xB3 |0

<U7C3F>

 \xDD\xAD |0

<U7C43> \xD5\xBE |0

<U7C4C> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U7C4D> \xEE\xDF |0

<U7C60> \xD6\xEB |0

<U7C64> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7C6C> \xD7\xE6 |0

<U7C73> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U7C83> \xDD\xFB |0

<U7C89> \xDD\xCF |0

<U7C92> \xD8\xA3 |0

<U7C95> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U7C97> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U7C98> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U7C9F> \xE1\xD8 |0
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<U7CA5> \xF1\xD4 |0

<U7CA7> \xED\xF2 |0

<U7CAE> \xD5\xDB |0

<U7CB1> \xD5\xDC |0

<U7CB2> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7CB3> \xCB\xD7 |0

<U7CB9> \xE2\xB6 |0

<U7CBE> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U7CCA> \xFB\xD5 |0

<U7CD6> \xD3\xD8 |0

<U7CDE> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U7CDF> \xF0\xD9 |0

<U7CE0> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U7CE7> \xD5\xDD |0

<U7CFB> \xCD\xA7 |0

<U7CFE> \xD0\xAC |0

<U7D00> \xD1\xBA |0

<U7D02> \xF1\xC4 |0

<U7D04> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U7D05> \xFB\xF5 |0

<U7D06> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7D07> \xFD\xE0 |0

<U7D08> \xFC\xBC |0

<U7D0A> \xDA\xA2 |0

<U7D0B> \xDA\xA3 |0

<U7D0D> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U7D10> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7D14> \xE2\xED |0

<U7D17> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U7D18> \xCE\xDC |0

<U7D19> \xF2\xB5 |0

<U7D1A> \xD0\xE4 |0

<U7D1B> \xDD\xD1 |0

<U7D20> \xE1\xC8 |0

<U7D21> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U7D22>

 \xDF\xE3 |0

<U7D2B> \xED\xB9 |0

<U7D2C> \xF1\xC5 |0

<U7D2E> \xF3\xCF |0

<U7D2F> \xD7\xAB |0

<U7D30> \xE1\xAC |0

<U7D33> \xE3\xEB |0

<U7D35> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U7D39> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U7D3A> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7D42> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7D43> \xFA\xE1 |0
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<U7D44> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7D45> \xCC\xE7 |0

<U7D46> \xDA\xF4 |0

<U7D50> \xCC\xBF |0

<U7D5E> \xCE\xED |0

<U7D61> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U7D62> \xFA\xE2 |0

<U7D66> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7D68> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U7D6A> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7D6E> \xDF\xFC |0

<U7D71> \xF7\xD6 |0

<U7D72> \xDE\xEA |0

<U7D73> \xCB\xB4 |0

<U7D76> \xEF\xBE |0

<U7D79> \xCC\xB5 |0

<U7D7F> \xCF\xBD |0

<U7D8E> \xEF\xF2 |0

<U7D8F> \xE2\xB7 |0

<U7D93> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U7D9C> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7DA0> \xD6\xE0 |0

<U7DA2> \xF1\xC6 |0

<U7DAC> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U7DAD> \xEB\xAB |0

<U7DB1> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U7DB2> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U7DB4> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7DB5> \xF3\xF7 |0

<U7DB8> \xD7\xC6 |0

<U7DBA> \xD1\xBB |0

<U7DBB> \xF7\xAA |0

<U7DBD> \xED\xCA |0

<U7DBE> \xD7\xD3 |0

<U7DBF> \xD8\xFA |0

<U7DC7> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U7DCA> \xD1\xCC |0

<U7DCB> \xDD\xFC |0

<U7DD6>

 \xDF\xFD |0

<U7DD8> \xF9\xE5 |0

<U7DDA> \xE0\xCA |0

<U7DDD> \xF2\xFD |0

<U7DDE> \xD3\xB0 |0

<U7DE0> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U7DE1> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U7DE3> \xE6\xDE |0

<U7DE8> \xF8\xBA |0
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<U7DE9> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U7DEC> \xD8\xFB |0

<U7DEF> \xEA\xD5 |0

<U7DF4> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U7DFB> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U7E09> \xF2\xDB |0

<U7E0A> \xE4\xFC |0

<U7E15> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U7E1B> \xDA\xDA |0

<U7E1D> \xF2\xDC |0

<U7E1E> \xFB\xD6 |0

<U7E1F> \xE9\xB2 |0

<U7E21> \xEE\xAD |0

<U7E23> \xFA\xE3 |0

<U7E2B> \xDC\xEE |0

<U7E2E> \xF5\xEA |0

<U7E2F> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U7E31> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7E37> \xD7\xAC |0

<U7E3D> \xF5\xC5 |0

<U7E3E> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U7E41> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U7E43> \xDD\xDE |0

<U7E46> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U7E47> \xE9\xA3 |0

<U7E52> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U7E54> \xF2\xC4 |0

<U7E55> \xE0\xCB |0

<U7E5E> \xE9\xA4 |0

<U7E61> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U7E69> \xE3\xB1 |0

<U7E6A> \xFC\xEB |0

<U7E6B> \xCD\xA8 |0

<U7E6D> \xCC\xB6 |0

<U7E70> \xF0\xDB |0

<U7E79> \xE6\xBA |0

<U7E7C> \xCD\xA9 |0

<U7E82> \xF3\xC3 |0

<U7E8C> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U7E8F> \xEF\xAB |0

<U7E93> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7E96>

 \xE0\xE9 |0

<U7E98> \xF3\xC5 |0

<U7E9B> \xD4\xC0 |0

<U7E9C> \xD5\xBF |0

<U7F36> \xDD\xAE |0

<U7F38> \xF9\xFC |0
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<U7F3A> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U7F4C> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U7F50> \xCE\xB8 |0

<U7F54> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U7F55> \xF9\xD6 |0

<U7F6A> \xF1\xAA |0

<U7F6B> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7F6E> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U7F70> \xDB\xEB |0

<U7F72> \xDF\xFE |0

<U7F75> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U7F77> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U7F79> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U7F85> \xD4\xFE |0

<U7F88> \xD1\xBC |0

<U7F8A> \xE5\xCF |0

<U7F8C> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7F8E> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U7F94> \xCD\xC4 |0

<U7F9A> \xD6\xBE |0

<U7F9E> \xE2\xBA |0

<U7FA4> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U7FA8> \xE0\xCC |0

<U7FA9> \xEB\xF9 |0

<U7FB2> \xFD\xFD |0

<U7FB8> \xD7\xE8 |0

<U7FB9> \xCB\xD8 |0

<U7FBD> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U7FC1> \xE8\xBA |0

<U7FC5> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U7FCA> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7FCC> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7FCE> \xD6\xBF |0

<U7FD2> \xE3\xA7 |0

<U7FD4> \xDF\xD6 |0

<U7FD5> \xFD\xE8 |0

<U7FDF> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U7FE0> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U7FE1> \xDD\xFD |0

<U7FE9> \xF8\xBB |0

<U7FEB> \xE8\xD1 |0

<U7FF0> \xF9\xD7 |0

<U7FF9> \xCE\xEE |0

<U7FFC> \xEC\xCF |0

<U8000>

 \xE9\xA5 |0

<U8001> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U8003> \xCD\xC5 |0
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<U8005> \xED\xBA |0

<U8006> \xD1\xBD |0

<U8009> \xCF\xBE |0

<U800C> \xEC\xBB |0

<U8010> \xD2\xB1 |0

<U8015> \xCC\xE9 |0

<U8017> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U8018> \xE9\xFC |0

<U802D> \xD1\xBE |0

<U8033> \xEC\xBC |0

<U8036> \xE5\xAD |0

<U803D> \xF7\xB0 |0

<U803F> \xCC\xEA |0

<U8043> \xD3\xC4 |0

<U8046> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U804A> \xD6\xFD |0

<U8056> \xE1\xA1 |0

<U8058> \xDE\xBD |0

<U805A> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U805E> \xDA\xA4 |0

<U806F> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8070> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8072> \xE1\xA2 |0

<U8073> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U8077> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U807D> \xF4\xE9 |0

<U807E> \xD6\xEC |0

<U807F> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U8084> \xEC\xBD |0

<U8085> \xE2\xDC |0

<U8086> \xDE\xEB |0

<U8087> \xF0\xDC |0

<U8089> \xEB\xBF |0

<U808B> \xD7\xCE |0

<U808C> \xD1\xBF |0

<U8096> \xF5\xAB |0

<U809B> \xF9\xFD |0

<U809D> \xCA\xDC |0

<U80A1> \xCD\xC6 |0

<U80A2> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U80A5> \xDD\xFE |0

<U80A9> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U80AA> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U80AF> \xD0\xE9 |0

<U80B1> \xCE\xDD |0

<U80B2> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U80B4> \xFD\xA2 |0

<U80BA>
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 \xF8\xCB |0

<U80C3> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U80C4> \xF1\xB0 |0

<U80CC> \xDB\xCE |0

<U80CE> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U80DA> \xDB\xCF |0

<U80DB> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U80DE> \xF8\xE0 |0

<U80E1> \xFB\xD7 |0

<U80E4> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E5> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U80F1> \xCE\xCD |0

<U80F4> \xD4\xDC |0

<U80F8> \xFD\xD8 |0

<U80FD> \xD2\xF6 |0

<U8102> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U8105> \xFA\xF6 |0

<U8106> \xF6\xAA |0

<U8107> \xFA\xF7 |0

<U8108> \xD8\xE6 |0

<U810A> \xF4\xB1 |0

<U8118> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U811A> \xCA\xC5 |0

<U811B> \xCC\xEB |0

<U8123> \xE2\xEE |0

<U8129> \xE2\xBB |0

<U812B> \xF7\xAD |0

<U812F> \xF8\xE1 |0

<U8139> \xF3\xEC |0

<U813E> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U814B> \xE4\xFD |0

<U814E> \xE3\xEC |0

<U8150> \xDD\xAF |0

<U8151> \xDD\xB0 |0

<U8154> \xCB\xB7 |0

<U8155> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U8165> \xE1\xA3 |0

<U8166> \xD2\xE0 |0

<U816B> \xF0\xFE |0

<U8170> \xE9\xA6 |0

<U8171> \xCB\xF2 |0

<U8178> \xED\xF3 |0

<U8179> \xDC\xD9 |0

<U817A> \xE0\xCD |0

<U817F> \xF7\xDA |0

<U8180> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U8188> \xCC\xAE |0

<U818A> \xDA\xDB |0
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<U818F> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U819A> \xDD\xB1 |0

<U819C>

 \xD8\xAF |0

<U819D> \xE3\xA3 |0

<U81A0> \xCE\xEF |0

<U81A3> \xF2\xF3 |0

<U81A8> \xF8\xB3 |0

<U81B3> \xE0\xCE |0

<U81B5> \xF5\xFD |0

<U81BA> \xEB\xEC |0

<U81BD> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U81BE> \xFC\xEC |0

<U81BF> \xD2\xDB |0

<U81C0> \xD4\xEB |0

<U81C2> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U81C6> \xE5\xE6 |0

<U81CD> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U81D8> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U81DF> \xED\xF4 |0

<U81E3> \xE3\xED |0

<U81E5> \xE8\xC2 |0

<U81E7> \xED\xF5 |0

<U81E8> \xD7\xFC |0

<U81EA> \xED\xBB |0

<U81ED> \xF6\xAB |0

<U81F3> \xF2\xB8 |0

<U81F4> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U81FA> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U81FB> \xF2\xDD |0

<U81FC> \xCF\xBF |0

<U81FE> \xEB\xAC |0

<U8205> \xCF\xC0 |0

<U8207> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U8208> \xFD\xE9 |0

<U820A> \xCF\xC1 |0

<U820C> \xE0\xDF |0

<U820D> \xDE\xEC |0

<U8212> \xE0\xA2 |0

<U821B> \xF4\xBF |0

<U821C> \xE2\xEF |0

<U821E> \xD9\xF1 |0

<U821F> \xF1\xC7 |0

<U8221> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U822A> \xF9\xFE |0

<U822B> \xDB\xBA |0

<U822C> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U8235> \xF6\xEC |0
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<U8236> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8237> \xFA\xE4 |0

<U8239> \xE0\xCF |0

<U8240> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U8245> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U8247>

 \xEF\xF3 |0

<U8259> \xF3\xED |0

<U8264> \xEB\xFA |0

<U8266> \xF9\xE6 |0

<U826E> \xCA\xDD |0

<U826F> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8271> \xCA\xDE |0

<U8272> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U8276> \xE6\xFD |0

<U8278> \xF5\xAC |0

<U827E> \xE4\xF5 |0

<U828B> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U828D> \xED\xCB |0

<U828E> \xCF\xE4 |0

<U8292> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8299> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U829A> \xD4\xEC |0

<U829D> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U829F> \xDF\xB7 |0

<U82A5> \xCB\xCE |0

<U82A6> \xFB\xD8 |0

<U82A9> \xD0\xD9 |0

<U82AC> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U82AD> \xF7\xF4 |0

<U82AE> \xE7\xDC |0

<U82AF> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U82B1> \xFC\xA3 |0

<U82B3> \xDB\xBB |0

<U82B7> \xF2\xBA |0

<U82B8> \xE9\xFD |0

<U82B9> \xD0\xCA |0

<U82BB> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U82BC> \xD9\xC5 |0

<U82BD> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U82BF> \xED\xA7 |0

<U82D1> \xEA\xBD |0

<U82D2> \xE6\xFE |0

<U82D4> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U82D5> \xF5\xAD |0

<U82D7> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U82DB> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U82DE> \xF8\xE2 |0
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<U82DF> \xCF\xC2 |0

<U82E1> \xEC\xBE |0

<U82E5> \xE5\xB4 |0

<U82E6> \xCD\xC8 |0

<U82E7> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U82F1> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U82FD> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U82FE> \xF9\xB7 |0

<U8301>

 \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8302> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U8303> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U8304> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U8305> \xD9\xC6 |0

<U8309> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U8317> \xD9\xAB |0

<U8328> \xED\xBC |0

<U832B> \xD8\xD4 |0

<U832F> \xDC\xDA |0

<U8331> \xE2\xBC |0

<U8334> \xFC\xED |0

<U8335> \xEC\xE0 |0

<U8336> \xD2\xFE |0

<U8338> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U8339> \xE6\xAA |0

<U8340> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U8347> \xFA\xBB |0

<U8349> \xF5\xAE |0

<U834A> \xFB\xAA |0

<U834F> \xEC\xFB |0

<U8351> \xEC\xBF |0

<U8352> \xFC\xD8 |0

<U8373> \xD4\xE5 |0

<U8377> \xF9\xC3 |0

<U837B> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U8389> \xD7\xE9 |0

<U838A> \xED\xF6 |0

<U838E> \xDE\xED |0

<U8396> \xCC\xEC |0

<U8398> \xE3\xEE |0

<U839E> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U83A2> \xFA\xF8 |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U83AA> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U83AB> \xD8\xB0 |0

<U83BD> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U83C1> \xF4\xEA |0

<U83C5> \xCE\xB9 |0
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<U83C9> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U83CA> \xCF\xD2 |0

<U83CC> \xD0\xB6 |0

<U83D3> \xCE\xA2 |0

<U83D6> \xF3\xEE |0

<U83DC> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U83E9> \xDC\xCC |0

<U83EB> \xD0\xCB |0

<U83EF> \xFC\xA4 |0

<U83F0> \xCD\xCA |0

<U83F1> \xD7\xD4 |0

<U83F2>

 \xDE\xA3 |0

<U83F4> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U83F9> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U83FD> \xE2\xDD |0

<U8403> \xF5\xFE |0

<U8404> \xD4\xAC |0

<U840A> \xD5\xD1 |0

<U840C> \xD8\xF0 |0

<U840D> \xF8\xC3 |0

<U840E> \xEA\xD7 |0

<U8429> \xF5\xD7 |0

<U842C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U8431> \xFD\xC0 |0

<U8438> \xEB\xAD |0

<U843D> \xD5\xAA |0

<U8449> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U8457> \xEE\xCA |0

<U845B> \xCA\xE7 |0

<U8461> \xF8\xE3 |0

<U8463> \xD4\xDD |0

<U8466> \xEA\xD8 |0

<U846B> \xFB\xD9 |0

<U846C> \xED\xF7 |0

<U846F> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U8475> \xD0\xAD |0

<U847A> \xF1\xF1 |0

<U8490> \xE2\xBD |0

<U8494> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U8499> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U849C> \xDF\xAA |0

<U84A1> \xDB\xBC |0

<U84B2> \xF8\xE4 |0

<U84B8> \xF1\xFA |0

<U84BB> \xE5\xB6 |0

<U84BC> \xF3\xEF |0

<U84BF> \xFB\xDA |0
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<U84C0> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U84C2> \xD9\xAC |0

<U84C4> \xF5\xEB |0

<U84C6> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U84C9> \xE9\xC8 |0

<U84CB> \xCB\xCF |0

<U84CD> \xE3\xC9 |0

<U84D1> \xDE\xEE |0

<U84DA> \xE2\xBE |0

<U84EC> \xDC\xEF |0

<U84EE> \xD6\xA5 |0

<U84F4> \xE2\xF1 |0

<U84FC> \xD6\xFE |0

<U8511> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U8513>

 \xD8\xC0 |0

<U8514> \xDC\xDB |0

<U8517> \xED\xBD |0

<U8518> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U851A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U851E> \xD7\xAD |0

<U8521> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U8523> \xED\xF8 |0

<U8525> \xF5\xC7 |0

<U852C> \xE1\xCA |0

<U852D> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U852F> \xF2\xDE |0

<U853D> \xF8\xCC |0

<U853F> \xEA\xD9 |0

<U8541> \xD3\xC6 |0

<U8543> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U8549> \xF5\xAF |0

<U854E> \xCE\xF0 |0

<U8553> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8559> \xFB\xB6 |0

<U8563> \xE2\xF2 |0

<U8568> \xCF\xF2 |0

<U8569> \xF7\xB9 |0

<U856A> \xD9\xF3 |0

<U856D> \xE1\xCB |0

<U8584> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8587> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U858F> \xEB\xFB |0

<U8591> \xCB\xB9 |0

<U8594> \xED\xF9 |0

<U859B> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U85A6> \xF4\xC0 |0

<U85A8> \xFD\xBC |0
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<U85A9> \xDF\xB1 |0

<U85AA> \xE3\xEF |0

<U85AF> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U85B0> \xFD\xB9 |0

<U85BA> \xF0\xB1 |0

<U85C1> \xCD\xCB |0

<U85C9> \xED\xBE |0

<U85CD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U85CE> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U85CF> \xED\xFA |0

<U85D5> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U85DC> \xD5\xED |0

<U85DD> \xE7\xDD |0

<U85E4> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U85E5> \xE5\xB7 |0

<U85E9> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U85EA> \xE2\xBF |0

<U85F7>

 \xEE\xCB |0

<U85FA> \xD7\xF4 |0

<U85FB> \xF0\xDD |0

<U85FF> \xCE\xAB |0

<U8602> \xE7\xDE |0

<U8606> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U8607> \xE1\xCC |0

<U860A> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U8616> \xE5\xEE |0

<U8617> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U861A> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U862D> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U863F> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U864E> \xFB\xDB |0

<U8650> \xF9\xCB |0

<U8654> \xCB\xF3 |0

<U8655> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U865B> \xFA\xC8 |0

<U865C> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U865E> \xE9\xE5 |0

<U865F> \xFB\xDC |0

<U8667> \xFD\xD0 |0

<U8679> \xFB\xF6 |0

<U868A> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U868C> \xDB\xBD |0

<U8693> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U86A3> \xCD\xF7 |0

<U86A4> \xF0\xDE |0

<U86A9> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U86C7> \xDE\xEF |0
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<U86CB> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U86D4> \xFC\xEE |0

<U86D9> \xE8\xC3 |0

<U86DB> \xF1\xC8 |0

<U86DF> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U86E4> \xF9\xED |0

<U86ED> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U86FE> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U8700> \xF5\xB9 |0

<U8702> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U8703> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U8708> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U8718> \xF2\xBB |0

<U871A> \xDE\xA4 |0

<U871C> \xDA\xCC |0

<U874E> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U8755> \xE3\xDA |0

<U8757> \xFC\xD9 |0

<U875F> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8766> \xF9\xC4 |0

<U8768>

 \xE3\xA4 |0

<U8774> \xFB\xDD |0

<U8776> \xEF\xCA |0

<U8778> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U8782> \xD5\xCC |0

<U878D> \xEB\xD7 |0

<U879F> \xD9\xAD |0

<U87A2> \xFB\xAB |0

<U87B3> \xD3\xD9 |0

<U87BA> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U87C4> \xF6\xDE |0

<U87E0> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U87EC> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U87EF> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U87F2> \xF5\xF9 |0

<U87F9> \xFA\xAF |0

<U87FB> \xEB\xFC |0

<U87FE> \xE0\xEA |0

<U8805> \xE3\xB2 |0

<U881F> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U8822> \xF1\xE3 |0

<U8823> \xD5\xEE |0

<U8831> \xCD\xCC |0

<U8836> \xED\xD9 |0

<U883B> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U8840> \xFA\xEC |0

<U8846> \xF1\xEB |0
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<U884C> \xFA\xBC |0

<U884D> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U8852> \xFA\xE5 |0

<U8853> \xE2\xFA |0

<U8857> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8859> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U885B> \xEA\xDB |0

<U885D> \xF5\xFA |0

<U8861> \xFB\xAC |0

<U8862> \xCF\xC3 |0

<U8863> \xEB\xFD |0

<U8868> \xF8\xFA |0

<U886B> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U8870> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U8872> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U8877> \xF5\xFB |0

<U887E> \xD0\xDA |0

<U887F> \xD0\xDB |0

<U8881> \xEA\xBE |0

<U8882> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U8888> \xCA\xB7 |0

<U888B> \xD3\xE7 |0

<U888D> \xF8\xE5 |0

<U8892>

 \xD3\xB2 |0

<U8896> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U8897> \xF2\xDF |0

<U889E> \xCD\xE5 |0

<U88AB> \xF9\xAC |0

<U88B4> \xCD\xCD |0

<U88C1> \xEE\xAE |0

<U88C2> \xD6\xAE |0

<U88CF> \xD7\xEA |0

<U88D4> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U88D5> \xEB\xAE |0

<U88D9> \xCF\xD9 |0

<U88DC> \xDC\xCD |0

<U88DD> \xED\xFB |0

<U88DF> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U88E1> \xD7\xEB |0

<U88E8> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U88F3> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U88F4> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U88F5> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U88F8> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U88FD> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U8907> \xDC\xDC |0

<U8910> \xCA\xE8 |0
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<U8912> \xF8\xE6 |0

<U8913> \xDC\xCE |0

<U8918> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8919> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U8925> \xE9\xB3 |0

<U892A> \xF7\xDB |0

<U8936> \xE3\xA8 |0

<U8938> \xD7\xAE |0

<U893B> \xE0\xE1 |0

<U8941> \xCB\xBA |0

<U8944> \xE5\xD1 |0

<U895F> \xD0\xDC |0

<U8964> \xD5\xC1 |0

<U896A> \xD8\xCA |0

<U8972> \xE3\xA9 |0

<U897F> \xE0\xA4 |0

<U8981> \xE9\xA9 |0

<U8983> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U8986> \xDC\xDD |0

<U8987> \xF8\xAE |0

<U898B> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U898F> \xD0\xAE |0

<U8993> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U8996> \xE3\xCA |0

<U89A1> \xCC\xAF |0

<U89A9> \xD4\xAD |0

<U89AA>

 \xF6\xD1 |0

<U89B2> \xD0\xCC |0

<U89BA> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U89BD> \xD5\xC2 |0

<U89C0> \xCE\xBA |0

<U89D2> \xCA\xC7 |0

<U89E3> \xFA\xB0 |0

<U89F4> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U89F8> \xF5\xBA |0

<U8A00> \xE5\xEB |0

<U8A02> \xEF\xF4 |0

<U8A03> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U8A08> \xCD\xAA |0

<U8A0A> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U8A0C> \xFB\xF7 |0

<U8A0E> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U8A13> \xFD\xBA |0

<U8A16> \xFD\xE1 |0

<U8A17> \xF6\xFE |0

<U8A18> \xD1\xC0 |0

<U8A1B> \xE8\xC5 |0
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<U8A1D> \xE4\xB8 |0

<U8A1F> \xE1\xE8 |0

<U8A23> \xCC\xC1 |0

<U8A25> \xD2\xED |0

<U8A2A> \xDB\xBE |0

<U8A2D> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U8A31> \xFA\xC9 |0

<U8A34> \xE1\xCD |0

<U8A36> \xCA\xB8 |0

<U8A3A> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8A3B> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U8A50> \xDE\xF1 |0

<U8A54> \xF0\xDF |0

<U8A55> \xF8\xC4 |0

<U8A5B> \xEE\xCC |0

<U8A5E> \xDE\xF2 |0

<U8A60> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U8A62> \xE2\xF3 |0

<U8A63> \xE7\xE1 |0

<U8A66> \xE3\xCB |0

<U8A69> \xE3\xCC |0

<U8A6D> \xCF\xF8 |0

<U8A6E> \xEF\xAC |0

<U8A70> \xFD\xFE |0

<U8A71> \xFC\xA5 |0

<U8A72> \xFA\xB1 |0

<U8A73> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U8A75> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U8A79> \xF4\xDA |0

<U8A85>

 \xF1\xCA |0

<U8A87> \xCE\xA3 |0

<U8A8C> \xF2\xBC |0

<U8A8D> \xEC\xE3 |0

<U8A93> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U8A95> \xF7\xAB |0

<U8A98> \xEB\xAF |0

<U8A9E> \xE5\xDE |0

<U8AA0> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U8AA1> \xCD\xAB |0

<U8AA3> \xD9\xF4 |0

<U8AA4> \xE8\xA6 |0

<U8AA5> \xCD\xCE |0

<U8AA6> \xE1\xE9 |0

<U8AA8> \xFC\xEF |0

<U8AAA> \xE0\xE3 |0

<U8AB0> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U8AB2> \xCE\xA4 |0
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<U8AB9> \xDE\xA6 |0

<U8ABC> \xEB\xFE |0

<U8ABE> \xEB\xDD |0

<U8ABF> \xF0\xE0 |0

<U8AC2> \xF4\xDB |0

<U8AC4> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U8AC7> \xD3\xC8 |0

<U8ACB> \xF4\xEB |0

<U8ACD> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U8ACF> \xF5\xD8 |0

<U8AD2> \xD5\xDF |0

<U8AD6> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U8ADB> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U8ADC> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U8AE1> \xE3\xCD |0

<U8AE6> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8AE7> \xFA\xB2 |0

<U8AEA> \xEF\xF5 |0

<U8AEB> \xCA\xDF |0

<U8AED> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U8AEE> \xED\xBF |0

<U8AF1> \xFD\xC9 |0

<U8AF6> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U8AF7> \xF9\xA4 |0

<U8AF8> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U8AFA> \xE5\xEC |0

<U8AFE> \xD1\xE7 |0

<U8B00> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U8B01> \xE4\xD7 |0

<U8B02> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8B04> \xD4\xF7 |0

<U8B0E> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8B10>

 \xDA\xCD |0

<U8B14> \xF9\xCC |0

<U8B16> \xE1\xDA |0

<U8B17> \xDB\xBF |0

<U8B19> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U8B1A> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U8B1B> \xCB\xBB |0

<U8B1D> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U8B20> \xE9\xAA |0

<U8B28> \xD9\xC8 |0

<U8B2B> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U8B2C> \xD7\xBD |0

<U8B33> \xCF\xC4 |0

<U8B39> \xD0\xCD |0

<U8B41> \xFC\xA6 |0
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<U8B49> \xF1\xFB |0

<U8B4E> \xFD\xD2 |0

<U8B4F> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U8B58> \xE3\xDB |0

<U8B5A> \xD3\xC9 |0

<U8B5C> \xDC\xCF |0

<U8B66> \xCC\xED |0

<U8B6C> \xDE\xA7 |0

<U8B6F> \xE6\xBB |0

<U8B70> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U8B74> \xCC\xB9 |0

<U8B77> \xFB\xDE |0

<U8B7D> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U8B80> \xD4\xC1 |0

<U8B8A> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U8B90> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U8B92> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U8B93> \xE5\xD3 |0

<U8B96> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U8B9A> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U8C37> \xCD\xDB |0

<U8C3F> \xCD\xAC |0

<U8C41> \xFC\xC3 |0

<U8C46> \xD4\xE7 |0

<U8C48> \xD1\xC2 |0

<U8C4A> \xF9\xA5 |0

<U8C4C> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U8C55> \xE3\xCE |0

<U8C5A> \xD4\xCA |0

<U8C61> \xDF\xDA |0

<U8C6A> \xFB\xDF |0

<U8C6B> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U8C79> \xF8\xFB |0

<U8C7A> \xE3\xCF |0

<U8C82> \xF5\xB0 |0

<U8C8A>

 \xD8\xE7 |0

<U8C8C> \xD9\xC9 |0

<U8C9D> \xF8\xAF |0

<U8C9E> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U8CA0> \xDD\xB6 |0

<U8CA1> \xEE\xAF |0

<U8CA2> \xCD\xF8 |0

<U8CA7> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U8CA8> \xFC\xA7 |0

<U8CA9> \xF7\xFC |0

<U8CAA> \xF7\xB1 |0

<U8CAB> \xCE\xBB |0
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<U8CAC> \xF4\xA1 |0

<U8CAF> \xEE\xCD |0

<U8CB0> \xE1\xAE |0

<U8CB3> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U8CB4> \xCF\xFE |0

<U8CB6> \xF8\xBF |0

<U8CB7> \xD8\xE2 |0

<U8CB8> \xD3\xE8 |0

<U8CBB> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8CBC> \xF4\xE4 |0

<U8CBD> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U8CBF> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8CC0> \xF9\xC5 |0

<U8CC1> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8CC2> \xD6\xF1 |0

<U8CC3> \xEC\xFC |0

<U8CC4> \xFC\xF0 |0

<U8CC7> \xED\xC0 |0

<U8CC8> \xCA\xB9 |0

<U8CCA> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U8CD1> \xF2\xE1 |0

<U8CD3> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U8CDA> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U8CDC> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U8CDE> \xDF\xDB |0

<U8CE0> \xDB\xD3 |0

<U8CE2> \xFA\xE7 |0

<U8CE3> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U8CE4> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U8CE6> \xDD\xB7 |0

<U8CEA> \xF2\xF5 |0

<U8CED> \xD4\xAE |0

<U8CF4> \xD6\xF3 |0

<U8CFB> \xDD\xB8 |0

<U8CFC> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U8CFD> \xDF\xDF |0

<U8D04> \xF2\xBE |0

<U8D05> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U8D07>

 \xEB\xCB |0

<U8D08> \xF1\xFC |0

<U8D0A> \xF3\xC7 |0

<U8D0D> \xE0\xEB |0

<U8D13> \xED\xFC |0

<U8D16> \xE1\xDB |0

<U8D64> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U8D66> \xDE\xF5 |0

<U8D6B> \xFA\xD3 |0
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<U8D70> \xF1\xCB |0

<U8D73> \xD0\xAF |0

<U8D74> \xDD\xB9 |0

<U8D77> \xD1\xC3 |0

<U8D85> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U8D8A> \xEA\xC6 |0

<U8D99> \xF0\xE1 |0

<U8DA3> \xF6\xAC |0

<U8DA8> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8DB3> \xF0\xEB |0

<U8DBA> \xDD\xBA |0

<U8DBE> \xF2\xBF |0

<U8DC6> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U8DCB> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U8DCC> \xF2\xF6 |0

<U8DCF> \xCA\xBA |0

<U8DDB> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U8DDD> \xCB\xE5 |0

<U8DE1> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U8DE3> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U8DE8> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8DEF> \xD6\xD8 |0

<U8DF3> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8E0A> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U8E0F> \xD3\xCE |0

<U8E10> \xF4\xC2 |0

<U8E1E> \xCB\xE6 |0

<U8E2A> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U8E30> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U8E35> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U8E42> \xEB\xB3 |0

<U8E44> \xF0\xB4 |0

<U8E47> \xCB\xF4 |0

<U8E48> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U8E49> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U8E4A> \xFB\xB7 |0

<U8E59> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E5F> \xEE\xE7 |0

<U8E60> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U8E74> \xF5\xED |0

<U8E76> \xCF\xF3 |0

<U8E81>

 \xF0\xE2 |0

<U8E87> \xEE\xCE |0

<U8E8A> \xF1\xCC |0

<U8E8D> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U8EAA> \xD7\xF5 |0

<U8EAB> \xE3\xF3 |0
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<U8EAC> \xCF\xE5 |0

<U8EC0> \xCF\xC6 |0

<U8ECA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U8ECB> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U8ECC> \xCF\xF9 |0

<U8ECD> \xCF\xDA |0

<U8ED2> \xFA\xCD |0

<U8EDF> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U8EEB> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8EF8> \xF5\xEE |0

<U8EFB> \xCA\xBB |0

<U8EFE> \xE3\xDC |0

<U8F03> \xCE\xF2 |0

<U8F05> \xD6\xD9 |0

<U8F09> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U8F12> \xF4\xE5 |0

<U8F13> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U8F14> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U8F15> \xCC\xEE |0

<U8F1B> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U8F1C> \xF6\xCA |0

<U8F1D> \xFD\xCA |0

<U8F1E> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U8F1F> \xF4\xCF |0

<U8F26> \xD6\xA6 |0

<U8F27> \xDC\xBE |0

<U8F29> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U8F2A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U8F2F> \xF2\xFE |0

<U8F33> \xF1\xCD |0

<U8F38> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U8F39> \xDC\xDE |0

<U8F3B> \xDC\xDF |0

<U8F3E> \xEF\xAD |0

<U8F3F> \xE6\xAB |0

<U8F44> \xF9\xDD |0

<U8F45> \xEA\xBF |0

<U8F49> \xEF\xAE |0

<U8F4D> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U8F4E> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8F5D> \xE6\xAC |0

<U8F5F> \xCE\xDE |0

<U8F62> \xD5\xF9 |0

<U8F9B> \xE3\xF4 |0

<U8F9C>

 \xCD\xD0 |0

<U8FA3> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U8FA6> \xF7\xFD |0
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<U8FA8> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U8FAD> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U8FAF> \xDC\xAA |0

<U8FB0> \xF2\xE3 |0

<U8FB1> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U8FB2> \xD2\xDC |0

<U8FC2> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U8FC5> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U8FCE> \xE7\xCA |0

<U8FD1> \xD0\xCE |0

<U8FD4> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U8FE6> \xCA\xBC |0

<U8FEA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U8FEB> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8FED> \xF2\xF7 |0

<U8FF0> \xE2\xFB |0

<U8FF2> \xCC\xA6 |0

<U8FF7> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8FF9> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U8FFD> \xF5\xDA |0

<U9000> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9001> \xE1\xEA |0

<U9002> \xCE\xC1 |0

<U9003> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U9005> \xFD\xB1 |0

<U9006> \xE6\xBD |0

<U9008> \xFB\xAD |0

<U900B> \xF8\xE7 |0

<U900D> \xE1\xCE |0

<U900F> \xF7\xE2 |0

<U9010> \xF5\xEF |0

<U9011> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9014> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U9015> \xCC\xEF |0

<U9017> \xD4\xE8 |0

<U9019> \xEE\xCF |0

<U901A> \xF7\xD7 |0

<U901D> \xE0\xA6 |0

<U901E> \xD6\xC1 |0

<U901F> \xE1\xDC |0

<U9020> \xF0\xE3 |0

<U9021> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U9022> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U9023> \xD6\xA7 |0

<U902E> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U9031> \xF1\xCE |0

<U9032> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U9035>
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 \xD0\xB0 |0

<U9038> \xEC\xEF |0

<U903C> \xF9\xBA |0

<U903E> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U9041> \xD4\xED |0

<U9042> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U9047> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U904A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U904B> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U904D> \xF8\xBC |0

<U904E> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U9050> \xF9\xC6 |0

<U9051> \xFC\xDA |0

<U9053> \xD4\xB3 |0

<U9054> \xD3\xB9 |0

<U9055> \xEA\xDE |0

<U9059> \xE9\xAB |0

<U905C> \xE1\xE1 |0

<U905D> \xD3\xCF |0

<U905E> \xF4\xF6 |0

<U9060> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U9061> \xE1\xCF |0

<U9063> \xCC\xBA |0

<U9069> \xEE\xEA |0

<U906D> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U906E> \xF3\xB4 |0

<U906F> \xD4\xEE |0

<U9072> \xF2\xC0 |0

<U9075> \xF1\xE5 |0

<U9077> \xF4\xC3 |0

<U9078> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U907A> \xEB\xB6 |0

<U907C> \xD7\xA1 |0

<U907D> \xCB\xE8 |0

<U907F> \xF9\xAD |0

<U9080> \xE9\xAD |0

<U9081> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U9082> \xFA\xB3 |0

<U9083> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9084> \xFC\xBD |0

<U9087> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U9088> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U908A> \xDC\xAB |0

<U908F> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U9091> \xEB\xE9 |0

<U9095> \xE8\xBB |0

<U9099> \xD8\xD7 |0

<U90A2> \xFB\xAE |0
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<U90A3> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U90A6> \xDB\xC0 |0

<U90A8>

 \xF5\xBE |0

<U90AA> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U90AF> \xCA\xFB |0

<U90B0> \xF7\xC6 |0

<U90B1> \xCF\xC8 |0

<U90B5> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U90B8> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U90C1> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U90CA> \xCE\xF4 |0

<U90DE> \xD5\xCD |0

<U90E1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U90E8> \xDD\xBB |0

<U90ED> \xCE\xAC |0

<U90F5> \xE9\xE8 |0

<U90FD> \xD4\xB4 |0

<U9102> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U9112> \xF5\xDB |0

<U9115> \xFA\xC1 |0

<U9119> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U9127> \xD4\xF8 |0

<U912D> \xEF\xF7 |0

<U9132> \xD3\xB3 |0

<U9149> \xEB\xB7 |0

<U914A> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U914B> \xF5\xDC |0

<U914C> \xED\xCC |0

<U914D> \xDB\xD5 |0

<U914E> \xF1\xCF |0

<U9152> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U9162> \xF5\xB2 |0

<U9169> \xD9\xAE |0

<U916A> \xD5\xAC |0

<U916C> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9175> \xFD\xA3 |0

<U9177> \xFB\xE5 |0

<U9178> \xDF\xAB |0

<U9187> \xE2\xF5 |0

<U9189> \xF6\xAD |0

<U918B> \xF5\xB3 |0

<U918D> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U9192> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U919C> \xF5\xDD |0

<U91AB> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U91AC> \xED\xFD |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0
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<U91AF> \xFB\xB8 |0

<U91B1> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U91B4> \xD6\xCA |0

<U91B5> \xCB\xD9 |0

<U91C0> \xE5\xD4 |0

<U91C7>

 \xF3\xFA |0

<U91C9> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U91CB> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U91CC> \xD7\xEC |0

<U91CD> \xF1\xEC |0

<U91CE> \xE5\xAF |0

<U91CF> \xD5\xE1 |0

<U91D0> \xD7\xED |0

<U91D1> \xD1\xD1 |0

<U91D7> \xE1\xF2 |0

<U91D8> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U91DC> \xDD\xBC |0

<U91DD> \xF6\xDC |0

<U91E3> \xF0\xE5 |0

<U91E7> \xF4\xC4 |0

<U91EA> \xE9\xE9 |0

<U91F5> \xF3\xFB |0

<U920D> \xD4\xEF |0

<U9210> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U9211> \xF7\xFE |0

<U9212> \xDF\xBC |0

<U9217> \xEB\xCD |0

<U921E> \xD0\xB7 |0

<U9234> \xD6\xC2 |0

<U923A> \xE8\xAD |0

<U923F> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9240> \xCB\xA5 |0

<U9245> \xCB\xE9 |0

<U9249> \xFA\xE8 |0

<U9257> \xCC\xC6 |0

<U925B> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U925E> \xEA\xC7 |0

<U9262> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U9264> \xCF\xC9 |0

<U9265> \xE2\xFC |0

<U9266> \xEF\xFA |0

<U9280> \xEB\xDE |0

<U9283> \xF5\xC8 |0

<U9285> \xD4\xDE |0

<U9291> \xE0\xD5 |0

<U9293> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9296> \xE2\xC7 |0
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<U9298> \xD9\xAF |0

<U929C> \xF9\xE7 |0

<U92B3> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U92B6> \xCF\xCA |0

<U92B7> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U92B9> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U92CC> \xEF\xFB |0

<U92CF> \xFA\xF9 |0

<U92D2>

 \xDC\xF2 |0

<U92E4> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U92EA> \xF8\xE8 |0

<U92F8> \xCB\xEA |0

<U92FC> \xCB\xBC |0

<U9304> \xD6\xE2 |0

<U9310> \xF5\xDE |0

<U9318> \xF5\xDF |0

<U931A> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U931E> \xE2\xF6 |0

<U931F> \xD3\xCA |0

<U9320> \xEF\xFC |0

<U9321> \xD1\xC4 |0

<U9322> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U9324> \xD1\xC5 |0

<U9326> \xD0\xDE |0

<U9328> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U932B> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U932E> \xCD\xD1 |0

<U932F> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U9348> \xE7\xCC |0

<U934A> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U934B> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U934D> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U9354> \xE4\xC8 |0

<U935B> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U936E> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U9375> \xCB\xF5 |0

<U937C> \xF6\xDD |0

<U937E> \xF1\xA3 |0

<U938C> \xCC\xC7 |0

<U9394> \xE9\xCA |0

<U9396> \xE1\xF0 |0

<U939A> \xF5\xE0 |0

<U93A3> \xFB\xAF |0

<U93A7> \xCB\xD1 |0

<U93AC> \xFB\xE0 |0

<U93AD> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U93B0> \xEC\xF0 |0
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<U93C3> \xF0\xEC |0

<U93D1> \xEE\xEB |0

<U93DE> \xE9\xCB |0

<U93E1> \xCC\xF0 |0

<U93E4> \xD7\xAF |0

<U93F6> \xF3\xA1 |0

<U9404> \xFC\xF5 |0

<U9418> \xF1\xA4 |0

<U9425> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U942B> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U9435> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U9438>

 \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9444> \xF1\xD1 |0

<U9451> \xCA\xFC |0

<U9452> \xCA\xFD |0

<U945B> \xCE\xCE |0

<U947D> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U947F> \xF3\xBA |0

<U9577> \xED\xFE |0

<U9580> \xDA\xA6 |0

<U9583> \xE0\xEC |0

<U9589> \xF8\xCD |0

<U958B> \xCB\xD2 |0

<U958F> \xEB\xCE |0

<U9591> \xF9\xD8 |0

<U9592> \xF9\xD9 |0

<U9593> \xCA\xE0 |0

<U9594> \xDA\xCA |0

<U9598> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U95A3> \xCA\xC8 |0

<U95A4> \xF9\xEE |0

<U95A5> \xDB\xEC |0

<U95A8> \xD0\xB1 |0

<U95AD> \xD5\xEF |0

<U95B1> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U95BB> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U95BC> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U95C7> \xE4\xE1 |0

<U95CA> \xFC\xC4 |0

<U95D4> \xF9\xEF |0

<U95D5> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U95D6> \xF7\xE6 |0

<U95DC> \xCE\xBC |0

<U95E1> \xF4\xC5 |0

<U95E2> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U961C> \xDD\xBD |0

<U9621> \xF4\xC6 |0
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<U962A> \xF8\xA1 |0

<U962E> \xE8\xD6 |0

<U9632> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U963B> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U963F> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U9640> \xF6\xED |0

<U9642> \xF9\xAE |0

<U9644> \xDD\xBE |0

<U964B> \xD7\xB0 |0

<U964C> \xD8\xE8 |0

<U964D> \xCB\xBD |0

<U9650> \xF9\xDA |0

<U965B> \xF8\xCE |0

<U965C> \xF9\xF0 |0

<U965D>

 \xE0\xED |0

<U965E> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U965F> \xF4\xB3 |0

<U9662> \xEA\xC2 |0

<U9663> \xF2\xE6 |0

<U9664> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U966A> \xDB\xD6 |0

<U9670> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U9673> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U9675> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U9676> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U9677> \xF9\xE8 |0

<U9678> \xD7\xC1 |0

<U967D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U9685> \xE9\xEA |0

<U9686> \xD7\xCC |0

<U968A> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U968B> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U968D> \xFC\xDB |0

<U968E> \xCD\xAD |0

<U9694> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U9695> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U9698> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U9699> \xD0\xC0 |0

<U969B> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U969C> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U96A3> \xD7\xF6 |0

<U96A7> \xE2\xCA |0

<U96A8> \xE2\xCB |0

<U96AA> \xFA\xCF |0

<U96B1> \xEB\xDF |0

<U96B7> \xD6\xCB |0

<U96BB> \xF4\xB4 |0
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<U96C0> \xED\xCD |0

<U96C1> \xE4\xD2 |0

<U96C4> \xEA\xA9 |0

<U96C5> \xE4\xBA |0

<U96C6> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U96C7> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U96C9> \xF6\xCB |0

<U96CB> \xF1\xE6 |0

<U96CC> \xED\xC1 |0

<U96CD> \xE8\xBC |0

<U96CE> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U96D5> \xF0\xE7 |0

<U96D6> \xE2\xCC |0

<U96D9> \xE4\xAA |0

<U96DB> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U96DC> \xED\xDA |0

<U96E2> \xD7\xEE |0

<U96E3>

 \xD1\xF1 |0

<U96E8> \xE9\xEB |0

<U96E9> \xE9\xEC |0

<U96EA> \xE0\xE4 |0

<U96EF> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U96F0> \xDD\xD4 |0

<U96F2> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U96F6> \xD6\xC3 |0

<U96F7> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U96F9> \xDA\xDF |0

<U96FB> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U9700> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9706> \xEF\xFD |0

<U9707> \xF2\xE8 |0

<U9711> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9713> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U9716> \xD7\xFD |0

<U9719> \xE7\xCE |0

<U971C> \xDF\xDC |0

<U971E> \xF9\xC7 |0

<U9727> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U9730> \xDF\xAC |0

<U9732> \xD6\xDA |0

<U9739> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U973D> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U9742> \xD5\xFA |0

<U9744> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U9748> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U9751> \xF4\xEC |0

<U9756> \xEF\xFE |0
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<U975C> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U975E> \xDE\xAA |0

<U9761> \xDA\xBC |0

<U9762> \xD8\xFC |0

<U9769> \xFA\xD4 |0

<U976D> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U9774> \xFC\xA8 |0

<U9777> \xEC\xE6 |0

<U977A> \xD8\xCB |0

<U978B> \xFB\xB9 |0

<U978D> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U978F> \xCD\xF9 |0

<U97A0> \xCF\xD3 |0

<U97A8> \xCA\xEA |0

<U97AB> \xCF\xD4 |0

<U97AD> \xF8\xBD |0

<U97C6> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U97CB> \xEA\xDF |0

<U97D3> \xF9\xDB |0

<U97DC> \xD4\xB7 |0

<U97F3>

 \xEB\xE5 |0

<U97F6> \xE1\xD2 |0

<U97FB> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U97FF> \xFA\xC2 |0

<U9800> \xFB\xE1 |0

<U9801> \xFA\xED |0

<U9802> \xF0\xA2 |0

<U9803> \xCC\xF1 |0

<U9805> \xFA\xA3 |0

<U9806> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U9808> \xE2\xCE |0

<U980A> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U980C> \xE1\xEB |0

<U9810> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U9811> \xE8\xD7 |0

<U9812> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U9813> \xD4\xCB |0

<U9817> \xF7\xF6 |0

<U9818> \xD6\xC5 |0

<U982D> \xD4\xE9 |0

<U9830> \xFA\xFA |0

<U9838> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U9839> \xF7\xDD |0

<U983B> \xDE\xBA |0

<U9846> \xCE\xA8 |0

<U984C> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U984D> \xE4\xFE |0
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<U984E> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U9854> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U9858> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U985A> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U985E> \xD7\xBE |0

<U9865> \xFB\xE2 |0

<U9867> \xCD\xD3 |0

<U986B> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U986F> \xFA\xE9 |0

<U98A8> \xF9\xA6 |0

<U98AF> \xDF\xBD |0

<U98B1> \xF7\xC7 |0

<U98C4> \xF8\xFD |0

<U98C7> \xF8\xFC |0

<U98DB> \xDE\xAB |0

<U98DC> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U98DF> \xE3\xDD |0

<U98E1> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U98E2> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U98ED> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U98EE> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U98EF> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U98F4> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U98FC>

 \xDE\xF8 |0

<U98FD> \xF8\xE9 |0

<U98FE> \xE3\xDE |0

<U9903> \xCE\xF5 |0

<U9909> \xFA\xC3 |0

<U990A> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U990C> \xEC\xC8 |0

<U9910> \xF3\xC9 |0

<U9913> \xE4\xBB |0

<U9918> \xE6\xAE |0

<U991E> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9920> \xDC\xBF |0

<U9928> \xCE\xBD |0

<U9945> \xD8\xC3 |0

<U9949> \xD0\xCF |0

<U994B> \xCF\xFA |0

<U994C> \xF3\xCA |0

<U994D> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U9951> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U9952> \xE9\xAE |0

<U9954> \xE8\xBD |0

<U9957> \xFA\xC4 |0

<U9996> \xE2\xCF |0

<U9999> \xFA\xC5 |0
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<U999D> \xF9\xB8 |0

<U99A5> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U99A8> \xFB\xB0 |0

<U99AC> \xD8\xA9 |0

<U99AD> \xE5\xDF |0

<U99AE> \xF9\xA7 |0

<U99B1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U99B3> \xF6\xCC |0

<U99B4> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U99B9> \xEC\xF1 |0

<U99C1> \xDA\xE0 |0

<U99D0> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U99D1> \xD2\xCC |0

<U99D2> \xCF\xCB |0

<U99D5> \xCA\xBD |0

<U99D9> \xDD\xBF |0

<U99DD> \xF6\xEF |0

<U99DF> \xDE\xF9 |0

<U99ED> \xFA\xB4 |0

<U99F1> \xD5\xAD |0

<U99FF> \xF1\xE7 |0

<U9A01> \xDE\xBE |0

<U9A08> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U9A0E> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U9A0F> \xD1\xC9 |0

<U9A19> \xF8\xBE |0

<U9A2B>

 \xCB\xF6 |0

<U9A30> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U9A36> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U9A37> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U9A40> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U9A43> \xF8\xFE |0

<U9A45> \xCF\xCC |0

<U9A4D> \xFD\xA4 |0

<U9A55> \xCE\xF6 |0

<U9A57> \xFA\xD0 |0

<U9A5A> \xCC\xF3 |0

<U9A5B> \xE6\xBE |0

<U9A5F> \xF6\xAE |0

<U9A62> \xD5\xF0 |0

<U9A65> \xD1\xCA |0

<U9A69> \xFC\xBE |0

<U9A6A> \xD5\xF1 |0

<U9AA8> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U9AB8> \xFA\xB5 |0

<U9AD3> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U9AD4> \xF4\xF7 |0
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<U9AD8> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9AE5> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U9AEE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U9B1A> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U9B27> \xD7\xA2 |0

<U9B2A> \xF7\xE3 |0

<U9B31> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U9B3C> \xD0\xA1 |0

<U9B41> \xCE\xDA |0

<U9B42> \xFB\xEB |0

<U9B43> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U9B44> \xDB\xDE |0

<U9B45> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U9B4F> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U9B54> \xD8\xAA |0

<U9B5A> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9B6F> \xD6\xDB |0

<U9B8E> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9B91> \xF8\xEA |0

<U9B9F> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U9BAB> \xCE\xF7 |0

<U9BAE> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U9BC9> \xD7\xEF |0

<U9BD6> \xF4\xED |0

<U9BE4> \xCD\xE6 |0

<U9BE8> \xCC\xF4 |0

<U9C0D> \xF5\xE3 |0

<U9C10> \xE4\xCA |0

<U9C12> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U9C15>

 \xF9\xC8 |0

<U9C25> \xFC\xBF |0

<U9C32> \xE8\xA7 |0

<U9C3B> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U9C47> \xCB\xBE |0

<U9C49> \xDC\xAE |0

<U9C57> \xD7\xF7 |0

<U9CE5> \xF0\xE8 |0

<U9CE7> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U9CE9> \xCF\xCD |0

<U9CF3> \xDC\xF3 |0

<U9CF4> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U9CF6> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9D09> \xE4\xBC |0

<U9D1B> \xEA\xC4 |0

<U9D26> \xE4\xEC |0

<U9D28> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U9D3B> \xFB\xF8 |0
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<U9D51> \xCC\xBB |0

<U9D5D> \xE4\xBD |0

<U9D60> \xCD\xDC |0

<U9D61> \xD9\xF7 |0

<U9D6C> \xDD\xDF |0

<U9D72> \xED\xCE |0

<U9DA9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U9DAF> \xE5\xA3 |0

<U9DB4> \xF9\xCD |0

<U9DC4> \xCD\xAE |0

<U9DD7> \xCF\xCE |0

<U9DF2> \xF6\xAF |0

<U9DF8> \xFD\xD3 |0

<U9DF9> \xEB\xED |0

<U9DFA> \xD6\xDC |0

<U9E1A> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U9E1E> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U9E75> \xD6\xDD |0

<U9E79> \xF9\xE9 |0

<U9E7D> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U9E7F> \xD6\xE3 |0

<U9E92> \xD1\xCB |0

<U9E93> \xD6\xE4 |0

<U9E97> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9E9D> \xDE\xFA |0

<U9E9F> \xD7\xF8 |0

<U9EA5> \xD8\xEA |0

<U9EB4> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U9EB5> \xD8\xFD |0

<U9EBB> \xD8\xAB |0

<U9EBE> \xFD\xCB |0

<U9EC3> \xFC\xDC |0

<U9ECD>

 \xE0\xA8 |0

<U9ECE> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9ED1> \xFD\xD9 |0

<U9ED4> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U9ED8> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U9EDB> \xD3\xEA |0

<U9EDC> \xF5\xF5 |0

<U9EDE> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9EE8> \xD3\xDA |0

<U9EF4> \xDA\xBD |0

<U9F07> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U9F08> \xDC\xAF |0

<U9F0E> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U9F13> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9F20> \xE0\xA9 |0
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<U9F3B> \xDE\xAC |0

<U9F4A> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9F4B> \xEE\xB1 |0

<U9F4E> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U9F52> \xF6\xCD |0

<U9F5F> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U9F61> \xD6\xC6 |0

<U9F67> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U9F6A> \xF3\xBB |0

<U9F6C> \xE5\xE1 |0

<U9F77> \xE4\xCB |0

<U9F8D> \xD7\xA3 |0

<U9F90> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U9F95> \xCA\xFE |0

<U9F9C> \xCF\xCF |0

<UAC00> \xB0\xA1 |0

<UAC01> \xB0\xA2 |0

<UAC04> \xB0\xA3 |0

<UAC07> \xB0\xA4 |0

<UAC08> \xB0\xA5 |0

<UAC09> \xB0\xA6 |0

<UAC0A> \xB0\xA7 |0

<UAC10> \xB0\xA8 |0

<UAC11> \xB0\xA9 |0

<UAC12> \xB0\xAA |0

<UAC13> \xB0\xAB |0

<UAC14> \xB0\xAC |0

<UAC15> \xB0\xAD |0

<UAC16> \xB0\xAE |0

<UAC17> \xB0\xAF |0

<UAC19> \xB0\xB0 |0

<UAC1A> \xB0\xB1 |0

<UAC1B> \xB0\xB2 |0

<UAC1C> \xB0\xB3 |0

<UAC1D> \xB0\xB4 |0

<UAC20>

 \xB0\xB5 |0

<UAC24> \xB0\xB6 |0

<UAC2C> \xB0\xB7 |0

<UAC2D> \xB0\xB8 |0

<UAC2F> \xB0\xB9 |0

<UAC30> \xB0\xBA |0

<UAC31> \xB0\xBB |0

<UAC38> \xB0\xBC |0

<UAC39> \xB0\xBD |0

<UAC3C> \xB0\xBE |0

<UAC40> \xB0\xBF |0

<UAC4B> \xB0\xC0 |0
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<UAC4D> \xB0\xC1 |0

<UAC54> \xB0\xC2 |0

<UAC58> \xB0\xC3 |0

<UAC5C> \xB0\xC4 |0

<UAC70> \xB0\xC5 |0

<UAC71> \xB0\xC6 |0

<UAC74> \xB0\xC7 |0

<UAC77> \xB0\xC8 |0

<UAC78> \xB0\xC9 |0

<UAC7A> \xB0\xCA |0

<UAC80> \xB0\xCB |0

<UAC81> \xB0\xCC |0

<UAC83> \xB0\xCD |0

<UAC84> \xB0\xCE |0

<UAC85> \xB0\xCF |0

<UAC86> \xB0\xD0 |0

<UAC89> \xB0\xD1 |0

<UAC8A> \xB0\xD2 |0

<UAC8B> \xB0\xD3 |0

<UAC8C> \xB0\xD4 |0

<UAC90> \xB0\xD5 |0

<UAC94> \xB0\xD6 |0

<UAC9C> \xB0\xD7 |0

<UAC9D> \xB0\xD8 |0

<UAC9F> \xB0\xD9 |0

<UACA0> \xB0\xDA |0

<UACA1> \xB0\xDB |0

<UACA8> \xB0\xDC |0

<UACA9> \xB0\xDD |0

<UACAA> \xB0\xDE |0

<UACAC> \xB0\xDF |0

<UACAF> \xB0\xE0 |0

<UACB0> \xB0\xE1 |0

<UACB8> \xB0\xE2 |0

<UACB9> \xB0\xE3 |0

<UACBB> \xB0\xE4 |0

<UACBC> \xB0\xE5 |0

<UACBD> \xB0\xE6 |0

<UACC1>

 \xB0\xE7 |0

<UACC4> \xB0\xE8 |0

<UACC8> \xB0\xE9 |0

<UACCC> \xB0\xEA |0

<UACD5> \xB0\xEB |0

<UACD7> \xB0\xEC |0

<UACE0> \xB0\xED |0

<UACE1> \xB0\xEE |0

<UACE4> \xB0\xEF |0
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<UACE7> \xB0\xF0 |0

<UACE8> \xB0\xF1 |0

<UACEA> \xB0\xF2 |0

<UACEC> \xB0\xF3 |0

<UACEF> \xB0\xF4 |0

<UACF0> \xB0\xF5 |0

<UACF1> \xB0\xF6 |0

<UACF3> \xB0\xF7 |0

<UACF5> \xB0\xF8 |0

<UACF6> \xB0\xF9 |0

<UACFC> \xB0\xFA |0

<UACFD> \xB0\xFB |0

<UAD00> \xB0\xFC |0

<UAD04> \xB0\xFD |0

<UAD06> \xB0\xFE |0

<UAD0C> \xB1\xA1 |0

<UAD0D> \xB1\xA2 |0

<UAD0F> \xB1\xA3 |0

<UAD11> \xB1\xA4 |0

<UAD18> \xB1\xA5 |0

<UAD1C> \xB1\xA6 |0

<UAD20> \xB1\xA7 |0

<UAD29> \xB1\xA8 |0

<UAD2C> \xB1\xA9 |0

<UAD2D> \xB1\xAA |0

<UAD34> \xB1\xAB |0

<UAD35> \xB1\xAC |0

<UAD38> \xB1\xAD |0

<UAD3C> \xB1\xAE |0

<UAD44> \xB1\xAF |0

<UAD45> \xB1\xB0 |0

<UAD47> \xB1\xB1 |0

<UAD49> \xB1\xB2 |0

<UAD50> \xB1\xB3 |0

<UAD54> \xB1\xB4 |0

<UAD58> \xB1\xB5 |0

<UAD61> \xB1\xB6 |0

<UAD63> \xB1\xB7 |0

<UAD6C> \xB1\xB8 |0

<UAD6D> \xB1\xB9 |0

<UAD70> \xB1\xBA |0

<UAD73>

 \xB1\xBB |0

<UAD74> \xB1\xBC |0

<UAD75> \xB1\xBD |0

<UAD76> \xB1\xBE |0

<UAD7B> \xB1\xBF |0

<UAD7C> \xB1\xC0 |0
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<UAD7D> \xB1\xC1 |0

<UAD7F> \xB1\xC2 |0

<UAD81> \xB1\xC3 |0

<UAD82> \xB1\xC4 |0

<UAD88> \xB1\xC5 |0

<UAD89> \xB1\xC6 |0

<UAD8C> \xB1\xC7 |0

<UAD90> \xB1\xC8 |0

<UAD9C> \xB1\xC9 |0

<UAD9D> \xB1\xCA |0

<UADA4> \xB1\xCB |0

<UADB7> \xB1\xCC |0

<UADC0> \xB1\xCD |0

<UADC1> \xB1\xCE |0

<UADC4> \xB1\xCF |0

<UADC8> \xB1\xD0 |0

<UADD0> \xB1\xD1 |0

<UADD1> \xB1\xD2 |0

<UADD3> \xB1\xD3 |0

<UADDC> \xB1\xD4 |0

<UADE0> \xB1\xD5 |0

<UADE4> \xB1\xD6 |0

<UADF8> \xB1\xD7 |0

<UADF9> \xB1\xD8 |0

<UADFC> \xB1\xD9 |0

<UADFF> \xB1\xDA |0

<UAE00> \xB1\xDB |0

<UAE01> \xB1\xDC |0

<UAE08> \xB1\xDD |0

<UAE09> \xB1\xDE |0

<UAE0B> \xB1\xDF |0

<UAE0D> \xB1\xE0 |0

<UAE14> \xB1\xE1 |0

<UAE30> \xB1\xE2 |0

<UAE31> \xB1\xE3 |0

<UAE34> \xB1\xE4 |0

<UAE37> \xB1\xE5 |0

<UAE38> \xB1\xE6 |0

<UAE3A> \xB1\xE7 |0

<UAE40> \xB1\xE8 |0

<UAE41> \xB1\xE9 |0

<UAE43> \xB1\xEA |0

<UAE45> \xB1\xEB |0

<UAE46> \xB1\xEC |0

<UAE4A>

 \xB1\xED |0

<UAE4C> \xB1\xEE |0

<UAE4D> \xB1\xEF |0
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<UAE4E> \xB1\xF0 |0

<UAE50> \xB1\xF1 |0

<UAE54> \xB1\xF2 |0

<UAE56> \xB1\xF3 |0

<UAE5C> \xB1\xF4 |0

<UAE5D> \xB1\xF5 |0

<UAE5F> \xB1\xF6 |0

<UAE60> \xB1\xF7 |0

<UAE61> \xB1\xF8 |0

<UAE65> \xB1\xF9 |0

<UAE68> \xB1\xFA |0

<UAE69> \xB1\xFB |0

<UAE6C> \xB1\xFC |0

<UAE70> \xB1\xFD |0

<UAE78> \xB1\xFE |0

<UAE79> \xB2\xA1 |0

<UAE7B> \xB2\xA2 |0

<UAE7C> \xB2\xA3 |0

<UAE7D> \xB2\xA4 |0

<UAE84> \xB2\xA5 |0

<UAE85> \xB2\xA6 |0

<UAE8C> \xB2\xA7 |0

<UAEBC> \xB2\xA8 |0

<UAEBD> \xB2\xA9 |0

<UAEBE> \xB2\xAA |0

<UAEC0> \xB2\xAB |0

<UAEC4> \xB2\xAC |0

<UAECC> \xB2\xAD |0

<UAECD> \xB2\xAE |0

<UAECF> \xB2\xAF |0

<UAED0> \xB2\xB0 |0

<UAED1> \xB2\xB1 |0

<UAED8> \xB2\xB2 |0

<UAED9> \xB2\xB3 |0

<UAEDC> \xB2\xB4 |0

<UAEE8> \xB2\xB5 |0

<UAEEB> \xB2\xB6 |0

<UAEED> \xB2\xB7 |0

<UAEF4> \xB2\xB8 |0

<UAEF8> \xB2\xB9 |0

<UAEFC> \xB2\xBA |0

<UAF07> \xB2\xBB |0

<UAF08> \xB2\xBC |0

<UAF0D> \xB2\xBD |0

<UAF10> \xB2\xBE |0

<UAF2C> \xB2\xBF |0

<UAF2D> \xB2\xC0 |0

<UAF30>
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 \xB2\xC1 |0

<UAF32> \xB2\xC2 |0

<UAF34> \xB2\xC3 |0

<UAF3C> \xB2\xC4 |0

<UAF3D> \xB2\xC5 |0

<UAF3F> \xB2\xC6 |0

<UAF41> \xB2\xC7 |0

<UAF42> \xB2\xC8 |0

<UAF43> \xB2\xC9 |0

<UAF48> \xB2\xCA |0

<UAF49> \xB2\xCB |0

<UAF50> \xB2\xCC |0

<UAF5C> \xB2\xCD |0

<UAF5D> \xB2\xCE |0

<UAF64> \xB2\xCF |0

<UAF65> \xB2\xD0 |0

<UAF79> \xB2\xD1 |0

<UAF80> \xB2\xD2 |0

<UAF84> \xB2\xD3 |0

<UAF88> \xB2\xD4 |0

<UAF90> \xB2\xD5 |0

<UAF91> \xB2\xD6 |0

<UAF95> \xB2\xD7 |0

<UAF9C> \xB2\xD8 |0

<UAFB8> \xB2\xD9 |0

<UAFB9> \xB2\xDA |0

<UAFBC> \xB2\xDB |0

<UAFC0> \xB2\xDC |0

<UAFC7> \xB2\xDD |0

<UAFC8> \xB2\xDE |0

<UAFC9> \xB2\xDF |0

<UAFCB> \xB2\xE0 |0

<UAFCD> \xB2\xE1 |0

<UAFCE> \xB2\xE2 |0

<UAFD4> \xB2\xE3 |0

<UAFDC> \xB2\xE4 |0

<UAFE8> \xB2\xE5 |0

<UAFE9> \xB2\xE6 |0

<UAFF0> \xB2\xE7 |0

<UAFF1> \xB2\xE8 |0

<UAFF4> \xB2\xE9 |0

<UAFF8> \xB2\xEA |0

<UB000> \xB2\xEB |0

<UB001> \xB2\xEC |0

<UB004> \xB2\xED |0

<UB00C> \xB2\xEE |0

<UB010> \xB2\xEF |0

<UB014> \xB2\xF0 |0
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<UB01C> \xB2\xF1 |0

<UB01D> \xB2\xF2 |0

<UB028>

 \xB2\xF3 |0

<UB044> \xB2\xF4 |0

<UB045> \xB2\xF5 |0

<UB048> \xB2\xF6 |0

<UB04A> \xB2\xF7 |0

<UB04C> \xB2\xF8 |0

<UB04E> \xB2\xF9 |0

<UB053> \xB2\xFA |0

<UB054> \xB2\xFB |0

<UB055> \xB2\xFC |0

<UB057> \xB2\xFD |0

<UB059> \xB2\xFE |0

<UB05D> \xB3\xA1 |0

<UB07C> \xB3\xA2 |0

<UB07D> \xB3\xA3 |0

<UB080> \xB3\xA4 |0

<UB084> \xB3\xA5 |0

<UB08C> \xB3\xA6 |0

<UB08D> \xB3\xA7 |0

<UB08F> \xB3\xA8 |0

<UB091> \xB3\xA9 |0

<UB098> \xB3\xAA |0

<UB099> \xB3\xAB |0

<UB09A> \xB3\xAC |0

<UB09C> \xB3\xAD |0

<UB09F> \xB3\xAE |0

<UB0A0> \xB3\xAF |0

<UB0A1> \xB3\xB0 |0

<UB0A2> \xB3\xB1 |0

<UB0A8> \xB3\xB2 |0

<UB0A9> \xB3\xB3 |0

<UB0AB> \xB3\xB4 |0

<UB0AC> \xB3\xB5 |0

<UB0AD> \xB3\xB6 |0

<UB0AE> \xB3\xB7 |0

<UB0AF> \xB3\xB8 |0

<UB0B1> \xB3\xB9 |0

<UB0B3> \xB3\xBA |0

<UB0B4> \xB3\xBB |0

<UB0B5> \xB3\xBC |0

<UB0B8> \xB3\xBD |0

<UB0BC> \xB3\xBE |0

<UB0C4> \xB3\xBF |0

<UB0C5> \xB3\xC0 |0

<UB0C7> \xB3\xC1 |0
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<UB0C8> \xB3\xC2 |0

<UB0C9> \xB3\xC3 |0

<UB0D0> \xB3\xC4 |0

<UB0D1> \xB3\xC5 |0

<UB0D4> \xB3\xC6 |0

<UB0D8>

 \xB3\xC7 |0

<UB0E0> \xB3\xC8 |0

<UB0E5> \xB3\xC9 |0

<UB108> \xB3\xCA |0

<UB109> \xB3\xCB |0

<UB10B> \xB3\xCC |0

<UB10C> \xB3\xCD |0

<UB110> \xB3\xCE |0

<UB112> \xB3\xCF |0

<UB113> \xB3\xD0 |0

<UB118> \xB3\xD1 |0

<UB119> \xB3\xD2 |0

<UB11B> \xB3\xD3 |0

<UB11C> \xB3\xD4 |0

<UB11D> \xB3\xD5 |0

<UB123> \xB3\xD6 |0

<UB124> \xB3\xD7 |0

<UB125> \xB3\xD8 |0

<UB128> \xB3\xD9 |0

<UB12C> \xB3\xDA |0

<UB134> \xB3\xDB |0

<UB135> \xB3\xDC |0

<UB137> \xB3\xDD |0

<UB138> \xB3\xDE |0

<UB139> \xB3\xDF |0

<UB140> \xB3\xE0 |0

<UB141> \xB3\xE1 |0

<UB144> \xB3\xE2 |0

<UB148> \xB3\xE3 |0

<UB150> \xB3\xE4 |0

<UB151> \xB3\xE5 |0

<UB154> \xB3\xE6 |0

<UB155> \xB3\xE7 |0

<UB158> \xB3\xE8 |0

<UB15C> \xB3\xE9 |0

<UB160> \xB3\xEA |0

<UB178> \xB3\xEB |0

<UB179> \xB3\xEC |0

<UB17C> \xB3\xED |0

<UB180> \xB3\xEE |0

<UB182> \xB3\xEF |0

<UB188> \xB3\xF0 |0
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<UB189> \xB3\xF1 |0

<UB18B> \xB3\xF2 |0

<UB18D> \xB3\xF3 |0

<UB192> \xB3\xF4 |0

<UB193> \xB3\xF5 |0

<UB194> \xB3\xF6 |0

<UB198> \xB3\xF7 |0

<UB19C> \xB3\xF8 |0

<UB1A8>

 \xB3\xF9 |0

<UB1CC> \xB3\xFA |0

<UB1D0> \xB3\xFB |0

<UB1D4> \xB3\xFC |0

<UB1DC> \xB3\xFD |0

<UB1DD> \xB3\xFE |0

<UB1DF> \xB4\xA1 |0

<UB1E8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<UB1E9> \xB4\xA3 |0

<UB1EC> \xB4\xA4 |0

<UB1F0> \xB4\xA5 |0

<UB1F9> \xB4\xA6 |0

<UB1FB> \xB4\xA7 |0

<UB1FD> \xB4\xA8 |0

<UB204> \xB4\xA9 |0

<UB205> \xB4\xAA |0

<UB208> \xB4\xAB |0

<UB20B> \xB4\xAC |0

<UB20C> \xB4\xAD |0

<UB214> \xB4\xAE |0

<UB215> \xB4\xAF |0

<UB217> \xB4\xB0 |0

<UB219> \xB4\xB1 |0

<UB220> \xB4\xB2 |0

<UB234> \xB4\xB3 |0

<UB23C> \xB4\xB4 |0

<UB258> \xB4\xB5 |0

<UB25C> \xB4\xB6 |0

<UB260> \xB4\xB7 |0

<UB268> \xB4\xB8 |0

<UB269> \xB4\xB9 |0

<UB274> \xB4\xBA |0

<UB275> \xB4\xBB |0

<UB27C> \xB4\xBC |0

<UB284> \xB4\xBD |0

<UB285> \xB4\xBE |0

<UB289> \xB4\xBF |0

<UB290> \xB4\xC0 |0

<UB291> \xB4\xC1 |0
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<UB294> \xB4\xC2 |0

<UB298> \xB4\xC3 |0

<UB299> \xB4\xC4 |0

<UB29A> \xB4\xC5 |0

<UB2A0> \xB4\xC6 |0

<UB2A1> \xB4\xC7 |0

<UB2A3> \xB4\xC8 |0

<UB2A5> \xB4\xC9 |0

<UB2A6> \xB4\xCA |0

<UB2AA> \xB4\xCB |0

<UB2AC> \xB4\xCC |0

<UB2B0>

 \xB4\xCD |0

<UB2B4> \xB4\xCE |0

<UB2C8> \xB4\xCF |0

<UB2C9> \xB4\xD0 |0

<UB2CC> \xB4\xD1 |0

<UB2D0> \xB4\xD2 |0

<UB2D2> \xB4\xD3 |0

<UB2D8> \xB4\xD4 |0

<UB2D9> \xB4\xD5 |0

<UB2DB> \xB4\xD6 |0

<UB2DD> \xB4\xD7 |0

<UB2E2> \xB4\xD8 |0

<UB2E4> \xB4\xD9 |0

<UB2E5> \xB4\xDA |0

<UB2E6> \xB4\xDB |0

<UB2E8> \xB4\xDC |0

<UB2EB> \xB4\xDD |0

<UB2EC> \xB4\xDE |0

<UB2ED> \xB4\xDF |0

<UB2EE> \xB4\xE0 |0

<UB2EF> \xB4\xE1 |0

<UB2F3> \xB4\xE2 |0

<UB2F4> \xB4\xE3 |0

<UB2F5> \xB4\xE4 |0

<UB2F7> \xB4\xE5 |0

<UB2F8> \xB4\xE6 |0

<UB2F9> \xB4\xE7 |0

<UB2FA> \xB4\xE8 |0

<UB2FB> \xB4\xE9 |0

<UB2FF> \xB4\xEA |0

<UB300> \xB4\xEB |0

<UB301> \xB4\xEC |0

<UB304> \xB4\xED |0

<UB308> \xB4\xEE |0

<UB310> \xB4\xEF |0

<UB311> \xB4\xF0 |0
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<UB313> \xB4\xF1 |0

<UB314> \xB4\xF2 |0

<UB315> \xB4\xF3 |0

<UB31C> \xB4\xF4 |0

<UB354> \xB4\xF5 |0

<UB355> \xB4\xF6 |0

<UB356> \xB4\xF7 |0

<UB358> \xB4\xF8 |0

<UB35B> \xB4\xF9 |0

<UB35C> \xB4\xFA |0

<UB35E> \xB4\xFB |0

<UB35F> \xB4\xFC |0

<UB364> \xB4\xFD |0

<UB365> \xB4\xFE |0

<UB367>

 \xB5\xA1 |0

<UB369> \xB5\xA2 |0

<UB36B> \xB5\xA3 |0

<UB36E> \xB5\xA4 |0

<UB370> \xB5\xA5 |0

<UB371> \xB5\xA6 |0

<UB374> \xB5\xA7 |0

<UB378> \xB5\xA8 |0

<UB380> \xB5\xA9 |0

<UB381> \xB5\xAA |0

<UB383> \xB5\xAB |0

<UB384> \xB5\xAC |0

<UB385> \xB5\xAD |0

<UB38C> \xB5\xAE |0

<UB390> \xB5\xAF |0

<UB394> \xB5\xB0 |0

<UB3A0> \xB5\xB1 |0

<UB3A1> \xB5\xB2 |0

<UB3A8> \xB5\xB3 |0

<UB3AC> \xB5\xB4 |0

<UB3C4> \xB5\xB5 |0

<UB3C5> \xB5\xB6 |0

<UB3C8> \xB5\xB7 |0

<UB3CB> \xB5\xB8 |0

<UB3CC> \xB5\xB9 |0

<UB3CE> \xB5\xBA |0

<UB3D0> \xB5\xBB |0

<UB3D4> \xB5\xBC |0

<UB3D5> \xB5\xBD |0

<UB3D7> \xB5\xBE |0

<UB3D9> \xB5\xBF |0

<UB3DB> \xB5\xC0 |0

<UB3DD> \xB5\xC1 |0
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<UB3E0> \xB5\xC2 |0

<UB3E4> \xB5\xC3 |0

<UB3E8> \xB5\xC4 |0

<UB3FC> \xB5\xC5 |0

<UB410> \xB5\xC6 |0

<UB418> \xB5\xC7 |0

<UB41C> \xB5\xC8 |0

<UB420> \xB5\xC9 |0

<UB428> \xB5\xCA |0

<UB429> \xB5\xCB |0

<UB42B> \xB5\xCC |0

<UB434> \xB5\xCD |0

<UB450> \xB5\xCE |0

<UB451> \xB5\xCF |0

<UB454> \xB5\xD0 |0

<UB458> \xB5\xD1 |0

<UB460> \xB5\xD2 |0

<UB461>

 \xB5\xD3 |0

<UB463> \xB5\xD4 |0

<UB465> \xB5\xD5 |0

<UB46C> \xB5\xD6 |0

<UB480> \xB5\xD7 |0

<UB488> \xB5\xD8 |0

<UB49D> \xB5\xD9 |0

<UB4A4> \xB5\xDA |0

<UB4A8> \xB5\xDB |0

<UB4AC> \xB5\xDC |0

<UB4B5> \xB5\xDD |0

<UB4B7> \xB5\xDE |0

<UB4B9> \xB5\xDF |0

<UB4C0> \xB5\xE0 |0

<UB4C4> \xB5\xE1 |0

<UB4C8> \xB5\xE2 |0

<UB4D0> \xB5\xE3 |0

<UB4D5> \xB5\xE4 |0

<UB4DC> \xB5\xE5 |0

<UB4DD> \xB5\xE6 |0

<UB4E0> \xB5\xE7 |0

<UB4E3> \xB5\xE8 |0

<UB4E4> \xB5\xE9 |0

<UB4E6> \xB5\xEA |0

<UB4EC> \xB5\xEB |0

<UB4ED> \xB5\xEC |0

<UB4EF> \xB5\xED |0

<UB4F1> \xB5\xEE |0

<UB4F8> \xB5\xEF |0

<UB514> \xB5\xF0 |0
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<UB515> \xB5\xF1 |0

<UB518> \xB5\xF2 |0

<UB51B> \xB5\xF3 |0

<UB51C> \xB5\xF4 |0

<UB524> \xB5\xF5 |0

<UB525> \xB5\xF6 |0

<UB527> \xB5\xF7 |0

<UB528> \xB5\xF8 |0

<UB529> \xB5\xF9 |0

<UB52A> \xB5\xFA |0

<UB530> \xB5\xFB |0

<UB531> \xB5\xFC |0

<UB534> \xB5\xFD |0

<UB538> \xB5\xFE |0

<UB540> \xB6\xA1 |0

<UB541> \xB6\xA2 |0

<UB543> \xB6\xA3 |0

<UB544> \xB6\xA4 |0

<UB545> \xB6\xA5 |0

<UB54B> \xB6\xA6 |0

<UB54C>

 \xB6\xA7 |0

<UB54D> \xB6\xA8 |0

<UB550> \xB6\xA9 |0

<UB554> \xB6\xAA |0

<UB55C> \xB6\xAB |0

<UB55D> \xB6\xAC |0

<UB55F> \xB6\xAD |0

<UB560> \xB6\xAE |0

<UB561> \xB6\xAF |0

<UB5A0> \xB6\xB0 |0

<UB5A1> \xB6\xB1 |0

<UB5A4> \xB6\xB2 |0

<UB5A8> \xB6\xB3 |0

<UB5AA> \xB6\xB4 |0

<UB5AB> \xB6\xB5 |0

<UB5B0> \xB6\xB6 |0

<UB5B1> \xB6\xB7 |0

<UB5B3> \xB6\xB8 |0

<UB5B4> \xB6\xB9 |0

<UB5B5> \xB6\xBA |0

<UB5BB> \xB6\xBB |0

<UB5BC> \xB6\xBC |0

<UB5BD> \xB6\xBD |0

<UB5C0> \xB6\xBE |0

<UB5C4> \xB6\xBF |0

<UB5CC> \xB6\xC0 |0

<UB5CD> \xB6\xC1 |0
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<UB5CF> \xB6\xC2 |0

<UB5D0> \xB6\xC3 |0

<UB5D1> \xB6\xC4 |0

<UB5D8> \xB6\xC5 |0

<UB5EC> \xB6\xC6 |0

<UB610> \xB6\xC7 |0

<UB611> \xB6\xC8 |0

<UB614> \xB6\xC9 |0

<UB618> \xB6\xCA |0

<UB625> \xB6\xCB |0

<UB62C> \xB6\xCC |0

<UB634> \xB6\xCD |0

<UB648> \xB6\xCE |0

<UB664> \xB6\xCF |0

<UB668> \xB6\xD0 |0

<UB69C> \xB6\xD1 |0

<UB69D> \xB6\xD2 |0

<UB6A0> \xB6\xD3 |0

<UB6A4> \xB6\xD4 |0

<UB6AB> \xB6\xD5 |0

<UB6AC> \xB6\xD6 |0

<UB6B1> \xB6\xD7 |0

<UB6D4> \xB6\xD8 |0

<UB6F0>

 \xB6\xD9 |0

<UB6F4> \xB6\xDA |0

<UB6F8> \xB6\xDB |0

<UB700> \xB6\xDC |0

<UB701> \xB6\xDD |0

<UB705> \xB6\xDE |0

<UB728> \xB6\xDF |0

<UB729> \xB6\xE0 |0

<UB72C> \xB6\xE1 |0

<UB72F> \xB6\xE2 |0

<UB730> \xB6\xE3 |0

<UB738> \xB6\xE4 |0

<UB739> \xB6\xE5 |0

<UB73B> \xB6\xE6 |0

<UB744> \xB6\xE7 |0

<UB748> \xB6\xE8 |0

<UB74C> \xB6\xE9 |0

<UB754> \xB6\xEA |0

<UB755> \xB6\xEB |0

<UB760> \xB6\xEC |0

<UB764> \xB6\xED |0

<UB768> \xB6\xEE |0

<UB770> \xB6\xEF |0

<UB771> \xB6\xF0 |0
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<UB773> \xB6\xF1 |0

<UB775> \xB6\xF2 |0

<UB77C> \xB6\xF3 |0

<UB77D> \xB6\xF4 |0

<UB780> \xB6\xF5 |0

<UB784> \xB6\xF6 |0

<UB78C> \xB6\xF7 |0

<UB78D> \xB6\xF8 |0

<UB78F> \xB6\xF9 |0

<UB790> \xB6\xFA |0

<UB791> \xB6\xFB |0

<UB792> \xB6\xFC |0

<UB796> \xB6\xFD |0

<UB797> \xB6\xFE |0

<UB798> \xB7\xA1 |0

<UB799> \xB7\xA2 |0

<UB79C> \xB7\xA3 |0

<UB7A0> \xB7\xA4 |0

<UB7A8> \xB7\xA5 |0

<UB7A9> \xB7\xA6 |0

<UB7AB> \xB7\xA7 |0

<UB7AC> \xB7\xA8 |0

<UB7AD> \xB7\xA9 |0

<UB7B4> \xB7\xAA |0

<UB7B5> \xB7\xAB |0

<UB7B8> \xB7\xAC |0

<UB7C7>

 \xB7\xAD |0

<UB7C9> \xB7\xAE |0

<UB7EC> \xB7\xAF |0

<UB7ED> \xB7\xB0 |0

<UB7F0> \xB7\xB1 |0

<UB7F4> \xB7\xB2 |0

<UB7FC> \xB7\xB3 |0

<UB7FD> \xB7\xB4 |0

<UB7FF> \xB7\xB5 |0

<UB800> \xB7\xB6 |0

<UB801> \xB7\xB7 |0

<UB807> \xB7\xB8 |0

<UB808> \xB7\xB9 |0

<UB809> \xB7\xBA |0

<UB80C> \xB7\xBB |0

<UB810> \xB7\xBC |0

<UB818> \xB7\xBD |0

<UB819> \xB7\xBE |0

<UB81B> \xB7\xBF |0

<UB81D> \xB7\xC0 |0

<UB824> \xB7\xC1 |0
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<UB825> \xB7\xC2 |0

<UB828> \xB7\xC3 |0

<UB82C> \xB7\xC4 |0

<UB834> \xB7\xC5 |0

<UB835> \xB7\xC6 |0

<UB837> \xB7\xC7 |0

<UB838> \xB7\xC8 |0

<UB839> \xB7\xC9 |0

<UB840> \xB7\xCA |0

<UB844> \xB7\xCB |0

<UB851> \xB7\xCC |0

<UB853> \xB7\xCD |0

<UB85C> \xB7\xCE |0

<UB85D> \xB7\xCF |0

<UB860> \xB7\xD0 |0

<UB864> \xB7\xD1 |0

<UB86C> \xB7\xD2 |0

<UB86D> \xB7\xD3 |0

<UB86F> \xB7\xD4 |0

<UB871> \xB7\xD5 |0

<UB878> \xB7\xD6 |0

<UB87C> \xB7\xD7 |0

<UB88D> \xB7\xD8 |0

<UB8A8> \xB7\xD9 |0

<UB8B0> \xB7\xDA |0

<UB8B4> \xB7\xDB |0

<UB8B8> \xB7\xDC |0

<UB8C0> \xB7\xDD |0

<UB8C1> \xB7\xDE |0

<UB8C3>

 \xB7\xDF |0

<UB8C5> \xB7\xE0 |0

<UB8CC> \xB7\xE1 |0

<UB8D0> \xB7\xE2 |0

<UB8D4> \xB7\xE3 |0

<UB8DD> \xB7\xE4 |0

<UB8DF> \xB7\xE5 |0

<UB8E1> \xB7\xE6 |0

<UB8E8> \xB7\xE7 |0

<UB8E9> \xB7\xE8 |0

<UB8EC> \xB7\xE9 |0

<UB8F0> \xB7\xEA |0

<UB8F8> \xB7\xEB |0

<UB8F9> \xB7\xEC |0

<UB8FB> \xB7\xED |0

<UB8FD> \xB7\xEE |0

<UB904> \xB7\xEF |0

<UB918> \xB7\xF0 |0
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<UB920> \xB7\xF1 |0

<UB93C> \xB7\xF2 |0

<UB93D> \xB7\xF3 |0

<UB940> \xB7\xF4 |0

<UB944> \xB7\xF5 |0

<UB94C> \xB7\xF6 |0

<UB94F> \xB7\xF7 |0

<UB951> \xB7\xF8 |0

<UB958> \xB7\xF9 |0

<UB959> \xB7\xFA |0

<UB95C> \xB7\xFB |0

<UB960> \xB7\xFC |0

<UB968> \xB7\xFD |0

<UB969> \xB7\xFE |0

<UB96B> \xB8\xA1 |0

<UB96D> \xB8\xA2 |0

<UB974> \xB8\xA3 |0

<UB975> \xB8\xA4 |0

<UB978> \xB8\xA5 |0

<UB97C> \xB8\xA6 |0

<UB984> \xB8\xA7 |0

<UB985> \xB8\xA8 |0

<UB987> \xB8\xA9 |0

<UB989> \xB8\xAA |0

<UB98A> \xB8\xAB |0

<UB98D> \xB8\xAC |0

<UB98E> \xB8\xAD |0

<UB9AC> \xB8\xAE |0

<UB9AD> \xB8\xAF |0

<UB9B0> \xB8\xB0 |0

<UB9B4> \xB8\xB1 |0

<UB9BC> \xB8\xB2 |0

<UB9BD>

 \xB8\xB3 |0

<UB9BF> \xB8\xB4 |0

<UB9C1> \xB8\xB5 |0

<UB9C8> \xB8\xB6 |0

<UB9C9> \xB8\xB7 |0

<UB9CC> \xB8\xB8 |0

<UB9CE> \xB8\xB9 |0

<UB9CF> \xB8\xBA |0

<UB9D0> \xB8\xBB |0

<UB9D1> \xB8\xBC |0

<UB9D2> \xB8\xBD |0

<UB9D8> \xB8\xBE |0

<UB9D9> \xB8\xBF |0

<UB9DB> \xB8\xC0 |0

<UB9DD> \xB8\xC1 |0
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<UB9DE> \xB8\xC2 |0

<UB9E1> \xB8\xC3 |0

<UB9E3> \xB8\xC4 |0

<UB9E4> \xB8\xC5 |0

<UB9E5> \xB8\xC6 |0

<UB9E8> \xB8\xC7 |0

<UB9EC> \xB8\xC8 |0

<UB9F4> \xB8\xC9 |0

<UB9F5> \xB8\xCA |0

<UB9F7> \xB8\xCB |0

<UB9F8> \xB8\xCC |0

<UB9F9> \xB8\xCD |0

<UB9FA> \xB8\xCE |0

<UBA00> \xB8\xCF |0

<UBA01> \xB8\xD0 |0

<UBA08> \xB8\xD1 |0

<UBA15> \xB8\xD2 |0

<UBA38> \xB8\xD3 |0

<UBA39> \xB8\xD4 |0

<UBA3C> \xB8\xD5 |0

<UBA40> \xB8\xD6 |0

<UBA42> \xB8\xD7 |0

<UBA48> \xB8\xD8 |0

<UBA49> \xB8\xD9 |0

<UBA4B> \xB8\xDA |0

<UBA4D> \xB8\xDB |0

<UBA4E> \xB8\xDC |0

<UBA53> \xB8\xDD |0

<UBA54> \xB8\xDE |0

<UBA55> \xB8\xDF |0

<UBA58> \xB8\xE0 |0

<UBA5C> \xB8\xE1 |0

<UBA64> \xB8\xE2 |0

<UBA65> \xB8\xE3 |0

<UBA67> \xB8\xE4 |0

<UBA68>

 \xB8\xE5 |0

<UBA69> \xB8\xE6 |0

<UBA70> \xB8\xE7 |0

<UBA71> \xB8\xE8 |0

<UBA74> \xB8\xE9 |0

<UBA78> \xB8\xEA |0

<UBA83> \xB8\xEB |0

<UBA84> \xB8\xEC |0

<UBA85> \xB8\xED |0

<UBA87> \xB8\xEE |0

<UBA8C> \xB8\xEF |0

<UBAA8> \xB8\xF0 |0
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<UBAA9> \xB8\xF1 |0

<UBAAB> \xB8\xF2 |0

<UBAAC> \xB8\xF3 |0

<UBAB0> \xB8\xF4 |0

<UBAB2> \xB8\xF5 |0

<UBAB8> \xB8\xF6 |0

<UBAB9> \xB8\xF7 |0

<UBABB> \xB8\xF8 |0

<UBABD> \xB8\xF9 |0

<UBAC4> \xB8\xFA |0

<UBAC8> \xB8\xFB |0

<UBAD8> \xB8\xFC |0

<UBAD9> \xB8\xFD |0

<UBAFC> \xB8\xFE |0

<UBB00> \xB9\xA1 |0

<UBB04> \xB9\xA2 |0

<UBB0D> \xB9\xA3 |0

<UBB0F> \xB9\xA4 |0

<UBB11> \xB9\xA5 |0

<UBB18> \xB9\xA6 |0

<UBB1C> \xB9\xA7 |0

<UBB20> \xB9\xA8 |0

<UBB29> \xB9\xA9 |0

<UBB2B> \xB9\xAA |0

<UBB34> \xB9\xAB |0

<UBB35> \xB9\xAC |0

<UBB36> \xB9\xAD |0

<UBB38> \xB9\xAE |0

<UBB3B> \xB9\xAF |0

<UBB3C> \xB9\xB0 |0

<UBB3D> \xB9\xB1 |0

<UBB3E> \xB9\xB2 |0

<UBB44> \xB9\xB3 |0

<UBB45> \xB9\xB4 |0

<UBB47> \xB9\xB5 |0

<UBB49> \xB9\xB6 |0

<UBB4D> \xB9\xB7 |0

<UBB4F> \xB9\xB8 |0

<UBB50>

 \xB9\xB9 |0

<UBB54> \xB9\xBA |0

<UBB58> \xB9\xBB |0

<UBB61> \xB9\xBC |0

<UBB63> \xB9\xBD |0

<UBB6C> \xB9\xBE |0

<UBB88> \xB9\xBF |0

<UBB8C> \xB9\xC0 |0

<UBB90> \xB9\xC1 |0
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<UBBA4> \xB9\xC2 |0

<UBBA8> \xB9\xC3 |0

<UBBAC> \xB9\xC4 |0

<UBBB4> \xB9\xC5 |0

<UBBB7> \xB9\xC6 |0

<UBBC0> \xB9\xC7 |0

<UBBC4> \xB9\xC8 |0

<UBBC8> \xB9\xC9 |0

<UBBD0> \xB9\xCA |0

<UBBD3> \xB9\xCB |0

<UBBF8> \xB9\xCC |0

<UBBF9> \xB9\xCD |0

<UBBFC> \xB9\xCE |0

<UBBFF> \xB9\xCF |0

<UBC00> \xB9\xD0 |0

<UBC02> \xB9\xD1 |0

<UBC08> \xB9\xD2 |0

<UBC09> \xB9\xD3 |0

<UBC0B> \xB9\xD4 |0

<UBC0C> \xB9\xD5 |0

<UBC0D> \xB9\xD6 |0

<UBC0F> \xB9\xD7 |0

<UBC11> \xB9\xD8 |0

<UBC14> \xB9\xD9 |0

<UBC15> \xB9\xDA |0

<UBC16> \xB9\xDB |0

<UBC17> \xB9\xDC |0

<UBC18> \xB9\xDD |0

<UBC1B> \xB9\xDE |0

<UBC1C> \xB9\xDF |0

<UBC1D> \xB9\xE0 |0

<UBC1E> \xB9\xE1 |0

<UBC1F> \xB9\xE2 |0

<UBC24> \xB9\xE3 |0

<UBC25> \xB9\xE4 |0

<UBC27> \xB9\xE5 |0

<UBC29> \xB9\xE6 |0

<UBC2D> \xB9\xE7 |0

<UBC30> \xB9\xE8 |0

<UBC31> \xB9\xE9 |0

<UBC34> \xB9\xEA |0

<UBC38>

 \xB9\xEB |0

<UBC40> \xB9\xEC |0

<UBC41> \xB9\xED |0

<UBC43> \xB9\xEE |0

<UBC44> \xB9\xEF |0

<UBC45> \xB9\xF0 |0
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<UBC49> \xB9\xF1 |0

<UBC4C> \xB9\xF2 |0

<UBC4D> \xB9\xF3 |0

<UBC50> \xB9\xF4 |0

<UBC5D> \xB9\xF5 |0

<UBC84> \xB9\xF6 |0

<UBC85> \xB9\xF7 |0

<UBC88> \xB9\xF8 |0

<UBC8B> \xB9\xF9 |0

<UBC8C> \xB9\xFA |0

<UBC8E> \xB9\xFB |0

<UBC94> \xB9\xFC |0

<UBC95> \xB9\xFD |0

<UBC97> \xB9\xFE |0

<UBC99> \xBA\xA1 |0

<UBC9A> \xBA\xA2 |0

<UBCA0> \xBA\xA3 |0

<UBCA1> \xBA\xA4 |0

<UBCA4> \xBA\xA5 |0

<UBCA7> \xBA\xA6 |0

<UBCA8> \xBA\xA7 |0

<UBCB0> \xBA\xA8 |0

<UBCB1> \xBA\xA9 |0

<UBCB3> \xBA\xAA |0

<UBCB4> \xBA\xAB |0

<UBCB5> \xBA\xAC |0

<UBCBC> \xBA\xAD |0

<UBCBD> \xBA\xAE |0

<UBCC0> \xBA\xAF |0

<UBCC4> \xBA\xB0 |0

<UBCCD> \xBA\xB1 |0

<UBCCF> \xBA\xB2 |0

<UBCD0> \xBA\xB3 |0

<UBCD1> \xBA\xB4 |0

<UBCD5> \xBA\xB5 |0

<UBCD8> \xBA\xB6 |0

<UBCDC> \xBA\xB7 |0

<UBCF4> \xBA\xB8 |0

<UBCF5> \xBA\xB9 |0

<UBCF6> \xBA\xBA |0

<UBCF8> \xBA\xBB |0

<UBCFC> \xBA\xBC |0

<UBD04> \xBA\xBD |0

<UBD05> \xBA\xBE |0

<UBD07>

 \xBA\xBF |0

<UBD09> \xBA\xC0 |0

<UBD10> \xBA\xC1 |0
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<UBD14> \xBA\xC2 |0

<UBD24> \xBA\xC3 |0

<UBD2C> \xBA\xC4 |0

<UBD40> \xBA\xC5 |0

<UBD48> \xBA\xC6 |0

<UBD49> \xBA\xC7 |0

<UBD4C> \xBA\xC8 |0

<UBD50> \xBA\xC9 |0

<UBD58> \xBA\xCA |0

<UBD59> \xBA\xCB |0

<UBD64> \xBA\xCC |0

<UBD68> \xBA\xCD |0

<UBD80> \xBA\xCE |0

<UBD81> \xBA\xCF |0

<UBD84> \xBA\xD0 |0

<UBD87> \xBA\xD1 |0

<UBD88> \xBA\xD2 |0

<UBD89> \xBA\xD3 |0

<UBD8A> \xBA\xD4 |0

<UBD90> \xBA\xD5 |0

<UBD91> \xBA\xD6 |0

<UBD93> \xBA\xD7 |0

<UBD95> \xBA\xD8 |0

<UBD99> \xBA\xD9 |0

<UBD9A> \xBA\xDA |0

<UBD9C> \xBA\xDB |0

<UBDA4> \xBA\xDC |0

<UBDB0> \xBA\xDD |0

<UBDB8> \xBA\xDE |0

<UBDD4> \xBA\xDF |0

<UBDD5> \xBA\xE0 |0

<UBDD8> \xBA\xE1 |0

<UBDDC> \xBA\xE2 |0

<UBDE9> \xBA\xE3 |0

<UBDF0> \xBA\xE4 |0

<UBDF4> \xBA\xE5 |0

<UBDF8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<UBE00> \xBA\xE7 |0

<UBE03> \xBA\xE8 |0

<UBE05> \xBA\xE9 |0

<UBE0C> \xBA\xEA |0

<UBE0D> \xBA\xEB |0

<UBE10> \xBA\xEC |0

<UBE14> \xBA\xED |0

<UBE1C> \xBA\xEE |0

<UBE1D> \xBA\xEF |0

<UBE1F> \xBA\xF0 |0

<UBE44>
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 \xBA\xF1 |0

<UBE45> \xBA\xF2 |0

<UBE48> \xBA\xF3 |0

<UBE4C> \xBA\xF4 |0

<UBE4E> \xBA\xF5 |0

<UBE54> \xBA\xF6 |0

<UBE55> \xBA\xF7 |0

<UBE57> \xBA\xF8 |0

<UBE59> \xBA\xF9 |0

<UBE5A> \xBA\xFA |0

<UBE5B> \xBA\xFB |0

<UBE60> \xBA\xFC |0

<UBE61> \xBA\xFD |0

<UBE64> \xBA\xFE |0

<UBE68> \xBB\xA1 |0

<UBE6A> \xBB\xA2 |0

<UBE70> \xBB\xA3 |0

<UBE71> \xBB\xA4 |0

<UBE73> \xBB\xA5 |0

<UBE74> \xBB\xA6 |0

<UBE75> \xBB\xA7 |0

<UBE7B> \xBB\xA8 |0

<UBE7C> \xBB\xA9 |0

<UBE7D> \xBB\xAA |0

<UBE80> \xBB\xAB |0

<UBE84> \xBB\xAC |0

<UBE8C> \xBB\xAD |0

<UBE8D> \xBB\xAE |0

<UBE8F> \xBB\xAF |0

<UBE90> \xBB\xB0 |0

<UBE91> \xBB\xB1 |0

<UBE98> \xBB\xB2 |0

<UBE99> \xBB\xB3 |0

<UBEA8> \xBB\xB4 |0

<UBED0> \xBB\xB5 |0

<UBED1> \xBB\xB6 |0

<UBED4> \xBB\xB7 |0

<UBED7> \xBB\xB8 |0

<UBED8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<UBEE0> \xBB\xBA |0

<UBEE3> \xBB\xBB |0

<UBEE4> \xBB\xBC |0

<UBEE5> \xBB\xBD |0

<UBEEC> \xBB\xBE |0

<UBF01> \xBB\xBF |0

<UBF08> \xBB\xC0 |0

<UBF09> \xBB\xC1 |0

<UBF18> \xBB\xC2 |0
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<UBF19> \xBB\xC3 |0

<UBF1B> \xBB\xC4 |0

<UBF1C>

 \xBB\xC5 |0

<UBF1D> \xBB\xC6 |0

<UBF40> \xBB\xC7 |0

<UBF41> \xBB\xC8 |0

<UBF44> \xBB\xC9 |0

<UBF48> \xBB\xCA |0

<UBF50> \xBB\xCB |0

<UBF51> \xBB\xCC |0

<UBF55> \xBB\xCD |0

<UBF94> \xBB\xCE |0

<UBFB0> \xBB\xCF |0

<UBFC5> \xBB\xD0 |0

<UBFCC> \xBB\xD1 |0

<UBFCD> \xBB\xD2 |0

<UBFD0> \xBB\xD3 |0

<UBFD4> \xBB\xD4 |0

<UBFDC> \xBB\xD5 |0

<UBFDF> \xBB\xD6 |0

<UBFE1> \xBB\xD7 |0

<UC03C> \xBB\xD8 |0

<UC051> \xBB\xD9 |0

<UC058> \xBB\xDA |0

<UC05C> \xBB\xDB |0

<UC060> \xBB\xDC |0

<UC068> \xBB\xDD |0

<UC069> \xBB\xDE |0

<UC090> \xBB\xDF |0

<UC091> \xBB\xE0 |0

<UC094> \xBB\xE1 |0

<UC098> \xBB\xE2 |0

<UC0A0> \xBB\xE3 |0

<UC0A1> \xBB\xE4 |0

<UC0A3> \xBB\xE5 |0

<UC0A5> \xBB\xE6 |0

<UC0AC> \xBB\xE7 |0

<UC0AD> \xBB\xE8 |0

<UC0AF> \xBB\xE9 |0

<UC0B0> \xBB\xEA |0

<UC0B3> \xBB\xEB |0

<UC0B4> \xBB\xEC |0

<UC0B5> \xBB\xED |0

<UC0B6> \xBB\xEE |0

<UC0BC> \xBB\xEF |0

<UC0BD> \xBB\xF0 |0

<UC0BF> \xBB\xF1 |0
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<UC0C0> \xBB\xF2 |0

<UC0C1> \xBB\xF3 |0

<UC0C5> \xBB\xF4 |0

<UC0C8> \xBB\xF5 |0

<UC0C9> \xBB\xF6 |0

<UC0CC>

 \xBB\xF7 |0

<UC0D0> \xBB\xF8 |0

<UC0D8> \xBB\xF9 |0

<UC0D9> \xBB\xFA |0

<UC0DB> \xBB\xFB |0

<UC0DC> \xBB\xFC |0

<UC0DD> \xBB\xFD |0

<UC0E4> \xBB\xFE |0

<UC0E5> \xBC\xA1 |0

<UC0E8> \xBC\xA2 |0

<UC0EC> \xBC\xA3 |0

<UC0F4> \xBC\xA4 |0

<UC0F5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<UC0F7> \xBC\xA6 |0

<UC0F9> \xBC\xA7 |0

<UC100> \xBC\xA8 |0

<UC104> \xBC\xA9 |0

<UC108> \xBC\xAA |0

<UC110> \xBC\xAB |0

<UC115> \xBC\xAC |0

<UC11C> \xBC\xAD |0

<UC11D> \xBC\xAE |0

<UC11E> \xBC\xAF |0

<UC11F> \xBC\xB0 |0

<UC120> \xBC\xB1 |0

<UC123> \xBC\xB2 |0

<UC124> \xBC\xB3 |0

<UC126> \xBC\xB4 |0

<UC127> \xBC\xB5 |0

<UC12C> \xBC\xB6 |0

<UC12D> \xBC\xB7 |0

<UC12F> \xBC\xB8 |0

<UC130> \xBC\xB9 |0

<UC131> \xBC\xBA |0

<UC136> \xBC\xBB |0

<UC138> \xBC\xBC |0

<UC139> \xBC\xBD |0

<UC13C> \xBC\xBE |0

<UC140> \xBC\xBF |0

<UC148> \xBC\xC0 |0

<UC149> \xBC\xC1 |0

<UC14B> \xBC\xC2 |0
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<UC14C> \xBC\xC3 |0

<UC14D> \xBC\xC4 |0

<UC154> \xBC\xC5 |0

<UC155> \xBC\xC6 |0

<UC158> \xBC\xC7 |0

<UC15C> \xBC\xC8 |0

<UC164> \xBC\xC9 |0

<UC165> \xBC\xCA |0

<UC167>

 \xBC\xCB |0

<UC168> \xBC\xCC |0

<UC169> \xBC\xCD |0

<UC170> \xBC\xCE |0

<UC174> \xBC\xCF |0

<UC178> \xBC\xD0 |0

<UC185> \xBC\xD1 |0

<UC18C> \xBC\xD2 |0

<UC18D> \xBC\xD3 |0

<UC18E> \xBC\xD4 |0

<UC190> \xBC\xD5 |0

<UC194> \xBC\xD6 |0

<UC196> \xBC\xD7 |0

<UC19C> \xBC\xD8 |0

<UC19D> \xBC\xD9 |0

<UC19F> \xBC\xDA |0

<UC1A1> \xBC\xDB |0

<UC1A5> \xBC\xDC |0

<UC1A8> \xBC\xDD |0

<UC1A9> \xBC\xDE |0

<UC1AC> \xBC\xDF |0

<UC1B0> \xBC\xE0 |0

<UC1BD> \xBC\xE1 |0

<UC1C4> \xBC\xE2 |0

<UC1C8> \xBC\xE3 |0

<UC1CC> \xBC\xE4 |0

<UC1D4> \xBC\xE5 |0

<UC1D7> \xBC\xE6 |0

<UC1D8> \xBC\xE7 |0

<UC1E0> \xBC\xE8 |0

<UC1E4> \xBC\xE9 |0

<UC1E8> \xBC\xEA |0

<UC1F0> \xBC\xEB |0

<UC1F1> \xBC\xEC |0

<UC1F3> \xBC\xED |0

<UC1FC> \xBC\xEE |0

<UC1FD> \xBC\xEF |0

<UC200> \xBC\xF0 |0

<UC204> \xBC\xF1 |0
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<UC20C> \xBC\xF2 |0

<UC20D> \xBC\xF3 |0

<UC20F> \xBC\xF4 |0

<UC211> \xBC\xF5 |0

<UC218> \xBC\xF6 |0

<UC219> \xBC\xF7 |0

<UC21C> \xBC\xF8 |0

<UC21F> \xBC\xF9 |0

<UC220> \xBC\xFA |0

<UC228> \xBC\xFB |0

<UC229> \xBC\xFC |0

<UC22B>

 \xBC\xFD |0

<UC22D> \xBC\xFE |0

<UC22F> \xBD\xA1 |0

<UC231> \xBD\xA2 |0

<UC232> \xBD\xA3 |0

<UC234> \xBD\xA4 |0

<UC248> \xBD\xA5 |0

<UC250> \xBD\xA6 |0

<UC251> \xBD\xA7 |0

<UC254> \xBD\xA8 |0

<UC258> \xBD\xA9 |0

<UC260> \xBD\xAA |0

<UC265> \xBD\xAB |0

<UC26C> \xBD\xAC |0

<UC26D> \xBD\xAD |0

<UC270> \xBD\xAE |0

<UC274> \xBD\xAF |0

<UC27C> \xBD\xB0 |0

<UC27D> \xBD\xB1 |0

<UC27F> \xBD\xB2 |0

<UC281> \xBD\xB3 |0

<UC288> \xBD\xB4 |0

<UC289> \xBD\xB5 |0

<UC290> \xBD\xB6 |0

<UC298> \xBD\xB7 |0

<UC29B> \xBD\xB8 |0

<UC29D> \xBD\xB9 |0

<UC2A4> \xBD\xBA |0

<UC2A5> \xBD\xBB |0

<UC2A8> \xBD\xBC |0

<UC2AC> \xBD\xBD |0

<UC2AD> \xBD\xBE |0

<UC2B4> \xBD\xBF |0

<UC2B5> \xBD\xC0 |0

<UC2B7> \xBD\xC1 |0

<UC2B9> \xBD\xC2 |0
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<UC2DC> \xBD\xC3 |0

<UC2DD> \xBD\xC4 |0

<UC2E0> \xBD\xC5 |0

<UC2E3> \xBD\xC6 |0

<UC2E4> \xBD\xC7 |0

<UC2EB> \xBD\xC8 |0

<UC2EC> \xBD\xC9 |0

<UC2ED> \xBD\xCA |0

<UC2EF> \xBD\xCB |0

<UC2F1> \xBD\xCC |0

<UC2F6> \xBD\xCD |0

<UC2F8> \xBD\xCE |0

<UC2F9> \xBD\xCF |0

<UC2FB> \xBD\xD0 |0

<UC2FC>

 \xBD\xD1 |0

<UC300> \xBD\xD2 |0

<UC308> \xBD\xD3 |0

<UC309> \xBD\xD4 |0

<UC30C> \xBD\xD5 |0

<UC30D> \xBD\xD6 |0

<UC313> \xBD\xD7 |0

<UC314> \xBD\xD8 |0

<UC315> \xBD\xD9 |0

<UC318> \xBD\xDA |0

<UC31C> \xBD\xDB |0

<UC324> \xBD\xDC |0

<UC325> \xBD\xDD |0

<UC328> \xBD\xDE |0

<UC329> \xBD\xDF |0

<UC345> \xBD\xE0 |0

<UC368> \xBD\xE1 |0

<UC369> \xBD\xE2 |0

<UC36C> \xBD\xE3 |0

<UC370> \xBD\xE4 |0

<UC372> \xBD\xE5 |0

<UC378> \xBD\xE6 |0

<UC379> \xBD\xE7 |0

<UC37C> \xBD\xE8 |0

<UC37D> \xBD\xE9 |0

<UC384> \xBD\xEA |0

<UC388> \xBD\xEB |0

<UC38C> \xBD\xEC |0

<UC3C0> \xBD\xED |0

<UC3D8> \xBD\xEE |0

<UC3D9> \xBD\xEF |0

<UC3DC> \xBD\xF0 |0

<UC3DF> \xBD\xF1 |0
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<UC3E0> \xBD\xF2 |0

<UC3E2> \xBD\xF3 |0

<UC3E8> \xBD\xF4 |0

<UC3E9> \xBD\xF5 |0

<UC3ED> \xBD\xF6 |0

<UC3F4> \xBD\xF7 |0

<UC3F5> \xBD\xF8 |0

<UC3F8> \xBD\xF9 |0

<UC408> \xBD\xFA |0

<UC410> \xBD\xFB |0

<UC424> \xBD\xFC |0

<UC42C> \xBD\xFD |0

<UC430> \xBD\xFE |0

<UC434> \xBE\xA1 |0

<UC43C> \xBE\xA2 |0

<UC43D> \xBE\xA3 |0

<UC448> \xBE\xA4 |0

<UC464>

 \xBE\xA5 |0

<UC465> \xBE\xA6 |0

<UC468> \xBE\xA7 |0

<UC46C> \xBE\xA8 |0

<UC474> \xBE\xA9 |0

<UC475> \xBE\xAA |0

<UC479> \xBE\xAB |0

<UC480> \xBE\xAC |0

<UC494> \xBE\xAD |0

<UC49C> \xBE\xAE |0

<UC4B8> \xBE\xAF |0

<UC4BC> \xBE\xB0 |0

<UC4E9> \xBE\xB1 |0

<UC4F0> \xBE\xB2 |0

<UC4F1> \xBE\xB3 |0

<UC4F4> \xBE\xB4 |0

<UC4F8> \xBE\xB5 |0

<UC4FA> \xBE\xB6 |0

<UC4FF> \xBE\xB7 |0

<UC500> \xBE\xB8 |0

<UC501> \xBE\xB9 |0

<UC50C> \xBE\xBA |0

<UC510> \xBE\xBB |0

<UC514> \xBE\xBC |0

<UC51C> \xBE\xBD |0

<UC528> \xBE\xBE |0

<UC529> \xBE\xBF |0

<UC52C> \xBE\xC0 |0

<UC530> \xBE\xC1 |0

<UC538> \xBE\xC2 |0
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<UC539> \xBE\xC3 |0

<UC53B> \xBE\xC4 |0

<UC53D> \xBE\xC5 |0

<UC544> \xBE\xC6 |0

<UC545> \xBE\xC7 |0

<UC548> \xBE\xC8 |0

<UC549> \xBE\xC9 |0

<UC54A> \xBE\xCA |0

<UC54C> \xBE\xCB |0

<UC54D> \xBE\xCC |0

<UC54E> \xBE\xCD |0

<UC553> \xBE\xCE |0

<UC554> \xBE\xCF |0

<UC555> \xBE\xD0 |0

<UC557> \xBE\xD1 |0

<UC558> \xBE\xD2 |0

<UC559> \xBE\xD3 |0

<UC55D> \xBE\xD4 |0

<UC55E> \xBE\xD5 |0

<UC560> \xBE\xD6 |0

<UC561>

 \xBE\xD7 |0

<UC564> \xBE\xD8 |0

<UC568> \xBE\xD9 |0

<UC570> \xBE\xDA |0

<UC571> \xBE\xDB |0

<UC573> \xBE\xDC |0

<UC574> \xBE\xDD |0

<UC575> \xBE\xDE |0

<UC57C> \xBE\xDF |0

<UC57D> \xBE\xE0 |0

<UC580> \xBE\xE1 |0

<UC584> \xBE\xE2 |0

<UC587> \xBE\xE3 |0

<UC58C> \xBE\xE4 |0

<UC58D> \xBE\xE5 |0

<UC58F> \xBE\xE6 |0

<UC591> \xBE\xE7 |0

<UC595> \xBE\xE8 |0

<UC597> \xBE\xE9 |0

<UC598> \xBE\xEA |0

<UC59C> \xBE\xEB |0

<UC5A0> \xBE\xEC |0

<UC5A9> \xBE\xED |0

<UC5B4> \xBE\xEE |0

<UC5B5> \xBE\xEF |0

<UC5B8> \xBE\xF0 |0

<UC5B9> \xBE\xF1 |0
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<UC5BB> \xBE\xF2 |0

<UC5BC> \xBE\xF3 |0

<UC5BD> \xBE\xF4 |0

<UC5BE> \xBE\xF5 |0

<UC5C4> \xBE\xF6 |0

<UC5C5> \xBE\xF7 |0

<UC5C6> \xBE\xF8 |0

<UC5C7> \xBE\xF9 |0

<UC5C8> \xBE\xFA |0

<UC5C9> \xBE\xFB |0

<UC5CA> \xBE\xFC |0

<UC5CC> \xBE\xFD |0

<UC5CE> \xBE\xFE |0

<UC5D0> \xBF\xA1 |0

<UC5D1> \xBF\xA2 |0

<UC5D4> \xBF\xA3 |0

<UC5D8> \xBF\xA4 |0

<UC5E0> \xBF\xA5 |0

<UC5E1> \xBF\xA6 |0

<UC5E3> \xBF\xA7 |0

<UC5E5> \xBF\xA8 |0

<UC5EC> \xBF\xA9 |0

<UC5ED> \xBF\xAA |0

<UC5EE>

 \xBF\xAB |0

<UC5F0> \xBF\xAC |0

<UC5F4> \xBF\xAD |0

<UC5F6> \xBF\xAE |0

<UC5F7> \xBF\xAF |0

<UC5FC> \xBF\xB0 |0

<UC5FD> \xBF\xB1 |0

<UC5FE> \xBF\xB2 |0

<UC5FF> \xBF\xB3 |0

<UC600> \xBF\xB4 |0

<UC601> \xBF\xB5 |0

<UC605> \xBF\xB6 |0

<UC606> \xBF\xB7 |0

<UC607> \xBF\xB8 |0

<UC608> \xBF\xB9 |0

<UC60C> \xBF\xBA |0

<UC610> \xBF\xBB |0

<UC618> \xBF\xBC |0

<UC619> \xBF\xBD |0

<UC61B> \xBF\xBE |0

<UC61C> \xBF\xBF |0

<UC624> \xBF\xC0 |0

<UC625> \xBF\xC1 |0

<UC628> \xBF\xC2 |0
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<UC62C> \xBF\xC3 |0

<UC62D> \xBF\xC4 |0

<UC62E> \xBF\xC5 |0

<UC630> \xBF\xC6 |0

<UC633> \xBF\xC7 |0

<UC634> \xBF\xC8 |0

<UC635> \xBF\xC9 |0

<UC637> \xBF\xCA |0

<UC639> \xBF\xCB |0

<UC63B> \xBF\xCC |0

<UC640> \xBF\xCD |0

<UC641> \xBF\xCE |0

<UC644> \xBF\xCF |0

<UC648> \xBF\xD0 |0

<UC650> \xBF\xD1 |0

<UC651> \xBF\xD2 |0

<UC653> \xBF\xD3 |0

<UC654> \xBF\xD4 |0

<UC655> \xBF\xD5 |0

<UC65C> \xBF\xD6 |0

<UC65D> \xBF\xD7 |0

<UC660> \xBF\xD8 |0

<UC66C> \xBF\xD9 |0

<UC66F> \xBF\xDA |0

<UC671> \xBF\xDB |0

<UC678> \xBF\xDC |0

<UC679>

 \xBF\xDD |0

<UC67C> \xBF\xDE |0

<UC680> \xBF\xDF |0

<UC688> \xBF\xE0 |0

<UC689> \xBF\xE1 |0

<UC68B> \xBF\xE2 |0

<UC68D> \xBF\xE3 |0

<UC694> \xBF\xE4 |0

<UC695> \xBF\xE5 |0

<UC698> \xBF\xE6 |0

<UC69C> \xBF\xE7 |0

<UC6A4> \xBF\xE8 |0

<UC6A5> \xBF\xE9 |0

<UC6A7> \xBF\xEA |0

<UC6A9> \xBF\xEB |0

<UC6B0> \xBF\xEC |0

<UC6B1> \xBF\xED |0

<UC6B4> \xBF\xEE |0

<UC6B8> \xBF\xEF |0

<UC6B9> \xBF\xF0 |0

<UC6BA> \xBF\xF1 |0
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<UC6C0> \xBF\xF2 |0

<UC6C1> \xBF\xF3 |0

<UC6C3> \xBF\xF4 |0

<UC6C5> \xBF\xF5 |0

<UC6CC> \xBF\xF6 |0

<UC6CD> \xBF\xF7 |0

<UC6D0> \xBF\xF8 |0

<UC6D4> \xBF\xF9 |0

<UC6DC> \xBF\xFA |0

<UC6DD> \xBF\xFB |0

<UC6E0> \xBF\xFC |0

<UC6E1> \xBF\xFD |0

<UC6E8> \xBF\xFE |0

<UC6E9> \xC0\xA1 |0

<UC6EC> \xC0\xA2 |0

<UC6F0> \xC0\xA3 |0

<UC6F8> \xC0\xA4 |0

<UC6F9> \xC0\xA5 |0

<UC6FD> \xC0\xA6 |0

<UC704> \xC0\xA7 |0

<UC705> \xC0\xA8 |0

<UC708> \xC0\xA9 |0

<UC70C> \xC0\xAA |0

<UC714> \xC0\xAB |0

<UC715> \xC0\xAC |0

<UC717> \xC0\xAD |0

<UC719> \xC0\xAE |0

<UC720> \xC0\xAF |0

<UC721> \xC0\xB0 |0

<UC724>

 \xC0\xB1 |0

<UC728> \xC0\xB2 |0

<UC730> \xC0\xB3 |0

<UC731> \xC0\xB4 |0

<UC733> \xC0\xB5 |0

<UC735> \xC0\xB6 |0

<UC737> \xC0\xB7 |0

<UC73C> \xC0\xB8 |0

<UC73D> \xC0\xB9 |0

<UC740> \xC0\xBA |0

<UC744> \xC0\xBB |0

<UC74A> \xC0\xBC |0

<UC74C> \xC0\xBD |0

<UC74D> \xC0\xBE |0

<UC74F> \xC0\xBF |0

<UC751> \xC0\xC0 |0

<UC752> \xC0\xC1 |0

<UC753> \xC0\xC2 |0
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<UC754> \xC0\xC3 |0

<UC755> \xC0\xC4 |0

<UC756> \xC0\xC5 |0

<UC757> \xC0\xC6 |0

<UC758> \xC0\xC7 |0

<UC75C> \xC0\xC8 |0

<UC760> \xC0\xC9 |0

<UC768> \xC0\xCA |0

<UC76B> \xC0\xCB |0

<UC774> \xC0\xCC |0

<UC775> \xC0\xCD |0

<UC778> \xC0\xCE |0

<UC77C> \xC0\xCF |0

<UC77D> \xC0\xD0 |0

<UC77E> \xC0\xD1 |0

<UC783> \xC0\xD2 |0

<UC784> \xC0\xD3 |0

<UC785> \xC0\xD4 |0

<UC787> \xC0\xD5 |0

<UC788> \xC0\xD6 |0

<UC789> \xC0\xD7 |0

<UC78A> \xC0\xD8 |0

<UC78E> \xC0\xD9 |0

<UC790> \xC0\xDA |0

<UC791> \xC0\xDB |0

<UC794> \xC0\xDC |0

<UC796> \xC0\xDD |0

<UC797> \xC0\xDE |0

<UC798> \xC0\xDF |0

<UC79A> \xC0\xE0 |0

<UC7A0> \xC0\xE1 |0

<UC7A1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<UC7A3>

 \xC0\xE3 |0

<UC7A4> \xC0\xE4 |0

<UC7A5> \xC0\xE5 |0

<UC7A6> \xC0\xE6 |0

<UC7AC> \xC0\xE7 |0

<UC7AD> \xC0\xE8 |0

<UC7B0> \xC0\xE9 |0

<UC7B4> \xC0\xEA |0

<UC7BC> \xC0\xEB |0

<UC7BD> \xC0\xEC |0

<UC7BF> \xC0\xED |0

<UC7C0> \xC0\xEE |0

<UC7C1> \xC0\xEF |0

<UC7C8> \xC0\xF0 |0

<UC7C9> \xC0\xF1 |0
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<UC7CC> \xC0\xF2 |0

<UC7CE> \xC0\xF3 |0

<UC7D0> \xC0\xF4 |0

<UC7D8> \xC0\xF5 |0

<UC7DD> \xC0\xF6 |0

<UC7E4> \xC0\xF7 |0

<UC7E8> \xC0\xF8 |0

<UC7EC> \xC0\xF9 |0

<UC800> \xC0\xFA |0

<UC801> \xC0\xFB |0

<UC804> \xC0\xFC |0

<UC808> \xC0\xFD |0

<UC80A> \xC0\xFE |0

<UC810> \xC1\xA1 |0

<UC811> \xC1\xA2 |0

<UC813> \xC1\xA3 |0

<UC815> \xC1\xA4 |0

<UC816> \xC1\xA5 |0

<UC81C> \xC1\xA6 |0

<UC81D> \xC1\xA7 |0

<UC820> \xC1\xA8 |0

<UC824> \xC1\xA9 |0

<UC82C> \xC1\xAA |0

<UC82D> \xC1\xAB |0

<UC82F> \xC1\xAC |0

<UC831> \xC1\xAD |0

<UC838> \xC1\xAE |0

<UC83C> \xC1\xAF |0

<UC840> \xC1\xB0 |0

<UC848> \xC1\xB1 |0

<UC849> \xC1\xB2 |0

<UC84C> \xC1\xB3 |0

<UC84D> \xC1\xB4 |0

<UC854> \xC1\xB5 |0

<UC870> \xC1\xB6 |0

<UC871>

 \xC1\xB7 |0

<UC874> \xC1\xB8 |0

<UC878> \xC1\xB9 |0

<UC87A> \xC1\xBA |0

<UC880> \xC1\xBB |0

<UC881> \xC1\xBC |0

<UC883> \xC1\xBD |0

<UC885> \xC1\xBE |0

<UC886> \xC1\xBF |0

<UC887> \xC1\xC0 |0

<UC88B> \xC1\xC1 |0

<UC88C> \xC1\xC2 |0
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<UC88D> \xC1\xC3 |0

<UC894> \xC1\xC4 |0

<UC89D> \xC1\xC5 |0

<UC89F> \xC1\xC6 |0

<UC8A1> \xC1\xC7 |0

<UC8A8> \xC1\xC8 |0

<UC8BC> \xC1\xC9 |0

<UC8BD> \xC1\xCA |0

<UC8C4> \xC1\xCB |0

<UC8C8> \xC1\xCC |0

<UC8CC> \xC1\xCD |0

<UC8D4> \xC1\xCE |0

<UC8D5> \xC1\xCF |0

<UC8D7> \xC1\xD0 |0

<UC8D9> \xC1\xD1 |0

<UC8E0> \xC1\xD2 |0

<UC8E1> \xC1\xD3 |0

<UC8E4> \xC1\xD4 |0

<UC8F5> \xC1\xD5 |0

<UC8FC> \xC1\xD6 |0

<UC8FD> \xC1\xD7 |0

<UC900> \xC1\xD8 |0

<UC904> \xC1\xD9 |0

<UC905> \xC1\xDA |0

<UC906> \xC1\xDB |0

<UC90C> \xC1\xDC |0

<UC90D> \xC1\xDD |0

<UC90F> \xC1\xDE |0

<UC911> \xC1\xDF |0

<UC918> \xC1\xE0 |0

<UC92C> \xC1\xE1 |0

<UC934> \xC1\xE2 |0

<UC950> \xC1\xE3 |0

<UC951> \xC1\xE4 |0

<UC954> \xC1\xE5 |0

<UC958> \xC1\xE6 |0

<UC960> \xC1\xE7 |0

<UC961> \xC1\xE8 |0

<UC963>

 \xC1\xE9 |0

<UC96C> \xC1\xEA |0

<UC970> \xC1\xEB |0

<UC974> \xC1\xEC |0

<UC97C> \xC1\xED |0

<UC988> \xC1\xEE |0

<UC989> \xC1\xEF |0

<UC98C> \xC1\xF0 |0

<UC990> \xC1\xF1 |0
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<UC998> \xC1\xF2 |0

<UC999> \xC1\xF3 |0

<UC99B> \xC1\xF4 |0

<UC99D> \xC1\xF5 |0

<UC9C0> \xC1\xF6 |0

<UC9C1> \xC1\xF7 |0

<UC9C4> \xC1\xF8 |0

<UC9C7> \xC1\xF9 |0

<UC9C8> \xC1\xFA |0

<UC9CA> \xC1\xFB |0

<UC9D0> \xC1\xFC |0

<UC9D1> \xC1\xFD |0

<UC9D3> \xC1\xFE |0

<UC9D5> \xC2\xA1 |0

<UC9D6> \xC2\xA2 |0

<UC9D9> \xC2\xA3 |0

<UC9DA> \xC2\xA4 |0

<UC9DC> \xC2\xA5 |0

<UC9DD> \xC2\xA6 |0

<UC9E0> \xC2\xA7 |0

<UC9E2> \xC2\xA8 |0

<UC9E4> \xC2\xA9 |0

<UC9E7> \xC2\xAA |0

<UC9EC> \xC2\xAB |0

<UC9ED> \xC2\xAC |0

<UC9EF> \xC2\xAD |0

<UC9F0> \xC2\xAE |0

<UC9F1> \xC2\xAF |0

<UC9F8> \xC2\xB0 |0

<UC9F9> \xC2\xB1 |0

<UC9FC> \xC2\xB2 |0

<UCA00> \xC2\xB3 |0

<UCA08> \xC2\xB4 |0

<UCA09> \xC2\xB5 |0

<UCA0B> \xC2\xB6 |0

<UCA0C> \xC2\xB7 |0

<UCA0D> \xC2\xB8 |0

<UCA14> \xC2\xB9 |0

<UCA18> \xC2\xBA |0

<UCA29> \xC2\xBB |0

<UCA4C> \xC2\xBC |0

<UCA4D>

 \xC2\xBD |0

<UCA50> \xC2\xBE |0

<UCA54> \xC2\xBF |0

<UCA5C> \xC2\xC0 |0

<UCA5D> \xC2\xC1 |0

<UCA5F> \xC2\xC2 |0
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<UCA60> \xC2\xC3 |0

<UCA61> \xC2\xC4 |0

<UCA68> \xC2\xC5 |0

<UCA7D> \xC2\xC6 |0

<UCA84> \xC2\xC7 |0

<UCA98> \xC2\xC8 |0

<UCABC> \xC2\xC9 |0

<UCABD> \xC2\xCA |0

<UCAC0> \xC2\xCB |0

<UCAC4> \xC2\xCC |0

<UCACC> \xC2\xCD |0

<UCACD> \xC2\xCE |0

<UCACF> \xC2\xCF |0

<UCAD1> \xC2\xD0 |0

<UCAD3> \xC2\xD1 |0

<UCAD8> \xC2\xD2 |0

<UCAD9> \xC2\xD3 |0

<UCAE0> \xC2\xD4 |0

<UCAEC> \xC2\xD5 |0

<UCAF4> \xC2\xD6 |0

<UCB08> \xC2\xD7 |0

<UCB10> \xC2\xD8 |0

<UCB14> \xC2\xD9 |0

<UCB18> \xC2\xDA |0

<UCB20> \xC2\xDB |0

<UCB21> \xC2\xDC |0

<UCB41> \xC2\xDD |0

<UCB48> \xC2\xDE |0

<UCB49> \xC2\xDF |0

<UCB4C> \xC2\xE0 |0

<UCB50> \xC2\xE1 |0

<UCB58> \xC2\xE2 |0

<UCB59> \xC2\xE3 |0

<UCB5D> \xC2\xE4 |0

<UCB64> \xC2\xE5 |0

<UCB78> \xC2\xE6 |0

<UCB79> \xC2\xE7 |0

<UCB9C> \xC2\xE8 |0

<UCBB8> \xC2\xE9 |0

<UCBD4> \xC2\xEA |0

<UCBE4> \xC2\xEB |0

<UCBE7> \xC2\xEC |0

<UCBE9> \xC2\xED |0

<UCC0C> \xC2\xEE |0

<UCC0D>

 \xC2\xEF |0

<UCC10> \xC2\xF0 |0

<UCC14> \xC2\xF1 |0
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<UCC1C> \xC2\xF2 |0

<UCC1D> \xC2\xF3 |0

<UCC21> \xC2\xF4 |0

<UCC22> \xC2\xF5 |0

<UCC27> \xC2\xF6 |0

<UCC28> \xC2\xF7 |0

<UCC29> \xC2\xF8 |0

<UCC2C> \xC2\xF9 |0

<UCC2E> \xC2\xFA |0

<UCC30> \xC2\xFB |0

<UCC38> \xC2\xFC |0

<UCC39> \xC2\xFD |0

<UCC3B> \xC2\xFE |0

<UCC3C> \xC3\xA1 |0

<UCC3D> \xC3\xA2 |0

<UCC3E> \xC3\xA3 |0

<UCC44> \xC3\xA4 |0

<UCC45> \xC3\xA5 |0

<UCC48> \xC3\xA6 |0

<UCC4C> \xC3\xA7 |0

<UCC54> \xC3\xA8 |0

<UCC55> \xC3\xA9 |0

<UCC57> \xC3\xAA |0

<UCC58> \xC3\xAB |0

<UCC59> \xC3\xAC |0

<UCC60> \xC3\xAD |0

<UCC64> \xC3\xAE |0

<UCC66> \xC3\xAF |0

<UCC68> \xC3\xB0 |0

<UCC70> \xC3\xB1 |0

<UCC75> \xC3\xB2 |0

<UCC98> \xC3\xB3 |0

<UCC99> \xC3\xB4 |0

<UCC9C> \xC3\xB5 |0

<UCCA0> \xC3\xB6 |0

<UCCA8> \xC3\xB7 |0

<UCCA9> \xC3\xB8 |0

<UCCAB> \xC3\xB9 |0

<UCCAC> \xC3\xBA |0

<UCCAD> \xC3\xBB |0

<UCCB4> \xC3\xBC |0

<UCCB5> \xC3\xBD |0

<UCCB8> \xC3\xBE |0

<UCCBC> \xC3\xBF |0

<UCCC4> \xC3\xC0 |0

<UCCC5> \xC3\xC1 |0

<UCCC7> \xC3\xC2 |0

<UCCC9>
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 \xC3\xC3 |0

<UCCD0> \xC3\xC4 |0

<UCCD4> \xC3\xC5 |0

<UCCE4> \xC3\xC6 |0

<UCCEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<UCCF0> \xC3\xC8 |0

<UCD01> \xC3\xC9 |0

<UCD08> \xC3\xCA |0

<UCD09> \xC3\xCB |0

<UCD0C> \xC3\xCC |0

<UCD10> \xC3\xCD |0

<UCD18> \xC3\xCE |0

<UCD19> \xC3\xCF |0

<UCD1B> \xC3\xD0 |0

<UCD1D> \xC3\xD1 |0

<UCD24> \xC3\xD2 |0

<UCD28> \xC3\xD3 |0

<UCD2C> \xC3\xD4 |0

<UCD39> \xC3\xD5 |0

<UCD5C> \xC3\xD6 |0

<UCD60> \xC3\xD7 |0

<UCD64> \xC3\xD8 |0

<UCD6C> \xC3\xD9 |0

<UCD6D> \xC3\xDA |0

<UCD6F> \xC3\xDB |0

<UCD71> \xC3\xDC |0

<UCD78> \xC3\xDD |0

<UCD88> \xC3\xDE |0

<UCD94> \xC3\xDF |0

<UCD95> \xC3\xE0 |0

<UCD98> \xC3\xE1 |0

<UCD9C> \xC3\xE2 |0

<UCDA4> \xC3\xE3 |0

<UCDA5> \xC3\xE4 |0

<UCDA7> \xC3\xE5 |0

<UCDA9> \xC3\xE6 |0

<UCDB0> \xC3\xE7 |0

<UCDC4> \xC3\xE8 |0

<UCDCC> \xC3\xE9 |0

<UCDD0> \xC3\xEA |0

<UCDE8> \xC3\xEB |0

<UCDEC> \xC3\xEC |0

<UCDF0> \xC3\xED |0

<UCDF8> \xC3\xEE |0

<UCDF9> \xC3\xEF |0

<UCDFB> \xC3\xF0 |0

<UCDFD> \xC3\xF1 |0

<UCE04> \xC3\xF2 |0
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<UCE08> \xC3\xF3 |0

<UCE0C> \xC3\xF4 |0

<UCE14>

 \xC3\xF5 |0

<UCE19> \xC3\xF6 |0

<UCE20> \xC3\xF7 |0

<UCE21> \xC3\xF8 |0

<UCE24> \xC3\xF9 |0

<UCE28> \xC3\xFA |0

<UCE30> \xC3\xFB |0

<UCE31> \xC3\xFC |0

<UCE33> \xC3\xFD |0

<UCE35> \xC3\xFE |0

<UCE58> \xC4\xA1 |0

<UCE59> \xC4\xA2 |0

<UCE5C> \xC4\xA3 |0

<UCE5F> \xC4\xA4 |0

<UCE60> \xC4\xA5 |0

<UCE61> \xC4\xA6 |0

<UCE68> \xC4\xA7 |0

<UCE69> \xC4\xA8 |0

<UCE6B> \xC4\xA9 |0

<UCE6D> \xC4\xAA |0

<UCE74> \xC4\xAB |0

<UCE75> \xC4\xAC |0

<UCE78> \xC4\xAD |0

<UCE7C> \xC4\xAE |0

<UCE84> \xC4\xAF |0

<UCE85> \xC4\xB0 |0

<UCE87> \xC4\xB1 |0

<UCE89> \xC4\xB2 |0

<UCE90> \xC4\xB3 |0

<UCE91> \xC4\xB4 |0

<UCE94> \xC4\xB5 |0

<UCE98> \xC4\xB6 |0

<UCEA0> \xC4\xB7 |0

<UCEA1> \xC4\xB8 |0

<UCEA3> \xC4\xB9 |0

<UCEA4> \xC4\xBA |0

<UCEA5> \xC4\xBB |0

<UCEAC> \xC4\xBC |0

<UCEAD> \xC4\xBD |0

<UCEC1> \xC4\xBE |0

<UCEE4> \xC4\xBF |0

<UCEE5> \xC4\xC0 |0

<UCEE8> \xC4\xC1 |0

<UCEEB> \xC4\xC2 |0

<UCEEC> \xC4\xC3 |0
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<UCEF4> \xC4\xC4 |0

<UCEF5> \xC4\xC5 |0

<UCEF7> \xC4\xC6 |0

<UCEF8> \xC4\xC7 |0

<UCEF9> \xC4\xC8 |0

<UCF00>

 \xC4\xC9 |0

<UCF01> \xC4\xCA |0

<UCF04> \xC4\xCB |0

<UCF08> \xC4\xCC |0

<UCF10> \xC4\xCD |0

<UCF11> \xC4\xCE |0

<UCF13> \xC4\xCF |0

<UCF15> \xC4\xD0 |0

<UCF1C> \xC4\xD1 |0

<UCF20> \xC4\xD2 |0

<UCF24> \xC4\xD3 |0

<UCF2C> \xC4\xD4 |0

<UCF2D> \xC4\xD5 |0

<UCF2F> \xC4\xD6 |0

<UCF30> \xC4\xD7 |0

<UCF31> \xC4\xD8 |0

<UCF38> \xC4\xD9 |0

<UCF54> \xC4\xDA |0

<UCF55> \xC4\xDB |0

<UCF58> \xC4\xDC |0

<UCF5C> \xC4\xDD |0

<UCF64> \xC4\xDE |0

<UCF65> \xC4\xDF |0

<UCF67> \xC4\xE0 |0

<UCF69> \xC4\xE1 |0

<UCF70> \xC4\xE2 |0

<UCF71> \xC4\xE3 |0

<UCF74> \xC4\xE4 |0

<UCF78> \xC4\xE5 |0

<UCF80> \xC4\xE6 |0

<UCF85> \xC4\xE7 |0

<UCF8C> \xC4\xE8 |0

<UCFA1> \xC4\xE9 |0

<UCFA8> \xC4\xEA |0

<UCFB0> \xC4\xEB |0

<UCFC4> \xC4\xEC |0

<UCFE0> \xC4\xED |0

<UCFE1> \xC4\xEE |0

<UCFE4> \xC4\xEF |0

<UCFE8> \xC4\xF0 |0

<UCFF0> \xC4\xF1 |0

<UCFF1> \xC4\xF2 |0
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<UCFF3> \xC4\xF3 |0

<UCFF5> \xC4\xF4 |0

<UCFFC> \xC4\xF5 |0

<UD000> \xC4\xF6 |0

<UD004> \xC4\xF7 |0

<UD011> \xC4\xF8 |0

<UD018> \xC4\xF9 |0

<UD02D> \xC4\xFA |0

<UD034>

 \xC4\xFB |0

<UD035> \xC4\xFC |0

<UD038> \xC4\xFD |0

<UD03C> \xC4\xFE |0

<UD044> \xC5\xA1 |0

<UD045> \xC5\xA2 |0

<UD047> \xC5\xA3 |0

<UD049> \xC5\xA4 |0

<UD050> \xC5\xA5 |0

<UD054> \xC5\xA6 |0

<UD058> \xC5\xA7 |0

<UD060> \xC5\xA8 |0

<UD06C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<UD06D> \xC5\xAA |0

<UD070> \xC5\xAB |0

<UD074> \xC5\xAC |0

<UD07C> \xC5\xAD |0

<UD07D> \xC5\xAE |0

<UD081> \xC5\xAF |0

<UD0A4> \xC5\xB0 |0

<UD0A5> \xC5\xB1 |0

<UD0A8> \xC5\xB2 |0

<UD0AC> \xC5\xB3 |0

<UD0B4> \xC5\xB4 |0

<UD0B5> \xC5\xB5 |0

<UD0B7> \xC5\xB6 |0

<UD0B9> \xC5\xB7 |0

<UD0C0> \xC5\xB8 |0

<UD0C1> \xC5\xB9 |0

<UD0C4> \xC5\xBA |0

<UD0C8> \xC5\xBB |0

<UD0C9> \xC5\xBC |0

<UD0D0> \xC5\xBD |0

<UD0D1> \xC5\xBE |0

<UD0D3> \xC5\xBF |0

<UD0D4> \xC5\xC0 |0

<UD0D5> \xC5\xC1 |0

<UD0DC> \xC5\xC2 |0

<UD0DD> \xC5\xC3 |0
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<UD0E0> \xC5\xC4 |0

<UD0E4> \xC5\xC5 |0

<UD0EC> \xC5\xC6 |0

<UD0ED> \xC5\xC7 |0

<UD0EF> \xC5\xC8 |0

<UD0F0> \xC5\xC9 |0

<UD0F1> \xC5\xCA |0

<UD0F8> \xC5\xCB |0

<UD10D> \xC5\xCC |0

<UD130> \xC5\xCD |0

<UD131> \xC5\xCE |0

<UD134>

 \xC5\xCF |0

<UD138> \xC5\xD0 |0

<UD13A> \xC5\xD1 |0

<UD140> \xC5\xD2 |0

<UD141> \xC5\xD3 |0

<UD143> \xC5\xD4 |0

<UD144> \xC5\xD5 |0

<UD145> \xC5\xD6 |0

<UD14C> \xC5\xD7 |0

<UD14D> \xC5\xD8 |0

<UD150> \xC5\xD9 |0

<UD154> \xC5\xDA |0

<UD15C> \xC5\xDB |0

<UD15D> \xC5\xDC |0

<UD15F> \xC5\xDD |0

<UD161> \xC5\xDE |0

<UD168> \xC5\xDF |0

<UD16C> \xC5\xE0 |0

<UD17C> \xC5\xE1 |0

<UD184> \xC5\xE2 |0

<UD188> \xC5\xE3 |0

<UD1A0> \xC5\xE4 |0

<UD1A1> \xC5\xE5 |0

<UD1A4> \xC5\xE6 |0

<UD1A8> \xC5\xE7 |0

<UD1B0> \xC5\xE8 |0

<UD1B1> \xC5\xE9 |0

<UD1B3> \xC5\xEA |0

<UD1B5> \xC5\xEB |0

<UD1BA> \xC5\xEC |0

<UD1BC> \xC5\xED |0

<UD1C0> \xC5\xEE |0

<UD1D8> \xC5\xEF |0

<UD1F4> \xC5\xF0 |0

<UD1F8> \xC5\xF1 |0

<UD207> \xC5\xF2 |0
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<UD209> \xC5\xF3 |0

<UD210> \xC5\xF4 |0

<UD22C> \xC5\xF5 |0

<UD22D> \xC5\xF6 |0

<UD230> \xC5\xF7 |0

<UD234> \xC5\xF8 |0

<UD23C> \xC5\xF9 |0

<UD23D> \xC5\xFA |0

<UD23F> \xC5\xFB |0

<UD241> \xC5\xFC |0

<UD248> \xC5\xFD |0

<UD25C> \xC5\xFE |0

<UD264> \xC6\xA1 |0

<UD280> \xC6\xA2 |0

<UD281>

 \xC6\xA3 |0

<UD284> \xC6\xA4 |0

<UD288> \xC6\xA5 |0

<UD290> \xC6\xA6 |0

<UD291> \xC6\xA7 |0

<UD295> \xC6\xA8 |0

<UD29C> \xC6\xA9 |0

<UD2A0> \xC6\xAA |0

<UD2A4> \xC6\xAB |0

<UD2AC> \xC6\xAC |0

<UD2B1> \xC6\xAD |0

<UD2B8> \xC6\xAE |0

<UD2B9> \xC6\xAF |0

<UD2BC> \xC6\xB0 |0

<UD2BF> \xC6\xB1 |0

<UD2C0> \xC6\xB2 |0

<UD2C2> \xC6\xB3 |0

<UD2C8> \xC6\xB4 |0

<UD2C9> \xC6\xB5 |0

<UD2CB> \xC6\xB6 |0

<UD2D4> \xC6\xB7 |0

<UD2D8> \xC6\xB8 |0

<UD2DC> \xC6\xB9 |0

<UD2E4> \xC6\xBA |0

<UD2E5> \xC6\xBB |0

<UD2F0> \xC6\xBC |0

<UD2F1> \xC6\xBD |0

<UD2F4> \xC6\xBE |0

<UD2F8> \xC6\xBF |0

<UD300> \xC6\xC0 |0

<UD301> \xC6\xC1 |0

<UD303> \xC6\xC2 |0

<UD305> \xC6\xC3 |0
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<UD30C> \xC6\xC4 |0

<UD30D> \xC6\xC5 |0

<UD30E> \xC6\xC6 |0

<UD310> \xC6\xC7 |0

<UD314> \xC6\xC8 |0

<UD316> \xC6\xC9 |0

<UD31C> \xC6\xCA |0

<UD31D> \xC6\xCB |0

<UD31F> \xC6\xCC |0

<UD320> \xC6\xCD |0

<UD321> \xC6\xCE |0

<UD325> \xC6\xCF |0

<UD328> \xC6\xD0 |0

<UD329> \xC6\xD1 |0

<UD32C> \xC6\xD2 |0

<UD330> \xC6\xD3 |0

<UD338> \xC6\xD4 |0

<UD339>

 \xC6\xD5 |0

<UD33B> \xC6\xD6 |0

<UD33C> \xC6\xD7 |0

<UD33D> \xC6\xD8 |0

<UD344> \xC6\xD9 |0

<UD345> \xC6\xDA |0

<UD37C> \xC6\xDB |0

<UD37D> \xC6\xDC |0

<UD380> \xC6\xDD |0

<UD384> \xC6\xDE |0

<UD38C> \xC6\xDF |0

<UD38D> \xC6\xE0 |0

<UD38F> \xC6\xE1 |0

<UD390> \xC6\xE2 |0

<UD391> \xC6\xE3 |0

<UD398> \xC6\xE4 |0

<UD399> \xC6\xE5 |0

<UD39C> \xC6\xE6 |0

<UD3A0> \xC6\xE7 |0

<UD3A8> \xC6\xE8 |0

<UD3A9> \xC6\xE9 |0

<UD3AB> \xC6\xEA |0

<UD3AD> \xC6\xEB |0

<UD3B4> \xC6\xEC |0

<UD3B8> \xC6\xED |0

<UD3BC> \xC6\xEE |0

<UD3C4> \xC6\xEF |0

<UD3C5> \xC6\xF0 |0

<UD3C8> \xC6\xF1 |0

<UD3C9> \xC6\xF2 |0
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<UD3D0> \xC6\xF3 |0

<UD3D8> \xC6\xF4 |0

<UD3E1> \xC6\xF5 |0

<UD3E3> \xC6\xF6 |0

<UD3EC> \xC6\xF7 |0

<UD3ED> \xC6\xF8 |0

<UD3F0> \xC6\xF9 |0

<UD3F4> \xC6\xFA |0

<UD3FC> \xC6\xFB |0

<UD3FD> \xC6\xFC |0

<UD3FF> \xC6\xFD |0

<UD401> \xC6\xFE |0

<UD408> \xC7\xA1 |0

<UD41D> \xC7\xA2 |0

<UD440> \xC7\xA3 |0

<UD444> \xC7\xA4 |0

<UD45C> \xC7\xA5 |0

<UD460> \xC7\xA6 |0

<UD464> \xC7\xA7 |0

<UD46D> \xC7\xA8 |0

<UD46F>

 \xC7\xA9 |0

<UD478> \xC7\xAA |0

<UD479> \xC7\xAB |0

<UD47C> \xC7\xAC |0

<UD47F> \xC7\xAD |0

<UD480> \xC7\xAE |0

<UD482> \xC7\xAF |0

<UD488> \xC7\xB0 |0

<UD489> \xC7\xB1 |0

<UD48B> \xC7\xB2 |0

<UD48D> \xC7\xB3 |0

<UD494> \xC7\xB4 |0

<UD4A9> \xC7\xB5 |0

<UD4CC> \xC7\xB6 |0

<UD4D0> \xC7\xB7 |0

<UD4D4> \xC7\xB8 |0

<UD4DC> \xC7\xB9 |0

<UD4DF> \xC7\xBA |0

<UD4E8> \xC7\xBB |0

<UD4EC> \xC7\xBC |0

<UD4F0> \xC7\xBD |0

<UD4F8> \xC7\xBE |0

<UD4FB> \xC7\xBF |0

<UD4FD> \xC7\xC0 |0

<UD504> \xC7\xC1 |0

<UD508> \xC7\xC2 |0

<UD50C> \xC7\xC3 |0
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<UD514> \xC7\xC4 |0

<UD515> \xC7\xC5 |0

<UD517> \xC7\xC6 |0

<UD53C> \xC7\xC7 |0

<UD53D> \xC7\xC8 |0

<UD540> \xC7\xC9 |0

<UD544> \xC7\xCA |0

<UD54C> \xC7\xCB |0

<UD54D> \xC7\xCC |0

<UD54F> \xC7\xCD |0

<UD551> \xC7\xCE |0

<UD558> \xC7\xCF |0

<UD559> \xC7\xD0 |0

<UD55C> \xC7\xD1 |0

<UD560> \xC7\xD2 |0

<UD565> \xC7\xD3 |0

<UD568> \xC7\xD4 |0

<UD569> \xC7\xD5 |0

<UD56B> \xC7\xD6 |0

<UD56D> \xC7\xD7 |0

<UD574> \xC7\xD8 |0

<UD575> \xC7\xD9 |0

<UD578> \xC7\xDA |0

<UD57C>

 \xC7\xDB |0

<UD584> \xC7\xDC |0

<UD585> \xC7\xDD |0

<UD587> \xC7\xDE |0

<UD588> \xC7\xDF |0

<UD589> \xC7\xE0 |0

<UD590> \xC7\xE1 |0

<UD5A5> \xC7\xE2 |0

<UD5C8> \xC7\xE3 |0

<UD5C9> \xC7\xE4 |0

<UD5CC> \xC7\xE5 |0

<UD5D0> \xC7\xE6 |0

<UD5D2> \xC7\xE7 |0

<UD5D8> \xC7\xE8 |0

<UD5D9> \xC7\xE9 |0

<UD5DB> \xC7\xEA |0

<UD5DD> \xC7\xEB |0

<UD5E4> \xC7\xEC |0

<UD5E5> \xC7\xED |0

<UD5E8> \xC7\xEE |0

<UD5EC> \xC7\xEF |0

<UD5F4> \xC7\xF0 |0

<UD5F5> \xC7\xF1 |0

<UD5F7> \xC7\xF2 |0
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<UD5F9> \xC7\xF3 |0

<UD600> \xC7\xF4 |0

<UD601> \xC7\xF5 |0

<UD604> \xC7\xF6 |0

<UD608> \xC7\xF7 |0

<UD610> \xC7\xF8 |0

<UD611> \xC7\xF9 |0

<UD613> \xC7\xFA |0

<UD614> \xC7\xFB |0

<UD615> \xC7\xFC |0

<UD61C> \xC7\xFD |0

<UD620> \xC7\xFE |0

<UD624> \xC8\xA1 |0

<UD62D> \xC8\xA2 |0

<UD638> \xC8\xA3 |0

<UD639> \xC8\xA4 |0

<UD63C> \xC8\xA5 |0

<UD640> \xC8\xA6 |0

<UD645> \xC8\xA7 |0

<UD648> \xC8\xA8 |0

<UD649> \xC8\xA9 |0

<UD64B> \xC8\xAA |0

<UD64D> \xC8\xAB |0

<UD651> \xC8\xAC |0

<UD654> \xC8\xAD |0

<UD655> \xC8\xAE |0

<UD658>

 \xC8\xAF |0

<UD65C> \xC8\xB0 |0

<UD667> \xC8\xB1 |0

<UD669> \xC8\xB2 |0

<UD670> \xC8\xB3 |0

<UD671> \xC8\xB4 |0

<UD674> \xC8\xB5 |0

<UD683> \xC8\xB6 |0

<UD685> \xC8\xB7 |0

<UD68C> \xC8\xB8 |0

<UD68D> \xC8\xB9 |0

<UD690> \xC8\xBA |0

<UD694> \xC8\xBB |0

<UD69D> \xC8\xBC |0

<UD69F> \xC8\xBD |0

<UD6A1> \xC8\xBE |0

<UD6A8> \xC8\xBF |0

<UD6AC> \xC8\xC0 |0

<UD6B0> \xC8\xC1 |0

<UD6B9> \xC8\xC2 |0

<UD6BB> \xC8\xC3 |0
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<UD6C4> \xC8\xC4 |0

<UD6C5> \xC8\xC5 |0

<UD6C8> \xC8\xC6 |0

<UD6CC> \xC8\xC7 |0

<UD6D1> \xC8\xC8 |0

<UD6D4> \xC8\xC9 |0

<UD6D7> \xC8\xCA |0

<UD6D9> \xC8\xCB |0

<UD6E0> \xC8\xCC |0

<UD6E4> \xC8\xCD |0

<UD6E8> \xC8\xCE |0

<UD6F0> \xC8\xCF |0

<UD6F5> \xC8\xD0 |0

<UD6FC> \xC8\xD1 |0

<UD6FD> \xC8\xD2 |0

<UD700> \xC8\xD3 |0

<UD704> \xC8\xD4 |0

<UD711> \xC8\xD5 |0

<UD718> \xC8\xD6 |0

<UD719> \xC8\xD7 |0

<UD71C> \xC8\xD8 |0

<UD720> \xC8\xD9 |0

<UD728> \xC8\xDA |0

<UD729> \xC8\xDB |0

<UD72B> \xC8\xDC |0

<UD72D> \xC8\xDD |0

<UD734> \xC8\xDE |0

<UD735> \xC8\xDF |0

<UD738> \xC8\xE0 |0

<UD73C>

 \xC8\xE1 |0

<UD744> \xC8\xE2 |0

<UD747> \xC8\xE3 |0

<UD749> \xC8\xE4 |0

<UD750> \xC8\xE5 |0

<UD751> \xC8\xE6 |0

<UD754> \xC8\xE7 |0

<UD756> \xC8\xE8 |0

<UD757> \xC8\xE9 |0

<UD758> \xC8\xEA |0

<UD759> \xC8\xEB |0

<UD760> \xC8\xEC |0

<UD761> \xC8\xED |0

<UD763> \xC8\xEE |0

<UD765> \xC8\xEF |0

<UD769> \xC8\xF0 |0

<UD76C> \xC8\xF1 |0

<UD770> \xC8\xF2 |0
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<UD774> \xC8\xF3 |0

<UD77C> \xC8\xF4 |0

<UD77D> \xC8\xF5 |0

<UD781> \xC8\xF6 |0

<UD788> \xC8\xF7 |0

<UD789> \xC8\xF8 |0

<UD78C> \xC8\xF9 |0

<UD790> \xC8\xFA |0

<UD798> \xC8\xFB |0

<UD799> \xC8\xFC |0

<UD79B> \xC8\xFD |0

<UD79D> \xC8\xFE |0

<UE000> \xC9\xA1 |0

<UE001> \xC9\xA2 |0

<UE002> \xC9\xA3 |0

<UE003> \xC9\xA4 |0

<UE004> \xC9\xA5 |0

<UE005> \xC9\xA6 |0

<UE006> \xC9\xA7 |0

<UE007> \xC9\xA8 |0

<UE008> \xC9\xA9 |0

<UE009> \xC9\xAA |0

<UE00A> \xC9\xAB |0

<UE00B> \xC9\xAC |0

<UE00C> \xC9\xAD |0

<UE00D> \xC9\xAE |0

<UE00E> \xC9\xAF |0

<UE00F> \xC9\xB0 |0

<UE010> \xC9\xB1 |0

<UE011> \xC9\xB2 |0

<UE012> \xC9\xB3 |0

<UE013> \xC9\xB4 |0

<UE014>

 \xC9\xB5 |0

<UE015> \xC9\xB6 |0

<UE016> \xC9\xB7 |0

<UE017> \xC9\xB8 |0

<UE018> \xC9\xB9 |0

<UE019> \xC9\xBA |0

<UE01A> \xC9\xBB |0

<UE01B> \xC9\xBC |0

<UE01C> \xC9\xBD |0

<UE01D> \xC9\xBE |0

<UE01E> \xC9\xBF |0

<UE01F> \xC9\xC0 |0

<UE020> \xC9\xC1 |0

<UE021> \xC9\xC2 |0

<UE022> \xC9\xC3 |0
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<UE023> \xC9\xC4 |0

<UE024> \xC9\xC5 |0

<UE025> \xC9\xC6 |0

<UE026> \xC9\xC7 |0

<UE027> \xC9\xC8 |0

<UE028> \xC9\xC9 |0

<UE029> \xC9\xCA |0

<UE02A> \xC9\xCB |0

<UE02B> \xC9\xCC |0

<UE02C> \xC9\xCD |0

<UE02D> \xC9\xCE |0

<UE02E> \xC9\xCF |0

<UE02F> \xC9\xD0 |0

<UE030> \xC9\xD1 |0

<UE031> \xC9\xD2 |0

<UE032> \xC9\xD3 |0

<UE033> \xC9\xD4 |0

<UE034> \xC9\xD5 |0

<UE035> \xC9\xD6 |0

<UE036> \xC9\xD7 |0

<UE037> \xC9\xD8 |0

<UE038> \xC9\xD9 |0

<UE039> \xC9\xDA |0

<UE03A> \xC9\xDB |0

<UE03B> \xC9\xDC |0

<UE03C> \xC9\xDD |0

<UE03D> \xC9\xDE |0

<UE03E> \xC9\xDF |0

<UE03F> \xC9\xE0 |0

<UE040> \xC9\xE1 |0

<UE041> \xC9\xE2 |0

<UE042> \xC9\xE3 |0

<UE043> \xC9\xE4 |0

<UE044> \xC9\xE5 |0

<UE045> \xC9\xE6 |0

<UE046>

 \xC9\xE7 |0

<UE047> \xC9\xE8 |0

<UE048> \xC9\xE9 |0

<UE049> \xC9\xEA |0

<UE04A> \xC9\xEB |0

<UE04B> \xC9\xEC |0

<UE04C> \xC9\xED |0

<UE04D> \xC9\xEE |0

<UE04E> \xC9\xEF |0

<UE04F> \xC9\xF0 |0

<UE050> \xC9\xF1 |0

<UE051> \xC9\xF2 |0
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<UE052> \xC9\xF3 |0

<UE053> \xC9\xF4 |0

<UE054> \xC9\xF5 |0

<UE055> \xC9\xF6 |0

<UE056> \xC9\xF7 |0

<UE057> \xC9\xF8 |0

<UE058> \xC9\xF9 |0

<UE059> \xC9\xFA |0

<UE05A> \xC9\xFB |0

<UE05B> \xC9\xFC |0

<UE05C> \xC9\xFD |0

<UE05D> \xC9\xFE |0

<UE05E> \xFE\xA1 |0

<UE05F> \xFE\xA2 |0

<UE060> \xFE\xA3 |0

<UE061> \xFE\xA4 |0

<UE062> \xFE\xA5 |0

<UE063> \xFE\xA6 |0

<UE064> \xFE\xA7 |0

<UE065> \xFE\xA8 |0

<UE066> \xFE\xA9 |0

<UE067> \xFE\xAA |0

<UE068> \xFE\xAB |0

<UE069> \xFE\xAC |0

<UE06A> \xFE\xAD |0

<UE06B> \xFE\xAE |0

<UE06C> \xFE\xAF |0

<UE06D> \xFE\xB0 |0

<UE06E> \xFE\xB1 |0

<UE06F> \xFE\xB2 |0

<UE070> \xFE\xB3 |0

<UE071> \xFE\xB4 |0

<UE072> \xFE\xB5 |0

<UE073> \xFE\xB6 |0

<UE074> \xFE\xB7 |0

<UE075> \xFE\xB8 |0

<UE076> \xFE\xB9 |0

<UE077> \xFE\xBA |0

<UE078>

 \xFE\xBB |0

<UE079> \xFE\xBC |0

<UE07A> \xFE\xBD |0

<UE07B> \xFE\xBE |0

<UE07C> \xFE\xBF |0

<UE07D> \xFE\xC0 |0

<UE07E> \xFE\xC1 |0

<UE07F> \xFE\xC2 |0

<UE080> \xFE\xC3 |0
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<UE081> \xFE\xC4 |0

<UE082> \xFE\xC5 |0

<UE083> \xFE\xC6 |0

<UE084> \xFE\xC7 |0

<UE085> \xFE\xC8 |0

<UE086> \xFE\xC9 |0

<UE087> \xFE\xCA |0

<UE088> \xFE\xCB |0

<UE089> \xFE\xCC |0

<UE08A> \xFE\xCD |0

<UE08B> \xFE\xCE |0

<UE08C> \xFE\xCF |0

<UE08D> \xFE\xD0 |0

<UE08E> \xFE\xD1 |0

<UE08F> \xFE\xD2 |0

<UE090> \xFE\xD3 |0

<UE091> \xFE\xD4 |0

<UE092> \xFE\xD5 |0

<UE093> \xFE\xD6 |0

<UE094> \xFE\xD7 |0

<UE095> \xFE\xD8 |0

<UE096> \xFE\xD9 |0

<UE097> \xFE\xDA |0

<UE098> \xFE\xDB |0

<UE099> \xFE\xDC |0

<UE09A> \xFE\xDD |0

<UE09B> \xFE\xDE |0

<UE09C> \xFE\xDF |0

<UE09D> \xFE\xE0 |0

<UE09E> \xFE\xE1 |0

<UE09F> \xFE\xE2 |0

<UE0A0> \xFE\xE3 |0

<UE0A1> \xFE\xE4 |0

<UE0A2> \xFE\xE5 |0

<UE0A3> \xFE\xE6 |0

<UE0A4> \xFE\xE7 |0

<UE0A5> \xFE\xE8 |0

<UE0A6> \xFE\xE9 |0

<UE0A7> \xFE\xEA |0

<UE0A8> \xFE\xEB |0

<UE0A9> \xFE\xEC |0

<UE0AA>

 \xFE\xED |0

<UE0AB> \xFE\xEE |0

<UE0AC> \xFE\xEF |0

<UE0AD> \xFE\xF0 |0

<UE0AE> \xFE\xF1 |0

<UE0AF> \xFE\xF2 |0
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<UE0B0> \xFE\xF3 |0

<UE0B1> \xFE\xF4 |0

<UE0B2> \xFE\xF5 |0

<UE0B3> \xFE\xF6 |0

<UE0B4> \xFE\xF7 |0

<UE0B5> \xFE\xF8 |0

<UE0B6> \xFE\xF9 |0

<UE0B7> \xFE\xFA |0

<UE0B8> \xFE\xFB |0

<UE0B9> \xFE\xFC |0

<UE0BA> \xFE\xFD |0

<UE0BB> \xFE\xFE |0

<UF900> \xCB\xD0 |0

<UF901> \xCB\xD6 |0

<UF902> \xCB\xE7 |0

<UF903> \xCD\xCF |0

<UF904> \xCD\xE8 |0

<UF905> \xCE\xAD |0

<UF906> \xCF\xFB |0

<UF907> \xD0\xA2 |0

<UF908> \xD0\xB8 |0

<UF909> \xD0\xD0 |0

<UF90A> \xD0\xDD |0

<UF90B> \xD1\xD4 |0

<UF90C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<UF90D> \xD1\xD8 |0

<UF90E> \xD1\xDB |0

<UF90F> \xD1\xDC |0

<UF910> \xD1\xDD |0

<UF911> \xD1\xDE |0

<UF912> \xD1\xDF |0

<UF913> \xD1\xE0 |0

<UF914> \xD1\xE2 |0

<UF915> \xD1\xE3 |0

<UF916> \xD1\xE4 |0

<UF917> \xD1\xE5 |0

<UF918> \xD1\xE6 |0

<UF919> \xD1\xE8 |0

<UF91A> \xD1\xE9 |0

<UF91B> \xD1\xEA |0

<UF91C> \xD1\xEB |0

<UF91D> \xD1\xED |0

<UF91E> \xD1\xEF |0

<UF91F> \xD1\xF0 |0

<UF920>

 \xD1\xF2 |0

<UF921> \xD1\xF6 |0

<UF922> \xD1\xFA |0
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<UF923> \xD1\xFC |0

<UF924> \xD1\xFD |0

<UF925> \xD1\xFE |0

<UF926> \xD2\xA2 |0

<UF927> \xD2\xA3 |0

<UF928> \xD2\xA7 |0

<UF929> \xD2\xA8 |0

<UF92A> \xD2\xA9 |0

<UF92B> \xD2\xAA |0

<UF92C> \xD2\xAB |0

<UF92D> \xD2\xAD |0

<UF92E> \xD2\xB2 |0

<UF92F> \xD2\xBE |0

<UF930> \xD2\xC2 |0

<UF931> \xD2\xC3 |0

<UF932> \xD2\xC4 |0

<UF933> \xD2\xC6 |0

<UF934> \xD2\xC7 |0

<UF935> \xD2\xC8 |0

<UF936> \xD2\xC9 |0

<UF937> \xD2\xCA |0

<UF938> \xD2\xCB |0

<UF939> \xD2\xCD |0

<UF93A> \xD2\xCE |0

<UF93B> \xD2\xCF |0

<UF93C> \xD2\xD0 |0

<UF93D> \xD2\xD1 |0

<UF93E> \xD2\xD2 |0

<UF93F> \xD2\xD3 |0

<UF940> \xD2\xD4 |0

<UF941> \xD2\xD5 |0

<UF942> \xD2\xD6 |0

<UF943> \xD2\xD7 |0

<UF944> \xD2\xD9 |0

<UF945> \xD2\xDA |0

<UF946> \xD2\xDE |0

<UF947> \xD2\xDF |0

<UF948> \xD2\xE1 |0

<UF949> \xD2\xE2 |0

<UF94A> \xD2\xE4 |0

<UF94B> \xD2\xE5 |0

<UF94C> \xD2\xE6 |0

<UF94D> \xD2\xE7 |0

<UF94E> \xD2\xE8 |0

<UF94F> \xD2\xE9 |0

<UF950> \xD2\xEA |0

<UF951> \xD2\xEB |0

<UF952>
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 \xD2\xF0 |0

<UF953> \xD2\xF1 |0

<UF954> \xD2\xF2 |0

<UF955> \xD2\xF3 |0

<UF956> \xD2\xF4 |0

<UF957> \xD2\xF5 |0

<UF958> \xD2\xF7 |0

<UF959> \xD2\xF8 |0

<UF95A> \xD4\xE6 |0

<UF95B> \xD4\xFC |0

<UF95C> \xD5\xA5 |0

<UF95D> \xD5\xAB |0

<UF95E> \xD5\xAE |0

<UF95F> \xD6\xB8 |0

<UF960> \xD6\xCD |0

<UF961> \xD7\xCB |0

<UF962> \xD7\xE4 |0

<UF963> \xDB\xC5 |0

<UF964> \xDB\xE4 |0

<UF965> \xDC\xA5 |0

<UF966> \xDD\xA5 |0

<UF967> \xDD\xD5 |0

<UF968> \xDD\xF4 |0

<UF969> \xDE\xFC |0

<UF96A> \xDE\xFE |0

<UF96B> \xDF\xB3 |0

<UF96C> \xDF\xE1 |0

<UF96D> \xDF\xE8 |0

<UF96E> \xE0\xF1 |0

<UF96F> \xE1\xAD |0

<UF970> \xE1\xED |0

<UF971> \xE3\xF5 |0

<UF972> \xE4\xA1 |0

<UF973> \xE4\xA9 |0

<UF974> \xE5\xAE |0

<UF975> \xE5\xB1 |0

<UF976> \xE5\xB2 |0

<UF977> \xE5\xB9 |0

<UF978> \xE5\xBB |0

<UF979> \xE5\xBC |0

<UF97A> \xE5\xC4 |0

<UF97B> \xE5\xCE |0

<UF97C> \xE5\xD0 |0

<UF97D> \xE5\xD2 |0

<UF97E> \xE5\xD6 |0

<UF97F> \xE5\xFA |0

<UF980> \xE5\xFB |0

<UF981> \xE5\xFC |0
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<UF982> \xE5\xFE |0

<UF983> \xE6\xA1 |0

<UF984>

 \xE6\xA4 |0

<UF985> \xE6\xA7 |0

<UF986> \xE6\xAD |0

<UF987> \xE6\xAF |0

<UF988> \xE6\xB0 |0

<UF989> \xE6\xB1 |0

<UF98A> \xE6\xB3 |0

<UF98B> \xE6\xB7 |0

<UF98C> \xE6\xB8 |0

<UF98D> \xE6\xBC |0

<UF98E> \xE6\xC4 |0

<UF98F> \xE6\xC6 |0

<UF990> \xE6\xC7 |0

<UF991> \xE6\xCA |0

<UF992> \xE6\xD2 |0

<UF993> \xE6\xD6 |0

<UF994> \xE6\xD9 |0

<UF995> \xE6\xDC |0

<UF996> \xE6\xDF |0

<UF997> \xE6\xE1 |0

<UF998> \xE6\xE4 |0

<UF999> \xE6\xE5 |0

<UF99A> \xE6\xE6 |0

<UF99B> \xE6\xE8 |0

<UF99C> \xE6\xEA |0

<UF99D> \xE6\xEB |0

<UF99E> \xE6\xEC |0

<UF99F> \xE6\xEF |0

<UF9A0> \xE6\xF1 |0

<UF9A1> \xE6\xF2 |0

<UF9A2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<UF9A3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<UF9A4> \xE6\xF7 |0

<UF9A5> \xE6\xF9 |0

<UF9A6> \xE7\xA1 |0

<UF9A7> \xE7\xA6 |0

<UF9A8> \xE7\xA9 |0

<UF9A9> \xE7\xAA |0

<UF9AA> \xE7\xAC |0

<UF9AB> \xE7\xAD |0

<UF9AC> \xE7\xB0 |0

<UF9AD> \xE7\xBF |0

<UF9AE> \xE7\xC1 |0

<UF9AF> \xE7\xC6 |0

<UF9B0> \xE7\xC7 |0
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<UF9B1> \xE7\xCB |0

<UF9B2> \xE7\xCD |0

<UF9B3> \xE7\xCF |0

<UF9B4> \xE7\xD0 |0

<UF9B5> \xE7\xD3 |0

<UF9B6>

 \xE7\xDF |0

<UF9B7> \xE7\xE4 |0

<UF9B8> \xE7\xE6 |0

<UF9B9> \xE7\xF7 |0

<UF9BA> \xE8\xE7 |0

<UF9BB> \xE8\xE8 |0

<UF9BC> \xE8\xF0 |0

<UF9BD> \xE8\xF1 |0

<UF9BE> \xE8\xF7 |0

<UF9BF> \xE8\xF9 |0

<UF9C0> \xE8\xFB |0

<UF9C1> \xE8\xFE |0

<UF9C2> \xE9\xA7 |0

<UF9C3> \xE9\xAC |0

<UF9C4> \xE9\xCC |0

<UF9C5> \xE9\xF7 |0

<UF9C6> \xEA\xC1 |0

<UF9C7> \xEA\xE5 |0

<UF9C8> \xEA\xF4 |0

<UF9C9> \xEA\xF7 |0

<UF9CA> \xEA\xFC |0

<UF9CB> \xEA\xFE |0

<UF9CC> \xEB\xA4 |0

<UF9CD> \xEB\xA7 |0

<UF9CE> \xEB\xA9 |0

<UF9CF> \xEB\xAA |0

<UF9D0> \xEB\xBA |0

<UF9D1> \xEB\xBB |0

<UF9D2> \xEB\xBD |0

<UF9D3> \xEB\xC1 |0

<UF9D4> \xEB\xC2 |0

<UF9D5> \xEB\xC6 |0

<UF9D6> \xEB\xC7 |0

<UF9D7> \xEB\xCC |0

<UF9D8> \xEB\xCF |0

<UF9D9> \xEB\xD0 |0

<UF9DA> \xEB\xD1 |0

<UF9DB> \xEB\xD2 |0

<UF9DC> \xEB\xD8 |0

<UF9DD> \xEC\xA6 |0

<UF9DE> \xEC\xA7 |0

<UF9DF> \xEC\xAA |0
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<UF9E0> \xEC\xAF |0

<UF9E1> \xEC\xB0 |0

<UF9E2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<UF9E3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<UF9E4> \xEC\xB5 |0

<UF9E5> \xEC\xB8 |0

<UF9E6> \xEC\xBA |0

<UF9E7> \xEC\xC0 |0

<UF9E8>

 \xEC\xC1 |0

<UF9E9> \xEC\xC5 |0

<UF9EA> \xEC\xC6 |0

<UF9EB> \xEC\xC9 |0

<UF9EC> \xEC\xCA |0

<UF9ED> \xEC\xD5 |0

<UF9EE> \xEC\xDD |0

<UF9EF> \xEC\xDE |0

<UF9F0> \xEC\xE1 |0

<UF9F1> \xEC\xE4 |0

<UF9F2> \xEC\xE7 |0

<UF9F3> \xEC\xE8 |0

<UF9F4> \xEC\xF7 |0

<UF9F5> \xEC\xF8 |0

<UF9F6> \xEC\xFA |0

<UF9F7> \xED\xA1 |0

<UF9F8> \xED\xA2 |0

<UF9F9> \xED\xA3 |0

<UF9FA> \xED\xEE |0

<UF9FB> \xEE\xDB |0

<UF9FC> \xF2\xBD |0

<UF9FD> \xF2\xFA |0

<UF9FE> \xF3\xB1 |0

<UF9FF> \xF4\xA7 |0

<UFA00> \xF4\xEE |0

<UFA01> \xF6\xF4 |0

<UFA02> \xF6\xF6 |0

<UFA03> \xF7\xB8 |0

<UFA04> \xF7\xC8 |0

<UFA05> \xF7\xD3 |0

<UFA06> \xF8\xDB |0

<UFA07> \xF8\xF0 |0

<UFA08> \xFA\xA1 |0

<UFA09> \xFA\xA2 |0

<UFA0A> \xFA\xE6 |0

<UFA0B> \xFC\xA9 |0

<UFF01> \xA3\xA1 |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF03> \xA3\xA3 |0
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<UFF04> \xA3\xA4 |0

<UFF05> \xA3\xA5 |0

<UFF06> \xA3\xA6 |0

<UFF07> \xA3\xA7 |0

<UFF08> \xA3\xA8 |0

<UFF09> \xA3\xA9 |0

<UFF0A> \xA3\xAA |0

<UFF0B> \xA3\xAB |0

<UFF0C> \xA3\xAC |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF0E> \xA3\xAE |0

<UFF0F>

 \xA3\xAF |0

<UFF10> \xA3\xB0 |0

<UFF11> \xA3\xB1 |0

<UFF12> \xA3\xB2 |0

<UFF13> \xA3\xB3 |0

<UFF14> \xA3\xB4 |0

<UFF15> \xA3\xB5 |0

<UFF16> \xA3\xB6 |0

<UFF17> \xA3\xB7 |0

<UFF18> \xA3\xB8 |0

<UFF19> \xA3\xB9 |0

<UFF1A> \xA3\xBA |0

<UFF1B> \xA3\xBB |0

<UFF1C> \xA3\xBC |0

<UFF1D> \xA3\xBD |0

<UFF1E> \xA3\xBE |0

<UFF1F> \xA3\xBF |0

<UFF20> \xA3\xC0 |0

<UFF21> \xA3\xC1 |0

<UFF22> \xA3\xC2 |0

<UFF23> \xA3\xC3 |0

<UFF24> \xA3\xC4 |0

<UFF25> \xA3\xC5 |0

<UFF26> \xA3\xC6 |0

<UFF27> \xA3\xC7 |0

<UFF28> \xA3\xC8 |0

<UFF29> \xA3\xC9 |0

<UFF2A> \xA3\xCA |0

<UFF2B> \xA3\xCB |0

<UFF2C> \xA3\xCC |0

<UFF2D> \xA3\xCD |0

<UFF2E> \xA3\xCE |0

<UFF2F> \xA3\xCF |0

<UFF30> \xA3\xD0 |0

<UFF31> \xA3\xD1 |0

<UFF32> \xA3\xD2 |0
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<UFF33> \xA3\xD3 |0

<UFF34> \xA3\xD4 |0

<UFF35> \xA3\xD5 |0

<UFF36> \xA3\xD6 |0

<UFF37> \xA3\xD7 |0

<UFF38> \xA3\xD8 |0

<UFF39> \xA3\xD9 |0

<UFF3A> \xA3\xDA |0

<UFF3B> \xA3\xDB |0

<UFF3C> \xA1\xAC |0

<UFF3D> \xA3\xDD |0

<UFF3E> \xA3\xDE |0

<UFF3F> \xA3\xDF |0

<UFF40> \xA3\xE0 |0

<UFF41>

 \xA3\xE1 |0

<UFF42> \xA3\xE2 |0

<UFF43> \xA3\xE3 |0

<UFF44> \xA3\xE4 |0

<UFF45> \xA3\xE5 |0

<UFF46> \xA3\xE6 |0

<UFF47> \xA3\xE7 |0

<UFF48> \xA3\xE8 |0

<UFF49> \xA3\xE9 |0

<UFF4A> \xA3\xEA |0

<UFF4B> \xA3\xEB |0

<UFF4C> \xA3\xEC |0

<UFF4D> \xA3\xED |0

<UFF4E> \xA3\xEE |0

<UFF4F> \xA3\xEF |0

<UFF50> \xA3\xF0 |0

<UFF51> \xA3\xF1 |0

<UFF52> \xA3\xF2 |0

<UFF53> \xA3\xF3 |0

<UFF54> \xA3\xF4 |0

<UFF55> \xA3\xF5 |0

<UFF56> \xA3\xF6 |0

<UFF57> \xA3\xF7 |0

<UFF58> \xA3\xF8 |0

<UFF59> \xA3\xF9 |0

<UFF5A> \xA3\xFA |0

<UFF5B> \xA3\xFB |0

<UFF5C> \xA3\xFC |0

<UFF5D> \xA3\xFD |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xCB |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xCC |0

<UFFE2> \xA1\xFE |0

<UFFE3> \xA3\xFE |0
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<UFFE5> \xA1\xCD |0

<UFFE6> \xA3\xDC |0

END CHARMAP

 

CHARMAP

<U008E> \x1A |2

<U008F> \x1A |2

<U00A0> \x1A |2

<U00A2> \x1A |2

<U00A3> \x1A |2

<U00A5> \x1A |2

<U00A6> \x1A |2

<U00A9> \x1A |2

<U00AB> \x1A |2

<U00AC> \x1A |2

<U00AD> \xA1\xA9 |0

<U00AE> \x1A |2

<U00AF> \x1A |2

<U00B5> \x1A |2

<U00B7> \xA1\xA4 |0

<U00BB> \x1A |2

<U00C0> \x1A |2

<U00C1>

 \x1A |2

<U00C2> \x1A |2

<U00C3> \x1A |2

<U00C4> \x1A |2

<U00C5> \x1A |2

<U00C7> \x1A |2

<U00C8> \x1A |2

<U00C9> \x1A |2

<U00CA> \x1A |2

<U00CB> \x1A |2

<U00CC> \x1A |2

<U00CD> \x1A |2

<U00CE> \x1A |2

<U00CF> \x1A |2

<U00D1> \x1A |2

<U00D2> \x1A |2

<U00D3> \x1A |2

<U00D4> \x1A |2

<U00D5> \x1A |2

<U00D6> \x1A |2

<U00D9> \x1A |2

<U00DA> \x1A |2

<U00DB> \x1A |2

<U00DC> \x1A |2

<U00DD> \x1A |2
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<U00E0> \x1A |2

<U00E1> \x1A |2

<U00E2> \x1A |2

<U00E3> \x1A |2

<U00E4> \x1A |2

<U00E5> \x1A |2

<U00E7> \x1A |2

<U00E8> \x1A |2

<U00E9> \x1A |2

<U00EA> \x1A |2

<U00EB> \x1A |2

<U00EC> \x1A |2

<U00ED> \x1A |2

<U00EE> \x1A |2

<U00EF> \x1A |2

<U00F1> \x1A |2

<U00F2> \x1A |2

<U00F3> \x1A |2

<U00F4> \x1A |2

<U00F5> \x1A |2

<U00F6> \x1A |2

<U00F9> \x1A |2

<U00FA> \x1A |2

<U00FB> \x1A |2

<U00FC> \x1A |2

<U00FD> \x1A |2

<U00FF> \x1A |2

<U02DC> \xA2\xA6 |1

<U2010> \xA1\xA9 |1

<U2014> \xA1\xAA |1

<U2015> \xA1\xAA |0

<U203E> \x1A |2

<U223C> \xA1\xAD |0

<U2299> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U25C9> \xA2\xC1 |1

<U301C> \xA1\xAD

 |1

<U30FB> \xA1\xA4 |1

<UFF5E> \xA2\xA6 |0

<UFFA0> \x1A |2

<UFFA1> \x1A |2

<UFFA2> \x1A |2

<UFFA3> \x1A |2

<UFFA4> \x1A |2

<UFFA5> \x1A |2

<UFFA6> \x1A |2

<UFFA7> \x1A |2

<UFFA8> \x1A |2
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<UFFA9> \x1A |2

<UFFAA> \x1A |2

<UFFAB> \x1A |2

<UFFAC> \x1A |2

<UFFAD> \x1A |2

<UFFAE> \x1A |2

<UFFAF> \x1A |2

<UFFB0> \x1A |2

<UFFB1> \x1A |2

<UFFB2> \x1A |2

<UFFB3> \x1A |2

<UFFB4> \x1A |2

<UFFB5> \x1A |2

<UFFB6> \x1A |2

<UFFB7> \x1A |2

<UFFB8> \x1A |2

<UFFB9> \x1A |2

<UFFBA> \x1A |2

<UFFBB> \x1A |2

<UFFBC> \x1A |2

<UFFBD> \x1A |2

<UFFBE> \x1A |2

<UFFC2> \x1A |2

<UFFC3> \x1A |2

<UFFC4> \x1A |2

<UFFC5> \x1A |2

<UFFC6> \x1A |2

<UFFC7> \x1A |2

<UFFCA> \x1A |2

<UFFCB> \x1A |2

<UFFCC> \x1A |2

<UFFCD> \x1A |2

<UFFCE> \x1A |2

<UFFCF> \x1A |2

<UFFD2> \x1A |2

<UFFD3> \x1A |2

<UFFD4> \x1A |2

<UFFD5> \x1A |2

<UFFD6> \x1A |2

<UFFD7> \x1A |2

<UFFDA> \x1A |2

<UFFDB> \x1A |2

<UFFDC> \x1A |2

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-970_P110_P110-

2006_U2.ucm
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# *******************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# *******************************************************************************

#

# File created by JDKConverter2UCM.java

#

<code_set_name>               icu-internal-compound-d1

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  2

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<subchar>                     \x3f

<uconv_class>                 "MBCS"

 

<icu:state>                   3f, a1-f7:1

<icu:state>                   80-fe

 

CHARMAP

<U003F> \x3F |2

<U2160> \xA2\xF1 |0

<U2161> \xA2\xF2 |0

<U2162> \xA2\xF3 |0

<U2163> \xA2\xF4 |0

<U2164> \xA2\xF5 |0

<U2165> \xA2\xF6 |0

<U2166> \xA2\xF7 |0

<U2167> \xA2\xF8

 |0

<U2168> \xA2\xF9 |0

<U2169> \xA2\xFA |0

<U216A> \xA2\xFB |0

<U216B> \xA2\xFC |0

<U220F> \xA1\xC7 |0

<U2211> \xA1\xC6 |0

<U2225> \xA1\xCE |0

<U222E> \xA1\xD3 |0

<U2236> \xA1\xC3 |0

<U2237> \xA1\xCB |0

<U2248> \xA1\xD6 |0

<U224C> \xA1\xD5 |0

<U2264> \xA1\xDC |0

<U2265> \xA1\xDD |0
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<U226E> \xA1\xDA |0

<U226F> \xA1\xDB |0

<U2299> \xA1\xD1 |0

<U2460> \xA2\xD9 |0

<U2461> \xA2\xDA |0

<U2462> \xA2\xDB |0

<U2463> \xA2\xDC |0

<U2464> \xA2\xDD |0

<U2465> \xA2\xDE |0

<U2466> \xA2\xDF |0

<U2467> \xA2\xE0 |0

<U2468> \xA2\xE1 |0

<U2469> \xA2\xE2 |0

<U2474> \xA2\xC5 |0

<U2475> \xA2\xC6 |0

<U2476> \xA2\xC7 |0

<U2477> \xA2\xC8 |0

<U2478> \xA2\xC9 |0

<U2479> \xA2\xCA |0

<U247A> \xA2\xCB |0

<U247B> \xA2\xCC |0

<U247C> \xA2\xCD |0

<U247D> \xA2\xCE |0

<U247E> \xA2\xCF |0

<U247F> \xA2\xD0 |0

<U2480> \xA2\xD1 |0

<U2481> \xA2\xD2 |0

<U2482> \xA2\xD3 |0

<U2483> \xA2\xD4 |0

<U2484> \xA2\xD5 |0

<U2485> \xA2\xD6 |0

<U2486> \xA2\xD7 |0

<U2487> \xA2\xD8 |0

<U2488> \xA2\xB1 |0

<U2489> \xA2\xB2 |0

<U248A> \xA2\xB3

 |0

<U248B> \xA2\xB4 |0

<U248C> \xA2\xB5 |0

<U248D> \xA2\xB6 |0

<U248E> \xA2\xB7 |0

<U248F> \xA2\xB8 |0

<U2490> \xA2\xB9 |0

<U2491> \xA2\xBA |0

<U2492> \xA2\xBB |0

<U2493> \xA2\xBC |0

<U2494> \xA2\xBD |0

<U2495> \xA2\xBE |0
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<U2496> \xA2\xBF |0

<U2497> \xA2\xC0 |0

<U2498> \xA2\xC1 |0

<U2499> \xA2\xC2 |0

<U249A> \xA2\xC3 |0

<U249B> \xA2\xC4 |0

<U2504> \xA9\xA8 |0

<U2505> \xA9\xA9 |0

<U2506> \xA9\xAA |0

<U2507> \xA9\xAB |0

<U2508> \xA9\xAC |0

<U2509> \xA9\xAD |0

<U250A> \xA9\xAE |0

<U250B> \xA9\xAF |0

<U250D> \xA9\xB1 |0

<U250E> \xA9\xB2 |0

<U2511> \xA9\xB5 |0

<U2512> \xA9\xB6 |0

<U2515> \xA9\xB9 |0

<U2516> \xA9\xBA |0

<U2519> \xA9\xBD |0

<U251A> \xA9\xBE |0

<U251E> \xA9\xC2 |0

<U251F> \xA9\xC3 |0

<U2521> \xA9\xC5 |0

<U2522> \xA9\xC6 |0

<U2526> \xA9\xCA |0

<U2527> \xA9\xCB |0

<U2529> \xA9\xCD |0

<U252A> \xA9\xCE |0

<U252D> \xA9\xD1 |0

<U252E> \xA9\xD2 |0

<U2531> \xA9\xD5 |0

<U2532> \xA9\xD6 |0

<U2535> \xA9\xD9 |0

<U2536> \xA9\xDA |0

<U2539> \xA9\xDD |0

<U253A> \xA9\xDE |0

<U253D> \xA9\xE1

 |0

<U253E> \xA9\xE2 |0

<U2540> \xA9\xE4 |0

<U2541> \xA9\xE5 |0

<U2543> \xA9\xE7 |0

<U2544> \xA9\xE8 |0

<U2545> \xA9\xE9 |0

<U2546> \xA9\xEA |0

<U2547> \xA9\xEB |0
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<U2548> \xA9\xEC |0

<U2549> \xA9\xED |0

<U254A> \xA9\xEE |0

<U3016> \xA1\xBC |0

<U3017> \xA1\xBD |0

<U3105> \xA8\xC5 |0

<U3106> \xA8\xC6 |0

<U3107> \xA8\xC7 |0

<U3108> \xA8\xC8 |0

<U3109> \xA8\xC9 |0

<U310A> \xA8\xCA |0

<U310B> \xA8\xCB |0

<U310C> \xA8\xCC |0

<U310D> \xA8\xCD |0

<U310E> \xA8\xCE |0

<U310F> \xA8\xCF |0

<U3110> \xA8\xD0 |0

<U3111> \xA8\xD1 |0

<U3112> \xA8\xD2 |0

<U3113> \xA8\xD3 |0

<U3114> \xA8\xD4 |0

<U3115> \xA8\xD5 |0

<U3116> \xA8\xD6 |0

<U3117> \xA8\xD7 |0

<U3118> \xA8\xD8 |0

<U3119> \xA8\xD9 |0

<U311A> \xA8\xDA |0

<U311B> \xA8\xDB |0

<U311C> \xA8\xDC |0

<U311D> \xA8\xDD |0

<U311E> \xA8\xDE |0

<U311F> \xA8\xDF |0

<U3120> \xA8\xE0 |0

<U3121> \xA8\xE1 |0

<U3122> \xA8\xE2 |0

<U3123> \xA8\xE3 |0

<U3124> \xA8\xE4 |0

<U3125> \xA8\xE5 |0

<U3126> \xA8\xE6 |0

<U3127> \xA8\xE7 |0

<U3128> \xA8\xE8 |0

<U3129> \xA8\xE9

 |0

<U3220> \xA2\xE5 |0

<U3221> \xA2\xE6 |0

<U3222> \xA2\xE7 |0

<U3223> \xA2\xE8 |0

<U3224> \xA2\xE9 |0
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<U3225> \xA2\xEA |0

<U3226> \xA2\xEB |0

<U3227> \xA2\xEC |0

<U3228> \xA2\xED |0

<U3229> \xA2\xEE |0

<U4E0C> \xD8\xA2 |0

<U4E13> \xD7\xA8 |0

<U4E1A> \xD2\xB5 |0

<U4E1B> \xB4\xD4 |0

<U4E1C> \xB6\xAB |0

<U4E1D> \xCB\xBF |0

<U4E22> \xB6\xAA |0

<U4E24> \xC1\xBD |0

<U4E25> \xD1\xCF |0

<U4E27> \xC9\xA5 |0

<U4E28> \xD8\xAD |0

<U4E2B> \xD1\xBE |0

<U4E2C> \xE3\xDC |0

<U4E30> \xB7\xE1 |0

<U4E34> \xC1\xD9 |0

<U4E3A> \xCE\xAA |0

<U4E3D> \xC0\xF6 |0

<U4E3E> \xBE\xD9 |0

<U4E47> \xD8\xB1 |0

<U4E48> \xC3\xB4 |0

<U4E49> \xD2\xE5 |0

<U4E4C> \xCE\xDA |0

<U4E50> \xC0\xD6 |0

<U4E52> \xC6\xB9 |0

<U4E53> \xC5\xD2 |0

<U4E54> \xC7\xC7 |0

<U4E5C> \xD8\xBF |0

<U4E60> \xCF\xB0 |0

<U4E61> \xCF\xE7 |0

<U4E66> \xCA\xE9 |0

<U4E69> \xD8\xC0 |0

<U4E70> \xC2\xF2 |0

<U4E8D> \xD8\xA1 |0

<U4E8F> \xBF\xF7 |0

<U4E93> \xD8\xC1 |0

<U4E9A> \xD1\xC7 |0

<U4EA7> \xB2\xFA |0

<U4EA9> \xC4\xB6 |0

<U4EB2> \xC7\xD7 |0

<U4EB5> \xD9\xF4

 |0

<U4EBB> \xD8\xE9 |0

<U4EBF> \xD2\xDA |0
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<U4EC3> \xD8\xEA |0

<U4EC5> \xBD\xF6 |0

<U4EC9> \xD8\xEB |0

<U4ED1> \xC2\xD8 |0

<U4ED3> \xB2\xD6 |0

<U4EE1> \xD8\xEE |0

<U4EE8> \xD8\xED |0

<U4EEA> \xD2\xC7 |0

<U4EEB> \xD8\xEF |0

<U4EEC> \xC3\xC7 |0

<U4EF3> \xD8\xF2 |0

<U4EF5> \xD8\xF5 |0

<U4EFD> \xB7\xDD |0

<U4EFF> \xB7\xC2 |0

<U4F17> \xD6\xDA |0

<U4F18> \xD3\xC5 |0

<U4F19> \xBB\xEF |0

<U4F1B> \xD8\xF1 |0

<U4F1E> \xC9\xA1 |0

<U4F1F> \xCE\xB0 |0

<U4F20> \xB4\xAB |0

<U4F22> \xD8\xF3 |0

<U4F24> \xC9\xCB |0

<U4F25> \xD8\xF6 |0

<U4F26> \xC2\xD7 |0

<U4F27> \xD8\xF7 |0

<U4F2A> \xCE\xB1 |0

<U4F2B> \xD8\xF9 |0

<U4F32> \xD9\xA3 |0

<U4F58> \xD9\xDC |0

<U4F5F> \xD9\xA1 |0

<U4F60> \xC4\xE3 |0

<U4F63> \xD3\xB6 |0

<U4F64> \xD8\xF4 |0

<U4F65> \xD9\xDD |0

<U4F67> \xD8\xFB |0

<U4F6C> \xC0\xD0 |0

<U4F74> \xD9\xA6 |0

<U4F7E> \xD9\xAB |0

<U4F84> \xD6\xB6 |0

<U4F89> \xD9\xA8 |0

<U4F94> \xD9\xB0 |0

<U4F97> \xB6\xB1 |0

<U4FA3> \xC2\xC2 |0

<U4FA5> \xBD\xC4 |0

<U4FA6> \xD5\xEC |0

<U4FA7> \xB2\xE0 |0

<U4FA8> \xC7\xC8
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 |0

<U4FA9> \xBF\xEB |0

<U4FAA> \xD9\xAD |0

<U4FAC> \xD9\xAF |0

<U4FC5> \xD9\xB4 |0

<U4FCF> \xC7\xCE |0

<U4FDC> \xD9\xB7 |0

<U4FDE> \xD3\xE1 |0

<U4FE6> \xD9\xB1 |0

<U4FE8> \xD9\xB2 |0

<U4FE9> \xC1\xA9 |0

<U4FEA> \xD9\xB3 |0

<U4FED> \xBC\xF3 |0

<U4FF1> \xBE\xE3 |0

<U500C> \xD9\xC4 |0

<U5018> \xCC\xC8 |0

<U501C> \xD9\xC3 |0

<U502E> \xD9\xC0 |0

<U503A> \xD5\xAE |0

<U503C> \xD6\xB5 |0

<U503E> \xC7\xE3 |0

<U504C> \xD9\xBC |0

<U504E> \xD9\xCB |0

<U5077> \xCD\xB5 |0

<U507B> \xD9\xCD |0

<U507E> \xD9\xC7 |0

<U507F> \xB3\xA5 |0

<U5088> \xC0\xFC |0

<U50A3> \xB4\xF6 |0

<U50A5> \xD9\xCE |0

<U50A7> \xD9\xCF |0

<U50A8> \xB4\xA2 |0

<U50A9> \xD9\xD0 |0

<U50BA> \xD9\xD1 |0

<U50BB> \xC9\xB5 |0

<U50E6> \xD9\xD6 |0

<U50EC> \xD9\xD5 |0

<U50F3> \xCB\xDB |0

<U5106> \xD9\xD3 |0

<U5107> \xD9\xD8 |0

<U510B> \xD9\xD9 |0

<U5151> \xB6\xD2 |0

<U5155> \xD9\xEE |0

<U5156> \xD9\xF0 |0

<U5170> \xC0\xBC |0

<U5173> \xB9\xD8 |0

<U5174> \xD0\xCB |0

<U5179> \xD7\xC8 |0
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<U517B> \xD1\xF8 |0

<U517D> \xCA\xDE |0

<U5181> \xD9\xE6

 |0

<U5188> \xB8\xD4 |0

<U519B> \xBE\xFC |0

<U519C> \xC5\xA9 |0

<U51AF> \xB7\xEB |0

<U51BB> \xB6\xB3 |0

<U51BC> \xD9\xFE |0

<U51C0> \xBE\xBB |0

<U51C7> \xDA\xA1 |0

<U51CF> \xBC\xF5 |0

<U51D1> \xB4\xD5 |0

<U51E4> \xB7\xEF |0

<U51EB> \xD9\xEC |0

<U51EF> \xBF\xAD |0

<U51F3> \xB5\xCA |0

<U51FB> \xBB\xF7 |0

<U51FC> \xDB\xCA |0

<U51FF> \xD4\xE4 |0

<U5201> \xB5\xF3 |0

<U5202> \xD8\xD6 |0

<U520D> \xDB\xBB |0

<U5212> \xBB\xAE |0

<U5216> \xEB\xBE |0

<U5218> \xC1\xF5 |0

<U5219> \xD4\xF2 |0

<U521A> \xB8\xD5 |0

<U521B> \xB4\xB4 |0

<U5220> \xC9\xBE |0

<U5228> \xC5\xD9 |0

<U522B> \xB1\xF0 |0

<U522D> \xD8\xD9 |0

<U523D> \xB9\xF4 |0

<U523F> \xD8\xDB |0

<U5240> \xD8\xDC |0

<U5241> \xB6\xE7 |0

<U5242> \xBC\xC1 |0

<U5250> \xB9\xD0 |0

<U5251> \xBD\xA3 |0

<U525C> \xD8\xE0 |0

<U5261> \xD8\xDF |0

<U5267> \xBE\xE7 |0

<U5281> \xD8\xE4 |0

<U5282> \xD8\xE3 |0

<U5290> \xD8\xE5 |0

<U5293> \xD8\xE6 |0
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<U529D> \xC8\xB0 |0

<U529E> \xB0\xEC |0

<U52A1> \xCE\xF1 |0

<U52A2> \xDB\xBD |0

<U52A8> \xB6\xAF |0

<U52B2> \xBE\xA2

 |0

<U52B3> \xC0\xCD |0

<U52BF> \xCA\xC6 |0

<U52CB> \xD1\xAB |0

<U52D0> \xDB\xC2 |0

<U52D6> \xDB\xC3 |0

<U52F0> \xDB\xC4 |0

<U5300> \xD4\xC8 |0

<U5326> \xD8\xD0 |0

<U532E> \xD8\xD1 |0

<U533E> \xD8\xD2 |0

<U534E> \xBB\xAA |0

<U534F> \xD0\xAD |0

<U5355> \xB5\xA5 |0

<U5356> \xC2\xF4 |0

<U535F> \xDF\xB2 |0

<U5361> \xBF\xA8 |0

<U5362> \xC2\xAC |0

<U5363> \xD8\xD5 |0

<U5364> \xC2\xB1 |0

<U5367> \xCE\xD4 |0

<U536B> \xCE\xC0 |0

<U537A> \xDA\xE1 |0

<U5385> \xCC\xFC |0

<U5386> \xC0\xFA |0

<U5389> \xC0\xF7 |0

<U538B> \xD1\xB9 |0

<U538C> \xD1\xE1 |0

<U538D> \xD8\xC7 |0

<U5395> \xB2\xDE |0

<U539D> \xD8\xC8 |0

<U53A2> \xCF\xE1 |0

<U53A3> \xD8\xC9 |0

<U53BF> \xCF\xD8 |0

<U53C1> \xC8\xFE |0

<U53D1> \xB7\xA2 |0

<U53D8> \xB1\xE4 |0

<U53E0> \xB5\xFE |0

<U53E6> \xC1\xED |0

<U53F5> \xD8\xCF |0

<U53F9> \xCC\xBE |0

<U53FB> \xDF\xB7 |0
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<U53FC> \xB5\xF0 |0

<U53FD> \xDF\xB4 |0

<U5406> \xDF\xBA |0

<U5412> \xDF\xB8 |0

<U5413> \xCF\xC5 |0

<U5415> \xC2\xC0 |0

<U5416> \xDF\xB9 |0

<U5417> \xC2\xF0 |0

<U541E> \xCD\xCC

 |0

<U5421> \xDF\xC1 |0

<U5423> \xDF\xC4 |0

<U5427> \xB0\xC9 |0

<U5428> \xB6\xD6 |0

<U542F> \xC6\xF4 |0

<U5431> \xD6\xA8 |0

<U5432> \xDF\xC5 |0

<U5434> \xCE\xE2 |0

<U5435> \xB3\xB3 |0

<U5443> \xDF\xC0 |0

<U544B> \xDF\xBB |0

<U5450> \xC4\xC5 |0

<U5452> \xDF\xBC |0

<U5453> \xDF\xBD |0

<U5454> \xDF\xBE |0

<U5455> \xC5\xBB |0

<U5456> \xDF\xBF |0

<U5457> \xDF\xC2 |0

<U5458> \xD4\xB1 |0

<U5459> \xDF\xC3 |0

<U545B> \xC7\xBA |0

<U545C> \xCE\xD8 |0

<U5462> \xC4\xD8 |0

<U5464> \xDF\xCA |0

<U5466> \xDF\xCF |0

<U5472> \xDF\xDA |0

<U5478> \xC5\xDE |0

<U5482> \xDF\xC6 |0

<U5494> \xDF\xC7 |0

<U5495> \xB9\xBE |0

<U5496> \xBF\xA7 |0

<U5499> \xC1\xFC |0

<U549A> \xDF\xCB |0

<U549B> \xDF\xCC |0

<U549D> \xDF\xD0 |0

<U54A3> \xDF\xDB |0

<U54A6> \xDF\xD7 |0

<U54A7> \xDF\xD6 |0
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<U54A9> \xDF\xE3 |0

<U54AA> \xDF\xE4 |0

<U54AD> \xDF\xD2 |0

<U54B1> \xD4\xDB |0

<U54B4> \xDF\xD4 |0

<U54BB> \xDF\xDD |0

<U54BF> \xDF\xDE |0

<U54C6> \xB6\xDF |0

<U54CC> \xDF\xDF |0

<U54CD> \xCF\xEC |0

<U54CE> \xB0\xA5 |0

<U54CF> \xDF\xE7

 |0

<U54D0> \xDF\xD1 |0

<U54D1> \xD1\xC6 |0

<U54D2> \xDF\xD5 |0

<U54D3> \xDF\xD8 |0

<U54D4> \xDF\xD9 |0

<U54D5> \xDF\xDC |0

<U54D7> \xBB\xA9 |0

<U54D9> \xDF\xE0 |0

<U54DA> \xDF\xE1 |0

<U54DC> \xDF\xE2 |0

<U54DD> \xDF\xE6 |0

<U54DE> \xDF\xE8 |0

<U54DF> \xD3\xB4 |0

<U54E7> \xDF\xEA |0

<U54EA> \xC4\xC4 |0

<U54F3> \xDF\xEE |0

<U54FC> \xBA\xDF |0

<U54FF> \xDB\xC1 |0

<U5501> \xD1\xE4 |0

<U5509> \xB0\xA6 |0

<U5511> \xDF\xF2 |0

<U551B> \xDF\xE9 |0

<U5520> \xDF\xEB |0

<U5522> \xDF\xEF |0

<U5523> \xDF\xF0 |0

<U5524> \xBB\xBD |0

<U5527> \xDF\xF3 |0

<U552A> \xDF\xF4 |0

<U552C> \xBB\xA3 |0

<U5530> \xE0\xA7 |0

<U5537> \xE0\xA1 |0

<U553C> \xDF\xFE |0

<U553F> \xDF\xFC |0

<U5541> \xDF\xFA |0

<U5543> \xBF\xD0 |0
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<U5549> \xDF\xF8 |0

<U554A> \xB0\xA1 |0

<U5550> \xDF\xFD |0

<U5555> \xDF\xFB |0

<U5561> \xB7\xC8 |0

<U5564> \xC6\xA1 |0

<U5565> \xC9\xB6 |0

<U5566> \xC0\xB2 |0

<U5567> \xDF\xF5 |0

<U556A> \xC5\xBE |0

<U556C> \xD8\xC4 |0

<U556D> \xDF\xF9 |0

<U556E> \xC4\xF6 |0

<U5575> \xE0\xA3 |0

<U5576> \xE0\xA4

 |0

<U5577> \xE0\xA5 |0

<U5578> \xD0\xA5 |0

<U5581> \xE0\xAF |0

<U5582> \xCE\xB9 |0

<U5588> \xE0\xAE |0

<U558F> \xDF\xF6 |0

<U5591> \xE0\xB3 |0

<U5594> \xE0\xB8 |0

<U55B1> \xE0\xAC |0

<U55B3> \xD4\xFB |0

<U55B5> \xDF\xF7 |0

<U55B7> \xC5\xE7 |0

<U55B9> \xE0\xAD |0

<U55BB> \xD3\xF7 |0

<U55BD> \xE0\xB6 |0

<U55BE> \xE0\xB7 |0

<U55C9> \xE0\xBC |0

<U55CC> \xE0\xC9 |0

<U55CD> \xE0\xCA |0

<U55D1> \xE0\xBE |0

<U55D2> \xE0\xAA |0

<U55D3> \xC9\xA4 |0

<U55D6> \xE0\xB2 |0

<U55DD> \xE0\xC3 |0

<U55E1> \xCE\xCB |0

<U55E5> \xE0\xC6 |0

<U55E6> \xE0\xC2 |0

<U55E8> \xE0\xCB |0

<U55EA> \xE0\xBA |0

<U55EB> \xE0\xBF |0

<U55EC> \xE0\xC0 |0

<U55EF> \xE0\xC5 |0
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<U55F2> \xE0\xC7 |0

<U55F3> \xE0\xC8 |0

<U55F5> \xE0\xCC |0

<U5600> \xE0\xD6 |0

<U5601> \xE0\xD2 |0

<U5608> \xE0\xD0 |0

<U560C> \xE0\xD1 |0

<U560E> \xB8\xC2 |0

<U560F> \xD8\xC5 |0

<U561E> \xE0\xCF |0

<U561F> \xE0\xBD |0

<U5623> \xE0\xD4 |0

<U5624> \xE0\xD3 |0

<U5627> \xE0\xD7 |0

<U562C> \xE0\xDC |0

<U562D> \xE0\xD8 |0

<U5639> \xE0\xDA |0

<U563B> \xCE\xFB

 |0

<U563F> \xBA\xD9 |0

<U564D> \xE0\xDD |0

<U5654> \xE0\xE2 |0

<U5657> \xE0\xDB |0

<U5658> \xE0\xD9 |0

<U5659> \xE0\xDF |0

<U565C> \xE0\xE0 |0

<U5662> \xE0\xDE |0

<U5669> \xD8\xAC |0

<U5671> \xE0\xE5 |0

<U5676> \xB8\xC1 |0

<U567B> \xE0\xE7 |0

<U567C> \xE0\xE8 |0

<U5685> \xE0\xE9 |0

<U568E> \xBA\xBF |0

<U5693> \xE0\xEA |0

<U56A3> \xCF\xF9 |0

<U56AF> \xE0\xEB |0

<U56B7> \xC8\xC2 |0

<U56CA> \xC4\xD2 |0

<U56D4> \xE0\xEC |0

<U56DD> \xE0\xEE |0

<U56DF> \xD8\xB6 |0

<U56E1> \xE0\xEF |0

<U56E2> \xCD\xC5 |0

<U56E4> \xB6\xDA |0

<U56EB> \xE0\xF1 |0

<U56ED> \xD4\xB0 |0

<U56F1> \xB4\xD1 |0
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<U56F4> \xCE\xA7 |0

<U56F5> \xE0\xF0 |0

<U56FE> \xCD\xBC |0

<U5706> \xD4\xB2 |0

<U570A> \xE0\xF5 |0

<U5723> \xCA\xA5 |0

<U5729> \xDB\xD7 |0

<U572A> \xDB\xD9 |0

<U572C> \xDB\xD8 |0

<U572E> \xDB\xDC |0

<U572F> \xDB\xDD |0

<U5733> \xDB\xDA |0

<U5739> \xDB\xDB |0

<U573A> \xB3\xA1 |0

<U573E> \xBB\xF8 |0

<U574C> \xDB\xD0 |0

<U574D> \xCC\xAE |0

<U5757> \xBF\xE9 |0

<U575A> \xBC\xE1 |0

<U575B> \xCC\xB3 |0

<U575C> \xDB\xDE

 |0

<U575D> \xB0\xD3 |0

<U575E> \xCE\xEB |0

<U575F> \xB7\xD8 |0

<U5760> \xD7\xB9 |0

<U5768> \xDB\xE7 |0

<U576B> \xDB\xE3 |0

<U576D> \xDB\xE8 |0

<U576F> \xC5\xF7 |0

<U5773> \xDB\xEA |0

<U5776> \xDB\xE9 |0

<U5777> \xBF\xC0 |0

<U577B> \xDB\xE6 |0

<U577C> \xDB\xE5 |0

<U5783> \xC0\xAC |0

<U5784> \xC2\xA2 |0

<U5785> \xDB\xE2 |0

<U5786> \xDB\xE4 |0

<U578C> \xDB\xED |0

<U5792> \xC0\xDD |0

<U579B> \xB6\xE2 |0

<U57A1> \xDB\xD2 |0

<U57A6> \xBF\xD1 |0

<U57A7> \xDB\xF0 |0

<U57A9> \xDB\xD1 |0

<U57AB> \xB5\xE6 |0

<U57AD> \xDB\xEB |0
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<U57AE> \xBF\xE5 |0

<U57B2> \xDB\xEE |0

<U57B4> \xDB\xF1 |0

<U57B8> \xDB\xF9 |0

<U57C2> \xB9\xA1 |0

<U57CF> \xDB\xEF |0

<U57D5> \xDB\xF4 |0

<U57D8> \xDB\xF5 |0

<U57D9> \xDB\xF7 |0

<U57DA> \xDB\xF6 |0

<U57DD> \xDB\xFE |0

<U57E4> \xDB\xFD |0

<U57ED> \xDC\xA4 |0

<U57EF> \xDB\xFB |0

<U57F8> \xDB\xFC |0

<U57FD> \xDC\xA3 |0

<U5807> \xDD\xC0 |0

<U580D> \xDC\xA2 |0

<U5811> \xC7\xB5 |0

<U581E> \xDC\xA6 |0

<U5820> \xDC\xA9 |0

<U5844> \xDC\xA8 |0

<U584C> \xCB\xFA |0

<U584D> \xEB\xF3

 |0

<U5865> \xDC\xAA |0

<U586C> \xDC\xAB |0

<U5880> \xDC\xAF |0

<U5881> \xDC\xAC |0

<U5889> \xDC\xAD |0

<U5892> \xC9\xCA |0

<U5899> \xC7\xBD |0

<U589A> \xDC\xAE |0

<U589E> \xD4\xF6 |0

<U58A9> \xB6\xD5 |0

<U58BC> \xDB\xD4 |0

<U58F3> \xBF\xC7 |0

<U58F6> \xBA\xF8 |0

<U5904> \xB4\xA6 |0

<U5907> \xB1\xB8 |0

<U590D> \xB8\xB4 |0

<U5914> \xD9\xE7 |0

<U591F> \xB9\xBB |0

<U5924> \xE2\xB9 |0

<U592F> \xBA\xBB |0

<U5934> \xCD\xB7 |0

<U5939> \xBC\xD0 |0

<U593A> \xB6\xE1 |0
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<U593C> \xDE\xC5 |0

<U5941> \xDE\xC6 |0

<U5942> \xDB\xBC |0

<U594B> \xB7\xDC |0

<U5956> \xBD\xB1 |0

<U5976> \xC4\xCC |0

<U5979> \xCB\xFD |0

<U5986> \xD7\xB1 |0

<U5987> \xB8\xBE |0

<U5988> \xC2\xE8 |0

<U5992> \xB6\xCA |0

<U5997> \xE6\xA1 |0

<U599E> \xE6\xA4 |0

<U59A4> \xE6\xA5 |0

<U59A9> \xE5\xFC |0

<U59AA> \xE5\xFD |0

<U59AB> \xE6\xA3 |0

<U59AE> \xC4\xDD |0

<U59AF> \xE6\xA8 |0

<U59CA> \xE6\xA2 |0

<U59D2> \xE6\xA6 |0

<U59D7> \xE6\xA9 |0

<U59D8> \xE6\xB0 |0

<U59DD> \xE6\xAD |0

<U59E3> \xE6\xAF |0

<U59EC> \xBC\xA7 |0

<U59F9> \xE6\xB1

 |0

<U5A04> \xC2\xA6 |0

<U5A05> \xE6\xAB |0

<U5A06> \xE6\xAC |0

<U5A07> \xBD\xBF |0

<U5A08> \xE6\xAE |0

<U5A0C> \xE6\xB2 |0

<U5A13> \xE6\xB8 |0

<U5A23> \xE6\xB7 |0

<U5A31> \xD3\xE9 |0

<U5A32> \xE6\xB4 |0

<U5A34> \xE6\xB5 |0

<U5A4A> \xE6\xBB |0

<U5A55> \xE6\xBC |0

<U5A67> \xE6\xBA |0

<U5A74> \xD3\xA4 |0

<U5A75> \xE6\xBF |0

<U5A76> \xC9\xF4 |0

<U5A77> \xE6\xC3 |0

<U5A7A> \xE6\xC4 |0

<U5AAA> \xE6\xC1 |0
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<U5AB2> \xE6\xC7 |0

<U5AB3> \xCF\xB1 |0

<U5AB5> \xEB\xF4 |0

<U5AB8> \xE6\xCA |0

<U5AD2> \xE6\xC8 |0

<U5AD4> \xE6\xC9 |0

<U5AD8> \xE6\xD0 |0

<U5ADC> \xE6\xD1 |0

<U5AE0> \xE6\xCB |0

<U5AEB> \xE6\xC6 |0

<U5AF1> \xE6\xCD |0

<U5B17> \xE6\xD3 |0

<U5B34> \xD9\xF8 |0

<U5B37> \xE6\xD6 |0

<U5B53> \xE6\xDE |0

<U5B59> \xCB\xEF |0

<U5B62> \xE6\xDF |0

<U5B6A> \xC2\xCF |0

<U5B6C> \xD8\xAB |0

<U5B7D> \xC4\xF5 |0

<U5B81> \xC4\xFE |0

<U5B84> \xE5\xB3 |0

<U5B93> \xE5\xB5 |0

<U5B9E> \xCA\xB5 |0

<U5BA0> \xB3\xE8 |0

<U5BA1> \xC9\xF3 |0

<U5BAA> \xCF\xDC |0

<U5BAB> \xB9\xAC |0

<U5BBD> \xBF\xED |0

<U5BBE> \xB1\xF6

 |0

<U5BF9> \xB6\xD4 |0

<U5BFB> \xD1\xB0 |0

<U5BFC> \xB5\xBC |0

<U5C14> \xB6\xFB |0

<U5C15> \xE6\xD8 |0

<U5C18> \xB3\xBE |0

<U5C1C> \xE6\xD9 |0

<U5C1D> \xB3\xA2 |0

<U5C25> \xDE\xCD |0

<U5C27> \xD2\xA2 |0

<U5C2C> \xDE\xCE |0

<U5C34> \xDE\xCF |0

<U5C42> \xB2\xE3 |0

<U5C49> \xCC\xEB |0

<U5C59> \xE5\xED |0

<U5C63> \xE5\xEF |0

<U5C66> \xE5\xF0 |0
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<U5C7A> \xE1\xA8 |0

<U5C7F> \xD3\xEC |0

<U5C81> \xCB\xEA |0

<U5C82> \xC6\xF1 |0

<U5C88> \xE1\xAC |0

<U5C8D> \xE1\xA9 |0

<U5C96> \xE1\xAB |0

<U5C97> \xB8\xDA |0

<U5C98> \xE1\xAD |0

<U5C99> \xE1\xAE |0

<U5C9A> \xE1\xB0 |0

<U5C9B> \xB5\xBA |0

<U5C9C> \xE1\xB1 |0

<U5CA2> \xE1\xB3 |0

<U5CA3> \xE1\xB8 |0

<U5CAD> \xC1\xEB |0

<U5CB5> \xE1\xB2 |0

<U5CBD> \xE1\xB4 |0

<U5CBF> \xBF\xF9 |0

<U5CC1> \xE1\xB9 |0

<U5CC4> \xE1\xBB |0

<U5CCB> \xE1\xBE |0

<U5CD2> \xE1\xBC |0

<U5CE4> \xE1\xBD |0

<U5CE5> \xE1\xBF |0

<U5CE6> \xC2\xCD |0

<U5D02> \xE1\xC0 |0

<U5D03> \xE1\xC1 |0

<U5D06> \xE1\xC7 |0

<U5D1E> \xE1\xC6 |0

<U5D24> \xE1\xC5 |0

<U5D26> \xE1\xC3 |0

<U5D27> \xE1\xC2

 |0

<U5D2D> \xD5\xB8 |0

<U5D2E> \xE1\xC4 |0

<U5D34> \xE1\xCB |0

<U5D3D> \xE1\xCC |0

<U5D3E> \xE1\xCA |0

<U5D47> \xEF\xFA |0

<U5D4A> \xE1\xD3 |0

<U5D58> \xE1\xC9 |0

<U5D5B> \xE1\xCE |0

<U5D5D> \xE1\xD0 |0

<U5D6B> \xE1\xD1 |0

<U5D74> \xE1\xD5 |0

<U5D99> \xE1\xD7 |0

<U5DC5> \xE1\xDB |0
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<U5DE2> \xB3\xB2 |0

<U5DE9> \xB9\xAE |0

<U5DEF> \xDB\xCF |0

<U5E01> \xB1\xD2 |0

<U5E05> \xCB\xA7 |0

<U5E08> \xCA\xA6 |0

<U5E0F> \xE0\xF8 |0

<U5E10> \xD5\xCA |0

<U5E14> \xE0\xFA |0

<U5E15> \xC5\xC1 |0

<U5E18> \xC1\xB1 |0

<U5E1C> \xD6\xC4 |0

<U5E26> \xB4\xF8 |0

<U5E27> \xD6\xA1 |0

<U5E2E> \xB0\xEF |0

<U5E31> \xE0\xFC |0

<U5E3B> \xE0\xFD |0

<U5E3C> \xE0\xFE |0

<U5E42> \xC3\xDD |0

<U5E5B> \xE1\xA4 |0

<U5E5E> \xE1\xA5 |0

<U5E80> \xE2\xCF |0

<U5E86> \xC7\xEC |0

<U5E8B> \xE2\xD1 |0

<U5E90> \xC2\xAE |0

<U5E91> \xE2\xD0 |0

<U5E93> \xBF\xE2 |0

<U5E94> \xD3\xA6 |0

<U5E99> \xC3\xED |0

<U5E9E> \xC5\xD3 |0

<U5E9F> \xB7\xCF |0

<U5EA5> \xE2\xD3 |0

<U5EB3> \xE2\xD8 |0

<U5EB9> \xE2\xD5 |0

<U5EBE> \xE2\xD7 |0

<U5ED1> \xE2\xDB

 |0

<U5ED2> \xE2\xDA |0

<U5EEA> \xE2\xDE |0

<U5F00> \xBF\xAA |0

<U5F02> \xD2\xEC |0

<U5F08> \xDE\xC4 |0

<U5F20> \xD5\xC5 |0

<U5F2A> \xE5\xF2 |0

<U5F39> \xB5\xAF |0

<U5F3A> \xC7\xBF |0

<U5F40> \xEC\xB0 |0

<U5F50> \xE5\xE6 |0
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<U5F52> \xB9\xE9 |0

<U5F55> \xC2\xBC |0

<U5F58> \xE5\xE9 |0

<U5F64> \xCD\xAE |0

<U5F7B> \xB3\xB9 |0

<U5F89> \xE1\xE0 |0

<U5F95> \xE1\xE2 |0

<U5F9C> \xE1\xE4 |0

<U5FB5> \xE1\xE7 |0

<U5FB7> \xB5\xC2 |0

<U5FC4> \xE2\xE0 |0

<U5FC6> \xD2\xE4 |0

<U5FC9> \xE2\xE1 |0

<U5FCF> \xE2\xE3 |0

<U5FD0> \xEC\xFE |0

<U5FD1> \xEC\xFD |0

<U5FD2> \xDF\xAF |0

<U5FE1> \xE2\xE7 |0

<U5FE7> \xD3\xC7 |0

<U5FEA> \xE2\xEC |0

<U5FED> \xE2\xED |0

<U5FEE> \xE2\xE5 |0

<U5FFE> \xE2\xE9 |0

<U6000> \xBB\xB3 |0

<U6001> \xCC\xAC |0

<U6002> \xCB\xCB |0

<U6003> \xE2\xE4 |0

<U6004> \xE2\xE6 |0

<U6005> \xE2\xEA |0

<U6006> \xE2\xEB |0

<U600A> \xE2\xF7 |0

<U600D> \xE2\xF4 |0

<U6014> \xD5\xFA |0

<U6035> \xE2\xF0 |0

<U603B> \xD7\xDC |0

<U603C> \xED\xA1 |0

<U603F> \xE2\xF8 |0

<U605D> \xED\xA2 |0

<U6067> \xED\xA4

 |0

<U6073> \xBF\xD2 |0

<U6076> \xB6\xF1 |0

<U6078> \xE2\xFA |0

<U6079> \xE2\xFB |0

<U607A> \xE2\xFD |0

<U607B> \xE2\xFC |0

<U607C> \xC4\xD5 |0

<U607D> \xE3\xA2 |0
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<U607F> \xD3\xC1 |0

<U609D> \xE3\xA6 |0

<U60A8> \xC4\xFA |0

<U60AB> \xED\xA8 |0

<U60AC> \xD0\xFC |0

<U60AD> \xE3\xA5 |0

<U60AF> \xC3\xF5 |0

<U60B1> \xE3\xAD |0

<U60BB> \xE3\xAC |0

<U60CA> \xBE\xAA |0

<U60CB> \xCD\xEF |0

<U60D5> \xCC\xE8 |0

<U60DD> \xE3\xAE |0

<U60E6> \xB5\xEB |0

<U60E9> \xB3\xCD |0

<U60EB> \xB1\xB9 |0

<U60EC> \xE3\xAB |0

<U60ED> \xB2\xD1 |0

<U60EE> \xB5\xAC |0

<U60EF> \xB9\xDF |0

<U6120> \xE3\xB3 |0

<U6123> \xE3\xB6 |0

<U6124> \xB7\xDF |0

<U6126> \xE3\xB4 |0

<U612B> \xE3\xBA |0

<U6151> \xC9\xE5 |0

<U618B> \xB1\xEF |0

<U619D> \xED\xAD |0

<U61A8> \xBA\xA9 |0

<U61B7> \xE3\xC0 |0

<U61C2> \xB6\xAE |0

<U61D1> \xED\xAF |0

<U61D2> \xC0\xC1 |0

<U61D4> \xE3\xC1 |0

<U61F5> \xE3\xC2 |0

<U6206> \xED\xB0 |0

<U620B> \xEA\xA7 |0

<U620F> \xCF\xB7 |0

<U6215> \xE3\xDE |0

<U6217> \xEA\xA8 |0

<U6218> \xD5\xBD |0

<U6222> \xEA\xAB

 |0

<U6224> \xEA\xAE |0

<U6225> \xEA\xAD |0

<U622C> \xEA\xAF |0

<U6237> \xBB\xA7 |0

<U623D> \xEC\xE6 |0
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<U623E> \xEC\xE5 |0

<U6243> \xEC\xE7 |0

<U624C> \xDE\xD0 |0

<U6251> \xC6\xCB |0

<U6252> \xB0\xC7 |0

<U6254> \xC8\xD3 |0

<U6266> \xC7\xA4 |0

<U6267> \xD6\xB4 |0

<U6269> \xC0\xA9 |0

<U626A> \xDE\xD1 |0

<U626B> \xC9\xA8 |0

<U626C> \xD1\xEF |0

<U626D> \xC5\xA4 |0

<U626F> \xB3\xB6 |0

<U6270> \xC8\xC5 |0

<U6273> \xB0\xE2 |0

<U629A> \xB8\xA7 |0

<U629F> \xDE\xD2 |0

<U62A0> \xBF\xD9 |0

<U62A1> \xC2\xD5 |0

<U62A2> \xC7\xC0 |0

<U62A4> \xBB\xA4 |0

<U62A5> \xB1\xA8 |0

<U62A8> \xC5\xEA |0

<U62BF> \xC3\xF2 |0

<U62C4> \xD6\xF4 |0

<U62CE> \xC1\xE0 |0

<U62D6> \xCD\xCF |0

<U62DA> \xDE\xD5 |0

<U62DF> \xC4\xE2 |0

<U62E2> \xC2\xA3 |0

<U62E3> \xBC\xF0 |0

<U62E5> \xD3\xB5 |0

<U62E6> \xC0\xB9 |0

<U62E7> \xC5\xA1 |0

<U62E8> \xB2\xA6 |0

<U62E9> \xD4\xF1 |0

<U62F4> \xCB\xA9 |0

<U62FC> \xC6\xB4 |0

<U62FD> \xD7\xA7 |0

<U630E> \xBF\xE6 |0

<U6316> \xCD\xDA |0

<U631A> \xD6\xBF |0

<U631B> \xC2\xCE |0

<U631D> \xCE\xCE

 |0

<U631E> \xCC\xA2 |0

<U6320> \xC4\xD3 |0
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<U6321> \xB5\xB2 |0

<U6322> \xDE\xD8 |0

<U6323> \xD5\xF5 |0

<U6324> \xBC\xB7 |0

<U6325> \xBB\xD3 |0

<U632A> \xC5\xB2 |0

<U6332> \xEA\xFD |0

<U6339> \xDE\xDA |0

<U6342> \xCE\xE6 |0

<U6343> \xDE\xDC |0

<U6345> \xCD\xB1 |0

<U6346> \xC0\xA6 |0

<U634B> \xDE\xDB |0

<U634E> \xC9\xD3 |0

<U635E> \xC0\xCC |0

<U635F> \xCB\xF0 |0

<U6361> \xBC\xF1 |0

<U6362> \xBB\xBB |0

<U6363> \xB5\xB7 |0

<U636D> \xDE\xE3 |0

<U6371> \xDE\xDF |0

<U6382> \xB5\xE0 |0

<U6387> \xB6\xDE |0

<U638A> \xDE\xE5 |0

<U6390> \xC6\xFE |0

<U63AD> \xDE\xDD |0

<U63AE> \xDE\xE7 |0

<U63B0> \xEA\xFE |0

<U63B3> \xC2\xB0 |0

<U63B7> \xD6\xC0 |0

<U63B8> \xB5\xA7 |0

<U63BA> \xB2\xF4 |0

<U63BC> \xDE\xE8 |0

<U63CD> \xD7\xE1 |0

<U63CE> \xDE\xEF |0

<U63DE> \xDE\xEE |0

<U63E0> \xDE\xEB |0

<U63EA> \xBE\xBE |0

<U63ED> \xBD\xD2 |0

<U63F2> \xDE\xE9 |0

<U63F8> \xDE\xEA |0

<U63FD> \xC0\xBF |0

<U63FF> \xDE\xEC |0

<U6400> \xB2\xF3 |0

<U6401> \xB8\xE9 |0

<U6402> \xC2\xA7 |0

<U6405> \xBD\xC1 |0

<U640B> \xDE\xF5
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 |0

<U640C> \xDE\xF8 |0

<U6410> \xB4\xA4 |0

<U6414> \xC9\xA6 |0

<U641B> \xDE\xF6 |0

<U641E> \xB8\xE3 |0

<U6420> \xDE\xF7 |0

<U6421> \xDE\xFA |0

<U642A> \xCC\xC2 |0

<U643D> \xB2\xEB |0

<U643F> \xEB\xA1 |0

<U6441> \xDE\xF4 |0

<U6444> \xC9\xE3 |0

<U6445> \xDE\xF3 |0

<U6446> \xB0\xDA |0

<U6447> \xD2\xA1 |0

<U6448> \xB1\xF7 |0

<U644A> \xCC\xAF |0

<U6452> \xDE\xF0 |0

<U6454> \xCB\xA4 |0

<U645E> \xDE\xFB |0

<U646D> \xDE\xFD |0

<U6479> \xC4\xA1 |0

<U6482> \xC1\xCC |0

<U6484> \xDE\xFC |0

<U6485> \xBE\xEF |0

<U6487> \xC6\xB2 |0

<U6491> \xB3\xC5 |0

<U6496> \xDE\xFE |0

<U6499> \xDF\xA4 |0

<U64AC> \xC7\xCB |0

<U64B5> \xC4\xEC |0

<U64B7> \xDF\xA2 |0

<U64B8> \xDF\xA3 |0

<U64BA> \xDF\xA5 |0

<U64C0> \xDF\xA6 |0

<U64CE> \xC7\xE6 |0

<U64D0> \xDF\xA7 |0

<U64D7> \xDF\xA8 |0

<U64DE> \xCB\xD3 |0

<U64E4> \xDF\xA9 |0

<U6509> \xDF\xAB |0

<U6512> \xD4\xDC |0

<U6525> \xDF\xAC |0

<U652E> \xDF\xAD |0

<U6549> \xF4\xCD |0

<U654C> \xB5\xD0 |0

<U655B> \xC1\xB2 |0
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<U656B> \xEB\xB8 |0

<U658B> \xD5\xAB |0

<U6593> \xEC\xB5

 |0

<U65A9> \xD5\xB6 |0

<U65CE> \xEC\xBB |0

<U65D6> \xEC\xBD |0

<U65EE> \xEA\xB8 |0

<U65EF> \xEA\xB9 |0

<U65F0> \xEA\xBA |0

<U65F6> \xCA\xB1 |0

<U65F7> \xBF\xF5 |0

<U6600> \xEA\xC0 |0

<U6615> \xEA\xBF |0

<U6619> \xEA\xBC |0

<U661D> \xEA\xC3 |0

<U6631> \xEA\xC5 |0

<U663E> \xCF\xD4 |0

<U664C> \xC9\xCE |0

<U6653> \xCF\xFE |0

<U6654> \xEA\xCA |0

<U6655> \xD4\xCE |0

<U6656> \xEA\xCD |0

<U6657> \xEA\xCF |0

<U665A> \xCD\xED |0

<U6661> \xEA\xCE |0

<U6677> \xEA\xD0 |0

<U667E> \xC1\xC0 |0

<U6682> \xD4\xDD |0

<U668C> \xEA\xD2 |0

<U66A7> \xEA\xD3 |0

<U66A8> \xF4\xDF |0

<U66DB> \xEA\xD6 |0

<U670A> \xEB\xC3 |0

<U6710> \xEB\xD4 |0

<U672F> \xCA\xF5 |0

<U6735> \xB6\xE4 |0

<U6740> \xC9\xB1 |0

<U6742> \xD4\xD3 |0

<U6743> \xC8\xA8 |0

<U6748> \xE8\xBE |0

<U674C> \xE8\xBB |0

<U6768> \xD1\xEE |0

<U6769> \xE8\xBF |0

<U6781> \xBC\xAB |0

<U6784> \xB9\xB9 |0

<U6798> \xE8\xC4 |0

<U679E> \xE8\xC8 |0
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<U67A3> \xD4\xE6 |0

<U67A5> \xE8\xC0 |0

<U67A7> \xE8\xC5 |0

<U67A8> \xE8\xC7 |0

<U67AA> \xC7\xB9 |0

<U67AB> \xB7\xE3

 |0

<U67AD> \xE8\xC9 |0

<U67B0> \xE8\xD2 |0

<U67B5> \xE8\xD5 |0

<U67C3> \xE8\xDA |0

<U67D2> \xC6\xE2 |0

<U67D9> \xE8\xD4 |0

<U67DC> \xB9\xF1 |0

<U67E0> \xC4\xFB |0

<U67E5> \xB2\xE9 |0

<U67F0> \xE8\xCD |0

<U67FD> \xE8\xDF |0

<U6800> \xE8\xD9 |0

<U6805> \xD5\xA4 |0

<U6807> \xB1\xEA |0

<U6808> \xD5\xBB |0

<U6809> \xE8\xCE |0

<U680A> \xE8\xD0 |0

<U680B> \xB6\xB0 |0

<U680C> \xE8\xD3 |0

<U680E> \xE8\xDD |0

<U680F> \xC0\xB8 |0

<U6811> \xCA\xF7 |0

<U681D> \xE8\xE9 |0

<U6833> \xE8\xE1 |0

<U6837> \xD1\xF9 |0

<U683E> \xE8\xEF |0

<U6844> \xE8\xE6 |0

<U6845> \xCE\xA6 |0

<U6849> \xE8\xF1 |0

<U684A> \xE8\xF0 |0

<U684C> \xD7\xC0 |0

<U6855> \xE8\xEA |0

<U6860> \xE8\xE2 |0

<U6861> \xE8\xE3 |0

<U6862> \xE8\xE5 |0

<U6864> \xE8\xE7 |0

<U6865> \xC7\xC5 |0

<U6866> \xE8\xEB |0

<U6868> \xBD\xB0 |0

<U6869> \xD7\xAE |0

<U686B> \xE8\xF8 |0
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<U6886> \xB0\xF0 |0

<U68C0> \xBC\xEC |0

<U68C2> \xE8\xF9 |0

<U68F0> \xE9\xA2 |0

<U68F1> \xC0\xE2 |0

<U68F5> \xBF\xC3 |0

<U68FC> \xE8\xFB |0

<U6910> \xE9\xA7 |0

<U691F> \xE8\xFC

 |0

<U6920> \xE8\xFD |0

<U6924> \xE9\xA1 |0

<U692D> \xCD\xD6 |0

<U6942> \xE9\xAB |0

<U6957> \xE9\xA5 |0

<U6963> \xE9\xB9 |0

<U6966> \xE9\xB8 |0

<U6971> \xE9\xA8 |0

<U6980> \xE9\xAF |0

<U6984> \xE9\xAD |0

<U6986> \xD3\xDC |0

<U6987> \xE9\xB4 |0

<U6988> \xE9\xB5 |0

<U6989> \xE9\xB7 |0

<U698D> \xE9\xC7 |0

<U6998> \xE9\xB0 |0

<U69A8> \xD5\xA5 |0

<U69AB> \xE9\xBE |0

<U69AD> \xE9\xBF |0

<U69B7> \xC8\xB6 |0

<U69D4> \xE9\xC0 |0

<U69DB> \xBC\xF7 |0

<U69DF> \xE9\xC4 |0

<U69E0> \xE9\xC6 |0

<U6A18> \xE9\xCC |0

<U6A28> \xE9\xD8 |0

<U6A2F> \xE9\xC9 |0

<U6A31> \xD3\xA3 |0

<U6A3E> \xE9\xD0 |0

<U6A50> \xE9\xD2 |0

<U6A5B> \xE9\xD3 |0

<U6A65> \xE9\xCD |0

<U6A71> \xB3\xF7 |0

<U6A79> \xE9\xD6 |0

<U6A7C> \xE9\xDA |0

<U6A91> \xE9\xDB |0

<U6AA9> \xE9\xDD |0

<U6AAB> \xE9\xDF |0
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<U6B22> \xBB\xB6 |0

<U6B24> \xEC\xA3 |0

<U6B46> \xEC\xA7 |0

<U6B65> \xB2\xBD |0

<U6B67> \xC6\xE7 |0

<U6B7C> \xBC\xDF |0

<U6B81> \xE9\xE2 |0

<U6B82> \xE9\xE3 |0

<U6B87> \xE9\xE4 |0

<U6B92> \xE9\xE6 |0

<U6B93> \xE9\xE7 |0

<U6B9A> \xE9\xE9

 |0

<U6B9B> \xE9\xEA |0

<U6BA1> \xE9\xEB |0

<U6BC1> \xBB\xD9 |0

<U6BC2> \xEC\xB1 |0

<U6BCF> \xC3\xBF |0

<U6BD5> \xB1\xCF |0

<U6BD6> \xB1\xD1 |0

<U6BD7> \xC5\xFE |0

<U6BD9> \xB1\xD0 |0

<U6BE1> \xD5\xB1 |0

<U6BEA> \xEB\xA4 |0

<U6BF5> \xEB\xA7 |0

<U6BF9> \xEB\xA8 |0

<U6BFD> \xEB\xA6 |0

<U6C05> \xEB\xA9 |0

<U6C06> \xEB\xAB |0

<U6C07> \xEB\xAA |0

<U6C0D> \xEB\xAC |0

<U6C10> \xD8\xB5 |0

<U6C15> \xEB\xAD |0

<U6C16> \xC4\xCA |0

<U6C18> \xEB\xAE |0

<U6C19> \xEB\xAF |0

<U6C1A> \xEB\xB0 |0

<U6C1F> \xB7\xFA |0

<U6C21> \xEB\xB1 |0

<U6C22> \xC7\xE2 |0

<U6C26> \xBA\xA4 |0

<U6C27> \xD1\xF5 |0

<U6C28> \xB0\xB1 |0

<U6C29> \xEB\xB2 |0

<U6C2A> \xEB\xB4 |0

<U6C2E> \xB5\xAA |0

<U6C2F> \xC2\xC8 |0

<U6C30> \xC7\xE8 |0
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<U6C32> \xEB\xB5 |0

<U6C35> \xE3\xDF |0

<U6C3D> \xD9\xDB |0

<U6C46> \xD9\xE0 |0

<U6C47> \xBB\xE3 |0

<U6C49> \xBA\xBA |0

<U6C4A> \xE3\xE2 |0

<U6C54> \xE3\xE0 |0

<U6C5B> \xD1\xB4 |0

<U6C5C> \xE3\xE1 |0

<U6C61> \xCE\xDB |0

<U6C64> \xCC\xC0 |0

<U6C69> \xE3\xE9 |0

<U6C74> \xE3\xEA |0

<U6C76> \xE3\xEB

 |0

<U6C79> \xD0\xDA |0

<U6C85> \xE3\xE4 |0

<U6C86> \xE3\xEC |0

<U6C89> \xB3\xC1 |0

<U6C8F> \xC6\xE3 |0

<U6C94> \xE3\xE6 |0

<U6C9F> \xB9\xB5 |0

<U6CA3> \xE3\xE3 |0

<U6CA4> \xC5\xBD |0

<U6CA5> \xC1\xA4 |0

<U6CA6> \xC2\xD9 |0

<U6CA7> \xB2\xD7 |0

<U6CA9> \xE3\xED |0

<U6CAA> \xBB\xA6 |0

<U6CAD> \xE3\xF0 |0

<U6CB2> \xE3\xF5 |0

<U6CD0> \xE3\xEE |0

<U6CD4> \xE3\xEF |0

<U6CD6> \xE3\xF7 |0

<U6CDE> \xC5\xA2 |0

<U6CE0> \xE3\xF6 |0

<U6CEB> \xE3\xF9 |0

<U6CEE> \xE3\xFA |0

<U6CF5> \xB1\xC3 |0

<U6CF6> \xED\xB4 |0

<U6CF7> \xE3\xF1 |0

<U6CF8> \xE3\xF2 |0

<U6CFA> \xE3\xF8 |0

<U6CFB> \xD0\xBA |0

<U6CFC> \xC6\xC3 |0

<U6CFD> \xD4\xF3 |0

<U6CFE> \xE3\xFE |0
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<U6D01> \xBD\xE0 |0

<U6D04> \xE4\xA7 |0

<U6D07> \xE4\xA6 |0

<U6D0E> \xE4\xA9 |0

<U6D1A> \xE4\xAE |0

<U6D27> \xE4\xA2 |0

<U6D2E> \xE4\xAC |0

<U6D31> \xB6\xFD |0

<U6D39> \xE4\xA1 |0

<U6D3C> \xCD\xDD |0

<U6D43> \xE4\xA4 |0

<U6D46> \xBD\xAC |0

<U6D47> \xBD\xBD |0

<U6D48> \xE4\xA5 |0

<U6D4A> \xD7\xC7 |0

<U6D4B> \xB2\xE2 |0

<U6D4D> \xE4\xAB |0

<U6D4E> \xBC\xC3

 |0

<U6D4F> \xE4\xAF |0

<U6D51> \xBB\xEB |0

<U6D52> \xE4\xB0 |0

<U6D53> \xC5\xA8 |0

<U6D54> \xE4\xB1 |0

<U6D5E> \xE4\xB7 |0

<U6D60> \xE4\xBB |0

<U6D6F> \xE4\xB4 |0

<U6D7C> \xE4\xBC |0

<U6D82> \xCD\xBF |0

<U6D89> \xC9\xE6 |0

<U6D91> \xE4\xB3 |0

<U6D94> \xE4\xB9 |0

<U6D9D> \xC0\xD4 |0

<U6D9E> \xE4\xB5 |0

<U6D9F> \xC1\xB0 |0

<U6DA0> \xE4\xB6 |0

<U6DA1> \xCE\xD0 |0

<U6DA3> \xBB\xC1 |0

<U6DA4> \xB5\xD3 |0

<U6DA6> \xC8\xF3 |0

<U6DA7> \xBD\xA7 |0

<U6DA8> \xD5\xC7 |0

<U6DA9> \xC9\xAC |0

<U6DAA> \xB8\xA2 |0

<U6DAB> \xE4\xCA |0

<U6DAE> \xE4\xCC |0

<U6DBF> \xE4\xC3 |0

<U6DC4> \xD7\xCD |0
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<U6DD6> \xC4\xD7 |0

<U6DDD> \xE4\xC7 |0

<U6DE0> \xE4\xC4 |0

<U6DFC> \xED\xB5 |0

<U6E0C> \xE4\xCB |0

<U6E0D> \xD7\xD5 |0

<U6E0E> \xE4\xC2 |0

<U6E10> \xBD\xA5 |0

<U6E11> \xE4\xC5 |0

<U6E14> \xD3\xE6 |0

<U6E16> \xE4\xC9 |0

<U6E17> \xC9\xF8 |0

<U6E32> \xE4\xD6 |0

<U6E34> \xBF\xCA |0

<U6E44> \xE4\xD8 |0

<U6E53> \xE4\xD4 |0

<U6E54> \xE4\xD5 |0

<U6E83> \xC0\xA3 |0

<U6E85> \xBD\xA6 |0

<U6E86> \xE4\xD3 |0

<U6E89> \xB8\xC8

 |0

<U6EA7> \xE4\xE0 |0

<U6EB1> \xE4\xDA |0

<U6EB4> \xE4\xE5 |0

<U6EBB> \xE4\xE2 |0

<U6EC1> \xB3\xFC |0

<U6EC7> \xB5\xE1 |0

<U6ECF> \xE4\xE6 |0

<U6ED7> \xE4\xE4 |0

<U6EDA> \xB9\xF6 |0

<U6EDF> \xE4\xD9 |0

<U6EE0> \xE4\xDC |0

<U6EE1> \xC2\xFA |0

<U6EE2> \xE4\xDE |0

<U6EE4> \xC2\xCB |0

<U6EE5> \xC0\xC4 |0

<U6EE6> \xC2\xD0 |0

<U6EE8> \xB1\xF5 |0

<U6EE9> \xCC\xB2 |0

<U6EF9> \xE4\xEF |0

<U6F24> \xE4\xED |0

<U6F29> \xE4\xF6 |0

<U6F2A> \xE4\xF4 |0

<U6F2D> \xE4\xDD |0

<U6F2F> \xE4\xF0 |0

<U6F33> \xD5\xC4 |0

<U6F36> \xE4\xF1 |0
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<U6F46> \xE4\xEB |0

<U6F47> \xE4\xEC |0

<U6F4B> \xE4\xF2 |0

<U6F4D> \xCE\xAB |0

<U6F5E> \xC2\xBA |0

<U6F62> \xE4\xEA |0

<U6F72> \xE4\xFB |0

<U6F88> \xB3\xBA |0

<U6F89> \xE4\xF7 |0

<U6F8C> \xE4\xF9 |0

<U6F8D> \xE4\xF8 |0

<U6F9C> \xC0\xBD |0

<U6FA7> \xE5\xA2 |0

<U6FB6> \xE5\xA4 |0

<U6FC9> \xE5\xA1 |0

<U6FD1> \xE4\xFE |0

<U6FD2> \xB1\xF4 |0

<U6FDE> \xE5\xA8 |0

<U7023> \xE5\xAC |0

<U7035> \xE5\xAF |0

<U7039> \xE5\xAE |0

<U704F> \xE5\xB0 |0

<U705E> \xE5\xB1 |0

<U706C> \xEC\xE1

 |0

<U706D> \xC3\xF0 |0

<U7075> \xC1\xE9 |0

<U7076> \xD4\xEE |0

<U707E> \xD4\xD6 |0

<U707F> \xB2\xD3 |0

<U7080> \xEC\xBE |0

<U7085> \xEA\xC1 |0

<U7094> \xC8\xB2 |0

<U7095> \xBF\xBB |0

<U7096> \xEC\xC0 |0

<U709C> \xEC\xBF |0

<U709D> \xEC\xC1 |0

<U70AB> \xEC\xC5 |0

<U70B1> \xEC\xC6 |0

<U70B7> \xEC\xC4 |0

<U70BB> \xEC\xC2 |0

<U70BC> \xC1\xB6 |0

<U70BD> \xB3\xE3 |0

<U70C0> \xEC\xC3 |0

<U70C1> \xCB\xB8 |0

<U70C2> \xC0\xC3 |0

<U70C3> \xCC\xFE |0

<U70CA> \xEC\xC8 |0
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<U70D8> \xBA\xE6 |0

<U70DB> \xD6\xF2 |0

<U70E4> \xBF\xBE |0

<U70E6> \xB7\xB3 |0

<U70E7> \xC9\xD5 |0

<U70E8> \xEC\xC7 |0

<U70E9> \xBB\xE2 |0

<U70EB> \xCC\xCC |0

<U70EC> \xBD\xFD |0

<U70ED> \xC8\xC8 |0

<U70EF> \xCF\xA9 |0

<U70F7> \xCD\xE9 |0

<U710A> \xBA\xB8 |0

<U7110> \xEC\xC9 |0

<U7113> \xEC\xCA |0

<U7115> \xBB\xC0 |0

<U7116> \xEC\xCB |0

<U7118> \xEC\xE2 |0

<U712F> \xEC\xCC |0

<U7130> \xD1\xE6 |0

<U7131> \xEC\xCD |0

<U7145> \xEC\xD1 |0

<U714A> \xEC\xD3 |0

<U715C> \xEC\xCF |0

<U715E> \xC9\xB7 |0

<U7168> \xEC\xD0 |0

<U7172> \xEC\xD2

 |0

<U7173> \xEC\xCE |0

<U7178> \xEC\xD4 |0

<U717A> \xEC\xD5 |0

<U7198> \xEC\xD6 |0

<U71A0> \xEC\xDA |0

<U71B3> \xEC\xD7 |0

<U71B5> \xEC\xD8 |0

<U721D> \xEC\xDF |0

<U7231> \xB0\xAE |0

<U7237> \xD2\xAF |0

<U7238> \xB0\xD6 |0

<U7239> \xB5\xF9 |0

<U724D> \xEB\xB9 |0

<U7256> \xEB\xBB |0

<U7266> \xEA\xF3 |0

<U726E> \xEA\xF0 |0

<U726F> \xEA\xF4 |0

<U7275> \xC7\xA3 |0

<U727A> \xCE\xFE |0

<U727F> \xEA\xF6 |0
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<U7284> \xEA\xF7 |0

<U728A> \xB6\xBF |0

<U728B> \xEA\xF8 |0

<U728D> \xEA\xF9 |0

<U728F> \xEA\xFA |0

<U729F> \xEA\xF1 |0

<U72AD> \xE1\xEB |0

<U72B0> \xE1\xEC |0

<U72B4> \xE1\xED |0

<U72B7> \xE1\xEE |0

<U72B8> \xE1\xEF |0

<U72C1> \xE1\xF1 |0

<U72C8> \xB1\xB7 |0

<U72CD> \xE1\xF3 |0

<U72DE> \xC4\xFC |0

<U72E8> \xE1\xF5 |0

<U72EE> \xCA\xA8 |0

<U72EF> \xE1\xF6 |0

<U72F0> \xD5\xF8 |0

<U72F1> \xD3\xFC |0

<U72F2> \xE1\xF8 |0

<U72F3> \xE1\xFC |0

<U72F4> \xE1\xF9 |0

<U72FA> \xE1\xFE |0

<U72FB> \xE2\xA1 |0

<U7301> \xE1\xFB |0

<U7303> \xE1\xFD |0

<U730E> \xC1\xD4 |0

<U7313> \xE2\xA3 |0

<U7315> \xE2\xA8

 |0

<U731E> \xE2\xA6 |0

<U7321> \xE2\xA4 |0

<U7322> \xE2\xA9 |0

<U732C> \xE2\xAC |0

<U7331> \xE2\xAE |0

<U7338> \xE2\xAD |0

<U7339> \xE2\xAA |0

<U734D> \xE2\xB0 |0

<U7350> \xE2\xAF |0

<U7352> \xE9\xE1 |0

<U7360> \xE2\xB2 |0

<U736C> \xE2\xB3 |0

<U736D> \xCC\xA1 |0

<U736F> \xE2\xB4 |0

<U737E> \xE2\xB5 |0

<U738E> \xE7\xE0 |0

<U7391> \xE7\xE1 |0
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<U739B> \xC2\xEA |0

<U739F> \xE7\xE4 |0

<U73A2> \xE7\xE3 |0

<U73AB> \xC3\xB5 |0

<U73AE> \xE7\xE2 |0

<U73AF> \xBB\xB7 |0

<U73B0> \xCF\xD6 |0

<U73B7> \xE7\xE8 |0

<U73BA> \xE7\xF4 |0

<U73C9> \xE7\xEB |0

<U73CF> \xE7\xE5 |0

<U73D0> \xB7\xA9 |0

<U73D1> \xE7\xE7 |0

<U73D9> \xE7\xEE |0

<U73E7> \xE7\xF2 |0

<U73E9> \xE7\xF1 |0

<U73F2> \xE7\xF5 |0

<U740A> \xE7\xF0 |0

<U740F> \xE7\xF6 |0

<U7410> \xCB\xF6 |0

<U741A> \xE8\xA2 |0

<U741B> \xE8\xA1 |0

<U7426> \xE7\xF9 |0

<U7428> \xE7\xFB |0

<U742A> \xE7\xF7 |0

<U742C> \xE7\xFE |0

<U742E> \xE7\xFD |0

<U7430> \xE7\xFC |0

<U743C> \xC7\xED |0

<U7457> \xE8\xA5 |0

<U746D> \xE8\xA9 |0

<U7477> \xE8\xA8 |0

<U7480> \xE8\xAD

 |0

<U7481> \xE8\xAE |0

<U7487> \xE8\xAF |0

<U748E> \xE8\xAC |0

<U7490> \xE8\xB4 |0

<U749C> \xE8\xAB |0

<U74A8> \xE8\xB2 |0

<U74A9> \xE8\xB3 |0

<U74BA> \xE8\xB7 |0

<U74D2> \xE8\xB6 |0

<U74DE> \xF0\xAC |0

<U74E4> \xC8\xBF |0

<U74EF> \xEA\xB1 |0

<U74F4> \xEA\xB2 |0

<U74FF> \xEA\xB3 |0
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<U750F> \xEA\xB4 |0

<U7519> \xDF\xB0 |0

<U7529> \xCB\xA6 |0

<U752D> \xB1\xC2 |0

<U752F> \xE5\xB8 |0

<U7535> \xB5\xE7 |0

<U753E> \xE7\xDE |0

<U7540> \xEE\xAF |0

<U7545> \xB3\xA9 |0

<U7548> \xEE\xB2 |0

<U754E> \xEE\xB0 |0

<U7572> \xEE\xB4 |0

<U7579> \xEE\xB5 |0

<U7583> \xEE\xB6 |0

<U7592> \xF0\xDA |0

<U7596> \xF0\xDC |0

<U7597> \xC1\xC6 |0

<U7599> \xB8\xED |0

<U759F> \xC5\xB1 |0

<U75A0> \xF0\xDD |0

<U75A1> \xD1\xF1 |0

<U75A4> \xB0\xCC |0

<U75AC> \xF0\xDF |0

<U75AE> \xB4\xAF |0

<U75AF> \xB7\xE8 |0

<U75B0> \xF0\xE6 |0

<U75B4> \xF0\xE2 |0

<U75C4> \xF0\xE4 |0

<U75C8> \xD3\xB8 |0

<U75C9> \xBE\xB7 |0

<U75D6> \xF0\xE9 |0

<U75E4> \xF0\xEE |0

<U75E6> \xF0\xED |0

<U75E7> \xF0\xF0 |0

<U75E8> \xF0\xEC |0

<U75EA> \xBB\xBE

 |0

<U75EB> \xF0\xEF |0

<U75F1> \xF0\xF2 |0

<U75F9> \xB1\xD4 |0

<U7600> \xF0\xF6 |0

<U7603> \xF0\xF1 |0

<U7605> \xF0\xF7 |0

<U760A> \xF0\xFA |0

<U760C> \xF0\xF8 |0

<U7610> \xF0\xF5 |0

<U7615> \xF0\xFD |0

<U7617> \xF0\xF9 |0
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<U7618> \xF0\xFC |0

<U7619> \xF0\xFE |0

<U761B> \xF1\xA1 |0

<U7625> \xF0\xFB |0

<U7626> \xCA\xDD |0

<U7629> \xB4\xF1 |0

<U762A> \xB1\xF1 |0

<U762B> \xCC\xB1 |0

<U762D> \xF1\xA6 |0

<U7633> \xF1\xAC |0

<U7635> \xF1\xA9 |0

<U7638> \xC8\xB3 |0

<U763C> \xF1\xA2 |0

<U763E> \xF1\xAB |0

<U763F> \xF1\xA8 |0

<U7640> \xF1\xA5 |0

<U7643> \xF1\xAA |0

<U764D> \xF1\xAD |0

<U7654> \xF1\xAF |0

<U765E> \xF1\xAE |0

<U7663> \xD1\xA2 |0

<U766B> \xF1\xB2 |0

<U766F> \xF1\xB3 |0

<U7682> \xD4\xED |0

<U7691> \xB0\xA8 |0

<U76A4> \xF0\xAB |0

<U76B1> \xD6\xE5 |0

<U76B2> \xF1\xE4 |0

<U76C5> \xD6\xD1 |0

<U76CE> \xB0\xBB |0

<U76CF> \xD5\xB5 |0

<U76D0> \xD1\xCE |0

<U76D1> \xBC\xE0 |0

<U76D4> \xBF\xF8 |0

<U76D8> \xC5\xCC |0

<U76EF> \xB6\xA2 |0

<U76F1> \xED\xEC |0

<U76F9> \xED\xEF |0

<U76FC> \xC5\xCE

 |0

<U770D> \xED\xEE |0

<U7719> \xED\xF4 |0

<U771A> \xED\xF2 |0

<U7722> \xED\xF3 |0

<U7728> \xD5\xA3 |0

<U772D> \xED\xF5 |0

<U772F> \xC3\xD0 |0

<U7735> \xED\xF7 |0
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<U7736> \xBF\xF4 |0

<U7741> \xD5\xF6 |0

<U7743> \xED\xFC |0

<U7750> \xED\xF9 |0

<U7751> \xED\xFA |0

<U7762> \xEE\xA1 |0

<U776C> \xB2\xC7 |0

<U777D> \xEE\xA5 |0

<U7780> \xEE\xA6 |0

<U7784> \xC3\xE9 |0

<U7785> \xB3\xF2 |0

<U778C> \xEE\xA7 |0

<U778D> \xEE\xA4 |0

<U7792> \xC2\xF7 |0

<U779F> \xEE\xA9 |0

<U77A2> \xDE\xAB |0

<U77A7> \xC7\xC6 |0

<U77A9> \xD6\xF5 |0

<U77AA> \xB5\xC9 |0

<U77B5> \xEE\xAC |0

<U77EB> \xBD\xC3 |0

<U77EC> \xEF\xF3 |0

<U77F6> \xED\xB6 |0

<U77F8> \xED\xB7 |0

<U77FD> \xCE\xF9 |0

<U77FE> \xB7\xAF |0

<U77FF> \xBF\xF3 |0

<U7800> \xED\xB8 |0

<U7801> \xC2\xEB |0

<U7809> \xED\xB9 |0

<U780D> \xBF\xB3 |0

<U7811> \xED\xBC |0

<U7816> \xD7\xA9 |0

<U7817> \xED\xBA |0

<U7818> \xED\xBB |0

<U781A> \xD1\xE2 |0

<U781C> \xED\xBF |0

<U781D> \xED\xC0 |0

<U781F> \xED\xC4 |0

<U7823> \xED\xC8 |0

<U7829> \xED\xC9 |0

<U782C> \xED\xC7

 |0

<U782D> \xED\xBE |0

<U7830> \xC5\xE9 |0

<U7837> \xC9\xE9 |0

<U7838> \xD4\xD2 |0

<U7839> \xED\xC1 |0
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<U783B> \xED\xC3 |0

<U783C> \xED\xC5 |0

<U783E> \xC0\xF9 |0

<U7840> \xB4\xA1 |0

<U7847> \xED\xD0 |0

<U784C> \xED\xD1 |0

<U784E> \xED\xCA |0

<U7850> \xED\xCF |0

<U7852> \xCE\xF8 |0

<U7855> \xCB\xB6 |0

<U7856> \xED\xCC |0

<U7857> \xED\xCD |0

<U786A> \xED\xD2 |0

<U786D> \xED\xCB |0

<U786E> \xC8\xB7 |0

<U7877> \xBC\xEF |0

<U7889> \xB5\xEF |0

<U7898> \xB5\xE2 |0

<U789B> \xED\xD3 |0

<U789C> \xED\xD7 |0

<U789F> \xB5\xFA |0

<U78A1> \xED\xD8 |0

<U78A5> \xED\xDC |0

<U78B0> \xC5\xF6 |0

<U78B1> \xBC\xEE |0

<U78B2> \xED\xDA |0

<U78B3> \xCC\xBC |0

<U78B4> \xB2\xEA |0

<U78B9> \xED\xDB |0

<U78C9> \xED\xDF |0

<U78D5> \xBF\xC4 |0

<U78D9> \xED\xDE |0

<U78F2> \xED\xE1 |0

<U78F7> \xC1\xD7 |0

<U78FA> \xBB\xC7 |0

<U7905> \xED\xE2 |0

<U7913> \xED\xE4 |0

<U791E> \xED\xE6 |0

<U7924> \xED\xE5 |0

<U7934> \xED\xE7 |0

<U793B> \xEC\xEA |0

<U7946> \xEC\xEC |0

<U795B> \xEC\xEE |0

<U795C> \xEC\xEF |0

<U7967> \xEC\xF6

 |0

<U796F> \xEC\xF5 |0

<U7978> \xBB\xF6 |0
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<U799A> \xEC\xFA |0

<U79BB> \xC0\xEB |0

<U79C3> \xCD\xBA |0

<U79C6> \xB8\xD1 |0

<U79CD> \xD6\xD6 |0

<U79EB> \xEF\xF8 |0

<U79ED> \xEF\xF6 |0

<U79EF> \xBB\xFD |0

<U79F8> \xBD\xD5 |0

<U79FD> \xBB\xE0 |0

<U7A02> \xEF\xFC |0

<U7A03> \xEF\xFB |0

<U7A06> \xEF\xF9 |0

<U7A1E> \xEF\xFD |0

<U7A23> \xF6\xD5 |0

<U7A33> \xCE\xC8 |0

<U7A39> \xF0\xA1 |0

<U7A51> \xF0\xA3 |0

<U7A77> \xC7\xEE |0

<U7A78> \xF1\xB6 |0

<U7A80> \xF1\xB8 |0

<U7A86> \xF1\xB9 |0

<U7A8D> \xC7\xCF |0

<U7A91> \xD2\xA4 |0

<U7A9C> \xB4\xDC |0

<U7A9D> \xCE\xD1 |0

<U7AA0> \xF1\xBD |0

<U7AA5> \xBF\xFA |0

<U7AA6> \xF1\xBC |0

<U7AA8> \xF1\xBF |0

<U7AAC> \xF1\xBE |0

<U7AAD> \xF1\xC0 |0

<U7AB3> \xF1\xC1 |0

<U7AD6> \xCA\xFA |0

<U7ADE> \xBE\xBA |0

<U7AFD> \xF3\xC4 |0

<U7B03> \xF3\xC6 |0

<U7B14> \xB1\xCA |0

<U7B15> \xF3\xC8 |0

<U7B24> \xF3\xD4 |0

<U7B2A> \xF3\xCE |0

<U7B2B> \xF3\xCA |0

<U7B2E> \xF3\xD0 |0

<U7B31> \xF3\xD1 |0

<U7B38> \xF3\xCD |0

<U7B3A> \xBC\xE3 |0

<U7B3C> \xC1\xFD |0

<U7B3E> \xF3\xD6
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 |0

<U7B47> \xF3\xCC |0

<U7B58> \xF3\xD8 |0

<U7B5A> \xF3\xD9 |0

<U7B5B> \xC9\xB8 |0

<U7B60> \xF3\xDE |0

<U7B62> \xF3\xE1 |0

<U7B72> \xF3\xE2 |0

<U7B77> \xBF\xEA |0

<U7B79> \xB3\xEF |0

<U7B7B> \xF3\xE0 |0

<U7B7E> \xC7\xA9 |0

<U7B80> \xBC\xF2 |0

<U7B85> \xF3\xEB |0

<U7B90> \xF3\xE4 |0

<U7BA2> \xF3\xEE |0

<U7BA6> \xF3\xE5 |0

<U7BA7> \xF3\xE6 |0

<U7BA8> \xF3\xEA |0

<U7BA9> \xC2\xE1 |0

<U7BAB> \xF3\xEF |0

<U7BAC> \xF3\xE8 |0

<U7BD1> \xF3\xF1 |0

<U7BD3> \xC2\xA8 |0

<U7BD9> \xB8\xDD |0

<U7BDA> \xF3\xF5 |0

<U7BE1> \xB4\xDB |0

<U7BEA> \xF3\xF8 |0

<U7BEE> \xC0\xBA |0

<U7BF1> \xC0\xE9 |0

<U7BFC> \xF3\xFB |0

<U7BFE> \xF3\xFA |0

<U7C0B> \xF3\xFE |0

<U7C0C> \xF3\xF9 |0

<U7C0F> \xF3\xFC |0

<U7C16> \xF3\xFD |0

<U7C26> \xF4\xA3 |0

<U7C41> \xF4\xA5 |0

<U7C74> \xD9\xE1 |0

<U7C7B> \xC0\xE0 |0

<U7C7C> \xF4\xCC |0

<U7C7D> \xD7\xD1 |0

<U7C91> \xF4\xCE |0

<U7C9C> \xF4\xD0 |0

<U7C9D> \xF4\xCF |0

<U7C9E> \xF4\xD1 |0

<U7CAA> \xB7\xE0 |0

<U7CBC> \xF4\xD4 |0
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<U7CC1> \xF4\xD6 |0

<U7CC7> \xF4\xD7 |0

<U7CC8> \xF4\xDA

 |0

<U7CCC> \xF4\xD8 |0

<U7CCD> \xF4\xD9 |0

<U7CD5> \xB8\xE2 |0

<U7CD7> \xF4\xDC |0

<U7CD9> \xB2\xDA |0

<U7CE8> \xF4\xDD |0

<U7D27> \xBD\xF4 |0

<U7D77> \xF4\xEA |0

<U7DA6> \xF4\xEB |0

<U7E47> \xF4\xED |0

<U7E9F> \xE6\xF9 |0

<U7EA0> \xBE\xC0 |0

<U7EA1> \xE6\xFA |0

<U7EA2> \xBA\xEC |0

<U7EA3> \xE6\xFB |0

<U7EA4> \xCF\xCB |0

<U7EA5> \xE6\xFC |0

<U7EA6> \xD4\xBC |0

<U7EA7> \xBC\xB6 |0

<U7EA8> \xE6\xFD |0

<U7EA9> \xE6\xFE |0

<U7EAA> \xBC\xCD |0

<U7EAB> \xC8\xD2 |0

<U7EAC> \xCE\xB3 |0

<U7EAD> \xE7\xA1 |0

<U7EAF> \xB4\xBF |0

<U7EB0> \xE7\xA2 |0

<U7EB1> \xC9\xB4 |0

<U7EB2> \xB8\xD9 |0

<U7EB3> \xC4\xC9 |0

<U7EB5> \xD7\xDD |0

<U7EB6> \xC2\xDA |0

<U7EB7> \xB7\xD7 |0

<U7EB8> \xD6\xBD |0

<U7EB9> \xCE\xC6 |0

<U7EBA> \xB7\xC4 |0

<U7EBD> \xC5\xA6 |0

<U7EBE> \xE7\xA3 |0

<U7EBF> \xCF\xDF |0

<U7EC0> \xE7\xA4 |0

<U7EC1> \xE7\xA5 |0

<U7EC2> \xE7\xA6 |0

<U7EC3> \xC1\xB7 |0

<U7EC4> \xD7\xE9 |0
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<U7EC5> \xC9\xF0 |0

<U7EC6> \xCF\xB8 |0

<U7EC7> \xD6\xAF |0

<U7EC8> \xD6\xD5 |0

<U7EC9> \xE7\xA7 |0

<U7ECA> \xB0\xED

 |0

<U7ECB> \xE7\xA8 |0

<U7ECC> \xE7\xA9 |0

<U7ECD> \xC9\xDC |0

<U7ECE> \xD2\xEF |0

<U7ECF> \xBE\xAD |0

<U7ED0> \xE7\xAA |0

<U7ED1> \xB0\xF3 |0

<U7ED2> \xC8\xDE |0

<U7ED3> \xBD\xE1 |0

<U7ED4> \xE7\xAB |0

<U7ED5> \xC8\xC6 |0

<U7ED7> \xE7\xAC |0

<U7ED8> \xBB\xE6 |0

<U7ED9> \xB8\xF8 |0

<U7EDA> \xD1\xA4 |0

<U7EDB> \xE7\xAD |0

<U7EDC> \xC2\xE7 |0

<U7EDD> \xBE\xF8 |0

<U7EDE> \xBD\xCA |0

<U7EDF> \xCD\xB3 |0

<U7EE0> \xE7\xAE |0

<U7EE1> \xE7\xAF |0

<U7EE2> \xBE\xEE |0

<U7EE3> \xD0\xE5 |0

<U7EE5> \xCB\xE7 |0

<U7EE6> \xCC\xD0 |0

<U7EE7> \xBC\xCC |0

<U7EE8> \xE7\xB0 |0

<U7EE9> \xBC\xA8 |0

<U7EEA> \xD0\xF7 |0

<U7EEB> \xE7\xB1 |0

<U7EED> \xD0\xF8 |0

<U7EEE> \xE7\xB2 |0

<U7EEF> \xE7\xB3 |0

<U7EF0> \xB4\xC2 |0

<U7EF1> \xE7\xB4 |0

<U7EF2> \xE7\xB5 |0

<U7EF3> \xC9\xFE |0

<U7EF4> \xCE\xAC |0

<U7EF5> \xC3\xE0 |0

<U7EF6> \xE7\xB7 |0
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<U7EF7> \xB1\xC1 |0

<U7EF8> \xB3\xF1 |0

<U7EFA> \xE7\xB8 |0

<U7EFB> \xE7\xB9 |0

<U7EFC> \xD7\xDB |0

<U7EFD> \xD5\xC0 |0

<U7EFE> \xE7\xBA |0

<U7EFF> \xC2\xCC |0

<U7F00> \xD7\xBA

 |0

<U7F01> \xE7\xBB |0

<U7F02> \xE7\xBC |0

<U7F03> \xE7\xBD |0

<U7F04> \xBC\xEA |0

<U7F05> \xC3\xE5 |0

<U7F06> \xC0\xC2 |0

<U7F07> \xE7\xBE |0

<U7F08> \xE7\xBF |0

<U7F09> \xBC\xA9 |0

<U7F0B> \xE7\xC0 |0

<U7F0C> \xE7\xC1 |0

<U7F0D> \xE7\xB6 |0

<U7F0E> \xB6\xD0 |0

<U7F0F> \xE7\xC2 |0

<U7F11> \xE7\xC3 |0

<U7F12> \xE7\xC4 |0

<U7F13> \xBB\xBA |0

<U7F14> \xB5\xDE |0

<U7F15> \xC2\xC6 |0

<U7F16> \xB1\xE0 |0

<U7F17> \xE7\xC5 |0

<U7F18> \xD4\xB5 |0

<U7F19> \xE7\xC6 |0

<U7F1A> \xB8\xBF |0

<U7F1B> \xE7\xC8 |0

<U7F1C> \xE7\xC7 |0

<U7F1D> \xB7\xEC |0

<U7F1F> \xE7\xC9 |0

<U7F20> \xB2\xF8 |0

<U7F21> \xE7\xCA |0

<U7F22> \xE7\xCB |0

<U7F23> \xE7\xCC |0

<U7F24> \xE7\xCD |0

<U7F25> \xE7\xCE |0

<U7F26> \xE7\xCF |0

<U7F27> \xE7\xD0 |0

<U7F28> \xD3\xA7 |0

<U7F29> \xCB\xF5 |0
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<U7F2A> \xE7\xD1 |0

<U7F2B> \xE7\xD2 |0

<U7F2C> \xE7\xD3 |0

<U7F2D> \xE7\xD4 |0

<U7F2E> \xC9\xC9 |0

<U7F2F> \xE7\xD5 |0

<U7F30> \xE7\xD6 |0

<U7F31> \xE7\xD7 |0

<U7F32> \xE7\xD8 |0

<U7F33> \xE7\xD9 |0

<U7F34> \xBD\xC9 |0

<U7F35> \xE7\xDA

 |0

<U7F42> \xF3\xBF |0

<U7F44> \xF3\xC0 |0

<U7F57> \xC2\xDE |0

<U7F5A> \xB7\xA3 |0

<U7F61> \xEE\xB8 |0

<U7F62> \xB0\xD5 |0

<U7F71> \xEE\xBD |0

<U7F74> \xEE\xBC |0

<U7F7E> \xEE\xC0 |0

<U7F81> \xEE\xBF |0

<U7F9F> \xF4\xC7 |0

<U7FA1> \xCF\xDB |0

<U7FA7> \xF4\xC8 |0

<U7FB0> \xF4\xCA |0

<U7FBC> \xE5\xF1 |0

<U7FBF> \xF4\xE0 |0

<U7FCE> \xF4\xE1 |0

<U7FD8> \xC7\xCC |0

<U7FDF> \xB5\xD4 |0

<U7FE5> \xF4\xE3 |0

<U7FEE> \xF4\xE7 |0

<U7FF1> \xB0\xBF |0

<U800D> \xCB\xA3 |0

<U8014> \xF1\xE8 |0

<U8016> \xF1\xE9 |0

<U8020> \xF1\xEB |0

<U8022> \xF1\xEC |0

<U8025> \xF1\xED |0

<U8026> \xF1\xEE |0

<U8027> \xF1\xEF |0

<U8029> \xF1\xF0 |0

<U802A> \xC5\xD5 |0

<U8031> \xF1\xF2 |0

<U8035> \xF1\xF4 |0

<U8037> \xDE\xC7 |0
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<U8038> \xCB\xCA |0

<U8042> \xC4\xF4 |0

<U8043> \xF1\xF5 |0

<U804B> \xC1\xFB |0

<U804C> \xD6\xB0 |0

<U804D> \xF1\xF7 |0

<U8054> \xC1\xAA |0

<U8069> \xF1\xF9 |0

<U806A> \xB4\xCF |0

<U8071> \xF1\xFA |0

<U8080> \xED\xB1 |0

<U8083> \xCB\xE0 |0

<U809C> \xEB\xC0 |0

<U809F> \xEB\xBF |0

<U80A0> \xB3\xA6

 |0

<U80A4> \xB7\xF4 |0

<U80AB> \xEB\xC6 |0

<U80AE> \xB0\xB9 |0

<U80B7> \xEB\xC9 |0

<U80BC> \xEB\xC2 |0

<U80BD> \xEB\xC4 |0

<U80BE> \xC9\xF6 |0

<U80BF> \xD6\xD7 |0

<U80C0> \xD5\xCD |0

<U80C1> \xD0\xB2 |0

<U80C2> \xEB\xCF |0

<U80CD> \xEB\xD2 |0

<U80D7> \xEB\xD3 |0

<U80DC> \xCA\xA4 |0

<U80E7> \xEB\xCA |0

<U80E8> \xEB\xCB |0

<U80E9> \xEB\xCC |0

<U80EA> \xEB\xCD |0

<U80EB> \xEB\xD6 |0

<U80EC> \xE6\xC0 |0

<U80ED> \xEB\xD9 |0

<U80F0> \xD2\xC8 |0

<U80F2> \xEB\xDC |0

<U80F3> \xB8\xEC |0

<U80F6> \xBD\xBA |0

<U80FA> \xB0\xB7 |0

<U810D> \xEB\xDA |0

<U810E> \xEB\xDB |0

<U810F> \xD4\xE0 |0

<U8110> \xC6\xEA |0

<U8111> \xC4\xD4 |0

<U8112> \xEB\xDF |0
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<U8113> \xC5\xA7 |0

<U8114> \xD9\xF5 |0

<U8116> \xB2\xB1 |0

<U8118> \xEB\xE4 |0

<U811E> \xEB\xE2 |0

<U812C> \xEB\xE3 |0

<U8132> \xEB\xE5 |0

<U8136> \xEB\xE1 |0

<U8138> \xC1\xB3 |0

<U8148> \xEB\xE6 |0

<U814A> \xC0\xB0 |0

<U814C> \xEB\xE7 |0

<U8159> \xEB\xEA |0

<U815A> \xEB\xEB |0

<U8160> \xEB\xED |0

<U8167> \xEB\xF2 |0

<U8169> \xEB\xEE |0

<U816D> \xEB\xF1

 |0

<U817B> \xC4\xE5 |0

<U817C> \xEB\xEF |0

<U817D> \xEB\xF0 |0

<U817E> \xCC\xDA |0

<U8191> \xEB\xF7 |0

<U8198> \xB1\xEC |0

<U819B> \xCC\xC5 |0

<U81A6> \xEC\xA2 |0

<U81AA> \xEB\xFA |0

<U81BB> \xEB\xFE |0

<U81C1> \xEC\xA1 |0

<U81C3> \xD3\xB7 |0

<U81CA> \xEB\xFD |0

<U81CC> \xEB\xFB |0

<U81EC> \xF4\xAB |0

<U8200> \xD2\xA8 |0

<U8204> \xF4\xAA |0

<U8206> \xD3\xDF |0

<U8214> \xCC\xF2 |0

<U8221> \xF4\xAD |0

<U8222> \xF4\xAE |0

<U8223> \xF4\xAF |0

<U8228> \xF4\xB2 |0

<U822D> \xF4\xB0 |0

<U822F> \xF4\xB1 |0

<U8230> \xBD\xA2 |0

<U8231> \xB2\xD5 |0

<U8234> \xF4\xB7 |0

<U823B> \xF4\xB5 |0
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<U823E> \xF4\xB8 |0

<U8244> \xF4\xB9 |0

<U8249> \xF4\xBA |0

<U824B> \xF4\xBB |0

<U824F> \xF4\xBC |0

<U8270> \xBC\xE8 |0

<U8273> \xD1\xDE |0

<U8274> \xE5\xF5 |0

<U8279> \xDC\xB3 |0

<U827A> \xD2\xD5 |0

<U827D> \xDC\xB4 |0

<U827F> \xDC\xB5 |0

<U8282> \xBD\xDA |0

<U8284> \xDC\xB9 |0

<U8288> \xD8\xC2 |0

<U828A> \xDC\xB7 |0

<U828E> \xDC\xBA |0

<U828F> \xDC\xB6 |0

<U8291> \xDC\xBB |0

<U8297> \xDC\xBC |0

<U8298> \xDC\xC5

 |0

<U829C> \xCE\xDF |0

<U82A1> \xDC\xCD |0

<U82A4> \xDC\xD2 |0

<U82A8> \xDC\xB8 |0

<U82A9> \xDC\xCB |0

<U82AA> \xDC\xCE |0

<U82AE> \xDC\xC7 |0

<U82B0> \xDC\xC1 |0

<U82B4> \xDC\xCC |0

<U82B7> \xDC\xC6 |0

<U82BE> \xDC\xC0 |0

<U82C1> \xDC\xCA |0

<U82C4> \xDC\xD0 |0

<U82C7> \xCE\xAD |0

<U82C8> \xDC\xC2 |0

<U82CA> \xDC\xC3 |0

<U82CB> \xDC\xC8 |0

<U82CC> \xDC\xC9 |0

<U82CD> \xB2\xD4 |0

<U82CE> \xDC\xD1 |0

<U82CF> \xCB\xD5 |0

<U82D5> \xDC\xE6 |0

<U82D8> \xDC\xDC |0

<U82E0> \xDC\xE5 |0

<U82E4> \xDC\xD6 |0

<U82EF> \xB1\xBD |0
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<U82F7> \xDC\xD5 |0

<U8301> \xD7\xC2 |0

<U8307> \xDC\xD8 |0

<U8308> \xDC\xEB |0

<U830C> \xDC\xDD |0

<U830F> \xDC\xD7 |0

<U8311> \xDC\xE0 |0

<U8314> \xDC\xE3 |0

<U8315> \xDC\xE4 |0

<U831A> \xDC\xE1 |0

<U831B> \xDD\xA2 |0

<U8327> \xBC\xEB |0

<U832C> \xB2\xE7 |0

<U832D> \xDC\xFA |0

<U8333> \xDC\xFC |0

<U833A> \xDC\xFB |0

<U833C> \xDC\xED |0

<U8343> \xDC\xF5 |0

<U8346> \xBE\xA3 |0

<U8347> \xDC\xF4 |0

<U8351> \xDC\xE8 |0

<U8354> \xC0\xF3 |0

<U835A> \xBC\xD4 |0

<U835B> \xDC\xE9

 |0

<U835C> \xDC\xEA |0

<U835E> \xDC\xF1 |0

<U835F> \xDC\xF6 |0

<U8360> \xDC\xF9 |0

<U8361> \xB5\xB4 |0

<U8363> \xC8\xD9 |0

<U8364> \xBB\xE7 |0

<U8365> \xDC\xFE |0

<U8366> \xDC\xFD |0

<U8367> \xD3\xAB |0

<U8368> \xDD\xA1 |0

<U8369> \xDD\xA3 |0

<U836A> \xDD\xA5 |0

<U836B> \xD2\xF1 |0

<U836C> \xDD\xA4 |0

<U836D> \xDD\xA6 |0

<U836E> \xDD\xA7 |0

<U836F> \xD2\xA9 |0

<U8378> \xDD\xA9 |0

<U837D> \xDD\xB4 |0

<U8386> \xC6\xCE |0

<U8392> \xDC\xEC |0

<U8398> \xDD\xB7 |0
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<U839B> \xDC\xF0 |0

<U839C> \xDD\xAF |0

<U83A9> \xDD\xB3 |0

<U83B0> \xDD\xA8 |0

<U83B2> \xC1\xAB |0

<U83B3> \xDD\xAA |0

<U83B4> \xDD\xAB |0

<U83B6> \xDD\xB2 |0

<U83B7> \xBB\xF1 |0

<U83B8> \xDD\xB5 |0

<U83B9> \xD3\xA8 |0

<U83BA> \xDD\xBA |0

<U83BC> \xDD\xBB |0

<U83C0> \xDD\xD2 |0

<U83C7> \xB9\xBD |0

<U83CF> \xBA\xCA |0

<U83D4> \xDD\xCA |0

<U83DD> \xDD\xC3 |0

<U83E1> \xDD\xD5 |0

<U83E5> \xDD\xBE |0

<U83EA> \xDD\xD0 |0

<U83F8> \xDD\xCE |0

<U83F9> \xDD\xCF |0

<U8401> \xDD\xBD |0

<U8406> \xDD\xC9 |0

<U840F> \xDD\xCC |0

<U8411> \xDD\xC8

 |0

<U8418> \xDD\xC1 |0

<U841C> \xDD\xC6 |0

<U841D> \xC2\xDC |0

<U8424> \xD3\xA9 |0

<U8425> \xD3\xAA |0

<U8426> \xDD\xD3 |0

<U8427> \xCF\xF4 |0

<U8428> \xC8\xF8 |0

<U8451> \xDD\xD7 |0

<U8459> \xDD\xD9 |0

<U845A> \xDD\xD8 |0

<U845C> \xDD\xD6 |0

<U8473> \xDD\xDA |0

<U8476> \xDD\xE3 |0

<U8478> \xDD\xDF |0

<U8487> \xDD\xDB |0

<U8488> \xDD\xDC |0

<U8489> \xDD\xDE |0

<U848C> \xDD\xE4 |0

<U848E> \xDD\xE5 |0
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<U8497> \xDD\xF5 |0

<U84AF> \xD8\xE1 |0

<U84B4> \xDD\xF4 |0

<U84BA> \xDD\xF0 |0

<U84BD> \xDD\xEC |0

<U84D3> \xDD\xED |0

<U84DD> \xC0\xB6 |0

<U84DF> \xBC\xBB |0

<U84E0> \xDD\xF1 |0

<U84E3> \xDD\xF7 |0

<U84E5> \xDD\xF6 |0

<U84E6> \xDD\xEB |0

<U84F0> \xDD\xFB |0

<U850C> \xDD\xF8 |0

<U852B> \xC4\xE8 |0

<U8537> \xC7\xBE |0

<U8538> \xDD\xFA |0

<U8539> \xDD\xFC |0

<U853A> \xDD\xFE |0

<U853B> \xDE\xA2 |0

<U853C> \xB0\xAA |0

<U8556> \xDE\xA1 |0

<U8559> \xDE\xA5 |0

<U855E> \xDE\xA9 |0

<U8564> \xDE\xA8 |0

<U8572> \xDE\xAD |0

<U8574> \xD4\xCC |0

<U8579> \xDE\xB3 |0

<U857A> \xDE\xAA |0

<U857B> \xDE\xAE

 |0

<U8585> \xDE\xB6 |0

<U858F> \xDE\xB2 |0

<U85B0> \xDE\xB9 |0

<U85B7> \xDE\xB8 |0

<U85D3> \xDE\xBA |0

<U85FF> \xDE\xBD |0

<U8605> \xDE\xBF |0

<U8611> \xC4\xA2 |0

<U8627> \xDE\xBE |0

<U8629> \xDE\xC0 |0

<U8638> \xD5\xBA |0

<U863C> \xDE\xC2 |0

<U864F> \xC2\xB2 |0

<U8651> \xC2\xC7 |0

<U8662> \xEB\xBD |0

<U866C> \xF2\xB0 |0

<U866E> \xF2\xB1 |0
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<U867A> \xF2\xB3 |0

<U867C> \xF2\xB4 |0

<U867D> \xCB\xE4 |0

<U867E> \xCF\xBA |0

<U867F> \xF2\xB2 |0

<U8680> \xCA\xB4 |0

<U8681> \xD2\xCF |0

<U8682> \xC2\xEC |0

<U868D> \xF2\xB7 |0

<U869C> \xD1\xC1 |0

<U869D> \xF2\xBA |0

<U86A7> \xF2\xBB |0

<U86A8> \xF2\xB6 |0

<U86AC> \xF2\xB9 |0

<U86B1> \xF2\xC6 |0

<U86B4> \xF2\xCA |0

<U86B5> \xF2\xC2 |0

<U86BA> \xF2\xC5 |0

<U86C0> \xD6\xFB |0

<U86CA> \xB9\xC6 |0

<U86CF> \xF2\xC9 |0

<U86D0> \xF2\xD0 |0

<U86D1> \xF2\xD6 |0

<U86D8> \xF2\xD5 |0

<U86F0> \xD5\xDD |0

<U86F1> \xF2\xCC |0

<U86F2> \xF2\xCD |0

<U86F3> \xF2\xCF |0

<U86F4> \xF2\xD3 |0

<U8707> \xF2\xD8 |0

<U8713> \xF2\xD1 |0

<U8715> \xCD\xC9 |0

<U8717> \xCE\xCF

 |0

<U871E> \xF2\xE0 |0

<U8721> \xC0\xAF |0

<U8722> \xF2\xEC |0

<U8723> \xF2\xDE |0

<U872E> \xF2\xE2 |0

<U8731> \xF2\xE7 |0

<U873E> \xF2\xE4 |0

<U8747> \xD3\xAC |0

<U8748> \xF2\xE5 |0

<U8764> \xF2\xF8 |0

<U8765> \xF2\xFA |0

<U8770> \xF2\xF1 |0

<U877B> \xF2\xEF |0

<U877C> \xF2\xF7 |0
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<U877D> \xF2\xED |0

<U877E> \xF2\xEE |0

<U8783> \xF3\xA6 |0

<U8785> \xF3\xA3 |0

<U8788> \xF3\xA2 |0

<U878B> \xF2\xF4 |0

<U8793> \xF2\xFB |0

<U8797> \xF3\xA5 |0

<U87A8> \xF2\xFD |0

<U87AC> \xF3\xA9 |0

<U87AD> \xF3\xA4 |0

<U87B5> \xF3\xAA |0

<U87CA> \xF3\xB1 |0

<U87D1> \xF3\xAF |0

<U87D3> \xF3\xAD |0

<U87DB> \xF3\xB2 |0

<U87E5> \xF3\xA8 |0

<U87EA> \xF3\xB3 |0

<U87EE> \xF3\xB5 |0

<U8803> \xD9\xF9 |0

<U880A> \xF3\xB9 |0

<U8813> \xF3\xB7 |0

<U881B> \xF3\xBA |0

<U8832> \xEE\xC3 |0

<U883C> \xF3\xBD |0

<U8845> \xD0\xC6 |0

<U8854> \xCF\xCE |0

<U8864> \xF1\xC2 |0

<U8865> \xB2\xB9 |0

<U8869> \xF1\xC3 |0

<U886C> \xB3\xC4 |0

<U886E> \xD9\xF2 |0

<U8884> \xB0\xC0 |0

<U8885> \xF4\xC1 |0

<U889C> \xCD\xE0 |0

<U88AD> \xCF\xAE

 |0

<U88BC> \xF1\xCB |0

<U88C6> \xF1\xC9 |0

<U88C9> \xF1\xCC |0

<U88CE> \xF1\xCE |0

<U88D2> \xD9\xF6 |0

<U88E2> \xF1\xCD |0

<U88E3> \xF1\xCF |0

<U88E4> \xBF\xE3 |0

<U88E5> \xF1\xD0 |0

<U88F0> \xF1\xD6 |0

<U88F1> \xF1\xD1 |0
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<U8919> \xF1\xD8 |0

<U891A> \xF1\xD2 |0

<U891B> \xF1\xDA |0

<U8921> \xF1\xD7 |0

<U8930> \xE5\xBD |0

<U8934> \xF1\xDC |0

<U897B> \xF1\xE1 |0

<U89C1> \xBC\xFB |0

<U89C2> \xB9\xDB |0

<U89C4> \xB9\xE6 |0

<U89C5> \xC3\xD9 |0

<U89C6> \xCA\xD3 |0

<U89C7> \xEA\xE8 |0

<U89C8> \xC0\xC0 |0

<U89C9> \xBE\xF5 |0

<U89CA> \xEA\xE9 |0

<U89CB> \xEA\xEA |0

<U89CC> \xEA\xEB |0

<U89CE> \xEA\xEC |0

<U89CF> \xEA\xED |0

<U89D0> \xEA\xEE |0

<U89D1> \xEA\xEF |0

<U89D6> \xF5\xFB |0

<U89DE> \xF5\xFC |0

<U89E5> \xF6\xA1 |0

<U89EB> \xF6\xA2 |0

<U89EF> \xF6\xA3 |0

<U89F3> \xEC\xB2 |0

<U8A07> \xD9\xEA |0

<U8A3E> \xF6\xA4 |0

<U8A79> \xD5\xB2 |0

<U8A8A> \xCC\xDC |0

<U8BA0> \xDA\xA5 |0

<U8BA1> \xBC\xC6 |0

<U8BA2> \xB6\xA9 |0

<U8BA3> \xB8\xBC |0

<U8BA4> \xC8\xCF |0

<U8BA5> \xBC\xA5 |0

<U8BA6> \xDA\xA6

 |0

<U8BA7> \xDA\xA7 |0

<U8BA8> \xCC\xD6 |0

<U8BA9> \xC8\xC3 |0

<U8BAA> \xDA\xA8 |0

<U8BAB> \xC6\xFD |0

<U8BAD> \xD1\xB5 |0

<U8BAE> \xD2\xE9 |0

<U8BAF> \xD1\xB6 |0
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<U8BB0> \xBC\xC7 |0

<U8BB2> \xBD\xB2 |0

<U8BB3> \xBB\xE4 |0

<U8BB4> \xDA\xA9 |0

<U8BB5> \xDA\xAA |0

<U8BB6> \xD1\xC8 |0

<U8BB7> \xDA\xAB |0

<U8BB8> \xD0\xED |0

<U8BB9> \xB6\xEF |0

<U8BBA> \xC2\xDB |0

<U8BBC> \xCB\xCF |0

<U8BBD> \xB7\xED |0

<U8BBE> \xC9\xE8 |0

<U8BBF> \xB7\xC3 |0

<U8BC0> \xBE\xF7 |0

<U8BC1> \xD6\xA4 |0

<U8BC2> \xDA\xAC |0

<U8BC3> \xDA\xAD |0

<U8BC4> \xC6\xC0 |0

<U8BC5> \xD7\xE7 |0

<U8BC6> \xCA\xB6 |0

<U8BC8> \xD5\xA9 |0

<U8BC9> \xCB\xDF |0

<U8BCA> \xD5\xEF |0

<U8BCB> \xDA\xAE |0

<U8BCC> \xD6\xDF |0

<U8BCD> \xB4\xCA |0

<U8BCE> \xDA\xB0 |0

<U8BCF> \xDA\xAF |0

<U8BD1> \xD2\xEB |0

<U8BD2> \xDA\xB1 |0

<U8BD3> \xDA\xB2 |0

<U8BD4> \xDA\xB3 |0

<U8BD5> \xCA\xD4 |0

<U8BD6> \xDA\xB4 |0

<U8BD7> \xCA\xAB |0

<U8BD8> \xDA\xB5 |0

<U8BD9> \xDA\xB6 |0

<U8BDA> \xB3\xCF |0

<U8BDB> \xD6\xEF |0

<U8BDC> \xDA\xB7 |0

<U8BDD> \xBB\xB0

 |0

<U8BDE> \xB5\xAE |0

<U8BDF> \xDA\xB8 |0

<U8BE0> \xDA\xB9 |0

<U8BE1> \xB9\xEE |0

<U8BE2> \xD1\xAF |0
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<U8BE3> \xD2\xE8 |0

<U8BE4> \xDA\xBA |0

<U8BE5> \xB8\xC3 |0

<U8BE6> \xCF\xEA |0

<U8BE7> \xB2\xEF |0

<U8BE8> \xDA\xBB |0

<U8BE9> \xDA\xBC |0

<U8BEB> \xBD\xEB |0

<U8BEC> \xCE\xDC |0

<U8BED> \xD3\xEF |0

<U8BEE> \xDA\xBD |0

<U8BEF> \xCE\xF3 |0

<U8BF0> \xDA\xBE |0

<U8BF1> \xD3\xD5 |0

<U8BF2> \xBB\xE5 |0

<U8BF3> \xDA\xBF |0

<U8BF4> \xCB\xB5 |0

<U8BF5> \xCB\xD0 |0

<U8BF6> \xDA\xC0 |0

<U8BF7> \xC7\xEB |0

<U8BF8> \xD6\xEE |0

<U8BF9> \xDA\xC1 |0

<U8BFA> \xC5\xB5 |0

<U8BFB> \xB6\xC1 |0

<U8BFC> \xDA\xC2 |0

<U8BFD> \xB7\xCC |0

<U8BFE> \xBF\xCE |0

<U8BFF> \xDA\xC3 |0

<U8C00> \xDA\xC4 |0

<U8C01> \xCB\xAD |0

<U8C02> \xDA\xC5 |0

<U8C03> \xB5\xF7 |0

<U8C04> \xDA\xC6 |0

<U8C05> \xC1\xC2 |0

<U8C06> \xD7\xBB |0

<U8C07> \xDA\xC7 |0

<U8C08> \xCC\xB8 |0

<U8C0A> \xD2\xEA |0

<U8C0B> \xC4\xB1 |0

<U8C0C> \xDA\xC8 |0

<U8C0D> \xB5\xFD |0

<U8C0E> \xBB\xD1 |0

<U8C0F> \xDA\xC9 |0

<U8C10> \xD0\xB3 |0

<U8C11> \xDA\xCA

 |0

<U8C12> \xDA\xCB |0

<U8C13> \xCE\xBD |0
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<U8C14> \xDA\xCC |0

<U8C15> \xDA\xCD |0

<U8C16> \xDA\xCE |0

<U8C17> \xB2\xF7 |0

<U8C18> \xDA\xD1 |0

<U8C19> \xDA\xCF |0

<U8C1A> \xD1\xE8 |0

<U8C1B> \xDA\xD0 |0

<U8C1C> \xC3\xD5 |0

<U8C1D> \xDA\xD2 |0

<U8C1F> \xDA\xD3 |0

<U8C20> \xDA\xD4 |0

<U8C21> \xDA\xD5 |0

<U8C22> \xD0\xBB |0

<U8C23> \xD2\xA5 |0

<U8C24> \xB0\xF9 |0

<U8C25> \xDA\xD6 |0

<U8C26> \xC7\xAB |0

<U8C27> \xDA\xD7 |0

<U8C28> \xBD\xF7 |0

<U8C29> \xC3\xA1 |0

<U8C2A> \xDA\xD8 |0

<U8C2B> \xDA\xD9 |0

<U8C2C> \xC3\xFD |0

<U8C2D> \xCC\xB7 |0

<U8C2E> \xDA\xDA |0

<U8C2F> \xDA\xDB |0

<U8C30> \xC0\xBE |0

<U8C31> \xC6\xD7 |0

<U8C32> \xDA\xDC |0

<U8C33> \xDA\xDD |0

<U8C34> \xC7\xB4 |0

<U8C35> \xDA\xDE |0

<U8C36> \xDA\xDF |0

<U8C47> \xF4\xF8 |0

<U8C49> \xF4\xF9 |0

<U8C73> \xE1\xD9 |0

<U8D1D> \xB1\xB4 |0

<U8D1E> \xD5\xEA |0

<U8D1F> \xB8\xBA |0

<U8D21> \xB9\xB1 |0

<U8D22> \xB2\xC6 |0

<U8D23> \xD4\xF0 |0

<U8D24> \xCF\xCD |0

<U8D25> \xB0\xDC |0

<U8D26> \xD5\xCB |0

<U8D27> \xBB\xF5 |0

<U8D28> \xD6\xCA
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 |0

<U8D29> \xB7\xB7 |0

<U8D2A> \xCC\xB0 |0

<U8D2B> \xC6\xB6 |0

<U8D2C> \xB1\xE1 |0

<U8D2D> \xB9\xBA |0

<U8D2E> \xD6\xFC |0

<U8D2F> \xB9\xE1 |0

<U8D30> \xB7\xA1 |0

<U8D31> \xBC\xFA |0

<U8D32> \xEA\xDA |0

<U8D33> \xEA\xDB |0

<U8D34> \xCC\xF9 |0

<U8D35> \xB9\xF3 |0

<U8D36> \xEA\xDC |0

<U8D37> \xB4\xFB |0

<U8D38> \xC3\xB3 |0

<U8D39> \xB7\xD1 |0

<U8D3A> \xBA\xD8 |0

<U8D3B> \xEA\xDD |0

<U8D3C> \xD4\xF4 |0

<U8D3D> \xEA\xDE |0

<U8D3E> \xBC\xD6 |0

<U8D3F> \xBB\xDF |0

<U8D40> \xEA\xDF |0

<U8D41> \xC1\xDE |0

<U8D42> \xC2\xB8 |0

<U8D43> \xD4\xDF |0

<U8D44> \xD7\xCA |0

<U8D45> \xEA\xE0 |0

<U8D46> \xEA\xE1 |0

<U8D47> \xEA\xE4 |0

<U8D48> \xEA\xE2 |0

<U8D49> \xEA\xE3 |0

<U8D4A> \xC9\xDE |0

<U8D4B> \xB8\xB3 |0

<U8D4C> \xB6\xC4 |0

<U8D4D> \xEA\xE5 |0

<U8D4E> \xCA\xEA |0

<U8D4F> \xC9\xCD |0

<U8D50> \xB4\xCD |0

<U8D53> \xE2\xD9 |0

<U8D54> \xC5\xE2 |0

<U8D55> \xEA\xE6 |0

<U8D56> \xC0\xB5 |0

<U8D58> \xD7\xB8 |0

<U8D59> \xEA\xE7 |0

<U8D5A> \xD7\xAC |0
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<U8D5B> \xC8\xFC |0

<U8D5C> \xD8\xD3 |0

<U8D5D> \xD8\xCD

 |0

<U8D5E> \xD4\xDE |0

<U8D60> \xD4\xF9 |0

<U8D61> \xC9\xC4 |0

<U8D62> \xD3\xAE |0

<U8D63> \xB8\xD3 |0

<U8D75> \xD5\xD4 |0

<U8D76> \xB8\xCF |0

<U8D84> \xF4\xF2 |0

<U8D8B> \xC7\xF7 |0

<U8D91> \xF4\xF4 |0

<U8D94> \xF4\xF3 |0

<U8D9F> \xCC\xCB |0

<U8DB1> \xF4\xF5 |0

<U8DB4> \xC5\xBF |0

<U8DB5> \xF5\xC0 |0

<U8DB8> \xF5\xBB |0

<U8DBC> \xF5\xC2 |0

<U8DBF> \xF5\xC1 |0

<U8DC3> \xD4\xBE |0

<U8DC4> \xF5\xC4 |0

<U8DC6> \xF5\xCC |0

<U8DCE> \xF5\xC9 |0

<U8DD1> \xC5\xDC |0

<U8DD7> \xF5\xC6 |0

<U8DDE> \xF5\xC8 |0

<U8DE4> \xF5\xD3 |0

<U8DEC> \xF5\xCD |0

<U8DF7> \xF5\xCE |0

<U8DF8> \xF5\xCF |0

<U8DF9> \xF5\xD1 |0

<U8DFA> \xB6\xE5 |0

<U8DFB> \xF5\xD2 |0

<U8DFD> \xF5\xD5 |0

<U8E05> \xF5\xBD |0

<U8E0C> \xB3\xEC |0

<U8E14> \xF5\xD6 |0

<U8E22> \xCC\xDF |0

<U8E23> \xF5\xDB |0

<U8E29> \xB2\xC8 |0

<U8E2C> \xF5\xD9 |0

<U8E2E> \xF5\xDA |0

<U8E2F> \xF5\xDC |0

<U8E31> \xF5\xE2 |0

<U8E39> \xF5\xDF |0
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<U8E3A> \xF5\xDD |0

<U8E3D> \xF5\xE1 |0

<U8E40> \xF5\xDE |0

<U8E41> \xF5\xE4 |0

<U8E4B> \xCC\xA3 |0

<U8E51> \xF5\xE6

 |0

<U8E52> \xF5\xE7 |0

<U8E66> \xB1\xC4 |0

<U8E69> \xF5\xBF |0

<U8E6C> \xB5\xC5 |0

<U8E6D> \xB2\xE4 |0

<U8E6F> \xF5\xEC |0

<U8E70> \xF5\xE9 |0

<U8E7F> \xB4\xDA |0

<U8E8F> \xF5\xEF |0

<U8E90> \xF5\xF1 |0

<U8E9C> \xF5\xF2 |0

<U8E9E> \xF5\xF3 |0

<U8EB2> \xB6\xE3 |0

<U8EBA> \xCC\xC9 |0

<U8ECE> \xEA\xA6 |0

<U8F66> \xB3\xB5 |0

<U8F67> \xD4\xFE |0

<U8F68> \xB9\xEC |0

<U8F69> \xD0\xF9 |0

<U8F6B> \xE9\xED |0

<U8F6C> \xD7\xAA |0

<U8F6D> \xE9\xEE |0

<U8F6E> \xC2\xD6 |0

<U8F6F> \xC8\xED |0

<U8F70> \xBA\xE4 |0

<U8F71> \xE9\xEF |0

<U8F72> \xE9\xF0 |0

<U8F73> \xE9\xF1 |0

<U8F74> \xD6\xE1 |0

<U8F75> \xE9\xF2 |0

<U8F76> \xE9\xF3 |0

<U8F77> \xE9\xF5 |0

<U8F78> \xE9\xF4 |0

<U8F79> \xE9\xF6 |0

<U8F7A> \xE9\xF7 |0

<U8F7B> \xC7\xE1 |0

<U8F7C> \xE9\xF8 |0

<U8F7D> \xD4\xD8 |0

<U8F7E> \xE9\xF9 |0

<U8F7F> \xBD\xCE |0

<U8F81> \xE9\xFA |0
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<U8F82> \xE9\xFB |0

<U8F83> \xBD\xCF |0

<U8F84> \xE9\xFC |0

<U8F85> \xB8\xA8 |0

<U8F86> \xC1\xBE |0

<U8F87> \xE9\xFD |0

<U8F88> \xB1\xB2 |0

<U8F89> \xBB\xD4 |0

<U8F8A> \xB9\xF5

 |0

<U8F8B> \xE9\xFE |0

<U8F8D> \xEA\xA1 |0

<U8F8E> \xEA\xA2 |0

<U8F8F> \xEA\xA3 |0

<U8F90> \xB7\xF8 |0

<U8F91> \xBC\xAD |0

<U8F93> \xCA\xE4 |0

<U8F94> \xE0\xCE |0

<U8F95> \xD4\xAF |0

<U8F96> \xCF\xBD |0

<U8F97> \xD5\xB7 |0

<U8F98> \xEA\xA4 |0

<U8F99> \xD5\xDE |0

<U8F9A> \xEA\xA5 |0

<U8FA9> \xB1\xE7 |0

<U8FAB> \xB1\xE8 |0

<U8FB6> \xE5\xC1 |0

<U8FB9> \xB1\xDF |0

<U8FBD> \xC1\xC9 |0

<U8FBE> \xB4\xEF |0

<U8FC1> \xC7\xA8 |0

<U8FC7> \xB9\xFD |0

<U8FC8> \xC2\xF5 |0

<U8FD0> \xD4\xCB |0

<U8FD3> \xE5\xC2 |0

<U8FD5> \xE5\xC3 |0

<U8FD8> \xBB\xB9 |0

<U8FD9> \xD5\xE2 |0

<U8FDB> \xBD\xF8 |0

<U8FDC> \xD4\xB6 |0

<U8FDD> \xCE\xA5 |0

<U8FDE> \xC1\xAC |0

<U8FDF> \xB3\xD9 |0

<U8FE4> \xE5\xC6 |0

<U8FE8> \xE5\xCA |0

<U8FEE> \xE5\xC5 |0

<U8FF3> \xE5\xC9 |0

<U9002> \xCA\xCA |0
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<U9004> \xE5\xCC |0

<U9009> \xD1\xA1 |0

<U900A> \xD1\xB7 |0

<U9012> \xB5\xDD |0

<U901B> \xB9\xE4 |0

<U9026> \xE5\xCE |0

<U902D> \xE5\xD5 |0

<U902F> \xE5\xD6 |0

<U903B> \xC2\xDF |0

<U9044> \xE5\xD7 |0

<U9057> \xD2\xC5 |0

<U905B> \xE5\xDE

 |0

<U9062> \xE5\xDD |0

<U9074> \xE5\xE0 |0

<U9088> \xE5\xE3 |0

<U908B> \xE5\xE5 |0

<U9093> \xB5\xCB |0

<U9095> \xE7\xDF |0

<U9097> \xDA\xF5 |0

<U9099> \xDA\xF8 |0

<U909B> \xDA\xF6 |0

<U909D> \xDA\xF7 |0

<U90A1> \xDA\xFA |0

<U90A2> \xD0\xCF |0

<U90AC> \xDA\xF9 |0

<U90AE> \xD3\xCA |0

<U90B0> \xDB\xA2 |0

<U90B3> \xDA\xFC |0

<U90B4> \xDA\xFB |0

<U90B6> \xDA\xFD |0

<U90B9> \xD7\xDE |0

<U90BA> \xDA\xFE |0

<U90BB> \xC1\xDA |0

<U90BE> \xDB\xA5 |0

<U90C4> \xDB\xA7 |0

<U90C5> \xDB\xA4 |0

<U90C7> \xDB\xA8 |0

<U90CF> \xDB\xA3 |0

<U90D0> \xDB\xA6 |0

<U90D1> \xD6\xA3 |0

<U90D3> \xDB\xA9 |0

<U90D7> \xDB\xAD |0

<U90DC> \xDB\xAC |0

<U90DD> \xBA\xC2 |0

<U90E6> \xDB\xAA |0

<U90E7> \xD4\xC7 |0

<U90EB> \xDB\xAF |0
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<U90EF> \xDB\xB0 |0

<U90F4> \xB3\xBB |0

<U90F8> \xB5\xA6 |0

<U90FE> \xDB\xB1 |0

<U9104> \xDB\xB2 |0

<U911E> \xDB\xB4 |0

<U9122> \xDB\xB3 |0

<U9123> \xDB\xB5 |0

<U912F> \xDB\xB7 |0

<U9131> \xDB\xB6 |0

<U9139> \xDB\xB8 |0

<U9143> \xDB\xB9 |0

<U9146> \xDB\xBA |0

<U914F> \xF4\xFD |0

<U9150> \xF4\xFB

 |0

<U9157> \xD0\xEF |0

<U915A> \xB7\xD3 |0

<U915D> \xD4\xCD |0

<U915E> \xCC\xAA |0

<U9161> \xF5\xA2 |0

<U9164> \xF4\xFE |0

<U916E> \xCD\xAA |0

<U916F> \xF5\xA5 |0

<U9170> \xF5\xA3 |0

<U9171> \xBD\xB4 |0

<U9174> \xF5\xA9 |0

<U9176> \xC3\xB8 |0

<U9179> \xF5\xAA |0

<U917D> \xF5\xA6 |0

<U917E> \xF5\xA7 |0

<U917F> \xC4\xF0 |0

<U9185> \xF5\xAC |0

<U918C> \xF5\xAB |0

<U9191> \xF5\xAF |0

<U919A> \xC3\xD1 |0

<U919B> \xC8\xA9 |0

<U91A3> \xF5\xB1 |0

<U91AD> \xF5\xB3 |0

<U91AE> \xF5\xB4 |0

<U91CA> \xCA\xCD |0

<U9274> \xBC\xF8 |0

<U928E> \xF6\xC6 |0

<U92AE> \xF6\xC7 |0

<U92C8> \xF6\xC8 |0

<U933E> \xF6\xC9 |0

<U936A> \xF6\xCA |0

<U938F> \xF6\xCC |0
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<U93CA> \xF6\xCB |0

<U943E> \xF6\xCD |0

<U946B> \xF6\xCE |0

<U9485> \xEE\xC4 |0

<U9486> \xEE\xC5 |0

<U9487> \xEE\xC6 |0

<U9488> \xD5\xEB |0

<U9489> \xB6\xA4 |0

<U948A> \xEE\xC8 |0

<U948B> \xEE\xC7 |0

<U948C> \xEE\xC9 |0

<U948D> \xEE\xCA |0

<U948E> \xC7\xA5 |0

<U948F> \xEE\xCB |0

<U9490> \xEE\xCC |0

<U9492> \xB7\xB0 |0

<U9493> \xB5\xF6 |0

<U9494> \xEE\xCD

 |0

<U9495> \xEE\xCF |0

<U9497> \xEE\xCE |0

<U9499> \xB8\xC6 |0

<U949A> \xEE\xD0 |0

<U949B> \xEE\xD1 |0

<U949C> \xEE\xD2 |0

<U949D> \xB6\xDB |0

<U949E> \xB3\xAE |0

<U949F> \xD6\xD3 |0

<U94A0> \xC4\xC6 |0

<U94A1> \xB1\xB5 |0

<U94A2> \xB8\xD6 |0

<U94A3> \xEE\xD3 |0

<U94A4> \xEE\xD4 |0

<U94A5> \xD4\xBF |0

<U94A6> \xC7\xD5 |0

<U94A7> \xBE\xFB |0

<U94A8> \xCE\xD9 |0

<U94A9> \xB9\xB3 |0

<U94AA> \xEE\xD6 |0

<U94AB> \xEE\xD5 |0

<U94AC> \xEE\xD8 |0

<U94AD> \xEE\xD7 |0

<U94AE> \xC5\xA5 |0

<U94AF> \xEE\xD9 |0

<U94B0> \xEE\xDA |0

<U94B1> \xC7\xAE |0

<U94B2> \xEE\xDB |0

<U94B3> \xC7\xAF |0
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<U94B4> \xEE\xDC |0

<U94B5> \xB2\xA7 |0

<U94B6> \xEE\xDD |0

<U94B7> \xEE\xDE |0

<U94B8> \xEE\xDF |0

<U94B9> \xEE\xE0 |0

<U94BA> \xEE\xE1 |0

<U94BB> \xD7\xEA |0

<U94BC> \xEE\xE2 |0

<U94BD> \xEE\xE3 |0

<U94BE> \xBC\xD8 |0

<U94BF> \xEE\xE4 |0

<U94C0> \xD3\xCB |0

<U94C1> \xCC\xFA |0

<U94C2> \xB2\xAC |0

<U94C3> \xC1\xE5 |0

<U94C4> \xEE\xE5 |0

<U94C5> \xC7\xA6 |0

<U94C6> \xC3\xAD |0

<U94C8> \xEE\xE6 |0

<U94C9> \xEE\xE7

 |0

<U94CA> \xEE\xE8 |0

<U94CB> \xEE\xE9 |0

<U94CC> \xEE\xEA |0

<U94CD> \xEE\xEB |0

<U94CE> \xEE\xEC |0

<U94D0> \xEE\xED |0

<U94D1> \xEE\xEE |0

<U94D2> \xEE\xEF |0

<U94D5> \xEE\xF0 |0

<U94D6> \xEE\xF1 |0

<U94D7> \xEE\xF2 |0

<U94D8> \xEE\xF4 |0

<U94D9> \xEE\xF3 |0

<U94DB> \xEE\xF5 |0

<U94DC> \xCD\xAD |0

<U94DD> \xC2\xC1 |0

<U94DE> \xEE\xF6 |0

<U94DF> \xEE\xF7 |0

<U94E0> \xEE\xF8 |0

<U94E1> \xD5\xA1 |0

<U94E2> \xEE\xF9 |0

<U94E3> \xCF\xB3 |0

<U94E4> \xEE\xFA |0

<U94E5> \xEE\xFB |0

<U94E7> \xEE\xFC |0

<U94E8> \xEE\xFD |0
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<U94E9> \xEF\xA1 |0

<U94EA> \xEE\xFE |0

<U94EB> \xEF\xA2 |0

<U94EC> \xB8\xF5 |0

<U94ED> \xC3\xFA |0

<U94EE> \xEF\xA3 |0

<U94EF> \xEF\xA4 |0

<U94F0> \xBD\xC2 |0

<U94F1> \xD2\xBF |0

<U94F2> \xB2\xF9 |0

<U94F3> \xEF\xA5 |0

<U94F4> \xEF\xA6 |0

<U94F5> \xEF\xA7 |0

<U94F6> \xD2\xF8 |0

<U94F7> \xEF\xA8 |0

<U94F8> \xD6\xFD |0

<U94F9> \xEF\xA9 |0

<U94FA> \xC6\xCC |0

<U94FC> \xEF\xAA |0

<U94FD> \xEF\xAB |0

<U94FE> \xC1\xB4 |0

<U94FF> \xEF\xAC |0

<U9500> \xCF\xFA |0

<U9501> \xCB\xF8

 |0

<U9502> \xEF\xAE |0

<U9503> \xEF\xAD |0

<U9504> \xB3\xFA |0

<U9505> \xB9\xF8 |0

<U9506> \xEF\xAF |0

<U9507> \xEF\xB0 |0

<U9508> \xD0\xE2 |0

<U9509> \xEF\xB1 |0

<U950A> \xEF\xB2 |0

<U950B> \xB7\xE6 |0

<U950C> \xD0\xBF |0

<U950D> \xEF\xB3 |0

<U950E> \xEF\xB4 |0

<U950F> \xEF\xB5 |0

<U9510> \xC8\xF1 |0

<U9511> \xCC\xE0 |0

<U9512> \xEF\xB6 |0

<U9513> \xEF\xB7 |0

<U9514> \xEF\xB8 |0

<U9515> \xEF\xB9 |0

<U9516> \xEF\xBA |0

<U9517> \xD5\xE0 |0

<U9518> \xEF\xBB |0
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<U9519> \xB4\xED |0

<U951A> \xC3\xAA |0

<U951B> \xEF\xBC |0

<U951D> \xEF\xBD |0

<U951E> \xEF\xBE |0

<U951F> \xEF\xBF |0

<U9521> \xCE\xFD |0

<U9522> \xEF\xC0 |0

<U9523> \xC2\xE0 |0

<U9524> \xB4\xB8 |0

<U9525> \xD7\xB6 |0

<U9526> \xBD\xF5 |0

<U9528> \xCF\xC7 |0

<U9529> \xEF\xC3 |0

<U952A> \xEF\xC1 |0

<U952B> \xEF\xC2 |0

<U952C> \xEF\xC4 |0

<U952D> \xB6\xA7 |0

<U952E> \xBC\xFC |0

<U952F> \xBE\xE2 |0

<U9530> \xC3\xCC |0

<U9531> \xEF\xC5 |0

<U9532> \xEF\xC6 |0

<U9534> \xEF\xC7 |0

<U9535> \xEF\xCF |0

<U9536> \xEF\xC8 |0

<U9537> \xEF\xC9

 |0

<U9538> \xEF\xCA |0

<U9539> \xC7\xC2 |0

<U953A> \xEF\xF1 |0

<U953B> \xB6\xCD |0

<U953C> \xEF\xCB |0

<U953E> \xEF\xCC |0

<U953F> \xEF\xCD |0

<U9540> \xB6\xC6 |0

<U9541> \xC3\xBE |0

<U9542> \xEF\xCE |0

<U9544> \xEF\xD0 |0

<U9545> \xEF\xD1 |0

<U9546> \xEF\xD2 |0

<U9547> \xD5\xF2 |0

<U9549> \xEF\xD3 |0

<U954A> \xC4\xF7 |0

<U954C> \xEF\xD4 |0

<U954D> \xC4\xF8 |0

<U954E> \xEF\xD5 |0

<U954F> \xEF\xD6 |0
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<U9550> \xB8\xE4 |0

<U9551> \xB0\xF7 |0

<U9552> \xEF\xD7 |0

<U9553> \xEF\xD8 |0

<U9554> \xEF\xD9 |0

<U9556> \xEF\xDA |0

<U9557> \xEF\xDB |0

<U9558> \xEF\xDC |0

<U9559> \xEF\xDD |0

<U955B> \xEF\xDE |0

<U955C> \xBE\xB5 |0

<U955D> \xEF\xE1 |0

<U955E> \xEF\xDF |0

<U955F> \xEF\xE0 |0

<U9561> \xEF\xE2 |0

<U9562> \xEF\xE3 |0

<U9563> \xC1\xCD |0

<U9564> \xEF\xE4 |0

<U9565> \xEF\xE5 |0

<U9566> \xEF\xE6 |0

<U9567> \xEF\xE7 |0

<U9568> \xEF\xE8 |0

<U9569> \xEF\xE9 |0

<U956A> \xEF\xEA |0

<U956B> \xEF\xEB |0

<U956C> \xEF\xEC |0

<U956D> \xC0\xD8 |0

<U956F> \xEF\xED |0

<U9570> \xC1\xAD |0

<U9571> \xEF\xEE

 |0

<U9572> \xEF\xEF |0

<U9573> \xEF\xF0 |0

<U9576> \xCF\xE2 |0

<U957F> \xB3\xA4 |0

<U95E8> \xC3\xC5 |0

<U95E9> \xE3\xC5 |0

<U95EA> \xC9\xC1 |0

<U95EB> \xE3\xC6 |0

<U95ED> \xB1\xD5 |0

<U95EE> \xCE\xCA |0

<U95EF> \xB4\xB3 |0

<U95F0> \xC8\xF2 |0

<U95F1> \xE3\xC7 |0

<U95F2> \xCF\xD0 |0

<U95F3> \xE3\xC8 |0

<U95F4> \xBC\xE4 |0

<U95F5> \xE3\xC9 |0
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<U95F6> \xE3\xCA |0

<U95F7> \xC3\xC6 |0

<U95F8> \xD5\xA2 |0

<U95F9> \xC4\xD6 |0

<U95FA> \xB9\xEB |0

<U95FB> \xCE\xC5 |0

<U95FC> \xE3\xCB |0

<U95FD> \xC3\xF6 |0

<U95FE> \xE3\xCC |0

<U9600> \xB7\xA7 |0

<U9601> \xB8\xF3 |0

<U9602> \xBA\xD2 |0

<U9603> \xE3\xCD |0

<U9604> \xE3\xCE |0

<U9605> \xD4\xC4 |0

<U9606> \xE3\xCF |0

<U9608> \xE3\xD0 |0

<U9609> \xD1\xCB |0

<U960A> \xE3\xD1 |0

<U960B> \xE3\xD2 |0

<U960C> \xE3\xD3 |0

<U960D> \xE3\xD4 |0

<U960E> \xD1\xD6 |0

<U960F> \xE3\xD5 |0

<U9610> \xB2\xFB |0

<U9611> \xC0\xBB |0

<U9612> \xE3\xD6 |0

<U9614> \xC0\xAB |0

<U9615> \xE3\xD7 |0

<U9616> \xE3\xD8 |0

<U9617> \xE3\xD9 |0

<U9619> \xE3\xDA |0

<U961A> \xE3\xDB

 |0

<U961D> \xDA\xE2 |0

<U961F> \xB6\xD3 |0

<U9622> \xDA\xE3 |0

<U9631> \xDA\xE5 |0

<U9633> \xD1\xF4 |0

<U9634> \xD2\xF5 |0

<U9635> \xD5\xF3 |0

<U9636> \xBD\xD7 |0

<U963C> \xDA\xE8 |0

<U963D> \xDA\xE7 |0

<U9645> \xBC\xCA |0

<U9646> \xC2\xBD |0

<U9647> \xC2\xA4 |0

<U9648> \xB3\xC2 |0
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<U9649> \xDA\xEA |0

<U9654> \xDA\xEB |0

<U9655> \xC9\xC2 |0

<U9661> \xB6\xB8 |0

<U9667> \xDA\xED |0

<U9668> \xD4\xC9 |0

<U9669> \xCF\xD5 |0

<U9674> \xDA\xF0 |0

<U9690> \xD2\xFE |0

<U96B3> \xE3\xC4 |0

<U96BD> \xF6\xC1 |0

<U96BE> \xC4\xD1 |0

<U96CF> \xB3\xFB |0

<U96D2> \xF6\xC3 |0

<U96E0> \xF6\xC5 |0

<U96E9> \xF6\xA7 |0

<U96EF> \xF6\xA9 |0

<U96F3> \xF6\xA8 |0

<U96FE> \xCE\xED |0

<U9701> \xF6\xAB |0

<U9709> \xC3\xB9 |0

<U972D> \xF6\xB0 |0

<U9753> \xF6\xA6 |0

<U975B> \xB5\xE5 |0

<U9765> \xD8\xCC |0

<U9773> \xBD\xF9 |0

<U9776> \xB0\xD0 |0

<U9791> \xF7\xB2 |0

<U9792> \xF7\xB3 |0

<U9794> \xF7\xB4 |0

<U97AF> \xF7\xB5 |0

<U97B2> \xF7\xB8 |0

<U97E6> \xCE\xA4 |0

<U97E7> \xC8\xCD |0

<U97E9> \xBA\xAB |0

<U97EA> \xE8\xB8

 |0

<U97EB> \xE8\xB9 |0

<U97EC> \xE8\xBA |0

<U9875> \xD2\xB3 |0

<U9876> \xB6\xA5 |0

<U9877> \xC7\xEA |0

<U9878> \xF1\xFC |0

<U9879> \xCF\xEE |0

<U987A> \xCB\xB3 |0

<U987B> \xD0\xEB |0

<U987C> \xE7\xEF |0

<U987D> \xCD\xE7 |0
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<U987E> \xB9\xCB |0

<U987F> \xB6\xD9 |0

<U9880> \xF1\xFD |0

<U9881> \xB0\xE4 |0

<U9882> \xCB\xCC |0

<U9883> \xF1\xFE |0

<U9884> \xD4\xA4 |0

<U9885> \xC2\xAD |0

<U9886> \xC1\xEC |0

<U9887> \xC6\xC4 |0

<U9888> \xBE\xB1 |0

<U9889> \xF2\xA1 |0

<U988A> \xBC\xD5 |0

<U988C> \xF2\xA2 |0

<U988D> \xF2\xA3 |0

<U988F> \xF2\xA4 |0

<U9890> \xD2\xC3 |0

<U9891> \xC6\xB5 |0

<U9893> \xCD\xC7 |0

<U9894> \xF2\xA5 |0

<U9896> \xD3\xB1 |0

<U9897> \xBF\xC5 |0

<U9898> \xCC\xE2 |0

<U989A> \xF2\xA6 |0

<U989B> \xF2\xA7 |0

<U989C> \xD1\xD5 |0

<U989D> \xB6\xEE |0

<U989E> \xF2\xA8 |0

<U989F> \xF2\xA9 |0

<U98A0> \xB5\xDF |0

<U98A1> \xF2\xAA |0

<U98A2> \xF2\xAB |0

<U98A4> \xB2\xFC |0

<U98A5> \xF2\xAC |0

<U98A6> \xF2\xAD |0

<U98A7> \xC8\xA7 |0

<U98CE> \xB7\xE7 |0

<U98D1> \xEC\xA9 |0

<U98D2> \xEC\xAA

 |0

<U98D3> \xEC\xAB |0

<U98D5> \xEC\xAC |0

<U98D8> \xC6\xAE |0

<U98D9> \xEC\xAD |0

<U98DA> \xEC\xAE |0

<U98DE> \xB7\xC9 |0

<U98E7> \xE2\xB8 |0

<U98E8> \xF7\xCF |0
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<U990D> \xF7\xD0 |0

<U9954> \xF7\xD3 |0

<U9963> \xE2\xBB |0

<U9965> \xBC\xA2 |0

<U9967> \xE2\xBC |0

<U9968> \xE2\xBD |0

<U9969> \xE2\xBE |0

<U996A> \xE2\xBF |0

<U996B> \xE2\xC0 |0

<U996C> \xE2\xC1 |0

<U996D> \xB7\xB9 |0

<U996E> \xD2\xFB |0

<U996F> \xBD\xA4 |0

<U9970> \xCA\xCE |0

<U9971> \xB1\xA5 |0

<U9972> \xCB\xC7 |0

<U9974> \xE2\xC2 |0

<U9975> \xB6\xFC |0

<U9976> \xC8\xC4 |0

<U9977> \xE2\xC3 |0

<U997A> \xBD\xC8 |0

<U997C> \xB1\xFD |0

<U997D> \xE2\xC4 |0

<U997F> \xB6\xF6 |0

<U9980> \xE2\xC5 |0

<U9981> \xC4\xD9 |0

<U9984> \xE2\xC6 |0

<U9985> \xCF\xDA |0

<U9986> \xB9\xDD |0

<U9987> \xE2\xC7 |0

<U9988> \xC0\xA1 |0

<U998A> \xE2\xC8 |0

<U998B> \xB2\xF6 |0

<U998D> \xE2\xC9 |0

<U998F> \xC1\xF3 |0

<U9990> \xE2\xCA |0

<U9991> \xE2\xCB |0

<U9992> \xC2\xF8 |0

<U9993> \xE2\xCC |0

<U9994> \xE2\xCD |0

<U9995> \xE2\xCE |0

<U9A6C> \xC2\xED

 |0

<U9A6D> \xD4\xA6 |0

<U9A6E> \xCD\xD4 |0

<U9A6F> \xD1\xB1 |0

<U9A70> \xB3\xDB |0

<U9A71> \xC7\xFD |0
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<U9A73> \xB2\xB5 |0

<U9A74> \xC2\xBF |0

<U9A75> \xE6\xE0 |0

<U9A76> \xCA\xBB |0

<U9A77> \xE6\xE1 |0

<U9A78> \xE6\xE2 |0

<U9A79> \xBE\xD4 |0

<U9A7A> \xE6\xE3 |0

<U9A7B> \xD7\xA4 |0

<U9A7C> \xCD\xD5 |0

<U9A7D> \xE6\xE5 |0

<U9A7E> \xBC\xDD |0

<U9A7F> \xE6\xE4 |0

<U9A80> \xE6\xE6 |0

<U9A81> \xE6\xE7 |0

<U9A82> \xC2\xEE |0

<U9A84> \xBD\xBE |0

<U9A85> \xE6\xE8 |0

<U9A86> \xC2\xE6 |0

<U9A87> \xBA\xA7 |0

<U9A88> \xE6\xE9 |0

<U9A8A> \xE6\xEA |0

<U9A8B> \xB3\xD2 |0

<U9A8C> \xD1\xE9 |0

<U9A8F> \xBF\xA5 |0

<U9A90> \xE6\xEB |0

<U9A91> \xC6\xEF |0

<U9A92> \xE6\xEC |0

<U9A93> \xE6\xED |0

<U9A96> \xE6\xEE |0

<U9A97> \xC6\xAD |0

<U9A98> \xE6\xEF |0

<U9A9A> \xC9\xA7 |0

<U9A9B> \xE6\xF0 |0

<U9A9C> \xE6\xF1 |0

<U9A9D> \xE6\xF2 |0

<U9A9E> \xE5\xB9 |0

<U9A9F> \xE6\xF3 |0

<U9AA0> \xE6\xF4 |0

<U9AA1> \xC2\xE2 |0

<U9AA2> \xE6\xF5 |0

<U9AA3> \xE6\xF6 |0

<U9AA4> \xD6\xE8 |0

<U9AA5> \xE6\xF7 |0

<U9AA7> \xE6\xF8

 |0

<U9AB1> \xF7\xBA |0

<U9AB6> \xF7\xBE |0
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<U9AB7> \xF7\xBC |0

<U9ABA> \xF7\xBF |0

<U9AC1> \xF7\xC1 |0

<U9AC2> \xF7\xC4 |0

<U9AC5> \xF7\xC3 |0

<U9ACB> \xF7\xC5 |0

<U9ACC> \xF7\xC6 |0

<U9AE1> \xF7\xD5 |0

<U9AF9> \xF7\xDB |0

<U9B03> \xD7\xD7 |0

<U9B08> \xF7\xDC |0

<U9B0F> \xF7\xDD |0

<U9B13> \xF7\xDE |0

<U9B47> \xF7\xCA |0

<U9B48> \xF7\xCC |0

<U9B49> \xF7\xCB |0

<U9C7C> \xD3\xE3 |0

<U9C7F> \xF6\xCF |0

<U9C81> \xC2\xB3 |0

<U9C82> \xF6\xD0 |0

<U9C85> \xF6\xD1 |0

<U9C86> \xF6\xD2 |0

<U9C87> \xF6\xD3 |0

<U9C88> \xF6\xD4 |0

<U9C8B> \xF6\xD6 |0

<U9C8D> \xB1\xAB |0

<U9C8E> \xF6\xD7 |0

<U9C90> \xF6\xD8 |0

<U9C91> \xF6\xD9 |0

<U9C92> \xF6\xDA |0

<U9C94> \xF6\xDB |0

<U9C95> \xF6\xDC |0

<U9C9A> \xF6\xDD |0

<U9C9B> \xF6\xDE |0

<U9C9C> \xCF\xCA |0

<U9C9E> \xF6\xDF |0

<U9C9F> \xF6\xE0 |0

<U9CA0> \xF6\xE1 |0

<U9CA1> \xF6\xE2 |0

<U9CA2> \xF6\xE3 |0

<U9CA3> \xF6\xE4 |0

<U9CA4> \xC0\xF0 |0

<U9CA5> \xF6\xE5 |0

<U9CA6> \xF6\xE6 |0

<U9CA7> \xF6\xE7 |0

<U9CA8> \xF6\xE8 |0

<U9CA9> \xF6\xE9 |0

<U9CAB> \xF6\xEA
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 |0

<U9CAD> \xF6\xEB |0

<U9CAE> \xF6\xEC |0

<U9CB0> \xF6\xED |0

<U9CB1> \xF6\xEE |0

<U9CB2> \xF6\xEF |0

<U9CB3> \xF6\xF0 |0

<U9CB4> \xF6\xF1 |0

<U9CB5> \xF6\xF2 |0

<U9CB6> \xF6\xF3 |0

<U9CB7> \xF6\xF4 |0

<U9CB8> \xBE\xA8 |0

<U9CBA> \xF6\xF5 |0

<U9CBB> \xF6\xF6 |0

<U9CBC> \xF6\xF7 |0

<U9CBD> \xF6\xF8 |0

<U9CC3> \xC8\xFA |0

<U9CC4> \xF6\xF9 |0

<U9CC5> \xF6\xFA |0

<U9CC6> \xF6\xFB |0

<U9CC7> \xF6\xFC |0

<U9CCA> \xF6\xFD |0

<U9CCB> \xF6\xFE |0

<U9CCC> \xF7\xA1 |0

<U9CCD> \xF7\xA2 |0

<U9CCE> \xF7\xA3 |0

<U9CCF> \xF7\xA4 |0

<U9CD0> \xF7\xA5 |0

<U9CD3> \xF7\xA6 |0

<U9CD4> \xF7\xA7 |0

<U9CD5> \xF7\xA8 |0

<U9CD6> \xB1\xEE |0

<U9CD7> \xF7\xA9 |0

<U9CD8> \xF7\xAA |0

<U9CD9> \xF7\xAB |0

<U9CDC> \xF7\xAC |0

<U9CDD> \xF7\xAD |0

<U9CDE> \xC1\xDB |0

<U9CDF> \xF7\xAE |0

<U9CE2> \xF7\xAF |0

<U9E1F> \xC4\xF1 |0

<U9E20> \xF0\xAF |0

<U9E21> \xBC\xA6 |0

<U9E22> \xF0\xB0 |0

<U9E23> \xC3\xF9 |0

<U9E25> \xC5\xB8 |0

<U9E26> \xD1\xBB |0

<U9E28> \xF0\xB1 |0
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<U9E29> \xF0\xB2 |0

<U9E2A> \xF0\xB3 |0

<U9E2B> \xF0\xB4

 |0

<U9E2C> \xF0\xB5 |0

<U9E2D> \xD1\xBC |0

<U9E2F> \xD1\xEC |0

<U9E31> \xF0\xB7 |0

<U9E32> \xF0\xB6 |0

<U9E33> \xD4\xA7 |0

<U9E35> \xCD\xD2 |0

<U9E36> \xF0\xB8 |0

<U9E37> \xF0\xBA |0

<U9E38> \xF0\xB9 |0

<U9E39> \xF0\xBB |0

<U9E3A> \xF0\xBC |0

<U9E3D> \xB8\xEB |0

<U9E3E> \xF0\xBD |0

<U9E3F> \xBA\xE8 |0

<U9E41> \xF0\xBE |0

<U9E42> \xF0\xBF |0

<U9E43> \xBE\xE9 |0

<U9E44> \xF0\xC0 |0

<U9E45> \xB6\xEC |0

<U9E46> \xF0\xC1 |0

<U9E47> \xF0\xC2 |0

<U9E48> \xF0\xC3 |0

<U9E49> \xF0\xC4 |0

<U9E4A> \xC8\xB5 |0

<U9E4B> \xF0\xC5 |0

<U9E4C> \xF0\xC6 |0

<U9E4E> \xF0\xC7 |0

<U9E4F> \xC5\xF4 |0

<U9E51> \xF0\xC8 |0

<U9E55> \xF0\xC9 |0

<U9E57> \xF0\xCA |0

<U9E58> \xF7\xBD |0

<U9E5A> \xF0\xCB |0

<U9E5B> \xF0\xCC |0

<U9E5C> \xF0\xCD |0

<U9E5E> \xF0\xCE |0

<U9E63> \xF0\xCF |0

<U9E64> \xBA\xD7 |0

<U9E66> \xF0\xD0 |0

<U9E67> \xF0\xD1 |0

<U9E68> \xF0\xD2 |0

<U9E69> \xF0\xD3 |0

<U9E6A> \xF0\xD4 |0
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<U9E6B> \xF0\xD5 |0

<U9E6C> \xF0\xD6 |0

<U9E6D> \xF0\xD8 |0

<U9E70> \xD3\xA5 |0

<U9E71> \xF0\xD7 |0

<U9E73> \xF0\xD9

 |0

<U9E7E> \xF5\xBA |0

<U9E82> \xF7\xE4 |0

<U9E87> \xF7\xE5 |0

<U9EB4> \xF4\xF0 |0

<U9EBD> \xF7\xE1 |0

<U9EC9> \xD9\xE4 |0

<U9ED1> \xBA\xDA |0

<U9EDF> \xF7\xF0 |0

<U9EE2> \xF7\xF1 |0

<U9EE7> \xF7\xF3 |0

<U9EE9> \xF7\xF2 |0

<U9EEA> \xF7\xF5 |0

<U9EFE> \xF6\xBC |0

<U9F0B> \xF6\xBD |0

<U9F0D> \xF6\xBE |0

<U9F10> \xD8\xBE |0

<U9F17> \xD8\xBB |0

<U9F19> \xDC\xB1 |0

<U9F22> \xF7\xF7 |0

<U9F2F> \xF7\xF9 |0

<U9F37> \xF7\xFB |0

<U9F39> \xF7\xFA |0

<U9F3D> \xF7\xFC |0

<U9F44> \xF7\xFE |0

<U9F50> \xC6\xEB |0

<U9F51> \xEC\xB4 |0

<U9F7F> \xB3\xDD |0

<U9F80> \xF6\xB3 |0

<U9F83> \xF6\xB4 |0

<U9F84> \xC1\xE4 |0

<U9F85> \xF6\xB5 |0

<U9F86> \xF6\xB6 |0

<U9F87> \xF6\xB7 |0

<U9F88> \xF6\xB8 |0

<U9F89> \xF6\xB9 |0

<U9F8A> \xF6\xBA |0

<U9F8B> \xC8\xA3 |0

<U9F8C> \xF6\xBB |0

<U9F99> \xC1\xFA |0

<U9F9A> \xB9\xA8 |0

<U9F9B> \xED\xE8 |0
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<U9F9F> \xB9\xEA |0

<UFF02> \xA3\xA2 |0

<UFF07> \xA3\xA7 |0

<UFF0D> \xA3\xAD |0

<UFF5E> \xA1\xAB |0

<UFFE0> \xA1\xE9 |0

<UFFE1> \xA1\xEA |0

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/icu-internal-compound-

d1.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//---------------------------------------------------------

// Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

// License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

//---------------------------------------------------------

// Copyright (C) 2013, International Business Machines

// Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

//---------------------------------------------------------

// Build tool: com.ibm.icu.dev.tool.currency.NumericCodeData

// Build date: 2022-08-25T16:40:27Z

//---------------------------------------------------------

// >> !!! >>   THIS IS A MACHINE-GENERATED FILE   << !!! <<

// >> !!! >>>            DO NOT EDIT             <<< !!! <<

//---------------------------------------------------------

 

currencyNumericCodes:table(nofallback){

   codeMap{

       ADP:int{20}

       AED:int{784}

       AFA:int{4}

       AFN:int{971}

       ALK:int{8}

       ALL:int{8}

       AMD:int{51}

        ANG:int{532}

       AOA:int{973}

       AOK:int{24}

       AON:int{24}

       AOR:int{982}

       ARA:int{32}

       ARP:int{32}

       ARS:int{32}

       ARY:int{32}

       ATS:int{40}
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       AUD:int{36}

       AWG:int{533}

       AYM:int{945}

       AZM:int{31}

       AZN:int{944}

       BAD:int{70}

       BAM:int{977}

       BBD:int{52}

       BDT:int{50}

       BEC:int{993}

       BEF:int{56}

       BEL:int{992}

       BGJ:int{100}

       BGK:int{100}

       BGL:int{100}

       BGN:int{975}

       BHD:int{48}

       BIF:int{108}

       BMD:int{60}

       BND:int{96}

       BOB:int{68}

       BOP:int{68}

       BOV:int{984}

       BRB:int{76}

       BRC:int{76}

       BRE:int{76}

       BRL:int{986}

       BRN:int{76}

       BRR:int{987}

       BSD:int{44}

       BTN:int{64}

       BUK:int{104}

       BWP:int{72}

       BYB:int{112}

       BYN:int{933}

       BYR:int{974}

       BZD:int{84}

       CAD:int{124}

       CDF:int{976}

        CHC:int{948}

       CHE:int{947}

       CHF:int{756}

       CHW:int{948}

       CLF:int{990}

       CLP:int{152}

       CNY:int{156}

       COP:int{170}

       COU:int{970}
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       CRC:int{188}

       CSD:int{891}

       CSJ:int{203}

       CSK:int{200}

       CUC:int{931}

       CUP:int{192}

       CVE:int{132}

       CYP:int{196}

       CZK:int{203}

       DDM:int{278}

       DEM:int{276}

       DJF:int{262}

       DKK:int{208}

       DOP:int{214}

       DZD:int{12}

       ECS:int{218}

       ECV:int{983}

       EEK:int{233}

       EGP:int{818}

       ERN:int{232}

       ESA:int{996}

       ESB:int{995}

       ESP:int{724}

       ETB:int{230}

       EUR:int{978}

       FIM:int{246}

       FJD:int{242}

       FKP:int{238}

       FRF:int{250}

       GBP:int{826}

       GEK:int{268}

       GEL:int{981}

       GHC:int{288}

       GHP:int{939}

       GHS:int{936}

       GIP:int{292}

       GMD:int{270}

       GNE:int{324}

 

      GNF:int{324}

       GNS:int{324}

       GQE:int{226}

       GRD:int{300}

       GTQ:int{320}

       GWE:int{624}

       GWP:int{624}

       GYD:int{328}

       HKD:int{344}
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       HNL:int{340}

       HRD:int{191}

       HRK:int{191}

       HTG:int{332}

       HUF:int{348}

       IDR:int{360}

       IEP:int{372}

       ILP:int{376}

       ILR:int{376}

       ILS:int{376}

       INR:int{356}

       IQD:int{368}

       IRR:int{364}

       ISJ:int{352}

       ISK:int{352}

       ITL:int{380}

       JMD:int{388}

       JOD:int{400}

       JPY:int{392}

       KES:int{404}

       KGS:int{417}

       KHR:int{116}

       KMF:int{174}

       KPW:int{408}

       KRW:int{410}

       KWD:int{414}

       KYD:int{136}

       KZT:int{398}

       LAJ:int{418}

       LAK:int{418}

       LBP:int{422}

       LKR:int{144}

       LRD:int{430}

       LSL:int{426}

       LSM:int{426}

       LTL:int{440}

       LTT:int{440}

       LUC:int{989}

       LUF:int{442}

        LUL:int{988}

       LVL:int{428}

       LVR:int{428}

       LYD:int{434}

       MAD:int{504}

       MDL:int{498}

       MGA:int{969}

       MGF:int{450}

       MKD:int{807}
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       MLF:int{466}

       MMK:int{104}

       MNT:int{496}

       MOP:int{446}

       MRO:int{478}

       MRU:int{929}

       MTL:int{470}

       MTP:int{470}

       MUR:int{480}

       MVQ:int{462}

       MVR:int{462}

       MWK:int{454}

       MXN:int{484}

       MXP:int{484}

       MXV:int{979}

       MYR:int{458}

       MZE:int{508}

       MZM:int{508}

       MZN:int{943}

       NAD:int{516}

       NGN:int{566}

       NIC:int{558}

       NIO:int{558}

       NLG:int{528}

       NOK:int{578}

       NPR:int{524}

       NZD:int{554}

       OMR:int{512}

       PAB:int{590}

       PEH:int{604}

       PEI:int{604}

       PEN:int{604}

       PES:int{604}

       PGK:int{598}

       PHP:int{608}

       PKR:int{586}

       PLN:int{985}

       PLZ:int{616}

      

 PTE:int{620}

       PYG:int{600}

       QAR:int{634}

       RHD:int{716}

       ROK:int{642}

       ROL:int{642}

       RON:int{946}

       RSD:int{941}

       RUB:int{643}
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       RUR:int{810}

       RWF:int{646}

       SAR:int{682}

       SBD:int{90}

       SCR:int{690}

       SDD:int{736}

       SDG:int{938}

       SDP:int{736}

       SEK:int{752}

       SGD:int{702}

       SHP:int{654}

       SIT:int{705}

       SKK:int{703}

       SLE:int{925}

       SLL:int{694}

       SOS:int{706}

       SRD:int{968}

       SRG:int{740}

       SSP:int{728}

       STD:int{678}

       STN:int{930}

       SUR:int{810}

       SVC:int{222}

       SYP:int{760}

       SZL:int{748}

       THB:int{764}

       TJR:int{762}

       TJS:int{972}

       TMM:int{795}

       TMT:int{934}

       TND:int{788}

       TOP:int{776}

       TPE:int{626}

       TRL:int{792}

       TRY:int{949}

       TTD:int{780}

       TWD:int{901}

       TZS:int{834}

       UAH:int{980}

        UAK:int{804}

       UGS:int{800}

       UGW:int{800}

       UGX:int{800}

       USD:int{840}

       USN:int{997}

       USS:int{998}

       UYI:int{940}

       UYN:int{858}
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       UYP:int{858}

       UYU:int{858}

       UYW:int{927}

       UZS:int{860}

       VEB:int{862}

       VED:int{926}

       VEF:int{937}

       VES:int{928}

       VNC:int{704}

       VND:int{704}

       VUV:int{548}

       WST:int{882}

       XAF:int{950}

       XAG:int{961}

       XAU:int{959}

       XBA:int{955}

       XBB:int{956}

       XBC:int{957}

       XBD:int{958}

       XCD:int{951}

       XDR:int{960}

       XEU:int{954}

       XOF:int{952}

       XPD:int{964}

       XPF:int{953}

       XPT:int{962}

       XSU:int{994}

       XTS:int{963}

       XUA:int{965}

       XXX:int{999}

       YDD:int{720}

       YER:int{886}

       YUD:int{890}

       YUM:int{891}

       YUN:int{890}

       ZAL:int{991}

       ZAR:int{710}

       ZMK:int{894}

       ZMW:int{967}

        ZRN:int{180}

       ZRZ:int{180}

       ZWC:int{716}

       ZWD:int{716}

       ZWL:int{932}

       ZWN:int{942}

       ZWR:int{935}

   }

}
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/misc/currencyNumericCodes.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2005, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34B002E1.RPMAP100 and 02E134B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-737_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x7F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-737_VSUB"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0
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<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x7F |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1A |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0
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<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0
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<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x1C |0

<U00A0> \xFF |0

<U00A7> \x15 |1

<U00B0> \xF8 |0

<U00B1>

 \xF1 |0

<U00B2> \xFD |0

<U00B6> \x14 |1

<U00B7> \xFA |0

<U00F7> \xF6 |0

<U0386> \xEA |0

<U0388> \xEB |0

<U0389> \xEC |0

<U038A> \xED |0

<U038C> \xEE |0

<U038E> \xEF |0

<U038F> \xF0 |0

<U0391> \x80 |0

<U0392> \x81 |0

<U0393> \x82 |0

<U0394> \x83 |0

<U0395> \x84 |0

<U0396> \x85 |0

<U0397> \x86 |0

<U0398> \x87 |0

<U0399> \x88 |0

<U039A> \x89 |0

<U039B> \x8A |0

<U039C> \x8B |0

<U039D> \x8C |0

<U039E> \x8D |0

<U039F> \x8E |0

<U03A0> \x8F |0

<U03A1> \x90 |0

<U03A3> \x91 |0

<U03A4> \x92 |0
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<U03A5> \x93 |0

<U03A6> \x94 |0

<U03A7> \x95 |0

<U03A8> \x96 |0

<U03A9> \x97 |0

<U03AA> \xF4 |0

<U03AB> \xF5 |0

<U03AC> \xE1 |0

<U03AD> \xE2 |0

<U03AE> \xE3 |0

<U03AF> \xE5 |0

<U03B1> \x98 |0

<U03B2> \x99 |0

<U03B3> \x9A |0

<U03B4> \x9B |0

<U03B5> \x9C |0

<U03B6> \x9D |0

<U03B7> \x9E |0

<U03B8> \x9F |0

<U03B9> \xA0 |0

<U03BA> \xA1 |0

<U03BB> \xA2 |0

<U03BC> \xA3 |0

<U03BD> \xA4 |0

<U03BE> \xA5 |0

<U03BF> \xA6 |0

<U03C0> \xA7 |0

<U03C1> \xA8 |0

<U03C2> \xAA |0

<U03C3> \xA9 |0

<U03C4> \xAB |0

<U03C5>

 \xAC |0

<U03C6> \xAD |0

<U03C7> \xAE |0

<U03C8> \xAF |0

<U03C9> \xE0 |0

<U03CA> \xE4 |0

<U03CB> \xE8 |0

<U03CC> \xE6 |0

<U03CD> \xE7 |0

<U03CE> \xE9 |0

<U03D5> \xAD |1

<U2022> \x07 |1

<U203C> \x13 |1

<U207F> \xFC |0

<U2190> \x1B |1

<U2191> \x18 |1
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<U2192> \x1A |1

<U2193> \x19 |1

<U2194> \x1D |1

<U2195> \x12 |1

<U21A8> \x17 |1

<U2219> \xF9 |0

<U221A> \xFB |0

<U221F> \x1C |1

<U2248> \xF7 |0

<U2264> \xF3 |0

<U2265> \xF2 |0

<U2302> \x7F |2

<U2500> \xC4 |0

<U2502> \xB3 |0

<U250C> \xDA |0

<U2510> \xBF |0

<U2514> \xC0 |0

<U2518> \xD9 |0

<U251C> \xC3 |0

<U2524> \xB4 |0

<U252C> \xC2 |0

<U2534> \xC1 |0

<U253C> \xC5 |0

<U2550> \xCD |0

<U2551> \xBA |0

<U2552> \xD5 |0

<U2553> \xD6 |0

<U2554> \xC9 |0

<U2555> \xB8 |0

<U2556> \xB7 |0

<U2557> \xBB |0

<U2558> \xD4 |0

<U2559> \xD3 |0

<U255A> \xC8 |0

<U255B> \xBE |0

<U255C> \xBD |0

<U255D> \xBC |0

<U255E> \xC6 |0

<U255F> \xC7 |0

<U2560> \xCC |0

<U2561> \xB5 |0

<U2562> \xB6 |0

<U2563> \xB9 |0

<U2564> \xD1 |0

<U2565> \xD2 |0

<U2566> \xCB |0

<U2567> \xCF |0

<U2568>
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 \xD0 |0

<U2569> \xCA |0

<U256A> \xD8 |0

<U256B> \xD7 |0

<U256C> \xCE |0

<U2580> \xDF |0

<U2584> \xDC |0

<U2588> \xDB |0

<U258C> \xDD |0

<U2590> \xDE |0

<U2591> \xB0 |0

<U2592> \xB1 |0

<U2593> \xB2 |0

<U25A0> \xFE |0

<U25AC> \x16 |1

<U25B2> \x1E |1

<U25BA> \x10 |1

<U25BC> \x1F |1

<U25C4> \x11 |1

<U25CB> \x09 |1

<U25D8> \x08 |1

<U25D9> \x0A |1

<U263A> \x01 |1

<U263B> \x02 |1

<U263C> \x0F |1

<U2640> \x0C |1

<U2642> \x0B |1

<U2660> \x06 |1

<U2663> \x05 |1

<U2665> \x03 |1

<U2666> \x04 |1

<U266A> \x0D |1

<U266C> \x0E |1

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1
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<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E>

 \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1
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<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D>

 \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

<UFFE8> \xB3 |1

<UFFE9> \x1B |1

<UFFEA> \x18 |1

<UFFEB> \x1A |1

<UFFEC> \x19 |1

<UFFED> \xFE |1

<UFFEE> \x09 |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-737_P100-1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# © 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html
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# Generated using tools/cldr/cldr-to-icu/build-icu-data.xml

#

# File: ru_zh.txt

# Generated from CLDR

#

 

# Transliteration of Russian into Mandarin written in simplified Chinese.

#

# TODO(mjansche): Implement exception rules from GB/T 17693.4-2009 section 5.3.

# TODO(anyone): Simplify.

$bow = [-\ $];  # Word boundary.

$vowel = [];

$not_vowel = [^$vowel];

#

#

::NFC;

::Lower;

#

#

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  | ;

 } []  ;

$vowel {   ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

  ;

#

#

##   ;  ## TODO: Figure out if/when this applies.

#

::Null;
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#

#

# Special exceptions, per GB/T 17693.4-2009  1,  8:

 } $bow         ;

 } $bow         ;

 } $bow       ;

 } $bow      

    ;

#

#

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;
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                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  

 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;
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                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

            

     ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;
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 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

          

       ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;
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                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel

    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;
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                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

       

          ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;
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                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

         

           ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;
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             ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel

     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;
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                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

#

## $not_vowel {        ;  ## FIXME: Figure out if/when this applies.

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;
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 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;
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                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel       ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel  

   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;
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                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

        

          ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

#

## $not_vowel {        ;  ## FIXME: Figure out if/when this applies.

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;
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 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

      

           ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

    

              ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;
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                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

    

              ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;
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 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

 

                 ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;
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 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;
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                   ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  

 ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                 ;
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                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

               

  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                 ;

                 ;

                  ;

                 ;

 } $not_vowel    ;

                  ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;
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    ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

           

       ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;
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                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                  ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                  ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                  ;

                  ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel     ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                   ;

           

        ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

                   ;

                   ;

                    ;

                   ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;

 } $not_vowel      ;

                    ;
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                    ;

#

#

# Dong-nan-xi-hai pass.  Per GB/T 17693.4-2009  1,  4, replace confusing

# characters at the beginning and end of a word.

:: Null ();

$bow {    ;

$bow {    ;

$bow {    ;

$bow {    ;

$bow {    ;

 } $bow   ;

 } $bow   ;

#

#

::NFC;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/translit/ru_zh.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2003, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Oct  7 2003)

# from source files 44B024E9.RPMAP100 and 24E944B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-9449_P100-2002"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-9449_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0
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<U0006> \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008>

 \x08 |0

<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0
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<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0

<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044> \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46

 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0
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<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0

<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U0083> \x83 |0

<U0088> \x88 |0

<U008A> \x8A |0

<U008C> \x8C |0

<U0090>

 \x90 |0

<U0098> \x98 |0

<U009A> \x9A |0

<U009C> \x9C |0

<U009F> \x9F |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \x8D |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0
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<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0

<U00AF> \x9D |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \x8F |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xAF |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xA8 |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xBF |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xB8 |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U0100> \xC2 |0

<U0101> \xE2 |0

<U0104> \xC0 |0

<U0105> \xE0 |0

<U0106> \xC3 |0

<U0107> \xE3 |0

<U010C> \xC8 |0

<U010D> \xE8 |0

<U0112> \xC7 |0
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<U0113> \xE7

 |0

<U0116> \xCB |0

<U0117> \xEB |0

<U0118> \xC6 |0

<U0119> \xE6 |0

<U0122> \xCC |0

<U0123> \xEC |0

<U012A> \xCE |0

<U012B> \xEE |0

<U012E> \xC1 |0

<U012F> \xE1 |0

<U0136> \xCD |0

<U0137> \xED |0

<U013B> \xCF |0

<U013C> \xEF |0

<U0141> \xD9 |0

<U0142> \xF9 |0

<U0143> \xD1 |0

<U0144> \xF1 |0

<U0145> \xD2 |0

<U0146> \xF2 |0

<U014C> \xD4 |0

<U014D> \xF4 |0

<U0156> \xAA |0

<U0157> \xBA |0

<U015A> \xDA |0

<U015B> \xFA |0

<U0160> \xD0 |0

<U0161> \xF0 |0

<U016A> \xDB |0

<U016B> \xFB |0

<U0172> \xD8 |0

<U0173> \xF8 |0

<U0179> \xCA |0

<U017A> \xEA |0

<U017B> \xDD |0

<U017C> \xFD |0

<U017D> \xDE |0

<U017E> \xFE |0

<U02C7> \x8E |0

<U02D9> \xFF |0

<U02DB> \x9E |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0
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<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U203E> \x9D |1

<U20AC> \x80 |0

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04>

 \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1
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<UFF23> \x43 |1

<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D> \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62

 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1
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<UFF52> \x72 |1

<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-9449_P100-

2002.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

* License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

********************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008-2012, International Business Machines Corporation         *

* and others. All Rights Reserved.                                             *

*                                                                              *

* 6/26/08 - Created by Brian Rower - heavy copying from ICU4J readme & others  *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

 

Procedures for building ICU4J data from ICU4C data:

 

*Setup*

 

In the following,

       $icu4c_root is the ICU4C root directory

       $icu4j_root is the ICU4J root directory

       $jdk_bin is the JDK bin directory (for the jar tool)

 

1.

 *Linux*

  Download, configure, and build ICU4C. When you configure ICU4C, you must

  set the environment variable ICU_DATA_BUILDTOOL_OPTS to

  "--include_uni_core_data" to build additional required ICU4J data:

 

       ICU_DATA_BUILDTOOL_OPTS=--include_uni_core_data ./runConfigureICU Linux

 

  *Windows*
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   - Add ICU_DATA_BUILDTOOL_OPTS as a system environment variable with value "--include_uni_core_data"

   - Build $icu4c_root\source\allinone\allinone.sln in Visual Studio

 

  For more instructions on downloading and building ICU4C,

  see the ICU4C readme at:

       https://htmlpreview.github.io/?https://github.com/unicode-org/icu/blob/main/icu4c/readme.html#HowToBuild

       (Windows: build as 'x86, Release' otherwise you will have to set 'CFG' differently below.)

 

   *NOTE* You should do a full rebuild after any data changes.

  

1a.  If you didn't download from GitHub, you will also need the "icu4c-*-data.zip" file.  Unpack this file and replace

the icu/source/data directory's

 contents with the contents of the data directory from the zip file. 

 

 

2. Step 2 depends on whether you are on a Windows or a Unix-type

platform.

 

*Windows*

 

2a. On Developer Command Prompt for VS, cd to $icu4c_root\source\data.

 

2b. On Developer Command Prompt for VS,

       nmake -f makedata.mak ICUMAKE=$icu4c_root\source\data\ CFG=x86\Release JAR="$jdk_bin\jar"

ICU4J_ROOT=$icu4j_root icu4j-data-install

 

      Continue with step 3 below, in Java:

 

 

*Linux*

 

       $icu4c_build is the ICU4C root build directory,

       which is $icu4c_root/source in an in-source build.

       (in other words, $icu4c_build is where you ran runConfigureICU or configure)

 

2c. On the command line, cd to $icu4c_build/data

 

2d. Do

       make JAR=$jdk_bin/jar ICU4J_ROOT=$icu4j_root icu4j-data-install

 

      (You can omit the JAR if it's just jar.)

 

	Continue with step 3, in Java:

 

Step 2 on either platform will produce two files: icudata.jar and

icutzdata.jar in $icu4j_root/main/shared/data.

 

*Java*
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3.

 After the ICU4C-side steps above, build the ICU4J artifacts and run

       the tests locally to make sure they pass:

 

       cd $icu4j_root

       mvn verify

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/icu4j-readme.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0047D.RPMAP100 and 047D44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1149_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1149_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0
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<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x4F |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x5B |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0

<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0
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<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \xAC |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xAE |0

<U005C> \xBE |0

<U005D> \x9E |0

<U005E> \xEC |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x8C |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0

<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0
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<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \x8E |0

<U007C> \xBB |0

<U007D> \x9C |0

<U007E> \xCC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0

<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0
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<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \xB1 |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \xBA |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xBC |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xE0 |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x5A |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0

<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0
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<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \x7C |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \x5F |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \x4A |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \xD0 |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x79 |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xA1 |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0

<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0
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<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \xC0 |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xBC |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x4F |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x5B |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \xAC |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1

<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1
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<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xAE |1

<UFF3C> \xBE |1

<UFF3D> \x9E |1

<UFF3E>

 \xEC |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x8C |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1

<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1
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<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \x8E |1

<UFF5C> \xBB |1

<UFF5D> \x9C |1

<UFF5E> \xCC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1149_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 44B0047A.RPMAP100 and 047A44B0.TPMAP100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1146_P100-1997"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x3F

<icu:charsetFamily>           "EBCDIC"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1146_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x37 |0

<U0005> \x2D |0

<U0006>

 \x2E |0

<U0007> \x2F |0

<U0008> \x16 |0

<U0009> \x05 |0

<U000A> \x25 |0
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<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x3C |0

<U0015> \x3D |0

<U0016> \x32 |0

<U0017> \x26 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x3F |0

<U001B> \x27 |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x40 |0

<U0021> \x5A |0

<U0022> \x7F |0

<U0023> \x7B |0

<U0024> \x4A |0

<U0025> \x6C |0

<U0026> \x50 |0

<U0027> \x7D |0

<U0028> \x4D |0

<U0029> \x5D |0

<U002A> \x5C |0

<U002B> \x4E |0

<U002C> \x6B |0

<U002D> \x60 |0

<U002E> \x4B |0

<U002F> \x61 |0

<U0030> \xF0 |0

<U0031> \xF1 |0

<U0032> \xF2 |0

<U0033> \xF3 |0

<U0034> \xF4 |0

<U0035> \xF5 |0

<U0036> \xF6 |0

<U0037> \xF7 |0

<U0038> \xF8 |0

<U0039> \xF9 |0

<U003A> \x7A |0
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<U003B> \x5E |0

<U003C> \x4C |0

<U003D> \x7E |0

<U003E> \x6E |0

<U003F> \x6F |0

<U0040> \x7C |0

<U0041> \xC1 |0

<U0042> \xC2 |0

<U0043> \xC3 |0

<U0044>

 \xC4 |0

<U0045> \xC5 |0

<U0046> \xC6 |0

<U0047> \xC7 |0

<U0048> \xC8 |0

<U0049> \xC9 |0

<U004A> \xD1 |0

<U004B> \xD2 |0

<U004C> \xD3 |0

<U004D> \xD4 |0

<U004E> \xD5 |0

<U004F> \xD6 |0

<U0050> \xD7 |0

<U0051> \xD8 |0

<U0052> \xD9 |0

<U0053> \xE2 |0

<U0054> \xE3 |0

<U0055> \xE4 |0

<U0056> \xE5 |0

<U0057> \xE6 |0

<U0058> \xE7 |0

<U0059> \xE8 |0

<U005A> \xE9 |0

<U005B> \xB1 |0

<U005C> \xE0 |0

<U005D> \xBB |0

<U005E> \xBA |0

<U005F> \x6D |0

<U0060> \x79 |0

<U0061> \x81 |0

<U0062> \x82 |0

<U0063> \x83 |0

<U0064> \x84 |0

<U0065> \x85 |0

<U0066> \x86 |0

<U0067> \x87 |0

<U0068> \x88 |0

<U0069> \x89 |0
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<U006A> \x91 |0

<U006B> \x92 |0

<U006C> \x93 |0

<U006D> \x94 |0

<U006E> \x95 |0

<U006F> \x96 |0

<U0070> \x97 |0

<U0071> \x98 |0

<U0072> \x99 |0

<U0073> \xA2 |0

<U0074> \xA3 |0

<U0075> \xA4 |0

<U0076> \xA5 |0

<U0077> \xA6 |0

<U0078> \xA7 |0

<U0079> \xA8 |0

<U007A> \xA9 |0

<U007B> \xC0 |0

<U007C> \x4F |0

<U007D> \xD0 |0

<U007E> \xBC |0

<U007F> \x07 |0

<U0080> \x20 |0

<U0081> \x21 |0

<U0082> \x22 |0

<U0083>

 \x23 |0

<U0084> \x24 |0

<U0085> \x15 |0

<U0086> \x06 |0

<U0087> \x17 |0

<U0088> \x28 |0

<U0089> \x29 |0

<U008A> \x2A |0

<U008B> \x2B |0

<U008C> \x2C |0

<U008D> \x09 |0

<U008E> \x0A |0

<U008F> \x1B |0

<U0090> \x30 |0

<U0091> \x31 |0

<U0092> \x1A |0

<U0093> \x33 |0

<U0094> \x34 |0

<U0095> \x35 |0

<U0096> \x36 |0

<U0097> \x08 |0

<U0098> \x38 |0
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<U0099> \x39 |0

<U009A> \x3A |0

<U009B> \x3B |0

<U009C> \x04 |0

<U009D> \x14 |0

<U009E> \x3E |0

<U009F> \xFF |0

<U00A0> \x41 |0

<U00A1> \xAA |0

<U00A2> \xB0 |0

<U00A3> \x5B |0

<U00A5> \xB2 |0

<U00A6> \x6A |0

<U00A7> \xB5 |0

<U00A8> \xBD |0

<U00A9> \xB4 |0

<U00AA> \x9A |0

<U00AB> \x8A |0

<U00AC> \x5F |0

<U00AD> \xCA |0

<U00AE> \xAF |0

<U00AF> \xA1 |0

<U00B0> \x90 |0

<U00B1> \x8F |0

<U00B2> \xEA |0

<U00B3> \xFA |0

<U00B4> \xBE |0

<U00B5> \xA0 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB3 |0

<U00B8> \x9D |0

<U00B9> \xDA |0

<U00BA> \x9B |0

<U00BB> \x8B |0

<U00BC> \xB7 |0

<U00BD> \xB8 |0

<U00BE> \xB9 |0

<U00BF> \xAB |0

<U00C0> \x64 |0

<U00C1> \x65 |0

<U00C2>

 \x62 |0

<U00C3> \x66 |0

<U00C4> \x63 |0

<U00C5> \x67 |0

<U00C6> \x9E |0

<U00C7> \x68 |0

<U00C8> \x74 |0
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<U00C9> \x71 |0

<U00CA> \x72 |0

<U00CB> \x73 |0

<U00CC> \x78 |0

<U00CD> \x75 |0

<U00CE> \x76 |0

<U00CF> \x77 |0

<U00D0> \xAC |0

<U00D1> \x69 |0

<U00D2> \xED |0

<U00D3> \xEE |0

<U00D4> \xEB |0

<U00D5> \xEF |0

<U00D6> \xEC |0

<U00D7> \xBF |0

<U00D8> \x80 |0

<U00D9> \xFD |0

<U00DA> \xFE |0

<U00DB> \xFB |0

<U00DC> \xFC |0

<U00DD> \xAD |0

<U00DE> \xAE |0

<U00DF> \x59 |0

<U00E0> \x44 |0

<U00E1> \x45 |0

<U00E2> \x42 |0

<U00E3> \x46 |0

<U00E4> \x43 |0

<U00E5> \x47 |0

<U00E6> \x9C |0

<U00E7> \x48 |0

<U00E8> \x54 |0

<U00E9> \x51 |0

<U00EA> \x52 |0

<U00EB> \x53 |0

<U00EC> \x58 |0

<U00ED> \x55 |0

<U00EE> \x56 |0

<U00EF> \x57 |0

<U00F0> \x8C |0

<U00F1> \x49 |0

<U00F2> \xCD |0

<U00F3> \xCE |0

<U00F4> \xCB |0

<U00F5> \xCF |0

<U00F6> \xCC |0

<U00F7> \xE1 |0

<U00F8> \x70 |0
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<U00F9> \xDD |0

<U00FA> \xDE |0

<U00FB> \xDB |0

<U00FC> \xDC |0

<U00FD> \x8D |0

<U00FE> \x8E |0

<U00FF> \xDF |0

<U203E> \xA1 |1

<U20AC>

 \x9F |0

<UFF01> \x5A |1

<UFF02> \x7F |1

<UFF03> \x7B |1

<UFF04> \x4A |1

<UFF05> \x6C |1

<UFF06> \x50 |1

<UFF07> \x7D |1

<UFF08> \x4D |1

<UFF09> \x5D |1

<UFF0A> \x5C |1

<UFF0B> \x4E |1

<UFF0C> \x6B |1

<UFF0D> \x60 |1

<UFF0E> \x4B |1

<UFF0F> \x61 |1

<UFF10> \xF0 |1

<UFF11> \xF1 |1

<UFF12> \xF2 |1

<UFF13> \xF3 |1

<UFF14> \xF4 |1

<UFF15> \xF5 |1

<UFF16> \xF6 |1

<UFF17> \xF7 |1

<UFF18> \xF8 |1

<UFF19> \xF9 |1

<UFF1A> \x7A |1

<UFF1B> \x5E |1

<UFF1C> \x4C |1

<UFF1D> \x7E |1

<UFF1E> \x6E |1

<UFF1F> \x6F |1

<UFF20> \x7C |1

<UFF21> \xC1 |1

<UFF22> \xC2 |1

<UFF23> \xC3 |1

<UFF24> \xC4 |1

<UFF25> \xC5 |1

<UFF26> \xC6 |1
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<UFF27> \xC7 |1

<UFF28> \xC8 |1

<UFF29> \xC9 |1

<UFF2A> \xD1 |1

<UFF2B> \xD2 |1

<UFF2C> \xD3 |1

<UFF2D> \xD4 |1

<UFF2E> \xD5 |1

<UFF2F> \xD6 |1

<UFF30> \xD7 |1

<UFF31> \xD8 |1

<UFF32> \xD9 |1

<UFF33> \xE2 |1

<UFF34> \xE3 |1

<UFF35> \xE4 |1

<UFF36> \xE5 |1

<UFF37> \xE6 |1

<UFF38> \xE7 |1

<UFF39> \xE8 |1

<UFF3A> \xE9 |1

<UFF3B> \xB1 |1

<UFF3C> \xE0 |1

<UFF3D> \xBB |1

<UFF3E>

 \xBA |1

<UFF3F> \x6D |1

<UFF40> \x79 |1

<UFF41> \x81 |1

<UFF42> \x82 |1

<UFF43> \x83 |1

<UFF44> \x84 |1

<UFF45> \x85 |1

<UFF46> \x86 |1

<UFF47> \x87 |1

<UFF48> \x88 |1

<UFF49> \x89 |1

<UFF4A> \x91 |1

<UFF4B> \x92 |1

<UFF4C> \x93 |1

<UFF4D> \x94 |1

<UFF4E> \x95 |1

<UFF4F> \x96 |1

<UFF50> \x97 |1

<UFF51> \x98 |1

<UFF52> \x99 |1

<UFF53> \xA2 |1

<UFF54> \xA3 |1

<UFF55> \xA4 |1
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<UFF56> \xA5 |1

<UFF57> \xA6 |1

<UFF58> \xA7 |1

<UFF59> \xA8 |1

<UFF5A> \xA9 |1

<UFF5B> \xC0 |1

<UFF5C> \x4F |1

<UFF5D> \xD0 |1

<UFF5E> \xBC |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1146_P100-

1997.ucm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# ***************************************************************************

# *

# *   Copyright (C) 1995-2002, International Business Machines

# *   Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

#

# File created by rptp2ucm (compiled on Dec  3 2002)

# from source files 34b004e4.rpmap100 and 04e434b0.tpmap100

#

<code_set_name>               "ibm-1252_P100-2000"

<char_name_mask>              "AXXXX"

<mb_cur_max>                  1

<mb_cur_min>                  1

<uconv_class>                 "SBCS"

<subchar>                     \x1A

<icu:charsetFamily>           "ASCII"

<icu:alias>                   "ibm-1252_STD"

 

CHARMAP

<U0000> \x00 |0

<U0001> \x01 |0

<U0002> \x02 |0

<U0003> \x03 |0

<U0004> \x04 |0

<U0005> \x05 |0

<U0006>

 \x06 |0

<U0007> \x07 |0

<U0008> \x08 |0
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<U0009> \x09 |0

<U000A> \x0A |0

<U000B> \x0B |0

<U000C> \x0C |0

<U000D> \x0D |0

<U000E> \x0E |0

<U000F> \x0F |0

<U0010> \x10 |0

<U0011> \x11 |0

<U0012> \x12 |0

<U0013> \x13 |0

<U0014> \x14 |0

<U0015> \x15 |0

<U0016> \x16 |0

<U0017> \x17 |0

<U0018> \x18 |0

<U0019> \x19 |0

<U001A> \x1A |0

<U001B> \x1B |0

<U001C> \x1C |0

<U001D> \x1D |0

<U001E> \x1E |0

<U001F> \x1F |0

<U0020> \x20 |0

<U0021> \x21 |0

<U0022> \x22 |0

<U0023> \x23 |0

<U0024> \x24 |0

<U0025> \x25 |0

<U0026> \x26 |0

<U0027> \x27 |0

<U0028> \x28 |0

<U0029> \x29 |0

<U002A> \x2A |0

<U002B> \x2B |0

<U002C> \x2C |0

<U002D> \x2D |0

<U002E> \x2E |0

<U002F> \x2F |0

<U0030> \x30 |0

<U0031> \x31 |0

<U0032> \x32 |0

<U0033> \x33 |0

<U0034> \x34 |0

<U0035> \x35 |0

<U0036> \x36 |0

<U0037> \x37 |0

<U0038> \x38 |0
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<U0039> \x39 |0

<U003A> \x3A |0

<U003B> \x3B |0

<U003C> \x3C |0

<U003D> \x3D |0

<U003E> \x3E |0

<U003F> \x3F |0

<U0040> \x40 |0

<U0041> \x41 |0

<U0042> \x42 |0

<U0043> \x43 |0

<U0044>

 \x44 |0

<U0045> \x45 |0

<U0046> \x46 |0

<U0047> \x47 |0

<U0048> \x48 |0

<U0049> \x49 |0

<U004A> \x4A |0

<U004B> \x4B |0

<U004C> \x4C |0

<U004D> \x4D |0

<U004E> \x4E |0

<U004F> \x4F |0

<U0050> \x50 |0

<U0051> \x51 |0

<U0052> \x52 |0

<U0053> \x53 |0

<U0054> \x54 |0

<U0055> \x55 |0

<U0056> \x56 |0

<U0057> \x57 |0

<U0058> \x58 |0

<U0059> \x59 |0

<U005A> \x5A |0

<U005B> \x5B |0

<U005C> \x5C |0

<U005D> \x5D |0

<U005E> \x5E |0

<U005F> \x5F |0

<U0060> \x60 |0

<U0061> \x61 |0

<U0062> \x62 |0

<U0063> \x63 |0

<U0064> \x64 |0

<U0065> \x65 |0

<U0066> \x66 |0

<U0067> \x67 |0
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<U0068> \x68 |0

<U0069> \x69 |0

<U006A> \x6A |0

<U006B> \x6B |0

<U006C> \x6C |0

<U006D> \x6D |0

<U006E> \x6E |0

<U006F> \x6F |0

<U0070> \x70 |0

<U0071> \x71 |0

<U0072> \x72 |0

<U0073> \x73 |0

<U0074> \x74 |0

<U0075> \x75 |0

<U0076> \x76 |0

<U0077> \x77 |0

<U0078> \x78 |0

<U0079> \x79 |0

<U007A> \x7A |0

<U007B> \x7B |0

<U007C> \x7C |0

<U007D> \x7D |0

<U007E> \x7E |0

<U007F> \x7F |0

<U0080> \x80 |0

<U0081> \x81 |0

<U008D> \x8D |0

<U008E>

 \x8E |0

<U008F> \x8F |0

<U0090> \x90 |0

<U009D> \x9D |0

<U009E> \x9E |0

<U00A0> \xA0 |0

<U00A1> \xA1 |0

<U00A2> \xA2 |0

<U00A3> \xA3 |0

<U00A4> \xA4 |0

<U00A5> \xA5 |0

<U00A6> \xA6 |0

<U00A7> \xA7 |0

<U00A8> \xA8 |0

<U00A9> \xA9 |0

<U00AA> \xAA |0

<U00AB> \xAB |0

<U00AC> \xAC |0

<U00AD> \xAD |0

<U00AE> \xAE |0
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<U00AF> \xAF |0

<U00B0> \xB0 |0

<U00B1> \xB1 |0

<U00B2> \xB2 |0

<U00B3> \xB3 |0

<U00B4> \xB4 |0

<U00B5> \xB5 |0

<U00B6> \xB6 |0

<U00B7> \xB7 |0

<U00B8> \xB8 |0

<U00B9> \xB9 |0

<U00BA> \xBA |0

<U00BB> \xBB |0

<U00BC> \xBC |0

<U00BD> \xBD |0

<U00BE> \xBE |0

<U00BF> \xBF |0

<U00C0> \xC0 |0

<U00C1> \xC1 |0

<U00C2> \xC2 |0

<U00C3> \xC3 |0

<U00C4> \xC4 |0

<U00C5> \xC5 |0

<U00C6> \xC6 |0

<U00C7> \xC7 |0

<U00C8> \xC8 |0

<U00C9> \xC9 |0

<U00CA> \xCA |0

<U00CB> \xCB |0

<U00CC> \xCC |0

<U00CD> \xCD |0

<U00CE> \xCE |0

<U00CF> \xCF |0

<U00D0> \xD0 |0

<U00D1> \xD1 |0

<U00D2> \xD2 |0

<U00D3> \xD3 |0

<U00D4> \xD4 |0

<U00D5> \xD5 |0

<U00D6> \xD6 |0

<U00D7> \xD7 |0

<U00D8> \xD8 |0

<U00D9>

 \xD9 |0

<U00DA> \xDA |0

<U00DB> \xDB |0

<U00DC> \xDC |0

<U00DD> \xDD |0
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<U00DE> \xDE |0

<U00DF> \xDF |0

<U00E0> \xE0 |0

<U00E1> \xE1 |0

<U00E2> \xE2 |0

<U00E3> \xE3 |0

<U00E4> \xE4 |0

<U00E5> \xE5 |0

<U00E6> \xE6 |0

<U00E7> \xE7 |0

<U00E8> \xE8 |0

<U00E9> \xE9 |0

<U00EA> \xEA |0

<U00EB> \xEB |0

<U00EC> \xEC |0

<U00ED> \xED |0

<U00EE> \xEE |0

<U00EF> \xEF |0

<U00F0> \xF0 |0

<U00F1> \xF1 |0

<U00F2> \xF2 |0

<U00F3> \xF3 |0

<U00F4> \xF4 |0

<U00F5> \xF5 |0

<U00F6> \xF6 |0

<U00F7> \xF7 |0

<U00F8> \xF8 |0

<U00F9> \xF9 |0

<U00FA> \xFA |0

<U00FB> \xFB |0

<U00FC> \xFC |0

<U00FD> \xFD |0

<U00FE> \xFE |0

<U00FF> \xFF |0

<U0110> \xD0 |1

<U0152> \x8C |0

<U0153> \x9C |0

<U0160> \x8A |0

<U0161> \x9A |0

<U0178> \x9F |0

<U0192> \x83 |0

<U02C6> \x88 |0

<U02DC> \x98 |0

<U2013> \x96 |0

<U2014> \x97 |0

<U2018> \x91 |0

<U2019> \x92 |0

<U201A> \x82 |0
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<U201C> \x93 |0

<U201D> \x94 |0

<U201E> \x84 |0

<U2020> \x86 |0

<U2021> \x87 |0

<U2022> \x95 |0

<U2026> \x85 |0

<U2030> \x89 |0

<U2039> \x8B |0

<U203A> \x9B |0

<U203E>

 \xAF |1

<U2122> \x99 |0

<UFF01> \x21 |1

<UFF02> \x22 |1

<UFF03> \x23 |1

<UFF04> \x24 |1

<UFF05> \x25 |1

<UFF06> \x26 |1

<UFF07> \x27 |1

<UFF08> \x28 |1

<UFF09> \x29 |1

<UFF0A> \x2A |1

<UFF0B> \x2B |1

<UFF0C> \x2C |1

<UFF0D> \x2D |1

<UFF0E> \x2E |1

<UFF0F> \x2F |1

<UFF10> \x30 |1

<UFF11> \x31 |1

<UFF12> \x32 |1

<UFF13> \x33 |1

<UFF14> \x34 |1

<UFF15> \x35 |1

<UFF16> \x36 |1

<UFF17> \x37 |1

<UFF18> \x38 |1

<UFF19> \x39 |1

<UFF1A> \x3A |1

<UFF1B> \x3B |1

<UFF1C> \x3C |1

<UFF1D> \x3D |1

<UFF1E> \x3E |1

<UFF1F> \x3F |1

<UFF20> \x40 |1

<UFF21> \x41 |1

<UFF22> \x42 |1

<UFF23> \x43 |1
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<UFF24> \x44 |1

<UFF25> \x45 |1

<UFF26> \x46 |1

<UFF27> \x47 |1

<UFF28> \x48 |1

<UFF29> \x49 |1

<UFF2A> \x4A |1

<UFF2B> \x4B |1

<UFF2C> \x4C |1

<UFF2D> \x4D |1

<UFF2E> \x4E |1

<UFF2F> \x4F |1

<UFF30> \x50 |1

<UFF31> \x51 |1

<UFF32> \x52 |1

<UFF33> \x53 |1

<UFF34> \x54 |1

<UFF35> \x55 |1

<UFF36> \x56 |1

<UFF37> \x57 |1

<UFF38> \x58 |1

<UFF39> \x59 |1

<UFF3A> \x5A |1

<UFF3B> \x5B |1

<UFF3C> \x5C |1

<UFF3D>

 \x5D |1

<UFF3E> \x5E |1

<UFF3F> \x5F |1

<UFF40> \x60 |1

<UFF41> \x61 |1

<UFF42> \x62 |1

<UFF43> \x63 |1

<UFF44> \x64 |1

<UFF45> \x65 |1

<UFF46> \x66 |1

<UFF47> \x67 |1

<UFF48> \x68 |1

<UFF49> \x69 |1

<UFF4A> \x6A |1

<UFF4B> \x6B |1

<UFF4C> \x6C |1

<UFF4D> \x6D |1

<UFF4E> \x6E |1

<UFF4F> \x6F |1

<UFF50> \x70 |1

<UFF51> \x71 |1

<UFF52> \x72 |1
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<UFF53> \x73 |1

<UFF54> \x74 |1

<UFF55> \x75 |1

<UFF56> \x76 |1

<UFF57> \x77 |1

<UFF58> \x78 |1

<UFF59> \x79 |1

<UFF5A> \x7A |1

<UFF5B> \x7B |1

<UFF5C> \x7C |1

<UFF5D> \x7D |1

<UFF5E> \x7E |1

END CHARMAP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1871834889_1706103034.0277092/0/icu-74-1-data-zip/data/mappings/ibm-1252_P100-

2000.ucm

 

1.954 libnpmpack 6.0.4 
1.954.1 Available under license : 

ISC

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.955 plexus-classworlds 2.6.0 
1.955.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/SelfFirstStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/ParentFirstStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds"

 appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/DuplicateRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/NoSuchRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/NoSuchRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/Strategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/DuplicateRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/AbstractStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/ClassRealm.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Launcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/StrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorld.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorldListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/Entry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2010 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/BytesURLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/Launcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealmReverseAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/BytesURLStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealmAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ConfiguratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorld.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/OsgiBundleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldReverseAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/DefaultClassRealm.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 ~

 ~  Copyright 2001-2006 The Codehaus Foundation.

 ~

 ~  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~  limitations under the License.

 -->
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1872118381_1703117222.4711905/0/plexus-classworlds-2-6-0-sources-7-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.codehaus.plexus/plexus-classworlds/pom.xml

 

1.956 pixman 0.42.2-r2 
1.956.1 Available under license : 

The following is the MIT license, agreed upon by most contributors.

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where

possible. They may also add themselves to the list below.

 

/*

* Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989, 1998  The Open Group

* Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989 Digital Equipment Corporation

* Copyright 1999, 2004, 2008 Keith Packard

* Copyright 2000 SuSE, Inc.

* Copyright 2000 Keith Packard, member of The XFree86 Project, Inc.

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 Red Hat, Inc.

* Copyright 2004 Nicholas Miell

* Copyright 2005 Lars Knoll & Zack Rusin, Trolltech

* Copyright 2005 Trolltech AS

* Copyright 2007 Luca Barbato

* Copyright 2008 Aaron Plattner, NVIDIA Corporation

* Copyright 2008 Rodrigo Kumpera

* Copyright 2008 Andr Tupinamb

* Copyright 2008 Mozilla Corporation

* Copyright 2008 Frederic Plourde

* Copyright 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2009, 2010 Nokia Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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* FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.957 highway 1.0.7-r0 
1.957.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) the Highway Project Authors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code

must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and

the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form

must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions

and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: highway

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2020 Google LLC

License: Apache-2.0

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

.

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the Apache License, Version 2

can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0".

 

1.958 joda-time 2.12.6 
1.958.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.959 librist 0.2.10-r0 
1.959.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2019-2020, VideoLAN and librist authors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.960 libxfixes 6.0.1-r3 
1.960.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

                              and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Expat maintainers.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

These fonts are redistributable under the standard X11/XFree86 license.

This package contains the set of russian fonts for X11 Release 6.

Copyright (C) 1994-1995 Cronyx Ltd.

Changes Copyright (C) 1996 by Andrey A. Chernov, Moscow, Russia.

 

Version: 1.0

 

This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that the above copyright
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and these terms are retained. Under no circumstances is the author

responsible for the proper functioning of this software, nor does

the author assume any responsibility for damages incurred with its use.

The intent of this license is to prevent redistribution or derived

works of the preliminary set of fonts.

 

Copyright Notice

 

Copyright (c) 2002 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream

Vera is a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person to use the

fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated documentation

files (the "Font Software") under the following terms:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software

typefaces. The "Font Software" may not be redistributed.

 

The Font Software may not be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may not be

modified nor may additional glyphs or characters be added to the

Fonts. This license becomes null and void to the extent applicable to

Fonts or Font Software that have been modified.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT

SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome

Foundation, and Bitstream, Inc., shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font

Software without prior written authorization from the Gnome Foundation

or Bitstream, Inc., respectively. For further information, contact:

fonts at gnome dot org.

(c) Copyright 1989-1992, Bitstream Inc., Cambridge, MA.

 

You are hereby granted permission under all Bitstream propriety rights

to use, copy, modify, sublicense, sell, and redistribute the 4 Bitstream

Charter (r) Type 1 outline fonts and the 4 Courier Type 1 outline fonts

for any purpose and without restriction; provided, that this notice is
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left intact on all copies of such fonts and that Bitstream's trademark

is acknowledged as shown below on all unmodified copies of the 4 Charter

Type 1 fonts.

 

BITSTREAM CHARTER is a registered trademark of Bitstream Inc.

This is the LEGAL NOTICE pertaining to the Lucida fonts from Bigelow & Holmes:

 

	NOTICE TO USER: The source code, including the glyphs or icons

	forming a par of the OPEN LOOK TM Graphic User Interface, on this

	tape and in these files is copyrighted under U.S. and international

	laws. Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, California owns

	the copyright and has design patents pending on many of the icons.

	AT&T is the owner of the OPEN LOOK trademark associated with the

	materials on this tape. Users and possessors of this source code

	are hereby granted a nonexclusive, royalty-free copyright and

	design patent license to use this code in individual and

	commercial software. A royalty-free, nonexclusive trademark

	license to refer to the code and output as "OPEN LOOK" compatible

	is available from AT&T if, and only if, the appearance of the

	icons or glyphs is not changed in any manner except as absolutely

	necessary to accommodate the standard resolution of the screen or

	other

 output device, the code and output is not changed except as

	authorized herein, and the code and output is validated by AT&T.

	Bigelow & Holmes is the owner of the Lucida (R) trademark for the

	fonts and bit-mapped images associated with the materials on this

	tape. Users are granted a royalty-free, nonexclusive license to use

	the trademark only to identify the fonts and bit-mapped images if,

	and only if, the fonts and bit-mapped images are not modified in any

	way by the user.

 

 

	Any use of this source code must include, in the user documentation

	and internal comments to the code, notices to the end user as 

	follows:

 

 

	(c) Copyright 1989 Sun Microsystems, Inc. Sun design patents

	pending in the U.S. and foreign countries. OPEN LOOK is a

	trademark of AT&T. Used by written permission of the owners.

 

 

	(c) Copyright Bigelow & Holmes 1986, 1985. Lucida is a registered

	trademark of Bigelow & Holmes. Permission to use the Lucida

	trademark is hereby granted only in association

 with the images

	and fonts described in this file.
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	SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., AT&T, AND BIGELOW & HOLMES

	MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE SUITABILITY OF

	THIS SOURCE CODE FOR ANY PURPOSE. IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS"

	WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

	SUN  MICROSYSTEMS, INC., AT&T AND BIGELOW  & HOLMES,

	SEVERALLY AND INDIVIDUALLY, DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES

	WITH REGARD TO THIS SOURCE CODE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

	WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SUN MICROSYSTEMS,

	INC., AT&T OR BIGELOW & HOLMES BE LIABLE FOR ANY

	SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

	OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA 	

	OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF  CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

	OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

	WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOURCE CODE.

Copyright  2002 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS

 ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

IBM Courier - Copyright (c) IBM Corporation 1990, 1991

 

You are hereby granted permission under the terms of the IBM/MIT X Consortium

Courier Typefont agreement to execute, reproduce, distribute, display, market,

sell and otherwise transfer copies of the IBM Courier font to third parties.

 

The font is provided "AS IS" without charge.  NO WARRANTIES OR INDEMNIFICATION

ARE GIVEN, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, BUT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

                         License information

                        -------------------
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The x86emu library is under a BSD style license, comaptible

with the XFree86 and X licenses used by XFree86. The

original x86emu libraries were under the GNU General Public

License. Due to license incompatibilities between the GPL

and the XFree86 license, the original authors of the code

decided to allow a license change. If you have submitted

code to the original x86emu project, and you don't agree

with the license change, please contact us and let you

know. Your code will be removed to comply with your wishes.

 

If you have any questions about this, please send email to

x86emu@linuxlabs.com or KendallB@scitechsoft.com for

clarification.

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                      Copyright 1996-1999 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise

 that this software works.  However, we are be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use
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     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere in your documentation  that you've used the FreeType

     code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software,  with  or without modifications, in commercial products,

 provided that all warranty or  liability claims are assumed by the

 product vendor.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the

 `FreeType project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  archive,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  project is copyright (C) 1996-1999  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE ARCHIVE  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT 

 WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
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 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

   o Redistribution  of source code  must retain this

  license file

     (`licence.txt') unaltered; any additions, deletions or changes

     to   the  original   files  must   be  clearly   indicated  in

     accompanying  documentation.   The  copyright notices  of  the

     unaltered, original  files must be preserved in  all copies of

     source files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType code, not just  the unmodified files.  If you use our

 work, you  must acknowledge us.  However,  no fee need  be paid to

 us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 The names of  FreeType's authors and contributors may  not be used

 to endorse or promote  products derived from

 this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',
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 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@freetype.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o devel@freetype.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

   o http://www.freetype.org

 

     Holds the current  FreeType web page, which will  allow you to

     download  our  latest  development  version  and  read  online

      documentation.

 

 You can also contact us individually at:

 

   David Turner      <david.turner@freetype.org>

   Robert Wilhelm    <robert.wilhelm@freetype.org>

   Werner Lemberg    <werner.lemberg@freetype.org>

 

 

--- end of license.txt ---

This notice applies to the files in this directory. They are taken from

the libiconv-1.1 package, which is covered by the LGPL license. The files

in this directory have been placed under the following copyright, with

permission from the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Notes:

 

1. This copyright applies only to the files in this directory, and not to

the remaining files in libiconv.

 

2. The Free Software Foundation does not encourage the use of the above

license for newly written software.

$Id: COPYING,v 1.1 2003/04/17 03:19:46 nlevitt Exp $

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1989-1991, Bitstream Inc., Cambridge, MA.

You are hereby granted permission under all Bitstream propriety rights to
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use, copy, modify, sublicense, sell, and redistribute the Bitstream Speedo

software and the Bitstream Charter and Courier outline fonts for any purpose

and without restrictions; provided, that this notice is left intact on all

copies of such software or font and that Bitstream's trademark is acknowledged

as shown below on all unmodified copies of such font.

 

BITSTREAM CHARTER is a registered trademark of Bitstream Inc.

 

 

BITSTREAM INC. DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  BITSTREAM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT

DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, LOST DATA, OR ANY OTHER

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED

WITH THE SPEEDO SOFTWARE OR THE BITSTREAM CHARTER OUTLINE FONT.

This license is derived from the Bigelow & Holmes Font License

found at http://www.xfree86.org/current/LICENSE2.html

 

The following reasonable modifications have been made to the

Bigelow & Holmes Font License:

 

* All references to Luxi have been replaced with Meltho

 

* All references to Bigelow & Holmes Inc. and URW++ GmbH haven

 been replaced with Beth Mardutho: The Syriac Institute

 

* The registered trademark notice belonging to Bigelow & Holmes

 Inc. has been removed

 

* Contact information has been modified to show that the

 contact person for these fonts is the Director of the

 Institute, George Kiraz.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------

 

Meltho fonts and font code copyright  2002 by Beth Mardutho:

The Syriac Institute. All Right Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of these Fonts and associated documentation

files (the "Font Software"), to deal in the Font Software,

including without limitation

 the rights to use, copy, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the

Font Software, and to permit persons to whom the Font Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission
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notice shall be included in all copies of one or more of the

Font Software.

 

The Font Software may not be modified, altered, or added to,

and in particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the

Fonts may not be modified nor may additional glyphs or

characters be added to the Fonts. This License becomes null

and void when the Fonts or Font Software have been modified.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER

RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BETH MARDUTHO: THE SYRIAC INSTITUTE BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR

FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Beth Mardutho:

The Syriac Institute shall not be used in advertising or otherwise

to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software

without prior written authorization from Beth Mardutho: The

Syriac Institute.

 

For further information, contact:

George Kiraz, Director of Beth Mardutho

gkiraz@bethmardutho.org

Luxi fonts copyright (c) 2001 by Bigelow & Holmes Inc. Luxi font

instruction code copyright (c) 2001 by URW++ GmbH. All Rights

Reserved. Luxi is a registered trademark of Bigelow & Holmes Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of these Fonts and associated documentation files (the "Font

Software"), to deal in the Font Software, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software.

 

The Font Software may not be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may not

be modified nor may additional glyphs or characters be added to the
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Fonts. This License becomes

 null and void when the Fonts or Font

Software have been modified.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

BIGELOW & HOLMES INC. OR URW++ GMBH. BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Bigelow & Holmes

Inc. and URW++ GmbH. shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software without

prior written authorization from Bigelow & Holmes Inc. and URW++ GmbH.

 

For further information, contact:

 

info@urwpp.de

or

design@bigelowandholmes.com

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

Bitstream Vera Fonts Copyright

 

The fonts have a generous copyright, allowing derivative works (as
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long as "Bitstream" or "Vera" are not in the names), and full

redistribution (so long as they are not *sold* by themselves). They

can be be bundled, redistributed and sold with any software.

 

The fonts are distributed under the following copyright:

 

Copyright

=========

 

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream

Vera is a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated

documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute

the Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Font Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission

 notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software

typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be

modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the

Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed to names not containing either

the words "Bitstream" or the word "Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts

or Font Software that has been modified and is distributed under the

"Bitstream Vera" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but

no copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by

itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME

 FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT
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SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome

Foundation, and Bitstream Inc., shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font

Software without prior written authorization from the Gnome Foundation

or Bitstream Inc., respectively. For further information, contact:

fonts at gnome dot org.

 

Copyright FAQ

=============

 

  1. I don't understand the resale restriction... What gives?

 

     Bitstream is giving away these fonts, but wishes to ensure its

     competitors can't just drop the fonts as is into a font sale system

     and sell them as is. It seems fair that if Bitstream can't make money

     from

 the Bitstream Vera fonts, their competitors should not be able to

     do so either. You can sell the fonts as part of any software package,

     however.

 

  2. I want to package these fonts separately for distribution and

     sale as part of a larger software package or system.  Can I do so?

 

     Yes. A RPM or Debian package is a "larger software package" to begin

     with, and you aren't selling them independently by themselves.

     See 1. above.

 

  3. Are derivative works allowed?

     Yes!

 

  4. Can I change or add to the font(s)?

     Yes, but you must change the name(s) of the font(s).

 

  5. Under what terms are derivative works allowed?

 

     You must change the name(s) of the fonts. This is to ensure the

     quality of the fonts, both to protect Bitstream and Gnome. We want to

     ensure that if an application has opened a font specifically of these

     names, it gets what it expects (though of course, using fontconfig,

     substitutions could still

 could have occurred during font

     opening). You must include the Bitstream copyright. Additional

     copyrights can be added, as per copyright law. Happy Font Hacking!

 

  6. If I have improvements for Bitstream Vera, is it possible they might get

      adopted in future versions?
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     Yes. The contract between the Gnome Foundation and Bitstream has

     provisions for working with Bitstream to ensure quality additions to

     the Bitstream Vera font family. Please contact us if you have such

     additions. Note, that in general, we will want such additions for the

     entire family, not just a single font, and that you'll have to keep

     both Gnome and Jim Lyles, Vera's designer, happy! To make sense to add

     glyphs to the font, they must be stylistically in keeping with Vera's

     design. Vera cannot become a "ransom note" font. Jim Lyles will be

     providing a document describing the design elements used in Vera, as a

     guide and aid for people interested

 in contributing to Vera.

 

  7. I want to sell a software package that uses these fonts: Can I do so?

 

     Sure. Bundle the fonts with your software and sell your software

     with the fonts. That is the intent of the copyright.

 

  8. If applications have built the names "Bitstream Vera" into them,

     can I override this somehow to use fonts of my choosing?

 

     This depends on exact details of the software. Most open source

     systems and software (e.g., Gnome, KDE, etc.) are now converting to

     use fontconfig (see www.fontconfig.org) to handle font configuration,

     selection and substitution; it has provisions for overriding font

     names and subsituting alternatives. An example is provided by the

     supplied local.conf file, which chooses the family Bitstream Vera for

     "sans", "serif" and "monospace".  Other software (e.g., the XFree86

     core server) has other mechanisms for font substitution.

$Id: COPYING,v 1.1 2003/04/21 17:36:39 keithp Exp $

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS,
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 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

/*

* Copyright (C) 1989-95 GROUPE BULL

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

* deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

* rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

* sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* GROUPE BULL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of GROUPE BULL shall not be

* used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

* in this Software without prior written authorization from GROUPE BULL.

*/

 

Arnaud LE HORS      BULL Research FRANCE -- Koala Project

                   (XPM - X PixMap format version 2 & 3)

   Internet:       lehors@sophia.inria.fr

Surface Mail:       Arnaud LE HORS, INRIA - Sophia Antipolis,

                   2004, route des Lucioles, 06565 Valbonne Cedex -- FRANCE

Voice phone:       (33) 93.65.77.71, Fax: (33) 93 65 77 66, Telex: 97 00 50 F

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2002-Apr-11

 

                      Copyright 1996-2002 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============
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 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main

 points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """ 

   Portions

 of this software are copyright  1996-2002 The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions
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--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form

 as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType

 Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:
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   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType

 Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand

 and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@freetype.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as
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     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o devel@freetype.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

   o http://www.freetype.org

 

     Holds the current  FreeType web page, which will  allow you to

     download  our  latest  development  version  and  read  online

     documentation.

 

 You can also contact us individually at:

 

   David Turner      <david.turner@freetype.org>

   Robert Wilhelm    <robert.wilhelm@freetype.org>

   Werner Lemberg    <werner.lemberg@freetype.org>

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

 

The  FreeType 2  font  engine is  copyrighted  work and  cannot be  used

legally  without a  software license.   In  order to  make this  project

usable  to a vast  majority of  developers, we  distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means  that *you* must choose  *one* of the  two licenses described

below, then obey  all its terms and conditions when  using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License, found in  the file `FTL.TXT', which is similar

   to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces

   you  to  explicitly cite  the  FreeType  project  in your  product's

   documentation.  All  details are in the license  file.  This license

   is  suited  to products  which  don't  use  the GNU  General  Public

   License.

 

 - The GNU  General Public License  version 2, found in  `GPL.TXT' (any

   later version can be used  also), for programs which already use the

   GPL.  Note  that the  FTL is

  incompatible with the  GPL due  to its

   advertisement clause.

 

The contributed PCF driver comes with a license similar to that of the X

Window System.   It is  compatible to the  above two licenses  (see file
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src/pcf/readme).

 

 

--- end of licence.txt ---

$Id: COPYING,v 1.3 2003/04/04 20:17:40 keithp Exp $

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

                  The Catharon Open Source LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2000-Jul-04

 

         Copyright (C) 2000 by Catharon Productions, Inc.

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 This  license  applies to  source  files  distributed by  Catharon

 Productions,  Inc.  in  several  archive packages.   This  license

 applies  to all files  found in  such packages  which do  not fall

 under their own explicit license.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:
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   o We  don't promise that  this software works.  However,  we are

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free'

 usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     Catharon Code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We disclaim  all warranties  covering the packages  distributed by

 Catharon  Productions, Inc.  and  assume no  liability related  to

 their use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `Catharon Package', `package',

 and  `Catharon  Code'  refer   to  the  set  of  files  originally

 distributed by Catharon Productions, Inc.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program

  is referred  to  as `a  program  using  one of  the

 Catharon Packages'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 Catharon  Package(s),  including  all  source code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The  Catharon   Packages  are  copyright  (C)   2000  by  Catharon

 Productions, Inc.  All rights reserved except as specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------
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 THE CATHARON PACKAGES ARE PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE USE OF OR THE INABILITY TO

 USE THE

 CATHARON PACKAGE.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  Catharon Packages (in both source  and object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution  of source code  must retain this  license file

     (`license.txt') unaltered; any additions, deletions or changes

     to   the  original   files  must   be  clearly   indicated  in

     accompanying  documentation.   The  copyright notices  of  the

     unaltered, original  files must be preserved in  all copies of

     source files.

 

   o Redistribution  in binary form must provide  a disclaimer that

     states  that the  software is  based in

  part on  the  work of

     Catharon Productions, Inc. in the distribution documentation.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the Catharon Packages, not just  the unmodified files.  If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither Catharon Productions, Inc.  and contributors nor you shall

 use  the  name  of  the  other  for  commercial,  advertising,  or

 promotional purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest, but do not  require, that you use the following phrase

 to refer to this software in your documentation: 'this software is

 based in part on the Catharon Typography Project'.
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 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.  However,  as  the Catharon  Packages are  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and

 modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  Catharon

 Packages,  you indicate  that you  understand and  accept  all the

 terms of this license.

 

--- end of license.txt ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are

 designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other

 work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

    whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object

 code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to

 copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

  6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software

 through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show

 c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.961 x264-libs 0.164_git20231001-r0 
1.961.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or
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 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number
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 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.962 libpulse 16.1-r11 
1.962.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in
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   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
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   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to

 make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or

 in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on

 it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable

 form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time

 you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any

 other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of

 this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT

 WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3.  Neither the name of Apple Computer, Inc. ("Apple") nor the names of

*     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY APPLE AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

  Copyright (C) DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung (2004). All Rights Reserved.

 

 You are allowed to use this source code in any open source or closed

 source software you want. You are allowed to use the algorithms for a

 hardware solution. You are allowed to modify the source code.

 You are not allowed to remove the name of the author from this memo or

 from the source code files. You are not allowed to monopolize the

 source code or the algorithms behind the source code as your

 intellectual property. This source code is free of royalty and comes

 with no warranty.

 

--- The following does not apply to the PulseAudio module ---

 

 Please see g711/gen-lic.txt for the ITU-T G.711 codec copyright.

 Please see gsm/gen-lic.txt for the ITU-T GSM codec copyright.

 Please see ilbc/COPYRIGHT and ilbc/NOTICE for the IETF iLBC codec

 copyright.

All PulseAudio source files, except as noted below, are licensed under the GNU

Lesser General Public License. (see file LGPL for details)

 

However, the server side has optional GPL dependencies.  These include the

libsamplerate and gdbm (core libraries), LIRC (lirc module) and FFTW (equalizer

module), although others may also be included in the future.  If PulseAudio is

compiled with these optional components, this effectively downgrades the

license of the server part to GPL (see the file GPL for details), exercising

section 3 of the LGPL.  In such circumstances, you should treat the client

library (libpulse) of PulseAudio as being LGPL licensed and the server part

(libpulsecore) as being GPL licensed.  Since the PulseAudio daemon, tests,

various utilities/helpers and the modules link to libpulsecore and/or the afore

mentioned optional GPL dependencies they are of course also GPL licensed also
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in this scenario.

 

In addition to this, if D-Bus support is enabled, the PulseAudio client library

(libpulse)

 MAY need to be licensed under the GPL, depending on the license

adopted for libdbus. libdbus is licensed under either of the Academic Free

License 2.1 or GPL 2.0 or above. Which of these applies is your choice, and the

result affects the licensing of libpulse and thus, potentially, all programs

that link to libpulse.

 

Andre Adrian's echo cancellation implementation is licensed under a less

restrictive license - see src/modules/echo-cancel/adrian-license.txt for

details.

 

Some other files pulled into PA source (i.e. reference implementations that are

considered too small and stable to be considered as an external library) use the

more permissive MIT license. These include the device reservation DBus protocol

and realtime kit implementations.

 

A more permissive BSD-style license is used for LFE filters, see

src/pulsecore/filter/LICENSE.WEBKIT for details.

 

Additionally, a more permissive Sun license is used for code that performs

u-law, A-law and linear PCM conversions.

 

While

 we attempt to provide a summary here, it is the ultimate responsibility of

the packager to ensure the components they use in their build of PulseAudio

meets their license requirements.

 

1.963 graphite 1.3.14-r6 
1.963.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 just-the-docs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

CCCP (Cuneiform Computer Code Project) Sumero-Akkadian Demo EULA

 

 

By installing this package, recipient agrees that:

 

- the contents of this package remain the intellectual property of the

author;

 

- he/she has received this package directly from the author or by download

from SIL International;

 

- he/she will not alter the contents of this package without prior written

consent from the author;

 

- he/she will use this package strictly non-commercially;

 

- he/she will not distribute this package or any of its contents to any

third party.

 

 

The author, Karljrgen Feuerherm, may be contacted by email at

cuneiform@rogers.com.

/*  GRAPHITE2 LICENSING

 

   Copyright 2010, SIL International

   All rights reserved.

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published

   by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should also have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library in the file named "LICENSE".

   If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street,
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   Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA or visit their web page on the

   internet at http://www.fsf.org/licenses/lgpl.html.

 

   Alternatively, you may use this library under the

 terms of the Mozilla

   Public License (http://mozilla.org/MPL) or under the GNU General Public

   License, as published by the Free Sofware Foundation; either version

   2 of the license or (at your option) any later version.

*/

Format: http://dep.debian.net/deps/dep5

Upstream-Name: graphite2

Source: http://sf.net/projects/silgraphite

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2010-2011, SIL International

License: LGPL-2+

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library

   General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you

   downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not,

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.,

 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

Files: contrib/perl/*

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011 Simon Cozens <simon@cpan.org>

License: GPL1+, Artistic

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of either:

 

   a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

      Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later

      version, or

 

   b) the "Artistic License" which comes with Perl.

 

   On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

   Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL' and

   the Artistic Licence in `/usr/share/common-licenses/Artistic'.
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Files: contrib/perl/ppport.h

Copyright: 2004-2010, Marcus Holland-Moritz <mhx-cpan@gmx.net>

2001, Paul Marquess <pmqs@cpan.org> (Version 2.x)

1999, Kenneth Albanowski <kjahds@kjahds.com> (Version 1.x)

License: Artistic or GPL-1+

 

Files: debian-src/*

Copyright: 2010 Martin Hosken <martin_hosken@sil.org>

License:

 LGPL-2+

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library

   General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you

   downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not,

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

Files: debian*/*

Copyright: 2010 Martin Hosken <martin_hosken@sil.org>

          2011 Rene Engelhard

 <rene@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2+

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library

   General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you

   downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not,

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA
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Files: tests/comparerenderer/icule/*

Copyright: Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International

 Business Machines Corporation and others

License: other

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

  copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

  "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

  without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

  distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

  to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

  copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

  the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

  permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

  OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

  OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

  HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

  INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

  FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

  WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

  Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

  shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

  or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

  of the copyright holder.

 

Files: gr2fonttest/gr2FontTest.cpp

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2005 www.thanlwinsoft.org

License: LGPL | other

 

Files: tests/comparerenderer/GrUtfTextSrc.*

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2004 Keith Stribley

License: MPL-1.1 | GPL-2 | LGPL-2.1

 

Files: tests/fonts/*

License: other

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

 PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and
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open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such.

 This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

 in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.
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3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit

 written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

Unless otherwise specified, source code and documentation aurthored, or

copyrighted, by SIL International in this repository is simultaneously

licensed under 4 licenses (LGPL-2.1+, MPL-2.0, GPL2+, or MIT) that you

may chose to use at your descretion, these are listed below, in full where

required, or referenced where not:

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE                       

                         Version 2.1, February 1999                           

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.  51 Franklin Street,

Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the

successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version

number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most

 software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially

designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we

suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary

General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case,

based on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not

price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service

if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it;

that you can change the software and use

 pieces of it in new free programs;

and that you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute

copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you

link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to

the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making

changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library,

and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no

warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone
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else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not

the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be

affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any

free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict

the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent

holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version

of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in

this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU

General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different

 from the

ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries

in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a

shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined

work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public

License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits

its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax

criteria for linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less

to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It

also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over

competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the

ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser

license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For

 example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage

the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto

standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the

library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job

as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain

by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser

General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs

enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For

example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many

more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant,

the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users'
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freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the

Library has the freedom and the wherewithal

 to run that program using a

modified version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the

library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived

from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in

order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

   which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

   party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General

   Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as

   "you".

 

   A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared

   so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use

   some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

   The

 "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which

   has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library"

   means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law:

   that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into

   another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation

   in the term "modification".)

 

   "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

   modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the

   source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

   definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and

   installation of the library.

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a

   program using the Library is not

 restricted, and output from such a program

   is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library

   (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether

   that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that

   uses the Library does.  1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

   provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy
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   an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

   all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

   warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Library,

 and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

       a) The modified work must itself be a software library.  b) You must

       cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you

       changed the files and the date of any change.  c) You must cause the

       whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.  d) If a facility in the modified

       Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by

       an application program that uses the facility, other than as an

       argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

       good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does

       not supply such function or table, the facility still operates,

       and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in

 a library to compute square roots has a purpose

   that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore,

   Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table

   used by this function must be optional: if the application does not

   supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

   sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be

   reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves,

   then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when

   you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same

   sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the

   distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose

   permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to

   each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus,

 it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

   rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

   the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works

   based on the Library.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

   with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a
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   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.  3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

   GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the

   Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this

   License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License,

   version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version

   2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can

   specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any

 other change

   in these notices.

 

   Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that

   copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent

   copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

   This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library

   into a program that is not a library.  4. You may copy and distribute the

   Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code

   or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided

   that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

   If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a

   designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code

   from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the

 source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.  5. A program that contains no derivative

   of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library

   by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

   Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the

   Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates

   an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains

   portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The

   executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms

   for distribution of such executables.

 

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that

   is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative

   work of the Library even though the source code

 is not. Whether this

   is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the

   Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to

   be true is not precisely defined by law.
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   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure

   layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten

   lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted,

   regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables

   containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

   under Section 6.)

 

   Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute

   the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables

   containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they

   are linked directly with the Library itself.  6. As an exception to

   the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the

  

 Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the

   Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided

   that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own

   use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

   You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

   Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

   this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during

   execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright

   notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the

   user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

       a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in

       the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above);

       and, if the work is an executable

 linked with the Library, with the

       complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object

       code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and

       then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified

       Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents

       of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to

       recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)  b) Use

       a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A

       suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

       library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

       copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

       properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

       one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

       version that the work was made with.  c)

 Accompany the work with a

       written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user

       the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

       than the cost of performing this distribution.  d) If distribution of

       the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place,

       offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from
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       the same place.  e) Verify that the user has already received a copy

       of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

   For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library"

   must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the

   executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to

   be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed

   (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

   kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable

 runs,

   unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

   It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of

   other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating

   system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the

   Library together in an executable that you distribute.  7. You may place

   library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side

   in a single library together with other library facilities not covered

   by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that

   the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the

   other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you

   do these two things:

       a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

       on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This

       must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

  b) Give

       prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of

       it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

       accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

   8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

   Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

   otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

   Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

   this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights,

   from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated

   so long as such parties remain in full compliance.  9. You are not

   required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However,

   nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library

   or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

   not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying

 or distributing the

   Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance

   of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

   distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.  10. Each

   time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library),

   the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

   to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these

   terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the
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   recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible

   for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.  11. If, as

   a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

   or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are

   imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

   contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you

 from

   the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

   simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

   obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library

   at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

   redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or

   indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and

   this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

   particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

   and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such

   claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity

    of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public

   license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the

   wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on

   consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to

   decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

   system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

   be a consequence of the rest of this License.  12. If the distribution

   and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by

   patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who

   places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical

   distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution

   is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case,

   this License incorporates the limitation

 as if written in the body of

   this License.  13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised

   and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to

   time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

   but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

   "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published

   by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
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   license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

   the Free Software Foundation.  14. If you wish to incorporate parts of

   the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

   incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For

   software which

 is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to

   the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our

   decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

   of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

   and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE

   IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

   LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

   AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

   ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY

   IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

   ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS

   REQUIRED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT

   HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY

   AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

   SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

   INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

   OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

   PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE),

   EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

   OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can

redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under

these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General

Public

 License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.> Copyright
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(C) <year> <name of author>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this library; if

 not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob'

(a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon >, 1 April 1990 Ty Coon, President of Vice That's all

there is to it!

 

================================================================================

 

                  Mozilla Public License Version 2.0 notice                   

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can

obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

================================================================================

 

                                  MIT License                                  

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 SIL International

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.964 libopenmpt 0.7.3-r1 
1.964.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2023, OpenMPT Project Developers and Contributors

Copyright (c) 1997-2003, Olivier Lapicque

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the OpenMPT project nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
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this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.965 xvidcore 1.3.7-r2 
1.965.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to
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 make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or

 modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of

 the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or

 in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on

 it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable

 form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source

 along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time

 you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any

 other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of

 this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT

 WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

 SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show

 c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.966 x264 0.164_git20231001-r0 
1.966.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute
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 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through
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 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.967 libdrm 2.4.118-r0 
1.967.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/handle_table.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/handle_table.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*

* Copyright 2007 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, TX., USA

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

*

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/ttmtest/src/ttmtest.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL

* TUNGSTEN GRAPHICS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/drm_sarea.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2007 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Eric Anholt <eric@anholt.net>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_bufmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Etnaviv Project

*

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published by

* the Free Software Foundation.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

* more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

* this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008-2012 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Eric Anholt <eric@anholt.net>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_bufmgr.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2014 NVIDIA Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/kms-

universal-planes.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test-
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device.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/kms-steal-

crtc.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test-

crtc.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test-

plane.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test-

framebuffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test-

screen.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/libkms-test.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DRM based vblank test program

* Copyright 2008 Tungsten Graphics

*   Jakob Bornecrantz <jakob@tungstengraphics.com>

* Copyright 2008 Intel Corporation

*   Jesse Barnes <jesse.barnes@intel.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/vbltest/vbltest.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*
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* Copyright © 2009 VMware, Inc., Palo Alto, CA., USA

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/linux.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/dumb.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kmstest/main.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/radeon.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/libkms.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/nouveau.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/vmwgfx.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/intel.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/api.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* xf86drmSL.c -- Skip list support

* Created: Mon May 10 09:28:13 1999 by faith@precisioninsight.com

*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
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* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Rickard E. (Rik) Faith <faith@valinux.com>

*

* DESCRIPTION

*

* This file contains a straightforward skip list implementation.n

*

* FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

*

* REFERENCES

*

* [Pugh90] William Pugh.  Skip Lists: A Probabilistic Alternative to

* Balanced Trees. CACM 33(6), June 1990, pp. 668-676.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmSL.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Etnaviv Project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_bo.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_device.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/drm.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 - Tobias Jakobi

*

* This is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

* by the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License,

* or (at your option) any later version.

*

* It is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

* GNU General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with it. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_mixer_cfg.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_rop.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 Written 2012 by David Herrmann <dh.herrmann@googlemail.com>

 Dedicated to the Public Domain

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/man/drmModeGetResources.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/man/drm-kms.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/man/drm-memory.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/man/drmHandleEvent.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/man/drmAvailable.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/man/drm.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
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* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Eric Anholt <eric@anholt.net>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/intel/intel_bufmgr_priv.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/amdgpu_test.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/basic_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/cs_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/bo_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/amdgpu_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/util_math.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Red Hat

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS AND/OR

 ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/qxl_drm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/virtgpu_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2010 Intel Corporation

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Eric Anholt <eric@anholt.net>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_aub.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008 Nicolai Haehnle

* Copyright © 2008 Jérôme Glisse

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/radeon_cs.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Gareth Hughes

* Copyright 2002 Frank C. Earl

* Copyright 2002-2003 Leif Delgass

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT OWNER(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Gareth Hughes <gareth@valinux.com>

*    Frank C. Earl <fearl@airmail.net>

*    Leif Delgass <ldelgass@retinalburn.net>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/mach64_drm.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Etnaviv Project

* Copyright (C) 2017 Zodiac Inflight Innovations

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. 

 IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_perfmon.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 Tungsten Graphics

*   Jakob Bornecrantz <jakob@tungstengraphics.com>

* Copyright 2008 Intel Corporation

*   Jesse Barnes <jesse.barnes@intel.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*
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* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/pattern.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/pattern.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/format.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/common.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/kms.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/format.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/kms.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* drmsl.c -- Skip list test

* Created: Mon May 10 09:28:13 1999 by faith@precisioninsight.com

*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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*

* Authors: Rickard E. (Rik) Faith <faith@valinux.com>

*

* DESCRIPTION

*

* This file contains a straightforward skip list implementation.n

*

* FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

*

* REFERENCES

*

* [Pugh90] William Pugh.  Skip Lists: A Probabilistic Alternative to

* Balanced Trees. CACM 33(6), June 1990, pp. 668-676.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/drmsl.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008 Nicolai Haehnle

* Copyright © 2008 Jérôme Glisse

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS

* AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/radeon/radeon_cs_gem.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

# copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

# to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

# the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

# and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/Android.mk

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/Android.mk

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/Android.mk

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 - Tobias Jakobi

*

* This is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

* by the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License,

* or (at your option) any later version.

*

* It is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

* GNU General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with it. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_verify_copy.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_thread_scale.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Red Hat Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
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* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Ben Skeggs

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/nouveau/pushbuf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/nouveau/nouveau.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/nouveau/bufctx.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/nouveau/abi16.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DRM based mode setting test program

* Copyright (C) 2014 Red Hat

* Author: Rob Clark <robdclark@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
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* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/modetest/cursor.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

 * IN NO EVENT SHALL TUNGSTEN GRAPHICS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/i915_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2009 Red Hat Inc.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS

* AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/radeon/radeon_cs_space.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Eric Anholt

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/sis_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010-2011 Chia-I Wu <olvaffe@gmail.com>

* Copyright (C) 2010-2011 LunarG Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2016 Linaro, Ltd., Rob Herring <robh@kernel.org>

* Copyright (C) 2018 Collabora, Robert Foss <robert.foss@collabora.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/android/gralloc_handle.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014-2015 Etnaviv Project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*
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* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_drmif.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_priv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_pipe.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_cmd_stream.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/etnaviv_2d_test.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

* Author: Rob Clark <robdclark@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 * THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/msm_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright (c) 2003-2016, Troy D. Hanson     http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

 ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/uthash.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* xf86drmRandom.c -- "Minimal Standard" PRNG Implementation

* Created: Mon Apr 19 08:28:13 1999 by faith@precisioninsight.com

*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Rickard E. (Rik) Faith <faith@valinux.com>

*

* DESCRIPTION

*

* This file contains a simple, straightforward implementation of the Park

* & Miller "Minimal Standard" PRNG [PM88, PMS93], which is a Lehmer

* multiplicative linear congruential generator (MLCG) with a period of

* 2^31-1.

*

* This implementation is intended to provide a reliable, portable PRNG

* that is suitable for testing a hash table implementation and for

* implementing skip lists.

*

* FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

*

* If initial seeds are not selected randomly, two instances of the PRNG

* can be correlated.

  [Knuth81, pp. 32-33] describes a shuffling technique

* that can eliminate this problem.

*

* If PRNGs are used for simulation, the period of the current

* implementation may be too short.  [LE88] discusses methods of combining

* MLCGs to produce much longer periods, and suggests some alternative

* values for A and M.  [LE90 and Sch92] also provide information on

* long-period PRNGs.

*

* REFERENCES

*

* [Knuth81] Donald E. Knuth. The Art of Computer Programming.  Volume 2:

* Seminumerical Algorithms.  Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1981.

*

* [LE88] Pierre L'Ecuyer. "Efficient and Portable Combined Random Number

* Generators".  CACM 31(6), June 1988, pp. 742-774.

*

* [LE90] Pierre L'Ecuyer. "Random Numbers for Simulation". CACM 33(10,

* October 1990, pp. 85-97.

*

* [PM88] Stephen K. Park and Keith W. Miller. "Random Number Generators:
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* Good Ones are Hard to Find". CACM 31(10), October 1988, pp. 1192-1201.

*

* [Sch92] Bruce Schneier. "Pseudo-Ransom Sequence

 Generator for 32-Bit

* CPUs".  Dr. Dobb's Journal 17(2), February 1992, pp. 34, 37-38, 40.

*

* [PMS93] Stephen K. Park, Keith W. Miller, and Paul K. Stockmeyer.  In

* "Technical Correspondence: Remarks on Choosing and Implementing Random

* Number Generators". CACM 36(7), July 1993, pp. 105-110.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmRandom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* radeon_drm.h -- Public header for the radeon driver -*- linux-c -*-

*

* Copyright 2000 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Fremont, California.

* Copyright 2002 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Kevin E. Martin <martin@valinux.com>

*    Gareth Hughes <gareth@valinux.com>

*    Keith Whitwell <keith@tungstengraphics.com>

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/radeon_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999, 2000 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2009 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Chris Wilson <chris@chris-wilson.co.uk>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86atomic.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/kgsl/kgsl_ringbuffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/msm/msm_priv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/msm/msm_bo.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/kgsl/kgsl_pipe.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/kgsl/kgsl_priv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/msm/msm_ringbuffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/kgsl/kgsl_bo.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/msm/msm_device.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/msm/msm_pipe.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/kgsl/kgsl_device.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Texas Instruments, Inc

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Rob Clark <rob@ti.com>
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/omap/omap_drm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/omap/omap_drm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/omap/omap_drmif.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Autogenerated file, DO NOT EDIT manually!

 

This file was generated by the rules-ng-ng headergen tool in this git repository:

http://0x04.net/cgit/index.cgi/rules-ng-ng

git clone git://0x04.net/rules-ng-ng

 

The rules-ng-ng source files this header was generated from are:

- cmdstream.xml (  12621 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

- copyright.xml (   1597 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

- common.xml    (  20583 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:14:12)

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2016 by the following authors:

- Wladimir J. van der Laan <laanwj@gmail.com>

- Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

- Lucas Stach <l.stach@pengutronix.de>

- Russell King <rmk@arm.linux.org.uk>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

 publish, distribute, sub license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-
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exynos/tests/etnaviv/cmdstream.xml.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  sync abstraction

*  Copyright 2015-2016 Collabora Ltd.

*

*  Based on the implementation from the Android Open Source Project,

*

*  Copyright 2012 Google, Inc

*

*  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

*  copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

*  to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

*  the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

*  and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

*  Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

*  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

*  all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

*  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

*

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

*  THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

*  OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

*  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

*  OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libsync.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Jakob Bornecrantz <wallbraker@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/modeprint/modeprint.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Rickard E. (Rik) Faith <faith@valinux.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmHash.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmRandom.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2011 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/test_decode.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Dave Airlie <airlied@linux.ie>

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Jakob Bornecrantz <wallbraker@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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 MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmMode.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmMode.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_vamgr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_cs.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_device.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* mga_drm.h -- Public header for the Matrox g200/g400 driver -*- linux-c -*-
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* Created: Tue Jan 25 01:50:01 1999 by jhartmann@precisioninsight.com

*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Jeff Hartmann <jhartmann@valinux.com>

*    Keith Whitwell <keith@tungstengraphics.com>

*

* Rewritten by:

*    Gareth Hughes <gareth@valinux.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/mga_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* exynos_drm.h

*

* Copyright (c) 2011 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

* Authors:

*	Inki Dae <inki.dae@samsung.com>

*	Joonyoung Shim <jy0922.shim@samsung.com>

*	Seung-Woo Kim <sw0312.kim@samsung.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
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* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/exynos/exynos_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* amdgpu_drm.h -- Public header for the amdgpu driver -*- linux-c -*-

*

* Copyright 2000 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Fremont, California.

* Copyright 2002 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2014 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

 IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*
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* Authors:

*    Kevin E. Martin <martin@valinux.com>

*    Gareth Hughes <gareth@valinux.com>

*    Keith Whitwell <keith@tungstengraphics.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/amdgpu_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2014 Broadcom

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/vc4/vc4_packet.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/vc4/vc4_qpu_defines.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Autogenerated file, DO NOT EDIT manually!

 

This file was generated by the rules-ng-ng headergen tool in this git repository:

http://0x04.net/cgit/index.cgi/rules-ng-ng

git clone git://0x04.net/rules-ng-ng

 

The rules-ng-ng source files this header was generated from are:

- state.xml     (  18940 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:14:12)
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- common.xml    (  20583 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:14:12)

- state_hi.xml  (  25653 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:45:17)

- copyright.xml (   1597 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

- state_2d.xml  (  51552 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

- state_3d.xml  (  54603 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

- state_vg.xml  (   5975 bytes, from 2016-09-06 14:44:16)

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2016 by the following authors:

- Wladimir J. van der Laan <laanwj@gmail.com>

- Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

- Lucas Stach <l.stach@pengutronix.de>

- Russell King <rmk@arm.linux.org.uk>

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/state_2d.xml.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/etnaviv/state.xml.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2003 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

 * IN NO EVENT SHALL TUNGSTEN GRAPHICS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_chipset.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2006 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Bismarck, ND. USA.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions
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* of the Software.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/util_double_list.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Intel Corporation

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/i915_pciids.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*
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* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_device.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_priv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_pipe.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_ringbuffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_drmif.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_ringbuffer.h

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/freedreno/freedreno_bo.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2015 Canonical Ltd. (Maarten Lankhorst)

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/nouveau/threaded.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Rob Clark <robclark@freedesktop.org>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/freedreno/freedreno_bo_cache.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* GLX Hardware Device Driver common code

* Copyright (C) 1999 Wittawat Yamwong
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*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* KEITH WHITWELL, OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

* OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/mm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_chipset.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2011 Red Hat All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS

* AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/radeon_surface.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/radeon_surface.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 Jerome Glisse <glisse@freedesktop.org>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* on the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub

* license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

* the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHOR(S)

 AND/OR THEIR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*      Jerome Glisse

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/bof.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/bof.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

# of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

# to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

# all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/meson_options.txt

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/radeon/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tegra/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/kmstest/meson.build

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/omap/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/freedreno/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/nouveau/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/exynos/meson.build
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* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/data/meson.build

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/modeprint/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/util/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/proptest/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/tegra/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/kms/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/vbltest/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/nouveau/meson.build

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/modetest/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/man/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/vc4/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/meson.build

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/meson.build

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Stephane Marchesin.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX

 SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/nouveau_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2012, 2013 Thierry Reding

* Copyright © 2013 Erik Faye-Lund

* Copyright © 2014 NVIDIA Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tegra/tegra.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tegra/tegra.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tegra/private.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*

* Copyright © 2009-2015 VMware, Inc., Palo Alto, CA., USA

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/vmwgfx_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-
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exynos/tests/amdgpu/vcn_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/syncobj_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/vm_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/uve_ib.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/ras_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/deadlock_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/uvd_enc_tests.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* savage_drm.h -- Public header for the savage driver

*

* Copyright 2004  Felix Kuehling

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL FELIX KUEHLING BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

* CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/savage_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*

* Copyright 2006 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Bismarck, ND. USA.

* All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 * DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libdrm_lists.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2014-2015 Broadcom

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/vc4_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* exynos.c

*

* Copyright 2009 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

* Authors:

*	SooChan Lim <sc1.lim@samsung.com>

*      Sangjin LEE <lsj119@samsung.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libkms/exynos.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_vm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/decode_messages.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/frame.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/amdgpu/vce_tests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/amdgpu/vce_ib.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*

* Copyright 2006 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL TUNGSTEN GRAPHICS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/intel/intel_bufmgr_fake.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Samsung Electronics Co.Ltd

* Authors:

*	Inki Dae <inki.dae@samsung.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next
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* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/exynos/fimg2d_reg.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/exynos/exynos_fimg2d.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/exynos/exynos_fimg2d.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_test.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008 Jérôme Glisse

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS

* AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/radeon/radeon_cs_gem.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/radeon_bo.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

/*

* Arm Framebuffer Compression (AFBC) modifiers

*

* AFBC is a proprietary lossless image compression protocol and format.

* It provides fine-grained random access and minimizes the amount of data

* transferred between IP blocks.

*

* AFBC has several features which may be supported and/or used, which are

* represented using bits in the modifier. Not all combinations are valid,

* and different devices or use-cases may support different combinations.

*

* Further information on the use of AFBC modifiers can be found in

* Documentation/gpu/afbc.rst

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-
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exynos/include/drm/drm_fourcc.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1998-2003 VIA Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Copyright 2001-2003 S3 Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VIA, S3 GRAPHICS, AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/via_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2011 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Ben Widawsky <ben@bwidawsk.net>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_debug.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007 Dave Airlie <airlied@linux.ie>

* Copyright (c) 2007 Jakob Bornecrantz <wallbraker@gmail.com>

* Copyright (c) 2008 Red Hat Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Cedar Park, TX., USA

* Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/drm_mode.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2015 Emil Velikov <emil.l.velikov@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/drmdevice.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* xf86drmHash.c -- Small hash table support for integer -> integer mapping

* Created: Sun Apr 18 09:35:45 1999 by faith@precisioninsight.com

*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors: Rickard E. (Rik) Faith <faith@valinux.com>

*

* DESCRIPTION

*

* This file contains a straightforward implementation of a fixed-sized

* hash table using self-organizing linked lists [Knuth73, pp. 398-399] for

* collision resolution.  There are two potentially interesting things

* about this implementation:

*

* 1) The table is power-of-two sized.  Prime sized tables are more

* traditional, but do not have a significant advantage over power-of-two

* sized table, especially when double hashing is not used for collision

* resolution.

*

* 2) The hash computation

 uses a table of random integers [Hanson97,

* pp. 39-41].

*

* FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

*

* With a table size of 512, the current implementation is sufficient for a

* few hundred keys.  Since this is well above the expected size of the

* tables for which this implementation was designed, the implementation of

* dynamic hash tables was postponed until the need arises.  A common (and

* naive) approach to dynamic hash table implementation simply creates a

* new hash table when necessary, rehashes all the data into the new table,

* and destroys the old table.  The approach in [Larson88] is superior in

* two ways: 1) only a portion of the table is expanded when needed,

* distributing the expansion cost over several insertions, and 2) portions

* of the table can be locked, enabling a scalable thread-safe

* implementation.

*

* REFERENCES

*

* [Hanson97] David R. Hanson.  C Interfaces and Implementations:

* Techniques for Creating Reusable Software.  Reading, Massachusetts:

 * Addison-Wesley, 1997.

*

* [Knuth73] Donald E. Knuth. The Art of Computer Programming.  Volume 3:

* Sorting and Searching.  Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1973.

*

* [Larson88] Per-Ake Larson. "Dynamic Hash Tables".  CACM 31(4), April
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* 1988, pp. 446-457.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/hash.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drmHash.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2008 Dave Airlie

* Copyright © 2008 Jérôme Glisse

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS

* AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/radeon/radeon_bo.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/radeon/radeon_bo_gem.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/radeon/radeon_bo_gem.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* GLX Hardware Device Driver common code

* Copyright (C) 1999 Wittawat Yamwong
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*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* WITTAWAT YAMWONG, OR

 ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

* OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/mm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 - Tobias Jakobi

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* VA LINUX SYSTEMS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_perf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/exynos/exynos_fimg2d_event.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DRM based mode setting test program

* Copyright 2008 Tungsten Graphics

*   Jakob Bornecrantz <jakob@tungstengraphics.com>

* Copyright 2008 Intel Corporation

*   Jesse Barnes <jesse.barnes@intel.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/modetest/buffers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/modetest/buffers.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/modetest/modetest.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2017 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
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* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S)

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_asic_id.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011      Luc Verhaegen <libv@codethink.co.uk>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/write_bmp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/write_bmp.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2012 Intel Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Paulo Zanoni <paulo.r.zanoni@intel.com>

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/proptest/proptest.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

 

Copyright 1998-1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
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copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/ttmtest/src/xf86dri.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/ttmtest/src/xf86dristr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/ttmtest/src/xf86dri.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2011 Red Hat

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Jerome Glisse <j.glisse@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/radeon/rbo.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/radeon/radeon_ttm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/radeon/rbo.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2014 NVIDIA Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/tegra/openclose.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/libdrm_macros.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2013, NVIDIA CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S)

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/include/drm/tegra_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Etnaviv Project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*
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* Authors:

*    Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_bo_cache.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/etnaviv_bo_cache_test.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Contributing to libdrm

======================

 

Submitting Patches

------------------

 

Patches should be sent to dri-devel@lists.freedesktop.org, using git

send-email. For patches only touching driver specific code one of the driver

mailing lists (like amd-gfx@lists.freedesktop.org) is also appropriate. See git

documentation for help:

 

http://git-scm.com/documentation

 

Since dri-devel is a very busy mailing list please use --subject-prefix="PATCH

libdrm" to make it easier to find libdrm patches. This is best done by running

 

   git config --local format.subjectprefix "PATCH libdrm"

 

The first line of a commit message should contain a prefix indicating what part

is affected by the patch followed by one sentence that describes the change. For

examples:

 

   amdgpu: Use uint32_t i in amdgpu_find_bo_by_cpu_mapping

 

The body of the commit message should describe what the patch changes and why,

and also note any particular

 side effects. For a recommended reading on

writing commit messages, see:

 

http://who-t.blogspot.de/2009/12/on-commit-messages.html

 

Your patches should also include a Signed-off-by line with your name and email

address. If you're not the patch's original author, you should also gather

S-o-b's by them (and/or whomever gave the patch to you.) The significance of

this is that it certifies that you created the patch, that it was created under

an appropriate open source license, or provided to you under those terms.  This

lets us indicate a chain of responsibility for the copyright status of the code.
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For more details:

 

https://developercertificate.org/

 

We won't reject patches that lack S-o-b, but it is strongly recommended.

 

Review and Merging

------------------

 

Patches should have at least one positive review (Reviewed-by: tag) or

indication of approval (Acked-by: tag) before merging. For any code shared

between drivers this is mandatory.

 

Please note that kernel/userspace API header files

 have special rules, see

include/drm/README.

 

Coding style in the project loosely follows the CodingStyle of the linux kernel:

 

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/coding-style.html?highlight=coding%20style

 

Commit Rights

-------------

 

Commit rights will be granted to anyone who requests them and fulfills the

below criteria:

 

- Submitted a few (5-10 as a rule of thumb) non-trivial (not just simple

 spelling fixes and whitespace adjustment) patches that have been merged

 already. Since libdrm is just a glue library between the kernel and userspace

 drivers, merged patches to those components also count towards the commit

 criteria.

 

- Are actively participating on discussions about their work (on the mailing

 list or IRC). This should not be interpreted as a requirement to review other

 peoples patches but just make sure that patch submission isn't one-way

 communication. Cross-review is still highly encouraged.

 

- Will be regularly contributing further patches. This

 includes regular

 contributors to other parts of the open source graphics stack who only

 do the oddball rare patch within libdrm itself.

 

- Agrees to use their commit rights in accordance with the documented merge

 criteria, tools, and processes.

 

To apply for commit rights ("Developer" role in gitlab) send a mail to

dri-devel@lists.freedesktop.org and please ping the maintainers if your request
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is stuck.

 

Committers are encouraged to request their commit rights get removed when they

no longer contribute to the project. Commit rights will be reinstated when they

come back to the project.

 

Maintainers and committers should encourage contributors to request commit

rights, as especially junior contributors tend to underestimate their skills.

 

Code of Conduct

---------------

 

Please be aware the fd.o Code of Conduct also applies to libdrm:

 

https://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/CodeOfConduct/

 

See the gitlab project owners for contact details of the libdrm maintainers.

 

Abuse of commit

 rights, like engaging in commit fights or willfully pushing

patches that violate the documented merge criteria, will also be handled through

the Code of Conduct enforcement process.

 

Happy hacking!

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/CONTRIBUTING.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR
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 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Inki Dae <inki.dae@samsung.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/exynos/exynos_drm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/exynos/exynos_drmif.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2014 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S)

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

* OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_gpu_info.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/amdgpu/amdgpu_bo.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The release criteria for libdrm is essentially "if you need a release,
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make one".  There is no designated release engineer or maintainer.

Anybody is free to make a release if there's a certain feature or bug

fix they need in a released version of libdrm.

 

When new ioctl definitions are merged into drm-next, we will add

support to libdrm, at which point we typically create a new release.

However, this is up to whoever is driving the feature in question.

 

Follow these steps to release a new version of libdrm:

 

 1) Bump the version number in meson.build. We seem to have settled for

    2.4.x as the versioning scheme for libdrm, so just bump the micro

    version.

 

 2) Run `ninja -C builddir/ dist` to generate the tarballs.

    Make sure that the version number of the tarball name in

    builddir/meson-dist/ matches the number you bumped to. Move that

    tarball to the libdrm repo root for the release script to pick

 up.

 

 3) Push the updated master branch with the bumped version number:

 

	git push origin master

 

    assuming the remote for the upstream libdrm repo is called origin.

 

 4) Use the release.sh script from the xorg/util/modular repo to

    upload the tarballs to the freedesktop.org download area and

    create an announce email template.  The script takes one argument:

    the path to the libdrm checkout. So, if a checkout of modular is

    at the same level than the libdrm repo:

 

	./modular/release.sh libdrm

 

    This copies the two tarballs to freedesktop.org and creates

    libdrm-2.4.16.announce which has a detailed summary of the

    changes, links to the tarballs, MD5 and SHA1 sums and pre-filled

    out email headers.  Fill out the blank between the email headers

    and the list of changes with a brief message of what changed or

    what prompted this release.  Send out the email and you're done!

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/RELEASING

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © 2009-2011 Intel Corporation

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/intel/intel_decode.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Etnaviv Project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*
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* Authors:

*    Christian Gmeiner <christian.gmeiner@gmail.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/tests/etnaviv/etnaviv_cmd_stream_test.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/etnaviv/etnaviv_gpu.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**************************************************************************

*

* Copyright  2007 Red Hat Inc.

* Copyright  2007-2012 Intel Corporation

* Copyright 2006 Tungsten Graphics, Inc., Bismarck, ND., USA

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 * THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS, AUTHORS AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

* USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

* next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

* of the Software.

*

*

**************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-

exynos/intel/intel_bufmgr_gem.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.
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* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/xf86drm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

* Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

* OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

* ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
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* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

* Authors:

*    Gareth Hughes <gareth@valinux.com>

*    Kevin E. Martin <martin@valinux.com>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/include/drm/r128_drm.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DRM based mode setting test program

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

* Author: Rob Clark <robdclark@gmail.com>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

* IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1882190063_1707496263.1646361/0/libdrm-exynos-zip/libdrm-exynos/tests/modetest/cursor.c

 

1.968 hwdata-pci 0.377.2-r0 
1.968.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause
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 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This data is licenced under 2 different licenses

 

1) GNU General Public License, version 2 or later

2) XFree86 1.0 license

 

This data can be used freely under either license.

 

1.969 rav1e-libs 0.6.6-r2 
1.969.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright (c) 2017-2019, The rav1e contributors. All rights reserved

//

// This source code is subject to the terms of the BSD 2 Clause License and

// the Alliance for Open Media Patent License 1.0. If the BSD 2 Clause License

// was not distributed with this source code in the LICENSE file, you can

// obtain it at www.aomedia.org/license/software. If the Alliance for Open

// Media Patent License 1.0 was not distributed with this source code in the

// PATENTS file, you can obtain it at www.aomedia.org/license/patent.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2021, the rav1e contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.970 soxr 0.1.3-r7 
1.970.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits
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 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a

 given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components

 (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and

 a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

SoX Resampler Library       Copyright (c) 2007-18 robs@users.sourceforge.net

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this library; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Notes

 

1. Re software in the `examples' directory: works that are not resampling

examples but are based on the given examples -- for example, applications using

the library -- shall not be considered to be derivative works of the examples.

 

2. If building with pffft.c, see the licence

 embedded in that file.

 

1.971 libvpx 1.13.1-r0 
1.971.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010, The WebM Project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google, nor the WebM Project, nor the names

   of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>
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Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>
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Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.972 onevpl-libs 2023.3.1-r2 
1.972.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2021 Intel Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

LICENSE

 

1.973 rav1e 0.6.6-r2 
1.973.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright (c) 2017-2019, The rav1e contributors. All rights reserved

//

// This source code is subject to the terms of the BSD 2 Clause License and

// the Alliance for Open Media Patent License 1.0. If the BSD 2 Clause License

// was not distributed with this source code in the LICENSE file, you can

// obtain it at www.aomedia.org/license/software. If the Alliance for Open

// Media Patent License 1.0 was not distributed with this source code in the

// PATENTS file, you can obtain it at www.aomedia.org/license/patent.
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BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2021, the rav1e contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.974 libasyncns 0.8-r2 
1.974.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,
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 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse
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 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
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It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.975 libsrt 1.5.3-r0 
1.975.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions
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--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:
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   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and
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(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.
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2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this
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License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the

 maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular
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Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*   

                                                                   *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *
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*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section
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10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version

 number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: srt

Source: https://github.com/Haivision/srt

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2018 Haivision Systems Inc.

License: MPL-2.0

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright:  2018 Federico Ceratto <federico@debian.org>

          2019 SK Telecom Co., Ltd.; Author: Jakub Adam <jakub.adam@collabora.com>

License: MPL-2.0

 

License: MPL-2.0

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

.

1. Definitions

--------------

.

1.1. "Contributor"

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

    the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

    by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

.

1.3. "Contribution"

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

.

1.4. "Covered Software"

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

     the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

    Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

    including portions thereof.

.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

.

    (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

        in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

.

    (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

        version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

        terms of a Secondary License.

.

1.6. "Executable Form"
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    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

.

1.7. "Larger Work"

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

    a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

.

1.8. "License"

    means this document.

.

1.9. "Licensable"

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

    whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

 

    all of the rights conveyed by this License.

.

1.10. "Modifications"

    means any of the following:

.

    (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

        deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

        Software; or

.

    (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

        Software.

.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

    means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

    Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

    License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

    made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

    Contributor Version.

.

1.12. "Secondary License"

    means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

    Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

    Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions

 of those

    licenses.

.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

    means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

    means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

    License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

    controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

    purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
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    or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

    fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

    ownership of such entity.

.

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

.

2.1. Grants

.

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

.

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

    Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

    modify,

 display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

    Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

    as part of a Larger Work; and

.

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

    for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

    Contributions or its Contributor Version.

.

2.2. Effective Date

.

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

.

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

.

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

    or

.

(b) for infringements

 caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

    modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

    Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

    Version); or

.

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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    its Contributions.

.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

.

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

.

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

.

2.5. Representation

.

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions

 conveyed by this License.

.

2.6. Fair Use

.

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

.

2.7. Conditions

.

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

.

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

.

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

.

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

.

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

.
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(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source

 Code

    Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

    the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

    Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

    than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

.

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

    License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

    license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

    the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

.

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally

 distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

.

3.4. Notices

.

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

.

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability

 obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

.
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4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

 recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

.

5. Termination

--------------

.

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

.

5.2. If You initiate litigation

 against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

.

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                             
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         *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

.

************************************************************************

 *                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages.

 This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

.

8. Litigation

-------------

.

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or
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 counter-claims.

.

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

.

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

.

10.1. New Versions

.

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

.

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the

 terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

.

10.3. Modified Versions

.

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

.

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

.

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

.
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  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

  License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

  file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 .

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

.

  This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

  defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.976 libhwy 1.0.7-r0 
1.976.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) the Highway Project Authors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code

must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and

the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form

must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions

and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
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 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: highway

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2020 Google LLC

License: Apache-2.0

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

.

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the Apache License, Version 2

can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0".
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1.977 onevpl 2023.3.1-r2 
1.977.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2021 Intel Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

LICENSE

 

1.978 xvid 1.3.7-r2 
1.978.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to

 make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or

 modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of

 the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or

 in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on

 it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable

 form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source

 along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time

 you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any

 other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of

 this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT

 WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

 SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show

 c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.979 wayland-libs-client 1.22.0-r4 
1.979.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008-2012 Kristian Hgsberg

Copyright  2010-2012 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2011 Benjamin Franzke

Copyright  2012 Collabora, Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.980 libbluray 1.3.4-r1 
1.980.1 Available under license : 

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
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this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.981 linux-headers 6.5-r0 
1.981.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2023 Viet-Anh Duong

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.982 util-linux 2.39.3-r0 
1.982.1 Available under license : 

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The
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 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years
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 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the
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../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software
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 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany
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 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution
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 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing
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 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."
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 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

 

1.983 ncurses 6.4_p20231125-r0 
1.983.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses.html

This package is used for testing builds of ncurses.

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 1996-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

Files: doc/html/NCURSES-Programming-HOWTO.html

Copyright: 2001 by Pradeep Padala

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

 install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not
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   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: progs/tset.c ncurses/tinfo/read_termcap.c

Copyright: 1980,1991,1992,1993 The Regents of the University of California.

License: BSD

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Copyright 2018-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.10 2021/01/01 09:54:30 tom Exp $

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/Ada95.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2010-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
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   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.
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On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 2017-2020,2021 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright: 1998-2016,2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2020,2021 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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 a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

    Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

 

1.984 swagger-ui 4.15.5 
1.984.1 Available under license : 

swagger-ui

Copyright 2020-2021 SmartBear Software Inc.

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.985 libpng-dev 1.6.40-r0 
1.985.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2023 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2023 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you
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   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the
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list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.
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2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):
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     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

 

1.986 py3-setuptools 68.2.2-r0 
1.986.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.987 py3-parsing 3.1.1-r0 
1.987.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.988 py3-packaging 23.2-r0 
1.988.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.989 py3-pip 23.3.1-r0 
1.989.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/file/tip/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v

 $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the
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software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.
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B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following
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unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
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        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2020 Will McGugan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific
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     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Seth Michael Larson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2022 by the respective authors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no
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   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.
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(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise

 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".
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3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2
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--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-202x The platformdirs developers
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012-2021  Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2008-present The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.990 ws 8.16.0 
1.990.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <einaros@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2013 Arnout Kazemier and contributors

Copyright (c) 2016 Luigi Pinca and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.991 zt 1.16 
1.991.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*    Copyright (C) 2012 ZeroTurnaround LLC <support@zeroturnaround.com>

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*    You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*    limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/TimestampStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/Zips.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/Java8TimestampStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/PreJava8TimestampStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/IdentityNameMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/FileSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/NameMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntrySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipInfoCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZTFileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/TimestampStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntryCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/StringBuilderWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FilenameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FileUtilsV2_2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FileExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/IOUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-
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jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/AsiExtraField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipExtraField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ExtraFieldUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/UnrecognizedExtraField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1886919998_1705485810.177811/0/zt-zip-1-16-sources-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipLong.java

 

1.992 npm 10.2.5-r0 
1.992.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2012-2016 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Mikola Lysenko

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright  2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2023 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Denis Pushkarev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2016, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Original Library

 - Copyright (c) Marak Squires

 

Additional Functionality

- Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

- Copyright (c) DABH (https://github.com/DABH)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

==============================================================

This product also include the following software:

==============================================================

 

QRCode for JavaScript

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Kazuhiko Arase

 

URL: http://www.d-project.com/

 

Licensed under the MIT license:

  http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

The word "QR Code" is registered trademark of

DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED

  http://www.denso-wave.com/qrcode/faqpatent-e.html

 

Located in ./vendor/QRCode
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- project has been modified to work in Node and some refactoring was done for code cleanup

Copyright (c) 2014, Eran Hammer and other contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hueniverse/cryptiles/graphs/contributors

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Javier Blanco
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Isaac Z. Schlueter (i@izs.me)

 

This project is free software released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2017-present by Andrea Giammarchi - @WebReflection

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

validate-npm-package-license

============================

 

Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string.

 

```javascript

var valid = require('validate-npm-package-license');

```

 

SPDX license identifiers are valid license strings:
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```javascript

 

var assert = require('assert');

var validSPDXExpression = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 spdx: true

};

 

assert.deepEqual(valid('MIT'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('BSD-2-Clause'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('Apache-2.0'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('ISC'), validSPDXExpression);

```

The function will return a warning and suggestion for nearly-correct license identifiers:

 

```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('Apache 2.0'),

 {

   validForOldPackages: false,

   validForNewPackages: false,

   warnings: [

     'license should be ' +

     'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

     '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

      '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

     'license is similar to the valid expression "Apache-2.0"'

   ]

 }

);

```

 

SPDX expressions are valid, too ...

 

```javascript

// Simple SPDX license expression for dual licensing

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(GPL-3.0 OR BSD-2-Clause)'),

 validSPDXExpression

);

```

 

... except if they contain `LicenseRef`:

 

```javascript

var warningAboutLicenseRef = {

 validForOldPackages: false,
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 validForNewPackages: false,

 spdx: true,

 warnings: [

   'license should be ' +

   'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

   '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

   '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

 ]

};

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('LicenseRef-Made-Up'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(MIT OR LicenseRef-Made-Up)'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

```

 

If you can't describe your licensing terms with standardized SPDX identifiers, put the terms in a file in the package

and point users there:

 

```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE

 LICENSE IN LICENSE.txt'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,

   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'LICENSE.txt'

 }

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE LICENSE IN license.md'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,

   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'license.md'

 }

);

```

 

If there aren't any licensing terms, use `UNLICENSED`:

 

```javascript
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var unlicensed = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 unlicensed: true

};

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENSED'), unlicensed);

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENCED'), unlicensed);

```

97a8b0cb9fb8e6a9ddfc437691f026f0

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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 SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

 

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ISC

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Ahmad Nassri (https://www.ahmadnassri.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 IndigoUnited

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 Simon Lydell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

 

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */

Copyright (c) 2015 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean

 the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation

source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)

 to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated

within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by

 combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute

patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent

licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

 and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

 that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own

copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for

use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided

Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks,

 or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of

the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall

 any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential

damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other

commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims

 asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 DC <threedeecee@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Matt Lavin <matt.lavin@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Kevin Martensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

f4d5d1edb470e5ce7e93620b735a8b70

Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>

Based on Underscore.js, copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Note: This is a derivative work based on "node-fetch" by David Frank,

modified and distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/bitinn/node-fetch

{

 "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "3.0.4"

 },

 "versions": {

   "1.0.0-prerelease-1": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-1",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "0.2.1",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-2"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "ff1c1c5d8324f9f8ea388e51e43458f5491947e0",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-1.tgz"

     }
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   },

   "1.0.0-prerelease-2": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-2",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "^0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-3"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "0f45adce1728091b289597035c1ad25a5ba549be",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-2.tgz"

      }

   },

   "1.0.0-prerelease-3": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-3",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "^0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-3"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "d55a47551250c5bb4522c0944cefb9091f1344ad",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-3.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "~0.3.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "bd582727e3fa3ab43dc45514f14a14bef7f3002c",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0.tgz"

      }

   },
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   "2.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "2.0.0",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "~0.3.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "ce0a29300edfa07e6ac6ad52eed8d6dfd194e42b",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-2.0.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "3.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "3.0.0",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^1.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "cf9f54a861d1b8a9dbf4b3e72765024a22e87ed0",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.0.tgz"

   

  }

   },

   "3.0.1": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "3.0.1",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^1.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "2804babe712ad3379459acfbe24746ab2c303fbc",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.1.tgz"

     }

   },
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   "3.0.2": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "3.0.2",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^2.0.4",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

8zlGw3EZDpC7iUDKy4yHCSqFwkBTeAK4h1QqDC3ST6rT7dzvu2ZuclExZN7zuXNEhQ3+2UBQgdca5eNNL0

6sBg==",

       "shasum": "ec39d030e27d1ee714515162c547f66356e49f41",

        "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.2.tgz",

       "fileCount": 5,

       "unpackedSize": 16605

     }

   },

   "3.0.3": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "3.0.3",

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^3.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

63ZOUnL4SIXj4L0NixR3L1lcjO38crAbgrTpl28t8jjrfuiOBL5Iygm+60qPs/KsZGzPNg6Smnc/oY16QTjF0g==",

       "shasum": "81643bcbef1bdfecd4623793dc4648948ba98338",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.3.tgz",

       "fileCount": 5,

       "unpackedSize": 16605

     }

   },

   "3.0.4": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "version": "3.0.4",

 

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^3.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"
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     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

DpKm2Ui/xN7/HQKCtpZxoRWBhZ9Z0kqtygG8XCgNQ8ZlDnxuQmWhj566j8fN4Cu3/JmbhsDo7fcAJq4s9h27E

w==",

       "shasum": "fc91f6b9c7ba15c857f4cb2c5defeec39d4f410a",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.4.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 16597,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJbZyzXCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAhkcP/imBj6UnzB54WA4DtbsA\

nJd6N2e6MIs/N4NtWEhqTbG744D4jym6BFSFwkywGMZLUA4TdT3yZgxakEuIU\niYt6jkzmAA5hIjIH/9P7e4gj

T9ZkcrmDMMmr9VXNGvgZkg+9gSHnOfN484HP\ntslYpmW5K8P5U4e7cIDJO9QBFjlJ4sjpILITDn9WGJyvph

Z+gEO6uV5LyAdC\nhA7pEOILgXxbCNDRFb3QbmgthUnXoy3sgTVjb6phwuVF72mqN4/BfmuA+zaR\nLcPEu

YK1ZQW9Pa++jINIOq0N9vbkHzgo7cK+wLahyB/dH04B+DvOS24khUcS\nXAIsRoG4TK1DytQ97h8BOwMA

W6jYclRYoMCVBGhncJLGctNrkAVJq+CSvJJN\nfCns1pv3CRWQCCuqp5mqHCu0oZpYtXE6BZMUQrV6PNz

N4WMcqtF/4iLdps7C\nL2syTg8YlTlx0bPdSsnNKQIPt+4xsNq4QOoBgblNh7rmuRRRZt69Z0me6ycB\n6XcXx8O

k6glUz4jzG6jgd6s86GHPMw4tFtP+i6+5iQRIIRBwjQ1HuEPEqjF8\nYLxinu80YuY/uw1wtfbLrytIBo5fbK9DtRn+

PNhvcBRlDS1ErJ2M2Yd2anmv\nM1joDg4Sb3tlpP0W5GJ46GE4GQ+WEFsxA+6F83FGj/NuZTuI9mtBVN3cGo4

y\nInRT\r\n=LHiS\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   }

 },

 "modified": "2018-08-05T16:59:06.229Z"

}

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Trent Mick. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2013 Joyent Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012, Joyent, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE

Copyright (c) 2013 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and [others].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

[others]: https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors

Copyright (c) 2014 Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

wcwidth.js: JavaScript Portng of Markus Kuhn's wcwidth() Implementation

=======================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2012 by Jun Woong.

 

This package is a JavaScript porting of `wcwidth()` implementation

[by Markus Kuhn](http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/ucs/wcwidth.c).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright  2013 AgileMD <hello@agilemd.com> http://agilemd.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

[

	"0BSD",

	"AAL",

	"ADSL",

	"AFL-1.1",

	"AFL-1.2",

	"AFL-2.0",

	"AFL-2.1",

	"AFL-3.0",

	"AGPL-1.0-only",

	"AGPL-1.0-or-later",

	"AGPL-3.0-only",

	"AGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"AMDPLPA",

	"AML",

	"AMPAS",

	"ANTLR-PD",

	"APAFML",

	"APL-1.0",

	"APSL-1.0",

	"APSL-1.1",

	"APSL-1.2",

	"APSL-2.0",
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	"Abstyles",

	"Adobe-2006",

	"Adobe-Glyph",

	"Afmparse",

	"Aladdin",

	"Apache-1.0",

	"Apache-1.1",

	"Apache-2.0",

	"Artistic-1.0",

	"Artistic-1.0-Perl",

	"Artistic-1.0-cl8",

	"Artistic-2.0",

	"BSD-1-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause-Patent",

	"BSD-2-Clause-Views",

	"BSD-3-Clause",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Attribution",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Clear",

	"BSD-3-Clause-LBNL",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License-2014",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-Warranty",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Open-MPI",

	"BSD-4-Clause",

	"BSD-4-Clause-UC",

	"BSD-Protection",

	"BSD-Source-Code",

	"BSL-1.0",

	"Bahyph",

	"Barr",

	"Beerware",

	"BitTorrent-1.0",

	"BitTorrent-1.1",

	"BlueOak-1.0.0",

	"Borceux",

	"CAL-1.0",

	"CAL-1.0-Combined-Work-Exception",

	"CATOSL-1.1",

	"CC-BY-1.0",

	"CC-BY-2.0",

	"CC-BY-2.5",

	"CC-BY-3.0",

	"CC-BY-3.0-AT",

	"CC-BY-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-2.5",
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	"CC-BY-NC-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0-IGO",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.5",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0-AT",

	"CC-BY-SA-4.0",

	"CC-PDDC",

	"CC0-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.1",

	"CDLA-Permissive-1.0",

	"CDLA-Sharing-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.1",

	"CECILL-2.0",

	"CECILL-2.1",

	"CECILL-B",

	"CECILL-C",

	"CERN-OHL-1.1",

	"CERN-OHL-1.2",

	"CERN-OHL-P-2.0",

	"CERN-OHL-S-2.0",

	"CERN-OHL-W-2.0",

	"CNRI-Jython",

	"CNRI-Python",

	"CNRI-Python-GPL-Compatible",

	"CPAL-1.0",

	"CPL-1.0",

	"CPOL-1.02",

	"CUA-OPL-1.0",
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	"Caldera",

	"ClArtistic",

	"Condor-1.1",

	"Crossword",

	"CrystalStacker",

	"Cube",

	"D-FSL-1.0",

	"DOC",

	"DSDP",

	"Dotseqn",

	"ECL-1.0",

	"ECL-2.0",

	"EFL-1.0",

	"EFL-2.0",

	"EPICS",

	"EPL-1.0",

	"EPL-2.0",

	"EUDatagrid",

	"EUPL-1.0",

	"EUPL-1.1",

	"EUPL-1.2",

	"Entessa",

	"ErlPL-1.1",

	"Eurosym",

	"FSFAP",

	"FSFUL",

	"FSFULLR",

	"FTL",

	"Fair",

	"Frameworx-1.0",

	"FreeImage",

	"GFDL-1.1-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.1-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-no-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.1-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-no-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-no-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-only",
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	"GFDL-1.3-or-later",

	"GL2PS",

	"GLWTPL",

	"GPL-1.0-only",

	"GPL-1.0-or-later",

	"GPL-2.0-only",

	"GPL-2.0-or-later",

	"GPL-3.0-only",

	"GPL-3.0-or-later",

	"Giftware",

	"Glide",

	"Glulxe",

	"HPND",

	"HPND-sell-variant",

	"HaskellReport",

	"Hippocratic-2.1",

	"IBM-pibs",

	"ICU",

	"IJG",

	"IPA",

	"IPL-1.0",

	"ISC",

	"ImageMagick",

	"Imlib2",

	"Info-ZIP",

	"Intel",

	"Intel-ACPI",

	"Interbase-1.0",

	"JPNIC",

	"JSON",

	"JasPer-2.0",

	"LAL-1.2",

	"LAL-1.3",

	"LGPL-2.0-only",

	"LGPL-2.0-or-later",

	"LGPL-2.1-only",

	"LGPL-2.1-or-later",

	"LGPL-3.0-only",

	"LGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"LGPLLR",

	"LPL-1.0",

	"LPL-1.02",

	"LPPL-1.0",

	"LPPL-1.1",

	"LPPL-1.2",

	"LPPL-1.3a",

	"LPPL-1.3c",

	"Latex2e",
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	"Leptonica",

	"LiLiQ-P-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-R-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-Rplus-1.1",

	"Libpng",

	"Linux-OpenIB",

	"MIT",

	"MIT-0",

	"MIT-CMU",

	"MIT-advertising",

	"MIT-enna",

	"MIT-feh",

	"MITNFA",

	"MPL-1.0",

	"MPL-1.1",

	"MPL-2.0",

	"MPL-2.0-no-copyleft-exception",

	"MS-PL",

	"MS-RL",

	"MTLL",

	"MakeIndex",

	"MirOS",

	"Motosoto",

	"MulanPSL-1.0",

	"MulanPSL-2.0",

	"Multics",

	"Mup",

	"NASA-1.3",

	"NBPL-1.0",

	"NCGL-UK-2.0",

	"NCSA",

	"NGPL",

	"NIST-PD",

	"NIST-PD-fallback",

	"NLOD-1.0",

	"NLPL",

	"NOSL",

	"NPL-1.0",

	"NPL-1.1",

	"NPOSL-3.0",

	"NRL",

	"NTP",

	"NTP-0",

	"Naumen",

	"Net-SNMP",

	"NetCDF",

	"Newsletr",

	"Nokia",
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	"Noweb",

	"O-UDA-1.0",

	"OCCT-PL",

	"OCLC-2.0",

	"ODC-By-1.0",

	"ODbL-1.0",

	"OFL-1.0",

	"OFL-1.0-RFN",

	"OFL-1.0-no-RFN",

	"OFL-1.1",

	"OFL-1.1-RFN",

	"OFL-1.1-no-RFN",

	"OGC-1.0",

	"OGL-Canada-2.0",

	"OGL-UK-1.0",

	"OGL-UK-2.0",

	"OGL-UK-3.0",

	"OGTSL",

	"OLDAP-1.1",

	"OLDAP-1.2",

	"OLDAP-1.3",

	"OLDAP-1.4",

	"OLDAP-2.0",

	"OLDAP-2.0.1",

	"OLDAP-2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.3",

	"OLDAP-2.4",

	"OLDAP-2.5",

	"OLDAP-2.6",

	"OLDAP-2.7",

	"OLDAP-2.8",

	"OML",

	"OPL-1.0",

	"OSET-PL-2.1",

	"OSL-1.0",

	"OSL-1.1",

	"OSL-2.0",

	"OSL-2.1",

	"OSL-3.0",

	"OpenSSL",

	"PDDL-1.0",

	"PHP-3.0",

	"PHP-3.01",

	"PSF-2.0",

	"Parity-6.0.0",
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	"Parity-7.0.0",

	"Plexus",

	"PolyForm-Noncommercial-1.0.0",

	"PolyForm-Small-Business-1.0.0",

	"PostgreSQL",

	"Python-2.0",

	"QPL-1.0",

	"Qhull",

	"RHeCos-1.1",

	"RPL-1.1",

	"RPL-1.5",

	"RPSL-1.0",

	"RSA-MD",

	"RSCPL",

	"Rdisc",

	"Ruby",

	"SAX-PD",

	"SCEA",

	"SGI-B-1.0",

	"SGI-B-1.1",

	"SGI-B-2.0",

	"SHL-0.5",

	"SHL-0.51",

	"SISSL",

	"SISSL-1.2",

	"SMLNJ",

	"SMPPL",

	"SNIA",

	"SPL-1.0",

	"SSH-OpenSSH",

	"SSH-short",

	"SSPL-1.0",

	"SWL",

	"Saxpath",

	"Sendmail",

	"Sendmail-8.23",

	"SimPL-2.0",

	"Sleepycat",

	"Spencer-86",

	"Spencer-94",

	"Spencer-99",

	"SugarCRM-1.1.3",

	"TAPR-OHL-1.0",

	"TCL",

	"TCP-wrappers",

	"TMate",

	"TORQUE-1.1",

	"TOSL",
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	"TU-Berlin-1.0",

	"TU-Berlin-2.0",

	"UCL-1.0",

	"UPL-1.0",

	"Unicode-DFS-2015",

	"Unicode-DFS-2016",

	"Unicode-TOU",

	"Unlicense",

	"VOSTROM",

	"VSL-1.0",

	"Vim",

	"W3C",

	"W3C-19980720",

	"W3C-20150513",

	"WTFPL",

	"Watcom-1.0",

	"Wsuipa",

	"X11",

	"XFree86-1.1",

	"XSkat",

	"Xerox",

	"Xnet",

	"YPL-1.0",

	"YPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-2.0",

	"ZPL-2.1",

	"Zed",

	"Zend-2.0",

	"Zimbra-1.3",

	"Zimbra-1.4",

	"Zlib",

	"blessing",

	"bzip2-1.0.5",

	"bzip2-1.0.6",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.0",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.1",

	"curl",

	"diffmark",

	"dvipdfm",

	"eGenix",

	"etalab-2.0",

	"gSOAP-1.3b",

	"gnuplot",

	"iMatix",

	"libpng-2.0",

	"libselinux-1.0",

	"libtiff",
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	"mpich2",

	"psfrag",

	"psutils",

	"xinetd",

	"xpp",

	"zlib-acknowledgement"

]

Copyright (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 kumavis

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Sindre Sorhus

Copyright (c) 2015 Elijah Insua

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014, Walmart and other contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/boom/graphs/contributors

Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Caolan McMahon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

ca06574d28044eb205a4839f0533fb4c

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski and Isaac Z. Schlueter ("Authors")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
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 OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Salesforce.com, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of Salesforce.com nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

===

 

The following exceptions apply:

 

===

 

`public_suffix_list.dat` was obtained from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat> via

<http://publicsuffix.org>. The license for this file is MPL/2.0.  The header of

that file reads as follows:

 

 // This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 // License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 // file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
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Copyright (c) 2015, npm, Inc

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Ethan Cohen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD-style without advertising clause

Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Software License Agreement (BSD License)

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015, Kevin Decker <kpdecker@gmail.com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Kevin Decker nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

 AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2019 Thorsten Lorenz, Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# spdx-license-ids

 

A list of [SPDX license](https://spdx.org/licenses/) identifiers

 

[**Download JSON**](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/master/spdx-license-ids.json)

 

## Use as a JavaScript Library

 

[![NPM version](https://img.shields.io/npm/v/spdx-license-ids.svg)](https://www.npmjs.org/package/spdx-license-

ids)

[![Bower version](https://img.shields.io/bower/v/spdx-license-ids.svg)](https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-

ids/releases)

[![Build Status](https://travis-ci.org/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.svg?branch=master)](https://travis-ci.org/shinnn/spdx-

license-ids)

[![Coverage Status](https://img.shields.io/coveralls/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.svg)](https://coveralls.io/r/shinnn/spdx-

license-ids)

[![devDependency Status](https://david-dm.org/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/dev-status.svg)](https://david-

dm.org/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#info=devDependencies)

 

### Installation

 

#### Package managers

 

##### [npm](https://www.npmjs.com/)

 

```sh

npm install spdx-license-ids

```

 

#####

 [bower](http://bower.io/)

 

```sh

bower install spdx-license-ids

```

 

##### [Duo](http://duojs.org/)

 

```javascript

const spdxLicenseIds = require('shinnn/spdx-license-ids');

```

 

#### Standalone
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[Download the script file directly.](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/master/spdx-license-

ids-browser.js)

 

### API

 

#### spdxLicenseIds

 

Type: `Array` of `String`

 

It returns an array of SPDX license identifiers.

 

```javascript

const spdxLicenseIds = require('spdx-license-ids'); //=> ['Glide', 'Abstyles', 'AFL-1.1', ... ]

```

 

## License

 

[The Unlicense](./LICENSE).

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 by Yehuda Katz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

Copyright (c) Dan Flettre

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2020 by Philipp Dunkel, Ben Noordhuis, Elan Shankar, Paul Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter <i@izs.me>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage), and

Contributors

 

Extracted from code in node-tap http://www.node-tap.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

ec02fc54e3d4330196a419447fc279d8

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2018-2021 Josh Junon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2013-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Kevin Mrtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kyle E. Mitchell & other authors listed in AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2019 Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com), Elan Shanker

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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2076602f8153db63ba4ad211dd264a91

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided
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that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is dual-licensed under the ISC and MIT licenses.

You may use this software under EITHER of the following licenses.

 

----------

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----------

 

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is

 hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jameson Little

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

[

	"AGPL-1.0",

	"AGPL-3.0",

	"BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD",

	"BSD-2-Clause-NetBSD",

	"GFDL-1.1",

	"GFDL-1.2",

	"GFDL-1.3",

	"GPL-1.0",

	"GPL-1.0+",

	"GPL-2.0",

	"GPL-2.0+",

	"GPL-2.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-bison-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-classpath-exception",
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	"GPL-2.0-with-font-exception",

	"GPL-3.0",

	"GPL-3.0+",

	"GPL-3.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-3.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"LGPL-2.0",

	"LGPL-2.0+",

	"LGPL-2.1",

	"LGPL-2.1+",

	"LGPL-3.0",

	"LGPL-3.0+",

	"Nunit",

	"StandardML-NJ",

	"bzip2-1.0.5",

	"eCos-2.0",

	"wxWindows"

]

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Indigo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
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and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

----

This is a derivative work based on JSONStream by Dominic Tarr, modified and

redistributed according to the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/dominictarr/JSONStream

ESLint

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2014, Alexandru Marasteanu <hello [at) alexei (dot] ro>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of this software nor the names of its contributors may be

 used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Licensing

---------

 

This software is covered under the following copyright:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003-2005  Tom Wu

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

* WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

*

* IN NO EVENT SHALL TOM WU BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL,

* INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

* RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* In addition, the following condition applies:

*

* All redistributions must retain an intact copy of this copyright notice

* and disclaimer.

*/
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Address all questions regarding this license to:

 

 Tom Wu

 tjw@cs.Stanford.EDU

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Dual licensed under WTFPL and MIT:

 

---

 

Copyright  20122016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

This work is free. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of the Do What The Fuck You Want To Public License, Version 2,

as published by Sam Hocevar. See below for more details.

 

       DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.
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---

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  20122016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

[

 "Glide",

 "Abstyles",

 "AFL-1.1",

 "AFL-1.2",

 "AFL-2.0",

 "AFL-2.1",

 "AFL-3.0",

 "AMPAS",

 "APL-1.0",

 "Adobe-Glyph",

 "APAFML",

 "Adobe-2006",

 "AGPL-1.0",

 "Afmparse",

 "Aladdin",

 "ADSL",

 "AMDPLPA",

 "ANTLR-PD",

 "Apache-1.0",

 "Apache-1.1",

 "Apache-2.0",

 "AML",
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 "APSL-1.0",

 "APSL-1.1",

 "APSL-1.2",

 "APSL-2.0",

 "Artistic-1.0",

 "Artistic-1.0-Perl",

 "Artistic-1.0-cl8",

 "Artistic-2.0",

 "AAL",

 "Bahyph",

 "Barr",

 "Beerware",

 "BitTorrent-1.0",

 "BitTorrent-1.1",

 "BSL-1.0",

 "Borceux",

 "BSD-2-Clause",

 "BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD",

 "BSD-2-Clause-NetBSD",

 "BSD-3-Clause",

 "BSD-3-Clause-Clear",

 "BSD-4-Clause",

 "BSD-Protection",

 "BSD-Source-Code",

 "BSD-3-Clause-Attribution",

 "0BSD",

 "BSD-4-Clause-UC",

 "bzip2-1.0.5",

 "bzip2-1.0.6",

 "Caldera",

 "CECILL-1.0",

 "CECILL-1.1",

 "CECILL-2.0",

 "CECILL-2.1",

 "CECILL-B",

 "CECILL-C",

 "ClArtistic",

 "MIT-CMU",

 "CNRI-Jython",

 "CNRI-Python",

 "CNRI-Python-GPL-Compatible",

  "CPOL-1.02",

 "CDDL-1.0",

 "CDDL-1.1",

 "CPAL-1.0",

 "CPL-1.0",

 "CATOSL-1.1",

 "Condor-1.1",
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 "CC-BY-1.0",

 "CC-BY-2.0",

 "CC-BY-2.5",

 "CC-BY-3.0",

 "CC-BY-4.0",

 "CC-BY-ND-1.0",

 "CC-BY-ND-2.0",

 "CC-BY-ND-2.5",

 "CC-BY-ND-3.0",

 "CC-BY-ND-4.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-1.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-2.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-2.5",

 "CC-BY-NC-3.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-4.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-ND-1.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-ND-2.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-ND-2.5",

 "CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-ND-4.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-SA-1.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-SA-2.5",

 "CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0",

 "CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0",

 "CC-BY-SA-1.0",

 "CC-BY-SA-2.0",

 "CC-BY-SA-2.5",

 "CC-BY-SA-3.0",

 "CC-BY-SA-4.0",

 "CC0-1.0",

 "Crossword",

 "CrystalStacker",

 "CUA-OPL-1.0",

 "Cube",

 "curl",

 "D-FSL-1.0",

 "diffmark",

 "WTFPL",

 "DOC",

 "Dotseqn",

 "DSDP",

 "dvipdfm",

 "EPL-1.0",

 "ECL-1.0",

 "ECL-2.0",

 "eGenix",

 "EFL-1.0",
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 "EFL-2.0",

 "MIT-advertising",

 "MIT-enna",

 "Entessa",

 "ErlPL-1.1",

 "EUDatagrid",

 "EUPL-1.0",

  "EUPL-1.1",

 "Eurosym",

 "Fair",

 "MIT-feh",

 "Frameworx-1.0",

 "FreeImage",

 "FTL",

 "FSFAP",

 "FSFUL",

 "FSFULLR",

 "Giftware",

 "GL2PS",

 "Glulxe",

 "AGPL-3.0",

 "GFDL-1.1",

 "GFDL-1.2",

 "GFDL-1.3",

 "GPL-1.0",

 "GPL-2.0",

 "GPL-3.0",

 "LGPL-2.1",

 "LGPL-3.0",

 "LGPL-2.0",

 "gnuplot",

 "gSOAP-1.3b",

 "HaskellReport",

 "HPND",

 "IBM-pibs",

 "IPL-1.0",

 "ICU",

 "ImageMagick",

 "iMatix",

 "Imlib2",

 "IJG",

 "Info-ZIP",

 "Intel-ACPI",

 "Intel",

 "Interbase-1.0",

 "IPA",

 "ISC",

 "JasPer-2.0",
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 "JSON",

 "LPPL-1.0",

 "LPPL-1.1",

 "LPPL-1.2",

 "LPPL-1.3a",

 "LPPL-1.3c",

 "Latex2e",

 "BSD-3-Clause-LBNL",

 "Leptonica",

 "LGPLLR",

 "Libpng",

 "libtiff",

 "LAL-1.2",

 "LAL-1.3",

 "LiLiQ-P-1.1",

 "LiLiQ-Rplus-1.1",

 "LiLiQ-R-1.1",

 "LPL-1.02",

 "LPL-1.0",

 "MakeIndex",

 "MTLL",

 "MS-PL",

 "MS-RL",

 "MirOS",

 "MITNFA",

 "MIT",

 "Motosoto",

 "MPL-1.0",

 "MPL-1.1",

 "MPL-2.0",

 "MPL-2.0-no-copyleft-exception",

 "mpich2",

  "Multics",

 "Mup",

 "NASA-1.3",

 "Naumen",

 "NBPL-1.0",

 "NetCDF",

 "NGPL",

 "NOSL",

 "NPL-1.0",

 "NPL-1.1",

 "Newsletr",

 "NLPL",

 "Nokia",

 "NPOSL-3.0",

 "NLOD-1.0",

 "Noweb",
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 "NRL",

 "NTP",

 "Nunit",

 "OCLC-2.0",

 "ODbL-1.0",

 "PDDL-1.0",

 "OCCT-PL",

 "OGTSL",

 "OLDAP-2.2.2",

 "OLDAP-1.1",

 "OLDAP-1.2",

 "OLDAP-1.3",

 "OLDAP-1.4",

 "OLDAP-2.0",

 "OLDAP-2.0.1",

 "OLDAP-2.1",

 "OLDAP-2.2",

 "OLDAP-2.2.1",

 "OLDAP-2.3",

 "OLDAP-2.4",

 "OLDAP-2.5",

 "OLDAP-2.6",

 "OLDAP-2.7",

 "OLDAP-2.8",

 "OML",

 "OPL-1.0",

 "OSL-1.0",

 "OSL-1.1",

 "OSL-2.0",

 "OSL-2.1",

 "OSL-3.0",

 "OpenSSL",

 "OSET-PL-2.1",

 "PHP-3.0",

 "PHP-3.01",

 "Plexus",

 "PostgreSQL",

 "psfrag",

 "psutils",

 "Python-2.0",

 "QPL-1.0",

 "Qhull",

 "Rdisc",

 "RPSL-1.0",

 "RPL-1.1",

 "RPL-1.5",

 "RHeCos-1.1",

 "RSCPL",
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 "RSA-MD",

 "Ruby",

 "SAX-PD",

 "Saxpath",

 "SCEA",

 "SWL",

 "SMPPL",

 "Sendmail",

 "SGI-B-1.0",

 "SGI-B-1.1",

 "SGI-B-2.0",

 "OFL-1.0",

  "OFL-1.1",

 "SimPL-2.0",

 "Sleepycat",

 "SNIA",

 "Spencer-86",

 "Spencer-94",

 "Spencer-99",

 "SMLNJ",

 "SugarCRM-1.1.3",

 "SISSL",

 "SISSL-1.2",

 "SPL-1.0",

 "Watcom-1.0",

 "TCL",

 "Unlicense",

 "TMate",

 "TORQUE-1.1",

 "TOSL",

 "Unicode-TOU",

 "UPL-1.0",

 "NCSA",

 "Vim",

 "VOSTROM",

 "VSL-1.0",

 "W3C-19980720",

 "W3C",

 "Wsuipa",

 "Xnet",

 "X11",

 "Xerox",

 "XFree86-1.1",

 "xinetd",

 "xpp",

 "XSkat",

 "YPL-1.0",

 "YPL-1.1",
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 "Zed",

 "Zend-2.0",

 "Zimbra-1.3",

 "Zimbra-1.4",

 "Zlib",

 "zlib-acknowledgement",

 "ZPL-1.1",

 "ZPL-2.0",

 "ZPL-2.1",

 "BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License",

 "BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-Warranty",

 "BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License-2014",

 "eCos-2.0",

 "GPL-2.0-with-autoconf-exception",

 "GPL-2.0-with-bison-exception",

 "GPL-2.0-with-classpath-exception",

 "GPL-2.0-with-font-exception",

 "GPL-2.0-with-GCC-exception",

 "GPL-3.0-with-autoconf-exception",

 "GPL-3.0-with-GCC-exception",

 "StandardML-NJ",

 "WXwindows"

]

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Wallace

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Guillermo Rauch <rauchg@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2014 Wei Fanzhe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com), Paul Miller

(https://paulmillr.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2019-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2020 Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright 20092014 Contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR
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 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

428863c7f92bee970b9b6fe885046bd6

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2013 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Zhiye Li

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 Zeit, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Andris Reinman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Thorsten Lorenz <thlorenz@gmx.de>

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday <mail@substack.net>

Copyright (c) 2009 Thomas Robinson <280north.com>

 

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Suguru Motegi

Based on Async.js, Copyright Caolan McMahon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Vadim Demedes <vdemedes@gmail.com> (github.com/vadimdemedes)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012 Barnesandnoble.com, llc, Donavon West, and Domenic Denicola

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2012-2014 by Ingvar Stepanyan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Tobias Reich

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Dan Flettre <fletd01@yahoo.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Node.js contributors, James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Braveg1rl

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.
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   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

(MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 [Ramesh Nair](http://www.hiddentao.com/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files

(the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

 

This project is free software released under the MIT/X11 license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

6d4049152bc0ad3ee4db0c73a0a659e4

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

UglifyJS is released under the BSD license:

 

Copyright 2012-2019 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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     disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AS IS AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jeremie Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 James Talmage <james.talmage@jrtechnical.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2017 Kat Marchn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

39574483a6be9b11884d0cd2812d3cef

ISC License (ISC)

Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Mark Wubben <mark@novemberborn.net> (novemberborn.net)

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE.

Espree

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

/*!
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Petka Antonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017-present, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

<!-- LICENSEFILE/ -->

 

<h1>License</h1>

 

Unless stated otherwise all works are:

 

<ul><li>Copyright &copy; 2013+ <a href="http://bevry.me">Bevry Pty Ltd</a></li></ul>

 

and licensed under:

 

<ul><li><a href="http://spdx.org/licenses/MIT.html">MIT License</a></li></ul>

 

<h2>MIT License</h2>

 

<pre>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</pre>

 

<!-- /LICENSEFILE -->

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jamund Ferguson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2012 by Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2012-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2019 Faisal Salman <<f@faisalman.com>>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The npm application

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

 

Node package dependencies of the npm application

Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners

Licensed on their respective license terms

 

The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org

and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com

Operated by npm, Inc.

Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

 

"Node.js"

Trademark Joyent, Inc., https://joyent.com

Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

 

The Node.js application

Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org

 

The npm Logo

Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

 

"Gubblebum Blocky" typeface

Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com

Used with permission

 

 

--------

 

 

The Artistic License 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

This

 license establishes the terms under which a given free software

Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.

The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic

control over the development of that Package while still keeping the

Package available as open source and free software.

 

You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this

license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package.  If the

terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to

make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek

a different licensing arrangement.

 

Definitions

 

   "Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)

   named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

 

   "Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other

   material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's

   procedures.

 

   "You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,

    distribute, or modify the Package.

 

   "Package" means the collection of files distributed by the

   Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of

   those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard

   Version, or a Modified Version.

 

   "Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it

   accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or

   organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

 

   "Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing

   this Package or providing support for this Package to another

   party.  It does not mean licensing fees.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been

   modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested

   by the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and

   such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright
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   Holder.

 

   "Original License" means this

 Artistic License as Distributed with

   the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as

   it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

 

   "Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and

   configuration files for the Package.

 

   "Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary,

   or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or

   translation of the Source form.

 

 

Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

 

(1)  You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use

Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that

you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

 

 

Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

 

(2)  You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the

Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction,

either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated

 disclaimers.  At

your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a

Compiled form of the Package.

 

(3)  You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other

modifications made available from the Copyright Holder.  The resulting

Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such

will be subject to the Original License.

 

 

Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

 

(4)  You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis

or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the

Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs

from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting

any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that

you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   (a)  make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder
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   of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the

   Copyright Holder may include your modifications

 in the Standard

   Version.

 

   (b)  ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not

   prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In

   addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different

   from the name of the Standard Version.

 

   (c)  allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to

   make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others

   under

 

       (i)  the Original License or

 

       (ii)  a license that permits the licensee to freely copy,

       modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same

       licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee

       received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified

       Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely

       available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor

       Fees are allowed.

 

 

Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version

or Modified Versions without the Source

 

(5)

  You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without

the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to

get the Source of the Standard Version.  Such instructions must be

valid at the time of your distribution.  If these instructions, at any

time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you

must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.

If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty

days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then

you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

 

(6)  You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without

the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to

the Source of the Modified Version.

 

 

Aggregating or Linking the Package

 

(7)  You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or

Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting
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aggregation provided that you do not charge

 a licensing fee for the

Package.  Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other

components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license

apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions

as included in the aggregation.

 

(8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with

other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to

build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that

include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,

provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

 

 

Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

 

(9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that

merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause

the Package to be a Modified Version.  In addition, such works are not

considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the

terms of this license.

 

 

General Provisions

 

(10)

  Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or

Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,

modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not

use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this

license.

 

(11)  If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified

Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required

to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of

this license.

 

(12)  This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,

service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

 

(13)  This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,

free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any

patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily

infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against

 any party alleging

that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent
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infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the

date that such litigation is filed.

 

(14)  Disclaimer of Warranty:

THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL

LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

--------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Mark Cavage, All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

Modified work Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)

 

This project is free software released under the MIT/X11 license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Ilya Radchenko <ilya@burstcreations.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Kael Zhang <i@kael.me>, contributors

http://kael.me/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012 Thorsten Lorenz.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
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copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 Simon Lydell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

369b262afa7cb3f55d5257cde8389232

Copyright (c) 2012, Artur Adib <arturadib@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

You may use this project under the terms of the New BSD license as follows:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Artur Adib nor the

     names of the contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ARTUR ADIB BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

{

 "_id": "platform-specifying-test-package",

 "name": "platform-specifying-test-package",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "1.0.0"

 },

 "versions": {
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   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "platform-specifying-test-package",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "description": "A package to test npm platform checks",

     "main": "index.js",

     "scripts": {

       "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Brian Jenkins",

       "email": "bonkydog@github.com"

     },

     "license": "ISC",

     "os": [

       "not-your-os"

     ],

     "cpu": [

       "not-your-cpu"

     ],

     "_id": "platform-specifying-test-package@1.0.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "12.18.4",

     "_npmVersion": "6.14.6",

     "dist": {

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/platform-specifying-test-package/-/platform-specifying-test-package-

1.0.0.tgz",

       "fileCount": 5,

       "unpackedSize": 3481,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion:

 OpenPGP.js v3.0.13\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJfbRvlCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAIQMP/jgNB73uGp5pHvkumGq7\

nyA6DC6pqL3vU7Pwctr7QzYi+1jHcWwHtNHHTYwrZZru04xLpiQk8BohAfmOt\nEXstFVfMR/C/Y1pAxi3ITPj

79zTmgixUVaor9knGWov8gHyFgQsg+2Jf/90E\nv0fOnAKe4+tb1xZNtKiG+Jc2KBIBhVG3g+YjYc8xYz8FaS4Gj

9GPwozhE/kl\nHOu+cAXI/CM2nu1U0Q9Jgxna3i/uzXs8exZVzErgHs6sQPKxBpRwItcl4bOi\nkvUJA+QKmiUNH

JauJc/1/vK4O8TD35+kiFSrg82MHnrYuDSzfpRhnjWFKlSb\nfcdLICfV0PhR/6KX4ct+uepUAHHJXBpOe48X5zX

jMtFcl1MkImzNzXLbuOZ+\nXo+8LCCc7K5AuBx4HDkAHU0hjdG7k6FLf+fjIdeDbFy/bjPHzb6ecyKf73hX\n+F

h1szs37uwsT2M500qgYgfsLl2GuguBEz2IrFaA7ZGmzXZSF34lsH1dXDgY\nl/CFekaEvA4QaIvGL8BM8CdWkF

A2VN8xTuZ9+gC9vsLOSnmaM8Qp1iS+mfr9\nVC5FhANvIi8Ckx0iNJQZ0pC8hMdrT5ox8/oSA42l8XZn4PWQ

WUco3RA6ksig\n2tcUTuRUDeb40SZV3i1l2xS76YBT4ROeYGyXoiPHBECIo4ps0mGmSd1v3Jdk\nk1n3\r\n=gZ

Qk\r\n-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "bonkydog",

         "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"

       }

      ],

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "bonkydog",
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       "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"

     },

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/platform-specifying-test-package_1.0.0_1600986085059_0.5894379369292746"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   }

 },

 "time": {

   "created": "2020-09-24T22:21:25.059Z",

   "1.0.0": "2020-09-24T22:21:25.202Z",

   "modified": "2020-09-24T22:21:27.433Z"

 },

 "maintainers": [

   {

     "name": "bonkydog",

     "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"

   }

 ],

 "description": "A package to test npm platform checks",

 "author": {

   "name": "Brian Jenkins",

   "email": "bonkydog@github.com"

 },

 "license": "ISC",

 "readme": "ERROR: No README data found!",

 "readmeFilename": ""

}

Copyright (c) 2016, Joyent, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN
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 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE

6212d00c4f1d5bd0f9c0220e6ee219e1

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Ruy Adorno (ruyadorno.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016-2018 Kornel Lesiski

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Dmitry Ivanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Dual licensed under WTFPL and MIT:

 

---

 

Copyright  20132016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

This work is free. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of the Do What The Fuck You Want To Public License, Version 2,

as published by Sam Hocevar. See below for more details.

 

       DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

 

---

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  20132016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Doctrine

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Joseph Wynn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2016 Robert Kieffer and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 Yahoo! Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Yahoo! Inc. nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL YAHOO! INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2019 by Philipp Dunkel, Ben Noordhuis, Elan Shankar, Paul Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
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 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Yannick Croissant

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1927645fc6dbe6c4bb5452bcf168a801

# Copyright (c) 2016 Calvin Metcalf

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

**THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.**

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH
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REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS
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BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

984f8188a5751e02533d0d61e67c3153

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The Blowfish portions are under the following license:

 

Blowfish block cipher for OpenBSD

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

 

Implementation advice by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

The bcrypt_pbkdf portions are under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ted Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING

 ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

Performance improvements (Javascript-specific):

 

Copyright 2016, Joyent Inc

Author: Alex Wilson <alex.wilson@joyent.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Tyler Kellen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

[

	"AGPL-1.0",

	"AGPL-3.0",

	"BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD",

	"BSD-2-Clause-NetBSD",

	"GFDL-1.1",

	"GFDL-1.2",

	"GFDL-1.3",

	"GPL-1.0",

	"GPL-2.0",

	"GPL-2.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-bison-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-classpath-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-font-exception",
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	"GPL-3.0",

	"GPL-3.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-3.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"LGPL-2.0",

	"LGPL-2.1",

	"LGPL-3.0",

	"Nunit",

	"StandardML-NJ",

	"eCos-2.0",

	"wxWindows"

]

Copyright (c) 2017 [these people](https://github.com/Rich-Harris/vlq/graphs/contributors)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Dual licensed under WTFPL and MIT:

 

---

 

Copyright  20122020 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

This work is free. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of the Do What The Fuck You Want To Public License, Version 2,

as published by Sam Hocevar. See below for more details.

 

       DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

 

---

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  20122020 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

[

	"0BSD",

	"AAL",

	"ADSL",

	"AFL-1.1",

	"AFL-1.2",

	"AFL-2.0",

	"AFL-2.1",

	"AFL-3.0",

	"AGPL-1.0-only",

	"AGPL-1.0-or-later",

	"AGPL-3.0-only",

	"AGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"AMDPLPA",

	"AML",

	"AMPAS",

	"ANTLR-PD",

	"APAFML",

	"APL-1.0",

	"APSL-1.0",
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	"APSL-1.1",

	"APSL-1.2",

	"APSL-2.0",

	"Abstyles",

	"Adobe-2006",

	"Adobe-Glyph",

	"Afmparse",

	"Aladdin",

	"Apache-1.0",

	"Apache-1.1",

	"Apache-2.0",

	"Artistic-1.0",

	"Artistic-1.0-Perl",

	"Artistic-1.0-cl8",

	"Artistic-2.0",

	"BSD-1-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD",

	"BSD-2-Clause-NetBSD",

	"BSD-2-Clause-Patent",

	"BSD-3-Clause",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Attribution",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Clear",

	"BSD-3-Clause-LBNL",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License-2014",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-Warranty",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Open-MPI",

	"BSD-4-Clause",

	"BSD-4-Clause-UC",

	"BSD-Protection",

	"BSD-Source-Code",

	"BSL-1.0",

	"Bahyph",

	"Barr",

	"Beerware",

	"BitTorrent-1.0",

	"BitTorrent-1.1",

	"BlueOak-1.0.0",

	"Borceux",

	"CATOSL-1.1",

	"CC-BY-1.0",

	"CC-BY-2.0",

	"CC-BY-2.5",

	"CC-BY-3.0",

	"CC-BY-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-2.0",
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	"CC-BY-NC-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.5",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-4.0",

	"CC-PDDC",

	"CC0-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.1",

	"CDLA-Permissive-1.0",

	"CDLA-Sharing-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.1",

	"CECILL-2.0",

	"CECILL-2.1",

	"CECILL-B",

	"CECILL-C",

	"CERN-OHL-1.1",

	"CERN-OHL-1.2",

	"CNRI-Jython",

	"CNRI-Python",

	"CNRI-Python-GPL-Compatible",

	"CPAL-1.0",

	"CPL-1.0",

	"CPOL-1.02",

	"CUA-OPL-1.0",

	"Caldera",

	"ClArtistic",

	"Condor-1.1",

	"Crossword",
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	"CrystalStacker",

	"Cube",

	"D-FSL-1.0",

	"DOC",

	"DSDP",

	"Dotseqn",

	"ECL-1.0",

	"ECL-2.0",

	"EFL-1.0",

	"EFL-2.0",

	"EPL-1.0",

	"EPL-2.0",

	"EUDatagrid",

	"EUPL-1.0",

	"EUPL-1.1",

	"EUPL-1.2",

	"Entessa",

	"ErlPL-1.1",

	"Eurosym",

	"FSFAP",

	"FSFUL",

	"FSFULLR",

	"FTL",

	"Fair",

	"Frameworx-1.0",

	"FreeImage",

	"GFDL-1.1-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-or-later",

	"GL2PS",

	"GPL-1.0-only",

	"GPL-1.0-or-later",

	"GPL-2.0-only",

	"GPL-2.0-or-later",

	"GPL-3.0-only",

	"GPL-3.0-or-later",

	"Giftware",

	"Glide",

	"Glulxe",

	"HPND",

	"HPND-sell-variant",

	"HaskellReport",

	"IBM-pibs",

	"ICU",

	"IJG",
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	"IPA",

	"IPL-1.0",

	"ISC",

	"ImageMagick",

	"Imlib2",

	"Info-ZIP",

	"Intel",

	"Intel-ACPI",

	"Interbase-1.0",

	"JPNIC",

	"JSON",

	"JasPer-2.0",

	"LAL-1.2",

	"LAL-1.3",

	"LGPL-2.0-only",

	"LGPL-2.0-or-later",

	"LGPL-2.1-only",

	"LGPL-2.1-or-later",

	"LGPL-3.0-only",

	"LGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"LGPLLR",

	"LPL-1.0",

	"LPL-1.02",

	"LPPL-1.0",

	"LPPL-1.1",

	"LPPL-1.2",

	"LPPL-1.3a",

	"LPPL-1.3c",

	"Latex2e",

	"Leptonica",

	"LiLiQ-P-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-R-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-Rplus-1.1",

	"Libpng",

	"Linux-OpenIB",

	"MIT",

	"MIT-0",

	"MIT-CMU",

	"MIT-advertising",

	"MIT-enna",

	"MIT-feh",

	"MITNFA",

	"MPL-1.0",

	"MPL-1.1",

	"MPL-2.0",

	"MPL-2.0-no-copyleft-exception",

	"MS-PL",

	"MS-RL",
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	"MTLL",

	"MakeIndex",

	"MirOS",

	"Motosoto",

	"Multics",

	"Mup",

	"NASA-1.3",

	"NBPL-1.0",

	"NCSA",

	"NGPL",

	"NLOD-1.0",

	"NLPL",

	"NOSL",

	"NPL-1.0",

	"NPL-1.1",

	"NPOSL-3.0",

	"NRL",

	"NTP",

	"Naumen",

	"Net-SNMP",

	"NetCDF",

	"Newsletr",

	"Nokia",

	"Noweb",

	"OCCT-PL",

	"OCLC-2.0",

	"ODC-By-1.0",

	"ODbL-1.0",

	"OFL-1.0",

	"OFL-1.1",

	"OGL-UK-1.0",

	"OGL-UK-2.0",

	"OGL-UK-3.0",

	"OGTSL",

	"OLDAP-1.1",

	"OLDAP-1.2",

	"OLDAP-1.3",

	"OLDAP-1.4",

	"OLDAP-2.0",

	"OLDAP-2.0.1",

	"OLDAP-2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.3",

	"OLDAP-2.4",

	"OLDAP-2.5",

	"OLDAP-2.6",
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	"OLDAP-2.7",

	"OLDAP-2.8",

	"OML",

	"OPL-1.0",

	"OSET-PL-2.1",

	"OSL-1.0",

	"OSL-1.1",

	"OSL-2.0",

	"OSL-2.1",

	"OSL-3.0",

	"OpenSSL",

	"PDDL-1.0",

	"PHP-3.0",

	"PHP-3.01",

	"Parity-6.0.0",

	"Plexus",

	"PostgreSQL",

	"Python-2.0",

	"QPL-1.0",

	"Qhull",

	"RHeCos-1.1",

	"RPL-1.1",

	"RPL-1.5",

	"RPSL-1.0",

	"RSA-MD",

	"RSCPL",

	"Rdisc",

	"Ruby",

	"SAX-PD",

	"SCEA",

	"SGI-B-1.0",

	"SGI-B-1.1",

	"SGI-B-2.0",

	"SHL-0.5",

	"SHL-0.51",

	"SISSL",

	"SISSL-1.2",

	"SMLNJ",

	"SMPPL",

	"SNIA",

	"SPL-1.0",

	"SSPL-1.0",

	"SWL",

	"Saxpath",

	"Sendmail",

	"Sendmail-8.23",

	"SimPL-2.0",

	"Sleepycat",
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	"Spencer-86",

	"Spencer-94",

	"Spencer-99",

	"SugarCRM-1.1.3",

	"TAPR-OHL-1.0",

	"TCL",

	"TCP-wrappers",

	"TMate",

	"TORQUE-1.1",

	"TOSL",

	"TU-Berlin-1.0",

	"TU-Berlin-2.0",

	"UPL-1.0",

	"Unicode-DFS-2015",

	"Unicode-DFS-2016",

	"Unicode-TOU",

	"Unlicense",

	"VOSTROM",

	"VSL-1.0",

	"Vim",

	"W3C",

	"W3C-19980720",

	"W3C-20150513",

	"WTFPL",

	"Watcom-1.0",

	"Wsuipa",

	"X11",

	"XFree86-1.1",

	"XSkat",

	"Xerox",

	"Xnet",

	"YPL-1.0",

	"YPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-2.0",

	"ZPL-2.1",

	"Zed",

	"Zend-2.0",

	"Zimbra-1.3",

	"Zimbra-1.4",

	"Zlib",

	"blessing",

	"bzip2-1.0.5",

	"bzip2-1.0.6",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.0",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.1",

	"curl",

	"diffmark",
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	"dvipdfm",

	"eGenix",

	"gSOAP-1.3b",

	"gnuplot",

	"iMatix",

	"libpng-2.0",

	"libtiff",

	"mpich2",

	"psfrag",

	"psutils",

	"xinetd",

	"xpp",

	"zlib-acknowledgement"

]

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Stefan Thomas

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or

distribute this software, either in source code form or as a compiled

binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any

means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors

of this software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the

software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit

of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and

successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of

relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to <http://unlicense.org/>

Copyright (c) Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Elan Shanker

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo! Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Yahoo! Inc. nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL YAHOO! INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Dave Justice

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

Copyright (c) 2010, Linden Research, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2012, Joshua Bell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

$/LicenseInfo$

*/

 

// Original can be found at:

//   https://bitbucket.org/lindenlab/llsd

// Modifications by Joshua Bell inexorabletash@gmail.com

//   https://github.com/inexorabletash/polyfill

 

// ES3/ES5 implementation of the Krhonos Typed Array Specification

//   Ref: http://www.khronos.org/registry/typedarray/specs/latest/

//   Date: 2011-02-01

//

// Variations:

//  * Allows typed_array.get/set() as alias for subscripts (typed_array[])

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 angus croll

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

UglifyJS is released under the BSD license:

 

Copyright 2012-2013 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AS IS AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Federico Romero

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Isaac Z. Schlueter

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License
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Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----

 

The reporters in this package are based on Mocha, in accordance with the

terms of Mocha's license:

 

   (The MIT License)

 

   Copyright (c) 2011-2015 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of

 charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

   CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

   TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

   SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Dual licensed under WTFPL and MIT:

 

---

 

Copyright  20122018 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
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This work is free. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of the Do What The Fuck You Want To Public License, Version 2,

as published by Sam Hocevar. See below for more details.

 

       DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

 

---

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  20122018 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Lupo Montero lupomontero@gmail.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Benjamin Coe, Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

BSD-2-Clause

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Juan Cruz Viotti, Inc. https://jviotti.github.io

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

 

"""

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Elan Shanker, Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com)

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009, 2010, 2011 Isaac Z. Schlueter.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred

 form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and

configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces

 of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

 on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of

 their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation

against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution

incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted

to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices

 from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works;

and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to

Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction,

and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the

 Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing

the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable

 to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character

arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages

for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or

losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

 Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----

 

This library bundles a version of the `fs.realpath` and `fs.realpathSync`

methods from Node.js v0.10 under the terms of the Node.js MIT license.

 

Node's license follows, also included at the header of `old.js` which contains

the

 licensed code:

 

 Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Roy Riojas

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Jordan Harband and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Tyler Kellen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Zeit, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

6669a4252e592f230342ff0bbb963215

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Walmart and other contributors.

Copyright (c) 2011, Yahoo Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/hapi/graphs/contributors

Portions of this project were initially based on the Yahoo! Inc. Postmile project,

published at https://github.com/yahoo/postmile.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Kasper Unn Weihe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ISC License (ISC)

Copyright (c) 2017, Mark Wubben <mark@novemberborn.net> (novemberborn.net)

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

Used with permission.

 

Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD-3-Clause

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Petka Antonov

             2015 Sindre Sorhus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright 2021 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

83e854a9093200a7fc978812dda7da46

{

 "_id": "validate-npm-package-license",

 "_rev": "12-f57c70cf75042f3f1b6265fab9bb413a",
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 "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

 "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "3.0.4"

 },

 "versions": {

   "1.0.0-prerelease-1": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-1",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "http://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license/issues"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license",

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license":

 "Apache-2.0",

     "main": "index.js",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "precommit": "npm run test",

       "test": "jsmd README.md"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "0.2.1",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-2"

     },

     "gitHead": "42b8c0eef4086108bbff12734900999ad69e615c",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@1.0.0-prerelease-1",

     "_shasum": "ff1c1c5d8324f9f8ea388e51e43458f5491947e0",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "1.4.28",
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     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "ff1c1c5d8324f9f8ea388e51e43458f5491947e0",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-1.tgz"

      },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.0-prerelease-2": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-2",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "http://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license/issues"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "^0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-3"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license",

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "main": "index.js",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/npm-valid-package-license"
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      },

     "scripts": {

       "precommit": "npm run test",

       "test": "jsmd README.md"

     },

     "gitHead": "d6043c5bf03a71409daae8d584ba74281e3c55c3",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@1.0.0-prerelease-2",

     "_shasum": "0f45adce1728091b289597035c1ad25a5ba549be",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "1.4.28",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "0f45adce1728091b289597035c1ad25a5ba549be",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-2.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.0-prerelease-3": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you

 if it's a valid npm package license",

     "version": "1.0.0-prerelease-3",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "http://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "^0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "1.0.0-prerelease-3"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "^0.3.0"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js",
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     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "main": "index.js",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "precommit": "npm run test",

       "test": "jsmd README.md"

     },

     "gitHead": "d50f9e9e0d42725f94262be0bb8e1ad5dc7a8bab",

      "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@1.0.0-prerelease-3",

     "_shasum": "d55a47551250c5bb4522c0944cefb9091f1344ad",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.11.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "2.2.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "d55a47551250c5bb4522c0944cefb9091f1344ad",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0-

prerelease-3.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

        "url": "http://kemitchell.com"

     },
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     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "~0.3.0"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js",

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "main": "index.js",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "precommit": "npm run test",

       "test": "jsmd README.md"

     },

     "gitHead": "a892dc061a9893e2a5053b51612bb823ec770609",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@1.0.0",

     "_shasum": "bd582727e3fa3ab43dc45514f14a14bef7f3002c",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion":

 "2.11.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "2.2.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "bd582727e3fa3ab43dc45514f14a14bef7f3002c",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-1.0.0.tgz"

     },
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     "directories": {}

   },

   "2.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "2.0.0",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "http://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

        "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "jsmd": "~0.3.0"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js",

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "main": "index.js",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "precommit": "npm run test",

       "test": "jsmd README.md"

     },

     "gitHead": "24544d4688f7cc9ed9685a3f9f90bd3f3bed58c0",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@2.0.0",

     "_shasum": "ce0a29300edfa07e6ac6ad52eed8d6dfd194e42b",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.11.1",

     "_nodeVersion": "2.3.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },
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     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

          "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       },

       {

         "name": "othiym23",

         "email": "ogd@aoaioxxysz.net"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "ce0a29300edfa07e6ac6ad52eed8d6dfd194e42b",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-2.0.0.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.0": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "3.0.0",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx": "~0.4.0",

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^1.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

        "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "test": "defence README.md | replace-require-self | node"

     },

     "gitHead": "4fd556381bbbafc7389c78d2c66ba3b3c7c77f59",
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     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@3.0.0",

     "_shasum": "cf9f54a861d1b8a9dbf4b3e72765024a22e87ed0",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.13.5",

     "_nodeVersion": "0.12.7",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "cf9f54a861d1b8a9dbf4b3e72765024a22e87ed0",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.0.tgz"

      },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       },

       {

         "name": "othiym23",

         "email": "ogd@aoaioxxysz.net"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.1": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "3.0.1",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "~1.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "~1.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^1.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "license",
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       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "repository":

 {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "test": "defence README.md | replace-require-self | node"

     },

     "gitHead": "00200d28f9960985f221bc1a8a71e4760daf39bf",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@3.0.1",

     "_shasum": "2804babe712ad3379459acfbe24746ab2c303fbc",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.13.5",

     "_nodeVersion": "0.12.7",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "2804babe712ad3379459acfbe24746ab2c303fbc",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.1.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers":

 [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       },

       {

         "name": "othiym23",

         "email": "ogd@aoaioxxysz.net"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.2": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "3.0.2",
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     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^2.0.4",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

      },

     "scripts": {

       "test": "defence README.md | replace-require-self | node"

     },

     "gitHead": "6171a9775a4eb3d2e84e891f79a99f2cd2040a48",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@3.0.2",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "8.9.4",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

8zlGw3EZDpC7iUDKy4yHCSqFwkBTeAK4h1QqDC3ST6rT7dzvu2ZuclExZN7zuXNEhQ3+2UBQgdca5eNNL0

6sBg==",

       "shasum": "ec39d030e27d1ee714515162c547f66356e49f41",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.2.tgz",

       "fileCount": 5,

       "unpackedSize": 16605

     },
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      "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/validate-npm-package-license_3.0.2_1519690927845_0.8808876924983544"

     }

   },

   "3.0.3": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "3.0.3",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^3.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"

     },

     "devDependencies": {

       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license":

 "Apache-2.0",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "test": "defence README.md | replace-require-self | node"

     },

     "gitHead": "ff60a52a286143a2ccdbf57096748dd88f659118",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },
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     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@3.0.3",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "8.9.4",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

63ZOUnL4SIXj4L0NixR3L1lcjO38crAbgrTpl28t8jjrfuiOBL5Iygm+60qPs/KsZGzPNg6Smnc/oY16QTjF0g==",

       "shasum": "81643bcbef1bdfecd4623793dc4648948ba98338",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.3.tgz",

        "fileCount": 5,

       "unpackedSize": 16605

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/validate-npm-package-license_3.0.3_1519755529064_0.18557963180003578"

     }

   },

   "3.0.4": {

     "name": "validate-npm-package-license",

     "description": "Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string",

     "version": "3.0.4",

     "author": {

       "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

       "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

     },

     "contributors": [

       {

         "name": "Mark Stacey",

         "email": "markjstacey@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dependencies": {

       "spdx-correct": "^3.0.0",

       "spdx-expression-parse": "^3.0.0"

      },

     "devDependencies": {
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       "defence-cli": "^2.0.1",

       "replace-require-self": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "license",

       "npm",

       "package",

       "validation"

     ],

     "license": "Apache-2.0",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "test": "defence README.md | replace-require-self | node"

     },

     "gitHead": "6bbe26201fa7e5c7281516b04b9f3f4cc6db145c",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

     "_id": "validate-npm-package-license@3.0.4",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "8.11.3",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity":

 "sha512-

DpKm2Ui/xN7/HQKCtpZxoRWBhZ9Z0kqtygG8XCgNQ8ZlDnxuQmWhj566j8fN4Cu3/JmbhsDo7fcAJq4s9h27E

w==",

       "shasum": "fc91f6b9c7ba15c857f4cb2c5defeec39d4f410a",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/validate-npm-package-license/-/validate-npm-package-license-3.0.4.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 16597,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJbZyzXCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAhkcP/imBj6UnzB54WA4DtbsA\

nJd6N2e6MIs/N4NtWEhqTbG744D4jym6BFSFwkywGMZLUA4TdT3yZgxakEuIU\niYt6jkzmAA5hIjIH/9P7e4gj

T9ZkcrmDMMmr9VXNGvgZkg+9gSHnOfN484HP\ntslYpmW5K8P5U4e7cIDJO9QBFjlJ4sjpILITDn9WGJyvph

Z+gEO6uV5LyAdC\nhA7pEOILgXxbCNDRFb3QbmgthUnXoy3sgTVjb6phwuVF72mqN4/BfmuA+zaR\nLcPEu

YK1ZQW9Pa++jINIOq0N9vbkHzgo7cK+wLahyB/dH04B+DvOS24khUcS\nXAIsRoG4TK1DytQ97h8BOwMA

W6jYclRYoMCVBGhncJLGctNrkAVJq+CSvJJN\nfCns1pv3CRWQCCuqp5mqHCu0oZpYtXE6BZMUQrV6PNz

N4WMcqtF/4iLdps7C\nL2syTg8YlTlx0bPdSsnNKQIPt+4xsNq4QOoBgblNh7rmuRRRZt69Z0me6ycB\n6XcXx8O

k6glUz4jzG6jgd6s86GHPMw4tFtP+i6+5iQRIIRBwjQ1HuEPEqjF8\nYLxinu80YuY/uw1wtfbLrytIBo5fbK9DtRn+

PNhvcBRlDS1ErJ2M2Yd2anmv\nM1joDg4Sb3tlpP0W5GJ46GE4GQ+WEFsxA+6F83FGj/NuZTuI9mtBVN3cGo4
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y\nInRT\r\n=LHiS\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/validate-npm-package-license_3.0.4_1533488343147_0.7174321298588549"

     }

   }

 },

 "readme": "validate-npm-package-license\n============================\n\nGive me a string and I'll tell

you if it's a valid npm package license string.\n\n```javascript\nvar valid = require('validate-npm-package-

license');\n```\n\nSPDX license identifiers are valid license strings:\n\n```javascript\n\nvar assert =

require('assert');\nvar validSPDXExpression = {\n  validForNewPackages: true,\n

  validForOldPackages: true,\n  spdx: true\n};\n\nassert.deepEqual(valid('MIT'),

validSPDXExpression);\nassert.deepEqual(valid('BSD-2-Clause'),

validSPDXExpression);\nassert.deepEqual(valid('Apache-2.0'),

validSPDXExpression);\nassert.deepEqual(valid('ISC'), validSPDXExpression);\n```\nThe function will return a

warning and suggestion for nearly-correct license identifiers:\n\n```javascript\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('Apache

2.0'),\n  {\n    validForOldPackages: false,\n    validForNewPackages: false,\n    warnings: [\n      'license should be '

+\n      'a valid SPDX license expression (without \"LicenseRef\"), ' +\n      '\"UNLICENSED\", or ' +\n      '\"SEE

LICENSE IN <filename>\"',\n      'license is similar to the valid expression \"Apache-2.0\"'\n    ]\n

}\n);\n```\n\nSPDX expressions are valid, too ...\n\n```javascript\n// Simple SPDX license expression for dual

licensing\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('(GPL-3.0-only OR BSD-2-Clause)'),\n  validSPDXExpression\n);\n```\n\n...

 except if they contain `LicenseRef`:\n\n```javascript\nvar warningAboutLicenseRef = {\n  validForOldPackages:

false,\n  validForNewPackages: false,\n  spdx: true,\n  warnings: [\n    'license should be ' +\n    'a valid SPDX

license expression (without \"LicenseRef\"), ' +\n    '\"UNLICENSED\", or ' +\n    '\"SEE LICENSE IN

<filename>\"',\n  ]\n};\n\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('LicenseRef-Made-Up'),\n

warningAboutLicenseRef\n);\n\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('(MIT OR LicenseRef-Made-Up)'),\n

warningAboutLicenseRef\n);\n```\n\nIf you can't describe your licensing terms with standardized SPDX identifiers,

put the terms in a file in the package and point users there:\n\n```javascript\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('SEE

LICENSE IN LICENSE.txt'),\n  {\n    validForNewPackages: true,\n    validForOldPackages: true,\n    inFile:

'LICENSE.txt'\n  }\n);\n\nassert.deepEqual(\n  valid('SEE LICENSE IN license.md'),\n  {\n

validForNewPackages: true,\n    validForOldPackages: true,\n    inFile: 'license.md'\n

  }\n);\n```\n\nIf there aren't any licensing terms, use `UNLICENSED`:\n\n```javascript\nvar unlicensed = {\n

validForNewPackages: true,\n  validForOldPackages: true,\n  unlicensed:

true\n};\nassert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENSED'), unlicensed);\nassert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENCED'),

unlicensed);\n```\n",

 "maintainers": [

   {

     "name": "kemitchell",

     "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"
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   }

 ],

 "time": {

   "modified": "2018-08-05T16:59:06.229Z",

   "created": "2015-05-03T21:39:01.081Z",

   "1.0.0-prerelease-1": "2015-05-03T21:39:01.081Z",

   "1.0.0-prerelease-2": "2015-05-06T07:51:15.937Z",

   "1.0.0-prerelease-3": "2015-06-05T20:09:37.329Z",

   "1.0.0": "2015-06-05T22:28:16.925Z",

   "2.0.0": "2015-06-19T07:38:36.795Z",

   "3.0.0": "2015-08-23T22:03:42.936Z",

   "3.0.1": "2015-08-23T23:36:10.977Z",

   "3.0.2": "2018-02-27T00:22:09.402Z",

   "3.0.3": "2018-02-27T18:18:49.179Z",

   "3.0.4": "2018-08-05T16:59:03.230Z"

 },

 "homepage": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js#readme",

  "keywords": [

   "license",

   "npm",

   "package",

   "validation"

 ],

 "repository": {

   "type": "git",

   "url": "git+https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js.git"

 },

 "author": {

   "name": "Kyle E. Mitchell",

   "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com",

   "url": "https://kemitchell.com"

 },

 "bugs": {

   "url": "https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js/issues"

 },

 "license": "Apache-2.0",

 "readmeFilename": "README.md",

 "contributors": [

   {

     "name": "Mark Stacey",

     "email": "markjstacey@gmail.com"

   }

 ],

 "_attachments": {}

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 JD Ballard
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter, Kat Marchn, npm, Inc., and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan LaFreniere and other contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/qs/graphs/contributors

Minizlib was created by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

It is a derivative work of the Node.js project.

 

"""

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

# spdx-license-ids

 

[![npm version](https://img.shields.io/npm/v/spdx-license-ids.svg)](https://www.npmjs.com/package/spdx-license-

ids)

[![Github Actions](https://action-badges.now.sh/shinnn/spdx-license-ids)](https://wdp9fww0r9.execute-api.us-west-

2.amazonaws.com/production/results/shinnn/spdx-license-ids)
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A list of [SPDX license](https://spdx.org/licenses/) identifiers

 

## Installation

 

[Download JSON directly](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/master/index.json), or

[use](https://docs.npmjs.com/cli/install) [npm](https://docs.npmjs.com/about-npm/):

 

```

npm install spdx-license-ids

```

 

## [Node.js](https://nodejs.org/) API

 

### require('spdx-license-ids')

 

Type: `string[]`

 

All license IDs except for the currently deprecated ones.

 

```javascript

const ids = require('spdx-license-ids');

//=> ['0BSD', 'AAL', 'ADSL', 'AFL-1.1', 'AFL-1.2', 'AFL-2.0', 'AFL-2.1', 'AFL-3.0', 'AGPL-1.0-only', ...]

 

ids.includes('BSD-3-Clause'); //=> true

ids.includes('CC-BY-1.0'); //=>

 true

 

ids.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> false

```

 

### require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated')

 

Type: `string[]`

 

Deprecated license IDs.

 

```javascript

const deprecatedIds = require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated');

//=> ['AGPL-1.0', 'AGPL-3.0', 'GFDL-1.1', 'GFDL-1.2', 'GFDL-1.3', 'GPL-1.0', 'GPL-2.0', ...]

 

deprecatedIds.includes('BSD-3-Clause'); //=> false

deprecatedIds.includes('CC-BY-1.0'); //=> false

 

deprecatedIds.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> true

```

 

## License
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[Creative Commons Zero v1.0 Universal](https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed)

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

 "_id": "spdx-license-ids",

 "_rev": "20-0b8a2ea80d4e8a9b87e65fff9d100c13",

 "name": "spdx-license-ids",

 "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "3.0.6",

   "next": "3.0.0-1"

 },

 "versions": {

   "0.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "0.0.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul

 cover test.js",

       "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "licenses": [

       {

         "type": "Unlicense",

         "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/blob/master/LICENSE"
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       }

     ],

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.20.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.13",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "spdx-license-list": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^1.0.1",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "2589d340c49f48ad7b0392d6a0779e1a3a098e05",

      "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@0.0.0",

     "_shasum": "c422eb8c828255e6d85993b7203d14f8a3c35c15",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.8.4",

     "_nodeVersion": "1.8.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",
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         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "c422eb8c828255e6d85993b7203d14f8a3c35c15",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-0.0.0.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url":

 "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js",

       "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "licenses": [

       {

         "type": "Unlicense",

         "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/blob/master/LICENSE"

       }

     ],

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

        "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",
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       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.20.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.13",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "spdx-license-list": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^1.0.1",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "64eecd85af21ddfc325dc024906b281b1ebdc120",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.0.0",

     "_shasum": "a966050150dec883ffce877431b361b36742a28d",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.8.4",

     "_nodeVersion": "1.8.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

    

   "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "a966050150dec883ffce877431b361b36742a28d",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.0.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.1",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",
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     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

        "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js",

       "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.21.2",

       "got": "^3.2.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.14",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "05c7466fcd62c8642006ef354c95064fcade3a03",
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      "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.0.1",

     "_shasum": "8f7d365fbeb056f82d21d0c0e9c1ebbd676e6af4",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.10.1",

     "_nodeVersion": "2.0.2",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "8f7d365fbeb056f82d21d0c0e9c1ebbd676e6af4",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.1.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.0.2": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.2",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

      },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js",

       "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [
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       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

      ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.3",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "df183ecdf1738f77b1e8e41f686ee56206a40693",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.0.2",

     "_shasum": "0674e9c9a230f980016b5b073a10aa165701677c",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "2.12.1",

     "_nodeVersion": "2.3.3",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],
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      "dist": {

       "shasum": "0674e9c9a230f980016b5b073a10aa165701677c",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.2.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.1.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.1.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js",

     

  "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",
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       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "769b83e3335426bd45f70b58b194b79e1d6c0583",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.1.0",

      "_shasum": "28694acdf39fe27de45143fff81f21f6c66d44ac",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "3.3.8",

     "_nodeVersion": "4.2.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "28694acdf39fe27de45143fff81f21f6c66d44ac",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.1.0.tgz"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.2.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node
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 --harmony_arrow_functions build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config node_modules/@shinnn/eslintrc/rc.json --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --harmony_arrow_functions test.js",

       "coverage": "node --harmony_arrow_functions node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js",

       "coveralls": "${npm_package_scripts_coverage} && istanbul-coveralls"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

        "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "f74a7a16ca05540e0e97f1bbb61da07829b5d9ab",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.2.0",

     "_shasum": "b549dd0f63dcb745a17e2ea3a07402e0e332d1e2",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "3.5.2",

     "_nodeVersion": "5.4.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",
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       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "b549dd0f63dcb745a17e2ea3a07402e0e332d1e2",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.0.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.2.1": {

     "name":

 "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.1",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --strong_mode --harmony_destructuring build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config @shinnn/node --env browser --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --strong_mode test.js | tap-spec",

       "coverage": "node --strong_mode node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

        "json",

       "array",
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       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^2.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^2.7.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.3",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.3.0",

       "rimraf-promise": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.3.1",

       "tap-spec": "^4.1.1",

       "tape": "^4.5.1",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "e907f783792ee05a85dbf66acd24cf1c3067bb76",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.2.1",

     "_shasum": "d07ea17a4d2fd9351f9d94e2ff9cec74180fe8f3",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "3.8.3",

     "_nodeVersion": "5.10.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

      },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "d07ea17a4d2fd9351f9d94e2ff9cec74180fe8f3",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.1.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "packages-12-west.internal.npmjs.com",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-1.2.1.tgz_1460030484408_0.8782658798154444"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "1.2.2": {
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     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.2",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node --strong_mode build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --config

 @shinnn/node --env browser --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node --strong_mode test.js | tap-spec",

       "coverage": "node --strong_mode node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js"

     },

     "license": "Unlicense",

     "main": "spdx-license-ids.json",

     "files": [

       "spdx-license-ids.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss",

       "browser",

       "client-side"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^3.1.1",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.4",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rimraf-promise": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.4.0",

       "tap-spec": "^4.1.1",

       "tape":
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 "^4.6.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "gitHead": "70e2541bf04b4fbef4c5df52c581a1861fd355b2",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@1.2.2",

     "_shasum": "c9df7a3424594ade6bd11900d596696dc06bac57",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "3.10.5",

     "_nodeVersion": "6.3.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "c9df7a3424594ade6bd11900d596696dc06bac57",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.2.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "packages-16-east.internal.npmjs.com",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-1.2.2.tgz_1469529975605_0.35518706892617047"

      },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "2.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "2.0.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --fix --format=codeframe --env=browser --ignore-path .gitignore .",
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       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node test.js",

       "coverage": "node node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "files": [

       "index.json",

       "module.js"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

        "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^3.10.2",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.1",

       "stringify-object": "^3.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.6.2",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "6e6a2417f76b333f5c5415fe76c7dfb19bd5f6fd",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@2.0.0",

     "_shasum": "0eb748e3c6fe7a80fa9f31eaab7d8f6c331b2173",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "4.0.5",

     "_nodeVersion": "7.2.1",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"
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      },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "0eb748e3c6fe7a80fa9f31eaab7d8f6c331b2173",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-2.0.0.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "packages-18-east.internal.npmjs.com",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-2.0.0.tgz_1482741813260_0.8923152482602745"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "2.0.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "2.0.1",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --fix --format=codeframe --env=browser

 --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node test.js",

       "coverage": "node node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "files": [

       "index.json",

       "module.js"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",
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       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^3.10.2",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.1",

       "stringify-object": "^3.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.6.2",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "d9a03669172d5baba788011e09617313942acff0",

      "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@2.0.1",

     "_shasum": "02017bcc3534ee4ffef6d58d20e7d3e9a1c3c8ec",

     "_from": ".",

     "_npmVersion": "4.1.2",

     "_nodeVersion": "7.5.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "02017bcc3534ee4ffef6d58d20e7d3e9a1c3c8ec",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-2.0.1.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "packages-12-west.internal.npmjs.com",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-2.0.1.tgz_1486371129713_0.03612973913550377"

     },
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     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.0-0": {

     "name":

 "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0-0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "lint": "eslint --fix --format=codeframe --env=browser --ignore-path .gitignore .",

       "pretest": "${npm_package_scripts_build} && ${npm_package_scripts_lint}",

       "test": "node test.js",

       "coverage": "node node_modules/.bin/istanbul cover test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "files": [

       "index.json",

       "module.js"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node":

 "^4.0.2",

       "chalk": "^2.0.1",

       "eslint": "^4.3.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.1.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.3",

       "stringify-object": "^3.2.0",
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       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "7495a16b5d13b92344aa3e04a9cdeaa197cd3c74",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.0-0",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "9.4.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

xUkSOYgYysHMp173PADzBKOnuAdv0YvETy2syBD+AOWZYfV6Zb7iuUOY0FOniOEkFEujoLA4gCxUTLtJ9

5oWvA==",

       "shasum": "b7e47584254ade1cca1f69344fc37457f961f341",

        "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-0.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-0.tgz_1516942315504_0.43380842125043273"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.0-1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0-1",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"
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     },

     "scripts": {

       "prebuild": "eslint --fix --format=codeframe .",

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "npm run-script build",

       "test": "node

 test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "files": [

       "index.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^5.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.3.0",

       "eslint": "^4.16.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0-3",

       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "a4b00ce25076c9ec9e212cad8222830fade065d8",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.0-1",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "9.4.0",

     "_npmUser":

 {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"
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     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

m20oQkls+fkRBkMhlL5CFhs1wXMTi7Th9Rox1U6YHXarDzVdnIXesOkKsLGuNmanePoM8WMwFZXR2zL1F

XaW4g==",

       "shasum": "500d099bdb7f6c58678e2869e9444d13fac528fa",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-1.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-1.tgz_1516948070711_0.8446547978091985"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name":

 "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint --fix --format=codeframe .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "files": [

       "deprecated.json",

       "index.json"

     ],

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",
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       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^5.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.3.0",

       "eslint": "^4.16.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "log-symbols": "^2.2.0",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0-3",

       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "bebc9a4ca38d67f94cd42e9beceaca2c7e647cfb",

     "bugs":

 {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.0",

     "_npmVersion": "5.6.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "9.4.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

2+EPwgbnmOIl8HjGBXXMd9NAu02vLjOO1nWw4kmeRDFyHn+M/ETfHxQUK0oXg8ctgVnl9t3rosNVsZ1jG61

nDA==",

       "shasum": "7a7cd28470cc6d3a1cfe6d66886f6bc430d3ac87",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0.tgz"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",
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       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0.tgz_1516951777702_0.9596464950591326"

     },

     "directories": {}

   },

   "3.0.1": {

     "name":

 "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.1",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^6.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.4.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn/node"

     },

     "gitHead": "27cd18eec90b4b2363f90c354242a89a9c443a63",

      "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"
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     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.1",

     "_npmVersion": "6.4.1",

     "_nodeVersion": "10.10.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

TfOfPcYGBB5sDuPn3deByxPhmfegAhpDYKSOXZQN81Oyrrif8ZCodOLzK3AesELnCx03kikhyDwh0pfvvQvF8

w==",

       "shasum": "e2a303236cac54b04031fa7a5a79c7e701df852f",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.1.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7683,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJbkpHQCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAJvEP/3eb8b6goswJseUBYOgJ\n

SCvKBTkzBFwd63mrybKm7ZYJ3LlV8KmJJ+ZE3vYBikp6DxK2jjj2yemY5yF0\nsaxDQO6PfVRRevrVWThm1e

vLpKSe/VKW/nvTpj3fz+9bXE+UG4qHydgSU1Ec\nHX+iddO2XH7egizPwm+MnnmLO7dU0Q/7xT2utym345oW

8J0duSeed3gt3akU\n72oUwmhjFttu8S9djhr27DQmQBakTSskqTWRhmrORO84fVKSpOThInqmxOZi\n5mNnt+Q

iqLStaE48MD1jOPDxDtGzwH+nZaMCTx9V9a1H6gI/OOBBfMO8y2Gm\nOKAtkPhWfkWovR/jHyK7xBmDqV

obGnlnae+QdMrc7zOWYZeQ3bj1QUbxPRq/\n/xJmGfbuwL6zYBug5A/eW/hxKCI2l/AVRI4GaZtATAjxjHN7J/7

OK/qDZHAK\n2YOq4Qw36LKIlp8mNiBmI1RtcdZ6eNDkFsOxTZMEfpiAfovQ7GaKfVxJb1q0\n4Gc1b8bIVoey

Ry9jqBEAT4LgHVYFnu2RH1gDO50TURwrXTdGrwKBQccYDsy9\nMocTJ0rtjW4HYfhbRP+gGhoNQnSAV7A

SFFVvFF4MRW1xoc+p2Sh5XGXmbRLv\n3eYZfFw1hM/KvmD15WR2PDHybzjpW6u2565HLQ6toPR7oQ4aNT

nBax+uM+qW\n9Q57\r\n=vUug\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.1_1536332239864_0.9352512702201243"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap":

 false

   },

   "3.0.2": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.2",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",
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     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.0",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.8.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends":

 "@shinnn"

     },

     "gitHead": "5db0a9a2e8b8d2d2aa4ee0faed5886b7b0939ff2",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.2",

     "_npmVersion": "6.4.1",

     "_nodeVersion": "11.0.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"
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     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

qky9CVt0lVIECkEsYbNILVnPvycuEBkXoMFLRWsREkomQLevYhtRKC+R91a5TOAQ3bCMjikRwhyaRqj1VY

atYg==",

       "shasum": "a59efc09784c2a5bada13cfeaf5c75dd214044d2",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.2.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7760,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJb2VkSCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAiv8QAIbUjxhGodXJ2GKWxzti\

n2I3IObQCr4b2Xu5qRz+VEcGghORyAyFIraoGNk5yU2dEQ0LSqxyDqyXVDdhc\nFNHkU4T54080mCkY55bA

Stqix1nlpHPCzhdUygMk7FYGBTogQoioVbpXk5Hn\nAaUHS81y9XPm+Wq4+SHurT6xZdNiNYBSw9lJ0qEXJ7

G4nfog/w35nLRDJu1X\n3GFOFuAoXUc8l9d5H+yOauDPhltSgWk+dz9N/4gegOQdWRZczuj7pKz5ckaK\nf5E8u

avgOU9dKjSUZfnC/JJDI7aIShZZg4zwmVV/O4z3MtrDysoXO3oH2Baa\nGWnJrGTgmkTpmGeI5eH7Oh5M/7W3

cqU2mSAoDCtlDp1N8rEcUmX+hwcL7CSX\n5sGnhaxzyWJVWV5Fx1kzl7fQPoKko4kB1NQMheLgrTsavxc2BN

9ND+DmabeG\nrb3G4nTTmx7d+vFs4MPaxM6dCN29WzTcai3CvkAVYxl6Emcjza9+2062Y0Ay\nVKGHEEMY

5PzHVHxACHS5teVhu/Vi+HN6CK8Tpz6999HD/KfFudHgiP7sq+RC\nAH4So/LOOYrIISwNy/47TQQk6EoB4N

Wyl3QkjqSjtH88GA7UHLCPdcDJf5Eq\nuf9uqtlNURmBkmqmgbFz4Gs/66UMr2uiBXzdBkHynSgnCNcqpD4Eul

KKvU5T\nbvXx\r\n=L1SH\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.2_1540970769905_0.12952825272215063"

      },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   },

   "3.0.3": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.3",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",
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     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

  

   },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn"

     },

     "gitHead": "9a23c2a5f1f6371ed61fc0ca81b79143020e027a",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.3",

     "_npmVersion": "6.5.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "11.5.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-
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uBIcIl3Ih6Phe3XHK1NqboJLdGfwr1UN3k6wSD1dZpmPsIkb8AGNbZYJ1fOBk834+Gxy8rpfDxrS6XLEMZMY2

g==",

       "shasum": "81c0ce8f21474756148bbb5f3bfc0f36bf15d76e",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.3.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7785,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion:

 OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJcG9ZUCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAYpMQAJGFwQcE0djxBCqxO7

wX\nuZSy5PkzHhLdygj5zEFHJsMUbAyXC0rMPZNhb2Z9ezYWTS48o08fzVGpUYEl\nym+ZVWy/VfoytzGraZ

pPGV/vSOds4aEMbqPZK1L2gxLdfjbAA2kkwEumz7y/\nqem/ib3XvNowz7NBH33msXZdQmFa6wmu3Ga9/msEl

rrwxcF2uOqpQliIj/ij\nJJ8TgIAw68Sf4xYHSSOAX93tDkmtAvKc/MKiEIGxyHumBjcoH7t9i/hrj76y\nOE3t81zQx

KJht/MJY6y3mACuGYGyYSkpS1UkYgYyHrZLUDKTbOygM/0cLtJF\n7cfZmoL99KPabzx8ZTDaeqb9IUp07zI

Q67etdHjK030V6JyOSzjas2zDgy9j\n3fS+2IVJkaa8qoDcteY7WjK9iGoVrQduCg+hf6GmM0aVixDjCDtcXkCU4L

NW\nHssDBDKtqQ40XZOTGzKbfClYNaLkNh8EQtA2aSDfe5gM6HsmMHHWHnspjeOJ\nV0s8NSy90tiqX1FYl

Tcab3kw09/IbakQSu8BERXZUI6xlx0pSu988Tn/09Df\n9RnxQCpOii+xn1QykMmLQa21Ocv5YmemlIN/BxZAO

AfR4VRE3TvsKxdwyFY6\n1KJA/DQkRdjNVd8ayot1s0n5IPqtnOe2rKIgqRfUT3PQdYoK8PiHlpjIHNCd\nxzyO\r

\n=xoiU\r\n-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp":

 "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.3_1545328211681_0.5619309731207645"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   },

   "3.0.4": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.4",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",
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       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr":

 "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn"

     },

     "gitHead": "09f914ab6c75354b80c18d8343c5dbbd210adcb3",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.4",

     "_nodeVersion": "11.13.0",

     "_npmVersion": "6.9.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

7j8LYJLeY/Yb6ACbQ7F76qy5jHkp0U6jgBfJsk97bwWlVUnUWsAgpyaCvo17h0/RQGnQ036tVDomiwoI4pDkQ

A==",

       "shasum": "75ecd1a88de8c184ef015eafb51b5b48bfd11bb1",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.4.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7903,
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       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJcqK7cCRA9TVsSAnZWagAALWMP/1nr34W51ig8XQFRGA

EY\n+TwOah3IAE5kQ5QEi047RtiPU66qGKmBRHZE0+rgRrcoIwIlPEUO7kKMt4RZ\n6jKTQ5QeLKst88NOQIz

xJsRam85r5/fakCvdXjE+4mnVqYoI7kWLnnl7RTB/\n/VDpZONMgfdV3G2vTnf/OojDnz/7zhgQih/H7iA32WY5k

zyF8fAY7/WvMjBc\nI3A1M47vmUTPyYv45qjZ5z7TC7b1wz3omatNnMVE0Mf1XIBTv/JJzyhXdZ9F\ndCuDuIQ

NEPZZKj3FTY/b28f76VxkuUohgxFWjRf97ge7Oi7XOBjw1JkHCHY/\nc4cmj0bJ4dlHVfvlgMJb2G+8dhhxj4GwB

iF+c4enKSiIO/jR/51wPbGagbYS\nOoKpF1HqHA1CskPSeeqpk8rH2aO5CJafsWSFWQa//13HqD9L9Fo7mZsn8ua

D\nwPO7v3PcJS7R2wqKtF14DUndyKDp3F8Da3gmXW9wH21T5Df2ZX2MCoCzkHdE\nCj3DCV36QLJGW9rL

CJ4neoBjkfKz6ifZ7nwPFITQ2xtXG4artemSMHAXQpnC\n1SN9RICQzRQ1m14p316fQTAovWbmXpB0Ysohhu

k7oMappntvjiMnZu21k6LG\nuBiFdoIzjbeX/wla4cmqeYh+9Nyf16VGAbY7AwMvU6sU3yNvfnKntBEIzT1R\nLx

CB\r\n=sw+A\r\n-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host":

 "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.4_1554558683841_0.32336491674892054"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   },

   "3.0.5": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.5",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"
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     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids":

 "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn"

     },

     "gitHead": "2bc004aae6f30d625d3aad95eac09d9aaf1c97cc",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.5",

     "_nodeVersion": "12.6.0",

     "_npmVersion": "6.10.0",

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "shinnn",

       "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

J+FWzZoynJEXGphVIS+XEh3kFSjZX/1i9gFBaWQcB+/tmpe2qUsSBABpcxqxnAxFdiUFEgAX1bjYGQvIZmoz9

Q==",

       "shasum": "3694b5804567a458d3c8045842a6358632f62654",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.5.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 8027,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js

 v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJdJvUaCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAjMkP/0Sd+5yZb69oUsEoJnmF\n

aKUyiZQy0Y9dLPkflRzERsAm+EPghE273DfkOX+RIivycNFuBeOIjOJYtfGo\nvVlNMUgH8visktCTkX3T2eioE

cQyR6dQk1JQtyhwJUH2P916Q49HVVR+/hZj\nfi/BotbLC21+cIjRR2z1VkAe3OpPPUytGPRZdKj5qi4HF/gtsq3Ix

kEbbG2t\nMF5jLes3k4VVg0UMV9j3HQUhsc25dhzna/OMDKhDSfwaOgj4eNctDHga6LSh\nx0rlx2/lvnaTgmqm4

JAwBbFVxEsTp+Alpp2uXC7z6v0NOori2YYBP2s7zhFO\ny0BEAeryLMGtwQ16rfr6bTTNd9aPmQSF8uUDJ2Iay

9dS1GDTqiFvdN2BvM9+\n+GXES/xA5DhFtk2UWsBJt/udeh9eGxoZ4E7lORtdkdHFgqmO+hjJmrNNKegd\naKo

GOaYnR1/l2BG0oQvlkiXiRjDpEzRMu6kH/rCPIXZrXTEPXezIcEn14Mwh\nPN+K1IjaZaepc3g3YNkL76QQX57

VbslEk7Mdpr+X0ygFd/s60/KZsAjnF1Aq\nZzblCBuK58idvCrEr1s5z39A9NYZ0ka/EPaMt+hZPJQ8cry3euva6lZi

XXKR\n8K60CPxnG7mqSVSdj4LR3kViLNUnGTh/wSddKcQPIBsD+Nn+KYbfvmFU03BI\nPD5D\r\n=rrT1\r\n--

---END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {
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         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

       }

     ],

     "directories": {},

 

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.5_1562834201821_0.7906489918867339"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   },

   "3.0.6": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.6",

     "description": "A list of SPDX license identifiers",

     "repository": {

       "type": "git",

       "url": "git+https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids.git"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

       "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

     },

     "license": "CC0-1.0",

     "scripts": {

       "build": "node build.js",

       "pretest": "eslint .",

       "test": "node test.js"

     },

     "keywords": [

       "spdx",

       "license",

       "licenses",

       "id",

       "identifier",

       "identifiers",

       "json",

       "array",

       "oss"

     ],

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

        "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"
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     },

     "eslintConfig": {

       "extends": "@shinnn"

     },

     "gitHead": "c126466620d02a453a0d4305a53c811fa1cff928",

     "bugs": {

       "url": "https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids/issues"

     },

     "homepage": "https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids#readme",

     "_id": "spdx-license-ids@3.0.6",

     "_nodeVersion": "12.13.1",

     "_npmVersion": "6.14.8",

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

+orQK83kyMva3WyPf59k1+Y525csj5JejicWut55zeTWANuN17qSiSLUXWtzHeNWORSvT7GLDJ/E/XiIWoXB

Tw==",

       "shasum": "c80757383c28abf7296744998cbc106ae8b854ce",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.6.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 9030,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJfYm8zCRA9TVsSAnZWagAA6wkP/jqQ9sQeWBnegJAxoNCT

\n5qQ4/kilj5OblLJK8nBV8nl30AseLl8K01P4R5d9GDoM99VFBlrThpNMFrOH\n3pfSMl6MqMXQDgCJ620Q5z

gNaNkiUO8rcGNV3pPywfHRlESQr+vqw/ARASUA\nYyQJwwrMiX2wx/XoZwstglkLv5LIaZKfFxPC5wek/FJC

ME3MA3g76Ov69fpu\ng+1/MkkRvyQSxLVd4StfynAkoGzOR5jIYcRiCGtVI8sZnHooIuJDwAkc+68E\ni2hm4H1

ouQxVHgHwelSpvgS0qG44MHKukZzRdljZF847/cyga4eA5dGox2/Z\nfFi4kTKFiYymm7dI9tk6GX0AhH1VdVv

LjupCk57dbRzp4WumgibkTpPlYva6\nwTLFRRzF3JzroBgr2wzI58utHbPrExsppWFELRXmDcrfRzlVxKGIHcO

MJYKq\nG9uwn/Pmvyphlqd8jvsUFtNPm6jaz3dbZfwFlncYBkxC+b3v7QSEpHo2k+C9\nSqpRCwxrhqqbjKhVo5

QyuuGX8+2aD+qot8hmPPNLaZXAvriE5bKEp7rMCEe4\n3FExo/XeUzVQDM7YhNTKTYtT6wXXD46yssxWA

plIYAq223dQILfdMz9vNu5C\nSVLzHo5fchro6SsApz8OYnf20TWFCn9Rg42QAfJ9z9SdiA21g9mKkBBlqPLT\nJ

nPM\r\n=7pLi\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "kemitchell",

         "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

       },

       {

         "name": "shinnn",

         "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

        }

     ],

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "kemitchell",

       "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

     },

     "directories": {},
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     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/spdx-license-ids_3.0.6_1600286515182_0.14321729541281436"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   }

 },

 "readme": "# spdx-license-ids\n\n[![npm version](https://img.shields.io/npm/v/spdx-license-

ids.svg)](https://www.npmjs.com/package/spdx-license-ids)\n[![Github Actions](https://action-

badges.now.sh/shinnn/spdx-license-ids)](https://wdp9fww0r9.execute-api.us-west-

2.amazonaws.com/production/results/shinnn/spdx-license-ids)\n\nA list of [SPDX

license](https://spdx.org/licenses/) identifiers\n\n## Installation\n\n[Download JSON

directly](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/master/index.json), or

[use](https://docs.npmjs.com/cli/install) [npm](https://docs.npmjs.com/about-npm/):\n\n```\nnpm install spdx-

license-ids\n```\n\n##

 [Node.js](https://nodejs.org/) API\n\n### require('spdx-license-ids')\n\nType: `string[]`\n\nAll license IDs except

for the currently deprecated ones.\n\n```javascript\nconst ids = require('spdx-license-ids');\n//=> ['0BSD', 'AAL',

'ADSL', 'AFL-1.1', 'AFL-1.2', 'AFL-2.0', 'AFL-2.1', 'AFL-3.0', 'AGPL-1.0-only', ...]\n\nids.includes('BSD-3-

Clause'); //=> true\nids.includes('CC-BY-1.0'); //=> true\n\nids.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> false\n```\n\n###

require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated')\n\nType: `string[]`\n\nDeprecated license IDs.\n\n```javascript\nconst

deprecatedIds = require('spdx-license-ids/deprecated');\n//=> ['AGPL-1.0', 'AGPL-3.0', 'GFDL-1.1', 'GFDL-1.2',

'GFDL-1.3', 'GPL-1.0', 'GPL-2.0', ...]\n\ndeprecatedIds.includes('BSD-3-Clause'); //=>

false\ndeprecatedIds.includes('CC-BY-1.0'); //=> false\n\ndeprecatedIds.includes('GPL-3.0'); //=> true\n```\n\n##

License\n\n[Creative Commons Zero v1.0 Universal](https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed)\n",

 "maintainers":

 [

   {

     "name": "kemitchell",

     "email": "kyle@kemitchell.com"

   },

   {

     "name": "shinnn",

     "email": "snnskwtnb@gmail.com"

   }

 ],

 "time": {

   "modified": "2020-09-16T20:01:57.541Z",

   "created": "2015-05-02T07:59:28.765Z",

   "0.0.0": "2015-05-02T07:59:28.765Z",

   "1.0.0": "2015-05-02T08:13:14.932Z",

   "1.0.1": "2015-05-24T07:02:10.301Z",

   "1.0.2": "2015-07-12T01:43:48.274Z",

   "1.1.0": "2015-10-20T21:29:40.646Z",

   "1.2.0": "2016-01-12T08:32:40.797Z",

   "1.2.1": "2016-04-07T12:01:24.923Z",

   "1.2.2": "2016-07-26T10:46:17.168Z",

   "2.0.0": "2016-12-26T08:43:35.190Z",

   "2.0.1": "2017-02-06T08:52:09.937Z",
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   "3.0.0-0": "2018-01-26T04:51:55.574Z",

   "3.0.0-1": "2018-01-26T06:27:50.874Z",

   "3.0.0": "2018-01-26T07:29:37.783Z",

   "3.0.1": "2018-09-07T14:57:20.136Z",

   "3.0.2": "2018-10-31T07:26:10.032Z",

   "3.0.3": "2018-12-20T17:50:11.799Z",

   "3.0.4": "2019-04-06T13:51:24.031Z",

   "3.0.5": "2019-07-11T08:36:41.955Z",

    "3.0.6": "2020-09-16T20:01:55.291Z"

 },

 "homepage": "https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids#readme",

 "keywords": [

   "spdx",

   "license",

   "licenses",

   "id",

   "identifier",

   "identifiers",

   "json",

   "array",

   "oss"

 ],

 "repository": {

   "type": "git",

   "url": "git+https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids.git"

 },

 "author": {

   "name": "Shinnosuke Watanabe",

   "url": "https://github.com/shinnn"

 },

 "bugs": {

   "url": "https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-license-ids/issues"

 },

 "readmeFilename": "README.md",

 "license": "CC0-1.0"

}

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

*/

Copyright (c) 2015, Salesforce.com, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of Salesforce.com nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
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OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2018 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

=====================

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rod Vagg

---------------------------

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

d7e54f4f11ccd7a0cdf45b3bfb486ae9

Copyright (c) 2015 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Petka Antonov

             2015 Sindre Sorhus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Max Ogden

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Forrest L Norvell, Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

SPDX:Apache-2.0

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means

(i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management

of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii)

beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source"

 form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not

limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and

conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object

form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright

notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is

provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

separable

 from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor
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for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or

Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For

the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of

electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on

electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue

tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding

communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in

writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright

license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in

this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license

applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that

 

are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation

against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within

the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then

any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work

shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work

or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the

following conditions:

 

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and

 

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating
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that You changed the files; and

 

(c) You must retain, in the Source

 form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices

from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not

pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include

a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE

file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the

Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative

Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the

NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative

 

Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE

text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated

in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by

You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this

License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the

above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any

separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such

 Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed

to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides

its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
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OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely

responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your

exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

whether in tort (including negligence), contract,

 or otherwise, unless

required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent

acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You

for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this

License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but

not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or

losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the

Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a

fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability

obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in

accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on

Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

 of any other Contributor, and

only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Boudrias

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

amdefine is released under two licenses: new BSD, and MIT. You may pick the

license that best suits your development needs. The text of both licenses are

provided below.

 

 

The "New" BSD License:

----------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Vadim Demedes <vdemedes@gmail.com> (github.com/vadimdemedes)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2016, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014, Eran Hammer and other contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hueniverse/hawk/graphs/contributors

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) keik <k4t0.kei@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011 Gary Court. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1.	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2.	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GARY COURT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
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SHALL GARY COURT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of Gary Court.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

Used with permission.

 

Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014, Gregg Caines, gregg@caines.ca

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) silverwind

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or

distribute this software, either in source code form or as a compiled

binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any

means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors

of this software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the

software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit

of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and

successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of

relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to <http://unlicense.org>

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) jQuery Foundation, Inc. and Contributors, All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Ron Garret

Copyright (c) 2007, 2013, 2014 Michele Bini

Copyright (c) 2014 Mega Limited

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Copyright Node.js contributors, James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage). All

rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright esm contributors

 

Based on reify, copyright Ben Newman <https://github.com/benjamn/reify>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) George Zahariev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
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FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Matt Andrews

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2013 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015, 2019 Elan Shanker

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# Blue Oak Model License

 

Version 1.0.0

 

## Purpose

 

This license gives everyone as much permission to work with

this software as possible, while protecting contributors

from liability.

 

## Acceptance

 

In order to receive this license, you must agree to its

rules.  The rules of this license are both obligations

under that agreement and conditions to your license.

You must not do anything with this software that triggers

a rule that you cannot or will not follow.

 

## Copyright

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe that contributor's

copyright in it.

 

## Notices

 

You must ensure that everyone who gets a copy of

any part of this software from you, with or without

changes, also gets the text of this license or a link to

<https://blueoakcouncil.org/license/1.0.0>.

 

## Excuse
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If anyone notifies you in writing that you have not

complied with [Notices](#notices), you can keep your

license by taking all practical steps to comply within

 30

days after the notice.  If you do not do so, your license

ends immediately.

 

## Patent

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe any patent claims

they can license or become able to license.

 

## Reliability

 

No contributor can revoke this license.

 

## No Liability

 

***As far as the law allows, this software comes as is,

without any warranty or condition, and no contributor

will be liable to anyone for any damages related to this

software or this license, under any kind of legal claim.***

GNU GPLv3

Copyright (C) 2011-2017 by Yehuda Katz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, 2018 Linus Unnebck
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean

 the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation

source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)

 to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated

within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by

 combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute

patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent

licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

 and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
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must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

 that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own

copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for

use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided

Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks,

 or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of

the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall

 any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential

damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other

commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims

 asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Vercel, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2016, Andres Suarez

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of invariant nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2013, Coveralls, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those

of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies,

either expressed or implied, of Coveralls, LLC.

Copyright (C) 2013 by WebReflection

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright 2017-2022 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for
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any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2017 Kat Marchn

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

This library is a fork of 'better-json-errors' by Kat Marchn, extended and

distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.

{

 "name": "spdx-license-ids",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "3.0.6",

   "next": "3.0.0-1"

 },

 "versions": {

   "0.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "0.0.0",

     "devDependencies": {
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       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.20.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.13",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "spdx-license-list": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^1.0.1",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "c422eb8c828255e6d85993b7203d14f8a3c35c15",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-0.0.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.20.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.13",

       "istanbul-coveralls":

 "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "spdx-license-list": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^1.0.1",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "a966050150dec883ffce877431b361b36742a28d",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.0.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.1",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.21.2",

       "got": "^3.2.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.14",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.2",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",
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       "rm-rf": "^0.1.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "8f7d365fbeb056f82d21d0c0e9c1ebbd676e6af4",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.1.tgz"

      }

   },

   "1.0.2": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.0.2",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

       "istanbul-coveralls": "^1.0.3",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "0674e9c9a230f980016b5b073a10aa165701677c",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.0.2.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.1.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.1.0",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

        "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "28694acdf39fe27de45143fff81f21f6c66d44ac",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.1.0.tgz"

     }

   },
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   "1.2.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.0",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslintrc": "^1.0.0",

       "each-async": "^1.1.1",

       "eslint": "^0.24.0",

       "got": "^3.3.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.3.17",

       "require-bower-files": "^2.0.0",

       "rimraf": "^2.4.1",

       "stringify-object": "^2.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "b549dd0f63dcb745a17e2ea3a07402e0e332d1e2",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.2.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.1",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^2.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint":

 "^2.7.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.3",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.3.0",

       "rimraf-promise": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.3.1",

       "tap-spec": "^4.1.1",

       "tape": "^4.5.1",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "d07ea17a4d2fd9351f9d94e2ff9cec74180fe8f3",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.1.tgz"

     }

   },

   "1.2.2": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "1.2.2",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^3.1.1",
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       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.4",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rimraf-promise": "^2.0.0",

       "stringify-object": "^2.4.0",

       "tap-spec": "^4.1.1",

       "tape": "^4.6.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

 

       "shasum": "c9df7a3424594ade6bd11900d596696dc06bac57",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-1.2.2.tgz"

     }

   },

   "2.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "2.0.0",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint": "^3.10.2",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.1",

       "stringify-object": "^3.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.6.2",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "0eb748e3c6fe7a80fa9f31eaab7d8f6c331b2173",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-2.0.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "2.0.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "2.0.1",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^3.0.0",

       "chalk": "^1.1.3",

       "eslint":

 "^3.10.2",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.0.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.1",

       "stringify-object": "^3.0.0",
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       "tape": "^4.6.2",

       "write-file-atomically": "1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "shasum": "02017bcc3534ee4ffef6d58d20e7d3e9a1c3c8ec",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-2.0.1.tgz"

     }

   },

   "3.0.0-0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0-0",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^4.0.2",

       "chalk": "^2.0.1",

       "eslint": "^4.3.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^1.1.0",

       "istanbul": "^0.4.5",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^1.0.3",

       "stringify-object": "^3.2.0",

       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

xUkSOYgYysHMp173PADzBKOnuAdv0YvETy2syBD+AOWZYfV6Zb7iuUOY0FOniOEkFEujoLA4gCxUTLtJ9

5oWvA==",

        "shasum": "b7e47584254ade1cca1f69344fc37457f961f341",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "3.0.0-1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0-1",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^5.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.3.0",

       "eslint": "^4.16.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0-3",

       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

m20oQkls+fkRBkMhlL5CFhs1wXMTi7Th9Rox1U6YHXarDzVdnIXesOkKsLGuNmanePoM8WMwFZXR2zL1F

XaW4g==",
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       "shasum": "500d099bdb7f6c58678e2869e9444d13fac528fa",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0-1.tgz"

     }

   },

   "3.0.0": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.0",

   

  "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^5.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.3.0",

       "eslint": "^4.16.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "log-symbols": "^2.2.0",

       "loud-rejection": "^1.6.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0-3",

       "tape": "^4.8.0",

       "write-file-atomically": "^1.0.0"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

2+EPwgbnmOIl8HjGBXXMd9NAu02vLjOO1nWw4kmeRDFyHn+M/ETfHxQUK0oXg8ctgVnl9t3rosNVsZ1jG61

nDA==",

       "shasum": "7a7cd28470cc6d3a1cfe6d66886f6bc430d3ac87",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.0.tgz"

     }

   },

   "3.0.1": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.1",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config-node": "^6.0.0",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.4.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

TfOfPcYGBB5sDuPn3deByxPhmfegAhpDYKSOXZQN81Oyrrif8ZCodOLzK3AesELnCx03kikhyDwh0pfvvQvF8

w==",

        "shasum": "e2a303236cac54b04031fa7a5a79c7e701df852f",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.1.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7683,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJbkpHQCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAJvEP/3eb8b6goswJseUBYOgJ\n
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SCvKBTkzBFwd63mrybKm7ZYJ3LlV8KmJJ+ZE3vYBikp6DxK2jjj2yemY5yF0\nsaxDQO6PfVRRevrVWThm1e

vLpKSe/VKW/nvTpj3fz+9bXE+UG4qHydgSU1Ec\nHX+iddO2XH7egizPwm+MnnmLO7dU0Q/7xT2utym345oW

8J0duSeed3gt3akU\n72oUwmhjFttu8S9djhr27DQmQBakTSskqTWRhmrORO84fVKSpOThInqmxOZi\n5mNnt+Q

iqLStaE48MD1jOPDxDtGzwH+nZaMCTx9V9a1H6gI/OOBBfMO8y2Gm\nOKAtkPhWfkWovR/jHyK7xBmDqV

obGnlnae+QdMrc7zOWYZeQ3bj1QUbxPRq/\n/xJmGfbuwL6zYBug5A/eW/hxKCI2l/AVRI4GaZtATAjxjHN7J/7

OK/qDZHAK\n2YOq4Qw36LKIlp8mNiBmI1RtcdZ6eNDkFsOxTZMEfpiAfovQ7GaKfVxJb1q0\n4Gc1b8bIVoey

Ry9jqBEAT4LgHVYFnu2RH1gDO50TURwrXTdGrwKBQccYDsy9\nMocTJ0rtjW4HYfhbRP+gGhoNQnSAV7A

SFFVvFF4MRW1xoc+p2Sh5XGXmbRLv\n3eYZfFw1hM/KvmD15WR2PDHybzjpW6u2565HLQ6toPR7oQ4aNT

nBax+uM+qW\n9Q57\r\n=vUug\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   },

   "3.0.2": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.2",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.0",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.8.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

qky9CVt0lVIECkEsYbNILVnPvycuEBkXoMFLRWsREkomQLevYhtRKC+R91a5TOAQ3bCMjikRwhyaRqj1VY

atYg==",

       "shasum": "a59efc09784c2a5bada13cfeaf5c75dd214044d2",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.2.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7760,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJb2VkSCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAiv8QAIbUjxhGodXJ2GKWxzti\

n2I3IObQCr4b2Xu5qRz+VEcGghORyAyFIraoGNk5yU2dEQ0LSqxyDqyXVDdhc\nFNHkU4T54080mCkY55bA

Stqix1nlpHPCzhdUygMk7FYGBTogQoioVbpXk5Hn\nAaUHS81y9XPm+Wq4+SHurT6xZdNiNYBSw9lJ0qEXJ7

G4nfog/w35nLRDJu1X\n3GFOFuAoXUc8l9d5H+yOauDPhltSgWk+dz9N/4gegOQdWRZczuj7pKz5ckaK\nf5E8u

avgOU9dKjSUZfnC/JJDI7aIShZZg4zwmVV/O4z3MtrDysoXO3oH2Baa\nGWnJrGTgmkTpmGeI5eH7Oh5M/7W3

cqU2mSAoDCtlDp1N8rEcUmX+hwcL7CSX\n5sGnhaxzyWJVWV5Fx1kzl7fQPoKko4kB1NQMheLgrTsavxc2BN

9ND+DmabeG\nrb3G4nTTmx7d+vFs4MPaxM6dCN29WzTcai3CvkAVYxl6Emcjza9+2062Y0Ay\nVKGHEEMY

5PzHVHxACHS5teVhu/Vi+HN6CK8Tpz6999HD/KfFudHgiP7sq+RC\nAH4So/LOOYrIISwNy/47TQQk6EoB4N

Wyl3QkjqSjtH88GA7UHLCPdcDJf5Eq\nuf9uqtlNURmBkmqmgbFz4Gs/66UMr2uiBXzdBkHynSgnCNcqpD4Eul

KKvU5T\nbvXx\r\n=L1SH\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   },

   "3.0.3": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.3",
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     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

  

     "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

uBIcIl3Ih6Phe3XHK1NqboJLdGfwr1UN3k6wSD1dZpmPsIkb8AGNbZYJ1fOBk834+Gxy8rpfDxrS6XLEMZMY2

g==",

       "shasum": "81c0ce8f21474756148bbb5f3bfc0f36bf15d76e",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.3.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7785,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJcG9ZUCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAYpMQAJGFwQcE0djxBCqxO7

wX\nuZSy5PkzHhLdygj5zEFHJsMUbAyXC0rMPZNhb2Z9ezYWTS48o08fzVGpUYEl\nym+ZVWy/VfoytzGraZ

pPGV/vSOds4aEMbqPZK1L2gxLdfjbAA2kkwEumz7y/\nqem/ib3XvNowz7NBH33msXZdQmFa6wmu3Ga9/msEl

rrwxcF2uOqpQliIj/ij\nJJ8TgIAw68Sf4xYHSSOAX93tDkmtAvKc/MKiEIGxyHumBjcoH7t9i/hrj76y\nOE3t81zQx

KJht/MJY6y3mACuGYGyYSkpS1UkYgYyHrZLUDKTbOygM/0cLtJF\n7cfZmoL99KPabzx8ZTDaeqb9IUp07zI

Q67etdHjK030V6JyOSzjas2zDgy9j\n3fS+2IVJkaa8qoDcteY7WjK9iGoVrQduCg+hf6GmM0aVixDjCDtcXkCU4L

NW\nHssDBDKtqQ40XZOTGzKbfClYNaLkNh8EQtA2aSDfe5gM6HsmMHHWHnspjeOJ\nV0s8NSy90tiqX1FYl

Tcab3kw09/IbakQSu8BERXZUI6xlx0pSu988Tn/09Df\n9RnxQCpOii+xn1QykMmLQa21Ocv5YmemlIN/BxZAO

AfR4VRE3TvsKxdwyFY6\n1KJA/DQkRdjNVd8ayot1s0n5IPqtnOe2rKIgqRfUT3PQdYoK8PiHlpjIHNCd\nxzyO\r

\n=xoiU\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   },

   "3.0.4": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.4",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

7j8LYJLeY/Yb6ACbQ7F76qy5jHkp0U6jgBfJsk97bwWlVUnUWsAgpyaCvo17h0/RQGnQ036tVDomiwoI4pDkQ

A==",

       "shasum": "75ecd1a88de8c184ef015eafb51b5b48bfd11bb1",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.4.tgz",
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        "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 7903,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJcqK7cCRA9TVsSAnZWagAALWMP/1nr34W51ig8XQFRGA

EY\n+TwOah3IAE5kQ5QEi047RtiPU66qGKmBRHZE0+rgRrcoIwIlPEUO7kKMt4RZ\n6jKTQ5QeLKst88NOQIz

xJsRam85r5/fakCvdXjE+4mnVqYoI7kWLnnl7RTB/\n/VDpZONMgfdV3G2vTnf/OojDnz/7zhgQih/H7iA32WY5k

zyF8fAY7/WvMjBc\nI3A1M47vmUTPyYv45qjZ5z7TC7b1wz3omatNnMVE0Mf1XIBTv/JJzyhXdZ9F\ndCuDuIQ

NEPZZKj3FTY/b28f76VxkuUohgxFWjRf97ge7Oi7XOBjw1JkHCHY/\nc4cmj0bJ4dlHVfvlgMJb2G+8dhhxj4GwB

iF+c4enKSiIO/jR/51wPbGagbYS\nOoKpF1HqHA1CskPSeeqpk8rH2aO5CJafsWSFWQa//13HqD9L9Fo7mZsn8ua

D\nwPO7v3PcJS7R2wqKtF14DUndyKDp3F8Da3gmXW9wH21T5Df2ZX2MCoCzkHdE\nCj3DCV36QLJGW9rL

CJ4neoBjkfKz6ifZ7nwPFITQ2xtXG4artemSMHAXQpnC\n1SN9RICQzRQ1m14p316fQTAovWbmXpB0Ysohhu

k7oMappntvjiMnZu21k6LG\nuBiFdoIzjbeX/wla4cmqeYh+9Nyf16VGAbY7AwMvU6sU3yNvfnKntBEIzT1R\nLx

CB\r\n=sw+A\r\n-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   },

  

 "3.0.5": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.5",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

J+FWzZoynJEXGphVIS+XEh3kFSjZX/1i9gFBaWQcB+/tmpe2qUsSBABpcxqxnAxFdiUFEgAX1bjYGQvIZmoz9

Q==",

       "shasum": "3694b5804567a458d3c8045842a6358632f62654",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.5.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 8027,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJdJvUaCRA9TVsSAnZWagAAjMkP/0Sd+5yZb69oUsEoJnmF\n

aKUyiZQy0Y9dLPkflRzERsAm+EPghE273DfkOX+RIivycNFuBeOIjOJYtfGo\nvVlNMUgH8visktCTkX3T2eioE

cQyR6dQk1JQtyhwJUH2P916Q49HVVR+/hZj\nfi/BotbLC21+cIjRR2z1VkAe3OpPPUytGPRZdKj5qi4HF/gtsq3Ix

kEbbG2t\nMF5jLes3k4VVg0UMV9j3HQUhsc25dhzna/OMDKhDSfwaOgj4eNctDHga6LSh\nx0rlx2/lvnaTgmqm4

JAwBbFVxEsTp+Alpp2uXC7z6v0NOori2YYBP2s7zhFO\ny0BEAeryLMGtwQ16rfr6bTTNd9aPmQSF8uUDJ2Iay

9dS1GDTqiFvdN2BvM9+\n+GXES/xA5DhFtk2UWsBJt/udeh9eGxoZ4E7lORtdkdHFgqmO+hjJmrNNKegd\naKo

GOaYnR1/l2BG0oQvlkiXiRjDpEzRMu6kH/rCPIXZrXTEPXezIcEn14Mwh\nPN+K1IjaZaepc3g3YNkL76QQX57

VbslEk7Mdpr+X0ygFd/s60/KZsAjnF1Aq\nZzblCBuK58idvCrEr1s5z39A9NYZ0ka/EPaMt+hZPJQ8cry3euva6lZi

XXKR\n8K60CPxnG7mqSVSdj4LR3kViLNUnGTh/wSddKcQPIBsD+Nn+KYbfvmFU03BI\nPD5D\r\n=rrT1\r\n--

---END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }
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   },

   "3.0.6": {

     "name": "spdx-license-ids",

     "version": "3.0.6",

     "devDependencies": {

       "@shinnn/eslint-config": "^6.8.7",

       "chalk": "^2.4.1",

       "eslint": "^5.10.0",

       "get-spdx-license-ids": "^2.1.0",

       "rmfr": "^2.0.0",

       "tape": "^4.9.1"

     },

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

+orQK83kyMva3WyPf59k1+Y525csj5JejicWut55zeTWANuN17qSiSLUXWtzHeNWORSvT7GLDJ/E/XiIWoXB

Tw==",

        "shasum": "c80757383c28abf7296744998cbc106ae8b854ce",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/spdx-license-ids/-/spdx-license-ids-3.0.6.tgz",

       "fileCount": 4,

       "unpackedSize": 9030,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.4\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJfYm8zCRA9TVsSAnZWagAA6wkP/jqQ9sQeWBnegJAxoNCT

\n5qQ4/kilj5OblLJK8nBV8nl30AseLl8K01P4R5d9GDoM99VFBlrThpNMFrOH\n3pfSMl6MqMXQDgCJ620Q5z

gNaNkiUO8rcGNV3pPywfHRlESQr+vqw/ARASUA\nYyQJwwrMiX2wx/XoZwstglkLv5LIaZKfFxPC5wek/FJC

ME3MA3g76Ov69fpu\ng+1/MkkRvyQSxLVd4StfynAkoGzOR5jIYcRiCGtVI8sZnHooIuJDwAkc+68E\ni2hm4H1

ouQxVHgHwelSpvgS0qG44MHKukZzRdljZF847/cyga4eA5dGox2/Z\nfFi4kTKFiYymm7dI9tk6GX0AhH1VdVv

LjupCk57dbRzp4WumgibkTpPlYva6\nwTLFRRzF3JzroBgr2wzI58utHbPrExsppWFELRXmDcrfRzlVxKGIHcO

MJYKq\nG9uwn/Pmvyphlqd8jvsUFtNPm6jaz3dbZfwFlncYBkxC+b3v7QSEpHo2k+C9\nSqpRCwxrhqqbjKhVo5

QyuuGX8+2aD+qot8hmPPNLaZXAvriE5bKEp7rMCEe4\n3FExo/XeUzVQDM7YhNTKTYtT6wXXD46yssxWA

plIYAq223dQILfdMz9vNu5C\nSVLzHo5fchro6SsApz8OYnf20TWFCn9Rg42QAfJ9z9SdiA21g9mKkBBlqPLT\nJ

nPM\r\n=7pLi\r\n-----END

 PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

     }

   }

 },

 "modified": "2020-09-16T20:01:57.541Z"

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Ben Youngblood
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014, Eran Hammer and other contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                 *   *   *

 

The complete list of contributors can be found at: https://github.com/hueniverse/sntp/graphs/contributors

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

{

 "_id": "engine-specifying-test-package",

 "name": "engine-specifying-test-package",

 "dist-tags": {

   "latest": "1.0.0"

 },

 "versions": {

   "1.0.0": {

     "name": "engine-specifying-test-package",

     "version": "1.0.0",

     "description": "A package to test npm engine and platform checks",

     "main": "index.js",

     "scripts": {

       "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"

     },

     "author": {

       "name": "Brian Jenkins",

       "email": "bonkydog@github.com"

     },

     "license": "ISC",

     "engines": {

       "node": "8.17.0"

     },

     "_id": "engine-specifying-test-package@1.0.0",

     "_nodeVersion": "12.18.4",
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     "_npmVersion": "6.14.6",

     "dist": {

       "integrity": "sha512-

JmEWb6ITItHkbeGYNpQ8IcvyFl32Nz7f3kDlYD2MukQQMLcWIzNeMd7NeSFxATKvuRnrlUT+8lKdWEjBlaPd

4Q==",

       "shasum": "3881c503b72ce0f117cd2d760433c3e4c330e1db",

       "tarball": "https://registry.npmjs.org/engine-specifying-test-package/-/engine-specifying-test-package-1.0.0.tgz",

        "fileCount": 6,

       "unpackedSize": 3971,

       "npm-signature": "-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\nVersion: OpenPGP.js v3.0.13\r\nComment:

https://openpgpjs.org\r\n\r\nwsFcBAEBCAAQBQJfbRtnCRA9TVsSAnZWagAADbwQAJfstETFtT0KupOH8yuz\n

7F8ptwUuGx1AFdh9LZcplNdYb0mk8svAuD/cMqzO2yiBdhntJqLIrDbxTWj1\njrThL0lzqwquXsHhVZ3xUNvms

TxEszQDYqKOPwxt63wvkzgf/wMCerl8Man0\nrqy1v3hKyWOLMoXrBK6IXIBzIhoBT9cfk9WUvea/qcVCsxSIA

va1yX3Fe2Bd\nVv2uIXdDBUx7Suimc+00TrS/DVQjhPcFzPdLwqIC50Ivwxs+2qBXfTiYnnx2\nUjH0ZTKNBlDlE

0M6B9YGypN3ofozpsAyi+F8/3JDkcuZmCsbXI/aC7Qld0u9\nlwul+W/GnpEQmuASYPP97TG/9pOgpKSCWCZt

HwD8blEIlGghvBKZA6cPRLfE\nnVGBfR3SIjk6GQv79WJf8s2qnt0TmcjITbGHCvDJ/wtomCr236IhN5x0uovc\nI

gpt2RdgOTnkaRFLIZsEoHJ1R/cm1tyvHqGZ2GEuPxObt/eWfPRl0EJh8jnx\n2DKoCUb3TXNQfaYPd7JrkUuLvu

Z9u7LqcyJVxrm8pvsUPIa5+ZNDhDazOmht\n54u78d/Zvj5DfmBuQWgmimDBf/ux5spn3tM916/3NCIVe9eazsDui

vrlw/gN\ni+rvnYIywCP0kDJWRXZ2hklqn3/LKdTXj2EXXKeI+6TrPXhSecfEclTW+pjA\ntnHD\r\n=rnvs\r\n-----

END PGP SIGNATURE-----\r\n"

      },

     "maintainers": [

       {

         "name": "bonkydog",

         "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"

       }

     ],

     "_npmUser": {

       "name": "bonkydog",

       "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"

     },

     "directories": {},

     "_npmOperationalInternal": {

       "host": "s3://npm-registry-packages",

       "tmp": "tmp/engine-specifying-test-package_1.0.0_1600985959504_0.0761876537248305"

     },

     "_hasShrinkwrap": false

   }

 },

 "time": {

   "created": "2020-09-24T22:19:19.504Z",

   "1.0.0": "2020-09-24T22:19:19.643Z",

   "modified": "2020-09-24T22:19:21.910Z"

 },

 "maintainers": [

   {

     "name": "bonkydog",

     "email": "bonkydog@bonkydog.com"
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   }

 ],

 "description": "A package to test npm engine and platform checks",

 "author": {

   "name": "Brian Jenkins",

   "email": "bonkydog@github.com"

 },

 "license": "ISC",

 "readme": "ERROR: No README data found!",

 "readmeFilename": ""

}

# Copyright (c) 2015 Calvin Metcalf

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

**THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.**

Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

3565c405b6b21b6d7aa3a38affba0332

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Jordan Harband
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Artistic License 2.0

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

public domain

validate-npm-package-license

============================

 

Give me a string and I'll tell you if it's a valid npm package license string.

 

```javascript

var valid = require('validate-npm-package-license');

```

 

SPDX license identifiers are valid license strings:

 

```javascript

 

var assert = require('assert');

var validSPDXExpression = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 spdx: true

};

 

assert.deepEqual(valid('MIT'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('BSD-2-Clause'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('Apache-2.0'), validSPDXExpression);

assert.deepEqual(valid('ISC'), validSPDXExpression);

```

The function will return a warning and suggestion for nearly-correct license identifiers:

 

```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('Apache 2.0'),

 {

   validForOldPackages: false,

   validForNewPackages: false,

   warnings: [
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     'license should be ' +

     'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

     '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

      '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

     'license is similar to the valid expression "Apache-2.0"'

   ]

 }

);

```

 

SPDX expressions are valid, too ...

 

```javascript

// Simple SPDX license expression for dual licensing

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(GPL-3.0-only OR BSD-2-Clause)'),

 validSPDXExpression

);

```

 

... except if they contain `LicenseRef`:

 

```javascript

var warningAboutLicenseRef = {

 validForOldPackages: false,

 validForNewPackages: false,

 spdx: true,

 warnings: [

   'license should be ' +

   'a valid SPDX license expression (without "LicenseRef"), ' +

   '"UNLICENSED", or ' +

   '"SEE LICENSE IN <filename>"',

 ]

};

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('LicenseRef-Made-Up'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('(MIT OR LicenseRef-Made-Up)'),

 warningAboutLicenseRef

);

```

 

If you can't describe your licensing terms with standardized SPDX identifiers, put the terms in a file in the package

and point users there:
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```javascript

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE

 LICENSE IN LICENSE.txt'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,

   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'LICENSE.txt'

 }

);

 

assert.deepEqual(

 valid('SEE LICENSE IN license.md'),

 {

   validForNewPackages: true,

   validForOldPackages: true,

   inFile: 'license.md'

 }

);

```

 

If there aren't any licensing terms, use `UNLICENSED`:

 

```javascript

var unlicensed = {

 validForNewPackages: true,

 validForOldPackages: true,

 unlicensed: true

};

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENSED'), unlicensed);

assert.deepEqual(valid('UNLICENCED'), unlicensed);

```

Copyright 2018 Eemeli Aro <eemeli@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.
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ISC License (ISC)

Copyright 2018 Stefan Penner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Denis Pushkarev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

[

	"AGPL-1.0",

	"AGPL-3.0",

	"GFDL-1.1",

	"GFDL-1.2",

	"GFDL-1.3",

	"GPL-1.0",

	"GPL-2.0",

	"GPL-2.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-bison-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-classpath-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-font-exception",

	"GPL-3.0",

	"GPL-3.0-with-GCC-exception",
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	"GPL-3.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"LGPL-2.0",

	"LGPL-2.1",

	"LGPL-3.0",

	"Nunit",

	"StandardML-NJ",

	"eCos-2.0",

	"wxWindows"

]

d3f060552f3d8568182174b2b04163eb

SPDX:Apache-2.0

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source"

 form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link

 (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor

 and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s)

 alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If

You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then

any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all

 copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that

do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
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along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE

 text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

 names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts)

 or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability

to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or

malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the

possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for

 any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such

warranty or additional liability.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 - 2015 Shinnosuke Watanabe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

## Glob Logo

 

Glob's logo created by Tanya Brassie <http://tanyabrassie.com/>, licensed

under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) DC <threedeecee@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Tim Caswell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License 2.0

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

d8e646711b5775f632423c9ece45bec4

[

	"0BSD",

	"AAL",

	"ADSL",

	"AFL-1.1",

	"AFL-1.2",

	"AFL-2.0",

	"AFL-2.1",

	"AFL-3.0",

	"AGPL-1.0-only",

	"AGPL-1.0-or-later",

	"AGPL-3.0-only",

	"AGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"AMDPLPA",

	"AML",

	"AMPAS",

	"ANTLR-PD",

	"ANTLR-PD-fallback",

	"APAFML",

	"APL-1.0",

	"APSL-1.0",

	"APSL-1.1",

	"APSL-1.2",

	"APSL-2.0",

	"ASWF-Digital-Assets-1.0",

	"ASWF-Digital-Assets-1.1",

	"Abstyles",

	"AdaCore-doc",

	"Adobe-2006",

	"Adobe-Glyph",

	"Adobe-Utopia",

	"Afmparse",

	"Aladdin",

	"Apache-1.0",

	"Apache-1.1",

	"Apache-2.0",

	"App-s2p",
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	"Arphic-1999",

	"Artistic-1.0",

	"Artistic-1.0-Perl",

	"Artistic-1.0-cl8",

	"Artistic-2.0",

	"BSD-1-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause",

	"BSD-2-Clause-Patent",

	"BSD-2-Clause-Views",

	"BSD-3-Clause",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Attribution",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Clear",

	"BSD-3-Clause-HP",

	"BSD-3-Clause-LBNL",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Modification",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Military-License",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-License-2014",

	"BSD-3-Clause-No-Nuclear-Warranty",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Open-MPI",

	"BSD-3-Clause-Sun",

	"BSD-3-Clause-flex",

	"BSD-4-Clause",

	"BSD-4-Clause-Shortened",

	"BSD-4-Clause-UC",

	"BSD-4.3RENO",

	"BSD-4.3TAHOE",

	"BSD-Advertising-Acknowledgement",

	"BSD-Attribution-HPND-disclaimer",

	"BSD-Inferno-Nettverk",

	"BSD-Protection",

	"BSD-Source-Code",

	"BSD-Systemics",

	"BSL-1.0",

	"BUSL-1.1",

	"Baekmuk",

	"Bahyph",

	"Barr",

	"Beerware",

	"BitTorrent-1.0",

	"BitTorrent-1.1",

	"Bitstream-Charter",

	"Bitstream-Vera",

	"BlueOak-1.0.0",

	"Boehm-GC",

	"Borceux",

	"Brian-Gladman-3-Clause",

	"C-UDA-1.0",
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	"CAL-1.0",

	"CAL-1.0-Combined-Work-Exception",

	"CATOSL-1.1",

	"CC-BY-1.0",

	"CC-BY-2.0",

	"CC-BY-2.5",

	"CC-BY-2.5-AU",

	"CC-BY-3.0",

	"CC-BY-3.0-AT",

	"CC-BY-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-3.0-IGO",

	"CC-BY-3.0-NL",

	"CC-BY-3.0-US",

	"CC-BY-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-NC-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-3.0-IGO",

	"CC-BY-NC-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0-FR",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.0-UK",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-2.5",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-3.0-IGO",

	"CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-1.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-2.5",

	"CC-BY-ND-3.0",

	"CC-BY-ND-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-ND-4.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-1.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.0-UK",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.1-JP",

	"CC-BY-SA-2.5",
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	"CC-BY-SA-3.0",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0-AT",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0-DE",

	"CC-BY-SA-3.0-IGO",

	"CC-BY-SA-4.0",

	"CC-PDDC",

	"CC0-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.0",

	"CDDL-1.1",

	"CDL-1.0",

	"CDLA-Permissive-1.0",

	"CDLA-Permissive-2.0",

	"CDLA-Sharing-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.0",

	"CECILL-1.1",

	"CECILL-2.0",

	"CECILL-2.1",

	"CECILL-B",

	"CECILL-C",

	"CERN-OHL-1.1",

	"CERN-OHL-1.2",

	"CERN-OHL-P-2.0",

	"CERN-OHL-S-2.0",

	"CERN-OHL-W-2.0",

	"CFITSIO",

	"CMU-Mach",

	"CNRI-Jython",

	"CNRI-Python",

	"CNRI-Python-GPL-Compatible",

	"COIL-1.0",

	"CPAL-1.0",

	"CPL-1.0",

	"CPOL-1.02",

	"CUA-OPL-1.0",

	"Caldera",

	"ClArtistic",

	"Clips",

	"Community-Spec-1.0",

	"Condor-1.1",

	"Cornell-Lossless-JPEG",

	"Cronyx",

	"Crossword",

	"CrystalStacker",

	"Cube",

	"D-FSL-1.0",

	"DL-DE-BY-2.0",

	"DL-DE-ZERO-2.0",

	"DOC",
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	"DRL-1.0",

	"DSDP",

	"Dotseqn",

	"ECL-1.0",

	"ECL-2.0",

	"EFL-1.0",

	"EFL-2.0",

	"EPICS",

	"EPL-1.0",

	"EPL-2.0",

	"EUDatagrid",

	"EUPL-1.0",

	"EUPL-1.1",

	"EUPL-1.2",

	"Elastic-2.0",

	"Entessa",

	"ErlPL-1.1",

	"Eurosym",

	"FBM",

	"FDK-AAC",

	"FSFAP",

	"FSFUL",

	"FSFULLR",

	"FSFULLRWD",

	"FTL",

	"Fair",

	"Ferguson-Twofish",

	"Frameworx-1.0",

	"FreeBSD-DOC",

	"FreeImage",

	"Furuseth",

	"GD",

	"GFDL-1.1-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.1-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-no-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.1-only",

	"GFDL-1.1-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-no-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.2-only",

	"GFDL-1.2-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-invariants-or-later",

	"GFDL-1.3-no-invariants-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-no-invariants-or-later",
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	"GFDL-1.3-only",

	"GFDL-1.3-or-later",

	"GL2PS",

	"GLWTPL",

	"GPL-1.0-only",

	"GPL-1.0-or-later",

	"GPL-2.0-only",

	"GPL-2.0-or-later",

	"GPL-3.0-only",

	"GPL-3.0-or-later",

	"Giftware",

	"Glide",

	"Glulxe",

	"Graphics-Gems",

	"HP-1986",

	"HP-1989",

	"HPND",

	"HPND-DEC",

	"HPND-Markus-Kuhn",

	"HPND-Pbmplus",

	"HPND-UC",

	"HPND-doc",

	"HPND-doc-sell",

	"HPND-export-US",

	"HPND-export-US-modify",

	"HPND-sell-regexpr",

	"HPND-sell-variant",

	"HPND-sell-variant-MIT-disclaimer",

	"HTMLTIDY",

	"HaskellReport",

	"Hippocratic-2.1",

	"IBM-pibs",

	"ICU",

	"IEC-Code-Components-EULA",

	"IJG",

	"IJG-short",

	"IPA",

	"IPL-1.0",

	"ISC",

	"ImageMagick",

	"Imlib2",

	"Info-ZIP",

	"Inner-Net-2.0",

	"Intel",

	"Intel-ACPI",

	"Interbase-1.0",

	"JPL-image",

	"JPNIC",
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	"JSON",

	"Jam",

	"JasPer-2.0",

	"Kastrup",

	"Kazlib",

	"Knuth-CTAN",

	"LAL-1.2",

	"LAL-1.3",

	"LGPL-2.0-only",

	"LGPL-2.0-or-later",

	"LGPL-2.1-only",

	"LGPL-2.1-or-later",

	"LGPL-3.0-only",

	"LGPL-3.0-or-later",

	"LGPLLR",

	"LOOP",

	"LPL-1.0",

	"LPL-1.02",

	"LPPL-1.0",

	"LPPL-1.1",

	"LPPL-1.2",

	"LPPL-1.3a",

	"LPPL-1.3c",

	"LZMA-SDK-9.11-to-9.20",

	"LZMA-SDK-9.22",

	"Latex2e",

	"Latex2e-translated-notice",

	"Leptonica",

	"LiLiQ-P-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-R-1.1",

	"LiLiQ-Rplus-1.1",

	"Libpng",

	"Linux-OpenIB",

	"Linux-man-pages-1-para",

	"Linux-man-pages-copyleft",

	"Linux-man-pages-copyleft-2-para",

	"Linux-man-pages-copyleft-var",

	"Lucida-Bitmap-Fonts",

	"MIT",

	"MIT-0",

	"MIT-CMU",

	"MIT-Festival",

	"MIT-Modern-Variant",

	"MIT-Wu",

	"MIT-advertising",

	"MIT-enna",

	"MIT-feh",

	"MIT-open-group",
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	"MIT-testregex",

	"MITNFA",

	"MMIXware",

	"MPEG-SSG",

	"MPL-1.0",

	"MPL-1.1",

	"MPL-2.0",

	"MPL-2.0-no-copyleft-exception",

	"MS-LPL",

	"MS-PL",

	"MS-RL",

	"MTLL",

	"MakeIndex",

	"Martin-Birgmeier",

	"McPhee-slideshow",

	"Minpack",

	"MirOS",

	"Motosoto",

	"MulanPSL-1.0",

	"MulanPSL-2.0",

	"Multics",

	"Mup",

	"NAIST-2003",

	"NASA-1.3",

	"NBPL-1.0",

	"NCGL-UK-2.0",

	"NCSA",

	"NGPL",

	"NICTA-1.0",

	"NIST-PD",

	"NIST-PD-fallback",

	"NIST-Software",

	"NLOD-1.0",

	"NLOD-2.0",

	"NLPL",

	"NOSL",

	"NPL-1.0",

	"NPL-1.1",

	"NPOSL-3.0",

	"NRL",

	"NTP",

	"NTP-0",

	"Naumen",

	"Net-SNMP",

	"NetCDF",

	"Newsletr",

	"Nokia",

	"Noweb",
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	"O-UDA-1.0",

	"OCCT-PL",

	"OCLC-2.0",

	"ODC-By-1.0",

	"ODbL-1.0",

	"OFFIS",

	"OFL-1.0",

	"OFL-1.0-RFN",

	"OFL-1.0-no-RFN",

	"OFL-1.1",

	"OFL-1.1-RFN",

	"OFL-1.1-no-RFN",

	"OGC-1.0",

	"OGDL-Taiwan-1.0",

	"OGL-Canada-2.0",

	"OGL-UK-1.0",

	"OGL-UK-2.0",

	"OGL-UK-3.0",

	"OGTSL",

	"OLDAP-1.1",

	"OLDAP-1.2",

	"OLDAP-1.3",

	"OLDAP-1.4",

	"OLDAP-2.0",

	"OLDAP-2.0.1",

	"OLDAP-2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.3",

	"OLDAP-2.4",

	"OLDAP-2.5",

	"OLDAP-2.6",

	"OLDAP-2.7",

	"OLDAP-2.8",

	"OLFL-1.3",

	"OML",

	"OPL-1.0",

	"OPL-UK-3.0",

	"OPUBL-1.0",

	"OSET-PL-2.1",

	"OSL-1.0",

	"OSL-1.1",

	"OSL-2.0",

	"OSL-2.1",

	"OSL-3.0",

	"OpenPBS-2.3",

	"OpenSSL",
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	"PADL",

	"PDDL-1.0",

	"PHP-3.0",

	"PHP-3.01",

	"PSF-2.0",

	"Parity-6.0.0",

	"Parity-7.0.0",

	"Plexus",

	"PolyForm-Noncommercial-1.0.0",

	"PolyForm-Small-Business-1.0.0",

	"PostgreSQL",

	"Python-2.0",

	"Python-2.0.1",

	"QPL-1.0",

	"QPL-1.0-INRIA-2004",

	"Qhull",

	"RHeCos-1.1",

	"RPL-1.1",

	"RPL-1.5",

	"RPSL-1.0",

	"RSA-MD",

	"RSCPL",

	"Rdisc",

	"Ruby",

	"SAX-PD",

	"SCEA",

	"SGI-B-1.0",

	"SGI-B-1.1",

	"SGI-B-2.0",

	"SGI-OpenGL",

	"SGP4",

	"SHL-0.5",

	"SHL-0.51",

	"SISSL",

	"SISSL-1.2",

	"SL",

	"SMLNJ",

	"SMPPL",

	"SNIA",

	"SPL-1.0",

	"SSH-OpenSSH",

	"SSH-short",

	"SSPL-1.0",

	"SWL",

	"Saxpath",

	"SchemeReport",

	"Sendmail",

	"Sendmail-8.23",
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	"SimPL-2.0",

	"Sleepycat",

	"Soundex",

	"Spencer-86",

	"Spencer-94",

	"Spencer-99",

	"SugarCRM-1.1.3",

	"SunPro",

	"Symlinks",

	"TAPR-OHL-1.0",

	"TCL",

	"TCP-wrappers",

	"TMate",

	"TORQUE-1.1",

	"TOSL",

	"TPDL",

	"TPL-1.0",

	"TTWL",

	"TTYP0",

	"TU-Berlin-1.0",

	"TU-Berlin-2.0",

	"TermReadKey",

	"UCAR",

	"UCL-1.0",

	"UPL-1.0",

	"URT-RLE",

	"Unicode-DFS-2015",

	"Unicode-DFS-2016",

	"Unicode-TOU",

	"UnixCrypt",

	"Unlicense",

	"VOSTROM",

	"VSL-1.0",

	"Vim",

	"W3C",

	"W3C-19980720",

	"W3C-20150513",

	"WTFPL",

	"Watcom-1.0",

	"Widget-Workshop",

	"Wsuipa",

	"X11",

	"X11-distribute-modifications-variant",

	"XFree86-1.1",

	"XSkat",

	"Xdebug-1.03",

	"Xerox",

	"Xfig",
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	"Xnet",

	"YPL-1.0",

	"YPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-2.0",

	"ZPL-2.1",

	"Zed",

	"Zeeff",

	"Zend-2.0",

	"Zimbra-1.3",

	"Zimbra-1.4",

	"Zlib",

	"blessing",

	"bzip2-1.0.6",

	"check-cvs",

	"checkmk",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.0",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.1",

	"curl",

	"diffmark",

	"dtoa",

	"dvipdfm",

	"eGenix",

	"etalab-2.0",

	"fwlw",

	"gSOAP-1.3b",

	"gnuplot",

	"iMatix",

	"libpng-2.0",

	"libselinux-1.0",

	"libtiff",

	"libutil-David-Nugent",

	"lsof",

	"magaz",

	"metamail",

	"mpi-permissive",

	"mpich2",

	"mplus",

	"pnmstitch",

	"psfrag",

	"psutils",

	"python-ldap",

	"snprintf",

	"ssh-keyscan",

	"swrule",

	"ulem",

	"w3m",

	"xinetd",
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	"xlock",

	"xpp",

	"zlib-acknowledgement"

]

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Troy Goode <troygoode@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012 Yahoo! Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Yahoo! Inc. nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL YAHOO! INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Trent Millar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2015 Jan Lehnardt <jan@apache.org> & Marc Bachmann <https://github.com/marcbachmann>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 GitHub and the TUF Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011:

Tim Koschtzki (tim@debuggable.com)

Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Shannon Moeller <me@shannonmoeller.com> (shannonmoeller.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Julien Fontanet

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Tim Oxley

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.993 ada 2.7.4-r0 
1.993.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
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use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations,

 elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue

 tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor

 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that

 do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction,
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 or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or

 claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.994 tre 1.2.4_git20230717-r4 
1.994.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2020 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Ada Worcester

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek

Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur

Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing

Fangrui Song

Felix Fietkau

Felix Janda

Gianluca Anzolin

Hauke Mehrtens
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He X

Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil

Jens Gustedt

Jeremy Huntwork

Jo-Philipp Wich

Joakim Sindholt

John Spencer

Julien Ramseier

Justin Cormack

Kaarle Ritvanen

Khem Raj

Kylie McClain

Leah Neukirchen

Luca Barbato

Luka

 Perkov

M Farkas-Dyck (Strake)

Mahesh Bodapati

Markus Wichmann

Masanori Ogino

Michael Clark

Michael Forney

Mikhail Kremnyov

Natanael Copa

Nicholas J. Kain

orc

Pascal Cuoq

Patrick Oppenlander

Petr Hosek

Petr Skocik

Pierre Carrier

Reini Urban

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Ryan Fairfax

Samuel Holland

Segev Finer

Shiz

sin

Solar Designer

Stefan Kristiansson

Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs
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Will Dietz

William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and

src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.

 

The AArch64 memcpy and memset code (src/string/aarch64/*) are

Copyright  1999-2019, Arm Limited.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was

originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the

 public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.

 

The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted
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by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream

integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works

produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed

 above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham

John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.

 

This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated

 the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.

 

1.995 openjdk-jre 17.0.10u7 
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1.995.1 Available under license : 
## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## zlib v1.2.11

 

### zlib License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v2.7.2

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/master/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2006  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
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software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly

 different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Some files are under GNU GPL v3 or any later version

- doc/example/pcsc_demo.c

- the files in src/spy/

- the files in UnitaryTests/

 

   Copyright (C) 2003-2014  Ludovic Rousseau

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

    but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Files src/auth.c and src/auth.h are:

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

*

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos <nmav@redhat.com>

 

 

Files src/simclist.c and src/simclist.h are:

* Copyright (c) 2007,2008,2009,2010,2011 Mij <mij@bitchx.it>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby

 granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party
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 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

<pre>

 

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits,

 whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

</pre>
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The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 13.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the
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 "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

This is the copyright file

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA

 FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

jpackage test license file (just some sample text).

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,
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Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.1

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>
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                        Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean

 an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

 but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,

 have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with

 the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any

 Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.10.2

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27
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                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools

 and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

      somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType
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   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors

  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

  THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution
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-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions,

 deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written

 permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms
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 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in

  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other

 program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

 the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent

 must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The

 act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or

 work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program
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 itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on

 the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

 on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself

 accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse
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 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be

 guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING

 ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to

 give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive

 mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not

 permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

#########################################################################

 

--- fthash.c and fthash.h are covered by the following notices ---

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

* Copyright 2001-2015

*   Francesco Zappa Nardelli

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

* OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

 /**************************************************************************

  *

  * This file is based on code from bdf.c,v 1.22 2000/03/16 20:08:50

  *

  * taken from Mark Leisher's xmbdfed package

  *

  */

 

#########################################################################

 

 

--- FreeType 2 PSaux module

 is covered by the following notices ---

 

Copyright 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.
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This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone

 or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept them fully.

 

#########################################################################

 

```

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: APPLICATION_COPYRIGHT

License: APPLICATION_LICENSE_TEXT

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache
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License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact
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 Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this
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deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## PC/SC Lite v1.8.26

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with

explicit written consent.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v19.2.1

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally
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Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************
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```

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use
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  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.
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  You may add Your own copyright statement

 to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.
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The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.1.4

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

 Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity

 authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object

 code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that

 do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and
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  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from

 the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not

 grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless

 required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

 behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## JLine v3.14.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If

 none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written

 prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.
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____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## jQuery v3.5.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.5.1

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.5.1 also includes Sizzle.js
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Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to

 whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================
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PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond
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   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.
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libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v38

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation
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(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal

 in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION,

 ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode
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 Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions

 (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government

 is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995)

and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use,

duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,

OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS

LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION

AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS

PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the
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use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

 and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and

 damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard

to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding

this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said

courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire

 Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

## libpng v1.6.37

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.
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* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of

 such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and

 are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu
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   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20,

 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"
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is defined

 as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright

 notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
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   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)
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The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution
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of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.
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Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following
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 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v8.0.1

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

 

```

****************************************************************************

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute
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this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose,

 without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products

 derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the

 GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.
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We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

****************************************************************************

```

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v67.1

 

### ICU4J License

```

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------
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Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software

 components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

 

 

 

 

From: https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html:
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   Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

 

   For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

       Unicode Copyright

           Copyright  1991-2020

 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

       Definitions

 

       Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

       https://www.unicode.org/reports/

       https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

       Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

       Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

       or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

       http://site.icu-project.org/download/

 

       Terms of Use

           Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms

 and Conditions herein.

           Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files,

subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

           Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and

SOFTWARE can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

           Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

           The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first

page of each PDF code chart.

           All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

           No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the

 "mirror" site.

           Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

       Restricted Rights Legend

           Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance
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with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

       Warranties and Disclaimers

           This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

 errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be

incorporated in new editions of the publication and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or

changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication and/or website at any time.

           If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy

for any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

           EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR

OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED

 TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

       Waiver of Damages

           In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the

damage, including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection

with the use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

       Trademarks & Logos

           The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

           The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy)

 are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may

be changed from time to time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

           All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

       Miscellaneous

           Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you

access this website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all

use of this website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of

the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa

 Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

transfer the dispute to any other forum.

           Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by

posting it to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written

consent.

           Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein,

except for those based on Unicodes net income.

           Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining

provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.

           Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.
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```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/cbbba1d234670453df9c930dfbf510c0474d4301/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
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   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"
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   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the
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distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section

 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
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All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known

 factual inaccuracies.
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3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from

 a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version
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directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

* 

 essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *
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*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts

 of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License.

 Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to
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create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.4.1

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   =========================================================================

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

   ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Commons BCEL distribution.             ==

   =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>
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### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of

 this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation

 of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or

 additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of

 Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

   institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from

 the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

 alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor

 regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether

 in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act

 only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License
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<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

1.996 openjdk 17.0.10 
1.996.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## zlib v1.2.11

 

### zlib License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v2.7.2

 

### Harfbuzz License
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https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/master/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2006  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly
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 different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Some files are under GNU GPL v3 or any later version
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- doc/example/pcsc_demo.c

- the files in src/spy/

- the files in UnitaryTests/

 

   Copyright (C) 2003-2014  Ludovic Rousseau

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

    but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Files src/auth.c and src/auth.h are:

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

*

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*
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* Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos <nmav@redhat.com>

 

 

Files src/simclist.c and src/simclist.h are:

* Copyright (c) 2007,2008,2009,2010,2011 Mij <mij@bitchx.it>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby

 granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall
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not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
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 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

<pre>

 

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits,

 whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

</pre>

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 13.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the

 "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
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 OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample
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code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

This is the copyright file

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA

 FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

jpackage test license file (just some sample text).

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.1

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

     

                        Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean

 an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

 but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,

 have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with

 the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any

 Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.10.2

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools

 and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,
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 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

      somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors

  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,
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 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

  THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions,

 deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.
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   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written

 permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in

  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,
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     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other

 program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

 the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent

 must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The

 act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or

 work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program

 itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on
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 the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

 on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself

 accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution
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 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be

 guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING

 ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to

 give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive

 mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not

 permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

#########################################################################

 

--- fthash.c and fthash.h are covered by the following notices ---

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

* Copyright 2001-2015

*   Francesco Zappa Nardelli

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

* OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

 /**************************************************************************

  *

  * This file is based on code from bdf.c,v 1.22 2000/03/16 20:08:50

  *

  * taken from Mark Leisher's xmbdfed package

  *

  */

 

#########################################################################

 

 

--- FreeType 2 PSaux module

 is covered by the following notices ---

 

Copyright 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone

 or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept them fully.

 

#########################################################################

 

```

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: APPLICATION_COPYRIGHT

License: APPLICATION_LICENSE_TEXT

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further
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distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact

 Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and
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distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on
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OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v19.2.1

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses
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Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :
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Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

## PC/SC Lite v1.8.26

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with

explicit written consent.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>
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Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004
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                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:
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  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement

 to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.1.4

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java
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 Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity

 authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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  not limited to compiled object

 code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that

 do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from

 the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.
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  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not

 grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless

 required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

 behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## JLine v3.14.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
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without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee
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or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If

 none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written

 prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>
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## jQuery v3.5.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.5.1

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.5.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to

 whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.
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Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and
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are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of
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the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v38

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation
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(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal

 in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION,

 ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode
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 Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions

 (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government

 is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995)

and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use,

duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,

OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS

LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION

AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS

PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the
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use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

 and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and

 damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard

to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding

this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said

courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire

 Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

## libpng v1.6.37

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of

 such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute
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this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and

 are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.
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libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20,

 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined

 as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.
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Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright

 notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you
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can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents
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constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute
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 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that
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choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL
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ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free
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   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module
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 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v8.0.1

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

 

```

****************************************************************************

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose,

 without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.
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These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products

 derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the

 GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

****************************************************************************

```

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v67.1

 

### ICU4J License

```

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software

 components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

 

 

 

 

From: https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html:

 

   Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

 

   For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

       Unicode Copyright

           Copyright  1991-2020

 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

       Definitions

 

       Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

       https://www.unicode.org/reports/

       https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

       Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:
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       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

       Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

       or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

       http://site.icu-project.org/download/

 

       Terms of Use

           Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms

 and Conditions herein.

           Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files,

subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

           Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and

SOFTWARE can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

           Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

           The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first

page of each PDF code chart.

           All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

           No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the

 "mirror" site.

           Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

       Restricted Rights Legend

           Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

       Warranties and Disclaimers

           This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

 errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be

incorporated in new editions of the publication and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or

changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication and/or website at any time.

           If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy

for any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

           EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR

OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED
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 TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

       Waiver of Damages

           In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the

damage, including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection

with the use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

       Trademarks & Logos

           The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

           The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy)

 are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may

be changed from time to time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

           All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

       Miscellaneous

           Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you

access this website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all

use of this website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of

the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa

 Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

transfer the dispute to any other forum.

           Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by

posting it to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written

consent.

           Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein,

except for those based on Unicodes net income.

           Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining

provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.

           Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/cbbba1d234670453df9c930dfbf510c0474d4301/public_suffix_li
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st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,
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 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.
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This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section

 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:
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(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known

 factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation
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---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from

 a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *
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*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

* 

 essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts

 of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.
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Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License.

 Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------
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  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.4.1

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   =========================================================================

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

   ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Commons BCEL distribution.             ==

   =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
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 this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation

 of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or

 additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of

 Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

   institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from
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 the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

 alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor

 regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether

 in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act

 only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

1.997 yarn 1.22.19-r0 
1.997.1 Available under license : 

            DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2014 Azer Koulu <azer@roadbeats.com>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Date: Wed, 27 Mar 2019 12:51:12 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Content-Length: 1181

Cache-Control: max-age=3600, public

Content-Disposition: inline

Etag: W/"78309fbf8af4479c47eca65b0c5e3f51"

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: DENY

X-Request-Id: kTsEGIR9zSa

X-Runtime: 0.099649

X-Ua-Compatible: IE=edge

X-Xss-Protection: 1; mode=block

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

Content-Security-Policy: object-src 'none'; worker-src https://assets.gitlab-static.net https://gl-

canary.freetls.fastly.net https://gitlab.com blob:; script-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline' 'unsafe-eval' https://assets.gitlab-

static.net https://gl-canary.freetls.fastly.net https://www.google.com/recaptcha/ https://www.recaptcha.net/

https://www.gstatic.com/recaptcha/ https://apis.google.com; style-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline' https://assets.gitlab-
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static.net https://gl-canary.freetls.fastly.net; img-src * data: blob:; frame-src 'self'

https://www.google.com/recaptcha/

 https://www.recaptcha.net/ https://content.googleapis.com https://content-compute.googleapis.com https://content-

cloudbilling.googleapis.com https://content-cloudresourcemanager.googleapis.com https://*.codesandbox.io; frame-

ancestors 'self'; connect-src 'self' https://assets.gitlab-static.net https://gl-canary.freetls.fastly.net wss://gitlab.com

https://sentry.gitlab.net https://customers.gitlab.com https://snowplow.trx.gitlab.net

 

{

 "name": "kanban",

 "version": "0.0.1",

 "repository": "gitlab.com/leanlabsio/kanban",

 "scripts": {

     "install": "npm install",

     "build": "grunt build",

     "watch": "grunt watch"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "grunt": "~0.4.1",

   "grunt-cli": "~0.1.13",

   "grunt-contrib-copy": "^0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-concat": "~0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-watch": "~0.5.3",

   "grunt-contrib-uglify": "~0.7.0",

   "grunt-sass": "1.0.0",

   "grunt-contrib-connect": "~0.8.0",

   "grunt-connect-proxy": "~0.1.11"

 },

 "dependencies": {

   "angular":

 "=1.5.6",

   "angular-lodash": "https://github.com/EMSSConsulting/angular-lodash.git#68a726c",

   "foundation-sites": "5.5.2",

   "angular-foundation": "https://github.com/pineconellc/angular-foundation.git#8f3f260",

   "angular-loading-bar": "=0.5.2",

   "angular-storage": "=0.0.6",

   "angular-ui-router": "=0.3.0",

   "angularjs-datepicker": "=0.2.15",

   "font-awesome": "=4.6.3",

   "markdown-it": "=5.0.2",

   "markdown-it-emoji": "=1.1.0",

   "ng-sortable": "=1.3.6",

   "sass-flex-mixin": "=1.0.3",

   "lodash": "=4.13.1",

   "twemoji": "=2.1.0",

   "angular-file-upload": "=2.3.4"

 }

}
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(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'none'; style-src 'unsafe-inline'

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: deny

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

ETag: "0a1af9609fef0f7a595f2f227d012cb2d1293568"

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Cache-Control: max-age=300

X-Geo-Block-List:

X-GitHub-Request-Id: 5E5C:25A5:38CB498:3AF94A6:58EE6D99

Content-Length: 556

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:10:34 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-ams4446-AMS

X-Cache: HIT

X-Cache-Hits: 1

X-Timer: S1492020635.816140,VS0,VE1

Vary: Authorization,Accept-Encoding

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

X-Fastly-Request-ID: 62b20c344d8429edb3c0e26b05298855706a2c95

Expires: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:15:34 GMT
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Source-Age: 1

 

{

 "name": "mkdirp",

 "description": "Recursively mkdir, like `mkdir -p`",

 "version": "0.5.1",

 "author": "James Halliday <mail@substack.net> (http://substack.net)",

 "main": "index.js",

 "keywords":

 [

   "mkdir",

   "directory"

 ],

 "repository": {

   "type": "git",

   "url": "https://github.com/substack/node-mkdirp.git"

 },

 "scripts": {

   "test": "tap test/*.js"

 },

 "dependencies": {

   "minimist": "0.0.8"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "mock-fs": "^3.7.0",

   "tap": "^5.4.2"

 },

 "bin": "bin/cmd.js",

 "license": "MIT"

}

b588628e6d6e71a7418c46a7da2dfc9b

{

 "license": ""

}

185bdf33b0bd82cd0d5dd0dd171e98a7

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of __WILDCARD__ nor the

     names of the contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL __WILDCARD__ BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

87c2649e403d59672c3afba588e0269b

// Jest Snapshot v1, https://goo.gl/fbAQLP

 

exports[`list should show licenses of dependencies 1`] = `

"{\\"type\\":\\"warning\\",\\"data\\":\\"package.json: No license field\\"}

{\\"type\\":\\"warning\\",\\"data\\":\\"No license field\\"}

{\\"type\\":\\"tree\\",\\"data\\":{\\"type\\":\\"licenses\\",\\"trees\\":[{\\"name\\":\\"MIT\\",\\"children\\":[{\\"name\\":\\"

is-plain-obj@1.1.0\\",\\"children\\":[{\\"name\\":\\"URL: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-plain-

obj.git\\"},{\\"name\\":\\"VendorUrl: sindresorhus.com\\"},{\\"name\\":\\"VendorName: Sindre Sorhus\\"}]}]}]}}

"

`;

 

exports[`generate-disclaimer should show license texts of dependencies 1`] = `

"{\\"type\\":\\"warning\\",\\"data\\":\\"package.json: No license field\\"}

{\\"type\\":\\"warning\\",\\"data\\":\\"No license field\\"}

{\\"type\\":\\"warning\\",\\"data\\":\\"package.json: No license field\\"}

"

`;

 

exports[`generate-disclaimer should show license texts of dependencies 2`] = `

"THE FOLLOWING SETS FORTH ATTRIBUTION NOTICES

 FOR THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE THAT MAY BE CONTAINED IN PORTIONS OF THE  PRODUCT.

 

-----

 

The following software may be included in this product: is-plain-obj. A copy of the source code may be downloaded

from https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-plain-obj.git. This software contains the following license and notice below:

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the \\"Software\\"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 \\"AS IS\\", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

"

`;

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

8fe51f62055b0b8a6344c3f302d261ca

67e26e37d0de4787942502d537c9670a

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

62e38a0f036cdb588dfd6b4d6a78eee0

eb3cf32fd8b39c3779d98b397ebb5c9e

39369f07db00c738a8efa47620952873

{

 "name": "",

 "version": "",

 "license": "MIT"

}

{

   "dependencies": {

       "yeoman-environment": "1.5.3",

       "yeoman-generator": "0.21.2"

   }

}

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or distribute this software, either in source code form or
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as a compiled binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors of this software dedicate any and all copyright

interest in the software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the

detriment of our heirs and successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of

all present and future rights to this software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to WILDCARD

LICENSE

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Date: Fri, 06 Jan 2017 11:11:50 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Content-Length: 1181

Cache-Control: max-age=3600, public

Content-Disposition: inline

Etag: "78309fbf8af4479c47eca65b0c5e3f51"

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: DENY

X-Request-Id: 5c4c3e5a-c22b-400e-8d89-f3c20700ae34

X-Runtime: 0.120027

X-Ua-Compatible: IE=edge

X-Xss-Protection: 1; mode=block

 

{

 "name": "kanban",

 "version": "0.0.1",

 "repository": "gitlab.com/leanlabsio/kanban",

 "scripts": {

     "install": "npm install",

     "build": "grunt build",

     "watch": "grunt watch"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "grunt": "~0.4.1",

   "grunt-cli": "~0.1.13",

   "grunt-contrib-copy": "^0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-concat": "~0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-watch": "~0.5.3",

   "grunt-contrib-uglify": "~0.7.0",
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   "grunt-sass": "1.0.0",

   "grunt-contrib-connect": "~0.8.0",

   "grunt-connect-proxy": "~0.1.11"

 },

 "dependencies":

 {

   "angular": "=1.5.6",

   "angular-lodash": "https://github.com/EMSSConsulting/angular-lodash.git#68a726c",

   "foundation-sites": "5.5.2",

   "angular-foundation": "https://github.com/pineconellc/angular-foundation.git#8f3f260",

   "angular-loading-bar": "=0.5.2",

   "angular-storage": "=0.0.6",

   "angular-ui-router": "=0.3.0",

   "angularjs-datepicker": "=0.2.15",

   "font-awesome": "=4.6.3",

   "markdown-it": "=5.0.2",

   "markdown-it-emoji": "=1.1.0",

   "ng-sortable": "=1.3.6",

   "sass-flex-mixin": "=1.0.3",

   "lodash": "=4.13.1",

   "twemoji": "=2.1.0",

   "angular-file-upload": "=2.3.4"

 }

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'none'; style-src 'unsafe-inline'; sandbox
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Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: deny

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

ETag: "36952fd724b4f5fc4240d20b883deda155134db3"

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Cache-Control: max-age=300

X-Geo-Block-List:

X-GitHub-Request-Id: F20A:258A9:CAEC81:D518BE:5A205A53

Content-Length: 485

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Thu, 30 Nov 2017 19:21:56 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-mad9433-MAD

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1512069716.351893,VS0,VE140

Vary: Authorization,Accept-Encoding

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

X-Fastly-Request-ID: 182c3a5089ec0a3c1eeb6f16e623487b0393aa8d

Expires: Thu, 30 Nov 2017 19:26:56 GMT

Source-Age: 0

 

{

 "name": "example-yarn-package",

 "version": "1.0.0",

 "description": "An example package to demonstrate Yarn",

 "main": "index.js",

 "repository": {

   "url": "github.com/yarnpkg/example-yarn-package",

    "type": "git"

 },

 "scripts": {

   "test": "jest"

 },

 "author": "Yarn Contributors",

 "license": "BSD-2-Clause",

 "dependencies": {

   "lodash": "^4.16.2"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "jest-cli": "15.1.1"

 },

 "jest": {

   "testEnvironment": "node"

 }

}
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:12:17 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Content-Length: 1181

Cache-Control: max-age=3600, public

Content-Disposition: inline

Etag: "78309fbf8af4479c47eca65b0c5e3f51"

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: DENY

X-Request-Id: 761f390c-89dd-45e4-acf5-65aa8e4f6c6b

X-Runtime: 0.079100

X-Ua-Compatible: IE=edge

X-Xss-Protection: 1; mode=block

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

Content-Security-Policy: object-src 'none'; script-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline' 'unsafe-eval' piwik.gitlab.com

https://www.google.com/recaptcha/ https://www.gstatic.com/recaptcha/; style-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline'; img-src *

data:; frame-src 'self' https://www.google.com/recaptcha/; frame-ancestors 'none'; connect-src 'self' wss://gitlab.com;

report-uri https://sentry-infra.gitlap.com/api/3/csp-report/?sentry_key=a664fdde83424b43a991f25fa7c78987

 

{

 "name": "kanban",

 "version": "0.0.1",

 "repository": "gitlab.com/leanlabsio/kanban",

 

 "scripts": {

     "install": "npm install",

     "build": "grunt build",

     "watch": "grunt watch"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "grunt": "~0.4.1",

   "grunt-cli": "~0.1.13",

   "grunt-contrib-copy": "^0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-concat": "~0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-watch": "~0.5.3",

   "grunt-contrib-uglify": "~0.7.0",

   "grunt-sass": "1.0.0",

   "grunt-contrib-connect": "~0.8.0",

   "grunt-connect-proxy": "~0.1.11"

 },

 "dependencies": {

   "angular": "=1.5.6",

   "angular-lodash": "https://github.com/EMSSConsulting/angular-lodash.git#68a726c",

   "foundation-sites": "5.5.2",

   "angular-foundation": "https://github.com/pineconellc/angular-foundation.git#8f3f260",

   "angular-loading-bar": "=0.5.2",

   "angular-storage": "=0.0.6",
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   "angular-ui-router": "=0.3.0",

   "angularjs-datepicker": "=0.2.15",

   "font-awesome": "=4.6.3",

   "markdown-it": "=5.0.2",

   "markdown-it-emoji": "=1.1.0",

   "ng-sortable": "=1.3.6",

   "sass-flex-mixin": "=1.0.3",

   "lodash":

 "=4.13.1",

   "twemoji": "=2.1.0",

   "angular-file-upload": "=2.3.4"

 }

}

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'none'; style-src 'unsafe-inline'; sandbox

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: deny

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

ETag: "55fa837d7f127a56fd756d85628c1083c68732ed"

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Cache-Control: max-age=300

X-Geo-Block-List:

X-GitHub-Request-Id: 9F1E:3250:1D0EC:1EDAE:5AE042BB

Content-Length: 630

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 08:56:49 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-hhn1527-HHN

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1524646608.075844,VS0,VE1113

Vary: Authorization,Accept-Encoding

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

X-Fastly-Request-ID: 3e8d3619aeb3826f46b8315b852b87f867d5e30d

Expires: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 09:01:49 GMT

Source-Age: 0

 

{

 "name": "beeper",

 "version": "1.1.1",

 "description": "Make your terminal beep",

 "license": "MIT",

 "repository": "sindresorhus/beeper",

 "author": {

   "name": "Sindre Sorhus",
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    "email": "sindresorhus@gmail.com",

   "url": "sindresorhus.com"

 },

 "engines": {

   "node": ">=0.10.0"

 },

 "scripts": {

   "test": "node test.js"

 },

 "files": [

   "index.js"

 ],

 "keywords": [

   "beep",

   "beeper",

   "boop",

   "terminal",

   "term",

   "cli",

   "console",

   "ding",

   "ping",

   "alert",

   "gulpfriendly"

 ],

 "devDependencies": {

   "hooker": "^0.2.3",

   "tape": "^4.0.0"

 }

}

{

 "dependencies": {

   "mime-types": "2.1.11"

 }

}

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name __WILDCARD__ nor the names of __WILDCARD__ contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY __WILDCARD__ "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL __WILDCARD__ BE LIABLE FOR

ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of any contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:10:55 GMT

Content-Type: application/vnd.npm.install-v1+json

Content-Length: 610

Connection: keep-alive

Set-Cookie: __cfduid=ddc37bc882e380e3c017d6989f3ce96021492020655; expires=Thu, 12-Apr-18 18:10:55

GMT; path=/; domain=.yarnpkg.com; HttpOnly

Last-Modified: Sun, 23 Aug 2015 23:36:10 GMT

ETag: W/"55da58ea-b87"

Content-Encoding: gzip

Cache-Control: max-age=300

Accept-Ranges: bytes
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Via: 1.1 varnish

Age: 0

X-Served-By: cache-lcy1136-LCY

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1492020655.232892,VS0,VE18

Vary: Accept-Encoding

Server: cloudflare-nginx

CF-RAY: 34e825270d856a01-LHR
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MIT

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:10:56 GMT

Content-Type: application/vnd.npm.install-v1+json

Content-Length: 934

Connection: keep-alive

Set-Cookie: __cfduid=d01a5b5d367390354f6f638f1e5da5b4e1492020656; expires=Thu, 12-Apr-18 18:10:56 GMT;

path=/; domain=.yarnpkg.com; HttpOnly

Last-Modified: Mon, 06 Feb 2017 08:52:09 GMT

ETag: W/"58983939-13d4"

Content-Encoding: gzip

Cache-Control: max-age=300

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Via: 1.1 varnish

Age: 0

X-Served-By: cache-lcy1141-LCY

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1492020657.777151,VS0,VE18

Vary: Accept-Encoding

Server: cloudflare-nginx

CF-RAY: 34e82530dcb26ac7-LHR
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ed7a38b81d1d08dd3b394fa955502145

{

 "dependencies": {

   "dep-a": "^1.2.0"

 }

}

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

d6b3c6dfb542325af08142319efd1999

{

 "license": "FOOBARWOWOWOOW"

}

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Date: Sun, 29 Dec 2019 14:24:54 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Content-Length: 1181

Cache-Control: max-age=3600, public

Content-Disposition: inline

Etag: W/"78309fbf8af4479c47eca65b0c5e3f51"

Referrer-Policy: strict-origin-when-cross-origin

Set-Cookie:

experimentation_subject_id=IjJjZjk1MWRjLWUzMDgtNDc3ZC05MTlkLTA0MGU5MWFjY2VlOCI%3D--

64f51f0ae3455ebf84d41c0a0a6723703e719689; domain=.gitlab.com; path=/; expires=Thu, 29 Dec 2039 14:24:54 -

0000; secure; HttpOnly

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Download-Options: noopen
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X-Frame-Options: DENY

X-Permitted-Cross-Domain-Policies: none

X-Request-Id: xcIbPa5i6G2

X-Runtime: 0.056763

X-Ua-Compatible: IE=edge

X-Xss-Protection: 1; mode=block

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

Referrer-Policy: strict-origin-when-cross-origin

GitLab-LB: fe-07-lb-gprd

GitLab-SV: web-28-sv-gprd

 

{

 "name": "kanban",

 "version": "0.0.1",

 "repository": "gitlab.com/leanlabsio/kanban",

 "scripts": {

     "install": "npm

 install",

     "build": "grunt build",

     "watch": "grunt watch"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "grunt": "~0.4.1",

   "grunt-cli": "~0.1.13",

   "grunt-contrib-copy": "^0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-concat": "~0.5.0",

   "grunt-contrib-watch": "~0.5.3",

   "grunt-contrib-uglify": "~0.7.0",

   "grunt-sass": "1.0.0",

   "grunt-contrib-connect": "~0.8.0",

   "grunt-connect-proxy": "~0.1.11"

 },

 "dependencies": {

   "angular": "=1.5.6",

   "angular-lodash": "https://github.com/EMSSConsulting/angular-lodash.git#68a726c",

   "foundation-sites": "5.5.2",

   "angular-foundation": "https://github.com/pineconellc/angular-foundation.git#8f3f260",

   "angular-loading-bar": "=0.5.2",

   "angular-storage": "=0.0.6",

   "angular-ui-router": "=0.3.0",

   "angularjs-datepicker": "=0.2.15",

   "font-awesome": "=4.6.3",

   "markdown-it": "=5.0.2",

   "markdown-it-emoji": "=1.1.0",

   "ng-sortable": "=1.3.6",

   "sass-flex-mixin": "=1.0.3",

   "lodash": "=4.13.1",

   "twemoji":
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 "=2.1.0",

   "angular-file-upload": "=2.3.4"

 }

}

dfba5436fd6e2a39fe8f1dab967ed264

190ed565c7a8d360f66674f12e17346c

# THIS IS AN AUTOGENERATED FILE. DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE DIRECTLY.

# yarn lockfile v1

 

 

is-plain-obj@^1.1.0:

 version "1.1.0"

 resolved "https://registry.yarnpkg.com/is-plain-obj/-/is-plain-obj-

1.1.0.tgz#71a50c8429dfca773c92a390a4a03b39fcd51d3e"

121a5f7f21b050373de75a03c225a4b9

cb175c06175bd2d7b5d0bf3f3a707b9e

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL __WILDCARD__ BE LIABLE FOR

ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND

 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

66ad719f64bb5df7bf2f1b89f3f7ec52

{

 "name": "",

 "version": "",

 "license": ""

}
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{

 "name": "",

 "version": "",

 "license": "FOOBARWOWOWOOW"

}

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS __WILDCARD__ IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL __WILDCARD__ BE LIABLE FOR

ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED

 AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS __WILDCARD__,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx/1.10.1

Content-Type: application/octet-stream

Last-Modified: Sun, 23 Aug 2015 23:36:10 GMT

ETag: "55da58ea-1431"

Expires: Sat, 18 Mar 2017 09:24:05 GMT

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET

Cache-Control: max-age=21600

Content-Length: 5169

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:10:57 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Age: 8807

Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-ams4424-AMS

X-Cache: HIT

X-Cache-Hits: 13

X-Timer: S1492020657.425357,VS0,VE0
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Zhiye Li
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

ISC

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Vary: Accept-Language, Cookie

Cache-Control: max-age=900

Content-Type: text/plain

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000; includeSubDomains; preload

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:12:24 GMT

X-Served-By: app-164

Content-Language: en

Accept-Ranges: bytes

ETag: "7cc44e5ab5d1eed762ec480632119379"

X-Static-Version: 44088381797f

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Render-Time: 0.021852016449

Connection: keep-alive

X-Request-Count: 720

Last-Modified: Mon, 28 Mar 2016 23:57:05 GMT

X-Version: 44088381797f

X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN

X-Cache-Info: caching

Content-Length: 525

 

{

 "author": "Hernan Garcia <hernan@dynamicprogrammer.com> (http://blog.dynamicprogrammer.com)",

 "name": "bitbucket-api",

 "description": "A package to access the BitBucket Api.",

 "version": "0.0.8",

 "repository": {
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   "url": "https://hgarcia@bitbucket.org/hgarcia/node-bitbucket-api.git"

 },

 "main": "index.js",

 "scripts": {

   "test": "mocha tests/*.tests.js -t 15000"

 },

 "dependencies":

 {},

 "devDependencies": {

   "should": ""

 },

 "optionalDependencies": {},

 "engines": {

   "node": "*"

 }

}

270f646d1614419a104da1662f416b1c

{

 "contributors": [

   "Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>",

   "James Kyle <loser@yep.com>"

 ]

}

Both the original source code and new contributions in this repository are released under the [W3C 3-clause BSD

license](https://github.com/w3c/web-platform-tests/blob/master/LICENSE.md#w3c-3-clause-bsd-license).

 

# W3C 3-clause BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

*    Redistributions of works must retain the original copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

*    Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the original copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*    Neither the name of the W3C nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this work without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

889f56b52f6ce2fbe19313d43341ba2c

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:11:29 GMT

Content-Type: application/octet-stream

Content-Length: 5169

Connection: keep-alive

Set-Cookie: __cfduid=d486b95f573144a6f389235c7c49b35801492020688; expires=Thu, 12-Apr-18 18:11:28

GMT; path=/; domain=.yarnpkg.com; HttpOnly

Last-Modified: Sun, 23 Aug 2015 23:36:10 GMT

ETag: "55da58ea-1431"

Expires: Fri, 11 Nov 2016 11:23:05 GMT

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET

Cache-Control: max-age=21600

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Via: 1.1 varnish

Age: 17863

X-Served-By: cache-lcy1136-LCY

X-Cache: HIT

X-Cache-Hits: 8

X-Timer: S1492020689.939040,VS0,VE0

Server: cloudflare-nginx

CF-RAY: 34e825f99be806be-LHR
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{

 "license": "MIT"

}

ec527f290497d0aa3272ba1f5aadf7eb

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Morgan Herlocker

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

{}

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

f49785e456e1d399cb4d67dc4aad8f64

BSD-2-Clause

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx/1.10.1

Content-Type: application/octet-stream

Last-Modified: Tue, 26 Jul 2016 10:46:17 GMT

ETag: "57973f79-df6"

Expires: Thu, 09 Mar 2017 13:58:40 GMT

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET

Cache-Control: max-age=21600

Content-Length: 3574

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:11:07 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Age: 8906

Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-ams4432-AMS

X-Cache: HIT

X-Cache-Hits: 19

X-Timer: S1492020667.134560,VS0,VE0
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'none'; style-src 'unsafe-inline'; sandbox

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: deny

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

ETag: "36952fd724b4f5fc4240d20b883deda155134db3"

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Cache-Control: max-age=300

X-Geo-Block-List:

X-GitHub-Request-Id: 73C6:3A6F:4C9B26:521B93:5A205A9B

Content-Length: 485

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Thu, 30 Nov 2017 19:23:08 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish
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Connection: keep-alive

X-Served-By: cache-mad9433-MAD

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1512069788.063184,VS0,VE123

Vary: Authorization,Accept-Encoding

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

X-Fastly-Request-ID: 082c2b71081ca345fdae028f317f58914a3f27fe

Expires: Thu, 30 Nov 2017 19:28:08 GMT

Source-Age: 0

 

{

 "name": "example-yarn-package",

 "version": "1.0.0",

 "description": "An example package to demonstrate Yarn",

 "main": "index.js",

 "repository": {

   "url": "github.com/yarnpkg/example-yarn-package",

    "type": "git"

 },

 "scripts": {

   "test": "jest"

 },

 "author": "Yarn Contributors",

 "license": "BSD-2-Clause",

 "dependencies": {

   "lodash": "^4.16.2"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "jest-cli": "15.1.1"

 },

 "jest": {

   "testEnvironment": "node"

 }

}

{

 "name": "",

 "version": "",

 "contributors": [{

   "name": "Sebastian McKenzie",

   "email": "sebmck@gmail.com"

 }, {

   "name": "James Kyle",

   "email": "loser@yep.com"

 }]

}

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: Yarn
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Upstream-Contact: Yarn Developers <yarn@dan.cx>

Source: http://yarnpkg.com/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2016-present, Yarn Contributors

License: BSD-2-clause

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1
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fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

BSD 2-Clause License

 

For Yarn software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Yarn Contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ca627947ced9207ac291a53628653f23

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'none'; style-src 'unsafe-inline'; sandbox

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Frame-Options: deny

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

ETag: "d5561550f2f68bb15a0801ccab1c6f5362959c40"

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Cache-Control: max-age=300

X-Geo-Block-List:

X-GitHub-Request-Id: 49EE:29366:1920CD4:1A583B0:5A779863

Content-Length: 463

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Date: Sun, 04 Feb 2018 23:33:57 GMT

Via: 1.1 varnish

Connection: keep-alive
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X-Served-By: cache-pao17421-PAO

X-Cache: MISS

X-Cache-Hits: 0

X-Timer: S1517787238.609785,VS0,VE119

Vary: Authorization,Accept-Encoding

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

X-Fastly-Request-ID: b02c8764f6d89b30ee060159193da00b51b9fbd8

Expires: Sun, 04 Feb 2018 23:38:57 GMT

Source-Age: 0

 

{

 "name": "example-yarn-package",

 "description": "An example package to demonstrate Yarn",

 "main": "index.js",

 "repository": {

   "url": "github.com/yarnpkg/example-yarn-package",

    "type": "git"

 },

 "scripts": {

   "test": "jest"

 },

 "author": "Yarn Contributors",

 "license": "BSD-2-Clause",

 "dependencies": {

   "lodash": "^4.16.2"

 },

 "devDependencies": {

   "jest-cli": "15.1.1"

 },

 "jest": {

   "testEnvironment": "node"

 }

}

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2017 18:11:34 GMT

Content-Type: application/octet-stream

Content-Length: 3574

Connection: keep-alive

Set-Cookie: __cfduid=dd0dd2ddd208ff3326c40fc425a725e9c1492020694; expires=Thu, 12-Apr-18 18:11:34 GMT;

path=/; domain=.yarnpkg.com; HttpOnly

Last-Modified: Tue, 26 Jul 2016 10:46:17 GMT

ETag: "57973f79-df6"

Expires: Thu, 09 Mar 2017 16:11:58 GMT

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET

Cache-Control: max-age=21600

Accept-Ranges: bytes

Via: 1.1 varnish
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Age: 2601

X-Served-By: cache-lcy1137-LCY

X-Cache: HIT

X-Cache-Hits: 7

X-Timer: S1492020694.468794,VS0,VE0

Server: cloudflare-nginx

CF-RAY: 34e8261c7cd03602-LHR
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1.998 font-liberation-sans-narrow 1.07.6-r2 
1.998.1 Available under license : 

LICENSE AGREEMENT AND LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY

LIBERATION FONT SOFTWARE

 

This agreement governs the use of the Software and any updates to the Software, regardless of the delivery

mechanism. Subject to the following terms, Red Hat, Inc. ("Red Hat") grants to the user ("Client") a license to this

work pursuant to the GNU General Public License v.2 with the exceptions set forth below and such other terms as

are set forth in this End User License Agreement.

 

1. The Software and License Exception. LIBERATION font software  (the "Software") consists of TrueType-

OpenType formatted font software for rendering LIBERATION typefaces in sans-serif, serif, and monospaced

character styles. You are licensed to use, modify, copy, and distribute the Software pursuant to the GNU General

Public License v.2 with the following exceptions: 

 

 (a) As a special exception, if you create a document which uses this font, and embed this font or unaltered portions

of this font into the document, this font does

 not by itself cause the resulting document to be covered by the GNU General Public License. This exception does

not however invalidate any other reasons why the document might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

If you modify this font, you may extend this exception to your version of the font, but you are not obligated to do so.

If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

 (b) As a further exception, any distribution of the object code of the Software in a physical product must provide

you the right to access and modify the source code for the Software and to reinstall that modified version of the

Software in object code form on the same physical product on which you received it.

 

2. Intellectual Property Rights. The Software and each of its components, including the source code, documentation,

appearance, structure and organization are owned by Red Hat and others and are protected under copyright and other

laws. Title to the Software and

 any component, or to any copy, modification, or merged portion shall remain with the aforementioned, subject to

the applicable license. The "LIBERATION" trademark is a trademark of Red Hat, Inc. in the U.S. and other

countries. This agreement does not permit Client to distribute modified versions of the Software using Red Hat's

trademarks. If Client makes a redistribution of a modified version of the Software, then Client must modify the files

names to remove any reference to the Red Hat trademarks and must not use the Red Hat trademarks in any way to

reference or promote the modified Software.

 

3. Limited Warranty. To the maximum extent permitted under applicable law, the Software is provided and licensed

"as is" without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability, non-

infringement or fitness for a particular purpose. Red Hat does not warrant that the functions contained in the

Software will meet Client's requirements or that the
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 operation of the Software will be entirely error free or appear precisely as described in the accompanying

documentation.

 

4. Limitation of Remedies and Liability. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Red Hat or any Red

Hat authorized dealer will not be liable to Client for any incidental or consequential damages, including lost profits

or lost savings arising out of the use or inability to use the Software, even if Red Hat or such dealer has been advised

of the possibility of such damages.

 

5. General. If any provision of this agreement is held to be unenforceable, that shall not affect the enforceability of

the remaining provisions. This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of North Carolina and of the

United States, without regard to any conflict of laws provisions, except that the United Nations Convention on the

International Sale of Goods shall not apply.

Copyright  2007-2011 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved. LIBERATION is a trademark of Red Hat,

 Inc.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies
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 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the
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 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.999 font-liberation 2.1.5-r2 
1.999.1 Available under license : 

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=6

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"
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subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {

	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

# Contributor: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

# Maintainer: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

pkgname=bsd-games

pkgver=3.2

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="traditional text mode games from BSD"

url="https://github.com/msharov/bsd-games"

arch="all"

license="BSD-3-Clause"

makedepends="ncurses-dev coreutils" # configure causes busybox expr error

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://github.com/msharov/bsd-games/archive/v$pkgver/bsd-games-$pkgver.tar.gz"

options="!check" # no tests

 

build() {

	# some GNU autoconf options are ignored, but it works

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr \

		--sysconfdir=/etc \

		--mandir=/usr/share/man \

		--localstatedir=/var/lib # it really shouldn't be in /var
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	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="

cf5f5a9e5d215ee553486580f9a7dfc9801d254a2806172df201dfc42ecbb05326db7bc25b7624eb8a8e541ad61ec319d

258687609bddae2bc07edcbade2291a  bsd-games-3.2.tar.gz

"

Digitized data copyright (c) 2010 Google Corporation

	with Reserved Font Arimo, Tinos and Cousine.

Copyright (c) 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

	with Reserved Font Name Liberation.

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License,

Version 1.1.

 

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

 

PREAMBLE The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate

worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to support the font

creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide

a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in

partnership with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves.

The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by

 derivative works.  The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license.  The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to

any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

 

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such.

This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the
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copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components

as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting ? in part or in whole ?

any of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or

by porting the Font Software to a new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer

or other person who contributed to

 the Font Software.

 

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,in

  Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

  redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

  contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

  included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

  in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

  binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

  Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the

  corresponding

 Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the

  primary font name as presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

  Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

  Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

  Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

  permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must

  be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed

  under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under

  this license does not apply to any document created using the Font
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  Software.

 

 

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

# Automatically generated by apkbuild-cpan, template 1

# Contributor: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

# Maintainer: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

pkgname=perl-bsd-resource

_pkgreal=BSD-Resource

pkgver=1.2911

pkgrel=6

pkgdesc="Perl extension implements the BSD process resource limit functions"

url="https://metacpan.org/release/BSD-Resource"

arch="all"

license="GPL-1.0-or-later OR Artistic-1.0-Perl"

makedepends="perl-dev"

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://cpan.metacpan.org/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/$_pkgreal-$pkgver.tar.gz"

 

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgreal-$pkgver"

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	PERL_MM_USE_DEFAULT=1 perl Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

}

 

build() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	make

}
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check() {

	make test

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	find "$pkgdir" \( -name perllocal.pod -o -name .packlist \) -delete

}

 

sha512sums="d0032d41c7c0468ed1c6d8f57b885f6cb97a5039d754c8cb60b2067daedaf53bd15fb6561a3d0f828df16

dfa5417f663b8065ba65f4fea16dc9262728b3b6b85

  BSD-Resource-1.2911.tar.gz"

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.16

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"

done

 

package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"

}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}

 

list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx
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	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

1bfdb250bcd36d30f8406e12cfbfc033743e2a323fdf5c5ca869954d997d420b377c56ca3138b533a7353ce01a492f215

dcfa1be4f1558da7dac3a090227ab46  license-list-data-3.16.tar.gz

"

 

1.1000 gnutls 3.8.3-r0 
1.1000.1 Available under license : 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the

person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights

 protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any
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amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims

 and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by

applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation,

rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the

Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's

 express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each

affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the

date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally

invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the

remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

 not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated

claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without

 limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

The "inih" library is distributed under the New BSD license:
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Copyright (c) 2009, Ben Hoyt

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Ben Hoyt nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY BEN HOYT ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL BEN HOYT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##

## For details see http://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## http://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

#

# *** This file is auto-generated ***

#

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
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the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
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and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be
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 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
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accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
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"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
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ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

LICENSING

=========

 

Since GnuTLS version 3.1.10, the core library is released under

the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later

(see doc/COPYING.LESSER for the license terms).

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main GnuTLS library, while the

included applications as well as gnutls-openssl
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library are under the GNU GPL version 3.  The gnutls library is

located in the lib/ and libdane/ directories, while the applications

in src/ and, the gnutls-openssl library is at extra/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

 

Note, however, that the nettle and the gmp libraries which are

GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual

license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+

or the GPLv2+ license.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
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   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read
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<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

====================================================================

Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL

project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and

CRYPTOGAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further

details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor

 the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##

## For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

# Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Andy Polyakov <appro@openssl.org>

# All rights reserved.

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

# are met:

#

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

#      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

#      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

#      provided with the distribution.

#

#     * Neither the name of the Andy Polyakov nor the names of its

#      copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

#      promote products derived from this software without specific

#      prior written permission.

#

# ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

# product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

# License (GPL), in

 which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

# those given above.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

# A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

# OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

# SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

# DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

# THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

# (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

# OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

# *** This file is auto-generated ***
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#

#

# Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

# Copyright (C) 2013 Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos

#

# Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos

#

# This file is part of GnuTLS.

#

# The GnuTLS is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

# modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

# along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

#

# *** This file is auto-generated ***

#

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.1001 tar-stream 3.1.7 
1.1001.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1002 xz-dev 5.4.5-r0 
1.1002.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
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 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
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the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
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to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.
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     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

       Note: The JavaScript files (under the MIT license) have

       been removed from the Doxygen-generated HTML version of the

       liblzma API documentation.

 Doxygen itself is under the GNU GPL

       but the remaining files generated by Doxygen are not affected

       by the licenses used in Doxygen because Doxygen licensing has

       the following exception:

 

           "Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works

           derived from the input used in their production;

           they are not affected by this license."

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find

 public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils
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   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add

 some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.1003 libffi 3.4.4-r3 
1.1003.1 Available under license : 

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2022  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1004 openssl 3.0.7-25.el9_3 
1.1004.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
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  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except
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   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that
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accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble
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The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified
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 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.1005 zlib 1.3.1-r0 
1.1005.1 Available under license : 

Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1006 c-ares 1.24.0-r1 
1.1006.1 Available under license : 

AUTOCONF CONFIGURE SCRIPT EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.0, 18 August 2009

 

Copyright  2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. >http://fsf.org/<

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

This Exception is an additional permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version 3

("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file that bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that the file

is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

The purpose of this Exception is to allow distribution of Autoconf's typical output under terms of the recipient's

choice (including proprietary).

 

   0. Definitions.

 

   "Covered Code" is the source or object code of a version of Autoconf that is a covered work under this License.

 

   "Normally Copied Code" for a version of Autoconf means all parts of its Covered Code which that version can

copy from its code (i.e., not from its input file) into its minimally verbose,

 non-debugging and non-tracing output.

 

   "Ineligible Code" is Covered Code that is not Normally Copied Code.

   1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

   You have permission to propagate output of Autoconf, even if such propagation would otherwise violate the terms

of GPLv3. However, if by modifying Autoconf you cause any Ineligible Code of the version you received to

become Normally Copied Code of your modified version, then you void this Exception for the resulting covered

work. If you convey that resulting covered work, you must remove this Exception in accordance with the second

paragraph of Section 7 of GPLv3.

   2. No Weakening of Autoconf Copyleft.

 

   The availability of this Exception does not imply any general presumption that third-party software is unaffected

by the copyleft requirements of the license of Autoconf.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
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is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
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in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the
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 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
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this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
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conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public

License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically

libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest

you first think carefully about

 whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based

on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are

designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if

you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces

of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you.

 You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you

must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making

changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which
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gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the

library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original

version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that

 a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent

holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the

full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This

license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from

the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries

into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is

legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License

therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public

License

 permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the

ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over

competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for

many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library,

so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A

more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is

little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use

 a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software.

For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the

whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a

program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified

version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code

derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License Agreement applies to any software
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 library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it

may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee

is addressed as "you".

 

   A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

   The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

   "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

 modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus

any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

 this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

       a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

       b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date

of any change.

       c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

       d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility,

 other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure

that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs

whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined

independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table

used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still

compute square roots.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived
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from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this

License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections

 as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

   3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General

 Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU

General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other

change in these notices.

 

   Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

   This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

   4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete

corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

   If distribution of object code is

 made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code

from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

   5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is

therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header

 file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the

source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if

the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether
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it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

   Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the

terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked

directly with the Library itself.

   6. As an

 exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to

produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided

that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging

such modifications.

 

   You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and

its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

       a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library

including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above);

 and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the

Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a

modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of

definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified

definitions.)

       b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1)

uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library

functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

       c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

 three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost

of performing this distribution.

       d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access

to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

       e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

   For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility

programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

   It may happen that this requirement contradicts

 the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a

contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

   7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together

with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the

separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and

provided that you do these two things:
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       a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

       b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined

 form of the same work.

   8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under

this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from

you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

   9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Library or works based on it.

  

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You

are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

   11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not

limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations,

then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

 distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

   12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

   13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number.
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 If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever

published by the Free Software Foundation.

   14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

   15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY,

 TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN

WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY

 TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making

it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these

terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms

 of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the

License, or (at your option) any later version.
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This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by

 James Random Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon >, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

Standard License Header

 

<one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to

the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification, are

permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright notice

and this notice are preserved. This file is offered as-is, without any

warranty.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# c-ares license

 

MIT License

 

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2023 Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.1007 zlib-dev 1.3.1-r0 
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1.1007.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.3.1, January 22nd, 2024

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2024 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1892905402_1706127752.927884/0/zlib-dev-1-3-1-r0-tar-gz/usr/include/zlib.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zconf.h -- configuration of the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2024 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1892905402_1706127752.927884/0/zlib-dev-1-3-1-r0-tar-gz/usr/include/zconf.h
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1.1008 futures 3.4.0 
1.1008.1 Available under license : 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part

 thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship

 of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF
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trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

1.1009 rpm-sign-libs 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 
1.1009.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive

 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided

 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that
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 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
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with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some

 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to
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permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent

 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with

 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must
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 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free
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 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1010 rpm-libs 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 
1.1010.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.
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Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive

 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided

 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that

 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some
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 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library
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General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent

 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with

 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must

 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1011 openssl 3.1.4-r5 
1.1011.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's
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software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source
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code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of
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   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
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specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.
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 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes
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 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of
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 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this
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Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.1012 libcrypto3 3.1.4-r5 
1.1012.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring
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the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these
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terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your
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program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media
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   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard
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    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.1013 libssl3 3.1.4-r5 
1.1013.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:
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 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these
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   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.
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 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection
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 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
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 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.1014 nspr 4.35-r4 
1.1014.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================
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1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:
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   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and
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(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.
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2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the
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Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the

 maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become
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compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*   

                                                                   *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *
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*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions
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Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version

 number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.1015 libssh 0.10.6-r0 
1.1015.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Jan-Lukas Wynen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this
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 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

			    Linking with OpenSSL

 

 17. In addition, as a special exception, we give permission to link the code

of its release of libssh with the OpenSSL project's "OpenSSL" library (or with

modified versions of it that use the same license as the "OpenSSL" library),

and distribute the linked executables. You must obey the GNU Lesser General

Public License in all respects for all of the code used other than "OpenSSL".

If you modify this file, you may extend this exception to your version of the

file, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete

this exception statement from your version.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Some parts are under the BSDv2 License :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Markus Friedl.  All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1016 cjson 1.7.17-r0 
1.1016.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
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This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.1016.2 Available under license : 
Apache License 2.0

Contributors

============

 

Original Author:

- [Dave Gamble](https://github.com/DaveGamble) 

 

Current Maintainer:

- [Max Bruckner](https://github.com/FSMaxB)

- [Alan Wang](https://github.com/Alanscut)

 

Contributors: 

* [Ajay Bhargav](https://github.com/ajaybhargav)

* [AlexanderVasiljev](https://github.com/AlexanderVasiljev)

* [Alper Akcan](https://github.com/alperakcan)

* [Andrew Tang](https://github.com/singku)

* [Andy](https://github.com/mlh0101)

* [Anton Sergeev](https://github.com/anton-sergeev)

* [Benbuck Nason](https://github.com/bnason-nf)

* [Bernt Johan Damslora](https://github.com/bjda)

* [Bob Kocisko](https://github.com/bobkocisko)

* [Christian Schulze](https://github.com/ChristianSch)

* [Casperinous](https://github.com/Casperinous)

* [ChenYuan](https://github.com/zjuchenyuan)

* [Debora Grosse](https://github.com/DeboraG)

* [dieyushi](https://github.com/dieyushi)

* [Dngwn Hung ()](https://github.com/DongwenHuang)

* [Donough Liu](https://github.com/ldm0)

* [Erez Oxman](https://github.com/erez-o)

*

 Eswar Yaganti

* [Evan Todd](https://github.com/etodd)

* [Fabrice Fontaine](https://github.com/ffontaine)

* Ian Mobley

* Irwan Djadjadi

* [hopper-vul](https://github.com/hopper-vul)

* [HuKeping](https://github.com/HuKeping)

* [IvanVoid](https://github.com/npi3pak)

* [Jakub Wilk](https://github.com/jwilk)

* [Jiri Zouhar](https://github.com/loigu)

* [Jonathan Fether](https://github.com/jfether)

* [Joshua Arulsamy](https://github.com/jarulsamy)

* [Julian Ste](https://github.com/julian-st)

* [Julin Vsquez](https://github.com/juvasquezg)

* [Junbo Zheng](https://github.com/Junbo-Zheng)

* [Kevin Branigan](https://github.com/kbranigan)
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* [Kevin Sapper](https://github.com/sappo)

* [Kyle Chisholm](https://github.com/ChisholmKyle)

* [Linus Wallgren](https://github.com/ecksun)

* [MaxBrandtner](https://github.com/MaxBrandtner)

* [Mateusz Szafoni](https://github.com/raiden00pl)

* Mike Pontillo

* [miaoerduo](https://github.com/miaoerduo)

* [mohawk2](https://github.com/mohawk2)

*

 [Mike Jerris](https://github.com/mjerris)

* [Mike Robinson](https://github.com/mhrobinson)

* [Moorthy](https://github.com/moorthy-bs)

* [myd7349](https://github.com/myd7349)

* [NancyLi1013](https://github.com/NancyLi1013)

* Paulo Antonio Alvarez

* [Pawe Malowany](https://github.com/PawelMalowany)

* [Pawel Winogrodzki](https://github.com/PawelWMS)

* [prefetchnta](https://github.com/prefetchnta)

* [Rafael Leal Dias](https://github.com/rafaeldias)

* [Randy](https://github.com/randy408)

* [raiden00pl](https://github.com/raiden00pl)

* [Robin Mallinson](https://github.com/rmallins)

* [Rod Vagg](https://github.com/rvagg)

* [Roland Meertens](https://github.com/rmeertens)

* [Romain Porte](https://github.com/MicroJoe)

* [SANJEEV BA](https://github.com/basanjeev)

* [Sang-Heon Jeon](https://github.com/lntuition)

* [Sayan Bandyopadhyay](https://github.com/saynb)

* [Simon Sobisch](https://github.com/GitMensch)

* [Simon Ricaldone](https://github.com/simon-p-r)

* [Stoian Ivanov](https://github.com/sdrsdr)

*

 [SuperH-0630](https://github.com/SuperH-0630)

* [Square789](https://github.com/Square789)

* [Stephan Gatzka](https://github.com/gatzka)

* [Tony Langhammer](https://github.com/BigBrainAFK)

* [Vemake](https://github.com/vemakereporter)

* [Wei Tan](https://github.com/tan-wei)

* [Weston Schmidt](https://github.com/schmidtw)

* [xiaomianhehe](https://github.com/xiaomianhehe)

* [yangfl](https://github.com/yangfl)

* [yuta-oxo](https://github.com/yuta-oxo)

* [Zach Hindes](https://github.com/zhindes)

* [Zhao Zhixu](https://github.com/zhaozhixu)

* [10km](https://github.com/10km)

 

And probably more people on [SourceForge](https://sourceforge.net/p/cjson/bugs/search/?q=status%3Aclosed-

rejected+or+status%3Aclosed-out-of-date+or+status%3Awont-fix+or+status%3Aclosed-
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fixed+or+status%3Aclosed&page=0)

 

Also thanks to all the people who reported bugs and suggested new features.

Copyright (c) 2009-2017 Dave Gamble and cJSON contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> 2007-14 Mike Karlesky, Mark VanderVoord, Greg Williams

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.1017 ffmpeg 6.1.1-r0 
1.1017.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`
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   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`

 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2
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- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1018 hwdata 0.377.2-r0 
1.1018.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This data is licenced under 2 different licenses

 

1) GNU General Public License, version 2 or later

2) XFree86 1.0 license

 

This data can be used freely under either license.

 

1.1019 ffmpeg-libswresample 6.1.1-r0 
1.1019.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`
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   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`

 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries
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FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.
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The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:
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  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this
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 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1020 ffmpeg-libavcodec 6.1.1-r0 
1.1020.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to
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FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`
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   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`

 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid
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When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
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General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
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 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
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      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option
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 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
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GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately
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 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
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   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright
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 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered
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 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1021 glib 2.78.4-r0 
1.1021.1 Available under license : 

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in

any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright

notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies.  Commercial

redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not

redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than

those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or

translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to

the modified or translated version available in electronic form

without charge.  However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work

shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

 

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain,

and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

 

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

 WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the

 preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)

 to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated

within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination

 of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent

litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent

licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright,

 patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not

pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the

 NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the

License.
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    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different

license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative

Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the

conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the

 trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent

 acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect,

special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or

inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been

advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless

 for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such

warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable

 law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom

 to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
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Also, for

 each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for

this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that

what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'

reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under

 the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

    b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

 charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

    c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started
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running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

 works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

     a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

    b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

    c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work,

 complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs,

unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.
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Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense

 or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

 and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the

 Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use

 of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
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which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

 Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU

ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

 use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and

change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does. Copyright (C) yyyy name of author

 

    This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.
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    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA. Also add

information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the

names:

 

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public

License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically

libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest
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you first think carefully

 about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case,

based on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are

designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if

you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces

of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the

rights that we gave you.

 You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you

must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making

changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which

gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the

library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original

version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that

 a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent

holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the

full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This

license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from

the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries

into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is

legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License

therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public

License

 permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the

ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over

competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for

many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library,
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so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A

more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is

little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to

 use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free

software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use

the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a

program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified

version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the

difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code

derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software

 library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it

may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee

is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with

application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A

"work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications

 to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing

it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to

 the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
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protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application

program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed

 when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does

not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains

meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent

of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this

function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square

roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the

same sections as part of a whole which is a work

 based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for

other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on

the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given

copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License.

 (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public

License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or

executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete

corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

 equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by

being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the

Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is

therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for

the work may be a derivative

 work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can

be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms

of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly

with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library"

 with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your

choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering

for debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its

use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing

the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

 

    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including

whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work

is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work
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 that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to

produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the

contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the

modified definitions.)

 

    b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses

at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions

into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as

long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

    c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

 than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access

to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

 

    e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a

copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs

needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need

not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components

(compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not

normally accompany the operating system. Such

 a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with

other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and

explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly

 provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library

is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you
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permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you

indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a

license from

 the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You

may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way

 you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what

 is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not

specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision

will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS"

WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.

SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply

 These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making

it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these

terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and

a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

    Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

    This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

     This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser

General Public License for more details.
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    You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write

to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA Also add

information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

This work is provided "as is"; redistribution and modification

in whole or in part, in any medium, physical or electronic is

permitted without restriction.

 

This work is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

In no event shall the authors or contributors be liable for any

direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential

damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute

goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business

interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether

in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or

otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even

if advised of the possibility of such damage.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

  As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

  of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

  may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

  with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

  In addition, if you combine or link compiled forms of this Software with

  software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

  court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

  3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

  conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

  prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

  the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

  Software.

Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development

community for the electronic transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code

notice required by Exhibit A.

 

     1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code

or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
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Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code

notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

 License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all

modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation

of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known,

available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License or a future version of this License

 issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-

exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

 

         a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

         b. under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using

 or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of

the Original Code (or portions thereof).

         c. the licenses granted in this Section 2.1 (a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

Original Code under the terms of this License.

         d. Notwithstanding Section 2.1 (b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the

Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the

Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant. Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute

 the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other

Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

         b. under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor
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either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions

of such combination).

         c. the licenses granted in Sections 2.2 (a) and 2.2 (b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes

Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

         d. Notwithstanding Section 2.2 (b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the

 Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License. The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the

terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or

impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the

recipients' rights hereunder. However,

 You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code. Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made

available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or

via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available;

and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months

after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular

Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code

version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications. You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file

 documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a

prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the

Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

 

         (a) Third Party Claims

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to

exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with

the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient

detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is

made

 available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor

makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.
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         (b) Contributor APIs

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of

patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this

information in the LEGAL file.

 

         (c) Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4 (a) above, Contributor believes that

Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the

rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices. You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A

 in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its

structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to

the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code

where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to

charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code.

However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

 for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions. You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

requirements of Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice

stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a

description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously

included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe

recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or

ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that

You are in compliance with the terms of this License and

 that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code

version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license

You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the

Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for

any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by

the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

 with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a)

comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included
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with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description

must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related

Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions

    Once

 Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it

under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms

applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which

is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases

"Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear

in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your

version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License.

(Filling in the name of

 the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be

deemed to be modifications of this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES

THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST

OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS

AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. Termination

 

    8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

 with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to

the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by

their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
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    8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions)

against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is

referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

 

         a. such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights

granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from

Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to

pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

 royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation

claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable

royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not

withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the

expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

         b. any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly

infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked

effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

 

    8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor

Version

 directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant

under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding

distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH

PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,

 WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. government end users

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48

C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June

1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those
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 rights set forth herein.

 

11. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen

of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this

License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue

lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation,

court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

Contracts for the International

 Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

12. Responsibility for claims

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. Multiple-licensed code

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means

that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the MPL or the

alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

Exhibit A - Mozilla Public License.

 

"The

 contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under

the License.

 

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

_______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in

which case the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of

your
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 version of this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file

under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other

provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version

of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the

Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code

for Your Modifications.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons")

 that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal
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 effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

   

 thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the

 Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the
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extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable

 law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

 by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

 respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.1022 ffmpeg-libavformat 6.1.1-r0 
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1.1022.1 Available under license : 
# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`
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   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`

 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264
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- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
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License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to
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      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand
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 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
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the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1023 ffmpeg-libavutil 6.1.1-r0 
1.1023.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`
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- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`
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 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with
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version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library
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with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If
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  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing
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 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR
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 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
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is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
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in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the
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 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
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patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1024 python 3.9.18-1.el9_3.1 
1.1024.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

 

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group
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Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)
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   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1
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1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.
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CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material
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breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER
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 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will
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govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.

 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1025 sqlite 3.34.1-7.el9_3 
1.1025.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

 *   May you do good and not evil.

 *   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

 *   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.1026 rpm 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 
1.1026.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.
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This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive

 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided
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 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that

 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
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 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,
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we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some

 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent

 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with
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 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must

 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
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   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through
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 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1027 xdg-utils 1.1.3-r4 
1.1027.1 Available under license : 

#

#   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

#   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

#   to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

#   the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

#   and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

#   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

#

#   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

#   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

#   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

#   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

#   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

#   THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

#   OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

#   ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

#   OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1028 signxml 3.2.1 
1.1028.1 Available under license : 

SignXML is a free open source implementation of the XML Signature and XAdES standards. The SignXML project

is staffed by

volunteers. If you are using this library in a for-profit project, please contribute to SignXML development and

maintenance using the "Sponsor" button on the SignXML GitHub project page, https://github.com/XML-

Security/signxml. If

you are looking for support with your commercial XML Signature or XAdES based application, please donate and

contact
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SignXML developers using the issue tracker on the SignXML project page or the contact information listed in

README.rst.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work
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 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1029 icu-data-full 74.1-r0 
1.1029.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	
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LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation

 rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references
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# LDflags that pkgdata will use

BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

 

1.1030 font-noto-math 23.7.1-r0 
1.1030.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1031 font-opensans 0_git20210927-r1 
1.1031.1 Available under license : 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1704"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1288" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1604" y="295"/>
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     <point x="1604" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1604" y="1167"/>

     <point x="1268" y="1483"/>

     <point x="852" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="424" y="1483"/>

     <point x="100" y="1147"/>

     <point x="100" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="100" y="295"/>

     <point x="416" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="883" y="262" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="979" y="262"/>

     <point x="1040" y="283"/>

     <point x="1106" y="311" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1106" y="453" type="line"/>

     <point x="1038" y="426"/>

     <point x="954" y="406"/>

     <point x="891" y="406" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

    

 <point x="711" y="406"/>

     <point x="639" y="522"/>

     <point x="639" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="639" y="932"/>

     <point x="731" y="1055"/>

     <point x="893" y="1055" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="950" y="1055"/>

     <point x="1016" y="1036"/>

     <point x="1083" y="1001" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1143" y="1139" type="line"/>

     <point x="1067" y="1178"/>

     <point x="975" y="1200"/>

     <point x="891" y="1200" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="616" y="1200"/>

     <point x="467" y="1004"/>

     <point x="467" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="467" y="449"/>

     <point x="604" y="262"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="111" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="494" y="111"/>

     <point x="240" y="369"/>

     <point x="240" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="240" y="1094"/>

     <point x="502" y="1354"/>

     <point x="852" y="1354" type="curve"
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 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1198" y="1354"/>

     <point x="1460" y="1073"/>

     <point x="1460" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1460" y="369"/>

     <point x="1188" y="111"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1692"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="838" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1278" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1606" y="289"/>

     <point x="1606" y="727" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1606" y="1159"/>

     <point x="1288" y="1483"/>

     <point x="848" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="422" y="1483"/>

     <point x="86" y="1178"/>

     <point x="86" y="729" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="86" y="305"/>

     <point x="385" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="879" y="266" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="971" y="266"/>

     <point x="1055" y="287"/>

     <point x="1135" y="326" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1135" y="502" type="line"/>

     <point x="1057" y="463"/>

     <point x="973" y="442"/>

     <point x="897" y="442" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point
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 x="741" y="442"/>

     <point x="666" y="530"/>

     <point x="666" y="723" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="666" y="924"/>

     <point x="750" y="1018"/>

     <point x="895" y="1018" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="956" y="1018"/>

     <point x="1026" y="1001"/>

     <point x="1096" y="967" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1174" y="1122" type="line"/>

     <point x="1077" y="1169"/>

     <point x="979" y="1194"/>

     <point x="877" y="1194" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="608" y="1194"/>

     <point x="451" y="1020"/>

     <point x="451" y="729" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="451" y="436"/>

     <point x="608" y="266"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="115" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="506" y="115"/>

     <point x="240" y="356"/>

     <point x="240" y="725" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="240" y="1077"/>

     <point x="481" y="1348"/>

     <point x="844" y="1348" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1190" y="1348"/>

     <point x="1450" y="1100"/>

     <point x="1450" y="727" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1450" y="367"/>

     <point x="1204" y="115"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">
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 <advance width="1700"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="846" y="-17" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1291" y="-17"/>

     <point x="1600" y="298"/>

     <point x="1600" y="729" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1600" y="1152"/>

     <point x="1301" y="1481"/>

     <point x="851" y="1481" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="426" y="1481"/>

     <point x="99" y="1181"/>

     <point x="99" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="99" y="310"/>

     <point x="390" y="-17"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="890" y="286" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="971" y="286"/>

     <point x="1048" y="301"/>

     <point x="1119" y="332" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1119" y="408" type="line"/>

     <point x="1039" y="376"/>

     <point x="968" y="363"/>

     <point x="900" y="363" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point

 x="682" y="363"/>

     <point x="561" y="483"/>

     <point x="561" y="732" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="561" y="963"/>

     <point x="676" y="1098"/>

     <point x="887" y="1098" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="963" y="1098"/>

     <point x="1039" y="1081"/>

     <point x="1105" y="1051" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1139" y="1122" type="line"/>

     <point x="1064" y="1157"/>

     <point x="978" y="1177"/>

     <point x="887" y="1177" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="622" y="1177"/>

     <point x="471" y="1006"/>

     <point x="471" y="730" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="471" y="440"/>

     <point x="630" y="286"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="846" y="55" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>
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     <point x="448" y="55"/>

     <point x="176" y="340"/>

     <point x="176" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="176" y="1120"/>

     <point x="450" y="1407"/>

     <point x="849" y="1407" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1249" y="1407"/>

     <point x="1523" y="1114"/>

     <point x="1523" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1523" y="352"/>

     <point x="1253" y="55"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1688"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="846" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1292" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1595" y="291"/>

     <point x="1595" y="725" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1595" y="1167"/>

     <point x="1278" y="1483"/>

     <point x="842" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="412" y="1483"/>

     <point x="92" y="1174"/>

     <point x="92" y="735" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="92" y="319"/>

     <point x="381" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="850" y="262" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="948" y="262"/>

     <point x="1038" y="283"/>
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     <point x="1122" y="326" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1122" y="537" type="line"/>

     <point x="1042" y="492"/>

     <point x="952" y="469"/>

     <point x="872" y="469" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point

 x="725" y="469"/>

     <point x="662" y="547"/>

     <point x="662" y="721" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="662" y="909"/>

     <point x="735" y="991"/>

     <point x="864" y="991" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="926" y="991"/>

     <point x="997" y="973"/>

     <point x="1069" y="936" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1161" y="1120" type="line"/>

     <point x="1057" y="1171"/>

     <point x="950" y="1198"/>

     <point x="840" y="1198" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="561" y="1198"/>

     <point x="406" y="1026"/>

     <point x="406" y="733" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="406" y="434"/>

     <point x="569" y="262"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="848" y="131" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="518" y="131"/>

     <point x="264" y="367"/>

     <point x="264" y="727" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="264" y="1069"/>

     <point x="494" y="1331"/>

     <point x="840" y="1331" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

      <point x="1171" y="1331"/>

     <point x="1423" y="1090"/>

     <point x="1423" y="733" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1423" y="393"/>

     <point x="1194" y="131"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>
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   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

# This is the list of people who have contributed to this project,

# and includes those not listed in AUTHORS.txt because they are not

# copyright authors. For example, company employees may be listed

# here because their company holds the copyright and is listed there.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file, either J's

# name or J's organization's name should be added to AUTHORS.txt

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

# Name <email address>

 

Micah Stupak <micah@measureandfit.co> 

Marc Foley <m.foley.88@gmail.com> 

Meir Sadan <meirsadan@gmail.com>  

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1704"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1285" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1604" y="298"/>

     <point x="1604" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1604" y="1162"/>

     <point x="1270" y="1483"/>

     <point x="852" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="419" y="1483"/>

     <point x="100" y="1166"/>

     <point x="100" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="100" y="298"/>

     <point x="416" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="884" y="274" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="979" y="274"/>

     <point x="1042" y="295"/>

     <point x="1108" y="324" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1108" y="446" type="line"/>

     <point x="1039" y="418"/>

     <point x="958" y="399"/>

     <point x="891" y="399" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

    

 <point x="708" y="399"/>

     <point x="627" y="517"/>
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     <point x="627" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="627" y="936"/>

     <point x="725" y="1062"/>

     <point x="894" y="1062" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="956" y="1062"/>

     <point x="1022" y="1043"/>

     <point x="1089" y="1009" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1145" y="1125" type="line"/>

     <point x="1069" y="1163"/>

     <point x="980" y="1186"/>

     <point x="892" y="1186" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="627" y="1186"/>

     <point x="478" y="997"/>

     <point x="478" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="478" y="453"/>

     <point x="615" y="274"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="82" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="476" y="82"/>

     <point x="209" y="374"/>

     <point x="209" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="209" y="1107"/>

     <point x="479" y="1380"/>

     <point x="852" y="1380" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1226" y="1380"/>

     <point x="1494" y="1087"/>

     <point x="1494" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1494" y="356"/>

     <point x="1207" y="82"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1700"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>
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 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="844" y="-16" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1296" y="-16"/>

     <point x="1599" y="299"/>

     <point x="1599" y="727" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1599" y="1151"/>

     <point x="1305" y="1479"/>

     <point x="852" y="1479" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="422" y="1479"/>

     <point x="100" y="1182"/>

     <point x="100" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="100" y="301"/>

     <point x="391" y="-16"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="897" y="293" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="979" y="293"/>

     <point x="1057" y="307"/>

     <point x="1126" y="336" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1126" y="383" type="line"/>

     <point x="1044" y="352"/>

     <point x="975" y="342"/>

     <point x="907" y="342" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

    

 <point x="664" y="342"/>

     <point x="524" y="471"/>

     <point x="524" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="524" y="975"/>

     <point x="647" y="1120"/>

     <point x="883" y="1120" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="967" y="1120"/>

     <point x="1049" y="1102"/>

     <point x="1112" y="1073" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1135" y="1118" type="line"/>

     <point x="1065" y="1151"/>

     <point x="979" y="1171"/>

     <point x="885" y="1171" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="616" y="1171"/>

     <point x="469" y="1004"/>

     <point x="469" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="469" y="442"/>

     <point x="635" y="293"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="844" y="35" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="422" y="35"/>

     <point x="154" y="336"/>
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     <point x="154" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="154" y="1137"/>

     <point x="438" y="1427"/>

     <point x="848" y="1427" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1270" y="1427"/>

     <point x="1546" y="1120"/>

     <point x="1546" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1546" y="340"/>

     <point x="1268" y="35"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1700"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="849" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1284" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1602" y="295"/>

     <point x="1602" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1602" y="1153"/>

     <point x="1295" y="1483"/>

     <point x="850" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="431" y="1483"/>

     <point x="98" y="1178"/>

     <point x="98" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="98" y="321"/>

     <point x="387" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="881" y="276" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="960" y="276"/>

     <point x="1037" y="293"/>

     <point x="1108" y="325" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1108" y="442" type="line"/>
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     <point x="1032" y="409"/>

     <point x="958" y="393"/>

     <point x="891" y="393" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point

 x="708" y="393"/>

     <point x="612" y="500"/>

     <point x="612" y="733" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="612" y="946"/>

     <point x="716" y="1067"/>

     <point x="892" y="1067" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="957" y="1067"/>

     <point x="1025" y="1053"/>

     <point x="1094" y="1020" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1144" y="1127" type="line"/>

     <point x="1063" y="1165"/>

     <point x="977" y="1184"/>

     <point x="889" y="1184" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="629" y="1184"/>

     <point x="473" y="1008"/>

     <point x="473" y="727" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="473" y="437"/>

     <point x="623" y="276"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="849" y="82" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="484" y="82"/>

     <point x="207" y="345"/>

     <point x="207" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="207" y="1097"/>

     <point x="467" y="1380"/>

     <point x="850" y="1380" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1220" y="1380"/>

     <point x="1492" y="1106"/>

     <point x="1492" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1492" y="368"/>

     <point x="1233" y="82"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>
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 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1704"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="-16" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1264" y="-16"/>

     <point x="1602" y="319"/>

     <point x="1602" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1602" y="1118"/>

     <point x="1288" y="1479"/>

     <point x="852" y="1479" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="444" y="1479"/>

     <point x="102" y="1157"/>

     <point x="102" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="102" y="322"/>

     <point x="414" y="-16"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="891" y="293" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="983" y="293"/>

     <point x="1057" y="307"/>

     <point x="1126" y="336" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1126" y="385" type="line"/>

     <point x="1044" y="354"/>

     <point x="987" y="344"/>

     <point x="891" y="344" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

    

 <point x="682" y="344"/>

     <point x="526" y="473"/>

     <point x="526" y="729" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="526" y="969"/>

     <point x="680" y="1118"/>

     <point x="899" y="1118" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1001" y="1118"/>

     <point x="1071" y="1100"/>

     <point x="1135" y="1071" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1157" y="1118" type="line"/>

     <point x="1087" y="1151"/>

     <point x="1018" y="1171"/>

     <point x="899" y="1171" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="647" y="1171"/>

     <point x="471" y="997"/>

     <point x="471" y="729" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="471" y="436"/>
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     <point x="639" y="293"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="35" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="436" y="35"/>

     <point x="156" y="352"/>

     <point x="156" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="156" y="1118"/>

     <point x="461" y="1427"/>

     <point x="852" y="1427" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1251" y="1427"/>

     <point x="1548" y="1106"/>

     <point x="1548" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1548" y="360"/>

     <point x="1251" y="35"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1704"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="-17" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1273" y="-17"/>

     <point x="1603" y="310"/>

     <point x="1603" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1603" y="1136"/>

     <point x="1281" y="1481"/>

     <point x="852" y="1481" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="434" y="1481"/>

     <point x="101" y="1161"/>

     <point x="101" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="101" y="312"/>

     <point x="415" y="-17"/>

   </contour>
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   <contour>

     <point x="888" y="285" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="982" y="285"/>

     <point x="1051" y="302"/>

     <point x="1119" y="331" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1119" y="411" type="line"/>

     <point x="1042" y="381"/>

     <point x="975" y="367"/>

     <point x="891" y="367" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

    

 <point x="693" y="367"/>

     <point x="568" y="491"/>

     <point x="568" y="730" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="568" y="955"/>

     <point x="699" y="1094"/>

     <point x="897" y="1094" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="982" y="1094"/>

     <point x="1050" y="1076"/>

     <point x="1116" y="1045" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1152" y="1121" type="line"/>

     <point x="1080" y="1156"/>

     <point x="1002" y="1177"/>

     <point x="896" y="1177" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="639" y="1177"/>

     <point x="474" y="997"/>

     <point x="474" y="730" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="474" y="443"/>

     <point x="629" y="285"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="852" y="55" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="453" y="55"/>

     <point x="178" y="361"/>

     <point x="178" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="178" y="1114"/>

     <point x="469" y="1407"/>

     <point x="852" y="1407" type="curve"

 smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1241" y="1407"/>

     <point x="1525" y="1098"/>

     <point x="1525" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1525" y="359"/>

     <point x="1233" y="55"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>
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     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<glyph name="copyright" format="2">

 <advance width="1688"/>

 <unicode hex="00A9"/>

 <outline>

   <contour>

     <point x="844" y="-20" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1280" y="-20"/>

     <point x="1595" y="295"/>

     <point x="1595" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1595" y="1167"/>

     <point x="1280" y="1483"/>

     <point x="844" y="1483" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="408" y="1483"/>

     <point x="92" y="1167"/>

     <point x="92" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="92" y="295"/>

     <point x="408" y="-20"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="846" y="262" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="952" y="262"/>

     <point x="1034" y="283"/>

     <point x="1118" y="326" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1118" y="557" type="line"/>

     <point x="1036" y="510"/>

     <point x="946" y="489"/>

     <point x="860" y="489" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point

 x="739" y="489"/>

     <point x="682" y="561"/>

     <point x="682" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="682" y="887"/>

     <point x="748" y="971"/>

     <point x="854" y="971" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="932" y="971"/>

     <point x="995" y="952"/>

     <point x="1065" y="915" type="curve"/>

     <point x="1157" y="1120" type="line"/>

     <point x="1059" y="1169"/>
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     <point x="958" y="1198"/>

     <point x="836" y="1198" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="547" y="1198"/>

     <point x="401" y="1014"/>

     <point x="401" y="735" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="401" y="449"/>

     <point x="551" y="262"/>

   </contour>

   <contour>

     <point x="844" y="143" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="506" y="143"/>

     <point x="272" y="385"/>

     <point x="272" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="272" y="1077"/>

     <point x="506" y="1319"/>

     <point x="844" y="1319" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

      <point x="1178" y="1319"/>

     <point x="1411" y="1077"/>

     <point x="1411" y="731" type="curve" smooth="yes"/>

     <point x="1411" y="385"/>

     <point x="1178" y="143"/>

   </contour>

 </outline>

 <lib>

   <dict>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.category</key>

     <string>Symbol</string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.script</key>

     <string></string>

     <key>com.schriftgestaltung.Glyphs.subCategory</key>

     <string>Other</string>

   </dict>

 </lib>

</glyph>

 

1.1032 font-noto-bengali 23.7.1-r0 
1.1032.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1033 font-noto-symbols 23.7.1-r0 
1.1033.1 Available under license : 

  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking

 systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution
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 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1034 font-noto-gurmukhi 23.7.1-r0 
1.1034.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1035 wayland-libs-server 1.22.0-r4 
1.1035.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008-2012 Kristian Hgsberg

Copyright  2010-2012 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2011 Benjamin Franzke

Copyright  2012 Collabora, Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.1036 font-noto-devanagari 23.7.1-r0 
1.1036.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1037 libxslt-dev 1.1.39-r0 
1.1037.1 Available under license : 

DocBk XML V3.1.7 DTD

Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/xml/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/
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Licence for libxslt except libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licence for libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Thomas Broyer, Charlie Bozeman and Daniel Veillard.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
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IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the authors shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Simplified DocBook XML V4.1.2.4 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook XML V4.1.2 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992-2000 HaL Computer Systems, Inc.,

 O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software

 Corporation, Norman Walsh, and the Organization for the

 Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Simplified DocBk XML V3.1.7.1 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBk XML DTD, which is in turn based

on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,
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 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without

 expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

 

1.1038 font-noto-telugu 23.7.1-r0 
1.1038.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,
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 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1039 libcamera-ipa 0.1.0-r1 
1.1039.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) <year> <owner>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
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this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES

NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE

AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION

ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE

OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION

OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive

Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent

owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or

a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably

 and without fear of later claims

of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and

redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes,

including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production

of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater

distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.
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For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with

a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or

her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended

legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1.

 Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected

by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights").

Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

 

i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

and translate a Work;

 

     ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

depicted in a Work;

 

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject

to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

in a Work;

 

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection

of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive);

 and

 

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions),

(iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv)

for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising

or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the

benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment
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 of Affirmer's

heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject

to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so

judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non

transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i)

in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable

law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future

 medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes

(the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0

was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of

the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights

in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with

respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement

of Purpose.

 

  4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered,

licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations

 or warranties

of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other

defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable,

all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims

responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other

rights required for any use of the Work.

 

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party
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to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or

use of the Work.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU
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 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the

successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version

number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially

designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation

and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest

you first think carefully

 about whether this license or the ordinary General

Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based

on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price.
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Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you

can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you.

 You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link

other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the

recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes

to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library,

and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no

warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone

else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not

the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be

affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free

program. We wish to make sure that

 a company cannot effectively restrict the

users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder.

Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the

library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this

license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU

General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary

General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order

to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared

library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a

derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore

permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.
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The Lesser General Public License

 permits more lax criteria for linking other

code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less

to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It

also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing

non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary

General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides

advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the

widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard.

To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more

frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free

libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library

to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use

 a particular library in non-free programs

enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For

example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables

many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant,

the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users'

freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the

Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified

version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the

library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived

from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in

order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library

 or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General

Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared

so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some

of those functions and data) to form executables.
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The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has

been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either

the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications

to

 it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all

modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program

using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of

the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends

on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer

of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to

the

 absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with

the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

     a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all

third parties under the terms of this License.

 

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of

data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other

than as an argument passed when the facility
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 is invoked, then you must make

a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever

part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose

that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection

2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function

must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function

must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Library,

 the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with

the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License

instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must

alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License.

(If a newer

 version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy,

so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies

and derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library

into a program that is not a library.
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4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated

place, then offering equivalent access

 to copy the source code from the same

place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but

is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it,

is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not

a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of

this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an

executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions

of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable

is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution

of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that

is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work

of the

 Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if

the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts

and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less

in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of

whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object

code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute

the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables

containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked

directly with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work

that uses the Library" with the Library

 to produce a work containing portions

of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided

that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use
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and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library

is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among

them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License.

Also, you must do one of these things:

 

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which

must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an

executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work

that uses the Library",

 as object code and/or source code, so that the user

can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents

of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile

the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library

already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library

functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified

version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for

a charge no more than the cost of performing

 this distribution.

 

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated

place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from

the same place.

 

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or

that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must

include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable

from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of
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other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system.

Such a contradiction means you cannot use

 both them and the Library together

in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side

in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by

this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities

is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the

Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed

under the terms of the Sections above.

 

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of

it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying

uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

 to

copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library

(or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute, link with

 or modify the Library subject to these terms

and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your
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obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would

 be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of

 this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address

new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version

 published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version

ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author
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to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop

 a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can

redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under

these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.>

 

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
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the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will

 be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more

details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51

Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

 

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

 

by James Random Hacker.

 

< signature of Ty Coon > , 1 April 1990

 

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to
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most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software

is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply

it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

 freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for

 each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients

to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually

obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under
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 the terms

of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation

in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program

is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been

made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program

does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately

publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;

keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this

License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

licensed as a whole at no charge

 to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most

ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate

copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that

you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

(Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print

such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print
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an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works.

 But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with

the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section

2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany

 it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give

any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing

source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on

a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute

corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial

distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable

form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means

 all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation
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of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to

copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except

as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the

 Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated

so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program

(or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of

the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar

in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Program does not specify a version

 number of this License, you may choose

any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse

of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY
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11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the

 best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.>

 

Copyright (C) <yyyy> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a
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 copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software,

and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show

c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks

or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright

 disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision'

(which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice This General

Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary

programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more

useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this

is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead

of this License.

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium Authors

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.
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//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and
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conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following

 considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses,

 a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons

 Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public
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License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For

 purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section

 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.
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 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this

 Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

     equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.
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      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

       4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under

 the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected
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 with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

          licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;
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               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

       

         v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.

 

    In

 addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.
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Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

  a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE

 LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

 

   ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent
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    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement

 by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and
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     shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative

 Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of

 doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International

 

Creative Commons Corporation (Creative Commons) is not a law firm and does not provide legal services or legal

advice. Distribution of Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or other relationship.

Creative Commons makes its licenses and related information available on an as-is basis. Creative Commons gives
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no warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their terms and conditions, or any related

information. Creative Commons disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the fullest extent

possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and conditions that creators and other rights

holders may use to share original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright and certain other rights

specified in the public license below. The following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive,

 and do not form part of our licenses.

 

Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are intended for use by those authorized to give the public

permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms and conditions of the license they choose before

applying it. Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before applying our licenses so that the public can

reuse the material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any material not subject to the license. This includes

other CC-licensed material, or material used under an exception or limitation to copyright. More considerations for

licensors.

 

Considerations for the public: By using one of our public licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If the licensors permission is not necessary for any reasonfor

example, because of any

 applicable exception or limitation to copyrightthen that use is not regulated by the license. Our licenses grant only

permissions under copyright and certain other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of the licensed

material may still be restricted for other reasons, including because others have copyright or other rights in the

material. A licensor may make special requests, such as asking that all changes be marked or described. Although

not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations for

the public.

 

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions

of this Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the extent this Public

License may be interpreted as a contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance

of

 these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor

receives from making the Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

Section 1  Definitions.

 

    a.	Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based upon the

Licensed Material and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise

modified in a manner requiring permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor. For

purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is synched in timed relation with a moving

image.
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    b.	Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright and Similar Rights in Your contributions to

Adapted Material in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

    c.	Copyright

 and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are

labeled or categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not

Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

    d.	Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be

circumvented under laws fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty adopted on

December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements.

 

    e.	Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright

and Similar Rights that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

    f.	Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database, or other material to which the Licensor applied

this Public License.

 

   

 g.	Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, which

are limited to all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material and that the Licensor

has authority to license.

 

    h.	Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights under this Public License.

 

    i.	Share means to provide material to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the

Licensed Rights, such as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination,

communication, or importation, and to make material available to the public including in ways that members of the

public may access the material from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.

 

    j.	Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the

European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, as amended and/or

 succeeded, as well as other essentially equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

    k.	You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights under this Public License. Your has a

corresponding meaning.

 

Section 2  Scope.

 

    a.	License grant.

 

         1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed

Material to:

 

              A. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or in part; and
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              B. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

         2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your

use, this Public License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions.

 

         3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section 6(a).

 

         4. Media and formats; technical

 modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats

whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The Licensor

waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License, simply making modifications authorized by this

Section 2(a)(4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

         5. Downstream recipients.

 

              A. Offer from the Licensor  Licensed Material. Every recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this Public

License.

 

              B. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions

 on, or apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed Material.

 

         6.  No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or

imply that You are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted

official status by, the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

b. Other rights.

 

         1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees

not to assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited extent necessary to allow You to exercise the

Licensed Rights, but not otherwise.

 

         2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

 Public License.

 

         3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to collect royalties from You for the exercise of the

Licensed Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society under any voluntary or waivable statutory or

compulsory licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

Section 3  License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the following conditions.

 

    a.	Attribution.
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         1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified form), You must:

 

              A. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor with the Licensed Material:

 

                   i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed Material and any others designated to receive

attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by the Licensor (including by pseudonym if designated);

 

                   ii. a copyright notice;

 

                   iii.

 a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

                   iv.	a notice that refers to the disclaimer of warranties;

 

                   v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the extent reasonably practicable;

 

              B. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and retain an indication of any previous modifications;

and

 

              C. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this Public License, and include the text of, or the URI

or hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

         2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means,

and context in which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy the conditions

by providing a URI or hyperlink to a resource that includes the required information.

 

         3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the

extent reasonably practicable.

 

       

  4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the

Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.

 

Section 4  Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

    a.	for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a

substantial portion of the contents of the database;

 

    b.	if You include all or a substantial portion of the database contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis

Database Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights (but not its individual contents)

is Adapted Material; and

 

    c.	You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of

the database.

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not replace Your obligations under this
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 Public License where the Licensed Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

Section 5  Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

    a.	Unless otherwise separately undertaken by the Licensor, to the extent possible, the Licensor offers the Licensed

Material as-is and as-available, and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Licensed

Material, whether express, implied, statutory, or other. This includes, without limitation, warranties of title,

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

the presence or absence of errors, whether or not known or discoverable. Where disclaimers of warranties are not

allowed in full or in part, this disclaimer may not apply to You.

 

    b.	To the extent possible, in no event will the Licensor be liable to You on any legal theory (including, without

limitation, negligence) or otherwise for any direct, special, indirect, incidental,

 consequential, punitive, exemplary, or other losses, costs, expenses, or damages arising out of this Public License or

use of the Licensed Material, even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such losses, costs, expenses,

or damages. Where a limitation of liability is not allowed in full or in part, this limitation may not apply to You.

 

    c.	The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to

the extent possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability.

 

Section 6  Term and Termination.

 

    a.	This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail

to comply with this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License terminate automatically.

 

    b.	Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

         1. automatically as of the date the violation

 is cured, provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the violation; or

 

         2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    c.	For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies

for Your violations of this Public License.

 

    d.	For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the Licensed Material under separate terms or

conditions or stop distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so will not terminate this Public

License.

 

    e.	Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public License.

 

Section 7  Other Terms and Conditions.

 

    a.	The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You unless

expressly agreed.

 

    b.	Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Licensed Material not stated herein are separate

from and independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.
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Section

 8  Interpretation.

 

    a.	For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or

impose conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully be made without permission under this

Public License.

 

    b.	To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically

reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be

severed from this Public License without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and conditions.

 

    c.	No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless

expressly agreed to by the Licensor.

 

    d.	Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any

privileges and immunities that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal processes of any jurisdiction

 or authority.

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one

of its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be considered the Licensor. Except for the

limited purpose of indicating that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as otherwise

permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does

not authorize the use of the trademark Creative Commons or any other trademark or logo of Creative Commons

without its prior written consent including, without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications to

any of its public licenses or any other arrangements, understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed

material. For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel services by normal system calls - this is

merely considered normal use of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that

the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel is concerned is _this_ particular version of the

license (ie v2, not v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

Linus Torvalds

 

1.1040 pipewire-libs 1.0.0-r0 
1.1040.1 Available under license : 

All PipeWire source files are licensed under the MIT License.

(see file COPYING for details)

 

With the exception of:
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 libspa-alsa.so in spa/plugins/alsa, which contains LGPL code from

                 Pulseaudio and is thus licensed as LGPL.

 

 libjackserver.so which links against the GPL2 jack/control.h, which

                 makes it GPL2

Copyright  2018 Wim Taymans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.1041 font-noto-kannada 23.7.1-r0 
1.1041.1 Available under license : 

  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking
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 systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1042 font-noto-common 23.7.1-r0 
1.1042.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1043 font-noto-tamil 23.7.1-r0 
1.1043.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1044 font-noto-malayalam 23.7.1-r0 
1.1044.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1045 libturbojpeg 3.0.1-r0 
1.1045.1 Available under license : 

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.java.net ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   http://openjdk.java.net/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,
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   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

    governed by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,

that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by two compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs,

 including any code inherited from libjpeg and any modifications to that

 code.  Note that the libjpeg-turbo SIMD source code bears the

 [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib), but in the context of

 the overall libjpeg API library, the terms of the zlib License are subsumed

 by the terms of the IJG License.

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license applies to the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.  Note that the TurboJPEG API library wraps the

 libjpeg API library, so in the context of the overall TurboJPEG API library,

 both the terms of the IJG License and the terms of the Modified (3-clause)

 BSD License

 apply.

 

 

Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses

=========================================

 

This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.  This is not a license in and of itself.  It is

intended solely for clarification.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**
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       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file.  (If

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause

 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then

       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

    - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable
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   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================

 

Copyright (C)2009-2023 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.<br>

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Why Two Licenses?

=================

 

The

 zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG
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License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

## Pako v1.0

 

### Pako License

<pre>

Copyright (C) 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tuputcyn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

(C) 2014-2017 Vitaly Puzrin and Andrey Tupitsin

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any

 source distribution.
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</pre>

## jQuery v3.6.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.1

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## JSZip v3.7.1

 

JSZip is dual licensed. You may use it under the MIT license *or* the GPLv3

license.

 

### The MIT License

```

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger, Antnio Afonso

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

### GPL version 3

```

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its

 users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must
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 pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such

 abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the

 GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making

 available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A

 "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
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Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means

 all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted

 under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under
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 your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users,

 your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent

 notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not

 make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source

 fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
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   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

 

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer

 product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source

 conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special

 password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate

 copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification

 of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files,
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 a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover,

 your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other

 than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under

 the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether

 already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make

 such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with

 a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent

 license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that

 obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the

 present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of

 your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the
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GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to
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guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice
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placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does
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   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
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definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.
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NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for
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   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## jQuery UI v1.13.2

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

 

1.1046 roc-toolkit-libs 0.3.0-r0 
1.1046.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: roc-toolkit

Upstream-Contact: victor@enise.org

Source: https://github.com/roc-streaming/roc-toolkit

Comment:

Roc Toolkit: real-time audio streaming

.

Roc is a toolkit for real-time audio streaming over the network.

 

Files: *

Copyright:

 Victor Gaydov <victor@enise.org>

 Mikhail Baranov <baranov.mv@gmail.com>

 Dmitriy Shilin <dshil@fastmail.com>

 Andrew Petelin <adrianopol@rbox.me>

 Asal Mirzaieva <asalle.kim@gmail.com>

 Andrey Bushmin <diskbu@yandex.ru>

 Arella Matteo <arella.matteo.95@gmail.com>

 Andrey Bushmin <diskbu@yandex.ru>

 zenuo <zenuo@protonmail.com>

 Soul Trace <S-trace@list.ru>

 Paul Malcolm <paul.malcolm@l3t.com>

 Thomas Dwyer <tdwyer1990@gmail.com>

 Hrishikesh Suresh <hrishikesh123s@gmail.com>

 Changyoung Koh <gkcy1019@gmail.com>
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 Alexandre Magaud <alexandre.magaud@gmail.com>

 Cristobal Miranda <cristobal.miranda.tt@gmail.com>

 Rohan Kumar <rohank.ce@gmail.com>

 Jonathan

 Sieber <mail@strfry.org>

 Gareth Marlow <gareth@eqsystems.io>

 Ivan <miklecivan3@gmail.com>

 Suiyi Fu <fusuiyi123@gmail.com>

 Vladimir Panov <quest201114@yandex.ru>

 Diego Coladas Mato <dcoladasmato@gmail.com>

 Miguel Victoria <miguelvicvil@gmail.com>

 Vimal Patel <pvimal816@gmail.com>

 Steven Zhu <stevenzhu94@utexas.edu>

 jsomwaru <jacobsomwaru@gmail.com>

 Sebastian Fuentes <sfuentes1127@gmail.com>

 Swapnil Sunil Chaudhari <https://github.com/Swapnil-Gaur>

 nythoang <https://github.com/nythoang>

 Alexandre Macabies <https://github.com/Zopieux>

 Belching Jalapeno <belchingjalapeno@gmail.com>

 Roshan Shyamsunder <roshansh@u.northwestern.edu>

 Jan-willem De Bleser <jw@thescrapyard.org>

 Maxime Borges <contact@maximeborg.es>

 fallingcats <micraft.b@gmail.com>

 twojstaryzdomu <twojstaryzdomu@github.com>

 Victor Westerhuis <victor@westerhu.is>

 Nick Black <dankamongmen@gmail.com>

 Jaroslav karvada <jskarvad@redhat.com>

 Valeria Khomyakova <v.khomyakova.net@gmail.com>

  Paulo Corona <PauPauCoronaP@gmail.com>

 Dhanu Saputra <andreasdhanu@gmail.com>

 Piotr Lewandowski <lewandowski323@gmail.com>

 Darrel Idiagbor <idiagbordarrel@gmail.com>

 Fastbyte <aldeerayan@gmail.com>

 Paras Raba <parasgadhvi12345@gmail.com>

 Wataru Ito <https://github.com/Wataru>

 DieMass <diemass1908@gmail.com>

 g41797 <g41797@gmail.com>

 Geoffrey Tisserand <https://github.com/geoffrey>

 Poulastha Mukherjee <poulasthamax01@gmail.com>

 Dheeraj Devaraj <dheeraj020602@gmail.com>

 Nolan De Souza <https://github.com/nolan-veed>

 Geoffrey Jount <gjount@scaleway.com>

 Ashutosh Soni <m.ashutoshsoni@gmail.com>

 ForeverASilver <https://github.com/ForeverASilver>

 JJ <https://github.com/computerscienceiscool>

 Hunter Rick <hunter.ellis.rick@gmail.com>

License: MPL-2.0
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Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the

 License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.
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1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims,

 in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by

 contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor

 first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements

 in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
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    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications

 that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the
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       license

 for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers

 of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due

 to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under
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  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly

 and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License

 shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized

 under

  this License except under this disclaimer.
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7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not

 apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

 

    10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions
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     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible

 With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically

confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the

creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an

original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").
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Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work

for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without

fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate

in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any

form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation

commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to

promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of

creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or

greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or

she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work,

voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute

the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect

of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may

  be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights

  ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights

  include, but are not limited to, the following:

 

      i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

         communicate, and translate a Work;

     ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or

         performer(s);

    iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's

 image

         or likeness depicted in a Work;

     iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a

         Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

      v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and

         reuse of data in a Work;

     vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive

         96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11

         March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under

         any national implementation thereof, including any amended

         or successor version of such directive); and

    vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout

         the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

         national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in
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  contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully,

  permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and

  surrenders

 all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and

  associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or

  unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

  action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

  maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including

  future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and

  for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

  including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

  purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit

  of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of

  Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

  shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation,

  termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the

  quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by

  Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License

 Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any

  reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable

  law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent

  permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of

  Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged

  Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non

  transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

  unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related

  Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

  maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including

  future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and

  for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

  including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

  purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

  of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any

   part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or

  ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or

  ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License,

  and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not

  (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

  Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes

  of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

  Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

  a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived,

     abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this
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     document.

  b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

     warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

     statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties

     of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

     infringement,

 or the absence of latent or other defects,

     accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

     discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under

     applicable law.

  c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other

     persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including

     without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in

     the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

     obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights

     required for any use of the Work.

  d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is

     not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

     respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.1047 font-noto-gujarati 23.7.1-r0 
1.1047.1 Available under license : 

  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"
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 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking

 systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1048 font-noto-oriya 23.7.1-r0 
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1.1048.1 Available under license : 
  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking

 systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work
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 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1049 libjpeg-turbo-dev 3.0.1-r0 
1.1049.1 Available under license : 

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by three compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs

 (any code inherited from libjpeg, and any modifications to that code.)

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license covers the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.

 

- The [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib)

 

 This license is a subset of the other two, and it covers the libjpeg-turbo

 SIMD extensions.

 

 

Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses

=========================================
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This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove

 any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file (if

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation

 must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then

       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)
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       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable

   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================

 

Copyright

 (C)2009-2023 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.<br>

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Why Three Licenses?

===================

 

The zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG

License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution

 and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

 

1.1050 devtools-protocol 0.0.1232444 
1.1050.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD-3-Clause

 

1.1051 chromium-bidi 0.5.4 
1.1051.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1052 pipewire 1.0.0-r0 
1.1052.1 Available under license : 

All PipeWire source files are licensed under the MIT License.

(see file COPYING for details)

 

With the exception of:

 

 libspa-alsa.so in spa/plugins/alsa, which contains LGPL code from

                 Pulseaudio and is thus licensed as LGPL.

 

 libjackserver.so which links against the GPL2 jack/control.h, which

                 makes it GPL2

Copyright  2018 Wim Taymans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

The above is the version of the MIT "Expat" License used by X.org:

 

   http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING

 

1.1053 mbed-tls 2.28.7-r0 
1.1053.1 Available under license : 

Mbed TLS files are provided under a dual [Apache-2.0](https://spdx.org/licenses/Apache-2.0.html)

OR [GPL-2.0-or-later](https://spdx.org/licenses/GPL-2.0-or-later.html) license.

This means that users may choose which of these licenses they take the code

under.

 

The full text of each of these licenses is given below.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control

 with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under

 the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to

 submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

 royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

 that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do

 not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

       

  or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation

 of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations

 and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright

 notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

===============================================================================

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy

 and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can

 change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software

 is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program

 or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer
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 of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute

 the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For

 an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise

 to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the

 Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain

 entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

  8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published

 by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR
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 IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply

 These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something

 other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.1054 libsm 1.2.4-r3 
1.1054.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright 1993, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

 OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

1.1055 libunwind 1.7.2-r1 
1.1055.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Hewlett-Packard Co.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1056 webrtc-audio-processing-1 1.3-r0 
1.1056.1 Available under license : 

/*

* http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~ooura/fft.html

* Copyright Takuya OOURA, 1996-2001

*

* You may use, copy, modify and distribute this code for any purpose (include

* commercial use) and without fee. Please refer to this package when you modify

* this code.

*/

Copyright (c) 2011, The WebRTC project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright(c)1995,97 Mark Olesen <olesen@me.QueensU.CA>

*    Queen's Univ at Kingston (Canada)

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

* any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this

* entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is

* or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all

* copies of the supporting documentation for such software.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR QUEEN'S

* UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY

* KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS

* FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*

* All of which is to say that you can do what you like with this

* source code provided you don't try to sell it as your own and you

* include an unaltered copy of this message (including the

* copyright).

*

* It is also implicitly understood that bug

 fixes and improvements

* should make their way back to the general Internet community so

* that everyone benefits.

*/

Q29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAyMDE3LCBNb3ppbGxhCkNvcHlyaWdodCAoYykgMjAwNy0yMDE3LCBKZWFuLU1

hcmMgVmFsaW4KQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAyMDA1LTIwMTcsIFhpcGguT3JnIEZvdW5kYXRpb24KQ29weXJp

Z2h0IChjKSAyMDAzLTIwMDQsIE1hcmsgQm9yZ2VyZGluZwoKUmVkaXN0cmlidXRpb24gYW5kIHVzZSBpb

iBzb3VyY2UgYW5kIGJpbmFyeSBmb3Jtcywgd2l0aCBvciB3aXRob3V0Cm1vZGlmaWNhdGlvbiwgYXJlIHBlcm

1pdHRlZCBwcm92aWRlZCB0aGF0IHRoZSBmb2xsb3dpbmcgY29uZGl0aW9ucwphcmUgbWV0OgoKLSBSZW

Rpc3RyaWJ1dGlvbnMgb2Ygc291cmNlIGNvZGUgbXVzdCByZXRhaW4gdGhlIGFib3ZlIGNvcHlyaWdodApub3

RpY2UsIHRoaXMgbGlzdCBvZiBjb25kaXRpb25zIGFuZCB0aGUgZm9sbG93aW5nIGRpc2NsYWltZXIuCgotIFJl

ZGlzdHJpYnV0aW9ucyBpbiBiaW5hcnkgZm9ybSBtdXN0IHJlcHJvZHVjZSB0aGUgYWJvdmUgY29weXJpZ2h0

Cm5vdGljZSwgdGhpcyBsaXN0IG9mIGNvbmRpdGlvbnMgYW5kIHRoZSBmb2xsb3dpbmcgZGlzY2xhaW1lciBp

biB0aGUKZG9jdW1lbnRhdGlvbiBhbmQvb3Igb3RoZXIgbWF0ZXJpYWxzIHByb3ZpZGVkIHdpdGggdGhlIGRp

c3RyaWJ1dGlvbi4KCi0gTmVpdGhlciB0aGUgbmFtZSBvZiB0aGUgWGlwaC5PcmcgRm91bmRhdGlvbiBub3Igd

GhlIG5hbWVzIG9mIGl0cwpjb250cmlidXRvcnMgbWF5IGJlIHVzZWQgdG8gZW5kb3JzZSBvciBwcm9tb3RlIHB

yb2R1Y3RzIGRlcml2ZWQgZnJvbQp0aGlzIHNvZnR3YXJlIHdpdGhvdXQgc3BlY2lmaWMgcHJpb3Igd3JpdHRlb

iBwZXJtaXNzaW9uLgoKVEhJUyBTT0ZUV0FSRSBJUyBQUk9WSURFRCBCWSBUSEUgQ09QWVJJR0hUIE

hPTERFUlMgQU5EIENPTlRSSUJVVE9SUwpgYEFTIElTJycgQU5EIEFOWSBFWFBSRVNTIE9SIElNUExJRU

QgV0FSUkFOVElFUywgSU5DTFVESU5HLCBCVVQgTk9UCkxJTUlURUQgVE8sIFRIRSBJTVBMSUVEIFdB
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UlJBTlRJRVMgT0YgTUVSQ0hBTlRBQklMSVRZIEFORCBGSVRORVNTIEZPUgpBIFBBUlRJQ1VMQVIgUF

VSUE9TRSBBUkUgRElTQ0xBSU1FRC4gIElOIE5PIEVWRU5UIFNIQUxMIFRIRSBGT1VOREFUSU9OCk9SI

ENPTlRSSUJVVE9SUyBCRSBMSUFCTEUgRk9SIEFOWSBESVJFQ1QsIElORElSRUNULCBJTkNJREVOVE

FMLApTUEVDSUFMLCBFWEVNUExBUlksIE9SIENPTlNFUVVFTlRJQUwgREFNQUdFUyAoSU5DTFVESU

5HLCBCVVQgTk9UCkxJTUlURUQgVE8sIFBST0NVUkVNRU5UIE9GIFNVQlNUSVRVVEUgR09PRFMgT1I

gU0VSVklDRVM7IExPU1MgT0YgVVNFLApEQVRBLCBPUiBQUk9GSVRTOyBPUiBCVVNJTkVTUyBJTlR

FUlJVUFRJT04pIEhPV0VWRVIgQ0FVU0VEIEFORCBPTiBBTlkKVEhFT1JZIE9GIExJQUJJTElUWSwgV0hF

VEhFUiBJTiBDT05UUkFDVCwgU1RSSUNUIExJQUJJTElUWSwgT1IgVE9SVAooSU5DTFVESU5HIE5FR0xJ

R0VOQ0UgT1IgT1RIRVJXSVNFKSBBUklTSU5HIElOIEFOWSBXQVkgT1VUIE9GIFRIRSBVU0UKT0YgVE

hJUyBTT0ZUV0FSRSwgRVZFTiBJRiBBRFZJU0VEIE9GIFRIRSBQT1NTSUJJTElUWSBPRiBTVUNIIERBTU

FHRS4K

Q29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAyMDEzICBKdWxpZW4gUG9tbWllciAoIHBvbW1pZXJAbW9kYXJ0dC5jb20gKQoKQ

mFzZWQgb24gb3JpZ2luYWwgZm9ydHJhbiA3NyBjb2RlIGZyb20gRkZUUEFDS3Y0IGZyb20gTkVUTElCLAph

dXRob3JlZCBieSBEciBQYXVsIFN3YXJ6dHJhdWJlciBvZiBOQ0FSLCBpbiAxOTg1LgoKQXMgY29uZmlybW

VkIGJ5IHRoZSBOQ0FSIGZmdHBhY2sgc29mdHdhcmUgY3VyYXRvcnMsIHRoZSBmb2xsb3dpbmcKRkZUUE

FDS3Y1IGxpY2Vuc2UgYXBwbGllcyB0byBGRlRQQUNLdjQgc291cmNlcy4gTXkgY2hhbmdlcyBhcmUKcmVs

ZWFzZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIHNhbWUgdGVybXMuCgpGRlRQQUNLIGxpY2Vuc2U6CgpodHRwOi8vd3d3Lm

Npc2wudWNhci5lZHUvY3NzL3NvZnR3YXJlL2ZmdHBhY2s1L2Z0cGsuaHRtbAoKQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAy

MDA0IHRoZSBVbml2ZXJzaXR5IENvcnBvcmF0aW9uIGZvciBBdG1vc3BoZXJpYwpSZXNlYXJjaCAoIlVDQV

IiKS4gQWxsIHJpZ2h0cyByZXNlcnZlZC4gRGV2ZWxvcGVkIGJ5IE5DQVIncwpDb21wdXRhdGlvbmFsIGFuZC

BJbmZvcm1hdGlvbiBTeXN0ZW1zIExhYm9yYXRvcnksIFVDQVIsCnd3dy5jaXNsLnVjYXIuZWR1LgoKUmVk

aXN0cmlidXRpb24gYW5kIHVzZSBvZiB0aGUgU29mdHdhcmUgaW4gc291cmNlIGFuZCBiaW5hcnkgZm9ybX

MsCndpdGggb3Igd2l0aG91dCBtb2RpZmljYXRpb24sIGlzIHBlcm1pdHRlZCBwcm92aWRlZCB0aGF0IHRoZQp

mb2xsb3dpbmcgY29uZGl0aW9ucyBhcmUgbWV0OgoKLSBOZWl0aGVyIHRoZSBuYW1lcyBvZiBOQ0FSJ3Mg

Q29tcHV0YXRpb25hbCBhbmQgSW5mb3JtYXRpb24gU3lzdGVtcwpMYWJvcmF0b3J5LCB0aGUgVW5pdmVyc

2l0eSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbiBmb3IgQXRtb3NwaGVyaWMgUmVzZWFyY2gsCm5vciB0aGUgbmFtZXMgb2YgaXR

zIHNwb25zb3JzIG9yIGNvbnRyaWJ1dG9ycyBtYXkgYmUgdXNlZCB0bwplbmRvcnNlIG9yIHByb21vdGUgcHJv

ZHVjdHMgZGVyaXZlZCBmcm9tIHRoaXMgU29mdHdhcmUgd2l0aG91dApzcGVjaWZpYyBwcmlvciB3cml0dG

VuIHBlcm1pc3Npb24uCgotIFJlZGlzdHJpYnV0aW9ucyBvZiBzb3VyY2UgY29kZSBtdXN0IHJldGFpbiB0aGUgY

WJvdmUgY29weXJpZ2h0Cm5vdGljZXMsIHRoaXMgbGlzdCBvZiBjb25kaXRpb25zLCBhbmQgdGhlIGRpc2Ns

YWltZXIgYmVsb3cuCgotIFJlZGlzdHJpYnV0aW9ucyBpbiBiaW5hcnkgZm9ybSBtdXN0IHJlcHJvZHVjZSB0aGU

gYWJvdmUgY29weXJpZ2h0Cm5vdGljZSwgdGhpcyBsaXN0IG9mIGNvbmRpdGlvbnMsIGFuZCB0aGUgZGlzY

2xhaW1lciBiZWxvdyBpbiB0aGUKZG9jdW1lbnRhdGlvbiBhbmQvb3Igb3RoZXIgbWF0ZXJpYWxzIHByb3ZpZG

VkIHdpdGggdGhlCmRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvbi4KClRISVMgU09GVFdBUkUgSVMgUFJPVklERUQgIkFTIElTIiwgV

0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5UWSBPRiBBTlkgS0lORCwKRVhQUkVTUyBPUiBJTVBMSUVELCBJTkNMVURJT

kcsIEJVVCBOT1QgTElNSVRFRCBUTyBUSEUgV0FSUkFOVElFUyBPRgpNRVJDSEFOVEFCSUxJVFksIEZJ

VE5FU1MgRk9SIEEgUEFSVElDVUxBUiBQVVJQT1NFIEFORApOT05JTkZSSU5HRU1FTlQuIElOIE5PIEVW

RU5UIFNIQUxMIFRIRSBDT05UUklCVVRPUlMgT1IgQ09QWVJJR0hUCkhPTERFUlMgQkUgTElBQkxFIEZP

UiBBTlkgQ0xBSU0sIElORElSRUNULCBJTkNJREVOVEFMLCBTUEVDSUFMLApFWEVNUExBUlksIE9SIE

NPTlNFUVVFTlRJQUwgREFNQUdFUyBPUiBPVEhFUiBMSUFCSUxJVFksIFdIRVRIRVIgSU4gQU4KQUNU

SU9OIE9GIENPTlRSQUNULCBUT1JUIE9SIE9USEVSV0lTRSwgQVJJU0lORyBGUk9NLCBPVVQgT0YgT1I

gSU4KQ09OTkVDVElPTiBXSVRIIFRIRSBTT0ZUV0FSRSBPUiBUSEUgVVNFIE9SIE9USEVSIERFQUxJTkd

TIFdJVEggVEhFClNPRlRXQVJFLgo=

/*

* Written by Wilco Dijkstra, 1996. The following email exchange establishes the

* license.

*

* From: Wilco Dijkstra <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>
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* Date: Fri, Jun 24, 2011 at 3:20 AM

* Subject: Re: sqrt routine

* To: Kevin Ma <kma@google.com>

* Hi Kevin,

* Thanks for asking. Those routines are public domain (originally posted to

* comp.sys.arm a long time ago), so you can use them freely for any purpose.

* Cheers,

* Wilco

*

* ----- Original Message -----

* From: "Kevin Ma" <kma@google.com>

* To: <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>

* Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:44 PM

* Subject: Fwd: sqrt routine

* Hi Wilco,

* I saw your sqrt routine from several web sites, including

* http://www.finesse.demon.co.uk/steven/sqrt.html.

* Just wonder if there's any copyright information with your Successive

* approximation routines, or if I can freely use it for any purpose.

* Thanks.

* Kevin

*/

Copyright (c) 2011, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1057 libcamera 0.1.0-r1 
1.1057.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) <year> <owner>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES

NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE

AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION

ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE

OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION

OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose
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The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive

Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent

owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or

a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably

 and without fear of later claims

of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and

redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes,

including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production

of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater

distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with

a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or

her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended

legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1.

 Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected

by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights").

Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

 

i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

and translate a Work;

 

     ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

depicted in a Work;

 

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject

to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

in a Work;

 

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection

of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive);
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 and

 

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions),

(iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv)

for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising

or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the

benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment

 of Affirmer's

heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject

to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so

judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non

transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i)

in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable

law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future

 medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes

(the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0

was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of

the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights

in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with

respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement

of Purpose.

 

  4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered,

licensed or otherwise affected by this document.
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b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations

 or warranties

of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other

defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable,

all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims

responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other

rights required for any use of the Work.

 

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party

to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or

use of the Work.

Copyright (c) <year> <owner>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the

successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version

number 2.1.]

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially

designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation

and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest

you first think carefully

 about whether this license or the ordinary General

Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based

on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you

can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you.

 You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link

other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the

recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes

to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library,

and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no

warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone

else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not

the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be

affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free

program. We wish to make sure that
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 a company cannot effectively restrict the

users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder.

Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the

library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this

license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU

General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary

General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order

to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared

library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a

derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore

permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.

The Lesser General Public License

 permits more lax criteria for linking other

code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less

to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It

also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing

non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary

General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides

advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the

widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard.

To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more

frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free

libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library

to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use

 a particular library in non-free programs

enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For

example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables

many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant,

the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users'

freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the

Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified

version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the
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library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived

from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in

order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library

 or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General

Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared

so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some

of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has

been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either

the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications

to

 it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all

modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program

using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered

only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of

the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends

on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer

of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to

the

 absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with

the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

     a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all

third parties under the terms of this License.

 

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of

data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other

than as an argument passed when the facility

 is invoked, then you must make

a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever

part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose

that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection

2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function

must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function

must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Library,

 the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with

the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
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3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License

instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must

alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License.

(If a newer

 version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License

has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not

make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy,

so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies

and derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library

into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated

place, then offering equivalent access

 to copy the source code from the same

place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but

is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it,

is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not

a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of

this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an

executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions

of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable

is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution

of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that

is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work

of the

 Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if

the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

defined by law.
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If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts

and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less

in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of

whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object

code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute

the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables

containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked

directly with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work

that uses the Library" with the Library

 to produce a work containing portions

of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided

that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use

and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library

is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among

them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License.

Also, you must do one of these things:

 

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which

must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an

executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work

that uses the Library",

 as object code and/or source code, so that the user

can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents

of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile

the application to use the modified definitions.)

 

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library

already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library

functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified

version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for

a charge no more than the cost of performing

 this distribution.
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d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated

place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from

the same place.

 

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or

that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must

include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable

from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of

other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system.

Such a contradiction means you cannot use

 both them and the Library together

in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side

in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by

this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate

distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities

is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the

Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed

under the terms of the Sections above.

 

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of

it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying

uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

 to

copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library

(or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License
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to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute, link with

 or modify the Library subject to these terms

and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would

 be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of

 this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address

new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version

 published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version

ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author

to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop
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 a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can

redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under

these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public

License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.>

 

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will

 be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more

details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51

Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

 

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

 

by James Random Hacker.

 

< signature of Ty Coon > , 1 April 1990

 

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software

is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply

it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

 freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for

 each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients
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to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually

obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

 the terms

of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation

in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program

is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been

made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program

does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately

publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;

keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this

License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
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you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

licensed as a whole at no charge

 to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most

ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate

copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that

you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

(Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print

such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print

an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works.

 But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with

the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section

2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany

 it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,
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b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give

any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing

source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on

a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute

corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial

distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable

form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means

 all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to

copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except

as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the

 Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated

so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program

(or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may
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 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of

the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement

or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar

in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies
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a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Program does not specify a version

 number of this License, you may choose

any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse

of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the

 best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a
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pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.>

 

Copyright (C) <yyyy> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software,

and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show

c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks

or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright

 disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision'

(which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice This General

Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary

programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more

useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this

is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead
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of this License.

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium Authors

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following

 considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses,

 a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other
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    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons

 Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For

 purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,
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    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section

 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this

 Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

     equivalent rights anywhere in the world.
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 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

       4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under

 the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.
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              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

        

 with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

          licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.
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      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

       

         v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.

 

    In

 addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons
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         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

  a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE

 LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT
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    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

 

   ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement

 by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.
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Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

     shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative

 Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the
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use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of

 doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International

 

Creative Commons Corporation (Creative Commons) is not a law firm and does not provide legal services or legal

advice. Distribution of Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or other relationship.

Creative Commons makes its licenses and related information available on an as-is basis. Creative Commons gives

no warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their terms and conditions, or any related

information. Creative Commons disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the fullest extent

possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and conditions that creators and other rights

holders may use to share original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright and certain other rights

specified in the public license below. The following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive,

 and do not form part of our licenses.

 

Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are intended for use by those authorized to give the public

permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms and conditions of the license they choose before

applying it. Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before applying our licenses so that the public can

reuse the material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any material not subject to the license. This includes

other CC-licensed material, or material used under an exception or limitation to copyright. More considerations for

licensors.

 

Considerations for the public: By using one of our public licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If the licensors permission is not necessary for any reasonfor

example, because of any

 applicable exception or limitation to copyrightthen that use is not regulated by the license. Our licenses grant only

permissions under copyright and certain other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of the licensed

material may still be restricted for other reasons, including because others have copyright or other rights in the

material. A licensor may make special requests, such as asking that all changes be marked or described. Although

not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations for

the public.

 

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions
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of this Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the extent this Public

License may be interpreted as a contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance

of

 these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor

receives from making the Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

Section 1  Definitions.

 

    a.	Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based upon the

Licensed Material and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise

modified in a manner requiring permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor. For

purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is synched in timed relation with a moving

image.

 

    b.	Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright and Similar Rights in Your contributions to

Adapted Material in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

    c.	Copyright

 and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are

labeled or categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not

Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

    d.	Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be

circumvented under laws fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty adopted on

December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements.

 

    e.	Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright

and Similar Rights that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

    f.	Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database, or other material to which the Licensor applied

this Public License.

 

   

 g.	Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, which

are limited to all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material and that the Licensor

has authority to license.

 

    h.	Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights under this Public License.

 

    i.	Share means to provide material to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the

Licensed Rights, such as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination,

communication, or importation, and to make material available to the public including in ways that members of the

public may access the material from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.

 

    j.	Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the

European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, as amended and/or
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 succeeded, as well as other essentially equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

    k.	You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights under this Public License. Your has a

corresponding meaning.

 

Section 2  Scope.

 

    a.	License grant.

 

         1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed

Material to:

 

              A. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or in part; and

 

              B. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

         2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your

use, this Public License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions.

 

         3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section 6(a).

 

         4. Media and formats; technical

 modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats

whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The Licensor

waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License, simply making modifications authorized by this

Section 2(a)(4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

         5. Downstream recipients.

 

              A. Offer from the Licensor  Licensed Material. Every recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this Public

License.

 

              B. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions

 on, or apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed Material.

 

         6.  No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or

imply that You are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted

official status by, the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

b. Other rights.

 

         1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees
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not to assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited extent necessary to allow You to exercise the

Licensed Rights, but not otherwise.

 

         2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

 Public License.

 

         3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to collect royalties from You for the exercise of the

Licensed Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society under any voluntary or waivable statutory or

compulsory licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

Section 3  License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the following conditions.

 

    a.	Attribution.

 

         1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified form), You must:

 

              A. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor with the Licensed Material:

 

                   i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed Material and any others designated to receive

attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by the Licensor (including by pseudonym if designated);

 

                   ii. a copyright notice;

 

                   iii.

 a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

                   iv.	a notice that refers to the disclaimer of warranties;

 

                   v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the extent reasonably practicable;

 

              B. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and retain an indication of any previous modifications;

and

 

              C. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this Public License, and include the text of, or the URI

or hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

         2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means,

and context in which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy the conditions

by providing a URI or hyperlink to a resource that includes the required information.

 

         3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the

extent reasonably practicable.

 

       

  4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the

Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.
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Section 4  Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

    a.	for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a

substantial portion of the contents of the database;

 

    b.	if You include all or a substantial portion of the database contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis

Database Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights (but not its individual contents)

is Adapted Material; and

 

    c.	You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of

the database.

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not replace Your obligations under this

 Public License where the Licensed Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

Section 5  Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

    a.	Unless otherwise separately undertaken by the Licensor, to the extent possible, the Licensor offers the Licensed

Material as-is and as-available, and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Licensed

Material, whether express, implied, statutory, or other. This includes, without limitation, warranties of title,

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

the presence or absence of errors, whether or not known or discoverable. Where disclaimers of warranties are not

allowed in full or in part, this disclaimer may not apply to You.

 

    b.	To the extent possible, in no event will the Licensor be liable to You on any legal theory (including, without

limitation, negligence) or otherwise for any direct, special, indirect, incidental,

 consequential, punitive, exemplary, or other losses, costs, expenses, or damages arising out of this Public License or

use of the Licensed Material, even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such losses, costs, expenses,

or damages. Where a limitation of liability is not allowed in full or in part, this limitation may not apply to You.

 

    c.	The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to

the extent possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability.

 

Section 6  Term and Termination.

 

    a.	This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail

to comply with this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License terminate automatically.

 

    b.	Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

         1. automatically as of the date the violation

 is cured, provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the violation; or

 

         2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    c.	For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies
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for Your violations of this Public License.

 

    d.	For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the Licensed Material under separate terms or

conditions or stop distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so will not terminate this Public

License.

 

    e.	Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public License.

 

Section 7  Other Terms and Conditions.

 

    a.	The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You unless

expressly agreed.

 

    b.	Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Licensed Material not stated herein are separate

from and independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

Section

 8  Interpretation.

 

    a.	For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or

impose conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully be made without permission under this

Public License.

 

    b.	To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically

reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be

severed from this Public License without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and conditions.

 

    c.	No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless

expressly agreed to by the Licensor.

 

    d.	Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any

privileges and immunities that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal processes of any jurisdiction

 or authority.

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one

of its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be considered the Licensor. Except for the

limited purpose of indicating that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as otherwise

permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does

not authorize the use of the trademark Creative Commons or any other trademark or logo of Creative Commons

without its prior written consent including, without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications to

any of its public licenses or any other arrangements, understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed

material. For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel services by normal system calls - this is

merely considered normal use of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that

the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.
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Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel is concerned is _this_ particular version of the

license (ie v2, not v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

Linus Torvalds

 

1.1058 @puppeteer/browsers 1.9.1 
1.1058.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

1.1059 libdouble-conversion 3.3.0-r0 
1.1059.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1060 libice 1.1.1-r5 
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1.1060.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 1993, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Author: Ralph Mor, X Consortium

 

1.1061 font-noto 23.7.1-r0 
1.1061.1 Available under license : 

  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking

 systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.1062 font-noto-cjk 0_git20220127-r1 
1.1062.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1063 puppeteer-core 21.9.0 
1.1063.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

1.1064 openh264 2.4.0-r0 
1.1064.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, Cisco Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Contributors to the OpenH264 project

 

Patrick Ai

Sijia Chen

ZhaoZheng Chu

Paley Du

Martin Ettl

Andreas Gal

Xu Guang

Licai Guo

Yi Guo

Horace Huang

Steven Huang

Ethan Hugg

Cullen Jennings

Zhaofeng Jia

Derrick Jin

Jesse Li

Jifei Li

Kai Li

Karina Li

Matt Li

Xiang Li

Bourne Ling

Alex Liu

Wayne Liu

Varun Patil

Eric Rescorla

Adam Roach

Sawyer Shan

Siping Tao

Martin Storsj

Brion Vibber

James Wang

Juanny Wang

Zhiliang Wang

Herv Willems

Gregory J Wolfe

Katherine Wu
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Guang Xu

Jeffery Xu

Gang Yang

Li Yao

Jiessie Zhang

Rory Zhang

Volvet Zhang

Ling Zhu

James Zhu

Dong Zhang

Haibo Zhu

Huade Shi

 

1.1065 roc-toolkit 0.3.0-r0 
1.1065.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: roc-toolkit

Upstream-Contact: victor@enise.org

Source: https://github.com/roc-streaming/roc-toolkit

Comment:

Roc Toolkit: real-time audio streaming

.

Roc is a toolkit for real-time audio streaming over the network.

 

Files: *

Copyright:

 Victor Gaydov <victor@enise.org>

 Mikhail Baranov <baranov.mv@gmail.com>

 Dmitriy Shilin <dshil@fastmail.com>

 Andrew Petelin <adrianopol@rbox.me>

 Asal Mirzaieva <asalle.kim@gmail.com>

 Andrey Bushmin <diskbu@yandex.ru>

 Arella Matteo <arella.matteo.95@gmail.com>

 Andrey Bushmin <diskbu@yandex.ru>

 zenuo <zenuo@protonmail.com>

 Soul Trace <S-trace@list.ru>

 Paul Malcolm <paul.malcolm@l3t.com>

 Thomas Dwyer <tdwyer1990@gmail.com>

 Hrishikesh Suresh <hrishikesh123s@gmail.com>

 Changyoung Koh <gkcy1019@gmail.com>

 Alexandre Magaud <alexandre.magaud@gmail.com>

 Cristobal Miranda <cristobal.miranda.tt@gmail.com>

 Rohan Kumar <rohank.ce@gmail.com>

 Jonathan

 Sieber <mail@strfry.org>

 Gareth Marlow <gareth@eqsystems.io>
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 Ivan <miklecivan3@gmail.com>

 Suiyi Fu <fusuiyi123@gmail.com>

 Vladimir Panov <quest201114@yandex.ru>

 Diego Coladas Mato <dcoladasmato@gmail.com>

 Miguel Victoria <miguelvicvil@gmail.com>

 Vimal Patel <pvimal816@gmail.com>

 Steven Zhu <stevenzhu94@utexas.edu>

 jsomwaru <jacobsomwaru@gmail.com>

 Sebastian Fuentes <sfuentes1127@gmail.com>

 Swapnil Sunil Chaudhari <https://github.com/Swapnil-Gaur>

 nythoang <https://github.com/nythoang>

 Alexandre Macabies <https://github.com/Zopieux>

 Belching Jalapeno <belchingjalapeno@gmail.com>

 Roshan Shyamsunder <roshansh@u.northwestern.edu>

 Jan-willem De Bleser <jw@thescrapyard.org>

 Maxime Borges <contact@maximeborg.es>

 fallingcats <micraft.b@gmail.com>

 twojstaryzdomu <twojstaryzdomu@github.com>

 Victor Westerhuis <victor@westerhu.is>

 Nick Black <dankamongmen@gmail.com>

 Jaroslav karvada <jskarvad@redhat.com>

 Valeria Khomyakova <v.khomyakova.net@gmail.com>

  Paulo Corona <PauPauCoronaP@gmail.com>

 Dhanu Saputra <andreasdhanu@gmail.com>

 Piotr Lewandowski <lewandowski323@gmail.com>

 Darrel Idiagbor <idiagbordarrel@gmail.com>

 Fastbyte <aldeerayan@gmail.com>

 Paras Raba <parasgadhvi12345@gmail.com>

 Wataru Ito <https://github.com/Wataru>

 DieMass <diemass1908@gmail.com>

 g41797 <g41797@gmail.com>

 Geoffrey Tisserand <https://github.com/geoffrey>

 Poulastha Mukherjee <poulasthamax01@gmail.com>

 Dheeraj Devaraj <dheeraj020602@gmail.com>

 Nolan De Souza <https://github.com/nolan-veed>

 Geoffrey Jount <gjount@scaleway.com>

 Ashutosh Soni <m.ashutoshsoni@gmail.com>

 ForeverASilver <https://github.com/ForeverASilver>

 JJ <https://github.com/computerscienceiscool>

 Hunter Rick <hunter.ellis.rick@gmail.com>

License: MPL-2.0

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the
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    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the

 License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.
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1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims,

 in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by

 contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
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       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor

 first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements

 in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation
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    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications

 that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license

 for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,
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    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers

 of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due

 to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You
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    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly

 and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License

 shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized

 under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of
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  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not

 apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

 

    10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions
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     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible

 With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically

confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the

creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an

original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work

for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without

fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate

in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any

form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation

commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to
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promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of

creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or

greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or

she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work,

voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute

the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect

of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may

  be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights

  ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights

  include, but are not limited to, the following:

 

      i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

         communicate, and translate a Work;

     ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or

         performer(s);

    iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's

 image

         or likeness depicted in a Work;

     iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a

         Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

      v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and

         reuse of data in a Work;

     vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive

         96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11

         March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under

         any national implementation thereof, including any amended

         or successor version of such directive); and

    vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout

         the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

         national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in

  contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully,

  permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and

  surrenders

 all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and

  associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or

  unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

  action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the
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  maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including

  future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and

  for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

  including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

  purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit

  of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of

  Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

  shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation,

  termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the

  quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by

  Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License

 Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any

  reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable

  law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent

  permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of

  Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged

  Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non

  transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

  unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related

  Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

  maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including

  future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and

  for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

  including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

  purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

  of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any

   part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or

  ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or

  ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License,

  and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not

  (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

  Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes

  of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

  Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

  a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived,

     abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this

     document.

  b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

     warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

     statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties

     of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

     infringement,
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 or the absence of latent or other defects,

     accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

     discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under

     applicable law.

  c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other

     persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including

     without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in

     the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

     obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights

     required for any use of the Work.

  d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is

     not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with

     respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

1.1066 libxt 1.3.0-r4 
1.1066.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2003,2019,2022 Thomas E. Dickey

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

ABOVE LISTED COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without
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specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

 OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright (c) 1993, 2023, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.
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DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

 EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 1987, 1988, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN

 GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1993, 1994  X Consortium

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealing in this Software without prior written authorization from the

X Consortium.

 

1.1067 lcms 2.15-r4 
1.1067.1 Available under license : 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

THIS LICENSE APPLIES ONLY TO iccjpeg.c file

-----

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.
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In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2013, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1)

 If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may

 be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium

but is also freely distributable.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.
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To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

    "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
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know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section
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 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
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   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
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procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.
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 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
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any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.1068 libbsd 0.11.7-r3 
1.1068.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files:

*

Copyright:

Copyright  2004-2006, 2008-2022 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files:

man/arc4random.3bsd

Copyright:

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-4-clause-Niels-Provos

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

   must display the following acknowledgement:

     This product includes software developed

 by Niels Provos.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/bsd/err.h

include/bsd/stdlib.h
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include/bsd/sys/param.h

include/bsd/unistd.h

src/bsd_getopt.c

 src/err.c

src/fgetln.c

src/progname.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2005, 2008-2012, 2019 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

Copyright  2005 Hector Garcia Alvarez

Copyright  2005 Aurelien Jarno

Copyright  2006 Robert Millan

Copyright  2018 Facebook, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files:

include/bsd/netinet/ip_icmp.h

include/bsd/sys/bitstring.h

include/bsd/sys/queue.h

include/bsd/sys/time.h

include/bsd/timeconv.h

include/bsd/vis.h

man/bitstring.3bsd

man/errc.3bsd

man/explicit_bzero.3bsd

man/fgetln.3bsd

man/fgetwln.3bsd

man/fpurge.3bsd

man/funopen.3bsd

man/getbsize.3bsd

man/heapsort.3bsd

man/nlist.3bsd

man/pwcache.3bsd

man/queue.3bsd

man/radixsort.3bsd

man/reallocarray.3bsd

man/reallocf.3bsd

man/setmode.3bsd

man/strmode.3bsd

man/strnstr.3bsd

man/strtoi.3bsd

man/strtou.3bsd

man/unvis.3bsd

man/vis.3bsd

man/wcslcpy.3bsd

src/getbsize.c

src/heapsort.c

src/merge.c

src/nlist.c
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src/pwcache.c

src/radixsort.c

src/setmode.c

src/strmode.c

src/strnstr.c

src/strtoi.c

 src/strtou.c

src/unvis.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1980, 1982, 1986, 1989-1994

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

Copyright  1992 Keith Muller.

Copyright  2001 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

the American National Standards Committee X3, on Information

Processing Systems.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Peter McIlroy.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Ronnie Kon at Mindcraft Inc., Kevin Lew and Elmer Yglesias.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Dave Borman at Cray Research, Inc.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Paul Vixie.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Chris Torek.

.

Copyright  UNIX System Laboratories, Inc.

All or some portions of this file are derived from material licensed

to the University of California

 by American Telephone and Telegraph

Co. or Unix System Laboratories, Inc. and are reproduced herein with

the permission of UNIX System Laboratories, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents

 

Files:

src/vis.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1989, 1993

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  1999, 2005 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
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All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents and BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

 

Files:

include/bsd/libutil.h

Copyright:

Copyright  1996  Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>.

All rights reserved.

Copyright  2002 Networks Associates Technology, Inc.

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-author

 

Files:

man/timeradd.3bsd

Copyright:

Copyright  2009 Jukka Ruohonen <jruohonen@iki.fi>

Copyright  1999 Kelly Yancey <kbyanc@posi.net>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-3-clause-John-Birrell

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are

 met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of any co-contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JOHN BIRRELL AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

man/setproctitle.3bsd

Copyright:
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Copyright  1995 Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-5-clause-Peter-Wemm

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

   this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. This work was done expressly for inclusion into FreeBSD.  Other use

   is permitted provided this notation is included.

4. Absolutely no warranty of function or purpose is made by the author

   Peter Wemm.

5. Modifications may be freely made to this file providing the above

   conditions are met.

 

Files:

include/bsd/stringlist.h

man/fmtcheck.3bsd

man/humanize_number.3bsd

man/stringlist.3bsd

man/timeval.3bsd

src/fmtcheck.c

src/humanize_number.c

src/stringlist.c

src/strtonum.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1994, 1997-2000, 2002, 2008, 2010, 2014

    The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

Copyright  2013 John-Mark Gurney <jmg@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Some code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Allen Briggs.

.

Some code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Luke Mewburn.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Jason R. Thorpe of the Numerical Aerospace Simulation Facility,

NASA Ames Research Center, by Luke

 Mewburn and by Tomas Svensson.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Julio M. Merino Vidal, developed as part of Google's Summer of Code

2005 program.

.
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Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Christos Zoulas.

.

Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Jukka Ruohonen.

License: BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

 

Files:

include/bsd/sys/endian.h

man/byteorder.3bsd

man/closefrom.3bsd

man/expand_number.3bsd

man/flopen.3bsd

man/getpeereid.3bsd

man/pidfile.3bsd

src/expand_number.c

src/pidfile.c

src/reallocf.c

src/timeconv.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2001 Dima Dorfman.

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2001 FreeBSD Inc.

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Thomas Moestl <tmm@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Mike Barcroft <mike@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2005

 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2005 Colin Percival

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2007 Eric Anderson <anderson@FreeBSD.org>

Copyright  2007 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2007 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

All rights reserved.
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.

Copyright  2009 Advanced Computing Technologies LLC

Written by: John H. Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2011 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files:

src/flopen.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2007-2009 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

All rights reserved.

License: BSD-2-clause-verbatim

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   in this position and unchanged.

2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files:

include/bsd/sys/tree.h

man/fparseln.3bsd

man/tree.3bsd

 src/fparseln.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1997 Christos Zoulas.

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  2002 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

All rights reserved.
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License: BSD-2-clause-author

 

Files:

include/bsd/readpassphrase.h

man/readpassphrase.3bsd

man/strlcpy.3bsd

man/strtonum.3bsd

src/arc4random.c

src/arc4random_linux.h

src/arc4random_uniform.c

src/arc4random_unix.h

src/arc4random_win.h

src/closefrom.c

src/freezero.c

src/getentropy_aix.c

src/getentropy_bsd.c

src/getentropy_hpux.c

src/getentropy_hurd.c

src/getentropy_linux.c

src/getentropy_osx.c

src/getentropy_solaris.c

src/getentropy_win.c

src/readpassphrase.c

src/reallocarray.c

src/recallocarray.c

src/strlcat.c

src/strlcpy.c

test/explicit_bzero.c

test/strtonum.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2004 Ted Unangst and Todd Miller

All rights reserved.

.

Copyright  1996 David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

Copyright  1998, 2000-2002, 2004-2005, 2007, 2010, 2012-2015

    Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

Copyright

  2004 Ted Unangst

Copyright  2004 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

Copyright  2008 Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2008, 2010-2011, 2016-2017 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

Copyright  2013 Markus Friedl <markus@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Bob Beck <beck@obtuse.com>

Copyright  2014 Brent Cook <bcook@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

Copyright  2014 Theo de Raadt <deraadt@openbsd.org>

Copyright  2014 Google Inc.

Copyright  2015 Michael Felt <aixtools@gmail.com>
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Copyright  2015, 2022 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: ISC

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

 BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/inet_net_pton.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

License: ISC-Original

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/setproctitle.c

Copyright:

Copyright  2010 William Ahern

Copyright  2012 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

License: Expat

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Files:

src/explicit_bzero.c

src/chacha_private.h

Copyright:

None

License: public-domain

Public domain.

 

Files:

man/mdX.3bsd

Copyright:

None

License: Beerware

"THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

<phk@login.dkuug.dk> wrote this file.  As long as you retain this notice you

can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think

this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.   Poul-Henning Kamp

 

License: BSD-3-clause-Regents

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-3-clause-author

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
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AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause-NetBSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause-author

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1069 libilbc 6.1.1-r0 
1.1069.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, The WebRTC project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may
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   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Written by Wilco Dijkstra, 1996. The following email exchange establishes the

* license.

*

* From: Wilco Dijkstra <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>

* Date: Fri, Jun 24, 2011 at 3:20 AM

* Subject: Re: sqrt routine

* To: Kevin Ma <kma@google.com>

* Hi Kevin,

* Thanks for asking. Those routines are public domain (originally posted to

* comp.sys.arm a long time ago), so you can use them freely for any purpose.

* Cheers,

* Wilco

*

* ----- Original Message -----

* From: "Kevin Ma" <kma@google.com>

* To: <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>

* Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:44 PM

* Subject: Fwd: sqrt routine

* Hi Wilco,

* I saw your sqrt routine from several web sites, including

* http://www.finesse.demon.co.uk/steven/sqrt.html.

* Just wonder if there's any copyright information with your Successive

* approximation routines, or if I can freely use it for any purpose.

* Thanks.

* Kevin

*/

 

1.1070 libxdmcp 1.1.4-r3 
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1.1070.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Author:  Keith Packard, MIT X Consortium

 

1.1071 libxcb 1.16-r0 
1.1071.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2001-2006 Bart Massey, Jamey Sharp, and Josh Triplett.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors

or their institutions shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this

Software without prior written authorization from the

authors.

 

1.1072 libxslt 1.1.39-r0 
1.1072.1 Available under license : 

DocBk XML V3.1.7 DTD

Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/xml/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Licence for libxslt except libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licence for libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Thomas Broyer, Charlie Bozeman and Daniel Veillard.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of the authors shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Simplified DocBook XML V4.1.2.4 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook XML V4.1.2 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992-2000 HaL Computer Systems, Inc.,

 O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software

 Corporation, Norman Walsh, and the Organization for the

 Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Simplified DocBk XML V3.1.7.1 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBk XML DTD, which is in turn based

on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
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 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without

 expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

 

1.1073 distro 1.8.0 
1.1073.1 Available under license : 

Thanks!

 

* https://github.com/andy-maier

* https://github.com/SethMichaelLarson

* https://github.com/asottile

* https://github.com/MartijnBraam

* https://github.com/funkyfuture

* https://github.com/adamjstewart

* https://github.com/xavfernandez

* https://github.com/xsuchy

* https://github.com/marcoceppi

* https://github.com/tgamblin

* https://github.com/sebix

* https://github.com/jdufresne

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1074 busybox 1.36.1 
1.1074.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================

 

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented

 as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's

 software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for
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 a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent

 this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and

 copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution
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 of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the

 executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or

 its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict

 the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity

 of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make

 exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice

 like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of

 Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.1075 gnutls 3.7.6-23.el9_3.3 
1.1075.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
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the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,
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 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute
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to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the

person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights

 protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims

 and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by

applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation,

rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the

Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's

 express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each

affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the

date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally
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invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the

remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

 not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated

claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without

 limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

The "inih" library is distributed under the New BSD license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Ben Hoyt

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Ben Hoyt nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY BEN HOYT ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL BEN HOYT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR
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 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

LICENSING

=========

 

Since GnuTLS version 3.1.10, the core library is released under

the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later

(see doc/COPYING.LESSER for the license terms).

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main GnuTLS library, while the

included applications as well as gnutls-openssl

library are under the GNU GPL version 3.  The gnutls library is

located in the lib/ and libdane/ directories, while the applications

in src/ and, the gnutls-openssl library is at extra/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

 

Note, however, that the nettle and the gmp libraries which are

GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual

license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+

or the GPLv2+ license.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

====================================================================

Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL

project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and

CRYPTOGAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further

details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================
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Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor

 the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##
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## For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
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License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the
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  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form
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      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
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differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
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of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
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   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
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of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,
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nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
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for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
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permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
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in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source
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 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
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  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
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conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1076 openssl 3.2.1 
1.1076.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the
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recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will
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   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard
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    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.1077 freetype-dev 2.13.2-r0 
1.1077.1 Available under license : 

# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.

#

# All lines in this file are patterns (relative to the top-level directory),

# including the comment lines; this means that e.g. `FTL.TXT' matches all

# files that have this string in the file name (including the path relative

# to the current directory, always starting with `./').

#

# Don't put empty lines into this file!

#

builds/unix/pkg.m4

#

docs/FTL.TXT

docs/GPLv2.TXT

#

include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

#

src/base/fthash.c

src/base/md5.c

src/base/md5.h
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#

src/bdf/bdf.c

src/bdf/bdf.h

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.c

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.h

src/bdf/bdferror.h

src/bdf/bdflib.c

src/bdf/module.mk

src/bdf/README

src/bdf/rules.mk

#

src/pcf/module.mk

src/pcf/pcf.c

src/pcf/pcf.h

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.c

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.h

src/pcf/pcferror.h

src/pcf/pcfread.c

src/pcf/pcfread.h

src/pcf/pcfutil.c

src/pcf/pcfutil.h

src/pcf/README

src/pcf/rules.mk

#

src/gzip/adler32.c

src/gzip/ftzconf.c

src/gzip/infblock.c

src/gzip/infblock.h

src/gzip/infcodes.c

src/gzip/infcodes.h

src/gzip/inffixed.h

src/gzip/inflate.c

src/gzip/inftrees.c

src/gzip/inftrees.h

src/gzip/infutil.c

src/gzip/infutil.h

src/gzip/zconf.h

src/gzip/zlib.h

src/gzip/zutil.c

src/gzip/zutil.h

#

src/tools/apinames.c

src/tools/ftrandom/ftrandom.c

#

subprojects/dlg

#

#
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 EOF

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its

 main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a
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 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions

 of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,

  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,
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 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,

  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

  These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to
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 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,

  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org

 

 

--- end of FTL.TXT ---

FREETYPE LICENSES

-----------------

 

The FreeType  2 font  engine is  copyrighted work  and cannot  be used

legally without  a software  license.  In order  to make  this project

usable to  a vast majority of  developers, we distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means that *you* must choose  *one* of the two licenses described

below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License,  found in the file  `docs/FTL.TXT`, which is

   similar to the  original BSD license *with*  an advertising clause

   that forces  you to explicitly  cite the FreeType project  in your

   product's  documentation.  All  details are  in the  license file.

   This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General
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   Public License.

 

   Note that  this license  is compatible to  the GNU  General Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The   GNU   General   Public   License

   version   2,   found   in

   `docs/GPLv2.TXT`  (any  later  version  can  be  used  also),  for

   programs  which  already  use  the  GPL.  Note  that  the  FTL  is

   incompatible with GPLv2 due to its advertisement clause.

 

The contributed  BDF and PCF  drivers come  with a license  similar to

that  of the  X Window  System.   It is  compatible to  the above  two

licenses (see files `src/bdf/README`  and `src/pcf/README`).  The same

holds   for   the   source    code   files   `src/base/fthash.c`   and

`include/freetype/internal/fthash.h`; they were part of the BDF driver

in earlier FreeType versions.

 

The gzip  module uses the  zlib license (see  `src/gzip/zlib.h`) which

too is compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The files `src/autofit/ft-hb.c` and `src/autofit/ft-hb.h` contain code

taken almost  verbatim from the  HarfBuzz file `hb-ft.cc`,  which uses

the 'Old MIT' license, compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The  MD5 checksum  support  (only used  for  debugging in  development

builds)

 is in the public domain.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work
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 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or
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 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number
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 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.1078 brotli-dev 1.1.0-r1 
1.1078.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1079 python-certifi 2024.2.2 
1.1079.1 Available under license : 

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/file/tip/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#
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***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

 

1.1080 v8 8.11.2 
1.1080.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The << Software identified by reference to the Ecma Standard* (Software)>>  is protected by copyright and is being

 

made available under the  BSD License, included below. This Software may be subject to third party rights (rights

from parties other than Ecma International), including patent rights, and no licenses under such third party rights

are granted under this license even if the third party concerned is a member of Ecma International.  SEE THE

ECMA

CODE OF CONDUCT IN PATENT MATTERS AVAILABLE AT http://www.ecma-

international.org/memento/codeofconduct.htm FOR

INFORMATION REGARDING THE LICENSING OF PATENT CLAIMS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO

IMPLEMENT ECMA INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS*.

 

Copyright  <<2012>> <<Ecma International>>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

1.   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and
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 the following

    disclaimer.

2.   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3.   Neither the name of the authors nor Ecma International may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE ECMA INTERNATIONAL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL ECMA INTERNATIONAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

* Ecma International Standards hereafter means Ecma International Standards as well as Ecma Technical Reports

This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

maintained libraries.  The externally maintained libraries used by V8

are:

 

 - PCRE test suite, located in

   test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre/regexp-pcre.js.  This is based on the

   test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

   of Cambridge and Google, Inc.  The copyright notice and license

   are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 

 - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/object-keys.  These are

   based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

   Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

   assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

   assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h,

   assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

   This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released

   under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

  - Valgrind client API header, located at src/third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

   This is released under the BSD license.
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 - The Wasm C/C++ API headers, located at third_party/wasm-api/wasm.{h,hh}

   This is released under the Apache license. The API's upstream prototype

   implementation also formed the basis of V8's implementation in

   src/wasm/c-api.cc.

 

These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Further license information can be found in LICENSE files located in

sub-directories.

 

Copyright 2014, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

 IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# The 3-Clause BSD License

 

Copyright 2019 web-platform-tests contributors

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Copyright 2016 The Chromium Authors

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.
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//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

All files in this directory are provided by the following license if not stated

otherwise in the individual file:

====================

This file is provided under a dual BSD/GPLv2 license.  When using or

redistributing this file, you may do so under either license.

 

GPL LICENSE SUMMARY

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

The full GNU General Public License

 is included in this distribution

in the file called LICENSE.GPL.

 

Contact Information:

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe/

 

BSD LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

====================

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later

claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.
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For

 these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a

Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

 and translate a Work;

 

 ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

 iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

  depicted in a Work;

 

 iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

 subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in

 a Work;

 

 vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

 protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

 including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

 

 vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

 based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known

 or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes
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the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or

any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work

by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved

 to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver

is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free,

non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in

the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration

provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii)

in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any

purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or

promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the

License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under

applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and

 in such case Affirmer hereby

affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims

and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

 a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

 surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

 b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties

 of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

 including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

 for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or

 other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

 discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

 c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other

 persons

 that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

 any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

 disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

 or other rights required for any use of the Work.
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 d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

 party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this

 CC0 or use of the Work.

 

For more information, please see

<http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

Tests included here are based on build output generated by the six-speed

benchmark suite.

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kevin Decker

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Sun Microsystems or the names of contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
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IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
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does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms
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 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301

 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 7 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2007 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.
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THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in

 source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
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 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1993-2004 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

Copyright (c) 2006 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder(s) nor the names of any

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The JsonCpp library's source code, including accompanying documentation,

tests and demonstration applications, are licensed under the following

conditions...

 

The author (Baptiste Lepilleur) explicitly disclaims copyright in all

jurisdictions which recognize such a disclaimer. In such jurisdictions,

this software is released into the Public Domain.

 

In jurisdictions which do not recognize Public Domain property (e.g. Germany as of

2010), this software is Copyright (c) 2007-2010 by Baptiste Lepilleur, and is

released under the terms of the MIT License (see below).

 

In jurisdictions which recognize Public Domain property, the user of this

software may choose to accept it either as 1) Public Domain, 2) under the

conditions of the MIT License (see below), or 3) under the terms of dual

Public Domain/MIT License conditions described here, as they choose.

 

The MIT License is about as close to Public Domain as a license can get, and is

described in clear, concise terms at:

 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License

  

The full text of the MIT License follows:

 

========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Baptiste Lepilleur

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

========================================================================

(END LICENSE TEXT)

 

The MIT license is compatible with both the GPL and commercial

software, affording one all of the rights of Public Domain with the

minor nuisance of being required to keep the above copyright notice

and license text in the source code. Note also that by accepting the

Public Domain "license" you can re-license your copy using whatever

license you like.

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the following BSD-style license applies to this one

file (valgrind.h) only.  The rest of Valgrind is licensed under the

terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2, unless

otherwise indicated.  See the COPYING file in the source

distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

This file is part of Valgrind, a dynamic binary instrumentation

framework.

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2010 Julian Seward.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment

 in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the above BSD-style license applies to this one file

(valgrind.h) only.  The entire rest of Valgrind is licensed under

the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2.  See the

COPYING file in the source distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)
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   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the

 Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,
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2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 Python Software Foundation; All

Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available

 to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF

 and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare

 derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6.

 This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White
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 Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement

 together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR

 ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such
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U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs

 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both

 that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ISC

MIT

 

1.1081 libuv 1.46.0 
1.1081.1 Available under license : 

Attribution 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and
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conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations

 are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor

 grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution

 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the

extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are
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granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of

these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in

consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the

Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License,

 where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations

 under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to
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    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

     as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable

 license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The
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         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

          necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

   

           Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent
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 possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

 

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be
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         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that

 includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

      4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's

         License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted

         Material from complying with this Public License.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents)

 is Adapted Material; and

 

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE.
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 WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License

 applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination

 of this Public

    License.
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Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

     without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative

 Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the
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use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

Copyright (c) 2015-present libuv project contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to parts of libuv originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/libuv repository:

 

====

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

This license applies to all parts of libuv that are not externally

maintained libraries.

 

The externally maintained libraries used by libuv are:

 

 - tree.h (from FreeBSD), copyright Niels Provos. Two clause BSD license.

 

 - inet_pton and inet_ntop implementations, contained in src/inet.c, are

   copyright the Internet Systems Consortium, Inc., and licensed under the ISC

   license.

 

1.1082 v8 3.1.4 
1.1082.1 Available under license : 

This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

maintained libraries.  The externally maintained libraries used by V8

are:

 

 - PCRE test suite, located in

   test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre.js.  This is based on the

   test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

   of Cambridge and Google, Inc.  The copyright notice and license

   are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 

 - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party.  These are

   based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

   Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

   assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

   assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

   This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released

   under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Valgrind client API header, located at third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

   This

 is release under the BSD license.

 

These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,
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as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the following BSD-style license applies to this one

file (valgrind.h) only.  The rest of Valgrind is licensed under the

terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2, unless

otherwise indicated.  See the COPYING file in the source

distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

This file is part of Valgrind, a dynamic binary instrumentation

framework.

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 Julian Seward.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment

 in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Sun Microsystems or the names of contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1083 netty-incubator-codec-native-quic

0.0.52.Final 
1.1083.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1900268582_1706883947.4283864/0/netty-incubator-codec-native-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/netty_quic_boringssl.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1900268582_1706883947.4283864/0/netty-incubator-codec-native-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/netty_quic_boringssl.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1900268582_1706883947.4283864/0/netty-incubator-codec-native-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/netty_quic.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1900268582_1706883947.4283864/0/netty-incubator-codec-native-quic-0-0-52-final-sources-

jar/netty_quic_quiche.c

 

1.1084 kotlin 1.8.22 
1.1084.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

1.1085 python-pip 24.0 
1.1085.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/file/tip/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v

 $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Copyright (c) 2020 Will McGugan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's
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principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1
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   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative
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version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors
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 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Seth Michael Larson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2022 by the respective authors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"
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 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,
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 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================
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Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes
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   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation
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("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise

 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.
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BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee
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agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,
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OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
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THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-202x The platformdirs developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
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with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
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a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
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excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012-2021  Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2008-present The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.1086 boringssl 0.0.52.Final 
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1.1086.1 Available under license : 
BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Files in third_party/ have their own licenses, as described therein. The MIT

license, for third_party/fiat, which, unlike other third_party directories, is

compiled into non-test libraries, is included below.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their

 work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 263291445

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
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 *    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL

 PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The

 implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*
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* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be
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* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license

 used for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

The code in third_party/fiat carries the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE

SOFTWARE.
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Licenses for support code

-------------------------

 

Parts of the TLS test suite are under the Go license. This code is not included

in BoringSSL (i.e. libcrypto and libssl) when compiled, however, so

distributing code linked against BoringSSL does not trigger this license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

BoringSSL uses the Chromium test infrastructure to run a continuous build,

trybots etc. The scripts which manage this, and the script for generating build

metadata, are under the Chromium license. Distributing code linked against

BoringSSL

 does not trigger this license.

 

Copyright 2015 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2020 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People
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# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>
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Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.1087 jbcrypt 2.15.0 
1.1087.1 Available under license : 

jBCrypt is subject to the following license:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2006 Damien Miller <djm@mindrot.org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.1088 escalade 3.1.2 
1.1088.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Luke Edwards <luke.edwards05@gmail.com> (lukeed.com)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1089 b4a 1.6.6 
1.1089.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1090 alpine-baselayout-data 3.4.3-r2 
1.1090.1 Available under license : 

# Automatically generated by apkbuild-cpan, template 3

# Contributor: Valery Kartel <valery.kartel@gmail.com>

# Maintainer: Celeste <cielesti@protonmail.com>

pkgname=perl-bsd-resource
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#_pkgreal is used by apkbuild-cpan to find modules at MetaCpan

_pkgreal=BSD-Resource

pkgver=1.2911

pkgrel=9

pkgdesc="Perl extension implements the BSD process resource limit functions"

url="https://metacpan.org/release/BSD-Resource/"

arch="all"

license="Artistic-2.0 OR LGPL-2.0"

depends="perl"

makedepends="perl-dev"

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://cpan.metacpan.org/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/BSD-Resource-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgreal-$pkgver"

 

build() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	PERL_MM_USE_DEFAULT=1 perl -I. Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

	make

}

 

check() {

	export CFLAGS=$(perl -MConfig -E 'say $Config{ccflags}')

	make test

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	find "$pkgdir" \( -name perllocal.pod -o -name .packlist \) -delete

}

 

sha512sums="

d0032d41c7c0468ed1c6d8f57b885f6cb97a5039d754c8cb60b2067daedaf53bd15fb6561a3d0f828df16dfa5417f663b

8065ba65f4fea16dc9262728b3b6b85

  BSD-Resource-1.2911.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Dhruvin Gandhi <contact@dhruvin.dev>

# Maintainer: Patrycja Rosa <alpine@ptrcnull.me>

pkgname=py3-license-expression

_pkgname=license-expression

pkgver=30.2.0

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Library to parse, compare, simplify and normalize license expressions"

url="https://github.com/nexB/license-expression"

arch="noarch"

license="Apache-2.0"

depends="python3 py3-boolean.py"

makedepends="py3-setuptools py3-setuptools_scm py3-gpep517 py3-wheel"

checkdepends="py3-pytest py3-pytest-xdist"
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subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/l/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/$_pkgname-$pkgver"

 

build() {

	gpep517 build-wheel \

		--wheel-dir .dist \

		--output-fd 3 3>&1 >&2

}

 

check() {

	python3 -m venv --clear --without-pip --system-site-packages .testenv

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m installer .dist/*.whl

	.testenv/bin/python3 -m pytest

}

 

package() {

	python3 -m installer -d "$pkgdir" \

		.dist/*.whl

}

 

sha512sums="

7be7ebab1d980063ab846a228c5247570d0e23ed52f4362ef7d88eb7a59274e6f74653b4e9cff8225597693087d750c5

bf7fcf604440d8d3d2976ebcd7442c24

  license-expression-30.2.0.tar.gz

"

Original Copyright (c) 1985 by Supoj Sutanthavibul

Parts Copyright (c) 1989-2012 by Brian V. Smith

Parts Copyright (c) 1991 by Paul King

Other Copyrights may be found in various files

 

Main Xfig copyright notice:

 

Any party obtaining a copy of these files is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable, world-wide,

paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal in this software and documentation files (the

"Software"), including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish and/or distribute copies of

the Software, and to permit persons who receive copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement

being that this copyright notice remain intact.

 

No representations are made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

Parts Copyright (C) 1993 by Alan Richardson (mppa3@uk.ac.sussex.syma)

The text rotation code in w_rottext.c was written by Alan Richardson.

 The above copyright notice holds for this work as well.

 

Parts Copyright (c) 1994 by Anthony Dekker

The Kohonen neural network code for color optimization was written by Anthony Dekker.
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Parts Copyright (c) 1995 by C. Blanc and C. Schlick

The X-Spline code was written Carole Blanc (blanc@labri.u-bordeaux.fr) and Christophe Schlick (schlick@labri.u-

bordeaux.fr) starting from an initial implementation done by C. Feuille, S. Grosbois, L. Maziere and L. Minihot as a

student practice (Universite Bordeaux, France). For additional information about X-splines, see:

"X-Splines: A Spline Model Designed for the End User" by C. Blanc and C. Schlick, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH'95

http://dept-info.labri.u-bordeaux.fr/~schlick/DOC/sig1.html

# Maintainer: Jakub Panek <me@panekj.dev>

pkgname=cargo-license

pkgver=0.5.1

pkgrel=4

pkgdesc="Cargo subcommand to see license of dependencies"

url="https://github.com/onur/cargo-license"

arch="all !s390x !riscv64" # rust

license="MIT"

makedepends="cargo cargo-auditable"

source="$pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://crates.io/api/v1/crates/cargo-license/$pkgver/download"

 

 

prepare() {

	default_prepare

 

	cargo fetch --target="$CTARGET" --locked

}

 

build() {

	cargo auditable build --release --frozen

}

 

check() {

	cargo test --frozen

}

 

package() {

	install -Dm755 target/release/cargo-license -t "$pkgdir"/usr/bin

}

 

sha512sums="

4d8d430df91c6aac53d2305d3125eaeee492324e85c4db29d33d452b3848f33a55088e71247c6c72c6a62f4e924a374a

115bf14b4f398e7950b9eb52415f2244  cargo-license-0.5.1.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Maxim Karasev <begs@disroot.org>

# Maintainer: mio <miyopan@e.email>

pkgname=bsd-games

pkgver=3.3

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="traditional text mode games from BSD"

url="https://bsd-games.sourceforge.io/"
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arch="all"

license="BSD-3-Clause"

install="$pkgname.post-install"

makedepends="ncurses-dev coreutils" # configure causes busybox expr error

subpackages="$pkgname-doc"

source="https://sourceforge.net/projects/bsd-games/files/bsd-games-$pkgver.tar.gz"

options="!check" # no tests

 

build() {

	# some GNU autoconf options are ignored, but it works

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr \

		--sysconfdir=/etc \

		--mandir=/usr/share/man \

		--localstatedir=/var/lib # it really shouldn't be in /var

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

	install -Dm644 LICENSE "$pkgdir"/usr/share/licenses/bsd-games/LICENSE

}

 

sha512sums="

aaf36d09d4fe68514a5c279063d7e77a9a9a84c447037cba974b29faa07eb80c2aab2379d0699c196b5c27ffe1b2bb2c6

8d3390143e0e62d5e3d210ccfb61294

  bsd-games-3.3.tar.gz

"

# Contributor: Carlo Landmeter <clandmeter@alpinelinux.org>

# Maintainer: Kevin Daudt <kdaudt@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=spdx-licenses

pkgver=3.22

pkgrel=0

pkgdesc="Various data formats for the SPDX License List"

url="https://spdx.org/"

arch="noarch"

options="!check" # no test suite

license="CC-BY-3.0"

source="license-list-data-$pkgver.tar.gz::https://github.com/spdx/license-list-data/archive/v$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir/license-list-data-$pkgver"

subpackages="$pkgname-list"

 

_types="html json rdfa rdfnt rdfturtle rdfxml template text"

 

for type in $_types; do

	subpackages="$subpackages $pkgname-$type:_subpkg"
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done

 

package() {

	mkdir -p "$pkgdir"

}

 

_subpkg() {

	local type=${subpkgname/$pkgname-/}

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc ($type)"

	install_if="$pkgname"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	cp -r "$builddir"/$type "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/

}

 

list() {

	pkgdesc="$pkgdesc (licence list)"

	mkdir -p "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx

	local i; for i in "$builddir"/text/*.txt; do

		local license=${i##*/}

		echo

 ${license%.*} >> "$subpkgdir"/usr/share/spdx/license.lst

	done

}

 

sha512sums="

b213fe66699770d75a4c994a01a5c08325751423516c2fb871088a47e7e7ce605736064f5ce3a63dc1d3c462271832db

7bc464ac968df1888f9823787964c786  license-list-data-3.22.tar.gz

"

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2023 Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 Vintage Dreams Waves v 2.0. for Creative Labs' AWE Soundcards

(EMU Soundfont 2 Format)

 

Copyright (c) Ian Wilson, 1996  (Updated January 1998)

 

This soundfont is freeware. You may freely use and/or redistribute it subject

to the following terms:

1. It is not altered, edited, modified, ripped, or converted to other formats,

except for private use only.

2. It is distributed with this copyright notice.

 

This soundfont is distributed WITHOUT WARRANTY, and without the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No liability

or damages can be inferred upon the said copyright owner, Ian Wilson.

 

Any feedback, contact Ian Wilson.

vintagedreamworks@hotmail.com

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Campus/8645/index.html

http://members.nbci.com/silicon39/

http://www.mp3.com/silicon39

https://analoguesque.x10host.com/

# Contributor: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

# Maintainer: Fabian Affolter <fabian@affolter-engineering.ch>

pkgname=py3-flake8-copyright

_pkgname=flake8-copyright

pkgver=0.2.4

pkgrel=1

pkgdesc="Extension for flake8 which checks for copyrights"

options="!check" # No testsuite

url="https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/flake8-copyright"

arch="noarch"

license="MIT"

depends="py3-flake8 py3-setuptools"

subpackages="$pkgname-pyc"

source="https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/source/${_pkgname:0:1}/$_pkgname/$_pkgname-$pkgver.tar.gz"

builddir="$srcdir"/$_pkgname-$pkgver

 

replaces="py-flake8-copyright" # Backwards compatibility

provides="py-flake8-copyright=$pkgver-r$pkgrel" # Backwards compatibility

 

build() {

	python3 setup.py build

}

 

package() {

	python3 setup.py install --skip-build --root="$pkgdir"
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}

 

sha512sums="

a6ab47e1bb715618f075c51f398e18180404871b3b0faf1c2d30701d5203db6bc23771bf22ffb5bafcd8ee856b9b64237

b316bd503ae7dceed6ca284ccd5a74d  flake8-copyright-0.2.4.tar.gz

"

mini_sendmail - accept email on behalf of real sendmail

 

Copyright  1999,2015 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@mail.acme.com>.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

# Maintainer: Natanael Copa <ncopa@alpinelinux.org>

pkgname=libart-lgpl

pkgver=2.3.21

pkgrel=8

pkgdesc="A library for high-performance 2D graphics"

url="https://www.levien.com/libart/"

arch="all"

options="!check"  # No test suite.

license="LGPL-2.0-or-later"

subpackages="$pkgname-dev"

source="https://download.gnome.org/sources/libart_lgpl/2.3/libart_lgpl-$pkgver.tar.bz2

	"

 

builddir="$srcdir"/libart_lgpl-$pkgver

 

prepare() {
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	update_config_sub

	default_prepare

}

 

build() {

	./configure \

		--build=$CBUILD \

		--host=$CHOST \

		--prefix=/usr

	make

}

 

package() {

	make DESTDIR="$pkgdir" install

}

 

sha512sums="8a632a6a4da59e5e8c02ec2f5a57e36d182b325b46513765425e5f171ff9ae326af1b133725beba28f7e7

6654309e001aee9bace727b5b4c8589405256a3c020  libart_lgpl-2.3.21.tar.bz2"

 

1.1091 acl 2.3.01 
1.1091.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and
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 to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that

 any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its

 scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if

 the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works

 based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such
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   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

 component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions

 are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision

 will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

 DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one

 line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts

 in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License
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 does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom

 to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free

 library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries

 into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a

 certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under

 these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use

 of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function

 must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere

 aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library

 into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

 the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file

 is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of

 this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library

 mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
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   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate

 distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence

 of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It

 is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution

 limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs

 whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST

 OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these

 terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1092 get-uri 6.0.3 
1.1092.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1093 pac-resolver 7.0.1 
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1.1093.1 Available under license : 
MIT

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1094 data-uri-to-buffer 6.0.2 
1.1094.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1095 activation 2.1.2 
1.1095.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Trademarks
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Jakarta Activation is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Eclipse Distribution License v1.0

which is available at https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. This

Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses

when the conditions for such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 are satisfied: (secondary) GPL-2.0 with Classpath-exception-2.0

which

 is available at https://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR BSD-3-Clause OR GPL-2.0-only with

Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/jakartaee/jaf-api

* https://github.com/jakartaee/jaf-tck

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.9.6)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0, W3C License, Public Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.9.6)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0, W3C License, Public Domain

 

Apache commons-lang (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

font-awesome (4.7.0)
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* License: OFL-1.1 AND MIT

 

jsoup (1.10.2)

 

* License: MIT

 

JTHarness (5.0)

 

* License: (GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0)

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/JT+Harness

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/jtharness/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

normalize.css (3.0.2)

 

* License: MIT

* Project:

 http://necolas.github.io/normalize.css/

* Source: http://necolas.github.io/normalize.css/

 

SigTest (4.0)

 

* License: GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/sigtest

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/sigtest/file/c57f97e2ac2f

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.1096 libxml2 2.11.7-r0 
1.1096.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1097 libxml2-dev 2.11.7-r0 
1.1097.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.1098 libxml2-utils 2.11.7-r0 
1.1098.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1099 node.js 20.11.1-r0 
1.1099.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2020 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright  2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/bn/asm/x86_64-gcc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp_x2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

      'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

      'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

      'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

      'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',
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     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/bsaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx2.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx512.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-gf2m.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont5.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/ec/x25519-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/x86_64cpuid.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/md5/md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/modes/aesni-gcm-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/modes/ghash-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/keccak1600-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-x86_64.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha512-x86_64.s',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/whrlpool/wp-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/engines/e_padlock-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/fips.ld',

    ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],
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 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

  'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

Copyright (c) 2021 Brett Zamir

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

0c6fa6970743d71fb1583281dd06600e

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2023 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https:/sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [
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     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

 

    'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

      'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

   

  'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',

      'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

      'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

      'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_block.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

      'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

    

 'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aes-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bf/bf-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/bn-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/co-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86-gf2m.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86-mont.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/des/crypt586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/des/des-586.S',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/x86cpuid.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/md5/md5-586.S',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/ghash-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/ripemd/rmd-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha512-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/whrlpool/wp-mmx.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/engines/e_padlock-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/fips.ld',

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'RMD160_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],
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   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

    ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Original Library

 - Copyright (c) Marak Squires

 

Additional Functionality

- Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

- Copyright (c) DABH (https://github.com/DABH)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

==============================================================

This product also include the following software:

==============================================================

 

QRCode for JavaScript

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Kazuhiko Arase

 

URL: http://www.d-project.com/

 

Licensed under the MIT license:

  http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

The word "QR Code" is registered trademark of

DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED

  http://www.denso-wave.com/qrcode/faqpatent-e.html

 

Located in ./vendor/QRCode

- project has been modified to work in Node and some refactoring was done for code cleanup

This software is licensed under the MIT License.

 

Copyright Fedor Indutny, 2018.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright 2022 Justin Ridgewell <justin@ridgewell.name>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Isaac Z. Schlueter (i@izs.me)

 

This project is free software released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Copyright Brian White. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2018-2020, Andrea Giammarchi, @WebReflection

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Titus Wormer <tituswormer@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD
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TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

 

    'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

      'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

   

  'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

      'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

      'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_block.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

      'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',
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     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

    

 'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/aes-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bf/bf-586.S',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/bn-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/co-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/x86-gf2m.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/x86-mont.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/des/crypt586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/des/des-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/x86cpuid.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/md5/md5-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/modes/ghash-x86.S',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/ripemd/rmd-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha512-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/whrlpool/wp-mmx.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/engines/e_padlock-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/legacy.ld',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/fips.ld',

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',
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     'RMD160_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

    './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Dave Justice

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
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 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2012-2017 by Ingvar Stepanyan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

5f6b5d3d7fba7daf8d8a8c827c8758a8

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 angus croll

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN
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 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

**Copyright  Corepack contributors**

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

Copyright (C) 2012-2013 Yusuke Suzuki (twitter: @Constellation) and other contributors.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Federico Romero

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Isaac Z. Schlueter

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES

 OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2018 Kilian Valkhof

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2020 Filament (Anomalous Technologies Limited)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
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copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ISC

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Matteo Collina

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 npm, Inc., Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Benjamin Coe, Isaac Z. Schlueter, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 IndigoUnited

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 Simon Lydell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/asm/x86_64-gcc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp_x2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

      'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',
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     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/bsaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx2.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx512.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/rsaz-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-gf2m.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont5.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/ec/x25519-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/x86_64cpuid.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/md5/md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/modes/aesni-gcm-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/modes/ghash-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-x86_64.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/keccak1600-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-x86_64.s',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/sha/sha512-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/crypto/whrlpool/wp-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/engines/e_padlock-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [
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   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

    './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

Copyright (c) 2015 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

version 1.2.12, March 27th, 2022

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:
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1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sergey Rubanov (https://github.com/chicoxyzzy)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

BSD-2-Clause

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of Sun Microsystems or the names of contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

 

"""

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2022 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

with the distribution.
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3. Neither the name of the copyright holder(s) nor the names of any

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

      'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',
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     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/aes-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/aesni-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bf/bf-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/bn-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/co-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/x86-gf2m.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/bn/x86-mont.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/des/crypt586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/des/des-586.S',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/x86cpuid.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/md5/md5-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/modes/ghash-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/rc4/rc4-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/ripemd/rmd-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha1-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha256-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/sha/sha512-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/crypto/whrlpool/wp-mmx.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/engines/e_padlock-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

    ],

   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],
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 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# c-ares license

 

MIT License

 

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2023 Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR
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 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----

 

This library bundles a version of the `fs.realpath` and `fs.realpathSync`

methods from Node.js v0.10 under the terms of the Node.js MIT license.

 

Node's license follows, also included at the header of `old.js` which contains
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the

 licensed code:

 

 Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Titus Wormer <tituswormer@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 Roy Riojas

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

    

 'openssl/crypto/bn/asm/x86_64-gcc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp_x2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

      'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

      'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

      'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

      'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

      'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/bsaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx2.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx512.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-gf2m.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont5.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/x25519-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/x86_64cpuid.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/md5/md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/aesni-gcm-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/ghash-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/keccak1600-x86_64.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha512-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/whrlpool/wp-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/engines/e_padlock-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/fips.ld',

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

  

   '-pthread',

   ],

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',
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   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Jordan Harband and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The << Software identified by reference to the Ecma Standard* (Software)>>  is protected by copyright and is being

 

made available under the  BSD License, included below. This Software may be subject to third party rights (rights

from parties other than Ecma International), including patent rights, and no licenses under such third party rights

are granted under this license even if the third party concerned is a member of Ecma International.  SEE THE

ECMA

CODE OF CONDUCT IN PATENT MATTERS AVAILABLE AT http://www.ecma-

international.org/memento/codeofconduct.htm FOR

INFORMATION REGARDING THE LICENSING OF PATENT CLAIMS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO

IMPLEMENT ECMA INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS*.

 

Copyright  <<2012>> <<Ecma International>>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
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following conditions are met:

1.   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

 the following

    disclaimer.

2.   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3.   Neither the name of the authors nor Ecma International may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE ECMA INTERNATIONAL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL ECMA INTERNATIONAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

* Ecma International Standards hereafter means Ecma International Standards as well as Ecma Technical Reports

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'RMD160_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',

     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

      'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',
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     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',

     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',

     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',

     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/apps/progs.c',

      'openssl/apps/rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',

     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

     'openssl/apps/version.c',

     'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',
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     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

   

  'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],

 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86)'],

}

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015, 2019 Elan Shanker, 2021 Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>, Eric Schoffstall

<yo@contra.io> and other contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Note: This is a derivative work based on "node-fetch" by David Frank,

modified and distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/bitinn/node-fetch

Python/Jython

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Denis Malinochkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Attribution 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================
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Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations

 are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor

 grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.
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    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution

 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the

extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are

granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of

these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in

consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the

Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License,

 where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations
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 under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

     as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable

 license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:
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           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

          necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

   

           Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).
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 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent

 possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

 

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;
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                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that

 includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

      4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's

         License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted

         Material from complying with this Public License.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents)

 is Adapted Material; and

 

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed
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Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE.

 WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License

 applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or
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      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination

 of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

     without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.
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=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative

 Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright (C) 1993-2004 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and [others].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

[others]: https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Kasper Unn Weihe

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

wcwidth.js: JavaScript Portng of Markus Kuhn's wcwidth() Implementation

=======================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2012 by Jun Woong.

 

This package is a JavaScript porting of `wcwidth()` implementation

[by Markus Kuhn](http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/ucs/wcwidth.c).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Matteo Collina and Undici contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

BSD-3-Clause

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Petka Antonov

             2015 Sindre Sorhus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

2d43f8ed81b8c0e81fca8ccfbbecc52f

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright 2021 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

83e854a9093200a7fc978812dda7da46

Tests included here are based on build output generated by the six-speed

benchmark suite.

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kevin Decker
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be
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distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the
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   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,
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 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter, Kat Marchn, npm, Inc., and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Minizlib was created by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

It is a derivative work of the Node.js project.
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"""

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Thomas Watson Steen
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Sindre Sorhus

Copyright (c) 2015 Elijah Insua

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',
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     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',

     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

     'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',

     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

 

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',

     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',

     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/apps/progs.c',

     'openssl/apps/rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',
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     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',

     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

      'openssl/apps/version.c',

     'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],

 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86)'],

}

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski and Isaac Z. Schlueter ("Authors")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, npm, Inc

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2020 Guy Bedford

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015-present libuv project contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2022 Nicol Ribaudo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Software License Agreement (BSD License)

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015, Kevin Decker <kpdecker@gmail.com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Kevin Decker nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

 AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.
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All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the

 Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and
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otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 Python Software Foundation; All

Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available

 to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF

 and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0
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-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare

 derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6.

 This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License
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Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White

 Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement

 together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR

 ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,
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OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs

 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both

 that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# Protected File

 

Example of a protected file to be used in the PolicyDenyFs module

Copyright (c) 2015 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',
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     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',

     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

 

    'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',

     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',

     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',
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     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm/apps/progs.c',

     'openssl/apps/rand.c',

      'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',

     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

     'openssl/apps/version.c',

     'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

      'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],

 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],
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 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64)'],

}

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2018-2021 Josh Junon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Kevin Mrtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2014 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru> and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Roy Riojas and Jared Wray

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Kyle E. Mitchell & other authors listed in AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

 

"""

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

"""

 

The Node.js license applies to all parts of Node.js that are not externally

maintained libraries.

 

The externally maintained libraries used by Node.js are:

 

- Acorn, located at deps/acorn, is licensed as follows:

 """

   MIT License
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   Copyright (C) 2012-2022 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

   THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- c-ares, located at deps/cares, is licensed as follows:

 """

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 1998 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

   Copyright (c) 2007 - 2023 Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

   file.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free

 of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

   this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

   the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

   use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

   the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

   subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

   paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

   Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR
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 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- cjs-module-lexer, located at deps/cjs-module-lexer, is licensed as follows:

 """

   MIT License

   -----------

 

   Copyright (C) 2018-2020 Guy Bedford

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- ittapi, located at deps/v8/third_party/ittapi, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2019 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- ICU, located at deps/icu-small, is licensed as follows:

 """

   UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND

 SOFTWARE

 

   See Terms of Use

   for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files and Software.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

   BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

   DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

   YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

   IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

   THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2023 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

   Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

   (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

   (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

   without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use,

   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

   the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

   or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

   (a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

   of the Data Files or Software, or

   (b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

   Documentation.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

   ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

   NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

   DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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   TORTIOUS

 ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

   PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

   shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

   use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

   written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Third-Party Software Licenses

 

   This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

   terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

   libraries.

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

   All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of

 this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

   to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

   copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

   the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

   permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

   OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

   HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

   SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

   RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

 DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

   CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

   CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

   shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

   or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

   of the copyright holder.

 

   All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

   property of their respective owners.

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

    #     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

    # the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

    # provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

    #

    #  The BSD License

    #  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

    #  Copyright (C) 2006-2008,

 Google Inc.

    #

    #  All rights reserved.

    #

    #  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    # modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

    #

    #  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    # this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    #  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    # copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    # disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

    # the distribution.

    #  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

    # contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    # this software without specific prior written permission.

    #

    #

    #  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

    # CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

    # INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF

    # MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

    # DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

    # LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

    # CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

    # SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

    # BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

    # LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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    # NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

    # SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

    #

    #

    #  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

    # listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

    # frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

    # corpora.

    #

    #  * Libtabe (Chinese)

    #    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

     #    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

    #

    #  * IPADIC (Japanese)

    #    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

    #    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

    #

    #  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

    #

    #  /*

    #   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

    #   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

    #   * All rights reserved.

    #   *

    #   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    #   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    #   * are met:

    #   *

    #   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    #   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    #   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    #   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    #   *   the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the

    #   *   distribution.

    #   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

    #   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    #   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

    #   *

    #   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

    #   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    #   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    #   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

    #   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

    #   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

    #   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

    #   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

    #   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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    #   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

    #   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

    #   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

    #   */

    #

    #  /*

    #   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

    #   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

    #       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

    #   *

    #   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    #   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    #   * are met:

    #   *

    #   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    #   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    #   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    #   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    #   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    #   *   distribution.

     #   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

    #   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

    #   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

    #   *   prior written permission.

    #   *

    #   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

    #   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    #   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    #   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

    #   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

    #   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

    #   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

    #   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

    #   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

    #   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

    #   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

    #   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

    #   */

    #

    #  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

    #      University of Illinois

    #  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

    #

    #  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

    #

    #
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    #  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

    #

    #  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

    #  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

    #

    #  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

    #  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

    #  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

    #  paragraphs.

    #

    #  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

    #  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties

 with regard to this

    #  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

    #  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

    #  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

    #  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

    #  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

    #  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

    #

    #  A large portion of the dictionary entries

    #  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

    #  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

    #

    #  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

    #  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

    #  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

    #  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

    #  in the same form as set out herein

 and that such intended

    #  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

    #  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

    #  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

    #

    #  NO WARRANTY

    #

    #  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

    #  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

    #  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

    #  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

    #  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

    #  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

    #  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

    #  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

    #  any right of any third party.

    #

    #  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and
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 be deemed to

    #  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

    #  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

    #  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

    #

    #  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

    #  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

    #  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

    #  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

    #  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

    #  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

    #  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

    #  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

    #  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

    #  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

    #  project

 or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

    #  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

    #  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

    #  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

    #  production of secondary products from the program.

    #

    #  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

    #  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

    #  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

    #  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

    #  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

    #  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

    #  above as far as the program is concerned.

    #

    #  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

    Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

    # Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

    # License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

    # Copyright (c) 2015 International Business Machines Corporation

    # and others. All Rights Reserved.

    #

    # Project: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary

    # Dictionary: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/laodict.txt

    # License: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/LICENSE.txt

    #          (copied below)

    #

    # This file is derived from the above dictionary version of Nov 22, 2020

    #  ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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    #  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

    #  All rights reserved.

    #

    #  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    #  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

    #

  

  #  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

    #  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

    #  form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

    #  the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

    #  provided with the distribution.

    #

    # THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

    # "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

    # LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

    # FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

    # COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

    # INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

    # (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

    # SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

    # HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

    # STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

    # ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

    # OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

    #  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

    #  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

    #  and others. All Rights Reserved.

    #

    #  This list is part of a project hosted at:

    #    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

    #

    #  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

    #  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

    #  All rights reserved.

    #

    #  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    #  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    #  are met: Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above

    #  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    #  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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    #  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    #  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    #  with the distribution.

    #

    #    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

    #    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    #    from this software without specific prior written permission.

    #

    #  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

    #  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

    #  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

    #  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

    #  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

    #  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

     #  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

    #  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

    #  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

    #  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

    #  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

    #  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

    #  SUCH DAMAGE.

    #  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Time Zone Database

 

     ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

   Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

   is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

   Database section 7.

 

    # 7.  Database Ownership

    #

    #    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

    #  

  document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

    #    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

    #    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

    #    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

    #    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

    #    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

    #    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

    #    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

    #    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

    #    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

    #    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

    #    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.
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   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Google double-conversion

 

   Copyright

 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

       * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

         notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

       * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

         disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

         with the distribution.

       * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

         contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

         from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   File: aclocal.m4 (only for ICU4C)

   Section: pkg.m4 - Macros to locate and utilise pkg-config.

 

   Copyright  2004 Scott James Remnant .

   Copyright  2012-2015 Dan Nicholson

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

 as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

   02111-1307, USA.

 

   As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

   distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

   configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

   the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that

   program.

 

   (The condition for the exception is fulfilled because

   ICU4C includes a configuration script generated by Autoconf,

    namely the `configure` script.)

 

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   File: config.guess (only for ICU4C)

 

   This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, see .

 

   As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

   distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

   configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

   the same distribution

 terms that you use for the rest of that

   program.  This Exception is an additional permission under section 7

   of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3").

 

   (The condition for the exception is fulfilled because

   ICU4C includes a configuration script generated by Autoconf,

   namely the `configure` script.)
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   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   File: install-sh (only for ICU4C)

 

   Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

   documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

   the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

   documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

   publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

   written prior permission.

  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

   suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

   without express or implied warranty.

 """

 

- libuv, located at deps/uv, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2015-present libuv project contributors.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

   This license applies to parts of libuv originating from the

   https://github.com/joyent/libuv repository:

 

   ====

 

   Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   ====

 

   This license applies to all parts of libuv that are not externally

   maintained libraries.

 

   The externally maintained libraries used by libuv are:

 

     - tree.h (from FreeBSD), copyright Niels Provos. Two clause BSD license.

 

     - inet_pton and inet_ntop implementations, contained in src/inet.c, are

       copyright the

 Internet Systems Consortium, Inc., and licensed under the ISC

       license.

 """

 

- llhttp, located at deps/llhttp, is licensed as follows:

 """

   This software is licensed under the MIT License.

 

   Copyright Fedor Indutny, 2018.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

   persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

   following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

   NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

   USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- corepack, located at deps/corepack, is licensed as follows:

 """

   **Copyright  Corepack contributors**

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of

 the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- undici, located at deps/undici, is licensed as follows:

 """

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Matteo Collina and Undici contributors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

 whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- postject, located at test/fixtures/postject-copy, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Postject is licensed for use as follows:

 

   """

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 2022 Postman, Inc

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this

 software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE.

   """

 

    The Postject license applies to all parts of Postject that are not externally

   maintained libraries.

 

   The externally maintained libraries used by Postject are:

 

   - LIEF, located at vendor/LIEF, is licensed as follows:

     """

                                        Apache License

                                  Version 2.0, January 2004
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                               http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

          TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

          1. Definitions.

 

             "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

             and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

             "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

             the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

             "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

             other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

 

             control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

             "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

             direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

             otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

             outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

             "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

             exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

             "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

             including but not limited to software source code, documentation

             source, and configuration files.

 

             "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

             transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

             not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

             and conversions to other

 media types.

 

             "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

             Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

             copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

             (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

             "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

             form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

             editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

             represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

             of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

             separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

             the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

             "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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             the original version of the Work and any modifications

 or additions

             to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

             submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

             or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

             the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

             means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

             to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

             communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

             and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

             Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

             excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

             designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

             "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual

 or Legal Entity

             on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

             subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

          2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

             this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

             worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

             copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

             publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

             Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

          3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

             this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

             worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

             (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

             use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise

 transfer the Work,

             where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

             by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

             Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

             with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

             institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

             cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

             or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

             or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

             granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

             as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

          4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

             Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

             modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided

 that You

             meet the following conditions:
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             (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

                 Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

             (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

                 stating that You changed the files; and

 

             (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

                 that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

                 attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

                 excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

                 the Derivative Works; and

 

             (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

                 distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

                 include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

                 within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      

           pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

                 of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

                 as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

                 documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

                 within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

                 wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

                 of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

                 do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

                 notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

                 or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

                 that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

                 as modifying the License.

 

             You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

        

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

             for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

             for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

             reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

             the conditions stated in this License.

 

          5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

             any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

             by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

             this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

             Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

             the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

             with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

          6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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             names, trademarks,

 service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

             except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

             origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

          7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

             agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

             Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

             WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

             implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

             of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

             PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

             appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

             risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

          8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal

 theory,

             whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

             unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

             negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

             liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

             incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

             result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

             Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

             work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

             other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

             has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

          9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

             the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

             and charge a fee for, acceptance of support,

 warranty, indemnity,

             or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

             License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

             on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

             of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

             defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

             incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

             of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

          END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

             To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

             boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

             replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

             the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

             file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

             same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

             identification within third-party archives.

 

          Copyright 2017 - 2022 R. Thomas

          Copyright 2017 - 2022 Quarkslab

 

          Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

          you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

          You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

              http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

          Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

          distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

          WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

          See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

          limitations under the License.

     """

 """

 

-

 OpenSSL, located at deps/openssl, is licensed as follows:

 """

                                    Apache License

                              Version 2.0, January 2004

                           https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

      TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

      1. Definitions.

 

         "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

         and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

         "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

         the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

         "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

         other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

         control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

         direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

          otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

         outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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         "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

         exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

         "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

         including but not limited to software source code, documentation

         source, and configuration files.

 

         "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

         transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

         not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

         and conversions to other media types.

 

         "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

         Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

         copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

         (an example is provided in the

 Appendix below).

 

         "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

         form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

         editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

         represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

         of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

         separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

         the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

         "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

         the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

         to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

         submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

         or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

         the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

         means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

         to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

         communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

         and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

         Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

         excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

         designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

         "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

         on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

         subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

      2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

         this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

         worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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          copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

         publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

         Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

      3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

         this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

         worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

         (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

         use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

         where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

         by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

         Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

         with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

         institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

         cross-claim or counterclaim

 in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

         or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

         or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

         granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

         as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

      4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

         Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

         modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

         meet the following conditions:

 

         (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

             Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

         (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

             stating that You changed the files; and

 

         (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

             that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

             attribution

 notices from the Source form of the Work,

             excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

             the Derivative Works; and

 

         (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

             distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

             include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

             within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

             pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

             of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

             as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

             documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

             within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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             wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

             of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

             do

 not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

             notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

             or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

             that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

             as modifying the License.

 

         You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

         may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

         for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

         for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

         reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

         the conditions stated in this License.

 

      5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

         any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

         by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

         this License,

 without any additional terms or conditions.

         Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

         the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

         with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

      6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

         names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

         except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

         origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

      7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

         agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

         Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

         WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

         implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

         of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS

 FOR A

         PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

         appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

         risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

      8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

         whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

         unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

         negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

         liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

         incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

         result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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         Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

         work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

         other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

   

      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

      9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

         the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

         and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

         or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

         License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

         on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

         of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

         defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

         incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

         of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

      END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 """

 

- Punycode.js, located at lib/punycode.js, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

   Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

  

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- V8, located at deps/v8, is licensed as follows:

 """
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   This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

   maintained libraries.  The externally maintained libraries used by V8

   are:

 

     - PCRE test suite, located in

       test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre/regexp-pcre.js.  This is based on the

       test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

       of Cambridge and Google, Inc.  The copyright notice and license

       are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 

     - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/object-keys.  These are

       based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

       Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

     - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

       assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

       assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h,

        assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

       This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released

       under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

     - Valgrind client API header, located at src/third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

       This is released under the BSD license.

 

     - The Wasm C/C++ API headers, located at third_party/wasm-api/wasm.{h,hh}

       This is released under the Apache license. The API's upstream prototype

       implementation also formed the basis of V8's implementation in

       src/wasm/c-api.cc.

 

   These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

   as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

   Further license information can be found in LICENSE files located in

   sub-directories.

 

   Copyright 2014, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions are

   met:

 

       * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

         notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

       * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

         disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

         with the distribution.

       * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
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         contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

         from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- SipHash, located at deps/v8/src/third_party/siphash, is licensed as follows:

 """

   SipHash reference C implementation

 

   Copyright (c) 2016 Jean-Philippe Aumasson <jeanphilippe.aumasson@gmail.com>

 

   To the extent possible under law, the author(s) have dedicated all

   copyright and related and neighboring rights to this software to the public

   domain worldwide. This software is distributed without any warranty.

 """

 

- zlib, located at deps/zlib, is licensed as follows:

 """

   zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

    version 1.2.13.1, October xxth, 2022

 

   Copyright (C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

   This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

   warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

   arising from the use of this software.

 

   Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

   including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

   freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

   1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

   claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

   in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

   appreciated but is not required.

   2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
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   misrepresented as being the original software.

   3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

   Jean-loup Gailly        Mark

 Adler

   jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 """

 

- simdutf, located at deps/simdutf, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright 2021 The simdutf authors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

   this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

   the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

   use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

   the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

   subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

   FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE AUTHORS OR

   COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

   IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

   CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- ada, located at deps/ada, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

   this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

   the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

   use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

   the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

   subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
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   FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

   COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

   IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

   CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- minimatch, located at deps/minimatch, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The ISC License

 

   Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

   IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- npm, located at deps/npm, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The npm application

   Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

   Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

 

   Node package dependencies of the npm application

   Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners

   Licensed on their respective license terms

 

   The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org

   and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com

   Operated by npm, Inc.

   Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

 

   "Node.js"

   Trademark Joyent, Inc., https://joyent.com

   Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent,

 Inc.

 

   The Node.js application

   Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org
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   The npm Logo

   Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

 

   "Gubblebum Blocky" typeface

   Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com

   Used with permission

 

   --------

 

   The Artistic License 2.0

 

   Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   This license establishes the terms under which a given free software

   Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.

   The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic

   control over the development of that Package while still keeping the

   Package available as open source and free software.

 

   You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this

   license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given

 Package.  If the

   terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to

   make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek

   a different licensing arrangement.

 

   Definitions

 

       "Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)

       named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

 

       "Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other

       material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's

       procedures.

 

       "You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,

       distribute, or modify the Package.

 

       "Package" means the collection of files distributed by the

       Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of

       those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard

       Version, or a Modified Version.
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       "Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it

       accessible to anyone else, or in the

 case of a company or

       organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

 

       "Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing

       this Package or providing support for this Package to another

       party.  It does not mean licensing fees.

 

       "Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been

       modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested

       by the Copyright Holder.

 

       "Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and

       such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright

       Holder.

 

       "Original License" means this Artistic License as Distributed with

       the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as

       it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

 

       "Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and

       configuration files for the Package.

 

       "Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode,

 object code, binary,

       or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or

       translation of the Source form.

 

   Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

 

   (1)  You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use

   Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that

   you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

 

   Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

 

   (2)  You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the

   Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction,

   either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate

   all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.  At

   your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a

   Compiled form of the Package.

 

   (3)  You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other

   modifications made available from the Copyright Holder.  The resulting

   Package
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 will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such

   will be subject to the Original License.

 

   Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

 

   (4)  You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis

   or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the

   Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs

   from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting

   any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that

   you do at least ONE of the following:

 

       (a)  make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder

       of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the

       Copyright Holder may include your modifications in the Standard

       Version.

 

       (b)  ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not

       prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In

       addition, the Modified Version

 must bear a name that is different

       from the name of the Standard Version.

 

       (c)  allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to

       make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others

       under

 

           (i)  the Original License or

 

           (ii)  a license that permits the licensee to freely copy,

           modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same

           licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee

           received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified

           Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely

           available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor

           Fees are allowed.

 

   Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version

   or Modified Versions without the Source

 

   (5)  You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without

   the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to

    get the Source of the Standard Version.  Such instructions must be

   valid at the time of your distribution.  If these instructions, at any

   time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you

   must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.

   If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty

   days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then
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   you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

 

   (6)  You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without

   the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to

   the Source of the Modified Version.

 

   Aggregating or Linking the Package

 

   (7)  You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or

   Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting

   aggregation provided that you do not charge a licensing fee for the

   Package.  Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing

 fees for other

   components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license

   apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions

   as included in the aggregation.

 

   (8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with

   other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to

   build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that

   include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,

   provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

 

   Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

 

   (9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that

   merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause

   the Package to be a Modified Version.  In addition, such works are not

   considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the

   terms of this license.

 

   General Provisions

 

   (10)  Any use, modification,

 and distribution of the Standard or

   Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,

   modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not

   use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this

   license.

 

   (11)  If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified

   Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required

   to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of

   this license.

 

   (12)  This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,

   service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.
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   (13)  This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,

   free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

   sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any

   patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily

   infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation

   (including

 a cross-claim or counterclaim) against any party alleging

   that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent

   infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the

   date that such litigation is filed.

 

   (14)  Disclaimer of Warranty:

   THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

   NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL

   LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL

   BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF

   ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --------

 """

 

- GYP, located at tools/gyp, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2020 Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

   Copyright (c) 2009 Google

 Inc. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

      * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- inspector_protocol, located at tools/inspector_protocol, is licensed as follows:

 """

   // Copyright 2016 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

   //

   // Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   // modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   // met:

   //

   //    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   // notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

   //    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   // copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   // in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   // distribution.

   //    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

   // contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   // this software without specific prior written permission.

   //

   // THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   // "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   // LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   // A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   // OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   // SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   // LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

    // DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   // THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   // (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   // OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- jinja2, located at tools/inspector_protocol/jinja2, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2009 by the Jinja Team, see AUTHORS for more details.

 

   Some rights reserved.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

       * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

         notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

       * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

         disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

          with the distribution.

 

       * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

         promote products derived from this software without specific

         prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- markupsafe, located at tools/inspector_protocol/markupsafe, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher and contributors.  See AUTHORS

   for more details.

 

   Some rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the software as well

   as documentation, with or without modification, are permitted provided

   that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.
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   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

   CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

   NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

   OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

   DAMAGE.

 """

 

- cpplint.py, located at tools/cpplint.py, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

 with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

      * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- ESLint, located at tools/node_modules/eslint, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, <www.openjsf.org>

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

   THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- gtest, located at deps/googletest, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

       *

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

       * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

   in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

       * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.
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   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- nghttp2, located at deps/nghttp2, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

   Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

    the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- large_pages, located at src/large_pages, is licensed as follows:

 """

    Copyright (C) 2018 Intel Corporation

 

    Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

    of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
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    to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation

    the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

    and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

    the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

    The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

    in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

    THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

    OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

    THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

    OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

    ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

    OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- caja, located at lib/internal/freeze_intrinsics.js, is licensed as follows:

 """

    Adapted from SES/Caja - Copyright

 (C) 2011 Google Inc.

    Copyright (C) 2018 Agoric

 

    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

    You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

    limitations under the License.

 """

 

- brotli, located at deps/brotli, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

    to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

   THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- HdrHistogram, located at deps/histogram, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The code in this repository code was Written by Gil Tene, Michael Barker,

    and Matt Warren, and released to the public domain, as explained at

   http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

   For users of this code who wish to consume it under the "BSD" license

   rather than under the public domain or CC0 contribution text mentioned

   above, the code found under this directory is *also* provided under the

   following license (commonly referred to as the BSD 2-Clause License). This

   license does not detract from the above stated release of the code into

   the public domain, and simply represents an additional license granted by

   the Author.

 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ** Beginning of "BSD 2-Clause License" text. **

 

    Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, 2014 Gil Tene

    Copyright (c) 2014 Michael Barker

    Copyright (c) 2014 Matt Warren

    All rights reserved.

 

    Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    modification, are permitted provided

 that the following conditions are met:

 

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

       this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

       this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

       and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

    AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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    ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

    LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

    CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

    SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

    INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

 OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

    CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

    ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

    THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- highlight.js, located at doc/api_assets/highlight.pack.js, is licensed as follows:

 """

   BSD 3-Clause License

 

   Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

     list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

   AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

   DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

   SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

   CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

   OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

 

- node-heapdump, located at src/heap_utils.cc, is licensed as follows:

  """

   ISC License
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   Copyright (c) 2012, Ben Noordhuis <info@bnoordhuis.nl>

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

   === src/compat.h src/compat-inl.h ===

 

   ISC License

 

   Copyright (c) 2014, StrongLoop Inc.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

    purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- rimraf, located at lib/internal/fs/rimraf.js, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The ISC License

 

   Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and

 this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

   IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- uvwasi, located at deps/uvwasi, is licensed as follows:

 """

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 2019 Colin Ihrig and Contributors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- ngtcp2, located at deps/ngtcp2/ngtcp2/, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 2016 ngtcp2 contributors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

    a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- nghttp3, located at deps/ngtcp2/nghttp3/, is licensed as follows:

 """

   The MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) 2019 nghttp3 contributors

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- node-fs-extra, located at lib/internal/fs/cp, is licensed as follows:

 """

   (The MIT License)

 

   Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files

   (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,
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    merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

    furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO THE

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

   OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

    ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

 

- base64, located at deps/base64/base64/, is licensed as follows:

 """

   Copyright (c) 2005-2007, Nick Galbreath

   Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Wojciech Mua

   Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Matthieu Darbois

   Copyright (c) 2013-2022, Alfred Klomp

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer.

 

   - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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   SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

      'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_asm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/chacha/chacha_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',

 

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

      'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

      'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',

      'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_clr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

      'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc4/rc4_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc4/rc4_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

      'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_block.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',
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   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/fips.ld',

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

Copyright (c) 2005-2007, Nick Galbreath

Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Wojciech Mua

Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Matthieu Darbois

Copyright (c) 2013-2022, Alfred Klomp

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is dual-licensed under the ISC and MIT licenses.

You may use this software under EITHER of the following licenses.

 

----------

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

----------

 

Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is

 hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
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conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

The code in this repository code was Written by Gil Tene, Michael Barker,

and Matt Warren, and released to the public domain, as explained at

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

For users of this code who wish to consume it under the "BSD" license

rather than under the public domain or CC0 contribution text mentioned

above, the code found under this directory is *also* provided under the

following license (commonly referred to as the BSD 2-Clause License). This

license does not detract from the above stated release of the code into

the public domain, and simply represents an additional license granted by

the Author.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

** Beginning of "BSD 2-Clause License" text. **

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, 2014 Gil Tene

Copyright (c) 2014 Michael Barker

Copyright (c) 2014 Matt Warren

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided

 that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# The 3-Clause BSD License

 

Copyright 2019 web-platform-tests contributors

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jameson Little

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2019, Human Who Codes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN
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 NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[

	"AGPL-1.0",

	"AGPL-3.0",

	"BSD-2-Clause-FreeBSD",

	"BSD-2-Clause-NetBSD",

	"GFDL-1.1",

	"GFDL-1.2",

	"GFDL-1.3",

	"GPL-1.0",

	"GPL-1.0+",

	"GPL-2.0",

	"GPL-2.0+",

	"GPL-2.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-bison-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-classpath-exception",

	"GPL-2.0-with-font-exception",

	"GPL-3.0",

	"GPL-3.0+",

	"GPL-3.0-with-GCC-exception",

	"GPL-3.0-with-autoconf-exception",

	"LGPL-2.0",

	"LGPL-2.0+",

	"LGPL-2.1",

	"LGPL-2.1+",

	"LGPL-3.0",

	"LGPL-3.0+",

	"Nunit",

	"StandardML-NJ",

	"bzip2-1.0.5",

	"eCos-2.0",

	"wxWindows"

]

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

----

This is a derivative work based on JSONStream by Dominic Tarr, modified and

redistributed according to the terms of the MIT license above.

https://github.com/dominictarr/JSONStream

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 nghttp3 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011 Gary Court. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1.	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2.	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GARY COURT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL GARY COURT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of Gary Court.

Copyright 2019 Justin Ridgewell <jridgewell@google.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.

Used with permission.

 

Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
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OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) silverwind

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Alexey Raspopov, Kostiantyn Denysov, Anton Verinov

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com), Paul Miller

(https://paulmillr.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
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persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

name: License update

on:

 schedule:

   # 00:00:00 every Monday

   # https://crontab.guru/#0_0_*_*_1

   - cron: 0 0 * * 1

 workflow_dispatch:

 

permissions:

 contents: read

 

jobs:

 update_license:

   permissions:

     contents: write  # for gr2m/create-or-update-pull-request-action to push local changes

     pull-requests: write  # for gr2m/create-or-update-pull-request-action to create a PR

   if: github.repository == 'nodejs/node'

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   steps:

     - uses: actions/checkout@b4ffde65f46336ab88eb53be808477a3936bae11  # v4.1.1

       with:

         persist-credentials: false

     - run: ./tools/license-builder.sh  # Run the license builder tool

     - uses: gr2m/create-or-update-pull-request-action@77596e3166f328b24613f7082ab30bf2d93079d5

       # Creates a PR or update the Action's existing PR, or

       # no-op if the base branch is already up-to-date.

       env:

         GITHUB_TOKEN: ${{ secrets.GITHUB_TOKEN }}

       with:

         author:

 Node.js GitHub Bot <github-bot@iojs.org>

         branch: actions/license-builder

         title: 'doc: run license-builder'

         body: >

           License is likely out of date. This is an automatically generated PR by

           the `license-builder.yml` GitHub Action, which runs `license-builder.sh`

           and submits a new PR or updates an existing PR.
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         commit-message: 'doc: run license-builder'

         labels: meta

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Andrea Giammarchi, @WebReflection

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use <https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2023 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without

 restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.
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THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

 including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except

 as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must

 retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
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# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights

 reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *
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#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

 #   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 #   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */
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#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software,

 whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that

 the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,
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#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation

 of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such

 damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lao

 Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2015 International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.
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#

# Project: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary

# Dictionary: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/laodict.txt

# License: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/LICENSE.txt

#          (copied below)

#

#	This file is derived from the above dictionary version of Nov 22, 2020

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

#  form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

#  the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

#  provided with the distribution.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon
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#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions

 and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make
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#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database,

 the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

 IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

File: aclocal.m4 (only for ICU4C)

Section: pkg.m4 - Macros to locate and utilise pkg-config.
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Copyright  2004 Scott James Remnant <scott@netsplit.com>.

Copyright  2012-2015 Dan Nicholson <dbn.lists@gmail.com>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc.,

 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

02111-1307, USA.

 

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that

program.

 

 

(The condition for the exception is fulfilled because

ICU4C includes a configuration script generated by Autoconf,

namely the `configure` script.)

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

File: config.guess (only for ICU4C)

 

 

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that

program.  This Exception is an additional permission under section 7

of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3").

 

 

(The condition for the exception is fulfilled because

ICU4C includes a configuration script generated by Autoconf,

namely the `configure` script.)

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

File: install-sh (only for ICU4C)

 

 

Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is

 hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)
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   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the

 Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,
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2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work

 available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

 between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly,

 prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6.

 This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895
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 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This

 Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO

 LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such
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U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs

 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

 copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2020 Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',
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     'CMLL_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'RMD160_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',

     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

      'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',
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     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',

     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',

     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm/apps/progs.c',

 

    'openssl/apps/rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',

     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

     'openssl/apps/version.c',

     'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',
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     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

      'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],

 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86)'],

}

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright contributors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

<!-- DO NOT EDIT! Generated by `%(generating_script_filename)s --spec %(spec_directory)s/` -->

Copyright 2022 Justin Ridgewell <jridgewell@google.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_asm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

      'openssl/crypto/mem_clr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',
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     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',
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   'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

This license applies to parts of libuv originating from the

https://github.com/joyent/libuv repository:

 

====

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

This license applies to all parts of libuv that are not externally

maintained libraries.

 

The externally maintained libraries used by libuv are:

 

 - tree.h (from FreeBSD), copyright Niels Provos. Two clause BSD license.

 

 - inet_pton and inet_ntop implementations, contained in src/inet.c, are

   copyright the Internet Systems Consortium, Inc., and licensed under the ISC

   license.

Copyright (c) George Zahariev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'CMLL_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'MD5_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'PADLOCK_ASM',

     'POLY1305_ASM',

     'RC4_ASM',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'WHIRLPOOL_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',
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     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

 

    'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',

     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',

     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',

     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/apps/progs.c',

  

   'openssl/apps/rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',
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     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

     'openssl/apps/version.c',

     'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

      'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],

 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64)'],

}

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) Open JS Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Colin Ihrig and Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom

 to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each

 author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this

free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what

they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'

reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the

 terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the
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Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all

 third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when

 you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the

whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and

thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source

 code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,
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 and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any

 further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is

 held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries

 either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this

License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this

 License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are
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different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this

 is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) < yyyy> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General
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 Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth

Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program,

 if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Andris Reinman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Thorsten Lorenz <thlorenz@gmx.de>

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday <mail@substack.net>

Copyright (c) 2009 Thomas Robinson <280north.com>

 

This software is released under the MIT license:
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

# Blue Oak Model License

 

Version 1.0.0

 

## Purpose

 

This license gives everyone as much permission to work with

this software as possible, while protecting contributors

from liability.

 

## Acceptance
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In order to receive this license, you must agree to its

rules.  The rules of this license are both obligations

under that agreement and conditions to your license.

You must not do anything with this software that triggers

a rule that you cannot or will not follow.

 

## Copyright

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe that contributor's

copyright in it.

 

## Notices

 

You must ensure that everyone who gets a copy of

any part of this software from you, with or without

changes, also gets the text of this license or a link to

<https://blueoakcouncil.org/license/1.0.0>.

 

## Excuse

 

If anyone notifies you in writing that you have not

complied with [Notices](#notices), you can keep your

license by taking all practical steps to comply within

 30

days after the notice.  If you do not do so, your license

ends immediately.

 

## Patent

 

Each contributor licenses you to do everything with this

software that would otherwise infringe any patent claims

they can license or become able to license.

 

## Reliability

 

No contributor can revoke this license.

 

## No Liability

 

***As far as the law allows, this software comes as is,

without any warranty or condition, and no contributor

will be liable to anyone for any damages related to this

software or this license, under any kind of legal claim.***

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [
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     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

      'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aes-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bf/bf-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/bn-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/co-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86-gf2m.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86-mont.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/des/crypt586.S',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/des/des-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/x86cpuid.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/md5/md5-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/ghash-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/ripemd/rmd-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-586.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha512-586.S',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/crypto/whrlpool/wp-mmx.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/engines/e_padlock-x86.S',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/asm_avx2/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'DES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_PART_WORDS',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

      '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',
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   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

maintained libraries.  The externally maintained libraries used by V8

are:

 

 - PCRE test suite, located in

   test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre/regexp-pcre.js.  This is based on the

   test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

   of Cambridge and Google, Inc.  The copyright notice and license

   are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 

 - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/object-keys.  These are

   based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

   Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

 - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

   assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

   assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h,

   assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

   This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released

   under a 3-clause BSD license.

 

  - Valgrind client API header, located at src/third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

   This is released under the BSD license.

 

 - The Wasm C/C++ API headers, located at third_party/wasm-api/wasm.{h,hh}

   This is released under the Apache license. The API's upstream prototype

   implementation also formed the basis of V8's implementation in

   src/wasm/c-api.cc.

 

These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Further license information can be found in LICENSE files located in

sub-directories.

 

Copyright 2014, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

 IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Copyright 2016 The Chromium Authors

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64': [

     'openssl/apps/lib/cmp_mock_srv.c',

     'openssl/apps/asn1parse.c',

     'openssl/apps/ca.c',

     'openssl/apps/ciphers.c',

     'openssl/apps/cmp.c',

     'openssl/apps/cms.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl.c',

     'openssl/apps/crl2pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/dgst.c',

     'openssl/apps/dhparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/dsaparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/ec.c',

     'openssl/apps/ecparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/enc.c',

     'openssl/apps/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/errstr.c',

     'openssl/apps/fipsinstall.c',

     'openssl/apps/gendsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/genpkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/genrsa.c',

      'openssl/apps/info.c',

     'openssl/apps/kdf.c',

     'openssl/apps/list.c',

     'openssl/apps/mac.c',
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     'openssl/apps/nseq.c',

     'openssl/apps/ocsp.c',

     'openssl/apps/openssl.c',

     'openssl/apps/passwd.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs12.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs7.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkcs8.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkey.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyparam.c',

     'openssl/apps/pkeyutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/prime.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/apps/progs.c',

     'openssl/apps/rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/rehash.c',

     'openssl/apps/req.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsa.c',

     'openssl/apps/rsautl.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_client.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/s_time.c',

     'openssl/apps/sess_id.c',

     'openssl/apps/smime.c',

     'openssl/apps/speed.c',

     'openssl/apps/spkac.c',

     'openssl/apps/srp.c',

     'openssl/apps/storeutl.c',

     'openssl/apps/ts.c',

     'openssl/apps/verify.c',

     'openssl/apps/version.c',

      'openssl/apps/x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_libctx.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_params.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_provider.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_rand.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/app_x509.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/apps_ui.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/columns.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/engine_loader.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/fmt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/http_server.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/names.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/opt.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_cb.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/s_socket.c',

     'openssl/apps/lib/tlssrp_depr.c',

   ],
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 },

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'include_dirs': [

   './include',

 ],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_cli_srcs_BSD-x86_64)'],

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Titus Wormer <mailto:tituswormer@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, <www.openjsf.org>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Vercel, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2022 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru> and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright npm, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright 2017-2022 (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

Copyright 2017 Kat Marchn

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

This library is a fork of 'better-json-errors' by Kat Marchn, extended and

distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.

(MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 [Ramesh Nair](http://www.hiddentao.com/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Thomas Watson Steen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files

(the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Titus Wormer <tituswormer@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1607a85871dcdbb479e915f7363030e3

MIT

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

{

   global:

       OSSL_provider_init;

   local: *;

};

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) GitHub Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR
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IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Simon Seyock
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 James Talmage <james.talmage@jrtechnical.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

// Copyright 2016 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301

 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rich Harris

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

39574483a6be9b11884d0cd2812d3cef

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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# The 3-Clause BSD License

 

Copyright  web-platform-tests contributors

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher and contributors.  See AUTHORS

for more details.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the software as well

as documentation, with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

* The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

3565c405b6b21b6d7aa3a38affba0332

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Sergii Iavorskyi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                            Apache License

                      Version 2.0, January 2004

                   http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

 "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

 and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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 "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

 the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

 "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

 other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

 control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

 "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

 direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

 otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

 outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual

 or Legal Entity

 exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

 "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

 including but not limited to software source code, documentation

 source, and configuration files.

 

 "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

 transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

 not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

 and conversions to other media types.

 

 "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

 Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

 copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

 (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

 "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

 form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

 editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

 represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the

 purposes

 of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

 separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

 the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

 "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

 the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

 to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

 submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

 or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

 the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

 means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

 to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

 communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

 and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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 Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

 excluding communication that

 is conspicuously marked or otherwise

 designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

 "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

 on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

 subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

 this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

 worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

 copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

 publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

 Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

 this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

 worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

 (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

 use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

 otherwise transfer the Work,

 where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

 by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

 with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

 institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

 or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

 or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

 granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

 as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

 Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

 modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

 meet the following conditions:

 

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

     Derivative Works a copy of this License;

 and

 

 (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

     stating that You changed the files; and

 

 (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

     that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

     attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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     excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

     the Derivative Works; and

 

 (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

     distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

     include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

     within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

     pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

     of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

     as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

     documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

     within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

     wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

     of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

     do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

     notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

     or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

     that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

     as modifying the License.

 

 You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

 may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

 for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

 reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

 the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

 any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

 by You to the Licensor shall be

 under the terms and conditions of

 this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

 Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

 the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

 with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

 names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

 except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

 origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

 agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

 Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

 implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

 of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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 PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible

 for determining the

 appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

 risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

 whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

 unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

 liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

 incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

 result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

 Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

 work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

 other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

 has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

 the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You

 may choose to offer,

 and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

 or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

 License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

 on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

 of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

 defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

 incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

 of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Artistic License 2.0

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The JsonCpp library's source code, including accompanying documentation,

tests and demonstration applications, are licensed under the following

conditions...

 

The author (Baptiste Lepilleur) explicitly disclaims copyright in all

jurisdictions which recognize such a disclaimer. In such jurisdictions,

this software is released into the Public Domain.

 

In jurisdictions which do not recognize Public Domain property (e.g. Germany as of

2010), this software is Copyright (c) 2007-2010 by Baptiste Lepilleur, and is

released under the terms of the MIT License (see below).

 

In jurisdictions which recognize Public Domain property, the user of this

software may choose to accept it either as 1) Public Domain, 2) under the

conditions of the MIT License (see below), or 3) under the terms of dual

Public Domain/MIT License conditions described here, as they choose.

 

The MIT License is about as close to Public Domain as a license can get, and is

described in clear, concise terms at:

 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License

  

The full text of the MIT License follows:

 

========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Baptiste Lepilleur

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

========================================================================

(END LICENSE TEXT)

 

The MIT license is compatible with both the GPL and commercial

software, affording one all of the rights of Public Domain with the

minor nuisance of being required to keep the above copyright notice

and license text in the source code. Note also that by accepting the

Public Domain "license" you can re-license your copy using whatever

license you like.

The npm application

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

 

Node package dependencies of the npm application

Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners

Licensed on their respective license terms

 

The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org

and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com

Operated by npm, Inc.

Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

 

"Node.js"

Trademark Joyent, Inc., https://joyent.com

Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

 

The Node.js application

Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org

 

The npm Logo

Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

 

"Gubblebum Blocky" typeface

Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com

Used with permission

 

 

--------

 

 

The Artistic License 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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Preamble

 

This

 license establishes the terms under which a given free software

Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.

The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic

control over the development of that Package while still keeping the

Package available as open source and free software.

 

You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this

license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package.  If the

terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to

make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek

a different licensing arrangement.

 

Definitions

 

   "Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)

   named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

 

   "Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other

   material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's

   procedures.

 

   "You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,

    distribute, or modify the Package.

 

   "Package" means the collection of files distributed by the

   Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of

   those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard

   Version, or a Modified Version.

 

   "Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it

   accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or

   organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

 

   "Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing

   this Package or providing support for this Package to another

   party.  It does not mean licensing fees.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been

   modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested

   by the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and

   such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright

   Holder.
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   "Original License" means this

 Artistic License as Distributed with

   the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as

   it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

 

   "Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and

   configuration files for the Package.

 

   "Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary,

   or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or

   translation of the Source form.

 

 

Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

 

(1)  You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use

Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that

you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

 

 

Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

 

(2)  You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the

Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction,

either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated

 disclaimers.  At

your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a

Compiled form of the Package.

 

(3)  You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other

modifications made available from the Copyright Holder.  The resulting

Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such

will be subject to the Original License.

 

 

Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

 

(4)  You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis

or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the

Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs

from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting

any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that

you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   (a)  make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder

   of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the

   Copyright Holder may include your modifications
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 in the Standard

   Version.

 

   (b)  ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not

   prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In

   addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different

   from the name of the Standard Version.

 

   (c)  allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to

   make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others

   under

 

       (i)  the Original License or

 

       (ii)  a license that permits the licensee to freely copy,

       modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same

       licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee

       received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified

       Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely

       available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor

       Fees are allowed.

 

 

Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version

or Modified Versions without the Source

 

(5)

  You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without

the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to

get the Source of the Standard Version.  Such instructions must be

valid at the time of your distribution.  If these instructions, at any

time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you

must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.

If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty

days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then

you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

 

(6)  You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without

the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to

the Source of the Modified Version.

 

 

Aggregating or Linking the Package

 

(7)  You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or

Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting

aggregation provided that you do not charge
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 a licensing fee for the

Package.  Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other

components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license

apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions

as included in the aggregation.

 

(8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with

other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to

build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that

include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,

provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

 

 

Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

 

(9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that

merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause

the Package to be a Modified Version.  In addition, such works are not

considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the

terms of this license.

 

 

General Provisions

 

(10)

  Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or

Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,

modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not

use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this

license.

 

(11)  If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified

Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required

to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of

this license.

 

(12)  This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,

service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

 

(13)  This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,

free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any

patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily

infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against

 any party alleging

that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the
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date that such litigation is filed.

 

(14)  Disclaimer of Warranty:

THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL

LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

--------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/ssl/bio_ssl.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/d1_srtp.c',

     'openssl/ssl/methods.c',

     'openssl/ssl/pqueue.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_msg.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_cert.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_ciph.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_conf.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_err_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_init.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_mcnf.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_rsa_legacy.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_sess.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_stat.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_txt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/ssl_utst.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/t1_trce.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls13_enc.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_depr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/tls_srp.c',

      'openssl/ssl/record/dtls1_bitmap.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_d1.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/rec_layer_s3.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_buffer.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/ssl3_record_tls13.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_cust.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/extensions_srvr.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_clnt.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_dtls.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_lib.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_quic.c',

     'openssl/ssl/statem/statem_srvr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ige.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_wrap.c',

      'openssl/crypto/aria/aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strex.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/a_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/ameth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_item_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_moid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_mstbl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/bio_ndef.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_param.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/d2i_pu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/evp_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/i2d_evp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/n_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/nsseq.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_pbev2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p5_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/p8_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/t_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c',

      'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_scn.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_algor.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_bignum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_int64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_long.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_sig.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1/x_val.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_posix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/arch/async_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/async/async_wait.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bf/bf_skey.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_buff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_lbuf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_nbio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_prefix.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bf_readbuff.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_addr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_cb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_dump.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bio_sock2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_acpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_conn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_dgram.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_fd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bio/bss_sock.c',
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      'openssl/crypto/bio/ossl_core_bio.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_asm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_srp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_x931p.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/camellia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ctr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/camellia/cmll_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cast/c_skey.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/chacha/chacha_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_client.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_hdr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_msg.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_protect.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_server.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_status.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmp/cmp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_cd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_env.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_ess.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_io.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_kari.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_pwri.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_sd.c',

      'openssl/crypto/cms/cms_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_api.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mall.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_sap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/conf/conf_ssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/crmf/crmf_pbm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_log.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_policy.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_sct_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ct/ct_x509v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cbc_enc.c',

 

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/cfb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64ede.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb64enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ofb_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/pcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/qud_cksm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/rand_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/str2key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/xcbc_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_rfc5114.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_dlfcn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_openssl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_vms.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dso/dso_win32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_deprecated.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/eck_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/decoder_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/encode_decode/encoder_pkey.c',

      'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_dyn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_fat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_list.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_rdrand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/eng_table.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_asnmth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_cipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_eckey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_pkmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/engine/tb_rsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_all.c',

      'openssl/crypto/err/err_all_legacy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_blocks.c',

     'openssl/crypto/err/err_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ess/ess_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_b64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_md.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/bio_ok.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_allc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/c_alld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/cmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ctrl_params_translate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dsa_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_aria.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_bf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_camellia.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/e_cast.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_des3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_idea.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_old.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_rc5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/e_xcbc_d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_ctrl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/encode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_cnf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pbe.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_blake2.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_mdc2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_ripemd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_sha.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/legacy_wp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p5_crpt2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_dec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_legacy.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_open.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_seal.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pbe_scrypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_client.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/http/http_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/idea/i_ofb64.c',

      'openssl/crypto/idea/i_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/kdf/kdf_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lh_stats.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpt_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cversion.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ebcdic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/getenv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_clr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mem_sec.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_fopen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_init.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_time.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/passphrase.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_child.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/punycode.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/trace.c',

     'openssl/crypto/uid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md4/md4_one.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_one.c',

      'openssl/crypto/md5/md5_sha1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/mdc2/mdc2dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ocb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/siv128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/o_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_dat.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/objects/obj_xref.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_cl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_http.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_srv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/ocsp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ocsp/v3_ocsp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pem/pvkfmt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_asn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_crt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_decr.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_kiss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_mutl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_npas.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8d.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_p8e.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_sbag.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/p12_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs12/pk12err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/bio_pk7.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_attr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_doit.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_mime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pk7_smime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/prov_seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_deprecated.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_pool.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/randfile.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2cfb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc2/rc2ofb64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc4/rc4_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rc4/rc4_skey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ripemd/rmd_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ameth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_depr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_err.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

      'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_saos.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931g.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_cfb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/seed/seed_ofb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1_one.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

      'openssl/crypto/siphash/siphash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_crypt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm2/sm2_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/legacy_sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm3/sm3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sm4/sm4.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/srp/srp_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_init.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_register.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_result.c',

     'openssl/crypto/store/store_strings.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_print.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_req_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_print.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_rsp_verify.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ts/ts_verify_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/txt_db/txt_db.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_null.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_openssl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ui/ui_util.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_block.c',

     'openssl/crypto/whrlpool/wp_dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/by_store.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_cache.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_map.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_node.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/pcy_tree.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_addr.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_admis.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akeya.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_akid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_asid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_bitst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_conf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_cpols.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_crld.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_enum.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_extku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_genn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ia5.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_info.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_int.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ist.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_ncons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pci.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcia.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pcons.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pku.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_pmaps.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_prn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_purp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_san.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_skid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_sxnet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_tlsf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utf8.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3_utl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/v3err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_err.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_trust.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c',

      'openssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x509type.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c',

     'openssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_capi.c',
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     'openssl/engines/e_devcrypto.c',

     'openssl/engines/e_padlock.c',

     'openssl/providers/baseprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/defltprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/nullprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/sm2_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_siv_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aria_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_camellia_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_chacha20_poly1305_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_null.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_sm4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_default_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_wrap_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2b_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/blake2s_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md5_sha1_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/null_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sm3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_der2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_epki2pki.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_msblob2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pem2der.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_pvk2key.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/decode_spki2typespki.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2any.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2blob.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2ms.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/encode_key2text.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/encode_decode/endecoder_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/krb5kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pkcs12kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/scrypt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2b_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/blake2s_mac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/poly1305_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/siphash_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seed_src.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_cpu_x86.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_tsc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_unix.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/seeding/rand_win.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/sm2_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/storemgmt/file_store_any2obj.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

      'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_blowfish_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cast5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_des_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_desx_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_idea_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc2_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hmac_md5_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_rc4_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_seed_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/md4_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/mdc2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/ripemd_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/wp_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf1.c',

     'openssl/providers/prov_running.c',

     'openssl/providers/legacyprov.c',

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86/no-asm/providers/fips.ld',

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'OPENSSL_PIC',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86': [
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     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 'cflags' : ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86)'],

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86)'],

 },

}

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License
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Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Kael Zhang <i@kael.me>, contributors

http://kael.me/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 ngtcp2 contributors
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later

claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For

 these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a

Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.
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1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

 and translate a Work;

 

 ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

 iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

  depicted in a Work;

 

 iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

 subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in

 a Work;

 

 vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

 protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

 including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

 

 vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

 based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known

 or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes

the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or

any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work

by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved
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 to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver

is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free,

non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in

the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration

provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii)

in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any

purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or

promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the

License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under

applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and

 in such case Affirmer hereby

affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims

and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

 a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

 surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

 b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties

 of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

 including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

 for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or

 other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

 discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

 c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other

 persons

 that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

 any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

 disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

 or other rights required for any use of the Work.

 

 d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

 party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this

 CC0 or use of the Work.

 

For more information, please see

<http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

# MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE

 OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

## Glob Logo

 

Glob's logo created by Tanya Brassie <http://tanyabrassie.com/>, licensed

under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

Copyright 2021 The simdutf authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Tim Caswell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2009 by the Jinja Team, see AUTHORS for more details.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2023 Yagiz Nizipli and Daniel Lemire

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License 2.0

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Luke Edwards <luke.edwards05@gmail.com> (lukeed.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

License

-------

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Ethan Arrowood

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

6212d00c4f1d5bd0f9c0220e6ee219e1

Copyright 2016-2018 Kornel Lesiski

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Dmitry Ivanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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	"OLDAP-1.3",

	"OLDAP-1.4",

	"OLDAP-2.0",

	"OLDAP-2.0.1",

	"OLDAP-2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.2.1",

	"OLDAP-2.2.2",

	"OLDAP-2.3",

	"OLDAP-2.4",

	"OLDAP-2.5",

	"OLDAP-2.6",

	"OLDAP-2.7",

	"OLDAP-2.8",

	"OLFL-1.3",

	"OML",

	"OPL-1.0",

	"OPL-UK-3.0",

	"OPUBL-1.0",

	"OSET-PL-2.1",

	"OSL-1.0",

	"OSL-1.1",

	"OSL-2.0",

	"OSL-2.1",

	"OSL-3.0",

	"OpenPBS-2.3",

	"OpenSSL",

	"PADL",

	"PDDL-1.0",

	"PHP-3.0",

	"PHP-3.01",

	"PSF-2.0",

	"Parity-6.0.0",

	"Parity-7.0.0",

	"Plexus",

	"PolyForm-Noncommercial-1.0.0",
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	"PolyForm-Small-Business-1.0.0",

	"PostgreSQL",

	"Python-2.0",

	"Python-2.0.1",

	"QPL-1.0",

	"QPL-1.0-INRIA-2004",

	"Qhull",

	"RHeCos-1.1",

	"RPL-1.1",

	"RPL-1.5",

	"RPSL-1.0",

	"RSA-MD",

	"RSCPL",

	"Rdisc",

	"Ruby",

	"SAX-PD",

	"SCEA",

	"SGI-B-1.0",

	"SGI-B-1.1",

	"SGI-B-2.0",

	"SGI-OpenGL",

	"SGP4",

	"SHL-0.5",

	"SHL-0.51",

	"SISSL",

	"SISSL-1.2",

	"SL",

	"SMLNJ",

	"SMPPL",

	"SNIA",

	"SPL-1.0",

	"SSH-OpenSSH",

	"SSH-short",

	"SSPL-1.0",

	"SWL",

	"Saxpath",

	"SchemeReport",

	"Sendmail",

	"Sendmail-8.23",

	"SimPL-2.0",

	"Sleepycat",

	"Soundex",

	"Spencer-86",

	"Spencer-94",

	"Spencer-99",

	"SugarCRM-1.1.3",

	"SunPro",

	"Symlinks",
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	"TAPR-OHL-1.0",

	"TCL",

	"TCP-wrappers",

	"TMate",

	"TORQUE-1.1",

	"TOSL",

	"TPDL",

	"TPL-1.0",

	"TTWL",

	"TTYP0",

	"TU-Berlin-1.0",

	"TU-Berlin-2.0",

	"TermReadKey",

	"UCAR",

	"UCL-1.0",

	"UPL-1.0",

	"URT-RLE",

	"Unicode-DFS-2015",

	"Unicode-DFS-2016",

	"Unicode-TOU",

	"UnixCrypt",

	"Unlicense",

	"VOSTROM",

	"VSL-1.0",

	"Vim",

	"W3C",

	"W3C-19980720",

	"W3C-20150513",

	"WTFPL",

	"Watcom-1.0",

	"Widget-Workshop",

	"Wsuipa",

	"X11",

	"X11-distribute-modifications-variant",

	"XFree86-1.1",

	"XSkat",

	"Xdebug-1.03",

	"Xerox",

	"Xfig",

	"Xnet",

	"YPL-1.0",

	"YPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-1.1",

	"ZPL-2.0",

	"ZPL-2.1",

	"Zed",

	"Zeeff",

	"Zend-2.0",
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	"Zimbra-1.3",

	"Zimbra-1.4",

	"Zlib",

	"blessing",

	"bzip2-1.0.6",

	"check-cvs",

	"checkmk",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.0",

	"copyleft-next-0.3.1",

	"curl",

	"diffmark",

	"dtoa",

	"dvipdfm",

	"eGenix",

	"etalab-2.0",

	"fwlw",

	"gSOAP-1.3b",

	"gnuplot",

	"iMatix",

	"libpng-2.0",

	"libselinux-1.0",

	"libtiff",

	"libutil-David-Nugent",

	"lsof",

	"magaz",

	"metamail",

	"mpi-permissive",

	"mpich2",

	"mplus",

	"pnmstitch",

	"psfrag",

	"psutils",

	"python-ldap",

	"snprintf",

	"ssh-keyscan",

	"swrule",

	"ulem",

	"w3m",

	"xinetd",

	"xlock",

	"xpp",

	"zlib-acknowledgement"

]

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Joseph Wynn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_cbc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_asm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',
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   'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

      'openssl/crypto/mem_clr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

  

   'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/keccak1600.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

  

   'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/no-asm/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],

   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],
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   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 GitHub and the TUF Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2019 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

All files in this directory are provided by the following license if not stated

otherwise in the individual file:

====================

This file is provided under a dual BSD/GPLv2 license.  When using or

redistributing this file, you may do so under either license.

 

GPL LICENSE SUMMARY

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

The full GNU General Public License

 is included in this distribution

in the file called LICENSE.GPL.

 

Contact Information:

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe/

 

BSD LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

====================

Postject is licensed for use as follows:

 

"""

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Postman, Inc

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

"""

 

The Postject license applies to all parts of Postject that are not externally

maintained libraries.

 

The externally maintained libraries used by Postject are:

 

- LIEF, located at vendor/LIEF, is licensed as follows:

 """

                                    Apache License

                              Version 2.0, January 2004

                           http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

      TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

      1. Definitions.

 

         "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

         and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

         "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

         the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

         "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

         other entities

 that control, are controlled by, or are under common

         control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

         direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

         otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

         outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

         "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

         exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

         "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

         including but not limited to software source code, documentation

         source, and configuration files.

 

         "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

         transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

         not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

         and conversions to other
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 media types.

 

         "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

         Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

         copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

         (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

         "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

         form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

         editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

         represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

         of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

         separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

         the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

         "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

         the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

         to that Work or

 Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

         submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

         or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

         the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

         means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

         to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

         communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

         and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

         Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

         excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

         designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

         "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

         on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

 

        subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

      2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

         this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

         worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

         copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

         publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

         Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

      3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

         this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

         worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

         (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

         use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

         where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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         by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed

 by their

         Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

         with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

         institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

         cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

         or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

         or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

         granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

         as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

      4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

         Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

         modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

         meet the following conditions:

 

         (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

             Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

         (b) You must cause

 any modified files to carry prominent notices

             stating that You changed the files; and

 

         (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

             that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

             attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

             excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

             the Derivative Works; and

 

         (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

             distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

             include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

             within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

             pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

             of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

             as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

             documentation, if provided along

 with the Derivative Works; or,

             within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

             wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

             of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

             do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

             notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

             or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

             that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

             as modifying the License.

 

         You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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         may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

         for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

         for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

         reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

         the conditions

 stated in this License.

 

      5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

         any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

         by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

         this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

         Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

         the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

         with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

      6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

         names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

         except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

         origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

      7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

         agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

         Contributor

 provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

         WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

         implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

         of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

         PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

         appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

         risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

      8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

         whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

         unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

         negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

         liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

         incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

         result of this

 License or out of the use or inability to use the

         Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

         work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

         other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

         has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

      9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

         the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

         and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

         or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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         License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

         on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

         of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

         defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

         incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

 reason

         of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

      END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

      APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

         To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

         boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

         replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

         the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

         comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

         file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

         same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

         identification within third-party archives.

 

      Copyright 2017 - 2022 R. Thomas

      Copyright 2017 - 2022 Quarkslab

 

      Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

      you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

      You may obtain a copy of the License

 at

 

          http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

      Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

      distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

      See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

      limitations under the License.

 """

{

 'variables': {

   'openssl_sources': [

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_ecb.c',

     'openssl/crypto/aes/aes_misc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/asm/x86_64-gcc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_add.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_blind.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_const.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_conv.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_ctx.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_div.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_exp2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gcd.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_gf2m.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_intern.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_kron.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mod.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mpi.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_mul.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_prime.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_recp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_rsa_fips186_4.c',

      'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_shift.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqr.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_sqrt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/bn_word.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bn/rsaz_exp_x2.c',

     'openssl/crypto/buffer/buffer.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/des_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/ecb3_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/fcrypt_b.c',

     'openssl/crypto/des/set_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_group_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dh/dh_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_sign.c',

      'openssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_32/f_impl32.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/arch_64/f_impl64.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/curve448_tables.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/eddsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/f_generic.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve448/scalar.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/curve25519.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec2_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_asn1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_curve.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_cvt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_kmeth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_mult.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ec_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_kdf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdh_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_ossl.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecdsa_vrf.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_mont.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nist.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_oct.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecp_smpl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ec/ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/asymcipher.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/dh_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/digest.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/ec_support.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_enc.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_rand.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/evp_utils.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/exchange.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kdf_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/kem.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/keymgmt_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/m_sigver.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_lib.c',

      'openssl/crypto/evp/mac_meth.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/p_lib.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_gn.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/pmeth_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/evp/signature.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_dh.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_key_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_generate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ffc/ffc_params_validate.c',

     'openssl/crypto/hmac/hmac.c',

     'openssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c',

     'openssl/crypto/asn1_dsa.c',

     'openssl/crypto/bsearch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/context.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_algorithm.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_fetch.c',

     'openssl/crypto/core_namemap.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cpuid.c',

     'openssl/crypto/cryptlib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/ctype.c',

     'openssl/crypto/der_writer.c',

      'openssl/crypto/ex_data.c',

     'openssl/crypto/initthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/o_str.c',

     'openssl/crypto/packet.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build.c',

     'openssl/crypto/param_build_set.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_dup.c',

     'openssl/crypto/params_from_text.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/provider_predefined.c',

     'openssl/crypto/self_test_core.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sparse_array.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_pthread.c',

     'openssl/crypto/threads_win.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cbc128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ccm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/cfb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ctr128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/gcm128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/ofb128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/wrap128.c',

     'openssl/crypto/modes/xts128.c',
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     'openssl/crypto/property/defn_cache.c',

      'openssl/crypto/property/property.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_parse.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_query.c',

     'openssl/crypto/property/property_string.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rand/rand_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_acvp_test_params.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_backend.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_chk.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_crpt.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_lib.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_mp_names.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_none.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_oaep.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_ossl.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pk1.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_pss.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_schemes.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sign.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_check.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_sp800_56b_gen.c',

     'openssl/crypto/rsa/rsa_x931.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha1dgst.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha256.c',

      'openssl/crypto/sha/sha3.c',

     'openssl/crypto/sha/sha512.c',

     'openssl/crypto/stack/stack.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/bio_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/capabilities.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/digest_to_nid.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_seeding.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_util.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/securitycheck_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fipsprov.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/self_test_kats.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/asymciphers/rsa_enc.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha1_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_cbc_hmac_sha256_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ccm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_gcm_hw.c',
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     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_ocb_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_wrp.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_aes_xts_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_cts.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_common.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/cipher_tdes_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha2_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/sha3_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/dh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecdh_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/ecx_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/exchange/kdf_exch.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/hkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/kbkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/pbkdf2_fips.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sshkdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/sskdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/tls1_prf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kdfs/x942kdf.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/kem/rsa_kem.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dh_kmgmt.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/dsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ec_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/ecx_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/kdf_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/mac_legacy_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/keymgmt/rsa_kmgmt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/cmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/gmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/hmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/macs/kmac_prov.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/crngt.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_ctr.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hash.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/drbg_hmac.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/rands/test_rng.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/ecdsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/eddsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/mac_legacy_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/signature/rsa_sig.c',
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     'openssl/ssl/s3_cbc.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_dsa_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ec_sig.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_ecx_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/der/der_rsa_key.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_ctx.c',

     'openssl/providers/common/provider_err.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_block.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_ccm_hw.c',

      'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_gcm_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/ciphers/ciphercommon_hw.c',

     'openssl/providers/implementations/digests/digestcommon.c',

     'openssl/ssl/record/tls_pad.c',

     'openssl/providers/fips/fips_entry.c',

 

   ],

   'openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64': [

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/aesni-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/bsaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/aes/vpaes-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx2.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-avx512.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/rsaz-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-gf2m.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/bn/x86_64-mont5.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/camellia/cmll-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/chacha/chacha-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/ecp_nistz256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/ec/x25519-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/x86_64cpuid.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/md5/md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/aesni-gcm-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/modes/ghash-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/poly1305/poly1305-x86_64.s',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-md5-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/rc4/rc4-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/keccak1600-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-mb-x86_64.s',
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     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha1-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-mb-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha256-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/sha/sha512-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/crypto/whrlpool/wp-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/engines/e_padlock-x86_64.s',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_sm2_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_digests_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_dsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ec_gen.c',

      './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_ecx_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_rsa_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/common/der/der_wrap_gen.c',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/legacy.ld',

     './config/archs/BSD-x86_64/asm_avx2/providers/fips.ld',

 

   ],

   'openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64': [

     'NDEBUG',

     'L_ENDIAN',

     'OPENSSL_BUILDING_OPENSSL',

     'AES_ASM',

     'BSAES_ASM',

     'ECP_NISTZ256_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

     'GHASH_ASM',

     'KECCAK1600_ASM',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT',

     'OPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5',

     'OPENSSL_CPUID_OBJ',

     'OPENSSL_IA32_SSE2',

     'SHA1_ASM',

     'SHA256_ASM',

     'SHA512_ASM',

     'VPAES_ASM',

     'X25519_ASM',

     'FIPS_MODULE',

   ],

   'openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-Wa,--noexecstack',

      '-Wall -O3',

     '-pthread',

     '-Wall -O3',

   ],

   'openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64': [

     '-pthread',

   ],
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   'linker_script': ''

 },

 'include_dirs': [

   '.',

   './include',

   './crypto',

   './crypto/include/internal',

   './providers/common/include',

 ],

 'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'cflags': ['<@(openssl_cflags_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'libraries': ['<@(openssl_ex_libs_BSD-x86_64)'],

 

 'sources': ['<@(openssl_sources)', '<@(openssl_sources_BSD-x86_64)'],

 'direct_dependent_settings': {

   'include_dirs': ['./include', '.'],

   'defines': ['<@(openssl_defines_BSD-x86_64)'],

 },

}

Copyright (c) 2011:

Tim Koschtzki (tim@debuggable.com)

Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Shannon Moeller <me@shannonmoeller.com> (shannonmoeller.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
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use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 7 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2007 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Google Inc.
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All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in

 source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Toru Nagashima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013, Joel Feenstra

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the ESQuery nor the names of its contributors may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL JOEL FEENSTRA BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the following BSD-style license applies to this one

file (valgrind.h) only.  The rest of Valgrind is licensed under the

terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2, unless

otherwise indicated.  See the COPYING file in the source

distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

This file is part of Valgrind, a dynamic binary instrumentation

framework.

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2010 Julian Seward.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment

 in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Notice that the above BSD-style license applies to this one file

(valgrind.h) only.  The entire rest of Valgrind is licensed under

the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2.  See the

COPYING file in the source distribution for details.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015-2020, Matteo Collina <matteo.collina@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Tim Oxley

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1100 urllib3 2.2.1 
1.1100.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT
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 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.1101 python 3.11.8-r0 
1.1101.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the
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Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
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prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
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Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
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LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.
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 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1102 pyc 3.11.8-r0 
1.1102.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as
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defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
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prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
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Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
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LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.
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 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1103 python 3.11.8 
1.1103.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as
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defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
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prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
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Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
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LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.
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 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1104 python3-pycache-pyc0 3.11.8-r0 
1.1104.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as
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defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
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prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
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Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
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LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.
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 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1105 python3-pyc 3.11.8-r0 
1.1105.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as
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defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga

 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
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prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
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Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
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LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.
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 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1106 https-proxy-agent 7.0.4 
1.1106.1 Available under license : 

MIT

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1107 http-proxy-agent 7.0.2 
1.1107.1 Available under license : 

MIT

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1108 python-dev 3.11.8-r0 
1.1108.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent

 notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that
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suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see https://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see https://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All

 Python releases are Open Source (see https://opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes
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   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now

    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6,

 examples, recipes, and other code in

the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,
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distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright

 (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga
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 Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE

 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html

 may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------
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1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice

 of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made

 to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal
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intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply,

 by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

        ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations

 in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and

 do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.
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(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions.

 You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent

permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.1109 node.js 20.11.1 
1.1109.1 Available under license : 

MIT

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Aspose Pty Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.1110 minizip 1.3.1-r0 
1.1110.1 Available under license : 

Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2024 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
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 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1111 @npmcli/map-workspaces 3.0.4 
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1.1111.1 Available under license : 
ISC

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1112 npmcli-installed-package-contents

2.0.2 
1.1112.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC
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1.1113 @npmcli/fs 3.1.0 
1.1113.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files

(the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ISC

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.1114 @npmcli/name-from-folder 2.0.0 
1.1114.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1115 @npmcli/disparity-colors 3.0.0 
1.1115.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1116 @npmcli/node-gyp 3.0.0 
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1.1116.1 Available under license : 
ISC

 

1.1117 cryptography 42.0.5 
1.1117.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of PyCA Cryptography nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1118 @isaacs/string-locale-compare 1.1.0 
1.1118.1 Available under license : 

ISC

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1119 socks 2.8.1 
1.1119.1 Available under license : 

MIT

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Josh Glazebrook

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1120 nss 3.98-r0 
1.1120.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The

 above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions
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--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form

 of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any
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 of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14.

 "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its
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   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as

 part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except

 as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its
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Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections

 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of

 distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for
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the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4.

 Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability

 specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor

 are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of

 this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

 risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances

 and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*

  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall

 not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------
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10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing

 Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------
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 This Source Code Form

 is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.
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 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis
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Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>

Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy

 Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

Files "rsa.json", "ecdsa.json", "sha256.json", "sha256.mct.json", "aes-gcm.json" were adapted from JSON samples

in https://github.com/usnistgov/ACVP-Server on Nov 20 2022. These are distributed under the following license:

 

NIST-developed software is provided by NIST as a public service. You may use, copy, and distribute copies of the

software in any medium, provided that you keep intact this entire notice. You may improve, modify, and create

derivative works of the software or any portion of the software, and you may copy and distribute such modifications

or works. Modified works should carry a notice stating that you changed the software and should note the date and

nature of any such change. Please explicitly acknowledge the National Institute of Standards and Technology as the

source of the software.

 

NIST-developed software is expressly provided "AS IS." NIST MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED, IN FACT, OR ARISING BY OPERATION OF LAW, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, AND DATA ACCURACY. NIST NEITHER REPRESENTS NOR WARRANTS THAT THE

OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, OR THAT ANY
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DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED. NIST DOES NOT WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS

REGARDING THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR THE RESULTS THEREOF, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, OR USEFULNESS OF THE SOFTWARE.

 

You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the software and you

assume all risks associated with its use, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and the unavailability or

interruption of operation. This software is not intended to be used in any situation where a failure could cause risk of

injury or damage to property. The software developed by NIST employees is not subject

 to copyright protection within the United States.

 

1.1121 sniffio 1.3.1 
1.1121.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

 THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the

licenses found in LICENSE.APACHE2 or LICENSE.MIT. Contributions to are

made under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1122 @xmldom/xmldom 0.8.6 
1.1122.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2019 - present Christopher J. Brody and other contributors, as listed in:

https://github.com/xmldom/xmldom/graphs/contributors

Copyright 2012 - 2017 @jindw <jindw@xidea.org> and other contributors, as listed in:

https://github.com/jindw/xmldom/graphs/contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1123 kotlin 8.0.0 
1.1123.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

PubNub Software Development Kit License Agreement

Copyright  2023 PubNub Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of the license, you are hereby granted

a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license to (a) copy and modify

the software in source code or binary form for use with the software services

and interfaces provided by PubNub, and (b) redistribute unmodified copies

of the software to third parties. The software may not be incorporated in

or used to provide any product or service competitive with the products

and services of PubNub.

 

The above copyright notice and this license shall be included

in or with all copies or substantial portions of the software.

 

This license does not grant you permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of PubNub, except as required for reasonable

and customary use in describing the origin of the software and reproducing

the content of this license.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL PUBNUB OR THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OF THE SOFTWARE BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

https://www.pubnub.com/

https://www.pubnub.com/terms

Apache HttpComponents HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging
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// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Logging

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3

 - Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12

 - Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1

 

1.1124 mesa 23.3.6-r0 
1.1124.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright  2018 Rob Clark

 

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

# of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

# in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

# to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

# furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

# all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

# IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

# OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

# SOFTWARE.

 

libfreedreno_layout = static_library(

 'freedreno_layout',

 [

   'fd5_layout.c',

   'fd6_format_table.c',

   'fd6_layout.c',

   'fd6_view.c',

   'freedreno_layout.c',

   freedreno_xml_header_files,

 ],

 include_directories : [inc_freedreno, inc_include, inc_src],

 c_args : [no_override_init_args],

 gnu_symbol_visibility : 'hidden',
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 dependencies : [idep_nir_headers, idep_mesautil],

 build_by_default : false,

)

 

foreach major : ['5', '6']

 test(

   'fd' + major + '_layout',

   executable(

     'fd' + major + '_layout',

     [

       'fd_layout_test.c',

       'fd' + major + '_layout_test.c',

       freedreno_xml_header_files,

     ],

     link_with: libfreedreno_layout,

     dependencies : idep_mesautil,

     include_directories: [

       inc_include,

       inc_src,

       inc_freedreno],

   ),

   suite : ['freedreno'],

 )

endforeach

Copyright 2019 The Fuchsia Authors.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2019 Omar Cornut

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.1125 xprop 1.2.7-r0 
1.1125.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1990, 1998  The Open Group

Copyright (c) 2000  The XFree86 Project, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name

 of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

Copyright 2007 Kim woelders

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
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INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1126 libdav1d 1.3.0-r1 
1.1126.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2018-2019, VideoLAN and dav1d authors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1127 selenium 4.9.1 
1.1127.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

Sizzle is released under three licenses: MIT, BSD, and GPL. You may pick the license that best suits your

development needs. The text of all three licenses are provided below.
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MIT License

----

 

Copyright (c) 2009 John Resig

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

BSD License

----

 

Copyright (c) 2009, John Resig

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the <organization> nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY John Resig ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <copyright holder> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

GPL License

----

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license

 document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know

 you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they
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 have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'

reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

 Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print

 or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and
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telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

 whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written

 offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the

 source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless

that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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 parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment

 or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on

you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the

Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all

those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this

License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the

 purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of

any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system,

which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range

of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the

author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those

 countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License

incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
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number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

 different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO

 EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software,

you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do not use the

software.

 

1. Definitions

 

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution"

have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

 

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the

software.

 

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this

license.

 

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its
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contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

 

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a

non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its

contribution or any derivative works that you create.

 

(B)

 Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license

conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a

non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to

make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of

its contribution in the software or derivative works of the contribution in the

software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

 

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any

contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

 

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you

claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such contributor

to the software ends automatically.

 

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all

copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in the

software.

 

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may

do so only under this license

 by including a complete copy of this license with

your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in compiled or

object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this

license.

 

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The

contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may have

additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot

change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude

the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and

non-infringement.

Copyright (c) 2013 Kohsuke Kawaguchi and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Jim Weirich

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2014 Kazuki Tsujimoto

 

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the

2-clause BSDL (see the file BSDL), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:
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      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

	  modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

	  the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other

 distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

    provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

	  together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

	  on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

	  the software.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

    are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

    For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

    file LEGAL.

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied

 as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.
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Apache License 2.0

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Yuki Nishijima

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

LEGAL NOTICE INFORMATION

------------------------

 

All the files in this distribution are written by the author.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

JRuby is Copyright (c) 2007-2018 The JRuby project, and is released

under a tri EPL/GPL/LGPL license. You can use it, redistribute it

and/or modify it under the terms of the:
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 Eclipse Public License version 2.0

   OR

 GNU General Public License version 2

   OR

 GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

 

bytelist (http://github.com/jruby/bytelist),

jnr-posix (https://github.com/jnr/jnr-posix),

jruby-openssl (https://github.com/jruby/jruby-openssl),

jruby-readline (https://github.com/jruby/jruby-readline),

psych (https://github.com/ruby/psych),

yydebug (https://github.com/jruby/jay-yydebug/)

are released under the same copyright/license.

 

Some additional libraries distributed with JRuby are not covered by

JRuby's licence. Most of these libraries and their licenses are listed

below. Also see LICENSE.RUBY for most files found in lib/ruby/stdlib.

 

asm (http://asm.objectweb.org) is distributed under the BSD license and is

 

  Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

  All rights

 reserved.

 

jline2 (https://github.com/jline/jline2) is distributed under the BSD license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2002-2012, the original author or authors.

  All rights reserved.

 

jzlib (http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/) is distributed under the BSD license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2000-2011 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

The "rake" library (https://github.com/ruby/rake) is distributed under

the MIT license, and has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (c) 2003, 2004 Jim Weirich

 

jcodings (http://github.com/jruby/jcodings) and

joni (http://github.com/jruby/joni) are distributed

under the MIT license without copyright.

 

Bouncycastle is released under the MIT license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle.

 

jnr-x86asm (https://github.com/jnr/jnr-x86asm) is distributed under the MIT
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license with the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010 Wayne Meissner

  Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Petr Kobalicek <kobalicek.petr@gmail.com>

 

The following libraries

 are redistributed under the Apache Software

License v2.0, available below.

  invokebinder (https://github.com/headius/invokebinder)

  jffi (https://github.com/jnr/jffi)

  jitescript (https://github.com/qmx/jitescript)

  jnr-constants (http://github.com/jnr/jnr-constants)

  jnr-enxio (https://github.com/jnr/jnr-enxio)

  jnr-ffi (https://github.com/jnr/jnr-jffi)

  jnr-netdb (http://github.com/jnr/jnr-netdb)

  jnr-unixsocket (https://github.com/jnr/jnr-unixsocket)

  joda-time (http://joda-time.sourceforge.net)

  maven (http://maven.apache.org/)

  nailgun (http://martiansoftware.com/nailgun)

  options (https://github.com/headius/options)

  snakeyaml (https://github.com/asomov/snakeyaml)

  unsafe-fences (https://github.com/headius/unsafe-fences)

 

racc (runtime only, https://github.com/tenderlove/racc) is

  distributed under the same license terms as the Ruby standard

  library. This includes all files under lib/ruby/stdlib/racc.

  See LICENSE.RUBY.

 

json-generator and

 json-parser (https://github.com/flori/json) native

  extenstions under the same license terms as the Ruby standard library.

  See LICENSE.RUBY

 

The complete text of the Eclipse Public License is as follows:

 

 Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

     THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

     PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

     OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

 1. DEFINITIONS

 

 "Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

      Distributed under this Agreement, and
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   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

      i) changes to the Program, and

      ii) additions to the Program;

   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

   and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

   "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

   such Contributor itself or anyone

 acting on such Contributor's behalf.

   Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

   are not Modified Works.

 

 "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

 "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

 are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

 or when combined with the Program.

 

 "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

 Agreement.

 

 "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

 or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

 "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

 form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

 editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

 represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

 "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

 results from an addition

 to, deletion from, or modification of the

 contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

 in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

 Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

 interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

 in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

 or Modified Works thereof.

 

 "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

 in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

 "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

 modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

 documentation source, and configuration files.

 

 "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

 Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

 exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial
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 Contributor.

 

 2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject

 to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

   grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

   license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

   publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

   Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

   grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

   license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

   import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

   if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

   apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

   the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

   of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

   Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

   combinations which include the Contribution.

 No hardware per se is

   licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

   licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

   provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

   patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

   Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

   brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

   property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

   rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

   assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

   property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

   patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

   Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

   before distributing the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

   sufficient copyright

 rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

   the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

   e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

   Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

   those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

   receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

   (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).
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 3. REQUIREMENTS

 

 3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

   a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

   accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

   the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

   is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

   obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

   used for software exchange; and

 

   b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

   different than this Agreement, provided

 that such license:

      i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

      warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

      warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

      implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

      for a particular purpose;

 

      ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

      liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

      incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

      iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

      in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

      iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

      party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

      of this section 3.

 

 3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

   Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate

 file or

   files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

   Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

   Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

   under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

   the Program.

 

 3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

 trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

 of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of
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 the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

 their own appropriate notices.

 

 4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

 Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

 with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

 license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

 the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

 

 offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

 liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

 the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

 ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

 other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

 damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

 and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

 Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

 Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

 in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

 apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

 intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

 Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

 writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

  and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

 related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

 participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

 For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

 product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

 Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

 claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

 claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

 alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

 defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

 claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

 pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

 those damages.

 

 5. NO WARRANTY

 

 EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

 PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

 IS"

 BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the
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 appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

 risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

 including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

 compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

 or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

 6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

 EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

 PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

 SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

 PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

 OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

 EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 7. GENERAL

 

 If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

 applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

 the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

 action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

 minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

 (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

 Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

 or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

 rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

  litigation is filed.

 

 All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

 fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

 Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

 time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

 rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

 and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

 However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

 granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

 but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

 may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

 reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

 this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement
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 Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The

 Eclipse Foundation

 is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

 responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

 entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

 version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

 Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

 received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

 Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

 Contributions) under the new version.

 

 Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

 receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

 Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

 estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

 under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

 to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

  No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

 Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

 "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

 Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

 in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

 version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

   Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

   is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

   If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

   file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

   file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

   look for such a notice.

 

   You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

The complete text of the GNU General Public License v2 is as follows:

 

         GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

            Version 2, June

 1991

 

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                        59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

           Preamble
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   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

 freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

 License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

 software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

 General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

 Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

 using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

 the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

 your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to

 make sure that you

 have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

 this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

 if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

 in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

 anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

 These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

 distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

 gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

 you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

 source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

 rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

 (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

 distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

 that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

 software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

 want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

 that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

 authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

 patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

 program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

 program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

 patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

 modification follow.

 

         GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

    TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

    0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

 a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

 refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

 means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

 that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

 the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

 covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

 running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

 is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

 Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

 Whether that

 is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

 source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

 conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

 copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

 notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

 and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

 along with the Program.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

 you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

 of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

 distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

     a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

     stating that you changed

 the files and the date of any change.

 

     b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

     whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

     part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

     parties under the terms of this License.
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     c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

     when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

     interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

     announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

     notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

     a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

     these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

     License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

     does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

     the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

 These

 requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

 identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

 and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

 sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

 distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

 on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

 this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

 entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

 Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

 your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

 exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

 collective works based on the Program.

 

 In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

 with the Program (or with a work based on the Program)

 on a volume of

 a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

 the scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

 under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

 Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

     a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

     source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

     1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

     b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

     years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

     cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

     machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

     distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

     customarily used for software interchange; or,
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     c) Accompany it with the information

 you received as to the offer

     to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

     allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

     received the program in object code or executable form with such

     an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

 The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

 making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

 code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

 associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

 control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

 special exception, the source code distributed need not include

 anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

 form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

 itself accompanies the executable.

 

 If distribution of executable or object

 code is made by offering

 access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

 access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

 distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

 compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

 except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

 void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

 this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

 signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

 distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

 prohibited by law if you do not accept this

 License.  Therefore, by

 modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

 all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

 the Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

 these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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 restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

 this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

 infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

 conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you

 from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

 distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

 License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

 may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

 license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

 all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

 the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

 refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

 If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

 any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

 apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

 circumstances.

 

 It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

 patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

 such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

 integrity of the free software

 distribution system, which is

 implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

 generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

 through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

 system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

 to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

 impose that choice.

 

 This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

 be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

 certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

 original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

 may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

 countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

 the limitation as if written in the body of this

 License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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 of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

 be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

 address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

 specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

 later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

 Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

 this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

 Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

 programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

 to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

 Software Foundation, write to the Free Software

 Foundation; we sometimes

 make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

 of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

 of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

           NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

 FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

 OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

 PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

 TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

 PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

 WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR

 ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

 REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

 INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

 OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

 YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

          END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

The complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1 is as follows:
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       GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

            Version 2.1, February 1999

 

  Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 [This is the first released

 version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

  as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

  the version number 2.1.]

 

           Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

 freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

 Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

 free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

   This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

 specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

 Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

 can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

 this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

 strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

 not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that

 you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

 for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

 it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

 it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

 these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

 distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

 rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

 you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

 or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

 you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

 code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

 complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

 with the library after making changes
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 to the library and recompiling

 it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

 library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

 permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

   To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

 there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

 modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

 that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

 author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

 introduced by others.

 

   Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

 any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

 effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

 restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

 any patent license obtained for a version of

 the library must be

 consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

   Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

 ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

 General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

 is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

 this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

 libraries into non-free programs.

 

   When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

 a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

 combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

 General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

 entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

 Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

 the library.

 

   We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

 does Less to

 protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

 Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

 of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

 are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

 libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

 special circumstances.

 

   For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

 encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
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 a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

 allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

 library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

 case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

 software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

   In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

 programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

 free software.

  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

 non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

 operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

 system.

 

   Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

 users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

 linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

 that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

 modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

 "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

 former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

 be combined with the library in order to run.

 

       GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

    TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

 program which

 contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

 other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

 this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

 Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

 prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

 (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

   The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

 which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

 Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

 copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

 portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

 straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

 included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

   "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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 making modifications

 to it.  For a library, complete source code means

 all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

 interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

 and installation of the library.

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

 covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

 running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

 such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

 on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

 writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

 and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

 complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

 you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

 appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

 all

 the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

 warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

 Library.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

 and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

 fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

 of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

 distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

     a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

     b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

     stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

     c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

     charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

     d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

     table of data to be

 supplied by an application program that uses

     the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

     is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

     in the event an application does not supply such function or

     table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

     its purpose remains meaningful.
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     (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

     a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

     application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

     application-supplied function or table used by this function must

     be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

     root function must still compute square roots.)

 

 These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

 identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

 and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License,

 and its terms, do not apply to those

 sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

 distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

 on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

 this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

 entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

 it.

 

 Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

 your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

 exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

 collective works based on the Library.

 

 In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

 with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

 a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

 the scope of this License.

 

   3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

 License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

 this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

 that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

 instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

 ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

 that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

 these notices.

 

   Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

 that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

 subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

   This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

 the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

   4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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 derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

 it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

 source code, which

 must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

 medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

   If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

 source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

 distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

 compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

   5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

 Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

 linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

 work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

 therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

 creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

 contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

 library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

 Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

 that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

 derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

 Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

 linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

 threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

 structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

 functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

 file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

 work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

 Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

   Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the

 Library, you may

 distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

 Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

 whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

   6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

 link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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 work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

 under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

 modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

 engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

   You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

 Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

 this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

 during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

 copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

 directing the user to the copy of this License.

  Also, you must do one

 of these things:

 

     a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

     machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

     changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

     Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

     with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

     uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

     user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

     executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

     that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

     Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

     to use the modified definitions.)

 

     b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

     Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

     copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

      rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

     will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

     the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

     interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

     c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

     least three years, to give the same user the materials

     specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

     than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

     d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

     from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

     specified materials from the same place.

 

     e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

     materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

   For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

 Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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 reproducing

 the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

 the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

 normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

 components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

 which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

 the executable.

 

   It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

 restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

 accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

 use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

 distribute.

 

   7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

 Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

 facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

 library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

 the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

 permitted,

 and provided that you do these two things:

 

     a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

     based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

     facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

     Sections above.

 

     b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

     that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

     where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

   8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

 the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

 attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

 distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

 rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

 or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

 terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

   9. You are not required to accept this

 License, since you have not

 signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

 distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

 prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

 modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

 Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

 all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

 the Library or works based on it.
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   10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

 Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

 subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

 restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

 this License.

 

   11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of

 patent

 infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

 conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

 distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

 License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

 may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

 license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

 all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

 the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

 refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

 If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

 particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

 and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

 It

 is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

 patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

 such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

 integrity of the free software distribution system which is

 implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

 generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

 through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

 system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

 to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

 impose that choice.

 

 This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

 be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

 certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

 original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

 an explicit geographical

 distribution limitation excluding those countries,

 so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
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 excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

 written in the body of this License.

 

   13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

 versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

 Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

 but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

 specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

 "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

 conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

 the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

 license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

 the Free Software Foundation.

 

   14. If you wish to incorporate

 parts of the Library into other free

 programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

 write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

 copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

 Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

 decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

 of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

 and reuse of software generally.

 

           NO WARRANTY

 

   15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

 WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

 EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

 OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

  LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

 THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

 WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

 AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

 FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

 LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

 RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

 FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

 SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGES.
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          END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

            How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

   If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

 possible use to the public, we recommend making it free

 software that

 everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

 redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

 ordinary General Public License).

 

   To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

 safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

 "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

     <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

     Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

     This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

     modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

     License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

     version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

     This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

 without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

     Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

     License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

     Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

 school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

 necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

 That's all there is to it!
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The following licenses cover code other than JRuby which is included with JRuby.

 

Licenses

 listed below include:

 

* GNU General Public License version 3

* Apache 2.0 License

* BSD License

* MIT License

 

The complete text of the GNU General Public License version 3 is as follows:

 

         GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

            Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

  Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

           Preamble

 

   The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

 software and other kinds of works.

 

   The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

 to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

 the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

 share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

 software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

 GNU General Public License for most

 of our software; it applies also to

 any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

 your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

 have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

 them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

 want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

 free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

 these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

 certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

 you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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 gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

 freedoms that you received.

  You must make sure that they, too, receive

 or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

 know their rights.

 

   Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

 (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

 giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

   For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

 that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

 authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

 changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

 authors of previous versions.

 

   Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

 modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

 can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

 protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

 pattern of such abuse occurs in the area

 of products for individuals to

 use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

 have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

 products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

 stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

 of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

   Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

 States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

 software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

 avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

 make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

 patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

 modification follow.

 

            TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   0. Definitions.

 

   "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General

 Public License.

 

   "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

 works, such as semiconductor masks.
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   "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

 License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

 "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

   To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

 in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

 exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

 earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

   A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

 on the Program.

 

   To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

 permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

 infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

 computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

 distribution (with or without

 modification), making available to the

 public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

   To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

 parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

 a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

   An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

 to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

 feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

 tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

 extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

 work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

 the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

 menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

   1. Source Code.

 

   The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

 for making modifications to it. 

 "Object code" means any non-source

 form of a work.

 

   A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

 standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

 interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

 is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

   The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

 than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

 packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
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 Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

 Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

 implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

 "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

 (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

 (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

 produce the work, or an object code interpreter

 used to run it.

 

   The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

 the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

 work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

 control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

 System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

 programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

 which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

 includes interface definition files associated with source files for

 the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

 linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

 such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

 subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

   The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

 can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

 Source.

 

   The

 Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

 same work.

 

   2. Basic Permissions.

 

   All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

 copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

 conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

 permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

 covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

 content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

 rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

   You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

 convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

 in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

 of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

 with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

 the terms of this License in conveying all material

 for which you do

 not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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 for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

 and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

 your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

   Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

 the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

 makes it unnecessary.

 

   3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

   No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

 measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

 similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

 measures.

 

   When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

 circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

 is effected by exercising rights

 under this License with respect to

 the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

 modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

 users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

 technological measures.

 

   4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

   You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

 receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

 appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

 keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

 non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

 keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

 recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

 and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

   5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

   You may convey a work based

 on the Program, or the modifications to

 produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

 terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

     a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

     it, and giving a relevant date.
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     b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

     released under this License and any conditions added under section

     7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

     "keep intact all notices".

 

     c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

     License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

     License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

     additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

     regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

     permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

     invalidate such permission if you have separately

 received it.

 

     d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

     Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

     interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

     work need not make them do so.

 

   A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

 works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

 and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

 in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

 "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

 used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

 beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

 in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

 parts of the aggregate.

 

   6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

   You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

 of sections 4 and 5, provided that

 you also convey the

 machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

 in one of these ways:

 

     a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

     (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

     Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

     customarily used for software interchange.

 

     b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

     (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

     written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

     long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

     model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

     copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
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     product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

     medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

     more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

 

     conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

     Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

     c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

     written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

     alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

     only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

     with subsection 6b.

 

     d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

     place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

     Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

     further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

     Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

     copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

     may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

     that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

     clear

 directions next to the object code saying where to find the

     Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

     Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

     available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

     e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

     you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

     Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

     charge under subsection 6d.

 

   A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

 from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

 included in conveying the object code work.

 

   A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

 tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

 or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

 into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

  doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

 product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

 typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

 of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

 actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

 is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

 commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

 the only significant mode of use of the product.
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   "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

 procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

 and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

 a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

 suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

 code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

 modification

 has been made.

 

   If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

 specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

 part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

 User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

 fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

 Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

 by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

 if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

 modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

 been installed in ROM).

 

   The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

 requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

 for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

 the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

 network

 may be denied when the modification itself materially and

 adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

 protocols for communication across the network.

 

   Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

 in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

 documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

 source code form), and must require no special password or key for

 unpacking, reading or copying.

 

   7. Additional Terms.

 

   "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

 License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

 Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

 be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

 that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

 apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

 under those permissions, but the entire Program

 remains governed by

 this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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   When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

 remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

 it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

 removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

 additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

 for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

   Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

 add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

 that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

     a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

     terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

     b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

     author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

     Notices

 displayed by works containing it; or

 

     c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

     requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

     reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

     d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

     authors of the material; or

 

     e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

     trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

     f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

     material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

     it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

     any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

     those licensors and authors.

 

   All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

 restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

 received it, or any part of it, contains a notice

 stating that it is

 governed by this License along with a term that is a further

 restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

 a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

 License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

 of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

 not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

   If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

 must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
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 additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

 where to find the applicable terms.

 

   Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

 form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

 the above requirements apply either way.

 

   8. Termination.

 

   You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

 provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate

 or

 modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

 this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

 paragraph of section 11).

 

   However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

 license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

 provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

 finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

 holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

 prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

   Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

 reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

 violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

 received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

 copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

 your receipt of the notice.

 

   Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate

 the

 licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

 this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

 reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

 material under section 10.

 

   9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

   You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

 run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

 occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

 to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

 nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

 modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

 not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

 covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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   10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

   Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

 receives

 a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

 propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

 for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

   An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

 organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

 organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

 work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

 transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

 licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

 give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

 Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

 the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

   You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

 rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

 not impose a license fee, royalty,

 or other charge for exercise of

 rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

 (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

 any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

 sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

   11. Patents.

 

   A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

 License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

 work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

   A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

 owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

 hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

 by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

 but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

 consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

 purposes of this definition, "control" includes

 the right to grant

 patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

 this License.

 

   Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

 patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

 make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

 propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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   In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

 agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

 (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

 sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

 party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

 patent against the party.

 

   If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

 and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

 to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

 publicly available

 network server or other readily accessible means,

 then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

 available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

 patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

 consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

 license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

 actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

 covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

 in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

 country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

   If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

 arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

 covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

 receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

 or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

 you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

 work and works based on it.

 

   A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

 the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

 conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

 specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

 work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

 in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

 to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

 the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

 parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

 patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

 conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

 for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

 contain the covered work, unless

 you entered into that arrangement,

 or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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   Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

 any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

 otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

   12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

   If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

 covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

 License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

 not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

 to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

 the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

 License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the

 Program.

 

   13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

   Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

 permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

 under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

 combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

 License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

 but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

 section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

 combination as such.

 

   14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

   The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

 the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

 be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

 address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

 Program specifies that a certain numbered

 version of the GNU General

 Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

 option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

 version or of any later version published by the Free Software

 Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

 GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

 by the Free Software Foundation.

 

   If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

 versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

 public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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 to choose that version for the Program.

 

   Later license versions may give you additional or different

 permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

 author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

 later version.

 

   15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

   THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

 APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

 IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

 ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   16. Limitation of Liability.

 

   IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

 WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

 THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

 GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

 USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

 DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

 PARTIES OR A FAILURE

 OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

   If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

 above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

 reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

 an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

 Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

 copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

          END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

 possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

 free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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   To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

 to attach them

 to the start of each source file to most effectively

 state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

 the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

     <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

     Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

     This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 Also

 add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

 notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

     <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

     This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

     This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

     under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

 The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

 parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

 might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

 if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

 For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

 <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

   The GNU General Public License does not permit

 incorporating your program

 into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

 may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

 the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
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 Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

 <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

The complete text of the Apache 2.0 License is as follows:

 

                               Apache License

                         Version 2.0, January 2004

                      http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

 1. Definitions.

 

    "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

    and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

    "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

    the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

    "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the

 acting entity and all

    other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

    control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

    direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

    otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

    outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

    "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

    exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

    "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

    including but not limited to software source code, documentation

    source, and configuration files.

 

    "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

    transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

    not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

    and conversions to other media types.

 

    "Work"

 shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

    Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

    copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

    (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

    "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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    editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

    represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

    of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

    separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

    the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

    "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

    the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

    to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

    submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

 Work by the copyright owner

    or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

    the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

    means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

    to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

    communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

    and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

    Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

    excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

    designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

    "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

    subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby

 grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

    publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

    Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

    use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

    where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

    by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

    Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

    with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

    institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

   cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

    or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

    granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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    as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

    Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

    modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

    meet the following conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

        Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

        stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

        that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

        attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

 

       excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

        the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

        distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

        within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

        of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

        as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

        documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

        within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

        of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

        do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

        notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

 alongside

        or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

        that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

        as modifying the License.

 

    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

    may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

    for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

    reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

    the conditions stated in this License.

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

    any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

    by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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    this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

    the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

    except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

    origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

    agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

    Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

    implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

    of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

    PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

    appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

    risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 8. Limitation of Liability.

 In no event and under no legal theory,

    whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

    negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

    liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

    incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

    result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

    Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

    work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

    other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

    has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

    the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

    and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

    or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent

 with this

    License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

    on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

    of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

    defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

    incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

    of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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    To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

    boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

    replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

    the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

    comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

    file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

    same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

    identification

 within third-party archives.

 

 Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

The complete text of the BSD license can be is as follows:

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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 CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The complete text of the MIT license is as follows:

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

 obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

 files (the Software), to deal in the Software without

 restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

 OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The complete text of the GPL v2, and classpath exception:

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any
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 other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the

 rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed

 for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program
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or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and

 the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that

 you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such

 an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work

 not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

    c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)
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of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable

 or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying

 or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute

 so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have

 made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to

 time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free

 software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR
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THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY

 TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This

 program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO

 WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

 may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.
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   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable,

 regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

The full text of the zlib licence:

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

 it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

In Ruby's source distribution, this would describe a number of C source files

that have different licenses than Ruby itself. None of those apply to JRuby,

so we have this file here as a placeholder because Ola said so.

Copyright 2011-2023 Software Freedom Conservancy

Copyright 2004-2011 Selenium committers

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a
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Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.
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     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License
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from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.
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     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,
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directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no
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warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
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appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works

 in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute
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 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
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which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)
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  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."
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Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

test-unit is copyrighted free software by Kouhei Sutou

<kou@cozmixng.org>, Ryan Davis <ryand-ruby@zenspider.com>

and Nathaniel Talbott <nathaniel@talbott.ws>.

 

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPL

version 2 (see the file GPL), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

	  modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

	  the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries

 non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

    provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

	  together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

	  on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

	  the software.
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      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

    are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

    For

 the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

    file LEGAL.

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

 

Exceptions

----------

 

 * lib/test/unit/diff.rb: This license, PSF license and/or LGPLv2.1

   or later

 

 * lib/test-unit.rb: This license and/or LGPLv2.1 or later

Copyright (c) 2021 Charlie Poole, Rob Prouse

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Dojo is availble under *either* the terms of the modified BSD license *or* the

Academic Free License version 2.1. As a recipient of Dojo, you may choose which

license to receive this code under (except as noted in per-module LICENSE

files). Some modules may not be the copyright of the Dojo Foundation. These

modules contain explicit declarations of copyright in both the LICENSE files in

the directories in which they reside and in the code itself. No external

contributions are allowed under licenses which are fundamentally incompatible

with the AFL or BSD licenses that Dojo is distributed under.

 

The text of the AFL and BSD licenses is reproduced below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The "New" BSD License:

**********************

 

Copyright (c) 2005, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

	list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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	and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF

 USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Academic Free License, v. 2.1:

**********************************

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of

authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the

following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the

following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original

Work;

 

c)

 to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the

public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent

claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original
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Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the

Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred

form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available

documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor hereby

agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original

Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes.

Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a

machine-readable copy of the Source

 Code in an information repository

reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as

long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing

the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following

the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names

of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or

service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing

in this License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights,

patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as

expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or

offer to sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks

 of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be

interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this

License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative

Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the

Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any

descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause

the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent

Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that

the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein

by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

 sublicensed to You under the terms

of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights

and patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding

sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS
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and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU.

This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No

license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory,

whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the

Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License

or the use of the Original Work

 including, without limitation, damages for loss

of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not

apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from Licensor's

negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some

jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or

a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to

obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License. Nothing

else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You)

grants You permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work

or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt

to do so except under the terms

 of this License (or another written agreement

between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the

equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by

exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate

Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically

and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License

as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or counterclaim,

against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a

patent. This termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging

patent infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software or

hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this

License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the

Licensor resides

 or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under

the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the

scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the
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requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et

seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This

section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or

seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to

recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including

any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this

License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents

 the complete agreement concerning

the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to

make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether

in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means

(i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent

(50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such

entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise

restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not

to

 interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without

modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 Software Freedom Conservancy (SFC)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Ruby is copyrighted free software by Yukihiro Matsumoto <matz@netlab.jp>.

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the

2-clause BSDL (see the file BSDL), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

	  modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

	  the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software

 distribution.
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      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

    provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

	  together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

	  on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

	  the software.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

    are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

    For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

    file LEGAL.

 

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

JRuby distributes some ruby modules which are distributed under Ruby

license:

 

Ruby is copyrighted free software by Yukihiro Matsumoto <matz@netlab.jp>.

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the

2-clause BSDL (see the file BSDL), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:
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      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

	  modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

	  the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard

 names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

    provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

	  together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

	  on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

	  the software.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

    are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

    For the

 list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

    file LEGAL.

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Cybozu Labs, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2012 Google Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.1128 streamx 2.16.1 
1.1128.1 Available under license : 

MIT

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Mathias Buus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.1129 glew 1.3.1 
1.1129.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to

 make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or

 in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on
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 it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable

 form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time

 you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any

 other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of

 this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT

 WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

The OpenGL Extension Wrangler Library

Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Milan Ikits <milan ikits[]ieee org>

Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Marcelo E. Magallon <mmagallo[]debian org>

Copyright (C) 2002, Lev Povalahev

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Mesa 3-D graphics library

Version:  7.0

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

BRIAN PAUL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2007 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

1.1130 libvpx 1.13.1 
1.1130.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010, The WebM Project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google, nor the WebM Project, nor the names

   of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsuna@google.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Bogdan Piloca <boo@google.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Dave MacLachlan <dmaclach@gmail.com>

David Anderson <danderson@google.com>

Dean Sturtevant

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Gene Volovich <gv@cite.com>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Hal Burch <gmock@hburch.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Jim Keller <jimkeller@google.com>

Joe Walnes <joe@truemesh.com>

Jon Wray <jwray@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda

 <kenton@google.com>

Kostya Serebryany <kcc@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Lev Makhlis

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Mario Tanev <radix@google.com>

Mark Paskin

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Martijn Vels <mvels@google.com>

Matthew Simmons <simmonmt@acm.org>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mike Bland <mbland@google.com>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@gmail.com>

Nermin Ozkiranartli <nermin@google.com>
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Owen Carlsen <ocarlsen@google.com>

Paneendra Ba <paneendra@google.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Paul Menage <menage@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Piotr Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Sverre Sundsdal <sundsdal@gmail.com>

Szymon

 Sobik <sobik.szymon@gmail.com>

Takeshi Yoshino <tyoshino@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Wolfgang Klier <wklier@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.1131 basic-ftp 5.0.5 
1.1131.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2019 Patrick Juchli

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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MIT

 

1.1132 dav1d 1.3.0-r1 
1.1132.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2018-2019, VideoLAN and dav1d authors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1133 libcxx 1.0 
1.1133.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
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to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand
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 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
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the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1134 libcxxabi 1.0 
1.1134.1 Available under license : 

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project is under the Apache License v2.0 with LLVM Exceptions:

==============================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the

 power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached

 to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative

 Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work
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 includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

    Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

---- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled

 forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

==============================================================================

Software from third parties included in the LLVM Project:

==============================================================================

The LLVM Project contains third party software which is under different license

terms. All such code will be identified clearly using at least one of two

mechanisms:

1) It will be in a separate directory tree with its own `LICENSE.txt` or

  `LICENSE` file at the top containing the specific

 license and restrictions

  which apply to that software, or

2) It will contain specific license and restriction terms at the top of every

  file.

 

==============================================================================

Legacy LLVM License (https://llvm.org/docs/DeveloperPolicy.html#legacy):

==============================================================================

 

The libc++abi library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================
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University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team

 

   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from

 this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1135 ca-certificates 20240226-r0 
1.1135.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* c_rehash.c - Create hash symlinks for certificates

* C implementation based on the original Perl and shell versions

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Timo Teräs <timo.teras@iki.fi>

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is licensed under the MIT License.

* Full license available at: http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1919538345_1710807720.5754924/0/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-

20230506/c_rehash.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

# License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

# file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

#

# certdata.txt
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#

# This file contains the object definitions for the certs and other

# information "built into" NSS.

#

# Object definitions:

#

#    Certificates

#

#  -- Attribute --               -- type --          -- value --

#  CKA_CLASS                     CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_CERTIFICATE

#  CKA_TOKEN                     CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                   CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE                CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                     UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE          CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

#  CKA_SUBJECT                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_ID                        byte array          (varies)

#

  CKA_ISSUER                    DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER             DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_VALUE                     DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL                 ASCII7              (unused here)

#  CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER  DER+base64          (varies)

#

#    Trust

#

#  -- Attribute --              -- type --          -- value --

#  CKA_CLASS                    CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_TRUST

#  CKA_TOKEN                    CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                  CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE               CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                    UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_ISSUER                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER            DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_CERT_HASH                binary+base64       (varies)

#  CKA_EXPIRES                  CK_DATE           

  (not used here)

#  CKA_TRUST_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_NON_REPUDIATION    CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_AGREEMENT      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_CERT_SIGN      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CRL_SIGN           CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CLIENT_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING       CK_TRUST            (varies)
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#  CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_END_SYSTEM   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_TUNNEL       CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_USER         CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_TIME_STAMPING      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED   CK_BBOOL            (varies)

#  (other

 trust attributes can be defined)

#

 

#

# The object to tell NSS that this is a root list and we don't

# have to go looking for others.

#

BEGINDATA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_BUILTIN_ROOT_LIST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Mozilla Builtin Roots"

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign

 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\165\060\202\002\135\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\127\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166

\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\060\036\027\015\071\070\060\071\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\070\060\061\062\070\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142

\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\332\016\346\231

\215\316\243\343\117\212\176\373\361\213\203\045\153\352\110\037

\361\052\260\271\225\021\004\275\360\143\321\342\147\146\317\034

\335\317\033\110\053\356\215\211\216\232\257\051\200\145\253\351

\307\055\022\313\253\034\114\160\007\241\075\012\060\315\025\215

\117\370\335\324\214\120\025\034\357\120\356\304\056\367\374\351

\122\362\221\175\340\155\325\065\060\216\136\103\163\362\101\351

\325\152\343\262\211\072\126\071\070\157\006\074\210\151\133\052

\115\305\247\124\270\154\211\314\233\371\074\312\345\375\211\365

\022\074\222\170\226\326\334\164\156\223\104\141\321\215\307\106

\262\165\016\206\350\031\212\325\155\154\325\170\026\225\242\351

\310\012\070\353\362\044\023\117\163\124\223\023\205\072\033\274

\036\064\265\213\005\214\271\167\213\261\333\037\040\221\253\011

\123\156\220\316\173\067\164\271\160\107\221\042\121\143\026\171

\256\261\256\101\046\010\310\031\053\321\106\252\110\326\144\052

\327\203\064\377\054\052\301\154\031\103\112\007\205\347\323\174

\366\041\150\357\352\362\122\237\177\223\220\317\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004
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\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\140\173\146\032\105\015\227\312\211\120\057\175\004\315\064

\250\377\374\375\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\326\163\347\174\117\166\320

\215\277\354\272\242\276\064\305\050\062\265\174\374\154\234\054

\053\275\011\236\123\277\153\136\252\021\110\266\345\010\243\263

\312\075\141\115\323\106\011\263\076\303\240\343\143\125\033\362

\272\357\255\071\341\103\271\070\243\346\057\212\046\073\357\240

\120\126\371\306\012\375\070\315\304\013\160\121\224\227\230\004

\337\303\137\224\325\025\311\024\101\234\304\135\165\144\025\015

\377\125\060\354\206\217\377\015\357\054\271\143\106\366\252\374

\337\274\151\375\056\022\110\144\232\340\225\360\246\357\051\217

\001\261\025\265\014\035\245\376\151\054\151\044\170\036\263\247

\034\161\142\356\312\310\227\254\027\135\212\302\370\107\206\156

\052\304\126\061\225\320\147\211\205\053\371\154\246\135\106\235

\014\252\202\344\231\121\335\160\267\333\126\075\141\344\152\341

\134\326\366\376\075\336\101\314\007\256\143\122\277\123\123\364

\053\351\307\375\266\367\202\137\205\322\101\030\333\201\263\004

\034\305\037\244\200\157\025\040\311\336\014\210\012\035\326\146

\125\342\374\110\311\051\046\151\340

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

#

 Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\274\226\213\324\364\235\142\052\250\232\201\362\025\001\122

\244\035\202\234

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\105\122\025\011\121\222\341\267\135\067\237\261\207\051\212

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040
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\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110

\316\261\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\032\060\202\003\002\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204

\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110\316\261\244\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156

\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066

\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012

\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123
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\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040

\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060

\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040

\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\335\204\324\271\264\371\247\330\363\004\170

\234\336\075\334\154\023\026\331\172\335\044\121\146\300\307\046

\131\015\254\006\010\302\224\321\063\037\360\203\065\037\156\033

\310\336\252\156\025\116\124\047\357\304\155\032\354\013\343\016

\360\104\245\127\307\100\130\036\243\107\037\161\354\140\366\155

\224\310\030\071\355\376\102\030\126\337\344\114\111\020\170\116

\001\166\065\143\022\066\335\146\274\001\004\066\243\125\150\325

\242\066\011\254\253\041\046\124\006\255\077\312\024\340\254\312

\255\006\035\225\342\370\235\361\340\140\377\302\177\165\053\114

\314\332\376\207\231\041\352\272\376\076\124\327\322\131\170\333

\074\156\317\240\023\000\032\270\047\241\344\276\147\226\312\240

\305\263\234\335\311\165\236\353\060\232\137\243\315\331\256\170

\031\077\043\351\134\333\051\275\255\125\310\033\124\214\143\366

\350\246\352\307\067\022\134\243\051\036\002\331\333\037\073\264

\327\017\126\107\201\025\004\112\257\203\047\321\305\130\210\301

\335\366\252\247\243\030\332\150\252\155\021\121\341\277\145\153

\237\226\166\321\075\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\146

\215\327\263\272\307\232\266\346\125\320\005\361\237\061\215\132

\252\331\252\106\046\017\161\355\245\255\123\126\142\001\107\052

\104\351\376\077\164\013\023\233\271\364\115\033\262\321\137\262

\266\322\210\134\263\237\315\313\324\247\331\140\225\204\072\370

\301\067\035\141\312\347\260\305\345\221\332\124\246\254\061\201

\256\227\336\315\010\254\270\300\227\200\177\156\162\244\347\151

\023\225\145\037\304\223\074\375\171\217\004\324\076\117\352\367

\236\316\315\147\174\117\145\002\377\221\205\124\163\307\377\066

\367\206\055\354\320\136\117\377\021\237\162\006\326\270\032\361

\114\015\046\145\342\104\200\036\307\237\343\335\350\012\332\354

\245\040\200\151\150\241\117\176\341\153\317\007\101\372\203\216

\274\070\335\260\056\021\261\153\262\102\314\232\274\371\110\042

\171\112\031\017\262\034\076\040\164\331\152\303\276\362\050\170

\023\126\171\117\155\120\352\033\260\265\127\261\067\146\130\043

\363\334\017\337\012\207\304\357\206\005\325\070\024\140\231\243

\113\336\006\226\161\054\362\333\266\037\244\357\077\356

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign,

 Inc. - For authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\102\205\334\367\353\166\101\225\127\216\023\153\324\267\321

\351\216\106\245

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\107\274\030\127\321\030\240\170\055\354\161\350\052\225\163

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110
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\316\261\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123
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\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\031\060\202\003\001\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137

\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120\133\172\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162

\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150

\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151

\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023

\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061

\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103

\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120

\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055
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\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\257\012\015\302\325\054\333\147\271\055\345\224

\047\335\245\276\340\260\115\217\263\141\126\074\326\174\303\364

\315\076\206\313\242\210\342\341\330\244\151\305\265\342\277\301

\246\107\120\136\106\071\213\325\226\272\265\157\024\277\020\316

\047\023\236\005\107\233\061\172\023\330\037\331\323\002\067\213

\255\054\107\360\216\201\006\247\015\060\014\353\367\074\017\040

\035\334\162\106\356\245\002\310\133\303\311\126\151\114\305\030

\301\221\173\013\325\023\000\233\274\357\303\110\076\106\140\040

\205\052\325\220\266\315\213\240\314\062\335\267\375\100\125\262

\120\034\126\256\314\215\167\115\307\040\115\247\061\166\357\150

\222\212\220\036\010\201\126\262\255\151\243\122\320\313\034\304

\043\075\037\231\376\114\350\026\143\216\306\010\216\366\061\366

\322\372\345\166\335\265\034\222\243\111\315\315\001\315\150\315

\251\151\272\243\353\035\015\234\244\040\246\301\240\305\321\106

\114\027\155\322\254\146\077\226\214\340\204\324\066\377\042\131

\305\371\021\140\250\137\004\175\362\032\366\045\102\141\017\304

\112\270\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\046\025

\074\300\215\115\103\111\035\275\351\041\222\327\146\234\267\336

\305\270\320\344\135\137\166\042\300\046\371\204\072\072\371\214

\265\373\354\140\361\350\316\004\260\310\335\247\003\217\060\363

\230\337\244\346\244\061\337\323\034\013\106\334\162\040\077\256

\356\005\074\244\063\077\013\071\254\160\170\163\113\231\053\337

\060\302\124\260\250\073\125\241\376\026\050\315\102\275\164\156

\200\333\047\104\247\316\104\135\324\033\220\230\015\036\102\224

\261\000\054\004\320\164\243\002\005\042\143\143\315\203\265\373

\301\155\142\153\151\165\375\135\160\101\271\365\277\174\337\276

\301\062\163\042\041\213\130\201\173\025\221\172\272\343\144\110

\260\177\373\066\045\332\225\320\361\044\024\027\335\030\200\153

\106\043\071\124\365\216\142\011\004\035\224\220\246\233\346\045

\342\102\105\252\270\220\255\276\010\217\251\013\102\030\224\317

\162\071\341\261\103\340\050\317\267\347\132\154\023\153\111\263

\377\343\030\174\211\213\063\135\254\063\327\247\371\332\072\125

\311\130\020\371\252\357\132\266\317\113\113\337\052

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US
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# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

#

 Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\357\103\327\177\312\324\141\121\274\230\340\303\131\022\257

\237\353\143\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\276\304\143\042\311\250\106\164\213\270\035\036\112\053\366

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\052\060\202\003\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\070

\143\336\370\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006

\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050

\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071

\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155

\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051\060\036\027\015\071\071\061

\062\062\064\061\067\065\060\065\061\132\027\015\062\071\060\067

\062\064\061\064\061\065\061\062\132\060\201\264\061\024\060\022

\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167

\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123

\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171

\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151

\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006

\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\255\115\113\251\022\206\262\352\243\040\007\025\026\144\052

\053\113\321\277\013\112\115\216\355\200\166\245\147\267\170\100

\300\163\102\310\150\300\333\123\053\335\136\270\166\230\065\223

\213\032\235\174\023\072\016\037\133\267\036\317\345\044\024\036

\261\201\251\215\175\270\314\153\113\003\361\002\014\334\253\245

\100\044\000\177\164\224\241\235\010\051\263\210\013\365\207\167

\235\125\315\344\303\176\327\152\144\253\205\024\206\225\133\227

\062\120\157\075\310\272\146\014\343\374\275\270\111\301\166\211

\111\031\375\300\250\275\211\243\147\057\306\237\274\161\031\140

\270\055\351\054\311\220\166\146\173\224\342\257\170\326\145\123

\135\074\326\234\262\317\051\003\371\057\244\120\262\324\110\316

\005\062\125\212\375\262\144\114\016\344\230\007\165\333\177\337

\271\010\125\140\205\060\051\371\173\110\244\151\206\343\065\077

\036\206\135\172\172\025\275\357\000\216\025\042\124\027\000\220
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\046\223\274\016\111\150\221\277\370\107\323\235\225\102\301\016

\115\337\157\046\317\303\030\041\142\146\103\160\326\325\300\007

\341\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\344\201\321\021\200\276\330\211\271

\010\243\061\371\241\044\011\026\271\160\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\073\233

\217\126\233\060\347\123\231\174\172\171\247\115\227\327\031\225

\220\373\006\037\312\063\174\106\143\217\226\146\044\372\100\033

\041\047\312\346\162\163\362\117\376\061\231\375\310\014\114\150

\123\306\200\202\023\230\372\266\255\332\135\075\361\316\156\366

\025\021\224\202\014\356\077\225\257\021\253\017\327\057\336\037

\003\217\127\054\036\311\273\232\032\104\225\353\030\117\246\037

\315\175\127\020\057\233\004\011\132\204\265\156\330\035\072\341

\326\236\321\154\171\136\171\034\024\305\343\320\114\223\073\145

\074\355\337\075\276\246\345\225\032\303\265\031\303\275\136\133

\273\377\043\357\150\031\313\022\223\047\134\003\055\157\060\320

\036\266\032\254\336\132\367\321\252\250\047\246\376\171\201\304

\171\231\063\127\272\022\260\251\340\102\154\223\312\126\336\376

\155\204\013\010\213\176\215\352\327\230\041\306\363\347\074\171

\057\136\234\321\114\025\215\341\354\042\067\314\232\103\013\227

\334\200\220\215\263\147\233\157\110\010\025\126\317\277\361\053

\174\136\232\166\351\131\220\305\174\203\065\021\145\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\120\060\006\011\035\227\324\365\256\071\367\313\347\222\175\175

\145\055\064\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\356\051\061\274\062\176\232\346\350\265\367\121\264\064\161\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\002

\000\000\271\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\105\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164

\151\155\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012

\103\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103

\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\036

\027\015\060\060\060\065\061\062\061\070\064\066\060\060\132\027

\015\062\065\060\065\061\062\062\063\065\071\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162

\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171\142\145

\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142\145\162

\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\243\004\273\042\253

\230\075\127\350\046\162\232\265\171\324\051\342\341\350\225\200

\261\260\343\133\216\053\051\232\144\337\241\135\355\260\011\005

\155\333\050\056\316\142\242\142\376\264\210\332\022\353\070\353

\041\235\300\101\053\001\122\173\210\167\323\034\217\307\272\271

\210\265\152\011\347\163\350\021\100\247\321\314\312\142\215\055

\345\217\013\246\120\322\250\120\303\050\352\365\253\045\207\212

\232\226\034\251\147\270\077\014\325\367\371\122\023\057\302\033

\325\160\160\360\217\300\022\312\006\313\232\341\331\312\063\172

\167\326\370\354\271\361\150\104\102\110\023\322\300\302\244\256
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\136\140\376\266\246\005\374\264\335\007\131\002\324\131\030\230

\143\365\245\143\340\220\014\175\135\262\006\172\363\205\352\353

\324\003\256\136\204\076\137\377\025\355\151\274\371\071\066\162

\165\317\167\122\115\363\311\220\054\271\075\345\311\043\123\077

\037\044\230\041\134\007\231\051\275\306\072\354\347\156\206\072

\153\227\164\143\063\275\150\030\061\360\170\215\166\277\374\236

\216\135\052\206\247\115\220\334\047\032\071\002\003\001\000\001

\243\105\060\103\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\345

\235\131\060\202\107\130\314\254\372\010\124\066\206\173\072\265

\004\115\360\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060

\006\001\001\377\002\001\003\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\014\135\216\344

\157\121\150\102\005\240\335\273\117\047\045\204\003\275\367\144

\375\055\327\060\343\244\020\027\353\332\051\051\266\171\077\166

\366\031\023\043\270\020\012\371\130\244\324\141\160\275\004\141

\152\022\212\027\325\012\275\305\274\060\174\326\351\014\045\215

\206\100\117\354\314\243\176\070\306\067\021\117\355\335\150\061

\216\114\322\263\001\164\356\276\165\136\007\110\032\177\160\377

\026\134\204\300\171\205\270\005\375\177\276\145\021\243\017\300

\002\264\370\122\067\071\004\325\251\061\172\030\277\240\052\364

\022\231\367\243\105\202\343\074\136\365\235\236\265\310\236\174

\056\310\244\236\116\010\024\113\155\375\160\155\153\032\143\275

\144\346\037\267\316\360\362\237\056\273\033\267\362\120\210\163

\222\302\342\343\026\215\232\062\002\253\216\030\335\351\020\021

\356\176\065\253\220\257\076\060\224\172\320\063\075\247\145\017

\365\374\216\236\142\317\107\104\054\001\135\273\035\265\062\322

\107\322\070\056\320\376\201\334\062\152\036\265\356\074\325\374

\347\201\035\031\303\044\102\352\143\071\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617

 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\336\040\320\136\146\374\123\376\032\120\210\054\170\333\050

\122\312\344\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\254\266\224\245\234\027\340\327\221\122\233\261\227\006\246\344

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123
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\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\221\060\202\003\171\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\105

\153\120\124\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003

\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145

\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062\067\062

\060\062\063\064\062\132\027\015\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060
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\065\063\064\062\132\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060

\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162

\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162

\145\146\145\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\013\023\026\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162

\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\266\225\266\103\102\372\306

\155\052\157\110\337\224\114\071\127\005\356\303\171\021\101\150

\066\355\354\376\232\001\217\241\070\050\374\367\020\106\146\056

\115\036\032\261\032\116\306\321\300\225\210\260\311\377\061\213

\063\003\333\267\203\173\076\040\204\136\355\262\126\050\247\370

\340\271\100\161\067\305\313\107\016\227\052\150\300\042\225\142

\025\333\107\331\365\320\053\377\202\113\311\255\076\336\114\333

\220\200\120\077\011\212\204\000\354\060\012\075\030\315\373\375

\052\131\232\043\225\027\054\105\236\037\156\103\171\155\014\134

\230\376\110\247\305\043\107\134\136\375\156\347\036\264\366\150

\105\321\206\203\133\242\212\215\261\343\051\200\376\045\161\210

\255\276\274\217\254\122\226\113\252\121\215\344\023\061\031\350

\116\115\237\333\254\263\152\325\274\071\124\161\312\172\172\177

\220\335\175\035\200\331\201\273\131\046\302\021\376\346\223\342

\367\200\344\145\373\064\067\016\051\200\160\115\257\070\206\056

\236\177\127\257\236\027\256\353\034\313\050\041\137\266\034\330

\347\242\004\042\371\323\332\330\313\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\260\060\201\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042

\200\017\062\060\060\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\062\063\064\062

\132\201\017\062\060\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\065\063\064

\062\132\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\150

\220\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373

\204\275\155\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\150\220

\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373\204

\275\155\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004

\020\060\016\033\010\126\067\056\061\072\064\056\060\003\002\004

\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\223\324\060\260\327\003\040\052\320\371\143

\350\221\014\005\040\251\137\031\312\173\162\116\324\261\333\320

\226\373\124\132\031\054\014\010\367\262\274\205\250\235\177\155

\073\122\263\052\333\347\324\204\214\143\366\017\313\046\001\221

\120\154\364\137\024\342\223\164\300\023\236\060\072\120\343\264

\140\305\034\360\042\104\215\161\107\254\310\032\311\351\233\232
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\000\140\023\377\160\176\137\021\115\111\033\263\025\122\173\311

\124\332\277\235\225\257\153\232\330\236\351\361\344\103\215\342

\021\104\072\277\257\275\203\102\163\122\213\252\273\247\051\317

\365\144\034\012\115\321\274\252\254\237\052\320\377\177\177\332

\175\352\261\355\060\045\301\204\332\064\322\133\170\203\126\354

\234\066\303\046\342\021\366\147\111\035\222\253\214\373\353\377

\172\356\205\112\247\120\200\360\247\134\112\224\056\137\005\231

\074\122\101\340\315\264\143\317\001\103\272\234\203\334\217\140

\073\363\132\264\264\173\256\332\013\220\070\165\357\201\035\146

\322\367\127\160\066\263\277\374\050\257\161\045\205\133\023\376

\036\177\132\264\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust

 Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is incorporated by

reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\036\261\267\100\343\154\204\002\332\334\067\324\115\365\324

\147\111\122\371

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\245\303\355\135\335\076\000\301\075\207\222\037\035\077\344

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160
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\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002

# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\014\060\202\001\364\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\000\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\062\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063

\071\132\027\015\062\067\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063\071

\132\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\316\261\301\056\323\117\174\315\045\316\030\076\117\304

\214\157\200\152\163\310\133\121\370\233\322\334\273\000\134\261

\240\374\165\003\356\201\360\210\356\043\122\351\346\025\063\215

\254\055\011\305\166\371\053\071\200\211\344\227\113\220\245\250

\170\370\163\103\173\244\141\260\330\130\314\341\154\146\176\234

\363\011\136\125\143\204\325\250\357\363\261\056\060\150\263\304

\074\330\254\156\215\231\132\220\116\064\334\066\232\217\201\210

\120\267\155\226\102\011\363\327\225\203\015\101\113\260\152\153

\370\374\017\176\142\237\147\304\355\046\137\020\046\017\010\117

\360\244\127\050\316\217\270\355\105\366\156\356\045\135\252\156

\071\276\344\223\057\331\107\240\162\353\372\246\133\257\312\123

\077\342\016\306\226\126\021\156\367\351\146\251\046\330\177\225

\123\355\012\205\210\272\117\051\245\102\214\136\266\374\205\040

\000\252\150\013\241\032\205\001\234\304\106\143\202\210\266\042

\261\356\376\252\106\131\176\317\065\054\325\266\332\135\367\110

\063\024\124\266\353\331\157\316\315\210\326\253\033\332\226\073

\035\131\002\003\001\000\001\243\023\060\021\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\270\215\316\357\347\024\272\317\356\260\104\222\154\264\071\076

\242\204\156\255\270\041\167\322\324\167\202\207\346\040\101\201

\356\342\370\021\267\143\321\027\067\276\031\166\044\034\004\032

\114\353\075\252\147\157\055\324\315\376\145\061\160\305\033\246

\002\012\272\140\173\155\130\302\232\111\376\143\062\013\153\343

\072\300\254\253\073\260\350\323\011\121\214\020\203\306\064\340

\305\053\340\032\266\140\024\047\154\062\167\214\274\262\162\230

\317\315\314\077\271\310\044\102\024\326\127\374\346\046\103\251

\035\345\200\220\316\003\124\050\076\367\077\323\370\115\355\152

\012\072\223\023\233\073\024\043\023\143\234\077\321\207\047\171

\345\114\121\343\001\255\205\135\032\073\261\325\163\020\244\323
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\362\274\156\144\365\132\126\220\250\307\016\114\164\017\056\161

\073\367\310\107\364\151\157\025\362\021\136\203\036\234\174\122

\256\375\002\332\022\250\131\147\030\333\274\160\335\233\261\151

\355\200\316\211\100\110\152\016\065\312\051\146\025\041\224\054

\350\140\052\233\205\112\100\363\153\212\044\354\006\026\054\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002

# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11

 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\122\334\100\367\021\103\242\057\336\236\367\064\216\006\102

\121\261\201\030

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\217\237\146\035\030\220\261\107\046\235\216\206\202\214\251

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Comodo AAA Services root"

#

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\062\060\202\003\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162
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\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\036\027\015

\060\064\060\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062

\070\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\173\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\014

\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\276\100\235\364\156\341

\352\166\207\034\115\105\104\216\276\106\310\203\006\235\301\052

\376\030\037\216\344\002\372\363\253\135\120\212\026\061\013\232

\006\320\305\160\042\315\111\055\124\143\314\266\156\150\106\013

\123\352\313\114\044\300\274\162\116\352\361\025\256\364\124\232

\022\012\303\172\262\063\140\342\332\211\125\363\042\130\363\336

\334\317\357\203\206\242\214\224\117\237\150\362\230\220\106\204

\047\307\166\277\343\314\065\054\213\136\007\144\145\202\300\110

\260\250\221\371\141\237\166\040\120\250\221\307\146\265\353\170

\142\003\126\360\212\032\023\352\061\243\036\240\231\375\070\366

\366\047\062\130\157\007\365\153\270\373\024\053\257\267\252\314

\326\143\137\163\214\332\005\231\250\070\250\313\027\170\066\121

\254\351\236\364\170\072\215\317\017\331\102\342\230\014\253\057

\237\016\001\336\357\237\231\111\361\055\337\254\164\115\033\230

\265\107\305\345\051\321\371\220\030\307\142\234\276\203\307\046

\173\076\212\045\307\300\335\235\346\065\150\020\040\235\217\330

\336\322\303\204\234\015\136\350\057\311\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\300\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\240\021\012\043\076\226\361\007\354\342\257\051\357\202\245\177

\320\060\244\264\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\173\006\003\125\035\037\004\164\060\162

\060\070\240\066\240\064\206\062\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143

\162\154\056\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057

\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143\162\154\060\066\240\064\240\062

\206\060\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\157\155

\157\144\157\056\156\145\164\057\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143

\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\010\126\374\002\360\233\350\377\244\372
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\326\173\306\104\200\316\117\304\305\366\000\130\314\246\266\274

\024\111\150\004\166\350\346\356\135\354\002\017\140\326\215\120

\030\117\046\116\001\343\346\260\245\356\277\274\164\124\101\277

\375\374\022\270\307\117\132\364\211\140\005\177\140\267\005\112

\363\366\361\302\277\304\271\164\206\266\055\175\153\314\322\363

\106\335\057\306\340\152\303\303\064\003\054\175\226\335\132\302

\016\247\012\231\301\005\213\253\014\057\363\134\072\317\154\067

\125\011\207\336\123\100\154\130\357\374\266\253\145\156\004\366

\033\334\074\340\132\025\306\236\331\361\131\110\060\041\145\003

\154\354\351\041\163\354\233\003\241\340\067\255\240\025\030\217

\372\272\002\316\247\054\251\020\023\054\324\345\010\046\253\042

\227\140\370\220\136\164\324\242\232\123\275\362\251\150\340\242

\156\302\327\154\261\243\017\236\277\353\150\347\126\362\256\362

\343\053\070\072\011\201\265\153\205\327\276\055\355\077\032\267

\262\143\342\365\142\054\202\324\152\000\101\120\361\071\203\237

\225\351\066\226\230\156

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Comodo AAA Services root"

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint

 (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\353\043\244\155\027\326\217\331\045\144\302\361\361\140\027

\144\330\343\111

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\171\004\260\353\207\031\254\107\260\274\021\121\233\164\320

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016
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\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\267\060\202\003\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\070\062\067\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\070\062\063\063\063\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\232

\030\312\113\224\015\000\055\257\003\051\212\360\017\201\310\256

\114\031\205\035\010\237\253\051\104\205\363\057\201\255\062\036

\220\106\277\243\206\046\032\036\376\176\034\030\072\134\234\140

\027\052\072\164\203\063\060\175\141\124\021\313\355\253\340\346

\322\242\176\365\153\157\030\267\012\013\055\375\351\076\357\012

\306\263\020\351\334\302\106\027\370\135\375\244\332\377\236\111

\132\234\346\063\346\044\226\367\077\272\133\053\034\172\065\302

\326\147\376\253\146\120\213\155\050\140\053\357\327\140\303\307

\223\274\215\066\221\363\177\370\333\021\023\304\234\167\166\301

\256\267\002\152\201\172\251\105\203\342\005\346\271\126\301\224

\067\217\110\161\143\042\354\027\145\007\225\212\113\337\217\306

\132\012\345\260\343\137\136\153\021\253\014\371\205\353\104\351

\370\004\163\362\351\376\134\230\214\365\163\257\153\264\176\315

\324\134\002\053\114\071\341\262\225\225\055\102\207\327\325\263

\220\103\267\154\023\361\336\335\366\304\370\211\077\321\165\365

\222\303\221\325\212\210\320\220\354\334\155\336\211\302\145\161

\226\213\015\003\375\234\277\133\026\254\222\333\352\376\171\174

\255\353\257\367\026\313\333\315\045\053\345\037\373\232\237\342

\121\314\072\123\014\110\346\016\275\311\264\166\006\122\346\021

\023\205\162\143\003\004\340\004\066\053\040\031\002\350\164\247

\037\266\311\126\146\360\165\045\334\147\301\016\141\140\210\263

\076\321\250\374\243\332\035\260\321\261\043\124\337\104\166\155

\355\101\330\301\262\042\266\123\034\337\065\035\334\241\167\052

\061\344\055\365\345\345\333\310\340\377\345\200\327\013\143\240

\377\063\241\017\272\054\025\025\352\227\263\322\242\265\276\362

\214\226\036\032\217\035\154\244\141\067\271\206\163\063\327\227

\226\236\043\175\202\244\114\201\342\241\321\272\147\137\225\007

\243\047\021\356\026\020\173\274\105\112\114\262\004\322\253\357

\325\375\014\121\316\120\152\010\061\371\221\332\014\217\144\134
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\003\303\072\213\040\077\156\215\147\075\072\326\376\175\133\210

\311\136\373\314\141\334\213\063\167\323\104\062\065\011\142\004

\222\026\020\330\236\047\107\373\073\041\343\370\353\035\133\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\260\060\201\255\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125

\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320\366

\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\060\156\006\003\125\035\043\004\147

\060\145\200\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320

\366\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\241\111\244\107\060\105\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023

\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\202\002\005\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\012\026\115\237

\006\133\250\256\161\135\057\005\057\147\346\023\105\203\304\066

\366\363\300\046\014\015\265\107\144\135\370\264\162\311\106\245

\003\030\047\125\211\170\175\166\352\226\064\200\027\040\334\347

\203\370\215\374\007\270\332\137\115\056\147\262\204\375\331\104

\374\167\120\201\346\174\264\311\015\013\162\123\370\166\007\007

\101\107\226\014\373\340\202\046\223\125\214\376\042\037\140\145

\174\137\347\046\263\367\062\220\230\120\324\067\161\125\366\222

\041\170\367\225\171\372\370\055\046\207\146\126\060\167\246\067

\170\063\122\020\130\256\077\141\216\362\152\261\357\030\176\112

\131\143\312\215\242\126\325\247\057\274\126\037\317\071\301\342

\373\012\250\025\054\175\115\172\143\306\154\227\104\074\322\157

\303\112\027\012\370\220\322\127\242\031\121\245\055\227\101\332

\007\117\251\120\332\220\215\224\106\341\076\360\224\375\020\000

\070\365\073\350\100\341\264\156\126\032\040\314\157\130\215\355

\056\105\217\326\351\223\077\347\261\054\337\072\326\042\214\334

\204\273\042\157\320\370\344\306\071\351\004\210\074\303\272\353

\125\172\155\200\231\044\365\154\001\373\370\227\260\224\133\353

\375\322\157\361\167\150\015\065\144\043\254\270\125\241\003\321

\115\102\031\334\370\165\131\126\243\371\250\111\171\370\257\016

\271\021\240\174\267\152\355\064\320\266\046\142\070\032\207\014

\370\350\375\056\323\220\177\007\221\052\035\326\176\134\205\203

\231\260\070\010\077\351\136\371\065\007\344\311\142\156\127\177

\247\120\225\367\272\310\233\346\216\242\001\305\326\146\277\171

\141\363\074\034\341\271\202\134\135\240\303\351\330\110\275\031

\242\021\024\031\156\262\206\033\150\076\110\067\032\210\267\135

\226\136\234\307\357\047\142\010\342\221\031\134\322\361\041\335

\272\027\102\202\227\161\201\123\061\251\237\366\175\142\277\162

\341\243\223\035\314\212\046\132\011\070\320\316\327\015\200\026

\264\170\245\072\207\114\215\212\245\325\106\227\362\054\020\271

\274\124\042\300\001\120\151\103\236\364\262\357\155\370\354\332

\361\343\261\357\337\221\217\124\052\013\045\301\046\031\304\122

\020\005\145\325\202\020\352\302\061\315\056
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root

 CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\072\373\317\022\100\066\113\104\262\026\040\210\200\110\071

\031\223\174\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\071\173\335\370\272\354\202\351\254\142\272\014\124\000\053

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM
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# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\235\060\202\004\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\306\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\071\061\061\062\063\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\071\060\066\064\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\314
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\127\102\026\124\234\346\230\323\323\115\356\376\355\307\237\103

\071\112\145\263\350\026\210\064\333\015\131\221\164\317\222\270

\004\100\255\002\113\061\253\274\215\221\150\330\040\016\032\001

\342\032\173\116\027\135\342\212\267\077\231\032\315\353\141\253

\302\145\246\037\267\267\275\267\217\374\375\160\217\013\240\147

\276\001\242\131\317\161\346\017\051\166\377\261\126\171\105\053

\037\236\172\124\350\243\051\065\150\244\001\117\017\244\056\067

\357\033\277\343\217\020\250\162\253\130\127\347\124\206\310\311

\363\133\332\054\332\135\216\156\074\243\076\332\373\202\345\335

\362\134\262\005\063\157\212\066\316\320\023\116\377\277\112\014

\064\114\246\303\041\275\120\004\125\353\261\273\235\373\105\036

\144\025\336\125\001\214\002\166\265\313\241\077\102\151\274\057

\275\150\103\026\126\211\052\067\141\221\375\246\256\116\300\313

\024\145\224\067\113\222\006\357\004\320\310\234\210\333\013\173

\201\257\261\075\052\304\145\072\170\266\356\334\200\261\322\323

\231\234\072\356\153\132\153\263\215\267\325\316\234\302\276\245

\113\057\026\261\236\150\073\006\157\256\175\237\370\336\354\314

\051\247\230\243\045\103\057\357\361\137\046\341\210\115\370\136

\156\327\331\024\156\031\063\151\247\073\204\211\223\304\123\125

\023\241\121\170\100\370\270\311\242\356\173\272\122\102\203\236

\024\355\005\122\132\131\126\247\227\374\235\077\012\051\330\334

\117\221\016\023\274\336\225\244\337\213\231\276\254\233\063\210

\357\265\201\257\033\306\042\123\310\366\307\356\227\024\260\305

\174\170\122\310\360\316\156\167\140\204\246\351\052\166\040\355

\130\001\027\060\223\351\032\213\340\163\143\331\152\222\224\111

\116\264\255\112\205\304\243\042\060\374\011\355\150\042\163\246

\210\014\125\041\130\305\341\072\237\052\335\312\341\220\340\331

\163\253\154\200\270\350\013\144\223\240\234\214\031\377\263\322

\014\354\221\046\207\212\263\242\341\160\217\054\012\345\315\155

\150\121\353\332\077\005\177\213\062\346\023\134\153\376\137\100

\342\042\310\264\264\144\117\326\272\175\110\076\250\151\014\327

\273\206\161\311\163\270\077\073\235\045\113\332\377\100\353\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\225\060\202\001\221\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\341

\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\331\060\201\326\060\201\323\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\276\130\000\003\060\201\305\060\201\223\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\206\032\201\203\101

\156\171\040\165\163\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\151\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\143\157\156\163\164

\151\164\165\164\145\163\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\141\156\143

\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\121\165\157\126\141\144\151

\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\057

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\120

\162\141\143\164\151\143\145\040\123\164\141\164\145\155\145\156

\164\056\060\055\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\041

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\161\165\157\166\141

\144\151\163\147\154\157\142\141\154\056\143\157\155\057\143\160
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\163\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\300\023\340\202\103\076

\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\060\156\006

\003\125\035\043\004\147\060\145\200\024\362\300\023\340\202\103

\076\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\241\111

\244\107\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\202\002\005\306\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\117\255\240\054\114\372\300\362\157\367\146\125\253\043\064

\356\347\051\332\303\133\266\260\203\331\320\320\342\041\373\363

\140\247\073\135\140\123\047\242\233\366\010\042\052\347\277\240

\162\345\234\044\152\061\261\220\172\047\333\204\021\211\047\246

\167\132\070\327\277\254\206\374\356\135\203\274\006\306\321\167

\153\017\155\044\057\113\172\154\247\007\226\312\343\204\237\255

\210\213\035\253\026\215\133\146\027\331\026\364\213\200\322\335

\370\262\166\303\374\070\023\252\014\336\102\151\053\156\363\074

\353\200\047\333\365\246\104\015\237\132\125\131\013\325\015\122

\110\305\256\237\362\057\200\305\352\062\120\065\022\227\056\301

\341\377\361\043\210\121\070\237\362\146\126\166\347\017\121\227

\245\122\014\115\111\121\225\066\075\277\242\113\014\020\035\206

\231\114\252\363\162\021\223\344\352\366\233\332\250\135\247\115

\267\236\002\256\163\000\310\332\043\003\350\371\352\031\164\142

\000\224\313\042\040\276\224\247\131\265\202\152\276\231\171\172

\251\362\112\044\122\367\164\375\272\116\346\250\035\002\156\261

\015\200\104\301\256\323\043\067\137\273\205\174\053\222\056\350

\176\245\213\335\231\341\277\047\157\055\135\252\173\207\376\012

\335\113\374\216\365\046\344\156\160\102\156\063\354\061\236\173

\223\301\344\311\151\032\075\300\153\116\042\155\356\253\130\115

\306\320\101\301\053\352\117\022\207\136\353\105\330\154\365\230

\002\323\240\330\125\212\006\231\031\242\240\167\321\060\236\254

\314\165\356\203\365\260\142\071\317\154\127\342\114\322\221\013

\016\165\050\033\232\277\375\032\103\361\312\167\373\073\217\141

\270\151\050\026\102\004\136\160\052\034\041\330\217\341\275\043

\133\055\164\100\222\331\143\031\015\163\335\151\274\142\107\274

\340\164\053\262\353\175\276\101\033\265\300\106\305\241\042\313

\137\116\301\050\222\336\030\272\325\052\050\273\021\213\027\223

\230\231\140\224\134\043\317\132\047\227\136\013\005\006\223\067

\036\073\151\066\353\251\236\141\035\217\062\332\216\014\326\164

\076\173\011\044\332\001\167\107\304\073\315\064\214\231\365\312

\341\045\141\063\262\131\033\342\156\327\067\127\266\015\251\022

\332

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject:

 CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\111\024\367\330\164\225\035\335\256\002\300\276\375\072\055

\202\165\121\205

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\205\074\142\224\227\143\271\252\375\211\116\257\157\340\317

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003

# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication

 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\132\060\202\002\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155

\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064

\071\132\027\015\062\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064\071

\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115

\040\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\263\263\376\177\323\155\261\357\026\174\127\245
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\014\155\166\212\057\113\277\144\373\114\356\212\360\363\051\174

\365\377\356\052\340\351\351\272\133\144\042\232\232\157\054\072

\046\151\121\005\231\046\334\325\034\152\161\306\232\175\036\235

\335\174\154\306\214\147\147\112\076\370\161\260\031\047\251\011

\014\246\225\277\113\214\014\372\125\230\073\330\350\042\241\113

\161\070\171\254\227\222\151\263\211\176\352\041\150\006\230\024

\226\207\322\141\066\274\155\047\126\236\127\356\300\300\126\375

\062\317\244\331\216\302\043\327\215\250\363\330\045\254\227\344

\160\070\364\266\072\264\235\073\227\046\103\243\241\274\111\131

\162\114\043\060\207\001\130\366\116\276\034\150\126\146\257\315

\101\135\310\263\115\052\125\106\253\037\332\036\342\100\075\333

\315\175\271\222\200\234\067\335\014\226\144\235\334\042\367\144

\213\337\141\336\025\224\122\025\240\175\122\311\113\250\041\311

\306\261\355\313\303\225\140\321\017\360\253\160\370\337\313\115

\176\354\326\372\253\331\275\177\124\362\245\351\171\372\331\326

\166\044\050\163\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\163\111\231\150\334\205\133

\145\343\233\050\057\127\237\275\063\274\007\110\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\150\100

\251\250\273\344\117\135\171\263\005\265\027\263\140\023\353\306

\222\135\340\321\323\152\376\373\276\233\155\277\307\005\155\131

\040\304\034\360\267\332\204\130\002\143\372\110\026\357\117\245

\013\367\112\230\362\077\236\033\255\107\153\143\316\010\107\353

\122\077\170\234\257\115\256\370\325\117\317\232\230\052\020\101

\071\122\304\335\331\233\016\357\223\001\256\262\056\312\150\102

\044\102\154\260\263\072\076\315\351\332\110\304\025\313\351\371

\007\017\222\120\111\212\335\061\227\137\311\351\067\252\073\131

\145\227\224\062\311\263\237\076\072\142\130\305\111\255\142\016

\161\245\062\252\057\306\211\166\103\100\023\023\147\075\242\124

\045\020\313\361\072\362\331\372\333\111\126\273\246\376\247\101

\065\303\340\210\141\311\210\307\337\066\020\042\230\131\352\260

\112\373\126\026\163\156\254\115\367\042\241\117\255\035\172\055

\105\047\345\060\301\136\362\332\023\313\045\102\121\225\107\003

\214\154\041\314\164\102\355\123\377\063\213\217\017\127\001\026

\057\317\246\356\311\160\042\024\275\375\276\154\013\003

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication Root CA"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003
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# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\066\261\053\111\371\201\236\327\114\236\274\070\017\306\126\217

\135\254\262\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\361\274\143\152\124\340\265\047\365\315\347\032\343\115\156\112

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145

\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070

\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040

\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164

\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\063

\132\027\015\063\067\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\064\132

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155
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\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001

\001\000\267\066\125\345\245\135\030\060\340\332\211\124\221\374

\310\307\122\370\057\120\331\357\261\165\163\145\107\175\033\133

\272\165\305\374\241\210\044\372\057\355\312\010\112\071\124\304

\121\172\265\332\140\352\070\074\201\262\313\361\273\331\221\043

\077\110\001\160\165\251\005\052\255\037\161\363\311\124\075\035

\006\152\100\076\263\014\205\356\134\033\171\302\142\304\270\066

\216\065\135\001\014\043\004\107\065\252\233\140\116\240\146\075

\313\046\012\234\100\241\364\135\230\277\161\253\245\000\150\052

\355\203\172\017\242\024\265\324\042\263\200\260\074\014\132\121

\151\055\130\030\217\355\231\236\361\256\342\225\346\366\107\250

\326\014\017\260\130\130\333\303\146\067\236\233\221\124\063\067

\322\224\034\152\110\311\311\362\245\332\245\014\043\367\043\016

\234\062\125\136\161\234\204\005\121\232\055\375\346\116\052\064

\132\336\312\100\067\147\014\124\041\125\167\332\012\014\314\227

\256\200\334\224\066\112\364\076\316\066\023\036\123\344\254\116

\072\005\354\333\256\162\234\070\213\320\071\073\211\012\076\167

\376\165\002\001\003\243\202\001\104\060\202\001\100\060\022\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001

\014\060\074\006\003\125\035\037\004\065\060\063\060\061\240\057

\240\055\206\053\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\143\162\154\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\224\365\261\115\351

\333\241\051\133\127\213\115\166\006\166\341\321\242\212\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021

\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000

\007\060\047\006\003\125\035\021\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142

\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\060\047\006\003\125\035

\022\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162

\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056

\157\162\147\060\130\006\003\125\035\040\004\121\060\117\060\115

\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\207\056\012\003\001\060\076\060

\074\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\060\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\160\163\056\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143\160\163\057\143\150\141\155

\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\150\164\155\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\014\101\227\302\032\206\300\042\174\237\373\220\363\032\321

\003\261\357\023\371\041\137\004\234\332\311\245\215\047\154\226
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\207\221\276\101\220\001\162\223\347\036\175\137\366\211\306\135

\247\100\011\075\254\111\105\105\334\056\215\060\150\262\011\272

\373\303\057\314\272\013\337\077\167\173\106\175\072\022\044\216

\226\217\074\005\012\157\322\224\050\035\155\014\300\056\210\042

\325\330\317\035\023\307\360\110\327\327\005\247\317\307\107\236

\073\074\064\310\200\117\324\024\273\374\015\120\367\372\263\354

\102\137\251\335\155\310\364\165\317\173\301\162\046\261\001\034

\134\054\375\172\116\264\001\305\005\127\271\347\074\252\005\331

\210\351\007\106\101\316\357\101\201\256\130\337\203\242\256\312

\327\167\037\347\000\074\235\157\216\344\062\011\035\115\170\064

\170\064\074\224\233\046\355\117\161\306\031\172\275\040\042\110

\132\376\113\175\003\267\347\130\276\306\062\116\164\036\150\335

\250\150\133\263\076\356\142\175\331\200\350\012\165\172\267\356

\264\145\232\041\220\340\252\320\230\274\070\265\163\074\213\370

\334

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Mon Mar 01 00:00:00 2021

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\061\060\063\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\072\125\244\031\014\031\134\223\204\074\300\333\162\056\061

\060\141\360\261

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\260\001\356\024\331\257\051\030\224\166\216\361\151\063\052\204

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "XRamp Global CA Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150
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\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\120

\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217\240\255\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036

\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170\162\141

\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\130

\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061\060\061\061\067\061

\064\060\064\132\027\015\063\065\060\061\060\061\060\065\063\067

\061\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167

\167\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122

\141\155\160\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\230\044\036\275\025\264\272

\337\307\214\245\047\266\070\013\151\363\266\116\250\054\056\041

\035\134\104\337\041\135\176\043\164\376\136\176\264\112\267\246

\255\037\256\340\006\026\342\233\133\331\147\164\153\135\200\217
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\051\235\206\033\331\234\015\230\155\166\020\050\130\344\145\260

\177\112\230\171\237\340\303\061\176\200\053\265\214\300\100\073

\021\206\320\313\242\206\066\140\244\325\060\202\155\331\156\320

\017\022\004\063\227\137\117\141\132\360\344\371\221\253\347\035

\073\274\350\317\364\153\055\064\174\342\110\141\034\216\363\141

\104\314\157\240\112\251\224\260\115\332\347\251\064\172\162\070

\250\101\314\074\224\021\175\353\310\246\214\267\206\313\312\063

\073\331\075\067\213\373\172\076\206\054\347\163\327\012\127\254

\144\233\031\353\364\017\004\010\212\254\003\027\031\144\364\132

\045\042\215\064\054\262\366\150\035\022\155\323\212\036\024\332

\304\217\246\342\043\205\325\172\015\275\152\340\351\354\354\027

\273\102\033\147\252\045\355\105\203\041\374\301\311\174\325\142

\076\372\362\305\055\323\375\324\145\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\237\060\201\234\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024

\002\004\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\306\117\242\075\006\143\204\011\234\316\142\344\004\254

\215\134\265\351\266\033\060\066\006\003\125\035\037\004\057\060

\055\060\053\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164

\171\056\143\157\155\057\130\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\221\025\071\003\001\033\147\373\112\034\371\012

\140\133\241\332\115\227\142\371\044\123\047\327\202\144\116\220

\056\303\111\033\053\232\334\374\250\170\147\065\361\035\360\021

\275\267\110\343\020\366\015\337\077\322\311\266\252\125\244\110

\272\002\333\336\131\056\025\133\073\235\026\175\107\327\067\352

\137\115\166\022\066\273\037\327\241\201\004\106\040\243\054\155

\251\236\001\176\077\051\316\000\223\337\375\311\222\163\211\211

\144\236\347\053\344\034\221\054\322\271\316\175\316\157\061\231

\323\346\276\322\036\220\360\011\024\171\134\043\253\115\322\332

\041\037\115\231\171\235\341\317\047\237\020\233\034\210\015\260

\212\144\101\061\270\016\154\220\044\244\233\134\161\217\272\273

\176\034\033\333\152\200\017\041\274\351\333\246\267\100\364\262

\213\251\261\344\357\232\032\320\075\151\231\356\250\050\243\341

\074\263\360\262\021\234\317\174\100\346\335\347\103\175\242\330

\072\265\251\215\362\064\231\304\324\020\341\006\375\011\204\020

\073\356\304\114\364\354\047\174\102\302\164\174\202\212\011\311

\264\003\045\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "XRamp Global CA Root"
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# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp

 Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\001\206\321\353\234\206\245\101\004\317\060\124\363\114\122

\267\345\130\306

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\013\104\263\312\020\330\000\156\235\017\330\017\222\012\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)
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# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun

 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\000\060\202\002\350\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041

\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143

\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104

\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\066\062\071\061\067

\060\066\062\060\132\027\015\063\064\060\066\062\071\061\067\060

\066\062\060\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023
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\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150

\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015

\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\336\235\327\352\127\030

\111\241\133\353\327\137\110\206\352\276\335\377\344\357\147\034

\364\145\150\263\127\161\240\136\167\273\355\233\111\351\160\200

\075\126\030\143\010\157\332\362\314\320\077\177\002\124\042\124

\020\330\262\201\324\300\165\075\113\177\307\167\303\076\170\253

\032\003\265\040\153\057\152\053\261\305\210\176\304\273\036\260

\301\330\105\047\157\252\067\130\367\207\046\327\330\055\366\251

\027\267\037\162\066\116\246\027\077\145\230\222\333\052\156\135

\242\376\210\340\013\336\177\345\215\025\341\353\313\072\325\342

\022\242\023\055\330\216\257\137\022\075\240\010\005\010\266\134

\245\145\070\004\105\231\036\243\140\140\164\305\101\245\162\142

\033\142\305\037\157\137\032\102\276\002\121\145\250\256\043\030

\152\374\170\003\251\115\177\200\303\372\253\132\374\241\100\244

\312\031\026\376\262\310\357\136\163\015\356\167\275\232\366\171

\230\274\261\007\147\242\025\015\335\240\130\306\104\173\012\076

\142\050\137\272\101\007\123\130\317\021\176\070\164\305\370\377

\265\151\220\217\204\164\352\227\033\257\002\001\003\243\201\300

\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\304

\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241\376\335\250\152

\324\343\060\201\215\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\205\060\201\202

\200\024\322\304\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241

\376\335\250\152\324\343\241\147\244\145\060\143\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171

\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202

\001\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\062\113\363\262\312\076\221\374\022\306\241\007

\214\216\167\240\063\006\024\134\220\036\030\367\010\246\075\012

\031\371\207\200\021\156\151\344\226\027\060\377\064\221\143\162

\070\356\314\034\001\243\035\224\050\244\061\366\172\304\124\327

\366\345\061\130\003\242\314\316\142\333\224\105\163\265\277\105

\311\044\265\325\202\002\255\043\171\151\215\270\266\115\316\317

\114\312\063\043\350\034\210\252\235\213\101\156\026\311\040\345

\211\236\315\073\332\160\367\176\231\046\040\024\124\045\253\156

\163\205\346\233\041\235\012\154\202\016\250\370\302\014\372\020

\036\154\226\357\207\015\304\017\141\213\255\356\203\053\225\370

\216\222\204\162\071\353\040\352\203\355\203\315\227\156\010\274
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\353\116\046\266\163\053\344\323\366\114\376\046\161\342\141\021

\164\112\377\127\032\207\017\165\110\056\317\121\151\027\240\002

\022\141\225\325\321\100\262\020\114\356\304\254\020\103\246\245

\236\012\325\225\142\232\015\317\210\202\305\062\014\344\053\237

\105\346\015\237\050\234\261\271\052\132\127\255\067\017\257\035

\177\333\275\237

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue

 Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\226\272\346\077\030\001\342\167\046\033\240\327\167\160\002

\217\040\356\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\336\006\045\253\332\375\062\027\014\273\045\027\052\204\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\017\060\202\002\367\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060
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\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051

\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060

\066\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\027\015\063\064\060\066

\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\060\150\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002

\202\001\001\000\267\062\310\376\351\161\246\004\205\255\014\021

\144\337\316\115\357\310\003\030\207\077\241\253\373\074\246\237

\360\303\241\332\324\330\156\053\123\220\373\044\244\076\204\360

\236\350\137\354\345\047\104\365\050\246\077\173\336\340\052\360

\310\257\123\057\236\312\005\001\223\036\217\146\034\071\247\115

\372\132\266\163\004\045\146\353\167\177\347\131\306\112\231\045

\024\124\353\046\307\363\177\031\325\060\160\217\257\260\106\052

\377\255\353\051\355\327\237\252\004\207\243\324\371\211\245\064

\137\333\103\221\202\066\331\146\074\261\270\271\202\375\234\072

\076\020\310\073\357\006\145\146\172\233\031\030\075\377\161\121

\074\060\056\137\276\075\167\163\262\135\006\154\303\043\126\232

\053\205\046\222\034\247\002\263\344\077\015\257\010\171\202\270

\066\075\352\234\323\065\263\274\151\312\365\314\235\350\375\144

\215\027\200\063\156\136\112\135\231\311\036\207\264\235\032\300

\325\156\023\065\043\136\337\233\137\075\357\326\367\166\302\352

\076\273\170\015\034\102\147\153\004\330\370\326\332\157\213\362

\104\240\001\253\002\001\003\243\201\305\060\201\302\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277\137\267\321\316\335\037\206

\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347\060\201\222\006

\003\125\035\043\004\201\212\060\201\207\200\024\277\137\267\321

\316\335\037\206\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347

\241\154\244\152\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164

\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202\001

\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\005\235\077\210\235\321\311\032\125\241\254\151\363
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\363\131\332\233\001\207\032\117\127\251\241\171\011\052\333\367

\057\262\036\314\307\136\152\330\203\207\241\227\357\111\065\076

\167\006\101\130\142\277\216\130\270\012\147\077\354\263\335\041

\146\037\311\124\372\162\314\075\114\100\330\201\257\167\236\203

\172\273\242\307\365\064\027\216\331\021\100\364\374\054\052\115

\025\177\247\142\135\056\045\323\000\013\040\032\035\150\371\027

\270\364\275\213\355\050\131\335\115\026\213\027\203\310\262\145

\307\055\172\245\252\274\123\206\155\335\127\244\312\370\040\101

\013\150\360\364\373\164\276\126\135\172\171\365\371\035\205\343

\055\225\276\365\161\220\103\314\215\037\232\000\012\207\051\351

\125\042\130\000\043\352\343\022\103\051\133\107\010\335\214\101

\152\145\006\250\345\041\252\101\264\225\041\225\271\175\321\064

\253\023\326\255\274\334\342\075\071\315\275\076\165\160\241\030

\131\003\311\042\264\217\234\325\136\052\327\245\266\324\012\155

\370\267\100\021\106\232\037\171\016\142\277\017\227\354\340\057

\037\027\224

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\176\034\050\260\144\357\217\140\003\100\040\024\303\320\343

\067\016\265\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\112\113\273\310\143\151\233\276\164\232\306\335\035\106\044

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163
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\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151
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\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\267\060\202\002\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360\060\071\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\255\016\025

\316\344\103\200\134\261\207\363\267\140\371\161\022\245\256\334

\046\224\210\252\364\316\365\040\071\050\130\140\014\370\200\332

\251\025\225\062\141\074\265\261\050\204\212\212\334\237\012\014

\203\027\172\217\220\254\212\347\171\123\134\061\204\052\366\017

\230\062\066\166\314\336\335\074\250\242\357\152\373\041\362\122

\141\337\237\040\327\037\342\261\331\376\030\144\322\022\133\137

\371\130\030\065\274\107\315\241\066\371\153\177\324\260\070\076

\301\033\303\214\063\331\330\057\030\376\050\017\263\247\203\326

\303\156\104\300\141\065\226\026\376\131\234\213\166\155\327\361

\242\113\015\053\377\013\162\332\236\140\320\216\220\065\306\170

\125\207\040\241\317\345\155\012\310\111\174\061\230\063\154\042

\351\207\320\062\132\242\272\023\202\021\355\071\027\235\231\072

\162\241\346\372\244\331\325\027\061\165\256\205\175\042\256\077

\001\106\206\366\050\171\310\261\332\344\127\027\304\176\034\016

\260\264\222\246\126\263\275\262\227\355\252\247\360\267\305\250

\077\225\026\320\377\241\226\353\010\137\030\167\117\002\003\001

\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026
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\004\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247\247

\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060

\026\200\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247

\247\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\242\016\274\337\342

\355\360\343\162\163\172\144\224\277\367\162\146\330\062\344\102

\165\142\256\207\353\362\325\331\336\126\263\237\314\316\024\050

\271\015\227\140\134\022\114\130\344\323\075\203\111\105\130\227

\065\151\032\250\107\352\126\306\171\253\022\330\147\201\204\337

\177\011\074\224\346\270\046\054\040\275\075\263\050\211\367\137

\377\042\342\227\204\037\351\145\357\207\340\337\301\147\111\263

\135\353\262\011\052\353\046\355\170\276\175\077\053\363\267\046

\065\155\137\211\001\266\111\133\237\001\005\233\253\075\045\301

\314\266\177\302\361\157\206\306\372\144\150\353\201\055\224\353

\102\267\372\214\036\335\142\361\276\120\147\267\154\275\363\361

\037\153\014\066\007\026\177\067\174\251\133\155\172\361\022\106

\140\203\327\047\004\276\113\316\227\276\303\147\052\150\021\337

\200\347\014\063\146\277\023\015\024\156\363\177\037\143\020\036

\372\215\033\045\155\154\217\245\267\141\001\261\322\243\046\241

\020\161\235\255\342\303\371\303\231\121\267\053\007\010\316\056

\346\120\262\247\372\012\105\057\242\360\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\143\270\143\015\142\327\132\273\310\253\036\113\337\265\250

\231\262\115\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\316\013\173\052\016\111\000\341\130\161\233\067\250\223\162
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END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

#

 Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID
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 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\257\060\202\002\227\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010

\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221\307\112\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\342\073\341\021\162\336\250\244\323\243\127

\252\120\242\217\013\167\220\311\242\245\356\022\316\226\133\001

\011\040\314\001\223\247\116\060\267\123\367\103\304\151\000\127

\235\342\215\042\335\207\006\100\000\201\011\316\316\033\203\277

\337\315\073\161\106\342\326\146\307\005\263\166\047\026\217\173

\236\036\225\175\356\267\110\243\010\332\326\257\172\014\071\006

\145\177\112\135\037\274\027\370\253\276\356\050\327\164\177\172

\170\231\131\205\150\156\134\043\062\113\277\116\300\350\132\155

\343\160\277\167\020\277\374\001\366\205\331\250\104\020\130\062

\251\165\030\325\321\242\276\107\342\047\152\364\232\063\370\111

\010\140\213\324\137\264\072\204\277\241\252\112\114\175\076\317

\117\137\154\166\136\240\113\067\221\236\334\042\346\155\316\024

\032\216\152\313\376\315\263\024\144\027\307\133\051\236\062\277

\362\356\372\323\013\102\324\253\267\101\062\332\014\324\357\370
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\201\325\273\215\130\077\265\033\350\111\050\242\160\332\061\004

\335\367\262\026\362\114\012\116\007\250\355\112\075\136\265\177

\243\220\303\257\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\336\120\065\126\321

\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\003\336\120\065\126

\321\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\313\234\067\252\110\023\022\012\372\335\104\234\117

\122\260\364\337\256\004\365\171\171\010\243\044\030\374\113\053

\204\300\055\271\325\307\376\364\301\037\130\313\270\155\234\172

\164\347\230\051\253\021\265\343\160\240\241\315\114\210\231\223

\214\221\160\342\253\017\034\276\223\251\377\143\325\344\007\140

\323\243\277\235\133\011\361\325\216\343\123\364\216\143\372\077

\247\333\264\146\337\142\146\326\321\156\101\215\362\055\265\352

\167\112\237\235\130\342\053\131\300\100\043\355\055\050\202\105

\076\171\124\222\046\230\340\200\110\250\067\357\360\326\171\140

\026\336\254\350\016\315\156\254\104\027\070\057\111\332\341\105

\076\052\271\066\123\317\072\120\006\367\056\350\304\127\111\154

\141\041\030\325\004\255\170\074\054\072\200\153\247\353\257\025

\024\351\330\211\301\271\070\154\342\221\154\212\377\144\271\167

\045\127\060\300\033\044\243\341\334\351\337\107\174\265\264\044

\010\005\060\354\055\275\013\277\105\277\120\271\251\363\353\230

\001\022\255\310\210\306\230\064\137\215\012\074\306\351\325\225

\225\155\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\230\135\072\145\345\345\304\262\327\326\155\100\306\335\057

\261\234\124\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\171\344\251\204\015\175\072\226\327\300\117\342\103\114\211\056

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023
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\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\002

\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106\045\167\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143

\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015

\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111

\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167

\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\306\314\345\163\346

\373\324\273\345\055\055\062\246\337\345\201\077\311\315\045\111

\266\161\052\303\325\224\064\147\242\012\034\260\137\151\246\100

\261\304\267\262\217\320\230\244\251\101\131\072\323\334\224\326

\074\333\164\070\244\112\314\115\045\202\367\112\245\123\022\070

\356\363\111\155\161\221\176\143\266\253\246\137\303\244\204\370

\117\142\121\276\370\305\354\333\070\222\343\006\345\010\221\014
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\304\050\101\125\373\313\132\211\025\176\161\350\065\277\115\162

\011\075\276\072\070\120\133\167\061\033\215\263\307\044\105\232

\247\254\155\000\024\132\004\267\272\023\353\121\012\230\101\101

\042\116\145\141\207\201\101\120\246\171\134\211\336\031\112\127

\325\056\346\135\034\123\054\176\230\315\032\006\026\244\150\163

\320\064\004\023\134\241\161\323\132\174\125\333\136\144\341\067

\207\060\126\004\345\021\264\051\200\022\361\171\071\210\242\002

\021\174\047\146\267\210\267\170\362\312\012\250\070\253\012\144

\302\277\146\135\225\204\301\241\045\036\207\135\032\120\013\040

\022\314\101\273\156\013\121\070\270\113\313\002\003\001\000\001

\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002\357

\143\144\053\303\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002

\357\143\144\053\303\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\034\032\006\227\334\327\234

\237\074\210\146\006\010\127\041\333\041\107\370\052\147\252\277

\030\062\166\100\020\127\301\212\363\172\331\021\145\216\065\372

\236\374\105\265\236\331\114\061\113\270\221\350\103\054\216\263

\170\316\333\343\123\171\161\326\345\041\224\001\332\125\207\232

\044\144\366\212\146\314\336\234\067\315\250\064\261\151\233\043

\310\236\170\042\053\160\103\343\125\107\061\141\031\357\130\305

\205\057\116\060\366\240\061\026\043\310\347\342\145\026\063\313

\277\032\033\240\075\370\312\136\213\061\213\140\010\211\055\014

\006\134\122\267\304\371\012\230\321\025\137\237\022\276\174\066

\143\070\275\104\244\177\344\046\053\012\304\227\151\015\351\214

\342\300\020\127\270\310\166\022\221\125\362\110\151\330\274\052

\002\133\017\104\324\040\061\333\364\272\160\046\135\220\140\236

\274\113\027\011\057\264\313\036\103\150\311\007\047\301\322\134

\367\352\041\271\150\022\234\074\234\277\236\374\200\134\233\143

\315\354\107\252\045\047\147\240\067\363\000\202\175\124\327\251

\370\351\056\023\243\167\350\037\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\267\356\006\063\342\131\333\255\014\114\232\346\323\217\032

\141\307\334\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\164\336\127\134\071\262\323\234\205\203\305\300\145\111\212

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\272\060\202\003\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\036

\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\027

\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\060\105

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123

\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101

\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\344\356\176\213\044\016\022\156\251

\120\055\026\104\073\222\222\134\312\270\135\204\222\102\023\052

\274\145\127\202\100\076\127\044\315\120\213\045\052\267\157\374

\357\242\320\300\037\002\044\112\023\226\217\043\023\346\050\130

\000\243\107\307\006\247\204\043\053\273\275\226\053\177\125\314

\213\301\127\037\016\142\145\017\335\075\126\212\163\332\256\176

\155\272\201\034\176\102\214\040\065\331\103\115\204\372\204\333

\122\054\363\016\047\167\013\153\277\021\057\162\170\237\056\330

\076\346\030\067\132\052\162\371\332\142\220\222\225\312\037\234

\351\263\074\053\313\363\001\023\277\132\317\301\265\012\140\275

\335\265\231\144\123\270\240\226\263\157\342\046\167\221\214\340
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\142\020\002\237\064\017\244\325\222\063\121\336\276\215\272\204

\172\140\074\152\333\237\053\354\336\336\001\077\156\115\345\120

\206\313\264\257\355\104\100\305\312\132\214\332\322\053\174\250

\356\276\246\345\012\252\016\245\337\005\122\267\125\307\042\135

\062\152\227\227\143\023\333\311\333\171\066\173\205\072\112\305

\122\211\371\044\347\235\167\251\202\377\125\034\245\161\151\053

\321\002\044\362\263\046\324\153\332\004\125\345\301\012\307\155

\060\067\220\052\344\236\024\063\136\026\027\125\305\133\265\313

\064\211\222\361\235\046\217\241\007\324\306\262\170\120\333\014

\014\013\174\013\214\101\327\271\351\335\214\210\367\243\115\262

\062\314\330\027\332\315\267\316\146\235\324\375\136\377\275\227

\076\051\165\347\176\247\142\130\257\045\064\245\101\307\075\274

\015\120\312\003\003\017\010\132\037\225\163\170\142\277\257\162

\024\151\016\245\345\003\016\170\216\046\050\102\360\007\013\142

\040\020\147\071\106\372\251\003\314\004\070\172\146\357\040\203

\265\214\112\126\216\221\000\374\216\134\202\336\210\240\303\342

\150\156\175\215\357\074\335\145\364\135\254\121\357\044\200\256

\252\126\227\157\371\255\175\332\141\077\230\167\074\245\221\266

\034\214\046\332\145\242\011\155\301\342\124\343\271\312\114\114

\200\217\167\173\140\232\036\337\266\362\110\036\016\272\116\124

\155\230\340\341\242\032\242\167\120\317\304\143\222\354\107\031

\235\353\346\153\316\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\254\060\201

\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\045\173

\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347\360

\356\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\045

\173\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347

\360\356\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075\060\073\006

\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\002\001\001\060\056\060\054\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163\167\151\163

\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\047\272

\343\224\174\361\256\300\336\027\346\345\330\325\365\124\260\203

\364\273\315\136\005\173\117\237\165\146\257\074\350\126\176\374

\162\170\070\003\331\053\142\033\000\271\370\351\140\315\314\316

\121\212\307\120\061\156\341\112\176\030\057\151\131\266\075\144

\201\053\343\203\204\346\042\207\216\175\340\356\002\231\141\270

\036\364\270\053\210\022\026\204\302\061\223\070\226\061\246\271

\073\123\077\303\044\223\126\133\151\222\354\305\301\273\070\000

\343\354\027\251\270\334\307\174\001\203\237\062\107\272\122\042

\064\035\062\172\011\126\247\174\045\066\251\075\113\332\300\202

\157\012\273\022\310\207\113\047\021\371\036\055\307\223\077\236

\333\137\046\153\122\331\056\212\361\024\306\104\215\025\251\267

\277\275\336\246\032\356\256\055\373\110\167\027\376\273\354\257

\030\365\052\121\360\071\204\227\225\154\156\033\303\053\304\164

\140\171\045\260\012\047\337\337\136\322\071\317\105\175\102\113
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\337\263\054\036\305\306\135\312\125\072\240\234\151\232\217\332

\357\262\260\074\237\207\154\022\053\145\160\025\122\061\032\044

\317\157\061\043\120\037\214\117\217\043\303\164\101\143\034\125

\250\024\335\076\340\121\120\317\361\033\060\126\016\222\260\202

\205\330\203\313\042\144\274\055\270\045\325\124\242\270\006\352

\255\222\244\044\240\301\206\265\112\023\152\107\317\056\013\126

\225\124\313\316\232\333\152\264\246\262\333\101\010\206\047\167

\367\152\240\102\154\013\070\316\327\165\120\062\222\302\337\053

\060\042\110\320\325\101\070\045\135\244\351\135\237\306\224\165

\320\105\375\060\227\103\217\220\253\012\307\206\163\140\112\151

\055\336\245\170\327\006\332\152\236\113\076\167\072\040\023\042

\001\320\277\150\236\143\140\153\065\115\013\155\272\241\075\300

\223\340\177\043\263\125\255\162\045\116\106\371\322\026\357\260

\144\301\001\236\351\312\240\152\230\016\317\330\140\362\057\111

\270\344\102\341\070\065\026\364\310\156\117\367\201\126\350\272

\243\276\043\257\256\375\157\003\340\002\073\060\166\372\033\155

\101\317\001\261\351\270\311\146\364\333\046\363\072\244\164\362

\111\044\133\311\260\320\127\301\372\076\172\341\227\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid

 After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\305\070\212\267\060\033\033\156\324\172\346\105\045\072\157

\237\032\047\141

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\044\167\331\250\221\321\073\372\210\055\302\377\370\315\063\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061
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\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\117

\033\324\057\124\273\057\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\123\151\154\166\145\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060

\036\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132

\027\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151

\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145\162

\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\361\207\177\323\170\061

\367\070\311\370\303\231\103\274\307\367\274\067\347\116\161\272

\113\217\245\163\035\134\156\230\256\003\127\256\070\067\103\057

\027\075\037\310\316\150\020\301\170\256\031\003\053\020\372\054

\171\203\366\350\271\150\271\125\362\004\104\247\071\371\374\004

\213\036\361\242\115\047\371\141\173\272\267\345\242\023\266\353

\141\076\320\154\321\346\373\372\136\355\035\264\236\240\065\133

\241\222\313\360\111\222\376\205\012\005\076\346\331\013\342\117

\273\334\225\067\374\221\351\062\065\042\321\037\072\116\047\205

\235\260\025\224\062\332\141\015\107\115\140\102\256\222\107\350

\203\132\120\130\351\212\213\271\135\241\334\335\231\112\037\066

\147\273\110\344\203\266\067\353\110\072\257\017\147\217\027\007

\350\004\312\357\152\061\207\324\300\266\371\224\161\173\147\144

\270\266\221\112\102\173\145\056\060\152\014\365\220\356\225\346

\362\315\202\354\331\241\112\354\366\262\113\345\105\205\346\155

\170\223\004\056\234\202\155\066\251\304\061\144\037\206\203\013

\052\364\065\012\170\311\125\317\101\260\107\351\060\237\231\276

\141\250\006\204\271\050\172\137\070\331\033\251\070\260\203\177

\163\301\303\073\110\052\202\017\041\233\270\314\250\065\303\204

\033\203\263\076\276\244\225\151\001\072\211\000\170\004\331\311

\364\231\031\253\126\176\133\213\206\071\025\221\244\020\054\011

\062\200\140\263\223\300\052\266\030\013\235\176\215\111\362\020

\112\177\371\325\106\057\031\222\243\231\247\046\254\273\214\074

\346\016\274\107\007\334\163\121\361\160\144\057\010\371\264\107

\035\060\154\104\352\051\067\205\222\150\146\274\203\070\376\173

\071\056\323\120\360\037\373\136\140\266\251\246\372\047\101\361

\233\030\162\362\365\204\164\112\311\147\304\124\256\110\144\337

\214\321\156\260\035\341\007\217\010\036\231\234\161\351\114\330

\245\367\107\022\037\164\321\121\236\206\363\302\242\043\100\013

\163\333\113\246\347\163\006\214\301\240\351\301\131\254\106\372
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\346\057\370\317\161\234\106\155\271\304\025\215\070\171\003\105

\110\357\304\135\327\010\356\207\071\042\206\262\015\017\130\103

\367\161\251\110\056\375\352\326\037\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\254\060\201\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034\302

\230\372\206\130\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034

\302\230\372\206\130\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075

\060\073\006\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\003\001\001\060\056\060

\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163

\167\151\163\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\163\306\201\340\047\322\055\017\340\225\060\342\232\101\177

\120\054\137\137\142\141\251\206\152\151\030\014\164\111\326\135

\204\352\101\122\030\157\130\255\120\126\040\152\306\275\050\151

\130\221\334\221\021\065\251\072\035\274\032\245\140\236\330\037

\177\105\221\151\331\176\273\170\162\301\006\017\052\316\217\205

\160\141\254\240\315\013\270\071\051\126\204\062\116\206\273\075

\304\052\331\327\037\162\356\376\121\241\042\101\261\161\002\143

\032\202\260\142\253\136\127\022\037\337\313\335\165\240\300\135

\171\220\214\033\340\120\346\336\061\376\230\173\160\137\245\220

\330\255\370\002\266\157\323\140\335\100\113\042\305\075\255\072

\172\237\032\032\107\221\171\063\272\202\334\062\151\003\226\156

\037\113\360\161\376\343\147\162\240\261\277\134\213\344\372\231

\042\307\204\271\033\215\043\227\077\355\045\340\317\145\273\365

\141\004\357\335\036\262\132\101\042\132\241\237\135\054\350\133

\311\155\251\014\014\170\252\140\306\126\217\001\132\014\150\274

\151\031\171\304\037\176\227\005\277\305\351\044\121\136\324\325

\113\123\355\331\043\132\066\003\145\243\301\003\255\101\060\363

\106\033\205\220\257\145\265\325\261\344\026\133\170\165\035\227

\172\155\131\251\052\217\173\336\303\207\211\020\231\111\163\170

\310\075\275\121\065\164\052\325\361\176\151\033\052\273\073\275

\045\270\232\132\075\162\141\220\146\207\356\014\326\115\324\021

\164\013\152\376\013\003\374\243\125\127\211\376\112\313\256\133

\027\005\310\362\215\043\061\123\070\322\055\152\077\202\271\215

\010\152\367\136\101\164\156\303\021\176\007\254\051\140\221\077

\070\312\127\020\015\275\060\057\307\245\346\101\240\332\256\005

\207\232\240\244\145\154\114\011\014\211\272\270\323\271\300\223

\212\060\372\215\345\232\153\025\001\116\147\252\332\142\126\076

\204\010\146\322\304\066\175\247\076\020\374\210\340\324\200\345

\000\275\252\363\116\006\243\172\152\371\142\162\343\011\117\353

\233\016\001\043\361\237\273\174\334\334\154\021\227\045\262\362

\264\143\024\322\006\052\147\214\203\365\316\352\007\330\232\152

\036\354\344\012\273\052\114\353\011\140\071\316\312\142\330\056

\156
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

#

 Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\233\252\345\237\126\356\041\313\103\132\276\045\223\337\247\360

\100\321\035\313

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\006\241\311\175\317\311\374\015\300\126\165\226\330\142\023

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SecureTrust CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US
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# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\270\060\202\002\240\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030\131\320\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\110

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061

\060\067\061\071\063\061\061\070\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063

\061\061\071\064\060\065\065\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012

\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040
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\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\253\244\201\345\225\315\365\366\024\216\302\117\312

\324\342\170\225\130\234\101\341\015\231\100\044\027\071\221\063

\146\351\276\341\203\257\142\134\211\321\374\044\133\141\263\340

\021\021\101\034\035\156\360\270\273\370\336\247\201\272\246\110

\306\237\035\275\276\216\251\101\076\270\224\355\051\032\324\216

\322\003\035\003\357\155\015\147\034\127\327\006\255\312\310\365

\376\016\257\146\045\110\004\226\013\135\243\272\026\303\010\117

\321\106\370\024\134\362\310\136\001\231\155\375\210\314\206\250

\301\157\061\102\154\122\076\150\313\363\031\064\337\273\207\030

\126\200\046\304\320\334\300\157\337\336\240\302\221\026\240\144

\021\113\104\274\036\366\347\372\143\336\146\254\166\244\161\243

\354\066\224\150\172\167\244\261\347\016\057\201\172\342\265\162

\206\357\242\153\213\360\017\333\323\131\077\272\162\274\104\044

\234\343\163\263\367\257\127\057\102\046\235\251\164\272\000\122

\362\113\315\123\174\107\013\066\205\016\146\251\010\227\026\064

\127\301\146\367\200\343\355\160\124\307\223\340\056\050\025\131

\207\272\273\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060\201\232\060\023

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004\006\036\004\000

\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\102\062\266\026

\372\004\375\376\135\113\172\303\375\367\114\100\035\132\103\257

\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060\051\240\047\240

\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\163\145

\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\057\123\124

\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\060\355\117\112

\341\130\072\122\162\133\265\246\243\145\030\246\273\121\073\167

\351\235\352\323\237\134\340\105\145\173\015\312\133\342\160\120

\262\224\005\024\256\111\307\215\101\007\022\163\224\176\014\043

\041\375\274\020\177\140\020\132\162\365\230\016\254\354\271\177

\335\172\157\135\323\034\364\377\210\005\151\102\251\005\161\310

\267\254\046\350\056\264\214\152\377\161\334\270\261\337\231\274

\174\041\124\053\344\130\242\273\127\051\256\236\251\243\031\046

\017\231\056\010\260\357\375\151\317\231\032\011\215\343\247\237

\053\311\066\064\173\044\263\170\114\225\027\244\006\046\036\266

\144\122\066\137\140\147\331\234\305\005\164\013\347\147\043\322

\010\374\210\351\256\213\177\341\060\364\067\176\375\306\062\332

\055\236\104\060\060\154\356\007\336\322\064\374\322\377\100\366

\113\364\146\106\006\124\246\362\062\012\143\046\060\153\233\321

\334\213\107\272\341\271\325\142\320\242\240\364\147\005\170\051

\143\032\157\004\326\370\306\114\243\232\261\067\264\215\345\050

\113\035\236\054\302\270\150\274\355\002\356\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureTrust CA"

#

 Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\202\306\303\004\065\073\317\322\226\222\322\131\076\175\104

\331\064\377\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\062\303\247\155\045\127\307\150\011\235\352\055\251\242\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Secure Global CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5
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# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\274\060\202\002\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\007

\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370\352\245\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066

\061\061\060\067\061\071\064\062\062\070\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\061\071\065\062\060\066\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\065\056\330\254\154\125\151\006

\161\345\023\150\044\263\117\330\314\041\107\370\361\140\070\211

\211\003\351\275\352\136\106\123\011\334\134\365\132\350\367\105

\052\002\353\061\141\327\051\063\114\316\307\174\012\067\176\017

\272\062\230\341\035\227\257\217\307\334\311\070\226\363\333\032

\374\121\355\150\306\320\156\244\174\044\321\256\102\310\226\120

\143\056\340\376\165\376\230\247\137\111\056\225\343\071\063\144

\216\036\244\137\220\322\147\074\262\331\376\101\271\125\247\011

\216\162\005\036\213\335\104\205\202\102\320\111\300\035\140\360

\321\027\054\225\353\366\245\301\222\243\305\302\247\010\140\015

\140\004\020\226\171\236\026\064\346\251\266\372\045\105\071\310

\036\145\371\223\365\252\361\122\334\231\230\075\245\206\032\014

\065\063\372\113\245\004\006\025\034\061\200\357\252\030\153\302

\173\327\332\316\371\063\040\325\365\275\152\063\055\201\004\373

\260\134\324\234\243\342\134\035\343\251\102\165\136\173\324\167

\357\071\124\272\311\012\030\033\022\231\111\057\210\113\375\120

\142\321\163\347\217\172\103\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060

\201\232\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004

\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\257\104\004\302\101\176\110\203\333\116\071\002\354\354\204\172

\346\316\311\244\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060

\051\240\047\240\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162

\154\056\163\145\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157

\155\057\123\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006

\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\143\032\010\100\175\244\136\123\015\167\330\172\256\037\015\013

\121\026\003\357\030\174\310\343\257\152\130\223\024\140\221\262

\204\334\210\116\276\071\212\072\363\346\202\211\135\001\067\263

\253\044\244\025\016\222\065\132\112\104\136\116\127\372\165\316

\037\110\316\146\364\074\100\046\222\230\154\033\356\044\106\014

\027\263\122\245\333\245\221\221\317\067\323\157\347\047\010\072

\116\031\037\072\247\130\134\027\317\171\077\213\344\247\323\046

\043\235\046\017\130\151\374\107\176\262\320\215\213\223\277\051

\117\103\151\164\166\147\113\317\007\214\346\002\367\265\341\264

\103\265\113\055\024\237\371\334\046\015\277\246\107\164\006\330

\210\321\072\051\060\204\316\322\071\200\142\033\250\307\127\111

\274\152\125\121\147\025\112\276\065\007\344\325\165\230\067\171

\060\024\333\051\235\154\305\151\314\107\125\242\060\367\314\134

\177\302\303\230\034\153\116\026\200\353\172\170\145\105\242\000

\032\257\014\015\125\144\064\110\270\222\271\361\264\120\051\362

\117\043\037\332\154\254\037\104\341\335\043\170\121\133\307\026

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Secure Global CA"

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\104\163\132\345\201\220\037\044\206\141\106\036\073\234\304

\137\365\072\033

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\364\047\015\324\355\334\145\026\111\155\075\332\277\156\336

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d
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# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

 Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\035\060\202\003\005\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\116

\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106\345\075\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006
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\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\060\061\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145

\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162

\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\100\213\213\162\343\221\033\367

\121\301\033\124\004\230\323\251\277\301\346\212\135\073\207\373

\273\210\316\015\343\057\077\006\226\360\242\051\120\231\256\333

\073\241\127\260\164\121\161\315\355\102\221\115\101\376\251\310

\330\152\206\167\104\273\131\146\227\120\136\264\324\054\160\104

\317\332\067\225\102\151\074\060\304\161\263\122\360\041\115\241

\330\272\071\174\034\236\243\044\235\362\203\026\230\252\026\174

\103\233\025\133\267\256\064\221\376\324\142\046\030\106\232\077

\353\301\371\361\220\127\353\254\172\015\213\333\162\060\152\146

\325\340\106\243\160\334\150\331\377\004\110\211\167\336\265\351

\373\147\155\101\351\274\071\275\062\331\142\002\361\261\250\075

\156\067\234\342\057\342\323\242\046\213\306\270\125\103\210\341

\043\076\245\322\044\071\152\107\253\000\324\241\263\251\045\376

\015\077\247\035\272\323\121\301\013\244\332\254\070\357\125\120

\044\005\145\106\223\064\117\055\215\255\306\324\041\031\322\216

\312\005\141\161\007\163\107\345\212\031\022\275\004\115\316\116

\234\245\110\254\273\046\367\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\216\060

\201\213\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\013\130\345

\213\306\114\025\067\244\100\251\060\251\041\276\107\066\132\126

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\111\006\003\125\035\037\004\102\060\100\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057\103\117\115

\117\104\117\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\056\143\162\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\076\230\236\233\366\033\351\327\071\267\170\256\035\162\030

\111\323\207\344\103\202\353\077\311\252\365\250\265\357\125\174

\041\122\145\371\325\015\341\154\364\076\214\223\163\221\056\002

\304\116\007\161\157\300\217\070\141\010\250\036\201\012\300\057
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\040\057\101\213\221\334\110\105\274\361\306\336\272\166\153\063

\310\000\055\061\106\114\355\347\235\317\210\224\377\063\300\126

\350\044\206\046\270\330\070\070\337\052\153\335\022\314\307\077

\107\027\114\242\302\006\226\011\326\333\376\077\074\106\101\337

\130\342\126\017\074\073\301\034\223\065\331\070\122\254\356\310

\354\056\060\116\224\065\264\044\037\113\170\151\332\362\002\070

\314\225\122\223\360\160\045\131\234\040\147\304\356\371\213\127

\141\364\222\166\175\077\204\215\125\267\350\345\254\325\361\365

\031\126\246\132\373\220\034\257\223\353\345\034\324\147\227\135

\004\016\276\013\203\246\027\203\271\060\022\240\305\063\025\005

\271\015\373\307\005\166\343\330\112\215\374\064\027\243\306\041

\050\276\060\105\061\036\307\170\276\130\141\070\254\073\342\001

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d

# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\146\061\277\236\367\117\236\266\311\325\246\014\272\152\276\321

\367\275\357\173

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\134\110\334\367\102\162\354\126\224\155\034\314\161\065\200\165

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061
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\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\211\060\202\002\017\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\037

\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143\231\052\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\205\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\063\060\066\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062\063\065\071

\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162

\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157

\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115

\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\003\107\173\057\165\311\202\025\205\373\165\344\221

\026\324\253\142\231\365\076\122\013\006\316\101\000\177\227\341

\012\044\074\035\001\004\356\075\322\215\011\227\014\340\165\344

\372\373\167\212\052\365\003\140\113\066\213\026\043\026\255\011

\161\364\112\364\050\120\264\376\210\034\156\077\154\057\057\011

\131\133\245\133\013\063\231\342\303\075\211\371\152\054\357\262

\323\006\351\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\165\161\247\031\110\031\274\235\235\352\101\107\337\224
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\304\110\167\231\323\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\357\003\133\172\254

\267\170\012\162\267\210\337\377\265\106\024\011\012\372\240\346

\175\010\306\032\207\275\030\250\163\275\046\312\140\014\235\316

\231\237\317\134\017\060\341\276\024\061\352\002\060\024\364\223

\074\111\247\063\172\220\106\107\263\143\175\023\233\116\267\157

\030\067\200\123\376\335\040\340\065\232\066\321\307\001\271\346

\334\335\363\377\035\054\072\026\127\331\222\071\326

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\164\116\237\053\115\272\354\017\061\054\120\266\126\073\216

\055\223\303\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\142\377\164\235\061\123\136\150\112\325\170\252\036\277\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103
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\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 11 16:09:51 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113
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\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\361\060\202\002\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101

\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124\337\232\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162

\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157

\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145

\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124

\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060

\065\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\063\064\064\132\027\015\063\067

\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\071\065\061\132\060\201\212\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162\151\147\150

\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156\144

\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061\050

\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040\127

\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\313\117\263\000\233\075\066

\335\371\321\111\152\153\020\111\037\354\330\053\262\306\370\062

\201\051\103\225\114\232\031\043\041\025\105\336\343\310\034\121

\125\133\256\223\350\067\377\053\153\351\324\352\276\052\335\250

\121\053\327\146\303\141\134\140\002\310\365\316\162\173\073\270

\362\116\145\010\232\315\244\152\031\301\001\273\163\246\327\366

\303\335\315\274\244\213\265\231\141\270\001\242\243\324\115\324

\005\075\221\255\370\264\010\161\144\257\160\361\034\153\176\366

\303\167\235\044\163\173\344\014\214\341\331\066\341\231\213\005

\231\013\355\105\061\011\312\302\000\333\367\162\240\226\252\225
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\207\320\216\307\266\141\163\015\166\146\214\334\033\264\143\242

\237\177\223\023\060\361\241\047\333\331\377\054\125\210\221\240

\340\117\007\260\050\126\214\030\033\227\104\216\211\335\340\027

\156\347\052\357\217\071\012\061\204\202\330\100\024\111\056\172

\101\344\247\376\343\144\314\301\131\161\113\054\041\247\133\175

\340\035\321\056\201\233\303\330\150\367\275\226\033\254\160\261

\026\024\013\333\140\271\046\001\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\121

\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\003\176\256\066

\274\260\171\321\334\224\046\266\021\276\041\262\151\206\224\060

\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001

\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\113\241\377\013\207\156\263\371\301\103\261

\110\363\050\300\035\056\311\011\101\372\224\000\034\244\244\253

\111\117\217\075\036\357\115\157\275\274\244\366\362\046\060\311

\020\312\035\210\373\164\031\037\205\105\275\260\154\121\371\066

\176\333\365\114\062\072\101\117\133\107\317\350\013\055\266\304

\031\235\164\305\107\306\073\152\017\254\024\333\074\364\163\234

\251\005\337\000\334\164\170\372\370\065\140\131\002\023\030\174

\274\373\115\260\040\155\103\273\140\060\172\147\063\134\305\231

\321\370\055\071\122\163\373\214\252\227\045\134\162\331\010\036

\253\116\074\343\201\061\237\003\246\373\300\376\051\210\125\332

\204\325\120\003\266\342\204\243\246\066\252\021\072\001\341\030

\113\326\104\150\263\075\371\123\164\204\263\106\221\106\226\000

\267\200\054\266\341\343\020\342\333\242\347\050\217\001\226\142

\026\076\000\343\034\245\066\201\030\242\114\122\166\300\021\243

\156\346\035\272\343\132\276\066\123\305\076\165\217\206\151\051

\130\123\265\234\273\157\237\134\305\030\354\335\057\341\230\311

\374\276\337\012\015

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri

 Dec 11 16:09:51 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\042\241\341\132\352\026\065\041\370\230\071\152\106\106\260

\104\033\017\251

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\154\121\063\247\351\323\146\143\124\025\162\033\041\222\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\250\060\202\002\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014

\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\060\036\027

\015\060\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\027\015

\062\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\060\064\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\310\150\361\311\326\326\263\064\165\046\202\036

\354\264\276\352\134\341\046\355\021\107\141\341\242\174\026\170

\100\041\344\140\236\132\310\143\341\304\261\226\222\377\030\155

\151\043\341\053\142\367\335\342\066\057\221\007\271\110\317\016

\354\171\266\054\347\064\113\160\010\045\243\074\207\033\031\362

\201\007\017\070\220\031\323\021\376\206\264\362\321\136\036\036

\226\315\200\154\316\073\061\223\266\362\240\320\251\225\022\175

\245\232\314\153\310\204\126\212\063\251\347\042\025\123\026\360

\314\027\354\127\137\351\242\012\230\011\336\343\137\234\157\334

\110\343\205\013\025\132\246\272\237\254\110\343\011\262\367\364

\062\336\136\064\276\034\170\135\102\133\316\016\042\217\115\220

\327\175\062\030\263\013\054\152\277\216\077\024\021\211\040\016

\167\024\265\075\224\010\207\367\045\036\325\262\140\000\354\157

\052\050\045\156\052\076\030\143\027\045\077\076\104\040\026\366

\046\310\045\256\005\112\264\347\143\054\363\214\026\123\176\134
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\373\021\032\010\301\106\142\237\042\270\361\302\215\151\334\372

\072\130\006\337\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\274\060\201\271\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\032\355\376\101\071

\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021\060

\144\006\003\125\035\043\004\135\060\133\200\024\032\355\376\101

\071\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021

\241\070\244\066\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150

\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003

\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\202\011\000\376\334\343

\001\017\311\110\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102

\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\003\036\222

\161\366\102\257\341\243\141\236\353\363\300\017\362\245\324\332

\225\346\326\276\150\066\075\176\156\037\114\212\357\321\017\041

\155\136\245\122\143\316\022\370\357\052\332\157\353\067\376\023

\002\307\313\073\076\042\153\332\141\056\177\324\162\075\335\060

\341\036\114\100\031\214\017\327\234\321\203\060\173\230\131\334

\175\306\271\014\051\114\241\063\242\353\147\072\145\204\323\226

\342\355\166\105\160\217\265\053\336\371\043\326\111\156\074\024

\265\306\237\065\036\120\320\301\217\152\160\104\002\142\313\256

\035\150\101\247\252\127\350\123\252\007\322\006\366\325\024\006

\013\221\003\165\054\154\162\265\141\225\232\015\213\271\015\347

\365\337\124\315\336\346\330\326\011\010\227\143\345\301\056\260

\267\104\046\300\046\300\257\125\060\236\073\325\066\052\031\004

\364\134\036\377\317\054\267\377\320\375\207\100\021\325\021\043

\273\110\300\041\251\244\050\055\375\025\370\260\116\053\364\060

\133\041\374\021\221\064\276\101\357\173\235\227\165\377\227\225

\300\226\130\057\352\273\106\327\273\344\331\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

#

 Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\056\023\143\105\206\244\157\032\262\140\150\067\130\055\304

\254\375\224\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\253\127\246\133\175\102\202\031\265\330\130\046\050\136\375\377

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040
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\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322

\274\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\260\060\202\003\230\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322\274\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036

\027\015\060\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\027

\015\063\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\341

\045\017\356\215\333\210\063\165\147\315\255\037\175\072\116\155

\235\323\057\024\363\143\164\313\001\041\152\067\352\204\120\007

\113\046\133\011\103\154\041\236\152\310\325\003\365\140\151\217

\314\360\042\344\037\347\367\152\042\061\267\054\025\362\340\376

\000\152\103\377\207\145\306\265\032\301\247\114\155\042\160\041

\212\061\362\227\164\211\011\022\046\034\236\312\331\022\242\225

\074\332\351\147\277\010\240\144\343\326\102\267\105\357\227\364

\366\365\327\265\112\025\002\130\175\230\130\113\140\274\315\327

\015\232\023\063\123\321\141\371\172\325\327\170\263\232\063\367

\000\206\316\035\115\224\070\257\250\354\170\121\160\212\134\020

\203\121\041\367\021\075\064\206\136\345\110\315\227\201\202\065
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\114\031\354\145\366\153\305\005\241\356\107\023\326\263\041\047

\224\020\012\331\044\073\272\276\104\023\106\060\077\227\074\330

\327\327\152\356\073\070\343\053\324\227\016\271\033\347\007\111

\177\067\052\371\167\170\317\124\355\133\106\235\243\200\016\221

\103\301\326\133\137\024\272\237\246\215\044\107\100\131\277\162

\070\262\066\154\067\377\231\321\135\016\131\012\253\151\367\300

\262\004\105\172\124\000\256\276\123\366\265\347\341\370\074\243

\061\322\251\376\041\122\144\305\246\147\360\165\007\006\224\024

\201\125\306\047\344\001\217\027\301\152\161\327\276\113\373\224

\130\175\176\021\063\261\102\367\142\154\030\326\317\011\150\076

\177\154\366\036\217\142\255\245\143\333\011\247\037\042\102\101

\036\157\231\212\076\327\371\077\100\172\171\260\245\001\222\322

\235\075\010\025\245\020\001\055\263\062\166\250\225\015\263\172

\232\373\007\020\170\021\157\341\217\307\272\017\045\032\164\052

\345\034\230\101\231\337\041\207\350\225\006\152\012\263\152\107

\166\145\366\072\317\217\142\027\031\173\012\050\315\032\322\203

\036\041\307\054\277\276\377\141\150\267\147\033\273\170\115\215

\316\147\345\344\301\216\267\043\146\342\235\220\165\064\230\251

\066\053\212\232\224\271\235\354\314\212\261\370\045\211\134\132

\266\057\214\037\155\171\044\247\122\150\303\204\065\342\146\215

\143\016\045\115\325\031\262\346\171\067\247\042\235\124\061\002

\003\001\000\001\243\152\060\150\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\036\014\367\266\147\362\341\222\046\011\105\300\125

\071\056\167\077\102\112\242\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\071\006\004\147\052\007\000\004\061\060

\057\060\055\002\001\000\060\011\006\005\053\016\003\002\032\005

\000\060\007\006\005\147\052\003\000\000\004\024\105\260\302\307

\012\126\174\356\133\170\014\225\371\030\123\301\246\034\330\020

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\011\263\203\123\131\001\076\225\111\271\361\201

\272\371\166\040\043\265\047\140\164\324\152\231\064\136\154\000

\123\331\237\362\246\261\044\007\104\152\052\306\245\216\170\022

\350\107\331\130\033\023\052\136\171\233\237\012\052\147\246\045

\077\006\151\126\163\303\212\146\110\373\051\201\127\164\006\312

\234\352\050\350\070\147\046\053\361\325\265\077\145\223\370\066

\135\216\215\215\100\040\207\031\352\357\047\300\075\264\071\017

\045\173\150\120\164\125\234\014\131\175\132\075\101\224\045\122

\010\340\107\054\025\061\031\325\277\007\125\306\273\022\265\227

\364\137\203\205\272\161\301\331\154\201\021\166\012\012\260\277

\202\227\367\352\075\372\372\354\055\251\050\224\073\126\335\322

\121\056\256\300\275\010\025\214\167\122\064\226\326\233\254\323

\035\216\141\017\065\173\233\256\071\151\013\142\140\100\040\066

\217\257\373\066\356\055\010\112\035\270\277\233\134\370\352\245

\033\240\163\246\330\370\156\340\063\004\137\150\252\047\207\355

\331\301\220\234\355\275\343\152\065\257\143\337\253\030\331\272

\346\351\112\352\120\212\017\141\223\036\342\055\031\342\060\224

\065\222\135\016\266\007\257\031\200\217\107\220\121\113\056\115

\335\205\342\322\012\122\012\027\232\374\032\260\120\002\345\001
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\243\143\067\041\114\104\304\233\121\231\021\016\163\234\006\217

\124\056\247\050\136\104\071\207\126\055\067\275\205\104\224\341

\014\113\054\234\303\222\205\064\141\313\017\270\233\112\103\122

\376\064\072\175\270\351\051\334\166\251\310\060\370\024\161\200

\306\036\066\110\164\042\101\134\207\202\350\030\161\213\101\211

\104\347\176\130\133\250\270\215\023\351\247\154\303\107\355\263

\032\235\142\256\215\202\352\224\236\335\131\020\303\255\335\342

\115\343\061\325\307\354\350\362\260\376\222\036\026\012\032\374

\331\363\370\047\266\311\276\035\264\154\144\220\177\364\344\304

\133\327\067\256\102\016\335\244\032\157\174\210\124\305\026\156

\341\172\150\056\370\072\277\015\244\074\211\073\170\247\116\143

\203\004\041\010\147\215\362\202\111\320\133\375\261\315\017\203

\204\324\076\040\205\367\112\075\053\234\375\052\012\011\115\352

\201\370\021\234

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\147\145\015\361\176\216\176\133\202\100\244\364\126\113\317\342

\075\151\306\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\056\000\312\046\006\220\075\255\376\157\025\150\323\153\263

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145
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\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322

\274\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN ROOT CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04

 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\003\070\060\202\002\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\040

\006\005\026\160\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\122\117\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060

\064\132\027\015\063\061\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060\064

\132\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123

\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267

\063\271\176\310\045\112\216\265\333\264\050\033\252\127\220\350

\321\042\323\144\272\323\223\350\324\254\206\141\100\152\140\127

\150\124\204\115\274\152\124\002\005\377\337\233\232\052\256\135

\007\217\112\303\050\177\357\373\053\372\171\361\307\255\360\020

\123\044\220\213\146\311\250\210\253\257\132\243\000\351\276\272

\106\356\133\163\173\054\027\202\201\136\142\054\241\002\145\263

\275\305\053\000\176\304\374\003\063\127\015\355\342\372\316\135

\105\326\070\315\065\266\262\301\320\234\201\112\252\344\262\001

\134\035\217\137\231\304\261\255\333\210\041\353\220\010\202\200

\363\060\243\103\346\220\202\256\125\050\111\355\133\327\251\020

\070\016\376\217\114\133\233\106\352\101\365\260\010\164\303\320

\210\063\266\174\327\164\337\334\204\321\103\016\165\071\241\045

\100\050\352\170\313\016\054\056\071\235\214\213\156\026\034\057

\046\202\020\342\343\145\224\012\004\300\136\367\135\133\370\020

\342\320\272\172\113\373\336\067\000\000\032\133\050\343\322\234

\163\076\062\207\230\241\311\121\057\327\336\254\063\263\117\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\340\214\233\333\045\111\263\361\174\206\326\262

\102\207\013\320\153\240\331\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\076\322\034\211

\056\065\374\370\165\335\346\177\145\210\364\162\114\311\054\327

\062\116\363\335\031\171\107\275\216\073\133\223\017\120\111\044

\023\153\024\006\162\357\011\323\241\241\343\100\204\311\347\030

\062\164\074\110\156\017\237\113\324\367\036\323\223\206\144\124

\227\143\162\120\325\125\317\372\040\223\002\242\233\303\043\223

\116\026\125\166\240\160\171\155\315\041\037\317\057\055\274\031

\343\210\061\370\131\032\201\011\310\227\246\164\307\140\304\133

\314\127\216\262\165\375\033\002\011\333\131\157\162\223\151\367

\061\101\326\210\070\277\207\262\275\026\171\371\252\344\276\210

\045\335\141\047\043\034\265\061\007\004\066\264\032\220\275\240

\164\161\120\211\155\274\024\343\017\206\256\361\253\076\307\240

\011\314\243\110\321\340\333\144\347\222\265\317\257\162\103\160
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\213\371\303\204\074\023\252\176\222\233\127\123\223\372\160\302

\221\016\061\371\233\147\135\351\226\070\136\137\263\163\116\210

\025\147\336\236\166\020\142\040\276\125\151\225\103\000\071\115

\366\356\260\132\116\111\104\124\130\137\102\203

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "certSIGN ROOT CA"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\267\356\066\227\046\142\373\055\260\052\366\277\003\375\350

\174\113\057\233

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\230\300\326\351\072\374\371\260\365\014\367\113\001\104\027

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

#

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\025\060\202\002\375\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\111

\101\054\344\000\020\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102

\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303

\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003

\014\054\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040

\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221

\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\036

\027\015\060\070\061\062\061\061\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\027

\015\062\070\061\062\060\066\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\060\201

\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163

\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156

\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141\163\163

\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163

\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\304\044\136\163\276\113\155

\024\303\241\364\343\227\220\156\322\060\105\036\074\356\147\331

\144\340\032\212\177\312\060\312\203\343\040\301\343\364\072\323

\224\137\032\174\133\155\277\060\117\204\047\366\237\037\111\274

\306\231\012\220\362\017\365\177\103\204\067\143\121\213\172\245

\160\374\172\130\315\216\233\355\303\106\154\204\160\135\332\363

\001\220\043\374\116\060\251\176\341\047\143\347\355\144\074\240

\270\311\063\143\376\026\220\377\260\270\375\327\250\300\300\224

\103\013\266\325\131\246\236\126\320\044\037\160\171\257\333\071

\124\015\145\165\331\025\101\224\001\257\136\354\366\215\361\377

\255\144\376\040\232\327\134\353\376\246\037\010\144\243\213\166

\125\255\036\073\050\140\056\207\045\350\252\257\037\306\144\106

\040\267\160\177\074\336\110\333\226\123\267\071\167\344\032\342

\307\026\204\166\227\133\057\273\031\025\205\370\151\205\365\231

\247\251\362\064\247\251\266\246\003\374\157\206\075\124\174\166

\004\233\153\371\100\135\000\064\307\056\231\165\235\345\210\003

\252\115\370\003\322\102\166\300\033\002\003\000\250\213\243\105
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\060\103\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006

\001\001\377\002\001\004\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\314\372\147\223\360\266\270\320\245\300\036\363\123\375\214

\123\337\203\327\226\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\177\356\034\026\251\234

\074\121\000\240\300\021\010\005\247\231\346\157\001\210\124\141

\156\361\271\030\255\112\255\376\201\100\043\224\057\373\165\174

\057\050\113\142\044\201\202\013\365\141\361\034\156\270\141\070

\353\201\372\142\241\073\132\142\323\224\145\304\341\346\155\202

\370\057\045\160\262\041\046\301\162\121\037\214\054\303\204\220

\303\132\217\272\317\364\247\145\245\353\230\321\373\005\262\106

\165\025\043\152\157\205\143\060\200\360\325\236\037\051\034\302

\154\260\120\131\135\220\133\073\250\015\060\317\277\175\177\316

\361\235\203\275\311\106\156\040\246\371\141\121\272\041\057\173

\276\245\025\143\241\324\225\207\361\236\271\363\211\363\075\205

\270\270\333\276\265\271\051\371\332\067\005\000\111\224\003\204

\104\347\277\103\061\317\165\213\045\321\364\246\144\365\222\366

\253\005\353\075\351\245\013\066\142\332\314\006\137\066\213\266

\136\061\270\052\373\136\366\161\337\104\046\236\304\346\015\221

\264\056\165\225\200\121\152\113\060\246\260\142\241\223\361\233

\330\316\304\143\165\077\131\107\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

# Issuer:

 CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification Services),O=NetLock

Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\006\010\077\131\077\025\241\004\240\151\244\153\251\003\320\006

\267\227\011\221
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\241\267\377\163\335\326\327\064\062\030\337\374\074\255\210

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003
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\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\060\060\202\002\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\003

\350\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060

\065\061\065\060\065\061\063\061\064\132\027\015\062\063\060\065

\061\065\060\064\065\062\062\071\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153

\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\254\377\070\266\351\146\002\111\343\242\264\341\220

\371\100\217\171\371\342\275\171\376\002\275\356\044\222\035\042

\366\332\205\162\151\376\327\077\011\324\335\221\265\002\234\320

\215\132\341\125\303\120\206\271\051\046\302\343\331\240\361\151

\003\050\040\200\105\042\055\126\247\073\124\225\126\042\131\037

\050\337\037\040\075\155\242\066\276\043\240\261\156\265\261\047

\077\071\123\011\352\253\152\350\164\262\302\145\134\216\277\174

\303\170\204\315\236\026\374\365\056\117\040\052\010\237\167\363

\305\036\304\232\122\146\036\110\136\343\020\006\217\042\230\341

\145\216\033\135\043\146\073\270\245\062\121\310\206\252\241\251

\236\177\166\224\302\246\154\267\101\360\325\310\006\070\346\324

\014\342\363\073\114\155\120\214\304\203\047\301\023\204\131\075

\236\165\164\266\330\002\136\072\220\172\300\102\066\162\354\152

\115\334\357\304\000\337\023\030\127\137\046\170\310\326\012\171

\167\277\367\257\267\166\271\245\013\204\027\135\020\352\157\341

\253\225\021\137\155\074\243\134\115\203\133\362\263\031\212\200

\213\013\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\046\060\044\060\022\006\003
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\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\003

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\016\106\325\074\256\342\207\331\136\201\213\002

\230\101\010\214\114\274\332\333\356\047\033\202\347\152\105\354

\026\213\117\205\240\363\262\160\275\132\226\272\312\156\155\356

\106\213\156\347\052\056\226\263\031\063\353\264\237\250\262\067

\356\230\250\227\266\056\266\147\047\324\246\111\375\034\223\145

\166\236\102\057\334\042\154\232\117\362\132\025\071\261\161\327

\053\121\350\155\034\230\300\331\052\364\241\202\173\325\311\101

\242\043\001\164\070\125\213\017\271\056\147\242\040\004\067\332

\234\013\323\027\041\340\217\227\171\064\157\204\110\002\040\063

\033\346\064\104\237\221\160\364\200\136\204\103\302\051\322\154

\022\024\344\141\215\254\020\220\236\204\120\273\360\226\157\105

\237\212\363\312\154\117\372\021\072\025\025\106\303\315\037\203

\133\055\101\022\355\120\147\101\023\075\041\253\224\212\252\116

\174\301\261\373\247\326\265\047\057\227\253\156\340\035\342\321

\034\054\037\104\342\374\276\221\241\234\373\326\051\123\163\206

\237\123\330\103\016\135\326\143\202\161\035\200\164\312\366\342

\002\153\331\132

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA

 1"

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\332\250\040\215\011\322\025\115\044\265\057\313\064\156\262

\130\262\212\130

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\015\157\071\170\271\103\155\167\102\155\230\132\314\043\312

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SecureSign RootCA11"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032
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\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\155\060\202\002\125\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\064\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\027\015\062\071\060\064

\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\060\130\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\375\167\252\245\034\220\005\073\313\114\233\063

\213\132\024\105\244\347\220\026\321\337\127\322\041\020\244\027

\375\337\254\326\037\247\344\333\174\367\354\337\270\003\332\224

\130\375\135\162\174\214\077\137\001\147\164\025\226\343\002\074

\207\333\256\313\001\216\302\363\146\306\205\105\364\002\306\072

\265\142\262\257\372\234\277\244\346\324\200\060\230\363\015\266

\223\217\251\324\330\066\362\260\374\212\312\054\241\025\063\225

\061\332\300\033\362\356\142\231\206\143\077\277\335\223\052\203

\250\166\271\023\037\267\316\116\102\205\217\042\347\056\032\362

\225\011\262\005\265\104\116\167\241\040\275\251\362\116\012\175

\120\255\365\005\015\105\117\106\161\375\050\076\123\373\004\330

\055\327\145\035\112\033\372\317\073\260\061\232\065\156\310\213

\006\323\000\221\362\224\010\145\114\261\064\006\000\172\211\342

\360\307\003\131\317\325\326\350\247\062\263\346\230\100\206\305

\315\047\022\213\314\173\316\267\021\074\142\140\007\043\076\053

\100\156\224\200\011\155\266\263\157\167\157\065\010\120\373\002

\207\305\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\370\115\117\262\245\206\324

\072\322\361\143\232\240\276\011\366\127\267\336\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\240\241\070\026\146\056\247\126\037\041\234\006\372\035\355
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\271\042\305\070\046\330\116\117\354\243\177\171\336\106\041\241

\207\167\217\007\010\232\262\244\305\257\017\062\230\013\174\146

\051\266\233\175\045\122\111\103\253\114\056\053\156\172\160\257

\026\016\343\002\154\373\102\346\030\235\105\330\125\310\350\073

\335\347\341\364\056\013\034\064\134\154\130\112\373\214\210\120

\137\225\034\277\355\253\042\265\145\263\205\272\236\017\270\255

\345\172\033\212\120\072\035\275\015\274\173\124\120\013\271\102

\257\125\240\030\201\255\145\231\357\276\344\234\277\304\205\253

\101\262\124\157\334\045\315\355\170\342\216\014\215\011\111\335

\143\173\132\151\226\002\041\250\275\122\131\351\175\065\313\310

\122\312\177\201\376\331\153\323\367\021\355\045\337\370\347\371

\244\372\162\227\204\123\015\245\320\062\030\121\166\131\024\154

\017\353\354\137\200\214\165\103\203\303\205\230\377\114\236\055

\015\344\167\203\223\116\265\226\007\213\050\023\233\214\031\215

\101\047\111\100\356\336\346\043\104\071\334\241\042\326\272\003

\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureSign RootCA11"

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

#

 Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\073\304\237\110\370\363\163\240\234\036\275\370\133\261\303\145

\307\330\021\263

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\122\164\342\222\264\200\223\362\165\344\314\327\362\352\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145
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\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

#

# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006
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\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\012\060\202\002\362\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007

\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164

\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157

\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\036\027\015

\060\071\060\066\061\066\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\027\015\062

\071\061\062\063\060\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\060\201\202\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163

\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151

\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150

\165\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\351\370\217\363\143\255\332\206\330\247\340\102\373\317

\221\336\246\046\370\231\245\143\160\255\233\256\312\063\100\175

\155\226\156\241\016\104\356\341\023\235\224\102\122\232\275\165

\205\164\054\250\016\035\223\266\030\267\214\054\250\317\373\134

\161\271\332\354\376\350\176\217\344\057\035\262\250\165\207\330

\267\241\345\073\317\231\112\106\320\203\031\175\300\241\022\034

\225\155\112\364\330\307\245\115\063\056\205\071\100\165\176\024

\174\200\022\230\120\307\101\147\270\240\200\141\124\246\154\116

\037\340\235\016\007\351\311\272\063\347\376\300\125\050\054\002

\200\247\031\365\236\334\125\123\003\227\173\007\110\377\231\373

\067\212\044\304\131\314\120\020\143\216\252\251\032\260\204\032

\206\371\137\273\261\120\156\244\321\012\314\325\161\176\037\247

\033\174\365\123\156\042\137\313\053\346\324\174\135\256\326\302

\306\114\345\005\001\331\355\127\374\301\043\171\374\372\310\044
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\203\225\363\265\152\121\001\320\167\326\351\022\241\371\032\203

\373\202\033\271\260\227\364\166\006\063\103\111\240\377\013\265

\372\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\200\060\176\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314\075

\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314

\075\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\033\006

\003\125\035\021\004\024\060\022\201\020\151\156\146\157\100\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\311\321

\016\136\056\325\314\263\174\076\313\374\075\377\015\050\225\223

\004\310\277\332\315\171\270\103\220\360\244\276\357\362\357\041

\230\274\324\324\135\006\366\356\102\354\060\154\240\252\251\312

\361\257\212\372\077\013\163\152\076\352\056\100\176\037\256\124

\141\171\353\056\010\067\327\043\363\214\237\276\035\261\341\244

\165\333\240\342\124\024\261\272\034\051\244\030\366\022\272\242

\024\024\343\061\065\310\100\377\267\340\005\166\127\301\034\131

\362\370\277\344\355\045\142\134\204\360\176\176\037\263\276\371

\267\041\021\314\003\001\126\160\247\020\222\036\033\064\201\036

\255\234\032\303\004\074\355\002\141\326\036\006\363\137\072\207

\362\053\361\105\207\345\075\254\321\307\127\204\275\153\256\334

\330\371\266\033\142\160\013\075\066\311\102\362\062\327\172\141

\346\322\333\075\317\310\251\311\233\334\333\130\104\327\157\070

\257\177\170\323\243\255\032\165\272\034\301\066\174\217\036\155

\034\303\165\106\256\065\005\246\366\134\075\041\356\126\360\311

\202\042\055\172\124\253\160\303\175\042\145\202\160\226

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec

 e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\337\164\376\134\364\017\112\200\371\343\067\175\124\332\221

\341\001\061\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\111\364\003\274\104\055\203\276\110\151\175\051\144\374\261

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\137\060\202\002\107\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\114\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\063\061

\070\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\060\063\061\070

\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\314\045\166\220\171\006\170\042\026\365

\300\203\266\204\312\050\236\375\005\166\021\305\255\210\162\374

\106\002\103\307\262\212\235\004\137\044\313\056\113\341\140\202

\106\341\122\253\014\201\107\160\154\335\144\321\353\365\054\243

\017\202\075\014\053\256\227\327\266\024\206\020\171\273\073\023

\200\167\214\010\341\111\322\152\142\057\037\136\372\226\150\337

\211\047\225\070\237\006\327\076\311\313\046\131\015\163\336\260

\310\351\046\016\203\025\306\357\133\213\322\004\140\312\111\246

\050\366\151\073\366\313\310\050\221\345\235\212\141\127\067\254

\164\024\334\164\340\072\356\162\057\056\234\373\320\273\277\365

\075\000\341\006\063\350\202\053\256\123\246\072\026\163\214\335

\101\016\040\072\300\264\247\241\351\262\117\220\056\062\140\351

\127\313\271\004\222\150\150\345\070\046\140\165\262\237\167\377

\221\024\357\256\040\111\374\255\100\025\110\321\002\061\141\031
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\136\270\227\357\255\167\267\144\232\172\277\137\301\023\357\233

\142\373\015\154\340\124\151\026\251\003\332\156\351\203\223\161

\166\306\151\205\202\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\217\360\113\177\250

\056\105\044\256\115\120\372\143\232\213\336\342\335\033\274\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\100\333\300\120\252\376\310\014\357\367\226\124

\105\111\273\226\000\011\101\254\263\023\206\206\050\007\063\312

\153\346\164\271\272\000\055\256\244\012\323\365\361\361\017\212

\277\163\147\112\203\307\104\173\170\340\257\156\154\157\003\051

\216\063\071\105\303\216\344\271\127\154\252\374\022\226\354\123

\306\055\344\044\154\271\224\143\373\334\123\150\147\126\076\203

\270\317\065\041\303\311\150\376\316\332\302\123\252\314\220\212

\351\360\135\106\214\225\335\172\130\050\032\057\035\336\315\000

\067\101\217\355\104\155\327\123\050\227\176\363\147\004\036\025

\327\212\226\264\323\336\114\047\244\114\033\163\163\166\364\027

\231\302\037\172\016\343\055\010\255\012\034\054\377\074\253\125

\016\017\221\176\066\353\303\127\111\276\341\056\055\174\140\213

\303\101\121\023\043\235\316\367\062\153\224\001\250\231\347\054

\063\037\072\073\045\322\206\100\316\073\054\206\170\311\141\057

\024\272\356\333\125\157\337\204\356\005\011\115\275\050\330\162

\316\323\142\120\145\036\353\222\227\203\061\331\263\265\312\107

\130\077\137

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

#

 Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\233\126\021\110\360\034\167\305\105\170\301\011\046\337\133
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\205\151\166\255

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\337\270\111\312\005\023\125\356\055\272\032\303\076\260\050

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\123

\354\073\356\373\262\110\137\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\065\062\060\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\027\015\063\060\061\062

\063\061\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304

\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376
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\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176

\325\164\300\034\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102

\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\027\175\240\371\264\335\305\305

\353\255\113\044\265\241\002\253\335\245\210\112\262\017\125\113

\053\127\214\073\345\061\335\376\304\062\361\347\133\144\226\066

\062\030\354\245\062\167\327\343\104\266\300\021\052\200\271\075

\152\156\174\233\323\255\374\303\326\243\346\144\051\174\321\341

\070\036\202\053\377\047\145\257\373\026\025\304\056\161\204\345

\265\377\372\244\107\275\144\062\273\366\045\204\242\047\102\365

\040\260\302\023\020\021\315\020\025\272\102\220\052\322\104\341

\226\046\353\061\110\022\375\052\332\311\006\317\164\036\251\113

\325\207\050\371\171\064\222\076\056\104\350\366\217\117\217\065

\077\045\263\071\334\143\052\220\153\040\137\304\122\022\116\227

\054\052\254\235\227\336\110\362\243\146\333\302\322\203\225\246

\146\247\236\045\017\351\013\063\221\145\012\132\303\331\124\022

\335\257\303\116\016\037\046\136\015\334\263\215\354\325\201\160

\336\322\117\044\005\363\154\116\365\114\111\146\215\321\377\322

\013\045\101\110\376\121\204\306\102\257\200\004\317\320\176\144

\111\344\362\337\242\354\261\114\300\052\035\347\264\261\145\242

\304\274\361\230\364\252\160\007\143\264\270\332\073\114\372\100
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\042\060\133\021\246\360\005\016\306\002\003\110\253\206\233\205

\335\333\335\352\242\166\200\163\175\365\234\004\304\105\215\347

\271\034\213\236\352\327\165\321\162\261\336\165\104\347\102\175

\342\127\153\175\334\231\274\075\203\050\352\200\223\215\305\114

\145\301\160\201\270\070\374\103\061\262\366\003\064\107\262\254

\373\042\006\313\036\335\027\107\034\137\146\271\323\032\242\332

\021\261\244\274\043\311\344\276\207\377\271\224\266\370\135\040

\112\324\137\347\275\150\173\145\362\025\036\322\072\251\055\351

\330\153\044\254\227\130\104\107\255\131\030\361\041\145\160\336

\316\064\140\250\100\361\363\074\244\303\050\043\214\376\047\063

\103\100\240\027\074\353\352\073\260\162\246\243\271\112\113\136

\026\110\364\262\274\310\214\222\305\235\237\254\162\066\274\064

\200\064\153\251\213\222\300\270\027\355\354\166\123\365\044\001

\214\263\042\350\113\174\125\306\235\372\243\024\273\145\205\156

\156\117\022\176\012\074\235\225

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\305\373\077\310\341\277\304\345\117\003\007\132\232\350\000

\267\367\266\372

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\072\164\172\354\273\243\226\246\302\344\342\310\233\300\303

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163
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\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Izenpe.com"

#

# Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\361\060\202\003\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031\346\175\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\070

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123

\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172

\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\062

\061\063\061\063\060\070\062\070\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\061

\063\060\070\062\067\062\065\132\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012

\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143

\157\155\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\311\323\172\312\017\036\254\247\206\350\026\145\152

\261\302\033\105\062\161\225\331\376\020\133\314\257\347\245\171

\001\217\211\303\312\362\125\161\367\167\276\167\224\363\162\244

\054\104\330\236\222\233\024\072\241\347\044\220\012\012\126\216

\305\330\046\224\341\331\110\341\055\076\332\012\162\335\243\231

\025\332\201\242\207\364\173\156\046\167\211\130\255\326\353\014

\262\101\172\163\156\155\333\172\170\101\351\010\210\022\176\207

\056\146\021\143\154\124\373\074\235\162\300\274\056\377\302\267

\335\015\166\343\072\327\367\264\150\276\242\365\343\201\156\301

\106\157\135\215\340\115\306\124\125\211\032\063\061\012\261\127

\271\243\212\230\303\354\073\064\305\225\101\151\176\165\302\074

\040\305\141\272\121\107\240\040\220\223\241\220\113\363\116\174

\205\105\124\232\321\005\046\101\260\265\115\035\063\276\304\003

\310\045\174\301\160\333\073\364\011\055\124\047\110\254\057\341

\304\254\076\310\313\222\114\123\071\067\043\354\323\001\371\340

\011\104\115\115\144\300\341\015\132\207\042\274\255\033\243\376

\046\265\025\363\247\374\204\031\351\354\241\210\264\104\151\204

\203\363\211\321\164\006\251\314\013\326\302\336\047\205\120\046

\312\027\270\311\172\207\126\054\032\001\036\154\276\023\255\020

\254\265\044\365\070\221\241\326\113\332\361\273\322\336\107\265

\361\274\201\366\131\153\317\031\123\351\215\025\313\112\313\251

\157\104\345\033\101\317\341\206\247\312\320\152\237\274\114\215

\006\063\132\242\205\345\220\065\240\142\134\026\116\360\343\242

\372\003\032\264\054\161\263\130\054\336\173\013\333\032\017\353

\336\041\037\006\167\006\003\260\311\357\231\374\300\271\117\013

\206\050\376\322\271\352\343\332\245\303\107\151\022\340\333\360

\366\031\213\355\173\160\327\002\326\355\207\030\050\054\004\044

\114\167\344\110\212\032\306\073\232\324\017\312\372\165\322\001

\100\132\215\171\277\213\317\113\317\252\026\301\225\344\255\114

\212\076\027\221\324\261\142\345\202\345\200\004\244\003\176\215

\277\332\177\242\017\227\117\014\323\015\373\327\321\345\162\176

\034\310\167\377\133\232\017\267\256\005\106\345\361\250\026\354

\107\244\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\366\060\201\363\060\201

\260\006\003\125\035\021\004\201\250\060\201\245\201\017\151\156
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\146\157\100\151\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\244\201\221

\060\201\216\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\111\132

\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040

\101\060\061\063\063\067\062\066\060\055\122\115\145\162\143\056

\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151\172\040

\124\061\060\065\065\040\106\066\062\040\123\070\061\103\060\101

\006\003\125\004\011\014\072\101\166\144\141\040\144\145\154\040

\115\145\144\151\164\145\162\162\141\156\145\157\040\105\164\157

\162\142\151\144\145\141\040\061\064\040\055\040\060\061\060\061

\060\040\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151

\172\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\035\034\145

\016\250\362\045\173\264\221\317\344\261\261\346\275\125\164\154

\005\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\170\246\014\026\112\237\114\210\072\300\313

\016\245\026\175\237\271\110\137\030\217\015\142\066\366\315\031

\153\254\253\325\366\221\175\256\161\363\077\263\016\170\205\233

\225\244\047\041\107\102\112\174\110\072\365\105\174\263\014\216

\121\170\254\225\023\336\306\375\175\270\032\220\114\253\222\003

\307\355\102\001\316\017\330\261\372\242\222\341\140\155\256\172

\153\011\252\306\051\356\150\111\147\060\200\044\172\061\026\071

\133\176\361\034\056\335\154\011\255\362\061\301\202\116\271\273

\371\276\277\052\205\077\300\100\243\072\131\374\131\113\074\050

\044\333\264\025\165\256\015\210\272\056\163\300\275\130\207\345

\102\362\353\136\356\036\060\042\231\313\067\321\304\041\154\201

\354\276\155\046\346\034\344\102\040\236\107\260\254\203\131\160

\054\065\326\257\066\064\264\315\073\370\062\250\357\343\170\211

\373\215\105\054\332\234\270\176\100\034\141\347\076\242\222\054

\113\362\315\372\230\266\051\377\363\362\173\251\037\056\240\223

\127\053\336\205\003\371\151\067\313\236\170\152\005\264\305\061

\170\211\354\172\247\205\341\271\173\074\336\276\036\171\204\316

\237\160\016\131\302\065\056\220\052\061\331\344\105\172\101\244

\056\023\233\064\016\146\173\111\253\144\227\320\106\303\171\235

\162\120\143\246\230\133\006\275\110\155\330\071\203\160\350\065

\360\005\321\252\274\343\333\310\002\352\174\375\202\332\302\133

\122\065\256\230\072\255\272\065\223\043\247\037\110\335\065\106

\230\262\020\150\344\245\061\302\012\130\056\031\201\020\311\120

\165\374\352\132\026\316\021\327\356\357\120\210\055\141\377\077

\102\163\005\224\103\325\216\074\116\001\072\031\245\037\106\116

\167\320\135\345\201\042\041\207\376\224\175\204\330\223\255\326

\150\103\110\262\333\353\163\044\347\221\177\124\244\266\200\076

\235\243\074\114\162\302\127\304\240\324\314\070\047\316\325\006

\236\242\110\331\351\237\316\202\160\066\223\232\073\337\226\041

\343\131\267\014\332\221\067\360\375\131\132\263\231\310\151\154

\103\046\001\065\143\140\125\211\003\072\165\330\272\112\331\124

\377\356\336\200\330\055\321\070\325\136\055\013\230\175\076\154

\333\374\046\210\307
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Izenpe.com"

#

 Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\170\075\045\122\030\247\112\145\071\161\265\054\242\234\105

\025\157\351\031

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\260\315\205\200\332\134\120\064\243\071\220\057\125\147\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid
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(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\117\060\202\005\067\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060

\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070

\060\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063

\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004

\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143

\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141

\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141

\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070

\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103

\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162

\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157

\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\000\313\160\067\053

\200\132\112\072\154\170\224\175\243\177\032\037\366\065\325\275

\333\313\015\104\162\076\046\262\220\122\272\143\073\050\130\157

\245\263\155\224\246\363\335\144\014\125\366\366\347\362\042\042

\200\136\341\142\306\266\051\341\201\154\362\277\345\175\062\152

\124\240\062\031\131\376\037\213\327\075\140\206\205\044\157\343

\021\263\167\076\040\226\065\041\153\263\010\331\160\056\144\367

\204\222\123\326\016\260\220\212\212\343\207\215\006\323\275\220

\016\342\231\241\033\206\016\332\232\012\273\013\141\120\006\122

\361\236\177\166\354\313\017\320\036\015\317\231\060\075\034\304

\105\020\130\254\326\323\350\327\345\352\305\001\007\167\326\121

\346\003\177\212\110\245\115\150\165\271\351\274\236\116\031\161

\365\062\113\234\155\140\031\013\373\314\235\165\334\277\046\315

\217\223\170\071\171\163\136\045\016\312\134\353\167\022\007\313

\144\101\107\162\223\253\120\303\353\011\166\144\064\322\071\267

\166\021\011\015\166\105\304\251\256\075\152\257\265\175\145\057

\224\130\020\354\134\174\257\176\342\266\030\331\320\233\116\132

\111\337\251\146\013\314\074\306\170\174\247\234\035\343\316\216
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\123\276\005\336\140\017\153\345\032\333\077\343\341\041\311\051

\301\361\353\007\234\122\033\001\104\121\074\173\045\327\304\345

\122\124\135\045\007\312\026\040\270\255\344\101\356\172\010\376

\231\157\203\246\221\002\260\154\066\125\152\347\175\365\226\346

\312\201\326\227\361\224\203\351\355\260\261\153\022\151\036\254

\373\135\251\305\230\351\264\133\130\172\276\075\242\104\072\143

\131\324\013\045\336\033\117\275\345\001\236\315\322\051\325\237

\027\031\012\157\277\014\220\323\011\137\331\343\212\065\314\171

\132\115\031\067\222\267\304\301\255\257\364\171\044\232\262\001

\013\261\257\134\226\363\200\062\373\134\075\230\361\240\077\112

\336\276\257\224\056\331\125\232\027\156\140\235\143\154\270\143

\311\256\201\134\030\065\340\220\273\276\074\117\067\042\271\176

\353\317\236\167\041\246\075\070\201\373\110\332\061\075\053\343

\211\365\320\265\275\176\340\120\304\022\211\263\043\232\020\061

\205\333\256\157\357\070\063\030\166\021\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\001\154\060\202\001\150\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\044\254\017\262\265\370\171\300\372

\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\060\201\343\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\333\060\201\330\200\024\371\044\254\017\262\265

\370\171\300\372\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\241\201

\264\244\201\261\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115

\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145

\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167

\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155

\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146

\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\202\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125

\035\040\000\060\052\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171

\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\220\022\257\042\065\302\243\071\360\056\336\351\265

\351\170\174\110\276\077\175\105\222\136\351\332\261\031\374\026

\074\237\264\133\146\236\152\347\303\271\135\210\350\017\255\317

\043\017\336\045\072\136\314\117\245\301\265\055\254\044\322\130

\007\336\242\317\151\204\140\063\350\020\015\023\251\043\320\205

\345\216\173\246\236\075\162\023\162\063\365\252\175\306\143\037

\010\364\376\001\177\044\317\053\054\124\011\336\342\053\155\222

\306\071\117\026\352\074\176\172\106\324\105\152\106\250\353\165

\202\126\247\253\240\174\150\023\063\366\235\060\360\157\047\071
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\044\043\052\220\375\220\051\065\362\223\337\064\245\306\367\370

\357\214\017\142\112\174\256\323\365\124\370\215\266\232\126\207

\026\202\072\063\253\132\042\010\367\202\272\352\056\340\107\232

\264\265\105\243\005\073\331\334\056\105\100\073\352\334\177\350

\073\353\321\354\046\330\065\244\060\305\072\254\127\236\263\166

\245\040\173\371\036\112\005\142\001\246\050\165\140\227\222\015

\156\076\115\067\103\015\222\025\234\030\042\315\121\231\240\051

\032\074\137\212\062\063\133\060\307\211\057\107\230\017\243\003

\306\366\361\254\337\062\360\331\201\032\344\234\275\366\200\024

\360\321\054\271\205\365\330\243\261\310\245\041\345\034\023\227

\356\016\275\337\051\251\357\064\123\133\323\344\152\023\204\006

\266\062\002\304\122\256\042\322\334\262\041\102\032\332\100\360

\051\311\354\012\014\134\342\320\272\314\110\323\067\012\314\022

\012\212\171\260\075\003\177\151\113\364\064\040\175\263\064\352

\216\113\144\365\076\375\263\043\147\025\015\004\270\360\055\301

\011\121\074\262\154\025\360\245\043\327\203\164\344\345\056\311

\376\230\047\102\306\253\306\236\260\320\133\070\245\233\120\336

\176\030\230\265\105\073\366\171\264\350\367\032\173\006\203\373

\320\213\332\273\307\275\030\253\010\157\074\200\153\100\077\031

\031\272\145\212\346\276\325\134\323\066\327\357\100\122\044\140

\070\147\004\061\354\217\363\202\306\336\271\125\363\073\061\221

\132\334\265\010\025\255\166\045\012\015\173\056\207\342\014\246

\006\274\046\020\155\067\235\354\335\170\214\174\200\305\360\331

\167\110\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

#

 Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\170\152\164\254\166\253\024\177\234\152\060\120\272\236\250\176

\376\232\316\074

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\200\236\204\132\016\145\013\027\002\363\125\030\052\076\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

#

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign

 Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\111\060\202\005\061\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\060\061
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\061\062\063\061\064\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063\061\061

\062\063\061\064\060\132\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023

\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162

\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040

\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143

\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\337\126\323\344\072\233\166\105\264

\023\333\377\301\266\031\213\067\101\030\225\122\107\353\027\235

\051\210\216\065\154\006\062\056\107\142\363\111\004\277\175\104

\066\261\161\314\275\132\011\163\325\331\205\104\377\221\127\045

\337\136\066\216\160\321\134\161\103\035\331\332\357\134\322\373

\033\275\072\265\313\255\243\314\104\247\015\256\041\025\077\271

\172\133\222\165\330\244\022\070\211\031\212\267\200\322\342\062

\157\126\234\221\326\210\020\013\263\164\144\222\164\140\363\366

\317\030\117\140\262\043\320\307\073\316\141\113\231\217\302\014

\320\100\262\230\334\015\250\116\243\271\012\256\140\240\255\105

\122\143\272\146\275\150\340\371\276\032\250\201\273\036\101\170

\165\323\301\376\000\125\260\207\124\350\047\220\065\035\114\063

\255\227\374\227\056\230\204\277\054\311\243\277\321\230\021\024

\355\143\370\312\230\210\130\027\231\355\105\003\227\176\074\206

\036\210\214\276\362\221\204\217\145\064\330\000\114\175\267\061

\027\132\051\172\012\030\044\060\243\067\265\172\251\001\175\046

\326\371\016\216\131\361\375\033\063\265\051\073\027\073\101\266

\041\335\324\300\075\245\237\237\037\103\120\311\273\274\154\172

\227\230\356\315\214\037\373\234\121\256\213\160\275\047\237\161

\300\153\254\175\220\146\350\327\135\072\015\260\325\302\215\325

\310\235\235\301\155\320\320\277\121\344\343\370\303\070\066\256

\326\247\165\346\257\204\103\135\223\222\014\152\007\336\073\035

\230\042\326\254\301\065\333\243\240\045\377\162\265\166\035\336

\155\351\054\146\054\122\204\320\105\222\316\034\345\345\063\035

\334\007\123\124\243\252\202\073\232\067\057\334\335\240\144\351

\346\335\275\256\374\144\205\035\074\247\311\006\336\204\377\153

\350\153\032\074\305\242\263\102\373\213\011\076\137\010\122\307

\142\304\324\005\161\277\304\144\344\370\241\203\350\076\022\233

\250\036\324\066\115\057\161\366\215\050\366\203\251\023\322\141

\301\221\273\110\300\064\217\101\214\113\114\333\151\022\377\120

\224\234\040\203\131\163\355\174\241\362\361\375\335\367\111\323

\103\130\240\126\143\312\075\075\345\065\126\131\351\016\312\040

\314\053\113\223\051\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\152\060

\202\001\146\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060
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\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153\256\355\124\361

\133\223\006\065\056\136\060\201\341\006\003\125\035\043\004\201

\331\060\201\326\200\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153

\256\355\124\361\133\223\006\065\056\136\241\201\262\244\201\257

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\202

\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\075\006\003\125\035

\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\052\060

\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\034\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\143\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\200\210\177

\160\336\222\050\331\005\224\106\377\220\127\251\361\057\337\032

\015\153\372\174\016\034\111\044\171\047\330\106\252\157\051\131

\122\210\160\022\352\335\075\365\233\123\124\157\341\140\242\250

\011\271\354\353\131\174\306\065\361\334\030\351\361\147\345\257

\272\105\340\011\336\312\104\017\302\027\016\167\221\105\172\063

\137\137\226\054\150\213\301\107\217\230\233\075\300\354\313\365

\325\202\222\204\065\321\276\066\070\126\162\061\133\107\055\252

\027\244\143\121\353\012\001\255\177\354\165\236\313\241\037\361

\177\022\261\271\344\144\177\147\326\043\052\364\270\071\135\230

\350\041\247\341\275\075\102\032\164\232\160\257\150\154\120\135

\111\317\377\373\016\135\346\054\107\327\201\072\131\000\265\163

\153\143\040\366\061\105\010\071\016\364\160\176\100\160\132\077

\320\153\102\251\164\075\050\057\002\155\165\162\225\011\215\110

\143\306\306\043\127\222\223\136\065\301\215\371\012\367\054\235

\142\034\366\255\174\335\246\061\036\266\261\307\176\205\046\372

\244\152\265\332\143\060\321\357\223\067\262\146\057\175\005\367

\347\267\113\230\224\065\300\331\072\051\301\235\262\120\063\035

\112\251\132\246\311\003\357\355\364\347\250\156\212\264\127\204

\353\244\077\320\356\252\252\207\133\143\350\223\342\153\250\324

\270\162\170\153\033\355\071\344\135\313\233\252\207\325\117\116

\000\376\331\152\237\074\061\017\050\002\001\175\230\350\247\260

\242\144\236\171\370\110\362\025\251\314\346\310\104\353\077\170

\231\362\173\161\076\074\361\230\247\305\030\022\077\346\273\050

\063\102\351\105\012\174\155\362\206\171\057\305\202\031\175\011

\211\174\262\124\166\210\256\336\301\363\314\341\156\333\061\326
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\223\256\231\240\357\045\152\163\230\211\133\072\056\023\210\036

\277\300\222\224\064\033\343\047\267\213\036\157\102\377\347\351

\067\233\120\035\055\242\371\002\356\313\130\130\072\161\274\150

\343\252\301\257\034\050\037\242\334\043\145\077\201\352\256\231

\323\330\060\317\023\015\117\025\311\204\274\247\110\055\370\060

\043\167\330\106\113\171\155\366\214\355\072\177\140\021\170\364

\351\233\256\325\124\300\164\200\321\013\102\237\301

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see

current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\112\275\356\354\225\015\065\234\211\256\307\122\241\054\133\051

\366\326\252\014

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\236\200\377\170\001\014\056\301\066\275\376\226\220\156\010\363

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163
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\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111
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\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023

\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007

\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007

\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143

\157\155\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\161\142\010

\361\372\131\064\367\033\311\030\243\367\200\111\130\351\042\203

\023\246\305\040\103\001\073\204\361\346\205\111\237\047\352\366

\204\033\116\240\264\333\160\230\307\062\001\261\005\076\007\116

\356\364\372\117\057\131\060\042\347\253\031\126\153\342\200\007

\374\363\026\165\200\071\121\173\345\371\065\266\164\116\251\215

\202\023\344\266\077\251\003\203\372\242\276\212\025\152\177\336

\013\303\266\031\024\005\312\352\303\250\004\224\073\106\174\062

\015\363\000\146\042\310\215\151\155\066\214\021\030\267\323\262

\034\140\264\070\372\002\214\316\323\335\106\007\336\012\076\353

\135\174\310\174\373\260\053\123\244\222\142\151\121\045\005\141

\032\104\201\214\054\251\103\226\043\337\254\072\201\232\016\051

\305\034\251\351\135\036\266\236\236\060\012\071\316\361\210\200

\373\113\135\314\062\354\205\142\103\045\064\002\126\047\001\221

\264\073\160\052\077\156\261\350\234\210\001\175\237\324\371\333

\123\155\140\235\277\054\347\130\253\270\137\106\374\316\304\033
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\003\074\011\353\111\061\134\151\106\263\340\107\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\072\232\205\007\020\147\050\266\357\366\275\005\101\156\040

\301\224\332\017\336\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\231\333\135\171\325\371\227

\131\147\003\141\361\176\073\006\061\165\055\241\040\216\117\145

\207\264\367\246\234\274\330\351\057\320\333\132\356\317\164\214

\163\264\070\102\332\005\173\370\002\165\270\375\245\261\327\256

\366\327\336\023\313\123\020\176\212\106\321\227\372\267\056\053

\021\253\220\260\047\200\371\350\237\132\351\067\237\253\344\337

\154\263\205\027\235\075\331\044\117\171\221\065\326\137\004\353

\200\203\253\232\002\055\265\020\364\330\220\307\004\163\100\355

\162\045\240\251\237\354\236\253\150\022\231\127\306\217\022\072

\011\244\275\104\375\006\025\067\301\233\344\062\243\355\070\350

\330\144\363\054\176\024\374\002\352\237\315\377\007\150\027\333

\042\220\070\055\172\215\321\124\361\151\343\137\063\312\172\075

\173\012\343\312\177\137\071\345\342\165\272\305\166\030\063\316

\054\360\057\114\255\367\261\347\316\117\250\304\233\112\124\006

\305\177\175\325\010\017\342\034\376\176\027\270\254\136\366\324

\026\262\103\011\014\115\366\247\153\264\231\204\145\312\172\210

\342\342\104\276\134\367\352\034\365

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint

 (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\107\276\253\311\042\352\350\016\170\170\064\142\247\237\105\302

\124\375\346\213
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\072\274\042\301\346\373\215\233\073\047\112\062\033\232\001

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157
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\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\335\060\202\002\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071

\132\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172

\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143

\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055
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\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\275\355\301\003\374\366\217\374\002\261\157\133

\237\110\331\235\171\342\242\267\003\141\126\030\303\107\266\327

\312\075\065\056\211\103\367\241\151\233\336\212\032\375\023\040

\234\264\111\167\062\051\126\375\271\354\214\335\042\372\162\334

\047\141\227\356\366\132\204\354\156\031\271\211\054\334\204\133

\325\164\373\153\137\305\211\245\020\122\211\106\125\364\270\165

\034\346\177\344\124\256\113\370\125\162\127\002\031\370\027\161

\131\353\036\050\007\164\305\235\110\276\154\264\364\244\260\363

\144\067\171\222\300\354\106\136\177\341\155\123\114\142\257\315

\037\013\143\273\072\235\373\374\171\000\230\141\164\317\046\202

\100\143\363\262\162\152\031\015\231\312\324\016\165\314\067\373

\213\211\301\131\361\142\177\137\263\137\145\060\370\247\267\115

\166\132\036\166\136\064\300\350\226\126\231\212\263\360\177\244

\315\275\334\062\061\174\221\317\340\137\021\370\153\252\111\134

\321\231\224\321\242\343\143\133\011\166\265\126\142\341\113\164

\035\226\324\046\324\010\004\131\320\230\016\016\346\336\374\303

\354\037\220\361\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\014\062\037\247\331\060

\177\304\175\150\243\142\250\241\316\253\007\133\047\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\021\131\372\045\117\003\157\224\231\073\232\037\202\205\071

\324\166\005\224\136\341\050\223\155\142\135\011\302\240\250\324

\260\165\070\361\064\152\235\344\237\212\206\046\121\346\054\321

\306\055\156\225\040\112\222\001\354\270\212\147\173\061\342\147

\056\214\225\003\046\056\103\235\112\061\366\016\265\014\273\267

\342\067\177\042\272\000\243\016\173\122\373\153\273\073\304\323

\171\121\116\315\220\364\147\007\031\310\074\106\172\015\001\175

\305\130\347\155\346\205\060\027\232\044\304\020\340\004\367\340

\362\177\324\252\012\377\102\035\067\355\224\345\144\131\022\040

\167\070\323\062\076\070\201\165\226\163\372\150\217\261\313\316

\037\305\354\372\234\176\317\176\261\361\007\055\266\374\277\312

\244\277\320\227\005\112\274\352\030\050\002\220\275\124\170\011

\041\161\323\321\175\035\331\026\260\251\141\075\320\012\000\042

\374\307\173\313\011\144\105\013\073\100\201\367\175\174\062\365

\230\312\130\216\175\052\356\220\131\163\144\371\066\164\136\045

\241\365\146\005\056\177\071\025\251\052\373\120\213\216\205\151

\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"
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# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

#

 Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\034\006\174\356\053\014\075\370\125\253\055\222\364\376\071

\324\347\017\016

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\071\201\306\122\176\226\151\374\374\312\146\355\005\362\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,
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Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before:

 Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\357\060\202\002\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060
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\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060

\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071

\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\230\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154

\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162

\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151

\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\325\014\072\304\052\371\116\342\365\276

\031\227\137\216\210\123\261\037\077\313\317\237\040\023\155\051

\072\310\017\175\074\367\153\166\070\143\331\066\140\250\233\136

\134\000\200\262\057\131\177\366\207\371\045\103\206\347\151\033

\122\232\220\341\161\343\330\055\015\116\157\366\310\111\331\266

\363\032\126\256\053\266\164\024\353\317\373\046\343\032\272\035

\226\056\152\073\130\224\211\107\126\377\045\240\223\160\123\203

\332\204\164\024\303\147\236\004\150\072\337\216\100\132\035\112

\116\317\103\221\073\347\126\326\000\160\313\122\356\173\175\256

\072\347\274\061\371\105\366\302\140\317\023\131\002\053\200\314

\064\107\337\271\336\220\145\155\002\317\054\221\246\246\347\336

\205\030\111\174\146\116\243\072\155\251\265\356\064\056\272\015

\003\270\063\337\107\353\261\153\215\045\331\233\316\201\321\105

\106\062\226\160\207\336\002\016\111\103\205\266\154\163\273\144

\352\141\101\254\311\324\124\337\207\057\307\042\262\046\314\237

\131\124\150\237\374\276\052\057\304\125\034\165\100\140\027\205

\002\125\071\213\177\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\000\337\252

\001\327\060\053\070\210\242\270\155\112\234\362\021\221\203\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\066\246\204\167\151\335\073\031\237\147\043\010

\157\016\141\311\375\204\334\137\330\066\201\315\330\033\101\055

\237\140\335\307\032\150\331\321\156\206\341\210\043\317\023\336
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\103\317\342\064\263\004\235\037\051\325\277\370\136\310\325\301

\275\356\222\157\062\164\362\221\202\057\275\202\102\172\255\052

\267\040\175\115\274\172\125\022\302\025\352\275\367\152\225\056

\154\164\237\317\034\264\362\305\001\243\205\320\162\076\255\163

\253\013\233\165\014\155\105\267\216\224\254\226\067\265\240\320

\217\025\107\016\343\350\203\335\217\375\357\101\001\167\314\047

\251\142\205\063\362\067\010\357\161\317\167\006\336\310\031\035

\210\100\317\175\106\035\377\036\307\341\316\377\043\333\306\372

\215\125\116\251\002\347\107\021\106\076\364\375\275\173\051\046

\273\251\141\142\067\050\266\055\052\366\020\206\144\311\160\247

\322\255\267\051\160\171\352\074\332\143\045\237\375\150\267\060

\354\160\373\165\212\267\155\140\147\262\036\310\271\351\330\250

\157\002\213\147\015\115\046\127\161\332\040\374\301\112\120\215

\261\050\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root

 Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\132\217\215\054\155\004\340\146\137\131\152\377\042\330\143

\350\045\157\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\027\065\164\257\173\141\034\353\364\371\074\342\356\100\371\242

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157
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\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Commercial"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155
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\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\167

\167\006\047\046\251\261\174\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\060\104\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\366\033\117\147\007\053\241\025\365\006\042\313\037

\001\262\343\163\105\006\104\111\054\273\111\045\024\326\316\303

\267\253\054\117\306\101\062\224\127\372\022\247\133\016\342\217

\037\036\206\031\247\252\265\055\271\137\015\212\302\257\205\065

\171\062\055\273\034\142\067\362\261\133\112\075\312\315\161\137

\351\102\276\224\350\310\336\371\042\110\144\306\345\253\306\053

\155\255\005\360\372\325\013\317\232\345\360\120\244\213\073\107

\245\043\133\172\172\370\063\077\270\357\231\227\343\040\301\326

\050\211\317\224\373\271\105\355\343\100\027\021\324\164\360\013

\061\342\053\046\152\233\114\127\256\254\040\076\272\105\172\005

\363\275\233\151\025\256\175\116\040\143\304\065\166\072\007\002

\311\067\375\307\107\356\350\361\166\035\163\025\362\227\244\265

\310\172\171\331\102\252\053\177\134\376\316\046\117\243\146\201

\065\257\104\272\124\036\034\060\062\145\235\346\074\223\136\120

\116\172\343\072\324\156\314\032\373\371\322\067\256\044\052\253

\127\003\042\050\015\111\165\177\267\050\332\165\277\216\343\334

\016\171\061\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\235\223\306\123\213\136\312\257\077

\237\036\017\345\231\225\274\044\366\224\217\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\130\254\364\004\016\315\300\015\377\012\375\324\272\026\137\051

\275\173\150\231\130\111\322\264\035\067\115\177\047\175\106\006

\135\103\306\206\056\076\163\262\046\175\117\223\251\266\304\052

\232\253\041\227\024\261\336\214\323\253\211\025\330\153\044\324

\361\026\256\330\244\134\324\177\121\216\355\030\001\261\223\143
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\275\274\370\141\200\232\236\261\316\102\160\342\251\175\006\045

\175\047\241\376\157\354\263\036\044\332\343\113\125\032\000\073

\065\264\073\331\327\135\060\375\201\023\211\362\302\006\053\355

\147\304\216\311\103\262\134\153\025\211\002\274\142\374\116\362

\265\063\252\262\157\323\012\242\120\343\366\073\350\056\104\302

\333\146\070\251\063\126\110\361\155\033\063\215\015\214\077\140

\067\235\323\312\155\176\064\176\015\237\162\166\213\033\237\162

\375\122\065\101\105\002\226\057\034\262\232\163\111\041\261\111

\107\105\107\264\357\152\064\021\311\115\232\314\131\267\326\002

\236\132\116\145\265\224\256\033\337\051\260\026\361\277\000\236

\007\072\027\144\265\004\265\043\041\231\012\225\073\227\174\357

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Commercial"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\265\266\062\105\137\234\276\354\127\137\200\334\351\156\054

\307\262\170\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\202\222\272\133\357\315\212\157\246\075\125\371\204\366\326\267

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Networking"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec

 31 14:08:24 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\174

\117\004\071\034\324\231\055\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013
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\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151\156\147\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\060\104\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151

\156\147\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\264\204\314\063\027\056\153\224\154\153\141\122\240

\353\243\317\171\224\114\345\224\200\231\313\125\144\104\145\217

\147\144\342\006\343\134\067\111\366\057\233\204\204\036\055\362

\140\235\060\116\314\204\205\342\054\317\036\236\376\066\253\063

\167\065\104\330\065\226\032\075\066\350\172\016\330\325\107\241

\152\151\213\331\374\273\072\256\171\132\325\364\326\161\273\232

\220\043\153\232\267\210\164\207\014\036\137\271\236\055\372\253

\123\053\334\273\166\076\223\114\010\010\214\036\242\043\034\324

\152\255\042\272\231\001\056\155\145\313\276\044\146\125\044\113

\100\104\261\033\327\341\302\205\300\336\020\077\075\355\270\374

\361\361\043\123\334\277\145\227\157\331\371\100\161\215\175\275

\225\324\316\276\240\136\047\043\336\375\246\320\046\016\000\051

\353\074\106\360\075\140\277\077\120\322\334\046\101\121\236\024

\067\102\004\243\160\127\250\033\207\355\055\372\173\356\214\012

\343\251\146\211\031\313\101\371\335\104\066\141\317\342\167\106

\310\175\366\364\222\201\066\375\333\064\361\162\176\363\014\026

\275\264\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\007\037\322\347\234\332\302\156\242

\100\264\260\172\120\020\120\164\304\310\275\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\211\127\262\026\172\250\302\375\326\331\233\233\064\302\234\264

\062\024\115\247\244\337\354\276\247\276\370\103\333\221\067\316

\264\062\056\120\125\032\065\116\166\103\161\040\357\223\167\116

\025\160\056\207\303\301\035\155\334\313\265\047\324\054\126\321

\122\123\072\104\322\163\310\304\033\005\145\132\142\222\234\356

\101\215\061\333\347\064\352\131\041\325\001\172\327\144\270\144

\071\315\311\355\257\355\113\003\110\247\240\231\001\200\334\145

\243\066\256\145\131\110\117\202\113\310\145\361\127\035\345\131

\056\012\077\154\330\321\365\345\011\264\154\124\000\012\340\025

\115\207\165\155\267\130\226\132\335\155\322\000\240\364\233\110

\276\303\067\244\272\066\340\174\207\205\227\032\025\242\336\056

\242\133\275\257\030\371\220\120\315\160\131\370\047\147\107\313

\307\240\007\072\175\321\054\135\154\031\072\146\265\175\375\221

\157\202\261\276\010\223\333\024\107\361\242\067\307\105\236\074

\307\167\257\144\250\223\337\366\151\203\202\140\362\111\102\064
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\355\132\000\124\205\034\026\066\222\014\134\372\246\255\277\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Networking"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan

 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:08:24 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\051\066\041\002\213\040\355\002\365\146\305\062\321\326\355\220

\237\105\000\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\145\312\276\001\232\232\114\251\214\101\111\315\300\325\177

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium"

#
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# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\155

\214\024\106\261\246\012\356\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\061\062\071\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\027\015\064\060\061\062

\063\061\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\060\101\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003
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\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\022\337

\251\137\376\101\335\335\365\237\212\343\366\254\341\074\170\232

\274\330\360\177\172\240\063\052\334\215\040\133\256\055\157\347

\223\331\066\160\152\150\317\216\121\243\205\133\147\004\240\020

\044\157\135\050\202\301\227\127\330\110\051\023\266\341\276\221

\115\337\205\014\123\030\232\036\044\242\117\217\360\242\205\013

\313\364\051\177\322\244\130\356\046\115\311\252\250\173\232\331

\372\070\336\104\127\025\345\370\214\310\331\110\342\015\026\047

\035\036\310\203\205\045\267\272\252\125\101\314\003\042\113\055

\221\215\213\346\211\257\146\307\351\377\053\351\074\254\332\322

\263\303\341\150\234\211\370\172\000\126\336\364\125\225\154\373

\272\144\335\142\213\337\013\167\062\353\142\314\046\232\233\273

\252\142\203\114\264\006\172\060\310\051\277\355\006\115\227\271

\034\304\061\053\325\137\274\123\022\027\234\231\127\051\146\167

\141\041\061\007\056\045\111\235\030\362\356\363\053\161\214\265

\272\071\007\111\167\374\357\056\222\220\005\215\055\057\167\173

\357\103\277\065\273\232\330\371\163\247\054\362\320\127\356\050

\116\046\137\217\220\150\011\057\270\370\334\006\351\056\232\076

\121\247\321\042\304\012\247\070\110\154\263\371\377\175\253\206

\127\343\272\326\205\170\167\272\103\352\110\177\366\330\276\043

\155\036\277\321\066\154\130\134\361\356\244\031\124\032\365\003

\322\166\346\341\214\275\074\263\323\110\113\342\310\370\177\222

\250\166\106\234\102\145\076\244\036\301\007\003\132\106\055\270

\227\363\267\325\262\125\041\357\272\334\114\000\227\373\024\225

\047\063\277\350\103\107\106\322\010\231\026\140\073\232\176\322

\346\355\070\352\354\001\036\074\110\126\111\011\307\114\067\000

\236\210\016\300\163\341\157\146\351\162\107\060\076\020\345\013

\003\311\232\102\000\154\305\224\176\141\304\212\337\177\202\032

\013\131\304\131\062\167\263\274\140\151\126\071\375\264\006\173

\054\326\144\066\331\275\110\355\204\037\176\245\042\217\052\270

\102\364\202\267\324\123\220\170\116\055\032\375\201\157\104\327

\073\001\164\226\102\340\000\342\056\153\352\305\356\162\254\273

\277\376\352\252\250\370\334\366\262\171\212\266\147\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\235\300\147\246\014\042\331\046\365\105\253\246\145\122\021

\047\330\105\254\143\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\263\127\115\020\142\116

\072\344\254\352\270\034\257\062\043\310\263\111\132\121\234\166

\050\215\171\252\127\106\027\325\365\122\366\267\104\350\010\104

\277\030\204\322\013\200\315\305\022\375\000\125\005\141\207\101

\334\265\044\236\074\304\330\310\373\160\236\057\170\226\203\040

\066\336\174\017\151\023\210\245\165\066\230\010\246\306\337\254

\316\343\130\326\267\076\336\272\363\353\064\100\330\242\201\365

\170\077\057\325\245\374\331\242\324\136\004\016\027\255\376\101

\360\345\262\162\372\104\202\063\102\350\055\130\367\126\214\142

\077\272\102\260\234\014\134\176\056\145\046\134\123\117\000\262
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\170\176\241\015\231\055\215\270\035\216\242\304\260\375\140\320

\060\244\216\310\004\142\251\304\355\065\336\172\227\355\016\070

\136\222\057\223\160\245\251\234\157\247\175\023\035\176\306\010

\110\261\136\147\353\121\010\045\351\346\045\153\122\051\221\234

\322\071\163\010\127\336\231\006\264\133\235\020\006\341\302\000

\250\270\034\112\002\012\024\320\301\101\312\373\214\065\041\175

\202\070\362\251\124\221\031\065\223\224\155\152\072\305\262\320

\273\211\206\223\350\233\311\017\072\247\172\270\241\360\170\106

\372\374\067\057\345\212\204\363\337\376\004\331\241\150\240\057

\044\342\011\225\006\325\225\312\341\044\226\353\174\366\223\005

\273\355\163\351\055\321\165\071\327\347\044\333\330\116\137\103

\217\236\320\024\071\277\125\160\110\231\127\061\264\234\356\112

\230\003\226\060\037\140\006\356\033\043\376\201\140\043\032\107

\142\205\245\314\031\064\200\157\263\254\032\343\237\360\173\110

\255\325\001\331\147\266\251\162\223\352\055\146\265\262\270\344

\075\074\262\357\114\214\352\353\007\277\253\065\232\125\206\274

\030\246\265\250\136\264\203\154\153\151\100\323\237\334\361\303

\151\153\271\341\155\011\364\361\252\120\166\012\172\175\172\027

\241\125\226\102\231\061\011\335\140\021\215\005\060\176\346\216

\106\321\235\024\332\307\027\344\005\226\214\304\044\265\033\317

\024\007\262\100\370\243\236\101\206\274\004\320\153\226\310\052

\200\064\375\277\357\006\243\335\130\305\205\075\076\217\376\236

\051\340\266\270\011\150\031\034\030\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\246\063\054\340\003\157\261\205\366\143\117\175\152\006\145

\046\062\050\047

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\135\016\110\266\254\050\060\116\012\274\371\070\026\207\127

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

#

 Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027
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\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\376\060\202\001\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\164

\227\045\212\307\077\172\124\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146

\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004

\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120

\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\060

\060\061\062\071\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103

\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\015\060\136\033\025\235\003

\320\241\171\065\267\072\074\222\172\312\025\034\315\142\363\234

\046\134\007\075\345\124\372\243\326\314\022\352\364\024\137\350

\216\031\253\057\056\110\346\254\030\103\170\254\320\067\303\275

\262\315\054\346\107\342\032\346\143\270\075\056\057\170\304\117

\333\364\017\244\150\114\125\162\153\225\035\116\030\102\225\170

\314\067\074\221\342\233\145\053\051\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\232\257\051\172\300\021\065\065

\046\121\060\000\303\152\376\100\325\256\326\074\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060

\027\011\363\207\210\120\132\257\310\300\102\277\107\137\365\154

\152\206\340\304\047\164\344\070\123\327\005\177\033\064\343\306

\057\263\312\011\074\067\235\327\347\270\106\361\375\241\342\161

\002\060\102\131\207\103\324\121\337\272\323\011\062\132\316\210

\176\127\075\234\137\102\153\365\007\055\265\360\202\223\371\131

\157\256\144\372\130\345\213\036\343\143\276\265\201\315\157\002

\214\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"
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# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\043\153\000\057\035\026\206\123\001\125\154\021\244\067\312

\353\377\303\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\144\260\011\125\317\261\325\231\342\276\023\253\246\135\352\115

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\273\060\202\002\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\004

\104\300\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\062\062\061\062\060\067\063

\067\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\062\060\067\063\067

\132\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114
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\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\343\373\175\243\162\272\302\360\311\024\207\365\153\001

\116\341\156\100\007\272\155\047\135\177\367\133\055\263\132\307

\121\137\253\244\062\246\141\207\266\156\017\206\322\060\002\227

\370\327\151\127\241\030\071\135\152\144\171\306\001\131\254\074

\061\112\070\174\322\004\322\113\050\350\040\137\073\007\242\314

\115\163\333\363\256\117\307\126\325\132\247\226\211\372\363\253

\150\324\043\206\131\047\317\011\047\274\254\156\162\203\034\060

\162\337\340\242\351\322\341\164\165\031\275\052\236\173\025\124

\004\033\327\103\071\255\125\050\305\342\032\273\364\300\344\256

\070\111\063\314\166\205\237\071\105\322\244\236\362\022\214\121

\370\174\344\055\177\365\254\137\353\026\237\261\055\321\272\314

\221\102\167\114\045\311\220\070\157\333\360\314\373\216\036\227

\131\076\325\140\116\346\005\050\355\111\171\023\113\272\110\333

\057\371\162\323\071\312\376\037\330\064\162\365\264\100\317\061

\001\303\354\336\021\055\027\135\037\270\120\321\136\031\247\151

\336\007\063\050\312\120\225\371\247\124\313\124\206\120\105\251

\371\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\010\166\315\313\007\377\044\366\305

\315\355\273\220\274\342\204\067\106\165\367\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\246

\250\255\042\316\001\075\246\243\377\142\320\110\235\213\136\162

\260\170\104\343\334\034\257\011\375\043\110\372\275\052\304\271

\125\004\265\020\243\215\047\336\013\202\143\320\356\336\014\067

\171\101\133\042\262\260\232\101\134\246\160\340\324\320\167\313

\043\323\000\340\154\126\057\341\151\015\015\331\252\277\041\201

\120\331\006\245\250\377\225\067\320\252\376\342\263\365\231\055

\105\204\212\345\102\011\327\164\002\057\367\211\330\231\351\274

\047\324\107\215\272\015\106\034\167\317\024\244\034\271\244\061

\304\234\050\164\003\064\377\063\031\046\245\351\015\164\267\076

\227\306\166\350\047\226\243\146\335\341\256\362\101\133\312\230

\126\203\163\160\344\206\032\322\061\101\272\057\276\055\023\132

\166\157\116\350\116\201\016\077\133\003\042\240\022\276\146\130

\021\112\313\003\304\264\052\052\055\226\027\340\071\124\274\110

\323\166\047\235\232\055\006\246\311\354\071\322\253\333\237\232

\013\047\002\065\051\261\100\225\347\371\350\234\125\210\031\106

\326\267\064\365\176\316\071\232\331\070\361\121\367\117\054

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\340\062\340\040\267\054\077\031\057\006\050\242\131\072\031

\247\017\006\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\351\201\100\305\030\151\374\106\054\211\165\142\017\252\170

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root

 CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\173\060\202\002\143\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116\055

\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\124
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\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\062\070\060\067\062\064\063\063

\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\260\176\162\270\244\003\224\346\247\336\011\070\221\112

\021\100\207\247\174\131\144\024\173\265\021\020\335\376\277\325

\300\273\126\342\205\045\364\065\162\017\370\123\320\101\341\104

\001\302\264\034\303\061\102\026\107\205\063\042\166\262\012\157

\017\345\045\120\117\205\206\276\277\230\056\020\147\036\276\021

\005\206\005\220\304\131\320\174\170\020\260\200\134\267\341\307

\053\165\313\174\237\256\265\321\235\043\067\143\247\334\102\242

\055\222\004\033\120\301\173\270\076\033\311\126\004\213\057\122

\233\255\251\126\351\301\377\255\251\130\207\060\266\201\367\227

\105\374\031\127\073\053\157\344\107\364\231\105\376\035\361\370

\227\243\210\035\067\034\134\217\340\166\045\232\120\370\240\124

\377\104\220\166\043\322\062\306\303\253\006\277\374\373\277\363

\255\175\222\142\002\133\051\323\065\243\223\232\103\144\140\135

\262\372\062\377\073\004\257\115\100\152\371\307\343\357\043\375

\153\313\345\017\213\070\015\356\012\374\376\017\230\237\060\061

\335\154\122\145\371\213\201\276\042\341\034\130\003\272\221\033

\211\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\070\133\046\215\336\213\132\362

\117\172\124\203\031\030\343\010\065\246\272\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\074

\325\167\075\332\337\211\272\207\014\010\124\152\040\120\222\276

\260\101\075\271\046\144\203\012\057\350\100\300\227\050\047\202

\060\112\311\223\377\152\347\246\000\177\211\102\232\326\021\345

\123\316\057\314\362\332\005\304\376\342\120\304\072\206\175\314

\332\176\020\011\073\222\065\052\123\262\376\353\053\005\331\154

\135\346\320\357\323\152\146\236\025\050\205\172\350\202\000\254

\036\247\011\151\126\102\323\150\121\030\276\124\232\277\104\101

\272\111\276\040\272\151\134\356\270\167\315\316\154\037\255\203

\226\030\175\016\265\024\071\204\361\050\351\055\243\236\173\036

\172\162\132\203\263\171\157\357\264\374\320\012\245\130\117\106

\337\373\155\171\131\362\204\042\122\256\017\314\373\174\073\347

\152\312\107\141\303\172\370\323\222\004\037\270\040\204\341\066

\124\026\307\100\336\073\212\163\334\337\306\011\114\337\354\332

\377\324\123\102\241\311\362\142\035\042\203\074\227\305\371\031
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\142\047\254\145\042\327\323\074\306\345\216\262\123\314\111\316

\274\060\376\173\016\063\220\373\355\322\024\221\037\007\257

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\236\207\155\323\353\374\102\046\227\243\265\243\172\240\166

\251\006\043\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\010\217\366\371\173\267\362\261\247\036\233\352\352\275\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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#

 Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

#

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\212\060\202\003\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\017

\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\137

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141

\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040\060
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\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151\156

\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154\060

\036\027\015\060\067\060\067\062\067\061\067\061\071\063\067\132

\027\015\062\065\060\063\063\061\061\070\061\071\062\062\132\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164

\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147

\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040

\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151

\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\260\130\301\000\275\330\041\010\013\053\232\376\156\126

\060\005\237\033\167\220\020\101\134\303\015\207\021\167\216\201

\361\312\174\351\214\152\355\070\164\065\273\332\337\371\273\300

\011\067\264\226\163\201\175\063\032\230\071\367\223\157\225\177

\075\271\261\165\207\272\121\110\350\213\160\076\225\004\305\330

\266\303\026\331\210\260\261\207\035\160\332\206\264\017\024\213

\172\317\020\321\164\066\242\022\173\167\206\112\171\346\173\337

\002\021\150\245\116\206\256\064\130\233\044\023\170\126\042\045

\036\001\213\113\121\161\373\202\314\131\226\151\210\132\150\123

\305\271\015\002\067\313\113\274\146\112\220\176\052\013\005\007

\355\026\137\125\220\165\330\106\311\033\203\342\010\276\361\043

\314\231\035\326\052\017\203\040\025\130\047\202\056\372\342\042

\302\111\261\271\001\201\152\235\155\235\100\167\150\166\116\041

\052\155\204\100\205\116\166\231\174\202\363\363\267\002\131\324

\046\001\033\216\337\255\123\006\321\256\030\335\342\262\072\313

\327\210\070\216\254\133\051\271\031\323\230\371\030\003\317\110

\202\206\146\013\033\151\017\311\353\070\210\172\046\032\005\114

\222\327\044\324\226\362\254\122\055\243\107\325\122\366\077\376

\316\204\006\160\246\252\076\242\362\266\126\064\030\127\242\344

\201\155\347\312\360\152\323\307\221\153\002\203\101\174\025\357

\153\232\144\136\343\320\074\345\261\353\173\135\206\373\313\346

\167\111\315\243\145\334\367\271\234\270\344\013\137\223\317\314

\060\032\062\034\316\034\143\225\245\371\352\341\164\213\236\351

\053\251\060\173\240\030\037\016\030\013\345\133\251\323\321\154

\036\007\147\217\221\113\251\212\274\322\146\252\223\001\210\262

\221\372\061\134\325\246\301\122\010\011\315\012\143\242\323\042

\246\350\241\331\071\006\227\365\156\215\002\220\214\024\173\077

\200\315\033\234\272\304\130\162\043\257\266\126\237\306\172\102

\063\051\007\077\202\311\346\037\005\015\315\114\050\066\213\323

\310\076\034\306\210\357\136\356\211\144\351\035\353\332\211\176

\062\246\151\321\335\314\210\237\321\320\311\146\041\334\006\147

\305\224\172\232\155\142\114\175\314\340\144\200\262\236\107\216

\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\210\150\277\340\216\065\304\073\070\153
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\142\367\050\073\204\201\310\014\327\115\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\073\002

\215\313\074\060\350\156\240\255\362\163\263\137\236\045\023\004

\005\323\366\343\213\273\013\171\316\123\336\344\226\305\321\257

\163\274\325\303\320\100\125\174\100\177\315\033\137\011\325\362

\174\237\150\035\273\135\316\172\071\302\214\326\230\173\305\203

\125\250\325\175\100\312\340\036\367\211\136\143\135\241\023\302

\135\212\266\212\174\000\363\043\303\355\205\137\161\166\360\150

\143\252\105\041\071\110\141\170\066\334\361\103\223\324\045\307

\362\200\145\341\123\002\165\121\374\172\072\357\067\253\204\050

\127\014\330\324\324\231\126\154\343\242\376\131\204\264\061\350

\063\370\144\224\224\121\227\253\071\305\113\355\332\335\200\013

\157\174\051\015\304\216\212\162\015\347\123\024\262\140\101\075

\204\221\061\150\075\047\104\333\345\336\364\372\143\105\310\114

\076\230\365\077\101\272\116\313\067\015\272\146\230\361\335\313

\237\134\367\124\066\202\153\054\274\023\141\227\102\370\170\273

\314\310\242\237\312\360\150\275\153\035\262\337\215\157\007\235

\332\216\147\307\107\036\312\271\277\052\102\221\267\143\123\146

\361\102\243\341\364\132\115\130\153\265\344\244\063\255\134\160

\035\334\340\362\353\163\024\221\232\003\301\352\000\145\274\007

\374\317\022\021\042\054\256\240\275\072\340\242\052\330\131\351

\051\323\030\065\244\254\021\137\031\265\265\033\377\042\112\134

\306\172\344\027\357\040\251\247\364\077\255\212\247\232\004\045

\235\016\312\067\346\120\375\214\102\051\004\232\354\271\317\113

\162\275\342\010\066\257\043\057\142\345\312\001\323\160\333\174

\202\043\054\026\061\014\306\066\007\220\172\261\037\147\130\304

\073\130\131\211\260\214\214\120\263\330\206\313\150\243\304\012

\347\151\113\040\316\301\036\126\113\225\251\043\150\330\060\330

\303\353\260\125\121\315\345\375\053\270\365\273\021\237\123\124

\366\064\031\214\171\011\066\312\141\027\045\027\013\202\230\163

\014\167\164\303\325\015\307\250\022\114\307\247\124\161\107\056

\054\032\175\311\343\053\073\110\336\047\204\247\143\066\263\175

\217\240\144\071\044\015\075\173\207\257\146\134\164\033\113\163

\262\345\214\360\206\231\270\345\305\337\204\301\267\353

END

 

#

 Trust for Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\301\167\313\113\340\264\046\216\365\307\317\105\231\042\271\260

\316\272\041\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\244\325\314\272\264\373\243\131\343\346\001\335\123\331\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA2"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061
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\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056

\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036

\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\036

\027\015\060\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\027

\015\062\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\060\135

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054

\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\025

\071\122\261\122\263\272\305\131\202\304\135\122\256\072\103\145

\200\113\307\362\226\274\333\066\227\326\246\144\214\250\136\360

\343\012\034\367\337\227\075\113\256\366\135\354\041\265\101\253

\315\271\176\166\237\276\371\076\066\064\240\073\301\366\061\021

\105\164\223\075\127\200\305\371\211\231\312\345\253\152\324\265

\332\101\220\020\301\326\326\102\211\302\277\364\070\022\225\114

\124\005\367\066\344\105\203\173\024\145\326\334\014\115\321\336

\176\014\253\073\304\025\276\072\126\246\132\157\166\151\122\251

\172\271\310\353\152\232\135\122\320\055\012\153\065\026\011\020

\204\320\152\312\072\006\000\067\107\344\176\127\117\077\213\353
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\147\270\210\252\305\276\123\125\262\221\304\175\271\260\205\031

\006\170\056\333\141\032\372\205\365\112\221\241\347\026\325\216

\242\071\337\224\270\160\037\050\077\213\374\100\136\143\203\074

\203\052\032\231\153\317\336\131\152\073\374\157\026\327\037\375

\112\020\353\116\202\026\072\254\047\014\123\361\255\325\044\260

\153\003\120\301\055\074\026\335\104\064\047\032\165\373\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\012\205\251\167\145\005\230\174\100\201\370\017\227\054

\070\361\012\354\074\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\114\072\243\104\254

\271\105\261\307\223\176\310\013\012\102\337\144\352\034\356\131

\154\010\272\211\137\152\312\112\225\236\172\217\007\305\332\105

\162\202\161\016\072\322\314\157\247\264\241\043\273\366\044\237

\313\027\376\214\246\316\302\322\333\314\215\374\161\374\003\051

\301\154\135\063\137\144\266\145\073\211\157\030\166\170\365\334

\242\110\037\031\077\216\223\353\361\372\027\356\315\116\343\004

\022\125\326\345\344\335\373\076\005\174\342\035\136\306\247\274

\227\117\150\072\365\351\056\012\103\266\257\127\134\142\150\174

\267\375\243\212\204\240\254\142\276\053\011\207\064\360\152\001

\273\233\051\126\074\376\000\067\317\043\154\361\116\252\266\164

\106\022\154\221\356\064\325\354\232\221\347\104\276\220\061\162

\325\111\002\366\002\345\364\037\353\174\331\226\125\251\377\354

\212\371\231\107\377\065\132\002\252\004\313\212\133\207\161\051

\221\275\244\264\172\015\275\232\365\127\043\000\007\041\027\077

\112\071\321\005\111\013\247\266\067\201\245\135\214\252\063\136

\201\050\174\247\175\047\353\000\256\215\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA2"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\073\214\362\370\020\263\175\170\264\316\354\031\031\303\163

\064\271\307\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\071\175\244\016\125\131\262\077\326\101\261\022\120\336\103

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062
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\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\273\060\202\003\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\127

\012\021\227\102\304\343\314\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005

\115\151\154\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060

\063\063\065\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\003\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164

\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\071\062\062\061\061\062

\062\060\062\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\062\062\061\061\062\062

\060\062\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154

\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164

\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065

\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156

\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\247\306\304\245\051\244\054\357\345\030\305\260\120\243\157

\121\073\237\012\132\311\302\110\070\012\302\034\240\030\177\221

\265\207\271\100\077\335\035\150\037\010\203\325\055\036\210\240

\370\217\126\217\155\231\002\222\220\026\325\137\010\154\211\327

\341\254\274\040\302\261\340\203\121\212\151\115\000\226\132\157

\057\300\104\176\243\016\344\221\315\130\356\334\373\307\036\105

\107\335\047\271\010\001\237\246\041\035\365\101\055\057\114\375

\050\255\340\212\255\042\264\126\145\216\206\124\217\223\103\051

\336\071\106\170\243\060\043\272\315\360\175\023\127\300\135\322
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\203\153\110\114\304\253\237\200\132\133\072\275\311\247\042\077

\200\047\063\133\016\267\212\014\135\007\067\010\313\154\322\172

\107\042\104\065\305\314\314\056\216\335\052\355\267\175\146\015

\137\141\121\042\125\033\343\106\343\343\075\320\065\142\232\333

\257\024\310\133\241\314\211\033\341\060\046\374\240\233\037\201

\247\107\037\004\353\243\071\222\006\237\231\323\277\323\352\117

\120\234\031\376\226\207\036\074\145\366\243\030\044\203\206\020

\347\124\076\250\072\166\044\117\201\041\305\343\017\002\370\223

\224\107\040\273\376\324\016\323\150\271\335\304\172\204\202\343

\123\124\171\335\333\234\322\362\007\233\056\266\274\076\355\205

\155\357\045\021\362\227\032\102\141\367\112\227\350\213\261\020

\007\372\145\201\262\242\071\317\367\074\377\030\373\306\361\132

\213\131\342\002\254\173\222\320\116\024\117\131\105\366\014\136

\050\137\260\350\077\105\317\317\257\233\157\373\204\323\167\132

\225\157\254\224\204\236\356\274\300\112\217\112\223\370\104\041

\342\061\105\141\120\116\020\330\343\065\174\114\031\264\336\005

\277\243\006\237\310\265\315\344\037\327\027\006\015\172\225\164

\125\015\150\032\374\020\033\142\144\235\155\340\225\240\303\224

\007\127\015\024\346\275\005\373\270\237\346\337\213\342\306\347

\176\226\366\123\305\200\064\120\050\130\360\022\120\161\027\060

\272\346\170\143\274\364\262\255\233\053\262\376\341\071\214\136

\272\013\040\224\336\173\203\270\377\343\126\215\267\021\351\073

\214\362\261\301\135\235\244\013\114\053\331\262\030\365\265\237

\113\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355\211\363

\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355

\211\363\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\013

\173\162\207\300\140\246\111\114\210\130\346\035\210\367\024\144

\110\246\330\130\012\016\117\023\065\337\065\035\324\355\006\061

\310\201\076\152\325\335\073\032\062\356\220\075\021\322\056\364

\216\303\143\056\043\146\260\147\276\157\266\300\023\071\140\252

\242\064\045\223\165\122\336\247\235\255\016\207\211\122\161\152

\026\074\031\035\203\370\232\051\145\276\364\077\232\331\360\363

\132\207\041\161\200\115\313\340\070\233\077\273\372\340\060\115

\317\206\323\145\020\031\030\321\227\002\261\053\162\102\150\254

\240\275\116\132\332\030\277\153\230\201\320\375\232\276\136\025

\110\315\021\025\271\300\051\134\264\350\210\367\076\066\256\267

\142\375\036\142\336\160\170\020\034\110\133\332\274\244\070\272

\147\355\125\076\136\127\337\324\003\100\114\201\244\322\117\143

\247\011\102\011\024\374\000\251\302\200\163\117\056\300\100\331

\021\173\110\352\172\002\300\323\353\050\001\046\130\164\301\300

\163\042\155\223\225\375\071\175\273\052\343\366\202\343\054\227

\137\116\037\221\224\372\376\054\243\330\166\032\270\115\262\070

\117\233\372\035\110\140\171\046\342\363\375\251\320\232\350\160
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\217\111\172\326\345\275\012\016\333\055\363\215\277\353\343\244

\175\313\307\225\161\350\332\243\174\305\302\370\164\222\004\033

\206\254\244\042\123\100\266\254\376\114\166\317\373\224\062\300

\065\237\166\077\156\345\220\156\240\246\046\242\270\054\276\321

\053\205\375\247\150\310\272\001\053\261\154\164\035\270\163\225

\347\356\267\307\045\360\000\114\000\262\176\266\013\213\034\363

\300\120\236\045\271\340\010\336\066\146\377\067\245\321\273\124

\144\054\311\047\265\113\222\176\145\377\323\055\341\271\116\274

\177\244\101\041\220\101\167\246\071\037\352\236\343\237\320\146

\157\005\354\252\166\176\277\153\026\240\353\265\307\374\222\124

\057\053\021\047\045\067\170\114\121\152\260\363\314\130\135\024

\361\152\110\025\377\302\007\266\261\215\017\216\134\120\106\263

\075\277\001\230\117\262\131\124\107\076\064\173\170\155\126\223

\056\163\352\146\050\170\315\035\024\277\240\217\057\056\270\056

\216\362\024\212\314\351\265\174\373\154\235\014\245\341\226

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\163\263\207\006\132\050\204\212\362\363\112\316\031\053\335

\307\216\234\254

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\301\015\117\007\243\033\303\376\126\075\004\274\021\366\246

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062
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\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 2 Root

 CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\327\307\136\367\301\007\324\167\373\103\041\364\364\365\151\344

\356\062\001\333\243\206\037\344\131\015\272\347\165\203\122\353

\352\034\141\025\110\273\035\007\312\214\256\260\334\226\235\352

\303\140\222\206\202\050\163\234\126\006\377\113\144\360\014\052

\067\111\265\345\317\014\174\356\361\112\273\163\060\145\363\325

\057\203\266\176\343\347\365\236\253\140\371\323\361\235\222\164

\212\344\034\226\254\133\200\351\265\364\061\207\243\121\374\307

\176\241\157\216\123\167\324\227\301\125\063\222\076\030\057\165

\324\255\206\111\313\225\257\124\006\154\330\006\023\215\133\377

\341\046\031\131\300\044\272\201\161\171\220\104\120\150\044\224

\137\270\263\021\361\051\101\141\243\101\313\043\066\325\301\361

\062\120\020\116\177\364\206\223\354\204\323\216\274\113\277\134

\001\116\007\075\334\024\212\224\012\244\352\163\373\013\121\350

\023\007\030\372\016\361\053\321\124\025\175\074\341\367\264\031

\102\147\142\136\167\340\242\125\354\266\331\151\027\325\072\257

\104\355\112\305\236\344\172\047\174\345\165\327\252\313\045\347

\337\153\012\333\017\115\223\116\250\240\315\173\056\362\131\001

\152\267\015\270\007\201\176\213\070\033\070\346\012\127\231\075

\356\041\350\243\365\014\026\335\213\354\064\216\234\052\034\000

\025\027\215\150\203\322\160\237\030\010\315\021\150\325\311\153

\122\315\304\106\217\334\265\363\330\127\163\036\351\224\071\004

\277\323\336\070\336\264\123\354\151\034\242\176\304\217\344\033

\160\255\362\242\371\373\367\026\144\146\151\237\111\121\242\342

\025\030\147\006\112\177\325\154\265\115\263\063\340\141\353\135

\276\351\230\017\062\327\035\113\074\056\132\001\122\221\011\362

\337\352\215\330\006\100\143\252\021\344\376\303\067\236\024\122

\077\364\342\314\362\141\223\321\375\147\153\327\122\256\277\150

\253\100\103\240\127\065\123\170\360\123\370\141\102\007\144\306

\327\157\233\114\070\015\143\254\142\257\066\213\242\163\012\015

\365\041\275\164\252\115\352\162\003\111\333\307\137\035\142\143
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\307\375\335\221\354\063\356\365\155\264\156\060\150\336\310\326

\046\260\165\136\173\264\007\040\230\241\166\062\270\115\154\117

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\311\200\167\340\142\222\202\365\106\234\363

\272\367\114\303\336\270\243\255\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\123\137\041

\365\272\260\072\122\071\054\222\260\154\000\311\357\316\040\357

\006\362\226\236\351\244\164\177\172\026\374\267\365\266\373\025

\033\077\253\246\300\162\135\020\261\161\356\274\117\343\255\254

\003\155\056\161\056\257\304\343\255\243\275\014\021\247\264\377

\112\262\173\020\020\037\247\127\101\262\300\256\364\054\131\326

\107\020\210\363\041\121\051\060\312\140\206\257\106\253\035\355

\072\133\260\224\336\104\343\101\010\242\301\354\035\326\375\117

\266\326\107\320\024\013\312\346\312\265\173\167\176\101\037\136

\203\307\266\214\071\226\260\077\226\201\101\157\140\220\342\350

\371\373\042\161\331\175\263\075\106\277\264\204\257\220\034\017

\217\022\152\257\357\356\036\172\256\002\112\212\027\053\166\376

\254\124\211\044\054\117\077\266\262\247\116\214\250\221\227\373

\051\306\173\134\055\271\313\146\266\267\250\133\022\121\205\265

\011\176\142\170\160\376\251\152\140\266\035\016\171\014\375\312

\352\044\200\162\303\227\077\362\167\253\103\042\012\307\353\266

\014\204\202\054\200\153\101\212\010\300\353\245\153\337\231\022

\313\212\325\136\200\014\221\340\046\010\066\110\305\372\070\021

\065\377\045\203\055\362\172\277\332\375\216\376\245\313\105\054

\037\304\210\123\256\167\016\331\232\166\305\216\054\035\243\272

\325\354\062\256\300\252\254\367\321\172\115\353\324\007\342\110

\367\042\216\260\244\237\152\316\216\262\262\140\364\243\042\320

\043\353\224\132\172\151\335\017\277\100\127\254\153\131\120\331

\243\231\341\156\376\215\001\171\047\043\025\336\222\235\173\011

\115\132\347\113\110\060\132\030\346\012\155\346\217\340\322\273

\346\337\174\156\041\202\301\150\071\115\264\230\130\146\142\314

\112\220\136\303\372\047\004\261\171\025\164\231\314\276\255\040

\336\046\140\034\353\126\121\246\243\352\344\243\077\247\377\141

\334\361\132\115\154\062\043\103\356\254\250\356\356\112\022\011

\074\135\161\302\276\171\372\302\207\150\035\013\375\134\151\314

\006\320\232\175\124\231\052\311\071\032\031\257\113\052\103\363

\143\135\132\130\342\057\343\035\344\251\326\320\012\320\236\277

\327\201\011\361\311\307\046\015\254\230\026\126\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO
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# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\012\165\164\336\207\012\107\376\130\356\366\307\153\353\306

\013\022\100\231

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\247\322\376\105\373\144\132\250\131\220\233\170\104\233\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58

 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\245\332\012\225\026\120\343\225\362\136\235\166\061\006\062\172

\233\361\020\166\270\000\232\265\122\066\315\044\107\260\237\030

\144\274\232\366\372\325\171\330\220\142\114\042\057\336\070\075

\326\340\250\351\034\054\333\170\021\351\216\150\121\025\162\307

\363\063\207\344\240\135\013\134\340\127\007\052\060\365\315\304

\067\167\050\115\030\221\346\277\325\122\375\161\055\160\076\347

\306\304\212\343\360\050\013\364\166\230\241\213\207\125\262\072
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\023\374\267\076\047\067\216\042\343\250\117\052\357\140\273\075

\267\071\303\016\001\107\231\135\022\117\333\103\372\127\241\355

\371\235\276\021\107\046\133\023\230\253\135\026\212\260\067\034

\127\235\105\377\210\226\066\277\273\312\007\173\157\207\143\327

\320\062\152\326\135\154\014\361\263\156\071\342\153\061\056\071

\000\047\024\336\070\300\354\031\146\206\022\350\235\162\026\023

\144\122\307\251\067\034\375\202\060\355\204\030\035\364\256\134

\377\160\023\000\353\261\365\063\172\113\326\125\370\005\215\113

\151\260\365\263\050\066\134\024\304\121\163\115\153\013\361\064

\007\333\027\071\327\334\050\173\153\365\237\363\056\301\117\027

\052\020\363\314\312\350\353\375\153\253\056\232\237\055\202\156

\004\324\122\001\223\055\075\206\374\176\374\337\357\102\035\246

\153\357\271\040\306\367\275\240\247\225\375\247\346\211\044\330

\314\214\064\154\342\043\057\331\022\032\041\271\125\221\157\013

\221\171\031\014\255\100\210\013\160\342\172\322\016\330\150\110

\273\202\023\071\020\130\351\330\052\007\306\022\333\130\333\322

\073\125\020\107\005\025\147\142\176\030\143\246\106\077\011\016

\124\062\136\277\015\142\172\047\357\200\350\333\331\113\006\132

\067\132\045\320\010\022\167\324\157\011\120\227\075\310\035\303

\337\214\105\060\126\306\323\144\253\146\363\300\136\226\234\303

\304\357\303\174\153\213\072\171\177\263\111\317\075\342\211\237

\240\060\113\205\271\234\224\044\171\217\175\153\251\105\150\017

\053\320\361\332\034\313\151\270\312\111\142\155\310\320\143\142

\335\140\017\130\252\217\241\274\005\245\146\242\317\033\166\262

\204\144\261\114\071\122\300\060\272\360\214\113\002\260\266\267

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\107\270\315\377\345\157\356\370\262\354\057

\116\016\371\045\260\216\074\153\303\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\000\040\043

\101\065\004\220\302\100\142\140\357\342\065\114\327\077\254\342

\064\220\270\241\157\166\372\026\026\244\110\067\054\351\220\302

\362\074\370\012\237\330\201\345\273\133\332\045\054\244\247\125

\161\044\062\366\310\013\362\274\152\370\223\254\262\007\302\137

\237\333\314\310\212\252\276\152\157\341\111\020\314\061\327\200

\273\273\310\330\242\016\144\127\352\242\365\302\251\061\025\322

\040\152\354\374\042\001\050\317\206\270\200\036\251\314\021\245

\074\362\026\263\107\235\374\322\200\041\304\313\320\107\160\101

\241\312\203\031\010\054\155\362\135\167\234\212\024\023\324\066

\034\222\360\345\006\067\334\246\346\220\233\070\217\134\153\033

\106\206\103\102\137\076\001\007\123\124\135\145\175\367\212\163

\241\232\124\132\037\051\103\024\047\302\205\017\265\210\173\032

\073\224\267\035\140\247\265\234\347\051\151\127\132\233\223\172

\103\060\033\003\327\142\310\100\246\252\374\144\344\112\327\221

\123\001\250\040\210\156\234\137\104\271\313\140\201\064\354\157

\323\175\332\110\137\353\264\220\274\055\251\034\013\254\034\325

\242\150\040\200\004\326\374\261\217\057\273\112\061\015\112\206
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\034\353\342\066\051\046\365\332\330\304\362\165\141\317\176\256

\166\143\112\172\100\145\223\207\370\036\200\214\206\345\206\326

\217\016\374\123\054\140\350\026\141\032\242\076\103\173\315\071

\140\124\152\365\362\211\046\001\150\203\110\242\063\350\311\004

\221\262\021\064\021\076\352\320\103\031\037\003\223\220\014\377

\121\075\127\364\101\156\341\313\240\276\353\311\143\315\155\314

\344\370\066\252\150\235\355\275\135\227\160\104\015\266\016\065

\334\341\014\135\273\240\121\224\313\176\026\353\021\057\243\222

\105\310\114\161\331\274\311\231\122\127\106\057\120\317\275\065

\151\364\075\025\316\006\245\054\017\076\366\201\272\224\273\303

\273\277\145\170\322\206\171\377\111\073\032\203\014\360\336\170

\354\310\362\115\114\032\336\202\051\370\301\132\332\355\356\346

\047\136\350\105\320\235\034\121\250\150\253\104\343\320\213\152

\343\370\073\273\334\115\327\144\362\121\276\346\252\253\132\351

\061\356\006\274\163\277\023\142\012\237\307\271\227

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

#

 Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\372\367\372\146\204\354\006\217\024\120\275\307\302\201\245

\274\251\144\127

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\075\073\030\236\054\144\132\350\325\210\316\016\371\067\302\354

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163
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\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060
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\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\062\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142

\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\275\165\223\360\142\042

\157\044\256\340\172\166\254\175\275\331\044\325\270\267\374\315

\360\102\340\353\170\210\126\136\233\232\124\035\115\014\212\366

\323\317\160\364\122\265\330\223\004\343\106\206\161\101\112\053

\360\052\054\125\003\326\110\303\340\071\070\355\362\134\074\077

\104\274\223\075\141\253\116\315\015\276\360\040\047\130\016\104

\177\004\032\207\245\327\226\024\066\220\320\111\173\241\165\373

\032\153\163\261\370\316\251\011\054\362\123\325\303\024\104\270

\206\245\366\213\053\071\332\243\063\124\331\372\162\032\367\042

\025\034\210\221\153\177\146\345\303\152\200\260\044\363\337\206

\105\210\375\031\177\165\207\037\037\261\033\012\163\044\133\271

\145\340\054\124\310\140\323\146\027\077\341\314\124\063\163\221

\002\072\246\177\173\166\071\242\037\226\266\070\256\265\310\223

\164\035\236\271\264\345\140\235\057\126\321\340\353\136\133\114

\022\160\014\154\104\040\253\021\330\364\031\366\322\234\122\067
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\347\372\266\302\061\073\112\324\024\231\255\307\032\365\135\137

\372\007\270\174\015\037\326\203\036\263\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\265

\003\367\166\073\141\202\152\022\252\030\123\353\003\041\224\277

\376\316\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\126\075\357\224\325\275\332\163\262

\130\276\256\220\255\230\047\227\376\001\261\260\122\000\270\115

\344\033\041\164\033\176\300\356\136\151\052\045\257\134\326\035

\332\322\171\311\363\227\051\340\206\207\336\004\131\017\361\131

\324\144\205\113\231\257\045\004\036\311\106\251\227\336\202\262

\033\160\237\234\366\257\161\061\335\173\005\245\054\323\271\312

\107\366\312\362\366\347\255\271\110\077\274\026\267\301\155\364

\352\011\257\354\363\265\347\005\236\246\036\212\123\121\326\223

\201\314\164\223\366\271\332\246\045\005\164\171\132\176\100\076

\202\113\046\021\060\156\341\077\101\307\107\000\065\325\365\323

\367\124\076\201\075\332\111\152\232\263\357\020\075\346\353\157

\321\310\042\107\313\314\317\001\061\222\331\030\343\042\276\011

\036\032\076\132\262\344\153\014\124\172\175\103\116\270\211\245

\173\327\242\075\226\206\314\362\046\064\055\152\222\235\232\032

\320\060\342\135\116\004\260\137\213\040\176\167\301\075\225\202

\321\106\232\073\074\170\270\157\241\320\015\144\242\170\036\051

\116\223\303\244\124\024\133

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

 FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\125\246\162\076\313\362\354\315\303\043\164\160\031\235\052\276
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\021\343\201\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\373\100\250\116\071\222\212\035\376\216\057\304\047\352\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154
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\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\063\060\202\003\033\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\363\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070

\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070\132

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\323\262\112\317\172\107\357\165\233\043\372\072\057\326\120\105

\211\065\072\306\153\333\376\333\000\150\250\340\003\021\035\067

\120\010\237\115\112\150\224\065\263\123\321\224\143\247\040\126

\257\336\121\170\354\052\075\363\110\110\120\076\012\337\106\125

\213\047\155\303\020\115\015\221\122\103\330\207\340\135\116\066

\265\041\312\137\071\100\004\137\133\176\314\243\306\053\251\100

\036\331\066\204\326\110\363\222\036\064\106\040\044\301\244\121

\216\112\032\357\120\077\151\135\031\177\105\303\307\001\217\121

\311\043\350\162\256\264\274\126\011\177\022\313\034\261\257\051

\220\012\311\125\314\017\323\264\032\355\107\065\132\112\355\234

\163\004\041\320\252\275\014\023\265\000\312\046\154\304\153\014

\224\132\225\224\332\120\232\361\377\245\053\146\061\244\311\070

\240\337\035\037\270\011\056\363\247\350\147\122\253\225\037\340

\106\076\330\244\303\312\132\305\061\200\350\110\232\237\224\151

\376\031\335\330\163\174\201\312\226\336\216\355\263\062\005\145

\204\064\346\346\375\127\020\265\137\166\277\057\260\020\015\305

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035
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\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\375\332\024\304\237\060\336

\041\275\036\102\071\374\253\143\043\111\340\361\204\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\323

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\313\060\201\310\060\201\200\240\176

\240\174\206\172\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143

\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157

\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062

\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117

\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054

\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\103

\240\101\240\077\206\075\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154

\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154

\141\163\163\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\177\227\333\060\310\337\244\234\175

\041\172\200\160\316\024\022\151\210\024\225\140\104\001\254\262

\351\060\117\233\120\302\146\330\176\215\060\265\160\061\351\342

\151\307\363\160\333\040\025\206\320\015\360\276\254\001\165\204

\316\176\237\115\277\267\140\073\234\363\312\035\342\136\150\330

\243\235\227\345\100\140\322\066\041\376\320\264\270\027\332\164

\243\177\324\337\260\230\002\254\157\153\153\054\045\044\162\241

\145\356\045\132\345\346\062\347\362\337\253\111\372\363\220\151

\043\333\004\331\347\134\130\374\145\324\227\276\314\374\056\012

\314\045\052\065\004\370\140\221\025\165\075\101\377\043\037\031

\310\154\353\202\123\004\246\344\114\042\115\215\214\272\316\133

\163\354\144\124\120\155\321\234\125\373\151\303\066\303\214\274

\074\205\246\153\012\046\015\340\223\230\140\256\176\306\044\227

\212\141\137\221\216\146\222\011\207\066\315\213\233\055\076\366

\121\324\120\324\131\050\275\203\362\314\050\173\123\206\155\330

\046\210\160\327\352\221\315\076\271\312\300\220\156\132\306\136

\164\145\327\134\376\243\342

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\350\253\260\066\025\063\373\200\367\233\033\155\051\323\377

\215\137\000\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\340\045\151\215\107\254\234\211\065\220\367\375\121\075\057

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\103\060\202\003\053\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\364\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062

\060\060\071\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065

\060\064\066\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065\060

\064\066\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124

\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126

\040\062\060\060\071\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\231\361\204\064\160\272\057\267\060\240

\216\275\174\004\317\276\142\274\231\375\202\227\322\172\012\147

\226\070\011\366\020\116\225\042\163\231\215\332\025\055\347\005

\374\031\163\042\267\216\230\000\274\074\075\254\241\154\373\326

\171\045\113\255\360\314\144\332\210\076\051\270\017\011\323\064

\335\063\365\142\321\341\315\031\351\356\030\117\114\130\256\342

\036\326\014\133\025\132\330\072\270\304\030\144\036\343\063\262

\265\211\167\116\014\277\331\224\153\023\227\157\022\243\376\231

\251\004\314\025\354\140\150\066\355\010\173\267\365\277\223\355

\146\061\203\214\306\161\064\207\116\027\352\257\213\221\215\034

\126\101\256\042\067\136\067\362\035\331\321\055\015\057\151\121
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\247\276\146\246\212\072\052\275\307\032\261\341\024\360\276\072

\035\271\317\133\261\152\376\264\261\106\040\242\373\036\073\160

\357\223\230\175\214\163\226\362\305\357\205\160\255\051\046\374

\036\004\076\034\240\330\017\313\122\203\142\174\356\213\123\225

\220\251\127\242\352\141\005\330\371\115\304\047\372\156\255\355

\371\327\121\367\153\245\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\044\060

\202\001\040\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323

\224\212\114\142\023\052\031\056\314\257\162\212\175\066\327\232

\034\334\147\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\201\335\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\325\060\201

\322\060\201\207\240\201\204\240\201\201\206\177\154\144\141\160

\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141

\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045

\062\060\105\126\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117\075\104\055

\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104

\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166

\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\106\240\104\240

\102\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154\141\163\163

\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\145\166\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\355\173\132\074\244\224\210\357

\032\021\165\007\057\263\376\074\372\036\121\046\353\207\366\051

\336\340\361\324\306\044\011\351\301\317\125\033\264\060\331\316

\032\376\006\121\246\025\244\055\357\262\113\277\040\050\045\111

\321\246\066\167\064\350\144\337\122\261\021\307\163\172\315\071

\236\302\255\214\161\041\362\132\153\257\337\074\116\125\257\262

\204\145\024\211\271\167\313\052\061\276\317\243\155\317\157\110

\224\062\106\157\347\161\214\240\246\204\031\067\007\362\003\105

\011\053\206\165\174\337\137\151\127\000\333\156\330\246\162\042

\113\120\324\165\230\126\337\267\030\377\103\103\120\256\172\104

\173\360\171\121\327\103\075\247\323\201\323\360\311\117\271\332

\306\227\206\320\202\303\344\102\155\376\260\342\144\116\016\046

\347\100\064\046\265\010\211\327\010\143\143\070\047\165\036\063

\352\156\250\335\237\231\117\164\115\201\211\200\113\335\232\227

\051\134\057\276\201\101\271\214\377\352\175\140\006\236\315\327

\075\323\056\243\025\274\250\346\046\345\157\303\334\270\003\041

\352\237\026\361\054\124\265

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\311\033\013\225\264\020\230\102\372\320\330\042\171\376\140

\372\271\026\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\306\103\054\136\055\315\304\064\300\120\117\021\002\117\266

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CA Disig Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu

 Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\151\060\202\003\121\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023

\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151

\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\062\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040

\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103

\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\242\243\304\000\011\326\205\135\055\155\024\366\302\303\163\236
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\065\302\161\125\176\201\373\253\106\120\340\301\174\111\170\346

\253\171\130\074\332\377\174\034\237\330\227\002\170\076\153\101

\004\351\101\275\276\003\054\105\366\057\144\324\253\135\243\107

\075\144\233\351\150\232\306\314\033\077\272\276\262\213\064\002

\056\230\125\031\374\214\157\252\137\332\114\316\115\003\041\243

\330\322\064\223\126\226\313\114\014\000\026\074\137\032\315\310

\307\154\246\255\323\061\247\274\350\345\341\146\326\322\373\003

\264\101\145\311\020\256\016\005\143\306\200\152\151\060\375\322

\356\220\357\015\047\337\237\225\163\364\341\045\332\154\026\336

\101\070\064\352\213\374\321\350\004\024\141\055\101\176\254\307

\167\116\313\121\124\373\136\222\030\033\004\132\150\306\311\304

\372\267\023\240\230\267\021\053\267\326\127\314\174\236\027\321

\313\045\376\206\116\044\056\126\014\170\115\236\001\022\246\053

\247\001\145\156\174\142\035\204\204\337\352\300\153\265\245\052

\225\203\303\123\021\014\163\035\013\262\106\220\321\102\072\316

\100\156\225\255\377\306\224\255\156\227\204\216\175\157\236\212

\200\015\111\155\163\342\173\222\036\303\363\301\363\353\056\005

\157\331\033\317\067\166\004\310\264\132\344\027\247\313\335\166

\037\320\031\166\350\054\005\263\326\234\064\330\226\334\141\207

\221\005\344\104\010\063\301\332\271\010\145\324\256\262\066\015

\353\272\070\272\014\345\233\236\353\215\146\335\231\317\326\211

\101\366\004\222\212\051\051\155\153\072\034\347\165\175\002\161

\016\363\300\347\275\313\031\335\235\140\262\302\146\140\266\261

\004\356\311\346\206\271\232\146\100\250\347\021\355\201\105\003

\213\366\147\131\350\301\006\021\275\335\317\200\002\117\145\100

\170\134\107\120\310\233\346\037\201\173\344\104\250\133\205\232

\342\336\132\325\307\371\072\104\146\113\344\062\124\174\344\154

\234\263\016\075\027\242\262\064\022\326\176\262\250\111\273\321

\172\050\100\276\242\026\037\337\344\067\037\021\163\373\220\012

\145\103\242\015\174\370\006\001\125\063\175\260\015\270\364\365

\256\245\102\127\174\066\021\214\173\136\304\003\235\214\171\235

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\265\231\370\257\260\224\365\343\040\326\012

\255\316\116\126\244\056\156\102\355\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\046\006\136

\160\347\145\063\310\202\156\331\234\027\072\033\172\146\262\001

\366\170\073\151\136\057\352\377\116\371\050\303\230\052\141\114

\264\044\022\212\175\155\021\024\367\234\265\312\346\274\236\047

\216\114\031\310\251\275\172\300\327\066\016\155\205\162\156\250

\306\242\155\366\372\163\143\177\274\156\171\010\034\235\212\237

\032\212\123\246\330\273\331\065\125\261\021\305\251\003\263\126

\073\271\204\223\042\136\176\301\366\022\122\213\352\054\147\274

\376\066\114\365\270\317\321\263\111\222\073\323\051\016\231\033

\226\367\141\270\073\304\053\266\170\154\264\043\157\360\375\323

\262\136\165\037\231\225\250\254\366\332\341\305\061\173\373\321

\106\263\322\274\147\264\142\124\272\011\367\143\260\223\242\232
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\371\351\122\056\213\140\022\253\374\365\140\126\357\020\134\213

\304\032\102\334\203\133\144\016\313\265\274\326\117\301\174\074

\156\215\023\155\373\173\353\060\320\334\115\257\305\325\266\245

\114\133\161\311\350\061\276\350\070\006\110\241\032\342\352\322

\336\022\071\130\032\377\200\016\202\165\346\267\311\007\154\016

\357\377\070\361\230\161\304\267\177\016\025\320\045\151\275\042

\235\053\355\005\366\106\107\254\355\300\360\324\073\342\354\356

\226\133\220\023\116\036\126\072\353\260\357\226\273\226\043\021

\272\362\103\206\164\144\225\310\050\165\337\035\065\272\322\067

\203\070\123\070\066\073\317\154\351\371\153\016\320\373\004\350

\117\167\327\145\001\170\206\014\172\076\041\142\361\177\143\161

\014\311\237\104\333\250\047\242\165\276\156\201\076\327\300\353

\033\230\017\160\134\064\262\212\314\300\205\030\353\156\172\263

\367\132\241\007\277\251\102\222\363\140\042\227\344\024\241\007

\233\116\166\300\216\175\375\244\045\307\107\355\377\037\163\254

\314\303\245\351\157\012\216\233\145\302\120\205\265\243\240\123

\022\314\125\207\141\363\201\256\020\106\141\275\104\041\270\302

\075\164\317\176\044\065\372\034\007\016\233\075\042\312\357\061

\057\214\254\022\275\357\100\050\374\051\147\237\262\023\117\146

\044\304\123\031\351\036\051\025\357\346\155\260\177\055\147\375

\363\154\033\165\106\243\345\112\027\351\244\327\013

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CA Disig Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\141\353\352\244\336\344\045\113\151\032\230\245\127\107\302

\064\307\331\161

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\001\373\330\047\247\027\232\105\124\070\032\103\001\073\003

END
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CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ACCVRAIZ1"

#

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006
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\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\323\060\202\005\273\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\136

\303\267\246\103\177\244\340\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004

\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036\027\015\061\061

\060\065\060\065\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\027\015\063\060\061

\062\063\061\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\060\102\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103

\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103

\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\233

\251\253\277\141\112\227\257\057\227\146\232\164\137\320\331\226

\375\317\342\344\146\357\037\037\107\063\302\104\243\337\232\336

\037\265\124\335\025\174\151\065\021\157\273\310\014\216\152\030

\036\330\217\331\026\274\020\110\066\134\360\143\263\220\132\134

\044\067\327\243\326\313\011\161\271\361\001\162\204\260\175\333

\115\200\315\374\323\157\311\370\332\266\016\202\322\105\205\250

\033\150\250\075\350\364\104\154\275\241\302\313\003\276\214\076

\023\000\204\337\112\110\300\343\042\012\350\351\067\247\030\114

\261\011\015\043\126\177\004\115\331\027\204\030\245\310\332\100

\224\163\353\316\016\127\074\003\201\072\235\012\241\127\103\151

\254\127\155\171\220\170\345\265\264\073\330\274\114\215\050\241

\247\243\247\272\002\116\045\321\052\256\355\256\003\042\270\153

\040\017\060\050\124\225\177\340\356\316\012\146\235\321\100\055

\156\042\257\235\032\301\005\031\322\157\300\362\237\370\173\263

\002\102\373\120\251\035\055\223\017\043\253\306\301\017\222\377

\320\242\025\365\123\011\161\034\377\105\023\204\346\046\136\370

\340\210\034\012\374\026\266\250\163\006\270\360\143\204\002\240

\306\132\354\347\164\337\160\256\243\203\045\352\326\307\227\207

\223\247\306\212\212\063\227\140\067\020\076\227\076\156\051\025

\326\241\017\321\210\054\022\237\157\252\244\306\102\353\101\242

\343\225\103\323\001\205\155\216\273\073\363\043\066\307\376\073

\340\241\045\007\110\253\311\211\164\377\010\217\200\277\300\226

\145\363\356\354\113\150\275\235\210\303\061\263\100\361\350\317

\366\070\273\234\344\321\177\324\345\130\233\174\372\324\363\016

\233\165\221\344\272\122\056\031\176\321\365\315\132\031\374\272

\006\366\373\122\250\113\231\004\335\370\371\264\213\120\243\116
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\142\211\360\207\044\372\203\102\301\207\372\325\055\051\052\132

\161\172\144\152\327\047\140\143\015\333\316\111\365\215\037\220

\211\062\027\370\163\103\270\322\132\223\206\141\326\341\165\012

\352\171\146\166\210\117\161\353\004\045\326\012\132\172\223\345

\271\113\027\100\017\261\266\271\365\336\117\334\340\263\254\073

\021\160\140\204\112\103\156\231\040\300\051\161\012\300\145\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\313\060\202\002\307\060\175\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\161\060\157\060\114\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\002\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154

\145\141\144\155\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151

\172\141\143\143\166\061\056\143\162\164\060\037\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\023\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\157

\143\163\160\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223\125\366

\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223

\125\366\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\202\001\163

\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\152\060\202\001\146\060\202\001

\142\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\202\001\130\060\202\001\042\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\202\001\024\036\202\001

\020\000\101\000\165\000\164\000\157\000\162\000\151\000\144\000

\141\000\144\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\103\000\145\000

\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000

\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000\122\000\141\000\355\000\172\000

\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\101\000

\103\000\103\000\126\000\040\000\050\000\101\000\147\000\145\000

\156\000\143\000\151\000\141\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000

\124\000\145\000\143\000\156\000\157\000\154\000\157\000\147\000

\355\000\141\000\040\000\171\000\040\000\103\000\145\000\162\000

\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000\151\000

\363\000\156\000\040\000\105\000\154\000\145\000\143\000\164\000

\162\000\363\000\156\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\054\000\040\000

\103\000\111\000\106\000\040\000\121\000\064\000\066\000\060\000

\061\000\061\000\065\000\066\000\105\000\051\000\056\000\040\000

\103\000\120\000\123\000\040\000\145\000\156\000\040\000\150\000

\164\000\164\000\160\000\072\000\057\000\057\000\167\000\167\000

\167\000\056\000\141\000\143\000\143\000\166\000\056\000\145\000

\163\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\044\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145

\163\057\154\145\147\151\163\154\141\143\151\157\156\137\143\056

\150\164\155\060\125\006\003\125\035\037\004\116\060\114\060\112

\240\110\240\106\206\104\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154\145\141\144\155

\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151\172\141\143\143
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\166\061\137\144\145\162\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\027\006\003\125\035

\021\004\020\060\016\201\014\141\143\143\166\100\141\143\143\166

\056\145\163\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\227\061\002\237\347\375\103\147\110

\104\024\344\051\207\355\114\050\146\320\217\065\332\115\141\267

\112\227\115\265\333\220\340\005\056\016\306\171\320\362\227\151

\017\275\004\107\331\276\333\265\051\332\233\331\256\251\231\325

\323\074\060\223\365\215\241\250\374\006\215\104\364\312\026\225

\174\063\334\142\213\250\067\370\047\330\011\055\033\357\310\024

\047\040\251\144\104\377\056\326\165\252\154\115\140\100\031\111

\103\124\143\332\342\314\272\146\345\117\104\172\133\331\152\201

\053\100\325\177\371\001\047\130\054\310\355\110\221\174\077\246

\000\317\304\051\163\021\066\336\206\031\076\235\356\031\212\033

\325\260\355\216\075\234\052\300\015\330\075\146\343\074\015\275

\325\224\134\342\342\247\065\033\004\000\366\077\132\215\352\103

\275\137\211\035\251\301\260\314\231\342\115\000\012\332\311\047

\133\347\023\220\134\344\365\063\242\125\155\334\340\011\115\057

\261\046\133\047\165\000\011\304\142\167\051\010\137\236\131\254

\266\176\255\237\124\060\042\003\301\036\161\144\376\371\070\012

\226\030\335\002\024\254\043\313\006\034\036\244\175\215\015\336

\047\101\350\255\332\025\267\260\043\335\053\250\323\332\045\207

\355\350\125\104\115\210\364\066\176\204\232\170\254\367\016\126

\111\016\326\063\045\326\204\120\102\154\040\022\035\052\325\276

\274\362\160\201\244\160\140\276\005\265\233\236\004\104\276\141

\043\254\351\245\044\214\021\200\224\132\242\242\271\111\322\301

\334\321\247\355\061\021\054\236\031\246\356\341\125\341\300\352

\317\015\204\344\027\267\242\174\245\336\125\045\006\356\314\300

\207\134\100\332\314\225\077\125\340\065\307\270\204\276\264\135

\315\172\203\001\162\356\207\346\137\035\256\265\205\306\046\337

\346\301\232\351\036\002\107\237\052\250\155\251\133\317\354\105

\167\177\230\047\232\062\135\052\343\204\356\305\230\146\057\226

\040\035\335\330\303\047\327\260\371\376\331\175\315\320\237\217

\013\024\130\121\237\057\213\303\070\055\336\350\217\326\215\207

\244\365\126\103\026\231\054\364\244\126\264\064\270\141\067\311

\302\130\200\033\240\227\241\374\131\215\351\021\366\321\017\113

\125\064\106\052\213\206\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ACCVRAIZ1"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011
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# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8

 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\005\172\210\025\306\117\316\210\057\372\221\026\122\050\170

\274\123\144\027

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\240\132\356\005\266\011\224\041\241\175\361\262\051\202\002

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TWCA Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global

 Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\014

\276\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\062\060\066\062\067\060\066\062

\070\063\063\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071

\065\071\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\127\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111

\127\101\116\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023

\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\003\023\023\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\260\005\333\310\353\214\304\156\212

\041\357\216\115\234\161\012\037\122\160\355\155\202\234\227\305

\327\114\116\105\111\313\100\102\265\022\064\154\031\302\164\244

\061\137\205\002\227\354\103\063\012\123\322\234\214\216\267\270

\171\333\053\325\152\362\216\146\304\356\053\001\007\222\324\263

\320\002\337\120\366\125\257\146\016\313\340\107\140\057\053\062

\071\065\122\072\050\203\370\173\026\306\030\270\142\326\107\045

\221\316\360\031\022\115\255\143\365\323\077\165\137\051\360\241
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\060\034\052\240\230\246\025\275\356\375\031\066\360\342\221\103

\217\372\312\326\020\047\111\114\357\335\301\361\205\160\233\312

\352\250\132\103\374\155\206\157\163\351\067\105\251\360\066\307

\314\210\165\036\273\154\006\377\233\153\076\027\354\141\252\161

\174\306\035\242\367\111\351\025\265\074\326\241\141\365\021\367

\005\157\035\375\021\276\320\060\007\302\051\260\011\116\046\334

\343\242\250\221\152\037\302\221\105\210\134\345\230\270\161\245

\025\031\311\174\165\021\314\160\164\117\055\233\035\221\104\375

\126\050\240\376\273\206\152\310\372\134\013\130\334\306\113\166

\310\253\042\331\163\017\245\364\132\002\211\077\117\236\042\202

\356\242\164\123\052\075\123\047\151\035\154\216\062\054\144\000

\046\143\141\066\116\243\106\267\077\175\263\055\254\155\220\242

\225\242\316\317\332\202\347\007\064\031\226\351\270\041\252\051

\176\246\070\276\216\051\112\041\146\171\037\263\303\265\011\147

\336\326\324\007\106\363\052\332\346\042\067\140\313\201\266\017

\240\017\351\310\225\177\277\125\221\005\172\317\075\025\300\157

\336\011\224\001\203\327\064\033\314\100\245\360\270\233\147\325

\230\221\073\247\204\170\225\046\244\132\010\370\053\164\264\000

\004\074\337\270\024\216\350\337\251\215\154\147\222\063\035\300

\267\322\354\222\310\276\011\277\054\051\005\157\002\153\236\357

\274\277\052\274\133\300\120\217\101\160\161\207\262\115\267\004

\251\204\243\062\257\256\356\153\027\213\262\261\376\154\341\220

\214\210\250\227\110\316\310\115\313\363\006\317\137\152\012\102

\261\036\036\167\057\216\240\346\222\016\006\374\005\042\322\046

\341\061\121\175\062\334\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\043\060\041

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\137\064\201\166\357\226\035\325\345\265\331

\002\143\204\026\301\256\240\160\121\247\367\114\107\065\310\013

\327\050\075\211\161\331\252\063\101\352\024\033\154\041\000\300

\154\102\031\176\237\151\133\040\102\337\242\322\332\304\174\227

\113\215\260\350\254\310\356\245\151\004\231\012\222\246\253\047

\056\032\115\201\277\204\324\160\036\255\107\376\375\112\235\063

\340\362\271\304\105\010\041\012\332\151\151\163\162\015\276\064

\376\224\213\255\303\036\065\327\242\203\357\345\070\307\245\205

\037\253\317\064\354\077\050\376\014\361\127\206\116\311\125\367

\034\324\330\245\175\006\172\157\325\337\020\337\201\116\041\145

\261\266\341\027\171\225\105\006\316\137\314\334\106\211\143\150

\104\215\223\364\144\160\240\075\235\050\005\303\071\160\270\142

\173\040\375\344\333\351\010\241\270\236\075\011\307\117\373\054

\370\223\166\101\336\122\340\341\127\322\235\003\274\167\236\376

\236\051\136\367\301\121\140\037\336\332\013\262\055\165\267\103

\110\223\347\366\171\306\204\135\200\131\140\224\374\170\230\217

\074\223\121\355\100\220\007\337\144\143\044\313\116\161\005\241

\327\224\032\210\062\361\042\164\042\256\245\246\330\022\151\114

\140\243\002\356\053\354\324\143\222\013\136\276\057\166\153\243

\266\046\274\217\003\330\012\362\114\144\106\275\071\142\345\226
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\353\064\143\021\050\314\225\361\255\357\357\334\200\130\110\351

\113\270\352\145\254\351\374\200\265\265\310\105\371\254\301\237

\331\271\352\142\210\216\304\361\113\203\022\255\346\213\204\326

\236\302\353\203\030\237\152\273\033\044\140\063\160\314\354\367

\062\363\134\331\171\175\357\236\244\376\311\043\303\044\356\025

\222\261\075\221\117\046\206\275\146\163\044\023\352\244\256\143

\301\255\175\204\003\074\020\170\206\033\171\343\304\363\362\004

\225\040\256\043\202\304\263\072\000\142\277\346\066\044\341\127

\272\307\036\220\165\325\137\077\225\141\053\301\073\315\345\263

\150\141\320\106\046\251\041\122\151\055\353\056\307\353\167\316

\246\072\265\003\063\117\166\321\347\134\124\001\135\313\170\364

\311\014\277\317\022\216\027\055\043\150\224\347\253\376\251\262

\053\006\320\004\315

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\273\110\123\366\244\366\323\122\244\350\062\122\125\140\023

\365\255\257\145

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\003\176\317\346\236\074\163\172\052\220\007\151\377\053\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\070\060\202\003\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372\213\315\226
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\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151

\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\060

\061\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\027\015\063\062\061\060\061

\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141

\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166

\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\276\353\047\360\041\243\363\151\046\125\176\235\305

\125\026\221\134\375\357\041\277\123\200\172\055\322\221\214\143

\061\360\354\044\360\303\245\322\162\174\020\155\364\067\267\345

\346\174\171\352\214\265\202\213\256\110\266\254\000\334\145\165

\354\052\115\137\301\207\365\040\145\053\201\250\107\076\211\043

\225\060\026\220\177\350\127\007\110\347\031\256\277\105\147\261

\067\033\006\052\376\336\371\254\175\203\373\136\272\344\217\227

\147\276\113\216\215\144\007\127\070\125\151\064\066\075\023\110

\357\117\342\323\146\036\244\317\032\267\136\066\063\324\264\006

\275\030\001\375\167\204\120\000\105\365\214\135\350\043\274\176

\376\065\341\355\120\173\251\060\215\031\323\011\216\150\147\135

\277\074\227\030\123\273\051\142\305\312\136\162\301\307\226\324

\333\055\240\264\037\151\003\354\352\342\120\361\014\074\360\254

\363\123\055\360\034\365\355\154\071\071\163\200\026\310\122\260

\043\315\340\076\334\335\074\107\240\273\065\212\342\230\150\213

\276\345\277\162\356\322\372\245\355\022\355\374\230\030\251\046

\166\334\050\113\020\040\034\323\177\026\167\055\355\157\200\367

\111\273\123\005\273\135\150\307\324\310\165\026\077\211\132\213

\367\027\107\324\114\361\322\211\171\076\115\075\230\250\141\336

\072\036\322\370\136\003\340\301\311\034\214\323\215\115\323\225

\066\263\067\137\143\143\233\063\024\360\055\046\153\123\174\211

\214\062\302\156\354\075\041\000\071\311\241\150\342\120\203\056

\260\072\053\363\066\240\254\057\344\157\141\302\121\011\071\076

\213\123\271\273\147\332\334\123\271\166\131\066\235\103\345\040

\340\075\062\140\205\042\121\267\307\063\273\335\025\057\244\170

\246\007\173\201\106\066\004\206\335\171\065\307\225\054\073\260

\243\027\065\345\163\037\264\134\131\357\332\352\020\145\173\172

\320\177\237\263\264\052\067\073\160\213\233\133\271\053\267\354

\262\121\022\227\123\051\132\324\360\022\020\334\117\002\273\022

\222\057\142\324\077\151\103\174\015\326\374\130\165\001\210\235

\130\026\113\336\272\220\377\107\001\211\006\152\366\137\262\220

\152\263\002\246\002\210\277\263\107\176\052\331\325\372\150\170

\065\115\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\360\217\131\070\000\263\365\217\232\226\014\325
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\353\372\173\252\027\350\023\022\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\276\344\134\142

\116\044\364\014\010\377\360\323\014\150\344\223\111\042\077\104

\047\157\273\155\336\203\146\316\250\314\015\374\365\232\006\345

\167\024\221\353\235\101\173\231\052\204\345\377\374\041\301\135

\360\344\037\127\267\165\251\241\137\002\046\377\327\307\367\116

\336\117\370\367\034\106\300\172\117\100\054\042\065\360\031\261

\320\153\147\054\260\250\340\300\100\067\065\366\204\134\134\343

\257\102\170\376\247\311\015\120\352\015\204\166\366\121\357\203

\123\306\172\377\016\126\111\056\217\172\326\014\346\047\124\343

\115\012\140\162\142\315\221\007\326\245\277\310\231\153\355\304

\031\346\253\114\021\070\305\157\061\342\156\111\310\077\166\200

\046\003\046\051\340\066\366\366\040\123\343\027\160\064\027\235

\143\150\036\153\354\303\115\206\270\023\060\057\135\106\015\107

\103\325\033\252\131\016\271\134\215\006\110\255\164\207\137\307

\374\061\124\101\023\342\307\041\016\236\340\036\015\341\300\173

\103\205\220\305\212\130\306\145\012\170\127\362\306\043\017\001

\331\040\113\336\017\373\222\205\165\052\134\163\215\155\173\045

\221\312\356\105\256\006\113\000\314\323\261\131\120\332\072\210

\073\051\103\106\136\227\053\124\316\123\157\215\112\347\226\372

\277\161\016\102\213\174\375\050\240\320\110\312\332\304\201\114

\273\242\163\223\046\310\353\014\326\046\210\266\300\044\317\273

\275\133\353\165\175\351\010\216\206\063\054\171\167\011\151\245

\211\374\263\160\220\207\166\217\323\042\273\102\316\275\163\013

\040\046\052\320\233\075\160\036\044\154\315\207\166\251\027\226

\267\317\015\222\373\216\030\251\230\111\321\236\376\140\104\162

\041\271\031\355\302\365\061\361\071\110\210\220\044\165\124\026

\255\316\364\370\151\024\144\071\373\243\270\272\160\100\307\047

\034\277\304\126\123\372\143\145\320\363\034\016\026\365\153\206

\130\115\030\324\344\015\216\245\235\133\221\334\166\044\120\077

\306\052\373\331\267\234\265\326\346\320\331\350\031\213\025\161

\110\255\267\352\330\131\210\324\220\277\026\263\331\351\254\131

\141\124\310\034\272\312\301\312\341\271\040\114\217\072\223\211

\245\240\314\277\323\366\165\244\165\226\155\126

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\023\273\226\361\325\206\233\301\116\152\222\366\317\366\064

\151\207\202\067

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\101\111\033\030\126\232\046\365\255\302\146\373\100\245\114

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\152

\150\076\234\121\233\313\123\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014

\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012

\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102

\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154

\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125

\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172

\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165
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\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\063\060\063\060\065\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\027\015\062\063

\060\063\060\063\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\060\201\262\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076

\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040

\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046

\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115

\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014

\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\342\365\077\223\005\121\036\205\142\124\136\172\013\365\030

\007\203\256\176\257\174\367\324\212\153\245\143\103\071\271\113

\367\303\306\144\211\075\224\056\124\200\122\071\071\007\113\113

\335\205\007\166\207\314\277\057\225\114\314\175\247\075\274\107

\017\230\160\370\214\205\036\164\216\222\155\033\100\321\231\015

\273\165\156\310\251\153\232\300\204\061\257\312\103\313\353\053

\064\350\217\227\153\001\233\325\016\112\010\252\133\222\164\205

\103\323\200\256\241\210\133\256\263\352\136\313\026\232\167\104

\310\241\366\124\150\316\336\217\227\053\272\133\100\002\014\144

\027\300\265\223\315\341\361\023\146\316\014\171\357\321\221\050

\253\137\240\022\122\060\163\031\216\217\341\214\007\242\303\273

\112\360\352\037\025\250\356\045\314\244\106\370\033\042\357\263

\016\103\272\054\044\270\305\054\134\324\034\370\135\144\275\303

\223\136\050\247\077\047\361\216\036\323\052\120\005\243\125\331

\313\347\071\123\300\230\236\214\124\142\213\046\260\367\175\215

\174\344\306\236\146\102\125\202\107\347\262\130\215\146\367\007

\174\056\066\346\120\034\077\333\103\044\305\277\206\107\171\263

\171\034\367\132\364\023\354\154\370\077\342\131\037\225\356\102

\076\271\255\250\062\205\111\227\106\376\113\061\217\132\313\255

\164\107\037\351\221\267\337\050\004\042\240\324\017\135\342\171

\117\352\154\205\206\275\250\246\316\344\372\303\341\263\256\336

\074\121\356\313\023\174\001\177\204\016\135\121\224\236\023\014

\266\056\245\114\371\071\160\066\157\226\312\056\014\104\125\305

\312\372\135\002\243\337\326\144\214\132\263\001\012\251\265\012

\107\027\377\357\221\100\052\216\241\106\072\061\230\345\021\374

\314\273\111\126\212\374\271\320\141\232\157\145\154\346\303\313

\076\165\111\376\217\247\342\211\305\147\327\235\106\023\116\061

\166\073\044\263\236\021\145\206\253\177\357\035\324\370\274\347

\254\132\134\267\132\107\134\125\316\125\264\042\161\133\133\013

\360\317\334\240\141\144\352\251\327\150\012\143\247\340\015\077

\240\257\323\252\322\176\357\121\240\346\121\053\125\222\025\027
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\123\313\267\146\016\146\114\370\371\165\114\220\347\022\160\307

\105\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171\134\372

\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171

\134\372\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\005

\067\072\364\115\267\105\342\105\165\044\217\266\167\122\350\034

\330\020\223\145\363\362\131\006\244\076\036\051\354\135\321\320

\253\174\340\012\220\110\170\355\116\230\003\231\376\050\140\221

\035\060\035\270\143\174\250\346\065\265\372\323\141\166\346\326

\007\113\312\151\232\262\204\172\167\223\105\027\025\237\044\320

\230\023\022\377\273\240\056\375\116\114\207\370\316\134\252\230

\033\005\340\000\106\112\202\200\245\063\213\050\334\355\070\323

\337\345\076\351\376\373\131\335\141\204\117\322\124\226\023\141

\023\076\217\200\151\276\223\107\265\065\103\322\132\273\075\134

\357\263\102\107\315\073\125\023\006\260\011\333\375\143\366\072

\210\012\231\157\176\341\316\033\123\152\104\146\043\121\010\173

\274\133\122\242\375\006\067\070\100\141\217\112\226\270\220\067

\370\146\307\170\220\000\025\056\213\255\121\065\123\007\250\153

\150\256\371\116\074\007\046\315\010\005\160\314\071\077\166\275

\245\323\147\046\001\206\246\123\322\140\073\174\103\177\125\212

\274\225\032\301\050\071\114\037\103\322\221\364\162\131\212\271

\126\374\077\264\235\332\160\234\166\132\214\103\120\356\216\060

\162\115\337\377\111\367\306\251\147\331\155\254\002\021\342\072

\026\045\247\130\010\313\157\123\101\234\110\070\107\150\063\321

\327\307\217\324\164\041\324\303\005\220\172\377\316\226\210\261

\025\051\135\043\253\320\140\241\022\117\336\364\027\315\062\345

\311\277\310\103\255\375\056\216\361\257\342\364\230\372\022\037

\040\330\300\247\014\205\305\220\364\073\055\226\046\261\054\276

\114\253\353\261\322\212\311\333\170\023\017\036\011\235\155\217

\000\237\002\332\301\372\037\172\172\011\304\112\346\210\052\227

\237\211\213\375\067\137\137\072\316\070\131\206\113\257\161\013

\264\330\362\160\117\237\062\023\343\260\247\127\345\332\332\103

\313\204\064\362\050\304\352\155\364\052\357\301\153\166\332\373

\176\273\205\074\322\123\302\115\276\161\341\105\321\375\043\147

\015\023\165\373\317\145\147\042\235\256\260\011\321\011\377\035

\064\277\376\043\227\067\322\071\372\075\015\006\013\264\333\073

\243\253\157\134\035\266\176\350\263\202\064\355\006\134\044

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\306\347\010\111\006\156\363\222\324\134\240\015\155\243\142

\217\303\122\071

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\241\003\143\260\275\041\161\160\212\157\023\072\273\171\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"
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#

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060
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\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\064\060\061\064\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142

\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\252\137\332\033\137\350

\163\221\345\332\134\364\242\346\107\345\363\150\125\140\005\035

\002\244\263\233\131\363\036\212\257\064\255\374\015\302\331\110

\031\356\151\217\311\040\374\041\252\007\031\355\260\134\254\145

\307\137\355\002\174\173\174\055\033\326\272\271\200\302\030\202

\026\204\372\146\260\010\306\124\043\201\344\315\271\111\077\366

\117\156\067\110\050\070\017\305\276\347\150\160\375\071\227\115

\322\307\230\221\120\252\304\104\263\043\175\071\107\351\122\142

\326\022\223\136\267\061\226\102\005\373\166\247\036\243\365\302

\374\351\172\305\154\251\161\117\352\313\170\274\140\257\307\336

\364\331\313\276\176\063\245\156\224\203\360\064\372\041\253\352

\216\162\240\077\244\336\060\133\357\206\115\152\225\133\103\104

\250\020\025\034\345\001\127\305\230\361\346\006\050\221\252\040

\305\267\123\046\121\103\262\013\021\225\130\341\300\017\166\331

\300\215\174\201\363\162\160\236\157\376\032\216\331\137\065\306

\262\157\064\174\276\110\117\342\132\071\327\330\235\170\236\237

\206\076\003\136\031\213\104\242\325\307\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277

\131\040\066\000\171\240\240\042\153\214\325\362\141\322\270\054

\313\202\112\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\061\003\242\141\013\037\164\350\162

\066\306\155\371\115\236\372\042\250\341\201\126\317\315\273\237

\352\253\221\031\070\257\252\174\025\115\363\266\243\215\245\364

\216\366\104\251\247\350\041\225\255\076\000\142\026\210\360\002

\272\374\141\043\346\063\233\060\172\153\066\142\173\255\004\043

\204\130\145\342\333\053\212\347\045\123\067\142\123\137\274\332
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\001\142\051\242\246\047\161\346\072\042\176\301\157\035\225\160

\040\112\007\064\337\352\377\025\200\345\272\327\172\330\133\165

\174\005\172\051\107\176\100\250\061\023\167\315\100\073\264\121

\107\172\056\021\343\107\021\336\235\146\320\213\325\124\146\372

\203\125\352\174\302\051\211\033\351\157\263\316\342\005\204\311

\057\076\170\205\142\156\311\137\301\170\143\164\130\300\110\030

\014\231\071\353\244\314\032\265\171\132\215\025\234\330\024\015

\366\172\007\127\307\042\203\005\055\074\233\045\046\075\030\263

\251\103\174\310\310\253\144\217\016\243\277\234\033\235\060\333

\332\320\031\056\252\074\361\373\063\200\166\344\315\255\031\117

\005\047\216\023\241\156\302

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\015\055\175\210\117\100\056\141\176\245\142\062\027\145\317

\027\330\224\351

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\233\236\344\173\154\037\000\162\032\314\301\167\171\337\152

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045
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\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

#

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\134

\063\313\142\054\137\263\062\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004

\003\014\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122

\157\157\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\067\060\067\061\064

\065\070\063\060\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014

\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157

\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014

\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\225\205\073\227\157\052\073\056\073\317\246\363\051

\065\276\317\030\254\076\252\331\370\115\240\076\032\107\271\274

\232\337\362\376\314\076\107\350\172\226\302\044\216\065\364\251

\014\374\202\375\155\301\162\142\047\275\352\153\353\347\212\314

\124\076\220\120\317\200\324\225\373\350\265\202\324\024\305\266

\251\125\045\127\333\261\120\366\260\140\144\131\172\151\317\003

\267\157\015\276\312\076\157\164\162\352\252\060\052\163\142\276

\111\221\141\310\021\376\016\003\052\367\152\040\334\002\025\015

\136\025\152\374\343\202\301\265\305\235\144\011\154\243\131\230

\007\047\307\033\226\053\141\164\161\154\103\361\367\065\211\020

\340\236\354\125\241\067\042\242\207\004\005\054\107\175\264\034

\271\142\051\146\050\312\267\341\223\365\244\224\003\231\271\160

\205\265\346\110\352\215\120\374\331\336\314\157\007\016\335\013

\162\235\200\060\026\007\225\077\050\016\375\305\165\117\123\326

\164\232\264\044\056\216\002\221\317\166\305\233\036\125\164\234

\170\041\261\360\055\361\013\237\302\325\226\030\037\360\124\042

\172\214\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\175\060\173\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011\140\356

\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011

\140\356\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\030\006

\003\125\035\040\004\021\060\017\060\015\006\013\053\006\001\004

\001\260\055\003\004\001\001\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\046\167\064\333\224

\110\206\052\101\235\054\076\006\220\140\304\214\254\013\124\270

\037\271\173\323\007\071\344\372\076\173\262\075\116\355\237\043

\275\227\363\153\134\357\356\375\100\246\337\241\223\241\012\206

\254\357\040\320\171\001\275\170\367\031\330\044\061\064\004\001

\246\272\025\232\303\047\334\330\117\017\314\030\143\377\231\017

\016\221\153\165\026\341\041\374\330\046\307\107\267\246\317\130

\162\161\176\272\341\115\225\107\073\311\257\155\241\264\301\354

\211\366\264\017\070\265\342\144\334\045\317\246\333\353\232\134
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\231\241\305\010\336\375\346\332\325\326\132\105\014\304\267\302

\265\024\357\264\021\377\016\025\265\365\365\333\306\275\353\132

\247\360\126\042\251\074\145\124\306\025\250\275\206\236\315\203

\226\150\172\161\201\211\341\013\341\352\021\033\150\010\314\151

\236\354\236\101\236\104\062\046\172\342\207\012\161\075\353\344

\132\244\322\333\305\315\306\336\140\177\271\363\117\104\222\357

\052\267\030\076\247\031\331\013\175\261\067\101\102\260\272\140

\035\362\376\011\021\260\360\207\173\247\235

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\261\365\076\125\014\035\305\361\324\346\267\152\106\113\125

\006\002\254\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\271\304\062\113\254\177\135\146\314\167\224\273\052\167\126

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate

 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\170

\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023\050\265\226

\324\145\223\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040
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\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\240\276\120\020\216\351\362\154\100

\264\004\234\205\271\061\312\334\055\344\021\251\004\074\033\125

\301\347\130\060\035\044\264\303\357\205\336\214\054\341\301\075

\337\202\346\117\255\107\207\154\354\133\111\301\112\325\273\217

\354\207\254\177\202\232\206\354\075\003\231\122\001\322\065\236

\254\332\360\123\311\146\074\324\254\002\001\332\044\323\073\250

\002\106\257\244\034\343\370\163\130\166\267\366\016\220\015\265

\360\317\314\372\371\306\114\345\303\206\060\012\215\027\176\065

\353\305\337\273\016\234\300\215\207\343\210\070\205\147\372\076

\307\253\340\023\234\005\030\230\317\223\365\261\222\264\374\043

\323\317\325\304\047\111\340\236\074\233\010\243\213\135\052\041

\340\374\071\252\123\332\175\176\317\032\011\123\274\135\005\004

\317\241\112\217\213\166\202\015\241\370\322\307\024\167\133\220

\066\007\201\233\076\006\372\122\136\143\305\246\000\376\245\351

\122\033\122\265\222\071\162\003\011\142\275\260\140\026\156\246

\335\045\302\003\146\335\363\004\321\100\342\116\213\206\364\157

\345\203\240\047\204\136\004\301\365\220\275\060\075\304\357\250

\151\274\070\233\244\244\226\321\142\332\151\300\001\226\256\313

\304\121\064\352\014\252\377\041\216\131\217\112\134\344\141\232

\247\322\351\052\170\215\121\075\072\025\356\242\131\216\251\134

\336\305\371\220\042\345\210\105\161\335\221\231\154\172\237\075

\075\230\174\136\366\276\026\150\240\136\256\013\043\374\132\017

\252\042\166\055\311\241\020\035\344\323\104\043\220\210\237\306

\052\346\327\365\232\263\130\036\057\060\211\010\033\124\242\265

\230\043\354\010\167\034\225\135\141\321\313\211\234\137\242\112

\221\232\357\041\252\111\026\010\250\275\141\050\061\311\164\255

\205\366\331\305\261\213\321\345\020\062\115\137\213\040\072\074

\111\037\063\205\131\015\333\313\011\165\103\151\163\373\153\161

\175\360\337\304\114\175\306\243\056\310\225\171\313\163\242\216

\116\115\044\373\136\344\004\276\162\033\246\047\055\111\132\231

\172\327\134\011\040\267\177\224\271\117\361\015\034\136\210\102

\033\021\267\347\221\333\236\154\364\152\337\214\006\230\003\255

\314\050\357\245\107\363\123\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\227\326\363

\136\242\020\341\253\105\237\074\027\144\074\356\001\160\234\314

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\030\372\133\165\374\076\172\307\137\167\307\312
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\337\317\137\303\022\304\100\135\324\062\252\270\152\327\325\025

\025\106\230\043\245\346\220\133\030\231\114\343\255\102\243\202

\061\066\210\315\351\373\304\004\226\110\213\001\307\215\001\317

\133\063\006\226\106\146\164\035\117\355\301\266\271\264\015\141

\314\143\176\327\056\167\214\226\034\052\043\150\153\205\127\166

\160\063\023\376\341\117\246\043\167\030\372\032\214\350\275\145

\311\317\077\364\311\027\334\353\307\274\300\004\056\055\106\057

\151\146\303\033\217\376\354\076\323\312\224\277\166\012\045\015

\251\173\002\034\251\320\073\137\013\300\201\072\075\144\341\277

\247\055\116\275\115\304\330\051\306\042\030\320\305\254\162\002

\202\077\252\072\242\072\042\227\061\335\010\143\303\165\024\271

\140\050\055\133\150\340\026\251\146\202\043\121\365\353\123\330

\061\233\173\351\267\235\113\353\210\026\317\371\135\070\212\111

\060\217\355\361\353\031\364\167\032\061\030\115\147\124\154\057

\157\145\371\333\075\354\041\354\136\364\364\213\312\140\145\124

\321\161\144\364\371\246\243\201\063\066\063\161\360\244\170\137

\116\255\203\041\336\064\111\215\350\131\254\235\362\166\132\066

\362\023\364\257\340\011\307\141\052\154\367\340\235\256\273\206

\112\050\157\056\356\264\171\315\220\063\303\263\166\372\365\360

\154\235\001\220\372\236\220\366\234\162\317\107\332\303\037\344

\065\040\123\362\124\321\337\141\203\246\002\342\045\070\336\205

\062\055\136\163\220\122\135\102\304\316\075\113\341\371\031\204

\035\325\242\120\314\101\373\101\024\303\275\326\311\132\243\143

\146\002\200\275\005\072\073\107\234\354\000\046\114\365\210\121

\277\250\043\177\030\007\260\013\355\213\046\241\144\323\141\112

\353\134\237\336\263\257\147\003\263\037\335\155\135\151\150\151

\253\136\072\354\174\151\274\307\073\205\116\236\025\271\264\025

\117\303\225\172\130\327\311\154\351\154\271\363\051\143\136\264

\054\360\055\075\355\132\145\340\251\133\100\302\110\231\201\155

\236\037\006\052\074\022\264\213\017\233\242\044\360\246\215\326

\172\340\113\266\144\226\143\225\204\302\112\315\034\056\044\207

\063\140\345\303

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis

 Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\216\352\127\226\051\032\311\071\352\270\012\201\032\163\163

\300\223\171\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\274\133\077\376\067\232\372\144\360\342\372\005\075\013\253

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA

 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061
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\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\104

\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073\133\247\046

\360\165\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\241\256\045\262\001\030\334\127\210

\077\106\353\371\257\342\353\043\161\342\232\321\141\146\041\137

\252\257\047\121\345\156\033\026\324\055\175\120\260\123\167\275

\170\072\140\342\144\002\233\174\206\233\326\032\216\255\377\037

\025\177\325\225\036\022\313\346\024\204\004\301\337\066\263\026

\237\212\343\311\333\230\064\316\330\063\027\050\106\374\247\311

\360\322\264\325\115\011\162\111\371\362\207\343\251\332\175\241

\175\153\262\072\045\251\155\122\104\254\370\276\156\373\334\246

\163\221\220\141\246\003\024\040\362\347\207\243\210\255\255\240

\214\377\246\013\045\122\045\347\026\001\325\313\270\065\201\014

\243\073\360\341\341\374\132\135\316\200\161\155\370\111\253\076

\073\272\270\327\200\001\373\245\353\133\263\305\136\140\052\061

\240\257\067\350\040\072\237\250\062\054\014\314\011\035\323\236
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\216\135\274\114\230\356\305\032\150\173\354\123\246\351\024\065

\243\337\315\200\237\014\110\373\034\364\361\277\112\270\372\325

\214\161\112\307\037\255\376\101\232\263\203\135\362\204\126\357

\245\127\103\316\051\255\214\253\125\277\304\373\133\001\335\043

\041\241\130\000\216\303\320\152\023\355\023\343\022\053\200\334

\147\346\225\262\315\036\042\156\052\370\101\324\362\312\024\007

\215\212\125\022\306\151\365\270\206\150\057\123\136\260\322\252

\041\301\230\346\060\343\147\125\307\233\156\254\031\250\125\246

\105\006\320\043\072\333\353\145\135\052\021\021\360\073\117\312

\155\364\064\304\161\344\377\000\132\366\134\256\043\140\205\163

\361\344\020\261\045\256\325\222\273\023\301\014\340\071\332\264

\071\127\265\253\065\252\162\041\073\203\065\347\061\337\172\041

\156\270\062\010\175\035\062\221\025\112\142\162\317\343\167\241

\274\325\021\033\166\001\147\010\340\101\013\303\353\025\156\370

\244\031\331\242\253\257\342\047\122\126\053\002\212\054\024\044

\371\277\102\002\277\046\310\306\217\340\156\070\175\123\055\345

\355\230\263\225\143\150\177\371\065\364\337\210\305\140\065\222

\300\174\151\034\141\225\026\320\353\336\013\257\076\004\020\105

\145\130\120\070\257\110\362\131\266\026\362\074\015\220\002\306

\160\056\001\255\074\025\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\347\157\166

\132\277\140\354\111\133\306\245\167\273\162\026\161\233\304\075

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\221\337\200\077\103\011\176\161\302\367\353\263

\210\217\341\121\262\274\075\165\371\050\135\310\274\231\233\173

\135\252\345\312\341\012\367\350\262\323\237\335\147\061\176\272

\001\252\307\152\101\073\220\324\010\134\262\140\152\220\360\310

\316\003\142\371\213\355\373\156\052\334\006\115\074\051\017\211

\026\212\130\114\110\017\350\204\141\352\074\162\246\167\344\102

\256\210\243\103\130\171\176\256\312\245\123\015\251\075\160\275

\040\031\141\244\154\070\374\103\062\341\301\107\377\370\354\361

\021\042\062\226\234\302\366\133\151\226\173\040\014\103\101\232

\133\366\131\031\210\336\125\210\067\121\013\170\134\012\036\243

\102\375\307\235\210\017\300\362\170\002\044\124\223\257\211\207

\210\311\112\200\035\352\320\156\076\141\056\066\273\065\016\047

\226\375\146\064\073\141\162\163\361\026\134\107\006\124\111\000

\172\130\022\260\012\357\205\375\261\270\063\165\152\223\034\022

\346\140\136\157\035\177\311\037\043\313\204\141\237\036\202\104

\371\137\255\142\125\044\232\122\230\355\121\347\241\176\227\072

\346\057\037\021\332\123\200\054\205\236\253\065\020\333\042\137

\152\305\136\227\123\362\062\002\011\060\243\130\360\015\001\325

\162\306\261\174\151\173\303\365\066\105\314\141\156\136\114\224

\305\136\256\350\016\136\213\277\367\315\340\355\241\016\033\063

\356\124\030\376\017\276\357\176\204\153\103\343\160\230\333\135

\165\262\015\131\007\205\025\043\071\326\361\337\251\046\017\326

\110\307\263\246\042\365\063\067\132\225\107\237\173\272\030\025
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\157\377\326\024\144\203\111\322\012\147\041\333\017\065\143\140

\050\042\343\261\225\203\315\205\246\335\057\017\347\147\122\156

\273\057\205\174\365\112\163\347\305\076\300\275\041\022\005\077

\374\267\003\111\002\133\310\045\346\342\124\070\365\171\207\214

\035\123\262\116\205\173\006\070\307\054\370\370\260\162\215\045

\345\167\122\364\003\034\110\246\120\137\210\040\060\156\362\202

\103\253\075\227\204\347\123\373\041\301\117\017\042\232\206\270

\131\052\366\107\075\031\210\055\350\205\341\236\354\205\010\152

\261\154\064\311\035\354\110\053\073\170\355\146\304\216\171\151

\203\336\177\214

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\011\074\141\363\213\213\334\175\125\337\165\070\002\005\000\341

\045\365\310\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\014\206\156\277\100\055\177\013\076\022\120\272\022\075\006

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

#

 Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\056

\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275\003\240\317

\022\152\035\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013
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\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\263\313\016\020\147\216\352\024\227

\247\062\052\012\126\066\177\150\114\307\263\157\072\043\024\221

\377\031\177\245\312\254\356\263\166\235\172\351\213\033\253\153

\061\333\372\013\123\114\257\305\245\032\171\074\212\114\377\254

\337\045\336\116\331\202\062\013\104\336\312\333\214\254\243\156

\026\203\073\246\144\113\062\211\373\026\026\070\176\353\103\342

\323\164\112\302\142\012\163\012\335\111\263\127\322\260\012\205

\235\161\074\336\243\313\300\062\363\001\071\040\103\033\065\321

\123\263\261\356\305\223\151\202\076\026\265\050\106\241\336\352

\211\011\355\103\270\005\106\212\206\365\131\107\276\033\157\001

\041\020\271\375\251\322\050\312\020\071\011\312\023\066\317\234

\255\255\100\164\171\053\002\077\064\377\372\040\151\175\323\356

\141\365\272\263\347\060\320\067\043\206\162\141\105\051\110\131

\150\157\167\246\056\201\276\007\115\157\257\316\304\105\023\221

\024\160\006\217\037\237\370\207\151\261\016\357\303\211\031\353

\352\034\141\374\172\154\212\334\326\003\013\236\046\272\022\335

\324\124\071\253\046\243\063\352\165\201\332\055\315\017\117\344

\003\321\357\025\227\033\153\220\305\002\220\223\146\002\041\261

\107\336\213\232\112\200\271\125\217\265\242\057\300\326\063\147

\332\176\304\247\264\004\104\353\107\373\346\130\271\367\014\360

\173\053\261\300\160\051\303\100\142\055\073\110\151\334\043\074

\110\353\173\011\171\251\155\332\250\060\230\317\200\162\003\210

\246\133\106\256\162\171\174\010\003\041\145\256\267\341\034\245

\261\052\242\061\336\146\004\367\300\164\350\161\336\377\075\131

\314\226\046\022\213\205\225\127\032\253\153\165\013\104\075\021

\050\074\173\141\267\342\217\147\117\345\354\074\114\140\200\151

\127\070\036\001\133\215\125\350\307\337\300\314\167\043\064\111

\165\174\366\230\021\353\055\336\355\101\056\024\005\002\177\340

\376\040\353\065\347\021\254\042\316\127\075\336\311\060\155\020

\003\205\315\361\377\214\026\265\301\262\076\210\154\140\177\220

\117\225\367\366\055\255\001\071\007\004\372\165\200\175\277\111

\120\355\357\311\304\174\034\353\200\176\333\266\320\335\023\376

\311\323\234\327\262\227\251\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001
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\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\306\027\320\274

\250\352\002\103\362\033\006\231\135\053\220\040\271\327\234\344

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\064\141\331\126\265\022\207\125\115\335\243\065

\061\106\273\244\007\162\274\137\141\142\350\245\373\013\067\261

\074\266\263\372\051\235\177\002\365\244\311\250\223\267\172\161

\050\151\217\163\341\122\220\332\325\276\072\345\267\166\152\126

\200\041\337\135\346\351\072\236\345\076\366\242\151\307\052\012

\260\030\107\334\040\160\175\122\243\076\131\174\301\272\311\310

\025\100\141\312\162\326\160\254\322\267\360\034\344\206\051\360

\316\357\150\143\320\265\040\212\025\141\232\176\206\230\264\311

\302\166\373\314\272\060\026\314\243\141\306\164\023\345\153\357

\243\025\352\003\376\023\213\144\344\323\301\322\350\204\373\111

\321\020\115\171\146\353\252\375\364\215\061\036\160\024\255\334

\336\147\023\114\201\025\141\274\267\331\221\167\161\031\201\140

\273\360\130\245\265\234\013\367\217\042\125\047\300\113\001\155

\073\231\015\324\035\233\143\147\057\320\356\015\312\146\274\224

\117\246\255\355\374\356\143\254\127\077\145\045\317\262\206\217

\320\010\377\270\166\024\156\336\345\047\354\253\170\265\123\271

\266\077\350\040\371\322\250\276\141\106\312\207\214\204\363\371

\361\240\150\233\042\036\201\046\233\020\004\221\161\300\006\037

\334\240\323\271\126\247\343\230\055\177\203\235\337\214\053\234

\062\216\062\224\360\001\074\042\052\237\103\302\056\303\230\071

\007\070\173\374\136\000\102\037\363\062\046\171\203\204\366\345

\360\301\121\022\300\013\036\004\043\014\124\245\114\057\111\305

\112\321\266\156\140\015\153\374\153\213\205\044\144\267\211\016

\253\045\107\133\074\317\176\111\275\307\351\012\306\332\367\176

\016\027\010\323\110\227\320\161\222\360\017\071\076\064\152\034

\175\330\362\042\256\273\151\364\063\264\246\110\125\321\017\016

\046\350\354\266\013\055\247\205\065\315\375\131\310\237\321\315

\076\132\051\064\271\075\204\316\261\145\324\131\221\221\126\165

\041\301\167\236\371\172\341\140\235\323\255\004\030\364\174\353

\136\223\217\123\112\042\051\370\110\053\076\115\206\254\133\177

\313\006\231\131\140\330\130\145\225\215\104\321\367\177\176\047

\177\175\256\200\365\007\114\266\076\234\161\124\231\004\113\375

\130\371\230\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\110\022\275\222\074\250\304\071\006\347\060\155\047\226\346\244

\317\042\056\175

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\175\271\255\124\157\150\241\337\211\127\003\227\103\260\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject:

 CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\226\060\202\002\176\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232\364\113\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061

\062\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\331\347\050

\057\122\077\066\162\111\210\223\064\363\370\152\036\061\124\200
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\237\255\124\101\265\107\337\226\250\324\257\200\055\271\012\317

\165\375\211\245\175\044\372\343\042\014\053\274\225\027\013\063

\277\031\115\101\006\220\000\275\014\115\020\376\007\265\347\034

\156\042\125\061\145\227\275\323\027\322\036\142\363\333\352\154

\120\214\077\204\014\226\317\267\313\003\340\312\155\241\024\114

\033\211\335\355\000\260\122\174\257\221\154\261\070\023\321\351

\022\010\300\000\260\034\053\021\332\167\160\066\233\256\316\171

\207\334\202\160\346\011\164\160\125\151\257\243\150\237\277\335

\266\171\263\362\235\160\051\125\364\253\377\225\141\363\311\100

\157\035\321\276\223\273\323\210\052\273\235\277\162\132\126\161

\073\077\324\363\321\012\376\050\357\243\356\331\231\257\003\323

\217\140\267\362\222\241\261\275\211\211\037\060\315\303\246\056

\142\063\256\026\002\167\104\132\347\201\012\074\247\104\056\171

\270\077\004\274\134\240\207\341\033\257\121\216\315\354\054\372

\370\376\155\360\072\174\252\213\344\147\225\061\215\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\316\303\112\271\231\125\362\270\333\140\277\251\176\275

\126\265\227\066\247\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\312\245\125\214\343\310

\101\156\151\047\247\165\021\357\074\206\066\157\322\235\306\170

\070\035\151\226\242\222\151\056\070\154\233\175\004\324\211\245

\261\061\067\212\311\041\314\253\154\315\213\034\232\326\277\110

\322\062\146\301\212\300\363\057\072\357\300\343\324\221\206\321

\120\343\003\333\163\167\157\112\071\123\355\336\046\307\265\175

\257\053\102\321\165\142\343\112\053\002\307\120\113\340\151\342

\226\154\016\104\146\020\104\217\255\005\353\370\171\254\246\033

\350\067\064\235\123\311\141\252\242\122\257\112\160\026\206\302

\072\310\261\023\160\066\330\317\356\364\012\064\325\133\114\375

\007\234\242\272\331\001\162\134\363\115\301\335\016\261\034\015

\304\143\276\255\364\024\373\211\354\242\101\016\114\314\310\127

\100\320\156\003\252\315\014\216\211\231\231\154\360\074\060\257

\070\337\157\274\243\276\051\040\047\253\164\377\023\042\170\336

\227\122\125\036\203\265\124\040\003\356\256\300\117\126\336\067

\314\303\177\252\004\047\273\323\167\270\142\333\027\174\234\050

\042\023\163\154\317\046\365\212\051\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013
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# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\113\110\331\103\356\012\016\100\220\117\074\340\244\300\221

\223\121\135\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\070\271\370\143\044\202\145\054\127\063\346\376\201\217\235

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240

\154\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\106\060\202\001\315\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240\154\354\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111
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\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\031\347\274\254\104\145\355\315\270\077\130\373\215\261\127

\251\104\055\005\025\362\357\013\377\020\164\237\265\142\122\137

\146\176\037\345\334\033\105\171\013\314\306\123\012\235\215\135

\002\331\251\131\336\002\132\366\225\052\016\215\070\112\212\111

\306\274\306\003\070\007\137\125\332\176\011\156\342\177\136\320

\105\040\017\131\166\020\326\240\044\360\055\336\066\362\154\051

\071\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\313\320\275\251\341\230\005\121\241\115\067\242\203\171\316

\215\035\052\344\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\045\244\201\105\002\153\022\113

\165\164\117\310\043\343\160\362\165\162\336\174\211\360\317\221

\162\141\236\136\020\222\131\126\271\203\307\020\347\070\351\130

\046\066\175\325\344\064\206\071\002\060\174\066\123\360\060\345

\142\143\072\231\342\266\243\073\233\064\372\036\332\020\222\161

\136\221\023\247\335\244\156\222\314\062\326\365\041\146\307\057

\352\226\143\152\145\105\222\225\001\264

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri

 Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\027\242\117\232\110\306\311\370\242\000\046\237\334\017\110

\054\253\060\211

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\177\145\061\014\201\337\215\272\076\231\342\134\255\156\373

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240

\154\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\216\060\202\002\166\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\003

\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011\372\345\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\273\067\315\064\334\173\153\311\262\150\220

\255\112\165\377\106\272\041\012\010\215\365\031\124\311\373\210

\333\363\256\362\072\211\221\074\172\346\253\006\032\153\317\254

\055\350\136\011\044\104\272\142\232\176\326\243\250\176\340\124

\165\040\005\254\120\267\234\143\032\154\060\334\332\037\031\261

\327\036\336\375\327\340\313\224\203\067\256\354\037\103\116\335

\173\054\322\275\056\245\057\344\251\270\255\072\324\231\244\266

\045\351\233\153\000\140\222\140\377\117\041\111\030\367\147\220

\253\141\006\234\217\362\272\351\264\351\222\062\153\265\363\127

\350\135\033\315\214\035\253\225\004\225\111\363\065\055\226\343

\111\155\335\167\343\373\111\113\264\254\125\007\251\217\225\263

\264\043\273\114\155\105\360\366\251\262\225\060\264\375\114\125

\214\047\112\127\024\174\202\235\315\163\222\323\026\112\006\014

\214\120\321\217\036\011\276\027\241\346\041\312\375\203\345\020

\274\203\245\012\304\147\050\366\163\024\024\075\106\166\303\207
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\024\211\041\064\115\257\017\105\014\246\111\241\272\273\234\305

\261\063\203\051\205\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\116\042\124\040\030\225

\346\343\156\346\017\372\372\271\022\355\006\027\217\071\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\140\147\050\224\157\016\110\143\353\061\335\352\147\030

\325\211\175\074\305\213\112\177\351\276\333\053\027\337\260\137

\163\167\052\062\023\071\201\147\102\204\043\362\105\147\065\354

\210\277\370\217\260\141\014\064\244\256\040\114\204\306\333\370

\065\341\166\331\337\246\102\273\307\104\010\206\177\066\164\044

\132\332\154\015\024\131\065\275\362\111\335\266\037\311\263\015

\107\052\075\231\057\273\134\273\265\324\040\341\231\137\123\106

\025\333\150\233\360\363\060\325\076\061\342\215\204\236\343\212

\332\332\226\076\065\023\245\137\360\371\160\120\160\107\101\021

\127\031\116\300\217\256\006\304\225\023\027\057\033\045\237\165

\362\261\216\231\241\157\023\261\101\161\376\210\052\310\117\020

\040\125\327\363\024\105\345\340\104\364\352\207\225\062\223\016

\376\123\106\372\054\235\377\213\042\271\113\331\011\105\244\336

\244\270\232\130\335\033\175\122\237\216\131\103\210\201\244\236

\046\325\157\255\335\015\306\067\175\355\003\222\033\345\167\137

\166\356\074\215\304\135\126\133\242\331\146\156\263\065\067\345

\062\266

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\074\044\371\277\326\146\166\033\046\200\163\376\006\321\314

\215\117\202\244
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\344\246\212\310\124\254\122\102\106\012\375\162\110\033\052\104

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global

 Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164
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\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\077\060\202\001\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253\105\162\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\335\247\331\273\212\270\013

\373\013\177\041\322\360\276\276\163\363\063\135\032\274\064\352

\336\306\233\274\320\225\366\360\314\320\013\272\141\133\121\106

\176\236\055\237\356\216\143\014\027\354\007\160\365\317\204\056

\100\203\234\350\077\101\155\073\255\323\244\024\131\066\170\235

\003\103\356\020\023\154\162\336\256\210\247\241\153\265\103\316

\147\334\043\377\003\034\243\342\076\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\333\110\244\371\241\305

\330\256\066\101\314\021\143\151\142\051\274\113\306\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061
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\000\255\274\362\154\077\022\112\321\055\071\303\012\011\227\163

\364\210\066\214\210\047\273\346\210\215\120\205\247\143\371\236

\062\336\146\223\017\361\314\261\011\217\335\154\253\372\153\177

\240\002\060\071\146\133\302\144\215\270\236\120\334\250\325\111

\242\355\307\334\321\111\177\027\001\270\310\206\217\116\214\210

\053\250\232\251\212\305\321\000\275\370\124\342\232\345\133\174

\263\047\027

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\004\336\211\152\076\146\155\000\346\207\323\077\372\331\073

\350\075\064\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\135\244\120\245\373\050\176\036\017\015\314\226\127\126\312

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c

# Subject: CN=DigiCert

 Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\220\060\202\003\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167\165\134\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\142

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\064\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\277\346\220\163\150\336\273\344\135

\112\074\060\042\060\151\063\354\302\247\045\056\311\041\075\362

\212\330\131\302\341\051\247\075\130\253\166\232\315\256\173\033

\204\015\304\060\037\363\033\244\070\026\353\126\306\227\155\035

\253\262\171\362\312\021\322\344\137\326\005\074\122\017\122\037

\306\236\025\245\176\276\237\251\127\026\131\125\162\257\150\223

\160\302\262\272\165\231\152\163\062\224\321\020\104\020\056\337

\202\363\007\204\346\164\073\155\161\342\055\014\033\356\040\325

\311\040\035\143\051\055\316\354\136\116\310\223\370\041\141\233

\064\353\005\306\136\354\133\032\274\353\311\317\315\254\064\100

\137\261\172\146\356\167\310\110\250\146\127\127\237\124\130\216

\014\053\267\117\247\060\331\126\356\312\173\135\343\255\311\117

\136\345\065\347\061\313\332\223\136\334\216\217\200\332\266\221

\230\100\220\171\303\170\307\266\261\304\265\152\030\070\003\020

\215\330\324\067\244\056\005\175\210\365\202\076\020\221\160\253

\125\202\101\062\327\333\004\163\052\156\221\001\174\041\114\324

\274\256\033\003\165\135\170\146\331\072\061\104\232\063\100\277

\010\327\132\111\244\302\346\251\240\147\335\244\047\274\241\117

\071\265\021\130\027\367\044\134\106\217\144\367\301\151\210\166

\230\166\075\131\135\102\166\207\211\227\151\172\110\360\340\242

\022\033\146\232\164\312\336\113\036\347\016\143\256\346\324\357

\222\222\072\236\075\334\000\344\105\045\211\266\232\104\031\053

\176\300\224\264\322\141\155\353\063\331\305\337\113\004\000\314

\175\034\225\303\217\367\041\262\262\021\267\273\177\362\325\214

\160\054\101\140\252\261\143\030\104\225\032\166\142\176\366\200

\260\373\350\144\246\063\321\211\007\341\275\267\346\103\244\030

\270\246\167\001\341\017\224\014\041\035\262\124\051\045\211\154

\345\016\122\121\107\164\276\046\254\266\101\165\336\172\254\137
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\215\077\311\274\323\101\021\022\133\345\020\120\353\061\305\312

\162\026\042\011\337\174\114\165\077\143\354\041\137\304\040\121

\153\157\261\253\206\213\117\302\326\105\137\235\040\374\241\036

\305\300\217\242\261\176\012\046\231\365\344\151\057\230\035\055

\365\331\251\262\035\345\033\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\354\327\343\202

\322\161\135\144\114\337\056\147\077\347\272\230\256\034\017\117

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\273\141\331\175\251\154\276\027\304\221\033\303

\241\242\000\215\343\144\150\017\126\317\167\256\160\371\375\232

\112\231\271\311\170\134\014\014\137\344\346\024\051\126\013\066

\111\135\104\143\340\255\234\226\030\146\033\043\015\075\171\351

\155\153\326\124\370\322\074\301\103\100\256\035\120\365\122\374

\220\073\273\230\231\151\153\307\301\247\250\150\244\047\334\235

\371\047\256\060\205\271\366\147\115\072\076\217\131\071\042\123

\104\353\310\135\003\312\355\120\172\175\142\041\012\200\310\163

\146\321\240\005\140\137\350\245\264\247\257\250\367\155\065\234

\174\132\212\326\242\070\231\363\170\213\364\115\322\040\013\336

\004\356\214\233\107\201\162\015\300\024\062\357\060\131\056\256

\340\161\362\126\344\152\227\157\222\120\155\226\215\150\172\232

\262\066\024\172\006\362\044\271\011\021\120\327\010\261\270\211

\172\204\043\141\102\051\345\243\315\242\040\101\327\321\234\144

\331\352\046\241\213\024\327\114\031\262\120\101\161\075\077\115

\160\043\206\014\112\334\201\322\314\062\224\204\015\010\011\227

\034\117\300\356\153\040\164\060\322\340\071\064\020\205\041\025

\001\010\350\125\062\336\161\111\331\050\027\120\115\346\276\115

\321\165\254\320\312\373\101\270\103\245\252\323\303\005\104\117

\054\066\233\342\372\342\105\270\043\123\154\006\157\147\125\177

\106\265\114\077\156\050\132\171\046\322\244\250\142\227\322\036

\342\355\112\213\274\033\375\107\112\015\337\147\146\176\262\133

\101\320\073\344\364\073\364\004\143\351\357\302\124\000\121\240

\212\052\311\316\170\314\325\352\207\004\030\263\316\257\111\210

\257\363\222\231\266\263\346\141\017\322\205\000\347\120\032\344

\033\225\235\031\241\271\234\261\233\261\000\036\357\320\017\117

\102\154\311\012\274\356\103\372\072\161\245\310\115\046\245\065

\375\211\135\274\205\142\035\062\322\240\053\124\355\232\127\301

\333\372\020\317\031\267\213\112\033\217\001\266\047\225\123\350

\266\211\155\133\274\150\324\043\350\213\121\242\126\371\360\246

\200\240\326\036\263\274\017\017\123\165\051\252\352\023\167\344

\336\214\201\041\255\007\020\107\021\255\207\075\007\321\165\274

\317\363\146\176

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\373\026\315\111\061\311\163\242\003\175\077\310\072\115\175

\167\135\005\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\362\374\252\140\037\057\264\353\311\067\272\123\056\165\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d
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# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\330\060\202\003\300\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003\206\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162
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\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125

\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\061\061\071

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023

\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163

\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141

\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021

\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\221

\350\124\222\322\012\126\261\254\015\044\335\305\317\104\147\164

\231\053\067\243\175\043\160\000\161\274\123\337\304\372\052\022

\217\113\177\020\126\275\237\160\162\267\141\177\311\113\017\027

\247\075\343\260\004\141\356\377\021\227\307\364\206\076\012\372

\076\134\371\223\346\064\172\331\024\153\347\234\263\205\240\202

\172\166\257\161\220\327\354\375\015\372\234\154\372\337\260\202

\364\024\176\371\276\304\246\057\117\177\231\177\265\374\147\103

\162\275\014\000\326\211\353\153\054\323\355\217\230\034\024\253

\176\345\343\156\374\330\250\344\222\044\332\103\153\142\270\125

\375\352\301\274\154\266\213\363\016\215\232\344\233\154\151\231

\370\170\110\060\105\325\255\341\015\074\105\140\374\062\226\121

\047\274\147\303\312\056\266\153\352\106\307\307\040\240\261\037

\145\336\110\010\272\244\116\251\362\203\106\067\204\353\350\314

\201\110\103\147\116\162\052\233\134\275\114\033\050\212\134\042

\173\264\253\230\331\356\340\121\203\303\011\106\116\155\076\231

\372\225\027\332\174\063\127\101\074\215\121\355\013\266\134\257

\054\143\032\337\127\310\077\274\351\135\304\233\257\105\231\342

\243\132\044\264\272\251\126\075\317\157\252\377\111\130\276\360

\250\377\364\270\255\351\067\373\272\270\364\013\072\371\350\103

\102\036\211\330\204\313\023\361\331\273\341\211\140\270\214\050

\126\254\024\035\234\012\347\161\353\317\016\335\075\251\226\241

\110\275\074\367\257\265\015\042\114\300\021\201\354\126\073\366

\323\242\342\133\267\262\004\042\122\225\200\223\151\350\216\114

\145\361\221\003\055\160\164\002\352\213\147\025\051\151\122\002

\273\327\337\120\152\125\106\277\240\243\050\141\177\160\320\303

\242\252\054\041\252\107\316\050\234\006\105\166\277\202\030\047

\264\325\256\264\313\120\346\153\364\114\206\161\060\351\246\337

\026\206\340\330\377\100\335\373\320\102\210\177\243\063\072\056

\134\036\101\021\201\143\316\030\161\153\053\354\246\212\267\061
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\134\072\152\107\340\303\171\131\326\040\032\257\362\152\230\252

\162\274\127\112\322\113\235\273\020\374\260\114\101\345\355\035

\075\136\050\235\234\314\277\263\121\332\247\107\345\204\123\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\257\176\002\075\372\246\361\074\204\216\255\356

\070\230\354\331\062\062\324\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\012\361\325\106

\204\267\256\121\273\154\262\115\101\024\000\223\114\234\313\345

\300\124\317\240\045\216\002\371\375\260\242\015\365\040\230\074

\023\055\254\126\242\260\326\176\021\222\351\056\272\236\056\232

\162\261\275\031\104\154\141\065\242\232\264\026\022\151\132\214

\341\327\076\244\032\350\057\003\364\256\141\035\020\033\052\244

\213\172\305\376\005\246\341\300\326\310\376\236\256\217\053\272

\075\231\370\330\163\011\130\106\156\246\234\364\327\047\323\225

\332\067\203\162\034\323\163\340\242\107\231\003\070\135\325\111

\171\000\051\034\307\354\233\040\034\007\044\151\127\170\262\071

\374\072\204\240\265\234\174\215\277\056\223\142\047\267\071\332

\027\030\256\275\074\011\150\377\204\233\074\325\326\013\003\343

\127\236\024\367\321\353\117\310\275\207\043\267\266\111\103\171

\205\134\272\353\222\013\241\306\350\150\250\114\026\261\032\231

\012\350\123\054\222\273\241\011\030\165\014\145\250\173\313\043

\267\032\302\050\205\303\033\377\320\053\142\357\244\173\011\221

\230\147\214\024\001\315\150\006\152\143\041\165\003\200\210\212

\156\201\306\205\362\251\244\055\347\364\245\044\020\107\203\312

\315\364\215\171\130\261\006\233\347\032\052\331\235\001\327\224

\175\355\003\112\312\360\333\350\251\001\076\365\126\231\311\036

\216\111\075\273\345\011\271\340\117\111\222\075\026\202\100\314

\314\131\306\346\072\355\022\056\151\074\154\225\261\375\252\035

\173\177\206\276\036\016\062\106\373\373\023\217\165\177\114\213

\113\106\143\376\000\064\100\160\301\303\271\241\335\246\160\342

\004\263\101\274\351\200\221\352\144\234\172\341\042\003\251\234

\156\157\016\145\117\154\207\207\136\363\156\240\371\165\245\233

\100\350\123\262\047\235\112\271\300\167\041\215\377\207\362\336

\274\214\357\027\337\267\111\013\321\362\156\060\013\032\016\116

\166\355\021\374\365\351\126\262\175\277\307\155\012\223\214\245

\320\300\266\035\276\072\116\224\242\327\156\154\013\302\212\174

\372\040\363\304\344\345\315\015\250\313\221\222\261\174\205\354

\265\024\151\146\016\202\347\315\316\310\055\246\121\177\041\301

\065\123\205\006\112\135\237\255\273\033\137\164

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

 Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\345\322\104\250\321\031\102\060\377\107\237\342\370\227\273

\315\172\214\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\061\260\161\100\066\314\024\066\221\255\304\076\375\354\030

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US
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# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon

 Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\336\060\202\003\306\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\001

\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065\003\055\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023
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\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162

\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145

\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123

\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125

\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123

\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\062\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061

\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040

\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124

\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125

\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\200\022\145\027\066\016\303\333\010\263\320

\254\127\015\166\355\315\047\323\114\255\120\203\141\342\252\040

\115\011\055\144\011\334\316\211\237\314\075\251\354\366\317\301

\334\361\323\261\326\173\067\050\021\053\107\332\071\306\274\072

\031\264\137\246\275\175\235\243\143\102\266\166\362\251\073\053

\221\370\342\157\320\354\026\040\220\011\076\342\350\164\311\030

\264\221\324\142\144\333\177\243\006\361\210\030\152\220\042\074

\274\376\023\360\207\024\173\366\344\037\216\324\344\121\306\021

\147\106\010\121\313\206\024\124\077\274\063\376\176\154\234\377

\026\235\030\275\121\216\065\246\247\146\310\162\147\333\041\146

\261\324\233\170\003\300\120\072\350\314\360\334\274\236\114\376

\257\005\226\065\037\127\132\267\377\316\371\075\267\054\266\366

\124\335\310\347\022\072\115\256\114\212\267\134\232\264\267\040

\075\312\177\042\064\256\176\073\150\146\001\104\347\001\116\106

\123\233\063\140\367\224\276\123\067\220\163\103\363\062\303\123

\357\333\252\376\164\116\151\307\153\214\140\223\336\304\307\014

\337\341\062\256\314\223\073\121\170\225\147\213\356\075\126\376

\014\320\151\017\033\017\363\045\046\153\063\155\367\156\107\372

\163\103\345\176\016\245\146\261\051\174\062\204\143\125\211\304

\015\301\223\124\060\031\023\254\323\175\067\247\353\135\072\154

\065\134\333\101\327\022\332\251\111\013\337\330\200\212\011\223

\142\216\265\146\317\045\210\315\204\270\261\077\244\071\017\331

\002\236\353\022\114\225\174\363\153\005\251\136\026\203\314\270

\147\342\350\023\235\314\133\202\323\114\263\355\133\377\336\345

\163\254\043\073\055\000\277\065\125\164\011\111\330\111\130\032

\177\222\066\346\121\222\016\363\046\175\034\115\027\274\311\354

\103\046\320\277\101\137\100\251\104\104\364\231\347\127\207\236

\120\037\127\124\250\076\375\164\143\057\261\120\145\011\346\130
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\102\056\103\032\114\264\360\045\107\131\372\004\036\223\324\046

\106\112\120\201\262\336\276\170\267\374\147\025\341\311\127\204

\036\017\143\326\351\142\272\326\137\125\056\352\134\306\050\010

\004\045\071\270\016\053\251\362\114\227\034\007\077\015\122\365

\355\357\057\202\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\123\171\277\132\252\053\112

\317\124\200\341\330\233\300\235\362\262\003\146\313\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\134\324\174\015\317\367\001\175\101\231\145\014\163\305

\122\237\313\370\317\231\006\177\033\332\103\025\237\236\002\125

\127\226\024\361\122\074\047\207\224\050\355\037\072\001\067\242

\166\374\123\120\300\204\233\306\153\116\272\214\041\117\242\216

\125\142\221\363\151\025\330\274\210\343\304\252\013\375\357\250

\351\113\125\052\006\040\155\125\170\051\031\356\137\060\134\113

\044\021\125\377\044\232\156\136\052\053\356\013\115\237\177\367

\001\070\224\024\225\103\007\011\373\140\251\356\034\253\022\214

\240\232\136\247\230\152\131\155\213\077\010\373\310\321\105\257

\030\025\144\220\022\017\163\050\056\305\342\044\116\374\130\354

\360\364\105\376\042\263\353\057\216\322\331\105\141\005\301\227

\157\250\166\162\217\213\214\066\257\277\015\005\316\161\215\346

\246\157\037\154\246\161\142\305\330\320\203\162\014\361\147\021

\211\014\234\023\114\162\064\337\274\325\161\337\252\161\335\341

\271\154\214\074\022\135\145\332\275\127\022\266\103\153\377\345

\336\115\146\021\121\317\231\256\354\027\266\350\161\221\214\336

\111\376\335\065\161\242\025\047\224\034\317\141\343\046\273\157

\243\147\045\041\135\346\335\035\013\056\150\033\073\202\257\354

\203\147\205\324\230\121\164\261\271\231\200\211\377\177\170\031

\134\171\112\140\056\222\100\256\114\067\052\054\311\307\142\310

\016\135\367\066\133\312\340\045\045\001\264\335\032\007\234\167

\000\077\320\334\325\354\075\324\372\273\077\314\205\326\157\177

\251\055\337\271\002\367\365\227\232\265\065\332\303\147\260\207

\112\251\050\236\043\216\377\134\047\153\341\260\117\363\007\356

\000\056\324\131\207\313\122\101\225\352\364\107\327\356\144\101

\125\174\215\131\002\225\335\142\235\302\271\356\132\050\164\204

\245\233\267\220\307\014\007\337\365\211\066\164\062\326\050\301

\260\260\013\340\234\114\303\034\326\374\343\151\265\107\106\201

\057\242\202\253\323\143\104\160\304\215\377\055\063\272\255\217

\173\265\160\210\256\076\031\317\100\050\330\374\310\220\273\135

\231\042\365\122\346\130\305\037\210\061\103\356\210\035\327\306

\216\074\103\152\035\247\030\336\175\075\026\361\142\371\312\220

\250\375

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\217\033\127\063\015\273\242\320\172\154\121\367\016\351\015

\332\271\255\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\376\151\321\221\267\031\063\243\162\250\017\341\125\345\265

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"
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#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\217\060\202\002\025\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\134
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\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200\314\046\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\210\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145

\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023

\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\062\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023

\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164

\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040

\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122

\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\032\254\124\132\251\371\150

\043\347\172\325\044\157\123\306\132\330\113\253\306\325\266\321

\346\163\161\256\335\234\326\014\141\375\333\240\211\003\270\005

\024\354\127\316\356\135\077\342\041\263\316\367\324\212\171\340

\243\203\176\055\227\320\141\304\361\231\334\045\221\143\253\177

\060\243\264\160\342\307\241\063\234\363\277\056\134\123\261\137

\263\175\062\177\212\064\343\171\171\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\072\341\011\206\324\317\031\302

\226\166\164\111\166\334\340\065\306\143\143\232\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\066\147\241\026\010\334\344\227\000\101\035\116\276\341\143\001

\317\073\252\102\021\144\240\235\224\071\002\021\171\134\173\035

\372\144\271\356\026\102\263\277\212\302\011\304\354\344\261\115

\002\061\000\351\052\141\107\214\122\112\113\116\030\160\366\326

\104\326\156\365\203\272\155\130\275\044\331\126\110\352\357\304

\242\106\201\210\152\072\106\321\251\233\115\311\141\332\321\135

\127\152\030

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\313\312\135\262\325\052\177\151\073\147\115\345\360\132\035

\014\225\175\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\150\274\331\265\177\255\375\311\035\006\203\050\314\044\301

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5
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# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\036\060\202\001\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\140

\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371\112\330\154

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\120\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036

\027\015\061\062\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103
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\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023

\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053

\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\107\105\016\226\373\175\135\277

\351\071\321\041\370\237\013\266\325\173\036\222\072\110\131\034

\360\142\061\055\300\172\050\376\032\247\134\263\266\314\227\347

\105\324\130\372\321\167\155\103\242\300\207\145\064\012\037\172

\335\353\074\063\241\305\235\115\244\157\101\225\070\177\311\036

\204\353\321\236\111\222\207\224\207\014\072\205\112\146\237\235

\131\223\115\227\141\006\206\112\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\075\346\051\110\233\352\007\312

\041\104\112\046\336\156\336\322\203\320\237\131\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000

\345\151\022\311\156\333\306\061\272\011\101\341\227\370\373\375

\232\342\175\022\311\355\174\144\323\313\005\045\213\126\331\240

\347\136\135\116\013\203\234\133\166\051\240\011\046\041\152\142

\002\060\161\322\265\217\134\352\073\341\170\011\205\250\165\222

\073\310\134\375\110\357\015\164\042\250\010\342\156\305\111\316

\307\014\274\247\141\151\361\367\073\341\052\313\371\053\363\146

\220\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\044\306\060\315\244\030\357\040\151\377\255\117\335\137\106

\072\033\151\252

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\237\255\073\034\002\036\212\272\027\164\070\201\014\242\274\010

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

#

 Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\242\071\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\061\061\061\064\061\061\062\070\064\062\132\027

\015\062\070\061\061\061\063\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\276\062\242\124\017

\160\373\054\134\131\353\154\304\244\121\350\205\052\263\314\112

\064\362\260\137\363\016\307\034\075\123\036\210\010\150\330\157

\075\255\302\236\314\202\147\007\047\207\150\161\072\237\165\226

\042\106\005\260\355\255\307\133\236\052\336\234\374\072\306\225

\247\365\027\147\030\347\057\111\010\014\134\317\346\314\064\355

\170\373\120\261\334\153\062\360\242\376\266\074\344\354\132\227

\307\077\036\160\010\060\240\334\305\263\155\157\320\202\162\021

\253\322\201\150\131\202\027\267\170\222\140\372\314\336\077\204

\353\215\070\063\220\012\162\043\372\065\314\046\161\061\321\162

\050\222\331\133\043\155\146\265\155\007\102\353\246\063\316\222

\333\300\366\154\143\170\315\312\116\075\265\345\122\233\361\276

\073\346\124\140\260\146\036\011\253\007\376\124\211\021\102\321

\367\044\272\140\170\032\230\367\311\021\375\026\301\065\032\124

\165\357\103\323\345\256\116\316\347\173\303\306\116\141\121\113

\253\232\105\113\241\037\101\275\110\123\025\161\144\013\206\263

\345\056\276\316\244\033\301\051\204\242\265\313\010\043\166\103

\042\044\037\027\004\324\156\234\306\374\177\053\146\032\354\212

\345\326\317\115\365\143\011\267\025\071\326\173\254\353\343\174
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\351\116\374\165\102\310\355\130\225\014\006\102\242\234\367\344

\160\263\337\162\157\132\067\100\211\330\205\244\327\361\013\336

\103\031\324\112\130\054\214\212\071\236\277\204\207\361\026\073

\066\014\351\323\264\312\154\031\101\122\011\241\035\260\152\277

\202\357\160\121\041\062\334\005\166\214\313\367\144\344\003\120

\257\214\221\147\253\305\362\356\130\330\336\276\367\347\061\317

\154\311\073\161\301\325\210\265\145\274\300\350\027\027\007\022

\265\134\322\253\040\223\264\346\202\203\160\066\305\315\243\215

\255\213\354\243\301\103\207\346\103\342\064\276\225\213\065\355

\007\071\332\250\035\172\237\066\236\022\260\014\145\022\220\025

\140\331\046\100\104\343\126\140\245\020\324\152\074\375\101\334

\016\132\107\266\357\227\141\165\117\331\376\307\262\035\324\355

\135\111\263\251\152\313\146\204\023\325\134\240\334\337\156\167

\006\321\161\165\310\127\157\257\017\167\133\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\124\255\372\307\222\127\256\312\065\234\056\022\373\344\272\135

\040\334\224\127\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\060\231\235\005\062\310\136\016

\073\230\001\072\212\244\347\007\367\172\370\347\232\337\120\103

\123\227\052\075\312\074\107\230\056\341\025\173\361\222\363\141

\332\220\045\026\145\300\237\124\135\016\003\073\133\167\002\234

\204\266\015\230\137\064\335\073\143\302\303\050\201\302\234\051

\056\051\342\310\303\001\362\063\352\052\252\314\011\010\367\145

\147\306\315\337\323\266\053\247\275\314\321\016\160\137\270\043

\321\313\221\116\012\364\310\172\345\331\143\066\301\324\337\374

\042\227\367\140\135\352\051\057\130\262\275\130\275\215\226\117

\020\165\277\110\173\075\121\207\241\074\164\042\302\374\007\177

\200\334\304\254\376\152\301\160\060\260\351\216\151\342\054\151

\201\224\011\272\335\376\115\300\203\214\224\130\300\106\040\257

\234\037\002\370\065\125\111\057\106\324\300\360\240\226\002\017

\063\305\161\363\236\043\175\224\267\375\072\323\011\203\006\041

\375\140\075\256\062\300\322\356\215\246\360\347\264\202\174\012

\314\160\311\171\200\370\376\114\367\065\204\031\212\061\373\012

\331\327\177\233\360\242\232\153\303\005\112\355\101\140\024\060

\321\252\021\102\156\323\043\002\004\013\306\145\335\335\122\167

\332\201\153\262\250\372\001\070\271\226\352\052\154\147\227\211

\224\236\274\341\124\325\344\152\170\357\112\275\053\232\075\100

\176\306\300\165\322\156\373\150\060\354\354\213\235\371\111\065

\232\032\054\331\263\225\071\325\036\222\367\246\271\145\057\345

\075\155\072\110\114\010\334\344\050\022\050\276\175\065\134\352

\340\026\176\023\033\152\327\076\327\236\374\055\165\262\301\024

\325\043\003\333\133\157\013\076\170\057\015\336\063\215\026\267

\110\347\203\232\201\017\173\301\103\115\125\004\027\070\112\121

\325\131\242\211\164\323\237\276\036\113\327\306\155\267\210\044

\157\140\221\244\202\205\133\126\101\274\320\104\253\152\023\276

\321\054\130\267\022\063\130\262\067\143\334\023\365\224\035\077
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\100\121\365\117\365\072\355\310\305\353\302\036\035\026\225\172

\307\176\102\161\223\156\113\025\267\060\337\252\355\127\205\110

\254\035\152\335\071\151\344\341\171\170\276\316\005\277\241\014

\367\200\173\041\147\047\060\131

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\353\153\101\121\222\131\340\363\347\205\000\300\075\266\210

\227\311\356\374

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\106\147\007\333\020\057\031\214\065\120\140\321\013\364\067

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA

 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\064

\060\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\027\015\063\064\060
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\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\247\120\031\336\077\231\075\324\063

\106\361\157\121\141\202\262\251\117\217\147\211\135\204\331\123

\335\014\050\331\327\360\377\256\225\103\162\231\371\265\135\174

\212\301\102\341\061\120\164\321\201\015\174\315\233\041\253\103

\342\254\255\136\206\156\363\011\212\037\132\062\275\242\353\224

\371\350\134\012\354\377\230\322\257\161\263\264\123\237\116\207

\357\222\274\275\354\117\062\060\210\113\027\136\127\304\123\302

\366\002\227\215\331\142\053\277\044\037\142\215\337\303\270\051

\113\111\170\074\223\140\210\042\374\231\332\066\310\302\242\324

\054\124\000\147\065\156\163\277\002\130\360\244\335\345\260\242

\046\172\312\340\066\245\031\026\365\375\267\357\256\077\100\365

\155\132\004\375\316\064\312\044\334\164\043\033\135\063\023\022

\135\304\001\045\366\060\335\002\135\237\340\325\107\275\264\353

\033\241\273\111\111\330\237\133\002\363\212\344\044\220\344\142

\117\117\301\257\213\016\164\027\250\321\162\210\152\172\001\111

\314\264\106\171\306\027\261\332\230\036\007\131\372\165\041\205

\145\335\220\126\316\373\253\245\140\235\304\235\371\122\260\213

\275\207\371\217\053\043\012\043\166\073\367\063\341\311\000\363

\151\371\113\242\340\116\274\176\223\071\204\007\367\104\160\176

\376\007\132\345\261\254\321\030\314\362\065\345\111\111\010\312

\126\311\075\373\017\030\175\213\073\301\023\302\115\217\311\117

\016\067\351\037\241\016\152\337\142\056\313\065\006\121\171\054

\310\045\070\364\372\113\247\211\134\234\322\343\015\071\206\112

\164\174\325\131\207\302\077\116\014\134\122\364\075\367\122\202

\361\352\243\254\375\111\064\032\050\363\101\210\072\023\356\350

\336\377\231\035\137\272\313\350\036\362\271\120\140\300\061\323

\163\345\357\276\240\355\063\013\164\276\040\040\304\147\154\360

\010\003\172\125\200\177\106\116\226\247\364\036\076\341\366\330

\011\341\063\144\053\143\327\062\136\237\371\300\173\017\170\157

\227\274\223\232\371\234\022\220\170\172\200\207\025\327\162\164

\234\125\164\170\261\272\341\156\160\004\272\117\240\272\150\303

\173\377\061\360\163\075\075\224\052\261\013\101\016\240\376\115

\210\145\153\171\063\264\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\104\031\300

\323\360\006\213\356\244\173\276\102\347\046\124\310\216\066\166

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\015\256\220\062\366\246\113\174\104\166\031\141

\036\047\050\315\136\124\357\045\274\343\010\220\371\051\327\256

\150\010\341\224\000\130\357\056\056\176\123\122\214\266\134\007
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\352\210\272\231\213\120\224\327\202\200\337\141\011\000\223\255

\015\024\346\316\301\362\067\224\170\260\137\234\263\242\163\270

\217\005\223\070\315\215\076\260\270\373\300\317\261\362\354\055

\055\033\314\354\252\232\263\252\140\202\033\055\073\303\204\075

\127\212\226\036\234\165\270\323\060\315\140\010\203\220\323\216

\124\361\115\146\300\135\164\003\100\243\356\205\176\302\037\167

\234\006\350\301\247\030\135\122\225\355\311\335\045\236\155\372

\251\355\243\072\064\320\131\173\332\355\120\363\065\277\355\353

\024\115\061\307\140\364\332\361\207\234\342\110\342\306\305\067

\373\006\020\372\165\131\146\061\107\051\332\166\232\034\351\202

\256\357\232\271\121\367\210\043\232\151\225\142\074\345\125\200

\066\327\124\002\377\361\271\135\316\324\043\157\330\105\204\112

\133\145\357\211\014\335\024\247\040\313\030\245\045\264\015\371

\001\360\242\322\364\000\310\164\216\241\052\110\216\145\333\023

\304\342\045\027\175\353\276\207\133\027\040\124\121\223\112\123

\003\013\354\135\312\063\355\142\375\105\307\057\133\334\130\240

\200\071\346\372\327\376\023\024\246\355\075\224\112\102\164\324

\303\167\131\163\315\217\106\276\125\070\357\372\350\221\062\352

\227\130\004\042\336\070\303\314\274\155\311\063\072\152\012\151

\077\240\310\352\162\217\214\143\206\043\275\155\074\226\236\225

\340\111\114\252\242\271\052\033\234\066\201\170\355\303\350\106

\342\046\131\104\165\036\331\165\211\121\315\020\204\235\141\140

\313\135\371\227\042\115\216\230\346\343\177\366\133\273\256\315

\312\112\201\153\136\013\363\121\341\164\053\351\176\047\247\331

\231\111\116\370\245\200\333\045\017\034\143\142\212\311\063\147

\153\074\020\203\306\255\336\250\315\026\216\215\360\007\067\161

\237\362\253\374\101\365\301\213\354\000\067\135\011\345\116\200

\357\372\261\134\070\006\245\033\112\341\334\070\055\074\334\253

\037\220\032\325\112\234\356\321\160\154\314\356\364\127\370\030

\272\204\156\207

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\161\176\252\112\331\116\311\125\204\231\140\055\110\336\137

\274\360\072\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\076\167\163\165\356\240\323\343\176\111\143\111\131\273\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

#

 Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144
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\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143

\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027

\015\061\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\027\015

\063\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\060\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164

\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143\164

\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\042\224

\374\244\110\257\350\107\153\012\373\047\166\344\362\077\212\073

\172\112\054\061\052\214\215\260\251\303\061\153\250\167\166\204

\046\266\254\201\102\015\010\353\125\130\273\172\370\274\145\175

\362\240\155\213\250\107\351\142\166\036\021\356\010\024\321\262

\104\026\364\352\320\372\036\057\136\333\313\163\101\256\274\000

\260\112\053\100\262\254\341\073\113\302\055\235\344\241\233\354

\032\072\036\360\010\263\320\344\044\065\007\237\234\264\311\122

\155\333\007\312\217\265\133\360\203\363\117\307\055\245\310\255

\313\225\040\244\061\050\127\130\132\344\215\033\232\253\236\015

\014\362\012\063\071\042\071\012\227\056\363\123\167\271\104\105

\375\204\313\066\040\201\131\055\232\157\155\110\110\141\312\114

\337\123\321\257\122\274\104\237\253\057\153\203\162\357\165\200

\332\006\063\033\135\310\332\143\306\115\315\254\146\061\315\321

\336\076\207\020\066\341\271\244\172\357\140\120\262\313\312\246
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\126\340\067\257\253\064\023\071\045\350\071\146\344\230\172\252

\022\230\234\131\146\206\076\255\361\260\312\076\006\017\173\360

\021\113\067\240\104\155\173\313\250\214\161\364\325\265\221\066

\314\360\025\306\053\336\121\027\261\227\114\120\075\261\225\131

\174\005\175\055\041\325\000\277\001\147\242\136\173\246\134\362

\367\042\361\220\015\223\333\252\104\121\146\314\175\166\003\353

\152\250\052\070\031\227\166\015\153\212\141\371\274\366\356\166

\375\160\053\335\051\074\370\012\036\133\102\034\213\126\057\125

\033\034\241\056\265\307\026\346\370\252\074\222\216\151\266\001

\301\265\206\235\211\017\013\070\224\124\350\352\334\236\075\045

\274\123\046\355\325\253\071\252\305\100\114\124\253\262\264\331

\331\370\327\162\333\034\274\155\275\145\137\357\210\065\052\146

\057\356\366\263\145\360\063\215\174\230\101\151\106\017\103\034

\151\372\233\265\320\141\152\315\312\113\331\114\220\106\253\025

\131\241\107\124\051\056\203\050\137\034\302\242\253\162\027\000

\006\216\105\354\213\342\063\075\177\332\031\104\344\142\162\303

\337\042\306\362\126\324\335\137\225\162\355\155\137\367\110\003

\133\375\305\052\240\366\163\043\204\020\033\001\347\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\343\161\340\236\330\247\102\331\333\161\221\153\224\223

\353\303\243\321\024\243\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\107\372\335\012\260\021

\221\070\255\115\135\367\345\016\227\124\031\202\110\207\124\214

\252\144\231\330\132\376\210\001\305\130\245\231\261\043\124\043

\267\152\035\040\127\345\001\142\101\027\323\011\333\165\313\156

\124\220\165\376\032\237\201\012\302\335\327\367\011\320\133\162

\025\344\036\011\152\075\063\363\041\232\346\025\176\255\121\325

\015\020\355\175\102\300\217\356\300\232\010\325\101\326\134\016

\041\151\156\200\141\016\025\300\270\317\305\111\022\122\314\276

\072\314\324\056\070\005\336\065\375\037\157\270\200\150\230\075

\115\240\312\100\145\322\163\174\365\213\331\012\225\077\330\077

\043\155\032\321\052\044\031\331\205\263\027\357\170\156\251\130

\321\043\323\307\023\355\162\045\177\135\261\163\160\320\177\006

\227\011\204\051\200\141\035\372\136\377\163\254\240\343\211\270

\034\161\025\306\336\061\177\022\334\341\155\233\257\347\350\237

\165\170\114\253\106\073\232\316\277\005\030\135\115\025\074\026

\232\031\120\004\232\262\232\157\145\213\122\137\074\130\004\050

\045\300\146\141\061\176\271\340\165\271\032\250\201\326\162\027

\263\305\003\061\065\021\170\170\242\340\351\060\214\177\200\337

\130\337\074\272\047\226\342\200\064\155\343\230\323\144\047\254

\110\176\050\167\134\306\045\141\045\370\205\014\145\372\304\062

\057\245\230\005\344\370\013\147\026\026\306\202\270\062\031\371

\371\271\171\334\037\315\353\257\253\016\335\033\333\105\344\172

\347\002\342\225\135\374\151\360\123\151\141\225\165\171\013\136

\125\346\070\034\224\251\131\063\236\310\161\164\171\177\121\211

\266\310\152\270\060\310\152\070\303\156\236\341\067\026\352\005
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\142\114\133\022\107\355\247\264\263\130\126\307\111\363\177\022

\150\011\061\161\360\155\370\116\107\373\326\205\356\305\130\100

\031\244\035\247\371\113\103\067\334\150\132\117\317\353\302\144

\164\336\264\025\331\364\124\124\032\057\034\327\227\161\124\220

\216\331\040\235\123\053\177\253\217\342\352\060\274\120\067\357

\361\107\265\175\174\054\004\354\150\235\264\111\104\020\364\162

\113\034\144\347\374\346\153\220\335\151\175\151\375\000\126\245

\267\254\266\255\267\312\076\001\357\234

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\272\051\101\140\167\230\077\364\363\357\362\061\005\073\056\352

\155\115\105\375

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\006\245\260\374\211\235\272\364\153\214\032\144\315\325\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority

 - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust,

Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051
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\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\076\060\202\003\046\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\112

\123\214\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164

\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050

\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150

\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\067\060\067\061\067\062

\065\065\064\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\060\067\061\067\065\065

\065\064\132\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055

\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\272\204\266\162\333\236\014\153\342\231\351

\060\001\247\166\352\062\270\225\101\032\311\332\141\116\130\162

\317\376\366\202\171\277\163\141\006\012\245\047\330\263\137\323

\105\116\034\162\326\116\062\362\162\212\017\367\203\031\320\152

\200\200\000\105\036\260\307\347\232\277\022\127\047\034\243\150
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\057\012\207\275\152\153\016\136\145\363\034\167\325\324\205\215

\160\041\264\263\062\347\213\242\325\206\071\002\261\270\322\107

\316\344\311\111\304\073\247\336\373\124\175\127\276\360\350\156

\302\171\262\072\013\125\342\120\230\026\062\023\134\057\170\126

\301\302\224\263\362\132\344\047\232\237\044\327\306\354\320\233

\045\202\343\314\302\304\105\305\214\227\172\006\153\052\021\237

\251\012\156\110\073\157\333\324\021\031\102\367\217\007\277\365

\123\137\234\076\364\027\054\346\151\254\116\062\114\142\167\352

\267\350\345\273\064\274\031\213\256\234\121\347\267\176\265\123

\261\063\042\345\155\317\160\074\032\372\342\233\147\266\203\364

\215\245\257\142\114\115\340\130\254\144\064\022\003\370\266\215

\224\143\044\244\161\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\162\046\172\320\036

\357\175\347\073\151\121\324\154\215\237\220\022\146\253\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\171\237\035\226\306\266\171\077\042\215\207\323\207\003

\004\140\152\153\232\056\131\211\163\021\254\103\321\365\023\377

\215\071\053\300\362\275\117\160\214\251\057\352\027\304\013\124

\236\324\033\226\230\063\074\250\255\142\242\000\166\253\131\151

\156\006\035\176\304\271\104\215\230\257\022\324\141\333\012\031

\106\107\363\353\367\143\301\100\005\100\245\322\267\364\265\232

\066\277\251\210\166\210\004\125\004\053\234\207\177\032\067\074

\176\055\245\032\330\324\211\136\312\275\254\075\154\330\155\257

\325\363\166\017\315\073\210\070\042\235\154\223\232\304\075\277

\202\033\145\077\246\017\135\252\374\345\262\025\312\265\255\306

\274\075\320\204\350\352\006\162\260\115\071\062\170\277\076\021

\234\013\244\235\232\041\363\360\233\013\060\170\333\301\334\207

\103\376\274\143\232\312\305\302\034\311\307\215\377\073\022\130

\010\346\266\075\354\172\054\116\373\203\226\316\014\074\151\207

\124\163\244\163\302\223\377\121\020\254\025\124\001\330\374\005

\261\211\241\177\164\203\232\111\327\334\116\173\212\110\157\213

\105\366

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\364\047\375\171\014\072\321\146\006\215\350\036\127\357\273

\223\042\162\324

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\113\342\311\221\226\145\014\364\016\132\223\222\240\012\376\262

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\371\060\202\002\200\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\000

\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167

\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154

\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003

\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157

\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145

\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\062\061\070\061\065\062\065\063\066\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\061\070\061\065\065\065\063\066\132\060\201\277\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145

\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067

\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040

\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165

\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003

\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\166\060\020

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042

\003\142\000\004\204\023\311\320\272\155\101\173\342\154\320\353

\125\137\146\002\032\044\364\133\211\151\107\343\270\302\175\361

\362\002\305\237\240\366\133\325\213\006\031\206\117\123\020\155

\007\044\047\241\240\370\325\107\031\141\114\175\312\223\047\352

\164\014\357\157\226\011\376\143\354\160\135\066\255\147\167\256

\311\235\174\125\104\072\242\143\121\037\365\343\142\324\251\107

\007\076\314\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\267\143\347\032\335\215\351\010\246\125\203\244

\340\152\120\101\145\021\102\111\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\141\171\330\345\102

\107\337\034\256\123\231\027\266\157\034\175\341\277\021\224\321

\003\210\165\344\215\211\244\212\167\106\336\155\141\357\002\365

\373\265\337\314\376\116\377\376\251\346\247\002\060\133\231\327

\205\067\006\265\173\010\375\353\047\213\112\224\371\341\372\247

\216\046\010\350\174\222\150\155\163\330\157\046\254\041\002\270
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\231\267\046\101\133\045\140\256\320\110\032\356\006

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

 02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\330\006\100\337\233\045\365\022\045\072\021\352\367\131\212

\353\024\265\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\176\035\360\130\305\111\154\044\073\075\355\230\030\355\274

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CFCA EV ROOT"

#

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

#

 Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\215\060\202\003\165\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\030

\112\314\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013
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\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156

\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106

\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\062

\060\070\060\070\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\060\126\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125

\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143

\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117

\117\124\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\327\135\153\315\020\077\037\005\131\325\005\115\067

\261\016\354\230\053\216\025\035\372\223\113\027\202\041\161\020

\122\327\121\144\160\026\302\125\151\115\216\025\155\237\277\014

\033\302\340\243\147\326\014\254\317\042\256\257\167\124\052\113

\114\212\123\122\172\303\356\056\336\263\161\045\301\351\135\075

\356\241\057\243\367\052\074\311\043\035\152\253\035\241\247\361

\363\354\240\325\104\317\025\317\162\057\035\143\227\350\231\371

\375\223\244\124\200\114\122\324\122\253\056\111\337\220\315\270

\137\276\077\336\241\312\115\040\324\045\350\204\051\123\267\261

\210\037\377\372\332\220\237\012\251\055\101\077\261\361\030\051

\356\026\131\054\064\111\032\250\006\327\250\210\322\003\162\172

\062\342\352\150\115\156\054\226\145\173\312\131\372\362\342\335

\356\060\054\373\314\106\254\304\143\353\157\177\066\053\064\163

\022\224\177\337\314\046\236\361\162\135\120\145\131\217\151\263

\207\136\062\157\303\030\212\265\225\217\260\172\067\336\132\105

\073\307\066\341\357\147\321\071\323\227\133\163\142\031\110\055

\207\034\006\373\164\230\040\111\163\360\005\322\033\261\240\243

\267\033\160\323\210\151\271\132\326\070\364\142\334\045\213\170

\277\370\350\176\270\134\311\225\117\137\247\055\271\040\153\317

\153\335\365\015\364\202\267\364\262\146\056\020\050\366\227\132

\173\226\026\217\001\031\055\154\156\177\071\130\006\144\203\001

\203\203\303\115\222\335\062\306\207\244\067\351\026\316\252\055

\150\257\012\201\145\072\160\301\233\255\115\155\124\312\052\055

\113\205\033\263\200\346\160\105\015\153\136\065\360\177\073\270

\234\344\004\160\211\022\045\223\332\012\231\042\140\152\143\140

\116\166\006\230\116\275\203\255\035\130\212\045\205\322\307\145

\036\055\216\306\337\266\306\341\177\212\004\041\025\051\164\360

\076\234\220\235\014\056\361\212\076\132\252\014\011\036\307\325

\074\243\355\227\303\036\064\372\070\371\010\016\343\300\135\053

\203\321\126\152\311\266\250\124\123\056\170\062\147\075\202\177

\164\320\373\341\266\005\140\271\160\333\216\013\371\023\130\157

\161\140\020\122\020\271\301\101\011\357\162\037\147\061\170\377

\226\005\215\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003
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\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\045\306\272\153\353\207\313\336\202\071\226\075\360\104\247

\153\204\163\003\336\235\053\117\272\040\177\274\170\262\317\227

\260\033\234\363\327\171\056\365\110\266\322\373\027\210\346\323

\172\077\355\123\023\320\342\057\152\171\313\000\043\050\346\036

\067\127\065\211\204\302\166\117\064\066\255\147\303\316\101\006

\210\305\367\356\330\032\270\326\013\177\120\377\223\252\027\113

\214\354\355\122\140\262\244\006\352\116\353\364\153\031\375\353

\365\032\340\045\052\232\334\307\101\066\367\310\164\005\204\071

\225\071\326\013\073\244\047\372\010\330\134\036\370\004\140\122

\021\050\050\003\377\357\123\146\000\245\112\064\026\146\174\375

\011\244\256\236\147\032\157\101\013\153\006\023\233\217\206\161

\005\264\057\215\211\146\063\051\166\124\232\021\370\047\372\262

\077\221\340\316\015\033\363\060\032\255\277\042\135\033\323\277

\045\005\115\341\222\032\177\231\237\074\104\223\312\324\100\111

\154\200\207\327\004\072\303\062\122\065\016\126\370\245\335\175

\304\213\015\021\037\123\313\036\262\027\266\150\167\132\340\324

\313\310\007\256\365\072\056\216\067\267\320\001\113\103\051\167

\214\071\227\217\202\132\370\121\345\211\240\030\347\150\177\135

\012\056\373\243\107\016\075\246\043\172\306\001\307\217\310\136

\277\155\200\126\276\212\044\272\063\352\237\341\062\021\236\361

\322\117\200\366\033\100\257\070\236\021\120\171\163\022\022\315

\346\154\235\054\210\162\074\060\201\006\221\042\352\131\255\332

\031\056\042\302\215\271\214\207\340\146\274\163\043\137\041\144

\143\200\110\365\240\074\030\075\224\310\110\101\035\100\272\136

\376\376\126\071\241\310\317\136\236\031\144\106\020\332\027\221

\267\005\200\254\213\231\222\175\347\242\330\007\013\066\047\347

\110\171\140\212\303\327\023\134\370\162\100\337\112\313\317\231

\000\012\000\013\021\225\332\126\105\003\210\012\237\147\320\325

\171\261\250\215\100\155\015\302\172\100\372\363\137\144\107\222

\313\123\271\273\131\316\117\375\320\025\123\001\330\337\353\331

\346\166\357\320\043\273\073\251\171\263\325\002\051\315\211\243

\226\017\112\065\347\116\102\300\165\315\007\317\346\054\353\173

\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CFCA EV ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN
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# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\270\051\113\125\204\253\153\130\302\220\106\154\254\077\270

\071\217\204\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\341\266\355\046\172\172\104\060\063\224\253\173\047\201\060

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

#

 Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\265\060\202\002\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366\302\300\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\155

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\064\061\062\060\061\061\065\060\060\063\062\132\027\015

\063\071\061\062\060\061\061\065\061\060\063\061\132\060\155\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106

\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163

\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123
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\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\330\027\267

\034\112\044\052\326\227\261\312\342\036\373\175\070\357\230\365

\262\071\230\116\047\270\021\135\173\322\045\224\210\202\025\046

\152\033\061\273\250\133\041\041\053\330\017\116\237\132\361\261

\132\344\171\326\062\043\053\341\123\314\231\105\134\173\117\255

\274\277\207\112\013\113\227\132\250\366\110\354\175\173\015\315

\041\006\337\236\025\375\101\212\110\267\040\364\241\172\033\127

\324\135\120\377\272\147\330\043\231\037\310\077\343\336\377\157

\133\167\261\153\156\270\311\144\367\341\312\101\106\016\051\161

\320\271\043\374\311\201\137\116\367\157\337\277\204\255\163\144

\273\267\102\216\151\366\324\166\035\176\235\247\270\127\212\121

\147\162\327\324\250\270\225\124\100\163\003\366\352\364\353\376

\050\102\167\077\235\043\033\262\266\075\200\024\007\114\056\117

\367\325\012\026\015\275\146\103\067\176\043\103\171\303\100\206

\365\114\051\332\216\232\255\015\245\004\207\210\036\205\343\351

\123\325\233\310\213\003\143\170\353\340\031\112\156\273\057\153

\063\144\130\223\255\151\277\217\033\357\202\110\307\002\003\001

\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\065

\017\310\066\143\136\342\243\354\371\073\146\025\316\121\122\343

\221\232\075\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001

\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\100\114\373\207\262\231\201

\220\176\235\305\260\260\046\315\210\173\053\062\215\156\270\041

\161\130\227\175\256\067\024\257\076\347\367\232\342\175\366\161

\230\231\004\252\103\164\170\243\343\111\141\076\163\214\115\224

\340\371\161\304\266\026\016\123\170\037\326\242\207\057\002\071

\201\051\074\257\025\230\041\060\376\050\220\000\214\321\341\313

\372\136\310\375\370\020\106\073\242\170\102\221\027\164\125\012

\336\120\147\115\146\321\247\377\375\331\300\265\250\243\212\316

\146\365\017\103\315\247\053\127\173\143\106\152\252\056\122\330

\364\355\341\155\255\051\220\170\110\272\341\043\252\243\211\354

\265\253\226\300\264\113\242\035\227\236\172\362\156\100\161\337

\150\361\145\115\316\174\005\337\123\145\251\245\360\261\227\004

\160\025\106\003\230\324\322\277\124\264\240\130\175\122\157\332

\126\046\142\324\330\333\211\061\157\034\360\042\302\323\142\034

\065\315\114\151\025\124\032\220\230\336\353\036\137\312\167\307

\313\216\075\103\151\234\232\130\320\044\073\337\033\100\226\176

\065\255\201\307\116\161\272\210\023

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

# Subject:

 CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\371\100\166\030\323\327\152\113\230\360\250\065\236\014\375

\047\254\314\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\353\271\141\050\056\267\057\230\260\065\046\220\231\121\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL
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# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\162\060\202\002\132\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\076

\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001\353\055\334

\344\326\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120

\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152

\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172

\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117

\124\040\103\101\062\060\036\027\015\061\065\061\060\061\071\060

\067\064\063\063\060\132\027\015\063\065\061\060\061\071\060\067

\064\063\063\060\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\120\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113

\162\141\152\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154
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\151\143\172\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267\274\076\120\250\113\315

\100\265\316\141\347\226\312\264\241\332\014\042\260\372\265\173

\166\000\167\214\013\317\175\250\206\314\046\121\344\040\075\205

\014\326\130\343\347\364\052\030\235\332\321\256\046\356\353\123

\334\364\220\326\023\112\014\220\074\303\364\332\322\216\015\222

\072\334\261\261\377\070\336\303\272\055\137\200\271\002\275\112

\235\033\017\264\303\302\301\147\003\335\334\033\234\075\263\260

\336\000\036\250\064\107\273\232\353\376\013\024\275\066\204\332

\015\040\277\372\133\313\251\026\040\255\071\140\356\057\165\266

\347\227\234\371\076\375\176\115\157\115\057\357\210\015\152\372

\335\361\075\156\040\245\240\022\264\115\160\271\316\327\162\073

\211\223\247\200\204\034\047\111\162\111\265\377\073\225\236\301

\314\310\001\354\350\016\212\012\226\347\263\246\207\345\326\371

\005\053\015\227\100\160\074\272\254\165\132\234\325\115\235\002

\012\322\113\233\146\113\106\007\027\145\255\237\154\210\000\334

\042\211\340\341\144\324\147\274\061\171\141\074\273\312\101\315

\134\152\000\310\074\070\216\130\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\056\026

\251\112\030\265\313\314\365\157\120\363\043\137\370\135\347\254

\360\310\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\265\163\370\003\334\131\133\035\166\351

\243\052\173\220\050\262\115\300\063\117\252\232\261\324\270\344

\047\377\251\226\231\316\106\340\155\174\114\242\070\244\006\160

\360\364\101\021\354\077\107\215\077\162\207\371\073\375\244\157

\053\123\000\340\377\071\271\152\007\016\353\035\034\366\242\162

\220\313\202\075\021\202\213\322\273\237\052\257\041\346\143\206

\235\171\031\357\367\273\014\065\220\303\212\355\117\017\365\314

\022\331\244\076\273\240\374\040\225\137\117\046\057\021\043\203

\116\165\007\017\277\233\321\264\035\351\020\004\376\312\140\217

\242\114\270\255\317\341\220\017\315\256\012\307\135\173\267\120

\322\324\141\372\325\025\333\327\237\207\121\124\353\245\343\353

\311\205\240\045\040\067\373\216\316\014\064\204\341\074\201\262

\167\116\103\245\210\137\206\147\241\075\346\264\134\141\266\076

\333\376\267\050\305\242\007\256\265\312\312\215\052\022\357\227

\355\302\060\244\311\052\172\373\363\115\043\033\231\063\064\240

\056\365\251\013\077\324\135\341\317\204\237\342\031\302\137\212

\326\040\036\343\163\267

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL
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 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\122\372\225\077\355\333\044\140\275\156\050\363\234\314\317

\136\263\077\336

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\144\301\211\260\044\261\214\261\007\176\211\236\121\236\231

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies
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S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before:

 Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\322\060\202\003\272\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022\215\351\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\201

\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164\157

\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123\056
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\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101\040

\062\060\042\030\017\062\060\061\061\061\060\060\066\060\070\063

\071\065\066\132\030\017\062\060\064\066\061\060\060\066\060\070

\063\071\065\066\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\120\114\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031

\125\156\151\172\145\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\371\170\370\346\325\200

\014\144\235\206\033\226\144\147\077\042\072\036\165\001\175\357

\373\134\147\214\311\314\134\153\251\221\346\271\102\345\040\113

\233\332\233\173\271\231\135\331\233\200\113\327\204\100\053\047

\323\350\272\060\273\076\011\032\247\111\225\357\053\100\044\302

\227\307\247\356\233\045\357\250\012\000\227\205\132\252\235\334

\051\311\342\065\007\353\160\115\112\326\301\263\126\270\241\101

\070\233\321\373\061\177\217\340\137\341\261\077\017\216\026\111

\140\327\006\215\030\371\252\046\020\253\052\323\320\321\147\215

\033\106\276\107\060\325\056\162\321\305\143\332\347\143\171\104

\176\113\143\044\211\206\056\064\077\051\114\122\213\052\247\300

\342\221\050\211\271\300\133\371\035\331\347\047\255\377\232\002

\227\301\306\120\222\233\002\054\275\251\271\064\131\012\277\204

\112\377\337\376\263\237\353\331\236\340\230\043\354\246\153\167

\026\052\333\314\255\073\034\244\207\334\106\163\136\031\142\150

\105\127\344\220\202\102\273\102\326\360\141\340\301\243\075\146

\243\135\364\030\356\210\311\215\027\105\051\231\062\165\002\061

\356\051\046\310\153\002\346\265\142\105\177\067\025\132\043\150

\211\324\076\336\116\047\260\360\100\014\274\115\027\313\115\242

\263\036\320\006\132\335\366\223\317\127\165\231\365\372\206\032

\147\170\263\277\226\376\064\334\275\347\122\126\345\263\345\165

\173\327\101\221\005\334\135\151\343\225\015\103\271\374\203\226

\071\225\173\154\200\132\117\023\162\306\327\175\051\172\104\272

\122\244\052\325\101\106\011\040\376\042\240\266\133\060\215\274

\211\014\325\327\160\370\207\122\375\332\357\254\121\056\007\263

\116\376\320\011\332\160\357\230\372\126\346\155\333\265\127\113

\334\345\054\045\025\310\236\056\170\116\370\332\234\236\206\054

\312\127\363\032\345\310\222\213\032\202\226\172\303\274\120\022

\151\330\016\132\106\213\072\353\046\372\043\311\266\260\201\276

\102\000\244\370\326\376\060\056\307\322\106\366\345\216\165\375

\362\314\271\320\207\133\314\006\020\140\273\203\065\267\136\147
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\336\107\354\231\110\361\244\241\025\376\255\214\142\216\071\125

\117\071\026\271\261\143\235\377\267\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\266\241

\124\071\002\303\240\077\216\212\274\372\324\370\034\246\321\072

\016\375\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\161\245\016\316\344\351\277\077\070\325

\211\132\304\002\141\373\114\305\024\027\055\213\117\123\153\020

\027\374\145\204\307\020\111\220\336\333\307\046\223\210\046\157

\160\326\002\136\071\240\367\217\253\226\265\245\023\134\201\024

\155\016\201\202\021\033\212\116\306\117\245\335\142\036\104\337

\011\131\364\133\167\013\067\351\213\040\306\370\012\116\056\130

\034\353\063\320\317\206\140\311\332\373\200\057\236\114\140\204

\170\075\041\144\326\373\101\037\030\017\347\311\165\161\275\275

\134\336\064\207\076\101\260\016\366\271\326\077\011\023\226\024

\057\336\232\035\132\271\126\316\065\072\260\137\160\115\136\343

\051\361\043\050\162\131\266\253\302\214\146\046\034\167\054\046

\166\065\213\050\247\151\240\371\073\365\043\335\205\020\164\311

\220\003\126\221\347\257\272\107\324\022\227\021\042\343\242\111

\224\154\347\267\224\113\272\055\244\332\063\213\114\246\104\377

\132\074\306\035\144\330\265\061\344\246\074\172\250\127\013\333

\355\141\032\313\361\316\163\167\143\244\207\157\114\121\070\326

\344\137\307\237\266\201\052\344\205\110\171\130\136\073\370\333

\002\202\147\301\071\333\303\164\113\075\066\036\371\051\223\210

\150\133\250\104\031\041\360\247\350\201\015\054\350\223\066\264

\067\262\312\260\033\046\172\232\045\037\232\232\200\236\113\052

\077\373\243\232\376\163\062\161\302\236\306\162\341\212\150\047

\361\344\017\264\304\114\245\141\223\370\227\020\007\052\060\045

\251\271\310\161\270\357\150\314\055\176\365\340\176\017\202\250

\157\266\272\154\203\103\167\315\212\222\027\241\236\133\170\026

\075\105\342\063\162\335\341\146\312\231\323\311\305\046\375\015

\150\004\106\256\266\331\233\214\276\031\276\261\306\362\031\343

\134\002\312\054\330\157\112\007\331\311\065\332\100\165\362\304

\247\031\157\236\102\020\230\165\346\225\213\140\274\355\305\022

\327\212\316\325\230\134\126\226\003\305\356\167\006\065\377\317

\344\356\077\023\141\356\333\332\055\205\360\315\256\235\262\030

\011\105\303\222\241\162\027\374\107\266\240\013\054\361\304\336

\103\150\010\152\137\073\360\166\143\373\314\006\054\246\306\342

\016\265\271\276\044\217

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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 Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\335\110\076\053\277\114\005\350\257\020\365\372\166\046\317

\323\334\060\222

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\155\106\236\331\045\155\010\043\133\136\164\175\036\047\333\362

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic
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 Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions Cert.

Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\013\060\202\003\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023

\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\067

\060\067\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\063

\060\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125

\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141

\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162

\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040

\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061

\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061

\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\370\251\077\033\211\374\074\074\004\135\075\220\066

\260\221\072\171\074\146\132\357\155\071\001\111\032\264\267\317

\177\115\043\123\267\220\000\343\023\052\050\246\061\361\221\000

\343\050\354\256\041\101\316\037\332\375\175\022\133\001\203\017

\271\260\137\231\341\362\022\203\200\115\006\076\337\254\257\347

\241\210\153\061\257\360\213\320\030\063\270\333\105\152\064\364

\002\200\044\050\012\002\025\225\136\166\052\015\231\072\024\133

\366\313\313\123\274\023\115\001\210\067\224\045\033\102\274\042

\330\216\243\226\136\072\331\062\333\076\350\360\020\145\355\164

\341\057\247\174\257\047\064\273\051\175\233\266\317\011\310\345

\323\012\374\210\145\145\164\012\334\163\034\134\315\100\261\034

\324\266\204\214\114\120\317\150\216\250\131\256\302\047\116\202

\242\065\335\024\364\037\377\262\167\325\207\057\252\156\175\044

\047\347\306\313\046\346\345\376\147\007\143\330\105\015\335\072

\131\145\071\130\172\222\231\162\075\234\204\136\210\041\270\325

\364\054\374\331\160\122\117\170\270\275\074\053\213\225\230\365

\263\321\150\317\040\024\176\114\134\137\347\213\345\365\065\201

\031\067\327\021\010\267\146\276\323\112\316\203\127\000\072\303

\201\370\027\313\222\066\135\321\243\330\165\033\341\213\047\352

\172\110\101\375\105\031\006\255\047\231\116\301\160\107\335\265
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\237\201\123\022\345\261\214\110\135\061\103\027\343\214\306\172

\143\226\113\051\060\116\204\116\142\031\136\074\316\227\220\245

\177\001\353\235\340\370\213\211\335\045\230\075\222\266\176\357

\331\361\121\121\175\055\046\310\151\131\141\340\254\152\270\052

\066\021\004\172\120\275\062\204\276\057\334\162\325\327\035\026

\107\344\107\146\040\077\364\226\305\257\216\001\172\245\017\172

\144\365\015\030\207\331\256\210\325\372\204\301\072\300\151\050

\055\362\015\150\121\252\343\245\167\306\244\220\016\241\067\213

\061\043\107\301\011\010\353\156\367\170\233\327\202\374\204\040

\231\111\031\266\022\106\261\373\105\125\026\251\243\145\254\234

\007\017\352\153\334\037\056\006\162\354\206\210\022\344\055\333

\137\005\057\344\360\003\323\046\063\347\200\302\315\102\241\027

\064\013\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\161\025\147\310\310\311\275\165\135

\162\320\070\030\152\235\363\161\044\124\013\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\165

\273\155\124\113\252\020\130\106\064\362\142\327\026\066\135\010

\136\325\154\310\207\275\264\056\106\362\061\370\174\352\102\265

\223\026\125\334\241\014\022\240\332\141\176\017\130\130\163\144

\162\307\350\105\216\334\251\362\046\077\306\171\214\261\123\010

\063\201\260\126\023\276\346\121\134\330\233\012\117\113\234\126

\123\002\351\117\366\015\140\352\115\102\125\350\174\033\041\041

\323\033\072\314\167\362\270\220\361\150\307\371\132\376\372\055

\364\277\311\365\105\033\316\070\020\052\067\212\171\243\264\343

\011\154\205\206\223\377\211\226\047\170\201\217\147\343\106\164

\124\216\331\015\151\342\112\364\115\164\003\377\262\167\355\225

\147\227\344\261\305\253\277\152\043\350\324\224\342\104\050\142

\304\113\342\360\330\342\051\153\032\160\176\044\141\223\173\117

\003\062\045\015\105\044\053\226\264\106\152\277\112\013\367\232

\217\301\254\032\305\147\363\157\064\322\372\163\143\214\357\026

\260\250\244\106\052\370\353\022\354\162\264\357\370\053\176\214

\122\300\213\204\124\371\057\076\343\125\250\334\146\261\331\341

\137\330\263\214\131\064\131\244\253\117\154\273\037\030\333\165

\253\330\313\222\315\224\070\141\016\007\006\037\113\106\020\361

\025\276\215\205\134\073\112\053\201\171\017\264\151\237\111\120

\227\115\367\016\126\135\300\225\152\302\066\303\033\150\311\365

\052\334\107\232\276\262\316\305\045\350\372\003\271\332\371\026

\156\221\204\365\034\050\310\374\046\314\327\034\220\126\247\137

\157\072\004\274\315\170\211\013\216\017\057\243\252\117\242\033

\022\075\026\010\100\017\361\106\114\327\252\173\010\301\012\365

\155\047\336\002\217\312\303\265\053\312\351\353\310\041\123\070

\245\314\073\330\167\067\060\242\117\331\157\321\362\100\255\101

\172\027\305\326\112\065\211\267\101\325\174\206\177\125\115\203

\112\245\163\040\300\072\257\220\361\232\044\216\331\216\161\312

\173\270\206\332\262\217\231\076\035\023\015\022\021\356\324\253

\360\351\025\166\002\344\340\337\252\040\036\133\141\205\144\100
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\251\220\227\015\255\123\322\132\035\207\152\000\227\145\142\264

\276\157\152\247\365\054\102\355\062\255\266\041\236\276\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

 Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\001\014\006\225\246\230\031\024\377\277\137\306\260\266\225\352

\051\351\022\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\377\342\333\003\331\313\113\351\017\255\204\375\173\030\316

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

#

#

 Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003
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\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\303\060\202\002\112\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\252\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015

\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060

\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145

\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040

\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163

\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\067\060\067\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\027\015\064\060\060\066

\063\060\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\060\201\252\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003

\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316

\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\222\240

\101\350\113\202\204\134\342\370\061\021\231\206\144\116\011\045

\057\235\101\057\012\256\065\117\164\225\262\121\144\153\215\153

\346\077\160\225\360\005\104\107\246\162\070\120\166\225\002\132

\216\256\050\236\371\055\116\231\357\054\110\157\114\045\051\350

\321\161\133\337\035\301\165\067\264\327\372\173\172\102\234\152

\012\126\132\174\151\013\252\200\011\044\154\176\301\106\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\264\042

\013\202\231\044\001\016\234\273\344\016\375\277\373\227\040\223

\231\052\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147
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\000\060\144\002\060\147\316\026\142\070\242\254\142\105\247\251

\225\044\300\032\047\234\062\073\300\300\325\272\251\347\370\004

\103\123\205\356\122\041\336\235\365\045\203\076\236\130\113\057

\327\147\023\016\041\002\060\005\341\165\001\336\150\355\052\037

\115\114\011\010\015\354\113\255\144\027\050\347\165\316\105\145

\162\041\027\313\042\101\016\214\023\230\070\232\124\155\233\312

\342\174\352\002\130\042\221

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\361\161\215\222\325\232\363\175\164\227\264\274\157\204\150

\013\272\266\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\201\345\264\027\353\302\365\341\113\015\101\173\111\222\376\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103
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\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X1"

#

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\153\060\202\003\123\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143\202\213\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145

\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125

\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\061

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070

\132\027\015\063\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070\132

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\255\350\044\163\364\024\067\363\233\236\053\127\050\034

\207\276\334\267\337\070\220\214\156\074\346\127\240\170\367\165

\302\242\376\365\152\156\366\000\117\050\333\336\150\206\154\104

\223\266\261\143\375\024\022\153\277\037\322\352\061\233\041\176

\321\063\074\272\110\365\335\171\337\263\270\377\022\361\041\232

\113\301\212\206\161\151\112\146\146\154\217\176\074\160\277\255

\051\042\006\363\344\300\346\200\256\342\113\217\267\231\176\224

\003\237\323\107\227\174\231\110\043\123\350\070\256\117\012\157

\203\056\321\111\127\214\200\164\266\332\057\320\070\215\173\003

\160\041\033\165\362\060\074\372\217\256\335\332\143\253\353\026

\117\302\216\021\113\176\317\013\350\377\265\167\056\364\262\173

\112\340\114\022\045\014\160\215\003\051\240\341\123\044\354\023

\331\356\031\277\020\263\112\214\077\211\243\141\121\336\254\207

\007\224\364\143\161\354\056\342\157\133\230\201\341\211\134\064

\171\154\166\357\073\220\142\171\346\333\244\232\057\046\305\320

\020\341\016\336\331\020\216\026\373\267\367\250\367\307\345\002

\007\230\217\066\010\225\347\342\067\226\015\066\165\236\373\016

\162\261\035\233\274\003\371\111\005\330\201\335\005\264\052\326

\101\351\254\001\166\225\012\017\330\337\325\275\022\037\065\057

\050\027\154\322\230\301\250\011\144\167\156\107\067\272\316\254

\131\136\150\235\177\162\326\211\305\006\101\051\076\131\076\335

\046\365\044\311\021\247\132\243\114\100\037\106\241\231\265\247

\072\121\156\206\073\236\175\162\247\022\005\170\131\355\076\121

\170\025\013\003\217\215\320\057\005\262\076\173\112\034\113\163

\005\022\374\306\352\340\120\023\174\103\223\164\263\312\164\347

\216\037\001\010\320\060\324\133\161\066\264\007\272\301\060\060
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\134\110\267\202\073\230\246\175\140\212\242\243\051\202\314\272

\275\203\004\033\242\203\003\101\241\326\005\361\033\302\266\360

\250\174\206\073\106\250\110\052\210\334\166\232\166\277\037\152

\245\075\031\217\353\070\363\144\336\310\053\015\012\050\377\367

\333\342\025\102\324\042\320\047\135\341\171\376\030\347\160\210

\255\116\346\331\213\072\306\335\047\121\156\377\274\144\365\063

\103\117\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\171\264\131\346\173\266\345\344\001

\163\200\010\210\310\032\130\366\351\233\156\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\125

\037\130\251\274\262\250\120\320\014\261\330\032\151\040\047\051

\010\254\141\165\134\212\156\370\202\345\151\057\325\366\126\113

\271\270\163\020\131\323\041\227\176\347\114\161\373\262\322\140

\255\071\250\013\352\027\041\126\205\361\120\016\131\353\316\340

\131\351\272\311\025\357\206\235\217\204\200\366\344\351\221\220

\334\027\233\142\033\105\360\146\225\322\174\157\302\352\073\357

\037\317\313\326\256\047\361\251\260\310\256\375\175\176\232\372

\042\004\353\377\331\177\352\221\053\042\261\027\016\217\362\212

\064\133\130\330\374\001\311\124\271\270\046\314\212\210\063\211

\114\055\204\074\202\337\356\226\127\005\272\054\273\367\304\267

\307\116\073\202\276\061\310\042\163\163\222\321\302\200\244\071

\071\020\063\043\202\114\074\237\206\262\125\230\035\276\051\206

\214\042\233\236\342\153\073\127\072\202\160\115\334\011\307\211

\313\012\007\115\154\350\135\216\311\357\316\253\307\273\265\053

\116\105\326\112\320\046\314\345\162\312\010\152\245\225\343\025

\241\367\244\355\311\054\137\245\373\377\254\050\002\056\276\327

\173\273\343\161\173\220\026\323\007\136\106\123\174\067\007\102

\214\323\304\226\234\325\231\265\052\340\225\032\200\110\256\114

\071\007\316\314\107\244\122\225\053\272\270\373\255\322\063\123

\175\345\035\115\155\325\241\261\307\102\157\346\100\047\065\134

\243\050\267\007\215\347\215\063\220\347\043\237\373\120\234\171

\154\106\325\264\025\263\226\156\176\233\014\226\072\270\122\055

\077\326\133\341\373\010\302\204\376\044\250\243\211\332\254\152

\341\030\052\261\250\103\141\133\323\037\334\073\215\166\362\055

\350\215\165\337\027\063\154\075\123\373\173\313\101\137\377\334

\242\320\141\070\341\226\270\254\135\213\067\327\165\325\063\300

\231\021\256\235\101\301\162\165\204\276\002\101\102\137\147\044

\110\224\321\233\047\276\007\077\271\270\117\201\164\121\341\172

\267\355\235\043\342\276\340\325\050\004\023\074\061\003\236\335

\172\154\217\306\007\030\306\177\336\107\216\077\050\236\004\006

\317\245\124\064\167\275\354\211\233\351\027\103\337\133\333\137

\376\216\036\127\242\315\100\235\176\142\042\332\336\030\047

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X1"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\275\052\171\241\007\152\061\362\035\045\066\065\313\003\235

\103\051\245\350

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\322\371\340\332\027\163\351\355\206\115\245\343\160\347\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

#

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\135

\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151\007\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\073\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111

\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\036\027\015\060\070

\061\060\062\071\061\065\065\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\060\060

\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\073\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272\161\200\172\114\206\156\177

\310\023\155\300\306\175\034\000\227\217\054\014\043\273\020\232

\100\251\032\267\207\210\370\233\126\152\373\346\173\216\213\222
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\216\247\045\135\131\021\333\066\056\267\121\027\037\251\010\037

\004\027\044\130\252\067\112\030\337\345\071\324\127\375\327\301

\054\221\001\221\342\042\324\003\300\130\374\167\107\354\217\076

\164\103\272\254\064\215\115\070\166\147\216\260\310\157\060\063

\130\161\134\264\365\153\156\324\001\120\270\023\176\154\112\243

\111\321\040\031\356\274\300\051\030\145\247\336\376\357\335\012

\220\041\347\032\147\222\102\020\230\137\117\060\274\076\034\105

\264\020\327\150\100\024\300\100\372\347\167\027\172\346\013\217

\145\133\074\331\232\122\333\265\275\236\106\317\075\353\221\005

\002\300\226\262\166\114\115\020\226\073\222\372\234\177\017\231

\337\276\043\065\105\036\002\134\376\265\250\233\231\045\332\136

\363\042\303\071\365\344\052\056\323\306\037\304\154\252\305\034

\152\001\005\112\057\322\305\301\250\064\046\135\146\245\322\002

\041\371\030\267\006\365\116\231\157\250\253\114\121\350\317\120

\030\305\167\310\071\011\054\111\222\062\231\250\273\027\027\171

\260\132\305\346\243\304\131\145\107\065\203\136\251\350\065\013

\231\273\344\315\040\306\233\112\006\071\265\150\374\042\272\356

\125\214\053\116\352\363\261\343\374\266\231\232\325\102\372\161

\115\010\317\207\036\152\161\175\371\323\264\351\245\161\201\173

\302\116\107\226\245\366\166\205\243\050\217\351\200\156\201\123

\245\155\137\270\110\371\302\371\066\246\056\111\377\270\226\302

\214\007\263\233\210\130\374\353\033\034\336\055\160\342\227\222

\060\241\211\343\274\125\250\047\326\113\355\220\255\213\372\143

\045\131\055\250\065\335\312\227\063\274\345\315\307\235\321\354

\357\136\016\112\220\006\046\143\255\271\331\065\055\007\272\166

\145\054\254\127\217\175\364\007\224\327\201\002\226\135\243\007

\111\325\172\320\127\371\033\347\123\106\165\252\260\171\102\313

\150\161\010\351\140\275\071\151\316\364\257\303\126\100\307\255

\122\242\011\344\157\206\107\212\037\353\050\047\135\203\040\257

\004\311\154\126\232\213\106\365\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\203

\060\201\200\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\367

\175\305\375\304\350\232\033\167\144\247\365\035\240\314\277\207

\140\232\155\060\076\006\003\125\035\040\004\067\060\065\060\063

\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\143\145\162\164\056\146\156\155\164\056\145\163\057\144\160

\143\163\057\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\007\220\112\337\363\043\116\360\303

\234\121\145\233\234\042\242\212\014\205\363\163\051\153\115\376

\001\342\251\014\143\001\277\004\147\245\235\230\137\375\001\023

\372\354\232\142\351\206\376\266\142\322\156\114\224\373\300\165

\105\174\145\014\370\262\067\317\254\017\317\215\157\371\031\367

\217\354\036\362\160\236\360\312\270\357\267\377\166\067\166\133

\366\156\210\363\257\142\062\042\223\015\072\152\216\024\146\014

\055\123\164\127\145\036\325\262\335\043\201\073\245\146\043\047

\147\011\217\341\167\252\103\315\145\121\010\355\121\130\376\346
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\071\371\313\107\204\244\025\361\166\273\244\356\244\073\304\137

\357\262\063\226\021\030\267\311\145\276\030\341\243\244\334\372

\030\371\323\274\023\233\071\172\064\272\323\101\373\372\062\212

\052\267\053\206\013\151\203\070\276\315\212\056\013\160\255\215

\046\222\356\036\365\001\053\012\331\326\227\233\156\340\250\031

\034\072\041\213\014\036\100\255\003\347\335\146\176\365\271\040

\015\003\350\226\371\202\105\324\071\340\240\000\135\327\230\346

\175\236\147\163\303\232\052\367\253\213\241\072\024\357\064\274

\122\016\211\230\232\004\100\204\035\176\105\151\223\127\316\353

\316\370\120\174\117\034\156\004\103\233\371\326\073\043\030\351

\352\216\321\115\106\215\361\073\344\152\312\272\373\043\267\233

\372\231\001\051\132\130\132\055\343\371\324\155\016\046\255\301

\156\064\274\062\370\014\005\372\145\243\333\073\067\203\042\351

\326\334\162\063\375\135\362\040\275\166\074\043\332\050\367\371

\033\353\131\144\325\334\137\162\176\040\374\315\211\265\220\147

\115\142\172\077\116\255\035\303\071\376\172\364\050\026\337\101

\366\110\200\005\327\017\121\171\254\020\253\324\354\003\146\346

\152\260\272\061\222\102\100\152\276\072\323\162\341\152\067\125

\274\254\035\225\267\151\141\362\103\221\164\346\240\323\012\044

\106\241\010\257\326\332\105\031\226\324\123\035\133\204\171\360

\300\367\107\357\213\217\305\006\256\235\114\142\235\377\106\004

\370\323\311\266\020\045\100\165\376\026\252\311\112\140\206\057

\272\357\060\167\344\124\342\270\204\231\130\200\252\023\213\121

\072\117\110\366\213\266\263

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

#

 Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\354\120\065\007\262\025\304\225\142\031\342\250\232\133\102\231

\054\114\054\040
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\011\004\264\323\275\321\240\024\375\032\322\107\304\127\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156
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\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\101\060\202\002\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103\346\226\066

\133\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\070\060\061\061\067\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\262\170\200\161\312\170\325\343

\161\257\107\200\120\164\175\156\330\327\210\166\364\231\150\367

\130\041\140\371\164\204\001\057\254\002\055\206\323\240\103\172

\116\262\244\320\066\272\001\276\215\333\110\310\007\027\066\114

\364\356\210\043\307\076\353\067\365\265\031\370\111\150\260\336

\327\271\166\070\035\141\236\244\376\202\066\245\345\112\126\344

\105\341\371\375\264\026\372\164\332\234\233\065\071\057\372\260

\040\120\006\154\172\320\200\262\246\371\257\354\107\031\217\120

\070\007\334\242\207\071\130\370\272\325\251\371\110\147\060\226

\356\224\170\136\157\211\243\121\300\060\206\146\241\105\146\272

\124\353\243\303\221\371\110\334\377\321\350\060\055\175\055\164

\160\065\327\210\044\367\236\304\131\156\273\163\207\027\362\062

\106\050\270\103\372\267\035\252\312\264\362\237\044\016\055\113

\367\161\134\136\151\377\352\225\002\313\070\212\256\120\070\157

\333\373\055\142\033\305\307\036\124\341\167\340\147\310\017\234

\207\043\326\077\100\040\177\040\200\304\200\114\076\073\044\046

\216\004\256\154\232\310\252\015\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\204\030\314

\205\064\354\274\014\224\224\056\010\131\234\307\262\020\116\012

\010\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\230\362\067\132\101\220\241\032\305\166\121

\050\040\066\043\016\256\346\050\273\252\370\224\256\110\244\060

\177\033\374\044\215\113\264\310\241\227\366\266\361\172\160\310

\123\223\314\010\050\343\230\045\317\043\244\371\336\041\323\174
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\205\011\255\116\232\165\072\302\013\152\211\170\166\104\107\030

\145\154\215\101\216\073\177\232\313\364\265\247\120\327\005\054

\067\350\003\113\255\351\141\240\002\156\365\362\360\305\262\355

\133\267\334\372\224\134\167\236\023\245\177\122\255\225\362\370

\223\073\336\213\134\133\312\132\122\133\140\257\024\367\113\357

\243\373\237\100\225\155\061\124\374\102\323\307\106\037\043\255

\331\017\110\160\232\331\165\170\161\321\162\103\064\165\156\127

\131\302\002\134\046\140\051\317\043\031\026\216\210\103\245\324

\344\313\010\373\043\021\103\350\103\051\162\142\241\251\135\136

\010\324\220\256\270\330\316\024\302\320\125\362\206\366\304\223

\103\167\146\141\300\271\350\101\327\227\170\140\003\156\112\162

\256\245\321\175\272\020\236\206\154\033\212\271\131\063\370\353

\304\220\276\361\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon

 Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\247\371\145\354\136\374\067\221\017\034\156\131\375\301\314

\152\156\336\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\306\277\256\354\376\255\057\030\306\210\150\060\374\310\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

#

 Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370\133\046\273

\212\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005
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\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\255\226\237\055\234\112\114\112

\201\171\121\231\354\212\313\153\140\121\023\274\115\155\006\374

\260\010\215\335\031\020\152\307\046\014\065\330\300\157\040\204

\351\224\261\233\205\003\303\133\333\112\350\310\370\220\166\331

\133\117\343\114\350\006\066\115\314\232\254\075\014\220\053\222

\324\006\031\140\254\067\104\171\205\201\202\255\132\067\340\015

\314\235\246\114\122\166\352\103\235\267\004\321\120\366\125\340

\325\322\246\111\205\351\067\351\312\176\256\134\225\115\110\232

\077\256\040\132\155\210\225\331\064\270\122\032\103\220\260\277

\154\005\271\266\170\267\352\320\344\072\074\022\123\142\377\112

\362\173\276\065\005\251\022\064\343\363\144\164\142\054\075\000

\111\132\050\376\062\104\273\207\335\145\047\002\161\073\332\112

\367\037\332\315\367\041\125\220\117\017\354\256\202\341\237\153

\331\105\323\273\360\137\207\355\074\054\071\206\332\077\336\354

\162\125\353\171\243\255\333\335\174\260\272\034\316\374\336\117

\065\166\317\017\370\170\037\152\066\121\106\047\141\133\351\236

\317\360\242\125\175\174\045\212\157\057\264\305\317\204\056\053

\375\015\121\020\154\373\137\033\274\033\176\305\256\073\230\001

\061\222\377\013\127\364\232\262\271\127\351\253\357\015\166\321

\360\356\364\316\206\247\340\156\351\264\151\241\337\151\366\063

\306\151\056\227\023\236\245\207\260\127\020\201\067\311\123\263

\273\177\366\222\321\234\320\030\364\222\156\332\203\117\246\143

\231\114\245\373\136\357\041\144\172\040\137\154\144\205\025\313

\067\351\142\014\013\052\026\334\001\056\062\332\076\113\365\236

\072\366\027\100\224\357\236\221\010\206\372\276\143\250\132\063

\354\313\164\103\225\371\154\151\122\066\307\051\157\374\125\003

\134\037\373\237\275\107\353\347\111\107\225\013\116\211\042\011

\111\340\365\141\036\361\277\056\212\162\156\200\131\377\127\072

\371\165\062\243\116\137\354\355\050\142\331\115\163\362\314\201

\027\140\355\315\353\334\333\247\312\305\176\002\275\362\124\010

\124\375\264\055\011\054\027\124\112\230\321\124\341\121\147\010

\322\355\156\176\157\077\322\055\201\131\051\146\313\220\071\225

\021\036\164\047\376\335\353\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\260\014\360

\114\060\364\005\130\002\110\375\063\345\122\257\113\204\343\146
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\122\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\252\250\200\217\016\170\243\340\242\324\315

\346\365\230\172\073\352\000\003\260\227\016\223\274\132\250\366

\054\214\162\207\251\261\374\177\163\375\143\161\170\245\207\131

\317\060\341\015\020\262\023\132\155\202\365\152\346\200\237\240

\005\013\150\344\107\153\307\152\337\266\375\167\062\162\345\030

\372\011\364\240\223\054\135\322\214\165\205\166\145\220\014\003

\171\267\061\043\143\255\170\203\011\206\150\204\312\377\371\317

\046\232\222\171\347\315\113\305\347\141\247\027\313\363\251\022

\223\223\153\247\350\057\123\222\304\140\130\260\314\002\121\030

\133\205\215\142\131\143\266\255\264\336\232\373\046\367\000\047

\300\135\125\067\164\231\311\120\177\343\131\056\104\343\054\045

\356\354\114\062\167\264\237\032\351\113\135\040\305\332\375\034

\207\026\306\103\350\324\273\046\232\105\160\136\251\013\067\123

\342\106\173\047\375\340\106\362\211\267\314\102\266\313\050\046

\156\331\245\311\072\310\101\023\140\367\120\214\025\256\262\155

\032\025\032\127\170\346\222\052\331\145\220\202\077\154\002\257

\256\022\072\047\226\066\004\327\035\242\200\143\251\233\361\345

\272\264\174\024\260\116\311\261\037\164\137\070\366\121\352\233

\372\054\242\021\324\251\055\047\032\105\261\257\262\116\161\015

\300\130\106\326\151\006\313\123\313\263\376\153\101\315\101\176

\175\114\017\174\162\171\172\131\315\136\112\016\254\233\251\230

\163\171\174\264\364\314\271\270\007\014\262\164\134\270\307\157

\210\241\220\247\364\252\371\277\147\072\364\032\025\142\036\267

\237\276\075\261\051\257\147\241\022\362\130\020\031\123\003\060

\033\270\032\211\366\234\275\227\003\216\243\011\363\035\213\041

\361\264\337\344\034\321\237\145\002\006\352\134\326\023\263\204

\357\242\245\134\214\167\051\247\150\300\153\256\100\322\250\264

\352\315\360\215\113\070\234\031\232\033\050\124\270\211\220\357

\312\165\201\076\036\362\144\044\307\030\257\116\377\107\236\007

\366\065\145\244\323\012\126\377\365\027\144\154\357\250\042\045

\111\223\266\337\000\027\332\130\176\135\356\305\033\260\321\321

\137\041\020\307\371\363\272\002\012\047\007\305\361\326\307\323

\340\373\011\140\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

#

 Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\132\214\357\105\327\246\230\131\166\172\214\213\104\226\265\170

\317\107\113\032

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\345\215\316\250\102\342\172\300\052\134\174\236\046\277\146

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\266\060\202\001\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350\236\166\003

\362\112\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065

\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\051

\227\247\306\101\177\300\015\233\350\001\033\126\306\362\122\245

\272\055\262\022\350\322\056\327\372\311\305\330\252\155\037\163

\201\073\073\230\153\071\174\063\245\305\116\206\216\200\027\150

\142\105\127\175\104\130\035\263\067\345\147\010\353\146\336\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\253

\266\333\327\006\236\067\254\060\206\007\221\160\307\234\304\031

\261\170\300\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003

\111\000\060\106\002\041\000\340\205\222\243\027\267\215\371\053

\006\245\223\254\032\230\150\141\162\372\341\241\320\373\034\170

\140\246\103\231\305\270\304\002\041\000\234\002\357\361\224\234

\263\226\371\353\306\052\370\266\054\376\072\220\024\026\327\214

\143\044\110\034\337\060\175\325\150\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After

 : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\015\104\335\214\074\214\032\032\130\165\144\201\351\017\056\052

\377\263\322\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\324\357\013\367\265\330\111\225\052\354\365\304\374\201\207

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\362\060\202\001\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173\054\310\032

\301\016\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065

\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\064\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\322\253\212\067

\117\243\123\015\376\301\212\173\113\250\173\106\113\143\260\142

\366\055\033\333\010\161\041\322\000\350\143\275\232\047\373\360

\071\156\135\352\075\245\311\201\252\243\133\040\230\105\135\026

\333\375\350\020\155\343\234\340\343\275\137\204\142\363\160\144
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\063\240\313\044\057\160\272\210\241\052\240\165\370\201\256\142

\006\304\201\333\071\156\051\260\036\372\056\134\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323\354\307\072

\145\156\314\341\332\166\232\126\373\234\363\206\155\127\345\201

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060

\145\002\060\072\213\041\361\275\176\021\255\320\357\130\226\057

\326\353\235\176\220\215\053\317\146\125\303\054\343\050\251\160

\012\107\016\360\067\131\022\377\055\231\224\050\116\052\117\065

\115\063\132\002\061\000\352\165\000\116\073\304\072\224\022\221

\311\130\106\235\041\023\162\247\210\234\212\344\114\112\333\226

\324\254\213\153\153\111\022\123\063\255\327\344\276\044\374\265

\012\166\324\245\274\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 4"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject:

 CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\020\204\007\326\370\273\147\230\014\302\342\104\302\353\256

\034\357\143\276

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\274\047\325\353\027\215\006\152\151\325\375\211\107\264\315

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164
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\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320

\363\230

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\044

\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320\363\230\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\307\071\327

\111\144\251\231\202\042\114\352\105\331\007\026\343\173\364\203

\350\231\163\372\153\261\066\340\232\167\240\100\302\201\215\001

\307\314\214\275\217\175\367\171\343\172\114\003\115\331\373\375

\207\070\050\054\335\232\213\124\010\333\147\373\033\214\376\050

\222\057\276\267\262\110\247\201\241\330\136\210\303\314\071\100

\101\132\321\334\345\332\020\237\057\332\001\115\375\056\106\174

\371\056\047\012\151\067\356\221\243\033\152\314\104\277\033\307

\303\324\021\262\120\140\227\011\275\056\042\365\101\204\146\237

\315\100\246\251\000\200\301\037\225\222\237\336\363\110\357\333
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\035\167\141\374\177\337\356\226\244\162\320\266\076\377\170\047

\257\313\222\025\151\010\333\143\020\342\346\227\254\156\334\254

\366\242\316\036\107\231\271\211\267\022\346\241\324\315\131\021

\147\303\157\205\330\102\116\050\276\131\125\131\004\225\253\217

\067\200\277\015\360\374\037\072\144\061\130\201\170\327\342\065

\366\040\077\051\270\217\026\156\076\110\334\265\114\007\341\362

\032\352\176\012\171\326\250\275\353\135\206\053\115\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\063\101\350\310\071\022\025\223\110\362\226\062\056\132

\365\332\224\137\123\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\025\343\163\127\261\027

\266\137\111\151\104\246\366\136\172\147\254\322\336\165\111\253

\376\045\125\307\072\311\104\025\020\156\277\061\153\313\331\007

\223\177\034\205\143\000\343\062\022\340\314\313\373\071\154\217

\342\123\342\074\100\063\331\244\214\107\346\255\130\373\211\257

\343\336\206\051\126\064\054\105\270\022\372\104\211\156\055\024

\045\050\044\001\145\326\352\122\254\005\156\126\022\011\075\320

\164\364\327\275\006\312\250\072\215\126\102\372\215\162\076\164

\361\003\162\337\207\033\136\016\172\125\226\054\070\267\230\205

\315\115\063\104\311\224\217\132\061\060\067\113\243\072\022\263

\347\066\321\041\150\113\055\070\346\123\256\034\045\126\010\126

\003\147\204\235\306\303\316\044\142\307\114\066\317\260\006\104

\267\365\137\002\335\331\124\351\057\220\116\172\310\116\203\100

\014\232\227\074\067\277\277\354\366\360\264\205\167\050\301\013

\310\147\202\020\027\070\242\267\006\352\233\277\072\370\351\043

\007\277\164\340\230\070\025\125\170\356\162\000\134\031\243\364

\322\063\340\377\275\321\124\071\051\017

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug

 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification

 Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\177\141\036\051\221\153\123\202\373\162\347\104\331\215\303

\314\123\155\144

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\250\264\332\366\144\113\036\202\371\106\075\124\032\174\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320

\363\230

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\144

\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261\377\101\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105
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\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\315\314\351

\005\310\143\205\313\077\100\143\027\275\030\372\065\346\004\147

\127\145\230\051\244\117\311\134\217\017\064\322\370\332\250\023

\142\252\270\036\120\147\170\260\026\114\240\071\251\025\172\256

\355\322\242\300\360\220\067\051\030\046\134\350\015\074\266\154

\111\077\301\340\334\331\113\266\024\031\013\246\323\226\341\326

\011\343\031\046\034\371\037\145\113\371\032\103\034\000\203\326

\320\252\111\242\324\333\346\142\070\272\120\024\103\155\371\061

\370\126\026\331\070\002\221\317\353\154\335\273\071\116\231\341

\060\147\105\361\324\360\215\303\337\376\362\070\007\041\175\000

\136\126\104\263\344\140\275\221\053\234\253\133\004\162\017\262

\050\331\162\253\005\040\102\045\251\133\003\152\040\020\314\061

\360\053\332\065\054\320\373\232\227\116\360\202\113\053\330\137

\066\243\013\055\257\143\015\035\045\177\241\156\134\142\241\215

\050\076\241\374\034\040\370\001\057\272\125\232\021\260\031\322

\310\120\171\153\016\152\005\327\252\004\066\262\243\362\341\137

\167\247\167\234\345\036\334\351\337\152\301\145\135\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\207\214\040\225\310\230\112\321\326\200\006\112\220\064

\104\337\034\115\277\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\201\216\262\245\146\226

\267\041\245\266\357\157\043\132\137\333\201\305\102\245\170\301

\151\375\364\074\327\371\134\153\160\162\032\374\132\227\115\000

\200\210\210\202\212\303\161\015\216\305\211\233\054\355\215\013

\322\162\124\365\175\324\134\103\127\351\363\256\245\002\021\366

\166\053\201\127\335\175\332\164\060\375\124\107\366\340\026\156

\246\264\012\110\346\347\165\007\017\051\031\071\316\171\364\266

\154\305\137\231\325\037\113\372\337\155\054\074\015\124\200\160

\360\210\013\200\317\306\150\242\270\035\160\331\166\214\374\356
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\245\311\317\255\035\317\231\045\127\132\142\105\313\026\153\275

\111\315\245\243\214\151\171\045\256\270\114\154\213\100\146\113

\026\077\317\002\032\335\341\154\153\007\141\152\166\025\051\231

\177\033\335\210\200\301\277\265\217\163\305\246\226\043\204\246

\050\206\044\063\152\001\056\127\163\045\266\136\277\217\346\035

\141\250\100\051\147\035\207\233\035\177\233\237\231\315\061\326

\124\276\142\273\071\254\150\022\110\221\040\245\313\261\335\376

\157\374\132\344\202\125\131\257\061\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

#

 Trust for "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\100\263\061\240\351\277\350\125\274\071\223\312\160\117\116\302

\121\324\035\217

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\175\013\203\345\373\174\255\007\117\040\251\265\337\143\355\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153
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\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\016\060\202\002\366\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\017

\335\254\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\071

\062\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\027\015\062\070\060\071\062

\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\304\173\102\222\202\037\354\355\124\230\216\022\300\312\011\337

\223\156\072\223\134\033\344\020\167\236\116\151\210\154\366\341

\151\362\366\233\242\141\261\275\007\040\164\230\145\361\214\046

\010\315\250\065\312\200\066\321\143\155\350\104\172\202\303\154

\136\336\273\350\066\322\304\150\066\214\237\062\275\204\042\340

\334\302\356\020\106\071\155\257\223\071\256\207\346\303\274\011

\311\054\153\147\133\331\233\166\165\114\013\340\273\305\327\274

\076\171\362\137\276\321\220\127\371\256\366\146\137\061\277\323

\155\217\247\272\112\363\043\145\273\267\357\243\045\327\012\352

\130\266\357\210\372\372\171\262\122\130\325\360\254\214\241\121

\164\051\225\252\121\073\220\062\003\237\034\162\164\220\336\075

\355\141\322\345\343\375\144\107\345\271\267\112\251\367\037\256

\226\206\004\254\057\343\244\201\167\267\132\026\377\330\017\077

\366\267\170\314\244\257\372\133\074\022\133\250\122\211\162\357

\210\363\325\104\201\206\225\043\237\173\335\274\331\064\357\174

\224\074\252\300\101\302\343\235\120\032\300\344\031\042\374\263

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\005\060\202\001\001\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\077\220\310\175\307\025\157

\363\044\217\251\303\057\113\242\017\041\262\057\347\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\276

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\266\060\201\263\060\164\240\162\240

\160\206\156\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164

\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157

\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\062\060\061

\063\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155

\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143
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\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163

\164\060\073\240\071\240\067\206\065\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\143\162\154\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164

\137\143\141\137\063\137\062\060\061\063\056\143\162\154\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\016\131\016\130\344\164\110\043\104\317\064\041\265\234

\024\032\255\232\113\267\263\210\155\134\251\027\160\360\052\237

\215\173\371\173\205\372\307\071\350\020\010\260\065\053\137\317

\002\322\323\234\310\013\036\356\005\124\256\067\223\004\011\175

\154\217\302\164\274\370\034\224\276\061\001\100\055\363\044\040

\267\204\125\054\134\310\365\164\112\020\031\213\243\307\355\065

\326\011\110\323\016\300\272\071\250\260\106\002\260\333\306\210

\131\302\276\374\173\261\053\317\176\142\207\125\226\314\001\157

\233\147\041\225\065\213\370\020\374\161\033\267\113\067\151\246

\073\326\354\213\356\301\260\363\045\311\217\222\175\241\352\303

\312\104\277\046\245\164\222\234\343\164\353\235\164\331\313\115

\207\330\374\264\151\154\213\240\103\007\140\170\227\351\331\223

\174\302\106\274\233\067\122\243\355\212\074\023\251\173\123\113

\111\232\021\005\054\013\156\126\254\037\056\202\154\340\151\147

\265\016\155\055\331\344\300\025\361\077\372\030\162\341\025\155

\047\133\055\060\050\053\237\110\232\144\053\231\357\362\165\111

\137\134

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root

 CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\174\314\347\324\256\121\137\231\010\315\077\366\350\303\170

\337\157\357\227

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\042\146\230\176\326\003\340\301\161\346\165\315\126\105\277

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145
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\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\143\060\202\003\113\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145\040

\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003\125

\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154\151

\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165\162

\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055\060

\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145

\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060\064

\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040\113

\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040\123

\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165\162

\165\155\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\063\061\061\062\065\060\070

\062\065\065\065\132\027\015\064\063\061\060\062\065\060\070\062

\065\065\065\132\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006
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\023\002\124\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107

\145\142\172\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102

\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145

\040\102\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124

\101\113\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155

\165\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040

\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123

\115\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111

\124\101\113\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040

\113\157\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040

\055\040\123\165\162\165\155\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\165\060\063\252\273

\153\323\231\054\022\067\204\331\215\173\227\200\323\156\347\377

\233\120\225\076\220\225\126\102\327\031\174\046\204\215\222\372

\001\035\072\017\342\144\070\267\214\274\350\210\371\213\044\253

\056\243\365\067\344\100\216\030\045\171\203\165\037\073\377\154

\250\305\306\126\370\264\355\212\104\243\253\154\114\374\035\320

\334\357\150\275\317\344\252\316\360\125\367\242\064\324\203\153

\067\174\034\302\376\265\003\354\127\316\274\264\265\305\355\000

\017\123\067\052\115\364\117\014\203\373\206\317\313\376\214\116

\275\207\371\247\213\041\127\234\172\337\003\147\211\054\235\227

\141\247\020\270\125\220\177\016\055\047\070\164\337\347\375\332

\116\022\343\115\025\042\002\310\340\340\374\017\255\212\327\311

\124\120\314\073\017\312\026\200\204\320\121\126\303\216\126\177

\211\042\063\057\346\205\012\275\245\250\033\066\336\323\334\054

\155\073\307\023\275\131\043\054\346\345\244\367\330\013\355\352

\220\100\104\250\225\273\223\325\320\200\064\266\106\170\016\037

\000\223\106\341\356\351\371\354\117\027\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\077

\307\212\206\306\074\335\074\124\134\065\370\072\355\122\014\107

\127\310\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\052\077\341\361\062\216\256\341\230

\134\113\136\317\153\036\152\011\322\042\251\022\307\136\127\175

\163\126\144\200\204\172\223\344\011\271\020\315\237\052\047\341

\000\167\276\110\310\065\250\201\237\344\270\054\311\177\016\260

\322\113\067\135\352\271\325\013\136\064\275\364\163\051\303\355

\046\025\234\176\010\123\212\130\215\320\113\050\337\301\263\337

\040\363\371\343\343\072\337\314\234\224\330\116\117\303\153\027

\267\367\162\350\255\146\063\265\045\123\253\340\370\114\251\235

\375\362\015\272\256\271\331\252\306\153\371\223\273\256\253\270

\227\074\003\032\272\103\306\226\271\105\162\070\263\247\241\226

\075\221\173\176\300\041\123\114\207\355\362\013\124\225\121\223

\325\042\245\015\212\361\223\016\076\124\016\260\330\311\116\334
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\362\061\062\126\352\144\371\352\265\235\026\146\102\162\363\177

\323\261\061\103\374\244\216\027\361\155\043\253\224\146\370\255

\373\017\010\156\046\055\177\027\007\011\262\214\373\120\300\237

\226\215\317\266\375\000\235\132\024\232\277\002\104\365\301\302

\237\042\136\242\017\241\343

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\103\144\233\354\316\047\354\355\072\077\013\217\015\344\350

\221\335\356\312

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\000\201\334\151\057\076\057\260\073\366\075\132\221\216\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040
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\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

#

# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114
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\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\210\060\202\003\160\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\175

\011\227\376\360\107\352\172\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051

\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111

\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131

\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125

\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\064

\061\061\062\066\060\065\061\063\061\065\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060\142\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103

\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117

\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165

\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\331

\243\026\360\310\164\164\167\233\357\063\015\073\006\176\125\374

\265\140\217\166\206\022\102\175\126\146\076\210\202\355\162\143

\016\236\213\335\064\054\002\121\121\303\031\375\131\124\204\311

\361\153\263\114\260\351\350\106\135\070\306\242\247\056\021\127

\272\202\025\242\234\217\155\260\231\112\012\362\353\211\160\143

\116\171\304\267\133\275\242\135\261\362\101\002\053\255\251\072

\243\354\171\012\354\137\072\343\375\357\200\074\255\064\233\032

\253\210\046\173\126\242\202\206\037\353\065\211\203\177\137\256

\051\116\075\266\156\354\256\301\360\047\233\256\343\364\354\357

\256\177\367\206\075\162\172\353\245\373\131\116\247\353\225\214

\042\071\171\341\055\010\217\314\274\221\270\101\367\024\301\043

\251\303\255\232\105\104\263\262\327\054\315\306\051\342\120\020

\256\134\313\202\216\027\030\066\175\227\346\210\232\260\115\064

\011\364\054\271\132\146\052\260\027\233\236\036\166\235\112\146

\061\101\337\077\373\305\006\357\033\266\176\032\106\066\367\144

\143\073\343\071\030\043\347\147\165\024\325\165\127\222\067\275

\276\152\033\046\120\362\066\046\006\220\305\160\001\144\155\166

\146\341\221\333\156\007\300\141\200\056\262\056\057\214\160\247

\321\073\074\263\221\344\156\266\304\073\160\362\154\222\227\011

\315\107\175\030\300\363\273\236\017\326\213\256\007\266\132\017
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\316\013\014\107\247\345\076\270\275\175\307\233\065\240\141\227

\072\101\165\027\314\053\226\167\052\222\041\036\331\225\166\040

\147\150\317\015\275\337\326\037\011\152\232\342\314\163\161\244

\057\175\022\200\267\123\060\106\136\113\124\231\017\147\311\245

\310\362\040\301\202\354\235\021\337\302\002\373\032\073\321\355

\040\232\357\145\144\222\020\015\052\342\336\160\361\030\147\202

\214\141\336\270\274\321\057\234\373\017\320\053\355\033\166\271

\344\071\125\370\370\241\035\270\252\200\000\114\202\347\262\177

\011\270\274\060\240\057\015\365\122\236\216\367\222\263\012\000

\035\000\124\227\006\340\261\007\331\307\017\134\145\175\074\155

\131\127\344\355\245\215\351\100\123\237\025\113\240\161\366\032

\041\343\332\160\006\041\130\024\207\205\167\171\252\202\171\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\342\311\100\237\115\316\350\232\241\174\317\016\077

\145\305\051\210\152\031\121\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\321\111\127\340

\247\314\150\130\272\001\017\053\031\315\215\260\141\105\254\021

\355\143\120\151\370\037\177\276\026\217\375\235\353\013\252\062

\107\166\322\147\044\355\275\174\063\062\227\052\307\005\206\146

\015\027\175\024\025\033\324\353\375\037\232\366\136\227\151\267

\032\045\244\012\263\221\077\137\066\254\213\354\127\250\076\347

\201\212\030\127\071\205\164\032\102\307\351\133\023\137\217\371

\010\351\222\164\215\365\107\322\253\073\326\373\170\146\116\066

\175\371\351\222\351\004\336\375\111\143\374\155\373\024\161\223

\147\057\107\112\267\271\377\036\052\163\160\106\060\277\132\362

\057\171\245\341\215\014\331\371\262\143\067\214\067\145\205\160

\152\134\133\011\162\271\255\143\074\261\335\370\374\062\277\067

\206\344\273\216\230\047\176\272\037\026\341\160\021\362\003\337

\045\142\062\047\046\030\062\204\237\377\000\072\023\272\232\115

\364\117\270\024\160\042\261\312\053\220\316\051\301\160\364\057

\235\177\362\220\036\326\132\337\267\106\374\346\206\372\313\340

\040\166\172\272\246\313\365\174\336\142\245\261\213\356\336\202

\146\212\116\072\060\037\077\200\313\255\047\272\014\136\327\320

\261\126\312\167\161\262\265\165\241\120\251\100\103\027\302\050

\331\317\122\213\133\310\143\324\102\076\240\063\172\106\056\367

\012\040\106\124\176\152\117\061\361\201\176\102\164\070\145\163

\047\356\306\174\270\216\327\245\072\327\230\241\234\214\020\125

\323\333\113\354\100\220\362\315\156\127\322\142\016\174\127\223

\261\247\155\315\235\203\273\052\347\345\266\073\161\130\255\375

\321\105\274\132\221\356\123\025\157\323\105\011\165\156\272\220

\135\036\004\317\067\337\036\250\146\261\214\346\040\152\357\374

\110\116\164\230\102\257\051\157\056\152\307\373\175\321\146\061

\042\314\206\000\176\146\203\014\102\364\275\064\222\303\032\352

\117\312\176\162\115\013\160\214\246\110\273\246\241\024\366\373

\130\104\231\024\256\252\013\223\151\240\051\045\112\245\313\053

\335\212\146\007\026\170\025\127\161\033\354\365\107\204\363\236
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\061\067\172\325\177\044\255\344\274\375\375\314\156\203\350\014

\250\267\101\154\007\335\275\074\206\227\057\322

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\066\070\133\201\032\045\303\233\061\116\203\312\351\064\146

\160\314\164\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\314\331\075\064\065\134\157\123\243\342\010\160\110\037\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor

 Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\061\060\036

\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\061\066\132\027

\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\063\061\066\132\060\201

\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141

\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033

\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164

\040\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\216\267\225\342\302\046\022\153\063

\031\307\100\130\012\253\131\252\215\000\243\374\200\307\120\173

\216\324\040\046\272\062\022\330\043\124\111\045\020\042\230\235

\106\322\301\311\236\116\033\056\054\016\070\363\032\045\150\034

\246\132\005\346\036\213\110\277\230\226\164\076\151\312\351\265

\170\245\006\274\325\000\136\011\012\362\047\172\122\374\055\325

\261\352\264\211\141\044\363\032\023\333\251\317\122\355\014\044

\272\271\236\354\176\000\164\372\223\255\154\051\222\256\121\264

\273\323\127\277\263\363\250\215\234\364\044\113\052\326\231\236

\364\236\376\300\176\102\072\347\013\225\123\332\267\150\016\220

\114\373\160\077\217\112\054\224\363\046\335\143\151\251\224\330

\020\116\305\107\010\220\231\033\027\115\271\154\156\357\140\225

\021\216\041\200\265\275\240\163\330\320\262\167\304\105\352\132

\046\373\146\166\166\370\006\037\141\155\017\125\305\203\267\020

\126\162\006\007\245\363\261\032\003\005\144\016\235\132\212\326
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\206\160\033\044\336\376\050\212\053\320\152\260\374\172\242\334

\262\171\016\213\145\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\356\153\111\074\172\077

\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\356\153\111\074\172

\077\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\045\030\324\221\217\023\356\217\036\035\021\123

\332\055\104\051\031\240\036\153\061\236\115\016\236\255\075\134

\101\157\225\053\044\241\171\230\072\070\066\373\273\146\236\110

\377\220\220\357\075\324\270\233\264\207\165\077\040\233\316\162

\317\241\125\301\115\144\242\031\006\241\007\063\014\013\051\345

\361\352\253\243\354\265\012\164\220\307\175\162\362\327\134\237

\221\357\221\213\267\334\355\146\242\317\216\146\073\274\237\072

\002\340\047\335\026\230\300\225\324\012\244\344\201\232\165\224

\065\234\220\137\210\067\006\255\131\225\012\260\321\147\323\031

\312\211\347\062\132\066\034\076\202\250\132\223\276\306\320\144

\221\266\317\331\266\030\317\333\176\322\145\243\246\304\216\027

\061\301\373\176\166\333\323\205\343\130\262\167\172\166\073\154

\057\120\034\347\333\366\147\171\037\365\202\225\232\007\247\024

\257\217\334\050\041\147\011\322\326\115\132\034\031\034\216\167

\134\303\224\044\075\062\153\113\176\324\170\224\203\276\067\115

\316\137\307\036\116\074\340\211\063\225\013\017\245\062\326\074

\132\171\054\031

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

#

 Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\377\275\315\347\202\310\103\136\074\157\046\206\134\312\250\072

\105\133\303\012

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\205\361\334\032\000\323\042\325\262\262\254\153\067\005\105

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor

 Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\057\060\202\004\027\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\045

\241\337\312\063\313\131\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122
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\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\062\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\062\063\132\027\015

\063\064\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\066\063\071\132\060\201\244

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040

\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040

\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040

\103\101\055\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\247\040\156\302\052\242\142\044\225\220\166

\310\070\176\200\322\253\301\233\145\005\224\364\301\012\020\325

\002\254\355\237\223\307\207\310\260\047\053\102\014\075\012\076

\101\132\236\165\335\215\312\340\233\354\150\062\244\151\222\150

\214\013\201\016\126\240\076\032\335\054\045\024\202\057\227\323

\144\106\364\124\251\334\072\124\055\061\053\231\202\362\331\052

\327\357\161\000\270\061\244\276\172\044\007\303\102\040\362\212

\324\222\004\033\145\126\114\154\324\373\266\141\132\107\043\264

\330\151\264\267\072\320\164\074\014\165\241\214\116\166\241\351

\333\052\245\073\372\316\260\377\176\152\050\375\047\034\310\261

\351\051\361\127\156\144\264\320\301\025\155\016\276\056\016\106

\310\136\364\121\376\357\016\143\072\073\161\272\317\157\131\312

\014\343\233\135\111\270\114\342\127\261\230\212\102\127\234\166

\357\357\275\321\150\250\322\364\011\273\167\065\276\045\202\010

\304\026\054\104\040\126\251\104\021\167\357\135\264\035\252\136

\153\076\213\062\366\007\057\127\004\222\312\365\376\235\302\351

\350\263\216\114\113\002\061\331\344\074\110\202\047\367\030\202

\166\110\072\161\261\023\241\071\325\056\305\064\302\035\142\205

\337\003\376\115\364\257\075\337\134\133\215\372\160\341\245\176

\047\307\206\056\152\217\022\306\204\136\103\121\120\234\031\233

\170\346\374\366\355\107\176\173\075\146\357\023\023\210\137\074

\241\143\373\371\254\207\065\237\363\202\236\244\077\012\234\061

\151\213\231\244\210\112\216\156\146\115\357\026\304\017\171\050

\041\140\015\205\026\175\327\124\070\361\222\126\375\265\063\114

\203\334\327\020\237\113\375\306\370\102\275\272\174\163\002\340

\377\175\315\133\341\324\254\141\173\127\325\112\173\133\324\205

\130\047\135\277\370\053\140\254\240\046\256\024\041\047\306\167

\232\063\200\074\136\106\077\367\303\261\243\206\063\306\350\136

\015\271\065\054\252\106\301\205\002\165\200\240\353\044\373\025
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\252\344\147\177\156\167\077\364\004\212\057\174\173\343\027\141

\360\335\011\251\040\310\276\011\244\320\176\104\303\262\060\112

\070\252\251\354\030\232\007\202\053\333\270\234\030\255\332\340

\106\027\254\317\135\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\376\041\100\156\224\236

\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\331\376\041\100\156\224

\236\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\236\105\236\014\073\266\357\341\072\310\174\321\000

\075\317\342\352\006\265\262\072\273\006\113\150\172\320\043\227

\164\247\054\360\010\330\171\132\327\132\204\212\330\022\232\033

\331\175\134\115\160\305\245\371\253\345\243\211\211\335\001\372

\354\335\371\351\222\227\333\260\106\102\363\323\142\252\225\376

\061\147\024\151\130\220\012\252\013\356\067\043\307\120\121\264

\365\176\236\343\173\367\344\314\102\062\055\111\014\313\377\111

\014\233\036\064\375\156\156\226\212\171\003\266\157\333\011\313

\375\137\145\024\067\341\070\365\363\141\026\130\344\265\155\015

\013\004\033\077\120\055\177\263\307\172\032\026\200\140\370\212

\037\351\033\052\306\371\272\001\032\151\277\322\130\307\124\127

\010\217\341\071\140\167\113\254\131\204\032\210\361\335\313\117

\170\327\347\341\063\055\374\356\101\372\040\260\276\313\367\070

\224\300\341\320\205\017\273\355\054\163\253\355\376\222\166\032

\144\177\133\015\063\011\007\063\173\006\077\021\244\134\160\074

\205\300\317\343\220\250\203\167\372\333\346\305\214\150\147\020

\147\245\122\055\360\304\231\217\177\277\321\153\342\265\107\326

\331\320\205\231\115\224\233\017\113\215\356\000\132\107\035\021

\003\254\101\030\257\207\267\157\014\072\217\312\317\334\003\301

\242\011\310\345\375\200\136\310\140\102\001\033\032\123\132\273

\067\246\267\274\272\204\351\036\154\032\324\144\332\324\103\376

\223\213\113\362\054\171\026\020\324\223\013\210\217\241\330\206

\024\106\221\107\233\050\044\357\127\122\116\134\102\234\252\367

\111\354\047\350\100\036\263\246\211\042\162\234\365\015\063\264

\130\243\060\073\335\324\152\124\223\276\032\115\363\223\224\367

\374\204\013\077\204\040\134\064\003\104\305\332\255\274\012\301

\002\317\036\345\224\331\363\216\133\330\114\360\235\354\141\027

\273\024\062\124\014\002\051\223\036\222\206\366\177\357\347\222

\005\016\131\335\231\010\056\056\372\234\000\122\323\305\146\051

\344\247\227\104\244\016\050\201\023\065\305\366\157\144\346\101

\304\325\057\314\064\105\045\317\101\000\226\075\112\056\302\226

\230\117\116\112\234\227\267\333\037\222\062\310\377\017\121\156

\326\354\011

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

 

# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\276\155\313\126\361\125\271\143\324\022\312\116\006\064\307

\224\262\034\300

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\341\370\030\013\272\105\325\307\101\052\273\067\122\105\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor ECA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060
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\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\040\060\202\003\010\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\105\103\101\055\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064

\061\062\063\062\063\063\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061

\067\062\070\060\067\132\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122

\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\105\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\217\340\021\265\237\250\166\166\333

\337\017\124\357\163\143\051\202\255\107\306\243\153\355\376\137

\063\370\103\121\351\032\063\221\061\027\240\164\304\324\247\001

\346\262\222\076\152\235\355\016\371\164\230\100\323\077\003\200

\006\202\100\350\261\342\247\121\247\035\203\046\153\253\336\372

\027\221\053\330\306\254\036\261\236\031\001\325\227\246\352\015

\267\304\125\037\047\174\322\010\325\166\037\051\025\207\100\071

\335\070\105\021\165\320\232\247\064\340\277\315\310\122\035\271

\107\176\015\270\273\306\014\366\163\127\026\132\176\103\221\037

\125\072\306\155\104\004\252\234\251\234\247\114\211\027\203\256

\243\004\136\122\200\213\036\022\045\021\031\327\014\175\175\061

\104\101\352\333\257\260\034\357\201\320\054\305\232\041\233\075
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\355\102\073\120\046\362\354\316\161\141\006\142\041\124\116\177

\301\235\076\177\040\214\200\313\052\330\227\142\310\203\063\221

\175\260\242\132\017\127\350\073\314\362\045\262\324\174\057\354

\115\306\241\072\025\172\347\266\135\065\365\366\110\112\066\105

\146\324\272\230\130\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\104\236\110\365\314\155

\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\104\236\110\365\314

\155\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\005\076\065\134\025\160\233\311\307\163\141\157

\162\053\324\302\217\362\103\135\002\316\304\224\271\224\021\203

\147\135\342\147\154\165\166\277\273\014\252\066\306\255\107\223

\143\334\036\176\326\336\056\376\351\031\062\070\003\177\024\366

\000\163\054\131\261\041\006\341\373\254\030\225\014\243\377\231

\226\367\053\047\233\325\044\314\035\335\301\072\340\230\104\260

\304\344\076\167\261\163\251\144\054\366\034\001\174\077\135\105

\205\300\205\347\045\217\225\334\027\363\074\237\032\156\260\312

\343\035\052\351\114\143\372\044\141\142\326\332\176\266\034\154

\365\002\035\324\052\335\125\220\353\052\021\107\074\056\136\164

\262\202\042\245\175\123\037\105\354\047\221\175\347\042\026\350

\300\150\066\330\306\361\117\200\104\062\371\341\321\321\035\252

\336\250\253\234\004\257\255\040\016\144\230\115\245\153\300\110

\130\226\151\115\334\007\214\121\223\242\337\237\017\075\213\140

\264\202\215\252\010\116\142\105\340\371\013\322\340\340\074\133

\336\134\161\047\045\302\346\003\201\213\020\123\343\307\125\242

\264\237\327\346

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00

 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "TrustCor ECA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\321\337\225\225\147\153\143\300\360\133\034\027\115\213\204

\013\310\170\275

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\222\043\035\012\365\100\174\351\346\153\235\330\365\347\154

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\335\060\202\003\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\173

\054\233\323\026\200\062\231\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005

\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007

\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012

\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056

\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\122\123\101\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\067

\063\071\063\071\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\067\063

\071\063\071\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023
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\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\371\017\335\243\053\175\313\320\052\376\354\147\205

\246\347\056\033\272\167\341\343\365\257\244\354\372\112\135\221

\304\127\107\153\030\167\153\166\362\375\223\344\075\017\302\026

\236\013\146\303\126\224\236\027\203\205\316\126\357\362\026\375

\000\142\365\042\011\124\350\145\027\116\101\271\340\117\106\227

\252\033\310\270\156\142\136\151\261\137\333\052\002\176\374\154

\312\363\101\330\355\320\350\374\077\141\110\355\260\003\024\035

\020\016\113\031\340\273\116\354\206\145\377\066\363\136\147\002

\013\235\206\125\141\375\172\070\355\376\342\031\000\267\157\241

\120\142\165\164\074\240\372\310\045\222\264\156\172\042\307\370

\036\241\343\262\335\221\061\253\053\035\004\377\245\112\004\067

\351\205\244\063\053\375\342\326\125\064\174\031\244\112\150\307

\262\250\323\267\312\241\223\210\353\301\227\274\214\371\035\331

\042\204\044\164\307\004\075\152\251\051\223\314\353\270\133\341

\376\137\045\252\064\130\310\301\043\124\235\033\230\021\303\070

\234\176\075\206\154\245\017\100\206\174\002\364\134\002\117\050

\313\256\161\237\017\072\310\063\376\021\045\065\352\374\272\305

\140\075\331\174\030\325\262\251\323\165\170\003\162\042\312\072

\303\037\357\054\345\056\251\372\236\054\266\121\106\375\257\003

\326\352\140\150\352\205\026\066\153\205\351\036\300\263\335\304

\044\334\200\052\201\101\155\224\076\310\340\311\201\101\000\236

\136\277\177\305\010\230\242\030\054\102\100\263\371\157\070\047

\113\116\200\364\075\201\107\340\210\174\352\034\316\265\165\134

\121\056\034\053\177\032\162\050\347\000\265\321\164\306\327\344

\237\255\007\223\266\123\065\065\374\067\344\303\366\135\026\276

\041\163\336\222\012\370\240\143\152\274\226\222\152\076\370\274

\145\125\233\336\365\015\211\046\004\374\045\032\246\045\151\313

\302\155\312\174\342\131\137\227\254\353\357\056\310\274\327\033

\131\074\053\314\362\031\310\223\153\047\143\031\317\374\351\046

\370\312\161\233\177\223\376\064\147\204\116\231\353\374\263\170

\011\063\160\272\146\246\166\355\033\163\353\032\245\015\304\042

\023\040\224\126\012\116\054\154\116\261\375\317\234\011\272\242

\063\355\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172\175\122

\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172

\175\122\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006
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\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\040\030\021\224\051\373\046\235\034\036\036\160\141\361\225

\162\223\161\044\255\150\223\130\216\062\257\033\263\160\003\374

\045\053\164\205\220\075\170\152\364\271\213\245\227\073\265\030

\221\273\036\247\371\100\133\221\371\125\231\257\036\021\320\134

\035\247\146\343\261\224\007\014\062\071\246\352\033\260\171\330

\035\234\160\104\343\212\335\304\371\225\037\212\070\103\077\001

\205\245\107\247\075\106\262\274\345\042\150\367\173\234\330\054

\076\012\041\310\055\063\254\277\305\201\231\061\164\301\165\161

\305\276\261\360\043\105\364\235\153\374\031\143\235\243\274\004

\306\030\013\045\273\123\211\017\263\200\120\336\105\356\104\177

\253\224\170\144\230\323\366\050\335\207\330\160\145\164\373\016

\271\023\353\247\017\141\251\062\226\314\336\273\355\143\114\030

\273\251\100\367\240\124\156\040\210\161\165\030\352\172\264\064

\162\340\043\047\167\134\266\220\352\206\045\100\253\357\063\017

\313\237\202\276\242\040\373\366\265\055\032\346\302\205\261\164

\017\373\310\145\002\244\122\001\107\335\111\042\301\277\330\353

\153\254\176\336\354\143\063\025\267\043\010\217\306\017\215\101

\132\335\216\305\271\217\345\105\077\170\333\272\322\033\100\261

\376\161\115\077\340\201\242\272\136\264\354\025\340\223\335\010

\037\176\341\125\231\013\041\336\223\236\012\373\346\243\111\275

\066\060\376\347\167\262\240\165\227\265\055\201\210\027\145\040

\367\332\220\000\237\311\122\314\062\312\065\174\365\075\017\330

\053\327\365\046\154\311\006\064\226\026\352\160\131\032\062\171

\171\013\266\210\177\017\122\110\075\277\154\330\242\104\056\321

\116\267\162\130\323\211\023\225\376\104\253\370\327\213\033\156

\234\274\054\240\133\325\152\000\257\137\067\341\325\372\020\013

\230\234\206\347\046\217\316\360\354\156\212\127\013\200\343\116

\262\300\240\143\141\220\272\125\150\067\164\152\266\222\333\237

\241\206\042\266\145\047\016\354\266\237\102\140\344\147\302\265

\332\101\013\304\323\213\141\033\274\372\037\221\053\327\104\007

\136\272\051\254\331\305\351\357\123\110\132\353\200\361\050\130

\041\315\260\006\125\373\047\077\123\220\160\251\004\036\127\047

\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\253\063\010\321\352\104\167\272\024\200\022\132\157\275\251

\066\111\014\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\206\151\022\300\160\361\354\254\254\302\325\274\245\133\241\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\215\060\202\002\024\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\165

\346\337\313\301\150\133\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061

\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060

\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060\063

\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157
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\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\105\156\251\120\304\246\043\066\236

\137\050\215\027\313\226\042\144\077\334\172\216\035\314\010\263

\242\161\044\272\216\111\271\004\033\107\226\130\253\055\225\310

\355\236\010\065\310\047\353\211\214\123\130\353\142\212\376\360

\133\017\153\061\122\143\101\073\211\315\354\354\266\215\031\323

\064\007\334\273\306\006\177\302\105\225\354\313\177\250\043\340

\011\351\201\372\363\107\323\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004\323\216

\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004

\323\216\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\157

\347\353\131\021\244\140\317\141\260\226\173\355\005\371\057\023

\221\334\355\345\374\120\153\021\106\106\263\034\041\000\142\273

\276\303\347\350\315\007\231\371\015\013\135\162\076\304\252\002

\060\037\274\272\013\342\060\044\373\174\155\200\125\012\231\076

\200\015\063\345\146\243\263\243\273\245\325\213\217\011\054\246

\135\176\342\360\007\010\150\155\322\174\151\156\137\337\345\152

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\031\174\071\044\346\124\257\033\304\253\040\225\172\342\303

\016\023\002\152

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\056\332\344\071\177\234\217\067\321\160\237\046\027\121\072\216

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root

 Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105
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\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\353\060\202\003\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\126

\266\051\315\064\274\170\366\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014

\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014

\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114

\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\065\063\061\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\027\015\064\062

\060\065\063\060\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\060\201\202\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006

\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003

\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\217\066\145\100\341\326\115\300\327\264\351\106\332\153\352

\063\107\315\114\371\175\175\276\275\055\075\360\333\170\341\206

\245\331\272\011\127\150\355\127\076\240\320\010\101\203\347\050
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\101\044\037\343\162\025\320\001\032\373\136\160\043\262\313\237

\071\343\317\305\116\306\222\155\046\306\173\273\263\332\047\235

\012\206\351\201\067\005\376\360\161\161\354\303\034\351\143\242

\027\024\235\357\033\147\323\205\125\002\002\326\111\311\314\132

\341\261\367\157\062\237\311\324\073\210\101\250\234\275\313\253

\333\155\173\011\037\242\114\162\220\332\053\010\374\317\074\124

\316\147\017\250\317\135\226\031\013\304\343\162\353\255\321\175

\035\047\357\222\353\020\277\133\353\073\257\317\200\335\301\322

\226\004\133\172\176\244\251\074\070\166\244\142\216\240\071\136

\352\167\317\135\000\131\217\146\054\076\007\242\243\005\046\021

\151\227\352\205\267\017\226\013\113\310\100\341\120\272\056\212

\313\367\017\232\042\347\177\232\067\023\315\362\115\023\153\041

\321\300\314\042\362\241\106\366\104\151\234\312\141\065\007\000

\157\326\141\010\021\352\272\270\366\351\263\140\345\115\271\354

\237\024\146\311\127\130\333\315\207\151\370\212\206\022\003\107

\277\146\023\166\254\167\175\064\044\205\203\315\327\252\234\220

\032\237\041\054\177\170\267\144\270\330\350\246\364\170\263\125

\313\204\322\062\304\170\256\243\217\141\335\316\010\123\255\354

\210\374\025\344\232\015\346\237\032\167\316\114\217\270\024\025

\075\142\234\206\070\006\000\146\022\344\131\166\132\123\300\002

\230\242\020\053\150\104\173\216\171\316\063\112\166\252\133\201

\026\033\265\212\330\320\000\173\136\142\264\011\326\206\143\016

\246\005\225\111\272\050\213\210\223\262\064\034\330\244\125\156

\267\034\320\336\231\125\073\043\364\042\340\371\051\146\046\354

\040\120\167\333\112\013\217\276\345\002\140\160\101\136\324\256

\120\071\042\024\046\313\262\073\163\164\125\107\007\171\201\071

\250\060\023\104\345\004\212\256\226\023\045\102\017\271\123\304

\233\374\315\344\034\336\074\372\253\326\006\112\037\147\246\230

\060\034\335\054\333\334\030\225\127\146\306\377\134\213\126\365

\167\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366

\270\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366\270

\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\126

\263\216\313\012\235\111\216\277\244\304\221\273\146\027\005\121

\230\165\373\345\120\054\172\236\361\024\372\253\323\212\076\377

\221\051\217\143\213\330\264\251\124\001\015\276\223\206\057\371

\112\155\307\136\365\127\371\312\125\034\022\276\107\017\066\305

\337\152\267\333\165\302\107\045\177\271\361\143\370\150\055\125

\004\321\362\215\260\244\317\274\074\136\037\170\347\245\240\040

\160\260\004\305\267\367\162\247\336\042\015\275\063\045\106\214

\144\222\046\343\076\056\143\226\332\233\214\075\370\030\011\327

\003\314\175\206\202\340\312\004\007\121\120\327\377\222\325\014

\357\332\206\237\231\327\353\267\257\150\342\071\046\224\272\150

\267\277\203\323\352\172\147\075\142\147\256\045\345\162\350\342
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\344\354\256\022\366\113\053\074\237\351\260\100\363\070\124\263

\375\267\150\310\332\306\217\121\074\262\373\221\334\034\347\233

\235\341\267\015\162\217\342\244\304\251\170\371\353\024\254\306

\103\005\302\145\071\050\030\002\303\202\262\235\005\276\145\355

\226\137\145\164\074\373\011\065\056\173\234\023\375\033\017\135

\307\155\201\072\126\017\314\073\341\257\002\057\042\254\106\312

\106\074\240\034\114\326\104\264\136\056\134\025\146\011\341\046

\051\376\306\122\141\272\261\163\377\303\014\234\345\154\152\224

\077\024\312\100\026\225\204\363\131\251\254\137\114\141\223\155

\321\073\314\242\225\014\042\246\147\147\104\056\271\331\322\212

\101\263\146\013\132\373\175\043\245\362\032\260\377\336\233\203

\224\056\321\077\337\222\267\221\257\005\073\145\307\240\154\261

\315\142\022\303\220\033\343\045\316\064\274\157\167\166\261\020

\303\367\005\032\300\326\257\164\142\110\027\167\222\151\220\141

\034\336\225\200\164\124\217\030\034\303\363\003\320\277\244\103

\165\206\123\030\172\012\056\011\034\066\237\221\375\202\212\042

\113\321\016\120\045\335\313\003\014\027\311\203\000\010\116\065

\115\212\213\355\360\002\224\146\054\104\177\313\225\047\226\027

\255\011\060\254\266\161\027\156\213\027\366\034\011\324\055\073

\230\245\161\323\124\023\331\140\363\365\113\146\117\372\361\356

\040\022\215\264\254\127\261\105\143\241\254\166\251\302\373

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\072\360\122\233\320\062\240\364\112\203\315\324\272\251\173

\174\056\304\232

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\341\036\061\130\032\256\124\123\002\366\027\152\021\173\115\225

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification

 Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164
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\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\224\060\202\002\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\054

\051\234\133\026\355\005\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064

\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070

\061\065\062\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061

\065\062\063\132\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\105\103\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\252\022\107

\220\230\033\373\357\303\100\007\203\040\116\361\060\202\242\006

\321\362\222\206\141\362\366\041\150\312\000\304\307\352\103\000

\124\206\334\375\037\337\000\270\101\142\134\334\160\026\062\336

\037\231\324\314\305\007\310\010\037\141\026\007\121\075\175\134

\007\123\343\065\070\214\337\315\237\331\056\015\112\266\031\056

\132\160\132\006\355\276\360\241\260\312\320\011\051\243\143\060
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\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\312\136\345

\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227\346\117

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\312

\136\345\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227

\346\117\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\150

\000\060\145\002\061\000\212\346\100\211\067\353\351\325\023\331

\312\324\153\044\363\260\075\207\106\130\032\354\261\337\157\373

\126\272\160\153\307\070\314\350\261\214\117\017\367\361\147\166

\016\203\320\036\121\217\002\060\075\366\043\050\046\114\306\140

\207\223\046\233\262\065\036\272\326\367\074\321\034\316\372\045

\074\246\032\201\025\133\363\022\017\154\356\145\212\311\207\250

\371\007\340\142\232\214\134\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\114\335\121\243\321\365\040\062\024\260\306\305\062\043\003\221

\307\106\102\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\123\042\145\203\102\001\124\300\316\102\271\132\174\362\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006
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\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

#

 Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\105

\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\114\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\064

\061\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\064\061

\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154

\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\225\007\350\163\312\146\371

\354\024\312\173\074\367\015\010\361\264\105\013\054\202\264\110

\306\353\133\074\256\203\270\101\222\063\024\244\157\177\351\052

\314\306\260\210\153\305\266\211\321\306\262\377\024\316\121\024

\041\354\112\335\033\132\306\326\207\356\115\072\025\006\355\144

\146\013\222\200\312\104\336\163\224\116\363\247\211\177\117\170

\143\010\310\022\120\155\102\146\057\115\271\171\050\115\122\032

\212\032\200\267\031\201\016\176\304\212\274\144\114\041\034\103

\150\327\075\074\212\305\262\146\325\220\232\267\061\006\305\276

\342\155\062\006\246\036\371\271\353\252\243\270\277\276\202\143

\120\320\360\030\211\337\344\017\171\365\352\242\037\052\322\160

\056\173\347\274\223\273\155\123\342\110\174\214\020\007\070\377

\146\262\167\141\176\340\352\214\074\252\264\244\366\363\225\112

\022\007\155\375\214\262\211\317\320\240\141\167\310\130\164\260

\324\043\072\367\135\072\312\242\333\235\011\336\135\104\055\220

\361\201\315\127\222\372\176\274\120\004\143\064\337\153\223\030

\276\153\066\262\071\344\254\044\066\267\360\357\266\034\023\127

\223\266\336\262\370\342\205\267\163\242\270\065\252\105\362\340

\235\066\241\157\124\212\361\162\126\156\056\210\305\121\102\104

\025\224\356\243\305\070\226\233\116\116\132\013\107\363\006\066

\111\167\060\274\161\067\345\246\354\041\010\165\374\346\141\026

\077\167\325\331\221\227\204\012\154\324\002\115\164\300\024\355

\375\071\373\203\362\136\024\241\004\260\013\351\376\356\217\341

\156\013\262\010\263\141\146\011\152\261\006\072\145\226\131\300

\360\065\375\311\332\050\215\032\021\207\160\201\012\250\232\165

\035\236\072\206\005\000\236\333\200\326\045\371\334\005\236\047

\131\114\166\071\133\352\371\245\241\330\203\017\321\377\337\060

\021\371\205\317\063\110\365\312\155\144\024\054\172\130\117\323

\113\010\111\305\225\144\032\143\016\171\075\365\263\214\312\130
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\255\234\102\105\171\156\016\207\031\134\124\261\145\266\277\214

\233\334\023\351\015\157\270\056\334\147\156\311\213\021\265\204

\024\212\000\031\160\203\171\221\227\221\324\032\047\277\067\036

\062\007\330\024\143\074\050\114\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\256\154

\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310\147

\123\240\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\256

\154\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310

\147\123\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\203\045\355\350\321\375\225\122\315

\236\300\004\240\221\151\346\134\320\204\336\334\255\242\117\350

\107\170\326\145\230\251\133\250\074\207\174\002\212\321\156\267

\026\163\346\137\300\124\230\325\164\276\301\315\342\021\221\255

\043\030\075\335\341\162\104\226\264\225\136\300\173\216\231\170

\026\103\023\126\127\263\242\263\073\265\167\334\100\162\254\243

\353\233\065\076\261\010\041\241\347\304\103\067\171\062\276\265

\347\234\054\114\274\103\051\231\216\060\323\254\041\340\343\035

\372\330\007\063\166\124\000\042\052\271\115\040\056\160\150\332

\345\123\374\203\134\323\235\362\377\104\014\104\146\362\322\343

\275\106\000\032\155\002\272\045\135\215\241\061\121\335\124\106

\034\115\333\231\226\357\032\034\004\134\246\025\357\170\340\171

\376\135\333\076\252\114\125\375\232\025\251\157\341\246\373\337

\160\060\351\303\356\102\106\355\302\223\005\211\372\175\143\173

\077\320\161\201\174\000\350\230\256\016\170\064\303\045\373\257

\012\237\040\153\335\073\023\217\022\214\342\101\032\110\172\163

\240\167\151\307\266\134\177\202\310\036\376\130\033\050\053\250

\154\255\136\155\300\005\322\173\267\353\200\376\045\067\376\002

\233\150\254\102\135\303\356\365\314\334\360\120\165\322\066\151

\234\346\173\004\337\156\006\151\266\336\012\011\110\131\207\353

\173\024\140\172\144\252\151\103\357\221\307\114\354\030\335\154

\357\123\055\214\231\341\136\362\162\076\317\124\310\275\147\354

\244\017\114\105\377\323\271\060\043\007\114\217\020\277\206\226

\331\231\132\264\231\127\034\244\314\273\025\211\123\272\054\005

\017\344\304\236\031\261\030\064\325\114\235\272\355\367\037\257

\044\225\004\170\250\003\273\356\201\345\332\137\174\213\112\241

\220\164\045\247\263\076\113\310\054\126\275\307\310\357\070\342

\134\222\360\171\367\234\204\272\164\055\141\001\040\176\176\321

\362\117\007\131\137\213\055\103\122\353\106\014\224\341\365\146

\107\171\167\325\124\133\037\255\044\067\313\105\132\116\240\104

\110\310\330\260\231\305\025\204\011\366\326\111\111\300\145\270

\346\032\161\156\240\250\361\202\350\105\076\154\326\002\327\012

\147\203\005\132\311\244\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\224\144\016\265\247\241\312\021\234\037\335\325\237\201\002

\143\247\373\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\117\335\007\344\324\042\144\071\036\014\067\102\352\321\306\256

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09 09:48:34 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\151\060\202\001\357\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055\072\352\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\155\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165

\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105

\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\065\060\071\060\071\064\070\063\064\132\027\015\064\062\060

\065\060\071\060\071\065\070\063\063\132\060\155\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003\125
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\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156

\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040

\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\114\351\120\300\306\017\162\030\274\330\361\272\263\211\342

\171\112\243\026\247\153\124\044\333\121\377\352\364\011\044\303

\013\042\237\313\152\047\202\201\015\322\300\257\061\344\164\202

\156\312\045\331\214\165\235\361\333\320\232\242\113\041\176\026

\247\143\220\322\071\324\261\207\170\137\030\226\017\120\033\065

\067\017\152\306\334\331\023\115\244\216\220\067\346\275\133\061

\221\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\110\207\024\254\343\303\236\220\140\072\327\312\211\356\323

\255\214\264\120\146\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\046\307\151\133\334\325

\347\262\347\310\014\214\214\303\335\171\214\033\143\325\311\122

\224\116\115\202\112\163\036\262\200\204\251\045\300\114\132\155

\111\051\140\170\023\342\176\110\353\144\002\061\000\333\064\040

\062\010\377\232\111\002\266\210\336\024\257\135\154\231\161\215

\032\077\213\327\340\242\066\206\034\007\202\072\166\123\375\302

\242\355\357\173\260\200\117\130\017\113\123\071\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09

 09:48:34 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\340\021\204\136\064\336\276\210\201\271\234\366\026\046\321\226

\037\303\271\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\326\271\055\057\223\144\370\245\151\312\221\351\150\007\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Global G2 Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\135

\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003\220\357\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\075

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107

\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\063\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\060\061\062\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\305\346\053

\157\174\357\046\005\047\243\201\044\332\157\313\001\371\231\232

\251\062\302\042\207\141\101\221\073\313\303\150\033\006\305\114

\251\053\301\147\027\042\035\053\355\371\051\211\223\242\170\275

\222\153\240\243\015\242\176\312\223\263\246\321\214\065\325\165

\371\027\366\317\105\305\345\172\354\167\223\240\217\043\256\016

\032\003\177\276\324\320\355\056\173\253\106\043\133\377\054\346

\124\172\224\300\052\025\360\311\215\260\172\073\044\341\327\150

\342\061\074\006\063\106\266\124\021\246\245\057\042\124\052\130

\015\001\002\361\372\025\121\147\154\300\372\327\266\033\177\321

\126\210\057\032\072\215\073\273\202\021\340\107\000\320\122\207

\253\373\206\176\017\044\153\100\235\064\147\274\215\307\055\206

\157\171\076\216\251\074\027\113\177\260\231\343\260\161\140\334

\013\365\144\303\316\103\274\155\161\271\322\336\047\133\212\350

\330\306\256\341\131\175\317\050\055\065\270\225\126\032\361\262

\130\113\267\022\067\310\174\263\355\113\200\341\215\372\062\043

\266\157\267\110\225\010\261\104\116\205\214\072\002\124\040\057

\337\277\127\117\073\072\220\041\327\301\046\065\124\040\354\307

\077\107\354\357\132\277\113\172\301\255\073\027\120\134\142\330

\017\113\112\334\053\372\156\274\163\222\315\354\307\120\350\101

\226\327\251\176\155\330\351\035\217\212\265\271\130\222\272\112
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\222\053\014\126\375\200\353\010\360\136\051\156\033\034\014\257

\217\223\211\255\333\275\243\236\041\312\211\031\354\337\265\303

\032\353\026\376\170\066\114\326\156\320\076\027\034\220\027\153

\046\272\373\172\057\277\021\034\030\016\055\163\003\217\240\345

\065\240\132\342\114\165\035\161\341\071\070\123\170\100\314\203

\223\327\012\236\235\133\217\212\344\345\340\110\344\110\262\107

\315\116\052\165\052\173\362\042\366\311\276\011\221\226\127\172

\210\210\254\356\160\254\371\334\051\343\014\034\073\022\116\104

\326\247\116\260\046\310\363\331\032\227\221\150\352\357\215\106

\006\322\126\105\130\232\074\014\017\203\270\005\045\303\071\317

\073\244\064\211\267\171\022\057\107\305\347\251\227\151\374\246

\167\147\265\337\173\361\172\145\025\344\141\126\145\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\201\304\214\314\365\344\060\377\245\014\010\137\214\025

\147\041\164\001\337\337\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\023\145\042\365\216\053

\255\104\344\313\377\271\150\346\303\200\110\075\004\173\372\043

\057\172\355\066\332\262\316\155\366\346\236\345\137\130\217\313

\067\062\241\310\145\266\256\070\075\065\033\076\274\073\266\004

\320\274\371\111\365\233\367\205\305\066\266\313\274\370\310\071

\325\344\137\007\275\025\124\227\164\312\312\355\117\272\272\144

\166\237\201\270\204\105\111\114\215\157\242\353\261\314\321\303

\224\332\104\302\346\342\352\030\350\242\037\047\005\272\327\345

\326\251\315\335\357\166\230\215\000\016\315\033\372\003\267\216

\200\130\016\047\077\122\373\224\242\312\136\145\311\326\204\332

\271\065\161\363\046\300\117\167\346\201\047\322\167\073\232\024

\157\171\364\366\320\341\323\224\272\320\127\121\275\047\005\015

\301\375\310\022\060\356\157\215\021\053\010\235\324\324\277\200

\105\024\232\210\104\332\060\352\264\247\343\356\357\133\202\325

\076\326\255\170\222\333\134\074\363\330\255\372\270\153\177\304

\066\050\266\002\025\212\124\054\234\260\027\163\216\320\067\243

\024\074\230\225\000\014\051\005\133\236\111\111\261\137\307\343

\313\317\047\145\216\065\027\267\127\310\060\331\101\133\271\024

\266\350\302\017\224\061\247\224\230\314\152\353\265\341\047\365

\020\250\001\350\216\022\142\350\210\314\265\177\106\227\300\233

\020\146\070\032\066\106\137\042\150\075\337\311\306\023\047\253

\123\006\254\242\074\206\006\145\157\261\176\261\051\104\232\243

\272\111\151\050\151\217\327\345\137\255\004\206\144\157\032\240

\014\305\010\142\316\200\243\320\363\354\150\336\276\063\307\027

\133\177\200\304\114\114\261\246\204\212\303\073\270\011\315\024

\201\272\030\343\124\127\066\376\333\057\174\107\241\072\063\310

\371\130\073\104\117\261\312\002\211\004\226\050\150\305\113\270

\046\211\273\326\063\057\120\325\376\232\211\272\030\062\222\124

\306\133\340\235\371\136\345\015\042\233\366\332\342\310\041\262

\142\041\252\206\100\262\056\144\323\137\310\343\176\021\147\105

\037\005\376\343\242\357\263\250\263\363\175\217\370\014\037\042
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\037\055\160\264\270\001\064\166\060\000\345\043\170\247\126\327

\120\037\212\373\006\365\302\031\360\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Global G2 Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\050\371\170\026\031\172\377\030\045\030\252\104\376\301\240\316

\134\266\114\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\376\360\304\112\360\134\142\062\237\034\272\170\251\120\370

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Extended Validation Root"
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#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\117

\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043\160\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\107

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105

\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\063\061

\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\061\062\063\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014

\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125
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\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144

\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\251\011\007\050\023\002\260\231\340\144\252\036\103\026\172

\163\261\221\240\165\076\250\372\343\070\000\172\354\211\152\040

\017\213\305\260\233\063\003\132\206\306\130\206\325\301\205\273

\117\306\234\100\115\312\276\356\151\226\270\255\201\060\232\174

\222\005\353\005\053\232\110\320\270\166\076\226\310\040\273\322

\260\361\217\330\254\105\106\377\252\147\140\264\167\176\152\037

\074\032\122\172\004\075\007\074\205\015\204\320\037\166\012\367

\152\024\337\162\343\064\174\127\116\126\001\076\171\361\252\051

\073\154\372\370\217\155\115\310\065\337\256\353\334\044\356\171

\105\247\205\266\005\210\336\210\135\045\174\227\144\147\011\331

\277\132\025\005\206\363\011\036\354\130\062\063\021\363\167\144

\260\166\037\344\020\065\027\033\362\016\261\154\244\052\243\163

\374\011\037\036\062\031\123\021\347\331\263\054\056\166\056\241

\243\336\176\152\210\011\350\362\007\212\370\262\315\020\347\342

\163\100\223\273\010\321\077\341\374\013\224\263\045\357\174\246

\327\321\257\237\377\226\232\365\221\173\230\013\167\324\176\350

\007\322\142\265\225\071\343\363\361\155\017\016\145\204\212\143

\124\305\200\266\340\236\113\175\107\046\247\001\010\135\321\210

\236\327\303\062\104\372\202\112\012\150\124\177\070\123\003\314

\244\000\063\144\121\131\013\243\202\221\172\136\354\026\302\363

\052\346\142\332\052\333\131\142\020\045\112\052\201\013\107\007

\103\006\160\207\322\372\223\021\051\172\110\115\353\224\307\160

\115\257\147\325\121\261\200\040\001\001\264\172\010\246\220\177

\116\340\357\007\101\207\257\152\245\136\213\373\317\120\262\232

\124\257\303\211\272\130\055\365\060\230\261\066\162\071\176\111

\004\375\051\247\114\171\344\005\127\333\224\271\026\123\215\106

\263\035\225\141\127\126\177\257\360\026\133\141\130\157\066\120

\021\013\330\254\053\225\026\032\016\037\010\315\066\064\145\020

\142\146\325\200\137\024\040\137\055\014\240\170\012\150\326\054

\327\351\157\053\322\112\005\223\374\236\157\153\147\377\210\361

\116\245\151\112\122\067\005\352\306\026\215\322\304\231\321\202

\053\073\272\065\165\367\121\121\130\363\310\007\335\344\264\003

\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\331\164\072\344\060\075\015\367\022\334\176

\132\005\237\036\064\232\367\341\024\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\066\215

\227\314\102\025\144\051\067\233\046\054\326\373\256\025\151\054

\153\032\032\367\137\266\371\007\114\131\352\363\311\310\271\256

\314\272\056\172\334\300\365\260\055\300\073\257\237\160\005\021

\152\237\045\117\001\051\160\343\345\014\341\352\132\174\334\111

\273\301\036\052\201\365\026\113\162\221\310\242\061\271\252\332

\374\235\037\363\135\100\002\023\374\116\034\006\312\263\024\220
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\124\027\031\022\032\361\037\327\014\151\132\366\161\170\364\224

\175\221\013\216\354\220\124\216\274\157\241\114\253\374\164\144

\375\161\232\370\101\007\241\315\221\344\074\232\340\233\062\071

\163\253\052\325\151\310\170\221\046\061\175\342\307\060\361\374

\024\170\167\022\016\023\364\335\026\224\277\113\147\173\160\123

\205\312\260\273\363\070\115\054\220\071\300\015\302\135\153\351

\342\345\325\210\215\326\054\277\253\033\276\265\050\207\022\027

\164\156\374\175\374\217\320\207\046\260\033\373\271\154\253\342

\236\075\025\301\073\056\147\002\130\221\237\357\370\102\037\054

\267\150\365\165\255\317\265\366\377\021\175\302\360\044\245\255

\323\372\240\074\251\372\135\334\245\240\357\104\244\276\326\350

\345\344\023\226\027\173\006\076\062\355\307\267\102\274\166\243

\330\145\070\053\070\065\121\041\016\016\157\056\064\023\100\341

\053\147\014\155\112\101\060\030\043\132\062\125\231\311\027\340

\074\336\366\354\171\255\053\130\031\242\255\054\042\032\225\216

\276\226\220\135\102\127\304\371\024\003\065\053\034\055\121\127

\010\247\072\336\077\344\310\264\003\163\302\301\046\200\273\013

\102\037\255\015\257\046\162\332\314\276\263\243\203\130\015\202

\305\037\106\121\343\234\030\314\215\233\215\354\111\353\165\120

\325\214\050\131\312\164\064\332\214\013\041\253\036\352\033\345

\307\375\025\076\300\027\252\373\043\156\046\106\313\372\371\261

\162\153\151\317\042\204\013\142\017\254\331\031\000\224\242\166

\074\324\055\232\355\004\236\055\006\142\020\067\122\034\205\162

\033\047\345\314\306\061\354\067\354\143\131\233\013\035\166\314

\176\062\232\210\225\010\066\122\273\336\166\137\166\111\111\255

\177\275\145\040\262\311\301\053\166\030\166\237\126\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Extended Validation Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\243\241\260\157\044\141\043\112\343\066\245\302\067\374\246\377

\335\360\327\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\363\137\103\306\064\233\332\277\214\176\005\123\255\226\342

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root

 CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END
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CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\133\060\202\004\103\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304\343\246\341

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164

\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060

\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061

\063\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\027\015\063\063

\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\060\132\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060\062\040\064\070

\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\315\030\071\145\032\131\261\352

\144\026\016\214\224\044\225\174\203\323\305\071\046\334\014\357

\026\127\215\327\330\254\243\102\177\202\312\355\315\133\333\016

\267\055\355\105\010\027\262\331\263\313\326\027\122\162\050\333

\216\116\236\212\266\013\371\236\204\232\115\166\336\042\051\134

\322\263\322\006\076\060\071\251\164\243\222\126\034\241\157\114

\012\040\155\237\043\172\264\306\332\054\344\035\054\334\263\050

\320\023\362\114\116\002\111\241\124\100\236\346\345\005\240\055

\204\310\377\230\154\320\353\212\032\204\010\036\267\150\043\356

\043\325\160\316\155\121\151\020\356\241\172\302\321\042\061\302

\202\205\322\362\125\166\120\174\045\172\311\204\134\013\254\335

\102\116\053\347\202\242\044\211\313\220\262\320\356\043\272\146

\114\273\142\244\371\123\132\144\173\174\230\372\243\110\236\017

\225\256\247\030\364\152\354\056\003\105\257\360\164\370\052\315

\172\135\321\276\104\046\062\051\361\361\365\154\314\176\002\041
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\013\237\157\244\077\276\235\123\342\317\175\251\054\174\130\032

\227\341\075\067\067\030\146\050\322\100\305\121\212\214\303\055

\316\123\210\044\130\144\060\026\305\252\340\326\012\246\100\337

\170\366\365\004\174\151\023\204\274\321\321\247\006\317\001\367

\150\300\250\127\273\072\141\255\004\214\223\343\255\374\360\333

\104\155\131\334\111\131\256\254\232\231\066\060\101\173\166\063

\042\207\243\302\222\206\156\371\160\356\256\207\207\225\033\304

\172\275\061\363\324\322\345\231\377\276\110\354\165\365\170\026

\035\246\160\301\177\074\033\241\222\373\317\310\074\326\305\223

\012\217\365\125\072\166\225\316\131\230\212\011\225\167\062\232

\203\272\054\004\072\227\275\324\057\276\327\154\233\242\312\175

\155\046\311\125\325\317\303\171\122\010\011\231\007\044\055\144

\045\153\246\041\151\233\152\335\164\115\153\227\172\101\275\253

\027\371\220\027\110\217\066\371\055\325\305\333\356\252\205\105

\101\372\315\072\105\261\150\346\066\114\233\220\127\354\043\271

\207\010\302\304\011\361\227\206\052\050\115\342\164\300\332\304

\214\333\337\342\241\027\131\316\044\131\164\061\332\177\375\060

\155\331\334\341\152\341\374\137\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001

\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037\326

\341\342\171\176\053\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037

\326\341\342\171\176\053\060\104\006\003\125\035\040\004\075\060

\073\060\071\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\061\060\057\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\163\072\057

\057\167\167\167\167\056\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\056\146

\162\057\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\145\163\057\060\155\006\003

\125\035\037\004\146\060\144\060\057\240\055\240\053\206\051\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\145\162\164\151\147

\156\141\056\146\162\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\162\157

\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\061\240\057\240\055\206\053

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\144\150\151\155\171

\157\164\151\163\056\143\157\155\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156

\141\162\157\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\224

\270\236\117\360\343\225\010\042\347\315\150\101\367\034\125\325

\174\000\342\055\072\211\135\150\070\057\121\042\013\112\215\313

\351\273\135\076\273\134\075\261\050\376\344\123\125\023\317\241

\220\033\002\035\137\146\106\011\063\050\341\015\044\227\160\323

\020\037\352\144\127\226\273\135\332\347\304\214\117\114\144\106

\035\134\207\343\131\336\102\321\233\250\176\246\211\335\217\034

\311\060\202\355\073\234\315\300\351\031\340\152\330\002\165\067

\253\367\064\050\050\221\362\004\012\117\065\343\140\046\001\372

\320\021\214\371\021\152\356\257\075\303\120\323\217\137\063\171

\074\206\250\163\105\220\214\040\266\162\163\027\043\276\007\145

\345\170\222\015\272\001\300\353\214\034\146\277\254\206\167\001
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\224\015\234\346\351\071\215\037\246\121\214\231\014\071\167\341

\264\233\372\034\147\127\157\152\152\216\251\053\114\127\171\172

\127\042\317\315\137\143\106\215\134\131\072\206\370\062\107\142

\243\147\015\030\221\334\373\246\153\365\110\141\163\043\131\216

\002\247\274\104\352\364\111\235\361\124\130\371\140\257\332\030

\244\057\050\105\334\172\240\210\206\135\363\073\347\377\051\065

\200\374\144\103\224\346\343\034\157\276\255\016\052\143\231\053

\311\176\205\366\161\350\006\003\225\376\336\217\110\034\132\324

\222\350\053\356\347\061\333\272\004\152\207\230\347\305\137\357

\175\247\042\367\001\330\115\371\211\320\016\232\005\131\244\236

\230\331\157\053\312\160\276\144\302\125\243\364\351\257\303\222

\051\334\210\026\044\231\074\215\046\230\266\133\267\314\316\267

\067\007\375\046\331\230\205\044\377\131\043\003\232\355\235\235

\250\344\136\070\316\327\122\015\157\322\077\155\261\005\153\111

\316\212\221\106\163\364\366\057\360\250\163\167\016\145\254\241

\215\146\122\151\176\113\150\014\307\036\067\047\203\245\214\307

\002\344\024\315\111\001\260\163\263\375\306\220\072\157\322\154

\355\073\356\354\221\276\242\103\135\213\000\112\146\045\104\160

\336\100\017\370\174\025\367\242\316\074\327\136\023\214\201\027

\030\027\321\275\361\167\020\072\324\145\071\301\047\254\127\054

\045\124\377\242\332\117\212\141\071\136\256\075\112\214\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\055\015\122\024\377\236\255\231\044\001\164\040\107\156\154\205

\047\047\365\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\134\060\142\047\353\133\274\327\256\142\272\351\325\337\167
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\224\060\202\002\174\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\061

\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013

\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043

\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124

\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151

\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\223\113\273\351\146

\212\356\235\133\325\064\223\320\033\036\303\347\236\270\144\063

\177\143\170\150\264\315\056\161\165\327\233\040\306\115\051\274

\266\150\140\212\367\041\232\126\065\132\363\166\275\330\315\232

\377\223\126\113\245\131\006\241\223\064\051\335\026\064\165\116

\362\201\264\307\226\116\255\031\025\122\112\376\074\160\165\160

\315\257\053\253\025\232\063\074\252\263\213\252\315\103\375\365

\352\160\377\355\317\021\073\224\316\116\062\026\323\043\100\052

\167\263\257\074\001\054\154\355\231\054\213\331\116\151\230\262

\367\217\101\260\062\170\141\326\015\137\303\372\242\100\222\035

\134\027\346\160\076\065\347\242\267\302\142\342\253\244\070\114

\265\071\065\157\352\003\151\372\072\124\150\205\155\326\362\057

\103\125\036\221\015\016\330\325\152\244\226\321\023\074\054\170

\120\350\072\222\322\027\126\345\065\032\100\034\076\215\054\355

\071\337\102\340\203\101\164\337\243\315\302\206\140\110\150\343

\151\013\124\000\213\344\166\151\041\015\171\116\064\010\136\024

\302\314\261\267\255\327\174\160\212\307\205\002\003\001\000\001
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\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\373

\357\015\206\236\260\343\335\251\271\361\041\027\177\076\374\360

\167\053\032\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\131\377\362\214\365\207\175\161

\075\243\237\033\133\321\332\370\323\234\153\066\275\233\251\141

\353\336\026\054\164\075\236\346\165\332\327\272\247\274\102\027

\347\075\221\353\345\175\335\076\234\361\317\222\254\154\110\314

\302\042\077\151\073\305\266\025\057\243\065\306\150\052\034\127

\257\071\357\215\320\065\303\030\014\173\000\126\034\315\213\031

\164\336\276\017\022\340\320\252\241\077\002\064\261\160\316\235

\030\326\010\003\011\106\356\140\340\176\266\304\111\004\121\175

\160\140\274\252\262\377\171\162\172\246\035\075\137\052\370\312

\342\375\071\267\107\271\353\176\337\004\043\257\372\234\006\007

\351\373\143\223\200\100\265\306\154\012\061\050\316\014\237\317

\263\043\065\200\101\215\154\304\067\173\201\057\200\241\100\102

\205\351\331\070\215\350\241\123\315\001\277\151\350\132\006\362

\105\013\220\372\256\341\277\235\362\256\127\074\245\256\262\126

\364\213\145\100\351\375\061\201\054\364\071\011\330\356\153\247

\264\246\035\025\245\230\367\001\201\330\205\175\363\121\134\161

\210\336\272\314\037\200\176\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies

 Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\255\217\163\254\116\301\265\165\115\245\100\364\374\317

\174\265\216\214

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\234\102\204\127\335\313\013\247\056\225\255\266\363\332\274\254

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\116\060\202\001\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\074

\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151

\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154

\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\043\245\014\270\055\022\365\050\363

\261\262\335\342\002\022\200\236\071\137\111\115\237\311\045\064

\131\164\354\273\006\034\347\300\162\257\350\256\057\341\101\124

\207\024\250\112\262\350\174\202\346\133\152\265\334\263\165\316

\213\006\320\206\043\277\106\325\216\017\077\004\364\327\034\222

\176\366\245\143\302\365\137\216\056\117\241\030\031\002\053\062

\012\202\144\175\026\223\321\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\135\002\204\023\324\314\212\233\201

\316\027\034\056\051\036\234\110\143\102\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\276

\363\141\317\002\020\035\144\225\007\270\030\156\210\205\005\057

\203\010\027\220\312\037\212\114\350\015\033\172\261\255\325\201

\011\107\357\073\254\010\004\174\134\231\261\355\107\007\322\002
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\061\000\235\272\125\374\251\112\350\355\355\346\166\001\102\173

\310\370\140\331\215\121\213\125\073\373\214\173\353\145\011\303

\370\226\315\107\250\202\362\026\125\167\044\176\022\020\225\004

\054\243

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies

 Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\372\117\362\127\334\240\303\200\356\056\130\352\170\262

\077\346\273\301

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\013\162\321\237\210\216\320\120\003\350\343\270\213\147\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - C1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\163\060\202\002\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\000

\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040
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\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\353\251\271\361\231

\005\314\330\050\041\112\363\163\064\121\204\126\020\365\240\117

\054\022\343\372\023\232\047\320\317\371\171\032\164\137\035\171

\071\374\133\370\160\216\340\222\122\367\344\045\371\124\203\331

\035\323\310\132\205\077\136\307\266\007\356\076\300\316\232\257

\254\126\102\052\071\045\160\326\277\265\173\066\255\254\366\163

\334\315\327\035\212\203\245\373\053\220\025\067\153\034\046\107

\334\073\051\126\223\152\263\301\152\072\235\075\365\301\227\070

\130\005\213\034\021\343\344\264\270\135\205\035\203\376\170\137

\013\105\150\030\110\245\106\163\064\073\376\017\310\166\273\307

\030\363\005\321\206\363\205\355\347\271\331\062\255\125\210\316

\246\266\221\260\117\254\176\025\043\226\366\077\360\040\064\026

\336\012\306\304\004\105\171\177\247\375\276\322\251\245\257\234

\305\043\052\367\074\041\154\275\257\217\116\305\072\262\363\064

\022\374\337\200\032\111\244\324\251\225\367\236\211\136\242\211

\254\224\313\250\150\233\257\212\145\047\315\211\356\335\214\265

\153\051\160\103\240\151\013\344\271\017\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\376\241

\340\160\036\052\003\071\122\132\102\276\134\221\205\172\030\252

\115\265\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\302\112\126\372\025\041\173\050\242

\351\345\035\373\370\055\304\071\226\101\114\073\047\054\304\154

\030\025\200\306\254\257\107\131\057\046\013\343\066\260\357\073

\376\103\227\111\062\231\022\025\133\337\021\051\377\253\123\370

\273\301\170\017\254\234\123\257\127\275\150\214\075\151\063\360

\243\240\043\143\073\144\147\042\104\255\325\161\313\126\052\170

\222\243\117\022\061\066\066\342\336\376\000\304\243\140\017\047

\255\240\260\212\265\066\172\122\241\275\047\364\040\047\142\350

\115\224\044\023\344\012\004\351\074\253\056\310\103\011\112\306

\141\004\345\111\064\176\323\304\310\365\017\300\252\351\272\124

\136\363\143\053\117\117\120\324\376\271\173\231\214\075\300\056

\274\002\053\323\304\100\344\212\007\061\036\233\316\046\231\023

\373\021\352\232\042\014\021\031\307\136\033\201\120\060\310\226

\022\156\347\313\101\177\221\073\242\107\267\124\200\033\334\000

\314\232\220\352\303\303\120\006\142\014\060\300\025\110\247\250
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\131\174\341\256\042\242\342\012\172\017\372\142\253\122\114\341

\361\337\312\276\203\015\102

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - C1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\056\361\337\374\262\011\050\317\135\324\325\147\067\261\121

\313\206\117\001

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\343\135\001\041\372\170\132\260\337\272\322\356\052\137\150

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\053\060\202\001\261\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\173

\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060
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\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\375\245\141\256\173\046\020\035\351\267\042

\060\256\006\364\201\263\261\102\161\225\071\274\323\122\343\257

\257\371\362\227\065\222\066\106\016\207\225\215\271\071\132\351

\273\337\320\376\310\007\101\074\273\125\157\203\243\152\373\142

\260\201\211\002\160\175\110\305\112\343\351\042\124\042\115\223

\273\102\014\257\167\234\043\246\175\327\141\021\316\145\307\370

\177\376\365\362\251\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\373\132\110\320\200\040\100\362\250\351\000\007

\151\031\167\247\346\303\364\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\264\330\057

\002\211\375\266\114\142\272\103\116\023\204\162\265\256\335\034

\336\326\265\334\126\217\130\100\132\055\336\040\114\042\203\312

\223\250\176\356\022\100\307\326\207\117\370\337\205\002\060\034

\024\144\344\174\226\203\021\234\260\321\132\141\113\246\017\111

\323\000\374\241\374\344\245\377\177\255\327\060\320\307\167\177

\276\201\007\125\060\120\040\024\365\127\070\012\250\061\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

#

 Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\266\257\103\302\233\201\123\175\366\357\153\303\037\037\140\025

\014\356\110\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\123\263\243\201\356\327\020\370\323\260\035\027\222\365\325

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157
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\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\317\060\202\003\267\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\010

\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306\256\043\270

\034\132\244\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110

\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147

\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011

\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163

\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147

\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\066\060\063\060\062\062

\071\064\066\132\027\015\064\062\060\066\060\063\060\062\062\071

\064\066\132\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\110\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156

\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023

\011\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157

\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156

\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\263\210\327\352\316\017\040\116\276\346\326

\003\155\356\131\374\302\127\337\051\150\241\203\016\076\150\307

\150\130\234\034\140\113\211\103\014\271\324\025\262\356\301\116

\165\351\265\247\357\345\351\065\231\344\314\034\347\113\137\215

\063\060\040\063\123\331\246\273\325\076\023\216\351\037\207\111

\255\120\055\120\312\030\276\001\130\242\023\160\226\273\211\210

\126\200\134\370\275\054\074\341\114\127\210\273\323\271\225\357
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\313\307\366\332\061\164\050\246\346\124\211\365\101\061\312\345

\046\032\315\202\340\160\332\073\051\273\325\003\365\231\272\125

\365\144\321\140\016\263\211\111\270\212\057\005\322\204\105\050

\174\217\150\120\022\170\374\013\265\123\313\302\230\034\204\243

\236\260\276\043\244\332\334\310\053\036\332\156\105\036\211\230

\332\371\000\056\006\351\014\073\160\325\120\045\210\231\313\315

\163\140\367\325\377\065\147\305\241\274\136\253\315\112\270\105

\353\310\150\036\015\015\024\106\022\343\322\144\142\212\102\230

\274\264\306\010\010\370\375\250\114\144\234\166\001\275\057\251

\154\063\017\330\077\050\270\074\151\001\102\206\176\151\301\311

\006\312\345\172\106\145\351\302\326\120\101\056\077\267\344\355

\154\327\277\046\001\021\242\026\051\112\153\064\006\220\354\023

\322\266\373\152\166\322\074\355\360\326\055\335\341\025\354\243

\233\057\054\311\076\053\344\151\073\377\162\045\261\066\206\133

\307\177\153\213\125\033\112\305\040\141\075\256\313\120\341\010

\072\276\260\217\143\101\123\060\010\131\074\230\035\167\272\143

\221\172\312\020\120\140\277\360\327\274\225\207\217\227\305\376

\227\152\001\224\243\174\133\205\035\052\071\072\320\124\241\321

\071\161\235\375\041\371\265\173\360\342\340\002\217\156\226\044

\045\054\240\036\054\250\304\211\247\357\355\231\006\057\266\012

\114\117\333\242\314\067\032\257\107\205\055\212\137\304\064\064

\114\000\375\030\223\147\023\321\067\346\110\264\213\006\305\127

\173\031\206\012\171\313\000\311\122\257\102\377\067\217\341\243

\036\172\075\120\253\143\006\347\025\265\077\266\105\067\224\067

\261\176\362\110\303\177\305\165\376\227\215\105\217\032\247\032

\162\050\032\100\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\027\235\315\036

\213\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\027\235\315\036\213

\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\126\325\173\156\346\042\001\322\102\233\030\325\016

\327\146\043\134\343\376\240\307\222\322\351\224\255\113\242\306

\354\022\174\164\325\110\322\131\024\231\300\353\271\321\353\364

\110\060\133\255\247\127\163\231\251\323\345\267\321\056\131\044

\130\334\150\056\056\142\330\152\344\160\013\055\040\120\040\244

\062\225\321\000\230\273\323\375\367\062\362\111\256\306\172\340

\107\276\156\316\313\243\162\072\055\151\135\313\310\350\105\071

\324\372\102\301\021\114\167\135\222\373\152\377\130\104\345\353

\201\236\257\240\231\255\276\251\001\146\313\070\035\074\337\103

\037\364\115\156\264\272\027\106\374\175\375\207\201\171\152\015

\063\017\372\057\370\024\271\200\263\135\115\252\227\341\371\344

\030\305\370\325\070\214\046\074\375\362\050\342\356\132\111\210

\054\337\171\075\216\236\220\074\275\101\112\072\335\133\366\232

\264\316\077\045\060\177\062\175\242\003\224\320\334\172\241\122

\336\156\223\215\030\046\375\125\254\275\217\233\322\317\257\347
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\206\054\313\037\011\157\243\157\251\204\324\163\277\115\241\164

\033\116\043\140\362\314\016\252\177\244\234\114\045\250\262\146

\073\070\377\331\224\060\366\162\204\276\150\125\020\017\306\163

\054\026\151\223\007\376\261\105\355\273\242\125\152\260\332\265

\112\002\045\047\205\327\267\267\206\104\026\211\154\200\053\076

\227\251\234\325\176\125\114\306\336\105\020\034\352\351\073\237

\003\123\356\356\172\001\002\026\170\324\350\302\276\106\166\210

\023\077\042\273\110\022\035\122\000\264\002\176\041\032\036\234

\045\364\363\075\136\036\322\034\371\263\055\266\367\067\134\306

\313\041\116\260\367\231\107\030\205\301\053\272\125\256\006\352

\320\007\262\334\253\320\202\226\165\316\322\120\376\231\347\317

\057\237\347\166\321\141\052\373\041\273\061\320\252\237\107\244

\262\042\312\026\072\120\127\304\133\103\147\305\145\142\003\111

\001\353\103\331\330\370\236\255\317\261\143\016\105\364\240\132

\054\233\055\305\246\300\255\250\107\364\047\114\070\015\056\033

\111\073\122\364\350\210\203\053\124\050\324\362\065\122\264\062

\203\142\151\144\014\221\234\237\227\352\164\026\375\037\021\006

\232\233\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\242\320\354\040\122\201\133\301\363\370\144\002\044\116\302

\216\002\113\002

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\374\237\275\163\060\002\212\375\077\363\130\271\313\040\360

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061
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\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060
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\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125\145\255\130

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155

\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040

\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060\060

\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065\062\067\061\061\061\061\061\066

\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\062\067\061\061\064\061\061\066\132

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004
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\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\261\354\054\102\356\342\321\060\377\245\222\107\342\055

\303\272\144\227\155\312\367\015\265\131\301\263\313\250\150\031

\330\257\204\155\060\160\135\176\363\056\322\123\231\341\376\037

\136\331\110\257\135\023\215\333\377\143\063\115\323\000\002\274

\304\370\321\006\010\224\171\130\212\025\336\051\263\375\375\304

\117\350\252\342\240\073\171\315\277\153\103\062\335\331\164\020

\271\367\364\150\324\273\320\207\325\252\113\212\052\157\052\004

\265\262\246\307\240\172\346\110\253\322\321\131\314\326\176\043

\346\227\154\360\102\345\334\121\113\025\101\355\111\112\311\336

\020\227\326\166\301\357\245\265\066\024\227\065\330\170\042\065

\122\357\103\275\333\047\333\141\126\202\064\334\313\210\140\014

\013\132\345\054\001\306\124\257\327\252\301\020\173\322\005\132

\270\100\236\206\247\303\220\206\002\126\122\011\172\234\322\047

\202\123\112\145\122\152\365\074\347\250\362\234\257\213\275\323

\016\324\324\136\156\207\236\152\075\105\035\321\135\033\364\351

\012\254\140\231\373\211\264\377\230\054\317\174\035\351\002\252

\004\232\036\270\334\210\156\045\263\154\146\367\074\220\363\127

\301\263\057\365\155\362\373\312\241\370\051\235\106\213\263\152

\366\346\147\007\276\054\147\012\052\037\132\262\076\127\304\323

\041\041\143\145\122\221\033\261\231\216\171\176\346\353\215\000

\331\132\252\352\163\350\244\202\002\107\226\376\133\216\124\141

\243\353\057\113\060\260\213\043\165\162\174\041\074\310\366\361

\164\324\034\173\243\005\125\356\273\115\073\062\276\232\167\146

\236\254\151\220\042\007\037\141\072\226\276\345\232\117\314\005

\074\050\131\323\301\014\124\250\131\141\275\310\162\114\350\334

\237\207\177\275\234\110\066\136\225\243\016\271\070\044\125\374

\165\146\353\002\343\010\064\051\112\306\343\053\057\063\240\332

\243\206\245\022\227\375\200\053\332\024\102\343\222\275\076\362

\135\136\147\164\056\034\210\107\051\064\137\342\062\250\234\045

\067\214\272\230\000\227\213\111\226\036\375\045\212\254\334\332

\330\135\164\156\146\260\377\104\337\241\030\306\276\110\057\067

\224\170\370\225\112\077\177\023\136\135\131\375\164\206\103\143

\163\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\237\070\304\126\043\303\071\350\240

\161\154\350\124\114\344\350\072\261\277\147\060\015\006\011\052
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\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\022

\345\102\246\173\213\017\014\344\106\245\266\140\100\207\214\045

\176\255\270\150\056\133\306\100\166\074\003\370\311\131\364\363

\253\142\316\020\215\264\132\144\214\150\300\260\162\103\064\322

\033\013\366\054\123\322\312\220\113\206\146\374\252\203\042\364

\213\032\157\046\110\254\166\167\010\277\305\230\134\364\046\211

\236\173\303\271\144\062\001\177\323\303\335\130\155\354\261\253

\204\125\164\167\204\004\047\122\153\206\114\316\335\271\145\377

\326\306\136\237\232\020\231\113\165\152\376\152\351\227\040\344

\344\166\172\306\320\044\252\220\315\040\220\272\107\144\373\177

\007\263\123\170\265\012\142\362\163\103\316\101\053\201\152\056

\205\026\224\123\324\153\137\162\042\253\121\055\102\325\000\234

\231\277\336\273\224\073\127\375\232\365\206\313\126\073\133\210

\001\345\174\050\113\003\371\111\203\174\262\177\174\343\355\216

\241\177\140\123\216\125\235\120\064\022\017\267\227\173\154\207

\112\104\347\365\155\354\200\067\360\130\031\156\112\150\166\360

\037\222\344\352\265\222\323\141\121\020\013\255\247\331\137\307

\137\334\037\243\134\214\241\176\233\267\236\323\126\157\146\136

\007\226\040\355\013\164\373\146\116\213\021\025\351\201\111\176

\157\260\324\120\177\042\327\137\145\002\015\246\364\205\036\330

\256\006\113\112\247\322\061\146\302\370\316\345\010\246\244\002

\226\104\150\127\304\325\063\317\031\057\024\304\224\034\173\244

\331\360\237\016\261\200\342\321\236\021\144\251\210\021\072\166

\202\345\142\302\200\330\244\203\355\223\357\174\057\220\260\062

\114\226\025\150\110\122\324\231\010\300\044\350\034\343\263\245

\041\016\222\300\220\037\317\040\137\312\073\070\307\267\155\072

\363\346\104\270\016\061\153\210\216\160\353\234\027\122\250\101

\224\056\207\266\347\246\022\305\165\337\133\300\012\156\173\244

\344\136\206\371\066\224\337\167\303\351\015\300\071\361\171\273

\106\216\253\103\131\047\267\040\273\043\351\126\100\041\354\061

\075\145\252\103\362\075\337\160\104\341\272\115\046\020\073\230

\237\363\310\216\033\070\126\041\152\121\223\323\221\312\106\332

\211\267\075\123\203\054\010\037\213\217\123\335\377\254\037

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

#

 Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\024\210\116\206\046\067\260\046\257\131\142\134\100\167\354\065

\051\272\226\001

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\123\361\203\043\267\174\216\005\361\214\161\070\116\037\210

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\131\060\202\001\337\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\146

\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001\302\354\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062\063\060\066

\064\065\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063\061\066\060

\064\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162
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\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\324\274\075\002\102\165\101\023\043\315\200\004\206\002\121

\057\152\250\201\142\013\145\314\366\312\235\036\157\112\146\121

\242\003\331\235\221\372\266\026\261\214\156\336\174\315\333\171

\246\057\316\273\316\161\057\345\245\253\050\354\143\004\146\231

\370\372\362\223\020\005\341\201\050\102\343\306\150\364\346\033

\204\140\112\211\257\355\171\017\073\316\361\366\104\365\001\170

\300\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\310\313\231\162\160\122\014\370\346\276\262\004\127\051\052

\317\102\020\355\065\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\130\362\115\352\014\371

\137\136\356\140\051\313\072\362\333\326\062\204\031\077\174\325

\057\302\261\314\223\256\120\273\011\062\306\306\355\176\311\066

\224\022\344\150\205\006\242\033\320\057\002\061\000\231\351\026

\264\016\372\126\110\324\244\060\026\221\170\333\124\214\145\001

\212\347\120\146\302\061\267\071\272\270\032\042\007\116\374\153

\124\026\040\377\053\265\347\114\014\115\246\117\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\231\232\144\303\177\364\175\237\253\225\361\107\151\211\024\140

\356\304\303\305

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\241\003\346\112\223\020\321\277\360\031\102\313\376\355\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\250\060\202\003\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177\105\263\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062

\062\065\061\062\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063

\060\060\062\063\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\133\276

\224\063\214\051\225\221\026\012\225\275\107\142\301\211\363\231

\066\337\106\220\311\245\355\170\152\157\107\221\150\370\047\147

\120\063\035\241\246\373\340\345\103\243\204\002\127\001\135\234

\110\100\202\123\020\274\277\307\073\150\220\266\202\055\345\364

\145\320\314\155\031\314\225\371\173\254\112\224\255\016\336\113

\103\035\207\007\222\023\220\200\203\144\065\071\004\374\345\351

\154\263\266\037\120\224\070\145\120\134\027\106\271\266\205\265

\034\265\027\350\326\105\235\330\262\046\260\312\304\160\112\256

\140\244\335\263\331\354\374\073\325\127\162\274\077\310\311\262

\336\113\153\370\043\154\003\300\005\275\225\307\315\163\073\146

\200\144\343\032\254\056\371\107\005\362\006\266\233\163\365\170
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\063\133\307\241\373\047\052\241\264\232\221\214\221\323\072\202

\076\166\100\264\315\122\141\121\160\050\077\305\305\132\362\311

\214\111\273\024\133\115\310\377\147\115\114\022\226\255\365\376

\170\250\227\207\327\375\136\040\200\334\241\113\042\373\324\211

\255\272\316\107\227\107\125\173\217\105\310\147\050\204\225\034

\150\060\357\357\111\340\065\173\144\347\230\260\224\332\115\205

\073\076\125\304\050\257\127\363\236\023\333\106\047\237\036\242

\136\104\203\244\245\312\325\023\263\113\077\304\343\302\346\206

\141\244\122\060\271\172\040\117\157\017\070\123\313\063\014\023

\053\217\326\232\275\052\310\055\261\034\175\113\121\312\107\321

\110\047\162\135\207\353\325\105\346\110\145\235\257\122\220\272

\133\242\030\145\127\022\237\150\271\324\025\153\224\304\151\042

\230\364\063\340\355\371\121\216\101\120\311\064\117\166\220\254

\374\070\301\330\341\173\271\343\343\224\341\106\151\313\016\012

\120\153\023\272\254\017\067\132\267\022\265\220\201\036\126\256

\127\042\206\331\311\322\321\327\121\343\253\073\306\125\375\036

\016\323\164\012\321\332\252\352\151\270\227\050\217\110\304\007

\370\122\103\072\364\312\125\065\054\260\246\152\300\234\371\362

\201\341\022\152\300\105\331\147\263\316\377\043\242\211\012\124

\324\024\271\052\250\327\354\371\253\315\045\130\062\171\217\220

\133\230\071\304\010\006\301\254\177\016\075\000\245\002\003\001

\000\001\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\011\313\131\177\206\262\160\217\032\303\071\343\300\331

\351\277\273\115\262\043\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\254\257\076\135

\302\021\226\211\216\243\347\222\326\227\025\270\023\242\246\102

\056\002\315\026\005\131\047\312\040\350\272\270\350\032\354\115

\250\227\126\256\145\103\261\217\000\233\122\315\125\315\123\071

\155\142\114\213\015\133\174\056\104\277\203\020\217\363\123\202

\200\303\117\072\307\156\021\077\346\343\026\221\204\373\155\204

\177\064\164\255\211\247\316\271\327\327\237\204\144\222\276\225

\241\255\011\123\063\335\356\012\352\112\121\216\157\125\253\272

\265\224\106\256\214\177\330\242\120\045\145\140\200\106\333\063

\004\256\154\265\230\164\124\045\334\223\344\370\343\125\025\075

\270\155\303\012\244\022\301\151\205\156\337\144\361\123\231\341

\112\165\040\235\225\017\344\326\334\003\361\131\030\350\107\211

\262\127\132\224\266\251\330\027\053\027\111\345\166\313\301\126

\231\072\067\261\377\151\054\221\221\223\341\337\114\243\067\166

\115\241\237\370\155\036\035\323\372\354\373\364\105\035\023\155

\317\367\131\345\042\047\162\053\206\363\127\273\060\355\044\115

\334\175\126\273\243\263\370\064\171\211\301\340\362\002\141\367

\246\374\017\273\034\027\013\256\101\331\174\275\047\243\375\056

\072\321\223\224\261\163\035\044\213\257\133\040\211\255\267\147

\146\171\365\072\306\246\226\063\376\123\222\310\106\261\021\221

\306\231\177\217\311\326\146\061\040\101\020\207\055\014\326\301
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\257\064\230\312\144\203\373\023\127\321\301\360\074\172\214\245

\301\375\225\041\240\161\301\223\147\161\022\352\217\210\012\151

\031\144\231\043\126\373\254\052\056\160\276\146\304\014\204\357

\345\213\363\223\001\370\152\220\223\147\113\262\150\243\265\142

\217\351\077\214\172\073\136\017\347\214\270\306\174\357\067\375

\164\342\310\117\063\162\341\224\071\155\275\022\257\276\014\116

\160\174\033\157\215\263\062\223\163\104\026\155\350\364\367\340

\225\200\217\226\135\070\244\364\253\336\012\060\207\223\330\115

\000\161\142\105\047\113\072\102\204\133\177\145\267\147\064\122

\055\234\026\153\252\250\330\173\243\102\114\161\307\014\312\076

\203\344\246\357\267\001\060\136\121\243\171\365\160\151\246\101

\104\017\206\260\054\221\306\075\352\256\017\204

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\245\346\112\073\377\203\026\377\016\334\314\141\212\220\156

\116\256\115\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\020\377\000\377\317\311\370\307\172\300\356\065\216\311\017\107

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062
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\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\100\060\202\001\345\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\001

\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014

\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144

\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110

\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\027\015\064\062\060

\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\060\161\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040

\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126

\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\131\060

\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\226\334\075\212\330\260\173\157

\306\047\276\104\220\261\263\126\025\173\216\103\044\175\032\204

\131\356\143\150\262\306\136\207\320\025\110\036\250\220\255\275

\123\242\332\336\072\220\246\140\137\150\062\265\206\101\337\207

\133\054\173\305\376\174\172\332\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301\170

\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301

\170\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\111\000\060\106\002\041

\000\265\127\335\327\212\125\013\066\341\206\104\372\324\331\150

\215\270\334\043\212\212\015\324\057\175\352\163\354\277\115\154

\250\002\041\000\313\245\264\022\372\347\265\350\317\176\223\374

\363\065\217\157\116\132\174\264\274\116\262\374\162\252\133\131

\371\347\334\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\324\203\003\117\236\232\110\200\137\162\067\324\251\246\357

\313\174\037\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\037\366\236\204\256\247\264\041\316\036\130\175\321\204\230

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN Root CA G2"

#

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36
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# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\107\060\202\003\057\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\021

\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023

\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\027\015\064\062\060

\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\060\101\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\305

\165\031\221\175\104\164\164\207\376\016\073\226\334\330\001\026
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\314\356\143\221\347\013\157\316\073\012\151\032\174\302\343\257

\202\216\206\327\136\217\127\353\323\041\131\375\071\067\102\060

\276\120\352\266\017\251\210\330\056\055\151\041\347\321\067\030

\116\175\221\325\026\137\153\133\000\302\071\103\015\066\205\122

\271\123\145\017\035\102\345\217\317\005\323\356\334\014\032\331

\270\213\170\042\147\344\151\260\150\305\074\344\154\132\106\347

\315\307\372\357\304\354\113\275\152\244\254\375\314\050\121\357

\222\264\051\253\253\065\232\114\344\304\010\306\046\314\370\151

\237\344\234\360\051\323\134\371\306\026\045\236\043\303\040\301

\075\017\077\070\100\260\376\202\104\070\252\132\032\212\153\143

\130\070\264\025\323\266\021\151\173\036\124\356\214\032\042\254

\162\227\077\043\131\233\311\042\204\301\007\117\314\177\342\127

\312\022\160\273\246\145\363\151\165\143\275\225\373\033\227\315

\344\250\257\366\321\116\250\331\212\161\044\315\066\075\274\226

\304\361\154\251\256\345\317\015\156\050\015\260\016\265\312\121

\173\170\024\303\040\057\177\373\024\125\341\021\231\375\325\012

\241\236\002\343\142\137\353\065\113\054\270\162\350\076\075\117

\254\054\273\056\206\342\243\166\217\345\223\052\317\245\253\310

\134\215\113\006\377\022\106\254\170\313\024\007\065\340\251\337

\213\351\257\025\117\026\211\133\275\366\215\306\131\256\210\205

\016\301\211\353\037\147\305\105\216\377\155\067\066\053\170\146

\203\221\121\053\075\377\121\167\166\142\241\354\147\076\076\201

\203\340\126\251\120\037\037\172\231\253\143\277\204\027\167\361

\015\073\337\367\234\141\263\065\230\212\072\262\354\074\032\067

\077\176\217\222\317\331\022\024\144\332\020\002\025\101\377\117

\304\353\034\243\311\372\231\367\106\351\341\030\331\261\270\062

\055\313\024\014\120\330\203\145\203\356\271\134\317\313\005\132

\114\372\031\227\153\326\135\023\323\302\134\124\274\062\163\240

\170\365\361\155\036\313\237\245\246\237\042\334\321\121\236\202

\171\144\140\051\023\076\243\375\117\162\152\253\342\324\345\270

\044\125\054\104\113\212\210\104\234\312\204\323\052\073\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\202\041\055\146\306\327\240\340\025\353\316\114\011

\167\304\140\236\124\156\003\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\140\336\032\270\347

\362\140\202\325\003\063\201\313\006\212\361\042\111\351\350\352

\221\177\306\063\136\150\031\003\206\073\103\001\317\007\160\344

\010\036\145\205\221\346\021\042\267\365\002\043\216\256\271\036

\175\037\176\154\346\275\045\325\225\032\362\005\246\257\205\002

\157\256\370\326\061\377\045\311\112\310\307\212\251\331\237\113

\111\233\021\127\231\222\103\021\336\266\063\244\314\327\215\144

\175\324\315\074\050\054\264\232\226\352\115\365\304\104\304\045

\252\040\200\330\051\125\367\340\101\374\006\046\377\271\066\365

\103\024\003\146\170\341\021\261\332\040\137\106\000\170\000\041

\245\036\000\050\141\170\157\250\001\001\217\235\064\232\377\364

\070\220\373\270\321\263\162\006\311\161\346\201\305\171\355\013
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\246\171\362\023\013\234\367\135\016\173\044\223\264\110\333\206

\137\336\120\206\170\347\100\346\061\250\220\166\160\141\257\234

\067\054\021\265\202\267\252\256\044\064\133\162\014\151\015\315

\131\237\366\161\257\234\013\321\012\070\371\006\042\203\123\045

\014\374\121\304\346\276\342\071\225\013\044\255\257\321\225\344

\226\327\164\144\153\161\116\002\074\252\205\363\040\243\103\071

\166\133\154\120\376\232\234\024\036\145\024\212\025\275\243\202

\105\132\111\126\152\322\234\261\143\062\345\141\340\123\042\016

\247\012\111\352\313\176\037\250\342\142\200\366\020\105\122\230

\006\030\336\245\315\057\177\252\324\351\076\010\162\354\043\003

\002\074\246\252\330\274\147\164\075\024\027\373\124\113\027\343

\323\171\075\155\153\111\311\050\016\056\164\120\277\014\331\106

\072\020\206\311\247\077\351\240\354\177\353\245\167\130\151\161

\346\203\012\067\362\206\111\152\276\171\010\220\366\002\026\144

\076\345\332\114\176\014\064\311\371\137\266\263\050\121\247\247

\053\252\111\372\215\145\051\116\343\153\023\247\224\243\055\121

\155\170\014\104\313\337\336\010\157\316\243\144\253\323\225\204

\324\271\122\124\162\173\226\045\314\274\151\343\110\156\015\320

\307\235\047\232\252\370\023\222\335\036\337\143\237\065\251\026

\066\354\214\270\203\364\075\211\217\315\264\027\136\327\263\027

\101\020\135\047\163\140\205\127\111\042\007

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "certSIGN Root CA G2"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\371\223\264\355\075\050\047\260\271\113\247\351\025\035\243

\215\222\345\062

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\361\165\212\306\031\317\224\267\367\145\040\207\303\227\307
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

#

 Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID
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 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\332\060\202\003\302\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\005

\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\210\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165

\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\070\062\063\061

\071\063\064\061\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\070\062\063\061\071

\063\064\061\062\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010

\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110

\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060

\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166

\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\271\135\121\050\113\074\067\222\321\202\316\275\035\275\315

\335\270\253\317\012\076\341\135\345\334\252\011\271\127\002\076

\346\143\141\337\362\017\202\143\256\243\367\254\163\321\174\347

\263\013\257\010\000\011\131\177\315\051\052\210\223\207\027\030

\200\355\210\262\264\266\020\037\055\326\137\125\242\023\135\321

\306\353\006\126\211\210\376\254\062\235\375\134\303\005\307\156

\356\206\211\272\210\003\235\162\041\206\220\256\217\003\245\334
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\237\210\050\313\243\222\111\017\354\320\017\342\155\104\117\200

\152\262\324\347\240\012\123\001\272\216\227\221\166\156\274\374

\325\153\066\346\100\210\326\173\057\137\005\350\054\155\021\363

\347\262\276\222\104\114\322\227\244\376\322\162\201\103\007\234

\351\021\076\365\213\032\131\175\037\150\130\335\004\000\054\226

\363\103\263\176\230\031\164\331\234\163\331\030\276\101\307\064

\171\331\364\142\302\103\271\263\047\260\042\313\371\075\122\307

\060\107\263\311\076\270\152\342\347\350\201\160\136\102\213\117

\046\245\376\072\302\040\156\273\370\026\216\315\014\251\264\033

\154\166\020\341\130\171\106\076\124\316\200\250\127\011\067\051

\033\231\023\217\014\310\326\054\034\373\005\350\010\225\075\145

\106\334\356\315\151\342\115\217\207\050\116\064\013\076\317\024

\331\273\335\266\120\232\255\167\324\031\326\332\032\210\310\116

\033\047\165\330\262\010\361\256\203\060\271\021\016\315\207\360

\204\215\025\162\174\241\357\314\362\210\141\272\364\151\273\014

\214\013\165\127\004\270\116\052\024\056\075\017\034\036\062\246

\142\066\356\146\342\042\270\005\100\143\020\042\363\063\035\164

\162\212\054\365\071\051\240\323\347\033\200\204\055\305\075\343

\115\261\375\032\157\272\145\007\073\130\354\102\105\046\373\330

\332\045\162\304\366\000\261\042\171\275\343\174\131\142\112\234

\005\157\075\316\346\326\107\143\231\306\044\157\162\022\310\254

\177\220\264\013\221\160\350\267\346\026\020\161\027\316\336\006

\117\110\101\175\065\112\243\211\362\311\113\173\101\021\155\147

\267\010\230\114\345\021\031\256\102\200\334\373\220\005\324\370

\120\312\276\344\255\307\302\224\327\026\235\346\027\217\257\066

\373\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\231\340\031\147\015\142\333\166\263\332

\075\270\133\350\375\102\322\061\016\207\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\230\163

\160\342\260\323\355\071\354\114\140\331\251\022\206\027\036\226

\320\350\124\050\073\144\055\041\246\370\235\126\023\152\110\075

\117\307\076\051\333\155\130\203\124\075\207\175\043\005\324\344

\034\334\350\070\145\206\305\165\247\132\333\065\005\275\167\336

\273\051\067\100\005\007\303\224\122\237\312\144\335\361\033\053

\334\106\012\020\002\061\375\112\150\015\007\144\220\346\036\365

\052\241\250\273\074\135\371\243\010\013\021\014\361\077\055\020

\224\157\376\342\064\207\203\326\317\345\033\065\155\322\003\341

\260\015\250\240\252\106\047\202\066\247\025\266\010\246\102\124

\127\266\231\132\342\013\171\220\327\127\022\121\065\031\210\101

\150\045\324\067\027\204\025\373\001\162\334\225\336\122\046\040

\230\046\342\166\365\047\157\372\000\073\112\141\331\015\313\121

\223\052\375\026\006\226\247\043\232\043\110\376\121\275\266\304

\260\261\124\316\336\154\101\255\026\147\176\333\375\070\315\271

\070\116\262\301\140\313\235\027\337\130\236\172\142\262\046\217

\164\225\233\344\133\035\322\017\335\230\034\233\131\271\043\323

\061\240\246\377\070\335\317\040\117\351\130\126\072\147\303\321
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\366\231\231\235\272\066\266\200\057\210\107\117\206\277\104\072

\200\344\067\034\246\272\352\227\230\021\320\204\142\107\144\036

\252\356\100\277\064\261\234\217\116\341\362\222\117\037\216\363

\236\227\336\363\246\171\152\211\161\117\113\047\027\110\376\354

\364\120\017\117\111\175\314\105\343\275\172\100\305\101\334\141

\126\047\006\151\345\162\101\201\323\266\001\211\240\057\072\162

\171\376\072\060\277\101\354\307\142\076\221\113\307\331\061\166

\102\371\367\074\143\354\046\214\163\014\175\032\035\352\250\174

\207\250\302\047\174\341\063\101\017\317\317\374\000\240\042\200

\236\112\247\157\000\260\101\105\267\042\312\150\110\305\102\242

\256\335\035\362\340\156\116\005\130\261\300\220\026\052\244\075

\020\100\276\217\142\143\203\251\234\202\175\055\002\351\203\060

\174\313\047\311\375\036\146\000\260\056\323\041\057\216\063\026

\154\230\355\020\250\007\326\314\223\317\333\321\151\034\344\312

\311\340\266\234\351\316\161\161\336\154\077\026\244\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\217\066\117\341\130\227\104\041\131\207\245\052\232\320\151

\225\046\177\265

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\034\030\055\057\272\137\155\241\154\274\307\253\221\307\016

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156
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\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\140\060\202\002\007\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\015

\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206

\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\176\373\154\346\043\343

\163\062\010\312\140\346\123\234\272\164\215\030\260\170\220\122

\200\335\070\300\112\035\321\250\314\223\244\227\006\070\312\015

\025\142\306\216\001\052\145\235\252\337\064\221\056\201\301\344

\063\222\061\304\375\011\072\246\077\255\243\103\060\101\060\017
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\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\017\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\101\006\254\220

\155\321\112\353\165\245\112\020\231\263\261\241\213\112\367\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104

\002\040\007\346\124\332\016\240\132\262\256\021\237\207\305\266

\377\151\336\045\276\370\240\267\010\363\104\316\052\337\010\041

\014\067\002\040\055\046\003\240\005\275\153\321\366\134\370\145

\314\206\155\263\234\064\110\143\204\011\305\215\167\032\342\314

\234\341\164\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global

 ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\220\202\335\105\014\276\213\133\261\146\323\342\244\010\046

\315\355\102\317

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\104\343\215\135\066\206\046\350\015\005\322\131\247\203\124

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123
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\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\235\060\202\002\044\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\010

\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\153\332\015\165\065\010\061\107\005

\256\105\231\125\361\021\023\056\112\370\020\061\043\243\176\203

\323\177\050\010\072\046\032\072\317\227\202\037\200\267\047\011

\217\321\216\060\304\012\233\016\254\130\004\253\367\066\175\224

\043\244\233\012\212\213\253\353\375\071\045\146\361\136\376\214

\256\215\101\171\235\011\140\316\050\251\323\212\155\363\326\105

\324\362\230\204\070\145\240\243\103\060\101\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\017\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000\060\035\006
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\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\251\204\211\322\301\062\275

\030\313\154\246\007\116\310\347\235\276\202\220\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\067

\001\222\227\105\022\176\240\363\076\255\031\072\162\335\364\120

\223\003\022\276\104\322\117\101\244\214\234\235\037\243\366\302

\222\347\110\024\376\116\233\245\221\127\256\306\067\162\273\002

\060\147\045\012\261\014\136\356\251\143\222\157\345\220\013\376

\146\042\312\107\375\212\061\367\203\376\172\277\020\276\030\053

\036\217\366\051\036\224\131\357\216\041\067\313\121\230\245\156

\113

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\363\243\310\317\157\303\004\056\155\016\147\062\305\236\150

\225\015\136\322

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\352\317\140\304\073\271\025\051\100\241\227\355\170\047\223\326

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157
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\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\242\060\202\003\212\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\001

\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104\161\370\326

\120\115\015\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113

\122\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105

\122\040\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106

\117\122\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\003\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027

\015\061\067\060\070\061\070\060\070\065\070\064\062\132\027\015

\063\067\060\070\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\151\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\046\060\044

\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040\102\125\123

\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122\115\040\103

\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\116

\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\324\361\223\134\265\100

\211\012\253\015\220\133\120\143\256\220\224\164\027\105\162\326

\173\145\132\051\113\247\126\240\113\270\057\102\165\351\331\173

\044\132\061\145\253\027\027\321\063\072\331\021\334\100\066\207

\337\307\152\351\046\136\131\212\167\343\350\110\234\061\026\372

\076\221\261\312\311\243\342\237\316\041\123\243\002\066\060\313

\122\002\345\332\062\135\303\305\346\371\356\021\307\213\311\104

\036\204\223\030\112\264\237\345\022\144\151\320\046\205\142\001

\266\311\002\035\276\203\121\273\134\332\370\255\025\152\231\367

\222\124\367\064\133\351\277\352\051\201\022\324\123\221\226\263

\221\132\335\376\220\163\050\373\060\106\265\312\010\007\307\161

\162\311\146\323\064\227\366\214\364\030\112\341\320\075\132\105

\266\151\247\051\373\043\316\210\330\022\234\000\110\250\246\017

\263\073\222\215\161\016\164\305\213\310\114\371\364\233\216\270

\074\151\355\157\073\120\057\130\355\304\260\320\034\033\152\014

\342\274\104\252\330\315\024\135\224\170\141\277\016\156\332\052

\274\057\014\013\161\246\263\026\077\234\346\371\314\237\123\065

\342\003\240\240\030\277\273\361\276\364\326\214\207\015\102\367

\006\271\361\155\355\004\224\250\376\266\323\006\306\100\141\337

\235\235\363\124\166\316\123\072\001\246\222\101\354\004\243\217
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\015\242\325\011\312\326\313\232\361\357\103\135\300\253\245\101

\317\134\123\160\160\311\210\246\055\324\153\141\163\120\046\206

\141\016\137\033\302\053\342\214\325\273\235\301\003\102\272\224

\332\137\251\260\312\314\115\012\357\107\151\003\057\042\373\361

\050\316\277\135\120\145\250\220\155\263\164\260\010\307\254\250

\321\353\076\234\374\135\032\203\056\053\313\265\363\104\235\072

\247\027\141\226\242\161\323\160\226\025\115\267\114\163\356\031

\134\305\133\076\101\376\254\165\140\073\033\143\316\000\335\332

\010\220\142\264\345\055\356\110\247\153\027\231\124\276\207\112

\343\251\136\004\114\353\020\155\124\326\357\361\350\362\142\026

\313\200\153\355\075\355\365\037\060\245\256\113\311\023\355\212

\001\001\311\270\121\130\300\146\072\261\146\113\304\325\061\002

\142\351\164\204\014\333\115\106\055\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\237\210

\337\241\315\054\275\354\365\073\001\001\223\063\047\262\353\140

\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\062\312\200\263\235\075\124\006\335\322

\322\056\360\244\001\041\013\147\110\312\155\216\340\310\252\015

\252\215\041\127\217\306\076\172\312\333\121\324\122\263\324\226

\204\245\130\140\177\345\013\216\037\365\334\012\025\201\345\073

\266\267\042\057\011\234\023\026\261\154\014\065\010\155\253\143

\162\355\334\276\354\307\127\346\060\040\161\326\327\020\301\023

\125\001\214\052\103\344\101\361\317\072\172\123\222\316\242\003

\005\015\070\337\002\273\020\056\331\073\322\233\172\300\241\246

\370\265\061\346\364\165\311\271\123\231\165\107\042\132\024\025

\307\170\033\266\235\351\014\370\033\166\361\205\204\336\241\332

\022\357\244\342\020\227\172\170\336\014\121\227\250\041\100\213

\206\275\015\360\136\116\113\066\273\073\040\037\212\102\126\341

\013\032\277\173\320\042\103\054\104\214\373\345\052\264\154\034

\034\272\224\340\023\176\041\346\232\302\313\305\102\144\264\036

\224\173\010\045\310\161\314\207\105\127\205\323\237\051\142\042

\203\121\227\000\030\227\167\152\230\222\311\174\140\154\337\154

\175\112\344\160\114\302\236\270\035\367\320\064\307\017\314\373

\247\377\003\276\255\160\220\332\013\335\310\155\227\137\232\177

\011\062\101\375\315\242\314\132\155\114\362\252\111\376\146\370

\351\330\065\353\016\050\036\356\110\057\072\320\171\011\070\174

\246\042\202\223\225\320\003\276\276\002\240\005\335\040\042\343

\157\035\210\064\140\306\346\012\271\011\165\013\360\007\350\151

\226\065\307\373\043\201\216\070\071\270\105\053\103\170\242\321

\054\024\377\015\050\162\162\225\233\136\011\333\211\104\230\252

\241\111\273\161\122\362\277\366\377\047\241\066\257\270\266\167

\210\335\072\244\155\233\064\220\334\024\135\060\277\267\353\027

\344\207\267\161\320\241\327\167\025\324\102\327\362\363\061\231

\135\233\335\026\155\077\352\006\043\370\106\242\042\355\223\366

\335\232\346\052\207\261\230\124\361\042\367\153\105\343\342\216

\166\035\232\215\304\006\215\066\267\024\363\235\124\151\267\216
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\074\325\244\155\223\201\267\255\366\275\144\173\302\311\150\071

\240\222\234\315\064\206\221\220\372\144\121\235\376\376\353\245

\365\165\336\211\367\162

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\153\362\251\047\112\332\024\240\304\364\216\141\047\371\300

\036\170\135\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\176\101\366\045\073\365\011\263\027\350\106\075\277\320\233

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

#

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8

 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\156\060\202\001\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\142

\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056\235\225\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\170\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060

\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062

\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003

\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105

\107\125\122\117\123\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\062\062\060\060

\071\063\067\063\063\132\027\015\064\063\061\062\062\060\060\071

\063\067\063\063\132\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013

\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141

\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064

\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122

\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122

\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\366\272\127\123\310\312\253\337\066

\112\122\041\344\227\322\203\147\236\360\145\121\320\136\207\307

\107\261\131\362\127\107\233\000\002\223\104\027\151\333\102\307

\261\262\072\030\016\264\135\214\263\146\135\241\064\371\066\054

\111\333\363\106\374\263\104\151\104\023\146\375\327\305\375\257

\066\115\316\003\115\007\161\317\257\152\005\322\242\103\132\012

\122\157\001\003\116\216\213\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\001\271\057\357\277\021\206\140\362

\117\320\101\156\253\163\037\347\322\156\111\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\256

\112\343\053\100\303\164\021\362\225\255\026\043\336\116\014\032

\346\135\245\044\136\153\104\173\374\070\342\117\313\234\105\027

\021\114\024\047\046\125\071\165\112\003\314\023\220\237\222\002

\061\000\372\112\154\140\210\163\363\356\270\230\142\251\316\053

\302\331\212\246\160\061\035\257\260\224\114\353\117\306\343\321

\363\142\247\074\377\223\056\007\134\111\001\147\151\022\002\162

\277\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC
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 RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\377\331\236\300\145\015\003\316\165\223\322\355\077\055\062

\311\343\345\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\031\066\234\122\003\057\322\321\273\043\314\335\036\022\125\273

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc
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#

 Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\160\060\202\003\130\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217\127\334\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\122

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145

\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\065\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142
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\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\122\064\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\334\171\314\155\006\371\155\273\340

\126\004\154\177\340\165\314\055\005\111\350\113\334\124\354\133

\167\225\162\277\177\142\235\205\251\212\044\120\137\123\345\333

\164\157\244\051\133\023\052\011\255\232\305\057\302\367\166\073

\241\105\106\252\103\346\044\376\053\260\157\062\160\031\106\132

\171\046\057\374\075\175\137\144\313\127\314\141\141\250\331\225

\156\343\225\240\156\177\107\022\030\326\357\003\311\373\212\372

\232\275\202\025\251\125\167\113\021\117\131\340\153\303\161\363

\014\330\124\325\201\150\076\023\271\025\056\207\212\074\104\047

\066\142\044\156\370\054\005\162\060\141\275\102\221\043\304\235

\045\247\331\124\232\024\243\061\255\200\171\014\247\143\154\230

\243\254\127\107\063\037\145\226\341\320\322\065\332\371\161\367

\241\246\045\265\101\135\337\076\140\330\321\366\237\245\362\270

\314\023\252\217\371\262\156\341\203\055\223\335\076\205\032\335

\350\261\134\046\001\313\111\205\374\374\322\324\177\205\142\206

\164\371\313\354\065\042\242\014\060\217\073\253\171\353\126\362

\372\102\363\355\371\037\105\211\100\051\255\352\222\164\352\122

\375\126\264\053\332\242\355\165\302\156\253\316\122\220\113\366

\336\360\111\217\232\110\324\210\031\155\105\346\314\214\271\335

\144\140\140\002\100\370\271\317\274\130\353\075\205\271\306\012

\323\234\007\146\217\307\030\071\043\106\341\074\036\243\057\120

\141\222\013\075\053\154\361\243\107\070\127\221\253\015\217\306

\235\115\004\322\046\122\134\345\245\375\052\055\026\052\001\151

\347\251\175\341\066\267\261\052\305\331\261\215\275\271\213\316

\314\213\241\076\013\110\315\120\225\064\304\330\010\131\330\153

\046\364\276\365\324\042\027\000\127\311\256\233\004\060\063\237

\013\373\337\126\242\311\156\124\166\332\261\227\142\047\131\017

\021\212\042\033\144\226\077\250\361\267\044\112\215\074\123\174

\155\203\166\075\262\046\110\163\365\104\026\001\055\011\052\216

\026\226\120\320\163\006\135\273\042\110\202\114\012\106\132\077

\200\377\134\362\362\232\254\054\010\340\326\352\360\022\070\201

\117\246\020\355\106\253\314\026\234\013\317\144\246\231\002\205

\104\147\106\255\375\115\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\223\025\050

\156\356\217\010\262\065\306\236\142\171\164\247\261\016\053\173

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\105\012\370\321\134\254\142\201\320\004\327\266

\377\127\121\211\013\014\313\336\044\145\067\373\253\236\355\146

\364\352\014\031\151\211\270\031\261\060\126\264\331\366\367\276

\306\256\227\313\105\366\021\214\072\060\144\114\301\237\131\300

\106\102\010\006\107\144\027\170\340\225\007\006\326\214\242\254
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\251\331\077\323\173\126\117\374\304\207\050\337\266\053\026\043

\300\237\037\133\343\326\104\136\042\117\043\004\214\065\026\265

\171\007\206\134\057\227\342\366\010\144\246\334\333\250\212\343

\244\173\167\015\321\051\223\050\040\264\123\243\113\116\137\336

\301\366\165\043\374\037\074\170\117\160\061\170\057\242\065\124

\161\004\254\310\304\155\303\366\221\261\376\315\356\104\156\201

\366\100\305\076\052\001\277\253\114\261\003\077\015\021\344\017

\322\044\343\042\210\233\237\137\107\075\121\111\340\011\067\176

\027\041\061\166\267\147\161\110\050\113\045\327\020\350\237\141

\131\026\305\076\062\116\037\014\316\243\314\017\344\307\021\007

\042\057\070\010\335\133\227\353\102\154\131\232\232\356\172\320

\235\337\305\333\011\103\056\012\252\031\075\153\350\152\060\172

\127\346\277\263\152\071\251\217\343\361\117\145\150\266\275\237

\050\217\241\026\132\011\120\072\062\056\035\057\104\021\102\246

\000\346\061\230\377\055\241\017\346\244\140\126\317\171\327\262

\116\327\260\372\156\014\127\043\307\316\037\245\261\114\155\031

\111\236\016\177\160\217\161\077\130\050\237\165\335\141\340\072

\267\071\266\356\227\324\065\121\373\213\111\140\310\074\146\256

\227\356\215\046\131\127\273\170\360\172\120\060\011\260\140\252

\237\116\334\311\076\036\072\334\142\223\063\260\072\124\164\157

\054\061\105\321\153\021\062\152\150\166\366\075\366\152\023\136

\044\230\347\352\035\232\317\170\202\007\140\367\115\020\323\201

\232\105\215\236\257\233\334\200\307\103\262\225\150\244\303\016

\350\012\107\025\277\124\063\334\001\347\325\246\036\163\330\172

\262\277\057\255\343\125\060\236\337\016\101\274\340\021\365\241

\014\250\042\341\343\000\243\116\160\174\222\343\004\321\172\102

\212\165\220\131\343\233\321\114\242\144\275\163\171\233\157\362

\263\301\366\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE
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 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\166\030\321\363\200\044\075\122\100\306\021\152\255\127\167\011

\175\201\060\240

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\304\173\263\016\124\107\034\103\054\213\276\160\205\142\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003
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\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\041\060\202\001\247\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270\220\012\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145\143\165\162

\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\065\060

\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060

\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125

\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040

\105\064\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001

\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\371\171\213\201\107

\067\211\226\077\105\111\120\177\032\046\013\223\062\176\056\300

\300\247\010\232\303\156\217\233\076\013\042\354\067\123\267\157

\212\260\274\047\067\113\155\251\106\073\331\037\377\245\241\104

\273\055\163\277\236\101\007\134\123\233\121\010\072\132\273\157

\070\307\026\221\170\302\112\023\151\035\202\337\132\057\000\210

\226\242\056\034\164\371\235\176\146\067\212\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\337\023\136\213\137

\302\100\002\375\126\267\224\114\266\036\325\246\261\024\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145

\002\060\023\260\276\327\161\040\076\344\253\234\316\066\022\175
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\137\114\037\052\265\151\105\063\137\323\055\132\262\344\210\307

\336\012\066\102\062\171\235\246\153\272\341\371\104\052\173\212

\303\022\002\061\000\240\146\034\116\207\235\207\311\355\231\114

\033\012\356\055\140\303\067\307\035\315\265\162\260\331\306\357

\274\362\377\077\360\122\335\010\347\252\144\171\303\344\151\127

\221\057\244\313\174

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\056\037\062\117\211\337\276\376\210\211\360\223\302\304\240

\053\147\165\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\374\306\056\237\364\122\055\052\250\244\272\373\147\062\377

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root R46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not

 Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320\337\045\147

\321\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154
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\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063

\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012

\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055

\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\254\164\062\350\263\145\345\272\355\103\046\035\246\211

\015\105\272\051\210\262\244\035\143\335\323\301\054\011\127\211

\071\241\125\351\147\064\167\014\156\344\125\035\122\045\322\023

\153\136\341\035\251\267\175\211\062\137\015\236\237\054\172\143

\140\100\037\246\260\266\170\217\231\124\226\010\130\256\344\006

\274\142\005\002\026\277\257\250\043\003\266\224\017\274\156\154

\302\313\325\246\273\014\351\366\301\002\373\041\336\146\335\027

\253\164\102\357\360\164\057\045\364\352\153\125\133\220\333\235

\337\136\207\012\100\373\255\031\153\373\367\312\140\210\336\332

\301\217\326\256\325\177\324\074\203\356\327\026\114\203\105\063

\153\047\320\206\320\034\055\153\363\253\175\361\205\251\365\050

\322\255\357\363\204\113\034\207\374\023\243\072\162\242\132\021

\053\326\047\161\047\355\201\055\155\146\201\222\207\264\033\130

\172\314\077\012\372\106\117\115\170\134\370\053\110\343\004\204

\313\135\366\264\152\263\145\374\102\236\121\046\043\040\313\075

\024\371\201\355\145\026\000\117\032\144\227\146\010\317\214\173

\343\053\300\235\371\024\362\033\361\126\152\026\277\054\205\205

\315\170\070\232\353\102\152\002\064\030\203\027\116\224\126\370

\266\202\265\363\226\335\075\363\276\177\040\167\076\173\031\043

\153\054\324\162\163\103\127\175\340\370\327\151\117\027\066\004

\371\300\220\140\067\105\336\346\014\330\164\215\256\234\242\155

\164\135\102\276\006\365\331\144\156\002\020\254\211\260\114\073

\007\115\100\176\044\305\212\230\202\171\216\244\247\202\040\215

\043\372\047\161\311\337\306\101\164\240\115\366\221\026\334\106

\214\137\051\143\061\131\161\014\330\157\302\266\062\175\373\346

\135\123\246\176\025\374\273\165\174\135\354\370\366\027\034\354

\307\153\031\313\363\173\360\053\007\245\331\154\171\124\166\154

\235\034\246\156\016\351\171\014\250\043\152\243\337\033\060\061

\237\261\124\173\376\152\313\146\252\334\145\320\242\236\112\232

\007\041\153\201\217\333\304\131\372\336\042\300\004\234\343\252

\133\066\223\350\075\275\172\241\235\013\166\261\013\307\235\375

\317\230\250\006\302\370\052\243\241\203\240\267\045\162\245\002

\343\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\134\253\163\201\207\250\314\260\246

\325\224\342\066\226\111\377\005\231\054\060\015\006\011\052\206
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\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\174\170

\354\366\002\054\273\133\176\222\053\135\071\334\276\330\035\242

\102\063\115\371\357\244\052\073\104\151\036\254\331\105\243\116

\074\247\330\044\121\262\124\034\223\116\304\357\173\223\205\140

\046\352\011\110\340\365\273\307\351\150\322\273\152\061\161\314

\171\256\021\250\360\231\375\345\037\274\057\250\314\127\353\166

\304\041\246\107\123\125\115\150\277\005\244\356\327\046\253\142

\332\103\067\113\342\306\265\345\262\203\031\072\307\323\333\115

\236\010\172\363\356\317\076\142\373\254\350\140\314\321\307\241

\134\203\105\304\105\314\363\027\153\024\311\004\002\076\322\044

\246\171\351\036\316\242\347\301\131\025\237\035\342\113\232\076

\237\166\010\055\153\330\272\127\024\332\203\352\376\214\125\351

\320\116\251\314\167\061\261\104\021\172\134\261\076\323\024\105

\025\030\142\044\023\322\313\115\316\134\203\301\066\362\020\265

\016\210\155\270\341\126\237\211\336\226\146\071\107\144\054\156

\115\256\142\173\277\140\164\031\270\126\254\222\254\026\062\355

\255\150\125\376\230\272\323\064\336\364\311\141\303\016\206\366

\113\204\140\356\015\173\265\062\130\171\221\125\054\201\103\263

\164\037\172\252\045\236\035\327\241\213\271\315\102\056\004\244

\146\203\115\211\065\266\154\250\066\112\171\041\170\042\320\102

\274\321\100\061\220\241\276\004\317\312\147\355\365\360\200\323

\140\311\203\052\042\005\320\007\073\122\277\014\236\252\053\371

\273\346\037\217\045\272\205\215\027\036\002\376\135\120\004\127

\317\376\055\274\357\134\300\032\253\266\237\044\306\337\163\150

\110\220\054\024\364\077\122\032\344\322\313\024\303\141\151\317

\342\371\030\305\272\063\237\024\243\004\135\271\161\367\265\224

\330\366\063\301\132\301\064\213\174\233\335\223\072\347\023\242

\160\141\237\257\217\353\330\305\165\370\063\146\324\164\147\072

\067\167\234\347\335\244\017\166\103\146\212\103\362\237\373\014

\102\170\143\321\342\017\157\173\324\241\075\164\227\205\267\110

\071\101\326\040\374\320\072\263\372\350\157\304\212\272\161\067

\276\213\227\261\170\061\117\263\347\266\003\023\316\124\235\256

\045\131\314\177\065\137\010\367\100\105\061\170\052\172

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

 Trust for "GlobalSign Root R46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\123\242\260\113\312\153\326\105\346\071\212\216\304\015\322\277

\167\303\242\220

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\024\060\344\372\146\103\224\052\152\033\044\137\031\320\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root E46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\013\060\202\001\221\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204\035\230\350

\103\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\106\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003

\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\234\016\261\317\267\350\236\122\167\165\064

\372\245\106\247\255\062\031\062\264\007\251\047\312\224\273\014

\322\012\020\307\332\211\260\227\014\160\023\011\001\216\330\352

\107\352\276\262\200\053\315\374\050\015\333\254\274\244\206\067

\355\160\010\000\165\352\223\013\173\056\122\234\043\150\043\006

\103\354\222\057\123\204\333\373\107\024\007\350\137\224\147\135

\311\172\201\074\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\061\012\220\217\266\306\235\322\104\113\200

\265\242\346\037\261\022\117\033\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\337\124\220
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\355\233\357\213\224\002\223\027\202\231\276\263\236\054\366\013

\221\214\237\112\024\261\366\144\274\273\150\121\023\014\003\367

\025\213\204\140\271\213\377\122\216\347\214\274\034\002\060\074

\371\021\324\214\116\300\301\141\302\025\114\252\253\035\013\061

\137\073\034\342\000\227\104\061\346\376\163\226\057\332\226\323

\376\010\007\263\064\211\274\005\237\367\036\206\356\213\160

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root E46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\071\264\154\325\376\200\006\353\342\057\112\273\010\063\240\257

\333\271\335\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\270\146\355\336\010\203\343\311\342\001\064\006\254\121\157

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GLOBALTRUST

 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\202\060\202\003\152\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\132

\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157

\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122

\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062
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\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012

\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156

\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125

\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\256\056\126\255\033\034\357\366

\225\217\240\167\033\053\323\143\217\204\115\105\242\017\237\133

\105\253\131\173\121\064\371\354\213\212\170\305\335\153\257\275

\304\337\223\105\036\277\221\070\013\256\016\026\347\101\163\370

\333\273\321\270\121\340\313\203\073\163\070\156\167\212\017\131

\143\046\315\247\052\316\124\373\270\342\300\174\107\316\140\174

\077\262\163\362\300\031\266\212\222\207\065\015\220\050\242\344

\025\004\143\076\272\257\356\174\136\314\246\213\120\262\070\367

\101\143\312\316\377\151\217\150\016\225\066\345\314\271\214\011

\312\113\335\061\220\226\310\314\037\375\126\226\064\333\216\034

\352\054\276\205\056\143\335\252\251\225\323\375\051\225\023\360

\310\230\223\331\055\026\107\220\021\203\242\072\042\242\050\127

\242\353\376\300\214\050\240\246\175\347\052\102\073\202\200\143

\245\143\037\031\314\174\262\146\250\302\323\155\067\157\342\176

\006\121\331\105\204\037\022\316\044\122\144\205\013\110\200\116

\207\261\042\042\060\252\353\256\276\340\002\340\100\350\260\102

\200\003\121\252\264\176\252\104\327\103\141\363\242\153\026\211

\111\244\243\244\053\212\002\304\170\364\150\212\301\344\172\066

\261\157\033\226\033\167\111\215\324\311\006\162\217\317\123\343

\334\027\205\040\112\334\230\047\323\221\046\053\107\036\151\007

\257\336\242\344\344\324\153\013\263\136\174\324\044\200\107\051

\151\073\156\350\254\375\100\353\330\355\161\161\053\362\350\130

\035\353\101\227\042\305\037\324\071\320\047\217\207\343\030\364

\340\251\106\015\365\164\072\202\056\320\156\054\221\243\061\134

\073\106\352\173\004\020\126\136\200\035\365\245\145\350\202\374

\342\007\214\142\105\365\040\336\106\160\206\241\274\223\323\036

\164\246\154\260\054\367\003\014\210\014\313\324\162\123\206\274

\140\106\363\230\152\302\361\277\103\371\160\040\167\312\067\101

\171\125\122\143\215\133\022\237\305\150\304\210\235\254\362\060

\253\267\243\061\227\147\255\217\027\017\154\307\163\355\044\224

\153\310\203\232\320\232\067\111\004\253\261\026\310\154\111\111

\055\253\241\320\214\222\362\101\112\171\041\045\333\143\327\266

\234\247\176\102\151\373\072\143\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060

\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\334\056\037

\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150\234

\042\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\334\056

\037\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150

\234\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005
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\000\003\202\002\001\000\221\360\102\002\150\100\356\303\150\300

\124\057\337\354\142\303\303\236\212\240\061\050\252\203\216\244

\126\226\022\020\206\126\272\227\162\322\124\060\174\255\031\325

\035\150\157\373\024\102\330\215\016\363\265\321\245\343\002\102

\136\334\350\106\130\007\065\002\060\340\274\164\112\301\103\052

\377\333\032\320\260\257\154\303\375\313\263\365\177\155\003\056

\131\126\235\055\055\065\214\262\326\103\027\054\222\012\313\135

\350\214\017\113\160\103\320\202\377\250\314\277\244\224\300\276

\207\275\212\343\223\173\306\217\233\026\235\047\145\274\172\305

\102\202\154\134\007\320\251\301\210\140\104\351\230\205\026\137

\370\217\312\001\020\316\045\303\371\140\033\240\305\227\303\323

\054\210\061\242\275\060\354\320\320\300\022\361\301\071\343\345

\365\370\326\112\335\064\315\373\157\301\117\343\000\213\126\342

\222\367\050\262\102\167\162\043\147\307\077\021\025\262\304\003

\005\276\273\021\173\012\277\250\156\347\377\130\103\317\233\147

\240\200\007\266\035\312\255\155\352\101\021\176\055\164\223\373

\302\274\276\121\104\305\357\150\045\047\200\343\310\240\324\022

\354\331\245\067\035\067\174\264\221\312\332\324\261\226\201\357

\150\134\166\020\111\257\176\245\067\200\261\034\122\275\063\201

\114\217\371\335\145\331\024\315\212\045\130\364\342\305\203\245

\011\220\324\154\024\143\265\100\337\353\300\374\304\130\176\015

\024\026\207\124\047\156\126\344\160\204\270\154\062\022\176\202

\061\103\276\327\335\174\241\255\256\326\253\040\022\357\012\303

\020\214\111\226\065\334\013\165\136\261\117\325\117\064\016\021

\040\007\165\103\105\351\243\021\332\254\243\231\302\266\171\047

\342\271\357\310\342\366\065\051\172\164\372\305\177\202\005\142

\246\012\352\150\262\171\107\006\156\362\127\250\025\063\306\367

\170\112\075\102\173\153\176\376\367\106\352\321\353\216\357\210

\150\133\350\301\331\161\176\375\144\357\377\147\107\210\130\045

\057\076\206\007\275\373\250\345\202\250\254\245\323\151\103\315

\061\210\111\204\123\222\300\261\071\033\071\203\001\060\304\362

\251\372\320\003\275\162\067\140\126\037\066\174\275\071\221\365

\155\015\277\173\327\222

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\147\301\023\121\001\014\252\320\307\152\145\067\061\026\046

\117\123\161\242

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\157\313\155\343\314\242\361\174\203\372\016\170\327\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ANF

 Secure Server Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\357\060\202\003\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\015

\323\343\274\154\371\153\261\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144

\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143

\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116

\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125

\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123

\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\071\060\071\060\064\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\027\015

\063\071\060\070\063\060\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\060\201\204

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172
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\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\333\353\153\053\346\144\124\225\202\220\243

\162\244\031\001\235\234\013\201\137\163\111\272\247\254\363\004

\116\173\226\013\354\021\340\133\246\034\316\033\322\015\203\034

\053\270\236\035\176\105\062\140\017\007\351\167\130\176\237\152

\310\141\116\266\046\301\114\215\377\114\357\064\262\037\145\330

\271\170\365\255\251\161\271\357\117\130\035\245\336\164\040\227

\241\355\150\114\336\222\027\113\274\253\377\145\232\236\373\107

\331\127\162\363\011\241\256\166\104\023\156\234\055\104\071\274

\371\307\073\244\130\075\101\275\264\302\111\243\310\015\322\227

\057\007\145\122\000\247\156\310\257\150\354\364\024\226\266\127

\037\126\303\071\237\053\155\344\363\076\366\065\144\332\014\034

\241\204\113\057\113\113\342\054\044\235\155\223\100\353\265\043

\216\062\312\157\105\323\250\211\173\036\317\036\372\133\103\213

\315\315\250\017\152\312\014\136\271\236\107\217\360\331\266\012

\013\130\145\027\063\271\043\344\167\031\175\313\112\056\222\173

\117\057\020\167\261\215\057\150\234\142\314\340\120\370\354\221

\247\124\114\127\011\325\166\143\305\350\145\036\356\155\152\317

\011\235\372\174\117\255\140\010\375\126\231\017\025\054\173\251

\200\253\214\141\217\112\007\166\102\336\075\364\335\262\044\063

\133\270\265\243\104\311\254\177\167\074\035\043\354\202\251\246

\342\310\006\114\002\376\254\134\231\231\013\057\020\212\246\364

\177\325\207\164\015\131\111\105\366\360\161\134\071\051\326\277

\112\043\213\365\137\001\143\322\207\163\050\265\113\012\365\370

\253\202\054\176\163\045\062\035\013\143\012\027\201\000\377\266

\166\136\347\264\261\100\312\041\273\325\200\121\345\110\122\147

\054\322\141\211\007\015\017\316\102\167\300\104\163\234\104\120

\240\333\020\012\055\225\034\201\257\344\034\345\024\036\361\066

\101\001\002\057\175\163\247\336\102\314\114\351\211\015\126\367

\237\221\324\003\306\154\311\217\333\330\034\340\100\230\135\146

\231\230\200\156\055\377\001\305\316\313\106\037\254\002\306\103

\346\256\242\204\074\305\116\036\075\155\311\024\114\343\056\101

\273\312\071\277\066\074\052\031\252\101\207\116\245\316\113\062

\171\335\220\111\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\234\137\320\154\143

\243\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\320\154\143\243

\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\116\036\271\212\306\240\230\077\156\303\151\300\152

\134\111\122\254\313\053\135\170\070\301\325\124\204\237\223\360

\207\031\075\054\146\211\353\015\102\374\314\360\165\205\077\213

\364\200\135\171\345\027\147\275\065\202\342\362\074\216\175\133
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\066\313\132\200\000\051\362\316\053\054\361\217\252\155\005\223

\154\162\307\126\353\337\120\043\050\345\105\020\075\350\147\243

\257\016\125\017\220\011\142\357\113\131\242\366\123\361\300\065

\344\057\301\044\275\171\057\116\040\042\073\375\032\040\260\244

\016\054\160\355\164\077\270\023\225\006\121\310\350\207\046\312

\244\133\152\026\041\222\335\163\140\236\020\030\336\074\201\352

\350\030\303\174\211\362\213\120\076\275\021\342\025\003\250\066

\175\063\001\154\110\025\327\210\220\231\004\305\314\346\007\364

\274\364\220\355\023\342\352\213\303\217\243\063\017\301\051\114

\023\116\332\025\126\161\163\162\202\120\366\232\063\174\242\261

\250\032\064\164\145\134\316\321\353\253\123\340\032\200\330\352

\072\111\344\046\060\233\345\034\212\250\251\025\062\206\231\222

\012\020\043\126\022\340\366\316\114\342\273\276\333\215\222\163

\001\146\057\142\076\262\162\047\105\066\355\115\126\343\227\231

\377\072\065\076\245\124\112\122\131\113\140\333\356\376\170\021

\177\112\334\024\171\140\266\153\144\003\333\025\203\341\242\276

\366\043\227\120\360\011\063\066\247\161\226\045\363\271\102\175

\333\070\077\054\130\254\350\102\341\016\330\323\073\114\056\202

\351\203\056\153\061\331\335\107\206\117\155\227\221\056\117\342

\050\161\065\026\321\362\163\376\045\053\007\107\044\143\047\310

\370\366\331\153\374\022\061\126\010\300\123\102\257\234\320\063

\176\374\006\360\061\104\003\024\361\130\352\362\152\015\251\021

\262\203\276\305\032\277\007\352\131\334\243\210\065\357\234\166

\062\074\115\006\042\316\025\345\335\236\330\217\332\336\322\304

\071\345\027\201\317\070\107\353\177\210\155\131\033\337\237\102

\024\256\176\317\250\260\146\145\332\067\257\237\252\075\352\050

\266\336\325\061\130\026\202\133\352\273\031\165\002\163\032\312

\110\032\041\223\220\012\216\223\204\247\175\073\043\030\222\211

\240\215\254

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS
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 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\156\150\320\314\025\266\240\137\036\301\137\256\002\374\153

\057\135\157\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\246\104\132\331\257\116\057\262\035\266\145\260\116\350\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum EC-384 CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE
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 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\145\060\202\001\353\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\170

\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272\163\364\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\164\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023

\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055\063\070\064\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065

\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065\064

\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143

\157\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027
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\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103

\055\063\070\064\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\304

\050\216\253\030\133\152\276\156\144\067\143\344\315\354\253\072

\367\314\241\270\016\202\111\327\206\051\237\241\224\362\343\140

\170\230\201\170\006\115\362\354\232\016\127\140\203\237\264\346

\027\057\032\263\135\002\133\211\043\074\302\021\005\052\247\210

\023\030\363\120\204\327\275\064\054\047\211\125\377\316\114\347

\337\246\037\050\304\360\124\303\271\174\267\123\255\353\302\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\215

\006\146\164\044\166\072\363\211\367\274\326\275\107\175\057\274

\020\137\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\150\000\060\145\002\060\003\125\055\246\346\030\304\174\357\311

\120\156\301\047\017\234\207\257\156\325\033\010\030\275\222\051

\301\357\224\221\170\322\072\034\125\211\142\345\033\011\036\272

\144\153\361\166\264\324\002\061\000\264\102\204\231\377\253\347

\236\373\221\227\047\135\334\260\133\060\161\316\136\070\032\152

\331\045\347\352\367\141\222\126\370\352\332\066\302\207\145\226

\056\162\045\057\177\337\303\023\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum EC-384 CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384

 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\076\170\074\254\337\364\242\314\254\147\125\151\126\327\345

\026\074\341\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\145\263\226\140\227\022\241\354\116\341\075\243\306\311\361
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root

 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101
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END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\300\060\202\003\250\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117\265\355\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\172

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060

\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104

\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056

\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165

\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070

\060\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\027\015\064\063\060

\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\060\172\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141\040

\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026

\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\321\055\216\273\267\066\352\155\067

\221\237\116\223\247\005\344\051\003\045\316\034\202\367\174\231

\237\101\006\315\355\243\272\300\333\011\054\301\174\337\051\176

\113\145\057\223\247\324\001\153\003\050\030\243\330\235\005\301

\052\330\105\361\221\336\337\073\320\200\002\214\317\070\017\352

\247\134\170\021\244\301\310\205\134\045\323\323\262\347\045\317

\021\124\227\253\065\300\036\166\034\357\000\123\237\071\334\024

\245\054\042\045\263\162\162\374\215\263\345\076\010\036\024\052
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\067\013\210\074\312\260\364\310\302\241\256\274\301\276\051\147

\125\342\374\255\131\134\376\275\127\054\260\220\215\302\355\067

\266\174\231\210\265\325\003\232\075\025\015\075\072\250\250\105

\360\225\116\045\131\035\315\230\151\273\323\314\062\311\215\357

\201\376\255\175\211\273\272\140\023\312\145\225\147\240\363\031

\366\003\126\324\152\323\047\342\241\255\203\360\112\022\042\167

\034\005\163\342\031\161\102\300\354\165\106\232\220\130\340\152

\216\053\245\106\060\004\216\031\262\027\343\276\251\272\177\126

\361\044\003\327\262\041\050\166\016\066\060\114\171\325\101\232

\232\250\270\065\272\014\072\362\104\033\040\210\367\305\045\327

\075\306\343\076\103\335\207\376\304\352\365\123\076\114\145\377

\073\112\313\170\132\153\027\137\015\307\303\117\116\232\052\242

\355\127\115\042\342\106\232\077\017\221\064\044\175\125\343\214

\225\067\323\032\360\011\053\054\322\311\215\264\015\000\253\147

\051\050\330\001\365\031\004\266\035\276\166\376\162\134\304\205

\312\322\200\101\337\005\250\243\325\204\220\117\013\363\340\077

\233\031\322\067\211\077\362\173\122\034\214\366\341\367\074\007

\227\214\016\242\131\201\014\262\220\075\323\343\131\106\355\017

\251\247\336\200\153\132\252\007\266\031\313\274\127\363\227\041

\172\014\261\053\164\076\353\332\247\147\055\114\304\230\236\066

\011\166\146\146\374\032\077\352\110\124\034\276\060\275\200\120

\277\174\265\316\000\366\014\141\331\347\044\003\340\343\001\201

\016\275\330\205\064\210\275\262\066\250\173\134\010\345\104\200

\214\157\370\057\325\041\312\035\034\320\373\304\265\207\321\072

\116\307\166\265\065\110\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\214\373\034\165

\274\002\323\237\116\056\110\331\371\140\124\252\304\263\117\372

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\110\242\325\000\013\056\320\077\274\034\325\265

\124\111\036\132\153\364\344\362\340\100\067\340\314\024\173\271

\311\372\065\265\165\027\223\152\005\151\205\234\315\117\031\170

\133\031\201\363\143\076\303\316\133\217\365\057\136\001\166\023

\077\054\000\271\315\226\122\071\111\155\004\116\305\351\017\206

\015\341\372\263\137\202\022\361\072\316\146\006\044\064\053\350

\314\312\347\151\334\207\235\302\064\327\171\321\323\167\270\252

\131\130\376\235\046\372\070\206\076\235\212\207\144\127\345\027

\072\342\371\215\271\343\063\170\301\220\330\270\335\267\203\121

\344\304\314\043\325\006\174\346\121\323\315\064\061\300\366\106

\273\013\255\374\075\020\005\052\073\112\221\045\356\214\324\204

\207\200\052\274\011\214\252\072\023\137\350\064\171\120\301\020

\031\371\323\050\036\324\321\121\060\051\263\256\220\147\326\037

\012\143\261\305\251\306\102\061\143\027\224\357\151\313\057\372

\214\024\175\304\103\030\211\331\360\062\100\346\200\342\106\137

\345\343\301\000\131\250\371\350\040\274\211\054\016\107\064\013

\352\127\302\123\066\374\247\324\257\061\315\376\002\345\165\372

\271\047\011\371\363\365\073\312\175\237\251\042\313\210\311\252
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\321\107\075\066\167\250\131\144\153\047\317\357\047\301\343\044

\265\206\367\256\176\062\115\260\171\150\321\071\350\220\130\303

\203\274\017\054\326\227\353\316\014\341\040\307\332\267\076\303

\077\277\057\334\064\244\373\053\041\315\147\217\113\364\343\352

\324\077\347\117\272\271\245\223\105\034\146\037\041\372\144\136

\157\340\166\224\062\313\165\365\156\345\366\217\307\270\244\314

\250\226\175\144\373\044\132\112\003\154\153\070\306\350\003\103

\232\367\127\271\263\051\151\223\070\364\003\362\273\373\202\153

\007\040\321\122\037\232\144\002\173\230\146\333\134\115\132\017

\320\204\225\240\074\024\103\006\312\312\333\270\101\066\332\152

\104\147\207\257\257\343\105\021\025\151\010\262\276\026\071\227

\044\157\022\105\321\147\135\011\250\311\025\332\372\322\246\137

\023\141\037\277\205\254\264\255\255\005\224\010\203\036\165\027

\323\161\073\223\120\043\131\240\355\074\221\124\235\166\000\305

\303\270\070\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum

 Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\203\104\300\030\256\237\314\361\207\267\217\042\321\305\327

\105\204\272\345

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\341\302\347\376\114\204\257\131\016\057\364\124\157\352\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162
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\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TunTrust Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

#

 Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145
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\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\263\060\202\003\233\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\023

\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273\273\262\153

\076\374\023\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156

\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154

\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\064\062\066\060

\070\065\067\065\066\132\027\015\064\064\060\064\062\066\060\070

\065\067\065\066\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101

\147\145\156\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\303\315\323\374\275\004\123

\335\014\040\072\325\210\056\005\113\101\365\203\202\176\367\131

\237\236\236\143\350\163\332\366\006\251\117\037\264\371\013\037

\071\214\232\040\320\176\006\324\354\064\331\206\274\165\133\207

\210\360\322\331\324\243\012\262\154\033\353\111\054\076\254\135

\330\224\003\240\354\064\345\060\304\065\175\373\046\115\033\156

\060\124\330\365\200\105\234\071\255\234\311\045\004\115\232\220

\076\116\100\156\212\153\315\051\147\306\314\055\340\164\350\005

\127\012\110\120\372\172\103\332\176\354\133\232\016\142\166\376

\352\235\035\205\162\354\021\273\065\350\037\047\277\301\241\307

\273\110\026\335\126\327\314\116\240\341\271\254\333\325\203\031

\032\205\321\224\227\327\312\243\145\013\363\070\371\002\256\335

\366\147\317\311\077\365\212\054\107\032\231\157\005\015\375\320

\035\202\061\374\051\314\000\130\227\221\114\200\000\034\063\205

\226\057\313\101\302\213\020\204\303\011\044\211\037\265\017\331

\331\167\107\030\222\224\140\134\307\231\003\074\376\367\225\247

\175\120\241\200\302\251\203\255\130\226\125\041\333\206\131\324

\257\306\274\335\201\156\007\333\140\142\376\354\020\156\332\150

\001\364\203\033\251\076\242\133\043\327\144\306\337\334\242\175
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\330\113\272\202\322\121\370\146\277\006\106\344\171\052\046\066

\171\217\037\116\231\035\262\217\014\016\034\377\311\135\300\375

\220\020\246\261\067\363\315\072\044\156\264\205\220\277\200\271

\014\214\325\233\326\310\361\126\077\032\200\211\172\251\342\033

\062\121\054\076\362\337\173\366\135\172\051\031\216\345\310\275

\066\161\213\135\114\302\035\077\255\130\242\317\075\160\115\246

\120\230\045\334\043\371\270\130\101\010\161\277\117\270\204\240

\217\000\124\025\374\221\155\130\247\226\073\353\113\226\047\315

\153\242\241\206\254\015\174\124\346\146\114\146\137\220\276\041

\232\002\106\055\344\203\302\200\271\317\113\076\350\177\074\001

\354\217\136\315\177\322\050\102\001\225\212\342\227\075\020\041

\175\366\235\034\305\064\241\354\054\016\012\122\054\022\125\160

\044\075\313\302\024\065\103\135\047\116\276\300\275\252\174\226

\347\374\236\141\255\104\323\000\227\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\006\232\233

\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264\367\104

\041\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\006

\232\233\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264

\367\104\041\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\252\005\156\266\335\025\311\277\263

\306\040\366\006\107\260\206\223\045\323\215\271\310\000\077\227

\365\122\047\210\161\311\164\375\353\312\144\333\133\357\036\135

\272\277\321\353\356\134\151\272\026\310\363\271\217\323\066\056

\100\111\007\015\131\336\213\020\260\111\005\342\377\221\077\113

\267\335\002\216\370\201\050\134\314\334\155\257\137\024\234\175

\130\170\015\366\200\011\271\351\016\227\051\031\270\267\353\370

\026\313\125\022\344\306\175\273\304\354\370\265\034\116\076\147

\277\305\137\033\155\155\107\050\252\004\130\141\326\166\277\042

\177\320\007\152\247\144\123\360\227\215\235\200\077\273\301\007

\333\145\257\346\233\062\232\303\124\223\304\034\010\303\104\373

\173\143\021\103\321\152\032\141\152\171\155\220\117\051\216\107

\005\301\022\151\151\326\306\066\061\341\374\372\200\272\134\117

\304\353\267\062\254\370\165\141\027\327\020\031\271\361\322\011

\357\172\102\235\133\132\013\324\306\225\116\052\316\377\007\327

\117\176\030\006\210\361\031\265\331\230\273\256\161\304\034\347

\164\131\130\357\014\211\317\213\037\165\223\032\004\024\222\110

\120\251\353\127\051\000\026\343\066\034\310\370\277\360\063\325

\101\017\304\314\074\335\351\063\103\001\221\020\053\036\321\271

\135\315\062\031\213\217\214\040\167\327\042\304\102\334\204\026

\233\045\155\350\264\125\161\177\260\174\263\323\161\111\271\317

\122\244\004\077\334\075\240\273\257\063\236\012\060\140\216\333

\235\135\224\250\275\140\347\142\200\166\201\203\014\214\314\060

\106\111\342\014\322\250\257\353\141\161\357\347\042\142\251\367

\134\144\154\237\026\214\147\066\047\105\365\011\173\277\366\020

\012\361\260\215\124\103\214\004\272\243\077\357\342\065\307\371

\164\340\157\064\101\320\277\163\145\127\040\371\233\147\172\146
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\150\044\116\200\145\275\020\231\006\131\362\145\257\270\306\107

\273\375\220\170\213\101\163\056\257\125\037\334\073\222\162\156

\204\323\320\141\114\015\314\166\127\342\055\205\042\025\066\015

\353\001\235\353\330\353\304\204\231\373\300\014\314\062\350\343

\167\332\203\104\213\236\125\050\300\213\130\323\220\076\116\033

\000\361\025\255\203\053\232

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TunTrust Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

# Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

#

 Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\351\160\204\017\340\163\017\235\366\014\177\054\113\356\040

\106\064\234\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\205\023\271\220\133\066\134\266\136\270\132\370\340\061\127\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint

 (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\244\060\202\003\214\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\071

\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211\070\176\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014

\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\065\063\070\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\065\063\067\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\213\302\347\257\145

\233\005\147\226\311\015\044\271\320\016\144\374\316\342\044\030

\054\204\177\167\121\313\004\021\066\270\136\355\151\161\247\236

\344\045\011\227\147\301\107\302\317\221\026\066\142\075\070\004

\341\121\202\377\254\322\264\151\335\056\354\021\243\105\356\153

\153\073\114\277\214\215\244\036\235\021\271\351\070\371\172\016

\014\230\342\043\035\321\116\143\324\347\270\101\104\373\153\257

\153\332\037\323\305\221\210\133\244\211\222\321\201\346\214\071

\130\240\326\151\103\251\255\230\122\130\156\333\012\373\153\317

\150\372\343\244\136\072\105\163\230\007\352\137\002\162\336\014

\245\263\237\256\251\035\267\035\263\374\212\131\347\156\162\145

\255\365\060\224\043\007\363\202\026\113\065\230\234\123\273\057

\312\344\132\331\307\215\035\374\230\231\373\054\244\202\153\360

\052\037\216\013\137\161\134\134\256\102\173\051\211\201\313\003

\243\231\312\210\236\013\100\011\101\063\333\346\130\172\375\256

\231\160\300\132\017\326\023\206\161\057\166\151\374\220\335\333

\055\156\321\362\233\365\032\153\236\157\025\214\172\360\113\050

\240\042\070\200\044\154\066\244\073\362\060\221\363\170\023\317

\301\077\065\253\361\035\021\043\265\103\042\236\001\222\267\030

\002\345\021\321\202\333\025\000\314\141\067\301\052\174\232\341

\320\272\263\120\106\356\202\254\235\061\370\373\043\342\003\000

\110\160\243\011\046\171\025\123\140\363\070\134\255\070\352\201

\000\143\024\271\063\136\335\013\333\240\105\007\032\063\011\370

\115\264\247\002\246\151\364\302\131\005\210\145\205\126\256\113

\313\340\336\074\175\055\032\310\351\373\037\243\141\112\326\052

\023\255\167\114\032\030\233\221\017\130\330\006\124\305\227\370

\252\077\040\212\246\205\246\167\366\246\374\034\342\356\156\224

\063\052\203\120\204\012\345\117\206\370\120\105\170\000\201\353
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\133\150\343\046\215\314\173\134\121\364\024\054\100\276\032\140

\035\172\162\141\035\037\143\055\210\252\316\242\105\220\010\374

\153\276\263\120\052\132\375\250\110\030\106\326\220\100\222\220

\012\204\136\150\061\370\353\355\015\323\035\306\175\231\030\125

\126\047\145\056\215\105\305\044\354\316\343\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\012\110\043\246\140\244\222\012\063\352\223\133\305\127\352\045

\115\275\022\356\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\220\110\252\156\142\025\045

\146\173\014\325\214\213\211\235\327\355\116\007\357\234\320\024

\137\136\120\275\150\226\220\244\024\021\252\150\155\011\065\071

\100\011\332\364\011\054\064\245\173\131\204\111\051\227\164\310

\007\036\107\155\362\316\034\120\046\343\236\075\100\123\077\367

\177\226\166\020\305\106\245\320\040\113\120\364\065\073\030\364

\125\152\101\033\107\006\150\074\273\011\010\142\331\137\125\102

\252\254\123\205\254\225\126\066\126\253\344\005\214\305\250\332

\037\243\151\275\123\017\304\377\334\312\343\176\362\114\210\206

\107\106\032\363\000\365\200\221\242\334\103\102\224\233\040\360

\321\315\262\353\054\123\302\123\170\112\117\004\224\101\232\217

\047\062\301\345\111\031\277\361\362\302\213\250\012\071\061\050

\264\175\142\066\054\115\354\037\063\266\176\167\155\176\120\360

\237\016\327\021\217\317\030\305\343\047\376\046\357\005\235\317

\317\067\305\320\173\332\073\260\026\204\014\072\223\326\276\027

\333\017\076\016\031\170\011\307\251\002\162\042\113\367\067\166

\272\165\304\205\003\132\143\325\261\165\005\302\271\275\224\255

\214\025\231\247\223\175\366\305\363\252\164\317\004\205\224\230

\000\364\342\371\312\044\145\277\340\142\257\310\305\372\262\311

\236\126\110\332\171\375\226\166\025\276\243\216\126\304\263\064

\374\276\107\364\301\264\250\374\325\060\210\150\356\313\256\311

\143\304\166\276\254\070\030\341\136\134\317\256\072\042\121\353

\321\213\263\363\053\063\007\124\207\372\264\262\023\173\272\123

\004\142\001\235\361\300\117\356\341\072\324\213\040\020\372\002

\127\346\357\301\013\267\220\106\234\031\051\214\334\157\240\112

\151\151\224\267\044\145\240\377\254\077\316\001\373\041\056\375

\150\370\233\362\245\317\061\070\134\025\252\346\227\000\301\337

\132\245\247\071\252\351\204\177\074\121\250\072\331\224\133\214

\277\117\010\161\345\333\250\134\324\322\246\376\000\243\306\026

\307\017\350\200\316\034\050\144\164\031\010\323\102\343\316\000

\135\177\261\334\023\260\341\005\313\321\040\252\206\164\236\071

\347\221\375\377\133\326\367\255\246\057\003\013\155\343\127\124

\353\166\123\030\215\021\230\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\055\005\202\372\210\316\024\014\006\171\336\177\024\020\351

\105\327\245\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\145\107\233\130\206\335\054\360\374\242\204\037\036\226\304\221

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR
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# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root

 CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342

\277\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\124\060\202\001\333\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\147

\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342\277\316\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\154\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015\062\061\060

\062\061\071\061\061\060\061\061\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\062
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\061\063\061\061\060\061\060\071\132\060\154\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144

\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143

\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101\122\111

\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\070

\010\376\261\240\226\322\172\254\257\111\072\320\300\340\303\073

\050\252\361\162\155\145\000\107\210\204\374\232\046\153\252\113

\272\154\004\012\210\136\027\362\125\207\374\060\260\064\342\064

\130\127\032\204\123\351\060\331\251\362\226\164\303\121\037\130

\111\061\314\230\116\140\021\207\165\323\162\224\220\117\233\020

\045\052\250\170\055\276\220\101\130\220\025\162\247\241\267\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\311

\033\123\201\022\376\004\325\026\321\252\274\232\157\267\240\225

\031\156\312\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\147\000\060\144\002\060\021\336\256\370\334\116\210\260\251\360

\042\255\302\121\100\357\140\161\055\356\217\002\304\135\003\160

\111\244\222\352\305\024\210\160\246\323\015\260\252\312\054\100

\234\373\351\202\156\232\002\060\053\107\232\007\306\321\302\201

\174\312\013\226\030\101\033\243\364\060\011\236\265\043\050\015

\237\024\266\074\123\242\114\006\151\175\372\154\221\306\052\111

\105\346\354\267\023\341\072\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic

 Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\260\301\235\351\230\222\160\031\070\127\351\215\247\264\135

\156\356\001\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\367\114\345\146\065\321\267\233\214\042\223\164\323\113\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342

\277\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040
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\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\252\060\202\003\222\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\125

\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002\050\076\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\157

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\122

\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060

\036\027\015\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\070\064\066\132

\027\015\064\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\070\064\065\132\060

\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151

\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122

\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164

\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040

\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\201\333\127\102\220\054\164\065\364\370\270\164\031\115\253

\011\132\167\105\201\163\142\260\065\237\370\320\267\063\000\207

\023\266\226\253\016\124\022\060\007\274\233\267\110\327\321\031

\203\256\216\330\251\361\251\000\204\260\214\136\236\350\014\217
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\124\151\277\366\324\010\117\046\160\376\030\101\143\032\263\062

\213\100\370\007\253\127\061\360\306\026\166\147\232\264\335\057

\362\321\153\305\320\222\204\221\161\156\017\056\143\351\037\123

\244\335\122\023\314\011\203\051\201\014\305\123\165\104\261\016

\147\123\030\320\303\037\210\113\237\224\044\264\051\274\273\350

\116\375\157\322\025\035\111\334\215\160\362\021\032\040\121\125

\021\272\210\157\304\367\120\171\326\252\061\342\204\075\136\062

\310\167\052\120\161\345\013\057\351\266\352\357\253\012\063\071

\016\375\217\245\147\103\202\216\230\151\011\011\033\100\315\070

\147\107\352\311\354\227\161\022\336\044\365\162\074\321\367\103

\114\046\367\220\262\211\351\105\113\125\075\061\005\172\101\342

\225\272\103\300\027\305\266\205\075\031\215\144\160\363\133\254

\315\237\323\051\165\207\113\225\147\152\246\370\321\335\274\220

\206\211\103\051\251\067\133\365\135\260\046\132\123\102\166\220

\053\317\236\126\154\053\124\317\134\232\145\337\133\213\110\140

\070\174\373\305\013\317\166\004\143\002\063\052\175\365\203\147

\347\372\306\103\375\053\017\324\046\057\167\244\062\301\044\352

\144\235\277\263\070\161\061\104\362\107\270\242\146\101\241\373

\233\173\274\307\106\152\165\277\132\242\214\350\152\104\301\270

\226\265\300\062\010\055\173\164\065\163\262\312\306\376\257\021

\162\030\366\347\310\302\317\245\052\352\173\326\131\350\174\240

\262\152\100\011\151\016\245\226\333\321\000\271\361\210\156\066

\360\210\262\235\361\122\362\303\174\277\060\211\074\012\151\371

\042\244\145\341\233\340\164\306\261\205\227\226\054\256\224\217

\120\246\071\022\037\276\107\362\201\170\323\165\066\236\175\132

\040\227\342\122\256\231\237\306\174\233\146\363\376\330\317\356

\275\227\006\035\055\205\334\076\066\123\226\173\040\272\350\310

\341\255\226\142\076\021\174\263\000\204\236\247\114\161\253\112

\067\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\326\007\075\136\044\367\173\240\104

\056\044\122\015\031\252\053\004\221\247\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\015\107

\371\011\146\061\122\354\171\356\302\250\362\150\076\355\226\105

\313\072\246\230\143\077\352\053\115\116\003\320\034\202\341\313

\323\345\326\253\133\147\050\274\235\376\014\231\012\200\125\247

\316\033\043\141\015\260\127\360\376\340\312\276\346\220\333\203

\054\276\203\216\364\171\266\376\320\015\102\247\130\037\151\352

\201\365\005\245\376\106\150\353\154\170\311\340\352\347\346\336

\061\305\322\325\054\202\143\050\235\135\250\032\176\210\346\347

\053\361\054\325\320\005\236\334\055\275\067\146\324\004\242\247

\255\277\072\302\250\073\255\377\215\235\063\340\271\232\204\241

\207\037\166\364\202\164\327\016\371\060\110\076\133\210\076\252

\134\153\326\057\014\350\216\163\302\030\221\203\071\266\146\132

\320\037\140\047\135\115\343\366\072\015\146\120\234\170\173\253

\363\023\020\256\017\057\253\350\144\263\030\040\235\106\065\144

\045\163\352\233\020\134\130\065\211\261\106\110\247\364\254\324
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\035\236\133\314\251\245\032\023\117\044\120\252\331\033\155\261

\100\373\235\335\130\164\304\302\157\024\162\354\333\065\237\270

\124\165\105\303\246\310\032\050\065\072\256\145\362\251\230\316

\257\133\311\070\214\061\073\177\314\334\226\375\342\133\326\320

\131\364\166\272\013\313\117\203\020\307\100\320\035\140\351\052

\345\110\130\167\014\105\151\276\031\161\004\044\342\343\044\037

\112\310\301\076\231\365\226\230\070\110\045\241\025\260\033\327

\342\204\030\133\366\161\065\232\150\173\100\314\030\134\014\044

\235\324\225\365\231\252\106\352\256\254\277\364\024\031\044\350

\214\354\343\365\274\006\150\212\052\014\005\137\012\227\165\247

\334\176\300\375\327\172\030\337\060\321\070\113\037\260\230\160

\277\314\174\163\360\156\304\061\245\244\227\035\254\277\316\154

\041\112\276\047\043\147\363\006\126\201\012\221\216\266\341\003

\005\063\054\332\064\010\115\116\120\043\255\037\245\305\324\172

\376\352\011\354\247\050\140\213\106\174\265\352\233\335\117\371

\347\153\025\306\210\317\103\333\345\047\334\004\126\156\157\106

\025\361\126\055\350\134\014\163\303\043\201\070\040\313\311\014

\151\317\054\253\073\204\140\063\031\122\375\151\024\063

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\306\220\012\167\072\266\274\364\145\255\254\374\343\367\007

\000\156\336\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\157\355\134\327\210\314\070\251\334\351\335\331\135\333\330\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061
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\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\132\060\202\001\341\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\061

\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020\175\360\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\157\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\061\060\063\063\064\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\061\060\063\063\063\132\060\157\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\007\030\255\225\226\224\320\134\017\202\367

\052\100\372\002\311\311\075\066\246\243\004\152\301\155\225\001

\210\140\022\124\154\134\242\053\156\023\072\210\225\014\034\046

\206\066\112\211\031\267\030\336\073\350\250\120\037\312\337\133

\277\111\200\025\333\343\060\341\035\132\307\052\212\001\007\376

\155\054\064\357\050\050\227\274\301\371\127\206\225\213\065\317

\236\132\321\150\225\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\010\322\276\062\201\045\375\365\032\227

\354\116\137\032\273\123\315\220\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\114\061\105\106

\117\250\346\276\303\167\262\032\030\113\055\210\173\130\346\253
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\224\153\104\003\260\027\377\337\202\163\104\121\054\375\223\035

\006\173\024\322\211\354\100\014\357\041\001\056\002\060\057\311

\056\132\154\054\035\331\225\340\236\260\271\134\122\174\366\370

\070\312\056\361\324\035\362\242\111\242\225\370\301\130\136\117

\376\163\012\357\061\260\253\043\130\023\214\213\336\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA

 Client ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\144\323\332\024\113\322\153\315\257\217\333\246\246\162\370

\336\046\371\000

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\270\120\246\251\202\172\154\075\032\252\244\322\143\244\104

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71

#

 Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\033

\160\351\322\377\256\154\161\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004
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\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\061\064\060

\071\062\063\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\027\015\063\066\060\065

\060\065\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304

\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376

\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176\325\164\300\034
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\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102

\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\164\207\050\002\053\167\037\146

\211\144\355\217\164\056\106\034\273\250\370\370\013\035\203\266

\072\247\350\105\212\007\267\340\076\040\313\341\010\333\023\010

\370\050\241\065\262\200\263\013\121\300\323\126\232\215\063\105

\111\257\111\360\340\075\007\172\105\023\132\377\310\227\330\323

\030\054\175\226\370\335\242\145\103\160\223\220\025\272\220\337

\350\031\260\333\054\212\140\017\267\157\224\007\036\035\246\311

\205\366\275\064\370\100\170\142\020\160\072\276\175\113\071\201

\251\020\324\226\101\273\370\137\034\013\035\010\362\261\260\211

\172\362\367\240\340\304\217\213\170\265\073\130\245\043\216\117

\125\376\066\073\340\014\267\312\052\060\101\040\264\200\315\256

\374\166\146\163\250\256\156\341\174\332\003\350\224\040\346\042

\243\320\037\220\135\040\123\024\046\127\332\124\227\337\026\104

\020\001\036\210\146\217\162\070\223\335\040\267\064\276\327\361

\356\143\216\107\171\050\006\374\363\131\105\045\140\042\063\033

\243\137\250\272\052\332\032\075\315\100\352\214\356\005\025\225

\325\245\054\040\057\247\230\050\356\105\374\361\270\210\000\054

\217\102\332\121\325\234\345\023\150\161\105\103\213\236\013\041

\074\113\134\005\334\032\237\230\216\332\275\042\236\162\315\255

\012\313\314\243\147\233\050\164\304\233\327\032\074\004\130\246

\202\235\255\307\173\157\377\200\226\351\370\215\152\275\030\220

\035\377\111\032\220\122\067\223\057\074\002\135\202\166\013\121

\347\026\307\127\370\070\371\247\315\233\042\124\357\143\260\025

\155\123\145\003\112\136\112\240\262\247\216\111\000\131\070\325

\307\364\200\144\365\156\225\120\270\021\176\025\160\070\112\260

\177\320\304\062\160\300\031\377\311\070\055\024\054\146\364\102

\104\346\125\166\033\200\025\127\377\300\247\247\252\071\252\330

\323\160\320\056\272\353\224\152\372\137\064\206\347\142\265\375

\212\360\060\205\224\311\257\044\002\057\157\326\335\147\376\343

\260\125\117\004\230\117\244\101\126\342\223\320\152\350\326\363

\373\145\340\316\165\304\061\131\014\356\202\310\014\140\063\112

\031\272\204\147\047\017\274\102\135\275\044\124\015\354\035\160

\006\137\244\274\372\040\174\125

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion

 Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\276\302\047\042\111\313\071\252\333\065\134\123\343\214\256

\170\377\266\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\116\156\233\124\114\312\267\372\110\344\220\261\025\113\034\243

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus ECC Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN
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# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\017\060\202\001\225\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\156

\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244\073\346\155

\034\326\332\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150

\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067

\063\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012

\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056

\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021
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\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\145\120\112\256\214\171\226

\112\252\034\010\303\243\242\315\376\131\126\101\167\375\046\224

\102\273\035\315\010\333\163\262\133\165\363\317\234\116\202\364

\277\370\141\046\205\154\326\205\133\162\160\322\375\333\142\264

\337\123\213\275\261\104\130\142\102\011\307\372\177\133\020\347

\376\100\375\300\330\303\053\062\347\160\246\267\246\040\125\035

\173\200\135\113\217\147\114\361\020\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\230\071\315\276\330\262\214\367

\262\253\341\255\044\257\173\174\241\333\037\317\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\127\235\335\126\361\307\343\351\270\111\120\153\233\151\303\157

\354\303\175\045\344\127\225\023\100\233\122\323\073\363\100\031

\274\046\307\055\006\236\265\173\066\237\365\045\324\143\153\000

\002\061\000\351\323\306\236\126\232\052\314\241\332\077\310\146

\053\323\130\234\040\205\372\253\221\212\160\160\021\070\140\144

\013\142\011\221\130\000\371\115\373\064\150\332\011\255\041\006

\030\224\316

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus ECC Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\234\333\260\374\366\002\023\266\122\062\246\243\221\077\026

\160\332\303\341

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\113\301\365\122\214\233\103\341\076\217\125\124\027\215\205
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060
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\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\126\060\202\003\076\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\103

\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065\375\157\274

\005\215\105\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165

\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063\061

\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023

\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054

\114\164\144\056\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166

\124\162\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\125\174

\141\323\270\035\004\142\005\240\256\154\267\160\264\101\352\113

\003\136\020\077\220\132\034\213\073\260\146\213\154\110\246\034

\042\272\325\100\222\356\063\262\043\131\311\216\274\130\332\213

\236\320\031\362\057\131\306\214\143\132\272\237\243\013\260\263

\232\134\272\021\270\022\351\014\273\317\156\154\200\207\051\024

\003\054\215\044\232\310\144\203\265\152\254\023\054\063\361\237

\334\054\141\074\032\077\160\125\233\255\000\122\177\317\004\271

\376\066\372\234\300\026\256\142\376\226\114\103\176\125\024\276

\032\263\322\155\302\257\166\146\225\153\052\260\224\167\205\136

\004\017\142\035\143\165\367\153\347\313\133\232\160\354\076\147

\005\360\376\007\010\200\317\050\333\005\306\024\047\057\206\175

\360\047\336\377\346\176\063\110\347\013\036\130\321\047\053\123

\016\127\112\145\327\373\242\200\140\374\114\274\065\123\001\152

\227\162\202\257\361\035\160\350\234\365\357\136\302\154\307\107

\176\132\224\205\046\115\073\272\353\114\350\260\011\302\145\302

\235\235\011\233\116\265\227\005\254\365\006\240\367\066\005\176

\364\220\262\153\304\264\371\144\352\351\032\012\310\015\250\355

\047\311\324\347\263\271\253\202\042\220\047\075\052\350\174\220

\357\274\117\375\342\012\044\247\336\145\044\244\135\352\300\166

\060\323\167\120\370\015\004\233\224\066\001\163\312\006\130\246

\323\073\334\372\004\106\023\125\212\311\104\107\270\121\071\032

\056\350\064\342\171\313\131\112\012\177\274\246\357\037\003\147

\152\131\053\045\142\223\331\123\031\146\074\047\142\051\206\115

\244\153\356\377\324\116\272\325\264\342\216\110\132\000\031\011
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\361\005\331\316\221\261\367\353\351\071\117\366\157\004\103\232

\125\365\076\005\024\275\277\263\131\264\330\216\063\204\243\220

\122\252\263\002\225\140\371\014\114\150\371\356\325\027\015\370

\161\127\265\045\344\051\356\145\135\257\321\356\074\027\013\132

\103\305\245\206\352\044\236\342\005\007\334\064\102\022\221\326

\071\164\256\114\101\202\333\362\246\110\321\263\233\363\063\252

\363\246\300\305\116\365\364\235\166\143\346\002\306\042\113\301

\225\077\120\144\054\124\345\266\360\074\051\317\127\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\124\142\160\143\361\165\204\103\130\216\321\026\040\261\306

\254\032\274\366\211\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\051\272\222\111\247\255

\360\361\160\303\344\227\360\237\251\045\325\153\236\064\376\346

\032\144\366\072\153\122\262\020\170\032\237\114\332\212\332\354

\034\067\122\340\102\113\373\154\166\312\044\013\071\022\025\235

\237\021\055\374\171\144\334\340\340\365\335\340\127\311\245\262

\166\160\120\244\376\267\012\160\325\240\064\361\165\327\115\111

\272\021\321\263\330\354\202\377\353\016\304\277\144\055\175\143

\156\027\170\354\135\174\210\310\353\216\127\166\331\131\004\372

\274\122\037\105\254\360\172\200\354\354\157\166\256\221\333\020

\216\004\334\222\337\240\366\346\256\111\323\301\154\022\033\314

\051\252\371\010\245\342\067\024\312\261\270\146\357\032\202\344

\360\370\361\247\026\151\267\333\251\141\074\237\365\061\313\344

\000\106\302\057\164\261\261\327\201\356\250\046\225\274\210\257

\114\065\007\052\002\312\170\024\155\107\053\100\126\351\313\052

\140\241\147\003\240\316\214\274\260\162\147\304\061\316\333\064

\345\045\003\140\045\173\161\230\344\300\033\053\137\164\102\322

\113\305\131\010\007\207\276\305\303\177\347\226\331\341\334\050

\227\326\217\005\343\365\233\116\312\035\120\107\005\123\260\312

\071\347\205\240\211\301\005\073\001\067\323\077\111\342\167\353

\043\310\210\146\073\075\071\166\041\106\361\354\137\043\270\353

\242\146\165\164\301\100\367\330\150\232\223\342\055\251\056\275

\034\243\036\310\164\306\244\055\172\040\253\073\270\260\106\375

\157\335\137\122\125\165\142\360\227\240\174\327\070\375\045\337

\315\240\233\020\317\213\270\070\136\136\305\264\246\002\066\241

\036\137\034\317\342\226\235\051\252\375\230\256\122\341\363\101

\122\373\251\056\162\226\237\047\343\252\163\175\370\032\043\146

\173\073\253\145\260\062\001\113\025\076\075\242\117\014\053\065

\242\306\331\147\022\065\060\315\166\056\026\263\231\236\115\117

\116\055\073\064\103\341\232\016\015\244\146\227\272\322\034\112

\114\054\052\213\213\201\117\161\032\251\335\134\173\173\010\305

\000\015\067\100\343\174\173\124\137\057\205\137\166\366\367\247

\260\034\127\126\301\162\350\255\242\257\215\063\111\272\037\212

\334\346\164\174\140\206\157\207\227\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\204\032\151\373\365\315\032\045\064\023\075\343\370\374\270\231

\320\311\024\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\311\067\337\372\153\061\204\144\305\352\021\152\033\165\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X2"

#

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

#
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 Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\033\060\202\001\241\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101

\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057\207\122\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\117\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123\145

\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014

\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\036\027\015

\062\060\060\071\060\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\071\061\067\061\066\060\060\060\060\132\060\117\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150
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\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023

\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\315\233\325\237\200\203\012\354\011\112\363

\026\112\076\134\317\167\254\336\147\005\015\035\007\266\334\026

\373\132\213\024\333\342\161\140\304\272\105\225\021\211\216\352

\006\337\367\052\026\034\244\271\305\305\062\340\003\340\036\202

\030\070\213\327\105\330\012\152\156\346\000\167\373\002\121\175

\042\330\012\156\232\133\167\337\360\372\101\354\071\334\165\312

\150\007\014\037\352\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\174\102\226\256\336\113\110\073\372\222\370

\236\214\317\155\213\251\162\067\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\173\171\116\106

\120\204\302\104\207\106\033\105\160\377\130\231\336\364\375\244

\322\125\246\040\055\164\326\064\274\101\243\120\137\001\047\126

\264\276\047\165\006\257\022\056\165\230\215\374\002\061\000\213

\365\167\154\324\310\145\252\340\013\054\356\024\235\047\067\244

\371\123\245\121\344\051\203\327\370\220\061\133\102\237\012\365

\376\256\000\150\347\214\111\017\266\157\133\133\025\362\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X2"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

#

 Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\275\261\271\074\325\227\215\105\306\046\024\125\370\333\225\307

\132\321\123\257

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\236\304\036\043\074\246\337\317\243\176\155\340\024\346\345
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

# Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061
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\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\152\060\202\003\122\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\055

\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152\136\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151\120

\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060

\036\027\015\061\071\060\062\062\062\060\071\064\066\060\064\132

\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167

\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114

\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\364\036\177\122\163\062\014\163\344\275\023\164\243\324\060

\250\320\256\113\330\266\337\165\107\146\364\174\347\071\004\036

\152\160\040\322\132\107\162\147\125\364\245\350\235\325\036\041

\241\360\147\272\314\041\150\276\104\123\277\215\371\342\334\057

\125\310\067\077\037\244\300\234\263\344\167\134\240\106\376\167

\372\032\240\070\352\355\232\162\336\053\275\224\127\072\272\354

\171\347\137\175\102\144\071\172\046\066\367\044\360\325\057\272

\225\230\021\146\255\227\065\326\165\001\200\340\257\364\204\141

\214\015\036\137\174\207\226\136\101\257\353\207\352\370\135\361

\056\210\005\076\114\042\273\332\037\052\335\122\106\144\071\363

\102\316\331\236\014\263\260\167\227\144\234\300\364\243\056\037

\225\007\260\027\337\060\333\000\030\226\114\241\201\113\335\004

\155\123\243\075\374\007\254\324\305\067\202\353\344\225\010\031

\050\202\322\102\072\243\330\123\354\171\211\140\110\140\310\162

\222\120\334\003\217\203\077\262\102\127\132\333\152\351\021\227

\335\205\050\274\060\114\253\343\302\261\105\104\107\037\340\212

\026\007\226\322\041\017\123\300\355\251\176\324\116\354\233\011

\354\257\102\254\060\326\277\321\020\105\340\246\026\262\245\305

\323\117\163\224\063\161\002\241\152\243\326\063\227\117\041\143
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\036\133\217\331\301\136\105\161\167\017\201\135\137\041\232\255

\203\314\372\136\326\215\043\137\033\075\101\257\040\165\146\132

\112\366\237\373\253\030\367\161\300\266\035\061\354\073\040\353

\313\342\270\365\256\222\262\367\341\204\113\362\242\362\223\232

\042\236\323\024\157\066\124\275\037\136\131\025\271\163\250\301

\174\157\173\142\351\026\154\107\132\145\363\016\021\233\106\331

\375\155\334\326\234\300\264\175\245\260\335\077\126\157\241\371

\366\344\022\110\375\006\177\022\127\266\251\043\117\133\003\303

\340\161\052\043\267\367\260\261\073\274\230\275\326\230\250\014

\153\366\216\022\147\246\362\262\130\344\002\011\023\074\251\273

\020\264\322\060\105\361\354\367\000\021\337\145\370\334\053\103

\125\277\026\227\304\017\325\054\141\204\252\162\206\376\346\072

\176\302\077\175\356\374\057\024\076\346\205\335\120\157\267\111

\355\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\167\027\372\136\250\376\366\075\161

\325\150\272\311\106\014\070\330\257\260\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\120\121

\360\165\334\160\004\343\377\252\165\324\161\242\313\236\217\250

\251\323\257\165\307\124\317\072\034\004\231\042\254\304\021\342

\357\063\112\246\043\035\016\015\107\330\067\307\157\257\064\177

\117\201\153\065\117\351\162\245\061\342\170\347\367\116\224\030

\133\100\175\317\153\041\124\206\346\225\172\373\306\312\352\234

\110\116\127\011\135\057\254\364\245\264\227\063\130\325\254\171

\251\314\137\371\205\372\122\305\215\370\221\024\353\072\015\027

\320\122\302\173\343\302\163\216\106\170\006\070\054\350\134\332

\146\304\364\244\360\126\031\063\051\132\145\222\005\107\106\112

\253\204\303\036\047\241\037\021\222\231\047\165\223\017\274\066

\073\227\127\217\046\133\014\273\234\017\324\156\060\007\324\334

\137\066\150\146\071\203\226\047\046\212\310\304\071\376\232\041

\157\325\162\206\351\177\142\345\227\116\320\044\320\100\260\320

\165\010\216\275\150\356\010\327\156\174\020\160\106\033\174\340

\210\262\236\162\206\231\001\343\277\237\111\031\264\045\276\126

\145\256\027\143\345\036\337\350\377\107\245\277\341\046\005\204

\344\260\300\257\347\010\231\250\014\136\046\200\105\324\370\150

\057\226\217\256\342\112\034\234\026\014\023\157\070\207\366\273

\310\064\137\222\003\121\171\160\246\337\313\365\231\115\171\315

\116\274\127\237\103\116\153\056\053\030\370\152\163\214\272\305

\065\357\071\152\101\036\317\161\250\242\262\206\007\133\072\311

\341\357\077\145\004\200\107\062\104\160\225\116\061\147\152\164

\133\020\105\165\352\260\237\320\346\065\376\116\237\213\314\053

\222\105\133\156\045\140\205\106\315\321\252\260\166\146\223\167

\226\276\203\276\070\266\044\116\046\013\314\355\172\126\032\340

\351\132\306\144\255\114\172\000\110\104\057\271\100\273\023\076

\276\025\170\235\205\201\112\052\127\336\325\031\103\332\333\312

\133\107\206\203\013\077\266\015\166\170\163\171\042\136\261\200

\037\317\276\321\077\126\020\230\053\225\207\241\037\235\144\024
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\140\071\054\263\000\125\056\344\365\263\016\127\304\221\101\000

\234\077\350\245\337\352\366\377\310\360\255\155\122\250\027\253

\233\141\374\022\121\065\344\045\375\257\252\152\206\071

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

#

 Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\152\222\344\250\356\033\354\226\105\067\343\051\127\111\315\226

\343\345\322\140

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\105\337\026\145\113\350\150\232\217\166\137\377\200\236\323

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\334\060\202\001\203\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012
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\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060

\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003

\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\131\060\023

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\270\306\171\323\217\154\045\016\237

\056\071\031\034\003\244\256\232\345\071\007\011\026\312\143\261

\271\206\370\212\127\301\127\316\102\372\163\241\367\145\102\377

\036\301\000\262\156\163\016\377\307\041\345\030\244\252\331\161

\077\250\324\271\316\214\035\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\124\260\173\255\105\270\342\100\177

\373\012\156\373\276\063\311\074\243\204\325\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104\002\040\042\117

\164\162\271\140\257\361\346\234\240\026\005\120\137\303\136\073

\156\141\164\357\276\001\304\276\030\110\131\141\202\062\002\040

\046\235\124\143\100\336\067\140\120\317\310\330\355\235\202\256

\067\230\274\243\217\114\114\251\064\053\154\357\373\225\233\046

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\153\240\260\230\341\161\357\132\255\376\110\025\200\167\020\364

\275\157\013\050

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\051\370\155\341\210\277\242\145\177\252\304\315\017\177\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R1"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust

 Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145
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\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\021

\002\213\036\343\241\167\233\073\334\277\224\076\267\225\247\100

\074\241\375\202\371\175\062\006\202\161\366\366\214\177\373\350

\333\274\152\056\227\227\243\214\113\371\053\366\261\371\316\204

\035\261\371\305\227\336\357\271\362\243\351\274\022\211\136\247

\252\122\253\370\043\047\313\244\261\234\143\333\327\231\176\360

\012\136\353\150\246\364\306\132\107\015\115\020\063\343\116\261

\023\243\310\030\154\113\354\374\011\220\337\235\144\051\045\043

\007\241\264\322\075\056\140\340\317\322\011\207\273\315\110\360

\115\302\302\172\210\212\273\272\317\131\031\326\257\217\260\007

\260\236\061\361\202\301\300\337\056\246\155\154\031\016\265\330

\176\046\032\105\003\075\260\171\244\224\050\255\017\177\046\345

\250\010\376\226\350\074\150\224\123\356\203\072\210\053\025\226

\011\262\340\172\214\056\165\326\234\353\247\126\144\217\226\117

\150\256\075\227\302\204\217\300\274\100\300\013\134\275\366\207

\263\065\154\254\030\120\177\204\340\114\315\222\323\040\351\063

\274\122\231\257\062\265\051\263\045\052\264\110\371\162\341\312

\144\367\346\202\020\215\350\235\302\212\210\372\070\146\212\374

\143\371\001\371\170\375\173\134\167\372\166\207\372\354\337\261

\016\171\225\127\264\275\046\357\326\001\321\353\026\012\273\216

\013\265\305\305\212\125\253\323\254\352\221\113\051\314\031\244

\062\045\116\052\361\145\104\320\002\316\252\316\111\264\352\237

\174\203\260\100\173\347\103\253\247\154\243\217\175\211\201\372

\114\245\377\325\216\303\316\113\340\265\330\263\216\105\317\166
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\300\355\100\053\375\123\017\260\247\325\073\015\261\212\242\003

\336\061\255\314\167\352\157\173\076\326\337\221\042\022\346\276

\372\330\062\374\020\143\024\121\162\336\135\326\026\223\275\051

\150\063\357\072\146\354\007\212\046\337\023\327\127\145\170\047

\336\136\111\024\000\242\000\177\232\250\041\266\251\261\225\260

\245\271\015\026\021\332\307\154\110\074\100\340\176\015\132\315

\126\074\321\227\005\271\313\113\355\071\113\234\304\077\322\125

\023\156\044\260\326\161\372\364\301\272\314\355\033\365\376\201

\101\330\000\230\075\072\310\256\172\230\067\030\005\225\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\344\257\053\046\161\032\053\110\047\205\057\122\146

\054\357\360\211\023\161\076\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\237\252\102\046\333

\013\233\276\377\036\226\222\056\076\242\145\112\152\230\272\042

\313\175\301\072\330\202\012\006\306\366\245\336\300\116\207\146

\171\241\371\246\130\234\252\371\265\346\140\347\340\350\261\036

\102\101\063\013\067\075\316\211\160\025\312\265\044\250\317\153

\265\322\100\041\230\317\042\064\317\073\305\042\204\340\305\016

\212\174\135\210\344\065\044\316\233\076\032\124\036\156\333\262

\207\247\374\363\372\201\125\024\142\012\131\251\042\005\061\076

\202\326\356\333\127\064\274\063\225\323\027\033\350\047\242\213

\173\116\046\032\172\132\144\266\321\254\067\361\375\240\363\070

\354\162\360\021\165\235\313\064\122\215\346\166\153\027\306\337

\206\253\047\216\111\053\165\146\201\020\041\246\352\076\364\256

\045\377\174\025\336\316\214\045\077\312\142\160\012\367\057\011

\146\007\310\077\034\374\360\333\105\060\337\142\210\301\265\017

\235\303\237\112\336\131\131\107\305\207\042\066\346\202\247\355

\012\271\342\007\240\215\173\172\112\074\161\322\342\003\241\037

\062\007\335\033\344\102\316\014\000\105\141\200\265\013\040\131

\051\170\275\371\125\313\143\305\074\114\364\266\377\333\152\137

\061\153\231\236\054\301\153\120\244\327\346\030\024\275\205\077

\147\253\106\237\240\377\102\247\072\177\134\313\135\260\160\035

\053\064\365\324\166\011\014\353\170\114\131\005\363\063\102\303

\141\025\020\033\167\115\316\042\214\324\205\362\105\175\267\123

\352\357\100\132\224\012\134\040\137\116\100\135\142\042\166\337

\377\316\141\275\214\043\170\322\067\002\340\216\336\321\021\067

\211\366\277\355\111\007\142\256\222\354\100\032\257\024\011\331

\320\116\262\242\367\276\356\356\330\377\334\032\055\336\270\066

\161\342\374\171\267\224\045\321\110\163\133\241\065\347\263\231

\147\165\301\031\072\053\107\116\323\102\216\375\061\310\026\146

\332\322\014\074\333\263\216\311\241\015\200\017\173\026\167\024

\277\377\333\011\224\262\223\274\040\130\025\351\333\161\103\363

\336\020\303\000\334\250\052\225\266\302\326\077\220\153\166\333

\154\376\214\274\362\160\065\014\334\231\031\065\334\327\310\106

\143\325\066\161\256\127\373\267\202\155\334

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\345\214\034\304\221\073\070\143\113\351\020\156\343\255\216\153

\235\331\201\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\376\320\277\161\250\243\166\143\332\001\340\330\122\334\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa
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# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000
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\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\316\336

\375\246\373\354\354\024\064\074\007\006\132\154\131\367\031\065

\335\367\301\235\125\252\323\315\073\244\223\162\357\012\372\155

\235\366\360\205\200\133\241\110\122\237\071\305\267\356\050\254

\357\313\166\150\024\271\337\255\001\154\231\037\304\042\035\237

\376\162\167\340\054\133\257\344\004\277\117\162\240\032\064\230

\350\071\150\354\225\045\173\166\241\346\151\271\205\031\275\211

\214\376\255\355\066\352\163\274\377\203\342\313\175\301\322\316

\112\263\215\005\236\213\111\223\337\301\133\320\156\136\360\056

\060\056\202\374\372\274\264\027\012\110\345\210\233\305\233\153

\336\260\312\264\003\360\332\364\220\270\145\144\367\134\114\255

\350\176\146\136\231\327\270\302\076\310\320\023\235\255\356\344

\105\173\211\125\367\212\037\142\122\204\022\263\302\100\227\343

\212\037\107\221\246\164\132\322\370\261\143\050\020\270\263\011

\270\126\167\100\242\046\230\171\306\376\337\045\356\076\345\240

\177\324\141\017\121\113\074\077\214\332\341\160\164\330\302\150

\241\371\301\014\351\241\342\177\273\125\074\166\006\356\152\116

\314\222\210\060\115\232\275\117\013\110\232\204\265\230\243\325

\373\163\301\127\141\335\050\126\165\023\256\207\216\347\014\121

\011\020\165\210\114\274\215\371\173\074\324\042\110\037\052\334

\353\153\273\104\261\313\063\161\062\106\257\255\112\361\214\350

\164\072\254\347\032\042\163\200\322\060\367\045\102\307\042\073

\073\022\255\226\056\306\303\166\007\252\040\267\065\111\127\351

\222\111\350\166\026\162\061\147\053\226\176\212\243\307\224\126

\042\277\152\113\176\001\041\262\043\062\337\344\232\104\155\131

\133\135\365\000\240\034\233\306\170\227\215\220\377\233\310\252

\264\257\021\121\071\136\331\373\147\255\325\133\021\235\062\232

\033\275\325\272\133\245\311\313\045\151\123\125\047\134\340\312

\066\313\210\141\373\036\267\320\313\356\026\373\323\246\114\336

\222\245\324\342\337\365\006\124\336\056\235\113\264\223\060\252

\201\316\335\032\334\121\163\015\117\160\351\345\266\026\041\031

\171\262\346\211\013\165\144\312\325\253\274\011\301\030\241\377

\324\124\241\205\074\375\024\044\003\262\207\323\244\267\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\377\312\216\043\237\117\231\312\333\342\150\246

\245\025\047\027\036\331\016\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\312\316\335\307

\276\241\237\331\047\114\013\334\027\230\021\152\210\336\075\346

\161\126\162\262\236\032\116\234\325\053\230\044\135\233\153\173

\260\063\202\011\275\337\045\106\352\230\236\266\033\376\203\074

\322\142\141\301\004\355\316\340\305\311\310\023\023\125\347\250

\143\255\214\173\001\376\167\060\341\316\150\233\005\370\022\356

\171\061\240\101\105\065\050\012\161\244\044\117\214\334\074\202

\007\137\146\334\175\020\376\014\141\263\005\225\356\341\256\201

\017\250\370\307\217\115\250\043\002\046\153\035\203\122\125\316

\265\057\000\312\200\100\340\341\164\254\140\365\207\200\235\256
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\066\144\221\135\260\150\030\352\212\141\311\167\250\227\304\311

\307\245\374\125\113\363\360\177\271\145\075\047\150\320\314\153

\372\123\235\341\221\032\311\135\032\226\155\062\207\355\003\040

\310\002\316\132\276\331\352\375\262\115\304\057\033\337\137\172

\365\370\213\306\356\061\072\045\121\125\147\215\144\062\173\351

\236\303\202\272\052\055\351\036\264\340\110\006\242\374\147\257

\037\042\002\163\373\040\012\257\235\124\113\241\315\377\140\107

\260\077\135\357\033\126\275\227\041\226\055\012\321\136\235\070

\002\107\154\271\364\366\043\045\270\240\152\232\053\167\010\372

\304\261\050\220\046\130\010\074\342\176\252\327\075\157\272\061

\210\012\005\353\047\265\241\111\356\240\105\124\173\346\047\145

\231\040\041\250\243\274\373\030\226\273\122\157\014\355\203\121

\114\351\131\342\040\140\305\302\145\222\202\214\363\020\037\016

\212\227\276\167\202\155\077\217\035\135\274\111\047\275\314\117

\017\341\316\166\206\004\043\305\300\214\022\133\375\333\204\240

\044\361\110\377\144\174\320\276\134\026\321\357\231\255\300\037

\373\313\256\274\070\042\006\046\144\332\332\227\016\077\050\025

\104\250\117\000\312\360\232\314\317\164\152\264\076\074\353\225

\354\265\323\132\330\201\231\351\103\030\067\353\263\273\321\130

\142\101\363\146\322\217\252\170\225\124\040\303\132\056\164\053

\325\321\276\030\151\300\254\325\244\317\071\272\121\204\003\145

\351\142\300\142\376\330\115\125\226\342\320\021\372\110\064\021

\354\236\355\005\035\344\310\326\035\206\313

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed

 Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\232\104\111\166\062\333\336\372\320\274\373\132\173\027\275\236

\126\011\044\224

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\071\300\123\346\036\051\202\013\312\122\125\066\135\127\334

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145
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\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\037\117\063\207\063\051\212\241\204\336\313\307\041\130

\101\211\352\126\235\053\113\205\306\035\114\047\274\177\046\121

\162\157\342\237\326\243\312\314\105\024\106\213\255\357\176\206

\214\354\261\176\057\377\251\161\235\030\204\105\004\101\125\156

\053\352\046\177\273\220\001\343\113\031\272\344\124\226\105\011

\261\325\154\221\104\255\204\023\216\232\214\015\200\014\062\366

\340\047\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\301\361\046\272\240\055\256\205\201\317\323\361\052\022

\275\270\012\147\375\274\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\366\341\040\225\024\173

\124\243\220\026\021\277\204\310\352\157\153\027\236\036\106\230

\040\233\237\323\015\331\254\323\057\315\174\370\133\056\125\273

\277\335\222\367\244\014\334\061\341\242\002\061\000\374\227\146

\146\345\103\026\023\203\335\307\337\057\276\024\070\355\001\316

\261\027\032\021\165\351\275\003\217\046\176\204\345\311\140\246

\225\327\124\131\267\347\021\054\211\324\271\356\027

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "GTS Root R3"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\355\345\161\200\053\310\222\271\133\203\074\322\062\150\077\011

\315\240\036\106

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\347\235\130\002\224\106\121\224\345\340\042\112\213\347\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R4"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

#
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 Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\363\164\163\247\150\213\140\256\103\270\065\305\201\060

\173\113\111\235\373\301\141\316\346\336\106\275\153\325\141\030

\065\256\100\335\163\367\211\221\060\132\353\074\356\205\174\242

\100\166\073\251\306\270\107\330\052\347\222\221\152\163\351\261

\162\071\237\051\237\242\230\323\137\136\130\206\145\017\241\204

\145\006\321\334\213\311\307\163\310\214\152\057\345\304\253\321
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\035\212\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\200\114\326\353\164\377\111\066\243\325\330\374\265\076

\305\152\360\224\035\214\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\350\100\377\203\336\003

\364\237\256\035\172\247\056\271\257\117\366\203\035\016\055\205

\001\035\321\331\152\354\017\302\257\307\136\126\136\134\325\034

\130\042\050\013\367\060\266\057\261\174\002\061\000\360\141\074

\247\364\240\202\343\041\325\204\035\163\206\234\055\257\312\064

\233\361\237\271\043\066\342\274\140\003\235\200\263\232\126\310

\341\342\273\024\171\312\315\041\324\224\265\111\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R4"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\167\323\003\147\265\340\014\025\366\014\070\141\337\174\341\073

\222\106\115\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\226\203\167\031\115\166\263\235\145\122\344\035\042\245\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Telia Root CA v2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland

 Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e

# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\001

\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005\236\060\015
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\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040\106\151\156

\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\166\062\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\061\062\071\061\061\065

\065\065\064\132\027\015\064\063\061\061\062\071\061\061\065\065

\065\064\132\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\106\111\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154

\151\141\040\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\262\320\077\007\274\342

\173\320\153\231\370\342\167\151\347\316\235\244\003\274\202\155

\241\376\201\145\037\114\047\254\216\000\272\026\173\353\060\152

\000\300\263\164\150\176\262\257\307\325\142\263\172\077\120\312

\214\066\104\044\143\322\066\351\014\205\366\103\166\325\114\241

\140\162\147\342\050\063\245\313\061\270\072\042\043\064\270\175

\275\126\042\100\235\352\364\173\003\255\150\374\262\201\117\230

\320\164\352\215\345\175\315\143\303\243\366\336\222\302\130\031

\340\226\273\305\304\251\075\245\164\226\376\257\371\211\252\275

\225\027\124\330\170\104\361\014\167\025\222\340\230\102\247\244

\326\252\040\222\315\301\240\263\226\262\072\204\102\215\175\325

\225\344\326\333\351\142\304\130\263\171\305\214\323\065\063\203

\237\165\241\122\047\141\070\361\131\075\216\120\340\275\171\074

\347\154\226\376\136\331\002\145\264\216\134\320\021\064\337\135

\277\122\247\201\000\303\177\231\105\231\025\325\027\310\012\123

\354\143\363\231\175\314\151\022\206\302\027\360\001\236\277\204

\274\321\122\313\033\222\146\316\244\123\345\241\277\304\333\011

\326\346\211\126\053\310\343\174\336\343\377\211\345\065\156\050

\350\154\013\043\121\251\045\005\353\110\370\335\261\312\372\154

\010\121\357\267\030\154\104\312\046\341\163\306\211\006\201\345

\212\254\260\342\051\306\271\044\263\153\104\021\364\245\103\302

\114\103\345\160\066\214\266\063\127\172\225\056\202\240\364\134

\020\263\141\203\366\002\005\206\056\174\055\154\334\003\106\156

\065\223\325\172\225\057\336\040\330\133\176\224\220\004\152\272

\131\075\004\005\165\235\067\242\016\056\075\353\301\244\122\203

\376\320\153\324\146\216\334\306\351\022\116\035\052\127\252\020

\274\174\136\202\175\246\246\311\362\055\271\365\027\047\255\321

\016\211\124\053\225\372\300\255\035\230\024\170\063\102\206\012

\251\163\265\373\164\015\267\033\060\031\304\132\016\034\047\267

\332\030\320\377\212\310\005\272\361\252\034\242\067\267\346\110

\244\106\054\224\352\250\166\142\107\213\020\123\007\110\127\154

\342\222\115\266\256\005\313\334\301\112\136\217\254\075\031\116

\302\355\140\165\053\333\301\312\102\325\002\003\001\000\001\243

\143\060\141\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\162\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057
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\206\330\044\071\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162

\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057\206

\330\044\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\240\073\131\247\011\224\076\066

\204\322\176\057\071\245\226\227\372\021\255\374\147\363\161\011

\362\262\211\204\147\104\257\271\357\355\226\354\234\144\333\062

\060\157\147\232\254\176\137\262\253\001\066\176\201\372\344\204

\136\322\254\066\340\153\142\305\175\113\016\202\155\322\166\142

\321\376\227\370\237\060\174\030\371\264\122\167\202\035\166\333

\323\035\251\360\301\232\000\275\155\165\330\175\347\372\307\070

\243\234\160\350\106\171\003\257\056\164\333\165\370\156\123\014

\003\310\231\032\211\065\031\074\323\311\124\174\250\360\054\346

\156\007\171\157\152\341\346\352\221\202\151\012\035\303\176\131

\242\236\153\106\025\230\133\323\257\106\035\142\310\316\200\122

\111\021\077\311\004\022\303\023\174\077\073\212\226\333\074\240

\036\012\264\213\124\262\044\147\015\357\202\313\276\074\175\321

\342\177\256\026\326\126\130\271\332\040\261\203\025\241\357\212

\115\062\157\101\057\023\122\202\224\327\032\301\170\242\121\335

\053\160\155\267\032\371\367\260\340\147\227\126\333\174\141\123

\011\003\050\002\100\307\263\330\375\234\160\152\306\050\303\205

\351\342\355\032\223\240\336\113\230\242\204\076\005\167\001\226

\075\373\264\040\017\234\162\002\172\022\057\325\243\272\121\170

\257\052\053\104\145\116\265\375\012\350\301\315\171\207\141\053

\336\200\127\105\277\147\361\233\221\136\245\244\354\131\110\020

\015\070\307\260\372\303\104\155\004\365\170\120\034\222\226\133

\332\365\270\056\272\133\317\345\360\152\235\113\057\130\163\055

\117\055\304\034\076\364\263\077\253\025\016\073\031\101\212\244

\301\127\022\146\161\114\372\123\343\127\353\142\225\011\236\124

\335\321\302\074\127\074\275\070\255\230\144\267\270\003\232\123

\126\140\135\263\330\102\033\134\113\022\212\034\353\353\175\306

\172\151\307\047\177\244\370\213\362\344\224\146\207\113\351\224

\007\011\022\171\212\262\353\164\004\334\316\364\104\131\340\026

\312\305\054\130\327\074\173\317\142\206\152\120\175\065\066\146

\247\373\067\347\050\307\330\320\255\245\151\224\217\350\301\337

\044\370\033\007\061\207\201\330\135\366\350\050\330\112\122\200

\254\023\356\120\024\036\230\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Telia Root CA v2"

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e

# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\231\315\321\163\120\212\304\107\005\010\234\214\210\373\276

\240\053\100\315

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\217\254\252\202\337\205\261\364\334\020\034\374\231\331\110

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust

 GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\174

\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113\115\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\060

\071\064\065\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\064\064\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\306\313\307\050\321\373\204\365\232

\357\102\024\040\341\103\153\156\165\255\374\053\003\204\324\166

\223\045\327\131\073\101\145\153\036\346\064\052\273\164\366\022

\316\350\155\347\253\344\074\116\077\104\010\213\315\026\161\313

\277\222\231\364\244\327\074\120\124\122\220\205\203\170\224\147

\147\243\034\011\031\075\165\064\205\336\355\140\175\307\014\264

\101\122\271\156\345\356\102\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377
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\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\163\221\020\253\377

\125\263\132\174\011\045\325\262\272\010\240\153\253\037\155\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\142\162\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145

\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\102

\122\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\224\220\055\023

\372\341\143\370\141\143\350\255\205\170\124\221\234\270\223\070

\076\032\101\332\100\026\123\102\010\312\057\216\361\076\201\126

\300\252\330\355\030\304\260\256\364\076\372\046\002\061\000\363

\050\342\306\333\053\231\373\267\121\270\044\243\244\224\172\032

\077\346\066\342\003\127\063\212\060\313\202\307\326\024\021\325

\165\143\133\024\225\234\037\001\317\330\325\162\247\017\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\133\230\360\343\265\367\164\074\355\346\260\066\175\062\315

\364\011\101\147

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\252\113\325\355\367\343\125\056\217\162\012\363\165\270\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061
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\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\137

\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373\377\320\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\061

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\065\071\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\361\013\335\206\103\040\031\337\227

\205\350\042\112\233\317\235\230\277\264\005\046\311\313\343\246

\322\217\305\236\170\173\061\211\251\211\255\047\074\145\020\202

\374\337\303\235\116\360\063\043\304\322\062\365\034\260\337\063

\027\135\305\360\261\212\371\357\271\267\024\312\051\112\302\017

\251\177\165\145\111\052\060\147\364\144\367\326\032\167\332\303

\302\227\141\102\173\111\255\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\177\020\001\026\067

\072\244\050\344\120\370\244\367\354\153\062\266\376\351\213\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\145\166\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145

\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\105

\126\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141
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\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\312\074\306\052

\165\302\136\165\142\071\066\000\140\132\213\301\223\231\314\331

\333\101\073\073\207\231\027\073\325\314\117\312\042\367\240\200

\313\371\264\261\033\126\365\162\322\374\031\321\002\061\000\221

\367\060\223\077\020\106\053\161\244\320\073\104\233\300\051\002

\005\262\101\167\121\363\171\132\236\216\024\240\116\102\322\133

\201\363\064\152\003\347\042\070\120\133\355\031\117\103\026

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue

 Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\333\214\041\131\151\003\220\330\174\234\022\206\124\317\235

\075\364\335\007

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\055\235\160\237\110\231\021\006\021\373\351\313\060\300\156

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:09:e0:93:65:ac:f7:d9:c8:b9:3e:1c:0b:04:2a:2e:f3

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

01:8E:13:F0:77:25:32:CF:80:9B:D1:B1:72:81:86:72:83:FC:48:C6:E1:3B:E9:C6:98:12:85:4A:49:0C:1B:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 17:F3:DE:5E:9F:0F:19:E9:8E:F6:1F:32:26:6E:20:C4:07:AE:30:EE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052

\056\363

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\031\060\202\001\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\011

\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052\056\363\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\116\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111
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\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015\062

\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066

\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\116\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\301\104\241\317\021\227\120\232\336\043\202\065\007

\315\320\313\030\235\322\361\177\167\065\117\073\335\224\162\122

\355\302\073\370\354\372\173\153\130\040\354\231\256\311\374\150

\263\165\271\333\011\354\310\023\365\116\306\012\035\146\060\114

\273\037\107\012\074\141\020\102\051\174\245\010\016\340\042\351

\323\065\150\316\233\143\237\204\265\231\115\130\240\216\365\124

\347\225\311\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\301\121\105\120\131\253\076\347\054\132\372\040\042\022

\007\200\210\174\021\152\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\211\152\215\107\347

\354\374\156\125\003\331\147\154\046\116\203\306\375\311\373\053

\023\274\267\172\214\264\145\322\151\151\143\023\143\073\046\120

\056\001\241\171\006\221\235\110\277\302\276\002\060\107\303\025

\173\261\240\221\231\111\223\250\074\174\350\106\006\213\054\362

\061\000\224\235\142\310\211\275\031\204\024\351\245\373\001\270

\015\166\103\214\056\123\313\174\337\014\027\226\120

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:09:e0:93:65:ac:f7:d9:c8:b9:3e:1c:0b:04:2a:2e:f3

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

01:8E:13:F0:77:25:32:CF:80:9B:D1:B1:72:81:86:72:83:FC:48:C6:E1:3B:E9:C6:98:12:85:4A:49:0C:1B:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 17:F3:DE:5E:9F:0F:19:E9:8E:F6:1F:32:26:6E:20:C4:07:AE:30:EE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert

 TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\027\363\336\136\237\017\031\351\216\366\037\062\046\156\040\304

\007\256\060\356

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\161\004\152\103\034\333\246\131\341\250\243\252\305\161\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052

\056\363

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

#

# Issuer:

 CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:08:f9:b4:78:a8:fa:7e:da:6a:33:37:89:de:7c:cf:8a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

37:1A:00:DC:05:33:B3:72:1A:7E:EB:40:E8:41:9E:70:79:9D:2B:0A:0F:2C:1D:80:69:31:65:F7:CE:C4:AD:75

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A7:88:49:DC:5D:7C:75:8C:8C:DE:39:98:56:B3:AA:D0:B2:A5:71:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040
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\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174

\317\212

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010

\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174\317\212\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\115

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023

\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027

\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034

\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101

\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\263\320\364

\311\171\021\235\375\374\146\201\347\314\325\344\274\354\201\076

\152\065\216\056\267\347\336\257\371\007\115\317\060\235\352\011

\013\231\275\154\127\332\030\112\270\170\254\072\071\250\246\110

\254\056\162\345\275\353\361\032\315\347\244\003\251\077\021\264

\330\057\211\026\373\224\001\075\273\057\370\023\005\241\170\034

\216\050\340\105\340\203\364\131\033\225\263\256\176\003\105\345

\276\302\102\376\356\362\074\266\205\023\230\062\235\026\250\051

\302\013\034\070\334\237\061\167\134\277\047\243\374\047\254\267

\053\275\164\233\027\055\362\201\332\135\260\341\043\027\076\210

\112\022\043\320\352\317\235\336\003\027\261\102\112\240\026\114

\244\155\223\351\077\072\356\072\174\235\130\235\364\116\217\374

\073\043\310\155\270\342\005\332\314\353\354\303\061\364\327\247

\051\124\200\317\104\133\114\157\060\236\363\314\335\037\224\103

\235\115\177\160\160\015\324\072\321\067\360\154\235\233\300\024

\223\130\357\315\101\070\165\274\023\003\225\174\177\343\134\351
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\325\015\325\342\174\020\142\252\153\360\075\166\363\077\243\350

\260\301\375\357\252\127\115\254\206\247\030\264\051\301\054\016

\277\144\276\051\214\330\002\055\315\134\057\362\177\357\025\364

\014\025\254\012\260\361\323\015\117\152\115\167\227\001\240\361

\146\267\267\316\357\316\354\354\245\165\312\254\343\341\143\367

\270\241\004\310\274\173\077\135\055\026\042\126\355\110\111\376

\247\057\171\060\045\233\272\153\055\077\235\073\304\027\347\035

\056\373\362\317\246\374\343\024\054\226\230\041\214\264\221\351

\031\140\203\362\060\053\006\163\120\325\230\073\006\351\307\212

\014\140\214\050\370\122\233\156\341\366\115\273\006\044\233\327

\053\046\077\375\052\057\161\365\326\044\276\177\061\236\017\155

\350\217\117\115\243\077\377\065\352\337\111\136\101\217\206\371

\361\167\171\113\033\264\243\136\057\373\106\002\320\146\023\136

\136\205\117\316\330\160\210\173\316\001\265\226\227\327\315\175

\375\202\370\302\044\301\312\001\071\117\215\242\301\024\100\037

\234\146\325\014\011\106\326\362\320\321\110\166\126\072\103\313

\266\012\021\071\272\214\023\154\006\265\236\317\353\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\121\063\034\355\066\100\257\027\323\045\315\151\150\362\257

\116\043\076\263\101\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\140\246\257\133\137\127

\332\211\333\113\120\251\304\043\065\041\377\320\141\060\204\221

\267\077\020\317\045\216\311\277\106\064\331\301\041\046\034\160

\031\162\036\243\311\207\376\251\103\144\226\072\310\123\004\012

\266\101\273\304\107\000\331\237\030\030\073\262\016\363\064\352

\044\367\335\257\040\140\256\222\050\137\066\347\135\344\336\307

\074\333\120\071\255\273\075\050\115\226\174\166\306\133\364\301

\333\024\245\253\031\142\007\030\100\137\227\221\334\234\307\253

\265\121\015\346\151\123\125\314\071\175\332\305\021\125\162\305

\073\213\211\370\064\055\244\027\345\027\346\231\175\060\210\041

\067\315\060\027\075\270\362\274\250\165\240\103\334\076\211\113

\220\256\155\003\340\034\243\240\226\011\273\175\243\267\052\020

\104\113\106\007\064\143\355\061\271\004\356\243\233\232\256\346

\061\170\364\352\044\141\073\253\130\144\377\273\207\047\142\045

\201\337\334\241\057\366\355\247\377\172\217\121\056\060\370\244

\001\322\205\071\137\001\231\226\157\132\133\160\031\106\376\206

\140\076\255\200\020\011\335\071\045\057\130\177\273\322\164\360

\367\106\037\106\071\112\330\123\320\363\056\073\161\245\324\157

\374\363\147\344\007\217\335\046\031\341\215\133\372\243\223\021

\233\351\310\072\303\125\150\232\222\341\122\166\070\350\341\272

\275\373\117\325\357\263\347\110\203\061\360\202\041\343\266\276

\247\253\157\357\237\337\114\317\001\270\142\152\043\075\347\011

\115\200\033\173\060\244\303\335\007\177\064\276\244\046\262\366

\101\350\011\035\343\040\230\252\067\117\377\367\361\342\051\160

\061\107\077\164\320\024\026\372\041\212\002\325\212\011\224\167

\056\362\131\050\213\174\120\222\012\146\170\070\203\165\304\265
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\132\250\021\306\345\301\235\146\125\317\123\304\257\327\165\205

\251\102\023\126\354\041\167\201\223\132\014\352\226\331\111\312

\241\010\362\227\073\155\233\004\030\044\104\216\174\001\362\334

\045\330\136\206\232\261\071\333\365\221\062\152\321\246\160\212

\242\367\336\244\105\205\046\250\036\214\135\051\133\310\113\330

\232\152\003\136\160\362\205\117\154\113\150\057\312\124\366\214

\332\062\376\303\153\203\077\070\306\176

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:08:f9:b4:78:a8:fa:7e:da:6a:33:37:89:de:7c:cf:8a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

37:1A:00:DC:05:33:B3:72:1A:7E:EB:40:E8:41:9E:70:79:9D:2B:0A:0F:2C:1D:80:69:31:65:F7:CE:C4:AD:75

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A7:88:49:DC:5D:7C:75:8C:8C:DE:39:98:56:B3:AA:D0:B2:A5:71:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\210\111\334\135\174\165\214\214\336\071\230\126\263\252\320

\262\245\161\065

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\254\376\367\064\226\251\362\263\264\022\113\344\047\101\157\341

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174

\317\212

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert SMIME ECC

 P384 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:3f:6e:a0:06:01:72:7d:ed:3f:c3:a3:b6:a3:d6:ef

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E8:E8:17:65:36:A6:0C:C2:C4:E1:01:87:C3:BE:FC:A2:0E:F2:63:49:70:18:F5:66:D5:BE:A0:F9:4D:0C:11:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1C:B8:A7:08:C9:0D:20:79:01:A0:B2:36:7F:F0:95:65:E4:53:24:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243

\326\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\034\060\202\001\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243\326\357\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\120\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003
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\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040\105\103\103

\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027

\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\120\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\026\235\125\345\266\324\373\373\147

\153\032\324\241\252\322\167\225\076\210\345\007\237\266\160\146

\040\050\244\210\354\160\065\257\263\062\377\067\023\112\236\274

\001\003\336\204\301\270\306\346\145\107\211\362\023\125\277\315

\245\036\010\140\177\255\177\350\141\222\051\317\011\107\136\013

\034\300\037\244\277\362\133\274\230\357\231\114\314\160\153\266

\272\320\050\035\277\276\004\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\163\172\153\226\333\102\007\213\122\146

\302\144\062\027\376\340\147\220\056\255\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\067\104

\365\062\200\343\161\353\364\155\317\174\314\221\232\303\156\161

\330\322\043\135\222\115\202\102\155\134\141\225\366\221\365\247

\010\366\152\227\351\234\224\055\230\160\375\063\266\011\002\060

\007\074\057\271\130\202\136\017\243\142\250\223\147\360\040\303

\151\277\003\054\073\120\247\073\257\101\070\311\122\110\221\326

\016\373\274\140\060\174\144\077\022\036\105\177\121\076\364\246

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert

 SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:3f:6e:a0:06:01:72:7d:ed:3f:c3:a3:b6:a3:d6:ef

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E8:E8:17:65:36:A6:0C:C2:C4:E1:01:87:C3:BE:FC:A2:0E:F2:63:49:70:18:F5:66:D5:BE:A0:F9:4D:0C:11:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1C:B8:A7:08:C9:0D:20:79:01:A0:B2:36:7F:F0:95:65:E4:53:24:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\270\247\010\311\015\040\171\001\240\262\066\177\360\225\145

\344\123\044\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\376\364\122\066\104\330\356\015\267\003\013\357\164\263\003

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243

\326\357

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:f6:ba:04:23:83:46:cb:7d:5c:e6:b9:5b:ba:1c:55

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

90:37:0D:3E:FA:88:BF:58:C3:01:05:BA:25:10:4A:35:84:60:A7:FA:52:DF:C2:01:1D:F2:33:A0:F4:17:91:2A

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:C5:AD:E2:9A:A7:54:DA:84:89:53:A5:FE:D7:5B:46:86:D0:57:08

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272

\034\125

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\152\060\202\003\122\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272\034\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060

\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027

\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162

\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105

\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\340\152\133\331\370\371\175\354\265\173\357\137\335\134\064

\330\332\135\321\313\145\165\253\041\174\133\000\324\202\157\105

\205\101\212\251\022\002\162\062\360\024\365\003\165\273\143\227

\111\017\100\231\013\032\036\126\247\322\320\341\253\335\345\004

\033\343\037\024\022\002\210\365\240\200\011\366\047\232\120\360

\272\343\242\340\254\152\024\221\265\153\070\020\172\242\061\341

\221\033\267\271\360\053\133\310\167\011\166\267\121\304\066\012

\231\123\124\104\045\267\011\065\206\027\005\126\223\075\101\267

\002\327\142\037\212\222\021\207\352\021\155\352\010\021\334\261

\170\110\111\222\366\264\121\200\170\043\330\376\341\126\032\072
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\220\023\126\064\211\325\342\225\213\137\336\262\314\373\077\070

\267\205\367\352\236\277\056\241\056\057\115\175\152\021\056\066

\240\377\021\010\004\225\125\340\033\073\147\223\251\224\125\352

\062\355\006\072\177\302\177\343\255\023\047\321\064\101\263\060

\303\277\264\210\370\003\202\244\337\076\253\170\167\240\131\223

\161\347\335\353\000\004\173\314\110\071\050\340\036\243\025\151

\310\066\262\241\013\227\337\125\326\357\221\234\244\366\026\367

\121\012\356\003\043\221\334\004\377\340\335\070\366\042\003\000

\302\007\161\032\022\311\327\106\052\224\033\315\326\273\033\356

\277\276\115\120\130\260\013\315\060\166\051\365\317\345\266\152

\057\166\260\260\151\152\320\155\145\030\065\176\223\274\162\027

\301\125\102\315\057\302\045\273\364\375\035\241\144\042\124\135

\342\236\162\101\204\156\161\226\352\105\007\266\136\172\112\206

\235\163\144\167\070\003\322\017\123\245\125\040\304\115\377\150

\157\125\251\352\335\161\344\117\331\205\243\174\116\051\002\236

\013\011\362\032\123\314\000\246\335\321\064\366\015\301\060\261

\234\002\144\254\065\355\245\260\051\261\322\225\063\017\322\040

\063\275\354\043\113\362\031\371\332\230\144\344\054\061\037\056

\341\215\034\004\225\050\115\214\130\315\113\345\163\202\206\214

\354\250\326\171\134\373\144\273\334\014\114\050\366\027\257\342

\150\326\026\206\230\333\374\001\334\061\272\370\234\016\371\050

\106\112\341\375\226\006\105\171\021\150\027\145\134\213\046\207

\133\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\321\243\324\127\035\117\125\333\165\114\134

\102\236\143\026\316\264\306\073\037\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\007\247

\012\336\123\273\232\353\160\277\262\066\220\315\344\247\270\361

\014\344\135\132\035\170\145\374\311\270\036\043\021\127\174\151

\065\155\001\377\123\120\277\007\016\272\307\001\077\130\052\224

\165\003\253\034\013\043\334\033\212\036\067\075\035\130\217\163

\331\263\052\157\337\020\240\133\014\247\312\260\177\271\044\242

\001\065\062\345\136\106\101\353\330\177\163\347\102\351\244\121

\046\167\201\012\250\353\017\012\120\235\176\212\040\147\374\013

\216\072\021\323\305\214\140\030\331\113\261\374\324\361\264\111

\116\256\207\341\321\373\166\241\137\363\006\317\227\226\014\351

\236\165\201\134\123\015\042\374\066\346\111\156\164\333\000\205

\215\174\042\240\216\373\020\114\324\142\023\133\357\113\162\046

\213\374\116\212\217\376\227\020\123\305\170\213\102\144\033\137

\340\211\375\273\011\177\120\340\124\205\046\021\152\035\145\371

\111\051\334\174\066\337\373\075\367\322\254\356\062\215\156\246

\175\071\234\105\304\312\015\365\073\264\171\123\245\057\126\307

\121\305\212\114\144\135\220\103\043\216\153\114\027\170\314\350

\277\365\073\344\250\110\317\255\233\014\337\062\112\323\331\022

\216\043\170\015\055\257\237\257\236\074\011\302\227\000\355\072

\151\034\161\077\071\337\323\217\304\146\365\357\066\224\017\363

\335\222\266\226\137\220\246\335\163\252\246\040\224\224\045\152
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\011\014\162\344\023\043\140\114\243\312\027\056\173\147\000\333

\320\315\352\172\037\071\046\127\211\060\167\313\116\345\225\105

\117\137\373\066\134\075\371\040\265\072\020\045\117\223\062\132

\356\301\226\350\351\126\004\260\111\141\115\354\170\250\235\030

\301\377\330\352\057\126\357\225\053\173\004\136\147\343\125\100

\355\071\004\371\013\171\365\152\214\134\017\211\232\220\307\315

\213\336\333\046\065\241\156\315\263\102\362\242\017\073\014\216

\223\377\024\317\374\367\223\367\344\101\010\156\031\122\021\017

\123\031\163\170\014\317\330\205\201\370\255\125\310\260\236\106

\143\257\234\122\356\134\277\360\300\133\067\036\011\040\322\076

\043\306\241\025\112\016\066\176\060\305\171\152\274\042\210\331

\014\122\100\037\335\116\017\147\046\026\322\255\027\034

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:f6:ba:04:23:83:46:cb:7d:5c:e6:b9:5b:ba:1c:55

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

90:37:0D:3E:FA:88:BF:58:C3:01:05:BA:25:10:4A:35:84:60:A7:FA:52:DF:C2:01:1D:F2:33:A0:F4:17:91:2A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:C5:AD:E2:9A:A7:54:DA:84:89:53:A5:FE:D7:5B:46:86:D0:57:08

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\305\255\342\232\247\124\332\204\211\123\245\376\327\133\106

\206\320\127\010

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\173\340\265\077\065\162\237\175\276\013\245\244\035\251\156

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272

\034\125

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certainly Root R1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:00:8e:0f:f9:4b:90:71:68:65:33:54:f4:d4:44:39:b7:e0

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

#

 Fingerprint (SHA-256):

77:B8:2C:D8:64:4C:43:05:F7:AC:C5:CB:15:6B:45:67:50:04:03:3D:51:C6:0C:62:02:A8:E0:C3:34:67:D3:A0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A0:50:EE:0F:28:71:F4:27:B2:12:6D:6F:50:96:25:BA:CC:86:42:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104

\071\267\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\107\060\202\003\057\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000
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\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104\071\267\340

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156

\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162

\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\036

\027\015\062\061\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\064\066\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154

\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164

\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\320\066

\324\037\352\335\253\344\321\266\346\373\042\300\335\023\015\152

\173\042\023\034\227\074\150\143\146\062\234\003\265\215\244\201

\203\332\170\060\021\317\334\262\053\276\222\277\216\344\304\023

\276\244\150\114\332\002\150\026\164\276\262\335\004\344\153\052

\335\067\037\140\054\333\365\367\241\174\225\267\014\160\206\056

\361\072\357\122\367\314\323\233\371\213\276\016\337\061\267\235

\150\134\222\246\365\345\363\012\064\265\377\173\242\344\207\241

\306\257\027\000\357\003\221\355\251\034\116\161\075\322\213\154

\211\364\170\206\346\152\111\240\316\265\322\260\253\233\366\364

\324\056\343\162\371\066\306\353\025\267\045\214\072\374\045\015

\263\042\163\041\164\310\112\226\141\222\365\057\013\030\245\364

\255\342\356\101\275\001\171\372\226\214\215\027\002\060\264\371

\257\170\032\214\264\066\020\020\007\005\160\320\364\061\220\212

\121\305\206\046\171\262\021\210\136\305\360\012\124\315\111\246

\277\002\234\322\104\247\355\343\170\357\106\136\155\161\321\171

\160\034\106\137\121\351\311\067\334\137\176\151\173\101\337\064

\105\340\073\204\364\241\212\012\066\236\067\314\142\122\341\211

\015\050\371\172\043\261\015\075\075\232\375\235\201\357\054\220

\300\173\104\116\273\111\340\016\112\126\222\274\313\265\335\171

\027\211\221\336\141\211\164\222\250\343\062\205\276\116\205\244

\113\131\313\053\305\170\216\161\124\320\002\067\231\214\345\111

\352\340\124\162\244\021\006\057\013\214\301\133\276\265\241\260

\123\156\234\270\140\221\037\131\153\371\055\364\224\012\227\265

\354\305\166\003\124\033\145\122\272\114\222\126\121\065\240\100

\330\051\333\256\122\166\073\055\060\100\233\212\320\102\126\264

\267\210\001\244\207\073\123\226\315\243\026\217\363\146\252\027

\261\307\140\340\301\103\005\014\356\233\133\140\157\006\134\207

\133\047\371\100\021\236\234\063\301\267\345\065\127\005\177\047

\316\027\040\214\034\374\361\373\332\061\051\111\355\365\013\204

\247\117\301\366\116\302\050\234\372\356\340\257\007\373\063\021

\172\041\117\013\041\020\266\100\072\253\042\072\004\234\213\233

\204\206\162\232\322\247\245\304\264\165\221\251\053\043\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001
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\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\340\252\077\045\215\237\104\134\301\072\350\056\256

\167\114\204\076\147\014\364\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\271\127\257\270\022

\332\127\203\217\150\013\063\035\003\123\125\364\225\160\344\053

\075\260\071\353\372\211\142\375\367\326\030\004\057\041\064\335

\361\150\360\325\226\132\336\302\200\243\301\215\306\152\367\131

\167\256\025\144\317\133\171\005\167\146\352\214\323\153\015\335

\361\131\054\301\063\245\060\200\025\105\007\105\032\061\042\266

\222\000\253\231\115\072\217\167\257\251\042\312\057\143\312\025

\326\307\306\360\075\154\374\034\015\230\020\141\236\021\242\042

\327\012\362\221\172\153\071\016\057\060\303\066\111\237\340\351

\017\002\104\120\067\224\125\175\352\237\366\073\272\224\245\114

\351\274\076\121\264\350\312\222\066\124\155\134\045\050\332\335

\255\024\375\323\356\342\042\005\353\320\362\267\150\022\327\132

\212\101\032\306\222\245\132\073\143\105\117\277\341\072\167\042

\057\134\277\106\371\132\003\205\023\102\137\312\336\123\327\142

\265\246\065\004\302\107\377\231\375\204\337\134\316\351\136\200

\050\101\362\175\347\036\220\330\117\166\076\202\074\015\374\245

\003\372\173\032\331\105\036\140\332\304\216\371\374\053\311\173

\225\305\052\377\252\211\337\202\061\017\162\377\014\047\327\012

\036\126\000\120\036\014\220\301\226\265\330\024\205\273\247\015

\026\301\370\007\044\033\272\205\241\032\005\011\200\272\225\143

\311\072\354\045\237\177\235\272\244\107\025\233\104\160\361\152

\113\326\070\136\103\363\030\176\120\156\351\132\050\346\145\346

\167\033\072\375\035\276\003\046\243\333\324\341\273\176\226\047

\053\035\356\244\373\332\045\124\023\003\336\071\306\303\037\115

\220\354\217\033\112\322\034\355\205\225\070\120\171\106\326\301

\220\120\061\251\134\232\156\035\365\063\126\213\247\231\322\362

\310\054\063\223\222\060\307\116\214\145\063\020\144\027\375\044

\027\226\321\215\302\072\152\053\353\023\213\104\362\041\363\112

\032\267\167\137\327\355\210\244\162\345\071\037\225\235\276\147

\301\160\021\075\273\364\370\111\267\343\046\227\072\237\322\137

\174\373\300\231\174\071\051\340\173\035\277\015\247\217\322\051

\064\156\044\025\313\336\220\136\277\032\304\146\352\302\346\272

\071\137\212\231\251\101\131\007\260\054\257

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certainly Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:00:8e:0f:f9:4b:90:71:68:65:33:54:f4:d4:44:39:b7:e0

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not
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 Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

77:B8:2C:D8:64:4C:43:05:F7:AC:C5:CB:15:6B:45:67:50:04:03:3D:51:C6:0C:62:02:A8:E0:C3:34:67:D3:A0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A0:50:EE:0F:28:71:F4:27:B2:12:6D:6F:50:96:25:BA:CC:86:42:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root R1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\120\356\017\050\161\364\047\262\022\155\157\120\226\045\272

\314\206\102\257

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\160\324\076\202\207\240\372\063\066\023\364\372\063\347\022

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104

\071\267\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certainly Root E1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:06:25:33:b1:47:03:33:27:5c:f9:8d:9a:b9:bf:cc:f8

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B4:58:5F:22:E4:AC:75:6A:4E:86:12:A1:36:1C:5D:9D:03:1A:93:FD:84:FE:BB:77:8F:A3:06:8B:0F:C4:2D:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:E1:6D:DC:01:89:CF:D5:82:45:63:3E:C5:37:7D:C2:EB:93:6F:2B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root E1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277

\314\370

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\367\060\202\001\175\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\006

\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277\314\370\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\075\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164\141\151\156

\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061\060\036\027\015\062\061

\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060

\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154

\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\336\157\370\177\034\337\355\371\107\207\206\261\244\300\212

\370\202\227\200\352\217\310\112\136\052\175\210\150\247\001\142

\024\221\044\172\134\236\243\027\175\212\206\041\064\030\120\033

\020\336\320\067\113\046\307\031\140\200\351\064\275\140\031\066

\100\326\051\207\011\074\221\172\366\274\023\043\335\131\116\004

\136\317\310\002\034\030\123\301\061\330\332\040\351\104\215\344

\166\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\363\050\030\313\144\165\356\051\052\353\355\256\043\130\070

\205\353\310\042\007\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\261\216\132\040\303\262\031

\142\115\336\260\117\337\156\322\160\212\361\237\176\152\214\346
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\272\336\203\151\312\151\263\251\005\265\226\222\027\207\302\322

\352\320\173\316\330\101\133\174\256\002\060\106\336\352\313\135

\232\354\062\302\145\026\260\114\060\134\060\363\332\116\163\206

\006\330\316\211\004\110\067\067\370\335\063\121\235\160\257\173

\125\330\001\056\175\005\144\016\206\270\221

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certainly Root E1"

# Issuer: CN=Certainly

 Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:06:25:33:b1:47:03:33:27:5c:f9:8d:9a:b9:bf:cc:f8

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B4:58:5F:22:E4:AC:75:6A:4E:86:12:A1:36:1C:5D:9D:03:1A:93:FD:84:FE:BB:77:8F:A3:06:8B:0F:C4:2D:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:E1:6D:DC:01:89:CF:D5:82:45:63:3E:C5:37:7D:C2:EB:93:6F:2B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root E1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\341\155\334\001\211\317\325\202\105\143\076\305\067\175\302

\353\223\157\053

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\236\312\315\076\122\120\306\066\363\113\243\355\247\123\351

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277

\314\370

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:0d:4d:c5:cd:16:22:95:96:08:7e:b8:0b:7f:15:06:34:fb:79:10:34

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:07:17 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:07:17 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:66:B0:B1:0A:3C:DB:9F:2E:36:48:C7:6B:D2:AF:18:EA:D2:BF:E6:F1:17:65:5E:28:C4:06:0D:A1:A3:F4:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 E9:A8:5D:22:14:52:1C:5B:AA:0A:B4:BE:24:6A:23:8A:C9:BA:E2:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\015\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025

\006\064\373\171\020\064

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\363\060\202\003\333\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\015

\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025\006\064\373

\171\020\064\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153

\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122

\123\101\040\166\063\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060

\071\060\067\061\067\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\062\060\071

\060\067\061\067\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006

\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123

\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162

\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147

\162\141\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\122\123\101\040\166\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\242\146\360\211\267\162\173

\356\011\311\143\322\323\103\335\136\303\246\204\070\112\361\215

\201\273\024\275\107\350\100\027\363\075\303\170\105\162\246\056

\220\336\232\072\324\040\161\312\274\237\035\113\227\012\307\061

\272\076\327\376\045\251\052\216\066\364\321\057\307\267\251\135

\063\334\060\160\370\100\154\113\262\246\061\141\321\064\074\075

\061\172\307\257\304\247\247\204\341\227\244\350\113\366\027\174

\356\074\007\355\342\212\127\334\266\373\370\103\045\120\352\047

\201\250\206\274\217\122\112\226\072\140\032\226\273\375\163\364

\205\375\203\375\177\204\155\064\154\177\152\267\113\001\003\277

\255\151\267\327\062\331\365\127\152\351\206\202\076\245\146\061

\263\026\075\302\363\046\140\062\323\122\036\260\154\244\067\076

\364\365\257\353\341\337\200\006\317\052\101\347\146\011\341\113

\227\347\167\275\041\155\051\266\147\303\055\176\355\326\171\145

\321\317\072\266\321\261\136\126\141\120\172\132\316\116\120\061

\200\003\230\107\347\344\030\174\104\132\306\244\263\073\306\306

\303\072\360\154\303\213\310\244\221\005\363\365\331\266\252\006

\241\267\253\344\261\352\041\024\134\203\244\374\377\266\120\323

\214\022\046\231\166\160\351\300\017\246\164\374\273\320\033\170

\316\162\222\342\050\234\274\346\351\011\330\072\323\211\346\276

\056\167\337\001\012\157\226\366\345\215\074\115\122\166\032\126

\341\163\176\027\254\075\255\154\243\122\022\030\160\346\200\116

\063\362\176\046\062\254\005\215\070\244\346\166\074\237\020\151

\016\155\235\322\301\171\040\153\133\317\063\215\321\224\166\065
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\347\135\125\307\267\254\050\253\106\314\347\073\041\265\012\012

\344\112\131\334\201\065\113\104\225\022\012\147\245\241\377\133

\000\007\322\300\314\371\077\374\237\063\362\000\370\214\154\207

\235\006\055\361\357\343\346\006\372\305\146\023\133\374\120\007

\236\161\206\262\332\157\164\060\317\223\123\350\334\042\326\336

\040\037\141\215\243\056\243\170\062\220\154\334\254\062\265\005

\344\365\074\063\015\326\340\207\167\027\114\235\260\330\011\250

\015\127\367\104\205\360\310\004\276\134\135\132\343\027\216\124

\143\151\177\111\164\144\005\214\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\262\264\256\346\055\367\046\325\252\165\055\166\113\300\033\123

\041\320\110\357\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\262

\264\256\346\055\367\046\325\252\165\055\166\113\300\033\123\041

\320\110\357\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\211\250\162\177\214\353\316\056\030

\304\020\200\055\020\014\377\373\024\315\004\340\024\074\116\232

\373\237\051\277\042\236\127\271\202\163\022\143\046\265\314\220

\351\322\052\051\356\234\055\314\054\231\276\105\047\344\261\161

\355\344\070\225\061\101\362\175\172\143\170\337\312\066\026\057

\202\210\237\274\021\107\117\166\115\310\055\216\353\337\055\174

\116\073\332\256\366\343\332\135\024\246\256\350\205\104\235\006

\156\216\373\357\172\112\152\055\053\050\030\376\277\220\054\165

\026\237\017\352\226\175\005\356\233\023\245\104\154\370\003\320

\335\043\341\375\003\022\022\010\364\030\064\263\340\067\013\167

\021\001\110\277\141\264\265\370\031\331\313\115\352\243\214\357

\375\360\006\265\155\222\364\112\141\120\204\355\354\111\323\344

\276\150\346\056\343\061\013\124\013\032\222\326\202\330\266\242

\145\074\146\004\371\125\332\154\373\333\265\024\146\115\224\203

\073\315\036\246\053\262\376\167\100\206\253\347\337\012\311\375

\366\335\207\126\030\330\260\054\125\140\226\372\010\176\122\220

\365\113\246\056\207\174\313\040\333\006\076\240\135\003\167\175

\242\074\023\033\051\242\023\125\240\075\024\042\257\157\270\320

\232\033\162\335\005\001\215\206\140\277\244\147\356\265\245\015

\321\177\346\032\053\142\146\303\007\272\347\240\110\034\070\303

\351\105\373\247\177\374\355\002\150\032\312\167\022\167\246\000

\125\050\024\354\326\307\022\242\033\145\102\351\221\350\313\076

\207\211\124\135\331\257\235\227\234\151\347\012\377\017\132\170

\213\143\052\114\175\107\224\077\336\113\351\123\320\060\361\305

\366\236\111\337\073\240\221\243\243\376\315\130\314\352\337\257

\157\050\073\240\151\233\217\354\254\256\053\124\235\233\004\261

\107\040\257\226\022\076\143\224\035\004\347\056\273\206\307\014

\232\210\277\166\107\357\367\260\013\227\146\322\104\317\140\122

\007\341\325\054\112\072\047\141\167\312\327\217\347\207\016\060

\377\014\273\004\342\141\303\242\310\227\141\216\264\060\152\074

\155\302\007\137\112\163\057\077\371\026\212\001\146\357\272\221

\312\122\127\173\256\324\346\017\335\013\172\177\213\236\046\040
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\317\073\357\201\161\203\131

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra

 Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:0d:4d:c5:cd:16:22:95:96:08:7e:b8:0b:7f:15:06:34:fb:79:10:34

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:07:17 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:07:17 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:66:B0:B1:0A:3C:DB:9F:2E:36:48:C7:6B:D2:AF:18:EA:D2:BF:E6:F1:17:65:5E:28:C4:06:0D:A1:A3:F4:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E9:A8:5D:22:14:52:1C:5B:AA:0A:B4:BE:24:6A:23:8A:C9:BA:E2:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\351\250\135\042\024\122\034\133\252\012\264\276\044\152\043\212

\311\272\342\251

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\276\020\366\302\370\003\210\163\137\063\051\107\050\107\244

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\015\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025

\006\064\373\171\020\064

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

 A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:26:46:19:77:31:e1:4f:6f:28:36:de:39:51:86:e6:d4:97:88:22:c1

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:46:58 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:46:58 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

87:3F:46:85:FA:7F:56:36:25:25:2E:6D:36:BC:D7:F1:6F:C2:49:51:F2:64:E4:7E:1B:95:4F:49:08:CD:CA:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:2F:AF:57:53:B1:B0:E6:A1:04:EC:5B:6A:69:71:6D:F6:1C:E2:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\046\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206
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\346\324\227\210\042\301

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\245\060\202\002\052\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\046

\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206\346\324\227

\210\042\301\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162\141

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165\147

\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006\003

\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103\040

\166\063\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\071\064\066

\065\070\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\062\060\071\064\066\065

\070\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153

\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105

\103\103\040\166\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\216\230\051

\277\307\020\036\047\333\253\003\314\050\054\330\136\110\031\020

\051\314\313\131\201\314\214\270\222\027\211\203\052\222\366\303

\244\035\114\142\325\237\326\240\106\334\034\274\166\301\343\107

\320\133\023\332\347\245\263\146\110\347\041\232\112\117\206\012

\175\154\352\115\062\200\012\262\172\011\233\151\113\230\201\342

\056\354\002\160\226\037\375\365\106\316\312\334\202\243\143\060

\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\377

\202\061\162\076\371\304\146\154\255\070\236\321\260\121\210\245

\220\314\365\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\377\202

\061\162\076\371\304\146\154\255\070\236\321\260\121\210\245\220

\314\365\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151

\000\060\146\002\061\000\346\005\130\151\141\345\055\312\015\313

\361\031\010\275\326\375\121\222\032\176\143\124\004\220\221\232

\065\221\071\231\372\007\251\146\223\272\310\150\324\212\077\372

\355\156\026\002\047\267\002\061\000\335\132\027\053\166\035\145

\102\226\246\254\135\212\171\126\330\212\033\337\232\336\137\307

\120\217\261\133\161\014\046\337\152\100\000\354\063\221\041\161

\276\150\344\043\244\331\255\241\067

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global

 Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:26:46:19:77:31:e1:4f:6f:28:36:de:39:51:86:e6:d4:97:88:22:c1

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:46:58 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:46:58 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

87:3F:46:85:FA:7F:56:36:25:25:2E:6D:36:BC:D7:F1:6F:C2:49:51:F2:64:E4:7E:1B:95:4F:49:08:CD:CA:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:2F:AF:57:53:B1:B0:E6:A1:04:EC:5B:6A:69:71:6D:F6:1C:E2:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\057\257\127\123\261\260\346\241\004\354\133\152\151\161\155

\366\034\342\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\274\201\273\361\265\036\367\113\226\274\024\342\347\047\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\046\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206

\346\324\227\210\042\301

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial

 Number:5d:59:c8:ca:ab:09:57:f5:e6:b5:da:29:94:04:6a:ff:c5:d4:95:87

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 10:50:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 10:50:34 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

82:BD:5D:85:1A:CF:7F:6E:1B:A7:BF:CB:C5:30:30:D0:E7:BC:3C:21:DF:77:2D:85:8C:AB:41:D1:99:BD:F5:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:82:07:97:AE:52:A5:68:6F:46:07:DF:FD:03:72:3D:92:86:88:2D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\135\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004

\152\377\305\324\225\207

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\265\060\202\003\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\135

\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004\152\377\305

\324\225\207\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015

\005\000\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120
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\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151

\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123

\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040

\122\123\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\062\061

\061\060\065\060\063\064\132\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\065\061

\060\065\060\063\064\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\120\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041

\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111

\124\101\114\123\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122

\117\117\124\040\122\123\101\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\310\207\266\070\323

\034\360\336\022\370\203\307\304\212\342\211\270\264\042\172\170

\370\014\146\121\150\166\067\012\325\117\302\132\010\270\026\134

\367\162\001\011\067\204\201\052\124\153\327\222\320\154\372\250

\247\103\022\064\353\016\333\067\017\051\376\212\061\121\102\350

\113\234\220\250\310\054\021\323\375\240\051\176\316\336\224\366

\202\340\130\264\116\105\045\361\042\362\075\323\017\173\124\032

\334\062\266\326\121\116\176\101\264\127\270\054\306\271\016\056

\312\127\361\325\310\323\130\347\245\351\102\021\256\323\040\045

\224\151\327\217\312\242\015\303\323\237\007\150\077\025\322\147

\056\123\375\166\202\233\013\163\251\051\015\236\021\223\024\010

\230\354\236\124\022\112\126\242\006\025\354\153\154\056\222\140

\056\206\015\256\202\037\121\115\343\262\007\327\020\031\127\042

\366\251\151\104\204\363\331\075\240\006\277\314\210\176\177\365

\316\133\245\302\052\152\164\102\352\157\246\377\371\150\261\320

\137\275\221\322\125\157\063\127\114\036\235\344\342\213\301\205

\145\240\340\152\234\000\000\210\222\335\130\010\026\362\160\061

\250\034\341\336\275\116\161\351\326\276\176\265\241\132\303\115

\367\277\233\275\224\244\375\365\252\123\223\106\311\046\001\004

\160\304\240\161\272\316\045\146\373\221\176\125\160\356\111\012

\115\142\177\302\120\232\162\362\030\147\235\351\105\250\064\204

\350\370\201\366\321\132\042\036\007\117\073\263\177\335\021\245

\163\334\276\251\031\072\151\251\155\033\062\342\211\252\245\047

\013\132\176\164\342\017\144\071\135\176\134\271\301\027\374\307

\215\136\311\354\044\355\322\362\077\172\204\105\067\002\276\076

\153\131\304\346\133\026\155\300\252\236\252\265\131\056\054\160

\125\234\314\231\226\230\044\124\321\216\332\312\264\021\264\267

\160\103\037\157\220\013\040\240\250\166\023\145\333\333\043\132

\165\113\241\013\061\167\012\356\175\150\141\032\023\214\352\121

\176\134\126\243\127\114\135\241\353\023\145\277\124\024\314\363

\356\334\327\354\074\227\362\170\126\270\337\162\134\160\374\316

\006\335\237\322\007\061\357\347\122\221\236\315\272\327\300\030

\104\007\061\145\111\062\151\023\112\353\217\002\003\001\000\001
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\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\265\066\274\074\214\032\253\054\366\131\031\055\203\024

\332\223\045\025\326\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\265\066\274\074\214\032\253\054\366\131\031\055\203\024\332

\223\045\025\326\206\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\015\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\024\373\061\045\070\061\370

\312\010\262\043\166\070\255\370\323\131\365\314\264\127\045\341

\104\276\176\374\026\354\256\372\046\237\117\147\026\112\126\360

\375\355\307\031\001\064\216\220\132\055\326\200\134\354\161\322

\201\045\202\036\000\161\337\232\321\325\035\042\273\321\245\363

\142\017\264\353\334\044\163\376\246\126\315\232\024\305\004\065

\026\061\242\007\353\245\000\342\266\370\137\162\375\077\141\111

\216\336\176\115\070\327\172\036\164\067\154\121\334\276\000\004

\270\070\024\363\040\301\355\233\247\043\375\015\102\204\035\177

\362\163\303\320\170\143\361\237\354\327\133\351\361\276\154\240

\113\003\236\215\151\341\024\332\210\020\201\043\123\377\332\124

\053\013\306\271\226\225\004\030\106\363\173\250\227\330\133\150

\244\344\070\034\016\105\345\230\323\011\256\232\136\354\263\171

\015\071\162\362\364\224\235\016\236\140\042\346\250\366\114\205

\315\007\202\072\150\071\315\075\137\343\070\364\266\257\073\153

\112\237\140\121\105\242\100\002\345\252\014\343\076\321\170\324

\242\164\234\046\272\005\232\050\160\112\076\246\013\320\035\111

\360\272\370\256\101\020\176\244\007\022\275\250\317\051\075\127

\273\307\361\103\107\000\076\256\160\030\132\040\173\011\313\072

\072\160\200\345\114\140\230\301\025\301\035\112\367\310\360\233

\341\162\255\347\135\150\130\013\004\261\214\274\237\267\373\156

\213\133\004\125\373\353\043\125\327\170\120\332\045\313\276\047

\066\273\044\032\171\034\121\321\376\023\273\377\170\054\334\244

\276\057\366\305\113\123\317\247\114\231\136\160\254\131\210\004

\256\144\004\277\173\246\172\115\323\350\167\275\241\176\120\025

\363\357\111\060\205\115\041\127\252\333\054\165\227\255\201\001

\207\242\261\160\235\036\006\132\003\140\261\077\246\155\202\054

\324\024\261\201\245\350\075\210\035\264\162\054\130\067\212\216

\070\224\270\163\335\251\340\270\366\167\242\263\174\130\336\256

\151\072\265\213\245\032\273\362\330\164\006\234\375\142\163\040

\041\166\261\176\160\236\031\324\353\027\142\031\070\231\315\066

\053\107\376\061\313\337\271\344\254\010\323\330\246\353\324\236

\176\113\144\244\125\135\053\027\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT
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# Serial Number:5d:59:c8:ca:ab:09:57:f5:e6:b5:da:29:94:04:6a:ff:c5:d4:95:87

#

 Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 10:50:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 10:50:34 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

82:BD:5D:85:1A:CF:7F:6E:1B:A7:BF:CB:C5:30:30:D0:E7:BC:3C:21:DF:77:2D:85:8C:AB:41:D1:99:BD:F5:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:82:07:97:AE:52:A5:68:6F:46:07:DF:FD:03:72:3D:92:86:88:2D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\202\007\227\256\122\245\150\157\106\007\337\375\003\162\075

\222\206\210\055

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\032\275\032\171\306\333\264\355\263\207\314\251\323\116\170

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\135\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004

\152\377\305\324\225\207

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial Number:36:2d:8f:72:88:a2:28:27:e4:00:ff:24:c6:2d:e4:eb:fa:9d:b6:e1

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 11:07:50 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 11:07:50 2046

# Fingerprint
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 (SHA-256):

26:1D:71:14:AE:5F:8F:F2:D8:C7:20:9A:9D:E4:28:9E:6A:FC:9D:71:70:23:D8:54:50:90:91:99:F1:85:7C:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:A8:08:EB:8F:88:F5:80:6C:05:45:1B:17:F3:D7:00:2F:D2:4A:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\066\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055

\344\353\372\235\266\341

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\152\060\202\001\360\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\066

\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055\344\353\372

\235\266\341\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157

\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107\116

\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103\104

\123\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\062\061\061

\061\060\067\065\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\065\061\061

\060\067\065\060\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\120\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104

\151\147\151\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151
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\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124

\101\114\123\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117

\117\124\040\105\103\104\123\101\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\156\013\243\253\063\115\034\352\112\350\374\004\215

\024\240\175\360\010\054\137\203\253\223\321\322\173\272\327\111

\175\217\354\022\120\137\324\271\313\345\360\371\063\143\037\311

\127\354\100\330\021\013\227\350\122\026\314\051\216\364\006\206

\036\070\334\075\127\304\356\252\275\310\124\004\046\132\047\023

\121\107\075\037\037\032\216\250\225\244\063\320\314\107\314\155

\270\374\110\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004

\030\060\026\200\024\316\257\112\213\032\165\342\361\070\347\002

\360\026\255\136\352\144\325\173\264\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\316\257\112\213\032\165\342\361\070\347\002\360

\026\255\136\352\144\325\173\264\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\012\210\304\161\234

\104\003\115\215\264\307\274\250\256\331\060\047\065\152\153\026

\143\327\374\347\131\341\247\211\033\114\061\232\043\125\104\346

\363\103\041\325\107\047\157\155\127\001\252\002\061\000\373\262

\352\342\227\177\121\265\237\110\353\274\157\065\211\250\144\160

\253\127\166\315\300\306\024\140\312\177\342\202\000\163\367\314

\065\352\216\044\233\345\010\131\307\004\214\163\170\376

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial Number:36:2d:8f:72:88:a2:28:27:e4:00:ff:24:c6:2d:e4:eb:fa:9d:b6:e1

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 11:07:50 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 11:07:50 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

26:1D:71:14:AE:5F:8F:F2:D8:C7:20:9A:9D:E4:28:9E:6A:FC:9D:71:70:23:D8:54:50:90:91:99:F1:85:7C:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:A8:08:EB:8F:88:F5:80:6C:05:45:1B:17:F3:D7:00:2F:D2:4A:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\147\250\010\353\217\210\365\200\154\005\105\033\027\363\327\000

\057\322\112\212
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\055\241\316\377\041\302\210\313\132\036\214\341\311\222\217

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\066\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055

\344\353\372\235\266\341

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA3"

#

#

 Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:A5:5C:2A:B0:51:44:2D:06:17:76:65:41:23:9A:4A:D0:32:D7:C5:51:75:AA:34:FF:DE:2F:BC:4F:5C:52:94

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:03:C8:22:74:92:E5:61:A2:9C:5F:79:91:2B:1E:44:13:91:30:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063
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END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\177\060\202\003\147\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122

\157\157\164\103\101\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061\066

\060\066\061\067\061\066\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\060

\066\061\067\061\066\132\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040

\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\343\311\162\111\367\060\336\011\174\251

\100\201\130\323\264\072\335\272\141\017\223\120\156\151\074\065

\302\356\133\163\220\033\147\114\041\354\137\065\273\071\076\053

\012\140\357\273\155\053\206\373\161\242\310\254\344\126\224\371

\311\257\261\162\324\040\254\164\322\270\025\255\121\376\205\164

\241\271\020\376\005\200\371\122\223\263\100\075\165\020\254\300

\226\267\247\176\166\274\343\033\122\031\316\021\037\013\004\064

\365\330\365\151\074\167\363\144\364\015\252\205\336\340\011\120

\004\027\226\204\267\310\212\274\115\162\374\034\273\317\363\006

\115\371\237\144\367\176\246\146\206\065\161\310\021\200\114\301

\161\100\130\036\276\240\163\366\374\076\120\341\340\057\046\075

\176\134\043\265\171\160\336\372\340\321\245\326\014\101\161\173

\367\352\214\034\210\307\354\213\365\321\057\125\226\106\174\132

\073\130\073\373\272\330\055\265\045\332\172\116\317\104\256\041

\246\236\230\312\040\156\174\273\210\205\133\373\300\020\142\273
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\362\371\047\107\357\321\211\071\103\304\337\336\341\101\277\124

\163\040\227\055\154\332\363\324\007\243\346\271\330\157\256\374

\214\031\056\323\147\147\053\225\333\130\134\265\152\002\363\270

\203\136\264\153\276\101\176\127\011\165\104\120\125\315\132\021

\141\041\012\141\302\251\210\375\023\274\055\211\057\315\141\340

\225\276\312\265\173\341\173\064\147\013\037\266\014\307\174\036

\031\123\312\247\261\112\025\040\126\024\160\075\053\202\054\017

\235\025\035\107\200\107\377\170\231\016\061\257\157\076\217\355

\206\151\036\173\030\210\024\262\302\374\202\063\056\234\113\055

\373\160\073\161\252\053\173\046\047\363\032\302\334\373\027\270

\241\352\313\240\264\256\323\224\176\172\320\253\303\354\070\055

\021\056\210\277\324\077\255\022\073\102\254\217\002\156\175\314

\321\137\141\276\241\274\072\152\110\352\046\125\042\026\135\137

\015\377\047\063\237\030\003\164\212\133\122\040\107\153\105\115

\042\167\214\125\047\360\257\036\214\311\203\042\124\267\232\320

\117\331\316\374\331\056\034\226\050\261\002\323\003\275\045\122

\034\064\146\117\043\253\364\167\202\226\035\321\127\060\010\021

\005\375\127\321\331\307\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\144\024\174\374\130\162

\026\246\012\051\064\025\157\052\313\274\374\257\250\253\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\334\002\043\010\342\357\041\072\307\015\267\046\322

\142\223\247\245\043\162\007\040\202\140\337\030\327\124\255\151

\045\222\236\331\024\317\231\271\122\201\317\256\154\212\073\132

\071\310\154\001\103\302\042\155\002\360\142\315\116\143\103\300

\024\332\364\143\360\352\364\161\356\116\207\343\161\251\364\311

\127\345\056\137\034\171\273\043\252\207\104\127\351\275\065\115

\101\273\113\050\243\230\262\033\331\013\027\007\345\367\352\235

\365\166\327\277\304\266\201\130\377\310\377\144\151\142\171\255

\156\016\037\177\356\035\151\345\267\162\161\263\376\245\001\065

\224\124\053\300\122\155\217\125\304\311\322\270\313\312\064\010

\121\205\240\365\274\264\027\130\352\012\134\172\275\143\306\072

\057\377\226\111\031\204\352\147\330\004\261\141\364\000\133\112

\267\234\161\067\031\205\171\277\201\260\307\023\016\166\161\076

\072\200\006\256\006\026\247\215\265\302\304\313\377\100\245\134

\215\245\311\072\355\162\201\312\134\230\074\322\064\003\167\010

\375\360\051\131\135\041\010\307\140\277\244\161\173\270\331\036

\202\276\011\257\145\157\050\253\277\113\265\356\076\010\107\047

\240\017\157\017\213\077\254\225\030\363\271\016\334\147\125\156

\142\236\106\016\321\004\170\312\162\256\166\331\245\370\262\337

\210\011\141\213\357\044\116\321\131\077\132\324\075\311\223\074

\053\144\365\201\015\026\226\367\222\303\376\061\157\350\052\062

\164\016\364\114\230\112\030\016\060\124\325\305\353\274\305\025

\236\350\231\041\353\047\053\011\012\333\361\346\160\030\126\273

\014\344\276\371\350\020\244\023\222\270\034\340\333\147\035\123

\003\244\042\247\334\135\222\020\074\352\377\374\033\020\032\303
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\330\320\234\235\145\313\320\053\047\061\003\036\066\341\075\166

\165\014\377\105\046\271\335\121\274\043\307\137\330\330\207\020

\100\022\015\075\070\067\347\104\074\030\300\123\011\144\217\377

\325\232\246\174\160\056\163\125\041\350\337\377\203\271\035\076

\062\036\326\246\175\054\361\146\351\134\035\247\243\316\136\045

\062\053\343\225\254\052\007\316\264\050\170\206\074\055\246\235

\115\322\164\060\335\144\121\025\333\203\203\121\327\257\375\063

\235\115\146

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA3"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:A5:5C:2A:B0:51:44:2D:06:17:76:65:41:23:9A:4A:D0:32:D7:C5:51:75:AA:34:FF:DE:2F:BC:4F:5C:52:94

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:03:C8:22:74:92:E5:61:A2:9C:5F:79:91:2B:1E:44:13:91:30:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\003\310\042\164\222\345\141\242\234\137\171\221\053\036\104

\023\221\060\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\232\026\377\236\134\340\115\212\024\001\364\065\135\051\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH
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 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:4F:BD:A5:5B:D5:64:C4:73:A3:6B:44:1A:A7:99:C8:A6:8E:07:74:40:E8:28:8B:9F:A1:E5:0E:4B:BA:CA:11

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:0E:26:A9:BF:D2:B2:3B:C0:EF:46:C9:BA:C7:BB:F6:1D:0D:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\070\060\202\001\276\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000
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\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105

\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003

\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061

\066\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070

\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\244\245\157\140\003\003\303\275\061\364\323\027\234\053

\204\165\254\345\375\075\127\156\327\143\277\346\004\211\222\216

\201\234\343\351\107\156\312\220\022\310\023\340\247\235\367\145

\164\037\154\020\262\350\344\351\357\155\205\062\231\104\261\136

\375\314\166\020\330\133\275\242\306\371\326\102\344\127\166\334

\220\302\065\251\113\210\074\022\107\155\134\377\111\117\032\112

\120\261\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\206\034\347\376\055\245\112\213\010\376\050\021\372\276\243

\146\370\140\131\057\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\025\135\102\075\374\266\356

\367\073\261\066\350\236\366\304\106\050\111\063\320\130\103\052

\143\051\314\115\261\264\172\242\271\015\070\245\135\110\052\375

\313\262\163\135\243\210\010\307\014\002\061\000\300\253\055\016

\155\355\030\242\333\123\351\045\333\125\010\340\120\314\337\104

\141\026\202\253\111\260\262\201\354\163\207\170\264\114\262\142

\033\022\372\026\115\045\113\143\275\036\067\331

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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E7:4F:BD:A5:5B:D5:64:C4:73:A3:6B:44:1A:A7:99:C8:A6:8E:07:74:40:E8:28:8B:9F:A1:E5:0E:4B:BA:CA:11

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 B8:0E:26:A9:BF:D2:B2:3B:C0:EF:46:C9:BA:C7:BB:F6:1D:0D:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\016\046\251\277\322\262\073\300\357\106\311\272\307\273\366

\035\015\101\101

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\103\260\222\150\354\005\103\114\230\253\135\065\056\176\206

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "BJCA Global Root CA1"

#

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:55:6f:65:e3:b4:d9:90:6a:1b:09:d1:6c:3e:c0:6c:20

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:16:17 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:16:17 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:89:6F:88:FE:7C:0A:88:27:66:A7:FA:6A:D2:74:9F:B5:7A:7F:3E:98:FB:76:9C:1F:A7:B0:9C:2C:44:D5:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D5:EC:8D:7B:4C:BA:79:F4:E7:E8:CB:9D:6B:AE:77:83:10:03:21:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300

\154\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\125

\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300\154\040\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\124

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116\107\040

\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110

\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024

\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\071\060\063

\061\066\061\067\132\027\015\064\064\061\062\061\062\060\063\061

\066\061\067\132\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\103\116\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105

\111\112\111\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124

\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\003\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\361\146\010\275\331

\305\025\141\313\204\004\101\245\151\067\167\035\301\260\173\372

\303\167\110\220\023\162\144\321\270\174\220\065\235\030\171\210

\343\227\001\074\107\201\362\016\242\230\015\236\077\067\340\031

\262\220\362\106\034\222\261\072\141\316\372\267\106\236\003\206

\327\063\156\355\367\105\214\166\067\336\156\226\221\367\327\176
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\053\207\027\325\213\065\356\204\221\162\127\334\140\303\303\271

\347\307\147\044\043\117\143\012\143\366\146\175\113\125\247\077

\170\144\111\151\022\227\340\114\015\323\011\240\062\060\072\372

\237\300\362\234\305\022\052\056\034\265\004\063\332\244\070\021

\152\336\306\030\366\107\072\042\101\207\042\374\304\211\050\124

\330\214\245\060\012\370\027\026\312\254\067\375\171\247\221\027

\170\070\231\255\130\355\262\336\314\211\175\003\234\263\211\145

\347\343\073\261\042\206\217\006\155\170\007\375\221\022\177\260

\153\034\211\015\371\270\313\164\133\007\302\310\364\065\321\144

\143\172\351\156\232\050\326\060\275\346\033\335\025\257\204\352

\234\307\312\365\016\352\362\135\051\207\217\151\163\071\276\056

\044\157\105\041\254\305\324\151\045\006\203\255\172\110\205\023

\054\015\006\270\154\171\126\374\243\147\062\201\365\127\245\312

\127\102\151\351\134\044\141\357\342\060\030\116\104\230\125\157

\172\302\223\330\031\266\336\174\107\212\021\116\111\107\333\050

\224\002\013\224\112\054\371\022\320\117\350\061\176\154\172\277

\246\077\233\071\075\002\026\243\030\263\147\254\133\077\054\203

\053\147\071\201\134\271\176\224\325\144\335\236\217\156\256\350

\174\133\264\327\152\107\110\327\176\263\324\055\216\126\166\116

\317\151\361\156\104\154\324\044\352\215\044\241\030\277\275\127

\376\251\231\065\265\333\020\167\270\075\110\272\326\301\347\361

\043\076\327\337\205\235\047\074\324\100\275\012\014\275\365\347

\215\045\326\201\164\207\106\324\051\165\242\102\154\367\163\211

\347\175\277\172\112\037\323\042\311\025\125\317\337\157\174\125

\320\244\213\007\021\067\137\203\246\046\127\246\001\133\176\376

\130\150\007\251\351\172\331\271\350\377\120\037\253\302\264\300

\316\350\352\375\017\275\215\115\270\274\161\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\305

\357\355\314\330\215\041\306\110\344\343\327\024\056\247\026\223

\345\230\001\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\122\202\254\041\064\037\043\362

\242\330\371\270\257\067\066\040\211\321\067\003\326\151\237\270

\141\020\272\242\061\230\131\107\350\321\015\045\036\025\101\014

\340\052\125\325\127\122\313\370\344\307\151\243\035\115\161\002

\136\137\041\105\140\110\134\011\216\111\020\301\004\334\251\142

\153\002\360\103\310\116\235\070\111\164\311\062\160\124\155\301

\107\374\216\264\066\236\324\234\275\335\040\326\123\311\030\251

\265\126\271\166\213\225\147\146\356\275\230\376\256\357\276\156

\373\140\366\375\131\306\052\033\077\043\112\224\044\060\047\310

\211\274\353\104\044\232\313\075\276\117\325\172\316\216\027\313

\142\301\331\336\036\016\172\377\103\206\064\122\274\141\077\074

\137\273\331\166\264\123\274\227\263\376\212\114\022\056\053\363

\327\316\341\242\377\335\173\160\373\073\241\115\244\143\002\375

\070\227\225\077\005\160\240\153\337\142\201\103\213\264\131\015

\112\214\124\234\305\273\201\237\315\175\245\357\013\045\036\072

\040\333\034\374\037\230\147\002\012\324\163\104\023\333\121\204
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\032\125\003\126\340\000\176\164\006\377\070\304\162\035\323\250

\077\150\061\135\323\011\307\056\214\133\143\340\350\334\036\322

\354\141\036\362\336\345\357\366\231\166\140\055\036\224\162\161

\306\013\052\062\307\222\116\325\106\327\035\371\251\031\012\310

\372\225\316\155\043\230\252\013\070\255\232\126\015\157\215\361

\061\000\210\301\027\234\315\031\066\065\376\125\123\240\340\074

\063\137\226\136\342\062\351\337\063\273\006\112\251\330\204\163

\316\167\322\306\254\161\341\134\243\035\014\273\012\337\137\342

\243\161\330\332\067\132\240\170\053\364\324\175\353\166\355\362

\141\160\245\145\232\323\211\064\030\253\373\162\076\327\264\075

\171\134\330\037\241\063\173\331\202\120\014\223\027\252\154\334

\302\202\273\002\127\066\257\230\047\052\071\120\341\260\211\365

\045\227\176\107\150\020\264\354\163\312\263\227\321\044\334\366

\142\240\050\323\265\243\270\144\267\210\142\102\317\235\123\315

\231\276\144\150\217\117\036\022\110\367\322\051\303\230\050\312

\362\062\013\223\214\051\117\074\140\062\315\005\226\141\354\362

\257\376\263\160\054\056\246\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "BJCA Global Root CA1"

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:55:6f:65:e3:b4:d9:90:6a:1b:09:d1:6c:3e:c0:6c:20

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:16:17

 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:16:17 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:89:6F:88:FE:7C:0A:88:27:66:A7:FA:6A:D2:74:9F:B5:7A:7F:3E:98:FB:76:9C:1F:A7:B0:9C:2C:44:D5:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D5:EC:8D:7B:4C:BA:79:F4:E7:E8:CB:9D:6B:AE:77:83:10:03:21:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\354\215\173\114\272\171\364\347\350\313\235\153\256\167\203

\020\003\041\152

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\062\231\166\103\063\066\044\065\007\202\233\050\371\320\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116
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\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300

\154\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "BJCA Global Root CA2"

#

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:2c:17:08:7d:64:2a:c0:fe:85:18:59:06:cf:b4:4a:eb

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:18:21 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:18:21 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:4D:F6:93:1E:27:80:39:66:7B:72:0A:FD:C1:60:0F:C2:7E:B6:6D:D3:09:29:79:FB:73:85:64:87:21:28:82

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F4:27:86:EB:6E:B8:6D:88:31:67:02:FB:BA:66:A4:53:00:AA:7A:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157
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\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\054\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264

\112\353

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\045\060\202\001\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\054

\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264\112\353\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\124\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\046\060\044\006\003

\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116\107\040\103\105\122

\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111

\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\102\112\103

\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\062\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\071\060\063\061\070\062

\061\132\027\015\064\064\061\062\061\062\060\063\061\070\062\061

\132\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116

\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111

\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101

\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004

\003\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\062\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\235

\313\200\221\215\123\147\265\271\120\261\003\370\345\111\037\101

\042\011\260\121\122\130\326\053\064\217\305\022\106\024\305\213

\057\054\204\377\054\156\250\325\361\011\343\003\041\024\304\103

\075\174\301\054\304\113\152\112\315\351\207\340\175\366\042\276

\372\112\121\270\060\212\375\341\336\030\022\012\366\107\267\347

\027\277\047\212\324\101\114\226\074\140\226\301\375\025\034\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\112

\261\121\177\006\360\321\202\037\116\156\137\253\203\374\110\324

\260\221\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\150\000\060\145\002\060\032\274\133\327\376\251\322\124\016\112

\135\322\155\261\100\334\364\103\325\322\112\231\031\022\126\200

\367\203\064\341\065\116\110\155\004\017\127\061\060\060\055\261

\252\235\003\070\333\006\002\061\000\313\314\207\123\313\172\337

\040\121\163\220\300\250\133\141\320\305\120\071\375\205\376\301

\343\170\370\246\326\113\275\233\207\217\017\345\326\123\226\253

\074\310\100\332\141\367\123\243\367

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "BJCA Global Root CA2"

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:2c:17:08:7d:64:2a:c0:fe:85:18:59:06:cf:b4:4a:eb

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:18:21 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:18:21 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:4D:F6:93:1E:27:80:39:66:7B:72:0A:FD:C1:60:0F:C2:7E:B6:6D:D3:09:29:79:FB:73:85:64:87:21:28:82

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F4:27:86:EB:6E:B8:6D:88:31:67:02:FB:BA:66:A4:53:00:AA:7A:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\364\047\206\353\156\270\155\210\061\147\002\373\272\146\244\123

\000\252\172\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\012\366\107\137\246\024\350\021\001\225\077\115\001\353\074

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\054\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264

\112\353

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1919538345_1710807720.5754924/0/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-

20230506/certdata.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#!/usr/bin/env perl

# ***************************************************************************
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# *                                  _   _ ____  _

# *  Project                     ___| | | |  _ \| |

# *                             / __| | | | |_) | |

# *                            | (__| |_| |  _ <| |___

# *                             \___|\___/|_| \_\_____|

# *

# * Copyright (C) 1998 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, et al.

# *

# * This software is licensed as described in the file COPYING, which

# * you should have received as part of this distribution. The terms

# * are also available at https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html.

# *

# * You may opt to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute and/or sell

# * copies of the Software, and permit persons to whom the Software is

# * furnished to do so, under the terms of the COPYING file.

# *

# * This software is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY

# * KIND, either express or implied.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

# This Perl script creates a fresh ca-bundle.crt file for use with libcurl.

# It downloads certdata.txt from Mozilla's source tree (see URL below),

# then parses certdata.txt and extracts CA Root Certificates into PEM format.

# These are then processed with the OpenSSL commandline tool to produce the

# final ca-bundle.crt file.

# The script is based on the parse-certs script written by Roland Krikava.

# This Perl script works on almost any platform since its only external

# dependency is the OpenSSL commandline tool for optional text listing.

# Hacked by Guenter Knauf.

#

use Encode;

use Getopt::Std;

use MIME::Base64;

use strict;

use warnings;

use vars qw($opt_b $opt_d $opt_f $opt_h $opt_i $opt_k $opt_l $opt_m $opt_n $opt_p $opt_q $opt_s $opt_t $opt_u

$opt_v $opt_w);

use List::Util;

use Text::Wrap;

use Time::Local;

my $MOD_SHA = "Digest::SHA";

eval "require

 $MOD_SHA";

if ($@) {

 $MOD_SHA = "Digest::SHA::PurePerl";

 eval "require $MOD_SHA";

}
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eval "require LWP::UserAgent";

 

my %urls = (

 'nss' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/projects/nss/raw-file/default/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'central' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'beta' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/releases/mozilla-beta/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'release' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/releases/mozilla-release/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

);

 

$opt_d = 'release';

 

# If the OpenSSL commandline is not in search path you can configure it here!

my $openssl = 'openssl';

 

my $version = '1.27';

 

$opt_w = 76; # default base64 encoded lines length

 

# default cert types to include in the output (default is to include CAs which may issue SSL server certs)

my $default_mozilla_trust_purposes = "SERVER_AUTH";

my $default_mozilla_trust_levels

 = "TRUSTED_DELEGATOR";

$opt_p = $default_mozilla_trust_purposes . ":" . $default_mozilla_trust_levels;

 

my @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes = (

 "DIGITAL_SIGNATURE",

 "NON_REPUDIATION",

 "KEY_ENCIPHERMENT",

 "DATA_ENCIPHERMENT",

 "KEY_AGREEMENT",

 "KEY_CERT_SIGN",

 "CRL_SIGN",

 "SERVER_AUTH",

 "CLIENT_AUTH",

 "CODE_SIGNING",

 "EMAIL_PROTECTION",

 "IPSEC_END_SYSTEM",

 "IPSEC_TUNNEL",

 "IPSEC_USER",

 "TIME_STAMPING",

 "STEP_UP_APPROVED"

);

 

my @valid_mozilla_trust_levels = (
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 "TRUSTED_DELEGATOR",    # CAs

 "NOT_TRUSTED",          # Don't trust these certs.

 "MUST_VERIFY_TRUST",    # This explicitly tells us that it ISN'T a CA but is otherwise ok. In other words, this

should tell the app to ignore any other sources that claim this is a CA.

 "TRUSTED"               # This cert is trusted, but only for itself and not for delegates (i.e. it is not a CA).

);

 

my $default_signature_algorithms = $opt_s = "MD5";

 

my @valid_signature_algorithms = (

 "MD5",

 "SHA1",

  "SHA256",

 "SHA384",

 "SHA512"

);

 

$0 =~ s@.*(/|\\)@@;

$Getopt::Std::STANDARD_HELP_VERSION = 1;

getopts('bd:fhiklmnp:qs:tuvw:');

 

if(!defined($opt_d)) {

   # to make plain "-d" use not cause warnings, and actually still work

   $opt_d = 'release';

}

 

# Use predefined URL or else custom URL specified on command line.

my $url;

if(defined($urls{$opt_d})) {

 $url = $urls{$opt_d};

 if(!$opt_k && $url !~ /^https:\/\//i) {

   die "The URL for '$opt_d' is not HTTPS. Use -k to override (insecure).\n";

 }

}

else {

 $url = $opt_d;

}

 

my $curl = `curl -V`;

 

if ($opt_i) {

 print ("=" x 78 . "\n");

 print "Script Version                   : $version\n";

 print "Perl Version                     : $]\n";

 print "Operating System Name            : $^O\n";

 print "Getopt::Std.pm Version           : ${Getopt::Std::VERSION}\n";

 print "Encode::Encoding.pm Version      : ${Encode::Encoding::VERSION}\n";

 print "MIME::Base64.pm Version          : ${MIME::Base64::VERSION}\n";
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 print "LWP::UserAgent.pm

 Version        : ${LWP::UserAgent::VERSION}\n" if($LWP::UserAgent::VERSION);

 print "LWP.pm Version                   : ${LWP::VERSION}\n" if($LWP::VERSION);

 print "Digest::SHA.pm Version           : ${Digest::SHA::VERSION}\n" if ($Digest::SHA::VERSION);

 print "Digest::SHA::PurePerl.pm Version : ${Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION}\n" if

($Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION);

 print ("=" x 78 . "\n");

}

 

sub warning_message() {

 if ( $opt_d =~ m/^risk$/i ) { # Long Form Warning and Exit

   print "Warning: Use of this script may pose some risk:\n";

   print "\n";

   print "  1) If you use HTTP URLs they are subject to a man in the middle attack\n";

   print "  2) Default to 'release', but more recent updates may be found in other trees\n";

   print "  3) certdata.txt file format may change, lag time to update this script\n";

   print "  4) Generally unwise to blindly trust CAs without manual review & verification\n";

   print "  5) Mozilla apps use additional security

 checks aren't represented in certdata\n";

   print "  6) Use of this script will make a security engineer grind his teeth and\n";

   print "     swear at you.  ;)\n";

   exit;

 } else { # Short Form Warning

   print "Warning: Use of this script may pose some risk, -d risk for more details.\n";

 }

}

 

sub HELP_MESSAGE() {

 print "Usage:\t${0} [-b] [-d<certdata>] [-f] [-i] [-k] [-l] [-n] [-p<purposes:levels>] [-q] [-s<algorithms>] [-t] [-u] [-

v] [-w<l>] [<outputfile>]\n";

 print "\t-b\tbackup an existing version of ca-bundle.crt\n";

 print "\t-d\tspecify Mozilla tree to pull certdata.txt or custom URL\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid names are:\n";

 print "\t\t    ", join( ", ", map { ( $_ =~ m/$opt_d/ ) ? "$_ (default)" : "$_" } sort keys %urls ), "\n";

 print "\t-f\tforce rebuild even if certdata.txt is current\n";

 print "\t-i\tprint version info about used modules\n";

 print "\t-k\tallow URLs other than HTTPS, enable HTTP fallback (insecure)\n";

 print "\t-l\tprint license info

 about certdata.txt\n";

 print "\t-m\tinclude meta data in output\n";

 print "\t-n\tno download of certdata.txt (to use existing)\n";

 print wrap("\t","\t\t", "-p\tlist of Mozilla trust purposes and levels for certificates to include in output. Takes the

form of a comma separated list of purposes, a colon, and a comma separated list of levels. (default:

$default_mozilla_trust_purposes:$default_mozilla_trust_levels)"), "\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid purposes are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes ) ), "\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid levels are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_mozilla_trust_levels ) ), "\n";
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 print "\t-q\tbe really quiet (no progress output at all)\n";

 print wrap("\t","\t\t", "-s\tcomma separated list of certificate signatures/hashes to output in plain text mode. (default:

$default_signature_algorithms)\n");

 print "\t\t  Valid signature algorithms are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t

    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_signature_algorithms ) ), "\n";

 print "\t-t\tinclude plain text listing of certificates\n";

 print "\t-u\tunlink (remove) certdata.txt after processing\n";

 print "\t-v\tbe verbose and print out processed CAs\n";

 print "\t-w <l>\twrap base64 output lines after <l> chars (default: ${opt_w})\n";

 exit;

}

 

sub VERSION_MESSAGE() {

 print "${0} version ${version} running Perl ${]} on ${^O}\n";

}

 

warning_message() unless ($opt_q || $url =~ m/^(ht|f)tps:/i );

HELP_MESSAGE() if ($opt_h);

 

sub report($@) {

 my $output = shift;

 

 print STDERR $output . "\n" unless $opt_q;

}

 

sub is_in_list($@) {

 my $target = shift;

 

 return defined(List::Util::first { $target eq $_ } @_);

}

 

# Parses $param_string as a case insensitive comma separated list with optional whitespace

# validates that only allowed parameters are supplied

sub parse_csv_param($$@) {

 my $description = shift;

 my $param_string = shift;

 my @valid_values = @_;

 

 my @values = map {

    s/^\s+//;  # strip leading spaces

   s/\s+$//;  # strip trailing spaces

   uc $_      # return the modified string as upper case

 } split( ',', $param_string );

 

 # Find all values which are not in the list of valid values or "ALL"

 my @invalid = grep { !is_in_list($_,"ALL",@valid_values) } @values;
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 if ( scalar(@invalid) > 0 ) {

   # Tell the user which parameters were invalid and print the standard help message which will exit

   print "Error: Invalid ", $description, scalar(@invalid) == 1 ? ": " : "s: ", join( ", ", map { "\"$_\"" } @invalid ),

"\n";

   HELP_MESSAGE();

 }

 

 @values = @valid_values if ( is_in_list("ALL",@values) );

 

 return @values;

}

 

sub sha256 {

 my $result;

 if ($Digest::SHA::VERSION || $Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION) {

   open(FILE, $_[0]) or die "Can't open '$_[0]': $!";

   binmode(FILE);

   $result = $MOD_SHA->new(256)->addfile(*FILE)->hexdigest;

   close(FILE);

 } else {

   # Use OpenSSL command if Perl Digest::SHA modules not available

    $result = `"$openssl" dgst -r -sha256 "$_[0]"`;

   $result =~ s/^([0-9a-f]{64}) .+/$1/is;

 }

 return $result;

}

 

 

sub oldhash {

 my $hash = "";

 open(C, "<$_[0]") || return 0;

 while(<C>) {

   chomp;

   if($_ =~ /^\#\# SHA256: (.*)/) {

     $hash = $1;

     last;

   }

 }

 close(C);

 return $hash;

}

 

if ( $opt_p !~ m/:/ ) {

 print "Error: Mozilla trust identifier list must include both purposes and levels\n";

 HELP_MESSAGE();

}

 

(my $included_mozilla_trust_purposes_string, my $included_mozilla_trust_levels_string) = split( ':', $opt_p );
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my @included_mozilla_trust_purposes = parse_csv_param( "trust purpose",

$included_mozilla_trust_purposes_string, @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes );

my @included_mozilla_trust_levels = parse_csv_param( "trust level", $included_mozilla_trust_levels_string,

@valid_mozilla_trust_levels );

 

my @included_signature_algorithms = parse_csv_param( "signature algorithm", $opt_s,

@valid_signature_algorithms );

 

sub should_output_cert(%) {

 my

 %trust_purposes_by_level = @_;

 

 foreach my $level (@included_mozilla_trust_levels) {

   # for each level we want to output, see if any of our desired purposes are included

   return 1 if ( defined( List::Util::first { is_in_list( $_, @included_mozilla_trust_purposes ) }

@{$trust_purposes_by_level{$level}} ) );

 }

 

 return 0;

}

 

my $crt = $ARGV[0] || 'ca-bundle.crt';

(my $txt = $url) =~ s@(.*/|\?.*)@@g;

 

my $stdout = $crt eq '-';

my $resp;

my $fetched;

 

my $oldhash = oldhash($crt);

 

report "SHA256 of old file: $oldhash";

 

if(!$opt_n) {

 report "Downloading $txt ...";

 

 # If we have an HTTPS URL then use curl

 if($url =~ /^https:\/\//i) {

   if($curl) {

     if($curl =~ /^Protocols:.* https( |$)/m) {

       report "Get certdata with curl!";

       my $proto = !$opt_k ? "--proto =https" : "";

       my $quiet = $opt_q ? "-s" : "";

       my @out = `curl -w %{response_code} $proto $quiet -o "$txt" "$url"`;

       if(!$? && @out && $out[0] == 200) {

         $fetched = 1;

          report "Downloaded $txt";

       }

       else {
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         report "Failed downloading via HTTPS with curl";

         if(-e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

           report "Failed to remove '$txt': $!";

         }

       }

     }

     else {

       report "curl lacks https support";

     }

   }

   else {

     report "curl not found";

   }

 }

 

 # If nothing was fetched then use LWP

 if(!$fetched) {

   if($url =~ /^https:\/\//i) {

     report "Falling back to HTTP";

     $url =~ s/^https:\/\//http:\/\//i;

   }

   if(!$opt_k) {

     report "URLs other than HTTPS are disabled by default, to enable use -k";

     exit 1;

   }

   report "Get certdata with LWP!";

   if(!defined(${LWP::UserAgent::VERSION})) {

     report "LWP is not available (LWP::UserAgent not found)";

     exit 1;

   }

   my $ua  = new LWP::UserAgent(agent => "$0/$version");

   $ua->env_proxy();

   $resp = $ua->mirror($url, $txt);

   if($resp && $resp->code eq '304') {

     report "Not modified";

      exit 0 if -e $crt && !$opt_f;

   }

   else {

     $fetched = 1;

     report "Downloaded $txt";

   }

   if(!$resp || $resp->code !~ /^(?:200|304)$/) {

     report "Unable to download latest data: "

       . ($resp? $resp->code . ' - ' . $resp->message : "LWP failed");

     exit 1 if -e $crt || ! -r $txt;

   }

 }

}
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my $filedate = $resp ? $resp->last_modified : (stat($txt))[9];

my $datesrc = "as of";

if(!$filedate) {

   # mxr.mozilla.org gave us a time, hg.mozilla.org does not!

   $filedate = time();

   $datesrc="downloaded on";

}

 

# get the hash from the download file

my $newhash= sha256($txt);

 

if(!$opt_f && $oldhash eq $newhash) {

   report "Downloaded file identical to previous run\'s source file. Exiting";

   if($opt_u && -e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

       report "Failed to remove $txt: $!\n";

   }

   exit;

}

 

report "SHA256 of new file: $newhash";

 

my $currentdate = scalar gmtime($filedate);

 

my $format = $opt_t ? "plain text and " : "";

if( $stdout

 ) {

   open(CRT, '> -') or die "Couldn't open STDOUT: $!\n";

} else {

   open(CRT,">$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!\n";

}

print CRT <<EOT;

##

## Bundle of CA Root Certificates

##

## Certificate data from Mozilla ${datesrc}: ${currentdate} GMT

##

## This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

## (CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

## file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

## ${url}

##

## It contains the certificates in ${format}PEM format and therefore

## can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

## an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

## Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.

##

## Conversion done with mk-ca-bundle.pl version $version.
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## SHA256: $newhash

##

 

EOT

 

report "Processing  '$txt' ...";

my $caname;

my $certnum = 0;

my $skipnum = 0;

my $start_of_cert = 0;

my @precert;

my $cka_value;

my $valid = 1;

 

open(TXT,"$txt")

 or die "Couldn't open $txt: $!\n";

while (<TXT>) {

 if (/\*\*\*\*\* BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK \*\*\*\*\*/) {

   print CRT;

   print if ($opt_l);

   while (<TXT>) {

     print CRT;

     print if ($opt_l);

     last if (/\*\*\*\*\* END LICENSE BLOCK \*\*\*\*\*/);

   }

 }

 elsif(/^# (Issuer|Serial Number|Subject|Not Valid Before|Not Valid After |Fingerprint \(MD5\)|Fingerprint

\(SHA1\)):/) {

     push @precert, $_;

     $valid = 1;

     next;

 }

 elsif(/^#|^\s*$/) {

     undef @precert;

     next;

 }

 chomp;

 

 # Example:

 # CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

 # \062\060\060\066\061\067\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

 # END

 

 if (/^CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER (CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE|MULTILINE_OCTAL)/) {

     if($1 eq "MULTILINE_OCTAL") {

         my @timestamp;

         while (<TXT>) {

             last if (/^END/);
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             chomp;

             my @octets = split(/\\/);

             shift @octets;

             for (@octets) {

                 push

 @timestamp, chr(oct);

             }

         }

         # A trailing Z in the timestamp signifies UTC

         if($timestamp[12] ne "Z") {

             report "distrust date stamp is not using UTC";

         }

         # Example date: 200617000000Z

         # Means 2020-06-17 00:00:00 UTC

         my $distrustat =

           timegm($timestamp[10] . $timestamp[11], # second

                  $timestamp[8] . $timestamp[9],   # minute

                  $timestamp[6] . $timestamp[7],   # hour

                  $timestamp[4] . $timestamp[5],   # day

                  ($timestamp[2] . $timestamp[3]) - 1, # month

                  "20" . $timestamp[0] . $timestamp[1]); # year

         if(time >= $distrustat) {

             # not trusted anymore

             $skipnum++;

             report "Skipping: $caname is not trusted anymore" if ($opt_v);

             $valid = 0;

         }

         else {

             # still trusted

         }

     }

     next;

 }

 

 # this

 is a match for the start of a certificate

 if (/^CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE/) {

   $start_of_cert = 1

 }

 if ($start_of_cert && /^CKA_LABEL UTF8 \"(.*)\"/) {

   $caname = $1;

 }

 my %trust_purposes_by_level;

 if ($start_of_cert && /^CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL/) {

   $cka_value="";

   while (<TXT>) {

     last if (/^END/);

     chomp;
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     my @octets = split(/\\/);

     shift @octets;

     for (@octets) {

       $cka_value .= chr(oct);

     }

   }

 }

 if(/^CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST/ && $valid) {

   # now scan the trust part to determine how we should trust this cert

   while (<TXT>) {

     last if (/^#/);

     if (/^CKA_TRUST_([A-Z_]+)\s+CK_TRUST\s+CKT_NSS_([A-Z_]+)\s*$/) {

       if ( !is_in_list($1,@valid_mozilla_trust_purposes) ) {

         report "Warning: Unrecognized trust purpose for cert: $caname. Trust purpose: $1. Trust Level: $2";

       } elsif ( !is_in_list($2,@valid_mozilla_trust_levels) ) {

         report "Warning:

 Unrecognized trust level for cert: $caname. Trust purpose: $1. Trust Level: $2";

       } else {

         push @{$trust_purposes_by_level{$2}}, $1;

       }

     }

   }

 

   if ( !should_output_cert(%trust_purposes_by_level) ) {

     $skipnum ++;

     report "Skipping: $caname" if ($opt_v);

   } else {

     my $data = $cka_value;

     $cka_value = "";

     my $encoded = MIME::Base64::encode_base64($data, '');

     $encoded =~ s/(.{1,${opt_w}})/$1\n/g;

     my $pem = "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\n"

             . $encoded

             . "-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n";

     print CRT "\n$caname\n";

     print CRT @precert if($opt_m);

     my $maxStringLength = length(decode('UTF-8', $caname, Encode::FB_CROAK | Encode::LEAVE_SRC));

     if ($opt_t) {

       foreach my $key (keys %trust_purposes_by_level) {

          my $string = $key . ": " . join(", ", @{$trust_purposes_by_level{$key}});

          $maxStringLength = List::Util::max( length($string), $maxStringLength

 );

          print CRT $string . "\n";

       }

     }

     print CRT ("=" x $maxStringLength . "\n");

     if (!$opt_t) {

       print CRT $pem;
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     } else {

       my $pipe = "";

       foreach my $hash (@included_signature_algorithms) {

         $pipe = "|$openssl x509 -" . $hash . " -fingerprint -noout -inform PEM";

         if (!$stdout) {

           $pipe .= " >> $crt.~";

           close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!";

         }

         open(TMP, $pipe) or die "Couldn't open openssl pipe: $!";

         print TMP $pem;

         close(TMP) or die "Couldn't close openssl pipe: $!";

         if (!$stdout) {

           open(CRT, ">>$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!";

         }

       }

       $pipe = "|$openssl x509 -text -inform PEM";

       if (!$stdout) {

         $pipe .= " >> $crt.~";

         close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!";

       }

       open(TMP, $pipe) or die "Couldn't open openssl pipe: $!";

       print TMP

 $pem;

       close(TMP) or die "Couldn't close openssl pipe: $!";

       if (!$stdout) {

         open(CRT, ">>$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!";

       }

     }

     report "Parsing: $caname" if ($opt_v);

     $certnum ++;

     $start_of_cert = 0;

   }

   undef @precert;

 }

 

}

close(TXT) or die "Couldn't close $txt: $!\n";

close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!\n";

unless( $stdout ) {

   if ($opt_b && -e $crt) {

       my $bk = 1;

       while (-e "$crt.~${bk}~") {

           $bk++;

       }

       rename $crt, "$crt.~${bk}~" or die "Failed to create backup $crt.~$bk}~: $!\n";

   } elsif( -e $crt ) {

       unlink( $crt ) or die "Failed to remove $crt: $!\n";

   }
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   rename "$crt.~", $crt or die "Failed to rename $crt.~ to $crt: $!\n";

}

if($opt_u && -e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

 report "Failed to remove $txt: $!\n";

}

report "Done ($certnum CA certs processed, $skipnum skipped).";

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1919538345_1710807720.5754924/0/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-

20230506/mk-ca-bundle.pl

 

1.1136 curl-minimal 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 
1.1136.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2021, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.1137 glibc-minimal-langpack 2.34-

83.el9_3.12 
1.1137.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999
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@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation

 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this

 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and

 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,
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 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting
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redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany
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 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES
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("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.
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All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
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DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY
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 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that

 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the
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 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License,

 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)

 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright
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 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.
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Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.1138 glibc-common 2.34-83.el9_3.12 
1.1138.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation

 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this

 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and

 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,

 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause
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 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the
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documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
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PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that
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 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License,

 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:
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0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)

 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright

 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:
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Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to
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    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.1139 libcurl 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 
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1.1139.1 Available under license : 
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2021, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.1140 bare-events 2.2.1 
1.1140.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.1141 ffmpeg 6.1.1-r3 
1.1141.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

-

 the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`
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   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`

   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3`

 or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio
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- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs

-

 libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If

 you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
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use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through
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a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
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in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
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   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in
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 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights
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 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.1142 binutils-gold 2.35.2-42.el9_3.1 
1.1142.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
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specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

(This file is under construction.)			-*- text -*-

 

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is

not meant as a slight.  I just don't know about it.  Email me,

nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

 

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into

the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS

file, as requested by the FSF.

 

++++++++++++++++

 

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax.  [more details?]

 

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for

gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of

the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c,

input-file.c, write.c.

 

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various

enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several

processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format

backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff

and b.out backends), adding configuration

 including heavy testing and

verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming,

converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added

support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a

coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a

sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host

ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other

reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

 

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of

the code in format-specific I/O modules.

 

The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan.

Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

 

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.
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Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

 

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of

Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of

Computer Science.

 

Keith

 Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS

back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support

that hasn't been merged in yet.  Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS

code to support a.out format.

 

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors

(tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format

(obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions.

Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for

some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog

targets.

 

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and

simplified the configuration of which versions accept which

pseudo-ops.  He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's

opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while

synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr).  John fixed many

bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in

relaxation

 that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

 

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT

syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k,

i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael

Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support,

and made a few other minor patches.  He handled the binutils releases

for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

 

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

 

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

 

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

 

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of

Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete

Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner

of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of

Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

 

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many
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 small

bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

 

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon

University.  Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus

Solutions.  Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

 

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000

series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

 

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

 

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30

(tms320c30).

 

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

 

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error

checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using

patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

 

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements.  If

you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and

want to be, let us know.  Some of the history has been lost;

 we aren't

intentionally leaving anyone out.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item
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PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
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any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
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plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
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copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from
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 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
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the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
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through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract
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 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.
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@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
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License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.
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 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish
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 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute
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 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed
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 for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because

 of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must

 itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this

 function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition,

 mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the

 Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of

 the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the

 work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the

 Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for

 copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR

 LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
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stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
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Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.
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 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
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   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
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for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
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   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
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reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
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any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
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Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data
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 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.1143 pyopenssl 24.1.0 
1.1143.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1144 wheel 0.43.0 
1.1144.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Daniel Holth <dholth@fastmail.fm> and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1145 python 4.16.1.3-27.el9_3 
1.1145.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib and rpmio subdirectories of the RPM source

code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

               

          675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive

 source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that

 there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The

 "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy

 an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

  

 parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute

 them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of

 the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of

 the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided

 under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original

 licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that

 version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to

 Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w'

 and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991

 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the

 freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
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or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know

 their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some

 libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did

 not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.
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 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains

 code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any

 derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what

 the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent

 notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must
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   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root

 function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with

 a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the

 Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
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medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However,

 linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.

  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must

 include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other

 proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you

 redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a

 version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

    modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library

 `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1146 curl 7.76.1-26.el9_3.3 
1.1146.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2021, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
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notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.1147 python-pip 21.2.3-7.el9_3.1 
1.1147.1 Available under license : 

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Giorgos Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN
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 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****
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@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $

 $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work
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 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member

 of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.
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   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3       

    2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

    2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:
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(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a

 modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated

 documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS

 OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise

 using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3.

 BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
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FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of

 agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions

 of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the
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quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following

 URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6.

 This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission

 to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software

 without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2021 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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1.1148 glibc 2.34-83.el9_3.12 
1.1148.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation

 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it
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does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.
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@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this
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 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and

 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,

 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate
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@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU
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 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting
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 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding
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 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
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normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.
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   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software
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Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that

 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University
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Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License,

 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)
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 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright

 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,
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  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),
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 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.1149 binutils 2.35.2-42.el9_3.1 
1.1149.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

(This file is under construction.)			-*- text -*-

 

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is

not meant as a slight.  I just don't know about it.  Email me,

nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

 

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into

the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS

file, as requested by the FSF.

 

++++++++++++++++

 

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax.  [more details?]

 

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for

gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of

the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c,

input-file.c, write.c.

 

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various

enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several

processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format

backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff

and b.out backends), adding configuration

 including heavy testing and

verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming,

converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added

support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a

coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a

sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host

ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other

reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

 

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of

the code in format-specific I/O modules.

 

The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan.

Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

 

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.
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Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

 

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of

Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of

Computer Science.

 

Keith

 Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS

back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support

that hasn't been merged in yet.  Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS

code to support a.out format.

 

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors

(tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format

(obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions.

Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for

some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog

targets.

 

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and

simplified the configuration of which versions accept which

pseudo-ops.  He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's

opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while

synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr).  John fixed many

bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in

relaxation

 that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

 

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT

syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k,

i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael

Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support,

and made a few other minor patches.  He handled the binutils releases

for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

 

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

 

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

 

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

 

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of

Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete

Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner

of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of

Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).
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Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many

 small

bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

 

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon

University.  Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus

Solutions.  Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

 

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000

series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

 

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

 

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30

(tms320c30).

 

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

 

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error

checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using

patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

 

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements.  If

you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and

want to be, let us know.  Some of the history has been lost;

 we aren't

intentionally leaving anyone out.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0
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@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in
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part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.
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The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
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Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
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from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
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public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of
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Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract
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 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.
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@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
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License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.
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 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we

 suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the

 recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination

 fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we

 use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish
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 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License

 to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered

 by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any

 executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the

 user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with

 the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed

 under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying

 or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute
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 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many

 people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

 status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You

 should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed
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 for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because

 of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must

 itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this

 function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition,

 mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the

 Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of

 the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the

 work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the

 Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for

 copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR

 LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
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Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
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and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
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   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
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   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
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additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read
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<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
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Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data
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 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.1150 python-setuptools 69.2.0 
1.1150.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1151 expat 2.6.2-r0 
1.1151.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2022 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1152 h11 0.14.0 
1.1152.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Nathaniel J. Smith <njs@pobox.com> and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.1153 ca-certificates-bundle 20240226-r0 
1.1153.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#!/usr/bin/env perl

# ***************************************************************************

# *                                  _   _ ____  _

# *  Project                     ___| | | |  _ \| |
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# *                             / __| | | | |_) | |

# *                            | (__| |_| |  _ <| |___

# *                             \___|\___/|_| \_\_____|

# *

# * Copyright (C) 1998 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, et al.

# *

# * This software is licensed as described in the file COPYING, which

# * you should have received as part of this distribution. The terms

# * are also available at https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html.

# *

# * You may opt to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute and/or sell

# * copies of the Software, and permit persons to whom the Software is

# * furnished to do so, under the terms of the COPYING file.

# *

# * This software is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY

# * KIND, either express or implied.

# *

# ***************************************************************************

# This Perl script creates a fresh ca-bundle.crt file for use with libcurl.

# It downloads certdata.txt from Mozilla's source tree (see URL below),

# then parses certdata.txt and extracts CA Root Certificates into PEM format.

# These are then processed with the OpenSSL commandline tool to produce the

# final ca-bundle.crt file.

# The script is based on the parse-certs script written by Roland Krikava.

# This Perl script works on almost any platform since its only external

# dependency is the OpenSSL commandline tool for optional text listing.

# Hacked by Guenter Knauf.

#

use Encode;

use Getopt::Std;

use MIME::Base64;

use strict;

use warnings;

use vars qw($opt_b $opt_d $opt_f $opt_h $opt_i $opt_k $opt_l $opt_m $opt_n $opt_p $opt_q $opt_s $opt_t $opt_u

$opt_v $opt_w);

use List::Util;

use Text::Wrap;

use Time::Local;

my $MOD_SHA = "Digest::SHA";

eval "require

 $MOD_SHA";

if ($@) {

 $MOD_SHA = "Digest::SHA::PurePerl";

 eval "require $MOD_SHA";

}

eval "require LWP::UserAgent";
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my %urls = (

 'nss' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/projects/nss/raw-file/default/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'central' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'beta' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/releases/mozilla-beta/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

 'release' =>

   'https://hg.mozilla.org/releases/mozilla-release/raw-file/default/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt',

);

 

$opt_d = 'release';

 

# If the OpenSSL commandline is not in search path you can configure it here!

my $openssl = 'openssl';

 

my $version = '1.27';

 

$opt_w = 76; # default base64 encoded lines length

 

# default cert types to include in the output (default is to include CAs which may issue SSL server certs)

my $default_mozilla_trust_purposes = "SERVER_AUTH";

my $default_mozilla_trust_levels

 = "TRUSTED_DELEGATOR";

$opt_p = $default_mozilla_trust_purposes . ":" . $default_mozilla_trust_levels;

 

my @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes = (

 "DIGITAL_SIGNATURE",

 "NON_REPUDIATION",

 "KEY_ENCIPHERMENT",

 "DATA_ENCIPHERMENT",

 "KEY_AGREEMENT",

 "KEY_CERT_SIGN",

 "CRL_SIGN",

 "SERVER_AUTH",

 "CLIENT_AUTH",

 "CODE_SIGNING",

 "EMAIL_PROTECTION",

 "IPSEC_END_SYSTEM",

 "IPSEC_TUNNEL",

 "IPSEC_USER",

 "TIME_STAMPING",

 "STEP_UP_APPROVED"

);

 

my @valid_mozilla_trust_levels = (

 "TRUSTED_DELEGATOR",    # CAs

 "NOT_TRUSTED",          # Don't trust these certs.
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 "MUST_VERIFY_TRUST",    # This explicitly tells us that it ISN'T a CA but is otherwise ok. In other words, this

should tell the app to ignore any other sources that claim this is a CA.

 "TRUSTED"               # This cert is trusted, but only for itself and not for delegates (i.e. it is not a CA).

);

 

my $default_signature_algorithms = $opt_s = "MD5";

 

my @valid_signature_algorithms = (

 "MD5",

 "SHA1",

  "SHA256",

 "SHA384",

 "SHA512"

);

 

$0 =~ s@.*(/|\\)@@;

$Getopt::Std::STANDARD_HELP_VERSION = 1;

getopts('bd:fhiklmnp:qs:tuvw:');

 

if(!defined($opt_d)) {

   # to make plain "-d" use not cause warnings, and actually still work

   $opt_d = 'release';

}

 

# Use predefined URL or else custom URL specified on command line.

my $url;

if(defined($urls{$opt_d})) {

 $url = $urls{$opt_d};

 if(!$opt_k && $url !~ /^https:\/\//i) {

   die "The URL for '$opt_d' is not HTTPS. Use -k to override (insecure).\n";

 }

}

else {

 $url = $opt_d;

}

 

my $curl = `curl -V`;

 

if ($opt_i) {

 print ("=" x 78 . "\n");

 print "Script Version                   : $version\n";

 print "Perl Version                     : $]\n";

 print "Operating System Name            : $^O\n";

 print "Getopt::Std.pm Version           : ${Getopt::Std::VERSION}\n";

 print "Encode::Encoding.pm Version      : ${Encode::Encoding::VERSION}\n";

 print "MIME::Base64.pm Version          : ${MIME::Base64::VERSION}\n";

 print "LWP::UserAgent.pm
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 Version        : ${LWP::UserAgent::VERSION}\n" if($LWP::UserAgent::VERSION);

 print "LWP.pm Version                   : ${LWP::VERSION}\n" if($LWP::VERSION);

 print "Digest::SHA.pm Version           : ${Digest::SHA::VERSION}\n" if ($Digest::SHA::VERSION);

 print "Digest::SHA::PurePerl.pm Version : ${Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION}\n" if

($Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION);

 print ("=" x 78 . "\n");

}

 

sub warning_message() {

 if ( $opt_d =~ m/^risk$/i ) { # Long Form Warning and Exit

   print "Warning: Use of this script may pose some risk:\n";

   print "\n";

   print "  1) If you use HTTP URLs they are subject to a man in the middle attack\n";

   print "  2) Default to 'release', but more recent updates may be found in other trees\n";

   print "  3) certdata.txt file format may change, lag time to update this script\n";

   print "  4) Generally unwise to blindly trust CAs without manual review & verification\n";

   print "  5) Mozilla apps use additional security

 checks aren't represented in certdata\n";

   print "  6) Use of this script will make a security engineer grind his teeth and\n";

   print "     swear at you.  ;)\n";

   exit;

 } else { # Short Form Warning

   print "Warning: Use of this script may pose some risk, -d risk for more details.\n";

 }

}

 

sub HELP_MESSAGE() {

 print "Usage:\t${0} [-b] [-d<certdata>] [-f] [-i] [-k] [-l] [-n] [-p<purposes:levels>] [-q] [-s<algorithms>] [-t] [-u] [-

v] [-w<l>] [<outputfile>]\n";

 print "\t-b\tbackup an existing version of ca-bundle.crt\n";

 print "\t-d\tspecify Mozilla tree to pull certdata.txt or custom URL\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid names are:\n";

 print "\t\t    ", join( ", ", map { ( $_ =~ m/$opt_d/ ) ? "$_ (default)" : "$_" } sort keys %urls ), "\n";

 print "\t-f\tforce rebuild even if certdata.txt is current\n";

 print "\t-i\tprint version info about used modules\n";

 print "\t-k\tallow URLs other than HTTPS, enable HTTP fallback (insecure)\n";

 print "\t-l\tprint license info

 about certdata.txt\n";

 print "\t-m\tinclude meta data in output\n";

 print "\t-n\tno download of certdata.txt (to use existing)\n";

 print wrap("\t","\t\t", "-p\tlist of Mozilla trust purposes and levels for certificates to include in output. Takes the

form of a comma separated list of purposes, a colon, and a comma separated list of levels. (default:

$default_mozilla_trust_purposes:$default_mozilla_trust_levels)"), "\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid purposes are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes ) ), "\n";

 print "\t\t  Valid levels are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_mozilla_trust_levels ) ), "\n";

 print "\t-q\tbe really quiet (no progress output at all)\n";
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 print wrap("\t","\t\t", "-s\tcomma separated list of certificate signatures/hashes to output in plain text mode. (default:

$default_signature_algorithms)\n");

 print "\t\t  Valid signature algorithms are:\n";

 print wrap("\t\t    ","\t\t

    ", join( ", ", "ALL", @valid_signature_algorithms ) ), "\n";

 print "\t-t\tinclude plain text listing of certificates\n";

 print "\t-u\tunlink (remove) certdata.txt after processing\n";

 print "\t-v\tbe verbose and print out processed CAs\n";

 print "\t-w <l>\twrap base64 output lines after <l> chars (default: ${opt_w})\n";

 exit;

}

 

sub VERSION_MESSAGE() {

 print "${0} version ${version} running Perl ${]} on ${^O}\n";

}

 

warning_message() unless ($opt_q || $url =~ m/^(ht|f)tps:/i );

HELP_MESSAGE() if ($opt_h);

 

sub report($@) {

 my $output = shift;

 

 print STDERR $output . "\n" unless $opt_q;

}

 

sub is_in_list($@) {

 my $target = shift;

 

 return defined(List::Util::first { $target eq $_ } @_);

}

 

# Parses $param_string as a case insensitive comma separated list with optional whitespace

# validates that only allowed parameters are supplied

sub parse_csv_param($$@) {

 my $description = shift;

 my $param_string = shift;

 my @valid_values = @_;

 

 my @values = map {

    s/^\s+//;  # strip leading spaces

   s/\s+$//;  # strip trailing spaces

   uc $_      # return the modified string as upper case

 } split( ',', $param_string );

 

 # Find all values which are not in the list of valid values or "ALL"

 my @invalid = grep { !is_in_list($_,"ALL",@valid_values) } @values;

 

 if ( scalar(@invalid) > 0 ) {
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   # Tell the user which parameters were invalid and print the standard help message which will exit

   print "Error: Invalid ", $description, scalar(@invalid) == 1 ? ": " : "s: ", join( ", ", map { "\"$_\"" } @invalid ),

"\n";

   HELP_MESSAGE();

 }

 

 @values = @valid_values if ( is_in_list("ALL",@values) );

 

 return @values;

}

 

sub sha256 {

 my $result;

 if ($Digest::SHA::VERSION || $Digest::SHA::PurePerl::VERSION) {

   open(FILE, $_[0]) or die "Can't open '$_[0]': $!";

   binmode(FILE);

   $result = $MOD_SHA->new(256)->addfile(*FILE)->hexdigest;

   close(FILE);

 } else {

   # Use OpenSSL command if Perl Digest::SHA modules not available

    $result = `"$openssl" dgst -r -sha256 "$_[0]"`;

   $result =~ s/^([0-9a-f]{64}) .+/$1/is;

 }

 return $result;

}

 

 

sub oldhash {

 my $hash = "";

 open(C, "<$_[0]") || return 0;

 while(<C>) {

   chomp;

   if($_ =~ /^\#\# SHA256: (.*)/) {

     $hash = $1;

     last;

   }

 }

 close(C);

 return $hash;

}

 

if ( $opt_p !~ m/:/ ) {

 print "Error: Mozilla trust identifier list must include both purposes and levels\n";

 HELP_MESSAGE();

}

 

(my $included_mozilla_trust_purposes_string, my $included_mozilla_trust_levels_string) = split( ':', $opt_p );

my @included_mozilla_trust_purposes = parse_csv_param( "trust purpose",
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$included_mozilla_trust_purposes_string, @valid_mozilla_trust_purposes );

my @included_mozilla_trust_levels = parse_csv_param( "trust level", $included_mozilla_trust_levels_string,

@valid_mozilla_trust_levels );

 

my @included_signature_algorithms = parse_csv_param( "signature algorithm", $opt_s,

@valid_signature_algorithms );

 

sub should_output_cert(%) {

 my

 %trust_purposes_by_level = @_;

 

 foreach my $level (@included_mozilla_trust_levels) {

   # for each level we want to output, see if any of our desired purposes are included

   return 1 if ( defined( List::Util::first { is_in_list( $_, @included_mozilla_trust_purposes ) }

@{$trust_purposes_by_level{$level}} ) );

 }

 

 return 0;

}

 

my $crt = $ARGV[0] || 'ca-bundle.crt';

(my $txt = $url) =~ s@(.*/|\?.*)@@g;

 

my $stdout = $crt eq '-';

my $resp;

my $fetched;

 

my $oldhash = oldhash($crt);

 

report "SHA256 of old file: $oldhash";

 

if(!$opt_n) {

 report "Downloading $txt ...";

 

 # If we have an HTTPS URL then use curl

 if($url =~ /^https:\/\//i) {

   if($curl) {

     if($curl =~ /^Protocols:.* https( |$)/m) {

       report "Get certdata with curl!";

       my $proto = !$opt_k ? "--proto =https" : "";

       my $quiet = $opt_q ? "-s" : "";

       my @out = `curl -w %{response_code} $proto $quiet -o "$txt" "$url"`;

       if(!$? && @out && $out[0] == 200) {

         $fetched = 1;

          report "Downloaded $txt";

       }

       else {

         report "Failed downloading via HTTPS with curl";
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         if(-e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

           report "Failed to remove '$txt': $!";

         }

       }

     }

     else {

       report "curl lacks https support";

     }

   }

   else {

     report "curl not found";

   }

 }

 

 # If nothing was fetched then use LWP

 if(!$fetched) {

   if($url =~ /^https:\/\//i) {

     report "Falling back to HTTP";

     $url =~ s/^https:\/\//http:\/\//i;

   }

   if(!$opt_k) {

     report "URLs other than HTTPS are disabled by default, to enable use -k";

     exit 1;

   }

   report "Get certdata with LWP!";

   if(!defined(${LWP::UserAgent::VERSION})) {

     report "LWP is not available (LWP::UserAgent not found)";

     exit 1;

   }

   my $ua  = new LWP::UserAgent(agent => "$0/$version");

   $ua->env_proxy();

   $resp = $ua->mirror($url, $txt);

   if($resp && $resp->code eq '304') {

     report "Not modified";

      exit 0 if -e $crt && !$opt_f;

   }

   else {

     $fetched = 1;

     report "Downloaded $txt";

   }

   if(!$resp || $resp->code !~ /^(?:200|304)$/) {

     report "Unable to download latest data: "

       . ($resp? $resp->code . ' - ' . $resp->message : "LWP failed");

     exit 1 if -e $crt || ! -r $txt;

   }

 }

}
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my $filedate = $resp ? $resp->last_modified : (stat($txt))[9];

my $datesrc = "as of";

if(!$filedate) {

   # mxr.mozilla.org gave us a time, hg.mozilla.org does not!

   $filedate = time();

   $datesrc="downloaded on";

}

 

# get the hash from the download file

my $newhash= sha256($txt);

 

if(!$opt_f && $oldhash eq $newhash) {

   report "Downloaded file identical to previous run\'s source file. Exiting";

   if($opt_u && -e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

       report "Failed to remove $txt: $!\n";

   }

   exit;

}

 

report "SHA256 of new file: $newhash";

 

my $currentdate = scalar gmtime($filedate);

 

my $format = $opt_t ? "plain text and " : "";

if( $stdout

 ) {

   open(CRT, '> -') or die "Couldn't open STDOUT: $!\n";

} else {

   open(CRT,">$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!\n";

}

print CRT <<EOT;

##

## Bundle of CA Root Certificates

##

## Certificate data from Mozilla ${datesrc}: ${currentdate} GMT

##

## This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

## (CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

## file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

## ${url}

##

## It contains the certificates in ${format}PEM format and therefore

## can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

## an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

## Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.

##

## Conversion done with mk-ca-bundle.pl version $version.

## SHA256: $newhash
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##

 

EOT

 

report "Processing  '$txt' ...";

my $caname;

my $certnum = 0;

my $skipnum = 0;

my $start_of_cert = 0;

my @precert;

my $cka_value;

my $valid = 1;

 

open(TXT,"$txt")

 or die "Couldn't open $txt: $!\n";

while (<TXT>) {

 if (/\*\*\*\*\* BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK \*\*\*\*\*/) {

   print CRT;

   print if ($opt_l);

   while (<TXT>) {

     print CRT;

     print if ($opt_l);

     last if (/\*\*\*\*\* END LICENSE BLOCK \*\*\*\*\*/);

   }

 }

 elsif(/^# (Issuer|Serial Number|Subject|Not Valid Before|Not Valid After |Fingerprint \(MD5\)|Fingerprint

\(SHA1\)):/) {

     push @precert, $_;

     $valid = 1;

     next;

 }

 elsif(/^#|^\s*$/) {

     undef @precert;

     next;

 }

 chomp;

 

 # Example:

 # CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

 # \062\060\060\066\061\067\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

 # END

 

 if (/^CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER (CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE|MULTILINE_OCTAL)/) {

     if($1 eq "MULTILINE_OCTAL") {

         my @timestamp;

         while (<TXT>) {

             last if (/^END/);

             chomp;
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             my @octets = split(/\\/);

             shift @octets;

             for (@octets) {

                 push

 @timestamp, chr(oct);

             }

         }

         # A trailing Z in the timestamp signifies UTC

         if($timestamp[12] ne "Z") {

             report "distrust date stamp is not using UTC";

         }

         # Example date: 200617000000Z

         # Means 2020-06-17 00:00:00 UTC

         my $distrustat =

           timegm($timestamp[10] . $timestamp[11], # second

                  $timestamp[8] . $timestamp[9],   # minute

                  $timestamp[6] . $timestamp[7],   # hour

                  $timestamp[4] . $timestamp[5],   # day

                  ($timestamp[2] . $timestamp[3]) - 1, # month

                  "20" . $timestamp[0] . $timestamp[1]); # year

         if(time >= $distrustat) {

             # not trusted anymore

             $skipnum++;

             report "Skipping: $caname is not trusted anymore" if ($opt_v);

             $valid = 0;

         }

         else {

             # still trusted

         }

     }

     next;

 }

 

 # this

 is a match for the start of a certificate

 if (/^CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE/) {

   $start_of_cert = 1

 }

 if ($start_of_cert && /^CKA_LABEL UTF8 \"(.*)\"/) {

   $caname = $1;

 }

 my %trust_purposes_by_level;

 if ($start_of_cert && /^CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL/) {

   $cka_value="";

   while (<TXT>) {

     last if (/^END/);

     chomp;

     my @octets = split(/\\/);
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     shift @octets;

     for (@octets) {

       $cka_value .= chr(oct);

     }

   }

 }

 if(/^CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST/ && $valid) {

   # now scan the trust part to determine how we should trust this cert

   while (<TXT>) {

     last if (/^#/);

     if (/^CKA_TRUST_([A-Z_]+)\s+CK_TRUST\s+CKT_NSS_([A-Z_]+)\s*$/) {

       if ( !is_in_list($1,@valid_mozilla_trust_purposes) ) {

         report "Warning: Unrecognized trust purpose for cert: $caname. Trust purpose: $1. Trust Level: $2";

       } elsif ( !is_in_list($2,@valid_mozilla_trust_levels) ) {

         report "Warning:

 Unrecognized trust level for cert: $caname. Trust purpose: $1. Trust Level: $2";

       } else {

         push @{$trust_purposes_by_level{$2}}, $1;

       }

     }

   }

 

   if ( !should_output_cert(%trust_purposes_by_level) ) {

     $skipnum ++;

     report "Skipping: $caname" if ($opt_v);

   } else {

     my $data = $cka_value;

     $cka_value = "";

     my $encoded = MIME::Base64::encode_base64($data, '');

     $encoded =~ s/(.{1,${opt_w}})/$1\n/g;

     my $pem = "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\n"

             . $encoded

             . "-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n";

     print CRT "\n$caname\n";

     print CRT @precert if($opt_m);

     my $maxStringLength = length(decode('UTF-8', $caname, Encode::FB_CROAK | Encode::LEAVE_SRC));

     if ($opt_t) {

       foreach my $key (keys %trust_purposes_by_level) {

          my $string = $key . ": " . join(", ", @{$trust_purposes_by_level{$key}});

          $maxStringLength = List::Util::max( length($string), $maxStringLength

 );

          print CRT $string . "\n";

       }

     }

     print CRT ("=" x $maxStringLength . "\n");

     if (!$opt_t) {

       print CRT $pem;

     } else {
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       my $pipe = "";

       foreach my $hash (@included_signature_algorithms) {

         $pipe = "|$openssl x509 -" . $hash . " -fingerprint -noout -inform PEM";

         if (!$stdout) {

           $pipe .= " >> $crt.~";

           close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!";

         }

         open(TMP, $pipe) or die "Couldn't open openssl pipe: $!";

         print TMP $pem;

         close(TMP) or die "Couldn't close openssl pipe: $!";

         if (!$stdout) {

           open(CRT, ">>$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!";

         }

       }

       $pipe = "|$openssl x509 -text -inform PEM";

       if (!$stdout) {

         $pipe .= " >> $crt.~";

         close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!";

       }

       open(TMP, $pipe) or die "Couldn't open openssl pipe: $!";

       print TMP

 $pem;

       close(TMP) or die "Couldn't close openssl pipe: $!";

       if (!$stdout) {

         open(CRT, ">>$crt.~") or die "Couldn't open $crt.~: $!";

       }

     }

     report "Parsing: $caname" if ($opt_v);

     $certnum ++;

     $start_of_cert = 0;

   }

   undef @precert;

 }

 

}

close(TXT) or die "Couldn't close $txt: $!\n";

close(CRT) or die "Couldn't close $crt.~: $!\n";

unless( $stdout ) {

   if ($opt_b && -e $crt) {

       my $bk = 1;

       while (-e "$crt.~${bk}~") {

           $bk++;

       }

       rename $crt, "$crt.~${bk}~" or die "Failed to create backup $crt.~$bk}~: $!\n";

   } elsif( -e $crt ) {

       unlink( $crt ) or die "Failed to remove $crt: $!\n";

   }

   rename "$crt.~", $crt or die "Failed to rename $crt.~ to $crt: $!\n";
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}

if($opt_u && -e $txt && !unlink($txt)) {

 report "Failed to remove $txt: $!\n";

}

report "Done ($certnum CA certs processed, $skipnum skipped).";

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1939000431_1710807763.614011/0/ca-certificates-bundle-20230506-r0-os-alpine-3-18-0-tar-

xz/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-20230506/mk-ca-bundle.pl

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* c_rehash.c - Create hash symlinks for certificates

* C implementation based on the original Perl and shell versions

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Timo Teräs <timo.teras@iki.fi>

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is licensed under the MIT License.

* Full license available at: http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1939000431_1710807763.614011/0/ca-certificates-bundle-20230506-r0-os-alpine-3-18-0-tar-

xz/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-20230506/c_rehash.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

# License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

# file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

#

# certdata.txt

#

# This file contains the object definitions for the certs and other

# information "built into" NSS.

#

# Object definitions:

#

#    Certificates

#

#  -- Attribute --               -- type --          -- value --

#  CKA_CLASS                     CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_CERTIFICATE

#  CKA_TOKEN                     CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                   CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE                CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                     UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE          CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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#  CKA_SUBJECT                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_ID                        byte array          (varies)

#

  CKA_ISSUER                    DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER             DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_VALUE                     DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL                 ASCII7              (unused here)

#  CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER  DER+base64          (varies)

#

#    Trust

#

#  -- Attribute --              -- type --          -- value --

#  CKA_CLASS                    CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_TRUST

#  CKA_TOKEN                    CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                  CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE               CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                    UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_ISSUER                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER            DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_CERT_HASH                binary+base64       (varies)

#  CKA_EXPIRES                  CK_DATE           

  (not used here)

#  CKA_TRUST_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_NON_REPUDIATION    CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_AGREEMENT      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_CERT_SIGN      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CRL_SIGN           CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CLIENT_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING       CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_END_SYSTEM   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_TUNNEL       CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_USER         CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_TIME_STAMPING      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED   CK_BBOOL            (varies)

#  (other

 trust attributes can be defined)

#

 

#

# The object to tell NSS that this is a root list and we don't

# have to go looking for others.

#

BEGINDATA
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_BUILTIN_ROOT_LIST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Mozilla Builtin Roots"

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign

 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\165\060\202\002\135\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\127\061\013\060\011\006
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\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166

\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\060\036\027\015\071\070\060\071\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\070\060\061\062\070\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142

\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\332\016\346\231

\215\316\243\343\117\212\176\373\361\213\203\045\153\352\110\037

\361\052\260\271\225\021\004\275\360\143\321\342\147\146\317\034

\335\317\033\110\053\356\215\211\216\232\257\051\200\145\253\351

\307\055\022\313\253\034\114\160\007\241\075\012\060\315\025\215

\117\370\335\324\214\120\025\034\357\120\356\304\056\367\374\351

\122\362\221\175\340\155\325\065\060\216\136\103\163\362\101\351

\325\152\343\262\211\072\126\071\070\157\006\074\210\151\133\052

\115\305\247\124\270\154\211\314\233\371\074\312\345\375\211\365

\022\074\222\170\226\326\334\164\156\223\104\141\321\215\307\106

\262\165\016\206\350\031\212\325\155\154\325\170\026\225\242\351

\310\012\070\353\362\044\023\117\163\124\223\023\205\072\033\274

\036\064\265\213\005\214\271\167\213\261\333\037\040\221\253\011

\123\156\220\316\173\067\164\271\160\107\221\042\121\143\026\171

\256\261\256\101\046\010\310\031\053\321\106\252\110\326\144\052

\327\203\064\377\054\052\301\154\031\103\112\007\205\347\323\174

\366\041\150\357\352\362\122\237\177\223\220\317\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\140\173\146\032\105\015\227\312\211\120\057\175\004\315\064

\250\377\374\375\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\326\163\347\174\117\166\320

\215\277\354\272\242\276\064\305\050\062\265\174\374\154\234\054

\053\275\011\236\123\277\153\136\252\021\110\266\345\010\243\263

\312\075\141\115\323\106\011\263\076\303\240\343\143\125\033\362

\272\357\255\071\341\103\271\070\243\346\057\212\046\073\357\240

\120\126\371\306\012\375\070\315\304\013\160\121\224\227\230\004

\337\303\137\224\325\025\311\024\101\234\304\135\165\144\025\015

\377\125\060\354\206\217\377\015\357\054\271\143\106\366\252\374

\337\274\151\375\056\022\110\144\232\340\225\360\246\357\051\217

\001\261\025\265\014\035\245\376\151\054\151\044\170\036\263\247

\034\161\142\356\312\310\227\254\027\135\212\302\370\107\206\156

\052\304\126\061\225\320\147\211\205\053\371\154\246\135\106\235
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\014\252\202\344\231\121\335\160\267\333\126\075\141\344\152\341

\134\326\366\376\075\336\101\314\007\256\143\122\277\123\123\364

\053\351\307\375\266\367\202\137\205\322\101\030\333\201\263\004

\034\305\037\244\200\157\025\040\311\336\014\210\012\035\326\146

\125\342\374\110\311\051\046\151\340

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

#

 Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\274\226\213\324\364\235\142\052\250\232\201\362\025\001\122

\244\035\202\234

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\105\122\025\011\121\222\341\267\135\067\237\261\207\051\212

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163
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\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110

\316\261\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\032\060\202\003\002\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204

\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110\316\261\244\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156

\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066

\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012

\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040

\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060

\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040

\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\335\204\324\271\264\371\247\330\363\004\170

\234\336\075\334\154\023\026\331\172\335\044\121\146\300\307\046

\131\015\254\006\010\302\224\321\063\037\360\203\065\037\156\033

\310\336\252\156\025\116\124\047\357\304\155\032\354\013\343\016
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\360\104\245\127\307\100\130\036\243\107\037\161\354\140\366\155

\224\310\030\071\355\376\102\030\126\337\344\114\111\020\170\116

\001\166\065\143\022\066\335\146\274\001\004\066\243\125\150\325

\242\066\011\254\253\041\046\124\006\255\077\312\024\340\254\312

\255\006\035\225\342\370\235\361\340\140\377\302\177\165\053\114

\314\332\376\207\231\041\352\272\376\076\124\327\322\131\170\333

\074\156\317\240\023\000\032\270\047\241\344\276\147\226\312\240

\305\263\234\335\311\165\236\353\060\232\137\243\315\331\256\170

\031\077\043\351\134\333\051\275\255\125\310\033\124\214\143\366

\350\246\352\307\067\022\134\243\051\036\002\331\333\037\073\264

\327\017\126\107\201\025\004\112\257\203\047\321\305\130\210\301

\335\366\252\247\243\030\332\150\252\155\021\121\341\277\145\153

\237\226\166\321\075\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\146

\215\327\263\272\307\232\266\346\125\320\005\361\237\061\215\132

\252\331\252\106\046\017\161\355\245\255\123\126\142\001\107\052

\104\351\376\077\164\013\023\233\271\364\115\033\262\321\137\262

\266\322\210\134\263\237\315\313\324\247\331\140\225\204\072\370

\301\067\035\141\312\347\260\305\345\221\332\124\246\254\061\201

\256\227\336\315\010\254\270\300\227\200\177\156\162\244\347\151

\023\225\145\037\304\223\074\375\171\217\004\324\076\117\352\367

\236\316\315\147\174\117\145\002\377\221\205\124\163\307\377\066

\367\206\055\354\320\136\117\377\021\237\162\006\326\270\032\361

\114\015\046\145\342\104\200\036\307\237\343\335\350\012\332\354

\245\040\200\151\150\241\117\176\341\153\317\007\101\372\203\216

\274\070\335\260\056\021\261\153\262\102\314\232\274\371\110\042

\171\112\031\017\262\034\076\040\164\331\152\303\276\362\050\170

\023\126\171\117\155\120\352\033\260\265\127\261\067\146\130\043

\363\334\017\337\012\207\304\357\206\005\325\070\024\140\231\243

\113\336\006\226\161\054\362\333\266\037\244\357\077\356

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign,

 Inc. - For authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\102\205\334\367\353\166\101\225\127\216\023\153\324\267\321

\351\216\106\245

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\107\274\030\127\321\030\240\170\055\354\161\350\052\225\163

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110

\316\261\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\031\060\202\003\001\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137

\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120\133\172\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162

\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150

\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151

\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023

\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061

\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103

\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120

\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\257\012\015\302\325\054\333\147\271\055\345\224

\047\335\245\276\340\260\115\217\263\141\126\074\326\174\303\364

\315\076\206\313\242\210\342\341\330\244\151\305\265\342\277\301

\246\107\120\136\106\071\213\325\226\272\265\157\024\277\020\316

\047\023\236\005\107\233\061\172\023\330\037\331\323\002\067\213

\255\054\107\360\216\201\006\247\015\060\014\353\367\074\017\040

\035\334\162\106\356\245\002\310\133\303\311\126\151\114\305\030

\301\221\173\013\325\023\000\233\274\357\303\110\076\106\140\040

\205\052\325\220\266\315\213\240\314\062\335\267\375\100\125\262

\120\034\126\256\314\215\167\115\307\040\115\247\061\166\357\150

\222\212\220\036\010\201\126\262\255\151\243\122\320\313\034\304

\043\075\037\231\376\114\350\026\143\216\306\010\216\366\061\366

\322\372\345\166\335\265\034\222\243\111\315\315\001\315\150\315

\251\151\272\243\353\035\015\234\244\040\246\301\240\305\321\106
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\114\027\155\322\254\146\077\226\214\340\204\324\066\377\042\131

\305\371\021\140\250\137\004\175\362\032\366\045\102\141\017\304

\112\270\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\046\025

\074\300\215\115\103\111\035\275\351\041\222\327\146\234\267\336

\305\270\320\344\135\137\166\042\300\046\371\204\072\072\371\214

\265\373\354\140\361\350\316\004\260\310\335\247\003\217\060\363

\230\337\244\346\244\061\337\323\034\013\106\334\162\040\077\256

\356\005\074\244\063\077\013\071\254\160\170\163\113\231\053\337

\060\302\124\260\250\073\125\241\376\026\050\315\102\275\164\156

\200\333\047\104\247\316\104\135\324\033\220\230\015\036\102\224

\261\000\054\004\320\164\243\002\005\042\143\143\315\203\265\373

\301\155\142\153\151\165\375\135\160\101\271\365\277\174\337\276

\301\062\163\042\041\213\130\201\173\025\221\172\272\343\144\110

\260\177\373\066\045\332\225\320\361\044\024\027\335\030\200\153

\106\043\071\124\365\216\142\011\004\035\224\220\246\233\346\045

\342\102\105\252\270\220\255\276\010\217\251\013\102\030\224\317

\162\071\341\261\103\340\050\317\267\347\132\154\023\153\111\263

\377\343\030\174\211\213\063\135\254\063\327\247\371\332\072\125

\311\130\020\371\252\357\132\266\317\113\113\337\052

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

#

 Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\357\103\327\177\312\324\141\121\274\230\340\303\131\022\257
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\237\353\143\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\276\304\143\042\311\250\106\164\213\270\035\036\112\053\366

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\052\060\202\003\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\070

\143\336\370\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006

\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050

\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071

\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155

\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105
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\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051\060\036\027\015\071\071\061

\062\062\064\061\067\065\060\065\061\132\027\015\062\071\060\067

\062\064\061\064\061\065\061\062\132\060\201\264\061\024\060\022

\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167

\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123

\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171

\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151

\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006

\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\255\115\113\251\022\206\262\352\243\040\007\025\026\144\052

\053\113\321\277\013\112\115\216\355\200\166\245\147\267\170\100

\300\163\102\310\150\300\333\123\053\335\136\270\166\230\065\223

\213\032\235\174\023\072\016\037\133\267\036\317\345\044\024\036

\261\201\251\215\175\270\314\153\113\003\361\002\014\334\253\245

\100\044\000\177\164\224\241\235\010\051\263\210\013\365\207\167

\235\125\315\344\303\176\327\152\144\253\205\024\206\225\133\227

\062\120\157\075\310\272\146\014\343\374\275\270\111\301\166\211

\111\031\375\300\250\275\211\243\147\057\306\237\274\161\031\140

\270\055\351\054\311\220\166\146\173\224\342\257\170\326\145\123

\135\074\326\234\262\317\051\003\371\057\244\120\262\324\110\316

\005\062\125\212\375\262\144\114\016\344\230\007\165\333\177\337

\271\010\125\140\205\060\051\371\173\110\244\151\206\343\065\077

\036\206\135\172\172\025\275\357\000\216\025\042\124\027\000\220

\046\223\274\016\111\150\221\277\370\107\323\235\225\102\301\016

\115\337\157\046\317\303\030\041\142\146\103\160\326\325\300\007

\341\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\344\201\321\021\200\276\330\211\271

\010\243\061\371\241\044\011\026\271\160\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\073\233

\217\126\233\060\347\123\231\174\172\171\247\115\227\327\031\225

\220\373\006\037\312\063\174\106\143\217\226\146\044\372\100\033

\041\047\312\346\162\163\362\117\376\061\231\375\310\014\114\150

\123\306\200\202\023\230\372\266\255\332\135\075\361\316\156\366

\025\021\224\202\014\356\077\225\257\021\253\017\327\057\336\037

\003\217\127\054\036\311\273\232\032\104\225\353\030\117\246\037

\315\175\127\020\057\233\004\011\132\204\265\156\330\035\072\341

\326\236\321\154\171\136\171\034\024\305\343\320\114\223\073\145
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\074\355\337\075\276\246\345\225\032\303\265\031\303\275\136\133

\273\377\043\357\150\031\313\022\223\047\134\003\055\157\060\320

\036\266\032\254\336\132\367\321\252\250\047\246\376\171\201\304

\171\231\063\127\272\022\260\251\340\102\154\223\312\126\336\376

\155\204\013\010\213\176\215\352\327\230\041\306\363\347\074\171

\057\136\234\321\114\025\215\341\354\042\067\314\232\103\013\227

\334\200\220\215\263\147\233\157\110\010\025\126\317\277\361\053

\174\136\232\166\351\131\220\305\174\203\065\021\145\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\120\060\006\011\035\227\324\365\256\071\367\313\347\222\175\175

\145\055\064\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\356\051\061\274\062\176\232\346\350\265\367\121\264\064\161\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164
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\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\002

\000\000\271\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\105\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164

\151\155\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012

\103\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103

\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\036

\027\015\060\060\060\065\061\062\061\070\064\066\060\060\132\027

\015\062\065\060\065\061\062\062\063\065\071\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162

\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171\142\145

\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142\145\162

\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\243\004\273\042\253

\230\075\127\350\046\162\232\265\171\324\051\342\341\350\225\200

\261\260\343\133\216\053\051\232\144\337\241\135\355\260\011\005

\155\333\050\056\316\142\242\142\376\264\210\332\022\353\070\353

\041\235\300\101\053\001\122\173\210\167\323\034\217\307\272\271

\210\265\152\011\347\163\350\021\100\247\321\314\312\142\215\055

\345\217\013\246\120\322\250\120\303\050\352\365\253\045\207\212

\232\226\034\251\147\270\077\014\325\367\371\122\023\057\302\033

\325\160\160\360\217\300\022\312\006\313\232\341\331\312\063\172

\167\326\370\354\271\361\150\104\102\110\023\322\300\302\244\256

\136\140\376\266\246\005\374\264\335\007\131\002\324\131\030\230

\143\365\245\143\340\220\014\175\135\262\006\172\363\205\352\353

\324\003\256\136\204\076\137\377\025\355\151\274\371\071\066\162

\165\317\167\122\115\363\311\220\054\271\075\345\311\043\123\077

\037\044\230\041\134\007\231\051\275\306\072\354\347\156\206\072

\153\227\164\143\063\275\150\030\061\360\170\215\166\277\374\236

\216\135\052\206\247\115\220\334\047\032\071\002\003\001\000\001

\243\105\060\103\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\345

\235\131\060\202\107\130\314\254\372\010\124\066\206\173\072\265

\004\115\360\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060

\006\001\001\377\002\001\003\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\014\135\216\344

\157\121\150\102\005\240\335\273\117\047\045\204\003\275\367\144

\375\055\327\060\343\244\020\027\353\332\051\051\266\171\077\166

\366\031\023\043\270\020\012\371\130\244\324\141\160\275\004\141
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\152\022\212\027\325\012\275\305\274\060\174\326\351\014\045\215

\206\100\117\354\314\243\176\070\306\067\021\117\355\335\150\061

\216\114\322\263\001\164\356\276\165\136\007\110\032\177\160\377

\026\134\204\300\171\205\270\005\375\177\276\145\021\243\017\300

\002\264\370\122\067\071\004\325\251\061\172\030\277\240\052\364

\022\231\367\243\105\202\343\074\136\365\235\236\265\310\236\174

\056\310\244\236\116\010\024\113\155\375\160\155\153\032\143\275

\144\346\037\267\316\360\362\237\056\273\033\267\362\120\210\163

\222\302\342\343\026\215\232\062\002\253\216\030\335\351\020\021

\356\176\065\253\220\257\076\060\224\172\320\063\075\247\145\017

\365\374\216\236\142\317\107\104\054\001\135\273\035\265\062\322

\107\322\070\056\320\376\201\334\062\152\036\265\356\074\325\374

\347\201\035\031\303\044\102\352\143\071\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617

 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\336\040\320\136\146\374\123\376\032\120\210\054\170\333\050

\122\312\344\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\254\266\224\245\234\027\340\327\221\122\233\261\227\006\246\344

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123
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\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\221\060\202\003\171\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\105

\153\120\124\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003

\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145

\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062\067\062

\060\062\063\064\062\132\027\015\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060

\065\063\064\062\132\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060

\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162

\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162

\145\146\145\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\013\023\026\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162

\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\266\225\266\103\102\372\306

\155\052\157\110\337\224\114\071\127\005\356\303\171\021\101\150

\066\355\354\376\232\001\217\241\070\050\374\367\020\106\146\056
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\115\036\032\261\032\116\306\321\300\225\210\260\311\377\061\213

\063\003\333\267\203\173\076\040\204\136\355\262\126\050\247\370

\340\271\100\161\067\305\313\107\016\227\052\150\300\042\225\142

\025\333\107\331\365\320\053\377\202\113\311\255\076\336\114\333

\220\200\120\077\011\212\204\000\354\060\012\075\030\315\373\375

\052\131\232\043\225\027\054\105\236\037\156\103\171\155\014\134

\230\376\110\247\305\043\107\134\136\375\156\347\036\264\366\150

\105\321\206\203\133\242\212\215\261\343\051\200\376\045\161\210

\255\276\274\217\254\122\226\113\252\121\215\344\023\061\031\350

\116\115\237\333\254\263\152\325\274\071\124\161\312\172\172\177

\220\335\175\035\200\331\201\273\131\046\302\021\376\346\223\342

\367\200\344\145\373\064\067\016\051\200\160\115\257\070\206\056

\236\177\127\257\236\027\256\353\034\313\050\041\137\266\034\330

\347\242\004\042\371\323\332\330\313\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\260\060\201\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042

\200\017\062\060\060\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\062\063\064\062

\132\201\017\062\060\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\065\063\064

\062\132\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\150

\220\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373

\204\275\155\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\150\220

\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373\204

\275\155\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004

\020\060\016\033\010\126\067\056\061\072\064\056\060\003\002\004

\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\223\324\060\260\327\003\040\052\320\371\143

\350\221\014\005\040\251\137\031\312\173\162\116\324\261\333\320

\226\373\124\132\031\054\014\010\367\262\274\205\250\235\177\155

\073\122\263\052\333\347\324\204\214\143\366\017\313\046\001\221

\120\154\364\137\024\342\223\164\300\023\236\060\072\120\343\264

\140\305\034\360\042\104\215\161\107\254\310\032\311\351\233\232

\000\140\023\377\160\176\137\021\115\111\033\263\025\122\173\311

\124\332\277\235\225\257\153\232\330\236\351\361\344\103\215\342

\021\104\072\277\257\275\203\102\163\122\213\252\273\247\051\317

\365\144\034\012\115\321\274\252\254\237\052\320\377\177\177\332

\175\352\261\355\060\045\301\204\332\064\322\133\170\203\126\354

\234\066\303\046\342\021\366\147\111\035\222\253\214\373\353\377

\172\356\205\112\247\120\200\360\247\134\112\224\056\137\005\231

\074\122\101\340\315\264\143\317\001\103\272\234\203\334\217\140

\073\363\132\264\264\173\256\332\013\220\070\165\357\201\035\146

\322\367\127\160\066\263\277\374\050\257\161\045\205\133\023\376

\036\177\132\264\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust

 Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is incorporated by

reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\036\261\267\100\343\154\204\002\332\334\067\324\115\365\324

\147\111\122\371

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\245\303\355\135\335\076\000\301\075\207\222\037\035\077\344

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Certum Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002

# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\014\060\202\001\364\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\000\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\062\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063

\071\132\027\015\062\067\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063\071

\132\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103
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\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\316\261\301\056\323\117\174\315\045\316\030\076\117\304

\214\157\200\152\163\310\133\121\370\233\322\334\273\000\134\261

\240\374\165\003\356\201\360\210\356\043\122\351\346\025\063\215

\254\055\011\305\166\371\053\071\200\211\344\227\113\220\245\250

\170\370\163\103\173\244\141\260\330\130\314\341\154\146\176\234

\363\011\136\125\143\204\325\250\357\363\261\056\060\150\263\304

\074\330\254\156\215\231\132\220\116\064\334\066\232\217\201\210

\120\267\155\226\102\011\363\327\225\203\015\101\113\260\152\153

\370\374\017\176\142\237\147\304\355\046\137\020\046\017\010\117

\360\244\127\050\316\217\270\355\105\366\156\356\045\135\252\156

\071\276\344\223\057\331\107\240\162\353\372\246\133\257\312\123

\077\342\016\306\226\126\021\156\367\351\146\251\046\330\177\225

\123\355\012\205\210\272\117\051\245\102\214\136\266\374\205\040

\000\252\150\013\241\032\205\001\234\304\106\143\202\210\266\042

\261\356\376\252\106\131\176\317\065\054\325\266\332\135\367\110

\063\024\124\266\353\331\157\316\315\210\326\253\033\332\226\073

\035\131\002\003\001\000\001\243\023\060\021\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\270\215\316\357\347\024\272\317\356\260\104\222\154\264\071\076

\242\204\156\255\270\041\167\322\324\167\202\207\346\040\101\201

\356\342\370\021\267\143\321\027\067\276\031\166\044\034\004\032

\114\353\075\252\147\157\055\324\315\376\145\061\160\305\033\246

\002\012\272\140\173\155\130\302\232\111\376\143\062\013\153\343

\072\300\254\253\073\260\350\323\011\121\214\020\203\306\064\340

\305\053\340\032\266\140\024\047\154\062\167\214\274\262\162\230

\317\315\314\077\271\310\044\102\024\326\127\374\346\046\103\251

\035\345\200\220\316\003\124\050\076\367\077\323\370\115\355\152

\012\072\223\023\233\073\024\043\023\143\234\077\321\207\047\171

\345\114\121\343\001\255\205\135\032\073\261\325\163\020\244\323

\362\274\156\144\365\132\126\220\250\307\016\114\164\017\056\161

\073\367\310\107\364\151\157\025\362\021\136\203\036\234\174\122

\256\375\002\332\022\250\131\147\030\333\274\160\335\233\261\151

\355\200\316\211\100\110\152\016\065\312\051\146\025\041\224\054

\350\140\052\233\205\112\100\363\153\212\044\354\006\026\054\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002
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# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11

 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\122\334\100\367\021\103\242\057\336\236\367\064\216\006\102

\121\261\201\030

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\217\237\146\035\030\220\261\107\046\235\216\206\202\214\251

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Comodo AAA Services root"

#

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\062\060\202\003\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\036\027\015

\060\064\060\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062

\070\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\173\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\014

\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\202\001\042\060\015\006
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\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\276\100\235\364\156\341

\352\166\207\034\115\105\104\216\276\106\310\203\006\235\301\052

\376\030\037\216\344\002\372\363\253\135\120\212\026\061\013\232

\006\320\305\160\042\315\111\055\124\143\314\266\156\150\106\013

\123\352\313\114\044\300\274\162\116\352\361\025\256\364\124\232

\022\012\303\172\262\063\140\342\332\211\125\363\042\130\363\336

\334\317\357\203\206\242\214\224\117\237\150\362\230\220\106\204

\047\307\166\277\343\314\065\054\213\136\007\144\145\202\300\110

\260\250\221\371\141\237\166\040\120\250\221\307\146\265\353\170

\142\003\126\360\212\032\023\352\061\243\036\240\231\375\070\366

\366\047\062\130\157\007\365\153\270\373\024\053\257\267\252\314

\326\143\137\163\214\332\005\231\250\070\250\313\027\170\066\121

\254\351\236\364\170\072\215\317\017\331\102\342\230\014\253\057

\237\016\001\336\357\237\231\111\361\055\337\254\164\115\033\230

\265\107\305\345\051\321\371\220\030\307\142\234\276\203\307\046

\173\076\212\045\307\300\335\235\346\065\150\020\040\235\217\330

\336\322\303\204\234\015\136\350\057\311\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\300\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\240\021\012\043\076\226\361\007\354\342\257\051\357\202\245\177

\320\060\244\264\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\173\006\003\125\035\037\004\164\060\162

\060\070\240\066\240\064\206\062\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143

\162\154\056\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057

\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143\162\154\060\066\240\064\240\062

\206\060\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\157\155

\157\144\157\056\156\145\164\057\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143

\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\010\126\374\002\360\233\350\377\244\372

\326\173\306\104\200\316\117\304\305\366\000\130\314\246\266\274

\024\111\150\004\166\350\346\356\135\354\002\017\140\326\215\120

\030\117\046\116\001\343\346\260\245\356\277\274\164\124\101\277

\375\374\022\270\307\117\132\364\211\140\005\177\140\267\005\112

\363\366\361\302\277\304\271\164\206\266\055\175\153\314\322\363

\106\335\057\306\340\152\303\303\064\003\054\175\226\335\132\302

\016\247\012\231\301\005\213\253\014\057\363\134\072\317\154\067

\125\011\207\336\123\100\154\130\357\374\266\253\145\156\004\366

\033\334\074\340\132\025\306\236\331\361\131\110\060\041\145\003

\154\354\351\041\163\354\233\003\241\340\067\255\240\025\030\217

\372\272\002\316\247\054\251\020\023\054\324\345\010\046\253\042

\227\140\370\220\136\164\324\242\232\123\275\362\251\150\340\242

\156\302\327\154\261\243\017\236\277\353\150\347\126\362\256\362

\343\053\070\072\011\201\265\153\205\327\276\055\355\077\032\267

\262\143\342\365\142\054\202\324\152\000\101\120\361\071\203\237

\225\351\066\226\230\156
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Comodo AAA Services root"

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint

 (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\353\043\244\155\027\326\217\331\045\144\302\361\361\140\027

\144\330\343\111

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\171\004\260\353\207\031\254\107\260\274\021\121\233\164\320

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\267\060\202\003\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\070\062\067\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\070\062\063\063\063\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126
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\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\232

\030\312\113\224\015\000\055\257\003\051\212\360\017\201\310\256

\114\031\205\035\010\237\253\051\104\205\363\057\201\255\062\036

\220\106\277\243\206\046\032\036\376\176\034\030\072\134\234\140

\027\052\072\164\203\063\060\175\141\124\021\313\355\253\340\346

\322\242\176\365\153\157\030\267\012\013\055\375\351\076\357\012

\306\263\020\351\334\302\106\027\370\135\375\244\332\377\236\111

\132\234\346\063\346\044\226\367\077\272\133\053\034\172\065\302

\326\147\376\253\146\120\213\155\050\140\053\357\327\140\303\307

\223\274\215\066\221\363\177\370\333\021\023\304\234\167\166\301

\256\267\002\152\201\172\251\105\203\342\005\346\271\126\301\224

\067\217\110\161\143\042\354\027\145\007\225\212\113\337\217\306

\132\012\345\260\343\137\136\153\021\253\014\371\205\353\104\351

\370\004\163\362\351\376\134\230\214\365\163\257\153\264\176\315

\324\134\002\053\114\071\341\262\225\225\055\102\207\327\325\263

\220\103\267\154\023\361\336\335\366\304\370\211\077\321\165\365

\222\303\221\325\212\210\320\220\354\334\155\336\211\302\145\161

\226\213\015\003\375\234\277\133\026\254\222\333\352\376\171\174

\255\353\257\367\026\313\333\315\045\053\345\037\373\232\237\342

\121\314\072\123\014\110\346\016\275\311\264\166\006\122\346\021

\023\205\162\143\003\004\340\004\066\053\040\031\002\350\164\247

\037\266\311\126\146\360\165\045\334\147\301\016\141\140\210\263

\076\321\250\374\243\332\035\260\321\261\043\124\337\104\166\155

\355\101\330\301\262\042\266\123\034\337\065\035\334\241\167\052

\061\344\055\365\345\345\333\310\340\377\345\200\327\013\143\240

\377\063\241\017\272\054\025\025\352\227\263\322\242\265\276\362

\214\226\036\032\217\035\154\244\141\067\271\206\163\063\327\227

\226\236\043\175\202\244\114\201\342\241\321\272\147\137\225\007

\243\047\021\356\026\020\173\274\105\112\114\262\004\322\253\357

\325\375\014\121\316\120\152\010\061\371\221\332\014\217\144\134

\003\303\072\213\040\077\156\215\147\075\072\326\376\175\133\210

\311\136\373\314\141\334\213\063\167\323\104\062\065\011\142\004

\222\026\020\330\236\047\107\373\073\041\343\370\353\035\133\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\260\060\201\255\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125

\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320\366

\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\060\156\006\003\125\035\043\004\147

\060\145\200\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320

\366\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\241\111\244\107\060\105\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023

\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\202\002\005\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\012\026\115\237
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\006\133\250\256\161\135\057\005\057\147\346\023\105\203\304\066

\366\363\300\046\014\015\265\107\144\135\370\264\162\311\106\245

\003\030\047\125\211\170\175\166\352\226\064\200\027\040\334\347

\203\370\215\374\007\270\332\137\115\056\147\262\204\375\331\104

\374\167\120\201\346\174\264\311\015\013\162\123\370\166\007\007

\101\107\226\014\373\340\202\046\223\125\214\376\042\037\140\145

\174\137\347\046\263\367\062\220\230\120\324\067\161\125\366\222

\041\170\367\225\171\372\370\055\046\207\146\126\060\167\246\067

\170\063\122\020\130\256\077\141\216\362\152\261\357\030\176\112

\131\143\312\215\242\126\325\247\057\274\126\037\317\071\301\342

\373\012\250\025\054\175\115\172\143\306\154\227\104\074\322\157

\303\112\027\012\370\220\322\127\242\031\121\245\055\227\101\332

\007\117\251\120\332\220\215\224\106\341\076\360\224\375\020\000

\070\365\073\350\100\341\264\156\126\032\040\314\157\130\215\355

\056\105\217\326\351\223\077\347\261\054\337\072\326\042\214\334

\204\273\042\157\320\370\344\306\071\351\004\210\074\303\272\353

\125\172\155\200\231\044\365\154\001\373\370\227\260\224\133\353

\375\322\157\361\167\150\015\065\144\043\254\270\125\241\003\321

\115\102\031\334\370\165\131\126\243\371\250\111\171\370\257\016

\271\021\240\174\267\152\355\064\320\266\046\142\070\032\207\014

\370\350\375\056\323\220\177\007\221\052\035\326\176\134\205\203

\231\260\070\010\077\351\136\371\065\007\344\311\142\156\127\177

\247\120\225\367\272\310\233\346\216\242\001\305\326\146\277\171

\141\363\074\034\341\271\202\134\135\240\303\351\330\110\275\031

\242\021\024\031\156\262\206\033\150\076\110\067\032\210\267\135

\226\136\234\307\357\047\142\010\342\221\031\134\322\361\041\335

\272\027\102\202\227\161\201\123\061\251\237\366\175\142\277\162

\341\243\223\035\314\212\046\132\011\070\320\316\327\015\200\026

\264\170\245\072\207\114\215\212\245\325\106\227\362\054\020\271

\274\124\042\300\001\120\151\103\236\364\262\357\155\370\354\332

\361\343\261\357\337\221\217\124\052\013\045\301\046\031\304\122

\020\005\145\325\202\020\352\302\061\315\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root

 CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\072\373\317\022\100\066\113\104\262\026\040\210\200\110\071

\031\223\174\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\071\173\335\370\272\354\202\351\254\142\272\014\124\000\053

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061
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\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\235\060\202\004\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\306\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\071\061\061\062\063\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\071\060\066\064\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\314

\127\102\026\124\234\346\230\323\323\115\356\376\355\307\237\103

\071\112\145\263\350\026\210\064\333\015\131\221\164\317\222\270

\004\100\255\002\113\061\253\274\215\221\150\330\040\016\032\001

\342\032\173\116\027\135\342\212\267\077\231\032\315\353\141\253

\302\145\246\037\267\267\275\267\217\374\375\160\217\013\240\147

\276\001\242\131\317\161\346\017\051\166\377\261\126\171\105\053

\037\236\172\124\350\243\051\065\150\244\001\117\017\244\056\067

\357\033\277\343\217\020\250\162\253\130\127\347\124\206\310\311

\363\133\332\054\332\135\216\156\074\243\076\332\373\202\345\335

\362\134\262\005\063\157\212\066\316\320\023\116\377\277\112\014

\064\114\246\303\041\275\120\004\125\353\261\273\235\373\105\036

\144\025\336\125\001\214\002\166\265\313\241\077\102\151\274\057

\275\150\103\026\126\211\052\067\141\221\375\246\256\116\300\313

\024\145\224\067\113\222\006\357\004\320\310\234\210\333\013\173

\201\257\261\075\052\304\145\072\170\266\356\334\200\261\322\323

\231\234\072\356\153\132\153\263\215\267\325\316\234\302\276\245
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\113\057\026\261\236\150\073\006\157\256\175\237\370\336\354\314

\051\247\230\243\045\103\057\357\361\137\046\341\210\115\370\136

\156\327\331\024\156\031\063\151\247\073\204\211\223\304\123\125

\023\241\121\170\100\370\270\311\242\356\173\272\122\102\203\236

\024\355\005\122\132\131\126\247\227\374\235\077\012\051\330\334

\117\221\016\023\274\336\225\244\337\213\231\276\254\233\063\210

\357\265\201\257\033\306\042\123\310\366\307\356\227\024\260\305

\174\170\122\310\360\316\156\167\140\204\246\351\052\166\040\355

\130\001\027\060\223\351\032\213\340\163\143\331\152\222\224\111

\116\264\255\112\205\304\243\042\060\374\011\355\150\042\163\246

\210\014\125\041\130\305\341\072\237\052\335\312\341\220\340\331

\163\253\154\200\270\350\013\144\223\240\234\214\031\377\263\322

\014\354\221\046\207\212\263\242\341\160\217\054\012\345\315\155

\150\121\353\332\077\005\177\213\062\346\023\134\153\376\137\100

\342\042\310\264\264\144\117\326\272\175\110\076\250\151\014\327

\273\206\161\311\163\270\077\073\235\045\113\332\377\100\353\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\225\060\202\001\221\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\341

\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\331\060\201\326\060\201\323\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\276\130\000\003\060\201\305\060\201\223\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\206\032\201\203\101

\156\171\040\165\163\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\151\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\143\157\156\163\164

\151\164\165\164\145\163\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\141\156\143

\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\121\165\157\126\141\144\151

\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\057

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\120

\162\141\143\164\151\143\145\040\123\164\141\164\145\155\145\156

\164\056\060\055\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\041

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\161\165\157\166\141

\144\151\163\147\154\157\142\141\154\056\143\157\155\057\143\160

\163\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\300\023\340\202\103\076

\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\060\156\006

\003\125\035\043\004\147\060\145\200\024\362\300\023\340\202\103

\076\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\241\111

\244\107\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\202\002\005\306\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\117\255\240\054\114\372\300\362\157\367\146\125\253\043\064

\356\347\051\332\303\133\266\260\203\331\320\320\342\041\373\363

\140\247\073\135\140\123\047\242\233\366\010\042\052\347\277\240

\162\345\234\044\152\061\261\220\172\047\333\204\021\211\047\246

\167\132\070\327\277\254\206\374\356\135\203\274\006\306\321\167
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\153\017\155\044\057\113\172\154\247\007\226\312\343\204\237\255

\210\213\035\253\026\215\133\146\027\331\026\364\213\200\322\335

\370\262\166\303\374\070\023\252\014\336\102\151\053\156\363\074

\353\200\047\333\365\246\104\015\237\132\125\131\013\325\015\122

\110\305\256\237\362\057\200\305\352\062\120\065\022\227\056\301

\341\377\361\043\210\121\070\237\362\146\126\166\347\017\121\227

\245\122\014\115\111\121\225\066\075\277\242\113\014\020\035\206

\231\114\252\363\162\021\223\344\352\366\233\332\250\135\247\115

\267\236\002\256\163\000\310\332\043\003\350\371\352\031\164\142

\000\224\313\042\040\276\224\247\131\265\202\152\276\231\171\172

\251\362\112\044\122\367\164\375\272\116\346\250\035\002\156\261

\015\200\104\301\256\323\043\067\137\273\205\174\053\222\056\350

\176\245\213\335\231\341\277\047\157\055\135\252\173\207\376\012

\335\113\374\216\365\046\344\156\160\102\156\063\354\061\236\173

\223\301\344\311\151\032\075\300\153\116\042\155\356\253\130\115

\306\320\101\301\053\352\117\022\207\136\353\105\330\154\365\230

\002\323\240\330\125\212\006\231\031\242\240\167\321\060\236\254

\314\165\356\203\365\260\142\071\317\154\127\342\114\322\221\013

\016\165\050\033\232\277\375\032\103\361\312\167\373\073\217\141

\270\151\050\026\102\004\136\160\052\034\041\330\217\341\275\043

\133\055\164\100\222\331\143\031\015\163\335\151\274\142\107\274

\340\164\053\262\353\175\276\101\033\265\300\106\305\241\042\313

\137\116\301\050\222\336\030\272\325\052\050\273\021\213\027\223

\230\231\140\224\134\043\317\132\047\227\136\013\005\006\223\067

\036\073\151\066\353\251\236\141\035\217\062\332\216\014\326\164

\076\173\011\044\332\001\167\107\304\073\315\064\214\231\365\312

\341\045\141\063\262\131\033\342\156\327\067\127\266\015\251\022

\332

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject:

 CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\111\024\367\330\164\225\035\335\256\002\300\276\375\072\055

\202\165\121\205

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\205\074\142\224\227\143\271\252\375\211\116\257\157\340\317

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003

# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication

 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103
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\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\132\060\202\002\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155

\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064

\071\132\027\015\062\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064\071

\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115

\040\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\263\263\376\177\323\155\261\357\026\174\127\245

\014\155\166\212\057\113\277\144\373\114\356\212\360\363\051\174

\365\377\356\052\340\351\351\272\133\144\042\232\232\157\054\072

\046\151\121\005\231\046\334\325\034\152\161\306\232\175\036\235

\335\174\154\306\214\147\147\112\076\370\161\260\031\047\251\011

\014\246\225\277\113\214\014\372\125\230\073\330\350\042\241\113

\161\070\171\254\227\222\151\263\211\176\352\041\150\006\230\024

\226\207\322\141\066\274\155\047\126\236\127\356\300\300\126\375

\062\317\244\331\216\302\043\327\215\250\363\330\045\254\227\344

\160\070\364\266\072\264\235\073\227\046\103\243\241\274\111\131

\162\114\043\060\207\001\130\366\116\276\034\150\126\146\257\315

\101\135\310\263\115\052\125\106\253\037\332\036\342\100\075\333

\315\175\271\222\200\234\067\335\014\226\144\235\334\042\367\144

\213\337\141\336\025\224\122\025\240\175\122\311\113\250\041\311

\306\261\355\313\303\225\140\321\017\360\253\160\370\337\313\115

\176\354\326\372\253\331\275\177\124\362\245\351\171\372\331\326

\166\044\050\163\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\035\006
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\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\163\111\231\150\334\205\133

\145\343\233\050\057\127\237\275\063\274\007\110\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\150\100

\251\250\273\344\117\135\171\263\005\265\027\263\140\023\353\306

\222\135\340\321\323\152\376\373\276\233\155\277\307\005\155\131

\040\304\034\360\267\332\204\130\002\143\372\110\026\357\117\245

\013\367\112\230\362\077\236\033\255\107\153\143\316\010\107\353

\122\077\170\234\257\115\256\370\325\117\317\232\230\052\020\101

\071\122\304\335\331\233\016\357\223\001\256\262\056\312\150\102

\044\102\154\260\263\072\076\315\351\332\110\304\025\313\351\371

\007\017\222\120\111\212\335\061\227\137\311\351\067\252\073\131

\145\227\224\062\311\263\237\076\072\142\130\305\111\255\142\016

\161\245\062\252\057\306\211\166\103\100\023\023\147\075\242\124

\045\020\313\361\072\362\331\372\333\111\126\273\246\376\247\101

\065\303\340\210\141\311\210\307\337\066\020\042\230\131\352\260

\112\373\126\026\163\156\254\115\367\042\241\117\255\035\172\055

\105\047\345\060\301\136\362\332\023\313\045\102\121\225\107\003

\214\154\041\314\164\102\355\123\377\063\213\217\017\127\001\026

\057\317\246\356\311\160\042\024\275\375\276\154\013\003

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication Root CA"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003

# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\066\261\053\111\371\201\236\327\114\236\274\070\017\306\126\217

\135\254\262\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\361\274\143\152\124\340\265\047\365\315\347\032\343\115\156\112
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END
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CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145

\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070

\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040

\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164

\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\063

\132\027\015\063\067\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\064\132

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001

\001\000\267\066\125\345\245\135\030\060\340\332\211\124\221\374

\310\307\122\370\057\120\331\357\261\165\163\145\107\175\033\133

\272\165\305\374\241\210\044\372\057\355\312\010\112\071\124\304

\121\172\265\332\140\352\070\074\201\262\313\361\273\331\221\043

\077\110\001\160\165\251\005\052\255\037\161\363\311\124\075\035

\006\152\100\076\263\014\205\356\134\033\171\302\142\304\270\066

\216\065\135\001\014\043\004\107\065\252\233\140\116\240\146\075

\313\046\012\234\100\241\364\135\230\277\161\253\245\000\150\052
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\355\203\172\017\242\024\265\324\042\263\200\260\074\014\132\121

\151\055\130\030\217\355\231\236\361\256\342\225\346\366\107\250

\326\014\017\260\130\130\333\303\146\067\236\233\221\124\063\067

\322\224\034\152\110\311\311\362\245\332\245\014\043\367\043\016

\234\062\125\136\161\234\204\005\121\232\055\375\346\116\052\064

\132\336\312\100\067\147\014\124\041\125\167\332\012\014\314\227

\256\200\334\224\066\112\364\076\316\066\023\036\123\344\254\116

\072\005\354\333\256\162\234\070\213\320\071\073\211\012\076\167

\376\165\002\001\003\243\202\001\104\060\202\001\100\060\022\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001

\014\060\074\006\003\125\035\037\004\065\060\063\060\061\240\057

\240\055\206\053\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\143\162\154\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\224\365\261\115\351

\333\241\051\133\127\213\115\166\006\166\341\321\242\212\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021

\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000

\007\060\047\006\003\125\035\021\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142

\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\060\047\006\003\125\035

\022\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162

\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056

\157\162\147\060\130\006\003\125\035\040\004\121\060\117\060\115

\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\207\056\012\003\001\060\076\060

\074\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\060\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\160\163\056\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143\160\163\057\143\150\141\155

\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\150\164\155\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\014\101\227\302\032\206\300\042\174\237\373\220\363\032\321

\003\261\357\023\371\041\137\004\234\332\311\245\215\047\154\226

\207\221\276\101\220\001\162\223\347\036\175\137\366\211\306\135

\247\100\011\075\254\111\105\105\334\056\215\060\150\262\011\272

\373\303\057\314\272\013\337\077\167\173\106\175\072\022\044\216

\226\217\074\005\012\157\322\224\050\035\155\014\300\056\210\042

\325\330\317\035\023\307\360\110\327\327\005\247\317\307\107\236

\073\074\064\310\200\117\324\024\273\374\015\120\367\372\263\354

\102\137\251\335\155\310\364\165\317\173\301\162\046\261\001\034

\134\054\375\172\116\264\001\305\005\127\271\347\074\252\005\331

\210\351\007\106\101\316\357\101\201\256\130\337\203\242\256\312

\327\167\037\347\000\074\235\157\216\344\062\011\035\115\170\064

\170\064\074\224\233\046\355\117\161\306\031\172\275\040\042\110

\132\376\113\175\003\267\347\130\276\306\062\116\164\036\150\335

\250\150\133\263\076\356\142\175\331\200\350\012\165\172\267\356

\264\145\232\041\220\340\252\320\230\274\070\265\163\074\213\370

\334

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Mon Mar 01 00:00:00 2021

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\061\060\063\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\072\125\244\031\014\031\134\223\204\074\300\333\162\056\061

\060\141\360\261

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\260\001\356\024\331\257\051\030\224\166\216\361\151\063\052\204

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "XRamp Global CA Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\120

\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217\240\255\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036

\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170\162\141

\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\130

\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061\060\061\061\067\061

\064\060\064\132\027\015\063\065\060\061\060\061\060\065\063\067

\061\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167

\167\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122

\141\155\160\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\230\044\036\275\025\264\272

\337\307\214\245\047\266\070\013\151\363\266\116\250\054\056\041

\035\134\104\337\041\135\176\043\164\376\136\176\264\112\267\246

\255\037\256\340\006\026\342\233\133\331\147\164\153\135\200\217

\051\235\206\033\331\234\015\230\155\166\020\050\130\344\145\260

\177\112\230\171\237\340\303\061\176\200\053\265\214\300\100\073

\021\206\320\313\242\206\066\140\244\325\060\202\155\331\156\320

\017\022\004\063\227\137\117\141\132\360\344\371\221\253\347\035

\073\274\350\317\364\153\055\064\174\342\110\141\034\216\363\141

\104\314\157\240\112\251\224\260\115\332\347\251\064\172\162\070

\250\101\314\074\224\021\175\353\310\246\214\267\206\313\312\063

\073\331\075\067\213\373\172\076\206\054\347\163\327\012\127\254

\144\233\031\353\364\017\004\010\212\254\003\027\031\144\364\132

\045\042\215\064\054\262\366\150\035\022\155\323\212\036\024\332

\304\217\246\342\043\205\325\172\015\275\152\340\351\354\354\027

\273\102\033\147\252\045\355\105\203\041\374\301\311\174\325\142

\076\372\362\305\055\323\375\324\145\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\237\060\201\234\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024

\002\004\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377
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\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\306\117\242\075\006\143\204\011\234\316\142\344\004\254

\215\134\265\351\266\033\060\066\006\003\125\035\037\004\057\060

\055\060\053\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164

\171\056\143\157\155\057\130\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\221\025\071\003\001\033\147\373\112\034\371\012

\140\133\241\332\115\227\142\371\044\123\047\327\202\144\116\220

\056\303\111\033\053\232\334\374\250\170\147\065\361\035\360\021

\275\267\110\343\020\366\015\337\077\322\311\266\252\125\244\110

\272\002\333\336\131\056\025\133\073\235\026\175\107\327\067\352

\137\115\166\022\066\273\037\327\241\201\004\106\040\243\054\155

\251\236\001\176\077\051\316\000\223\337\375\311\222\163\211\211

\144\236\347\053\344\034\221\054\322\271\316\175\316\157\061\231

\323\346\276\322\036\220\360\011\024\171\134\043\253\115\322\332

\041\037\115\231\171\235\341\317\047\237\020\233\034\210\015\260

\212\144\101\061\270\016\154\220\044\244\233\134\161\217\272\273

\176\034\033\333\152\200\017\041\274\351\333\246\267\100\364\262

\213\251\261\344\357\232\032\320\075\151\231\356\250\050\243\341

\074\263\360\262\021\234\317\174\100\346\335\347\103\175\242\330

\072\265\251\215\362\064\231\304\324\020\341\006\375\011\204\020

\073\356\304\114\364\354\047\174\102\302\164\174\202\212\011\311

\264\003\045\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "XRamp Global CA Root"

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp

 Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\270\001\206\321\353\234\206\245\101\004\317\060\124\363\114\122

\267\345\130\306

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\013\104\263\312\020\330\000\156\235\017\330\017\222\012\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun

 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157
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\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\000\060\202\002\350\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041

\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143

\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104

\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\066\062\071\061\067

\060\066\062\060\132\027\015\063\064\060\066\062\071\061\067\060

\066\062\060\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150

\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015

\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\336\235\327\352\127\030

\111\241\133\353\327\137\110\206\352\276\335\377\344\357\147\034

\364\145\150\263\127\161\240\136\167\273\355\233\111\351\160\200

\075\126\030\143\010\157\332\362\314\320\077\177\002\124\042\124

\020\330\262\201\324\300\165\075\113\177\307\167\303\076\170\253

\032\003\265\040\153\057\152\053\261\305\210\176\304\273\036\260

\301\330\105\047\157\252\067\130\367\207\046\327\330\055\366\251

\027\267\037\162\066\116\246\027\077\145\230\222\333\052\156\135

\242\376\210\340\013\336\177\345\215\025\341\353\313\072\325\342
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\022\242\023\055\330\216\257\137\022\075\240\010\005\010\266\134

\245\145\070\004\105\231\036\243\140\140\164\305\101\245\162\142

\033\142\305\037\157\137\032\102\276\002\121\145\250\256\043\030

\152\374\170\003\251\115\177\200\303\372\253\132\374\241\100\244

\312\031\026\376\262\310\357\136\163\015\356\167\275\232\366\171

\230\274\261\007\147\242\025\015\335\240\130\306\104\173\012\076

\142\050\137\272\101\007\123\130\317\021\176\070\164\305\370\377

\265\151\220\217\204\164\352\227\033\257\002\001\003\243\201\300

\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\304

\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241\376\335\250\152

\324\343\060\201\215\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\205\060\201\202

\200\024\322\304\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241

\376\335\250\152\324\343\241\147\244\145\060\143\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171

\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202

\001\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\062\113\363\262\312\076\221\374\022\306\241\007

\214\216\167\240\063\006\024\134\220\036\030\367\010\246\075\012

\031\371\207\200\021\156\151\344\226\027\060\377\064\221\143\162

\070\356\314\034\001\243\035\224\050\244\061\366\172\304\124\327

\366\345\061\130\003\242\314\316\142\333\224\105\163\265\277\105

\311\044\265\325\202\002\255\043\171\151\215\270\266\115\316\317

\114\312\063\043\350\034\210\252\235\213\101\156\026\311\040\345

\211\236\315\073\332\160\367\176\231\046\040\024\124\045\253\156

\163\205\346\233\041\235\012\154\202\016\250\370\302\014\372\020

\036\154\226\357\207\015\304\017\141\213\255\356\203\053\225\370

\216\222\204\162\071\353\040\352\203\355\203\315\227\156\010\274

\353\116\046\266\163\053\344\323\366\114\376\046\161\342\141\021

\164\112\377\127\032\207\017\165\110\056\317\121\151\027\240\002

\022\141\225\325\321\100\262\020\114\356\304\254\020\103\246\245

\236\012\325\225\142\232\015\317\210\202\305\062\014\344\053\237

\105\346\015\237\050\234\261\271\052\132\127\255\067\017\257\035

\177\333\275\237

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Tue

 Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\226\272\346\077\030\001\342\167\046\033\240\327\167\160\002

\217\040\356\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\336\006\045\253\332\375\062\027\014\273\045\027\052\204\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\017\060\202\002\367\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051

\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060

\066\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\027\015\063\064\060\066

\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\060\150\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367
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\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002

\202\001\001\000\267\062\310\376\351\161\246\004\205\255\014\021

\144\337\316\115\357\310\003\030\207\077\241\253\373\074\246\237

\360\303\241\332\324\330\156\053\123\220\373\044\244\076\204\360

\236\350\137\354\345\047\104\365\050\246\077\173\336\340\052\360

\310\257\123\057\236\312\005\001\223\036\217\146\034\071\247\115

\372\132\266\163\004\045\146\353\167\177\347\131\306\112\231\045

\024\124\353\046\307\363\177\031\325\060\160\217\257\260\106\052

\377\255\353\051\355\327\237\252\004\207\243\324\371\211\245\064

\137\333\103\221\202\066\331\146\074\261\270\271\202\375\234\072

\076\020\310\073\357\006\145\146\172\233\031\030\075\377\161\121

\074\060\056\137\276\075\167\163\262\135\006\154\303\043\126\232

\053\205\046\222\034\247\002\263\344\077\015\257\010\171\202\270

\066\075\352\234\323\065\263\274\151\312\365\314\235\350\375\144

\215\027\200\063\156\136\112\135\231\311\036\207\264\235\032\300

\325\156\023\065\043\136\337\233\137\075\357\326\367\166\302\352

\076\273\170\015\034\102\147\153\004\330\370\326\332\157\213\362

\104\240\001\253\002\001\003\243\201\305\060\201\302\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277\137\267\321\316\335\037\206

\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347\060\201\222\006

\003\125\035\043\004\201\212\060\201\207\200\024\277\137\267\321

\316\335\037\206\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347

\241\154\244\152\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164

\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202\001

\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\005\235\077\210\235\321\311\032\125\241\254\151\363

\363\131\332\233\001\207\032\117\127\251\241\171\011\052\333\367

\057\262\036\314\307\136\152\330\203\207\241\227\357\111\065\076

\167\006\101\130\142\277\216\130\270\012\147\077\354\263\335\041

\146\037\311\124\372\162\314\075\114\100\330\201\257\167\236\203

\172\273\242\307\365\064\027\216\331\021\100\364\374\054\052\115

\025\177\247\142\135\056\045\323\000\013\040\032\035\150\371\027

\270\364\275\213\355\050\131\335\115\026\213\027\203\310\262\145

\307\055\172\245\252\274\123\206\155\335\127\244\312\370\040\101

\013\150\360\364\373\164\276\126\135\172\171\365\371\035\205\343

\055\225\276\365\161\220\103\314\215\037\232\000\012\207\051\351

\125\042\130\000\043\352\343\022\103\051\133\107\010\335\214\101

\152\145\006\250\345\041\252\101\264\225\041\225\271\175\321\064

\253\023\326\255\274\334\342\075\071\315\275\076\165\160\241\030

\131\003\311\042\264\217\234\325\136\052\327\245\266\324\012\155

\370\267\100\021\106\232\037\171\016\142\277\017\227\354\340\057

\037\027\224
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\176\034\050\260\144\357\217\140\003\100\040\024\303\320\343

\067\016\265\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\112\113\273\310\143\151\233\276\164\232\306\335\035\106\044

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"
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#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\267\060\202\002\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360\060\071\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061
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\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\255\016\025

\316\344\103\200\134\261\207\363\267\140\371\161\022\245\256\334

\046\224\210\252\364\316\365\040\071\050\130\140\014\370\200\332

\251\025\225\062\141\074\265\261\050\204\212\212\334\237\012\014

\203\027\172\217\220\254\212\347\171\123\134\061\204\052\366\017

\230\062\066\166\314\336\335\074\250\242\357\152\373\041\362\122

\141\337\237\040\327\037\342\261\331\376\030\144\322\022\133\137

\371\130\030\065\274\107\315\241\066\371\153\177\324\260\070\076

\301\033\303\214\063\331\330\057\030\376\050\017\263\247\203\326

\303\156\104\300\141\065\226\026\376\131\234\213\166\155\327\361

\242\113\015\053\377\013\162\332\236\140\320\216\220\065\306\170

\125\207\040\241\317\345\155\012\310\111\174\061\230\063\154\042

\351\207\320\062\132\242\272\023\202\021\355\071\027\235\231\072

\162\241\346\372\244\331\325\027\061\165\256\205\175\042\256\077

\001\106\206\366\050\171\310\261\332\344\127\027\304\176\034\016

\260\264\222\246\126\263\275\262\227\355\252\247\360\267\305\250

\077\225\026\320\377\241\226\353\010\137\030\167\117\002\003\001

\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247\247

\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060

\026\200\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247

\247\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\242\016\274\337\342

\355\360\343\162\163\172\144\224\277\367\162\146\330\062\344\102

\165\142\256\207\353\362\325\331\336\126\263\237\314\316\024\050

\271\015\227\140\134\022\114\130\344\323\075\203\111\105\130\227

\065\151\032\250\107\352\126\306\171\253\022\330\147\201\204\337

\177\011\074\224\346\270\046\054\040\275\075\263\050\211\367\137

\377\042\342\227\204\037\351\145\357\207\340\337\301\147\111\263

\135\353\262\011\052\353\046\355\170\276\175\077\053\363\267\046

\065\155\137\211\001\266\111\133\237\001\005\233\253\075\045\301

\314\266\177\302\361\157\206\306\372\144\150\353\201\055\224\353

\102\267\372\214\036\335\142\361\276\120\147\267\154\275\363\361

\037\153\014\066\007\026\177\067\174\251\133\155\172\361\022\106
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\140\203\327\047\004\276\113\316\227\276\303\147\052\150\021\337

\200\347\014\063\146\277\023\015\024\156\363\177\037\143\020\036

\372\215\033\045\155\154\217\245\267\141\001\261\322\243\046\241

\020\161\235\255\342\303\371\303\231\121\267\053\007\010\316\056

\346\120\262\247\372\012\105\057\242\360\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\143\270\143\015\142\327\132\273\310\253\036\113\337\265\250

\231\262\115\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\316\013\173\052\016\111\000\341\130\161\233\067\250\223\162

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

#

 Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\257\060\202\002\227\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010
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\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221\307\112\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\342\073\341\021\162\336\250\244\323\243\127

\252\120\242\217\013\167\220\311\242\245\356\022\316\226\133\001

\011\040\314\001\223\247\116\060\267\123\367\103\304\151\000\127

\235\342\215\042\335\207\006\100\000\201\011\316\316\033\203\277

\337\315\073\161\106\342\326\146\307\005\263\166\047\026\217\173

\236\036\225\175\356\267\110\243\010\332\326\257\172\014\071\006

\145\177\112\135\037\274\027\370\253\276\356\050\327\164\177\172

\170\231\131\205\150\156\134\043\062\113\277\116\300\350\132\155

\343\160\277\167\020\277\374\001\366\205\331\250\104\020\130\062

\251\165\030\325\321\242\276\107\342\047\152\364\232\063\370\111

\010\140\213\324\137\264\072\204\277\241\252\112\114\175\076\317

\117\137\154\166\136\240\113\067\221\236\334\042\346\155\316\024

\032\216\152\313\376\315\263\024\144\027\307\133\051\236\062\277

\362\356\372\323\013\102\324\253\267\101\062\332\014\324\357\370

\201\325\273\215\130\077\265\033\350\111\050\242\160\332\061\004

\335\367\262\026\362\114\012\116\007\250\355\112\075\136\265\177

\243\220\303\257\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\336\120\065\126\321

\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\003\336\120\065\126

\321\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\313\234\067\252\110\023\022\012\372\335\104\234\117

\122\260\364\337\256\004\365\171\171\010\243\044\030\374\113\053

\204\300\055\271\325\307\376\364\301\037\130\313\270\155\234\172

\164\347\230\051\253\021\265\343\160\240\241\315\114\210\231\223

\214\221\160\342\253\017\034\276\223\251\377\143\325\344\007\140

\323\243\277\235\133\011\361\325\216\343\123\364\216\143\372\077
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\247\333\264\146\337\142\146\326\321\156\101\215\362\055\265\352

\167\112\237\235\130\342\053\131\300\100\043\355\055\050\202\105

\076\171\124\222\046\230\340\200\110\250\067\357\360\326\171\140

\026\336\254\350\016\315\156\254\104\027\070\057\111\332\341\105

\076\052\271\066\123\317\072\120\006\367\056\350\304\127\111\154

\141\041\030\325\004\255\170\074\054\072\200\153\247\353\257\025

\024\351\330\211\301\271\070\154\342\221\154\212\377\144\271\167

\045\127\060\300\033\044\243\341\334\351\337\107\174\265\264\044

\010\005\060\354\055\275\013\277\105\277\120\271\251\363\353\230

\001\022\255\310\210\306\230\064\137\215\012\074\306\351\325\225

\225\155\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\230\135\072\145\345\345\304\262\327\326\155\100\306\335\057

\261\234\124\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\171\344\251\204\015\175\072\226\327\300\117\342\103\114\211\056

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\002

\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106\045\167\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143

\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015

\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111

\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167

\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\306\314\345\163\346

\373\324\273\345\055\055\062\246\337\345\201\077\311\315\045\111

\266\161\052\303\325\224\064\147\242\012\034\260\137\151\246\100

\261\304\267\262\217\320\230\244\251\101\131\072\323\334\224\326

\074\333\164\070\244\112\314\115\045\202\367\112\245\123\022\070

\356\363\111\155\161\221\176\143\266\253\246\137\303\244\204\370

\117\142\121\276\370\305\354\333\070\222\343\006\345\010\221\014

\304\050\101\125\373\313\132\211\025\176\161\350\065\277\115\162

\011\075\276\072\070\120\133\167\061\033\215\263\307\044\105\232

\247\254\155\000\024\132\004\267\272\023\353\121\012\230\101\101

\042\116\145\141\207\201\101\120\246\171\134\211\336\031\112\127

\325\056\346\135\034\123\054\176\230\315\032\006\026\244\150\163

\320\064\004\023\134\241\161\323\132\174\125\333\136\144\341\067

\207\060\126\004\345\021\264\051\200\022\361\171\071\210\242\002

\021\174\047\146\267\210\267\170\362\312\012\250\070\253\012\144

\302\277\146\135\225\204\301\241\045\036\207\135\032\120\013\040

\022\314\101\273\156\013\121\070\270\113\313\002\003\001\000\001

\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002\357

\143\144\053\303\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002
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\357\143\144\053\303\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\034\032\006\227\334\327\234

\237\074\210\146\006\010\127\041\333\041\107\370\052\147\252\277

\030\062\166\100\020\127\301\212\363\172\331\021\145\216\065\372

\236\374\105\265\236\331\114\061\113\270\221\350\103\054\216\263

\170\316\333\343\123\171\161\326\345\041\224\001\332\125\207\232

\044\144\366\212\146\314\336\234\067\315\250\064\261\151\233\043

\310\236\170\042\053\160\103\343\125\107\061\141\031\357\130\305

\205\057\116\060\366\240\061\026\043\310\347\342\145\026\063\313

\277\032\033\240\075\370\312\136\213\061\213\140\010\211\055\014

\006\134\122\267\304\371\012\230\321\025\137\237\022\276\174\066

\143\070\275\104\244\177\344\046\053\012\304\227\151\015\351\214

\342\300\020\127\270\310\166\022\221\125\362\110\151\330\274\052

\002\133\017\104\324\040\061\333\364\272\160\046\135\220\140\236

\274\113\027\011\057\264\313\036\103\150\311\007\047\301\322\134

\367\352\041\271\150\022\234\074\234\277\236\374\200\134\233\143

\315\354\107\252\045\047\147\240\067\363\000\202\175\124\327\251

\370\351\056\023\243\167\350\037\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\267\356\006\063\342\131\333\255\014\114\232\346\323\217\032

\141\307\334\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\164\336\127\134\071\262\323\234\205\203\305\300\145\111\212

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040
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\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\272\060\202\003\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\036

\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\027

\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\060\105

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123

\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101

\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\344\356\176\213\044\016\022\156\251

\120\055\026\104\073\222\222\134\312\270\135\204\222\102\023\052

\274\145\127\202\100\076\127\044\315\120\213\045\052\267\157\374

\357\242\320\300\037\002\044\112\023\226\217\043\023\346\050\130

\000\243\107\307\006\247\204\043\053\273\275\226\053\177\125\314

\213\301\127\037\016\142\145\017\335\075\126\212\163\332\256\176

\155\272\201\034\176\102\214\040\065\331\103\115\204\372\204\333

\122\054\363\016\047\167\013\153\277\021\057\162\170\237\056\330

\076\346\030\067\132\052\162\371\332\142\220\222\225\312\037\234

\351\263\074\053\313\363\001\023\277\132\317\301\265\012\140\275

\335\265\231\144\123\270\240\226\263\157\342\046\167\221\214\340

\142\020\002\237\064\017\244\325\222\063\121\336\276\215\272\204

\172\140\074\152\333\237\053\354\336\336\001\077\156\115\345\120

\206\313\264\257\355\104\100\305\312\132\214\332\322\053\174\250

\356\276\246\345\012\252\016\245\337\005\122\267\125\307\042\135

\062\152\227\227\143\023\333\311\333\171\066\173\205\072\112\305

\122\211\371\044\347\235\167\251\202\377\125\034\245\161\151\053

\321\002\044\362\263\046\324\153\332\004\125\345\301\012\307\155

\060\067\220\052\344\236\024\063\136\026\027\125\305\133\265\313

\064\211\222\361\235\046\217\241\007\324\306\262\170\120\333\014

\014\013\174\013\214\101\327\271\351\335\214\210\367\243\115\262

\062\314\330\027\332\315\267\316\146\235\324\375\136\377\275\227

\076\051\165\347\176\247\142\130\257\045\064\245\101\307\075\274

\015\120\312\003\003\017\010\132\037\225\163\170\142\277\257\162

\024\151\016\245\345\003\016\170\216\046\050\102\360\007\013\142

\040\020\147\071\106\372\251\003\314\004\070\172\146\357\040\203

\265\214\112\126\216\221\000\374\216\134\202\336\210\240\303\342
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\150\156\175\215\357\074\335\145\364\135\254\121\357\044\200\256

\252\126\227\157\371\255\175\332\141\077\230\167\074\245\221\266

\034\214\046\332\145\242\011\155\301\342\124\343\271\312\114\114

\200\217\167\173\140\232\036\337\266\362\110\036\016\272\116\124

\155\230\340\341\242\032\242\167\120\317\304\143\222\354\107\031

\235\353\346\153\316\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\254\060\201

\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\045\173

\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347\360

\356\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\045

\173\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347

\360\356\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075\060\073\006

\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\002\001\001\060\056\060\054\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163\167\151\163

\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\047\272

\343\224\174\361\256\300\336\027\346\345\330\325\365\124\260\203

\364\273\315\136\005\173\117\237\165\146\257\074\350\126\176\374

\162\170\070\003\331\053\142\033\000\271\370\351\140\315\314\316

\121\212\307\120\061\156\341\112\176\030\057\151\131\266\075\144

\201\053\343\203\204\346\042\207\216\175\340\356\002\231\141\270

\036\364\270\053\210\022\026\204\302\061\223\070\226\061\246\271

\073\123\077\303\044\223\126\133\151\222\354\305\301\273\070\000

\343\354\027\251\270\334\307\174\001\203\237\062\107\272\122\042

\064\035\062\172\011\126\247\174\045\066\251\075\113\332\300\202

\157\012\273\022\310\207\113\047\021\371\036\055\307\223\077\236

\333\137\046\153\122\331\056\212\361\024\306\104\215\025\251\267

\277\275\336\246\032\356\256\055\373\110\167\027\376\273\354\257

\030\365\052\121\360\071\204\227\225\154\156\033\303\053\304\164

\140\171\045\260\012\047\337\337\136\322\071\317\105\175\102\113

\337\263\054\036\305\306\135\312\125\072\240\234\151\232\217\332

\357\262\260\074\237\207\154\022\053\145\160\025\122\061\032\044

\317\157\061\043\120\037\214\117\217\043\303\164\101\143\034\125

\250\024\335\076\340\121\120\317\361\033\060\126\016\222\260\202

\205\330\203\313\042\144\274\055\270\045\325\124\242\270\006\352

\255\222\244\044\240\301\206\265\112\023\152\107\317\056\013\126

\225\124\313\316\232\333\152\264\246\262\333\101\010\206\047\167

\367\152\240\102\154\013\070\316\327\165\120\062\222\302\337\053

\060\042\110\320\325\101\070\045\135\244\351\135\237\306\224\165

\320\105\375\060\227\103\217\220\253\012\307\206\163\140\112\151

\055\336\245\170\327\006\332\152\236\113\076\167\072\040\023\042

\001\320\277\150\236\143\140\153\065\115\013\155\272\241\075\300

\223\340\177\043\263\125\255\162\045\116\106\371\322\026\357\260

\144\301\001\236\351\312\240\152\230\016\317\330\140\362\057\111

\270\344\102\341\070\065\026\364\310\156\117\367\201\126\350\272

\243\276\043\257\256\375\157\003\340\002\073\060\166\372\033\155
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\101\317\001\261\351\270\311\146\364\333\046\363\072\244\164\362

\111\044\133\311\260\320\127\301\372\076\172\341\227\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid

 After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\305\070\212\267\060\033\033\156\324\172\346\105\045\072\157

\237\032\047\141

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\044\167\331\250\221\321\073\372\210\055\302\377\370\315\063\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"
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#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\117

\033\324\057\124\273\057\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\123\151\154\166\145\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060

\036\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132

\027\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151

\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145\162
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\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\361\207\177\323\170\061

\367\070\311\370\303\231\103\274\307\367\274\067\347\116\161\272

\113\217\245\163\035\134\156\230\256\003\127\256\070\067\103\057

\027\075\037\310\316\150\020\301\170\256\031\003\053\020\372\054

\171\203\366\350\271\150\271\125\362\004\104\247\071\371\374\004

\213\036\361\242\115\047\371\141\173\272\267\345\242\023\266\353

\141\076\320\154\321\346\373\372\136\355\035\264\236\240\065\133

\241\222\313\360\111\222\376\205\012\005\076\346\331\013\342\117

\273\334\225\067\374\221\351\062\065\042\321\037\072\116\047\205

\235\260\025\224\062\332\141\015\107\115\140\102\256\222\107\350

\203\132\120\130\351\212\213\271\135\241\334\335\231\112\037\066

\147\273\110\344\203\266\067\353\110\072\257\017\147\217\027\007

\350\004\312\357\152\061\207\324\300\266\371\224\161\173\147\144

\270\266\221\112\102\173\145\056\060\152\014\365\220\356\225\346

\362\315\202\354\331\241\112\354\366\262\113\345\105\205\346\155

\170\223\004\056\234\202\155\066\251\304\061\144\037\206\203\013

\052\364\065\012\170\311\125\317\101\260\107\351\060\237\231\276

\141\250\006\204\271\050\172\137\070\331\033\251\070\260\203\177

\163\301\303\073\110\052\202\017\041\233\270\314\250\065\303\204

\033\203\263\076\276\244\225\151\001\072\211\000\170\004\331\311

\364\231\031\253\126\176\133\213\206\071\025\221\244\020\054\011

\062\200\140\263\223\300\052\266\030\013\235\176\215\111\362\020

\112\177\371\325\106\057\031\222\243\231\247\046\254\273\214\074

\346\016\274\107\007\334\163\121\361\160\144\057\010\371\264\107

\035\060\154\104\352\051\067\205\222\150\146\274\203\070\376\173

\071\056\323\120\360\037\373\136\140\266\251\246\372\047\101\361

\233\030\162\362\365\204\164\112\311\147\304\124\256\110\144\337

\214\321\156\260\035\341\007\217\010\036\231\234\161\351\114\330

\245\367\107\022\037\164\321\121\236\206\363\302\242\043\100\013

\163\333\113\246\347\163\006\214\301\240\351\301\131\254\106\372

\346\057\370\317\161\234\106\155\271\304\025\215\070\171\003\105

\110\357\304\135\327\010\356\207\071\042\206\262\015\017\130\103

\367\161\251\110\056\375\352\326\037\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\254\060\201\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034\302

\230\372\206\130\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034

\302\230\372\206\130\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075

\060\073\006\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\003\001\001\060\056\060

\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163

\167\151\163\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\163\306\201\340\047\322\055\017\340\225\060\342\232\101\177
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\120\054\137\137\142\141\251\206\152\151\030\014\164\111\326\135

\204\352\101\122\030\157\130\255\120\126\040\152\306\275\050\151

\130\221\334\221\021\065\251\072\035\274\032\245\140\236\330\037

\177\105\221\151\331\176\273\170\162\301\006\017\052\316\217\205

\160\141\254\240\315\013\270\071\051\126\204\062\116\206\273\075

\304\052\331\327\037\162\356\376\121\241\042\101\261\161\002\143

\032\202\260\142\253\136\127\022\037\337\313\335\165\240\300\135

\171\220\214\033\340\120\346\336\061\376\230\173\160\137\245\220

\330\255\370\002\266\157\323\140\335\100\113\042\305\075\255\072

\172\237\032\032\107\221\171\063\272\202\334\062\151\003\226\156

\037\113\360\161\376\343\147\162\240\261\277\134\213\344\372\231

\042\307\204\271\033\215\043\227\077\355\045\340\317\145\273\365

\141\004\357\335\036\262\132\101\042\132\241\237\135\054\350\133

\311\155\251\014\014\170\252\140\306\126\217\001\132\014\150\274

\151\031\171\304\037\176\227\005\277\305\351\044\121\136\324\325

\113\123\355\331\043\132\066\003\145\243\301\003\255\101\060\363

\106\033\205\220\257\145\265\325\261\344\026\133\170\165\035\227

\172\155\131\251\052\217\173\336\303\207\211\020\231\111\163\170

\310\075\275\121\065\164\052\325\361\176\151\033\052\273\073\275

\045\270\232\132\075\162\141\220\146\207\356\014\326\115\324\021

\164\013\152\376\013\003\374\243\125\127\211\376\112\313\256\133

\027\005\310\362\215\043\061\123\070\322\055\152\077\202\271\215

\010\152\367\136\101\164\156\303\021\176\007\254\051\140\221\077

\070\312\127\020\015\275\060\057\307\245\346\101\240\332\256\005

\207\232\240\244\145\154\114\011\014\211\272\270\323\271\300\223

\212\060\372\215\345\232\153\025\001\116\147\252\332\142\126\076

\204\010\146\322\304\066\175\247\076\020\374\210\340\324\200\345

\000\275\252\363\116\006\243\172\152\371\142\162\343\011\117\353

\233\016\001\043\361\237\273\174\334\334\154\021\227\045\262\362

\264\143\024\322\006\052\147\214\203\365\316\352\007\330\232\152

\036\354\344\012\273\052\114\353\011\140\071\316\312\142\330\056

\156

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

#

 Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\233\252\345\237\126\356\041\313\103\132\276\045\223\337\247\360

\100\321\035\313

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\006\241\311\175\317\311\374\015\300\126\165\226\330\142\023

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SecureTrust CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\270\060\202\002\240\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030\131\320\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\110

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061

\060\067\061\071\063\061\061\070\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063

\061\061\071\064\060\065\065\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012

\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\253\244\201\345\225\315\365\366\024\216\302\117\312

\324\342\170\225\130\234\101\341\015\231\100\044\027\071\221\063

\146\351\276\341\203\257\142\134\211\321\374\044\133\141\263\340

\021\021\101\034\035\156\360\270\273\370\336\247\201\272\246\110

\306\237\035\275\276\216\251\101\076\270\224\355\051\032\324\216

\322\003\035\003\357\155\015\147\034\127\327\006\255\312\310\365

\376\016\257\146\045\110\004\226\013\135\243\272\026\303\010\117

\321\106\370\024\134\362\310\136\001\231\155\375\210\314\206\250

\301\157\061\102\154\122\076\150\313\363\031\064\337\273\207\030

\126\200\046\304\320\334\300\157\337\336\240\302\221\026\240\144

\021\113\104\274\036\366\347\372\143\336\146\254\166\244\161\243

\354\066\224\150\172\167\244\261\347\016\057\201\172\342\265\162

\206\357\242\153\213\360\017\333\323\131\077\272\162\274\104\044

\234\343\163\263\367\257\127\057\102\046\235\251\164\272\000\122
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\362\113\315\123\174\107\013\066\205\016\146\251\010\227\026\064

\127\301\146\367\200\343\355\160\124\307\223\340\056\050\025\131

\207\272\273\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060\201\232\060\023

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004\006\036\004\000

\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\102\062\266\026

\372\004\375\376\135\113\172\303\375\367\114\100\035\132\103\257

\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060\051\240\047\240

\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\163\145

\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\057\123\124

\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\060\355\117\112

\341\130\072\122\162\133\265\246\243\145\030\246\273\121\073\167

\351\235\352\323\237\134\340\105\145\173\015\312\133\342\160\120

\262\224\005\024\256\111\307\215\101\007\022\163\224\176\014\043

\041\375\274\020\177\140\020\132\162\365\230\016\254\354\271\177

\335\172\157\135\323\034\364\377\210\005\151\102\251\005\161\310

\267\254\046\350\056\264\214\152\377\161\334\270\261\337\231\274

\174\041\124\053\344\130\242\273\127\051\256\236\251\243\031\046

\017\231\056\010\260\357\375\151\317\231\032\011\215\343\247\237

\053\311\066\064\173\044\263\170\114\225\027\244\006\046\036\266

\144\122\066\137\140\147\331\234\305\005\164\013\347\147\043\322

\010\374\210\351\256\213\177\341\060\364\067\176\375\306\062\332

\055\236\104\060\060\154\356\007\336\322\064\374\322\377\100\366

\113\364\146\106\006\124\246\362\062\012\143\046\060\153\233\321

\334\213\107\272\341\271\325\142\320\242\240\364\147\005\170\051

\143\032\157\004\326\370\306\114\243\232\261\067\264\215\345\050

\113\035\236\054\302\270\150\274\355\002\356\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureTrust CA"

#

 Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\202\306\303\004\065\073\317\322\226\222\322\131\076\175\104

\331\064\377\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\062\303\247\155\045\127\307\150\011\235\352\055\251\242\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Secure Global CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145
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\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\274\060\202\002\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\007

\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370\352\245\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066

\061\061\060\067\061\071\064\062\062\070\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\061\071\065\062\060\066\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\065\056\330\254\154\125\151\006

\161\345\023\150\044\263\117\330\314\041\107\370\361\140\070\211

\211\003\351\275\352\136\106\123\011\334\134\365\132\350\367\105

\052\002\353\061\141\327\051\063\114\316\307\174\012\067\176\017

\272\062\230\341\035\227\257\217\307\334\311\070\226\363\333\032

\374\121\355\150\306\320\156\244\174\044\321\256\102\310\226\120

\143\056\340\376\165\376\230\247\137\111\056\225\343\071\063\144

\216\036\244\137\220\322\147\074\262\331\376\101\271\125\247\011

\216\162\005\036\213\335\104\205\202\102\320\111\300\035\140\360

\321\027\054\225\353\366\245\301\222\243\305\302\247\010\140\015

\140\004\020\226\171\236\026\064\346\251\266\372\045\105\071\310

\036\145\371\223\365\252\361\122\334\231\230\075\245\206\032\014

\065\063\372\113\245\004\006\025\034\061\200\357\252\030\153\302

\173\327\332\316\371\063\040\325\365\275\152\063\055\201\004\373
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\260\134\324\234\243\342\134\035\343\251\102\165\136\173\324\167

\357\071\124\272\311\012\030\033\022\231\111\057\210\113\375\120

\142\321\163\347\217\172\103\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060

\201\232\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004

\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\257\104\004\302\101\176\110\203\333\116\071\002\354\354\204\172

\346\316\311\244\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060

\051\240\047\240\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162

\154\056\163\145\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157

\155\057\123\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006

\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\143\032\010\100\175\244\136\123\015\167\330\172\256\037\015\013

\121\026\003\357\030\174\310\343\257\152\130\223\024\140\221\262

\204\334\210\116\276\071\212\072\363\346\202\211\135\001\067\263

\253\044\244\025\016\222\065\132\112\104\136\116\127\372\165\316

\037\110\316\146\364\074\100\046\222\230\154\033\356\044\106\014

\027\263\122\245\333\245\221\221\317\067\323\157\347\047\010\072

\116\031\037\072\247\130\134\027\317\171\077\213\344\247\323\046

\043\235\046\017\130\151\374\107\176\262\320\215\213\223\277\051

\117\103\151\164\166\147\113\317\007\214\346\002\367\265\341\264

\103\265\113\055\024\237\371\334\046\015\277\246\107\164\006\330

\210\321\072\051\060\204\316\322\071\200\142\033\250\307\127\111

\274\152\125\121\147\025\112\276\065\007\344\325\165\230\067\171

\060\024\333\051\235\154\305\151\314\107\125\242\060\367\314\134

\177\302\303\230\034\153\116\026\200\353\172\170\145\105\242\000

\032\257\014\015\125\144\064\110\270\222\271\361\264\120\051\362

\117\043\037\332\154\254\037\104\341\335\043\170\121\133\307\026

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Secure Global CA"

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\104\163\132\345\201\220\037\044\206\141\106\036\073\234\304

\137\365\072\033

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\364\047\015\324\355\334\145\026\111\155\075\332\277\156\336

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d

# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

 Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164
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\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\035\060\202\003\005\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\116

\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106\345\075\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\060\061\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145

\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162

\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206
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\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\100\213\213\162\343\221\033\367

\121\301\033\124\004\230\323\251\277\301\346\212\135\073\207\373

\273\210\316\015\343\057\077\006\226\360\242\051\120\231\256\333

\073\241\127\260\164\121\161\315\355\102\221\115\101\376\251\310

\330\152\206\167\104\273\131\146\227\120\136\264\324\054\160\104

\317\332\067\225\102\151\074\060\304\161\263\122\360\041\115\241

\330\272\071\174\034\236\243\044\235\362\203\026\230\252\026\174

\103\233\025\133\267\256\064\221\376\324\142\046\030\106\232\077

\353\301\371\361\220\127\353\254\172\015\213\333\162\060\152\146

\325\340\106\243\160\334\150\331\377\004\110\211\167\336\265\351

\373\147\155\101\351\274\071\275\062\331\142\002\361\261\250\075

\156\067\234\342\057\342\323\242\046\213\306\270\125\103\210\341

\043\076\245\322\044\071\152\107\253\000\324\241\263\251\045\376

\015\077\247\035\272\323\121\301\013\244\332\254\070\357\125\120

\044\005\145\106\223\064\117\055\215\255\306\324\041\031\322\216

\312\005\141\161\007\163\107\345\212\031\022\275\004\115\316\116

\234\245\110\254\273\046\367\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\216\060

\201\213\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\013\130\345

\213\306\114\025\067\244\100\251\060\251\041\276\107\066\132\126

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\111\006\003\125\035\037\004\102\060\100\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057\103\117\115

\117\104\117\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\056\143\162\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\076\230\236\233\366\033\351\327\071\267\170\256\035\162\030

\111\323\207\344\103\202\353\077\311\252\365\250\265\357\125\174

\041\122\145\371\325\015\341\154\364\076\214\223\163\221\056\002

\304\116\007\161\157\300\217\070\141\010\250\036\201\012\300\057

\040\057\101\213\221\334\110\105\274\361\306\336\272\166\153\063

\310\000\055\061\106\114\355\347\235\317\210\224\377\063\300\126

\350\044\206\046\270\330\070\070\337\052\153\335\022\314\307\077

\107\027\114\242\302\006\226\011\326\333\376\077\074\106\101\337

\130\342\126\017\074\073\301\034\223\065\331\070\122\254\356\310

\354\056\060\116\224\065\264\044\037\113\170\151\332\362\002\070

\314\225\122\223\360\160\045\131\234\040\147\304\356\371\213\127

\141\364\222\166\175\077\204\215\125\267\350\345\254\325\361\365

\031\126\246\132\373\220\034\257\223\353\345\034\324\147\227\135

\004\016\276\013\203\246\027\203\271\060\022\240\305\063\025\005

\271\015\373\307\005\166\343\330\112\215\374\064\027\243\306\041

\050\276\060\105\061\036\307\170\276\130\141\070\254\073\342\001

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d

# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\146\061\277\236\367\117\236\266\311\325\246\014\272\152\276\321

\367\275\357\173

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\134\110\334\367\102\162\354\126\224\155\034\314\161\065\200\165

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\211\060\202\002\017\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\037

\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143\231\052\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\205\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\063\060\066\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062\063\065\071

\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162

\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157

\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115

\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\003\107\173\057\165\311\202\025\205\373\165\344\221

\026\324\253\142\231\365\076\122\013\006\316\101\000\177\227\341

\012\044\074\035\001\004\356\075\322\215\011\227\014\340\165\344

\372\373\167\212\052\365\003\140\113\066\213\026\043\026\255\011

\161\364\112\364\050\120\264\376\210\034\156\077\154\057\057\011

\131\133\245\133\013\063\231\342\303\075\211\371\152\054\357\262

\323\006\351\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\165\161\247\031\110\031\274\235\235\352\101\107\337\224

\304\110\167\231\323\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\357\003\133\172\254

\267\170\012\162\267\210\337\377\265\106\024\011\012\372\240\346

\175\010\306\032\207\275\030\250\163\275\046\312\140\014\235\316

\231\237\317\134\017\060\341\276\024\061\352\002\060\024\364\223

\074\111\247\063\172\220\106\107\263\143\175\023\233\116\267\157

\030\067\200\123\376\335\040\340\065\232\066\321\307\001\271\346

\334\335\363\377\035\054\072\026\127\331\222\071\326

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\164\116\237\053\115\272\354\017\061\054\120\266\126\073\216

\055\223\303\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\142\377\164\235\061\123\136\150\112\325\170\252\036\277\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"
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#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 11 16:09:51 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\361\060\202\002\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101
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\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124\337\232\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162

\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157

\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145

\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124

\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060

\065\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\063\064\064\132\027\015\063\067

\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\071\065\061\132\060\201\212\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162\151\147\150

\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156\144

\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061\050

\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040\127

\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\313\117\263\000\233\075\066

\335\371\321\111\152\153\020\111\037\354\330\053\262\306\370\062

\201\051\103\225\114\232\031\043\041\025\105\336\343\310\034\121

\125\133\256\223\350\067\377\053\153\351\324\352\276\052\335\250

\121\053\327\146\303\141\134\140\002\310\365\316\162\173\073\270

\362\116\145\010\232\315\244\152\031\301\001\273\163\246\327\366

\303\335\315\274\244\213\265\231\141\270\001\242\243\324\115\324

\005\075\221\255\370\264\010\161\144\257\160\361\034\153\176\366

\303\167\235\044\163\173\344\014\214\341\331\066\341\231\213\005

\231\013\355\105\061\011\312\302\000\333\367\162\240\226\252\225

\207\320\216\307\266\141\163\015\166\146\214\334\033\264\143\242

\237\177\223\023\060\361\241\047\333\331\377\054\125\210\221\240

\340\117\007\260\050\126\214\030\033\227\104\216\211\335\340\027

\156\347\052\357\217\071\012\061\204\202\330\100\024\111\056\172

\101\344\247\376\343\144\314\301\131\161\113\054\041\247\133\175

\340\035\321\056\201\233\303\330\150\367\275\226\033\254\160\261

\026\024\013\333\140\271\046\001\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\121

\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\003\176\256\066

\274\260\171\321\334\224\046\266\021\276\041\262\151\206\224\060

\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001

\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\113\241\377\013\207\156\263\371\301\103\261

\110\363\050\300\035\056\311\011\101\372\224\000\034\244\244\253
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\111\117\217\075\036\357\115\157\275\274\244\366\362\046\060\311

\020\312\035\210\373\164\031\037\205\105\275\260\154\121\371\066

\176\333\365\114\062\072\101\117\133\107\317\350\013\055\266\304

\031\235\164\305\107\306\073\152\017\254\024\333\074\364\163\234

\251\005\337\000\334\164\170\372\370\065\140\131\002\023\030\174

\274\373\115\260\040\155\103\273\140\060\172\147\063\134\305\231

\321\370\055\071\122\163\373\214\252\227\045\134\162\331\010\036

\253\116\074\343\201\061\237\003\246\373\300\376\051\210\125\332

\204\325\120\003\266\342\204\243\246\066\252\021\072\001\341\030

\113\326\104\150\263\075\371\123\164\204\263\106\221\106\226\000

\267\200\054\266\341\343\020\342\333\242\347\050\217\001\226\142

\026\076\000\343\034\245\066\201\030\242\114\122\166\300\021\243

\156\346\035\272\343\132\276\066\123\305\076\165\217\206\151\051

\130\123\265\234\273\157\237\134\305\030\354\335\057\341\230\311

\374\276\337\012\015

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri

 Dec 11 16:09:51 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\042\241\341\132\352\026\065\041\370\230\071\152\106\106\260

\104\033\017\251

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\154\121\063\247\351\323\146\143\124\025\162\033\041\222\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113
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\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\250\060\202\002\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014

\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\060\036\027

\015\060\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\027\015

\062\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\060\064\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\310\150\361\311\326\326\263\064\165\046\202\036

\354\264\276\352\134\341\046\355\021\107\141\341\242\174\026\170

\100\041\344\140\236\132\310\143\341\304\261\226\222\377\030\155

\151\043\341\053\142\367\335\342\066\057\221\007\271\110\317\016

\354\171\266\054\347\064\113\160\010\045\243\074\207\033\031\362

\201\007\017\070\220\031\323\021\376\206\264\362\321\136\036\036

\226\315\200\154\316\073\061\223\266\362\240\320\251\225\022\175

\245\232\314\153\310\204\126\212\063\251\347\042\025\123\026\360

\314\027\354\127\137\351\242\012\230\011\336\343\137\234\157\334

\110\343\205\013\025\132\246\272\237\254\110\343\011\262\367\364

\062\336\136\064\276\034\170\135\102\133\316\016\042\217\115\220

\327\175\062\030\263\013\054\152\277\216\077\024\021\211\040\016

\167\024\265\075\224\010\207\367\045\036\325\262\140\000\354\157

\052\050\045\156\052\076\030\143\027\045\077\076\104\040\026\366

\046\310\045\256\005\112\264\347\143\054\363\214\026\123\176\134

\373\021\032\010\301\106\142\237\042\270\361\302\215\151\334\372

\072\130\006\337\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\274\060\201\271\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\032\355\376\101\071

\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021\060

\144\006\003\125\035\043\004\135\060\133\200\024\032\355\376\101

\071\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021

\241\070\244\066\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150

\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003

\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\202\011\000\376\334\343

\001\017\311\110\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102

\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\003\036\222
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\161\366\102\257\341\243\141\236\353\363\300\017\362\245\324\332

\225\346\326\276\150\066\075\176\156\037\114\212\357\321\017\041

\155\136\245\122\143\316\022\370\357\052\332\157\353\067\376\023

\002\307\313\073\076\042\153\332\141\056\177\324\162\075\335\060

\341\036\114\100\031\214\017\327\234\321\203\060\173\230\131\334

\175\306\271\014\051\114\241\063\242\353\147\072\145\204\323\226

\342\355\166\105\160\217\265\053\336\371\043\326\111\156\074\024

\265\306\237\065\036\120\320\301\217\152\160\104\002\142\313\256

\035\150\101\247\252\127\350\123\252\007\322\006\366\325\024\006

\013\221\003\165\054\154\162\265\141\225\232\015\213\271\015\347

\365\337\124\315\336\346\330\326\011\010\227\143\345\301\056\260

\267\104\046\300\046\300\257\125\060\236\073\325\066\052\031\004

\364\134\036\377\317\054\267\377\320\375\207\100\021\325\021\043

\273\110\300\041\251\244\050\055\375\025\370\260\116\053\364\060

\133\041\374\021\221\064\276\101\357\173\235\227\165\377\227\225

\300\226\130\057\352\273\106\327\273\344\331\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

#

 Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\056\023\143\105\206\244\157\032\262\140\150\067\130\055\304

\254\375\224\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\253\127\246\133\175\102\202\031\265\330\130\046\050\136\375\377

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145
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\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322
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\274\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\260\060\202\003\230\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322\274\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036

\027\015\060\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\027

\015\063\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\341

\045\017\356\215\333\210\063\165\147\315\255\037\175\072\116\155

\235\323\057\024\363\143\164\313\001\041\152\067\352\204\120\007

\113\046\133\011\103\154\041\236\152\310\325\003\365\140\151\217

\314\360\042\344\037\347\367\152\042\061\267\054\025\362\340\376

\000\152\103\377\207\145\306\265\032\301\247\114\155\042\160\041

\212\061\362\227\164\211\011\022\046\034\236\312\331\022\242\225

\074\332\351\147\277\010\240\144\343\326\102\267\105\357\227\364

\366\365\327\265\112\025\002\130\175\230\130\113\140\274\315\327

\015\232\023\063\123\321\141\371\172\325\327\170\263\232\063\367

\000\206\316\035\115\224\070\257\250\354\170\121\160\212\134\020

\203\121\041\367\021\075\064\206\136\345\110\315\227\201\202\065

\114\031\354\145\366\153\305\005\241\356\107\023\326\263\041\047

\224\020\012\331\044\073\272\276\104\023\106\060\077\227\074\330

\327\327\152\356\073\070\343\053\324\227\016\271\033\347\007\111

\177\067\052\371\167\170\317\124\355\133\106\235\243\200\016\221

\103\301\326\133\137\024\272\237\246\215\044\107\100\131\277\162

\070\262\066\154\067\377\231\321\135\016\131\012\253\151\367\300

\262\004\105\172\124\000\256\276\123\366\265\347\341\370\074\243

\061\322\251\376\041\122\144\305\246\147\360\165\007\006\224\024

\201\125\306\047\344\001\217\027\301\152\161\327\276\113\373\224

\130\175\176\021\063\261\102\367\142\154\030\326\317\011\150\076

\177\154\366\036\217\142\255\245\143\333\011\247\037\042\102\101

\036\157\231\212\076\327\371\077\100\172\171\260\245\001\222\322

\235\075\010\025\245\020\001\055\263\062\166\250\225\015\263\172

\232\373\007\020\170\021\157\341\217\307\272\017\045\032\164\052

\345\034\230\101\231\337\041\207\350\225\006\152\012\263\152\107
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\166\145\366\072\317\217\142\027\031\173\012\050\315\032\322\203

\036\041\307\054\277\276\377\141\150\267\147\033\273\170\115\215

\316\147\345\344\301\216\267\043\146\342\235\220\165\064\230\251

\066\053\212\232\224\271\235\354\314\212\261\370\045\211\134\132

\266\057\214\037\155\171\044\247\122\150\303\204\065\342\146\215

\143\016\045\115\325\031\262\346\171\067\247\042\235\124\061\002

\003\001\000\001\243\152\060\150\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\036\014\367\266\147\362\341\222\046\011\105\300\125

\071\056\167\077\102\112\242\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\071\006\004\147\052\007\000\004\061\060

\057\060\055\002\001\000\060\011\006\005\053\016\003\002\032\005

\000\060\007\006\005\147\052\003\000\000\004\024\105\260\302\307

\012\126\174\356\133\170\014\225\371\030\123\301\246\034\330\020

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\011\263\203\123\131\001\076\225\111\271\361\201

\272\371\166\040\043\265\047\140\164\324\152\231\064\136\154\000

\123\331\237\362\246\261\044\007\104\152\052\306\245\216\170\022

\350\107\331\130\033\023\052\136\171\233\237\012\052\147\246\045

\077\006\151\126\163\303\212\146\110\373\051\201\127\164\006\312

\234\352\050\350\070\147\046\053\361\325\265\077\145\223\370\066

\135\216\215\215\100\040\207\031\352\357\047\300\075\264\071\017

\045\173\150\120\164\125\234\014\131\175\132\075\101\224\045\122

\010\340\107\054\025\061\031\325\277\007\125\306\273\022\265\227

\364\137\203\205\272\161\301\331\154\201\021\166\012\012\260\277

\202\227\367\352\075\372\372\354\055\251\050\224\073\126\335\322

\121\056\256\300\275\010\025\214\167\122\064\226\326\233\254\323

\035\216\141\017\065\173\233\256\071\151\013\142\140\100\040\066

\217\257\373\066\356\055\010\112\035\270\277\233\134\370\352\245

\033\240\163\246\330\370\156\340\063\004\137\150\252\047\207\355

\331\301\220\234\355\275\343\152\065\257\143\337\253\030\331\272

\346\351\112\352\120\212\017\141\223\036\342\055\031\342\060\224

\065\222\135\016\266\007\257\031\200\217\107\220\121\113\056\115

\335\205\342\322\012\122\012\027\232\374\032\260\120\002\345\001

\243\143\067\041\114\104\304\233\121\231\021\016\163\234\006\217

\124\056\247\050\136\104\071\207\126\055\067\275\205\104\224\341

\014\113\054\234\303\222\205\064\141\313\017\270\233\112\103\122

\376\064\072\175\270\351\051\334\166\251\310\060\370\024\161\200

\306\036\066\110\164\042\101\134\207\202\350\030\161\213\101\211

\104\347\176\130\133\250\270\215\023\351\247\154\303\107\355\263

\032\235\142\256\215\202\352\224\236\335\131\020\303\255\335\342

\115\343\061\325\307\354\350\362\260\376\222\036\026\012\032\374

\331\363\370\047\266\311\276\035\264\154\144\220\177\364\344\304

\133\327\067\256\102\016\335\244\032\157\174\210\124\305\026\156

\341\172\150\056\370\072\277\015\244\074\211\073\170\247\116\143

\203\004\041\010\147\215\362\202\111\320\133\375\261\315\017\203

\204\324\076\040\205\367\112\075\053\234\375\052\012\011\115\352

\201\370\021\234

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\147\145\015\361\176\216\176\133\202\100\244\364\126\113\317\342

\075\151\306\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\056\000\312\046\006\220\075\255\376\157\025\150\323\153\263

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322

\274\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN ROOT CA"

#
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# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04

 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\070\060\202\002\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\040

\006\005\026\160\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\122\117\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060

\064\132\027\015\063\061\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060\064

\132\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123

\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267

\063\271\176\310\045\112\216\265\333\264\050\033\252\127\220\350
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\321\042\323\144\272\323\223\350\324\254\206\141\100\152\140\127

\150\124\204\115\274\152\124\002\005\377\337\233\232\052\256\135

\007\217\112\303\050\177\357\373\053\372\171\361\307\255\360\020

\123\044\220\213\146\311\250\210\253\257\132\243\000\351\276\272

\106\356\133\163\173\054\027\202\201\136\142\054\241\002\145\263

\275\305\053\000\176\304\374\003\063\127\015\355\342\372\316\135

\105\326\070\315\065\266\262\301\320\234\201\112\252\344\262\001

\134\035\217\137\231\304\261\255\333\210\041\353\220\010\202\200

\363\060\243\103\346\220\202\256\125\050\111\355\133\327\251\020

\070\016\376\217\114\133\233\106\352\101\365\260\010\164\303\320

\210\063\266\174\327\164\337\334\204\321\103\016\165\071\241\045

\100\050\352\170\313\016\054\056\071\235\214\213\156\026\034\057

\046\202\020\342\343\145\224\012\004\300\136\367\135\133\370\020

\342\320\272\172\113\373\336\067\000\000\032\133\050\343\322\234

\163\076\062\207\230\241\311\121\057\327\336\254\063\263\117\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\340\214\233\333\045\111\263\361\174\206\326\262

\102\207\013\320\153\240\331\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\076\322\034\211

\056\065\374\370\165\335\346\177\145\210\364\162\114\311\054\327

\062\116\363\335\031\171\107\275\216\073\133\223\017\120\111\044

\023\153\024\006\162\357\011\323\241\241\343\100\204\311\347\030

\062\164\074\110\156\017\237\113\324\367\036\323\223\206\144\124

\227\143\162\120\325\125\317\372\040\223\002\242\233\303\043\223

\116\026\125\166\240\160\171\155\315\041\037\317\057\055\274\031

\343\210\061\370\131\032\201\011\310\227\246\164\307\140\304\133

\314\127\216\262\165\375\033\002\011\333\131\157\162\223\151\367

\061\101\326\210\070\277\207\262\275\026\171\371\252\344\276\210

\045\335\141\047\043\034\265\061\007\004\066\264\032\220\275\240

\164\161\120\211\155\274\024\343\017\206\256\361\253\076\307\240

\011\314\243\110\321\340\333\144\347\222\265\317\257\162\103\160

\213\371\303\204\074\023\252\176\222\233\127\123\223\372\160\302

\221\016\061\371\233\147\135\351\226\070\136\137\263\163\116\210

\025\147\336\236\166\020\142\040\276\125\151\225\103\000\071\115

\366\356\260\132\116\111\104\124\130\137\102\203

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "certSIGN ROOT CA"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04 2006
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# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\267\356\066\227\046\142\373\055\260\052\366\277\003\375\350

\174\113\057\233

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\230\300\326\351\072\374\371\260\365\014\367\113\001\104\027

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

#

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\025\060\202\002\375\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\111

\101\054\344\000\020\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102

\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303

\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003

\014\054\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040

\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221
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\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\036

\027\015\060\070\061\062\061\061\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\027

\015\062\070\061\062\060\066\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\060\201

\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163

\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156

\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141\163\163

\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163

\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\304\044\136\163\276\113\155

\024\303\241\364\343\227\220\156\322\060\105\036\074\356\147\331

\144\340\032\212\177\312\060\312\203\343\040\301\343\364\072\323

\224\137\032\174\133\155\277\060\117\204\047\366\237\037\111\274

\306\231\012\220\362\017\365\177\103\204\067\143\121\213\172\245

\160\374\172\130\315\216\233\355\303\106\154\204\160\135\332\363

\001\220\043\374\116\060\251\176\341\047\143\347\355\144\074\240

\270\311\063\143\376\026\220\377\260\270\375\327\250\300\300\224

\103\013\266\325\131\246\236\126\320\044\037\160\171\257\333\071

\124\015\145\165\331\025\101\224\001\257\136\354\366\215\361\377

\255\144\376\040\232\327\134\353\376\246\037\010\144\243\213\166

\125\255\036\073\050\140\056\207\045\350\252\257\037\306\144\106

\040\267\160\177\074\336\110\333\226\123\267\071\167\344\032\342

\307\026\204\166\227\133\057\273\031\025\205\370\151\205\365\231

\247\251\362\064\247\251\266\246\003\374\157\206\075\124\174\166

\004\233\153\371\100\135\000\064\307\056\231\165\235\345\210\003

\252\115\370\003\322\102\166\300\033\002\003\000\250\213\243\105

\060\103\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006

\001\001\377\002\001\004\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\314\372\147\223\360\266\270\320\245\300\036\363\123\375\214

\123\337\203\327\226\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\177\356\034\026\251\234

\074\121\000\240\300\021\010\005\247\231\346\157\001\210\124\141

\156\361\271\030\255\112\255\376\201\100\043\224\057\373\165\174

\057\050\113\142\044\201\202\013\365\141\361\034\156\270\141\070

\353\201\372\142\241\073\132\142\323\224\145\304\341\346\155\202

\370\057\045\160\262\041\046\301\162\121\037\214\054\303\204\220

\303\132\217\272\317\364\247\145\245\353\230\321\373\005\262\106

\165\025\043\152\157\205\143\060\200\360\325\236\037\051\034\302

\154\260\120\131\135\220\133\073\250\015\060\317\277\175\177\316

\361\235\203\275\311\106\156\040\246\371\141\121\272\041\057\173

\276\245\025\143\241\324\225\207\361\236\271\363\211\363\075\205
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\270\270\333\276\265\271\051\371\332\067\005\000\111\224\003\204

\104\347\277\103\061\317\165\213\045\321\364\246\144\365\222\366

\253\005\353\075\351\245\013\066\142\332\314\006\137\066\213\266

\136\061\270\052\373\136\366\161\337\104\046\236\304\346\015\221

\264\056\165\225\200\121\152\113\060\246\260\142\241\223\361\233

\330\316\304\143\165\077\131\107\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

# Issuer:

 CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification Services),O=NetLock

Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\006\010\077\131\077\025\241\004\240\151\244\153\251\003\320\006

\267\227\011\221

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\241\267\377\163\335\326\327\064\062\030\337\374\074\255\210

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303
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\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\003\060\060\202\002\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\003

\350\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060

\065\061\065\060\065\061\063\061\064\132\027\015\062\063\060\065

\061\065\060\064\065\062\062\071\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153

\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\254\377\070\266\351\146\002\111\343\242\264\341\220

\371\100\217\171\371\342\275\171\376\002\275\356\044\222\035\042

\366\332\205\162\151\376\327\077\011\324\335\221\265\002\234\320

\215\132\341\125\303\120\206\271\051\046\302\343\331\240\361\151

\003\050\040\200\105\042\055\126\247\073\124\225\126\042\131\037

\050\337\037\040\075\155\242\066\276\043\240\261\156\265\261\047

\077\071\123\011\352\253\152\350\164\262\302\145\134\216\277\174

\303\170\204\315\236\026\374\365\056\117\040\052\010\237\167\363

\305\036\304\232\122\146\036\110\136\343\020\006\217\042\230\341

\145\216\033\135\043\146\073\270\245\062\121\310\206\252\241\251

\236\177\166\224\302\246\154\267\101\360\325\310\006\070\346\324

\014\342\363\073\114\155\120\214\304\203\047\301\023\204\131\075

\236\165\164\266\330\002\136\072\220\172\300\102\066\162\354\152

\115\334\357\304\000\337\023\030\127\137\046\170\310\326\012\171

\167\277\367\257\267\166\271\245\013\204\027\135\020\352\157\341

\253\225\021\137\155\074\243\134\115\203\133\362\263\031\212\200

\213\013\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\046\060\044\060\022\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\003

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\016\106\325\074\256\342\207\331\136\201\213\002

\230\101\010\214\114\274\332\333\356\047\033\202\347\152\105\354

\026\213\117\205\240\363\262\160\275\132\226\272\312\156\155\356

\106\213\156\347\052\056\226\263\031\063\353\264\237\250\262\067

\356\230\250\227\266\056\266\147\047\324\246\111\375\034\223\145

\166\236\102\057\334\042\154\232\117\362\132\025\071\261\161\327

\053\121\350\155\034\230\300\331\052\364\241\202\173\325\311\101

\242\043\001\164\070\125\213\017\271\056\147\242\040\004\067\332

\234\013\323\027\041\340\217\227\171\064\157\204\110\002\040\063

\033\346\064\104\237\221\160\364\200\136\204\103\302\051\322\154

\022\024\344\141\215\254\020\220\236\204\120\273\360\226\157\105

\237\212\363\312\154\117\372\021\072\025\025\106\303\315\037\203

\133\055\101\022\355\120\147\101\023\075\041\253\224\212\252\116
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\174\301\261\373\247\326\265\047\057\227\253\156\340\035\342\321

\034\054\037\104\342\374\276\221\241\234\373\326\051\123\163\206

\237\123\330\103\016\135\326\143\202\161\035\200\164\312\366\342

\002\153\331\132

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA

 1"

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\332\250\040\215\011\322\025\115\044\265\057\313\064\156\262

\130\262\212\130

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\015\157\071\170\271\103\155\167\102\155\230\132\314\043\312

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "SecureSign RootCA11"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\155\060\202\002\125\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061\060\036\027\015\060\071\060
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\064\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\027\015\062\071\060\064

\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\060\130\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\375\167\252\245\034\220\005\073\313\114\233\063

\213\132\024\105\244\347\220\026\321\337\127\322\041\020\244\027

\375\337\254\326\037\247\344\333\174\367\354\337\270\003\332\224

\130\375\135\162\174\214\077\137\001\147\164\025\226\343\002\074

\207\333\256\313\001\216\302\363\146\306\205\105\364\002\306\072

\265\142\262\257\372\234\277\244\346\324\200\060\230\363\015\266

\223\217\251\324\330\066\362\260\374\212\312\054\241\025\063\225

\061\332\300\033\362\356\142\231\206\143\077\277\335\223\052\203

\250\166\271\023\037\267\316\116\102\205\217\042\347\056\032\362

\225\011\262\005\265\104\116\167\241\040\275\251\362\116\012\175

\120\255\365\005\015\105\117\106\161\375\050\076\123\373\004\330

\055\327\145\035\112\033\372\317\073\260\061\232\065\156\310\213

\006\323\000\221\362\224\010\145\114\261\064\006\000\172\211\342

\360\307\003\131\317\325\326\350\247\062\263\346\230\100\206\305

\315\047\022\213\314\173\316\267\021\074\142\140\007\043\076\053

\100\156\224\200\011\155\266\263\157\167\157\065\010\120\373\002

\207\305\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\370\115\117\262\245\206\324

\072\322\361\143\232\240\276\011\366\127\267\336\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\240\241\070\026\146\056\247\126\037\041\234\006\372\035\355

\271\042\305\070\046\330\116\117\354\243\177\171\336\106\041\241

\207\167\217\007\010\232\262\244\305\257\017\062\230\013\174\146

\051\266\233\175\045\122\111\103\253\114\056\053\156\172\160\257

\026\016\343\002\154\373\102\346\030\235\105\330\125\310\350\073

\335\347\341\364\056\013\034\064\134\154\130\112\373\214\210\120

\137\225\034\277\355\253\042\265\145\263\205\272\236\017\270\255

\345\172\033\212\120\072\035\275\015\274\173\124\120\013\271\102

\257\125\240\030\201\255\145\231\357\276\344\234\277\304\205\253

\101\262\124\157\334\045\315\355\170\342\216\014\215\011\111\335

\143\173\132\151\226\002\041\250\275\122\131\351\175\065\313\310

\122\312\177\201\376\331\153\323\367\021\355\045\337\370\347\371

\244\372\162\227\204\123\015\245\320\062\030\121\166\131\024\154

\017\353\354\137\200\214\165\103\203\303\205\230\377\114\236\055

\015\344\167\203\223\116\265\226\007\213\050\023\233\214\031\215

\101\047\111\100\356\336\346\043\104\071\334\241\042\326\272\003

\362
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureSign RootCA11"

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

#

 Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\073\304\237\110\370\363\163\240\234\036\275\370\133\261\303\145

\307\330\021\263

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\122\164\342\222\264\200\223\362\165\344\314\327\362\352\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

#
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# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\012\060\202\002\362\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007

\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003
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\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164

\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157

\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\036\027\015

\060\071\060\066\061\066\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\027\015\062

\071\061\062\063\060\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\060\201\202\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163

\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151

\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150

\165\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\351\370\217\363\143\255\332\206\330\247\340\102\373\317

\221\336\246\046\370\231\245\143\160\255\233\256\312\063\100\175

\155\226\156\241\016\104\356\341\023\235\224\102\122\232\275\165

\205\164\054\250\016\035\223\266\030\267\214\054\250\317\373\134

\161\271\332\354\376\350\176\217\344\057\035\262\250\165\207\330

\267\241\345\073\317\231\112\106\320\203\031\175\300\241\022\034

\225\155\112\364\330\307\245\115\063\056\205\071\100\165\176\024

\174\200\022\230\120\307\101\147\270\240\200\141\124\246\154\116

\037\340\235\016\007\351\311\272\063\347\376\300\125\050\054\002

\200\247\031\365\236\334\125\123\003\227\173\007\110\377\231\373

\067\212\044\304\131\314\120\020\143\216\252\251\032\260\204\032

\206\371\137\273\261\120\156\244\321\012\314\325\161\176\037\247

\033\174\365\123\156\042\137\313\053\346\324\174\135\256\326\302

\306\114\345\005\001\331\355\127\374\301\043\171\374\372\310\044

\203\225\363\265\152\121\001\320\167\326\351\022\241\371\032\203

\373\202\033\271\260\227\364\166\006\063\103\111\240\377\013\265

\372\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\200\060\176\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314\075

\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314

\075\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\033\006

\003\125\035\021\004\024\060\022\201\020\151\156\146\157\100\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\311\321

\016\136\056\325\314\263\174\076\313\374\075\377\015\050\225\223

\004\310\277\332\315\171\270\103\220\360\244\276\357\362\357\041

\230\274\324\324\135\006\366\356\102\354\060\154\240\252\251\312

\361\257\212\372\077\013\163\152\076\352\056\100\176\037\256\124
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\141\171\353\056\010\067\327\043\363\214\237\276\035\261\341\244

\165\333\240\342\124\024\261\272\034\051\244\030\366\022\272\242

\024\024\343\061\065\310\100\377\267\340\005\166\127\301\034\131

\362\370\277\344\355\045\142\134\204\360\176\176\037\263\276\371

\267\041\021\314\003\001\126\160\247\020\222\036\033\064\201\036

\255\234\032\303\004\074\355\002\141\326\036\006\363\137\072\207

\362\053\361\105\207\345\075\254\321\307\127\204\275\153\256\334

\330\371\266\033\142\160\013\075\066\311\102\362\062\327\172\141

\346\322\333\075\317\310\251\311\233\334\333\130\104\327\157\070

\257\177\170\323\243\255\032\165\272\034\301\066\174\217\036\155

\034\303\165\106\256\065\005\246\366\134\075\041\356\126\360\311

\202\042\055\172\124\253\160\303\175\042\145\202\160\226

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec

 e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\337\164\376\134\364\017\112\200\371\343\067\175\124\332\221

\341\001\061\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\111\364\003\274\104\055\203\276\110\151\175\051\144\374\261

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015
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\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\137\060\202\002\107\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\114\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\063\061

\070\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\060\063\061\070

\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\314\045\166\220\171\006\170\042\026\365

\300\203\266\204\312\050\236\375\005\166\021\305\255\210\162\374

\106\002\103\307\262\212\235\004\137\044\313\056\113\341\140\202

\106\341\122\253\014\201\107\160\154\335\144\321\353\365\054\243

\017\202\075\014\053\256\227\327\266\024\206\020\171\273\073\023

\200\167\214\010\341\111\322\152\142\057\037\136\372\226\150\337

\211\047\225\070\237\006\327\076\311\313\046\131\015\163\336\260

\310\351\046\016\203\025\306\357\133\213\322\004\140\312\111\246

\050\366\151\073\366\313\310\050\221\345\235\212\141\127\067\254

\164\024\334\164\340\072\356\162\057\056\234\373\320\273\277\365

\075\000\341\006\063\350\202\053\256\123\246\072\026\163\214\335

\101\016\040\072\300\264\247\241\351\262\117\220\056\062\140\351

\127\313\271\004\222\150\150\345\070\046\140\165\262\237\167\377

\221\024\357\256\040\111\374\255\100\025\110\321\002\061\141\031

\136\270\227\357\255\167\267\144\232\172\277\137\301\023\357\233

\142\373\015\154\340\124\151\026\251\003\332\156\351\203\223\161

\166\306\151\205\202\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\217\360\113\177\250

\056\105\044\256\115\120\372\143\232\213\336\342\335\033\274\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\100\333\300\120\252\376\310\014\357\367\226\124

\105\111\273\226\000\011\101\254\263\023\206\206\050\007\063\312

\153\346\164\271\272\000\055\256\244\012\323\365\361\361\017\212

\277\163\147\112\203\307\104\173\170\340\257\156\154\157\003\051

\216\063\071\105\303\216\344\271\127\154\252\374\022\226\354\123

\306\055\344\044\154\271\224\143\373\334\123\150\147\126\076\203

\270\317\065\041\303\311\150\376\316\332\302\123\252\314\220\212

\351\360\135\106\214\225\335\172\130\050\032\057\035\336\315\000
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\067\101\217\355\104\155\327\123\050\227\176\363\147\004\036\025

\327\212\226\264\323\336\114\047\244\114\033\163\163\166\364\027

\231\302\037\172\016\343\055\010\255\012\034\054\377\074\253\125

\016\017\221\176\066\353\303\127\111\276\341\056\055\174\140\213

\303\101\121\023\043\235\316\367\062\153\224\001\250\231\347\054

\063\037\072\073\045\322\206\100\316\073\054\206\170\311\141\057

\024\272\356\333\125\157\337\204\356\005\011\115\275\050\330\162

\316\323\142\120\145\036\353\222\227\203\061\331\263\265\312\107

\130\077\137

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

#

 Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\233\126\021\110\360\034\167\305\105\170\301\011\046\337\133

\205\151\166\255

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\337\270\111\312\005\023\125\356\055\272\032\303\076\260\050

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\123

\354\073\356\373\262\110\137\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004
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\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\065\062\060\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\027\015\063\060\061\062

\063\061\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304

\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376

\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\016\006\003
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\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176

\325\164\300\034\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102

\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\027\175\240\371\264\335\305\305

\353\255\113\044\265\241\002\253\335\245\210\112\262\017\125\113

\053\127\214\073\345\061\335\376\304\062\361\347\133\144\226\066

\062\030\354\245\062\167\327\343\104\266\300\021\052\200\271\075

\152\156\174\233\323\255\374\303\326\243\346\144\051\174\321\341

\070\036\202\053\377\047\145\257\373\026\025\304\056\161\204\345

\265\377\372\244\107\275\144\062\273\366\045\204\242\047\102\365

\040\260\302\023\020\021\315\020\025\272\102\220\052\322\104\341

\226\046\353\061\110\022\375\052\332\311\006\317\164\036\251\113

\325\207\050\371\171\064\222\076\056\104\350\366\217\117\217\065

\077\045\263\071\334\143\052\220\153\040\137\304\122\022\116\227

\054\052\254\235\227\336\110\362\243\146\333\302\322\203\225\246

\146\247\236\045\017\351\013\063\221\145\012\132\303\331\124\022

\335\257\303\116\016\037\046\136\015\334\263\215\354\325\201\160

\336\322\117\044\005\363\154\116\365\114\111\146\215\321\377\322

\013\045\101\110\376\121\204\306\102\257\200\004\317\320\176\144

\111\344\362\337\242\354\261\114\300\052\035\347\264\261\145\242

\304\274\361\230\364\252\160\007\143\264\270\332\073\114\372\100

\042\060\133\021\246\360\005\016\306\002\003\110\253\206\233\205

\335\333\335\352\242\166\200\163\175\365\234\004\304\105\215\347

\271\034\213\236\352\327\165\321\162\261\336\165\104\347\102\175

\342\127\153\175\334\231\274\075\203\050\352\200\223\215\305\114

\145\301\160\201\270\070\374\103\061\262\366\003\064\107\262\254

\373\042\006\313\036\335\027\107\034\137\146\271\323\032\242\332

\021\261\244\274\043\311\344\276\207\377\271\224\266\370\135\040

\112\324\137\347\275\150\173\145\362\025\036\322\072\251\055\351

\330\153\044\254\227\130\104\107\255\131\030\361\041\145\160\336

\316\064\140\250\100\361\363\074\244\303\050\043\214\376\047\063

\103\100\240\027\074\353\352\073\260\162\246\243\271\112\113\136

\026\110\364\262\274\310\214\222\305\235\237\254\162\066\274\064

\200\064\153\251\213\222\300\270\027\355\354\166\123\365\044\001

\214\263\042\350\113\174\125\306\235\372\243\024\273\145\205\156

\156\117\022\176\012\074\235\225

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\305\373\077\310\341\277\304\345\117\003\007\132\232\350\000

\267\367\266\372

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\072\164\172\354\273\243\226\246\302\344\342\310\233\300\303

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Izenpe.com"

#

# Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES
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# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\361\060\202\003\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031\346\175\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\070

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123

\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172

\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\062

\061\063\061\063\060\070\062\070\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\061

\063\060\070\062\067\062\065\132\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012

\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143

\157\155\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\311\323\172\312\017\036\254\247\206\350\026\145\152

\261\302\033\105\062\161\225\331\376\020\133\314\257\347\245\171
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\001\217\211\303\312\362\125\161\367\167\276\167\224\363\162\244

\054\104\330\236\222\233\024\072\241\347\044\220\012\012\126\216

\305\330\046\224\341\331\110\341\055\076\332\012\162\335\243\231

\025\332\201\242\207\364\173\156\046\167\211\130\255\326\353\014

\262\101\172\163\156\155\333\172\170\101\351\010\210\022\176\207

\056\146\021\143\154\124\373\074\235\162\300\274\056\377\302\267

\335\015\166\343\072\327\367\264\150\276\242\365\343\201\156\301

\106\157\135\215\340\115\306\124\125\211\032\063\061\012\261\127

\271\243\212\230\303\354\073\064\305\225\101\151\176\165\302\074

\040\305\141\272\121\107\240\040\220\223\241\220\113\363\116\174

\205\105\124\232\321\005\046\101\260\265\115\035\063\276\304\003

\310\045\174\301\160\333\073\364\011\055\124\047\110\254\057\341

\304\254\076\310\313\222\114\123\071\067\043\354\323\001\371\340

\011\104\115\115\144\300\341\015\132\207\042\274\255\033\243\376

\046\265\025\363\247\374\204\031\351\354\241\210\264\104\151\204

\203\363\211\321\164\006\251\314\013\326\302\336\047\205\120\046

\312\027\270\311\172\207\126\054\032\001\036\154\276\023\255\020

\254\265\044\365\070\221\241\326\113\332\361\273\322\336\107\265

\361\274\201\366\131\153\317\031\123\351\215\025\313\112\313\251

\157\104\345\033\101\317\341\206\247\312\320\152\237\274\114\215

\006\063\132\242\205\345\220\065\240\142\134\026\116\360\343\242

\372\003\032\264\054\161\263\130\054\336\173\013\333\032\017\353

\336\041\037\006\167\006\003\260\311\357\231\374\300\271\117\013

\206\050\376\322\271\352\343\332\245\303\107\151\022\340\333\360

\366\031\213\355\173\160\327\002\326\355\207\030\050\054\004\044

\114\167\344\110\212\032\306\073\232\324\017\312\372\165\322\001

\100\132\215\171\277\213\317\113\317\252\026\301\225\344\255\114

\212\076\027\221\324\261\142\345\202\345\200\004\244\003\176\215

\277\332\177\242\017\227\117\014\323\015\373\327\321\345\162\176

\034\310\167\377\133\232\017\267\256\005\106\345\361\250\026\354

\107\244\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\366\060\201\363\060\201

\260\006\003\125\035\021\004\201\250\060\201\245\201\017\151\156

\146\157\100\151\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\244\201\221

\060\201\216\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\111\132

\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040

\101\060\061\063\063\067\062\066\060\055\122\115\145\162\143\056

\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151\172\040

\124\061\060\065\065\040\106\066\062\040\123\070\061\103\060\101

\006\003\125\004\011\014\072\101\166\144\141\040\144\145\154\040

\115\145\144\151\164\145\162\162\141\156\145\157\040\105\164\157

\162\142\151\144\145\141\040\061\064\040\055\040\060\061\060\061

\060\040\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151

\172\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\035\034\145

\016\250\362\045\173\264\221\317\344\261\261\346\275\125\164\154

\005\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\170\246\014\026\112\237\114\210\072\300\313
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\016\245\026\175\237\271\110\137\030\217\015\142\066\366\315\031

\153\254\253\325\366\221\175\256\161\363\077\263\016\170\205\233

\225\244\047\041\107\102\112\174\110\072\365\105\174\263\014\216

\121\170\254\225\023\336\306\375\175\270\032\220\114\253\222\003

\307\355\102\001\316\017\330\261\372\242\222\341\140\155\256\172

\153\011\252\306\051\356\150\111\147\060\200\044\172\061\026\071

\133\176\361\034\056\335\154\011\255\362\061\301\202\116\271\273

\371\276\277\052\205\077\300\100\243\072\131\374\131\113\074\050

\044\333\264\025\165\256\015\210\272\056\163\300\275\130\207\345

\102\362\353\136\356\036\060\042\231\313\067\321\304\041\154\201

\354\276\155\046\346\034\344\102\040\236\107\260\254\203\131\160

\054\065\326\257\066\064\264\315\073\370\062\250\357\343\170\211

\373\215\105\054\332\234\270\176\100\034\141\347\076\242\222\054

\113\362\315\372\230\266\051\377\363\362\173\251\037\056\240\223

\127\053\336\205\003\371\151\067\313\236\170\152\005\264\305\061

\170\211\354\172\247\205\341\271\173\074\336\276\036\171\204\316

\237\160\016\131\302\065\056\220\052\061\331\344\105\172\101\244

\056\023\233\064\016\146\173\111\253\144\227\320\106\303\171\235

\162\120\143\246\230\133\006\275\110\155\330\071\203\160\350\065

\360\005\321\252\274\343\333\310\002\352\174\375\202\332\302\133

\122\065\256\230\072\255\272\065\223\043\247\037\110\335\065\106

\230\262\020\150\344\245\061\302\012\130\056\031\201\020\311\120

\165\374\352\132\026\316\021\327\356\357\120\210\055\141\377\077

\102\163\005\224\103\325\216\074\116\001\072\031\245\037\106\116

\167\320\135\345\201\042\041\207\376\224\175\204\330\223\255\326

\150\103\110\262\333\353\163\044\347\221\177\124\244\266\200\076

\235\243\074\114\162\302\127\304\240\324\314\070\047\316\325\006

\236\242\110\331\351\237\316\202\160\066\223\232\073\337\226\041

\343\131\267\014\332\221\067\360\375\131\132\263\231\310\151\154

\103\046\001\065\143\140\125\211\003\072\165\330\272\112\331\124

\377\356\336\200\330\055\321\070\325\136\055\013\230\175\076\154

\333\374\046\210\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Izenpe.com"

#

 Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\170\075\045\122\030\247\112\145\071\161\265\054\242\234\105

\025\157\351\031

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\260\315\205\200\332\134\120\064\243\071\220\057\125\147\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\117\060\202\005\067\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060

\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070
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\060\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063

\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004

\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143

\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141

\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141

\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070

\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103

\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162

\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157

\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\000\313\160\067\053

\200\132\112\072\154\170\224\175\243\177\032\037\366\065\325\275

\333\313\015\104\162\076\046\262\220\122\272\143\073\050\130\157

\245\263\155\224\246\363\335\144\014\125\366\366\347\362\042\042

\200\136\341\142\306\266\051\341\201\154\362\277\345\175\062\152

\124\240\062\031\131\376\037\213\327\075\140\206\205\044\157\343

\021\263\167\076\040\226\065\041\153\263\010\331\160\056\144\367

\204\222\123\326\016\260\220\212\212\343\207\215\006\323\275\220

\016\342\231\241\033\206\016\332\232\012\273\013\141\120\006\122

\361\236\177\166\354\313\017\320\036\015\317\231\060\075\034\304

\105\020\130\254\326\323\350\327\345\352\305\001\007\167\326\121

\346\003\177\212\110\245\115\150\165\271\351\274\236\116\031\161

\365\062\113\234\155\140\031\013\373\314\235\165\334\277\046\315

\217\223\170\071\171\163\136\045\016\312\134\353\167\022\007\313

\144\101\107\162\223\253\120\303\353\011\166\144\064\322\071\267

\166\021\011\015\166\105\304\251\256\075\152\257\265\175\145\057

\224\130\020\354\134\174\257\176\342\266\030\331\320\233\116\132

\111\337\251\146\013\314\074\306\170\174\247\234\035\343\316\216

\123\276\005\336\140\017\153\345\032\333\077\343\341\041\311\051

\301\361\353\007\234\122\033\001\104\121\074\173\045\327\304\345

\122\124\135\045\007\312\026\040\270\255\344\101\356\172\010\376

\231\157\203\246\221\002\260\154\066\125\152\347\175\365\226\346

\312\201\326\227\361\224\203\351\355\260\261\153\022\151\036\254

\373\135\251\305\230\351\264\133\130\172\276\075\242\104\072\143

\131\324\013\045\336\033\117\275\345\001\236\315\322\051\325\237

\027\031\012\157\277\014\220\323\011\137\331\343\212\065\314\171

\132\115\031\067\222\267\304\301\255\257\364\171\044\232\262\001

\013\261\257\134\226\363\200\062\373\134\075\230\361\240\077\112

\336\276\257\224\056\331\125\232\027\156\140\235\143\154\270\143

\311\256\201\134\030\065\340\220\273\276\074\117\067\042\271\176

\353\317\236\167\041\246\075\070\201\373\110\332\061\075\053\343

\211\365\320\265\275\176\340\120\304\022\211\263\043\232\020\061

\205\333\256\157\357\070\063\030\166\021\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\001\154\060\202\001\150\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001
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\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\044\254\017\262\265\370\171\300\372

\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\060\201\343\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\333\060\201\330\200\024\371\044\254\017\262\265

\370\171\300\372\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\241\201

\264\244\201\261\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115

\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145

\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167

\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155

\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146

\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\202\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125

\035\040\000\060\052\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171

\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\220\022\257\042\065\302\243\071\360\056\336\351\265

\351\170\174\110\276\077\175\105\222\136\351\332\261\031\374\026

\074\237\264\133\146\236\152\347\303\271\135\210\350\017\255\317

\043\017\336\045\072\136\314\117\245\301\265\055\254\044\322\130

\007\336\242\317\151\204\140\063\350\020\015\023\251\043\320\205

\345\216\173\246\236\075\162\023\162\063\365\252\175\306\143\037

\010\364\376\001\177\044\317\053\054\124\011\336\342\053\155\222

\306\071\117\026\352\074\176\172\106\324\105\152\106\250\353\165

\202\126\247\253\240\174\150\023\063\366\235\060\360\157\047\071

\044\043\052\220\375\220\051\065\362\223\337\064\245\306\367\370

\357\214\017\142\112\174\256\323\365\124\370\215\266\232\126\207

\026\202\072\063\253\132\042\010\367\202\272\352\056\340\107\232

\264\265\105\243\005\073\331\334\056\105\100\073\352\334\177\350

\073\353\321\354\046\330\065\244\060\305\072\254\127\236\263\166

\245\040\173\371\036\112\005\142\001\246\050\165\140\227\222\015

\156\076\115\067\103\015\222\025\234\030\042\315\121\231\240\051

\032\074\137\212\062\063\133\060\307\211\057\107\230\017\243\003

\306\366\361\254\337\062\360\331\201\032\344\234\275\366\200\024

\360\321\054\271\205\365\330\243\261\310\245\041\345\034\023\227

\356\016\275\337\051\251\357\064\123\133\323\344\152\023\204\006

\266\062\002\304\122\256\042\322\334\262\041\102\032\332\100\360

\051\311\354\012\014\134\342\320\272\314\110\323\067\012\314\022

\012\212\171\260\075\003\177\151\113\364\064\040\175\263\064\352

\216\113\144\365\076\375\263\043\147\025\015\004\270\360\055\301

\011\121\074\262\154\025\360\245\043\327\203\164\344\345\056\311
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\376\230\047\102\306\253\306\236\260\320\133\070\245\233\120\336

\176\030\230\265\105\073\366\171\264\350\367\032\173\006\203\373

\320\213\332\273\307\275\030\253\010\157\074\200\153\100\077\031

\031\272\145\212\346\276\325\134\323\066\327\357\100\122\044\140

\070\147\004\061\354\217\363\202\306\336\271\125\363\073\061\221

\132\334\265\010\025\255\166\045\012\015\173\056\207\342\014\246

\006\274\046\020\155\067\235\354\335\170\214\174\200\305\360\331

\167\110\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

#

 Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\152\164\254\166\253\024\177\234\152\060\120\272\236\250\176

\376\232\316\074

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\200\236\204\132\016\145\013\027\002\363\125\030\052\076\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023
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\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

#

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign

 Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_ID
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 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\111\060\202\005\061\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\060\061

\061\062\063\061\064\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063\061\061

\062\063\061\064\060\132\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023

\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162

\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040

\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143

\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\337\126\323\344\072\233\166\105\264
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\023\333\377\301\266\031\213\067\101\030\225\122\107\353\027\235

\051\210\216\065\154\006\062\056\107\142\363\111\004\277\175\104

\066\261\161\314\275\132\011\163\325\331\205\104\377\221\127\045

\337\136\066\216\160\321\134\161\103\035\331\332\357\134\322\373

\033\275\072\265\313\255\243\314\104\247\015\256\041\025\077\271

\172\133\222\165\330\244\022\070\211\031\212\267\200\322\342\062

\157\126\234\221\326\210\020\013\263\164\144\222\164\140\363\366

\317\030\117\140\262\043\320\307\073\316\141\113\231\217\302\014

\320\100\262\230\334\015\250\116\243\271\012\256\140\240\255\105

\122\143\272\146\275\150\340\371\276\032\250\201\273\036\101\170

\165\323\301\376\000\125\260\207\124\350\047\220\065\035\114\063

\255\227\374\227\056\230\204\277\054\311\243\277\321\230\021\024

\355\143\370\312\230\210\130\027\231\355\105\003\227\176\074\206

\036\210\214\276\362\221\204\217\145\064\330\000\114\175\267\061

\027\132\051\172\012\030\044\060\243\067\265\172\251\001\175\046

\326\371\016\216\131\361\375\033\063\265\051\073\027\073\101\266

\041\335\324\300\075\245\237\237\037\103\120\311\273\274\154\172

\227\230\356\315\214\037\373\234\121\256\213\160\275\047\237\161

\300\153\254\175\220\146\350\327\135\072\015\260\325\302\215\325

\310\235\235\301\155\320\320\277\121\344\343\370\303\070\066\256

\326\247\165\346\257\204\103\135\223\222\014\152\007\336\073\035

\230\042\326\254\301\065\333\243\240\045\377\162\265\166\035\336

\155\351\054\146\054\122\204\320\105\222\316\034\345\345\063\035

\334\007\123\124\243\252\202\073\232\067\057\334\335\240\144\351

\346\335\275\256\374\144\205\035\074\247\311\006\336\204\377\153

\350\153\032\074\305\242\263\102\373\213\011\076\137\010\122\307

\142\304\324\005\161\277\304\144\344\370\241\203\350\076\022\233

\250\036\324\066\115\057\161\366\215\050\366\203\251\023\322\141

\301\221\273\110\300\064\217\101\214\113\114\333\151\022\377\120

\224\234\040\203\131\163\355\174\241\362\361\375\335\367\111\323

\103\130\240\126\143\312\075\075\345\065\126\131\351\016\312\040

\314\053\113\223\051\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\152\060

\202\001\146\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060

\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153\256\355\124\361

\133\223\006\065\056\136\060\201\341\006\003\125\035\043\004\201

\331\060\201\326\200\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153

\256\355\124\361\133\223\006\065\056\136\241\201\262\244\201\257

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163
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\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\202

\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\075\006\003\125\035

\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\052\060

\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\034\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\143\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\200\210\177

\160\336\222\050\331\005\224\106\377\220\127\251\361\057\337\032

\015\153\372\174\016\034\111\044\171\047\330\106\252\157\051\131

\122\210\160\022\352\335\075\365\233\123\124\157\341\140\242\250

\011\271\354\353\131\174\306\065\361\334\030\351\361\147\345\257

\272\105\340\011\336\312\104\017\302\027\016\167\221\105\172\063

\137\137\226\054\150\213\301\107\217\230\233\075\300\354\313\365

\325\202\222\204\065\321\276\066\070\126\162\061\133\107\055\252

\027\244\143\121\353\012\001\255\177\354\165\236\313\241\037\361

\177\022\261\271\344\144\177\147\326\043\052\364\270\071\135\230

\350\041\247\341\275\075\102\032\164\232\160\257\150\154\120\135

\111\317\377\373\016\135\346\054\107\327\201\072\131\000\265\163

\153\143\040\366\061\105\010\071\016\364\160\176\100\160\132\077

\320\153\102\251\164\075\050\057\002\155\165\162\225\011\215\110

\143\306\306\043\127\222\223\136\065\301\215\371\012\367\054\235

\142\034\366\255\174\335\246\061\036\266\261\307\176\205\046\372

\244\152\265\332\143\060\321\357\223\067\262\146\057\175\005\367

\347\267\113\230\224\065\300\331\072\051\301\235\262\120\063\035

\112\251\132\246\311\003\357\355\364\347\250\156\212\264\127\204

\353\244\077\320\356\252\252\207\133\143\350\223\342\153\250\324

\270\162\170\153\033\355\071\344\135\313\233\252\207\325\117\116

\000\376\331\152\237\074\061\017\050\002\001\175\230\350\247\260

\242\144\236\171\370\110\362\025\251\314\346\310\104\353\077\170

\231\362\173\161\076\074\361\230\247\305\030\022\077\346\273\050

\063\102\351\105\012\174\155\362\206\171\057\305\202\031\175\011

\211\174\262\124\166\210\256\336\301\363\314\341\156\333\061\326

\223\256\231\240\357\045\152\163\230\211\133\072\056\023\210\036

\277\300\222\224\064\033\343\047\267\213\036\157\102\377\347\351

\067\233\120\035\055\242\371\002\356\313\130\130\072\161\274\150

\343\252\301\257\034\050\037\242\334\043\145\077\201\352\256\231

\323\330\060\317\023\015\117\025\311\204\274\247\110\055\370\060

\043\167\330\106\113\171\155\366\214\355\072\177\140\021\170\364

\351\233\256\325\124\300\164\200\321\013\102\237\301

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see
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current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\112\275\356\354\225\015\065\234\211\256\307\122\241\054\133\051

\366\326\252\014

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\236\200\377\170\001\014\056\301\066\275\376\226\220\156\010\363

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US
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# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164
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\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023

\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007

\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007

\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143

\157\155\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\161\142\010

\361\372\131\064\367\033\311\030\243\367\200\111\130\351\042\203

\023\246\305\040\103\001\073\204\361\346\205\111\237\047\352\366

\204\033\116\240\264\333\160\230\307\062\001\261\005\076\007\116

\356\364\372\117\057\131\060\042\347\253\031\126\153\342\200\007

\374\363\026\165\200\071\121\173\345\371\065\266\164\116\251\215

\202\023\344\266\077\251\003\203\372\242\276\212\025\152\177\336

\013\303\266\031\024\005\312\352\303\250\004\224\073\106\174\062

\015\363\000\146\042\310\215\151\155\066\214\021\030\267\323\262

\034\140\264\070\372\002\214\316\323\335\106\007\336\012\076\353

\135\174\310\174\373\260\053\123\244\222\142\151\121\045\005\141

\032\104\201\214\054\251\103\226\043\337\254\072\201\232\016\051

\305\034\251\351\135\036\266\236\236\060\012\071\316\361\210\200

\373\113\135\314\062\354\205\142\103\045\064\002\126\047\001\221

\264\073\160\052\077\156\261\350\234\210\001\175\237\324\371\333

\123\155\140\235\277\054\347\130\253\270\137\106\374\316\304\033

\003\074\011\353\111\061\134\151\106\263\340\107\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\072\232\205\007\020\147\050\266\357\366\275\005\101\156\040

\301\224\332\017\336\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\231\333\135\171\325\371\227

\131\147\003\141\361\176\073\006\061\165\055\241\040\216\117\145

\207\264\367\246\234\274\330\351\057\320\333\132\356\317\164\214

\163\264\070\102\332\005\173\370\002\165\270\375\245\261\327\256

\366\327\336\023\313\123\020\176\212\106\321\227\372\267\056\053

\021\253\220\260\047\200\371\350\237\132\351\067\237\253\344\337

\154\263\205\027\235\075\331\044\117\171\221\065\326\137\004\353

\200\203\253\232\002\055\265\020\364\330\220\307\004\163\100\355

\162\045\240\251\237\354\236\253\150\022\231\127\306\217\022\072
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\011\244\275\104\375\006\025\067\301\233\344\062\243\355\070\350

\330\144\363\054\176\024\374\002\352\237\315\377\007\150\027\333

\042\220\070\055\172\215\321\124\361\151\343\137\063\312\172\075

\173\012\343\312\177\137\071\345\342\165\272\305\166\030\063\316

\054\360\057\114\255\367\261\347\316\117\250\304\233\112\124\006

\305\177\175\325\010\017\342\034\376\176\027\270\254\136\366\324

\026\262\103\011\014\115\366\247\153\264\231\204\145\312\172\210

\342\342\104\276\134\367\352\034\365

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint

 (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\107\276\253\311\042\352\350\016\170\170\064\142\247\237\105\302

\124\375\346\213

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\072\274\042\301\346\373\215\233\073\047\112\062\033\232\001

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150
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\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\335\060\202\002\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071

\132\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172

\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143

\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\275\355\301\003\374\366\217\374\002\261\157\133

\237\110\331\235\171\342\242\267\003\141\126\030\303\107\266\327

\312\075\065\056\211\103\367\241\151\233\336\212\032\375\023\040

\234\264\111\167\062\051\126\375\271\354\214\335\042\372\162\334

\047\141\227\356\366\132\204\354\156\031\271\211\054\334\204\133

\325\164\373\153\137\305\211\245\020\122\211\106\125\364\270\165

\034\346\177\344\124\256\113\370\125\162\127\002\031\370\027\161

\131\353\036\050\007\164\305\235\110\276\154\264\364\244\260\363

\144\067\171\222\300\354\106\136\177\341\155\123\114\142\257\315

\037\013\143\273\072\235\373\374\171\000\230\141\164\317\046\202

\100\143\363\262\162\152\031\015\231\312\324\016\165\314\067\373

\213\211\301\131\361\142\177\137\263\137\145\060\370\247\267\115

\166\132\036\166\136\064\300\350\226\126\231\212\263\360\177\244
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\315\275\334\062\061\174\221\317\340\137\021\370\153\252\111\134

\321\231\224\321\242\343\143\133\011\166\265\126\142\341\113\164

\035\226\324\046\324\010\004\131\320\230\016\016\346\336\374\303

\354\037\220\361\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\014\062\037\247\331\060

\177\304\175\150\243\142\250\241\316\253\007\133\047\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\021\131\372\045\117\003\157\224\231\073\232\037\202\205\071

\324\166\005\224\136\341\050\223\155\142\135\011\302\240\250\324

\260\165\070\361\064\152\235\344\237\212\206\046\121\346\054\321

\306\055\156\225\040\112\222\001\354\270\212\147\173\061\342\147

\056\214\225\003\046\056\103\235\112\061\366\016\265\014\273\267

\342\067\177\042\272\000\243\016\173\122\373\153\273\073\304\323

\171\121\116\315\220\364\147\007\031\310\074\106\172\015\001\175

\305\130\347\155\346\205\060\027\232\044\304\020\340\004\367\340

\362\177\324\252\012\377\102\035\067\355\224\345\144\131\022\040

\167\070\323\062\076\070\201\165\226\163\372\150\217\261\313\316

\037\305\354\372\234\176\317\176\261\361\007\055\266\374\277\312

\244\277\320\227\005\112\274\352\030\050\002\220\275\124\170\011

\041\161\323\321\175\035\331\026\260\251\141\075\320\012\000\042

\374\307\173\313\011\144\105\013\073\100\201\367\175\174\062\365

\230\312\130\216\175\052\356\220\131\163\144\371\066\164\136\045

\241\365\146\005\056\177\071\025\251\052\373\120\213\216\205\151

\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

#

 Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\034\006\174\356\053\014\075\370\125\253\055\222\364\376\071

\324\347\017\016

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\071\201\306\122\176\226\151\374\374\312\146\355\005\362\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before:

 Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\357\060\202\002\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060

\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071

\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\230\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154
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\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162

\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151

\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\325\014\072\304\052\371\116\342\365\276

\031\227\137\216\210\123\261\037\077\313\317\237\040\023\155\051

\072\310\017\175\074\367\153\166\070\143\331\066\140\250\233\136

\134\000\200\262\057\131\177\366\207\371\045\103\206\347\151\033

\122\232\220\341\161\343\330\055\015\116\157\366\310\111\331\266

\363\032\126\256\053\266\164\024\353\317\373\046\343\032\272\035

\226\056\152\073\130\224\211\107\126\377\045\240\223\160\123\203

\332\204\164\024\303\147\236\004\150\072\337\216\100\132\035\112

\116\317\103\221\073\347\126\326\000\160\313\122\356\173\175\256

\072\347\274\061\371\105\366\302\140\317\023\131\002\053\200\314

\064\107\337\271\336\220\145\155\002\317\054\221\246\246\347\336

\205\030\111\174\146\116\243\072\155\251\265\356\064\056\272\015

\003\270\063\337\107\353\261\153\215\045\331\233\316\201\321\105

\106\062\226\160\207\336\002\016\111\103\205\266\154\163\273\144

\352\141\101\254\311\324\124\337\207\057\307\042\262\046\314\237

\131\124\150\237\374\276\052\057\304\125\034\165\100\140\027\205

\002\125\071\213\177\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\000\337\252

\001\327\060\053\070\210\242\270\155\112\234\362\021\221\203\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\066\246\204\167\151\335\073\031\237\147\043\010

\157\016\141\311\375\204\334\137\330\066\201\315\330\033\101\055

\237\140\335\307\032\150\331\321\156\206\341\210\043\317\023\336

\103\317\342\064\263\004\235\037\051\325\277\370\136\310\325\301

\275\356\222\157\062\164\362\221\202\057\275\202\102\172\255\052

\267\040\175\115\274\172\125\022\302\025\352\275\367\152\225\056

\154\164\237\317\034\264\362\305\001\243\205\320\162\076\255\163

\253\013\233\165\014\155\105\267\216\224\254\226\067\265\240\320

\217\025\107\016\343\350\203\335\217\375\357\101\001\167\314\047

\251\142\205\063\362\067\010\357\161\317\167\006\336\310\031\035

\210\100\317\175\106\035\377\036\307\341\316\377\043\333\306\372

\215\125\116\251\002\347\107\021\106\076\364\375\275\173\051\046

\273\251\141\142\067\050\266\055\052\366\020\206\144\311\160\247

\322\255\267\051\160\171\352\074\332\143\045\237\375\150\267\060

\354\160\373\165\212\267\155\140\147\262\036\310\271\351\330\250

\157\002\213\147\015\115\046\127\161\332\040\374\301\112\120\215

\261\050\272

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root

 Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\132\217\215\054\155\004\340\146\137\131\152\377\042\330\143

\350\045\157\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\027\065\164\257\173\141\034\353\364\371\074\342\356\100\371\242

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Commercial"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\167

\167\006\047\046\251\261\174\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\060\104\061\013
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\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\366\033\117\147\007\053\241\025\365\006\042\313\037

\001\262\343\163\105\006\104\111\054\273\111\045\024\326\316\303

\267\253\054\117\306\101\062\224\127\372\022\247\133\016\342\217

\037\036\206\031\247\252\265\055\271\137\015\212\302\257\205\065

\171\062\055\273\034\142\067\362\261\133\112\075\312\315\161\137

\351\102\276\224\350\310\336\371\042\110\144\306\345\253\306\053

\155\255\005\360\372\325\013\317\232\345\360\120\244\213\073\107

\245\043\133\172\172\370\063\077\270\357\231\227\343\040\301\326

\050\211\317\224\373\271\105\355\343\100\027\021\324\164\360\013

\061\342\053\046\152\233\114\127\256\254\040\076\272\105\172\005

\363\275\233\151\025\256\175\116\040\143\304\065\166\072\007\002

\311\067\375\307\107\356\350\361\166\035\163\025\362\227\244\265

\310\172\171\331\102\252\053\177\134\376\316\046\117\243\146\201

\065\257\104\272\124\036\034\060\062\145\235\346\074\223\136\120

\116\172\343\072\324\156\314\032\373\371\322\067\256\044\052\253

\127\003\042\050\015\111\165\177\267\050\332\165\277\216\343\334

\016\171\061\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\235\223\306\123\213\136\312\257\077

\237\036\017\345\231\225\274\044\366\224\217\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\130\254\364\004\016\315\300\015\377\012\375\324\272\026\137\051

\275\173\150\231\130\111\322\264\035\067\115\177\047\175\106\006

\135\103\306\206\056\076\163\262\046\175\117\223\251\266\304\052

\232\253\041\227\024\261\336\214\323\253\211\025\330\153\044\324

\361\026\256\330\244\134\324\177\121\216\355\030\001\261\223\143

\275\274\370\141\200\232\236\261\316\102\160\342\251\175\006\045

\175\047\241\376\157\354\263\036\044\332\343\113\125\032\000\073

\065\264\073\331\327\135\060\375\201\023\211\362\302\006\053\355

\147\304\216\311\103\262\134\153\025\211\002\274\142\374\116\362

\265\063\252\262\157\323\012\242\120\343\366\073\350\056\104\302

\333\146\070\251\063\126\110\361\155\033\063\215\015\214\077\140

\067\235\323\312\155\176\064\176\015\237\162\166\213\033\237\162

\375\122\065\101\105\002\226\057\034\262\232\163\111\041\261\111

\107\105\107\264\357\152\064\021\311\115\232\314\131\267\326\002

\236\132\116\145\265\224\256\033\337\051\260\026\361\277\000\236

\007\072\027\144\265\004\265\043\041\231\012\225\073\227\174\357

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Commercial"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\265\266\062\105\137\234\276\354\127\137\200\334\351\156\054

\307\262\170\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\202\222\272\133\357\315\212\157\246\075\125\371\204\366\326\267

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Networking"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec
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 31 14:08:24 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\174

\117\004\071\034\324\231\055\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151\156\147\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\060\104\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151

\156\147\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\264\204\314\063\027\056\153\224\154\153\141\122\240

\353\243\317\171\224\114\345\224\200\231\313\125\144\104\145\217

\147\144\342\006\343\134\067\111\366\057\233\204\204\036\055\362
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\140\235\060\116\314\204\205\342\054\317\036\236\376\066\253\063

\167\065\104\330\065\226\032\075\066\350\172\016\330\325\107\241

\152\151\213\331\374\273\072\256\171\132\325\364\326\161\273\232

\220\043\153\232\267\210\164\207\014\036\137\271\236\055\372\253

\123\053\334\273\166\076\223\114\010\010\214\036\242\043\034\324

\152\255\042\272\231\001\056\155\145\313\276\044\146\125\044\113

\100\104\261\033\327\341\302\205\300\336\020\077\075\355\270\374

\361\361\043\123\334\277\145\227\157\331\371\100\161\215\175\275

\225\324\316\276\240\136\047\043\336\375\246\320\046\016\000\051

\353\074\106\360\075\140\277\077\120\322\334\046\101\121\236\024

\067\102\004\243\160\127\250\033\207\355\055\372\173\356\214\012

\343\251\146\211\031\313\101\371\335\104\066\141\317\342\167\106

\310\175\366\364\222\201\066\375\333\064\361\162\176\363\014\026

\275\264\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\007\037\322\347\234\332\302\156\242

\100\264\260\172\120\020\120\164\304\310\275\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\211\127\262\026\172\250\302\375\326\331\233\233\064\302\234\264

\062\024\115\247\244\337\354\276\247\276\370\103\333\221\067\316

\264\062\056\120\125\032\065\116\166\103\161\040\357\223\167\116

\025\160\056\207\303\301\035\155\334\313\265\047\324\054\126\321

\122\123\072\104\322\163\310\304\033\005\145\132\142\222\234\356

\101\215\061\333\347\064\352\131\041\325\001\172\327\144\270\144

\071\315\311\355\257\355\113\003\110\247\240\231\001\200\334\145

\243\066\256\145\131\110\117\202\113\310\145\361\127\035\345\131

\056\012\077\154\330\321\365\345\011\264\154\124\000\012\340\025

\115\207\165\155\267\130\226\132\335\155\322\000\240\364\233\110

\276\303\067\244\272\066\340\174\207\205\227\032\025\242\336\056

\242\133\275\257\030\371\220\120\315\160\131\370\047\147\107\313

\307\240\007\072\175\321\054\135\154\031\072\146\265\175\375\221

\157\202\261\276\010\223\333\024\107\361\242\067\307\105\236\074

\307\167\257\144\250\223\337\366\151\203\202\140\362\111\102\064

\355\132\000\124\205\034\026\066\222\014\134\372\246\255\277\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Networking"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan

 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:08:24 2030
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\051\066\041\002\213\040\355\002\365\146\305\062\321\326\355\220

\237\105\000\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\145\312\276\001\232\232\114\251\214\101\111\315\300\325\177

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\155

\214\024\106\261\246\012\356\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\061\062\071\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\027\015\064\060\061\062

\063\061\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\060\101\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\022\337

\251\137\376\101\335\335\365\237\212\343\366\254\341\074\170\232

\274\330\360\177\172\240\063\052\334\215\040\133\256\055\157\347

\223\331\066\160\152\150\317\216\121\243\205\133\147\004\240\020

\044\157\135\050\202\301\227\127\330\110\051\023\266\341\276\221

\115\337\205\014\123\030\232\036\044\242\117\217\360\242\205\013

\313\364\051\177\322\244\130\356\046\115\311\252\250\173\232\331

\372\070\336\104\127\025\345\370\214\310\331\110\342\015\026\047

\035\036\310\203\205\045\267\272\252\125\101\314\003\042\113\055

\221\215\213\346\211\257\146\307\351\377\053\351\074\254\332\322

\263\303\341\150\234\211\370\172\000\126\336\364\125\225\154\373

\272\144\335\142\213\337\013\167\062\353\142\314\046\232\233\273

\252\142\203\114\264\006\172\060\310\051\277\355\006\115\227\271

\034\304\061\053\325\137\274\123\022\027\234\231\127\051\146\167
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\141\041\061\007\056\045\111\235\030\362\356\363\053\161\214\265

\272\071\007\111\167\374\357\056\222\220\005\215\055\057\167\173

\357\103\277\065\273\232\330\371\163\247\054\362\320\127\356\050

\116\046\137\217\220\150\011\057\270\370\334\006\351\056\232\076

\121\247\321\042\304\012\247\070\110\154\263\371\377\175\253\206

\127\343\272\326\205\170\167\272\103\352\110\177\366\330\276\043

\155\036\277\321\066\154\130\134\361\356\244\031\124\032\365\003

\322\166\346\341\214\275\074\263\323\110\113\342\310\370\177\222

\250\166\106\234\102\145\076\244\036\301\007\003\132\106\055\270

\227\363\267\325\262\125\041\357\272\334\114\000\227\373\024\225

\047\063\277\350\103\107\106\322\010\231\026\140\073\232\176\322

\346\355\070\352\354\001\036\074\110\126\111\011\307\114\067\000

\236\210\016\300\163\341\157\146\351\162\107\060\076\020\345\013

\003\311\232\102\000\154\305\224\176\141\304\212\337\177\202\032

\013\131\304\131\062\167\263\274\140\151\126\071\375\264\006\173

\054\326\144\066\331\275\110\355\204\037\176\245\042\217\052\270

\102\364\202\267\324\123\220\170\116\055\032\375\201\157\104\327

\073\001\164\226\102\340\000\342\056\153\352\305\356\162\254\273

\277\376\352\252\250\370\334\366\262\171\212\266\147\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\235\300\147\246\014\042\331\046\365\105\253\246\145\122\021

\047\330\105\254\143\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\263\127\115\020\142\116

\072\344\254\352\270\034\257\062\043\310\263\111\132\121\234\166

\050\215\171\252\127\106\027\325\365\122\366\267\104\350\010\104

\277\030\204\322\013\200\315\305\022\375\000\125\005\141\207\101

\334\265\044\236\074\304\330\310\373\160\236\057\170\226\203\040

\066\336\174\017\151\023\210\245\165\066\230\010\246\306\337\254

\316\343\130\326\267\076\336\272\363\353\064\100\330\242\201\365

\170\077\057\325\245\374\331\242\324\136\004\016\027\255\376\101

\360\345\262\162\372\104\202\063\102\350\055\130\367\126\214\142

\077\272\102\260\234\014\134\176\056\145\046\134\123\117\000\262

\170\176\241\015\231\055\215\270\035\216\242\304\260\375\140\320

\060\244\216\310\004\142\251\304\355\065\336\172\227\355\016\070

\136\222\057\223\160\245\251\234\157\247\175\023\035\176\306\010

\110\261\136\147\353\121\010\045\351\346\045\153\122\051\221\234

\322\071\163\010\127\336\231\006\264\133\235\020\006\341\302\000

\250\270\034\112\002\012\024\320\301\101\312\373\214\065\041\175

\202\070\362\251\124\221\031\065\223\224\155\152\072\305\262\320

\273\211\206\223\350\233\311\017\072\247\172\270\241\360\170\106

\372\374\067\057\345\212\204\363\337\376\004\331\241\150\240\057

\044\342\011\225\006\325\225\312\341\044\226\353\174\366\223\005

\273\355\163\351\055\321\165\071\327\347\044\333\330\116\137\103

\217\236\320\024\071\277\125\160\110\231\127\061\264\234\356\112

\230\003\226\060\037\140\006\356\033\043\376\201\140\043\032\107

\142\205\245\314\031\064\200\157\263\254\032\343\237\360\173\110
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\255\325\001\331\147\266\251\162\223\352\055\146\265\262\270\344

\075\074\262\357\114\214\352\353\007\277\253\065\232\125\206\274

\030\246\265\250\136\264\203\154\153\151\100\323\237\334\361\303

\151\153\271\341\155\011\364\361\252\120\166\012\172\175\172\027

\241\125\226\102\231\061\011\335\140\021\215\005\060\176\346\216

\106\321\235\024\332\307\027\344\005\226\214\304\044\265\033\317

\024\007\262\100\370\243\236\101\206\274\004\320\153\226\310\052

\200\064\375\277\357\006\243\335\130\305\205\075\076\217\376\236

\051\340\266\270\011\150\031\034\030\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\246\063\054\340\003\157\261\205\366\143\117\175\152\006\145

\046\062\050\047

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\135\016\110\266\254\050\060\116\012\274\371\070\026\207\127

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

#

 Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\376\060\202\001\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\164

\227\045\212\307\077\172\124\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146

\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004

\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120
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\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\060

\060\061\062\071\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103

\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\015\060\136\033\025\235\003

\320\241\171\065\267\072\074\222\172\312\025\034\315\142\363\234

\046\134\007\075\345\124\372\243\326\314\022\352\364\024\137\350

\216\031\253\057\056\110\346\254\030\103\170\254\320\067\303\275

\262\315\054\346\107\342\032\346\143\270\075\056\057\170\304\117

\333\364\017\244\150\114\125\162\153\225\035\116\030\102\225\170

\314\067\074\221\342\233\145\053\051\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\232\257\051\172\300\021\065\065

\046\121\060\000\303\152\376\100\325\256\326\074\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060

\027\011\363\207\210\120\132\257\310\300\102\277\107\137\365\154

\152\206\340\304\047\164\344\070\123\327\005\177\033\064\343\306

\057\263\312\011\074\067\235\327\347\270\106\361\375\241\342\161

\002\060\102\131\207\103\324\121\337\272\323\011\062\132\316\210

\176\127\075\234\137\102\153\365\007\055\265\360\202\223\371\131

\157\256\144\372\130\345\213\036\343\143\276\265\201\315\157\002

\214\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\043\153\000\057\035\026\206\123\001\125\154\021\244\067\312

\353\377\303\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\144\260\011\125\317\261\325\231\342\276\023\253\246\135\352\115

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151
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\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\273\060\202\002\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\004

\104\300\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\062\062\061\062\060\067\063

\067\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\062\060\067\063\067

\132\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\343\373\175\243\162\272\302\360\311\024\207\365\153\001

\116\341\156\100\007\272\155\047\135\177\367\133\055\263\132\307

\121\137\253\244\062\246\141\207\266\156\017\206\322\060\002\227

\370\327\151\127\241\030\071\135\152\144\171\306\001\131\254\074

\061\112\070\174\322\004\322\113\050\350\040\137\073\007\242\314
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\115\163\333\363\256\117\307\126\325\132\247\226\211\372\363\253

\150\324\043\206\131\047\317\011\047\274\254\156\162\203\034\060

\162\337\340\242\351\322\341\164\165\031\275\052\236\173\025\124

\004\033\327\103\071\255\125\050\305\342\032\273\364\300\344\256

\070\111\063\314\166\205\237\071\105\322\244\236\362\022\214\121

\370\174\344\055\177\365\254\137\353\026\237\261\055\321\272\314

\221\102\167\114\045\311\220\070\157\333\360\314\373\216\036\227

\131\076\325\140\116\346\005\050\355\111\171\023\113\272\110\333

\057\371\162\323\071\312\376\037\330\064\162\365\264\100\317\061

\001\303\354\336\021\055\027\135\037\270\120\321\136\031\247\151

\336\007\063\050\312\120\225\371\247\124\313\124\206\120\105\251

\371\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\010\166\315\313\007\377\044\366\305

\315\355\273\220\274\342\204\067\106\165\367\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\246

\250\255\042\316\001\075\246\243\377\142\320\110\235\213\136\162

\260\170\104\343\334\034\257\011\375\043\110\372\275\052\304\271

\125\004\265\020\243\215\047\336\013\202\143\320\356\336\014\067

\171\101\133\042\262\260\232\101\134\246\160\340\324\320\167\313

\043\323\000\340\154\126\057\341\151\015\015\331\252\277\041\201

\120\331\006\245\250\377\225\067\320\252\376\342\263\365\231\055

\105\204\212\345\102\011\327\164\002\057\367\211\330\231\351\274

\047\324\107\215\272\015\106\034\167\317\024\244\034\271\244\061

\304\234\050\164\003\064\377\063\031\046\245\351\015\164\267\076

\227\306\166\350\047\226\243\146\335\341\256\362\101\133\312\230

\126\203\163\160\344\206\032\322\061\101\272\057\276\055\023\132

\166\157\116\350\116\201\016\077\133\003\042\240\022\276\146\130

\021\112\313\003\304\264\052\052\055\226\027\340\071\124\274\110

\323\166\047\235\232\055\006\246\311\354\071\322\253\333\237\232

\013\047\002\065\051\261\100\225\347\371\350\234\125\210\031\106

\326\267\064\365\176\316\071\232\331\070\361\121\367\117\054

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\340\062\340\040\267\054\077\031\057\006\050\242\131\072\031

\247\017\006\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\351\201\100\305\030\151\374\106\054\211\165\142\017\252\170

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root

 CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\173\060\202\002\143\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116\055

\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\124

\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\062\070\060\067\062\064\063\063

\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\260\176\162\270\244\003\224\346\247\336\011\070\221\112

\021\100\207\247\174\131\144\024\173\265\021\020\335\376\277\325
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\300\273\126\342\205\045\364\065\162\017\370\123\320\101\341\104

\001\302\264\034\303\061\102\026\107\205\063\042\166\262\012\157

\017\345\045\120\117\205\206\276\277\230\056\020\147\036\276\021

\005\206\005\220\304\131\320\174\170\020\260\200\134\267\341\307

\053\165\313\174\237\256\265\321\235\043\067\143\247\334\102\242

\055\222\004\033\120\301\173\270\076\033\311\126\004\213\057\122

\233\255\251\126\351\301\377\255\251\130\207\060\266\201\367\227

\105\374\031\127\073\053\157\344\107\364\231\105\376\035\361\370

\227\243\210\035\067\034\134\217\340\166\045\232\120\370\240\124

\377\104\220\166\043\322\062\306\303\253\006\277\374\373\277\363

\255\175\222\142\002\133\051\323\065\243\223\232\103\144\140\135

\262\372\062\377\073\004\257\115\100\152\371\307\343\357\043\375

\153\313\345\017\213\070\015\356\012\374\376\017\230\237\060\061

\335\154\122\145\371\213\201\276\042\341\034\130\003\272\221\033

\211\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\070\133\046\215\336\213\132\362

\117\172\124\203\031\030\343\010\065\246\272\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\074

\325\167\075\332\337\211\272\207\014\010\124\152\040\120\222\276

\260\101\075\271\046\144\203\012\057\350\100\300\227\050\047\202

\060\112\311\223\377\152\347\246\000\177\211\102\232\326\021\345

\123\316\057\314\362\332\005\304\376\342\120\304\072\206\175\314

\332\176\020\011\073\222\065\052\123\262\376\353\053\005\331\154

\135\346\320\357\323\152\146\236\025\050\205\172\350\202\000\254

\036\247\011\151\126\102\323\150\121\030\276\124\232\277\104\101

\272\111\276\040\272\151\134\356\270\167\315\316\154\037\255\203

\226\030\175\016\265\024\071\204\361\050\351\055\243\236\173\036

\172\162\132\203\263\171\157\357\264\374\320\012\245\130\117\106

\337\373\155\171\131\362\204\042\122\256\017\314\373\174\073\347

\152\312\107\141\303\172\370\323\222\004\037\270\040\204\341\066

\124\026\307\100\336\073\212\163\334\337\306\011\114\337\354\332

\377\324\123\102\241\311\362\142\035\042\203\074\227\305\371\031

\142\047\254\145\042\327\323\074\306\345\216\262\123\314\111\316

\274\060\376\173\016\063\220\373\355\322\024\221\037\007\257

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\236\207\155\323\353\374\102\046\227\243\265\243\172\240\166

\251\006\043\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\010\217\366\371\173\267\362\261\247\036\233\352\352\275\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

#

 Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

#

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\212\060\202\003\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\017

\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\137

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141

\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040\060

\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151\156

\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154\060

\036\027\015\060\067\060\067\062\067\061\067\061\071\063\067\132

\027\015\062\065\060\063\063\061\061\070\061\071\062\062\132\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164

\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147

\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040

\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151

\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\260\130\301\000\275\330\041\010\013\053\232\376\156\126

\060\005\237\033\167\220\020\101\134\303\015\207\021\167\216\201
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\361\312\174\351\214\152\355\070\164\065\273\332\337\371\273\300

\011\067\264\226\163\201\175\063\032\230\071\367\223\157\225\177

\075\271\261\165\207\272\121\110\350\213\160\076\225\004\305\330

\266\303\026\331\210\260\261\207\035\160\332\206\264\017\024\213

\172\317\020\321\164\066\242\022\173\167\206\112\171\346\173\337

\002\021\150\245\116\206\256\064\130\233\044\023\170\126\042\045

\036\001\213\113\121\161\373\202\314\131\226\151\210\132\150\123

\305\271\015\002\067\313\113\274\146\112\220\176\052\013\005\007

\355\026\137\125\220\165\330\106\311\033\203\342\010\276\361\043

\314\231\035\326\052\017\203\040\025\130\047\202\056\372\342\042

\302\111\261\271\001\201\152\235\155\235\100\167\150\166\116\041

\052\155\204\100\205\116\166\231\174\202\363\363\267\002\131\324

\046\001\033\216\337\255\123\006\321\256\030\335\342\262\072\313

\327\210\070\216\254\133\051\271\031\323\230\371\030\003\317\110

\202\206\146\013\033\151\017\311\353\070\210\172\046\032\005\114

\222\327\044\324\226\362\254\122\055\243\107\325\122\366\077\376

\316\204\006\160\246\252\076\242\362\266\126\064\030\127\242\344

\201\155\347\312\360\152\323\307\221\153\002\203\101\174\025\357

\153\232\144\136\343\320\074\345\261\353\173\135\206\373\313\346

\167\111\315\243\145\334\367\271\234\270\344\013\137\223\317\314

\060\032\062\034\316\034\143\225\245\371\352\341\164\213\236\351

\053\251\060\173\240\030\037\016\030\013\345\133\251\323\321\154

\036\007\147\217\221\113\251\212\274\322\146\252\223\001\210\262

\221\372\061\134\325\246\301\122\010\011\315\012\143\242\323\042

\246\350\241\331\071\006\227\365\156\215\002\220\214\024\173\077

\200\315\033\234\272\304\130\162\043\257\266\126\237\306\172\102

\063\051\007\077\202\311\346\037\005\015\315\114\050\066\213\323

\310\076\034\306\210\357\136\356\211\144\351\035\353\332\211\176

\062\246\151\321\335\314\210\237\321\320\311\146\041\334\006\147

\305\224\172\232\155\142\114\175\314\340\144\200\262\236\107\216

\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\210\150\277\340\216\065\304\073\070\153

\142\367\050\073\204\201\310\014\327\115\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\073\002

\215\313\074\060\350\156\240\255\362\163\263\137\236\045\023\004

\005\323\366\343\213\273\013\171\316\123\336\344\226\305\321\257

\163\274\325\303\320\100\125\174\100\177\315\033\137\011\325\362

\174\237\150\035\273\135\316\172\071\302\214\326\230\173\305\203

\125\250\325\175\100\312\340\036\367\211\136\143\135\241\023\302

\135\212\266\212\174\000\363\043\303\355\205\137\161\166\360\150

\143\252\105\041\071\110\141\170\066\334\361\103\223\324\045\307

\362\200\145\341\123\002\165\121\374\172\072\357\067\253\204\050

\127\014\330\324\324\231\126\154\343\242\376\131\204\264\061\350

\063\370\144\224\224\121\227\253\071\305\113\355\332\335\200\013

\157\174\051\015\304\216\212\162\015\347\123\024\262\140\101\075

\204\221\061\150\075\047\104\333\345\336\364\372\143\105\310\114
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\076\230\365\077\101\272\116\313\067\015\272\146\230\361\335\313

\237\134\367\124\066\202\153\054\274\023\141\227\102\370\170\273

\314\310\242\237\312\360\150\275\153\035\262\337\215\157\007\235

\332\216\147\307\107\036\312\271\277\052\102\221\267\143\123\146

\361\102\243\341\364\132\115\130\153\265\344\244\063\255\134\160

\035\334\340\362\353\163\024\221\232\003\301\352\000\145\274\007

\374\317\022\021\042\054\256\240\275\072\340\242\052\330\131\351

\051\323\030\065\244\254\021\137\031\265\265\033\377\042\112\134

\306\172\344\027\357\040\251\247\364\077\255\212\247\232\004\045

\235\016\312\067\346\120\375\214\102\051\004\232\354\271\317\113

\162\275\342\010\066\257\043\057\142\345\312\001\323\160\333\174

\202\043\054\026\061\014\306\066\007\220\172\261\037\147\130\304

\073\130\131\211\260\214\214\120\263\330\206\313\150\243\304\012

\347\151\113\040\316\301\036\126\113\225\251\043\150\330\060\330

\303\353\260\125\121\315\345\375\053\270\365\273\021\237\123\124

\366\064\031\214\171\011\066\312\141\027\045\027\013\202\230\163

\014\167\164\303\325\015\307\250\022\114\307\247\124\161\107\056

\054\032\175\311\343\053\073\110\336\047\204\247\143\066\263\175

\217\240\144\071\044\015\075\173\207\257\146\134\164\033\113\163

\262\345\214\360\206\231\270\345\305\337\204\301\267\353

END

 

#

 Trust for Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\301\167\313\113\340\264\046\216\365\307\317\105\231\042\271\260

\316\272\041\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\244\325\314\272\264\373\243\131\343\346\001\335\123\331\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151
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\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA2"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156
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\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056

\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036

\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\036

\027\015\060\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\027

\015\062\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\060\135

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054

\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\025

\071\122\261\122\263\272\305\131\202\304\135\122\256\072\103\145

\200\113\307\362\226\274\333\066\227\326\246\144\214\250\136\360

\343\012\034\367\337\227\075\113\256\366\135\354\041\265\101\253

\315\271\176\166\237\276\371\076\066\064\240\073\301\366\061\021

\105\164\223\075\127\200\305\371\211\231\312\345\253\152\324\265

\332\101\220\020\301\326\326\102\211\302\277\364\070\022\225\114

\124\005\367\066\344\105\203\173\024\145\326\334\014\115\321\336

\176\014\253\073\304\025\276\072\126\246\132\157\166\151\122\251

\172\271\310\353\152\232\135\122\320\055\012\153\065\026\011\020

\204\320\152\312\072\006\000\067\107\344\176\127\117\077\213\353

\147\270\210\252\305\276\123\125\262\221\304\175\271\260\205\031

\006\170\056\333\141\032\372\205\365\112\221\241\347\026\325\216

\242\071\337\224\270\160\037\050\077\213\374\100\136\143\203\074

\203\052\032\231\153\317\336\131\152\073\374\157\026\327\037\375

\112\020\353\116\202\026\072\254\047\014\123\361\255\325\044\260

\153\003\120\301\055\074\026\335\104\064\047\032\165\373\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\012\205\251\167\145\005\230\174\100\201\370\017\227\054

\070\361\012\354\074\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\114\072\243\104\254

\271\105\261\307\223\176\310\013\012\102\337\144\352\034\356\131

\154\010\272\211\137\152\312\112\225\236\172\217\007\305\332\105
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\162\202\161\016\072\322\314\157\247\264\241\043\273\366\044\237

\313\027\376\214\246\316\302\322\333\314\215\374\161\374\003\051

\301\154\135\063\137\144\266\145\073\211\157\030\166\170\365\334

\242\110\037\031\077\216\223\353\361\372\027\356\315\116\343\004

\022\125\326\345\344\335\373\076\005\174\342\035\136\306\247\274

\227\117\150\072\365\351\056\012\103\266\257\127\134\142\150\174

\267\375\243\212\204\240\254\142\276\053\011\207\064\360\152\001

\273\233\051\126\074\376\000\067\317\043\154\361\116\252\266\164

\106\022\154\221\356\064\325\354\232\221\347\104\276\220\061\162

\325\111\002\366\002\345\364\037\353\174\331\226\125\251\377\354

\212\371\231\107\377\065\132\002\252\004\313\212\133\207\161\051

\221\275\244\264\172\015\275\232\365\127\043\000\007\041\027\077

\112\071\321\005\111\013\247\266\067\201\245\135\214\252\063\136

\201\050\174\247\175\047\353\000\256\215\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA2"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\073\214\362\370\020\263\175\170\264\316\354\031\031\303\163

\064\271\307\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\071\175\244\016\125\131\262\077\326\101\261\022\120\336\103

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156
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\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\273\060\202\003\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\127

\012\021\227\102\304\343\314\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005

\115\151\154\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060

\063\063\065\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\003\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164

\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\071\062\062\061\061\062

\062\060\062\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\062\062\061\061\062\062

\060\062\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154

\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164

\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065

\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156

\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\247\306\304\245\051\244\054\357\345\030\305\260\120\243\157

\121\073\237\012\132\311\302\110\070\012\302\034\240\030\177\221

\265\207\271\100\077\335\035\150\037\010\203\325\055\036\210\240

\370\217\126\217\155\231\002\222\220\026\325\137\010\154\211\327

\341\254\274\040\302\261\340\203\121\212\151\115\000\226\132\157

\057\300\104\176\243\016\344\221\315\130\356\334\373\307\036\105

\107\335\047\271\010\001\237\246\041\035\365\101\055\057\114\375

\050\255\340\212\255\042\264\126\145\216\206\124\217\223\103\051

\336\071\106\170\243\060\043\272\315\360\175\023\127\300\135\322

\203\153\110\114\304\253\237\200\132\133\072\275\311\247\042\077

\200\047\063\133\016\267\212\014\135\007\067\010\313\154\322\172

\107\042\104\065\305\314\314\056\216\335\052\355\267\175\146\015

\137\141\121\042\125\033\343\106\343\343\075\320\065\142\232\333

\257\024\310\133\241\314\211\033\341\060\046\374\240\233\037\201

\247\107\037\004\353\243\071\222\006\237\231\323\277\323\352\117

\120\234\031\376\226\207\036\074\145\366\243\030\044\203\206\020

\347\124\076\250\072\166\044\117\201\041\305\343\017\002\370\223

\224\107\040\273\376\324\016\323\150\271\335\304\172\204\202\343

\123\124\171\335\333\234\322\362\007\233\056\266\274\076\355\205

\155\357\045\021\362\227\032\102\141\367\112\227\350\213\261\020

\007\372\145\201\262\242\071\317\367\074\377\030\373\306\361\132

\213\131\342\002\254\173\222\320\116\024\117\131\105\366\014\136

\050\137\260\350\077\105\317\317\257\233\157\373\204\323\167\132
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\225\157\254\224\204\236\356\274\300\112\217\112\223\370\104\041

\342\061\105\141\120\116\020\330\343\065\174\114\031\264\336\005

\277\243\006\237\310\265\315\344\037\327\027\006\015\172\225\164

\125\015\150\032\374\020\033\142\144\235\155\340\225\240\303\224

\007\127\015\024\346\275\005\373\270\237\346\337\213\342\306\347

\176\226\366\123\305\200\064\120\050\130\360\022\120\161\027\060

\272\346\170\143\274\364\262\255\233\053\262\376\341\071\214\136

\272\013\040\224\336\173\203\270\377\343\126\215\267\021\351\073

\214\362\261\301\135\235\244\013\114\053\331\262\030\365\265\237

\113\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355\211\363

\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355

\211\363\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\013

\173\162\207\300\140\246\111\114\210\130\346\035\210\367\024\144

\110\246\330\130\012\016\117\023\065\337\065\035\324\355\006\061

\310\201\076\152\325\335\073\032\062\356\220\075\021\322\056\364

\216\303\143\056\043\146\260\147\276\157\266\300\023\071\140\252

\242\064\045\223\165\122\336\247\235\255\016\207\211\122\161\152

\026\074\031\035\203\370\232\051\145\276\364\077\232\331\360\363

\132\207\041\161\200\115\313\340\070\233\077\273\372\340\060\115

\317\206\323\145\020\031\030\321\227\002\261\053\162\102\150\254

\240\275\116\132\332\030\277\153\230\201\320\375\232\276\136\025

\110\315\021\025\271\300\051\134\264\350\210\367\076\066\256\267

\142\375\036\142\336\160\170\020\034\110\133\332\274\244\070\272

\147\355\125\076\136\127\337\324\003\100\114\201\244\322\117\143

\247\011\102\011\024\374\000\251\302\200\163\117\056\300\100\331

\021\173\110\352\172\002\300\323\353\050\001\046\130\164\301\300

\163\042\155\223\225\375\071\175\273\052\343\366\202\343\054\227

\137\116\037\221\224\372\376\054\243\330\166\032\270\115\262\070

\117\233\372\035\110\140\171\046\342\363\375\251\320\232\350\160

\217\111\172\326\345\275\012\016\333\055\363\215\277\353\343\244

\175\313\307\225\161\350\332\243\174\305\302\370\164\222\004\033

\206\254\244\042\123\100\266\254\376\114\166\317\373\224\062\300

\065\237\166\077\156\345\220\156\240\246\046\242\270\054\276\321

\053\205\375\247\150\310\272\001\053\261\154\164\035\270\163\225

\347\356\267\307\045\360\000\114\000\262\176\266\013\213\034\363

\300\120\236\045\271\340\010\336\066\146\377\067\245\321\273\124

\144\054\311\047\265\113\222\176\145\377\323\055\341\271\116\274

\177\244\101\041\220\101\167\246\071\037\352\236\343\237\320\146

\157\005\354\252\166\176\277\153\026\240\353\265\307\374\222\124

\057\053\021\047\045\067\170\114\121\152\260\363\314\130\135\024

\361\152\110\025\377\302\007\266\261\215\017\216\134\120\106\263

\075\277\001\230\117\262\131\124\107\076\064\173\170\155\126\223

\056\163\352\146\050\170\315\035\024\277\240\217\057\056\270\056
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\216\362\024\212\314\351\265\174\373\154\235\014\245\341\226

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\163\263\207\006\132\050\204\212\362\363\112\316\031\053\335

\307\216\234\254

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\301\015\117\007\243\033\303\376\126\075\004\274\021\366\246

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 2 Root
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 CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060
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\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\327\307\136\367\301\007\324\167\373\103\041\364\364\365\151\344

\356\062\001\333\243\206\037\344\131\015\272\347\165\203\122\353

\352\034\141\025\110\273\035\007\312\214\256\260\334\226\235\352

\303\140\222\206\202\050\163\234\126\006\377\113\144\360\014\052

\067\111\265\345\317\014\174\356\361\112\273\163\060\145\363\325

\057\203\266\176\343\347\365\236\253\140\371\323\361\235\222\164

\212\344\034\226\254\133\200\351\265\364\061\207\243\121\374\307

\176\241\157\216\123\167\324\227\301\125\063\222\076\030\057\165

\324\255\206\111\313\225\257\124\006\154\330\006\023\215\133\377

\341\046\031\131\300\044\272\201\161\171\220\104\120\150\044\224

\137\270\263\021\361\051\101\141\243\101\313\043\066\325\301\361

\062\120\020\116\177\364\206\223\354\204\323\216\274\113\277\134

\001\116\007\075\334\024\212\224\012\244\352\163\373\013\121\350

\023\007\030\372\016\361\053\321\124\025\175\074\341\367\264\031

\102\147\142\136\167\340\242\125\354\266\331\151\027\325\072\257

\104\355\112\305\236\344\172\047\174\345\165\327\252\313\045\347

\337\153\012\333\017\115\223\116\250\240\315\173\056\362\131\001

\152\267\015\270\007\201\176\213\070\033\070\346\012\127\231\075

\356\041\350\243\365\014\026\335\213\354\064\216\234\052\034\000

\025\027\215\150\203\322\160\237\030\010\315\021\150\325\311\153

\122\315\304\106\217\334\265\363\330\127\163\036\351\224\071\004

\277\323\336\070\336\264\123\354\151\034\242\176\304\217\344\033

\160\255\362\242\371\373\367\026\144\146\151\237\111\121\242\342

\025\030\147\006\112\177\325\154\265\115\263\063\340\141\353\135

\276\351\230\017\062\327\035\113\074\056\132\001\122\221\011\362

\337\352\215\330\006\100\143\252\021\344\376\303\067\236\024\122

\077\364\342\314\362\141\223\321\375\147\153\327\122\256\277\150

\253\100\103\240\127\065\123\170\360\123\370\141\102\007\144\306

\327\157\233\114\070\015\143\254\142\257\066\213\242\163\012\015

\365\041\275\164\252\115\352\162\003\111\333\307\137\035\142\143

\307\375\335\221\354\063\356\365\155\264\156\060\150\336\310\326

\046\260\165\136\173\264\007\040\230\241\166\062\270\115\154\117

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\311\200\167\340\142\222\202\365\106\234\363

\272\367\114\303\336\270\243\255\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\123\137\041

\365\272\260\072\122\071\054\222\260\154\000\311\357\316\040\357

\006\362\226\236\351\244\164\177\172\026\374\267\365\266\373\025

\033\077\253\246\300\162\135\020\261\161\356\274\117\343\255\254

\003\155\056\161\056\257\304\343\255\243\275\014\021\247\264\377

\112\262\173\020\020\037\247\127\101\262\300\256\364\054\131\326

\107\020\210\363\041\121\051\060\312\140\206\257\106\253\035\355
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\072\133\260\224\336\104\343\101\010\242\301\354\035\326\375\117

\266\326\107\320\024\013\312\346\312\265\173\167\176\101\037\136

\203\307\266\214\071\226\260\077\226\201\101\157\140\220\342\350

\371\373\042\161\331\175\263\075\106\277\264\204\257\220\034\017

\217\022\152\257\357\356\036\172\256\002\112\212\027\053\166\376

\254\124\211\044\054\117\077\266\262\247\116\214\250\221\227\373

\051\306\173\134\055\271\313\146\266\267\250\133\022\121\205\265

\011\176\142\170\160\376\251\152\140\266\035\016\171\014\375\312

\352\044\200\162\303\227\077\362\167\253\103\042\012\307\353\266

\014\204\202\054\200\153\101\212\010\300\353\245\153\337\231\022

\313\212\325\136\200\014\221\340\046\010\066\110\305\372\070\021

\065\377\045\203\055\362\172\277\332\375\216\376\245\313\105\054

\037\304\210\123\256\167\016\331\232\166\305\216\054\035\243\272

\325\354\062\256\300\252\254\367\321\172\115\353\324\007\342\110

\367\042\216\260\244\237\152\316\216\262\262\140\364\243\042\320

\043\353\224\132\172\151\335\017\277\100\127\254\153\131\120\331

\243\231\341\156\376\215\001\171\047\043\025\336\222\235\173\011

\115\132\347\113\110\060\132\030\346\012\155\346\217\340\322\273

\346\337\174\156\041\202\301\150\071\115\264\230\130\146\142\314

\112\220\136\303\372\047\004\261\171\025\164\231\314\276\255\040

\336\046\140\034\353\126\121\246\243\352\344\243\077\247\377\141

\334\361\132\115\154\062\043\103\356\254\250\356\356\112\022\011

\074\135\161\302\276\171\372\302\207\150\035\013\375\134\151\314

\006\320\232\175\124\231\052\311\071\032\031\257\113\052\103\363

\143\135\132\130\342\057\343\035\344\251\326\320\012\320\236\277

\327\201\011\361\311\307\046\015\254\230\026\126\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\012\165\164\336\207\012\107\376\130\356\366\307\153\353\306
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\013\022\100\231

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\247\322\376\105\373\144\132\250\131\220\233\170\104\233\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58

 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\245\332\012\225\026\120\343\225\362\136\235\166\061\006\062\172

\233\361\020\166\270\000\232\265\122\066\315\044\107\260\237\030

\144\274\232\366\372\325\171\330\220\142\114\042\057\336\070\075

\326\340\250\351\034\054\333\170\021\351\216\150\121\025\162\307

\363\063\207\344\240\135\013\134\340\127\007\052\060\365\315\304

\067\167\050\115\030\221\346\277\325\122\375\161\055\160\076\347

\306\304\212\343\360\050\013\364\166\230\241\213\207\125\262\072

\023\374\267\076\047\067\216\042\343\250\117\052\357\140\273\075

\267\071\303\016\001\107\231\135\022\117\333\103\372\127\241\355

\371\235\276\021\107\046\133\023\230\253\135\026\212\260\067\034

\127\235\105\377\210\226\066\277\273\312\007\173\157\207\143\327

\320\062\152\326\135\154\014\361\263\156\071\342\153\061\056\071

\000\047\024\336\070\300\354\031\146\206\022\350\235\162\026\023

\144\122\307\251\067\034\375\202\060\355\204\030\035\364\256\134

\377\160\023\000\353\261\365\063\172\113\326\125\370\005\215\113

\151\260\365\263\050\066\134\024\304\121\163\115\153\013\361\064

\007\333\027\071\327\334\050\173\153\365\237\363\056\301\117\027

\052\020\363\314\312\350\353\375\153\253\056\232\237\055\202\156

\004\324\122\001\223\055\075\206\374\176\374\337\357\102\035\246

\153\357\271\040\306\367\275\240\247\225\375\247\346\211\044\330

\314\214\064\154\342\043\057\331\022\032\041\271\125\221\157\013
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\221\171\031\014\255\100\210\013\160\342\172\322\016\330\150\110

\273\202\023\071\020\130\351\330\052\007\306\022\333\130\333\322

\073\125\020\107\005\025\147\142\176\030\143\246\106\077\011\016

\124\062\136\277\015\142\172\047\357\200\350\333\331\113\006\132

\067\132\045\320\010\022\167\324\157\011\120\227\075\310\035\303

\337\214\105\060\126\306\323\144\253\146\363\300\136\226\234\303

\304\357\303\174\153\213\072\171\177\263\111\317\075\342\211\237

\240\060\113\205\271\234\224\044\171\217\175\153\251\105\150\017

\053\320\361\332\034\313\151\270\312\111\142\155\310\320\143\142

\335\140\017\130\252\217\241\274\005\245\146\242\317\033\166\262

\204\144\261\114\071\122\300\060\272\360\214\113\002\260\266\267

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\107\270\315\377\345\157\356\370\262\354\057

\116\016\371\045\260\216\074\153\303\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\000\040\043

\101\065\004\220\302\100\142\140\357\342\065\114\327\077\254\342

\064\220\270\241\157\166\372\026\026\244\110\067\054\351\220\302

\362\074\370\012\237\330\201\345\273\133\332\045\054\244\247\125

\161\044\062\366\310\013\362\274\152\370\223\254\262\007\302\137

\237\333\314\310\212\252\276\152\157\341\111\020\314\061\327\200

\273\273\310\330\242\016\144\127\352\242\365\302\251\061\025\322

\040\152\354\374\042\001\050\317\206\270\200\036\251\314\021\245

\074\362\026\263\107\235\374\322\200\041\304\313\320\107\160\101

\241\312\203\031\010\054\155\362\135\167\234\212\024\023\324\066

\034\222\360\345\006\067\334\246\346\220\233\070\217\134\153\033

\106\206\103\102\137\076\001\007\123\124\135\145\175\367\212\163

\241\232\124\132\037\051\103\024\047\302\205\017\265\210\173\032

\073\224\267\035\140\247\265\234\347\051\151\127\132\233\223\172

\103\060\033\003\327\142\310\100\246\252\374\144\344\112\327\221

\123\001\250\040\210\156\234\137\104\271\313\140\201\064\354\157

\323\175\332\110\137\353\264\220\274\055\251\034\013\254\034\325

\242\150\040\200\004\326\374\261\217\057\273\112\061\015\112\206

\034\353\342\066\051\046\365\332\330\304\362\165\141\317\176\256

\166\143\112\172\100\145\223\207\370\036\200\214\206\345\206\326

\217\016\374\123\054\140\350\026\141\032\242\076\103\173\315\071

\140\124\152\365\362\211\046\001\150\203\110\242\063\350\311\004

\221\262\021\064\021\076\352\320\103\031\037\003\223\220\014\377

\121\075\127\364\101\156\341\313\240\276\353\311\143\315\155\314

\344\370\066\252\150\235\355\275\135\227\160\104\015\266\016\065

\334\341\014\135\273\240\121\224\313\176\026\353\021\057\243\222

\105\310\114\161\331\274\311\231\122\127\106\057\120\317\275\065

\151\364\075\025\316\006\245\054\017\076\366\201\272\224\273\303

\273\277\145\170\322\206\171\377\111\073\032\203\014\360\336\170

\354\310\362\115\114\032\336\202\051\370\301\132\332\355\356\346

\047\136\350\105\320\235\034\121\250\150\253\104\343\320\213\152

\343\370\073\273\334\115\327\144\362\121\276\346\252\253\132\351
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\061\356\006\274\163\277\023\142\012\237\307\271\227

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

#

 Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\372\367\372\146\204\354\006\217\024\120\275\307\302\201\245

\274\251\144\127

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\075\073\030\236\054\144\132\350\325\210\316\016\371\067\302\354

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

#
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# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061
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\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\062\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142

\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\275\165\223\360\142\042

\157\044\256\340\172\166\254\175\275\331\044\325\270\267\374\315

\360\102\340\353\170\210\126\136\233\232\124\035\115\014\212\366

\323\317\160\364\122\265\330\223\004\343\106\206\161\101\112\053

\360\052\054\125\003\326\110\303\340\071\070\355\362\134\074\077

\104\274\223\075\141\253\116\315\015\276\360\040\047\130\016\104

\177\004\032\207\245\327\226\024\066\220\320\111\173\241\165\373

\032\153\163\261\370\316\251\011\054\362\123\325\303\024\104\270

\206\245\366\213\053\071\332\243\063\124\331\372\162\032\367\042

\025\034\210\221\153\177\146\345\303\152\200\260\044\363\337\206

\105\210\375\031\177\165\207\037\037\261\033\012\163\044\133\271

\145\340\054\124\310\140\323\146\027\077\341\314\124\063\163\221

\002\072\246\177\173\166\071\242\037\226\266\070\256\265\310\223

\164\035\236\271\264\345\140\235\057\126\321\340\353\136\133\114

\022\160\014\154\104\040\253\021\330\364\031\366\322\234\122\067

\347\372\266\302\061\073\112\324\024\231\255\307\032\365\135\137

\372\007\270\174\015\037\326\203\036\263\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\265

\003\367\166\073\141\202\152\022\252\030\123\353\003\041\224\277

\376\316\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\126\075\357\224\325\275\332\163\262

\130\276\256\220\255\230\047\227\376\001\261\260\122\000\270\115

\344\033\041\164\033\176\300\356\136\151\052\045\257\134\326\035

\332\322\171\311\363\227\051\340\206\207\336\004\131\017\361\131

\324\144\205\113\231\257\045\004\036\311\106\251\227\336\202\262

\033\160\237\234\366\257\161\061\335\173\005\245\054\323\271\312

\107\366\312\362\366\347\255\271\110\077\274\026\267\301\155\364
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\352\011\257\354\363\265\347\005\236\246\036\212\123\121\326\223

\201\314\164\223\366\271\332\246\045\005\164\171\132\176\100\076

\202\113\046\021\060\156\341\077\101\307\107\000\065\325\365\323

\367\124\076\201\075\332\111\152\232\263\357\020\075\346\353\157

\321\310\042\107\313\314\317\001\061\222\331\030\343\042\276\011

\036\032\076\132\262\344\153\014\124\172\175\103\116\270\211\245

\173\327\242\075\226\206\314\362\046\064\055\152\222\235\232\032

\320\060\342\135\116\004\260\137\213\040\176\167\301\075\225\202

\321\106\232\073\074\170\270\157\241\320\015\144\242\170\036\051

\116\223\303\244\124\024\133

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

 FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\125\246\162\076\313\362\354\315\303\043\164\160\031\235\052\276

\021\343\201\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\373\100\250\116\071\222\212\035\376\216\057\304\047\352\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154
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\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\004\063\060\202\003\033\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\363\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070

\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070\132

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\323\262\112\317\172\107\357\165\233\043\372\072\057\326\120\105

\211\065\072\306\153\333\376\333\000\150\250\340\003\021\035\067

\120\010\237\115\112\150\224\065\263\123\321\224\143\247\040\126

\257\336\121\170\354\052\075\363\110\110\120\076\012\337\106\125

\213\047\155\303\020\115\015\221\122\103\330\207\340\135\116\066

\265\041\312\137\071\100\004\137\133\176\314\243\306\053\251\100

\036\331\066\204\326\110\363\222\036\064\106\040\044\301\244\121

\216\112\032\357\120\077\151\135\031\177\105\303\307\001\217\121

\311\043\350\162\256\264\274\126\011\177\022\313\034\261\257\051

\220\012\311\125\314\017\323\264\032\355\107\065\132\112\355\234

\163\004\041\320\252\275\014\023\265\000\312\046\154\304\153\014

\224\132\225\224\332\120\232\361\377\245\053\146\061\244\311\070

\240\337\035\037\270\011\056\363\247\350\147\122\253\225\037\340

\106\076\330\244\303\312\132\305\061\200\350\110\232\237\224\151

\376\031\335\330\163\174\201\312\226\336\216\355\263\062\005\145

\204\064\346\346\375\127\020\265\137\166\277\057\260\020\015\305

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\375\332\024\304\237\060\336

\041\275\036\102\071\374\253\143\043\111\340\361\204\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\323

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\313\060\201\310\060\201\200\240\176

\240\174\206\172\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143

\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157

\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062

\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117

\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054

\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\103

\240\101\240\077\206\075\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154
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\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154

\141\163\163\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\177\227\333\060\310\337\244\234\175

\041\172\200\160\316\024\022\151\210\024\225\140\104\001\254\262

\351\060\117\233\120\302\146\330\176\215\060\265\160\061\351\342

\151\307\363\160\333\040\025\206\320\015\360\276\254\001\165\204

\316\176\237\115\277\267\140\073\234\363\312\035\342\136\150\330

\243\235\227\345\100\140\322\066\041\376\320\264\270\027\332\164

\243\177\324\337\260\230\002\254\157\153\153\054\045\044\162\241

\145\356\045\132\345\346\062\347\362\337\253\111\372\363\220\151

\043\333\004\331\347\134\130\374\145\324\227\276\314\374\056\012

\314\045\052\065\004\370\140\221\025\165\075\101\377\043\037\031

\310\154\353\202\123\004\246\344\114\042\115\215\214\272\316\133

\163\354\144\124\120\155\321\234\125\373\151\303\066\303\214\274

\074\205\246\153\012\046\015\340\223\230\140\256\176\306\044\227

\212\141\137\221\216\146\222\011\207\066\315\213\233\055\076\366

\121\324\120\324\131\050\275\203\362\314\050\173\123\206\155\330

\046\210\160\327\352\221\315\076\271\312\300\220\156\132\306\136

\164\145\327\134\376\243\342

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\350\253\260\066\025\063\373\200\367\233\033\155\051\323\377

\215\137\000\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\340\045\151\215\107\254\234\211\065\220\367\375\121\075\057

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154
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\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\103\060\202\003\053\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\364\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062

\060\060\071\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065

\060\064\066\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065\060

\064\066\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124

\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126

\040\062\060\060\071\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\231\361\204\064\160\272\057\267\060\240

\216\275\174\004\317\276\142\274\231\375\202\227\322\172\012\147

\226\070\011\366\020\116\225\042\163\231\215\332\025\055\347\005

\374\031\163\042\267\216\230\000\274\074\075\254\241\154\373\326

\171\045\113\255\360\314\144\332\210\076\051\270\017\011\323\064

\335\063\365\142\321\341\315\031\351\356\030\117\114\130\256\342

\036\326\014\133\025\132\330\072\270\304\030\144\036\343\063\262

\265\211\167\116\014\277\331\224\153\023\227\157\022\243\376\231

\251\004\314\025\354\140\150\066\355\010\173\267\365\277\223\355

\146\061\203\214\306\161\064\207\116\027\352\257\213\221\215\034

\126\101\256\042\067\136\067\362\035\331\321\055\015\057\151\121

\247\276\146\246\212\072\052\275\307\032\261\341\024\360\276\072

\035\271\317\133\261\152\376\264\261\106\040\242\373\036\073\160

\357\223\230\175\214\163\226\362\305\357\205\160\255\051\046\374

\036\004\076\034\240\330\017\313\122\203\142\174\356\213\123\225

\220\251\127\242\352\141\005\330\371\115\304\047\372\156\255\355

\371\327\121\367\153\245\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\044\060

\202\001\040\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323

\224\212\114\142\023\052\031\056\314\257\162\212\175\066\327\232

\034\334\147\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\201\335\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\325\060\201

\322\060\201\207\240\201\204\240\201\201\206\177\154\144\141\160

\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122
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\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141

\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045

\062\060\105\126\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117\075\104\055

\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104

\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166

\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\106\240\104\240

\102\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154\141\163\163

\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\145\166\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\355\173\132\074\244\224\210\357

\032\021\165\007\057\263\376\074\372\036\121\046\353\207\366\051

\336\340\361\324\306\044\011\351\301\317\125\033\264\060\331\316

\032\376\006\121\246\025\244\055\357\262\113\277\040\050\045\111

\321\246\066\167\064\350\144\337\122\261\021\307\163\172\315\071

\236\302\255\214\161\041\362\132\153\257\337\074\116\125\257\262

\204\145\024\211\271\167\313\052\061\276\317\243\155\317\157\110

\224\062\106\157\347\161\214\240\246\204\031\067\007\362\003\105

\011\053\206\165\174\337\137\151\127\000\333\156\330\246\162\042

\113\120\324\165\230\126\337\267\030\377\103\103\120\256\172\104

\173\360\171\121\327\103\075\247\323\201\323\360\311\117\271\332

\306\227\206\320\202\303\344\102\155\376\260\342\144\116\016\046

\347\100\064\046\265\010\211\327\010\143\143\070\047\165\036\063

\352\156\250\335\237\231\117\164\115\201\211\200\113\335\232\227

\051\134\057\276\201\101\271\214\377\352\175\140\006\236\315\327

\075\323\056\243\025\274\250\346\046\345\157\303\334\270\003\041

\352\237\026\361\054\124\265

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\311\033\013\225\264\020\230\102\372\320\330\042\171\376\140

\372\271\026\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\306\103\054\136\055\315\304\064\300\120\117\021\002\117\266

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CA Disig Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu

 Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157
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\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\151\060\202\003\121\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023

\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151

\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\062\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040

\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103

\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\242\243\304\000\011\326\205\135\055\155\024\366\302\303\163\236

\065\302\161\125\176\201\373\253\106\120\340\301\174\111\170\346

\253\171\130\074\332\377\174\034\237\330\227\002\170\076\153\101

\004\351\101\275\276\003\054\105\366\057\144\324\253\135\243\107

\075\144\233\351\150\232\306\314\033\077\272\276\262\213\064\002

\056\230\125\031\374\214\157\252\137\332\114\316\115\003\041\243

\330\322\064\223\126\226\313\114\014\000\026\074\137\032\315\310

\307\154\246\255\323\061\247\274\350\345\341\146\326\322\373\003

\264\101\145\311\020\256\016\005\143\306\200\152\151\060\375\322

\356\220\357\015\047\337\237\225\163\364\341\045\332\154\026\336

\101\070\064\352\213\374\321\350\004\024\141\055\101\176\254\307

\167\116\313\121\124\373\136\222\030\033\004\132\150\306\311\304

\372\267\023\240\230\267\021\053\267\326\127\314\174\236\027\321

\313\045\376\206\116\044\056\126\014\170\115\236\001\022\246\053

\247\001\145\156\174\142\035\204\204\337\352\300\153\265\245\052
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\225\203\303\123\021\014\163\035\013\262\106\220\321\102\072\316

\100\156\225\255\377\306\224\255\156\227\204\216\175\157\236\212

\200\015\111\155\163\342\173\222\036\303\363\301\363\353\056\005

\157\331\033\317\067\166\004\310\264\132\344\027\247\313\335\166

\037\320\031\166\350\054\005\263\326\234\064\330\226\334\141\207

\221\005\344\104\010\063\301\332\271\010\145\324\256\262\066\015

\353\272\070\272\014\345\233\236\353\215\146\335\231\317\326\211

\101\366\004\222\212\051\051\155\153\072\034\347\165\175\002\161

\016\363\300\347\275\313\031\335\235\140\262\302\146\140\266\261

\004\356\311\346\206\271\232\146\100\250\347\021\355\201\105\003

\213\366\147\131\350\301\006\021\275\335\317\200\002\117\145\100

\170\134\107\120\310\233\346\037\201\173\344\104\250\133\205\232

\342\336\132\325\307\371\072\104\146\113\344\062\124\174\344\154

\234\263\016\075\027\242\262\064\022\326\176\262\250\111\273\321

\172\050\100\276\242\026\037\337\344\067\037\021\163\373\220\012

\145\103\242\015\174\370\006\001\125\063\175\260\015\270\364\365

\256\245\102\127\174\066\021\214\173\136\304\003\235\214\171\235

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\265\231\370\257\260\224\365\343\040\326\012

\255\316\116\126\244\056\156\102\355\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\046\006\136

\160\347\145\063\310\202\156\331\234\027\072\033\172\146\262\001

\366\170\073\151\136\057\352\377\116\371\050\303\230\052\141\114

\264\044\022\212\175\155\021\024\367\234\265\312\346\274\236\047

\216\114\031\310\251\275\172\300\327\066\016\155\205\162\156\250

\306\242\155\366\372\163\143\177\274\156\171\010\034\235\212\237

\032\212\123\246\330\273\331\065\125\261\021\305\251\003\263\126

\073\271\204\223\042\136\176\301\366\022\122\213\352\054\147\274

\376\066\114\365\270\317\321\263\111\222\073\323\051\016\231\033

\226\367\141\270\073\304\053\266\170\154\264\043\157\360\375\323

\262\136\165\037\231\225\250\254\366\332\341\305\061\173\373\321

\106\263\322\274\147\264\142\124\272\011\367\143\260\223\242\232

\371\351\122\056\213\140\022\253\374\365\140\126\357\020\134\213

\304\032\102\334\203\133\144\016\313\265\274\326\117\301\174\074

\156\215\023\155\373\173\353\060\320\334\115\257\305\325\266\245

\114\133\161\311\350\061\276\350\070\006\110\241\032\342\352\322

\336\022\071\130\032\377\200\016\202\165\346\267\311\007\154\016

\357\377\070\361\230\161\304\267\177\016\025\320\045\151\275\042

\235\053\355\005\366\106\107\254\355\300\360\324\073\342\354\356

\226\133\220\023\116\036\126\072\353\260\357\226\273\226\043\021

\272\362\103\206\164\144\225\310\050\165\337\035\065\272\322\067

\203\070\123\070\066\073\317\154\351\371\153\016\320\373\004\350

\117\167\327\145\001\170\206\014\172\076\041\142\361\177\143\161

\014\311\237\104\333\250\047\242\165\276\156\201\076\327\300\353

\033\230\017\160\134\064\262\212\314\300\205\030\353\156\172\263

\367\132\241\007\277\251\102\222\363\140\042\227\344\024\241\007
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\233\116\166\300\216\175\375\244\045\307\107\355\377\037\163\254

\314\303\245\351\157\012\216\233\145\302\120\205\265\243\240\123

\022\314\125\207\141\363\201\256\020\106\141\275\104\041\270\302

\075\164\317\176\044\065\372\034\007\016\233\075\042\312\357\061

\057\214\254\022\275\357\100\050\374\051\147\237\262\023\117\146

\044\304\123\031\351\036\051\025\357\346\155\260\177\055\147\375

\363\154\033\165\106\243\345\112\027\351\244\327\013

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CA Disig Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\141\353\352\244\336\344\045\113\151\032\230\245\127\107\302

\064\307\331\161

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\001\373\330\047\247\027\232\105\124\070\032\103\001\073\003

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ACCVRAIZ1"

#

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\323\060\202\005\273\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\136

\303\267\246\103\177\244\340\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004

\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036\027\015\061\061
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\060\065\060\065\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\027\015\063\060\061

\062\063\061\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\060\102\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103

\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103

\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\233

\251\253\277\141\112\227\257\057\227\146\232\164\137\320\331\226

\375\317\342\344\146\357\037\037\107\063\302\104\243\337\232\336

\037\265\124\335\025\174\151\065\021\157\273\310\014\216\152\030

\036\330\217\331\026\274\020\110\066\134\360\143\263\220\132\134

\044\067\327\243\326\313\011\161\271\361\001\162\204\260\175\333

\115\200\315\374\323\157\311\370\332\266\016\202\322\105\205\250

\033\150\250\075\350\364\104\154\275\241\302\313\003\276\214\076

\023\000\204\337\112\110\300\343\042\012\350\351\067\247\030\114

\261\011\015\043\126\177\004\115\331\027\204\030\245\310\332\100

\224\163\353\316\016\127\074\003\201\072\235\012\241\127\103\151

\254\127\155\171\220\170\345\265\264\073\330\274\114\215\050\241

\247\243\247\272\002\116\045\321\052\256\355\256\003\042\270\153

\040\017\060\050\124\225\177\340\356\316\012\146\235\321\100\055

\156\042\257\235\032\301\005\031\322\157\300\362\237\370\173\263

\002\102\373\120\251\035\055\223\017\043\253\306\301\017\222\377

\320\242\025\365\123\011\161\034\377\105\023\204\346\046\136\370

\340\210\034\012\374\026\266\250\163\006\270\360\143\204\002\240

\306\132\354\347\164\337\160\256\243\203\045\352\326\307\227\207

\223\247\306\212\212\063\227\140\067\020\076\227\076\156\051\025

\326\241\017\321\210\054\022\237\157\252\244\306\102\353\101\242

\343\225\103\323\001\205\155\216\273\073\363\043\066\307\376\073

\340\241\045\007\110\253\311\211\164\377\010\217\200\277\300\226

\145\363\356\354\113\150\275\235\210\303\061\263\100\361\350\317

\366\070\273\234\344\321\177\324\345\130\233\174\372\324\363\016

\233\165\221\344\272\122\056\031\176\321\365\315\132\031\374\272

\006\366\373\122\250\113\231\004\335\370\371\264\213\120\243\116

\142\211\360\207\044\372\203\102\301\207\372\325\055\051\052\132

\161\172\144\152\327\047\140\143\015\333\316\111\365\215\037\220

\211\062\027\370\163\103\270\322\132\223\206\141\326\341\165\012

\352\171\146\166\210\117\161\353\004\045\326\012\132\172\223\345

\271\113\027\100\017\261\266\271\365\336\117\334\340\263\254\073

\021\160\140\204\112\103\156\231\040\300\051\161\012\300\145\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\313\060\202\002\307\060\175\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\161\060\157\060\114\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\002\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154

\145\141\144\155\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151

\172\141\143\143\166\061\056\143\162\164\060\037\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\023\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\157
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\143\163\160\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223\125\366

\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223

\125\366\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\202\001\163

\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\152\060\202\001\146\060\202\001

\142\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\202\001\130\060\202\001\042\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\202\001\024\036\202\001

\020\000\101\000\165\000\164\000\157\000\162\000\151\000\144\000

\141\000\144\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\103\000\145\000

\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000

\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000\122\000\141\000\355\000\172\000

\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\101\000

\103\000\103\000\126\000\040\000\050\000\101\000\147\000\145\000

\156\000\143\000\151\000\141\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000

\124\000\145\000\143\000\156\000\157\000\154\000\157\000\147\000

\355\000\141\000\040\000\171\000\040\000\103\000\145\000\162\000

\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000\151\000

\363\000\156\000\040\000\105\000\154\000\145\000\143\000\164\000

\162\000\363\000\156\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\054\000\040\000

\103\000\111\000\106\000\040\000\121\000\064\000\066\000\060\000

\061\000\061\000\065\000\066\000\105\000\051\000\056\000\040\000

\103\000\120\000\123\000\040\000\145\000\156\000\040\000\150\000

\164\000\164\000\160\000\072\000\057\000\057\000\167\000\167\000

\167\000\056\000\141\000\143\000\143\000\166\000\056\000\145\000

\163\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\044\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145

\163\057\154\145\147\151\163\154\141\143\151\157\156\137\143\056

\150\164\155\060\125\006\003\125\035\037\004\116\060\114\060\112

\240\110\240\106\206\104\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154\145\141\144\155

\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151\172\141\143\143

\166\061\137\144\145\162\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\027\006\003\125\035

\021\004\020\060\016\201\014\141\143\143\166\100\141\143\143\166

\056\145\163\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\227\061\002\237\347\375\103\147\110

\104\024\344\051\207\355\114\050\146\320\217\065\332\115\141\267

\112\227\115\265\333\220\340\005\056\016\306\171\320\362\227\151

\017\275\004\107\331\276\333\265\051\332\233\331\256\251\231\325

\323\074\060\223\365\215\241\250\374\006\215\104\364\312\026\225

\174\063\334\142\213\250\067\370\047\330\011\055\033\357\310\024

\047\040\251\144\104\377\056\326\165\252\154\115\140\100\031\111

\103\124\143\332\342\314\272\146\345\117\104\172\133\331\152\201

\053\100\325\177\371\001\047\130\054\310\355\110\221\174\077\246

\000\317\304\051\163\021\066\336\206\031\076\235\356\031\212\033
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\325\260\355\216\075\234\052\300\015\330\075\146\343\074\015\275

\325\224\134\342\342\247\065\033\004\000\366\077\132\215\352\103

\275\137\211\035\251\301\260\314\231\342\115\000\012\332\311\047

\133\347\023\220\134\344\365\063\242\125\155\334\340\011\115\057

\261\046\133\047\165\000\011\304\142\167\051\010\137\236\131\254

\266\176\255\237\124\060\042\003\301\036\161\144\376\371\070\012

\226\030\335\002\024\254\043\313\006\034\036\244\175\215\015\336

\047\101\350\255\332\025\267\260\043\335\053\250\323\332\045\207

\355\350\125\104\115\210\364\066\176\204\232\170\254\367\016\126

\111\016\326\063\045\326\204\120\102\154\040\022\035\052\325\276

\274\362\160\201\244\160\140\276\005\265\233\236\004\104\276\141

\043\254\351\245\044\214\021\200\224\132\242\242\271\111\322\301

\334\321\247\355\061\021\054\236\031\246\356\341\125\341\300\352

\317\015\204\344\027\267\242\174\245\336\125\045\006\356\314\300

\207\134\100\332\314\225\077\125\340\065\307\270\204\276\264\135

\315\172\203\001\162\356\207\346\137\035\256\265\205\306\046\337

\346\301\232\351\036\002\107\237\052\250\155\251\133\317\354\105

\167\177\230\047\232\062\135\052\343\204\356\305\230\146\057\226

\040\035\335\330\303\047\327\260\371\376\331\175\315\320\237\217

\013\024\130\121\237\057\213\303\070\055\336\350\217\326\215\207

\244\365\126\103\026\231\054\364\244\126\264\064\270\141\067\311

\302\130\200\033\240\227\241\374\131\215\351\021\366\321\017\113

\125\064\106\052\213\206\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ACCVRAIZ1"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8

 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\005\172\210\025\306\117\316\210\057\372\221\026\122\050\170

\274\123\144\027

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\240\132\356\005\266\011\224\041\241\175\361\262\051\202\002

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TWCA Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global

 Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116
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\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\014

\276\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\062\060\066\062\067\060\066\062

\070\063\063\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071

\065\071\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\127\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111

\127\101\116\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023

\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\003\023\023\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\260\005\333\310\353\214\304\156\212

\041\357\216\115\234\161\012\037\122\160\355\155\202\234\227\305

\327\114\116\105\111\313\100\102\265\022\064\154\031\302\164\244

\061\137\205\002\227\354\103\063\012\123\322\234\214\216\267\270

\171\333\053\325\152\362\216\146\304\356\053\001\007\222\324\263

\320\002\337\120\366\125\257\146\016\313\340\107\140\057\053\062

\071\065\122\072\050\203\370\173\026\306\030\270\142\326\107\045

\221\316\360\031\022\115\255\143\365\323\077\165\137\051\360\241

\060\034\052\240\230\246\025\275\356\375\031\066\360\342\221\103

\217\372\312\326\020\047\111\114\357\335\301\361\205\160\233\312

\352\250\132\103\374\155\206\157\163\351\067\105\251\360\066\307

\314\210\165\036\273\154\006\377\233\153\076\027\354\141\252\161

\174\306\035\242\367\111\351\025\265\074\326\241\141\365\021\367

\005\157\035\375\021\276\320\060\007\302\051\260\011\116\046\334

\343\242\250\221\152\037\302\221\105\210\134\345\230\270\161\245

\025\031\311\174\165\021\314\160\164\117\055\233\035\221\104\375

\126\050\240\376\273\206\152\310\372\134\013\130\334\306\113\166

\310\253\042\331\163\017\245\364\132\002\211\077\117\236\042\202

\356\242\164\123\052\075\123\047\151\035\154\216\062\054\144\000

\046\143\141\066\116\243\106\267\077\175\263\055\254\155\220\242

\225\242\316\317\332\202\347\007\064\031\226\351\270\041\252\051

\176\246\070\276\216\051\112\041\146\171\037\263\303\265\011\147
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\336\326\324\007\106\363\052\332\346\042\067\140\313\201\266\017

\240\017\351\310\225\177\277\125\221\005\172\317\075\025\300\157

\336\011\224\001\203\327\064\033\314\100\245\360\270\233\147\325

\230\221\073\247\204\170\225\046\244\132\010\370\053\164\264\000

\004\074\337\270\024\216\350\337\251\215\154\147\222\063\035\300

\267\322\354\222\310\276\011\277\054\051\005\157\002\153\236\357

\274\277\052\274\133\300\120\217\101\160\161\207\262\115\267\004

\251\204\243\062\257\256\356\153\027\213\262\261\376\154\341\220

\214\210\250\227\110\316\310\115\313\363\006\317\137\152\012\102

\261\036\036\167\057\216\240\346\222\016\006\374\005\042\322\046

\341\061\121\175\062\334\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\043\060\041

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\137\064\201\166\357\226\035\325\345\265\331

\002\143\204\026\301\256\240\160\121\247\367\114\107\065\310\013

\327\050\075\211\161\331\252\063\101\352\024\033\154\041\000\300

\154\102\031\176\237\151\133\040\102\337\242\322\332\304\174\227

\113\215\260\350\254\310\356\245\151\004\231\012\222\246\253\047

\056\032\115\201\277\204\324\160\036\255\107\376\375\112\235\063

\340\362\271\304\105\010\041\012\332\151\151\163\162\015\276\064

\376\224\213\255\303\036\065\327\242\203\357\345\070\307\245\205

\037\253\317\064\354\077\050\376\014\361\127\206\116\311\125\367

\034\324\330\245\175\006\172\157\325\337\020\337\201\116\041\145

\261\266\341\027\171\225\105\006\316\137\314\334\106\211\143\150

\104\215\223\364\144\160\240\075\235\050\005\303\071\160\270\142

\173\040\375\344\333\351\010\241\270\236\075\011\307\117\373\054

\370\223\166\101\336\122\340\341\127\322\235\003\274\167\236\376

\236\051\136\367\301\121\140\037\336\332\013\262\055\165\267\103

\110\223\347\366\171\306\204\135\200\131\140\224\374\170\230\217

\074\223\121\355\100\220\007\337\144\143\044\313\116\161\005\241

\327\224\032\210\062\361\042\164\042\256\245\246\330\022\151\114

\140\243\002\356\053\354\324\143\222\013\136\276\057\166\153\243

\266\046\274\217\003\330\012\362\114\144\106\275\071\142\345\226

\353\064\143\021\050\314\225\361\255\357\357\334\200\130\110\351

\113\270\352\145\254\351\374\200\265\265\310\105\371\254\301\237

\331\271\352\142\210\216\304\361\113\203\022\255\346\213\204\326

\236\302\353\203\030\237\152\273\033\044\140\063\160\314\354\367

\062\363\134\331\171\175\357\236\244\376\311\043\303\044\356\025

\222\261\075\221\117\046\206\275\146\163\044\023\352\244\256\143

\301\255\175\204\003\074\020\170\206\033\171\343\304\363\362\004

\225\040\256\043\202\304\263\072\000\142\277\346\066\044\341\127

\272\307\036\220\165\325\137\077\225\141\053\301\073\315\345\263

\150\141\320\106\046\251\041\122\151\055\353\056\307\353\167\316

\246\072\265\003\063\117\166\321\347\134\124\001\135\313\170\364

\311\014\277\317\022\216\027\055\043\150\224\347\253\376\251\262

\053\006\320\004\315

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\273\110\123\366\244\366\323\122\244\350\062\122\125\140\023

\365\255\257\145

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\003\176\317\346\236\074\163\172\052\220\007\151\377\053\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera
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# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\070\060\202\003\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372\213\315\226

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151

\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\060

\061\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\027\015\063\062\061\060\061

\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141

\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166

\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\276\353\047\360\041\243\363\151\046\125\176\235\305

\125\026\221\134\375\357\041\277\123\200\172\055\322\221\214\143
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\061\360\354\044\360\303\245\322\162\174\020\155\364\067\267\345

\346\174\171\352\214\265\202\213\256\110\266\254\000\334\145\165

\354\052\115\137\301\207\365\040\145\053\201\250\107\076\211\043

\225\060\026\220\177\350\127\007\110\347\031\256\277\105\147\261

\067\033\006\052\376\336\371\254\175\203\373\136\272\344\217\227

\147\276\113\216\215\144\007\127\070\125\151\064\066\075\023\110

\357\117\342\323\146\036\244\317\032\267\136\066\063\324\264\006

\275\030\001\375\167\204\120\000\105\365\214\135\350\043\274\176

\376\065\341\355\120\173\251\060\215\031\323\011\216\150\147\135

\277\074\227\030\123\273\051\142\305\312\136\162\301\307\226\324

\333\055\240\264\037\151\003\354\352\342\120\361\014\074\360\254

\363\123\055\360\034\365\355\154\071\071\163\200\026\310\122\260

\043\315\340\076\334\335\074\107\240\273\065\212\342\230\150\213

\276\345\277\162\356\322\372\245\355\022\355\374\230\030\251\046

\166\334\050\113\020\040\034\323\177\026\167\055\355\157\200\367

\111\273\123\005\273\135\150\307\324\310\165\026\077\211\132\213

\367\027\107\324\114\361\322\211\171\076\115\075\230\250\141\336

\072\036\322\370\136\003\340\301\311\034\214\323\215\115\323\225

\066\263\067\137\143\143\233\063\024\360\055\046\153\123\174\211

\214\062\302\156\354\075\041\000\071\311\241\150\342\120\203\056

\260\072\053\363\066\240\254\057\344\157\141\302\121\011\071\076

\213\123\271\273\147\332\334\123\271\166\131\066\235\103\345\040

\340\075\062\140\205\042\121\267\307\063\273\335\025\057\244\170

\246\007\173\201\106\066\004\206\335\171\065\307\225\054\073\260

\243\027\065\345\163\037\264\134\131\357\332\352\020\145\173\172

\320\177\237\263\264\052\067\073\160\213\233\133\271\053\267\354

\262\121\022\227\123\051\132\324\360\022\020\334\117\002\273\022

\222\057\142\324\077\151\103\174\015\326\374\130\165\001\210\235

\130\026\113\336\272\220\377\107\001\211\006\152\366\137\262\220

\152\263\002\246\002\210\277\263\107\176\052\331\325\372\150\170

\065\115\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\360\217\131\070\000\263\365\217\232\226\014\325

\353\372\173\252\027\350\023\022\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\276\344\134\142

\116\044\364\014\010\377\360\323\014\150\344\223\111\042\077\104

\047\157\273\155\336\203\146\316\250\314\015\374\365\232\006\345

\167\024\221\353\235\101\173\231\052\204\345\377\374\041\301\135

\360\344\037\127\267\165\251\241\137\002\046\377\327\307\367\116

\336\117\370\367\034\106\300\172\117\100\054\042\065\360\031\261

\320\153\147\054\260\250\340\300\100\067\065\366\204\134\134\343

\257\102\170\376\247\311\015\120\352\015\204\166\366\121\357\203

\123\306\172\377\016\126\111\056\217\172\326\014\346\047\124\343

\115\012\140\162\142\315\221\007\326\245\277\310\231\153\355\304

\031\346\253\114\021\070\305\157\061\342\156\111\310\077\166\200

\046\003\046\051\340\066\366\366\040\123\343\027\160\064\027\235

\143\150\036\153\354\303\115\206\270\023\060\057\135\106\015\107
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\103\325\033\252\131\016\271\134\215\006\110\255\164\207\137\307

\374\061\124\101\023\342\307\041\016\236\340\036\015\341\300\173

\103\205\220\305\212\130\306\145\012\170\127\362\306\043\017\001

\331\040\113\336\017\373\222\205\165\052\134\163\215\155\173\045

\221\312\356\105\256\006\113\000\314\323\261\131\120\332\072\210

\073\051\103\106\136\227\053\124\316\123\157\215\112\347\226\372

\277\161\016\102\213\174\375\050\240\320\110\312\332\304\201\114

\273\242\163\223\046\310\353\014\326\046\210\266\300\044\317\273

\275\133\353\165\175\351\010\216\206\063\054\171\167\011\151\245

\211\374\263\160\220\207\166\217\323\042\273\102\316\275\163\013

\040\046\052\320\233\075\160\036\044\154\315\207\166\251\027\226

\267\317\015\222\373\216\030\251\230\111\321\236\376\140\104\162

\041\271\031\355\302\365\061\361\071\110\210\220\044\165\124\026

\255\316\364\370\151\024\144\071\373\243\270\272\160\100\307\047

\034\277\304\126\123\372\143\145\320\363\034\016\026\365\153\206

\130\115\030\324\344\015\216\245\235\133\221\334\166\044\120\077

\306\052\373\331\267\234\265\326\346\320\331\350\031\213\025\161

\110\255\267\352\330\131\210\324\220\277\026\263\331\351\254\131

\141\124\310\034\272\312\301\312\341\271\040\114\217\072\223\211

\245\240\314\277\323\366\165\244\165\226\155\126

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\023\273\226\361\325\206\233\301\116\152\222\366\317\366\064

\151\207\202\067

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\101\111\033\030\126\232\046\365\255\302\146\373\100\245\114

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171
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END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\152

\150\076\234\121\233\313\123\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014

\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012

\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102

\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154

\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125

\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172

\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\063\060\063\060\065\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\027\015\062\063

\060\063\060\063\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\060\201\262\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076

\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040

\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046

\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115

\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014

\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151
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\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\342\365\077\223\005\121\036\205\142\124\136\172\013\365\030

\007\203\256\176\257\174\367\324\212\153\245\143\103\071\271\113

\367\303\306\144\211\075\224\056\124\200\122\071\071\007\113\113

\335\205\007\166\207\314\277\057\225\114\314\175\247\075\274\107

\017\230\160\370\214\205\036\164\216\222\155\033\100\321\231\015

\273\165\156\310\251\153\232\300\204\061\257\312\103\313\353\053

\064\350\217\227\153\001\233\325\016\112\010\252\133\222\164\205

\103\323\200\256\241\210\133\256\263\352\136\313\026\232\167\104

\310\241\366\124\150\316\336\217\227\053\272\133\100\002\014\144

\027\300\265\223\315\341\361\023\146\316\014\171\357\321\221\050

\253\137\240\022\122\060\163\031\216\217\341\214\007\242\303\273

\112\360\352\037\025\250\356\045\314\244\106\370\033\042\357\263

\016\103\272\054\044\270\305\054\134\324\034\370\135\144\275\303

\223\136\050\247\077\047\361\216\036\323\052\120\005\243\125\331

\313\347\071\123\300\230\236\214\124\142\213\046\260\367\175\215

\174\344\306\236\146\102\125\202\107\347\262\130\215\146\367\007

\174\056\066\346\120\034\077\333\103\044\305\277\206\107\171\263

\171\034\367\132\364\023\354\154\370\077\342\131\037\225\356\102

\076\271\255\250\062\205\111\227\106\376\113\061\217\132\313\255

\164\107\037\351\221\267\337\050\004\042\240\324\017\135\342\171

\117\352\154\205\206\275\250\246\316\344\372\303\341\263\256\336

\074\121\356\313\023\174\001\177\204\016\135\121\224\236\023\014

\266\056\245\114\371\071\160\066\157\226\312\056\014\104\125\305

\312\372\135\002\243\337\326\144\214\132\263\001\012\251\265\012

\107\027\377\357\221\100\052\216\241\106\072\061\230\345\021\374

\314\273\111\126\212\374\271\320\141\232\157\145\154\346\303\313

\076\165\111\376\217\247\342\211\305\147\327\235\106\023\116\061

\166\073\044\263\236\021\145\206\253\177\357\035\324\370\274\347

\254\132\134\267\132\107\134\125\316\125\264\042\161\133\133\013

\360\317\334\240\141\144\352\251\327\150\012\143\247\340\015\077

\240\257\323\252\322\176\357\121\240\346\121\053\125\222\025\027

\123\313\267\146\016\146\114\370\371\165\114\220\347\022\160\307

\105\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171\134\372

\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171

\134\372\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\005

\067\072\364\115\267\105\342\105\165\044\217\266\167\122\350\034

\330\020\223\145\363\362\131\006\244\076\036\051\354\135\321\320

\253\174\340\012\220\110\170\355\116\230\003\231\376\050\140\221

\035\060\035\270\143\174\250\346\065\265\372\323\141\166\346\326

\007\113\312\151\232\262\204\172\167\223\105\027\025\237\044\320
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\230\023\022\377\273\240\056\375\116\114\207\370\316\134\252\230

\033\005\340\000\106\112\202\200\245\063\213\050\334\355\070\323

\337\345\076\351\376\373\131\335\141\204\117\322\124\226\023\141

\023\076\217\200\151\276\223\107\265\065\103\322\132\273\075\134

\357\263\102\107\315\073\125\023\006\260\011\333\375\143\366\072

\210\012\231\157\176\341\316\033\123\152\104\146\043\121\010\173

\274\133\122\242\375\006\067\070\100\141\217\112\226\270\220\067

\370\146\307\170\220\000\025\056\213\255\121\065\123\007\250\153

\150\256\371\116\074\007\046\315\010\005\160\314\071\077\166\275

\245\323\147\046\001\206\246\123\322\140\073\174\103\177\125\212

\274\225\032\301\050\071\114\037\103\322\221\364\162\131\212\271

\126\374\077\264\235\332\160\234\166\132\214\103\120\356\216\060

\162\115\337\377\111\367\306\251\147\331\155\254\002\021\342\072

\026\045\247\130\010\313\157\123\101\234\110\070\107\150\063\321

\327\307\217\324\164\041\324\303\005\220\172\377\316\226\210\261

\025\051\135\043\253\320\140\241\022\117\336\364\027\315\062\345

\311\277\310\103\255\375\056\216\361\257\342\364\230\372\022\037

\040\330\300\247\014\205\305\220\364\073\055\226\046\261\054\276

\114\253\353\261\322\212\311\333\170\023\017\036\011\235\155\217

\000\237\002\332\301\372\037\172\172\011\304\112\346\210\052\227

\237\211\213\375\067\137\137\072\316\070\131\206\113\257\161\013

\264\330\362\160\117\237\062\023\343\260\247\127\345\332\332\103

\313\204\064\362\050\304\352\155\364\052\357\301\153\166\332\373

\176\273\205\074\322\123\302\115\276\161\341\105\321\375\043\147

\015\023\165\373\317\145\147\042\235\256\260\011\321\011\377\035

\064\277\376\043\227\067\322\071\372\075\015\006\013\264\333\073

\243\253\157\134\035\266\176\350\263\202\064\355\006\134\044

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\306\347\010\111\006\156\363\222\324\134\240\015\155\243\142

\217\303\122\071

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\241\003\143\260\275\041\161\160\212\157\023\072\273\171\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\064\060\061\064\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142
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\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\252\137\332\033\137\350

\163\221\345\332\134\364\242\346\107\345\363\150\125\140\005\035

\002\244\263\233\131\363\036\212\257\064\255\374\015\302\331\110

\031\356\151\217\311\040\374\041\252\007\031\355\260\134\254\145

\307\137\355\002\174\173\174\055\033\326\272\271\200\302\030\202

\026\204\372\146\260\010\306\124\043\201\344\315\271\111\077\366

\117\156\067\110\050\070\017\305\276\347\150\160\375\071\227\115

\322\307\230\221\120\252\304\104\263\043\175\071\107\351\122\142

\326\022\223\136\267\061\226\102\005\373\166\247\036\243\365\302

\374\351\172\305\154\251\161\117\352\313\170\274\140\257\307\336

\364\331\313\276\176\063\245\156\224\203\360\064\372\041\253\352

\216\162\240\077\244\336\060\133\357\206\115\152\225\133\103\104

\250\020\025\034\345\001\127\305\230\361\346\006\050\221\252\040

\305\267\123\046\121\103\262\013\021\225\130\341\300\017\166\331

\300\215\174\201\363\162\160\236\157\376\032\216\331\137\065\306

\262\157\064\174\276\110\117\342\132\071\327\330\235\170\236\237

\206\076\003\136\031\213\104\242\325\307\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277

\131\040\066\000\171\240\240\042\153\214\325\362\141\322\270\054

\313\202\112\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\061\003\242\141\013\037\164\350\162

\066\306\155\371\115\236\372\042\250\341\201\126\317\315\273\237

\352\253\221\031\070\257\252\174\025\115\363\266\243\215\245\364

\216\366\104\251\247\350\041\225\255\076\000\142\026\210\360\002

\272\374\141\043\346\063\233\060\172\153\066\142\173\255\004\043

\204\130\145\342\333\053\212\347\045\123\067\142\123\137\274\332

\001\142\051\242\246\047\161\346\072\042\176\301\157\035\225\160

\040\112\007\064\337\352\377\025\200\345\272\327\172\330\133\165

\174\005\172\051\107\176\100\250\061\023\167\315\100\073\264\121

\107\172\056\021\343\107\021\336\235\146\320\213\325\124\146\372

\203\125\352\174\302\051\211\033\351\157\263\316\342\005\204\311

\057\076\170\205\142\156\311\137\301\170\143\164\130\300\110\030

\014\231\071\353\244\314\032\265\171\132\215\025\234\330\024\015

\366\172\007\127\307\042\203\005\055\074\233\045\046\075\030\263

\251\103\174\310\310\253\144\217\016\243\277\234\033\235\060\333

\332\320\031\056\252\074\361\373\063\200\166\344\315\255\031\117

\005\047\216\023\241\156\302

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\015\055\175\210\117\100\056\141\176\245\142\062\027\145\317

\027\330\224\351

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\233\236\344\173\154\037\000\162\032\314\301\167\171\337\152

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

#

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\134

\063\313\142\054\137\263\062\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004

\003\014\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122

\157\157\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\067\060\067\061\064

\065\070\063\060\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014

\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157

\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014

\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015
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\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\225\205\073\227\157\052\073\056\073\317\246\363\051

\065\276\317\030\254\076\252\331\370\115\240\076\032\107\271\274

\232\337\362\376\314\076\107\350\172\226\302\044\216\065\364\251

\014\374\202\375\155\301\162\142\047\275\352\153\353\347\212\314

\124\076\220\120\317\200\324\225\373\350\265\202\324\024\305\266

\251\125\045\127\333\261\120\366\260\140\144\131\172\151\317\003

\267\157\015\276\312\076\157\164\162\352\252\060\052\163\142\276

\111\221\141\310\021\376\016\003\052\367\152\040\334\002\025\015

\136\025\152\374\343\202\301\265\305\235\144\011\154\243\131\230

\007\047\307\033\226\053\141\164\161\154\103\361\367\065\211\020

\340\236\354\125\241\067\042\242\207\004\005\054\107\175\264\034

\271\142\051\146\050\312\267\341\223\365\244\224\003\231\271\160

\205\265\346\110\352\215\120\374\331\336\314\157\007\016\335\013

\162\235\200\060\026\007\225\077\050\016\375\305\165\117\123\326

\164\232\264\044\056\216\002\221\317\166\305\233\036\125\164\234

\170\041\261\360\055\361\013\237\302\325\226\030\037\360\124\042

\172\214\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\175\060\173\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011\140\356

\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011

\140\356\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\030\006

\003\125\035\040\004\021\060\017\060\015\006\013\053\006\001\004

\001\260\055\003\004\001\001\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\046\167\064\333\224

\110\206\052\101\235\054\076\006\220\140\304\214\254\013\124\270

\037\271\173\323\007\071\344\372\076\173\262\075\116\355\237\043

\275\227\363\153\134\357\356\375\100\246\337\241\223\241\012\206

\254\357\040\320\171\001\275\170\367\031\330\044\061\064\004\001

\246\272\025\232\303\047\334\330\117\017\314\030\143\377\231\017

\016\221\153\165\026\341\041\374\330\046\307\107\267\246\317\130

\162\161\176\272\341\115\225\107\073\311\257\155\241\264\301\354

\211\366\264\017\070\265\342\144\334\045\317\246\333\353\232\134

\231\241\305\010\336\375\346\332\325\326\132\105\014\304\267\302

\265\024\357\264\021\377\016\025\265\365\365\333\306\275\353\132

\247\360\126\042\251\074\145\124\306\025\250\275\206\236\315\203

\226\150\172\161\201\211\341\013\341\352\021\033\150\010\314\151

\236\354\236\101\236\104\062\046\172\342\207\012\161\075\353\344

\132\244\322\333\305\315\306\336\140\177\271\363\117\104\222\357

\052\267\030\076\247\031\331\013\175\261\067\101\102\260\272\140

\035\362\376\011\021\260\360\207\173\247\235

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\261\365\076\125\014\035\305\361\324\346\267\152\106\113\125

\006\002\254\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\271\304\062\113\254\177\135\146\314\167\224\273\052\167\126

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate

 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\170

\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023\050\265\226

\324\145\223\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\240\276\120\020\216\351\362\154\100

\264\004\234\205\271\061\312\334\055\344\021\251\004\074\033\125

\301\347\130\060\035\044\264\303\357\205\336\214\054\341\301\075

\337\202\346\117\255\107\207\154\354\133\111\301\112\325\273\217
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\354\207\254\177\202\232\206\354\075\003\231\122\001\322\065\236

\254\332\360\123\311\146\074\324\254\002\001\332\044\323\073\250

\002\106\257\244\034\343\370\163\130\166\267\366\016\220\015\265

\360\317\314\372\371\306\114\345\303\206\060\012\215\027\176\065

\353\305\337\273\016\234\300\215\207\343\210\070\205\147\372\076

\307\253\340\023\234\005\030\230\317\223\365\261\222\264\374\043

\323\317\325\304\047\111\340\236\074\233\010\243\213\135\052\041

\340\374\071\252\123\332\175\176\317\032\011\123\274\135\005\004

\317\241\112\217\213\166\202\015\241\370\322\307\024\167\133\220

\066\007\201\233\076\006\372\122\136\143\305\246\000\376\245\351

\122\033\122\265\222\071\162\003\011\142\275\260\140\026\156\246

\335\045\302\003\146\335\363\004\321\100\342\116\213\206\364\157

\345\203\240\047\204\136\004\301\365\220\275\060\075\304\357\250

\151\274\070\233\244\244\226\321\142\332\151\300\001\226\256\313

\304\121\064\352\014\252\377\041\216\131\217\112\134\344\141\232

\247\322\351\052\170\215\121\075\072\025\356\242\131\216\251\134

\336\305\371\220\042\345\210\105\161\335\221\231\154\172\237\075

\075\230\174\136\366\276\026\150\240\136\256\013\043\374\132\017

\252\042\166\055\311\241\020\035\344\323\104\043\220\210\237\306

\052\346\327\365\232\263\130\036\057\060\211\010\033\124\242\265

\230\043\354\010\167\034\225\135\141\321\313\211\234\137\242\112

\221\232\357\041\252\111\026\010\250\275\141\050\061\311\164\255

\205\366\331\305\261\213\321\345\020\062\115\137\213\040\072\074

\111\037\063\205\131\015\333\313\011\165\103\151\163\373\153\161

\175\360\337\304\114\175\306\243\056\310\225\171\313\163\242\216

\116\115\044\373\136\344\004\276\162\033\246\047\055\111\132\231

\172\327\134\011\040\267\177\224\271\117\361\015\034\136\210\102

\033\021\267\347\221\333\236\154\364\152\337\214\006\230\003\255

\314\050\357\245\107\363\123\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\227\326\363

\136\242\020\341\253\105\237\074\027\144\074\356\001\160\234\314

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\030\372\133\165\374\076\172\307\137\167\307\312

\337\317\137\303\022\304\100\135\324\062\252\270\152\327\325\025

\025\106\230\043\245\346\220\133\030\231\114\343\255\102\243\202

\061\066\210\315\351\373\304\004\226\110\213\001\307\215\001\317

\133\063\006\226\106\146\164\035\117\355\301\266\271\264\015\141

\314\143\176\327\056\167\214\226\034\052\043\150\153\205\127\166

\160\063\023\376\341\117\246\043\167\030\372\032\214\350\275\145

\311\317\077\364\311\027\334\353\307\274\300\004\056\055\106\057

\151\146\303\033\217\376\354\076\323\312\224\277\166\012\045\015

\251\173\002\034\251\320\073\137\013\300\201\072\075\144\341\277

\247\055\116\275\115\304\330\051\306\042\030\320\305\254\162\002

\202\077\252\072\242\072\042\227\061\335\010\143\303\165\024\271

\140\050\055\133\150\340\026\251\146\202\043\121\365\353\123\330

\061\233\173\351\267\235\113\353\210\026\317\371\135\070\212\111
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\060\217\355\361\353\031\364\167\032\061\030\115\147\124\154\057

\157\145\371\333\075\354\041\354\136\364\364\213\312\140\145\124

\321\161\144\364\371\246\243\201\063\066\063\161\360\244\170\137

\116\255\203\041\336\064\111\215\350\131\254\235\362\166\132\066

\362\023\364\257\340\011\307\141\052\154\367\340\235\256\273\206

\112\050\157\056\356\264\171\315\220\063\303\263\166\372\365\360

\154\235\001\220\372\236\220\366\234\162\317\107\332\303\037\344

\065\040\123\362\124\321\337\141\203\246\002\342\045\070\336\205

\062\055\136\163\220\122\135\102\304\316\075\113\341\371\031\204

\035\325\242\120\314\101\373\101\024\303\275\326\311\132\243\143

\146\002\200\275\005\072\073\107\234\354\000\046\114\365\210\121

\277\250\043\177\030\007\260\013\355\213\046\241\144\323\141\112

\353\134\237\336\263\257\147\003\263\037\335\155\135\151\150\151

\253\136\072\354\174\151\274\307\073\205\116\236\025\271\264\025

\117\303\225\172\130\327\311\154\351\154\271\363\051\143\136\264

\054\360\055\075\355\132\145\340\251\133\100\302\110\231\201\155

\236\037\006\052\074\022\264\213\017\233\242\044\360\246\215\326

\172\340\113\266\144\226\143\225\204\302\112\315\034\056\044\207

\063\140\345\303

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis

 Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\216\352\127\226\051\032\311\071\352\270\012\201\032\163\163

\300\223\171\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\274\133\077\376\067\232\372\144\360\342\372\005\075\013\253

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA

 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\104

\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073\133\247\046

\360\165\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\241\256\045\262\001\030\334\127\210

\077\106\353\371\257\342\353\043\161\342\232\321\141\146\041\137

\252\257\047\121\345\156\033\026\324\055\175\120\260\123\167\275

\170\072\140\342\144\002\233\174\206\233\326\032\216\255\377\037

\025\177\325\225\036\022\313\346\024\204\004\301\337\066\263\026

\237\212\343\311\333\230\064\316\330\063\027\050\106\374\247\311

\360\322\264\325\115\011\162\111\371\362\207\343\251\332\175\241

\175\153\262\072\045\251\155\122\104\254\370\276\156\373\334\246

\163\221\220\141\246\003\024\040\362\347\207\243\210\255\255\240

\214\377\246\013\045\122\045\347\026\001\325\313\270\065\201\014

\243\073\360\341\341\374\132\135\316\200\161\155\370\111\253\076

\073\272\270\327\200\001\373\245\353\133\263\305\136\140\052\061

\240\257\067\350\040\072\237\250\062\054\014\314\011\035\323\236

\216\135\274\114\230\356\305\032\150\173\354\123\246\351\024\065

\243\337\315\200\237\014\110\373\034\364\361\277\112\270\372\325

\214\161\112\307\037\255\376\101\232\263\203\135\362\204\126\357

\245\127\103\316\051\255\214\253\125\277\304\373\133\001\335\043

\041\241\130\000\216\303\320\152\023\355\023\343\022\053\200\334

\147\346\225\262\315\036\042\156\052\370\101\324\362\312\024\007

\215\212\125\022\306\151\365\270\206\150\057\123\136\260\322\252

\041\301\230\346\060\343\147\125\307\233\156\254\031\250\125\246

\105\006\320\043\072\333\353\145\135\052\021\021\360\073\117\312

\155\364\064\304\161\344\377\000\132\366\134\256\043\140\205\163

\361\344\020\261\045\256\325\222\273\023\301\014\340\071\332\264

\071\127\265\253\065\252\162\041\073\203\065\347\061\337\172\041

\156\270\062\010\175\035\062\221\025\112\142\162\317\343\167\241
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\274\325\021\033\166\001\147\010\340\101\013\303\353\025\156\370

\244\031\331\242\253\257\342\047\122\126\053\002\212\054\024\044

\371\277\102\002\277\046\310\306\217\340\156\070\175\123\055\345

\355\230\263\225\143\150\177\371\065\364\337\210\305\140\065\222

\300\174\151\034\141\225\026\320\353\336\013\257\076\004\020\105

\145\130\120\070\257\110\362\131\266\026\362\074\015\220\002\306

\160\056\001\255\074\025\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\347\157\166

\132\277\140\354\111\133\306\245\167\273\162\026\161\233\304\075

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\221\337\200\077\103\011\176\161\302\367\353\263

\210\217\341\121\262\274\075\165\371\050\135\310\274\231\233\173

\135\252\345\312\341\012\367\350\262\323\237\335\147\061\176\272

\001\252\307\152\101\073\220\324\010\134\262\140\152\220\360\310

\316\003\142\371\213\355\373\156\052\334\006\115\074\051\017\211

\026\212\130\114\110\017\350\204\141\352\074\162\246\167\344\102

\256\210\243\103\130\171\176\256\312\245\123\015\251\075\160\275

\040\031\141\244\154\070\374\103\062\341\301\107\377\370\354\361

\021\042\062\226\234\302\366\133\151\226\173\040\014\103\101\232

\133\366\131\031\210\336\125\210\067\121\013\170\134\012\036\243

\102\375\307\235\210\017\300\362\170\002\044\124\223\257\211\207

\210\311\112\200\035\352\320\156\076\141\056\066\273\065\016\047

\226\375\146\064\073\141\162\163\361\026\134\107\006\124\111\000

\172\130\022\260\012\357\205\375\261\270\063\165\152\223\034\022

\346\140\136\157\035\177\311\037\043\313\204\141\237\036\202\104

\371\137\255\142\125\044\232\122\230\355\121\347\241\176\227\072

\346\057\037\021\332\123\200\054\205\236\253\065\020\333\042\137

\152\305\136\227\123\362\062\002\011\060\243\130\360\015\001\325

\162\306\261\174\151\173\303\365\066\105\314\141\156\136\114\224

\305\136\256\350\016\136\213\277\367\315\340\355\241\016\033\063

\356\124\030\376\017\276\357\176\204\153\103\343\160\230\333\135

\165\262\015\131\007\205\025\043\071\326\361\337\251\046\017\326

\110\307\263\246\042\365\063\067\132\225\107\237\173\272\030\025

\157\377\326\024\144\203\111\322\012\147\041\333\017\065\143\140

\050\042\343\261\225\203\315\205\246\335\057\017\347\147\122\156

\273\057\205\174\365\112\163\347\305\076\300\275\041\022\005\077

\374\267\003\111\002\133\310\045\346\342\124\070\365\171\207\214

\035\123\262\116\205\173\006\070\307\054\370\370\260\162\215\045

\345\167\122\364\003\034\110\246\120\137\210\040\060\156\362\202

\103\253\075\227\204\347\123\373\041\301\117\017\042\232\206\270

\131\052\366\107\075\031\210\055\350\205\341\236\354\205\010\152

\261\154\064\311\035\354\110\053\073\170\355\146\304\216\171\151

\203\336\177\214

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\011\074\141\363\213\213\334\175\125\337\165\070\002\005\000\341

\045\365\310\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\014\206\156\277\100\055\177\013\076\022\120\272\022\075\006

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

#
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 Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\056

\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275\003\240\317

\022\152\035\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206
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\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\263\313\016\020\147\216\352\024\227

\247\062\052\012\126\066\177\150\114\307\263\157\072\043\024\221

\377\031\177\245\312\254\356\263\166\235\172\351\213\033\253\153

\061\333\372\013\123\114\257\305\245\032\171\074\212\114\377\254

\337\045\336\116\331\202\062\013\104\336\312\333\214\254\243\156

\026\203\073\246\144\113\062\211\373\026\026\070\176\353\103\342

\323\164\112\302\142\012\163\012\335\111\263\127\322\260\012\205

\235\161\074\336\243\313\300\062\363\001\071\040\103\033\065\321

\123\263\261\356\305\223\151\202\076\026\265\050\106\241\336\352

\211\011\355\103\270\005\106\212\206\365\131\107\276\033\157\001

\041\020\271\375\251\322\050\312\020\071\011\312\023\066\317\234

\255\255\100\164\171\053\002\077\064\377\372\040\151\175\323\356

\141\365\272\263\347\060\320\067\043\206\162\141\105\051\110\131

\150\157\167\246\056\201\276\007\115\157\257\316\304\105\023\221

\024\160\006\217\037\237\370\207\151\261\016\357\303\211\031\353

\352\034\141\374\172\154\212\334\326\003\013\236\046\272\022\335

\324\124\071\253\046\243\063\352\165\201\332\055\315\017\117\344

\003\321\357\025\227\033\153\220\305\002\220\223\146\002\041\261

\107\336\213\232\112\200\271\125\217\265\242\057\300\326\063\147

\332\176\304\247\264\004\104\353\107\373\346\130\271\367\014\360

\173\053\261\300\160\051\303\100\142\055\073\110\151\334\043\074

\110\353\173\011\171\251\155\332\250\060\230\317\200\162\003\210

\246\133\106\256\162\171\174\010\003\041\145\256\267\341\034\245

\261\052\242\061\336\146\004\367\300\164\350\161\336\377\075\131

\314\226\046\022\213\205\225\127\032\253\153\165\013\104\075\021

\050\074\173\141\267\342\217\147\117\345\354\074\114\140\200\151

\127\070\036\001\133\215\125\350\307\337\300\314\167\043\064\111

\165\174\366\230\021\353\055\336\355\101\056\024\005\002\177\340

\376\040\353\065\347\021\254\042\316\127\075\336\311\060\155\020

\003\205\315\361\377\214\026\265\301\262\076\210\154\140\177\220

\117\225\367\366\055\255\001\071\007\004\372\165\200\175\277\111

\120\355\357\311\304\174\034\353\200\176\333\266\320\335\023\376

\311\323\234\327\262\227\251\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\306\027\320\274

\250\352\002\103\362\033\006\231\135\053\220\040\271\327\234\344

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\064\141\331\126\265\022\207\125\115\335\243\065

\061\106\273\244\007\162\274\137\141\142\350\245\373\013\067\261

\074\266\263\372\051\235\177\002\365\244\311\250\223\267\172\161

\050\151\217\163\341\122\220\332\325\276\072\345\267\166\152\126

\200\041\337\135\346\351\072\236\345\076\366\242\151\307\052\012

\260\030\107\334\040\160\175\122\243\076\131\174\301\272\311\310

\025\100\141\312\162\326\160\254\322\267\360\034\344\206\051\360

\316\357\150\143\320\265\040\212\025\141\232\176\206\230\264\311

\302\166\373\314\272\060\026\314\243\141\306\164\023\345\153\357
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\243\025\352\003\376\023\213\144\344\323\301\322\350\204\373\111

\321\020\115\171\146\353\252\375\364\215\061\036\160\024\255\334

\336\147\023\114\201\025\141\274\267\331\221\167\161\031\201\140

\273\360\130\245\265\234\013\367\217\042\125\047\300\113\001\155

\073\231\015\324\035\233\143\147\057\320\356\015\312\146\274\224

\117\246\255\355\374\356\143\254\127\077\145\045\317\262\206\217

\320\010\377\270\166\024\156\336\345\047\354\253\170\265\123\271

\266\077\350\040\371\322\250\276\141\106\312\207\214\204\363\371

\361\240\150\233\042\036\201\046\233\020\004\221\161\300\006\037

\334\240\323\271\126\247\343\230\055\177\203\235\337\214\053\234

\062\216\062\224\360\001\074\042\052\237\103\302\056\303\230\071

\007\070\173\374\136\000\102\037\363\062\046\171\203\204\366\345

\360\301\121\022\300\013\036\004\043\014\124\245\114\057\111\305

\112\321\266\156\140\015\153\374\153\213\205\044\144\267\211\016

\253\045\107\133\074\317\176\111\275\307\351\012\306\332\367\176

\016\027\010\323\110\227\320\161\222\360\017\071\076\064\152\034

\175\330\362\042\256\273\151\364\063\264\246\110\125\321\017\016

\046\350\354\266\013\055\247\205\065\315\375\131\310\237\321\315

\076\132\051\064\271\075\204\316\261\145\324\131\221\221\126\165

\041\301\167\236\371\172\341\140\235\323\255\004\030\364\174\353

\136\223\217\123\112\042\051\370\110\053\076\115\206\254\133\177

\313\006\231\131\140\330\130\145\225\215\104\321\367\177\176\047

\177\175\256\200\365\007\114\266\076\234\161\124\231\004\113\375

\130\371\230\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\110\022\275\222\074\250\304\071\006\347\060\155\047\226\346\244

\317\042\056\175

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\175\271\255\124\157\150\241\337\211\127\003\227\103\260\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject:

 CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID
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 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\226\060\202\002\176\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232\364\113\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061

\062\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\331\347\050

\057\122\077\066\162\111\210\223\064\363\370\152\036\061\124\200

\237\255\124\101\265\107\337\226\250\324\257\200\055\271\012\317

\165\375\211\245\175\044\372\343\042\014\053\274\225\027\013\063

\277\031\115\101\006\220\000\275\014\115\020\376\007\265\347\034

\156\042\125\061\145\227\275\323\027\322\036\142\363\333\352\154

\120\214\077\204\014\226\317\267\313\003\340\312\155\241\024\114

\033\211\335\355\000\260\122\174\257\221\154\261\070\023\321\351

\022\010\300\000\260\034\053\021\332\167\160\066\233\256\316\171

\207\334\202\160\346\011\164\160\125\151\257\243\150\237\277\335

\266\171\263\362\235\160\051\125\364\253\377\225\141\363\311\100

\157\035\321\276\223\273\323\210\052\273\235\277\162\132\126\161

\073\077\324\363\321\012\376\050\357\243\356\331\231\257\003\323

\217\140\267\362\222\241\261\275\211\211\037\060\315\303\246\056
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\142\063\256\026\002\167\104\132\347\201\012\074\247\104\056\171

\270\077\004\274\134\240\207\341\033\257\121\216\315\354\054\372

\370\376\155\360\072\174\252\213\344\147\225\061\215\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\316\303\112\271\231\125\362\270\333\140\277\251\176\275

\126\265\227\066\247\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\312\245\125\214\343\310

\101\156\151\047\247\165\021\357\074\206\066\157\322\235\306\170

\070\035\151\226\242\222\151\056\070\154\233\175\004\324\211\245

\261\061\067\212\311\041\314\253\154\315\213\034\232\326\277\110

\322\062\146\301\212\300\363\057\072\357\300\343\324\221\206\321

\120\343\003\333\163\167\157\112\071\123\355\336\046\307\265\175

\257\053\102\321\165\142\343\112\053\002\307\120\113\340\151\342

\226\154\016\104\146\020\104\217\255\005\353\370\171\254\246\033

\350\067\064\235\123\311\141\252\242\122\257\112\160\026\206\302

\072\310\261\023\160\066\330\317\356\364\012\064\325\133\114\375

\007\234\242\272\331\001\162\134\363\115\301\335\016\261\034\015

\304\143\276\255\364\024\373\211\354\242\101\016\114\314\310\127

\100\320\156\003\252\315\014\216\211\231\231\154\360\074\060\257

\070\337\157\274\243\276\051\040\047\253\164\377\023\042\170\336

\227\122\125\036\203\265\124\040\003\356\256\300\117\126\336\067

\314\303\177\252\004\047\273\323\167\270\142\333\027\174\234\050

\042\023\163\154\317\046\365\212\051\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\113\110\331\103\356\012\016\100\220\117\074\340\244\300\221
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\223\121\135\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\070\271\370\143\044\202\145\054\127\063\346\376\201\217\235

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151
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\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240

\154\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\106\060\202\001\315\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240\154\354\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111

\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\031\347\274\254\104\145\355\315\270\077\130\373\215\261\127

\251\104\055\005\025\362\357\013\377\020\164\237\265\142\122\137

\146\176\037\345\334\033\105\171\013\314\306\123\012\235\215\135

\002\331\251\131\336\002\132\366\225\052\016\215\070\112\212\111

\306\274\306\003\070\007\137\125\332\176\011\156\342\177\136\320

\105\040\017\131\166\020\326\240\044\360\055\336\066\362\154\051

\071\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\313\320\275\251\341\230\005\121\241\115\067\242\203\171\316
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\215\035\052\344\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\045\244\201\105\002\153\022\113

\165\164\117\310\043\343\160\362\165\162\336\174\211\360\317\221

\162\141\236\136\020\222\131\126\271\203\307\020\347\070\351\130

\046\066\175\325\344\064\206\071\002\060\174\066\123\360\060\345

\142\143\072\231\342\266\243\073\233\064\372\036\332\020\222\161

\136\221\023\247\335\244\156\222\314\062\326\365\041\146\307\057

\352\226\143\152\145\105\222\225\001\264

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri

 Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\027\242\117\232\110\306\311\370\242\000\046\237\334\017\110

\054\253\060\211

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\177\145\061\014\201\337\215\272\076\231\342\134\255\156\373

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240
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\154\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\216\060\202\002\166\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\003

\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011\372\345\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\273\067\315\064\334\173\153\311\262\150\220

\255\112\165\377\106\272\041\012\010\215\365\031\124\311\373\210

\333\363\256\362\072\211\221\074\172\346\253\006\032\153\317\254

\055\350\136\011\044\104\272\142\232\176\326\243\250\176\340\124

\165\040\005\254\120\267\234\143\032\154\060\334\332\037\031\261

\327\036\336\375\327\340\313\224\203\067\256\354\037\103\116\335

\173\054\322\275\056\245\057\344\251\270\255\072\324\231\244\266

\045\351\233\153\000\140\222\140\377\117\041\111\030\367\147\220

\253\141\006\234\217\362\272\351\264\351\222\062\153\265\363\127

\350\135\033\315\214\035\253\225\004\225\111\363\065\055\226\343

\111\155\335\167\343\373\111\113\264\254\125\007\251\217\225\263

\264\043\273\114\155\105\360\366\251\262\225\060\264\375\114\125

\214\047\112\127\024\174\202\235\315\163\222\323\026\112\006\014

\214\120\321\217\036\011\276\027\241\346\041\312\375\203\345\020

\274\203\245\012\304\147\050\366\163\024\024\075\106\166\303\207

\024\211\041\064\115\257\017\105\014\246\111\241\272\273\234\305

\261\063\203\051\205\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\116\042\124\040\030\225

\346\343\156\346\017\372\372\271\022\355\006\027\217\071\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\140\147\050\224\157\016\110\143\353\061\335\352\147\030

\325\211\175\074\305\213\112\177\351\276\333\053\027\337\260\137

\163\167\052\062\023\071\201\147\102\204\043\362\105\147\065\354

\210\277\370\217\260\141\014\064\244\256\040\114\204\306\333\370

\065\341\166\331\337\246\102\273\307\104\010\206\177\066\164\044
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\132\332\154\015\024\131\065\275\362\111\335\266\037\311\263\015

\107\052\075\231\057\273\134\273\265\324\040\341\231\137\123\106

\025\333\150\233\360\363\060\325\076\061\342\215\204\236\343\212

\332\332\226\076\065\023\245\137\360\371\160\120\160\107\101\021

\127\031\116\300\217\256\006\304\225\023\027\057\033\045\237\165

\362\261\216\231\241\157\023\261\101\161\376\210\052\310\117\020

\040\125\327\363\024\105\345\340\104\364\352\207\225\062\223\016

\376\123\106\372\054\235\377\213\042\271\113\331\011\105\244\336

\244\270\232\130\335\033\175\122\237\216\131\103\210\201\244\236

\046\325\157\255\335\015\306\067\175\355\003\222\033\345\167\137

\166\356\074\215\304\135\126\133\242\331\146\156\263\065\067\345

\062\266

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\074\044\371\277\326\146\166\033\046\200\163\376\006\321\314

\215\117\202\244

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\344\246\212\310\124\254\122\102\106\012\375\162\110\033\052\104

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164
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\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global

 Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\077\060\202\001\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253\105\162\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\335\247\331\273\212\270\013

\373\013\177\041\322\360\276\276\163\363\063\135\032\274\064\352

\336\306\233\274\320\225\366\360\314\320\013\272\141\133\121\106

\176\236\055\237\356\216\143\014\027\354\007\160\365\317\204\056

\100\203\234\350\077\101\155\073\255\323\244\024\131\066\170\235

\003\103\356\020\023\154\162\336\256\210\247\241\153\265\103\316

\147\334\043\377\003\034\243\342\076\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\333\110\244\371\241\305

\330\256\066\101\314\021\143\151\142\051\274\113\306\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061

\000\255\274\362\154\077\022\112\321\055\071\303\012\011\227\163

\364\210\066\214\210\047\273\346\210\215\120\205\247\143\371\236

\062\336\146\223\017\361\314\261\011\217\335\154\253\372\153\177

\240\002\060\071\146\133\302\144\215\270\236\120\334\250\325\111

\242\355\307\334\321\111\177\027\001\270\310\206\217\116\214\210

\053\250\232\251\212\305\321\000\275\370\124\342\232\345\133\174

\263\047\027

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER
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 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\004\336\211\152\076\146\155\000\346\207\323\077\372\331\073

\350\075\064\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\135\244\120\245\373\050\176\036\017\015\314\226\127\126\312

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c
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# Subject: CN=DigiCert

 Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\220\060\202\003\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167\165\134\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\142

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\064\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060
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\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\277\346\220\163\150\336\273\344\135

\112\074\060\042\060\151\063\354\302\247\045\056\311\041\075\362

\212\330\131\302\341\051\247\075\130\253\166\232\315\256\173\033

\204\015\304\060\037\363\033\244\070\026\353\126\306\227\155\035

\253\262\171\362\312\021\322\344\137\326\005\074\122\017\122\037

\306\236\025\245\176\276\237\251\127\026\131\125\162\257\150\223

\160\302\262\272\165\231\152\163\062\224\321\020\104\020\056\337

\202\363\007\204\346\164\073\155\161\342\055\014\033\356\040\325

\311\040\035\143\051\055\316\354\136\116\310\223\370\041\141\233

\064\353\005\306\136\354\133\032\274\353\311\317\315\254\064\100

\137\261\172\146\356\167\310\110\250\146\127\127\237\124\130\216

\014\053\267\117\247\060\331\126\356\312\173\135\343\255\311\117

\136\345\065\347\061\313\332\223\136\334\216\217\200\332\266\221

\230\100\220\171\303\170\307\266\261\304\265\152\030\070\003\020

\215\330\324\067\244\056\005\175\210\365\202\076\020\221\160\253

\125\202\101\062\327\333\004\163\052\156\221\001\174\041\114\324

\274\256\033\003\165\135\170\146\331\072\061\104\232\063\100\277

\010\327\132\111\244\302\346\251\240\147\335\244\047\274\241\117

\071\265\021\130\027\367\044\134\106\217\144\367\301\151\210\166

\230\166\075\131\135\102\166\207\211\227\151\172\110\360\340\242

\022\033\146\232\164\312\336\113\036\347\016\143\256\346\324\357

\222\222\072\236\075\334\000\344\105\045\211\266\232\104\031\053

\176\300\224\264\322\141\155\353\063\331\305\337\113\004\000\314

\175\034\225\303\217\367\041\262\262\021\267\273\177\362\325\214

\160\054\101\140\252\261\143\030\104\225\032\166\142\176\366\200

\260\373\350\144\246\063\321\211\007\341\275\267\346\103\244\030

\270\246\167\001\341\017\224\014\041\035\262\124\051\045\211\154

\345\016\122\121\107\164\276\046\254\266\101\165\336\172\254\137

\215\077\311\274\323\101\021\022\133\345\020\120\353\061\305\312

\162\026\042\011\337\174\114\165\077\143\354\041\137\304\040\121

\153\157\261\253\206\213\117\302\326\105\137\235\040\374\241\036

\305\300\217\242\261\176\012\046\231\365\344\151\057\230\035\055

\365\331\251\262\035\345\033\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\354\327\343\202

\322\161\135\144\114\337\056\147\077\347\272\230\256\034\017\117

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\273\141\331\175\251\154\276\027\304\221\033\303
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\241\242\000\215\343\144\150\017\126\317\167\256\160\371\375\232

\112\231\271\311\170\134\014\014\137\344\346\024\051\126\013\066

\111\135\104\143\340\255\234\226\030\146\033\043\015\075\171\351

\155\153\326\124\370\322\074\301\103\100\256\035\120\365\122\374

\220\073\273\230\231\151\153\307\301\247\250\150\244\047\334\235

\371\047\256\060\205\271\366\147\115\072\076\217\131\071\042\123

\104\353\310\135\003\312\355\120\172\175\142\041\012\200\310\163

\146\321\240\005\140\137\350\245\264\247\257\250\367\155\065\234

\174\132\212\326\242\070\231\363\170\213\364\115\322\040\013\336

\004\356\214\233\107\201\162\015\300\024\062\357\060\131\056\256

\340\161\362\126\344\152\227\157\222\120\155\226\215\150\172\232

\262\066\024\172\006\362\044\271\011\021\120\327\010\261\270\211

\172\204\043\141\102\051\345\243\315\242\040\101\327\321\234\144

\331\352\046\241\213\024\327\114\031\262\120\101\161\075\077\115

\160\043\206\014\112\334\201\322\314\062\224\204\015\010\011\227

\034\117\300\356\153\040\164\060\322\340\071\064\020\205\041\025

\001\010\350\125\062\336\161\111\331\050\027\120\115\346\276\115

\321\165\254\320\312\373\101\270\103\245\252\323\303\005\104\117

\054\066\233\342\372\342\105\270\043\123\154\006\157\147\125\177

\106\265\114\077\156\050\132\171\046\322\244\250\142\227\322\036

\342\355\112\213\274\033\375\107\112\015\337\147\146\176\262\133

\101\320\073\344\364\073\364\004\143\351\357\302\124\000\121\240

\212\052\311\316\170\314\325\352\207\004\030\263\316\257\111\210

\257\363\222\231\266\263\346\141\017\322\205\000\347\120\032\344

\033\225\235\031\241\271\234\261\233\261\000\036\357\320\017\117

\102\154\311\012\274\356\103\372\072\161\245\310\115\046\245\065

\375\211\135\274\205\142\035\062\322\240\053\124\355\232\127\301

\333\372\020\317\031\267\213\112\033\217\001\266\047\225\123\350

\266\211\155\133\274\150\324\043\350\213\121\242\126\371\360\246

\200\240\326\036\263\274\017\017\123\165\051\252\352\023\167\344

\336\214\201\041\255\007\020\107\021\255\207\075\007\321\165\274

\317\363\146\176

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

#
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 Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\373\026\315\111\061\311\163\242\003\175\077\310\072\115\175

\167\135\005\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\362\374\252\140\037\057\264\353\311\067\272\123\056\165\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\330\060\202\003\300\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003\206\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125

\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\061\061\071

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023
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\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163

\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141

\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021

\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\221

\350\124\222\322\012\126\261\254\015\044\335\305\317\104\147\164

\231\053\067\243\175\043\160\000\161\274\123\337\304\372\052\022

\217\113\177\020\126\275\237\160\162\267\141\177\311\113\017\027

\247\075\343\260\004\141\356\377\021\227\307\364\206\076\012\372

\076\134\371\223\346\064\172\331\024\153\347\234\263\205\240\202

\172\166\257\161\220\327\354\375\015\372\234\154\372\337\260\202

\364\024\176\371\276\304\246\057\117\177\231\177\265\374\147\103

\162\275\014\000\326\211\353\153\054\323\355\217\230\034\024\253

\176\345\343\156\374\330\250\344\222\044\332\103\153\142\270\125

\375\352\301\274\154\266\213\363\016\215\232\344\233\154\151\231

\370\170\110\060\105\325\255\341\015\074\105\140\374\062\226\121

\047\274\147\303\312\056\266\153\352\106\307\307\040\240\261\037

\145\336\110\010\272\244\116\251\362\203\106\067\204\353\350\314

\201\110\103\147\116\162\052\233\134\275\114\033\050\212\134\042

\173\264\253\230\331\356\340\121\203\303\011\106\116\155\076\231

\372\225\027\332\174\063\127\101\074\215\121\355\013\266\134\257

\054\143\032\337\127\310\077\274\351\135\304\233\257\105\231\342

\243\132\044\264\272\251\126\075\317\157\252\377\111\130\276\360

\250\377\364\270\255\351\067\373\272\270\364\013\072\371\350\103

\102\036\211\330\204\313\023\361\331\273\341\211\140\270\214\050

\126\254\024\035\234\012\347\161\353\317\016\335\075\251\226\241

\110\275\074\367\257\265\015\042\114\300\021\201\354\126\073\366

\323\242\342\133\267\262\004\042\122\225\200\223\151\350\216\114

\145\361\221\003\055\160\164\002\352\213\147\025\051\151\122\002

\273\327\337\120\152\125\106\277\240\243\050\141\177\160\320\303

\242\252\054\041\252\107\316\050\234\006\105\166\277\202\030\047

\264\325\256\264\313\120\346\153\364\114\206\161\060\351\246\337

\026\206\340\330\377\100\335\373\320\102\210\177\243\063\072\056

\134\036\101\021\201\143\316\030\161\153\053\354\246\212\267\061

\134\072\152\107\340\303\171\131\326\040\032\257\362\152\230\252

\162\274\127\112\322\113\235\273\020\374\260\114\101\345\355\035

\075\136\050\235\234\314\277\263\121\332\247\107\345\204\123\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\257\176\002\075\372\246\361\074\204\216\255\356

\070\230\354\331\062\062\324\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\012\361\325\106

\204\267\256\121\273\154\262\115\101\024\000\223\114\234\313\345
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\300\124\317\240\045\216\002\371\375\260\242\015\365\040\230\074

\023\055\254\126\242\260\326\176\021\222\351\056\272\236\056\232

\162\261\275\031\104\154\141\065\242\232\264\026\022\151\132\214

\341\327\076\244\032\350\057\003\364\256\141\035\020\033\052\244

\213\172\305\376\005\246\341\300\326\310\376\236\256\217\053\272

\075\231\370\330\163\011\130\106\156\246\234\364\327\047\323\225

\332\067\203\162\034\323\163\340\242\107\231\003\070\135\325\111

\171\000\051\034\307\354\233\040\034\007\044\151\127\170\262\071

\374\072\204\240\265\234\174\215\277\056\223\142\047\267\071\332

\027\030\256\275\074\011\150\377\204\233\074\325\326\013\003\343

\127\236\024\367\321\353\117\310\275\207\043\267\266\111\103\171

\205\134\272\353\222\013\241\306\350\150\250\114\026\261\032\231

\012\350\123\054\222\273\241\011\030\165\014\145\250\173\313\043

\267\032\302\050\205\303\033\377\320\053\142\357\244\173\011\221

\230\147\214\024\001\315\150\006\152\143\041\165\003\200\210\212

\156\201\306\205\362\251\244\055\347\364\245\044\020\107\203\312

\315\364\215\171\130\261\006\233\347\032\052\331\235\001\327\224

\175\355\003\112\312\360\333\350\251\001\076\365\126\231\311\036

\216\111\075\273\345\011\271\340\117\111\222\075\026\202\100\314

\314\131\306\346\072\355\022\056\151\074\154\225\261\375\252\035

\173\177\206\276\036\016\062\106\373\373\023\217\165\177\114\213

\113\106\143\376\000\064\100\160\301\303\271\241\335\246\160\342

\004\263\101\274\351\200\221\352\144\234\172\341\042\003\251\234

\156\157\016\145\117\154\207\207\136\363\156\240\371\165\245\233

\100\350\123\262\047\235\112\271\300\167\041\215\377\207\362\336

\274\214\357\027\337\267\111\013\321\362\156\060\013\032\016\116

\166\355\021\374\365\351\126\262\175\277\307\155\012\223\214\245

\320\300\266\035\276\072\116\224\242\327\156\154\013\302\212\174

\372\040\363\304\344\345\315\015\250\313\221\222\261\174\205\354

\265\024\151\146\016\202\347\315\316\310\055\246\121\177\041\301

\065\123\205\006\112\135\237\255\273\033\137\164

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

 Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\345\322\104\250\321\031\102\060\377\107\237\342\370\227\273

\315\172\214\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\061\260\161\100\066\314\024\066\221\255\304\076\375\354\030

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon

 Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\336\060\202\003\306\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\001

\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065\003\055\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162

\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145

\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123

\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125

\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123

\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\062\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061

\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011
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\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040

\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124

\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125

\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\200\022\145\027\066\016\303\333\010\263\320

\254\127\015\166\355\315\047\323\114\255\120\203\141\342\252\040

\115\011\055\144\011\334\316\211\237\314\075\251\354\366\317\301

\334\361\323\261\326\173\067\050\021\053\107\332\071\306\274\072

\031\264\137\246\275\175\235\243\143\102\266\166\362\251\073\053

\221\370\342\157\320\354\026\040\220\011\076\342\350\164\311\030

\264\221\324\142\144\333\177\243\006\361\210\030\152\220\042\074

\274\376\023\360\207\024\173\366\344\037\216\324\344\121\306\021

\147\106\010\121\313\206\024\124\077\274\063\376\176\154\234\377

\026\235\030\275\121\216\065\246\247\146\310\162\147\333\041\146

\261\324\233\170\003\300\120\072\350\314\360\334\274\236\114\376

\257\005\226\065\037\127\132\267\377\316\371\075\267\054\266\366

\124\335\310\347\022\072\115\256\114\212\267\134\232\264\267\040

\075\312\177\042\064\256\176\073\150\146\001\104\347\001\116\106

\123\233\063\140\367\224\276\123\067\220\163\103\363\062\303\123

\357\333\252\376\164\116\151\307\153\214\140\223\336\304\307\014

\337\341\062\256\314\223\073\121\170\225\147\213\356\075\126\376

\014\320\151\017\033\017\363\045\046\153\063\155\367\156\107\372

\163\103\345\176\016\245\146\261\051\174\062\204\143\125\211\304

\015\301\223\124\060\031\023\254\323\175\067\247\353\135\072\154

\065\134\333\101\327\022\332\251\111\013\337\330\200\212\011\223

\142\216\265\146\317\045\210\315\204\270\261\077\244\071\017\331

\002\236\353\022\114\225\174\363\153\005\251\136\026\203\314\270

\147\342\350\023\235\314\133\202\323\114\263\355\133\377\336\345

\163\254\043\073\055\000\277\065\125\164\011\111\330\111\130\032

\177\222\066\346\121\222\016\363\046\175\034\115\027\274\311\354

\103\046\320\277\101\137\100\251\104\104\364\231\347\127\207\236

\120\037\127\124\250\076\375\164\143\057\261\120\145\011\346\130

\102\056\103\032\114\264\360\045\107\131\372\004\036\223\324\046

\106\112\120\201\262\336\276\170\267\374\147\025\341\311\127\204

\036\017\143\326\351\142\272\326\137\125\056\352\134\306\050\010

\004\045\071\270\016\053\251\362\114\227\034\007\077\015\122\365

\355\357\057\202\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\123\171\277\132\252\053\112

\317\124\200\341\330\233\300\235\362\262\003\146\313\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002
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\001\000\134\324\174\015\317\367\001\175\101\231\145\014\163\305

\122\237\313\370\317\231\006\177\033\332\103\025\237\236\002\125

\127\226\024\361\122\074\047\207\224\050\355\037\072\001\067\242

\166\374\123\120\300\204\233\306\153\116\272\214\041\117\242\216

\125\142\221\363\151\025\330\274\210\343\304\252\013\375\357\250

\351\113\125\052\006\040\155\125\170\051\031\356\137\060\134\113

\044\021\125\377\044\232\156\136\052\053\356\013\115\237\177\367

\001\070\224\024\225\103\007\011\373\140\251\356\034\253\022\214

\240\232\136\247\230\152\131\155\213\077\010\373\310\321\105\257

\030\025\144\220\022\017\163\050\056\305\342\044\116\374\130\354

\360\364\105\376\042\263\353\057\216\322\331\105\141\005\301\227

\157\250\166\162\217\213\214\066\257\277\015\005\316\161\215\346

\246\157\037\154\246\161\142\305\330\320\203\162\014\361\147\021

\211\014\234\023\114\162\064\337\274\325\161\337\252\161\335\341

\271\154\214\074\022\135\145\332\275\127\022\266\103\153\377\345

\336\115\146\021\121\317\231\256\354\027\266\350\161\221\214\336

\111\376\335\065\161\242\025\047\224\034\317\141\343\046\273\157

\243\147\045\041\135\346\335\035\013\056\150\033\073\202\257\354

\203\147\205\324\230\121\164\261\271\231\200\211\377\177\170\031

\134\171\112\140\056\222\100\256\114\067\052\054\311\307\142\310

\016\135\367\066\133\312\340\045\045\001\264\335\032\007\234\167

\000\077\320\334\325\354\075\324\372\273\077\314\205\326\157\177

\251\055\337\271\002\367\365\227\232\265\065\332\303\147\260\207

\112\251\050\236\043\216\377\134\047\153\341\260\117\363\007\356

\000\056\324\131\207\313\122\101\225\352\364\107\327\356\144\101

\125\174\215\131\002\225\335\142\235\302\271\356\132\050\164\204

\245\233\267\220\307\014\007\337\365\211\066\164\062\326\050\301

\260\260\013\340\234\114\303\034\326\374\343\151\265\107\106\201

\057\242\202\253\323\143\104\160\304\215\377\055\063\272\255\217

\173\265\160\210\256\076\031\317\100\050\330\374\310\220\273\135

\231\042\365\122\346\130\305\037\210\061\103\356\210\035\327\306

\216\074\103\152\035\247\030\336\175\075\026\361\142\371\312\220

\250\375

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\217\033\127\063\015\273\242\320\172\154\121\367\016\351\015

\332\271\255\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\376\151\321\221\267\031\063\243\162\250\017\341\125\345\265

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\217\060\202\002\025\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\134

\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200\314\046\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\210\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145

\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023

\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164
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\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\062\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023

\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164

\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040

\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122

\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\032\254\124\132\251\371\150

\043\347\172\325\044\157\123\306\132\330\113\253\306\325\266\321

\346\163\161\256\335\234\326\014\141\375\333\240\211\003\270\005

\024\354\127\316\356\135\077\342\041\263\316\367\324\212\171\340

\243\203\176\055\227\320\141\304\361\231\334\045\221\143\253\177

\060\243\264\160\342\307\241\063\234\363\277\056\134\123\261\137

\263\175\062\177\212\064\343\171\171\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\072\341\011\206\324\317\031\302

\226\166\164\111\166\334\340\065\306\143\143\232\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\066\147\241\026\010\334\344\227\000\101\035\116\276\341\143\001

\317\073\252\102\021\144\240\235\224\071\002\021\171\134\173\035

\372\144\271\356\026\102\263\277\212\302\011\304\354\344\261\115

\002\061\000\351\052\141\107\214\122\112\113\116\030\160\366\326

\104\326\156\365\203\272\155\130\275\044\331\126\110\352\357\304

\242\106\201\210\152\072\106\321\251\233\115\311\141\332\321\135

\127\152\030

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\313\312\135\262\325\052\177\151\073\147\115\345\360\132\035

\014\225\175\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\150\274\331\265\177\255\375\311\035\006\203\050\314\044\301

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\036\060\202\001\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\140

\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371\112\330\154

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\120\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036

\027\015\061\062\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023

\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053

\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\107\105\016\226\373\175\135\277

\351\071\321\041\370\237\013\266\325\173\036\222\072\110\131\034

\360\142\061\055\300\172\050\376\032\247\134\263\266\314\227\347

\105\324\130\372\321\167\155\103\242\300\207\145\064\012\037\172

\335\353\074\063\241\305\235\115\244\157\101\225\070\177\311\036

\204\353\321\236\111\222\207\224\207\014\072\205\112\146\237\235
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\131\223\115\227\141\006\206\112\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\075\346\051\110\233\352\007\312

\041\104\112\046\336\156\336\322\203\320\237\131\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000

\345\151\022\311\156\333\306\061\272\011\101\341\227\370\373\375

\232\342\175\022\311\355\174\144\323\313\005\045\213\126\331\240

\347\136\135\116\013\203\234\133\166\051\240\011\046\041\152\142

\002\060\161\322\265\217\134\352\073\341\170\011\205\250\165\222

\073\310\134\375\110\357\015\164\042\250\010\342\156\305\111\316

\307\014\274\247\141\151\361\367\073\341\052\313\371\053\363\146

\220\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\044\306\060\315\244\030\357\040\151\377\255\117\335\137\106

\072\033\151\252

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\255\073\034\002\036\212\272\027\164\070\201\014\242\274\010

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

#

 Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\242\071\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\061\061\061\064\061\061\062\070\064\062\132\027

\015\062\070\061\061\061\063\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\276\062\242\124\017

\160\373\054\134\131\353\154\304\244\121\350\205\052\263\314\112

\064\362\260\137\363\016\307\034\075\123\036\210\010\150\330\157

\075\255\302\236\314\202\147\007\047\207\150\161\072\237\165\226

\042\106\005\260\355\255\307\133\236\052\336\234\374\072\306\225

\247\365\027\147\030\347\057\111\010\014\134\317\346\314\064\355

\170\373\120\261\334\153\062\360\242\376\266\074\344\354\132\227

\307\077\036\160\010\060\240\334\305\263\155\157\320\202\162\021

\253\322\201\150\131\202\027\267\170\222\140\372\314\336\077\204

\353\215\070\063\220\012\162\043\372\065\314\046\161\061\321\162

\050\222\331\133\043\155\146\265\155\007\102\353\246\063\316\222

\333\300\366\154\143\170\315\312\116\075\265\345\122\233\361\276

\073\346\124\140\260\146\036\011\253\007\376\124\211\021\102\321

\367\044\272\140\170\032\230\367\311\021\375\026\301\065\032\124

\165\357\103\323\345\256\116\316\347\173\303\306\116\141\121\113

\253\232\105\113\241\037\101\275\110\123\025\161\144\013\206\263

\345\056\276\316\244\033\301\051\204\242\265\313\010\043\166\103

\042\044\037\027\004\324\156\234\306\374\177\053\146\032\354\212

\345\326\317\115\365\143\011\267\025\071\326\173\254\353\343\174

\351\116\374\165\102\310\355\130\225\014\006\102\242\234\367\344

\160\263\337\162\157\132\067\100\211\330\205\244\327\361\013\336

\103\031\324\112\130\054\214\212\071\236\277\204\207\361\026\073

\066\014\351\323\264\312\154\031\101\122\011\241\035\260\152\277

\202\357\160\121\041\062\334\005\166\214\313\367\144\344\003\120

\257\214\221\147\253\305\362\356\130\330\336\276\367\347\061\317

\154\311\073\161\301\325\210\265\145\274\300\350\027\027\007\022

\265\134\322\253\040\223\264\346\202\203\160\066\305\315\243\215

\255\213\354\243\301\103\207\346\103\342\064\276\225\213\065\355

\007\071\332\250\035\172\237\066\236\022\260\014\145\022\220\025
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\140\331\046\100\104\343\126\140\245\020\324\152\074\375\101\334

\016\132\107\266\357\227\141\165\117\331\376\307\262\035\324\355

\135\111\263\251\152\313\146\204\023\325\134\240\334\337\156\167

\006\321\161\165\310\127\157\257\017\167\133\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\124\255\372\307\222\127\256\312\065\234\056\022\373\344\272\135

\040\334\224\127\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\060\231\235\005\062\310\136\016

\073\230\001\072\212\244\347\007\367\172\370\347\232\337\120\103

\123\227\052\075\312\074\107\230\056\341\025\173\361\222\363\141

\332\220\045\026\145\300\237\124\135\016\003\073\133\167\002\234

\204\266\015\230\137\064\335\073\143\302\303\050\201\302\234\051

\056\051\342\310\303\001\362\063\352\052\252\314\011\010\367\145

\147\306\315\337\323\266\053\247\275\314\321\016\160\137\270\043

\321\313\221\116\012\364\310\172\345\331\143\066\301\324\337\374

\042\227\367\140\135\352\051\057\130\262\275\130\275\215\226\117

\020\165\277\110\173\075\121\207\241\074\164\042\302\374\007\177

\200\334\304\254\376\152\301\160\060\260\351\216\151\342\054\151

\201\224\011\272\335\376\115\300\203\214\224\130\300\106\040\257

\234\037\002\370\065\125\111\057\106\324\300\360\240\226\002\017

\063\305\161\363\236\043\175\224\267\375\072\323\011\203\006\041

\375\140\075\256\062\300\322\356\215\246\360\347\264\202\174\012

\314\160\311\171\200\370\376\114\367\065\204\031\212\061\373\012

\331\327\177\233\360\242\232\153\303\005\112\355\101\140\024\060

\321\252\021\102\156\323\043\002\004\013\306\145\335\335\122\167

\332\201\153\262\250\372\001\070\271\226\352\052\154\147\227\211

\224\236\274\341\124\325\344\152\170\357\112\275\053\232\075\100

\176\306\300\165\322\156\373\150\060\354\354\213\235\371\111\065

\232\032\054\331\263\225\071\325\036\222\367\246\271\145\057\345

\075\155\072\110\114\010\334\344\050\022\050\276\175\065\134\352

\340\026\176\023\033\152\327\076\327\236\374\055\165\262\301\024

\325\043\003\333\133\157\013\076\170\057\015\336\063\215\026\267

\110\347\203\232\201\017\173\301\103\115\125\004\027\070\112\121

\325\131\242\211\164\323\237\276\036\113\327\306\155\267\210\044

\157\140\221\244\202\205\133\126\101\274\320\104\253\152\023\276

\321\054\130\267\022\063\130\262\067\143\334\023\365\224\035\077

\100\121\365\117\365\072\355\310\305\353\302\036\035\026\225\172

\307\176\102\161\223\156\113\025\267\060\337\252\355\127\205\110

\254\035\152\335\071\151\344\341\171\170\276\316\005\277\241\014

\367\200\173\041\147\047\060\131

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\353\153\101\121\222\131\340\363\347\205\000\300\075\266\210

\227\311\356\374

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\106\147\007\333\020\057\031\214\065\120\140\321\013\364\067

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA

 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\064

\060\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\027\015\063\064\060

\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\247\120\031\336\077\231\075\324\063

\106\361\157\121\141\202\262\251\117\217\147\211\135\204\331\123

\335\014\050\331\327\360\377\256\225\103\162\231\371\265\135\174
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\212\301\102\341\061\120\164\321\201\015\174\315\233\041\253\103

\342\254\255\136\206\156\363\011\212\037\132\062\275\242\353\224

\371\350\134\012\354\377\230\322\257\161\263\264\123\237\116\207

\357\222\274\275\354\117\062\060\210\113\027\136\127\304\123\302

\366\002\227\215\331\142\053\277\044\037\142\215\337\303\270\051

\113\111\170\074\223\140\210\042\374\231\332\066\310\302\242\324

\054\124\000\147\065\156\163\277\002\130\360\244\335\345\260\242

\046\172\312\340\066\245\031\026\365\375\267\357\256\077\100\365

\155\132\004\375\316\064\312\044\334\164\043\033\135\063\023\022

\135\304\001\045\366\060\335\002\135\237\340\325\107\275\264\353

\033\241\273\111\111\330\237\133\002\363\212\344\044\220\344\142

\117\117\301\257\213\016\164\027\250\321\162\210\152\172\001\111

\314\264\106\171\306\027\261\332\230\036\007\131\372\165\041\205

\145\335\220\126\316\373\253\245\140\235\304\235\371\122\260\213

\275\207\371\217\053\043\012\043\166\073\367\063\341\311\000\363

\151\371\113\242\340\116\274\176\223\071\204\007\367\104\160\176

\376\007\132\345\261\254\321\030\314\362\065\345\111\111\010\312

\126\311\075\373\017\030\175\213\073\301\023\302\115\217\311\117

\016\067\351\037\241\016\152\337\142\056\313\065\006\121\171\054

\310\045\070\364\372\113\247\211\134\234\322\343\015\071\206\112

\164\174\325\131\207\302\077\116\014\134\122\364\075\367\122\202

\361\352\243\254\375\111\064\032\050\363\101\210\072\023\356\350

\336\377\231\035\137\272\313\350\036\362\271\120\140\300\061\323

\163\345\357\276\240\355\063\013\164\276\040\040\304\147\154\360

\010\003\172\125\200\177\106\116\226\247\364\036\076\341\366\330

\011\341\063\144\053\143\327\062\136\237\371\300\173\017\170\157

\227\274\223\232\371\234\022\220\170\172\200\207\025\327\162\164

\234\125\164\170\261\272\341\156\160\004\272\117\240\272\150\303

\173\377\061\360\163\075\075\224\052\261\013\101\016\240\376\115

\210\145\153\171\063\264\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\104\031\300

\323\360\006\213\356\244\173\276\102\347\046\124\310\216\066\166

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\015\256\220\062\366\246\113\174\104\166\031\141

\036\047\050\315\136\124\357\045\274\343\010\220\371\051\327\256

\150\010\341\224\000\130\357\056\056\176\123\122\214\266\134\007

\352\210\272\231\213\120\224\327\202\200\337\141\011\000\223\255

\015\024\346\316\301\362\067\224\170\260\137\234\263\242\163\270

\217\005\223\070\315\215\076\260\270\373\300\317\261\362\354\055

\055\033\314\354\252\232\263\252\140\202\033\055\073\303\204\075

\127\212\226\036\234\165\270\323\060\315\140\010\203\220\323\216

\124\361\115\146\300\135\164\003\100\243\356\205\176\302\037\167

\234\006\350\301\247\030\135\122\225\355\311\335\045\236\155\372

\251\355\243\072\064\320\131\173\332\355\120\363\065\277\355\353

\024\115\061\307\140\364\332\361\207\234\342\110\342\306\305\067

\373\006\020\372\165\131\146\061\107\051\332\166\232\034\351\202
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\256\357\232\271\121\367\210\043\232\151\225\142\074\345\125\200

\066\327\124\002\377\361\271\135\316\324\043\157\330\105\204\112

\133\145\357\211\014\335\024\247\040\313\030\245\045\264\015\371

\001\360\242\322\364\000\310\164\216\241\052\110\216\145\333\023

\304\342\045\027\175\353\276\207\133\027\040\124\121\223\112\123

\003\013\354\135\312\063\355\142\375\105\307\057\133\334\130\240

\200\071\346\372\327\376\023\024\246\355\075\224\112\102\164\324

\303\167\131\163\315\217\106\276\125\070\357\372\350\221\062\352

\227\130\004\042\336\070\303\314\274\155\311\063\072\152\012\151

\077\240\310\352\162\217\214\143\206\043\275\155\074\226\236\225

\340\111\114\252\242\271\052\033\234\066\201\170\355\303\350\106

\342\046\131\104\165\036\331\165\211\121\315\020\204\235\141\140

\313\135\371\227\042\115\216\230\346\343\177\366\133\273\256\315

\312\112\201\153\136\013\363\121\341\164\053\351\176\047\247\331

\231\111\116\370\245\200\333\045\017\034\143\142\212\311\063\147

\153\074\020\203\306\255\336\250\315\026\216\215\360\007\067\161

\237\362\253\374\101\365\301\213\354\000\067\135\011\345\116\200

\357\372\261\134\070\006\245\033\112\341\334\070\055\074\334\253

\037\220\032\325\112\234\356\321\160\154\314\356\364\127\370\030

\272\204\156\207

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\161\176\252\112\331\116\311\125\204\231\140\055\110\336\137

\274\360\072\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\076\167\163\165\356\240\323\343\176\111\143\111\131\273\307

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

#

 Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123
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\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143

\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027

\015\061\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\027\015

\063\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\060\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164

\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143\164

\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\042\224

\374\244\110\257\350\107\153\012\373\047\166\344\362\077\212\073

\172\112\054\061\052\214\215\260\251\303\061\153\250\167\166\204

\046\266\254\201\102\015\010\353\125\130\273\172\370\274\145\175

\362\240\155\213\250\107\351\142\166\036\021\356\010\024\321\262

\104\026\364\352\320\372\036\057\136\333\313\163\101\256\274\000

\260\112\053\100\262\254\341\073\113\302\055\235\344\241\233\354

\032\072\036\360\010\263\320\344\044\065\007\237\234\264\311\122

\155\333\007\312\217\265\133\360\203\363\117\307\055\245\310\255

\313\225\040\244\061\050\127\130\132\344\215\033\232\253\236\015

\014\362\012\063\071\042\071\012\227\056\363\123\167\271\104\105

\375\204\313\066\040\201\131\055\232\157\155\110\110\141\312\114

\337\123\321\257\122\274\104\237\253\057\153\203\162\357\165\200

\332\006\063\033\135\310\332\143\306\115\315\254\146\061\315\321

\336\076\207\020\066\341\271\244\172\357\140\120\262\313\312\246

\126\340\067\257\253\064\023\071\045\350\071\146\344\230\172\252

\022\230\234\131\146\206\076\255\361\260\312\076\006\017\173\360

\021\113\067\240\104\155\173\313\250\214\161\364\325\265\221\066

\314\360\025\306\053\336\121\027\261\227\114\120\075\261\225\131

\174\005\175\055\041\325\000\277\001\147\242\136\173\246\134\362

\367\042\361\220\015\223\333\252\104\121\146\314\175\166\003\353

\152\250\052\070\031\227\166\015\153\212\141\371\274\366\356\166

\375\160\053\335\051\074\370\012\036\133\102\034\213\126\057\125

\033\034\241\056\265\307\026\346\370\252\074\222\216\151\266\001

\301\265\206\235\211\017\013\070\224\124\350\352\334\236\075\045
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\274\123\046\355\325\253\071\252\305\100\114\124\253\262\264\331

\331\370\327\162\333\034\274\155\275\145\137\357\210\065\052\146

\057\356\366\263\145\360\063\215\174\230\101\151\106\017\103\034

\151\372\233\265\320\141\152\315\312\113\331\114\220\106\253\025

\131\241\107\124\051\056\203\050\137\034\302\242\253\162\027\000

\006\216\105\354\213\342\063\075\177\332\031\104\344\142\162\303

\337\042\306\362\126\324\335\137\225\162\355\155\137\367\110\003

\133\375\305\052\240\366\163\043\204\020\033\001\347\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\343\161\340\236\330\247\102\331\333\161\221\153\224\223

\353\303\243\321\024\243\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\107\372\335\012\260\021

\221\070\255\115\135\367\345\016\227\124\031\202\110\207\124\214

\252\144\231\330\132\376\210\001\305\130\245\231\261\043\124\043

\267\152\035\040\127\345\001\142\101\027\323\011\333\165\313\156

\124\220\165\376\032\237\201\012\302\335\327\367\011\320\133\162

\025\344\036\011\152\075\063\363\041\232\346\025\176\255\121\325

\015\020\355\175\102\300\217\356\300\232\010\325\101\326\134\016

\041\151\156\200\141\016\025\300\270\317\305\111\022\122\314\276

\072\314\324\056\070\005\336\065\375\037\157\270\200\150\230\075

\115\240\312\100\145\322\163\174\365\213\331\012\225\077\330\077

\043\155\032\321\052\044\031\331\205\263\027\357\170\156\251\130

\321\043\323\307\023\355\162\045\177\135\261\163\160\320\177\006

\227\011\204\051\200\141\035\372\136\377\163\254\240\343\211\270

\034\161\025\306\336\061\177\022\334\341\155\233\257\347\350\237

\165\170\114\253\106\073\232\316\277\005\030\135\115\025\074\026

\232\031\120\004\232\262\232\157\145\213\122\137\074\130\004\050

\045\300\146\141\061\176\271\340\165\271\032\250\201\326\162\027

\263\305\003\061\065\021\170\170\242\340\351\060\214\177\200\337

\130\337\074\272\047\226\342\200\064\155\343\230\323\144\047\254

\110\176\050\167\134\306\045\141\045\370\205\014\145\372\304\062

\057\245\230\005\344\370\013\147\026\026\306\202\270\062\031\371

\371\271\171\334\037\315\353\257\253\016\335\033\333\105\344\172

\347\002\342\225\135\374\151\360\123\151\141\225\165\171\013\136

\125\346\070\034\224\251\131\063\236\310\161\164\171\177\121\211

\266\310\152\270\060\310\152\070\303\156\236\341\067\026\352\005

\142\114\133\022\107\355\247\264\263\130\126\307\111\363\177\022

\150\011\061\161\360\155\370\116\107\373\326\205\356\305\130\100

\031\244\035\247\371\113\103\067\334\150\132\117\317\353\302\144

\164\336\264\025\331\364\124\124\032\057\034\327\227\161\124\220

\216\331\040\235\123\053\177\253\217\342\352\060\274\120\067\357

\361\107\265\175\174\054\004\354\150\235\264\111\104\020\364\162

\113\034\144\347\374\346\153\220\335\151\175\151\375\000\126\245

\267\254\266\255\267\312\076\001\357\234

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\272\051\101\140\167\230\077\364\363\357\362\061\005\073\056\352

\155\115\105\375

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\006\245\260\374\211\235\272\364\153\214\032\144\315\325\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority

 - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust,

Inc.",C=US
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# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\076\060\202\003\046\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\112

\123\214\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164

\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050

\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150

\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\067\060\067\061\067\062

\065\065\064\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\060\067\061\067\065\065

\065\064\132\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055

\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\272\204\266\162\333\236\014\153\342\231\351

\060\001\247\166\352\062\270\225\101\032\311\332\141\116\130\162

\317\376\366\202\171\277\163\141\006\012\245\047\330\263\137\323

\105\116\034\162\326\116\062\362\162\212\017\367\203\031\320\152

\200\200\000\105\036\260\307\347\232\277\022\127\047\034\243\150

\057\012\207\275\152\153\016\136\145\363\034\167\325\324\205\215

\160\041\264\263\062\347\213\242\325\206\071\002\261\270\322\107

\316\344\311\111\304\073\247\336\373\124\175\127\276\360\350\156

\302\171\262\072\013\125\342\120\230\026\062\023\134\057\170\126

\301\302\224\263\362\132\344\047\232\237\044\327\306\354\320\233

\045\202\343\314\302\304\105\305\214\227\172\006\153\052\021\237

\251\012\156\110\073\157\333\324\021\031\102\367\217\007\277\365

\123\137\234\076\364\027\054\346\151\254\116\062\114\142\167\352

\267\350\345\273\064\274\031\213\256\234\121\347\267\176\265\123
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\261\063\042\345\155\317\160\074\032\372\342\233\147\266\203\364

\215\245\257\142\114\115\340\130\254\144\064\022\003\370\266\215

\224\143\044\244\161\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\162\046\172\320\036

\357\175\347\073\151\121\324\154\215\237\220\022\146\253\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\171\237\035\226\306\266\171\077\042\215\207\323\207\003

\004\140\152\153\232\056\131\211\163\021\254\103\321\365\023\377

\215\071\053\300\362\275\117\160\214\251\057\352\027\304\013\124

\236\324\033\226\230\063\074\250\255\142\242\000\166\253\131\151

\156\006\035\176\304\271\104\215\230\257\022\324\141\333\012\031

\106\107\363\353\367\143\301\100\005\100\245\322\267\364\265\232

\066\277\251\210\166\210\004\125\004\053\234\207\177\032\067\074

\176\055\245\032\330\324\211\136\312\275\254\075\154\330\155\257

\325\363\166\017\315\073\210\070\042\235\154\223\232\304\075\277

\202\033\145\077\246\017\135\252\374\345\262\025\312\265\255\306

\274\075\320\204\350\352\006\162\260\115\071\062\170\277\076\021

\234\013\244\235\232\041\363\360\233\013\060\170\333\301\334\207

\103\376\274\143\232\312\305\302\034\311\307\215\377\073\022\130

\010\346\266\075\354\172\054\116\373\203\226\316\014\074\151\207

\124\163\244\163\302\223\377\121\020\254\025\124\001\330\374\005

\261\211\241\177\164\203\232\111\327\334\116\173\212\110\157\213

\105\366

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\364\047\375\171\014\072\321\146\006\215\350\036\127\357\273

\223\042\162\324

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\113\342\311\221\226\145\014\364\016\132\223\222\240\012\376\262

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\371\060\202\002\200\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\000

\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167

\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154

\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003
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\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157

\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145

\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\062\061\070\061\065\062\065\063\066\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\061\070\061\065\065\065\063\066\132\060\201\277\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145

\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067

\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040

\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165

\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003

\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\166\060\020

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042

\003\142\000\004\204\023\311\320\272\155\101\173\342\154\320\353

\125\137\146\002\032\044\364\133\211\151\107\343\270\302\175\361

\362\002\305\237\240\366\133\325\213\006\031\206\117\123\020\155

\007\044\047\241\240\370\325\107\031\141\114\175\312\223\047\352

\164\014\357\157\226\011\376\143\354\160\135\066\255\147\167\256

\311\235\174\125\104\072\242\143\121\037\365\343\142\324\251\107

\007\076\314\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\267\143\347\032\335\215\351\010\246\125\203\244

\340\152\120\101\145\021\102\111\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\141\171\330\345\102

\107\337\034\256\123\231\027\266\157\034\175\341\277\021\224\321

\003\210\165\344\215\211\244\212\167\106\336\155\141\357\002\365

\373\265\337\314\376\116\377\376\251\346\247\002\060\133\231\327

\205\067\006\265\173\010\375\353\047\213\112\224\371\341\372\247

\216\046\010\350\174\222\150\155\163\330\157\046\254\041\002\270

\231\267\046\101\133\045\140\256\320\110\032\356\006

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use
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only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

 02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\330\006\100\337\233\045\365\022\045\072\021\352\367\131\212

\353\024\265\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\176\035\360\130\305\111\154\044\073\075\355\230\030\355\274

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CFCA EV ROOT"

#
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# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

#

 Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\215\060\202\003\165\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\030

\112\314\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156

\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106

\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\062

\060\070\060\070\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\060\126\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125
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\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143

\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117

\117\124\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\327\135\153\315\020\077\037\005\131\325\005\115\067

\261\016\354\230\053\216\025\035\372\223\113\027\202\041\161\020

\122\327\121\144\160\026\302\125\151\115\216\025\155\237\277\014

\033\302\340\243\147\326\014\254\317\042\256\257\167\124\052\113

\114\212\123\122\172\303\356\056\336\263\161\045\301\351\135\075

\356\241\057\243\367\052\074\311\043\035\152\253\035\241\247\361

\363\354\240\325\104\317\025\317\162\057\035\143\227\350\231\371

\375\223\244\124\200\114\122\324\122\253\056\111\337\220\315\270

\137\276\077\336\241\312\115\040\324\045\350\204\051\123\267\261

\210\037\377\372\332\220\237\012\251\055\101\077\261\361\030\051

\356\026\131\054\064\111\032\250\006\327\250\210\322\003\162\172

\062\342\352\150\115\156\054\226\145\173\312\131\372\362\342\335

\356\060\054\373\314\106\254\304\143\353\157\177\066\053\064\163

\022\224\177\337\314\046\236\361\162\135\120\145\131\217\151\263

\207\136\062\157\303\030\212\265\225\217\260\172\067\336\132\105

\073\307\066\341\357\147\321\071\323\227\133\163\142\031\110\055

\207\034\006\373\164\230\040\111\163\360\005\322\033\261\240\243

\267\033\160\323\210\151\271\132\326\070\364\142\334\045\213\170

\277\370\350\176\270\134\311\225\117\137\247\055\271\040\153\317

\153\335\365\015\364\202\267\364\262\146\056\020\050\366\227\132

\173\226\026\217\001\031\055\154\156\177\071\130\006\144\203\001

\203\203\303\115\222\335\062\306\207\244\067\351\026\316\252\055

\150\257\012\201\145\072\160\301\233\255\115\155\124\312\052\055

\113\205\033\263\200\346\160\105\015\153\136\065\360\177\073\270

\234\344\004\160\211\022\045\223\332\012\231\042\140\152\143\140

\116\166\006\230\116\275\203\255\035\130\212\045\205\322\307\145

\036\055\216\306\337\266\306\341\177\212\004\041\025\051\164\360

\076\234\220\235\014\056\361\212\076\132\252\014\011\036\307\325

\074\243\355\227\303\036\064\372\070\371\010\016\343\300\135\053

\203\321\126\152\311\266\250\124\123\056\170\062\147\075\202\177

\164\320\373\341\266\005\140\271\160\333\216\013\371\023\130\157

\161\140\020\122\020\271\301\101\011\357\162\037\147\061\170\377

\226\005\215\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\045\306\272\153\353\207\313\336\202\071\226\075\360\104\247

\153\204\163\003\336\235\053\117\272\040\177\274\170\262\317\227
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\260\033\234\363\327\171\056\365\110\266\322\373\027\210\346\323

\172\077\355\123\023\320\342\057\152\171\313\000\043\050\346\036

\067\127\065\211\204\302\166\117\064\066\255\147\303\316\101\006

\210\305\367\356\330\032\270\326\013\177\120\377\223\252\027\113

\214\354\355\122\140\262\244\006\352\116\353\364\153\031\375\353

\365\032\340\045\052\232\334\307\101\066\367\310\164\005\204\071

\225\071\326\013\073\244\047\372\010\330\134\036\370\004\140\122

\021\050\050\003\377\357\123\146\000\245\112\064\026\146\174\375

\011\244\256\236\147\032\157\101\013\153\006\023\233\217\206\161

\005\264\057\215\211\146\063\051\166\124\232\021\370\047\372\262

\077\221\340\316\015\033\363\060\032\255\277\042\135\033\323\277

\045\005\115\341\222\032\177\231\237\074\104\223\312\324\100\111

\154\200\207\327\004\072\303\062\122\065\016\126\370\245\335\175

\304\213\015\021\037\123\313\036\262\027\266\150\167\132\340\324

\313\310\007\256\365\072\056\216\067\267\320\001\113\103\051\167

\214\071\227\217\202\132\370\121\345\211\240\030\347\150\177\135

\012\056\373\243\107\016\075\246\043\172\306\001\307\217\310\136

\277\155\200\126\276\212\044\272\063\352\237\341\062\021\236\361

\322\117\200\366\033\100\257\070\236\021\120\171\163\022\022\315

\346\154\235\054\210\162\074\060\201\006\221\042\352\131\255\332

\031\056\042\302\215\271\214\207\340\146\274\163\043\137\041\144

\143\200\110\365\240\074\030\075\224\310\110\101\035\100\272\136

\376\376\126\071\241\310\317\136\236\031\144\106\020\332\027\221

\267\005\200\254\213\231\222\175\347\242\330\007\013\066\047\347

\110\171\140\212\303\327\023\134\370\162\100\337\112\313\317\231

\000\012\000\013\021\225\332\126\105\003\210\012\237\147\320\325

\171\261\250\215\100\155\015\302\172\100\372\363\137\144\107\222

\313\123\271\273\131\316\117\375\320\025\123\001\330\337\353\331

\346\166\357\320\043\273\073\251\171\263\325\002\051\315\211\243

\226\017\112\065\347\116\102\300\165\315\007\317\346\054\353\173

\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CFCA EV ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\270\051\113\125\204\253\153\130\302\220\106\154\254\077\270

\071\217\204\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\341\266\355\046\172\172\104\060\063\224\253\173\047\201\060

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

#

 Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145
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\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\265\060\202\002\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366\302\300\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\155

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\064\061\062\060\061\061\065\060\060\063\062\132\027\015

\063\071\061\062\060\061\061\065\061\060\063\061\132\060\155\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106

\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163

\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123

\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\330\027\267

\034\112\044\052\326\227\261\312\342\036\373\175\070\357\230\365

\262\071\230\116\047\270\021\135\173\322\045\224\210\202\025\046

\152\033\061\273\250\133\041\041\053\330\017\116\237\132\361\261

\132\344\171\326\062\043\053\341\123\314\231\105\134\173\117\255

\274\277\207\112\013\113\227\132\250\366\110\354\175\173\015\315
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\041\006\337\236\025\375\101\212\110\267\040\364\241\172\033\127

\324\135\120\377\272\147\330\043\231\037\310\077\343\336\377\157

\133\167\261\153\156\270\311\144\367\341\312\101\106\016\051\161

\320\271\043\374\311\201\137\116\367\157\337\277\204\255\163\144

\273\267\102\216\151\366\324\166\035\176\235\247\270\127\212\121

\147\162\327\324\250\270\225\124\100\163\003\366\352\364\353\376

\050\102\167\077\235\043\033\262\266\075\200\024\007\114\056\117

\367\325\012\026\015\275\146\103\067\176\043\103\171\303\100\206

\365\114\051\332\216\232\255\015\245\004\207\210\036\205\343\351

\123\325\233\310\213\003\143\170\353\340\031\112\156\273\057\153

\063\144\130\223\255\151\277\217\033\357\202\110\307\002\003\001

\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\065

\017\310\066\143\136\342\243\354\371\073\146\025\316\121\122\343

\221\232\075\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001

\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\100\114\373\207\262\231\201

\220\176\235\305\260\260\046\315\210\173\053\062\215\156\270\041

\161\130\227\175\256\067\024\257\076\347\367\232\342\175\366\161

\230\231\004\252\103\164\170\243\343\111\141\076\163\214\115\224

\340\371\161\304\266\026\016\123\170\037\326\242\207\057\002\071

\201\051\074\257\025\230\041\060\376\050\220\000\214\321\341\313

\372\136\310\375\370\020\106\073\242\170\102\221\027\164\125\012

\336\120\147\115\146\321\247\377\375\331\300\265\250\243\212\316

\146\365\017\103\315\247\053\127\173\143\106\152\252\056\122\330

\364\355\341\155\255\051\220\170\110\272\341\043\252\243\211\354

\265\253\226\300\264\113\242\035\227\236\172\362\156\100\161\337

\150\361\145\115\316\174\005\337\123\145\251\245\360\261\227\004

\160\025\106\003\230\324\322\277\124\264\240\130\175\122\157\332

\126\046\142\324\330\333\211\061\157\034\360\042\302\323\142\034

\065\315\114\151\025\124\032\220\230\336\353\036\137\312\167\307

\313\216\075\103\151\234\232\130\320\044\073\337\033\100\226\176

\065\255\201\307\116\161\272\210\023

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

# Subject:

 CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\371\100\166\030\323\327\152\113\230\360\250\065\236\014\375

\047\254\314\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\353\271\141\050\056\267\057\230\260\065\046\220\231\121\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\162\060\202\002\132\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\076

\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001\353\055\334

\344\326\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120

\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152

\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172

\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117

\124\040\103\101\062\060\036\027\015\061\065\061\060\061\071\060

\067\064\063\063\060\132\027\015\063\065\061\060\061\071\060\067

\064\063\063\060\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\120\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113

\162\141\152\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154

\151\143\172\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267\274\076\120\250\113\315

\100\265\316\141\347\226\312\264\241\332\014\042\260\372\265\173

\166\000\167\214\013\317\175\250\206\314\046\121\344\040\075\205

\014\326\130\343\347\364\052\030\235\332\321\256\046\356\353\123

\334\364\220\326\023\112\014\220\074\303\364\332\322\216\015\222
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\072\334\261\261\377\070\336\303\272\055\137\200\271\002\275\112

\235\033\017\264\303\302\301\147\003\335\334\033\234\075\263\260

\336\000\036\250\064\107\273\232\353\376\013\024\275\066\204\332

\015\040\277\372\133\313\251\026\040\255\071\140\356\057\165\266

\347\227\234\371\076\375\176\115\157\115\057\357\210\015\152\372

\335\361\075\156\040\245\240\022\264\115\160\271\316\327\162\073

\211\223\247\200\204\034\047\111\162\111\265\377\073\225\236\301

\314\310\001\354\350\016\212\012\226\347\263\246\207\345\326\371

\005\053\015\227\100\160\074\272\254\165\132\234\325\115\235\002

\012\322\113\233\146\113\106\007\027\145\255\237\154\210\000\334

\042\211\340\341\144\324\147\274\061\171\141\074\273\312\101\315

\134\152\000\310\074\070\216\130\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\056\026

\251\112\030\265\313\314\365\157\120\363\043\137\370\135\347\254

\360\310\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\265\163\370\003\334\131\133\035\166\351

\243\052\173\220\050\262\115\300\063\117\252\232\261\324\270\344

\047\377\251\226\231\316\106\340\155\174\114\242\070\244\006\160

\360\364\101\021\354\077\107\215\077\162\207\371\073\375\244\157

\053\123\000\340\377\071\271\152\007\016\353\035\034\366\242\162

\220\313\202\075\021\202\213\322\273\237\052\257\041\346\143\206

\235\171\031\357\367\273\014\065\220\303\212\355\117\017\365\314

\022\331\244\076\273\240\374\040\225\137\117\046\057\021\043\203

\116\165\007\017\277\233\321\264\035\351\020\004\376\312\140\217

\242\114\270\255\317\341\220\017\315\256\012\307\135\173\267\120

\322\324\141\372\325\025\333\327\237\207\121\124\353\245\343\353

\311\205\240\045\040\067\373\216\316\014\064\204\341\074\201\262

\167\116\103\245\210\137\206\147\241\075\346\264\134\141\266\076

\333\376\267\050\305\242\007\256\265\312\312\215\052\022\357\227

\355\302\060\244\311\052\172\373\363\115\043\033\231\063\064\240

\056\365\251\013\077\324\135\341\317\204\237\342\031\302\137\212

\326\040\036\343\163\267

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\122\372\225\077\355\333\044\140\275\156\050\363\234\314\317

\136\263\077\336

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\144\301\211\260\044\261\214\261\007\176\211\236\121\236\231

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before:

 Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\322\060\202\003\272\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022\215\351\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\201

\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164\157

\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101\040

\062\060\042\030\017\062\060\061\061\061\060\060\066\060\070\063

\071\065\066\132\030\017\062\060\064\066\061\060\060\066\060\070

\063\071\065\066\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\120\114\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031
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\125\156\151\172\145\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\371\170\370\346\325\200

\014\144\235\206\033\226\144\147\077\042\072\036\165\001\175\357

\373\134\147\214\311\314\134\153\251\221\346\271\102\345\040\113

\233\332\233\173\271\231\135\331\233\200\113\327\204\100\053\047

\323\350\272\060\273\076\011\032\247\111\225\357\053\100\044\302

\227\307\247\356\233\045\357\250\012\000\227\205\132\252\235\334

\051\311\342\065\007\353\160\115\112\326\301\263\126\270\241\101

\070\233\321\373\061\177\217\340\137\341\261\077\017\216\026\111

\140\327\006\215\030\371\252\046\020\253\052\323\320\321\147\215

\033\106\276\107\060\325\056\162\321\305\143\332\347\143\171\104

\176\113\143\044\211\206\056\064\077\051\114\122\213\052\247\300

\342\221\050\211\271\300\133\371\035\331\347\047\255\377\232\002

\227\301\306\120\222\233\002\054\275\251\271\064\131\012\277\204

\112\377\337\376\263\237\353\331\236\340\230\043\354\246\153\167

\026\052\333\314\255\073\034\244\207\334\106\163\136\031\142\150

\105\127\344\220\202\102\273\102\326\360\141\340\301\243\075\146

\243\135\364\030\356\210\311\215\027\105\051\231\062\165\002\061

\356\051\046\310\153\002\346\265\142\105\177\067\025\132\043\150

\211\324\076\336\116\047\260\360\100\014\274\115\027\313\115\242

\263\036\320\006\132\335\366\223\317\127\165\231\365\372\206\032

\147\170\263\277\226\376\064\334\275\347\122\126\345\263\345\165

\173\327\101\221\005\334\135\151\343\225\015\103\271\374\203\226

\071\225\173\154\200\132\117\023\162\306\327\175\051\172\104\272

\122\244\052\325\101\106\011\040\376\042\240\266\133\060\215\274

\211\014\325\327\160\370\207\122\375\332\357\254\121\056\007\263

\116\376\320\011\332\160\357\230\372\126\346\155\333\265\127\113

\334\345\054\045\025\310\236\056\170\116\370\332\234\236\206\054

\312\127\363\032\345\310\222\213\032\202\226\172\303\274\120\022

\151\330\016\132\106\213\072\353\046\372\043\311\266\260\201\276

\102\000\244\370\326\376\060\056\307\322\106\366\345\216\165\375

\362\314\271\320\207\133\314\006\020\140\273\203\065\267\136\147

\336\107\354\231\110\361\244\241\025\376\255\214\142\216\071\125

\117\071\026\271\261\143\235\377\267\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\266\241

\124\071\002\303\240\077\216\212\274\372\324\370\034\246\321\072

\016\375\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\161\245\016\316\344\351\277\077\070\325

\211\132\304\002\141\373\114\305\024\027\055\213\117\123\153\020
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\027\374\145\204\307\020\111\220\336\333\307\046\223\210\046\157

\160\326\002\136\071\240\367\217\253\226\265\245\023\134\201\024

\155\016\201\202\021\033\212\116\306\117\245\335\142\036\104\337

\011\131\364\133\167\013\067\351\213\040\306\370\012\116\056\130

\034\353\063\320\317\206\140\311\332\373\200\057\236\114\140\204

\170\075\041\144\326\373\101\037\030\017\347\311\165\161\275\275

\134\336\064\207\076\101\260\016\366\271\326\077\011\023\226\024

\057\336\232\035\132\271\126\316\065\072\260\137\160\115\136\343

\051\361\043\050\162\131\266\253\302\214\146\046\034\167\054\046

\166\065\213\050\247\151\240\371\073\365\043\335\205\020\164\311

\220\003\126\221\347\257\272\107\324\022\227\021\042\343\242\111

\224\154\347\267\224\113\272\055\244\332\063\213\114\246\104\377

\132\074\306\035\144\330\265\061\344\246\074\172\250\127\013\333

\355\141\032\313\361\316\163\167\143\244\207\157\114\121\070\326

\344\137\307\237\266\201\052\344\205\110\171\130\136\073\370\333

\002\202\147\301\071\333\303\164\113\075\066\036\371\051\223\210

\150\133\250\104\031\041\360\247\350\201\015\054\350\223\066\264

\067\262\312\260\033\046\172\232\045\037\232\232\200\236\113\052

\077\373\243\232\376\163\062\161\302\236\306\162\341\212\150\047

\361\344\017\264\304\114\245\141\223\370\227\020\007\052\060\045

\251\271\310\161\270\357\150\314\055\176\365\340\176\017\202\250

\157\266\272\154\203\103\167\315\212\222\027\241\236\133\170\026

\075\105\342\063\162\335\341\146\312\231\323\311\305\046\375\015

\150\004\106\256\266\331\233\214\276\031\276\261\306\362\031\343

\134\002\312\054\330\157\112\007\331\311\065\332\100\165\362\304

\247\031\157\236\102\020\230\165\346\225\213\140\274\355\305\022

\327\212\316\325\230\134\126\226\003\305\356\167\006\065\377\317

\344\356\077\023\141\356\333\332\055\205\360\315\256\235\262\030

\011\105\303\222\241\162\027\374\107\266\240\013\054\361\304\336

\103\150\010\152\137\073\360\166\143\373\314\006\054\246\306\342

\016\265\271\276\044\217

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

 Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\335\110\076\053\277\114\005\350\257\020\365\372\166\046\317

\323\334\060\222

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\155\106\236\331\045\155\010\043\133\136\164\175\036\047\333\362

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic

 Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions Cert.

Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\013\060\202\003\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023
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\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\067

\060\067\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\063

\060\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125

\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141

\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162

\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040

\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061

\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061

\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\370\251\077\033\211\374\074\074\004\135\075\220\066

\260\221\072\171\074\146\132\357\155\071\001\111\032\264\267\317

\177\115\043\123\267\220\000\343\023\052\050\246\061\361\221\000

\343\050\354\256\041\101\316\037\332\375\175\022\133\001\203\017

\271\260\137\231\341\362\022\203\200\115\006\076\337\254\257\347

\241\210\153\061\257\360\213\320\030\063\270\333\105\152\064\364

\002\200\044\050\012\002\025\225\136\166\052\015\231\072\024\133

\366\313\313\123\274\023\115\001\210\067\224\045\033\102\274\042

\330\216\243\226\136\072\331\062\333\076\350\360\020\145\355\164

\341\057\247\174\257\047\064\273\051\175\233\266\317\011\310\345

\323\012\374\210\145\145\164\012\334\163\034\134\315\100\261\034

\324\266\204\214\114\120\317\150\216\250\131\256\302\047\116\202

\242\065\335\024\364\037\377\262\167\325\207\057\252\156\175\044

\047\347\306\313\046\346\345\376\147\007\143\330\105\015\335\072

\131\145\071\130\172\222\231\162\075\234\204\136\210\041\270\325

\364\054\374\331\160\122\117\170\270\275\074\053\213\225\230\365

\263\321\150\317\040\024\176\114\134\137\347\213\345\365\065\201

\031\067\327\021\010\267\146\276\323\112\316\203\127\000\072\303

\201\370\027\313\222\066\135\321\243\330\165\033\341\213\047\352

\172\110\101\375\105\031\006\255\047\231\116\301\160\107\335\265

\237\201\123\022\345\261\214\110\135\061\103\027\343\214\306\172

\143\226\113\051\060\116\204\116\142\031\136\074\316\227\220\245

\177\001\353\235\340\370\213\211\335\045\230\075\222\266\176\357

\331\361\121\121\175\055\046\310\151\131\141\340\254\152\270\052

\066\021\004\172\120\275\062\204\276\057\334\162\325\327\035\026

\107\344\107\146\040\077\364\226\305\257\216\001\172\245\017\172

\144\365\015\030\207\331\256\210\325\372\204\301\072\300\151\050

\055\362\015\150\121\252\343\245\167\306\244\220\016\241\067\213

\061\043\107\301\011\010\353\156\367\170\233\327\202\374\204\040

\231\111\031\266\022\106\261\373\105\125\026\251\243\145\254\234
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\007\017\352\153\334\037\056\006\162\354\206\210\022\344\055\333

\137\005\057\344\360\003\323\046\063\347\200\302\315\102\241\027

\064\013\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\161\025\147\310\310\311\275\165\135

\162\320\070\030\152\235\363\161\044\124\013\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\165

\273\155\124\113\252\020\130\106\064\362\142\327\026\066\135\010

\136\325\154\310\207\275\264\056\106\362\061\370\174\352\102\265

\223\026\125\334\241\014\022\240\332\141\176\017\130\130\163\144

\162\307\350\105\216\334\251\362\046\077\306\171\214\261\123\010

\063\201\260\126\023\276\346\121\134\330\233\012\117\113\234\126

\123\002\351\117\366\015\140\352\115\102\125\350\174\033\041\041

\323\033\072\314\167\362\270\220\361\150\307\371\132\376\372\055

\364\277\311\365\105\033\316\070\020\052\067\212\171\243\264\343

\011\154\205\206\223\377\211\226\047\170\201\217\147\343\106\164

\124\216\331\015\151\342\112\364\115\164\003\377\262\167\355\225

\147\227\344\261\305\253\277\152\043\350\324\224\342\104\050\142

\304\113\342\360\330\342\051\153\032\160\176\044\141\223\173\117

\003\062\045\015\105\044\053\226\264\106\152\277\112\013\367\232

\217\301\254\032\305\147\363\157\064\322\372\163\143\214\357\026

\260\250\244\106\052\370\353\022\354\162\264\357\370\053\176\214

\122\300\213\204\124\371\057\076\343\125\250\334\146\261\331\341

\137\330\263\214\131\064\131\244\253\117\154\273\037\030\333\165

\253\330\313\222\315\224\070\141\016\007\006\037\113\106\020\361

\025\276\215\205\134\073\112\053\201\171\017\264\151\237\111\120

\227\115\367\016\126\135\300\225\152\302\066\303\033\150\311\365

\052\334\107\232\276\262\316\305\045\350\372\003\271\332\371\026

\156\221\204\365\034\050\310\374\046\314\327\034\220\126\247\137

\157\072\004\274\315\170\211\013\216\017\057\243\252\117\242\033

\022\075\026\010\100\017\361\106\114\327\252\173\010\301\012\365

\155\047\336\002\217\312\303\265\053\312\351\353\310\041\123\070

\245\314\073\330\167\067\060\242\117\331\157\321\362\100\255\101

\172\027\305\326\112\065\211\267\101\325\174\206\177\125\115\203

\112\245\163\040\300\072\257\220\361\232\044\216\331\216\161\312

\173\270\206\332\262\217\231\076\035\023\015\022\021\356\324\253

\360\351\025\166\002\344\340\337\252\040\036\133\141\205\144\100

\251\220\227\015\255\123\322\132\035\207\152\000\227\145\142\264

\276\157\152\247\365\054\102\355\062\255\266\041\236\276\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research
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 Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\001\014\006\225\246\230\031\024\377\277\137\306\260\266\225\352

\051\351\022\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\377\342\333\003\331\313\113\351\017\255\204\375\173\030\316

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

#

#
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 Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\303\060\202\002\112\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\252\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015

\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060

\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145

\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040

\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163

\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\067\060\067\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\027\015\064\060\060\066

\063\060\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\060\201\252\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003

\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316

\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\222\240

\101\350\113\202\204\134\342\370\061\021\231\206\144\116\011\045

\057\235\101\057\012\256\065\117\164\225\262\121\144\153\215\153

\346\077\160\225\360\005\104\107\246\162\070\120\166\225\002\132

\216\256\050\236\371\055\116\231\357\054\110\157\114\045\051\350

\321\161\133\337\035\301\165\067\264\327\372\173\172\102\234\152

\012\126\132\174\151\013\252\200\011\044\154\176\301\106\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\264\042

\013\202\231\044\001\016\234\273\344\016\375\277\373\227\040\223

\231\052\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147

\000\060\144\002\060\147\316\026\142\070\242\254\142\105\247\251

\225\044\300\032\047\234\062\073\300\300\325\272\251\347\370\004

\103\123\205\356\122\041\336\235\365\045\203\076\236\130\113\057

\327\147\023\016\041\002\060\005\341\165\001\336\150\355\052\037

\115\114\011\010\015\354\113\255\144\027\050\347\165\316\105\145

\162\041\027\313\042\101\016\214\023\230\070\232\124\155\233\312

\342\174\352\002\130\042\221

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\361\161\215\222\325\232\363\175\164\227\264\274\157\204\150

\013\272\266\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\201\345\264\027\353\302\365\341\113\015\101\173\111\222\376\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X1"

#

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\153\060\202\003\123\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143\202\213\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145
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\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125

\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\061

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070

\132\027\015\063\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070\132

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\255\350\044\163\364\024\067\363\233\236\053\127\050\034

\207\276\334\267\337\070\220\214\156\074\346\127\240\170\367\165

\302\242\376\365\152\156\366\000\117\050\333\336\150\206\154\104

\223\266\261\143\375\024\022\153\277\037\322\352\061\233\041\176

\321\063\074\272\110\365\335\171\337\263\270\377\022\361\041\232

\113\301\212\206\161\151\112\146\146\154\217\176\074\160\277\255

\051\042\006\363\344\300\346\200\256\342\113\217\267\231\176\224

\003\237\323\107\227\174\231\110\043\123\350\070\256\117\012\157

\203\056\321\111\127\214\200\164\266\332\057\320\070\215\173\003

\160\041\033\165\362\060\074\372\217\256\335\332\143\253\353\026

\117\302\216\021\113\176\317\013\350\377\265\167\056\364\262\173

\112\340\114\022\045\014\160\215\003\051\240\341\123\044\354\023

\331\356\031\277\020\263\112\214\077\211\243\141\121\336\254\207

\007\224\364\143\161\354\056\342\157\133\230\201\341\211\134\064

\171\154\166\357\073\220\142\171\346\333\244\232\057\046\305\320

\020\341\016\336\331\020\216\026\373\267\367\250\367\307\345\002

\007\230\217\066\010\225\347\342\067\226\015\066\165\236\373\016

\162\261\035\233\274\003\371\111\005\330\201\335\005\264\052\326

\101\351\254\001\166\225\012\017\330\337\325\275\022\037\065\057

\050\027\154\322\230\301\250\011\144\167\156\107\067\272\316\254

\131\136\150\235\177\162\326\211\305\006\101\051\076\131\076\335

\046\365\044\311\021\247\132\243\114\100\037\106\241\231\265\247

\072\121\156\206\073\236\175\162\247\022\005\170\131\355\076\121

\170\025\013\003\217\215\320\057\005\262\076\173\112\034\113\163

\005\022\374\306\352\340\120\023\174\103\223\164\263\312\164\347

\216\037\001\010\320\060\324\133\161\066\264\007\272\301\060\060

\134\110\267\202\073\230\246\175\140\212\242\243\051\202\314\272

\275\203\004\033\242\203\003\101\241\326\005\361\033\302\266\360

\250\174\206\073\106\250\110\052\210\334\166\232\166\277\037\152

\245\075\031\217\353\070\363\144\336\310\053\015\012\050\377\367

\333\342\025\102\324\042\320\047\135\341\171\376\030\347\160\210

\255\116\346\331\213\072\306\335\047\121\156\377\274\144\365\063

\103\117\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\171\264\131\346\173\266\345\344\001
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\163\200\010\210\310\032\130\366\351\233\156\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\125

\037\130\251\274\262\250\120\320\014\261\330\032\151\040\047\051

\010\254\141\165\134\212\156\370\202\345\151\057\325\366\126\113

\271\270\163\020\131\323\041\227\176\347\114\161\373\262\322\140

\255\071\250\013\352\027\041\126\205\361\120\016\131\353\316\340

\131\351\272\311\025\357\206\235\217\204\200\366\344\351\221\220

\334\027\233\142\033\105\360\146\225\322\174\157\302\352\073\357

\037\317\313\326\256\047\361\251\260\310\256\375\175\176\232\372

\042\004\353\377\331\177\352\221\053\042\261\027\016\217\362\212

\064\133\130\330\374\001\311\124\271\270\046\314\212\210\063\211

\114\055\204\074\202\337\356\226\127\005\272\054\273\367\304\267

\307\116\073\202\276\061\310\042\163\163\222\321\302\200\244\071

\071\020\063\043\202\114\074\237\206\262\125\230\035\276\051\206

\214\042\233\236\342\153\073\127\072\202\160\115\334\011\307\211

\313\012\007\115\154\350\135\216\311\357\316\253\307\273\265\053

\116\105\326\112\320\046\314\345\162\312\010\152\245\225\343\025

\241\367\244\355\311\054\137\245\373\377\254\050\002\056\276\327

\173\273\343\161\173\220\026\323\007\136\106\123\174\067\007\102

\214\323\304\226\234\325\231\265\052\340\225\032\200\110\256\114

\071\007\316\314\107\244\122\225\053\272\270\373\255\322\063\123

\175\345\035\115\155\325\241\261\307\102\157\346\100\047\065\134

\243\050\267\007\215\347\215\063\220\347\043\237\373\120\234\171

\154\106\325\264\025\263\226\156\176\233\014\226\072\270\122\055

\077\326\133\341\373\010\302\204\376\044\250\243\211\332\254\152

\341\030\052\261\250\103\141\133\323\037\334\073\215\166\362\055

\350\215\165\337\027\063\154\075\123\373\173\313\101\137\377\334

\242\320\141\070\341\226\270\254\135\213\067\327\165\325\063\300

\231\021\256\235\101\301\162\165\204\276\002\101\102\137\147\044

\110\224\321\233\047\276\007\077\271\270\117\201\164\121\341\172

\267\355\235\043\342\276\340\325\050\004\023\074\061\003\236\335

\172\154\217\306\007\030\306\177\336\107\216\077\050\236\004\006

\317\245\124\064\167\275\354\211\233\351\027\103\337\133\333\137

\376\216\036\127\242\315\100\235\176\142\042\332\336\030\047

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X1"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\275\052\171\241\007\152\061\362\035\045\066\065\313\003\235

\103\051\245\350

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\322\371\340\332\027\163\351\355\206\115\245\343\160\347\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

#

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\135

\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151\007\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\073\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111

\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\036\027\015\060\070

\061\060\062\071\061\065\065\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\060\060

\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\073\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272\161\200\172\114\206\156\177

\310\023\155\300\306\175\034\000\227\217\054\014\043\273\020\232

\100\251\032\267\207\210\370\233\126\152\373\346\173\216\213\222

\216\247\045\135\131\021\333\066\056\267\121\027\037\251\010\037

\004\027\044\130\252\067\112\030\337\345\071\324\127\375\327\301

\054\221\001\221\342\042\324\003\300\130\374\167\107\354\217\076

\164\103\272\254\064\215\115\070\166\147\216\260\310\157\060\063

\130\161\134\264\365\153\156\324\001\120\270\023\176\154\112\243

\111\321\040\031\356\274\300\051\030\145\247\336\376\357\335\012

\220\041\347\032\147\222\102\020\230\137\117\060\274\076\034\105

\264\020\327\150\100\024\300\100\372\347\167\027\172\346\013\217

\145\133\074\331\232\122\333\265\275\236\106\317\075\353\221\005

\002\300\226\262\166\114\115\020\226\073\222\372\234\177\017\231
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\337\276\043\065\105\036\002\134\376\265\250\233\231\045\332\136

\363\042\303\071\365\344\052\056\323\306\037\304\154\252\305\034

\152\001\005\112\057\322\305\301\250\064\046\135\146\245\322\002

\041\371\030\267\006\365\116\231\157\250\253\114\121\350\317\120

\030\305\167\310\071\011\054\111\222\062\231\250\273\027\027\171

\260\132\305\346\243\304\131\145\107\065\203\136\251\350\065\013

\231\273\344\315\040\306\233\112\006\071\265\150\374\042\272\356

\125\214\053\116\352\363\261\343\374\266\231\232\325\102\372\161

\115\010\317\207\036\152\161\175\371\323\264\351\245\161\201\173

\302\116\107\226\245\366\166\205\243\050\217\351\200\156\201\123

\245\155\137\270\110\371\302\371\066\246\056\111\377\270\226\302

\214\007\263\233\210\130\374\353\033\034\336\055\160\342\227\222

\060\241\211\343\274\125\250\047\326\113\355\220\255\213\372\143

\045\131\055\250\065\335\312\227\063\274\345\315\307\235\321\354

\357\136\016\112\220\006\046\143\255\271\331\065\055\007\272\166

\145\054\254\127\217\175\364\007\224\327\201\002\226\135\243\007

\111\325\172\320\127\371\033\347\123\106\165\252\260\171\102\313

\150\161\010\351\140\275\071\151\316\364\257\303\126\100\307\255

\122\242\011\344\157\206\107\212\037\353\050\047\135\203\040\257

\004\311\154\126\232\213\106\365\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\203

\060\201\200\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\367

\175\305\375\304\350\232\033\167\144\247\365\035\240\314\277\207

\140\232\155\060\076\006\003\125\035\040\004\067\060\065\060\063

\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\143\145\162\164\056\146\156\155\164\056\145\163\057\144\160

\143\163\057\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\007\220\112\337\363\043\116\360\303

\234\121\145\233\234\042\242\212\014\205\363\163\051\153\115\376

\001\342\251\014\143\001\277\004\147\245\235\230\137\375\001\023

\372\354\232\142\351\206\376\266\142\322\156\114\224\373\300\165

\105\174\145\014\370\262\067\317\254\017\317\215\157\371\031\367

\217\354\036\362\160\236\360\312\270\357\267\377\166\067\166\133

\366\156\210\363\257\142\062\042\223\015\072\152\216\024\146\014

\055\123\164\127\145\036\325\262\335\043\201\073\245\146\043\047

\147\011\217\341\167\252\103\315\145\121\010\355\121\130\376\346

\071\371\313\107\204\244\025\361\166\273\244\356\244\073\304\137

\357\262\063\226\021\030\267\311\145\276\030\341\243\244\334\372

\030\371\323\274\023\233\071\172\064\272\323\101\373\372\062\212

\052\267\053\206\013\151\203\070\276\315\212\056\013\160\255\215

\046\222\356\036\365\001\053\012\331\326\227\233\156\340\250\031

\034\072\041\213\014\036\100\255\003\347\335\146\176\365\271\040

\015\003\350\226\371\202\105\324\071\340\240\000\135\327\230\346

\175\236\147\163\303\232\052\367\253\213\241\072\024\357\064\274

\122\016\211\230\232\004\100\204\035\176\105\151\223\127\316\353

\316\370\120\174\117\034\156\004\103\233\371\326\073\043\030\351
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\352\216\321\115\106\215\361\073\344\152\312\272\373\043\267\233

\372\231\001\051\132\130\132\055\343\371\324\155\016\046\255\301

\156\064\274\062\370\014\005\372\145\243\333\073\067\203\042\351

\326\334\162\063\375\135\362\040\275\166\074\043\332\050\367\371

\033\353\131\144\325\334\137\162\176\040\374\315\211\265\220\147

\115\142\172\077\116\255\035\303\071\376\172\364\050\026\337\101

\366\110\200\005\327\017\121\171\254\020\253\324\354\003\146\346

\152\260\272\061\222\102\100\152\276\072\323\162\341\152\067\125

\274\254\035\225\267\151\141\362\103\221\164\346\240\323\012\044

\106\241\010\257\326\332\105\031\226\324\123\035\133\204\171\360

\300\367\107\357\213\217\305\006\256\235\114\142\235\377\106\004

\370\323\311\266\020\045\100\165\376\026\252\311\112\140\206\057

\272\357\060\167\344\124\342\270\204\231\130\200\252\023\213\121

\072\117\110\366\213\266\263

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

#

 Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\354\120\065\007\262\025\304\225\142\031\342\250\232\133\102\231

\054\114\054\040

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\011\004\264\323\275\321\240\024\375\032\322\107\304\127\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\101\060\202\002\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103\346\226\066
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\133\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\070\060\061\061\067\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\262\170\200\161\312\170\325\343

\161\257\107\200\120\164\175\156\330\327\210\166\364\231\150\367

\130\041\140\371\164\204\001\057\254\002\055\206\323\240\103\172

\116\262\244\320\066\272\001\276\215\333\110\310\007\027\066\114

\364\356\210\043\307\076\353\067\365\265\031\370\111\150\260\336

\327\271\166\070\035\141\236\244\376\202\066\245\345\112\126\344

\105\341\371\375\264\026\372\164\332\234\233\065\071\057\372\260

\040\120\006\154\172\320\200\262\246\371\257\354\107\031\217\120

\070\007\334\242\207\071\130\370\272\325\251\371\110\147\060\226

\356\224\170\136\157\211\243\121\300\060\206\146\241\105\146\272

\124\353\243\303\221\371\110\334\377\321\350\060\055\175\055\164

\160\065\327\210\044\367\236\304\131\156\273\163\207\027\362\062

\106\050\270\103\372\267\035\252\312\264\362\237\044\016\055\113

\367\161\134\136\151\377\352\225\002\313\070\212\256\120\070\157

\333\373\055\142\033\305\307\036\124\341\167\340\147\310\017\234

\207\043\326\077\100\040\177\040\200\304\200\114\076\073\044\046

\216\004\256\154\232\310\252\015\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\204\030\314

\205\064\354\274\014\224\224\056\010\131\234\307\262\020\116\012

\010\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\230\362\067\132\101\220\241\032\305\166\121

\050\040\066\043\016\256\346\050\273\252\370\224\256\110\244\060

\177\033\374\044\215\113\264\310\241\227\366\266\361\172\160\310

\123\223\314\010\050\343\230\045\317\043\244\371\336\041\323\174

\205\011\255\116\232\165\072\302\013\152\211\170\166\104\107\030

\145\154\215\101\216\073\177\232\313\364\265\247\120\327\005\054

\067\350\003\113\255\351\141\240\002\156\365\362\360\305\262\355

\133\267\334\372\224\134\167\236\023\245\177\122\255\225\362\370

\223\073\336\213\134\133\312\132\122\133\140\257\024\367\113\357

\243\373\237\100\225\155\061\124\374\102\323\307\106\037\043\255

\331\017\110\160\232\331\165\170\161\321\162\103\064\165\156\127

\131\302\002\134\046\140\051\317\043\031\026\216\210\103\245\324

\344\313\010\373\043\021\103\350\103\051\162\142\241\251\135\136

\010\324\220\256\270\330\316\024\302\320\125\362\206\366\304\223
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\103\167\146\141\300\271\350\101\327\227\170\140\003\156\112\162

\256\245\321\175\272\020\236\206\154\033\212\271\131\063\370\353

\304\220\276\361\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon

 Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\247\371\145\354\136\374\067\221\017\034\156\131\375\301\314

\152\156\336\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\306\277\256\354\376\255\057\030\306\210\150\060\374\310\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 2"
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#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

#

 Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370\133\046\273

\212\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052
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\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\255\226\237\055\234\112\114\112

\201\171\121\231\354\212\313\153\140\121\023\274\115\155\006\374

\260\010\215\335\031\020\152\307\046\014\065\330\300\157\040\204

\351\224\261\233\205\003\303\133\333\112\350\310\370\220\166\331

\133\117\343\114\350\006\066\115\314\232\254\075\014\220\053\222

\324\006\031\140\254\067\104\171\205\201\202\255\132\067\340\015

\314\235\246\114\122\166\352\103\235\267\004\321\120\366\125\340

\325\322\246\111\205\351\067\351\312\176\256\134\225\115\110\232

\077\256\040\132\155\210\225\331\064\270\122\032\103\220\260\277

\154\005\271\266\170\267\352\320\344\072\074\022\123\142\377\112

\362\173\276\065\005\251\022\064\343\363\144\164\142\054\075\000

\111\132\050\376\062\104\273\207\335\145\047\002\161\073\332\112

\367\037\332\315\367\041\125\220\117\017\354\256\202\341\237\153

\331\105\323\273\360\137\207\355\074\054\071\206\332\077\336\354

\162\125\353\171\243\255\333\335\174\260\272\034\316\374\336\117

\065\166\317\017\370\170\037\152\066\121\106\047\141\133\351\236

\317\360\242\125\175\174\045\212\157\057\264\305\317\204\056\053

\375\015\121\020\154\373\137\033\274\033\176\305\256\073\230\001

\061\222\377\013\127\364\232\262\271\127\351\253\357\015\166\321

\360\356\364\316\206\247\340\156\351\264\151\241\337\151\366\063

\306\151\056\227\023\236\245\207\260\127\020\201\067\311\123\263

\273\177\366\222\321\234\320\030\364\222\156\332\203\117\246\143

\231\114\245\373\136\357\041\144\172\040\137\154\144\205\025\313

\067\351\142\014\013\052\026\334\001\056\062\332\076\113\365\236

\072\366\027\100\224\357\236\221\010\206\372\276\143\250\132\063

\354\313\164\103\225\371\154\151\122\066\307\051\157\374\125\003

\134\037\373\237\275\107\353\347\111\107\225\013\116\211\042\011

\111\340\365\141\036\361\277\056\212\162\156\200\131\377\127\072

\371\165\062\243\116\137\354\355\050\142\331\115\163\362\314\201

\027\140\355\315\353\334\333\247\312\305\176\002\275\362\124\010

\124\375\264\055\011\054\027\124\112\230\321\124\341\121\147\010

\322\355\156\176\157\077\322\055\201\131\051\146\313\220\071\225

\021\036\164\047\376\335\353\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\260\014\360

\114\060\364\005\130\002\110\375\063\345\122\257\113\204\343\146

\122\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\252\250\200\217\016\170\243\340\242\324\315

\346\365\230\172\073\352\000\003\260\227\016\223\274\132\250\366

\054\214\162\207\251\261\374\177\163\375\143\161\170\245\207\131

\317\060\341\015\020\262\023\132\155\202\365\152\346\200\237\240

\005\013\150\344\107\153\307\152\337\266\375\167\062\162\345\030

\372\011\364\240\223\054\135\322\214\165\205\166\145\220\014\003

\171\267\061\043\143\255\170\203\011\206\150\204\312\377\371\317

\046\232\222\171\347\315\113\305\347\141\247\027\313\363\251\022

\223\223\153\247\350\057\123\222\304\140\130\260\314\002\121\030
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\133\205\215\142\131\143\266\255\264\336\232\373\046\367\000\047

\300\135\125\067\164\231\311\120\177\343\131\056\104\343\054\045

\356\354\114\062\167\264\237\032\351\113\135\040\305\332\375\034

\207\026\306\103\350\324\273\046\232\105\160\136\251\013\067\123

\342\106\173\047\375\340\106\362\211\267\314\102\266\313\050\046

\156\331\245\311\072\310\101\023\140\367\120\214\025\256\262\155

\032\025\032\127\170\346\222\052\331\145\220\202\077\154\002\257

\256\022\072\047\226\066\004\327\035\242\200\143\251\233\361\345

\272\264\174\024\260\116\311\261\037\164\137\070\366\121\352\233

\372\054\242\021\324\251\055\047\032\105\261\257\262\116\161\015

\300\130\106\326\151\006\313\123\313\263\376\153\101\315\101\176

\175\114\017\174\162\171\172\131\315\136\112\016\254\233\251\230

\163\171\174\264\364\314\271\270\007\014\262\164\134\270\307\157

\210\241\220\247\364\252\371\277\147\072\364\032\025\142\036\267

\237\276\075\261\051\257\147\241\022\362\130\020\031\123\003\060

\033\270\032\211\366\234\275\227\003\216\243\011\363\035\213\041

\361\264\337\344\034\321\237\145\002\006\352\134\326\023\263\204

\357\242\245\134\214\167\051\247\150\300\153\256\100\322\250\264

\352\315\360\215\113\070\234\031\232\033\050\124\270\211\220\357

\312\165\201\076\036\362\144\044\307\030\257\116\377\107\236\007

\366\065\145\244\323\012\126\377\365\027\144\154\357\250\042\045

\111\223\266\337\000\027\332\130\176\135\356\305\033\260\321\321

\137\041\020\307\371\363\272\002\012\047\007\305\361\326\307\323

\340\373\011\140\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

#

 Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\132\214\357\105\327\246\230\131\166\172\214\213\104\226\265\170

\317\107\113\032
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\345\215\316\250\102\342\172\300\052\134\174\236\046\277\146

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156
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\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\266\060\202\001\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350\236\166\003

\362\112\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065

\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\051

\227\247\306\101\177\300\015\233\350\001\033\126\306\362\122\245

\272\055\262\022\350\322\056\327\372\311\305\330\252\155\037\163

\201\073\073\230\153\071\174\063\245\305\116\206\216\200\027\150

\142\105\127\175\104\130\035\263\067\345\147\010\353\146\336\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\253

\266\333\327\006\236\067\254\060\206\007\221\160\307\234\304\031

\261\170\300\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003

\111\000\060\106\002\041\000\340\205\222\243\027\267\215\371\053

\006\245\223\254\032\230\150\141\162\372\341\241\320\373\034\170

\140\246\103\231\305\270\304\002\041\000\234\002\357\361\224\234

\263\226\371\353\306\052\370\266\054\376\072\220\024\026\327\214

\143\044\110\034\337\060\175\325\150\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After
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 : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\015\104\335\214\074\214\032\032\130\165\144\201\351\017\056\052

\377\263\322\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\324\357\013\367\265\330\111\225\052\354\365\304\374\201\207

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\362\060\202\001\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173\054\310\032

\301\016\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065

\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\064\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\322\253\212\067

\117\243\123\015\376\301\212\173\113\250\173\106\113\143\260\142

\366\055\033\333\010\161\041\322\000\350\143\275\232\047\373\360

\071\156\135\352\075\245\311\201\252\243\133\040\230\105\135\026

\333\375\350\020\155\343\234\340\343\275\137\204\142\363\160\144

\063\240\313\044\057\160\272\210\241\052\240\165\370\201\256\142

\006\304\201\333\071\156\051\260\036\372\056\134\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323\354\307\072

\145\156\314\341\332\166\232\126\373\234\363\206\155\127\345\201

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060

\145\002\060\072\213\041\361\275\176\021\255\320\357\130\226\057

\326\353\235\176\220\215\053\317\146\125\303\054\343\050\251\160

\012\107\016\360\067\131\022\377\055\231\224\050\116\052\117\065
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\115\063\132\002\061\000\352\165\000\116\073\304\072\224\022\221

\311\130\106\235\041\023\162\247\210\234\212\344\114\112\333\226

\324\254\213\153\153\111\022\123\063\255\327\344\276\044\374\265

\012\166\324\245\274\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 4"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject:

 CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\020\204\007\326\370\273\147\230\014\302\342\104\302\353\256

\034\357\143\276

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\274\047\325\353\027\215\006\152\151\325\375\211\107\264\315

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320
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\363\230

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\044

\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320\363\230\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\307\071\327

\111\144\251\231\202\042\114\352\105\331\007\026\343\173\364\203

\350\231\163\372\153\261\066\340\232\167\240\100\302\201\215\001

\307\314\214\275\217\175\367\171\343\172\114\003\115\331\373\375

\207\070\050\054\335\232\213\124\010\333\147\373\033\214\376\050

\222\057\276\267\262\110\247\201\241\330\136\210\303\314\071\100

\101\132\321\334\345\332\020\237\057\332\001\115\375\056\106\174

\371\056\047\012\151\067\356\221\243\033\152\314\104\277\033\307

\303\324\021\262\120\140\227\011\275\056\042\365\101\204\146\237

\315\100\246\251\000\200\301\037\225\222\237\336\363\110\357\333

\035\167\141\374\177\337\356\226\244\162\320\266\076\377\170\047

\257\313\222\025\151\010\333\143\020\342\346\227\254\156\334\254

\366\242\316\036\107\231\271\211\267\022\346\241\324\315\131\021

\147\303\157\205\330\102\116\050\276\131\125\131\004\225\253\217

\067\200\277\015\360\374\037\072\144\061\130\201\170\327\342\065

\366\040\077\051\270\217\026\156\076\110\334\265\114\007\341\362

\032\352\176\012\171\326\250\275\353\135\206\053\115\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026
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\004\024\063\101\350\310\071\022\025\223\110\362\226\062\056\132

\365\332\224\137\123\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\025\343\163\127\261\027

\266\137\111\151\104\246\366\136\172\147\254\322\336\165\111\253

\376\045\125\307\072\311\104\025\020\156\277\061\153\313\331\007

\223\177\034\205\143\000\343\062\022\340\314\313\373\071\154\217

\342\123\342\074\100\063\331\244\214\107\346\255\130\373\211\257

\343\336\206\051\126\064\054\105\270\022\372\104\211\156\055\024

\045\050\044\001\145\326\352\122\254\005\156\126\022\011\075\320

\164\364\327\275\006\312\250\072\215\126\102\372\215\162\076\164

\361\003\162\337\207\033\136\016\172\125\226\054\070\267\230\205

\315\115\063\104\311\224\217\132\061\060\067\113\243\072\022\263

\347\066\321\041\150\113\055\070\346\123\256\034\045\126\010\126

\003\147\204\235\306\303\316\044\142\307\114\066\317\260\006\104

\267\365\137\002\335\331\124\351\057\220\116\172\310\116\203\100

\014\232\227\074\067\277\277\354\366\360\264\205\167\050\301\013

\310\147\202\020\027\070\242\267\006\352\233\277\072\370\351\043

\007\277\164\340\230\070\025\125\170\356\162\000\134\031\243\364

\322\063\340\377\275\321\124\071\051\017

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug

 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification

 Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\177\141\036\051\221\153\123\202\373\162\347\104\331\215\303
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\314\123\155\144

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\250\264\332\366\144\113\036\202\371\106\075\124\032\174\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320

\363\230

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\144

\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261\377\101\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123
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\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\315\314\351

\005\310\143\205\313\077\100\143\027\275\030\372\065\346\004\147

\127\145\230\051\244\117\311\134\217\017\064\322\370\332\250\023

\142\252\270\036\120\147\170\260\026\114\240\071\251\025\172\256

\355\322\242\300\360\220\067\051\030\046\134\350\015\074\266\154

\111\077\301\340\334\331\113\266\024\031\013\246\323\226\341\326

\011\343\031\046\034\371\037\145\113\371\032\103\034\000\203\326

\320\252\111\242\324\333\346\142\070\272\120\024\103\155\371\061

\370\126\026\331\070\002\221\317\353\154\335\273\071\116\231\341

\060\147\105\361\324\360\215\303\337\376\362\070\007\041\175\000

\136\126\104\263\344\140\275\221\053\234\253\133\004\162\017\262

\050\331\162\253\005\040\102\045\251\133\003\152\040\020\314\061

\360\053\332\065\054\320\373\232\227\116\360\202\113\053\330\137

\066\243\013\055\257\143\015\035\045\177\241\156\134\142\241\215

\050\076\241\374\034\040\370\001\057\272\125\232\021\260\031\322

\310\120\171\153\016\152\005\327\252\004\066\262\243\362\341\137

\167\247\167\234\345\036\334\351\337\152\301\145\135\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\207\214\040\225\310\230\112\321\326\200\006\112\220\064

\104\337\034\115\277\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\201\216\262\245\146\226

\267\041\245\266\357\157\043\132\137\333\201\305\102\245\170\301

\151\375\364\074\327\371\134\153\160\162\032\374\132\227\115\000

\200\210\210\202\212\303\161\015\216\305\211\233\054\355\215\013

\322\162\124\365\175\324\134\103\127\351\363\256\245\002\021\366

\166\053\201\127\335\175\332\164\060\375\124\107\366\340\026\156

\246\264\012\110\346\347\165\007\017\051\031\071\316\171\364\266

\154\305\137\231\325\037\113\372\337\155\054\074\015\124\200\160

\360\210\013\200\317\306\150\242\270\035\160\331\166\214\374\356

\245\311\317\255\035\317\231\045\127\132\142\105\313\026\153\275

\111\315\245\243\214\151\171\045\256\270\114\154\213\100\146\113

\026\077\317\002\032\335\341\154\153\007\141\152\166\025\051\231

\177\033\335\210\200\301\277\265\217\163\305\246\226\043\204\246

\050\206\044\063\152\001\056\127\163\045\266\136\277\217\346\035

\141\250\100\051\147\035\207\233\035\177\233\237\231\315\061\326

\124\276\142\273\071\254\150\022\110\221\040\245\313\261\335\376

\157\374\132\344\202\125\131\257\061\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

#

 Trust for "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\100\263\061\240\351\277\350\125\274\071\223\312\160\117\116\302

\121\324\035\217

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\175\013\203\345\373\174\255\007\117\040\251\265\337\143\355\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\016\060\202\002\366\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\017

\335\254\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003
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\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\071

\062\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\027\015\062\070\060\071\062

\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\304\173\102\222\202\037\354\355\124\230\216\022\300\312\011\337

\223\156\072\223\134\033\344\020\167\236\116\151\210\154\366\341

\151\362\366\233\242\141\261\275\007\040\164\230\145\361\214\046

\010\315\250\065\312\200\066\321\143\155\350\104\172\202\303\154

\136\336\273\350\066\322\304\150\066\214\237\062\275\204\042\340

\334\302\356\020\106\071\155\257\223\071\256\207\346\303\274\011

\311\054\153\147\133\331\233\166\165\114\013\340\273\305\327\274

\076\171\362\137\276\321\220\127\371\256\366\146\137\061\277\323

\155\217\247\272\112\363\043\145\273\267\357\243\045\327\012\352

\130\266\357\210\372\372\171\262\122\130\325\360\254\214\241\121

\164\051\225\252\121\073\220\062\003\237\034\162\164\220\336\075

\355\141\322\345\343\375\144\107\345\271\267\112\251\367\037\256

\226\206\004\254\057\343\244\201\167\267\132\026\377\330\017\077

\366\267\170\314\244\257\372\133\074\022\133\250\122\211\162\357

\210\363\325\104\201\206\225\043\237\173\335\274\331\064\357\174

\224\074\252\300\101\302\343\235\120\032\300\344\031\042\374\263

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\005\060\202\001\001\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\077\220\310\175\307\025\157

\363\044\217\251\303\057\113\242\017\041\262\057\347\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\276

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\266\060\201\263\060\164\240\162\240

\160\206\156\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164

\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157

\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\062\060\061

\063\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155

\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163

\164\060\073\240\071\240\067\206\065\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\143\162\154\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164

\137\143\141\137\063\137\062\060\061\063\056\143\162\154\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\016\131\016\130\344\164\110\043\104\317\064\041\265\234

\024\032\255\232\113\267\263\210\155\134\251\027\160\360\052\237

\215\173\371\173\205\372\307\071\350\020\010\260\065\053\137\317

\002\322\323\234\310\013\036\356\005\124\256\067\223\004\011\175
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\154\217\302\164\274\370\034\224\276\061\001\100\055\363\044\040

\267\204\125\054\134\310\365\164\112\020\031\213\243\307\355\065

\326\011\110\323\016\300\272\071\250\260\106\002\260\333\306\210

\131\302\276\374\173\261\053\317\176\142\207\125\226\314\001\157

\233\147\041\225\065\213\370\020\374\161\033\267\113\067\151\246

\073\326\354\213\356\301\260\363\045\311\217\222\175\241\352\303

\312\104\277\046\245\164\222\234\343\164\353\235\164\331\313\115

\207\330\374\264\151\154\213\240\103\007\140\170\227\351\331\223

\174\302\106\274\233\067\122\243\355\212\074\023\251\173\123\113

\111\232\021\005\054\013\156\126\254\037\056\202\154\340\151\147

\265\016\155\055\331\344\300\025\361\077\372\030\162\341\025\155

\047\133\055\060\050\053\237\110\232\144\053\231\357\362\165\111

\137\134

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root

 CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\174\314\347\324\256\121\137\231\010\315\077\366\350\303\170

\337\157\357\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\042\146\230\176\326\003\340\301\161\346\165\315\126\105\277

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\143\060\202\003\113\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145\040

\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003\125

\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154\151

\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165\162

\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055\060

\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145

\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060\064

\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040\113

\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040\123

\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165\162

\165\155\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\063\061\061\062\065\060\070

\062\065\065\065\132\027\015\064\063\061\060\062\065\060\070\062

\065\065\065\132\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107

\145\142\172\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102

\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145

\040\102\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124

\101\113\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155

\165\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040

\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123

\115\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111
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\124\101\113\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040

\113\157\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040

\055\040\123\165\162\165\155\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\165\060\063\252\273

\153\323\231\054\022\067\204\331\215\173\227\200\323\156\347\377

\233\120\225\076\220\225\126\102\327\031\174\046\204\215\222\372

\001\035\072\017\342\144\070\267\214\274\350\210\371\213\044\253

\056\243\365\067\344\100\216\030\045\171\203\165\037\073\377\154

\250\305\306\126\370\264\355\212\104\243\253\154\114\374\035\320

\334\357\150\275\317\344\252\316\360\125\367\242\064\324\203\153

\067\174\034\302\376\265\003\354\127\316\274\264\265\305\355\000

\017\123\067\052\115\364\117\014\203\373\206\317\313\376\214\116

\275\207\371\247\213\041\127\234\172\337\003\147\211\054\235\227

\141\247\020\270\125\220\177\016\055\047\070\164\337\347\375\332

\116\022\343\115\025\042\002\310\340\340\374\017\255\212\327\311

\124\120\314\073\017\312\026\200\204\320\121\126\303\216\126\177

\211\042\063\057\346\205\012\275\245\250\033\066\336\323\334\054

\155\073\307\023\275\131\043\054\346\345\244\367\330\013\355\352

\220\100\104\250\225\273\223\325\320\200\064\266\106\170\016\037

\000\223\106\341\356\351\371\354\117\027\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\077

\307\212\206\306\074\335\074\124\134\065\370\072\355\122\014\107

\127\310\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\052\077\341\361\062\216\256\341\230

\134\113\136\317\153\036\152\011\322\042\251\022\307\136\127\175

\163\126\144\200\204\172\223\344\011\271\020\315\237\052\047\341

\000\167\276\110\310\065\250\201\237\344\270\054\311\177\016\260

\322\113\067\135\352\271\325\013\136\064\275\364\163\051\303\355

\046\025\234\176\010\123\212\130\215\320\113\050\337\301\263\337

\040\363\371\343\343\072\337\314\234\224\330\116\117\303\153\027

\267\367\162\350\255\146\063\265\045\123\253\340\370\114\251\235

\375\362\015\272\256\271\331\252\306\153\371\223\273\256\253\270

\227\074\003\032\272\103\306\226\271\105\162\070\263\247\241\226

\075\221\173\176\300\041\123\114\207\355\362\013\124\225\121\223

\325\042\245\015\212\361\223\016\076\124\016\260\330\311\116\334

\362\061\062\126\352\144\371\352\265\235\026\146\102\162\363\177

\323\261\061\103\374\244\216\027\361\155\043\253\224\146\370\255

\373\017\010\156\046\055\177\027\007\011\262\214\373\120\300\237

\226\215\317\266\375\000\235\132\024\232\277\002\104\365\301\302

\237\042\136\242\017\241\343

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL
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 CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\103\144\233\354\316\047\354\355\072\077\013\217\015\344\350

\221\335\356\312

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\000\201\334\151\057\076\057\260\073\366\075\132\221\216\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

#

# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\210\060\202\003\160\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\175
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\011\227\376\360\107\352\172\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051

\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111

\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131

\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125

\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\064

\061\061\062\066\060\065\061\063\061\065\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060\142\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103

\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117

\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165

\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\331

\243\026\360\310\164\164\167\233\357\063\015\073\006\176\125\374

\265\140\217\166\206\022\102\175\126\146\076\210\202\355\162\143

\016\236\213\335\064\054\002\121\121\303\031\375\131\124\204\311

\361\153\263\114\260\351\350\106\135\070\306\242\247\056\021\127

\272\202\025\242\234\217\155\260\231\112\012\362\353\211\160\143

\116\171\304\267\133\275\242\135\261\362\101\002\053\255\251\072

\243\354\171\012\354\137\072\343\375\357\200\074\255\064\233\032

\253\210\046\173\126\242\202\206\037\353\065\211\203\177\137\256

\051\116\075\266\156\354\256\301\360\047\233\256\343\364\354\357

\256\177\367\206\075\162\172\353\245\373\131\116\247\353\225\214

\042\071\171\341\055\010\217\314\274\221\270\101\367\024\301\043

\251\303\255\232\105\104\263\262\327\054\315\306\051\342\120\020

\256\134\313\202\216\027\030\066\175\227\346\210\232\260\115\064

\011\364\054\271\132\146\052\260\027\233\236\036\166\235\112\146

\061\101\337\077\373\305\006\357\033\266\176\032\106\066\367\144

\143\073\343\071\030\043\347\147\165\024\325\165\127\222\067\275

\276\152\033\046\120\362\066\046\006\220\305\160\001\144\155\166

\146\341\221\333\156\007\300\141\200\056\262\056\057\214\160\247

\321\073\074\263\221\344\156\266\304\073\160\362\154\222\227\011

\315\107\175\030\300\363\273\236\017\326\213\256\007\266\132\017

\316\013\014\107\247\345\076\270\275\175\307\233\065\240\141\227

\072\101\165\027\314\053\226\167\052\222\041\036\331\225\166\040

\147\150\317\015\275\337\326\037\011\152\232\342\314\163\161\244

\057\175\022\200\267\123\060\106\136\113\124\231\017\147\311\245

\310\362\040\301\202\354\235\021\337\302\002\373\032\073\321\355

\040\232\357\145\144\222\020\015\052\342\336\160\361\030\147\202

\214\141\336\270\274\321\057\234\373\017\320\053\355\033\166\271

\344\071\125\370\370\241\035\270\252\200\000\114\202\347\262\177

\011\270\274\060\240\057\015\365\122\236\216\367\222\263\012\000

\035\000\124\227\006\340\261\007\331\307\017\134\145\175\074\155
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\131\127\344\355\245\215\351\100\123\237\025\113\240\161\366\032

\041\343\332\160\006\041\130\024\207\205\167\171\252\202\171\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\342\311\100\237\115\316\350\232\241\174\317\016\077

\145\305\051\210\152\031\121\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\321\111\127\340

\247\314\150\130\272\001\017\053\031\315\215\260\141\105\254\021

\355\143\120\151\370\037\177\276\026\217\375\235\353\013\252\062

\107\166\322\147\044\355\275\174\063\062\227\052\307\005\206\146

\015\027\175\024\025\033\324\353\375\037\232\366\136\227\151\267

\032\045\244\012\263\221\077\137\066\254\213\354\127\250\076\347

\201\212\030\127\071\205\164\032\102\307\351\133\023\137\217\371

\010\351\222\164\215\365\107\322\253\073\326\373\170\146\116\066

\175\371\351\222\351\004\336\375\111\143\374\155\373\024\161\223

\147\057\107\112\267\271\377\036\052\163\160\106\060\277\132\362

\057\171\245\341\215\014\331\371\262\143\067\214\067\145\205\160

\152\134\133\011\162\271\255\143\074\261\335\370\374\062\277\067

\206\344\273\216\230\047\176\272\037\026\341\160\021\362\003\337

\045\142\062\047\046\030\062\204\237\377\000\072\023\272\232\115

\364\117\270\024\160\042\261\312\053\220\316\051\301\160\364\057

\235\177\362\220\036\326\132\337\267\106\374\346\206\372\313\340

\040\166\172\272\246\313\365\174\336\142\245\261\213\356\336\202

\146\212\116\072\060\037\077\200\313\255\047\272\014\136\327\320

\261\126\312\167\161\262\265\165\241\120\251\100\103\027\302\050

\331\317\122\213\133\310\143\324\102\076\240\063\172\106\056\367

\012\040\106\124\176\152\117\061\361\201\176\102\164\070\145\163

\047\356\306\174\270\216\327\245\072\327\230\241\234\214\020\125

\323\333\113\354\100\220\362\315\156\127\322\142\016\174\127\223

\261\247\155\315\235\203\273\052\347\345\266\073\161\130\255\375

\321\105\274\132\221\356\123\025\157\323\105\011\165\156\272\220

\135\036\004\317\067\337\036\250\146\261\214\346\040\152\357\374

\110\116\164\230\102\257\051\157\056\152\307\373\175\321\146\061

\042\314\206\000\176\146\203\014\102\364\275\064\222\303\032\352

\117\312\176\162\115\013\160\214\246\110\273\246\241\024\366\373

\130\104\231\024\256\252\013\223\151\240\051\045\112\245\313\053

\335\212\146\007\026\170\025\127\161\033\354\365\107\204\363\236

\061\067\172\325\177\044\255\344\274\375\375\314\156\203\350\014

\250\267\101\154\007\335\275\074\206\227\057\322

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"
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# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\066\070\133\201\032\045\303\233\061\116\203\312\351\064\146

\160\314\164\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\314\331\075\064\065\134\157\123\243\342\010\160\110\037\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor
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 Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003
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\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\061\060\036

\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\061\066\132\027

\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\063\061\066\132\060\201

\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141

\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033

\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164

\040\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\216\267\225\342\302\046\022\153\063

\031\307\100\130\012\253\131\252\215\000\243\374\200\307\120\173

\216\324\040\046\272\062\022\330\043\124\111\045\020\042\230\235

\106\322\301\311\236\116\033\056\054\016\070\363\032\045\150\034

\246\132\005\346\036\213\110\277\230\226\164\076\151\312\351\265

\170\245\006\274\325\000\136\011\012\362\047\172\122\374\055\325

\261\352\264\211\141\044\363\032\023\333\251\317\122\355\014\044

\272\271\236\354\176\000\164\372\223\255\154\051\222\256\121\264

\273\323\127\277\263\363\250\215\234\364\044\113\052\326\231\236

\364\236\376\300\176\102\072\347\013\225\123\332\267\150\016\220

\114\373\160\077\217\112\054\224\363\046\335\143\151\251\224\330

\020\116\305\107\010\220\231\033\027\115\271\154\156\357\140\225

\021\216\041\200\265\275\240\163\330\320\262\167\304\105\352\132

\046\373\146\166\166\370\006\037\141\155\017\125\305\203\267\020

\126\162\006\007\245\363\261\032\003\005\144\016\235\132\212\326

\206\160\033\044\336\376\050\212\053\320\152\260\374\172\242\334

\262\171\016\213\145\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\356\153\111\074\172\077

\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\356\153\111\074\172

\077\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003
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\202\001\001\000\045\030\324\221\217\023\356\217\036\035\021\123

\332\055\104\051\031\240\036\153\061\236\115\016\236\255\075\134

\101\157\225\053\044\241\171\230\072\070\066\373\273\146\236\110

\377\220\220\357\075\324\270\233\264\207\165\077\040\233\316\162

\317\241\125\301\115\144\242\031\006\241\007\063\014\013\051\345

\361\352\253\243\354\265\012\164\220\307\175\162\362\327\134\237

\221\357\221\213\267\334\355\146\242\317\216\146\073\274\237\072

\002\340\047\335\026\230\300\225\324\012\244\344\201\232\165\224

\065\234\220\137\210\067\006\255\131\225\012\260\321\147\323\031

\312\211\347\062\132\066\034\076\202\250\132\223\276\306\320\144

\221\266\317\331\266\030\317\333\176\322\145\243\246\304\216\027

\061\301\373\176\166\333\323\205\343\130\262\167\172\166\073\154

\057\120\034\347\333\366\147\171\037\365\202\225\232\007\247\024

\257\217\334\050\041\147\011\322\326\115\132\034\031\034\216\167

\134\303\224\044\075\062\153\113\176\324\170\224\203\276\067\115

\316\137\307\036\116\074\340\211\063\225\013\017\245\062\326\074

\132\171\054\031

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

#

 Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\377\275\315\347\202\310\103\136\074\157\046\206\134\312\250\072
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\105\133\303\012

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\205\361\334\032\000\323\042\325\262\262\254\153\067\005\105

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor

 Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101
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\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\057\060\202\004\027\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\045

\241\337\312\063\313\131\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122

\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\062\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\062\063\132\027\015

\063\064\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\066\063\071\132\060\201\244

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024
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\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040

\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040

\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040

\103\101\055\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\247\040\156\302\052\242\142\044\225\220\166

\310\070\176\200\322\253\301\233\145\005\224\364\301\012\020\325

\002\254\355\237\223\307\207\310\260\047\053\102\014\075\012\076

\101\132\236\165\335\215\312\340\233\354\150\062\244\151\222\150

\214\013\201\016\126\240\076\032\335\054\045\024\202\057\227\323

\144\106\364\124\251\334\072\124\055\061\053\231\202\362\331\052

\327\357\161\000\270\061\244\276\172\044\007\303\102\040\362\212

\324\222\004\033\145\126\114\154\324\373\266\141\132\107\043\264

\330\151\264\267\072\320\164\074\014\165\241\214\116\166\241\351

\333\052\245\073\372\316\260\377\176\152\050\375\047\034\310\261

\351\051\361\127\156\144\264\320\301\025\155\016\276\056\016\106

\310\136\364\121\376\357\016\143\072\073\161\272\317\157\131\312

\014\343\233\135\111\270\114\342\127\261\230\212\102\127\234\166

\357\357\275\321\150\250\322\364\011\273\167\065\276\045\202\010

\304\026\054\104\040\126\251\104\021\167\357\135\264\035\252\136

\153\076\213\062\366\007\057\127\004\222\312\365\376\235\302\351

\350\263\216\114\113\002\061\331\344\074\110\202\047\367\030\202

\166\110\072\161\261\023\241\071\325\056\305\064\302\035\142\205

\337\003\376\115\364\257\075\337\134\133\215\372\160\341\245\176

\047\307\206\056\152\217\022\306\204\136\103\121\120\234\031\233

\170\346\374\366\355\107\176\173\075\146\357\023\023\210\137\074

\241\143\373\371\254\207\065\237\363\202\236\244\077\012\234\061

\151\213\231\244\210\112\216\156\146\115\357\026\304\017\171\050

\041\140\015\205\026\175\327\124\070\361\222\126\375\265\063\114

\203\334\327\020\237\113\375\306\370\102\275\272\174\163\002\340

\377\175\315\133\341\324\254\141\173\127\325\112\173\133\324\205

\130\047\135\277\370\053\140\254\240\046\256\024\041\047\306\167

\232\063\200\074\136\106\077\367\303\261\243\206\063\306\350\136

\015\271\065\054\252\106\301\205\002\165\200\240\353\044\373\025

\252\344\147\177\156\167\077\364\004\212\057\174\173\343\027\141

\360\335\011\251\040\310\276\011\244\320\176\104\303\262\060\112

\070\252\251\354\030\232\007\202\053\333\270\234\030\255\332\340

\106\027\254\317\135\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\376\041\100\156\224\236

\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\331\376\041\100\156\224

\236\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060
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\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\236\105\236\014\073\266\357\341\072\310\174\321\000

\075\317\342\352\006\265\262\072\273\006\113\150\172\320\043\227

\164\247\054\360\010\330\171\132\327\132\204\212\330\022\232\033

\331\175\134\115\160\305\245\371\253\345\243\211\211\335\001\372

\354\335\371\351\222\227\333\260\106\102\363\323\142\252\225\376

\061\147\024\151\130\220\012\252\013\356\067\043\307\120\121\264

\365\176\236\343\173\367\344\314\102\062\055\111\014\313\377\111

\014\233\036\064\375\156\156\226\212\171\003\266\157\333\011\313

\375\137\145\024\067\341\070\365\363\141\026\130\344\265\155\015

\013\004\033\077\120\055\177\263\307\172\032\026\200\140\370\212

\037\351\033\052\306\371\272\001\032\151\277\322\130\307\124\127

\010\217\341\071\140\167\113\254\131\204\032\210\361\335\313\117

\170\327\347\341\063\055\374\356\101\372\040\260\276\313\367\070

\224\300\341\320\205\017\273\355\054\163\253\355\376\222\166\032

\144\177\133\015\063\011\007\063\173\006\077\021\244\134\160\074

\205\300\317\343\220\250\203\167\372\333\346\305\214\150\147\020

\147\245\122\055\360\304\231\217\177\277\321\153\342\265\107\326

\331\320\205\231\115\224\233\017\113\215\356\000\132\107\035\021

\003\254\101\030\257\207\267\157\014\072\217\312\317\334\003\301

\242\011\310\345\375\200\136\310\140\102\001\033\032\123\132\273

\067\246\267\274\272\204\351\036\154\032\324\144\332\324\103\376

\223\213\113\362\054\171\026\020\324\223\013\210\217\241\330\206

\024\106\221\107\233\050\044\357\127\122\116\134\102\234\252\367

\111\354\047\350\100\036\263\246\211\042\162\234\365\015\063\264

\130\243\060\073\335\324\152\124\223\276\032\115\363\223\224\367

\374\204\013\077\204\040\134\064\003\104\305\332\255\274\012\301

\002\317\036\345\224\331\363\216\133\330\114\360\235\354\141\027

\273\024\062\124\014\002\051\223\036\222\206\366\177\357\347\222

\005\016\131\335\231\010\056\056\372\234\000\122\323\305\146\051

\344\247\227\104\244\016\050\201\023\065\305\366\157\144\346\101

\304\325\057\314\064\105\045\317\101\000\226\075\112\056\302\226

\230\117\116\112\234\227\267\333\037\222\062\310\377\017\121\156

\326\354\011

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END
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# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\276\155\313\126\361\125\271\143\324\022\312\116\006\064\307

\224\262\034\300

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\341\370\030\013\272\105\325\307\101\052\273\067\122\105\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "TrustCor ECA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\040\060\202\003\010\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\105\103\101\055\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064

\061\062\063\062\063\063\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061

\067\062\070\060\067\132\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122

\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\105\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\217\340\021\265\237\250\166\166\333

\337\017\124\357\163\143\051\202\255\107\306\243\153\355\376\137

\063\370\103\121\351\032\063\221\061\027\240\164\304\324\247\001

\346\262\222\076\152\235\355\016\371\164\230\100\323\077\003\200

\006\202\100\350\261\342\247\121\247\035\203\046\153\253\336\372

\027\221\053\330\306\254\036\261\236\031\001\325\227\246\352\015

\267\304\125\037\047\174\322\010\325\166\037\051\025\207\100\071

\335\070\105\021\165\320\232\247\064\340\277\315\310\122\035\271

\107\176\015\270\273\306\014\366\163\127\026\132\176\103\221\037

\125\072\306\155\104\004\252\234\251\234\247\114\211\027\203\256

\243\004\136\122\200\213\036\022\045\021\031\327\014\175\175\061

\104\101\352\333\257\260\034\357\201\320\054\305\232\041\233\075

\355\102\073\120\046\362\354\316\161\141\006\142\041\124\116\177

\301\235\076\177\040\214\200\313\052\330\227\142\310\203\063\221

\175\260\242\132\017\127\350\073\314\362\045\262\324\174\057\354

\115\306\241\072\025\172\347\266\135\065\365\366\110\112\066\105

\146\324\272\230\130\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\104\236\110\365\314\155

\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\104\236\110\365\314

\155\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060
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\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\005\076\065\134\025\160\233\311\307\163\141\157

\162\053\324\302\217\362\103\135\002\316\304\224\271\224\021\203

\147\135\342\147\154\165\166\277\273\014\252\066\306\255\107\223

\143\334\036\176\326\336\056\376\351\031\062\070\003\177\024\366

\000\163\054\131\261\041\006\341\373\254\030\225\014\243\377\231

\226\367\053\047\233\325\044\314\035\335\301\072\340\230\104\260

\304\344\076\167\261\163\251\144\054\366\034\001\174\077\135\105

\205\300\205\347\045\217\225\334\027\363\074\237\032\156\260\312

\343\035\052\351\114\143\372\044\141\142\326\332\176\266\034\154

\365\002\035\324\052\335\125\220\353\052\021\107\074\056\136\164

\262\202\042\245\175\123\037\105\354\047\221\175\347\042\026\350

\300\150\066\330\306\361\117\200\104\062\371\341\321\321\035\252

\336\250\253\234\004\257\255\040\016\144\230\115\245\153\300\110

\130\226\151\115\334\007\214\121\223\242\337\237\017\075\213\140

\264\202\215\252\010\116\142\105\340\371\013\322\340\340\074\133

\336\134\161\047\045\302\346\003\201\213\020\123\343\307\125\242

\264\237\327\346

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

# For Server Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00 2022

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Nov 30 00:00:00

 2022

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "TrustCor ECA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\321\337\225\225\147\153\143\300\360\133\034\027\115\213\204

\013\310\170\275

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\222\043\035\012\365\100\174\351\346\153\235\330\365\347\154

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\335\060\202\003\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\173

\054\233\323\026\200\062\231\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005

\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007

\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012

\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056

\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\122\123\101\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\067

\063\071\063\071\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\067\063

\071\063\071\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202
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\002\001\000\371\017\335\243\053\175\313\320\052\376\354\147\205

\246\347\056\033\272\167\341\343\365\257\244\354\372\112\135\221

\304\127\107\153\030\167\153\166\362\375\223\344\075\017\302\026

\236\013\146\303\126\224\236\027\203\205\316\126\357\362\026\375

\000\142\365\042\011\124\350\145\027\116\101\271\340\117\106\227

\252\033\310\270\156\142\136\151\261\137\333\052\002\176\374\154

\312\363\101\330\355\320\350\374\077\141\110\355\260\003\024\035

\020\016\113\031\340\273\116\354\206\145\377\066\363\136\147\002

\013\235\206\125\141\375\172\070\355\376\342\031\000\267\157\241

\120\142\165\164\074\240\372\310\045\222\264\156\172\042\307\370

\036\241\343\262\335\221\061\253\053\035\004\377\245\112\004\067

\351\205\244\063\053\375\342\326\125\064\174\031\244\112\150\307

\262\250\323\267\312\241\223\210\353\301\227\274\214\371\035\331

\042\204\044\164\307\004\075\152\251\051\223\314\353\270\133\341

\376\137\045\252\064\130\310\301\043\124\235\033\230\021\303\070

\234\176\075\206\154\245\017\100\206\174\002\364\134\002\117\050

\313\256\161\237\017\072\310\063\376\021\045\065\352\374\272\305

\140\075\331\174\030\325\262\251\323\165\170\003\162\042\312\072

\303\037\357\054\345\056\251\372\236\054\266\121\106\375\257\003

\326\352\140\150\352\205\026\066\153\205\351\036\300\263\335\304

\044\334\200\052\201\101\155\224\076\310\340\311\201\101\000\236

\136\277\177\305\010\230\242\030\054\102\100\263\371\157\070\047

\113\116\200\364\075\201\107\340\210\174\352\034\316\265\165\134

\121\056\034\053\177\032\162\050\347\000\265\321\164\306\327\344

\237\255\007\223\266\123\065\065\374\067\344\303\366\135\026\276

\041\163\336\222\012\370\240\143\152\274\226\222\152\076\370\274

\145\125\233\336\365\015\211\046\004\374\045\032\246\045\151\313

\302\155\312\174\342\131\137\227\254\353\357\056\310\274\327\033

\131\074\053\314\362\031\310\223\153\047\143\031\317\374\351\046

\370\312\161\233\177\223\376\064\147\204\116\231\353\374\263\170

\011\063\160\272\146\246\166\355\033\163\353\032\245\015\304\042

\023\040\224\126\012\116\054\154\116\261\375\317\234\011\272\242

\063\355\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172\175\122

\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172

\175\122\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\040\030\021\224\051\373\046\235\034\036\036\160\141\361\225

\162\223\161\044\255\150\223\130\216\062\257\033\263\160\003\374

\045\053\164\205\220\075\170\152\364\271\213\245\227\073\265\030

\221\273\036\247\371\100\133\221\371\125\231\257\036\021\320\134

\035\247\146\343\261\224\007\014\062\071\246\352\033\260\171\330

\035\234\160\104\343\212\335\304\371\225\037\212\070\103\077\001

\205\245\107\247\075\106\262\274\345\042\150\367\173\234\330\054

\076\012\041\310\055\063\254\277\305\201\231\061\164\301\165\161
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\305\276\261\360\043\105\364\235\153\374\031\143\235\243\274\004

\306\030\013\045\273\123\211\017\263\200\120\336\105\356\104\177

\253\224\170\144\230\323\366\050\335\207\330\160\145\164\373\016

\271\023\353\247\017\141\251\062\226\314\336\273\355\143\114\030

\273\251\100\367\240\124\156\040\210\161\165\030\352\172\264\064

\162\340\043\047\167\134\266\220\352\206\045\100\253\357\063\017

\313\237\202\276\242\040\373\366\265\055\032\346\302\205\261\164

\017\373\310\145\002\244\122\001\107\335\111\042\301\277\330\353

\153\254\176\336\354\143\063\025\267\043\010\217\306\017\215\101

\132\335\216\305\271\217\345\105\077\170\333\272\322\033\100\261

\376\161\115\077\340\201\242\272\136\264\354\025\340\223\335\010

\037\176\341\125\231\013\041\336\223\236\012\373\346\243\111\275

\066\060\376\347\167\262\240\165\227\265\055\201\210\027\145\040

\367\332\220\000\237\311\122\314\062\312\065\174\365\075\017\330

\053\327\365\046\154\311\006\064\226\026\352\160\131\032\062\171

\171\013\266\210\177\017\122\110\075\277\154\330\242\104\056\321

\116\267\162\130\323\211\023\225\376\104\253\370\327\213\033\156

\234\274\054\240\133\325\152\000\257\137\067\341\325\372\020\013

\230\234\206\347\046\217\316\360\354\156\212\127\013\200\343\116

\262\300\240\143\141\220\272\125\150\067\164\152\266\222\333\237

\241\206\042\266\145\047\016\354\266\237\102\140\344\147\302\265

\332\101\013\304\323\213\141\033\274\372\037\221\053\327\104\007

\136\272\051\254\331\305\351\357\123\110\132\353\200\361\050\130

\041\315\260\006\125\373\047\077\123\220\160\251\004\036\127\047

\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\253\063\010\321\352\104\167\272\024\200\022\132\157\275\251
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\066\111\014\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\206\151\022\300\160\361\354\254\254\302\325\274\245\133\241\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006
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\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\215\060\202\002\024\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\165

\346\337\313\301\150\133\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061

\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060

\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060\063

\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\105\156\251\120\304\246\043\066\236

\137\050\215\027\313\226\042\144\077\334\172\216\035\314\010\263

\242\161\044\272\216\111\271\004\033\107\226\130\253\055\225\310

\355\236\010\065\310\047\353\211\214\123\130\353\142\212\376\360

\133\017\153\061\122\143\101\073\211\315\354\354\266\215\031\323

\064\007\334\273\306\006\177\302\105\225\354\313\177\250\043\340

\011\351\201\372\363\107\323\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125
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\035\016\004\026\004\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004\323\216

\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004

\323\216\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\157

\347\353\131\021\244\140\317\141\260\226\173\355\005\371\057\023

\221\334\355\345\374\120\153\021\106\106\263\034\041\000\142\273

\276\303\347\350\315\007\231\371\015\013\135\162\076\304\252\002

\060\037\274\272\013\342\060\044\373\174\155\200\125\012\231\076

\200\015\063\345\146\243\263\243\273\245\325\213\217\011\054\246

\135\176\342\360\007\010\150\155\322\174\151\156\137\337\345\152

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\031\174\071\044\346\124\257\033\304\253\040\225\172\342\303

\016\023\002\152

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\056\332\344\071\177\234\217\067\321\160\237\046\027\121\072\216

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040
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\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root

 Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163
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\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\353\060\202\003\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\126

\266\051\315\064\274\170\366\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014

\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014

\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114

\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\065\063\061\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\027\015\064\062

\060\065\063\060\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\060\201\202\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006

\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003

\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\217\066\145\100\341\326\115\300\327\264\351\106\332\153\352

\063\107\315\114\371\175\175\276\275\055\075\360\333\170\341\206

\245\331\272\011\127\150\355\127\076\240\320\010\101\203\347\050

\101\044\037\343\162\025\320\001\032\373\136\160\043\262\313\237

\071\343\317\305\116\306\222\155\046\306\173\273\263\332\047\235

\012\206\351\201\067\005\376\360\161\161\354\303\034\351\143\242

\027\024\235\357\033\147\323\205\125\002\002\326\111\311\314\132

\341\261\367\157\062\237\311\324\073\210\101\250\234\275\313\253

\333\155\173\011\037\242\114\162\220\332\053\010\374\317\074\124

\316\147\017\250\317\135\226\031\013\304\343\162\353\255\321\175

\035\047\357\222\353\020\277\133\353\073\257\317\200\335\301\322

\226\004\133\172\176\244\251\074\070\166\244\142\216\240\071\136
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\352\167\317\135\000\131\217\146\054\076\007\242\243\005\046\021

\151\227\352\205\267\017\226\013\113\310\100\341\120\272\056\212

\313\367\017\232\042\347\177\232\067\023\315\362\115\023\153\041

\321\300\314\042\362\241\106\366\104\151\234\312\141\065\007\000

\157\326\141\010\021\352\272\270\366\351\263\140\345\115\271\354

\237\024\146\311\127\130\333\315\207\151\370\212\206\022\003\107

\277\146\023\166\254\167\175\064\044\205\203\315\327\252\234\220

\032\237\041\054\177\170\267\144\270\330\350\246\364\170\263\125

\313\204\322\062\304\170\256\243\217\141\335\316\010\123\255\354

\210\374\025\344\232\015\346\237\032\167\316\114\217\270\024\025

\075\142\234\206\070\006\000\146\022\344\131\166\132\123\300\002

\230\242\020\053\150\104\173\216\171\316\063\112\166\252\133\201

\026\033\265\212\330\320\000\173\136\142\264\011\326\206\143\016

\246\005\225\111\272\050\213\210\223\262\064\034\330\244\125\156

\267\034\320\336\231\125\073\043\364\042\340\371\051\146\046\354

\040\120\167\333\112\013\217\276\345\002\140\160\101\136\324\256

\120\071\042\024\046\313\262\073\163\164\125\107\007\171\201\071

\250\060\023\104\345\004\212\256\226\023\045\102\017\271\123\304

\233\374\315\344\034\336\074\372\253\326\006\112\037\147\246\230

\060\034\335\054\333\334\030\225\127\146\306\377\134\213\126\365

\167\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366

\270\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366\270

\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\126

\263\216\313\012\235\111\216\277\244\304\221\273\146\027\005\121

\230\165\373\345\120\054\172\236\361\024\372\253\323\212\076\377

\221\051\217\143\213\330\264\251\124\001\015\276\223\206\057\371

\112\155\307\136\365\127\371\312\125\034\022\276\107\017\066\305

\337\152\267\333\165\302\107\045\177\271\361\143\370\150\055\125

\004\321\362\215\260\244\317\274\074\136\037\170\347\245\240\040

\160\260\004\305\267\367\162\247\336\042\015\275\063\045\106\214

\144\222\046\343\076\056\143\226\332\233\214\075\370\030\011\327

\003\314\175\206\202\340\312\004\007\121\120\327\377\222\325\014

\357\332\206\237\231\327\353\267\257\150\342\071\046\224\272\150

\267\277\203\323\352\172\147\075\142\147\256\045\345\162\350\342

\344\354\256\022\366\113\053\074\237\351\260\100\363\070\124\263

\375\267\150\310\332\306\217\121\074\262\373\221\334\034\347\233

\235\341\267\015\162\217\342\244\304\251\170\371\353\024\254\306

\103\005\302\145\071\050\030\002\303\202\262\235\005\276\145\355

\226\137\145\164\074\373\011\065\056\173\234\023\375\033\017\135

\307\155\201\072\126\017\314\073\341\257\002\057\042\254\106\312

\106\074\240\034\114\326\104\264\136\056\134\025\146\011\341\046

\051\376\306\122\141\272\261\163\377\303\014\234\345\154\152\224

\077\024\312\100\026\225\204\363\131\251\254\137\114\141\223\155
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\321\073\314\242\225\014\042\246\147\147\104\056\271\331\322\212

\101\263\146\013\132\373\175\043\245\362\032\260\377\336\233\203

\224\056\321\077\337\222\267\221\257\005\073\145\307\240\154\261

\315\142\022\303\220\033\343\045\316\064\274\157\167\166\261\020

\303\367\005\032\300\326\257\164\142\110\027\167\222\151\220\141

\034\336\225\200\164\124\217\030\034\303\363\003\320\277\244\103

\165\206\123\030\172\012\056\011\034\066\237\221\375\202\212\042

\113\321\016\120\045\335\313\003\014\027\311\203\000\010\116\065

\115\212\213\355\360\002\224\146\054\104\177\313\225\047\226\027

\255\011\060\254\266\161\027\156\213\027\366\034\011\324\055\073

\230\245\161\323\124\023\331\140\363\365\113\146\117\372\361\356

\040\022\215\264\254\127\261\105\143\241\254\166\251\302\373

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\072\360\122\233\320\062\240\364\112\203\315\324\272\251\173

\174\056\304\232

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\341\036\061\130\032\256\124\123\002\366\027\152\021\173\115\225

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105
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\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification

 Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040
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\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\224\060\202\002\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\054

\051\234\133\026\355\005\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064

\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070

\061\065\062\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061

\065\062\063\132\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\105\103\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\252\022\107

\220\230\033\373\357\303\100\007\203\040\116\361\060\202\242\006

\321\362\222\206\141\362\366\041\150\312\000\304\307\352\103\000

\124\206\334\375\037\337\000\270\101\142\134\334\160\026\062\336

\037\231\324\314\305\007\310\010\037\141\026\007\121\075\175\134

\007\123\343\065\070\214\337\315\237\331\056\015\112\266\031\056

\132\160\132\006\355\276\360\241\260\312\320\011\051\243\143\060

\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\312\136\345

\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227\346\117

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\312

\136\345\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227

\346\117\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\150

\000\060\145\002\061\000\212\346\100\211\067\353\351\325\023\331

\312\324\153\044\363\260\075\207\106\130\032\354\261\337\157\373
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\126\272\160\153\307\070\314\350\261\214\117\017\367\361\147\166

\016\203\320\036\121\217\002\060\075\366\043\050\046\114\306\140

\207\223\046\233\262\065\036\272\326\367\074\321\034\316\372\045

\074\246\032\201\025\133\363\022\017\154\356\145\212\311\207\250

\371\007\340\142\232\214\134\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\114\335\121\243\321\365\040\062\024\260\306\305\062\043\003\221

\307\106\102\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\123\042\145\203\102\001\124\300\316\102\271\132\174\362\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

#

 Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\105

\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\114\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141
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\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\064

\061\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\064\061

\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154

\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\225\007\350\163\312\146\371

\354\024\312\173\074\367\015\010\361\264\105\013\054\202\264\110

\306\353\133\074\256\203\270\101\222\063\024\244\157\177\351\052

\314\306\260\210\153\305\266\211\321\306\262\377\024\316\121\024

\041\354\112\335\033\132\306\326\207\356\115\072\025\006\355\144

\146\013\222\200\312\104\336\163\224\116\363\247\211\177\117\170

\143\010\310\022\120\155\102\146\057\115\271\171\050\115\122\032

\212\032\200\267\031\201\016\176\304\212\274\144\114\041\034\103

\150\327\075\074\212\305\262\146\325\220\232\267\061\006\305\276

\342\155\062\006\246\036\371\271\353\252\243\270\277\276\202\143

\120\320\360\030\211\337\344\017\171\365\352\242\037\052\322\160

\056\173\347\274\223\273\155\123\342\110\174\214\020\007\070\377

\146\262\167\141\176\340\352\214\074\252\264\244\366\363\225\112

\022\007\155\375\214\262\211\317\320\240\141\167\310\130\164\260

\324\043\072\367\135\072\312\242\333\235\011\336\135\104\055\220

\361\201\315\127\222\372\176\274\120\004\143\064\337\153\223\030

\276\153\066\262\071\344\254\044\066\267\360\357\266\034\023\127

\223\266\336\262\370\342\205\267\163\242\270\065\252\105\362\340

\235\066\241\157\124\212\361\162\126\156\056\210\305\121\102\104

\025\224\356\243\305\070\226\233\116\116\132\013\107\363\006\066

\111\167\060\274\161\067\345\246\354\041\010\165\374\346\141\026

\077\167\325\331\221\227\204\012\154\324\002\115\164\300\024\355

\375\071\373\203\362\136\024\241\004\260\013\351\376\356\217\341

\156\013\262\010\263\141\146\011\152\261\006\072\145\226\131\300

\360\065\375\311\332\050\215\032\021\207\160\201\012\250\232\165

\035\236\072\206\005\000\236\333\200\326\045\371\334\005\236\047

\131\114\166\071\133\352\371\245\241\330\203\017\321\377\337\060

\021\371\205\317\063\110\365\312\155\144\024\054\172\130\117\323

\113\010\111\305\225\144\032\143\016\171\075\365\263\214\312\130

\255\234\102\105\171\156\016\207\031\134\124\261\145\266\277\214

\233\334\023\351\015\157\270\056\334\147\156\311\213\021\265\204

\024\212\000\031\160\203\171\221\227\221\324\032\047\277\067\036

\062\007\330\024\143\074\050\114\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\256\154

\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310\147

\123\240\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\256
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\154\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310

\147\123\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\203\045\355\350\321\375\225\122\315

\236\300\004\240\221\151\346\134\320\204\336\334\255\242\117\350

\107\170\326\145\230\251\133\250\074\207\174\002\212\321\156\267

\026\163\346\137\300\124\230\325\164\276\301\315\342\021\221\255

\043\030\075\335\341\162\104\226\264\225\136\300\173\216\231\170

\026\103\023\126\127\263\242\263\073\265\167\334\100\162\254\243

\353\233\065\076\261\010\041\241\347\304\103\067\171\062\276\265

\347\234\054\114\274\103\051\231\216\060\323\254\041\340\343\035

\372\330\007\063\166\124\000\042\052\271\115\040\056\160\150\332

\345\123\374\203\134\323\235\362\377\104\014\104\146\362\322\343

\275\106\000\032\155\002\272\045\135\215\241\061\121\335\124\106

\034\115\333\231\226\357\032\034\004\134\246\025\357\170\340\171

\376\135\333\076\252\114\125\375\232\025\251\157\341\246\373\337

\160\060\351\303\356\102\106\355\302\223\005\211\372\175\143\173

\077\320\161\201\174\000\350\230\256\016\170\064\303\045\373\257

\012\237\040\153\335\073\023\217\022\214\342\101\032\110\172\163

\240\167\151\307\266\134\177\202\310\036\376\130\033\050\053\250

\154\255\136\155\300\005\322\173\267\353\200\376\045\067\376\002

\233\150\254\102\135\303\356\365\314\334\360\120\165\322\066\151

\234\346\173\004\337\156\006\151\266\336\012\011\110\131\207\353

\173\024\140\172\144\252\151\103\357\221\307\114\354\030\335\154

\357\123\055\214\231\341\136\362\162\076\317\124\310\275\147\354

\244\017\114\105\377\323\271\060\043\007\114\217\020\277\206\226

\331\231\132\264\231\127\034\244\314\273\025\211\123\272\054\005

\017\344\304\236\031\261\030\064\325\114\235\272\355\367\037\257

\044\225\004\170\250\003\273\356\201\345\332\137\174\213\112\241

\220\164\045\247\263\076\113\310\054\126\275\307\310\357\070\342

\134\222\360\171\367\234\204\272\164\055\141\001\040\176\176\321

\362\117\007\131\137\213\055\103\122\353\106\014\224\341\365\146

\107\171\167\325\124\133\037\255\044\067\313\105\132\116\240\104

\110\310\330\260\231\305\025\204\011\366\326\111\111\300\145\270

\346\032\161\156\240\250\361\202\350\105\076\154\326\002\327\012

\147\203\005\132\311\244\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\224\144\016\265\247\241\312\021\234\037\335\325\237\201\002

\143\247\373\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\117\335\007\344\324\042\144\071\036\014\067\102\352\321\306\256

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09 09:48:34 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\151\060\202\001\357\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055\072\352\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\155\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165

\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105

\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\065\060\071\060\071\064\070\063\064\132\027\015\064\062\060

\065\060\071\060\071\065\070\063\063\132\060\155\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003\125

\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156

\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040

\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\114\351\120\300\306\017\162\030\274\330\361\272\263\211\342

\171\112\243\026\247\153\124\044\333\121\377\352\364\011\044\303
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\013\042\237\313\152\047\202\201\015\322\300\257\061\344\164\202

\156\312\045\331\214\165\235\361\333\320\232\242\113\041\176\026

\247\143\220\322\071\324\261\207\170\137\030\226\017\120\033\065

\067\017\152\306\334\331\023\115\244\216\220\067\346\275\133\061

\221\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\110\207\024\254\343\303\236\220\140\072\327\312\211\356\323

\255\214\264\120\146\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\046\307\151\133\334\325

\347\262\347\310\014\214\214\303\335\171\214\033\143\325\311\122

\224\116\115\202\112\163\036\262\200\204\251\045\300\114\132\155

\111\051\140\170\023\342\176\110\353\144\002\061\000\333\064\040

\062\010\377\232\111\002\266\210\336\024\257\135\154\231\161\215

\032\077\213\327\340\242\066\206\034\007\202\072\166\123\375\302

\242\355\357\173\260\200\117\130\017\113\123\071\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09

 09:48:34 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\021\204\136\064\336\276\210\201\271\234\366\026\046\321\226

\037\303\271\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\326\271\055\057\223\144\370\245\151\312\221\351\150\007\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145
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\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Global G2 Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\135

\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003\220\357\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\075

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107

\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\063\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\060\061\062\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\305\346\053

\157\174\357\046\005\047\243\201\044\332\157\313\001\371\231\232

\251\062\302\042\207\141\101\221\073\313\303\150\033\006\305\114

\251\053\301\147\027\042\035\053\355\371\051\211\223\242\170\275

\222\153\240\243\015\242\176\312\223\263\246\321\214\065\325\165

\371\027\366\317\105\305\345\172\354\167\223\240\217\043\256\016

\032\003\177\276\324\320\355\056\173\253\106\043\133\377\054\346

\124\172\224\300\052\025\360\311\215\260\172\073\044\341\327\150

\342\061\074\006\063\106\266\124\021\246\245\057\042\124\052\130

\015\001\002\361\372\025\121\147\154\300\372\327\266\033\177\321

\126\210\057\032\072\215\073\273\202\021\340\107\000\320\122\207

\253\373\206\176\017\044\153\100\235\064\147\274\215\307\055\206

\157\171\076\216\251\074\027\113\177\260\231\343\260\161\140\334

\013\365\144\303\316\103\274\155\161\271\322\336\047\133\212\350

\330\306\256\341\131\175\317\050\055\065\270\225\126\032\361\262

\130\113\267\022\067\310\174\263\355\113\200\341\215\372\062\043

\266\157\267\110\225\010\261\104\116\205\214\072\002\124\040\057

\337\277\127\117\073\072\220\041\327\301\046\065\124\040\354\307

\077\107\354\357\132\277\113\172\301\255\073\027\120\134\142\330

\017\113\112\334\053\372\156\274\163\222\315\354\307\120\350\101

\226\327\251\176\155\330\351\035\217\212\265\271\130\222\272\112

\222\053\014\126\375\200\353\010\360\136\051\156\033\034\014\257

\217\223\211\255\333\275\243\236\041\312\211\031\354\337\265\303

\032\353\026\376\170\066\114\326\156\320\076\027\034\220\027\153

\046\272\373\172\057\277\021\034\030\016\055\163\003\217\240\345

\065\240\132\342\114\165\035\161\341\071\070\123\170\100\314\203

\223\327\012\236\235\133\217\212\344\345\340\110\344\110\262\107

\315\116\052\165\052\173\362\042\366\311\276\011\221\226\127\172

\210\210\254\356\160\254\371\334\051\343\014\034\073\022\116\104

\326\247\116\260\046\310\363\331\032\227\221\150\352\357\215\106
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\006\322\126\105\130\232\074\014\017\203\270\005\045\303\071\317

\073\244\064\211\267\171\022\057\107\305\347\251\227\151\374\246

\167\147\265\337\173\361\172\145\025\344\141\126\145\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\201\304\214\314\365\344\060\377\245\014\010\137\214\025

\147\041\164\001\337\337\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\023\145\042\365\216\053

\255\104\344\313\377\271\150\346\303\200\110\075\004\173\372\043

\057\172\355\066\332\262\316\155\366\346\236\345\137\130\217\313

\067\062\241\310\145\266\256\070\075\065\033\076\274\073\266\004

\320\274\371\111\365\233\367\205\305\066\266\313\274\370\310\071

\325\344\137\007\275\025\124\227\164\312\312\355\117\272\272\144

\166\237\201\270\204\105\111\114\215\157\242\353\261\314\321\303

\224\332\104\302\346\342\352\030\350\242\037\047\005\272\327\345

\326\251\315\335\357\166\230\215\000\016\315\033\372\003\267\216

\200\130\016\047\077\122\373\224\242\312\136\145\311\326\204\332

\271\065\161\363\046\300\117\167\346\201\047\322\167\073\232\024

\157\171\364\366\320\341\323\224\272\320\127\121\275\047\005\015

\301\375\310\022\060\356\157\215\021\053\010\235\324\324\277\200

\105\024\232\210\104\332\060\352\264\247\343\356\357\133\202\325

\076\326\255\170\222\333\134\074\363\330\255\372\270\153\177\304

\066\050\266\002\025\212\124\054\234\260\027\163\216\320\067\243

\024\074\230\225\000\014\051\005\133\236\111\111\261\137\307\343

\313\317\047\145\216\065\027\267\127\310\060\331\101\133\271\024

\266\350\302\017\224\061\247\224\230\314\152\353\265\341\047\365

\020\250\001\350\216\022\142\350\210\314\265\177\106\227\300\233

\020\146\070\032\066\106\137\042\150\075\337\311\306\023\047\253

\123\006\254\242\074\206\006\145\157\261\176\261\051\104\232\243

\272\111\151\050\151\217\327\345\137\255\004\206\144\157\032\240

\014\305\010\142\316\200\243\320\363\354\150\336\276\063\307\027

\133\177\200\304\114\114\261\246\204\212\303\073\270\011\315\024

\201\272\030\343\124\127\066\376\333\057\174\107\241\072\063\310

\371\130\073\104\117\261\312\002\211\004\226\050\150\305\113\270

\046\211\273\326\063\057\120\325\376\232\211\272\030\062\222\124

\306\133\340\235\371\136\345\015\042\233\366\332\342\310\041\262

\142\041\252\206\100\262\056\144\323\137\310\343\176\021\147\105

\037\005\376\343\242\357\263\250\263\363\175\217\370\014\037\042

\037\055\160\264\270\001\064\166\060\000\345\043\170\247\126\327

\120\037\212\373\006\365\302\031\360\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Global G2 Root"
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# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\050\371\170\026\031\172\377\030\045\030\252\104\376\301\240\316

\134\266\114\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\376\360\304\112\360\134\142\062\237\034\272\170\251\120\370

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Extended Validation Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\117

\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043\160\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\107

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105

\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\063\061

\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\061\062\063\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014

\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144

\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\251\011\007\050\023\002\260\231\340\144\252\036\103\026\172

\163\261\221\240\165\076\250\372\343\070\000\172\354\211\152\040

\017\213\305\260\233\063\003\132\206\306\130\206\325\301\205\273

\117\306\234\100\115\312\276\356\151\226\270\255\201\060\232\174

\222\005\353\005\053\232\110\320\270\166\076\226\310\040\273\322
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\260\361\217\330\254\105\106\377\252\147\140\264\167\176\152\037

\074\032\122\172\004\075\007\074\205\015\204\320\037\166\012\367

\152\024\337\162\343\064\174\127\116\126\001\076\171\361\252\051

\073\154\372\370\217\155\115\310\065\337\256\353\334\044\356\171

\105\247\205\266\005\210\336\210\135\045\174\227\144\147\011\331

\277\132\025\005\206\363\011\036\354\130\062\063\021\363\167\144

\260\166\037\344\020\065\027\033\362\016\261\154\244\052\243\163

\374\011\037\036\062\031\123\021\347\331\263\054\056\166\056\241

\243\336\176\152\210\011\350\362\007\212\370\262\315\020\347\342

\163\100\223\273\010\321\077\341\374\013\224\263\045\357\174\246

\327\321\257\237\377\226\232\365\221\173\230\013\167\324\176\350

\007\322\142\265\225\071\343\363\361\155\017\016\145\204\212\143

\124\305\200\266\340\236\113\175\107\046\247\001\010\135\321\210

\236\327\303\062\104\372\202\112\012\150\124\177\070\123\003\314

\244\000\063\144\121\131\013\243\202\221\172\136\354\026\302\363

\052\346\142\332\052\333\131\142\020\045\112\052\201\013\107\007

\103\006\160\207\322\372\223\021\051\172\110\115\353\224\307\160

\115\257\147\325\121\261\200\040\001\001\264\172\010\246\220\177

\116\340\357\007\101\207\257\152\245\136\213\373\317\120\262\232

\124\257\303\211\272\130\055\365\060\230\261\066\162\071\176\111

\004\375\051\247\114\171\344\005\127\333\224\271\026\123\215\106

\263\035\225\141\127\126\177\257\360\026\133\141\130\157\066\120

\021\013\330\254\053\225\026\032\016\037\010\315\066\064\145\020

\142\146\325\200\137\024\040\137\055\014\240\170\012\150\326\054

\327\351\157\053\322\112\005\223\374\236\157\153\147\377\210\361

\116\245\151\112\122\067\005\352\306\026\215\322\304\231\321\202

\053\073\272\065\165\367\121\121\130\363\310\007\335\344\264\003

\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\331\164\072\344\060\075\015\367\022\334\176

\132\005\237\036\064\232\367\341\024\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\066\215

\227\314\102\025\144\051\067\233\046\054\326\373\256\025\151\054

\153\032\032\367\137\266\371\007\114\131\352\363\311\310\271\256

\314\272\056\172\334\300\365\260\055\300\073\257\237\160\005\021

\152\237\045\117\001\051\160\343\345\014\341\352\132\174\334\111

\273\301\036\052\201\365\026\113\162\221\310\242\061\271\252\332

\374\235\037\363\135\100\002\023\374\116\034\006\312\263\024\220

\124\027\031\022\032\361\037\327\014\151\132\366\161\170\364\224

\175\221\013\216\354\220\124\216\274\157\241\114\253\374\164\144

\375\161\232\370\101\007\241\315\221\344\074\232\340\233\062\071

\163\253\052\325\151\310\170\221\046\061\175\342\307\060\361\374

\024\170\167\022\016\023\364\335\026\224\277\113\147\173\160\123

\205\312\260\273\363\070\115\054\220\071\300\015\302\135\153\351

\342\345\325\210\215\326\054\277\253\033\276\265\050\207\022\027

\164\156\374\175\374\217\320\207\046\260\033\373\271\154\253\342

\236\075\025\301\073\056\147\002\130\221\237\357\370\102\037\054
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\267\150\365\165\255\317\265\366\377\021\175\302\360\044\245\255

\323\372\240\074\251\372\135\334\245\240\357\104\244\276\326\350

\345\344\023\226\027\173\006\076\062\355\307\267\102\274\166\243

\330\145\070\053\070\065\121\041\016\016\157\056\064\023\100\341

\053\147\014\155\112\101\060\030\043\132\062\125\231\311\027\340

\074\336\366\354\171\255\053\130\031\242\255\054\042\032\225\216

\276\226\220\135\102\127\304\371\024\003\065\053\034\055\121\127

\010\247\072\336\077\344\310\264\003\163\302\301\046\200\273\013

\102\037\255\015\257\046\162\332\314\276\263\243\203\130\015\202

\305\037\106\121\343\234\030\314\215\233\215\354\111\353\165\120

\325\214\050\131\312\164\064\332\214\013\041\253\036\352\033\345

\307\375\025\076\300\027\252\373\043\156\046\106\313\372\371\261

\162\153\151\317\042\204\013\142\017\254\331\031\000\224\242\166

\074\324\055\232\355\004\236\055\006\142\020\067\122\034\205\162

\033\047\345\314\306\061\354\067\354\143\131\233\013\035\166\314

\176\062\232\210\225\010\066\122\273\336\166\137\166\111\111\255

\177\275\145\040\262\311\301\053\166\030\166\237\126\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Extended Validation Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\243\241\260\157\044\141\043\112\343\066\245\302\067\374\246\377

\335\360\327\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\363\137\103\306\064\233\332\277\214\176\005\123\255\226\342

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165
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\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root

 CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\133\060\202\004\103\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304\343\246\341

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164

\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060

\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061

\063\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\027\015\063\063

\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\060\132\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060\062\040\064\070

\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\315\030\071\145\032\131\261\352

\144\026\016\214\224\044\225\174\203\323\305\071\046\334\014\357

\026\127\215\327\330\254\243\102\177\202\312\355\315\133\333\016

\267\055\355\105\010\027\262\331\263\313\326\027\122\162\050\333

\216\116\236\212\266\013\371\236\204\232\115\166\336\042\051\134

\322\263\322\006\076\060\071\251\164\243\222\126\034\241\157\114

\012\040\155\237\043\172\264\306\332\054\344\035\054\334\263\050

\320\023\362\114\116\002\111\241\124\100\236\346\345\005\240\055

\204\310\377\230\154\320\353\212\032\204\010\036\267\150\043\356

\043\325\160\316\155\121\151\020\356\241\172\302\321\042\061\302

\202\205\322\362\125\166\120\174\045\172\311\204\134\013\254\335

\102\116\053\347\202\242\044\211\313\220\262\320\356\043\272\146

\114\273\142\244\371\123\132\144\173\174\230\372\243\110\236\017

\225\256\247\030\364\152\354\056\003\105\257\360\164\370\052\315

\172\135\321\276\104\046\062\051\361\361\365\154\314\176\002\041

\013\237\157\244\077\276\235\123\342\317\175\251\054\174\130\032

\227\341\075\067\067\030\146\050\322\100\305\121\212\214\303\055

\316\123\210\044\130\144\060\026\305\252\340\326\012\246\100\337

\170\366\365\004\174\151\023\204\274\321\321\247\006\317\001\367

\150\300\250\127\273\072\141\255\004\214\223\343\255\374\360\333

\104\155\131\334\111\131\256\254\232\231\066\060\101\173\166\063

\042\207\243\302\222\206\156\371\160\356\256\207\207\225\033\304

\172\275\061\363\324\322\345\231\377\276\110\354\165\365\170\026

\035\246\160\301\177\074\033\241\222\373\317\310\074\326\305\223
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\012\217\365\125\072\166\225\316\131\230\212\011\225\167\062\232

\203\272\054\004\072\227\275\324\057\276\327\154\233\242\312\175

\155\046\311\125\325\317\303\171\122\010\011\231\007\044\055\144

\045\153\246\041\151\233\152\335\164\115\153\227\172\101\275\253

\027\371\220\027\110\217\066\371\055\325\305\333\356\252\205\105

\101\372\315\072\105\261\150\346\066\114\233\220\127\354\043\271

\207\010\302\304\011\361\227\206\052\050\115\342\164\300\332\304

\214\333\337\342\241\027\131\316\044\131\164\061\332\177\375\060

\155\331\334\341\152\341\374\137\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001

\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037\326

\341\342\171\176\053\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037

\326\341\342\171\176\053\060\104\006\003\125\035\040\004\075\060

\073\060\071\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\061\060\057\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\163\072\057

\057\167\167\167\167\056\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\056\146

\162\057\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\145\163\057\060\155\006\003

\125\035\037\004\146\060\144\060\057\240\055\240\053\206\051\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\145\162\164\151\147

\156\141\056\146\162\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\162\157

\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\061\240\057\240\055\206\053

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\144\150\151\155\171

\157\164\151\163\056\143\157\155\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156

\141\162\157\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\224

\270\236\117\360\343\225\010\042\347\315\150\101\367\034\125\325

\174\000\342\055\072\211\135\150\070\057\121\042\013\112\215\313

\351\273\135\076\273\134\075\261\050\376\344\123\125\023\317\241

\220\033\002\035\137\146\106\011\063\050\341\015\044\227\160\323

\020\037\352\144\127\226\273\135\332\347\304\214\117\114\144\106

\035\134\207\343\131\336\102\321\233\250\176\246\211\335\217\034

\311\060\202\355\073\234\315\300\351\031\340\152\330\002\165\067

\253\367\064\050\050\221\362\004\012\117\065\343\140\046\001\372

\320\021\214\371\021\152\356\257\075\303\120\323\217\137\063\171

\074\206\250\163\105\220\214\040\266\162\163\027\043\276\007\145

\345\170\222\015\272\001\300\353\214\034\146\277\254\206\167\001

\224\015\234\346\351\071\215\037\246\121\214\231\014\071\167\341

\264\233\372\034\147\127\157\152\152\216\251\053\114\127\171\172

\127\042\317\315\137\143\106\215\134\131\072\206\370\062\107\142

\243\147\015\030\221\334\373\246\153\365\110\141\163\043\131\216

\002\247\274\104\352\364\111\235\361\124\130\371\140\257\332\030

\244\057\050\105\334\172\240\210\206\135\363\073\347\377\051\065

\200\374\144\103\224\346\343\034\157\276\255\016\052\143\231\053

\311\176\205\366\161\350\006\003\225\376\336\217\110\034\132\324

\222\350\053\356\347\061\333\272\004\152\207\230\347\305\137\357
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\175\247\042\367\001\330\115\371\211\320\016\232\005\131\244\236

\230\331\157\053\312\160\276\144\302\125\243\364\351\257\303\222

\051\334\210\026\044\231\074\215\046\230\266\133\267\314\316\267

\067\007\375\046\331\230\205\044\377\131\043\003\232\355\235\235

\250\344\136\070\316\327\122\015\157\322\077\155\261\005\153\111

\316\212\221\106\163\364\366\057\360\250\163\167\016\145\254\241

\215\146\122\151\176\113\150\014\307\036\067\047\203\245\214\307

\002\344\024\315\111\001\260\163\263\375\306\220\072\157\322\154

\355\073\356\354\221\276\242\103\135\213\000\112\146\045\104\160

\336\100\017\370\174\025\367\242\316\074\327\136\023\214\201\027

\030\027\321\275\361\167\020\072\324\145\071\301\047\254\127\054

\045\124\377\242\332\117\212\141\071\136\256\075\112\214\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\055\015\122\024\377\236\255\231\044\001\164\040\107\156\154\205

\047\047\365\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\134\060\142\047\353\133\274\327\256\142\272\351\325\337\167

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\224\060\202\002\174\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\061

\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013

\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043

\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124

\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151

\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\223\113\273\351\146

\212\356\235\133\325\064\223\320\033\036\303\347\236\270\144\063

\177\143\170\150\264\315\056\161\165\327\233\040\306\115\051\274

\266\150\140\212\367\041\232\126\065\132\363\166\275\330\315\232

\377\223\126\113\245\131\006\241\223\064\051\335\026\064\165\116

\362\201\264\307\226\116\255\031\025\122\112\376\074\160\165\160

\315\257\053\253\025\232\063\074\252\263\213\252\315\103\375\365

\352\160\377\355\317\021\073\224\316\116\062\026\323\043\100\052

\167\263\257\074\001\054\154\355\231\054\213\331\116\151\230\262

\367\217\101\260\062\170\141\326\015\137\303\372\242\100\222\035

\134\027\346\160\076\065\347\242\267\302\142\342\253\244\070\114

\265\071\065\157\352\003\151\372\072\124\150\205\155\326\362\057

\103\125\036\221\015\016\330\325\152\244\226\321\023\074\054\170

\120\350\072\222\322\027\126\345\065\032\100\034\076\215\054\355

\071\337\102\340\203\101\164\337\243\315\302\206\140\110\150\343

\151\013\124\000\213\344\166\151\041\015\171\116\064\010\136\024

\302\314\261\267\255\327\174\160\212\307\205\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\373

\357\015\206\236\260\343\335\251\271\361\041\027\177\076\374\360

\167\053\032\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\131\377\362\214\365\207\175\161

\075\243\237\033\133\321\332\370\323\234\153\066\275\233\251\141

\353\336\026\054\164\075\236\346\165\332\327\272\247\274\102\027

\347\075\221\353\345\175\335\076\234\361\317\222\254\154\110\314
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\302\042\077\151\073\305\266\025\057\243\065\306\150\052\034\127

\257\071\357\215\320\065\303\030\014\173\000\126\034\315\213\031

\164\336\276\017\022\340\320\252\241\077\002\064\261\160\316\235

\030\326\010\003\011\106\356\140\340\176\266\304\111\004\121\175

\160\140\274\252\262\377\171\162\172\246\035\075\137\052\370\312

\342\375\071\267\107\271\353\176\337\004\043\257\372\234\006\007

\351\373\143\223\200\100\265\306\154\012\061\050\316\014\237\317

\263\043\065\200\101\215\154\304\067\173\201\057\200\241\100\102

\205\351\331\070\215\350\241\123\315\001\277\151\350\132\006\362

\105\013\220\372\256\341\277\235\362\256\127\074\245\256\262\126

\364\213\145\100\351\375\061\201\054\364\071\011\330\356\153\247

\264\246\035\025\245\230\367\001\201\330\205\175\363\121\134\161

\210\336\272\314\037\200\176\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies

 Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\255\217\163\254\116\301\265\165\115\245\100\364\374\317

\174\265\216\214

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\102\204\127\335\313\013\247\056\225\255\266\363\332\274\254

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157
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\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\116\060\202\001\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\074

\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151

\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154

\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\043\245\014\270\055\022\365\050\363

\261\262\335\342\002\022\200\236\071\137\111\115\237\311\045\064

\131\164\354\273\006\034\347\300\162\257\350\256\057\341\101\124

\207\024\250\112\262\350\174\202\346\133\152\265\334\263\165\316

\213\006\320\206\043\277\106\325\216\017\077\004\364\327\034\222

\176\366\245\143\302\365\137\216\056\117\241\030\031\002\053\062

\012\202\144\175\026\223\321\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\135\002\204\023\324\314\212\233\201

\316\027\034\056\051\036\234\110\143\102\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\276

\363\141\317\002\020\035\144\225\007\270\030\156\210\205\005\057

\203\010\027\220\312\037\212\114\350\015\033\172\261\255\325\201

\011\107\357\073\254\010\004\174\134\231\261\355\107\007\322\002

\061\000\235\272\125\374\251\112\350\355\355\346\166\001\102\173

\310\370\140\331\215\121\213\125\073\373\214\173\353\145\011\303

\370\226\315\107\250\202\362\026\125\167\044\176\022\020\225\004

\054\243

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies

 Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\372\117\362\127\334\240\303\200\356\056\130\352\170\262

\077\346\273\301

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\013\162\321\237\210\216\320\120\003\350\343\270\213\147\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - C1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018
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# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\163\060\202\002\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\000

\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040

\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157
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\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\353\251\271\361\231

\005\314\330\050\041\112\363\163\064\121\204\126\020\365\240\117

\054\022\343\372\023\232\047\320\317\371\171\032\164\137\035\171

\071\374\133\370\160\216\340\222\122\367\344\045\371\124\203\331

\035\323\310\132\205\077\136\307\266\007\356\076\300\316\232\257

\254\126\102\052\071\045\160\326\277\265\173\066\255\254\366\163

\334\315\327\035\212\203\245\373\053\220\025\067\153\034\046\107

\334\073\051\126\223\152\263\301\152\072\235\075\365\301\227\070

\130\005\213\034\021\343\344\264\270\135\205\035\203\376\170\137

\013\105\150\030\110\245\106\163\064\073\376\017\310\166\273\307

\030\363\005\321\206\363\205\355\347\271\331\062\255\125\210\316

\246\266\221\260\117\254\176\025\043\226\366\077\360\040\064\026

\336\012\306\304\004\105\171\177\247\375\276\322\251\245\257\234

\305\043\052\367\074\041\154\275\257\217\116\305\072\262\363\064

\022\374\337\200\032\111\244\324\251\225\367\236\211\136\242\211

\254\224\313\250\150\233\257\212\145\047\315\211\356\335\214\265

\153\051\160\103\240\151\013\344\271\017\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\376\241

\340\160\036\052\003\071\122\132\102\276\134\221\205\172\030\252

\115\265\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\302\112\126\372\025\041\173\050\242

\351\345\035\373\370\055\304\071\226\101\114\073\047\054\304\154

\030\025\200\306\254\257\107\131\057\046\013\343\066\260\357\073

\376\103\227\111\062\231\022\025\133\337\021\051\377\253\123\370

\273\301\170\017\254\234\123\257\127\275\150\214\075\151\063\360

\243\240\043\143\073\144\147\042\104\255\325\161\313\126\052\170

\222\243\117\022\061\066\066\342\336\376\000\304\243\140\017\047

\255\240\260\212\265\066\172\122\241\275\047\364\040\047\142\350

\115\224\044\023\344\012\004\351\074\253\056\310\103\011\112\306

\141\004\345\111\064\176\323\304\310\365\017\300\252\351\272\124

\136\363\143\053\117\117\120\324\376\271\173\231\214\075\300\056

\274\002\053\323\304\100\344\212\007\061\036\233\316\046\231\023

\373\021\352\232\042\014\021\031\307\136\033\201\120\060\310\226

\022\156\347\313\101\177\221\073\242\107\267\124\200\033\334\000

\314\232\220\352\303\303\120\006\142\014\060\300\025\110\247\250

\131\174\341\256\042\242\342\012\172\017\372\142\253\122\114\341

\361\337\312\276\203\015\102

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "emSign Root CA - C1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\056\361\337\374\262\011\050\317\135\324\325\147\067\261\121

\313\206\117\001

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\343\135\001\041\372\170\132\260\337\272\322\356\052\137\150

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3
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#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\053\060\202\001\261\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\173

\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\375\245\141\256\173\046\020\035\351\267\042
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\060\256\006\364\201\263\261\102\161\225\071\274\323\122\343\257

\257\371\362\227\065\222\066\106\016\207\225\215\271\071\132\351

\273\337\320\376\310\007\101\074\273\125\157\203\243\152\373\142

\260\201\211\002\160\175\110\305\112\343\351\042\124\042\115\223

\273\102\014\257\167\234\043\246\175\327\141\021\316\145\307\370

\177\376\365\362\251\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\373\132\110\320\200\040\100\362\250\351\000\007

\151\031\167\247\346\303\364\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\264\330\057

\002\211\375\266\114\142\272\103\116\023\204\162\265\256\335\034

\336\326\265\334\126\217\130\100\132\055\336\040\114\042\203\312

\223\250\176\356\022\100\307\326\207\117\370\337\205\002\060\034

\024\144\344\174\226\203\021\234\260\321\132\141\113\246\017\111

\323\000\374\241\374\344\245\377\177\255\327\060\320\307\167\177

\276\201\007\125\060\120\040\024\365\127\070\012\250\061\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

#

 Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\257\103\302\233\201\123\175\366\357\153\303\037\037\140\025

\014\356\110\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\123\263\243\201\356\327\020\370\323\260\035\027\222\365\325

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156
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\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012
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\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\317\060\202\003\267\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\010

\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306\256\043\270

\034\132\244\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110

\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147

\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011

\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163

\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147

\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\066\060\063\060\062\062

\071\064\066\132\027\015\064\062\060\066\060\063\060\062\062\071

\064\066\132\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\110\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156

\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023

\011\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157

\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156

\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\263\210\327\352\316\017\040\116\276\346\326

\003\155\356\131\374\302\127\337\051\150\241\203\016\076\150\307

\150\130\234\034\140\113\211\103\014\271\324\025\262\356\301\116

\165\351\265\247\357\345\351\065\231\344\314\034\347\113\137\215

\063\060\040\063\123\331\246\273\325\076\023\216\351\037\207\111

\255\120\055\120\312\030\276\001\130\242\023\160\226\273\211\210

\126\200\134\370\275\054\074\341\114\127\210\273\323\271\225\357

\313\307\366\332\061\164\050\246\346\124\211\365\101\061\312\345

\046\032\315\202\340\160\332\073\051\273\325\003\365\231\272\125

\365\144\321\140\016\263\211\111\270\212\057\005\322\204\105\050

\174\217\150\120\022\170\374\013\265\123\313\302\230\034\204\243

\236\260\276\043\244\332\334\310\053\036\332\156\105\036\211\230

\332\371\000\056\006\351\014\073\160\325\120\045\210\231\313\315

\163\140\367\325\377\065\147\305\241\274\136\253\315\112\270\105

\353\310\150\036\015\015\024\106\022\343\322\144\142\212\102\230

\274\264\306\010\010\370\375\250\114\144\234\166\001\275\057\251
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\154\063\017\330\077\050\270\074\151\001\102\206\176\151\301\311

\006\312\345\172\106\145\351\302\326\120\101\056\077\267\344\355

\154\327\277\046\001\021\242\026\051\112\153\064\006\220\354\023

\322\266\373\152\166\322\074\355\360\326\055\335\341\025\354\243

\233\057\054\311\076\053\344\151\073\377\162\045\261\066\206\133

\307\177\153\213\125\033\112\305\040\141\075\256\313\120\341\010

\072\276\260\217\143\101\123\060\010\131\074\230\035\167\272\143

\221\172\312\020\120\140\277\360\327\274\225\207\217\227\305\376

\227\152\001\224\243\174\133\205\035\052\071\072\320\124\241\321

\071\161\235\375\041\371\265\173\360\342\340\002\217\156\226\044

\045\054\240\036\054\250\304\211\247\357\355\231\006\057\266\012

\114\117\333\242\314\067\032\257\107\205\055\212\137\304\064\064

\114\000\375\030\223\147\023\321\067\346\110\264\213\006\305\127

\173\031\206\012\171\313\000\311\122\257\102\377\067\217\341\243

\036\172\075\120\253\143\006\347\025\265\077\266\105\067\224\067

\261\176\362\110\303\177\305\165\376\227\215\105\217\032\247\032

\162\050\032\100\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\027\235\315\036

\213\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\027\235\315\036\213

\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\126\325\173\156\346\042\001\322\102\233\030\325\016

\327\146\043\134\343\376\240\307\222\322\351\224\255\113\242\306

\354\022\174\164\325\110\322\131\024\231\300\353\271\321\353\364

\110\060\133\255\247\127\163\231\251\323\345\267\321\056\131\044

\130\334\150\056\056\142\330\152\344\160\013\055\040\120\040\244

\062\225\321\000\230\273\323\375\367\062\362\111\256\306\172\340

\107\276\156\316\313\243\162\072\055\151\135\313\310\350\105\071

\324\372\102\301\021\114\167\135\222\373\152\377\130\104\345\353

\201\236\257\240\231\255\276\251\001\146\313\070\035\074\337\103

\037\364\115\156\264\272\027\106\374\175\375\207\201\171\152\015

\063\017\372\057\370\024\271\200\263\135\115\252\227\341\371\344

\030\305\370\325\070\214\046\074\375\362\050\342\356\132\111\210

\054\337\171\075\216\236\220\074\275\101\112\072\335\133\366\232

\264\316\077\045\060\177\062\175\242\003\224\320\334\172\241\122

\336\156\223\215\030\046\375\125\254\275\217\233\322\317\257\347

\206\054\313\037\011\157\243\157\251\204\324\163\277\115\241\164

\033\116\043\140\362\314\016\252\177\244\234\114\045\250\262\146

\073\070\377\331\224\060\366\162\204\276\150\125\020\017\306\163

\054\026\151\223\007\376\261\105\355\273\242\125\152\260\332\265

\112\002\045\047\205\327\267\267\206\104\026\211\154\200\053\076

\227\251\234\325\176\125\114\306\336\105\020\034\352\351\073\237

\003\123\356\356\172\001\002\026\170\324\350\302\276\106\166\210

\023\077\042\273\110\022\035\122\000\264\002\176\041\032\036\234

\045\364\363\075\136\036\322\034\371\263\055\266\367\067\134\306
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\313\041\116\260\367\231\107\030\205\301\053\272\125\256\006\352

\320\007\262\334\253\320\202\226\165\316\322\120\376\231\347\317

\057\237\347\166\321\141\052\373\041\273\061\320\252\237\107\244

\262\042\312\026\072\120\127\304\133\103\147\305\145\142\003\111

\001\353\103\331\330\370\236\255\317\261\143\016\105\364\240\132

\054\233\055\305\246\300\255\250\107\364\047\114\070\015\056\033

\111\073\122\364\350\210\203\053\124\050\324\362\065\122\264\062

\203\142\151\144\014\221\234\237\227\352\164\026\375\037\021\006

\232\233\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\242\320\354\040\122\201\133\301\363\370\144\002\044\116\302

\216\002\113\002

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\374\237\275\163\060\002\212\375\077\363\130\271\313\040\360

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123
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\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125\145\255\130

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155

\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040

\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060\060

\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065\062\067\061\061\061\061\061\066

\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\062\067\061\061\064\061\061\066\132

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107
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\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\261\354\054\102\356\342\321\060\377\245\222\107\342\055

\303\272\144\227\155\312\367\015\265\131\301\263\313\250\150\031

\330\257\204\155\060\160\135\176\363\056\322\123\231\341\376\037

\136\331\110\257\135\023\215\333\377\143\063\115\323\000\002\274

\304\370\321\006\010\224\171\130\212\025\336\051\263\375\375\304

\117\350\252\342\240\073\171\315\277\153\103\062\335\331\164\020

\271\367\364\150\324\273\320\207\325\252\113\212\052\157\052\004

\265\262\246\307\240\172\346\110\253\322\321\131\314\326\176\043

\346\227\154\360\102\345\334\121\113\025\101\355\111\112\311\336

\020\227\326\166\301\357\245\265\066\024\227\065\330\170\042\065

\122\357\103\275\333\047\333\141\126\202\064\334\313\210\140\014

\013\132\345\054\001\306\124\257\327\252\301\020\173\322\005\132

\270\100\236\206\247\303\220\206\002\126\122\011\172\234\322\047

\202\123\112\145\122\152\365\074\347\250\362\234\257\213\275\323

\016\324\324\136\156\207\236\152\075\105\035\321\135\033\364\351

\012\254\140\231\373\211\264\377\230\054\317\174\035\351\002\252

\004\232\036\270\334\210\156\045\263\154\146\367\074\220\363\127

\301\263\057\365\155\362\373\312\241\370\051\235\106\213\263\152

\366\346\147\007\276\054\147\012\052\037\132\262\076\127\304\323

\041\041\143\145\122\221\033\261\231\216\171\176\346\353\215\000

\331\132\252\352\163\350\244\202\002\107\226\376\133\216\124\141

\243\353\057\113\060\260\213\043\165\162\174\041\074\310\366\361

\164\324\034\173\243\005\125\356\273\115\073\062\276\232\167\146

\236\254\151\220\042\007\037\141\072\226\276\345\232\117\314\005

\074\050\131\323\301\014\124\250\131\141\275\310\162\114\350\334

\237\207\177\275\234\110\066\136\225\243\016\271\070\044\125\374

\165\146\353\002\343\010\064\051\112\306\343\053\057\063\240\332

\243\206\245\022\227\375\200\053\332\024\102\343\222\275\076\362

\135\136\147\164\056\034\210\107\051\064\137\342\062\250\234\045

\067\214\272\230\000\227\213\111\226\036\375\045\212\254\334\332

\330\135\164\156\146\260\377\104\337\241\030\306\276\110\057\067

\224\170\370\225\112\077\177\023\136\135\131\375\164\206\103\143

\163\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\237\070\304\126\043\303\071\350\240

\161\154\350\124\114\344\350\072\261\277\147\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\022

\345\102\246\173\213\017\014\344\106\245\266\140\100\207\214\045

\176\255\270\150\056\133\306\100\166\074\003\370\311\131\364\363

\253\142\316\020\215\264\132\144\214\150\300\260\162\103\064\322

\033\013\366\054\123\322\312\220\113\206\146\374\252\203\042\364

\213\032\157\046\110\254\166\167\010\277\305\230\134\364\046\211

\236\173\303\271\144\062\001\177\323\303\335\130\155\354\261\253

\204\125\164\167\204\004\047\122\153\206\114\316\335\271\145\377

\326\306\136\237\232\020\231\113\165\152\376\152\351\227\040\344
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\344\166\172\306\320\044\252\220\315\040\220\272\107\144\373\177

\007\263\123\170\265\012\142\362\163\103\316\101\053\201\152\056

\205\026\224\123\324\153\137\162\042\253\121\055\102\325\000\234

\231\277\336\273\224\073\127\375\232\365\206\313\126\073\133\210

\001\345\174\050\113\003\371\111\203\174\262\177\174\343\355\216

\241\177\140\123\216\125\235\120\064\022\017\267\227\173\154\207

\112\104\347\365\155\354\200\067\360\130\031\156\112\150\166\360

\037\222\344\352\265\222\323\141\121\020\013\255\247\331\137\307

\137\334\037\243\134\214\241\176\233\267\236\323\126\157\146\136

\007\226\040\355\013\164\373\146\116\213\021\025\351\201\111\176

\157\260\324\120\177\042\327\137\145\002\015\246\364\205\036\330

\256\006\113\112\247\322\061\146\302\370\316\345\010\246\244\002

\226\104\150\127\304\325\063\317\031\057\024\304\224\034\173\244

\331\360\237\016\261\200\342\321\236\021\144\251\210\021\072\166

\202\345\142\302\200\330\244\203\355\223\357\174\057\220\260\062

\114\226\025\150\110\122\324\231\010\300\044\350\034\343\263\245

\041\016\222\300\220\037\317\040\137\312\073\070\307\267\155\072

\363\346\104\270\016\061\153\210\216\160\353\234\027\122\250\101

\224\056\207\266\347\246\022\305\165\337\133\300\012\156\173\244

\344\136\206\371\066\224\337\167\303\351\015\300\071\361\171\273

\106\216\253\103\131\047\267\040\273\043\351\126\100\041\354\061

\075\145\252\103\362\075\337\160\104\341\272\115\046\020\073\230

\237\363\310\216\033\070\126\041\152\121\223\323\221\312\106\332

\211\267\075\123\203\054\010\037\213\217\123\335\377\254\037

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

#

 Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\024\210\116\206\046\067\260\046\257\131\142\134\100\167\354\065

\051\272\226\001
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\123\361\203\043\267\174\216\005\361\214\161\070\116\037\210

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\131\060\202\001\337\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\146

\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001\302\354\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062\063\060\066

\064\065\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063\061\066\060

\064\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\324\274\075\002\102\165\101\023\043\315\200\004\206\002\121

\057\152\250\201\142\013\145\314\366\312\235\036\157\112\146\121

\242\003\331\235\221\372\266\026\261\214\156\336\174\315\333\171

\246\057\316\273\316\161\057\345\245\253\050\354\143\004\146\231

\370\372\362\223\020\005\341\201\050\102\343\306\150\364\346\033
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\204\140\112\211\257\355\171\017\073\316\361\366\104\365\001\170

\300\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\310\313\231\162\160\122\014\370\346\276\262\004\127\051\052

\317\102\020\355\065\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\130\362\115\352\014\371

\137\136\356\140\051\313\072\362\333\326\062\204\031\077\174\325

\057\302\261\314\223\256\120\273\011\062\306\306\355\176\311\066

\224\022\344\150\205\006\242\033\320\057\002\061\000\231\351\026

\264\016\372\126\110\324\244\060\026\221\170\333\124\214\145\001

\212\347\120\146\302\061\267\071\272\270\032\042\007\116\374\153

\124\026\040\377\053\265\347\114\014\115\246\117\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\231\232\144\303\177\364\175\237\253\225\361\107\151\211\024\140

\356\304\303\305

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\241\003\346\112\223\020\321\277\360\031\102\313\376\355\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162
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\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL

 CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151
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\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\250\060\202\003\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177\105\263\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062

\062\065\061\062\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063

\060\060\062\063\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\133\276

\224\063\214\051\225\221\026\012\225\275\107\142\301\211\363\231

\066\337\106\220\311\245\355\170\152\157\107\221\150\370\047\147

\120\063\035\241\246\373\340\345\103\243\204\002\127\001\135\234

\110\100\202\123\020\274\277\307\073\150\220\266\202\055\345\364

\145\320\314\155\031\314\225\371\173\254\112\224\255\016\336\113

\103\035\207\007\222\023\220\200\203\144\065\071\004\374\345\351

\154\263\266\037\120\224\070\145\120\134\027\106\271\266\205\265

\034\265\027\350\326\105\235\330\262\046\260\312\304\160\112\256

\140\244\335\263\331\354\374\073\325\127\162\274\077\310\311\262

\336\113\153\370\043\154\003\300\005\275\225\307\315\163\073\146

\200\144\343\032\254\056\371\107\005\362\006\266\233\163\365\170

\063\133\307\241\373\047\052\241\264\232\221\214\221\323\072\202

\076\166\100\264\315\122\141\121\160\050\077\305\305\132\362\311

\214\111\273\024\133\115\310\377\147\115\114\022\226\255\365\376

\170\250\227\207\327\375\136\040\200\334\241\113\042\373\324\211

\255\272\316\107\227\107\125\173\217\105\310\147\050\204\225\034

\150\060\357\357\111\340\065\173\144\347\230\260\224\332\115\205

\073\076\125\304\050\257\127\363\236\023\333\106\047\237\036\242

\136\104\203\244\245\312\325\023\263\113\077\304\343\302\346\206

\141\244\122\060\271\172\040\117\157\017\070\123\313\063\014\023
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\053\217\326\232\275\052\310\055\261\034\175\113\121\312\107\321

\110\047\162\135\207\353\325\105\346\110\145\235\257\122\220\272

\133\242\030\145\127\022\237\150\271\324\025\153\224\304\151\042

\230\364\063\340\355\371\121\216\101\120\311\064\117\166\220\254

\374\070\301\330\341\173\271\343\343\224\341\106\151\313\016\012

\120\153\023\272\254\017\067\132\267\022\265\220\201\036\126\256

\127\042\206\331\311\322\321\327\121\343\253\073\306\125\375\036

\016\323\164\012\321\332\252\352\151\270\227\050\217\110\304\007

\370\122\103\072\364\312\125\065\054\260\246\152\300\234\371\362

\201\341\022\152\300\105\331\147\263\316\377\043\242\211\012\124

\324\024\271\052\250\327\354\371\253\315\045\130\062\171\217\220

\133\230\071\304\010\006\301\254\177\016\075\000\245\002\003\001

\000\001\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\011\313\131\177\206\262\160\217\032\303\071\343\300\331

\351\277\273\115\262\043\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\254\257\076\135

\302\021\226\211\216\243\347\222\326\227\025\270\023\242\246\102

\056\002\315\026\005\131\047\312\040\350\272\270\350\032\354\115

\250\227\126\256\145\103\261\217\000\233\122\315\125\315\123\071

\155\142\114\213\015\133\174\056\104\277\203\020\217\363\123\202

\200\303\117\072\307\156\021\077\346\343\026\221\204\373\155\204

\177\064\164\255\211\247\316\271\327\327\237\204\144\222\276\225

\241\255\011\123\063\335\356\012\352\112\121\216\157\125\253\272

\265\224\106\256\214\177\330\242\120\045\145\140\200\106\333\063

\004\256\154\265\230\164\124\045\334\223\344\370\343\125\025\075

\270\155\303\012\244\022\301\151\205\156\337\144\361\123\231\341

\112\165\040\235\225\017\344\326\334\003\361\131\030\350\107\211

\262\127\132\224\266\251\330\027\053\027\111\345\166\313\301\126

\231\072\067\261\377\151\054\221\221\223\341\337\114\243\067\166

\115\241\237\370\155\036\035\323\372\354\373\364\105\035\023\155

\317\367\131\345\042\047\162\053\206\363\127\273\060\355\044\115

\334\175\126\273\243\263\370\064\171\211\301\340\362\002\141\367

\246\374\017\273\034\027\013\256\101\331\174\275\047\243\375\056

\072\321\223\224\261\163\035\044\213\257\133\040\211\255\267\147

\146\171\365\072\306\246\226\063\376\123\222\310\106\261\021\221

\306\231\177\217\311\326\146\061\040\101\020\207\055\014\326\301

\257\064\230\312\144\203\373\023\127\321\301\360\074\172\214\245

\301\375\225\041\240\161\301\223\147\161\022\352\217\210\012\151

\031\144\231\043\126\373\254\052\056\160\276\146\304\014\204\357

\345\213\363\223\001\370\152\220\223\147\113\262\150\243\265\142

\217\351\077\214\172\073\136\017\347\214\270\306\174\357\067\375

\164\342\310\117\063\162\341\224\071\155\275\022\257\276\014\116

\160\174\033\157\215\263\062\223\163\104\026\155\350\364\367\340

\225\200\217\226\135\070\244\364\253\336\012\060\207\223\330\115

\000\161\142\105\047\113\072\102\204\133\177\145\267\147\064\122
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\055\234\026\153\252\250\330\173\243\102\114\161\307\014\312\076

\203\344\246\357\267\001\060\136\121\243\171\365\160\151\246\101

\104\017\206\260\054\221\306\075\352\256\017\204

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\245\346\112\073\377\203\026\377\016\334\314\141\212\220\156

\116\256\115\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\020\377\000\377\317\311\370\307\172\300\356\065\216\311\017\107

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING
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 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\100\060\202\001\345\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\001
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\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014

\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144

\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110

\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\027\015\064\062\060

\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\060\161\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040

\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126

\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\131\060

\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\226\334\075\212\330\260\173\157

\306\047\276\104\220\261\263\126\025\173\216\103\044\175\032\204

\131\356\143\150\262\306\136\207\320\025\110\036\250\220\255\275

\123\242\332\336\072\220\246\140\137\150\062\265\206\101\337\207

\133\054\173\305\376\174\172\332\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301\170

\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301

\170\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\111\000\060\106\002\041

\000\265\127\335\327\212\125\013\066\341\206\104\372\324\331\150

\215\270\334\043\212\212\015\324\057\175\352\163\354\277\115\154

\250\002\041\000\313\245\264\022\372\347\265\350\317\176\223\374

\363\065\217\157\116\132\174\264\274\116\262\374\162\252\133\131

\371\347\334\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\324\203\003\117\236\232\110\200\137\162\067\324\251\246\357

\313\174\037\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\037\366\236\204\256\247\264\041\316\036\130\175\321\204\230

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN Root CA G2"

#

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\107\060\202\003\057\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\021

\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023

\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\027\015\064\062\060

\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\060\101\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\305

\165\031\221\175\104\164\164\207\376\016\073\226\334\330\001\026

\314\356\143\221\347\013\157\316\073\012\151\032\174\302\343\257

\202\216\206\327\136\217\127\353\323\041\131\375\071\067\102\060

\276\120\352\266\017\251\210\330\056\055\151\041\347\321\067\030

\116\175\221\325\026\137\153\133\000\302\071\103\015\066\205\122

\271\123\145\017\035\102\345\217\317\005\323\356\334\014\032\331

\270\213\170\042\147\344\151\260\150\305\074\344\154\132\106\347

\315\307\372\357\304\354\113\275\152\244\254\375\314\050\121\357

\222\264\051\253\253\065\232\114\344\304\010\306\046\314\370\151
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\237\344\234\360\051\323\134\371\306\026\045\236\043\303\040\301

\075\017\077\070\100\260\376\202\104\070\252\132\032\212\153\143

\130\070\264\025\323\266\021\151\173\036\124\356\214\032\042\254

\162\227\077\043\131\233\311\042\204\301\007\117\314\177\342\127

\312\022\160\273\246\145\363\151\165\143\275\225\373\033\227\315

\344\250\257\366\321\116\250\331\212\161\044\315\066\075\274\226

\304\361\154\251\256\345\317\015\156\050\015\260\016\265\312\121

\173\170\024\303\040\057\177\373\024\125\341\021\231\375\325\012

\241\236\002\343\142\137\353\065\113\054\270\162\350\076\075\117

\254\054\273\056\206\342\243\166\217\345\223\052\317\245\253\310

\134\215\113\006\377\022\106\254\170\313\024\007\065\340\251\337

\213\351\257\025\117\026\211\133\275\366\215\306\131\256\210\205

\016\301\211\353\037\147\305\105\216\377\155\067\066\053\170\146

\203\221\121\053\075\377\121\167\166\142\241\354\147\076\076\201

\203\340\126\251\120\037\037\172\231\253\143\277\204\027\167\361

\015\073\337\367\234\141\263\065\230\212\072\262\354\074\032\067

\077\176\217\222\317\331\022\024\144\332\020\002\025\101\377\117

\304\353\034\243\311\372\231\367\106\351\341\030\331\261\270\062

\055\313\024\014\120\330\203\145\203\356\271\134\317\313\005\132

\114\372\031\227\153\326\135\023\323\302\134\124\274\062\163\240

\170\365\361\155\036\313\237\245\246\237\042\334\321\121\236\202

\171\144\140\051\023\076\243\375\117\162\152\253\342\324\345\270

\044\125\054\104\113\212\210\104\234\312\204\323\052\073\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\202\041\055\146\306\327\240\340\025\353\316\114\011

\167\304\140\236\124\156\003\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\140\336\032\270\347

\362\140\202\325\003\063\201\313\006\212\361\042\111\351\350\352

\221\177\306\063\136\150\031\003\206\073\103\001\317\007\160\344

\010\036\145\205\221\346\021\042\267\365\002\043\216\256\271\036

\175\037\176\154\346\275\045\325\225\032\362\005\246\257\205\002

\157\256\370\326\061\377\045\311\112\310\307\212\251\331\237\113

\111\233\021\127\231\222\103\021\336\266\063\244\314\327\215\144

\175\324\315\074\050\054\264\232\226\352\115\365\304\104\304\045

\252\040\200\330\051\125\367\340\101\374\006\046\377\271\066\365

\103\024\003\146\170\341\021\261\332\040\137\106\000\170\000\041

\245\036\000\050\141\170\157\250\001\001\217\235\064\232\377\364

\070\220\373\270\321\263\162\006\311\161\346\201\305\171\355\013

\246\171\362\023\013\234\367\135\016\173\044\223\264\110\333\206

\137\336\120\206\170\347\100\346\061\250\220\166\160\141\257\234

\067\054\021\265\202\267\252\256\044\064\133\162\014\151\015\315

\131\237\366\161\257\234\013\321\012\070\371\006\042\203\123\045

\014\374\121\304\346\276\342\071\225\013\044\255\257\321\225\344

\226\327\164\144\153\161\116\002\074\252\205\363\040\243\103\071

\166\133\154\120\376\232\234\024\036\145\024\212\025\275\243\202

\105\132\111\126\152\322\234\261\143\062\345\141\340\123\042\016
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\247\012\111\352\313\176\037\250\342\142\200\366\020\105\122\230

\006\030\336\245\315\057\177\252\324\351\076\010\162\354\043\003

\002\074\246\252\330\274\147\164\075\024\027\373\124\113\027\343

\323\171\075\155\153\111\311\050\016\056\164\120\277\014\331\106

\072\020\206\311\247\077\351\240\354\177\353\245\167\130\151\161

\346\203\012\067\362\206\111\152\276\171\010\220\366\002\026\144

\076\345\332\114\176\014\064\311\371\137\266\263\050\121\247\247

\053\252\111\372\215\145\051\116\343\153\023\247\224\243\055\121

\155\170\014\104\313\337\336\010\157\316\243\144\253\323\225\204

\324\271\122\124\162\173\226\045\314\274\151\343\110\156\015\320

\307\235\047\232\252\370\023\222\335\036\337\143\237\065\251\026

\066\354\214\270\203\364\075\211\217\315\264\027\136\327\263\027

\101\020\135\047\163\140\205\127\111\042\007

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "certSIGN Root CA G2"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\371\223\264\355\075\050\047\260\271\113\247\351\025\035\243

\215\222\345\062

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\361\165\212\306\031\317\224\267\367\145\040\207\303\227\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

#

 Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004
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\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\332\060\202\003\302\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\005

\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\210\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165

\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\070\062\063\061

\071\063\064\061\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\070\062\063\061\071

\063\064\061\062\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010

\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110

\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060

\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166

\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\271\135\121\050\113\074\067\222\321\202\316\275\035\275\315

\335\270\253\317\012\076\341\135\345\334\252\011\271\127\002\076

\346\143\141\337\362\017\202\143\256\243\367\254\163\321\174\347

\263\013\257\010\000\011\131\177\315\051\052\210\223\207\027\030

\200\355\210\262\264\266\020\037\055\326\137\125\242\023\135\321

\306\353\006\126\211\210\376\254\062\235\375\134\303\005\307\156

\356\206\211\272\210\003\235\162\041\206\220\256\217\003\245\334

\237\210\050\313\243\222\111\017\354\320\017\342\155\104\117\200

\152\262\324\347\240\012\123\001\272\216\227\221\166\156\274\374

\325\153\066\346\100\210\326\173\057\137\005\350\054\155\021\363

\347\262\276\222\104\114\322\227\244\376\322\162\201\103\007\234

\351\021\076\365\213\032\131\175\037\150\130\335\004\000\054\226

\363\103\263\176\230\031\164\331\234\163\331\030\276\101\307\064

\171\331\364\142\302\103\271\263\047\260\042\313\371\075\122\307

\060\107\263\311\076\270\152\342\347\350\201\160\136\102\213\117
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\046\245\376\072\302\040\156\273\370\026\216\315\014\251\264\033

\154\166\020\341\130\171\106\076\124\316\200\250\127\011\067\051

\033\231\023\217\014\310\326\054\034\373\005\350\010\225\075\145

\106\334\356\315\151\342\115\217\207\050\116\064\013\076\317\024

\331\273\335\266\120\232\255\167\324\031\326\332\032\210\310\116

\033\047\165\330\262\010\361\256\203\060\271\021\016\315\207\360

\204\215\025\162\174\241\357\314\362\210\141\272\364\151\273\014

\214\013\165\127\004\270\116\052\024\056\075\017\034\036\062\246

\142\066\356\146\342\042\270\005\100\143\020\042\363\063\035\164

\162\212\054\365\071\051\240\323\347\033\200\204\055\305\075\343

\115\261\375\032\157\272\145\007\073\130\354\102\105\046\373\330

\332\045\162\304\366\000\261\042\171\275\343\174\131\142\112\234

\005\157\075\316\346\326\107\143\231\306\044\157\162\022\310\254

\177\220\264\013\221\160\350\267\346\026\020\161\027\316\336\006

\117\110\101\175\065\112\243\211\362\311\113\173\101\021\155\147

\267\010\230\114\345\021\031\256\102\200\334\373\220\005\324\370

\120\312\276\344\255\307\302\224\327\026\235\346\027\217\257\066

\373\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\231\340\031\147\015\142\333\166\263\332

\075\270\133\350\375\102\322\061\016\207\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\230\163

\160\342\260\323\355\071\354\114\140\331\251\022\206\027\036\226

\320\350\124\050\073\144\055\041\246\370\235\126\023\152\110\075

\117\307\076\051\333\155\130\203\124\075\207\175\043\005\324\344

\034\334\350\070\145\206\305\165\247\132\333\065\005\275\167\336

\273\051\067\100\005\007\303\224\122\237\312\144\335\361\033\053

\334\106\012\020\002\061\375\112\150\015\007\144\220\346\036\365

\052\241\250\273\074\135\371\243\010\013\021\014\361\077\055\020

\224\157\376\342\064\207\203\326\317\345\033\065\155\322\003\341

\260\015\250\240\252\106\047\202\066\247\025\266\010\246\102\124

\127\266\231\132\342\013\171\220\327\127\022\121\065\031\210\101

\150\045\324\067\027\204\025\373\001\162\334\225\336\122\046\040

\230\046\342\166\365\047\157\372\000\073\112\141\331\015\313\121

\223\052\375\026\006\226\247\043\232\043\110\376\121\275\266\304

\260\261\124\316\336\154\101\255\026\147\176\333\375\070\315\271

\070\116\262\301\140\313\235\027\337\130\236\172\142\262\046\217

\164\225\233\344\133\035\322\017\335\230\034\233\131\271\043\323

\061\240\246\377\070\335\317\040\117\351\130\126\072\147\303\321

\366\231\231\235\272\066\266\200\057\210\107\117\206\277\104\072

\200\344\067\034\246\272\352\227\230\021\320\204\142\107\144\036

\252\356\100\277\064\261\234\217\116\341\362\222\117\037\216\363

\236\227\336\363\246\171\152\211\161\117\113\047\027\110\376\354

\364\120\017\117\111\175\314\105\343\275\172\100\305\101\334\141

\126\047\006\151\345\162\101\201\323\266\001\211\240\057\072\162

\171\376\072\060\277\101\354\307\142\076\221\113\307\331\061\166

\102\371\367\074\143\354\046\214\163\014\175\032\035\352\250\174
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\207\250\302\047\174\341\063\101\017\317\317\374\000\240\042\200

\236\112\247\157\000\260\101\105\267\042\312\150\110\305\102\242

\256\335\035\362\340\156\116\005\130\261\300\220\026\052\244\075

\020\100\276\217\142\143\203\251\234\202\175\055\002\351\203\060

\174\313\047\311\375\036\146\000\260\056\323\041\057\216\063\026

\154\230\355\020\250\007\326\314\223\317\333\321\151\034\344\312

\311\340\266\234\351\316\161\161\336\154\077\026\244\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\217\066\117\341\130\227\104\041\131\207\245\052\232\320\151

\225\046\177\265

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\034\030\055\057\272\137\155\241\154\274\307\253\221\307\016

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156
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\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\140\060\202\002\007\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\015

\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206

\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\176\373\154\346\043\343

\163\062\010\312\140\346\123\234\272\164\215\030\260\170\220\122

\200\335\070\300\112\035\321\250\314\223\244\227\006\070\312\015

\025\142\306\216\001\052\145\235\252\337\064\221\056\201\301\344

\063\222\061\304\375\011\072\246\077\255\243\103\060\101\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\017\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\101\006\254\220

\155\321\112\353\165\245\112\020\231\263\261\241\213\112\367\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104

\002\040\007\346\124\332\016\240\132\262\256\021\237\207\305\266

\377\151\336\045\276\370\240\267\010\363\104\316\052\337\010\041

\014\067\002\040\055\046\003\240\005\275\153\321\366\134\370\145
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\314\206\155\263\234\064\110\143\204\011\305\215\167\032\342\314

\234\341\164\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global

 ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\220\202\335\105\014\276\213\133\261\146\323\342\244\010\046

\315\355\102\317

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\104\343\215\135\066\206\046\350\015\005\322\131\247\203\124

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH
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 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157
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\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\235\060\202\002\044\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\010

\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\153\332\015\165\065\010\061\107\005

\256\105\231\125\361\021\023\056\112\370\020\061\043\243\176\203

\323\177\050\010\072\046\032\072\317\227\202\037\200\267\047\011

\217\321\216\060\304\012\233\016\254\130\004\253\367\066\175\224

\043\244\233\012\212\213\253\353\375\071\045\146\361\136\376\214

\256\215\101\171\235\011\140\316\050\251\323\212\155\363\326\105

\324\362\230\204\070\145\240\243\103\060\101\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\017\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\251\204\211\322\301\062\275

\030\313\154\246\007\116\310\347\235\276\202\220\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\067

\001\222\227\105\022\176\240\363\076\255\031\072\162\335\364\120

\223\003\022\276\104\322\117\101\244\214\234\235\037\243\366\302

\222\347\110\024\376\116\233\245\221\127\256\306\067\162\273\002

\060\147\045\012\261\014\136\356\251\143\222\157\345\220\013\376

\146\042\312\107\375\212\061\367\203\376\172\277\020\276\030\053
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\036\217\366\051\036\224\131\357\216\041\067\313\121\230\245\156

\113

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\363\243\310\317\157\303\004\056\155\016\147\062\305\236\150

\225\015\136\322

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\352\317\140\304\073\271\025\051\100\241\227\355\170\047\223\326

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\242\060\202\003\212\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\001

\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104\161\370\326

\120\115\015\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113

\122\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105

\122\040\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106

\117\122\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\003\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027

\015\061\067\060\070\061\070\060\070\065\070\064\062\132\027\015

\063\067\060\070\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\151\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\046\060\044

\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040\102\125\123

\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122\115\040\103

\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\116

\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\324\361\223\134\265\100

\211\012\253\015\220\133\120\143\256\220\224\164\027\105\162\326

\173\145\132\051\113\247\126\240\113\270\057\102\165\351\331\173

\044\132\061\145\253\027\027\321\063\072\331\021\334\100\066\207

\337\307\152\351\046\136\131\212\167\343\350\110\234\061\026\372

\076\221\261\312\311\243\342\237\316\041\123\243\002\066\060\313

\122\002\345\332\062\135\303\305\346\371\356\021\307\213\311\104

\036\204\223\030\112\264\237\345\022\144\151\320\046\205\142\001

\266\311\002\035\276\203\121\273\134\332\370\255\025\152\231\367

\222\124\367\064\133\351\277\352\051\201\022\324\123\221\226\263

\221\132\335\376\220\163\050\373\060\106\265\312\010\007\307\161

\162\311\146\323\064\227\366\214\364\030\112\341\320\075\132\105

\266\151\247\051\373\043\316\210\330\022\234\000\110\250\246\017

\263\073\222\215\161\016\164\305\213\310\114\371\364\233\216\270

\074\151\355\157\073\120\057\130\355\304\260\320\034\033\152\014

\342\274\104\252\330\315\024\135\224\170\141\277\016\156\332\052

\274\057\014\013\161\246\263\026\077\234\346\371\314\237\123\065

\342\003\240\240\030\277\273\361\276\364\326\214\207\015\102\367

\006\271\361\155\355\004\224\250\376\266\323\006\306\100\141\337

\235\235\363\124\166\316\123\072\001\246\222\101\354\004\243\217

\015\242\325\011\312\326\313\232\361\357\103\135\300\253\245\101

\317\134\123\160\160\311\210\246\055\324\153\141\163\120\046\206

\141\016\137\033\302\053\342\214\325\273\235\301\003\102\272\224

\332\137\251\260\312\314\115\012\357\107\151\003\057\042\373\361

\050\316\277\135\120\145\250\220\155\263\164\260\010\307\254\250

\321\353\076\234\374\135\032\203\056\053\313\265\363\104\235\072

\247\027\141\226\242\161\323\160\226\025\115\267\114\163\356\031

\134\305\133\076\101\376\254\165\140\073\033\143\316\000\335\332
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\010\220\142\264\345\055\356\110\247\153\027\231\124\276\207\112

\343\251\136\004\114\353\020\155\124\326\357\361\350\362\142\026

\313\200\153\355\075\355\365\037\060\245\256\113\311\023\355\212

\001\001\311\270\121\130\300\146\072\261\146\113\304\325\061\002

\142\351\164\204\014\333\115\106\055\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\237\210

\337\241\315\054\275\354\365\073\001\001\223\063\047\262\353\140

\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\062\312\200\263\235\075\124\006\335\322

\322\056\360\244\001\041\013\147\110\312\155\216\340\310\252\015

\252\215\041\127\217\306\076\172\312\333\121\324\122\263\324\226

\204\245\130\140\177\345\013\216\037\365\334\012\025\201\345\073

\266\267\042\057\011\234\023\026\261\154\014\065\010\155\253\143

\162\355\334\276\354\307\127\346\060\040\161\326\327\020\301\023

\125\001\214\052\103\344\101\361\317\072\172\123\222\316\242\003

\005\015\070\337\002\273\020\056\331\073\322\233\172\300\241\246

\370\265\061\346\364\165\311\271\123\231\165\107\042\132\024\025

\307\170\033\266\235\351\014\370\033\166\361\205\204\336\241\332

\022\357\244\342\020\227\172\170\336\014\121\227\250\041\100\213

\206\275\015\360\136\116\113\066\273\073\040\037\212\102\126\341

\013\032\277\173\320\042\103\054\104\214\373\345\052\264\154\034

\034\272\224\340\023\176\041\346\232\302\313\305\102\144\264\036

\224\173\010\045\310\161\314\207\105\127\205\323\237\051\142\042

\203\121\227\000\030\227\167\152\230\222\311\174\140\154\337\154

\175\112\344\160\114\302\236\270\035\367\320\064\307\017\314\373

\247\377\003\276\255\160\220\332\013\335\310\155\227\137\232\177

\011\062\101\375\315\242\314\132\155\114\362\252\111\376\146\370

\351\330\065\353\016\050\036\356\110\057\072\320\171\011\070\174

\246\042\202\223\225\320\003\276\276\002\240\005\335\040\042\343

\157\035\210\064\140\306\346\012\271\011\165\013\360\007\350\151

\226\065\307\373\043\201\216\070\071\270\105\053\103\170\242\321

\054\024\377\015\050\162\162\225\233\136\011\333\211\104\230\252

\241\111\273\161\122\362\277\366\377\047\241\066\257\270\266\167

\210\335\072\244\155\233\064\220\334\024\135\060\277\267\353\027

\344\207\267\161\320\241\327\167\025\324\102\327\362\363\061\231

\135\233\335\026\155\077\352\006\043\370\106\242\042\355\223\366

\335\232\346\052\207\261\230\124\361\042\367\153\105\343\342\216

\166\035\232\215\304\006\215\066\267\024\363\235\124\151\267\216

\074\325\244\155\223\201\267\255\366\275\144\173\302\311\150\071

\240\222\234\315\064\206\221\220\372\144\121\235\376\376\353\245

\365\165\336\211\367\162

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\153\362\251\047\112\332\024\240\304\364\216\141\047\371\300

\036\170\135\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\176\101\366\045\073\365\011\263\027\350\106\075\277\320\233

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

#

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95
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# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8

 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\156\060\202\001\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\142

\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056\235\225\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\170\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060

\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062
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\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003

\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105

\107\125\122\117\123\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\062\062\060\060

\071\063\067\063\063\132\027\015\064\063\061\062\062\060\060\071

\063\067\063\063\132\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013

\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141

\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064

\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122

\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122

\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\366\272\127\123\310\312\253\337\066

\112\122\041\344\227\322\203\147\236\360\145\121\320\136\207\307

\107\261\131\362\127\107\233\000\002\223\104\027\151\333\102\307

\261\262\072\030\016\264\135\214\263\146\135\241\064\371\066\054

\111\333\363\106\374\263\104\151\104\023\146\375\327\305\375\257

\066\115\316\003\115\007\161\317\257\152\005\322\242\103\132\012

\122\157\001\003\116\216\213\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\001\271\057\357\277\021\206\140\362

\117\320\101\156\253\163\037\347\322\156\111\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\256

\112\343\053\100\303\164\021\362\225\255\026\043\336\116\014\032

\346\135\245\044\136\153\104\173\374\070\342\117\313\234\105\027

\021\114\024\047\046\125\071\165\112\003\314\023\220\237\222\002

\061\000\372\112\154\140\210\163\363\356\270\230\142\251\316\053

\302\331\212\246\160\061\035\257\260\224\114\353\117\306\343\321

\363\142\247\074\377\223\056\007\134\111\001\147\151\022\002\162

\277\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC

 RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\377\331\236\300\145\015\003\316\165\223\322\355\077\055\062

\311\343\345\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\031\066\234\122\003\057\322\321\273\043\314\335\036\022\125\273

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc

#

 Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\160\060\202\003\130\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217\127\334\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\122

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145

\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\065\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142

\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\122\064\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\334\171\314\155\006\371\155\273\340

\126\004\154\177\340\165\314\055\005\111\350\113\334\124\354\133

\167\225\162\277\177\142\235\205\251\212\044\120\137\123\345\333
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\164\157\244\051\133\023\052\011\255\232\305\057\302\367\166\073

\241\105\106\252\103\346\044\376\053\260\157\062\160\031\106\132

\171\046\057\374\075\175\137\144\313\127\314\141\141\250\331\225

\156\343\225\240\156\177\107\022\030\326\357\003\311\373\212\372

\232\275\202\025\251\125\167\113\021\117\131\340\153\303\161\363

\014\330\124\325\201\150\076\023\271\025\056\207\212\074\104\047

\066\142\044\156\370\054\005\162\060\141\275\102\221\043\304\235

\045\247\331\124\232\024\243\061\255\200\171\014\247\143\154\230

\243\254\127\107\063\037\145\226\341\320\322\065\332\371\161\367

\241\246\045\265\101\135\337\076\140\330\321\366\237\245\362\270

\314\023\252\217\371\262\156\341\203\055\223\335\076\205\032\335

\350\261\134\046\001\313\111\205\374\374\322\324\177\205\142\206

\164\371\313\354\065\042\242\014\060\217\073\253\171\353\126\362

\372\102\363\355\371\037\105\211\100\051\255\352\222\164\352\122

\375\126\264\053\332\242\355\165\302\156\253\316\122\220\113\366

\336\360\111\217\232\110\324\210\031\155\105\346\314\214\271\335

\144\140\140\002\100\370\271\317\274\130\353\075\205\271\306\012

\323\234\007\146\217\307\030\071\043\106\341\074\036\243\057\120

\141\222\013\075\053\154\361\243\107\070\127\221\253\015\217\306

\235\115\004\322\046\122\134\345\245\375\052\055\026\052\001\151

\347\251\175\341\066\267\261\052\305\331\261\215\275\271\213\316

\314\213\241\076\013\110\315\120\225\064\304\330\010\131\330\153

\046\364\276\365\324\042\027\000\127\311\256\233\004\060\063\237

\013\373\337\126\242\311\156\124\166\332\261\227\142\047\131\017

\021\212\042\033\144\226\077\250\361\267\044\112\215\074\123\174

\155\203\166\075\262\046\110\163\365\104\026\001\055\011\052\216

\026\226\120\320\163\006\135\273\042\110\202\114\012\106\132\077

\200\377\134\362\362\232\254\054\010\340\326\352\360\022\070\201

\117\246\020\355\106\253\314\026\234\013\317\144\246\231\002\205

\104\147\106\255\375\115\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\223\025\050

\156\356\217\010\262\065\306\236\142\171\164\247\261\016\053\173

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\105\012\370\321\134\254\142\201\320\004\327\266

\377\127\121\211\013\014\313\336\044\145\067\373\253\236\355\146

\364\352\014\031\151\211\270\031\261\060\126\264\331\366\367\276

\306\256\227\313\105\366\021\214\072\060\144\114\301\237\131\300

\106\102\010\006\107\144\027\170\340\225\007\006\326\214\242\254

\251\331\077\323\173\126\117\374\304\207\050\337\266\053\026\043

\300\237\037\133\343\326\104\136\042\117\043\004\214\065\026\265

\171\007\206\134\057\227\342\366\010\144\246\334\333\250\212\343

\244\173\167\015\321\051\223\050\040\264\123\243\113\116\137\336

\301\366\165\043\374\037\074\170\117\160\061\170\057\242\065\124

\161\004\254\310\304\155\303\366\221\261\376\315\356\104\156\201

\366\100\305\076\052\001\277\253\114\261\003\077\015\021\344\017

\322\044\343\042\210\233\237\137\107\075\121\111\340\011\067\176
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\027\041\061\166\267\147\161\110\050\113\045\327\020\350\237\141

\131\026\305\076\062\116\037\014\316\243\314\017\344\307\021\007

\042\057\070\010\335\133\227\353\102\154\131\232\232\356\172\320

\235\337\305\333\011\103\056\012\252\031\075\153\350\152\060\172

\127\346\277\263\152\071\251\217\343\361\117\145\150\266\275\237

\050\217\241\026\132\011\120\072\062\056\035\057\104\021\102\246

\000\346\061\230\377\055\241\017\346\244\140\126\317\171\327\262

\116\327\260\372\156\014\127\043\307\316\037\245\261\114\155\031

\111\236\016\177\160\217\161\077\130\050\237\165\335\141\340\072

\267\071\266\356\227\324\065\121\373\213\111\140\310\074\146\256

\227\356\215\046\131\127\273\170\360\172\120\060\011\260\140\252

\237\116\334\311\076\036\072\334\142\223\063\260\072\124\164\157

\054\061\105\321\153\021\062\152\150\166\366\075\366\152\023\136

\044\230\347\352\035\232\317\170\202\007\140\367\115\020\323\201

\232\105\215\236\257\233\334\200\307\103\262\225\150\244\303\016

\350\012\107\025\277\124\063\334\001\347\325\246\036\163\330\172

\262\277\057\255\343\125\060\236\337\016\101\274\340\021\365\241

\014\250\042\341\343\000\243\116\160\174\222\343\004\321\172\102

\212\165\220\131\343\233\321\114\242\144\275\163\171\233\157\362

\263\301\366\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\166\030\321\363\200\044\075\122\100\306\021\152\255\127\167\011

\175\201\060\240

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\304\173\263\016\124\107\034\103\054\213\276\160\205\142\051

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154
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\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\041\060\202\001\247\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270\220\012\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145\143\165\162

\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\065\060

\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060

\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125

\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040

\105\064\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001

\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\371\171\213\201\107

\067\211\226\077\105\111\120\177\032\046\013\223\062\176\056\300

\300\247\010\232\303\156\217\233\076\013\042\354\067\123\267\157

\212\260\274\047\067\113\155\251\106\073\331\037\377\245\241\104

\273\055\163\277\236\101\007\134\123\233\121\010\072\132\273\157

\070\307\026\221\170\302\112\023\151\035\202\337\132\057\000\210

\226\242\056\034\164\371\235\176\146\067\212\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\337\023\136\213\137

\302\100\002\375\126\267\224\114\266\036\325\246\261\024\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145

\002\060\023\260\276\327\161\040\076\344\253\234\316\066\022\175

\137\114\037\052\265\151\105\063\137\323\055\132\262\344\210\307

\336\012\066\102\062\171\235\246\153\272\341\371\104\052\173\212

\303\022\002\061\000\240\146\034\116\207\235\207\311\355\231\114

\033\012\356\055\140\303\067\307\035\315\265\162\260\331\306\357

\274\362\377\077\360\122\335\010\347\252\144\171\303\344\151\127

\221\057\244\313\174

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\056\037\062\117\211\337\276\376\210\211\360\223\302\304\240

\053\147\165\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\374\306\056\237\364\122\055\052\250\244\272\373\147\062\377

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root R46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE
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# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not

 Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320\337\045\147

\321\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063

\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012

\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055

\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\254\164\062\350\263\145\345\272\355\103\046\035\246\211

\015\105\272\051\210\262\244\035\143\335\323\301\054\011\127\211

\071\241\125\351\147\064\167\014\156\344\125\035\122\045\322\023

\153\136\341\035\251\267\175\211\062\137\015\236\237\054\172\143

\140\100\037\246\260\266\170\217\231\124\226\010\130\256\344\006

\274\142\005\002\026\277\257\250\043\003\266\224\017\274\156\154

\302\313\325\246\273\014\351\366\301\002\373\041\336\146\335\027

\253\164\102\357\360\164\057\045\364\352\153\125\133\220\333\235

\337\136\207\012\100\373\255\031\153\373\367\312\140\210\336\332

\301\217\326\256\325\177\324\074\203\356\327\026\114\203\105\063

\153\047\320\206\320\034\055\153\363\253\175\361\205\251\365\050

\322\255\357\363\204\113\034\207\374\023\243\072\162\242\132\021

\053\326\047\161\047\355\201\055\155\146\201\222\207\264\033\130

\172\314\077\012\372\106\117\115\170\134\370\053\110\343\004\204

\313\135\366\264\152\263\145\374\102\236\121\046\043\040\313\075

\024\371\201\355\145\026\000\117\032\144\227\146\010\317\214\173

\343\053\300\235\371\024\362\033\361\126\152\026\277\054\205\205

\315\170\070\232\353\102\152\002\064\030\203\027\116\224\126\370

\266\202\265\363\226\335\075\363\276\177\040\167\076\173\031\043

\153\054\324\162\163\103\127\175\340\370\327\151\117\027\066\004

\371\300\220\140\067\105\336\346\014\330\164\215\256\234\242\155

\164\135\102\276\006\365\331\144\156\002\020\254\211\260\114\073

\007\115\100\176\044\305\212\230\202\171\216\244\247\202\040\215

\043\372\047\161\311\337\306\101\164\240\115\366\221\026\334\106

\214\137\051\143\061\131\161\014\330\157\302\266\062\175\373\346

\135\123\246\176\025\374\273\165\174\135\354\370\366\027\034\354

\307\153\031\313\363\173\360\053\007\245\331\154\171\124\166\154

\235\034\246\156\016\351\171\014\250\043\152\243\337\033\060\061

\237\261\124\173\376\152\313\146\252\334\145\320\242\236\112\232

\007\041\153\201\217\333\304\131\372\336\042\300\004\234\343\252

\133\066\223\350\075\275\172\241\235\013\166\261\013\307\235\375

\317\230\250\006\302\370\052\243\241\203\240\267\045\162\245\002

\343\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\134\253\163\201\207\250\314\260\246

\325\224\342\066\226\111\377\005\231\054\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\174\170

\354\366\002\054\273\133\176\222\053\135\071\334\276\330\035\242

\102\063\115\371\357\244\052\073\104\151\036\254\331\105\243\116

\074\247\330\044\121\262\124\034\223\116\304\357\173\223\205\140

\046\352\011\110\340\365\273\307\351\150\322\273\152\061\161\314

\171\256\021\250\360\231\375\345\037\274\057\250\314\127\353\166

\304\041\246\107\123\125\115\150\277\005\244\356\327\046\253\142

\332\103\067\113\342\306\265\345\262\203\031\072\307\323\333\115
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\236\010\172\363\356\317\076\142\373\254\350\140\314\321\307\241

\134\203\105\304\105\314\363\027\153\024\311\004\002\076\322\044

\246\171\351\036\316\242\347\301\131\025\237\035\342\113\232\076

\237\166\010\055\153\330\272\127\024\332\203\352\376\214\125\351

\320\116\251\314\167\061\261\104\021\172\134\261\076\323\024\105

\025\030\142\044\023\322\313\115\316\134\203\301\066\362\020\265

\016\210\155\270\341\126\237\211\336\226\146\071\107\144\054\156

\115\256\142\173\277\140\164\031\270\126\254\222\254\026\062\355

\255\150\125\376\230\272\323\064\336\364\311\141\303\016\206\366

\113\204\140\356\015\173\265\062\130\171\221\125\054\201\103\263

\164\037\172\252\045\236\035\327\241\213\271\315\102\056\004\244

\146\203\115\211\065\266\154\250\066\112\171\041\170\042\320\102

\274\321\100\061\220\241\276\004\317\312\147\355\365\360\200\323

\140\311\203\052\042\005\320\007\073\122\277\014\236\252\053\371

\273\346\037\217\045\272\205\215\027\036\002\376\135\120\004\127

\317\376\055\274\357\134\300\032\253\266\237\044\306\337\163\150

\110\220\054\024\364\077\122\032\344\322\313\024\303\141\151\317

\342\371\030\305\272\063\237\024\243\004\135\271\161\367\265\224

\330\366\063\301\132\301\064\213\174\233\335\223\072\347\023\242

\160\141\237\257\217\353\330\305\165\370\063\146\324\164\147\072

\067\167\234\347\335\244\017\166\103\146\212\103\362\237\373\014

\102\170\143\321\342\017\157\173\324\241\075\164\227\205\267\110

\071\101\326\040\374\320\072\263\372\350\157\304\212\272\161\067

\276\213\227\261\170\061\117\263\347\266\003\023\316\124\235\256

\045\131\314\177\065\137\010\367\100\105\061\170\052\172

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

 Trust for "GlobalSign Root R46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\123\242\260\113\312\153\326\105\346\071\212\216\304\015\322\277
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\167\303\242\220

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\024\060\344\372\146\103\224\052\152\033\044\137\031\320\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root E46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\013\060\202\001\221\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204\035\230\350

\103\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\106\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003

\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\234\016\261\317\267\350\236\122\167\165\064

\372\245\106\247\255\062\031\062\264\007\251\047\312\224\273\014

\322\012\020\307\332\211\260\227\014\160\023\011\001\216\330\352

\107\352\276\262\200\053\315\374\050\015\333\254\274\244\206\067

\355\160\010\000\165\352\223\013\173\056\122\234\043\150\043\006

\103\354\222\057\123\204\333\373\107\024\007\350\137\224\147\135

\311\172\201\074\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\061\012\220\217\266\306\235\322\104\113\200

\265\242\346\037\261\022\117\033\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\337\124\220

\355\233\357\213\224\002\223\027\202\231\276\263\236\054\366\013

\221\214\237\112\024\261\366\144\274\273\150\121\023\014\003\367

\025\213\204\140\271\213\377\122\216\347\214\274\034\002\060\074

\371\021\324\214\116\300\301\141\302\025\114\252\253\035\013\061

\137\073\034\342\000\227\104\061\346\376\163\226\057\332\226\323

\376\010\007\263\064\211\274\005\237\367\036\206\356\213\160

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root E46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\071\264\154\325\376\200\006\353\342\057\112\273\010\063\240\257

\333\271\335\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\270\146\355\336\010\203\343\311\342\001\064\006\254\121\157

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GLOBALTRUST

 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5
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# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\202\060\202\003\152\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\132

\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157

\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122

\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012

\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156

\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125

\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060
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\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\256\056\126\255\033\034\357\366

\225\217\240\167\033\053\323\143\217\204\115\105\242\017\237\133

\105\253\131\173\121\064\371\354\213\212\170\305\335\153\257\275

\304\337\223\105\036\277\221\070\013\256\016\026\347\101\163\370

\333\273\321\270\121\340\313\203\073\163\070\156\167\212\017\131

\143\046\315\247\052\316\124\373\270\342\300\174\107\316\140\174

\077\262\163\362\300\031\266\212\222\207\065\015\220\050\242\344

\025\004\143\076\272\257\356\174\136\314\246\213\120\262\070\367

\101\143\312\316\377\151\217\150\016\225\066\345\314\271\214\011

\312\113\335\061\220\226\310\314\037\375\126\226\064\333\216\034

\352\054\276\205\056\143\335\252\251\225\323\375\051\225\023\360

\310\230\223\331\055\026\107\220\021\203\242\072\042\242\050\127

\242\353\376\300\214\050\240\246\175\347\052\102\073\202\200\143

\245\143\037\031\314\174\262\146\250\302\323\155\067\157\342\176

\006\121\331\105\204\037\022\316\044\122\144\205\013\110\200\116

\207\261\042\042\060\252\353\256\276\340\002\340\100\350\260\102

\200\003\121\252\264\176\252\104\327\103\141\363\242\153\026\211

\111\244\243\244\053\212\002\304\170\364\150\212\301\344\172\066

\261\157\033\226\033\167\111\215\324\311\006\162\217\317\123\343

\334\027\205\040\112\334\230\047\323\221\046\053\107\036\151\007

\257\336\242\344\344\324\153\013\263\136\174\324\044\200\107\051

\151\073\156\350\254\375\100\353\330\355\161\161\053\362\350\130

\035\353\101\227\042\305\037\324\071\320\047\217\207\343\030\364

\340\251\106\015\365\164\072\202\056\320\156\054\221\243\061\134

\073\106\352\173\004\020\126\136\200\035\365\245\145\350\202\374

\342\007\214\142\105\365\040\336\106\160\206\241\274\223\323\036

\164\246\154\260\054\367\003\014\210\014\313\324\162\123\206\274

\140\106\363\230\152\302\361\277\103\371\160\040\167\312\067\101

\171\125\122\143\215\133\022\237\305\150\304\210\235\254\362\060

\253\267\243\061\227\147\255\217\027\017\154\307\163\355\044\224

\153\310\203\232\320\232\067\111\004\253\261\026\310\154\111\111

\055\253\241\320\214\222\362\101\112\171\041\045\333\143\327\266

\234\247\176\102\151\373\072\143\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060

\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\334\056\037

\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150\234

\042\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\334\056

\037\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150

\234\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\221\360\102\002\150\100\356\303\150\300

\124\057\337\354\142\303\303\236\212\240\061\050\252\203\216\244

\126\226\022\020\206\126\272\227\162\322\124\060\174\255\031\325

\035\150\157\373\024\102\330\215\016\363\265\321\245\343\002\102

\136\334\350\106\130\007\065\002\060\340\274\164\112\301\103\052

\377\333\032\320\260\257\154\303\375\313\263\365\177\155\003\056

\131\126\235\055\055\065\214\262\326\103\027\054\222\012\313\135

\350\214\017\113\160\103\320\202\377\250\314\277\244\224\300\276
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\207\275\212\343\223\173\306\217\233\026\235\047\145\274\172\305

\102\202\154\134\007\320\251\301\210\140\104\351\230\205\026\137

\370\217\312\001\020\316\045\303\371\140\033\240\305\227\303\323

\054\210\061\242\275\060\354\320\320\300\022\361\301\071\343\345

\365\370\326\112\335\064\315\373\157\301\117\343\000\213\126\342

\222\367\050\262\102\167\162\043\147\307\077\021\025\262\304\003

\005\276\273\021\173\012\277\250\156\347\377\130\103\317\233\147

\240\200\007\266\035\312\255\155\352\101\021\176\055\164\223\373

\302\274\276\121\104\305\357\150\045\047\200\343\310\240\324\022

\354\331\245\067\035\067\174\264\221\312\332\324\261\226\201\357

\150\134\166\020\111\257\176\245\067\200\261\034\122\275\063\201

\114\217\371\335\145\331\024\315\212\045\130\364\342\305\203\245

\011\220\324\154\024\143\265\100\337\353\300\374\304\130\176\015

\024\026\207\124\047\156\126\344\160\204\270\154\062\022\176\202

\061\103\276\327\335\174\241\255\256\326\253\040\022\357\012\303

\020\214\111\226\065\334\013\165\136\261\117\325\117\064\016\021

\040\007\165\103\105\351\243\021\332\254\243\231\302\266\171\047

\342\271\357\310\342\366\065\051\172\164\372\305\177\202\005\142

\246\012\352\150\262\171\107\006\156\362\127\250\025\063\306\367

\170\112\075\102\173\153\176\376\367\106\352\321\353\216\357\210

\150\133\350\301\331\161\176\375\144\357\377\147\107\210\130\045

\057\076\206\007\275\373\250\345\202\250\254\245\323\151\103\315

\061\210\111\204\123\222\300\261\071\033\071\203\001\060\304\362

\251\372\320\003\275\162\067\140\126\037\066\174\275\071\221\365

\155\015\277\173\327\222

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\147\301\023\121\001\014\252\320\307\152\145\067\061\026\046
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\117\123\161\242

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\157\313\155\343\314\242\361\174\203\372\016\170\327\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ANF

 Secure Server Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116
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\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\357\060\202\003\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\015

\323\343\274\154\371\153\261\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144

\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143

\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116

\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125

\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123

\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\071\060\071\060\064\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\027\015

\063\071\060\070\063\060\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\060\201\204

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\333\353\153\053\346\144\124\225\202\220\243

\162\244\031\001\235\234\013\201\137\163\111\272\247\254\363\004

\116\173\226\013\354\021\340\133\246\034\316\033\322\015\203\034

\053\270\236\035\176\105\062\140\017\007\351\167\130\176\237\152
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\310\141\116\266\046\301\114\215\377\114\357\064\262\037\145\330

\271\170\365\255\251\161\271\357\117\130\035\245\336\164\040\227

\241\355\150\114\336\222\027\113\274\253\377\145\232\236\373\107

\331\127\162\363\011\241\256\166\104\023\156\234\055\104\071\274

\371\307\073\244\130\075\101\275\264\302\111\243\310\015\322\227

\057\007\145\122\000\247\156\310\257\150\354\364\024\226\266\127

\037\126\303\071\237\053\155\344\363\076\366\065\144\332\014\034

\241\204\113\057\113\113\342\054\044\235\155\223\100\353\265\043

\216\062\312\157\105\323\250\211\173\036\317\036\372\133\103\213

\315\315\250\017\152\312\014\136\271\236\107\217\360\331\266\012

\013\130\145\027\063\271\043\344\167\031\175\313\112\056\222\173

\117\057\020\167\261\215\057\150\234\142\314\340\120\370\354\221

\247\124\114\127\011\325\166\143\305\350\145\036\356\155\152\317

\011\235\372\174\117\255\140\010\375\126\231\017\025\054\173\251

\200\253\214\141\217\112\007\166\102\336\075\364\335\262\044\063

\133\270\265\243\104\311\254\177\167\074\035\043\354\202\251\246

\342\310\006\114\002\376\254\134\231\231\013\057\020\212\246\364

\177\325\207\164\015\131\111\105\366\360\161\134\071\051\326\277

\112\043\213\365\137\001\143\322\207\163\050\265\113\012\365\370

\253\202\054\176\163\045\062\035\013\143\012\027\201\000\377\266

\166\136\347\264\261\100\312\041\273\325\200\121\345\110\122\147

\054\322\141\211\007\015\017\316\102\167\300\104\163\234\104\120

\240\333\020\012\055\225\034\201\257\344\034\345\024\036\361\066

\101\001\002\057\175\163\247\336\102\314\114\351\211\015\126\367

\237\221\324\003\306\154\311\217\333\330\034\340\100\230\135\146

\231\230\200\156\055\377\001\305\316\313\106\037\254\002\306\103

\346\256\242\204\074\305\116\036\075\155\311\024\114\343\056\101

\273\312\071\277\066\074\052\031\252\101\207\116\245\316\113\062

\171\335\220\111\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\234\137\320\154\143

\243\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\320\154\143\243

\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\116\036\271\212\306\240\230\077\156\303\151\300\152

\134\111\122\254\313\053\135\170\070\301\325\124\204\237\223\360

\207\031\075\054\146\211\353\015\102\374\314\360\165\205\077\213

\364\200\135\171\345\027\147\275\065\202\342\362\074\216\175\133

\066\313\132\200\000\051\362\316\053\054\361\217\252\155\005\223

\154\162\307\126\353\337\120\043\050\345\105\020\075\350\147\243

\257\016\125\017\220\011\142\357\113\131\242\366\123\361\300\065

\344\057\301\044\275\171\057\116\040\042\073\375\032\040\260\244

\016\054\160\355\164\077\270\023\225\006\121\310\350\207\046\312

\244\133\152\026\041\222\335\163\140\236\020\030\336\074\201\352

\350\030\303\174\211\362\213\120\076\275\021\342\025\003\250\066

\175\063\001\154\110\025\327\210\220\231\004\305\314\346\007\364
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\274\364\220\355\023\342\352\213\303\217\243\063\017\301\051\114

\023\116\332\025\126\161\163\162\202\120\366\232\063\174\242\261

\250\032\064\164\145\134\316\321\353\253\123\340\032\200\330\352

\072\111\344\046\060\233\345\034\212\250\251\025\062\206\231\222

\012\020\043\126\022\340\366\316\114\342\273\276\333\215\222\163

\001\146\057\142\076\262\162\047\105\066\355\115\126\343\227\231

\377\072\065\076\245\124\112\122\131\113\140\333\356\376\170\021

\177\112\334\024\171\140\266\153\144\003\333\025\203\341\242\276

\366\043\227\120\360\011\063\066\247\161\226\045\363\271\102\175

\333\070\077\054\130\254\350\102\341\016\330\323\073\114\056\202

\351\203\056\153\061\331\335\107\206\117\155\227\221\056\117\342

\050\161\065\026\321\362\163\376\045\053\007\107\044\143\047\310

\370\366\331\153\374\022\061\126\010\300\123\102\257\234\320\063

\176\374\006\360\061\104\003\024\361\130\352\362\152\015\251\021

\262\203\276\305\032\277\007\352\131\334\243\210\065\357\234\166

\062\074\115\006\042\316\025\345\335\236\330\217\332\336\322\304

\071\345\027\201\317\070\107\353\177\210\155\131\033\337\237\102

\024\256\176\317\250\260\146\145\332\067\257\237\252\075\352\050

\266\336\325\061\130\026\202\133\352\273\031\165\002\163\032\312

\110\032\041\223\220\012\216\223\204\247\175\073\043\030\222\211

\240\215\254

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\156\150\320\314\025\266\240\137\036\301\137\256\002\374\153

\057\135\157\164

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\246\104\132\331\257\116\057\262\035\266\145\260\116\350\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum EC-384 CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006
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\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\145\060\202\001\353\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\170

\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272\163\364\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\164\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023

\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055\063\070\064\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065

\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065\064

\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143

\157\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103

\055\063\070\064\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\304

\050\216\253\030\133\152\276\156\144\067\143\344\315\354\253\072

\367\314\241\270\016\202\111\327\206\051\237\241\224\362\343\140

\170\230\201\170\006\115\362\354\232\016\127\140\203\237\264\346

\027\057\032\263\135\002\133\211\043\074\302\021\005\052\247\210

\023\030\363\120\204\327\275\064\054\047\211\125\377\316\114\347

\337\246\037\050\304\360\124\303\271\174\267\123\255\353\302\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060
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\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\215

\006\146\164\044\166\072\363\211\367\274\326\275\107\175\057\274

\020\137\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\150\000\060\145\002\060\003\125\055\246\346\030\304\174\357\311

\120\156\301\047\017\234\207\257\156\325\033\010\030\275\222\051

\301\357\224\221\170\322\072\034\125\211\142\345\033\011\036\272

\144\153\361\166\264\324\002\061\000\264\102\204\231\377\253\347

\236\373\221\227\047\135\334\260\133\060\161\316\136\070\032\152

\331\045\347\352\367\141\222\126\370\352\332\066\302\207\145\226

\056\162\045\057\177\337\303\023\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum EC-384 CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384

 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\076\170\074\254\337\364\242\314\254\147\125\151\126\327\345

\026\074\341\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\145\263\226\140\227\022\241\354\116\341\075\243\306\311\361

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root

 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006
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\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\300\060\202\003\250\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117\265\355\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\172

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060

\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104

\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056

\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165

\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070

\060\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\027\015\064\063\060

\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\060\172\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141\040

\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026

\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\321\055\216\273\267\066\352\155\067

\221\237\116\223\247\005\344\051\003\045\316\034\202\367\174\231

\237\101\006\315\355\243\272\300\333\011\054\301\174\337\051\176

\113\145\057\223\247\324\001\153\003\050\030\243\330\235\005\301

\052\330\105\361\221\336\337\073\320\200\002\214\317\070\017\352

\247\134\170\021\244\301\310\205\134\045\323\323\262\347\045\317

\021\124\227\253\065\300\036\166\034\357\000\123\237\071\334\024

\245\054\042\045\263\162\162\374\215\263\345\076\010\036\024\052

\067\013\210\074\312\260\364\310\302\241\256\274\301\276\051\147

\125\342\374\255\131\134\376\275\127\054\260\220\215\302\355\067

\266\174\231\210\265\325\003\232\075\025\015\075\072\250\250\105

\360\225\116\045\131\035\315\230\151\273\323\314\062\311\215\357

\201\376\255\175\211\273\272\140\023\312\145\225\147\240\363\031

\366\003\126\324\152\323\047\342\241\255\203\360\112\022\042\167

\034\005\163\342\031\161\102\300\354\165\106\232\220\130\340\152

\216\053\245\106\060\004\216\031\262\027\343\276\251\272\177\126

\361\044\003\327\262\041\050\166\016\066\060\114\171\325\101\232

\232\250\270\065\272\014\072\362\104\033\040\210\367\305\045\327
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\075\306\343\076\103\335\207\376\304\352\365\123\076\114\145\377

\073\112\313\170\132\153\027\137\015\307\303\117\116\232\052\242

\355\127\115\042\342\106\232\077\017\221\064\044\175\125\343\214

\225\067\323\032\360\011\053\054\322\311\215\264\015\000\253\147

\051\050\330\001\365\031\004\266\035\276\166\376\162\134\304\205

\312\322\200\101\337\005\250\243\325\204\220\117\013\363\340\077

\233\031\322\067\211\077\362\173\122\034\214\366\341\367\074\007

\227\214\016\242\131\201\014\262\220\075\323\343\131\106\355\017

\251\247\336\200\153\132\252\007\266\031\313\274\127\363\227\041

\172\014\261\053\164\076\353\332\247\147\055\114\304\230\236\066

\011\166\146\146\374\032\077\352\110\124\034\276\060\275\200\120

\277\174\265\316\000\366\014\141\331\347\044\003\340\343\001\201

\016\275\330\205\064\210\275\262\066\250\173\134\010\345\104\200

\214\157\370\057\325\041\312\035\034\320\373\304\265\207\321\072

\116\307\166\265\065\110\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\214\373\034\165

\274\002\323\237\116\056\110\331\371\140\124\252\304\263\117\372

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\110\242\325\000\013\056\320\077\274\034\325\265

\124\111\036\132\153\364\344\362\340\100\067\340\314\024\173\271

\311\372\065\265\165\027\223\152\005\151\205\234\315\117\031\170

\133\031\201\363\143\076\303\316\133\217\365\057\136\001\166\023

\077\054\000\271\315\226\122\071\111\155\004\116\305\351\017\206

\015\341\372\263\137\202\022\361\072\316\146\006\044\064\053\350

\314\312\347\151\334\207\235\302\064\327\171\321\323\167\270\252

\131\130\376\235\046\372\070\206\076\235\212\207\144\127\345\027

\072\342\371\215\271\343\063\170\301\220\330\270\335\267\203\121

\344\304\314\043\325\006\174\346\121\323\315\064\061\300\366\106

\273\013\255\374\075\020\005\052\073\112\221\045\356\214\324\204

\207\200\052\274\011\214\252\072\023\137\350\064\171\120\301\020

\031\371\323\050\036\324\321\121\060\051\263\256\220\147\326\037

\012\143\261\305\251\306\102\061\143\027\224\357\151\313\057\372

\214\024\175\304\103\030\211\331\360\062\100\346\200\342\106\137

\345\343\301\000\131\250\371\350\040\274\211\054\016\107\064\013

\352\127\302\123\066\374\247\324\257\061\315\376\002\345\165\372

\271\047\011\371\363\365\073\312\175\237\251\042\313\210\311\252

\321\107\075\066\167\250\131\144\153\047\317\357\047\301\343\044

\265\206\367\256\176\062\115\260\171\150\321\071\350\220\130\303

\203\274\017\054\326\227\353\316\014\341\040\307\332\267\076\303

\077\277\057\334\064\244\373\053\041\315\147\217\113\364\343\352

\324\077\347\117\272\271\245\223\105\034\146\037\041\372\144\136

\157\340\166\224\062\313\165\365\156\345\366\217\307\270\244\314

\250\226\175\144\373\044\132\112\003\154\153\070\306\350\003\103

\232\367\127\271\263\051\151\223\070\364\003\362\273\373\202\153

\007\040\321\122\037\232\144\002\173\230\146\333\134\115\132\017

\320\204\225\240\074\024\103\006\312\312\333\270\101\066\332\152
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\104\147\207\257\257\343\105\021\025\151\010\262\276\026\071\227

\044\157\022\105\321\147\135\011\250\311\025\332\372\322\246\137

\023\141\037\277\205\254\264\255\255\005\224\010\203\036\165\027

\323\161\073\223\120\043\131\240\355\074\221\124\235\166\000\305

\303\270\070\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum

 Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\203\104\300\030\256\237\314\361\207\267\217\042\321\305\327

\105\204\272\345

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\341\302\347\376\114\204\257\131\016\057\364\124\157\352\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TunTrust Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

#

 Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\263\060\202\003\233\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\023

\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273\273\262\153

\076\374\023\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156

\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154

\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\064\062\066\060

\070\065\067\065\066\132\027\015\064\064\060\064\062\066\060\070

\065\067\065\066\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101

\147\145\156\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\303\315\323\374\275\004\123

\335\014\040\072\325\210\056\005\113\101\365\203\202\176\367\131

\237\236\236\143\350\163\332\366\006\251\117\037\264\371\013\037

\071\214\232\040\320\176\006\324\354\064\331\206\274\165\133\207

\210\360\322\331\324\243\012\262\154\033\353\111\054\076\254\135

\330\224\003\240\354\064\345\060\304\065\175\373\046\115\033\156

\060\124\330\365\200\105\234\071\255\234\311\045\004\115\232\220

\076\116\100\156\212\153\315\051\147\306\314\055\340\164\350\005

\127\012\110\120\372\172\103\332\176\354\133\232\016\142\166\376

\352\235\035\205\162\354\021\273\065\350\037\047\277\301\241\307

\273\110\026\335\126\327\314\116\240\341\271\254\333\325\203\031

\032\205\321\224\227\327\312\243\145\013\363\070\371\002\256\335

\366\147\317\311\077\365\212\054\107\032\231\157\005\015\375\320

\035\202\061\374\051\314\000\130\227\221\114\200\000\034\063\205

\226\057\313\101\302\213\020\204\303\011\044\211\037\265\017\331

\331\167\107\030\222\224\140\134\307\231\003\074\376\367\225\247

\175\120\241\200\302\251\203\255\130\226\125\041\333\206\131\324

\257\306\274\335\201\156\007\333\140\142\376\354\020\156\332\150

\001\364\203\033\251\076\242\133\043\327\144\306\337\334\242\175

\330\113\272\202\322\121\370\146\277\006\106\344\171\052\046\066

\171\217\037\116\231\035\262\217\014\016\034\377\311\135\300\375

\220\020\246\261\067\363\315\072\044\156\264\205\220\277\200\271

\014\214\325\233\326\310\361\126\077\032\200\211\172\251\342\033

\062\121\054\076\362\337\173\366\135\172\051\031\216\345\310\275

\066\161\213\135\114\302\035\077\255\130\242\317\075\160\115\246

\120\230\045\334\043\371\270\130\101\010\161\277\117\270\204\240

\217\000\124\025\374\221\155\130\247\226\073\353\113\226\047\315

\153\242\241\206\254\015\174\124\346\146\114\146\137\220\276\041

\232\002\106\055\344\203\302\200\271\317\113\076\350\177\074\001
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\354\217\136\315\177\322\050\102\001\225\212\342\227\075\020\041

\175\366\235\034\305\064\241\354\054\016\012\122\054\022\125\160

\044\075\313\302\024\065\103\135\047\116\276\300\275\252\174\226

\347\374\236\141\255\104\323\000\227\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\006\232\233

\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264\367\104

\041\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\006

\232\233\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264

\367\104\041\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\252\005\156\266\335\025\311\277\263

\306\040\366\006\107\260\206\223\045\323\215\271\310\000\077\227

\365\122\047\210\161\311\164\375\353\312\144\333\133\357\036\135

\272\277\321\353\356\134\151\272\026\310\363\271\217\323\066\056

\100\111\007\015\131\336\213\020\260\111\005\342\377\221\077\113

\267\335\002\216\370\201\050\134\314\334\155\257\137\024\234\175

\130\170\015\366\200\011\271\351\016\227\051\031\270\267\353\370

\026\313\125\022\344\306\175\273\304\354\370\265\034\116\076\147

\277\305\137\033\155\155\107\050\252\004\130\141\326\166\277\042

\177\320\007\152\247\144\123\360\227\215\235\200\077\273\301\007

\333\145\257\346\233\062\232\303\124\223\304\034\010\303\104\373

\173\143\021\103\321\152\032\141\152\171\155\220\117\051\216\107

\005\301\022\151\151\326\306\066\061\341\374\372\200\272\134\117

\304\353\267\062\254\370\165\141\027\327\020\031\271\361\322\011

\357\172\102\235\133\132\013\324\306\225\116\052\316\377\007\327

\117\176\030\006\210\361\031\265\331\230\273\256\161\304\034\347

\164\131\130\357\014\211\317\213\037\165\223\032\004\024\222\110

\120\251\353\127\051\000\026\343\066\034\310\370\277\360\063\325

\101\017\304\314\074\335\351\063\103\001\221\020\053\036\321\271

\135\315\062\031\213\217\214\040\167\327\042\304\102\334\204\026

\233\045\155\350\264\125\161\177\260\174\263\323\161\111\271\317

\122\244\004\077\334\075\240\273\257\063\236\012\060\140\216\333

\235\135\224\250\275\140\347\142\200\166\201\203\014\214\314\060

\106\111\342\014\322\250\257\353\141\161\357\347\042\142\251\367

\134\144\154\237\026\214\147\066\047\105\365\011\173\277\366\020

\012\361\260\215\124\103\214\004\272\243\077\357\342\065\307\371

\164\340\157\064\101\320\277\163\145\127\040\371\233\147\172\146

\150\044\116\200\145\275\020\231\006\131\362\145\257\270\306\107

\273\375\220\170\213\101\163\056\257\125\037\334\073\222\162\156

\204\323\320\141\114\015\314\166\127\342\055\205\042\025\066\015

\353\001\235\353\330\353\304\204\231\373\300\014\314\062\350\343

\167\332\203\104\213\236\125\050\300\213\130\323\220\076\116\033

\000\361\025\255\203\053\232

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TunTrust Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

# Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

#

 Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\351\160\204\017\340\163\017\235\366\014\177\054\113\356\040

\106\064\234\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\205\023\271\220\133\066\134\266\136\270\132\370\340\061\127\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e
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# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint

 (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\244\060\202\003\214\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\071

\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211\070\176\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014

\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015
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\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\065\063\070\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\065\063\067\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\213\302\347\257\145

\233\005\147\226\311\015\044\271\320\016\144\374\316\342\044\030

\054\204\177\167\121\313\004\021\066\270\136\355\151\161\247\236

\344\045\011\227\147\301\107\302\317\221\026\066\142\075\070\004

\341\121\202\377\254\322\264\151\335\056\354\021\243\105\356\153

\153\073\114\277\214\215\244\036\235\021\271\351\070\371\172\016

\014\230\342\043\035\321\116\143\324\347\270\101\104\373\153\257

\153\332\037\323\305\221\210\133\244\211\222\321\201\346\214\071

\130\240\326\151\103\251\255\230\122\130\156\333\012\373\153\317

\150\372\343\244\136\072\105\163\230\007\352\137\002\162\336\014

\245\263\237\256\251\035\267\035\263\374\212\131\347\156\162\145

\255\365\060\224\043\007\363\202\026\113\065\230\234\123\273\057

\312\344\132\331\307\215\035\374\230\231\373\054\244\202\153\360

\052\037\216\013\137\161\134\134\256\102\173\051\211\201\313\003

\243\231\312\210\236\013\100\011\101\063\333\346\130\172\375\256

\231\160\300\132\017\326\023\206\161\057\166\151\374\220\335\333

\055\156\321\362\233\365\032\153\236\157\025\214\172\360\113\050

\240\042\070\200\044\154\066\244\073\362\060\221\363\170\023\317

\301\077\065\253\361\035\021\043\265\103\042\236\001\222\267\030

\002\345\021\321\202\333\025\000\314\141\067\301\052\174\232\341

\320\272\263\120\106\356\202\254\235\061\370\373\043\342\003\000

\110\160\243\011\046\171\025\123\140\363\070\134\255\070\352\201

\000\143\024\271\063\136\335\013\333\240\105\007\032\063\011\370

\115\264\247\002\246\151\364\302\131\005\210\145\205\126\256\113

\313\340\336\074\175\055\032\310\351\373\037\243\141\112\326\052

\023\255\167\114\032\030\233\221\017\130\330\006\124\305\227\370

\252\077\040\212\246\205\246\167\366\246\374\034\342\356\156\224

\063\052\203\120\204\012\345\117\206\370\120\105\170\000\201\353

\133\150\343\046\215\314\173\134\121\364\024\054\100\276\032\140

\035\172\162\141\035\037\143\055\210\252\316\242\105\220\010\374

\153\276\263\120\052\132\375\250\110\030\106\326\220\100\222\220

\012\204\136\150\061\370\353\355\015\323\035\306\175\231\030\125

\126\047\145\056\215\105\305\044\354\316\343\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\012\110\043\246\140\244\222\012\063\352\223\133\305\127\352\045

\115\275\022\356\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001
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\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\220\110\252\156\142\025\045

\146\173\014\325\214\213\211\235\327\355\116\007\357\234\320\024

\137\136\120\275\150\226\220\244\024\021\252\150\155\011\065\071

\100\011\332\364\011\054\064\245\173\131\204\111\051\227\164\310

\007\036\107\155\362\316\034\120\046\343\236\075\100\123\077\367

\177\226\166\020\305\106\245\320\040\113\120\364\065\073\030\364

\125\152\101\033\107\006\150\074\273\011\010\142\331\137\125\102

\252\254\123\205\254\225\126\066\126\253\344\005\214\305\250\332

\037\243\151\275\123\017\304\377\334\312\343\176\362\114\210\206

\107\106\032\363\000\365\200\221\242\334\103\102\224\233\040\360

\321\315\262\353\054\123\302\123\170\112\117\004\224\101\232\217

\047\062\301\345\111\031\277\361\362\302\213\250\012\071\061\050

\264\175\142\066\054\115\354\037\063\266\176\167\155\176\120\360

\237\016\327\021\217\317\030\305\343\047\376\046\357\005\235\317

\317\067\305\320\173\332\073\260\026\204\014\072\223\326\276\027

\333\017\076\016\031\170\011\307\251\002\162\042\113\367\067\166

\272\165\304\205\003\132\143\325\261\165\005\302\271\275\224\255

\214\025\231\247\223\175\366\305\363\252\164\317\004\205\224\230

\000\364\342\371\312\044\145\277\340\142\257\310\305\372\262\311

\236\126\110\332\171\375\226\166\025\276\243\216\126\304\263\064

\374\276\107\364\301\264\250\374\325\060\210\150\356\313\256\311

\143\304\166\276\254\070\030\341\136\134\317\256\072\042\121\353

\321\213\263\363\053\063\007\124\207\372\264\262\023\173\272\123

\004\142\001\235\361\300\117\356\341\072\324\213\040\020\372\002

\127\346\357\301\013\267\220\106\234\031\051\214\334\157\240\112

\151\151\224\267\044\145\240\377\254\077\316\001\373\041\056\375

\150\370\233\362\245\317\061\070\134\025\252\346\227\000\301\337

\132\245\247\071\252\351\204\177\074\121\250\072\331\224\133\214

\277\117\010\161\345\333\250\134\324\322\246\376\000\243\306\026

\307\017\350\200\316\034\050\144\164\031\010\323\102\343\316\000

\135\177\261\334\023\260\341\005\313\321\040\252\206\164\236\071

\347\221\375\377\133\326\367\255\246\057\003\013\155\343\127\124

\353\166\123\030\215\021\230\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D
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CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\055\005\202\372\210\316\024\014\006\171\336\177\024\020\351

\105\327\245\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\145\107\233\130\206\335\054\360\374\242\204\037\036\226\304\221

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root
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 CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342

\277\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\124\060\202\001\333\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\147

\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342\277\316\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\154\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015\062\061\060

\062\061\071\061\061\060\061\061\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\062

\061\063\061\061\060\061\060\071\132\060\154\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144

\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143

\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101\122\111

\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\070

\010\376\261\240\226\322\172\254\257\111\072\320\300\340\303\073
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\050\252\361\162\155\145\000\107\210\204\374\232\046\153\252\113

\272\154\004\012\210\136\027\362\125\207\374\060\260\064\342\064

\130\127\032\204\123\351\060\331\251\362\226\164\303\121\037\130

\111\061\314\230\116\140\021\207\165\323\162\224\220\117\233\020

\045\052\250\170\055\276\220\101\130\220\025\162\247\241\267\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\311

\033\123\201\022\376\004\325\026\321\252\274\232\157\267\240\225

\031\156\312\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\147\000\060\144\002\060\021\336\256\370\334\116\210\260\251\360

\042\255\302\121\100\357\140\161\055\356\217\002\304\135\003\160

\111\244\222\352\305\024\210\160\246\323\015\260\252\312\054\100

\234\373\351\202\156\232\002\060\053\107\232\007\306\321\302\201

\174\312\013\226\030\101\033\243\364\060\011\236\265\043\050\015

\237\024\266\074\123\242\114\006\151\175\372\154\221\306\052\111

\105\346\354\267\023\341\072\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic

 Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\260\301\235\351\230\222\160\031\070\127\351\215\247\264\135

\156\356\001\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\367\114\345\146\065\321\267\233\214\042\223\164\323\113\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156
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\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342

\277\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156
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\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\252\060\202\003\222\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\125

\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002\050\076\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\157

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\122

\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060

\036\027\015\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\070\064\066\132

\027\015\064\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\070\064\065\132\060

\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151

\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122

\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164

\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040

\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\201\333\127\102\220\054\164\065\364\370\270\164\031\115\253

\011\132\167\105\201\163\142\260\065\237\370\320\267\063\000\207

\023\266\226\253\016\124\022\060\007\274\233\267\110\327\321\031

\203\256\216\330\251\361\251\000\204\260\214\136\236\350\014\217

\124\151\277\366\324\010\117\046\160\376\030\101\143\032\263\062

\213\100\370\007\253\127\061\360\306\026\166\147\232\264\335\057

\362\321\153\305\320\222\204\221\161\156\017\056\143\351\037\123

\244\335\122\023\314\011\203\051\201\014\305\123\165\104\261\016

\147\123\030\320\303\037\210\113\237\224\044\264\051\274\273\350

\116\375\157\322\025\035\111\334\215\160\362\021\032\040\121\125

\021\272\210\157\304\367\120\171\326\252\061\342\204\075\136\062

\310\167\052\120\161\345\013\057\351\266\352\357\253\012\063\071

\016\375\217\245\147\103\202\216\230\151\011\011\033\100\315\070

\147\107\352\311\354\227\161\022\336\044\365\162\074\321\367\103
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\114\046\367\220\262\211\351\105\113\125\075\061\005\172\101\342

\225\272\103\300\027\305\266\205\075\031\215\144\160\363\133\254

\315\237\323\051\165\207\113\225\147\152\246\370\321\335\274\220

\206\211\103\051\251\067\133\365\135\260\046\132\123\102\166\220

\053\317\236\126\154\053\124\317\134\232\145\337\133\213\110\140

\070\174\373\305\013\317\166\004\143\002\063\052\175\365\203\147

\347\372\306\103\375\053\017\324\046\057\167\244\062\301\044\352

\144\235\277\263\070\161\061\104\362\107\270\242\146\101\241\373

\233\173\274\307\106\152\165\277\132\242\214\350\152\104\301\270

\226\265\300\062\010\055\173\164\065\163\262\312\306\376\257\021

\162\030\366\347\310\302\317\245\052\352\173\326\131\350\174\240

\262\152\100\011\151\016\245\226\333\321\000\271\361\210\156\066

\360\210\262\235\361\122\362\303\174\277\060\211\074\012\151\371

\042\244\145\341\233\340\164\306\261\205\227\226\054\256\224\217

\120\246\071\022\037\276\107\362\201\170\323\165\066\236\175\132

\040\227\342\122\256\231\237\306\174\233\146\363\376\330\317\356

\275\227\006\035\055\205\334\076\066\123\226\173\040\272\350\310

\341\255\226\142\076\021\174\263\000\204\236\247\114\161\253\112

\067\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\326\007\075\136\044\367\173\240\104

\056\044\122\015\031\252\053\004\221\247\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\015\107

\371\011\146\061\122\354\171\356\302\250\362\150\076\355\226\105

\313\072\246\230\143\077\352\053\115\116\003\320\034\202\341\313

\323\345\326\253\133\147\050\274\235\376\014\231\012\200\125\247

\316\033\043\141\015\260\127\360\376\340\312\276\346\220\333\203

\054\276\203\216\364\171\266\376\320\015\102\247\130\037\151\352

\201\365\005\245\376\106\150\353\154\170\311\340\352\347\346\336

\061\305\322\325\054\202\143\050\235\135\250\032\176\210\346\347

\053\361\054\325\320\005\236\334\055\275\067\146\324\004\242\247

\255\277\072\302\250\073\255\377\215\235\063\340\271\232\204\241

\207\037\166\364\202\164\327\016\371\060\110\076\133\210\076\252

\134\153\326\057\014\350\216\163\302\030\221\203\071\266\146\132

\320\037\140\047\135\115\343\366\072\015\146\120\234\170\173\253

\363\023\020\256\017\057\253\350\144\263\030\040\235\106\065\144

\045\163\352\233\020\134\130\065\211\261\106\110\247\364\254\324

\035\236\133\314\251\245\032\023\117\044\120\252\331\033\155\261

\100\373\235\335\130\164\304\302\157\024\162\354\333\065\237\270

\124\165\105\303\246\310\032\050\065\072\256\145\362\251\230\316

\257\133\311\070\214\061\073\177\314\334\226\375\342\133\326\320

\131\364\166\272\013\313\117\203\020\307\100\320\035\140\351\052

\345\110\130\167\014\105\151\276\031\161\004\044\342\343\044\037

\112\310\301\076\231\365\226\230\070\110\045\241\025\260\033\327

\342\204\030\133\366\161\065\232\150\173\100\314\030\134\014\044

\235\324\225\365\231\252\106\352\256\254\277\364\024\031\044\350

\214\354\343\365\274\006\150\212\052\014\005\137\012\227\165\247
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\334\176\300\375\327\172\030\337\060\321\070\113\037\260\230\160

\277\314\174\163\360\156\304\061\245\244\227\035\254\277\316\154

\041\112\276\047\043\147\363\006\126\201\012\221\216\266\341\003

\005\063\054\332\064\010\115\116\120\043\255\037\245\305\324\172

\376\352\011\354\247\050\140\213\106\174\265\352\233\335\117\371

\347\153\025\306\210\317\103\333\345\047\334\004\126\156\157\106

\025\361\126\055\350\134\014\163\303\043\201\070\040\313\311\014

\151\317\054\253\073\204\140\063\031\122\375\151\024\063

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\306\220\012\167\072\266\274\364\145\255\254\374\343\367\007

\000\156\336\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\157\355\134\327\210\314\070\251\334\351\335\331\135\333\330\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER
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 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\132\060\202\001\341\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\061

\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020\175\360\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\157\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\061\060\063\063\064\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\061\060\063\063\063\132\060\157\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\007\030\255\225\226\224\320\134\017\202\367

\052\100\372\002\311\311\075\066\246\243\004\152\301\155\225\001

\210\140\022\124\154\134\242\053\156\023\072\210\225\014\034\046

\206\066\112\211\031\267\030\336\073\350\250\120\037\312\337\133

\277\111\200\025\333\343\060\341\035\132\307\052\212\001\007\376

\155\054\064\357\050\050\227\274\301\371\127\206\225\213\065\317

\236\132\321\150\225\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\010\322\276\062\201\045\375\365\032\227

\354\116\137\032\273\123\315\220\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\114\061\105\106

\117\250\346\276\303\167\262\032\030\113\055\210\173\130\346\253

\224\153\104\003\260\027\377\337\202\163\104\121\054\375\223\035

\006\173\024\322\211\354\100\014\357\041\001\056\002\060\057\311

\056\132\154\054\035\331\225\340\236\260\271\134\122\174\366\370

\070\312\056\361\324\035\362\242\111\242\225\370\301\130\136\117

\376\163\012\357\061\260\253\043\130\023\214\213\336\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA

 Client ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\144\323\332\024\113\322\153\315\257\217\333\246\246\162\370

\336\046\371\000

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\270\120\246\251\202\172\154\075\032\252\244\322\143\244\104

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES
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# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71

#

 Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\033

\160\351\322\377\256\154\161\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\061\064\060

\071\062\063\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\027\015\063\066\060\065

\060\065\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040
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\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304

\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376

\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176\325\164\300\034

\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102
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\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\164\207\050\002\053\167\037\146

\211\144\355\217\164\056\106\034\273\250\370\370\013\035\203\266

\072\247\350\105\212\007\267\340\076\040\313\341\010\333\023\010

\370\050\241\065\262\200\263\013\121\300\323\126\232\215\063\105

\111\257\111\360\340\075\007\172\105\023\132\377\310\227\330\323

\030\054\175\226\370\335\242\145\103\160\223\220\025\272\220\337

\350\031\260\333\054\212\140\017\267\157\224\007\036\035\246\311

\205\366\275\064\370\100\170\142\020\160\072\276\175\113\071\201

\251\020\324\226\101\273\370\137\034\013\035\010\362\261\260\211

\172\362\367\240\340\304\217\213\170\265\073\130\245\043\216\117

\125\376\066\073\340\014\267\312\052\060\101\040\264\200\315\256

\374\166\146\163\250\256\156\341\174\332\003\350\224\040\346\042

\243\320\037\220\135\040\123\024\046\127\332\124\227\337\026\104

\020\001\036\210\146\217\162\070\223\335\040\267\064\276\327\361

\356\143\216\107\171\050\006\374\363\131\105\045\140\042\063\033

\243\137\250\272\052\332\032\075\315\100\352\214\356\005\025\225

\325\245\054\040\057\247\230\050\356\105\374\361\270\210\000\054

\217\102\332\121\325\234\345\023\150\161\105\103\213\236\013\041

\074\113\134\005\334\032\237\230\216\332\275\042\236\162\315\255

\012\313\314\243\147\233\050\164\304\233\327\032\074\004\130\246

\202\235\255\307\173\157\377\200\226\351\370\215\152\275\030\220

\035\377\111\032\220\122\067\223\057\074\002\135\202\166\013\121

\347\026\307\127\370\070\371\247\315\233\042\124\357\143\260\025

\155\123\145\003\112\136\112\240\262\247\216\111\000\131\070\325

\307\364\200\144\365\156\225\120\270\021\176\025\160\070\112\260

\177\320\304\062\160\300\031\377\311\070\055\024\054\146\364\102

\104\346\125\166\033\200\025\127\377\300\247\247\252\071\252\330

\323\160\320\056\272\353\224\152\372\137\064\206\347\142\265\375

\212\360\060\205\224\311\257\044\002\057\157\326\335\147\376\343

\260\125\117\004\230\117\244\101\126\342\223\320\152\350\326\363

\373\145\340\316\165\304\061\131\014\356\202\310\014\140\063\112

\031\272\204\147\047\017\274\102\135\275\044\124\015\354\035\160

\006\137\244\274\372\040\174\125

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion

 Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71
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# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\276\302\047\042\111\313\071\252\333\065\134\123\343\214\256

\170\377\266\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\116\156\233\124\114\312\267\372\110\344\220\261\025\113\034\243

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus ECC Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\017\060\202\001\225\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\156

\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244\073\346\155

\034\326\332\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150

\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067

\063\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012

\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056

\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021

\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\145\120\112\256\214\171\226

\112\252\034\010\303\243\242\315\376\131\126\101\167\375\046\224

\102\273\035\315\010\333\163\262\133\165\363\317\234\116\202\364

\277\370\141\046\205\154\326\205\133\162\160\322\375\333\142\264

\337\123\213\275\261\104\130\142\102\011\307\372\177\133\020\347

\376\100\375\300\330\303\053\062\347\160\246\267\246\040\125\035

\173\200\135\113\217\147\114\361\020\243\102\060\100\060\035\006
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\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\230\071\315\276\330\262\214\367

\262\253\341\255\044\257\173\174\241\333\037\317\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\127\235\335\126\361\307\343\351\270\111\120\153\233\151\303\157

\354\303\175\045\344\127\225\023\100\233\122\323\073\363\100\031

\274\046\307\055\006\236\265\173\066\237\365\045\324\143\153\000

\002\061\000\351\323\306\236\126\232\052\314\241\332\077\310\146

\053\323\130\234\040\205\372\253\221\212\160\160\021\070\140\144

\013\142\011\221\130\000\371\115\373\064\150\332\011\255\041\006

\030\224\316

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus ECC Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\234\333\260\374\366\002\023\266\122\062\246\243\221\077\026

\160\332\303\341

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\113\301\365\122\214\233\103\341\076\217\125\124\027\215\205

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\126\060\202\003\076\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\103
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\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065\375\157\274

\005\215\105\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165

\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063\061

\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023

\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054

\114\164\144\056\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166

\124\162\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\125\174

\141\323\270\035\004\142\005\240\256\154\267\160\264\101\352\113

\003\136\020\077\220\132\034\213\073\260\146\213\154\110\246\034

\042\272\325\100\222\356\063\262\043\131\311\216\274\130\332\213

\236\320\031\362\057\131\306\214\143\132\272\237\243\013\260\263

\232\134\272\021\270\022\351\014\273\317\156\154\200\207\051\024

\003\054\215\044\232\310\144\203\265\152\254\023\054\063\361\237

\334\054\141\074\032\077\160\125\233\255\000\122\177\317\004\271

\376\066\372\234\300\026\256\142\376\226\114\103\176\125\024\276

\032\263\322\155\302\257\166\146\225\153\052\260\224\167\205\136

\004\017\142\035\143\165\367\153\347\313\133\232\160\354\076\147

\005\360\376\007\010\200\317\050\333\005\306\024\047\057\206\175

\360\047\336\377\346\176\063\110\347\013\036\130\321\047\053\123

\016\127\112\145\327\373\242\200\140\374\114\274\065\123\001\152

\227\162\202\257\361\035\160\350\234\365\357\136\302\154\307\107

\176\132\224\205\046\115\073\272\353\114\350\260\011\302\145\302

\235\235\011\233\116\265\227\005\254\365\006\240\367\066\005\176

\364\220\262\153\304\264\371\144\352\351\032\012\310\015\250\355

\047\311\324\347\263\271\253\202\042\220\047\075\052\350\174\220

\357\274\117\375\342\012\044\247\336\145\044\244\135\352\300\166

\060\323\167\120\370\015\004\233\224\066\001\163\312\006\130\246

\323\073\334\372\004\106\023\125\212\311\104\107\270\121\071\032

\056\350\064\342\171\313\131\112\012\177\274\246\357\037\003\147

\152\131\053\045\142\223\331\123\031\146\074\047\142\051\206\115

\244\153\356\377\324\116\272\325\264\342\216\110\132\000\031\011

\361\005\331\316\221\261\367\353\351\071\117\366\157\004\103\232

\125\365\076\005\024\275\277\263\131\264\330\216\063\204\243\220

\122\252\263\002\225\140\371\014\114\150\371\356\325\027\015\370

\161\127\265\045\344\051\356\145\135\257\321\356\074\027\013\132

\103\305\245\206\352\044\236\342\005\007\334\064\102\022\221\326

\071\164\256\114\101\202\333\362\246\110\321\263\233\363\063\252

\363\246\300\305\116\365\364\235\166\143\346\002\306\042\113\301

\225\077\120\144\054\124\345\266\360\074\051\317\127\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004
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\024\124\142\160\143\361\165\204\103\130\216\321\026\040\261\306

\254\032\274\366\211\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\051\272\222\111\247\255

\360\361\160\303\344\227\360\237\251\045\325\153\236\064\376\346

\032\144\366\072\153\122\262\020\170\032\237\114\332\212\332\354

\034\067\122\340\102\113\373\154\166\312\044\013\071\022\025\235

\237\021\055\374\171\144\334\340\340\365\335\340\127\311\245\262

\166\160\120\244\376\267\012\160\325\240\064\361\165\327\115\111

\272\021\321\263\330\354\202\377\353\016\304\277\144\055\175\143

\156\027\170\354\135\174\210\310\353\216\127\166\331\131\004\372

\274\122\037\105\254\360\172\200\354\354\157\166\256\221\333\020

\216\004\334\222\337\240\366\346\256\111\323\301\154\022\033\314

\051\252\371\010\245\342\067\024\312\261\270\146\357\032\202\344

\360\370\361\247\026\151\267\333\251\141\074\237\365\061\313\344

\000\106\302\057\164\261\261\327\201\356\250\046\225\274\210\257

\114\065\007\052\002\312\170\024\155\107\053\100\126\351\313\052

\140\241\147\003\240\316\214\274\260\162\147\304\061\316\333\064

\345\045\003\140\045\173\161\230\344\300\033\053\137\164\102\322

\113\305\131\010\007\207\276\305\303\177\347\226\331\341\334\050

\227\326\217\005\343\365\233\116\312\035\120\107\005\123\260\312

\071\347\205\240\211\301\005\073\001\067\323\077\111\342\167\353

\043\310\210\146\073\075\071\166\041\106\361\354\137\043\270\353

\242\146\165\164\301\100\367\330\150\232\223\342\055\251\056\275

\034\243\036\310\164\306\244\055\172\040\253\073\270\260\106\375

\157\335\137\122\125\165\142\360\227\240\174\327\070\375\045\337

\315\240\233\020\317\213\270\070\136\136\305\264\246\002\066\241

\036\137\034\317\342\226\235\051\252\375\230\256\122\341\363\101

\122\373\251\056\162\226\237\047\343\252\163\175\370\032\043\146

\173\073\253\145\260\062\001\113\025\076\075\242\117\014\053\065

\242\306\331\147\022\065\060\315\166\056\026\263\231\236\115\117

\116\055\073\064\103\341\232\016\015\244\146\227\272\322\034\112

\114\054\052\213\213\201\117\161\032\251\335\134\173\173\010\305

\000\015\067\100\343\174\173\124\137\057\205\137\166\366\367\247

\260\034\127\126\301\162\350\255\242\257\215\063\111\272\037\212

\334\346\164\174\140\206\157\207\227\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018
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# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\204\032\151\373\365\315\032\045\064\023\075\343\370\374\270\231

\320\311\024\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\311\067\337\372\153\061\204\144\305\352\021\152\033\165\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X2"

#

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

#

 Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\033\060\202\001\241\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101

\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057\207\122\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\117\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123\145

\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014

\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\036\027\015

\062\060\060\071\060\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\071\061\067\061\066\060\060\060\060\132\060\117\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023

\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\315\233\325\237\200\203\012\354\011\112\363

\026\112\076\134\317\167\254\336\147\005\015\035\007\266\334\026

\373\132\213\024\333\342\161\140\304\272\105\225\021\211\216\352

\006\337\367\052\026\034\244\271\305\305\062\340\003\340\036\202

\030\070\213\327\105\330\012\152\156\346\000\167\373\002\121\175

\042\330\012\156\232\133\167\337\360\372\101\354\071\334\165\312
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\150\007\014\037\352\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\174\102\226\256\336\113\110\073\372\222\370

\236\214\317\155\213\251\162\067\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\173\171\116\106

\120\204\302\104\207\106\033\105\160\377\130\231\336\364\375\244

\322\125\246\040\055\164\326\064\274\101\243\120\137\001\047\126

\264\276\047\165\006\257\022\056\165\230\215\374\002\061\000\213

\365\167\154\324\310\145\252\340\013\054\356\024\235\047\067\244

\371\123\245\121\344\051\203\327\370\220\061\133\102\237\012\365

\376\256\000\150\347\214\111\017\266\157\133\133\025\362\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X2"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

#

 Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\275\261\271\074\325\227\215\105\306\046\024\125\370\333\225\307

\132\321\123\257

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\236\304\036\043\074\246\337\317\243\176\155\340\024\346\345

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

# Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS

 CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140
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END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\152\060\202\003\122\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\055

\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152\136\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151\120

\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060

\036\027\015\061\071\060\062\062\062\060\071\064\066\060\064\132

\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167

\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114

\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\364\036\177\122\163\062\014\163\344\275\023\164\243\324\060

\250\320\256\113\330\266\337\165\107\146\364\174\347\071\004\036

\152\160\040\322\132\107\162\147\125\364\245\350\235\325\036\041

\241\360\147\272\314\041\150\276\104\123\277\215\371\342\334\057

\125\310\067\077\037\244\300\234\263\344\167\134\240\106\376\167

\372\032\240\070\352\355\232\162\336\053\275\224\127\072\272\354

\171\347\137\175\102\144\071\172\046\066\367\044\360\325\057\272

\225\230\021\146\255\227\065\326\165\001\200\340\257\364\204\141

\214\015\036\137\174\207\226\136\101\257\353\207\352\370\135\361

\056\210\005\076\114\042\273\332\037\052\335\122\106\144\071\363

\102\316\331\236\014\263\260\167\227\144\234\300\364\243\056\037

\225\007\260\027\337\060\333\000\030\226\114\241\201\113\335\004

\155\123\243\075\374\007\254\324\305\067\202\353\344\225\010\031

\050\202\322\102\072\243\330\123\354\171\211\140\110\140\310\162

\222\120\334\003\217\203\077\262\102\127\132\333\152\351\021\227

\335\205\050\274\060\114\253\343\302\261\105\104\107\037\340\212

\026\007\226\322\041\017\123\300\355\251\176\324\116\354\233\011

\354\257\102\254\060\326\277\321\020\105\340\246\026\262\245\305

\323\117\163\224\063\161\002\241\152\243\326\063\227\117\041\143

\036\133\217\331\301\136\105\161\167\017\201\135\137\041\232\255

\203\314\372\136\326\215\043\137\033\075\101\257\040\165\146\132

\112\366\237\373\253\030\367\161\300\266\035\061\354\073\040\353

\313\342\270\365\256\222\262\367\341\204\113\362\242\362\223\232

\042\236\323\024\157\066\124\275\037\136\131\025\271\163\250\301

\174\157\173\142\351\026\154\107\132\145\363\016\021\233\106\331

\375\155\334\326\234\300\264\175\245\260\335\077\126\157\241\371

\366\344\022\110\375\006\177\022\127\266\251\043\117\133\003\303

\340\161\052\043\267\367\260\261\073\274\230\275\326\230\250\014
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\153\366\216\022\147\246\362\262\130\344\002\011\023\074\251\273

\020\264\322\060\105\361\354\367\000\021\337\145\370\334\053\103

\125\277\026\227\304\017\325\054\141\204\252\162\206\376\346\072

\176\302\077\175\356\374\057\024\076\346\205\335\120\157\267\111

\355\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\167\027\372\136\250\376\366\075\161

\325\150\272\311\106\014\070\330\257\260\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\120\121

\360\165\334\160\004\343\377\252\165\324\161\242\313\236\217\250

\251\323\257\165\307\124\317\072\034\004\231\042\254\304\021\342

\357\063\112\246\043\035\016\015\107\330\067\307\157\257\064\177

\117\201\153\065\117\351\162\245\061\342\170\347\367\116\224\030

\133\100\175\317\153\041\124\206\346\225\172\373\306\312\352\234

\110\116\127\011\135\057\254\364\245\264\227\063\130\325\254\171

\251\314\137\371\205\372\122\305\215\370\221\024\353\072\015\027

\320\122\302\173\343\302\163\216\106\170\006\070\054\350\134\332

\146\304\364\244\360\126\031\063\051\132\145\222\005\107\106\112

\253\204\303\036\047\241\037\021\222\231\047\165\223\017\274\066

\073\227\127\217\046\133\014\273\234\017\324\156\060\007\324\334

\137\066\150\146\071\203\226\047\046\212\310\304\071\376\232\041

\157\325\162\206\351\177\142\345\227\116\320\044\320\100\260\320

\165\010\216\275\150\356\010\327\156\174\020\160\106\033\174\340

\210\262\236\162\206\231\001\343\277\237\111\031\264\045\276\126

\145\256\027\143\345\036\337\350\377\107\245\277\341\046\005\204

\344\260\300\257\347\010\231\250\014\136\046\200\105\324\370\150

\057\226\217\256\342\112\034\234\026\014\023\157\070\207\366\273

\310\064\137\222\003\121\171\160\246\337\313\365\231\115\171\315

\116\274\127\237\103\116\153\056\053\030\370\152\163\214\272\305

\065\357\071\152\101\036\317\161\250\242\262\206\007\133\072\311

\341\357\077\145\004\200\107\062\104\160\225\116\061\147\152\164

\133\020\105\165\352\260\237\320\346\065\376\116\237\213\314\053

\222\105\133\156\045\140\205\106\315\321\252\260\166\146\223\167

\226\276\203\276\070\266\044\116\046\013\314\355\172\126\032\340

\351\132\306\144\255\114\172\000\110\104\057\271\100\273\023\076

\276\025\170\235\205\201\112\052\127\336\325\031\103\332\333\312

\133\107\206\203\013\077\266\015\166\170\163\171\042\136\261\200

\037\317\276\321\077\126\020\230\053\225\207\241\037\235\144\024

\140\071\054\263\000\125\056\344\365\263\016\127\304\221\101\000

\234\077\350\245\337\352\366\377\310\360\255\155\122\250\027\253

\233\141\374\022\121\065\344\045\375\257\252\152\206\071

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

#

 Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\152\222\344\250\356\033\354\226\105\067\343\051\127\111\315\226

\343\345\322\140

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\105\337\026\145\113\350\150\232\217\166\137\377\200\236\323

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\334\060\202\001\203\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060

\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003

\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\131\060\023

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075
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\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\270\306\171\323\217\154\045\016\237

\056\071\031\034\003\244\256\232\345\071\007\011\026\312\143\261

\271\206\370\212\127\301\127\316\102\372\163\241\367\145\102\377

\036\301\000\262\156\163\016\377\307\041\345\030\244\252\331\161

\077\250\324\271\316\214\035\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\124\260\173\255\105\270\342\100\177

\373\012\156\373\276\063\311\074\243\204\325\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104\002\040\042\117

\164\162\271\140\257\361\346\234\240\026\005\120\137\303\136\073

\156\141\164\357\276\001\304\276\030\110\131\141\202\062\002\040

\046\235\124\143\100\336\067\140\120\317\310\330\355\235\202\256

\067\230\274\243\217\114\114\251\064\053\154\357\373\225\233\046

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\153\240\260\230\341\161\357\132\255\376\110\025\200\167\020\364

\275\157\013\050

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\051\370\155\341\210\277\242\145\177\252\304\315\017\177\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151
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\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R1"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust

 Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\021

\002\213\036\343\241\167\233\073\334\277\224\076\267\225\247\100

\074\241\375\202\371\175\062\006\202\161\366\366\214\177\373\350

\333\274\152\056\227\227\243\214\113\371\053\366\261\371\316\204

\035\261\371\305\227\336\357\271\362\243\351\274\022\211\136\247

\252\122\253\370\043\047\313\244\261\234\143\333\327\231\176\360

\012\136\353\150\246\364\306\132\107\015\115\020\063\343\116\261

\023\243\310\030\154\113\354\374\011\220\337\235\144\051\045\043

\007\241\264\322\075\056\140\340\317\322\011\207\273\315\110\360

\115\302\302\172\210\212\273\272\317\131\031\326\257\217\260\007

\260\236\061\361\202\301\300\337\056\246\155\154\031\016\265\330

\176\046\032\105\003\075\260\171\244\224\050\255\017\177\046\345

\250\010\376\226\350\074\150\224\123\356\203\072\210\053\025\226

\011\262\340\172\214\056\165\326\234\353\247\126\144\217\226\117

\150\256\075\227\302\204\217\300\274\100\300\013\134\275\366\207

\263\065\154\254\030\120\177\204\340\114\315\222\323\040\351\063

\274\122\231\257\062\265\051\263\045\052\264\110\371\162\341\312

\144\367\346\202\020\215\350\235\302\212\210\372\070\146\212\374

\143\371\001\371\170\375\173\134\167\372\166\207\372\354\337\261

\016\171\225\127\264\275\046\357\326\001\321\353\026\012\273\216

\013\265\305\305\212\125\253\323\254\352\221\113\051\314\031\244

\062\045\116\052\361\145\104\320\002\316\252\316\111\264\352\237

\174\203\260\100\173\347\103\253\247\154\243\217\175\211\201\372

\114\245\377\325\216\303\316\113\340\265\330\263\216\105\317\166

\300\355\100\053\375\123\017\260\247\325\073\015\261\212\242\003

\336\061\255\314\167\352\157\173\076\326\337\221\042\022\346\276

\372\330\062\374\020\143\024\121\162\336\135\326\026\223\275\051

\150\063\357\072\146\354\007\212\046\337\023\327\127\145\170\047

\336\136\111\024\000\242\000\177\232\250\041\266\251\261\225\260

\245\271\015\026\021\332\307\154\110\074\100\340\176\015\132\315

\126\074\321\227\005\271\313\113\355\071\113\234\304\077\322\125

\023\156\044\260\326\161\372\364\301\272\314\355\033\365\376\201

\101\330\000\230\075\072\310\256\172\230\067\030\005\225\002\003
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\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\344\257\053\046\161\032\053\110\047\205\057\122\146

\054\357\360\211\023\161\076\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\237\252\102\046\333

\013\233\276\377\036\226\222\056\076\242\145\112\152\230\272\042

\313\175\301\072\330\202\012\006\306\366\245\336\300\116\207\146

\171\241\371\246\130\234\252\371\265\346\140\347\340\350\261\036

\102\101\063\013\067\075\316\211\160\025\312\265\044\250\317\153

\265\322\100\041\230\317\042\064\317\073\305\042\204\340\305\016

\212\174\135\210\344\065\044\316\233\076\032\124\036\156\333\262

\207\247\374\363\372\201\125\024\142\012\131\251\042\005\061\076

\202\326\356\333\127\064\274\063\225\323\027\033\350\047\242\213

\173\116\046\032\172\132\144\266\321\254\067\361\375\240\363\070

\354\162\360\021\165\235\313\064\122\215\346\166\153\027\306\337

\206\253\047\216\111\053\165\146\201\020\041\246\352\076\364\256

\045\377\174\025\336\316\214\045\077\312\142\160\012\367\057\011

\146\007\310\077\034\374\360\333\105\060\337\142\210\301\265\017

\235\303\237\112\336\131\131\107\305\207\042\066\346\202\247\355

\012\271\342\007\240\215\173\172\112\074\161\322\342\003\241\037

\062\007\335\033\344\102\316\014\000\105\141\200\265\013\040\131

\051\170\275\371\125\313\143\305\074\114\364\266\377\333\152\137

\061\153\231\236\054\301\153\120\244\327\346\030\024\275\205\077

\147\253\106\237\240\377\102\247\072\177\134\313\135\260\160\035

\053\064\365\324\166\011\014\353\170\114\131\005\363\063\102\303

\141\025\020\033\167\115\316\042\214\324\205\362\105\175\267\123

\352\357\100\132\224\012\134\040\137\116\100\135\142\042\166\337

\377\316\141\275\214\043\170\322\067\002\340\216\336\321\021\067

\211\366\277\355\111\007\142\256\222\354\100\032\257\024\011\331

\320\116\262\242\367\276\356\356\330\377\334\032\055\336\270\066

\161\342\374\171\267\224\045\321\110\163\133\241\065\347\263\231

\147\165\301\031\072\053\107\116\323\102\216\375\061\310\026\146

\332\322\014\074\333\263\216\311\241\015\200\017\173\026\167\024

\277\377\333\011\224\262\223\274\040\130\025\351\333\161\103\363

\336\020\303\000\334\250\052\225\266\302\326\077\220\153\166\333

\154\376\214\274\362\160\065\014\334\231\031\065\334\327\310\106

\143\325\066\161\256\127\373\267\202\155\334

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17
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# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\345\214\034\304\221\073\070\143\113\351\020\156\343\255\216\153

\235\331\201\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\376\320\277\161\250\243\166\143\332\001\340\330\122\334\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\316\336

\375\246\373\354\354\024\064\074\007\006\132\154\131\367\031\065

\335\367\301\235\125\252\323\315\073\244\223\162\357\012\372\155

\235\366\360\205\200\133\241\110\122\237\071\305\267\356\050\254

\357\313\166\150\024\271\337\255\001\154\231\037\304\042\035\237

\376\162\167\340\054\133\257\344\004\277\117\162\240\032\064\230

\350\071\150\354\225\045\173\166\241\346\151\271\205\031\275\211

\214\376\255\355\066\352\163\274\377\203\342\313\175\301\322\316

\112\263\215\005\236\213\111\223\337\301\133\320\156\136\360\056
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\060\056\202\374\372\274\264\027\012\110\345\210\233\305\233\153

\336\260\312\264\003\360\332\364\220\270\145\144\367\134\114\255

\350\176\146\136\231\327\270\302\076\310\320\023\235\255\356\344

\105\173\211\125\367\212\037\142\122\204\022\263\302\100\227\343

\212\037\107\221\246\164\132\322\370\261\143\050\020\270\263\011

\270\126\167\100\242\046\230\171\306\376\337\045\356\076\345\240

\177\324\141\017\121\113\074\077\214\332\341\160\164\330\302\150

\241\371\301\014\351\241\342\177\273\125\074\166\006\356\152\116

\314\222\210\060\115\232\275\117\013\110\232\204\265\230\243\325

\373\163\301\127\141\335\050\126\165\023\256\207\216\347\014\121

\011\020\165\210\114\274\215\371\173\074\324\042\110\037\052\334

\353\153\273\104\261\313\063\161\062\106\257\255\112\361\214\350

\164\072\254\347\032\042\163\200\322\060\367\045\102\307\042\073

\073\022\255\226\056\306\303\166\007\252\040\267\065\111\127\351

\222\111\350\166\026\162\061\147\053\226\176\212\243\307\224\126

\042\277\152\113\176\001\041\262\043\062\337\344\232\104\155\131

\133\135\365\000\240\034\233\306\170\227\215\220\377\233\310\252

\264\257\021\121\071\136\331\373\147\255\325\133\021\235\062\232

\033\275\325\272\133\245\311\313\045\151\123\125\047\134\340\312

\066\313\210\141\373\036\267\320\313\356\026\373\323\246\114\336

\222\245\324\342\337\365\006\124\336\056\235\113\264\223\060\252

\201\316\335\032\334\121\163\015\117\160\351\345\266\026\041\031

\171\262\346\211\013\165\144\312\325\253\274\011\301\030\241\377

\324\124\241\205\074\375\024\044\003\262\207\323\244\267\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\377\312\216\043\237\117\231\312\333\342\150\246

\245\025\047\027\036\331\016\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\312\316\335\307

\276\241\237\331\047\114\013\334\027\230\021\152\210\336\075\346

\161\126\162\262\236\032\116\234\325\053\230\044\135\233\153\173

\260\063\202\011\275\337\045\106\352\230\236\266\033\376\203\074

\322\142\141\301\004\355\316\340\305\311\310\023\023\125\347\250

\143\255\214\173\001\376\167\060\341\316\150\233\005\370\022\356

\171\061\240\101\105\065\050\012\161\244\044\117\214\334\074\202

\007\137\146\334\175\020\376\014\141\263\005\225\356\341\256\201

\017\250\370\307\217\115\250\043\002\046\153\035\203\122\125\316

\265\057\000\312\200\100\340\341\164\254\140\365\207\200\235\256

\066\144\221\135\260\150\030\352\212\141\311\167\250\227\304\311

\307\245\374\125\113\363\360\177\271\145\075\047\150\320\314\153

\372\123\235\341\221\032\311\135\032\226\155\062\207\355\003\040

\310\002\316\132\276\331\352\375\262\115\304\057\033\337\137\172

\365\370\213\306\356\061\072\045\121\125\147\215\144\062\173\351

\236\303\202\272\052\055\351\036\264\340\110\006\242\374\147\257

\037\042\002\163\373\040\012\257\235\124\113\241\315\377\140\107

\260\077\135\357\033\126\275\227\041\226\055\012\321\136\235\070

\002\107\154\271\364\366\043\045\270\240\152\232\053\167\010\372
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\304\261\050\220\046\130\010\074\342\176\252\327\075\157\272\061

\210\012\005\353\047\265\241\111\356\240\105\124\173\346\047\145

\231\040\041\250\243\274\373\030\226\273\122\157\014\355\203\121

\114\351\131\342\040\140\305\302\145\222\202\214\363\020\037\016

\212\227\276\167\202\155\077\217\035\135\274\111\047\275\314\117

\017\341\316\166\206\004\043\305\300\214\022\133\375\333\204\240

\044\361\110\377\144\174\320\276\134\026\321\357\231\255\300\037

\373\313\256\274\070\042\006\046\144\332\332\227\016\077\050\025

\104\250\117\000\312\360\232\314\317\164\152\264\076\074\353\225

\354\265\323\132\330\201\231\351\103\030\067\353\263\273\321\130

\142\101\363\146\322\217\252\170\225\124\040\303\132\056\164\053

\325\321\276\030\151\300\254\325\244\317\071\272\121\204\003\145

\351\142\300\142\376\330\115\125\226\342\320\021\372\110\064\021

\354\236\355\005\035\344\310\326\035\206\313

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed

 Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\232\104\111\166\062\333\336\372\320\274\373\132\173\027\275\236

\126\011\044\224

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\071\300\123\346\036\051\202\013\312\122\125\066\135\127\334

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002
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\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\037\117\063\207\063\051\212\241\204\336\313\307\041\130

\101\211\352\126\235\053\113\205\306\035\114\047\274\177\046\121

\162\157\342\237\326\243\312\314\105\024\106\213\255\357\176\206

\214\354\261\176\057\377\251\161\235\030\204\105\004\101\125\156

\053\352\046\177\273\220\001\343\113\031\272\344\124\226\105\011

\261\325\154\221\104\255\204\023\216\232\214\015\200\014\062\366

\340\047\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\301\361\046\272\240\055\256\205\201\317\323\361\052\022

\275\270\012\147\375\274\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\366\341\040\225\024\173

\124\243\220\026\021\277\204\310\352\157\153\027\236\036\106\230

\040\233\237\323\015\331\254\323\057\315\174\370\133\056\125\273

\277\335\222\367\244\014\334\061\341\242\002\061\000\374\227\146

\146\345\103\026\023\203\335\307\337\057\276\024\070\355\001\316

\261\027\032\021\165\351\275\003\217\046\176\204\345\311\140\246

\225\327\124\131\267\347\021\054\211\324\271\356\027

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R3"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\355\345\161\200\053\310\222\271\133\203\074\322\062\150\077\011

\315\240\036\106

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\347\235\130\002\224\106\121\224\345\340\042\112\213\347\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R4"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\363\164\163\247\150\213\140\256\103\270\065\305\201\060

\173\113\111\235\373\301\141\316\346\336\106\275\153\325\141\030

\065\256\100\335\163\367\211\221\060\132\353\074\356\205\174\242

\100\166\073\251\306\270\107\330\052\347\222\221\152\163\351\261

\162\071\237\051\237\242\230\323\137\136\130\206\145\017\241\204

\145\006\321\334\213\311\307\163\310\214\152\057\345\304\253\321

\035\212\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\200\114\326\353\164\377\111\066\243\325\330\374\265\076

\305\152\360\224\035\214\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\350\100\377\203\336\003

\364\237\256\035\172\247\056\271\257\117\366\203\035\016\055\205

\001\035\321\331\152\354\017\302\257\307\136\126\136\134\325\034

\130\042\050\013\367\060\266\057\261\174\002\061\000\360\141\074
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\247\364\240\202\343\041\325\204\035\163\206\234\055\257\312\064

\233\361\237\271\043\066\342\274\140\003\235\200\263\232\126\310

\341\342\273\024\171\312\315\041\324\224\265\111\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R4"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\167\323\003\147\265\340\014\025\366\014\070\141\337\174\341\073

\222\106\115\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\226\203\167\031\115\166\263\235\145\122\344\035\042\245\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Telia Root CA v2"
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#

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland

 Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e

# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\001

\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005\236\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040\106\151\156

\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\166\062\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\061\062\071\061\061\065

\065\065\064\132\027\015\064\063\061\061\062\071\061\061\065\065

\065\064\132\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\106\111\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154
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\151\141\040\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\262\320\077\007\274\342

\173\320\153\231\370\342\167\151\347\316\235\244\003\274\202\155

\241\376\201\145\037\114\047\254\216\000\272\026\173\353\060\152

\000\300\263\164\150\176\262\257\307\325\142\263\172\077\120\312

\214\066\104\044\143\322\066\351\014\205\366\103\166\325\114\241

\140\162\147\342\050\063\245\313\061\270\072\042\043\064\270\175

\275\126\042\100\235\352\364\173\003\255\150\374\262\201\117\230

\320\164\352\215\345\175\315\143\303\243\366\336\222\302\130\031

\340\226\273\305\304\251\075\245\164\226\376\257\371\211\252\275

\225\027\124\330\170\104\361\014\167\025\222\340\230\102\247\244

\326\252\040\222\315\301\240\263\226\262\072\204\102\215\175\325

\225\344\326\333\351\142\304\130\263\171\305\214\323\065\063\203

\237\165\241\122\047\141\070\361\131\075\216\120\340\275\171\074

\347\154\226\376\136\331\002\145\264\216\134\320\021\064\337\135

\277\122\247\201\000\303\177\231\105\231\025\325\027\310\012\123

\354\143\363\231\175\314\151\022\206\302\027\360\001\236\277\204

\274\321\122\313\033\222\146\316\244\123\345\241\277\304\333\011

\326\346\211\126\053\310\343\174\336\343\377\211\345\065\156\050

\350\154\013\043\121\251\045\005\353\110\370\335\261\312\372\154

\010\121\357\267\030\154\104\312\046\341\163\306\211\006\201\345

\212\254\260\342\051\306\271\044\263\153\104\021\364\245\103\302

\114\103\345\160\066\214\266\063\127\172\225\056\202\240\364\134

\020\263\141\203\366\002\005\206\056\174\055\154\334\003\106\156

\065\223\325\172\225\057\336\040\330\133\176\224\220\004\152\272

\131\075\004\005\165\235\067\242\016\056\075\353\301\244\122\203

\376\320\153\324\146\216\334\306\351\022\116\035\052\127\252\020

\274\174\136\202\175\246\246\311\362\055\271\365\027\047\255\321

\016\211\124\053\225\372\300\255\035\230\024\170\063\102\206\012

\251\163\265\373\164\015\267\033\060\031\304\132\016\034\047\267

\332\030\320\377\212\310\005\272\361\252\034\242\067\267\346\110

\244\106\054\224\352\250\166\142\107\213\020\123\007\110\127\154

\342\222\115\266\256\005\313\334\301\112\136\217\254\075\031\116

\302\355\140\165\053\333\301\312\102\325\002\003\001\000\001\243

\143\060\141\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\162\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057

\206\330\044\071\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162

\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057\206

\330\044\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\240\073\131\247\011\224\076\066

\204\322\176\057\071\245\226\227\372\021\255\374\147\363\161\011

\362\262\211\204\147\104\257\271\357\355\226\354\234\144\333\062

\060\157\147\232\254\176\137\262\253\001\066\176\201\372\344\204
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\136\322\254\066\340\153\142\305\175\113\016\202\155\322\166\142

\321\376\227\370\237\060\174\030\371\264\122\167\202\035\166\333

\323\035\251\360\301\232\000\275\155\165\330\175\347\372\307\070

\243\234\160\350\106\171\003\257\056\164\333\165\370\156\123\014

\003\310\231\032\211\065\031\074\323\311\124\174\250\360\054\346

\156\007\171\157\152\341\346\352\221\202\151\012\035\303\176\131

\242\236\153\106\025\230\133\323\257\106\035\142\310\316\200\122

\111\021\077\311\004\022\303\023\174\077\073\212\226\333\074\240

\036\012\264\213\124\262\044\147\015\357\202\313\276\074\175\321

\342\177\256\026\326\126\130\271\332\040\261\203\025\241\357\212

\115\062\157\101\057\023\122\202\224\327\032\301\170\242\121\335

\053\160\155\267\032\371\367\260\340\147\227\126\333\174\141\123

\011\003\050\002\100\307\263\330\375\234\160\152\306\050\303\205

\351\342\355\032\223\240\336\113\230\242\204\076\005\167\001\226

\075\373\264\040\017\234\162\002\172\022\057\325\243\272\121\170

\257\052\053\104\145\116\265\375\012\350\301\315\171\207\141\053

\336\200\127\105\277\147\361\233\221\136\245\244\354\131\110\020

\015\070\307\260\372\303\104\155\004\365\170\120\034\222\226\133

\332\365\270\056\272\133\317\345\360\152\235\113\057\130\163\055

\117\055\304\034\076\364\263\077\253\025\016\073\031\101\212\244

\301\127\022\146\161\114\372\123\343\127\353\142\225\011\236\124

\335\321\302\074\127\074\275\070\255\230\144\267\270\003\232\123

\126\140\135\263\330\102\033\134\113\022\212\034\353\353\175\306

\172\151\307\047\177\244\370\213\362\344\224\146\207\113\351\224

\007\011\022\171\212\262\353\164\004\334\316\364\104\131\340\026

\312\305\054\130\327\074\173\317\142\206\152\120\175\065\066\146

\247\373\067\347\050\307\330\320\255\245\151\224\217\350\301\337

\044\370\033\007\061\207\201\330\135\366\350\050\330\112\122\200

\254\023\356\120\024\036\230\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Telia Root CA v2"

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e

# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\231\315\321\163\120\212\304\107\005\010\234\214\210\373\276

\240\053\100\315

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\217\254\252\202\337\205\261\364\334\020\034\374\231\331\110

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust

 GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164
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\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\174

\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113\115\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\060

\071\064\065\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\064\064\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\306\313\307\050\321\373\204\365\232

\357\102\024\040\341\103\153\156\165\255\374\053\003\204\324\166

\223\045\327\131\073\101\145\153\036\346\064\052\273\164\366\022

\316\350\155\347\253\344\074\116\077\104\010\213\315\026\161\313

\277\222\231\364\244\327\074\120\124\122\220\205\203\170\224\147

\147\243\034\011\031\075\165\064\205\336\355\140\175\307\014\264

\101\122\271\156\345\356\102\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\163\221\020\253\377

\125\263\132\174\011\045\325\262\272\010\240\153\253\037\155\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\142\162\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145
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\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\102

\122\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\224\220\055\023

\372\341\143\370\141\143\350\255\205\170\124\221\234\270\223\070

\076\032\101\332\100\026\123\102\010\312\057\216\361\076\201\126

\300\252\330\355\030\304\260\256\364\076\372\046\002\061\000\363

\050\342\306\333\053\231\373\267\121\270\044\243\244\224\172\032

\077\346\066\342\003\127\063\212\060\313\202\307\326\024\021\325

\165\143\133\024\225\234\037\001\317\330\325\162\247\017\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS

 CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\133\230\360\343\265\367\164\074\355\346\260\066\175\062\315

\364\011\101\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\252\113\325\355\367\343\125\056\217\162\012\363\165\270\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\137

\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373\377\320\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\061

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\065\071\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\361\013\335\206\103\040\031\337\227

\205\350\042\112\233\317\235\230\277\264\005\046\311\313\343\246

\322\217\305\236\170\173\061\211\251\211\255\047\074\145\020\202

\374\337\303\235\116\360\063\043\304\322\062\365\034\260\337\063

\027\135\305\360\261\212\371\357\271\267\024\312\051\112\302\017

\251\177\165\145\111\052\060\147\364\144\367\326\032\167\332\303

\302\227\141\102\173\111\255\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\177\020\001\026\067

\072\244\050\344\120\370\244\367\354\153\062\266\376\351\213\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\145\166\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145

\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\105

\126\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\312\074\306\052

\165\302\136\165\142\071\066\000\140\132\213\301\223\231\314\331

\333\101\073\073\207\231\027\073\325\314\117\312\042\367\240\200

\313\371\264\261\033\126\365\162\322\374\031\321\002\061\000\221

\367\060\223\077\020\106\053\161\244\320\073\104\233\300\051\002

\005\262\101\167\121\363\171\132\236\216\024\240\116\102\322\133

\201\363\064\152\003\347\042\070\120\133\355\031\117\103\026

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue

 Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\333\214\041\131\151\003\220\330\174\234\022\206\124\317\235

\075\364\335\007

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\055\235\160\237\110\231\021\006\021\373\351\313\060\300\156

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US
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# Serial Number:09:e0:93:65:ac:f7:d9:c8:b9:3e:1c:0b:04:2a:2e:f3

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

01:8E:13:F0:77:25:32:CF:80:9B:D1:B1:72:81:86:72:83:FC:48:C6:E1:3B:E9:C6:98:12:85:4A:49:0C:1B:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 17:F3:DE:5E:9F:0F:19:E9:8E:F6:1F:32:26:6E:20:C4:07:AE:30:EE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL

 CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052

\056\363

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\031\060\202\001\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\011

\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052\056\363\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\116\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015\062

\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066

\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\116\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\120
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\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\301\104\241\317\021\227\120\232\336\043\202\065\007

\315\320\313\030\235\322\361\177\167\065\117\073\335\224\162\122

\355\302\073\370\354\372\173\153\130\040\354\231\256\311\374\150

\263\165\271\333\011\354\310\023\365\116\306\012\035\146\060\114

\273\037\107\012\074\141\020\102\051\174\245\010\016\340\042\351

\323\065\150\316\233\143\237\204\265\231\115\130\240\216\365\124

\347\225\311\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\301\121\105\120\131\253\076\347\054\132\372\040\042\022

\007\200\210\174\021\152\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\211\152\215\107\347

\354\374\156\125\003\331\147\154\046\116\203\306\375\311\373\053

\023\274\267\172\214\264\145\322\151\151\143\023\143\073\046\120

\056\001\241\171\006\221\235\110\277\302\276\002\060\107\303\025

\173\261\240\221\231\111\223\250\074\174\350\106\006\213\054\362

\061\000\224\235\142\310\211\275\031\204\024\351\245\373\001\270

\015\166\103\214\056\123\313\174\337\014\027\226\120

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:09:e0:93:65:ac:f7:d9:c8:b9:3e:1c:0b:04:2a:2e:f3

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

01:8E:13:F0:77:25:32:CF:80:9B:D1:B1:72:81:86:72:83:FC:48:C6:E1:3B:E9:C6:98:12:85:4A:49:0C:1B:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 17:F3:DE:5E:9F:0F:19:E9:8E:F6:1F:32:26:6E:20:C4:07:AE:30:EE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert

 TLS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\027\363\336\136\237\017\031\351\216\366\037\062\046\156\040\304

\007\256\060\356

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\161\004\152\103\034\333\246\131\341\250\243\252\305\161\355

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\340\223\145\254\367\331\310\271\076\034\013\004\052

\056\363

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

#

# Issuer:

 CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:08:f9:b4:78:a8:fa:7e:da:6a:33:37:89:de:7c:cf:8a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

37:1A:00:DC:05:33:B3:72:1A:7E:EB:40:E8:41:9E:70:79:9D:2B:0A:0F:2C:1D:80:69:31:65:F7:CE:C4:AD:75

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A7:88:49:DC:5D:7C:75:8C:8C:DE:39:98:56:B3:AA:D0:B2:A5:71:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040
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\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174

\317\212

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010

\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174\317\212\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\115

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023

\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027

\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034

\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101

\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\263\320\364

\311\171\021\235\375\374\146\201\347\314\325\344\274\354\201\076

\152\065\216\056\267\347\336\257\371\007\115\317\060\235\352\011

\013\231\275\154\127\332\030\112\270\170\254\072\071\250\246\110

\254\056\162\345\275\353\361\032\315\347\244\003\251\077\021\264

\330\057\211\026\373\224\001\075\273\057\370\023\005\241\170\034

\216\050\340\105\340\203\364\131\033\225\263\256\176\003\105\345

\276\302\102\376\356\362\074\266\205\023\230\062\235\026\250\051

\302\013\034\070\334\237\061\167\134\277\047\243\374\047\254\267

\053\275\164\233\027\055\362\201\332\135\260\341\043\027\076\210

\112\022\043\320\352\317\235\336\003\027\261\102\112\240\026\114

\244\155\223\351\077\072\356\072\174\235\130\235\364\116\217\374

\073\043\310\155\270\342\005\332\314\353\354\303\061\364\327\247

\051\124\200\317\104\133\114\157\060\236\363\314\335\037\224\103

\235\115\177\160\160\015\324\072\321\067\360\154\235\233\300\024

\223\130\357\315\101\070\165\274\023\003\225\174\177\343\134\351

\325\015\325\342\174\020\142\252\153\360\075\166\363\077\243\350

\260\301\375\357\252\127\115\254\206\247\030\264\051\301\054\016

\277\144\276\051\214\330\002\055\315\134\057\362\177\357\025\364

\014\025\254\012\260\361\323\015\117\152\115\167\227\001\240\361

\146\267\267\316\357\316\354\354\245\165\312\254\343\341\143\367

\270\241\004\310\274\173\077\135\055\026\042\126\355\110\111\376

\247\057\171\060\045\233\272\153\055\077\235\073\304\027\347\035

\056\373\362\317\246\374\343\024\054\226\230\041\214\264\221\351

\031\140\203\362\060\053\006\163\120\325\230\073\006\351\307\212
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\014\140\214\050\370\122\233\156\341\366\115\273\006\044\233\327

\053\046\077\375\052\057\161\365\326\044\276\177\061\236\017\155

\350\217\117\115\243\077\377\065\352\337\111\136\101\217\206\371

\361\167\171\113\033\264\243\136\057\373\106\002\320\146\023\136

\136\205\117\316\330\160\210\173\316\001\265\226\227\327\315\175

\375\202\370\302\044\301\312\001\071\117\215\242\301\024\100\037

\234\146\325\014\011\106\326\362\320\321\110\166\126\072\103\313

\266\012\021\071\272\214\023\154\006\265\236\317\353\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\121\063\034\355\066\100\257\027\323\045\315\151\150\362\257

\116\043\076\263\101\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\140\246\257\133\137\127

\332\211\333\113\120\251\304\043\065\041\377\320\141\060\204\221

\267\077\020\317\045\216\311\277\106\064\331\301\041\046\034\160

\031\162\036\243\311\207\376\251\103\144\226\072\310\123\004\012

\266\101\273\304\107\000\331\237\030\030\073\262\016\363\064\352

\044\367\335\257\040\140\256\222\050\137\066\347\135\344\336\307

\074\333\120\071\255\273\075\050\115\226\174\166\306\133\364\301

\333\024\245\253\031\142\007\030\100\137\227\221\334\234\307\253

\265\121\015\346\151\123\125\314\071\175\332\305\021\125\162\305

\073\213\211\370\064\055\244\027\345\027\346\231\175\060\210\041

\067\315\060\027\075\270\362\274\250\165\240\103\334\076\211\113

\220\256\155\003\340\034\243\240\226\011\273\175\243\267\052\020

\104\113\106\007\064\143\355\061\271\004\356\243\233\232\256\346

\061\170\364\352\044\141\073\253\130\144\377\273\207\047\142\045

\201\337\334\241\057\366\355\247\377\172\217\121\056\060\370\244

\001\322\205\071\137\001\231\226\157\132\133\160\031\106\376\206

\140\076\255\200\020\011\335\071\045\057\130\177\273\322\164\360

\367\106\037\106\071\112\330\123\320\363\056\073\161\245\324\157

\374\363\147\344\007\217\335\046\031\341\215\133\372\243\223\021

\233\351\310\072\303\125\150\232\222\341\122\166\070\350\341\272

\275\373\117\325\357\263\347\110\203\061\360\202\041\343\266\276

\247\253\157\357\237\337\114\317\001\270\142\152\043\075\347\011

\115\200\033\173\060\244\303\335\007\177\064\276\244\046\262\366

\101\350\011\035\343\040\230\252\067\117\377\367\361\342\051\160

\061\107\077\164\320\024\026\372\041\212\002\325\212\011\224\167

\056\362\131\050\213\174\120\222\012\146\170\070\203\165\304\265

\132\250\021\306\345\301\235\146\125\317\123\304\257\327\165\205

\251\102\023\126\354\041\167\201\223\132\014\352\226\331\111\312

\241\010\362\227\073\155\233\004\030\044\104\216\174\001\362\334

\045\330\136\206\232\261\071\333\365\221\062\152\321\246\160\212

\242\367\336\244\105\205\046\250\036\214\135\051\133\310\113\330

\232\152\003\136\160\362\205\117\154\113\150\057\312\124\366\214

\332\062\376\303\153\203\077\070\306\176

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY
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 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:08:f9:b4:78:a8:fa:7e:da:6a:33:37:89:de:7c:cf:8a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

37:1A:00:DC:05:33:B3:72:1A:7E:EB:40:E8:41:9E:70:79:9D:2B:0A:0F:2C:1D:80:69:31:65:F7:CE:C4:AD:75

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A7:88:49:DC:5D:7C:75:8C:8C:DE:39:98:56:B3:AA:D0:B2:A5:71:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL

 UTF8 "DigiCert TLS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\210\111\334\135\174\165\214\214\336\071\230\126\263\252\320

\262\245\161\065

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\254\376\367\064\226\251\362\263\264\022\113\344\047\101\157\341

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\114\123\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\371\264\170\250\372\176\332\152\063\067\211\336\174

\317\212

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert SMIME ECC

 P384 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:3f:6e:a0:06:01:72:7d:ed:3f:c3:a3:b6:a3:d6:ef
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# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E8:E8:17:65:36:A6:0C:C2:C4:E1:01:87:C3:BE:FC:A2:0E:F2:63:49:70:18:F5:66:D5:BE:A0:F9:4D:0C:11:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1C:B8:A7:08:C9:0D:20:79:01:A0:B2:36:7F:F0:95:65:E4:53:24:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243

\326\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\034\060\202\001\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243\326\357\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\120\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040\105\103\103

\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027

\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\120\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037
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\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\026\235\125\345\266\324\373\373\147

\153\032\324\241\252\322\167\225\076\210\345\007\237\266\160\146

\040\050\244\210\354\160\065\257\263\062\377\067\023\112\236\274

\001\003\336\204\301\270\306\346\145\107\211\362\023\125\277\315

\245\036\010\140\177\255\177\350\141\222\051\317\011\107\136\013

\034\300\037\244\277\362\133\274\230\357\231\114\314\160\153\266

\272\320\050\035\277\276\004\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\163\172\153\226\333\102\007\213\122\146

\302\144\062\027\376\340\147\220\056\255\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\067\104

\365\062\200\343\161\353\364\155\317\174\314\221\232\303\156\161

\330\322\043\135\222\115\202\102\155\134\141\225\366\221\365\247

\010\366\152\227\351\234\224\055\230\160\375\063\266\011\002\060

\007\074\057\271\130\202\136\017\243\142\250\223\147\360\040\303

\151\277\003\054\073\120\247\073\257\101\070\311\122\110\221\326

\016\373\274\140\060\174\144\077\022\036\105\177\121\076\364\246

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert

 SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:3f:6e:a0:06:01:72:7d:ed:3f:c3:a3:b6:a3:d6:ef

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E8:E8:17:65:36:A6:0C:C2:C4:E1:01:87:C3:BE:FC:A2:0E:F2:63:49:70:18:F5:66:D5:BE:A0:F9:4D:0C:11:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1C:B8:A7:08:C9:0D:20:79:01:A0:B2:36:7F:F0:95:65:E4:53:24:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\270\247\010\311\015\040\171\001\240\262\066\177\360\225\145

\344\123\044\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\376\364\122\066\104\330\356\015\267\003\013\357\164\263\003
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\077\156\240\006\001\162\175\355\077\303\243\266\243

\326\357

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:f6:ba:04:23:83:46:cb:7d:5c:e6:b9:5b:ba:1c:55

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

90:37:0D:3E:FA:88:BF:58:C3:01:05:BA:25:10:4A:35:84:60:A7:FA:52:DF:C2:01:1D:F2:33:A0:F4:17:91:2A

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:C5:AD:E2:9A:A7:54:DA:84:89:53:A5:FE:D7:5B:46:86:D0:57:08

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272

\034\125

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\152\060\202\003\122\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272\034\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105\040

\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060

\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027

\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162

\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115\105

\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\340\152\133\331\370\371\175\354\265\173\357\137\335\134\064

\330\332\135\321\313\145\165\253\041\174\133\000\324\202\157\105

\205\101\212\251\022\002\162\062\360\024\365\003\165\273\143\227

\111\017\100\231\013\032\036\126\247\322\320\341\253\335\345\004

\033\343\037\024\022\002\210\365\240\200\011\366\047\232\120\360

\272\343\242\340\254\152\024\221\265\153\070\020\172\242\061\341

\221\033\267\271\360\053\133\310\167\011\166\267\121\304\066\012

\231\123\124\104\045\267\011\065\206\027\005\126\223\075\101\267

\002\327\142\037\212\222\021\207\352\021\155\352\010\021\334\261

\170\110\111\222\366\264\121\200\170\043\330\376\341\126\032\072

\220\023\126\064\211\325\342\225\213\137\336\262\314\373\077\070

\267\205\367\352\236\277\056\241\056\057\115\175\152\021\056\066

\240\377\021\010\004\225\125\340\033\073\147\223\251\224\125\352

\062\355\006\072\177\302\177\343\255\023\047\321\064\101\263\060

\303\277\264\210\370\003\202\244\337\076\253\170\167\240\131\223

\161\347\335\353\000\004\173\314\110\071\050\340\036\243\025\151

\310\066\262\241\013\227\337\125\326\357\221\234\244\366\026\367

\121\012\356\003\043\221\334\004\377\340\335\070\366\042\003\000

\302\007\161\032\022\311\327\106\052\224\033\315\326\273\033\356
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\277\276\115\120\130\260\013\315\060\166\051\365\317\345\266\152

\057\166\260\260\151\152\320\155\145\030\065\176\223\274\162\027

\301\125\102\315\057\302\045\273\364\375\035\241\144\042\124\135

\342\236\162\101\204\156\161\226\352\105\007\266\136\172\112\206

\235\163\144\167\070\003\322\017\123\245\125\040\304\115\377\150

\157\125\251\352\335\161\344\117\331\205\243\174\116\051\002\236

\013\011\362\032\123\314\000\246\335\321\064\366\015\301\060\261

\234\002\144\254\065\355\245\260\051\261\322\225\063\017\322\040

\063\275\354\043\113\362\031\371\332\230\144\344\054\061\037\056

\341\215\034\004\225\050\115\214\130\315\113\345\163\202\206\214

\354\250\326\171\134\373\144\273\334\014\114\050\366\027\257\342

\150\326\026\206\230\333\374\001\334\061\272\370\234\016\371\050

\106\112\341\375\226\006\105\171\021\150\027\145\134\213\046\207

\133\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\321\243\324\127\035\117\125\333\165\114\134

\102\236\143\026\316\264\306\073\037\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\007\247

\012\336\123\273\232\353\160\277\262\066\220\315\344\247\270\361

\014\344\135\132\035\170\145\374\311\270\036\043\021\127\174\151

\065\155\001\377\123\120\277\007\016\272\307\001\077\130\052\224

\165\003\253\034\013\043\334\033\212\036\067\075\035\130\217\163

\331\263\052\157\337\020\240\133\014\247\312\260\177\271\044\242

\001\065\062\345\136\106\101\353\330\177\163\347\102\351\244\121

\046\167\201\012\250\353\017\012\120\235\176\212\040\147\374\013

\216\072\021\323\305\214\140\030\331\113\261\374\324\361\264\111

\116\256\207\341\321\373\166\241\137\363\006\317\227\226\014\351

\236\165\201\134\123\015\042\374\066\346\111\156\164\333\000\205

\215\174\042\240\216\373\020\114\324\142\023\133\357\113\162\046

\213\374\116\212\217\376\227\020\123\305\170\213\102\144\033\137

\340\211\375\273\011\177\120\340\124\205\046\021\152\035\145\371

\111\051\334\174\066\337\373\075\367\322\254\356\062\215\156\246

\175\071\234\105\304\312\015\365\073\264\171\123\245\057\126\307

\121\305\212\114\144\135\220\103\043\216\153\114\027\170\314\350

\277\365\073\344\250\110\317\255\233\014\337\062\112\323\331\022

\216\043\170\015\055\257\237\257\236\074\011\302\227\000\355\072

\151\034\161\077\071\337\323\217\304\146\365\357\066\224\017\363

\335\222\266\226\137\220\246\335\163\252\246\040\224\224\045\152

\011\014\162\344\023\043\140\114\243\312\027\056\173\147\000\333

\320\315\352\172\037\071\046\127\211\060\167\313\116\345\225\105

\117\137\373\066\134\075\371\040\265\072\020\045\117\223\062\132

\356\301\226\350\351\126\004\260\111\141\115\354\170\250\235\030

\301\377\330\352\057\126\357\225\053\173\004\136\147\343\125\100

\355\071\004\371\013\171\365\152\214\134\017\211\232\220\307\315

\213\336\333\046\065\241\156\315\263\102\362\242\017\073\014\216

\223\377\024\317\374\367\223\367\344\101\010\156\031\122\021\017

\123\031\163\170\014\317\330\205\201\370\255\125\310\260\236\106
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\143\257\234\122\356\134\277\360\300\133\067\036\011\040\322\076

\043\306\241\025\112\016\066\176\060\305\171\152\274\042\210\331

\014\122\100\037\335\116\017\147\046\026\322\255\027\034

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:05:f6:ba:04:23:83:46:cb:7d:5c:e6:b9:5b:ba:1c:55

# Subject: CN=DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5,O="DigiCert, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

90:37:0D:3E:FA:88:BF:58:C3:01:05:BA:25:10:4A:35:84:60:A7:FA:52:DF:C2:01:1D:F2:33:A0:F4:17:91:2A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:C5:AD:E2:9A:A7:54:DA:84:89:53:A5:FE:D7:5B:46:86:D0:57:08

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert SMIME RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\305\255\342\232\247\124\332\204\211\123\245\376\327\133\106

\206\320\127\010

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\173\340\265\077\065\162\237\175\276\013\245\244\035\251\156

END

CKA_ISSUER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\023\036\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\123\115\111\115

\105\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\366\272\004\043\203\106\313\175\134\346\271\133\272

\034\125

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Certainly Root R1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:00:8e:0f:f9:4b:90:71:68:65:33:54:f4:d4:44:39:b7:e0

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

#

 Fingerprint (SHA-256):

77:B8:2C:D8:64:4C:43:05:F7:AC:C5:CB:15:6B:45:67:50:04:03:3D:51:C6:0C:62:02:A8:E0:C3:34:67:D3:A0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A0:50:EE:0F:28:71:F4:27:B2:12:6D:6F:50:96:25:BA:CC:86:42:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104

\071\267\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\107\060\202\003\057\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104\071\267\340

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156

\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162

\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\036

\027\015\062\061\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\064\066\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060
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\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154

\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164

\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\320\066

\324\037\352\335\253\344\321\266\346\373\042\300\335\023\015\152

\173\042\023\034\227\074\150\143\146\062\234\003\265\215\244\201

\203\332\170\060\021\317\334\262\053\276\222\277\216\344\304\023

\276\244\150\114\332\002\150\026\164\276\262\335\004\344\153\052

\335\067\037\140\054\333\365\367\241\174\225\267\014\160\206\056

\361\072\357\122\367\314\323\233\371\213\276\016\337\061\267\235

\150\134\222\246\365\345\363\012\064\265\377\173\242\344\207\241

\306\257\027\000\357\003\221\355\251\034\116\161\075\322\213\154

\211\364\170\206\346\152\111\240\316\265\322\260\253\233\366\364

\324\056\343\162\371\066\306\353\025\267\045\214\072\374\045\015

\263\042\163\041\164\310\112\226\141\222\365\057\013\030\245\364

\255\342\356\101\275\001\171\372\226\214\215\027\002\060\264\371

\257\170\032\214\264\066\020\020\007\005\160\320\364\061\220\212

\121\305\206\046\171\262\021\210\136\305\360\012\124\315\111\246

\277\002\234\322\104\247\355\343\170\357\106\136\155\161\321\171

\160\034\106\137\121\351\311\067\334\137\176\151\173\101\337\064

\105\340\073\204\364\241\212\012\066\236\067\314\142\122\341\211

\015\050\371\172\043\261\015\075\075\232\375\235\201\357\054\220

\300\173\104\116\273\111\340\016\112\126\222\274\313\265\335\171

\027\211\221\336\141\211\164\222\250\343\062\205\276\116\205\244

\113\131\313\053\305\170\216\161\124\320\002\067\231\214\345\111

\352\340\124\162\244\021\006\057\013\214\301\133\276\265\241\260

\123\156\234\270\140\221\037\131\153\371\055\364\224\012\227\265

\354\305\166\003\124\033\145\122\272\114\222\126\121\065\240\100

\330\051\333\256\122\166\073\055\060\100\233\212\320\102\126\264

\267\210\001\244\207\073\123\226\315\243\026\217\363\146\252\027

\261\307\140\340\301\103\005\014\356\233\133\140\157\006\134\207

\133\047\371\100\021\236\234\063\301\267\345\065\127\005\177\047

\316\027\040\214\034\374\361\373\332\061\051\111\355\365\013\204

\247\117\301\366\116\302\050\234\372\356\340\257\007\373\063\021

\172\041\117\013\041\020\266\100\072\253\042\072\004\234\213\233

\204\206\162\232\322\247\245\304\264\165\221\251\053\043\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\340\252\077\045\215\237\104\134\301\072\350\056\256

\167\114\204\076\147\014\364\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\271\127\257\270\022

\332\127\203\217\150\013\063\035\003\123\125\364\225\160\344\053

\075\260\071\353\372\211\142\375\367\326\030\004\057\041\064\335

\361\150\360\325\226\132\336\302\200\243\301\215\306\152\367\131

\167\256\025\144\317\133\171\005\167\146\352\214\323\153\015\335

\361\131\054\301\063\245\060\200\025\105\007\105\032\061\042\266
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\222\000\253\231\115\072\217\167\257\251\042\312\057\143\312\025

\326\307\306\360\075\154\374\034\015\230\020\141\236\021\242\042

\327\012\362\221\172\153\071\016\057\060\303\066\111\237\340\351

\017\002\104\120\067\224\125\175\352\237\366\073\272\224\245\114

\351\274\076\121\264\350\312\222\066\124\155\134\045\050\332\335

\255\024\375\323\356\342\042\005\353\320\362\267\150\022\327\132

\212\101\032\306\222\245\132\073\143\105\117\277\341\072\167\042

\057\134\277\106\371\132\003\205\023\102\137\312\336\123\327\142

\265\246\065\004\302\107\377\231\375\204\337\134\316\351\136\200

\050\101\362\175\347\036\220\330\117\166\076\202\074\015\374\245

\003\372\173\032\331\105\036\140\332\304\216\371\374\053\311\173

\225\305\052\377\252\211\337\202\061\017\162\377\014\047\327\012

\036\126\000\120\036\014\220\301\226\265\330\024\205\273\247\015

\026\301\370\007\044\033\272\205\241\032\005\011\200\272\225\143

\311\072\354\045\237\177\235\272\244\107\025\233\104\160\361\152

\113\326\070\136\103\363\030\176\120\156\351\132\050\346\145\346

\167\033\072\375\035\276\003\046\243\333\324\341\273\176\226\047

\053\035\356\244\373\332\045\124\023\003\336\071\306\303\037\115

\220\354\217\033\112\322\034\355\205\225\070\120\171\106\326\301

\220\120\061\251\134\232\156\035\365\063\126\213\247\231\322\362

\310\054\063\223\222\060\307\116\214\145\063\020\144\027\375\044

\027\226\321\215\302\072\152\053\353\023\213\104\362\041\363\112

\032\267\167\137\327\355\210\244\162\345\071\037\225\235\276\147

\301\160\021\075\273\364\370\111\267\343\046\227\072\237\322\137

\174\373\300\231\174\071\051\340\173\035\277\015\247\217\322\051

\064\156\044\025\313\336\220\136\277\032\304\146\352\302\346\272

\071\137\212\231\251\101\131\007\260\054\257

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certainly Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:00:8e:0f:f9:4b:90:71:68:65:33:54:f4:d4:44:39:b7:e0

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root R1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not

 Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

77:B8:2C:D8:64:4C:43:05:F7:AC:C5:CB:15:6B:45:67:50:04:03:3D:51:C6:0C:62:02:A8:E0:C3:34:67:D3:A0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A0:50:EE:0F:28:71:F4:27:B2:12:6D:6F:50:96:25:BA:CC:86:42:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root R1"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\120\356\017\050\161\364\047\262\022\155\157\120\226\045\272

\314\206\102\257

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\160\324\076\202\207\240\372\063\066\023\364\372\063\347\022

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\216\017\371\113\220\161\150\145\063\124\364\324\104

\071\267\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certainly Root E1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:06:25:33:b1:47:03:33:27:5c:f9:8d:9a:b9:bf:cc:f8

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B4:58:5F:22:E4:AC:75:6A:4E:86:12:A1:36:1C:5D:9D:03:1A:93:FD:84:FE:BB:77:8F:A3:06:8B:0F:C4:2D:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:E1:6D:DC:01:89:CF:D5:82:45:63:3E:C5:37:7D:C2:EB:93:6F:2B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root E1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277

\314\370

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\367\060\202\001\175\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\006

\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277\314\370\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\075\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164\141\151\156

\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061\060\036\027\015\062\061

\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060

\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145\162\164\141\151\156\154

\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\336\157\370\177\034\337\355\371\107\207\206\261\244\300\212

\370\202\227\200\352\217\310\112\136\052\175\210\150\247\001\142

\024\221\044\172\134\236\243\027\175\212\206\041\064\030\120\033

\020\336\320\067\113\046\307\031\140\200\351\064\275\140\031\066

\100\326\051\207\011\074\221\172\366\274\023\043\335\131\116\004

\136\317\310\002\034\030\123\301\061\330\332\040\351\104\215\344

\166\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\363\050\030\313\144\165\356\051\052\353\355\256\043\130\070

\205\353\310\042\007\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\261\216\132\040\303\262\031

\142\115\336\260\117\337\156\322\160\212\361\237\176\152\214\346

\272\336\203\151\312\151\263\251\005\265\226\222\027\207\302\322

\352\320\173\316\330\101\133\174\256\002\060\106\336\352\313\135

\232\354\062\302\145\026\260\114\060\134\060\363\332\116\163\206

\006\330\316\211\004\110\067\067\370\335\063\121\235\160\257\173

\125\330\001\056\175\005\144\016\206\270\221

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Certainly Root E1"

# Issuer: CN=Certainly

 Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Serial Number:06:25:33:b1:47:03:33:27:5c:f9:8d:9a:b9:bf:cc:f8

# Subject: CN=Certainly Root E1,O=Certainly,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 01 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B4:58:5F:22:E4:AC:75:6A:4E:86:12:A1:36:1C:5D:9D:03:1A:93:FD:84:FE:BB:77:8F:A3:06:8B:0F:C4:2D:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:E1:6D:DC:01:89:CF:D5:82:45:63:3E:C5:37:7D:C2:EB:93:6F:2B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certainly Root E1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\341\155\334\001\211\317\325\202\105\143\076\305\067\175\302

\353\223\157\053

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\236\312\315\076\122\120\306\066\363\113\243\355\247\123\351

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\103\145\162\164\141\151

\156\154\171\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\103\145

\162\164\141\151\156\154\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\045\063\261\107\003\063\047\134\371\215\232\271\277

\314\370

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:0d:4d:c5:cd:16:22:95:96:08:7e:b8:0b:7f:15:06:34:fb:79:10:34

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:07:17 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:07:17 2045
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:66:B0:B1:0A:3C:DB:9F:2E:36:48:C7:6B:D2:AF:18:EA:D2:BF:E6:F1:17:65:5E:28:C4:06:0D:A1:A3:F4:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 E9:A8:5D:22:14:52:1C:5B:AA:0A:B4:BE:24:6A:23:8A:C9:BA:E2:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\015\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025

\006\064\373\171\020\064

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\363\060\202\003\333\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\015

\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025\006\064\373

\171\020\064\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153

\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060
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\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122

\123\101\040\166\063\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060

\071\060\067\061\067\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\062\060\071

\060\067\061\067\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006

\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123

\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162

\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147

\162\141\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\122\123\101\040\166\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\242\146\360\211\267\162\173

\356\011\311\143\322\323\103\335\136\303\246\204\070\112\361\215

\201\273\024\275\107\350\100\027\363\075\303\170\105\162\246\056

\220\336\232\072\324\040\161\312\274\237\035\113\227\012\307\061

\272\076\327\376\045\251\052\216\066\364\321\057\307\267\251\135

\063\334\060\160\370\100\154\113\262\246\061\141\321\064\074\075

\061\172\307\257\304\247\247\204\341\227\244\350\113\366\027\174

\356\074\007\355\342\212\127\334\266\373\370\103\045\120\352\047

\201\250\206\274\217\122\112\226\072\140\032\226\273\375\163\364

\205\375\203\375\177\204\155\064\154\177\152\267\113\001\003\277

\255\151\267\327\062\331\365\127\152\351\206\202\076\245\146\061

\263\026\075\302\363\046\140\062\323\122\036\260\154\244\067\076

\364\365\257\353\341\337\200\006\317\052\101\347\146\011\341\113

\227\347\167\275\041\155\051\266\147\303\055\176\355\326\171\145

\321\317\072\266\321\261\136\126\141\120\172\132\316\116\120\061

\200\003\230\107\347\344\030\174\104\132\306\244\263\073\306\306

\303\072\360\154\303\213\310\244\221\005\363\365\331\266\252\006

\241\267\253\344\261\352\041\024\134\203\244\374\377\266\120\323

\214\022\046\231\166\160\351\300\017\246\164\374\273\320\033\170

\316\162\222\342\050\234\274\346\351\011\330\072\323\211\346\276

\056\167\337\001\012\157\226\366\345\215\074\115\122\166\032\126

\341\163\176\027\254\075\255\154\243\122\022\030\160\346\200\116

\063\362\176\046\062\254\005\215\070\244\346\166\074\237\020\151

\016\155\235\322\301\171\040\153\133\317\063\215\321\224\166\065

\347\135\125\307\267\254\050\253\106\314\347\073\041\265\012\012

\344\112\131\334\201\065\113\104\225\022\012\147\245\241\377\133

\000\007\322\300\314\371\077\374\237\063\362\000\370\214\154\207

\235\006\055\361\357\343\346\006\372\305\146\023\133\374\120\007

\236\161\206\262\332\157\164\060\317\223\123\350\334\042\326\336

\040\037\141\215\243\056\243\170\062\220\154\334\254\062\265\005

\344\365\074\063\015\326\340\207\167\027\114\235\260\330\011\250

\015\127\367\104\205\360\310\004\276\134\135\132\343\027\216\124

\143\151\177\111\164\144\005\214\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003
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\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\262\264\256\346\055\367\046\325\252\165\055\166\113\300\033\123

\041\320\110\357\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\262

\264\256\346\055\367\046\325\252\165\055\166\113\300\033\123\041

\320\110\357\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\211\250\162\177\214\353\316\056\030

\304\020\200\055\020\014\377\373\024\315\004\340\024\074\116\232

\373\237\051\277\042\236\127\271\202\163\022\143\046\265\314\220

\351\322\052\051\356\234\055\314\054\231\276\105\047\344\261\161

\355\344\070\225\061\101\362\175\172\143\170\337\312\066\026\057

\202\210\237\274\021\107\117\166\115\310\055\216\353\337\055\174

\116\073\332\256\366\343\332\135\024\246\256\350\205\104\235\006

\156\216\373\357\172\112\152\055\053\050\030\376\277\220\054\165

\026\237\017\352\226\175\005\356\233\023\245\104\154\370\003\320

\335\043\341\375\003\022\022\010\364\030\064\263\340\067\013\167

\021\001\110\277\141\264\265\370\031\331\313\115\352\243\214\357

\375\360\006\265\155\222\364\112\141\120\204\355\354\111\323\344

\276\150\346\056\343\061\013\124\013\032\222\326\202\330\266\242

\145\074\146\004\371\125\332\154\373\333\265\024\146\115\224\203

\073\315\036\246\053\262\376\167\100\206\253\347\337\012\311\375

\366\335\207\126\030\330\260\054\125\140\226\372\010\176\122\220

\365\113\246\056\207\174\313\040\333\006\076\240\135\003\167\175

\242\074\023\033\051\242\023\125\240\075\024\042\257\157\270\320

\232\033\162\335\005\001\215\206\140\277\244\147\356\265\245\015

\321\177\346\032\053\142\146\303\007\272\347\240\110\034\070\303

\351\105\373\247\177\374\355\002\150\032\312\167\022\167\246\000

\125\050\024\354\326\307\022\242\033\145\102\351\221\350\313\076

\207\211\124\135\331\257\235\227\234\151\347\012\377\017\132\170

\213\143\052\114\175\107\224\077\336\113\351\123\320\060\361\305

\366\236\111\337\073\240\221\243\243\376\315\130\314\352\337\257

\157\050\073\240\151\233\217\354\254\256\053\124\235\233\004\261

\107\040\257\226\022\076\143\224\035\004\347\056\273\206\307\014

\232\210\277\166\107\357\367\260\013\227\146\322\104\317\140\122

\007\341\325\054\112\072\047\141\167\312\327\217\347\207\016\060

\377\014\273\004\342\141\303\242\310\227\141\216\264\060\152\074

\155\302\007\137\112\163\057\077\371\026\212\001\146\357\272\221

\312\122\127\173\256\324\346\017\335\013\172\177\213\236\046\040

\317\073\357\201\161\203\131

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra
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 Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:0d:4d:c5:cd:16:22:95:96:08:7e:b8:0b:7f:15:06:34:fb:79:10:34

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:07:17 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:07:17 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:66:B0:B1:0A:3C:DB:9F:2E:36:48:C7:6B:D2:AF:18:EA:D2:BF:E6:F1:17:65:5E:28:C4:06:0D:A1:A3:F4:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E9:A8:5D:22:14:52:1C:5B:AA:0A:B4:BE:24:6A:23:8A:C9:BA:E2:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA RSA v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\351\250\135\042\024\122\034\133\252\012\264\276\044\152\043\212

\311\272\342\251

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\276\020\366\302\370\003\210\163\137\063\051\107\050\107\244

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\122\123\101

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\015\115\305\315\026\042\225\226\010\176\270\013\177\025

\006\064\373\171\020\064

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

 A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:26:46:19:77:31:e1:4f:6f:28:36:de:39:51:86:e6:d4:97:88:22:c1
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# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:46:58 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:46:58 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

87:3F:46:85:FA:7F:56:36:25:25:2E:6D:36:BC:D7:F1:6F:C2:49:51:F2:64:E4:7E:1B:95:4F:49:08:CD:CA:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:2F:AF:57:53:B1:B0:E6:A1:04:EC:5B:6A:69:71:6D:F6:1C:E2:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\046\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206

\346\324\227\210\042\301

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\245\060\202\002\052\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\046

\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206\346\324\227

\210\042\301\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162\141
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\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165\147

\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006\003

\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103\040

\166\063\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\071\064\066

\065\070\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\062\060\071\064\066\065

\070\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153

\141\162\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105

\103\103\040\166\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\216\230\051

\277\307\020\036\047\333\253\003\314\050\054\330\136\110\031\020

\051\314\313\131\201\314\214\270\222\027\211\203\052\222\366\303

\244\035\114\142\325\237\326\240\106\334\034\274\166\301\343\107

\320\133\023\332\347\245\263\146\110\347\041\232\112\117\206\012

\175\154\352\115\062\200\012\262\172\011\233\151\113\230\201\342

\056\354\002\160\226\037\375\365\106\316\312\334\202\243\143\060

\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\377

\202\061\162\076\371\304\146\154\255\070\236\321\260\121\210\245

\220\314\365\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\377\202

\061\162\076\371\304\146\154\255\070\236\321\260\121\210\245\220

\314\365\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151

\000\060\146\002\061\000\346\005\130\151\141\345\055\312\015\313

\361\031\010\275\326\375\121\222\032\176\143\124\004\220\221\232

\065\221\071\231\372\007\251\146\223\272\310\150\324\212\077\372

\355\156\026\002\047\267\002\061\000\335\132\027\053\166\035\145

\102\226\246\254\135\212\171\126\330\212\033\337\232\336\137\307

\120\217\261\133\161\014\046\337\152\100\000\354\063\221\041\161

\276\150\344\043\244\331\255\241\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Global

 Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:26:46:19:77:31:e1:4f:6f:28:36:de:39:51:86:e6:d4:97:88:22:c1
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# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3,OU=E-Tugra Trust Center,O=E-Tugra EBG

A.S.,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 09:46:58 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 12 09:46:58 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

87:3F:46:85:FA:7F:56:36:25:25:2E:6D:36:BC:D7:F1:6F:C2:49:51:F2:64:E4:7E:1B:95:4F:49:08:CD:CA:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:2F:AF:57:53:B1:B0:E6:A1:04:EC:5B:6A:69:71:6D:F6:1C:E2:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Global Root CA ECC v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\057\257\127\123\261\260\346\241\004\354\133\152\151\161\155

\366\034\342\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\274\201\273\361\265\036\367\113\226\274\024\342\347\047\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\101\056\123\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\105\103\103

\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\046\106\031\167\061\341\117\157\050\066\336\071\121\206

\346\324\227\210\042\301

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial

 Number:5d:59:c8:ca:ab:09:57:f5:e6:b5:da:29:94:04:6a:ff:c5:d4:95:87

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 10:50:34 2021
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# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 10:50:34 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

82:BD:5D:85:1A:CF:7F:6E:1B:A7:BF:CB:C5:30:30:D0:E7:BC:3C:21:DF:77:2D:85:8C:AB:41:D1:99:BD:F5:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:82:07:97:AE:52:A5:68:6F:46:07:DF:FD:03:72:3D:92:86:88:2D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\135\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004

\152\377\305\324\225\207

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\265\060\202\003\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\135

\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004\152\377\305

\324\225\207\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015

\005\000\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120

\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151

\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123

\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040

\122\123\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\062\061

\061\060\065\060\063\064\132\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\065\061

\060\065\060\063\064\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\120\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041
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\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111

\124\101\114\123\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122

\117\117\124\040\122\123\101\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\310\207\266\070\323

\034\360\336\022\370\203\307\304\212\342\211\270\264\042\172\170

\370\014\146\121\150\166\067\012\325\117\302\132\010\270\026\134

\367\162\001\011\067\204\201\052\124\153\327\222\320\154\372\250

\247\103\022\064\353\016\333\067\017\051\376\212\061\121\102\350

\113\234\220\250\310\054\021\323\375\240\051\176\316\336\224\366

\202\340\130\264\116\105\045\361\042\362\075\323\017\173\124\032

\334\062\266\326\121\116\176\101\264\127\270\054\306\271\016\056

\312\127\361\325\310\323\130\347\245\351\102\021\256\323\040\045

\224\151\327\217\312\242\015\303\323\237\007\150\077\025\322\147

\056\123\375\166\202\233\013\163\251\051\015\236\021\223\024\010

\230\354\236\124\022\112\126\242\006\025\354\153\154\056\222\140

\056\206\015\256\202\037\121\115\343\262\007\327\020\031\127\042

\366\251\151\104\204\363\331\075\240\006\277\314\210\176\177\365

\316\133\245\302\052\152\164\102\352\157\246\377\371\150\261\320

\137\275\221\322\125\157\063\127\114\036\235\344\342\213\301\205

\145\240\340\152\234\000\000\210\222\335\130\010\026\362\160\061

\250\034\341\336\275\116\161\351\326\276\176\265\241\132\303\115

\367\277\233\275\224\244\375\365\252\123\223\106\311\046\001\004

\160\304\240\161\272\316\045\146\373\221\176\125\160\356\111\012

\115\142\177\302\120\232\162\362\030\147\235\351\105\250\064\204

\350\370\201\366\321\132\042\036\007\117\073\263\177\335\021\245

\163\334\276\251\031\072\151\251\155\033\062\342\211\252\245\047

\013\132\176\164\342\017\144\071\135\176\134\271\301\027\374\307

\215\136\311\354\044\355\322\362\077\172\204\105\067\002\276\076

\153\131\304\346\133\026\155\300\252\236\252\265\131\056\054\160

\125\234\314\231\226\230\044\124\321\216\332\312\264\021\264\267

\160\103\037\157\220\013\040\240\250\166\023\145\333\333\043\132

\165\113\241\013\061\167\012\356\175\150\141\032\023\214\352\121

\176\134\126\243\127\114\135\241\353\023\145\277\124\024\314\363

\356\334\327\354\074\227\362\170\126\270\337\162\134\160\374\316

\006\335\237\322\007\061\357\347\122\221\236\315\272\327\300\030

\104\007\061\145\111\062\151\023\112\353\217\002\003\001\000\001

\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\265\066\274\074\214\032\253\054\366\131\031\055\203\024

\332\223\045\025\326\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\265\066\274\074\214\032\253\054\366\131\031\055\203\024\332

\223\045\025\326\206\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\015\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\024\373\061\045\070\061\370

\312\010\262\043\166\070\255\370\323\131\365\314\264\127\045\341
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\104\276\176\374\026\354\256\372\046\237\117\147\026\112\126\360

\375\355\307\031\001\064\216\220\132\055\326\200\134\354\161\322

\201\045\202\036\000\161\337\232\321\325\035\042\273\321\245\363

\142\017\264\353\334\044\163\376\246\126\315\232\024\305\004\065

\026\061\242\007\353\245\000\342\266\370\137\162\375\077\141\111

\216\336\176\115\070\327\172\036\164\067\154\121\334\276\000\004

\270\070\024\363\040\301\355\233\247\043\375\015\102\204\035\177

\362\163\303\320\170\143\361\237\354\327\133\351\361\276\154\240

\113\003\236\215\151\341\024\332\210\020\201\043\123\377\332\124

\053\013\306\271\226\225\004\030\106\363\173\250\227\330\133\150

\244\344\070\034\016\105\345\230\323\011\256\232\136\354\263\171

\015\071\162\362\364\224\235\016\236\140\042\346\250\366\114\205

\315\007\202\072\150\071\315\075\137\343\070\364\266\257\073\153

\112\237\140\121\105\242\100\002\345\252\014\343\076\321\170\324

\242\164\234\046\272\005\232\050\160\112\076\246\013\320\035\111

\360\272\370\256\101\020\176\244\007\022\275\250\317\051\075\127

\273\307\361\103\107\000\076\256\160\030\132\040\173\011\313\072

\072\160\200\345\114\140\230\301\025\301\035\112\367\310\360\233

\341\162\255\347\135\150\130\013\004\261\214\274\237\267\373\156

\213\133\004\125\373\353\043\125\327\170\120\332\045\313\276\047

\066\273\044\032\171\034\121\321\376\023\273\377\170\054\334\244

\276\057\366\305\113\123\317\247\114\231\136\160\254\131\210\004

\256\144\004\277\173\246\172\115\323\350\167\275\241\176\120\025

\363\357\111\060\205\115\041\127\252\333\054\165\227\255\201\001

\207\242\261\160\235\036\006\132\003\140\261\077\246\155\202\054

\324\024\261\201\245\350\075\210\035\264\162\054\130\067\212\216

\070\224\270\163\335\251\340\270\366\167\242\263\174\130\336\256

\151\072\265\213\245\032\273\362\330\164\006\234\375\142\163\040

\041\166\261\176\160\236\031\324\353\027\142\031\070\231\315\066

\053\107\376\061\313\337\271\344\254\010\323\330\246\353\324\236

\176\113\144\244\125\135\053\027\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial Number:5d:59:c8:ca:ab:09:57:f5:e6:b5:da:29:94:04:6a:ff:c5:d4:95:87

#

 Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 10:50:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 10:50:34 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

82:BD:5D:85:1A:CF:7F:6E:1B:A7:BF:CB:C5:30:30:D0:E7:BC:3C:21:DF:77:2D:85:8C:AB:41:D1:99:BD:F5:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:82:07:97:AE:52:A5:68:6F:46:07:DF:FD:03:72:3D:92:86:88:2D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT RSA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\202\007\227\256\122\245\150\157\106\007\337\375\003\162\075

\222\206\210\055

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\032\275\032\171\306\333\264\355\263\207\314\251\323\116\170

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\122\123

\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\135\131\310\312\253\011\127\365\346\265\332\051\224\004

\152\377\305\324\225\207

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial Number:36:2d:8f:72:88:a2:28:27:e4:00:ff:24:c6:2d:e4:eb:fa:9d:b6:e1

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 11:07:50 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 11:07:50 2046

# Fingerprint

 (SHA-256):

26:1D:71:14:AE:5F:8F:F2:D8:C7:20:9A:9D:E4:28:9E:6A:FC:9D:71:70:23:D8:54:50:90:91:99:F1:85:7C:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:A8:08:EB:8F:88:F5:80:6C:05:45:1B:17:F3:D7:00:2F:D2:4A:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144

\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\066\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055

\344\353\372\235\266\341

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\152\060\202\001\360\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\066

\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055\344\353\372

\235\266\341\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157

\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107\116

\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103\104

\123\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\062\061\061

\061\060\067\065\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\065\061\061

\060\067\065\060\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\120\124\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104

\151\147\151\164\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124

\101\114\123\111\107\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117

\117\124\040\105\103\104\123\101\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\156\013\243\253\063\115\034\352\112\350\374\004\215

\024\240\175\360\010\054\137\203\253\223\321\322\173\272\327\111

\175\217\354\022\120\137\324\271\313\345\360\371\063\143\037\311

\127\354\100\330\021\013\227\350\122\026\314\051\216\364\006\206
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\036\070\334\075\127\304\356\252\275\310\124\004\046\132\047\023

\121\107\075\037\037\032\216\250\225\244\063\320\314\107\314\155

\270\374\110\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004

\030\060\026\200\024\316\257\112\213\032\165\342\361\070\347\002

\360\026\255\136\352\144\325\173\264\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\316\257\112\213\032\165\342\361\070\347\002\360

\026\255\136\352\144\325\173\264\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\012\210\304\161\234

\104\003\115\215\264\307\274\250\256\331\060\047\065\152\153\026

\143\327\374\347\131\341\247\211\033\114\061\232\043\125\104\346

\363\103\041\325\107\047\157\155\127\001\252\002\061\000\373\262

\352\342\227\177\121\265\237\110\353\274\157\065\211\250\144\160

\253\127\166\315\300\306\024\140\312\177\342\202\000\163\367\314

\065\352\216\044\233\345\010\131\307\004\214\163\170\376

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

# Issuer: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Serial Number:36:2d:8f:72:88:a2:28:27:e4:00:ff:24:c6:2d:e4:eb:fa:9d:b6:e1

# Subject: CN=DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA,O=DigitalSign Certificadora Digital,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 21 11:07:50 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 15 11:07:50 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

26:1D:71:14:AE:5F:8F:F2:D8:C7:20:9A:9D:E4:28:9E:6A:FC:9D:71:70:23:D8:54:50:90:91:99:F1:85:7C:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:A8:08:EB:8F:88:F5:80:6C:05:45:1B:17:F3:D7:00:2F:D2:4A:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DIGITALSIGN GLOBAL ROOT ECDSA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\147\250\010\353\217\210\365\200\154\005\105\033\027\363\327\000

\057\322\112\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\055\241\316\377\041\302\210\313\132\036\214\341\311\222\217

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\014\041\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144
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\157\162\141\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\104\111\107\111\124\101\114\123\111\107

\116\040\107\114\117\102\101\114\040\122\117\117\124\040\105\103

\104\123\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\066\055\217\162\210\242\050\047\344\000\377\044\306\055

\344\353\372\235\266\341

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA3"

#

#

 Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:A5:5C:2A:B0:51:44:2D:06:17:76:65:41:23:9A:4A:D0:32:D7:C5:51:75:AA:34:FF:DE:2F:BC:4F:5C:52:94

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:03:C8:22:74:92:E5:61:A2:9C:5F:79:91:2B:1E:44:13:91:30:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156
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\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\177\060\202\003\147\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122

\157\157\164\103\101\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061\066

\060\066\061\067\061\066\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\060

\066\061\067\061\066\132\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040

\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\343\311\162\111\367\060\336\011\174\251

\100\201\130\323\264\072\335\272\141\017\223\120\156\151\074\065

\302\356\133\163\220\033\147\114\041\354\137\065\273\071\076\053

\012\140\357\273\155\053\206\373\161\242\310\254\344\126\224\371

\311\257\261\162\324\040\254\164\322\270\025\255\121\376\205\164

\241\271\020\376\005\200\371\122\223\263\100\075\165\020\254\300

\226\267\247\176\166\274\343\033\122\031\316\021\037\013\004\064

\365\330\365\151\074\167\363\144\364\015\252\205\336\340\011\120

\004\027\226\204\267\310\212\274\115\162\374\034\273\317\363\006

\115\371\237\144\367\176\246\146\206\065\161\310\021\200\114\301

\161\100\130\036\276\240\163\366\374\076\120\341\340\057\046\075

\176\134\043\265\171\160\336\372\340\321\245\326\014\101\161\173

\367\352\214\034\210\307\354\213\365\321\057\125\226\106\174\132

\073\130\073\373\272\330\055\265\045\332\172\116\317\104\256\041

\246\236\230\312\040\156\174\273\210\205\133\373\300\020\142\273

\362\371\047\107\357\321\211\071\103\304\337\336\341\101\277\124

\163\040\227\055\154\332\363\324\007\243\346\271\330\157\256\374

\214\031\056\323\147\147\053\225\333\130\134\265\152\002\363\270

\203\136\264\153\276\101\176\127\011\165\104\120\125\315\132\021

\141\041\012\141\302\251\210\375\023\274\055\211\057\315\141\340

\225\276\312\265\173\341\173\064\147\013\037\266\014\307\174\036

\031\123\312\247\261\112\025\040\126\024\160\075\053\202\054\017

\235\025\035\107\200\107\377\170\231\016\061\257\157\076\217\355

\206\151\036\173\030\210\024\262\302\374\202\063\056\234\113\055
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\373\160\073\161\252\053\173\046\047\363\032\302\334\373\027\270

\241\352\313\240\264\256\323\224\176\172\320\253\303\354\070\055

\021\056\210\277\324\077\255\022\073\102\254\217\002\156\175\314

\321\137\141\276\241\274\072\152\110\352\046\125\042\026\135\137

\015\377\047\063\237\030\003\164\212\133\122\040\107\153\105\115

\042\167\214\125\047\360\257\036\214\311\203\042\124\267\232\320

\117\331\316\374\331\056\034\226\050\261\002\323\003\275\045\122

\034\064\146\117\043\253\364\167\202\226\035\321\127\060\010\021

\005\375\127\321\331\307\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\144\024\174\374\130\162

\026\246\012\051\064\025\157\052\313\274\374\257\250\253\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\334\002\043\010\342\357\041\072\307\015\267\046\322

\142\223\247\245\043\162\007\040\202\140\337\030\327\124\255\151

\045\222\236\331\024\317\231\271\122\201\317\256\154\212\073\132

\071\310\154\001\103\302\042\155\002\360\142\315\116\143\103\300

\024\332\364\143\360\352\364\161\356\116\207\343\161\251\364\311

\127\345\056\137\034\171\273\043\252\207\104\127\351\275\065\115

\101\273\113\050\243\230\262\033\331\013\027\007\345\367\352\235

\365\166\327\277\304\266\201\130\377\310\377\144\151\142\171\255

\156\016\037\177\356\035\151\345\267\162\161\263\376\245\001\065

\224\124\053\300\122\155\217\125\304\311\322\270\313\312\064\010

\121\205\240\365\274\264\027\130\352\012\134\172\275\143\306\072

\057\377\226\111\031\204\352\147\330\004\261\141\364\000\133\112

\267\234\161\067\031\205\171\277\201\260\307\023\016\166\161\076

\072\200\006\256\006\026\247\215\265\302\304\313\377\100\245\134

\215\245\311\072\355\162\201\312\134\230\074\322\064\003\167\010

\375\360\051\131\135\041\010\307\140\277\244\161\173\270\331\036

\202\276\011\257\145\157\050\253\277\113\265\356\076\010\107\047

\240\017\157\017\213\077\254\225\030\363\271\016\334\147\125\156

\142\236\106\016\321\004\170\312\162\256\166\331\245\370\262\337

\210\011\141\213\357\044\116\321\131\077\132\324\075\311\223\074

\053\144\365\201\015\026\226\367\222\303\376\061\157\350\052\062

\164\016\364\114\230\112\030\016\060\124\325\305\353\274\305\025

\236\350\231\041\353\047\053\011\012\333\361\346\160\030\126\273

\014\344\276\371\350\020\244\023\222\270\034\340\333\147\035\123

\003\244\042\247\334\135\222\020\074\352\377\374\033\020\032\303

\330\320\234\235\145\313\320\053\047\061\003\036\066\341\075\166

\165\014\377\105\046\271\335\121\274\043\307\137\330\330\207\020

\100\022\015\075\070\067\347\104\074\030\300\123\011\144\217\377

\325\232\246\174\160\056\163\125\041\350\337\377\203\271\035\076

\062\036\326\246\175\054\361\146\351\134\035\247\243\316\136\045

\062\053\343\225\254\052\007\316\264\050\170\206\074\055\246\235

\115\322\164\060\335\144\121\025\333\203\203\121\327\257\375\063

\235\115\146

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA3"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:A5:5C:2A:B0:51:44:2D:06:17:76:65:41:23:9A:4A:D0:32:D7:C5:51:75:AA:34:FF:DE:2F:BC:4F:5C:52:94

#

 Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:03:C8:22:74:92:E5:61:A2:9C:5F:79:91:2B:1E:44:13:91:30:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\003\310\042\164\222\345\141\242\234\137\171\221\053\036\104

\023\221\060\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\232\026\377\236\134\340\115\212\024\001\364\065\135\051\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP
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# Serial Number:00:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:4F:BD:A5:5B:D5:64:C4:73:A3:6B:44:1A:A7:99:C8:A6:8E:07:74:40:E8:28:8B:9F:A1:E5:0E:4B:BA:CA:11

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:0E:26:A9:BF:D2:B2:3B:C0:EF:46:C9:BA:C7:BB:F6:1D:0D:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE

 CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\070\060\202\001\276\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105

\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003

\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061

\066\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070
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\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\244\245\157\140\003\003\303\275\061\364\323\027\234\053

\204\165\254\345\375\075\127\156\327\143\277\346\004\211\222\216

\201\234\343\351\107\156\312\220\022\310\023\340\247\235\367\145

\164\037\154\020\262\350\344\351\357\155\205\062\231\104\261\136

\375\314\166\020\330\133\275\242\306\371\326\102\344\127\166\334

\220\302\065\251\113\210\074\022\107\155\134\377\111\117\032\112

\120\261\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\206\034\347\376\055\245\112\213\010\376\050\021\372\276\243

\146\370\140\131\057\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\025\135\102\075\374\266\356

\367\073\261\066\350\236\366\304\106\050\111\063\320\130\103\052

\143\051\314\115\261\264\172\242\271\015\070\245\135\110\052\375

\313\262\163\135\243\210\010\307\014\002\061\000\300\253\055\016

\155\355\030\242\333\123\351\045\333\125\010\340\120\314\337\104

\141\026\202\253\111\260\262\201\354\163\207\170\264\114\262\142

\033\022\372\026\115\045\113\143\275\036\067\331

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number:00:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:4F:BD:A5:5B:D5:64:C4:73:A3:6B:44:1A:A7:99:C8:A6:8E:07:74:40:E8:28:8B:9F:A1:E5:0E:4B:BA:CA:11

# Fingerprint (SHA1):

 B8:0E:26:A9:BF:D2:B2:3B:C0:EF:46:C9:BA:C7:BB:F6:1D:0D:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\270\016\046\251\277\322\262\073\300\357\106\311\272\307\273\366

\035\015\101\101

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\103\260\222\150\354\005\103\114\230\253\135\065\056\176\206

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH

 CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "BJCA Global Root CA1"

#

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:55:6f:65:e3:b4:d9:90:6a:1b:09:d1:6c:3e:c0:6c:20

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:16:17 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:16:17 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:89:6F:88:FE:7C:0A:88:27:66:A7:FA:6A:D2:74:9F:B5:7A:7F:3E:98:FB:76:9C:1F:A7:B0:9C:2C:44:D5:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D5:EC:8D:7B:4C:BA:79:F4:E7:E8:CB:9D:6B:AE:77:83:10:03:21:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061
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END

CKA_ID

 UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300

\154\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\125

\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300\154\040\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\124

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116\107\040

\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110

\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024

\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\071\060\063

\061\066\061\067\132\027\015\064\064\061\062\061\062\060\063\061

\066\061\067\132\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\103\116\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105

\111\112\111\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124

\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\003\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\361\146\010\275\331

\305\025\141\313\204\004\101\245\151\067\167\035\301\260\173\372

\303\167\110\220\023\162\144\321\270\174\220\065\235\030\171\210

\343\227\001\074\107\201\362\016\242\230\015\236\077\067\340\031

\262\220\362\106\034\222\261\072\141\316\372\267\106\236\003\206

\327\063\156\355\367\105\214\166\067\336\156\226\221\367\327\176

\053\207\027\325\213\065\356\204\221\162\127\334\140\303\303\271

\347\307\147\044\043\117\143\012\143\366\146\175\113\125\247\077

\170\144\111\151\022\227\340\114\015\323\011\240\062\060\072\372

\237\300\362\234\305\022\052\056\034\265\004\063\332\244\070\021

\152\336\306\030\366\107\072\042\101\207\042\374\304\211\050\124

\330\214\245\060\012\370\027\026\312\254\067\375\171\247\221\027

\170\070\231\255\130\355\262\336\314\211\175\003\234\263\211\145

\347\343\073\261\042\206\217\006\155\170\007\375\221\022\177\260

\153\034\211\015\371\270\313\164\133\007\302\310\364\065\321\144
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\143\172\351\156\232\050\326\060\275\346\033\335\025\257\204\352

\234\307\312\365\016\352\362\135\051\207\217\151\163\071\276\056

\044\157\105\041\254\305\324\151\045\006\203\255\172\110\205\023

\054\015\006\270\154\171\126\374\243\147\062\201\365\127\245\312

\127\102\151\351\134\044\141\357\342\060\030\116\104\230\125\157

\172\302\223\330\031\266\336\174\107\212\021\116\111\107\333\050

\224\002\013\224\112\054\371\022\320\117\350\061\176\154\172\277

\246\077\233\071\075\002\026\243\030\263\147\254\133\077\054\203

\053\147\071\201\134\271\176\224\325\144\335\236\217\156\256\350

\174\133\264\327\152\107\110\327\176\263\324\055\216\126\166\116

\317\151\361\156\104\154\324\044\352\215\044\241\030\277\275\127

\376\251\231\065\265\333\020\167\270\075\110\272\326\301\347\361

\043\076\327\337\205\235\047\074\324\100\275\012\014\275\365\347

\215\045\326\201\164\207\106\324\051\165\242\102\154\367\163\211

\347\175\277\172\112\037\323\042\311\025\125\317\337\157\174\125

\320\244\213\007\021\067\137\203\246\046\127\246\001\133\176\376

\130\150\007\251\351\172\331\271\350\377\120\037\253\302\264\300

\316\350\352\375\017\275\215\115\270\274\161\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\305

\357\355\314\330\215\041\306\110\344\343\327\024\056\247\026\223

\345\230\001\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\122\202\254\041\064\037\043\362

\242\330\371\270\257\067\066\040\211\321\067\003\326\151\237\270

\141\020\272\242\061\230\131\107\350\321\015\045\036\025\101\014

\340\052\125\325\127\122\313\370\344\307\151\243\035\115\161\002

\136\137\041\105\140\110\134\011\216\111\020\301\004\334\251\142

\153\002\360\103\310\116\235\070\111\164\311\062\160\124\155\301

\107\374\216\264\066\236\324\234\275\335\040\326\123\311\030\251

\265\126\271\166\213\225\147\146\356\275\230\376\256\357\276\156

\373\140\366\375\131\306\052\033\077\043\112\224\044\060\047\310

\211\274\353\104\044\232\313\075\276\117\325\172\316\216\027\313

\142\301\331\336\036\016\172\377\103\206\064\122\274\141\077\074

\137\273\331\166\264\123\274\227\263\376\212\114\022\056\053\363

\327\316\341\242\377\335\173\160\373\073\241\115\244\143\002\375

\070\227\225\077\005\160\240\153\337\142\201\103\213\264\131\015

\112\214\124\234\305\273\201\237\315\175\245\357\013\045\036\072

\040\333\034\374\037\230\147\002\012\324\163\104\023\333\121\204

\032\125\003\126\340\000\176\164\006\377\070\304\162\035\323\250

\077\150\061\135\323\011\307\056\214\133\143\340\350\334\036\322

\354\141\036\362\336\345\357\366\231\166\140\055\036\224\162\161

\306\013\052\062\307\222\116\325\106\327\035\371\251\031\012\310

\372\225\316\155\043\230\252\013\070\255\232\126\015\157\215\361

\061\000\210\301\027\234\315\031\066\065\376\125\123\240\340\074

\063\137\226\136\342\062\351\337\063\273\006\112\251\330\204\163

\316\167\322\306\254\161\341\134\243\035\014\273\012\337\137\342

\243\161\330\332\067\132\240\170\053\364\324\175\353\166\355\362
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\141\160\245\145\232\323\211\064\030\253\373\162\076\327\264\075

\171\134\330\037\241\063\173\331\202\120\014\223\027\252\154\334

\302\202\273\002\127\066\257\230\047\052\071\120\341\260\211\365

\045\227\176\107\150\020\264\354\163\312\263\227\321\044\334\366

\142\240\050\323\265\243\270\144\267\210\142\102\317\235\123\315

\231\276\144\150\217\117\036\022\110\367\322\051\303\230\050\312

\362\062\013\223\214\051\117\074\140\062\315\005\226\141\354\362

\257\376\263\160\054\056\246\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "BJCA Global Root CA1"

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:55:6f:65:e3:b4:d9:90:6a:1b:09:d1:6c:3e:c0:6c:20

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA1,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:16:17

 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:16:17 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:89:6F:88:FE:7C:0A:88:27:66:A7:FA:6A:D2:74:9F:B5:7A:7F:3E:98:FB:76:9C:1F:A7:B0:9C:2C:44:D5:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D5:EC:8D:7B:4C:BA:79:F4:E7:E8:CB:9D:6B:AE:77:83:10:03:21:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\354\215\173\114\272\171\364\347\350\313\235\153\256\167\203

\020\003\041\152

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\062\231\166\103\063\066\044\065\007\202\233\050\371\320\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\157\145\343\264\331\220\152\033\011\321\154\076\300

\154\040
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "BJCA Global Root CA2"

#

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:2c:17:08:7d:64:2a:c0:fe:85:18:59:06:cf:b4:4a:eb

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:18:21 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:18:21 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:4D:F6:93:1E:27:80:39:66:7B:72:0A:FD:C1:60:0F:C2:7E:B6:6D:D3:09:29:79:FB:73:85:64:87:21:28:82

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F4:27:86:EB:6E:B8:6D:88:31:67:02:FB:BA:66:A4:53:00:AA:7A:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE

 CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\054\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264

\112\353

END

CKA_VALUE

 MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\045\060\202\001\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\054
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\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264\112\353\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\124\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\046\060\044\006\003

\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116\107\040\103\105\122

\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111

\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\102\112\103

\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\062\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\071\060\063\061\070\062

\061\132\027\015\064\064\061\062\061\062\060\063\061\070\062\061

\132\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116

\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111

\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101

\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004

\003\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\062\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\235

\313\200\221\215\123\147\265\271\120\261\003\370\345\111\037\101

\042\011\260\121\122\130\326\053\064\217\305\022\106\024\305\213

\057\054\204\377\054\156\250\325\361\011\343\003\041\024\304\103

\075\174\301\054\304\113\152\112\315\351\207\340\175\366\042\276

\372\112\121\270\060\212\375\341\336\030\022\012\366\107\267\347

\027\277\047\212\324\101\114\226\074\140\226\301\375\025\034\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\112

\261\121\177\006\360\321\202\037\116\156\137\253\203\374\110\324

\260\221\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\150\000\060\145\002\060\032\274\133\327\376\251\322\124\016\112

\135\322\155\261\100\334\364\103\325\322\112\231\031\022\126\200

\367\203\064\341\065\116\110\155\004\017\127\061\060\060\055\261

\252\235\003\070\333\006\002\061\000\313\314\207\123\313\172\337

\040\121\163\220\300\250\133\141\320\305\120\071\375\205\376\301

\343\170\370\246\326\113\275\233\207\217\017\345\326\123\226\253

\074\310\100\332\141\367\123\243\367

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "BJCA Global Root CA2"

# Issuer: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Serial Number:2c:17:08:7d:64:2a:c0:fe:85:18:59:06:cf:b4:4a:eb

# Subject: CN=BJCA Global Root CA2,O=BEIJING CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 19 03:18:21 2019

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 12 03:18:21 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:4D:F6:93:1E:27:80:39:66:7B:72:0A:FD:C1:60:0F:C2:7E:B6:6D:D3:09:29:79:FB:73:85:64:87:21:28:82
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): F4:27:86:EB:6E:B8:6D:88:31:67:02:FB:BA:66:A4:53:00:AA:7A:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN

 CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BJCA Global Root CA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\364\047\206\353\156\270\155\210\061\147\002\373\272\146\244\123

\000\252\172\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\012\366\107\137\246\024\350\021\001\225\077\115\001\353\074

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\124\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\102\105\111\112\111\116

\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125

\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\014\024\102\112\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\054\027\010\175\144\052\300\376\205\030\131\006\317\264

\112\353

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST

 CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1939000431_1710807763.614011/0/ca-certificates-bundle-20230506-r0-os-alpine-3-18-0-tar-

xz/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-20230506/certdata.txt

 

1.1154 ieee754 1.2.1 
1.1154.1 Available under license : 

BSD-3-Clause

Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1155 npm-package-arg 11.0.1 
1.1155.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1156 buffer 5.7.1 
1.1156.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1157 base64-js 1.5.1 
1.1157.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jameson Little

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT
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1.1158 ip-address 9.0.5 
1.1158.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2011 by Beau Gunderson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1159 sprintf-js 1.1.3 
1.1159.1 Available under license : 

BSD-3-Clause

Alexander Rose [@arose](https://github.com/arose)

Alexandru Mrteanu [@alexei](https://github.com/alexei)

Andras [@andrasq](https://github.com/andrasq)

Benoit Giannangeli [@giann](https://github.com/giann)

Branden Visser [@mrvisser](https://github.com/mrvisser)

David Baird

daurnimator [@daurnimator](https://github.com/daurnimator)

Doug Beck [@beck](https://github.com/beck)

Dzmitry Litskalau [@litmit](https://github.com/litmit)

Fred Ludlow [@fredludlow](https://github.com/fredludlow)

Hans Pufal

Henry [@alograg](https://github.com/alograg)

Johnny Shields [@johnnyshields](https://github.com/johnnyshields)

Kamal Abdali

Matt Simerson [@msimerson](https://github.com/msimerson)

Maxime Robert [@marob](https://github.com/marob)

MeriemKhelifi [@MeriemKhelifi](https://github.com/MeriemKhelifi)
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Michael Schramm [@wodka](https://github.com/wodka)

Nazar Mokrynskyi [@nazar-pc](https://github.com/nazar-pc)

Oliver Salzburg [@oliversalzburg](https://github.com/oliversalzburg)

Pablo [@ppollono](https://github.com/ppollono)

Rabehaja

 Stevens [@RABEHAJA-STEVENS](https://github.com/RABEHAJA-STEVENS)

Raphael Pigulla [@pigulla](https://github.com/pigulla)

rebeccapeltz [@rebeccapeltz](https://github.com/rebeccapeltz)

Stefan Tingstrm [@stingstrom](https://github.com/stingstrom)

Tim Gates [@timgates42](https://github.com/timgates42)

Copyright (c) 2007-present, Alexandru Mrteanu <hello@alexei.ro>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of this software nor the names of its contributors may be

 used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1160 npm-pick-manifest 9.0.0 
1.1160.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1161 npm-packlist 8.0.1 
1.1161.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1162 @sigstore/protobuf-specs 0.2.1 
1.1162.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1163 @sigstore/sign 2.2.0 
1.1163.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1164 @npmcli/query 3.0.1 
1.1164.1 Available under license : 

ISC

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1165 @sigstore/bundle 2.1.0 
1.1165.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1166 npm-registry-fetch 16.1.0 
1.1166.1 Available under license : 

ISC

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this
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permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1167 cidr-regex 4.0.3 
1.1167.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) silverwind

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD-2-Clause

 

1.1168 @sigstore/tuf 2.2.0 
1.1168.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1169 json-parse-even-better-errors 3.0.1 
1.1169.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017 Kat Marchn

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

This library is a fork of 'better-json-errors' by Kat Marchn, extended and

distributed under the terms of the MIT license above.
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MIT

 

1.1170 bin-links 4.0.3 
1.1170.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1171 ignore-walk 6.0.4 
1.1171.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1172 npm-install-checks 6.3.0 
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1.1172.1 Available under license : 
BSD-2-Clause

Copyright (c) Robert Kowalski and Isaac Z. Schlueter ("Authors")

All rights reserved.

 

The BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1173 @npmcli/config 8.0.3 
1.1173.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
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ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1174 @tufjs/canonical-json 2.0.0 
1.1174.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 GitHub and the TUF Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1175 sigstore 2.1.0 
1.1175.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2023 The Sigstore Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.1176 @npmcli/run-script 7.0.2 
1.1176.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1177 cacache 18.0.1 
1.1177.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1178 pacote 17.0.5 
1.1178.1 Available under license : 

ISC

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter, Kat Marchn, npm, Inc., and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1179 cmd-shim 6.0.2 
1.1179.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC
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1.1180 binary-extensions 2.2.0 
1.1180.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com), Paul Miller

(https://paulmillr.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1181 are-we-there-yet 4.0.1 
1.1181.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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ISC

 

1.1182 @npmcli/arborist 7.2.2 
1.1182.1 Available under license : 

ISC

<!-- This file is automatically added by @npmcli/template-oss. Do not edit. -->

 

ISC License

 

Copyright npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this

software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NPM DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.1183 @tufjs/models 2.0.0 
1.1183.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 GitHub and the TUF Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

1.1184 npmcli-git 5.0.3 
1.1184.1 Available under license : 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) npm, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE NPM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE NPM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

ISC

 

1.1185 trio 0.25.0 
1.1185.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Contributors to the Trio project.

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the

licenses found in LICENSE.APACHE2 or LICENSE.MIT. Contributions to

Trio are made under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

1.1186 @types/node 20.11.30 
1.1186.1 Available under license : 

MIT

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.1187 jre 17.0.10+7-LTS 
1.1187.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# semeru17-binaries

The home for releases and nightlies for all IBM Semeru Runtime for Java 17 binaries

 

Please note these are not certified and are released under [GNU GPLv2 with Classpath

Exception](https://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html).

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1940323460_1710876055.6554065/0/semeru17-binaries-jdk-17-0-8-1-1-openj9-0-40-0-

tar/semeru17-binaries-jdk-17.0.8.1-1_openj9-0.40.0/README.md

 

1.1188 attrs 23.2.0 
1.1188.1 Available under license : 

# License and Credits

 

*attrs* is licensed under the [MIT](https://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/) license.

The full license text can be also found in the [source code repository](https://github.com/python-

attrs/attrs/blob/main/LICENSE).

 

*attrs* is written and maintained by [Hynek Schlawack](https://hynek.me/).

 

The development is kindly supported by my employer [Variomedia AG](https://www.variomedia.de/), *attrs*

[Tidelift subscribers](https://tidelift.com/subscription/pkg/pypi-attrs?utm_source=pypi-

attrs&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=enterprise&utm_term=repo),  and all my amazing [GitHub

Sponsors](https://github.com/sponsors/hynek).

 

A full list of contributors can be found in [GitHub's overview](https://github.com/python-

attrs/attrs/graphs/contributors).

 

Its the spiritual successor of [characteristic](https://characteristic.readthedocs.io/) and aspires to fix some of it
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clunkiness and unfortunate decisions.

Both were inspired by Twisteds

[FancyEqMixin](https://docs.twisted.org/en/stable/api/twisted.python.util.FancyEqMixin.html)

 but both are implemented using class decorators because [subclassing is bad for

you](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MNVP9-hglc), mkay?

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Hynek Schlawack and the attrs contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.1189 chromium 122.0.6261.128-r0 
1.1189.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2006-2009 The ChromiumOS Authors

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google LLC nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//
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// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.1190 avahi 0.8-r16 
1.1190.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
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you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
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other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly
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 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1191 avahi-libs 0.8-r16 
1.1191.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
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   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.1192 c-ares 1.27.0-r0 
1.1192.1 Available under license : 

# c-ares license

 

MIT License

 

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2023 Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

file.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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